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AUTHORS OF ARTICLES IN THIS VOLUME
For the benefit of readers who may wish to follow up an individual contributor's articles, the Editors have
listed after each contributor's name the pages on which his or her signature appears. Academic affiliations
are given (for a retired scholar, the place of his/her last known academic appointment, when known).
In this list, names in square brackets are those of authors of articles reprinted or revised from the first
edition of this Encyclopaedia or from the Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam. An asterisk after the name of the author
in the text denotes an article reprinted from the first edition which has been brought up to date by the
Editorial Committee; where an article has been revised by a second author his or her name appears within
square brackets after the name of the original author. The large number of deaths among the contributors
of this Supplement volume reflects the fact that the first three double fascicules were published in the early
1980s, 20-odd years before the last three fascicules. Every effort was made to ascertain whether a contributor to the Supplement volume had died, or moved, in the time it took to complete and publish this Supplement,
but it is very possible that some contributors not noted as having passed away, are no longer living, and
that an affiliation may be passe.
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ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA
VOLUME I
P. 702a,
ASHRAF 'ALI, add to Bibl: Barbara Daly Metcalf, Perfecting women: Maulana Ashraf CAH Thanawi's
Bihishti Zewar, a partial translation with commentary, Berkeley 1990.
VOLUME IV
P. 1091b,
KHASI, 1. 38, for Ustadh Djawhar [q.v.] read Ustadh Djawdhar [q.v.]
VOLUME VII
P. 560,
MUNADJDJIM, BANU 'L-, note 7 to genealogical tree, for Ta'nkh Baghdad, iv, 318, nr. 2122,
read Ta'rikh Baghdad, v, 215, nr. 2688
VOLUME IX
P. 353a,
SHARKAWA, add to Bibl.: D.F. Eickelman, Moroccan Islam: tradition and society in a pilgrimage center,
Austin 1976.
VOLUME X
P. 89b,
AL-TAFTAZANI, 11. 14-15 from bottom of article, for and a polemical refutation of Ibn al'Arabf's Fusus al-Hikam, read The refutation of the doctrine of Ibn al-'Arabf often ascribed to
al-Taftazam was written by his pupil 'Ala3 al-Dln Muhammad al-Bukharf (d. 841/1430). See
BakrI_'Ala5 al-Dfn, 'Abd al-Gham al-Nabulusi: al-Wuajud al-hakk, Damascus 1995, 15-30.
P. 664b,
AL-TUR, add to Bibl. on the Arabic mss. of St. Catherine's: Y.E. Meimaris, Katalogos ton neon arabikon
kheirographon tes hieras moms Hagias Aikaterines ton Owns Sina, Athens 1985.
C
P. 868a,
UNAYZA, add to Bibl.: Soraya Altorki and D.P. Cole, Arabian oasis city: the transformation of
'Unayzah, Austin 1989.
VOLUME XI
P. l b ,
VIDJAYANAGARA, 1. 5 from bottom of first paragraph, for Konkar [q.v. in Suppl.] read Konkan
[q.v. in Suppl.]
P. 126b,
WALIBA B. AL-HUBAB, 1. 3, for 2nd/9th century read 2nd/8th century.
P. 169b,
WASIT, add after 1. 37: During the struggle for 'Irak under al-Ma3mun, there were, however,
small issues of silver from Wash in the years 200 and 203, and occasional issues in copper in
147, 167, 177 and 187 or 9.
a
P. 174 ,
WASM, add to Bibl.: A second general study is E. Littmann, %ur Entzifferung der thamudenischen
Inschriften, Berlin 1904, 78-104, which argues that most of the brands originate from the South
Semitic alphabet in its North Arabian form.
P. 177 b ,
WATHANIYYA, add to Bibl.: G.R. Hawting, The idea of idolatry and the emergence of Islam. From
polemic to history, Cambridge 1999.
P. 227 b ,
AL-YADALI, l._14_from bottom, for (19 lines) read (19 folios)
opp P. 264, YAKUT AL-RUMI, map, for Oxus (Sayhun) read Oxus (Djayhun), and resituate Cairo on the rightside of the Nile
P. 292a,
YARMUK, add to Bibl.: W.E. Kaegi, Heraclius, Emperor of Byzantium, Cambridge 2003, 237-44.
P. 345-6,
AL-YUNINI, add the following table:
Genealogical tree of the family of Musa al-Yumm, author of Dhayl Mtfat
c

al-^amdn

lsa

'Abd Allah
I

I

Ahmad Abu '1-Husayn

al-Hasan
c

Muhammad Taki Abu 'Abd Allah
(573-658)
I

'All Sharaf Abu '1-Husayn
(d. 701) '
1

Umar

I

Musa Kutb Abu '1-Fath
his mother is Zayn al-'Arab bt. Nasr Allah (d. 693)
(641-726)

'Air Nur al-Dawla
(d. 670)

I

2 sons and 8 daughters, among whom 'Abd Muhammad Takl
al-Kadir Muhyl Abu Muhammad (d. 747),
(d. 765)
Fatima (d. 730), Zaynab,
Amat al-'Aziz (d. 754) and Muhammad
(667-737)
Musa (who lived in 732 in
Damascus)

a daughter (wife of Aybak
al-Iskandaram na'ib alRahba who died in his
sixties in 674)

XVIII
P. 36 l b ,
P. 364a,

P. 37l h ,

P. 404b,

P. 548a,
P. 548b,

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA
YUSUF AND ZULAYKHA, add to Bibl.L(c): ed. A c la-Khan Afsahzad and Husayn Ahmad
Tarbiyat, in Mathnawi-yi Haft awrang, ii, Tehran 1378 sh./\999, 19-209.
ZA', 11. 23-25, read a voiceless /t/ for /d/ is attested in some Northern Yemeni dialects . . .,
and a voiceless /t/ for /d/ occurs in North African sedentary dialects
1. 42, read Uzbekistan-Arabic) with /d/ > /y/,
ZABID, add to BibL Barbara E. Croken, %abid under the Rasulids of Yemen, 626-858 AH/12291454 AD,unpubl. Ph.D. diss. Harvard University 1990; 7n^A Patrimoine mondiale, in Saba, reoue
trimestrielle, v-vi (1999); cAbd al-Rahman b. cAbd Allah al-Hadrami, ^abid. MasacQiduha wamaddrisuhd al-cilmiyya fi 'l-ta'rikh, Damascus 2000.
ZA'IRDJA, add before final paragraph: As for the history of numbers, in his description of the
za'iraja Ibn Khaldun called attention to the use of Arabic characters (abdj_dd [q.v.]) and zimdm,
or administrative, numerals, as well as ghubdr, denoting the nine figures of Indian origin. With
regard to the zimdm numerals, this statement allows G.S. Colin to date the entry of the system
of Greek numerals into Morocco and to declare that the zimdm had spread in hermetic circles
at the same time. But given their administrative, commercial or diplomatic use, recourse to
them did not signify that they required the use of a code-breaker (De I'origine grecque des 'chiffres
de Fes' et de nos 'chiffres arabes', in JA, ccxxii [1933], 193-215). R. Lemay points out, from two
astrological manuscripts, B.N. ar. 2582 (attributed to Abu Ma'shar), a MS from the 18th century
(?), fol. 2r, and B.N. ar. 2584, fol. 2r, the list of correspondences between abdj.dd numerals and
zimam (Arabic numerals, in Dictionary of the Middle Ages, ed. J.R. Strayer, i, New York 1982, 386ff.).
AL-ZUBAYDI, 1. 4, for great-great-great-grandfather read great-great-great-great-grandfather
1. 30, for He died there on 1 Djumada II read He died there on 1 Djumada II 379

SUPPLEMENT
P. 20b,

P. 28b,
P. 58a,
P. 103 a ,
P. 163b,
P. 167a,

P. 24 l b ,

P. 408a,

P. 566b,

P. 570 a ,

ABU 'L-BAYDA' AL-RIYAHI, add after the last sentence of the text He was also the ram of Abu
Nuwas, and the latter has devoted a marthiya to him (Dlwdn, ed. Ghazalf, Cairo 1953, 572-4;
cf. E. Wagner, Abu Nuwds, Wiesbaden 1965, 356).
ABU MADI, add to BibL: G.D. Sallm, /. Abu Mddi (1889-1957): dirdsdt canhu wa-ashcaruh almadj_hula, Cairo 1980.
AL-CAKKAD, 1. 6, for Hafiz Ibrahim read Shukn
ACYAS, add to BibL: MJ. Kister, "Call yourselves by graceful names...", in Lectures in memory of
Professor Martin B. Plessner, Jerusalem 1976, 16, 25.
CAC-NAMA, add to BibL: I. Habib, A study of Hajjdj b. Tusufs outlook and policies in the light of
the Chachndma, in Bull, of the Inst. of Islamic Studies, Aligarh, vi-vii (1962-3), 34-48.
CAD, add at the end of the article: These negotiations finally resulted in the formation of a
Transitional Government of National Union (GUNT), which did not, however, bring the internal dissensions to an end. The civil war started up again in 1980, and M. Goukouni Oueddai'
secured victory over his opponents, thanks to the help of Libyan forces; he has even announced
a plan for a union between Chad and Libya, but the FAN (Armed Forces of the North) continue the struggle in the eastern part of the country, simultaneously against the Libyans and
the government troops (March 1981).
AL-DJAMICA AL-CARABIYYA, add at the end of the article: In consequence of the treaty between
Egypt and Israel and the Camp David negotiations, the seat of the Arab League has been
moved to Tunis, and Shadhlf Klebl was elected Secretary General (27 June 1979).
AL-IDRISI, add at the end of the article: The oldest manuscripts (Princeton of 754/1353, Taymuriyya
of 877/1473 and Manchester of 887/1482) and Ibn Abl Hadjala (Sukkarddn [together with alc
AmilI's al-Mikhldf\, "Beirut 1399/1979, 460) give the title Anwar culwiyy al-aajrdm. In the Anwar
al-ldrlsl mentions other books he wrote: K. al-Adwdr wa 'l-fatardt, K. al-Lfyawhara al-yatima Ji akhbdr
Misr al-kadima and K. Matla' al-tdlic al-sacid fi akhbdr al-Sacid; the latter title possibly served alUdfuwl as a model for his prosopography of Upper Egyptian men of renown.
Add to BibL: al-UdfuwI, al-Tdlic al-sacid al-ajdmic asmd} nua^abd' al-Sacid, ed. S.M. Hasan, Cairo
1966, 179-81, 534-6; Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalam, Lisan al-mizan, Haydarabad 1331, v, 262, no.
902; al-Suyutr, Husn al-muhddara, ed. M. Abu '1-Facll Ibrahim, Cairo 1387/1968, i, 554; Zirikll,
al-Acldm, 2Beirut 1399/1979, vi, 208b-c; Kahhala, Mu'ajam al-mu3allifm, Damascus 1379/1960, ix,
174a-b; A. Mingana, Catalogue of the Arabic manuscripts in the John Rylands Library in Manchester,
Manchester 1934, 422-5, no. 262; U. Haarmann, Regional sentiment in medieval Islamic Egypt, in
BSOAS, xliii (1980), 55-66; M. Cook, Pharaonic history in medieval Egypt, in SI, Ivii (1983); a critical edition of Anwar has been prepared by U. Haarmann (Beirut 1991).
MAHKAMA, add to BibL: See the writings by D. Pearl, in particular Interpersonal conflict of laws
in India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh, London-Bombay 1981; idem and W. Menski, Muslim family law,
London 1998 (rev. ed. of D. Pearl, A textbook on Muslim personal law, London -1987).
MAKASID AL-SHARICA, 1. 3, for of a ruling read of a possible ruling
1st line of third paragraph, read Istisldh and istihsdn [q.vv.] were discussed extensively by Malikfs.
1. 2 from bottom, for Muhammad Tahir b. cAshur, read Muhammad al-Tahir b. cAshur; and
change same in Bibliography.
Add to BibL: Tufi, Shark Mukhtasar al-Rawda, Beirut 1987-89.

A
AL-'ABBAS B. AHMAD B. TULUN, e l d e s t son
of A h m a d b. T u l u n [q.v.]. When the latter set
off for the conquest of Syria, he entrusted the government of Egypt to al-cAbbas, his designated heir,
but al-cAbbas was very soon persuaded to take advantage of his father's absence to supplant him. Warned
by the vizier al-Wasitl, Ibn Tulun got ready to return
to Egypt, and his son, after having emptied the treasury and got together considerable sums of money,
went off with his partisans to Alexandria, and then
to Barka. As soon as he got back, on 4 Ramadan
265/30' April 879, Ibn Tulun tried to bring him back
to reason, and, promising him pardon, sent to him
a letter, whose text has been preserved by alKalkashandl (Subh, vii, 5-10; reproduced also by
Safwat, Qiamharat rasd'il al-cArab, iv, 366-73); but the
rebel remained deaf to all these approaches and decided to invade Ifrfkiya at the head of a force of 800
cavalry and 10,000 black infantry, swollen along the
way by some local contingents.
Al-cAbbas then claimed that the caliph al-Mu c tamid
had named him as governor of Ifrfkiya and demanded
of the Aghlabid Ibrahim II that he should yield place
to him. The latter responded by sending against him
a force of cavalry, which met up with him at Labda
but did not venture an engagement. Al-cAbbas now
sacked Labda, even though the governor there had
decided to yield to him, and then went on to lay
siege to Tripoli. The Ibadl leader Ilyas b. Mansiir alNafusI organised resistance, and with the help of
reinforcements sent by Ibrahim II, succeeded in putting the rebel army to flight (middle of 267/winter
880-1). Al-cAbbas was compelled to return to Egypt,
but was captured in the course of a battle outside
the city of Alexandria with an army sent by Ibn
Tulun. He was brought to Fustat, led round on a
mule (Yakut, Udabd\ vii, 183), condemned to execute
personally the poet DjaTar b. Muhammad b. Ahmad
b. Hudhar and others of his retinue considered to be
responsible for his revolt, and finally flogged and
thrown into prison. He probably did not remain there
long, but his attitude nevertheless removed him from
all possibility of succession to the throne of Egypt.
On Ibn Tulun's death (Dhu 'l-Kacda 270/May 884),
it was his son Khumarawayh [q.v.] who followed him,
and al-cAbbas's protests were extinguished in blood.
Bibliography: The events are recounted in great
detail by Balawl, Sirat Ahmad b. Tulun, ed. M. Kurd
C
A1I, Damascus 1358, 252-5, and Kindl, Wulat Misr,
Beirut 1959, 246-50; these basic sources and the
data of other historians have been utilised by
M. Talbi, Ermrnt aghlabide, 347-52.
(Eo.)

'ABBAS SARWANI, h i s t o r i a n of the Mughal
period in India.
Little is known about him personally, but he was
a member of a SarwanI Afghan family which had
settled in Banur town (in the sarkar of Sirhind). His
ancestor got 2,000 bighas of land as a maintenance
grant during the reign of Bahlul Lodl. It was resumed
by Babur in 932/1526, and Shaykh Bayazld SarwanI,
the grandfather. of c Abbas, had to leave for Roh for
this reason. Sher Shah Sur restored it to Shaykh
Bayazld when the latter returned after the expulsion
of the Mughals in 947/1540. Islam Shah Sur also
renewed it to Shaykh cAll, the father of cAbbas. In
987/1579, it was again resumed by the state. c Abbas
then entered the service of Sayyid Hamld, a scholarly
officer of Akbar. In 990/1582 he compiled at the
instance of Akbar his famous Tuhfa-yi Akbar Shahi,
generally known as the Ta'nkh-i Sher Shahi. It is however, a biography of Sher Shah Sur and not history
in the true sense.
The Tuhfa-yi Akbar Shahi was compiled when the
short-lived Sur dynasty had already passed into
the limbo of history; and there was no hope left for
the revival of Afghan power. Now an Afghan writer
could get satisfaction only in magnifying the Afghan
rule, so that cAbbas was in his work inevitably nostalgic about the past of the Afghans. In fact, he compiled
his work with preconceived notions, practising the economy of truth when the facts were disparaging. Moreover,
he is not a first-hand source. All, or almost all, his narratives relating to the life and career of Sher Shah are
based on the information supplied by the SarwanI nobles
who had served under the Lodls and the Surs and with
whom he was connected by his own marriages. As
descendants of Khan-i Aczam cUmar Khan SarwanI,
the premier noble of the Lodl Sultans, they were not
expected to enquire about Sher Shah's background, who
had himself, and his father before him, been their servants before his rise to sovereignty. For this reason,
information gathered by c Abbas about Sher Shah's early
career from his SarwanI relations contains important
gaps, some of which are filled by Mushtakl's rambling
account, available in the Wakfat-i Mushtaki. Despite its
defects, the Tuhfa-yi Akbar Shahi is regarded as the major
source for Sher Shah's reign. It furnishes fairly detailed
data about the early life of Sher Shah and provides
clues to important facts about his statesmanship. Later
works, such as the Ta3nkh-i Khan-i D}aharii of Ni'mat
Allah Harawl, Ta'nkh-i Shahi of Ahmad Yadgar and
Tcfrikh-i Ddwudi of cAbd Allah, all compiled during the
reign of the Emperor Djahanglr, contain very little additional information with regard to Sher Shah.
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Bibliography. cAbbas Sarwani, Tuhfa-yi Akbar
Shahi, ed. Imam al-Dln, Dacca 1964; Sir H.M.
Elliot and J. Dowson, The history of India as told by
its own historians, iv, 301-433; Storey, i, 513-5;
I.H. Siddiqui, History of Sher Shah Sur, Aligarh
1971; S.A.A. Rizvi, Religious and intellectual history
of the Muslims in Akbafs reign, New Delhi 1975,
234-8.
(I.H. SiDDiqui)
ABBREVIATIONS, sigla and conventional signs
are nowadays called in Arabic mukhtasardt "abridgements" or rumuz. "symbols", but there does not seem
to have been any specific term for them in the classical period, even though from the very beginnings
of Islam copyists, scribes and specialists in all sorts of
disciplines were led to use them. This is why it has
been thought suitable to bring together here a list of
the main abbreviations found in the mediaeval texts,
together with some examples of those taken up by
our contemporaries.
One should first of all recall that a certain number of the suras of the Kur'an begin by groups of
letters (the fawatih or huruf mukatta'a/at], which remain
curiously inexplicable despite the many interpretations
thought up by inventive minds; the reader will find
a table of them in the article AL-KuR3AN, where the
signs indicating pronunciation to be found in various
editions of the Holy Book are also considered.
It should also be noted that if the verb sammd,
means notably "to pronounce the formula bi-smi lldh
al-rahmdn al-rahlm" the formula itself is called the basmala [</.f.], whose form is obvious; cf. also the hamdala,
the formula al-hamdu li-lldh "praise be to God", etc.
It is precisely these pious or optative formulae
which, because of their frequency, led copyists and
scribes to adopt various abbreviations, of which the
most frequent are: tc = tacdld "may He be exalted";
s = salld lldh calayh, and slcm — salld llah calayhi wasallam "may God confer His blessings [on the Prophet]
and grant him peace"; cm = calayhi al-saldm "peace be
upon him [sc. upon a prophet]"; rh = rahimahu lldh
"may God have mercy on him"; and rdh =' radiya lldh
c
anhu "may God be pleased with him" after the name
of a deceased person.
For their part, copyists used conventional signs,
amongst which one may mention: s - sawdbuhu "the
correct reading, to be read . . ."; b = bacda "after"
or kh — mu'akhkhar "placed after" and k = kabla
"before" to show that two words should be transposed (or also m = mu'akhkhar and m = mukaddam for
the same inversion); sh = musahhah "corrected, verified, the correct reading"; kh = khata3 "error" or
nuskha ukhrd "another manuscript = variant"; m =
mudradf "a word straddling two hemistiches of a
verse"; alkh = ild akhirihi "etc."; h or ah - intahd "end
of quotation".
In technical works on grammar, theology, law,
etc., the following may occur: aj. = ajamc "plural";
ajaj. = aj_amc al-ajamc "double plural"; m = mu'annath
"feminine", but also main "text of the hadith, etc.";
sh = shark "commentary" and shdrih "commentator";
thnd or nd — haddathand "there related to us"; and
= anba'and or akhbarand "[he] related to us (especially of a historical or other tradition"; m or aim
= (al)-macruf or (al)-mashhur "(the) well-known, (the)
famed"; alg. = al-^dhir "the obvious, literal sense";
w£ — wa-^dhiruhu "and its literal sense"; h — tahwll
"change in the isnad"; s = musannaf "hadith work"
or musannif "author (of the work)"; aim = al-musannif "the author"; yk — yukdl "it is said"; as = aslan
"by no means, absolutely"; ayd = ayda" "also, equally"; s = su'dl "question"; dj_ = dj_awdb "reply"; n =

bayanuhu "its explanation"; h = hakika "reality", "in
truth"; b = bdtil "false"; (al)mh = (al)-muhdl "what is
absurd, improbable"; mm = mamnuc "impossible,
absurd"; (f)ld nm = (fa)-Id nusallim "we do not admit,
recognise"; h, jh ~ (fa)-hma'idh"1 "and then, consequently"; Id mhh = la mahdlata "without any doubt";
kk — kadhdlika "thus"; almt = al-matlub "the desired
aim" or al-mutlak "the absolute".
Also found are: s = sdca "hour", d - dakika "minute",
and the names of the months: m = Muharram, s =
Safar, rd = Rabic I, r = Rabic II, ajd = l^umddd I, aj
- Diumddd II, £ = Raqjab, sh = Sha'bdn, I - Shawwdl,
n = Ramadan, dhd = Dhu 'l-Kacda and dh — Dhu
'l-Hiftfta.
It will be noted that these abbreviations are often
formed by the first letter of the word; another letter
may sometimes be chosen, without always there being
a care to avoid confusion, so that it may well happen that the groups of letters have an ambivalence,
which is not, however, very confusing.
At the present time, the proliferation of sigla, and
the perennial desire to save time have multiplied the
use of abbreviations, especially in the press and in
commercial and financial documents, but also in scholarly works with an apparatus criticus, where one may
find e.g. aj = d^u^ "volume", s = safha "page", s =
satr "line", w = waraka "leaf, folio", a and b or w and
£ = wad^h and £ahr "recto and verso", m — masihi/iyya
"A.D.", h = hia^n/iyya "A.H.", m = mal^ama "signature", kht — makhtut "manuscript", t = tabca "printed
edition", etc.
An international abbreviation has yielded, as elsewhere, a genuine noun: al-Yuna/isku "UNESCO".
Expressions denoting Unions or Federations are
replaced by initials: aj.'.m = al-aj_umhuriyya al-carabiyya
al-muttahida "the United Arab Republic", a.c.m — alimdrdt al-carabiyya al-muttahida "the United Arabic
Emirates", etc. Money and currencies, weights and
measures are not outside this general tendency: /./. =
lira lubndniyya "Lebanese pound"; d = dinar (and also
daktur "doctor"); aj. m. = dj_unayh misn "Egyptian
pound"; m = millieme or mitr "metre"; km = kilumitr
"km"; s.m./s.m. = s/santlmitr "cm"; / = fadddn "feddan", etc. Addresses often have s.b. = sunduk al-band
"postal box", and commercial letter headings sji.m.m
or sh.a.l = sharika mahdudat al-mas'uliyya "Ltd. Co.".
The list of abbreviations could be considerably prolonged, but our list will be limited to those given
above; one should however add that magazines and
periodicals often use these to such an extent that only
the initiates can unravel them. G. Oman (see Bibl.)
has mentioned, as characteristic: m.m. = "Marilyn
Monroe", and b.b. — "Brigitte Bardot"!
Bibliography. W. Wright, Arabic grammar, i,
25-6; M. Ben Cheneb, Liste des abreviations employees
par les auteurs arabes, in RAfr. 302-3 (1920-1), 134-8;
G. Oman, Abbreviature e sigle nelV arabo moderno, in
OM (1961), 800-2.
(ED.)
'ABD ALLAH B. ABI BAKR AL-MIYANAgJI,
c
called
AvN AL-KupAx AL-HAMADHAM, Shafi c T
jurist and Sufi" martyr, born at Hamadhan
in 492/1098. Born of a line of scholars, he studied
Arabic grammar, theology, philosophy and law, and
he is said to have, as an already precocious scholar,
started his first book at the age of 14. Also, at the
approach of puberty, he became a convert to Sufism.
In 517/1123, at the age of 25, he seems to have met
Ahmad al-Ghazall, brother of the great theologian
Muhammad al-Ghazall, who is said to have initiated
him into Sufi" meditation and dancing, thus completing his spiritual conversion. Other masters of his
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were Muhammad b. Hammuya and a certain Baraka.
His spiritual reputation soon gained him many disciples, and he spent all his time in oral and written
teaching, sometimes going beyond the limits of his
physical strength for this and having then to retire
for two or three months for recuperation. His activities soon provoked the hostility of the orthodox theologians. Provoked by his teachings on the nature of
sainthood and prophethood and on submission to the
Sufi shaykh, .and objecting to his usage of Sufi terminology which gave the impression that he himself
laid claim to prophetic powers, they brought an accusation of heresy against him before the Saldjuk vizier
in Irak, who imprisoned him in Baghdad. It was
there that he wrote his apologia, the Shakwd 'l-gharib.
Some months later he was set free and returned
to Hamadhan, but shortly afterwards, at the time of
the Saldjuk sultan Mahmud's arrival (reigned 51125/1118-31), he was executed in a barbarous manner during the night of 6-7 Djumada II 526/6-7
May 1131 at the age of 33. His premature death
seems to have prevented al-Hamadhanf from founding a Sun" monastery, setting up a Suit group and
designating a successor; nevertheless, his numerous
works, written in a fine style, have always found an
audience.
His published works include his Shakwd 'l-ghanb can
al-awtdn ild bulddn al-culamd\ an apologia in Arabic (ed.
and Fr. tr. Mohammed ben Abd-el-Jalil, in JA (1930),
1-76, 193-297; ed. c Afif cUsayran, Musannafdt-i (Ayn alKuddt-i Hamadhdm, Tehran 1341/1962; Eng. tr. AJ.
Arberry, A Sufi martyr, the apologia oj fAin al-Quddt alHamadhdni, London 1969); Risdla-yi iMwd'ih, on mystic love, in Persian, ed. Rahfrn Farmanish, Tehran
1337/1958; Zjibdat al-hakd'ik, in Arabic, ed. 'Usayran,
in op. cit; Tamhiddt or Zjibdat al-hakd'ikfi kashfal-dakd'ik,
in Persian, ed. 'Usayran, in op. cit., twice tr. into
Turkish; Ndmahd or Maktubdt, Makdtib, letters, in Persian,
ed. 'Alfnakf Munzawl and cUsayran, 2 vols., Beirut
and Tehran 1390/1971; Risdla-yi yazddnskindkht, ed.
Bahman Karlml, Tehran 1327/1948; and Ahwdl u
dthdr, ed. Farmanish, Tehran 1338/1959.
Bibliography. Sandilahf, Makh^an al-ghard^ib,
Bodl. Pers. ms. 395, 1523; Brockelmann, I, 490, S
I, 674-5; F. Meier, Stambuler Handschriften dreier persischer Mystiker, in IsL, xxiv (1937), 1-9.
(J.K. TEUBNER)
C
ABD ALLAH SULTANPURI, called MAKHDUM
AL-MtiLK, son of Shaykh Shams al-Dm of Sultanpur
(Pandjab), a leading I n d i a n t h e o l o g i a n of the
10th/16th century. He studied under Mawlana cAbd
al-Kadir of Sirhind, and acquired renown as a scholar
and for his command over Muslim jurisprudence, theology and history. He was held in high esteem by
Humayun [q.v.], and Sher Shah (947-52/1540-5) gave
him the title of Sadr al-Isldm; under Islam Shah (95261/1545-54) he was the principal adviser of the king
in religious affairs. Upon his return in 962/1555,
Humayun again conferred on him the title of Shaykh
al-Isldm, and under the next king Akbar [q.v], he
received the title of Makhdum al-Mulk. In 987/1579
he went to the Hidjaz and was received with much
respect by the Mufti of Mecca. Makhdum al-Mulk,
however, returned to India without performing the
Pilgrimage, and is said to have issued a fatwd to the
effect that the Hadj_dj_ was not obligatory on the people of India because the journey by sea could not be
undertaken without the European passports bearing
the pictures of Mary and Jesus and because the land
route lay through Shf c i Persia.
Makhdum al-Mulk was one of the signatories of the
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Mahdar of 987/1579 giving a high religious position
to Akbar, but subsequently disowned it; he was
in fact a very orthodox Sunn! and drew much criticism from Abu '1-Fadl. He died in 990/1582 in
disgrace.
Bibliography: Abu '1-Fadl, Akbar-ndma, Bibl. Ind.,
Calcutta 1873-87; c Abd al-Kadir Bada'uni,
Muntakhab al-tawdnkh, Bibl. Ind., Calcutta 1864-9;
Shah Nawaz Khan, Ma'dthir al-umard3, iii, Bibl. Ind.,
Calcutta 1888-91; Aziz Ahmad, Studies in Islamic culture m the Indian environment, Oxford 1964, 29-30,
168-9; S.A.A. Rizvi, Religious and intellectual history
of the Muslims in Akbar's reign, New Delhi 1975,
71-2 and index.
(M. ATHAR ALI)
C
ABD AL-CAZIZ B. CABD AL-RAHMAN B. FAYSAL AL
Su'iJD (ca. 1291-1373/oz. 1880-1953), f o u n d e r king
(regn. 1319-73/1902-53) of the Kingdom of Su'udi
Arabia. His mother was Sara b. Ahmad al-Sudayri.
At four, cAbd al-cAz!z was entrusted to a tutor and
became a hdfiz at eleven. Simultaneously (1309/1891),
at al-Mulayda the Al Rashfd of Ha'il [q.v.] defeated
and expelled the Su c uds from Nadjd, so that cAbd
al-cAzfz grew up subsequently in al-Kuwayt, his father's
exiled home.
In 1319/1902, the young hot blood retook al-Riyad,
expelled the Rashfdi governor, and proclaimed the
restored Su c udi rule. Central Nadjd soon re-pledged
loyalty to the Su c uds, and al-Kasfm [q.v.] was gradually brought in. By 1330/1912, cAbd al-cAzIz had
restored Su c udi rule throughout Nadjd.
In 1912, cAbd al-cAz!z inaugurated his most imaginative policy, that of settling Bedouin in Wahhabismcentred agricultural colonies whose members were
known as al-Ikhwan ("the brothers") [q.v.]. This movement simultaneously furthered Wahhabism, provided
a new military force, reduced tribalism, and increased
agricultural production; it brought with it profound
social change, and the movement at its height counted
some 150 colonies, one with 10,000 people. Ikhwanfs
played a leading role in subsequent conquests, but
ultimately revolted, charging the king with religious
laxity, so that the founder of the Ikhwan himself suppressed them (1348/1930).
On the eve of World War I, cAbd al-cAziz expelled
the Ottomans from eastern Arabia thus acquiring
access to the sea. For cAbd al-cAz!z, this war constituted a period of watchful waiting, but with the
war's end, he resumed expansion. Djabal Shammar
[q.v] was occupied in 1340/1921 and its dependencies the next year. In 1337/1919 c Abd al-cAz!z
won an important border fight with the Hashimfs,
and in 1338/1920 annexed upland cAs!r [q.v.]. The
end of his festering quarrel with the Hashimis began
when the Hashimf king, al-Husayn, somewhat
vaingloriously assumed the caliphate (1342/1924). The
Ikhwan, affronted, entered al-Ta'if, and Mecca opened
its gates, despite the Hashimis' descent from the
Prophet and long tenure in al-Hidjaz. By 1344/1926,
c
Abd al-cAzIz was proclaimed king of al-Hidjaz. His
realm, now quite independent, stretched solidly across
the peninsula in the first such broad unification in
Arabia for many centuries. In addition, responsibility for the holy places, well discharged, converted
c
Abd al-cAz!z from the leader of a minor sectarian
polity into a central figure in Muslim and international eyes. His one remaining external dispute, with
al-Yaman, was settled by a military victory followed
by a treaty (1352/1934). In the same year, he unified his government as the Kingdom of Su'udi Arabia.
c
Abd al-cAz!z treated defeated enemies magnanimously and, especially in al-Yaman, wisely restrained
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himself. Much of this period was also spent negotiating with Britain; demarcated borders gradually
emerged. During World War II, he maintained formal neutrality, but tilted toward the Allies, subsequently joining the United Nations and the Arab
League.
Internally, this commanding monarch ruled traditionally but with his own extra wisdom and
strength. He oversaw the successful implantation of
the high-technology, American-run petroleum industry into an ultra-traditional society, from a first commercial find in 1356/1937 to the point when, at
his death, production approached 1 million barrels/day and gave an annual revenue of $200 million. Oil revenues financed dramatic developments:
water supplies, airports, telephones and radios, roads,
electricity, deep water ports, a railroad, hospitals,
and schools. cAbd al-cAzIz had a "marked tendency
to uxoriousness". A study of 1952 indicates that he
had 35 living sons. The number of his wives, many
married ephemerally, was a legendary 300; in addition, he had concubines and slave women. Yet to
some wives, he was faithful and always within the
letter of Kur'anic law.
All in all, cAbd al-cAzIz laid the bases for the modernisation of his country and was one of the greatest leaders to arise in the Arabian peninsula.
Amfn al-Rayhani, Ta3nkh Nadj_d wa-mulhakdtih,
Beirut 1928; A. Rihani, Ibn Sa'oud of Arabia: his
people and his land, London 1928; Fu'ad Hamza,
al-Bildd al-cArabiyya al-Sucudiyya, Mecca 1936;
Hafiz Wahba, Djazirat al-cArab fi }l-karn al-'ishnri1,
Cairo 1946; Dj. c Abduh, Insdn al-I^a^ira: card
djadid li-sirat al-Mahk cAbd al-cAziz Al Su'ud, Cairo
1954; H. St. J.B. Philby, Sa'udi Arabia, London
1955; Salah al-Dln al-Mukhtar, Ta'nkh alMamlaka al-cArabiyya al-Sucudiyya, Beirut 1957;
Hafiz Wahba, Khamsun cdm fi Dj.azirat al-cArab,
Cairo 1960; Su'ud b. Hadhlul, Ta'rikh Muluk Al
Su'ud, al-Riyad 1961; D. Howarth, The Desert
King: a life of Ibn Saud, London 1964; Amln Sa c fd,
Ta'rikh al-Dawla al-Su'udiyya, Beirut 1964; G.
Troeller, The birth of Saudi Arabia: Britain and the
rise of the house of Sa'ud, London 1976.
(R. BAYLY WINDER)
C
ABD AL- C AZIZ B. YUSUF (Abu '1-Kasim alHakkar?), the private secretary and trusted adviser
of the Buyid amir c Adud al-Dawla [q.v] from the
very beginning to the end of his reign, and then
three times alternatively the vizier and in disgrace
in regard to his sons Samsam al-Dawla and Baha 3
al-Dawla [q.v. below]. He is the author of a collection of official correspondence (inshd'}, largely preserved in ms. Petermann 406 (Ahlwardt 8625), which
is however limited to the period of c Adud al-Dawla's
reign (some fragments lacking here are cited in alTha'alibf, Tatima, ii, 89-90) and which, without securing him a place equal to his contemporaries Abu
Ishak al-Sabi3 and Ibn c Abbad, merits the historian's consideration, above all for the . narrative of
events of the reign.
Bibliography. Abu Shudjac al-Rudhrawarf, continuation of the Miskawayh's Tadj_drib al-umam, ed.
and tr. Amedroz and Margoliouth in The eclipse of
the 'Abbasid caliphate, iii and vi (see index, vii, 2);
Tha'alibl, Tatima, loc. cit.; Cl. Cahen, Une correspondance buyide inedite, in Studi orientalistici. . . Levi della
Vida, i, 85-96; J. Chr. Biirgel, Die Hofkorrespondenz.
f
Adud al-Daulas. . ., Wiesbaden 1965; H. Busse, Chalif
und Grosskonig, die Buyiden im Iraq (945-1055}, Beirut
1969, esp. 240 ff.
(CL. CAHEN)
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ABD AL-BARI, KIYAM AL-DiN MUHAMMAD, early
14th/20th century cdlim and pir of the Farangl
Mahalf family [q.v. below]. Born in Lucknow in
1295/1878, he was descended on his father's side
from a distinguished line of pm and on his mother's
side from Malik al- c Ulama 5 Mulla Haydar (d.
1256/1840-1), who had established the 'Hyderabad
(Deccan) branch of the Farangl Mahall family. cAbd
al-Barf was brought up in Lucknow, where he studied
under many teachers, notably his uncle cAbd al-Bakf
and cAyn al-Kudat, the prominent pupil of cAbd alHayy [q.v.]. He travelled to the Hidjaz three times,
in 1309/1891-2, 1321/1903-4 and'1330/1911-2, and
also visited other parts of the Ottoman Empire. In
Medina, where he came to know Sharif Husayn of
Mecca, he both studied hadlth under Sayyid CA1I Witrl
and taught.
With Abu '1-Kalam Azad, cAbd al-Barf was the
first Indo-Muslim scholar to play a major role in modern Indian politics. He came to the fore as Muslims
of the subcontinent became agitated over events in
the Ottoman Empire just before World War One. In
1913, after returning from Mecca, with Mushfr Husayn
Kidwaf, he founded the Andjuman-i Khuddam-i Kacba
[q.v. below]. After the War he played a leading part
in launching the Indian Khilafat movement: leading
in 1918 the first culamdy to attend the All-India Muslim
League sessions, developing an alliance with Mahatma
Gandhi, helping to organise the Central Khilafat
Committee in 1919, and throughout driving the agitation more extreme till in 1920 the Khilafat movement
adopted a policy of non-cooperation with the British
government and, under its influence, so did the Indian
National Congress. In these years cAbd al-Barf's influence was at its zenith, a fact marked, at least among
Indian culamd3, by his election as the first president
in 1919 of the Dj.anic-iyyat-i fulama>-i Hind, which he
had played a major part in establishing. But gradually
in 1921 and 1922 he began to draw apart from the
politicians as they refused to accept his view that force
should be used to defend the Khilafat. By 1923 the
resurgence of communalism had driven him to defend
Islam in India at the cost of Hindu-Muslim unity.
Moreover, he continued to fight for the Khilafat,
although the issue had ceased to interest politicians.
From 1925 he led the tremendous protest in India
against Ibn Sacud, and died on 4 Radjab 1344/19
January 1926 while in the midst of his campaign.
c
Abd al-Bari knew that Muslims had to face the
problems posed by the modernisation of their society.
He was willing to support Muslims who sought western learning, sending boys to Aligarh College and making a donation to the Muslim University movement. In
an endeavour designed to equip the children of fulamd'
and pirs for modern life along traditional lines, he established the Madrasa-yi cAliya Nizamiyya at Farangl
Mahall in 1905. This offered an improved form of the
Dars-i Nizamiyya, making "modern" subjects such as
algebra and geography compulsory and offering practical subjects such as English to higher classes. cAbd alBan was no less concerned about the future of mysticism.
He felt that the ignorance of those who were mystics,
as well as that of those who were not, was damaging
the reputation of tasawwuf. He was particularly concerned that mystics should adhere strictly to the Shari'a.
It was on this account that around 1914 he revived a
plan, first mooted by his father and others in 1896, to
establish a madrasa to teach Islamic mysticism systematically. The plan was adopted as the aim of the
Bazm-i Sufiyya-yi Hind, an organisation which, with the
support of many leading Indian mystics, was founded
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cisive years, 1933-8. He went to al-Nahda school and
during the eUrs of Mu c m al-Dm Cishti at Adjmir in
began to mix study with militant activity, protesting
1916.
c
both against the British presence and the policies of
Abd al-Barf was one of the great teachers of his
the Egyptian politicians. He was exposed to the polittime, having at least 300 pupils. He wrote 1 11 books
ical currents of the time, of the IVqfd, the National
and pamphlets displaying wide learning in Persian as
Party (al-Hi^b al-Watam) and especially Misr al-Fatdt,
well as Arabic; as was customary in the Farangl Mahall
the Fascist-type movement found by Ahmad Husayn.
family, HanafT jurisprudence was his most important
He felt deeply and personally the problems of Egypt
field. Initiated into the KadirT-Razzakf and Cishtfand began to assume them inwardly himself, unconNizamf silsilas, he was an influential pir, numbering
sciously following the example of those future leaders
several leading politicians, including Muhammad and
c
who take upon themselves the burdens of their peoShawkat Alf [q.v.], amongst his murids. An indeple, and also searching for a future pattern for his
pendent-minded but emotional man, cAbd al-Barf was
own life. He admired the Wafd centred around its
guided by the need to defend and strengthen Islam.
leader, Mustafa Nahhas; he occasionally marched with
He achieved fame and success, in part because of
Misr al-Fatdt. He wrote at the time: "[The Egyptian]
what he did but also in part because of who he was:
only needs a leader who will lead him to battle".
the dominant member in his generation of the wideIn November 1935, when the British opposed the
spread and talented Farangl Mahall family. In recent
years he has been this family's most distinguished | re-establishment of the Egyptian constitution, cAbd alproduct.
| Nasir marched with students on to the streets of Cairo
and was wounded by a bullet fired by British troops.
Bibliography: There is a biography of cAbd alHe was identified as an agitator and asked to leave
Barf, Mawlawl 'Inayat Allah, Risdla-yi hasrat al-dfdk
c
his school. After a few months in 1936 as a law stuba wafdt madj_mu at al-akhlak, Lucknow n.d.; see also
c
c
dent in Cairo University, his sense of disillusion with
Mawlawi lnayat Allah, Tadhkira-yi ulamd'-i Farangl
the politicians who had "surrendered" to the British
Mahall, Lucknow 1928; For cAbd al-Barf's views on
by signing the 1936 Treaty and with what he sawmysticism, see Nur al-Hasan AdjmFrf, Khddimdna
as the indifference of his fellow-students, led him to
guzdrish, Lucknow 1923 and cAbd al-Ban, cUrs Hadrat
seek to join the army, in his opinion the best means
Bdnsa, Lucknow n.d., and for his views on educaavailable for effecting change. He had passed through
tion, see Altaf al-Rahman Kidwai, Kiydm-i ni^dm-i
c
his early personal crisis and took to the army as a
ta lim, Lucknow 1924; His political career is covered
positive means of action.
by Francis Robinson, Separatism among Indian Muslims:
In 1936 the Egyptian army had lifted its restricthe politics of the United Provinces' Muslims 1860-1923,
tions on the middle and lower classes entering the
Cambridge 1974, chs. vii-ix, and Afzal Iqbal, Tlie
life and times of Mohamed Ali, Lahore 1974, 336-40.
officer corps. cAbd al-Nasir was a member of the second entry of such men, an officer cadet in 1937 at
(F.C.R. ROBINSON)
C
the age of nineteen in the 'Abbasiyya Military
ABD AL-LATIF CELEBI [see LATHI]
C
ABD AL-NASIR, DJAMAL, Egyptian c o m m a n d e r
Academy. He was attracted to military life with its
and s t a t e s m a n . His father, cAbd al-Nasir Husayn,
discipline and study, and was quickly promoted. Of
came from the village of Bam Murr near Asyut in
his future companions in the revolution, he met cAbd
Upper Egypt. He was a clerk in the post office and
al-Hakfm cAmir in the academy and Zakariyya Muhyf
in 1915 moved to Alexandria. In 1917 he married
al-Dm and Anwar al-Sadat in his first posting to
the daughter of an Alexandrian coal merchant and
upper Egypt. It is difficult to maintain that their ploton January 15th 1918, his first son, Djamal, was born.
ting began at once but, being of similar age and backThe father was transferred several times during his
ground, they were united in their disrespect and even
son's early childhood and it was in Asyut that Djamal
contempt for their senior officers, and this attitude
began his primary education. At the age of seven he
was confirmed when he again met cAmir during their
was sent to Cairo to live with his uncle and to study
assignment to the Sudan.
there instead of moving around with his father. He
The German successes in Libya and Egypt in
also spent some time in the family village of Banf
1940-1 led some Egyptian officers to see in the Axis
Murr when he was able to observe the life of the
their deliverers from British occupation. cAbd al-Nasir
Egyptian peasant—its poverty and its daily toil, its
stayed aloof from making approaches to the Germans,
dignity and solidarity. The village was a microcosm
but his anger was aroused in February 1942 when
of Egyptian rural society. c Abd al-Nasir's family
Sir Miles Lampson, the British High Commissioner,
belonged to the middle layer of small proprietors and
with the support of British tanks imposed on King
tenants, a class largely dominated by others yet from
Faruk a Wafd cabinet under Nahhas. cAbd al-Nasir
which there was some outward movement into the
was ashamed that the army had taken no countertowns and cities through education and government
action, but he at least felt that some officers had
employment. This class gave cAbd al-Nasir his roots
been shaken out of their apathy. In 1943 he was
in the Egyptian countryside and also his escape into
appointed an instructor at the Military Academy,
another world.
and during his time there was able to make contact
In Cairo he went to al-Nahhasm school in Khan
with a number of younger Egyptians who were also
al-Khalflf where he was able to experience at first
like him fired by the aim of liberating their country.
hand the life of the bustling crowded quarters of
The period 1945-52 bears, with hindsight, the signs
Cairo, that other aspect of the poverty of Egypt.
of the end of an era. Several factors combined to
During this period he was greatly affected by the
ensure that change eventually became inevitable. King
death of his mother and by his father's early re-marFaruk's political erraticness and scandalous private
riage. This experience turned him against his father
life debarred him as a serious political leader. The
and strengthened his independence and perhaps also
Wafd had lost most of its credibility, and the more
his introspection. He was noted from then on for his
extreme movements were left to clamour for a censeriousness and thoughtfulness.
tral role. The Arab disaster in Palestine had a proAfter an interval with his family in Alexandria
found effect on the minds of young Egyptian army
c
Abd al-Nasir moved to Cairo w r here he spent five de- [ officers, and the British reluctance to evacuate troops
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first from the towns and then from the Suez Canal
Zone confirmed their suspicions about the survival
of British imperialist aims. The period was one of
ferment and tension, so that even a personality less
politically sensitive than cAbd al-Nasir could not have
remained unaffected, and he was in a sense torn
during this period between his position as staff officer and his interests in "revolutionary" movements.
He was introduced to Marxism by Khalid Muhyl
al-Dm, a fellow officer and cousin of Zakariyya, to
the Ikhwdn al-Muslimun by al-Sadat, and to the left
wing of the Wafd by Ahmad Abu '1-Fath and others. At this time a group of officers began to meet
regularly, comprising the above together with c Amir,
Tharwat c Ukasha and one or two others. These socalled Dubbdt al-Ahrdr ("Free Officers") did not yet
coalesce as a movement, having no common ideology but a determination to transform Egypt; but the
figure of Djamal cAbd al-Nasir emerged here as a
leader.
It was events outside Egypt which decisively placed
the Free Officers on course outwards revolution. In
May 1948 the Egyptian army advanced into Palestine
in an attempt to destroy the new state of Israel. cAbd
al-Nasir was commanding officer of a unit, and was
immediately dismayed by the inefficiency and lack of
preparedness of the Egyptians who were fighting
against greatly inferior numbers; in the fighting he
was himself wounded in the chest. After the second
United Nations armistice (during which the Haganah
improved its positions), the battle for the Negev began
in October. cAbd al-Nasir and his unit were trapped
at Falludja, but together with several other Free
Officers they held out against the Israeli forces and
were eventually able to counter-attack. In retrospect,
c
Abd al-Nasir saw this episode as a symbol of their
determination to pursue the real fight against all those
forces which opposed Egypt. He had fought the Israelis
and had even admired them in their successful bid
to oust the British from Palestine (during one armistice
he had had an opportunity to talk to an Israeli officer), and had himself become more widely known.
One general also made his name for heroism in the
Palestine war, Muhammad NadjTb (Neguib).
The army returned home bitter in defeat and
determined to begin the "real" struggle. The Free
Officers began to issue propaganda denouncing the
King, the regime and the army, to infiltrate the government, and to co-operate with other organisations.
In October 1951 the Egyptian government abrogated the 1936 Treaty, and this action signalled the
beginning of guerilla activity against the British troops
remaining in the Canal Zone. The Free Officers
played a certain part, issuing arms and training commandos, but it was largely students and members of
the Ikhwdn who bore the brunt of the fighting; cAbd
al-Nasir himself was biding his time conserving his
energies.
Tension was also rising in Cairo. A particularly
severe British retaliatory attack on the Isma'Tliyya barracks in January 1952 led to Black Saturday, January
26th, when much foreign and Egyptian property in
Cairo was burned and several lives lost. Students,
Ikhwdn and the mob rampaged in a fury of revenge,
and the army and police intervened only late in the
day. It is still not clear who instigated the riots and
how large a part, if any, the Free Officers played;
but the events had at least demonstrated the desperate fury of the country and the lack of any solution
offered by the regime.
Faruk and his entourage continued their improvi-

dent course, seemingly careless of the country's plight.
The Free Officers decided that a coup could no longer
be postponed and began to make their final plans in
July. The government had moved for the summer to
Alexandria, and two army units favourable to the Free
Officers were about to move to Cairo. On 20th July
it became known that Faruk was to appoint a new
government, one of whose first actions would be to
arrest some of the Officers. The latter advanced their
plans; by the morning of 23rd July the key army and
communications posts had been taken, with hardly a
shot fired and only two lives lost. Although cAbd alNasir had been the leader, General Muhammad
Nadjfb, the older and better-known man, became the
new Commander-in-Chief, while arguments raged over
the future form of government—should there be cooperation with civilian politicians, and what was to
be the fate of Faruk?
c
Ali Mahir, an ex-premier, headed the new government. cAbd al-Nasir stood out for the exile, rather
than the execution, of Faruk, and the ex-king sailed
from Alexandria on 26th July. Nadjfb supervised the
abdication while cAbd al-Nasir remained in Cairo.
Muhammad Hasanayn Haykal has divided the political life of cAbd al-Nasir (known in Egypt as "The
Lion") into three parts: 1952-6, the Lion free; 195667 the Lion chained; 1967-70 the Lion wounded. By
this division, Haykal saw him free until the Suez invasion to concentrate on Egyptian affairs; after 1956 he
became chained to Arab and world affairs and a prisoner of his own success and personality; after the ArabIsraeli war of 1967 he was gradually weighed down
by the burdens of office. These divisions may be qualified and modified, however. During the whole of his
political life he was attempting both to legitimise his
rule and to give Egypt a lasting political and social
system. Until 1956 he was largely concerned with
Egyptian internal affairs, but Suez thrust him on to
the world stage, and while chaining him, in Haykal's
phrase, he was at the peak of his popularity and success, at least until the dissolution of the Syrian-Egyptian
union in 1961. The period 1961-7 saw him more
closely chained and less successful, until the disaster
of 1967, by which he was mortally wounded.
The Free Officers had no definite political programme before or at the beginning of their regime.
No one ideology motivated the seizure of power; they
had rather vague ideas about national independence,
modernisation, democratisation, social justice and
equality. The first years of power entailed a more
precise defining of these ideas and forced cAbd alNasir to determine his role in the new system. He
was the centre of the new ruling body, the Revolution
Command Council (R.C.C.) (Madj_lis Kiyddat al-Thawrd),
although Nadjfb was its president, replacing cAlf Mahir
in September 1952, and cAbd al-Nasir not yet publicly acknowledged.
The regime's first declared objective had been the
expulsion of the British, and negotiations began immediately over the evacuation of the Canal Zone.
Secondly, the direction of domestic policy was established by the agrarian reform law of September 1952
by which no one was allowed to hold more than 200
feddans of land. Thirdly, the regime set about eliminating opposition, i.e. the Wafd and especially the
Ikhwdn, who reacted by trying to foment opposition
in the army, police and universities. In the early
months of 1954 the Ikhwdn waged what cAbd al-Nasir
termed a djjhdd against the regime, in an attempt to
seize power themselves.
Within the Revolution Command Council, dis-
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sensions arose between General Nadjib, now President
of the Egyptian Republic, and the younger officers.
The older man had gained considerable popularity,
but was opposed by his colleagues, who accused him
of re-establishing relations with the old politicians and
wanting to send the army back to its barracks. There
were demonstrations in his favour, and the chaos of
pre-revolutionary days seemed about to return. This
was unthinkable to cAbd al-Nasir with his deeply
authoritarian character, and he and like-minded colleagues isolated Nadjib by the end of March 1954;
he remained as titular president of the republic, while
c
Abd al-Nasir became president of the R.C.C. with
de facto power.
In July 1954, cAbd al-Nasir signed a treaty with
the British under which the Canal base would be
evacuated within twenty months with the provision
that it could be "re-activated" by the British in the
event of an attack by an outside power on an Arab
country or on Turkey. To many Egyptians, this was
a capitulation to the West and was strongly opposed
by the Ikhwan. On 24 October 1954 cAbd al-Nasir
was addressing a crowd in Alexandria justifying the
treaty when a member of the Ikhwan attempted to
assassinate him. Haykal described this as a turning
point in cAbd al-Nasir's career. Having already gained
control of the army and state, his survival might also
be seen as confirmation of that control, for charismatic leaders can only gain in prestige from "miraculously" surviving assassination attempts. cAbd al-Nasir
now dominated the Revolution Command Council,
the cabinet, the Free Officers and through them the
Liberation Rally, his first attempt to organise political support. The mukhabarat (secret police) were his
means of supervising the two latter bodies, and the
basis of the regime was the army, whose members
penetrated most aspects of civil life.
1955 was the year in which cAbd al-Nasir won his
personal battle, and found the role he had written
about in his Falsafat al-thawra "Philosophy of the revolution": "In this region in which we live there is a
role wandering aimlessly about seeking an actor to play
it". In his writing he had criticised the masses for not
enthusiastically following him after the coup. Now he
was presented with a cause in which to lead them.
The British had established the Baghdad Pact with Nun
al-Sacid of Irak as the lynch-pin. cAbd al-Nasir, aware
that he was compromised over the Suez base agreement, saw the Pact as an attempt by Britain, and especially by Eden, to maintain domination in the Middle
East, and even to shift the centre of power away from
Egypt to clrak, hence he determined to oppose it. In
February 1955 he was visited by the proponents of
non-alignment, Tito and Nehru, and was greatly influenced by them, especially by the Yugoslav. At the same
time an Israeli attack on Gaza convinced him that the
Americans were attempting to exploit his vulnerability.
He now began to seek arms, first unsuccessfully from
the West, and then from the Communist bloc.
His participation in April in the Bandung Conference
of Non-aligned Nations made a deep impression on
him, for he was hailed as a leader in the anti-colonialist fight and welcomed by an enthusiastic crowd
on his return to Cairo. Seven months later he
announced an arms contract with Czechoslovakia,
though he was loath to sever contacts with the West,
and in November he opened negotiations with Britain
and America for a loan to finance the construction of
the Aswan High Dam. In January 1956 a loan by
the West was announced with conditions, notably that
Egypt's budget had to be supervised by the lenders.
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c
Abd al-Nasir hesitated for a time, having alienated
France by his support of the Front de Liberation
Nationale in Algeria and Britain by his approval of
King Husayn's dismissal of General Glubb in Jordan;
and finally in July the offer of the loan was withdrawn because, according to the U.S. Department of
State, of doubts about Egypt's "ability to devote adequate resources to assure the project's success".
Such a rebuff was a severe blow to a man of cAbd
al-Nasir's temperament and he reacted angrily. Under
a new constitution he had been elected President, with
both the powers of head of state and of government,
in June with 99.9 per cent of the votes. He announced
the nationalisation of the Suez Canal, against which
the British Prime Minister, Anthony Eden, reacted by
denouncing the takeover as illegal; he also saw cAbd
al-Nasir as a dictator threatening British security who
had to be removed. To the Egyptians, however, the
Canal was the symbol of imperialism and cAbd alNasir was the man who had defied the Old World
and who had asserted the rights of the newly-independent. His popularity in Egypt was enormous and
he was convinced that he could withstand Western
attempts to make him retract.
Britain, France and Israel combined to attack Egypt,
each for their own reasons, but united in fear and
hatred of cAbd al-Nasir, after attempts to organise
forms of international supervision of the Canal had
failed. On October 29th Israeli troops crossed into
Sinai and the following day were reported to be within
20 miles of the Canal. The British and French
ultimatum ordering both Egypt and Israel to withdraw to ten miles on either side of the Canal, was
rejected by c Abd al-Nasir, and two days later British
planes raided Cairo. On November 5th British and
French troops landed in Port Said. cAbd al-Nasir convinced his followers of Egypt's ability to resist, but he
was in fact facing defeat, and was only saved by
American and Soviet pressure on his attackers. All
foreign troops were compelled to leave Egyptian territory, and he emerged as victor in defeat, more popular and powerful than before, and a world figure.
His very success bore within itself the seeds of danger. He had confronted Israel and the West, not only
on behalf of Egypt but also of other parts of the Arab
world. He was being drawn into the politics of Arabism,
with its twin goals of unity and the destruction of
Israel, reaction and colonialism. Egypt, the strongest
Arab state with its powerful leader, was the natural
centre of the Arab world. cAbd al-Nasir had already
shown his support for the Algerian national movement
and thereby alienated France. The Voice of the Arabs
radio broadcast continual anti-Western propaganda
from Cairo. c Abd al-Nasir had rejected President
Eisenhower's offer of American military support. At
the same time Syria, the other centre of Arabism
seemed to be slipping into a chaotic situation. Several
factions, Bacthists, Communists and rival nationalist
groups, were competing for power. In January 1958
Syrian spokesmen informed cAbd al-Nasir that only
union with Egypt could save their country. He was
not immediately convinced, despite his professed belief
in Arab unity, and made strong conditions for the
Syrians which they nevertheless readily accepted. At
the end of January the United Arab Republic came
into existence with cAbd al-Nasir as president, welcomed with relief by the Syrians but not, it seemed,
with any great enthusiasm by the Egyptian leader himself, nor by the Egyptian people, some of whom regretted the disappearance of the name of Egypt.
However, he received a great popular welcome in
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Syria and appeared determined to make the union a
success, if only by imposing his own will on the
Syrians. Such an attitude was bound to cause resentment, and socialist measures, the dismissal of army
officers, purges of politicians and the arrogant behaviour of cAbd al-Nasir's man in Syria, cAbd al-Hamfd
Sarradj, all contributed to increase feelings of bitterness. By early 1961 the union was falling apart and
in September a group of Syrian officers unilaterally
took Syria out of the U.A.R.
c
Abd al-Nasir was stunned, but, after a momentary determination to oppose the split by force,
reluctantly withdrew Egyptian troops from Syria. To
salvage his self-esteem and perhaps to keep the door
open for further unions, he retained the title of U.A.R.
for Egypt. His political life was complicated by another factor. The Trakfs had overthrown the monarchy in July 1958, had proclaimed their revolution
and were disputing with him the leadership of the
Arab world. Rivalry was intense, especially as clrak
claimed Soviet support and had refused to join the
U.A.R. He had been dragged deep into inter-Arab
disputes and saw his energies diverted into unprofitable avenues.
After the break-up of the U.A.R., cAbd al-Nasir
felt isolated and to some extent withdrew into Egyptian
affairs. In a speech of October 1961 he made some
surprising admissions; "We fell victim to a dangerous
illusion, to which we were led by an increasing confidence in ourselves and in others". He had neglected
the economic development and the political organisation of Egypt. He would summon a congress of
popular forces which would chart a more socialist and
democratic course. In Egypt he had become in all
senses the ra'is, enjoying absolute power and now
being corrupted by that power. He was the fatherfigure, protected by the mukhdbarat, imprisoning and
torturing Communists, with an all-powerful police, and
with judicial corruption. His entourage both protected
and isolated him. He owed his popularity to the
masses, yet he distrusted them, and none of his plans
to involve the people more directly in government
had very great success. He moved cautiously and pragmatically, approaching a socialist solution slowly.
Despite his reliance on Russia, he had persecuted
Egyptian Marxists and had no intention of imposing
a totally communist programme on the country.
During the fifties there had been some nationalisation, but it was not until July 1961 that cAbd alNasir announced more radical measures. He introduced
"Arab socialism" into Egypt—land ownership was
reduced to a maximum of 100 feddans; banks and
many other companies were nationalised; property was
sequestrated; and the economy was to be totally
planned. Smaller businesses were left in private hands.
c
Abd al-Nasir was clearly reluctant, however, to follow too closely the Soviet pattern. His socialism was
to be built on "national friendship" rather than class
warfare and there was to be no enforced collectivisation of the peasantry. The Congress of Popular Forces
was convened in May 1962 to discuss and approve
a National Charter which embodied the ideology
of the regime. A new single party, the Arab Socialist
Union, was founded to succeed the National Union
which had already taken the place of the earlier
Liberation Rally.
The A.S.U. was cAbd al-Nasir's attempt to involve
the people, in a strictly supervised way, in the government of Egypt. That it largely failed was partly due
to the scarcity of enthusiastic and well-trained cadres.
Traditional centres of power still held sway in many

of the Egyptian villages and no great enthusiasm was
shown for the A.S.U. In an attempt to strengthen the
Union, cAbd al-Nasir even released imprisoned Marxists, some of whom in 1964 agreed to work within
the organisation.
c
Abd al-Nasir's economic policies were obviously
influenced by his relationship with the Soviet Union
and Yugoslavia. He rejected Communism and was
categorised by Soviet ideologists as a bourgeois nationalist, yet he was dependent on Russia for aid and
Krushchev considered him an ally in the Middle East.
Apart from arms, Russia had in 1960 agreed to finance
the construction of Aswan Dam, which became both
the symbol of Russo-Egyptian co-operation and of
Egypt's rebirth. The dam was built to transform
Egypt's economy and agriculture. It has not succeeded
in all the ways intended, and in more ways than one
it is cAbd al-Nasir's monument.
Despite his intention to concentrate on internal
affairs, cAbd al-Nasir's reputation and Egypt's position in the Arab world obliged him to continue to
play a leading role. The most serious intervention was
in the Yemen where in the autumn of 1962 an uprising had driven out the Imam. A republic was proclaimed which was immediately threatened by
Saudi-backed royalist forces. cAbd al-Nasir sent an
Egyptian army to support the revolution, an action
he later regretted, for it was trapped for five years
with a continuing drain of men and equipment,
diverted away from a confrontation with Israel, the
insoluble problem of his lifetime.
The Israelis had withdrawn from the Suez Canal
after 1956, and United Nations troops had moved in
between Israel and Egypt. The Arabs had made various plans for and propaganda about the destruction
of Israel, but cAbd al-Nasir seemed determined not
to let Egypt be engaged in war before the army was
ready, or until Arab unity was achieved. However,
he joined a pact with Syria in 1966 which trapped
him into confrontation. Both Syria and Jordan clashed
with Israel and he found himself shouldering their
burdens and being ineluctably drawn into a conflict.
He was now heard to talk of destroying Israel and
of the impossibility of co-existence. cAbd al-Hakfm
c
Amir and others convinced him that the army was
strong and prepared, though after the war, cAbd alNasir claimed that he had not wanted to fight.
According to his version of the events leading to
the war, in May he asked U Thant to withdraw the
U.N. Emergency Force from the Israeli-Egyptian frontier, thus allowing the Egyptian army to face Israeli
troops directly. The Russians had informed him that
the Israelis were preparing to attack Syria, and by
his moves in Sinai he intended to deter them; this
information seems to have been either incorrect or at
least exaggerated. cAbd al-Nasir claimed that the U.N.
responded by insisting on withdrawing their troops
both from the frontier and from Sharm al-Shaykh.
The U.N. version is that Egyptian troops appeared
at Sharm al-Shaykh and forced the U.N. to withdraw. Whichever version is correct, Egyptian troops
were soon at the entrance to the Gulf of cAkaba and
blockading the Straits of Tiran to Israeli shipping,
and it was clear that Israel could not leave such a
challenge unanswered. According to eyewitnesses in
Cairo cAbd al-Nasir appeared at the time to be borne
down by the inexorable, and he spoke of a moment
of decision: either Israel must accept new discussions
on the Palestine problem or war was inevitable.
c
Amir and Shams Badran, the Egyptian War Minister, urged him in vain to strike first. Israel settled
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course. He had guided Egypt through a period of
the matter by a pre-emptive attack on June 5th which
intense change and political adjustment. He had seen
destroyed the Egyptian air force on the ground. By
the end of French and British imperialism and had
June 9th Egypt accepted a cease-fire, with Israeli
c
felt his way towards a new relationship both with
troops once again on the Suez Canal. Abd al-Nasir
the United States and the Soviet Union. He had led
had led his country to a catastrophic defeat. He had
Egypt into a relationship with an Arab world newlyno excuses. On television on June 9th he admitted
conscious of its power and independence. He had
his failures and announced his resignation. The reachad to face the problem of confronting Israel on
tion was immediate. All Egypt, it seemed, begged him
behalf of that Arab world. As Haykal wrote, these
to stay. Egypt and cAbd al-Nasir had together been
historical conditions formed his destiny and laid on
defeated, and Egypt without him was unthinkable; the
him a burden too great for any one man to bear,
identification between leader and people appeared
or in the words of another commentator, "being
total. His resignation was rejected and the following
unable to solve Egypt's problems, [he] chose to incarday he resumed office.
nate them".
His prestige was, however, diminished, a fifth of
c
Abd al-Nasir was thoroughly Egyptian, a SacTdT
his country occupied, the Canal closed; he was conwho gave back to Egypt a sense of dignity. He
fronted by a powerful enemy, and his armed forces
remained a man of simple tastes and hard work who
were shattered. In the short period left of his life
continued to live modestly in Cairo. His close friends
there was little he could do to restore the situation,
were almost all political allies and he created with
yet as leader he was forced to try. Even the army
them an atmosphere of intrigue and conspiracy in
was not prepared totally to support him. cAmir was
government. He ruled Egypt through this elite,
blamed for the defeat, arrested and allowed (or forced)
together with a network of interlocking security systo commit suicide, Badran was imprisoned for life.
tems. He was cunning, mistrustful and a conspiraMembers of the secret police were arrested. In
tor. He even distrusted the army, which he supervised
February 1968 the Air Force commanders were senwith the mukhdbardt. He was a naturally passionate
tenced to imprisonment. Even so, the Egyptian people
c
man, not averse to the use of violence and torture
were not satisfied with Abd al-Nasir's actions, and
to subdue his opponents. He did not know how to
there was criticism of him, of the system and of the
create lasting institutions nor how to gather around
leniency of the sentences on the Air Force officers.
him a strong governmental team.
He responded by increasing the sentences and by
He clearly inspired devotion both among his colurging the Arab Socialist Union to play a more creative and active role. This did not satisfy the people,
leagues and among the masses in Egypt and elsewhere. His figure dominated Arab politics and gave
and in late 1968 there were demonstrations in favour
rise to the formation of Nasserist parties in other
of more political freedom and even demands for his
resignation. He had been called back by the people
countries. He was the symbol for many of Arab resistyet was unable to fulfil their expectations.
ance to foreign influence and to internal reaction. He
On the international scene, he was able to offer litwas the leader who, in Weber's terms, was able to
tle that was constructive. At the Khartoum Arab sumlead the break-through in Egypt's history.
mit in September 1967 he endorsed the Arab refusal
Bibliography: Much has been written about cAbd
to recognise or to negotiate with Israel, although he
al-Nasir and Egypt under his regime. A survey of
also seemed to accept the U.N. resolution 242 which
English and French studies written before 1967 can
entailed recognition of the sovereignty of all states in
be found in D. Hop wood, Some Western views of the
the Middle East. Soviet support in rebuilding his army
Egyptian revolution, in PJ. Vatikiotis, ed., Egypt since
at least gave him a position from which he could face
the revolution, London 1968; The most important
Israel on a more equal footing. It led him to launch
works specifically on Djamal cAbd al-Nasir appearthe war of attrition in 1969-70 during which the Israeli
ing since that date are: J. Lacouture, Nasser, Paris
air force on several occasions attacked Egyptian terri1971 (and Engl. tr., London 1973); R. Stephens,
tory. cAbd al-Nasir personally and on behalf of the
Nasser, London 1971; R.H. Dekmejian, Egypt under
Arabs could not bring himself to the point of negotiNasir, a study in political dynamics, Albany, N.Y. 1972;
ating a peace treaty with Israel, despite Soviet and
A. Nutting, Nasser, London 1972; Egypt and Nasser.
American pressure. He made several moves which
3 vols. (Facts on File) New York 1973; M.H.
seemed to be leading towards negotiation, but he
Heikal, The Cairo documents, London 1973; Many
remained fettered by his position in the Arab world.
works in Arabic have been published, especially
On 24 September 1970 King Husayn of Jordan
since his death, both laudatory and critical, and
and Yasir 'Arafat of the Palestine Liberation
these are too numerous to list here. One of the
Organisation met in Cairo under cAbd al-Nasir's aegis
most revealing is by Haykal, -cAbd al-Nasir wa
to try to achieve reconciliation after Husayn's sup'l-cdlam, Beirut 1972. Essential is cAbd al-Nasir's
pression of the attempted Palestinian take-over in
own Falsafat al-thawra, Cairo 1956 (English tr.,
Jordan, and this was his last achievement. On
Washington D.C. 1956). Also of use are memoirs
September 28th he died of a heart attack, having sufby his colleagues, Anwar al-Sadat, Revolt on the Nile,
fered from diabetes for ten years and later from arteNew York 1957, and Mohammed Neguib, Egypt's
riosclerosis of his right leg. Despite a previous heart
destiny, London 1955. Many of his speeches were
attack in September 1969 he had continued to work
also published.
(D. HOPWOOD)
until the very end. His funeral in Cairo was marked
<ABD AL-RAHMAN B. HASSAN B. THABIT ALwith astonishing scenes of grief, devotion and disbeANSARI, poet of Medina and Damascus in the early
lief amongst the thousands who surrounded his cofIslamic period and son of the more famous eulogist
fin. It was as though in a very real sense part of the
of the Prophet, Hassan b. Thabit [q.v.]. He seems to
soul of Egypt had died with him.
! have been born in ca. 6/627-8 or 7/628, and apart
It is also possible that the mass hysteria of that
from visits to the Umayyad capital, to have spent
day contained within itself a grain of relief. cAbd almost of his life in Medina. He died there, according
Nasir had dominated Egyptian life for some fifteen
to Ibn Hadjar, Tahdhib, vi, 162-3, in ca. 104/722-3
years and perhaps by 1970 Nasserism had run its
at the age of 98 lunar years, long-lived like his father.
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His father had latterly become a strong advocate of vengeance for 'Uthman and a supporter of
Mu c awiya's cause, and cAbd al-Rahman likewise
became embroiled in the controversies of the day,
including with the poet and supporter of the cAlids,
Kays b. cAmr al-Nadjashf [q.v.]. cAbd al-Rahman himself apparently was of a distinctly provocative and
irascible nature, much given to satirising his contemporaries, and he also clashed with the Umayyad poetprince cAbd al-Rahman b. al-Hakam, brother of the
future caliph Marwan (see Aghdni1, xiii, 150-4, xiv,
123 f. = ed. Beirut, xiii, 279-86, xiv, 284 ff.), and
then with the heir to the throne Yazld b. Mu'awiya
over an alleged slight to the latter's sister in the naslb
of one of cAbd al-Rahman's poems (see Lammens,
Etudes sur le regne du calife omaiyade Mo'dwia Ier, in MFOB,
ii (1907), 149-51); the moderation of Mu'awiya protected him from retaliation, although the incident may
possibly have sharpened the satires of Yazfd's protege
al-Akhtal [q.v] against the Ansar in general. cAbd alRahman was also a companion of his younger An§arf
contemporary, the poet cAbd Allah b. Muhammad
al-Ahwas [q.v.]. Only fragments of his verses have survived; these are significant, however, as showing a
transitional stage to the poetry of the Hidjazf school
of al-Ahwas and then of c Umar b. Abl Rablca [q.v],
though he was clearly inferior in poetic talent to his
father.
c
Abd al-Rahman's son Sacfd was also a poet of this
Hidjazf lyrical tradition, to judge by the few citations
of his work in the Aghdni and other sources. He spent
some of his career in the Hidjaz and some in Syria
at the court of Yazfd b. cAbd al-Malik and then in
the latter's son al-Walfd's circle during Hisham's
caliphate; the date of his death is unknown. See
R. Blachere, Hist, de la lift, arabe, iii, 625, and Sezgin,
GAS, ii, 423.
Bibliography: There is no specific biography of
c
Abd al-Rahman in the Aghdni, but see the Tables
alphabetiques for references there to him. The scattered references of the tabakdt literature, etc., are
given in Blachere, op. cit., ii, 316-17, and Sezgin,
ii, 422-3, see also Brockelmann, S I, 68, and Ziriklf,
A'ldm, iv, 74. Of secondary literature, see in addition to the above, F. Schultess, Uber dem Dichter al
Nagdsi und einige ^eitgenossen, in £DMG, liv (1900),
421-74 (material from al-Zubayr b. Bakkar's
Muwaffakiyydt); Lammens, loc. cit.; and W. 'Arafat,
Dlwdn of Hassan ibn Tlidbit, London 1971, i, Introd.,
6-7. The surviving verses and fragments of cAbd
al-Rahman's poetic work have recently been gathered together by S. Makkl al-Anl, Shfr cAbd alRahman b. Hassan al-Ansdri, Baghdad 1971.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
C
ABD AL-RAZZAK AL-LAHIDJI [see LAHIDJI].
C
ABD AL-SALAM B. MUHAMMAD B. AHMAD ALHASANI AL-'ALAM! AL-FASI, Moroccan astronomer and
physician of the 19th century who lived in Fas, dying
there in 1313/1895. Like some others of his fellowcountrymen, he tried to improve the instruments used
for calculating the hours of the prayers (tawkit [q.v.]),
and he describes one of these invented by himself in
his Irshdd al-khill li-tahklk al-sdca bi-rubc al-shucdc wa 'l-gill.
Besides some commentaries (in particular, on al-Wazzanf,
called Abdac al-yawdkit cald tahnr al-mawdkit, Fas
1326/1908), he wrote a Dustur abdac al-yawdkit cald tahnr
al-mawdkit (ms. Rabat K 980), which aimed at being
a general manual based in part on translations of western scientific works, which he had got to know about
in Cairo, where he had gone to study medicine; on
his return, he also wrote a commentary on the Tadhkira
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of al-Antaki [q.v], called Diya3 al-nibras ft hall mufradat
al-Antdki bi-lughat ahl Fas (ed. Fas 1318/1900, 2nd
edn., N.D.; with his treatise on haemorrhoids in the
margins) and composed a reclassification of the material in this same work in al-Tabsira fi suhulat al-intifdc
bi-muajarrabdt al-Tadhkira. He further wrote an urajuza
on surgery, but left unfinished a dictionary of technical terms found in medical works translated into
Arabic. This author accordingly marks the transition
between traditional medicine and the modern medicine, of which he had been able to acquire some idea
during his stay in Cairo.
Bibliography: Ibn cAbd Allah, al-Tibb wa 7atibba3 bi 'l-Maghnb, Rabat 1380/1960, 86-9; M.
Lakhdar, La vie litteraire au Maroc, Rabat 1971, 3614 and bibl. given there.
(ED.)
<ABD AL-WAHHAB BUKHARl, SHAYKH, Sufi
saint of Muslim I n d i a .
He was the son of Muhammad al-Husaym al-Bukhan,
the descendant of Sayyid Djalal al-Dfn Bukharf, who
had come to Multan from Central Asia and then settled down in Ucch at the instance of his pir, Shaykh
Baha3 al-Dfn Zakariyya3 Suhrawardl of Multan. His
descendants became distinguished Suhrawardl saints
during the latter half of the 8th/14th century owing
to the eminence of Makhdum Djahaniyan. cAbd alWahhab received his early religious instruction in Uchha
and then went to Multan for higher education. He is
reported to have studied the religious sciences under
Shaykh Ahmad Khattu in Ahmadabad (in Gudjarat).
At an early age, he went to Arabia on pilgrimage and
whilst there benefited from local scholars. On his return
to India he settled down in Dihll, as most of the
Suhrawardl saints of Ucch and Multan had moved
there. He there became the murid of Shaykh cAbd
Allah Suhrawardl, the son of Shaykh Yusuf Multanf
and son-in-law of Sultan Bahlul Lodf. He also became
an associate of Sultan Sikandar Lodf. After some time,
he left on the pilgrimage to Arabia for a second time.
This time he went from Gudjarat by ship, having on
his previous trip travelled by land.
On his return to Agra, in the beginning of the
10th/16th century. The Sultan accorded him a grand
reception. In the year, 915/1509, he was sent to the
Central Indian fort of Narwar (in modern Madhya
Pradesh) which had been just been conquered and
renamed by the Sultan Hisdr-i Muhammad, so that he
could serve the religious cause there. Acting as Shaykh
al-Isldm, he supervised the construction of mosques
and madrasas, and some mosque inscriptions contain
his praise. In the same year, 'Abd al-Wahhab Bukharf
completed his commentary on the Kur'an, in which
the meaning of every verse was explained from a Sufi"
point of view. The work is not extant, and only a
few extracts, quoted by Shaykh cAbd al-Hakk in his
Akhbdr-al-akhydr, are known.
c
Abd al-Wahhab Bukharf's association with the
Sultan enhanced his influence and prestige in the ruling class, and as a result, a number of scholars and
Sufis got stipends and land-grants from the state for
their maintenance on his recommendation. But his
relations with Sultan Sikandar Lodl became strained
towards the close of the latter's reign. It is said that
on his arrival in Agra from Narwar, the Shaykh advised
the Sultan to grow a beard as it was not proper for
a Muslim monarch to shave his beard. The sultan
tried to avoid discussion over the matter by giving
evasive replies. Against the royal wishes, the Shaykh
insisted on eliciting a promise from the sultan. However, the sultan got annoyed and became quiet. On
the departure of the Shaykh, he expressed his resent-
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ment, remarking that he had become presumptuous
over royal favour to him and that he did not know
that it was because of this that people kissed his feet.
When the Shaykh came to know of the sultan's remark
through a courtier, he left Agra in disgust and then
spent the rest of his life in seclusion in Dihlf. He
died in 931/1525 and was buried in Dihll near the
tomb of his pir, Shaykh cAbd Allah.
Bibliography: Shaykh Rizk Allah Mushtakf,
Wdkicdt-i Mushtdki, Ms. British Museum Add. 11,633;
Shaykh cAbd al-Hakk Muhaddith, Akhbdr al-akhydr,
Dihli 1914; cAbd Allah, Ta'rikh-i Ddwudi, ed. Shaykh
c
Abd al-Rashrd, Aligarh 1954; Ahmad Yadgar,
Ta'nkh-i Shdhi, ed. M. Hidayat Husayn, Calcutta
1939; Ahmad Khan, Shadj_arayi-Suhraward, Ms. Riza
Library, Rampur; Epigraphia Indica, Arabic and
Persian Supplement 1965, ed. Z.A. Desai, Calcutta
1966.
_
(I.H. SIDDIQUI)
C
ABD AL-WAHHAB, HASAN HUSN! B. SALIH B. CABD
AL-WAHHAB B. YUSUF AL-SUMADIHI AL-TUDJIBI, born
in Tunis 21 July 1884 and died at Salammbo in the
suburbs of Tunis November 1968, was a p o l y g r a p h
and s c h o l a r born into a family of dignitaries and
high officials of the Tunisian state. His eponymous
grandfather, cAbd al-Wahhab b. Yusuf, served in positions of administration and protocol in the entourage
of the Beys while his father, Yusuf b. cAbd al-Wahhab,
a senior official and interpreter with various Tunisian
delegations in Europe, occupied a number of administrative posts under the French Protectorate, including that of cdmil, governor, of Gabes and of Mahdia;
passionately interested in history, he wrote a history
of Morocco that has never been published.
In 1904, on the death of his father, Hasan Husm
c
Abd al-Wahhab was obliged to interrupt his shortlived higher studies in Paris where he was following
a course in Political Science, for an administrative
career in Tunis which was to last from 1905 to 1920.
Governor or cdmil successively of Djabanyana in
1925, Mahdia in 1928 and Nabeul in 1935, he exerted
himself particularly in the extension of education and
the diffusion of culture in these regions through the
establishment of primary schools in the Caidate of
Djabanyana, through weekly lectures on the history
of Tunis which he himself gave in Mahdia, and
through the provision of books for the libraries of this
town and of Nabeul.
Returning to the central administration in Tunis,
in 1939 he was given responsibility, having been
pensioned off, for the supervision of the Habous (properties held in mortmain). From May 1943 to July
1947, he was minister of the Pen (Chancellery and
Internal Affairs) of the last Bey of Tunis Lamine or
al-Amm I.
Following the independence of Tunisia, he directed,
from 1957 to 1962, the Institute of Archaeology and
Arts where he introduced young Tunisians to archaeological pursuits, founded five museums in different
parts of the country, of which four were museums of
Arab-Islamic art to which he donated the whole of
his private collection, and at the same time stimulated
artistic and archaeological activity by the publication
of articles and the writing of prefaces to books which
he encouraged and assisted scholars to write.
His vocation as historian of Tunisia, put into effect
from 1905 onward by the courses in the history of
Tunisia which he gave at the Khalduniyya [q.v.] and
in the history of Islam which he conducted at the
Ecole Superieure de Langue et Litterature Arabes
from 1913 to 1924, was assisted by his transfer in
1920 to the General Archives of Tunisia, where he
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inaugurated a card-index system, then to the Supervision of Habous, and also by his work as governor
in various parts of Tunisia, which enable him to gain
a better acquaintance with the country, its recent history, its hitherto ignored cultural patrimony, its peoples, their ethnology and dialects. In 1933, he gave
a series of lectures at the Institut des Etudes Islamiques
at the University of Paris.
A member from its foundation in 1932 of the
Arabic Language Academy of Cairo, in which he in
effect represented the three countries of the Maghrib,
he took an active part in the work of the various commissions, distinguishing himself by "an openminded approach striving to conciliate modern needs
with the norms of Muslim civilisation". He was also
a member of the Academy of Damascus from its
creation, of the Academy of Baghdad, a corresponding member of the French Academic des Inscriptions
et Belles Lettres from 1939, of the Egyptian Institute,
and of the Madrid Academy of History, and of the
executive committee of the EL
As official delegate of the Tunisian government, he
participated, from 1905, in the work of the majority
of the International Congresses of Orientalists as well
as in a number of seminars, which enabled him to
forge fruitful and lasting relationships with numerous
orientalists and oriental scholars.
While the title of Doctor honoris causa of the Academy
of Cairo in 1950, and of the Academy of Algiers—
then French—in 1960, confirmed the scholar's prestige, the Prize of the President of the Tunisian Republic
crowned, on the very eve of the death of H.H. cAbd
al-Wahhab (7 November 1968), the achievements of
a long and hard-working life.
His w o r k s comprise:
(a). In A r a b i c : al-Muntakhab al-madrasi min al-adab altunisi, Tunis 1908, re-published in Cairo in 1944
and again in Tunis in 1968 in a new version under
the title al-Muaj_mal; Bisdt al-cakik ft haddrat al-Kayrawdn
wa shdcirihd Ibn Rashik, Tunis 1912; Khuldsat ta'nkh
Tunis, a summary of the history of Tunisia, published three times between 1918 and 1953 and brought
up to date with each edition; al-Irshdd ild kawdcid aliktisdd, Tunis 1919; Shahirdt al-tunisiyydt, Tunis 1934,
2nd ed. 1966; al-Tdrl, in al-Madj_alla al-^aytuniyya,
Tunis, May 1940; Mssim Ibn Ta'kub, in al-Nadwa,
Tunis, January 1953; al-clndya bi 'l-kutub wa-aj_amfihd
fi Ifnkiyd3 al-tunisiyya, in RIMA, i, (1955), 72-90; alImdm al-Mdzarl, Tunis 1955; Warakdt can al-haddra alc
arabiyya bi-Ifnkiya al-tunisiyya, Tunis 1965-72 (3 vols.);
al-cArab wa 'l-cumrdn bi-Ifnkiya, in al-Fikr (Dec. 1968),
28-31.
(b). In
F r e n c h : La domination musulmane en
Sidle, Tunis 1905; Coup d'oeil general sur les apports ethniques etrangers en Tunisie, Tunis 1917; Le developpement
de la musique arabe en Orient, au Maghreb et en Espagne,
Tunis 1918; Un temoin de la conquete arabe de I'Espagne,
Tunis 1932; Deux dinars normands frappes a Mahdia,
in RT (1930), 215-18; Un tournant de I'histoire aghlabide,
I 'insurrection de Mansur Tunbudhi, seigneur de la
Muhammadiyya, in ibid. (1937), 343-52; Du nom arabe
de la Byzacene, in ibid. (1939), 199-201; Villes arabes
disparues, in Melanges IV. Marfais, Paris 1950, 1-15; Le
regime fonder en Sidle au Moy en-Age (IXC et X(' s.), ed.
and tr. of the K. al-Amwdl of al-Dawudl (in collaboration with F. Dachraoui), in Etudes d'Orientalisme
dediees a la memoire d'E. Levi-Provenfal, Paris 1962, ii,
401-44.
(c). E d i t i o n s of t e x t s : Acmdl al-acldm of Ibn alKhatlb (section relative to Ifrfkiya and to Sicily), in
Centenario della nasdta di M. Amari, Palermo 1910,
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ii, 423-94; Rasa'il al-intikad of Ibn Sharaf, Damascus
1912; Malkd al-sabil of' al-Macarrf, Damascus 1912;
Wasf Ifnkiya wa-'l-Andalus of Ibn Fadl Allah al-cUmarf,
Tunis 1920; Kitab Yaful of al-Saghani, Tunis 1924;
al-Tabassur bi 'l-tiaj_dra of al-Djahiz, Damascus 1933,
Cairo 1935 and Beirut 1966; Adab al-mucallimin of
Muhammad b. Sahnun, Tunis 1934; al-I^umdna fi
izdlat al-ratdna, anon., Cairo 1953; Rihla of al-Tidjam,
Tunis 1958.
His works also include a number of articles in
Arabic and in French, some of them still unpublished,
the others appearing in the Encyclopaedia of Islam and
in periodicals of Tunisia, Europe and the Orient (see
al-Fikr [Dec. 1968], 96, with a list of his articles published by this journal, some of which, as well as some
of the titles mentioned above, have been reproduced
in Warakdt, either because they are in a suitable context there or because their original edition has been
exhausted).
Manuals or monographs, these works are for the
most part dedicated to Arab history and civilisation
in Tunisia in a perspective which embraces literature
and also linguistic and religious studies, without however neglecting the "exact sciences" and the arts. They
prefigure the author's greatest work, the fruit of sixty
years of patient research, his Kitab al-cUmr, the "work
of his life", a posthumous work in several still unpublished volumes, a collection of biographical notes on
some thousand scholars and men of letters who lived
and worked in Tunisia since the Arab conquest, which
he seems already to have foreshadowed in 1953 under
the title Ta'rikh Tunis al-kabir "Great history of Tunisia"
(Preface to the 3rd ed. of Khuldsat ta'nkh Tunis], and
publication of which he had entrusted to a Tunisian
scholar M. el Aroussi el Metou (see especially al-Fikr
[Dec. 1968], 86).
His only known experiment in the fictional genre,
a short story, Derniere veillee a Grenade, written in French
(in La Renaissance nord-africaine, Tunis no. 3, March
1905)
and translated into Arabic (by Hamadi Sahli
in Kisas, Tunis, no. 17, Oct. 1970), prefigures the
concern motivating him, in all his studies, for the
revival of Arab-Muslim civilisation; in addition, he
reveals gifts as a writer whose style and poetic imagination have already been noted (see Ch. Bouyahia,
review of Warakdt, ii, in Hawliyydt al-Dj_dmica al-Tunisiyya,
iv [1967], 166-70).
Through the abundant wealth of his scientific contribution, which goes beyond the Tunisian domain
into the broader spheres of Arab-Muslim culture,
through the clarity of expression, the tautness and
elegance of style, the work of H.H. cAbd al-Wahhab,
so varied in its unity, has already inspired and guided
generations of scholars. Moreover, the influence of the
scholar and the master, whose maajlis, the last of its
kind perhaps in Tunisia, was a veritable school, continues to be felt today, thanks to his collection of
manuscripts, some thousand volumes strong, which
he presented to the National Library of Tunis,
where they constitute the bequest that bears his name
(see catalogue published in Hawliyydt al-Qidmfa alTunisiyya, vii [1970], 133-272 and the announcement
of the gift in his speech accepting the Prize of the
President of the Republic of Tunisia, in al-Fikr [Dec.
1968], 85-7).
Bibliography: (in addition to references given
in the article): For H.H. cAbd al-Wahhab's life:
the sole source is his Autobiography, which appeared mainly in the Tunis daily al-cAmal for 8
Nov. 1968; al-Fikr, Dec. 1968, 87-95; Hawliyydt
al-L>idmica al-Tunisiyya, vi (1969), 35-55; Wara-
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kat, iii, 1972, 11-29; largely used by Muhammad
Mahdf c Allam, al-Ma^maciyyun, Cairo 1966, 66-8,
and by Hilal NadjI, Hasan Husnl cAbd al-Wahhab,
in al-Adib, Beirut, April 1967; and resumed in
al-Fikr (Nov. 1968), 6-7; For his w o r k s : Ch.
Bouyahia, reviews of the 3 vols. of Warakdt, in
Hawliyydt. . ., iii (1966), 215-27; iv (1967), 16170; xi (1974), 275-94; idem, Hasan Husnl cAbd alWahhab in Hawliyydt. . ., vi (1969), 7-9; M. Chemli,
review of Shahirdt al-tunisiyydt, in Hawliyydt. . ., iii
(1966), 287-92; R. Hamzaoui, Masalik al-lugha mm
khildl haydt H.H. cAbd al-Wahhab wa a'mdlih blMaajmac al-lugha al-carabiyya, in Hawliyydt. . ., iv
(1969), 11-33; idem, VAcademic de langue arabe du
Caire, histoire et ceuvre, Tunis 1975, 97-9, and index;
see also Sarkfs, Mucdj_am al-matbucdt, Cairo 1928,
758-9; Muhammad Masmull, H.H. cAbd al-Wahhab
hal mat? in al-Fikr, (Dec. 1968), 38-42; Ch. Klibi,
in ibid., 76-82; A. Demeerseman, In memoriam, in
•IBLA, 1968, No. 2, pp. i-iv.
(Cn. BOUYAHIA)
ABDELKADER [see CABD AL-KADIR].
ABDICATION [see TANAZUL].
ABJURATION [see MURTADD].
ABKARIUS [see ISKANDAR AGHA].
ABROGATION [see NASIKH WA-MANSUKH] .
ABSOLUTION [see KAFFARA].
ABSTINENCE
[see TABATTUL].
C
C
B
see

ABU 'L- ABBAS AHMAD . ABD ALLAH [

ABU MAHALLl].

ABU 'L- 'ABBAS AL-A'MA [see AL-ACMA AL-TUTILI].
ABU CABD ALLAH AL-BASRI, AL-HUSAYN B/'ALI
B. IBRAHIM AL-KAGHADI, called (AL)-DJU'AL, "Dungbeetle", influential M u c t a z i l l t h e o l o g i a n and
H a n a f l j u r i s t , died 2 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 369/19 June
980 in Baghdad. He was born in Basra, at an uncertain date (293/905-6 according to Ta'nkh Baghdad,
viii, 73, 11. 20 ff., following CA1I b. al-Muhassin alTanukhl and Hilal al-Sabi3; 308/920-1 according to
the Fihrist, ed. Fliigel, 174, pu.; 289/902 according
to Safadi, cf. Kahhala, Mucd^am al-mu''allifln, iv, 27,
n. 1). The nickname Dju'al is not used in MuctazilF
or Hanafi sources.
He left Basra at an early age, possibly forced by
the constant danger presented by the Karmathians
[see KARMATI] since 311/923. He entertained contacts with the representatives of the Basran school
of the Mu c tazila who lived now in 'Askar Mukram
in Khuzistan, with Abu Hashim (died 321/933) and
especially with Abu Hashim's disciple Ibn Khallad
[q.v.]. But he lived mainly in Baghdad, where he
studied Hanaff law with Abu '1-Hasan al-Karkhf (died
340/952; cf. GAS, I, 444). With respect to his theological views, he was isolated there; during the late
years of al-Khayyat (died ca. 300/913 [q.v.]) the
Mu c tazila had lost much of its prestige, perhaps due
to the scandal caused by the books of Ibn al-Rawandl
[q.v.], and the wing of the school which still maintained some influence in the capital, namely Ibn alIkhshld (270-326/883-938 [q.v]) with his disciples,
strongly opposed Abu Hashim's ideas. Abu c Abd
Allah therefore suffered serious deprivation during
his studies (cf. the stories in Kadi cAbd al-Djabbar,
Fadl al-ictizdl, ed. Fu'ad Sayyid, 325, pu. ff.; also in
Ibn al-Murtada, Tabakat al-Mu(ta^ila, 105, 11. 15 ff.).
His teacher Abu '1-Hasan al-Karkhl entertained
relations with the Hamdanid Sayf al-Dawla (33356/944-67) who rivalled with the Buyids in the game
for political power in 'Irak (cf. Fadl al-ictizdl, 326,
11. 17 f); when he suffered from a stroke in 340/
952, his disciples, among them Abu cAbd Allah, ap-
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proached the prince for financial support (cf. Ta}nkh
Baghdad, x, 355, 11. 4 ff.). This may have initiated or
at least strengthened those moderate ShTcT leanings for
which Abu cAbd Allah became well-known afterwards.
He used them, however, in order to win the favour
of Buyid and Zaydi circles which had become decisive after Mu c izz al-Dawla had succeeded in taking
over Baghdad in 334/945. He found support with
Mu c izz al-Dawla's wa&r al-Hasan b. Muhammad alMuhallabi (339-52/950-63;' cf. Hamdanl, Takmilat
Ta'rikh al-Taban, ed. Kan c an, 186, 11. 13 ff., and Abu
Hayyan al-Tawhidf, al-Imtdc wa 'l-mii3anasa, iii, 213, 1.
10), who liked to surround himself with jurists (cf.
Tha'alibT, Yatimat al-dahr, ed. cAbd al-Hamfd, ii, 336,
ult. ff.). Mu c izz al-Dawla himself did penitence in his
presence during his last disease, in 356/967 (cf.
Hamdani, 192, apu. ff). He gave private lessons in
kaldm to the Zaydf pretender Abu c Abd Allah
Muhammad b. al-Hasan (304-59/916-70) whom he
managed to persuade, at the instigation of Mu £ izz alDawla, to become naklb al-ashraj in 349/960 (cf. alHakim al-Djushami, Shark al-cuyun, ed. Fu'ad Sayyid,
Tunis 1974, 372, 11. 16 ff; Hamdani, 188, 1. 16; Ibn
c
lnaba, 'Umdat al-tdhb, Nadjaf 1380/1961, 84, ult. ff).
When his disciple proclaimed himself imam in Gflan
under the title al-MahdT li-dln Allah in 353/964, Abu
c
Abd Allah saw himself exposed to persecution by the
mob of al-Karkh who had been instigated against him
by a member of the cAlid aristocracy, but his great
prestige even among those who did not share his
political leanings, saved him from the banishment
planned by the government (cf. al-Natik bi '1-hakk,
al-Ifdda fi ta'nkh al-a'imma al-sdda, ms. Leiden Or.
8404, fol. 63b, 11. 5 ff; shorter version also in alHakim al-Djushamf, 372, apu. ff). Later on he counted among his pupils Ahmad b. al-Husayn al-Mu'ayyad
billah (333-411/944-1020) and his'brother Abu Talib
al-Natik bi '1-hakk (340-424/951-1033) who, although
originating from an Imam! family, took up the Zaydi
claims in the Caspian region (cf. Madelung, Der Imam
al-Qdsim ibn Ibrahim, Berlin 1965, 177 ff).
Of greatest importance for his school and for the
victory of Abu Hashim's ideas was his friendship with
the Sahib Ibn cAbbad, whom he may have met when
he came to Baghdad in 347/958 with Mu'ayyid alDawla, and whom he hailed as the "support of religion" (cimdd al-dm) or even as the expected MahdT,
although in the latter case only in a metaphorical sense.
This must be dated to the year 366/976 or somewhat later, when the Sahib had been nominated wazir by Mu'ayyid al-Dawda in Rayy. He ordered
Abu cAbd Allah's epistle to be reproduced in golden
letters and sent it among other gifts to Kabus b.
Wushmglr [q.v.] who took over power in Tabaristan
and Gurgan in the same year (cf. TawhidT, Akhldk alwazirayn, ed. TandjI, 202, 11. 3 ' f f . and'208, 11. 6 ff).
He addressed Abu cAbd Allah with the title al-shaykh
al-murshid and agreed, in 367/978, on his recommendation to take over into his service his most promising
disciple, cAbd al-Djabbar b. Ahmad \q.v.], the later kadi
al-kuddt of Rayy. Abu cAbd Allah, at the peak of his
influence, seems to have been in ill health; Abu Hayyan
al-Tawhfdf remembered having seen him in 360/971,
on the occasion of a reception for scholars given by
c
lzz al-Dawla, when the guests were conducted to him
and when he was too weak to answer an attack launched
at him by his colleague cAlf b. clsa al-Rummanl, who
represented the school of Ibn al-Ikhshld (cf. Akhldk
al-wazlrayn, 202, 11. 11 ff.). He was buried in the
turba of his teacher al-Karkhl; the mourning prayer
had been said by the Mu'tazili grammarian Abu CA1I
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al-Faris! (286-377/900-87) who was in his eighties himself (cf. Ta'rikh Baghdad, viii, 73, 1. 19 and 74, 1. 2).
Abu Hayyan did not like him, just as he disliked
everybody connected with the Sahib Ibn cAbbad. In
his Imtdc (i, 140, 11. 3 ff.) he gives a sharpsighted
characterisation of Abu cAbd Allah's personality: imaginative, but bad in rhetorics and awkward in discussion; avid of wealth and prestige, but strongly
committed to his "people"; skilfully using his political influence—a typical social climber. Several times
he stresses the fact that Abu '1-Kasim CA1T b.
Muhammad b. 'Allah al-Wasitl, who seems to have
been Abu cAbd Allah's closest assistant for some time
(cf. Fad I al-ictizdl, 329, 1. 9), left him out of personal disgust (cf. Imtd', i, 140, 11. 10 ff, and ii, 175, 1
10 ff; Akhldk, 213, 11. 5 ff). He also mentions a num
ber of other disciples (Akhldk, 202, 11. 7 ff), most of
them young people from Khurasan (ibid., 210, 11. 12
f.), whom he calls a "bunch of unbelievers" and whose
names were, as a matter of fact, usually not taken
over into the Mu c tazilf tabakdt-literature. This bad
reputation is perhaps to be explained by a certain
trend towards scepticism (takdfu* al-adilla] for which
at least one of them, Abu Ishak Ibrahim b. CA1I alNasTbf, was well known (cf., e.g., Tawhldf, Mukdbasdt,
ed.' Muh. TawfTk Husayn, Baghdad' 1970, 159 f.),
and which Abu Hayyan tries to impute to Abu cAbd
Allah, too (cf. Akhldk, 212, 11. 5 ff, with reference to
a conversation between Abu cAbd Allah and Abu
Sulayman al-Mantikf).
Abu cAbd Allah's ideas have to be reconstructed
mainly from the numerous quotations found in the
works of Kadi cAbd al-Djabbar. The Kadi recognises his indebtness himself (cf. Mughrii, xx2, 257, 11.
4 ff), although frequently he did not share his teacher's
opinions. He dictated some of his books in the presence of Abu cAbd Allah, obviously when he lived in
his house in Baghdad (cf. al-Hakim al-Djushamf, Shark
al-cuyun, 366, 11. 5 f.); when he began his Mughm, Abu
c
Abd Allah was still alive (cf. xx2, 258, 11. 8 ff). A
full evaluation of Abu cAbd Allah's originality is, however, not yet possible. We get quite a lot of information about his pro-ShfT (Zaydf) arguments which
he preferred in his K. al-Tafdil (for the title, cf. Ibn
al-Murtada, Tabakdt al-Muctazila, 107, 1. 5). He based
himself mainly on Shfci traditions, the trustworthiness
of which he tried to prove with rational speculations
about their historicity. Moreover, he practiced what
was called muwdzanat al-acmdl, i.e. he weighed the
virtues of CA1I and Abu Bakr against each other. In
this he seems to have taken up the arguments of alIskafT (died 240/854 [q.u.]}, and he had to criticise
Abu CA1I al-Djubba5!; he obviously avoided, however,
open disagreement with Abu Hashim (cf. Mughm, xx',
216, 11. 7 ff; 223, 11. 6 f.; 241, 11. 17 ff; xx'-, 120,
11. 13 ff; 122, 11. 3 ff; 124, 11. 7 ff; 125, 11. 4 ff;
131, 11. 3 ff; 132, 11. 19 ff; 140, 11. 3 ff). He never
made any concessions to rafd; he drew Mu'izz alDawla's attention to the fact that cUmar had accepted
Islam very early and that CA1I had given his daughter Umm Kulthum in marriage to him (cf. Hamdani,
Takmila, 192, ult. ff).
He showed great interest in epistemology, probably because of the fact that Abu '1-Hasan CA1I b.
Ka c b al-Ansarl, a member of the rival school of Ibn
al-Ikhshld, still defended the ideas of al-Djahiz in
his circle, among them certainly al-Djahiz's famous
apriorism (cf. Tawhldl, Akhldk, 203; for al-Djahiz,
van Ess, in hi, xlii (1966), 169 ff. and Vajda in
SI, xxiv (1966) 19 ff). He transmitted Djubba'f's K.
JVakd al-macrifa, a critique of Djahiz's K. al-Macrifa,
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and added remarks to it, obviously in his own K. alMa'rifa (cf. Fihrist, ed. Flugel, 175, 11. 4 f.), which were
taken over by the Kadi cAbd al-Djabbar in his Ta'lik
Nakd al-macnfa (cf. Hakim al-Djushami, 367, 11. 10 f.j.
The book is quoted in Mughnl, xii, 131, 11. 19 ff.; the
other numerous references (cf. Mughm, xii, 9, 11. 7 ff.;
11, 11. 16 ff.; 12, 11 11. ff.; 28, 11. 9 ff.; 33, 11. 5 ff.;
46, 11. 5 ff.; 75, 11. 13 ff.; 81, 11. 5 ff.; 102, 11. 8 ff.;
118, 11. 6 ff.; 133, 11. 13 if; 187, 11. 18 ff.; 372, 11.
15 ff.; 442, 11. 12 ff.; 446, 11. 10 ff.; 513, 11. 15 ff.;
521, 11. 6 ff.; 532, 11. 5 ff.) may equally well go back
to his K. al-cUlum which is explicitly mentioned in
Mughm, xii, 235, 1. 16.
In juridical hermeneutics, he departed from Abu
'1-Hasan al-Karkhf's ideas. But he seems to have
surpassed his teacher in many respects. Some of his
views are quoted with the additional remark that
he had them can Abi 'l-Hasan; frequently, however,
his name is mentioned alone. He impressed later
generations with the precision of some of his definitions, but also with subtle speculations on cdmm
and khdss, on idj_mdc, on the ratio legis (cilla) in kiyds,
on akhbdr, on naskh (which, in contrast to many of
his contemporaries, he also allowed concerning
hadith), etc. Numerous, although scattered, material
is found in Mughm, xvii, in Abu '1-Husayn al-Basri's
[g.vJ] Muctamad fl usul al-Jikh (cf. the index), and in
an as yet unidentified work on usul al-fikh preserved
in the Vatican library (Ms. Vat. arab. 1100; cf. Levi
Delia Vida, Elenco del manoscritti, 145 f, and Madelung,
Qasim ibn Ibrahim, 179 f). Abu cAbd Allah's own
works in this domain, among them a K. al-Usul and
a K. Nakd al-futyd (cf. Fad I al-ictizdl, 326, 1. 20), seem
to be lost. In the "ethical" chapters of usul al-Jikh,
he circumscribed, like Kadi cAbd al-Djabbar, the
good only in a privative way (cf. cAbd al-Djabbar,
al-Muhit, ed. c Azmf, 239, 11. 13 ff.); the affirmative
definition was apparently reserved for evil, which
received the greater share of attention. Evil is never
chosen by man for the sake of itself, but only when
he sees a need for it (cf. G. Hourani, Islamic rationalism, Oxford 1972, 95). Whereas DjubbaT and Abu
Hashim believed that the state of mind of an agent
determines the quality of evil (evil becoming neutral when performed during sleep or in the state of
unconsciousness), Abu c Abd Allah upheld a more
differentiated position (cf. ibid., 41 f). His ideas on
furuc were formulated in his commentary on Karkhf's
Mukhtasar, but also in some monographs where he
treated the lawfulness of drinking nabidh or of performing one's prayer in Persian (two typical Hanafi
tenets) and the mut'a marriage (which he deemed
unlawful, in accordance with Zaydi fikh and in disagreement with Imamf opinion; cf. Fihrist, 208,
pu. f.).
In theology proper, he followed the line of the
Basran school. Only a few personal traits can be
recognised with sufficient certainty. In at least three
treatises he attacked the doctrine of the eternity of
the world, two of them focussing their polemics on
special persons, Ibn al-Rawandf and al-Razi (cf. Fihrist,
175, 11. 3 f; 174, ult. f.; 175, 1. 2). When he explained
creation as an act of thinking (fikr) in order to avoid
all material connotations, he seems to have taken
philosophical critique into consideration (cf. Kadi cAbd
al-Djabbar, Shark al-usul al-khamsa 548, 11. 11 ff.; Muhit,
332, 11. 15 f). He attacked al-RazI also for his book
against Abu '1-Kasim al-Balkhf, probably about divine
knowledge (cf. Fihrist, 175, 11. 1 f., and Abi Bakr Rhagensis
opera philosophica, ed. P. Kraus, 167 f.). He did not
accept the idea of lutf, we never know whether an event

which we interpret as a special "grace" (lutf) for
somebody is not the ruin of somebody else (cf.
Mughm, xiii, 67, 11. 15 ff.; also 155, 11. 4 ff.; obviously both quotations from his K. al-Aslah, together
with xiv, 62, 11. 12 f). He refuted Ash'an's K. alMudiiz (cf. al-Natik bi '1-hakk, Ifada, fol. 63a, 11. 5
ff. and Kadr £Abd al-Djabbar, al-Muhit, 344, 1. 4;
also al-Hakim al-Djushami, 372, 11. 1 f., where nakd
is to be read instead of bacd; R. McCarthy, The theology of al-Ashcan, Beirut 1953, 167, 211 f, 229).
Altogether, more than 20 titles of books can be
traced.
Bibliography: 1. Primary sources. Kadi cAbd
al-Djabbar, Fad I al-ictizdl, 325 if.; idem,' Tathbit
dald'il al-nubuwwa, ed. cAbd al-Karfm c Uthman,
627, 11. 10 ff; Abu Rashld in A. Biram, Die atomistische Substanzenlehre aus dem Buch der Streitfragen
zwischen Basrensern und Bagdadensern, Berlin 1902, 27
and 73, n. 2; Ibn al-Murtada, Tabakdt al-Muctazila
105 f; Ta'rikh Baghdad, viii, 73 f. no. 4153 (on
which depend Ibn al-Djawzf, Munta^am, viii, 101,
no. 131 and Ibn Hadjar, Lisdn al-ml^dn, 11, 303,
11. 6 ff); Hamdanf, Takmilat Ta'nkh al-Taban, Index
s.v. al-Basrf; ShFrazf, Tabakdt al-fukahd', ed. c Abbas,
Beirut 1970, 143, pu. f. (on which depends Ibn
al- c lmad, Shadhardt al-dhahab, iii, 68, 11. 4 f); Ibn
Abi '1-Wafa3, al-Djawdhir al-mudfa, ii, 260, no. 140
(erroneously under Abu 'l-cAla3); Ibn al-Nadfm,
Fihrist, ed. Flugel, 174, 11. 21 ff (among the theologians), and 208, 11. 26 ff. (among the jurists);
Abu Hayyan al-Tawhldi, Akhldk al-wazlrayn, ed.
Tandji, Damascus 1965, 200 ff; idem, al-Imtd<: wa
}
l-mu:'dnasa, i, 140, ii, 175, iii, 213; Ibn Taghrfbirdf,
al-Nudium al-^dhira, Cairo 1348 ff, iv, 135, 11. 13
ff; Dhahabf, Siyar acldm al-nubald* (ms.); Safadf, alWdfi bi 'l-wafaydt (ms.); Ziriklf, al-Acldm, ii, 266;
Kahhala, Mu'ajam al-mu'allifin, iv, 27 (and iv, 19;
with wrong name and date of death); 2. Studies.
M. Horten, Die philosophischen Systeme der spekulativen Theologen im Islam, Bonn 1918, 443 f.; W.
Madelung, Der Imam al-Qasim ibn Ibrahim, Berlin
1965, index s.v.; Ihsan cAbbas, in al-Abhdth, xix
(1966), 189 ff; H.' Busse, Chalif und Grosskomg,
Beirut 1969, 439 ff; G. Hourani, Islamic rationalism, Oxford 1972, index s.v.; J. Peters, God's created speech, Leiden 1976, index s.v.
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ABU ALI AL-FADL B. MUHAMMAD AL-MURSHID ALFARMAD!, one of the greatest Sufi masters of the
5th/llth century, born in 402/1011-12 at Farmad, a
small town in the vicinity of Tus in Khurasan, and
the contemporary of the caliph al-Kadir and the Saldjuk
princes Toghril, Alp Arslan and Malik Shah. He was
highly respected by various political and religious dignitaries, including by the celebrated minister of the
Saldjuks, Nizam al-Mulk, who sought his advice and
his spiritual favour. He was also respected as an eloquent preacher, and appreciated for his breadth of
knowledge and the beauty of his oratorical language.
He approached Sufism after profound studies in the
religious sciences, and can therefore be classified as one
of the scholarly mystics. When he came to Nlshapur,
he became one of Abu '1-Kasim Kushayn's circle of
students, and it seems to have been the latter who
turned him towards preaching and who stimulated him
to study profoundly the religious sciences. In his Sufi
training, he was directed spiritually by two great masters, Abu '1-Kasim Djurdjanl and Abu '1-Hasan Kharakanf
[q.v.]. The author of the Asrdr al-tawhid relates in an
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anecdotal form the circumstances of al-Farmadi's adhe- I lived in the middle of the 6th/13th century. He studied in the oasis of Wargla/Wardjlan (in modern
sion to Sufism under Kushayn's direction first of all,
Algeria) with Abu Zakariyya3 Yahya b. Abl Bakr, the
and then under that of Djurdjanf, who encouraged
famous Ibadf historian (cf. El2, I, 167), and also in
him to preach from the pulpit and later gave him
Tunis, with what must have been Sunn! authorities
the hand of his daughter in marriage. None of althere. He was a tribesman, and as such he does not
Farmadl's works remain, apart from a few brief poems
entirely fit the model of the bourgeois scholar; he is
in Arabic and a few sentences displaying his philosreported to have come with his herds to the Mzab
ophy and thought. However, his influence on cultural
and to have proselytised among the tribes of that
life and mysticism can be gauged from the fact that
region, one which was to become a stronghold of
the Imam al-GhazalT [q.v.] was one of his pupils and
Ibadf faith later on.
cites traditions on his authority. He was accordingly
His main work is the K. al-Mud}iz (Mudj_az?) fi tahsil
considered as the greatest Suff luminary of his age,
al-su'dl wa-takhlis al-daldl (or wa-talkhis al-makdl), a rather
who lustre is seen in the fame of his great disciple.
voluminous manual of IbadT theology and polemics
Al-FarmadT died in his native town in 477/1080.
against contrary opinions (for its contents cf. £DMG,
Bibliography: Muhammad b. al-Munawwar,
3
cxxvi (1976), 56 f.; for manuscripts, cf. ibid., 56; Kubiak,
Asrdr al-tawhid, ed. Dhabfh Allah Safa , Tehran
in RIA4A, (1959), 21, no. 26; Schacht, in Revue Ajhcaine,
1332/1953, 128-31, 196-7, 199-200, tr. M. Achena,
c (1956), 391, no. 80; also in the libraries of Mahfuz
Les etapes mystiques du shaykh Abu Sa'id, Paris 1974,
c
Alf al-Baruni, Djerba, and Ayyub Muhammad,
136-8, 186, 189; Djami, Nafahdt al-uns, 368; Ma'sum
C
}
Djannawan, Djadju; cAmmar TalibT, Univ. of Algiers,
A1T Shah, Tara'ik al-hakd ik, 1339/1921, ii, 308,
is preparing an edition). In addition, he wrote a com322, 350, 352-5; Ndma-yi danishwaran, Tehran 1959,
mentary to the anonymous K. al-I^ahdldt, a brief colvii, 306.
(M. ACHENA)
lection of questions and answers used by Ibadl
ABU CALI AL-FARISl [see AL-FARISI].
missionaries for theological discussion (cf. £DMG, cxxvi
ABU CAL! AL-YUSl [see AL-YUSI].
(1976), 43 ff.). His K. al-Mtdca seems to be lost. In
ABU 'L-CAMAYTHAL, CABD ALLAH B. KHULAYD
C
B. SA D (d. 240/854), a m i n o r poet who claimed fikh he dealt with the law of inheritance; his K. alFard?id exists in a printed edition (cf. Schacht in Rev.
to be a mawld of the Banu Hashim and who was
Afr., c (1956), 387, no. 52). Among his historical works
originally from Rayy. He was in Khurasan in the
are a K. al-Siyar (for mss., cf. Schacht, op. cit., 141,
service of Tahir b. al-Husayn [q.v.] as a secretary and
and Lewicki, in RO, xi (1935), 165 n. 7: preserved?)
as tutor to Tahir's son cAbd Allah, whose children
and a Mukhtasar tabakdt al-mashdyikh (cf. Ennami, in
he further tutored and whose secretary and also librarian he was. In particular, he had the duty of judgJSS, xv (1971), 86, no. 17-1, and note by van Ess in
^DMG, cxxvi (1976), 57). An epistle concerning the
ing the value of the poems addressed to his master,
problem of al-wtfd wa }l-wacid addressed to him by a
and it was in this capacity that he came to reject a
certain cAbd al-Wahhab b. Muhammad b. Ghalib b.
poem by Abu Tammam, who protested violently. He
Numayr al-Ansarl was incorporated by his contemwas, indeed, very much attached to the classical ways,
porary Abu Yackub Yusuf b. Ibrahim al-Wardjlanl
and it was doubtless for this reason that al-Ma5mun
(died 570/1174; 'cf. GAL, S I, 692) into his K. adso appreciated his poetic work, finding it superior to
that of Djarfr. Bedouin in tradition and classical in
Dalil li-ahl al-cukul (cf. lith. Cairo 1306, 54-72).
mould, this poetry was largely made up of eulogies
Bibliography: (apart from the references mentioned in the article): Shammakhl, Siyar (lith. Cairo
of the two Tahirids, though nothing has survived of
his poems addressed to Tahir. His dlwdn amounted
1301/1883), 441 ff.; A. de C. Motylinski, in Bull.
to 100 leaves, according to the Fihrist, 234, and also
Con. Afr., iii (1885), 27, no. 68; T. Lewicki, in REI,
contained eulogies of the sons of Sahl, al-Hasan and
viii (1934), 278, in Fol. Or., iii (1961), 33 ff., and
al-Fadl.
in Cahiers d'histoire mondiale, xiii (1971), 86; A. Kh.
Abu 'l-cAmaythal ranks equally as a philologist, to
Ennami, Studies in Ibddism (Diss. Cambridge 1971,
whom various works of a technical character are attribunpublished), 292
ff.
(J. VAN Ess)
uted, sc. the K. al-Tashdbuh (al-Tashdbih?}, K. al-Abydt
ABU CAMR AL-SHAYBANl, ISHAK B. MIRAR, one
al-sd^ira and K. Ma'am 'l-shi'r, F. Krenkow published
of the most i m p o r t a n t philologists of the
in 1925 his K. al-Ma} thur fi-md'ttafaka laf^uhu wa-khtalafa
K u f a n school in the 2nd/8th century, and the
ma'ndhu.
contemporary of the two great figures of the rival
Bibliography: Djahiz, Baydn, i, 280; idem,
Basran school, Abu c Ubayda and al-Asmacr [q.vv.].
Haydwan, i, 155, vi, 316 where, unless the text is
He was born in ca. 100/719 at Ramadat al-Kufa,
corrupt, he is curiously described as a rdajiz] Ibn
and derived his nisba from the Banu Shayban because
Tayfur, K. Baghdad, Cairo 1368/1949, 164; Ibn
he was their neighbour and client and because he
c
c
Kutayba, Uyun, i, 85; Ibn al-Mu tazz, Tabakdt, 135also acted as tutor to the sons of certain members
6; Fihrist, 72-3, 234; Kali, Amdll, i, 98; Bakrl, Simt
of the tribe. After having studied under the masters
al-la'dll, 308 and index; Amidl, Muwdzana, Cairo
of the Kufan school, such as al-Mufaddal al-Dabbl,
1961-5, i, 20-1; Marzubanl, Muwashshah, 14; Ibn
he went out into the desert, where he lived for a
Khallikan, Wqfaydt, No. 344, tr. de Slane, ii, 55considerable time amongst the Bedouins, collecting
c
7; al-Raghib al-Isfahanl, Muhddardt, i, 102; Ibn Abd
tribal poetry. Then he settled in Baghdad, where he
Rabbihi, clkd, i, 59; Yakut, Bulddn, iii, 832, iv, 796;
taught until his death at an advanced age, since he
Ibshrhl, Mustatraf, i, 84; Yafi'I, Mir3at al-ajandn, ii,
died in ca. 210/825, by then more than a cente130-1; Nuwayn, Mhdya, vi, 85; Ibn AbT Tahir
narian, leaving behind him sons and grandsons who
Tayfur, K. Baghdad, Cairo 1368/1949, 'l64;
transmitted his works. Amongst his pupils were the
Brockelmann, S I, 195; C.E. Bosworth, The Tahirids
main Kufan grammarians, sc. Thaclab, Ibn al-Sikklt
and Arabic culture, in JSS, xiv (1969), 58; J.E.
and Ibn Sallam [<?.zw.].
Bencheikh, Les voies d'une creation, Sorbonne thesis
Al-Shaybam was famed above all as a transmitter
1971,_unpubl.,_108 and index.
(Eo.)
(rdwiyd) of old poetry. Thaclab records that he left for
C
C
ABU AMMAR ABD AL-KAFI B. ABI YA'KUB B.
the desert armed with two inkholders and did not
ISMA'IL AL-T(A)NAW(A)TI, I b a d T theologian who
return until the ink had been exhausted. According
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to his son cAmr, he collected the poetry of over
80 tribes, which he wrote out and arranged with his
own hands in separate collections and then placed in
the mosque of Kufa. The collections have not come
down to us, but they were abundantly used by later
anthologists.
However, al-Shaybani was equally known as a lexicographer especially interested in rare words (nawddir)
and in dialect words and phrases (lughat). Only one
of the many works in this sphere attributed to him
by the biographers has survived, the K. al-Djim, socalled because it was unfinished and did not go beyond
the fourth letter of the alphabet, although the sources
term it equally the K. al-JVawddir, K. al-Huruf and K.
al-Lughdt. According to F. Krenkow, who proposed to
edit it after the unique manuscript preserved in the
Escurial, this work is a dictionary of words peculiar
to the speech of the many tribes from whom alShaybani collected poetry. It is of great lexical richness, and is all the more important for the knowledge
of the old dialects, since Krenkow found from a
detailed perusal of the Lisdn alJArab that later lexicographers did not use al-Shaybani's work.
Finally, he is also said to have been a traditionist
worthy of being relied upon, transmitting a large number of authentic hadiths; his most celebrated pupil here
was the imam Ahmad b. Hanbal, whose son cAbd
Allah transmitted al-Shaybanf's work called the K.
Ghanb al-hadith.
The post-Ibn al-Nadfm biographers attribute to Abu
c
Amr al-Shaybani several works which, according to
the Fihrist, belong really to his son cAmr.
Bibliography: Brockelmann, I, 116, S I, 179;
EI[, art. al-Shaibdni (Krenkow); Kahhala, Mu'allifin,
ii, 238.
(G.' TROUPEAU)
ABU 'L-CANBAS AL-SAYMARl, MUHAMMAD B.
ISHAK B. IBRAHIM B. ABI 'L-MUGHIRA B. MAHAN (21375/828-88), a famous h u m o r i s t of the c A b b a s i d
c o u r t , who was also afakih, astrologer, oneiromancer,
poet and man of letters, and who wrote some forty
works, both serious and jesting, even burlesque and
obscene. Of Kufan origin, he was first of all kadi in
the district from which he derived his nisba, Saymara,
near Basra, at the mouth of the Nahr Mackil, but his
vivid penchant for coarse humour very early earned
him a reputation as a buffoon sufficient for him to
be admitted to the court circle of al-Mutawakkil (23247/847-61), whose courtier he now became. It is likely
that he remained at court under his successors,
and he is known to have enjoyed the favour of alMuctamid (256-79/870-92). He died in the capital,
but was buried at Kufa.
Abu 'l-cAnbas was quite an original character, and
one is tempted to speak of his personality as being a
split one, even though we are lacking in knowledge
about the chronology and actual content of his works.
It is well known that, from earliest Islamic times, the
profession of buffoon paradoxically developed in Arabia
(see F. Rosenthal, Humour in early Islam, Leiden 1956),
but the fame of the humorists of the period was built
essentially on their skill in making up amusing stories
or in indulging in clowning to distract their masters,
without really taking part in literary activity (it is insulting to number amongst them, as certain critics have
gone so far as to do, a Djahiz, whose humour was of
a quite different quality). Now, if our interpretation of
the titles of Abu 'l-cAnbas's works, listed in the Fihrist
(151, 278; ed. Cairo, 216, 388) and Yakut's Mucdj_am
al-udabd3 (xviii, 8-14 = Irshdd al-anb, vi, 401-6) is correct, he may be considered on one hand, if not the
creator, at least a prominent representative of a type of

literature which was to culminate in the makama and
then in a burlesque or obscene type of adab, and on
the other hand, as an astrologer, a mutakallim and perhaps even a serious depictor of society.
At the court, he acted as royal jester, and on occasion, he would be charged with expressing, in a facetious, impertinent and personal manner, the caliph's
own feelings or opinions (see especially the oft-quoted
episode concerning his reply to al-Buhtun, when the
latter had been rather offensive: al-SulI, Ash'dr awldd
al-khulafd3, ed. J. Heyworth-Dunne, London 1936, 325;
al-Mascudr, Muruaj, vii, 202-4 = § 2885-8; Aghdm1,
xviii, 173 = ed. Beirut, xxi, 537; al-Husrf, I^amc alajawdhir, 15-16; Yakut, Udabd3, xviii, 12-14; etc.). Like
his predecessors, he could also make up amusing
stories, since we read that these were gathered
together, with his poetry, in an independent volume,
passages from which may be found in authors like
Ibn cAbd Rabbihi (clkd, Cairo 1962, iv, 148) and even
Ibn al-Djawzi (Akhbdr al-hamkd wa }l-mughajfalin,
Damascus 1345, 85, 111, 141, 143), and which attests
the influence exercised by the inimitable Djahizian
adab on the most serious of authors. In this respect,
Abu 'l-cAnbas probably differed very little from other
"humorous figures" who, as we know from the Fihrist,
left behind collections of stories; but he is distinguished
from them by a series of works whose titles lead one
to think that they were burlesque or scabrous. The
K. Fadl al-sullam cald '1-daradj. "Superiority of the ladder over the staircase", for example, must have been
purely humorous, but the K. Nawddir al-kawwdd(d)
"Remarkable stories about pimps", to mention only
this one work, must certainly have descended to
pornography. After all, there emerges from a conversation between Abu 'l-cAnbas and his crony Abu
'l-clbar (al-Sulf, loc. dt.\ Aghdm, ed. Beirut, xxiii, 778) that if he had abandoned scholarship (cilm) for sukhf
and rakdca i.e. obscenity and burlesque, it was because
these last were much more profitable and lucrative.
In the course of this dialogue, which took place in
al-Mutawakkil's caliphate, Abu 'l-cAnbas declares that
he has written over 30 works on sukhf and rakdca\
does this mean that the lists which we possess are
very incomplete, that the works which appear to be
serious in content are not serious at all, or that after
al-Mutawakkil's death, this writer came back again to
topics less frivolous than certain titles would suggest?
Some of these titles recall works of al-Djahiz, to
the extent that C.E. Bosworth (see Bibl.) has wondered whether Abu 'l-cAnbas might have plagiarised
the former writer's work; the possibility of an influence here must be seriously considered, since one
finds in the list a K. al-Ikhwdn wa 'l-asdikd' and a K.
Masdwi 'l-cawdmm wa-akhbdr al-sifla wa }l-aghtdm and
even a K. al-Thukald' "Book of Bores"; in order to
know the truth here, it would be necessary to know
what lay behind these titles.
The poetry of al-Sayman has been referred to
above; to judge by those poems available for reading, they were not all licentious and scatological, since
they include the well-known line "How many sick
persons have survived the physician and visitors, when
all hope of cure had been given up".
The lists bring out the existence of at least one
work which seems to be of a theological nature, the
K. Ta'khir al-macrifa, which is alone cited—and
doubtless deliberately—by Yakut in his Mu'ajam albulddn (s.v. Saymara), whilst the same author enumerates some 40 titles, in his Irshdd al-anb. In fact,
Abu 'l-cAnbas, called by Abu '1-Tbar a mutakallim,
must apparently have been a Mu c tazill, and because
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Mathematiker, Leipzig 1900, 30; Kahhala, ix, 38;
of this he was dignified by being cited by Ibn Batta
ZiriklT, vi, 202; F. Bustam, DM, iv, 486-7; M.F.
(H. Laoust, La profession de foi d'Ibn Batta, Damascus
Ghazi, in Arabica, iv (1957), 168; Ch. Pellat, Un
1958, 170) amongst "the people of infidelity and error",
curieux amuseur bagdddien: Abu 'l-cAnbas as-Sayman, in
who for him mean the Mu'tazila. On another level,
Studia or. in mem. C. Brockelmann, Halle 1968, 133one finds other titles which give the impression that
7; C.E. Bosworth, The mediaeval Islamic underworld,
Abu 'l-cAnbas was equally interested in "scientific"
Leiden 1976, i, 30-2; Muhammad Bakir cAlwan,
topics. If his K. al-Radd cald 'l-mutatabbibm, directed
Abu 'l-'Anbas Muhammad b. Ishdk al-Sayman, in alagainst charlatans and homeopathic physicians, strictly
Abhdth, xxvi (1973-7), Arabic section, 35-50.
speaking belongs to the depicting of society, his
c
}
(Cn. PELLAT)
K. al-Radd ald Abl Mikhd'll al-Saydaldm (?) ft 'l-kimiyd
ABU L-ASAD AL-HIMMANI, NUBATA B. <ABD
may not be a general refutation of alchemy, and his
ALLAH, m i n o r poet of the c A b b a s i d p e r i o d ,
K. al-D}awarish wa 'l-darydkdt might lead one to take
originally from Dlnawar. His talent was only moderhim for a pharmacologist. The K. Tafsir al-ru'yd is
c
c
quite explicable, since oneirocriticism can be connected j ate, and it was Allawayh/ Alluya who rescued him
£
from oblivion, since this singer, the poet's friend, introwith astrology, which gave Abu 'l- Anbas a lasting
duced him to the great men of the age and, above
fame. In fact, if the above-mentioned works suffered
all, set some of his verses to music, so that they enjoyed
from the reaction of pietistic circles against sukhf and
a great success. His career seems to have been quite
hazl in general, leading the warrdkun to cease at an
a lengthy one. He is found, first of all, satirising as
early date copying them, SaymarT's name still appears
early as 153/770 two of al-Mansur's mawdll, Sacid and
in manuscript catalogues, even though the titles given
Matar (al-Djahshiyarf, Wuzara3, 124), and then frethere hardly correspond at all to the following ones,
quenting Abu Dulaf al-'ldjll [see AL-KASIM B. C ISA], at
figuring in the early lists: K. al-Mawdlid, K. Ahkdm alwhose
court he was however eclipsed, it is said, by
nuajum, K. al-Mudkhal ild sind'at al-nudj_um and K. alC
A1I b. Djabala [see AL-CAKAWWAK] . After having preRadd cald 'l-munadj_ajimm. In fact, a K. Asl al-usul
viously sung the praises of the ruler of al-Karadj [q.v.],
attributed to him is preserved in both the B.N. of
he launched at him a somewhat coarse diatribe and
Paris (6608) and the B.M. of London (Suppl. Rieu,
then turned to the former secretary of al-Mahdl, al775; cf. Brockelmann, S I, 396), but Ibn al-Nadlm
Fayd b. Abl Salih (on whom see Sourdel, Vi^irat, index),
asserts that he appropriated the K. al-Usul of Abu
whose praises he now sang (al-Djahshiyan, 164; Ibn
Ma'shar, and al-Kifti (T. al-Hukamd', ed. Lippert,
al-Tiktaka, Fakhn, ed. Derenbourg, 256, calls the poet
Leipzig 1903, 410) accuses him of plundering other
Abu '1-Aswad). But the chronology of these events is
people's writings and putting them forward as his own
uncertain, and it is even probable that, contrary to
compositions. There are several extant manuscripts of
what the Aghdni asserts, his relations with al-Fayd (who
another work, the K. fi 'l-Hisdb al-nuajumi, but the A.
died in 173/789-90) were anterior to his stay with Abu
Ahkdm al-nud^um mentioned in the early lists and by
Dulaf. Amongst those whose patronage he sought, one
Brockelmann is merely the opening of the Hisdb
nuajumi, whose copy preserved in the Vatican is intereven finds Ahmad b. Abi Du3ad [q.v.], who gave him
c
a modest gift and begged him to cease importuning
esting, since it is dated 30 Rabl I 1221/17 June
him. It is, on the other hand, dubious that he was
1806 and testifies to the continuing successfulness of
able to make a claim upon CA1T b. Yahya al-Munadjdjim
this manual of astrology, and at the same time to the
(d. 275/888-9) and to address to him a lengthy antirespect accorded to the author, al-Sayman, depicted
as a most learned philosopher who left a masterpiece
Shu'ubf satire; but the intermediary whom he thanks
for having secured for him satisfaction could well have
for posterity. G. Levi della Vida (Elenco di manoscritti
been Hamdun b. Isma'il [see IBN HAMDUN].
arabo islamici della Biblioteca Vaticana, Vatican City 1935,
To judge by the few extant fragments of his verse,
Nos. 955/8 and 957) is not far wrong in thinking
Abu '1-Asad had no compunction about composing
that we have here another redaction of the K. Asl alusul, hence in the end, of a recasting of Abu Ma'shar's
scabrous epigrams in order to get his revenge on people for the neglect which he sometimes received where
work. Consequently, it seems that there is nothing left
c
of Abu 'l- Anbas's genuine work, which therefore enjoys
he had expected a reward. But he was also able to
in the "scientific" sphere a spurious reputation. Even
express very delicate feelings, as in his elegy on Ibrahim
so, he must have enjoyed a certain importance, since
al-MawsilT (d. 188/804 [</.#.]), whose outspokenness
Ibn Batta felt the need to criticise him. Also, as well
was nevertheless criticised.
as the adab writers who quote anecdotes of his, one
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
famous author, Badlc al-Zaman, thought to make him
the article, see Aghdrii, xiv, 124-35; Bustam, DM,
a kind of romantic personality by reserving for him
iv, 171.
(ED.)
the makdma of Saymara, in which Abu 'l-cAnbas is
ABU CASIM AL-NABIL, AL-DAHHAK B. MAKHLAD
both narrator and hero. In this, he tells how, after
B. MUSLIM B. AL-DAHHAK AL-&IAYBANI AL-BASRI, t r a having been rich and hospitable, he had been aband i t i o n i s t , born at Mecca in 122/740 but estabdoned by his friends, had been transformed into a
lished subsequently at Basra, where he transmitted
vagabond in the style of the age and hence able to
from a host of scholars (notably al-Asmacr) a large
acquire a knowledge of the frivolous poetry of the
quantity of hadiths gathered by himself, and espeelegant circles and of the sukhf of the professional j cially from several tdbici$ or Successors. He was conentertainers sufficient for him to recover his old posisidered as trustworthy, and some of his hadiths were
tion in Baghdad and then take his revenge on his
included in the great collections; his biographers
faithless former friends.
assert that he never fabricated a single one, although
Bibliography; In addition to the sources cited
he is said to have declared that pious men never
in the article, see Khatfb Baghdad!, Ta'nkh, i,
lie so much as in regard to traditions from the Prophet
238; Akhbdr al-Buhtun, index; Kiftl, al-Muhammadun
(Goldziher, Muh. Stud., ii, 47, Eng. tr. 55). It is said
mm al-shucard>, Beirut 1390/1970,' No. 101; Ibn althat he was never seen with a book in his hand and
Djarrah, Waraka, 5; Marzubanf, Mucdj_am, 393;
that we was knowledgeable about fikh. Despite such
idem, Muwashshah, 285; Ibn al-DjawzI, Munta^am,
details as these, little is known of his life. Physically,
vi, 99; Ibn Taghnbirdi, Nudj_um, iii, 74; Suter,
he was remarkable for the size of his nose, and this
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particularity is one of the explanations given for his
name of al-Nabfl. It is also recorded that he owed
this name to his habit of wearing fine clothes, or
because he freed his own slave in order to release
Shucba [q.v.] from his oath not to transmit hadiths for
a month. A final explanation seems the most plausible; some elephants passed through Basra, and all the
population rushed out to see the spectacle, whilst he
however stayed with his master Ibn Djuraydj [q.v. in
Suppl.], who gave him the title of "noble". He probably died on 14 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 212/5 March 828 at
Basra.
Bibliography: Djahiz, Baydn, ii, 38; Ibn Sacd,
Tabakdt, vii, 295; Fihrist, ed. Cairo, 163; Ibn Hadjar,
Tahdhib, iv, 450-3; Ibn al-clmad, Shadhardt, 'ii, 28;
Bustanf, DM, iv, 416.
(Cn. PELLAT)
ABU 'L-CAZA3IM, MUHAMMAD MADI, an Egyptian
and a political activist, was born in the town of Rashid
on 27 Radjab 1286/2 November 1869 and grew up
in the village of Mahallat Abu cAlf near Dasuk in
the present-day Gharbiyya province. He studied at alAzhar [q.v.] and at Dar al-cUlum [<7-y.]. He graduated in 1308/1890-1 and spent the subsequent
twenty-five years as a teacher at various provincial
government schools in Egypt and the Sudan as well
as at Gordon College in Khartoum. At the latter
establishment he taught Islamic Law from 1905 until
August 1915, when he was forcibly repatriated to
Egypt—following his refusal to declare himself in support of British administrative reforms in the Sudan,
and his public opposition to these—where his freedom
of movement was restricted to al-Minya province.
About a year later, in 1916, he was allowed to take
up residence in Cairo, where he devoted himself
to the propagation of his own conception of the
Shadhiliyya [q.v.] order, into which he had been
initiated by Hasanayn al-Hisafi" [q.v.]. He had been
actively proselytising on behalf of his tarika [q.v.], which
became known as al-cAzamiyya al-Shadhiliyya, already
since the beginning of his teaching career, and had
obtained a substantial following for himself in Egypt
as well as in the Sudan. Al-cAzamiyya distinguished
itself by the stress it placed upon inner-worldly asceticism in conjunction with active social commitment in conformance with the precepts of the Law, as
opposed to the retraitist other-wordly asceticism and
its underlying relatively negative appreciation of life
in this world, as found implicitly or explicitly in the
teachings of many tarika?,. After 1916, however, when
settled in Cairo, Muhammad Madi ceased to look
upon himself as merely head of a tarika, but assumed
the more comprehensive role of religious reformer
(mudjaddid) instead, and consequently presented his
tarika as his conception of a revitalised Islam, which
he elaborated over the following years in a variety of
books and articles, notably in the periodicals alSa'dda al-Abadiyya (a bi-monthly published by one of
Muhammad Madf's disciples, cAlf c Abd al-Rahman
al-Husaynf, from 1914 until 1923) and al-Madma alMunawwara (a weekly published from 1925 until 1927,
and after 1927 until 1929, when it was merged with
al-Fdtih, a periodical of the Ahrar al-Dusturiyym,
edited by Muhammad Mahmud, as al-Fdtih wa
'l-Madma al-Munawwara). The majority of these books
as well as the periodicals were printed by the Matba'a
al-Madma al-Munawwara, a press established by
Muhammad Madf in early 1919. In his aversion to
the British presence in Egypt, he committed himself
to the case of the nationalists during the revolution of 1919, when he was twice arrested. On 20
March 1924, less than three weeks after the abolition

of the caliphate in Turkey [see KHALIFA], he organised a meeting in Cairo, which was attended by scholars and religious dignitaries from all over the Islamic
world, in order to discuss the implications of this
event. This meeting ended in the foundation of the
so-called Djama'at al-Khilafa al-Islamiyya bi-Wadf alNfl under his presidency. Because of its historical consequences, the foundation of this organisation must
be considered as Abu 'l- c Aza 3 im's most notable
achievement. It allowed him to mobilise an effective
world-wide opposition against King Ahmad Fu'ad's
candidacy for the caliphate—to which he objected for
religious and political reasons (cf. Ahmad Shafik,
Hawliyydt Misr al-siydsiyya, Cairo 1929, iii, 105 ff.)—
and thus determined the outcome of the Caliphate
Conference held in Cairo in May 1926 and brought
activity in support of Ahmad Fu'ad's candidacy to an
end. Muhammad Mad! died on 28 Radjab 1356/4
October 1937 and was buried in his zdwiya [q.v.] in
Cairo near the mosque of al-Sultan al-Hanafi". Here,
his shrine as well as the shrine of his son Ahmad (d.
1970), who succeeded him as head of the tarika,
may be visited in a newly-built mosque (opened in
January 1962), which houses the headquarters of the
c
Azamiyya tarika.
Bibliography: The most extensive biography is
c
Abd al-Mun c im Muhammad Shakraf, al-Imdm
Muhammad Madi Abu 'l-'Azd'im, haydtuhu, ajihdduhu,
dthdruhu, Cairo 1972. It contains the text of various relevant documents, evaluates his poetry, clarifies his position with respect to the idea of al-insdn
al-kdmil [q.v.], sets forth his conception of tawhid
(based upon an unpublished treatise), and lists and
summarises his works. To these must be added Min
dj_awdmic al-kalim, Cairo 1962; al-lVaajddniyydt (ed.
c
Abd Allah Mad! Abu VAza'im), Cairo n.d.; Diwdn
(ed. Muhammad al-Bashfr Madi Abu 'l-cAza3im),
Cairo n.d. (mimeo); al-Tanka al-cAzamiyya (ed.
Mahmud Madi Abu VAza'im), Cairo 1328/1910,
(important for his affiliations with various tarikas);
and al-Shifd' min marad al-tafrika, Cairo n.d., which
caused the temporary imprisonment of Muhammad
Mad! when it was interpreted as a concealed attack
upon King Ahmad Fu'ad (cf. al-lVaajddmyydt, 8).
The treatise Wasd'il i^hdr al-hakk, Cairo n.d., should
be excluded from Shakraf's enumeration. It was
written by Muhammad's brother, the journalist
Ahmad Madi (d. 1893), who had founded the newspaper al-Mu3ayyad together with cAlf Yusuf [<?.^.].
The treatise was published for the first time
in Cairo in 1914, by Ahmad's brother Mahmud.
The authorship was falsely assigned to Muhammad
Abu 'l-'Aza'im by his son and successor Ahmad in
the subsequent editions published under his auspices. For additional biographical materials, see
Muhammad cAbd al-Muncim Khafadjf, al-Turdth alruhi Ii 'l-tasawwuf al-isldmi fi Misr, Cairo n.d., 170.
For details about the history of the al-cAzamiyya
tarika and further references, see also F. de Jong,
Two anonymous manuscripts relative to the Sufi orders in
Egypt, in Bibliotheca Orientals, xxxii (1975), 186-90.
For the c Azamiyya in the Sudan, see J.S.
Trimingham, Islam in the Sudan, London 1949, 239 f.
On his mawlid, see J.W. McPherson, The moulids
of Egypt, Cairo 1940, 140 ff. A small collection of
letters written by Muhammad Madi and transcripts
thereof, which are in the possession of the 'Azamf
family, is preserved on microfilm at Leiden
University Library.
(F. DE JONG)
ABU BAKR IBN CABD AL-SAMAD [see CABD
AL-SAMAD] .

ABU BAKR IBN AL-cARABl — ABU BARAKISH
ABU BAKR IBN AL-CARABI [see IBN AL-'ARABI].
ABU BAKR AL-ASAMM [see AL-ASAMM in
Suppl.]_.
ABU BAKR AL-KHARA 5 ITI [see AL-KHARA'ITI].
ABU BAKR AL-ZUBAYDl [see AL-ZUBAYD!].
ABU 'L-BARAKAT AL-CALAWI AL-ZAYDI, £UMAR
B. IBRAHIM B. MUHAMMAD, Kufan grammarian, jurisprudent, Kur'an scholar and traditionist. He was born
in Kufa in 442/1050-1, heard hadlth in his home town
and Baghdad, and stayed for some time, together with
his father, in Damascus, Aleppo and Tarabulus. In
Aleppo he read in 455/1063 the K. al-Iddh of Abu
C
A1I al-FarisI which he later transmitted in Kufa. There
he finished on 5 Ramadan 464/26 May 1072 the
reading of the K. al-J^dmf al-kdfi, an extensive collection of Kufan Zaydl fikh doctrine by the Sayyid
Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. cAli al-cAlawi. He
read it with the Sayyid cAbd al-Djabbar b. al-Husayn
b. Mucayya, who had heard it from the author, though
he also transmitted directly from Abu cAbd Allah alc
Alaw! with an idj_dza. He taught and led the prayer
in the mosque of Abu Ishak al-Sabici. Of his works
on grammar, a commentary on the K. al-Lumac of Ibn
DjinnI is extant in manuscript (see Brockelmann, S
I, 192). A descendant of Zayd b. CA1I, Abu '1-Barakat
personally adhered to Zaydl Shlcl beliefs, though he
generally concealed them from his Sunn! students and
gave legal fatwas according to Hanafi doctrine. Only
to Shfls did he transmit partisan Shi'I hadiths and
rendered fatwds according to Zaydl law. In agreement
with the Zaydl creed in his time, he upheld the doctrine of human free will and the createdness of the
Kur'an. He died on 7 Sha'ban 539/2 February 1145
in Kufa.
Bibliography: S a m c a n l , f. 283b; Ibn alAnbarl, Nu^hat al-alibbd', ed Muh. Abu '1-Fadl
Ibrahim, Cairo 1967, 399 f.; Ibn al-DjawzI,
al-Muntazam, Haydarabad 1357-59/1938-41, x,
114; Yakut, Udabd\ xi, 12-14; Ibn al-Kiftf,
Inbdh al-ruwdt, ed. Muh. Abu '1-Fadl Ibrahim,
Cairo 1950-73, ii, 324-7; al-Dhahabl, Mizdn
al-ictiddl, ed. A.M. al-BidjawI, Cairo 1382/
1963, iii, 181; Ibn c lnaba, cUmdat al-tdlib, ed.
Muh. Hasan Al al-Talikanl, Nadjaf 1380/
1961, 263; Ibn Hadjar, Lisdn al-mizdn, Haydarabad 1331/1913, iv, 280-2; Sarim al-Dm
Ibrahim b. al-Kasim, Tabakdt al-^aydiyya, ms.
photocopy no. 290 Cairo, Dar al-Kutub, 314.
(W. MADELUNG)
ABU BARAKISH (A.) a name, no longer in use,
given, according to localities, to two birds whose brilliant plumage is characterised by iridescent colours or
shows a colour-scheme varying in the course of the
seasons. The quadriliteral root B-R-K-Sh, probably
derived from the triliteral R-B-K, has, like R-K-Sh,
the sense of "to be variegated, mottled" and the substantive birkish indicates the result, synonymous with
talawwun. The plural bardkish has a superlative quality
in expressions such as bildd bardkish "a land decked
with flowers" and it is used as a forename; it was
the name of the wife of Lukman [q.v.], and of a bitch
that became proverbial for her ability to foresee and
to foretell with her barking the return to camp of
the horsemen of her tribe. As for the plural of the
composite noun abu bardkish, it would theoretically be
dbd3 bardkish, but this form is not found in literature.
(1) According to the uniform definition provided by
Arab lexicographers, the true abu bardkish corresponds to this description: "a small bird of the bushes
with a greyish head, a scarlet breast and dark lower
parts. Just like the porcupine, when excited it ruffles
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up all its plumage, showing a whole range of glittering colours". (al-Damlrl, Haydt al-hayawdn, i, 162,
and root B-R-K-Sh in the Arabic dictionaries.)
Though restrained and concise, this ornithological
information is sufficient to identify the abu bardkish
as a ploceid, the male in the nuptial plumage of
the weaver-bird (tanawwut nassddj) the flame-coloured
Franciscan or Grenadier, the English Durra-bird
(Euplectes oryx fraudscana], a resident both of the Sudan
and of the southern coasts of the Red Sea. In fact,
this industrious and gregarious bird, smaller in size
than the house sparrow and with plumage that is
generally brownish and rather dull, abruptly changes
its livery in the mating season and its feathers become
soft, velvety, long and finely shaped; the colours are
striking: the breast, the back, the upper and lower
caudal feathers covering the short tail (whence the
expression found in some authors thakil al-caajz) are
of the purest pink, while the crown of the head and
the stomach have a sheen of glistening black. Nubia
is the favourite territory of this bird, which was one
of the first to be exported and which very soon
came to be known to the Arabs. In the period of
mating, the male courts three or four females, making a show of bringing them grains of millet, and
throughout the period of nestbuilding he constantly
asserts his proprietory rights by fluttering and hovering beneath each nest and ruffling all his feathers which sparkle in the light, accompanying his
performance with a loud rustling of wings (hqfif).
After the hatching of the young, the actor abandons his deceptive guise and returns to the gregarious life in large flocks whose greed causes sometimes
considerable havoc in the cereal crops. The spectacular variations in colour of the plumage of the
Grenadier weaver-bird provided for a poet of the
Banu Asad an image whereby to stigmatise the
inconstant nature of his enemies, and his proverbial
lines (written in kdmil metre] ka-abi bardkisha kulla law/
nin lawnu-hu yatakhayyalu "like abu bardkish, whose colour resembles all colours", have determined the way
in which the bird is remembered (see Ibn Kutayba, Adah al-kdtib, Cairo 1355/1936, 204; al-Damlrl,
loc. cit.; LA),
(2) For al-KazwInl ('Adjd'ib al-makhlukdt, in the margins of al-Damlrl, ii, 252) and for him alone, the abu
bardkish is a wader with a pleasant-sounding cry, with
red beak and feet, of a size close to that of the stork
and with plumage fluctuating in colour, in reds, greens,
yellows and blues. The livery of this attractive wading-bird apparently provided Byzantine weavers with
the inspiration for the creation of the precious dovecoloured shot silk called abu kalamun [q.v.], a name
which conversely was applied to the bird. Now, the
only wader of the Mediterranean and oriental regions
perfectly fitting this description is the Porphyrion or
Blue Taleva/Purple Gallinule (Porphyrio porphyrio], better known however under the grandiose name of
"Sultan-fowl". This marshland bird, half-a-metre in
height, has feet and beak of a fine coral red and on
its forehead a knob of the same colour; its rich blue
plumage varies from indigo to turquoise with flashing
tints of green, purple and bronze. When alarmed, the
Sultan-fowl emits a brief, trumpet-like sound. Its Spanish
name is "calamon", a vestige of the Arabic kalamun,
while Egypt has retained its ancient Greek name TtopcpDpicov arabised as furfur/furfur,
pi. jardfir, Syria and
c
lrak call it burhdn and suhnun. All these countries and
Persia are also familiar with the "green-backed" subspecies (Porphyrio aegypticus or madagascarensis), very
closely related to the main species and bearing the
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ABU BARAKISH — ABU 'L-DJARUD

names dik sultam "sultan-cock", dik al-ma3 "water-cock"
and farkha sultdniyya "sultan-pullet". The Sultan-fowl,
easily domesticated, was highly thought of among the
Persians, the Greeks and the Romans; it was bred in
temples and placed under the protection of the gods.
In Egypt, it is not unusual to see it in rural areas coexisting peaceably with domestic poultry. Because of
the splendour of its plumage, the Persians awarded it
the title shdhmurgh "king-bird", arabised in the forms
shdhmurk, shdhmurki, shdmurk, shamurk, shdhmurdj_, shahmurdi.
In legends and stories of Persian origin, while the lion
is the king of the animals, it is the Sultan-fowl that
sits on the throne of the feathered race, and the peacock is only the vizier (see Rasa'il Ikhwdn al-Safd3, Beirut
1957, ii, 248 ff.). Al-Djahiz several times cites the
Sultan-fowl (Hayawdn, passim) as feeding on flies and
small reptiles, which is accurate, the diet of this wader
being both vegetable and carnivorous; having killed its
prey with a violent blow of the beak, it holds it with
one foot and tears it with the other, carrying off' the
morsels of flesh in its beak.
Thus the abu bardkish of the poet of Asad was a
weaver-bird, while al-Kazwfnf saw it as the Sultanfowl, worshipped in antiquity, and one is inclined to
believe that it was on his own authority that this
naturalist, perhaps not knowing the Grenadier weaverbird, identified the abu bardkish with the abu
kalamun/shdhmurk] but his decision was regarded as
law by his successors, and it should be recognised as
such.
(3) In the Hidjaz, through a confusion on the part
of the children of the nomads, attested by the philologist al-Azhan, abu bardkish was used in place of
birkis_h to denote the chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs), a finch
well-known in all the Arabic-speaking countries and
also called sjiurshur (in the Maghrib, shershir, berkesh,
Zdneb]', this was simply an error ascribable to childish ignorance.
Finally, we may ignore the totally unfounded identification of the abu bardkish with the bullfinch (Pyrrhula
pyrrhula] suggested by the encyclopedia al-Mawsuca fi
c
ulum al-tablca (Beirut 1965, i, no. 154), this western
bird being practically unknown in the Near East, in
Arabia, in Egypt and the Maghrib.
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
the text, there are mentions of the abu bardkish in
al-Kalkashandf, Subh, ii, 76; Kushadjim, Masdyid.,
Baghdad 1954, wholly imprecise; O r n i t h o l o g y :
A. Macluf, Mu'ajam al-hayawdn, Cairo 1932, 111,
197; B. Al-Lus (Allouse), al-Tuyur al-cirdkiyya, ii,
Baghdad 1961, 29-30; A.E. Brehm, (Uhomme et les
animaux) Les oiseaux, Fr. edn. revised by Z. Gerbe,
Paris 1878 ii, 701-3; F.O. Cave and J.D. Macdonald, Birds of the Sudan, London 1955, 374;
R.D. Etchecopar and F. Hue, Les oiseaux du nord
de I'Ajrique, Paris 1964, 191-5 and 600 (index of
Arabic names by F. Vire); idem, Les oiseaux du
Mojten-Orient, Paris 1970; R.N. Meinertzhagen, Birds
of Egypt, London 1930; L. Delapchier, Les oiseaux
du monde (Atlas), Paris 1959, i, 125, ii, 130.
(F. VIRE)
ABU L-BAYDA' AL-RIYAHI , ASCAD B. TSMA,
one of the most famous informants of the Basran
philologists in the 2nd/8th century, notably, of alAsma c f [q.v.]. This Bedouin teacher, settled in southern Trak, may have received his curious kunya
(baydd} = "desert") from the admirers forming a circle around him. He also wrote poetry, transmitted
by another teacher, a certain Abu c Adnan, who is
allegedly the author of several works (in particular, of a K. al-Nahwiyyin and a K. Ghanb al-hadith,

Fihrist, 68), and whom al-Djahiz praised greatly for
his erudition and his fine language (Bayan, 1, 212).
Abu '1-Bayda5 also had as his rdwiya his son-in-law
c
Amr b. Kirkira [q.v.], but his poetic work is almost
wholly lost.
Bibliography: Djahiz, Bay an, i, 66, 252; Fihrist,
66; Ibn Kutayba, cUyun, i, 71; Marzubanf,
Muwashshah,' 118, 183; Suyutf, Muzhir, ii, 249; Yakut,
Udaba3, vi, 89-90; Bustam,' DM, iv, 224.
(CH. PELLAT)
ABU DABI [see ABU ZABI].
ABU DAWUDIDS [see BAN!DIURIDS] .
ABU 'L-DHAHAB, kunya of MUHAMMAD BEY, a
g r a n d e e of O t t o m a n Egypt. Acquired as a mamluk by Bulut kapdn 'All Bey [q.v] (the date, 1175,
given in Djabartf, cAa^d3ib, i, 417, is obviously incorrect), he became the chief officer in his master's household as khdzmddrin 1174/1760. When in 1178/1764-5
he was raised to the beylicate, he obtained his kunya
by distributing a largesse of gold. In 1184/1770 he
commanded the expeditionary force sent by cAlf Bey
to install a Hashimite protege in Mecca. As commander of the force sent by cAlf Bey in 1185/1771
to co-operate with Zahir al-cUmar against c Uthman
Pasha al-Sadik, governor of Damascus, he captured
the city, but, when the citadel was on the point of
surrender, withdrew with all his troops to Egypt. This
curious development has been ascribed (e.g. by Volney)
to the secret negotiations of 'Uthrnan Pasha; the iltizdm
of Gaza and al-Ramla, which Abu '1-Dhahab received
in this same year (Cohen, Palestine, 49) may have been
his reward. As master of an exceptionally large household of mamlufa and black slaves (cabid), and as the
head of a faction, he succeeded in 1186/1772 in ousting cAli Bey, who sought refuge with Zahir al-cUmar.
Lured into returning to Egypt with a small force, cAlf
Bey was defeated at al-Salihiyya, and died a few days
later (Safar 1187/May 1773). Abu '1-Dhahab was now
the effective ruler of Egypt, where he established peace
and security, so that internal trade revived. Unlike
C
A1I Bey, he followed a policy of ostentatious loyalty
to the sultan, and was gratified by investiture as amir
Misr, i.e. shaykh al-balad (Rablc I 1187/June 1773). He
was nevertheless as determined as his former master
to control Syria, where he represented himself as the
defender of the sultanate against the rebel, Zahir alc
Umar. The sandfak of Gaza and al-Ramla was conferred on him in 'l 187/1773 (Cohen, Palestine, 148).
The fact that he obtained the appointment as viceroy
of Egypt of a fugitive Palestinian notable, Mustafa
Pasha Tukan al-Nabulusf (not a member of the cAzm
family, as stated in Djabartf, cAdj.d}ib, i, 418; cf. Cohen,
Palestine, 56, n. 97), may also be linked with his Syrian
aims. Early in 1189/March 1175, he led his army
into Palestine to overthrow Zahir. Jaffa was captured,
and a massacre ensued. Zahir fled from Acre, his
capital, which was about to fall, when Abu '1-Dhahab
died suddenly of fever. His troops returned forthwith
to Cairo.
Bibliography: cAbd al-Rahman b. Hasan alDjabartf, cAdj_d}ib al-dthdr (Bulak edn.), i, annals for
the years indicated and obituary of Abu '1-Dhahab
on pp. 417-20; Volney, Voyage en Egypte et en Syrie
(ed. Jean Gaulmier), Paris and The Hague 1959,
especially pp. 78-94 (dates on pp. 91-4 inaccurate);
Amnon Cohen, Palestine in the 18th century, Jerusalem
1973.
(P.M. HOLT)
ABU DJATAR AL-ANDALUSI [see AL-RUCAYNI].
ABU DJATAR AL-RirASI [see AL-RU'ASI].
ABU DJATAR AL-TUS! [see AL-TUST].
ABU 'L-DJARUD [see AL-DJARUDIYYA] .

ABU DULAF AL-cIDJLl

ABU Y-FARADJ B. MAS'UD RUNl

ABU DULAF AL-1DJLI [see AL-KASIM B. C ISA].
ABU L-FADA'IL [see HAMDANIDS].
ABU L-FARADJ B. MASCUD RUNI, P e r s i a n
p o e t of the G h a z n a w i d p e r i o d , was born and
raised at Lahore, according to cAwff, the earliest and
most trustworthy authority for his life. The nisba Run!
has been related by Indian writers of the 16th and
17th centuries to a place by the name of Run in the
vicinity of Lahore (cf. e.g. Bada'um, Muntakhab altawdnkh, i, Calcutta 1864, 37; Farhang-i Djahangin and
Burhan-i kdtic, s.v.). But already Bada'unf had to admit
that this place could not be found anywhere in that
area. Others (e.g. Lutf-cAlf Beg Adhar, Atashkada, lith.
Bombay 1299/1882, 122) have suggested an origin
from Runa, a village in the Dasht-i Khawaran near
Nfshapur. This would mean that Abu '1-Faradj was
descended from Khurasanian settlers in the Pandjab
who must have come there after the conquest of the
region by the Ghaznawids in the early 5th/llth century. The mentioning of a Sfstan origin that can be
met with in some other sources probably goes back
to a confusion with another Ghaznawid poet, Abu '1Faradj Sidjzf.
The date of his birth is not known. Chronological
indications that can be derived from his work make
it likely that he started his career as a poet of the
court of Lahore some time before Sayf al-Dm Mahmud
was installed there by his father Sultan Ibrahim as a
viceroy (wall, or mdlik) of Ghaznawid Hindustan in
469/1076-7. Abu '1-Faradj appears to have retained
his position at the court of Lahore also under the
successor of Sayf al-Dm the later Sultan Mas c ud III,
who was in residence there from 480-92/1087-99 (cf.
on events in India under these two viceroys, C.E.
Bosworth, The later Ghaznavids, splendour and decay: the
dynasty in Afghanistan and northern India 1040-1186,
Edinburgh 1977, 65-8). As he addresses the latter in
most of the poems he wrote for him by the title of
malik, it may be concluded that they belong to this
period. The last poem by Abu '1-Faradj that can be
dated with certainty is an ode he wrote at the occasion of the accession to the throne at Lahore of
Mas c ud's son Sherzad after his father had become
Sultan of Ghazna.
The relationship between the poet and the central
Ghaznawid court is not quite clear. He wrote several poems for Sultan Ibrahim and, according to
c
AwfT, placed a kaslda addressed to the sultan at the
beginning of his Diwdn. There are also poems preserved which bear dedications to prominent officials
of the central government, like the carid-i lashkar
Mansur b. Sacld Maymandl who patronised other
poets of this period as well. But apart from that, there
are no indications of a stay of Abu '1-Faradj at Ghazna
for any long period of time. As Lahore was a base
for incursions into Hindu territory, in which the Sultan
and his retinue also participated from time to time,
most of these poems may very well have been written
while the patrons from Ghazna were staying at that
city temporarily on their way to a campaign.
It seems, therefore, likely that the scene of Abu
'1-Faradj's career was mainly, if not entirely, the
court of Lahore, where the young princes showed a
greater interest in poetry than the Sultan himself,
who has been depicted by historians as a stern and
pious man. The only contemporary poet who as far
as we know now was in personal contact with Abu
'1-Faradj was Mas c ud-i Sacd-i Salman [q.v.], another
Iranian born in the Pandjab. But the former is to
be distinguished from the Abu '1-Faradj whom Mascud
held responsible for his banishment from the court.
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(cf. Diwan-i Mascud-i Salman, ed. Rashid Yasimi, Tehran
1319/1940, Introduction).
The modern Iranian scholar Djalal al-Dln Huma3!
has connected one of the poet's kasldas with the
conquest of Kannawdj by Sultan Mascud III which
he dates between 500 and 508 A.H. This would provide an approximate dating for the death of Abu '1Faradj (cf. Diwan-i cUthman-i Mukhtdn, ed. HurmVf,
Tehran 1341/1962, 654 ff. and passim, and Bosworth,
op. at., 85).
The work of Abu '1-Faradj, as we know it now, consists mostly of kasidas, and further of some quatrains
and mukatta'at, as well as a few ghazak of a pre-classical type. The kasidas, are comparatively short poems in
which the emphasis is laid on the panegyric. In many
cases, the conventional nasib has been left out altogether. The poet developed the style of the panegyrical address of the Samanid and early Ghaznawid poets
into various new directions. The texture of his verse
became more knitted through the use of uncommon
compounds, original metaphors and hyperboles, and
through a greater density in the handling of rhetorical
artifices. He also introduced references to elements of
religious lore or of the sciences into his poetry with an
unprecedented frequency. Through all these features,
the work of Abu '1-Faradj heralds the great change in
poetical style which took place in the course of the
6th/12th century and is commonly designated as the
development from the Khurasanian into the 'Iraki style
(for brief analyses of the main characteristics of Abu
'1-Faradj's poetry, see the works by Safa, Mahdjub and
DamghanT mentioned in the bibliography).
The stylistic originality of Abu '1-Faradj was already
recognised by his contemporaries and the immediately-following generations of poets. A remarkable
instance of his influence is on AnwarT, one of the
great masters of the Persian kaslda, who did not conceal his indebtedness to this predecessor. The traces
of this influence can be noticed in many ways, varying from direct quotations to a more general similarity of ideas, motifs and forms of expressions (cf.
Dlwdn-i Anwan, ed. by M.T. Mudarris-i RaclawT, i,
Tehran 1347/1968, 104-8).
The wide range of Abu '1-Faradj's influence is further attested by the many quotations from his poems
in the Kallla wa-Dimna adaptation by Nasr Allah
Munshl, written about 540/1145-6, and by the frequent use of his verses as shawdhid by Shams-i Kays
in his textbook on the theory of poetry. In more
recent times, a renewed interest in his work emerged
after the "return" (bdzgasht) to the earlier styles of
Persian poetry which occurred in Iran during the late
12th/18th century (cf. Rida-Kuli Khan Hidayat,
Maaj_mac al-Jusaha\ mukaddamd). The perpetual war
waged with the non-Muslim neighbours of Ghaznawid Hindustan is often reflected in his poems. But
the identification of events and placenames is still
hampered by the philological unsufficiencies of the
text of the Diwdn as it is accessible at this moment.
It cannot be doubted that the collections of Abu
'1-Faradj's poems differed already at an early date as
far as their contents and arrangement are concerned.
Even Anwar! could only find a selection (intikhdb]
from which to make his own copy. The poem opening the Diwdn, according to cAwfT (= ed. DamghanT
no. 53), is not the same as that which opens the
collections contained in the oldest manuscripts known
so far. The first printed text was an addition in
the margin to a lithograph of the Diwdn of c Unsun
(ed. by Aka Muhammad ArdakanT, Bombay 1320).
A critical edition was published by K.I. Cay kin as an
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annex (damima) to Armaghan, vi (Tehran 1304/1925)
with a biography and annotations to the text by
Muhammad 'All Nasih. The recent edition by
Mahmud Mahdawi Damghanl reproduces the text of
its predecessor, adding variant readings from two
ancient manuscripts, viz. a copy in the Chester Beatty
Library (cf. A catalogue of the Persian manuscripts and
miniatures, Dublin 1959, 4, no. 103) and a copy in
the British Museum (cf. Ch. Rieu, Supplement to the
catalogue of the Persian manuscripts, London 1895, 141,
no. 211). Many manuscripts of the Diwdn, or of smaller collections of poems, still await to be examined
(see e.g. A. Munzawi, Fihrist-i HM.skhaha-yi khatti-yi
farsi, iii, Tehran 1350/1971, 2214-6, nos. 21375-417;
Ahmed Ate§, Istanbul kiitiiphanelerinde Farsfa manzum eserler, i, Istanbul 1968, 212).
Bibliography: In addition to the works mentioned
in the article, Nizamf cArudf, Cahdr makdla, Tehran
1955-7, main 44,'cf. ta'likai \\5 ff., 194, 226; Abu
'l-Macalf Nasr Allah Munshi, Tarajama-yi Kalila waDimna, Tehran 1343/1954; cAwfi, Lubab, ed. Browne,
ii, 241-5; ed. Nairn, Tehran 1335/1956, 419-23, cf.
ta'likat 714 ff.; Shams al-Dln Muhammad b. Kays
al-RazI, al-Mucdj_am fl ma'dyir ash'ar al-cad}am, Tehran
1338/1959; Amm Ahmad RazI, Haft iklim, Tehran
1340/1961, i, 339-44; Lutf-'Alf Beg Adhar, Atashkada,
lith. Bombay 1299 A.H., 136-9; Rida-Kulr Khan
Hidayat, Madjma' alfusahd', lith. ed. Tehran 1295
A.H., i, 70-8; Ch. Rieu, Catalogue of the Persian manuscripts in the British Museum, ii, 547-8; Dihkhuda,
Lughat-ndma, s.v.; Dh. Safa, Ta'nkh-i adabiyydt dar Iran,
ii, Tehran 1339/1960, 470-6 and passim; Husayn
Nayil, Abu '1-Faradj. Rum, in Aryand (Kabul) xxii/1-2
(1342/1963), 19-24; M. Dj, Mahdjub, Sabk-i Khurdsdm
dar shfr-ifdrsi, Tehran 1345/1966, 575-81 and passim', Mahmud Mahdawl Damghanf, mukaddama and
ta'likdt to Diwdn-i Abu 'l-Faradi Rum, Mashhad
1348/1969.
(J.T.P. DE BRUIJN)
ABU 'L-FARADI IBN AL-TAYYIB [see IBN ALTAYYIB] .
ABU 'L-FATH AL-BALATI [see AL-BALATI in
Suppl.].
ABU 'L-FATH AL-BUSTI [see AL-BUSTI].
ABU 'L-FATH AL-DAYLAMI AL-HUSAYN B. NASIR
B. AL-HUSAYN, AL-NAsiR Li-DiN ALLAH, Zaydl I m a m .
There are some variants in the sources in regard to
his own, his father's and his grandfather's personal
names. He belonged to a Hasanid family which had
been prominent in Abhar for some generations.
Nothing is known about his life before he came to
the Yaman after 429/1038 claiming the Zaydl imamate. He gained some tribal support in northern
Yaman and established himself in the Zahir Hamdan
region where he built the fortress and town of Zafar
[q.v.] near Dhu Bin. In 437/1045-6 he entered and
pillaged Sacda, the stronghold of the descendants of
al-Hadf ila '1-Hakk [q.v.], and committed a slaughter
among the Banu Khawlan living in the area. Still in
Shawwal 43 7/April-May 1046 he occupied Sanca3. In
the following year he gained briefly the allegiance of
Dja'far b. al-Kasim al-'Iyanf, leader of a Zaydl faction which expected the return of his brother, the
Imam al-Husayn al-Mahdl [q.v], as the Mahdl. Dja'far
soon revolted against him, together with the Sultan
Yahya b. Abl Hashid b. al-Dahhak, chief of the
Hamdan, and expelled his representatives from Sanca3.
Thereafter the Imam and Dja'far fought each other
with changing fortunes for the possession of the
fortresses of Athafit and cAdjib. The situation of Abu
'1-Fath deteriorated further after cAlf b. Muhammad
al-Sulayhr occupied the Djabal Masar in 439/1047 and

quickly expanded his power over large areas of the
Yaman. The Imam was soon deserted by most of his
followers and was forced to move from town to town.
In Rabf I 444/July 1052 al-Sulayhl defeated and
killed Abu Hashid b. Yahya b. Abf Hashid and took
possession of Sanca\ Abu '1-Fath now corresponded
with Nadjah, the lord of the Tihama, inciting him
against al-Sulayhr. When he invaded the Balad cAns
later in the year 444/1052-3, he was defeated and
killed by al-Sulayhr, together with some seventy supporters, at Nadjd al-Djah and was buried in Radman.
His descendants were later known in the Yaman as
the Banu '1-Daylamf.
His Kur'an commentary al-Burhdn is extant in manuscript (Fihrist kutub al-khizdna al-Mutawakkiliyya, San'a'
n.d., 12; Dar al-kutub: Kd'imat al-makhtutdt al-carabiyya
al-musawwara bi 'l-mikrufilm min al-^umhuriyya al-cArabiyya
al-Tamaniyya, Cairo 1967, 6). A refutation of the
Mutarrifiyya [q.v] sect is also ascribed to him.
Bibliography: Humayd al-Muhallf, al-Hadd'ik alwardiyya, ii, ms. Vienna, Glaser 116, ff. 110a-113b;
Yahya b. al-Husayn, Ghdyat al-amdm fi akhbdr alkutr al-Tamdm, ed. S. cAbd al-Fattah cAshur and
M'. Mustafa Ziyada, Cairo 1388/1968, i, 246 f.,
250; al-cArshI, Bulugh al-mardm, ed. Anastas Marl
al-Karmall, Cairo 1939, 36 f.; H.C. Kay, Taman,
London 1892, 229 f.; H.F. al-Hamdam, alSulayhiyyun, Cairo [1955], 82; W. Madelung, Der
Imam al-Qdsim ibn Ibrahim, Berlin 1965, 205.
(W. MADELUNG)
ABU
L-FATH AL-ISKANDARI [see ALHAMADHANl].

ABU HAFS AL-SHITRANDJI [see AL-SHITRANDJT] .
ABU 'L-HASAN AL-AHMAR, the usual name of
a p h i l o l o g i s t of B a s r a called CA1I b. al-Hasan/alMubarak, who was taught by al-Kisa'I [^.y.], whose
eager pupil he was; after his master, he became
tutor to the future caliphs al-Amm and al-Ma'mun.
The biographical sources record that al-Ahmar was
originally a member of al-Rashld's guard, so that,
being very attracted to the study of philology, he
was unable to attend al-Kisa'I's teaching sessions
except when he was not on duty in the palace.
When the master came to give lessons to the young
princes, al-Ahmar rushed towards him, both when
he went in and when he came out took his stirrup
and escorted him, whilst firing questions on grammar at him. When al-Kisa3! was afflicted by leprosy and unable to teach the princes any longer,
he was afraid lest one of the great grammarians of
the period, Slbawayh or al-Akhfash [q.vv] might take
his place; so he recommended as his own successor al-Ahmar, who was in the end confirmed in the
post. The biographical sources mention in this connection the custom whereby, after the first lesson,
the new tutor received all the furnishings of the
room in which he had been teaching; al-Ahmar,
whose house was too small to take this, saw himself offered now both a house and two slaves, one
of each sex. Each day, he went along to learn that
morning's lesson from al-Kisa'I, who every month
came to question his pupils in al-Rashfd's presence.
In this way, al-Ahmar acquired a vast amount of
knowledge. He is said to have known 40,000 shawdhid
verses and complete kasidas, but he had no pupils
and did not transmit al-Kisa'l's knowledge orally.
This latter role devolved on his rival al-Farra3 [q.v],
but he was the author of two works, the K. al-Tasnf
and the K. Tafannun al-bulaghd*. He died on the
Pilgrimage road in 194/810.
Bibliography: Fihrist, 98; Khatfb Baghdad!,
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Yakut, Udaba3, iii, 254-70 (details here also on the
T. Baghdad, xii, 104-5; Abu '1-Tayyib al-LughawI, [
dress of the kuttdb}; Bustam, DM, iv, 253; Zirikll,
Mardtib al-nahwiyym, Cairo 1955, 89-90; Zubaydl,
A'ldm, i, 165; Kahhala, Mu'allifin, i, 319.
Tabakat, 147, Kiftl, Inbdh, Cairo 1369-74/1950-5,
(£D.)
ii, 313-17; AnbarT, Nuzha, 59; Mas'udT, Murudj_, vi,
ABU 'L-HASAN DJILWA, MIRZA, Persian philoso321-2 = § 2523; Yakut, Udabd\ xii, 5-12; Suyutl,
pher, poet and recluse. He was born in 1238/1823
Bughya, 334; M. al-Makhzumi, Madrasat al-Kufa,
in Ahmadabad, Gudjarat, where his father, Mfrza
Baghdad 1374/1955, 102; Bustam, DM, iv, 250-1;
Sayyid Muhammad, member of a sqyyid family from
Zirikll, Acldm, v, 79.
C (Cn. PELLAT)
ABU 'L-HASAN
AL-ANSARI, ALI B. MUSA B. Arclistan, was engaged in trade. After a brief period
C
C
in Bombay, Djilwa was brought to Isfahan by his
ALI B. ARFA (Raf?) RASUH AL-ANDALUS! AL-DJAYYANI
father at the age of seven and began his education.
(515-93/1121-97), a p r e a c h e r of Fez, and memWhen his father died seven years later, he decided to
ber of a family of whom one person (Ibn Arfa c Rasuh)
devote himself to learning, conscious of the scholarly
is mentioned in the 5 t h / l l t h century at Toledo as a
and literary traditions of his family: Mlrza RafTc alcomposer of muwashshahat (Ibn al-Khatfb has preserved
Dln Na'mf (d. 1082/1671), a celebrated theologian
ten examples in his D^aysh al-tawsjiih, Nos. 49-58; cf.
S.M. Stern, Les chansons mozarabes, Palermo 1953, | and jurist, was among his ancestors; the poet Midjmar
(d. 1225/1810) had been his paternal uncle; and even
43-4; E. Garcia Gomez, Metric a de la moaxaja y metnca espanola, in al-And., xxxix (1974), 25). cAlr b. Musa's j his father had composed poetry under the pen-name
fame rests on a poem in 1,414 verses (rhyme -td, j of Mazhar. Djilwa took up residence at the Kasagaran
metre taunl) on the subject of alchemy and variously j madrasa and soon developed a predilection for the
called Dlwdn shudhur al-dhahab fi 'l-sindca al-shanja/fi | rational sciences, in particular, for metaphysics. It was
fann al-saldmat, and Dlwdn al-sjiudhur wa-tahkik al-umur. \ also at this time that he began the composition of
poetry under the pen-name of Djilwa, which became
This poem's great vogue, whose author gained the
the appellation by which he was generally known. In
name "Poet of the alchemists and alchemist of the
his autobiographical sketch, Djirwa does not mention
poets", is shown by the great number of mss. and
commentaries extant, and it was said that if he could I the name of any of his teachers in Isfahan, remarknot teach the making of gold, he could at least teach j ing only that he soon tired of attending their lectures
and therefore began to study independently and himadab. Furthermore, this poet-alchemist left other writself to offer instruction (le Comte Arthur de Gobineau,
ings, of a religious nature, al-Tibb al-ruhdni hi 'l-Kur3dn
in his Les religions et les philosophies dam I'Asie Centra le,
al-rahmdm (ms. BN. 2643) and Djihdtji cilm al-tawdjihdt
new ed., Paris 1928, 85, mentions a certain Mulla
(ms/B.N. 3253).
Abu '1-Hasan Ardistani whose teachers were
Bibliography. MakkarT, ii, 410; KutubT, Fawdt,
Muhammad Hasan GllanT and Mfrza Muhammad
No. 319, ed. Ihsan 'Abbas, ii, 181-4; Bustanf, DM,
Hasan Nun; it is possible that this Abu '1-Hasan is
iv, 252; Brockelmann, I, 496, S I, 908, 2nd edn.
identical with Djilwa). In 1274/1857 he came to
I, 654.
(£D.)
Tehran and took up residence in the Dar al-Shifa5
ABU 'L-HASAN AL-BATTI, AHMAD B. 'ALT,
poet and l i t t e r a t e u r , originally from al-Batt in
madrasa; the two narrow rooms allotted him there were
to be his home for the remaining forty years of his
Trak (Yakut, i, 488), who was a member of the staff
life. He lived the life of a recluse, and although he
of al-Kadir's chancery (reigned 381-422/992-1031).
had a number of aristocratic admirers and friends,
When the future caliph had in 381/991 to flee from
al-Ta'i', al-Battl had already been in his service, since
such as Mfrza Mahmud Khan Mazandara.nl Mushir
al-Wizara, who pressed invitations upon him, he scarceit was with him that al-Kadir sought refuge. Hence
ly ever left the madrasa. Surprisingly, however, despite
as soon as he succeeded to the caliphate, he appointed
his deep roots in traditional philosophy, Djilwa is
al-Battf to his dlwdn, where he was in charge of the
postal service and of intelligence. A Mu'tazill in therecorded to have been a member of Mlrza Malkum
ology and a HanafT in Jikh, he had previously speKhan's pseudo-masonic organisation, the fardmushkhdna,
cialised in study of the Kurgan and hadith, but with
and to have attended its meetings in the house of
his new duties, he soon became for his colleagues the
Djalal al-Dm Mlrza (H. Algar, Mirza Malkum RJian: a
archetypal adlb with a vast knowledge of literature, a
study in the history of Iranian modernism, Berkeley and Los
fine hand for calligraphy, and a certain talent for letAngeles 1973, 49-50). The only journey outside Tehran
ter-writing and versifying which made him wellthat he undertook was a brief one to Gflan and
renowned. Since he was extremely witty, had a fierce
Adharbaydjan. He received at the madrasa, with some
humour and quick repartee, possessed a great store
disdain, visits by Nasir al-Dm Shah and the British
of anecdotes which he could retail in a sparkling fashorientalist, E.G. Browne (Browne, A year amongst the
ion and had a good knowledge of music and singing,
Persians, Cambridge 1927, 162). Among his principal
he shone with special brightness in the circles of the
pupils were the Ni'matullahl Sufi, Ma c sum CA1T Shah
Buyids. He was intimately linked with al-Sharif al(d. 1324/1926) (see his Tard'ik al-hakd'ik, ed.
Radf [q.v.] who, on his death, in Sha'ban 405/Jan.Muhammad Dja c far Mahdjub, Tehran 1339/1960, iii,
Febr. 1015, dedicated to him his last composition;
507), Sayyid Hashim Ushkurl (d. 1332/1914) (see
al-Sharif al-Murtada [q.v.] likewise wrote an elegy on
Muhammad Hirz al-Dln, MacdnJ' al-rid^al fi tarddj_im alc
him. His own poetry was comparatively mediocre,
ulam.d> wa 'l-udabd\ Nadjaf 1384/1964, iii, 271), and
and it was really as a raw that he excelled. However, I Sayyid Husayn Badkuba'i (see preface by S.H. Nasr
three works are credited to him, a K. al-Kddiri, a K. I to his translation of Muhammad Husayn Tabataba'T's
al-cAmidl and a K. al-Fakhn, whose contents are
Shicite Islam, Albany, N.Y. 1955, 22). Djilwa died in
unknown but which must have been biographical in | 1314/1897 and was buried in Rayy near the tomb
nature.
of Ibn Babuya. Later, an impressive structure was built
Bibliography: TawhTdi, Imtd\ iii, 100; Tanukhl,
over his grave by Mfrza Ahmad Khan Naslr al-Dawla
Nishwdr, Cairo 1392/1972, iv, 256, v, 224, 225,
and Sultan Hasan Mlrza Nayyir al-Dawla. Djilwa was
vii, 24; Khatlb Baghdad!, T. Baghdad, iv, 320, xiv,
described by Macsum CA1I Shah as the "renewer of
328; Sibt Ibn al-DjawzT, Munta^am, vii, 263;
peripatetic philosophy in the fourteenth (Hidjrf) cenSafadl, Wdfl, vii, 231-4; Ibn al-Athir, ix, 175;
tury", as opposed to his friend and contemporary,
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Aka cAli Hakim-Ilahl, who followed the school of illuminationism (ishrdk) (Tard'ik al-hakd3ik, loc. cit.}. But
despite his great fame, he never composed original
works, regarding independent writing on philosophy
as "difficult or even impossible" after the achievements of his predecessors (autobiographical sketch
quoted by Muhsin al-Amfn in Acydn al-Shica, Beirut
1380/1960, vi, 216), and he preferred instead to write
commentaries and glosses on the work of Avicenna
and Mulla Sadra. Two of these have been printed in
the margin of Sadra's Shark al-Hiddyat al-Athlriyya,
Tehran 1313/1895. His Diwdn is also said to have
been published.
Bibliography: in addition to the works mentioned in the text, see cAbbas b. Muhammad Rida
Kumml, Hadiyat al-ahbab, Nadjaf 1349/1930, fl;
Mfrza Muhammad cAlf Mudarris, Rayhdnat al-adab,
Tabriz n.d., i, 419-20; Muhsin al-Amfn, A'ydn alShi'a, Beirut 1380/1960, vi,' 214-16 (including, in
Arabic translation, the autobiographical account of
Djilwa first printed in Ndma-yi ddnishwardn-i ndsiri);
Mahdl Bamdad, Sharh-i hdl-i riajdl-i Iran dar karnhdyi 12 va 13 va 14-i Hidj.n, Tehran 1347/1968.
(H. ALGAR)
ABU 'L-HASAN AL-MAGHRIBI, MUHAMMAD B.
AHMAD B. MUHAMMAD, poet and l i t t e r a t e u r of the
4th/10th century whose origin is unknown. He seems
to have undergone many vicissitudes, since he appears
in the service of Sayf al-Dawla, of al-Sahib Ibn cAbbad
and of the ruler of Khurasan, where he met Abu '1Faradj al-Isfahanf, and he also resided in Egypt, in
the Djabal, and in Transoxania, at Shash. The surviving verses of this great traveller are occasional pieces
without any great originality, but he seems also to
have been the author of several epistles and books,
in particular, of a Tuhfat al-kuttdb fi 'l-rasd'il and a
Tadhkirat/Mudhdkarat al-nadim, in which there were no
doubt pieces of advice on style and valuable data on
the literary circles of the age. He is also famed from
the fact that he was probably the transmitter of alMutanabbl's work in the lands of the east, since Yakut
says of him that he was the rdwiya of the celebrated
poet, encountered at Baghdad. However, if he made
an apologia for the poet in his K. al-Intisdr al-munabbi
'anfadd'il al-Mutanabbi, followed by a Bakiyyat al-Intisdr
al-mukthir li 'l-ikhtisdr, he was equally the author—
for reasons unknown to us—of a K. al-Nabih/Tanbih
al-munabbi can radhd'il al-Mutanabbi, which must be the
oldest criticism of the poet's work.
Bibliography: Tha'alibf, Tatima, iv, 81; Yakut,
Udabd3, xvii, 127-32; R. Blachere, Abou t-Tayyib alMotanabbi, Paris 1935, 227, 273-4; Bustanl, DM,
iv, 264.
(Eo.)
ABU 'L-HASAN AL-RABAC! [see AL-RABACI].
ABU 'L-HASAN AL-RUMMAN! [see AL-RUMMANl].

ABU HAYYA AL-NUMAYRI, the usual name for
AL-HAYTHAM B. AL-RABIC B. ZURARA, a minor poet
of Basra of the 2nd/8th century. The date of his
death is given variously in the biographical sources,
with dates ranging from 143/760 to 210/825, and
the only point of reference which we have is the
fact that he was considered as the rdwiya of alFarazdak (d. 110/728). Of Bedouin origin, Abu Hayya
must have lived for quite a long time in the desert,
to judge by the verses which al-Djahiz cites in his
K. al-Hayawdn, and which other, subsequent authors
cite, apparently considering him as an authority. This
is not, however, the image that one gains of this
personage by reading the notices of him in the biographical sources, since he became legendary for his

cowardice (stories of his sword, pompously called
Lu'db al-maniyya, of a dog which frightened him to
death, etc.), his tendency to romance and to boast
about outstanding deeds of valour (in particular, he
claimed to be able to converse with the ajinri), and
his weakness of mind (lutha], which led to his being
sometimes grouped amongst those possessed (especially as he was allegedly epileptic); more indulgently, al-Djahiz merely classes him amongst the foolish
persons, nawkd, and forebears to reproduce anecdotes
in which he is the hero and which could very well
be invented tales.
The biographers state and repeat that Abu Hayya
wrote eulogies to the last Umayyads and the first
c
Abbasids, but it very much seems, unless one is mistaken, that none of his panegyrics have been preserved. They further state that he wrote urajuzas as
well as kasidas, but the great majority of his surviving verses are not in raajaz at all. According to the
Fihrist, 231, his diwdn took up 50 leaves, and one
must accept that this work was not lacking in quality, since isolated verses and fragments were appreciated by the critics. Although accusing him of some
defects, notably a characteristic ingenuousness (alc
Askarf, Sind'atayn, 165; al-Marzubam, Muwashshah,
227-8), they remark that his style was free from affectation and padding, though sometimes difficult; Abu
c
Amr Ibn al-'Ala3 even judged Abu Hayya to be superior to his fellow-tribesman al-Racf [</.^.]. As a rule,
the pieces of poetry which have been preserved have
a descriptive, bacchic, satirical or elegiac character; according to Ibn al-Mu'tazz, the verses inspired
by his wife, who died when still young, were often
quoted.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article): Djahiz, Baydn, i, 385, ii, 225, 229-30; idem,
Hayawdn, index; Ibn Kutayba, Shi'r, 749-50; idem
c
Uyun, index, idem, Ma'drif, 87; Abu Tammam,
Hamdsa, ii, 105, 133; Buhtun, Hamdsa, 287; Ibn
al-Muctazz, Tabakdt, 61-3; Kali, Amdli, i, 69, ii,
185; Bakn, 'Simt al-la'dli, i/97, 244; Mubarrad,
fidmil, index; Aghdm, ed. Beirut, xvi, 235-9; alMukhtdr minshfr Bashshdr, ed. 1353, 38, 39, 238; Ibn
c
Abd Rabbih, clkd, index; Marzubanl, Mucdj_am> 193;
Husrl, Zahr al-dddb, 14-5, 198, 218-19; idem, I%amc
al-d^awdhir, 217-9, 292, 22-3, 227, 477-8; Ibn Hadjar,
Isdba, iv, No. 327; Amidf, Mu'talif, 103; Ibn alDjawzl, Akhbdr al-hamkd wa-'l-mughaffalin, Baghdad
1966, 226; Yakut, Buldan, iii, 35; Baghdad!, Khizdna,
ed. Bulak, iii, 154, iv, 283-5; Ibshfhr, Mustatraf, i,
305; cAskarf, Sind'atayn, 165, 208; idem. Diwdn alma'dm, ed. 1933, ii, 127; Suyutl, Muzhir, index;
R. Basset, Milk et un contes, i, 536; Pellat, Milieu,
160; Bustanf, DM, iv, 281-2; Zirikll, A'lam, ix, 114;
Wahhabi, i, 168-70.
(Cn. PELLAT)
ABU HIFFAN, CABD ALLAH B. AHMAD B. HARB
AL-MmzAMl, c o l l e c t o r of p o e t i c a l akhbdr, rdwl
and poet in Arabic, (died between 255/869 and
257/871. Virtually nothing is known of his life, except
that he came from a Basran family stemming from
the B. Mihzam of cAbd al-Kays, and that he gloried
in his Arab origin. He led a fairly poor and constricted life, to the point that he had to sell his clothing to procure food, and he complains of this frequently
in his verses.
His reputation arises primarily from his role as
a transmitter of poetical akhbdr, and he has a place
in the isndds or chains of supporting transmitters of
several important works, such as the K. al-Aghdm,
the Muwashshah of al-Marzubanl and the works of
al-SulI and Ibn al-Djarrah. He knew the circles of
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the poets very well, and previous to his own activity, various of his paternal and maternal uncles had
specialised in the collection and transmission of literary anecdotes. He was in contact with Abu Nuwas,
whose protege and rdwi he was, and through this
connection he developed, and came in his own right
to follow the activities of the great contemporary
poets, and especially, of the libertine poets. As well
as his own master Abu Nuwas, he frequented the
company of al-Husayn b. al-Dahhak, al-Buhtun, alKhuraymf, and also al-Djahiz, Tha c lab, al-Mubarrad,
etc.
He himself put together a work called the Akhbar
Abl Nuwas, which has come down to us, and a K.
Sindcat al-shu'ard3 and a K. Akhbar al-shucard\ of which
no trace has survived but were certainly used in the
3rd and 4th centuries by several writers of adab
works.
Abu Hiflan was also a poet, but only a few dozen
of his verses have been preserved, sc. fragments of
eulogies addressed to CA1I b. Yahya al-Munadjdjim
and cUbayd Allah b. Yahya b. Khakan; of satires
addressed to Ahmad b. Abi Du'ad and al-BuhturT;
epigrammatic exchanges, not always in the best of
taste, with Abu 'All al-Basfr, Sacid b. Humayd, Abu
'l-cAyna5 and Ya'kub al-Tammar, all these being his
companions in nocturnal sessions; and a few love
verses. It is surprising that nothing has come down
to us from his wine poetry, which Ibn al-Muctazz says
enjoyed a wide currency. Altogether, Abu Hiflan was
a minor poet who has contributed, through his anecdotes, to our knowledge of the history and sociology
of poetry in the 2nd/8th and 3rd/9th centuries.
Bibliography. CA. Ahmad Farradj has edited
the Akhbar Abl Nuwas, Cairo 1373/1953 (an edition with numerous verses in the text censored)
with a bibliographical note, to be completed by
Bencheikh, Les voies d'une creation, typescript thesis,
the Sorbonne 1971, i, 116-7, and idem, Les secretaires poetes et animateurs de cenacles aux //' et IIP siecles de I'hegire, in JA (1975), 265-315.
(J.E. BENCHEIKH)
ABU 'L-HUSAYN AL-BASRI, MUHAMMAD B. CAU
B. AL-TAYYIB B. AL-HUSAYN, M u c t a z i l i t h e o l o g i a n .
Little is known about his education and early career.
He originated from Basra where he heard hadith. As
he studied kalam and usul al-jikh with Kadi cAbd alDjabbar [q.v.], he must have visited Rayy for some
time. With the Christian Abu CA1T b. al-Samh, a student of Yahya b. cAdi, he studied philosophy and sciences, presumably in Baghdad. This is attested by a
manuscript containing his redaction of the notes of
Ibn al-Samh on the Physics of Aristotle. He may have
also studied and practised medicine for some time if
he is, as has been suggested, identical with the Abu
'1-Husayn al-Basn mentioned by Ibn Abl Usaybica as
a physician contemporary with Abu '1-Faradj b. alTayyib. Al-Dhahabf refers to him as al-kddi, but there
is no other evidence that he ever held an official position. During the later part of his life he taught and
wrote in Baghdad. As his two usul al-fikh works, the
Shark al-cUmad and the K. al-Muctamad, were composed
still before the death of his teacher cAbd al-Djabbar
in 415/1024-5, he must have begun his teaching career
in Baghdad before that date. He died in Baghdad
on 5 Rablc II 436/30 October 1044. The fact that
the HanafT kadi Abu cAbd Allah al-Saymarf led the
funeral prayer for him indicates that he belonged to
the Hanafif madhhab, not to the Shafi'T as suggested
by some sources.
Of his works on the usul al-fikh, his commentary
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(sharh) on cAbd al-Djabbar's K. al-fUmad appears to
be lost. His K. al-Muctamad, written later, has been
edited together with his ^iydddt al-muctamad and K. alKiyds al-sharci (ed. M. Hamidullah, Damascus 1965).
This work became popular also among non-Muctazilf
scholars and, according to Ibn Khallikan, formed the
basis of Fakhr al-Dm al-Razfs K. al-Mahsul. None of
his kalam works appears to be extant. The largest one,
K. Tasqffuh al-adilla, remained unfinished, as he had
only reached the chapter on the visio beatifica before
he died. On the K. Ghurar al-adilla, Ibn Abi '1-Hadfd
[q.v.~] wrote a commentary. A short fragment on the
question of the imamate extant in manuscript (Vienna,
Glaser 114) is probably an extract from his K. Sharh
al-Usul al~khamsa. His theological doctrine can, however, be recovered from later references and especially from the extant parts of the K. al-Muctamad fi
usul al-din (ms. San c a 3 ) of his student Mahmud alMalahimf, who quotes the K. Tasqffuh al-adilla extensively. Also lost are his refutations of two works of
the Imam! Sharif al-Murtada, his contemporary in
Baghdad: the K. al-Shdfi on the imamate and the K.
al-Muknic on the doctrine of the concealment (ghayba]
of the Twelfth Imam.
In his doctrine, Abu '1-Husayn al-Basrl was deeply
influenced by the concepts of the philosophers and
diverged from the Bahashima, the school of Abu
Hashim al-Djubba3! represented by his teacher c Abd
al-Djabbar. He was therefore shunned by the
Bahashima, who accused him of refuting his Mu c tazill
shqykhs in an unfair and injurious manner. This
charge is repeated by al-Shahrastanf, who maintains
that he was really a philosopher in his views (falsafi al-madhhab] but the Mu'tazilT mutakallimun were
not aware of this fact. Ibn al-Kiftl, too, suggests
that he concealed his philosophical views under the
forms of expression of the kalam theologians in order
to guard himself from his contemporaries. Notable
points on which he differed from the Bahashima
were his rejection of their theory of modes (ahwdl]
[q.v.] and their thesis that the non-existent (ma'durri)
is a thing, his indecision about their theory of atomism, his admission of the miracles of saints (kardmdt),
and his reduction of the divine attributes of will,
hearing and seeing to that of knowledge. Evidently
also under the influence of the doctrine of the
philosophers, he affirmed that the acts of man occur
necessarily in accordance with their motive (ddci]
thus, as Fakhr al-Dm al-Razf pointed out, in effect
undermining the Mu c tazill doctrine of human free
will.
Abu '1-Husayn's school was continued by his students, the Kh vv arazmian Mahmud b. Muhammad alMalahimi and Abu cAll Muhammad b. Ahmad b.
al-Walid al-Karkhl (d. 478/1086) who, like his teacher,
also studied logic and philosophy and taught in
Baghdad. According to Ibn al-Murtada, Fakhr al-Dln
al-Razi adopted many of his views on the "subtleties" (latif) of kaldm, i.e. matters not touching fundamental dogma. His theological doctrine progressively
exerted a strong influence among the Imamiyya and,
to a lesser extent, among the Zaydiyya.
Bibliography: Ta'rikh Baghdad, iii, 100; alHakim al-Djushamf, Sharh al-cUyun, in Fadd'il ali'tizal, ed. Fu'ad Sayyid,' Tunis 1393/1974, 387;
Shahrastanl, 19, 32, 57, 59; idem, Nihdyal alakddm, ed. A. Guillaume, Oxford 1931, 151, 175,
177, 221, 257; Fakhr al-Dm al-Razi, Ptikdd firak
al-muslimin wa 'l-mushrikin, ed. Mustafa cAbd alRazik, Cairo 1356/1938, 45; Ibn al-Kiftl, Ta'nkh
al-hukama3, ed. J. Lippert, Leipzig 1903, 293 f.;
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Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat, ed. Ihsan c Abbas, Beirut
1968-72, iv, 271 f.; al-Dhahabl, Mizan al-ictiddl,
ed. CA1I Muh. al-BidjawI, Cairo 1963, iii, 654 f.;
idem, al-clbar, iii, ed. Fu'ad Sayyid, Kuwait 1961,
187; al-Idjf, al-Mawdkif, ed. Th. Soerensen, Leipzig
1848, 106-12; al-Safadi, al-Wafi, iv, ed. S.
Dedering, Damascus 1959, 125; Ibn Abi '1-Wafa',
al-D{awdhir al-mudi}a, Haydarabad 1332, ii, 93 f.;
Ibn al-Murtada, Tabakdt al-mu'ta^ila, ed. S. DiwaldWilzer, Wiesbaden 1961, 118 f.; A.S. Tritton,
Muslim theology, London 1947, 193-5; S.M. Stern,
Ibn al-Samh, in JRAS (1956), 33-41; M.
Hamidullah, introd. to edition of K. al-Muctamad\
GAS, I, 627; The section on consensus in the K.
al-Muctamad has been translated and analysed by
M. Bernand, Uaccord unanime de la communaute . . .
d'apres Abu 'l-Husayn al-Basn, Paris 1970.
(W. MADELUNG)
ABU HUZABA, AL-WALID B. HUNAYFA (b. Nahfk
in Tabarf, ii, 393) AL-TAMlMl, a minor poet of the
1st/7th century. He was a Bedouin who settled at
Basra and was a panegyrist, at the time of Ziyad b.
Abrhi (45-53/665-72) or shortly after, of cAbd Allah
b. Khalid b. Asld, governor of Pars. His family urged
him strongly to join the circle of Yazld b. Mucawiya,
before the latter's assumption of the caliphate (60/680);
he finally decided to try his luck, but was not received
by the prince, and he returned to Basra and joined
up with the army. He was sent to Sistan (Sidjistan),
and from 60/680-1, under the orders of Salm b. Ziyad,
he sang the praises of the governor Talha al-Talahat
[q.v]', he recited a funeral elegy on the latter which
contained critical aspersions on Talha's successor, cAbd
Allah b. cAli al-cAbshamf, who had shown himself less
generous to the poet. He also had occasion in Sidjistan
to mourn the death of a certain Nashira al-Yarbucf
killed at the time of Ibn al-Zubayr, in an elegy set
to music by Ibn Djamic [q.v.]. Finally, he returned to
Basra and then, after various adventures, rallied to the
cause of Ibn al-Ashcath [q.v.] and was possibly killed
at the same time as him (85/704).
Abu Huzaba had the reputation of turning nasty
when his hopes of reward were disappointed. He has
left behind a certain number of raajaz poems, as well
as kasidas which have kept his name from falling into
oblivion.
Bibliography: Djahiz, Hayawdn, i, 255, iii, 3812; idem, Bay an, iii, 329; Ibn al-Kalbr-Caskel,
Tab. 72 and ii, 586; Mus c ab al-Zubayrf, Nasab
Kuraysh, 188; Baladhurf, Ansdb, ivb, 153; Aghdm, ed.
Beirut, xxii, 271-82; Amidl, Mu'talif, 64; Dhahabl,
Mushtabih, 160; Bustam, DM, iv, 247.
(Gn. PELLAT)
ABU 'L-1BAR, ABU 'L-'ABBAS MUHAMMAD B. AHMAD
C
B. ABD ALLAH AL-HASHIMI, b u r l e s q u e poet and
member of the ruling family, who was born in ca.
175/791-2 in the reign of al-Rashfd and who died in
252/866, probably assassinated by an cAlid partisan.
He is known by the name of Abu '1-Tbar, a sobriquet which he made up himself, adding a letter each
year, and in the end making it unpronounceable. He
was carefully educated, had an acute literary sense and
was a fine connoisseur of poetry. The severe al-Ma'mun
did not appreciate him, and even imprisoned him, but
he welcomed the accession of al-Mutawakkil, giving
himself up to all sorts of amusing deeds.
Since he felt his way blocked by the great poets
of his time, and in particular, by Abu Tammam and
al-Buhturf, he found it more profitable to devote
himself to humk and sukhf, thereby illustrating a
tradition which was to continue with e.g. Ibn al-

Hadjdjadj and Ibn al-Habbariyya [q.vv.]. Abu '1-Tbar
did not allow his membership of the caliphal family
to constrict him, and cultivated a real burlesque art
in his own life and writings, in which he displayed
acrobatics. In reality, under the form of burlesque,
satire is often hidden, and under the form of buffoonery, an element of suffering. Whether he invents
new words, writes phrases devoid of sense, wittily
parodies a scholar, or fishes with a line in the pond
of the caliphal palace, he goes quite contrary to the
accepted cultural norms, defies the usual patterns,
confronts an atmosphere of seriousness with drollery,
and in short, gives himself up to grotesque pieces
of clowning which might have opened up a way for
an original and new strain in Arabic literature. But
for this, Arabo-Islamic culture would have had to
accept new values alien to its own ones. The terms
of humk and sukhf show clearly the lack of esteem
for these tentative efforts, which never had any really
fruitful consequences [cf. ABU 'L-CANBAS above].
Bibliography: Aghdm, xxiii, 76-86; Sulf, Akhbdr
al-Buhturi, 170-1; idem, Awrdk, ii, 323-33; Kutubr,
Fawat al-wafaydt, ii, 354-6, No. 386; Fihnst, 223-4;
Yakut, Udabd3, xvii, 122-7; Muhammad b. Dawud
al-Djarrah, Waraka, 120-1; cf. J.E. Bencheikh, Le
cenacle d'al-Mutawakkil, contribution a I'etude des instances
de legitimation litteraire, in Melanges Henri Laoust = BEO,
xxix [1977).
(J.E. BENCHEIKH)
ABU 1MRAN AL-FASI, MusA B. TsA B. ABI
HApjDj/HADjpjApj (?), Malik! fakih, probably born
between'365/975 and 368/978 at Fas into a Berber
family whose nisba is impossible to reconstruct. No
doubt to complete his studies, but perhaps also because
of other reasons hard to discern, he went to settle in
al-Kayrawan, where his master was in particular alKabisI (d. 403/1012 [q.v.]). He is known to have
stayed in Cordova with Ibn cAbd al-Barr [q.v] and
to have profited by the chance to follow the lectures
of various scholars there, which his biographers list,
without however giving the date of this journey. Soon
after the end of the century, he went to the East,
possibly spending some years in Mecca, since he made
the Pilgrimage several times, and deriving further
instruction from the fukahd3 of the Holy City. In
399/1008-9 he was in Baghdad, benefiting from the
teaching of al-Bakillanl (d. 403/1013 [q.v.]), a Malik!
like himself but an Ash'arf in kaldm, and it was in
the Trakf capital that he had the revelation of a theological doctrine in whose subsequent diffusion in the
West he was to take part (see H.R. Idris, Essai sur la
diffusion de l'ascarisme en Ifnqiya, in Cahiers de Tunisie, ii
(1953), 134-5). He returned to Mecca from Baghdad,
and then in ca. 402/1011 returned via Egypt to alKayrawan, which he never seems then to have left
apart from a last journey to the East in ca. 425/10334 or 426/1034-5. He died on 13 Ramadan 430/8
June 1039 in his adopted home; al-Mucizz b. Badfs
[q.v] was present at his funeral, together with a great
crowd, and his tomb has henceforth been venerated
as equal to that of a saint. His descendants still live
in al-Kayrawan.
His biographers stress the breadth and diversity of
his education, and mention in detail the numerous
teachers whose courses he followed, both at alKayrawan and during his travels; and they make him
in some way the heir of Malikf teaching at the opening of the 4th/10th century. Nor do they omit to list
all the pupils who thronged his courses, and they give
the impression that he exercised a deep influence on
intellectual activity in the juridical-religious domain. He
was at the outset a specialist on the seven readings
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of the Kur'an, and then after his return from the East,
turned to hadith and fikh and, to some extent, kaldm.
He attracted a host of disciples not only from Ifrfkiya,
but even from Spain, Sicily and Morocco, and several
of these later made a name for themselves. Furthermore,
he kept up a correspondence with scholars in distant
places, who consulted him on points of doctrine, and
he even gave idj_dza$, at a distance. It would be tedious
to enumerate here all the pupils of his mentioned by
biographers but one should mention that they included Ibn Sharaf [q.v.], and a person homonymous
with the name of the author of the cUmda, cAbd Allah
Ibn Rashlk (d. 419/1028), who was also a poet, and
dedicated to him the greater part of his verse (see Ch.
Bouyahia, La vie litteraire en Ifriqiya sous les prides, Tunis
1972, 67, 116).
Two other pupils of Abu Tmran's ought to be
mentioned also because they were associated with
important historical events. At a date which, with
Ibn Abl Zar c (Kirtas, 122-3) can be fixed at
427/1035-6 (whilst Ibn Khaldun, Berberes, ii, 67,
places the events in 440/1048-9, Ibn Tdharf, Baydn,
iii, 242, in 444/1052-3 and Ibn al-Athlr, ix, 2589, in 447/1056, which is unlikely), the Lamtuna
chief Yahya b. Ibrahim passed through al-Kayrawfm
whilst returning from the Pilgrimage, attended Abu
Tmran's courses and, realising the depth of his compatriots' ignorance, asked the great scholar to designate one of his followers to go and teach them.
Abu Tmran then recommended to him one of his
former pupils called Uggvvag (Wadjdjadj in Arabic
transcription), who had returned to his own land,
and this latter scholar in turn designated cAbd Allah
b. Yasfn (see al-Bakn, Description de I'Afrique septentnonale, new edn. Paris 1965, 165-6/311-12; al-Hulal
al-mawshiyya\ 9; A. Bel, La religion musulmane en Berbene,
Paris 1938, 215; G. Marcais, La Berberie musulmane
et rOrient au moyen age, Paris 1946, 238; H. Terrasse,
Histoire du Maroc, Casablanca 1949, i, 214; J. Bosch
Vila, Los Almordvides, Tetuan 1956, 49; and see ALMURABITUN). Now the anonymous author of the
Mafdkhir al-Barbar (ed. E. Levi-Provencal, Fragments
historiques sur les Berberes au moyen age, Rabat 1934,
69) states that these two men impelled the Almoravids
to expand out of the Sahara on the order (bi-amr)
of Abu Tmran.
One would like to have exact details about this,
but if the assertion is true, it shows the influence of
the Kayrawam -fakih, which was, at all events, a profound one. His pupils transmitted his oral teachings
and doubtless also his works (cf. Ibn Khayr, Fahrasa,
i, 440), which do not however seem to have been
very numerous. Some of his fatwds have been preserved, in particular by al-Wansharfsi in his Mi(ydr
(but one should be careful, since the name "Abu
Tmran al-FasT" was fairly widespread; see e.g.
Brockelmann, S II, 961; a K. al-Dala3il wa 'l-adddd is
mentioned in the Mi'ydr, x, 105, and a manuscript
of al-Ihkdm li-masd'il al-ahkdm al-mustakhradj_a min Kitdb
al-Dald'il wa 'l-adddd li-Abi 'Imrdn al-Fdsi has also been
catalogued (1342-D. 1444) at Rabat). His K. al-Tacdlik
c
ald 'l-Mudawwana is one of the Kadi Tyad's sources
(Maddrik, i, 56), who cites him frequently. He is moreover said to have made a selection of hadlths which
was especially important and covered a hundred
leaves, and a Fahrasa is attributed to him; finally, a
manuscript of his Na^d'ir is mentioned as existing at
Algiers (Brockelmann, S I, 660-1). Some verses are
also attributed to him.
Bibliography: In addition to sources already
cited, see: W e s t e r n b i o g r a p h i c a l s o u r c e s :
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Tyad, Tartib al-Madarik, ed. A Bakir, Beirut n.d.,
iv, 702-6 and index; Ibn NadjI, Ma'dlim al-iman,
Tunis 1320, iii, 199-205; Ibn Farhun, Dibadj.,
Cairo 1329, 344-5; Tadll, al-Tashawwuf ila ri$al
al-tasawwuf, ed. A. Faure, Rabat 1958, 64-6; alWazfr al-Sarradj, al-Hulal al-sundusiyya, ed. alHfla, Tunis, ix, 272-3; Humaydi, I^adhwa, Cairo
1952, No. 791; Ibn Bashkuwal, Sila, No. 1223;
Dabbl, Bughya, Madrid 1884, No. 1332; Ibn alAbbar, Takmila, No. 679—Oriental biographical
sources: Ibn al-DjazarT, Kurrd3, No. 3691;
Dhahabl, Huff a &, iii, 284-6; Yakut, Bulddn, iii,
807; Ibn Taghrfbirdi, Nudj_um, v, 30 (on p. 77,
he makes Abu Tmran die in 458); Ibn al-Tmad,
Shadhardt, iii, 247-8; F. Bustanl, DM, iv, 483;
Zirikll, A'ldm, viii, 278.—Studies: H.R. Idris,
prides, index; idem, Deux maitres de I'ecole juridique
kairouanaise , . ., in AIEO Alger, xiii (1955), 42-60
(detailed study, with rich bibliography).
(Cn. PELLAT)
ABU ISHAK AL-FARISI, IBRAHIM B. CALI (d. after
377/987), celebrated g r a m m a r i a n and also lexic o g r a p h e r of the golden age of grammatical studies in Baghdad during the 4th/10th century, and
equally a poet. As a pupil of Abu CA1I al-Farisi (d.
377/987 [q.v.]) and of al-Rummani (d. 384/994 [q.v.]),
he belonged to the second generation of grammarians of this century, and more especially, to the first
group "moulded by the pupils of al-Mubarrad", and
he assured "the triumph of the method of Basra in
Baghdad" (G. Troupeau). He wrote several works, in
particular, on prosody, and like his master Abu CA1I
al-Farisi somewhat earlier, criticised the work of the
poet al-Mutanabbl.
Bibliography: Yakut, Udabd\ i, 204-5; SuyutI,
Bughya, 184; G. Troupeau, La grammaire d Bagdad,
in Arabica, ix (1962), 399; R. Blachere, Aboutayyib
al-Motanabbi, Paris 1935, 242.
(M. BERGE)
ABU 'L-KASIM AL-FAZARl [see AL-FAZAR!].
ABU 'L-KASIM AL-MADpUTI [see AL-MADJRIT!] .
ABU 'L-KASIM AL-WASANl [see AL-WASAN!].
ABU KHALIFA AL-DJUMAHl [see AL-FADL B ALHUBAB in Suppl.].
ABU MADl, ILIYYA (1889-1957), poet and journalist of Lebanese origin, who spent his childhood in
the village of al-Muhayditha near Bikfaya, his birthplace, but left his native land at the age of 11 to help
his maternal uncle with his business in Alexandria.
During his stay of some dozen years in Egypt, he was
able to find time to acquire an advanced literary education, to learn a lot of classical and modern poetry
and to frequent the circles of intellectuals who were
in varying degrees engaged in political activities which
roused the authorities' suspicions. Like so many of his
compatriots, he began early to write poetry, which
gave him an initial fame, and he was even able in
1911 to publish at Alexandria a first collection called
Tadhkdr al-mddi, Diwdn Iliyyd Ddhir Abu Mddi, which
the critics were unanimous in considering of no great
literary value. In this same year of 1911, he decided
to leave for the United States and rejoin his brother,
who was a merchant like his uncle. He then spent
several years in Cincinnati, where he continued to
write verse, and then abandoned trade for poetry and
journalism, and went in 1916 to New York. There he
published on arrival, under the title of Diwdn Iliyyd
Abu Mddi, a second edition of his first collection, but
now augmented by some poems on social questions
and inspired by Arabism and nationalism, which he
had avoided inserting in the Tadhkdr al-mddi. Both these
editions are very rare today, but they add nothing
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to the poet's fame and have only an historical interest.
In New York, Abu Madf threw himself into journalism and took charge of editing al-Maajalla al-'arabiyya and then al-Fatdt. It is at this point that he
became connected with the great names of mahdj_ar
literature who were to found al-Rdbita al-kalamiyya; it
was also there that he married the daughter of Nadjfb
Diyab, director of the Mir3 at al-Gharb, of which he
became chief editor 1918-29, i.e. until the time when
he founded the monthly al-Samir, which he transformed into a daily in 1936 and directed till his death
on 23 November 1957.
Abu Madi's talent began to take shape in New
York, with his poetic work partly spread by the periodicals to which he contributed and brought together
in a new dlwdn, al-Djaddwil (New York 1927; reprinted
at Nadjaf three times between 1937 and 1949); with
his fame thus assured, his poetic talent became more
widely known in his last collection published during
his lifetime, al-Khamd'il (New York 1940; 2nd edn.
Beirut 1948, with additions). Some further poems were
collected together in 1960, after his death, as Tibr
wa-turdb.
Within the limits of this brief article, it is not
possible to go into the details of Abu Madi's
poetic achievement, but the most striking feature
for the reader is what might be called the philosophical
tone of many of the poems, a succinct philosophy conveyed as a scepticism which is stressed many times.
In this respect, the famous quatrains which appear in
the D}addwil and which have been thought worthy of
separate publication under the title of al-Taldsim, are
characteristic; musing on the origins of man, the poet
replies to the questions put in each strophe by a lastu
adn "I do not know" (which has inspired the shaykh
Muhammad Djawad al-Djaza'irl to compose a reply:
in his Hall al-Taldsim [Beirut 1946], each strophe ends,
somewhat presumptuously, with an and adn "I myself
know"). His social, political and nationalist themes,
already animating his first diwdn, became more refined
and precise, and the poet was moved to act as a
moralist in a well-known piece, al-Tln, which condemns human pride, commends humility and advocates equality (see a commentary in Dj. Rikabf et alii,
al-Wdfifi 'l-adab al-carabi al-hadith, Damascus 1963, 1804; Fr. tr. in Anthol. de la litterature arabe contemporaine, iii,
La poesie, by L. Norin and E. Tarabay, Paris 1967,
83-4). But the poet, in spite of his disquiet and his
philosophical doubt, nevertheless had an optimistic and
lively character which made him love life just as it is
and made him proclaim his faith in the lasting value
of art and literature. In his Khamd'il, he chanted the
praises of Lebanon, which at bottom he knew very
poorly, and expressed his nostalgia for his native country, which he did not see again till 1948.
In regard to poetic technique, one might have
expected Abu Mad! to utilise free verse (al-shfr al-hurr),
but in fact he remained faithful to classical metres,
which he only abandoned in order to adopt a strophic
pattern or, in his narrative poem of 79 verses al-Shdcir
wa 'l-sultdn al-a^d'ir (1933), to be able to employ several metres and sometimes alter the rhyme.
Abu Madi's successful poetical work, with its immediate accessibility to the reader, has tended to
obscure his work as a journalist and the quality of
his prose. It would undoubtedly be an exaggeration
to maintain that all his contributions to the numerous mahdjiar periodicals, on which he collaborated, are
poems in prose. However, the poet's personality
comes through constantly in his editiorals and in his

articles, admittedly those on literary topics, but also
in those on political, economic and social questions,
which he treats in an eminently poetic fashion, displaying his reflective attitude and allowing the same
preoccupations as those of his verses to appear
through.
Bibliography: Abu Madf has already been
made the subject of some studies, amongst which
are Fathf Safwat Nadjda, Iliyyd Abu Mddi wa 7haraka al-adabiyya fi 'l-mahdiar, Baghdad 1945;
Zuhayr Mfrza, /. Abu Mddi, shd'ir al-mahdj.ar alakbar, Damascus 1954; c Abd al-Latff Sharara /.
Abu Mddi, Beirut 1961; Works on the literature
of the mahajar naturally include material on Abu
Madi's work; on his prose, see in particular, cAbd
al-Karfm al-Ashtar, al-Nathr al-mahajari, Beirut
1964, index; idem, Funun al-nathr al-mahdj_ari, Beirut
1965, index; Amongst the numerous articles devoted to him, see Ilyas Abu Shabaka, /. Abu Mddi,
in al-Muktataf, October 1932; Dj. cAbd al-Nur, 7.
Abu Mddi, in al-Addb, 1953; idem, in Da'irat alma'drif, v, 101-4 (with bibliography); G.D. Selim,
The poetic vocabulary of Iliyd Ab Mddi (1889?-1957]:
a computational study of 47,766 content words, Ph.D.
thesis, Georgetown Univ. 1969 (unpublished); R.C.
Ostle, /. Abu Mddi and Arabic poetry in the interwar period, in idem (ed.), Studies in modern Arabic literature, Warminster 1975, 34-45; Salma Khadra
Yayyusi, Trends and movements in modern Arabic poetry,
Leiden 1977, i, _123-35.
(ED.)
ABU MAHALLI (al-Mahallf on coins) AL-FILALI
AL-SiDjiLMASSi, the name by which ABU 'L-£ABBAS
AHMAD B. CABD ALLAH is known, one of the chief
p r e t e n d e r s who took part in the ruin of Morocco
during the agony of the Sacdid [q.v.] dynasty and
whose brief spell of success has a useful illustrative
value.
We know by his autobiography, which forms the
beginning of his still-unpublished book, the Kitdb Islit
al-khirnt Ji }l-katc bi-culum al-cifrlt, but which al-Ifrani
gives in his Nu^ha, that he was born at Sidjilmassa
in 967/1559-60 into a family of jurists, which were
said to be descended from the Prophet's uncle. His
father was a kddl, and in the first instance took charge
of his son's education, and then sent him to complete his studies at Fas, where the young man spent
several years. After the accession of Ahmad al-Mansur
and the end of the troubles which had racked northern Morocco, he went to visit the tomb of the Berber
saint Abu Ya'azza [q.v.]; then, despite the great distrust he had felt for mystics, he became a convert to
Sufism and attached himself to the shqykh Muhammad
b. Mubarik al-ZacIrf and lived for eight years close
to him. His master then sent him to Sidjilmassa "in
order to bring blessing on its inhabitants". In
1002/1594 Abu Mahallf made the Pilgrimage to
Mecca. On his return, he visited the eastern provinces
of Morocco and finally settled with his family in the
Sawra valley, and in some place unknown to us now,
devoted himself to God.
It was at this point that this first-rate jurist, now
deeply affected by mysticism, proclaimed that he had
received divine inspiration and gave himself out to
be the mahdi. Al-Yusf says that he was no longer
content to put together, in an elegant style, legal
works or mediocre poetry, but began to deal with
subjects which showed that he had reached the point
of possessing divine grace (dhawk] up to a certain
degree. He probably also had within in him something of the thaumaturge, like so many other claimants to such powers. When in 1019/1610 he learnt
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that the sultan Muhammad al-Shaykh II had handed
over the town of Larache (al-cAra'ish [q.v.]} to the Spaniards, he shared in the popular indignation, fanned
the general wave of xenophobia and skilfully utilised
the occasion to launch an appeal for the holy war
and to proclaim the downfall of the Sacdids. With a
few hundred followers inflamed by his words and
promises, he managed to seize Sidjilmassa from its
legal governor and set up there the reign of justice.
His prestige grew so great that he was recognised as
far away as Timbuctu and received delegations from
distant tribes and even from the town of Tlemcen.
He further began negotiations with the zawiya of Dila3
[q.v. below].
Mawlay Zaydan, Muhammad al-Shaykh IPs brother,
who was ruling over Marrakesh and its region,
took fright and organised a powerful army in the valley of the Wad! Drac. Abu Mahallf marched on them
immediately, and his opponents, convinced that he
was supernaturally aided, laid down their arms and
were crushed.
The pretender, benefitting from the sound advice
of a renegade commander, did not hesitate to march
on Marrakesh at the head of his rough and savage
Saharan followers, whose numbers increased daily.
Mawlay Zaydan offered no resistance and retreated
to Safi. On 20 May 1612 Abu Mahalll occupied the
royal kasaba and adopted all the insignia of royalty;
and since supplies of gold continued to arrive in
Marrakesh, he had minted in his own name finequality gold coins. Nevertheless, although he disapproved of foreign occupation of Moroccan territory,
he had the sense to allow Christian merchants to continue their commercial activities. It is thanks to these
last that we have first-hand information about the
claimant and the immense prestige which he enjoyed
amongst the troops and the peoples whom he had
brought under his control.
Mawlay Zaydan had prudently to leave Safi for
the Sus, where he got into contact with another religious leader, Yahya b. cAbd Allah b. Sacld al-Hahr,
who enjoyed great fame and who promised to expel
Abu MahallT from Marrakesh. He gathered together
numerous bodies of troops and soon appeared with
them near the southern capital. Abu Mahalll came
out to do battle at the head of his faithful Saharan
troops, but at the beginning of the engagement was
killed by a shot. His army believed that the divine
favour had abandoned it and was unable to resist the
attack. On 30 November 1613 Yahya occupied the
city and had his rival's head hung above the gateway of the kasaba.
The tragic spiritual and mental process which led
a pious scholar to seek after temporal power and then
to give himself out as a Messiah, finally ending up
like a sorcerer's apprentice, remained in the Moroccan
mind as such a baleful example that the chroniclers
only mention it whilst at the same time praying for
the divine pardon to Abu Mahalll.
Bibliography: M. El OufranT (al-Ifram), NuzJwt
Elhadi, histoire de la dynastie sa'adienne au Maroc (15111670). Ar. text and Fr. tr. O. Houdas, Paris 18889, index; H. al-Yusf, Kitab al-Muhddarat, lith. Fas
1317/1899/90-1; H. de Castries,' Sources medites de
rhistoire du Maroc, l e r e serie, Saadiens (1530-1600),
Pays Bas, ii, Paris 1907 (index); P. de Cenival, ibid.,
P'rc serie, Saadiens (1530-1600) Angleterre, ii, Paris
1925; G.S. Colin, Chronique anoyme de la dynastie saadienne, Collection de textes arabes publ. par PL N.F.M.,
Paris 1934; a partial fr. tr., based on a defective text,
was published in 1924, at Algiers, by E. Fagnan, Ex-
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traits inedits sur le Maghreb, v, 442-4; J.D. Brethes,
Contribution a rhistoire du Maroc par les recherches numismatiques, Casablanca [1939], 211 and pi. xxviii; A.
al-Nasin, Kitab al-Istiksd, vi, al-Dawla al-Sacdiyya, new
annotated edn., Casablanca 1955; R. Le Tourneau,
Abu Mahalll, rebelle a la dynastie, sacdienne (1611-1613),
in Studi onentalistici in onore di G. Levi Delia Vida, ii,
Rome 1956; J. Berque, Al-Tousi, problemes de la culture marocaine au XVIe siecle, Paris 1958, 62-4; R. Le
Tourneau, La decadence sacdienne et Uanarchie marocaine
au XVII1 siecle, in Annales de la Faculte des Lettres d'Aix,
xxxii (1960), 187-225.
(G. DEVERDUN)
ABU MANSUR B. YUSUF, in full CABD AL-MALIK
B. MUHAMMAD B. YUSUF, w e a l t h y H a n b a l l m e r c h a n t , the most important patron of the HanbalT
movement and a staunch supporter of the cAbbasid
caliphate in the 5 t h / l l t h century. Abu Mansur b.
Yusuf was for Baghdad and the caliph what Nizam
al-Mulk was for Khurasan and the sultan. Both distinguished themselves from among their contemporaries by their political and administrative genius, as
well as by their wealth and power, Abu Mansur accumulating his wealth through commerce, and Nizam
al-Mulk through power which he exercised in the
name of the sultan.
In 453/1061, Abu Mansur saw to the destitution
of the caliphal vizier Abu Turab al-Athm whom he
had replaced by Ibn Darust. In 447/1055 it was Abu
Mansur who had influenced the caliph to appoint
Abu cAbd Allah al-Damaghanf, a Hanafi, as kadi 'lkuddt in order to placate the Hanafi Saldjuk conquerors. Three years later, Abu Mansur, who had
been on friendly terms with the Saldjuks, was thrown
into prison by BasasIrT on the latter's return to Baghdad
during the absence of his archenemy the Saldjuk
Toghril Beg. It was only after paying great sums of
money that Abu Mansur regained his freedom, but
he did not feel entirely safe until Toghril Beg had
returned to Baghdad, wresting it from the hands of
BasasfrT, stripping the latter of all the wealth he had
accumulated, and killing him. In the affair of the
marriage of Toghril Beg with the caliph's daughter,
a marriage which scandalised the caliph, Abu Mansur,
along with Abu cAbd Allah al-Damaghanf, played the
role of mediator between caliph and sultan.
Abu Mansur b. Yusuf was known for his good
works and for the favours which he bestowed upon
his contemporaries. Among his works was the reconstruction of the c AdudI Hospital, al-[Bi]Maristan alc
AdudI, which he also endowed with awkaf properties
in order to provide for its needs in perpetuity. Among
those who benefitted from his largesse were the
Hanball 'ulama* and ascetics who enjoyed a great following among the masses, the preachers, the leading
HashimTs and their followers, the Saldjuks' functionaries, including shihnas and the 'amid?,, as well as
the Bedouin and Turkish amm.
This wide influence enjoyed by Abu Mansur did
not please Nizam al-Mulk, and the rivalry between
these two influential men can be seen in some of the
events of the period. The founding of the Nizamiyya
madrasa in Baghdad (inaugurated in 459/1067) is an
instance in point. Abu Ishak al-ShlrazT, for whom the
madrasa was founded, having refused to assume the
chair of law for religious reasons (the maghsub, or misappropriated character of the materials), was replaced
by another Shafi'i, Ibn al-Sabbagh, chosen by Abu
Mansur, with the concurrence of the caliph. The founding of the madrasa by Nizam al-Mulk appears to have
been considered by Abu Yusuf as interference in the
latter's sphere of interest.
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The rivalry between these two powerful and influential men also expressed itself quite clearly in the
ideological sphere. While Abu Mansur was the great
support and consolation of the traditionalist 'ulama' in
Baghdad, men belonging essentially to the Hanball
movement, Nizam al-Mulk supported the rival Ashcarl
movement. And whereas Nizam al-Mulk lent his support and bestowed his patronage upon men of the
rationalist Mu c tazill movement, Abu Mansur had
reduced the Muctazills to silence in Baghdad. It was
because of him that the great Muctazill professor of
the period in Baghdad, Abu CA1I b. al-Walld, could
not publicly profess his teachings in that city. The
riot which occurred in Baghdad in 460, led by the
traditionalists against Ibn al-Walfd, was caused by
the latter's reappearance in public to teach Mu'tazilism;
Abu Mansur had disappeared from the scene at the
beginning of that year. There is some evidence indicating that Abu Mansur's death was not a natural
one, and that he had paid with his life for interfering with Nizam al-Mulk's plans. For instance, the contemporary Ibn al-Banna5, writing in his Diary about
five months after the death of Abu Mansur, mentions
a dream in which he saw Abu Mansur walking barefoot and, upon asking him the cause, replied saying
that that "was the way to walk for those who complain of wrongdoing" (hddhd . . . mashy al-muta^allimln].
Elsewhere in the Diary (ii, 26, 47), the following invocation is made: "May God have mercy on the blood
of [Abu Mansur] Ibn Yusuf". The word blood, in this
context, implies bloodshed, blood calling for revenge,
or for justice. It is perhaps significant that the title
al-Shaykh al-Aajall "the most eminent Shaykti\ applied
only to Abu Mansur during his lifetime, is found later
applied not only to his two sons-in-law, Ibn Djarada
and Ibn Ridwan, but also to Nizam al-Mulk
(E. Combe et ai, Repertoire, vii, Nos. 2734, 2736, 2737).
The two sons-in-law of Abu Mansur, though they
inherited from their father-in-law his title, presented
no threat to Nizam al-Mulk. Ibn Ridwan succeeded
to Abu Mansur's position of influence with the caliph;
but far from following in the footsteps of his fatherin-law in opposing Nizam al-Mulk, he became reconciled with him by effecting a marriage between his
daughter and Nizam al-Mulk's son. On the other
hand, Ibn Djarada seems to have inherited the place
of honour enjoyed by his father-in-law with the traditionalists, for whom he founded mosque-colleges
(masdjid) in Baghdad.
Bibliography: G. Makdisi, Ibn cAqil et la resurgence de I3Islam traditionaliste au XF siecle (Ve siecle
de rhegire), Damascus 1963, 274 and n. 3 (bibliography cited); idem, Muslim institutions of learning
in eleventh-century Baghdad, in BSOAS, xxiv (1961),
30, 35-7; idem, Nouveaux details sur I'qffaire d'Ibn
c
Aqil, in Melanges Louis Massignon, Damascus 1967,
iii, 91-126, et passim] idem, Autograph diary of an
eleventh-century historian of Baghdad, in BSOAS, xviiixix (1956-7), xix, 285, 296-7 et passim.
(G. MAKDISI)
ABU MISMAR, AL-§HARIF HAMMUD B. MUHAMMAD
B. AHMAD AL-HASANI, an important sharifof Abu 'Arlsh
who in the early years of the 19th century defended
his independent state, based on the coastal plain of
c
As!r [q.v.~] (Tihamat cAs!r) and embracing most of
the Tihama region of Yemen, against the encroachments of the Wahhabl Al Sa'ud of Nadjd, the Zaydl
imams of Sanca3 and the Ottomans under Muhammad CA1I. Born in or before 1170/1756-7, he was
descended from the Al Khayrat sharifi, who emigrated
from Mecca to the al-Mikhlaf al-Sulaymanl district

of lowland cAsir early in the llth/17th century. His
death occurred in 1233, probably during Ramadan/
July 1818 but possibly several months earlier.
While serving as the Zaydf imam'?, governor of Abu
c
Arlsh in the mid-18th century, Sharif Ahmad,
Hammud's grandfather, declared his family's independence, although the imam's suzerainty was recognised. Hammud assumed power in about 1215/1800-1,
and shortly afterwards had to expel a troublesome
Wahhabl agent of cAbd al-cAzfz (d. 1218/1803), the
chief of the Al Sacud. But when in 1217/1802-3 Abu
'Arlsh was captured by Abu Nukta (d. 1224/1809), the
Wahhabl amir of upland cAsIr, Hammud declared allegiance to cAbd al-'AzIz. He undertook to pay certain
taxes to the Wahhabl chief and send a son to al-Dirciyya
as hostage, in return for which he was appointed cAbd
al-cAzfz's governor of lowland cAsfr. Aided by Wahhabr
reinforcements, Hammud subsequently captured from
the old Zaydi imam, al-Mansur bi'llah 'All (11891224/1775-1809), and added to'his own lands, the bulk
of the Tihama region of Yemen, including such centres as al-Luhayya, al-Hudayda, Bayt al-Faklh, Zabld
and al-Hays, but not Mocha.
Hammud's allegiance to the Wahhabis was only
nominal; and early in 1224/1809 he conspired with
Ahmad, the heir apparent to Imam al-Mansur CA1I,
to replace Wahhabr suzerainty with that of the Zaydl
imam, on condition that he himself was allowed to
retain the Tihama lands already under his control.
Although his forces were twice defeated by those of
Abu Nukta later that year, and despite occasional
Wahhabl forays into the northern Tihama thereafter,
Sharif Hammud was able, with the aid of his competent vizier, Sharif al-Hasan b. Khalid al-Haziml, to
hold control of both his ancestral lands and the extensive Tihama territories acquired with Wahhabl help.
He flirted alternately with the imam in San'a5 and the
Wahhabl chief in al-Dirciyya just enough to forestall
a serious military intervention by either.
Initially disposed to cooperating with Muhammad
C
A1I against the Wahhabis (1229/1814), Hammud
cooled towards him, owing to a series of Wahhabl
victories over the Ottomans and his fear of the
Egyptian viceroy's designs upon his lands. In 1233/
1818, just a few days before his death, Hammud's
forces nearly annihilated an Egyptian army. His
son Ahmad ruler after him for about a year before
submitting to Muhammad cAlI's commander in the
south and being sent to Egypt where shortly he died.
Although Hammud's lands were restored by the
Ottoman sultan to the imam, the governorship of lowland cAs!r was awarded to a nephew of Hammud.
Bibliography: The basic source for the life of
Sharif Hammud Abu Mismar is his unpublished
biography, Nafh al-cud, by cAbd al-Rahman alBahkall (a ms. of which is in the al-cAklli private
collection at Djazan). This treats of the sharifs life
to 1225/1810-11, the remaining years being covered by al-Hasan b. Ahmad cAkish in a dhayl entitled Nu^hat al-^anf. Other mss. in which Sharif
Hammud figures, sometimes prominently, are Lutf
Allah Djihaf, Durar nuhur al-hur; 'Akish, al-Dibddj_
al-khusrawam; al-Hasan b. c Abd al-Rahman alKawkabanl, al-Mawdhib al-saniyya; and Badr al-Din
Muhammad al-Kibsi, al-Latd'if al-saniyya. Of these
works, JVqfh al-cud, its dhayl and al-Dibddj. were consulted by Muhammad b. Ahmad clsa al-cAkIli in
Part I of his Min ta'rikh al-Mikhlaf al-Sulaymdm,
Riyadh 1958.
Other works providing useful information about
Sharif Hammud's life are al-Shawkanl, al-Badr al-
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tdlic, Cairo 1348/1929-30, i, 240 f.; Shamzade,
Ta'nkh, Istanbul 1290-1/1873-4, iii, 30 ff.; Ibn Bishr,
c
Unwdn al-mad^d, Riyadh 1967, 132-210, passim;
Zabara, Nay I al-watar, Cairo 1348/1929-30, i, passim;
C. Niebuhr, Description de I'Arabic, Paris 1779, ii,
107; Henry Salt, A voyage to Abyssinia, London
1814, 123 ff.; J.L. Burckhardt, Notes on the Bedouins,
London 1831, ii, passim; R.L. Playfair, A history of
Arabia Felix, Bombay 1859, 119-34.
(J.R. BLACKBURN)
ABU L-MUTAHHAR AL-AZD!, an Arab writer
who lived in the 5th/11th century, but since no known
biographical source mentions him, his dates and the
milieu within which he lived can only be inferred
from his sole surviving work, the Hikayat Abi 'l-Kdsim
(one should however add the information of alBakharzl (d. 467/1075), who says that he knew in
Isfahan a writer called Abu Mutahhar, very likely our
author). He must have lived between Baghdad and
Isfahan, as emerges from a mund^ara between the two
cities given in the Hikaya, before the Saldjuk assumption of power in 'Irak, which he never mentions.
Concerning the rest of his work, he himself mentions
an Hikaya badawiyya, now lost, and al-BakharzT a Tirdz
al-dhahab cald wishdh al-adab (assuming that the same
person is involved).
The Hikayat Abi 'l-Kdsim al-Baghdddi (ms. Brit. Mus.
Add. 19,313; ed. A. Mez, Heidelberg 1902) has
remained till now a unique work in classical Arabic
literature, a conscious variation of the highly-appreciated makdma genre [q.v] which al-Hamadhanf had
just launched and which al-Harfrf (who lived just one
or two generations after our author) was to bring to
perfection. The novelty of the Hikaya of Abu '1Mutahhar in relationship to the makdma of the above
two authors is the displacement of the centre of interest from the purely linguistic and formal aspect to
the representation of a character and an environment
in a genuine mimesis of reality (in this case, the bourgeois environment of Baghdad, with its bons viveurs
and drinkers, amongst whom Abu '1-Kasim displays
his bravura style and his vagabond's effrontery). This
bravura style is also a linguistic one, and Abu '1Mutahhar attaches himself by this means to the
makdmdt writers; but whilst the latter remain merely
that, and their heroes al-Iskandan and al-Sarudjf offer
us nothing more than a somewhat monotonous and
stereotyped cliche figure of a rogue, al-Azdf's Abu '1Kasim is wholly alive, and to be compared more with
the characters in Petronius's Satyricon and the "picaros"
of Spanish narrative literature. The text of the Hikaya
raises a lot of philological problems for the language
and sometimes the jargon used in it, but its literary
importance is far from being limited to pure philology; the work of this 5 t h / l l t h century 'Iraki writer,
himself almost unknown, remained an isolated effort
of its time, but heralding fields of interest and artistic currents of the future.
Bibliography: Mez, in the introd. to his edition;
the arts. Hikaya in EP and El1 by Macdonald and
Pellat respectively; F. Gabrieli, in RSO, xx (1942),
33-4_5.
(F. GABRIELI)
ABU NUKHAYLA AL-HIMMANI AL-RADJIZ, a poet
of Basra who owed his name to the fact that his
mother gave birth to him by a palm tree (nakhld]. He
was given the kunyas of Abu '1-Djunayd and Abu '1c
lrmas and the name of Ya'mar (or Hazn, or Habfb
b. Hazn) b. Za'ida b. Lakit, but it is possible that he
forged a fictitious genealogy to attach himself to the
Sacd b. Zayd Manat of Tamfm; in fact, al-Farazdak,
angry at being released from jail at his intervention,
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calls him a daci, and Ibn al-Kalbi does not cite him
in his Diamhara. It is said that he was ejected by his
father, on account of his ingratitude, and spent some
time in the desert, where he improved his knowledge
of the Arabic of the Bedouins and gained a certain
fame. He then went to Syria and succeeded in attaching himself to Maslama b. cAbd al-Malik [q.v.], despite
a personal inhibition which led him at first to attribute to himself an uraju^a of Ru'ba [q.v.], and then
afterwards addressed eulogies to Hisham b. cAbd alMalik and his successors, who showed their favour to
him and gave him the largesse of which he was avidly hungry. He nevertheless had no scruples in going
and presenting himself to Abu 'l-cAbbas al-Saffah and
in reciting to him an urd^uza in ddl which he had
previously dedicated to Hisham. His panegyrics of the
first 'Abbasids, filled with attacks on his former patrons,
gained him the title of "poet of the Banu Hashim",
but his greed led in the end to his downfall. He wrote,
and caused to be widely spread, a poem in which he
urged al-Mansur to proclaim his own son Muhammad
(al-Mahdl) as heir-presumptive instead of clsa b. Musa,
whom al-Safrah had designated heir. The caliph generously rewarded him and followed his advice, but he
instructed him to flee to Khurasan. However, one of
c
lsa's agents pursued him, slaughtered him, stripped
the skin from his face and threw his corpse to the
vultures. This took place at some time shortly after
136/754.
Abu Nukhayla wrote some kasidas, but above all
favoured radj_az; he was involved in poetic contests
with another famous rdajiz, al-cAdjdjadj [q.v] and left
behind a body of work considered good enough to
be formed into a diwdn. This poetry is not always
easy to understand, because of the Bedouinisms which
abound in it, but it has a verve which is sometimes
fairly coarse and a humour which disarmed his opponents and made his audience laugh, these last being
more or less inclined accordingly to open their pursestrings. This was, indeed, the poet's sole object, and
he seems to have been an inveterate demander of
money. Cutting epigrams are to be found side-by-side
with poems on hunting themes, elaborate panegyrics
and unexpected elegies, since, despite an innate sense
of ingratitude, the poet knew occasionally how to display his thanks, and especially after the death of alMuhadjir b. cAbd Allah al-Kilabf, who had been a
kindred spirit. The critics, and especially Ibn alMu c tazz, considered him to have been a born poet,
and much appreciated his work, which was widelydistributed in the 3rd/9th century.
Bibliography: Djahiz, Hayawdn, ii, 100 and
index; idem, Baydn, iii, 225, 336; Ibn Kutayba, Shicr,
583-4; Ibn al-Muctazz, Tabakdt, 21-3; Ibn Durayd,
Ishtikdk, 154; idem, Djamhara, iii, 504; Tabarf, iii,
346-50; Mas'udl, Muruaj, vi, 118-20 = § 2332; Agham,
ed. Beirut, xx, 360-92; Sulf, Awldd al-khulaja3, 31014; Husrf, ^ahr al-dddb, 925; Baghdad!, Khizdna, ed.
Bulak, i, 78-80 = ed. Cairo, i, 153-7; Ibn cAsakir,
Ta}nkh Dimashk, ii, 318-22; Ghars al-Nicma, Hafawdt,
index; Marzubam, Muwashshah, 219-20; Ibn alShadjarf, Hamdsa, 117; Amidl,' Mu'talif, 193-4; Ibn
al-clmad, Shadhardt, i, 195; Nallino, Litterature, 159-60;
Pellat, Milieu, 159-60; O. Rescher, Abnss, i, 223; A.H.
Harley, Abu Nukhaylah, a postclassical Arab poet, in JRAS
Bengal, 3rd series, iii (1937), 55-70; Bustanl, DM, v,
145-7; Zirikli, A'ldm, viii, 331.
(Cn. PELLAT)
ABU RAKWA [see AL-WALID B. HISHAM].
C
ABU RASHlD AL-NISABURI, SA ID B. MUHAMMAD,
a t h e o l o g i a n of the M u ' t a z i l l t r a d i t i o n of
Basra and disciple of c Abd al-Djabbar al-Hama-
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dhani [</.y.]. Originally a follower of the Muctazih
school of Baghdad, Abu Rashfd frequented the lectures of cAbd al-Djabbar, whose doctrine he came to
follow in its entirety, surrendering his former adherence to the teaching of al-Kacbf and the Baghdadfs.
Subsequently, having given up his circle (halka) at
Nfsabur, he took up permanent residence at Rayy
where, after the death of cAbd al-Djabbar in 415/1025,
he became the acknowledged leader of the Basran
Mu'tazila. The date of his death is unknown. Abu
Rashfd's teaching insofar as it is revealed in the
presently available sources, is essentially undistinguishable from that of cAbd al-Djabbar. His works
include (1) K. al-masd'il fi 'l-khildf bayn al-Basriyym wa
'l-Baghdadiyyin (Berlin 5125 = Glaser 12), the first part
of which was published with a translation by A. Biram,
Die atomistische Substanzlehre aus dem Buch der Streitfragen,
Berlin 1902; a paraphrase of much of the work is
found in M. Horten, Die Philosophic des Abu Raschid,
Bonn 1910. This work (entitled in several of the section headings al-Masa'il fi 'l-khildf bayn shaykhind Abi
Hdshim wa 'l-Baghdddiyyiri) contains rather fulsome expositions of a number of the Basrans' philosophical theses, set forth against unelaborated theses of al-Kacbf,
and grouped under fourteen major topics; and (2)
Zjydddt al-Sharh (cited in K. al-Masd'il, fol. 112v°), of
which a lengthy portion of the first part is published
by M. Abu Rfda under the title Fi 'l-tawhid, Cairo
1969 and a large part of a later section, though in
a different rescension, is found in British Museum ms.
Or. 8613. The Shark in question is a work of Ibn
Khallad, a disciple of Abu Hashim [q.v], that appears
to have been completed by cAbd al-Djabbar. Other
works, not currently known to have survived, are (3)
Diwdn al-usul, a lengthy work written for ta'lik at the
direction of cAbd al-Djabbar, divided into two sections, the first philosophical and the second theological, viz. (a) al-D^awdhir wa 'l-acrdd and (b) al-Tawhid
wa 'l-cadl; (4) al-Tadhkira; (5) K. al-l^u^; (6) K. alShahwa; (7) Masd'il al-khildf baynand wa-bayn al-Mushabbiha wa 'l-Mudffiira wa }l-Khawdridj. wa 'l-Murdjfa\ and
(8) Nakd 'aid ashdb al-taba?ic.
Bibliography: Besides the works cited in the
text, see Ibn al-Murtada, Tabakdt al-Mucta^ila, ed.
S. Diwald-Wilzer, Wiesbaden 1969, 116; R. Martin,
A Mu'tazilite treatise on prophethood, diss. New York
University 1976 unpublished; R. Frank, Beings and
their attributes, Albany 1977, index; and also
Brockelmann, S I, 244 and Sezgin, GAS, ii, 626 f.
(R.M. FRANK)
ABU RIYASH AL-KAYSI, AHMAD B. IBRAHIM ALSHAYBANI, rdwi, philologist and poet, originally
from Yamama, who settled at Basra and was famous
at the beginning of the 4th/10th century for his exceptional knowledge of the Arabic language, genealogies
and ancient poetry. He was a former soldier who had
become a civil servant, and had the job of levying
dues on the ships coming to cAbbadan. He was totally
lacking in education and in tidiness, but his knowledge led to his faults being excused and overlooked.
He had a powerful voice, and he spoke in the Bedouin
fashion, expressing the frdb, at a time when this was
normally neglected in the spoken language. He was
said to pose as a Zaydf. He died in 339/950 (but in
349/960, according to al-Suyutl, who moreover calls
him Ibrahim b. Ahmad).
His clashes with Ibn Lankak (d. 360/970 [q.v.]),
who found in his lack of cleanliness a vein of attack
easy to exploit, would have been enough to save him
from oblivion, but Yakut, Udabd3, xix, 6, goes as far
as to assert that Ibn Lankak was eclipsed by al-

Mutanabbl (d. 345/965) and by Abu Riyash, who
both at this time were outstanding. If such an assertion is valid for the first-named poet, it hardly seems
justified in regard to the second, since if Abu Riyash
had been poet of remarkable quality, it is likely that
posterity would have preserved his work more carefully; whereas only a limited number of his verses are
extant, notably, apart from his replies to Ibn Lankak,
a piece in praise of al-Muhallabf [</.y.], which nevertheless drew down on himself the poet's criticising
Abu Riyash; he himself owed part at least of his fame
to al-Tanukhl (d. 384/994 [q.v]), who had been his
pupil, and to Abu VAla3 al-Macarn (d. 449/1058
[</.y.]). Abu Riyash is said not to have appreciated
Abu Tammam's work, but nevertheless wrote a commentary on the latter's Hamdsa, which was criticised
by al-Kiftf but used especially by al-Baghdadi (who
does not, however, cite it in the list of sources of his
Khizdna, ed. Cairo, i, 33), and he thought it opportune to put together in his turn an anthology called
al-Hamdsa al-Riydshiyya (in the art. HAMASA, the reading
Abu Dimds taken from the Fihrist, ed. Cairo, 120,
should be corrected to Abu Riyash). This anthology
must have enjoyed a certain fame, since al-Macarrf
did not esteem his reputation damaged by completing
a commentary on it, whose title only is known, alRiydsh al-mustanici (Yakut, Udabd3, iii, 157, in the biography of Abu 'l-cAla3; cf. M. Saleh, in BEO, xxiii
(1970), 278).
Bibliography: Tha'alibf, Yatima, ii, 120-1; Kiftl,
Inbdh, ed. Cairo 1950, 25-6; Tanukhf, Nishwdr, ed.
Cairo 1392/1972, ii, 158; Yakut, Udabd3, ii, 12331; Safadl, Wdfi, vi, 205, No. 2669; Suyuti, Bughya,
178; Fiick, eArabiya, Fr. tr., 178; Bustanl, DM, iv,
314.
(Cn. PELLAT)
ABU SACD AL-MAKHZUMl, the name currently
C
given to !SA B. KHALID B. AL-WALID, minor poet of
Baghdad whose fame stems from his clashes with Dicbil
[q.v]. The long dispute between the two poets was
clearly a manifestation of the latent conflict between
the partisans of Yemen and those of Nizar, and it
was probably provoked by the famous kasida of Dicbil
in praise of the South Arabs (cAbd al-Karlm al-Ashtar,
Shifr Di'bil, Damascus 1964, No. 212), to which Abu
Sacd replied by a poem in -rd3 which achieved some
fame in its time. After this incident, the Banu Makhzum
might well have closed their door to Dicbil, but the
fear which he inspired in them led them at that point
to deny to their defender any connection with their
clan, and on the advice of al-Ma'mun, they issued a
formal declaration to this effect (Aghdm, ed. Beirut,
xx, 127, 130). Abu Sacd, who claimed to be descended from al-Harith b. Hisham, then had inscribed on
his ring al-cAbd b. alJAbd; and al-Djahiz himself calls
him daci Bam Makhzum (Baydn, iii, 250-1; Hayawdn, i,
265). The Aghdm, which has no special notice on Abu
Sacd, gives in its section on Dicbil (xx, 121 ff.) some
details on the two poets' attitudes and on the measures used by the latter expressly to humiliate his opponent. Having, in an epigram, dubbed Abu Sacd as
Kawsara (a metonymy denoting a woman, but Ibn
Kawsara means pariah), Dicbil hired children to chant
it around the streets (Shfr Di'bil, No. 119; Aghdm, xx,
123, 131; Ibn al-Muctazz, Tabakdt, 140), which enraged Abu Sacd. For his own part, he took care to
incite al-Ma'mun (Aghdm, ii, 130) against the poet of
the South Arabs who had abused him in one of
his poems, and even asked him for authorisation to
bring Dicbil's head to the caliph (Aghdm, xx, 93, 130,
132); but the caliph refused this request, and advised
him to limit himself to replying to the attacks. Dicbil
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allegedly even tried to murder his enemy (Agham, xx,
127); and if the report m Aghdni, xx, 125-7, of an
apparent reconciliation is authentic, it must indicate
Abu Sacd's duplicity. Various pieces aimed against
him have been gathered in Shicr Di'bil, Nos. 68, 81,
96, 119, 223, 235; see also p. 293).
Abu Sacd was also exposed to attacks from Dicbil's
cousin, the son of Abu 'l-Shls (Aghdni, xx, 130-1; Shi'r
Di'bil, 349), but he on his part made al-Ashcath b.
Dja c far al-Khuza c T his target, and the latter had Abu
Sacd flogged with a hundred lashes (Ibn al-Muctazz,
Tabakdt, 139-40). In the end he left Baghdad to seek
shelter at Rayy, where he died in the caliphate of alWathik ca. 230/845 (ibid.}.
It is interesting to note that not only did Abu
Sacd take the trouble to introduce one of his own
verses into a poem by Di c bil (Aghdni, xx, 124), but
also that a certain number of pieces are attributed
to one or the other poet at the same time (Shfr
Dfbil, 289, 313, 322, 338). As well as the epigrams
aimed at his enemies, Abu Sacd addressed praises
to al-Ma 3 mun and wrote several pieces glorifying
Nizar; the Aghdni, xx, 128, even speaks of a daftar
al-Nizdriyydt. DicbiPs fame, since his works were spread
far and wide, threw Abu Sacd's work into the shade,
although this last is by no means of inferior quality. To believe al-Marzubanf, Muwashshah, 329, Abu
Tammam would have given half of his own work
for a hemistich by Abu Sa'd which he particularly
appreciated. Abu Sacd, who constituted himself as
defender of the North Arabs and by that fact also
the defender of Sunnism against the ShTcT Di c bil, at
a time of ethnic and religious conflicts, deserves to
be no longer ignored by historians of Arabic literature; it happens fortunately that Razzuk Faradj
Razzuk has just endeavoured to put together his
Diwdn' (Baghdad, 1971).
Bibliography. c Abd al-Karlm al-Ashtar, Shi'r
Dicbil, index; idem, Dfbil b. cAli al-Khu^dcl, 2nd
edn. Damascus 1967, 145 ff. and index; Ibn Kutayba, cUyun al-akhbdr, i, 190; Djahiz, Baydn, iii, 250;
idem, Hayawdn, i, 262, 265; MarzubanT,
Muwashshah, 329, 347; idem, Mii'd^am, 98, 260;
Nuwayrl, Nihdya, ii, 91; Husrf, ^ahr al-dddb, 320;
Ibn al-Mu c tazz, Tabakdt, 126, 139-41; Bustanl,
DM, iv, 339-40; Zirikll, A'ldm, v, 286; introd. to
his Diwdn.
(ED.)
ABU SAID AL-KHATTABI [see AL-KHATTAB!] .
ABU SAID AL-SIRAFI [see AL-SIRAFI] .
ABU SAYYARA, £UMAYLA B. AL-ACZAL B. KHALID
AL-'ADAWANI, a personage of the end of the Djahiliyya,
said have been the first to fix the diya or pecuniary
composition for murder at 100 camels and the last to
lead the pilgrims, either at the departure for 'Arafat
(ifada) or from al-Muzdalifa to Mina (idj_dza], since the
sources disagree on this point, and the more careful
authors merely use the expression dafa'a hi 'l-nds. This
man, who probably owed his kunya to this function of
his, a privilege of the Kays! tribe of cAdwan (see Ibn
al-Kalbf-Caskel, Tab. 92 and ii, 142), became proverbial because he is said to have exercised this office,
always mounted on the same black ass (which was,
however, according to al-AsmacI and others, a she-ass,
sometimes further described as one-eyed), for 40 years.
As al-Djahiz amusingly points out (Hayawdn, i, 139),
no-one can doubt the longevity of this animal which,
amongst all asses, lived the longest time; it gave rise
to a proverb asahh min cayr Abl Sayydra "more sturdy
than Abu Sayyara's ass" (al-Maydani, Amthdl, i, 4223; Abu cUbayd al-Bakn, Fast al-makdl fi shark K. alAmthdl, Beirut 1391/1971, 500-1); al-Djahiz provides
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a variant (Hayawan, ii, 257), asbar min . . . "having
greater endurance than . . .".
Abu Sayyara is compared, because of his humility,
with cUzayr [q.v.] and with Christ, and his ass is cited
by prominent people who preferred this humble form
of mount.
Bibliography: In addition to the references in
the article, see Djahiz, Hayawdn, vii, 215; idem,
Baydn, i, 307-8; idem, Bukhala3, 187; Ibn Hisham,
Sim, i, 122; Tabarl, i, 1134; Azrakl, Makka, 120-1;
Ibn Durayd, Ishtikdk, 164; Mas'udf, Alurudj., iii, 116
= § 964; Tha'alibl, Thimdr al-kulub, 295; Nakd3id,
ed _Bevan, 450; DM, iv, 373.
(Gn. PELLAT)
ABU SHABAKA, ILYAS (usual orthography, Elias
Abou Chabakeh), M a r o n i t e p o e t , j o u r n a l i s t and
t r a n s l a t o r (1903-47). He was born in Providence,
R.I., whilst his parents were travelling in the United
States, but he spent all his life in Lebanon, dividing
his time between his home in the village of Zuk
Mrkha'Tl (in Kisrawan), from which his family came,
and the cafes and editorial offices of Beirut, to which
he went each day.
His father held some estates in the region of
Khartoum, but in 1914, when he went there, was
murdered by bandits. Hence the young orphan had
soon to interrupt his studies, especially as the French
school at "Ayntura, where he had been enrolled, was
closed by the authorities during the First World War.
He then resumed his studies, but never finished them,
preferring to complete his education by plunging into
reading the Bible and the French Romantics, which
early inspired his first literary efforts. He was compelled to earn a living, hence taught for a while,
but also contributed to several Lebanese newspapers,
did translations, at the request of publishers, of a
series of novels and dramas by French authors as
varied as Lamartine, Henry Bordeaux, Voltaire,
Ldmond Rostand, Moliere, the Abbe Prevost,
Bernardin Saint-Pierre or Choukri Ghanem, and was
even employed as a translator in the press and radio
services of the French High Commission during the
Second \Vorld War. He died of leukaemia on 27
January 1947.
The greater part of Abu Shabaka's original work
is made up of seven collections of poems. The first,
al-Kithdra (1926) contains juvenilia which attest at the
same time his great inexperience and a distinct poetic
talent. This latter is clearly affirmed in Aja'i 'l-Firdaws
(1938), in which the poet has gathered together
thirteen pieces written between 1928 and 1938. The
basic source of his inspiration is love, its transports,
its joys and its sufferings, and there can be clearly
seen the influence of the French Romantics in this
collection, which the native critics regard as one of
the master-pieces of Lebanese poetry. Romantic feelings of nature inspire the next dlwdn, al-Alhdn, a real
hymn to nature as well as being at the same time a
poetic description of the life of the Lebanese peasants. The poet reverts to the theme of love with Nidd3
al-kalb (1944) and lid 'l-abad (1945). In this very same
year, 1945, there appeared Ghalwa\ whose title is an
anagram of the name Olga, the woman whom he
had at last married after ten years of betrothal and
who had naturally been his principal muse. Finally,
in 1958 Abu Shabaka's friends put together in Min
Sacid al-dliha a number of pieces of occasional verse
already published in periodicals.
Abu Shabaka had a deeply religious mind, a tormented soul, and was a enthusiastic reader of the
Romantics. He was undoubtedly one of the main representatives of a school which has, in Lebanon,
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followed, with a certain amount of side-stepping, a
tendency long dormant in the West. This romantic
movement is now outmoded in the East itself, but
Abu Shabaka's work continues to attract young readers who appreciate pure poetry and have little taste
for the politico-social preoccupations of engaged poets,
who tend moreover to break loose from classical
metres. Abu Shabaka generally respects these last,
although he may at times adopt a strophic form or
vary the rhymes and metres, as in Ghalwd*.
As well as his translations and a great number of
articles which he left behind, Abu Shabaka wrote, as
one might have expected, a Ldmartm (1935) and a
study of comparative literature, Rawdbit al-fikr wa 'l-ruh
bayn al-cArab wa '1-Ifrangj (1943). Lastly, a series of
portraits of literary and political personalities, which
appeared in al-Macrid, have been gathered together in
one volume, al-Rusiim (1931).
Bibliography. The main studies are a collection
of articles about the poet and dedicated to his
memory by the most prominent names in contemporary Lebanese literature, Ilyds Abu Shabaka,
Beirut 1948; Razzuk Faradj Razzuk, Ilyds Abu
Shabaka wa-shicmhu, Beirut 1956; and Iliyya al-Hawf,
Ilyds Abu Shabaka, sha'ir al-d^ahlm wa }l-nacim, Beirut
n.d. See also Anthologie de la litterature arabe contemporaine, iii, La Poesie, by L. Norin and E. Tarabay,
Paris 1967, 96-8; A. Miquel, Reflexions sur la structure poetique a propos d'Elids Abu Sabaka, in BEO, xxv
(1972), 265-74; Salma Khadra Jayyusi, Trends and
movements in modern Arabic poetry, Leiden 1977, ii,
424-52; Bustam, DM, iv, 367-8 (art. by F. Bustanf,
with bibl.). A thesis is now in the course of preparation at the Sorbonne on poetic image in the work
of Abu Shabaka.
(E°-)
ABU SHADI, AHMAD ZAK! (1892-1955), E g y p t i a n
p h y s i c i a n , j o u r n a l i s t , w r i t e r and p o e t , a man
of an astonishing variety of diverse activities.
Born in Cairo on 9 February 1892, he had his
primary and secondary education in his natal city,
and then in 1912 went to study medicine in London,
where he specialised in microbiology; at the same
time, he became especially interested in apiculture and
acquired quite an extensive knowledge of Anglo-Saxon
culture and life which was to exert a deep influence
on his literary production. On returning to Egypt in
1922, he was appointed to do research in microbiology, but also became at the same time busy with
many other fields, and soon became secretary of several associations of beekeepers, agricultural industrialists, poultry rearers, etc. Furthermore, he quickly took
over at the same time the secretaryship of the Apollo
group inspired by Ahmad Shawkf and Khalfl Mutran.
It was he who created and directed the journal
Apollo from 1932 to 1934, at a time when he had
just founded three other journals of a totally different nature: Mamlakat al-nahl (1930), al-Daajdaj (1932)
and al-Sindcdt al-^irdciyya (1932). All these responsibilities in no way kept Abu Shad! from giving talks and
lectures, from writing articles on all the subjects which
interested him, and above all, from throwing himself
into a literary activity which gives the impression of
a remarkable breadth. A man like himself, rather too
restless, inevitably provoked jealousies and enmities
in those circles which were not ready to accept his
ideas, especially those on modern poetry. It was perhaps the reactions to his innovations which made him
in 1946 decide to emigrate to the United States. He
worked on the transmissions of The Voice of America
from New York and then Washington, where he died
on 12 April 1955.

It is extremely difficult, in this brief notice, to evaluate his role in the evolution of contemporary Arabic
poetry and to enumerate and classify his expositions
of his ideas and the totality of his literary work. The
latter is largely composed of poetry and theatrical
works, and is characterised at base by an inspiration
which is primarily Egyptian, both Pharaonic and Arab.
He embarked on almost every poetic genre, at times
giving himself up to romanticism and at times to symbolism, and even went so far as to found in 1936 an
ephemeral journal called Adabi "My literary work".
With regard to form, Abu Shad! used the framework
of the muwashshah [q.v.] and other strophic structures,
but he was above all the proponent of blank verse
(al-shfr al-mursal] and of free verse (al-shicr al-hurr), under
the simultaneous influence of Anglo-Saxon poetry and
of that of the mahdjar, and he tried to launch a literary movement in this sense.
In various commentaries which accompanied his
collections, as also in his articles explaining his
ideas and his work of criticism Masrah al-adab (Cairo
1926-8), he insisted on the primordial importance in
poetry of metre; he freed himself from the fetters of
rhyme, but respected up to a certain point classical
metrics at the same time mixing different metres in
one and the same poem (on this question and on
Abu Shadf's influence, see S. Moreh, Free verse (alshicr al-hurr) in modern Arabic literature: Abu Shddl and
his school 1926-46, in BSOAS, xxx/1 (1968), 28-51).
If he had enemies, he also made friends and admirers who busied themselves in collecting together his
poetry into more or less coherent collections. Hence
there appeared in this way Misriyydt (1924); al-Shafak
al-bdkl (1926); Amin wa-ranln aw suwar min shicr al-shabdb
(1925), on the initiative of H.S. al-Djaddawf; Shicr alwidjddn (1925), on the initiative of Muh. SubhT; and
al-Muntakhab mm shicr Abl Shddl (1926) by <Abd alHamid Fu'ad.
As for the diwdm published by Abu Shad! himself,
the main ones of these are Watan al-Fardcina (1926);
Ashicca wa-zildl (1931); al-Shucla (1933); Atyqf al-rablc
(1933, with an introduction by Khalfl Mutran and
others); Aghdnl Abu Shddl (1933); Andd3 al-fadrr (1934:
poems of his youth); al-Tanbuc (1934); Fawk al-cubdb
(1935); al-Kd'in al-thdm (1935); 'Awdat al-rdcl (Alexandria
1942); and Min al-samd3 (New York 1949). There must
also be still further unpublished collections of poems
written in America.
As well as his diwdns, Abu Shad! left behind some
fifteen novels and theatrical pieces whose Pharaonic
and Arab inspiration is comparable with that of his
poetry and in which the use of blank verse is not
uncommon: ^aynab, nafahdt min shicr al-ghind3 (1924);
Mqfkharat Rashid (1925);' 'Abduh Bek (1926); al-Aliha
(1927, a symbolist opera); Ihsdn (1927, an Egyptian
drama); Ardashir (1927, an opera); Akhnaton (1927, an
opera); Nefertiti; Ma'shukdt Ibn Tulun; and al-^ibbd'
malikat Tadmur (1927); Bint al-Sahrd* (1927, an opera);
Ihtiddr Imri3 al-Kays; Ibn Zjiydun fi siajnihi; Bayrun waTmz; and Mahd (a love story).
It is not possible here to speak at length about
Abu Shadf's scientific works, but one should mention that he was at the same time the theoretician
of free verse and the promoter of apiculture in Egypt,
notably with his Tarbiyat al-nahl (1930). Not forgetting that he was a physician, he also wrote al-Tablb
wa 'l-macmal (1928); and not forgetting either that he
was a Muslim, he explained why he was a believer in his Lima and mu}mm (1937) and published in
the year he died al-Isldm al-hayy, all of which had
not prevented him from praising freemasonry in
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his Ruh al-masuniyya (1926). Finally, one should mention his verse translation of the quatrains of cUmar
Khayyam and Hafiz (1931), as well as the one of
Shakespeare's The Tempest.
This brief survey can only give a partial idea of
an exceptional personality, one who was discussed and
criticised, but also admired, and who merits particular interest.
Bibliography: In addition to S. Moreh's article,
the main monographs on him are Muhammad cAbd
al-Ghafur, Abu Shddi f i 'l-mi^dn, Cairo 1933; I.A.
Edhem, Abushady, the poet. A critical study with specimens of his poetry, Leipzig 1936; and Muhammad
c
Abd al-Fattah Ibrahim, Ahmad %aki Abu Shddi, alinsdn al-muntid^, Cairo 1955; See also Bustani, DM,
iv, 373-4 (with bibliography); and N.K. Kotsarev,
Pisateli Egipta, Moscow 1975, 31-4 (with bibl.), and
index; Salma Khadra Jayyusi, Trends and movements
in modern Arabic poetry, Leiden 1977, ii, 370-84.
(ED.)
ABU SHAKUR BALKHI, born possibly in
300/912-13, one of the most i m p o r t a n t Persian
poets of the Samanid period. 'Awfi's Lubab al-albdb
attributes to him a mathnawl in the mutakdrib metre
called the Afann-ndma, completed in 336/947-8 and
probably dedicated to the amir Nuh b. Nasr (33143/943-54). Nothing is known about his life, but allusions in his verses suggest that he was a professional
poet and had known setbacks in life. The only surviving parts of his work are short fragments and isolated verses quoted in dictionaries, anthologies and a
few other works. These comprise some 60 lyrical distichs and some fragments of mathnawis in various metres,
but above all, about 140 mutakdrib distichs which must
belong to the Afann-ndma, to which one should perhaps add almost 175 distichs cited anonymously in the
Tuhfat al-muluk of cAlf b. Abf Hafs Isfahan! (7th/13th
century), which seem to be extracts from the same
work. This last was apparently a collection of anecdotes illustrating moral sentiments; maxims and moral
sayings are prominent in the extant verses of Abu
Shakur, who was certainly the chief heir amongst the
Persian poets of the 4th/10th century of the wisdom
literature of pre-Islamic Iran. He must have enjoyed
a great renown in his time; Manucihri mentions him
as one of the ancient masters, along with RudakI and
Shahid Balkhi.
Bibliography. There is an edition of the fragments with a French translation, together with a
notice on the poet and a bibliography, in G. Lazard,
Les premiers poetes persans, Tehran-Paris 1964, i, 94126, ii, 78-127; see also J. Rypka, History of Iranian
literature, Dordrecht 1968, index.
(G. LAZARD)
ABU SHURA'A, AHMAD B. MUHAMMAD B. SHURA'A
AL-KAYSI AL-BAKR!, m i n o r p o e t of B a s r a who,
during the course of the 3rd/9th century, took part
in the social and intellectual life of his native town,
and hardly left it, it seems, except to make the
Pilgrimage or to visit places very close at hand. For
the rest, his life is poorly documented. It seems
unlikely that he was able, as Ibn al-Mu c tazz asserts
(Tabakdt, 177-8), to praise al-Mahdi (158-69/775-85)
during the latter's lifetime, to have reached an
advanced age in al-Ma'mun's time and to die in the
caliphate of al-Mutawakkil (232-47/847-61). In the first
place, the Aghdni speaks of his relations with Ibrahim
b. al-Mudabbir (d. 279/892-3 [see IBN AL-MUDABBIR])
at Basra, where the latter, according to his own
words, acted as governor (it is not impossible that
he was governor there before 252/866, but he is
only mentioned as tax-collector in Ahwaz in ca. 250/
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864). One item of information concerning Abu
ShuraVs meeting with Dicbil (d. 246/860 [q.v.]) in
Ahwaz is of no help. Moreover, al-Djahiz, so far as
is known, cites him only once (Rasd'il, ed. Harun, ii,
314), repeating an epigrammatic verse aimed at alSidrl (cf. Aghdni, xxii, 435), whilst Abu ShuraVs name
would certainly figure more often if he had been
older. Moreover, several other authors cite five fairly mediocre verses of his (see Pellat, Milieu, 166) which
he is said to have composed on al-Djahiz's death
(255/868). Finally, his son Abu '1-Fayyad Sawwar,
who was also a poet, went to Baghdad after 300/913,
and it was he who indirectly furnished Abu '1-Faradj
with most of the information about his father. All
these pieces of information lead one to think that
Abu Shura c a died after 255 at a considerable age.
Although he was reputed to have written epistles
and to have delivered eloquent discourses, he was
mainly known as a versifier, and Abu Bakr al-SulI
even deigned to gather his works into a dlwdn (Fihnst,
216). According to the Aghdni, his poetry was in the
Bedouin tradition and fairly obscure, but the part
of it now extant does not allow of a categorical
judgement. As well as verses inspired by his ruinous
generosity, he wrote mainly some fairly coarse epigrams, an attractive poem on Ibn al-Mudabbir's
departure and some occasional verses which reflect
the idle way of life led in Basra at this time by the
poets, always lying in wait for some reward or ready
to heap ridicule on some patron who had disappointed them.
Bibliography: In addition to the references given
above, see Aghdni, ed. Beirut, xxii, 178-9, 429-50;
Marzuba.nl, Muwashshah, 219; idem, Mucdj_am, 431 ff.;
Khatib Baghdad!, Ta'rikh, xii, 219-20; Mubarrad,
Kdmil, 306; Sandubl, Adab al-D[dhiz, 195; Bustani,
DM,_ iv, 383-4.
(Cn. PELLAT)
ABU SINBIL, an a n c i e n t village on the western side of the Nile between the first and second
cataracts, in lat. 22° 22 north and long 31° 40 east.
It lies ca. 175 miles south of Aswan. The French discoverers of the two huge rock-hewn temples built by
Ramses II (1304-1237 B.C.) referred to it as Ipsamboul
at the beginning of the 19th century. The name Abu
Sinbil is a popular arabicisation ("father of an ear of
corn") of the local Nubian designation, which is also
known by many other variants in the spelling, e.g.
Abu Simbil/Sinbul/Sunbul/Sunbul.
Abu Sinbil later became known as Farlk in the
Official Government Register, being one of the villages within the financial jurisdiction of the Ibrlm
(Piromi, ca. 35 miles north of Abu Sinbil) district until
1272/1855 when it became a separate administrative
unit. In 1917 the name Farlk was dropped, and the
village was given its former name, Abu Sinbil. Its irrigated land extends over several hundreds of acres.
Abu Sinbil became famous as the site of two rock
temples which gave it its special artistic and religious
significance. The temples, which represent some of
the most spectacular examples of ancient Egyptian
architecture, were unknown to the outside world until
the discovery of the Smaller Temple by J.L. Burckhardt in 1813, and its opening by the Italian engineer Giovanni Belzoni in 1817.
The Great Temple of Abu Sinbil is carved in the
rock and stands 33 m. high and 38 m. wide. The
facade shows four colossal seated figures of Ramses
II, two on either side of the entrance to the temple,
each measuring 20 m. high. Ramses II dedicated this
temple to the sun gods Amon Re of Thebes and ReHorakhti of Heliopolis.
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Less than 50 yards away was constructed the Smaller
(northern) Temple, which was dedicated to Queen
Nefertari, wife of Ramses II, in homage to the goddess Hathor. Its facade is decorated with six 35-foot
statues of the Pharaoh and his wife.
The Abu Sinbil cliff had been buried by large sand
drifts, which covered the Great Temple until its rediscovery by Burckhardt. But the Smaller Temple, which
had not been buried, served the inhabitants of the
nearby village Bilyanf (ca. 5 miles from Abu Sinbil)
as a refuge from marauding Bedouin tribes from
Nubia. Only modern Arab authors give particulars
about the Abu Sinbil temples, based on French sources,
and reports of the French archeological expedition
which undertook the excavations at Abu Sinbil in the
19th century.
The original site was submerged by the Nile in
1966 as a result of the building of the Aswan High
Dam. The two temples were salvaged from the rising waters of the Nile by sawing them into sections
and re-erecting them on top of the rock face from
which they were originally hewn.
Bibliography. cAlf Pasha Mubarak, al-Khitat altawfikiyya al-dj_adlda, Bulak 1305, viii, 14-15; G.
Rawlinson, A history of Ancient Egypt, London 1881,
ii, 318-20; E.A. Wallis Budge, Cook's Handbook for
Egypt and the Sudan*, London 1911, 259-66; A.E.P.
Weigall, A guide to the Antiquities of Upper Egypt,
London 1913, 565-76; P. Bovier-Lapierre et alii,
Precis de I'histoire d'Egypte, Paris 1932, i, 160-1; S.
Mayes, The Great Relcom, London 1959, 132 if.;
Muhammad Ramzl, al-Kdmus al-ajughrdfi li 'l-bildd
al-Mimyya, Cairo 1963, ii/4, 230-1; W. MacQuitty,
Abu Simbel, London 1965, passim; G. Gerster, Saving
the ancient temples at Abu Simbel, in National Geographic
Magazine, cxxix/5 (1966), 694-742.
(R.Y. EBIED)
ABU TAGHLIB FADL ALLAH AL-GHADANFAR AL£
HAMDANI, UDDAT AL-DAWLA, H a m d a n i d amir of
Mosul [see HAMDANIDS] and son of the amir al-Hasan
Nasir al-Dawla and a Kurdish mother, Fatima, born
328/940. He seems to have had a certain authority
over his younger brothers, and when their father grew
old, Abu Taghlib seems to have obtained tacitly from
them, except for Abu '1-Muzaffar Hamdan, who was
born of another mother, authority to depose their father
and imprison him in the stronghold of Ardumusht in
the Djabal Djudf to the north-east of Mosul. This operation was carried out with the complicity of Fatima in
Djumada I 356/beginning of May 967, and Nasir alDawla died there on 12 Rablc I 358/3 February 969.
As this act of deposition had been carried out without Harridan's agreement, and Hamdan controlled the
towns of Nisfbin, Maridfn and Rahba, with the addition of Rakka, seized on the death of the Hamdanid
of Aleppo Sayf al-Dawla, Abu Taghlib secured support
from the Buyid amir al-umara? in Baghdad and master
of the caliphate Bakhtiyar, and attacked Hamdan, forcing him to surrender Rakka and evacuate Rahba.
Abu Taghlib continued the war against Hamdan,
but the latter now obtained Bakhtiyar's support and
re-entered Rahba, whilst certain of Abu Taghlib's
other brothers now turned on him and took Hamdan's
side. But a new offensive by him forced Hamdan to
flee for refuge with the Buyid in Baghdad. He now
was able to consolidate his power in Mosul, seizing
his brother's possessions and endeavouring to unite
under his authority the territories of the Hamdanid
amlrate of Aleppo held by his cousin, Sayf al-Dawla's
son, and obtaining from the caliph al-Mutfc lillah an
investiture patent for the united amfrates of Mosul

and Aleppo. He extended his authority over Diyar
Bakr and Mayyafarikfn, where he left Sayf al-Dawla's
mother and his sister Djamfla with a certain amount
of authority, then seized Harran and Diyar Mudar
(359-60/969-70). Recalling' that his father Nasir alDawla had been amir al-umard' in Baghdad, whence
he had been dislodged in 334/945 by the Buyid
Mucizz al-Dawla, Bakhtiyar's predecessor, Abu Taghlib
now dreamed of recovering this role in Baghdad and
becoming the real master of the caliphate. For his
part, Bakhtiyar, with whom Hamdan was now living,
was urged by the latter into warfare with Abu Taghlib.
However, Bakhtiyar preferred to make an entente
with Abu Taghlib and to conclude an agreement with
him confirming this last in his possessions, including
Diyar Mudar and Diyar Bakr, and this was sealed by
Abu Taghlib's marriage with one of Bakhtiyar's daughters. It is probable that one of the reasons behind this
agreement was the threat to both parties from Fatimid
ambitions. Hence both of them gave help to the
Fatimids' enemy, the Karmatf chief Hasan al-Acsam,
who received subsidies from them and was accordingly with their help briefly able to seize Damascus.
Nevertheless, in the end Bakhtiyar yielded to Hamdan's
solicitations. In 363/973 he marched against Mosul
and took up a position at Dayr al-Acla to the north
of the town. Abu Taghlib evacuated the town and
made a diversion southwards as far as the gates of
Baghdad, provoking much excitement there. He then
retired towards Mosul, and Bakhtiyar, though numerically stronger, entered into negotiations with Abu
Taghlib, who obtained an advantageous agreement. On
returning to Baghdad, and considering Abu Taghlib's
position as over-advantageous, he launched another
expedition against Mosul. Again, negotiations were
begun; Abu Taghlib agreed to pay tribute to the Buyid,
and received from the caliph the lakab of cUddat alDawla "Support of the dynasty" in 974. His relations
with Bakhtiyar remained friendly, and he gave support
to the latter when the Buyid had to face a rebellion
of his Turkish mercenary troops in Baghdad itself.
The rebellion of the Turkish troops had led
Bakhtiyar to appeal also to the head of the family,
Rukn al-Dawla, who authorised cAdud al-Dawla, ruler
of Fars, to march on Baghdad, thus favouring the
ambitions of the latter, who dreamed of securing clrak.
Abu Taghlib, pressed by the Turks who had overthrown Bakhtiyar, had left Baghdad. cAdud al-Dawla
expelled the Turks, but now received the total submission of Bakhtiyar, whom he forced to abdicate,
and also made an agreement with Abu Taghlib, upon
whom depended the supply of provisions for the city;
the treaty previously made between Abu Taghlib and
Bakhtiyar was renewed and the Hamdanid excused
from the payment of tribute. However, Rukn al-Dawla
showed his opposition to cAdud al-Dawla's treatment
of Bakhtiyar and recalled cAdud al-Dawla; Bakhtiyar
accordingly resumed power in Baghdad. But when
Rukn al-Dawla died in 366/977, cAdud al-Dawla, who
had never renounced his ambitions in clrak, returned
to Baghdad in November 977.
Abu Taghlib's position now appeared firm. But
Hamdan, who had always remained in Bakhtiyar's
entourage, persuaded the latter to attack Mosul, and
Bakhtiyar advanced as far as Takrlt. Abu Taghlib
acted skilfully. He promised to aid Bakhtiyar in recovering Baghdad and getting free of cAdud al-Dawla,
provided he would surrender to him Hamdan, and
he marched on Baghdad in concert with Bakhtiyar.
But cAdud al-Dawla defeated them near Samarra and
captured Bakhtiyar, whilst Abu Taghlib fled. cAdud
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al-Dawla entered Mosul itself in June 978 and refused
to negotiate in any way with Abu Taghlib. The latter fled to Nisfbfn and thence to Mayyafarikfn, pursued by the Buyid troops. Deciding not to go to Bitlis,
where his sister Djamlla had taken refuge, he entered
the Kurdish mountain region of the Tigris affluent of
the Khabur al-Hasaniyya, perhaps with the hope
of shutting himself up in the Hamdanid stronghold
of Ardumusht. But in the end he decided to make
for the region of the Tigris sources and the great
loop of the Euphrates, where was the Byzantine rebel
Skleros, with whom he had been in contact and to
whom he had promised help against the imperial
troops. He was pursued by c Adud al-Dawla's forces,
and had an engagement with them at the beginning
of 368/August 978 in the mountain region near Hisn
Ziyad (Kharput), territory held by Skleros. He was
victorious in this, and stayed for some time at Hisn
Ziyad. He hoped for a victory by Skleros over the
imperial army and help from the latter to reconquer
Mosul, but Skleros was subsequently beaten. Abu
Taghlib arrived at Amid in Diyar Bakr, having learnt
that Mayyafarikm, held by his supporters, had been
captured by the Buyids; he now fled with Djamfla to
Rakka, abandoning Diyar Bakr and Diyar Rabfa to
c
Adud al-Dawla.
The Buyid amir rejected attempts by Abu Taghlib
to negotiate with him, and he was unable to count
on any help from his cousin Abu 'l-MacalT Sacd alDawla in Aleppo, who had just recognised the suzerainty of cAdud al-Dawla. He now further abandoned
Diyar Mudar, which had till then remained under his
control, and decided to make for Fatimid territory and
go to Damascus, not daring however, to go to Egypt
itself. Abandoned by various of his brothers, exposed
to the hostility of both the Fatimid troops and those
of the rebel master of Damascus, Kassam, he attempted, with the support of one of the Arab tribes of
Syria, the cUkayl, to capture Ramla in Palestine from
the Tayyl Mufarridj b. Daghfal b. al-Djarrah. But he
clashed with Fatimid troops, and in Safar 369/end of
August 979 he and his allies were defeated and he
was handed over to Mufarridj, who, instead of delivering him to the Fatimid commander, killed him with
his own hand. It seems that Abu Taghlib was killed
at the instigation of cAdud al-Dawla, whom Mufarridj
had recognised as suzerain in 371 (see Madelung, in
JNES, Ixxvi (1967), 22, n. 29).
Such was the end, at the age of 40, of the last
Hamdanid of Mosul, of Nasir al-Dawla's son, and of
the Hamdanid amirate of Mosul, where new powers
were now installed but where memories of the
Hamdanids long remained in the minds of the local
population.
Bibliography: See for this, M. Canard, Histoire
de la dynastie des H'amdanides de Dja^ira et de Syrie, i,
Algiers 1950, where the vicissitudes of Abu Taghlib's
career are set forth in ch. vi, 541-72.
(M. CANARD)
ABU L-TAMAHAN AL-KAYNI, HANZALA B.
AL-SnARKl, Mukhadram A r a b p o e t , considered to
be one of those endowed with an unduly long life
(al-Sidjistam, K. al-Mucammarin, ed. Goldziher, in
Abh. zur arab. Philologie, ii, 62, asserts that he lived
200 years). During the I^ahiliyya he led the life of a
brigand or svfluk [q.v.] and of a libertine (especially,
at Mecca, in the company of al-Zubayr b. c Abd alMuttalib), and he does not seem to have altered his
ways in any measure after his conversion to Fslam.
He is said to have been killed at Adjnadayn [q.v.] in
13/634, but F. Bustam (DM, iv, 408-9) believes that
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he died ca. 30/651, whilst the Agham asserts that he
spent his last years among the Banu Shamkh of Fazara,
with whom he had sought refuge from the efforts of
the authorities to arrest him for a crime committed
by him. This source (ed. Beirut, xiii, 3-13) also recounts
adventures of his whose authenticity raises serious
doubts. It tells how Abu '1-Tamahan managed to set
free Kaysaba b. Kulthum (on whom see Ibn al-KalbfCaskel, Tab. 240 and ii, 464), who had been captured during the course of the pilgrimage; and it
dilates on his own capture during a battle between
two groups of the Tayyi3 (Badjfla and al-Ghawth) and
his ransoming by Budjayr b. Aws al-Ta'T, who set
him free and received eulogies in verse.
It is difficult to get an idea of Abu '1-Tamahan's
poetic work, since although this was collected together
into a Diwdn by al-Sukkarl (Fihrist, 224), only fragments of this have been preserved, and this only
thanks to their fame, which led to several of them
being set to music. The authenticity of the most-oft
cited verse (metre tawil, rhyme thaklbuh] should nevertheless be regarded with caution; it appears in Djahiz
(Hay aw an, iii, 93) in a fragment attributed to LakTt
b. Zurara and given immediately after that of Abu
'1-Tamahan, of which it forms part in the other sources;
Ibn Kutayba ('Uyuti, iv, 24; Shi'r, 692) expressly attributes it to Laklt.
Finally, the existence of at least three poets bearing
this same kunya (see al-Amidl, Mu'taltf, 149-50) should
demonstrate the need for the greatest prudence.
Bibliography: In addition to references given
in the text, see Djahiz, Bayan, i, 187, iii, 235,
237; idem, Hayawdn, iv, 473; Ibn Kutayba, Shicr,
348-9; BuhturT, Hamasa, 294; Abu Tammam,
Hamasa, ii, '77-8, 258; Ibn al-Kalbi-Caskel, ii, 298;
Mubarrad, Kamil, 46-7, 100, 436; Ibn Durayd,
Ishtikdk, 317; Naka'id, ed. Bevan, 670; Kushadjim,
Masayid, Baghdad 1954, 207, 209; £ Askarf,
Sind'atqyn, 360; Marzubanf, Muwashshah, 75, 78,
244; idem, Aluca^am, 149-50; Baghdad!, Khiz.dna,
ed. Bulak, iii, 426; Ibn Hadjar, Isdba, No. 2011;
Yakut, Buldan, ii, 154; Murtada, Amdli, ed. 1907,
i, 185; Wahhabl, Maradfi, i, 193-4; Zirikll, ii, 3223; Blachere, HLA, 318'.
(£D.)
ABU 'L-TAYYIB AL-LUGHAWI, <ABD AL-WAHID
C
B. ALI AL-HALABl, g r a m m a r i a n of the 4 t h / 1 0 t h
c e n t u r y , interested above all in lexicography (film allugha], whence his surname. He came originally from
c
Askar Mukram in Khuzistan, but left his natal town
for Baghdad, where he studied under Abu cAmr alZahid and Abu Bakr al-SulI. Then he moved to
Aleppo, whose ruler, Sayf al-Dawla, was attracting
scholars from all disciplines. It was thus in Aleppo
that Abu '1-Tayyib found himself competing with the
grammarian Ibn Khalawayh [</.y.], who had followed
the same masters at Baghdad as himself and who had
become tutor to Sayf al-Dawla's son. Abu '1-Tayyib
was killed in the massacre by the Byzantines when
Aleppo was captured in 351/962. His most famous
pupil was Ibn al-Karih, to whom Abu 'l-cAla5 alMa c arrf presented his Risdlat al-Ghufrdn, giving there
information on Abu '1-Tayyib's works, many of which,
he stated, perished in the sack of Aleppo. His extant
works include the following: K. Mardtib al-nahwiyyin,
ed. M. Abu '1-Fadl Ibrahim, Cairo 1955; K. Sha^ar
al-dun, ed. M. cAbd al-Djawad, Cairo 1957; K. alIbdal and K. al-Muthannd, ed. Tanukhf, Damascus 1960;
K. al-Itbdc, ed. Tanukhl, Damascus 1961; and K. alAdddd, still unpublished. In regard to the K. al-Furuk,
cited by al-Suyutf in his Muzhir, i, 447, this seems to
have been lost.
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Bibliography. Brockelmann, S I, 190; Kahhala,
Mucdj_am, vi, 210; clzz al-Dfn al-Tanukhf, in MMIA,
xxix, 175-83.
(G. TROUPEAU)
ABU USAMA AL-HARAWI, DJUNADA B. MUHAMMAD, g r a m m a r i a n and l e x i c o g r a p h e r of the
4th/10th century, a native of Harat in Khurasan.
He was the pupil of Abu Mansur al-Azharl and Abu
Ahmad al-cAskarf, whose works he transmitted. After
residing at Shfraz, where he frequented the circle of
the vizier the Sahib Ibn cAbbad [q.v], he went off
to Cairo. There he taught in the Milometer mosque
(jQidmi' al-Mikyds) and, in company with the traditionist cAbd al-Gham b. Sa c fd al-Misrf and the grammarian 'All b. Sulayman al-Antakf, he held lectures
at the House of Knowledge (Dar al-Tlm). He was
subsequently accused of preventing the rising of the
Nile by casting spells on it, condemned to death by
the caliph al-Hakim and executed in 399/1009. His
biographers only provide the name of one of his
pupils, that of Abu Sahl al-Harawf, and they attribute no works to him; however, a commentary by
him, on the Mu'allaka of Imru' al-Kays, has come
down to us.
Bibliography. Brockelmann, S I, 36; Sezgin, GAS,
ii, 52; Yakut, Irshdd, ii, 426; Ibn Khallikan, Wafaydt,
i, 372, tr.' de Slane, i, 337; Suyutl, Bughya, 213.
(G. TROUPEAU)
ABU L-WALID AL-BADJI [see AL-BADjI].
ABU 'L-YUMN AL-CULAYMI [see MUDJIR AL-DIN].
ABU ZACBAL, an ancient village in Lower
Egypt ca. 15 miles north of Cairo. Its original name
was al-Kusayr, under which designation it is mentioned by Ibn Mammatr (d. 606/1209) in his Kitab
Kawdmn al-dawawin. It became known as Abu Zacbal
from the end of the Mamluk period, the first record
of this name being found in a deed of wakf granted
by Khayir Bey al-Djarkasf, Ottoman governor of Egypt
923-8/1517-21, dated 10th Radjab 926. It had a population of approximately 2,000 people towards the
end of the 19th century.
In 1827 Muhammad CA1I founded a School of
Medicine in Abu Zacbal, which was chosen because
of its convenient location near the barracks of his
army. The School was attached to the largest military hospital in Egypt, which had been built in Abu
Za c bal in 1825. Muhammad CA1I appointed the
Frenchman Clot Bey (then Physician and Surgeon-inChief of the Egyptian army) as its first director. In
order to overcome the difficulty posed by the language barrier between the students and the French
and Italian professors, Clot Bey appointed a team of
interpreters who were also entrusted with the translation into Arabic of the necessary medical textbooks.
The first of these translations, al-Kawl al-sanh fi cilm
al-tashnh, was printed at the press of the Medical
School of Abu Za'bal (also founded by Muhammad
C
A1I) in 1248/1832 (the first book to be printed in
Abu Zacbal).
To the Abu Zacbal School of Medicine were later
added the School of Pharmacy (1830), the School of
Veterinary Medicine (1831) and the School of
Obstetrics (1832). The Medical School was transferred
in 1837 to its present site at Kasr al-cAynf (Cairo),
a palace built in 870/1466 by Ahmad b. al-cAym,
grandson of the Sultan Khushkadam.
The area around Abu Za'bal was the scene of
considerable military activity during the Napoleonic
occupation, Abu Zacbal itself being twice attacked
by the French troops. When Napoleon's troops
demanded an impost for the upkeep of the military
from the people of Abu Zacbal on the 23 Safar 1213/

7 August 1798, they refused to give it, and as a
result the French sacked the village and set it on
fire. Five months later the French attacked Abu Za'bal
again and seized all the cattle and the beasts of burden (on 30 Radjab 1213/11 January 1799). AlDjabartf also records that Abu Zacbal was looted on
6 Djumada I 1207/23 December 1792 by Murad
Bey and his Mamluk soldiers, who killed about 25
of the villagers, and arrested and imprisoned the
shqykhs of Abu Zacbal.
Today Abu Zacbal is well-known for the large prison
situated there.
Bibliography. c Abd al-Rahman al-Djabartl,
(
Ad^a'ib al-dthdr fi '1-tarddj.im wa 'l-akhbdr, Bulak
1297/1880, ii, 239-40, iii, 13, 14, 38; Muhammad
Amm al-Khandjf, Mund^am al-cumrdn fi 'l-mustadrak
c
ald mucdj_am al-bulddn [of Yakut al-Rumf], Cairo
1325/1907, i, 109; Ahmad Tzzat cAbd al-Kanm,
Ta'nkh al-Ta(lim fi casr Muhammad 'All, Cairo 1938,
251-316; Naguib Mahfouz Pasha, The history of medical education in Egypt, London 1947, 14-16; Djamal
al-Dln al-Shayyal, Ta'nkh al-Tardj_ama wa 'l-haraka
al-thakdfiyya fi casr Muhammad 'All, Cairo 1951,
passim; Abu '1-Futuh Ridwan, Ta'rikh Matba'at
Bulak, Cairo 1953, 354-8; Muhammad Ramzf, alKdmus al-diughrdfi li'l-bilad al-Misriyya, ii/1, Cairo
1954-5, 31.
(R.Y. EBIED)
ABU ZAKARIYYA3 AL-FARRA' [see AL-FARRA'].
ABU ZAYD AL-KURASHI, MUHAMMAD B. ABI
'L-KHATTAB, adib of the end of the 3rd/9th or of
the beginning of the 4th/IOth century, and known
only as the a u t h o r of the j^amharat ash'dr alc
Arab (ed. Bulak 1308/1890). No personal details
about the author can be derived from this collection,
and the only relevant data are two isndds, one (p. 13)
going back to al-Haytham b. cAd! (d. ca. 206/821
[q.v.]) through two intermediaries, and the other
(p. 14) going back to Ibn al-AcrabI (d. 231/846 [q.v])
through one intermediary; these isndds would thus
allow us to date the I^amhara approximately to the
end of the 3rd century. The mention (p. 165) of the
Sahdh of al-Djawharf (d. ca. 398/1107-8 [q.v.]) is
probably a reader's note incorporated in the text by
a copyist. Another problem is raised by the references
to a certain Mufaddal, falsely identified (p. 1) with
al-Mufaddal al-DabbT (d. ca. 170/786 [q.v.]), for this
cannot be a case here of the author of the Mufaddaliyydt; Brockelmann surmised that Abu Zayd alKurashl and al-Mufaddal might be two pseudonyms
referring to Abu Zayd al-Ansan (d. 215/831 [q.v])
and to the Kufan anthologist, but this hypothesis
hardly seems tenable. AJ. Arberry, for his part (The
seven odes, London 1957, 23) prudently suggests, but
without insisting upon this, an identification of Abu
Zayd with c Umar b. Shabba (d. 262/875-6 [q.v.]).
After an introduction containing observations on the
value of poetry for the philological point of view and
on Muhammad's interest in it, a comparison between
the language of the Kur'an and that of the poets, a
judgment on the merits of these last and some fragments attributed to Adam, Satan, the angels, the djinn,
etc., the Diamhara comprises 49 kasidas written by 49
poets of the I^dhiliyya and the beginnings of Islam.
These poems are divided into 7 groups, each of which
should comprise 7 poets, but cAntara, mentioned in the
introduction as one of the 7 of the second group, figures in the end (in the printed edn., though not in all
the mss.) amongst the authors of the mucallakdt, so that
this particular group comprises 8 poems and the following one 6 only. Abu Zayd chose the following terminology: mu'allakdt, mua^amharat, muntakaydt, mudhahhabdt/
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mudhbahat, marathi, mashubat and mulhamat. He certainly
is lacking in any critical spirit, but his Djamhara, which
possesses no outstanding originality, offers some interesting variants and also the advantage of grouping together for the first time the mu'allakat [q.v] and of reflecting
the public's taste at a time when the ruwdt had gathered together a considerable number of poetic productions and it had become convenient to select and to
classify those which would ultimately constitute the Arabic
humanities and, on the whole, the classical ideal.
Bibliography: Ibn Rashfk, cUmda, index;
Baghdad!, Khi^dna, ed. Cairo i, 33; F. Hommel, in
Actes du VF Congres Intern, des Orientalistes, 387408; Noldeke, in £DMG, xlix, 290-3; M. Nallino,
in RSO, xiii/4 (1932), 334-41; Brockelmann, S I,
38-9; Blachere, HLA, index; A. Trabulsi, La critique poetique des Arabes, Damascus 1955, 28-30; DAI,
iv, 331.
_
(CH. PELLAT)
ABU ZAYD AL-SIRAFI [see AKHBAR AL-S!N WA'L-HIND in Suppl.].
ABU ZURCA, the kunya by which the S h a f t ' I
s c h o l a r and j u r i s t 'AHMAD B. CABD AL-RAHIM,
called IBN AL-C!RAKI, was best known. Abu Zur'a, the
son of a prominent Shafi'f jurist of Kurdish origin,
was born in Cairo on 3 Dhu '1-Hijja 762/14 October
1361. His mother was the daughter of a Mamluk officer. For a time his father was the kadi of Medina.
Abu Zur c a studied in Cairo, Damascus, Mecca and
Medina, and completed his education at an early age.
He began his career as a mudarris, teaching hadlth and
jurisprudence in various madrasas in Cairo. Appointed
deputy ShaficT kadi of Cairo, probably in 792/1390,
he held this and other judicial positions outside the
capital for twenty years, before he returned to resume
his original function as mudarris. In 822/1419, he was
summoned by Sultan Tatar to assume the position of
ShaficT grand kadi of Cairo—the foremost judicial office
in the Mamluk empire. The strict and honest manner in which he discharged his functions as chief magistrate won him the enmity of powerful Mamluk amm,
who pressured Tatar's successor, Barsbay, into dismissing him from the office in 825/1421, after a
tenure of barely fourteen months. Abu Zur c a died on
27 Shacban 826/5 August 1423, a few months after
his dismissal.
At a time when corruption in the judiciary was
rampant, and when prominent jurists were spending
large fortunes to secure high judicial appointments,
Abu Zur c a stands out as a jurist and kadi of unusual
integrity. A scholar of great prominence, he was
also renowned for his personal modesty; upon his
appointment as grand kadi, he proceeded to exercise
his functions in his ordinary clothes, and considerable
efforts had to be exerted before he was persuaded to
don the customary ornamental robes for the dignity
of the office. His contemporaries were unanimous in
the praise of his character, learning and command of
the Arabic language. He left a number of works on
hadith and jurisprudence, which were mostly commentaries on earlier works; he also wrote on other
subjects and left a compilation of obituaries for the
years 762-93 A.H. (now lost), an anthology of anecdotes about hypocrites (Akhbdr al-mudallisin}, a commentary on an urajuza (versified tract) on algebra, and
some scattered verse.
Bibliography: Sakhawf, al-Daw3 al-ldmi', i, 33644; Ibn TaghrTbirdi, Nudj.um, vi, 514, 516, 563, 578;
Suyutl, Husn al-muhddara fi akhbdr Misr wa 'l-Kdhira,
Cairo 1321, ii, 116; Brockelmann, II, 66-7; c Umar
Rida Kahhala, Alu'c^am al-mu''allifm, i, 270-1.
(K.S. SALIBI)
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ABYAD, GEORGES (b. Beirut, 5 May 1880; d. Cairo,
21 May 1959), a Syrian Christian who became a
p r o m i n e n t p r o t a g o n i s t of t h e m o d e r n
E g y p t i a n t h e a t r e . After acting in school-plays,
Abyad attempted a career as a clerk; unhappy with
this work, he moved in 1898-9 to Egypt, then the centre of the young theatre in Arabic. In Alexandria and
Cairo, he attended theatrical performances, both local
and foreign, then, with a group of Egyptian amateurs,
repeatedly tried his own hand, with some success. The
turning point in his career came when the Khedive
c
Abbas II Hilml awarded him a stipend to study acting in France, where Abyad stayed from 1904 to 1910.
Sylvain, Director of the Conservatoire in Paris, became
his teacher, mentor and model; but he was also
impressed and inspired by such leading actresses as
Sarah Bernhard. Upon his return to Egypt, Abyad
commissioned the translation of several plays into literary Arabic, without colloquialisms or slang, and assembled a troupe in Cairo to perform these and other
works. In 1912, with packed halls, his troupe was virtually the first to perform plays in Arabic without
music—for Abyad introduced music, vocal or instrumental, only when it was organic to the play. The
troupe was organised and re-organised, and it played
in Cairo as well as on repeated tours in Egypt and
other Arab lands. Although Abyad sometimes had to
act in vernacular comedies and dramas (to please and
attract the public), his forte remained the tragedy in
literary Arabic. From 1927, he acted occasionally in
broadcast plays, and, in 1930, started to teach acting
and diction at the newly-established Institute of
Dramatic Arts and at various universities and schools.
In 1931-2 he acted in the first Arabic talking film, a
musical entitled Tlie Song of the heart. Abyad retired from
the State National Theatre in 1942, but he continued
to lecture, direct plays, and occasionally act in Egyptian
films. He was the first President of the Actors' Union,
which was established in 1943. Until his death, he was
active in the intellectual circles of Cairo and Alexandria.
Abyad's main merits were that, almost single-handed,
he created a classical non-musical Egyptian theatre in
literary Arabic, modelled on the modern French theatre; he encouraged the production of translated and
original plays; and he increased the respectability of
acting as a profession, socially and financially (paying
his actors a regular and adequate salary).
Bibliography: al-Hildl, xx (1 Apr. 1912), 4368; xxi (1 Nov" 1912), 125-6; xxxiii (1 June 1925),
906-9; Muhammad Taymur, Alu3 allafdt, ii, Cairo
1922, 131-49, 161-2, 213 ff., 232-3, 236 ff., 24158, 276-7, 285-6, 290 ff., 303-4; N. Barbour, The
Arabic theatre in Egypt, in BSOAS, viii (1935-6), 17881; Fatima al-Yusuf, Dhikraydt, Cairo 1953, 27-31,
36-7; Muhammad Yusuf Nadjm, al-Masrahiyya f i
'l-adab al-cArabi al-hadith, Beirut 1956, 152-677245,
256, 415, 446, 449-50; J.M. Landau, Studies in the
Arabic theater and cinema, Philadelphia 1958, 75-87,
93, 100, 113, 166, 189 (Arabic tr. by Ahmad alMaghazf, Cairo 1972); Muhammad Mandur, alAlasrafr, Cairo 1963, 40-2; fawfik al-Haklm, Sicfrn
al-cumr, Cairo n.d. [1964], 140-3 (Italian tr. by
G. Belfiore, La prigione della vita, Rome 1976,
87-9); Muhammad Kamal al-Dfn, Ruwwdd almasrah al-misn, Cairo 1970, 81-2, 85, 89-91, 106;
Su c ad Abyad, Djurdi Abyad: al-masrah al-misn fi mi'at
c
dm, Cairo 1970; Fatima Rushdi, Kifdhi Ji 'l-masrah
wa 'l-slnimd, Cairo 1971, 28-30; Mahmud Taymur,
Tald'ic al-masrah al-'arabi, Cairo n.d., 43-7, 52-3;
Ahmad Shams al-Dln al-Hadjdjadjf, al-cArab wa
jann al-masrah, Cairo 1975, 85-7; T.A. Putints-
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iyeva, Tisyaca i odin god Arabskogo teyatra, Moscow
1977, 164-8, 171, 177, 200, 209, 228, 262.
(J.M. LANDAU)
AL-ABYARI, SHAYKH CABD AL-HAD! NADJA B.
RIDWAN B. NADJA B. MUHAMMAD, a leading E g y p t i a n
a u t h o r and g r a m m a r i a n who was born in
1236/1821 in Abyar in the Gharbiyya province of
Lower Egypt. He was brought up in Abyar where he
received his early education from his father and in
one of the kuttdbs of the town. He studied at al-Azhar
and later became a teacher there. Ismac!l Pasha entrusted him with the instruction of his children, and
Tawfik Pasha appointed him imam and mufti of his
entourage, a post which he held until his death on
18 Dhu 'l-Kacda 1305/28 July 1888. He belonged to
the Shafi'i madhhab.
Al-Abyar! is credited with the authorship of more
than 40 books on various subjects, including grammar, Islamic mysticism, fikh and hadith. He corresponded with a number of leading scholars, including
Ibrahim al-Ahdab and Nasif al-Yazidji. The collection of his correspondence with Ibrahim al-Ahdab in
Beirut and with others on literary and linguistic topics, al-VVasd'il al-adabiyya fi 'l-rascfil al-ahdabiyya, was
published in Cairo in 1301/1883. A dispute on certain linguistic matters between Ahmad Faris al-Shidyak
and Sulayman al-Harfn al-Tunis! led to an adjudication of the questions at issue by al-Abyarf, which
judgement appeared in print in Cairo in 1279/1862
under the title al-Na^m al-thdkib. A number of his
works remain unpublished.
Bibliography: cAl! Pasha Mubarak, al-Khitat
al-tawflkiyya al-ajadida, viii, Bulak 1305/1888, 29;
E. Zakhkhura, Mir'dt al-casr fi ta'nkh wa-rusum akdbir
al-nd}dl bi-Misr, i, Cairo 1897, 239-40; Hasan alSandubi, A'ydn al-baydn, Cairo 1914, 222-3 J; Djurdji
Zaydan, Tarddj_im mashdhir al-shark fi }l-karn al-tdsic
c
ashar, ii, Cairo 1903, 144-5; Sarkfs, Mucdj_am almatbu'dt al-'arabiyya wa 'l-mu'arraba, Cairo 1928, 35861; al-Zirikll, al-Acldm, iv, 322-3; Zakf Muhammad
Mudjahid, al-Acldm al-sharkiyya ji 'l-mfa al-rdbica cashra
al-hiajriyya, ii, Cairo 1950, 138-9; Kahhala, Mucdj_am
al-mu'allifm, vi, 203-4.
(R.Y. EBIED)
ACCESSION TO THE THRONE [see BAYCA,
KHILAFA] .
ACCIDENT [see CARAD].
ACQUISITION [see KASB].
ACRIDOIDS [see DJARAD].
ACROBAT [see DJANBAZ].
ACT, ACTION [see CAMAL, FICL].
ADAGE Jsee MATHAL] .
ADARRAK, the name of a family of B e r b e r
" p h y s i c i a n s " , whose ancestor, Abu c Abd Allah
Muhammad (d. 1070/1658-60) left the Sus and settled at Fas; he must have used completely empirical
methods, but nevertheless obtained significant results.
Ibn Shakrun [q.v. in Suppl.] was the pupil of a certain Ahmad b. Muhammad Adarrak, who was probably the son of the above-mentioned person, but the
best-known member of the family was this Ahmad's
son, ABU MUHAMMAD CABD AL-WAHHAB B. AHMAD (b.
ca. 1077/1666, d. 28 Safar 1159/22 March 1746),
who was attached to Mawlay Ismac!l (10821139/1672-1727). £Abd al-Wahhab had also received
a traditional education and had a certain talent as
a versifier. In actuality, apart from a few poems of
an ethico-philosophic nature, a kasida in praise of the
saints buried at Meknes (Man^uma fi madh sdhhi
Mikndsat al-^aytun), his biographers mainly mention
some pieces having a certain connection with medicine: these comprise first of all a commentary on

the Nuzha of al-Antaki and two urdjuzas, one complementing that of Ibn Sma, the other on the subject of smallpox (these works apparently lost); then
a kasida of 31 verses on the fine qualities of mint
(na'nac), which exists in ms. (Rabat D 158 and D
1131; partial tr. in Renaud, Medecine, 104-5; Lakhdar,
189); and finally, an urdjuza of 179 verses on syphilis
(habb al-Ifranaj), based largely on al-Antaki's Nuzjia
and on the risdla of Ibn Shakrun on sarsaparilla (Ji
} c
l- ushba al-hindiyyd), text published and tr. by Renaud
and Colin, Mai franc, Arabic text 25-32, tr. 81-94.
Another Adarrak called Ahmad is also cited as
physician to Sfdl Muhammad b. cAbd Allah (11711204/1757-90).
Bibliography: Ibn Zaydan, Ithdf acldm al-nds,
Rabat 1347-52/1929-33, v, 400-7; Kadirl, Nashr
al-mathdm, lith. Fas 1310, i, 226, ii, 251; Kattanf,
Salwat al-anfds, lith. Fas 1316/1898, ii, 34; Akansus,
al-Djqysh al-'aramram, lith. Fas 1336/1918, 94 ff;
Levi-Provencal, Chorfa, 310-11; H.P.J. Renaud,
Medecine et medecins marocains, in AIEO Alger, iii
(1937), 99-106; idem and G.S. Colin, Documents
marocains pour servir a I'histoire du "mal franc'\ Paris
1935, 31-5; M. Lakhdar, La vie litteraire au Maroc,
Rabat 1971, 187-90 and bibl. cited there.
(Eo.)
AL- C ADAWI, MUHAMMAD HASANAYN MAKHLUF,
A z h a r i scholar and a d m i n i s t r a t o r , one-time
shqykh of the Ahmad! mosque in Tanta, born on 5
Ramadan 1277/18 March 1861 in the village of Bam
c
Adi, near Manfalut in the Upper Egyptian province
of Asyut.
After the completion of his studies at al-Azhar [q.v.]
in 1305/1887-8, when he was granted the degree of
c
dlim [see CULAMAD], and a short period of teaching at
that institution, he was appointed Director of al-Azhar
Library which was established and organised at his
initiative. His commitment to the cause of reform in
al-Azhar gave his further career its content and significance when, in the various high administrative
offices he held within this institution—the most notable
of which were the offices of mudir al-Azhar and of the
Religious Institutes attached to it, mufattish al-awwal
and wakil al-Azjiar—as well as in the period in which
he held the office of shaykh of the Ahmad! mosque
in Tanta, he was able to give inspiration and direction to the reformist efforts (cf. Ahmad ShafTk,
Mudhakkirdti fi nisjkarn, Cairo 1936, ii/2, 137 f, 140,
182, 233). He continued to do so after his resignation from all his administrative functions following a
dispute with the Egyptian Sultan Husayn Kamil in
1915 (see cAbd al-Mutacal al-Sac!d!, Ta'nkh al-isldh fi
'l-A^har wa-safahdt min al-ajihdd fi 'l-isldh, Cairo n.d.,
142 ff.).
From the latter year onwards, he committed himself mainly to private teaching and to the writing of
a variety of books and tracts, of which some forty
were published, largely pertaining to legal issues and
to tasawwuf [q.v.]. He was an active member of the
Sharkawiyya branch of the Khalwatiyya [q.v] and
among the principal disciples of its founder Ahmad
b. Sharkaw! al-Khalifi (1834-98). He died in Muharram
1355/April 1936.
Bibliography: In addition to the references in
the article, see the biographies by Ilyas Zakhkhura,
Mir3at al-casr fi ta^rlkh wa-rusum akdbir riajdl
Misr, Cairo 1897, ii, 455; Khayr al-Dm al-Zirikli,
al-A'lam, Cairo 1954-9, vi, 326; Muhammad
'Abduh al-Hidjadji, Min acldm al-Sacid fi 'l-karn alrdbic cashr al-hi^n, Cairo 1969, 93-112, and Zak!
Muhammad Mudjahid, al-Acldm al-sharkiyya fi 'I-
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mi3a al-rabica 'ashra al-hiajriyya, Cairo 1950, ii, 160,
where additional references may be found as well
as an enumeration of al-'AdawI's writings. A similar list may be found appended to several of alc
Adaw!'s publications. To these must be added
al-Taknr al-awwal li-mashyakhat al-D^dm? al-Ahmadi
'an sana 1316 dirdsiyya, Cairo 1327/1909, which
was drawn up by him at the time when he was
shaykh of the Ahmad! mosque in Tanta. For a
summary of the reforms and improvements implemented by him at the Ahmad! mosque, when he
was in charge of that institution, see Dhikrd tashnf
Samu al-Diandb al-cAld* al-Khu-daywi al-Mufazzam
c
Abbas Hilmi al-Thdnl li 'l-D^dmi' wa 'l-Machad alAhmadi', sana 1332, Cairo 1332/1913-4, 29 f.
(F. DE JONG)
C
ADI B. ART AT AL-FAZAR!, ABU WATHLA, official in the s e r v i c e of the U m a y y a d s who governed 'Irak from Basra between 99/718 and 101/720.
He was appointed to this office by c Umar b. cAbd
al-cAz!z in place of Yaz!d b. al-Muhallab, and received
the order to arrest all the sons of al-Muhallab. He
managed to get hold of al-Mufaddal, Habib, Marwan
and Yaz!d, but the latter escaped and returned to
the attack. cAd! then raised the troops of Basra and
had a trench dug round the town to prevent the
rebels from breaking in, but these measures had no
effect. In the event, Yazid managed to get possession of Basra without much difficulty, and ordered
the arrest of cAd!, who was killed at Wash in 102/
820-1 by Mu'awiya b. Yaz!d. There is, first of all,
attributed to this governor's name a canal excavated
at Basra in order to bring a satisfactory supply of
drinking water, the Mahr cAdi, and secondly, an epidemic which broke out in 100/719, the td'un cAdl.
Bibliography: Djanr, Dlwdn, 241; Nakd'id, index;
Djahiz, Baydn, index; Ibn Kutayba, Macdrif, index;
Tabarl, index; Baladhun, Futuh, 77, 349, 359, 36970; Ibn al-Kalbi-Caskel, Tab. 130 and ii, 138;
Yackub!, Hist., ii, 362, 370, 373; idem, Bulddn, tr.
Wiet, 94, 124; Mubarrad, Kdmil, index; Mascud!,
Muruaj, v> 453-4> 457 = § 2206, 2209; idem, Tanblh,
index; Khat!b Baghdad!, Ta3rikh, xii, 306; Ibn
al-Athir, v / 3 1 , 42, 53, 64; Yakut, i, 643, iv,
841; Ibn Abi 'l-Hadld, Shark, i,' 303; Caetani,
Chronographia, 1205, 1239, 1244, 1248, 1260; S. alc
Ali, in Sumer, vii (1952), 78; Pellat, Milieu, index;
Ziriklf, vi, 8.
(Eo.)
ADlB PISHAWARl, SAYYID AHMAD, Persian poet,
was born ca. 1844 in the district of P!shawar (Peshawar)
in north-west India to a clan of nomadic sayyid^ who
traced their spiritual lineage back to Shihab al-Dm
Suhraward!. While he was still a boy, his father and
most of his male relatives were killed in fighting against
the British government. He himself escaped to Kabul,
and after spending several years in Ghaznm, Harat
and Turbat-i Shaykh Djam, settled in Mashhad, where
he studied under a number of distinguished divines.
For two years he was in Sabzawar at the feet of the
famous Mulla Had! Sabzawar!. During his stay in
Mashhad he became known as Adlb-i Hindi, "the
Indian scholar". In 1884 he moved to Tehran, where
he spent the rest of his life, and was honoured by
Nasir al-Dm Shah. He died in 1930. His writings
include a dlwdn of 4,200 Persian and 370 Arabic
verses, a mathnawl poem in the mutakdrib metre, the
Kaysar-ndma, dedicated to the German Kaiser and
describing the events of the 1914-18 war, two philosophica essays, a commentary on the Ta'rlkh-i Bayhakl,
and an incomplete Persian translation of Avicenna's
Kitdb al-Ishdrdt.
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Although his mother-tongue was Pashto, Adib
PfshawarT was regarded as a master of the Persian
language, his wide reading and powerful memory
enabling him to clothe his ideas in a high literary
style. Nevertheless, although he took no active part
in public affairs and lived an unwordly life, his poems
show that he was well-acquainted with world events;
he commented freely on such matters as the RussoJapanese War, India's fight for freedom, pan-Islam,
and the Great War. His early tragic experience had
given him a lasting hatred of British imperialism, from
which no doubt his support for the Kaiser in part
stemmed. At heart he was a fervent nationalist and
patriot. At the same time he placed no reliance on
patrons, and was never known to have composed a
panegyric. He may be regarded as the first of the
new generation of poets who abandoned the classical
themes and wrote about subjects closer to the lives
of ordinary people.
Bibliography: Adib's Dlwdn was edited by cAl!
c
Abd al-Rasuli, Tehran 1933. His edition of the
Ta3nkh-i Bayhakl was published in Tehran in 1889,
and the commentary was incorporated with corrections in Sac!d Naffs!'s edition, 3 vols., Tehran
1940-53. The Kaysar-ndma has never been published. Biographical information in: M. Ishaque,
Sukhanwardn-i Iran dar casr-i hddir, i, Calcutta 1933,
1-8; Rashid Yasimf, Adabiyydt-i mu'dsir, Tehran
1937, 10-3; M. Ishaque, Modern Persian poetry,
Calcutta 1843, passim; Sayyid Muhammad Bakir
Burkac!, Sukhanwardn-i ndml-yi mu'dsir, i, Tehran
1950, 1-2; J. Rypka, Iranische Liter aturgeschichte,
Leipzig 1959, 356-7; ibid., History of Iranian literature, Dordrecht 1968, 374-5; Bozorg Alavi,
Geschichte und Entwicklung der modernen persischen
Literatur, Berlin 1964, 34-5.
(L.P. ELWELL-SUTTON)
ADIVAR, CABD AL-HAKK £ADNAN, modern Turkish
ABDULHAK ADNAN ADIVAR, Turkish author, scholar
and politician (1882-1955). He was born in Gelibolu
(Gallipoli), while his father Ahmed Baha5!, who came
from a prominent culamd} family of Istanbul, was kadi
there. He studied medicine at the University of Istanbul
and while a student, contributed to various newspapers and was in trouble with the Hamidian police.
Upon graduation he fled to Europe, spent a year in
Paris and Zurich and settled in Berlin where he
became an assistant in the Faculty of Medicine. After
the restoration of the Constitution in July 1908, he
returned to Turkey, taught at the University of Istanbul
and was Dean of the Faculty of Medicine (1909-11).
As a prominent member of the powerful Committee
of Union and Progress (CUP), he contributed substantially to re-organising the Red Crescent and the
Department of Health. In 1917 he married, by proxy,
the prominent writer Khalide Edib [q.v.]. Elected a
deputy in the post-Armistice Ottoman Parliament, Dr.
c
Adnan (as he was known until 1940 when he took
I the family name Adivar) left Istanbul secretly with
wife in order to avoid certain arrest and deportation
by the British, and joined the Nationalist government
in Ankara (April 1920), where he served as Minister
of Health and of the Interior and as Deputy Speaker
of Parliament. Later he joined dissident generals and
former members of the CUP, with whom he found! ed the Progressive Republican Party (Terakkiperv
Diumhunyyet Flrkasl [</.£>.]), which represented the
main opposition to Mustafa Kemal Pasha (1924). In
the summer of 1926, a Unionist conspiracy to assassinate Mustafa Kemal was discovered and several
people were arrested. Dr. c Adnan was tried in his
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absence as he had been in Europe for some months.
Although he was acquitted, he and his wife did not
return to Turkey until 1939. They lived in England
and later in France where he worked as lecturer at
the Ecole de Langues Orientales Vivantes in Paris,
together with Jean Deny (1929-39).
When Hasan CA1I Yiidjel (Yucel), the reforming
Minister of Education (1938-46) decided that a Turkish
edition of the Encyclopaedia of Islam should be published, he appointed Adnan Adivar its chief editor
(1940); the latter organised the secretariat of the Islam
Ansiklopedisi and successfully launched and directed it
as an independent deputy (1950-4). He died in Istanbul
on 1 July 1955.
Adnan Adivar's main work is his book on the history of science in Turkey, prepared during his exile
in France: La science chez les Turcs ottomans (Paris 1939),
which he revised and enlarged in the second edition
in Turkish, Osmanh Tiirklerinde Him (Istanbul 1943),
where for the first time all the extensive data on the
subject are put systematically together. Apart from an
essay on Faust (Faust, tahlil tecriibesi, Istanbul 1939) and
a study of the conflict of religion and science in history; Tarih boyunca Him ve din (2 vols., Istanbul 1944),
his remaining work consists of essays and articles on
problems of general culture, history, science and politics which he published in daily papers; some of these
have been put together in Bilgi Cumhuriyeti haberleri
(1945), Dur, du§un (1950) and Hakikat pesindeki emeklemeler (1954).
Bibliography: Teni ufuklar, special number, August
1955; Halide Edib Adivar, Doktor Abdiilhak Adnan
Adviar, Istanbul 1956; Tahir Alangu, 100 iinlu Turk
buyugii, ii, Istanbul 1974, 1259-65.
(FAHIR Iz)
C
ADJMAN, the smallest of the seven shaykhc
doms of Trucial Uman, which now comprise the
U n i t e d Arab E m i r a t e s (alTmdrdt al-cArabiyya alMuttahida [q.v. below]). The shaykhdom proper measures about 100 square miles in extent, and there are
two small enclaves, Masfut and Manama, in the interior. The total population is around 5,000. The leading tribal elements are the Karatisa, Hamfrat and Al
Bu Dhanayn sections of the Al Bu Khurayban branch
of the Na c fm (or Nu'aym), which is also to be found
in the Buraymf Oasis and its vicinity. The ruling
shajykh, from the Karatisa section, is Rashfd b. Humayd,
who succeeded in 1347/1928-9.
Throughout the 13th/19th century c Adjman was
little more than a client state of the neighbouring
Kasfmi shaykhdom of Shardja (al-Sharika [q.v.]}. It
subscribed independently, however, to the various
engagements concluded between the Trucial Shaykhs
and the British government during the century, from
the General Treaty of Peace in 1235/1820 to the
"Exclusive" Agreements of 1309/1892. Early in the
century, as a consequence of Sacudi penetration of
the area, the Al Bu Khurayban of cAdjman, like most
of their fellow Naclm, were converted to the Wahhabf
pratice of Islam.
'Adjman's economy until recent years depended
wholly upon fishing and subsistence agriculture. It is
now sustained primarily by grants from the wealthier
members of the UAE, notably Abu Dhabi (ZabI), and
by concessionary payments from the Occidental Oil
Company for exploratory rights in c Adjman territory
and waters.
(J-B. KELLY)
ADMIRAL [see KAPUDAN].
ADVENTURER'[see KAZAK].
AFAWIH (pi. of qftvdh, sing, fuh) are spices,
a r o m a t i c s u b s t a n c e s , which are added to food
and beverages in order to increase pleasant flavour

and promote digestion. In general they are vegetable
products which are active through their contents of
volatile oils or pungent substances. The classification
according to the individual constituents of plants
(fruits and seeds, blossoms and buds, peel, roots,
etc.), in use at present, does not seem to have been
in practice realised anywhere. It is possible that Abu
Hanlfa al-Dmawarl (end 3rd/9th century) has this
in mind when he says that al-afwah fall under various classes and types (asndf wa-anwdc), and then
quotes a verse each of Dhu '1-Rumma and of Djamfl
[al- c Udhrf], according to which there is a distinction between afwdh al-nawr and afwdh al-bukul (Kitab
al-Nabdt. The book of plants, part of the monograph
section, ed. B. Lewin, Wiesbaden 1974, 200 f., no.
757). An unsystematic list of food spices, among
which are included the most common like salt (milh),
is to be found in Ibn Kutayba, cUyun al-akhbar, iii,
Cairo 1348/1930, 296-9, under the heading masdlih
al-tacdm, where masdlih must have the plain meaning of "spices, food-flavourings". In Arabic the meaning of afdwih is not sharply marked off from (itr, tib
"scents", and cakkdr (plur. cakdkir, cukkdr), "drugs" [see
c
ATTAR]. The lexicographers call al-afwdh what is
added to scents, and al-tawdbil what is added to food
(see Lane, s.v. fuh).
Specific monographs on al-afdwih do not seem to
be known. These substances are treated in their appropriate places in works on botany, pharmacognostics,
medicine, knowledge of commodities, encyclopaedias
and other writings. A list which is, to a certain extent,
representative for the 4th/10th century, is to be found
in al-Mascudf, Mumd}, i, 367, containing 25 main
kinds of spices: 1. sunbul spikenard, 2. karanful clove,
3. sandal sandalwood, 4. ajawzbuwwd nutmeg, 5. ward
rose, 6. salikha cassia, 7. zarnab (meaning doubtful, cf.
Meyerhof's edition of Maimonides, Shark asmd' alc
ukkdr, no. 137), 8. kirfa, cinnamon, 9. kamuwa (a kind
of sonchus?, cf. Ibn al-Baytar, al-I^dmic, Bulak, iv, 17,
tr. Leclerc, no. 1775), 10. kdkulla cardamom, 11. kubdba
cubeb, 12. hdlbuwwd small cardamom, 13. manshim
carpobalsam, 14. fdghira xanthoxylum, 15. mahlab
morello, 15. wars Flemmingia rhodocarpa, 17. kust
costus, 18. agfdr (al-tib), Strombus lentiginosus, 19.
birank Embelia Ribes, 20. darw lentisk gum, 21. ladhan
ladanum, 22. may'a aromatic gum of the storax tree,
23. kanbil Mallotus philippinensis, 24. kasab al-dhanra
calamus, 25. zabdda civet.—Notable is the fact that
one of the oldest and most utilised spices, pepper (fulfill), with its ca. 700 different kinds, does not appear
in this inventory.
In the section on knowledge of commodities in his
handbook on mercantile science, Shaykh Abu '1-Fadl
Dja c far al-Dimashkf (probably 6th/12th century) enumerates, under the term sakat (plur. askdt, strictly
speaking "refuse"), a list of spices which is quite different from that of al-Mas c udf (Kitab al-Ishdra ild
mahdsin al-tidj_dra ilkh, Cairo 1318/1900, 21-4): under
the "small spices" (al-sakat al-saghir) he mentions only
the rhubarb (rdwand) and leaves the others out as
being less important, but under the "great spices"
(al-sakat al-kabir) he reckons: 1. nil indigo, 2. bakkam
sapanwood, 3. Juljul pepper, 4. lubdn frankincense, 5.
mastakd gum mastic, 6. ddrslni al-tacdm food-cinnamon,
7. dl yellow ginger, 8. zand^abil ginger, 9. zurunbdd
redowary-root, 10. khulandj_dn galingale, 11. kust costus, 12. ladhan ladanum, 13. ihlilad^dt, kinds of
myrobalan (see concerning this list, E. Wiedemann,
Aufsatze zur arabischen Wissenschaftsgeschichte, ed. W.
Fischer, Hildesheim 1970, ii, 11-5; H. Ritter, in Isl
vii [1917], 17 f.).
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Scattered or unsystematically-arranged material for
the knowledge of spices is to be found, as can be
expected, in the encyclopaedias of the Arabic and
Persian literature. Preliminary statements already
appear in al-KhvvarazmI's Mafdtih al-culum (ed. van
Vloten, Leiden 1895) under medicaments (169-80),
while ample material is given by Nuwayrf, Nihdyat alarab, the entire twelfth volume of which (Cairo
1356/1937) is devoted to this subject; scents (fib), perfumery (bakhurdt), many kinds of Galia moscata
(ghawdli), perfumes made of aloe with various admixtures (nudud), distillates (mustaktardt), oils (adhdn) and
certain perfumes (naduhdt). Among these rubrics we
find also descriptions of some of the spices already
mentioned, such as sandalwood (39-42), spikenard
(43 f.), cloves (45-8), costus (49-51), etc. All this is
mixed up with detailed statements about other materials which can be counted among spices only with
reservations or in no way at all. As in mediaeval
Europe, ground spices were often adulterated, especially in times of distress. Here we only recall the
original work of Djawbarf (ca. 615/1218), Kitdb alMukhtdrfi kashf al-asrdr wa-hatk al-astdr, which allegedly
informs traders about deceitful devices in commerce
and trade; it was printed several times in the Orient
and urgently deserves a critical edition (now in preparation by S. Wild). The section on adulterations of
spices and perfumes was translated into German by
E. Wiedemann (op. at, i, 1970, 679-82).
Since there is hardly any spice which was not at
the same time used as medicament, it is no wonder
that the most comprehensive material on spices is
to be found in the pharmacopoeias. These are essentially based on the Materia medica (i)A,r| taipiKTi) of
Dioscorides [see DIYUSKURIDIS] . This work, translated into Arabic at an early period, lived on in the
Islamic world in ever-new compilations, expanded by
a great number of drugs which the Arabs had come
to know in the course of their conquests. The material is to be found on the one hand in pharmacognostic and pharmaceutical monographs, the
development of which came to a certain conclusion
with Ibn al-Baytar's great compilation, and on the
other hand in the pharmaceutical sections of compendia on general medicine [see TIBB] . It should,
however, be remembered that in these works spices
are entered and described as medicines in the first
place, not as condiments.
Together with cambric textiles, spices were considered as the most fashionable luxury; both products are often mentioned together as the most lucrative
ones (Mez, Renaissance, 452 ff.). In Egypt, where for
a long time corn had offered the best chances for
investment, spices and drugs took its place after the
Crusades. In the later Middle Ages, the spice trade,
and the pepper trade in particular, was mainly in
the hands of Egyptians and Venetians. A good survey on the spice trade under the Ayyubids and
Mamluks is to be found in G. Wiet, Les marchands
d'epices sous les sultans mamlouks, in Cahiers d'histoire egyptienne, serie vii (1955), 81-147, with a rich bibliography. However, the author does not deal with particular
spices, but with their general trade. Under the protection of the sultans this trade was carried out by
important bodies of merchants, who forwarded the
spices from India and South-East Asia to Europe by
way of Egypt through the Red Sea or by way of
Syria through the Persian Gulf. About these trading
companies and their monopoly we have some detailed
information, especially about the wealthy Kariml
[q.v.], who controlled the spice trade between the
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Yemen and Egypt. The "spice-wars" with the
European ports in the Mediterranean, started by the
Ayyubids and continued by the Mamluks and the
Ottoman Turks, were waged on both sides with great
ruthlessness. Internal policy was carried out, just as
rigorously, especially by the Mamluks: in 832/1429
Barsbay founded a state monopoly of pepper and
three years later he forced the wholesale merchants
to buy from him for 80 dinars a himl the pepper
which they had sold to him earlier for 50 dinars.
Even so, Kansawh al-Ghawrl not only maintained
this monopoly system, but imposed additional heavy
taxes on the merchants. Hopes of cutting out Egyptian
middlemen were the decisive inducement for the
Spanish and the Portuguese to search for a direct
sea-route to India; but after the conquest of the
Moluccas in 1607, the Dutch snatched the monopoly of the spice trade away from the Portuguese.
Bibliography: W. Heyd, Histoire du commerce du
Levant an Moyen-Age, ii, Leipzig 1886 (new impr.
Amsterdam 1959), 563-676; S.Y. Labib, Handelsgeschichte Agyptens im Spdtmittelalter (1171-1517),
Wiesbaden 1965 (solid investigation with valuable
evidence, see index); L. Kroeber, %ur Geschichte,
Herkunft und Physiologic der Wiirz- und Duftstqffe, Munich
1949, passim; F.A. Fluckiger, Pharmakognosie des
Pflanzenreiches\ Berlin 1891, index; H.A. Hoppe,
Drogenkunde1, Hamburg 1958; The legacy of Islam1,
217, 227, 234 with Bibl. at 243; Of the pharmacognostic and medical works, the following selection may be mentioned: Ibn Sfna, al-Kdnunfi 'l-tibb,
i, Bulak 1294, 243-470; Birunl, K. ' al-Saydala,' ed.
and tr. Hakim Muh. Sa'ld, Karachi 1973; Maimonides, Shark asmd* al-cukkdr. Un glossaire de matiere
medicale, ed. M. Meyerhof, Cairo 1940, index; Ibn
al-Baytar, al-I^dmic limufraddt al-adwiya wa 'l-aghdhiya,
i-iv, Bulak 1291, partial tr. L. Leclerc in Notices et
extraits des manuscrits de la Bibliotheque Rationale, xxiii,
Paris 1877; xxv, 1881; xxvi, 1883.
(A. DIETRICH)
AFDAL AL-DlN TURKA, more frequently referred
to as Kh u adja Afdal-i Sadr, was a f a m o u s t h e o l o gian in the reign of the Tfmurid Shahrukh Mfrza
[q.v.], and a member of an originally turco-phone
family of Isfahan, whence the appelation Turka. In
845/1441, when Shahrukh appointed his own grandson, Muhammad b. Baysonkor as governor of a part
of clrak-i 'Adjaml (al-Djibal), Afdal al-Dln Turka was
among the learned courtiers of this young prince. But
later when, in consequence of Muhammad's revolt,
Shahrukh came to Isfahan, Afdal al-Dm together with
a number of other leading figures, were arrested as
Muhammad's accomplices and put to death by the
order of Shahrukh with no further inquiry (Ramadan
850/November 1446). Afdal al-Dln is responsible for
a partial translation of Shahrastanf's Kitdb al-Milal wa
'l-nihal, in which contrary to the original author, he
did not confine himself to expose only the heretical
doctrines, but endeavoured also to refute these heresies. This translation was originally made in 843/1439
for Mfrza Shahrukh, but later when Muhammad b.
Baysonkor came to Trak-i c Adjami, a new version of
the book was dedicated to him. Among other famous
dignitaries of the Turka family we know of another
Afdal al-Dm Turka (d. 991/1583), a grandson of our
Khwadja Afdal al-Dln, and also a famous theologian
of the Safawid period who held for a time the office
of kadi and mudarris, at Kazwln, under the Safawid
Shah Tahmasp I.
Bibliography: Dawlatshah, Tadhkirat al-shu'ard*,
ed. Browne, 339; Ahmad b. Husayn al-
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Katib, Ta'nkh-i djadid-i Yaz.d, ed. I. Afshar, Tehran
1966, 241-2; Abu Bakr-i Tihram, Kitdb-i
Diydrbakriyya, ed. Necati Lugal and Faruk Siimer,
Ankara 1962, 285-8; cAbd al-Razzak Samarkand!,
Matlac-i sa'dayn, ii, 1946, 862-3; Hasan-i Rumlu,
Ahsan al-tawdrikh, Tehran 1970, 260; Mudarris-i
Khiyabanf, Rayhdnat al-adab, Tehran 1326/1947,
i, 412-3; Djalalf-yi Na'mf, ed., Tardj_uma-yi al-Milal
wa 'l-mhal, Tehran 1335/1956, 34-57 cf. Iskandar
Beg Munshf, cAlamdrd-yi 'Abbdsl, index.
(A.H. ZARRINKOOB)
AL-CAFIFI, CABD AL-WAHHAB B. CABD AL-SALAM B.
AHMAD B. HIDJAZI, an E g y p t i a n m y s t i c belonging
to the Shadhiliyya [q.v] order, after whom one of its
branches is named al-cAn~fiyya. He was born in Minyat
c
Afff in the present-day Minufiyya province in the last
quarter of the 17th century. After a period of study
at al-Azhar under a number of notable scholars like
the Malik! mufti Salim b. Ahmad al-Nafrawf, and
Ahmad b. Mustafa al-Sikandaram al-Sabbagh, he
taught the Sahih of Muslim at the madrasa al-ashrafiyya
and confined himself to an ascetic way of life based
upon the precepts of the Shadhiliyya order. He had
been initiated into this tarika [q.v] by the son of the
founder of the Moroccan Tayyibiyya [q.v], the
Wazzanf shdnf Mawla Ahmad al-Tihami al-Tawwatl
(d. 1715), from whom he had also received the khilafa
[q.v]. In addition he held an id^d^at khilafa of the
Khalwatiyya order issued to him by Mustafa Kamal
al-Dfn al-Bakn [q.v.].
His contacts with the Mamluk amirs who used to
come and visit him in his house in Kasr al-Shawk
and the generous way in which he gave away to his
muridun most of what was presented to him as pious
donations caused his circle of adepts to increase and
to spread into the rural areas.
When he died on 12 Safar 1172/15 October 1758,
he was buried close to the mosque of Kayit Bay in
a grave which was swept away by a torrent in the
year 1178/1764-5. After this event his body was
re-interred at a much higher site in the same area
where a domed shrine was constructed over his tomb,
together with a number of adjacent buildings at the
expense of Muhammad Katkhuda Abaza, a Mamluk
amir and onetime katkhudd [q.v.] of Muhammad Bey
Abu '1-Dhahab [q.v.]. As reported by cAbd al-Rahman
al-Djabartl, 'A&a'ib al-dthdr, Bulak 1297, i, 220 f.j and
iv, 163, the yearly mawlid, about which he makes
highly derogatory remarks, was not celebrated until
after this event. At the end of the 19th century it
had become one of the larger popular mawlids in
Cairo (cf. J.W. McPherson, The moulids of Egypt, Cairo
1941, 50, 174; Murray's Handbook of Egypt 1888, 209),
and lasted for eight days (cf. cAlf Mubarak, Khitat, v,
50 f, xvi, 73). According to McPherson, 174, the
mawlid was not celebrated any more by 1940, but in
the fifties celebrations were held again (cf. Madj.allat
al-Isldm wa 'l-Tasawwuf i (Cairo 1958), no. 6, 82).
Al-cAffff has left no writings of his own, but his
teachings have been summarised by one of his disciples cAbd al-Rahman b. Sulayman al-Ghuraynf, in
Risaldt al-Silsila, and they mirror Shadhili teaching as
formulated by Ahmad Zarruk. The latter's wa^ifa [q.v.],
known as Saflnat al-Nad^a3 [li-man ila }lldh iltadj_a3] was
incorporated into the tarika's liturgy and was adopted
as part of the daily office prescribed for the tarikcfs
members, to whom two of al-Zarruk's treatises, Risdlat
al-Usul and Risdlat al-Ummahdt became standard reading at a later period, towards the end of the 19th
century.
Followers of the cAn"fiyya order have been criticised

on various grounds for wearing yellow headgear in
imitation of al-Zubayr b. cAwwam [q.v], who, according to one tradition, wore a yellow turban on the
day of the battle of Badr. In defence of headgear of
this colour, a small treatise was published by the
order, written by Ibrahim al-Sadjfnf under the title
al-Aman al-akbar fl cayn man ankara libs al-asfar.
Two branches of the al-cAftfiyya tarika were active
in Egypt in 1958 (cf. Muhammad Mahmud cAlwan,
al-Tasawwuf al'isldmi, risdlatuhu wa-mabadfuhu, mddiyuhu
wa-hddiruhu, Cairo 1958, 72, 74).
Bibliography: The biographies by cAli Mubarak,
Khitat, xvi, 72 f.; al-Hasan b. Muhammad al-Kuhin,
Tabakdt al-Shadhiliyya al-kubrd, Cairo 1347/19289, 157 f; and Muhammad al-Bashfr Zafir, alTawdkit al-thamma fl acydn cdlim al-Madina, Cairo
1324-5/1906-7, are essentially reproduced from
c
Abd al-Rahman al-Djabartl, 'Adfd'ib al-dthdr, i,
220 f. A short biography may be found in
Muhammad Khalfl al-Muradl, Silk al-durar fi a'ydn
al-karn al-thdni cashar, Istanbul/Bulak 12911301/1874-83, hi, 143 f., which was utilised by
Yusuf b. Isma c fl al-Nabahanl, I^dmic kardmdt alawliyd\ Cairo 1329/ 1911, ii, 139. On the construction of the mosque of al-cAffff in the second
half of the 19th century, see CA1I Mubarak, Khitat,
v, 51. Information about descendants of al-cAfiff
and culamd' buried in the precincts of the mosque
may be found in Abu '1-Hasan Nur al-Dln 'All
b. Ahmad al-SakhawI, Tuhfat al-ahbdb wa-bughyat
al-tulldb fi 'l-khitat wa 'l-mazdrdt wa 'l-tara^im wa
'l-bikd' al-mubdrakdt, Cairo 1937, 54. The treatises
by Ahmad al-Zarruk, cAbd al-Rahman al-Ghuraynf
and Ibrahim al-Sadjml, referred to in this article
were published by cAft~ff al-Wakkad in a collection under the title Hiddyat al-sd'il ila madj_muc al~
rasd'il, Cairo 1316. The order's chain of transmission of the wa^ifa and the sanad [q.v], which
are given in the treatise by cAbd al-Rahman alGhuraynf referred to in this article, figure also in
c
Abd al-Kadir Zaki, al-Najha al-caliya fi awrdd alShddhiliyya, Cairo 1321, 220 f. (photomechanical
reprint: Tarabulus (Libya) 1971).
A manual of religious instruction and mystical
practice intended for the members of the 'AfYfiyya
order was written by one of its khalifa?,, Sayyid
c
Abd al-Nabf Muhammad Khadir, al-Irshdddt aldiniyya, al-Minya n.d. [1970]. Prayer manuals of
al- c Afffryya are Fu'ad Ramadan, Mad^mn'at ahzdb,
Cairo n.d.; and Ahmad Hasan (ed.), Ma^mu'at
awrdd wa-ahzdb Ii 'l-sdda al-Shadhiliyya, Cairo
1351/1932-3.
(F. DE JONG)
AFLlMUN, FULAYMUN, IFL!MUN, the G r e e k
r h e t o r i c i a n and sophist Antonius Polemon (ca. 88144 A.D.) of Laodicea (near modern Denizli [q.v] in
western Turkey). He lived most of his life in Smyrna,
and was the author of a book on physiognomy, which
has been preserved, apart from one single Greek quotation, in an Arabic translation only. The translator is
not known. Polemon's book (K. Aflimunfi 'l-firdsd) presents the characteriological physiognomy, in contrast to
the branch of physiognomy which aims at medical morphoscopy [see FIRASA]. It was believed that characteriological physiognomy provided an insight into someone's
character by means of a skilful interpretation of his
physical appearance (al-istidldl bi 'l-khulk al-^dhir cald 3lkhulk al-bdtin). Polemon's book is divided into 70 chapters. Ch. 1 treats the characteristics of the human eye,
and ch. 2 the characteristics of animals from which,
by analogy, conclusions can be drawn about human
nature; these constitute about half of the book. Then
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follow chs. 3-30 on the different parts of the body,
chs. 31-5 on the different nations of the world, chs.
36-40 on the colour of the parts of the body, chs.
41-8 on the growth of hair on the parts of the body,
chs. 49-50 on the movements of the body, chs. 5166 on several outspoken character types, and chs. 6770 on several other topics connected with foretelling
someone's destiny. The book appears to be authentic, as can be seen from the many Greek examples;
thus mention is made of Oedipus (ed. Hoffmann, 111,
7), Gyrene (ibid. 119, 14), Lydia and Phrygia (ibid.
139, 13), Egypt, Macedonia, Phoenicia, Cilicia and
Scythia (ibid. 237, 14-239, 2). The eyes of the Roman
Emperor, Hadrian of whom Polemon was a favourite,
are described (ibid. 149, 4). Polemon's opponent,
Favorinus, is only too well recognisable in the anonymous and malicious description on p. 161, 8 ff. Allusion
to the attempt on the Emperor's life is made on p.
141, 1 ff.
Polemon does not give a theoretical introduction
to his method. He used materials from the
Physiognomicon of Ps. Aristotle and gave his book a
lively tone by including anecdotes about contemporaries and avoiding a monotonously scientific treatment of his subject (Stegemann, 1345-7). Polemon's
name is mentioned by al-Djahiz (d. 255/868 [q.v.])
in his Hayawdn, ed. C A.M. Harun, Cairo 1938, iii,
146, 269-75, 284), with extensive quotations on the
physiognomy of the dove (firasat al-hamdm), none of
which however can be found in the Arabic physiognomicon as it exists now. Ibn al-Nadfm (d. 377/987
[q.v.]) mentions Polemon's book and, without naming
its author, a Firasat al-hamdm (Fihrist, ed. Fliigel, 314).
Mention of Polemon is also made by Ibn Hazm
(413/1022 [q.v.]) in his Tawk al-hamdma (ed. D.K.
Petrof, Leiden 1914, 30). The quotation by Ibn Hazm
is only a faint echo of Polemon, ed. Hoffmann, 169,
1-4. An anecdote about Polemon and Hippocrates (a
crude anachronism) in Ps. Aristotole, Sin al-asrdr (cf.
ed. Foerster, ii, 187-90) found its way into Ibn alKiftf (d. 646/1248 [q.v.]), Ta'nkh al-Hukamd3, ed.
Lippert, Leipzig 1903, 91 1. 12-92 1. 2 and into Ibn
Abl Usaybi'a (d. 668/1270 [q.v.]), cUyun al-anba3, ed.
Miiller,' Konigsberg 1884, i, 27-8.
Polemon's book was widely used and epitomised.
An Arabicised short version is the edition of M.R.
al-Tabbakh, Aleppo 1929. The characteristics of the
several nations of the Hellenistic world (ed. Hoffman,
237-9, ed. al-Tabbakh, 46) are applied to peoples of
the Islamic world. Another short version is MS Gotha
85 (3) (see bibliography), which lacks the specific Greek
characteristics but is less adapted to Islamic taste than
the Aleppo version. An evaluation of the texts written under the name of Polemon has not been undertaken so far. Polemon's book was probably a primary
source of al-Dimashkl (d. 727/1327 [q.v.]), K. al-Siydsa
fi cilm al-firdsa (cf. Brockelmann, S II, 161) and Ibn
al-Akfanf (d. 749/1348 [q.v.]), Asds al-nydsa fi cilm alfirdsa (MS Paris, BN, Arab. 2762). Firasa was, and
still is, a popular science with its uses both in court
life, human relationships and the slave trade. The
exact impact, directly or indirectly, of Polemon's work
on the numerous tracts on physiognomy of later times,
cannot now easily be discerned.
Bibliography: On Polemon in general see the
art. Polemon (by W. Stegemann) in Pauly-Wissowa,
xxi/2, cols. 1320-57, and F. Sezgin, GAS, iii,
352-3. On Polemon's position in the Arabic firasa
tradition, see T. Fahd, La divination arabe, Strasbourg
1966, 384-6, and Y. Mourad, La physiognomic
arabe..., Paris 1939, 44-6, with the literature
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cited there. Polemon's book was edited by G.
Hoffmann, in R. Foerster, Scriptores physiognomonici
Graeci et Latini, Leipzig 1893, i, 93-294 (= MS Leiden
Or. 198 (1)). The only Greek quotation of Polemon
preserved is given in ibid., i, p. LXXVI. A PsPolemonic treatise is mentioned in ibid.', ii, 147-60
(= MS Gotha Arab. 85 (3)); Other MSS. of treatises going under the name of Polemon are mentioned by Fahd, op. cit. 384-6; Ullmann, Medium,
96; Foerster, Script, phys., i, p. LXXXVII (identical
with Hadjdjr Khalifa, ed. Fliigel, vii, 297, and (?)
with MS Nuruosmaniye, Defter, no. 2388); and M.R.
al-Tabbakh in his edn., introd. p. 2. The Greek
physiognomicon ascribed to Polemon in Aeliani variae Histonae Libn XIIII, Rome 1545, ff. 79-91 is not
authentic, as has been demonstrated by R. Foerster,
in De Polemoms Physiognomomcis dissertatio, Kiel 1886,
10 ff.
ff.
(JJ. WITKAM)
AFRAG (AL-MANSURA), an 8th/14th century
M a r l n i d royal c a m p - t o w n (whence its name),
commanding Ceuta from the heights west of the peninsula on which this old Moroccan (now Spanish) seaport is situated. Its site lies in an area of modern
suburban development: in the north-east the line of
its west wall stops short of the Ceuta-Punta Blanca
coast road (Carretera de la Playa Benitez), and, from
south-west to north-east, the trapezoid site is bisected
lengthways by the Carretera de Torrones. More
than half a kilometer of the west wall, including the
remains of one of its three original gates, Bab Fas,
and its towers has survived. Construction techniques
suggest Andalusian influence.
Afrag owed its existence to that of Ceuta, which,
from around 1250, had acquired growing economic
and strategic importance and become the great entrepot of the western Mediterranean, boasting an economy thriving on commerce and privateering. Militarily,
it was ideally suited to assist Islam in its struggle
to maintain its increasingly precarious foot-hold in
Spain: it had ships, harbours and a seafaring population equipped for war by land and sea; in good weather its ships could rapidly cross to Algeciras;
its fortifications were formidable and, on its landward side, impregnable. However, because it could
easily withstand assault and siege from the mainland,
it had long enjoyed a profitable measure of independence and, at times under the cAzafids [q.v], escaped
Marfnid control altogether. Accordingly, when in
728/1327-8 the total collapse of cAzafid authority was
followed by internal dissension, the Marmid sultan Abu
Sacld decided to assert his authority there once and
for all. Among measures to achieve this end were decisions to demolish Ceuta's Outer Suburb (al-rabad albarrdm) wall, the most formidable barrier to access
from the west, and to impart solidity and permanence
to what had doubtless been the site of many an earlier siege camp. Like a similar foundation built by a
dynastic predecessor outside Tlemcen, it was given the
name al-Mansura. Abu SacTd is credited with the construction of a palace there with adjacent mosque as
well as other buildings. Most of the wall and fortifications, however, seem to have been the work of Abu
'1-Hasan (931-52/1331-51). In the 9th/15th century
Afrag was regarded as a suburb of Ceuta. Much of
the place was still standing in the 18th century.
Bibliography: B. Pavon Maldonado, Arte
hispanomusulmdn en Ceuta y Tetudn, in Cuadernos de
la Alhambra, vi (1970), 72-6; J.D. Latham, The
strategic position and defence of Ceuta in the later
Muslim Period, in Orientalia Hispanica, ed. J.M.
Barral, i/1, Leiden 1974, 454 and passim (also
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in Islamic Quarterly, xv (1971), 195-7 and passim);
al-Ansan, Ikhtisdr al-akhbdr, ed. E. Levi-Provencal
with title Descrip-tion musulmane au xve siecle, in
Hesperis, xii (1931), 145-76, ed. Ibn Tawlt in
Tetudn (1959), ed. A. Ben Mansour, Rabat 1969,
passim; Spanish tr. by J. Vallve Bermejo, in AlAndalus, xxvii (1962), 398-442).
(J.D. LATHAM)
AGAHI, poetical name of MUHAMMAD RIDA MIRAB
B. ER NIYAZ BEK, Khfwan h i s t o r i a n , poet and
t r a n s l a t o r , born 10 Dhu 'l-Kacda 1224/17 December
1809 in the township Kiyat, near Khfwa, in Khwarazm.
He belonged to Uzbek tribe of Yiiz and to an aristocratic family, whose members were hereditary mirabs
(in the Khanate of Khfwa there were four high officials with the title mirdb, members of the khan's council consisting of 34 camalddrs). His uncle was Shir
Muhammad Mirab with the poetical name Mu'nis
[q.v.], a poet, translator and historian. Agahl studied
in a madrasa and especially under his uncle, whom he
repeatedly calls his ustad. After the death of Mu'nis
in 1244/1829, he received the title and the post of
his uncle (Agahl, Riyad al-dawla, MS. of the Leningrad
Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies of the
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, E-6, f. 334a). As
a mirab he supervised the irrigation system in the country (a special interest in irrigation is noticeable in his
historical works), but also, as other high officials, he
usually accompanied the khans of Khfwa in their military campaigns. In 1255/1839 he was ordered by
Allah-Kulf Khan to complete the history of the Khanate
of KhTwa Firdaws al-ikbdl written by Mu'nis, which
had remained unfinished after his death (see Firdaws
al-ikbdl, MS. of the Leningrad Branch of the Institute
of Oriental Studies, C-571, f. 445a-b). Having completed this work, carrying it to the death of Muhammad
Rahfm Khan, 1240/1825, Agahf proceeded with separate histories of Allah-Kulf Khan and his successors,
thus becoming a kind of official historiographer of the
Khanate of Khlwa (formally such a post did not exist
in the khanate). In 1268/1851 he resigned from the
post of mirab because of an illness (see his I^dmic alwdki'dt-i sultdm, MS. of the Leningrad Branch of the
Institute of Oriental Studies, E-6, f. 488a-b) and dedicated all his time to literary work until his death in
1291/1874, shortly after the Russian conquest of Khlwa
(see Muhammad Yusuf Bek Bayanf, Shadj_ara-yi
A^warazmshahf, MS. of the Institute of Oriental Studies
in Tashkent No. 9596, f. 4b).
His literary production in C aghatay was very considerable. Besides the continuation of the Firdaws alikbdl of Mu'nis he wrote five other historical works,
continuing one after the other till 1289/1872: (1)
Riyad al-dawla, history of Allah-KulI Khan (124058/1825-42) and the first two years of the reign of
Rahfm-Kulf Khan (1258-9/1843-4); (2) fubdat altawdnkh, history of Rahlm-KulI Khan (1258-62/18436): (3) L>idmic al-wdkicdt-i sultdnl, history of Muhammad
Amm Khan (1262-71/1846-55), cAbd Allah Khan
(1271/1855) and Kutlugh Murad Khan (1271-2/18556); (4) Gulshan-i dawlat, history of Sayyid Muhammad
Khan (1272-81/1856-64); and (5) Shahid-i ikbdl, history of the first eight years of the reign of Sayyid
Muhammad Rahfm Khan II (1281-9/1864-72).
Except for the Firdaws al-ikbdl and the greater part
of the Riyad al-dawla, all of them are contemporary
chronicles arranged in annalistic form, with their
main subdivisions being the years of reign of respective khans. Agahfs accounts are based on his own
observations as well as reports of other eyewitnesses, and, in some cases, on official documents. These

chronicles are the most outstanding work of late
Central Asian historiography "in regard to the minuteness of account and the quantity of facts" which they
comprise (Barthold). His Turk! dlwdn entitled Ta'widh
al-cdshikln includes mainly ghazals, but also kasidas,
mathnawis, mukhammasdt, etc.; he wrote also some poems
(mostly ghazals) in Persian.
Agahi was also a prolific translator. At the beginning of his literary career he continued the translation into C aghatay on the Rawdat al-safd3 by
Mfrkh w and [q.v.] begun by Mu'nis (Agahl translated the second half of vol. ii, vol. iii and, allegedly,
vol. vii), and later translated a number of other
Persian works: Ta3nkh-i djahdn-gushd-yi Nddiri by
Muhammad Mahdl Khan; Durra-i Nddiri by the same
author; the 3rd vol. of Rawdat al-safd-yi Ndsin by
Rida-Kulf Khan; the Gulistdn by Sacdl; Yusuf waZjulaykhd by Djamf; Haft paykar by Nizam! (a prose
translation); Shah wa-gadd by Hilalf; ^ubdat al-hikdydt
by Muhammad Warith; the Kdbus-ndma; the Akhldki Muhsini by Husayn Kashiff; and the Miftdh al-tdlibln
by Mahmud Ghizhduwanf (cf. Storey, i/2, 973) (there
exist MSS. of all above-mentioned translations, see
Bibliography). In the preface to his dlwdn he mentions also several other translations made by him,
manuscripts of which, however, have still not yet
been discovered: a £afar-ndma [apparently by Sharaf
al-Dfn Yazdf]; Salamdn wa-Absdl by Djami; the
Bahdristdn by Djami; [the memoirs of] Wasifi (cf.
Storey-Bregel, 1123-6); Tadhkira-yi Muklm-Khdnl;
Tabakdt-i Akbar-Shdhi; the Hasht bihisht by Amfr
Khusraw; and also a shark to the Dald'il al-khayrdt
from Ottoman Turkish.
Bibliography: V.V. Bartol'd, Istoriya kul'turnoy
zhizni Turkestana (1927), in Socineniya, ii/1, 285-6;
P.P. Ivanov, in Material! po istorii turkmen i Turkmenii,
ii, Moscow-Leningrad 1938, 23-7; K. Munirov,
Agahi [in Uzbek], Tashkent 1959; idem, Munis,
Agahi wa Baydnlning tarikhi atharlari [in Uzbek],
Tashkent 1961; R. Madjidi, Agahi linkasi [in Uzbek],
Tashkent 1963; J. Eckmann, in Philologiae turcicae
fundamenta, ii, 389-90; H.F. Hofman, Turkish
literature, section iii, Utrecht 1969, i/2, 48-52 (with
additional references). On the MSS. of his original historical works see, besides the above-mentioned sources, L.V. Dmitriyeva et alii, Opisaniye
tyurkskikh rukopisey Instituta narodov Azii, \, Moscow
1965, 106-18 (Nos. 97, 98, 100-2, 105-7, 110);
Sobraniye vostocnikh rukopisey Akademii nauk Uzbekskoy
SSR, Tashkent, i, 83-4, vii, 33-7. The MS. in the
Istanbul University Library TY 82 (the only one
known outside the Soviet Union) contains Firdaws
al-ikbdl, Riyad al-dawla and %ubdat al-tawdnkh.
Russian translations of extracts from historical
works: V.V. Bartol'd (1910), in Socmemya, ii/2, 40013 (epitomised translation from Shdhid-i ikbdl};
Materiall po istorii karakalpakov, Moscow-Leningrad
1935, 125-43; Materiall po istorii turkmen i Turkmenii,
ii, Moscow-Leningrad 1938, 384-638. MSS. of the
dlwdn: see Sobraniye vostocnikh rukopisey Akademii nauk
Uzbekskoy SSR, vii, 128-9; separate poems: see ibid.,
ii, 358, v, 125, vii, index. The Dlwdn was published lithographically in Khlwa in 1300/1882 and
1323/1905 and in modern Cyrillic transcription in
1960 in Tashkent (partial edition only). On the
MSS. of his translations of Persian historical works
see Storey-Bregel, 374, 375, 479, 910, 913; Sobranye
vostocnikh rukopisey Akademii nauk Uzbekskoy SSR, iii,
111, v, 107, vii, 48, 68-9, 217-8.
(Yu. BREGEL)

AGHA HASHAR KASHMIRI (1879-1935), the

AGHA HASHAR KASHMIRI — AHMAD AL-HIBA
b e s t - k n o w n U r d u d r a m a t i s t . His actual name
was Agha Muhammad Shah and Hashar his takhallus,
while his nisba alludes to the country of origin of his
father. The latter came from Kashmir, and settled in
Benares as a merchant. Here Agha Hashar was born
and educated, until in 1897 he ran away from home
and made for Bombay. He feared his father's wrath
for his misuse of money entrusted to him; and his
appetite for the new Urdu drama form, which was
flourishing in Bombay, had been whetted by the visit
of a theatrical company to Benares. He worked as
playwright for various companies in Bombay, and subsequently in several provincial capitals such as
Hyderabad and Madras, writing over thirty plays.
Many of them were extremely successful, and earned
him a fine reputation, and also considerable wealth,
which, however, he quickly dissipated. He later worked
in films. He died and was buried in Lahore.
When he entered the field, the main lines of the
Urdu dramatic form were already established. Agha
Hashar, by his technical brilliance and command of
language raised it to its highest point. The form was
hardly challenged until after the 1939-45 War.
Common elements in the form were: the use of poetry
and rhymed prose, often rhetorical to the point of
bombast, prose being reserved for comedy or social
drama; the development of subsidiary plots alongside
the main one, as in Shakespeare; and historical or
heroic themes, based on either Islamic and Indian
stories or Shakespeare and other English dramatists,
whose plays were freely adapted, with changes in locations and names of characters. Social themes were
also employed. Violence and death were common on
stage, as in Sohrdb-o-Rustum (1929, publ. Lahore 1959):
yet adaptations of Shakespeare's tragedies might be
given happy endings—thus Sqfed Khwun (1907, publ.
Lahore 1954), based on King Lear.
Bibliography: For accounts of earlier Urdu
drama, see Muhammad Sadiq, History of Urdu literature, London 1964, 393-9; Ram Babu Saksena,
History of Urdu literature, Allahabad 1927, 346-67;
J.A. Haywood, Urdu drama—origins and early development, in Iran and Islam—in memory of Vladimir Minor sky,
ed. C.E. Bosworth, Edinburgh 1971, 293-302;
Accounts of Agha Hashar and his dramatic art are
to be found in Wakkar c Azfm, Agha Hashar awr un
ke drdme, Lahore 1956; and idem, Urdu drama —
ta'nkh-o-tankid, Lahore 1957. For the texts of the
plays, those published by Urdu Markaz, Lahore,
are recommended. Other and earlier editions are
based on information supplied by actors; many were
published in the author's lifetime without his authority. They differ substantially from Agha Hashar's
manuscripts, many of which are in the Nawab of
Rampur's library. Of the Urdu Markaz series, apart
from the two mentioned in the text, the following
may be noted: Sayd-i-haws based on Shakespeare's
King John (1954); Aslr-i-hirs, based on Sheridan's
Pizarro (1954); Khwubsurat bald (1954); and Pahla piydr
or Balwd mangal (1955).
(J-A. HAYWOOD)
AGHAOGHLU,
AHMED
(originally AHMED
AGHAYEF, later AGHAOGHLU AHMED and after 1934
Ahmet Agaoglu), Turkish writer and journalist (18691939). Born in Shusha, a town in the Karabagh [q.v.]
region of Adharbaydjan, he was educated in his home
town and Tiflis (Tbilisi) and later studied political
science in Paris. In 1894 he returned home, where
he collaborated with progressive and nationalist intellectuals like Husayn-Za.de 'All, Isma'Il Gaspirali
(Gasprinski) [q.v] and CA1I Merdan Topcibashi and
contributed to various papers. After the restoration
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of the Constitution in Turkey in 1908, he went to
Istanbul, joined the Committee of Union and
Progress (CUP) and became a leader writer of the
French daily Jeune turc. Together with Diya Gokalp,
Yusuf Akcura and Mehmed Emm (Yurdakul) he
became one of the promoters of the Turkism movement (Tiirkciiluk) which developed, with the foundation in June 1911 of the nationalist association
Turkish Hearth (Turk Odj.aghi] and its organ Turk
yurdu, into an influential current in Turkish intellectual life after 1912. In 1913 Aghaoghlu was
appointed professor of Turkish history in Istanbul
University and continued his contributions to various papers. Elected deputy to Parliament and a
member of the executive board (Merke^-i cUmumi) of
the CUP, in 1917 he accompanied the Turkish expeditionary force to the Caucasus as a political officer. On his return to Istanbul he was arrested by
the British and exiled to Malta with other leading
CUP members. Freed from Malta in July 1921, he
joined the Nationalists in Ankara and was appointed director general of the Press. Elected to the
Grand National Assembly, he contributed at the
same time to the semi-official daily Hdkimiyyet-i milliyye and taught at the newly-established Faculty of
Law in Ankara. He was one of the founders of the
short-lived Liberal Party (Serbest Firkd) of August 1930
and following its abolition in November of the same
year, retired from political life, teaching in the
Istanbul Faculty of Law until his retirement in 1933.
He died in Istanbul on 19 May 1939.
Essentially a journalist and politician, Aghaoghlu is
the author of the following major works: (1) Uc
medeniyyet ("Three civilisations") Istanbul 1927, 2nd ed.
in Roman script Uf medeniyet, Istanbul 1972; (2) Serbest
insanlar iilkesinde ("In the land of free people"), Istanbul
1930; (3) Devlet ve fert ("State and individual"); and
posthumously, (4) Serbest Firka hatiralan ("Reminiscences
of the Liberal Party"). Istanbul 1949. Aghaoghlu's
innumerable articles published in various dailies have
not been published in book form.
Bibliography: Samet Agaoglu (his son), Babamdan
hatiralar, Istanbul 1940 (contains the author's reminiscences of his father, Aghaoghlu's own incomplete
memoirs and impressions of a number of writers
on A.A.); idem, Babamm arkada§larr ("My father's
friends"), Istanbul 1969.
(FAH!R Iz)
AGRICULTURE [see FILAHA].
AGUEDAL [see AGDAL].
AHABISH [see HABASH, HABASHA].
AL-AHDAB [see IBRAHIM AL-AHDAB].
AHMAD AL-HIBA, a r e l i g i o u s l e a d e r of
s o u t h e r n M o r o c c o , and ephemeral p r e t e n d e r to
the Sharffian throne, known above all as al-Hlba. He
was born in Ramadan 1293 or 1294/SeptemberOctober 1876 or 1877, the fourth son of the famous
Shaykh Ma5 al-cAynayn [q.v.]. He was brought up
and educated in his father's bosom, and his natural
talents and temperament gave his teachers high literary hopes of him.
When his father died at Tiznlt in Shawwal
1328/November 1910, he succeeded him at the head
of the mundun of the order and was then at the peak
of his responsibilities. However, when there was
announced the signing of the Protectorate Treaty
between France and sultan Mawlay al-Hafiz [q.v], followed by the rumour of the latter's death and of the
murder of the 'ulamd3 of Fas by the French, he proclaimed himself sultan, organised his own makh^an [q.v]
and launched throughout the Sus, and then through
all Morocco, appeals for resistance. Soon the tribes of
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the South (except for the ports) rallied to him, and
before official letters announcing the accession of
Mawlay Yusuf [^.y.] could arrive, he appointed fresh
officials with high responsibilities in the regions which
had recognised him. He then used the way via Tfzl
n'Ma'shu and followed the road to Marrakesh in an
imperial procession. When he arrived before the southern capital, he met with hostility from the high political leaders, but was received with joy by the people
of the Hawz [q.v.]. The new sultan entered Marrakesh
on Sunday, 5 Ramadan 1330/18 August 1912, occupied the kasaba and installed himself in the palace of
the cAlaw!s. He had to face grave troubles immediately. Profiting by the great unrest which had seized
people's hearts and minds, the casdkir troops, the floating population of the city and the hungry hordes which
had followed the new amir from Taroudannt, launched
themselves into sacking the shops and imposing all
sorts of exactions on the populace.
Al-Hlba had secured the handing-over to himself
of the few French residents, including the vice-consul
of France, who had attempted to flee the city. In an
endeavour to save their lives, Gen. Lyautey's troops
got the order to go by forced marches to Marrakesh.
Ahmad al-Hlba sent out to confront them about 5,000
men, who were crushed on 6 September at Sldi Bu
c
Uthman by Col. Mangin's column, in every way
better-armed and better-led than the pretender's force.
In front of the rapid French advance, al-Hlba and
his remaining supporters, the "blue men" quickly evacuated the city which they had occupied three weeks
previously and fled into the Atlas, pursued by all those
who has suffered from their extortions and insolent
behaviour. Col. Mangin entered Marrakesh on 7
September 1912, with an enthusiastic welcome from
the Jewish community; the majority of the Muslim
population sullen and silent. Sultan Mawla Yusuf was
then proclaimed, in an atmosphere of general relief,
by the great religious and political leaders of the city
and of the surrounding region, wearied by the disorders and insecurity.
Al-Hlba withdrew first of all to base, whence he
"reigned" over the Sus over nearly eight months,
after having refused nomination as the sultan's khalifa
over all the south of Morocco. He was then expelled
from his capital by the Sharlfian mahallas [q.v.] sent
against him from Marrakesh, and finally, continually defeated but always remaining proud, he died at
Tiznlt in dignity on 18 or 24 Ramadan 1337/17 or
23 June 1919.
Bibliography: Ladreyt de Lacharriere, Grandeur
et decadence de Mohammad al-Hiba, in Bulletin de la
Societe de Geographie d'Alger et de I'Afrique du Nord (1912),
No. 65; cAbbas b. Ibrahim al-Marrakushl, al-flam
bi-man halla Marrdkush, i, Fas 1355/1936, 289-303;
Gen. Lyautey, Rapport general sur la situation du
Protectorat du Maroc du 31 Juillet 1914, Rabat N.D.,
13-15; F. Weisgerber, Au seuil du Maroc moderne,
Rabat 1947, chs. xxii-xxiv; G. Deverdun, Marrakech,
des ongmes a 1912, Rabat 1959, i, 548-9; M.M.
al-SusI, al-Macsul, Rabat 1380/1960, iv, 101-246
(very full and lively account of the pretender and
his adventures).
(G. DEVERDUN)
AHMAD B. ISA B. ZAYD B. cALi B. AL-HUSAYN
C
C
B. ALI B. ABI TALIB, ABU ABD ALLAH, Zaydl l e a d e r
and scholar, was born on 2 Muharram 157/22
November 773 in Kufa. His father Tsa b. Zayd,
who was supported by many Zaydls as their candidate for the imamate, had gone into hiding in the
houses of the Kufan Zaydf traditionist al-Hasan b.
Salih b. Hayy [q.v.] after the failure of the revolt of

Ibrahim b. cAbd Allah [q.v.] in 145/762-3. After the
death of his father in 166/783 and of al-Hasan in
167/783-4, Ahmad and his brother Zayd were brought
to the caliph al-Mahdl, who took charge of their
upbringing. He permitted them to reside in Medina,
where Zayd died. Ahmad remained there until he
was denounced to the caliph Harun al-Rashld, it being
alleged that the Zaydls were gathering around him.
On the order of the caliph, he and another cAlid, alKasim b. CA1I b. c Umar, were brought to Baghdad
and put under the custody of al-Fadl b. al-Rabf.
They escaped, however, and Ahmad b. Tsa, according to al-Safadi, led a revolt in 'Abbadan in 185/801,
but soon fled and went into hiding in Basra. This
date for Ahmad's escape and concealment would agree
well with the report of al-Tabarl (iii, 651) that
Thumama b. Ashras was imprisoned by Harun in
186/802 "because he had been lying in the matter
of Ahmad b. Tsa" and the report of al-Djahshiyarl
(al-wuzara3, ed. Mustafa al-Sakka3, Cairo 1357/1938,
243) that the Barmakid Yahya b. Khalid, when he
fell into disgrace in the same year, was accused of
having sent 70,000 dinars to Ahmad in Basra. AlYackubi's account (Ta'rikh, 512) that Ahmad was seized
and imprisoned in al-Rafika in 188-804 appears mistaken, and the date may refer merely to the capture
and execution of Hadir, the servant and assistant of
Ahmad, reported in the same account. According to
one report, Ahmad was discovered in Kufa in the
time of the caliph al-Mutawakkil, but left free because
he was afflicted with cataracts. He died, after having
become blind, in Basra on 23 Ramadan 247/1
December 861.
Like his father, Ahmad was considered by many
Kufan Zaydls as the most suitable candidate for the
imamate, though he refused, after his initial failure, to
become involved in any revolutionary activity. He was
also accepted by his followers as an authoritative teacher
in religious matters. His doctrine was collected by some
Zaydl transmitters who had access to him, in particular by the foremost Kufan Zaydl scholar of the
3rd/9th century, Muhammad b. Mansur al-Muradl (d.
ca. 290/903), whose K. Amdll Ahmad b. cha (with additions from the transmission of other Zaydl authorities)
is extant in manuscript. His jikh doctrine was based
primarily on the traditions transmitted by Abu Khalid
al-Wasitl from Zayd b. CAH [q.v] and by Abu '1-Djarud
from Muhammad al-Bakir, though he occasionally also
relied on other traditions or taught on his own authority. He thus represented a more strictly Zaydl (Djarudl)
outlook, considering only the hadith of the Ahl al-Bqyt
as authoritative, in contrast to his father who, in accordance with the view of the Batriyya [q.v.], accepted
the hadith transmitted by the Muslim community at
large. Concerning the imamate, however, he stood
close to the Batriyya, apparently admitting the legitimacy of the caliphate of Abu Bakr and c Umar. In
theology, he upheld the majority views of the early
Kufan Zaydiyya. He supported predestination and the
creation of the acts of men by God versus human
free will, held the Muslim sinner to be an "unbeliever by ingratitude" (kafir nicma) though not a polytheist
(mushrik), and refused to take a definite position concerning the question of the createdness of the Kur'an.
In the first of these doctrines he sharply differed from
his contemporary al-Kasim b. Ibrahim [q.v.], whose
positions were closer to Muctazill views.
His religious doctrine became one of the four
madhhabs to which the Kufan Zaydls adhered in the
4 t h / l l t h century. Some Zaydls are said to have
restricted the imamate to his descendants. His popu-
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larity among the Shica is also reflected by the fact
that the leader of the Zandj rebellion [see CAL! B.
MUHAMMAD AL-ZANDji] for some time claimed to be
his grandson.
Bibliography: Abu '1-Faradj al-Isfahanl, Makdtil
al-Tdlibiyyin, ed. Ahmad Sakr, Cairo 1368/1949,
420-5, 619-27; al-Tanukhl, al-Faradj. bacd al-shidda,
Cairo 1357/1938, i, 120 f.; Abu Nu c aym al-Isfaham,
Dhikr akhbdr Isfahan, ed. S. Dedering, Leiden 1931,
i, 80 (the account seems to rest at least partially
on a confusion with another cAlid); al-Safadl, alWdfl, vii, ed. Ihsan 'Abbas, Wiesbaden 1969, 27_1
f.; Ibn clnaba, cUmdat al-tdlib, ed. Muh. Hasan Al
al-Taliqanl, al-Nadjaf 1380/1961, 288-90; W.
Madelung, Der Imam al-Qdsim ibn Ibrahim, Berlin
1965, 80-3 and index s.v. Ahmad b. clsa b. Zaicl.
(W. MADELUNG)
AHMAD B. MUHAMMAD or MAHMUD, called
MUC!N AL-FuKARA5, T r a n s o x a n i a n a u t h o r of an
important work on the religious leaders and saints of
Bukhara, the Kitdb-i Mulldzdda or Kitdb-i Ma^drdt-i
Bukhara, in which the cemeteries of the city and their
occupants are described. Since the last date mentioned
in the book is 814/1411-12, the author must have
lived in the reigns of Tlmur and Shah-Rukh [see
TlMURiDs]. From the number of extant manuscripts,
the work was obviously popular in Central Asia.
Extracts from it were first given by Barthold, Turkestan
v epokhu Mongolskago nasjiestuiya, i, Teksty, 166-72, and
a lithograph appeared at New Bukhara in 1322/1904.
Of secondary sources, see Barthold, Turkestan, Eng.
tr.3, 58; Storey, i, 953; O. Pritsak, Al-i Burhdn, in hi.,
xxx (1952), 95-6 (the critical text of the K.-i Mulld^dda
mentioned here as being in preparation as a Gottingen
thesis never in fact materialised).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(Eo.)
AHMAD B. MUHAMMAD AL-BARKI [see ALBARKI, in Suppl.].
AHMAD PASHA KUCUK ("the small"), d. 1046/
1636, O t t o m a n m i l i t a r y c o m m a n d e r who took
a prominent part in the revival of the Ottoman
empire under Murad IV (1033-49/1623-40). Of
Albanian origin, he began as a soldier and became
commandant of the Turkmen troops. He became governor of Damascus for the first time in 1038/1629,
but was soon recalled by the Porte to become governor of Kiitahya. The sultan then charged him with
suppressing the revolt of Ilyas Pasha, who was ravaging Anatolia, and he rapidly achieved success here
and brought the rebel back a prisoner to Istanbul
(1042/1632). He then became governor of Damascus
again, with the charge of pacifying the Druze country, and whilst passing through the region of Aleppo
suppressed the endemic state of revolt of the nomads
in the mountainous zone to the north-west of the
city.
Ahmad Pasha easily managed to master the revolt
of Fakhr al-Dln II [q.v.], whom he took captive
(1043/1633-4). As a reward for his many services,
Murad IV appointed him to the vizierate with three
tughs and bestowed upon him, by a firman of
1046/1636, the whole of Fakhr al-Dln's wealth, which
included numerous buildings in Sayda, one of which
was the khan for rice in the quarter near the port in
the northwestern sector of the town (and not the khan
of the French, as often stated, including by P. Schwarz
in El1 art. SIDON). Ahmad Pasha used these revenues
for a wakf in favour of the Holy Cities in Arabia and
a tekiyye which he had built in the southern part of
Damascus, outside the Bab Allah on the pilgrimage
route; this is accordingly one of the rare monuments
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built in Damascus in the first half of the 17th century (it is known today as the mosque of al-cAssail).
The pacification of Lebanon was hardly finished
when he joined the forces campaigning against Persia
as commander of the Ottoman vanguard, and he distinguished himself above all at the time of the great
battle of Tabriz. In the following year, Murad IV
entrusted to him the defence of al-Mawsil, where he
found a glorious death in battle against the Persian
troops (20 Rabr II 1046/21 September 1636). He
was buried in his tekiyye in Damascus.
It seems that during his Lebanese expedition, Ahmad
Pasha showed his usual severity, so much so that
remembrance of "the year of Kuciik" remained
stamped on the popular memory in Mount Lebanon.
Indeed, the Porte did not hesitate on future occasions
(notably in 1214/1799) to remind the Druzes of this
harshness. The terrible legacy of fear left behind in
the local consciousness is probably the origin of the
Lebanese legend of "Kiiciik". Ahmad Pasha is represented as a polished traitor who engineered the ruin
of his benefactor and then seized his possessions. The
legend relates in effect that Ahmad Pasha was an
orphan brought up by Fakhr al-Dln II, who appointed
him tax-collector for southern Lebanon, but since he
committed various financial defalcations, he had to
leave his service and then sought Fakhr al-Dln's ruin
by accusing him at the Porte of wanting to make
himself independent, for which he was rewarded by
the wealth of the Macns.
Bibliography: There is a long, fairly confused
biography in MuhibbI, Khuldsat al-athar, Cairo 1862,
i, 385-8, who, together with Sam! Bey (Kdmus alacldm, Istanbul 1888, i, 797), emphasises his courage
and fidelity to Murad IV. Extracts from the text
of the wakfiyya of Ahmad Pasha are in the Zahiriyya
at Damascus, No. 8518 (history), containing in particular the description of Fakhr al-Dln's possessions;
see A. Abdel Nour, Etude sur deux actes de waqfs du
XVT el du XVIP siecles des wilayets de Damas d de
Sayda, Sorbonne thesis 1976. For a detailed account
of Ahmad Pasha's death, see Na c lma, Ta'rlkh,
Istanbul 1866, iii, 291-2. On his official career, see
Von Hammer, Histoire, Paris 1838, ix, 275-6. On
the "year of Kiicuk", see Chebli, Fakhr al-Dln II
Mafn, Beirut 1936, 186 ff. One of the oldest versions of the Lebanese legend of Kuciik is to be
found in clsa al-Macluf, Ta'nkh al-amlr Fakhr al-Dm
al-Macnl al-thdnr, Beirut 1966, 202-10.
(A. ABDEL NOUR)
AHMAD-I RUMI, P e r s i a n S u f i and a u t h o r ,
who lived and worked in India in the first half of the
8th/14th century. Little is known of his life except
that he travelled from khdnakdh [q.v.] to khanakdh,
preaching and composing his moralistic treatises for
the residents of these convents. He has been incorrectly identified by Blochet as Ahmad b. Muhammad
Rum! al-Hanafi (HadjdjI Khalifa, iv, 582) and by
Massignon as Sultan-i Walad's grandson, Ahmad Pasha.
Ahmad's most popular work, the Dakd'ik al-hakd'ik,
is divided in 80 chapters, each opening with an dya
or hadlth, which serves as a starting point for the discussion of some aspect of Sufi doctrine. Mawlana
Djalal al-Dln RumI [q.v.] is quoted frequently, and
each chapter is concluded by a short mathnawl in imitation of Mawlana. Like his later, similar composition, Umm al-Kitdb (727/1327) it is a first instance of
a class of works expounding Mawlana's teachings,
without however constituting an actual attempt at a
commentary of the Mathnawl (as Furuzanfar would
have it in his Sharh-i Mathnawl, i, Tehran 1346, 10).
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The instruction of the convent's residents takes a
more practical turn in al-Dakd'ik f i 'l-tank, a lengthy
mathnawi in 12 chapters on the relation between murshid
and murid. Although Ahmad describes himself as a
"follower of Mawlana", from his exposition of Sufi
praxis he does not appear as a Mawlaw! in the strict
sense of the word. Rather, Ahmad's works indicate
that Sufi life in the 8th/14th century did not have
to be organised along the formal lines of the later
great orders.
One instance of lyrical poetry (a gha^al] occurs in
a Mathnawi manuscript in Edinburgh (Hukk, Ethe,
Robertson, Descriptive catalogue, no. 281).
Bibliography: A.C.M. Hamer, An unknown
Mawlawi-poet: Ahmad-i Rumi, in Studia Iranica, iii
(1974), 22_9-49. '
(A.C.M. HAMER)
AHMADI, a town about 30 years old some 20
km. south of Kuwayt City. During the early days of
exploration for oil in Kuwayt, the Kuwait Oil
Company (KOC), then owned in equal shares by the
Anglo-Iranian Oil Company (later renamed British
Petroleum) and by the Gulf Oil Corporation of the
United States, established its base camp at Magwa
(al-Makwa) not far north-west of the ridge known as
Dhahr (al-Zahr), which with an elevation of ca. 120
m. is one of the few fairly high places in the state.
In 1356/1938 KOC discovered oil south of the ridge
at Burgan (Burkan), destined to become one of the
largest oil fields in the world. The involvement of
Britain and later the United States in the Second
World War delayed the first export of oil until
1365/1946. KOC gradually moved its field headquarters to the desert area of the ridge, which was
renamed Ahmad! (in Arabic al-Ahmad!) in honour of
Shaykh Ahmad Al Djabir Al Sabah, then the Ruler
of Kuwayt. Oil from Burgan and other fields, including one called Ahmad!, is brought to a tank farm on
the ridge, whence it flows by gravity to the nearby
coast for shipment from the terminal of Mfna 3 alAhmad!. The company built at Ahmad! a planned
community with many amenities designed especially
for the comfort and pleasure of the expatriate staff
(British, Americans, etc.). With the passage of time,
Kuwaytis in increasing numbers received the training
necessary to qualify them for higher positions in the
company. The government also inaugurated and
expanded in stages its participation in the ownership
of KOC, culminating in a complete takeover in
1394/1975, with the original owners being retained
to lend a hand in the operations. The town and the
indigenous parts of the state have thus moved towards
full integration.
Ahmad! town is also the seat of the Ahmad!
Governorate (mutidfa^a). As Kuwayt endeavours to
diversify its economy in order to escape undue dependence on the export of oil and natural gas, emphasis
is placed on industrialisation. The largest industrial
area in the state is now Shuaiba (al-Shucayba) on the
coast of the Governorate south of Mina 3 al-Ahmad!,
with huge plants for generating electricity, distilling
sea water, and manufacturing petrochemicals.
Bibliography. In addition to the general bibliography for KUWAYT, see al-'Arabi, Kuwayt, Shawwal
1395 and Rabf II 1396; Ma^allat Dirdsdt al-Khalid},
Kuwayt, Radjab 1396; Jlie Kuwaiti Digest, Kuwayt,
Jan.-Sept. 1976.
(G. RENTZ)
AL-AHMAR [see ABU 'L-HASAN AL-AHMAR, in
Suppl.].
AHMED, FAKlH, or AHMED FAKIH, e a r l y Ana t o l i a n T u r k i s h p o e t whose identity and date are
controversial. He is accepted to be the author of the

Carkh-name, a poem of about eighty couplets in kasida
form, which is found in the Maa^mac al-naga'tr, compiled in the early 16th century by Hadjdj! Kemal
of Egirdir. It was first published by M. Fu'ad
Kopriilii as a specimen of early 13th century Turkish
verse (Anatolische Dichter in der Seldschiikenzeit, ii, Ahmed
Faklh, in KCsA, ii (1926), 20-38). Mecdut Mansuroglu,
who edited the work in transcription, modified the
text of the 16th century manuscript, adapting it to
the linguistic characteristics of the 13th century.
Recent research by T. Gandjei (Notes on the attribution and date of the "Carhndma", in Studi preottomani e
ottomani, Atti del Convegno di Napoli, Naples 1976, 1014) shows that there has been a confusion among
several Fak!h Ahmeds and Ahmed Fakihs mentioned
in the sources and that the Carkh-ndme attributed
to one of these cannot linguistically be dated earlier than the late 14th century. The Carkh-ndme,
which is written in the literary language of early
Anatolian (Ottoman) Turkish, repeats some of the
leitmotivs of diwdn poetry: life is short, all the signs
indicate that the end is near; none, even prophets
and kings can escape death; consider the day of
Judgement and repent; etc. (For a paraphrase in
modern Turkish and evaluation of the poem, see
Fahir Iz, Eski tiirk edebiyatinda na^im, ii, Istanbul 1967,
Introduction).
Bibliography: A. Bombaci, Storia della letteratura
turca, Milan 1969, 270.
(FAHIR Iz)
AHRAR, KHUADJA C UBAYD ALLAH B. MAHMUD
NASIR AL-DlN (806-95/1404-90), a shaykh of the
Nakshband! order under whose auspices it became
firmly rooted in Central Asia and spread also to
other regions of the Islamic world; furthermore, the
effective ruler of much of Transoxania for four
decades. He was born in Ramadan 806/March 1404
in the village of Baghistan near Tashkent into a
family already renowned for its religious and scholarly interests. It was his maternal uncle, Ibrah!m
Shash!, who first assumed the task of educating him
and who sent him to pursue his studies in Samarkand.
Because of illness and lack of inclination on his part,
Ahrar soon abandoned his studies in Samarkand,
and according to his own admission never mastered
"more than two pages of Arabic grammar".
Throughout his life, indeed, he manifested a certain
disdain for formal religious learning, assigning more
importance to the enactment of the Sharl'a and the
practise of Sufism. At the age of 24, Ahrar went to
Herat, and it was evidently there that his active
interest in Sufism was awakened. He associated with
numerous shaykhs of the city without, however, offering his formal allegiance to any of them. The master to whom he gave his devotion was instead Ya'kub
Carkh! (d. 851/1447), one of the principal successors of Baha3 al-Dm Nakshband, eponymous founder
of the Nakshband! order, who had left Bukhara after
the death of his master to settle first in Badakhshan
and then in the remote province of Caghaniyan.
Ahrar had already had some dealings in Samarkand
with another Nakshband! shaykh, Kh vv adja Hasan
c
Attar, son-in-law of Baha5 al-Dm Nakshband, but
c
Attar had seen little sign in him of spiritual talent,
and advised him instead to learn the martial arts.
Returning from Caghaniyan to Tashkent in about
835/1431, Ahrar established himself as chief Sufi
shaykh of the city.
Ahrar's rise to political prominence came in
855/1451, when he extended to the Timurid prince
Abu Sac!d assistance that proved decisive in enabling
him to capture the Tmiurid capital of Samarkand.
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According to the account found in the biographies of
Ahrar, Abu Sacid, defeated in battle by a rival prince,
c
Abd Allah Mirza, fled northward to Tashkent, and
in the course of his flight dreamed of the celebrated
saint, Ahmad Yasawl [q.v.]. YasawT introduced him
to a luminous figure who would aid him in his struggle. Describing the figure he had dreamed of to the
people of Tashkent, Abu Sacid was told that it was
none other than Kh w adja cUbayd Allah Ahrar. Ahrar
was at the time absent from Tashkent, and it was at
the small town of Parkent (Farkat) outside the city
that Abu Sa'ld went to meet him. Ahrar consented
to aid him, on condition that he use his rule to
enforce the Shan'a and to alleviate the lot of the people. In the ensuing battle, cAbd Allah Mirza was
defeated, and Abu Sacfd entered Samarkand, soon to
be followed by Ahrar. Abu Sa'Td's battle against cAbd
Allah Mlrza had been won, in reality, by his Uzbek
auxiliaries, commanded by Abu '1-Khayr Khan; it is
said that they had intervened at the request of Ahrar,
but this is uncertain. In any event, Abu Sacld felt
himself to be in the debt of Ahrar and even, according to the chronicler cAbd al-Razzak Samarkand!,
"regarded himself as being under his orders". Ahrar's
domination of Samarkand became complete in 8617
1457 when Abu Sa c fd transferred his capital to Herat.
It survived the death of that prince in 874/1469, this
death occurring in the course of a disastrous campaign undertaken with Ahrar's advice; Abu Sacld's
son, Sultan Ahmad, proved even more devoted to
Ahrar than his father had been.
There are a number of episodes, apart from the
conquest of Samarkand in 855/1451, that may be
mentioned as particularly illustrative of Ahrar's political influence; his organisation of the defence of
Samarkand against an army from Khurasan in
858/1454; his success in 865/1460 in persuading Abu
Sacrd to abolish the tamgha in Bukhara and Samarkand, and to promise the abolition of it and all
other non-shar'i imposts throughout his realm; his mediation between Abu SacTd and a rebellious prince,
Muhammad Djukf, at Shahrukhiyya in the years
865/1461 and 867/1463; and his arbitration of three
conflicting claims for the possession of Tashkent in
890/1485.
Ahrar expounded the reasons for his political activity in a number of explicit utterances, which make
it clear that he sought ascendancy over rulers in
order to secure justice and the implementation of
the Shari'a. He is thus reported as saying: "there
must stand between the people and their ruling lords
one capable of checking violence and oppression.
The people are helpless, and have no recourse against
the great. Hence it is necessary to convince kings
not to transgress against God's law or to torment
the people" (Mir cAbd al-Awwal NishapurT, Masmu'at,
ms. Institut Vostokovedeniya, Uzbek Academy of
Sciences, Tashkent 3735, f. 131b). His sense of political mission is also apparent from the following utterance: "if we acted only as shaykh in this age, no
other shaykh would find a murid. But another task
has been assigned to us, to protect the Muslims from
the evil of oppressors, and for the sake of this we
must traffic with kings and conquer their souls, thus
achieving the purpose of the Muslims" (Fakhr alDm CA1T Saff, Rashahdt cayn al-haydt, Tashkent
1329/1911,'315).
In fulfilling this role, Ahrar was aided by the
gradual accumulation of a vast amount of wealth,
which permitted him to bestow patronage and charity as well as to exercise political influence. He
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may, indeed, have been the largest landowner in
Transoxania of his time. Documents survive indicating that he owned 30 orchards, 64 villages with
their surrounding lands and irrigation canals, and
scores of commercial establishments and artisan workshops in different cities (O.D. Cekhovic, Samarkandskie
dokumenti XV-XVI vv., Moscow 1974). Some of this
property, worked partly by slaves of Indian origin,
was used for the upkeep of NakshbandT khdnakahs,
but it is evident that in many cases the purchase
of land by Kh w adja Ahrar was purely nominal; the
property remained in the effective ownership of the
sellers, who benefited from the security and prestige bestowed by the name of Ahrar.
In addition to thus establishing, in his own person, NakshbandT supremacy in Transoxania, Ahrar
extended the influence of the order to other regions.
One of his principal followers, Muhammad Kadi,
travelled to the Mughal rulers of Farghana and
obtained their adhesion to the NakshbandT order,
thus laying the foundation for several centuries of
both spiritual and temporal rule by NakshbandT
kha'ddj_a$ in Eastern Turkestan (see Muhammad
Haydar Dughlat, Ta'nkh-i Rashidi, ms. British
Museum or. 157, f. 67b). Others undertook to travel to the presence of Ahrar in Samarkand; by way
of example we can mention Mawlana CA1T Kurd!
of Kazwln and Shaykh c Ayan KazarunT, who introduced the Nakshbandiyya to western and southern
Iran before it was swept away by the Safavids
(Muhammad b. Husayn b. cAbd Allah KazwmT,
Silsil-ndma-yi Khndajagdn-i Nakshband, ms. Istanbul,
Laleli 1381, f. 13a. Ff. 10a-14a of this work contain a complete list of the munds, of Ahrar). Possibly
most significant was the transmission of the
NakshbandT order to Turkey by another mund of
Ahrar, Molla c Abd Allah IlahT, since whose time
the Nakshbandl order has maintained an uninterrupted presence among the Turks (see Kasim Kufrali,
Molla Ilahi ve kendisinden sonraki Nak§bendiye miihiti,
in Turk Dili ve Edebiyati Dergisi, iii [October 1948],
129-51).
Ahrar died in Rabf al-Awwal 895/February 1490,
and a decade later Tlmurid rule in Transoxania came
to an end. Muhammad ShaybanT, the Uzbek conqueror of Transoxania, showed himself hostile to the
sons of Ahrar, confiscating much of the property they
had inherited from their father, and putting to death
Kh w adja Muhammad Yahya, his second and favourite
son. However, Muhammad ShaybanT's nephew,
c
Ubayd Allah Khan, restored the major part of their
lands and took pride in the coincidence of his name
with that of the great Ahrar. In general, the posthumous repute and influence of the khnddj_a were great,
and the various branches of the NakshbandT order
that descended from him played a major role in the
history of Central Asia down to the Russian conquest.
Bibliography: Materials on the life of Ahrar
are unusually copious. A complete bibliography
is given in Hamid Algar, The origins of the Naqshbandi order, ii (forthcoming), which contains a full
discussion of the career of Ahrar. Here the following p r i m a r y sources—all of them in
Persian—will be mentioned: Mir cAbd al-Awwal
Nishapurf, Masmu'dt, ms. Institut Vostokovedeniya,
Uzbek Academy of Sciences, Tashkent 3735; Fakhr
al-Din 'All Saff, Rashahdt cayn al-hqydt, Tashkent
1329/1911 (numerous other editions also exist,
as well as Arabic and Turkish translations);
Muhammad Kadi, Silsilat al-cdrifin wa-tadhkirat
al-siddikin, ms. Istanbul, Haci Mahmut Efendi
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2830; and Mawlana Shaykh, Manakib-i Khwadja
Ahrar, ms. Institut Vostokovedeniya, Uzbek
Academy of Sciences, Tashkent 9730. There is
mention of Ahrar in most of the Tfmurid chronicles, and a long encomium of him in c Abd alRahman Djamf's Nafahdt al-uns (pp. 406-13 of the
edition published in Tehran in 1336/1957 by
Mahdf Tawhldfpur). Most later manuals of
Nakshbandf biography also contain accounts of
Ahrar, generally based on the Rashahdt; see, for
example, Muhammad Amfn al-Kurdr, al-Mawdhib
al-sarmadiyya fi mandkib al-Nakshbandiyya, Cairo
1329/1911, 155-72. Averse to formal learning,
Ahrar did not leave many writings; there survive
from him, however, a commentary on a quatrain
of obscure meaning attributed to Abu Sacrd b.
Abi '1-Khayr, Sharh-i hawrd^iyya (published by V.A.
Zhukovskii as an appendix to his edition of
Muhammad b. al-Munawwar's Asrdr al-tawhid, St.
Petersburg 1899, 489-93), and two treatises, entitled Risdla-yi wdlidiyya and Fakardt (numerous mss.
of both are to be found in European, Turkish
and Soviet collections; the former has been translated into both Ottoman and Caghatay Turkish).
Some of his correspondence has also been preserved in Soviet collections, partly in autograph;
see, for example, ms. Institut Vostokovedeniya,
Tajik Academy of Sciences, Dushanbe 548. The
branches of the Nakshbandiyya descending from
Kh w adja Ahrar are enumerated in Kamal al-Dm
al-Harm, Tibydn wasd'il al-hakd'ik, ms. Istanbul,
Ibrahim Efendi ff. 34a-41b. S c h o l a r l y w r i t i n g
on Ahrar has been done up to the present almost
entirely in Russian: mention may be made of the
pages devoted to Ahrar in V.V. Bartold's Ulug
Beg i ego vremya, reprinted in Socineniya, Moscow
1964, ii (2), 121-4, 205-17, Eng. tr.~ V. and T.
Minorsky, in Four studies on the history of Central
Asia, ii, Leiden 1958, 117-18, 166-77, and a number of more recent studies concentrating on the
socio-economic aspects of Ahrar's activity: R.N.
Nabiev, /£ istorii politiko-ekonomiceskoi zhi^ni
Maverannakhra XV v. (zametki o Khod^ha-Akhrare], in
Velikii Uzbekskii Poet—Sbornik Statei, Tashkent 1948,
25-49; Z.A. Kutbaev, K istorii vakufnykh vladenii
Khod^ha Akhrara i ego potomkov, doctoral thesis,
Tashkent University 1970; and O.D. Cekovic,
Samarkandskie Dokumenty XV-XVI vv., Moscow 1974.
(HAMID ALGAR)
AHRUN (AHRUN) B. A C YAN AL-KASS, "the priest",
presbyter and p h y s i c i a n , who lived in Alexandria
probably in the 7th century and belonged, with
Paulus of Aigina, to the last great medical scholars
produced by the Alexandrian School. A satirical verse
of al-Hakam b. cAbdal [q.v.], in which a tax official
of cAbd al-Malik b. Bishr b. Marwan, governor of
Basra, is advised to have the offensive smell of his
breath and nose cured by Ahrun before presenting
himself to the amir (Djahiz, Hayawdn, i, Cairo 194950, 247, 14 = 249, 8 = 250, 2; Ibn Kutayba, cUyun,
Cairo 1930, iv, 62; Aghdnl, Cairo 1928, ii, 424), possibly offers a terminus post quern for the period in
which Ahrun lived. cAbd al-Malik b. Bishr was governor under Yazld II in 102/720-1 (Taban, ii, 1433,
1436).
Ahrun (probably = D App cov) allegedly composed a
medical compendium (Ilav8£KTr|(;, iTjviaypxx?)
consisting of 30 books, which was translated into
Syriac by a certain Gosios (The Chronography of
Gregory Abu 'l-Faraj. . . Bar Hebraeus, tr. Budge,
Oxford 1932, 57; see also M. Meyerhof in 1st., vi

(1916), 220 f). Masardjuwayh is said to have translated the work afterwards into Arabic under the title
al-Kunndsh, and to have added two more books. The
information on this procedure is, however, defective
and inconsistent (see Fihrist, 297; Ibn Djuldjul, Tabakdt,
ed. F. Sayyid, 61; Kiftf, Hukamd', ed. Lippert, 80;
Ibn Abf Usaybi'a, cUyun al-anbd3, i, 109; Sacid, Tabakdt,
ed. Cheikho, 88; Barhebraeus, Duwal, ed. Salhanf,
157). The data are the more uncertain because it is
not known when Masardjuwayh was living. According
to Ibn Djuldjul, he is said to have translated Ahrun's
work under the caliphs Marwan (64-5/684-5) or cUmar
b. cAbd al-cAzfz b. Marwan (99-101/717-20); according to others he belongs to the 2nd/8th or 3rd/9th
century.
In any case, the Kunndsh must have been highly
appreciated (Kunndsh fddil afdal al-kandnlsji al-kadima,
Kiftl, Hukamd', 324), although it was very badly
arranged and difficult to consult even for specialists, according to the judgement of Abu Sahl Bishr
b. Ya'kub al-Sidjzf (4th/10th century). For example, the twenty kinds of headaches (sudd0} are said
to have been brought together in one place, while
their causes, symptoms and treatments are discussed
separately in various places. The subject-matter could
thus only be mastered by lengthy readings (see
Dietrich, Medicinalia arabica, Gottingen 1966, Arabic
text, 6 ff.). Al-Madjusf (Kitdb al-Malaki, i, Bulak
1294, 4 f.) remarks that the work is bad and without value, especially for those who had not read
Hunayn b. Ishak's translation—which thus also did
exist.
The Kunndsh has not been preserved in complete
manuscript, but it has survived in many quotations,
especially in al-Razf's Hdwi. They have been brought
together by Ullmann, Die Medium im Islam, 88 f.,
and by Sezgin, GAS, iii, 167 f. They can certainly
be enlarged through systematic research, see e.g.
Maimonides, Shark asmd3 al-cukkdr, ed. Meyerhof,
Cairo 1940, no. 247; Ibn al-Khatfb, Kitdb camal man
tabb li-man habb, ed. Maria C. Vazquez de Benito,
Salamanca 1972, 89, 132, 135, 140. A judgment
on the work will only be permitted after all the
quotations attainable have been compiled systematically with the greatest possible completeness. RazF
more than once quotes an abstract from the Kunndsh
under the title al-Fd'ik. It could not be verified
whether the al-Adwiya al-kdtila, mentioned by S.
Munadjdjid in RIMA, v (1959), 278, is indeed a
work of Ahrun, but Munadjdjid considers the attribution as doubtful.
Bibliography: given in the article. See further,
Ullmann and Sezgin, and for the older literature,
L. Leclerc, Histoire de la medecine arabe, i, 1876,
77-81.
(A. DIETRICH)
C
A1SHA KANDISHA, a female spirit, diversely referred to as a o^inniyya (a female dfinni [q.v.]),
an 'afrita [see IFRIT] or a ghiila [see GHUL], by the
peoples of northern Morocco. Westermarck classifies her as one of the "individual spirits" whose
characteristics are more explicitly elaborated than
those of the run-of-the-mill djinn. Although there is
some difference of belief in her attributes, 'A'isha
Kandlsha is said generally to appear as either a
wondrous beauty or an old, wrinkled hag with elongated nipples, pendulous breasts, and long finger
nails. In both manifestations she has a hoofed foot
of a camel, a goat, or an ass. She it thought to be
jealous, arbitrary, whimsical, and quick-tempered—
ever-ready to strangle or strike those who have
offended her. Her victims, at least in the area around
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Miknas, must undergo the rituals of the Hamadisha
[q.v. in Suppl.], her special devotees, to be rid of
the symptoms of her attack: paralysis, sudden deafness, blindness, or mutism. In her beautiful manifestation she is an insatiable temptress. Once a
man has succumbed to her—he is said to be married to her—he is in her absolute power and must
follow her every command. His only redress is to
plunge a steel knife into the earth before giving
into her.
c 3
A isha Kandlsha is said to be married to a far
less elaborated ajinm, Hammu Kiyu, and to live in
the earth or under a river. Along the Moroccan lit
toral she is thought to live in the sea. The Hamadisha
claim that her favourite home is a grotto under a
giant fig tree, near the sanctuary of SldT CA1T b.
Hamdush, one of the saints whom they venerate, on
the Djebel Zarhun. This grotto is visited by cA3isha
Kandfsha's followers, especially by women who are
anxious for children or for relief from menstrual cramps
and other gynaecological complaints. Such women
smear henna on their ailing body and make a promise (cdr [q.v. in Suppl.]) to sacrifice a chicken or goat
if they are relieved of their complaint. During the
musem, or annual pilgrimage [see MAWSIM], to Sldl
c
Alfs sanctuary, the grotto is the scene of wild, trancelike dances in which some of VVisha Kandlsha's female
followers grovel in the mud in imitation of pigs. VVisha
Kandlsha is said to like henna and to fear iron and
steel. Her favourite colours are red and black. She
has a preference for black benzoin and certain
Hamadisha melodies.
c 3
A isha Kandlsha is often indigenously confused with
similar female spirits. She is, of course, identifiable
with other female spirits in North Africa and the
Middle East. Westermarck has related her worship to
that of Astarte. The Hamadisha claim that she was
brought north from the Sudan by one of their saints,
Sldl Ahmad Dghughl.
Bibliography: E.A. Westermarck, Ritual and belief
in Morocco, London 1926; V. Crapanzano, The
Hamadsha: a study in Moroccan ethnopsychiatry, Berkeley
1973; idem, Mohammed and Dawia, in V. Crapanzano
and V. Garrison (eds.), Case studies in spirit possession, New York 1977.
(V. CRAPANZANO)
AKA KHAN KIRMANl, MIRZA <ABD AL-HUSAYN,
also known as Bardsm (ca. 1270-1314/1853-96), a
m o d e r n i s t t h i n k e r of 19th century Iran. He
belonged to a well-to-do family of Kirman. He studied Persian and Arabic literature, Islamic history, Jikh,
usul, hadith, mathematics, logic, natural philosophy,
and mediaeval medicine under several teachers such
as Mulla Dja'far, HadjdjI Aka Sadik, and Sayyid
Djawad Karbala3!. He also learned some English,
French, Turkish and Old and Middle Persian. In
1298/1880 he assumed a position in the Kirman
Revenue Office. After approximately three years, however, he suddenly abandoned his job and secretly left
Kirman for Isfahan because he was not willing to cooperate with the Nasir al-Dawla, the oppressive governor at that time of Kirman. Thereafter he began
to work for the governor of Isfahan, Zill al-Sultan,
and at the same time he continued to study French
under the Jesuits. Because of the trouble that the
Nasir al-Dawla created for him, he, together with his
close friend, Shaykh Ahmad Ruhr, went to Tehran
in 1303/1885, but he could not stay there for the
same reason. He and Ruhr therefore, after spending
a few months in Mashhad, proceeded to Istanbul
towards the end of 1303/1886. Soon afterwards, they
both went to Cyprus and each married a daughter
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of the then Babi leader, Mirza Yahya Nun, known
as Subh-i Azal.
While in Istanbul, Aka Khan was living in poor circumstances; his mother and his brother had deprived
him of the wealth to which he was due by inheritance. He had therefore to live on a modest income
earned through teaching, as well through contributing
to the Persian newspapers, such as the Akhtar of Istanbul
and Malkam Khan's Kanun published in London. He
was one of the outspoken opponents of the 1890 Persian
Tobacco Concession and other concessions granted by
the Shah, and his sharp criticism of Nasir al-Dm made
the latter so angry that " . . . while kicking the ground
and chewing his lips, the Shah said: 'Anyone who
establishes correspondence with Aka Khan, I will demolish his house over his head'" (Yahya Dawlatabadl,
Ta'nkh-i mu'dsir yd haydt-i Tahyd, i, Tehran 1957, 125).
In addition to his press campaign, Aka Khan joined
the Pan-Islamic group headed by another bitter
critic of the Shah, Sayyid Djamal al-Dm Asadabadl
"Afghani", and he also corresponded with the Persian
c
ulamd} of clrak. Because of these anti-Shah activities,
the Iranian government urged the Turkish authorities
to extradite Aka Khan and his close associates to
Iran. This development coincided with the 1893-4
Armenian unrest in Turkey, and Aka Khan was
accused of cooperation with the rebels. An arrangement was therefore made that Turkey should exchange
Aka Khan and his friends for the rebellious Armenians
who had fled to Iran. In the meantime (1314/1896),
Nasir al-Dm Shah was assassinated by a disciple of
Afghani, Mlrza Rida KirmanI; this incident expedited the process of Aka Khan's extradition. Finally,
in Safar 1314/July 1896 Aka Khan, together with
two friends, Ruhl and Hasan Khan Khablr al-Mulk,
were beheaded in Tabriz while Muhammad CA1I
Mirza, the later Shah, was watching the scene.
Aka Khan has been recognised as a distinguished
forerunner of modernist thinking in Iran, of greater
intellectual calibre than other contemporaries such as
Malkam Khan, Akhund-Zada. and Mustashar al-Dawla
TabrizI; for one thing, his linguistic ability provided
him with a broader access to European sources on
social, political, and philosophical thought. Despite his
Pan-Islamic activity, he was anti-religious and quite
hostile to many traditional practices.
As a modern school of thought, Bablsm attracted
Aka Khan and for a while he became one of its
adherents. Later, however, he turned against Bablsm,
a.nd considered all religious sects to be useless (Firldun
Adamiyyat, Andlsjiahd-yi Mir^d Aka Khan Kirmdm,
Tehran 1967, 66). In his thinking, he was influenced
by European thinkers such as Voltaire, Spencer,
Rousseau, Montesquieu, and Guizot.
Aka Khan's works, many of them unpublished and
incomplete, include detailed accounts of materialism,
anarchism, nihilism, nationalism, and the philosophy
of religion. He had modernist interpretations of history and suggested a new methodology for Persian
historiography; in regard to the arts, and particularly
literature, he believed that they should be responsible to and representative of society. In his treatment
of society, he proclaimed that "Wealth consists essentially of (1) material objects such as metals and mines,
and (2) the labourers' wages. The true criterion for
wealth is physical as well as intellectual labour alone . . .
not silver and gold, which are the means of exchange
alone" (ibid., 237-8).
Bibliography. Aka Khan KirmanI, Hasht
bihisht, Tehran 1960; idem, Haftdd u du millat,
Berlin 1924; idem, Nama-yi cibrat, in Rastdkhiz, i
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and Asian influences on the Persian Revolution of 1906,
in Asian Affairs, N.S. vi (June 1975), 155-64;
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VII. Kongresses fur Arabistik und Islamwissenschaft,
Gottingen, 15. bis 22. August 1974, Gottingen
1976, 189-207; Firfdun Adamiyyat, Ideuludli-yi
nahdat-i mashrutiyyat, i, Tehran 1976; idem, Fikri dimukrdslyi iajtimd'i dar nahdat-i mashrutiyyat-i Iran,
Tehran 1975; idem, Sih maktub-i Mirzd Path 'All,
sih maktub va sad khatdba-yi Mirzd Akd Khdn, in
Taghmd, xix (1966), 362-7, 425-8; idem, Andishahdyi Mirzd Path cAli Akhund-^dda, Tehran 1970; M.
Mu c m, Farhang-i Jam, v, Tehran 1966, under
"Aka Khan"; Muhammad Tak! Malik al-Shu'ara3
Bahar, Sabk-sjiindsl, iii, Tehran 1958; Ahmad
Kasrawl, Ta'rikh-i mashruta-yi Iran, Tehran 1965;
Mahdf Malik-Zada, Ta'rikh-i inkildb-i masjirutiyyati Iran, i, Tehran 1949; Nazim al-Islam Kirmanf,
Td'nkh-i Biddri-yi Irdniydn, i/1-3, and Mukaddima,
Tehran 1967; Nikki R. Keddie, The origins of the
religious-radical alliance in Iran, in Past & Present: A
Journal of Historical Studies, xxxiv (1966), 70-80;
idem, Religion and irreligion in early Iranian nationalism, in Comparative Studies in Society and History,
iv/4 (1962), 265-95; idem, Religion and rebellion in
Iran: the Tobacco Protest of 1891-1892, London
1966; E.G. Browne, Press and poetry of modern Persia,
Cambridge 1914; idem, The Persian Revolution of
1905-1909, Cambridge 1910; idem, Materials for
the study of the Bdbi religion, Cambridge 1918; Nasr
Allah Fathf, Ta'rikh-i shdnzhmdn-i Iran, kitdbl ki
muntasab bi Mirzd Akd Khdn Kirmdm ast. . ., in
Nigm, ii/9 (1967), 33-7; Isma c il Ra'fn, Anajumanhd-yi sirn dar inkildb-i mashrutiyyat-i Iran, Tehran
1966; Khanbaba Mushar, Mu3allifm-i kutub-i cdpiyi Jam va Arabi, iii, Tehran 1962, nos. 754-6;
Hamid Algar, Mir^d Alalkum Khdn: a biographical
study of Iranian modernism, Berkeley 1973; Bastanf
Parfzf, Taldsji-i macdsh, Tehran 1968; Khan Malik
Sasanl, Siydsatgardn-i dawra-yi Kdajdr, i, Tehran
1959; 'All Amm al-Dawla, Khdtirdt-i siydsi, Tehran
1962; Muhammad Kazwmf, Wafaydt-i mucdsinn,
in Tddgdr, iii/10 (1947), 12-25; Sa'id Naffsi, Duktur
c
Ali Akbar Khdn Nafisi Na^im al-Atibbd, in Tddgdr,
11/4 (1946), 52-60; J. Morier, Sarguzasht~i Haajajdi
Bdbd-yi Isfahan!, tr. Mirza Habib Isfahan!,
Calcutta 1924; Mangol Bayat Philipp, The concepts of religion and government in the thought of
Mirzd Aqd Khdn Kirmdm, a nineteenth-century
Persian revolutionary, in IJMES, v (1974), 381-400;
Muhammad Gulbun, Mddjard-yi katl-i Mir^d Akd
Khdn Kirmdm, Shaykh Ahmad Ruhl, va Mirza Hasan
Khdn Khdbir al-Mulk, in Taghmd, xxiv/4 (1971);
See also AZADI in Suppl.
(ABDUL-HADI HAIRI)
AKA NADJAFI, HApjpjT SHAYKH MUHAMMAD
TAK! ISFAHAN! (1845-1931), member of a very powerfully-established clerical family of Isfahan and himself an influential and wealthy religious authority in
that city. Contrary to some of his clerical contemporaries, such as M!rza Hasan Shiraz! and
Muhammad Kazim Khurasan! [q.v.], Aka NadjafT
was not known as being devoted to the welfare and
prosperity of the Muslims in general and the Iranians
in particular. Rather, he has often been referred to
as a grain hoarder, a venal, power-hungry religious
leader, a usurper of other people's property, and an
unjust judge. After his primary education under his

father, who was also a powerful cleric, he went to
Nadjaf and studied fikh and usiil under Sh!raz! and
others. After his father's death in 1883, Aka Nadjaff
was widely recognised as a religious leader in Isfahan:
he led the prayers in congregation in the Shah
mosque, and performed judicial duties at home.
Despite the governmental injunction, he went as far
as to execute the judgements which he himself passed
on civil and criminal cases. Many books on prayers,
ethics, fikh and other Islamic subjects have been
ascribed to him and were published at his own
expense, but it is believed that they were not in
reality written by himself (Mahd! Bamdad, Sharh-i
hdl-i riaj_dl-i Iran, iii, Tehran 1968, 327). Since he
was a wealthy landowner, he naturally had much
in common with the feudal governor of Isfahan, Zill
al-Sultan; they often worked together, although at
times this co-operation was replaced by hostility,
conspiracy, and struggle.
Aka Nadjafi has been held responsible for two
major disorders in Isfahan and Yazd, in which many
people were murdered, on the accusations of Babism
and irreligiosity: once in 1890 and another time in
1902, both of which resulted in Aka Nadjafi's banishment to Tehran. He, along with many other people, protested against the Tobacco Concession of 1890
being given to a British company; he also favoured
the Persian Constitutional Revolution of 1906. In both
cases Aka Nadjafi appears less as a genuine lover of
freedom than as an opportunist who hoped to increase
his prestige, wealth, and influence in the light of those
national movements. To preserve his power and
wealth, Aka Nadjafi declared as unbelievers, and even
at times had murdered, those who opposed him or
who were critical of him (Mahd! Malik-Zada, Ta'rikh-1
inkildb-i masjirutiyyat-i Iran, i, Tehran 1949, 166). Moreover, by 1911, Aka Nadjafi" and his sons had made
a volte-face and wished "to place their extensive landed
property under foreign protection" (Cd. 5656. Persia,
No. 1 (1911), G. Barclay, to E. Grey, Feb. 25, 1911,
London 1911, GUI, p. 30).
Bibliography: Abdul-Hadi Hairi, Shi'ism and constitutionalism in Iran: a study of the role played by the
Persian residents of Iraq in Iranian politics, Leiden 1977;
idem, Why did the cUlamd participate in the Persian
revolution of 1905-1909?, in WI, xvii (1976), 127-54;
Hasan Djabir! Ansar!, Ta'nkh-i Isfahan va Ray va
hama-yi ajahdn, Tehran 1943; Agha Buzurg Tihran!,
Tabakdt acldm al-Shlca, i, Nadjaf 1954; Yahya
Dawlatabad!, Ta3rikh-i mufdsir yd haydt-i Tahyd, i,
Tehran 1957; Ahmad Kasraw!, Ta3nkh-i mashrutayi Iran, Tehran 1965; idem, Ta'nkh-i hidj_dahsdla-yi
Adharbdyajdn, Tehran 1961; Nur Allah Danishwar
c
Alaw!, Ta'nkh-i mashruta-yi Iran va dj_unbish-i
watanparastdn-i Isfahan va Bakhtiydn, Tehran 1956;
Nazim al-Islam Kirman!, Ta'rikh-i biddn-yi Irdniydn,
Introd., i-ii, Tehran 1967, 1970; Muhammad Hasan
Khan Ictimad al-Saltana, Ru^ndma-yi khdtirdt, Tehran
1971; cAbd al-Samad Khal c atbari, Sharh-i mukhtasar-i zindigdrii-yi sipahsdldr-i A'^am Muhammad Wall
Khdn Tunukdbunl, Tehran 1949; Ahmad Tafrish!
Husayn!, Ruzndma-yi akhbdr-i mashrutiyyat va inkildbi Iran, Tehran 1972; anonymous, Rtfyd-yi sddika,
n.d., n.p.; G.R. Garthwaite, The Bakhtiydn Khdns,
the government of Iran and the British, 1846-1915, in
IJMES, iii (1972), 24-44; cAbbas Mirza Mulkara,
Sharh-i hdl, Tehran 1946; cAbd Allah Mustawfi,
Sharh-i ^indigdm-yi man, i, Tehran n.d.; Muhammad
C
A1! Sayyah, Khdtirdt-i Hddfaj Sayydh yd dawra-yi
khawfva wahshat, Tehran 1967; Mahdikul! Hidayat,
Khdtirdt va khatardt, Tehran 1965; Mas c ud Mirza
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Nadjaf 1964; CA1T Wa c iz Khiyabanf, Kitdb-i culamd3
i mu'dsirin, Tehran 1946; Muhammad c Alf
Mudarris, Rayhanat al-adab, i, iii, 1967; Husayn
Sa'adat Nun, gill al-Sultan, Tehran 1968; Hamid
Algar, Religion and state in Iran 1785-1906: the role
of the Ulama in the Qajar period, Berkeley 1969; E.G.
Browne, The Persian revolution of 1905-1909,
Cambridge 1910; Firuz Kazemzadeh, Russia and
Britain in Persia, 1864-1914, New Haven 1968; Nikki
R. Keddie, Religion and rebellion in Iran: the tobacco
protest of 1891-1892, London 1966; A.K.S. Lambton,
Persian political societies 1906-11, in St. Antony's Papers,
No. 16, London 1963, 41-89.
(ABDUL-HADI HAIRI)
AKAGUNDUZ, Turkish writer and novelist (18861958) whose original name was Husayn c Awnf. In
his writings he used the pen-name Ems cAwm which
he later changed to Akagiindiiz. The son of an army
major, he was born in a village of Alasonia, nea
Salonica, and was educated at the Kuleli military
high school and the War College (Mektebi harbiyye],
which he left because of ill health, being sent to
Paris for treatment where, for three years, he attended the courses of the Academy of Fine Arts and the
Faculty of Law. Back in Salonica, he volunteered
for the Action Army (Hareket ordusii) which was sent
to quell the mutiny of 13 April 1909 (31 Mart wak'asi)
in Istanbul. He was active as a journalist until 1919,
when, because of his enthusiastic support of the
Nationalists in Anatolia, he was arrested by the British
and deported to Malta. Freed by the Nationalist government, he settled in Ankara where he combined
the functions of a Member of Parliament with his
career as a writer. He died in Ankara on 7 November
1958.
Akagundiiz started his career in Salonica in close
relationship with his friend c Omer Seyf el-Din, as a
poet, short story writer and playwright. But he is primarily known as a novelist. Apart from his collection
of verse Bozghun ("Debacle", 1913) and his plays
Muhterem kdtil ("Respectable assassin", 1914) and Mai
yildinm ("Blue thunderbolt", 1934), he is the author
of several volumes of short stories and more than
sixty novels, the most famous of which are Dikmen
yildizi, ("The star of Dikmen", 1928); Iki siingu arasmda
("Between two bayonets", 1929); Uvey ana ("The stepmother", 1933) and Yayla ki& ("The girl of the plateau",
1940). Akagundiiz's unsophisticated novels and short
stories, written in an unpolished style with no claim
to literary value, which were immensely popular in
the 20s and early 30s, treat, with a certain element
of realism, mainly of sentimental or tragic themes
among ordinary people.
Bibliography: Teni yaymlar, February 1960
(complete list of works; Behcet Necatigil, Edebiyatimizda isimler so'zlugul\ Istanbul 1975.
(FAHIR Iz)
C
AKAR (A.), a legal term denoting "immovable
property", such as houses, shops and land, as opposed
to mdl mankul ("movable property"). As such, cakdr
is identical with "realty" or "real property". All
property which is cakdr is non-fungible (klnn), but
the two terms are not co-extensive, since animals,
furniture, etc. are klnn, although they do not constitute cakdr.
The owner of cakdr is deemed also to be the owner
of anything on it, over it or under it, to any height
or depth, so that ownership of land includes ownership of minerals beneath it and buildings and plants

on it. Like personalty, realty may be held in joint
ownership in Islamic law, without the shares being
allocated (mushd*). As regards ownership of the foreshore and new land formed by natural processes, this
is vested in the state in modern Islamic countries.
Bibliography: Mustafa Ahmad al-Zarka 5 , alFikh al-islaml fl thawbih al-dj_adld, Damascus 1968,
and bibliography there cited; for examples of how
items of cakdr are described and defined in legal
documents, see R.Y. Ebiecl and MJ.L. Young,
Some Arabic legal documents oj the Ottoman period,
Leiden 1976.
(R.Y. EBIED and MJ.L. YOUNG)
AKBAR B. AWRANGZIB, Mughal p r i n c e . His
mother dying when he was an infant, he was very
affectionately brought up by Awrangzfb [q.v.]. In
1090/1679 he was deputed to lead an army against
the Rathors, and after initially taking a vigorous part
in the operations, he was won over to their side by
the rebels. His own reasons for his defection are given
in a letter to Awrangzfb in 1092/1681, where he
criticises his father's hostility to the Radjputs. However, his attempt at a surprise attack on his father
at Adjmer failed, and he had to flee, first to Shambhadji, the Maratha ruler (1680-9), and then to Persia;
where he died in 1116/1704; until his death,
Awrangzlb continued to feel some anxiety of a threat
from Persia.
A large number of letters written on behalf of
Akbar are preserved in the well-known collection
of Awrangzfb's letters, the Addb-i cdlam%iri (see
Bib I.}.
Bibliography: Muhammad Hashim Khaff Khan,
Muntakhab al-lubdb, ii, Bibl. Ind., Calcutta 1860-74;
c
Ard-dds_ht of Shahzada Muhammad Akbar to the
Emperor Awrangzib, Royal Asiatic Society London,
MS. No. 173; Addb-i cdlamgin, numerous mss.;
see V.J.A. Flynn, Addb-i cdlamgiri, an English translation . . ., Australian National Univ., Canberra
Ph.D. thesis 1974, unpublished.
(M. ATHAR ALI)
AKHBAR AL-SIN WA 'L-HIND, the title by which
are now designated two n a r r a t i v e s c o n c e r n i n g
C h i n a and I n d i a which have, for various reasons,
attracted the attention of Arabists.
Ms. 2281 of the B. N. contains amongst other
things: I. fols. 2a-23b, an untitled and anonymous
text which constitutes the basis of the work; and II.
fols. 24a-56a, a sequel to the preceding, of which the
author is named as Abu Zayd al-Slrafi".
In 1718, the Abbe Renaudot published in Paris,
under the title Anciennes relations des Indes et de la Chine,
de deux voyageurs Mahometans cjui y allerent dans le neuvieme siecle, traduites d'arabe, avec des remarques sur les
principaux endroits de ces relations, a version of I and
II, which was in its turn translated into English and
Italian; since he had supplied no precise information regarding the origin of the text, Renaudot was
accused of committing a hoax, but the original (the
actual ms. 2281, to which was added, as no. 2282,
the copy made by the translator himself) was subsequently found in the Bibliotheque Royale and printed through the good offices of Langles; it was,
however, M. Reinaud who put it into circulation 34
years later, accompanied by a new annotated translation and an introduction, under the title Relations
des voyages faits par les Arabes et les Persans dans I'lnde
et Chine dans le IX' siecle de I'ere chretienne (Paris 1845,
2 vols.). In 1922 G. Ferrand produced a new translation, Voyage du marchand arabe Sulaymdn en hide et
en Chine, redige en 851, suivi de remarques par Abu
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%ayd Hasan (vers 916), as vol. vii of the Classiques de
I3Orient. Finally, in 1948, J. Sauvaget published in
Paris the text, a translation of and a lavish commentary on no. I, as Ahbar as-§fn wa '1-Hind, Relation
de la Chine et de I'Inde redigee en 851.
Independently of the reactions provoked by
Renaudot's version (see Sauvaget, p. xvi), the anonymity of the first of these narratives has given rise to
discussions and hypotheses. Quatremere (in JA (1839),
22-5), thought rather unwisely to attribute it to alMas c udf [q.v.]', Reinaud, on the basis of the name
of Sulayman al-Tadjir which is quoted in the text
(§ 12 of the Sauvaget edition), thought that this last
was the author; G. Ferrand, adopting this point of
view, entitled his work Voyage du marchand arabe
Sulayman, and V. Minorsky (Hudud al-cdlam, index) is
seen to follow him deliberately in speaking only of
"Sulayman the Merchant". It is true that these
authors can claim support from an important authority, since Ibn al-Fakfh refers (Bulddn, 11; tr. H. Masse,
14) to Sulayman al-Tadjir in a context other than
the narrative in which his name appeared. However,
H. Yule (Cathay and the way thither, London 1866, pp.
cii-ciii) and after him P. Pelliot (in T'oung-Pao, xxi
(1922), 401-2, xxii (1923), 116) have drawn attention to the fact that this Sulayman was apparently
only an informant, among others who remained
anonymous.
As for the general title, it may be deduced from
a remark figuring at the beginning of the "sequel"
written by Abu Zayd, who says that his own contribution is al-kitdb al-thdnl min akhbdr al-Sin wa 'l-Hind',
even if these words are more a general indication of
the contents of the work, later authors have considered them as a title, notably al-Bfrunf who, in his
Nubadh fi akhbdr al-Sin (ed. Krenkow, in MMIA, xiii
(1935), 388), claims to borrow a fact from the Kitdb
Akhbdr al-Sin, and there is no reason not to adopt
this solution.
The anonymous narrative is called al-Kitdb al-awwal
by Abu Zayd, who gives the precise date of 237/851.
On the other hand, that of the kitdb al-thdnl is not
so precisely known; but we possess some information
on the author of this "sequel", thanks to al-Mascudf,
who incidentally commits an error in calling him,
probably inadvertently, Abu Zayd Muhammad b.
Yazld al-Sfraff, although he himself says that his
surname is al-Hasan. The author of the Muruaj
declares (i, 321 - § 351) that he met Abu Zayd at
Basra, where he was resident in 303/915-16, and
that he received information from him; in reality,
Abu Zayd must have supplied him with the text of
the two narratives which were put to extensive
use in the Muruaj, often distorted by al-Mascudf's zeal
for elegance.
Texts I and II are quite dissimilar; both are clearly
recollections of journeys in exotic lands, but if the
first is characterised by the quality of the observations of the author or of the merchants who gave
him the information and probably constitutes the most
ancient account of China, the second, later by about
70 years, seems less reliable. While the first narrative,
without pretension of any sort, is in general exact
and spontaneous, that of Abu Zayd, which had itself
been moreover commissioned, is more laboured, gives
much space to sailors' stories and to marvels, and
betrays the tendency, resisted however by al-Djahiz,
to introduce fables into this form of adab.
Other authors than al-Mas c udf have exploited,
directly or indirectly, admitting it or not, the
Akhbdr al-Sin wa 'l-Hind (see Sauvaget, pp. xxiii-

xxix), and it is astonishing that only one ms. of it
has survived. It is, however, not impossible that parts
of it were detached and passed into the oral domain,
which would explain why at a fairly early date the
texts ceased to be copied, although these texts were
originally intended for a literate public.
Bibliography: Pre-1948 references appear in
Sauvaget's work. See further, I. Krackovskiy,
Arabskaja geograficeskaya literatura, Moscow-Leningrad
1957, 141-2; A. Miquel, La geographic humaine du
monde musulmah1, Paris 1973, 116-26 and index.
(Cn. PELLAT)
AKHBARIYYA, in Ithna cAsharf Shi'ism, means
t h o s e who rely p r i m a r i l y on the t r a d i t i o n s ,
akhbdr, of the Imams as a source of religious knowledge, in contrast to the Usuliyya [q.v.], who admit a
larger share of speculative reason in the principles
(usul) of theology and religious law. Opposing traditionalist and rationalist currents were apparent in the
Ithna 'Ashan Shfca from its beginnings in the 2nd/8th
century. In the Buwayhid age, the three leading scholars, al-Mufid (d. 413/1022), al-Murtada (d. 436/1044)
and the Shaykh al-Tusf (d. 460/1067), in confrontation with the traditionalist school of Kumm, put the
rationalist Usulf doctrine on a firm basis by adopting Muctazill theological principles and elaborating a
distinctive Ithna cAsharf methodology of jurisprudence
(usul al-Jikh}. Akhbariyya and Usuliyya are first mentioned as antagonistic factions by cAbd al-Djalil alKazwfnf, an Ithna cAsharf scholar of Rayy writing
ca. 565/1170, who characterises the former as narrowly traditionalist and literalist, the latter as basing
the fundamentals of religion on reason and rational
investigation.
Akhbarf opposition to the predominant Usull trend
remained latent during the following centuries, until
Mulla Muhammad Amln b. Muhammad Sharif alAstarabadi (d. 1033/1624), encouraged by his teacher
Mfrza Muhammad b. CA1I al-Astarabadl (d. 1028/
1619), articulated the Akhbarf position in his K. alFawd^id al-madaniyya and thus became the founder
of the later Akhban school. He proposed to restore
the early Akhban doctrine which had remained undisputed until the time of al-Kulaym (d. 328/929) and
vigorously criticised the innovations of the three
famous scholars of the Buwayhid age and, even more
so, of the cAllama al-Hilll (d. 726/1325), the Shahfd
al-Awwal Muhammad b. Makkf al-'Amilf (d.
786/1384) and the Shahld al-Tham Zayn al-Dln alc
AmilI (d. 966/1558) in the usul al-fikh and theology. The basic theses which he affirmed against the
Usulf position included the doctrine that the akhbdr
of the Imam?, take precedence over the apparent meaning of the Kur'an, the hadith of the Prophet and reason, since the Imams are their divinely appointed
interpreters. The apparent meaning of the akhbdr
which were accepted as sound (sahih) by the early
Ithna cAsharf community provide "customary certainty" (yakin cddi), not merely probability (^ann) as
the Usull muajtahids maintained. All akhbdr contained
in the four canonical collections of the Ithna
c
Ashariyya belong to the category of sahih. The categories besided sahih and dacif, weak, which the
c
Allama al-Hillf, in imitation of Sunn! practice, introduced with regard to the reliability of the transmitters, are irrelevant. Also, consensus (iajmd0), which has
been handled too laxly by the muajtahids, is valid only
if the inclusion of the Imam is absolutely certain and
thus does not provide a source of the law separate from the akhbdr. lajtihdd, leading to mere iann,
and taklid, i.e. following the opinions of a mu^tahid,
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are forbidden. Every believer must rather follow the
akhbdr of the Imams, for whose proper understanding
no more than a knowledge of Arabic and the specific terminology of the Imams is needed. If an apparent conflict between two traditions cannot be resolved
by the methods prescribed by the Imams, tawakkuf,
abstention from a decision, is obligatory.
The Akhbarf school flourished during the following
two centuries. Muhammad Amln al-Astarabadf's
teaching was expressly endorsed by the elder alMadjlisf, Muhammad Takf (d. 1070/1660), and adopted by Mulla Muhsin Fayd al-Kashanl (d. ca.
1091/1680), both inclining to Sufism and philosophy.
An influential champion of Akhbarf doctrine was alHurr al-cAmill [q.v.] (d. 1104/1693), author of a vast
collection of akhbdr of the Imams, Tafsll wasa'il alshi'a ild ahkdm al-shanca, who strictly adhered to, and
refined, Akhbarf methodology, refraining, however,
from any polemics against the muajtahids. His contemporary cAbd CA1I b. Djum c a al-cArusf al-Huwayzf,
author of the Kur'an commentary Nur al~thikalayn,
also staunchly supported Akhbarf views. AlAstarabadf's verbal attacks on the Usulf mudj_tahids
were resumed by cAbd Allah b. Hadjdj Salih alSamahfdjf al-Bahranf (d. 1135/1723), who in his
Munyat al-mumdrism fl adj_wibat su'dldt al-shaykh Tdsln
expounded some forty points of conflict between the
Akhbarf s and the muajtahids, and by the Muhaddith
c
Abd CA1I b. Ahmad al-Dirazf al-Bahranf (d.
1177/1763-4) in his Ihyd3 ma'dlim al-shica. Among the
more moderate supporters of Akhbarl positions were
c
Abd Allah b. al-Hadjdj Muhammad al-Tunf alBushrawf (d. 1071/1666), author of al-Wdfiya fl usul
al-Jikh, the Sayyid Ni c mat Allah al-Djaza'irf alShushtarf (d. 1112/1700), and Yusuf b. Ahmad alBahranf (d. 1186/1773), brother of the previously
mentioned cAbd cAlf b. Ahmad and author of the
Lu'lu'at al-Bahrayn and of the extensive and popular
fikh work al-Hadd'ik al-nddira. The latter originally
upheld pure Akhbarf doctrine, but later he espoused
an intermediate position between the two factions and
blamed al-Astarabadf for having opened the door of
slandering the muajtahids and splitting the ranks of
the Shf c a.
In the second half of the 12th/18th century, Usulf
doctrine was forcefully restated by Muhammad Bakir
al-Bihbihanf (d. 1208/1793-4) in his al-Icfrtihad wa 3lakhbdr and other works. He went so far as to
denounce the Akhbarfs as infidels and was able to
break their dominant position in Karbala 5 . The last
prominent representative of the Akhbariyya, the
Muhaddith Muhammad b. c Abd al-Nabl an-Nfsaburf
al-Akhbarf, author of a K. Munyat al-murtdd fl nufdt
al-iajtihdd, countered with polemical vituperation and
cursing of the muajtahids. He gained the favour of
the Kadjar Shah Path CA1I Shah for some time, but,
having been denounced by the Shaykh Dja'far Kashif
al-Ghita3 [</-y.], was eventually exiled to c lrak and,
in 1233/1818, was killed by a mob in al-Kazimayn.
Thereafter the Akhbariyya rapidly declined. The only
Akhbarf community known to have survived to the
present is in the region of Khurramshahr and
Abadan.
Bibliography: c Abd al-Djalfl al-Kazwfnf al-Razf,
K. al-Nakd, ed. Djalal al-Dfn Urmawf, ma c ruf
bi-Muhaddith, Tehran 1331/1952, 2, 256, 291,
301, 304, 492; Muhammad Amfn al-Astarabadf,
al-Fawd'id al-madaniyya, Tehran 1321/1904;
Muhammad al-Dizfulf, Fdruk al-hakk, printed
together with DjaTar Kashif al-Ghita 3 , al-Hakk
al-mubm, Tehran 1319/1901;
al-Kh vv ansarf,
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Rawdat al-d}annat, ed. A. Isma c iliyan, Kumm
1390-2/1970-2, i, 120-39; G. Scarcia, Intorno die
controversie tra Ahbdri e Usull presso gli Imdmiti di
Persia, in RSO, xxxiii (1958), 211-50; A. Falaturi,
Die Zjjuolfer-Schia aus der Sicht eines Schiiten: Problems
ihrer Untersuchung, in Festschrift Werner Casket, ed.
E. Graf, Leiden 1968, 80-95.
(W. MADELUNG)
C
AKIL KHAN RAZI, MIR MUHAMMAD CASKARI,
M u g h a l official and c o m m a n d e r . He came from
a family of the Sayyids of Khwaf [q.v.] in Khurasan,
but was born in India. He was in the service of Prince
Awrangzfb from the very beginning. When Awrangzfb
left the Deccan to contest the throne in 1068/1658,
c
Akil Khan was left in charge of the city of
Dawlatabad. Subsequently, he was promoted to the
rank of 1,500/1,000 and was made fawajddr [q.v.] of
the Doab. In 1092/1681 he was appointed as subadar
of Dihli, and he held this post till his death in
1108/1696-7, having been promoted to the rank of
4,000/1,000.
A work called the Wdkicdt-i 'dlamgln or ^afarndma-yi cdlamgiri is ascribed to him. This contains a
very interesting, but on occasions a highly-coloured,
account of the war of succession and the opening
years of Awrangzfb's reign. It does not always present a very flattering picture of Awrangzfb, and contains much information not found in the official
history, the cAlamgir-ndma. c Akil Khan was devoted
to literary pursuits and was interested in poetry,
leaving behind a Diwdn and a number of mathnawi
poems.
Bibliography: cAkil Khan Razf, Wdkicdt-i cdlamgm,
ed. Zafar Hasan, Aligarh 1945 (see Storey, i, 5845); Muhammad Kazim, 'Alamgirndma, Bibl. Ind.,
Calcutta 1865-73; Sakf Musta c fd Khan, Ma'dthir-i
c
dlamgm, Bibl. Ind., Calcutta 1871; Shah Nawaz
Khan, Ma'dthir al-umard}, ii, Bibl. Ind., Calcutta
1888; M. Athar Ali, The Mughal nobility under
Aurangzeb, Bombay 1966.
(M. ATHAR ALI)
AL- C AKKAD, 'ABBAS MAHMUD, one of the most
influential figures in the development of Egyptian
culture in the first half of the 20th century, litterateur, journalist, educator, polemicist and
c r i t i c . Born in Aswan in 1889, he did not complete his secondary education but moved to Cairo
at the age of fourteen. While taking a series of
minor posts in the civil service, he began to make
up for his lack of formal education by reading widely. He was particularly interested in literature, philosophy and the natural sciences, and among his
greatest contributions was to pass on to a younger
generation of Egyptians a synthesis of his views on
these and other subjects. His writings on aesthetics
and poetic theory show a strong influence of English
writers such as Hazlitt, Coleridge, Macaulay, Mill
and Darwin, and he was also acquainted with the
ideas of Lessing, Schopenhauer and Nietzsche among
the German philosophers. It was early in the 1910s
that al- c Akkad met Ibrahim al-Mazinf, and the two
men formed a firm friendship based both on a love
of poetry (especially that of the English Romantics
found in such works as Palgrave's The Golden Treasury)
and on a distaste for the conventions of the neoclassical school of Egyptian poets personified by
Ahmad Shawkf and Hafiz Ibrahfm. Al- c Akkad wrote
the Introduction to al-Mazinf's first collection of
poetry (1913) and published two collections of his
own during this decade, Tak^at al-sabdh (1916) and
Wahadj. al-^ahlra (1917). The same views on poetry
were also shared by a third writer, cAbd al-Rahman
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Shukn, the best poet of the group. These three are
often referred to as the "Dfwan School", but that
is somewhat of a misnomer in that al-'Akkad and
al-Mazim alone were the authors of al-Diwdn, a blistering piece of criticism in which al-Mazim accused
Hafiz Ibrahim of madness and confusion while al'Akkad attacked Shawkfs occasional poetry in the
most caustic of terms. The three men seemed to
have shared a common view of the nature and role
of poetry, but it was al-cAkkad who provided much
of the critical impetus for which the group is primarily remembered.
At the conclusion of the First World War, al-cAkkad
became closely associated with Sacd Zaghlul, the leader
of the Wafd, and began to write articles for the party's
newspaper, al-Baldgh. Many of these articles on literature, aesthetics, religion and history were later collected into book form under such titles as Muradj_acat
fi 'l-dddb wa 'l-funun and Mutdla'dt fi 'l-kutub wa 7haydt. During the regime of Isma'fl Sidkf in the early
1930s when the constitution was revoked, al-cAkkad's
fervent convictions led him to undertake the considerable risk of publishing a work criticising the ruling
authorities, al-Hukm al-mutlak fi 'l-karn al-cishnn, for
which he was imprisoned for nine months. This decade
also saw the appearance of three more volumes of
his poetry (Wahy al-arbacin, Hadiyyat al-karawdn, and
c
Abir sabil), the novel, Sara, and a series of biographies on famous figures from the early history of
Islam. These latter works seem to form part of a
trend in the 1930s whereby Egyptian intellectuals
(including Taha Husayn and Muhammad Husayn
Haykal) turned their attentions to religious biographical themes.
In 1938, al-cAkkad abandoned the Wafd Party and
joined the breakaway Sacdist group led by Ahmad
Mahir and al-Nukrashf. However, the self-reliance and
outspokenness which had served his purpose as a
younger man seem to have turned progressively
to scepticism, arrogance and extreme conservatism.
He left the Sacdist group and became essentially a
one-man party. In the literary sphere, he not only
vigorously opposed the new free verse poetry which
began to emerge following the Second World War,
but also changed his mind about the possibilities
of blank verse in Arabic, something which he had
encouraged Shukn to experiment with in the earlier
part of their careers. He joined a number of other
conservative critics in opposing "committed" literature; in fact, as David Semah notes (Four Egyptian
literary critics, Leiden 1974, 25) he seemed unwilling
to accept any kind of criticism of his own views or
to tolerate the idea that some of his earlier theories
had been superseded.
Al-cAkkad's contributions to creative literature tend
to be of interest more for historical reasons than for
their intrinsic literary merit. He composed a large
number of personal poems as well as some occasional
ones, and translated a number of works from English
(see Mustafa Badawi, A critical introduction to modern
Arabic poetry, Cambridge 1975, 109 ff.). In his novel,
Sara, the psychological insights into the relationship
of the two lovers may have been on a new level of
sophistication when compared with previous works in
this genre, but the element of doubt and questioning
which pervades the work (six of the chapters have
questions as their title) reduces it to an almost abstract analytical plane. Several commentators have also
pointed out that the attitude to women found in this
work is more than a little autobiographical (Ahmad
Haykal, al-Adab al-kasasl wa 'l-masrahi, Cairo 1971, 164;

Hilary Kilpatrick, The modem Egyptian novel, London
1974, 32; cAbd al-Hayy Diyab, al-Mar>a ft haydt al'Akkad, Cairo 1969, 100 ff.).
The views of al-cAkkad on aesthetics and poetic
theory propounded so forcibly in many of his works
are also clearly visible in his writings on other poets,
both ancient and modern. While he wrote numerous articles on ancient poets during the 1920s (such
as on Imru '1-Kays, Abu Nuwas, Bashshar b. Burd
and al-Mutanabbf), it is his study of Ibn al-Ruml
published in book form in 1931, Ibn al-Ruml, haydtuhu min shi'rihi, which is widely regarded as his best
literary study and especially as the one which permits al-cAkkad to use his own theories on psychology, race and poetics in an analysis of this somewhat
neglected poet. Al-cAkkad's introduction of such objective criteria, often based on non-literary information,
into the analysis of literature led to new insights into
the Arabic poetic tradition of ancient times. However, it also tended to place more emphasis on the
writer than the work of literature, and it was left to
the next generation (and especially Muhammad
Mandur) to restore importance to the work itself in
literary analysis, while fusing into the critical process
the best elements of the theories which al-cAkkad
had developed.
In 1960, he was awarded the State Appreciation
Prize for his contribution to Egyptian literature. Shawkf
Dayf's work, Maca 'l-cAkkdd (IkraD Series no. 259, Cairo
1964) shows a picture of the aged bachelor browsing
in the natural science section of his library (opp.
p. 65). He died in 1964.
Bibliography (in addition to those works already
cited in the text of the article): Shawkf Dayf, alAdab al-carabi al-mucdsir fi Misr, Cairo 1961, 136;
c
Abd al-Hayy Diyab, 'Abbas al-cAkkdd ndkid'1",
Cairo 1965; Mounah Khouri, Poetry and the making of modem Egypt, Leiden 1971, passim; S. Moreh,
Modern Arabic poetry 1800-1970, Leiden 1976, passim; Nadav Safran, Egypt in search of political identity, Cambridge, Mass. 1961; A.M.K. Zubaydl,
Al-cAkkdd's critical theories, with special reference to his
relationship with the Diwdn school and to the influence
of European writers upon him, University of
Edinburgh Ph.D. thesis, 1966, unpublished; idem;
The Diwdn School, in JAL, i (1970), 36; Salma
Khadra Jayyusi, Trends and movements in modern
Arabic poetry, Leiden 1977, i, 153-4, 163-75.
(R. ALLEN)
AKKAR (A.), pi. akara (abstract ikdra], literally
"tiller, cultivator of the ground", a word of Aramaic
origin (see Fraenkel, Die aramdischen Fremdwb'rter im
Arabischen, 128-9), borrowed into Arabic, apparently in the post-Islamic period (it does not appear in
the Kur'an), and applied to the peasantry of Aramaean stock in Syria and Trak; accordingly, the
term had in Arabic eyes, like the name Nabat, a
pejorative sense (see LA1, v, 85-6). Some of these
peasants were sharecroppers who cultivated lands of
wealthy landlords for one-sixth or one-seventh share
of the produce and on mukdsama [q.v.] terms of contract (cf. Abu Yusuf, al-Khardd]., Bulak 1884, 52; Ibn
Hawkal, Surat al-ard, ed. Kramers, 218). Following
the Arab conquest of the Fertile Crescent, the akara
paid the lowest amount of poll-tax (djfizyd) at the
rate of 12 dirhams per head per annum (Baladhurf,
Futuh, 271).
Social and economic conditions deteriorated for
the akara during the cAbbasid period. One finds them
as itinerant farm labourers moving from village to
village in search of work and working on estates
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of land for the highest bidder among landlords
(Sabf, Wuzard3, ed. Amedroz, 259). They also worked
on lands owned by Christian monasteries (ShabushtT,
al-Diydrdt, 214-15). In a typical story we read of a
certain akkdr who was employed by a rich man of
Basra as a domestic servant, possibly out of farming season. His work included husking rice, grinding it in a mill turned by an ox, and making bread
for his master (Djahiz, Bukhald\ Cairo 1963, 129).
Djahiz has evidently recorded in the story of the
akkdr and his employer the tale of the toiling labourers and the hard task-master of this epoch. Djahiz
also mentions a certain mashdyikh al-akara (elder of
the akard), which may be indicative of some form
of organised social grouping of the akara headed by
a revered Shaykh (cf. Hay divan, v, 32). The rural
population of the Sawad of c lrak, at least, seems
to have continued to be Aramaic-speaking into the
3rd/9th century and perhaps until later; cf. the
anecdote of al-Mu c tasim and the old Nabatl peasant of the Sawad in Mas'udi, Muriiaj, vii, 113-4 =
§ 2796.
Bibliography: In addition to references given
in the article, see also Tanukhi, al-Faradj_ bcfd alshidda, Cairo 1903, i, 125-6; Tha'alibI, Thimdr alkulub, Cairo 1908, 195; al-Sabf, The historical remains
'of Hildl al-Sdbi, Leiden 1904, 91, 216, 254, alNawbakhtT, Firdk al-Shica, Istanbul 1931, 61; Lane,
Lexicon, i, 70-1; M.A.J. Beg, Agricultural and irrigational labourers in the social and economic life of chaq
during the Umayyad and cAbbasid caliphates, in 1C
(January 1973)," 15-22.
(M.A.J. BEG)
AL-AKSARAYI, KARIM AL-DlN MAHMUD B.
MUHAMMAD, historian of Anatolia under the Saldjuks
and Il-Khanids. The date of his birth is unknown,
but it seems that he died at an advanced age in the
72071320s. As an official in the Il-Khanid service,
he was attached to the retinue of MudjTr al-Dln Amir
Shah (the representative of the Mongol fiscal department in Saldjuk Anatolia, and then nd^ib from 1281
to 1291) until the latter's death in 1302. Ghazan
Khan then appointed him nagir or intendant of the
awkdf'm the Saldjuk territories, and an uncertain date
he acted as military commandant (kutwdl [see KOTWAL])
of Aksaray, his natal town. He enjoyed a privileged
view of the events of his time, and in 723/1323 put
together in Persian his chronicle the Musdmarat alakhbdr wa-musdyarat al-akhydr which is, together with
Ibn Blbl's work, one of the essential sources for
Anatolian history in the period of Mongol domination. This period forms the subject of the fourth and
last chapter of the work, the most important one,
since it takes up three-quarters of the book and covers some 75 years contemporary with al-Aksarayf
himself. The chronicle is known only in two manuscripts (Ayasofya 3143, copied in 734/1334, and
Yenicami 827, copied in 745/1345, both now in the
Suleymaniye Library in Istanbul), and was hardly
used by sub-sequent historians, with the exceptions
of Kadi Ahmad of Nigde (14th century) and the
Ottoman compiler Munedjdjim Bashi (d. 1702), until
it was rediscovered by Turkish historians at the end
of the 19th century. In his preface to his critical and
annotated edition of the text, Osman Turan conveys
all the information known about the author, and
gives an account of previous studies on the latter and
his book.
Bibliography. Mildmeret u-ahbdr. Mogollar
zamanmda Tiirkiye Selcuklan tarihi, Mukaddime
ve ha§iyelerle tashih ve nes,reden Dr. Osman
Turan, Ankara 1944; Fikret Isjltan, Die Seltschuken
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Geschichte des Akserayi, Leipzig 1943 (summary
translation in German of the fourth chapter of
the history).
(J--L. BACQUE-GRAMMONT)
AKUNITUN (Greek OCKOVITOV) appears frequently
in Arabic medical writings as a particularly deadly
poison originating from a plant root; it can denote
a substance either (A) from the Mediterranean region,
or (B) from India. Synonyms for (A) include khdnik
al-nimr, khdnik al-dhi'b, kdtil al-nimr and bish. This
last, however, is the name generally accepted for
(B). Akunftun thus well exemplifies a constant problem of Arabic botanical literature: identification today
of the actual plant referred to and of its Greek
equivalent.
(A) M e d i t e r r a n e a n r e g i o n : OCKOVITOV as a poison in Greek writings: remedies are given by Nicander
in his Alexipharmaca (95, lines 11-73). Theophrastos
describes two types, (a) OCKOVITOV with a prawn-shaped
root; (b) 6nX\)(povov or aKOpmov able to cure scorpion bite (HP, 9.16.4 and 9.18.2). Cf. Paulus of Aegina
(Eng. tr. F. Adams, London 1844-8, 111.28). Dioscorides
similarly lists two types, in the reverse order, described
in much the same terms: (i) = (b) above, with synonyms 7tocp5ccXtccY5cr|c;, Koc|i|iocpov, Bri^Dcpovov, KDVOKTOVOV, (IDOKTOVOV (IV. 77); (ii) = (a) above, synonym
X,\)KOKTOVOV (IV.78). When Dioscorides was translated into Arabic, the possibility of regional variation
in species was not always considered; some Greek
names were transliterated, but in time most were given
standard equivalents in Arabic. In the Julia Anicia
MS, 6th century, marginal notes in Arabic explain
OCKOVITOV (i) as akumtun and khdnik al-nimr, (ii) as khdnik
al-dhi'b (f. 66b). '
The Arabic version of these sections (Bodleian MS
Hyde 34) gives as synonyms for (i) nabbdl and khdnik
al-nimr (f. 123a, marginal note). Nabbdl occurs also in
the Tafsir to Dioscorides by Ibn Djuldjul (Madrid,
Biblioteca Nacional MS 4981, f. 7a); in Ibn Djuldjul's
Supplement to Dioscorides (MS Hyde 34, f. 198b) nabbdl is mentioned as a poisonous plant whose antidote
is bustdn abruz, (Amaranthus tricolor L.). Cf. FJ. Simonet,
Glosario de voces ibericas y latinas usadas entre los mo^drabes,
Madrid 1888, 395.
(B) India: Bish, although sometimes considered a
synonym for akumtun, refers to a far more poisonous plant (probably Aconitum ferox Wall) and is
described as the most deadly of plant poisons by
such writers as Thabit b. Kurra (Dhakhira, ch. xxv,
143 (298)), Djabir b. Hayyan (Gifte, 56 = f. 46a-b,
104 = f. 95b, 185 = f. J79a), Ibn Wahshiyya (Poisons,
84-5, 108), Ibn Sma (Kanun, I, 276, III, 223), alBlrunl (Saydona, Arabic 81, Eng. 53). Most agree
that there is little if any hope of recovery, even if
the Great Tirydk is administered. Ibn Sma distinguishes clearly between bish and the plant known as
khdnik al-dhi'b etc., the latter being described separately (I, 424, 460).
(C) Possible i d e n t i f i c a t i o n s : Although (A)
Akumtun is often equated with an Aconitum sp. (e.g.
Ghalib 1.86, Nos. 1752-7, Issa 5.1, cf. W. Schmucker,
Die pflan^liche und mineralische Materia A4edica im Firdaus
al-Hikma des Taban, Bonn 1969, 126, No. 157, where
bish - OCKOVITOV), a modern botanist thinks it likely that the OCKOVITOV of Dioscorides was (i) a
Doronicum sp., (ii) a Delphinium sp., possibly D. staphisagria or D. elatum. In the case of (B) bish, this did
not have to be identified in the growing state, but
was known to the Arabs as a deadly poison from
India (Issa 4.19).
Bibliography: Dioscorides, De materia medica,
ed. D.G. Kiihn, Leipzig 1829; Dioscorides, Codex
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Aniciae lulianae picturis illustratus, nunc Vindobonensis
Med. Gr. 1, Leiden 1906 (phototype edn.); La
Materia Medica de Dioscorides, ii, ed. C.E. Dubler
and E. Teres, Tetuan 1952; Bodleian MS Hyde
34; Theophrastus, History of Plants, ed. and tr. A.
Hort, Loeb edn. London 1916; Nicander,
Alexipharmaca, ed. A.S.F. Gow and A.F. Scholfield,
Cambridge 1953; cAbd Allah b. Ahmad b. alBaytar, al-Djdmi' li-mufraddt al-adwiya wa 'l-aghdhiya,
Cairo 1874; Thabit b. Kurra, K. al-Dhakhira fi cilm
al-tibb, ed. G. Sobhy, Cairo 1928; Rabban alTabarf, Firdaws al-hikma, ed. M.Z. Siddiqi, Berlin
1928; The abridged version of "The Book of Simple
Drugs" of Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-GhdJiqi. . ., ed.
M. Meyerhof and G. Sobhy, Cairo 1932-40;
Maimonides, Shark asmd' al-cukkdr, ed. M. Meyerhof,
Cairo 1940; Das Buch der Gifte des Gdbir Ibn Hayydn,
tr. A. Siggel, Wiesbaden 1958 (with facsimile text);
Ibn Sfna, al-Kdnunfi 'l-tibb, 3 vols., repr. Baghdad
n.d. [= 1970?]; Ibn Wahshiyya (translation): M.
Levey, Medieval Arabic toxicology: the Book on Poisons
of Ibn Wahshiya and its relation to early Indian and
Greek texts, Philadelphia 1966; al-Bfrunf, K. alSaydana fi 'l-tibb, ed. and tr. H.M. Said, Karachi
1973; M. Levey, Early Arabic pharmacology, Leiden
1973; M. Meyerhof, The article on aconite from alBeruni's kitab as-Saydana, in 1C, xix/4 (1945); P.
Johnstone, Aconite and its antidote in Arabic writings,
in Journal for the History of Arabic Science, i/1 (1977);
A. Issa, Dictionnaire des noms des plantes en latin,
franfais, anglais et arabe, Cairo 1930; A. Siggel,
Arabisch-Deutsches Worterbuch der Stoffe aus den drei
Naturreichen, Berlin 1950; E. Ghalib, Dictionnaire des
sciences de la nature, Beirut 1965.
(P. JOHNSTONE)
AL-i AHMAD, SAYYID DJALAL, I r a n i a n prose
writer and ideologist (1923-69). His ceuvre may
be tentatively classified as comprising literary fiction
on the one hand (kissa, ddstdn), and essays and reports
on the other hand (makdla, guzdrish). This classification, however, only follows the author's own designation. Al-i Ahmad lacks the technical concern and
sophistication of a contemporary like Sadik Cubak,
and in terms of formal structure, this tends to blur
the dividing lines, not merely between the "novel"
(kissa) and the "short story" (ddstdn), but also between
the ddstdn, often approaching the "narrative essay",
and the makdla. Among biographical data, three
factors stand out for their crucial influence on Al-i
Ahmad's career as a writer: his birth in a Tehrani
family of lower Shl-I dignitaries; his occupation as
a professional schoolteacher; and his vivid interest
and, for a brief period, active participation in national
politics.
The religious element is reflected in the early collections of short stories Did wa bdzdid (1945), Sih-tdr
(1948) and fan-i ziyadi (1952). Written after the
"flight" from his traditional family background and
adherence to the leftist ideologies of post-war political parties, they offer an ironic picture of the religious milieu of lower and middle class Tehran. A
similar, if more outspoken aloofness pervades his
Afl^'^'-diary of 1966, Khassi dar mikdt. While preserving
a personal piety throughout his life, Al-i Ahmad is
the critical observer, rather than the raptured participant. A tone of irony is seldom absent; yet it is
generally mild and benevolent, occasionally even
slightly nostalgic.
His life-long experiences as a schoolteacher
prompted an interest in educational and, more
broadly, cultural issues, as expressed in some of his

most vitriolic articles (notably in Sih makala-i digar
(1959)). Moreover, they inspired the "novels" Mudiri madrasa (1958) and Nafnn-i zamm (1967). The former especially, which relates the alienation of a
provincial school-principal, is counted among his
most successful literary achievements. If indebted to
an earlier prose-experiment in French literature, i.e.
Voyage au bout de la nuit by Louis-Ferdinand Celine
(1932), Mudir-i madrasa convincingly established Ali Ahmad's reputation as an innovator of Persian literary style. Its highly economic use of words,
abundant colloquialisms and vivid, staccato rhythm
has been described in a laudatory fashion as inshd3i kdnkdtun by Djamalzada (cf. bibliography).
Some similarity exists between the development of
Al-i Ahmad's religious attitudes and his political ones.
After an intensive exposure to the orthodox milieu in
the early stages (as son of a ShfT ruhdni, as a devoted
and prominent member of political parties), he proved
in both instances incapable of conforming to collective, organised loyalty. His membership of the
recently established communist Tuda party lasted from
1944 until early 1948 only; his subsequent adherence
to the "anti-Stalinist" faction of Khalfl Malikf ended
in early 1953, following bitter experiences with personal rivalries within this "Third Force" movement.
He left the forum of organised politics, never to
return. Among the literary documents of this political career, the short stories collected in AZ ranajikih mibanm (1947) belong to the Tuda period. First
printed at the party-press Shuclawar, it constitutes
an effort to create "socialist-realist" literature. With
its very explicit commitment, in some ways reminiscent of Buzurg 'Alawf's work, it lacks the ironic,
observing distance common to Al-i Ahmad's remaining ceuvre, and was afterwards considered a failure
by the author himself. %an-i ziyddi was written after
the breakaway from the Tuda, and contains the
story Khuddddd-khdn, a sarcastic description of the ambitions, hypocrisy and luxuries of a leading party
executive. The ideological importance of this collection further lies in the introduction which the author
added to the second edition (1963), Risdla-i Pawlus
bi-kdtibdn. A "testament" according to the writer, it
calls for literary honesty and commitment. In a less
biblical fashion, this theme dominates many of his
other essays: the conviction that "in our land, writing literature means waging a battle for justice", and
that "the pen has become a weapon". Since the ending of the Mossadegh experiment in August 1953 and
Al-i Ahmad's departure from party-politics, he saw
this battle for justice as a cultural, rather than political one. Its primary target is not the external force
of oppression, but the spirit of submissiveness
which had turned his countrymen into voluntary,
even zealous servants. This phenomenon was diagnosed as gharb-^adagi ("western-struckness" sc. blind
worship and imitation of western civilisation), and its
causes and symptoms are described at length in the
essay of the same name (1962), which, in spite of its
prompt confiscation by the authorities, remained Ali Ahmad's most widely read and most hotly debated
work. In search of a cure, he calls for an "inner
revolt" (kiydm-i durum): a return to the classical virtues
of unconditional devotion and self-sacrifice. This shahddat forms the central theme of Nun wa 'l-kalam (1961),
an allegory tale explaining the failure of contemporary leftist movements.
Finally, mention should be made of the regional
monographs which the author composed during his
numerous travels throughout the country, trying to
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recapture the "majesty" (ci^mat) and "authenticity"
(asdlat) which he could no longer find in the capital.
Awrdzdn (1954), Tdtnisjnn-hd-i Baluk-i Zphra (1958) and
L^a^ira-i Khdrg (1960) have appeared as separate volumes; comparable studies of Khuzistan, Yazd and the
outskirts of the Kawfr have been included in his collected essays.
Bibliography: 1. Works by Al-i Ahmad, in addition to those mentioned in the text: Sarguzasht-i kandu-hd (1333 sh.) is a symbolic kissa dealing with the abortive oil-nationalisation 1951-3.
Not included in the four collections mentioned
above are the short stories J^ashn-i far-khanda,
Khttdhar wa 'ankabut, Khundba-i andr, Shawhar-i
Amrikd3! and Guldastahd wa falak. The first one is
available through M.A. Sipanlu's anthology Bdz~
dfanm-yi wdkiciyyat (Tehran 1352 sh.']). The other
ones have been collected in the posthumouslyedited and only narrowly distributed Pandj. ddstdn
(1350 sh.), which also contains a short autobiographical sketch dated Day 1347 sh.: Mathalan
sharh-i ahwdldt. The majority of Al-i Ahmad's
numerous essays and travel reports were first published in periodicals and afterwards reprinted in
the collections Haft makdla (1334 sh.), Sih makdlai digar (1337 sh.), Arzydbl-yi shitdbzdda (1344 sh.)
and Kdrndma-i sih-sdla (1348 sh.). These collections, however, are far from exhaustive, and a
substantial number of articles remains scattered
over the various magazins, for the later period
notably Andisha wa hunar, Arish and Ifyahdn-i naw.
Certain other writings were completed by the
author before his death, but have not yet been
deemed suitable for publication. These include a
novel (Nasl-i d^adid) and diaries of his travels to
Europe, the United States and the Soviet Union.
Of the latter, two fragments have appeared in
Hunar wa sinimd, Nos. 1 (18 Adhar 1345) and 2
(25 Adhar 1345). Translations prepared by Al-i
Ahmad were almost without exception done from
or via French; well-known among these are his
rendering of works by Andre Gide, Albert Camus,
Eugene lonesco and Dostoievski. Translations
made from Al-i Ahmad's writings include The old
man was our eyes, a monography on the poet Nfma
Yushfdj, in The Literary Review, Rutherford N.J.,
xviii (1974), 115-28, The pilgrimage, in Life and letters, Ixiii (1949), 202-9, Someone else's child, in Iranian
Studies, i (1968), 161-9, and The school principal, by
J.K. Newton and M.C. Hillmann, Minneapolis
and Chicago 1974; the preface to this volume
also contains an English translation of the story
Gulddn-i am.
2. S t u d i e s . See the cursory remarks in
H. Kamshad, Modern Persian prose literature,
Cambridge 1966, 125-6; B. Alavi, Geschichte und
Entwicklung der modernen persischen Literatur, Berlin
1964, 221-2; Milos Borecky, in MEJ, vii (1953),
238-9; and M. Zavarzadeh, in MW, Iviii (1968),
311-12. Opinions of Iranian critics may be found
in the special Al-i Ahmad issue of the periodical
Andisha wa hunar, v (1343 sh.), 344-489, including
also a lengthy interview with the author. For more
specific discussions, cf. Djamalzada's review of
Mudir-i madrasa in Rahnamd-yi Kitdb, i (1337 sh.),
166-78; Rida Barahini, Kissa-niwisl, Tehran 1348
sh.'2, 416 ff.; G.L. Tikku, in idem (ed.), Islam and its
cultural divergence, Urbana, Chicago and London
1971,
165-79; and G.R. Sabri-Tabrizi, in
Correspondance d'Orient 11, Brussels 1970, 411-18.
(GJJ. DE VRIES)
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ALA3 AL-DIN KHALDII [see KHALDJIS].
AL-CALAMI, CABD AL-KADIR [see KADDUR ALC

ALAMl].

ALANGU, TAHIR, T u r k i s h a u t h o r and l i t e r ary c r i t i c (1916-73). The son of a naval officer, he
was born in Istanbul and graduated from the Department of Turkish Studies of Istanbul University (1943).
He taught Turkish literature in various high schools
until 1956, when he was appointed to Galatasaray
Lycee in Istanbul where he taught until his death on
19 June 1973. During the last few years of his life
he was also a part-time lecturer at Bogazici University
in Istanbul.
Two leading themes of his many books and large
number of articles are firstly, Turkish folk-lore, and
secondly, the modern Turkish novel and short story.
As a literary critic and research worker, his judgments are based on sound scholarly research and
are (with rare exceptions when his close friends are
involved) balanced, responsible and fair. Alangu is
the author of the following major works: Cumhunyetten
sonra hikdye ve roman, 2 vols, Istanbul 1959 and 1965,
a comprehensive study on Turkish short story writers and novelists of the 1920-50 period, with copious examples of their works; Omer Seyfettin, Istanbul,
1968, a monograph in the form of biographical novel
of this pioneer of the modern Turkish short story;
and his posthumous 100 tinlu Turk eseri, 2 vols,
Istanbul 1974, an anthology from 100 famous works
from Turkish literature, with introduction and comments. The second volume of this work covering the
last hundred years (1870-1970) is particularly valuable as it is based mainly on his own research.
Unfortunately, many of his articles published in various journals and reviews have not yet been collected into book form. Alangu translated (from the
German) several authors, and particularly from the
Israeli author Samuel Agnon.
Bibliography. Mehmet Seyda, Edebiyat dostlan,
Istanbul, 1970; Behcet Necatigil, Edebiya-timi^da isimler sozlugu", 1975, s.v.
(FAHIR Iz)
C
ALI B. HANZALA B. ABl SALIM AL-MAHFUZ!
C
C
AL-WADI I AL-HAMDANI, succeeded A1I b. Muhammad
b. al-Walid [q.v.] as the sixth d d c i mutlak of the
M u s t a ' l I - T a y y i b f I s m a ' f l f s in Yaman in 6127
1215. As the country was passing through a critical
period of internal strife after its occupation by the
Ayyubids, the da'l pursued a policy of non-interference
in politics. He maintained good relations both with
the Ayyubid rulers of San c a 5 and the Yamid sultans
of Banu Hatim in Dhamarmar which enabled him to
carry out his activities without much difficulties. He
died on 12 or 22 Rablc I 626/8 or 18 February 1229.
Both his compositions, Simt al-hakd'ik and Risdlat
Diyd3 al-hulum wa-misbdh al-culum, concerning al-mabda^
wa 'l-macdd, are considered important works on hakd^ik
[</.y.]. The former, edited by c Abbas al- c Azzawf
(Damascus 1953), is a raajaz poem, whereas the latter is an elaborate treatment of the subject and exists
in manuscript.
Bibliography. The main biographical source,
Idns b. al-Hasan, Nuzjiat al-afkdr, still in manuscript,
is studied by H.F. al-Hamdanf, al-Sulayhiyyun,
Cairo 1955, 291-7; Hasan'b. Nuh al-Bharucf, Kitdb
al-A^hdr, i, ed. c Adil al- c Awwa, in Muntakhabdt
Ismd'iliyya, Damascus 1958, 195, 247; Ismacrl b.
c
Abd al-Rasul al-Madjdu c , Fihnst, ed. CAH Naki
MunzawT, Tehran 1966, 196-7, 269-70. For a
detailed account, see Ismail Poonawala, Bio-bibliography of Ismd'lli literature, Malibu, Cal. 1977.
(I. POONAWALA)
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C
ALI B. MUHAMMAD B. DJATAR B. IBRAHIM
B. AL-WALID AL-ANF AL-KURASHI, the m e n t o r of
C
A1I b. Hatim al-Hamidi [q.v.], whom he succeeded
as the fifth ddci mutlak of the MustaclI-Tayyibl Ismacllls
in Yaman in 605/1209, came from a prominent alWalrd family of Kuraysh. His great-grandfather
Ibrahim b. Abl Salama was a leading chieftain of
the founder of the Sulayhid dynasty CA1I b.
Muhammad al-Sulayhl, and he was sent by the latter on an official mission to Cairo. He studied first
under his uncle CA1I b. al-Husayn and then under
Muhammad b. Tahir al-Harithl. After al-Harithl's
death, Hatim b. Ibrahim al-Hamidl [q.v.] appointed
C
A1I b. Muhammad as his deputy in Sanca3. He lived
in Sanca3 and died there on 27 Sha'ban 612/21
December 1215 at the age of ninety. He headed a
distinguished family of dd'is: for approximately three
centuries the headship of the dcfwa was held by his
descendants.
He was a prolific author and his works are held
in high esteem by the community. The following
works are extant. On hakd'ik: 1. Tddj. al-cakd'id, ed.
c
Arif Tamir, Beirut 1967, English tr. (in summary
form) W. Ivanow, Creed of the Fatimids, Bombay 1936.
2. Kitdb al-Dhakhira, ed. Muhammad al-A c zamI,
Beirut 1971. 3. Risalat Djila3 al-'ukul, ed. cAdil alc
Awwa in Muntakhabdt Ismd'iliyya, Damascus 1958,
89-153. 4. Risalat al-Iddh wa 'l-tabym, ed. R.
Strothmann, in Arba'a kutub Ismd'iliyya, Gottingen
1943, 138-58. 5. Risala fi macnd al-ism al-ac^am, ed.
Strothmann in ibid., 171-7. 6. Diyd3 al-albdb. 1. Lubb
al-macdrif. 8. Lubdb al-fawd'id. 9. Risalat mulhikat aladhhdn. 10. al-Risdla al-mufida, a commentary on the
kasidat al-nafs ascribed to Ibn Slna3. Refutations: 11.
Ddmigh al-bdtil, refutation of al-Ghazall's al-Musta^hin.
12. Mukhtasar al-'usiil, refutation of Sunnls, Muctazills,
Zaydls and Faldsifa who deny God all attributes.
13. Risalat tuhfat al-murtadd., ed. Strothmann in
Arbaca kutub Ismd'iliyya, 159-70, a refutation of
the HafizI-Madjldl dcfwa. Miscellaneous: 14. Maajdlis
al-nush wa 'l-baydn. 15. Diwdn, eulogies of the
Imams and his teachers, elegies, and valuable historical information about contemporary events in
Yaman.
HUSAYN B. CALI, son of the preceeding, He succeeded Ahmad b. al-Mubarak b. al-Walld as the eighth
dd'i mutlak. He lived in Sanca3 and died there on 22
Safar 667/31 October 1268. His writings deal mainly with hakd'ik. The following works have survived.
1. Risalat al-Iddh wa 'l-baydn. The section about the
fall of Adam has been edited by B. Lewis in An
Ismd'ili interpretation of the fall of Adam, in BSOS, ix
(1938), 691-704. 2. al-Risdla al-wahida fi tathbit arkdn
al-(akida. 3. cAkidat al-muwahhidm. 4. Risalat al-iddh wa'l-tabsir fi fad I yawm al-Ghadlr. 5. Risdla Mdhiyyat alzur. 6. al-Mabda* wa }l-macdd, ed. and tr. H. Corbin,
in Trilogie Ismaelienne, Tehran 1961, 99-130 (Arabic
pagination), 129-200.
C
ALI B. HUSAYN, son of the p r e c e e d i n g . He
succeeded his father as the ninth dcfi mutlak. He lived
in Sanca3 and then moved to cArus, but following the
Hamdanid repossession of Sanca3, he returned and
died there on 13 Dhu 'l-Kacda 682/2 February 1284.
His al-Risdla al-kdmila is extant.
Bibliography. Hatim al-Hamidi, Tuhfat alkulub, in manuscript, (edition being prepared by
Abbas Hamdani); Idrls b. al-Hasan, Nuzhat alafkdr., manuscript used by H.F. al-Hamdanl, alSulayhiyyun, Cairo 1955, 284-91; flasan b. Nuh
al-Bharuci, Kitdb al-A^hdr, i. ed. 'Adil al-cAwwa
in Muntakhabdt Ismdciliyj>a, Damascus 1958, 191,

193-4, 198, 247-8; Isma c ll b. c Abd al-Rasul alMadjdu c , Fihrist, ed. CAH NakI Munzawi, Tehran
1966, 41-2, 80, 93-5, 123-7/131, 140, 151, 153,
200-1, 229-37, 244-6, 257, 278; For a full description of works and sources, see Ismail Poonawala,
Bio-bibliography of Ismd'ili literature, Malibu, Cal.
1977.
(I. POONAWALA)
C
ALI B. MUHAMMAD AL-TUNISI AL-IYADI,
p r o - S h l ' I poet of I f r l k i y a , who was, according
to Ibn Rashlk (Kurdda, 102), in the service of the
Fatimid caliphs al-Ka'im, al-Mansur and above all alMucizz, whom he joined in his new capital in Egypt,
despite his great age and the hazards of the journey.
It was probably in Cairo that he died, in the same
year as his protector, 365/976, according to H.H. cAbd
al-Wahhab (Ttfrikh, 96), but later than this, according
to Ch. Bouyahia (Vie litteraire, 39); these two authors
place his birth in Tunis, apparently in order to explain
his ethnic of al-TunisI, which in the 4th/IOth century, and even later, referred merely to a small place
adjacent to the ruins of Carthage (cf. Kadi Nu'man,
K. al-Madj_dlis wa 'l-musdyardt, ed. Yalaoui-FekiChabbouh, Tunis, 1978, 203, 332-3, and al-Bakrl, ed.
de Slane, 37). This nisba has caused him to be often
confused with a later homonym, CA1I b. Yusuf al-TunisI,
also the eulogist of an al-Mansur and an al-Mucizz,
but this time, Zlrids (cf. Bouyahia, loc. cit.). On the
other hand, the ethnic al-Iyadl leads one to postulate
an Arab origin, the lyad being a component of a section of the Banu Hilal, the Athbadj, who had established themselves in the region of Msila (see P. Massiera,
Msila du Xe au XV siecles, in Bull, de la Soc. hist, et
archeol. de Setif, ii [1941], repr. in CT, No. 85-6).
The poet's fame reached the Spanish shores in his
own lifetime; an anecdote of the same Ibn Rashlk
(cUmda., i, 111) shows us the Andalusian Ibn Hani3
[q.v.] on his arrival in al-Kayrawan involved in hostilities with the poets already established there, but
making specific mention only of al-Iyadl. However,
despite the high esteem in which later critics held
him, such as Ibn Sharaf (Questions de critique litteraire,
ed. Ch. Pellat, Algiers 1953, 9), no poem of his has
come down to us in complete form; is this attributable to later SunnI ostracism of the poet after the
sudden change to the Zlrid regime, or a change in
literary tastes? Whatever the reason may be, out of
the 105 verses which the present writer has been able
to gather together (Hawliyydt., 1973, 97), only two fragments are Shlcl in inspiration. These however are preserved by pro-Fatimid authors, these being firstly a
rather poignant and moving relation of the end of
Abu Yazld, "the man on the donkey" (Sirat Ustddh
Dhawdhar, Cairo, 48, tr. M. Canard, 69) and secondly
a eulogy in honour of al-Mansur (Dawadarl, Kanz aldurar, vi, 117). The remainder is made up of wellturned, descriptive fragments, which abound richly in
images, hence admired and gathered together for this
reason by the anthologists; thus out of these last, alHusrl (J7ahr, 189, 314, 1003) reproduces a description
of the Fatimid fleet, armed with the fearsome Greek
Fire, a picture of a galloping horse and a tableau of
the splendours of the Lake Palace, Dar al-Bahr, at
Mansuriyya.
In sum, al-Iyadi seems to have been a great poet,
quite apart from his Fatimid allegiance, but our knowledge of his poetry—apart from his talent—remains
till now only fragmentary.
Bibliography: Ibn Rashlk, Kurddat al-dhahab,
ed. Bouyahia, Tunis 1972; H.H. cAbd al-Wahhab,
Mud^mal ta'nkh al-adab al-tunisi, Tunis 1968, 96;
Ch. Bouyahia, La vie litteraire en Ifriqiya sous les
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prides, Tunis 1972; M. Yalaoui, Poetes ifriqiyiens
contemporains des Fatimides, in Hawliyydt al-Djdmi'a
al-Tunisiyya (Annales de 1'Universite de Tunis),
1973.
(M. YALAOUI)
C
ALI EMIRl (1858-1924), T u r k i s h b i b l i o p h i l e
and scholar. He was born in Diyarbekr, the son
of Mehmed Sherlf, a wealthy merchant from a locally
prominent family. He learnt Arabic, Persian and
the Islamic sciences from his great-uncle and private
tutors. At the age of 18 he published in the local
paper Diyarbekr a dj_uliisiyye, a poem commemorating
the enthronement of Murad V which made his name
widely known in educated circles. When cAbidm Pasha
(the Mathndwi commentator) came in 1879 to
Diyarbekr as president of the committee of reform
for the eastern provinces, he appointed 'All Emm as
secretary, and later took him to Salonika when he
became the governor of that province. Thus there
began his career as a civil servant which was to last
for three decades. He served in diverse parts of the
Empire until he retired in 1908. He died in Istanbul
on 20 January 1924.
A life-long passionate collector of rare books, he
saved many important manuscripts from destruction
(e.g. the unique copy of Kashgharf's Diwdn lughdt alturk), and made copies of the rare books which he
could not purchase. He conveyed his invaluable collection to the Shaykh al-Islam Fayd Allah Efendi
Library at Fatih in Istanbul (1916), then re-named
the Millet Library, of which he remained Director
until his death. CA1I Emm wrote diwan poetry with
great ease and facility (but with not much talent), and
his enormous output of several volumes is among his
personal papers in the Millet Library. Except for the
biographies of poets of his native Diyarbekr (Tedhkireyi shucard'-yi 'Amid, Istanbul 1325 n/m£/1909), very
little of his research work on the Ottoman poets
(with special emphasis on sultan and prince poets),
has been published (and that mainly in his journal
C
0thmdnli ta'nkh we edebiyyat medj_mu-casi, founded in
1920, 31 issues). CA1T Emm followed, in method and
approach, the tradition of the classical tedhkire [q.v]
writers. The bulk of his manuscript notes is in
the Millet Library. His study on the Eastern provinces, C0thmdnll wildyat-l sharkiyyesi, Istanbul 1334
n/mz/1918, was of great use and was appreciated by
the Nationalists in Ankara; Mustafa Kemal Pasha
(Ataturk) personally gave financial help to him in his
old age. The list of CA1T Emm's other publications
are given in Ahmed Reftk and Ibnulemin M.K. Inal
(see Bibl. below).
Bibliography: Ahmed Refik, A.E. in TTEM, No.
78 (1924); Ibnulemin M.K. Inal, Son asir tiirk §airleri, i, Istanbul 1930, 298-314; Muzaffer Esen, Istanbul
ansiklopedisi, ii, Istanbul 1959, s.v.
(FAHIR Iz)
C
ALI MARDAN KHAN, AMIR AL-UMARA', a mili t a r y c o m m a n d e r of Kurdish origin, was one of
the prominent nobles of Shah c Abbas of Persia. During
the reign of Shah SafT (1038-52/1629-42) he came
under a cloud. He thereupon went over to the Mughal
Emperor Shah Djahan (1037-68/1628-58) and handed
over the fort of Kandahar [q.v.] to the Mughals.
He was given the rank of 5,000/5,000 by his new
master in 1048/1638 and was appointed governor of
Kashmir. In 1050/1640 he was promoted to
7,000/7,000 and was appointed governor of the
Pandjab. In 1641 he was appointed governor of Kabul
in addition to the Pandjab.
C
AH Mardan Khan was connected with the construction of a major canal running from Ravi to
Lahore, and laid out the famous Shalamar garden-
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at Lahore. He died in 1067/1657 and was buried
in his mother's tomb at Lahore.
Bibliography: cAbd al-Hamld LahorT, Badshahndma, ii, Bibl. Ind., Calcutta 1868; continuation by
Muhammad Warith, Bddshdh-ndma, I. O. MS., Ethe
329'(see Storey, i, 574-7); Shah Nawaz Khan, Mtiathir
al-umara\ ii, Bibl. Ind., Calcutta 1888-91; H.I.S.
Kanwar, CAH Mardan Man, in 1C, xlvii (1973), 10519.
(M. ATHAR ALI)
C
ALLAL AL-FASI, MUHAMMAD, Moroccan statesman and writer (1907-74). Born at Fas, he was educated at the university of al-Karawiyym [q.v.]. From
the age of 18 onwards, he took part in the diffusion throughout Morocco of the progressive movement of the Salafiyya [q.v], and his militant attitude
in favour of local nationalist aspirations, as well as
his oratorical powers, soon led the government to
confine him to a house, under guard, at Taza. He
was freed in 1931 and returned to Fas, where he
began to lecture at the Karawiyyfn; these lectures
were however boycotted by certain religious leaders
who feared that his unrestrained political attitudes
might well cause difficulties for the Moroccan authorities in their relations with the French Protectorate.
Al-FasI then took part in the delegation of the most
influential nationalist leaders to the sultan of Morocco
in 1934, when the document called Matalib al-shacb
al-maghribi ("Demands for reform of the Moroccan
people"), the first catechism of the nationalist movement, consisting of a complete programme for the
reform and renovation of the land, especially in the
politico-social sphere, was presented to the sovereign.
The tergiversations and delays of the speakers engaged
in this exasperated the more ardent of patriots, and
led the Kutlat al-camal al-watani al-maghnbiyya
("Moroccan bloc for national action") which had
until 1934 worked in the background, to intensify
its activities. Disorders broke out in 1936 in Fas,
Sale and Casablanca, and the leaders of the bloc,
including cAllal al-Fasf, were arrested. After their
freeing almost immediately, the bloc decided to disband itself, and two parties were then formed, alii araka al-kawmiyya and al-Hi^b al-watani li-tahklk
al-matalib, which merged in 1943 to form the single
party of the Istikldl, led from 1946 onwards by alFasT. In the following year he fled to Cairo, where
he organised the resistance movements against the
French and Spanish Protectorates from a centre in
the Maktab al-Maghrib al-(arabl founded in the Egyptian
capital. He returned to Morocco in 1956, the year
when his country gained its independence, and was
nominated Professor of Islamic Law at Rabat and
Fas and then Minister of State entrusted with Islamic
affairs and a Deputy.
c
Allal al-FasT's work as a publicist, as well as a
politician, continued to be most intense. At the beginning of 1957 he founded the newspaper Le Sahara
marocain in order to promote the inclusion of
Mauretania in Morocco, and in 1962, the monthly
review al-Bayyina, which was at the same time PanArab and Pan-Islamic and also concerned with culture and social progress. In all his work, the writer
dealt with topics and problems of the Maghrib's
history and politics, above all in regard to the
modern and contemporary periods, with the exception of his Makdsid al-sharica al-isldmiyya wa-makdrimuhd
(Casablanca, n.d.), in which the author gathered
together his lectures on law at the Faculty. Two
books are devoted to an historico-juridical analysis
of the French and Spanish Protectorates over
Morocco: al-Himdya fi Marrdkush min al-wid^ha
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al-ta^nkhiyya wa 'l-kanuniyya and Himayat Isbaniya fi
Marrdkush min al-widj_ha al-ta3nkhiyya wa 'l-kdnuniyya
(publ. in Cairo 1947). His al-Maghrib al-carabi min alharb al-cdlamiyya al-uld ild 'l-yawm (Cairo 1955), on
the other hand, belongs to the usual class of historical compilations. His essay on al-Haraka alistikldliyya fi 'l-Maghrib al-carabi (Cairo 1948, 2nd ed.
1956) may be considered as an unpretentious contribution to our knowledge of MaghribI nationalism,
especially in Morocco; there exist of these an English
translation (New York 1954, repr. 1970) and a
Spanish one. Other works comprise collections of
lectures given in various capitals of the Arab world
(as in Hadith al-Maghrib fi 'l-Mashrik, Cairo 1956) and
radio talks (as in Nidd3 al-Kdhira, Rabat 1959)—these
last revealing the passionate character of the writer's
political beliefs. Al-Nakd al-dhdti (Cairo 1952), of which
there even exists a Chinese translation, is a self-criticism of the Arab world (particularly in regard to
Morocco), in which the author analyses with a careful dialectic the recent past, and above all the present, in order to discern exactly the most effective
way for Arabism to face up to the exigencies of
modern life and to become part of European civilisation without at the same time renouncing its own
particular genius and identity. In this, cAllal al-FasI
places himself in the forefront of the ideology of
Islamic fundamentalism with its roots in Muhammad
"Abduh's [q.v.] thought, but at times he goes beyond
this basic model when it is a question of penetrating more clearly to the heart of western thought.
Bibliography: There is information on cAllal
al-FasI in all the numerous works (mainly in French)
on Morocco. There is a good source of documentation on his political activity in Oriente Moderno,
esp. xvii (1937), 595, xix (1939), 429-30, and xxxii
(1952), 1-31 passim. See also Anouar Abdel-Malek,
Anthologie de la litterature arabe contemporaine. ii. Les
essais, Paris 1965, 190-6; and A. Laroui, L'ideologie
arabe contemporaine, Paris 1967, passim.
(U. RlZZITANO)
C

ALLAWAYH AL-ACSAR, ABU 'L-HASAN £ ALI B.
ABD ALLAH B. SAYF, court musician in early
c
Abbasid times, died in or shortly after 235/850.
He was of Soghdian origin, mawld (al-citk) of the
Umayyads and mawld (al-khidma) of the cAbbasids.
Ibrahim and Ishak al-Mawsill taught him the "classical" hidj_dzi music, but he prefered the "romantic"
style of Ibrahim b. al-Mahdl and introduced "Persian
melodies" (nagham fdrisiyya) into Arab music. As a
court musician, he started in the third class (tabaka]
under Harun al-Rashid and continued to serve the
caliphs up to al-Mutawakkil, but suffered from the
rivalry of his more brilliant colleague Mukharik,
c
Allawayh is described as being a master musician
(mughanni hddhik), an excellent lutenist (ddrib
mutakaddim)—being left-handed he used an instrument stringed in reverse order—and a skilful composer (sdnic mutafannin). Abu '1-Faradj al-Isbahanl
recorded 80 of his songs, using sources like
c
Allawayh's own Kitdb (or I^dmic} al-Aghdni and the
songbooks of c Amr b. Bana, Ibn al-Makkl, Habash
and al-Hishami.
Bibliography: Aghdm\ xi, 333-60 (main
source, see also indices); Ibn Tayfur, Kitdb
Baghdad, Cairo 1949 (see indices); Ibn c Abd
Rabbih, clkd, vi, Cairo 1949, 31, 33, 37; gjahiz,
Baydn, i, 132; Sull, Awrdk (Ash'dr awldd alkhulafd3), 30; Nuwayri, Nihdya, v, 9-13; O.
Rescher, Abriss der arabischen Liter aturgeschichte,
ii, Stuttgart 1933, 81-3; H.G. Farmer, History
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of Arabian music, 123; Kh. Mardam, D}amharat almughanmn, Damascus 1964, 163-4.
(E. NEUBAUER)
ALUS, SERMED MUKHTAR, modern Turkish
SERMET MUHTAR ALUS, Turkish writer (1887-1952).
He was born in Istanbul, the son of Ahmed Mukhtar
Pasha, the founder of the Military Museum and a
teacher at the War College. Educated mainly privately at Galatasaray Lycee, he studied law, graduating in 1910. As a student, he founded with two
friends, the humorous paper El-Ufuriik (1908) and contributed essays and cartoons to another humorous
paper Davul (1908-9). His early interest in philosophy
and social studies did not last long, and he turned
to the theatre. Between 1918 and 1930, apart from
a number of short stories which he contributed to
various papers, he concentrated exclusively on the theatre, writing and adapting from the French many
plays, some of which were performed in the Istanbul
Municipal theatre (Ddr al-Beddyi1). Some of his plays
were serialised in satirical weeklies (Akbaba and Amcabey).
The year 1931 was a turning point in his literary
career. He began to publish in the newspaper Aksam
sketches of everyday life in Istanbul at the turn of
the century, Otuz sene evvel Istanbul ("Istanbul thirty
years ago") which were followed by stories, essays,
autobiographical sketches, novels, etc. serialised in the
same paper and in the dailies Son posta, Cumhunyet,
Vatan, Vakit, etc. and in the periodicals Tedigiln, Hafta,
Teni mecmua, etc., all describing life in mansions, villas, yahs (sea-side villas), famous resorts, or in the
humble homes of Istanbul during the last decade of
Hamidian era.
An extremely prolific writer, he produced continuously until his death in Istanbul on 18 May
1952. Unfortunately the great bulk of his output
(articles, essays, short stories, novels, memoirs) always
accompanied by his own designs and sketches,
remains scattered in many dailies and periodicals.
Four of his novels have been published in book
form: Kivimk Pasa (1933), Pembe maslahli hamm (1933),
Harp zengininin gelini (1934), Eski Qapkin anlatiyor (1944).
The plots in these novels, as in all Alus's writings,
are loose and unimportant, and are only a pretext
for describing and reporting the conversations of his
pet characters, who are Hamidian pashas, local beauties or toughs, snobs and simple people. Alus is the
last representative of the popular entertainment narrative school inaugurated by Ahmed Midhat and
continued by Husayn Rahml, Ahmed Rasim and
O.Dj. Kaygili [q.vv.]; perhaps he is more akin to
the latter in that he is more entertaining and simplistic without high claims to any moral or philosophic conclusions. In spite of his often unpolished,
even sloppy, style and his weakness for the farcical,
his work has a great documentary value for the spoken language, way of life, customs and folklore of
the period.
Bibliography: Resat Ekrem Kocu, in Istanbul
ansiklopedisi, Istanbul, 1958-69, s.v. (the main source
for all subsequent studies); Metin And, Mesmtiyet
doneminde Turk tiyatrosu, Ankara 1971, 112.
(FAHIR Iz)
C
AM C AK, SHIHAB AL-DlN BUKHARA one of the
leading Persian poets at the court of the Ilek-Khans
(Kara-Khanids) [q.v.] of Transoxania. Late sources
ascribe to him the kunya Abu '1-Nadjlb (e.g. Taki
al-Dm Kashanl). It is not certain whether c Am c ak
is a personal name or a lakab used as a penname. It cannot be connected with any existing
Arabic, Persian or Turkish word. Dh. Safa has
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suggested a corruption of an original cakcak ("magpie") which occurs as the name of the poet in a
manuscript of the Dlwan of Suzanl. S. Naffsl conjectured a possible Soghdian origin. The forms
c
Am!k and c AmikI, which can be found in some
manuscripts of the Baharistan of Djami, are certainly to be rejected.
c
Am c ak was born in Bukhara, probably before the
middle of the 5th/llth century. If any of the dates
given for his death by later biographers viz. 542 (e.g.
Dawlatshah and Rida-KulI Khan Hidayat), 543 (TakI
al-Dln Kashanl) or 551 (Sadik b. Salih Isfahan! in
Shdhid-i Sadik} is correct, he would have lived to
become a centenarian.
The earliest datable poems that are attributed to
c
Am c ak are kasidas written for the Ilek-Khan Nasr
b. Ibrahim (460-72/1068-80). The poet must have
lived at least till 524/1129-30, according to the anecdote that he was ordered to write an elegy for
Sultan Sandjar's daughter Mah-i Mulk Khatun,
whose death occurred in that year (Dawlatshah, on
the authority of c Am c ak's contemporary Khatunl),
or even later if the prince Mahmud named in a
fragmentary poem is identical with the Ilek-Khan
who was put on the throne of Samarkand by Sandjar
in 526/1132.
Already during the short reign of Khiclr b. Ibrahim
(472-3/1080-1), £ Am c ak appears to have reached a
dominating position at the court of Samarkand. The
story about his rivalry with Rashldl, told in the Cahdr
makdla, pictures him as an amir al-shu'ard3. In his later
years he is said to have lived a secluded life, communicating with his patrons through a son by the
name of Hamldl or Hamld al-Dln. c Am c ak also wrote
a poem for the Saldjuk ruler Alp Arslan.
Although the greater part of c Am c ak's poetry seems
to have been lost, a small number of his kasidas has
been preserved in anthologies or in madj_muca manuscripts. There are also some quatrains attributed
to his name. A mathnawi-poem on the theme of
Yusuf and Zulaykha, which is said to have been
written in such a way that it could be scanned
according to two different metres, has, however, left
no trace.
In spite of this early loss of the dlwdn, estimated
at 7,000 bqyts (Haft iklim), cAmcak appears to have
had a remarkable influence on the poetry of his contemporaries as well as on that of the following generation. No one less than Anwari styled him "a master
of poetry" (ustdd-i sukhari), and designed one of his
poems on a model provided by c Am c ak (cf. Diwdn-i
Anwari, i, Tehran 13472, 205, 274). This reputation
was based, first of all, on the clever use c Am c ak made
of rhetorical artifices which were still a novelty in his
time. A fragment of one of his kasidas, in which the
words mur (uant") and muy ("hair") have been used
in every line, is often quoted as an example of this.
c
Am c ak was also renowned as a writer of elegies, but
nothing more than the few lines he wrote at the
request of Sandjar has been preserved.
Another notable feature of cAmcak's poetry is the
use of long and elaborate prologues to his odes. The
most extreme example of this, a prologue of 100
bqyts,, contains the conceit of a spiritual journey to
an imaginary world on the back of the donkey of
Tsa combined with satirical hints to the poet's rivals
(Dlwdn, ed. Naffsi, 141 ff.). c Am c ak had a distinct
taste for fantastic images; in one of his many descriptions of nocturnal scenes, the night is represented as
a preacher who from his pulpit extols the virtues of
the poet's native town Bukhara (op. at., 176 ff.).
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According to Dh. Safa, the "fantastic simile" (tashbih1 khiydli) is also a major characteristic of the imagery
c
Am c ak applied to the individual lines of his poems.
Bibliography: The Dlwdn of c Am c ak published
at Tabriz, 1307 sh. (624 bqyts) is unreliable, as it
contains several poems that actually belong to other
poets. S. Naffsi has assembled a collection of 806
bqyts, from various sources in Dlwdn-i cAmcak-i
Bukhdn, Tehran 1339/1960. This volume lacks,
however, precise references on the provenance of
each item. The kasidas, written for the Ilek-Khans
have also been inserted into the ta'likdt to Nafisl's
edition of Ta}rikh-i Bayhakl, Tehran 1332/1953, iii,
1301-23.
The most important sources containing fragments of his poetry are: cAwfT, Lubdb, ed. Browne,
181-9, ed. NafTsI, 378-84, cf. ta'likdt, 686-94;
Rashld-i Watwat, Hadd'ik al-sihr, Tehran
1308/1929, 44-5; ' Shams al-Dln Muhammad b.
Kays al-RazI, al-Mucdj_am fl ma'dylr ash'dr al-cadj_am,
Tehran 1338/1959, 351, 381; Djadjarml, Mu'ms
al-ahrdr fl dakd}ik al-ashcdr, ii, Tehran 1350/1971,
499; Dawlatshah, 64-5; Djaml, Baharistan,
Dushambe 1972, 107; Amm Ahmad RazI, Haft
ikllm, Tehran 1340/1961, iii, 409-20; Kasimi,
Sullam al-samawdt, Tehran 1340/1961, 53, cf.
hawdshl, 303-4; Lutf- c All Beg Adhar, Atashkada,
lith. Bombay 1299 A.H., 337-42; Rida-KulI Khan
Hidayat, Maajma' al-fusahd\ lith. Tehran 1295
A.H., i, 345-50, ed. Tehran 1336/1967, ii, 87988.
For manuscripts of madj_mufa's, containing poems
by cAmcak, see E. Blochet, Catalogue des manuscnts
persans de la Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris 1912, ii, 48
fY.; Ch. Rieu, Catalogue of Persian manuscripts in the
British Museum, London 1881, ii, 869, Supplement,
105; AJ. Arberry, in JRAS (1939), 379; A. Munzawl,
Fihnst-i nuskhahd-yi khatti-yi fdrsi, iii, Tehran 1350/
1971, 2551, nos". 24876-9.'
Bibliographical r e f e r e n c e s to cAmcak are to
be found in Nizaml Arudl, Cahdr makdla, Tehran
1955-7, main 44', 73, 74, cf. taclikdt 138 ff., 232 f.
and 615, as well as in the tadhkira works mentioned
above. See further Browne, ii, 298, 303, 335 f.;
Dh. Safa, cAmcak-i Bukhara3!, in Mihr iii (1314-15
A.S.H.), 177-81, 289-95, 405-11; idem, Ta'nbh-i
adabiyydt dar Iran, ii, Tehran 1339/1960', 535-47;
E.E. Bertel's, Istoriya persidsko-tadzikskoy literaturi,
Moscow 1960, 461-6 and passim; S. NafTsI,
mukaddama to his edition of the Diwdn, 3-127 and
206 ff.; Yu.N. Marr and K.I. Caykin, Pis'ma o persidskoy literature, Tiflis 1976, 119-25.
(J.T.P. DE BRUIJN)
AMAN ALLAH, Amir of Afghanistan and the
successor and third son of Hablb Allah [q.u.] by his
chief wife, c Ulya Hadrat (d. 1965). He was born on
2 June 1892 in Paghman and educated at the
Military Academy. Intelligent, energetic and hardworking, he was attracted to the nationalist and
Islamic modernist ideas of Mahmud Tarzi (18661935), the editor of Simd} al-akhbdr, and in 1914
married Tarn's daughter, Soraya (Thurayya) (d. 21
April 1968). At the time of his father's murder on
20 February 1919, Aman Allah, as Governor of
Kabul, controlled the capital with its garrison, arsenal and treasury. Supported by the army, the
younger nationalists and the Barakzay faction, he
resisted the claims of his uncle, Nasr Allah, and his
eldest brother, Tnayat Allah, and was recognised as
amir on 28 February.
Aman Allah promptly asserted Afghanistan's in-
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dependence from British control of her foreign relations. Possibly hoping to promote his goal by the
threat of war, he despatched forces to the Indian
frontier, but hostilities commenced on 3 May and
endured until an armistice at the beginning of June
(the Third Afghan War). By the Treaty of Rawalpindi
(8 August 1919) Britain recognised, by implication,
Afghanistan's independence, although the Durand
Line remained the frontier. After further negotiations
at Mussoorie (April-July 1920) and in Kabul, a treaty
of good neighbourliness was signed by Britain and
Afghanistan on 22 November 1921. In the meantime Aman Allah had obtained international recognition through treaties with the USSR (28 February
1921) and Turkey (1 March 1921). Relations were
also established with Italy, France and Iran. In the
early years of his reign Aman Allah espoused a PanIslamic policy involving support for Indian Muslims,
friendship with Turkey and Iran and the creation of
a Central Asian federation under Afghan leadership
including Bukhara and Khfwa, but the reassertion
of Soviet control over Turkistan put an end to this
project.
Aman Allah's internal policy was one of rapid modernisation. His reforms came in two main bursts. In
the period 1921-4 he reformed the structure of Afghan
government, introducing the first budget (1922), constitution (1923), and administrative code (1923). He
introduced legal reforms including a family code (1921)
and a penal code (1924-5). The legal reforms were
partly the work of ex-Ottoman advisors and influenced by Islamic modernism, being derived largely
from the Shari'a but replacing 'idama? control by that
of the state. Education was central to his reforms and
he established new secondary schools and sent Afghan
students abroad. His support of female education gave
rise to bitter criticism from traditional groups. Aman
Allah made some effort to promote economic development by fostering communications (aircraft, radio
and telegraph introduced, and railway surveys begun),
reforming the currency (the rupee replaced by the
afghdnt), reorganising the customs, and helping light
industry. The principal economic success of his reign,
however, owed nothing to his efforts; this was the
development of the Karakul and carpet industries following Uzbek immigration into the northern provinces.
There was also some agricultural development. Aman
Allah's reforms were financed largely from domestic
resources and lack of money imposed constraints which
were especially marked in his military reforms. With
the aid of foreign instructors (mainly Turks) Aman
Allah sought to develop a non-tribal national militia
based on conscription for short periods, and at the
same time to reduce military spending. The result was
strong tribal opposition to conscription, and a disaffected, discontented and inefficient army. Hostility
to centralisation, conscription and certain social reforms
lay behind the Khost [q.v.] rebellion in 1924, which
was suppressed only after a protracted struggle. For
a time Aman Allah was obliged to abate his reforming zeal.
In December 1927 Aman Allah departed for a
tour of Europe, returning to Kabul on 1 July 1928.
His object, he explained, was to discover the secrets
of progress; his conclusion was that these were the
discarding of outworn ideas and customs. He summoned a national assembly (Loe D}irga) (28 August5 September) and dressed the delegates in European
clothes to hear his new ideas. At the last moment
he was persuaded to omit his most far-reaching
proposals, but his announced changes in the con-

stitution, new social reforms, and increased taxes
were sufficiently disturbing to his hearers.
Unabashed, Aman Allah repeated his proposals in
a further series of five three-hour speeches delivered between 30 September and 4 October to an
invited audience, which was treated to the spectacle
of Queen Soraya dramatically unveiling herself.
Enraged by the social reforms, by their diminution
of their own authority, and by new proposals by Aman
Allah to examine them in their proficiency to teach
and to expel those trained at Deoband, the culama\
under the leadership of the Hazrat family of Shor
Bazaar, denounced Aman Allah as an infidel. The
Amir arrested the leaders, but in November found
himself confronted by two tribal risings supported by
c
ulama\ one in the vicinity of Djalalabad, involving
the Shinwarfs and other tribes, and the second in the
Kuhistan, led by a Tadjfk bandit known as Bacca-yi
Sakaw. His inadequate forces divided, Aman Allah
was unable to resist the attack on Kabul from the
Kuhistan, and his belated withdrawal of nearly all his
reforms did not pacify the rebels. On 14 January
1929 Aman Allah abdicated in favour of clnayat Allah
and fled to Kandahar. Tnayat Allah also abdicated
on 18 January and the Bacca became ruler of Kabul
with the title of Habfb Allah II. At Kandahar Aman
Allah rescinded his abdication on 24 January and
sought help from Britain (which remained neutral),
from the USSR (which briefly sent troops to northern Afghanistan), and from Afghan tribes. Although
Aman Allah received help from the Hazaras and some
other tribes, he failed to command the support of the
Durrams and the majority of the Ghalzays, and was
forced to turn back his advance on Kabul at Ghazna.
On 23 May he left Afghanistan for India and on 22
June sailed from Bombay to exile in Rome. He died
in Switzerland on 26 April 1960 and was brought
home and buried at Djalalabad.
Bibliography. The older biographies of Aman
Allah such as those by R. Wild, London 1932
and Ikbal Ali Shah, London 1933 have little value
by comparison with modern studies based on the
British archives. See Rhea Talley Stewart, Fire in
Afghanistan 1914-1929, New York 1973; L.B.
Poullada, Reform and rebellion in Afghanistan, 19191929, Ithaca 1973; L.W. Adamec, Afghanistan 19001923, Berkeley and Los Angeles 1967, and idem,
Afghanistan's foreign affairs to the mid-twentieth century,
Tucson 1974; V. Gregorian, The emergence of modem Afghanistan, Stanford 1969. All these latter works
contain valuable further bibliographies.
(M.E. YAPP)
AMlD TULAKl SUNAMl, KH^ADJA CAM!D ALDIN FAKHR AL-MULK, poet of Muslim India. He was
born in Sunam, an important town (now in the district of Patiala in the Indian part of the Pandjab)
that had emerged as a centre of culture and learning in the 7th/13th century. c Amfd called himself
Tulakf along with Sunamf because his father was
said to have migrated from Tulak in Khurasan to
India. In the art of poetry, he was the disciple of
a famous master, Shihab Mahmra. He started his
career as a poet in Multan, which had become the
capital of a short-lived kingdom under Malik c lzz
al-Din Khan-i Ayaz and his son, Tadj al-Dm Abu
Bakr (who died in 638/1241). Two of his kasidas
preserved in mediaeval anthologies are in praise of
Sultan Tadj al-Dm. On the death of patron, he
moved from Multan to Dihlf, and during the reign
of Sultan Balban he was appointed mustawfi of the
district of Multan and Ucch, placed under the charge
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of Prince Muhammad, who was later known as
Khan-i Shahid.
c
Am!d's dlwdn is not extant, but the poems contained in mediaeval anthologies and other literary
works give us an idea of his greatness and excellence in the art of poetry, showing that he was one
of the distinguished poets of the Dihli Sultanate during the 7th/13th century, contributing to the growth
of Indo-Persian literature. It emerges from his poems
that he was interested in the philosophy of Ishrak
or illuminative wisdom as propounded and advocated by Shaykh Shihab al-Dm Suhrawardl (d.
587/1191).
Like most of his contemporaries, c Amid was basically a poet of the fcasida, and his known poems largely
comprise panegyrics on rulers, princes and noblemen. Among his poems, there are also one Tardjlcband, two ghaz.ah and one hazl (humorous poem); their
characteristic features are simplicity, spontaneity, freshness of thought and beauty of diction. His habsiyydt
(poems written in prison and depicting the prisoner's
life [see HABSIYYA below]) shed light on the actual
conditions in mediaeval jails. It should also be stressed
that his ghazals, like those of Shaykh DJamal of HansT,
paved the way for the gha^al's subsequent popularity
as an independent branch of poetry.
Bibliography: cAbd al-Kadir Bada'unf, Muntakhab
al-tawarikh, i, Bibl. Ind. edn., Calcutta 1869; Ahmad
Kulati Isfahan!, Mu'nis al-ahrar, MS. Habfb Gandj
Collection, Mawlana Azad Library, Aligarh; Taki
Kashf, Khuldsat al-ash'dr, MS. Khuda Bakhsh Library,
Patna; Husayn Andju, Farhang-i Dfahdngm, Newal
Kishore edn.; Iqbal Husain, The early Persian poets
of India, Patna 1937; Nazir Ahmad, cAmid Tulaki
Sunami, in Fikr-o-Ma^r (Urdu Quarterly), (October 1964),
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh.
(I.H. SlDDIQUl)

AMIN AL-HUSAYNl, mufti and Palestinian leader.
He was born in Jerusalem in 1893, the son of Tahir
al-Husaynf. The Husaynfs were a leading family in
Jerusalem who claimed Sharfff lineage although this
was disputed by others, as on two occasions the line
had passed through female members of the family.
They had often held the office of mufti in the past,
and three had been mufti in the period immediately before 1821: Mustafa, Amfn's grandfather; Tahir,
his father; and Kamil, his elder brother by another
mother. The holding of this office enhanced the
standing of the family, other members of which had
held other high positions, including that of Mayor
of Jerusalem and of deputy in the Ottoman parliament. Thus Amm came from a family used to the
prestige and authority of high office and also to
rivalry on the part of the other leading families in
Jerusalem. Moreover, the concept of Jerusalem as
the third holiest city in Islam and of preserving it
as such must have been at the very centre of their
thoughts. The office of mufti gave the Husaynls a
special role in this act of preservation.
Amm al-Husaynl had a varied education. He first
attended a local Muslim school and then the Ottoman state school in Jerusalem. It seems that he also
attended for a year the school of the Alliance Israelite
Universelle where he studied French. In 1912 he
went to Cairo and entered al-Azhar, but stayed less
than a year and left without graduating and without the title of cdlim. He immediately went to make
the haajd}, from which he returned to Jerusalem.
His religious education was incomplete and did
not qualify him for the office of mufti. Further
education was received in the Ottoman army in
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which he served during the First World War. He
undertook his basic training in the School of Officials,
the Mulkiyye, in Istanbul and at the Military
Academy. His war years were spent chiefly in an
office in Izmir. By virtue of this training he was
permitted to wear the tarbush, the symbol of an
Ottoman official but not of a religious dignitary.
On the conclusion of the war, Amm returned to
Jerusalem which was to be the base of his activities
for the next nineteen years. He worked as teacher,
translator and civil servant, but he soon turned to
journalism and direct political activity. He was an
intensely political man, possessed of great energy and
organising ability and from the first inspired by two
deeply-held ideas, Arab nationalism and a hatred
of the Zionist attempt to change the character of
Palestine. For him, Palestine was an Islamic Arab
country belonging to the wider Arab world and he
believed that any alteration of its basic Arab character would isolate it and its inhabitants from their
Arab neighbours. He was convinced that the Palestinians had the right to determine the future form of
government of their country, a right possessed by neither the British government nor the Zionist organisation. He also believed that European Jews settling
in Palestine would spread customs and usages alien
to the more traditional Islamic way of life. If change
was to come in Palestine, it should be organic and
internal and not imposed from outside. He devoted
the rest of his life to a vain attempt to stem this tide
of change.
Opposition to Zionism amongst the Arabs of Syria
and Palestine grew in intensity once Jerusalem and
Damascus had fallen to the Allied forces. The opposition was led by a group of young Palestinians, foremost amongst whom were Amm al-Husaynf and cArif
al-cArif. Verbal opposition in speeches and newspapers led to street demonstrations in September 1919.
Editorials and sermons called for the shedding of
Jewish blood if protests went unheeded. Amm began
to organise small groups of fidd'iyyun whose task was
to strike against the Jews and the British. When in
March 1920 the Syrian National Congress voted for
Syrian independence, Palestine Arabs took to the streets
in the belief that their country was included in the
new state. cArif's newspaper Suriyya al-I^anubiyya published the headline: "Arabs arise! The end of the foreigners is near. Jews will be drowned in their own
blood". Because of the Amir Faysal's lack of strong
leadership, the Palestinians tended to separate from
his state and follow their own path. In April, the
Arabs of Jerusalem in the prevailing tense atmosphere
exploded from a demonstration into an assault on the
Jewish population.
Amm, who was leading the demonstration, was
reported to have tried to restrain the rioters, but two
days of trouble left five Jews dead and 211 wounded
and four Arabs dead and 21 wounded. During the disturbances, Vladimir Jabotinsky's Jewish Self-Defence
Group attempted to assassinate Amm and cArif, whose
fidd3iyyun tried to retaliate. British intelligence forestalled
these attempts and the two had to flee to Transjordan
after having been accused of provoking the riots. This
was the first of a series of charges laid against Amm
during his lifetime. His precise role in the provocation
can never be ascertained, but it is certain that he
approved of all actions taken to discomfort the Jewish
population and that he was not averse to the shedding of blood. The concepts of d^ihdd and of the fidd'l
were in Islamic history associated with the possibility
of death in the pursuit of a goal. All Muslims could
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be summoned to a dj_ihad in defence of Islam against
a perceived threat, while the fidd'l was always
prepared to die himself while assassinating an
opponent.
The first British High Commissioner in Palestine,
Herbert Samuel, pardoned Amfn in August 1920
and he returned to Jerusalem. Samuel had issued
the pardon in order to try to calm Arab feeling
and to attempt to enlist Arab support for his policies. In March 1921 the mufti of Jerusalem, Kamil
al-Husayni, died. The British authorities had assumed
the mantle of the Ottoman government and consequently the responsibility for religious appointments.
In an election, local 'ulama' had to select three candidates for the office of mufti, one of whom would
be approved by the government. The al-Husaynl
family campaigned for their nominee, Hadj_dj. Amm,
but he was not one of the three selected in April.
It appeared however that he had some popular support in the country and the government was loathe
to go against the wishes of the people. Samuel eventually decided that Amm was his man and in May
he was appointed Grand Mufti (al-mufti al-akbar), a
title given by the British to enhance the status of
the office.
Amfn's appointment as head of the Muslim community in Palestine did not settle the problem of
the Muslim religious organisation of the country. In
Ottoman times, the shan'a courts had come under
the general jurisdiction of the Shaykh al-hldm and
the wakjs had been administered by the Ministry of
Awkdf. The British assumed responsibility for these,
but the Muslims soon demanded that they be allowed
to run their own religious affairs. The government
concurred and the Supreme Muslim Shari'a Council
(al-Aladj_lis al-Shafi al-Isldmi al-Acla] was elected by
leading Muslims. Hddj_^ Amm was chosen as Ra'is
al-cUlamd' and President of the Council, as he later
maintained, for life. He had thus, as a young man,
consolidated his position as leader of the Palestinian
Arabs both in their religious and their secular affairs.
In March 1921 he wrote a Memorandum to the
British Colonial Secretary, Winston Churchill, in
which he outlined Palestinian resistance to Zionism
and the ideas which were the foundation of his
future policy—the complete prohibition of Jewish
immigration, the abolition of the Jewish National
Home and the establishment of an Arab government of Palestine.
The period 1921-9 was used by the Mufti to build
up his following. As President of the Supreme Muslim
Council, he controlled the wakf revenues, which were
not used exclusively for charitable purposes. Preachers
were paid to disseminate political propaganda and those
who did not support his policies were dismissed.
Financial assistance was given to Arab schools to instruct
their pupils in the Arab nationalist spirit. Demonstrations
and boycotts were encouraged. Money was also used
to enhance the status of Jerusalem and its mosques in
the Islamic world. To Amln, the area of the Hardm
was the very centre and symbol of his aspirations to
preserve Jerusalem and Palestine as Arab and Islamic.
In 1928 a screen was set up by the Western Wall of
the sanctuary to separate male and female Jewish worshippers. This move was taken as a reason for protest
and seen by Muslims as a Jewish encroachment on
the Hardm. The Mufti felt the threat deeply, and encouraged propaganda to the effect that the Jews were planning to take over the Muslim holy places. A year later
feelings between the two communities became so
exacerbated that the Arabs attacked and committed

atrocities amongst the Jews. 133 were killed by the
Arabs and 116 Arabs killed by police action. The subsequent British government report did not accuse the
Mufti directly of provoking the attacks, but blamed
him for not doing enough to forestall them and for
having played upon public feeling. The agitation had
been conducted in the name of a religion of which,
in Palestine, he was head. The British still saw him as
a force for moderation, whereas it is clear that he was
committed to an uncompromisingly anti-Zionist policy
and that he would do everything in his power to frustrate the establishment of a Jewish National Home.
In 1931 he convened a Pan-Islamic Conference in
Jerusalem which he attempted to use as a platform
to further his anti-Zionist policy, although his position was challenged by other Palestinian leaders. He
later travelled to other Muslim countries to gain political support and to raise funds. In 1935 he helped
to found the Palestine Arab Party, a Husaynl organisation under the presidency of Djamal, the Mufti's
cousin. The Party's policy was that of Amln himself,
and it attempted to prohibit the further sale of Arab
land to Jewish settlers.
The year 1936 was a time of rising tension in
Palestine, culminating in the Arab revolt. The increase
in Jewish immigration caused by the rise of Nazism
led the Arabs to fear the future takeover of their
country by the Zionists. In April an Arab Higher
Committee of Christians and Muslims was formed
under the leadership of Amln. It immediately supported a general strike, to be called off when the
British government suspended Jewish immigration.
Murderous attacks on Jews began to occur, but the
brunt of the Arab effort was quickly turned against
the British and those Arabs considered disloyal. The
strike and the unrest continued until October.
The British Commission appointed to investigate
the disturbances apportioned a large share of the
blame for them to the Mufti. The Arab Higher
Committee under his chairmanship had clearly instigated illegal acts and had not condemned sabotage
and terrorism. The Mufti had seen and encouraged
the revolt as a movement of the people, largely
peasants, who had risen to defend their country and
their rights.
The British still clung to their hope of using Amln
as a moderating influence, but after the assassination
of a government officer in September 1937, stricter
regulations were introduced. The Arab Higher
Committee was declared illegal and Amln was removed
from his post as president of the Supreme Muslim
Council. Six members of the former were arrested
and deported (although Djamal al-Husaynl escaped)
and the Mufti, fearing arrest himself, fled to Lebanon.
From there he fought a propaganda war against
the British, while his followers contributed to the
continuing unrest in Palestine or set about eliminating members of rival clans. He was not allowed to
attend the London Conference on the future of
Palestine in February 1939, although a four-man delegation of members of the disbanded Higher Committee was present.
In October 1939 the Mufti made another move,
this time to Trak. As German successes multiplied
in the Second World War, he began to make
approaches to the Nazis in the hope that at the
end of the war he would be on the winning side.
He sent his private secretary to Berlin in September
1940 to ask for German commitments to the Arabs—
recognition of the complete independence of the
Arab countries, the abrogation of the mandates,
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and the right of the Arabs to solve the Jewish question in Palestine "in the national and racial interest on the German-Italian model". These latter words
were the Nazi Secretary of State's report of his conversation with Amln's secretary, and it is not clear
exactly what the Mufti knew in Baghdad in
September 1940 of the "model" on which the Nazis
were solving the Jewish problem and how he would
apply it in Palestine. However, his letter was noted
in Berlin and he was able to build on it later. His
pro-German feelings led to him to support Rashld
C
A1I al-Gaylanl, the anti-British 'Iraki politician who
had become Prime Minister in March 1940. They
both sought promises of material support from the
Axis, and in April 1941 al-Gaylanf and his supporters carried out a shortlived pro-German coup,
Promised German support was too little and too
late, and a small British force was able to unseat
him. Amfn had issued a fatwd urging all Muslims
to support the coup and to fight the British, and
when it failed he had once again to flee, via Iran
to Italy.
He was warmly welcomed by Mussolini who hoped
to use him for his own purposes. The Mufti was
more interested in negotiating with the senior partner of the Axis in Berlin, and he arrived there in
November 1941. Al-Gaylanl arrived later the same
month and the two disputed for the position of
spokesman for the Arab cause. Amfn claimed that he
was the leader of the Arab national movement. He
was the first to be received on November 20th by
Hitler to whom he repeated his request for the formal recognition by Germany of the independence of
the Arab countries. The Fiihrer was non-committal.
Nevertheless the Mufti assured him of the friendship
and co-operation of the Arabs.
The period that the Mufti spent in Nazi Germany,
November 1941 to May 1945 is the most controversial in his life. He had fled to Germany to escape
the British and because he believed that the Axis
would win the war. As a strict Muslim he could have
had little sympathy with National Socialism as such,
but his chief aim in life of ridding Palestine of the
Jews coincided hideously with the Nazi final solution
of the Jewish "problem". He therefore used all available anti-British and anti-Jewish sources in the naive
hope that he would be recognised by the Axis as the
ruler of an independent Arab state. He never obtained
written pledges from the Germans (although the Italians
were more forthcoming), and he was used to the limit
by Nazi propaganda. The Germans provided staff and
finance for Das Arabische Bum from which the Grossmufti
was able to send propaganda, both printed and broadcast, to the Middle East. He issued calls to the Arabs
to rise against the British and the Jews and to destroy
them both. "Only when Britain and her Allies are
destroyed will the Jewish questions, our greatest danger be definitely resolved" (broadcast of 11th November
1942). He also helped to organise fifth columns in
the Middle East and to establish Muslim and Arab
units to fight in the German armies.
The greatest suspicions surround his attitude to,
his knowledge of, and his possible encouragement of
the Nazi extermination policy. Calls to Palestinians
to rise and kill the Jewish settlers had been frequent
since the Balfour Declaration; they had been the
headlines of newspapers and the slogans of demonstrations, but they became much more sinister when
proclaimed in Nazi Germany. The evidence produced
to condemn him is difficult to substantiate. He is
said to have been befriended by Eichmann, one of
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the chief executives of Hitler's policy. During his trial
in Jerusalem in 1961, Eichmann denied having known
the Mufti well, having met him only once during an
official reception. The evidence for the friendship
came from Dieter Wisliceny, one of Eichmann's aides,
who months before the Nuremberg trials had begun
to prepare an alibii for himself at the expense of
Eichmann. Wisliceny went much further and accused
the Mufti of being an "initiator" of the extermination policy. Other evidence of the Mufti's alleged
role came from Rudolf Kastner (a Jewish leader in
Hungary), who reported that Wisliceny had told him
that "According to my opinion, the Grand Mufti . . .
played a role in the decision . . . to exterminate the
European Jews . . . I heard say that, accompanied by
Eichmann, he has visited incognito the gas chamber
at Auschwitz". These reports coming only from
Wisliceny must be questioned until substantiated from
other sources.
It has been established that Amfn actively tried to
prevent the emigration of Jews to Palestine from Nazioccupied countries. With his aims in mind it is understandable that he would try to prevent an expansion
of the Jewish population in Palestine. By his protests
he might have influenced German actions, although
Hitler had long ago formulated a policy of extermination which could not be contradicted. Eichmann
had once offered the lives of a million Hungarian
Jews for 10,000 trucks, but Hitler had insisted on
extermination. All the Jews in Hungary had been condemned to death, and the voice of the Mufti was
insignificant.
A further piece of evidence which has been adduced
to condemn him is a broadcast he made in September
1944 in which he referred to the eleven million Jews
of the world, when it is said that before the Second
World War it was well known that the world Jewish
population was seventeen million. Thus, it is alleged,
the Mufti knew that precisely six million Jews had
been murdered. In September 1944 the holocaust had
not been completed, as Eichmann continued his activities at least into October 1944. Moreover, Eichmann
is said to have spoken of 5 million victims. The Mufti's
figure does not prove that he, alone with the top
Nazi leaders, knew the full horror, but neither does
it disprove that he knew at least in general terms of
German atrocities. At a press conference in 1961 he
denied that he knew Eichmann and that he had visited the camps. By his presence in Germany, by his
propaganda and other activities, by his protests against
Jewish emigration, he gave moral authority to Nazi
policy. He was, however, never brought to trial as
a war criminal, for the technical reason that he
was not, from the British point of view, an enemy
national. Amln had chosen the wrong side in the war
but as a Palestinian Arab nationalist he had had
little choice. If the Nazis won they would adopt an
anti-Jewish policy in Palestine, if the British, then they
would continue to support the establishment of a
Jewish National Home.
When the outcome of the war was clear he escaped
again, first to Paris, 1945-6, and then back to the
Middle East, to Egypt. During the war Palestinian
politics had been rather muted, but in 1944 the
Husaynfs had decided to re-establish the Palestine
Arab Party and soon called for the return to the
exiled Husaynl politicians. Amlh began to try to
regain his former position and influence. He had
become the symbol of Arab opposition to Zionism,
and the Arab League, in an effort to end political
quarrels amongst the Palestinians, ordered the dis-
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solution of the Arab Higher Committee and the
Higher Front (the anti-Husaym body) and the formation of the Arab Higher Executive with the Mufti
as its chairman. He was not allowed by the British
to return to Palestine and had to direct the resistance from outside. He continued to follow an uncompromising line, boycotting the United Nations Special
Committee on Palestine, refusing to contemplate any
partition plans, and urging total opposition to the
Zionists. As violence on both sides increased, the
Higher Executive at the end of 1947 began to organise and direct military resistance. An Arab Liberation
Army, owing partial allegiance to the Mufti, was created which later attempted to co-operate with other
Arab armies.
Inter-Arab rivalry hindered co-operation, and after
the proclamation of the State of Israel a split grew
over Transjordan's ambitions in the West Bank of the
Jordan. Egypt supported the Mufti and allowed him
to settle in Gaza, where he announced in September
1948 the formation of a Palestine government. A selfconstituted Assembly elected him its president and
several Arab governments recognised the Gaza regime.
However, the rump of Palestine was under Transjordanian control and its final annexation in April
1950 was not opposed by the Arab League. Henceforward the Mufti lost any real base of power and
spent the rest of his life vainly trying to rally support
for an effort to destroy Israel. Amir cAbd Allah of
Transjordan appointed his own mufti and president of
the Muslim Supreme Council.
In July 1951 cAbd Allah was assassinated and Amln
was thought to be implicated although this was never
conclusively proved. In 1951 he chaired a World
Muslim Conference which he used as a platform to
publicise his policy. He attended the Bandung AfroAsian Conference in a minor capacity, having to
accept the predominance of President cAbd al-Nasir
[q.v. in Suppl.]. In fact, the latter's lack of regard for
him caused him to move to Beirut in 1959. He had
more freedom of action in Lebanon, but no more
authority. He tried various alliances, with President
Kasim of clraq, with the Sacudls, with Jordan, all to
no avail. In the shifting sands of inter-Arab politics,
Amln was now of little account. He moved about, to
Damascus, to al-Riyad and back to Beirut. In the
Palestine movement, first Ahmad ShukayrI and
then the Palestine Liberation Organisation took over
precedence.
M-Hdajaj Amln died in Beirut on July 4th 1974.
To the end, he proclaimed his unwavering belief that
his country had been illegally given away by foreigners to other foreigners, both of whom had scant regard
for its Arab and Islamic character. He spent his adult
life trying to prevent a change in the character of
Palestine. Through his intransigence, his desire to dominate his rivals and his inability to distinguish between
his personal aspirations and his political goals, he
ended by losing everything for himself and almost
everything for the Palestinian Arabs.
Bibliography: Two works deal specifically with
the Mufti, M. Pearlman, Mufti of Jerusalem, London
1947, written in an attempt to have him tried as
a war criminal, and J.B. Schechtman, The Mufti
and the Fuehrer, New York and London 1965, a
fairer work but one taking too much for granted
from Pearlman. Otherwise, references have to be
sought in the many histories of the Palestine problem, and in works dealing with German relations
with the Middle East and with Nazi policy towards
the Jews.
(D. HOPWOOD)

AMINDJI B. DIALAL B. HASAN, an eminent
Musta'lI-TayyibI Isma'IlI jurist of India, was the
son of the twenty-fifth da'i mutlak. He lived in
Ahmadabad in Gudjarat and died there on 13
Shawwal 1010/6 April 1602. His works deal mainly with jurisprudence and are considered a great
authority on legal matters after the works of alKadl al-Nu c man [q.v.]. The following works have
been preserved: 1. Masa'il Aminaji b. Djaldl, in the
form of questions, answers, and anecdotes bearing
on legal issues, hence also known as Kitab al-Su^dl
wa 'l-ajawdb. The book contains many problems that
are typically Indian, and although the book is in
Arabic, the author uses many local Gujarati words
and expressions. 2. Kitab al-Hawdshl, consisting of
problems in the form of questions and answers relating to the text of al-Kadl al-Nu c man's Dacd3im alIsldm and Mukhtasar al-dthdr. The problems discussed
in the book throw some light on the social history
of the Isma c lll Bohra community. 3. Hisdb almawdrith, concerning inheritance. 4. Sharh atmuntakhaba al-man^uma, a commentary on al-Kadl
al-Nu c man's al-Urajuza al-muntakhaba on jurisprudence. 5. Sharh Asds al-ta'wil wa-ta'wil al-da'd'im, a
commentary on al-Kadl al-Nu c man's Asds al-ta'wil
and Ta'wil al-da'd'im.
Bibliography. Ismacll b. c Abd al-Rasul alMadjduc, Fihrist, ed. CA1I NakI Munzawl, Tehran
1966, 37-8; Kutb al-Dln Burhanpurl, Muntaza' alakhbdr, manuscript; Muhammad CA1I b. Mulla
DjIwabha'I, Mawstm-i bahdr, Bombay 1301-11/188394, iii, 206, 252; Asaf A.A. Fyzee, Compendium of
Fatimid law, Simla 1969 (both the works of AmlndjI
b. Djalal, Nos. 1 and 2 are used as sources); Ismail
Poonawala, Bio bibliography of Ismd'ili literature, Malibu,
Cal._1977. _
(I. POONAWALA)
AMIR KABIR, MIRZA MUHAMMAD TAK! KHAN
(ca. 1222-68/1807-52), the most prominent reformist
s t a t e s m a n of 19th century Iran. He was a son of
Karbala3! Kurban, the chief cook of the Kadjar
ministers c lsa and Abu '1-Kasim Ka'immakam,
through whom he found his way to the Kadjar royal
court. After receiving the necessary education in
Arabic and Persian studies, he began his secretarial position in the court and rapidly achieved in succession the important titles of "Mlrza", "Khan",
"Wazlr-i Nizam", "Amlr-i Nizam", and finally the
highest of all, "Amlr-i Kablr Atabak-i A c zam". He
also married Nasir al-Dln Shah's sister, Tzzat alDawla.
The Amir Kablr served the Persian government in
different capacities such as the State Accountant of
Adharbaydjan in ca. 1240-5/1829-34 and as Minister
of the Army in 1253/1837. Before being appointed
as Grand Vizier in 1264/1848, the Amir Kablr took
part in three diplomatic missions. In 1244/1828 he
went to St. Petersburg with Khusraw Mlrza in order
to settle the problems caused by the murder of
Griboyedov, the Russian special envoy to Iran. The
second diplomatic mission was his accompanying, in
1253/1837, the then Crown Prince, Nasir al-Dln
Mlrza, to Erivan for a meeting with the Russian
Emperor. The Amir was also appointed as the head
of the Iranian mission to the "Erzurum Conference",
which was held in Erzurum in 1259-63/1843-6 to
deal with Ottoman-Persian territorial and border
disputes.
During these missions to Russia and Turkey, the
Amir studied closely the processes of modernisation
in those countries. In his term of office as a Grand
Vizier, therefore, he made strenuous efforts to in-
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troduce certain modernising measures into his own
country. He took steps, for instance, towards the
secularisation of Iranian legal systems, the separation of religion and state, toleration towards religious minorities, publication of newspapers, abolition
of ceremonial titles, foundation of modern factories
and schools, and so on. He did not, however, pay
much attention to the limitation of the monarchic
absolute power by establishing a law-making body
in Iran; on this problem, he had reportedly said,
"I had the intention of [establishing] constitutionalism (konstitusiyun], but my big obstacles were the
Russians" (Fin dun Adamiyyat, Makdldt-i ta'nkhi,
Tehran 1973, 88-9).
In the course of his service as a Grand Vizier, the
Amir created many domestic and foreign enemies for
himself because, on the one hand, he limited bribery
injustice, and abuses of power committed by government officials and high dignitaries at court, including
the Shah's mother, Mahd cUlya, and on the other
hand he opposed the Anglo-Russian interventions in
Iranian affairs. This hostility at court, together with
the Anglo-Russian intervention, finally brought about
the Amir's execution in Kashan some two months
after his dismissal from the Grand Vizierate, and the
succession to that position of Aka Nun, a protege of
the British.
Bibliography: Akbar Hashiml Rafsandjanl, Amir
Kabir yd kahramdn-i mubdra^a bd isti'mdr, Tehran
1967; c Abbas Ikbal, Mir^d Taki Khan Amir Kabir,
Tehran 1961; Husayn Makkl, /jndigdrii-yi Mir^a
Taki Khdn-i Amir Kabir, Tehran 1958; Firidun
Adamiyyat, Amir Kabir va Iran, Tehran 1969; J.H.
Lorentz, Iran's great reformer of the nineteenth century:
an analysis of Amir Kabir's reforms, in Iranian Studies,
iv (1971), 85-103; Yahya Dawlatabadl, Kunfirdns
rddj_ic bi Amir Kabir, Tehran 1930; Kudrat Allah
Rushanl Za c faranlu, ed., Amir Kabir va Ddr alFunun, Tehran 1975 (a collection of speeches delivered by several Iranian scholars). See also the
general histories of 19th century Persia.
(ABDUL-HADI HAIRI)
AMIR NIZAM, HASAN cALi KHAN GARRUSI (12361317/1820-99) was born into a distinguished Kurdish
family of the Garrus district in western Iran. His
ancestors and relatives held important positions at the
courts of the Tlmurids, the Safawlds, the Afshands,
the Zandls, and finally the Kadjars. After studying
Persian, Arabic, history and calligraphy, he began his
government service at the age of seventeen and, as
a commander of the Garrus regiment, he helped
Muhammad Shah Kadjar's army to lay siege to the
city of Harat in 1253/1837. After that, the Amir
Nizam (a title which he received from Nasir al-Dm
Shah in 1302/1884) continued his administrative, political, military, and diplomatic duties with little interruption for approximately 62 years. His military
missions include his victorious participation in the
1265/1848 expedition to Mashhad, and that of
1273/1856 to Harat. He was also one of those military commanders who ended the BabI movement in
Zandjan in 1267/1850 and that of the Nakshbancll
Sufis led by Shaykh cUbayd Allah in Kurdistan in
1297/1879; the former success gained the Amir Nizam
the title of "aide-de-camp" to Nasir al-Dln Shah,
and the latter the governorship of five western regions
in Iran.
In the sphere of civil offices the Amir Nizam served,
among other things, as Director of the Office of
Royal Effects and Treasuries (1273-5/1856-8), as a
member of the Grand Consultative Assembly (1283-8/ !
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1866-71), as Minister of Public Works (1289-99/187281), and as Governor of Kurdistan, Kirman-Balucistan,
and other provinces at various times.
As Nasir al-Dfn Shah's special political envoy, the
Amir Nizam went to Europe and met the heads of
state in London, Paris, Berlin, Brussels, and a few
other European capitals in 1275/1858. It was on this
trip that he was accompanied by 42 students seeking
further education in Europe. Later, from 1276/1859
to 1283/1866, he was appointed Minister Plenipotentiary in Paris.
The Amir Nizam is known to have refused to cooperate with the Shah in putting into effect the
Tobacco Regie Concession of 1890 which had caused
wide-spread unrest in Adharbaydjan. For this reason,
he resigned from his position as vizier to the Shah's
heir-apparent in that province (Muhammad Hasan
Khan I c timad al-Saltana, Ru^-ndma-yi khdtirdt, Tehran
1971, 765-70 and passim}. Curzon held that "the
Amlr-i Nizam was reputed to be a strong Russophile"
(Persia and the Persian question, i, repr. London 1966,
415, 431). Besides, the Ictimad al-Saltana reported that
the Russians were insisting in sending the Amir
Nizam back to his previous position in Adharbaydjan (Ru^-ndma, 773). We also know that the Amir
Nizam was popular with the Russians to the extent
that he received the insignia of the order of the
"White Eagle" from the Russian Emperor (Amir
Nizam, Munsha'dt, Tehran 1908, 14). It would accordingly probably be safe to assume that, in his opposition to the Tobacco Concession, the Amir Nizam
was not inspired by a desire to protect national interests, but was, rather, protecting the interests of the
Russians, the latter power being a firm opponent to
the Concession.
The Amir Nizam had continued contacts with
the \Vest through his diplomatic missions abroad.
He was one of the distinguished companions of Nasir
al-Dm Shah during the latter's trip of 1290/1873
to Europe (Nasir al-Dm Shah, Safar-ndma, Tehran
1964, 12), a trip in which "Our principal goal",
said the Shah, ". . . i s to learn about the basis of
reform, development, and the means of interests and
progress. We would like to see in person, and choose
those things which are instrumental for the welfare
and progress of the people in other countries"
(Abdul-Hadi Hairi, Shicism and constitutionalism in Iran:
a study of the role played by the Persian residents of Iraq
in Iranian politics, Leiden 1977, 15). In addition, the
Amir Nizam was closely associated with intellectuals such as Malkam Khan and Yusuf Khan
Mustashar al-Dawla Tabriz!, two men who were
widely known as apostles of modernist ideas (idem,
Tlie idea of constitutionalism in Persian literature prior to
the 1906 Revolution, in Akten des vii. Kongresses fur
Arabistik und Is lamiv is sensehaft, Gottingen, 15. bis 22.
August 1974, Gottingen 1976, 189-207). He even
reportedly signed an oath, together with a number
of Persian modernist thinkers, to work towards "the
progress of our beloved people and country" (Firldun
Adamiyyat, Andlsha-yi tarakki va hukumat-i kdnun: casri Sipahsdldr, Tehran 1972, 249 ff.).
Despite all these facts, however, the Amir Nizam
seems in practice to have followed very much the traditional ways characteristic of despotic regimes. Thus
it is reported that he used to burn in furnaces bakers who were believed to have overcharged their customers, and mutilated Kurds when he was sent to
suppress their uprisings. At one time, his hostility
towards modernisation went so far as to have CA1I
Kull Safarov bastinadoed and his Tabriz newspaper
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Ihtiyadj, banned in 1316/1898 because Safarov had
advocated the idea of industrialisation in Iran (Mahdi
Bamdad, Sharh-i hdl-i ridj_dl-i Iran, i, Tehran 1968,
367, under "Hasan cAli").
The Amir Nizam's reputation as a learned man,
a stylistically distinguished prose writer, an excellent
calligrapher, and a tough bureaucrat made him so
highly respected in the royal court that at one time,
in 1316/1898, even Muzaffar al-Dm Shah preferred
to side with the Amir Nizam in the latter's conflicts with the royal heir-apparent, Muhammad cAli
Mlrza (Mahdl Kuli Hidayat, Khdtirdt va khatardt,
Tehran 1965, 98-9). Among foreign observers,
Curzon called him "a man of very strong will and
determination" (Persia, i, 431). Dr. J.B. Feuvrier
admired him as a "vieillard d'une intelligence
superieur, d'une grande experience et d'une sagesse
consommee" (Trois am a la cour de Perse, Paris, n.d.,
86).
The Amir Nizam wrote a book called Pand-ndmayi Tahyawiyya; it consists of counsels given to a child
of his, and has been published several times since
1315/1897 in Tehran and Tabriz. This short book
is also included in a collection of his epistolary prose
called A4unsha'at, already cited. This comprises letters
written by the Amir Nizam to many Iranian political and religious figures, and provides much interesting and useful information about 19th century Iran.
Some of his epistolary works can also be found in
'Abbas Ikbal, Amir M^dm Garrusi, in Tddgdr, iii/6-7
(1947), 8-33, and in some other references given in
the Bibliography below.
Bibliography: Amir Nizam Garrusf, Matn-iyak
maktub muwarrakh-i 1311, in Hunar va mardum, N.S.,
nos. 41-2 (1967); idem, Yak ndma, in Nashriyya-yi
farhang-i Khurasan, iv/4 (1960), 30-1; Firidun
Adamiyyat, Amir Kabir va Iran, Tehran 1969; Karfm
Kishawarz, Hazdr sal nathr-i pdrsi, v, Tehran 1967;
Sayyid Nasr Allah Takawf, Andarz-ndma-yi Amir
Nizam Garrusi, Tehran 1935; Muhammad Hasan
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Tehran 1888; idem, Mir'dt al-bulddn-i Ndsiri, ii,
Tehran 1877; Dust cAlf Mu'ayyir al-Mamalik,
Riajdl-i casr-i Ndsm, in Taghmd, viii (1955), 369-73;
Khanbaba Mushar, Mu'allifm-i kutub-i cdpi-yi fdrsi
va Arabi, ii, Tehran 1961, nos. 679-81; Ghulam
Husayn Musahib, ed., Dd'ira al-macdrif-i fdrsi, \,
Tehran 1966, 253, under "Amir Nizam"; Husayn
Mahbubl Ardakanf, Ta'nkh-i mu3 assasdt-i tamaddumyi dj_adid dar Iran, Tehran 1975; Ahmad Kasrawl,
Ta'nkh-i mashruta-yi Iran, Tehran 1965; Muhammad
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"GarrusI"; CAH Amm al-Dawla, Dastkhatti az Amir
Ni^am, in Wahid, ii, no. 11 (1965), 70-1; idem,
Khdtirdt-i siydsi, Tehran 1962; Bastanf Parfzf,
Taldsh-i dzddi, Tehran 1968; E.G. Browne, The
Persian revolution of 1905-1909, Cambridge 1910;
Sa c fd Naftsf, Hasan cAli Khan Amir Nizdm, in Wahid,
iii, no. 2 (1965), 101-12; Ahmad Suhayll Kh w ansarf, Sifdrat-i Amir Nizam va iczdm-i ddnis_hdj_uydn-i
Irani bi Urupd bardy-i awwalin bar, in Wahid, i, no.
4 (1964), 18-20; Mansur Takl-Zada Tabriz!,
Buzurgdn-i husn-i khatt wa khushniwisdn: Amir Niz^m,
in Wahid, no. 197 '(1976), 511-3, 515; Fereshteh
M. Nouraie, Tahkik dar qfkdr-i Mirzd_ Malkam Khan
Ndzim al-Dawla', Tehran 1973; Abbas Mirza
Mulkara, Sharh-i ha I, Tehran 1946; Nazim al-Islam
Kirmani, Ta}nkh-i biddri-yi Irdniydn: mukaddima,
Tehran 1967; CA1I Afshar, Shurish-i Shqykh 'Ubayd
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Ta3nkh-i Afshar, Tehran 1967; Mahdf Khan

Mumtahin al-Dawla Shakaki, Khatirat, Tehran
1974.
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AL-CAMIRI, ABU 'L-HASAN MUHAMMAD B. YUSUF,
p h i l o s o p h e r who lived mainly in Persia, born early
in the 4th/10th century in Khurasan, where he studied with the well-known geographer and philosopher
Abu Zayd al-Balkhl [see AL-BALKH!]. From about
355/966 he spent some years in Rayy, enjoying the
patronage there of the Buyid vizier Abu '1-Fadl b.
al-cAmId, and of his son and successor Abu '1-Fath
[see IBN AL- C AMID]. Al-cAmin also visited Baghdad
at least twice, in 360/970-1 and again in 364/9745. There he met many of the leading intellectuals
of the day, but according to al-Tawhidl he was very
coldly received, being regarded as an uncouth provincial. By 370/980 he had returned to Khurasan,
where he dedicated a treatise to the Samanid vizier
Abu '1-Husayn al-cUtb! (d. ca. 372/982), and composed another in Bukhara in 375/985-6. Al-cAmirf
died in Nlshapur on 27 Shawwal 381/6 January
992.
In his K. al-Amad cala 'l-abad (MS Istanbul Servili
179, edition by E.K. Rowson forthcoming), written
only six years before his death, al-cAmirf gives a
list of his works, comprising seventeen titles, of which
four are known to be extant: K. al-Ibsdr wa 'l-mubsar
(MS. Cairo, Taymuriyya hikma 98) on optics; two
works on predestination, Inkddh al-bashar min al-djabr
wa 'l-kadar and al-Taknr li-awd^uh al-takdir (together
in MS Princeton 2163 (393B)); and a philosophical
defense of Islam entitled K. al-Icldm bi-mandkib alIsldm (ed. A. Ghurab, Cairo 1967). Omitted from
the list are his Aristotelian commentaries, three of
which (on the Categories, Posterior Analytics, and De
Anima] he cites elsewhere. Also missing from the list
is the Fusul fi 'l-macdlim al-ildhiyya (MS Istanbul Esat
Ef. 1933), a metaphysical work which paraphrases
large sections of the famous K. al-Khayr al-mahd
(known in Latin as the Liber de causis}. Another work
possibly to be attributed to al-cAmin is the doxographical K. al-Sacdda wa 'l-iscdd (facs. ed. M. Minovi,
Wiesbaden 1957-8).
Al-cAmirr's philosophy is a rather conventional amalgam of Neoplatonism and Aristotelianism, of a type
familiar from works by such figures as his contemporary Miskawayh [q.v.], but his particular concern
seems to have been to justify the pursuit of philosophy to the religious establishment. In the flam he
attempts to show the 'ulamd* how philosophy and Islam
can be seen as complementary rather than contradictory, illustrating his point by using philosophical
methods in a programmatic demonstration of the superiority of Islam to other religions. The Amad similarly
combines philosophical and dogmatic evidence in a
discussion of the afterlife, as well as giving the culamd}
an elementary (and highly apologetic) introduction to
the Greek philosophers. This conciliatory attitude
towards Islam represents a conscious continuation of
the tradition initiated by al-Kindf [q.v.], the master
of al-cAmin's master al-Balkhl.
Al-cAmirf's only pupil of note was Ibn Hindu [q.v],
and his influence on later figures seems to have been
minimal. The massive impact of Ibn Sma, who began
writing shortly after al-cAmin's death, all but obliterated his memory.
Bibliography:
Abu
Hayyan
al-Tawhldf,
Akhldk al-wazirayn, ed. M. al-Tandjf, Damascus 1965,
355 f!; 410 ff., 446 f.;' idem, al-Mukdbasdt,
ed. H. al-Sandubf, Cairo 1929, index; idem, alImtdc wa 'l-mu''dnasa, ed. A. Amm and A. al-Zayn,
Beirut 1953, indices; Abu Sulayman al-Sidjistanl,
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und Entwicklung der modernen persischen Literatur, Berlin
Siwan al-hikma, ed. C A. Badawl, Tehran 1974, 82
1964, 35-6.
(L.P. ELWELL-SUTTON)
if., 307 ff.; Ibn Sfna, al-Na&at, Cairo 1357/1938,
C
AMR B. KIRKIRA, ABU MALIK AL-A C RABI, mawld
271; Yakut, Udabd>, i, 411 f.; al-Kutubl, Fawdt alc
c
of the Banu Sa d, had learnt the carabiyya in the
wafaydt, ed. M. Abd al-Hamld, Cairo 1951, ii,
desert and had settled at Basra. Since his mother
95; full bibl. in M. Minovi, AZ khazd'in-i turkiyya,
had married Abu '1-Bayda3 [</.y.], he acted as rdwiya
in Revue de lafaculte des lettres de I'Universite de Tehran,
to this last, but he owed his fame to his incompaiv/3 (1957), 60-87; Brockelmann, S I, 744, 958,
rable knowledge of the Arabic language, since, accord961; F. Rosenthal, State and religion according to Abu
ing to an oft-mentioned tradition, he knew it in its
'l-Hasan al-'Amiri, in 7Q, iii (1956), 42-52; M.
entirety, whereas al-AsmacI had only one-third of it,
Arkoun, Logocentrisme et verite religieuse dans la pensee
Abu c Ubayda (or al-Khalll b. Ahmad) half of it and
islamique d'apres al-Fldm bi-mandkib al-Islam d'alc
Abu Zayd al-Ansarl (or Mu'arridj) two-thirds of it.
Amm, in Stud, hi., xxxv (1972), '5-52; M. Allard,
His speciality was rare words. Abu Malik was allegedUn philosophe theologien: Aiuhammad b. Tusuf al-'Amm,
ly the author of at least two works, a K. Khalk alin RHR, clxxxvii (1975), 57-69.
| insdn and a K. al-Khayl. Al-Djahiz was one of h
(E.K. ROWSON)
auditing students.
AMIRI, MIRZA MUHAMMAD SADIK AD!B ALBibliography: Djahiz, Baydn, iv, 23; idem,
MAMALIK, Persian poet and j o u r n a l i s t , was born
Hayawdn, iii, 525-6; Fihrist, 66; SuyutI, Muzhir, ii,
at Kazaran near Sultanabad (mod. Arak) in 1860.
249-50; idem, Bughya, 367; Zubaydl, Tabakdt, 139;
On his father's side he was directly descended from
Anbarl, Nuzha, 82; Yakut, Udabd3, xvi, 131-2.
Mlrza Abu '1-Kasim Ka'immakam Farahanl, states(ED.)
man and writer of the early 19th century, while
AMROHA, a d i s t r i c t and town of mediaeval
his mother was a member of the same family. After
northern India, now a town. It arose as a metropolhis father's death in 1874 the family was in seriitan centre after the accession of Sultan Ghiyath alous financial difficulties, until in 1890 Mlrza Sadik
Dln Balban to the throne of Dihll in 664/1266. Since
took service with Amlr-i Nizam GarrusI, whom he
the Radjput Radja of Ketehr or Katahr [q.v.] (modaccompanied to Tabriz, Kirmanshah and Tehran.
ern Bareilly district in the U.P.) rose in rebellion and
During this period he acquired the titles Amir alcarried his depredations as far as the iktcf of Bada'un,
Shu'ard* (whence his takhallus Amfrf) and later Adib
Balban attacked him in his own region, and having
al-Mamdlik. In 1894 he was in charge of the
cleared the vast district, carved out the iktcf of Amroha
Government Translation Bureau in Tehran. Two
years later he returned to Tabriz, and after takthat comprised the area of the modern districts of
Bareilly, Muradabad, Rampur and Bldjnore in Western
ing theological qualifications became Vice-Principal
Uttar Pradesh. For the consolidation of his authority,
of the Lukmaniyya College of science and medicine. For a time he published Adab, a literary and
he brought the iktdc under direct, khdlisa administration and appointed efficient officers. As a result of
scientific journal, and in 1900 travelled by way of
the Caucasus and Khlwa to Mashhad, and in 1903
this, the town of Amroha soon developed considerto Tehran, in both of which cities he resumed
ably with public buildings, a fort, mosques, madrasas
publication of his journal. 1904 saw him in
and Sufi" khdnkdhs', Among all these, only the mosque
Baku, where he edited a Persian supplement to the
constructed by an officer of Sultan Mu c izz al-Dln
Turkish periodical Irshdd. After the Constitutional
Kaykubad in 686/1287 is intact.
Revolution of 1906 he became editor of Mad}Us,
In the 8th/14th century Amroha became a centre
of Muslim culture, and was held by a high noble of
the record of the National Assembly debates,
and later of the official periodicals Ruzndma-yi
the sultanate. For instance, the Prince Khidr Khan,
Dawlati-yi Iran and Aftdb; in between he started his
the eldest son of Sultan 'Ala' al-Dln KhaldjI, was
c
c
own journal, lrdk-i Ajam. In 1911 he entered the
I appointed its governor towards the close of his fathe
judicial service and held posts in Simnan,
j reign. In the time of Muhammad b. Tughluk, (72
Sawudjbulagh, Sultanabad and Yazd. He died in
52/1325-51), Ibn Battuta found Amroha a beautiful
Tehran in 1917.
city, placed under the joint responsibility of a numAmlrl had a wide range of interests from geograber of important nobles. cAz!z Khammar, the goverphy, mathematics and lexicography to history, literanor, was in charge of its revenue affairs, while Shams
ture and astrology. He was well-versed in Persian and
al-Dln Badakhshanl acted there as the army comArabic, in both of which he composed poems, and
mandant. Besides, there was a kadi, Sayyid Amir CA1I,
was familiar with a number of other languages.
to administer justice; a shaykh al-Isldm, charged with
However, he was no ivory tower poet; his poems, folthe duty of looking after the religious affairs and prolowing the new trend to re-unite literature and daily
viding maintenance land for the scholars, saints and
life, reflect the turbulent politics of his time, in which
other deserving persons; and 4,000 royal slaves stahe was generally on the side of the Constitutionalists.
tioned there under Malik-Shah for military service.
His later writings are marked by social satire and revThe Haydarl kalandar dervishes also settled down there
olutionary fervour.
in quite large numbers.
Bibliography: Amlrl's Diwdn-i kdmil was edited
During the reign of Sultan Flruz Shah, Amroha
by Wahid Dastgirdi, Tehran 1933. Biographical ! lost its importance as a provincial capital, for admininformation in: E.G. Browne, Literary history of Persia
istrative headquarters were shifted from here to
1500-1924, Cambridge 1924, repr. 1930, 346-9; M.
Sambhal because of the contumacious activities of
Ishaque, Sukhanwardn-i Iran dar casr-i hddir, ii, Calcutta
the Katehriya Radjput zaminddrs. However, Amroha
1937, 48-63; Rashld Yasiml, Adabiyydt-i mu'dsir,
continued as a centre of culture and learning, with
Tehran 1937, 20-2; M. Ishaque, Modern Persian poetry,
many saints and scholars. Shaykh C a'ilda, a descenCalcutta 1943, passim; Muham-mad Sadr Hashiml,
dant of Shaykh Farld al-Dln Gandj-i Shakar of
Ta3nkh-i dj_ard3id wa madj_alldt-i Iran, i, Tehran 1948,
Adjodhan, was a respectable Suff saint in Amroha
80-98; J. Rypka, Iranische Literaturgeschichte, Leipzig
during the reign of Sultan Sikandar Lddl. The
1959, 336-7; ibid., History of Iranian literature,
Masnad-i cAlI Mahmud Khan Lodl, the governor of
Dordrecht 1968, 375-6; Bozorg Alavi, Geschichte
the territory of Sambhal, gave Shaykh C a'ilda two
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villages in maintenance grant in the pargana of Nindru
(now in the district of Bidjnore).
During the Mughal period, Amroha also produced
famous Suits and scholars, such as Shaykh Ibban
Cishtf during the reign of Akbar. Mir Sayyid
Muhammad, the famous Mir 'Adi (Chief justice) and
Mawlana Allahdad (d. 990/1582), a leading scholar,
also belonged to Amroha. Mashaff Amroha3!, the
famous Urdu poet of the 18th and 19th centuries,
was also born and educated there. Wikar al-Mulk, an
associate of Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan and one of the
founder members of the Aligarh Movement, also hailed
from Amroha. It is now a tahsil headquarters in the
district of Muradabad in Uttar Pradesh.
Bibliography: Abu '1-Fadl, A3ln-i Akban, Eng. tr.
Jarrett, Bibl. Ind. Calcutta 1927; cAbd al-Kadir
Bada'unf, Muntakhab al-tawdnkh, iii, Bibl. Ind.,
Calcutta 1868; Diva3 al-Dm Baranl, Ta'nkh-i Firuz
Shdhi, ed. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, Bibl. Ind.,
Calcutta 1862; Ibn Battuta, Rihla, iii, 436-40, Eng.
tr. Gibb, iii, 762-4; clsarnf, Futuh al-saldtm, ed. Usha,
Madras 1948; Shaykh cAbd al-Hakk Muhaddith,
Akhbar al-akhydr Dihlf 1914; Shams Siradj c Afif,
Ta'nkh-i Firuz Shdhi, Bibl. Ind., Calcutta 1890.
(I.H. SlDDIQUl)

AL-AMULI [see HAYDAR-I AMULI, in Suppl.].
ANDJUMAN-i KHUDDAM-i KACBA, a religious
society founded by Indian Muslims in their period
of great pan-Islamic fervour just before World War
One. The Andjuman was started by Mawlana cAbd
al-Barf [q.v. above] and Mushfr Husayn Kidwaf [q.v]
of Lucknow who hoped to be able to defend Mecca
and Medina by raising ten million rupees to build
dreadnoughts and airships and to maintain armed
forces. Such an ambitious programme proved impracticable, and the final constitution of the organisation
published early in 1332/1914 declared that to defend
the Holy Places it would: "(a) preach the aims and
objects of the Andjuman to Muslims generally; invite
them to join it; and induce them to render sincere
service to the holy places; (b) spread Islamic ethics in
the neighbourhood of the holy places; invite the attention of the inhabitants of those places to a knowledge of the religion; promote intercourse and unity
among them; and persuade them to the allegiance
and assistance of the guardian of the holy places; (c)
promote relations between Muslims and the holy places
and extend and facilitate means of communication
with the holy places".
The leaders of the Andjuman came in large part
from young western-educated Muslims of pan-Islamic
predilections, for instance, Muhammad and Shawkat
C
A1I [qq.v], Dr. M.A. Ansarf and Mushlr Husayn
Kidwaf, and 'alamo* who were in some way
connected with the Farangf Mahall family [q.v.
below] of Lucknow, for instance, c Abd al-Barf, Shah
Ahmad Ashraf of Kacawca and cAbd al-Madjfd
Kadirf of Bada'un. The culamd3 of Deoband, landlords, and men closely associated with government,
were conspicuous by their absence. Nevertheless,
many, including women, joined the Andjuman. By
Shawwal 1332/September 1914 the Andjuman had
over 17,000 members, a central organisation in Dihll
and branches throughout India: moreover, it had
grown faster and spread more widely than any other
Indo-Muslim organisation.
The achievements of the Andjuman, however,
were limited. One problem was that the Government
of India, suspicious of the alliance between young
western-educated politicians and (ulama\ refused to
support it. The Andjuman's work was restricted to

the Hadjdj, and here Shawkat £Ah strove to improve
the conditions of Indian pilgrims and attempted to
break the European monopoly of the pilgrim trade
by setting up, with Turkish aid, a wholly Muslim
shipping company. But the outbreak of World War
One and the closing of the ffadjdj, route put an end
even to this work, and the organisation, without an
obvious function, fell apart amidst squabbles between
the 'ulamd3 and the young politicians. In 1334/1916
c
Abd al-Barf moved its central office to Lucknow
and the organisation was last talked of in 1336/1918
when he tried to restart it as a vehicle for a campaign to release Muslims who had been interned
during the War.
The importance of the Andjuman lies more in
what it portended than in what it achieved. In working to protect the Holy Places, the leading panIslamic politicians of the day, Shawkat and
Muhammad c Alf, met c Abd al-Barf and became
murids of this very important pir. More generally,
young western-educated politicians came to appreciate the widespread influence in Indo-Muslim society of culamd} like those of the Farangl Mahall family.
These same people were to come together again
after World War One to organise a much greater
effort for a pan-Islamic cause, the Khilafat movement [q.v.].
Bibliography: Mawlawf Tnayat Allah, Risdla-i
hasrat al-afdk ba wafdt madjmu'at al-akhldk, Lucknow
n.d. 16-17; Francis Robinson, Separatism among
Indian Muslims: the politics of the United Provinces'
Muslims 1860-1923, Cambridge 1974, 208-12, 21415, 279, 281, 287.
(F.C.R. ROBINSON)
ANIS, Mm BABAR c ALi (1217-91/1802-74), Urdu
poet, was born in Faydabad (Fyzabad) [q.v] into a
family which had produced five generations of poets.
Some of these, including his father Khalik, wrote
the characteristically Indian type of marthiya which
thrived at public recitals in Lucknow, capital of the
Shf c f Nawabs of Oudh. This type, which may have
originated in the Deccan, was devoted to the martyrdom of al-Husayn b. CA1I at Karbala 3 (61/680).
Anis moved to Lucknow as a young man, and devoted his life to writing poetry, especially mardthi. He
became the leading exponent of this form; thousands attended his readings in Lucknow, and in
other Indian cities which he occasionally visited later
in life. Some critics thought his contemporary and
rival Dabfr superior, but this view is now discounted.
By the time Anis began writing, the main lines of
the Indian marthiya had already been foreshadowed,
if not fully established; and he used it to the full.
Formerly in quatrains, it was now almost always in
musaddas form. Starting as a short emotional and
devotional lament, it was lengthened to over a hundred verses of varied content. Alongside the incidents involving al-Husayn and his followers at
Karabala 3 , Anls includes description of nature, such
as landscape, the desert, and storms; character
sketches of the protagonists; the horse, the sword;
warlike accountrements; and a philosophising which
gave universality to a superficially restricted theme.
The language employs all the devices of rhetoric
(baldgha], yet there is an inherent simplicity and sincerity which contrasted strongly with the Urdu ghazal
[see GHAZAL, iv] then in vogue. It consequently won
the approval of forward-looking critics and poets
such as Hall and Azad, and occupies an important
place in Urdu literary history. It says much for
Anls's artistry that he managed to sustain interest
in an output estimated at 250,000 verses; but it is
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hardly surprising that the form ceased to be widely
cultivated after the end of the 19th century.
Bibliography: Critical accounts of Ams and his
mardthi may be found in Muhammad Sadiq, History
of Urdu literature, London 1964, 155-63; Abu '1-Layth
Siddiki, Lakhndu kd dabistdn-i shd'iri, Lahore 1955,
which also contains examples from previous and
subsequent marthiya poets. Ram Babu Saksena's
History of Urdu literature, Allahabad 1927, in a general chapter on "Elegy and elegy writers" (123 ff.),
contains a genealogical table of Anls's family
(p. 136), showing the poets in the family before
and after him.
Among critical studies of Ams are Amir Ahmad,
Tddgdr-i Ams, Lucknow 1924, and DjaTar cAll
Khan, Ams ki marthiya mgdn, Lucknow 1951. Shiblf
Nucman!'s Muwazana-yi-Ams-o-Dabir is still the standard comparison of the two poets, though heavily weighted in Anls's favour. There are numerous
editions of Anls's poetry, none complete. One of
the fullest is Mardthi Ams, ed. Na'ib Husayn NakwT
Amrota, 4 vols., Karachi 1959. The three-volume
edition of Nawab Haydar Djang, Badaun 1935,
is less full, but has an introduction by Nizam alDfn Husayn Nizam! Badaun!.
(J.A. HAYWOOD)
ANSARI, SHAYKH MURTADA, despite his being rather
unknown in the West, is considered to have been a
Shlcl muajtahid whose widely-recognised religious leadership in the Sh!c! world has not yet been surpassed.
He was born into a noted but financially poor clerical family of Dizful, in the south of Iran, in
1214/1799; his lineage went back to Djabir b. cAbd
Allah Ansarf (d. 78/697), a Companion of the Prophet.
After learning the recitation of the Kur'an and related
primary subjects, Ansarl studied under his uncle
Shaykh Husayn Ansar! until 1232/1816 when he,
accompanying his father, Muhammad Amfn, went to
visit the shrine cities of c lrak. While in Karbala', he
attended the teaching circle of the then Sh!c! leader,
Sayyid Muhammad Mudjahid (d. 1242/1826), who
found Ansar! a man of extraordinary genius and urged
Ansan's father to let his son remain in Karbala3.
Ansar! then studied under Mudjahid until ca. 1236/
1820, when Ansari, together with hundreds of other
Iranian people, fled from Karbala3 due to the pressures imposed by the Ottoman governor at Baghdad,
Dawud Pasha, after the growth of the Perso-Ottoman
hostility at that time (S.H. Longrigg, Four centuries of
modern Iraq, Oxford 1925, 242-9; Sir Percy Sykes, A
history of Persia, ii, repr. London 1963, 316 ff.). Ansan
then returned to Dizful.
In ca. 1237/1821, Ansarl again went to Karbala5
and attended the circle of the famous mudj.tahid Mulla
Muhammad Sharif al- c Ulama 3 (d. 1245/1829). In
ca. 1238/1829 he proceeded to Nadjaf and continued his studies under Shaykh Musa Kashif al-Ghita'
(d. 1241/1825), and after a year or so he again
returned to his home town, Dizful. Heading for
Mashhad in 1240/1824 with the intention of attending the circles for religious learning in different
Iranian cities, Ansan joined the teaching circle of
Shaykh Asad Allah Burudjird! (d. ca. 1271/1854) in
Burudjird ( c Abd al-cAz!z Sahib al-Djawahir, Dd}ira
al-macdnf al-isldmiyya: Iran va hama-yi macdrif-i Shlcayi Imdmiyya-yi Ithnd'ashariyya, ii, n.d., 155, under "Asad
Allah") and that of Sayyid Muhammad Bakir Shaft!
(d. 1270/1853) in Isfahan (Ansan's biography written by Muhammad Rida al-Radawf al-Kh vv ansar!
(sic), in Ansari, Kitab al-Matdaj.ir
(al-Makdsib),
Tehran 1908, 1), each for no more than a month.
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When Ansan met Mulla Ahmad Narak! (d. 1245/1829)
in Kashan, he decided to remain there because he
found Naraki's circle most congenial for learning.
Narakl also found Ansari exceptionally knowledgeable,
saying that within his experience he had never met
any established mudjtahid as learned as Ansari, who
was then ca. thirty years of age (Murtada al-Ansar!,
Zjndigdnl va sjiakhsiyyat-i Shaykh-i Ansan kuddisa sirruh,
Ahwaz (sic) 1960/69).
'in 1244/1828, Ansan left Kashan for Mashhad,
and after a few months living there he went to Tehran.
In 1246/1830, he returned to Dizful, where he was
widely recognised as a religious authority, despite the
presence of other important culamd' in that town. It
is said that Ansar! suddenly left Dizful secretly after
sometime because he, as a religious-legal judge, was
put under pressure to bring in a one-sided verdict in
a legal case. He then arrived in Nadjaf in ca.
1249/1833 and joined the teaching circle of Shaykh
C
A1I Kashif al-Ghita' (d. 1254/1838) and, according
to some sources, that of Shaykh Muhammad Hasan
Sahib al-Djawahir (d. 1266/1849), but each for only
a few months, and soon organised his own teaching
circle independently.
Ansari's life as a distinguished religious scholar
entered a new phase in 1266/1849 after he had
received an overwhelming recognition from all the
Sh!c! communities which formed a population then
estimated at 40 million across the Muslim world, so
that the institution of mardj_ac-i taklid [q.v.] reached its
highest point. "The Twelver Sh!c! population of Iran,"
wrote one of Ansan's contemporaries, Muhammad
Hasan Ptimad al-Saltana, "and the numerous Shl'i
groups who live in India, in Russia, in some of the
Ottoman provinces, and in several other cities of
Afghanistan, Turkistan, and elsewhere used to send
to Ansari their endowment funds, alms taxes, onefifth of their annual savings . . . and other similar payments, which amounted to 200,000 tumdns [ca.
$ 30,000.00] annually" (al-Mtiathir wa 'l-athar, Tehran
1888, 136-7).
Despite his vast income and his overwhelming
leadership, Ansari, according to a number of eyewitness accounts, nevertheless denied his family a
comfortable life and himself lived an ascetic life, as
was evident from his appearance (cf. inter alia,
Muhammad Hirz al-Dfn, Macdrif al-riajdl, ii, Nadjaf
1964, 399-404). Instead, he gave the money to the
poor and needy, to the students of religious schools,
and at times to those Muslims who, on their way
to visit the shrine of Imam Rida in Mashhad, were
taken captive by the Turkomans. When Ansarl died
in 1281/1864 his wealth and belongings were worth
only seventeen tumdns (less than three dollars), for
an equal amount of which he was in debt. One of
his followers therefore took charge of the funeral
expenses.
Ansari's piety, and above all his scholarly qualifications, deserved of course such recognition, but other
factors also were certainly instrumental in establishing
his leadership: the then great mardj_ac-i taklid, Sahib alDjawahir, shortly before his death declared Ansari to
be the legitimate sole mardj_a(-i taklid of the Shfa. This
endorsement was compounded with the earlier death
of other distinguished religious authorities such as Shaykh
Muhammad Husayn Sahib al-Fusul (d. 1261/1845). In
addition, this development was preceded by the gradual decline of Isfahan as religious centre, a process
which had begun its course since the fall of the Safawid
dynasty and was accelerated by the death of such religious authorities of Isfahan as Shaft! and IbrahFm
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Karbasf (d. 1262/1845). Consequently, Nadjaf began
then to enjoy an unprecedented attention from the
Shf a of Iran, and most of this attention was certainly focused on the person of Ansarf.
Ansarf not only established a new era in the history of the Shff leadership but was also an important figure in the field of Shff jurisprudence, being
credited with introducing a new methodology in the
field of usul. His interpretation, for instance, of the
"principle of no harm" (ka'ida la darar), which had
long engaged the Shff culama\ opened up a more
settled way for practising idj.tihdd in general and for
dealing with the problem of private ownership in particular. Ansarf's system in jurisprudence laid great
importance on the mardj.ac-i taklid's being the most
learned man of his time; he said that 'akl (reason)
and curf (social conventions and common practices) are
to be taken as criteria and bases for introducing new
laws. His name is also mentioned as an authority with
original views on such usul subjects as the principles
of istishdb, bard'a, and ^ann, each of which were the
subject of an independent study done by Ansan (for
a concise definition of the above terms, cf. Dja'far
Sadjdjadf, Farhang-i culum-i nakli va adabi, Tehran 1965,
51-3, 136, 359).
Ansarf's school of thought has been clearly dominant in the Shff clerical circles since the middle of
the 19th century, and his views have been discussed
and adopted by most of the Shff 'ulama?. A descendant of Ansarf's brother has listed the names of 144
mudj.tahids who have written commentaries on Ansarf's
various books (Ansari, ^indigdm, 354-87). Ansarf's influence on the later culama> can also be found in the
bio-bibliographical dictionaries compiled on the Shff
authorities (cf. Bibl.}. The influence of Ansari's ideas
is further seen in the laws made for various Shff
communities, because many of those who were involved
in the process of law-making were either Ansarf's disciples or were indirectly under the influence of his
thought. The Persian civil law which was substantially
based on the Shff jurisprudence may be mentioned
as an example; and the man who "translated into
Russian the Islamic law according to which the
Muslims of Caucasus were being tried in the legal
courts" was Mfrza Kazim Bey, a disciple of Ansarf
(Mahdf Khan Mumtahin al-Dawla Shakakf, Khdtirdt,
Tehran 1974, 110).
Ansarf's circle of teaching was attended by numerous pupils, many of whom became great mara^ac-i taklids
of their times, e.g. liusayn Kuhkamarf (d. 12917
1874), Muhammad Irwanf (d. 1306/1888), Habfb
Allah Rash'tf (d. 1312/1894), Muhammad Hasan
Shfrazf (d. 1312/1894), and Muhammad Kazim
Khurasani (d. 1329/1911). There are also reports that
Sayyid Djamal al-Dfn Asadabadi "Afghani" was also
a pupil of Ansari (Asghar Mahdawf and Iradj Afshar,
Madjmu'a-yi asndd va maddrik-i cdpnashuda dar bdra-yi Sayyid
Carnal al-Dm mashhur bi Afghani, Tehran 1963, 20) and
that Afghani studied in Ansari's circle for four years
prior to Afghanf's departure from Nadjaf in 1270/1854
(Mfrza Lutf Allah Khan Asadabadf, Sharh-i hdl va dthdri Sayyid Djamdl al-Dm Asadabadi ma'ruf bi Afghani, Berlin
1926, 21-2; but these accounts are controversial. It
cannot be accepted that Ansarf, despite his great caution in issuing a certificate of idj.tihdd, gave one to
Afghanf, then only sixteen years of age (Khan Malik
Sasanf, Siydsat-gardn-i dawra-yi Kd^dr, i, Tehran 1959,
186, nor has Lutf Allah Khan been correctly quoted
by Nikki R. Keddie that "Shaikh Murtaza gave
Jamal ad-Din an ijdzeh (certificate of advanced knowledge)" (Sayyid Jamdl ad-Din "al-Afghani": a politi-

cal biography, Berkeley and Los Angeles 1972, 15-16);
rather, Lutf Allah reported that Ansarf gave a certain
certificate to Afghanf's father (Asadabadf, op. cit., 15,
21 and the Arabic translation of Asadabadf's book by
c
Abd al-Nacfm Muhammad Hasanayn, Beirut 1973,
64; see also Abdul-Hadi Hairi, Andlshahd-yi Sayyid I^amdl
al-Dm Asadabadi dar pirdmun-i inhitdt-i musalmdndn va
inkildb-i masjirutiyyat-i Iran, in Vahid, nos. 225-9 [1978],
47-52, 57-61, etc.).
Despite his being a one-eyed man, Ansarf was quite
productive in writing. According to a report, he wrote
over thirty books (Ansarf, ^indigdm, 131-4), twentyfour of which are listed as Ansarf's published works
in Khanbaba Mushar, Mu'allifm-i kutub-i cdpi-yi fdrsi
va Arabi, vi, Tehran 1965, nos. 126-35; many of these
books have been published several times in India,
Trak, and Iran since 1267/1850. Two of his works
are especially frequently consulted and have been
considered by the Shff 'ulamd* to be of exceptional
importance: Fard^id al-usul (al-Rasd'il) on usul and
al-Makdsib on fikh, which were first published in
Tehran in 1268/1851 and 1280/1863 respectively.
Both these have constantly been used as text books
in all Shff circles.
One of the financial foundations with which many
of the Shff culamd3 of 'Irak were knowingly or unknowingly connected was the so-called "Oudh Bequest".
It was, in the words of the British Minister of Tehran,
a "powerful lever which helped to promote good
relations between the Persian ecclesiastics and myself
and . . . afforded opportunities for influencing the leading Persian Ulema" (Sir Arthur Hardinge, A diplomatist in the East, London 1928, 323-4). The British
authorities, however, did not succeed in influencing
Ansarf through the Oudh Bequest (Sayyid Muhsin
Amfn, Acydn al-Shica, xl, Beirut 1960, 43-6). He
received money only for a short period of time, and
then rejected further sums (Mahmud Mahmud,
Ta'nkh-i rawdbit-i siydsl-yi Iran va Ingilis, vi, Tehran
1953, 1743).
In the arena of politics and public affairs, Ansarf
was quite inactive. He refused to make use of his
influence in the interest of his followers. Persian or
otherwise, in their political and other struggles.
Theoretically, however, he believed that the 'ulamd*
are not only the custodians of religions, but are
also unquestionably responsible for judicial and political affairs also (Hairi, Shi'ism and constitutionalism in
Iran: a study of the role played by the Persian residents of
Iraq in Iranian politics, Leiden 1977, 60). Ansarf's
lack of interest in social and political issues has
been criticised by contemporary modernist thinkers.
Fath cAlf Akhund-Zada, for instance, said: "God
has not given Ansari enough insight to understand
why Iran is in the state of collapse and why the
Iranians are suffering abasement" (Alifbd-yi ajadtd va
maktubdt, Baku 1963, 121), and Aka Khan Kirmanf
[q.v. above] believed that Ansarf contributed to the
people's ignorance and perplexity (Firfdun Adamiyyat, Andishahd-yi Mir^d Akd Khan Kirmdnl, Tehran
1967, 66).
On the other hand, his aloofness from politics
was warmly welcomed by the political authorities,
who seem to have taken it as a sign of his asceticism. Thus we come across the reports that the governor of Trak referred to him as the Greatest Faruk
(i.e. one who distinguishes truth from falsehood) and
that the British Ambassador allegedly said: "Ansarf
is either Jesus himself or his special deputy on earth"
(Hasan Khan Shaykh Djabirf Ansari, Ta'nkh-i
Isfahan va Ray va hama-yi dj_ahdn, Tehran 1943,
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inside the front cover). The cult formed around him
led some people to say that Ansari had met with
the Twelfth Imam.
AnsarT has also been praised in BabT literature as
" . . . a man renowned for his tolerance, his wisdom,
his understanding justice, his piety and nobility of
character"; the leader of the Baha'Ts, Mfrza Husayn
C
A1T Nun known as Baha3 Allah [q.v.], included Ansarf
among "those doctors who have indeed drunk of the
cup of renunciation"; c Abbas Efendf ( c Abd al-Baha 5 )
also referred to Ansarf as "the illustrious and erudite doctor, the noble and celebrated scholar, the
seal of seekers after truth" (Shoghi Effendi, God passes by, Wilmette, Illinois 1944, 143). Ansarf is thus
praised because he did not share the condemnation
by other Shf c f culamd3 of the BabT faith and rituals.
He did not attend the meeting convened by the Shff
Culamd3 in Kazimayn in ca. 1863 for determining on
the banishment of Baha 3 Allah and his adherents
from c lrak (Muhammad Khan Za c fm al-Dawla, Miftah
Bab al-abwdb, Cairo 1903, 347). According to Babf
sources, he did attend the meeting, but as soon as
he was informed of the culamd"s actual design, he
left, declaring that he was not acquainted with the
new faith and that he had not witnessed in the
Babfs' demeanour anything at variance with Islam
(E.G. Browne, ed. and tr., A traveller's narrative written to illustrate the episode of the Bab, ii, Cambridge,
1891, 86-7).
Although Babism appeared at the outset as a religious sect within Shf'fsm, it did eventually assume a
variety of political aspects, aspects which Ansarf was
very reluctant to deal with. It seems, therefore, that
Ansari's lack of publicly-expressed opinions here was
substantially a result of his lack of interest in and
cautious attitude towards issues of political and public significance.
Ansarf, however, remote from politics, did train
disciples who made use of the highly influential position he had earned for the Shf c f culama} of c lrak by
their taking part in contemporary social and political
movements; thus Mfrza Hasan Shfrazf issued a fatwd
against the Tobacco Concession (cf. inter alia, Firuz
Kazemzadeh, Russia and Britain in Persia, 1864-1914,
New Haven 1968, 241 ff.)5 and Khurasan! [g.v.] actively
supported the 1906-11 Persian Revolution and helped
to depose the then Persian monarch (Abdul-Hadi
Hairi, Why did the cUlamd participate in the Persian
Constitutional Revolution of 1905-1909?, in Wl, xvii (1976),
127-54).
Bibliography: In addition to the sources mentioned in the text, see Muhammad c Alf Mudarris,
Rayhdnat al-adab, i, Tabriz 1967; c Abbas Kummf,
Hadiyyat al-ahbdb, Nadjaf 1929; idem, Fawd'id alradawiyya fi ahwal culamd} al-madhhab al-dj_acfariyya,
Tehran 1947; idem, al-Kund wa 'l-alkdb, 3 vols.,
Nadjaf 1956; CA1I Mahfuz, Sin bakd} al-Nadj/af wakhulud al-culamd}, in Madj.allat al-Nadj_af, no. 10
(1957), 6 ff.; Hamid Algar, Religion and state in Iran
1785-1905, Berkeley 'and Los Angeles 1969;
Muhammad Bakir Kh vv ansarf, Rawddt al-dj_anndt,
Tehran 1889; Mfrza Husayn Nun, Mustadrak alwasd'il, iii, Tehran 1949; CA1T al-Wardf, Lamahdt
id^timd'iyya min ta'rlkh al-clrdk al-hadlth, i-iv, Baghdad
1969-74; Ghulam Husayn Musahib, ed. Dd'ira alma'arif-i fdrsi, i, Tehran 1966; c Abd al-Husayn
Ammr, Shuhadd3 al-fadlla, Nadjaf 1936; Muhsin alMu'min, al-Naajaf al-ashraf: cUlamd' al-dln al-acldm
wa-baydn canhum, in Maajallat al-Rdbita al-Arabiyya,
no. 193 (1938), 28 ff.; Murtada MudarrisI, Ta'ri'khi rawdbit-i Iran va 'Irak, Tehran 1972; Muham-
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mad Tunukabum, Kisas al-culama", Tehran 1886;
Habfb Allah Sharif Kashanf, Lubb al-albdb fl
alkdb al-atydb, Tehran 1958; Shaykh Dja'far
Mahbuba, Mddi al-.Nadj.af wa-hddiruhd, i, Nadjaf
1958; Muhammad Husayn Nasir al-Shari c a,
Ta'rikh-i Kum, Kum 1971; Muhammad 'All
Tamlmi, Mashhad al-Imdm, ii, Nadjaf 1954; Agha
Buzurg Tihranl, Musajfd al-makdl fi musannifi cilm
al-riajdl, Tehran 1959; idem, al-Dharica ild tasdnif
al-Shica, i-xx, 1936-74; idem, Tabakdt a(ldm alShica, i-ii, Nadjaf 1954-62; Muhammad Mahdf
al-Asfa, Murur karn'" cald wafdt al-Shaykh al-Ansdn,
in Madjallat al-Nad^af, iv, no. 8 (1961), 29 ff.;
Muhammad Hashim Khurasan!, Muntakhab altawdnkh, Tehran n.d.; Mulla c Ali \Va c iz
Khlyabanl, Kitdb-i culamd}-i mucdsinn, Tabriz
1946; Nasr Allah Turab Dizfull, Lamacdt al-baydn,
n.p., n.d.; Habib Allah Rashtl, Badd'i al-afkdr,
Tehran?, 1895; C AH Akbar Nihawandl, Akhldk-i
rabici: bunydn-i rafic, Tehran 1926; Yahya Dawlatabadi, Ta3nkh-i mucdsir yd haydt-i Tahyd, i, Tehran
1957; Muhammad Mahdl al-Kaziml, Ahsan alwadicd, i-ii, Nadjaf 1968; Homa Pakdaman,
Djamal-Ed-Din Asad Abadi dit Afghani, Paris 1969;
c
Abbas CA1I Kaywan Kazwfm, Kaywdnndma,
Tehran 1929; Muhammad Taha NadjafT, Itkdn
al-makdl fi ahwal al-nd^dl, Nadjaf 1921; c Abd
Allah Mamakam, Tankih al-makdl fi ahwal alnajdl, Nadjaf 1933; Dja c far Khalil!, Mawsu'a alc
Atabdt al-mukaddasa, 4 vols., Baghdad 1965-6;
c
Abd al-Rahim Muhammad CA1I, al-Muslih almuajdhid al-Shaykh Muhammad Kd^im al-Khurdsdm,
Nadjaf 1972; Nadjl Wada c a, Lamahdt min ta'rlkh
al-Naajaf, i, Nadjaf 1973; Muhammad Mu c m,
Farhang-i acldm, v, Tehran 1966, under "Ansari";
Murtada Al Yasin, Uslub al-dirdsa al-dmiyya fi
madrasa al-Nadj_af, in Madjallat al-Nadj_af, i, no. 3
(1956), 2 ff.; °Abd Allah al-Mudarris al-Sadik!
al-Isfahanl, Lu3lu} al-sadaf fi ta'nkh al-NaajaJ]
Isfahan 1959; c Abbas Ikbal, Hudj.dj.at al-Islam
Hddj_d}_ Sayyid Muhammad Bakir Shafti, in Tddgdr,
v, no. fo (1949), 28-43; Mlrza Husayn
Hamadanl, Ta'nkh-i ajadid, ed. E.G. Browne,
Cambridge 1893; Isma c ll Ra'In, Hukuk biglrdn-i
Ingills dar Iran, Tehran 1969; Khan Malik
Sasanl, Dast-i pinhdn-i siydsat-i Ingills dar Iran,
Tehran 1950; Muhammad c Alr Muhammad Rida
Tabasi, Dhikrd Shaykhind al-Ansdn bacd karn'",
Nadjaf 1961 (?); art. Ansarl, Shaykh Murtada,
in Lughat-nama-yi Dihkhudd, no. 86, 1963, 408;
Dlya 3 al-Dln al-Dakhrll, Ta^rlkh al-haydt al-cilmiyya
f l dj_dmic al-JVaajaf al-ashraf, in Maajallat al-risdla,
Vi (1938), 1509-11, 1555-8.
(ABDUL-HADI HAIRI)
ANTHROPOID [see KIRD].
ANZARUT, greek oapKOKoAA-oc, is a g u m - r e s i n
from a t h o r n - b u s h which cannot be identified
with certainty; known from antiquity, it is used for
medical purposes. Synonyms are: anzarut, can^arut,
kuhl fdrisl, kuhl kirmdnl; in Persian: anzarut or anajarut,
tashm (< cashni), kanajubd, kanajudha, kandj_udak, bd^ahri cashni (so instead of zahr dj_ashm, Antaki, Tadhkira,
see Bib I. below). Much has been written on this drug.
Formerly, the species Penaea, belonging to the
Thymelaeaceae, was generally considered to be the
original plant, namely either Penaea mucronata L., or
P. Sarcocolla L. or P. squamosa L. But in 1879 W.
Dymock was able to prove that at least the Persian
Sarcocolla is the product of what he called Astragalus
Sarcocolla Dym. (Leguminosae). Widely known in antiquity, the drug has practically disappeared from the
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European store of medicines, but, according to
Meyerhof, it is still well-known in the Orient, especially in the drugmarket in Cairo.
According to Dioscorides, the yellowish bitter resin
was above all useful for causing new flesh wounds
(aap^ "flesh", KoX,Xa "glue") scar over. Already alKindl used it as component of a good number of
recipes (Akrabadhm, see Bibl. below), among others
for leprosy. The most detailed description is given
by Ibn al-Baytar on the basis of Greek and Arabic
sources as well as his own observations. The resin
consumes the festering flesh of putrescent abscesses,
assists the ripening of tumours, carries away mucus
and yellow gall, and is a remedy for inflammations
of the eye, for agglutinating eyelids and for excessive secretion of the eye. Taken internally, the resin
is a strong purgative, but causes also the hair to
fall out. The best Sarcocolla consists of crushed,
white seeds, mixed with walnut oil. Measured out
in different ways, it can be mingled with other drugs
(sagapenum, myrobalanum, aloes, bdellium, etc.).
When taken neat, the resin can be lethal; therefore,
the dose should not be more than 2'A dirhams. Ibn
al-Baytar, however, maintains that he saw in Egypt
women partaking, immediately after a bath, of up
to 4 ounces of an^arut, together with the pulp of
the yellow melon, hoping to increase thus their
corpulence.
Bibliography: Dioscurides, Materia medico., ed.
M. Wellmann, ii, Berlin 1906, 102 (= lib. iii, 85);
La 'Materia medica' de Dioscorides, ii (Arab. tr. of
Istafan b. Basil) ed. C.E. Dubler and E. Teres,
Tetuan 1952, 280 f.; The medical formulary or
Aqrdbddhln of al-Kindi, tr. M. Levey, Madison, etc.
1966, 236 (no. 25); Bfrunf, K. al-Saydala, ed. Muh.
Sa c fd, Karachi 1973, Arabic, 70 f., Eng., 45 f.;
Ghafikf, al-Dj.dmi(fi 'l-adwiya al-mufrada, Ms. Rabat,
Bibl. Gen. k. 155 I, fols. 26b-27a; The abridged
version of 'The Book of simple drugs' of. . . al-Ghdfiqi
by . . . Barhebraeus, ed. and tr. M. Meyerhof and
G.P. Sobhy, Cairo 1932, no. 37; Suwaydl, K. alSimdt fi asmd' al-nabdt, Ms. Paris ar. 3004, fol.
15b, 137b; Ibn Biklarish, K. al-Mustacim, Ms.
Naples Bibl. Naz. Ill, F. 65, fol. 14b; Ibn alDjazzar, al-I'limad, Ms. Ayasofya 3564, fol. 13b;
Zahrawf, Tasrif, Ms. Besjr Aga 502, fol. 500a, 7;
Maimonides, Shark asmd3 al-cukkdr. Un glossaire de
matiere medicale... ed. M. Meyerhof, no. 4; Ibn
al-Baytar, al-^ami\ Bulak 1291, i, 63 f., tr. L.
Leclerc, Notices et extraits . . . xxiii/1, Paris 1877,
no. 171; Ghassanf, al-Mu(tamad fi }l-adwiya almufrada ed. M. al-Sakka3, Beirut 1395/1975, 10;
Die pharmakologischen Grundsatze des Abu Mansur. . .
Harawi, tr. A. Achundow, Halle 1893, no. 34;
Tuhfat al-ahbdb, ed. H.PJ. Renaud and G.S. Colin,
Paris 1934, no. 35; Razf, al-Hawl, xx, Haydarabad
1387/1967, no. 44; Ibn Sfna, Kanun, i, Bulak,
248; Ibn Hubal, al-Mukhtdrdt fi 'l-tibb, Haydarabad
1362, ii, 23 f.; Dawud al-Antakl, Tadhkirat uli }lalbdb, Cairo 1371/1952, i, 60; Nuwayri, Nihayat
al-arab, xi, Cairo 1935, 315; El Libro Agregd de
Serapiom, ed. G. Ineichen, ii, Venice 1966, 196;
H.G. Kircher, Die "einfachen Heilmittel" aus dem
"Handbuch der Chirurgie" des Ibn al-Quff, Bonn 1967,
no. 21; W. Schmucker, Die pflan^liche und mineralische Materia medica im Firdaus al-hikma des cAli ibn
Sahl Rabban at-Taban, Bonn 1969, no. 79.
(A. DIETRICH)
APE [see KIRD].
C
AR (A.), "shame, o p p r o b r i u m , d i s h o n o u r " ,
has undergone in North Africa a semantic evolution

analogous to that of the root dh.m.m. of classical
Arabic, arriving at a sense close to that of dhimma
[q.v.], that is to say, of "protection", with nuances
which should be taken into account. A formula such
as cdn calayk/callk, "my shame upon you", contains
visibly a threat against the person to whom it is
addressed and means in effect "the shame shall be
yours if you do not grant my request" (cf. W.
Marcais, Textes arabes de Takrouna, Paris 1925, 200,
215-6, where the challenge is addressed to a deceased
saint and the appeal is for rain). When applied to
a living person the formula presupposes a transfer
of responsibility accompanied by a mystical sanction, the divine malediction which will not fail to
afflict the man whose refusal is unjustified. To this
sense of cdr, current even in Tunisia, there is added
in Morocco (where the term was adopted by Berber
in the form acar, lfar), a new sense which appears
in expressions of the type: and f-cardk "I am in your
c
dr—under your protection" (cf. W. Marcais, Textes
arabes de Tanger, Paris 1911, 396). The sense of "conditional malediction" (E. Westermarck, Survivances
pai'ennes dans la civilisation mahometane, Paris 1935, 87)
continues to underly it, and from "mystical responsibility" (G. Marcy, Le droit coutumier zemmour, AlgiersParis 1949, index, s.v. acdr], we pass into the material
world when cdr comes to designate the indemnity
due in cases of breach of honour.
In fact the "throwing" (Arabic verb: rma, Berber:
gar) of the cdr is effected by means of practices already
in part attested in the pre-Islamic period, for example touching the pole or the cords of a tent, taking
a child in one's arms, etc. (see Wellhausen, Reste,
223 ff.), which permitted a solitary person or a fugitive to obtain the status of dakhil or of d^ar and in
consequence the protection of an individual, a clan
or a tribe (cf. B. Fares, L'honneur chez les Arabes avant
rislam, Paris 1932, 88-9). J. Chelhod (Le droit dans la
societe bedouine, Paris 1932, 222 ff.) has called attention to three terms in current use, of which the connotations are close:
(1) dakhil "an oppressed or hunted man who seeks
the aid of his own tribe", according to a ritual comprising especially a gesture of humility; this practice, introduced by the formula and dakhil calayk,
constitutes the dakhala and implies, on the part of
the beneficiary, a recompense for the services rendered by the protector, henceforward responsible for
the conduct of the affair in which his intervention
has been sollicited. A much attenuated vestige of
this type of requisition survives in the Oriental
expression dakhilak, which means nothing more than
"I beg you";
(2) tomb "a man who, to safeguard his rights, to
escape from justice or to save his life, leaves the clan
of his birth, alone or with his family and goes to
establish himself in a different tribe which promises
to assist him". This term is to be linked with tunub
"tent-cord" [see KHAYMA], the suppliant being obliged,
originally, to touch at least a cord of the tent of the
one to whom he appeals; while in Morocco this gesture is still a part of the ritual, it has been forgotten
in the Orient, where the tanib pronounces the same
formula as the dakhil, but enjoys a wider protection
and owes no indemnity; and
(3) kasir, also a refugee, but entitled to make use
of his prestige among his former group with which
he has not severed all relations.
In all the cases cited above, the Bedouin who has
granted his protection cannot again withdraw it,
and if he falls short of his obligations, tacit or ex-
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plicit, he will be forever marked by dishonour. Thus
we return to the primitive sense of the word cdr,
which is not however used in the Orient in the
same way as in Morocco. J. Chelhod (op. laud., iii),
who has drawn attention to the use of this word
to designate a spouse (cdn - my wife), links it to
c
awra "nudity, modesty, etc.", but the two words do
not belong to the same root and, what is more {ird
"honour" is also used in the same sense (for Mosul,
see A. Jaussen, Coutumes des Arabes au pays de Moab1,
Paris 1948, 45, n. 3). In this case, cdr would seem
rather to imply the idea that dishonour would affect
the husband who did not protect his wife; one dare
not go so far as to attribute to this term the sense
of "protection", but there is found here a notion
firmly rooted in the Arab mentality, the notion of
honour upon which B. Fares has founded his entire
thesis.
The Moroccan cdr thus implies a transfer of
responsibility and of obligation, for the supplicatee,
to accord his protection to the suppliant, in default
of which dishonour falls on the former, who is
obliged to give satisfaction to the latter. This transfer can operate in a number of ways, with variable
consequences. The most simple consists in saying cdr
c
allk "the cdr on you" and making a material contact with the person to whom the appeal is made,
for example touching the edge of his turban, or laying one's hand upon him or his mount. More serious is the case of a man guilty of a crime or a
misdeed and pursued by his enemies: the pursuit
must cease as soon as the suppliant has touched the
ropes or the pole of the tent of the supplicatee or
has penetrated his home: the result is still more
spectacular when the latter is an interested party of
the suppliant's victim. However, in such serious cases
a more efficacious means consists in slaughtering an
animal (Arabic dbiha, Berber tarn ghrusf) without pronouncing the basmala, so as to preclude the eating
of its flesh, on the threshold of the house or at the
entrance of the tent of the member of the alien
tribe to whom appeal has been made. The latter is
obliged to grant the request presented in this manner from the instant that he sets foot in the pool
of blood or simply perceives it; here the efficacy of
the procedure is due to the blood [see DAM, in the
Supplement], which possesses magic power. Finally,
to appeal for the aid of another tribe, to address a
request to the authorities or to give force to a submission to central government, recourse would made
to the t'arglba which consisted in hamstringing a
horse, a camel or a bull and placing it in the posture of a suppliant.
Other procedures are still employed (see E.
Westermarck, op. laud., 87-107) which may be passed
over without comment except to recall that the persons sollicited are not permitted to refuse and that
they are bound, whatever their inner inclination, to
protect the suppliant, and whatever the circumstances,
to provide him with hospitality: a private house, and
in more serious cases where the cdr has been imposed
on the tribe, a mosque, or the tomb of a saint enjoying a right of asylum rarely violated.
There was quoted at the beginning of this article
an example of cdr exercised with regard to a Tunisian
saint. The Moroccans also use it towards their saints
(see below), to whom they offer sacrifices to obtain
their intercession; they also employ other procedures
(heaps of stones, votary offerings, etc.) which doubtless rely more on sympathetic magic than on cdr in
the true sense of the word. In the same way, they
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assure themselves of the neutrality of djinns by immolations which could be interpreted as offerings and
therefore unrelated to cdr.
The latter is imposed, so it is understood, to obtain
all sorts of things, from the most banal to the most
important; to obtain pardon for an offence, to assure
oneself of an intervention, to protect oneself from an
enemy, to bring about a change of mind on the part
of a father who has refused to give his daughter in
marriage to a suitor, to oblige the parents of a murdered man to accept the diya and not to insist on
vengeance on the guilty party; a douar can even
impose it on another whose cooperation it is seeking,
for example in the harvest.
Women can also have recourse to the cdr, under
the same conditions as men or using procedures of
their own. In certain Berber tribes of Morocco, a
woman who wishes to leave her husband may take
refuge in an alien tent or house, kiss a beam or
handle the mechanism of a mill: from that moment,
the owner of the property must marry her and
compensate the abandoned husband, or ... take
flight. A fugitive who has succeeded in sucking a
woman's nipple obtains her protection and that of
her husband, and cases are known of adoption by
suckling (see G. Marcy, in RAfr., Ixxix (1936), 95773) or even by simulated suckling [see for instance
AL-KAHINA] .
As regards adoption, which does not exist in Islamic
law, a particular aspect of cdr in certain Berber tribes
is an institution concerning an individual called, with
nuances, amazzal, amzyad, amhaz, amhars, awrith, etc.
It occurs in the case of a stranger to the group who,
usually after committing some offence in his own clan
(also sometimes one refused by a father whose daughter he has asked for in marriage), has imposed the
c
dr and obtained the protection of another group
which he makes henceforward the beneficiary of his
work. He becomes amazzal when his protector has
given to him in marriage his own daughter or another woman over whom he holds the right of ajabr
[q.v. in Suppl.]; the marriage-price must be paid in
work over a prescribed period. If the head of the
family so decides, the amazzal may be adopted and
may enjoy all the rights of a legitimate son, even
though he is the daughter's husband. In certain parlances, a distinction is drawn between the amhars, a
term designating the stranger adopted by a man, and
the amazzal in the true sense of the word; in this
last case, a widow who is the head of a family may
adopt a stranger whom she makes her concubine and
whom she has the right to reject or to marry legally when the pre-arranged marriage-price has been
paid in full. This institution gives rise to judicial
arrangements, the details of which cannot be discussed here (see G. Marcy, ^emmour, index; G. Surdon,
Institutions et coutumes des Berberes du Maghreb, TangierFez 1938, 244-50).
In spite of the absence, in Berber speech, of an
original term to designate cdr, it is quite certain that
this custom presents a number of autochtonous
features which justify a treatment distinct from
that of the ancient dj_iwdr and its aspects which
define within strict limits the protection accorded
by oriental Bedouin to strangers to their tribe.
However, orthodox opinion is particularly worried by
the practice of throwing one's cloak or turban on
the tomb of a saint, or furthermore, of slaughtering
an animal there as a form of cdr, and the fukahd3
make the comment that the deceased would not be
able alone to fulfil the request. They object in other
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ways besides to the use of the word car, and only
permit these rites when their object is to obtain the
baraka of the saint or when an animal is sacrificed
for the distribution of its meat to the guardians of
the sanctuary (see al-Kattanf, Salwat al-anfds, i,
54-6).
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
the article, see G. Kampffmeyer, Texte aus Fes,
Berlin 1909 (text V); E. Westermarck, Ritual and
belief in Morocco, London 1928; idem, L'cdr, the transference of conditional curses in Morocco, in Anthropological
essays presented to E.B. Tylor, Oxford 1907, 361-74;
A. Jaussen, Coutumes des Arabes au pays de Moab1,
Paris 194_8, 187-220.
(Cn. PELLAT)
ARAGHUN, Arabic name corresponding to the
Spanish Aragon. In fact, this word has both a geographical and a political sense. As a geographical
term, it refers to a river, dominated by the fortress
of Shantamariyya, the first of the defensive system of
Navarre (al-Himyari, Rawd, no. 105). This watercourse
rises on the southern slope of the Pyrenees, near
Ganfranc; after passing the town of Jaca, the Sierra
de la Pena diverts it towards the west, watering Berdun,
Tiermas, Sangiiesa, Rocaforte, Aibar, Caparroso and
Villafranca before joining the Arga and flowing into
the Ebro in Navarre.
This Wddi Araghun would seem to constitute the
natural path of incursion into the Christian kingdom
of Navarre. Having followed the river as far as
Sangiiesa, the Muslim forces followed the course of
its tributary the Irati, in the direction of Pamplona.
This is to be inferred from Baydn, ii, 148,
"Muhammad b. cAbd al-Malik al-Tawfl marched in
298/911 towards Aragon with the object of capturing Pamplona and linking up there with cAbd Allah
b. Muhammad b. Lubb." This is precisely the route
used in the famous campaign of cAbd al-Rahman III
in 312/924. The forces of the caliph, coming from
Tudela, attacked the stronghold of Karkastal/
Carcastillo on the river Aragon, Markwfz/Marcuella,
Sangiiesa, Rocaforte and Aibar, Lumbier and
Pamplona (Muktabis, v, 123; Baydn, ii, 186; A. Canada,
La Campana musulmana de Pamplona. Ano 924, Pamplona
1976). In 325/937 we find the same juxtaposition of
details when the general Ahmad b. Muhammad b.
Ilyas was sent, with 1,500 horsemen, on a reconnaissance expedition, ild basit Banbaluna wa-wddi
Araghun (Muktabis, v, 271).
For RazI it was also a mountain range (Cronica
mow..., ed. Catalan, Madrid 1975, 48-9) "E en su
termino (de Huesca) ha ... otro (castillo) que ha nonbre Tolia, yaze cerca de la sierra de Aragon. E Aragon
es muy nombrada sierra entre las Espanas. E en ella
yazen dos castillos muy buenos, el uno ha nonbre
Sen e el otro Ben; e yazen en dos penas que son
encima de la sierra de Aragon, e corre por entre ellos
un rrio de Flumen . . . E de las sierras . . . e logares
nombrados en fortaleza, son en aquella tierra que se
ayunta con monte Aragon que ha nonbre Monte
Negro, e non lo podra pasar ome a cavallo, que ande
bien, en menos de tres dias." Al-cUdhrT (Masdlik . . .,
56) states that the town and district of Huesca "lies
in the vicinity of the Qabal Araghun, renowned among
the Christians."
If it is accepted that this valley was the route
employed by the various Muslim expeditions, not
only towards the Christian centre of Jaca but also,
and especially, towards Navarre, it must be assumed
that it was organised as a "frontier" for the defence
of Pamplona. This defensive function would create
a centre for resistance and for counter-attacks. The

"reconquest" of the valley of the Ebro would have
been an enterprise of Aragon rather than Navarre,
just as Castille had absorbed the old kingdom of
Leon. The Christian advance at the expense of alAndalus would henceforward be the product of these
two "frontier" forces, Kashtdla [q.v.] and Araghun.
In fact, these two kingdoms were to share between
themselves their future conquests. This gave rise to
various formal treaties: Tudellen (1151), Cazorla
(1179) and Almizra (1244) (Roque Chabas, Division
de la conquista de Espana nueva entre Aragon y Castilla,
in Congreso Hist. Aragon, Barcelona 1909), in which
were fixed the respective zones of the legal expansion of Aragon and Castille. The former, having
achieved by 1238 its own particular "reconquest",
turned its attention to the sea. It was then that
there took shape the broad outlines of its policy
towards Africa (Ch. E. Dufourcq, L'Espagne catalane
et le Maghrib aux XIII et XIV siecles, Paris 1965), the
Mediterranean (Corsica, Sardinia, Sicily, and the
kingdom of Naples—in competition with the Angevin
dynasty), annexation of part of the Byzantine empire
(the duchies of Athens and of Neopatria), of the
island of Cyprus, and commercial relations with
Mamluk Egypt (A. Masia de Ros, La Corona de Aragon
y los estados del JVorte de Africa, Barcelona 1951; A.
Lopez de Meneses, Los consulados catalanes de Alejandria
y Damasco en el reinado de Pedro IV el Ceremonioso,
Saragossa 1956; F. Giunta, Aragonesi e Catalani nel
Mediterraneo, Palermo 1959; L. Nicolau d'Olwer,
L'expansio de Catalunya a la Meditenania Oriental,
Barcelona 1926). After the union of the kingdoms
of Aragon and Castille in 1474, Spain inherited this
interventionist line to the Mediterranean: attempts
at invasion of Algiers in 1519 and 1541 (directed
against the piracy of the Barbarossa brothers [see
C
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the island of Djerba (1520), the capture of La
Golletta at Tunis (1535) (E.G. Ontiveros, La politica
norteafricana de Carlos I, Madrid 1950) and the battle of Lepanto [see AYNABAKHTI] in 1571.
But Araghun above all has a political sense.
According to al-Himyarf (Rawd, no. 8), "it is the
name of the territory of Gharsiya b. Shandjuh, comprising cantons (bildd], staging posts (mandril] and
districts (a'mdl}". According to MakkaiT (Nafh, ed.
Beirut, i, 137), "The fifth region passed through
Toledo and Saragossa and their environs, towards
the territory of Aragon, to the south of which lies
Barcelona." As a political concept, its borders were
constantly changing. Just as al-Andalus did not cease
to contract in the course of the centuries, Araghun
constantly expanded. So its history is founded on
the recession of the Muslim thaghr al-acld [q.v.], sc.
of the Upper March. Its growth took place at the
expense of the neighbouring Hispano-Arab states; the
Banu Kasf, Tudjfbids, Banu '1-Tawfl, Banu Hud,
Banu Razm, Almoravids, Banu Ghaniya and Banu
Mardanfsh [^.o&.], following a continuous advance
during the llth-13th centuries. The principal landmarks of this "reconquest" are the taking of Graus
(1083), Monzon (1089), Alquezar (1091), Almenara
(1093), Huesca (1096), Barbastro (1100), Balaguer
(1105), Ejea and Tauste (1106), Tamarite (1107),
Morella and Belchite (1117), Saragossa (1118),
Tarazona and Tudela (1119), Calatayud and Daroca
(1120), Alcaniz (1124), Tortosa (1148), Lerida, Fraga
and Mequinenza (1149), Teruel (ca. 1157), Valderobes
(1169), Caspe (1171), Majorca (1229), Morella (1232),
Burriana (1233), Peniscola (1234), Ibiza (1235),
Valencia (1238) and Minorca (1287). The expansion
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of Castile was fundamentally local, while that of
Aragon took place in a wider context. Alfonso I was
in a sense a crusader. The author of the Hulal
mawshiyya (76) tells us that for his epic raid in 12256 against the Levante and Andalusia—which brought
back numerous Mozarabs [q.v.]—"He chose, assembled and equipped 4,000 horsemen of Aragon, whom
they selected with their squires. They agreed and
swore by the Gospel that not one of them would
desert his companion". First of all, a psychological
offensive took place (articles by D.M. Dunlop, A.
Cutler and A. Turki, in Al-Andalus, 1952, 1963 and
1966; Chalmeta in RUM, xx, 1972), followed by the
Council of Toulouse in 1118 which proclaimed the
expedition against Muslim Spain. There was also
participation by numerous French troops, creating a
greater "mass movement" and a change of tactics.
Technical innovations (catapults and mobile siegetowers built by an expert, a veteran of the sieges of
Nice, Antioch, and especially Jerusalem, Gaston de
Beam) made possible the capture of strongholds hitherto impregnable. The great campaigns of James I
the Conqueror (the Balearic islands in 1229 and
Valencia in 1238) were also to be considered as a
crusade (R.I. Burns, The Crusader kingdom of Valencia,
Cambridge, Mass. 1967). The royal house of Aragon
was systematically more tolerant than Castile towards
the conquered Muslims. The treaties of capitulation
seem all to have been inspired by the need to retain
labourers and peasants (hence this was a policy different from "repopulation"). The first example was
to be that of the conquest of Valencia by the Cid
in 1094. Those, subsequently, of Saragossa, Tudela
and Tortosa, as well as the later ones signed by
James I, also correspond to this scheme (R.M.
Menendez Pidal, La Espana del Cid, Madrid 1956,
483-93; R.I. Burns, Islam under the Crusaders, Princeton
1973, 118-38, 173-83). These circumstances explain
the importance of the Mudejars (q.v., and Macho
Ortega, Condicion social de los mudejares aragoneses (s.
XV) in Mem. Fac. Fa. ^cirago^a, i (1923), 137-319,
and L. Piles, La situacion social de los mows de realengo en la Valencia del s. XV, Madrid 1949), and later
of the Moriscoes (q.v., and T. Halperin Donghi, Un
conjlicto nacional: moriscos y cristianos viejos en Valencia,
in CHE, xxiii-xxiv (1955), 5-115; xxv-xxvi (1957), 83250; idem, Recouvrements de civilisation: les morisques du
royaume de Valence au XVI s., in Annales, xi (1956),
154-82; J. Regla, Estudios sobre los moriscos, Valencia
1964;
M.S.
Carrasco
Urgoiti,
El problema morisco en Aragon al comien^o del reinado de
Felipe II, Valencia 1969) in these regions where they
were almost always vassals of local lords and bore
the name of "exarico'Y^tfn/; (E. Hinojosa, Mezqmnos
y exaricos . . ., in Obras, Madrid 1948, 245-56). It is
the permanence of this modus Vivendi which explains
the fact that the vast majority of aljamiada [q.v.] literature comes from this region.
For the Arab historians, Araghun means not only
a region but also all the territories of the political
entity embodied in the Kingdom of Aragon. In this
context are included Catalonia, the Balearic Islands
and Valencia. Al-Marrakushr (Mu'c^ib, 50-1, 235, 267)
defines its extent in 621/1224 thus: "The Banu Hud
possessed the towns of this region (al-Andalus),
Tortosa and its environs, Saragossa and its environs,
Fraga, Lerida and Calatayud. They are now in the
hands of the "Franks", belonging to the prince of
Barcelona, and constitute the country known as
Araghun. The latter has the borders of the kingdom
of Barcelona, to the French frontier. Neighbouring
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the Banu Hud, there used to be Abu Marwan cAbd
al-Malik b. cAbd al- c Azfz . . . who possessed Valencia
and its surrounding territory. The Frontier was under
the control of Abu Marwan b. Razm, whose rule
extended as far as the frontiers of Toledo. The four
parts of Spain are ruled by four kings: one is constituted by the afore-mentioned Aragon and lies to
the south-east . . . The first town, at the south-east
border on the Mediterranean coast, is Barcelona, followed by Taragona, then Tortosa. In this region,
the non-coastal cities are Saragossa, Lerida, Fraga,
and Calatayud all under the rule of the king of
Barcelona. It is the region called Araghun". For
HimyarT (Rawd, no. 182), "Majorca lies one day's
sail from Barcelona, min bildd Araghun", and in
636/1238 "the Rum entered into possession of
Valencia, demanding capitulation and James/ Lfyakmuh
malik Araghun took control of it". Finally, we find the
equation Araghun — the territories of the Kingdom
of Aragon clearly expressed in the 14th century. Ibn
Khaldun (clbar, ed. Beirut, iv, 395) declares: "As for
the king of Barcelona, in the Levante of al-Andalus,
his territories are extensive and his kingdom is great.
The latter includes Barcelona, Aragon, Jativa,
Saragossa, Valencia, Denia, Majorca, and Minorca."
Speaking of the taking of Valencia by James I, he
describes him as malik or tdghiyat Araghun.
The origin of the future Navarre-Aragon heartland apparently dates back to the period of the
Muslim invasions. It seems in fact that the Arabs
only penetrated fairly superficially into the region of
the Pyrenees (F. Codera, La dominacion arabiga en la
Frontera Superior, Madrid 1879; idem, Limites probables
de la conquista arabe en la cordillera pirenaica, in BRAH
(1906); J. Millas Vallicrosa, La conquista musulmana de
la region pirenaica, in Pinneos (1946), ii, 53-67). Thus
"the regions lying beyond the sierras of Santo
Domingo and Guara, of Alquezar in Sobrarbe, Roda
in Ribagorza, Agar in Pallars, like the highlands of
Urgel, Bergada, Ripolles and Besalu in Catalonia"
were not occupied.
Although the texts lack precision, they agree in
asserting that Musa b. Nusayr [q-v] conquered
Saragossa in 96/714. He marched for twenty days
and captured a sea-port town, probably Taragona,
if we are to believe the Cronica del mow Rasis (412), which attributes this deed to "Tarife, el fijo de
Nazayf\ Pamplona capitulated before 100/718, during the emirate of al-Hurr, and the tabi'is cAlf b.
Rabah al-Lakhml and Hanash b. c Abd Allah alSan'anT (Ibn al-FaraclT, no. 913) countersigned it.
This was hardly a durable submission, since " c Ukba
conquered Narbonne. . . . Pamplona, where he established Muslims" (Bayan, ii, 29) and the amir Yusuf
hurried thither with clearly insufficient forces,
"Sulayman b. Shihab and al-Husayn b. Dadjn against
the Vascons of Pamplona" (Akhbdr madj_muca, 75).
After seven years of siege, Huesca surrendered (alc
Udhrf, 56-7) on conditions similar to those of
Tudmfr [q.v.], under the governorship of al-Hurr or
of al-Samh: "When the Muslims penetrated into
Spain, the inhabitants of the mountain fortresses of
Lerida and the High Aragon made a pact with
them, and paid them tribute, without any argument"
(Cronica Rasis, 42-3).
In 132/750, the situation of the valley of the Ebro
began to pose serious problems when Yusuf al-Fihrf
sent there, as wall, his adviser and alter ego al-Sumayl.
In 136/753, there broke out the rebellion of cAmir
and the Banu Zuhra b. Kilab, who, at the head of
a coalition of Yemenis and Berbers besieged him in
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Saragossa. The Kaysis relieved al-Sumayl while cAbd
al-Rahman I attempted a crossing to Spain (Akhbdr,
62-79). Later the amir sent there his trusted lieutenant, the mawla Badr. The Yemenis Sulayman b.
Yakzan al-Kalbf and al-Husayn b. Yahya al-Ansan,
by promising Saragossa to Charlemagne, encouraged
him to undertake his ill-fated expedition of 778. This
Upper March was always an extremely volatile zone
and politically very unstable. We find there the
Tudjlbid Banu Salama in the region of Huesca, ousted by the "reign" of Bahlul b. Marzuk. The loyal
c
Amrus b. Yusuf re-established authority there in the
name of al-Hakam I, but the representative of the
rnuwallad family of the Banu KasT, Musa b. Musa
[<y.r.J, rebelled in 842 at Tudela, took possession of
Saragossa and Huesca and declared himself the "third
king of Spain". To curb him, the amir Muhammed
installed at Calatayud and Daroca the Tudjlbid Banu
Muhadjir who, having succeeded, transformed themselves into autonomous "lords" of the March of a
more-than-changeable loyalty. In the north, we find
in the 10th century the Banu Shabrit b. al-Tawfl
at Huesca. All these peoples did not hesitate to play
the Franks, the Arabs, the muwallads, and the NavarroAragonese (with whom they had family ties) off
against their rivals, Muslim as well as Christian.
Such was also the policy of the Banu Hud, who
employed the Cid and were able for a long time
to balance the ambitions of the Almoravids, the
Aragonese, the Catalans, the Navarrese and the
Castillians. In fact, it seems that, in about 228/843
there was legal recognition of the North-Pyrenean
enclaves by the emirate of Cordova. Thanks to an
annual tribute of 700 dinars and the status of vassalage, there was ikrdr [g.v~] of the territories of Inigo
and'of Sancho (ai- c Udhri, 30).
Bibliography: In addition to sources mentioned
in the article, see J. Alemany, La geografia de la
Peninsula iberica en los autores drabes, Granada 1921;
C. Dubler, Las laderas del Pirineo segun al-Idrlsl, in
Andalus, xviii (1953), 337-73; F. Hernandez, El
Monte y la provincia del Puerto, in ibid, xvii, (1952)
319-68; H. Mones, Ta'rikh al-ajughrdjiya . . . fi 'lAndalus, Madrid 1967; Afif Turk, El reino de
Zjzragoza en el s. XI, Madrid 1975;J. Bosch, Historia
de Albarracin musulmdn, Teruel 1959; J. Font y Rius,
La reconquista de Lerida, Lerida 1949; A. Huici
Miranda, Historia de Valencia musulmana, Valencia
1969; J. Lacarra, Historia del reino de Navarra,
Pamplona 1972; idem, La conquista de ^arago^a por
Alfonso I, in Andalus, xii, (1947), 65-96; idem, La
reconquista y repoblacion del nolle del Ebro, in Est. E.
M. C. Aragon, ii (1946), 39-83; idem, La repoblacion
de Zjiragoza por Alfonso el Batallador, in Est. Ha.
Social, Esp. Madrid 1949, 205-23; idem, Ongenes
del condado de Aragon, Saragossa 1945; E. LeviProvencal, Hist. Esp. mus., index; J. Millas, El texts
d'historiadors musulmans referentes a la Catalunya carolingia, in Quadernos d'Estudi, xiv (1922); M. Pallares
Gil, La frontera sarracena en tiempo de Berenguer IV,
in Bo 1. Ha. Geo. Bajo Aragon, iv (1907).
(P. CHALMETA)
ARAT, RESIIID RAHMETI, up to 1934 G.R.
RACHMATI, modern Turkish RESJD RAHMETI ARAT,
T u r k i s h s c h o l a r and p h i l o l o g i s t (1900-64). Born
at Eski Udjiim, to the south-west of Kazan, he
was the son of cAbd al-Reshfd clsmet Allah, of a
family of mudarrisun who emigrated from Kazan and
set up a "hereditary" madrasa there. He attended various schools in his home town, and later in Kizilyar
(Petropavlovsk) and in Harbin in Manchuria where

he finished high school (1921). He joined cultural
associations of the Kazan Tatars in Harbin and contributed to various papers. In December 1922 he
left for Germany and he enrolled in Berlin
University, where he was trained in Turkish philology by Willy Bang. He obtained his Ph. D. in 1927
with a thesis on Die Hilfsverben und Verbaladverbien im
Altaischen which was published in Ural-altdische
Jahrbiicher, viii/1-4 (1927), 1-66. He then joined the
teaching staff of the Department of Oriental languages at the University. In the same year he married Dr. Rabl c a, also from the Kazan area, whom
he had met in Harbin. In 1928 he was made a
research assistant in the Prussian Academy. In 1933,
following the university reform in Turkey, he was
offered the chair of Turkish philology in the
University of Istanbul where he taught until his
death. He was the director of the Institute of
Turcology (1940-50) founded by Fu'ad Kopriilu in
1924 and a visiting professor in the SOAS London
(1949-51). He died in Istanbul on 29 November
1964. R.R. Arat, who contributed greatly in introducing the historic and comparative approach to
studies of Turkish language and dialects, was a scholar who preferred to limit his efforts to a given area
and to deepen it rather then spread over many
problems and cognate fields. He remained strictly
interested in linguistic and philological problems and
text criticism. He is the author of the following
major works: Zjir Heilkunde der Uighuren, 2 vols, Berlin
1930-2; Die Legende von Oghuz Qaghan (with W. Bang),
Berlin 1932; Turkische Turfan Texte, vii, Berlin 1936;
Un yarlik de Mehmed II, le Conquerant, in Annali RISON,
xx (1940); Babur, Vekayi, 2 vols, Ankara 1943-6;
Kutadgu Bilig (critical edition), Istanbul 1947; cAtebetii
'l-hakdyik (critical edition and modern Turkish paraphrase), Istanbul 1951; Yusuf Has Hacib, Kutadgu bilig
(Modern Turkish paraphrase), Ankara 1959; Turk
jwelenmn tasmfi, fn TM, x (1953), 59-139 (a summary of former attempts to classify Turkish dialects,
together with a new proposal; under the influence
of his own dialect, Arat insisted on using the term
§ive (accent) instead of lehce (dialect) of standard
Turkish); Eski tilrk §iiri (Pre-Islamic and early Islamic
Turkish verse, texts, modern Turkish paraphrase and
notes), posthumous, Ankara 1965.
Bibliography. Re§it Rahmeti Arat icin—A memorial volume published by Turk Kulturunu Ara§tirma
Enstitusii, Ankara 1966, pp. x, xxx (the principal source for biographical and bibliographical data
on Arat up to the date of publication).
(FAHIR tz)
ARBA'UN HADITH AX , a genre of l i t e r a r y
and r e l i g i o u s w o r k s centred round 40 hadtths of
the Prophet.
This type of work has arisen, from one aspect,
from the hadlth which says "The member of my community who learns 40 hadlth connected with the prescriptions of the faith will be raised to life by God
among the authorities on the law and the scholars",
and from another aspect, from certain secondary factors: the desire to be covered by the Prophet's grace,
the hope of escaping the tortures of hell-fire, the intention of enabling oneself to see the great ones, etc.
Works in this category of arba'un hadlth'"1 may be
written in prose, verse or in the two combined. The
contents may also differ; some writers and compilers are content to gather together the hadiths, others add to them explanations, whilst yet others adorn
and complete these texts by means of accounts,
ayat and homilectic material. The elements of works
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in this general category are selected according to differing principles: ahddith kudsiyya, of divine inspiration [see HADITH KUDSI] ; khutbas of the Prophet; hadiths
chosen from amongst those texts easy for learning
by heart; etc. Arba'un collections are also found centred on a particular subject: the qualities of the
Kur'an, the essential principles of Islam, the Prophet
and his Companions (or even his children and grandchildren), sects and mysticism, knowledge and the
scholar, politics and law, the holy war, social and
moral life, etc.
The genre is called cihil hadith by the Persians
and kirk hadith by the Turks. It developed first of
all in Arabic and developed extensively. Amongst
the oldest collections are those of Abu Bakr alAdjurri (d. 330/942) and of Ibn Wad'an (d.
494/1101). But the most celebrated is that put
together by Muhyf '1-Dln Abu Zakariyya 3 Yahya alNawawl (631-76/1235-77), the object of numerous
commentaries in Arabic and translations into other
Islamic languages. The first cihil hadith collections in
Persian which have come down to us were written
in the 6th-7th/12th-l 3th centuries, sc. the Tabib alkulub of Muhammad b. Muhammad b. CA1I al-Faraw!
and al-Arbacun al-Bahd^i of Tmad al-Dm Hasan b.
'All. However, the most famous and most widelydisseminated collection is that composed in quatrains, the Tardj_uma-yi Arbacln hadith of c Abd
al-Rahman Djaml (817-98/1414-92). The works of
Nawawl and Djamf were translated into Turkish
and published on many occasions.
It should further be noted that the Turks not only
appreciated highly the genre in question, but also
composed didactic works full of teaching points. The
oldest one of these in Turkish known to us is the
Nahd} al-farddis of Mahmud b. CA1I (8th/14th century), followed in the next one by Kemal UmmT (translation after 815/1412) and also 'All Shir NewaT (845906/1441-1501), and then in the 10th/16th century
by FudulT (?885-963/?1480-1556), Usull (d. 975/1568),
New c l (942-1007/1535-99), c Ashik C elebi Natta'a
(translation 979/1571) and Mustafa 'All (translation
1005/1597). This work of translation was further pursued with enthusiasm in succeeding centuries, the most
important works being those of Mehmed Khakam
(1011/1603), Isma'il Rusukhi (d. 1040/1631), Yusuf
Nab! (1052-1124/1642-1712), c Othman-zade Ta'ib
(1120/1708), Mumf (1145/1733), c Omer Diya3 al-Dm
(publ. 1326/1908) and Ahmed Na'im (publ.
1343/1925).
Bibliography. Abdiilkadir Karahan, Islam-Turk
edebiyatinda kirk hadis, Istanbul 1 954; idem, Cami3 in
Erbaitfi ve tiirk^e terciimeleri, Istanbul 1952; idem,
Turk edebiyatinda arapfadan nakledilnns, kirk hadis terciime ve §erhleri, Istanbul 1954; idem, Aperfu general
sur les quarante hadiths dans la litterature islamique,
in SI, iv (1955), 39-55.
(ABDULKADIR KARAHAN)
ARGHIYAN, the name found in mediaeval times
for a district of northern Khurasan. It lay to the south
of Kucan/Khabushan [q.v.], straddling the hilly region
of the modern Kuh-i Shah Djahan and the Kuh-i
Binalud, around the sources of the Kashaf-Rud. It is
not to be identified with the district of Djadjarm [q.v.
in Suppl.] lying further to the west, as was done by Le
Strange, The lands of the Eastern Caliphate, 392, an error
perpetuated by B. Spooner in his Arghiydn. TJie area of
Jdjarm in western Khurasan, in Iran, Jnal. of the British Institute
of Persian Studies, iii, (1965), 97-107). The name of
Arghiyan's chef-lieu, Rawmr, appears in the Hudud
al-fdlam, tr. Minorsky, 103, as RawTnf (restored by
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Aubin as Rawmr, see Bibl); the correct form Raw(a)mr
is further given in Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, i, 153, as
the kasaba of this district of 71 villages, and by Sam'ani,
Ansdb, ed. Hyderabad, i, 167-70, who visited the district personally and who has a long list of the 'ulamd3
of Arghiyan.
In Tfmurid times, we find the administrative coupling Djahan u Arghiyan, and then in the Safawid
period, Djahan-i Arghiyan is linked with the district
of Kalidar (thus as a single tiynlddr under Shah Sail"
in 1046/1636). By modern times, however, the name
of Arghiyan dropped out of usage.
Bibliography: In addition to the sources mentioned in the article, see the penetrating discussion
of J. Aubin in Reseau pastoral et reseau caravamer. Les
grand' routes du Khurassan d I'epoque mongole, in Le monde
iramen et ITslam, i (Geneva-Paris 1971), 109 if.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
C
ARIF CELEBI, d e r v i s h m y s t i c , grandson of
Mawlana Djalal al-Dm Rum! and the third khalifa of
the Mawlawiyya order, was born at Konya on 8 Dhu
'l-Ka c da 670/7 June 1272 as a son to Sultan Walad
and Fatima Khatun, the daughter of the goldsmith
Salah al-Dm. His actual name was Djalal al-Dm
Fandun. Mawlana, who named him thus after his
two grandfathers, gave him also the by-name Amir
c
Arif, from which the commonly-usecl Turkish form
Ulu c Arif has been derived.
An extensive biography with many hagiographic traits
is contained in the eighth chapter of the Mandkib alc
drifin by Aflakf [</.?'.]. Being one of cArif's pupils, AflakF
was an eyewitness to a great part of his life and accompanied him on a number of his travels. cArif frequently
wandered through Anatolia, but he made journeys to
'Irak and Persia as well. On one occasion, Sultan Walad
sent him to the court of the Il-Khan at Sultaniyya to
remonstrate against the pro-Shfa policy adopted by
Oldjeytii. In 712/1312, cArif succeeded his father as
the head of the Mawlawiyya. His death occurred at
Konya on 23 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 719/5 November 1320.
His tomb is still extant in the Mawlawl ttirbe.
The anecdotes related by Aflakl depict cArif as a
colourful personality. Through his conduct, he
expressed the antinomian tendencies inherent in the
Mawlawl tradition from its origin. He acted like a
mid dervish and indulged in long and exhaustive samd'
sessions which often gave rise to scandal.
Unlike his ancestors, cArif was neither prominent
as a scholar nor as a writer. The only works known
to us are collections of his gha^ah and his quatrains
which were all written in Persian. The rareness of
these poems both in separate manuscripts and in collections of MawlawT poetry suggests that they were
not very highly appreciated in the literary tradition
of the order. A manuscript in the Leiden University
Library contains a collection of c Arif's gha^als and
rubd'is under the heading cd-Asrdr al-cAnfiyya (Or. 1676
B/8, ff. 89a-13()a).
Bibliography: Afiakf, Mandkib al-cdrifin, ed.
Tahsin Yazici, Ankara 1961, ii, 825-974; H. Ritter,
Philologika XI, in Isi, xxvi (1942), 127; Feridun Nafiz
Uzluk, Ulu Anf fylebinin rubaileri, Istanbul 1949;
Abdiilbaki Golpinarli, Mevlanffddn sonra Mevlevilik,
Istanbul 1953, 65-95; idem, Mevldnd Mu'zesi yazmalar
katalogu, Ankara 1971-2, ii, 211; iii, 21 f. "
(J.T.P. DE BRUIJN)
C
ARIF, MIRZA ABU 'L-KASIM, Persian revolutionary poet and satirist, was born in Kazwfn
ca. 1880, and after studying Persian, Arabic, calligraphy and music, became a ravudakh"an, an occupation that he abandoned after his father's death.
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At 17 he married a young girl against her parents'
wishes, and two years later was obliged to divorce
her; he never married again. Leaving for Tehran,
he took service at the court of Muzaffar al-Dm Shah,
where his singing attracted the attention of the sovereign and leading courtiers. Court life, however, did
not appeal to him, and he returned to Kazwln,
where he remained until the 1906 Constitutional
Revolution, of which he was one of the leading spirits. His outspoken and reckless verses, usually sung
at public concerts, made him many enemies, including even his former friend the poet Iradj Mfrza. In
1915 he joined the muhadj_arat to Kirmanshah, whence
he went to Istanbul, returning to Persia in 1919.
During the next few years he gave his support successively to Col. Muhammad Tak! Khan, the dissident gendarmerie officer in Khurasan, Sayyid Diya 3 ,
and Rida Khan. In 1924 he campaigned in favour
of the establishment of a republic, but after the accession of Rida Khan to the throne he was unable to
continue his public concerts, and retired on a small
government pension to Hamadan, where he died in
poverty in 1934. His Diwdn was published in Berlin
in 1924 together with an autobiography on the lines
of Rousseau's Confessions.
c
Arif was a man of dervish-like disposition, and had
no use for material wealth or respect for authority
and position. His poetry is full of social satire, attacks
on corruption, and nostalgia for Persia's great past,
all couched in popular language free from classical
artificialities.
Bibliography: After the edition of c Arif's Diwdn
published by Rida-zada Shafak, in Berlin 1924, further writings appeared in M.R. Hazar, cArif-ndmayi Hazar, Shiraz 1935, and Sayyid Had! Ha'ir!
Kurush, Diild-i duwwum-i diwdn-i cArif Tehran 1942;
Biographical information is to be found in E.G.
Browne, Press and poetry of modern Persia, Cambridge
1914, 250-2; M. Ishaque, Sukhanwardn-i Iran dar fasri hddir, i, Calcutta 1933, 191-218; Rashrd Yasiml,
Adabiyydt-i mu'dsir, Tehran 1937, 69-70; M. Ishaque,
Modem Persian poetry, Calcutta 1943, passim; Sayyid
Muhammad Bakir Burka% Sukhanwardn-i ndml-yi
mu'dsir, i, Tehran 1950, 159-61; J. Rypka, Iranische
Literaturgeschichte, Leipzig 1959, 352-3; ibid., History
of Iranian literature, Dordrecht 1968, 372-3; Bozorg
Alavi, Geschichte und Entwicklung der modernen persischen
Literatur, Berlin 1964, 36-44.
(L.P. ELWELL-SUTTON)
C
ARIFI, MAWLANA MAHMUD, P e r s i a n p o e t .
Virtually nothing is known of the life of cArifi except
the approximate dates of his birth and death (791853/1389-1449), and that he belonged to the circle
of poets that flourished at the court of Shah Rukh
[q.v.] in the first half of the 9th/15th century.
The best-known of his works is a brief mathnawi
of some 500 bay Is entitled Guy u cugdn or Hdlndma,
which he composed in just two weeks during his fiftieth year to honour a prince Muhammad, assumed to
be Muhammad b. Baysonkor (Browne, LHP, iii, 496).
The subject of the poem is a mystical romance between
a dervish and a prince whom he first sees playing
polo. The game of polo provides the predominant
imagery. R.S. Greenshields published an edition of
this work, of which there are many good manuscripts,
in 1931, and a translation of it under the title Hie
Ball and polo stick or Book of ecstasy, in 1932 (both at
London).
According to Dawlat-Shah, cArin" was the author
of numerous panegyrics of the kings and princes of
his day, and of ghazah and kit'as as well. The same
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source says that in addition he composed ten letters
in verse addressed to Kh w adja Pir Ahmad b. Ishak
and a versified work on Hanafty^/z called Ma Id budd
madhhab Imam A^am. None of these works has yet
been published.
Although the authors of contemporary tadhkiras,
credit him with an elegant style and considerable
popularity, in the modern period his works have
received only cursory mention.
Bibliography: cAl!sh!r Nawa'I, Aiaajdlis al-nafd'is,
maajlis-i awwal; Dawlat-Shah, Tadhkira, ed. Browne,
439-40; Browne, LHP, iii, 490, 495-7; E. YarShatir, Shicr-i fdrsi dar fahd-i Shdhrukh, Tehran
1334/1956, 101-2, 176-8, 216-7.
(J.W. CLINTON)
ARIN [see KUBBAT AL-ARD].
ARNAB (A.), pi. ardnib, in poetry, al-ardm.
Grammatically this noun is feminine and denotes
the h a r e with the general meaning of a leporid,
either as a collective noun, or specifically the doehare (see Ch. Pellat, Sur quelques noms d'animaux en
arabe classique, in GLECS, viii, 95-9). In all the
Arabic dialects the term maintains this meaning,
but in Maghrib! two plural forms are found, rawdnib
and arndnib. Today its archaic synonym kuwdc (fern.
kuwd'a) seems to have been forgotten. Arabic lexicographers relate arnab to a root r-n-b (see LA)
according to the rules of triliteralism, but its
etymology should perhaps be sought in Sumerian
or Akkadian, from which a number of animal and
bird names in Arabic are derived (like dhib, ghurdb,
iwazz, kurki etc.). Semantic equivalents to arnab
are khargush in Persian, tavsan in Turkish, awtul
(pi. iwtal, fern, tawtult, pi. tiwtalin] in Berber of
the Maghrib, emerwel (pi. imerwelen, fem. temerwelt,
pi. timerwelin) from the verb erwel, "to flee", in
Tamahak, while abekni (pi. ibekniten, fem. tabeknit,
pi. tibeknitin] is little used.
Among the order of lagomorphs and the family
of leporids, the genus lepus is represented in Islamic
lands predominantly by the lepus capensis or Cape
hare. Its breeding ground stretches from Africa (Cape
of Good Hope) to China (Shantung, bordering on
the Yellow Sea of Asia). In the Mediterranean zone
it is found with the plains species, /. granatensis (Spain),
/. schlumbergeri and /. sherif (Morocco), /. mediterraneus
and /. kabylicus (Algeria), /. tunetae (Tunisia) and /.
rotschildi (Egypt); in western Morocco the smaller /.
atlanticus is also found. In the hills are found /. marocanus and /. pediaeus (Morocco) and /. sefranus (Algeria).
The characteristically desert hare, /. arabicus, is found
on the borders of the Sahara, together with /. pallidior, I. harterti and /. barcaeus, from Morocco to the
Sinai peninsula. A systematic study of the hares of
the Arabian Peninsula has yet to be made. The
species /. europaeus is represented in the Near East
in several isolated places as well as /. syriacus (Lebanon)
and /. judeae (Palestine).
Literary authorities differ about the gender of the
noun arnab; some see it as masculine with an associated feminine arnaba (see al-Ifsdh fi fikh al-lugha,
Cairo 1929, 391), but country people, both sedentary and nomadic, knew from very early times how
to distinguish the sex and age of hares by a specific terminology which is unambiguous. The male,
or buck, was called khuzaz (pi. khi^dn, akhi^d) or
hawshab or kuffa (Maghrib! fakrush). The female, or
doe, was named cikris_ha (Sacud!, cidana); while suckling she was called dfahmansh. The levret was called
khirnik (pi. khardnik] or the khawtac, and the weanling suhla (Maghrib! kharbush, harbush; Tamahak
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eberdewel, pi. iberdewelen, fern, teberdewelt, pi. lib erdew elm).
From an ethnological point of view, these country
folk knew the habits of the hare in detail and its
simple form or lair (makd / mak / makw, pi. amkd3,
khitl, Maghribf, margad] did not escape the eyes of
the herdsmen; it was found facing the prevailing wind
behind a tuft of grass. Regions where hares were
plentiful were named miiarniba/murmba or makhazza
or mukharnika, according to whether adults or young
hares were predominant. Most of the Bedouin observations about the leporids have been recorded by the
naturalists al-Kazwfni ('Ad^d^ib al-makhlukdt, ii, 215217, margin), al-Damm (Hayat al-hayawdn al-kubrd,
Cairo 1356/1937, i, 20-3)'and especially al-Djahiz
(Hayawdn, vi and passim}. From these records scholars can learn that the hare has hair inside its cheeks,
that it dozes with its eyes wide open, and that it is
always on the alert and flees at the slightest danger,
which has gained it a universal reputation as a coward. The doe, like a bitch or she-ass, menstruates
from time to time and because of this impurity in
the family of leporids, the species was not mounted
by the djinn. The passion of the rut linked with the
phenomenon of superfoetation in fertilising the doe
led to a popular belief in the hare changing sex
annually. In antiquity, it was also considered to be
a case of hermaphroditism.
The enormous length of the hare's back legs in
comparison with its front legs allows it to run extremely swiftly, and this is its chief means of defence.
It can thwart the best saluki tracker set on its heels,
especially on hard and hilly ground where it will
make turns and back-casts (murawagha] frequently,
whence the saying "to swerve more than a hare",
and the nicknames the hunters give it emphasise its
speed, like darrdma, ddmika hudhama, mukattfat al-suhur
and al-niydt. When a hare is surprised at its form,
the leap (nafdj_a) it makes is so instantaneous and
impetuous that it has become an illustration of the
brevity of life on earth compared with the life beyond,
as in the expression in hadith form md al-dunyd ji '/dkhira Hid ka-najdj_ati arnab "compared with the world
hereafter, this present world is like a hare's leap"
(Hayawdn, vi, 352-3). Because of the many ruses they
devise to avoid the hounds, hares and foxes are considered the most difficult of animals to catch. When
hard pressed on loose ground, one of the commonest tricks is the tawbir (Hayawdn, vi, 357), which is
an instinctive attempt to blur the tracks by placing
the body weight on the back foot only. The back
of the foot has a pad which is covered with hair
and thus prevents the toes and claws from marking
the ground.
The hare is certainly one of the most highlyprized game animals in Muslim countries, as elsewhere. To catch it, man has employed all kinds of
ingenuity; he has caught it with nets (hibdla, pi.
habdyil), snares (sharak, pi. ashrdk) and traps (mighwdt,
pi. maghdwi; mughawwdt, pi. mughawwaydt; hukna, pi.
hukari), and he has hunted (tarada] with the help of
trained beasts (dawdri) like the gazehound (saluki
saluki, pi. -iyya], which always hunts by sight, and
pointers or other hounds (zaghdn, pi. -lyya, Maghribf
tdrus, pi. lawdris) which hunt by scent. The Persian
lynx (candk al-ard] and trained birds of prey
(ajawdrih) are also used. He has used various weapons
to attack the hare like the thrown cudgel (hirdwa,
zarrita/zarwdta), which the young shepherds of the
plains of the Maghrib can wield so skilfully, as well
as the sling (mikhdhaja, mikld'), the bow, then the
cross-bow and eventually firearms. As well as man,
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the hare is surrounded by a number of natural enemies, carnivores and rapacious predators; it is especially threatened by the tawny eagle (aquila rapax)
which is appropriately called cukdb al-arnab or sakr
al-arnab. Hare flesh has no fat or tendons, owing
to the alimentary eclecticism of the animal. It is
instinctively attracted to certain aromatic and sweet
plants, and the Bedouin expression arnab al-khulla,
"the hare of the sweet plants" summarises the appreciation of the gourmet and the glutton (Hayawdn,
iv, 134). The gastronomic authority Abu 'l-Wadjfh
al-TJkll, a man of the desert and one of the informants of al-Djahiz, gave pride of place to the hare
in the metaphor "If the uromastix-lizard (dabb \q.v.\)
had been a chicken, the hare would be a francolin (durrddj_Y (Hayawdn, vi, 353). Oriental cookery
books esteem hare highly in their chapters on meats
(see M. Rodinson, Recherches sur les documents arabes
relatifs a la cuisine, in RE1 [1949], 107). To serve
jugged hare (arnabT) or roast saddle of hare (caaj_z
mashwi) to a guest was a mark of honour, especially if one kept the kidneys for him; these were
regarded as the finest morsel, as can be seen from
the picturesque maxim atcim akhd-ka min kulyat alarnab "feed your brother with hare's kidneys", which
meant using the tenderest words to console a friend
in difficulty.
Al-Djahiz draws attention to the double benefit
which the hare provides. Apart from its highly desirable flesh, its fine warm pelt also has a commercial value in the fur trade [see FARW] and the textile
industry. An anonymous satirical line of verse
(Hayawdn, vi, 360) alludes to the trade in these
terms: "When gentle folk move (among them), it is
to see them touching hare skins with their hands
wide open". The sentence expresses the scorn which
has always attached to rabbit skin dealers. Rabbit
skin is not distinguished from hare skin in the making of fabrics called mu3 arnab / murnab and certain
felts. The fur is also used to line gloves and slippers and to trim winter bonnets. It is not inconceivable that they were also used as counterfeit furs,
which would normally be more highly priced, but
the secrets of dyeing and other treatments were
known only to the tricksters. The colour of the fur
can vary from light brown almost to blonde according to the hare's habitat, and certain beige materials are called marnabdni "hare coloured"; conversely,
in popular French the hare is known as "capuchin"
because of the brown habit worn by the monks of
that order. The hare's tail is black on top and
immaculately white underneath; it is conspicuous
even from a distance because the tuft is always
erect. The Saharans have a name (a]bu nawwdra,
"the one with the flower" which is used for the
hare as well as for the fox.
As Islam expanded westwards to Spain and northeastwards to the Indus, Arabs were introduced to a second leporid, the rabbit (Oryctolagus cumadus), both wild
and domestic. Since there was no specific term for rabbit in the 'arabiyya, amab was used. At first they regarded the wild rabbit simply as a small hare, and it was
sometimes called "levret" (khimik). The duality of the
term amab in the Fast to cover hare and rabbit is a
source of constant confusion, but one of the first to find
difficulty with it was Ibn al-Mukaffac. When he was
translating the fables of Bidpay from Pahlavi, he encountered the typically Indian episode of the elephants who
were looking for water and trampled over a rabbit
warren (ard Ii 'l-ardnib), crushing the inhabitants in their
burrows (ajuhr, pi. aajhdr, ad^hira, dj_aham), but the
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clever rabbit Fayruz (= Felix) became their spokesman
and drove away the elephants by a trick (see Kalila
wa-Dimna, Cairo 1931, 207-9). This story could not
possibly be concerned with hares, for they do not live
in colonies and they do not tunnel underground. Once
the domestic rabbit was being bred on a large scale,
it became necessary to add epithets to arnab to make
the word more specific; arnab barriyya or wahshiyya was
used for the hare, and arnab ahliyya or dadj_ina or baladiyya for the domestic rabbit, but the wild rabbit
hardly had any specific name. In the Muslim West
the same confusion did not arise, because in Spain
as well as in the Maghrib the wild and domestic
rabbit kept its original Latin name cuniculus in Arabised form (compare Fr. connil or connin, Provencal
counieu, Sp. conejo, Port, coelbo, It. coniglio, Eng. cony,
Ger. Kaninchen, Swed. kouin). The Hispano-Arabic
names kunilya/kunilya, kullin, kulayn are still found in
the Maghrib as kanm/ganin (sing, -a, pi. -at and
kndyen/gndyen), (calm (pi. klayen), kunm/gunin, ganun and
Kabyle agunin (pi. iguninen). Besides arnab, Hispanic languages use labbay (pi. -at), ultimately derived from
Ibero-Roman lapparo (from leporis, Sp. liebre, Catalan
llebre, Prov. lebre, Fr. lievre/lapereau/lapin). As for Tunisia,
Ibn Sacfd (in al-Makkarl, Analectes, i, 122) notes that
the practice of raising rabbits for fur was introduced
there from Spain in the 7th/13th century; the wild
rabbit is to be found only on some coastal islets, but
it is common in Algeria (cuniculus algirus) and in northern Morocco.
According to Kur'anic law, the flesh of a hare
which has had its throat cut ritually may be consumed; the doctors of law agree unanimously about
this, for the hare is a product of hunting and the
animal is herbivorous and not carnivorous. It is true
that some hadiths suggest that the Prophet
Muhammad abstained from eating hare, but no-one
accepts this as a formal prohibition [but see HAYAWAN
concerning the Rafidfs]. This permission extended
ipso facto also to the rabbit when the animal was
introduced to Muslims. In al-Andalus, the rabbit was
highly prized and the only restriction imposed on
it was that it should not be sold around the Great
Mosque. Instead, a place was chosen by the muhtasib
and there they had to be offered for sale properly
slaughtered and skinned so that the meat could be
seen to be fresh (see Ibn c Abdun-Levi-Provencal,
Seville musulmane au debut du XII1 siecle, Paris 1947,
95-6).
In pre-Islamic times the Arabs attached great
power to the hare's foot as a talisman (ka'b al-arnab}.
It was considered to be a protection against all evil
spells, and mothers would affix one of their children to preserve them from the evil eye [see C AYN].
Every man who went into a strange village would
equip himself with one to protect him from evil
spells, which were always to be feared in unknown
territory.
In Greek medicine a number of specific virtues
were accorded to particular organs of the hare. The
flesh was thought to have laxative and aphrodisiac
properties. Later Arab medicine confirmed the views
of Hippocrates and Galen on this subject, but added
some new empirical prescriptions. Perhaps the most
important parts were the brain and the gastric juices
(infaha); the brain was the best remedy for trembling and senility, and it could be applied to an
infant's gums to suppress the pain in teething, but
if it was mixed with camphor and drunk it was
thought to be an infallible love philtre. The gastric
juices and stomach tissue were mixed into a potion

with a vinegar base and used as an antidote for all
kinds of poison. It is interesting that modern science, whether by chance or not, knows no proven
remedy which has any real chance of fighting the
poison of the phalloi'dine (death's cap) fungus other
than the absorption of a mixture of minced brains
and stomachs of leporids. Perhaps after all, Arab
empirical medicine was not just pure fancy. Dried
and powdered hare's blood had recognised healing
qualities for sores and wounds and helped to extract
foreign
bodies
like
splinters and
thorns;
it was also used to treat arrow wounds. In surgery,
leporid hair was used instead of cotton wool as an
absorbent tampon and as a cap for ruptured veins
and arteries.
Since Sasanid times in Iran, hares and rabbits have
held a position of not negligible importance in the
field of Muslim art. They figure either as a decorative motif incorporated into a hunting scene or are
themselves the main theme of inspiration. Besides the
mass of Persian miniatures, probably the most typical representations of leporids are in illustrations of
the incident mentioned above, where the wily Fayruz
harangues the king of the elephants; it is found in
Syrian manuscripts of the 8th/14th century of Kalila
wa-Dimna (Paris B.N., ms. Ar. 3467, fol. 70, and
Oxford Bodl. Libr., Pococke 400, fol. 99). Iranian
ceramics, which also inspired those of Fatimid Egypt,
frequently incorporate the motif of "the hare". There
is a glazed ewer from Gurgan (6th/12th century, Paris
Mus. Arts Dec.) which is decorated on its bulged-out
sides with a frieze of hares chasing each other in an
endless circle. Another example is the remarkable
glazed Fatimid cup of the 5 t h / l l t h century (Paris
Louvre, coll. F. Sarre), with its white base decorated
with a beautiful hare strolling among the flora, symbolised by the stylised Kufic inscription on its margin. Persian silks and carpets from every period, but
especially from that of the Safawid dynasty (10th/16th
century), assert their inborn taste for nature. Animals
are portrayed as living in an earthly paradise, with
hares and gazelles gambolling among their carnivorous enemies, and there are hunting scenes commemorating famous slaughters by battues, of which
the Chosroes were so fond. All these interpretations
have been carefully represented in bronze, copper and
ivory, and here also hares and gazelles have their
proper place. The Fatimid goldsmiths in Egypt, following their Persian predecessors, were skilled in
portraying animals and birds in metal, even on commonplace objects, as is shown by the famous "hare
on the alert" bronze aquamanile. This is the proud
possession of the Museum of Brussels (coll. Stoclet),
and naturalists are amazed at its realism. The same
Persian animal themes are found on carved ivory caskets (pyxes) from Egypt through Sicily to Muslim
Spain, and in Mesopotamia they are even found on
the stone of lintels and door cases in Artukid art
(6th/12th century).
In zoology, the name arnab bahn, translated from
the Latin lepus marinus, "sea hare", has been given to
aplysia depilans, a nudibranch mollusc of the order op
isthobranchia. It is found widely in the sea, and ancient
man treated it with a profound disgust as much for
its hideous appearance (it looks like a slug with a
hare's head) as for the nauseating violet secretion
which it emits in self-defence and which was thought
to be a deadly poison (see al-Damlrl, op. cit., i, 23).
Finally, in astronomy al-arnab "Alarnab" is the
Hare constellation found beneath the left foot of
Orion, the legendary hunter. The first star of the
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constellation is called "Arneb" (a Leporis, mag. 2.7
see A. Benhamouda, Les noms arabes des etoiles, in
AIEO, Algers [1951], 179-80).
Bibliography: Besides the works already cited,
see al-Kushadjim, Kitdb al-Masdyid wa 1-matdnd,
ed. A. Talas, Baghdad 1954, 146-8; alKalkashandi, Subh, ii, 46; Arnln al-Ma'liif, Mu'gjani
al-hayawdn, Cairo 1932, 150; Ibn Srduh, * alMukhassas, viii, 76-9; G. Benoist, Lievres et levrauts,
Paris 1946; L. Blancou, Geographic cynegetique du
monde (coll. Que sais-je?), Paris 1958; A. Hanoteau
and A. Letourneux, La Kabylie et les coutumes kabyles,
i, Paris 1893; D.L. Harrison, The mammals of
Arabia, London 1972, iii, 385-95; L. Lavaudcn,
La chasse et la fame cynegetique en Tunisie, 'Tunis
1920, 12-13; idem, Les vertebres du Sahara, Tunis
1926, 45-6; H. Lhote, La chasse chez les Touaregs,
Paris 1951, 134; G. Migeon, Manuel d'art musulman (Arts plastiques et industriels), Paris 1927; G.
Mountfort, Portrait of a desert, London 1965, and
French tr. La vie d'un desert, Paris 1966, 112.
(F. VIRE)
ARMOUR [see SILAH].
ART [see FANN].
AS, Arabic for the myrtle, Myrtus communis L.
(Myrtaceae), the well-known fragrant, evergreen
shrub, growing to over a man's height. The term,
derived from Akkadian asu came into Arabic through
Aramaic dsd; the Greek term UDpowrj (ui)pTO(;) exists
also as marsim (and variants). Much material has
been collected by I. Low (Die Flora der Juden, ii,
257-74), among which are many, more or less locally-defined synonyms. Occasionally, myrtle is mentioned in the hadith (DarimT, see Wensinck,
Concordance, i, 132b), by the Arab botanists and in
the verses quoted by them (DTnawan, A'. al-Nabdt
ed. B. Lewin, Uppsala-Wiesbaden 1953, 25 f.;
Asma c T, K. al-Nabdt, ed. al-Ghunaym, Gairo 1392/
1972, 32), but the plant was mainly used as medicine. Like Dioscorides, the Arabs knew the black
garden-myrtle (al-ds al-bustdni al-aswad) and the white
field-myrtle (al-ds al-barn al-abyad), the leaves, blossoms and berries of which occasioned positive therapeutic results. The scent of the myrtle mitigates
headaches and invigorates the heart. The extract is
suitable for hipbaths which cure ulcers of the fundament and uterus; as a beverage it calms down
the spitting of blood and cures coughs and diarrhoea. Dried and pulverished leaves of the myrtle
remove putrescent boils and facilitate the growing
of new flesh. Razf, otherwise critical and not given
to superstition, curiously enough declares in his Kitdb
al-Khawdss (preserved in Latin; of the Arabic text,
only quotations are known) that a man, suffering
from a boil in the inguinal region, may find mitigation by putting the stalk of a myrtle around his
finger by way of a ring. The manifold symbolical
meaning attributed to the myrtle on festive occasions by the Israelites, Greeks and Romans seems
to have remained unknown to Islam; according to
an Arab legend, it was brought from Paradise by
Adam (Low, op. cit., 269).
Bibliography: (besides the works quoted in the
article): Dioscorides, Materia medica, ed. M.
Wellmann, i, Berlin 1907, 105 f. (= lib. i, 112);
La 'Materia medica' de Dioscorides, ii (Arabic tr.
Istafan b. Basil), ed. Dubler and Teres, Tetuan
1952, 109 f.; Birunl, Saydala, ed. H.M. Sa c ld,
Karachi 1973, Arabic, 33 f., Eng. 22 f.; Ghafikl,
D^dmi', Ms. Rabat, Bibl. Gen. L 155 I, fols. 9alOb; The abridged version of "The Book of the simple
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drugs'' of. . . al-Ghdfiqi by . . . Barhebraeus, ed.
Meyerhof and Sobhy, Cairo 1932, no. 37;
Suwaydl, Simdt, Ms. Paris ar. 3004, fols. 171)18a, 174b-175a; Ibn Biklarish, Musta'im, Ms.
Naples, Bibl. Naz. iii, F. 65, fol. 14 f.; Ibn alDjazzar, Ictimdd, Ms. Ayasofya 3564, fols. 14a15a; Maimonides, Sharh asmd3 al-cukkdr, ed.
Meyerhof, no. 10; Ibn al-Baytar, D}dmic, Bulak
1291, i, 27-30, tr. Leclerc, no's. 69, 70; Die pharmakologischen Grundsatze des Abu Mansur . . . Haram,
tr. A. Achundow, Halle 1893, no. 10; RazI, Ham,
xx, Haydarabad 1387, no. 23; Ibn Sfna, Kdnun,
i, Bulak, 245 f.; Ibn Hubal, Mukhtdrdt,
Haydarabad 1362, ii, 17 f.; Nuwayrl, Nihdyat alarab, xi, Cairo 1935, 239-42 (important); H.G.
Kircher, Die "einjachen Heilmittel'"1 aus dem ^Handbnch
der Chirurgie" des Ibn al-Qiijf, Bonn 1967, no. 16;
W. Schmucker, Die pjlan^liche und nuneralische
Materia medica im Firdaus al-hikma des cAli ibn Sahl
Rabban at-Taban, Bonn 1969, no. 19.
(A. DIETRICH)
AL-ASAD [see MINTAKAT AL-BURUDJ].
ASAD B. MUSA B. IBRAHIM B. WBD AL-MALIK
B. MARWAN B. AL-HAKAM AL-UiviAWl, A r a b t r a d i tionist and a u t h o r of ascetic w r i t i n g s . He
was born in Egypt in 132/750 (according to others in Basra (Ibn Hadjar, Tahdhib, i, 260), and died
in Egypt in 212/827. He made his reputation as a
hdfii, rdwi or akhbdn, had disciples and was nicknamed Asas al-Sunna. He exchanged hadiths with
the majority of the Egyptians who are known to us
from this period, in particular with c Abd Allah b.
Lahl c a (97-174/715-90) and al-Layth b. Saccl (94175/713-91), a great master and one of the richest
men in Egypt, into whose house he entered in disguise, following his flight from the persecution of
the Umayyad family to which he himself belonged
(Abu Nn'ayrn, Hilya, vii, 321 ff.), but also with c Abd
Allah b. ai-Mubarak (118-81/736-97), an author of
ascetic writings who, among his numerous masters,
exercised the most profound influence on him,
although the texts that are available to us show very
few signs of this influence expressis verbis. Opinion is
divided among Arab-Islamic writers as to the value
of Asad's activity as a traditionalist; while al-Bukhan
calls attention to the reputation of his hadith, alNasa'I refutes this statement to some extent in declaring that he is "worthy of belief, but he would have
done better not to write" (Dhahabf, Huffd^;
Ibn
Hadjar, Tahdhib]. Since then, the tendency has been
| to attack him vociferously, pointing out the exa
gerated side of his traditions, as is indicated by Ibn
Khaldun's resume on this subject (Mukadmmia, 5646). This distrust, like that shown towards the work
of Ibn Ishak and many authors of the early period of Islam, is explained, not so much by the fact
that some of his traditions go beyond the serious
framework accepted by Muslim theological good
sense, as by the fact that Ibn Musa was under no
obligation to masters recognised as such by the major
schools of hadith. On this basis, the author's fate
was no better than that of his master Ibn Lahl c a,
whose material has been taken into consideration
and propagated by other means, and especially under
other names (see R.G. Khoury, Asad, 28).
Asad is known primarily as transmitter of the
Kitdb al-Tiajdn of Ibn Hisham, more particularly of
the part that is associated with Ibn Munabbih
(Abbott, Studies, i, 12; R.G. Khoury, Wahb b.
Munabbih, 286 ff., esp. 292). Asad's interest in the
Yemeni heritage is no doubt explained by the in-
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fluence of the policies of Mu c awiya on all his descendants, but also by the author's wish to borrow material for his own writings from a kdss as famous as
Wahb. As a transmitter, he is also encountered in
a number of historical and ascetic books, like the
Futuh Misr of Ibn cAbd al-Hakam (see Bibl.}, where
there is a large number of traditions linked with his
name; these are, like the majority of those attributed to his Egyptian masters, of an ascetic and pious
nature. Other works are further attributed to him:
Musnad Asad b. Musa (Ibn Khayr, Fihrist, 141-2; Ibn
al-Faradr); the four versions mentioned by the isndds
of Ibn Khayr were the work of one Nasr b. Marzuk.
Not one of them seems to have appeared in book
form. Then there is a treatise entitled Risdlat Asad
b. Musa ild Asad b. al-Furdt [142-213/759-828] fi
luzum al-sunna wa 'l-tahdhir min al-bidaf (Ibn Khayr,
299) (see R. Sayid, who seems to have discovered
a manuscript of it). Ibn Khayr (270) also mentions
Fadd'il al-tdbicm, a book that he attributes to Sa c fd,
son of Asad, which Ibn Hadjar had seen in two
volumes and which apparently contained, according
to the last-named, a great deal of information afforded by the father (Asad) and his circle (Ibn Hadjar,
ibid.}. Finally, there is the Kitdb al-^jihd wa 'l-cibdda
wa 'l-wara' (Ibn Khayr, 270; Hadjdjf Khalifa, v, 91);
this book seems to have been the author's most
important work, and according to Ibn Khayr comprised several books (kutub) corresponding to the
three parts of the title which he supplies.
Unfortunately, only two copies of the Kitdb al-^juhd
are available to us, one of them preserved in Berlin
(Sprenger, 495) the other in Damascus (Zahiriyya,
madj. 100/1). The first was edited by Leszynsky
who, in the guise of an introduction, devoted a
study to the traditions of the book and compared
them with their parallels in Judaism and Christianity,
but was not at all concerned with the author himself. The author of the present article has re-edited this copy, also taking account of the second, and
adding to it all the "certificates of reading" in both
of them, with a study of Asad (see Bibl.]. It will be
appreciated that the word kitdb is used here in the
most flexible sense, seeing that one of the two copies
begins with the word bdb, which tends to give to
all the kutub cited by Ibn Khayr on this subject the
dimensions of a single work. This book perhaps best
illustrates the influence of the author and his importance in the sphere of ascetic and pious literature in general from the formative period of Islam,
for it is the second work of its kind, after the Kitdb
al-^uhd wa 'l-rakd'ik of cAbd Allah b. al-Mubarak,
which provided a model for it, both in content and
in title, although Asad does not acknowledge this.
It is made up of a collection of traditions with
eschatological questions, while the other lost portions, corresponding to the Kutub al-clbdda wa 'l-wara'
mentioned by the bibliographer must have contained
the remainder of the themes encountered in the
work of Ibn al-Mubarak; piety, ascetic meditation,
etc. (see Khoury, Asad, 39 ff.; Abbott, Studies, ii, 237
ff

-)'

Bibliography: Abu Nu c aym, Hilya, vii, 321 ff.;
Dhahabr, Mizdn, i, 207; idem, Huffai, 1375/1955,
i, 402; HadjdjI Khalifa, v, 91; Ibn cAbd al-Hakam,
Futuh Misr, ed. Torrey, index; Ibn Abl Hatim,
Diarh, i, 338; Ibn al-Faradl, no. 484; Ibn Hadjar,
Tahdhib, i, 260; Ibn Khaldun, Mukaddima, Beirut
1961, 564-5, tr. Rosenthal, ii, 170-1; Ibn Khayr
al-Ishbrll, Fihrist, 141-2, 270, 299; Ibn Hisham,
K. al-Tiajan, 2 ff.; Ibn al-Mubarak, K. al-fuhd
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wa 'l-raka'ik, ed. A'zami, 1966; c Umar al-Kindi,
Fadd'il Misr, Cairo 1971, index; N. Abbott,
Studies, i, Chicago 1957, index, ii, 1967, 23745, where Asad is suggested as the possible
author of a two-page collection of traditions on
papyrus; F. Krenkow, The two oldest books on
Arabic folklore, in 1C, ii (1928), 55 ff.; R.G.
Khoury, Importance et authenticite des texts de Hilyat
al-awliyd3, in SI (1977), 94-6; idem, Wahb b.
Munabbih, Wiesbaden 1972, 286 ff; Brockelmann,
S I, 257, 351; Sezgin, GAS, i, 354-5; The main
studies on Asad's work are: R. Leszynsky,
Mohammedanische Traditionen fiber das jiingste
Gericht. Eine vergleichende Studie zur jiidisch-christlichen
und mo hammed anise hen Eschatologie, Kirchhain
1909 (contains an ed. of the K. al-^uhd, based
on the Berlin ms., with a study); R.G. Khoury,
Asad b. Musa, Kitdb al-^iihd, new ed., with a
study, Wiesbaden 1976; R. Sayid is preparing
in Beirut an ed. of Asad's Risdla.
(R.G. KHOURY)
AL-ASAMM, ABU BAKR £ABD AL-RAHMAN B.
KAYSAN,' died 200/816 or 201/817, early theologian
and mufassir, commonly counted among the Muctazills, although always treated as an outsider by the
Mu c tazili tabakdt. In his youth he served, together with
other mutakallimun like Mucammar, Hafs al-Fard and
Abu Shamir al-Hanafi", as adlatus (ghuldm) to Ma c mar
Abu 'l-Ashcath, a Basran physician with certain "philosophical" leanings (cf. Fihrist, ed. Fliigel, 100, 11. 28
ff). In the later days of Dirar b. cAmr [</.y.], i.e. in
the last quarter of the 2nd century A.H., he created
in Basra a circle of his own. Abu '1-Hudhayl did not
like him; he called him, with a Persian expression,
kharbdn, the "donkey-driver", obviously alluding to his
low origin (cf. Malatf, Tanbih, ed. Dedering, 31, 11.
12 ff). But Abu '1-Hudhayl became influential only
when he had been called to Baghdad by al-Ma'mun
after 204/819, at a rather advanced age; in Basra alAsamm seems to have enjoyed the higher prestige (cf.
Kadi cAbd al-Djabbar, Fadl al-ictizdl, ed. Fu3ad Sayyid,
267, 11. -5 and pu. f.). This may be due to his eventual relations with the Ibadiyya who had, at that time,
not yet entirely left the town (Abu Hayyan al-Tawhfdf
introduces him as sahib al-Ibddiyya in his Basd^ir, ed.
Kaylanf, ii, 825, ult. f.). But it may also be attributed to the fact that he was a prolific writer; Ibn alNadlm mentions 26 books, none of which is
unfortunately preserved (cf. Fihrist, ed. Fuck, in Shafic
comm. volume, 68, 11. 5 ff). All of them treated of theological and juridical subjects. But he seems also to
have been a poet (if the 'Abd al-Rahman b. Kaysan
mentioned by Djahiz, Hayawdn, iv, 205, 11. 6 ff. is
identical with him; cf. Goldziher, IsL, vi (1916), 174,
n. 2). At least he was known to be eloquent; alDjubbaT still acknowledged him as such (cf. Fadl ali'tizal, 267, 1. -6 and 268, 1. 3; also the aphorism
mentioned in Djahiz, Bay an, i, 80, 11. 1 f). With the
authority of an expert, he passed a severe judgment
on Ibn al-Mukaffac (cf. Djahiz, Dhamm akhldk al-kuttdb, in Rasd'il, ed. 'Abd al-Salam Muhammad Harun,
ii, 195, 11. 7 ff).
His solidarity with certain Mu'tazilT ideas is attested
by his repeated polemics against the pre-destinarians
(al-Mudjbira; cf. titles nos. 5 and 14 in the Fihrist, also
no. 11) and by his reflections about tawhfd (cf. title
no. 3). But he did not accept the tenet of al-manzila
bayn al-manzilatayn (cf. Ash'arf, Makdldt al-Isldmiyyin, 269,
ult. ff); he believed that the fdsik remains a believer
because of his monotheistic creed and because of the
good deeds he has performed (ibid., 270, 11. 9 ff). The
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In addition to these ideas, al-Asamm is frequentfasik will nevertheless be condemned to eternal punly mentioned for his unusual views concerning politishment; for this al-Asamm did not base himself, like
c
ical theory. Government (imdmd) was according to
his Mu tazill colleagues, on Kur'anic evidence (which
him not an obligatory attribute of human society;
refers to unbelievers), but on the unanimous judgthe ideal community is the community of the rightment of the community (ibid., 278, 11. 3 ff.; Ibn
eous which can do without a ruler (cf. Baghdad!,
Hazm, Fisal, iv, 45, 11. 10 ff. seems to be a wrong
Usul al-din, 272, 1. 10 and 271, 11. 14 f.; many later
generalisation). His ideas on the principle of al-amr
sources like Maward!, al-Ahkdm al-sultdniyya, ed. Enger,
bi 'l-mcfruf wa 'l-nahy can al-munkar (cf. Fihmt, title no.
3, 1. 7; Ghazzal!, FadcCih al-Bdtiniyya, ed. Badawi,
9) equally did not entirely correspond to those of
170, 11. -5 ff; Raz!, al-Muhassal, 176, 11. 9 f. etc.).
other Muctazills (cf. Ash c ari, 278, 11. 7 ff.); he based
Government is therefore not prescribed by reason
himself on a peculiar exegesis of sura III, 104 (cf.
nor by revelation, but is a mere practical measure
Ibn Hazm, Fisal, iv, 171, 11. 10 ff.). He wrote about
against human iniquity. Theoretically speaking, unithe createdness of the Kur'an at a moment when
versal knowledge of the Kur'an should be sufficient
other Mu c tazills did not yet touch the problem (cf.
in order to keep a society in order (cf. Pazdaw!,
title no. 2); a fierce opponent of this doctrine, YazTd
Usul al-din, ed. Linss, 186, 11. 11 ff); but the realib. Harun (died 205 or 206/820-822), saw him here
ty being imperfect, the Muslims always decided to
as in line with Bishr al-Marisf, who was younger
choose somebody as their imam. This can only be
than he and whom he may have influenced (cf.
done by consensus (cf. Ashc an, 460, 11. 6 f.; Baghdad
Bukharf, Khalk al-afcdl, in Nashshar-Talibl, cAkd'id alPark, 150, 11. 4 f./164, 11. 1 ff; etc.), and once somesalaf, 129, 11. 16 ff.). It was perhaps for this reason
body has been agreed upon, the election is irrethat Thumama b. Ashras recommended him to alversible, even if a more appropriate (afdal} candidate
Ma'mun when the caliph was still in Marw (cf. Fihrist,
ed. Ftick, 67, 11. -4 ff). He clashed with Hisham b.
presents himself afterwards (cf. al-Nashi5 al-akbar,
Usul al-nihal, ed. van Ess, § 99). Armed resistance
al-Hakam, certainly because of his strongly anti-Sh!c!
against a ruler is only allowed if this person has
feelings (cf. Fad I al-i'tizdl, 267, apu. f. and title no.
13), but also because of Hisham's "anthropomor- | seized power in an unjust way and if the leader of
phism" (cf. title no. 10), and he attacked the zana- \ the rebellion has been agreed upon by consensus (cf.
dika and the Dahriyya, probably in correspondence
Ash'ari, 451, 11. 12 f.). '
Applied to the historical reality of the past, this
with the policy pursued by al-Mahd! (158-69/775meant that al-Asamm accepted Abu Bakr and 'Urnar
85) and his successors (cf. titles no. 24 and 15).
The theological doctrine most strongly connected
as the most appropriate candidates in the moment of
their election. After c Umar's death, the afdal was cAbd
with Asamm's name was his denial of the accidents
£
(chad], which put him in opposition to Dirar b. Amr
al-Rahman b. cAwf, who demonstrated his virtue by
[q.v.] and may have brought him into a certain conrenouncing the caliphate for himself; c Uthman was
nection with Hisham b. al-Hakam [q.v.', cf. Tawhid!,
only second in rank after him (cf. Nashi 5 , Usul
Basd^ir, ii, 825, ult. ff]. He seems to have proceedal-nihal, § 100). In contrast to him, cAl! was not
ed from a sensualistic basis: only bodies are visible;
elected by a shurd, i.e. by consensus; his government
qualities appearing on them cannot subsist by themwas therefore unrighteous (ibid., § 101). This does not
selves and can therefore not be ascribed a separate
mean that all his measurements were unlawful per se;
in the case of his war against Talha and Zubayr and
existence (ibid., also Ash'ari, Makdldt, 335, 11. 12 ff).
In comparison with Dirar's ideas, this was perhaps
of his establishing the arbitration at Siffin, an imparnot so much a difference in substance but in explatial assessment would have to proceed from his intennation and in the conceptual apparatus. Like Dirar,
tions and those of his opponents, whether he acted
he was led to deny a separate existence of the soul
out of mere despotism or in order to put things right
(cf. Ash c arf, Makdldt, 335, 11. 12 ff, and 331, 11. 6
again. But as these intentions are no longer known,
ff; Ibn Hazm, Fisal, iv, 70, 1. 4 and 74, 11. 4 f.);
we have to suspend judgment. It is clear, however,
like him he seems to have rejected the idea of kumun
that Talha and Zubayr had a certain superiority over
C
(q.v.; cf. Ash c arf, 328, 11. 14 f.). In any case, he was
A1! (perhaps because they sought revenge for c Uthman)
not an atomist; this is why he was attacked for his
and that Abu Musa al-Ashcar! was right when he
doctrine by Abu '1-Hudhayl, who tried to show that
deposed cAl! in order to give his community a sinjuridical obligations are normally not concerned with
gle ruler (cf. al-MufTd, K. al-L^amal, Nadjaf 1382/1963,
man as a whole, but with one of his accidents (e.g.
26, 11. 16 ff, tr. M. Rouhani, La victoire de Bassora,
his prosternation in prayer, or his being flogged in
Paris 1974, 17, and, shorter, Ash'ari, 457, 11. 13 ff;
case of adultery; cf. Fad I al-fti^al, 262, apu. ff.).
ibid., 453, 11. 13 ff). Mu'awiya was right in his resistHisham al-Fuwati, a disciple of Abu '1-Hudhayl,
ance against cAl!, because he had been legally
seems to have been mainly shocked by the ensuing
appointed governor of Syria by c Umar and confirmed
denial of movement (which, understood in a very
in his office by c Uthman; he would have only been
broad sense, was considered as the only accident by
obliged to hand over Syria to a ruler who had been
al-Nazzam; cf. the title of Fuwati's book in Fihrist,
elected by consensus (cf. Nashi3, § 102).
ed. Flick, 69, 1. 1). Many opponents and, influenced
Thus far Asamm's theory could be learnt from
by their polemics, the later heresiographers, tended
his books, mainly his K. al-Imdma (cf. Fihrist, title no.
to understand Asamm's denial of the accidental char7) which, for understandable reasons, encountered
acter of qualities as a denial of qualities as such (cf.
opposition especially from the Sh!c!s and from theAshcarl, 343, 11. 12 ff; Baghdad!, Park, 96, 11. 8
ologians sympathetic to them: from Bishr b. alf./116, 11. 3 f.; idem, Usul al-din 7, 11. 14 ff. etc.). He
Mu c tamir (cf. Fihrist, ed. Fliigel, 162, 1. 21), probably
consequently also regarded the Kur'an as a body,
from the early Shf! Fadl b. Shadhan (died 260/874;
and may have derived its createdness from this; God
cf. Tus!, Fihrist, 150, 11. 10 f.) and even much later
is the only essence which is not a body. Under this
from the shaykh al-MufTd (died 413/1022), who also
aspect, the doctrine seems to have been taken over
seems to quote from the original in his K. al-I^amal,
by Dja'far b. Mubashshir (q.v.; cf. Ash'arl, 588, 11.
26, 11. 16 ff Al-NashiD also preserves, however, an
4 ff).
oral tradition from Asamm's closest adherents saying
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that there may be several rulers at once in the Muslim
community, provided that they are legally elected and
co-ordinate their efforts in righteousness. He based
this theory on the fact that the Prophet appointed
governors for different regions and that, after his death,
his prerogative had been transferred to the population of these regions, who may decide according to
their consensus. For his own time, al-Asamm deemed
this even to be the better solution: a condominium,
with its smaller political entities, would allow closer
contact between the people and the ruler (cf. §§ 103
f.). As to the origin of these ideas, Goldziher suggested the influence of the Pseudo-Aristotelian Hep!
pocoiXetaq which may have been translated thus early
(cf. Isl, vi (1916), 176 f. and Cheikho's edition of the
text in Machriq, x (1907), 311 ff; for an analysis of
the text itself S. M. Stern, Aristotle on the World State,
Oxford 1968, passim, M. Grignaschi in BEO, xix
(1965-6), 14 and M. Manzalaoui in Oriens, xxiii-xxiv
(1974), 202). But it seems easier to assume that they
were stimulated by discussions in Ibadf circles in Basra
(cf. El2, III, 658a, and Bosworth, Slstdn under the
Arabs, 88).
Asamm's high appreciation of the consensus led
him to the theory that the culamdj', if they are sufficient in number not to agree on a lie, are able
to issue laws (cf. Ash'arf 467, 1. 6 f.). For their
idj_tihdd is not a matter of mere probability; every
true judgment is based upon an irrefutable proof.
Among muajtahidun of different opinions, therefore,
only one is right (cf. Abu '1-Husayn al-Basn, alMu'tamad, ed. Hamidullah, 949,'11. 10 ff). In principle, there is no difference between juridical and
dogmatical verities in this respect (cf. Kadi c Abd alDjabbar, al-Mughni, xvii, 369, 11. 17 ff); but we may
distinguish between errors which lead to unbelief
(about God and prophecy), other ones which lead
only to sinfulness (fisk; about the ru'ya or about
khalk al-Kur'dn, e.g.) and those which result in the
mere imputation of a fault (ta'thirti) as in juridical
questions (cf. GhazalT, Mustasfd, ii, 107, 11. -6 ff;
Shfrazf, Lumac, Cairo, Subayh, n.d., 76, 11. 17 ff.;
Mawardl, Adab al-kddi, Baghdad 1391/1971, i, 532
no. 1234; Amidl, 'ihkdm, iv, 244, 11. 7 ff). Because
of this rational criterion, even a sinful kadi may pass
righteous judgments (cf. Mawardf, ibid., i, 634, no.
1579). On the other hand, the dhdd, isolated traditions (which, at that time, must have comprised the
majority of hadith in the view of the Mu'tazila), cannot claim any value as criteria (ibid., i, 376, no.
787). In these ideas, which seem to have been characteristic for Basra (cf. Mas c udl, Tanbih, 356, 11. 10
ff), al-Asamm was followed by Bishr al-MarfsI [q.v.]
and Abu Ishak Ibrahim b. Isma'll Ibn 'Ulayya, who
had been his adlatus ghuldm) and who founded a
quite influential juridical school in Egypt (he died,
like al-Marm, in 218/832, cf. Ta3nkh Baghdad, vi,
20 ff. no. 3054, etc.; there were adherents of his
in Ramhurmuz even in the 4th/10th century, cf.
Fadl atftizdl, 316, 1. 3).
A rational trend appears also to have permeated
al-Asamm's Tafsir. He defines the muhkamdt as
those verses, the veracity of which cannot be denied
by any opponent as, e.g., all statements about the
past; the mutashdbihdt are verses which tell something about the future and which reveal their truth
only after reflection as, e.g., statements about the
Last Judgment (cf. Ash'arf, 223, 11. 3 ff; Baghdad!,
Usul al-dm, 222, 11. 4 ff; Razf, Mafatih al-ghayb,
Cairo n.d., vii, 182, 11. -5 ff). There are thus no
verses which remain permanently obscure to human

reason. Al-Asamm seems to have concentrated on
the meaning of entire passages (macnd); he did not
deal with philological problems. The verse containing the problematic word abb (sura LXXX, 31) is
counted by him among the muhkamdt. Nazzam criticised his arbitrariness and did not distinguish him
from non-Mu c tazilf commentators like Kalbl or
Mukatil b. Sulayman (cf. Djahiz, Hayawdn, i, 343,
11. 5 ff.; translated by Goldziher, Richtungen der
Koranauslegung, 111 f.). But he was quoted exclusively
by Djubba3! in his lost Tafsir (although perhaps only
for one passage; cf. Fadl al-ictizdl, 268, 11. 1 f.) and
later on by Maturfdl in his Ta'wilat ahl al-sunna (cf.
i, 59, 11. 4 ff; 95, 11. 8 f.; 103, 11. 1 ff), by Ahmad
b. Muhammad al-Tha c labf al-Nfshaburi (died
427/1035) in his Kashf wa 'l-baydn (cf. GAS, i, 615),
by Hakim al-Djushaml (died 494/1101) in his voluminous Tafsir, and by Fakhr al-Dfn al-Razf in his
Mafatih al-ghqyb (cf. iii, 230, ult. ff; ix, 160, 11. 13
ff. etc.). Djahiz uses the work sometimes (cf. Hayawdn,
iv, 73, 11. - 4 ' f f ; also 205, 11. 6 ff?), and Taban
may have known it, although he does not mention
al-Asamm by name. But it was interesting mainly
to theologically-minded commentators and accessible obviously only in the East. Whether the ms.
Kihc Ali 53/8 really contains the text (cf. GAL, S
II, 984 no. 7) has still to be checked.
This Basran Mu'tazill should not be confounded
with another Mu c tazill by the name of Abu Bakr alAsamm who lived in Egypt and who initiated the
mihna there at the instigation of Ibn Abf Duwad. He
was called Nasr b. Abf Layth and was at least one
generation younger than cAbd al-Rahman b. Kaysan
(cf. Kadi Tyad, Tarfib al-maddnk, Beirut 1387/1967,
i, 516, 11. -5 ff; 527, 11. 6 ff; 564, pu. ff. etc.; cf.
the index).
Bibliography. Given in the article, but cf. also
amongst sources: Ash c an, Makdldt, 242, 1. 2; 456,
11. 9 ff; 458, 11. 3 ff; 564, 'll. 3 f.; Nawbakhtl,
Firak al-Shlca, 14, 11. 1 ff. = Kumml, Makdldt, 14,
11. 3 f.; Ibn Batta, Ibana, ed/Laoust, 91, 11. 15 f.
and 92, 1. 16;' al-Sharlf al-Murtada, al-Fusul almukhtdra1, i, 63, 11. 10 ff:3 68, 4 ff; Kadi cAbd
al-Djabbar, al-Mughm, xx2, 61, 11. 1 f.; Baghdad!,
al-Fark bayn al-firak, 95, 1. 7; idem, Usul al-dm, 7,
11. 14 ff and 36,'ult. ff; Abu Ya c la, al-Muctamad
fl usul al-dm, ed. Haddad, 37, 1. 4 and 222, 11. 3
ff; Djuwaynf, al-8hdm.il, i, 168, 6 f.; Pazdawl, Usul
al-dm, ed. Linss, 11. pu. f.; Shahrasta.nl, Milal, 19,
11. 3 ff; 51, 11. 5 ff; 53, 11. 6 f.; Ibn al-Murtada,
Tabakat al-Mucta&la, ed. Diwald-Wilzer, 56, 11. 17
ff; Ibn Hadjar, Lisdn al-mlzdn, iii, 427, 11. 2 ff;
Dawudi, Tabakat al-mufassinn, ed. CA1I Muhammad
c
Umar, Cairo 1392/1972, i, 269, no. 258;'Studies:
M. Horten, Die philosophischen Systeme der spekulativen Theologen im Islam, Bonn 1912, 298 f.; A.S.
Tritton, Muslim theology, London 1947, 126 f.; A.N.
Nader, Le systeme philosophique des Mu'tazila, Beirut
1956, index s.v. Abu Bakr al-Asam (sic).\ H.
Brentjes, Die Imamatslehren im Islam, Berlin 1964,
43, 52; W. Madelung, Der Imam al-Qdsim ibn
Ibrahim, Berlin 1965, 42 f; E. Graf, in Bustdn,
x/2-3 (1969) 44; H. Laoust, La politique de Gazdli,
Paris 1970, 231; H. Daiber, Das theologischphitosophische System des Alu(ammar ibn cAbbdd al-Sulami,
Beirut 1975, Index s.v.
(JOSEF VAN Ess)
ASATIR AL-AWWALIN "stories
of
the
a n c i e n t s , " a phrase occurring nine times in the
Kur'an (VI, 25/25, VIII, 31/31, XVI, 24/26, XXIII,
83/85, XXV, 5/6, XXVII, 68/70, XLVI, 17/16,
LXVIII, 15/15, and LXXXIII, 13/13; see also El2,
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IV, 980b, s.v. KHALK) and there "put exclusively in
the mouth of unbelievers . . . expressing themselves
against the Kur'anic revelation or, more specifically,
against the doctrine of the Resurrection, by referring
to the asdfir of the former (generations) when similar,
and in their opinion silly, things could already be
found without being accepted" (R. Paret, Der Koran,
Kommentar, Stuttgart 1971, 137). The commentators
(e.g. al-Taban, to VIII, 31) connected its use at one
point with the opponent of the Prophet, al-Nadr b.
al-Harith. Travelling as a merchant to Fars or alHlra, he saw Christians praying and reading the
Gospels and, upon returning to Mecca, compared
their activities to the Prophet's allegedly similar worshipping. More interestingly, another version (Ibn
Hisham, 191 f.) says that al-Nadr compared the
Prophet's story-telling unfavourably with "the stories
of the Persian kings and the stories of Rustum and
Isfandiyar" he had learned in al-Hira.
The fact that, with the exception of XXV, 5/6,
all occurrences are at the ends of verses suggests a
set expression that had been long in use. The appearance of asdtir in a verse by the mukhadram poet cAbd
Allah b. al-Zicbara, although attribution and date are
uncertain, seems to support the assumption of its currency in Mecca in pre-Islamic times (cf. J. Horovitz,
Koranische Untersuchungen, Berlin-Leipzig 1926, 70; A.
Jeffery, The foreign vocabulary of the Qur^dn, Baroda 1938,
56 f.; P. Minganti, in RSO, xxxviii, (1963), 326 f.,
351). With its general meaning hardly in doubt, most
of the discussion has concerned the grammatical form
and, more generally, the derivation of the word. It
was declared a plurale tantum, or else entirely hypothetical singular forms were reconstructed (Lane,
1358b). Its widely accepted derivation from s-t-r led
to meanings such as "writings, written (accounts, stories)." It was glossed "lying stories," or asdd}ic "rhymed
prose pieces," or, frequently, turrahdt "obscure and
confused statements." It was explained as reflecting
s-t-r cala in the sense of "making up embellished stories for" (Ibn al-Athfr, al-Nihdya, s. rad.). Later Muslims
(as, strangely, also a modern scholar, D. Kunstlinger,
in OL£, xxxix (1936), 482), imbued with respect for
the cultural achievements of the "ancients," would ask
themselves why the phrase should have been used in
a negative sense when "the ancients wrote things containing knowledge and wisdom which it was not blameworthy to state", and give the answer that use of it
was meant to criticise the Kur'an as unrevealed or
as difficult and obscure (Ibn al-Djawzf, %dd al-masir,
Damascus 1384-8, iii, 20, to VI, 25).
Orientalists, beginning, it seems, with Golius, have
suggested a derivation from Greek historia; see, e.g.,
the references in T. Noldeke and F. Schwally, Gesdnchte
des Qordns, i, 16; Horovitz; Jeffery; R. Kobert, in
Orimtalia, M.S., xiv (1945), 274-6; F. Rosenthal, A
History of Muslim historiography1, Leiden 1968, 28 f.;
Paret, op. cit.}. This is philologically possible and would
make good sense. However, neither this etymology
nor another connecting the word with Syriac sh-t-r
"stupidities" (Kunstlinger) can be supported by proof,
nor is there any compelling evidence for a South
Arabian origin. For the time being, its connection
with Arabic s-t-r "to write" (possibly supported also
by Kur'an, XXV, 5/6) appears to have the best claim
to being correct.
Bibliography: given in the article.
(F. ROSENTHAL)
C
ASHIK WEYSEL, modern Turkish A§IK VEYSEL
(1894-1973), T u r k i s h folk poet and the last great
representative of the tradition of Sdz shdcirleri [see
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KARADjAOOiLAN]. He was born in Sivrialan, a village
near Sharkishla of Sivas province, the son of a farmer,
Kara Ahmed, whose family name of Shatiroghlu
Weysel rarely used. Loss of sight in both his eyes at
the age of seven followed smallpox. At ten he began
to chant poetry accompanied by his instrument the
sdz [q.v.]. An 'dshik of his own village and other wandering folk poets whom he came across and who discovered his talent, taught him poetry and music and
encouraged him to continue. In 1931, in a traditional
gathering of folk poets at Sivas, he was hailed as a
prominent cdshik. In 1933 he joined, as a volunteer,
the 10th Anniversary celebrations of the Turkish
Republic in Ankara, to which he went wandering on
foot during several months, accompanied by a friend.
He went all over Anatolia reciting his poems and
playing his sdz. He performed many times on Ankara
and Istanbul radios. For a short while (1942-4) he
taught folk songs in the Village Institutes [see KOY
ENSTITULERI] . He died in his village on 21 March
1973. cAshik Weysel was married and had six children. Differing from many contemporary folk poets
who joined the "social protest" literature of most
modern writers, cAshik Weysel preferred to follow the
classical tradition of folk poetry in the line of
Karadjaoghlan, Emrah, Rukhsatf and others, and he
sang of love, friendship, nostalgia, separation, life's
mutability and death. He is the author of Deyi§ler
(1944) and Sazimdan sesler (1950). His collected works
have been edited by Umit Ya§ar Oguzcan as Dostlar
beni hatirlasm (1970).
Bibliography. U.Y. Oguzcan, A§ik Veysel, hayati
ve fiirleri, Istanbul 1963; S.K. Karaalioglu, Resimli
Tiirk edebiyatfilan so'dugii, Istanbul 1974, s.v.
(FAHIR iz)
ASHRAF AL-DIN GlLANl, P e r s i a n j o u r n a l ist and p o e t , was born in Rasht in 1871. He
completed his early studies in Kazwm, and from
1883 to 1888 was a theological student in Nadjaf.
Returning to Rasht, he earned his living as a letter-writer until the Revolution of 1906, when he
began the publication of Nasim-i Shimal (a name
that he also sometimes used as his takhallus}. This
weekly journal was suppressed after the counterrevolution of Muhammad 'All Shah in 1908,
but the following years Ashraf accompanied the
Constitutionalist forces on their successful occupation of Tehran, where he resumed publication of
his journal. Although he admired Rida Khan, he
abandoned public life after the latter's accession to
the throne in 1925, and devoted him-self to literary pursuits. Apart from his poems, which mostly
first appeared in Nasim-i Shimal, he wrote a novel
in verse and prose and works on history and philosophy. He died in poverty and ill-health in 1934.
Though Ashraf's poetic talent was not up to the
level of some of his contemporaries, he was an influential innovator in the use of colloquial vocabulary
and style. He was an ardent supporter of constitutionalism and social reform, including the emancipation
of women, and a fervent patriot who often cited the
example of Persia's great past. Nasim-i Shimal was
regarded as one of the best literary journals of its
day.
Bibliography. Ashraf's poems were collected in
Bdgh-i Bihisht, Tehran 1919, and Dj.ild-i duwwum-i Masimi Shimal, Bombay 1927; Biographical details in: E.G.
Browne, Press and poetry of modern Persia, Cambridge
1914, 182-200; M. Ishaque, Sukhanwardn-i Iran dar casri hddir, i, Calcutta 1933, 146-70; ibid., Modern Persian
poetry, Calcutta 1943, passim; Sayyid Muhammad Bakir
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Burka'i, Sukhanwaran-i nami-yi mucasir, ii, Tehran
1951, 250-5; Muhammad Sadr Hashimf, Td3nkh-i
ajard'id wa maajalldt-i Iran, iv, Tehran 1953, 2959; Bozorg Alavi, Geschichte und Entwicklung der modernen persischen Literatur, Berlin 1964, 51-5.
(L.P. ELWELL-SUTTON)
ASHTURKA, ASTURKA, the Spanish town of
A s t o r g a , the Asturica Augusta of the Roman
period, capital of the Conventus Asturum, already
by then a focal point for communications (J.M.
Roldan, Iter ab Emerita Asturicam. El camino de la
Plata., Salamanca 1971), and later a halting-point
on the "route of the herds" (R. Aiken, Rutas de
trashumancia en la Meseta castellana, in Estudios geogrdficos, xxvi (1947), 192-3) and on the "road to St.
James" (C.E. Dubler, Los caminos a Compostela en
la obra de Idnsi, in And., xiv (1949), 114; N.
Benavides Moro, Otro camino a Santiago por tierra
leonesa, in Tierras de Leon, v (1964). Al- c Udhrf compares it with Saragossa (F. de la Granja, La Marca
Superior en la obra de al-cUdrl, in Estudios Edad Media
Corona Aragon (1967), 456). Astorga was another
urbs magnifua, although Theodoric destroyed it in
456 (A. Quintana, Astorga en en tempo de los suevos,
in Archivos Leoneses (1966). Al-Idrfsf says that
Astorga was "a small town, surrounded by a green
countryside" (E. Saavedra, La geogrqfia de Espana
del Ednsi, Madrid 1881, 67, 80; H. Mu'nis, Ta'nkh
al-dj_ughrdfiya wa 'l-ajughrdjiyyin fi 'l-Andalus, Madrid
1967, 265).
Astorga was captured by Tarik b. Ziyad in 95/714.
In 718 there was formed to the north of it the kingdom of the Asturias, which nevertheless did not
include all the territory of the Conventus Asturum
(G. Fabre, Le tissu urban dans le N.O. de la peninsule
iberique, in Latomus (1970), 337). The region was settled by Berbers, who rose against the Arabs in
123/740-1 (Akhbar maajmu'a, 38, tr. 48). The Christian
advance which overcame the Muslims and expelled
them from the whole of Djalikiya (133/750-1) compelled them "to cross the mountains towards Asturka"
(ibid., 62, tr. 66). It seems definite that in this region,
the Berber element has left behind an enduring ethnic imprint (= Maragatos (?); P. Guichard, Al-Andalus.
Estructura antropologica de una sociedad isldmica en Occidente,
Barcelona 1976, 143 n. 5, 146). Alfonso I reconquered Astorga in 753-4, but it was not repopulated till ca. 854 (C. Sanchez Albornoz, Despoblacion
y repoblacion del voile del Duero, Buenos Aires 1966,
261-2; idem, Repoblacion del reino asturleones. Proceso,
dindmica y proyecciones, in CHE, liii-liv (1971), 236-49)
or in 860 (J.M. Lacarra, Panorama de la historia urbana
en la peninsula desde los siglos V al X, in Settimane . . .
Spoleto, 1958, 352). In 179/795 the town was attacked
by Hisham Fs general cAbd al-Karlm b. Mughlth
(A. Fliche, Alphonse II le Chaste et les origines de la
reconquete chretienne, and A. de la Torre, Las etapas de
la reconquista hasta Alfonso II, in Estudios sobre la
Monarquia astunana, Oviedo 1971, 115-31, 133-74).
In 267/878, al-Mundhir launched an expedition
against Astorga. We possess documents dating from
that year proving the presence there of Mozarabes
(M. Gomez Moreno, Iglesias mozarabes, Madrid 1919,
107-11), who played a key role in the repopulating of the town (L.C. Kofman and M.I. Carzolio,
Acerca de la demografia astur-leonesa y castellana en
la Alta Edad Media, in CHE, xlvii-xlviii (1968), 13670). Under Alfonso III, Astorga, by now properly
organised, was part of a defensive line with Coimbra,
Leon and Amaya (Sanchez Albornoz, Las campanas
del 882 y del 883 que Alfonso III espero en Leon, in

Leon y su historia, i (1969), 169-82). The bishopric
was re-established there (A. Quintana Prieto, El obispado de Astorga en los siglos IX y X, Astorga 1968),
and its bishops played an important role in political life (L. Goni Gaztambide, Historia de la Bula de
la Cruzada en Espana, Vitoria 1958, 84-5, 155, 184,
203, 386, 521, 681, 683; H. Salvador Martinez, El
"Poema de Almeria" y la epica romdnica, Madrid 1975,
48-9, 399). It was attacked by al-Mansur Ibn Abl
c
Amir [q.v.] in 385/995. It fell into decay at the
beginning of the 14th century. In the 15th century
the "marquisate of Astorga" was formed there (A.
Seijas Vazquez, Chantada y el senorio de los Marqueses
de Astorga, Chantada 1966).
Bibliography: Sources: Levi-Provencal, HEM,
i, ii, indices; Sanchez Albornoz, Origenes de la
Nacion espanola: Estudios criticos sobre la Historia del
Reino de Asturias, Oviedo 1972; M. Diaz y Diaz,
La historiografia hispana desde la invasion drabe hasta
el ano 1000, in Settimane . . . Spoleto, 1970, 313-43;
There exists an outstanding monograph by M.
Rodriguez Diaz, Historia de la muy noble, leal y benemerita ciudad de Astorga, Astorga 1909.
(MJ. VIGUERA)
ASMA' BINT C UMAYS B. MA C D AL - KH ATH c AM i YY A ,
a c o n t e m p o r a r y of the P r o p h e t (d. 39/659-60).
Her mother, Hind bint c Awf b. Zubayr, called alc
Adjuz al-Djurashiyya, was famous through the illustriousness of her sons-in-law, amongst whom were
included the Prophet, al- c Abbas b. c Abd al-Muttalib
and Hamza b. c Abd al-Muttalib (Ibn Habfb,
Muhabbar, 91, 109), as well as of Asma°'s husbands.
In fact, the latter probably married in the first
place Rabf'a b. Riyah al-Hilalf, by whom she had
three sons, Malik, c Abd Allah and Abu Hubayra;
but all the sources agree that she was successively the wife of (1) Dja'far b. Abl Talib, by whom
she had three further sons, c Abd Allah, c Awn and
Muhammad, with whom she emigrated to Abyssinia,
where she saw for the first time biers, introducing
them subsequently into usage in Arabia; the continuance of DjaTar's line was assumed by
Muhammad; (2) Abu Bakr, by whom she had
Muhammad; and (3) CA1I b. Abf Talib, by whom
she further had Yahya. Despite all these marriages,
she was not considered to be one of the famous
mutazawwiajat, and the number of sons which she
brought into the world does not seem to have
attracted particular attention.
On the other hand, she is considered to be the
authoress of a Kitdb which Ya'kubf cites (Historiae,
ii, 114, 128) and which must have contained hadiths
of the Prophet; that Asma3 should have made such
a compilation, which would circulate in Shf c f circles,
is a priori suspect, even though c Alf's main wife,
Fatima, would have been able to hand on to Asma3
the doings and happenings concerning her father.
Furthermore, the Sunnls seem to have accepted only
with reservations hadiths transmitted by this woman
(cf. I. Goldziher, Muh. Studien, ii, 9, Fr. tr. L. Bercher,
Paris 1952, 10-11, Eng. tr. Barber and Stern, London
1967-71, ii, 22).
Bibliography. Ibn al-Kalbf-Caskel, Djamhara,
Tab. 226 and ii, 198; Zubayrl, Nasab Kurays_h, 80,
277; Ibn cAbd al-Barr, M'ab, iv, 234-6; Ibn Sacd,
Tabakdt, viii, 205-9; Ibn Kutayba, Ma'drif, index;
Mas'udr, Murufi, iv, 181-2, v, 148 - §§ 1515-16,
1908; Baladhun, Futuh, 451-5; Nawawf, Tahdhib alasmd\ 825; MakdisI, al-Bad3 wa 'l-ta'nkh, iv, 137;
Ibn Hadjar, Isdba, iv, No. 51; Caetani, Annali, x,
231-5'.
(Cn. PELLAT)

ASMA3
AL-ASMAR, CABD AL-SALAM B. SALIM AL-FAYTURI,
16th c e n t u r y r e v i v a l i s t of the cArusiyya order,
was born on 12 Rablc I 880/16 July 1475 in the
coastal oasis of ZlTten (Zalftan, Zlltan; obsolete forms,
Zalftan, Yazlftan, Yazlltm, Izlltan) in Tripolitania.
He belonged to the Fayturiyya (Fawatir) tribe, whence
his lakab, while the nickname al-Asmar was given to
him by his mother who had been ordered to do so
in a dream. He received his early mystical training
from cAbd al-Wahid al-Dukall, a khalifa [q.v.] of the
c
Arusiyya order, who initiated him into this tanka [q.v.]
and to whose circle of disciples he belonged for seven
years. According to the canonised history of the order,
he received additional instruction from eighty other
shaykhs before he started to manifest himself as the
revivalist of al-cArusiyya, whose coming had been
predicted by the founder of this tanka Ahmad b.
c
Arus (d. 868/1463). His proselytising efforts involved
him in tribal rivalries and led to accusations of
sorcery and heresy being brought against him. On
various occasions he was expelled from villages and
from tribal territories, where he must have aroused
the hostility of the population because of his denunciations of the prevailing marriage customs (cf. WK]
113; see Bibliography), mourning rites (cf. WK, 117),
and of the relatively free social intermingling of the
sexes in tribal society (see e.g. WK, 127). He was
expelled from the town of Tripoli, where he had settled in the early 16th century, and where he had
become an increasingly popular religious leader, by
the local ruler, who may well have considered cAbd
al-Salam's proselytising activities as part of a Hafsid
[q.v.] plot aimed at his overthrow and the re-establishment of the dynasty's power in the area. The
actual revival of the tanka did not start until after he
again took up residence in ZlTten, where he established a zdwiya [q.v.] in the territory of one of the
local tribes, the Barahima, who had come to accept
his claims to sainthood. Here he died in Ramadan
981/January 1574.
c
Abd al-Salam al-Asmar gave a new direction to
the original cArusiyya of which he amended the ritual and to which he added his own body of teachings. He obliged his adherents to wear white clothes
(WK, 100 ff.), forbade smoking (WK, 70), and introduced the playing of the bandlr (dtiff'} during the hadra
[q.v.], claiming that he had received an authorisation
to this effect from heaven (al-Mulaydjf, 257 ff; see
bibliography). In addition, he prohibited self-mutilation during the hadra (WK, 201) and stressed the
importance of attending these occasions by proclaiming
that attendance was half the wird [q.v.] and that
absence consequently meant abandoning the wird (WK,
170; Rawdat, 307), which had come to consist of a
number of awrdd composed by c Abd al-Salam himself, in addition to the original c ArusT wird (cf.
MulaydjI, 393 ff). He claimed that the cArusiyya
were the original Shadhiliyya [q.v.], which was the
tanka practised by the most intimate companions of
the Prophet (Rawdat, 104), and that its outstandingnature was testified to by the fact that in a miraculous act, the angels had written the names of the
shqykhs mentioned in the silsila [q.v.] on the lawh almahfuz [q.v] (WK, 267). Moreover, he taught that
anybody who knew his speech by heart, i.e. who
memorised everything which had been written down—
he himself was an analphabetic of that which he
had ever said (which was partly codified in kaszdas
[q.v] sung during the hadra and on other ceremonial occasions) would be protected by God in this world
and in the next (WK, 217), and that his adherents
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would be assisted by him, wherever they were, by
means of his miraculous omnipresence (WK, 262;
this belief is also expressed in the introductory lines
to every kasida composed by him, viz. al-asmar fl
hull1" dlwdn, kurslhi fi }l-wasat al-call. . .). Members of
the order were moreover required to direct their
lives in accordance with a number of ethical precepts and admonitions elaborated by c Abd al-Salam
in a set of rules known as al-Wasiyya al-kubrd, which
is very similar to the Sufi" tracts on dddb [q.v] of
earlier eras. To abandon the tanka was considered
as equal to apostasy and would, as was taught, not
be considered as such only by those belonging to
the order, but by God himself (WK, 260). c Abd alSalam exhorted his adherents to adopt al-SanusT's
c
aklda in matters of tawhid (WK, 3), but urged them
at the same time to pay tribute to Ibn al-cArab! as
the greatest wall [q.v] of all times—except for the
Prophets and the companions of the Prophet
Muhammad—and stressed him as the pillar of the
tanka (WK, 245).
The period in which cAbd al-Salam lived, largely coincided with the turbulent era in which the
Hafsids, the Spaniards, local tribal chiefs, the Knights
of Saint John and the Ottomans, had all become
involved in the struggle for control of Tripolitania.
This caused conditions of life to become increasingly
unsettled, and must have made it possible for an
exclusivist mystical Salvationist movement, like the
one into which the original cArusiyya had been elaborated by cAbd al-Salam, to flourish and spread the
way it did.
Throughout the collections of sayings and texts
attributed to c Abd al-Salam al-Asmar, the tanka is
referred to as al- c Arusiyya. It does not seem to have
been referred to as al-Salamiyya until in the 19th
century in Tunisia (cf. Muhammad Muhammad
Mashfna, al-Anwdr al-kudsiyya fl 'l-kashf can haklka altanka al-Salamiyya al-Shadhiliyya, Cairo 1365, 9),
where the order had obtained a substantial membership, in particular in the southern parts (cf.
Mustafa Krai'em, La Tunesie pre-coloniale, Tunis 1973,
ii, 129).
Nowadays, the names cArusiyya and Salamiyya are
used more or less synonymously throughout North
Africa, except for Egypt where the names refer to
two distinct branches, which emerged there in the
19th century. Active lodges of the tanka of cAbd alSalam may be found in Tunisia (see al-Sadik al-Rizkf,
al-Aghdm al-Tunisiyya, Tunis 1967, 129 ff), in Egypt,
where it has a wide-spread membership (see Ibrahim
Muhammad al-Fahham, Ibn cArus wa 'l-tanka al'Arusiyya, in al-Funun al-s_hacbiyya, iv (Cairo 1970), no.
15, 71), and in Libya (see DjamTl Hilal, Dirdsdt fl
J
l-wdkic al-Llbl, Tripoli 1969, 141 f.; cAbd al-Djalll alTahir, al-Aluaj_tamac al-Llbl, dirdsdt idj_timdciyya waanthrubulua^iyya, Sayda/Beirut 1969, 325 ff.; and
al-Muslim, xx (Cairo 1969), no. i, 23). The shrine of
c
Abd al-Salam at Zliten has significance, as a centre
of pilgrimage; religious education is provided at the
establishment attached to it known as al-machad alasman (cf. Mulaydjf, 23).
Bibliography: al-Wasiyya al-kubrd (abbreviated in
the article as WK, with reference to the paragraphs
in which it is sub-divided), also known as Nasihat almuridm li 'l-d^ama'a al-muntasibln li 'l-cArusi, was published in Cairo n.d., in Tripoli (cf. O. Depont and
X. Coppolani, Les conjreries religieuses musidmanes, Algiers
1897, 339-49, 351), and in Ishak Ibrahim al-Mulaydjl,
Fi hdmish haydt Sidi cAbd al-Saldm al-Asmar, Tripoli 1969,
422-529. This book contains also cAbd al-Salam's
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Wasiyya al-sughra (which is essentially a summary
of the Wasiyya al-kubrd], the texts of various prayers
(ahzab) composed by him (402-19), a collection of
his admonitions as well as a list of works (largely
unpublished) containing data about al-Asmar's life
(247 ff.). The biography presented in it is based
upon oral information collected by the author (cf.
93) and upon materials contained in Muhammad
b. Muhammad b. Makhluf al-Munastirll, Tankih
rawdat al-azhdr wa-munyat al-sdddt al-abrar fi mandkib
Sidi cAbd al-Saldm al-Asmar, Tunis 1325/1907-8. This
work, also known under the title Mawdhib al-rahim
ft mandkib Mawldnd al-Shaykh Sidi cAbd al-Saldm Ibn
Salim (cf. Tankih, 4), is an abridgement of the
unpublished Rawdat al-azhdr wa-munyat al-sdddt alabrar fl mandkib Sahib al-Tdr, by Karfm al-Dm alBarmunl, a disciple of cAbd al-Salam al-Asmar. A
sample of al-Asmar's poetry, reflecting his ideas,
may also be found in al-Rizki's book referred to
in the article and in cAbd al-Salam al-Asmar, Sqfinat
al-buhur, Cairo 1969. For a defence of playing the
bandir (duff]
in this tanka, see Muhammad
Muhammad Mashma, Risdlat al-kawl al-macruf ft
ahkdm al-darb bi !l-dufuf, contained in Mashlna's alAnwdr al-kudsiyya (see the article). For details about
the history of al-Salamiyya and al-cArusiyya in
Egypt and further references, see F. De Jong, Turuq
and turuq-linked institutions in 19th century Egypt, passim, Leiden 1978. In addition to these references
and the references in the article, see the biographies by Taha Muhammad Mashlna al-Tadjurl,
al-Tanka al-Saldmiyya al-Shddhiliyya, in Madj_allat alIsldm wa 'l-Tasawwuf (1959), no. 10, 79-81; Salim
b. Hamuda, al-Shaykh 'Abd al-Saldm al-Asmar, in alMuslim xiii (Cairo 1962), no. 8, 16-20; Muhammad
al-Bashlr Zaflr, al-Tawdkit al-thamlnafi a'ydn madhhab
c
dlim al-Madma, Cairo 1324-5/1906-7, 200 f.;
Muhammad cAbd al-Hayy al-Kattanl, Fihris alfahdns, Cairo 1346/1927-8, i, 147.
(F. DE JONG)
ASSASSINS [see HASHISHIYYA] .
ASSOCIATION [see ANDJUMAN, DJAM'IYYA].
ASYLUM [see BAST, BIMARISTAN] .
'ATABAT (A. "thresholds"), more fully, fatabdt-i
c
dliya or catabdt-i mukaddasa ("the lofty or sacred thresholds"), the Shicf shrine cities of c lrak—Nadjaf,
Karbala3, Kazimayn and Samarra [q.vv.]—comprising
the tombs of six of the Imams, as well as a number
of secondary shrines and places of visitation.
Nadjaf, 10 km. to the west of Kufa, is the alleged
site of burial of CA1I b. Abf Talib (d. 41/661) (another shrine dedicated to CA1I is that at Mazar-i
Sharif in Northern Afghanistan; see Kh vv adja Sayf
al-Din Khudjandl, Karwdn-i Balkh, Mazar-i Sharif,
n.d., 18 ff.). His tomb is said to have been kept
secret throughout the Umayyad period, and was
marked with a dome for the first time in the late
3rd/9th century by Abu '1-Haydja3, the Hamdanid
ruler of Mosul; this early structure was repaired and
expanded by c Adud al-Dawla the Buwayhid in
369/979-80 (Ibn al-Athlr, viii, 518). Karbala 3 , 100
km. to the south-west of Baghdad, the site of the
martyrdom and burial in 61/680 of Husayn b. CA1I,
became very early a centre of Shlcl pilgrimage;
according to Shlcl tradition, the first pilgrim was
Djabir b. cAbd Allah, who visited the site forty days
after the death of Husayn. Endowments were settled on the shrine (known as Mashhad al-Ha'ir,
"shrine of the garden pool") by Umm Musa, mother of the 'Abbasid caliph al-Mahdl (Tabarl, iii,
752), but it was temporarily destroyed in 236/850

by an 'Abbasid less favourable to the Shi c a, alMutawakkil: he caused the site to be flooded (Tabarf,
iii, 1407). By the time that Ibn Hawkal visited
Karbala 3 in 366/977, the shrine had evidently been
restored (ed. J.H. Kramers, i, 166), and it was expanded, like that at Nadjaf, by c Adud al-Dawla in the
late 4th/10th century (Ibn al-Athlr, loc. cit.}.
From the Buwayhid period onward, Nadjaf and
Karbala 3 , the two most important of the catabdt, have
in fact had a common destiny, each receiving patronage and pilgrimage from the successive conquerors
and rulers of Trak. Thus Malik Shah the Saldjuk
visited both Nadjaf and Karbala 3 in 479/1086-7 and
bestowed gifts on the shrines (Ibn al-Athlr, x, 103).
Spared by the Mongol invaders, the two shrines
prospered under II Khanid rule. c Ala 3 al-Dm
Djuwaynl Sahib al-Dlwan had a hospice erected at
Nadjaf in 666/1267 to accomodate pilgrims, and
also began the construction of a canal linking the
city with the Euphrates ( c Abbas al- c AzzawI, Ta'rikh
al-clrdk bayn ihtildlayn, Baghdad 1354/1935, i, 263,
310). In 703/1303, Ghazan Khan visited both
shrines: in Nadjaf he built a lodging for the sayyids
resident there (ddr al-siydda], together with a further
hostel for pilgrims, as well as improving the canal
constructed by Djuwaynl, and he bestowed similar
favours on Karbala 3 (Rashld al-Dm Fadl Allah,
Ta3rikh-i mubdrak-i Ghd^dnl, ed. K. Jahn, London
1940, 191, 203, 208). After his capture of Baghdad
in 803/1400, Timur made a pilgrimage to Nadjaf
and Karbala 3 and presented gifts to the shrines (al'Azzawl, op. cit., ii, 240).
In the 10th/16th century, Trak became an object
of dispute between the Safawids and the Ottomans,
and both sides endowed and patronised the shrines
of Nadjaf and Karbala0 during their periods of control. Shah Isma'Il the Safawid visited and bestowed
gifts on the two shrines in 914/1508, as well as restoring the canal at Nadjaf dug in II Khanid times (alc
AzzawI, op. cit., iii, 316, 341). Sultan Sulayman KanunI
made a similar pilgrimage to Nadjaf and Karbala3
after his conquest of c lrak in 941/1534, and had a
new irrigation canal dug at Karbala', called al-nahr
al-sulaymdnl after him (al-cAzzawi, op. cit., iv, 29, 367). Shah cAbbas I restored Trak and the catabdt to
Safawid control in 1032/1623; this new occupation,
terminated by Murad IV in 1048/1638, led to a further enriching and expansion of the shrines at both
Nadjaf and Karbala3. Again in the years 1156-9/17436, parts of Trak, including Nadjaf and Karbala5, were
temporarily removed from Ottoman sovereignty, this
time by Nadir Shah; he is variously reported to have
had the main dome at Karbala0 gilded, and to have
plundered the treasury at the shrine. This was the
last time that Ottoman rule of Trak was threatened
from Iran, but throughout the 13th/19th century royal
Iranian patronage of both Nadjaf and Karbala 3 continued, and it is this that accounts for the largely
Iranian appearance of the shrines in the present age.
Agha Muhammad Khan, the first Kadjar monarch,
had the dome at Karbala3 regilded, and endowed
the tomb at Nadjaf with a golden grill (H. Algar,
Religion and state in Iran, 1785-1906; the role of the
Ulama in the Qajar period, Berkeley and Los Angeles
1969, 42). Following his example, Fath CA1I Shah
had the minarets at Karbala3 gilded, as well as reconstructing the dome out of gold bricks; Muhammad
Shah provided for the repair of the damage inflicted on Karbala3 by the Wahhabls during their incursion of 1216/1801; and Nasir al-Dm Shah himself
visited the catabdt in 1287/1870 and commissioned
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various work in Nadjaf, Karbala 3 and Kazimayn
(Algar, op. cit., 48, 104, 167). Gifts and endowments
were also sent to the catabdt by the rulers of various
Shf c f principalities in India, especially Oudh (J.N.
Hollister, The Shi'a of India, London 1953, 107, 112,
162-3).
Kazimayn (also known as Kazimiyya), the third
of the catabdt, formerly a separate city on the right
bank of the Tigris but now virtually a suburb of
Baghdad, is the site of the tombs of the seventh and
ninth Imams, Musa al-Kazim (d. 186/802) and
Muhammad al-Takl (or al-Djawad) (d. 219/834). It
occupies a geographically central place among the
'atabdt, being situated between Samarra to the north
and Nadjaf and Karbala 3 to the south, and has
always received a steady How of pilgrims. Unlike
Nadjaf and Karbala 3 , it did not escape the Mongol
invasion unscathed, and was extensively damaged by
fire during conquest of Baghdad in 656/1258. Most
of the existing structures in Kazimayn date from the
time of Shah Isma'Il, who was particularly lavish
with his patronage in Kazimayn because of his claim
to descent from the seventh Imam. The work begun
under his auspices was completed by Sultan Sulayman
in 941/1534 and restored and expanded by several
Kadjar monarchs in the 19th century. The major
courtyard (safin) at Kazimayn was built in 1298/1880
by Farhad Mfrza, a Kadjar prince. Also buried in
Kazimayn are two early Shf c i scholars, Sharif alRadr (d. 406/1015) and Sharif al-Murtada (d.
436/1044); two sons of Musa al-Kazim, IsrmVfl and
Ibrahim; Tahir b. Zayn al- c Abidm, a son of the
fourth Imam', Khadldja bint al-Hasan; and Fatima
bint al-Husayn (L. Massignon, Les saints musulmans
enterres a Bagdad, in Opera minora, ed. Y. Moubarac,
Beirut, iii, 100-1).
Samarra, the fourth of the catabdt, contains the
tombs of the tenth and eleventh Imams, CA1T al-Naki
(d. 254/868) and Hasan al-cAskarf (d. 260/873), as
well as the cistern (sarddb] where the twelfth Imam,
Muhammad al-Mahdf, entered the state of occultation (ghayba] in 260/873 and where too he is destined
to reappear at the beginning of his renewed manifestation at the end of time.
The catabdt play a role of great importance in the
life of Shf'f Islam, functioning almost as a secondary
kibla. They are above all places of pilgrimage (ziydrat),
visited by countless Shicfs from Iran, the Indian subcontinent and elsewhere. Pilgrimage to the catabdt consists primarily of circumambulating the sacred tombs
while reading a series of traditional prayers (ziydratndma] and fervently caressing the golden grills enclosing
the tombs; one may also seek the intercession of the
Imams or make to them a vow (nadhr). Karbala3, which
contains the tombs not only of Husayn but also of
his half-brother, cAbbas, and his son, 'All Akbar, is
in particular much frequented by pilgrims, who after
their return home may prefix the title "Karbala3!" to
their names. The soil of Karbala5, having been moistened with the blood of Husayn, is deemed to possess special properties; from it is generally fashioned
the clay disc (muhr) on which the Shlca place their
foreheads when prostrating in prayer. When diluted
in water, the soil also yields a beverage (db-i turbat]
thought to have theurgical and curative properties; the
sick, the dying, and women in labour are caused to
imbibe it, and it is lightly sprinkled over the face and
lips of the dead (H. Masse, Croyances et coutumes persanes, Paris 1938, i, 38, 96; B.A.~ Donaldson, Vie wild
rue, London 1938, 205). The dust accumulating on the
grill around the tomb of Husayn is also highly re-
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garded; it is carefully collected for its curative properties (Donaldson, op. at., 67), and is sometimes used
in India as a lining for tombs (Hollister, op. cit., 155).
Burial at the catabdt is considered highly desirable, again
with a marked preference being shown for Karbala3;
corpses are often transported for burial from Iran and
India to the catabdt, where vast cemeteries have sprung
up, particularly at Nadjaf and Karbala3. Traditionally
numerous pious Shf c fs have also gone to spend their
last years in the catabdt as "neighbours" (muajdwirun)
to the Imams.
The catabdt have also occupied an important place
in the intellectual and theological life of Shf c lsm, the
madrasas situated there drawing scholars and students
from every region of Shi c f population; Nadjaf, frequently entitled Dar al-Tlm, is the chief centre of
learning today in the Shf c f world. In the 12th/18th
century, after the Afghan sack of Isfahan, many
Iranian Shf c l scholars took refuge in the catabdt, and
it was there—above all in Karbala 3 —in the last quarter of the century that the long-standing controversy between the Akhbarl and Usull schools of fikh
was settled in favour of the latter. Although centres
of religious learning revived in Iran in the Kadjar
period, the 'atabdt continued to exert their attraction, and most leading scholars either resided and
taught there, or studied for a time before returning
to Iran. When in the late 19th and early 20th centuries an important segment of the Iranian 'ulamd*
clashed with the Kadjar monarchy and supported
the constitutional movement, the catabdt—particularly Nadjaf—came to function as an important base
of clerical operations beyond the reach of the Iranian
state. The role of three great constitutionalist mudjtahids resident in Nadjaf cAbd Allah Mazandaranf,
Muhammad Kazim Khurasan! and Mirza Husayn
KhalTlf Tihranl—deserves particular mention (see
Abdul-Hadi Ha 3 iri, Shi'ism and constitutionalism in Iran:
a study oj the role played by the clerical residents of Iraq
in Iranian politics, Leiden 1977). Mutatis mutandis, Nadjaf
has fulfilled a similar function in recent years, following the exile there in 1963 of Ayat Allah
Khumayni. The Shlcl 'ulamd^ resident in the 'atabdt
have also exerted influence on the 20th century history of Trak; they played, for example, a directive
role in attempts to thwart the imposition of a British
mandate on the country ( c Abd Allah Fahd al-NafTsi",
Dawr al-Shica fl tatawwur al-clrdk al-siydsi al-hadlth,
Beirut 1973, 80 if.).
Finally, mention may be made of the fact that the
c
atabdt are of interest not only to the Ithna cAsharf
Shf c a, but also to the adherents of various branches
of Isma c flism; although they hardly ever make the
haajaj, they frequently perform pilgrimage to Nadjaf
and Karbala3 (Hollister, op. cit., 289, 391) and it is
probable that a number of Nizan Imams of the postMongol period are buried in Nadjaf (W. Ivanow,
Tombs of some Persian Ismd'ili Imams, in JBBRAS, xiv
(1938), 49-52). The Bektashfs, who in many ways may
be considered a crypto-Shl'T sect, also used to maintain tekkes in Nadjaf, Karbala3 and Kazimayn (alc
Azzawf, op. cit., iv, 152-3; Murat Sertoglu, Bekta§ihk,
Istanbul 1969, 319).
Bibliography: In addition to references cited
in the text: A. Noldeke, Das Heiligtum al-Husains
zu Kerbela, Berlin 1909; E. Herzfeld, Archdologische Reise im Euphrat- und Tigrisgebiet, Berlin
1919, ii, 102 ff., 145 ff.; Le Strange, Lands of the
Eastern Caliphate, 56, 76-9; D.M. Donaldson, The
Shi'ite religion, London 1933 (numerous references); Tmad al-Dfn Husaynf Isfahan!, Ta'nkh-i
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Dj_ughrafiya3i-yi
Karbala-yi
Mu'alla.,
Tehran
1326/1947; Dja'far al-Shaykh Bakir Al-Mahbuba,
Madl al-Nad^af wa-Hddiruhd, Nadjaf 1955-7, 3
vols.; c Abd al-Djawad al-Kiliddar Al-Ta c ma,
Ta'rikh al-Karbald* wa-hd'ir al-Husayn 'alayhi 'l-saldm,
Nadjaf 1387/1967; Dja'far al-Khalflr, Mawsu'at
al-catabdt, Baghdad 1382-92/1969-72, vol. i,
Karbala 3 , vols. ii and iii, Nadjaf, vol. iv, Samarra.
(H. ALGAR)
AT AC, NUR ALLAH, modern Turkish NURULLAH
ATAC; (1898-1957), prominent Turkish essayist and literary critic, the guiding spirit of the Turkish contemporary linguistic and literary renewal for two
decades (1935-55). Born in Istanbul, the son of
Mehmed cAta3, civil servant and writer (1856-1919),
better known as the translator of J. von Hammer's
GOR (from the French version), Atac signed his writings as Nur Allah c Ata 3 until the introduction of
family names in 1934, when he changed c Ata 3 into
Atac and later dropped Nur Allah altogether. Of his
various pen-names, the most frequently used one
was Kavafoglu. Atac's education was irregular. He
attended various schools (including Galatasaray for
four years and then the Faculty of Letters), without
finishing either. Although he spent some time in
Switzerland during the First World War, his thorough knowledge of the French language and literature was, like all his accomplishments, mainly
self-acquired. Atac made his living as a teacher, translator and constant contributor to a great number of
newspapers and periodicals. He taught French literature and French in various schools of Istanbul,
Ankara and the provinces, and served as a translator in government departments including the office
of the President of the Republic. He died in Ankara
on 17 May 1957.
Atac started his literary career in 1921 with poems,
critical reviews and theatrical criticism in the famous
fortnightly Dergdh, to which all the leading writers
of the time and many young talents were contributors. At this period he was particularly interested
in the theatre and wrote theatre reviews mainly in
the daily Aksham (see Metin And, Ataf tiyatroda,
Istanbul 1973). Later he concentrated on literary
criticism, and closely following the day-to-day developments of the literary scene, wrote articles of criticism untiringly in more than sixty newspapers and
periodicals, particularly in Aksham, Ak§am, Hdkimiyyeti milliyye, Milliyet, Varhk, Teni adam, Tan, Son posta,
Haber, Terciime, Ulkii, Turk dili, Cumhuriyet, Pazar postasi,
Diinya, and most frequently of all, Ulus (see Konur
Ertop, Ataf bibliyogrqfyasi, in Atac, ed. Turk Dil Kurumu,
Ankara 1962). Atac developed the essay, a muchneglected field in Turkish literature, into an independent genre of which he became a recognised
master, and had many followers. He wrote thousands of essays on literature, classical and modern,
on cultural change and problems of culture in general, on individual writers, etc. with a very personal, natural, concise and unadorned style. In the early
1940s he espoused the language reform movement
and gave it great support and impetus, increasing
its prestige in literary circles. It is no exaggeration
to say that he became the greatest master of the
nascent contemporary Turkish prose, and his style
was taken as the model by many young writers.
This prose was to supersede that of the pre-1930
masters like R.Kh. Karay, Reshad Nun Giintekin
[q.vv.] and others. Although Atac's authority as a
literary critic is controversial because he chose a
subjective and impressionistic approach to criticism

ATALIK
according to his own temperament and personal
taste, it is unanimously accepted that it is his sharp
flair as a critic which discovered and launched many
young talents on to the literary scene (e.g. Orhan
Veli Kanik, F.H. Daglarca, etc.). Restless, impatient,
aggressive by temperament and equipped with a
piercing mind and armed with "methodical doubt",
Atac waged an unrelenting war against fanaticism,
intolerance, sentimentality, "poetical" artificiality,
cliches and ready-made thoughts and formulae. He
was a conscious extremist in language reform and
believed that only the "self-sacrifice" of some extremists would nullify the harm caused by the ultra-conservatives. Atac studied 15th century prose works,
particularly Merdjumek Ahmed's masterly translation of Kay Ka'us's Kdbus-ndma [see KAY KA'US B.
ISKANDAR] and used them as the model for a new
style. He experimented successfully with a new syntax which included inversion (devrik tiimce), which naturally exists in spoken Turkish and which was
frequently used in early Turkish writings before the
syntax of the written Turkish was "frozen". Atac
coined a number of neologisms, some of which survived and were incorporated into the language (for
a list of Atac's neologisms, see Atacin so'zcukleri, ed.
Turk Dil Kurumu, Ankara 1963). Atac left several
thousand essays and articles, some of which (mostly his post-1940 writings) have been published in
book form in 10 volumes: Giinlerin getirdigi (1946),
Karalama defteri (1952), Sodden so'ze (1952), Ararken
(1954), Diyelim (1954), Soz arasinda (1957), Okuruma
mektuplar (1958), Gunce (1960), Prospero lie Caliban
(1961), Sqylefiler, 2 vols. (1964) Atac's diaries covering the years 1953-7 have been published in two
volumes as Gunce, Ankara 1972.
Atac also made perfect examples of literary translation in Turkish. He translated more than 50 literary works from ancient Greek, Latin and Russian
authors (via French), and in particular, directly from
French, the most famous of which being his translation of Stendhal's Le rouge et le noir rendered as
Kirmizi ve siyah (1941), second edition as Ki&l He kara
(1946).
Bibliography. Tahir Alangu, Ataf3 a saygi,
Ankara 1959; Konur Ertop, Introduction to his
complete works published by Varhk: Giinlerin getirdigi- karalama defteri, Istanbul 1967, 5-69; Asim
Bezirci, Nurullah Atac, ele§tiri anlayi§i ve ya&lan,
Istanbul 1968; Mehmed Salihoglu, Atac3la gelen.;
Turk Dil Kurumu (ed.), Olumuniin 10. yildoniimiinde
Atac3i qm§, Ankara 1968.
(FAHIR Iz)
ATALIK, T u r k i c t i t l e which existed in Central
Asia in the post-Mongol period, with the same original meaning as the title atabeg [see ATABAK].
In the ulus of Djuci (the Golden Horde) and its
immediate successors, as in the khanates of Kazan
and Kirim and the ulus of Shiban (Ak Orda), as well
as in the Caghatayid state in Mogholistan, the atalik
was, in the first place, a guardian and tutor of a
young prince and, in this capacity, an actual governor of his appanage. The sovereign himself (khan or
sultan) also had an atalik who was his close counsellor and confidant, often playing the role of the
first minister. The atallfo were nominated from among
the Turkic tribal nobility, the senior begs (amirs). It
seems that, according to Turkic nomadic custom, a
ruler should always have an atalik', it was a kind of
control over his conduct exercised by the tribal aristocracy. Tfmurid and Shaybanid sources often
also use, instead of the term atalik and in the same
meaning, the term atakd, or dtdkd (most probably,
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a contracted form from ata-dkd, or atabeg-dkd, atallka'ka, where dkd is "the elder brother", which was
also a usual form of polite address in Eastern Turkic,
added to proper names and titles). The post of atakd
(atalik) was entrusted often to a kokdltdsh "fosterbrother" (also dmilddsh}; these persons were brought
up together with the princes of the ruling dynasty,
which created a special relationship (kokaltashi)
between the two sides (see Tawdnkh-i guzida-i nusratndma, ed. by A.M. Akramov, Tashkent 1967, facsimile 270, lines 4250-4, and 272; Russian tr. from
the Shaybdnl-ndma by Bina'f, in Material! po istorii
kazakhskikh khanstv XV-XVIII vekov, Alma-Ata 1969,
98, 100; V.V. Vel'yaminov-Zernov, Issledovaniye o
Kasimovskikh tsaryakh i tsarevicakh, pt. 2, St. Petersburg
1864, 438; V.V. Bartol'd, Socmemya, ii/2, 212; G.
Doerfer, Tiirkische und mongolische Elemente in
Meupersischen, ii, 9 (No. 419), 481 (No. 343), iv, 4023, with further references).
In the Uzbek khanates of Central Asia, the meaning of the title atalik was gradually transformed. In
Bukhara, till the beginning of the 18th century, "the
great atalik" (atallk-i buzurg) was the senior amir and
the first minister (hence his epithets cumdat al-umard'
and wizdrat-pandh). In the Ashtar-khanid period, he
often appears in historical sources together with the
dlwdn-begi [q.u. below], who was the second figure
in the government. He could be at the same time
governor of a province; atalik Yalangtush Biy, who
was hakim of Samarkand in the first half of the 17th
century and became famous by his building activity,
was a semi-independent ruler. There was also, besides
him, an atalik of the khan's heir residing in Balkh
with the same functions in his respective region. In
the reign of cUbayd Allah Khan (1114-23/1702-11),
the kosh-begi [q.v.] became the head of the civil administration in Bukhara, he being an official of mean
origin—probably as an attempt of the khan at cutting down the influence of the Uzbek aristocracy.
But the importance of the atalik did not diminish;
already earlier, at the end of the 17th century, the
atalik in Balkh became independent ruler of this
province, and in the middle of the 18th century
Muhammad Rahfm Atalik of the Mangit [q.v.] tribe
founded a new ruling dynasty in Bukhara, having
killed the last khan of the Ashtarkhanids. Muhammad
Rahfm was proclaimed khan in 1170/1756; his uncle
and successor Daniyal Biy (1172-99/1758-85) preferred to remain atalik, enthroning puppet khans
of Cingizid origin, but his son Shah Murad eliminated these khans and proclaimed himself amir, which
later remained in Bukhara the title of the Mangit
rulers par excellence. In the administrative manual
Maajmac al-arkdm compiled under Shah Murad in
1212/1798, the post of atalik is defined as that of
senior amir, who was charged specifically with oversight of the irrigation of the Zarafshan valley from
Samarkand to Karakul, and, at the same time,
was the mirdb of the main city canal of Bukhara,
Rud-i Shahr, as well as ddrugha [q.v] of the rabad
of Bukhara (see facsimile in Pis'mennlye pamyatniki
Vostoka 1968, Moscow 1970, 50-1; cf. A.A. Semenov,
in Sovetskoye vostokovedeniye, v [1948], 144-7). But
already in the first half of the 19th century, the
atalik became a purely honorary rank (the highest
in the hierarchy of 15 ranks in Bukhara) given very
rarely. In 1820 a semi-independent governor of Hisar,
father-in-law of the amir, had this rank (see
G. Meyendorff, Voyage d'Orenburg a Boukhara, fait en
1820, Paris 1826, 259; cf. V. L. Vyatkin, in
Izvestiya Sredneaziatskogo otdela Russkogo geograji-
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ceskogo obshcestva, xviii [1928], 20); in 1840 the atalik
was also a father-in-law of the amir, a ruler of
Shahrisabz (see N. Khanikov, Opisaniye Bukharskogo
khanstva, St. Petersburg 1843, 185). Under the last
two amirs, only the governor of Hisar (who had also
the title kosh-begi) was given the rank of atalik.
In the Khanate of Khfwa, atalik was originally
also a guardian and counsellor of the khan and of
princes (sultans) who ruled in their appanages. Abu
'1-Ghazf [q.v] in his Shadjara-yi Turk (ed. Desmaisons,
text, 252, tr. 269) says about an atalik (in the middle of the 16th century) that he was "the mouth,
tongue and will" (aghizi, tili wa ikhtiydri] of his sultan.
Russian sources of the 17th century compare the
ataliks in Khfwa with the Russian boyars (see Material!
po istorii Uzbekskoy, Tadzikskoy i Turkmenskoy SSR,
Moscow-Leningrad 1931, 266). According to Mu'nis
[q.v] (Firdaws al-ikbal, MS. of the Leningrad Branch
of the Institute of Oriental Studies, C-571, f. 65b),
Abu '1-Ghazf Khan, reorganising the administration
of the khanate, established posts of four ataliks, who
were members of the khan's council of 34 camalddrs.
Later they were called "the great atalik" (ulugh atalik,
cf. ibid., ff. 112a, 118b); they represented four tribal
groups (tupa) into which all Kh vv arizmian Uzbeks
were divided: Uyghur and Nayman, Kungrat and
Kiyat, Mangit and Nukuz, Kangli and Kipcak. One
of the "great ataliks" was the atalik of the khan (see
ibid., ff. 69b, lOlb). In the first'half of the 18th
century, the atalik of the khan was a most powerful figure in Khfwa, but from the 1740s onwards
he was pushed somewhat into the background by
another dignitary, the Inak [q.v. below]. It is not
clear whether in the time of Abu '1-Ghazf there
existed only the four ataliks mentioned by Mu'nis;
but in the middle of the 18th century there was
quite a number of them. In 1740 a letter to the
inhabitants of Khfwa sent by the Khfwan dignitaries
from the camp of Nadir Shah was signed by eleven
ataliks (see Geograficeskiye izvestiya, 1850, 546-7).
Apparently, already at that time, as in the 19th century, the title atalik was given also to the chiefs of
the Uzbek tribes; such an atalik was senior biy in
his tribe, and his title was usually hereditary, though
it had to be confirmed by the khan. In the 19th
century this title was granted also, as a purely honorary distinction, to some Turkmen tribal chiefs (see
Yu. Bregel', in Problemi vostokovedeniya, 1960, No. 1,
171; cf. idem, Khorezmskiye turkmem v XIX veke, Moscow
1961, 129). In 1859 this title was introduced also
for the chiefs of the Karakalpak tribes (see Yu.
Bregel', Dokumenti arkhiva khivinskikh khanov po istorii i
etnografii karakalpakov, Moscow 1967, 58). The number of the "great ataliks" increased before 1873 from
four to eight (see A.L. Kuhn's papers in the Archives
of the Leningrad Branch of the Institute of Oriental
Studies, file 1/13, 105-6). As distinct from the other
tribal chiefs, they were considered among the umardyi cazdm. The atalik of the khan, who in the 19th
century always belonged to the khan's tribe, the
Kungrat [q.v] and was mostly a relative of the khan,
was considered as the senior amir in the khanate;
in the first half of the 19th century he still exercised some influence as the khan's counsellor, but
later this post lost its importance.
Less is known about the role of ataliks in the
Khanate of Khokand [q.v]. The ruler of Farghana
and the founder of the Ming dynasty of this khanate,
Shahrukh Biy (early 18th century) received the
title atalik from the khan of Bukhara (see V.P.
Nalivkin, Histoire du khanat de Khokand, Paris 1889,
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68). In the 19th century, governors of large provinces
(such as Tashkent and Khudjand) also sometimes
had this title; they could be not only Uzbeks:
Kana c at Shah Atalik, the governor of Tashkent in
1850s and early 1860s, was a Tadjik. Apparently,
the atallk in the Khanate of Khokand, as well as
in Bukhara of the same period, was considered
rather an honorary rank than an official post.
In Eastern Turkestan under the Caghatayids in
the 16th and 17th centuries, the title atallk preserved its original meaning. The governors of
provinces (princes of the ruling house), the khan's
heir and the khan himself had their ataliks, who
were always senior Turkic be fa. The atallk of the
khan was at the same time the governor (hakim] of
Yarkand, and that of the heir the governor of Aksu
or Khotan (see Shah Mahmud Curas, Ta'rikh, ed.
by O.F. Akimushkin, Moscow 1976, text 30, 52,
64 et passim). The ruler of the last independent
Muslim state in Eastern Turkestan, Ya'kub Bek
[q.v.], styled himself Atalik Ghazf; apparently he
received the title of atallk on being sent from
Khokand to Kashghar as a counsellor and guardian
of Buzurg Kh w adja.
Bibliography. In addition to the works mentioned in the text, see V.V. Bartol'd, Socineniya,
ii/2, 390, 394; A.A. Semenov, in Material! po
istorii tadzikov i uzbekov Sredney Azii, ii, Stalinabad
1954, 61; H. Howorth, The history of the Mongols,
ii, 869-70; G. Doerfer, Tiirkische und mongolische
Elemente in Neupersischen, ii, 69-71 (No. 490); M.F.
Kopriilii, L4, art. Ata, at the end.
(Yu. BREGEL)
ATAY, FALIH RIFKI, T u r k i s h w r i t e r , j o u r n a l ist and politician (1894-1971). He was born in
Istanbul, the son of Khalfl Hilmf, an uncompromising traditionalist and imam of a mosque at Djibali on
the Golden Horn. He was educated at Merdjan high
school, where his teacher, the poet Djelal Sahir, encouraged him to publish his early poems, and at the Faculty
of Letters. His elder brother, a progressive officer, provided him with all the advanced literature from Namik
Kemal to Tewfik Fikret [q.vv.]. Falih Rifkl began his
career as a journalist in 1912 in Husayn Djahid's [q.v.]
Tamn, the organ of the Committee of Union and
Progress (CUP), where he wrote once a week his
Istanbul mektublan ("Istanbul Letters)." These and his
later articles in the same paper during the Balkan War
were full of emotional, patriotic and anti-reactionary
spirit. After serving briefly in the chancery of the
Sublime Porte, he was appointed to the Private
Secretariat of Talcat Pasha [q.v], then Minister of the
Interior, whom he accompanied on his trip to
Bucharest, whence he sent his first travel notes, a genre
in which he would later excel. He was at the same
time contributing to various periodicals, particularly
Shehbal At the outbreak of the First World War he
was called up as a reserve officer and accompanied
Djemal Pasha [q.v.], the Commander of the Fourth
Army in Syria, as his adjutant and private secretary.
When Djemal Pasha returned to Istanbul as Minister
of the Navy, he appointed him deputy-director of his
secretariat which he combined with instructor at the
naval N.C.O.s' school. When at the end of the War
the CUP leaders fled the country, Falih RifkT founded, with three of his friends, the daily Akshdm, becoming known as a staunch defender of the Nationalist
movement in Anatolia (1918-22) versus the journalists
who backed the collaborationist Istanbul government.
In the autumn of 1922 he left for Izmir, which
had just been liberated on 9 September, to meet

Mustafa Kemal Pasha, who had invited him together with other prominent journalists. Mustafa Kemal
told them that "the real battle is beginning now"
and urged them to enter political life. Elected deputy
for Bolu in 1923, Falih Rifkf became the leader
writer of the daily semi-official Hdkimiyyet-i milliye
(later re-named Ulus) founded by Mustafa Kemal.
He remained in Parliament for 27 years until the
defeat of the Republican People's Party in the general elections of 14 May 1950, when he moved to
Istanbul and wrote a weekly column in Cumhuriyet
until he founded his own daily Diinya, which he
published until his death in Istanbul on 20 March
1971.
Essentially a journalist and always concerned with
the "topical", Atay had literary talents far beyond
those of a routine journalist. He excelled in the
essay, sketches, travel notes and autobiographical
writing. An anti-traditionalist and a dedicated
Kemalist, he devoted all his writing career to defend
and support the reforms achieved by the Republican
regime. He fought relentlessly and uncompromisingly for the survival of a modern, progressive and
secular Turkey. No matter what he wrote about,
the lesson which he drew remained the same: No
going back.
A great master of modern Turkish prose, he used,
like R.Kh. Karay and c Omer Seyf el-Din [q.vv.] the
spoken Turkish of ordinary people and wrote in a
concise, but vivid, colourful and very personal style,
carefully avoiding all artificialities of the earlier generations of writers. Except for certain doubts towards
the end of his life, Atay was a great supporter of
the language reform movement, revived by government support in the 1930s, and his handling of the
reformed language became the model for young writers until the appearance of Nur Allah Atac [q.v.
above], the linguistic and literary "guru" of the generations between the 1940s and late 50s. It is perhaps because of this fascinating style that his readers
are seldom worried about the lack of depth in some
of his writings, which brilliantly observe, describe
and report, but do this without much sophistication.
Atay is the author of more than thirty works, but
the great bulk of his essays and articles published
in newspapers and periodicals have not yet been
published in book form. His major works are: (1)
Atesh we giinesh (1918) and ^eytindagi (1932), the two
published in one volume as ^eytindagi (1970), impressions of the First World War in Palestine and Syria
which are powerful sketches of the end of the
Ottoman Empire; Deniza§in (1931), Tern Rusya (1931),
Taymis kiyilan (1934), Tuna hyilan (1934), Hind (1944)
are evocative travel notes on respectively Brazil, Soviet
Russia, England, the Balkans and India; Gezerek gordiiklerim (1970), selections from travel notes; fankaya (in
two vols., 1961, revised one volume edition, 1969)
is the most important and comprehensive of Atay's
many books on Atatiirk and his achievements. It has
powerful sketches of Atatiirk and interesting character-studies of the many people of his time. The second editi9n has been substantially altered in places
and anti-Inonii passages have been bor-rowed from
Y.K. Karaosmanoglu's political memoirs (Politikada
45 yil, 1968) and introduced here to discredit the
former Commander of the Western Front during the
War of Liberation, both writers having broken with
Ismet Inonii, for political reasons, towards the end
of their lives; Ba§veren inkilapfi (1954), a monograph
on CA1I Su c avT (1839-78), the controversial writer and
revolutionary.
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Atay konu§uyor, Istanbul 1945; B. Necatigil, Edebiyatimizda isimler sozltigii, Istanbul 1975, s.v.; Tahir Alangu,
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(FAHIR Iz)
ATHATH (A.), f u r n i t u r e . The Arabic language
lacks terms adequate to express the concept of furniture. Taking into account the mutual overlapping
of the notions of "furniture", "table-ware", "carpets",
"household objects" and "utensils", Arabic frequently
has recourse to approximative terms and to broader
categories (combinations of two expressions, for example (farsh - carpets, bedding and furniture; ala =
crockery and household objects; farsh and ala may be
used in combination; addt — utensils etc.; athdth =
literally, belongings, various household objects and
(especially in modern Arabic) furniture; farsh and athdth
may be used in combination; matdc - personal property, domestic items, etc.).
In the mediaeval Muslim home, life was conducted
relatively close to the ground. Meals were served to
the diners in a kind of "serving-dish" with or without legs (the receptacle being separable from its support or not, as the case might be) which was laid
on a carpet on the floor. The diners did not have
individual plates but served themselves directly from
the dish placed on a low table (khuwdn, md'ida, dqysak,
fdthur, mudawwara, muhawwal, mu'tasamdt, simdt, the
majority of these terms indicating a very small round
table; some, like simdt, a low oblong table) each of
them sitting on a "seat" adapted to the appropriate
height (a cushion [wisdda, mirfaka, tuk'a, miswara,
numruk, and even mikhadda which was originally a
pillow], a pair of cushions super-imposed, a cushion
folded in two, the carpet itself, etc.). The table was
removed from the room as soon as the meal was
completed.
It is understandable that such scenes should have
misled western travellers and even some orientalists who described the interior of the Muslim household as being "empty", "uninhabitable", etc.,
without considering that the dimensions of furniture are frequently adapted to the way of life, to
the manner of sitting, and to taste. However it
would be incorrect to suppose that all mediaeval
Arabic furniture was low. Carpenters and other
craftsmen constructed trestles and benches of a fair
height for various purposes outside the private
house; they also made chairs with legs of wood or
metal [see KURSI] and throne-like seats (sarir, takht),
but such seating arrangements were not used at
meal-times. A high stool was somewhat exceptional in the Middle Ages and it focussed attention on
the person seated there (a prince, the head of the
family, sometimes an ordinary individual) in relation to the others present.
The hierarchy of heights in sitting (on a throne, on
a high stool, on two superimposed cushions, on one
cushion folded in two, on a single ordinary cushion,
on the carpet itself, on the ground, this last position
indicating humiliation, humility or mourning) only reflects
the categories and class-distinctions of etiquette. Another
aspect of the stratification of classes is reflected in the
range of materials and qualities: beds with legs, a sign
of luxury, beds without frames, and lower down the
scale the martaba, a good-quality mattress stuffed with
down, simple mattresses laid on the ground and serving as a bed at night, simple mattresses, mats and carpets for sleeping on, piles of rags and scraps of clothing
for the same purpose (only the poorest slept on the
ground); cushions and pillows stuffed and covered
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with choice materials, silk for example, and at the other
end of the scale, rags or simply a stone serving as pillow for a poor man.
The very high "western style" thrones such as those
appearing in Umayyad iconography, seem to have
been copied from Byzantine models and do not reflect
true conditions in the court (see V. Strika, in AIUON
xiv/2 (1964), 729-59); but cf. O. Grabar, in Studies
in memory of Gaston Wiet, Jerusalem 1977, especially
53-6, who puts into perspective the remarkable development of etiquette already taking place in the
Umayyad court). According to mediaeval texts,
another kind of throne, a long sofa for reclining, was
quite widely known in the courts of the Umayyads,
of the 'Abbasids and of local princes (such as the
Ikhshidids). The sovereign could invite a friend to sit
beside him, on the same sarir (hence quite a long
seat); he could alternatively recline on it. The overlapping of the concepts mattress-seat-throne-bed (for
example, from the Persian; takht can mean any of
the following: board, seat, throne, sofa, bed, calculating tablet, chest or box) did not prevent the evolution of ceremonial and the differentiation of functions
(a seat or a throne for public or solemn audience,
or for private audience, feasts etc.) from establishing
or re-establishing in usage thrones and narrow seats
(of Persian manufacture, for example) and long and
more elaborate thrones. Towards the end of the
3rd/9th and the beginning of the 4th/10th centuries,
the use of the bed with frame (for reclining and
sleeping) became fashionable in high society and
among the bourgeoisie. The belief of certain orientalists that the bed did not exist in the mediaeval
Muslim world is only partially correct: unsprung mattresses were more common (even in documents from
the Cairo Geniza, many mattresses are to be found
serving as relatively inexpensive beds; among the
dowries of young brides there is mention of a very
small number of beds with frames, extremely expensive, and between these two categories is the martaba, which would correspond in function with the
divan-bed of the present day).
To return to the subject of tables: mofida, khuwdn
and sufra are synonymous: they refer to the small eastern "table", the first two to a solid "table" (the attempts
on the part of mediaeval philologists to differentiate
between them were quite arbitrary) while the third
(and sometimes also naf, as well as md}ida, exclusively
in the context of the Kur 3 an and its commentaries
and in certain passages in the literature of hadith) was
applied to a skin stretched out on the ground and
serving, not only among the early Bedouins, but also
in circles of sedentary Arabic civilisation, various functions in the home and in the country (in dialect, sufra
is an ordinary table and sufradji is a waiter in a restaurant or a cafe). This is one of the characteristic cases
which raises the question whether the continuity of
sedentary habits (from the Persians, Byzantines, from
the ancient Syrian and Egyptian stocks, etc.) was an
exclusive characteristic of daily life in the mediaeval
Muslim world, in the sense that it is reflected in the
use of furniture, and if there was not here a minimal contribution on the part of the Bedouin element,
betrayed in the spread of ancestral customs through
the disappearance of the high furniture of the Byzantine metropolis in favour of the low furniture
which existed in Iranian civilisation and in certain
local Aramaeo-Syrian and 'Iraki centres, as is revealed by the mediaeval lexicographers and commentators (tustkhuwdn and fdthur, for example).
Nevertheless, specimens of wooden furniture from
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the Middle Ages are available to us and we have
ceramic objects designed to imitate them (supports
sometimes containing cavities to accommodate jugs,
resembling the supports-plus-shelves attested by the
texts; some of these still exist today: mirfac or kursiplus-siniyya, in various Muslim lands lying far apart
from one another); iconography also shows a certain
standardisation, in spite of regional styles, of way of
life and of taste throughout the whole of the Muslim
world (household objects, such as tables, being exported from one country to another).
The mediaeval Muslims made use of a whole range
of chests, cases and boxes (sunduk, takht, kamtara,
mukaddima, safat), as well as recesses and racks (rufuf),
but they had no cupboards as such.
The Mongols introduced the use of a higher type
of square table, but the essential nature of the "oriental style" way of life has been preserved up to the
very threshold of the modern age (Turkish and Persian
miniatures attest this, grosso modo). Even in the 19th
and early 20th centuries, travellers, writers and orientalists (E. Lane for Egypt, Lortet for Syria, E. Jaussen
for Palestine, for example) were still describing such
a way of life; some elements (such as beds with frames)
introduced from abroad, or under foreign influence,
were still called franaji in certain semi-urban centres,
at the beginning of the present century. The modern
age has made fashionable the use of European style
furniture and the original form of the "oriental" way
of life, with its abundant taste and comfort, has
tended to disappear.
Bibliography: J. Sadan, Le mobilier au Proche-Orient
medieval, Leiden 1976 (esp. the bibliographical index,
155-69).
(J. SADAN)
ATHUR, modern KAL C AT SHARKAT, a l a r g e
a n c i e n t m o u n d on the west bank of the River
Tigris in the vilayet of Mawsil, about 250 km. north
of Baghdad and about 100 km. south of Mawsil, in
35° 30' N and 45° 15' E. It is strategically placed
on a spur of the Djabal Hamrfn and is identified
with Ashur, one of the capital cities of ancient Assyria.
In the middle of the 3rd millennium, it was occupied by migratory tribes coming either from the west
or the south, and was venerated as the religious and
sometime political centre of Assyria until it was
captured by the Babylonians in 614 B.C. This battle
devastated the city and it was not reoccupied as a
city again. Ashur is the name not only of the place
but also of the local deity, and it occurs in Akkadian, Aramaic and Greek sources. The site was known
by the Turks under the name Toprak Kal'e, "Earth
Citadel". The meaning of the element sharkat in the
Arabic name is not known, but it is probably to be
explained as an independent proper name. It is not
mentioned by Arab geographers; the earliest reference
to it is in the 18th century, and it is the name used
by later Western travellers.
The site was described by CJ. Rich, who visited
it in March 1821, and it was subsequently investigated by J. Ross (1836), W. Ainsworth with E.L.
Mitford, A.H. Layard and H. Rassam (1840), and
again by Layard and Rassam (1847) on behalf of
the British Museum, when an important statue of
Shalmaneser III (858-825 B.C.) was found. In 1849,
after excavations by J. Talbot, J. Oppert, E. Hincks
and H.C. Rawlinson, an inscribed historical prism
recording the history of the reign of Tiglath Pilesar
III (744-727 B.C.) was found, and two duplicate
copies of this inscription were discovered by Rassam
in 1853 in further British Museum excavations under
the general supervision of Rawlinson. Several inscrip-

tions from the reign of Adad Nirari III (810-783
B.C.) were discovered by G. Smith in 1873. The
most rigorous excavation of the site was conducted
between 1903-13 by the Deutsche Orient Gesellschaft,
first by R. Koldewy and then by W. Andrae and
others, which followed the presentation of the site
to Kaiser Wilhelm II by Sultan cAbd al-Hamld II.
To the north and east the site is naturally protected by the river and the escarpment, and the only
necessary fortifications were buttressed walls. Sennacherib (704-681 B.C.) records the building of a
semicircular sallyport tower of rusticated masonry
which is probably the earliest of its kind. To the
south and west it was more heavily fortified. After
an early period of dependence upon the south during the Third Dynasty of Ur (2112-2004 B.C.), it
begins a separate history. Evidence about life in Ashur
for the earliest period comes from the documents of
an Assyrian group of traders working in Anatolia at
the ancient city of Kanesh, modern Kiiltepe, in
Turkey, but the earliest palace is that of Shamshi
Adad I (1813-1781 B.C.), and spacious private houses with family vaults beneath the floors have been
found in the north-western area. Much of the history of this period has to be reconstructed from an
archive of the letters of Shamshi Adad which were
discovered at Mari (modern Tell Harm) in eastern
Syria. He controlled Ashur after it had been subject
to Naram Sin of Eshunna (modern Tell Asmar).
Although he did not use Ashur as his capital city,
preferring Shubat Enlil (modern Chagar Bazar), he
did build there a temple to Enlil, the local god of
Nippur (modern Niffar), and the one who traditionally named the king and entrusted to him the symbols of royal power.
During the period of Cassite domination in
Mesopotamia, Puzur Ashur III (ca. 1490 B.C.), made
a treaty with Burnaburiash I of Babylon, and in Ashur
he records rebuilding part of the Ishtar temple and
a section of the southern city wall. Building operations of this kind are often recorded on clay cones
which were inserted between the courses of the new
brickwork. Ashur Nadin Akhe II (1402-1393 B.C.)
secured Egyptian support for his country and received
gifts of gold from the Pharaoh.
Official lists of the Assyrian kings have been found
and these are an essential source for establishing a
framework of the classical history of the site. They
often contain more than fifty names and record the
length of each reign. Other lists record the names
of the temples there, but only a few of the 34
mentioned have actually been identified. The architectural features of these early buildings are similar
to those of Old Babylonian buildings, but the lengthening of the sanctuary on its main axis and the positioning of an altar in a deep recess are distinctively
Assyrian features.
The traditional founder of the Assyrian empire was
Ashur Uballit (1365-1330). At the beginning of his reign
he was subject to Tushratta of Mitanni, but in 1350,
with the help of Suppliluliumas, the Hittite king, he
was able to attack and annexe the Mitanni areas in
northeast Mesopotamia. Ashur Uballit called himself
sarru rabu, the great king, equal in status to the Pharaoh,
and was a severe threat to the Babylonians. Two of
his letters to Akhnaten have been preserved in the
famous archive from Tell al-Amarna, Egypt (see
Knudtzon (1915), nos. 15-16). He called his country
mat Assur, the Land of Ashur, while the older name of
Subartu was used by the Babylonians, possibly in a
deprecatory'sense. Even so, Assyrian royal inscriptions
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are composed in the Babylonian dialect of Akkadian
because, presumably, such language had a traditional
air of refinement. His son Enlil Nirari (1329-1320 B.C.)
fought against Babylon, and Arik Din Hi (1319-1308
B.C.) harassed the Akhlamu, the Semitic tribes to the
west. Adad Nirari I (1307-1275 B.C.), by his battles
with the Cassites and the Mitanni, was eventually able
to unite Mesopotamia into an empire, but the territory he gained was later eroded because of the rise of
the Hittites and the unsatisfactory defences against the
tribes to the east.
Shalmaneser I (1274-1245 B.C.) records building
a new royal city in the north at Kalkhu (modern
Birs Nimrud) and his son Tukulti Ninurta I (12441208 B.C.), also built a new residence but much
nearer, just to the north-east, which he named Kar
Tukulti Ninurta, "the Quay of Tukulti Ninurta" (modern Tulul cAkr). He records having captured Marduk
god of Babylon, and a figure of primary importance
in Babylonian mythology who was later to be
assimilated into Assyrian versions of religious texts.
Despite these alternative capitals, Ashur was still
used as a political centre from time to time, yet it
gradually became primarily a religious centre. By the
10th century B.C. it was overshadowed by Kalkhu
and Nineveh, and the later kings chose these northern sites as capitals from which to administer their
empire.
The city was attacked and devastated by the
Babylonian ruler Nabopolassar (625-605 B.C.) in 614
B.C. two years before he destroyed Nineveh and
brought the Assyrian empire to an end. Afterwards,
there is only scanty documentation from which to
reconstruct the history of this important site. Under
the Babylonians, it was probably only sparsely inhabited, for Cyrus the Great, when he conquered Babylon
in 539 B.C., claims: "To the sacred cities on the
other side of the Tigris as far as Ashur . . ., the sanctuaries of which have been ruins for a long time, I
returned the images which used to live therin and
established for them permanent sanctuaries" (from the
Cyrus Cylinder, the basic historical source for the Persian
conquest of Babylon). The name occurs again in the
Old Persian text of the Behistun Inscription but the only
other inscriptional evidence comes from Aramaic
documents from the site; these used to be dated to
the Parthian period, and taken as evidence that the
names of the old Assyrian gods survived in the community until the 3rd century A.D., but they are now
said to come from the 7th century B.C. As a geographical name Athura may refer simply to the
town but in Greek sources it is clear that 'AiODpia
refers to the whole northern area. The site seems definitely to have declined in importance under the
Sasanids, and Athor in Syriac indicates simply a parish
which continued until the late Middle Ages.
The Arab geographers refer to Athur (sometimes
written Akur); it is, however, defined by them not as
modern Kalcat Sharkat but as an earlier name for
Mawsil, and also as the name of the province which
was later called al-Djazira [q.v.]. The ruin associated
with the name is described as near to al-Salamiyya,
4 km. N.W. of Nimrud. They also make the observation that al-Djazfra, which practically coincides in
area with Assyria, is a name derived from Athur.
Although it is clear that a ruin was still known at
this site, the name Athur has been transferred erroneously to the ruin near al-Salamiyya; this transposition was influenced by the fact that there were
two famous capitals of Assyria in the north and is
similar to the case of Baghdad, which travellers of
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the Middle Ages until Pietro della Valle (1616-17)
considered to be the site of ancient Babylon. According
to Layard (1853), 165, the hill in the corner of the
ruins of Nimrud was still called "Tell Athur".
It is surprising that there appears to be no mention of the name Sharkat before the narratives of
European travellers. Rich (1821) mentions it, and it
is described more fully by Layard (1849), 3, who
says "We entered Mosul on 10th April 1846. During
a short stay in that town we visited the great ruins
which have been generally believed to be the remains
of Nineveh. We rode also into the desert and
explored the mound of Kalah Shergat, a vast ruin
on the Tigris about fifty miles below its junction
with the Zab". He did not identify it with Ashur;
all he could say was, "A few fragments of pottery
and inscribed bricks discovered after a careful search
amongst the rubbish which had accumulated around
the base of the great mound, served to prove that
it owed its construction to the people who had
founded the city of which Nimrod is the remains"
(loc. cit.}. But later, during the river trip from Mawsil
to Baghdad, he was told of a connection in folklore between the two names, based on the ancient
dam in the river: "The Arab explained the connection between the dam and the city built by Athur,
the lieutenant of Nimrod, the vast ruins of which
were then before us, and its purpose as a causeway
for the mighty hunter to cross to the opposite palace
now represented by the mound of Hammam Ali."
(op. cit., 6). These traditions may still survive in local
villages.
Today the site is situated on the edge of the
rainfall zone, so that agriculture relies on artificial
irrigation. Local inhabitants often rely on employment outside the village to supplement their income,
and some of the men and boys have become
particularly skilful assistants for archaeological excavations. Most of the settled population belong to
the Djubur tribe; although the shaykh of this branch
lives at Kayyara further up the valley, there is a
mansion at Sharkat, 8 km. north of the site, belonging to Shaykh Adjil al-Yawir of the Shammar. The
population density of the area is 4.8 per sq. km.,
which reflects its relative poverty. Sharkat is the
headquarters of a ndhiya, the smallest administrative
unit in Trak.
Bibliography: For a general topographical
description of the area, see Admiralty, Intelligence
Division, Geographical Handbook: Iraq and the Persian
Gulf, London 1944; R. Dussaud, Topographie historique
de la Syrie antique et medievale, Paris 1927 and G.
Tchalenko, Villages antiques de la Syrie du Nord, Paris
1953. The site itself is fully described by E. Unger,
in E. Ebeling and B. Meissner, Reallexicon der
Assyriologie, Leipzig 1928, 170-96, but for an accurate historical assessment, more modern works
should be consulted. See in general, I.E.S. Edwards
et alii (eds.), Cambridge Ancient History, Cambridge
1973, Part ii, Ch. 1 (by J.R. Kupper), Ch. 2 (by
M.S. Drower) and Ch. 5 (by C.J. Gadd), and more
specifically D. Gates, Studies in the ancient history of
Northern Iraq, London 1968.
The official reports of the excavations are given
by W. Andrae, with others as indicated, in the following volumes of Mitteilungen der Deutschen Orient
Gesellschqft, xx (1903, R. Koldewy); xxi, xxii, xxv (1904);
xxvi-xxix (1905); xxxi-xxxiii (1906); xxxiii, xxxvi, xxxvii
(with J. Jordan) (1908); xl, xlii (1909, with J. Jordan);
xliii-xliv (1910); xlv, xlvii (1911); xlviii-xlix (1912, with
J. Jordan); li (1913, with P. Maresch); liv (1914,
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with H. Luhrs and H. Lucke); Ixi (1921); Ixiii (1924);
Ixxi (1932, HJ. Lenzen); Ixxii (1935) and Ixxvi (1938).
A series of monographs by Andrae and others have
been published in the following volumes of
Wissenschqftliche
Veroffentlichungen
der
Deutschen
Orimtgesellschaft. x (1909); xxiii (1913); xxiv (1913); xxxix
(1922); Ivii (with HJ. Lenzen, 1933); Iviii (1935); xlvi
(1924); liii(1931).
In the same series, editions of the cuneiform
texts discovered at the site have been published
as follows: xvi (1911) and xxxvii (1922) by
L. Messerschmidt and O. Schroeder; xxviii and
xxiv (1915-23) by E. Ebeling; xxxv (1920) by
Schroeder; Ixiv (1954) and Ixvi (1955) by C. Preusser;
Ixv (1954) and Ixvii (1955) by A. Haller; Ixii (1956)
by F. Wetzel and others. The Aramaic ostraca and
tablets were published originally by M.M. Lidzbarsky, also in the same series, xxxviii (1921), but
the more recent edition by H. Donner and
W. Rollig, Kanaanaische und aramdische Inschriften, 2nd
ed., Wiesbaden 1969, Texts 233 and 234-6, should
now be used.
The Arab geographers referring to the site are
as follows: Ibn Rustih, 104, tr. Wiet, 115, equating Athur with Mawsil; and Yakut, i, 119, 16; 340,
5; 118, 18. For Djazlrat Akur, see ibid., ii, 72, 13;
231, 9, which coincides with the Iklfrn Athur/
Akur, "the region of Ashur", mentioned only by
al-Mukaddasf, 20, 3 (see also 27, 10, and 28, 7).
For [Djazfrat] Akur as an older name for the
Djazfra, see also Le Strange, The lands of the Eastern
Caliphate, 86.
For the records of early travellers, see CJ.
Rich, Narrative of a residence in Koordistan, London
1836, ii, 137 if.; J. Ross, in JRGS, ix (1839), 4513; W. Ainsworth with A.H. Layard and E.L.
Mitford, in JRGS, xi (1842), 4-8; Layard, Nineveh
and its remains, London 1849, ii, 45-63, 245, 581;
idem, Discoveries in the ruins of Nineveh and Babylon,
London 1853; V. Place, Ninive et I'Assyrie, Paris
1867-70; H. Rassam, Asshur and the land of Nimrod,
New York 1897.
(M.EJ. RICHARDSON)
ATISH, KHWADJA HAYDAR c ALi (d. 1263/1847),
U r d u p o e t , was born in Faizabad (Faydabad [</.#.])
probably around 1191/1778, according to A.L.
Siddfkf (see Bibi, below). His ancestors are said to
have originated in Baghdad, whence they came to
Dihll. His father moved from there to Faydabad and
died during the poet's youth. As a result, Atish's formal education was curtailed, though he supplemented
it by avid reading. In early manhood, he led the
life of a fop and a roue, and carried a sword. But
his aptitude for poetry was noticed, and he was taken
to Lucknow. There he was trained by the poet
Shaykh Ghulam Hamadanl MushafY, and was soon
recognised as a leading gha^al poet, along with his
chief rival, Shaykh Imam Bakhsh Nasikh. Such poetical rivalries were a familiar feature of Lucknow cultural and social life, but—as we see in the case of
Atish—they did not always involve personal animosity. Indeed, he ceased to write poetry after the
death of his rival.
Modern critics regard Atish as the greater poet of
the two. Urdu ghazal, as he found it, tended to be
rich in vocabulary and ornate in style, with similes, metaphors, and other rhetorical devices which
were at times far-fetched and exaggerated. Ideas were
largely stereotyped, with much concentration on the
physical features of the beloved such as tresses
(zulf) and face (rukhsdr) as in Persian models. Atish
seems to have been an independent-minded eccentric

in his private life, and this is reflected in his poetry
to some extent. He would not write poetry for patronage, though he accepted a small pension from the
King of Oudh (Awadh [q.v.]). He spurned wealth, living like a dervish in a broken-down house. He was
humble to the poor but haughty to the wealthy. In
his verse, he was not a great innovator, but neither
was he a slavish imitator of time-honoured poetical
techniques. Thus while he did not radically change
the form and style of ghazal, he frequently appears
less artificial than his predecessors and contemporaries,
writing in a more natural language nearer to everyday speech as used by the educated of Lucknow; perhaps his lack of formal education encouraged this
tendency. He was criticised for using non-literary turns
of phrase, and mis-spelling Arabic words—the latter
perhaps deliberately, in the interests of rules of prosody,
or to reflect actual pronunciation of these words in
Urdu. In short, we at times sense spontaneity and
even sincerity in his verse, and his literary language
became accepted as a model. His poetical output of
over 8,000 verses is practically entirely composed of
ghazals.
Bibliography: Atish's poetry was published originally in two diwdm—the first in 1845 in Lucknow
under the poet's supervision; the second, which contains many of his best poems, was published in the
same city after his death by his pupil, Mir Dust
'All Khalll in 1268/1851. Many editions of his
collected poetry have since been published, for
example the Kulliyydt in Cawnpore 1871 and 1884.
There is a useful introduction by Zahir Ahmad
Siddlkl in Kulliyydt-i Atish, Allahabad 1972. Short
critical accounts of the poetry will be found in
Muhammad Husayn Azad, Ab-i haydt, 379-93 in
the Lahore edition of 1950; Abu '1-Layth Siddiki,
Lakhndu kd dabistdn-i-shdcin, Lahore 1955, 525-41;
Muhammad Sadiq, History of Urdu literature, London
1964, 138; and Ram Babu Saksena, History of Urdu
literature, Allahabad 1927, 111-13; Further information may be found in Shaykh Ghulam Hamadanf
Mushafi, Riydd al-fusahd', Dihlr 1934, 4-9; Karlm
al-Dfn and Fallen, Tadhkira-i-shu'ard^-i-Hind, Dihlr
1838, 354; Safir Balgraml, ^alwa-i-khidir, 2 vols.,
Ara, Bihar 1882, ii, 106 f.; Khwadja cAbd al-Ra'uf
c
lshrat Lakhnawi, Ab-i bakd\ Lucknow 1918, 1119, 170-7; Memoirs of Delhi and Faizabad, English tr.
of Fayd Bakhsh, Ta'nkh-i-farah bakhsh, Allahabad
1889, 266-302; and Tdjaz Husayn, Kaldm-i-Atish,
Allahabad 1955; For a general picture of Lucknow
cultural life in the first half of the 19th century,
see Abdul Halim Sharar, tr. E.S. Harcourt and
Fakhir Husain, Lucknow: the last phase of an oriental
culture, London 1975.
For further bibliographical material, see Khalll
al-Rahman Aczamf and Murtada Husayn Fadil, art.
Atish, in Urdu Encyclopaedia of Islam, Lahore 1962 ff.,
i, 10-14.
(J.A. HAYWOOD)
ATLANTIC [see AL-BAHR AL-MUHIT].
AVARICE [see BUKHL].
AVRAM CAMONDO [see CAMONDO].
AWRABA, a B e r b e r tribe of M o r o c c o . Ibn
Khaldun, clbar, Fr. tr. de Slane, i, 286, provides all
the information which we have on the early history
of this tribe, which formed part of the sedentary
Baranis [q.v.]. Certain of these appear to have been
Christians. At the time of the Muslim conquest, they
held the premier place among the North African
Berber tribes because of their forcefulness and the
bravery of their warriors. Ibn Khaldun also gives us
the names of the tribe's main branches and those
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of the most outstanding chiefs whom they had before
the Arabs' arrival. The celebrated Kusayla [q.v.], who
was probably a Christian, is said to have been their
amir, as of all the Baranis. He rebelled, and was
defeated and killed in 62/682, and it was after his
death that the Awraba (or Awriba?) no longer directed
the resistance against the invaders.
The tribe makes its real appearance in the history
of Morocco by making Shfcl doctrines triumphant
there, even though these were contrary to the Kharidji
ones embraced by the Berbers in the preceding century. It was indeed under the protection of the Awraba
chief, Abu Layla Ishak b. Muhammad b. cAbd alHamfd, that the cAlid fugitive Idrls I [q.v.] established
himself in 172/788 at Wallla, the ancient Roman
town (the present Volubilis), situated in the little mountain massif of Zarhun, north of Meknes.
These mountain folk called themselves descendants
of the Awraba of the Aures, driven out of the central Maghrib after Kusayla's death, as also were those
elements of the Awraba to be found in the regions
of the Zab [q.v.] and the Ouarsenis [q.v.].
Like several of the northern Moroccan tribes, the
Awraba professed Mu'tazilT doctrines; they were
accordingly favourable to the cAlids and regarded
the nomination of an imam as a necessary obligation for the community. This is why Abu Layla
could without difficulty have himself proclaimed sovereign imam of his own tribe and of the neighbouring tribes (4 Ramadan 172/5 February 789) a
few months after Idrls's arrival in the Zarhun. The
Awraba then successfully took part in IdrTs I's work
of Islamisation. Idns II showed his gratitude badly
towards his father's benefactor, since he had him
executed 20 years later, on the accusation of having relations with the Aghlabid ruler of al-Kayrawan,
who recognised the authority of the hated cAbbasids,
but this action was doubtless also from reasons of
local politics.
At Idns IPs death (213/828) and after the disastrous division of Morocco between his sons, troubles
broke out within the principalities thereby established.
The Awraba and the Berber coalition put an end to
them (221/836) by giving allegiance to the nine-years
old CA1I b. Muhammad, ruler of Fas, assuring tutelage over the kingdom till the young imam's majority.
c
Ali died after a peaceful reign of 13 years. New disputes now divided Morocco between rival factions,
and finally, in 251/866, the Awraba recognised 'All's
cousin, CA1I b. c Umar.
Awraba were still in contact with the principality
of Nukur [q.v.], and in mediaeval times, they were to
be found in Algeria, at Nikaws (N'gaous) and in the
region of Bone. They never disappeared completely,
and re-appear in the historical texts, e.g. under the
Almohads; at first (559/1164) they espoused the cause
of a rebel and were opposed to the Almohads, but
then in 580/1184 rallied to them in order to go and
fight in Spain. They appear further under the
MarTnids, being specially mentioned in the texts concerning the meetings for the holy war in al-Andalus,
and one of them commanded the renowned "volunteers for the faith". In 707/1308, some Awraba chiefs
involved in the revolt of a pretender, were executed
on the orders of the sultan Abu Thabit, and their
bodies exposed in crucifixion on the encircling walls
of Marrakesh.
At the present time, some of their former tribes
(the Ladjaya, Mazyata and Raghiwa) are established
on the banks of the Wad! Wargha, to the north of
the Zarhun.
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Bibliography: al-Nasiri, K. al-Istiksa, index; cAbd
Allah Gannun, al-Umard3 Idns, in Mashdhir rid^al alMaghrib, No. 33; and see arts. BARANIS, BERBERS,
IDRIS I and

II, IDRISIDS, KUSAYLA, WALlLA.

(G. DEVERDUN)
A C YAS, a c o m p o n e n t g r o u p of the Meccan
clan of U m a y y a or c Abd Shams, the term being
a plural of the founder's name, a son of Umayya
b. cAbd Shams b. cAbd Manaf b. Kusayy called alTs or Abu Vis or al-cAs(I) or Abu 'l- c As(r) or
c
Uways, these being given in the genealogical works
as separate individuals, but doubtless in fact one
person (on the two orthographies al-cAs and al- c Asf,
the former explicable as an apocopated HidjazI form,
see K. Vollers, Volksprache und Schriftsprache im alien
Arabien, Strassburg 1906, 139-40). The group formed
a branch of the clan parallel to that of Harb b.
Umayya, from whom descended Abu Sufyan,
Mu'awiya [q.vv.] and the Sufyanids. Amongst the
sons of al-cAs, etc., were c Affan, father of the caliph
c
Uthman [q.v.], al-Hakam, father of the caliph
Marwan I [q.v.] and progenitor of the subsequent
Marwanids; Sacld [q.v.], governor of Kufa under
c
Uthman and of Medina under Mu c awiya b. Abl
Sufyan; and al-Mughlra, whose son Mu c awiya was
the mutilator of the Prophet's uncle Hamza b. c Abd
al-Muttalib and the father of c Abd al-Malik b.
Marwan's mother c A 3 isha.
Because of the strenuous hostility shown to the
Prophet by al-cAs (he was killed, a pagan, at Badr)
and his son Mu'awiya, and because of al-Hakam's
ambiguous role in the first years of Islam (as the
"accursed one" banished by the Prophet), the family
was often regarded by later Islamic sources with especial rancour; Sacfd b. al-cAs, however, found some
contemporary favour with the Hashimf clan and the
supporters of cAlf, see Lammens, Mo'dwia /", in MFOB,
i (1906), 27-8.
Bibliography: see Ibn al-Kalbf-Caskel, Gamharat
an-nasab, i, Tab. 8, 9, ii, Register, 202; Zubayrl, Nasab
Kurqysh, ed. Levi-Provencal, 98-9; Ibn Durayd,
Ishtikak, ed. Wustenfeld, 45 if., 103, ed. Cairo
1378/1958, 73 ff., 166; See also UMAYYA B. CABD
SHAMS.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AYATULLAH (AvAT ALLAH, current orthography
Ayatollah), a title with an hierarchical significance
used by the I m a m f , Twelver Sh I c i s, and meaning literally " M i r a c u l o u s sign (aya [q.v.]) of God".
In order to understand its sense and its implications,
one has to consider the recent evolution of certain
institutions worked out by the Imam! culama\
Since the dominating attitude of Imamism has
been dictated by the doctrine that all political power—
even if exercised by a Shfcf—is illegitimate during
the occultation of the Hidden Imam, it has only
been comparatively late, from the Safawid period
(907-1135/1501-1722) onwards, that political theories
have taken shape and an hierarchy within the top
ranks of the mudj_tahid$ [q.v] has been formed. After
their long disputes against the AkhbarTs [see
AKHBARIYYA in Suppl.] and Sufis, the UsulTs [q.v.] in
the course of the 19th century elaborated the theory
according to which at every given moment there could
only be one unique ?nardj_ac-i taklid [q.v] "source of
imitation" (see Algar [1969], 5-11, 34-6, 162-5, etc.;
Binder, 124 ff.). This title of marajaf-i taklid [q.v] was
subsequently applied retrospectively to numerous
muajtahids (for lists of the nd'ib-i cdmms, of the Hidden
Imam going back to Muhammad Kulaynf, d. 329/940,
see Bagley [1972], 31;' Fisher, 34-5; Hairi, 62-3).
During the 1960s, several discussions took place
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concerning the manner of selection and the functions
of the mar^_ac-i taklid, at the very time when the Ayatullah Burudjirdi (d. 1961), recognised as the sole
mardj_ac-i taklid by the mass of Imam! Shlcls, disappeared (Algar [1972], 242; for some reserves about
this recognition, see Binder, 132). Drawn up by religious leaders and laymen, a collective work called
Bahthi dar bdra-yi mardj_aciyyat va ruhdniyyat, dealing
in particular with ImamI institutions and on links
with the political authority, appeared at Teheran
in December 1962 (a brief analysis by Lambton,
121-35). After the disappearance of Burudjirdi—whose
attitude to politics had been one of quietism—the
institution of the mardj_aciyyat seems to have spread out
widely (in 1976, there were six marajae-i taklids of first
rank, including the Ayatullah Khumaynl; Fisher, 32).
However, from 1963 onwards, a certain consensus
seems to have grown up around the Ayatullah
Khumaynl, the main religious opponent of the Pahlavl
regime (Algar [1972], 243); but it also seems_that the
consensus over the marajaciyyat-i hull of the Ayatullah
Muhsin Hakim Tabataba'I of Nadjaf (d. 1970) was
at least partially realised in ca. 1966 (Bagley [1970],
78, n. 7; this dyatulldh enjoyed the favour of the Shah;
see Algar [1972], 242-3).
From the time of the protest against the Tobacco
Concession (1891-2), the mardj_ac-i taklid—who at that
period resided in the holy places of c lrak, the c Atabat
\_q.v. in Suppl.]—often took the lead in the fight of
opposition to Kadjar autocracy and to foreign domination. This association of the muajtahids with political opposition seems to have been clearer with the
grant of the title dyatulldh. In practice, this lakab
seems first of all to have designated the two great
leaders of the constitutional revolution, the sayyids
c
Abd Allah Bihbahanl and Muhammad Tabataba5!
(Lughat-ndma-yi Dihkhudd, s.v. Ayatullah). It has since
been applied to numerous great muajtahids (sometimes retrospectively), independently, it appears, of
their political attitudes. It tends to replace in current usage (but not in the actual hierarchy) certain
titles such as that of huajajat al-Islam which nowadays can mean any and every dkhund (this latter
term tending, despite its pejorative character, to supplant that of mulld).
As with that of mardj_ac-i taklid, attribution of the
title is above all a question of opinion. In effect, above
the title of muajtahid the level of respect accorded and
the religious chief's charisma depend on the consensus of the mass of faithful. The dyatulldh is placed at
the top of the hierarchy, amongst the elite of the
great muditahids. At the summit of all is to be found
the dyatulldh al-cu£md (the "greatest miraculous sign of
God"), the supreme mardj.ac-i taklid or mudj_tahid. This
rank seems to have been first of all accorded to
Burudjirdi (Binder, 132). There seems also to be at
Kum a limited sort of college which makes decisions
about the title (ibid., 134). This clearly reinforces the
position of Kum, which has become the "symbolic
capital" of Iran since the Ayatullah Khumaynl's return
(the title Imam sometimes applied to him seems to be
taken from 'Iraki usage).
Although they are sometimes of modest origin,
the great majority of dyatulldh?, are now sayyids (whereas the great culamd* of the past were not always
from this class). Marriages and alliances traditionally reinforce the strength of religious leadership (see
Fischer, genealogical tables, 33-4). Whether he be
mardj_ac-i taklid or not, the dyatulldh excercises a double role of manager within his sphere of activity.
On the administrative level, he controls the levying

of various religious taxes, the direction of pious gifts
and property in mortmain (wakf [q.v.], controlled by
the state under the Pahlavi regime), the distribution
of various grants and alms, the administration of
centres of learning, etc.; on the intellectual and spiritual level, he is responsible for education. His influence on the social level is limited by his faithful
followers: the students and those who bring their
financial support to him (Fisher, 41).
The role and influence of the Iranian dyatulldh?, are
now very diverse. Their prerogatives have increased
through the progressive installation of an Islamic
Republic since the events of winter 1978-9. But, despite
the abolition of the monarchy, they are inevitably
subject to all the hazards of political power and to
the pressures of antagonistic forces (secularism, communism, the growth of nationalisms, religious particularisms, etc.). There is at least one dyatulldh in each
province and several in each main centre of religious
teaching (hawda-yi eilmi). Thus there are 14 traditional madrasas at Kum directed by dyatulldh?,, of whom
some have attained the rank of mardj_a(-i taklid (Fisher,
table, 23).
Bibliography, (for works in Persian, difficult to
find outside Iran, see the bibliographies cited by
Algar, Bagley, Fisher and Hairi); A.K.S. Lambton,
A reconsideration of the position of the marjac al-taqlid and
the religious institution, in St. IsL, xx (1964), 115-35;
L. Binder, The proofs of Islam: religion and politics in
Iran, in Arabic and Islamic studies in honor of Hamilton
A.R. Gibb, ed. G. Makdisi, Leiden 1965, 118-40;
H. Algar, Religion and state in Iran 1785-1906,
Berkeley-Los Angeles 1969; idem, The oppositional
role of the Ulama in twentieth-century Iran, in Scholars,
saints and Sufis, ed. N.R. Keddie, Berkeley-Los
Angeles 1972, 231-55 (see also N.R. Keddie, The
roots of the Ulama's power in modem Iran, in ibid., 21129, first published in St. IsL, xxix [1969], 31-53);
F.R.C. Bagley, Religion and the state in modern Iran:
I, in Actes du Ve Congres international d'arabisants et
islamisants, Brussels 1970, 75-88, //, in Proceedings of
the Vlth Congress of Arabic and Islamic Studies, VisbyStockholm 1972, ed. F. Rundgren, Uppsala 1975,
31-44; MJ. Fisher, The Qum report, an anthropological account of contemporary Shiism, draft (typewritten
report), July 1976; Abdul-Hadi Hairi, Shicism and
constitutionalism in Iran, Leiden 1977.
(J. CALMARD)
C
AYN AL-KUDAT AL-HAMADHANl, CABD ALLAH
B. ABI BAKR AL-MIYANADJI, S h a f i ' I j u r i s t and
S u f i m a r t y r , born at Hamadhan in 492/1098.
Born of a line of scholars, he studied Arabic grammar, theology, philosophy and law, and as an already
precocious scholar, began writing his books at the
age of 14. Also, at the approach of puberty, he
became a convert to Sufism. In 517/1123, at the
age of 25, he seems to have met Ahmad al-Ghazall,
brother of the great theologian Muhammad alGhazall, who initiated him into Sufi" meditation and
dancing, thus completing his spiritual conversion.
Other masters of his were Muhammad b. Hammuya
and a certain Baraka.
His spiritual reputation soon gained him many
disciples, and he spent all his time in oral and written teaching, sometimes going beyond the limits of
his physical strength for this and having then to
retire for two or three months for recuperation.
His activities soon provoked the hostility of the
orthodox theologians. Provoked by his teachings on
the nature of sainthood and prophethood and on
submission to the Suff shaykh, and objecting to his
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usage of Sufi" terminology which gave the impression that he himself laid claim to prophetic powers,
they brought an accusation of heresy against him
before the Saldjuk vizier in Trak, who imprisoned
him in Baghdad. It was there that he wrote his
apologia, the Shakwd 'l-gharib. Some months later he
was set free and returned to Hamadhan, but shortly afterwards, at the time of the Saldjuk sultan
Mahmud's arrival (reigned 511-25/1118-31), he was
executed in a barbarous manner during the night of
6-7 Djumada II 526/6-7 May 1131 at the age of
33. His premature death seems to have prevented
Hamadhanf from founding a Sufi monastery, setting
up a Sufi" group and designating a successor; nevertheless, his numerous works, written in a fine style,
have always found an audience.
His published works include his Shakwd 'l-ghanb can
al-awtdn ild culamd3 al-bulddn, an apologia in Arabic
(ed. and Fr. tr. Mohammed ben Abd-el-Jalil, in JA
(1930), 1-76, 193-297; ed. c Afif 'Usayran, Musannafdt1 cAyn al-Kuddt al-Hamadhdm, Tehran 1341/1962; Eng.
tr. AJ. Arberry, A Sufi martyr, the apologia of cAin alQuddt al-Hamadhdm, London 1969); Risdla-yi Lawd'ih,
on mystic love, in Persian, ed. Rahfm Farmanish,
Tehran 1337/1958; fubdat al-haktfik, in Arabic, ed.
c
Usayran, in op. cit.; Tamhiddt or ^ubdat al-hakd'ik fi
kashf al-dakd3ik, in Persian, ed. 'Usayran, in op. cit.,
twice tr. into Turkish; JVdmahd or Maktubdt, Makdtib,
letters, in Persian, ed. cAlfnakI Munzawl and cUsayran,
2 vols., Beirut and Tehran 1390/1971; Risdla-yi
yazddnshi-ndkht, ed. Bahman Karlml, Tehran 13277
1948; and Ahwdl u dthdr, ed. Farmanish, Tehran
1338/1959.
Bibliography: Sandilahl, Makhzan al-ghara'ib,
Bodl. Pers. ms. 395, 1523; Brockelmann, I, 490,
S I, 674-5; F. Meier, Stambuler Handschriften dreier
persischer Mystiker, in IsL, xxiv (1937), 1-9.
(J.K. TEUBNER)
C
AYN AL-MULK MULTANI, official and m i l i t a r y c o m m a n d e r under the Dihll sultans of India.
His actual name and early career are not known.
Contemporary writers mention him by his honorific
title, cAyn al-Mulk, with the nisba Multanf because he
hailed from Multan; the 9th/15th century chronicler
Yahya Sirhfndf calls him cAyn al-Mulk-i Shihab signifying that his father's name was Shihab. However,
c
Ayn al-Mulk Multanl started his career in the reign
of Sultan cAla5 al-Dm Khaldjr (695-715/1296-1316),
and soon attained to an important position in the
official hierarchy, showing excellence in both penmanship and military generalship. Amir Khusraw
showers praises on him in his works, depicting him
as a learned statesman in peace time and a veteran
general on the battlefield. Diva3 al-Din Baranl speaks
of him as one who was wise in counsel, widely travelled, ripe in experience and much distinguished for
his sagacity and successful tackling of complicated
problems.
His first important assignment was his posting in
Malwa as the muktd or governor of Dhar and Udjdjayn
in 704/1305. In Malwa, he not only consolidated the
sultan's rule, but also subdued the recalcitrant zaminddrs
of Central India. In 716/1316, he held the territory of
Deogfri (in modern Maharashtra), when he was recalled
to Dihlf by Malik Na'ib just after Sultan 'Ala' al-Dm
had died. En route he received another order from
Dihlf directing him to proceed to Gudjarat, where rebels
had captured the province. In compliance to Malik
Na'ib's order, cAyn al-Mulk turned aside, but had to
halt in Citor as many fellow-nobles in the royal army
refused to march after Malik Na'ib had been killed
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and the policy of the new ruler, Sultan Kutb al-Dm
Mubarak Shah, was not known. After a few days, the
new Sultan sent him and other nobles farmdm ordering them all to go to Gudjarat and establish peace and
order there.
On arrival, cAyn al-Mulk tried to solve the problem diplomatically. He wrote to the leaders of the
rebellion that the murder of their leader Alp Khan
had already been avenged, as the culprit (Malik Na'ib)
was now dead, and for this reason they should not
persist in rebellion. He also warned them of the
serious consequences if they did not submit to the
central authority. In response to his letter, many
rebels joined his camp. Only Haydar and Zfrak fought
against the royal army and they were easily routed.
Having settled the affairs of Gudjarat, he then returned
to Dihll.
In 718/1318, he was sent to Deogm when Malik
Yak Lakhi, the local mukta\ rose in rebellion. This
time he was appointed as wa&r, with Malik Tadj alDm, son of Khwadja cAta3 as Mushrif and Mudjfr alDm Aburdja as military commandant. In 720/1320,
he was present in Dihll when Sultan Kutb al-Dm
Mubarak Shah was killed by the allies of Khusraw
Khan. Though cAyn al-Mulk was not in alliance with
Khusraw Khan, the latter honoured him with the title
of cAlam Khan in order to win him over to his side.
Soon afterwards, Ghazf Malik, the mukta' of Depalpur,
organised a movement against Khusraw Khan aiming at revenge for the murder of Kutb al-Dfn Mubarak
Shah, persuading all the important nobles, including
c
Ayn al-Mulk, to help him against the regicide. cAyn
al-Mulk, afraid of Khusraw Khan's agents, showed
Malik Ghazf's letter to the usurper, and thus assured
him of his own loyalty. Ghazf Malik, anxious to win
him over, again wrote a letter to him. This time cAyn
al-Mulk expressed his sympathy with Ghazf Malik's
undertaking and promised not to participate in the
battle against any party because he was in Dihll, surrounded by the allies of Khusraw, and could not take
up arms against him. On achieving the throne, Ghazf
Malik, who assumed the title of Sultan Ghiyath alDm, and apparently retained cAyn al-Mulk Multani
in his service.
According to Tsamf, cAyn al-Mulk joined Ulugh
Khan (later Sultan Muhammad b. Tughluk) on the
Warangal expedition of 722/1322. Since the siege of
Warangal became prolonged and Ulugh Khan insisted on capturing the citadel, the officers got tired
and many of them mutinied, although cAyn al-Mulk
remained loyal. This was the last expedition that he
had joined, for we do not hear of him afterwards.
Certain mediaeval as well as modern scholars have
confused cAyn al-Mulk Multanf with cAyn al-Mulk
Mahru, who is the author of the famous work,
InshoJ'-i Mahru. Mahru was a noble of Muhammad
b. Tughluk's and Ffruz Shah's entourage. clsami
distinguishes cAyn al-Mulk Multanf from Mahru
by calling the latter cAyn al-Dm. Diya' al-Dm Baranl
differentiates between them by making different
statements about their qualities, stating that cAyn alMulk Multani could not only wield the sword successfully but was also adept in diplomacy and
penmanship, while Mahru had no experience of military generalship, since he belonged to the class of scribes
and clerks. Shams al-Dm Siradj cAfif presents Mahru
as the creature of Muhammad b. Tughluk. Further,
most of the letters and documents contained in the
Insha3-i Mahru were drafted in Ffruz Shah's reign, and
only a few belong to the time of Muhammad b.
Tughluk; there is no letter written by Mahru during
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the reigns of the latter's predecessors. In short, cAyn
al-Mulk Multam and cAyn al-Mulk Mahru were two
different persons belonging to different generations.
Bibliography: Shams al-Dm Siradj £ Afrf,
Ta'nkh-i Firuz Shdhi, Bibl. Ind. Calcutta 1890; Amir
Khusraw, Dewal Rani Khidr Khan, Aligarh 1917,
idem, Tughluk-ndma, Hyderabad, Deccan 1933; Diya3
al-Dm Barani, Ta'nkh-i Flruz Shdhi, Bibl. Ind.,
Calcutta 1862; Ibn Battuta, Rihla, iii, 341-54, tr.
Gibb, iii, 720-6; TsamI, Futuh al-saldtin, ed. Usha,
Madras 1948; Muhammad Bihamad-Khani,
Ta'nkh-i Muhammadi, MS. British Museum, Or. 137;
Yahya Sirhindl, Ta'rikh-i Mubarak-Shdhi, Bibl. Ind.,
Calcutta 1931; cAyn al-Mulk Mahru, Inshd'-i Mdhru,
ed. Shaykh cAbd al-Rashld, Lahore 1965.
(I.H. SlDDIQUl)

AYTAKH AL-TURKI (d. 235/849), a K h a z a r
military slave or ghuldm [q.v.] who had been bought
in 199/815 by the future caliph al-Muctasim, and who
played an important role in the reigns of his master,
of al-Wathik and of al-Mutawakkil. At the opening
of al-Wathik's caliphate, he was, with Ashnas, the
"mainstay of the caliphate". After being commander
of the guard in Samarra, in 233/847 he was made
governor of Egypt, but delegated his powers there to
Harthama b. Nasr (Ibn Taghribardl, Nuajum, ii, 265;
al-Makrlzi, Khitat, ed. Wiet, v, 136). It was he who,
in this same year, seized and put to torture the vizier
Ibn al-Zayyat. At this time, he was combining the
functions of hdajib, commander of the caliphal guard,
intendant of the palace and director of the postal and
intelligence system; but he laid these duties down in
234/848 in order to go on the Pilgrimage. When he
returned, he was arrested by Ishak b. Ibrahim b.
Muscab, and he died of thirst in prison the following year. It is said that al-Mutawakkil confiscated from
his house a million dinars.
Bibliography. Tabari, index; Ya'kubl, Historiae,
ii, 586; idem, Buldan, 256, tr. Wiet,' 45; Mas'udl,
Murudi, index, Ghars al-Nicma, Hafawdt, 80, 3625; Ibn al-Tmad, Shadhardt, ii, 80 (under year 234);
Ibn al-Athlr, vii, 29; Tanukhl, Nishwdr, index;
Sourdel, Le vizirat 'abbdside, index.
(Eo.)
AZAD, ABU 'L-KALAM, r e v i v e r of M u s l i m
t h o u g h t in India and influential politician of the
first half of the 20th century. Born in Mecca in 1888,
he received in Calcutta, where his family settled in
1898, an austere and rigorously orthodox education.
With great precocity he made his debut in the literary world at the age of fourteen with an article published in the Urdu language magazine Makhzan. At
the age of sixteen he made the acquaintance of the
remarkable poet Altaf Husayn Half [q.v.], on whom
he made a strong impression, and shortly after he
met Mawlanl Shibll Nu'manl who immediately recognised his exceptional qualities and took him to
Lucknow to teach him journalism, entrusting to him
the editing of his journal al-Nadwa.
In July 1912 Abu '1-Kalam Azad published the first
issue of his journal al-Hildl, which very quickly earned
him a vast audience, thanks to the original composition of the publication, to its articles dealing with subjects of the most burning relevance, and to the fiery
and poetic style of the author. This enterprise was
suspended by the British government at the start of
the 1914-18 war, and Abu '1-Kalam Azad then
launched, in 1915, another periodical, al-Baldgh, which
had only a short existence since the writer was expelled
from Bengal in 1916. The texts published in al-Hildl
and al-Baldgh have been collected in two volumes
bearing the title Makdldt-i-Azdd.

Abu '1-Kalam Azad continued and extended the
work begun by Shibll with the object of encouraging
the culamd3 to participate in the most modern developments of civilisation. As a theologian experienced
in the disciplines of the most traditional religious
thought, he provoked the culamd' into an increasingly
sharp awareness of social and political problems. In
1920 he rejoined the ranks of the Indian Congress
Party and participated more or less overtly in the
Diarrfiyyat al-'ulamd*-i-Hind [see DJAM'IYYA. India and
Pakistan], an Indian association of Muslim theologians
which showed itself always sympathetic to a political
scheme of nationalistic tendency, with the object of
driving the British colonial power from Indian territory. An ardent opponent of Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan
(1817-1898 [q.v.]} and of the movement which the latter launched in_ founding the university of cAl!gafh,
Abu '1-Kalam Azad revived the pan-Islamic proposals of the great reformist Djamal al-Dm al-Afghani
and exhorted the Muslims of India not to remain
passive observers of the upheavals which were transforming the world, but to associate themselves with
the struggle whose primary object was to free them
from the foreign yoke, so that they could subsequently
participate actively in the complex and fruitful changes
which, in the modern era, contribute to the prosperous life of free nations. But was there not in this
attitude a contradiction between pan-Islamism, ideally
asserted, and nationalism as constantly practised in a
context where, in the event, India, once independent,
could not be other than a nation dominated by the
Hindu community?
In the more strictly theological sphere, Abu
'1-Kalam Azad expressed his opposition to Sir Sayyid
in numerous articles in al-Hildl and especially in the
introduction to his celebrated work Tarajumdn al-Kur'dn,
a project which he had conceived when he established himself at RancI after his expulsion from Bengal
in 1916, but of which the first part was not published until 1931. According to Abu '1-Kalam Azad,
the Kur'an must be disencumbered of all artificial
interpretations founded on a philosophy and a terminology more or less borrowed from the Greeks; it
is necessary also to resist the temptation of wishing
to consider the Holy Book only from the point of
view of its conformity with newly-discovered scientific
laws. If we wish to restore to the Kur'an its original
atmosphere, the exercise of id^tihdd must become a
vital experience, in the course of which each article
of faith will be confronted by the abrasive forces of
scepticism so that the individual will emerge from the
process more positive in his belief and more enthusiastic in his actions.
When in 1947 the Indian sub-continent was divided
to permit the creation of Pakistan, Abu '1-Kalam Azad
chose to stay in India, and he became minister of
National Education in the Central Government, a post
which he held until his death in 1958.
Attention should also be drawn to two other
important works by this author, who contributed
much to the development of the Urdu language:
Tadhkira (published in 1920), a selection of autobiographical memories, and especially Ghubdr-i Khdtir.
which has the form of a collection of letters addressed
to a friend by Abu '1-Kalam Azad during his imprisonment in the fort of Ahmadnagar between 9 August
1942 and 15 June 1945. Finally, the work which
the author wrote in English, India wins freedom
(Calcutta 1959) constitutes a valuable document for
the historian.
Bibliography. Badr al-Hasan, Maddmin-i-Abu
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'l-Kalam Azdd, Delhi 1944; A.H. Alberuni, Makers
of Pakistan and modern Muslim India, Lahore 1950;
S.M. Ikram, Mawaj-i Kawthar, Lahore 1954; Abu
'l-Kalam Azad, Speeches of Mauldnd A^dd,
Government of India 1956; Nawd-i-Azddi, Bombay
1957; W. Cantwell Smith, Islam in modem history, Princeton 1957; Abu 'l-Kalam A^dd, a memorial volume, New York 1959; Khalid bin Sayeed,
Pakistan: the formative phase, Karachi 1960; A.
Guimbretiere, Le reformisme musulman en Inde, in
Orient, nos. 16, 18 (Paris 1961); Ziya ul-Hasan
Faruqi, The Deo band school and the demand for
Pakistan, London 1963; Abu Sa c fd Bazmf, Abu
'l-Kaldm A^dd, Lahore N.D.; Aziz Ahmad, Islamic
modernism in India and Pakistan 1857-1964, London
1967, 175-85; P. Hardy, Partners in freedom—and
true Muslims, the political thought of some Muslim
scholars in British India 1912-1947, Lund 1971.
(A. GUIMBRETIERE)
AZAD, MUHAMMAD HUSAYN (1830-1910), Urdu
writer, was a leading exponent of "new" Urdu
prose, and a pioneer of the reaction against the
Persian tradition in Urdu poetry, with its emphasis on gha^al and its preoccupation with ornate,
stylised language.
Born in Dihll, he was the son of one of the first
leading journalists of north India. He was educated
at Delhi College, and acquired a mastery of both
Arabic and Persian. By 1854, he was editor of his
father's newspaper, the Dihll Urdu Akhbdr. A love of
poetry was fostered in him by the poet Dhawk (17891854), who was a friend of his father's. However, the
Indian Mutiny of 1857 and its aftermath completely
changed his life, and its effect probably never left
him. His father was executed for treason by the British
authorities, and he himself fled and became a wanderer. In 1864 he arrived in Lahore, where he was
to reside for the remainder of his life. He obtained
a minor post in the Panjab Ministry of Public
Instruction. He twice visited Persia, and in 1865 he
accompanied an Indian Government secret mission to
Bukhara, aimed at investigating Russian penetration
of that region.
In his early years in Lahore, he quickly won the
confidence of local British dignatories, including Colonel
Holroyd, Director of Public Instruction. He wrote several educational works, including a Persian course in
two books, and, in Urdu, Volume ii of Kisas-i-Hind,
a three-volume series of Indian historical stories.
Though designed for students, the latter book won
the admiration of more mature readers, for its vivid
style. In 1865 Dr. G.W. Leitner, Principal of
Government College, founded the Anajumdn-i Panajdb,
a literary society, and Azad was appointed secretary
in 1867. One project of the Society was to encourage the reform of Urdu poetry, and Azad threw himself whole-heartedly into this. For nearly a year,
monthly musjid'aras (poetical contests) were held, a set
theme being specified in advance for each meeting.
These themes, which included "the rainy season",
"winter" and "patriotism", were chosen to discourage
the use of antique poetical diction. Azad opened the
series with a lecture on the nature of poetic art, and
wrote poems for the meetings. Nevertheless, even allowing for criticism based on prejudice or personal animosity, Azad's poetry hardly enhanced his reputation;
and it was not he, but Altaf Husayn Half, [q.v.] who
also took part in the musjid'aras, who came to be recognised as the pioneer of the "new" poetry, both for
his verse and his critical writings. Nevertheless, a reappraisement of Azad's verse is overdue. It is uneven
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in quality; but there is strength and drive behind a
poem like Ulu 'l-cazml (Resolution).
Azad wrote some important prose works, which
were better received than his verse, and indeed ultimately gained him recognition as a great—some
would say the greatest—master of Urdu prose. Yet
he was destined never to be free from some hostile, even carping, criticism. Nayrang-i khaydl (1880)
is a collection of thirteen allegorical essays, translated—with minor changes and interpolations—from
the English of Samuel Johnson, Addison and their
contemporaries. Sukhanddn-i-Fdrs, based on his lectures on Persian language and literature, dates from
1872, but was not published until 1907. However,
his fame rests chiefly on his long critical account
of Urdu poetry, Ab-i-haydt (1881). His last major
work, Darbdr-i-akban (1898), is a dazzling account
of the court of the Mughal emperor Akbar [q.v.],
but, despite its rich style, it is often described as
a failure. Azad's prose is imaginative and colourful, far removed from the straightforward style of
Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan and Half. Muhammad
Sadiq (History of Urdu literature, 300) says that it
"recalls old patterns in its syntactical peculiarities
and word-arrangement", and adds, perhaps with a
little exaggeration, that its syntax seems Persian.
Azad was not directly involved in the cAl!gafh
Movement, but was highly respected by its leaders.
Hall wrote complimentary reviews of Nayrang-i-khaydl
and Ab-i-haydt.
The last twenty years of Azad's life were marred
by periods of mental illness bordering on insanity.
Personal tragedies, and overwork—including his edition of Dhawk's Diwdn—have been blamed for this.
He died in Lahore in 1910.
Bibliography: In addition to information given
above, some of the many reprints of Azad's works
may be mentioned; thus for Ab-i-haydt, Lahore 1950,
Faizabad 1966. As for Darbdr-i-akban, Muhammad
Ibrahim, editor of the Lahore edition of 1910,
claims in his preface that his text is more complete and more in keeping with Azad's intentions
than the original (1898) edition of Mir Mumtaz
C
A1L There is a Lucknow edition n.d., but ca. 1965.
For Nayrang-i-khaydl, there is a Karachi edition of
1961. Agha Muhammad Bakir has edited selected
articles by Azad (Makdldt Mawldnd M.H. A^dd,
Lahore 1966). Kisas-i-Hind was reprinted in Lahore
(1961) and Karachi (1962). Selected letters have
been published: Maktubdt-i-A^dd, Lahore 1907, and
Makdtib-i-Azdd, Lahore 1966. The collected poetry
was published as Nagm-i-A^dd, Lahore 1910.
Among critical biographies, Muhammad Sadiq's
Muhammad Husain Azad—his life and work, Lahore
1965, is of prime importance. The same author's
shorter account in his History of Urdu literature,
London 1964, 288-302, includes a conveniently
brief analysis of Azad's prose style (297-301), with
extracts. In Urdu, there is Djahan Banu Begum's
Muhammad Husayn Azdd, Hyderabad Deccan, 1940.
Among detailed studies of Ab-i-haydt, mention
must be made of Ridawf Mas c ud Hasan's Ab-ihaydt kd tankid mutdla'a, Lucknow 1953. Hall's
reviews of Nayrang-i-khaydl and Ab-i-haydt, originally published in the cAlfgarh University Gazette,
are available in Kulliyydt-i-nathr-i-Hdll, Lahore
1968, ii, 176-83 and 184-94.
(J.A. HAYWOOD)
AZADI (P.), freedom, synonymous with Arabic
hurriyya [q.v.]. Deriving from the Avestan word dZdta and the Pahlavi word d^dt (noble), the word
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azadi has as long a history as Persian literature itself.
It was employed by Persian writers and poets such
as Firdawsl, Farrukhf Sistanf, Gurganf, Rurm,
KhakanT, Nasir-i Khusraw, and Zahfr Fariyabf in
a variety of meanings including, for instance, choice,
separation, happiness, relaxation, thanksgiving, praise,
deliverance, non-slavery, and so on (see Dihkhuda,
art. Azddl, in Lughat-ndma, ii/1, 86-7). In modern
times, the idea of social and political liberty has
also been expressed by the term azadi (and sometimes by the term ikhtiydr), the latter sense of which
will be dealt with below in reference to the Iranian
world.
From its very nature, the modern connotation of
azadi has been associated with the process of Western
impact on Persian culture and therefore its history.
Considering the fact that the activities of the British
East India Company (from 1600) coincided with the
mass migration of Persian writers and poets to India,
plus the information brought to India by travellers
such as rtisam al-Dln, who recorded his impression
of Europe in 1767, it would be logical to conclude
that the Persian emigrants to India were among the
first eastern people to have been exposed to European
new ideas. It seems, however, that no noticeable
Western influence can be observed in the Persian writings of the 17th century. The earliest favourable, but
brief, account known to us of Europe is that of
Muhammad CA1I Hazm (d. 1766), who wrote in 1732
that some of the European countries enjoyed laws,
a better way of life, and more stable systems of
government, and regretted not to have taken a trip
to Europe, as was suggested to him by an English
captain (Hazm, Ta'rikh-i Ha^ln, Tehran, 1953, 92-3,
110-11).
One of the earliest, and relatively detailed, accounts
in the Persian language of European social and political institutions belongs to a ShushtarT-born emigre
of India, cAbd al-Latff Musawf Djaza'irf, who learnt
about the new ideas which had developed among the
newly-born middle class of Europe and had been
imported to India. Writing in 1801, cAbd al-Latff dealt
with modern topics such as freemasonry, equality, liberty and the function of the administration of justice
in England. He also made reference to the British
system of mixed government, i.e. the division of power
among the king, the lords, and the subjects (racdya),
the latter being obviously considered as the propertied men who were entitled to elect and be elected.
For more detailed descriptions of modern ideas,
including that of dzddl, one may look into the eyewitness accounts, the most widely quoted of which are
those of Mirza Abu Talib Isfahan!, son of another emigre to India, and Mfrza Salih Shfrazf of Iran. Both
Abu Talib, who travelled and lived in Europe from
1798 till 1803, and Mlrza Salih, who studied in England
from 1815 till 1819, wrote in detail about the type of
liberty which then existed in England. Some differences,
however, may be observed in their accounts: Abu Talib
seems more critical of the British system; he found, for
instance, freedom of the press somewhat harmful, and
refused to accept membership of freemasonry (cf. his
Maslr-i Talibi, Tehran 1974, 152, 195-6). Mirza Salih,
on the contrary, called England with admiration vildyat-i dzddi (land of freedom), and joined freemasonry
with great interest (Sqfar-ndma-yi Mir^d Sdlih Shirdzi,
Tehran 1968, 189, 207, 374). As a matter of fact,
most, if not all, of the Persians who went to Europe
throughout the 19th century became freemasons,
and learnt there to propagate the type of freedom
which was understood by the masons and included

in their famous slogan of liberte, egalite, fraternite (Isma'il
Ra'fn, Fardmushkhdna va Fardmdsunn dar Iran, i-iii,
Tehran 1968; Mahmud Katfra'i, Fardmdsunn dar Iran,
Tehran 1968).
In Europe, such ideas as liberty, equality, laissezfaire and so on, were developed in the course of the
struggles between the old feudal system and the newlyborn capitalism, so that for the "Third Estate", liberty meant freedom from the yoke of feudalism and
the freedom for private enterprise. Accordingly, this
concept of liberty expressed could have had little
meaning for the Persian audiences who were still
experiencing their own type of "feudalism" at that
time, and it must have appeared as an entertaining
fiction.
One of the consequences of the development of
capitalism in the West was the latter's need, among
other things, of raw materials, cheap labour and profitable investments in other parts of the world. At the
turn of the 19th century, Iran appeared to the then
great powers, i.e. England, France and Russia, as
important both strategically and economically. Since
Iran found itself too weak to survive Western encroachments, the Persian government saw it as indispensable to take certain measures for strengthening of the
country through modernisation, so that students such
as Mirza Salih were dispatched to Europe to acquire
modern sciences. Although the internal and external
forces supporting the old regime of Iran were still
strong, the process of modernisation did not come to
a standstill. In addition to sending students abroad,
there were several diplomatic missions to Europe during the reigns both of Fath cAlr Shah (1797-1834)
and Muhammad Shah (1834-48). Missions such as
those of Mfrza Abu '1-Hasan Ilcl (England, 1814),
Khusraw Mlrza (Russia, 1829), and Adjudanbashf
(Austria, France, and England, 1834) helped the
Iranian ruling circles to obtain more information about
the European ideas and institutions. A number of
memoirs, such as Khusraw Mfrza's, do indicate a misunderstanding by some of the Iranian diplomats of
the idea of liberty. However, there appeared also intelligent accounts of parliamentary systems in European
countries.
In the outset of Nasir al-Dln Shah's reign (184896), a wide range of modernising measures were initiated by the Amir Kabir. In 1858 Mfrza Dja'far
Khan Mushfr al-Dawla formed his government, modelled roughly on European cabinet systems. Believing
in Djacfar Khan's progressive thought, Mirza Malkam,
another modernist, wrote to him a long letter urging
him to reform the system of government and to separate the powers. He declared the opinions of the
Iranian people to be free, dzdd. Shortly after the
appearance of Malkam's letter, an anonymous author
touched upon the necessity for free elections and
freedom of the press (MS. Madjlis library, Tehran
No. 31856/4147, Daftar-i Tan&mdt, in Ma^mu'a-yi
dthdr-i Mirzd Malkam Khan, Tehran 1948, 24-6). In
the same year (1858), when an Italian nationalist,
Orsini, attempted the life of Napoleon III, Farrukh
Khan Amm al-Dawla was on a diplomatic mission
to Paris. He wrote not only of the French parliament,
but he also described with favour the remarks made
in a letter to the Emperor by Orsini on patriotism,
liberty, and the freedom of Italy, for whose sake he
had taken that action; Farrukh included a Persian
translation of that letter in his memoires (Husayn b.
c
Abd Allah Sarabf, Makhzan al-wakdyic: Sharh-i ma3muriyyat va musdfarat-i Farrukh Khan Amm al-Dawla,
Tehran 1965, 354-86).
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In 1866 an anonymous author wrote a treatise on
social and political affairs, and paid special attention
to the ideas of freedom and equality and their applicability to Islamic teachings. He classified "commendable freedom" (ikhtiydr-i mamduh) into six types
which included freedom of speech, assembly and publication (Ms. Madjlis Library 137; for an account of
this exceptionally interesting work, see Abdol Hossein
Haeri, Fihrist-i kitdbkhdna-yi Maa^lis-i shurd-yi milli, xxi,
Tehran 1974, 135-8).
The last few decades of the 19th century witnessed
a number of important changes from within and from
without; constitutional movements took place in many
European and some Asian countries; more efforts
were made by powerful and industrially advanced
nations to colonise other countries; and Anglo-Russian
rivalries in Iran were intensified. These developments,
together with other factors, exposed Iran to new ideas
and predisposed towards the establishment of a new
order involving a degree of political freedom for the
subjects. The modernising measures undertaken by
Mlrza Husayn Khan Sipahsalar (d. 1881), and the
appearance of newspapers such as Iran, Wakdyic~i
c
adliyya, Watan, Nigdmi, cllmi, and Mirnkh in the 1870s,
and the emergence of writers and social critics such
as Mlrza Fath CAH Akhund-zada (d. 1878), Yusuf
Khan Mustashar al-Dawla Tabriz! (d. 1895) and
Malkam Khan (d. 1908), may be studied against the
background of those developments. The critics fought
earnestly for the establishment of a free enterprise
system and the destruction of the old social structure, and this involved agitation for a limited freedom
of election, freedom of speech, etc. Some of the modernists like Malkam and Sipahsalar went as far as
not only to advocate foreign investment in Iran, but
also played an active role in encouraging it. They
seem to have understood the concept of liberty as
defined in Europe. Akhund-zada, for instance, propounded the view that no reconciliation is possible
between liberty and Islam. He also saw freedom as
preserved through freemasonry activities (Faridun
Adamfyyat, Andishahd-yi Mir^d Path cAll Akhund-^dda,
Tehran 1970, 148-9). Out of expediency, however,
most of the writers gave their definition of liberty
some Islamic colouring; they likened, for instance,
freedom of speech with the Islamic concept of al-amr
bi 'l-macruf wa 'l-nahy can al-munkar (Abdul-Hadi Hairi,
The idea of constitutionalism in Persian literature prior to the
1906 Revolution., in Akten des VII. Kongresses fur Arabistik
und Islamwissenschaft, Gottingen, 1974, Gottingen 1976,
189-207).
At the same time, there appeared two more groups
of intellectuals who also wrote about freedom. Writers
such as Mumtahin al-Dawla (d. 1921), an
experienced diplomat, and Mlrza Husayn Khan
Farahanf, who visited Russia, Turkey, and the Hidjaz
from 1884-5, found dzddi to be quite harmful. In
1870, while sitting at the place reserved for the diplomatic corps in the British parliament, Mumtahin alDawla witnessed a serious attack waged by one of
the members on the Queen and the institution of
monarchy in Britain. At this point, Mumtahin envied
the British members of parliament their freedom of
speech, but did not believe that the Persians could
have the same privilege in the near future; accordingly, he flatly discredited the Iranians' struggles for
freedom during the Constitutional Revolution of 190611 (Mahdf Khan Mumtahin al-Dawla Shakaki,
Khdtirdt-i Mumtahin al-Dawla, Tehran 1974, 188-9,
210-11). To Farahani, freedom appeared to be a
destructive element in history; he held that no system
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could survive unless it was based on one-man rule
(Safar-ndma-yi Mir^d Husayn Khan Fardhdm, Tehran
1963, 139-46).
A third group of intellectuals, which also included
some men from the first group, emerged in reaction
to the intensification of foreign rivalries, the spread
of governmental corruption and tyranny, and above
all the concessions made to foreigners. The works of
Hadjdj Sayyah (d. 1925), Zayn al-cAbidfn Maragha'f
(d. 1911), Mlrza cAbd al-Rahlm Tabriz! Talibov
(d. 1911), Mfrza Aka Khan Kirmam (d. 1896), and
some of the writings of Malkam and Afghani (d.
1896), are the best representative expressions of the
people's response to the existing political and economic situation in Iran. To Afghani, freedom meant
the replacement of the existing tyrannical regime by
a benevolent government. Other writers especially
Talibov, however, attached more meanings to the idea
of freedom. The latter defined it in full details as
involving the franchise and freedom of the press,
assembly, and opinion. All of the men in this group
opposed the existing "feudally" based social system
and advocated a free enterprise system not dependent on foreign concessions, foreign goods, or foreign
interventions.
It was during the same period that a number of
reformist intellectuals, headed by Ahmad Danish
(d. 1897), also began to emerge in Bukhara. Danish's
most important political and philosophical work
Nawddir al-wakdyic (written 1875-82), was devoted to
the necessity of social reforms and freedom of the
people from the tyranny of the then Bukharan Amir.
His disciples such as Shahln, Sawda, Asm, cAyni, and
many others followed his steps (Jiri Becka, Tajik literature from the 16th century to the present, in J. Rypka
et alii, History of Iranian literature, Dordrecht 1968, 485605). In a later period we also see revolutionary pieces
of poetry such as "Surud-i Azadl" by cAynI and "Bi
Sharaf-i Inkilab-i Bukhara" by 'Akkasbashl (Sadr alDln 'Aynl, Namuna-yi adabiyydt-i Tadjik 300-1200 hiajri,
Moscow 1926).
This period also coincided with some measures of
modernisation in Afghanistan. To the Afghans, because of the Anglo-Russian rivalries throughout the
19th century, political d^ddi simply came to mean
the independence of their country from foreign
encroachments, in connection with which a number
of short-lived periodical papers such as Kabul (1867)
and Shams al-Nahdr (1875) came into being. The
Afghans' approach to the idea of freedom was best
represented in their first important weekly paper,
Sirddj. al-Akhbdr-i Afghdniyya (1911), where problems of
modernisation and national independence were dealt
with in a highly sophisticated manner. Its chief editor,
Mahmud Tarzl, argued that "genuine national
development and progress were possible only when a
society enjoyed complete independence, sovereignty,
and freedom" (Vartan Gregorian, The emergence of
modern Afghanistan, Stanford 1969, 178). This type of
argument about liberty was pursued by later papers
such as Amdn-i Afghan, Ittihdd-i mashriki and many
others (Said Qassim Reshtia, Journalism in Afghanistan,
in Afghanistan, ii (1948), 72-7).
In the course of the Persian Constitutional
Revolution of 1905-11, the idea of freedom was
approached by the factions involved in the Revolution
in three different ways. One of the groups, influenced
principally by Islamic teachings, was in favour of
freedom, but a type of freedom consonant with Islam.
Mlrza Muhammad Husayn Na'ml (d. 1936), for
instance, defined freedom as an opposite to slavery,
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but like Montesquieu (De I'esprit des lois, i, 1. iii, ch.
viii) held that living under despotism was itself equal
to slavery; therefore, freedom may be achieved only
by the replacement of the existing tyrannical regime
of Iran (Hairi, Shi'ism and constitutionalism in Iran [see
BibL], 173-80, 218-19). The second group, to which
belonged the Tabriz revolutionaries, had a better
insight into European ideas, together with a close
association with the Russian revolutionaries, so that
they interpreted freedom in a more western sense. In
their approach both groups emphasised particularly
the downfall of despotic rule in Persia and the ending of foreign intervention as being integral parts of
freedom. The third group, i.e. the supporters of the
old regime, under the leadership of Shaykh Fadl Allah
Nun (d. 1909), opposed any principles of democracy,
and especially the concepts of liberty and equality,
which appeared to the Shaykh as detrimental to
Islam (Abdul-Hadi Hairi, Shaykh Fazl Allah Nun's
Refutation of the Idea of Constitutionalism, to appear in
Middle East Studies). The latter group even organised
many mob demonstrations in which the people
chanted: "We want no liberty; we want the Prophet's
religion".
The Anglo-Russian agreements of 1907 and 1915,
and the Anglo-Persian treaty of 1919 gave rise to a
number of nationalist movements, such as those led
by Kucak Khan [</.#.], Khiyabanf [</.^.], and Muhammad Taki Khan Pisyan. After the 1917 Russian
Revolution, the Soviets withdrew the claims of the
Tsars against Iran, so that freedom meant exclusively
the abolition of the 1919 treaty and the freedom of
Iran from any foreign intervention which could limit
its independence. The newly-established Communist
Party of Iran (1920), which co-operated with some of
these movements, added a socialist colouring to the
idea of freedom by propagating the idea of freedom
of the peasants from the landowners through dividing up the latter's lands among the former.
Towards the end of the Kadjar dynasty, a number of poets and writers, such as Mfrzada clshkl,
Muhammad Farrukhl Yazdl, Muhammad Taki Bahar
and Abu '1-Kasim Lahutl, wrote very critically about
the freedom of the Persian people both from internal tyranny and from external influences; some of
them met an untoward fate. Under Rida Shah's reign
(1925-41) the term azadi was used only in rare cases;
for instance, the newspaper Ittild'at used dzddi in the
sense of the freedom from the Kadjar dynasty or from
the movements and rebellions which had existed in
Iran. In 1932 Rida Shah outlawed the Communist
Party, but the activities of some of the communists
led by Dr. Taki Aram (d. 1939) continued. In their
literature, e.g. in Dunyd, social and political concepts,
including liberty, were defined from the socialist point
of view. Some other intellectuals such as the woman
poet, Par-win Ptisaml (d. 1941), wrote about freedom
in a symbolic and subtle way, but their general message was the freedom from the existing situation.
The period following Rida Shah's abdication (194153) witnessed a campaign for the nationalisation of
the Anglo-Persian Oil Company. The new Communist
party, now calling itself hizb-i tuda-yi Iran (founded in
September 1941) held freedom to be the nationalisation of the oil. However, it also saw freedom in
the establishment of better relations with the Soviet
Union so that Iran might evolve a Communist government. To the nationalists, on the other hand,
freedom depended not only on the nationalisation of
the oil but also on the extinguishing of Russian and
all other foreign influences in Iran. These ideological

conflicts culminated under Dr.
Muhammad
Musaddik's 28 month-rule, a period referred to by
his supporters as dawra-yi dzddi ("the epoch of
freedom"), during which for the first time popular
involvement in politics was allowed to a certain
extent and the activities of opposing political parties plus the campaigns of the press belonging to
different political wings were some-what tolerated.
This period came to an end in August 1953 when
Musaddik's government was overthrown by the
army.
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DJAM'IYYA, DJARIDA, HIZB and HUKUMA.
(ABDUL-HADI HAIRI)
C
AZAFI, BANU'L-, family of notables prominent
in the annals of medieval Ceuta (Sabta [q.v.]) and
descended from a Ceutan fakih by the name of
Abu 'l-cAbbas Ahmad b. al-kddl Abl cAbd Allah
Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Lakhml, whose ancestor
Muhammad al-Lakhml was known as Ibn Abl c Azafa,
whence "AzafT". There is no reason to suppose that
the c Azaflds were descended from Madjkasa Berbers,
as some 8th/14th-century Ceutans alleged. A gratuitous (but not wholly unreasonable) assumption of
more recent date is that the family was of Andalusian
origin.
Abu 'l-cAbbas was born on 17 Ramadan 557/30
August 1162 and died on 7 Ramadan 633/16 May
1236. From all accounts he was a man of profound
piety, and, throughout his adult life, he taught hadith
and fikh in the Great Mosque of Ceuta. It was on
his initiative that the festival of the Prophet's nativity
(mawlid', vulgar mulud, mllud) was introduced into
the Maghrib, and it was undoubtedly his example
that in after times inspired his son Abu '1-Kasim to
adopt the custom of celebrating the mawlid as a public festival on a grand scale. At the time of his death,
Abu 'l-cAbbas was writing and had possibly almost
completed his K. al-Durr al-muna^am fi mawlid al-Nabi
"l-mu'a^am, the purpose of which was to promote his
idea of celebrating the mawlid and putting an end to
the celebration of non-Islamic festivals. The Dun, which
is extant and has been carefully studied by F. de la
Granja (see Al-Andalus, xxxiv (1969), 1-53) is ascribed
by some to Abu '1-Kasim, who actually seems only
to have put the finishing touches to a largely completed work. Abu 'l-cAbbas was also the author of a
work entitled Dicdmat al-yakin fi zacdmat al-muttakin. By
the time of his death in 1236 both he and his family
must already have achieved a position of eminence
in Ceuta, for not long before the loss of Seville to
Ferdinand III (end of 1248) one of that city's most
notable families, the Banu Khaldun, anticipated the
disaster by emigrating to Ceuta where they contracted
matrimonial alliances with the sons and daughters of
"al-cAzafi".
The First Daw la. For thirteen years after the
death of Abu 'l-cAbbas, the history of the c Azafid
family is shrouded in obscurity. Not so the troubled
history of their native Ceuta. The period was one
of Almohad decline, Hafsid intervention in the
Muslim West and spectacular Christian triumphs in
Spain which cost Islam both Cordova and Seville,
to say nothing of Valencia, Murcia, Jaen and Jativa.
In 1243 the governor of Ceuta, a certain Abu CA1I
b. Khalas, withdrew his allegiance to the Almohad
caliph and shortly afterwards acknowledged the sovereignty of the Hafsid Abu Zakariyya3. After the
death of Ibn Khalas, which more or less coincided
with the fall of Seville, the Ceutans were in no mood
to tolerate his successor, Ibn Shahfd, an ineffectual
cousin of Abu Zakariyya'. The Sevillan disaster
loomed large in their preoccupations: their ships had
fought on the Guadalquivir, and their harbours had
witnessed a sizeable influx of Sevillan refugees—
among them Shakkaf, the hated kd3id who had actually surrendered the keys of Seville to Ferdinand.
There was, too, one aspect of Hafsid administration
which this mercantile people deeply resented—the
exactions of its customs officer, Ibn Abl Khalid. Such
was the position when news of Abu Zakariyya"s death
reached Ceuta (29 Radjab 647/7 November 1249
or, more probably, 27 Ramadan 647/3 January 1250).
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This was the signal for action. As the most widely
respected notable, Abu '1-Kasim al-cAzaff was
approached by Ceuta's ka'id al-bahr, Abu 'l-cAbbas
Hadjbun al-Randahl, and persuaded to consent to
the overthrow of the regime and, in the event of
success, to assume leadership of the community. The
plan, as executed by al-Randahf, but not quite as
envisaged by Abu '1-Kasim, resulted in the decapitation of Shakkaf and Ibn Abr Khalid. Ibn Shahld
was deported, and the 'Azafid, after assuming control, declared Geuta's allegiance to the Almohad
Caliph al-Murtada (reg. 646-65/1248-66), who duly
appointed a governor. The Almohad governor's stay
was short: after only a few months in Ceuta, Abu
'1-Kasim expelled him and sent the caliph a letter of
explanation which he accepted.
What arrangement followed is unclear. We are only
told that in 654/1256-7 the 'Azafid became absolute
ruler of Ceuta, which he took over and administered
with great application and total devotion to the interests of its inhabitants. What is certain is that, despite
his de facto autonomy, he remained loyal to the tottering throne of al-Murtada and even defended his
interests when the occasion demanded.
Considering that Abu '1-Kasim was, in his day, a
key figure in the western Mediterranean, specific information on his life and rule is so sparse that most of
what can be said of him must be deduced from his
ascertainable policies. Born between 606/1209-10 and
609/1212-13, he was around forty when he came to
power and seems to have had a maturity of judgment to match his years and such as to militate against
rash ventures. His primary aim was to create and
maintain a strong and prosperous Ceuta at a time
when it was fast becoming not only a prime military
objective for Castile, but also a target for ambitious
Marlnids seeking control of Morocco. He therefore
set about strengthening Ceuta's defences and evidently profited from a truce with Castile against handsome tribute over two consecutive two-year periods
(? 1251-5). At the same time he aimed at stabilising,
conserving and developing Ceuta's already extensive
trans-Mediterranean trade, notably with Barcelona,
Genoa and Marseille. Within about ten years, Ceuta
seems to have gained real naval and economic strength.
In 659/1261 her first real test came when the prospect
of a Nasrid Ceuta lured Ibn al-Ahmar of Granada
into launching a naval assault on the place—a venture that ended in disaster for Granada. As long as
he lived, Abu '1-Kasim remained keenly alive to the
dangers threatening Islam in the West and always
took whatever measures were necessary to combat
them. Thus, in 662/1263-4 we find him co-operating
with the Marfnids as they launch their first dj_ihad
in Spain. In the years immediately following, we find
him endeavouring to achieve and maintain stability
between Ceuta and the Atlantic coast and, to that
end, bringing a weak and divided Tangier (665/12667) under his control. Then, at the end of 1274 or
early in 1275 we see him apparently sacrificing his
autonomy to the Marlnid Abu Yusuf, but in fact skilfully extricating him from an alliance concluded with
Aragon and potentially dangerous to Islam. In practice he sacrificed little: a yearly "gift" to the Marmid
assured him virtual independence. Thereafter he made
common cause with the ruler in prosecuting the chiliad
in Spain. Abu '1-Kasim died on 13 Dhu '1-Hidjdja
677/27 April 1279, leaving Ceuta rich and powerful
at sea.
Abu '1-Kasim was succeeded by his son Abu
Hatim Ahmad, an unambitious and self-effacing

man, who was content to leave the administration of
Ceuta to his elder brother Abu Talib cAbd Allah.
Little is known of a third brother, Abu Muhammad
Kasim, but he may have been a senior military officer, since he commanded a Ceutan expeditionary force
in Spain in 1285. Abu Talib carried his father's policy of co-operation with the Marmids a stage further
by proclaiming all territory under cAzafid jurisdiction
to be Marmid and by abandoning the trappings of
royal authority enjoyed by his father. He also actively participated in the dfihad, and in July 1279 at the
relief of Algeciras, then blockaded by Alfonso X, it
was 'Azafid ships that formed the backbone of the
Marmid fleet which utterly routed the Castilians. But
gradually the certain rewards of peaceful trade, notably
with the Crown of Aragon, began to have greater
appeal than the uncertainties of the djphad. Marmid
setbacks in Spain in the 1290s and commitments in
the Maghrib encouraged the cAzafids first to withhold
their dues to Fez and then, in 1304, to rebel against
the sultan Abu Yackub, who, without Aragonese naval
assistance, was powerless to impose his will. But cAzafid
independence was short-lived: in May 1305 Nasrid
forces were enabled by a disaffected garrison commander to seize Ceuta. All members of the 'Azafid
family were deported to Granada, where they remained, royally treated by Muhammad III until his
deposition in March 1309.
The Second Dawla. In July 1309 Nasrid Ceuta,
following an internal rising, capitulated to the Marmid
Abu 'l-Rab!c, who then allowed the cAzafids to return
from Spain and settle in Fez. There Yahya, a son of
Abu Talib, met and found favour with Abu Sacld
c
Uthman, the very prince who was to gain the throne
on Abu 'l-RabIc's death (November 1310). In 710/
1310-11 Yahya was made governor of Ceuta and returned with the family to his native city. His brothers
Abu Zayd cAbd al-Rahman and Abu '1-Hasan CA1I
were appointed, respectively, ka3id al-bahr and superintendent of the naval shipyard. However, the temporary success of the sultan's rebel son Abu CA1I
resulted in their recall to Fez late in 1314, and during their stay there the ageing Abu Talib died. In
715/1315-16 Yahya returned to Ceuta as Abu Sard's
governor, leaving his son Muhammad as a guarantee
of his continuing allegiance to Fez, but accompanied
by the rest of the family. Soon after, Abu Hatim died
and was survived by at least one son, Ibrahim.
Once back in Ceuta, Yahya soon put himself at
the head of a council of notables (shura] and, with
the aid of a Marlnid pretender, succeeded both in
retrieving his son and in proclaiming and maintaining Ceuta's autonomy. In 719/1319, however, he
chose to effect a reconciliation with Abu Sacld and
to remit taxes in exchange for recognition as Marmid
governor. His motive in so doing was probably growing apprehension at the popularity, in Ceuta, of an
ambitious Husaynid sharif who bore him a personal
grudge and was, at the same time, respected by Abu
Sa c fd. When Yahya died at some date in or after
722/1322-3, he was succeeded by his apparently ineffectual son, Abu '1-Kasim Muhammad, who
governed under the tutelage of his cousin Muhammad
b. 'All, admiral of the fleet (kd'id al-asdtil). Details
of the situation that in due course culminated in the
c
Azafids' downfall are unclear; we know only that
their authority collapsed, that Abu Sacld marched
on Ceuta in 728/1327-8, and that disaffected notables surrendered the cAzafids to him. The reasons
for the cAzafids' downfall are complex, but, as their
enemy, the Husaynid sharif Abu 'l-cAbbas Ahmad,
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soon emerged as president of Geuta's shura, it is
hard not to see in him one major cause of their
undoing.
Circumstantial evidence suggests that the cAzafids
were all taken to Fez where they were usefully
employed—under surveillance—in the administration.
The Mannids bore the family no ill will, and indeed
Muhammad b. CA1I reappears as admiral of Abu
'1-Hasan's fleet which in 1340 almost annihilated the
Castilian fleet off Algeciras. Ten years later he was
still admiral of the fleet when he fell in action fighting the cAbd al-Wadids [q.v] in the Chelif plain.
Bibliography. J.D. Latham, The rise of the 'Azafids
of Ceuta, in S.M. Stern memorial volume (= Israel Oriental
Studies, ii (1972), 263-87); idem, The later 'Azajids,
in Melanges Le Tourneau (= Rev. de I'Occident musulman et de la Mediterranee, xv-xvi (1973), 109-25) (on
p. 125 the death of Abu Zayd cAbd al-Rahman
can now be given in the genealogy: 717/1317);
M. Habib Hila, Quelques lettres de la chancellerie de
Ceuta au temps des 'Azajides, in Actas II coloquio hispano-tunecino, Madrid 1972, 42-7.
(J.D. LATHAM)
'AZAMIYYA (tankd) [see ABU 'L-CAZA'IM].
AL-AZDI, nisba formed from the tribal name of
Azd and borne by a family of Malikite kadis of
Baghdad, who will be treated under IBN DIRHAM, the
name of their ancestor.
AL-AZDI, ISMA C IL B. ISHAK B. ISMAIL B. HAMMAD

B. ZAYD, ABU ISHAK AL-KApi (199-282/814-95), Malik!
fakih, originally from Basra, who in 246/860 succeeded Sawwar b. cAbd Allah as kadi of Baghdad
East. After having been removed from office in 2556/869-70, he was restored to office, transferred to
Baghdad West in 258/871-2 and then given charge
of both halves of the city from 262/876 till his death;
he was then supreme kadi without having the official
title, although currently described as kadi 'l-kuddt. He
was also sent as an envoy to the Saffarid who had
invaded the province of Ahwaz in 262/875-6.
This kadi was equally a specialist in the Kur'an,
hadith, fikh and kaldm and knowledgeable about grammar and adab. He was very opposed to all innovation, refuting al-Shafic! and Abu Hanlfa and spreading
Malikism through clrak. He was the author of a considerable number of works: the K. Ahkam al-Kur'dn,
K. al-Kird'dt, K. Ma'am 'l-Kufdn, K. al-Ihtidj_adj_ bi 7Kufan, al-Mabsut fi 'l-fikh, K. al-Amwdl wa 'l-maghazi,
K. al-Shafica, K. al-Saldt fala 'l-nabi (ms. Kdpriilii, 428),
al-Fara'id, K. al-Usul, Shawdhid al-Muwatta3, K. al-Sunan,
five Musnads, K. al-Shufca and several refutations.
His works were known in Spain, probably thanks
to his nephew Ahmad al-Duhaym b. Khalrl (278338/891-949), and'are often cited (see Ibn al-Faradi,
BAH, vii, No. 110; Ibn Khayr, Fahrasa, BAH, ix, 512, 148, 247-8, 303-4). In particular, his K. Ahkam alKufdn (cited elsewhere only in the Fihrist, ed. Cairo,
57) was copied by Kasim b. Asbagh [q.v.]', see Ch.
Pellat, in al-And., xix'/l (1954), 77.
Bibliography: Tabarf, index; Mas'udi, Muruaj,
index; Khatib Baghdad!, Ta'rikh, vi, 284-90;
Dhahabi, Huffa& ii, 180 if.; Ibn al-clmad, Shadhardt,
ii, 178; clyad, Maddnk, ed. Bakir, iii, 168-81; Ibn
Farhun, Dlba^ 92-3; Yakut, Udabd3, vi, 129-40;
Sul!, Akhbdr al-Rddi wa-'l-Muttaki, tr. M. Canard,
107-8; Suyut!, Bughya, 193; Brockelmann, S I, 273.
(Cn. PELLAT)
AZOV, Sea of- [see BAHR MAYUTIS].
AZRU, Berber "stone", "pebble", and above all,
"rock", the name of numerous v i l l a g e s in N o r t h
Africa d o m i n a t e d by a rock or built at its
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foot, on its slopes or on its summit. One
of these in Morocco, in the middle of the ancient
province of the Fazaz and lying at 1,200 m. height,
has become a small town of 15,000 inhabitants. In
1901, the Marquis de Segonzac estimated the population at only 1,400 (woodcutters, including 200 Ayt
Musa Jews), and in 1940 there were still only 3,500.
Azru is well-placed at the junction of two great
imperial highways, now modernised: Fas to Marrakesh,
and Meknes to the Tafilalt, and has become an important market for livestock. Two further facts have contributed to its growth: firstly, in 1914 a French military
post was set up there to control the great Berber confederation of the Ban! Mg!ld (who speak a Tamazight
dialect and are of Sanhadja origin), and this made it
an administrative centre; and secondly, in 1927 a
"Berber" secondary college was founded there, confirming its demographic development and making it
a lively and enduring cultural focus.
Azru's strategic position has resulted in its frequent
appearance on the pages of Moroccan history. In
534/1140 the Almohads, under the orders of the
caliph £Abd al-Mu3min and after a check which had
scattered them, established themselves there firmly,
and the amir took a wife there, who was to be the
mother of the prince cAbd Allah, the future governor of Bougie. In 674/1274, under the Mannids, one
of the natural uncles of sultan Ya c kub rebelled against
him and entrenched himself in the Azru mountain;
the ruler besieged him there, reduced him to submission and pardoned him. In 1074/1663-4 Mawlay
al-Sharif came to encamp at Azru. The 'ulamd3 and
shurafa3 of Fas came to him there and proclaimed
him ruler; but the prince prudently remained at
Azru for that summer. In 1093/1684 Mawlay Ismac!l
journeyed in force into the Fazaz mountains in
order to subjugate the Ayt Idrasen tribe who had
been committing all sorts of depredations in the plain
of the Sa'is. On his approach, the tribe fled towards
the upper part of the valley of the Wad! Muluya,
and the sultan profited by their absence to build
at Azru a kasaba garrisoned by 1,000 cavalrymen.
Pushed back into the highlands, and cut off from
their agricultural lands, the Ayt Idrasen sued for peace
and obtained it in return for harsh conditions of amdn.
In 1226/1811 sultan Mawlay Sulayman, at the head
of an army from all the provinces of the empire
and of those Berbers who had remained faithful to
him in his misfortunes, marched against the tribes
of the Igerwan and the Ayt Yus!. His ill-led troops
suffered a bloody and humiliating defeat before
Azru, and were only kept safe through the protection
of the Ayt Idrasen, the foes of 1093/1684. The "Azru
affair" had widespread repercussions throughout
Morocco, and deprived the sultan of all his prestige;
he never recovered, and died soon after.
The kasaba of Mawlay Ismac!l is more or less in
ruins today, but the modern town is developing rapidly, and is famous for its woollen carpets woven by
a prosperous workers' co-operative. Thanks to the
beauty of its location and to the magnificent cedar
forests in the vicinity, Azru has also become a flourishing tourist centre.
One should be careful not to confuse the above
Azru—as do the authors and interpolators of the
Kirtds and the Dhakhira—with the place of the same
name which dominates Tafarsit, in the country of
the Ban! Tuzm in northern Morocco; it was here
that, under the Marinids, Talha b. Yahya took refuge
and then left it after getting an authorisation to make
the Pilgrimage to Mecca. See al-Bad!si, al-Maksad,
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Fr. tr. G.S. Colin, Vie des saints du Rif, in AM, xxvi
(1926), 209 n. 4.
Bibliography: Zayyanf, al-Turdjumdn al-mu'rib . . .,
extract ed. and tr. O. Houdas, Le Maroc de 1631 a
1812, Paris 1886, index; Nasin, K. al-Istiksd, Cairo
1312/1894, tr. of vol. iv by E. Fumey, Chromque
de la dynastie Alaouie au Maroc, in AM, ix-x, index;
Marquis de Segonzac, Voyages au Maroc (1899-1901),
Paris 1903, index; E. Levi-Provencal, Documents inedits
d'histoire almohade, Paris 1928, 144-5; H. Terrasse,
Histoire du Maroc, Casablanca 1950, index; and see
arts. ATLAS, BERBERS and MOROCCO.
(G. DEVERDUN)
BA HMAD, Moroccan grand vizier whose real
name was Ahmad b. Musa b. Ahmad al-Bukharf.
His grandfather was a black slave belonging to the
sultan Mawlay Sulayman (1206-3871792-1823),
whose hddj_ib he had become [see HADJIB in Suppl.j.
His father likewise became hdajib to Sayyidl
Muhammad b. c Abd al-Rahman (1276-90/1859-73),
and then became grand vizier during the reign of
Mawlay al-Hasan (1290-1311/1873-94); he enjoyed
a miserable reputation, but his immense fortune
allowed him to connect his name with the Bahiya
palace in Marrakush, whose building he undertook
(inscription of 1283/1866-7, in G. Deverdun,
Inscriptions, No. 206). He himself was said to be the
offspring of a Spanish mother, and he had several
children, amongst whom are mentioned Sa c fd,
Idns—who both held important offices—and Ahmad,
called Ba Hmad. The latter was born in 1257/18412, and was first of all hadjib to Mawlay Isma c fl who
was the khalifa in Fas of his brother Mawlay alHasan. He then occupied the same office for that
sultan. Since he had been responsible for the education of c Abd al- c Azfz b. al-Hasan, he favoured
the accession to the throne of that prince, then 14
years old (1894); he took the title of grand vizier
and, leaving the young sultan to amuse himself with
childish pleasures, exercised real power in the state
with sufficient political astuteness and authority to
prevent Morocco falling into anarchy. Ba Hmad,
whose strong personality has left behind a lasting
impression, constructed in Marrakush the reservoir
of the Agdal which bears his name, undertook various public works in the towns, and above all, continued his father's work; he enlarged the Bahiya,
apparently without any preconceived plan, on the
site of some 60 houses and he purchased 16 gardens to form its parkland. He died on 17 Muharram
1318/17 May 1900, and was buried in the royal
mausoleum of Mawlay cAlf al-Shanf (poetic epitaph
in Deverdun, Inscriptions, No. 176).
Bibliography: Ibn Zaydan, Ithdf al-nds, Rabat
1929 if., i, 372-96, ii, 511, iv, 370-81; c Abbas b.
Ibrahim, Flam, Fas 1926-39, ii, 209-10, 255-61;
L. Arnaud, Au temps des Mehallas, Casablanca 1951,
128; G. Deverdun, Inscriptions arabes de Marrakech,
Rabat 1956; idem, Marrakech des origines a 1912,
index.
(ED.)
BABA NUR AL-DIN RISHl, the son of Shaykh Salar
al-Dm, an I n d i a n holy man, was born in the village of Bldjbehara, 28 miles south-east of Srmagar, in
about 779/1377. Although a Muslim, he has been called
rishi, because he was more influenced by the ideas and
practices of the Hindu Sadhus and Rishls than by those
of Muslim Sufis and saints. From the age of thirty, Nur
al-Dm began to withdraw to caves for meditation and
prayers. He finally renounced the world and its pleasures and left his wife and children. In his last days he
subsisted only on one cup of milk, and towards the end

he took nothing except water, dying at the age of
63 in 842/1438. He is the patron saint of the
Valley, and is greatly revered by its people. His
sayings and mystical verses, like those of Lalla Ded,
are sung and recited all over Kashmir. His tomb
in C rar, 20 miles south-west of Srmagar, attracts
thousands of people, both Muslims and Hindus,
every year.
The tendency to asceticism became more pronounced among the followers of Nur al-Dm Rishi,
called Rishfs after him. They did not marry; they
abstained from meat and subsisted on dry bread and
wild fruits; and they lived away from human habitations, leading a life of piety, self-denial and simplicity. They moved from place to place, planting shady
and fruit-bearing trees for the benefit of the people.
According to Abu '1-Fadl, the Rishfs "were looked
upon as the most respectable class in the Valley." But
in recent years, owing to their worldliness and greed,
respect for them has declined, except among the very
ignorant.
Bibliography: Abu '1 Fadl, A3in-i Akban, ii, tr.
Blochmann, Calcutta 1927; Hadjdjr Mu c m alDm Miskm, Ta3nkh-i Kabir, Amritsar 1322/1904;
Mohibbul Hasan, Kashmir under the Sultans,
Calcutta 1959.
(MOHIBBUL HASAN)
BABUNADJ (Babunak), from Persian bdbuna, is
the common camomile, primarily Anthemis nobilis L.
(Compositae), also called Roman camomile, but also
Matricaria chamomilla L. (Comp.) and other varieties.
The nomenclature is rather confused; it can indeed
hardly be expected that the various kinds of the
camomile were kept apart with precision. The term
is derived from ^a\ia{^r\'kov ("apple of the earth")
and was known to the Arabs partly in a transcribed
form (khamdmdlun, and variants), partly as borrowed
translation (tuffdh al-ard}. The relatively clearest determination is perhaps offered by an anonymous pharmacobotanist of Spanish-Arabic origin (very probably
Abu 'Abbas al-Nabati b. al-Rumiyya, 561-637/11661240): "There are three kinds of al-bdbunadj, the
stalks, leaves and general form of which are similar
to each other. The distinction between them is to
be found in the colour of the blossom-leaves which
enclose the yellow, situated in the middle of the blossoms, for the blossoms of these three kinds are yellow in the middle. In the white kind they are enclosed
by small leaves which are white inside and outside,
in the purple-coloured kind by small leaves which
are blue inside and outside, and in the yellow kind
by small leaves which are yellow inside and outside.
The distinction between the white and the chrysanthemum (al-ukhuwdn) lies in the scent, for the chrysanthemum assumes [extraneous] scents, and all these
kinds have a pleasant scent" (Nuruosmaniye 3589,
fols. 108b, 23-109a, 4). In general, bdbunaaj corresponds to the dv6e|ii<; of Dioscorides (Materia medica, ed. M. Wellmann, ii, Berlin 1906, 145-7 = lib.
iii, 137), and appears therefore also transcribed as
anthdmis (and variants). Ukhuwdn just mentioned, which
is uncommonly often equated with bdbunaaj, is otherwise used by the Arabs to render the TiocpGevtov
(barthdniyun, and variants) of Dioscorides (op. cit., lib.
iii, 138), by which we should probably understand
the medical Matricaria chamomilla, still in use today.
Ibn al-Baytar, on the other hand, says that the
"white" kind of camomile described by Dioscorides
and called ukhuwdn by the Arabs, has been replaced
by bdbunadj. (L^ami', i, 73, 11-13 = Leclerc no. 220,
at the beginning).
The blossoms of the camomile, which contain an
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oil that checks inflammations, were used as a medicine for loosening spasms and for stimulating easily
the peristaltic motion; infusions made from the blossoms ("camomile tea") were utilised externally for
baths, compresses and rinses at inflammations of skin
and mucous membranes, in both antiquity and in
Islam in a manner similar to present practice.
Bibliography. For full information on camomile,
see A. Dietrich, Zjim Drogenhandel im islamischen
Agypten, Heidelberg 1954, 51-5, with bibliography.
Further see La "Materia medica" de Dioscorides, ii
(Arabic tr. Istifan b. Basil), ed. Dubler and Teres,
Tetuan 1952, 299 f.; The medical formulary or
Aqrdbddhin of al-Kindi, tr. M. Levey, Madison etc.
1966, no. 29; Bfrunf, Saydala, ed. H.M. SacTd,
Karachi 1973, Arabic, 58-61, Eng. 38-40
(ukhuwan); Ghafikf, Djdmic, Ms. Rabat, Bibl. Gen.
k 155 i, fols. 83a-84a; Suwaydf, Simdt, Ms. Paris
ar. 3004, fol. 34b; Ibn Biklarish, Mustacim, Ms.
Naples, Bibl. Naz. hi, F. 65, fol. 20b; Ibn alDjazzar, Ftimdd, Ms. Ayasofya 3564, fol. 6a;
Ghassanl, Mu'tamad, Beirut 1975, 12 f.; RazI,
Hdwi, xx, Haydarabad 1387, no. 1 (ukhuwan); Ibn
Sfna, Kdnun, Bulak, i, 264 f.; Ibn Hubal, Mukhtdrdt,
Haydarabad 1362, ii, 35 f.; Dawud al-Antakr,
Tadhkira, Cairo 1371, i, 68 f.; Nuwayn, Nihayat
al-arab, xi, Cairo 1935, 286-91 (important, ukhuwan
in the tashbihdt of Arabic poetry); H.G. Kircher,
Die "einfachen Heilmittel" aus dem "Handbuch der
Chirurgie" des Ibn al-Quff, Bonn 1967, no. 30; W.
Schmucker, Die pjlanzliche und mineralische Materia
medica im Firdaus al-hikma des cAli ibn Sahl Rabban
at-Taban, Bonn 1969, no. 93.
(A. DIETRICH)
BACTROMANCY [see ISTIKSAM].
BADAJOZ [see BATALYAWS].
BADGIR (P.), literally "wind-catcher", the term
used in Persia for the towers c o n t a i n i n g v e n t i l a t i o n s h a f t s and projecting high above the roofs
of domestic houses. They are also erected over
water-storage cisterns and over the mouths of mineshafts in order to create ventilation through the
tunnels below. In domestic houses, cooler air is
forced down either to rooms at ground level or to
cellars (the zir-i zamtn), and it provides an early
form of air conditioning. The towers are usually
substantial, square-sectioned structures with rows of
apertures in all four walls, and are divided internally by thin mud-brick or timber and mud-brick
partitions and baffles; but not enough of the surviving bddgirs (which are mainly situated on the
central plateau of Persia, e.g. around Yazd, or in
the south near the Gulf coastlands, and are now
often falling into disrepair with the advent of modern methods for cooling air and water) have been
examined scientifically to ascertain exactly how the
difference in air pressure required to create a downdraught is achieved. See H. E. Wulff, The traditional crafts of Persia, Cambridge, Mass. 1966, 15,
106, and E. Beazley, Some vernacular buildings of the
Iranian plateau, in Iran, Jnal. of the British Inst. of
Persian Studies, xv (1977), 100-1 (both with illustrations). Marco Polo mentions the bddgirs of Hormuz
on the Persian Gulf coast as the only things which
make life bearable there in summer, and other
travellers, such as Pietro della Valle and Figueroa,
have left good descriptions of them (see H. Yule,
The book of Ser Marco Polo the Venetian, London 1871,
ii, 383-4).
The wind-shaft or wind-catcher was equally
known in the mediaeval Arab world and has con-
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tinued in use to the present day. Indeed, it seems
that such contrivances were known in the buildings
of the Ancient Near East, such as those of Pharaonic
Egypt and Babylon. In mediaeval Arabic, the device
was known by the term bddahanaj or bddandj_, arabised from the alternative Persian term to bddgir,
bdd-handj. (see Dozy, Supplement, i, 47). Already in the
early c Abbasid palace of Ukhaydir in Trak [see
ARCHITECTURE I. (3). The 'Abbasid caliphate] we
find square-sectioned ventilation shafts in the walls,
and the word bddgir appears in c lrak as bdajir. It
seems probable that Trak formed the intermediate
stage of the contrivance's spread westwards, in its
new phase of life during Islamic times, to Syria and
Egypt. The bddahanaj was already a feature of the
landscape in early Fatimid times, for the astronomer
Ibn Yunus (d. 399/1008-9) [q.v.]) discusses the correct orientation of what was normally a single aperture at the top of the shaft, since the prevailing
cooler wind in Egypt is from the north or northwest. c Abd al-Latff al-Baghdadl (d. 629/1231-2 [q.v.])
states that the large and ornate wind-shafts of his
time cost up to 500 dinars to construct. The earliest surviving example from Cairo seems to be the
shaft in the kibla wall of the mosque of al-Salih
Tala'i* (555/H60), see K.A.C. Creswell, The Muslim
architecture of Egypt, Oxford 1952-9, i, 284-5. The
bddahand} is mentioned in the Thousand and one nights,
and the litterateur 'Ala 5 al-Dm al-Ghuzulf (d.
815/1412-3 [q.v.]) devotes a chapter of his anthology the Matdlic al-budur to the bddahandj. in poetry
and literature (see F. Rosenthal, Poetry and architecture: the Bddhanj, in Jnal. oj Arabic Literature, viii [1978],
1-19). In modem Egypt, the usual term for the contrivance became malkaf "[wind] catcher", noted by
Lane in his Manners and customs oj the modern Egyptians,
ch. xxiv, and still in use (see S. Spiro, An ArabicEnglish dictionary of the colloquial Arabic of Egypt, Cairo
1895, 544: "ventilator, air-shaft, wind-sail"); in
domestic houses, the air-shaft usually led down to
the public rooms of the kdca or mandara, or else to
another chamber used for sleeping (see A. Lezine,
La protection contre la chaleur dans I'architecture musulmane
d'Egypte, in BEO, xxiv [1971], 12-15).
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
the article, see A. Badawy, Architectural provision against
heat in the Orient, in JNES, xvii (1958), 125, 127-8
and Figs. 4, 6, 8; and see also KHAYSH.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
BADHAM, BADHAN, Persian governor in the
Yemen towards the end of the Prophet
Muhammad's lifetime. A Persian presence had been
established in the Yemen ca. 570 A.D. when there
had taken place a Yemeni national reaction under
the Himyarl prince Abu Murra Sayf b. Dhf Yazan
[see SAYF B. DH! YAZAN] against the Ethiopian-backed
governor Masruk b. Abraha. The Persian Emperor
Khusraw Anushirwan had sent troops to support
Sayf b. Dhf Yazan, and eventually, a Persian garrison, with a military governor at its head, was set
up in San'a'. It was the progeny of these Persian
officials and soldiers, who intermarried with the
local Arab population, who became known as the
Abna 3 [q.v].
The Arab sources recount the story of the Persian
occupation of the Yemen and give the names of
the succession of Persian governors, beginning with
Wahrlz and his descendants and closing effectively
with Badham, who seems himself to have been
unconnected with Wahrfz's family (see al-Tabarf,
i, 945-51; al-Dinawarf, al-Akhbdr al-tiwdl, Cairo
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1960, 64; al-MascudI, Mumd}, iii, 162-7 - ed. Pellat,
§§ 1015-20; Ibn al-Athlr, ed. Beirut, i, 447-51).
Badham seems to have been governor in San c a 3
during Muhammad's Medinan period, and when
Muslim control began to be extended towards South
Arabia at a time just after Heraclius's defeat of the
Sasanids, the Persian community's position must
have become increasingly isolated and vulnerable;
by now, they can have been little more than one
of several local groups contending for mastery in
the Yemen. Badham and the Abna° may accordingly have been inclined to receive Muhammad's
overture sympathetically, but whether this involved
anything more than an acknowledgement of distant
political suzerainty is uncertain. The sources record
Badham's conversion to Islam under the year
10/631-2, together with that of other Abna 5 leaders such as Ffruz al-Daylarm and the Abnawf scholar Wahb b. Munabbih [q.v.] (al-Tabarl, i, 1763;
Ibn al-Athlr, ii, 304; Caetani, Annali, ii/1, 358, 369).
Western scholars have, however, been suspicious of
this story of the conversion of Badham and the
Abna 3 , and Caetani described it as "a pious fiction
of the Muslim traditionists, in order to give a flavour
of orthodoxy to Badham's nominal submission to
Islam" (ibid., ii/1, 371). The first Ridda War in the
Yemen, under cAyhala b. Ka c b, called al-Aswad or
Dhu '1-Khimar [see AL-ASWAD], now supervened.
Badham died at this point; his son Shahr succeeded
temporarily to some of his power in the Yemen in
11/632-3 (al-Tabarl, i, 1864), but was killed by alAswad. Muslim political authority was probably not
imposed in the Yemen by Abu Bakr's generals till
12/633-4. In any case, these events marked the end
of any degree of Persian control in the Yemen,
though the Abna D continued as a distinct social
group well into the early Islamic period (cf. alSam'anf, Ansdb, facs. if. 17b-18a, ed. Hyderabad,
i, 100-2).
Bibliography: In addition to the references
given in the article, see Noldeke-Tabarl, Geschichte
der Perser und Araber, 220 ff.; Caetani, Annali, ii/1,
358, 369-71, 661-85; idem, Chronographia islamica, i, 113, 123; A. Christensen, L'Iran sous Us
Sassamdes-, Copenhagen 1944, 368-70, 373; W.
Montgomery Watt, Muhammad at Medina, Oxford
1956, 118, 128-30.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-BADHDH, a d i s t r i c t and f o r t r e s s of northern Adharbaydjan, famous as being the headquarters of the Khurraml rebel Babak [q.v.] in the first
decades of the 3rd/9th century. The exact site is
uncertain, but it must have lain in the modern
Karadja-Dagh, older Maymad, the ancient Armenian
region of P'aytakaran, to the north of Ahar and
south of the Araxes River, near Mount Hashtad-Sar,
at some spot between the modern districts of Harand,
Kalaybar and Garmaduz (V. Minorsky, Studies in
Caucasian history, London 1953, 116 and Addenda et
corrigenda slip). Babak's fortress there was stormed
by the caliphal general the Afshfn Haydar [q.v.] in
222/837 (Taban, iii, 1198 ff., tr. E. Marin, The reign
of al-Muctasim (833-842), New Haven 1951, 29 ff.).
The only early Islamic geographer or traveller to
give first-hand information about al-Badhdh is Abu
Dulaf al-Khazradj! [q.v], who travelled from Tiflis
to Ardabll via al-Badhdhayn (this ostensibly dual
form reflecting an original Badhfn ?), probably leaving the Araxes valley and going up the Kalaybar
River. He speaks in his Second Risdla of a mine of
red Yamam alum there whose product was called
Badhdhi; he also mentions that local traditions about
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Babak were still strong a century or more later, with
Khurraml sympathisers in the area expecting
the return of a Mahdf (Abu-DulafMis'or ibn MuhaUiil's
travels in Iran (circa A.D. 950), ed. and tr. Minorsky,
Cairo 1955, § 15, tr. 35-6, comm. 75). A later
source mentioning al-Badhdh, Kazwmf's Athdr albildd, Beirut 1380/1960, 511, repeats Abu Dulaf's
information; and Yakut's entry, Bulddn, i, 529, is
laconic and uninformative.
Bibliography. Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
BADHL AL-KUBRA, s o n g s t r e s s and rdwiya in
early 'Abbasid times, died before 227/842, probably
in 224/839. She was born as a mulatto (muwallada
safrd3} in Medina and brought up in Basra. DjaTar,
a son of the caliph al-Hadf, acquired her and, after
193/809, she became a favoured dj_driya of al-Amfn
and gave birth to a son of his. Being a pupil of Ibn
Djamic, Fulayh and Ibrahim al-Mawsilf she preserved
the "classical" hidj_dzi style of Arab music, preferring
verses by hidj_dzi poets also for her own compositions.
She was a good songstress and lutenist (ddribd), a
ganfa, and was famous for having a repertoire of
about 30,000 songs. For CA1I b. Hisham she compiled
a Kitdb fi 'l-aghdrii which contained 12,000 song texts
(without musical indications), and this became one of
the sources of Abu '1-Faradj al-Isbahanf (22 quotations). CA1I b. Hisham rewarded her with 10,000 dinar?,,
and when she died, she left a fortune, which was
inherited by the descendants of cAbd Allah b. alAmln. Among her pupils were Dananfr and Mutayyam
al-Hashimiyya.
Bibliography: Aghdnf, xvii, 75-80 (see also
indices); Shabushtf, Diydrdt\ 28-9, 43; Nuwayrf,
Nihdya, v, 85-8; H.G. Farmer, History of Arabian
music, 134; K. al-Bustanf, al-Msd3 al-carabiyydt, Beirut
1964, 104-7; Kh. Mardam, I^amharat al-mughanmn,
Damascus 1964, 148-50.
(E. NEUBAUER)
AL-BADIC [see MARRAKUSH].
BADIYA (A.) meant, in the Umayyad period, a
r e s i d e n c e in the c o u n t r y s i d e (whence the
verb tabaddd], an e s t a t e in the environs of a settlement or a rural landed property in the Syro-Jordanian
steppeland.
For Musil, the bddiya was the successor to the summer encampment called by the old Syrian Bedouin
name of al-hira. At the opening of the 20th century, the sense was restricted by archaeologists to the
desert castles. They went so far as to construct theories about the attraction of the Bedouin way of life
for the Umayyads and about the conservatory role
of the desert in upholding certain very persistent traditions stronger than those of the nascent Islam. Since
the Umayyads were of urban Meccan origin, it is
hardly necessary to look for an atavistic Bedouinism
in order to explain their preferences for the bddiyas.
The new masters of Syria replaced, in the towns as
in the countryside, the old landholders, whose territories, abandoned at the time of the Islamic conquest, were part of the plunder distributed to the
great men. It was said that they sought outside
Damascus, their official capital, purer air, the freshness of summer nights, protection against epidemics
and vast, open spaces for hunting; in fact, the
Umayyads had a keen sense of the value of the land
and the possibilities of financial return from fertile
agricultural properties.
The agricultural development of Syria goes back
well into Roman times. Exploitation of the soil
developed in regions where the water supply was
difficult, necessitating an elaborate system of irri-
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gation and water conservation which could only be
undertaken with state aid or the injection of private capital and which was not to survive the downfall of the Umayyads. One very often finds an
adaptation of earlier Romano-Byzantine or Ghassanid installations as at Karyatayn, the Byzantine
Nazala, at Kutayfa, Ptolemy's Atera, at the Roman
station of Usays or at the classical and Byzantine
centre of Bayt Ras [q.v.]. Alternatively, there were
new buildings erected, as at the two Kasr al-Hayrs
[q.v.] or at Kasr al-Hallabat. These were not "desert
palaces" so much as "palace-towns", to be considered as essentially Umayyad and constructed on the
plan of the small forts inherited from the castra of
the limes, which had themselves been replaced by
the rural foundations of the Ghassanids. There is
virtually no Umayyad construction which does not
utilise classical structures or earlier foundations. No
residence is to be found in the deep desert, and
they are all built in a zone within the limes which
had been cultivated and populated since Hellenistic
times and had been protected against any possible
occupation by Bedouins who might damage the
crops. After harvest, the sheep-raising tribes were
allowed to pasture their flocks on the cultivated
lands, which then benefited from their dung.
The bddiyas are generally to be found where there
is a water supply, either on a line of transhumance,
thus permitting contacts with the Bedouin tribes, or
else near some great artery of communication like the
routes from Damascus and Bosra towards Tayma5,
the road from Damascus to Karklsiya [q.v], and the
route which runs along the cultivable margin of the
Hamad from Rusafa of al-Nucman as far as Tayma3,
passing through Tadmur or Palmyra, Bakhra5 [q.v],
Djabal Says [q.v. below] and Kasr Burku c [see BURKUC
below]. Their construction along the communication
routes permits one to attribute a function of khans
[q.v] or caravanserais to them, in particular for certain constructions in the Wadf cAraba listed by J.
Sauvaget.
The Umayyads liked to stay to the south of
Damascus, on the Ghassanid sites of Djabiya and
Djillik [g.vv], and often spent the winter in the Jordan
valley at al-Sinnabra or in the palaces built at Khirbat
al-Minya and Khirbat al-Mafdjar [^.yy.]. Their movements around were often dictated by the need to visit
agriculturally productive centres. They had a special
liking for the region of the Balka3 [q.v], where their
residences among the mild oases are numerous around
Mshatta [q.v], an unfinished work of the caliph alWalld II [q.v], which marks the end of the architectural evolution of the badiyas.
Bddiya can be a synonym of kasr [q.v], when it is
a question of a residence erected within a four-sided
enclosure with dimensions recalling those of Roman
small forts. The walls are provided with round
towers, unknown in Roman and Byzantine fortifications. There is a central courtyard within on to which
open rooms grouped in separate units and forming
bqyts and backed by blind external walls which keep
the environment cool and increase the building's defensive potential. The disposition of internal arrangements is on the axes, and opposite the entrance gate
flanked by monumental towers is an audience
chamber usually basilical in plan with apse at the
end of greater or lesser importance. On the floors
above are lodging suites of rooms divided according
to the same plan as those on the ground floor. These
last are decorated with marble slabs, stucco work,
frescoes and mosaics. In the immediate vicinity of
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the princely residence there may well be a mosque
and a bath, as at Djabal Says. Certain badiyas were
used as centres for hunting (mutasayyad), like Aba'ir
or Kusayr c Amra. A good picture of the architectural activities of the Umayyads in the bddiya is
given by Abu '1-Faradj al-Isfahanf in his K. alAghdnl.
Bibliography. Aghdni, Tables alphabetiques;
H. Lammens, La «Bddia» et la «Hira» sous les
Omayyades, in MFOB, iv (1910), 91-112 = Etudes
sur la siecle des Omayyades, Beirut 1930, 325-50;
E. Herzfeld, Mshatta, Hlra und Bddiya, in Jahrb.
der Preuss. Kunstsamm-lungen, xlii (1921), 104-46;
Jaussen and Savignac, Les chateaux arabes de Qeseir
c
Amra, Hardnah et Tuba, Paris 1922; -A. Musil,
Palmyrena, New York 1928, Appx. ix, 277-89; A.
Poidebard, La trace de Rome dans le desert syrien,
Paris 1934; J. Sauvaget, Remarques sur les monuments omeyyades, in JA (Jan.-March 1939), 1-59;
H. Stern, Motes sur les chateaux omeyyades, in Ars
Islamica, xi-xii (1946), 72-97; O. Grabar, Umayyad
"palace" and the cAbbasid "revolution", in SI, xviii
(1962), 5-18; U. Monneret de Villard, Introduzione
allo studio dell' archeologia islamica, ch. ix, L'abitazione
omayyade, Venice 1966, 233-48; A. Miquel, L'I slam
et sa civilisation, Paris 1968, 504; D. and J.
Sourdel, La civilisation de I'Islam classique, Paris
1968, 348-56; K.A.C. Creswell, Early Muslim
architecture, i/2, Oxford 1969, 630.
(N. ELISSEEFF)
^ BADR-I CACl, fully BADR AL-DlN MUHAMMAD
CACI, poet o f t h e 8 t h / 1 4 t h c e n t u r y D i h l l
S u l t a n a t e . A native of Cac (Shash, Tashkent), he
migrated to India and rose to favour at the court of
Sultan Muhammad b. Tughluk [q.v], who conferred
on him the style of Fakhr al-^amdn. His kasd'id, which
contain references to a number of contemporary events,
with the dates often expressed in chronograms, constitute an important source for a period which is notoriously obscure and controversial. It is all the more
unfortunate, therefore, that his Shdh-ndma, an epic
chronicle of Muhammad's reign completed in
745/1344-5, has not survived: it was still extant in
the late 10th/16th century, when the Mughal historian Bada'uni (Muntakhab al-tawdnkh, ed. M. Ahmad
C
A1I, Calcutta 1864-9, 3 vols., Bibl. Indica, i, 241)
describes it as a "treasure".
Bibliography. Badr-i Gael, Kasd3id, lith. ed. M.
Had! cAll, Kanpur n.d., lith. ed. and comm. M.
c
Uthman Khan, Rampur 1872-3, 2 vols.; extracts
tr. in Elliot and Dowson, History of India, iii, 56773; Rieu, Catalogue of the Persian MSS. in the British
Museum, London 1879-83, iii, 1032.
(P. JACKSON)
BADR AL-MU C TADIDI, ABU 'L-NADJM, commander-in-chief of the armies of the caliph al-Muctadid
(279-89/892-902). He was the son of one of alMutawakkil's mawdll, whose name cannot be established with certainty (Khurr or Khayr?), and was first
in service as an equerry to al-Muwaffak, gaining from
that time the favour of the future caliph al-Muctadid,
who, whilst still regent after al-Muwaffak's death (Safar
278/June 891), made him chief of police in Baghdad
and then, after his accession, com-mander of all the
forces. Badr led several expeditions into various regions
(Ears, al-Djazfra, Trak, etc.) in order to re-establish
the military situation which had been rendered insecure by the Karamita [q.v]. At the same time, he
played a political role of prime importance, for he
became all-powerful, with a complete domination over
the caliph, exercising a veto over everything. He gave
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one of his daughters in marriage to al-Muctadid's son,
the future al-Muktadir, increasing his influence still
further. He had the right to be addressed by his kunya,
and the poets, and Abu Bakr al-Suli in particular,
did not fail to include him in their eulogies of the
caliph. It was because of his exceptional position that
he acquired the name of "al-Muctadidi", distinguishing him moreover from several homonyms.
In 288/901 he pleaded in favour of al-Kasim b.
c
Ubayd Allah [see SULAYMAN B. WAHB] who was made
vizier thanks to his intervention, but who failed to
show him much gratitude for it. In fact, Badr refuse
to take part in his machinations against the sons of
al-Muctadid, so that al-Kasim, fearing denunciation,
took care immediately on the accession of al-Muktafi
(289-95/902-8) to blacken Badr in the eyes of the
new caliph and probably to profit also by the hostility towards Badr of certain other commanders. Badr
fled to Wash, but was invited to return to Baghdad
under a guarantee of amdn; in the course of his trip
up the Tigris, he was attacked on the heights of alMada'in by al-Kasim's agents, who cut off his head
whilst he was at prayer and sent it to al-Muktafi (6
Ramadan 289/14 August 902). His body was left on
the spot and was later carried away by his family for
burial at Mecca. This murder was denounced by the
poets and imputed to the caliph, who might have
been expected to heave a sigh of relief at seeing the
head of the once-powerful general whom he had at
first honoured on accession, but who seems however
to have reproached his vizier for it.
Bibliography: Tabarl, iii, 2209-15 and index;
Mas'udi, MUTU& viii, 114, 216 ff. = § § 3242,
3360-6 and index; Hilal al-Sabi3, Rusum ddr alkhildfa, 94; idem, Wuzara3, passim; Tanukhr, Mshwar,
Cairo 1392/1972, i, 172, 316-17, v, 110, viii, 114;
Ghars al-Ni c ma, Hafawdt, 206; Ibn al-Abbar,
Ttab al-kuttdb, Nos. 49, 50, 52; Ibn al-Athlr, vii,
170-1, 357-9; Ibn al-Tmad, Shadhardt, ii, 201;
Ibn Taghnbirdf, Nuajum, iii, 129; Ibn al-Djawzf,
Munta^am, vi, 34-6; Sourdel, Vizirat, index, and bibl.
cited there.
(Gn. PELLAT)
BAGHR [see MARID].
3
BAHA' AL-DAWLA WA-DIYA AL-MILLA, ABU
NASR FlRUZ KHARSHADH B. £ ApuD AL-DAWLA
FANA-KHUSRAW, Buyid supreme amir, who ruled
in Trak and then in southern Persia also from
379/989 to 403/1012) after 381/992 with the further honorific, granted by the caliph al-Kadir, of
Ghiyath al-Umma, and towards the end of his life,
those of Kiwam al-Dawla and Saff Amir alMu'minm). He was the third son, after Samsam alDawla Marzuban and Sharaf al-Dawla Shfrzfl, of
the great amir c Adud al-Dawla [q.v], who had built
up the Buyid confederation into the mightiest empire
of its time in the Islamic east.
On cAdud al-Dawla's death in Shawwal 372/March
983, Samsam al-Dawla, as the eldest son, succeeded as amir al-umard', but his succession was disputed by Sharaf al-Dawla, and internecine warfare
followed, in which the young Baha3 al-Dawla was
also involved. Finally, in Ramadan 376/January 387
Samsam al-Dawla's position in Baghdad became parlous; he submitted to Sharaf al-Dawla, who now
became the supreme amir, and was partially blinded
and im-prisoned at Sfraf. However, Sharaf al-Dawla
died in Djumada II 379/September 989, and Baha 3
al-Dawla, whom Sharaf al-Dawla had nominated
before his death as his successor, assumed power
in Baghdad as amir al-umard3 at the age of 19. He
thus began a reign of 23 years, long by Buyid stand-

ards. This reign falls into two roughly equal parts,
the first filled with warfare against rivals like his
uncle Fakhr al-Dawla 'All of Ray and Djibal and
Samsam al-Dawla, now escaped from incarceration,
until by ca. 1000 he had consolidated his power in
Fars and Kirman and was able to make Shiraz, his
father's old capital, the centre of his own dominions
for the rest of his lifetime, acknowledged by all the
Buyid princes as supreme amir.
At the outset of his reign, Baha 3 al-Dawla recognised Samsam al-Dawla in Shfraz as an equal ruler
controlling Fars, Kirman and c Uman. In 381/991
he deposed the cAbbasid caliph al-Ta3ic [q.v.] in
favour of his cousin al-Kadir [q.v], whom he hoped
to find more tractable; this proved in fact the case,
and the new caliph agreed subsequently in 383/994
to become betrothed to Baha 3 al-Dawla's own daughter, though she died before the marriage could take
place. The amir also secured from the caliph at this
time a fresh grant of titles; and it is from this year
that the ancient Iranian title Shdhanshdh, used unofficially by his father, appears on his coins (cf. W.
Madelung, The assumption of the title Shdhdnshdh by the
Buyids and "The reign of the Day lam (Dawlat alDaylam)", in JNES, xxviii [1969], 174-5). Baha 3 alDawla now had to defend Trak and Ahwaz against
the ambitions of Fakhr al-Dawla (who, urged on by
his vizier the Sahib Isma'rl b. cAbbad [see IBN CABBAD] , had on c Adud al-Dawla's death himself assumed
the title of Shdhanshdh and the implied headship of
the Buyid family), and northern Trak against various local Arab and Kurdish chiefs. Samsam alDawla, after his escape, took advantage of unrest
in Trak and of Baha3 al-Dawla's preoccupation with
internal strife in Baghdad—the divisions of the Sunn!
and Shf c f populace and of the Turkish and Daylaml
elements in the Buyid army—and seized Ahwaz and
Basra. Baha 3 al-Dawla secured the alliance of the
ruler of the Batfha, Muhadhdhib al-Dawla CA1T b.
Nasr, and of the Kurdish prince Badr b. Hasanuya
[see HASANAWAYH] . Even so, his vizier and general
Abu CA1I b. Isma'fl al-Muwaffak could make little
headway against Samsam al-Dawla's skilful commander Abu CA1T al-Hasan b. Ustadh-Hurmuz. After
several oscillations in the fortunes of war, Samsam
al-Dawla was in 388/998 assassinated near Isfahan
by Abu Nasr Shah-Ffruz, a son of c Adud al-Dawla's
cousin and former rival Tzz al-Dawla Bakhtiyar.
Abu CAH b. Ustadh-Hurmuz now came over to Baha3
al-Dawla's side with the remnants of Samsam alDawla's Daylaml troops. Once Abu Nasr Shah-Flruz
had been killed in Kirman, Baha3 al-Dawla was sole
master of the southern provinces of Persia, Fars and
Kirman, and of their dependency c Uman. Two years
later, his implacable enemy Fakhr al-Dawla died,
and his successors in Ray and Hamadhan, the young
and inexperienced Madjd al-Dawla Rustam and
Shams al-Dawla Abu Tahir respectively, acknowledged Baha 3 al-Dawla's supreme overlordship, as
coins minted at Ray from 400/1009-10 and at
Hamadhan from 401/1010-11 attest.
Baha 3 al-Dawla now moved his capital from
Trak to Shlraz, captured from the temporary control of the sons of Tzz al-Dawla, and never
returned from it to Baghdad. The move eastwards
showed that he regarded southern Persia as the
heartland of the Buyid dominions, and except for
the brief occupation in 390-1/1000-1 of Kirman
by the Saffarid Tahir b. Khalaf, the Persian lands
remained generally peaceful. But the relinquishing
of Baghdad as capital meant a distinct relaxation
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the Buyid family, and were in large part a reflex of
of control in Trak, which was henceforth entrusted
the recurrent financial crises of the later Buyids and
to governors (for much of this period, until his death
c
their desperate search for money and for fresh iktdc
in 401/1010-11, to the Am!d al-Djuyush Abu 'All
land with which to pay their troops.
b. Ustadh-Hurmuz) at a time when powerful eneConcerning his cultural interests, little is known
mies were rearing their heads there. Baha 3 al-Dawla's
specifically, and the first half of his reign was in any
departure for Pars allowed the caliph al-Kadir to
case largely taken up with warfare. The historian and
enjoy more freedom of action and tentatively to
philosopher Miskawayh [q.v.] served as a secretary in
assert his authority, especially over the protection of
c
his administration, and despite the absence of menSunn! interests against Shf l policies of the Buyid
tion of outstanding poets in his circle at Shlraz
amir [see AL-KADIR BI'LLAH for details]. Above all, the
c
(Thacalibl in his Tatimmat al-Yatima, ed. Eghbal, i, 16confused situation in Trak after Adud al-Dawla's
18, 26-30, mentions only two poets of note, Abu
death and the squabbling of his sons in Fars over
c
Abd Allah al-Husayn al-Mughallis and Abu Sacd CA1T
control of the empire had allowed local Arab potenal-Hamadhanf), there is reason to suppose that Baha 3
tates in Trak to extend their power at Buyid expense,
al-Dawla continued the tradition of patronage of
so that direct Buyid authority was to be for much
Arabic learning established by c Adud al-Dawla before
of Baha 3 al-Dawla's reign confined to Baghdad and
him. Certainly, Samsam al-Dawla had as his vizier
Wash and their immediate vicinities. In northern
for two years Abu cAbd Allah al-Husayn b. Ahmad,
'Irak there were the cUkaylids [q.v.] of Mawsil; Baha 3
Ibn Sacdan [q.v. below], whose circle of scholars is
al-Dawla sent against the amir Abu '1-Dhawwad
known to us through the works of Abu Hayyan alMuhammad several expeditions, but could not entirely
Tawhfdf, and Sharaf al-Dawla was the patron of the
quash his power, and after Abu '1-Dhawwad's death
distinguished astronomer Abu Sahl al-Kuhr [q.v.]. Abu
in 386/996, his nephew Kirwash b. al-Mukallad (after
Nasr Shapur b. Ardashfr (d. 416/1025 [see SABUR B.
391/1001) carried on the struggle. In central Trak,
ARDASHIR in £/']), who served Baha 3 al-Dawla as
the Asadl amir 'All b. Mazyad was ever ready to
vizier on several brief occasions during the first part
stir up the Bedouins of the Khafadja and Muntafik
of his amfrate, seems to have been a scholar of outgroups [q.vv.] against Buyid rule, whilst in the south
c
standing calibre, considered by Thacalibf as worthy
of the country a rebel called Abu 'l- Abbas b. Wasil
of a separate section in his anthology because of the
in 393/1003 seized Basra and invaded Ahwaz, having driven out from the Batfha Muhadhdhib alamount of poetry dedicated to him by such figures
Dawla. In 396/1006 a coalition of Badr b.
as Abu '1-Faradj al-Babbagha, Ibn Lu 3 lu 3 and Abu
'l-cAla3 al-Ma c arrf (Tatimat al-dahr, ed. Damascus, ii,
Hasanuya's Kurds and Ibn Wasil's forces were able
to besiege Baghdad, but the capital was saved by
290-7, ed. Cairo 1375-7/1956-8, iii, 129-36); whilst
Ibn Wasil's being captured and then executed j the governor for Baha 3 al-Dawla in Baghdad (and
subsequently for his successor Sultan al-Dawla) Fakhr
(397/1006). An attempt was made to conciliate the
al-Mulk was the patron of the poet Mihyar al-Daylaml
Arab amirs of Trak, so that the TJkaylid Kirwash b.
[q.v] and of the mathematician of Baghdad Abu Bakr
al-Mukallad was in 396/1005-6 awarded'the lakab
of Mu c tamid al-Dawla and the Mazyadid CA1I in
Muhammad al-Karadjr [q.v.', the nisba to be correct397/1007 that of Sanad al-Dawla. Also, the new
ed thus from the "al-Karkhi" frequently found in
western sources], the latter dedicating to the govergovernor for Baha 3 al-Dawla in Baghdad after
C
401/1010, Fakhr al-Mulk Muhammad b. AH, defeatnor his treatise on algebra al-Kitdb al-Fakhn ji "l-dj_abr
ed the 'Ukaylids, drove off the Khafadja and manwa 'l-mukabala.
aged to make peace with the Kurds, who in fact
Bibliography. Miskawayh's chronicle stops short
ceased to be such a threat to the Buyid position in
of Baha 3 al-Dawla's reign, but much detailed hisTrak after Badr's murder in 405/1014-15.
torical material is to be found in the Dhayl of Abu
In Djumada II 403/December 1012 Baha 3 alShudja c al-Rudhrawan (up to 389/999) and in the
Dawla died at Arradjan, probably en route for
surviving fragment of Hilal al-Sabi3's Ta'rikh covBaghdad. His corpse was taken to Baghdad and then,
ering 389-93/999-1003 (both sources forming vol.
like that of his father, interred near the grave of the
iii of Margoliouth and Amedroz's Eclipse of the
C
Imam A1I b. Abl Talib at Nadjaf near Kufa. It
'Abbasid caliphate, tr. vol. vi, the latter source being
appears that during his lifetime, Baha 3 al-Dawla's
utilised by H.F. Amedroz for his study Three years
c
(eldest?) son Abu Mansur had been the wall al- ahd,
of Buwaihid rule in Baghdad, A.H. 389-393, in JRAS
for his name, with the title of amir al-umard', appears
[1901], 501-36, 749-86). These specifically Buyid
on an inscription at Persepolis dated 392/1002, but
sources can be filled out and supplemented by the
this son had died in 398/1008. Hence just before
general chronicles of Ibn al-Athfr, ix, Ibn alhis death, he had nominated his 19-year old son
Djawzl, vii, and Sibt Ibn al-Djawzi, the latter two
c
Sultan al-Dawla Abu Shudja as supreme amir; the
especially important for events in Baghdad and
latter after his accession appointed his brothers Djalal
Trak.
al-Dawla and Kiwam al-Dawla as governors in Basra
Of secondary literature, there are connected
and Kirman respectively. The ensuing struggles
accounts of Baha3 al-Dawla's amlrate and of the
amongst Baha 3 al-Dawla's sons, combined with the
cultural life of the period in Mafizullah Kabir, The
ambitions of the Arab amir?, in Trak and distant presBuwaihid dynasty of Baghdad (334/946-447/1055],
sure from the Ghaznawids and then the Saldjuks in
Calcutta 1964," 77-91, 179 ff; in H. Busse, Chalif
the east, were soon to destroy the precarious unity
und Grosskomg, die Buyiden im Iraq (945-1055), Beirutof the Buyid empire inherited by Baha 3 al-Dawla
Wiesbaden 1969, 67 ff. and index; and in idem,
from his father.
ch. Iran under the Buyids, in Camb. hist, of Iran, iv,
It is not easy to form a clear picture of Baha3 aled. R.N. Frye, Cambridge 1975, 289-96; The
Dawla's character and personality, and he suffers in
extensive bibliography in Busse's book expands and
the sources by comparison with his father. They
brings up-to-date that of the article BUWAYHIDS [q.v].
describe him as tyrannical to his entourage, avid for
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
gold and niggardly over its disbursement, but these
BAHRIYYA. I. The navy of the Arabs up
vices were not unfamiliar among other members of
to 1250. Although Near Eastern writers in mediaeval
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times did not address themselves specifically to
the subject of bahriyya, references to seafaring activities made by Arab, Byzantine, southern and western
European chroniclers, geographers and travellers, as
well as pertinent details found in the Arabic papyri
and the Geniza documents, provide a considerable
body of information concerning the rise and fall of
the Arab navy.
The naval requirements of the Arabs were dictated
by the necessity of defending their Mediterranean territories—stretching from Cilicia and Syria in the East
to the Spanish Levante seaboard in the West—and
of protecting their shipping, as well as by their offensive operations against Christian enemies in the
Mediterranean. Until the appearance of aggressive
Italian fleets and the coming of the Crusaders, Muslim
sea power, along with that of the Byzantines, constituted the dominant factor in mediaeval Mediterranean
naval history.
The organisation and command structure of the
bahriyya were affected by the policy and strategy of
the caliphate. In the beginning of the 2nd/8th century, the naval organisation involved several naval
districts and distinct, self-controlled fleets. The naval
districts, with their strategic ports (thaghr, pi. thughur
[</.#•]) and warships, remained under the jurisdiction
of commanders appointed by the caliph and responsible for the supervision of the construction and equipment of the ships; for their safety in the winter bases;
for the selection of the entire naval personnel; for
gathering and analysing naval intelligence; and for
giving operational orders. With the decline of the
caliphate, the organisational logistic, and operational
responsibility for the bahriyya rested with those dynamic regimes whose power was based on the coastal
provinces, whether they enjoyed a sovereign status, as
was the case of the Fatimids, or that of local dynasties, like the Aghlabids, the Tulunids, the Ikhshfdids
and the Ayyubids [^.ro.].
An essential feature of the bahriyya were the dur
al-sinaca (sing, dar al-sindca \_q-v I\), These naval installations served not only as operational bases, but
also as shipyards, naval arsenals and as the manpower centres supplying sailors and combat personnel. The number and activity of these installations
depended on the degree of concern for naval matters of individual regimes. The latter ensured the
operations of the installations by raising taxes specifically earmarked for naval expenditure; by procuring raw materials needed for the construction and
fitting of warships; and by conscripting the necessary manpower. The Muslim naval inventory
involved a great diversity of combat and supportive vessels. In fact "the Muslim navy not only had
a variety of names for a single type, but a single
name for a variety of types" (A.M. Fahmy, Muslim
naval organization, 137).
A fleet (al-ustul [q.v.]) was commanded by the rd'is
al-ustul (commander of the fleet) selected from among
the top naval officers (al-kuwwdd), but the care of
weapons and direction of naval action were discharged
by the chief sailor (kcfid al-nawdtiya). The crews of the
warships were made up of sailors (nuti, pi. nawdtiya);
oarsmen (kadhdhdf); craftsmen and workmen (dhawu
'l-sind'a wa 'l-mihan); as well as of the fighting men,
such as the naphtha throwers (al-nqffaturi) and the
marines. The actual fighting involved both the bombardment with combustible projectiles, and the subsequent ramming, boarding and hand-to-hand combat
of the marines. The latter were employed also for
landing raids.

The early history of the bahriyya was highlighted
by the raids against Cyprus in 28/649 and 33/655;
by the victory over a Byzantine armada in the Battle
of the Masts (Dhat al-Sawarl [q.v. in Suppl.]) in
34/655; and by the two sieges of Constantinople in
54-69/763-9 and 98-9/717-18), during which the
Muslim fleets attempted to blockade maritime access
to the imperial capital, and supported logistically the
Arab land forces. In that period Muslim squadrons
raided Sicily in 32-3/652 and 46/666-7, temporarily occupied Rhodes in 52/672 or 53/673 and Arwad
(Cyzikus) in 54/673, and raided Crete in 55/674.
In the first half of the 3rd/9th century, the position
of the bahriyya was enhanced by the reassertion of
Muslim influence over Cyprus [see KUBRUS] and the
conquest of Crete [see IKRITISH]; both these strategic islands facilitated offensive operations against
Byzantine possessions. Regular Muslim fleets were
stationed at Alexandria, Rosetta, Damietta, cAkka,
Tyre, Sidon and Tarsus. In the Western
Mediterranean, the navy of the Aghlabids engaged
in relentless attacks against Sicily [see SIKILLIYYA] and
the southern and western shores of Italy from the
naval base of Tunis.
The pursuit of ambitious political goals in Egypt
and Syria by Ahmad b. Tulun (254-70/868-84) entailed
both an expansion of naval installations, especially
those of cAkka, and the strengthening of naval squadrons. His example was emulated by Muhammad b.
Tughdj al-Ikhshld (323-34/935-46); but neither the
fleet of the Tulunids nor that of the Ikhshldids proved
to be very effective. The former was annihilated in
293/905 by a small 'Abbasid fleet, the latter was unable to support Crete and Cyprus against the resurgent
Byzantine navy. On the other hand, in 291/902 the
Muslim bahriyya achieved a great success when Aghlabid
naval forces conquered Sicily.
Following the Byzantine re-conquest of Crete
(350/961) and Cyprus (352/963), the difficult task of
upholding the prestige of the bahriyya was taken over
by the Fatimids. Having inherited strong naval traditions from the Aghlabids, the Fatimids undertook
a major expansion of the fleet. Their powerful
naval squadrons proved instrumental in contesting
supremacy in the western Mediterranean. Malta,
Sardinia, Corsica, the Balearic and other islands
were attacked. In 324-5/934-5 a Fatimid fleet harried the southern coast of France, took Genoa, and
coasted along Calabria, carrying off slaves and other
booty. In 344/955 another Fatimid fleet raided the
coasts of Umayyad Spain. In 358/969 a powerful Fatimid armada participated in the conquest of
Egypt. Concerned with the offensive operations of
the Byzantines, as well as with the need for preserving the unity of their realm, which stretched from
North Africa to Syria, the Fatimids attached great
importance to the status of their navy. They founded a "Department of the Holy War or of Maritime
Constructions": (Diwan al-D^ihad aw Dlwdn al-cAmd'ir).
Ships were built in Alexandria, Damietta, at the island
of Rawda, in Misr, and in the new dockyards of
al-Maks, which alone is credited with producing
600 vessels. Availability of the services of the Syrian
thughur, such as Tyre and Tripoli, extended the operational capacity of the Fatimid fleet in the eastern
Mediterranean.
In the 5 t h / l l t h century the power of the bahriyya
began to decline. The North African provinces
slipped away from the Fatimids. The fleets of the
Italian mercantile republics asserted their preponderance in the western Mediterranean and began
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to raid with virtual impunity the Algerian and
Tunisian shores. The dynamic Normans conquered
Sicily and Southern Italy, and then began preparing for expansionist moves in Eastern Mediterranean.
In the first half of the 6th/12th century, the victories of the Crusaders were facilitated by the decline
of Fatimid naval forces, and resulted in the loss of
all Islamic coastal towns with the exception of
c
Askalan. After the surrender of that fortress in
548/1153, the coast of Egypt became an easy target for Norman, Italian and Byzantine squadrons.
An attempt to challenge the Christian naval power
was made by Salah al-Dfn (567-89/1171-93), the
supplanter of the Fatimids. He increased the salaries
of the sailors, re-fortified Egyptian naval bases, and
created a special office of the fleet (diwdn al-ustul],
to which several branches of Egyptian revenue contributed. In 574-5/1179 his fleet counted 80 vessels, of which 60 were galleys and 20 transports.
Although the revitalised navy achieved some success during Salah al-Dfn's struggle against the
Crusaders (including an effective counter-attack in
Dhu '1-Hidjdja 578/February 1183 against a daring Frankish penetration of the hitherto immune
Red Sea waters), it proved impotent to prevent the
movement of Christian fleets bringing new hosts of
European warriors eager to fight against the Muslim
conquerors of Jerusalem. The Third Crusade (5857/1189-91) did not recover the Holy City, but it
delivered a mortal blow to the Egyptian navy, whose
squadrons tried suicidally to support the garrison
of c Akka blockaded by a tremendous concentration
of European fleets. According to al-Makrizf (766845/1364-1442), "After the death of Saiah al-Dfn
the affairs of the fleet were given little attention . . .
Service in the navy was considered to be a disgrace to such an extent that to call at an Egyptian
'You sailor!' was treated as an insult. What a change
from the days when the names of the sailors were
invoked in the prayers of the people, and from the
times when these very sailors had been called the
soldiers of God, waging the Holy War against the
foes of Allah!"
Bibliography: A.M. 'Abbadi, Ta'rikh albahriyya al-isldmiyya fi Misr wa 'l-Shdm, Cairo 1972;
M. Canard, Les expeditions des Arabes contre
Constantinople dans I'histoire et dans la legende, in JA,
ccviii (1926), 61-121; A.S. Ehrenkreutz, The place
of Saladin in the naval history of the Mediterranean Sea
in the Middle Ages, in JAOS, Ixxv (1955), 100-16;
E. Eickhoff, Seekrieg und Seepolitih zwischen Islam und
Abendland (650-1040), Saarbriicken 1954; A.M.
Fahmy, Muslim naval organization in the Eastern
Mediterranean, from the seventh to the tenth century A.D.,
1966; W. Hoenerbach, Araber und Mittelmeer, Anfdnge
und Probleme arabischer Seegeschichte, in ^eki Velidi
Togan Armagam;, Istanbul 1950-5, 379-96; Dj.
Khankf, Ta'nkh al-bahriyya al-misnyya, Cairo 1948;
S. Mahir, al-Bahriyya ft Misr al-islamiyya, Cairo
1967; A. Lewis, Naval power and trade in the
Mediterranean A.D. 500-1100, 1951; al-Makrizf, alMawd'iz wa }l-ictibdr, Paris 1853, ii, 194; L.-R.
Menager, Amiratus-'A^pac,, UEmirat et les origines
de I'Amiraute (XF-XIIF siecles), 1960; Kudama b.
DjaTar, Nuskhat cahd bi-wildyat thaghr al-bahr, in M.
Hamidullah, Muslim conduct of state, Karachi 1953,
319-21; M.A. Shaban, Islamic history, A.D. 600-750
(A.H. 132), Cambridge 1971; M. Talbi, UEmirat
aghlabide, Paris 1966, 384-524.
(A.S. EHRENKREUTZ)
II, III [See Vol. I, 945 ff.].
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BAKHIT AL-MUTll AL-HANAFI, MUHAMMAD,
mufti of Egypt from 1914 until 1921. He was
born in the village of al-Mutf c a in the province of
Asyut on 10 Muharram 1271/24 September 1854.
After completion of his studies at al-Azhar in
1292/1875, he remained attached to that institution as a teacher until 1297/1880, when he was
appointed kadi of al-Kalyubiyya province. This was
the beginning of his career in the judiciary, in which
he served as provincial judge in various resorts, as
kadi of Alexandria, as kadi of Cairo, and in a number of other high positions such as the office of
Inspector and the office of mufti in the Ministry of
Justice, prior to his appointment as mufti of Egypt
on 21 December 1914. In the course of his career
he was involved, either directly or indirectly, in
notable events of the day, such as the intrigues
against reform in al-Azhar, as sponsored by
Muhammad c Abduh (cf. Ahmad ShafTk, Mudhakkirdti
fi nisf karn, Cairo 1936, ii, part 2, 35), the complications surrounding the marriage of cAli Yusuf (ibid.,
61), and the events of 1921, preceeding Egyptian
independence (cf. Shaffk, iii, 275 ff.). He was a member of al-Rabita al-Sharkiyya [q.v.], but resigned from
this association in 1925 in protest to the efforts of
some of its members to bring about the annulment
of the intended trial of CA1I cAbd al-Razik (cf. Ahmad
ShafTk, A'mali bafd mudhakkirdti, Cairo 'l941, 183 f).
The latter's Islam wa-usul al-hukm was severely criticised by Muhammad Bakhft in his Hakikat al-Isldm
wa-usul al-hukm, Cairo 1344/1925-6. This book, as
well as publications with suggestive titles such as alMurhafdt }l-yamdniyya fi (unuk man kdla bi-butldn al-wakf
c
ald }l-dhuriyya, Cairo 1344/1925-6; Irsjidd al-kdn* wa
'l-sdmi' ild anna al-taldk id ha lam yudif ild al-mar'a ghayr
wdkic, Cairo 1348/1929-30; Hu^at Allah 'aid
khalikatihi, fi baydn hakikat al-Kur^dn wa-hikam kitdbatihi, Cairo 1932, reflect Muhammad Bakhft's active
intellectual involvement with the various issues of his
time, such as the disputes pertaining to the translation of the Kur 3 an, the position of women, and the
campaign for abolition of the wakf ahli. Other publications such as his Tanbih al-cukul al-insdniyya lima
fi dydt al-Kur'dn min al-culum al-kawniyya wa 'l-cumrdniyya, Cairo 1344/1925-6; Tawfik al-Rahmdn li-tawflk
bayn md kdlahu 'ulamci' al-hay^a wa-bayn ma did3 fi
ahddith al-sahiha wa-dydt al-Kur'dn, Cairo 1341/19223; and al-Dj.awdb al-shdfi fi ibdhat al-taswir al-futughrdfi,
Cairo n.d.; and Risdla fi Ahkdm kird'at al-funughrdf,
Cairo 1324/1906-7, show his concern with problems
arising out of the confrontantion of Islam with the
results of Western science and
technology.
Muhammad Bakhlt died on 20 Radjab 1354/18
October 1935.
Bibliography: For biographies, see Zakf Fahmf,
Safwat al-casr fi ta'nkh rusum mashdhir riajal Misr,
Cairo 1326/1908-9, 501 ff.; Ilyas Zakhura, Mir3at
al-casr fi ta'rikh rusum akdbir ridj.dl bi-Misr, Cairo
1916, ii, 467; Sulayman al-Zayyati, Kanz al-dj_awhar
fi ta'rikh al-Azhar, Cairo n.d., 172 ff; and the
weekly al-Isldm (Cairo; ed. Amin c Abd alRahman), iv (1935), 30, 38 f. (an obituary containing biographical data).
(F. DE JONG)
BAKI BI'LLAH, KHUADJA, Sufi s a i n t of Muslim
India, born in Kabul in 971/1563-4. His father,
Kadi c Abd al-Salam Khaldjf Samarkand!, was a
scholarly Sufi, and his mother a descendant of
Shaykh c Ubayd Allah Ahrar (d. 896/1491), the distinguished saint of the Nakshbandi order, [see
AHRAR, KHWADJA, above]. He completed his early
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education and then studied the religious sciences under
the guidance of Mawlana Sadik Halwa3!, who had
stayed in Kabul at the persuasion of Mlrza Hakim
in 978/1570-1 on his way back from the Hidjaz
to Samarkand. After some time, he accompanied
Halwa'I to Transoxiana, and there he outshone
other students of his in Islamic theology. As he
was inclined towards piety and Sufism, he visited
the famous Sufis and developed a desire for spiritual perfection. Hence he turned to India and
wandered about here and there in the Pandjab,
spending nights in vigil and performing mystical
exercises, to the point that his health was adversely
affected.
Having spent sometime in the Pandjab and
Kashmir, Baki bi'llah again went to Transoxiana in
1000/1592 in search of a spiritual guide. In Samarkand, he became the disciple of the Nakshbandl saint
Mawlana Kh"adjagi, who acquainted him with the
teachings and philosophy of his order. He adopted
the teachings of Shaykh Ahrar and returned to India
towards 1007/1599, settling down in Dihli as a founder
of the Nakshbandl order there and gathering a number of disciples, including some of the leading grandees
and scholars. Shaykh Farld Bukharl, one of Akbar's
prominent nobles, also became his disciple, and met
all the expenses of his khdnkdh in Dihli. As regards
his teachings, he emphasised the importance of right
faith, strict adherence to the Islamic Sharl'a, constant
meditation and the service of man; to him, this was
the essence of Sufism, and no importance was attached
to other mystic experiences. He considered Ibn
al-cArabI's philosophy of wahdat al-wuaj.ud ("unity of
being") as a narrow lane, while 'Ala3 al-Dawla
Surinam's concept of wahdat al-shuhud he declared to
be a wider road.
Baki bi'llah died in 1011/1603 leaving a number
of distinguished disciples to further his work. It was
largely due to him that the Nakshbandl order subsequently gained popularity in India and became one
of the important orders there, making an impact on
the religious life of the Indian Muslims which can be
felt even today.
Bibliography: Ahmad Sirhindl, Maktubdt-i
Rabbdni, i, ed. Mawlana Yar Muhammad Djadld
BadakhshI, Kanpur 1877; Shaykh cAbd al-Hakk
Muhaddith, Akhbdr al-akhydr, Dihli 1914; Athar
c
Abbas Rizvl, Muslim revivalist movements in India
in the 16th and 17th centuries, Lucknow 1965; Muhammad Hashim Badakhshanl, Zjibdat al-makdmdt,
Lucknow 1885.
_
(I.H. SIDDICHJI)
BAKR B. AL-NATTAH, ABU 'L-WA'IL, m i n o r
poet of Basra, who belonged to the tribe of Bakr
b. Wa'il and who eulogised Rabfa; but it is not
known for certain whether he was descended from
Hanlfa b. Ludjaym or from his brother Tdjl (Ibn
al-Kalbl-Caskel, Tab. 141), so that he is sometimes
given the nisba of Hanafi and sometimes that of
Tdjli. He spent part of his life in Baghdad, and
according to information given in the Aghdni (xix,
38), he is even said to have received for some time
a stipend from the diwdn of al-Rashld. However, he
seems to have led a fairly restless life in search of
patrons, being avid for rewards. He is moreover
made into a sucluk, a brigand of the highways, because
he boasted of using his sword in order to earn his
living; but the only relevant episode here mentioned
in the sources is an attack by the hordes of
Abu Dulaf al-Kasim b. Tsa al-Tdjl! (d. 225/840
[q.v.]) after the latter had remarked to Ibn al-Nattah
that he was always boasting of his bravery but never

put it to the test. For the rest, his relations with
Abu Dulaf are unclear; according to one tradition,
he was recruited into his army and received a stipend
until the end of his life, whilst another tradition
describes him as coming every year to the master
of al-Karadj asking for money to buy an estate
allegedly adjacent to his own existing one. Whatever
the truth, he eulogised his benefactor, above all in
a fine kasida of 90 verses which has been preserved
by Ibn al-Mu c tazz. Abu Dulaf's brother, Mackil b.
Tsa, interceded on his behalf for the prince to pardon Ibn al-Nattah's indiscretions, which led to similar eulogies on Mackil and an elegy on his death.
Ibn al-Nattah also mourned the death of Malik b.
C
A1I al-KhuzacI, at whose side he had fought in campaigns against the Kharidjls of the district of Hulwan.
He is also found in Kirman, where he received a
regular stipend, and at the side of Malik b. Tawk
[see AL-RAHBA], to whom he dedicated some panegyrics. However, the chronology of all these events
is far from certain, and it is most unlikely that he
could have praised the latter person (who died in
260/874), at least if he himself died in 192/808,
which an allusion to his loss in the Diwdn of Abu
'l-cAtahiya (ed. Beirut 1964, 105, rhyme -did, metre
sane) seems to support.
The critics recognised that he handled with talent
the various poetical genres, though at the same time
criticising him for certain exaggerations on occasion.
His eulogies and elegies remain within the Bedouin
tradition, but several poems in which he hymns a
d^driya called Durra have a more modernist form; it
was because these were set to music that Bakr b. alNattah merited a notice in the Aghdm. Out of his
total poetic production, which ran to a hundred or
so leaves (Fihrist, 232), Ahmad b. Abl Tahir Tayfur
made a selection (Ikhtiydr shi'r Bakr b. al-Nattdh] which
Yakut cites (Udabd\ iii, 92).
Bibliography. Djahiz, Hayawdn, iii, 196, iv, 232;
Ibn Kutayba, cUyun, index; Mubarrad, Kdmil, 5612, 708-9, 853; Ibn al-Mu c tazz, Tabakdt, 99-103;
Abu Tammam, Hamdsa, ii, 88-9; Kali, Amdll, i,
227; BakrI, Simt' al-la'dll, 520; Mas'udI, Murud},
vii, 140 = § 2824; AghanI, xix, 36-52; Ibn cAbd
Rabbih, clkd, ed. Cairo 1940, i, 275; Tawhldl,
Irnta', iii, 50; Marzubanl, Muwashshah, 298; 'Askarl,
Sindcatayn, index; Ibn Khallikan, Wafaydt, in the
notice no. 511; Ibn Shakir, Fawdt, no. 62; Ibn
Rashlk, 'Umda, ii, 53, 145; Khatlb Baghdad!,
Ta3nkh, vii, 90; HusrI, ^ahr al-dddb, 596, 966-7,
1017; NuwayrI, Nihdya, ii, 18; J.E. Bencheikh, Les
voies d'une creation, Sorbonne thesis 1971 (unpublished), index; WahhabI, Mardaji', iii, 114-5;
Bustam, DM, iv, 105-6; Zirikll, A'ldm, ii, 46.
(CH. PELLAT)
AL-BAKRI, MUHAMMAD TAWFIK B. cALi B.
MUHAMMAD, Egyptian religious dignitary. He was
born in Cairo on 27 Djumada II 1287/24 August
1870, and was appointed nakib al-ashrdf [q.v.], shaykh
mashdyikh al-turuk al-sufiyya (head of the tankas [q.v.]),
and head of al-Bakriyya [q.v.] in January 1892 in succession to his deceased brother cAbd al-Bakl, obtaining life-membership of the maa^lis shurd al-kawdnm
(Legislative Council) and of the dj_amciyya al-umurmyya
(General Assembly) in that very same year. During the
period in which he held the office of shaykh mashdyikh
al-turuk al-sujiyya, various regulations for the Sufi orders
in Egypt were introduced. These regulations, which
were in force until 1976, allowed him to re-establish
the authority over the orders to which the head of alBakriyya had been legally entitled since 1812, and
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which had declined dramatically under his predecessor
c
Abd al-Bakl.
As nakib al-ashrdf, he was forced to abdicate in
January 1895 by the Khedive c Abbas Hilmf, who
must have aimed at curbing al-Bakri's aspirations
to political significance, as was suggested by Mahir
Hasan Fahmf (92 ff.; see bibliography). Following
this event, relations between al-Bakrf and the
Khedive grew progressively worse when the latter
sought to mobilise Ottoman support in his attempts
to assert his position over Lord Cromer, the British
proconsul. This was totally unacceptable to al-Bakrf,
since it ran counter to the unadulterated Egyptian
nationalism which he advocated. In consequence, he
showed himself to be aggressively antagonistic to
c
Abbas Hilml's policy, to a degree which brought
him close to being faced with legal prosecution for
lese-majeste (cf. Ahmad ShafTk, Mudhakkirdti f i nisf
karn, Cairo 1936, ii/1, 248 f.; Muhammad Husayn,
al-Ittididhat al-wataniyya fi 'l-adab al-mucdsir, Cairo
1954, i, 94). When the Khedive changed his
policy and turned to the Egyptian nationalists in his
effort to achieve freedom from British tutelage, relations improved considerably, and in early 1903
Muhammad TawfTk was again installed as nakib
al-ashrdf, in succession to CA1I al-Biblawf [q.v.],
who had been appointed Shaykh of al-Azhar.
Concommitant to and as the result of this rapprochement between the Khedive cAbbas Hilmf and
Muhammad TawfTk, the latter became gradually
more implicated in the Khedive's policy, notably in
his efforts aimed at the deposition of the mufti of
Egypt, Muhammad c Abduh, who was a protege of
Cromer's, when the Khedive called upon him for
mediation on various occasions (cf. Shaffk,
Mudhakkirdti, ii/1, 348, ii/2, 34 ff., 95 f.; Fahmi,
103 ff.). On the political scene he manifested him
self, moreover, as an advocate of parliamentary government, for which he campaigned in the Legislative
Council as well as in the Press. He was committed
to pan-Islamism, and was actively involved in the
movement when he presided over the preliminary
meetings for the foundation of the Universal Islamic
Congress (al-Mu'tamar al-Isldml al-'Amma), proposed
by Isma c fl Gasprinsky [q.v.], held in the palace of
the Bakrfs in Cairo at the end of 1907. From the
latter year onwards, relations between al-Bakrl and
the Khedive again become strained when Eldon
Gorst, who had succeeded Cromer to the proconsulate at the beginning of that year, managed to
win c Abbas Hilmf away from the nationalists and
obtained his support for British policies. This caused
the relationship between al-Bakn and the Khedive
to deteriorate into one of the mutual distrust and
hostility, which must have contributed to the severe
paranoia which forced al-Bakn to abdicate at the
end of 1911. In 1912, he left Egypt for Beirut,
where he was confined to a mental hospital until
early 1928 when he returned. He died in Cairo in
August 1932.
In addition to Muhammad Tawfik al-Bakri's significance for the Sufi orders in Egypt, which have been
under the lasting impact of an administration which
was at least partially designed by him and which was
instituted under his auspices, he is also notable for his
literary activities. He founded a short-lived predecessor
of the Academy of the Arabic Language, he compiled
an anthology of rad^a^ poetry (Arddjlz al-cArab Cairo
1313/1895-6)—about which it was rumoured that it
had not been compiled by him at all but by Ahmad
b. Amm al-Shinkftf (cf. al-Muktatqf, xix (Cairo 1895),
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930 ff.; xx, 44 ff.)—and he published a selection from
the works of eight poets from the "Abbasid period
(Fuhul al-baldgha, Cairo 1313/1895-6), in addition to
a collection of poems and makdmas in the style of alHarfrf written by himself (SahdndJ al-lu'lu3, Cairo 1907.
A selection from this work was published by c Uthman
Shakir under the title al-Lu'lu3 fi 'l-adab, Cairo 1927).
As a poet, he is considered as one of the last representatives of the classical tradition.
Bibliography: The most extensive biography
is Mahir Hasan Fahml, Muhammad Tawfik alBakn, Cairo 1967, referred to in the article. It
contains amongst others a lengthy discussion of
his publishing activities and of his literary output, and gives further references. An autobiography is to be found in his Bayt al-Siddlk, Cairo
1323/1905, 11 ff. For a discussion of the nature
of his authority over the Sufi orders in Egypt,
and of the impact of the regulations introduced
under his auspices and of his political activities,
see F. de Jong, Al-Mashdyikh al-Bakriyya and the
transformation of their authority in 19th century Egypt,
in A. Dietrich (ed.), Akten des mi. Kongresses fur
Arabistik und Islamwissenschaft, Gottingen 1976, 224
ff; and idem, Turuq and turuq-linked institutions in
19th century Egypt, Leiden 1978, ch. v, where
additional references may be found.
(F. DE JONG)
BALANCE [see MINTAKAT AL-BURUDJ; M!ZAN].
AL-BALATl, ABU L-FATH CUTHMAN B ISA
B. MANSUR B. MUHAMMAD, TADJ AL-DlN, g r a m m a r ian, poet and adib, originally from the town of
Balad on the Tigris, which also had the name of
Balat (see Yakut, i, 721), whence his nisba of al-Balatf,
sometimes given in the diminutive form of al-Bulaytf.
Abu '1-Fath went first of all to teach in Syria, and
then, when Saladin assumed power in Egypt (567/
1171), he migrated to Cairo where the new sultan
allotted to him a fixed stipend and appointed him
to teach grammar and the Kur'an in one of the
mosques of the town. He remained there till his
death on 19 Safar 599/7 November 1202; his corpse
was not discovered till three days after his death
because the people of Cairo were preoccupied by
the famine then raging and were unconcerned with
each other.
Thanks to clmad al-Dln al-Isfahanf (519-97/11251201 [q.v.]}, who knew him personally, and to a shanf
called Abu Dja'far al-Idrfsf (apparently not to be
confused with the famous geographer) who had been
his pupil and who was in contact with Yakut
(d. 626/1129), we possess a very detailed physical
description of this scholar and information on his
habits. He was tall, corpulent, with a lofty forehead,
a long beard and a ruddy complexion; he was very
susceptible to cold, always wrapped himself up, took
a thousand precautions when he went to the hammdm
and hardly went outside in winter. He had the reputation of being extremely learned in all the literary
fields, but his personal conduct left something to be
desired; he apparently sought the company of dissolute persons and sometimes got drunk.
The examples which have been preserved from
his poetry show that it was of traditional type, and
some poems show a special aptitude for verbal
pyrotechnics in the vein of his time (all through one
kasida, a differing word in each verse which could
be read equally well in the three grammatical cases;
a rhyme in -unu which exhausts the lexicon's possibilities; a schema mafcala arbitrarily constructed;
etc.). Nevertheless, he also wrote a long poem in
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praise of al-Kadi al-Fadil [q.v], in which Saladin's
secretary is placed above al-Djahiz, Ibn c Abbad and
Ibn al- c Amid, as well as a muwashshaha whose khar^_a
is not however in accordance with the rules, since
it is in literary Arabic.
Al-BalatT is, in addition to his peetry, the author
of various works: a Kitdb al-cArud al-kabir, a K. al-cArud
al-saghir, a K. al-l?jat al-muki^dt, a K. al-Nayyir, a K.
Akhbdr al-Mutanabbi, a K. al-Musta^dd cala }l-mustaa^dd
min fa'alat al-ad^wdd, a K. cllm asjhkdl al-khatt, a K. alTashif wa 'l-tahnf and a K. Taclil al-(ibdddt.
Bibliography: Yakut, Udabd3, xii, 141-67; idem,
Bulddn, i, 721, ii, 735; c lmad al-Dm, Khandat alkasr, Kism shu'ard* al-Shdm, ii, 383; Kutubr, Fawdt,
ii, no. 279; Ibn Hadjar, Lisdn al-Mizdn, iv, 1501; Suyutl, Bughya, 323-4; HadjdjI Khalifa, ed.
Istanbul, passim; Brockelmann, S I, 530; Bustanf,
DM, V, 24-5; M.Z. Enani, Le muwassah en Orient,
Sorbonne thesis 1973 (unpublished), 90-1.
(Cn. PELLAT)
BALBAN, GHIYATH AL-DiN ULUGH KHAN, the most
prominent of the slave S u l t a n s of D i h l l , was
originally a Turkish slave of the Ilbarl clan. A member of the famous corps of Forty Slaves or Cihilgdm
raised by Sultan Iltutmish, Balban rose, by dint of
sheer merit and ability, to be the minister and deputy
(nd3ib-i-mamlakat) of the ascetic king Nasir al-Dm
Mahmud Shah (644-64/1246-65), to whom he had
given his daughter in marriage. As de facto ruler during Mahmud's reign, he checked the forces of disintegration and infused vigour into the administration.
The experience which he earned during his deputyship stood him in good stead when he inaugurated
his own reign in 664/1266 as Ghiyath al-Dm Balban,
following the death of the childless Mahmud. Many
and varied were the problems which beset Balban
as he set to administer the country ruined by internal anarchy and threatened with foreign invasion.
The treacherous manoeuvrings of the Turkish nobility, the growing intensity of the Hindu resistance
and the mounting menace of the Mongol inroads,
combined to create a situation which called for realistic approach, coupled with a will to take bold
action.
As a typical oriental monarch, he advocated the
theory of the divine right of the king and rigidly
insisted on the observance of court ceremonial. For
refractory nobles, he thought the assassin's dagger or
poison to be the only remedy and he got rid of most
of them by a liberal use of both. With firm determination and concentrated drive, he brought the
Mewati insurgents to their knees and suppressed
the uprising of the Hindus of the Doab. For repelling
the Mongol marauders, he put his able and trusted
son Muhammad Khan in command of an elaborate
defence arrangement along the north-western frontiers, and as a result, the advance of the Mongols
was effectively halted. At home, the army was reorganised, an efficient espionage system perfected
and art and literature liberally patronised. The celebrated Amir Khusraw [q.v.] was one of the literary luminaries of his court. As a result of this
vigorous administration, perfect peace and prosperity prevailed over his kingdom, except for an insurrection in distant Bengal. After persistent flouting of
the king's will by the governor of that province,
Toghril Khan, Balban had to take personal charge
of a strong military expedition which resulted in the
rebellious governor being caught and slain. His adherents were taken by the Sultan to Lakhnawtf [q.v] where
they were publicly punished by impalement. This

exemplary chastisement was also intended to be served
as a stern warning to his son Bughra Khan, whom
he appointed governor of Bengal before returning to
Dihii.
Balban's beloved son Prince Muhammad, whom
he had designated his heir, was killed early in
685/1286 in a fierce engagement with the Mongols.
This bereavement eventually brought about his own
death a year later in 686/1287; this sounded the
death-knell of the Slave-King dynasty, for the Khaldjls
took over the reins of the Dihll sultanate only three
years later.
Bibliography: Diva al-Dfn Baranf, Ta3rikh-i Firuz
Shdhi, Calcutta 1860-6; Shams-i Siradj c Afif,
Ta3nkh-i Firuz Shdhi, Calcutta 1888-9; Elliott and
Dowson, History of India, iii;.; Sir Wolseley Haig,
Cambridge history of India, iii, Cambridge 1928; A.B.M.
Hablbullah, Foundation of Muslim rule in India, Lahore
1945; A.L. Srivastava, The sultanate of Delhi1, Agra
1953; P. Hardy, Historians of medieval India, London
1960, index; G. Hambly, Who were the Chihilgdm,
the forty slaves of Sultan Shams al-Dm Iltutmish of Delhi?,
in Iran, Jnal. of the British Inst. of Persian Studies, x
(1972), 57-62; Muhammad 'Aziz Ahmad, Political
history and institutions of the early Turkish empire of Delhi
(1206-1290), Indian edition, Delhi 1972.
(ABDUS SUBHAN)
SIDI BALLA, ABU MUHAMMAD C ABD ALLAH IBN
C

AZZUZ AL-KURASHI AL-SHADHILI AL-MARRAKUSHI, a

cobbler of Marrakesh to whom thaumaturgic gifts
were attributed and who died in an odour of sanctity in 1204/1789. His tomb, situated in his own
residence at Bab Avian, has been continuously visited because of its reputation of curing the sick.
Although he had not received a very advanced education, Ibn 'Azzuz nevertheless succeeded in leaving behind an abundant body of works, dealing
mainly with mysticism and the occult sciences, but
also with medicine. However, his works display
hardly any originality, and none of them has interested a publisher despite the success in Morocco of
his Dhahdb -al-kusuf wa-najy al-^ulumdt fi cilm al-tibb
wa 3l-tabd3ic wa 'l-hikma, a popular collection of therapeutic formulae (see L. Leclerc, La chirurgie
d'Abulcasis, Paris 1861, ii, 307-8; H.PJ. Renaud, in
Initiation au Maroc, Paris 1945, 183-4); his Kashf alrumuz concerning medicinal plants is equally wellknown. Out of his three works on mysticism, the
Tanbih al-tilmidh al-muhtddj. is perhaps the most original since it endeavours to reconcile the shan'a with
the haklka [q.v]. Finally, in the field of the occult
sciences, his Lubab al-hikma fi cilm al-huruf wa-cilm
al-asmd3 al-ildhiyya, of which at least one manuscript
survives, is a treatise on practical magic and divinatory magic.
Bibliography: On the manuscripts of Sfdl
Balla's works, see Brockelmann, S II, 704, 713;
M. Lakhdar, Vie litteraire, 253-6; see also Ibn
Suda, Dalil Mu'arrikh al-Maghrib al-Aksd, Casablanca 1960, ii, 446, 449; C A. Gannun,' al-Nubu§h
al-Maghribi2, Beirut 1961, i, 304-5, 310.
(ED.)

BALYUNASH, also B.NYtFN.SH (in Leo
Africanus
Vignones, in Marmol
Valdevinones),
Portuguese Bulhoes, Spanish Bullones, site of a onceimportant karya 8 km. W.N.W. of Ceuta, beneath
Sierra Bullones (Djabal Musa). Its name is from
the Spanish Romance bunyolex "vineyards", not Bu
or Benf Yunus/-ash, etc. Surrounded on land by
mountains, Balyunash lies in a small valley dropping sharply to a creek in a bay set in a narrow part
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governor of Balkh from 233/847-8 onwards, being
of the Straits of Gibraltar. Berard thought it the
still there when the Safrarid Yackub b. al-Layth caphome of the Homeric Calypso's cave. Its Roman
tured the city temporarily in 258/872. Dawud fled
precursor has been named as Exilissa.
to Samarkand in Samanid territory (sc. to refuge with
In Islam the area's history may well have begun
his suzerains ?) but returned to Balkh shortly afterwith Musa b. Nusayr [</.y.], who is said to have
wards and died there in 259/873 (Barthold, Turkestan
crossed to Algeciras in 93/712 from what became
down to the Mongol invasion^, 77-8). It was probably this
Marsa Musa, later within the orbit of Balyunash.
Dawud (thus according to Vasmer, op. cit., 50, pace
Levi-Provengal (Hist. Esp. mus., ii, 260) associates the
Marquart), and not the Dawud b. Abl Dawud of the
emergence of Balyunash proper with a palace built
Khuttal local rulers (see below), who at one point in
among gardens by Ibn Abl c Amir (Almanzor) and
his career made a raid south of the Hindu Kush
protected by a fortress on the shore. In the 5 t h / l l t h
against the local ruler Ffruz b. Kabk, who was probcentury Balyunash was certainly known to the geogably from the family of Zunbfls of Zabulistan (Ibn
rapher al-Bakrl as a large, fertile and populous place.
Khurradadhbih, 180; cf. Mas'udf, Murua^, viii, 42,
Thereafter its importance grew with that of Ceuta.
127-8).
In 1342 it witnessed a battle between ships from a
Dawud b. al- c Abbas's kinsman (? nephew) Abu
Marfnid-Nasrid fleet and vessels from a Castilian |
Dawud Muhammad b. Ahmad ruled in Balkh from
fleet covering Alfonso XI as he besieged Algeciras.
260/874 onwards, after having already controlled
The heyday of Balyunash—lauded as an Eden by
Andaraba and Pandjhfr in Badakhshan, the latter
poets from the 6th/12th century onwards—apparplace important for its silver mines; during the years
ently came with the 8th/14th century. Details of its
259-61/873-5 Ya c kub b. al-Layth took over Pandjhir
buildings, water resources, the range of its
and minted coins there, but in 261/875 Abu Dawud
horticulture, arboriculture, etc. have been left by alMuhammad was once more able to issue his own
Ansan, a native of the area until 1415 when the
coins from there (Vasmer, Uber die Mtinzen der
Portuguese occupation of Ceuta brought about its
Sajfdriden und ihrer Gegner in Ears und Hurdsdn, in Num.
desertion. In 1418 Balyunash was briefly the estate
Zeitschr., N.F. xxiii (1930), 133-4). If "the information
of one Joao Pereira, a Portuguese courtier from
of the local historian of Bukhara Narshakhf is corCeuta.
rect, Abu Dawud Muhammad was still ruling in
Mediaeval Ceuta, a relatively barren, isolated and
Balkh in 285/898 or 286/899, when c Amr b. alarid peninsula, can be seen as the raison d'etre of
Layth summoned him, together with the Farfghunid
Balyunash. A resort for princes and the rich, who
amir of Guzgan and the Samanid Isma'fl b. Ahmad,
had fortified villas there, the latter was certainly a
to obedience (Ta'nkh-i Bukhara, tr. Frye, The history
rich source of fresh food and above all flowing water,
of Bukhara, 87, cf. Vasmer, Beitrdge, 54-5).
which, in Mannid times at least, must have been fed
A parallel line of governors ruled north of the
directly to Ceuta as indeed it is today. Ruins still
Oxus in Khuttal at this time [see KHUTTALAN], and
to be seen there bear marks of Andalusian architecIbn Khurradadhbih, loc. cit., describes the ruler of
tural and artistic influence.
Khuttal in ca. 272/885-6, al-Harith b. Asad, as the
Bibliography. L. Torres Balbas, Las ruinas de
kinsman of Dawud b. al-cAbbas, governor of Balkh;
Belyunes, in Tamuda, v (1957), 275-96 (contains
translation of al-Ansan's description, for Arabic
on the evidence of certain extant coins of his, he
text of which see Hesperis, xii (1931), Tetudn
was still ruling in 293/906-7. Nevertheless, Vasmer
thought that the apparentation of al-Harith b. Asad's
(1959), and ed. A. Ben Mansour, Rabat 1969;
line to the main stock of the Bamdjurids was dubisee also J. Vallve's tr. in Al-Andalus, xxvii (1962));
B. Pavon Maldonado, Arte hispanomusulmdn en
ous. These Khuttal princelings minted coins in the
Ceuta, in Cuadernos de la Alhambra, vi (1970), 69early 4th/10th century, and the rebellious governor of Khurasan Abu cAll C agham in 336/947
107 plus plates; G. Ayache, Beliounech et le destin de Ceuta, in Hesperis-Tamuda, xiii (1972), 5-36;
received help from the amir Ahmad b. Dja c far,
R. Ricard, Etudes sur I'histoire des Portugais an
whom Vasmer, however, attached to the direct offMaroc, passim', G.S. Colin, Etymologies magribines,
spring of Abu Dawud Muhammad b. Ahmad
in Hesperis (1926), 59 f. (on the name).
(Beitrdge, 59 ff), cf. Gardlzf, %ayn al-akhbdr, ed.
(J.D. LATHAM)
Nazim, 36, ed. cAbd al-Hayy Habibl, 157, and
BANIDJURIDS or ABU DAWUDIDS, a m i n o r
Barthold, Turkestan*, 248. We do not know how
d y n a s t y , probably of Iranian but conceivably of
long the power of these putative Banfdjurids in
Turkish origin, which ruled in T u k h a r i s t a n and
Khuttal lasted, although there was certainly a line
Badakhshan, sc. in what is now Afghan Turkestan,
of local rulers in Khuttal during the early Ghaznawwith a possible parallel branch in Khuttal, sc. in what
id period, and a sister of Mahmud of Ghazna, the
is now the Tadzhik SSR, during the later 3rd/9th
Hurra-yi Khuttalf of Bayhakf, was possibly married
and early 4th/10th centuries.
to one of these rulers, cf. Bosworth, The Ghaznavids,
The genealogy and history of the Banfdjurids are
their empire in Afghanistan and eastern Iran, 138, 237,
very imperfectly known, despite the attempts of
and idem, The later Ghaznavids, splendour and decay.
J. Marquart, in his Erdnsahr, 300-2, and R. Vasmer,
The dynasty in Afghanistan and northern India 1040-1186,
in his Beitrdge zur muhammedanischen Munzkunde. I. Die
Edinburgh 1977, 148.
Aiiinzen der Abu Dd'udiden, in Numismatische ^eitschr., N.F.
Bibliography: Given in the article. Vasmer,
xviii (1925), 49-62, to elucidate them through the sparse
Beitrdge, 53, has a conjectural genealogical table, folhistorical references and the meagre numismatic evilowed by Zambaur in his Manuel, 202, 204.
dence. It seems that they sprang from one Banfdjur,
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
c
a contemporary of the early Abbasid caliphs al-Mansur
BARBER [see CELEBI; HALLAK, in Suppl.].
C
and al-Mahdl, who had connections with Farghana,
BARDALLA, ABU ABD ALLAH MUHAMand his son Hashim (d. 243/857-8) was ruler of the
MAD AL-'ARAB! B. AHMAD AL-ANDALUSI, prominent
mountain districts of Wakhsh and Halaward on the
Moroccan kadi in the reign of Mawlay Ismacfl [^.^.].
upper Oxus. But the first member of the family known
Born in Fas on 2 Djumada II 1042/15 December
with any certainty is Dawud b. al-cAbbas, who was
1632, he died there on 15 Radjab 1133/12 May 1721
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and was interred outside Bab Gisa (al-Djisa) on the
left, or Karawiyyfn, bank of the Wadi Fas.
Mainly because of its non-Arabic origin, "Bardalla"
is vocalised differently in the Arabic sources, and, in
some, one encounters corrupt forms such as in Bin
Dalla. Understandably, we find inconsistencies in
European spellings (Bordola, Bordala, Berdella, etc.).
This last form most nearly represents the pronunciation of the family name as found in 20th century
Fas, and it closely accords with the only two forms
which—on the basis of scrutiny of manuscripts
and inquiry from informed local sources—can be
considered acceptable, viz. Bardalla, Burdalla. The
Andalusian origin of Muhammad al-cArab!'s family
suggests that the etymology is to be sought in a
Romance diminutive in -elk of an epithet corresponding to, say, the modern Castilian pardo "brown",
"dusky". Such a name is quite probable (see FILAHA,
vol. iii, 901, col. 2, and cf. N.gh.ral.h < Negrello,
and on -uh > a (id' marbuta], cf. also Ibn Slda [q.v.]
< Ibn Siduh).
A respected jurist and teacher, Muhammad alc
Arab! seems to have been a popular and influential
religious leader. During the first half of the 17th century and the first half of the 18th, notably between
1088/1677 and 1118/1706-7, we see him, against
the background of the mosque of al-Karawiyyln [q.v.],
serving in various religious capacities—mufti, superintendent of religious endowments (nd^ir alawkdf/ahbds), khatib and imam, and, last but not least,
kadi of Fas (kadi 'l-d^amd'a). In this last office his
career was somewhat erratic because of dismissals
and reinstatements by the sultan. Thus from
1088/December 1677, when he replaced one
Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-MadjdjasT, he had at least
five or six separate terms of office. His initial troubles seem to have stemmed from the attempts of alMadjdjasf to cling to office and his later ones from
the effects of local politics and rivalries. In 1116/1704
he was denounced to Mawlay Isma c fl for performing the saldt over his dead rebel son, Mawlay
Muhammad al-cAlim, but the sultan's wrath can have
done him little harm, for we find him leading the
Eclipse Prayer at al-Karawiyyfn in 1118/1706. A man
of evident integrity, he is described in one source as
"the last just kadi of Fez".
Bibliography. In addition to Levi-Provencal,
Chorfa, 306 (see references in n. 1), 309, 312, 403,
see the new edition and English translation, by
Norman Cigar, of al-Kadirf's Nashr al-mathdnl
(= part I of a D. Phil, thesis, Oxford 1976 (details
in Bulletin of the British Society for Middle Eastern Studies,
3 (1976), 43 f.)), i (tr.), 23 and n. 8, 26, 29, 30
f., 35, 46, 54 f.; ii, 94, etc.; Mawlay Sulayman,
K. clndyat uli 'l-mad^d bi-dhikr dl al-Fdsl b. al-D^add,
Fas 1347, 27, 26, 40, etc.; al-Nasirl, K. al-Istiksa3,
vii, Casablanca 1957, 54, 91, 106, 107, 113; In
Ibn Suda, Dalil mtfarrikh al-Maghrib al-Aksd there
are references to parts of two works preserved in
the private library of Muhammad b. Ahmad
Bardalla in Fas, one dealing with the early cAlawids,
the other treating of the sulaha* of Fas, but they
seem to be the work of Muhammad al-'Arabfs
son despite the index reference (Dalil, Casablanca
1960, 1965, i, 42 (no. 69), 145 (no. 525), ii, 608
(index), cf. ii, 441 (no. 2034)). (J.D. LATHAM)
BARHA SAYYIDS (Barha from the Hindi
numeral bdrah "twelve"), the name applied from
Akbar's reign onwards to those in possession of
a c e r t a i n group of twelve villages in the
D o ' a b (Muzaffarnagar district, U.P.).

After the establishment of the Ilkhanid Mongol kingdom in Persia and clrak in ca. 656/1258, many Sayyid
families migrated to India and obtained grants of villages in the area extending from the Pandjab to Bihar.
Some of them were endowed with qualities of leadership and not only exercised effective control over their
own villages, but rallied the support of the neighbouring village leaders, generally Hindus. The authenticity of their claims to be Sayyids was always suspect,
but their chivalry and heroic achievements made them
indispensable to the Dihll sultans. The ancestor of the
Barha Sayyids, Abu '1-Farah, left his original home
in Wash [q.v.], in 'Irak, with his twelve sons at the
end of the 7th/13th or in the 8th/14th century, and
migrated to India, where he obtained four villages in
Sirhind [q.v.]. By the 10th/16th century some of Abu
'1-Farah's descendants had taken over the Barha villages in Muzaffarnagar. In the reign of Akbar, the
Barha Sayyids occupied a place of distinction, and
nine of them held mansabs [q.v] ranging from 2,000
to 250, the total family mansab being 8,550, a very
high position in the Mughal hierarchy. Naturally, with
the Barha villages as a nucleus, the Sayyids owned
extensive djdgm [q.v] in the region. Their pride in
their Indian birth greatly appealed to the local Hindu
leaders, who helped them to raise the strong contingents they led in the Mughal imperial wars. Occupying a distinguished place in the vanguard, like
many Radjput warriors, they preferred to fight as
footsoldiers.
By the reign of Awrangzfb, although ostensibly
they maintained their traditional loyalty, they were
impelled by ambition to join in the scramble for
political power. For example, Sayyid Hasan CA1T
(afterwards cAbd Allah Kutb al-Mulk) and his younger
brother Husayn CA1I, known as the Sayyid brothers,
by helping Farrulch-Siyar [q.v] succeed to the throne
in 1124/1712, obtained for themselves the highest
civil and military positions in the government of their
puppet emperor. They abolished the djizya and tried
to conciliate the Radjputs; but by giving too much
administrative power to their favourite, Lala Ratan
Cand, a Vaishya, they dislocated the entire administrative machinery. Finally, in 9 Djumada II 1131/29
April 1719, they deposed and strangled FarrukhSiyar. They then raised four puppet rulers to the
throne, one after the other. However, early in the
reign of the fourth puppet emperor, Nasir al-Dln
Muhammad Shah [q.v.], they and their supporters
were defeated by an opposition party under the leadership of Nizam al-Mulk [q.v]. On 6 Dhu '1-Hidjdja
1132/9 October 1720, Husayn CA1I was assassinated, and, on 14 Muharram 1133/15 November 1720,
c
Abd Allah was defeated near Agra, taken captive
and killed in his Dihll prison on 1 Muharram
1135/12 October 1722.
The Barha Sayyids were Shfls, and many Sunn!
Sayyid families, such as that of Shah Wall Allah
Dihlawl [q.v], who lived in their neighbourhood,
exerted themselves to ensure that the Barha Sayyids
did not recover their political power.
Bibliography. Besides the works cited in
BAHADUR SHAH I, DJAHANDAR SHAH and FARRUKHSIYAR, see Munawwar CA1I Khan (ed.), Istisdl-i
Sdddt-i Barha, India Office Ms. 4002; H. Blochmann
(tr.) and D.C. Phillot (ed.), A'in-i Akban, Calcutta
1939, i; Shah Wall Allah, Maktubdt-i Shah Wall
Allah, Rada Library, Rampur (U.P.), Suluk Farsi no.
604; S.A.A. Rizvi, Religious and intellectual history of
the Muslims in Akbar's reign, Delhi 1975.
(S.A.A. RIZVI)

BARIZ — AL-BARKI
BARIZ, DJABAL, a m o u n t a i n o u s and, in early
Islamic times, apparently wooded region of the
Kir m a n province in Iran, described by the mediaeval historians and geographers as the haunt of
predatory peoples like the Kuficfs or Kufs and the
Baluc [see BALUCISTAN, KIRMAN and KUFS]. It is the
steepsided granite chain running in a NW-SE direction from the mountain massif of central Kirman
(sc. the massif which culminates in such peaks as
the Kuh-i Hazar and the Kuh-i Lalazar), to the
south of the towns of Bam [q.v.] and Fahradj; the
geographers count it as amongst the garmsirdt or
warm regions [see KISHLAK] of Kirman province. The
Djabal Bariz rises to 12,450 feet, and the Hudud alc
dlam states that it possessed mines of lead, copper
and lodestone.
The actual name appears variously in the sources
as Bariz, Baridjan, etc., the modern form being
Kuh-i Baricf, and appears to be old. Herodotus mentions OapiKavtoi who paid tribute to Darius and
supplied infantry for Xerxes' army (cf. Marquart,
Erdnsahr, 31), and Tabarf, i, 894, says that Khusraw
Anushirwan re-established Sasanid control over the
people of al-Bariz after the anarchy of Kubadh's
last years. Until the early 'Abbasid period, the Djabal
Bariz remained a stronghold of Zoroastrianism. The
Kuficfs or "mountaineers" of the region resisted the
attempts of Ya c kub b. Layth to assert Saffarid control over Kirman, and it was probably only after
this time (sc. the later 3rd/9th century) that Islam
began to penetrate there. The geographers of the
following century describe the people of the mountain as savage robbers and brigands, whom the punitive expeditions of Ya c kub b. Layth, the Buyids
Mu c izz al-Dawla and c Adud al-Dawla, and the
Saldjuk Kawurd b. Caghri Beg quelled only temporarily (see C.E. Bosworth, The Kufichis or Qufs in
Persian history, in Iran. Jnal. of the British Institute of
Persian Studies, xiv (1976), 9-17). Only two villages,
Kaftar and Dihak, are mentioned as market centres
for the mountain. The Djabal Bariz long remained
an inaccessible place, and Sir Percy Sykes describes
it as still being a haunt of thieves when he was
British Consul in Kirman (A fifth journey in Persia, in
Geogr. Jnal,, xxviii (1906), 433).
Bibliography: In addition to the references given
in the article, see Muhammad b. Ibrahim, Ta'rikhi Salaj_ukiydn-i Kirman, ed. M. Bastanf-Parfzf, Tehran
1964, 6, n. 1; Hudud al-cdlam, tr. Minorsky, 65,
125; Le Strange, The lands of the Eastern Caliphate,
316-17; Admiralty handbook, Persia, London 1945, 88,
95, 98, 106, 391; For European travellers in the
region, see A. Gabriel, Die Erforschung Persiens,
Vienna 19_52.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-BARKI, nisba of a Shf'f f a m i l y of which one
member, Abu DjaTar AHMAD B. MUHAMMAD b. Khalid
b. cAbd al-Rahman b. Muhammad b. CA1I, enjoys
a considerable renown in Imamf circles. When the
ancestor of the family, Muhammad b. c Alf, was
imprisoned and put to death by Yusuf b. c Umar alThakaff (governor of'Irak from 120/738 to 126/744
[q.v.]) following the suppression of the revolt of Zayd
b. cAlf (122/740 [q.v.]), his son cAbd al-Rahman
escaped and established himself at Barka, in the
region of Kumm, whence the ethnic name al-Barkf,
to which there is sometimes added, for the purpose
of avoiding confusion, the name al-Kummf (Yakut,
Buldan, i, 572, s.v. "Barka", gives the nisba precisely, but in the Egyptian edition of his Mudj.am aludaba3, iv, 132, al-Barkf becomes al-Rakkf). c Abd
al-Rahman b. Muhammad was accompanied by his
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son Khalid, who was still a child; the son of this
last, Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad (correcting Yakut,
Udabd', loc. cit.}, would appear to be the first member of this family to participate in the transmission
of Shf c r tradition. A supporter of cAlf al-Rida (d.
203/818 [q.v.]) and of his son Muhammad al-Djawad
(d. 219/834) whom he certainly visited, he was the
author, (if we are to believe Ibn al-Nadfm, Fihrist,
Cairo ed. 309-10; cf. al-Tusf, Fihnst, 153) of a number of works, sc. the Kitdb al-cAwis, K. al-Tabsira, K.
al-Rid}dl (on transmitters of traditions ascribed to
c
Alf b. Abf Talib) and the K. al-Mahdsin, which
poses an interesting problem of composition and
attribution. If we are to judge by the details supplied by Ibn al-Nadlm this K. al-Mahdsin would be
a collection of "books" (kutub), that is, of chapters
constituting a sort of encyclopaedia of knowledge
which a good ShfT would be obliged to possess in
order to conform to tradition: Kur'an, history, geography, ethics, divination from dreams, etc. However,
Ibn al-Nadlm, who probably did not have the opportunity to examine all these kutub, numbers about
eighty of them and adds that the son of Muhammad,
Abu Dja c far Ahmad, composed three works of his
own: the K. alThtid^ad^ (a subject already dealt with
by the preceding), K. al-Safar and K. al-Bulddn, "more
developed than that of his father."
Now the author of the Fihrist is, curiously, the
only one to attribute a first version of the K. alMahdsin to Muhammad b. Khalid. Yakut totally
ignores this individual, whom he mentions neither
in the Mu'd^am al-bulddn, nor in the section of the
Mu'd^am al-udabd' (iv, 132-6) devoted exclusively to
Ahmad b. Muhammad and probably incomplete; basing himself, without admitting it, on the Fihnst of
al-Tusf (20-2), he lists a total of ninety-six titles, not
specifying that they constitute the K. al-Mahdsin mentioned above, but giving the impression all the same
that the number of these kutub is variable and asserting that he has personal knowledge of those that he
enumerates; he judges this Barkf "worthy of credence, reliable" (thika), although he reproaches him
for relying on feeble transmitters (ducafd?^ and for
taking as a basis hadiths transmitted directly by representatives of the second generation (mardsil).
The same reproach is directed at him—and in
the same terms—by Shfcf writers who describe how
he was temporarily expelled from Kumm because of
the defects of his methods; these authors ignore too
the father of Ahmad; they declare that this last was
very wise and learned, composed verse and had many
disciples (although the ones that they mention by
name mostly belong to a later period); they make
him an associate of Muhammad al-Djawad (which
would seem hard to accept) or of CA1I al-Hadf (d.
254/868) and a contemporary of al-Muctasim (21827/833-42); they make no mention of his successors;
and they suggest that he died in 274/887-8 or in
280/893-4.
The articles which the Shf'F rid^dliyyun devote to
him_ are conveniently reproduced by Muhsin al-Amfn
c
al- Amilf in his A'ydn al-Shlca (ix, 266) and most completely by al-Sayyid Muhammad Sadik Bahr al-cUlum,
who was responsible for the second edition of the
Kitdb al-Mahdsin (Nadjaf 1384/1964, two volumes
bound in one; the first edition, by Djalal al-Dfn alHusaynf, Tehran 1370 (?) remained inaccessible to
the author of the present article).
It must in fact be said that this celebrated K. alMahdsin, which appears to have enjoyed great influence over a long period, has not survived in an
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integral form, although it has not totally disappeared,
and eleven of its "books" have been preserved: (1)
al-Ashkdl wa 'l-kard'in (11 bdbs); (2) Thdwab al-acmdl
(123 babs); (3) 'Ikdb al-a'mal (70 babs); (4) al-Sajwa wa
'l-nur wa 'l-rahma (47 babs); (5) Masablh al-^ulam (49
babs); (6) al-cllal (1 bab}\ (7) al-Safar (39 babs); (8) alMa'akil (136 babs); (9) a/-MaJ (20 babs); (10) al-Manaft
(6 6a£s); (11) al-Mardfik (16 £a£s). These titles almost
all appear, in the same form, in the ancient lists,
where there is also reference to kitdbs derived from
bdbs in the published chapters. So we possess onesixth or one-seventh of the original work, which is
essentially a collection of hadiths attributed to the
Prophet and to the Ahl al-Bayt, in particular to alHusayn b. 'All b. Abl Talib, simply classified and
reproduced without any interference on the part of
the compiler. To judge by what has survived, the
collection constituted a sort of musannaf of a particular type grouping together all the traditional elements that the Imam! considered to be essential, both
in matters relating to the faith and in questions of
everyday life. All the same, a certain lack of order
dominates the classification of traditions, so for example we find hadtths concerning bread in the chapter
devoted to water (no. 9), whereas we would expect
to find them in the preceding chapter (al-Ma'dkil],
which is extensive and contains references to a long
list of foodstuffs. The titles enumerated in the lists
give the impression that the author did not neglect
literary formation, poetry and other cultural fields,
which makes the more regrettable the loss of so many
chapters, no doubt considered less indispensable by
posterity. It is probable that the kitdbs formed independent fascicules, which would explain both how
they could be so easily lost and why authors cannot
agree either on their number or their order.
A comparison between Ibn al-Nadlm's list and
all the others might perhaps allow an insight into
the respective roles of the father and of the son in
the compilation of the Kitdb al-Mahdsin, but this
would be a hazardous enterprise and ultimately of
doubtful benefit. In other respects, the presentation
of these lists is such that it is impossible to see
clearly whether Muhammad or his son wrote works
that were not included in the composition of the
K. al-Mahdsin; it is however possible that one or the
other left biographies of ridj_dl, and al-Mas c udf
(Murudj., i, 12 = § 8) mentions among the sources,
attributing it to Ahmad, a Kitdb al-Tabydn which
no doubt had a historical or a hiero-historical
character.
Bibliography: (in addition to references in the
article): Khatlb Baghdad!, Ta'rikh, v, 4; Kumml,
Ta'nkh-i Kum, 277; Ibn Hadjar, Lisdn al-Mizdn, i,
262; Shi*! authors (including those whose notices are
given in the introd. of the K. al-Mahdsin): NadjashT,
Ridj_dl, 55; Nun, Mustadrak al-wasd3il, iii, 552;
Karbala'i, Muntahd 'l-makdl, lith. 1302, 41, 42; Mirza
Muh. Astarabadl, Manhadj. al-makdl, lith. Tehran 1307;
MamakanI, Tanklh al-makdl, 82-4; Khwansan, Rawddt
al-^anndt, lith. Tehran 1306, 13; Modern biographers: Kahhala, ii, 97; Zirikll, i 195; see also F.
Rosenthal, A history of Muslim historiography1, 501.
(Cn. PELLAT)
BARSAWMA AL-ZAMIR, ISHAK, famous f l u t e
player in early 'Abbasid times, died after 188/804.
He was a dark-coloured muwallad of humble origin,
son of a "Nabataean" woman from Kufa. Ibrahim
al-Mawsill brought him to Baghdad, gave him an
education in "Arab music" (al-ghind} al-carabi) and
introduced him to Harun al-Rashfd. He accompanied

the singers in the concerts at court, belonging first
to the second class (tabakd) of court musicians, and
later on was promoted by the caliph to the first
class. Ishak al-Mawsilf knew "nobody being more
competent in their profession than four persons: alAsmacf as an expert in poetry, al-Kisa'f in grammar, Mansur Zalzal as a lute player and Barsawma
as a flautist".
Bibliography: Aghdm\ v, 176, 227, 241, 255,
vi, 164-5, 297, 303, 304, xix, 294, xx, 358; Djahiz,
Hayawdn, vi, 17; Ibn cAbd Rabbih, clkd, vi, Cairo
1949, 31-2, 37; Pseudo-Djahiz, Td$, 39, 41; Ibn
al-Kiftl, Inbdh al-ruwdt, ii, 272-73; H.G. Farmer,
History of Arabian music, 94, 116.
(E. NEUBAUER)
BASBAS is the f e n n e l (Foeniculum vulgare), belonging to the family of umbellal plants. The term
bisbds, used in the Maghrib for fennel, indicates in
the Eastern countries the red seed-shell of the nutmeg (Myristica fragrans), known as Macis, while the
term basbdsa, not to be confused with the two other
terms, indicates only nutmeg in the entire Arab world.
The most often used synonym of basbds is rdziydnadi,
borrowed fronv the Persian. The complete nomenclature, also taken from other oriental languages, has
been brought together by I. Low, Die Flora der
Juden, iii, 460-5. The Greek term uxxpa0(p)ov is
found as mdrathun (and variants) in the Arabic medical inventories. Like in Dioscorides, this term indicates the garden fennel (basbds bustdni), Anethum
foeniculum, while tTUiouxxpaGov (ibbumdrathun, and variants, strictly speaking "horse fennel"), which is mostly mentioned in connection with the garden fennel,
apparently stands for the wild fennel. The term basbds diabali, likewise used for the latter, is confusing,
for the "mountain fennel" (Seseli) does not belong to
the genus Foeniculum. Other kinds mentioned cannot as yet be determined.
The volatile oil extracted from the fruits of the
fennel has a strongly fragrant scent and a bitter,
camphor-like smell. It loosens phlegm and was, in
the form of fennel-tea or fennel-honey, used, as it is
now, against coughs and flatulence. A decoction of the
flower stalk was considered to be a diuretic and to
further menstruation; mixed with wine it was used as
a medicament against snake bites, while the pressed
juice is praised as an ophthalmic remedy. The leaves
and fruits were added to food as a spice. Asmacr
counts them among the precious spices (Nabdt, ed.
Ghunaym, Cairo 1392/1972, 13 ff.). Abu Hanlfa alDinawarl praises their aroma, remarks that the plant
thrives on wild soil and proves both observations with
verses (Nabdt. The Book of Plants, ed. B. Lewin, 59 f.).
Fennel has been used as spice from Old Egyptian
times until today. Ibn al-cAwwam consecrates a special chapter to the cultivation of the fennel (Kitdb al~
Fildha, tr. Clement-Mullet, ii, Paris 1866, 250 f.).
Curious is the assertion of NuwayrI (Mihaya, xi, 82),
that vipers and snakes, when leaving their holes in
spring, rub their eyes at the fennel shrub in order to
be able to see again; the same is mentioned repeatedly by Kazwml (see Wiedemann, Aufsdtze zur arab.
Wissenschaftsgeschichte, ii, 336, 386).
Bibliography: Dioscurides, Materia medica,
ed. Wellmann, ii, Berlin 1906, 81 f. (= lib. iii,
70, 71); La "Materia medica" de Dioscorides, ii
(Arabic tr.) ed. Dubler and Teres, Tetuan 1952,
271; The medical formulary or Aqrdbddhin of
al-Kindl, tr. M. Levey, Madison etc. 1966, 242;
Suwaydl, Simdt, Ms. Paris ar, 3004, fols. 49a,
256a; Ibn Biklarish, Musta'im, Ms. Naples, Bibl.
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Naz. iii, F. 65, fol. 82b; Ibn al-Qjazzar, ftirndd,
ajag or ajakh, identifiable with the O. Pers. yakaMs. Ayasofya 3564, fol. 58a-b; Maimonides, Shark
wood used in the construction of Darius's palace at
3
c
asmd al- ukkdr, ed. Meyerhof, no. 351; Anonymous
Susa, see Gershevitch, Sissoo at Susa (0. Pers. yakd =
[Abu 'l-£Abbas al-Nabatl b. al-Rumiyya?], Ms.
Dalbergia Sissoo Roxb.), in BSOAS, xix (1957), 317-20,
Nuruosmaniye 3589, fol. 102a-b; Ibn al-Baytar,
xx (1958), 174.
Didmf, Bulak 1291, i, 93, ii, 134 f., tr. Leclerc,
Bibliography: The main items in the exigunos. 286, 1019; Ghassam, Mu'tamad, ed. M. alous bibliography of Bashkardia are given by
Sakka', Beirut 1975, 23 f. and 182-4; Die pharBosworth in art. cit., 11, n. 13; of special note
makolog. Grundsatze des Abu Mansur ... Harawi, tr.
are the works of Floyer and A. Gabriel, and
A. Achundow, Halle 1893, 167, 210; Tuhfat almost recently, of Gershevitch, Travels in Bashkardia,
ahbdb, ed. Renaud and Colin, Paris 1934, no. 358;
in Jnal. of the Royal Central Asian Society, xlvi (1959),
Razi, Hawi, xx, Haydarabad 1387, 535-9 (no.
213-24, and F. Balsan, Etrange Baloutchistan, Paris
378); Ibn Sma, Kdnun, Bulak, i, 277, and 429 f;
1969; Linguistic material was collected by
Ibn Hubal, Mukhtdrdt, Haydarabad 1362, ii, 178;
Gershevitch, but has not yet been published in
Dawud al-Antakr, Tadh'kira, Cairo 1371, i, 74 f,
toto.; for sections of it so far accessible in print,
165; H.G. Kircher, Die "einfachen Heilmittel" aus dem
see Bosworth, art. cit., 13, n. 20.
"Handbuch der Chirurgie" des Ibn al-Quff, Bonn 1967,
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
no. 34; W. Schmucker, Die pflan^liche und mineralische
BASHKUT, DJEWAD FEHMI, modern Turkish
Materia medica im Firdaus al-hikma des cAli ibn Sahl
C E V A T F E H M I BAS.KUT, T u r k i s h p l a y w r i g h t
Rabban at-Taban, Bonn 1969, no. 318; F.A.
and j o u r n a l i s t (1905-71). He was born in Edirne
Fliickiger, Pharmakognosie des Pflanzenreiches, Berlin
and educated at an Istanbul high school, choosing
1891, 948-50.
(A. DIETRICH)
journalism as his career when he was still a very
BASHKARD,
BASHAKARD, Europeanised
young man. He began to write plays in the early
form BASHKARDIA, a r e g i o n of s o u t h - e a s t e r n
1940s and became very popular. Of his 23 plays,
I r a n , falling administratively today within the 8th
most of which were performed in the city theatre
ustdn or province of Kirman and in the shahrastdn
(§ehir tiyatrosu] of Istanbul, the best known are Kiiciik
or district of Djiruft, of which it comprises one of
sehir ("Little town") 1946; Paydos ("Break") 1949;
the nine constituent rural areas (dihistdnhd], see
Harput'ta bir Amerikah ("An American in Kharput")
Farhang-i diughrdfiyd-yi Iran, viii, Tehran 1332/1953,
1956; and Buzlar fd'ziilmeden ("Before the thaw")
49. It is the mountainous hinterland of western
1964. His plays are sentimental and unsophisticated
Makran, lying to the east of Mfnab near the Straits
renderings of human dramas and comic situations,
of Hormuz and bounded on the north by the southwith an edifying approach. He writes in an easy
ern fringes of the Djaz-Muryan depression; the peaks
style at times tending to be somewhat literary and
of the Mariz range within it rise to just over 7,000
pedantic.
feet. The whole region has been, and still is, extremely
Bibliography: Metin And, Elliyihn Turk tiyatrosu,
remote and inaccessible, and only in recent decades
Istanbul 1973, 438 and index; Behcet Necatigil,
has a measure of control from Tehran been extended
Edebiyatimizda isimler sd'zliigu], 1975, s.v.
over a people formerly much given to raiding and
(FAHIR Iz)
brigandage. The main settlement is at Angohran, but
BASQUES [see BASHKUNISH].
the population is everywhere sparse; the Admiralty
BATRIYYA or BUTRIYYA, the pejorative deshandbook, Persia, London 1945, mentions 100 reeds
ignation for a g r o u p of m o d e r a t e Shi'ls in the
huts at Angohran, and a total population for Bashkartime of Muhammad al-Bakir (d. 117/735) and for
dia of an estimated 8,000 families; the Farhang, loc. cit.,
the moderate wing of the early Zaydiyya [g.v.] who
mentions 108 settlements (dbddi), with a population
did not repudiate the caliphates of Abu Bakr and
of ca. 6,700.
c
Umar. Their position was opposed to the more radThe people of Bashkardia are ethnically Iranian
ical
Shf c f stand of the Djarudiyya [q.v.], who conc
and Shf f in madhhab', at least until very recently,
C
sidered
A1F the only legitimate immediate successor
the social structure there included a slave element,
of
the
Prophet.
The name is most often derived in
both negroid and native Iranian. It was first specthe sources from the nickname al-Abtar of Kathfr alulated by Tomaschek that the modern Bashkardfs
Nawwa3 and explained as referring to their "muticould be the descendants of the mediaeval Islamic
lating"
(batr), either of the legitimate rights of the
Kuficfs or Kufs, the predatory people of Kirman
family of the Prophet, or of the recitation of the basand Makran provinces often linked in the sources
mala in the prayer which they performed only with
with the Baluc [see BALU-CISTAN and KUFS]; for a
a subdued voice, or of the caliphate of c Uthman,
discussion of this, see C.E. Bosworth, The Kujichis
which they repudiated for the last six years of his
or Qufs in Persian history, in Iran. Jnal. of the British
reign. The first of these explanations is clearly the
Institute of Persian Studies, xiv (1976), 9 ff. The actumost plausible one and points to an origin of the
al name Bashkard (Bashakard is a form apparently
name in internal Shf c f controversy.
exhibiting a pseudo-Arabic broken plural) is unatImamf sources name the Kufans Kathlr al-Nawwa3,
tested till the mid-19th century, when the first
Salim
b. Abl Hafsa (d. 137/754-5), al-Hakam
Europeans, Col. E. Mockler and E.A. Floyer, visited
b. c Utayba (d. 112/730 or 115/733), Salama b.
the region; Dr. I. Gershevitch, who stayed in
Kuhayl (d. 122/740), and Abu '1-Mikdad Thabit alBashkardia for some months in 1956, has neverHaddad as the chiefs of the Batriyya in the
theless suggested that the name might derive from
time of Muhammad al-Bakir, and describe them
the dominant Persian tribe, to which the Achaemenids
as not recognising his full rank as imam and sole
themselves belonged, of the Pasargadae, located
authority in religion and as criticising him for
by Ptolemy in Carmania (= Kirman). The Bashambiguities in his teaching. c Umar b. Riyah, who at
kardf language is very aberrant from New Persian,
first recognised the imamate of al-Bakir, later also
and exists in two forms, a northern and a southrenounced him and joined the Batriyya after
ern group of dialects. It contains certain old Iranian
he had found al-Bakir contradicting a previous
words not surviving elsewhere, e.g. the hardwood
statement and proffering takiyya as an excuse.
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Though only a few of the leaders of the Batriyya
are expressly mentioned as participants in the rising
of Zayd b. CA1I in 122/740, it may be assumed that
the early Batriyya generally inclined towards supporting him, as his attitude toward the first caliphs
was close to their own. The Zaydl Batriyya held
that CA1I was the most excellent of men after the
Prophet, but admitted the legitimacy of the imamates of Abu Bakr and c Umar, since cAlf had voluntarily pledged allegiance to them. Concerning
'Uthman, they either abstained from judgment or
renounced him for the last six years of his reign.
Unlike the Djarudiyya, they did not ascribe a superior knowledge in religious matters to the descendants of CA1I, but accepted the hadlth transmitted in
the Muslim community and admitted the use of individual reasoning (id^tihad, ra'y) in order to close gaps
in the Shan'a. Thus they did not adopt the specifically Shf'f theses in various points of the ritual and
law and belonged to the traditionalist school of Kufa
in their jlkh doctrine. A leader of the Batriyya in
the revolts of Zayd and of Ibrahim b. cAbd Allah
(145/762-3) was the traditionist and fakih Harun b.
Sa c id al-TdjlT, whose supporters, known as the
Tdjliyya, were probably recruited from among his
tribesmen. Equally prominent among the Zaydi
Batriyya was the traditionist and theologian al-Hasan
b. Salih b. Hayy [q.v.] (d. ca. 168/784-5), who supported the candidacy of Zayd's son clsa to the imamate and concealed him from the 'Abbasid
authorities. Tsa b. Zayd, in spite of his preference
of the Shi*I position in some ritual matters (see L.
Veccia Vaglieri, Divagazioni su due Rivolte Alidi, in A
Francesco Gabrieli, Rome 1964, 328 ff.), generally
inclined to BatrT views. A son of al-Hasan b. Salih
b. Hayy led a group of Kufan Batriyya in the revolt
of Yahya b. cAbd Allah in the mountains of
Daylaman [see DAYLAM] (ca. 176/792), but was soon
alienated by Yahya, who, espousing strictly Shl'f ritual, disapproved of some of his practices. Also to
be counted among the chiefs of the Batriyya is the
kaldm theologian Sulayman b. Djarlr al-Rakkf [</.y.],
although his supporters were often mentioned as a
group separate from the Batriyya. He participated
in the debate about the imamate in the circle of
the Barmakids, and a community of his followers
survived in cAnat for some decades. In the 3rd/9th
century, the Batriyya quickly disintegrated as the
Kufan traditionalist school was absorbed in Sunnism,
while within the Zaydiyya, the Djarudl views concerning the imamate prevailed and Zaydl fikh was
elaborated on the basis of the doctrine of the family
of the Prophet.
Bibliography: Al-Nashi3, Masd'il al-imdma, ed.
J. van Ess, Beirut 1971, 43-5; al-Nawbakhtl, Firok
al-shi'a, ed. H. Ritter, Istanbul 1931, see index;
al-Ashcarf, Makdldt al-isldmiyym, ed. Ritter, Istanbul
1929-31, 68 f.; al-Kashshi, Ikhtiydr ma'rifat al-ndjidl,
ed. Hasan al-MustafawI, Mashhad 1348/1969,
232-8, 390-2; Abu '1-Faradj al-Isfaham, Makatil
al-tdlibiyym, ed. Ahmad Sakr, Cairo 1368/1949,
468; Nashwan al-Himyarf, al-Hur al-cm, Cairo
1367/1948, 150 f.,'155; Shahrastam, 120 f.; R.
Strothmann, Das Staatsrecht der ^aiditen, Strassburg
1912, 31-4; idem, Kultus der ^aiditen, Strassburg
1912, 56 f.; C. van Arendonk, Les debuts de Vimamat Zjiidite au Yemen, tr. J. Ryckmans, Leiden 1960,
see index; W. Madelung, Der Imam al-Qdsim ibn
Ibrahim, Berlin 1965, see index.
(W. MADELUNG)
AL-BATTI [see ABU 'L-HASAN AL-BATTI, in Suppl.].

BAWRAK (burak) is natron, sesqui-carbonate of
soda, a compound of various salts containing mainly
sodium carbonate (soda). Derived from the Persian
bum, the term does not indicate borax in the modern sense (Natrium biboracicum), but has given its
name to it. The Arabic lexicographers know the
bawrak md^i, b. aj_abali, b. armani, b. misn (= natrun),
b. al-sdgha ("borax of the goldsmiths", Chrysocolla),
b. al-khabbdzin (or: al-khubz) and b. ifnki. Since unbiased elucidations of these terms are almost completely lacking, this enumeration is almost valueless.
Al-Khwarazmf (Mafdtih, ed. van Vloten, 260) mentions, furthermore, the bawrak zardwandi and also the
tinkdr which is made artificially; both are known as
tincal until today. Further information about the
nomenclature, also in other languages, is given in
Moattar, Ismd'il Gorgdm (see Bibl.). In his cosmography, Dimashkf distinguishes between bawrak and
tinkdr] he says that both have a natural and an artificial kind and that both kinds of the latter were
used in melting and purifying minerals (Wiedemann,
Aufsdtze zur arab. Wissenschaftsgeschichte, i, 713). The
fact that there existed a class of borax-traders
(bawraki) indicates that trade in these various sodium compounds required specialised knowledge. This
trade was apparently lucrative: Ibn Hawkal2, 346
(tr. Kramers-Wiet, ii, 339) mentions a borate (milh
al-bawrak) which was delivered from Lake Van to
the bakers in c lrak and Mesopotamia (bawrak alkhabbdzm, see above); this denomination comes from
the bakers who used to coat the bread with borate
dissolved in water before putting it into the furnace,
in order to give it a prettier and more shiny appearance. The particularly valuable bawrak al-sdgha (see
above) was exported with great profit from
Kabudhan to Trak and Syria.
The books on mineralogy mention the numerous
find-spots and kinds of bawrak. Like salt it is found
either as a liquid in water or as a solid on the surface of the soil. It is white, grey or red, and causes
all kinds of solid substances to melt. Natrun, a kind
of bawrak, cleanses the body and beautifies the skin;
it is also used in chemistry as a reagent against impurities (J. Ruska, Das Steinbuch des Aristoteles, Heidelberg
1912, Arab, text 118, tr. 173).
In antiquity bawrak (natrun) was known as vnpov,
which is different from our saltpetre (Nitrum). At
that time, as in Islamic times and nowadays, it was
gained from lakes which have no discharge, in which
it was left behind as a gleaming crust as a result of
evaporation. According to GhassanT and Ibn al-Kuff
(see Bibl.}, natrun is "Armenian borax", but they also
say that the best natrun comes from the Egyptian
saltlakes. It was widely used in therapeutics, especially to treat skin-diseases like itching, scaly eruptions, scabies, pimples and boils, and also to cleanse
fresh wounds. Dissolved in wine, honey or water, it
purifies dirty and purulent sores. Taken internally,
it has a loosening effect, softens the bowel motions
and dispels flatulence. In al-Kindfs collection of prescriptions, it is an ingredient of various tooth-powders. Spread on the eyes, it removes the so-called
hard white spot (baydd al-'ayn al-ghaliz); however, especially in the treatment of the eyes, quackery took
possession of this substance (according to Djawbarl,
al-Mukhtdr Ji kashf al-asrdr, cf. Wiedemann, Aufsdtze,
i, 765 ff.).
Bibliography: Dioscurides, Materia medica,
ed. Wellmann, iii, Berlin 1914, 83 f. (= lib.
v, 113); La "Materia medica" de Dioscorides, ii
(Arabic tr.) ed. Dubler and Teres, Tetuan 1952,
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Oxford 1956, 50 f., 234; AJ. Wensinck, etc.
426 f.; The medical formulary or Aqrdbadhin of al- I
Concordance, s.v. bdya'a, bay'a, shaajara, etc.
Kindi, tr. M. Levey, Madison etc. 1966, 248; Blrunl,
(W. MONTGOMERY WATT)
Saydala, ed. H.M. Sa'Id, Karachi 1973, Arab. 102
BAYHAKI SAYYIDS, a r e l i g i o - p o l i t i c a l
f., and 363, tr. 79, 322; Ibn Biklarish, Musta'M,
group active in the political life of early Islamic
Ms. Naples, Bibl. Naz, iii, F. 65, fol. 25b.;
Kashmir. The BayhakI Sayyids migrated to Kashmir
Maimonides, Shark asmd3 al-cukkar, ed. Meyerhof,
from Dihll in the time of Sultan Sikandar (791no. 51; Ibn al-Baytar, D{amic, Bulak 1291, i, 125816/1389-1413), and played a very important part
7, tr. Leclerc, no. 381, with many quotations from
in the social and political life of the Valley until
sources.; Ghassanf, Mu'tamad, Beirut 1975, 41 f.;
its conquest by the Mughals in 996/1588. Owing
F. Moattar, Ismd'il Gorgdni und seine Bedeutung fur
to their descent from Prophet Muhammad, through
die iranische Heilkunde insbesondere Pharmazie, Marburg
his daughter Fatima, they were treated with great
1971, 299 f. (no. 135): Die pharmakolog. Grundsatze
respect by the Sultans, who gave them d}dgir$ and
des Abu Mansur . . . Harawi, tr. A. Achundow, Halle
high offices and entered into matrimonial relations
1893, 162 f., 316; Tuhfat al-ahbab, ed. Renaud and
with them. At first they were unpopular and aroused
Colin, Paris 1934, no. 92; RazI, Hawi, xx,
both the anger and jealousy of the Kashmiri nobles,
Haydarabad 1387, 134-7; Ibn Slna, Kanun, i,
because, conscious of their high birth, they behaved
Bulak, 267 f.; Dawud al-Antakl, Tadhkira, Cairo
arrogantly and joined those elements who were
1371, i, 87 f.; El Libro Agregd de Serapiom, ed. G.
critical of Hindu practices and ceremonies and
Ineichen, ii, Venice 1966, 77; H.G. Kircher,
wanted the enforcement of the Shari'a and the
Die "einfachen Heilmittel" aus dem "Handbuch der
Islamic way of life. But gradually they began to
Chirurgie" des Ibn al-Quff, Bonn 1967, no. 39; W.
identify themselves with the aims and aspirations of
Schmucker, Die pflanzliche und mineralische Materia
c
the Kashmiris, who, thereupon, accepted them as
medica im Firdaus al-hikma des Ali ibn Sahl Rabban
their leaders on account of the abilities they disat-Tabari, Bonn 1969, no. 153; M. Berthelot, La
played as soldiers and administrators.
chimie au mqyen-dge, i-iii, 1893 (new impression 1967),
The chronicles give such exaggerated accounts of
with many references (see Indices).
the exploits of the BayhakI Sayyids in Kashmir that
(A. DIETRICH)
C
it is difficult to disengage fact from fiction. The first
BAY AT AL-RIDWAN, the name given to an oath
BayhakI Sayyid, however, about whom any reliable
exacted by the Prophet from some of his followers
evidence exists was Sayyid Muhammad, who gave his
during the Medinan period.
daughter, Tadj Khatun, in marriage to Sultan Zayn
During the expedition to al-Hudaybiya [q.v.] in
al-cAbidm (823-74/1420-70); and later his grandson,
Dhu 'l-Ka c da of the year 6 (March 628), a report
Sayyid Hasan, was married to the Sultan's daughter.
reached Muhammad that the Meccans had killed
On the death of Zayn al-'Abidin's son and successor
'Uthman b. 'Affan, who had gone into Mecca to
Haydar Shah (874-6/1470-72), Hasan Shah, who sucnegotiate a truce. Muhammad realised that he
would lose face unless c Uthman's death was
ceeded him, made Sayyid Hasan his Wa&r, and since
Sayyid Hasan succeeded in setting up Muhammad
avenged, and summoned the members of the expeShah, Hasan Shah's minor son, as Sultan in 889/1484,
dition to take an oath of allegiance to himself.
he continued as Wa^ir. But his arrogance and his
There are different versions of the content of the
opposition to Hindu customs and practices aroused
oath. Some held it was a pledge not to flee; others that it was a pledge "to the death" (cald 7the anger of the Kashmir nobles, who plotted against
him, and early one morning they entered the fort of
mawt)\ and one man (Sinan) is said to have pledged
Nawshahr in Srmagar, where they were holding court,
himself to do "what was in Muhammad's mind"
(cald md fi nafsika}. To fight the Meccans would
and killed him and his thirteen followers. His two
have been very dangerous since the Muslims, as
sons, Sayyid Hashim and Sayyid Muhammad, who
were not in the fort at the time, carried on the strugpilgrims, were lightly armed, and this was doubtless why Muhammad asked for the pledge and why
gle against the enemies of their father, but they were
defeated and exiled from the country along with their
it is described as a pledge "not to flee" or "to the
death". If the third version is correct, it indicates
followers. But after two years the Sayyids were rea formal increase in Muhammad's autocratic power,
called, and under the leadership of Sayyid Muhammad,
which is known to have been increasing informally
they once again became active in the struggle for the
about this period. One man, al-Djadd b. Kays,
throne between Muhammad Shah and Fath Shah,
refused to take the oath and appears to have shortly
intriguing with and making alliances with different
afterwards been deposed by Muhammad from being
groups as suited their interests. In the end, Sayyid
chief of the Ansarl clan of Salima. The incident
Muhammad succeeded in 898/1493 in becoming
is mentioned in Kuran, xlviii, 18: "God was well
Wazir of Muhammad Shah, but in 910/1505 he was
pleased (radiya) with the believers when they pledged
defeated and killed by his rivals. This, however, did
themselves to you under the tree." From this is
not demoralise the Sayyids. Instead, when Mirza
derived the name Bay'at al-ridwdn which may be
Haydar Dughlat established his power in Kashmir
translated "the pledge of good pleasure" or "the
(948-58/1541-51), Sayyid Ibrahim, the son of Sayyid
pledge which pleased (God)". It is also known as
Muhammad, joined the Kashmir nobles in over"the pledge of the tree", and those who made the
throwing him.
pledge here were later honoured as the Ashdb alUnder the C ak Sultans also, the BayhakI Sayyids
shad^ara, "the men of the tree". It has been sugcontinued to play an important part. cAlI Shah
gested that the tree might have been a sacred one
Cak (978-86/1570-78) appointed Sayyid Mubarak
in pre-Islamic times. At a later period, there was
the son of Sayyid Ibrahim as Waztr, and took his
a mosque on the spot (Bukharl, iii, 113 = Maghdzi,
advice on all important matters. But on All Shah's
35; Wellhausen, Reste\ 104).
death, Sayyid Mubarak set aside the latter's son
Bibliography: Ibn Hisham, ed. Wiistenfeld,
Yusuf Shah on grounds of incompetence and
746; al-Wakidf, ed. Marsden Jones, ii, 603 f.;
declared himself Sultan (986/1578). Yet, after a few
W. Montgomery Watt, Muhammad at Medina,
months he was overthrown by the nobles, who were
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denied by him any share in the government. In
spite of this, he joined Ya c kub Shah, Yusuf Shah's
son and successor, in the struggle against the Mughal
armies sent by the Emperor Akbar to conquer
Kashmir. Finding resistance to the Mughals fruitless, he submitted to the Mughal commander Kasim
Khan Mir Bahr on 27 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 994/9
December 1586, and was sent to Agra. Akbar wanted
Sayyid Mubarak to accompany Yusuf Khan Ridwl,
who was ordered by him to proceed to Kashmir
to relieve Kasim Khan. But Sayyid Mubarak refused;
so he was imprisoned and sent to Bengal. His son,
Abu 'l-Macall, also fought side by side with Ya c kub
Shah against the Mughals, but he was taken prisoner. This was the end of the significant role which
the BayhakI Sayyids had played for over 150 years
of Kashmir history.
Bibliography: G.M.D. Sufi, Kashir, i, Lahore
1948-9; Mohibbul Hasan, Kashmir under the Sultans,
Calcutta 1959; Baharistan-i Shdhi, anonymous ms.
I.O. 509.
(MOHIBBUL HASAN)
BAYRAK [see CALAM].
AL-BAZDAWI [see AL-NASAFI].
BEDOUINS [see BADW].
BEERSHEBA [see BIR AL-SABC].
BEHZAD. [see BIHZAD].
BEKAA. [see BIKAC].
BELOMANCY [see ISTIKSAM].
BELUCHISTAN. [see BALUCISTAN].
BENI MELLAL, formerly Kasaba BenI Mellal
(from the name of the tribe living around it), or sometimes Kasaba B. Kush, a town of Morocco roughly
equidistant from Casablanca, Marrakesh and Fas. It
lies on one of the slopes of the Dlr [q.v. in Suppl.],
at an altitude of 620 m./1,980 feet, in this piedmont
region between the Middle Atlas and the wide, historic plain of the Tadla, of which it has recently
become the official chef-lieu.
The town is built around the fortress or kasaba built
towards 1099/1688 by Mawlay Isma'Il, restored in the
19th century by Mawlay Sulayman and since once again
restored. The Vauclusian spring of Asardun to the south
of the town leads one to think that BenI Mellal, like
all the other centres of the Dlr, e.g. Aghmat, Damnat
[</.zw.], etc., goes back to ancient times, but no traces
of prehistoric life have as yet been discovered there. It
is possible that BenI Mellal is Hisn Dal, the little capital which Yahya b. Idrls inherited in the 3rd/9th century at the time of the division of his father's kingdom.
It is mentioned by the Arab geographers as a fortress
and an important market centre. In 534/1140 or
535/1141 it was occupied by the Almohads.
The demographic explosion of the town has been
remarkable. In 1918 it had an estimated 3,000 inhabitants; now it has 60,000, and the increase between
the 1952 and 1960 censuses has been 81%. This undoubtedly stems from its administrative role today,
one of the results of agricultural development of the
great alluvial plain of the Tadla or else of the very
important hydraulic reservoir works and irrigations
improvements made over the last 30 years. BenI
MellaPs importance has grown still further from its
role as a market centre for provisions of the Berber
tribes in the Middle Atlas valleys, and also those of
the central Grand Atlas (especially the WadI Tadghat).
A very lively fair is held in the town centre every
week, where curious coverlets of thin rugs (hanbal] in
gaudy and evanescent shades of colour are sold, and
are much appreciated.
Superb gardens, rich olive-groves and flourishing
orchards of mulberry trees, oranges and pome-

granates, extend as far as the scarp out of which
gush six abundant and pure springs of water. In the
midst of this oasis is the zdwiya of Sldl Ahmad b.
Kasim, whose minaret is attributed to the great
Almoravid Yusuf b. Tashfm (it is more probable that
it was the work of his grandson Tashfin, who passed
through BenI Mellal before going on to die in Orania).
The town has now become a centre for tourist excursions into the mountains, and has promise of a great
future.
Bibliography: al-Bakrl, ed. and tr. de Slane,
Description de I'Afrique Septentrionale, Algiers 1913,
index; H. Terrasse, Histoire du Maroc, Casablanca
1949, index; P. Ricard, Guide Bleu, Maroc1, 1950,
index; J. Pourtauborde, L'qffice de ^irrigation aux Beni
Amir-Beni Moussa, in Encyclopedic d'Outre-Mer, Paris
(June 1954), document No. 28; H. Awad, ^ughrdfiyyat al-mudun al-maghribiyya, Rabat 1964, index.
(G. DEVERDUN)
BESTIARY [see HAYAWAN].
THE BEYOND [see AKHIRA].
AL-BIBLAWI, C A L I B . M U H A M M A D , 2 6 t h
shaykh of a l - A z h a r . He was born in the village
of Biblaw near Dayrut in Upper Egypt in Radjab
1251/November 1835. After a period of study and
teaching at al-Azhar [q.v.], he was employed at the
Khedivial Library and became its Director (nd^ir)
for a short period in 1881 and 1882. In the wake
of the c Urabl insurrection in 1882, he was removed
from this office, to which he had been appointed
thanks to the help of his friend Mahmud Sami alBarudl [q.v.], one of the insurrection's principal protagonists. Subsequently he held the office of khatib,
and from 2 Safar 1311/14 August 1893 onwards
the office of shaykh khidma of the Husayn mosque
in Cairo. In addition to the latter office he was
appointed nakib al-ashrdf [q.v.] on 6 Shawwal 1312/1
April 1895, following the abdication of the former
nakib, Muhammad TawfYk al-Bakrl [q.v]. During his
term of office, which was to last until the end of
1320/March 1902, a set of regulations was promulgated, the so-called la'ihat nikdbat al-ashrdf (cf. alWakd'i3 al-Misriyya, 17 June 1895, no. 67), which
made the incumbent to this office virtually an official within the Ministry of Wakfo and a subordinate
to its nd&r. His appointment as shaykh of al-Azhar
on 2 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 1320/1 March 1903 in succession to Sallm al-Bishrl, who had been deposed
because of his efforts to frustrate implementation of
the reforms provided for in the law of 20 Muharram
1314/1 July 1896, was the result of a compromise
between the Khedive and his ministers, who had
originally favoured other candidates. Only two years
later, on 9 Muharram 1323/15 March 1905, he
found himself compelled to resign when his inability to deal with the obstruction of his efforts to
implement reforms had reduced his authority to a
unacceptably low level. He died shortly afterwards
on 30 December 1905.
Bibliography: Biographies may be found in
Ahmad Taymur, Tardd^im acydn al-karn al-thdlith
c
ashar wa-awd'il al-rdbic cashar, Cairo 1940, 81-5;
and Mahmud b. CA1I al-BiblawI, al-Ta'rikh alHusaynl, Cairo 1324, 57 ff.; The biographies by
Khayr al-Dln al-Zirikll, al-Acldm, v, 171 f., and
by Muhammad Zakl Mudjahid, al-Acldm alsharkiyya, Cairo 1950, ii, 140, are mainly based
upon Taymur's. For additional data see cAbd alMuta'al al-Sac!dI, Ta'rikh al-isldh fi 'l-A^har wasafahdt min al-d^ihdd fi }l-isldh, Cairo n.d., 67 f.;
and Ahmad Shaftk, Mudhakkirdti fi nisf karn,
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Cairo 1936, ii, part 1, 214; part 2, 65 f.; Acmdl
Madj_lis Iddrat al-Azhar min ibtida* ta'sisihi sana
1312 ild ghdyat sana 1322, Cairo 1323/1905-6,
119 ff. gives an overview of the controversies
and disturbances which occurred in al-Azhar during al-Biblawf's term of office and the way in
which he dealt with these. His al-Anwdr alhusayniyya cald risdlat al-musalsil al-amlriyya, Cairo
1305/1887-8, was a text studied at al-Azhar; cf.
al-Azhar fi 12 cdm"n, Cairo n.d. (1965).
(F. DE JONG)
BIBLIOMANCY [see KUR'A].
BIGHA', the Kur'anic term (XXIV, 33) for
p r o s t i t u t i o n . "Prostitute" is rendered by baghiyy (pi.
baghayd), mumis (pi. -at, may amis/may amis, mawdmis/
mawdmis], cdhiram(p\. cawdhir), zdniya (pi. zawdni). etc.;
a more vulgar term, although we have here a euphemism, is kahba (pi. kihdb), which the lexicographers
attach to the verb kahaba "to cough", explaining that
professional prostitutes used to cough in order to
attract clients.
Although M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes (Mahomet1,
Paris 1969, 48) saw in the legend of Isaf and Na'ila
[q.v] the "reminiscence of sacred prostitution", no
such custom seems to have existed amongst the
pagan Arabs; T. Fahd considers moreover that the
legend in question is edifying in its aim and "has
as its intention putting pilgrims on guard against
sacred prostitution as it was practised in the Syrian
temples". However, it is quite possible that vestiges
of pagan ceremonies continued sporadically in
islamised regions, in particular, amongst certain
Berber tribes.
In any case, pre-Islamic Arabia certainly was familiar with the world's oldest profession which was, at
least in the larger centres of population, carried on
by free women, spinsters, widows or divorced women,
reduced by misery to trafficking in their own bodies, but mainly by slaves "working" for their masters. These women were recognisable, as elsewhere,
by the banners which they flew at the doors of their
dwellings; they accepted all comers as clients; if they
produced a child, the latter was entrusted to the official responsibility of the man whom the physiognomists (kdfa [see KIYAFA]) designated as the father, the
latter not having the right to refuse. These items of
information are given, on the authority of cA3isha,
by al-Bukhan (Sahih, K. al-Mkdh, bdb 36, vii, 19-20;
tr. O. Houdas, Les traditions islamiques, iii, 565-6), who
mentions the preceding usages as one of the three
forms of nikdh forbidden by the Prophet, the two
others being the istibdd' and a kind of polyandry.
Istibddc consisted of a man who feared that he himself could not sire a robust offspring placing his wife
in the hands of a better progenitor. In the nikdh alraht, the woman in question takes a group of husbands (less than ten) and, if she has a child, attributes
the paternity to one of this group, who is unable to
refuse it. Al-Bukhan does not in this passage cite
temporary marriage, mufa [q.v.], which was likewise
prohibited. In his K. al-Bukhald3 (ed. Hadjin, 112, tr.
Pellat, 179), al-Djahiz uses the expression zawaj nahdn
"husband by day", the sense of which is hard to
determine, but may allude to a very fleeting type of
temporary marriage.
A form of more or less disguised prostitution was
always the fate of the lower level of singing girls
[see KAYNA] attached to haunts of pleasure and taverns (it should be noted that the modern Arabic
term for "brothel", mdkhur, comes from Persian
mdy-khur "wine-drinker"). It was indeed a tavern-
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keeper (khammar) who is said to have procured for
Abu Sufyan the woman who was to give birth to
Ziyad b. Ablhi; the traditions concerning the recognition of the latter's collateral affiliation (istilhdk) by
Mu'awiya reveal the existence in al-Ta'if of a quarter of the courtesans (hdrat al-baghdyd] inhabited in
particular by slave girls belonging to the famous
"physician of the Arabs", al-Harith b. Kalada [q.v.
below], to whom they had to pay a tax (see e.g. alMascudl, Murud}, v, 21 ff. = §§ 1778 ff), as was the
usual practice for slaves working on their own account
or employed by third parties. The Medinan cAbd
Allah b. Ubayy [q.v.] is also said to have practised
this same form of exploitation, this being allegedly
the origin (see the Kur'an commentaries on xxiv,
33; al-fabarf, Tqfsir, xviii, 132-4, al-Kurtubl, Tqfsir,
xii, 254-5, etc.) of the verse condemning this practice: "And do not constrain your maidservants
(fataydt) to prostitution (bighd'), if they wish to live
in reputable marriage (tahassun), in order that you
may seek the chance gains of this present life; if
anyone compels them thus [he will bear the sole
responsibility for it], for God, who is merciful and
compassionate, will pardon them after compulsion
has been laid upon them". Thus the Kur'an does
not expressly condemn prostitution, and is content
to forbid any woman being compelled to practise it.
For his part, the Prophet must certainly have spoken about the prostitutes, examples of whom he must
have seen in Mecca and Medina (see Wensinck,
Concordances, s.v. baghiyy, i, 204), but the most significant hadith seems to be the one in which he forbids
payment for the services (if the word mahr is correctly
interpreted here) of the prostitute and the gains (kasb)
from prostitution (al-Bukhan, Sahih, K. al-Taldk, bdb
51; tr. Houdas, iii, 642). It was a roundabout way of
prohibiting what was considered as a dishonourable
activity, but one in the end adjudged by posterity as
a necessary evil.
In practice, despite pious persons who inveighed
from time to time against an institution which was
regarded as incompatible with Muslim ethics, prostitution has always flourished in Muslim lands, keeping itself, under necessity, discreet, as in Fas, where
at certain periods the police authorities suppressed it
severely, shaving the heads of women thus misbehaving, parading them through the streets of the town
and then expelling them, and insisting on their being
buried in a special part of the cemetery (R. Le
Tourneau, Fes avant le Protectorat, Casablanca 1949,
580). This seems to have been a special case, and
the severity does not always seem to have been completely successful. Although travellers and historians
are sparing of details, there are pieces of information testifying to the existence of more or less freelance prostitutes as well as the existence of brothels
in the various Islamic cities. Thus al-Mukaddasi (Ahsan
al-takdsim, 407) saw a brothel at Sus, near the mosque,
whilst Leo Africanus speaks of taverns at Fas with
whores residing in them (tr. Epaulard, 191) and prostitution at Tunis (385). According to al-Kiftf (Hukamd3,
ed. Lippert, 298), the muhtasib of Latakia put up for
auction the favours of the public women and issued
to the successful bidders a ring which they had to
show if they were met at night with one of the
women.
Indeed, at all times prostitution was not merely
tolerated but even recognised officially and very
often was subject to a tax payable to the public
treasury. At Fas, the headman of the quarter had
the task of supervising the courtesans and of prevent-
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ing disorders, but in general, it was the muhtasib
who fulfilled this function (see P. Chalmeta, El "senor
del zoco" en Espana, Madrid 1973, index, s.v. prostitutas). However, the manuals of hisba do not mention the existence of a precise regulatory scheme,
and Ibn c Abdun, for instance, is content to forbid
the denizens of places of public resort to show themselves bareheaded outside the house (E. LeviProvencal, Trois traites hispaniques de hisba, Cairo 1955;
idem, Seville musulmane, Paris 1947, § 168). In alAndalus, the tax imposed on them was curiously
called kharddj. ("land tax" [q.v.]) and the brothels
called dar al-kharddj_ (or dar al-bandt), whilst the prostitutes themselves were called kharddjiyydt (Ibn
Bassam, Dhakhira, i/1, 207, where the text should
be corrected) or even kharddj_ayrdt (Levi-Provencal,
Hist. Esp. Mus., iii, 445-6). It is further known that
c
Adud al-Dawla [q.v.] imposed a tax on the whores
of Fars (al-MukaddasI, 441) and that the Fatimids
did likewise in Egypt (al-Makrfzi, Khitat, i, 89).
As in many other lands, various categories of
women might be distinguished. At the bottom of
the scale were the somewhat wretched women who
hired rooms in caravanserais by the town gates or
near the centre, and in addition to the rent, paid
a due to the keeper of the caravanserai; but there
were also procurers who brought them clients,
mainly strangers visiting the town; peasants, seasonal
workers, soldiers, etc. Some of these women certainly sank to the level of the rogues and vagabonds
whose various activities have been described by C.E.
Bosworth in his The mediaeval Islamic underworld (Leiden
1976, 2 vols.). At a higher level, brothels proper
catered for a more affluent clientele. As in preIslamic al-Ta'if, special quarters were reserved for
prostitution, which the authorities were thereby more
easily able to control. This system has remained
down to our own time, and a visit to these localities, which are sometimes picturesque, may even be
recommended to tourists, male and female, by guides
and travel agents; this is especially the case in regard
to Bousbir (< Prosper) at Casablanca and the street
of "dancing girls" of the Ouled Nail at Bou Saada
(Algeria).
The practice of early marriage among the Muslims,
who can take four legitimate wives and as many
concubines as they can afford to keep, ought in
the natural course of things to have set bounds to
venal love-making. However, many young men from
the modest levels of society were unable to find their
sexual initiation otherwise than by recourse to
prostitutes, and legal marriage entailed financial burdens which men from the masses of people were not
always in a position to undertake, especially if they
had to migrate away from their original home.
Furthermore, the Kur'anic prohibition could always
be easily circumvented by procurers and procuresses
lured on by the prospect of gain, whilst the easy facilities for husbands in regard to the repudiation of their
wives [see TALAK] threw on to the streets women who
did not always have the possibility of returning to
their families.
Bibliography. There does not seem to have
been produced any monograph on prostitution
in mediaeval Islam. In the list of writings of Abu
'l- c Anbas al-Saymarl [q.v. above] a K. Nawddir
al-kuwwdd (?) and a K. al-Rdha, wa-mandjic alkiydda, which may possibly have dealt with
pimps, are to be found, but these have not survived. In addition to sources cited in the article,
see A. Mez, Renaissance, Eng. tr. 361-4; A. Maza-

heri, La vie quotidienne des Musulmans au moyen age,
Paris 1947, 64-5; R. Le Tourneau, Fes avant le
Protectorat, Casablanca 1949, 557-9 and index;
al-Markaz al-kawmf li '1-buhuth al-idjtima c iyya,
al-Bighd3 fi }l-Kdhira, Cairo 1961; a fairly welldeveloped study by a sociologist is that of
A. Bouhdiba, La sexualite en Islam, Paris 1975,
228-39 and the bibl. cited there. On male prostitution, see_LiwAT.
(Eo.)
BIHBIHANl, AKA SAYYID M U H A M M A D BAKIR,
S h i ' f mudjtahid and proponent of the UsulT [q.v.]
madhhab, often entitled Wahfd-i Bihbihanf or
Muhakkik-i Bihbihanf, and commonly regarded by
his Shfcf contemporaries as the "renewer" (mudj.addid)
of the 12th Hidjrf century. He was born in Isfahan
some time between the years 1116/1704-5 and
1118/1706-7. After a brief period spent in Bihbihan,
he was taken to Karbala' by his father, Mulla
Muhammad Akmal, whose principal student he
became, while studying also under Sayyid Sadr alDm Kummf. Mulla Muhammad Akmal had studied
under Mulla Muhammad Bakir Madjlisf, the great
divine who had dominated Iranian Shf'ism in the
late l l t h / 1 7 t h century, and had also married his
niece. The young BihbihanT, who came to exercise
a similar dominant role at the end of the 12th/18th
century, was thus both spiritually and genealogically
related to Madjlisf. It is related that after completing his studies in Karbala3, Bihbihanf intended to
leave the city, but was dissuaded from doing so by
the appearance of the Imam Husayn to him in a
dream, instructing him to stay (Muhammad Bakir
Kh w ansarf, Rawddt al-dj_anndt fi ahwdl al-culamd3 wa 'lsdddt, Tehran 1304/1887, 122). In obedience to the
dream, he stayed on, and engaged in fierce controversy with adherents of the Akhbarf school of fikh,
which at that time was predominant in Karbala3 as
well as the other catabdt [see AKHBARIYYA above]. The
controversy between the Akhbarfs and the Usulfs,
centering on various questions of usul al-fikh and particularly on the permissibility of i^tihdd, was an ancient
one, but had become particularly acute in the late
Safawid period and the middle part of the 12th/18th
century. Before the appearance of Bihbiham, the
Akhbarfs were so assured in their dominance of the
c
atabdt that anyone carrying with him books of Usull
fikh was obliged to cover them up for fear of provoking attack. By the end of his life, however,
Bihbiham had been able almost completely to uproot
Akhbarl influence from the catabdt and to establish
the Usulf position as normative for all of the Twelver
Shfa. He accomplished this change partly by debate,
polemic and the composition of written refutations of
the Akhbarf school, the most important of which was
Kitdb al-iditihdd wa }l-akhbdr. Hardly less effective was
the demonstration of the prerogatives of muajtahid that
he provided. One of his pupils, Shaykh Dja'far Nadjafi
(d. 1227/1812), records that he was constantly accompanied by a number of armed men who would immediately execute any judgement that he passed. The
example that he thus gave was to be followed by
numerous Iranian fulamd3 of the Kadjar period.
Another target of Bihbiham's hostility was the
Ni'matallahf Sufi order; such was the enmity that he
nurtured for them that he gained the title of sufikush
(Sufi-killer). He died in 1206/1791-2 or 1208/17934, and was buried near the tomb of the Imam
Husayn in Karbala3. Bihbihanf is credited with more
than sixty works; the titles of twenty of them are listed in Muhammad cAlf Mudarris, Rayhdnat al-adab,
new ed., Tabriz n.d., i, 52, and a further fourteen
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titles are preserved in autograph in the library of
Bihbihani's descendants in Kirmanshah (see Muhsin
al-Amm, Aydn al-s±lca, Beirut 1378/1959, xliv, 96).
It is said that his writings on usul al-fikh were compiled into a single work by one of his pupils, Sayyid
Mahdl Kazwlni. The number of his pupils was very
large; among the most influential we may mention
his sons, Aka Muhammad CA1I, who settled in
Kirmanshah and inherited his father's violent hatred
of the Sufis, and Aka cAbd al-Husayn; Shaykh DjaTar
Nadjafi, author of a number of important works on
Usull fikh; and three muajtahids who dominated the
life of Isfahan in the first quarter of the 19th century—Hadjdj Muhammad Ibrahim KalbasI, Sayyid
Muhammad Bakir Shaft!, and Sayyid Mahdl Bahr
al-cUlum. But his influence extended far beyond the
generation of mud^tahids he trained; through his theoretical vindication of the Usulr position and his practical demonstration of the function of muajtahid, he
was in effect the ancestor of all those mua^tahids, who
have sought since his time to assert a guiding role
in Iranian society.
Bibliography: Muhammad b. Sulayman Tunukabunf, Kisas al-'ulamd*, Tehran 1304/1887,
147-8; Muhammad Bakir Kh w ansarf, Rawddt aldj.anndt 123; c Abbas b. Muhammad Rida Kummi,
Hadiyat al-ahbdb, Nadjaf 1349/1930, JOO;' Mirza
Muhammad CA1I Mudarris, Rayhdnat al-adab, i, 512; Muhammad cAlf Bidabadl, Makdrim al-dthdr
dar ahwdl-i riajdl-i dawra-yi kdajdr, Isfahan
1337/1958, i, 220-5; Muhsin al-Amm, A'yan alsjn'a, xliv, 94-6; Muhammad Hirz al-Dln, Ma'drif
al-ridj_dl fi tarddjim al-culamd' wa 'l-udabd\ Nadjaf
1384/1964, i, 121-3; H. Algar, Religion and state
in Iran, 1785-1906: the role of the Ulama in the Qajar
period, Berkeley & Los Angeles 1969, 34-6; 'All
DawwanI, Ustdd-i hull Aka Muhammad Bakir
Bihbihdnl b. Muhammad Akmal ma'ruf ba Wahld-i
Bihbihdni, Kumm n.d.; H. Algar, Religious forces
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, in Cambridge
history of Iran, vii, ch. xiv (forthcoming).
(H. ALGAR)
BIHRANGI, S A M A D , P e r s i a n p r o s e w r i t e r
(1939-68). Bihrangf's birth in a lower-class, Turkishspeaking family in Tabriz and his eleven-years'
employment as a primary schoolteacher in rural
Adharbaydjan are attested in the greater part of
his fdrsi writings. These, both fictional and nonfictional, largely deal with village life in his native
province and with the specific problems of a cultural minority region. His concern for the plight of
Adharbaydjam peasant youth prompted a series of
educational essays, as well as some twenty children's
stories, the chief foundation of his present fame.
Notable for their "ideological" content rather than
for strictly literary merits, Bihrangl's children's
stories no longer recommend the conventional virtues
of obedience, cleanliness and modesty, but aim at
imparting "a correct view of the dark, bitter realities of adult society". Accordingly, his stories picture
the needy, powerless village children, their search for
freedom and their revolt against ignorant parents,
local landlords or urban aristocracy. The political
commitment felt in most of these stories contributed
to Bihrangl's considerable popularity among the
dissident intelligentsia; at the same time, it gave
rise to an increasingly restrictive censorship of his
writings by the Iranian authorities and to a vast
wave of rumours at his sudden death in September
1968, reportedly a drowning accident. More explicit
views on society and literature are present in Bih-
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rangi's essays, notably the insistence on straightforward, firmly committed writing and contempt for
the "defeatist pseudo-intellectualism" of westernised
Tehran. The tenets of his educational criticism are
roughly similar to those earlier voiced by the author
Al-i Ahmad [q.v. above], both a schoolteacher and
a writer like himself; rejecting the unquestioned
adoption of American teaching methods and finding the current textbooks inapplicable in a classroom with Azeri Turkish-speaking pupils, BihrangF
designed an alternative "textbook for village children": the completed but yet unpublished Alif-bd
bard-yi kudakdn-i rustd3L
Bibliography: The greater part of Bihrangl's
writings first appeared in newspapers and periodicals under various pseudonyms, such as Sad,
Karankush, Bihrang, Babak, etc. Thirteen of his
children's stories were posthumously collected in
Mad^mu'a-yi kissahd, Tabriz 1348 sh., which also
contains a chapter on Adabiyydt-i kudakdn (originally
published as part of a review-article in Rahnamayi Kitdb xi (1347-53 sh.), 48-5), outlining the
author's conception of children's literature. Not
included in this volume are his most successful
story, the internationally awarded Mdhi-yi siydh-i
kuculu, separately published in Tehran 1347 sh.,
and the collection Talkhun wa cand kissa-i digar,
Tehran 1349 sh. A number of his educational
essays appeared as Kand-u-kdw dar masd^il-i tarbiyatiyi Iran, Tabriz 1344 sh.-, while other articles on
various subjects were posthumously edited as
Madjmuca-yi makdlahd, Tabriz 1348 sh.; this collection contains several chapters on AdharbaydjanI
culture and language, including the four articles
listed in Afshar's Index iranicus ii, Tehran 1348 sh.,
84, 415. An anthology of translated folktales was
separately edited in collaboration with B. DihkanI:
Afsdnahdyi Adharbdydj_dn, i: Tabriz 1344 sh., ii:
Tehran 1347 sh. Finally, BihrangI prepared some
Persian translations from modern Turkish poetry
and prose.
A valuable secondary source is the special
BihrangI issue of Arash, ii/5 (Adhar 1347 sh.).;
for additional information, cf. CA.A. Darwishiyan's
short monograph Sarnad dj_dwiddna shud, Tehran
1352 sh.- and G.R. Sabri-Tabrizi, Human values . . ., in Correspondance d'Orient, xi (1970), 4118. Bihrangl's political role as a "totally involved
revolutionary artist" is stressed by Th. Ricks in
The little black jish and other modern stories,
Washington, D.C. 1976, 95-126; his folklore studies are passingly mentioned by L.P. Elwell-Sutton
in Iran and Islam, in memory of the late Vladimir
Minorsky, Edinburgh 1971, 253-4; Of the children's stories, a German translation has appeared
in B. Nirumand ed., Feuer unterm Pfauenthron, Berlin
1974, 19-35; English translations include two different renderings of Mdhi-yi siydh . . . in The Literary
Review, xviii/1 (Rutherford, NJ. 1974), 69-84, and
in The little black fish . . ., op. at., 1-19. For other
translated stories, cf. M.C. Hillmann, ed., Major
voices in contemporary Persian literature, and M.A.
Jazayeri, ed., Literature East and West.
(GJJ. DE VRIES)
BINN, a term of the D r u z e religion. In this,
the Binn were conceived of as one of a number of
earlier races or sects whose names are also mentioned
in the Druze writings, such as the Rimm and the
Timm. The Binn were said to have been a group of
inhabitants of Hadjar in the Yemen who believed in
the message of Shatnll, the incarnation of Hamza
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in the Age of Adam. According to the Druzes, the
city was originally called Surna (meaning "Miracle"
according to Hamza), and Shatml came there from
India. He called on the people to renounce polytheism and worship al-Hakim bi-Amr Allah [q.v] as
their sole deity. Those who accepted his message
he commanded to "be separate" (yabinun) from the
polytheists; as a consequence they were known as alBinn. This etymology is clearly unsatisfactory, and it
is possible that a Persian origin should be sought for
this term.
One of the Druze dd'is, al-Harith b. Tirmah of Isfahan
refused to obey Shatnil, and was expelled from the
number of the dd'is, being dubbed "Iblls". He became
the imam of the polytheists in Surna (the djinn in the
Druze account). When one of the Binn met another,
he would say: "Flee from (uhdj_w) Iblfs and his party!".
As a result, Surna acquired the name of Hadjar.
Bibliography. H. Guys, Theogonie des Druses, Paris
1863, 35 and n. 70, 104; C.F. Seybold, Die
Drusenschrift: Kitdb Alnoqat waldawdir. Das Buck der
Punkte und Kreise, Kirchhain 1902, 71; Muhammad
Kamil Husayn, Td'ifat al-Duruz, Cairo 1962, 116;
D.R.W. Bryer, The Origins of the Dru^e Religion, in
Isl., liii (1976), 8.
(R.Y. EBIED and MJ.L. YOUNG)
BISAT (A.), pis. bust/busut, absita, which implies the
general meaning of extensiveness (thus in Kur'an,
LXXI, 18), is a generic term for carpet, more
specifically, one of fairly large dimensions. Any kind
of carpet with a pile is called a tinfisa; if it is decorated with multicoloured bands, a ^arbiyya (zirbiyya,
zurbiyya, pi. zarabi; cf. Kur'an, LXXXVIII, 16); if it
is decorated with a relief design, a mahfura; whilst a
prayer carpet is called a saa^a^dda (modern Turkish
seccade), and the collective saaj_dj_dd is sometimes used
as a generic term (on the numerous Arabic terms,
see W.H. Worrell, On certain Arabic terms for "rug", in
Ars Islamica, i (1934), 219-22, ii (1935), 65-8). The
word kilim, applied to a woollen rug generally long
and narrow in shape, is often taken to be of Turkish
origin (see e.g. Lokotsch, No. 1176), but seems rather
to be Iranian (Persian gilini). Sumak, not far from
Baku, and the districts of Verne and Sile in the southern Caucasus, have given their name to a type of
flatwoven carpets. The etymology of kali (vars. ghdli,
khdli, modern Turkish halt) is unclear; Yakut, Bulddn,
iv, 20, remarks that the carpets (busut) called kali are
manufactured at Kalikala (= Erzerum [q.v]), but since
this word was difficult to pronounce, the nisba has
been shortened. Although this particular term is
generally considered to be Turkish in origin, it is
unattested in ancient Turkish texts; it is, however,
used by Gardfzf [q.v] and may therefore be of Iranian
origin (detailed study in Doerfer, No. 1405).
(ED.)

i. CARPETS OF THE CENTRAL AND EASTERN
ISLAMIC LANDS
1. T e c h n i q u e
For the manufacture of oriental carpets, sheep's
wool, cotton, silk, goat-hair and camel-hair are used,
which are prepared, spun and partly wound. The
foundation consists of warp-threads (Fr.: chaine,
Ger.: Kette) stretched the length of the loom, and
weft-threads (Fr.: frame, Ger.: Schusse) run in horizontally. For knotted carpets which form the bulk
of the products, one or several weft rows are
inserted between knot rows, the latter forming the
pile. In Turkey, the Caucasus and the regions of

northwestern Persia inhabited by the Kurds, the
Turkish or Gordes knot (so called after the Turkish
town of Gordes [y.y.]), has been commonly used.
But whilst the Persian or Senneh-knot (so-called after
the Persian town of Senneh, today called Sanandadj
[q.v.]) is commonly associated with Persia, India and
Turkestan, the Gordes knot is also found in Persian
rugs and the commonly-accepted geographical
demarcation must be treated with reserve (for diagrams of these two knots see IA, v/1, 137). Kilims,
and Sumak, Verne and Sile rugs are flat woven,
with no pile. Until aniline and chromate dyes were
introduced in the eighties of the 19th century, only
natural dyes were used (see C.E.C. Tattersall, Notes
on carpet-knotting and weaving, Victoria and Albert
Museum, 1961; A.N. Landreau and W.R. Pickering,
From the Bosporus to Samarkand, flat-woven rugs, The
Textile Museum, Washington 1969).
2. History
a. Early Stages
The oldest known knotted carpet was discovered
in 1949 in the tomb of a local prince in Pazyryk, in
the Altai Mountains. By means of other finds in the
tomb, it may be dated to the 4th century B.C. There
are as yet no indications as to the place of its manufacture, but the suggestion of its manufacture in
Achaemenid Persia has been put forward. Its technique (3,600 Turkish knots to the square decimetre)
and its design, in Achaemenid style, are of a remarkable perfection; it is one of, and the most important
of, the three extant pieces of evidence for a highlydeveloped art of knotting of this early date. It shows
in a developed form the composition of a central field
surrounded by borders, which consist of a wide main
border and several subsidiary or guard borders, characteristic of all oriental carpets.
Very small fragments of carpets, conjecturally dated
between the 3rd and 6th centuries A.D., were discovered by Sir Aurel Stein during his Turfan expeditions (at Lop Nor). These, however, are not knotted
carpets but napped fabrics, in which the pile is produced by the wefts, introduced first as loops and
later split (see A. Stein, Ruins of desert Cathay, London
1912, 380, plate 116, 4). The "Spanish knot", on
the other hand, always tied around a single warp,
is used in a fragment discovered by Le Coq in Kucha
during the fourth Turfan expedition, the earliest possible date of which is the 5th-6th century (see F.
Sarre, Ein friihes Knilpfteppich-Fragment aus chinesischTurkestan, in Berliner Museen (1920-1), 110). The piece
is too small and the design too faint to permit any
conclusions about the carpets of this period. The
many small fragments of knotted carpets from Fustat
can hardly be dated (see M.S. Dimand, An early cutpile rug from Egypt, in Metropolitan Museum Studies, iv
(1933), 151 if.; S.Y. Rudenko, The world's oldest knotted carpets and fabrics, Moscow 1968 (in Russian); R.B.
Serjeant, Material for a history of Islamic textiles up to
the Mongol conquest, in Ars Islamica, ix (1942), 54 and
xv-xvi (1951), 29).
b. Turkey
Konya carpets.
The development of oriental knotted carpets can
be traced to a certain extent only from the 7th/
13th century onwards. The oldest coherent group
comes from Anatolia. In 1907 F.R. Martin discovered three large and several small fragments in the
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clearly recognisable. Later on they develop into a
Ala 3 al-Din mosque at Konya, to which were
twined band without definite orientation. Red, with
given the generic name "Konya carpets". Shortly
brownish shades, blue, yellow, white and green are
afterwards, smaller fragments of the same type
dominant. The large-partitioned Holbein-carpets are
were found in the E§refoglu mosque at Bey§ehir.
believed to have been made in Bergama, the small
The date of the enlargement of the c Ala 3 al-Dfn
partitioned ones in U§ak. See Pis. Ill, IV.
mosque, 1218-20, provides a date post quern for
The fourth type of early Ottoman carpets is also
these carpets, but they do not necessarily belong
localised in U§ak. These are the so-called Lotto-carto the 7th/13th century. Their designs and technical execution are simple and the knots are not i pets, because they appear among others, on the paintings by the Italian painter Lorenzo Lotto. They are
very close. Where they survive, the borders with
also called "carpets with arabesque tendrils", since all
their heavy Kufic character or large stars prespecimens of this group show a red foundation covdominate over the inner motifs, which have small,
ered with a yellow net of tendrils, arabesque leaves
all-over, repeat patterns. See F.R. Martin, A hisand palmettes. As is the case with the small patterned
tory of oriental carpets before 1800, i, 113, ii, plate
Holbein-carpets, their arrangement is basically deterxxx; K. Erdmann, Siebenhundert Jahre Orientteppich,
mined by a system of octagons set in squares, while
Herford 1966, 117; R.M. Riefstahl, Primitive rugs
the fillings of the spandrels form also diamond-shaped
of the "Konya" type in the mosque of Beyshehir, in The
figures. More often than the Kufic-borders, those of
Art Bulletin, xiii/2 (1931), 16 ff.; E. Kiihnel, Islamic
the Lotto-carpets are made up of undulating tendrils,
art and architecture, London 1966, 94 and PI. 37b;
multifoiled lozenges and later on, alternating cloud
and PI. I.
bands. See PI. V.
Anatolian animal carpets.
Medallion and Star U§aks.
The styles of Anatolian carpets of the 8th/14th
In the llth/17th century the early Ottoman patand 9th/15th centuries are attested by reproductions
terns are replaced by Persian-influenced arrangein Italian paintings of the period. They are characments of motifs which characterise the Medallion and
terised by a series of square or octagonal motifs filled
Star-U§aks. The centre of the Medallion-U§aks
with stylised animals. The best known fragment of
is usually marked by a pointed oval-shaped medalsuch a carpet, which is in the Islamic Museum of
lion with a flamboyant outline and a floral innerBerlin, shows on a yellow ground two octagons, set
design. Lengthwise on both sides shield-shaped
in squares, in which are found a dragon and a
pendants are attached to the medallion. In the corphoenix, the pair borrowed from Chinese mythology
ners of the field quadrants of a differently shaped
(Kuhnel, Islamic art. . ., 109-10 and pi. 42b). A fresmedallion appear. The composition can be understood
co of Domenico di Bartolo, dated between 1440 and
as being a part of a system of staggered rows of
1444, shows a carpet with a corresponding motif
medallions. Examples showing greater parts of the pattreated in an almost similar way. Another carpet from
a church in Marby, preserved in the Statens Historiska
tern prove this. The usually red ground colour between
Museet in Stockholm, is closely connected in design,
the medallions is traversed with entangled, angularly
drawn tendrils. The Star-U§ak, with staggered startechnique and colouring with the Berlin fragment.
See CJ. Lamm, The Marby rug and some fragments of
shaped medallions, connected by lozenges, is a variant of the Medallion-U§ak. Both types occur frequently
carpets found in Egypt, in Svenska Orientsdllskapets Arsbok,
on Dutch 17th century paintings. Like the Lotto-car1937, 51 ff.; K. Erdmann, Der Tiirkische Teppich des
15. Jahrhunderts, Istanbul n.d. [1957]; R. Ettinghausen,
pets, the U§aks were manufactured in coarse, misNew light on early animal carpets, in Aus der Welt der
construed versions far into the 18th and 19th century
islamischen Kunst, Festschrift E. Kuhnel, Berlin 1959, 93;
(see K. Erdmann, Weniger bekannte Uschak-Muster, in
and PI. II.
Kunst des Orients, iv, 79 ff.; and Pis. VI, VII).

"Holbein" and "Lotto" carpets.
On the portrait of the merchant Gisze, painted
by Hans Holbein the Younger in 1532 and kept
in the Picture Gallery of the Staatlichen Museen,
Berlin, can be seen a carpet that serves as tablecloth. It represents a further group of Anatolian
carpets which appear frequently on paintings from
the middle of the 15th century until the end of the
16th century; these are characterised as "small-patterned Holbein carpets", and a fair number of them
have survived. Their design, too, is based on squares
with inset octagons in vertical and horizontal rows.
The octagons are formed by bands knotted several times and the corners of the squares are filled
by stylised arabesque leaves, which, joined together,
merge into diamond-shaped linking motifs. Variety
of colours within the squares of some specimens
produces a kind of chessboard effect. In the details,
these carpets correspond with the so-called large
partitioned Holbein-carpets, the pattern of which
is limited to a few broad, clearly separated
motifs which are ranged only lengthwise. The decoration of the borders is mostly based on Kufic characters. In the earlier designs the vertical strokes which
have been directed to the edging of the carpet are

"Bird" and "Tschintamani" carpets.
U§ak-carpets with a white ground both in field
and border are rare. Two simple patterns can here
be distinguished: the "Tschintamani" and the "Bird"
motifs. The first, in all-over repeat, consists of two
parallel undulating lines and three balls arranged in
a triangle over them. This motif is undoubtedly of
Far Eastern origin. From the 15th century onwards
it is known as a pattern for clothing in Persian and
Turkish miniatures, and from the 16th century it
was popular on Turkish textile fabrics. The "Bird"motif consists of horizontal and vertical running stripes
crossing each other, and is composed of rosettes and
leaves, the form of which superficially looks like birds.
Both patterns have often been copied in the 20th
century.
Transylvanian carpets.
An important group of small-sized Anatolian carpets from the 17th to 19th centuries, showing analogy with the U§ak-carpets, are the Transylvanian
carpets, so-called because they have survived in
great number in the churches of Transylvania.
Besides some smaller versions of the Lotto-, Birdand Tschintamani-patterns, they are mainly prayer-
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rugs, the inner-fields of which are arch-shaped to
represent the mihrab, often in connection with one
or more pairs of columns. They form a link with
the Turkish prayer rugs of the 18th and 19th centuries from Gordes, Ladik and Milas (see E.
Schmutzler, Altorientalische Teppiche in Siebenbiirgen,
Leipzig 1933; J. de Vegh and Ch. Layer, Tapis turcs
provenant des eglises et collections de Transylvanie, Paris
1925; M. Mostafa, Turkish prayer rugs, Cairo 1953;
Turkish Rugs, The Washington Hajji Baba, The Textile
Museum, Washington 1968).
c. Egypt
Mamluk, Ottoman and Chess-board carpets.
Fifteenth-century Mamluk Egypt saw the origin of
clearly recognisable carpets with a kaleidoscopic design,
consisting of stars, rectangles and triangles, filled with
small leaves, shrubs and cypresses. Their wool is soft
and glossy, and the colours normally range between
cherry-red, vivid green and bright blue. The manysided star-like ornaments and the arrangement of the
motifs towards the centre show a stylistic connection
with the inlaid metal-work, the wood and the leather
fabrics and the book-illuminations of the Mamluk
period. Only a few large-sized Mamluk carpets have
survived, among which one with a silk pile counts as
one of the most beautiful carpets in the world (Vienna,
Museum fur Angewandte Kunst). More numerous are
small specimens with a medallion that takes up the
entire width of the carpet, to the upper side and bottom of which a tightly patterned rectangular field is
attached. An essential distinction between the Mamluk
and the Anatolian carpets lies in the fact that the
former are characterised by groups of patterns and
not by regular repeat patterns from which, within a
constant internal relation as far as size is concerned,
variable formats can be chosen. In the borders rosettes
usually alternate with oblong cartouches. European
and Oriental sources mention Cairo as an important
centre of the knotting industry at least from 1474
onwards.
After Egypt was conquered by the Ottomans in
1517, the Mamluk carpets were replaced by carpets
manufactured in the Ottoman court-style. Their luxuriant floral decoration presents a sharp contrast to the
geometrical patterns of the Mamluk carpets. The palmettes and rosettes, the feathered lanceolate leaves and
the naturalistically treated tulips, pinks and hyacinths
are also to be found on the contemporary textiles and
on pottery and tiles of Iznik. It would therefore seem
obvious to deduce that the carpets also were manufactured in Turkey. However, in their fineness, technique and colour-scheme, they differ completely from
the rest of the Anatolian carpets, but match to a considerable extent the Mamluk carpets. It is therefore
plausible that they were manufactured in the Cairene
workshops after models made by Ottoman artists. This
theory is supported by some hybrid types, i.e. Mamluk
carpets with elements of Ottoman carpets, and vice
versa. The products of the Cairene workshops were of
a special quality, as may be seen from the fact that
Murad III in 1585 summoned eleven master carpetmakers together with their materials from Cairo to
Istanbul. It is as yet unknown whether they carried
out there a special order or established a local weaving-industry. Among the Ottoman carpets are some
prayer rugs. Ewliya Celebi mentions the use of Egyptian
prayer rugs in Anatolia in the middle of the 17th century. See Pis. VIII, IX.
The chess-board carpets hold an intermediate

position between the Mamluk and the Anatolian
carpets. Their basic motifs are clearly Mamluk in
character: a star with eight rays on which small cypresses, blossoms and rosettes are radially directed, stands
in a hexagon or octagon which is itself placed in a
square. The way in which this motif is dealt with,
the use of various-sized sections of the pattern, the
coarse wool, and the weft (which is always red) point
however at Anatolia. The colours are restricted to
bright blue, vivid green and red, and thus come near
to the Mamluk carpets. Moreover, these chessboard
carpets have the Persian knot in common with the
Mamluk and Ottoman carpets. As their place of origin E. Kiihnel proposed the area around Adana in
Anatolia; Rhodes and Damascus have also been suggested. They can be considered to have originated
between the middle of the 10th/16th and the end
of the llth/17th centuries (see E. Kiihnel and
L. Bellinger, Cairene rugs and others technically related, 15th17th cent.., Washington 1957; K. Erdmann, Kairener
Teppiche, i, Europdische und islamische Quellen des 15.-18.
Jh., in Ars Islamica, v (1938), 179; idem, Mamluken- und
Osmanenteppiche, in Ars Islamica, vii (1940), 55; idem,
Neuere Untersuchungen zur Frage der Kairener Teppiche, in
Ars Orientals, iv (1961), 65).
d. Persia
a. Timurid carpets.
The oldest Persian carpets which have been preserved date from the first half of the 10th/16th century. They represent culminating points of the art of
carpet knotting which are inconceivable without earlier stages. Timurid miniatures of the 9th/15th century represent indeed with great accuracy various
genres of carpets. Roughly, two basic types can be
distinguished. First a small-pattern group with geometrical design, consisting of repeating squares,
stars and crosses, hexagons, octagons or circles. They
resemble contemporary tile-patterns. The motifs are
framed by bright, small bands which interlace into
stars or crosses and in between into knots. The central field is monochrome or is divided in chess-board
style with contrasting colours. In the borders a Kuficlike writing stands out from a dark background. The
relation to the small-patterned Holbein carpets is
unmistakable.
This type is replaced by arabesque and flower patterns towards the end of the 9th/15th century. The
finest specimens are to be found in the miniatures of
the painter Bihzad [q.v.]. He belonged to the school
of Herat and was in 1522 entrusted with the direction of the library of Shah Isma'Tl I in Tabriz. A
direct influence on the royal carpet manufacturies is
thus possible. In this new style with arabesque-patterns, construed lines cross the field—symmetrical to
both axes—and outline semi-circles, circles, multi-foils,
cartouches and ellipses. These forms intersect, creating segments which are emphasised by their colour
and by their arabesque tendril decoration. There are
also carpets in which medallions are arranged over
arabesques, and others with a simple decoration of
scrolls on a monochrome ground. Instead of the stiff
Kufic borders, elegantly twisted tendrils are used.
These general principles and individual motifs form
the bases of the Safawid carpets of the 10th/16th and
llth/17th centuries (see A. Briggs, Timurid carpets, in
Ars Islamica, vii, 20, and xi-xii, 146).
p. Safawid carpets.
Dating. Four carpets with a date inserted and some
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documents provide the basis for dating the carpets
which were manufactured in the 10th/16th and
llth/17th centuries under the Safawids: (1) the carpet with the hunting scene, designed by Ghiyath alDfn Djami and now in the Museo Poldi Pezzoli,
Milan, with the date 929/1522, occasionally also read
949/1542; (2) the famous Ardabil carpet by Maksud
Kashanl, dated 946/1539-40, manufactured together
with one or even two others for the tomb mosque
of Shaykh Safi; then, after a gap of more than 100
years, (3) a "vase" carpet in the museum of Sarajevo,
1067/1656, by Ustadh Mu'min b. Kutb al-Dfn
Mahani; and finally (4) a silk carpet by Nicmat Allah
Djawshakani, dated 1082/1671, from the mausoleum
of Shah "Abbas II in Kum. Other inscriptions are of
a literary character.
A group of silk carpets with larger fields, executed
with gold and silver threads, the so-called "Polish"carpets, represent the style prevalent around 1600
and in the first half of the 17th century (PI. XV).
With the aid of documentary evidence they can be
dated as follows. In 1601 the Polish king Sigismund
Vasa III ordered such a carpet in Kashan. In 1603
and 1621 Shah cAbbas I had five specimens sent as
gifts accompanying an embassy to the Signoria of
Venice. Besides, contemporary reports of European
travellers contain many references to these carpets.
European paintings, which contribute to the dating
of Anatolian carpets, are of no help in this respect
as far as the Persian carpets are concerned. Only
the "Herat" carpets occur frequently on Dutch paintings of the 17th century. The Safawid miniatures
show that at the beginning of the 10th/16th century
the basic types of carpets had been developed. The
reproductions are, however, not sufficiently differentiated for conclusions to be drawn from the schools
of painting about periods of their origin and localisation. Dates are to a high degree determined by
stylistic aspects, the quality of the design and realisation and the shape and various degrees of development of the singular forms being weighed one
against another. The margin for a subjective judgment remains thus relatively large.
Localisation. Because of their patterns and technical
singularities, the Safawid carpets, with some exceptions, can be divided into clearly discernible groups.
It is however difficult to see the relations of these
groups with the historically-established knotting centres. Undoubtedly the successive capitals Tabriz
(from 1502), Kazwln (from 1548) and Isfahan (from
1596-7) had their court weaving manufactories. It is
possible that the early Safawid carpets came into
being in Tabrfz under the influence of Bihzad. It
is surprising that no attempts have been made to
localise carpets at Kazwin. The work-shops of Isfahan
are sufficiently documented. Jean-Baptiste Tavernier
describes even their exact locality in the Maydan area.
The manufacturing of silk so-called "Polish carpets"
and woollen carpets is proved to have taken place in
Isfahan. Apparently Kashan was known before Isfahan
for its silk weaving. Pedro Teixeira mentions already
in 1604 carpets from Kashan with gold and silk, beautiful brocades and velvets, and the fame of the town
was evident in 1601 when King Sigismund Vasa III
ordered from there silk carpets, worked with gold. So
late as 1670 Chevalier Chardin calls Kashan the centre of the silk-industry. See PI. XIV.
The woollen carpets, however, cannot be classified since they are only very summarily dealt with in
travellers' accounts. In his appraisal of the quality
of Persian carpets, Pedro Teixeira, who left Goa in
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1604 and travelled to Europe through Persia, puts
those from Yazd in the first place, those from
Kirman—further characterised in 1684-5 by Engelbert Kaempfer as carpets with animal patterns made
from the best wool—in the second place, and those
from Khurasan in the third. Thadaus Krusinski
mentions the provinces of Shlrwan, Karabagh,
Gllan, the towns of Kashan, Kirman, Mashhad,
Astarabad and the capital Isfahan as localities in
which court weaving manufactories were erected
under Shah 'Abbas I. Tabriz was important during the 16th century, but in the 17th century it is
hardly mentioned any more. Indications of the
regions of origin, like north-western Persia (Tabriz),
southern Persia (Kirman) and eastern Persia (Herat
etc.), which have become quite current in the literature on oriental carpets, represent rather a
description of a particular type than a concrete
localisation. The discovery of oriental sources like
town chronicles, descriptions of weaving manufactories or patterns for designs, might clear up this
problem.
Compartment rugs. The "Compartment rugs" of the
Safawids are derived from the carpets with arabesque
pattern of the Tlmurid period. The early specimens
resemble their painted examples so closely that one
is tempted to give them an earlier date. A Compartment rug in the Metropolitan Museum, New
York, and its companion in the Musee historique
des tissus, Lyons, thus belong entirely to the Tfmurid
tradition; the net-like pattern consisting of eight-lobed
rosettes surrounded by shield-shaped motifs formed
by interlaced bands and the East Asian motifs which
fill these fields, such as the dragon, the phoenix and
cloud bands as well as the arabesque tendrils in the
background and the vertical arranged cartouches of
the borders can easily be connected with Timurid
miniatures. If dated to the beginning of the Safawid
period, both carpets could have been manufactured
in Tabriz. To this pair of carpets belong some later
variants with a raised medallion, establishing the transition to the medallion carpets of North-West Persia,
and other variations with shields and quatre-foils in
alternating rows. The overlapping fields, found in
the carpets in Bihzad's miniatures, are seen again
on several 17th century "Polish" carpets.
Carpets with hunting scenes and animals. The influence
of miniature-painting is most evident on the carpets
with hunting scenes and animals. Except for a few
carpets with figures arranged asymmetrically, the scenes
are adjusted symmetrically on the background, both
in horizontal and vertical directions. An arrangement
of medallions is put above this, usually with one
medallion in the centre and quarters of medallions in
the corners of the field. The hunters, on foot or horseback, attack lions, leopards, gazelles, deer and hares
with spears, swords and arrows. Together with a great
variety of birds, these animals appear also on the carpets with only animals, on which fights between deer
or bull and lion, or between the ch3i lin or Chinese
unicorn and dragon are in the foreground. The
"Chelsea" carpet of the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London (pi. X), with its net of medallions connected
by diagonally arranged pointed ovals, holds a middle
position between the Compartment rugs and the traditional carpets with medallions and animals. An upward
and downward string of arabesque leaves divides the
border in interlocking parts of contrasting colours.
IAs "reciprocal pinnacle border", it was, in a simpler
form, very popular on the later Safawid carpets.
Among the carpets which are close to the miniatures,
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two large, silk carpets with hunting scenes, in Vienna
and Boston (see below), are conspicuous. To these
are closely connected some silk woven carpets and
about 12 woollen carpets (the so-called "Sanguszko"
group).
Carpets with figures flourished in the 10th/16th
century under Shah Tahmasp I. Apart from the mastery of the designs, their technical realisation is exemplary. They are an expression of court luxury. Such
carpets were undoubtedly manufactured in Tabriz,
but the stylistic and technical differences point to other
weaving centres as well. Under Shah 'Abbas I carpets with figures lose their importance, so that the
few specimens of the llth/17th century are mere offshoots of the 10th/16th century carpets.
North-west Persian Medallion-carpets. Together with a
series of medallion carpets with figures, a restricted
group of carpets which have in common a medallion on a background that is filled with tendrils is
localised in north-western Persia, including Tabriz.
The most conspicious specimen is the Ardabll carpet,
according to its inscription dated 946/1539-40. A starshaped medallion, with corresponding quarter medallions in the corners of the field, appears above a
fourfold symmetrical double system consisting of elegant spiral tendrils (see Rexford Stead, The Ardabil carpets, J. Paul Getty Museum, California 1974). More
characteristic is a simpler class of carpets with medallions on a continuous, somewhat clumsily designed
pattern of scrolls with small repeat. Here too the
medallions are star-shaped and, as in the case with
all medallion carpets of the 10th/16th century, they
clearly stand out from the pattern of the background.
Often secondary designs are added of a vertical cartouche and a shield-pendant, mostly to be found
lengthwise on both sides. Border patterns consist of
alternating cartouches and rosettes or a continuous,
mirrored repeat of short, interlaced arabesque tendrils. Particularly striking in these carpets is their relatively long format. See PL XL
Herat carpets. The Herat carpets normally have no
medallion. They are characterised by a variety of large
palmettes with flamboyant contours, which cover the
points where most delicate spiral scrolls split and touch
the symmetrical axes. The colour of the field is almost
always purple, that of the borders dark green or deep
blue. On the specimens of the 10th/16th century the
spiral scrolls are tightly connected. The design is dense,
with many bizarre cloud bands and often intermingled with animals and scenes of animal fights. The
rich use of East Asiatic motifs has led scholars to
localise these carpets in eastern Persia; it is indeed
proved that high-quality carpets were manufactured
in Khurasan and its capital Herat.
In a later type, the arrangement of tendrils is
looser and wider, the cloud bands are less frequent
and more clumsy, and animals are completely absent.
The pattern is determined by palmettes and long,
often two-coloured lanceolate leaves, also simplified.
The details and borders show parallels with the
"Polish" carpets, and therefore this type of Herat
carpets too can be dated to the llth/17th century.
It is as yet undetermined whether these are identical with the woollen carpets manufactured in Isfahan.
Such "Herat" carpets were exported to India and
there imitated. It is difficult to distinguish between
Persian and Indian workmanship. So far unambiguous criteria are lacking (see below). These carpets
are the only type of classical Persian carpets which
appear frequently on European paintings, especially
the Dutch genre-paintings of the 17th century. These

"Herat" carpets were evidently a valuable commodity to Europeans, for they have been preserved in
great quantity mainly in Portugal and Holland, countries which through their East India Companies had
close commercial relations with Persia and India. See
PI. XII.
"Vase" carpets. In contrast with the medallion and
"Herat" carpets, the "vase" carpets have mostly a rising pattern which is mirrored only with respect to
the longitudinal axis. The direction is determined by
blossoming shrubs and, on many of these carpets, by
receptacles which have the form of vases of Chinese
porcelain, filled with flowers, from which the name
of this group of carpets is derived. Typical is the division of the field by means of oval lozenges. Three
groups of lozenges, pushed one against the other, are
mostly intersected. They arise from undulating pairs
of tendrils which touch each other and retreat behind
magnificent flowers. The lozenges may however also
be outlined clearly by tendrils or broad lanceolate
leaves and be filled up with various colours.
Occasionally, the arrangement of lozenges is absent
and there remain entangled rows of flower-vases or
shrubs arranged in a staggered pattern. Sometimes
also patterns of arabesques occur, intermingled with
shrubs and in connection with medallions. Striking
are the wealth of colours, especially conspicious in
large-sized rosettes and palmettes, and the combination of these stylised flowers with naturalistic bushes.
The borders are relatively small and the inner or
outer guards are often lacking.
Opinions differ about the date of the "vase" carpets. Some fragments with very luxuriant decor
and vivid lineation recall stylistically the best "Polish"
carpets, with which they can be dated to the beginning of the 17th century. It is still under discussion
whether the pieces of the main group, which are
designed in a clearer and stiffer way, originated before
or after these fragments. Some are of later date, as
is shown by the impoverishment of the pattern. More
difficult is the decision about others, which are rich
in details notwithstanding the rather simple pattern.
The "vase" carpet of the museum of Sarajevo, dated
1656, is not typical. Its extraordinary well-executed
design and the fact that figurative motifs are in general lacking, favours the opinion that most of the
"vase" carpets originated in the llth/17th century.
Southern Persia (Kirman) is regarded as the region
of their manufacture (see K. Erdmann, review of A
survey of Persian art, in Ars Islamica, viii, 174 ff.). See
PI. XIII.
Garden carpets. Safawid gardens with their geometrical
division by rectilinear canals, as e.g. Hazar Djarib near
Isfahan, and the garden at Ashraf, laid out by Shah
c
Abbas I in 1612, are reflected in the garden carpets.
With their canals and basins with fish and ducks, bordered by trees and bushes in which birds and other
creatures frolic, these carpets represent "portable gardens" which are accessible all year round. The earliest
specimen is probably a garden carpet in the Jaipur
Museum. According to an inscription on the back, this
"foreign carpet" arrived at the palace in Jaipur on 29
August 1632, probably by order or as a gift. Apart
from this one, only two other garden-carpets from the
Safawid period have survived. The type lives on in a
later, restricted group which can be distinguished from
its Safawid predecessors by the schematic outline of the
details, although the general principle remains the same.
They may have been manufactured in north-western
Persia from the second half of the 18th century until
sometime in the 19th century (see M.S. Dimand,
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A Persian garden carpet in the Jaipur Museum, in Ars Islamica,
vii (1940), 93; and PL XVI, no. 17).
"Portuguese" carpets. The ten to fifteen "Portuguese"
carpets all go back to the same model and form thus
the most coherent group. They owe their name to the
representations of sailing ships with European-dressed
persons on board and a man who emerges from the
water among fishes and sea monsters. The representation is repeated four times in the corners, and recalls
the ornamental motifs on European maps. One of the
interpretations of that scene is that it depicts the arrival
of Portuguese ambassadors in the Persian Gulf. From
the combination of oriental and European motifs it
was further concluded that these carpets were intended
for Portuguese in Goa. The rest of the filling of the
fields is also unusual. It consists of a lozenge-shaped
middle field with four small, pointed oval medallions
and irregularly notched and feathered outline, surrounded by concentric interlacing stripes of various
colours. In the earlier specimens these stripes are vivid
and irregularly forked, in the later ones they are rectilinear, parallel and regular. While there is no doubt
about dating them to the 17th century, their place of
origin still remains uncertain. Formerly these carpets
were considered to have originated in southern or central Persia, but now some scholars have proposed India.
Neither hypothesis is supported by convincing proofs
(see C.G. Ellis, The Portuguese carpets of Gujarat, in Islamic
art in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, ed. R. Ettinghausen,
New York 1973, 267).
Silk carpets. The change in style which the Safawid
carpets underwent between the 10th/16th and the
llth/17th centuries, is especially recognisable in the
silk carpets. The most famous and largest carpet of
this kind is the so-called Vienna hunting carpet which
was in the possession of the Austrian imperial house
and is now in the Museum fur angewandte Kunst
in Vienna. The use of silk for pile, warp and weft
produces a very fine texture and gives the possibility for an extremely precise design. So it is not only
because of its costly material that this carpet heads
the figurative medallion carpets oriented towards the
miniature painting and dating from the period of
Shah Tahmasp. Its size of 6.93 x 3.23 m. corresponds with that of the large, woollen, knotted carpets. Many details are executed in gold and silver
brocade. It is said to have originated from Tabriz
or, more probably, from Kashan, known for its silk
industry. A silk hunting carpet from the collection
of Baron M. de Rothschild, which can be compared
with the Vienna carpet, is now in the Museum of
Fine Arts in Boston. Some thirteen small-sized silk
carpets, which K. Erdmann called the "small silk
carpets of Kashan" (Siebenhundert Jahre Orientteppiche,
143), are related to these two. Apart from four carpets with animals and animal fights in a rising, symmetrical arrangement, they also represent the type
of the early medallion carpets. Representations of
persons and peris are lacking. They return on some
woven silk carpets, also mostly of small size, which
fit in stylistically with the figurative woollen carpets
of the "Sanguszko" group, and among which a fragmentary hunting carpet in the Residenzmuseum at
Munich stands out. Because of its size, theme and
quality of delineation it is directly related to the
Viennese hunting carpet. It must, however, be taken
into account that the technique of a woven carpet
does not permit the elegant lineation of a knotted
one. All these woven carpets have pointed oval
medallions with transverse cartouches, borders with
alternating cartouches and quatrefoils. In comparison
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with the knotted silk carpets the use of gold and
silver brocade on large fields is new, and not only
with respect to the emphasising of details. If the
making of the Vienna hunting carpet, which undoubtedly figures at the beginning of the development, is
dated to about the middle of the 16th century, then
the "small silk carpets of Kashan", the figurative
woven carpets and the woollen carpets of the
"Sanguszko"-group present the style of the second
half of the 16th century.
Contrasting with the new figurative woven carpets,
there is a large group of woven carpets with purely
floral decor, in which a coarsening of the lineation
is recognisable. In two of these carpets—one completely preserved in the Residenzmuseum in Munich
(PL XI) and the lengthwise half of another in the
Textile Museum in Washington—the arms of the
Polish king Sigismund Vasa III have been woven. As
is known from documents, the king ordered in 1601
silk carpets worked with gold from Kashan. In a bill
of 12 September 1602 pairs of carpets are mentioned,
together with the sum of five crowns for the weaving of the royal arms. In 1642 an undefined number of carpets came as dowry into the possession of
the Elector Philip William of the Palatinate by his
marriage to princess Anna Catherina Constanza, a
daughter of Sigismund III. Among these carpets were
undoubtedly not only the woven carpets with the arms
but certainly also the other woven carpets and the
"Polish" carpets, now in the Residenzmuseum. The
carpets with the arms thus illustrate the style of woven
carpets about 1600. They form the starting point for
a chronological order of the floral woven carpets,
which with their latest specimens may reach as far
as the second half of the 17th century. In the shape
of their medallions, however, they remain related to
the early Safawid carpets.
The view that carpets with figurative representations were no more in fashion in the 17th century
is confirmed by the knotted silk carpets, the large
fields of which are brocaded with gold and silver
threads, and the manufacturing of which flourished
under Shah c Abbas I. At first these carpets were
thought to be of Polish origin and therefore were
called "Polish carpets". The group includes now
about 230 specimens, which came into the possession of European courts or churches as gifts of
ambassadors or on order. They were however not
only intended for export but were also in Persia a
sign of wealth and luxury, and bear witness to the
court taste in the beginning of the 17th century.
Since these "representation" carpets, in contrast to
the woollen carpets, evoked again and again the
admiration of European travellers, they form rich
source material, much more so than any other kind
of Safawid carpets. And thus it can also be ascertained that the main group was produced in the
court manufactory in the Mayddn area of Isfahan.
In the "Polish" carpets the relaxation of the 16th
century rules for the form of the carpets is unmistakable. This is shown by the shifting from lines to
fields, which finds expression in the abandoning of
the monochrome foundation and in the loss of the
clear delineation of the medallions against the background. Characteristic is further a luxuriant, merely
floral decor.
Production in great quantities brought about a rationalisation of the design, as can easily be shown from
the many specimens known. This kind of production necessitated also economy in the material, as
may be seen from the preference for smaller sizes
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and above all from the use of cotton besides silk in
the weft.
The patterns can be reduced to about a dozen
basic systems, mostly present in the few large-sized
carpets. Variety is brought about by a difference in
choice of various details, by different medallions and
borders and by variations of colours. Apparently
these carpets were preferably knotted in pairs,
because until today 25 exact pairs are known, harmonising even in the borders and the division of
colours. Continuing the tradition of Kashan, where
the earliest of these carpets may have originated,
the uniform style of the "Polish" carpets was probably developed in Isfahan at the beginning of the
17th century, after the court was transferred there
in 1005/1596-7. The "Polish" carpets, characterised
by an obvious negligence in the discipline of the
drawing, may date from the second half of the 17th
century. The destruction of the Safawid dynasty by
the Afghans in 1722 put an end to the manufacture of brocade textile (see K. Erdmann, Persische
Wirkteppiche der Safawiden^eit, in Pantheon (1932), 227;
F. Spuhler, Derfigurale Kaschan-Wirkteppich aus den Sign,
des regierenden Fiirsten von Liechtenstein, in Kunst des
Orients, v/1 (1968), 55; T. Mankowski, Mote on the
cost of Kashan carpets at the beginning of the 17th century,
in Bull, of the American Inst. for Persian Art and
Archaeology, iv (1936), 152; M.S. Dimand, Loan exhibition of Persian rugs of the so-called Polish type,
Metropolitan Museum New York 1930; F. Spuhler,
Ein neuerworbener "Polenteppich" des Museums fur Islamische
Kunst, in Berliner Museen, N.F., xx/1, 27; idem, Seidene
Reprdsentationsteppiche der mittleren bis spdten Safawiden^eit,
inaugural thesis, Berlin 1968, to be published by
Faber and Faber, London).
y. 18th and 19th Centuries
The few carpets from the 18th century abandon
to a great extent the tradition of the two preceding centuries. Simpler repeated patterns with plant
motifs like trees, shrubs, forked leaves, palmettes and
rosettes are preferred. In the 19th century production revives. The old centres of Tabriz, Isfahan,
Kashan, Kirman and Khurasan with Herat gain new
importance with mostly large carpets. In Tabriz and
Kashan small-sized silk carpets are knotted too, also
as prayer rugs. The arrangement of the medallions
on a monochrome or small-patterned background is
preferred. A typical design of the 19th century is
the "Herat!" pattern, spread all over Persia. The
main element of its repeat is a lozenge with four
lanceolate leaves which run parallel to the sides and
a rosette in the centre. The boteh or almondstone
pattern is equally popular. The figural carpets have
their origin in the hunting and animal carpets of
the 10th/16th century and came mainly from Tehran
and Kirman. Elements of the classical pattern are
geometrised and distorted. Peculiarity and liveliness
cannot be denied to the products of the 19th century. This is especially true for the carpets from the
surroundings of the town of Bidjar, which are,
moreover, of outstanding quality. Characteristic is
an extremely fine carpet, dated 1209/1794 (formerly
in the McMullan collection, now in the Metropolitan Museum, New York), which in colouration and
structure belongs to the Bidjar carpets and for the
drawing of which a pattern of a "vase" carpet was
used. A series of later Bidjars can be connected to
this one.
In contrast with the preceding centuries, there
have been preserved from the 19th century not only

carpets from the manufactories, but also carpets that
were made by tribes and villages for their personal
use, and village products of cottage industries, marketed in the larger towns. They are usually smallsized. Their charm lies in their originality. To these
belong carpets from the towns of Hamadan, Saruk,
Bidjar, Herfz, Senneh and Kirmanshah and from
the Kurdish tribes in the neighbourhood. Some of
the patterns of the Bakhtiyaris living to the west of
Isfahan are based on the Isfahan-style. The Kashka'T
nomads around Shfraz use both purely geometrical
forms and flowers and animals (see A.C. Edwards,
The Persian carpet, London 1953) (see further on tribal
carpets, Section iii below).
e. India
During the 16th and 17th centuries carpets sometimes of very high perfection were manufactured in
the towns of Agra, Lahore and Jaipur, evidently without any preceding Indian tradition in this field of
handcraft. The stimuli surely came from Persia. Under
the Mughal Akbar I (1556-1605), a strong tendency
towards Safawid taste was developing. This led to
the summoning of Persian artists and craftsmen and
affected all the artistic activities under Akbar's successors Djahangir, Shah Djahan and Awrangzlb until
about 1700. Between 1625 and 1630 European influences too made themselves felt. In the present state
of research it is not possible to establish a chronology
of the Indian carpets of the Mughal period. It is
plausible that the separate groups did not replace
one another but existed contemporaneously. Some
fragments with grotesque animal patterns which are
rooted in Indian mythology are to be placed at the
beginning of the development and dated perhaps as
early as the 16th century. The miniatures in the
Akbar-ndma of Abu '1-Fadl [q.v.], dated 1602-5, give
us an idea of the carpets ca. 1600. With their ogival medallions, scrolls and cloud-bands, they correspond to the Persian carpets of the 16th century, so
that the actual origin remains obscure. In the same
way the Indian carpets of the later "Herat" type cannot with certainty be separated from their Persian
predecessors. A group with pattern of scrolls stands
out more clearly; it is characterised by lanceolate
leaves at the ends of the scrolls, formed by leaves of
blossoms which overlap like scales. This group is represented by a carpet which was ordered in Lahore
and presented in 1634 by Mr. Robert Bell, now in
the possession of the Girdlers' Company of the City
of London. Also authentically Indian is a carpet with
scenes of animal fights, carrying the arms of the
Fremlin family (now in the Victoria and Albert
Museum in London), which helps to distinguish the
Indian animal carpets from the Persian ones. R.
Skelton has proved convincingly that a naturalistic
flower style arises in miniature painting between 1620
and 1627, towards the end of the reign of Djahanglr.
This style, encouraged by the import of European
botanical works, spread to carpets and textile fabrics
and did not hesitate to employ plastic effects in its
design, produced by gradations of colour. A carpet
with rows of blossoming shrubs lies underneath
Awrangzlb's throne on a portrait painted around
1660. A date post quern is thus available for quite a
number of extant carpets of this kind, with cherryred background and a fine arrangement of colours.
Such a date is valid too for the extraordinarily tightknotted prayer rugs with a central blossoming bush,
standing out from a flat landscape. Apparently both
types did not originate before the second quarter of
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the 17th century and may have reached their peak
of popularity about the middle of that century. Their
differing quality indicates that they were manufactured in various centres. In the 18th and 19th centuries the Indian carpets seem to have been made
only for export and are artistically without consequence (see R. Skelton, A decorative motif in Mughal art,
in Aspects of Indian Art, Papers presented in a symposium
at the Los Angeles Country Museum of Art, October 1970,
Leiden 1972, 147; and Pis. XVI, XVII).
f. The Caucasus
The stylised, archaising representations of pairs of
animals, dragons, trees, bushes, etc. on the Caucasian
dragon and tree carpets caused F.R. Marquart in
1908, in the first chronology of Oriental carpets, to
place these carpets at the beginning of the development and to date them to the 13th/14th centuries.
This opinion however is contradicted by the evident
influence the Safawid carpets have had on these
"dragon" carpets, as is shown by the floral motifs,
animals and scenes of animal fights. These carpets
got their name from the dragons which are mostly
distorted until they are unrecognisable. The dragons
are inserted into a rising lozenge-shaped design, made
from diagonal stripes. This arrangement and the narrow borders point to a relation with the "vase" carpets. According to modern opinion, only a few of
these carpets date back to the 17th century. Together
with their Caucasian versions, most of them are derived
from the 18th century tree-carpets and floral carpets
with spiral tendrils and have their origin in the
Shirwan/Karabagh area. Some of the Caucasian carpets of the 17th and 18th centuries are of considerable size, which indicated that they were manufactured
in urban manufactories. In accordance with the sense
of decoration of the rural population, a profusion of
bright patterns with large fields in lively colouration
developed in the 19th century from the abovementioned wealth of forms. With their geometrical
design these small carpets and runners—there are no
more large-sized carpets in this period—stand out
clearly from the Persian carpets of the 19th century.
The most important knotting centres were Kazak,
Shirwan, Daghistan, Karabagh, Mughan, Talish,
Gandja and Kuba (see A. Sakisian, Nouveaux documents sur les tapis armemens, in Syria, xvii (1936), 177;
M. Agaoglu, Dragon rugs, a loan exhibition, The Textile
Museum Washington 1948; U. Schiirmann, Teppiche
aus dem Kaukasus, Brunswick n.d., Eng. tr. Grainge,
Basingstoke 1974; Catalogues: Kaukasische Teppiche,
Museum fur Kunsthandwerk Frankfurt 1962; C.G.
Ellis, Caucasian carpets in the Textile Museum, in Forschungen
zur Kunst Asiens, in Memoriam Kurt Erdmann, Istanbul
1969, 194; and PI. XVII, no. 20).
g. Spain
In a survey of knotted carpets as expressions of
Islamic handicraft, the early Spanish carpets should
also be mentioned. The so-called synagogue carpet
of the Islamisches Museum, Berlin (I, 27), is probably the oldest and may belong to the 14th-15th centuries. They are often large-sized pieces in a style
which prefigures the later "Holbein" carpets. The
colours of the Spanish carpets are marked by stronger
contrasts. The "Turkish" group may date from the
15th/16th centuries and is succeeded by works with
Renaissance elements. Alcaraz, Letur, Cuenca and
Valencia are known as knotting centres. The technical peculiarity of the Spanish carpets consists in the
fact that the knot is always twisted about a warp

(see J. Ferrandis Torres, Exposicion de alfombras antiguas
espanolas, Madrid 1933; E. Kiihnel, Maurische Teppiche
aus Alcaraz, Pantheon 1930, 416; E. Kiihnel and L.
Bellinger, Catalogue of Spanish rugs, 12th cent, to 19th
cent., The Textile Museum, Washington 1953).
h. Turkestan
The varieties of the Turkoman productions are
determined by the use that is made of them, especially as furnishing of the tent [see KHAYMA, iv,
Central Asia]. Small carpets serve as floor-coverings,
as curtains for the entrance, corresponding in format and design with a prayer rug, as tent-bands
which border the upper edge of the round yurt.
Various bags to store supplies, saddlebags and camelornaments are also knotted. They all have in common a deep-red to dark-purple ground and an
all-over, geometric, repeat design in bright red, blue,
white and (rarely) green and yellow. The way in
which the gill, the star-shaped to octagonal leading
motif which has the function of a tribal sign, is executed, may indicate the particular nomadic tribes:
Tekke Turkomans, Yomuts, C avdirs (Tchodovs),
Ersaris and Sariks, to whom can be linked the Baltic
in the west and the Afghans in the south. The way
in which transposed rows of principal and subordinate gu'ls, are arranged, already existent on carpets
to be seen on Tfmurfd miniatures and on "Holbein"
carpets, suggests a long tradition in the knotting art.
Since, however, any support for an accurate dating
is lacking, one hesitates to date single specimens to
the 18th century (see A. Bogolubow, Tapis-series de
I'Asie centrale faisant partie de la collection reunie par A.
Bogolubow, St. Petersburg 1908 (new edition: A.A.
Bogolyubov, Carpets of Central Asia, ed. J.M.A.
Thompson, London 1973); H. Clark, Bokhara,
Turkoman and Afghan rugs, London 1922; A. Thacher,
Turkoman rugs, New York 1940; U. Schiirmann,
^entral-Asiatische Teppiche, Frankfurt 1969, Eng. tr.,
Central Asian rugs, London 1970; V.G. Moshkova,
Kovry narodov sredney Asii Kon^a 19-20 vv., Tashkent
1970, Ger. tr., Die Teppiche der Volken Mittelasiens,
Hamburg 1974.
3. P u b l i c C o l l e c t i o n s of O r i e n t a l C a r p e t s
Europe. The most important collections are in
Vienna, Osterreichisches Museum fur angewandte
Kunst; London, Victoria and Albert Museum; Istanbul,
Turk ve Islam Eserler Miizesi; Berlin, Islamisches
Museum, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin (East Berlin)
and Museum fur Islamische Kunst, Staatliche Museen,
Stiftung Preussischer Kulturbesitz (West Berlin). Also
in Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum; Florence, Museo Bardini;
Hamburg, Museum fur Kunst und Gewerbe;
Leningrad, Hermitage; Lisbon, Fondation Calouste
Gulbenkian; Lyons, Musee Historique des Tissus;
Milan, Museo Poldi Pezzoli; Munich, Residenzmuseum
and Bayerisches Nationalmuseum; Paris, Musee des
Arts Decoratifs.
U.S.A. The most important collections are in New
York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, and
Washington, The Textile Museum. Also in Boston,
Museum of Fine Arts; Cleveland, The Cleveland
Museum of Arts; Detroit, The Detroit Institute of
Arts; Los Angeles, County Museum; Philadelphia,
Philadelphia Museum of Art; St. Louis, City Art
Museum of St. Louis.
4. B i b l i o g r a p h i e s
The most extensive bibliography is in K. Erdmann,
Der orientalische Kniipfteppich, Tubingen 1955 (several
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editions) arranged according to areas and within
these chronologically by the year of publication
(English tr. C.G. Ellis, Oriental carpets, London 1960,
2nd impression, Fishguard 1976); K.A.C. Creswell,
A bibliography of the architecture, arts and crafts of Islam
to 1st Jan. 1960, London 1961, Oxford 1973, 11391204, alphabetically arranged by authors (Supplement,
Jan. 1960 to Jan. 1972, Cairo 1974 (329-37)); J.D.
Pearson, Index islamicus; R. Ettinghausen art. Kali,
in EP Suppl.
Bibliography: In addition to the works mentioned in the article, see Tafelwerk zur Ausstellung orientalischer Teppiche, Orientalische Teppiche, Wien, London,
Pans 1892-1896, 3 vols.; Supplement, Altorientalische
Teppiche, Leipzig 1908, ed. A. von Scala; F.R.
Martin, A history of oriental carpets before 1800, Vienna
1908; Die Ausstellung von Meisterwerken muhammedanischer Kunst in Milnchen 1910, ed. F. Sarre and F.R.
Martin; F. Sarre and H. Trenkwald, Altorientalische
Teppiche, i, Vienna and Leipzig 1926; ii, 1928; A
survey of Persian art, London, New York 1938, ed.
A.U. Pope (reprint 1967).
Exhibitions and Museum publications: UArt de
I'Orient Islamique, Collection de la Fondation Calouste
Gulbenkian, Museu Nacional de Arte Antiga, Lisbon
1963; Meisterstiicke orientalischer Knupjkunst, Collection
A. Danker, Stadtisches Museum Wiesbaden, 1966;
The Kevorkian Foundation collection of rare and magnificent oriental carpets, Special Loan Exhibition, a guide and
catalogue, by M.S. Dimand, Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York 1966; Islamische Teppiche, The
Joseph V. McMullan collection, New York, Museum
fur Kunst-handwerk Frankfurt 1968, catalogue by
U. Schiirmann; Alte Orient-Teppiche, Museum fur
Kunst und Gewebe Hamburg 1970, ed. R. Hempel
and M. Preysing; Arts de U Islam des origines a 1700,
Orangerie des Tuileries, Paris 1971; Islamic carpets
from the collection of Joseph V. McMullan, Hayward
Gallery, London 1972; M.S. Dimand and Jean
Mailey, Oriental rugs in the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York 1973.
Private collections and handbooks: J.V.
McMullan, Islamic carpets, New York 1965; M.H.
Beattie, Die orientalische Teppiche in der Sammlung
Thyssen-Bornemisza, Castagnola 1972; P.M. Campana, // tappeto orientale, Milan 1962; G. Cohen, //
fascino del tappeto orientale, Milan 1968; R. Hubel,
Ullstein Teppichbuch, Berlin, Frankfurt, Vienna 1965;
K. Erdmann, Siebenhundert Jahre Orientteppich, Herford
1966 (Eng. tr. M.H. Beattie and H. Herzog, Seven
hundred years of oriental carpets, London 1970).
(F. SPUHLER)
ii. IN THE MUSLIM WEST
In the Muslim West, the term bisdt, pi. busut is
attested, notably by Ibn Khaldun, Mukaddima, who
uses it to describe the revenues paid every year by
the Aghlabids to the 'Abbasid caliphs; under the
caliphate of al-Ma3mun, there is mention of 120
carpets (busut). It may thus be supposed that these
were precious objects of real artistic value and one's
natural inclination is to think of "the carpet on
which the sovereign and his ministers are seated"
(Dozy, Suppl. i, 85, col. 2). Unfortunately, nothing
is known of these carpets which were presumably
manufactured in the large cities, al-Kayrawan and
its satellites cAbbasiyya or Rakkada, in particular.
Does the fact that these products were intended for
the highest dignitaries permit us to suppose that, as
early as this period, there was at least one tiraz [
q.v.] in Ifnkiya? A workshop of this kind is attested

at Mahdiyya in the period of the Fatimid al-Mansur
(Djawdhar, tr. Canard, 75), and there is mention of
the manufacture of carpets there. It would seem
legitimate to suppose that, under the Aghlabids, there
was the capacity for weaving luxury carpets (no
doubt inspired by the carpets of the East) intended
for the caliphs and for the most senior officials of
the Muslim world.
The term bisdt is also employed by Yakut (7th/13th
century), who mentions busut in the region of Tebessa
and describes them as sumptuous, well-made and longlasting. Should these carpets be seen as the ancestors
of the lock-stitched carpets which, until recently, still
constituted one of the principal items of tent furniture, especially in the region of Tebessa: the tribes of
the Nememsha, the Harakta, the Mahadba and the
Hamama? The most ancient of these products, with
strictly geometric decoration, appear to perpetuate the
old local traditions such are still to be found in the
Djebel Amour, as well as in the Moroccan Middle
and High Atlas.
Bisdt is not at the present time employed in any
part of North Africa, where various other Arabic
words are used to designate these long, polychrome,
woven fabrics: ktif or katlfa, matrah, frdsh, farrashiyya,
while in Morroco, Berber or Berberised words are
also used (P. Ricard, Corpus}; as for the carpets manu
factured in the towns (al-Kayrawan, Guergour,
Nedroma, Rabat, Mediouna), they are called ^arbiyya,
pi. zrdbi, or saajajdda, pi. saajajdddt. These carpets are
strongly influenced by the carpets of Anatolia and of
old Andalusia.
The existence of busut carpets in Muslim Spain is
attested by various authors, in particular at Murcia.
These products were much valued in the Orient (alMakkan, Majh al-tib, i, 123). Yakut speaks of the busut
of Elche (Alsh) (i, 350); but the expression wata3 is
preferred when describing the carpets of Chinchilla
or of Baza, the reputation of which extended as far
as the Orient.
In the modern and contemporary period, the centres of traditional lock-stitch weaving in North Africa
are distributed as follows:
(1) Carpets woven usually by men
generally within the tent:

(reggdm),

Tunisia: the Hamama, the Mahadba, the Durayd,
the Ouled bou Ghanem tribes.
Algeria: the Nemensha, the Harakta, the Maadid,
the Hodna tribes. See PL XVIII.
All these carpets are characterised by ancient, essentially geometric patterns, with compositions that vary
little, and a colour scheme reduced to two or three
shades, and by apparently more recent patterns inspired
by the carpets of Anatolia, characterised by one or
several central polygonal motifs (mihrdb) framed by
orthogonal fillets. The multiplication of mihrdbs permits the creation of carpets of large dimensions. They
are all polychrome, red being the dominant background colour.
The carpets of the Djebel Amour (Algeria) have
remained faithful to geometric decor and to ancient
local compositions; there are only two dominant colours,
red for the background and dark blue for the motifs
(recently replaced by black). At the edges there are
fringes woven with a polychrome geometric design.
These carpets are comparable with certain Moroccan
woven products of the Middle Atlas. See pi. XIX.
Morocco: carpets of the High Atlas: Haouz of
Marrakesh, Ouled bou Sbaa, Alt Ouaouzguit, etc.;
carpets of the Middle Atlas: Zemmour, Zaian, Beni
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M'tir, Beni Mguild, Ait Youssi, Marmoucha, Ait Saghrouchen, Beni Alaham, Beni Ouaram, etc.
All these carpets manufactured among Berber tribes
are of geometric design and employ only a limited
range of colours.
(2) Carpets of u r b a n m a n u f a c t u r e showing
A n a t o l i a n i n f l u e n c e (woven by w o m e n ) :
Tunisia: al-Kayrawan, Tunis, and various coastal
cities where the influence of al-Kayrawan has been
effective for about a century, there being sometimes
local types with a fair degree of originality, (Bizerta
in particular).
Algeria: Cuergour and Setif (at this present time in
the process of disappearing), Souf, Qalca of the Banu
Rached (influenced by Andalusian products).
Morocco: Rabat-Sale, Casablanca, Mediouna (also
influenced by Andalusia).
All these carpets were, or still are, woven in the
home, as a family business.
In the contemporary period, the manufacture of
carpets, an export product, is tending to become an
industry, especially in the major cities such as alKayrawan, Tunis, Tlemcen, Rabat-Sale, Casablanca,
and also in the more modest towns such as Nabeul,
Bizerta, Tebessa, Cherchel, etc.
Bibliography: Giacobetti, Les tapis et tissages du
Djebel Amour, 1932; P. Ricard, Corpus des tapis marocains, 4 vols. 1923-24; L. Poinssot and J. Revault,
Tapis tunisiens, 4 vols. 1937-57; L. Golvin, Les arts
populaires en Algerie, 6 vols. 1950-6. (L. GOLVIN)
iii. TRIBAL RUGS
1. N o m e n c l a t u r e . Until the 1960s few writers on
carpet history except, perhaps, A.C. Edwards (The
Persian carpet, London 1975), distinguished between the
output of cities, villages and tribal groups, and only
in the past twenty-five years has the ancient life style
of Central Asia's pastoral nomads attracted anthropologists, making it possible to isolate and study their
artefacts.
The custom of marketing an area's rugs in the
local town has obfuscated classification—for instance,
Bergama has lent its name to rugs made by villagers
and tribes in its hinterland, while Bukhara is still the
popular label for the rugs of the Tekke Turkmen.
Such misleading nomenclature, coined in the last
century, is now being superseded by more precise
classification. Similarly, confusing technical terms,
with variants in different countries, are being replaced
by clearer terminology, based on I. Emery's work
(The primary structure of fabrics, Washington, D.C. 1966).
In the past the words carpet and rug (and in French
the word tapis) have been used synonymously, leading to difficulty in the study of documentary evidence.
Carpet is now used to define a knotted article of
some size, say, 300 by 240 cm. and upwards, while
a rug, also of knotted pile, is smaller, measuring up
to about 300 by 200 cm. Both words have been used
to define flat-weave articles as well, and these are
now named after their technique, for instance, kilim
or gelim, which is tapestry-woven, and sumak, after
sumak weft-wrapping. Only knotted pilework is discussed here.
2. T e c h n i q u e . There are a number of knots of
which, as noted in Section i. 1 above, the two most
common are the Gordes or Turkish knot and the
Senneh or Persian knot. Both are of known antiquity; the Pazyryk rug, dating from the 4th to 3rd
century B.C., was made with the Turkish knot, while
the Basadar fragments, possibly a century older,
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show the Persian knot. Again, these terms have
proved confusing. The second was named after
Senneh, in northwestern Iran, but in the area of
modern Sanandadj the Turkish knot predominates.
Consequently, although the so-called Turkish knot is
the most commonly used in Turkey, both knots are
found in Iran and both have been found in the same
rug. Classification by knot only, therefore, should be
regarded with caution. Each has different characteristics: the Turkish knot is symmetrical, the two
tufts lying evenly on either side of the warps, and
it is suited to a longer pile, while the Persian knot
is asymmetrical, the tufts slanting to the left or right
of the warps, and is favoured where clear definition
of a complex pattern is required. Some scholars have
now adopted the term symmetrical for the Turkish
knot and asymmetrical for the Persian.
Description of designs is also prone to variation
and many names have been arbitrarily coined by
Europeans. A floor carpet can be described as follows: first, the central field and its ornament (some
German writers, however, use the word field to define
the motifs), while the borders are numbered starting
from the inner one and specifying the main, or largest,
border and the guards or narrow bands which divide
them. This system may be adapted to describe saddlebags, tent-bags and animal trappings.
In city workshops, fixed vertical looms make large
pieces possible, and women knotters work from a cartoon under male supervision. Villagers use both vertical and horizontal looms, while among the tribes
the latter is normal. The tribal loom (PI. XX), evolved
into streamlined simplicity, consists of wood warp
beams, pegged into the ground. It is light, easily transported and flexible since it can be used to weave tapestry or, with the addition of a tripod supporting
heddle rods, can be adapted for knotting or various
compound weaves. It is necessarily small, and tension
is difficult to control since it may be moved while a
rug is being made. While cotton warps are favoured
in cities and villages, tribal rugs until recently were
knotted on wool warps, or a mixture of wool and
goat hair, giving them their characteristic suppleness.
Tribal wool is of fine quality, carefully selected and
dyed. Vegetable dyes were retained longer by the
tribes than by settled weavers, and a much-admired
feature is the variations in tone, known as abrasji, due
to the dyeing of small batches of wool as required.
Most of the dye plants like madder, weld and indigo
are common, and it is the recipes which give colours
their individuality.
The technique of knotting varies. In southern Iran
knots are tied with the fingers and cut with a knife,
while up in the north-west the wool is pulled through
the warps with a hooked tool, at the other end of
which is the cutting-blade. Having begun with up
to 20 cm. of flat-weave, known as an "end", the
weaver ties one, two or more rows of knots and
between these inserts a row or two of plain-weave
wefts, packing them down firmly with a carpet comb
(PI. XXI) to hold the knots in position. The cording at the sides is put in as the work progresses.
Tribal weavers will use an old rug as a model and
are free to improvise, especially on detail. The rug
is finished with another "end" and the excess warps
form the fringes. Clipping of the pile, requiring
great skill, is done by tribeswomen as they go along,
while in city workshops the knots are roughly
slashed and the finished carpet, looking like an
unkempt hedge, is clipped by a specialist. Tribal
knotting varies from the coarse, shaggy pile of
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Yiiriik rugs to the fine, velvety surface of Turkmen
bags. Each has its own attraction, since the design
is evolved to enhance the quality of the wool.
3. History. The carpet from Barrow 5 at Pazyryk
(see S.I. Rudenko, Naseleniya gornogo Altaya v Skifskoe
Vremya, Moscow-Leningrad 1953. Eng. tr. M.W.
Thompson, Frozen tombs of Siberia, London 1970, 298304) pushed back the beginnings of carpet history
from the 6th century A.D. to the late 3rd century
B.C. It is, however, a sophisticated piece, both in
technique and design, arguing a long-developed tradition. It is unlikely that it was made by the Altai
people, and it more plausibly reflects an eclectic
taste for exotic imports. The Pazyryk burials, however, provide invaluable evidence of the life style of
these Central Asian pastoral nomads, putative ancestors of later tribal groups, which was notable then,
as now, for the major part played by textiles in
their economy and cultural heritage. With their
wealth based on their animals, and their sources of
conflict pasturage and water, they made seasonal
migrations, as do the Bakhtiyari, the Kashka'f and
Khamseh in Iran today. They produced a class of
mounted warriors who revolutionised warfare for
both the Romans and the Chinese, gave rise to innumerable legends and bred distrust and fear among
urban dwellers. It is likely that the women undertook the spinning and weaving, and even today these
activities are considered effeminate by tribesmen with
the memory of an elite warrior caste (PI. XX). It
can be surmised that knotting originated among even
earlier pastoral nomads living in a harsh winter climate who were naturally reluctant to slaughter their
animals and, as an alternative to fleeces, evolved a
warm, tufted fabric. K. Erdmann and others believed
that knotting may have developed among Turkic
peoples in West Turkestan, (Erdmann, Der orientalische Kniipfteppiche, Tubingen 1955, Eng. tr. C.G. Ellis,
Oriental carpets, Fishguard 1976, 14-16) and it would
seem likely that it arrived in Anatolia with the
Saldjuks in the l l t h century A.D., where it was
established by the 13th century as is attested by the
Saldjuk pieces from the mosque of 'Ala3 al-Dfn in
Konya (now in the Turk ve Islam Miizesi, Istanbul,
illustr. in O. Aslanapa, Turkish art and architecture,
London 1971). Also, Marco Polo, writing of his visit
to Anatolia in 1271-2, says that the finest carpets
in the world were made in Konya, Sivas and Kayseri,
while Abu '1-Fida, quoting Ibn Sacld, who died in
1274, says that Aksaray's carpets were exported "to
all countries", and Ibn Battuta in the 14th century
mentions that Turkish carpets were widely exported.
Since many tribes surviving into modern times claim
Turkic descent, it is no surprise to find design elements which are traceable to Saldjuk pilework. The
all-over geometricised repeat, found in the Konya
pieces, is a characteristic of Turkmen floor rugs,
while octagons, hooked medallions and eight-pointed
stars, together with border motifs (always the
most conservative element in rug design), like the
angular scrolling stem, key fret and arrowhead, are
ubiquitous in tribal rugs and village rugs from
Turkey, the Caucasus and Iran. Some of the creatures which appear frequently on Akstafa, Kashka'f
and Khamseh rugs also have a long pedigree, for
their distant ancestors appear in Italian paintings of
the 13th to 15th centuries, copied from rugs imported
to Italy from Asia Minor (for a detailed discussion
of painting evidence see Bibl.) The marriage of the
Virgin, painted in the early 14th century by Niccolo
di Buonacorso, in the National Gallery, London,

shows a carpet with repeating octagons, each enclosing a large-tailed bird, precursor of the fantastic
birds knotted into 19th century rugs from south-western Iran; while of surviving knotted examples, similar birds appear in one of the Konya fragments,
and the Marby rug, of early 15th century date, now
in the Statens Historiska Museet, Stockholm, has two
octagons, each enclosing a pair of crested birds on
either side of a stylised tree (see C.J. Lamm, The
Marby Rug and some other fragments of carpets found in
Egypt (see above section i. 2. 6. for full ref).
Since they were subjected to continuous wear,
very few tribal rugs of a pre-19th century date have
survived (although notable exceptions are the
Turkmen rugs in the Ethnographic Museum,
Leningrad, unpublished in the West), making it
impossible to write a coherent history. It can be
inferred, however, that these ancient patterns persisted in spite of the revolutionary changes in 16th
century Iran under royal patronage, emulated in
Ottoman court workshops, where the influence of
illuminators and bookbinders emphasised the centre
of the carpet and introduced a large new repertoire
of motifs. The village and tribal traditions seem to
have developed independently of the cities but,
although they were inevitably more conservative,
there is evidence of borrowing and of organic growth;
and 19th century rugs show considerable diversity
in the treatment of old themes.
The 19th century, which saw the earliest European
documentation of the Central Asian tribes, also marked
a watershed, for the definition of the national frontiers of Iran, Russia and Afghanistan dealt a major
blow to pastoral nomadism, and this century has seen
wholesale settlement.
The ethnically most homogeneous tribal confederacy was the Turkmen, who retained their exclusivity until their territory on the Trans-Caspian
steppes was split up in the 1880s. Modern study
has demon-strated major shifts of influence within
the confederacy, however, with tribes like the Salur
and Sarik, powerful in the 17th and 18th centuries,
being overtaken in the 19th by the Tekke and
becoming extinct as tribal entities (see S. Azadi,
Tiirkmenische Teppiche, exhibition cat., Hamburg, Eng.
tr. 1970, Turkoman carpets, London 1975, 13-14 for
detailed lists of tribes and td'ifehs).
Turkmen pilework is justly famous for its hard,
glossy wool, excellent vegetable dyes and fine knotting, normally using the asymmetrical or Persian
knot (but see M.H. Beattie, in The Turcoman of Iran
[see Bibl.], 38-41, for exceptions), and Turkmen rugs
are unmistakable with their ground and borders of
the same colour, always red, but varying from
the clear tones of Salur and Tekke to the ox-blood
of the Sarik and aubergine of the Yomut, and having in the central field an all-over repeat of gills
which, when used as primary ornament, served as
a tribal totem, tamgha, exclusive to the tribe which
used it. Tekke floor rugs (PI. XXII) have octagonal
gills quartered by a lattice to enclose trifoliate
forms identified by Moskova as birds (see Azadi,
op. cit., 20-41) and also of totemic significance, while
the Yomut owned a number of guls including
the kepse, based on plant forms, and the dirnak, a
hooked diamond enclosing birds (illustr. in Azadi,
op. cit., and U. Schurmann, Central Asian carpets,
London 1969, pis. 15-25). It is known, however,
that the Sarik and Tekke used older forms of the
gill than those featuring in 19th century rugs, while
secondary gills and border patterns pose complex
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problems, since it is now suggested that these may I ing from Turkmen, Caucasian and Afshar sources,
absorbed and reproduced in a characteristic manbe the ornaments originally belonging to another
tribal group which was subjugated or absorbed. ' ner. Floor rugs show octagons and Yomut borders,
or all-over floral repeats treated semi-naturalistically
Moreover, a subjugated tribe, having lost its right
and resembling Ersari-Beshir rugs, this type being
to its primary ornament, possibly transferred it to
more commonly made in Iran. Their most typical
small items like bags, while the victorious group
product is the small prayer-rug with a stylised "Tree
might incorporate the weaker tribe's primary ornaof Life" on an undyed camel hair ground.
ment in its own smaller pieces. Ersari rugs are
Among the several tribes of Lur origin in western
unusual in showing strong outside influences and,
Iran, the BakhtiyarT still migrate twice-yearly over
in addition to classic Turkmen motifs, large cendifficult country in the Zagros mountains, in the
tral medallions are introduced to bags while floor
proximity of other Lurs and of Mamassam, Kashka'f
rugs and prayer rugs may have floral patterns, treated
and Khamseh. Few of the so-called "BakhtiyarT" rugs
semi-naturalistically and in a higher tonal key
are tribal pieces, but were made by villagers in the
(illustr. in Azadi, op. cit., pis. 7, 9, and 36, and
Cahar Mahall area, near Isfahan (see Edwards,
Schurmann, op. cit., pis. 41-56). As well as floor rugs,
op. at., 309-12, pis. 354-64). The Bakhtiyarl do very
the Turkmen women used to knot many articles for
little weaving now, but still make a type of bag
their own use, including the tent-band, yolami, bu,
which is unique to them, the front and back of which
yup, which encircled the tent lattice with the knotare in flat-weave, usually sumak weft-wrapping with,
ted pattern on a white plainweave ground facing
along the bottom and up the sides, a strip of rather
inwards; the engsi or ensi, a handsome rug with a
coarse, shaggy pile in the Turkish or symmetrical knot.
cruciform design which acted as a tent door; the
This gives durability and is visually pleasing when the
kapunik, a fringed decoration hung over the inside
bags are stacked in the tent. Favourite motifs are
doorway; and a variety of bags, from saddle-bags,
8-pointed stars in octagons, rosettes, the ^-boteh and
khorajin, large storage bags, coval, to smaller ones,
borders of scrolling stem, while the flat-weave areas
torba, for specific purposes like storing bread, spinshare these motifs and often have animals as well.
dles, etc., These articles performed the functions of
Sizes vary from a very large saddle-bag, tails, and
storing the household equipment, transporting it on
bedding-bag, mqfrash, and storage bags which can be
the migration and giving the interior of the round,
loaded on to pack animals, rukati, to small, lavishly
felt-roofed tent an appearance of tapestry-hung
decorated bags, namak-dan, with narrow necks for poursplendour.
ing. Colours are rich dark reds, browns and blues,
The finest knotting was reserved for covers, tainaktsha,
with white cotton in the flat-weave areas. These bags,
for the much-valued horses, and the Yomut, who
hardly known in the West, are often bought by the
made the widest variety of articles and patterns, used
Khamseh and Kashka'T and can be seen in their tents.
to knot a set of trappings for the bridal camel, conThe Afshars, another tribe of Turkic descent, are
sisting of pentagonal flank hangings, asmalik (discussed
believed to have been deported from Adharbayin detail in R. Pinner and M. Franses, Turkoman studdjan to Kirman province by Shah Isma'Tl in the 16th
ies, i, London 1979), frequently patterned with hooked
century. Surrounded by Persian villagers, their tribal
stems or lozenges (PI. XXIII), and matching kneehangings, diyah dizlik, while the two bundles of tentidentity became blurred, so that it is difficult to dispoles lashed to a camel when on the move would
tinguish a nomad from a village Afshar rug. Both
each have a bag-shaped cover, uk bash, fitted over
knots are found. Old tribal pieces show a colour
their protruding ends.
scheme of rich mid-blues, a clear red, yellow and
Turkmen patterns have been influential, the two
ivory, and favour the diamond medallion layout, but
groups which have borrowed most substantially from
the Persian boteh is often used as an all-over repeat,
them being the Afghan and the Baluc. Modern Afghan
known as dehaaj, and the chicken, murghi, found all
rugs are knotted in the towns of Pakistan. Old ones,
over Fars, is a favourite, while more naturalistic
however, made by tribes related to the Ersari in
floral designs have been borrowed from Kirman
northern Afghanistan, had qualities of their own. With
carpets. Borders, which are finely organised, range
a medium high pile, using the asymmetrical or Persian
from rosettes, medallions and angular scrolling stem
knot, their central fields show an adaptation of the
to Isfahan! floral ornament.
Tekke gill, without the lattice, although the squarish
The tribal situation in Fars province in southoctagons are quartered and enclose trifoliate stems
western Iran has long been a complex one, since it
and leaves. They have more minor ornament than
is nomad country par excellence, with the Zagros mounmodern examples, and their colours, which include
tains and hill valleys in the north and warmer plains
blues, yellows and browns on a red ground, are in
south of Shlraz, so that the migration routes of a
a higher key. Borders include geometricised plant
number of tribes have impinged on one another.
forms, also borrowed from the Turkmen, and anguThe two largest tribal confederacies, the Kashka5!
lar ribbon. Commercial success has resulted in the
and the Khamseh, were founded for political reastandardisation of patterns and colours, and rugs are
sons, the Kashka'l during the 18th century and the
often chemically washed to produce the "golden
Khamseh in 1861-2. The major ta3ifeh§ of the
Afghans" popular in the West.
Kashka'I are Turkic, with some Lurs, Afshars and
A black-tented people, the Baluc nomadise in arid
Persians, while the Khamseh consists of five tribes
country now forming parts of Iran, Afghanistan and
of Turkic, Persian and Arab stock. Some tribesPakistan. They utilise the good but undurable wool
people, however, are settled in villages, while of other
of their sheep and undyed camel hair for warps,
groups like the Bolvardi, small sections belong to the
wefts and knotting, the Turkish or symmetrical knot
Kashka5! and the rest are villagers with no tribal
being more favoured, to produce a long, medium
allegiance. There has been wholesale borrowing of
coarse pile. Distinctive features are the elaborately
patterns and, since both knots are used, consequent
beautiful ends in a variety of flat-weaves, and a limdifficulty in rug classification. The Kashka5! have a
ited range of dark colours: blues, blackish browns,
reputation for the finest rugs. Their most typical
several reds and white. Their patterns reflect borrowcomposition, three stepped or hooked medallions in
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the central field, is shared by the Khamseh and other
tribes, but in Kashka'f pieces each medallion encloses a motif described as a crab or a stretched sheepskin but more likely a stylised plant form (PI. XXIII).
This simple scheme is garnished with detail: hooked
octagons, rosettes, the Persian boteh, the Chinese knot
and flower sprigs, as well as a menagerie of creatures
like stylised peacocks, porcupines, gazelles, goats (PI.
XXIVa), hawks, chickens and bees, powdering the
ground with a nice sense of space. Another type has
repeating botehs all over the central field, a layout
shared by the Afshars. Main borders include the calyx
and scrolling stems of city carpets (PI. XXIII), but the
narrow guard bands often retain older forms like the
oblique stripe and reciprocal diamond. Skilled dyeing,
for which the Shesh Bolukf Reshkulf and Bullu were
renowned, produced a sharp, clear red, several blues,
a rich, creamy yellow, apricot, and soft dark brown
and green, skilfully juxtaposed against ivory. Rug patterns are repeated on saddlebags of fine workmanship
(PI. XXIVb), chickens are shown here drinking at a
fountain. Tent bags are generally made in flat-weave,
but the KashkaT have lavished sumptuous trappings
on their horses, including saddle covers and horsecloths to cover the animals when they are tethered,
which have knotted patterns on a plain-weave ground,
while fringed chest and rump bands are still made,
often embellished with blue beads against the Evil Eye.
Some attributions of designs to specific td^ifehs have
been made (J. Allgrove, in The Qashqd'i of Iran, exhibition cat., Manchester 1976, 64-95, pis. 5-8, 37-46),
but the ethnic complexity of all the Ears tribes and
the eclectic nature of their patterns are barriers to
precise classification.
The role of the tribeswomen who have always been
responsible for the textile crafts extends into other
areas for, since their rugs are the visual manifestation
of tribal culture, the women have been the artists of
the tribe and custodians of tribal traditions, a phenomenon unknown in the West; similarly, in this situation artists are not a specialist class, but have made
for their own use artefacts both functional and of great
beauty, bringing to mind Rudenko's comment concerning the Pazyryk textiles on the "astonishing skill
and care lavished on the most trifling of articles".
These are powerful reasons for studying tribal knotting in its own context.
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16. Safawid. So-called "Polish" carpet, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Ace.
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17. Carpet with "garden" pattern, Museum fur
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18. India. "Girdler" carpet, The Girdlers' Company,
London. Publ. by Kendrick-Tattersall,
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21. Carpet of the Harakta (Algeria).
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23. Carpet of the Nememsha (Algeria).
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24. Carpet of Djebel Amour (Algeria) (reverse).
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25. Kashka'I tent with loom at Khwadjeh Djamakh, 1944 (Photo: Dr. O. Garrod).

26. Kashka'i woman spinning (Photo: P. Wallum).

27. Carpet knotting at the Tribal Weaving School, Shiraz
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29. Floor rug, Tekke Turkmen (Sotheby's, London).

A30.Asmalik (came flank hanging). Yomut Turkmen (Whitworth Art Gallery, Manchester University).
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31. Floor rug, Kashka i Rahimlu of the safi Khani Taifeh XXIII
(Private collection).
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32. a, b. Saddle-bag faces, Kashka'i (David Black Oriental Carpets).

BIYAR, AL-BIYAR — BOLUKBASHl
BIYAR, AL-BIYAR (A. "wells, springs"), modern
Biyardjumand, a small town on the northern edges
of the Great Desert, the Dasht-i Kavlr, of Persia.
The mediaeval geographers describe it as being
three days' journey from Bistam and 25 farsakhs
from Damghan, and as falling administratively
within the province of Kumis [q.v.], although in
Samanid times (4th/10th century) it seems to have
been attached to Nlshapur in Khurasan. It was the
terminus of an only-moderately frequented route across
the northeastern corner of the desert to TurshTz in
Kuhistan.
We have in MukaddasT, 356-7, 372, an especially detailed description of the town, considering
its moderate size and importance, lying as it did
off the great highway connecting western Persia
with Khurasan; this is explicable by the fact that
Mukaddasi's maternal grandfather had emigrated
thence to Jerusalem. He mentions that Biyar had
good cultivated fields and orchards, and grazing
grounds for sheep and camels; the rather scanty water
supply was carefully controlled in irrigation channels.
There was an inner citadel approached through a
single gateway, but there were three iron gates
in the outer walls. There was no Friday mosque, and
the inhabitants were all HanafTs, strongly opposed to
the Karramiyya [</.y.]; nevertheless, MukaddasI states
elsewhere (365) that the Karramiyya had a khdnakdh
in Biyar. He further stresses the building skills of the
Biyarfs, above all in the medium of mud brick.
Politically it came within the Samanid dominions at
this time, and coins in the name of the Samanid
amirs, were minted there between 298/910-11 and
369/979-80; a coin is also extant of the Ghaznawids,
from the year 426/1035, the eve of the passing of
the provinces of Khurasan and Kumis into Saldjuk
hands (E. von Zambaur, Die Munzpragungen des Islams,
zeitlich und b'rtlich geordnet, i, Wiesbaden 1968, 83).
Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut i, 517, mentions several
scholars produced by Biyar, amongst whom were
some noted HanafT ones. MustawfT, .Nu^hat al-kulub,
tr. Le Strange, 148, refers to the town's good cereals,
but apart from these mentions we possess little information on the place.
A few European travellers, beginning with Forster
towards the end of the 18th century, began to cross
the northern edge of the Great Desert and to pass
through Biyar, by now known as Biyardjumand (the
"Bearjemund" of Capt. G. Clerk, in Jnal. of the
Geographical Soc., xxxi (1861), 53). There were in Clerk's
time some 200 houses there, with a good water supply from kanafe and gardens and fields; in the nearby hills, the Kuh-i Biyardjumand, copper, galena and
marble were obtained, cf. W. Tomaschek, ^ur historische Topographic von Persien. II. Die Wege durch die persische Wiiste, in SBW AW, Phil.-Hist. Cl., cviii (1885),
632-3. At the present day, Biyardjumand is the cheflieu of the bakhsh of the same name, in the shahrastdn
of Shahrud, in the second ustdn of Iran; its population is ca. 2,600, see Razmara, Farhang-i dj_ughrdjiya}-yi
Iran, iii, 54.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article) : Le Strange, The lands of the Eastern
Caliphate, 366, 368; Schwarz, Iran im Mittelalter, 8236; A. Gabriel, Durch Persiens Wiisten, Stuttgart 1935,
119-20; idem, Die Erforschung Persiens, Vienna 1952,
303; H. Halm, Die Ausbreitung der Sdjicitischen
Rechtsschule von der Anfangen bis ^um 8.114. Jahrhundert,
Wjesbaden 1974, 123.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
BIYIKLI [see MEHMED PASHA].
BLAZON [see RANK].
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BLESSING [see BARAKA].
BOAT [see SAFINA].
BOLUKBASHt, RipA TEWFIK, modern Turkish
orthography RIZA TEVFIK BOLUKBASJ, Turkish poet
and writer (1866-1949). He was born in Djisr-i
Mustafa Pasha in Rumelia (Dimitrovgrad in presentday Bulgaria, formerly Caribrod) while his father
Khodja Mehmed TewfTk Efendi, a civil servant and
teacher, was kdyimakdm there. His mother, a
Circassian slave girl, died when Rida was eleven
years old. His grandfather Ahmed Durmush
Boliikbashi was a guerilla leader from Debra in
Albania who had fought against the Greeks during
the rising in the Morea ([Feridun] Kandemir, Kendi
ag&ndan Ri^a Tevfik ("Riza Tevlik from his own
mouth"), Istanbul 1943, 94-7, 109). After attending
various schools (including the Alliance Israelite school
and Galatasaray) in Istanbul, he finished in the
riisjidiyye (high school) of Gelibolu (Gallipoli), his family
town, and entered the school of political science
(Mekteb-i Miilkiyye), whence he was however expelled
for political activities and insubordination. He
switched to medicine, and after several temporary
suspensions, graduated in 1899. He worked as government doctor at the Customs Office in Istanbul
until the restoration of the Constitution in July 1908,
when he joined political life. An enthusiastic member of the ruling Committee of Union and Progress
(CUP)

[see 1TTIHAD WE TERAKKI DJEMCIYYETl], he Was

elected deputy for Edirne, but soon broke with the
CUP leaders and joined the opposition and became
one of the leading figures of the Liberal Union [see
HURRIYYET WE I'TiLAF FiRKAsi] (Refik Halid Karay,
Mimlbab ilelmihrab, Istanbul 1964, passim]. He taught
philosophy at the University of Istanbul and Turkish
literature at the American Robert College. He served
as Minister of Education in 1918 and was made
president of the Council of State (Shurd-yi Deivlet) in
1919. As a member of the collaborationist Ottoman
government, he signed the treaty of Sevres (10 August
1920), which sealed his fate in the eyes of the
Nationalists. Student protests forced him to give up
his chair in the University (1921) and he fled the
country following the Nationalist victory in Anatolia
(September 1922). His name was later included in
the list of the 150 undesirables [see YUZELLILIKLER] .
After a brief stay in Egypt, he served for seven years
in the government of Amir cAbd Allah (a former fellow-deputy in the Ottoman Parliament) in Jordan,
spent a year in the USA and eventually settled in
Djuniyya in Lebanon, where he lived with his wife
in retirement until he returned to Turkey in 1943,
five years after the general amnesty of 1938. He
died in Istanbul on 31 December 1949. Although
Rida TewfTk is known by the nickname Feylesof ("The
Philosopher") on account of his numerous publications on philosophical topics (see below), which are
mainly works of compilation (but which greatly contributed to the teaching of modern philosophy in
Turkey), his real contribution to Turkish literature
is as a poet. In the late 1890s a young poet, Mehmed
Emm (Yurdakul) \q.v.], suddenly appeared on the
literary scene and made a sensation by his use of
spoken Turkish, syllabic metre and the use of popular subjects. He was greeted as a guide and innovator, but did not have any following as his poetry
was uninspired, awkward in style and totally lacking in musical effect. In contrast, Rida TewfTk, who
started his career in the same period by writing
poems on the line of cAbd al-Hakk Hamid and
TewfTk Fikret [q.vv.] found, in the early 1900s, the
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key to a regeneration of Turkish poetry; he was able
to capture the style, language and inner warmth of
leading poets and popular mystic (dervish) poets
without blindly imitating them, but re-creating their
warm and lively atmosphere in a modern garb [see
KARADJAOGHLAN, KAYGHUSUZ ABDAL and

YUNUS EMRE].

His success ushered in a new trend which was later
moulded into a school by Diva' (Ziya) Gokalp, that
of the Milli edebiyydt ("National literature"). Rida
Tewfik did not abandon the carud like most of his
younger colleagues of the new school, but used it
in parallel with the he^e. His influence on succeeding generations of poets continued in the 1920s and
early 1930s and his style began to date only with
the appearance of Orkhan WelF (Orhan Veli) Kanik
and Fadil Hiisnl (Fazil Hiisnii) Daglarca, who revolutionised all concepts in Turkish poetry.
Rida Tewfik Boliikbashi is the author of the following major works: cAbd al-Hakk Hdmid we miilahagat-i
felsefiyyesi ("A.H. and his philosophic reflections"),
Istanbul 1329 rumi/1913; Felsefe dersleri ("A course of
philosophy"), i, Istanbul 1330 rumi/1914; Mufassal
Kamus-i felsefe ("A comprehensive dictionary of philosophy"), i, Istanbul 1330 rumi/1914; Etude sur la
religion des Houroufis, in Cl. Huart, Textes per sans relatifs a la secte des Houroufis, Leiden 1909; Serabi omriim
("Mirage of my life"), Lefkose (Nicosia) 1934, 2nd
ed. Istanbul 1949, (contains all his poems, except
some political satires); Omer Hayyam ve rubaileri'2,
Istanbul 1945, Introd.
Bibliography: Rushen Eshref, Diyorlarki (interviews with leading writers) Istanbul 1918, 133-54
and passim: Halide Edib, Memoirs, New York 1926,
passim] R. Gokalp Arkin, R.T.B., hayati ve siirleri1,
Istanbul 1939; Vahyi Olmez, R.T., Istanbul 1945;
R.C. Ulunay, R.T., siirleri ve mektuplan, Istanbul n.d.
[1943]; Hilmi Yiiceba§, Btittin cepheleriyle R.T.,
Istanbul 1950; Hilmi Ziya Ulken, Tiirkiye'de cagdas
dii§unce tarihi, i, Istanbul-Konya 1966, 406-24.
(FAHIR Jz)
BOOTY [see FAY', GHANIMA].
BORNEO, a large island (area 292,000 sq.
miles/755,000 km2) straddling the equator in the
Indonesian archipelago, and mainly covered with
tropical rain forest. The spinal range of mountains
rises to 13,455 ft. 74,100 m. in Mount Kinabalu in
the northeastern tip of the island. Politically, the greater
part of the island has since 1949 formed the Indonesian
region of Kalimantan (a name which Indonesia also
applies to the whole island); along the northern coast
lie Sabah, the former British crown colony of British
North Borneo and Sarawak, both of whom joined the
Malaysian Federation in 1963, and the Britishprotected sultanate of Brunei [q.v. in Suppl.]. The
following article deals only with the Indonesian part
of the island; see also BORNEO in EI].
Indonesian Kalimantan is divided into four provinces (daerah tingkat I): Kalimantan Barat (Western
Kalimantan, 157,066 sq. km., 2,019,936 inhabitants,
capital: Pontianak), Kalimantan Tengah (Central
Kalimantan, 156,552 sq. km., 699,589 inhabitants,
capital: Palangka Raya), Kalimantan Selatan (Southern
Kalimantan, 34,611 sq. km., 1,699,105 inhabitants,
capital: Banjarmasin), and Kalimantan Timur (Eastern
Kalimantan, 202,619 sq. km., 733,536 inhabitants,
capital: Samarinda). South and Central Kalimantan
originally formed one province, until on 23 May 1957,
the area was divided because of the opposition of the
Dayak people against the "Malays" (Muslims) in the
southern parts.
1. Earlier History. In Sambas (north-western

Kalimantan), which had been a Buddhist cultural
centre already in the 6th century A.D., a descendant of the sultan's family of Johore established a
sultanate at the time of Brunei's conversion to Islam
(between 1514 and 1521), and Malays began to settle in the area. Chinese workers were brought to
work in the gold mines, but in 1770 they revolted
and formed semi-independent "republics" (kung si).
Islam had little influence on them, and only after
1965, when they were required to confess one of
the acknowledged religions in Indonesia, did a few
of them become Muslims. Sambas has remained a
stronghold of Malay culture. The area of Lawei, an
old Javanese colony, and Matan on the Pawan river,
turned to Islam soon after the conversion of the sea
ports in northern Java. Sukadana, having—like
Sambas—experienced the influence of Buddhist Sri
Vijaya, was islamised mainly by Malay and Arab
traders from Palembang, which at that time (first
half of 16th century) was under the rule of Demak.
In 1608-9 Surabaya imposed its dominance, until
in 1622 Sultan Agung of Mataram wiped out the
influence of his main rival. Only in these areas of
south-western Kalimantan Barat, did classical
Javanese (Kawi) remain "the sultan's language", in
Ketapang e.g. until this century, although in this
place only a panembahan resided. The 18th century
saw the rise of the sultanate of Pontianak, founded
in 1771 by an Arab adventurer, SharFf cAbd alRahman, the son of a HadramawtF and a princess
of Matan. Pontianak always stressed its Arabic background and claimed that its understanding of Islam
was a notably pure one.
According to tradition, Demak initiated the spread
of Islam in southern Kalimantan, seizing the opportunity for this when at the beginning of the 16th
century a conflict occurred between two pretenders,
Pangeran Samudra and Pangeran Tumenggung, in
the course of which the former appealed to the help
of Demak. This was granted, and Samudra became
the founder of the Muslim sultanate of Banjarmasin,
acknowledging the supremacy of Demak (1520). His
successors ruled until 1860, when the Dutch colonial
government abolished the sultanate after the revolt of
Hidayat, the legal heir to Sultan Adam (d. 1857).
Like other revolts in 19th century Indonesia, his
movement was inspired by the idea of ^ihdd. At present, the area of the former sultanate is part of the
province of South Kalimantan, with the kabupaten of
Hulu Sungai (east of the Barito river) as one of the
strongest Muslim areas on the island. In the earlier
days of the sultanate, its ruler exercised his influence
in most of the trading centres on the southern coast,
like Sampit, Kota Waringin, etc., which became centres for the propagation of Islam among the neighbouring Dayak tribes; some of them, however, further
withdrew to the interior. Although the impact of
Javanese customs and manners was strong, the literary language was Malay, influenced by local idioms
and Javanese. JJ. Ras emphasises that in spite of its
particularities, even basa Banjar (Banjarese colloquial)
should be counted among the numerous Malay dialects
(Hikajat Bandjar, 7-12). This explains also why the
Banjarese Muslims and above all their culama\ felt a
special obligation to present themselves as authentic
teachers of Malay Islam after the bahasa Indonesia was
proclaimed the offical medium of communication
in the archipelago (1928). On the other hand, they
distinctively separated themselves linguistically and,
as a consequence, culturally, from the Dayak tribes,
for whom the term "Malay" and "Muslim" became
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identical. Becoming a Muslim (= Malay) means for a
Dayak to loose his social relationships. Only a few
Dayak tribes became Muslims, e.g. the Bakumpai, a
former sub-tribe of the Ngaju Dayak (Danandjaja,
139, in consent with Mallinckrodt).
In East Kalimantan, Pasir and Kutai [q.v.] saw the
rise of colonies of Buginese traders and ship-builders
from South Sulawesi, soon after their homeland had
turned over to Islam (1605-11). According to tradition, the first teacher of Islam in Pasir was an Arab,
while Makassarese preachers, among them the miraculous Tuan Tunggang Parangan, were active in Kutai.
Like in South Sulawesi, Islam in Kutai seems to have
been mixed with many animistic survivals and
remained weak throughout the 18th century. The sultans had their kraton in Tenggarong, between
Samarinda where most of the Buginese settled, and
the Dayak area. Their story is told in the Salasila
Kutai, written in Malay.
2. Modern developments. As the sultans both in East
and West Kalimantan during the times of Dutch
supremacy were relatively independent in their
internal jurisdiction, Islamic law, more or less modified by the local customary (adat) law, played a
significant role. Courts were closely attached to the
palace. After independence, the Indonesian government tried to bring these "religious courts" under
the authority of the local branches of the Ministry
for Religious Affairs (Lev, Islamic courts, 78 f). On
the other hand, Islamic law has also influenced the
adat law of the non-Muslim Dayaks.
Since the beginning of the century, Sambas,
Pontianak and Banjarmasin have been caught up
in Islamic modernist movements. The Malay periodical al-Imdm (since 1906), partly inspired by
RashTd Rida's al-Manar, was distributed in
Pontianak and Sambas. The "Serikat Islam", the
oldest nationalist move-ment, held a congress in
Kalimantan in 1923. In 1930, the traditionalist
"Nahdlatul Ulama" established its first branches in
Banjarmasin and Martapura, and South Kalimantan
remained, besides East Java, a stronghold of this
party until 1942. The modernist "Muhammadiyah"
became active in 1927, its first branch being opened
in Banjarmasin. Aluballighun or propagandists from
Java and Minangkabau were sent there, some of
them being former attendants of the "Thawalib"
schools in West Sumatra. Their progress seems to
have been slow; at the Muhammadiyah's national
congress in 1929, no participant from Kalimantan
was noted. In 1935, the movement had 29 branches
on the island. It is active in dacwa or missionary
and educational work by building schools, clinics,
and distributing pamphlets and books, its activities
reaching now the Hulu (up-river) areas and the
border districts between West Kalimantan and
Sarawak. In Banjarmasin, a government-related
"Institut Agama Islam Negeri" (I.A.I.N.) has been
established, whereas in Pontianak a branch of the
Fukuctas Tarbiyah of the I.A.I.N. Jakarta Ciputat is
active. A branch of the same I.A.I.N.'s Fakultas
Ushuluddin, now in Singkawang, is to be moved to
Pontianak.
Bibliography: Remarks on Islam in Kalimantan are found in general works on Islam in Indonesia [see bibliography to INDONESIA V. ISLAM IN INDONESIA]; further B.J. Boland, The
struggle of Islam in modern Indonesia (= Verhandelingen van het Koninklijk Instituut voor
Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde, 59). The Hague
1971; Deliar Noer, The modernist Muslim move-
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ment in Indonesia 1900-1942, Singapore-Kuala
Lumpur 1973;—Historiography: A. A. Cense,
De Kroniek van Banjarmasin, Santpoort 1928; C.A.
Mees, De Kroniek van Koetai, Santpoort 1935; W.
Kern, Commentaar op de Salasilah van Koetai (= VK1
19), The Hague 1956; J.J. Ras, Hikajat Bandjar.
A study in Malay historiography (— Bibliotheca
Indonesia, I), The Hague 1968 (with extensive
bibliography); —Languages: A.A. Cense and E.M.
Uhlenbeck, Critical survey of studies on the languages
of Borneo (=• Bibliographical Series 2), The Hague
1958 (Malay dialects pp. 7-13); A.B. Hudson,
A note on Selako: Malayic Dayak and Land Dayak
languages in Western Borneo, in The Sarawak
Museum Journal, xviii (1970), 301-18;—Law:
Adatrechtbundels, ed. by Kon. Instituut voor de
Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde, The Hague, xiii
(1917), xxvi (1926), xxxvi (1933), xliv (1952); M.
Mallinckrodt, Het Adatrecht van Borneo, Leiden
1928; Daniel S. Lev, Islamic courts in Indonesia,
Berkeley-Los Angeles-London 1972;—Islam and
the culture around it: F. Ukur, Tuaiannja sungguh banjak, Bandjarmasin-Djakarta 1960 (especially
121 ff.); J. Danandjaja, Kebudajaan penduduk
Kalimantan tengah, in Koentjaraningrat (ed.),
Manusia dan Kebudajaan Indonesia, Djakarta 1971,
119-44; A.B. Hudson, Padjua, epat the Ma'any an
of Indonesian Borneo, New York 1972; 200 Tahun
Kota Pontianak. Diterbitkan oleh Pemerintah
Daerah Kotamadya Pontianak, Pontianak 1971;
J.E. Garang, Adat und Gesellschaft. Eine so^ioethnologische Untersuchung zur Darstellung des Geistesund Kulturlebens der Dajak in Kalimantan (= Beitrage
zur Siidasien-Forschung, Siidasien-Institut der
Universitat Heidelberg, 9), Wiesbaden 1974 (especially pp. 109-28);-—for a short account of the
development of Muslim Higher education until
the foundation of the I.A.I.N. at Banjarmasin,
see Analiansyah, Proses Lahirnya IAIN Antasari, in
Panji Masyarakat No. 148 (1 April 1974);—
Statistics: Statistik Indonesia 1970-1971, ed. by Biro
Pusat Statistik, Djakarta 1972.
(O. SCHUMANN)
BRAHMANS [see BARAHIMA].
BRICK [see LABIN].
BRIGAND [see FALLAK, KAZAK, LISS, TARIK].
BRUNEI, a s u l t a n a t e on the n o r t h e r n coast
of K a l i m a n t a n ( B o r n e o [^.z>.]), 5,765 sq. km.
(2,226 sq. miles) in area with ca. 145,000 inhabitants. The capital is Bandar Seri Begawan (before
1970 called Bandar Brunei or Brunei Town), with
ca. 45,000 inhabitants. Its principal landmark is the
great Mesjid Omar Ali Saifuddin, built after World
War II. Since the 6th century A.D., trade relations
existed with China. Occasionally tribute was paid,
not only to China but also to Buddhist Sri Vijaya
(South Sumatra) and Majapahit (Java), where it was
mentioned among other Bornean tributaries in ca.
1365. The Sha'ir Awang Semaun, probably the oldest
legendary account of Brunei's history, narrates how
the 14 sons of "sultan" Dewa Emas Kayangan, who
was of celestial origin, founded the empire of Brunei.
The youngest brother was the warrior Semaun, their
leader Awang Alak Betatar. When the sultan of
Johore sent his daughter to be married to the sultan of Sulu, she was abducted and married to Alak
Betatar. The sultan of Johore finally agreed to this
state of affairs and installed Alak Betatar as the first
Muslim sultan of Brunei, bestowing on him
the regalia of Johore (Brown, 134 f). As Sultan
Muhammad he is said to have reigned from 1405 to
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1415. His successor Ahmad married his daughter to
an Arab from al-Ta'if, and their son Sulayman
became the ancestor of the later sultans of Brunei.
There seems to have existed, however, a rival
pagan kingdom besides the Muslim sultanate, which
gave the impression, in 1514, to the Portuguese that
Brunei was still heathen. When Antonio Pigafetta,
an Italian member of Magellan's expedition, visited
Brunei in 1521, he mentioned that the sultan (Bulkiah
I, the fifth of his dynasty) was waging heavy warfare against a rival pagan kingdom in the same
harbour. Finally, Sultan Bulkiah succeeded in safeguarding his supremacy and brought Brunei to the
climax of its glory, ruling over most of "Borneo"
(hence its name), the Sulu Islands and parts of
Mindanao and Luzon. It was the Spaniards, however, who, since 1578, from their stronghold in
Manila, successfully began to confine Brunei's strength
to the northern coasts of Borneo, from where, in
their turn, pirates intimidated the Spanish, and other,
fleets. During the 19th century, the territory of Brunei
was encircled decisively. In 1841 most of Sarawak
was ceded to Sir James Brooke. In 1888, Brunei
became a British protectorate. Later, in 1906, the
sultan was granted the right to supervise matters
which concern Religious (Islamic) and Customary
Law (adat-\aw). In 1959, however, when a new constitution was introduced—the first written one in
Brunei's history—his juridical functions were turned
over to the courts. Nevertheless, his internal position was also strengthened considerably, as a number of rights of the former resident were transferred
into his hands. Brunei became "an internally selfgoverning Islamic Sultanate under British protection".
Only security and foreign affairs were still handled
by the British, who from now on were represented
by a High Commisionary.
New perspectives for Brunei's future opened when
in May 1961, Tengku Abdul Rahman as the Prime
Minister of the Malayan Federation, forwarded the
plan for a new federation, Malaysia, which was to
include, besides the Malayan Federation, Singapore,
Sarawak, British North Borneo (now Sabah), and
Brunei. At the beginning, Sultan Sir Omar Ali
Saifuddin's attitude was a positive one, in the hope
that he would be able to join the collegium of the nine
Malayan sultans who were to elect the Yang Dipertuan Agung from among themselves as the nominal
Head of State for a period of five years. In a memorandum, prepared by the Malaysia Consultative
Committee in February 1962, it was further stated
that Islam was to be the official religion in the
Federation (Gullick, 64), another matter favourably
received by Brunei with its outspoken Malay tradition, contrasting to the other North Bornean territories where Islam is followed only by minorities and
where the Malays were not acknowledged as bumiputera (indigenous).
But the sultan met with opposition from the "Party
Ra'yat" (People's Party), led by Shaikh A.M. Azahari,
which had gained 22 out of 23 possible seats when the
Legislative Council of Brunei was elected in October
1962. Azahari himself had not run for a seat, and there
is some doubt whether he is a Brunei citizen (Brown,
127); he is known to have fought against the Dutch in
the Indonesian Independence War. On 6 December
1962, his followers staged a revolt, somewhat untimely, because Azahari at that time happened to be in
Manila. His aim was to form a Negara Kalimantan
Utara ("State of North Borneo"), including Sarawak,
Brunei and Sabah, with the sultan as nominal ruler

and himself, Azahari, as Prime Minister. With British
help, however, the revolt was soon suppressed, Azahari
stayed in exile abroad, but the strong opposition of
Indonesia and the Philippines against the formation of
Malaysia, which probably inspired Azahari's policy, now
came into the open. Finally, the sultan in July 1963
decided that Brunei should not join Malaysia, officially
because of his dispute with Sarawak about the Limbang
valley which nearly divides his territory into two
enclaves; but problems about the distribution of the
profit of Brunei's rich oil fields (exploited since 1929
by the British Shell Company) may also have affected
the decision.
Since 1974, the question of Brunei's independence
has become acute again. Sultan Sir Hassanal Bulkiah,
ruling since his father's abdication in 1967, is again
opposed by Azahari who opts for a more democratic and completely independent Brunei (now
without Sarawak and Sabah), with the sultan as the
mere symbolic head of state. Azahari, still in exile,
sees the future of Brunei based on a Trisila ("Three
Pillars", obviously in distinction to Malaysia's and
Indonesia's Pancasila or "Five Pillars") of (a) the Islamic
Religion, (b) Nationalism, and (c) Democracy. The
national colours he proposes are still those of the former "State of North Borneo", sc. red and white (like
Singapore and Indonesia), with a green triangle symbolising Islam.
Bibliography: J.M. Gullick, Malaysia and its neighbours', London 1967; D.G.E. Hall, A History of SouthEast Asia, New York 1968; D.E. Brown, Brunei:
the structure and history of a Bornean Malay sultanate,
Monograph of the Brunei Museum Journal, ii/2,
Brunei 1970 (with extensive bibliography).
(O. SCHUMANN)
BU CAZZA [see ABU YACAZZA].
BUBASHTRU
(BOBASTRO),
also
spelt
BUB.SH.T.R., BAB.SH.T.R. and, frequently from the
5th/llth century, BASH.T.R. or BUSH.T.R., a m o u n tain stronghold famed as the headquarters, first,
of cUmar b. Hafsun [</.y.], leader of Andalusian resistance, mainly south of Cordova, to the Umayyads from
267/880-1 until his death in 305/917, and, then, of
his sons until 315/928. The precise location of
Bobastro, often confused (as in El2 i, 1250) with Barbastro (Barbashturu) in Huesca province, has proved
a thorny problem. Erroneously identified by Dozy with
Castillon, near Teba (Malaga province), it was believed
by Simonet to be situated 6 km. east of Ardales in
the Mesas of Villaverde (Malaga province). His view
prevailed, and in the 1920s it was identified with a
site excavated above the Hoyo de Chorro near the
railway running from Cordova to Malaga via Bobadilla.
This identification was accepted by Levi-Provencal
(Hist. Esp. mus. i, 303 n. 1), and it remains acceptable to some. It has, however, been challenged by
J. Vallve Bermejo, who, after meticulous examination of all available evidence, some of it new, has
cogently argued that the facts of the Bobastro campaigns as reported by our sources point to a site
much further to the south-east. This site, he submits, is to be sought not far from the present Cortijo
de Auta in the Sierra del Rey, north of Riogordo
(Malaga province) and the name Bobastro to be seen
in a toponym recorded in a 15th-century source, viz.
Postuero, otherwise Corral del Encina (Repartimiento
de Comares). The origin of the name—which survives in one form or another elsewhere in Spain—
is very likely Iberian.
During the anti-Umayyad rebellion, Bobastro
was frequently the scene of military activity, and
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indeed it was there that the amir al-Mundhir died in
275/888 while pressing a siege. In 278/891 his successor cAbd Allah tried to take the place, but failed.
Subsequent attempts made by his sons Mutarrif
(280/894) and Aban (291/904 and 294/907) to attain
the same objective also came to nothing. Not until
316/928 was Bobastro finally subdued after a decade
of slow but sure policy pursued by cAbd al-Rahman
III. So far as we can glean, Bobastro thereafter
remained an important Umayyad garrison until it fell
to the Berbers who defeated Muhammad II's troops
on the banks of the Guadiaro in 400/1010. For the
years 1039 and 1047 we have passing references to
Bobastro under the Hammudid "party kings" of
Malaga, and in 1147 we find it sheltering al-Mahdl's
brothers after a rising in Seville against the Almohads
who had just occupied the city. By the 7th/13th century the fortress was in ruins.
Bibliography: All the main references are contained in J. Vallve Bermejo, De Nuevo sobre Bobastro,
in Al-Andalus, xxx (1965), 139-74. Apart from a
study of the boundaries of Rayya (roughly Malaga
province), this monograph provides a good index
of place-names.
(J-D. LATHAM)
BUDUH, an artificial t a l i s m a n i c w o r d formed
from the elements of the simple three-fold magic
square
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Other groups of letters from that square are similarly,
but not see generally, used, e.g. J?jb, ^03, ^Ij, and
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squares are built up, as a four-fold on ^^ and
a six-fold on ^IjxU-j . In the older Arabic
books on magic (e.g. Shams al-macarif of al-Bunl
[q.v. in Suppl.], d. 622/1225) this formula plays a
comparatively minor part; but after it was taken up
by al-Ghazalf and cited in his Munkidh min al-daldl
(ed. Cairo 1303/1886, 46, 50, tr. W. Montgomery
Watt, The faith and practice of al-Ghazdli, London
1953, 77, 79-80), as an inexplicable, but certain,
assistance in cases of difficult labour, it came to be
universally known as "the three-fold talisman, or
seal, or table of al-GhazalT" (al-wakf, al-khatam,
al-dj_adwal, al-muthallath li'l-Gha^dli] and finally
has become the foundation and starting point for
the whole "Science of Letters" (cilm al-huruf}. AlGhazalT is said to have developed the formula, under
divine inspiration (ilhdni), from the combinations of
letters 0.^«.^.< and j-~**> which begin Suras
XIX and XLII of the Kur'an, and which by themselves are also used as talismans (Reinaud, Monuments
musulmans, ii, 236). For the process, see the Mqfatih
al-ghayb (ed. Cairo 1327/1909, 170 iT.) of Ahmad
Musa al-ZarkawT, a contemporary Egyptian magician, and on the subject in general, the sixth and
seventh Risdlas in that volume. Others trace the
formula back to Adam, from whom it passed down
to al-Ghazalf (cf. the al-clnaya al-rabbdniya, 44,
and al-Asrar al-rabbdniya, 16 of Yusuf Muhammad
al-Hindl, an early 20th century Egyptian writer
on magic). In all this, al-Ghazalf's established reputation as a custodian of mystical knowledge and
especially of the book al-D^afr, evidently played a
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part (JAOS, xx, 113; Goldziher, Le lime de Ibn
Toumert, 15 ff). Another suggested origin is the
Arameo-Persian name of the planet and goddess
Venus, Bidukht

KMo.Tea

5

c^ju,

G. Hoffmann,

Ausziige aus syrischen Akten persischer
Mdrtyrer,
128 ff.). But though this name appears in the Fihrist,
I 1, 311, 7, with magical and diabolical associatio
I and is quoted very occasionally in connection wit
Zuhara (e.g. Makrlzl, Khitat, 1324/1906, i, 8; Thaclabl, Kisas al-anbiyd\ 1314/1896-7, 29—both with
misprints) it appears to be totally unknown in magical or Dfinn literature. Yet the name evidently passed
early into South Arabic, became used there as a
feminine proper name and as a feminine epithet,
"fat" and was confused with the root £ju (LA, iii,
484, sub £ju ). Other standing in Arabic it does not
have. Further, when Buduh is associated with a particular planet, it is with Saturn (^jihal] and its metal
is lead (Zarkawl, Mafdtlh, 1 70), not copper as Venus
would require. Hardly worthy of mention is Von
Hammer's fancy that Buduh is one of the names of
Allah (JA, 1830, 72) though it may have a Turkish
basis (and see, too, de Sacy, below), and the derivation
he suggests or the story told by Michel Sabbagh to
de Sacy (Chrest. arabe, iii, 364 ff.) that it was the
name of a pious merchant whose packages and letters never went astray, though that may well be a
popular Syrian explanation. In magical books there
are few cases even of personifying the word (e.g. Yd
Buduh in al-Fath al-rahmdnl by Hadjdj Sa c dun, 21),
but for the popular mind Buduh has become a Djfinm
whose services can be secured by writing his name
either in letters or numbers (JA, Ser. 4, xii, 521 ff.;
Spiro, Vocabulary of colloquial Egyptian, 36; Doutte,
Magie el Religion, 296, with Kayyum as though a name
of Allah; Klunzinger, Upper Egypt, 387). The uses of
this word are most various, to invoke both good and
bad fortune. Thus, in Doutte, [op. cit.], against menorrhagia (234), against pains in the stomach (229),
to render one's self invisible (275) and against temporary impotence (295). Lane's Cairo magician also
used it with his ink mirror (Modern Egyptians, ch. xii),
and so in several magical treatises. It is also engraved
upon jewels and metal plates or rings which are carried as permanent talismans, and it is inscribed at
the beginning of books (like Kabikadj,) as a preservative, e.g. in al-Fath al-ajalil, Tunis 1290. But by
far the most common use is to ensure the arrival
of letters and pacages.
Bibliography (in addition to references given
in the article): Ibn Khaldun, Mukaddima, ed.
Quatremere, iii, 131, 135, 139-40, 142-3, 157,
tr. Rosenthal, iii, 163-4, 168-9, 174, 176-8, 193;
Reinaud, Monuments musulmans, ii, 243 ff, 251 ff,
256; W. Ahrens, Studien fiber die "magischen Quadrate"
der Amber, in IsL, vii (1917), 186-250; idem, Die
"magischen Quadrate" al-BunVs, in hi., xii (1922),
157-77; E. Wiedemann, %u den magischen Quadraten,
in IsL, viii (1918), 94-7; G. Bergstrasser, %u den
magischen Quadraten, in IsL xiii (1923), 227-55;
T. Canaan, The decipherment of Arabic talismans, in
Berytus, iv (1937), 100 ff; W. Pax, Der magische
Kreis im Spiegel der Sprache, in Forschungen und
Fortschntte, xiii (1937), 380; Carra de Vaux, Une
solution arabe du probleme des canes magiques, in
Revue de I'histoire des sciences, i (1948), 206-12;
L. Fischer, ^ur Deutung des magischen Quadrates in
Durers MELENCOLIA /., in £DMG, ciii (1953),
308-14;
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H. Hermelink, Arabische magische Quadrates mil 25
^ellen, in Sudhoff's Archiv fur Geschichte der Medium,
xliii (1959), 351-4.
(D.B. MACDONALD*)
BUFFALO [see DJAMUS, in Suppl.].
BUGHAT [see MARID].
BUKCA means etymologically "a patch of ground
marked out from adjoining land by a difference in
colour, etc." or "a low-lying region with stagnant
water" (see Lane, s.v.); the latter sense is obviously
at the base of the plural Bikac [q.v.] to designate the
(originally) marshy valley between the Lebanon and
Anti-Lebanon ranges in Syria, and doubtless at that
of the name al-Bukayca for a settlement near the
Lake of Hims [q.v.] (see Le Strange, Palestine under
the Moslems, 352). From these senses it acquires the
broader one of "province, region, tract of land", as
in the classical Arabic geographers (for Mukaddasf,
31, tr. Miquel, 70, buk'a is a simple synonym for
rnawdi'}, and this seems to have been the farthest
development of the term in the Muslim West (see
Dozy, Supplement, i, 103b, who registers this latter
sense only).
However, in the central and eastern parts of the
Islamic world, buk'a acquired, apparently during the
Saldjuk period, the sense of "dervish c o n v e n t " ,
"mausoleum", or in general "a building for
pious, e d u c a t i o n a l or charitable p u r p o s e s " .
The transition here in sense clearly arises from the
Kur'anic phrase al-bukca al-mubdraka (XXVIII, 30),
traditionally interpreted as "the blessed hollow",
the place where God spoke to Moses from the
burning bush. From Saldjuk times onwards, bukca
appears in epigraphic phraseology. Thus an inscription of Yaghi-basan b. GhazF b. Danishmand (53760/1142-65) from Niksar and dated 552/1157-8
describes the construction of a buk'a mubdraka, probably to be interpreted as a dervish convent (see
M. Van Berchem, Epigraphie des Danishmendides, in
£4, xxvii [1912], 87 = Opera minora, Geneva 1978,
ii, 703, with further references to CIA, i. Egypte,
nos. 44, 459, and iii. Asie Mineure, 24). It was likewise used in the Syro-Palestinian region from
Ayyubid times onwards, e.g. in 595/1198 to
describe at Jerusalem a school (maktab) originally
endowed by Saladin, and Van Berchem noted that
in this same city, a Djami c al-Nisa3 adjacent to the
Haram was still called al-Buk c a al-Bayda5, perhaps
from its white rough-cast walls (CIA, ii. Syrie du
Sud, Jerusalem Ville, i/2, 110, 112, no. 39, ii/1, 130,
no. 176). Some three-and-a-half centuries later, we
find the Ottoman Sultan Siileyman I described on
a restored fortress at Jerusalem as khddim al-haramayn wa 'l-bukca al-akdasiyya (ibid., i/2, 147, no. 45).
In these instances, there still appears to be an
ambivalence of meaning, with the double sense of
the land on which the building stood and that of
the building itself, one intended for religious or
charitable uses.
Nevertheless, in the Turco-Iranian world the
connection of the term buk'a with dervish convents
and with mausolea, especially those of Suff saints,
seems certain; such structures, whatever their precise
architectural form and plan, would always be felt as
"blessed places" in the Kur'anic sense. In the
biography of the Suff Shaykh Abu Sa'fd al-Mayhanf,
the Asrdr al-tawhid of Muhammad b. al-Munawwar
(written in the last quarter of the 6th/12th century),
buk'a, in one place bukca-i az khayr, is synonymous
with khdnakdh [q.v.] in the sense of "dervish convent"
(ed. Dhabfh Allah Safa, Tehran 1332/1953, 44,
146, 331, cf. F. Meier, Abu Sacid-i Abu l-Hayr (357-

440/967-1049], Wirklichkeit und Legende, Tehran-Liege
1976, 305, n. 75, 310 and n. 115). B. O'Kane has
gathered together instances of buildings described,
usually in their inscriptions, as bukcas, from the
Anatolian region (after the Danishmandid instance,
see above, for the periods of the Rum Saldjuks and
the beyliks) and from the Iranian one (8th-9th/14th15th centuries, extending as far eastwards as the
Tfmurid Shah-i Zinda in Samarkand), and has noted
that the term seemed eventually found more favour
in those regions than in the Arab one; see his
Tdybdd, Turbat-i Jam and Timurid vaulting, in Iran,
Jnal. of the British Institute of Persian Studies, xvii (1979),
94-6.
Bibliography: given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
BUKRAT, Hippocrates, the most famous physician of antiquity, was born ca. 460 B.C. on the
island of Cos, and died ca. 375 in Larissa (Thessaly).
He sprang from the Asclepiads, an old native family
of physicians, where the name Hippocrates occurred
repeatedly. Already in antiquity he was considered
an exceptional and model physician. This prestige
was due to Galen [see DJALINUS] in the first place,
who brought to its culmination the "Hippocratesrevival" which had started in the 2nd century A.D.
and thus determined the image of Hippocrates for
the whole period to come; in Islam as in Europe,
Hippocrates became the symbol of "the true physician". It is the more astonishing that hardly any of
the many writings transmitted under his name can
be traced back to him with full certainty. Dependent
on the classification, the size of this "Corpus
Hippocraticum" varies, but it comprises at least 60
writings. To the Arabs Hippocrates was well-known;
his name appears as Bukrat, with suppression of
the Greek ending like in Sukrat (Socrates) and
Dfmukrat (Demokritos), and also as Ibukrat and
Abukrat. The forms Ibukratfs, Abukratls, etc. are
older; Syriac influence is still present in Hifukratfs,
Ifukratfs.
There is no lack of biographical information about
Bukrat among the Arabs; the longest section is found
in Ibn Abr Usaybica, cUyun al-anbd3, i, 24-33. Bukrat's
teachers are mentioned here (24, 11. 16-17), his father
Iraklfdis (Heracleides) and his grandfather Bukrat;
besides his father, the ancient sources name also others, like Herodicos of Selymbria (Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll,
Real-Encyklopddie der class. Altertumswissenschaft, viii, 1912,
978 f). He is said to have lived up to the age of
95. The Arab biographers, to be sure, often present
misleading information, e.g. Ibn Abf Usaybi'a (op. cit.,
i, 24, 11. 22-3) says that Bukrat was trained on
Rhodes, Cnidos and Cos, while Ibn al-Kiftf (Hukamd',
ed. Lippert, 90 at the end to 91, 1) makes him stay
for a while in Ffruha (i.e. Bepota = Aleppo, in the
text identified with Hims; see also Barhebraeus,
Ta'rikh Mukhtasar al-duwal, ed. Cheikho, 85) and
Damascus; both pieces of information perhaps mean
no more than that Bukrat travelled far and wide,
as was already known in antiquity. On the other
hand, one may assume that the Arabs retained scattered biographical data which are not found elsewhere. They were also right in stating that the Corpus
Hippocratium does not go back to one single author
and that there have been several physicians of this
name: the mathematician Thabit b. Kurra names
four Bakdrita or Bukratun ("Hippocraticians", one
might say), the first of whom (in fact the second)
would have been the famous Bukrat (Ibn al-Nadfm,
Fihrist, ed. Fliigel, 293 f; Ibn al-Kiftf, op. at., 100).

BUKRAT
The Arabs also knew about the unconfirmed statement of Galen according to which Hippocrates
declined a lucrative offer of Artaxerxes I to come
to the Persian court (P. Bachmann, in NAWG, Phil.Hist. Kl. 1965, 20 f). Again and again he is commended for his care of the sick and his personal
devotion; he allegedly was the first to found a hospital (Ibn Abl Usaybi'a, i, 27, 11. 1-2). Evidently,
the "Hippocratic oath" was also known to the
Muslims, naturally in a somewhat different form;
it can be found in Ibn Abl Usaybi c a, i, 25 f. and
has been translated by F. Rosenthal, Das Fortleben
der Antike im Islam, Zurich 1965, 250-2. But Bukrat
was admired not only as the great physician but
also as the master of alchemy, astrology and magic
(M. Ullmann, Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften im
Islam, Leiden-Cologne 1972, 155, 288 f, 389); as
such he gave his name to the handbook of
Hellenistic magic which has become famous and
notorious under the name Picatrix (distorted from
Bikrdtis "Hippocrates").
It is impossible to say to what extent the Arabic
cannon of Hippocratic writings coincides with the
Greek one. We would probably have more accurate information if had come down to us Galen's
work, now lost, Flepi TCOV yvrjoicov mi voGcov
'teoKpaTODq o\)YYpot|i(ACXt(ov, which existed in Ishak
b. Hunayn's translation as Kitdb fi kutub Bukrat alsahiha wa-ghayr al-sahiha (G. Bergstrasser, Hunain ibn
Ishdq iiber die syrischen und arabischen Galen-Ubersetzungen, in AKM, xvii/2, Leipzig 1925, no. 104). We
know several bibliographical compilations of various size. The first to be mentioned is the valuable
survey of the following 10 works, ca. 259/972, compiled by the historian al-Ya c kubI (Ta^rikh, ed.
Houtsma, i, 107-29): K. al-Fusul Acpopiojioi, K. alBulddn wa-'l-miydh wa-'l-ahwiya Flepi depcov \)5dtcov
TOTCCOV, K. Ma' al-shaclr Oepi Tmadvriq, K. Takdimat
al-macrifa HpoyvcoaiiKov, K. al-D^anm Oepi yovfiq. Oepl
9\)aioc; TiaiSiot), K. al-Arkdn (or: K. Tabicat al-insdn)
Oepi (p\)aio<; dvOpcorcou, K. al-Ghidhd' flepi TpO(pf|<;
K. al-Asdbic Flepl ep5o|j,d8cov, K. Awajd' al-nisa3
(F\)vaiK£ia; cf. however, M. Ullmann, %wei spdtantike Kommentare zu der hippokratischen Schrift "De morbis muliebribus", in Medizin-historisches Journal, xii
[1977], 245-62), K. Abldhimiyd 'E7it5ri(i{at. This text
has a specific value in so far as Ya c kubl has added
more or less detailed indices to six of these titles,
so that their identification can be assured through
comparison with texts that have been preserved
(cf. M. Klamroth, liber die Auszuge aus griechischen Schriftstellern bei al-Jacqubi, in J7DMG, xl [1886],
189-203).
Another canon of 10 works, all commented upon
by Galen, is given by Ibn al-Nadfm, Fihrist, 288,
who also names the translators. They partly coincide with those given above, but instead of K. Ma*
al-shacir, K. al-Djamn, K. al-Ghidhd', K. al-Asdbic and
K. Awdj_dc al-nisa3, we find here: K. al-cAhd "OpKoq,
K. al~Amrdd al-hddda Ilept 6tatTT|q o^eoov K. al-Kasr
Flepi dyiicov, K. al-Akhldt Flept x\)ficov and K.
Kdtdtiyun (read: Kdtyatriyun)
KOCT' irjipetov.
Barhebraeus (Duwal, ed. Cheikho, 35) names 9
Hippocratical works, all of which appear in both
of the inventories given above, while there is added
the K. Shiajddj. al-ra's Ilepl TCOV ev KecpaXfj Tpcojidicov.
The by far most detailed classification is found in
Ibn Abl Usaybi'a, i, 31-3; a corpus of ca. 61 titles,
thus nearly the same number as in the Greek list.
Around 30 of them are considered authentic by Ibn
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Abi Usaybi c a. However, only 12 of these are
marked as important; they are found in the lists
given so far; for the others, see Ullmann, Median,
31-5; Sezgin, GAS, iii, 38-47. From the indications given on the title-pages and colophons of
the manuscripts as well as in the lists of titles, it
cannot always be established with certainty who
were the Arabic translators of the works. In any
case, Hunayn b. Ishak and his school were at the
head. But there is no inventory of translations
from Hippocrates's works drawn up by Hunayn
himself, as is the case for his translations from
Galen's writings. Bukrat is extremely frequently
quoted by the Arab physicians. The following
works of the Arabic corpus have been published
so far: 1. K. al-Fusul. The Aphorisms of Hippocrates,
translated into Arabic by Honain Ben Ishak, ed.
J. Tytler, Calcutta 1832; 2. K. Takdimat al-macrifa,
ed. M. Klamroth in %DMG, xl (1886), 204-33; 3.
K. Tadbir al-amrdd al-hddda. Hippocrates: regimen in
acute diseases, ed. and tr. M.C. Lyons (Arabic
Technical and Scientific Texts, i), Cambridge 1966;
4. Kdtyatriyun. Hippocrates: In the Surgery, ed. and
tr. by Lyons (ibid., iii), Cambridge 1968; 5. K.
Habal cald habal. Hippocrates: On sup erfo elation, ed.
and tr. J.N. Mattock (ibid., iii), Cambridge 1968
(cf Ullmann, Die arabische Uberlieferung der hippokratischen Schrift "De superfetatione", in
Sudhoffs
Archiv, Iviii [1974], 254-75); ^6. K. Tablcat al-insdn.
Hippocrates: on the nature of man, ed. and tr. Mattock
and Lyons (ibid., iv), Cambridge 1968; 7. K. fi
'l-amrdd al-bilddiyya. Hippocrates: on endemic diseases
(airs, waters and places], ed. and tr. Mattock and
Lyons (ibid., v), Cambridge 1969; 8. K. fi 'l-Akhldt.
Hippocrates: de humoribus, ed. and tr. Mattock (ibid.,
vi), Cambridge 1971; 9. K. fi 'l-Ghidhd3. Hippocrates:
de alimento, ed. and tr. Mattock (ibid., vi),
Cambridge 1971. 10. K. al-Aafinna. Hippocrates: on
embryos (On the sperm and on the Nature of the child),
ed. and transl. M.C. Lyons and J.N. Mattock (ibid.
vii), Cambridge 1978.
An effort should be made to establish a Corpus
Hippocraticum Arabice, an aim which is admittedly
still rather far away, but to which the abovementioned editions form important preliminary studies. To this corpus should certainly be joined the
Arabic translations of Galen's commentaries as well
as the most important commentaries and paraphrases of the Arab physicians.
Bibliography: The Arabic sources for the life
and works of Hippocrates, the new material in
manuscripts which has become widely known,
especially after the last World War, and the
relevant secondary literature have been put
together by M. Ullmann, Die Median im Islam,
Leiden-Cologne 1970, 25-35, and F. Sezgin, GAS,
iii, Leiden 1970, 23-47. Further important are:
M. Steinschneider, Die arab. Ubersetzungen aus dem
Griechischen, new impression Graz 1960, 298-318;
H. Diels, Die Handschriften der antiken Ar^te. First
part: Hippokrates und Galenos, in Abh. Pr. Ak. W.,
Phil.-Hist. Kl. (1905), Abh. iii; G. Bergstrasser,
Hunain ibn Ishak und seine Schule. Sprach- und literargeschichtliche Untersuchungen zu den arabischen
Hippokrates- und Galen-Ubersetzungen, Leiden 1913;
H. Ritter and R. Walzer, Arabische Ubersetzungen
griechischer Arzte in Stambuler Bibliotheken, in SBPr.
Ak. W., Phil.-Hist. Kl. (1934), xxvi —General:
L. Leclerc, Histoire de la medecine arabe, i, Paris
1876, 231-6; Handbuch der Geschichte der Medizin,
begr. von Th. Puschmann, hg. von M. Neuburger
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undj. Pagel, i, Jena 1902, 196-268; P. Diepgen,
Geschichte der Median, i, Berlin 1949, 7 7-94.'
(A. DIETRICH)
AL-BULAYTI [see AL-BALATI, in Suppl.].
BULBUL SHAH, Sufi saint of mediaeval
India. Bulbul Shah, whose real name was Sayyid
Sharaf al-Dm, was a Musawf Sayyid and a disciple
of Shah Ni c mat Allah Farsf, belonging to the
Suhrawardiyya order. He entered the Valley of
Kashmir in the reign of Radja Suhadeva (1301-20)
from Turkistan with 1,000 fugitives, fleeing before the
Mongol invasion. Rincana, a Ladakhi prince, who
seized power from Suhadeva, possessed an inquisitive
and a restless mind and was dissatisfied with both
Buddhism, his own religion, and Hinduism, the
religion of his subjects. Having come into contact
with Bulbul Shah, and learning from him about Iskim,
he was so much impressed by its teachings which,
unlike those of Buddhism and Hinduism, were simple and free from caste, priesthood and ceremonies,
that he became a Muslim and adopted the name of
Sadr al-Dln on the advice of the saint. The next
person to embrace Islam was Rawancandra, Rincana's brother-in-law; and according to one tradition
Bulbul Shah was able to convert nearly 10,000 people to his faith.
Rincana built for Bulbul Shah a khdnakdh [q.v.] on
the bank of the river Jehlam and endowed it with a
number of villages, from the income of which a Iangar (free kitchen) was opened. Bulbul Langar has disappeared, but a quarter of Snnagar, bearing the name
of the hospice still exists. Rincana also built near the
hospice a mosque, the first ever to have been built
in Kashmir. It was destroyed by fire, and a smaller
mosque was built in its place. Bulbul Shah died in
728/1327 and was buried near it.
Bibliography: Mohibbul Hasan, Kashmir under
the Sultans, Calcutta 1959; R.K. Parmu, History
of Muslim rule in Kashmir, Delhi 1969; Mufti
Muhammad Shah Sa'adat, Bulbul Shah $dhib (Urdu),
Lahore 1360/1941; Hadjdjr Mu c fn al-Dfn Miskfn,
Ta>rikh-i Kabir, Amritsar 1322/1904.
(MOHIBBUL HASAN)
AL-BUNI, ABU 'L-CABBAS AHMAD B. CALI B. YUSUF
AL-KuRASHi AL-SuFl MuHYl 'L-DiN (variants Takr
al-Dm, Shihab al-Dm), Arab a u t h o r who wrote
around forty works on magic. Hardly anything is
known about his life; the date of his death (622/1225)
was found by the present writer only in Hadjdji
KhalFfa (Kashf al-^unun, passim, cf. Kahhala, Mu'ajam
al-mu3 allifin, ii, 26; Bagdatli Ismail Pa§a, Hadiyyat alc
drifin, i, 90 f.). He came originally from Buna ('Annaba
[g.v.]). It is doubtful that he transmitted information
on the construction in 425/1033 of the Sfdf Bu
Marwan mosque in that place, in a work called alDurra al-maknuna (cf. G. Marcais, in Melanges William
Marcais, Paris 1950, 234), since this work does not
appear in the catalogues of his writings. He is said
to have died in Cairo and to have been buried in
the Karafa cemetery near the tomb of cAbd al-Djalfl
al-Tahaw! (d. 649/1251) (Ibn al-Zayyat, al-Kawdhib
al-sayydra fi tartib al-ziydra fi 'l-Kardfatayn al-kubrd wa
'l-sughrd [written in 804/1401], Baghdad n.d., 268).
Al-Bunf's main work is the Kitdb Shams al-macdrif
wa-laid3if al-cawdrif, published in 4 volumes, Cairo
n.d. [1905]. In 40 chapters, the headings of which
are clearly arranged in Ahlwardt's Catalogue no.
4125, it contains a collection both muddled and
dreary of materials for the magical use of numbers
and letters-squares, single Kur'an-verses, the names
of God and of the mother of Musa, indications for

the production of amulets, for the magical use of
scripts etc., all matters belonging to the field of
the huruf [q.v.] or awfdk. In ch. 7 appear even the
words with which Jesus is supposed to have resuscitated the dead. The work exists in three forms,
a short one which is the oldest, a long one and
a middle-sized one (cf. H.A. Winkler, Siegel und
Charaktere in der muhammedanischen ^auberei, Berlin
1930, 67; ibid., 68-86 contains the translation with
commentary of the chapters on the "seven seals"
and the "highest name of Allah"). The number of
manuscripts which became known in the course of
time is considerable; the oldest—if the colophon is
authentic—dates from 618/1221, thus from the
author's lifetime (Manisa, Genel Kiit., 1445, cf.
T. Fahd, La divination arabe, Leiden 1966, 230-3).
The work is a compilation based rather on current popular customs than on literature transmitted from Hellenistic superstition, since sources are
hardly mentioned. Like all magic, these practices
serve to realise wishes and longings and to ward
off hardships, by trying to influence "supernatural"
powers which cannot be grasped by the intellect
or the senses. At the end of the work, al-Bum
therefore states that the mysteries of the letters (alhuruf] cannot be proved by logical intellect, but
only by insight into divine wisdom. He expresses
himself in the same way in another work, the Kitdb
Latd^if al-ishdrdt fi asrdr al-huruf al-culwiyydt (the title
is variable; I did not have access to the lithography of Cairo 1317), quoted by Ibn Khaldun,
Mukaddima, iii, 140 (Engl. tr. Rosenthal, iii, 174;
Fr. tr. Monteil, iii, 1106). In his Risalat al-Shifd3
li-adwd* al-waba* (cf. M. Ullmann, Die Medium im
Islam, Leiden 1970, 249), Tashkopriizade (d.
968/1560) copied much of al-Bunf's magic to warding off the plague.
Most of the other works circulating under the
name of al-Bunf seem to be more or less accurate
extracts from the Shams al-macdrif, their relation to
one another and to the main work is still to be
investigated. We may mention here the Kitdb alUsul wa 'l-dawdbit, a kind of introduction to the
secret sciences; the Kitdb Shark sawdkit al-Fdtiha alsjiarifa on the consonants th, aj, kh, z, sh, £, f, which
do not occur in the first Sura; the al-Lumac alnurdniyya on the highest names and several writings
on the divine names (enumerated in Fahd, op. cit.,
237 f). In addition to Goldziher's earlier studies,
G. Vajda has pointed to Jewish and pseudo-Jewish
elements in the Shams al-macdrif, especially with
regard to the names of God, the angels the idea
of thakufa (from Hebrew tekufd, something like "quarter of a year" and several other derived meanings):
Sur quelques elements juifs et pseudo-juifs dans i'encyclopedic
magique de Bum, in Goldziher Memorial Volume, i,
Budapest 1948, 387-92. J. Ruska deserves the credit
for having drawn attention to the abstruse chapter
on alchemy in the Shams and its sources; since this
chapter fits somewhat unnaturally in the work, it
may indeed have been added by a later author who
was familiar with al-Razf's Kitdb al-Asrdr (cf. hi.,
xxii [1934], 307-10).
Bibliography (in addition to the works
quoted in the article) : the excellent study of
W. Ahrens, Die "magischen Quadrate" Al-Buni's, in
Isl., xii (1922), 157-77; in addition, G.
Bergstrasser, £u den magischen Quadraten, in ibid.,
xiii (1923), 227-35, and again, Ahrens, ibid., xiv
(1925), 104-10; E. Doutte, Magie et religion dans
I'Afrique du JVord, Algiers 1909, passim; Brockel-
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on the inner and outer faces, with a filling of lumps
mann, I 2 , 655 f., S I 910 f.; M. Ullmann, Die
of basalt and clay). However, a thorough techniNatur- und Geheimwissenschaften im Islam, Leiden
cal examination permits the isolation of five dif1972, 234, 390 f., 415.
(A. DIETRICH)
ferent stages of building-activity which can partly
AL-BURAK AL-SARIMI (Suraym! in Ibn al-Kalbl),
be connected with chronological evidences provided
(AL-)HADJDJADJ B. CABD ALLAH (d. 40/660), a Kharidj !
by inscriptions found at the spot. These inscripwho is said to have been the first to proclaim that
tions are: a Greek inscription from the 3rd cen"judgement belongs only to God" (tahkim; cf.
tury A.D. (Field, op. cit. 161 ff); a Greek inscription
al-Mubarrad, Kamil, Cairo edn., 917), but who is
from Byzantine times (Gaube, op. cit. 97); an Arabic
famed in history because of his being one of the
inscription with the name of the Amir al-Walld (the
three plotters sworn to kill simultaneously CA1I b. Abi
later caliph Walid I), dated 81/700 (RCEA, no. 12;
Talib [see IBN MULDJAM] , cAmr b. al-'As, [q.v.~] and
Field, 154 f; Gaube, 97); an Arabic inscription
Mu'awiya b. Abl Sufyan. Al-Burak accordingly prodated 782/1380 (Gaube, 97), and an Arabic inscripceeded to Damascus and stabbed Mucawiya whilst he
was praying, but only managed to wound him in the I tion dated 812/1409 (Gaube, 97 f).
In the course of its centuries-long use, Kasr
hip. According to tradition, the attack had two conBurku c served different purposes. The nucleus of
sequences: firstly, the "marriage vein" (cirk al-nikdh)
the site, the rectangular tower in the courtyard, was
was severed, so that Mu'awiya was unable to beget
a Roman-Byzantine watch-tower controlling one of
any more children, and secondly, the latter decided
the main caravan-roads from Arabia to Syria. All
that in future he would pray inside a maksura (but
installations to secure the water supply of the place
see the ironical remark of al-Djahiz, Hqyawdn, ii,
(the artificial lake and two reservoirs) are most prob161, where a dog is said to have led him to take
ably contemporary with the tower. In the 5th or
this precaution).
the 6th century A.D. this advanced post was transWhen al-Burak was arrested, he immediately told
formed into a monastic settlement and some rooms
Mucawiya about the plot hatched against the three
were built to the southeast of the tower. By Walld's
persons. He asked him to await news of the attack
order, rooms northeast and southeast of the tower
on 'All, and proposed to Mu'awiya that he should
and the enclosure were added. At this time Burku c
go and kill the caliph if Ibn Muldjam had failed
served as a modest country-residence. It proves that
and then return and throw himself on Mu'awiya's
in Umayyad times important members of the rulmercy. From this point, the accounts diverge.
ing family erected even small and rather primiAccording to some, Mu'awiya had him executed on
tive buildings. Later, in the Ayyubid period, the
the spot; according to others, he threw him into prison
c
building was restored and was most probably used
and freed him when he heard of All's death.
as a khan.
According to the apparently most current account, he
Bibliography. Given in the article.
had his hands and feet (or one hand and one foot)
(H. GAUBE)
cut off and sent him to Basra, where Ziyad b. Ablhi
BURNOUS [see LIBAS].
put him to death when he learnt that he had had a
BURUDJIRDI, HAr^Dji AKA HUSAYN TABATABA'I
child born to him whilst Mucawiya remained hence(1875-1961), the g r e a t e s t religious a u t h o r i t y
forth sterile.
(mardj_ac-i taklid-i mutlak) of the Sh!c! world in his
Bibliography. Mubarrad, Kamil, 993; Tabari, i,
time.
He belonged to a well-established and wealthy
3456-7, 3463; Djahiz, Baydn, ii, 206; Ibn al-Kalbiclerical family from which emerged distinguished figCaskel, J^amhara, ii, 229; Mas'udl, A4urudj_, iv, 427,
ures such as Sayyid Mahdi Bahr al-cUlum (d. 1797).
436-7 - §§ 1730, 1739.
(Cn. PELLAT)
After primary education in his home town, Burudjird,
BURKtT or KASR BURKIT, a r u i n s i t u a t e d
he moved to Isfahan in 1892 and studied fikh, usul,
in n o r t h e r n J o r d a n about 25 km. northwest of
philosophy and mathematics under several specialists
the pumping-station H 4, now a small village on the
including Sayyid Muhammad Bakir DurcVl. In 1902
road from Mafrak to Baghdad. Here one of the earhe went to Nadjaf and attended the lectures of
liest Islamic inscriptions, dated 81/700, is preserved.
Khurasan! [q.v.] and others until 1910, when he went
A harm-plain of about 650 m. altitude surrounds the
back to Burudjird with the intention of returning to
ruin, which lies on the northeast bank of the Wad!
c
Nadjaf, but the death both of his father and KhuraMinkad. About 2 km. northwest of Burku , the wad!
san! in 1911 made him remain in Burudjird. Despite
is blocked by a modern dam forming a small lake
the fact that Burudjird! was closely associated with
which contains water from late autumn until summer.
Khurasan! during the Persian Constitutional RevoluThe alignment of the foundations of the southwesttion of 1905-11, we do not know of any co-operapart of the kasr suggests that a similar dam existed
tion between Burudjird! and Khurasan! in the latter's
there in the 7th century A.D.
constitutionalist campaign. This is an indication of
The building was first visited in 1928. An
Burudjirdi's conservatism in the field of politics, which
archaeological report on the site was published in
continued to present itself during Burudjirdi's sole
1960 (H. Field, North Arabian desert archaeological surleadership from 1947-61.
vey 1920-1950, Cambridge Mass. 1960, 94-9). The
While in Burudjird he was recognised as a resbuilding was re-studied in 1974 by H. Gaube, An
pected religious authority in the western part of
examination of the ruin of Qasr Burqu', in Annual of the
Iran. He was so popular in his region that in 1926,
Department of Antiquities of Jordan, xix, (1974), 93-100
and 207-14.
when he was temporarily living in Kum, he was
urged by the Burudjirdrs to return to Burudjird; he
The remains consist of a plain enclosure-wall at
lived there until 1944. At this time the Kum Circle
the northwest and the southwest sides, and ranges
for Reli-gious Studies which had been founded by
of rooms at the southeast (five rooms) and the
Shaykh cAbd al-Karim Ha'ir! [q.v. in Suppl.] in
northeast sides (six rooms), enclosing a courtyard
1921 was being run by three men (Sadr, Hudjdjat,
where there is a rectangular tower. Enclosure and
rooms show traces of repeated repairs, plan alterand Khwansar! [</.fl.]). It was envisaged that due to
ations and reconstructions. The masonry of the
his priority in age, experience and background in
religious leadership, Burudjird! would be able to
structure is of poor Hauranian style (basalt blocks
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reorganise the Circle which, under the government's
pressures, and especially after Ha'irf's death in 1937,
hadbeen greatly diminished. To this end Burudjirdf
was cordially invited to Kum in December 1944.
After the death of Sayyid Abu '1-Hasan Isfahan!
and Hadjdjf Aka Husayn Kummf in Nadjaf in
1946 and 1947 respectively, Burudjirdf was unquestionably acknowledged as the sole mard}ac-i taklid in
the whole Shf c f world and held this title until his
death.
During his leadership, many religious activities were
undertaken: several libraries, hospitals, mosques, and
religious schools were established or revived in different locations in Iran and other countries, including Trak and Germany; the publication of a number
of religious books were subsidised; religious emissaries
were dispatched to Europe, USA, Pakistan, Saudi
Arabia and Africa. The Kum Circle for Religious
Studies, which had become only a convenient alternative to that of Nadjaf during Ha'irf's leadership,
now proved to be the most important clerical centre
in the Shf'f world. Thanks to this centrality, many
students and specialists of Shf'fsm formerly living in
Nadjaf and elsewhere joined the Kum Circle, to the
extent that their number exceeded 5,000, and for the
first time the Nadjaf Circle looked to Burudjirdf for
assistance, financial or otherwise.
In the field of scholarship, Burudjirdi made noticeable contributions; in addition to regular teaching and
handling religious affairs, Burudjirdi wrote a number
of books on fikh and usul, several of which were never
published; one speciality of his was hadfth. He has
been widely acknowledged as the initiator of a new
scheme which facilitates the process of determining
the number and the extent of authority of the hadith
transmitters; it determines the time gap existing along
the chain of transmitters, so that the classification of
the hadiths into mursal and musnad becomes easy. His
scheme also helps to identify the identical names which
appear in the chain of hadith transmitters and to disclose any distortions or alterations there. Finally, it
classifies the transmitters into 36 groups, each with
distinguishable characteristics.
Another area of Burudjirdf's concern was SunnfShf c f relations; to this end, Burudjirdf closely cooperated with the Cairo Ddr al-Taknb bayn al-Madhdhib
al-hldmiyya and entered into correspondence with
the Azhar rectors such as Shaykh Mahmud Shaltut.
This relationship, it is believed, resulted in the issuing of a fatwd in which Shaltut declared Shf c fsm
to be as true a Muslim creed (madhhab) as other
madhhabs which have been followed by the Sunnfs,
and invited all Muslims to recognise it (see the Peer
Mahomed Ebrahim Trust, Shiaism explained, Karachi
1972, pp. x ff).
In the arena of politics Burudjirdi remained rather
inactive. At times, however, he favoured the Shah
of Iran and some of the factions tied to the Royal
Court. On a certain occasion, the Shah even went
to Kum and visited Burudjirdi at home. In 1952,
during the general election for the 17th Iranian
Parliament, Burudjirdf was considered as a supporter
of a Kum feudal candidate, Abu '1-Fadl Tawliyat,
who was also supported by the Court. In the ShahMusaddik struggles, Burudjirdf was widely recognised as being opposed to some of the measures
taken by the latter and was happy over Musaddik's
downfall in 1953. In 1952 a member of the
Fidd'iyyan-i Islam [q.v.] and then a friend of Musaddik,
Khalfl Tahmasbf, who was accused of the assassination of the former prime minister cAlf Razmara,

went to Kum to visit Burudjirdi, but he refused to
meet with Tahmasibf. In other political matters,
which did not form Burudjirdf's immediate concern,
he was very reluctant to interfere. During the
Palestine movement of 1947-8, for instance, a demonstration was organised in front of his house urging
him to condemn Israel, to which he did not respond;
however, in the end he prayed for the victory of
the Palestinians and anathematised the Israelis
(according to a leaflet picked up by the present
writer on the street in Kum at the time).
Bibliography: Abdul-Hadi Hairi, Sharh-i hdl-i
Ayat Allah al-cU^,md Hddj_d^i Aka Husayn Tabdtabd'i
Buruajirdi, in Madjalla-yi Muslimin, i (1951);
Mahdf Bamdad, Sharh-i hdl-i riajdl-i Iran, i,
Tehran 1968; Muhammad Husayn Nasir alSharf c a, Ta'rikh-i Kum, Kum 1971; Muhammad
Husayn Tabataba'f et alii, Bahthi dar bdra-yi
mard)_aciyyat va ruhdniyyat, Tehran 1962; c Alf
Wa'fz Khiyabanf, Kitdb-i cUlamd'-i mu'dsirin,
Tabrfz 1947; Abu Muhammad, Wakili, Haw^ayi filmiyya-yi Kum, Tehran 1969; Salih alShahrastanf, Kum wa ajdmi'atuha
al-cilmiyya
al-diniyya wa-sayyiduhd al-Mardj_ac al-Akbar alBuru^irdl, in al-chfdn, vi (1968), 729-60; A.K.S.
Lambton, A reconsideration of the position of the
Marjac al-Taqlid and the religious institution, in SI,
xx (1964), 115-35; Muhammad [Sharff] Razf,
Athdr al-huajaja, i, Kum 1954; idem, Gan^ma-yi
ddmsjimanddn, i-ii, Tehran 1973; cAlf Dawwanf,
Zjndigdm-yi Ayat Allah Buruajirdi, Kum 1961;
c
Alawf Burudjirdf, Khdtirdt-i zindigdm-yi hadrat
Ayat Allah al-'U^ma Akd-yi Burudj_irdi, Tehran
1961; al-Shaykh Kazim al-Halfr, al-Sayyid alBuru-d}irdi,
Nadjaf
1961; R.W.
Cottam,
Nationalism in Iran, Pittsburgh 1967; Khanbaba
Mushar, Mu'allifin-i kutub-i cdpi-yi fdrsi va carabi,
ii, Tehran 1961. See also ISLAH, ii. Iran.
(ABDUL-HADI HAIRI)
BURUSHASKI is the l a n g u a g e of the
B u r u s h o , who form the majority of the population
of the isolated principalities of Hunza and Nagir
[q.v.] in the western Karakoram. It is probably used
by about 20,000 persons. A closely related dialect,
called Wercikwar, is spoken in the Yasin valley further west towards Citral. The language was no doubt
formerly current over a larger territory than at present. Al-though it shares much vocabulary with the
Dardic languages Shina of Gilgit and Khowar of
Citral [see DARDIC and KAFIR LANGUAGES], Burushaski
has no known genetic relationship either with the
neighbouring Aryan, Turkic, or Sino-Tibetan languages or with any other group, e.g. Causasian,
Dravidian, etc. This may be shown by the numerals 1-10: hi, dlti, iski, wdlti, tsindi, mis in, tale, dltam,
hunti, torimi. Characteristic features are (i) the division of nouns into four classes, approximately: human,
(hm) masculine and (hf) feminine, (x) non-human
animate and objects conceived as units, and (y) inanimate, amorphous and abstract, (ii) the occurrence
of a plethora of plural suffixes, and (iii) the pervasive use of "possessive" personal pronoun prefixes
with both nouns and verbs.
Bibliography. D.L.R. Lorimer, The Burushaski
language, 3 vols., Oslo 1935-8; idem, WerchikwarEnglish vocabulary, Oslo 1962; G.A. Klimov and D.I.
Edel'man, Yazlk Burushaski, Moscow 1970; H. Berger,
Das Yasin-Burushaski, Wiesbaden 1974.
(D.N. MACKENZIE)
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E g y p t i a n p o e t of Berber origin, born on 1
Shawwal 608/7 March 1212 at BusTr [q.v] or near
to Dalas (see Yakut, s.v.) in Upper Egypt. He was
in fact known also by the nisba of DalasT, it being
said that one of his parents originated from Dalas
and the other from BusTr; he also had a composite nisba., al-DalasTrT, but this last was never very
current. He followed the courses of the Sufi Abu
'l-cAbbas Ahmad al-MursT (d. 686/1287; see alSha'ranT, al-Tabakdt al-kubrd, Cairo n.d., ii, 12-18;
P. Nwyia, Ibn cAtd* Allah, Beirut 1972, index) and
was also involved in the first developments of the
Shadhiliyya order [q.v.]. He spent ten years in
Jerusalem, and then resided at Medina and Mecca
before settling at Bilbays [q.v.], where he held a
minor administrative job (mubdshir, see al-Kalkashandi, Subh, i, 451). He died at Alexandria, at
a date which varies in the sources between 694 to
696/1294-7, and was buried at the foot of the
Mukattam, near to al-ShaficT [q.v.].
Al-Busiri was a skilled calligrapher, a traditionist
and a celebrated reciter of the Kur'an, but his name
has been immortalised by a poem of his in praise of
the Prophet, the Burda ode [q.v], upon which a host
of commentaries have been written and which has
enjoyed up to the present time an extraordinary success. It has not, however, thrown wholly into the
shade another work of his on the same theme, alKasida al-hamziyya fi 'l-mada'ih al-nabawiyya or Umm alKurd ft madd khayr al-ward, printed and commented
upon several times. Al-Busm is furthermore the author
of a Ldmiyya in praise of the Prophet, of al-Kaslda almudariyya fi 'l-salat cald khayr al-bariyya, of the Dhukhr
al-macdd cald wazn Bdnat Su'dd, of a Td'iyya, of al-Kaslda
al-khamriyya and of some secular pieces more or less
written for various occasions.
Bibliography. Kutubl, Fawdt, no. 411; SuyutI,
Husn al-muhddara, Cairo 1293/1876, i, 260;
R. Basset, Introd. to his tr. of the Burda, Paris
1894, I-XII; Ibn al-Tmad, Shadhardt, v, 432;
G. Gabrieli, al-Burdatqyn, Florence 1901, 24-9;
Brockelmann,_ I, 264-5, S I, 467-72.
(ED.)
AL-BUSTANI, name of a Lebanese family distinguished in the field of Arabic literature, which from
the mucallim Butrus al-BustanT to Sa'Td S. al-Bustam
represents the various stages of the nahda and marks
the contribution of the Lebanon to the Arab literary
renaissance. Also, from the old Encyclopaedia of Butrus
al-BustanT to the present-day Dd'irat al-mcfarif of
F.E. al-BustanT, a period of a century embraces the
wide range of activities covered by Lebanese and Arab
scholars in the sphere of general culture. A detailed
comparison of these two generations of writers and
of their methods of investigation and erudition shows
more plainly than by any other means, the long road
that the Lebanese travelled in their quest to acquire
and to benefit from the knowledge and the methods
of the West. The BustanTs, in waves that were successive and intense, took turns in the service of the
Arabic language.
A Maronite family, whose cradle was in northern
Lebanon, it was drawn, at the end of the 16th century, in the time of the amir Fakhr al-Dln II, towards
Dayr al-Kamar, to take advantage of the Macnid peace
and the commercial prosperity of the region. The
descendants of this prolific family were not slow to
settle in other districts of the Shuf, such as Dibbiyya,
Ibkishtln and Mardj.
In a period of less than a hundred years, we see
that dozens of representatives of this family have
occupied posts of supreme importance in the ad-
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ministration, the bar, the judiciary, the civil service
and most of all in education, in the press and in
literature. It was their idea to found a National
School for the purpose of grouping together all the
children of the country without religious segregation. Also, it was they who took the initiative in
the sphere of encyclopedias and modern dictionaries. It was to one of them finally that the Lebanese
government entrusted, in 1953, the task of founding the Lebanese University. In the following pages
we shall confine ourselves to mentioning, by way of
example, and in alphabetical order, some famous
names among the BustanTs of the past who have
done service to Arabic letters.
1. c A b d Allah a l - B u s t a n T (1854-1930), eminent teacher and lexicographer, born at Dibbiya,
studied at the National School of Beirut under two
distinguished shqykhs: NasTf al-YazidjT and Yusuf alAthTr. After founding, in Cyprus, with Iskandar
'Ammun, a review Dj.unaynat al-akhbdr which had little success, he devoted his energies to education. In
a career spanning forty years, he acquired high
renown and formed, at the College of Wisdom and
the Patriarchal College, an elite of poets (Wadf cAkl,
Bishara al-Khun, ShiblT al-Mallat, Amm TakI alDm, etc.) and of journalists (Dawud Barakat, Yusuf
al-Bustam, etc.) and of writers (Shaklb Arslan, Iscaf
Nashashibl, etc.). It was in the course of this career,
and mainly for the benefit of his disciples, that cAbd
Allah al-BustanT composed the majority of his writings. To assist in the teaching of Arabic, he prepared a dictionary, al-Bustdn (2 vols. Beirut 1927-30),
and an abriged version Fdkihat al-Bustdn. It was also
for their benefit that he composed a number of plays,
some inspired by French dramatic art (La Guerre des
deux Roses, Brutus, etc.), some taken from the storehouse of Arab history (D^assas, assassin de Kulayb, cUmar
al-Himyan, etc.) In recognition of his versatile achievements, he was elected a member of the Arab
Academy of Damascus, and president of the shortlived Lebanese Academy.
Bibliography. M. al-BustanT, Kawthar al-nufus,
398-419; al-Salsabii, Djounieh 1968, 154-8; Y.A.
Daghir, Masddir al-dirdsa al-cadabiyya, ii, 193-5;
A. al-Djundi, Acldm al-cadab, ii, 253-4; C U.R.
Kahhala, Mu^am al-mu3 allifm, vi, 148-9; Kh.
ZiriklT, al-cAclam, iv, 285; and see Mund^ara
lughawiyya, Cairo 1936; Tadhkdr al-yubil, Beirut
1928.
2. Butrus b. Bulus al-Bustam (1819-83) was born
at Dibbiyya and first attended the village school, then
the college of cAyn Warka, where he spent ten years,
between 1830 and 1840. In order to help his mother,
who had just lost her husband, in the task of raising
and supporting his brothers, he refused the offer of
a scholarship and went to Italy to complete his religious training at the Maronite College in Rome. It
seems that he applied himself to learning English while
at cAyn Warka, which was to serve him well in his
future contacts with the Protestant missionaries. He
settled finally in Beirut where he lived for forty-three
years, and pursued a most distinguished career. His
arrival coincided with the troubles caused by the departure of the amir BashTr II and the withdrawal of
Egyptian troops. He made the acquaintance of some
American missionaries, with whom he formed a friendship that grew stronger in time and contributed to
his conversion to Protestantism. It was at this
period that he met the doctor Cornelius Van Dyck,
who was then a young physician working with the
missionaries; he had just established himself in Beirut
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and was eager to learn the language of the country.
From 1846 to 1848, having temporarily left the city,
he helped his friend in the school at 'Ubey, which
the latter founded and which enjoyed a high reputation in this period. It was there, for the benefit of his
pupils, that Bustani composed his two educational
manuals Kashf al-hidj_db ft cilm al-hisdb and Bulugh alarab fi nahw al-cAmb; it was also there that his eldest
son SalFm was born. On his return to Beirut in 1848,
the American Consulate employed him as an
interpreter, a post that he held until 1862. During
this period, he continued to educate himself, to learn
European and Semitic languages with the object of
assisting Dr. Smith in his venture of translating the
Protestant Bible. His energy was also reflected in a
large corpus of lectures, articles and pamphlets. In
1860, he published his magazine Nafit Suriyd ("The
Syrian bugle"); then in 1863 he founded his famous
National School which continued to operate until 1875
and rendered the country very valuable service. In
1870, he undertook the publication of his two periodicals al-Diindn and al-I^anna, followed a year later by
al-Djunqyna. The major achievements of Butrus alBustanf were, besides his school and his reviews, his
contribution to the translation of the Bible, his large
dictionary Muhit al-muhit, edited in 1870 and the
Encyclopaedia, the first volume of which appeared in
1876. He died while involved with this task, and he
was able to produce only six volumes. His son Salfm
applied himself to this work and added two further
volumes. The encyclopedia in question came finally
to a halt with the eleventh volume and was never
completed.
The influence of al-Bustanf at his apogee was very
deep. Lucid, far-sighted and sincere, he made accurate judgements of the state of his country from a
national, cultural and moral point of view; then he
set to work, applying himself to projects the achievement of which would seem impossible for one man
alone. He saw clearly, in a setting of considerable
obstacles, of a confused political situation, of intolerance and of opposition to Turkish rule, the long path
that must be travelled in the quest for an authentic
social and cultural renaissance. An indefatigable craftsman, of bold and progressive spirit, he devoted himself to his work and was involved with it to the very
last days of his life.
Bibliography: M. 'Abbud, Ruwwdd al-nahda alhaditha, Beirut 1952; P. Andraos, al-Mucallim B. alBustam (dissertation submitted to the Lebanese
University, 1970); F.E. al-Bustanf, al-Rawa'f, no.
22, Beirut 1950; M. al-Bustanf, al-Salsabil, Djounieh
1968, 142-8; al-Hilal of 15th January 1896;
C
U. Kahhala, Mucdj_am al-mu'alhfm, iv, 48-9; Sh. alKhurf, Maajmac al-Masarrdt, Beirut 1908; al-Muktataf,
of 1st August 1883; N. Nassar, Nahwa mudj_tamac
dj_adld, Beirut 1969; M. Sawaya, al-Mucallim Butrus
al-Bustdnlj Beirut 1963; L. Shaykhu, al-Addb al-carabiyya, ii, Beirut 1910; Ph. Tarrazf, Ta'rikh al-sihdfa,
i and ii, Beirut 1913; Dj. Zaydan, Tard^im mashahir
al-Shark, ii, Cairo 1911.
3. B u t r u s b. Sulayman a l - B u s t a n f (18931969), born at Dayr al-Kamar where he barely completed his primary studies, and went to live in Beirut
with his brother Karam (see below, 4). Self-taught,
his thorough linguistic and literary education was
the fruit of assiduous personal effort. He first
achieved distinction with his grammatical knowledge
and his understanding of ancient texts which he
analysed and annotated to make them accessible
to his readers. In 1923 he founded his review al-

Bayan which he edited until 1930. Here he dealt
with literary and social themes, analysed new works
appearing in the Lebanon and in the Arab countries and encouraged the study of comparative literature. In the course of its publication, al-Baydn
was both a magnet and a support for young
Lebanese writers. The world economic crisis forced
Butrus to give a different direction to his vocation.
Henceforward he devoted his efforts to education
and to all that might facilitate his task as teacher.
It was to introduce his pupils from the Brothers
and the College of Wisdom to Arabic literature that
he composed, in three volumes, his valuable textbook Les auteurs arabes. The first of these volumes
(1931) covers the period from the pre-Islamic age
to the Umayyads, the second (1934) deals with the
c
Abbasid age, the third with al-Andalus and the
nahda. Later, in 1943, this series was crowned by
a fourth volume, an anthology. Even though scientific method is not respected scrupulously in his
writings, Butrus excels through the purity of his
style and the accuracy of his comments. The last
years of his career were spent at the Lebanese
University.
Bibliography. M. al-Bustanf, al-Salsabil,
199-206.
4. Karam al-Bustanf (1888-1966) was born at
Dayr al-Kamar, studied in the Jesuit school there,
then went and settled in Beirut with his brother
Butrus (see above, 3.); here he applied himself simultaneously to a number of tasks: teaching, journalism and critical editing of ancient texts. Over a
number of years, he was associated with Catholic
missionary establishments (Jesuits, Franciscans, Sacre
Coeur, Friars, etc.), where he taught Arabic literature. At this time he was collaborating in various
Lebanese reviews and journals that were then in
fashion (al-Bark, Lisdn al-hal, al-Arz, al-A4akshuf, etc.)
and he gave generous assistance to his brother Butrus
in the editing of his review al-Baydn. His thorough
knowledge of Arabic and his erudition are shown
in his study and editing of Arabic manuscripts and
most of all in a series of collections of poetry (Diwdn
Ibn ^aydun, Diwdn Ibn Khafd^a, Diwdn Ibn Hani* alAndalusi, Luzumiyydt al-Macarn, Diwdn al-Khansd:', etc.).
As regards original production, the work of Karam
is confined to a small number of works of a historico-social nature (Legendes orientales, Princesses du
Liban, Femmes arabes).
Bibliography: M. al-Bustanf, al-Salsabil, 196-8.
5. Sa c fd b. Salfm al-Bustanf (1922-77) born at
Mardj (in the Shuf), studied in Beirut at the
College of Jesuit Fathers, then at the Institute of
Oriental Literature, and pursued his studies in
France, where he obtained a State Diploma in
Arabic and a Doctorate of Letters. On his return
to Lebanon, he occupied some important posts at
the Lebanese University. In 1974, he was appointed
Dean of the Faculty of Administration, then, in
1977, Dean of the Faculty of Literature. In the
course of his brief university career, he published
his thesis Ibn ar-Rumi, sa vie et son oeuvre (Beirut 1967).
In addition, he contributed to the Encyclopaedia
of Islam and to the Dd'irdt al-macdrif of F.E. alBustanf. In university circles, Sa'fd al-Bustanf
was associated with bilingualism and western culture, and he defended his positions of principle
vigorously. The hope of the Lebanese elite, he
died in mid-struggle, carried off suddenly by an
incurable disease, leaving a number of important
works unfinished.
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6. Sahm b. B u t r u s (1846-84) journalist and
novelist, born at 'Ubey. He studied in the centres
established in the north of the Lebanon by Protestant
missionaries recently arrived from America to compete with the propaganda diffused over two centuries
by the Catholic missionaries. As teachers, he also
had his father Butrus and NasTf al-YazidjT, who introduced him to the subtleties of Arabic. At the age
of sixteen (in 1862) he entered the service of the
American Consulate in Beirut as an interpreter, a
post that he held for ten years. Then his father
called upon him to collaborate with him in his many
projects, especially in the running of the National
School, the editing of his reviews and the elaboration of the Encyclopaedia. Thanks to his knowledge of
foreign languages, his civic sense and his literary and
philosophical training, Sallm gave a new impetus to
the Renaissance, and turned it in directions other
than those pursued by the generation of his father,
of N. YazidjI, Athlr, Ahdab and others. The West
influenced his thinking and his conception of
society. He went far beyond the cultural level deemed
sufficient by his contemporaries and tackled new and
original genres in vogue in the West. He displayed
this tendency towards innovation in several spheres.
First, in participating in the activities of literary societies and cultural associations, in particular in belonging to the Syrian Scientific Society in which he
played a significant role; he occupied the post of
vice-president, and for the benefit of members and
friends, he composed some plays, most notably
Mad^nun Lay la, in six acts, performed on the l l t h
May 1869, and greeted by Beirut audiences as a
masterpiece. Later, he was tempted to pursue this
line of activity further and he composed more plays
in which prose and poetry lie side-by-side and blend
harmoniously. Later, he found in his father's various reviews a useful medium for dealing with subjects fashionable in the western press. The columns
of al-Djindn (1870-86) discussed moral and civic questions never dealt with before in Arabic journals of
this period. The obsequious journalist, the flatterer
of power and high authority (and such men were
the general rule at that time), came under attack in
Sallm's articles from a thinker fired with civic concern and patriotism, believing sincerely in his mission as social reformer. The titles of his surveys and
articles suffice by themselves to reveal the breadth
of the spectrum of social, moral, economic and political problems that he studied. We shall quote, by
way of example, the following titles: Birth and evolution of nations, Factors of progress, Methods of education,
The role of economics in the evolution of society, etc. In
addition, he blazed the first trail of the modern
Arabic novel. Taking the ancient heritage as a base,
he tackled subjects with a historical theme and thus
sketched the path later to be followed by Nakhla alMudawwar and Dj. Z ay dan.
Among his works we shall mention the following:
(a) Nine novels published in serial form in al-Djinan
between 1870 and 1879;
(b) Some twenty short stories composed directly in
Arabic or translated from French or English (published at the same period in the same review);
(c) A history of France;
(d) A history of .Napoleon Bonaparte in Egypt and Syria;
(e) Statesmen.
These three last were also published in al-Djinan.
(f) Volumes vii and viii of the Encyclopaedia (and
valuable participation in the editing of the first six
volumes).
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Bibliography: Dj. Ayyub, Index alphabetique
contenant noms d'auteurs et litres d'articles inseres dans
al-Djinan, an corns de sa publication (1870-1886],
see in particular articles signed by Sallm (typescript thesis, the Lebanese University); M. alBustanf, al-Salsabil, 152-3; Y. Daghir, Masadir,
ii, 186; Dj. Khattar, Sallm al-Bustdni: vie et oeuvre (manuscript essay submitted to the Lebanese
University, 1970). See also Lisdn al-hdl, no. 712
(1884); al-MuktataJ\ i (1884); TarrazI, Ta'rikh alsihdfa, i, ii; Kahhala, Mucd[am; Zaydan, Alashahir,
i; Zirikll.
7. S u l a y m a n b. K h a t t a r a l - B u s t a n l (18561925), politician and writer, born at Ibkishtln, a
small village in the neighbourhood of Dibbiyya (Shuf).
He studied at the National School, attending the
Arabic classes of NasTf al-Yazidjf and Yusuf al-Athfr,
and gaining a knowledge of the French, English and
Turkish languages, as well as the sciences that were
then in vogue. His artistic temperament was noticed
by Butrus, his illustrious father, who took care of
him and invited him to collaborate in his educational work, the editing of his reviews al-D}inan, alD}anna and al-Djunqyna, and the preparation of the
Encyclopaedia. Invited to Basra, Sulayman founded
there a modern-style educational establishment, then
he spent eight years in Baghdad where he occupied
some very important administrative posts. A tireless
traveller, Sulayman visited many countries, notably
Turkey, Egypt, India and Iran, as well as European
and American states. Resuming his work on the
Encyclopaedia, he settled in 1896 in Cairo and he
contributed substantially to the editing of the tenth
and eleventh volumes. In 1904, he accomplished his
greatest work, a translation of the Iliad into Arabic
verse (1260 pages of introduction and text). From
this time onward he devoted his energies to politics, participating in the activities of various parties
that were then proliferating in the Arab countries.
His attitude was, initially, favourable towards the
Ottomans, and this earned him, in 1908, when the
Constitution was put into effect, election as representative of the vilayet of Beirut in the Ottoman parliament, and later, in 1913, appointment to the post
of Minister of Agriculture, Commerce and Industry.
The change in policy on the part of the Sultan cAbd
al-Hamid II (1876-1909), and the opposition of
Sulayman to Turkey's entry into the First World
War against the Allies, obliged him to retire from
the government and leave Istanbul, going into exile
first "in Switzerland (1914-19) then in Egypt (191924) and finally in New York where he died a year
later, totally blind.
In general, the literary output of Sulayman is
hardly extensive and does not appear to equal that
of Butrus or Sallm; but thanks to his political involvements, his participation in the activities of literary
circles and reformist parties, and his innumerable
articles in the Arabic press, his work had a profound influence on the development of Arab aspirations and democratic views in regard to Ottoman
rule. Setting aside his translation of the Iliad, the
thorough research that he conducted by way of introduction to the translation, reveals to the Arabic
reader, for the first time, a cultivated mind, familiar with Greek, Latin and modern sources, and
involved in considerations related to comparative literature, something totally ignored at that time in
Arab literary circles.
In clbra wa-dhikra, or I'Etat ottoman avant et
apres la Constitution, published in Egypt (1908),
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Sulayman shows himself as a reformer, following the
path blazed by his predecessors, and he expresses, in
a clear and direct style, his ideas concerning different styles of government, liberty, tyranny, and the
means of exploiting the resources of the Ottoman
caliphate, as well as various procedures to be adopted
for the modernisation of the state. In addition, a number of manuscript works are attributed to him, including I'Histoire des Arabes, and a book of Memoirs in
English. In the Lebanese civil war of 1975-6, the
house where Sulayman was born in Ibkishtfn was not
spared; it was plundered and partially destroyed, and
his library suffered the same fate.
Bibliography: G. Baz, Sulayman al-Bustdni, Beirut
n.d.; F. al-Bustanf, ar-Rawd3?, nos. 44-6; G. Ghurayyib, Sulayman al-Bustdni et ^introduction de I'lliade, Beirut
n.d.; Dj. al-Hashim, Sulayman al-Bustam et I'lliade,
Beirut 1960; M. Sawaya, Sulayman al-Bustam et I'lliade
d'Homere, Beirut 1948; A. Hamori, Reality and convention in Book Six of Bustdm's Iliad, in JSS, xxiii
(1978), 95-101. See also the other authors mentioned in articles concerning the Bustanfs.
8. W a d r c a l - B u s t a m (1836-1954), born at Dibbiyya, studied at the American school of Suk al-arb,
then at the American University of Beirut where he
obtained his B.A. in 1907. He was involved in an
astonishing range of activities. Following in the tracks
of previous and contemporary members of the Bustanf
family, he applied himself to literature and to travels
in Arabia, especially to the Yemen (1909) and to the
Far East (1912) where he became a friend of Tagore.
He returned to Egypt, then, after 1917, occupied some
very important administrative posts in Palestine, at
that time under British Mandate. In 1953, he left
Haifa to return to his native country and there he
spent the last year of his life. Two major principles
dominated his long career. The first was reflected in
his participation in all the efforts to preserve the Arab
identity of Palestine. The second, more important, and
more fortunate in its results, consisted essentially in
a long list of Hindu or Western books translated from
English, a language which he knew thoroughly. Thanks
to him, the major works of Lord Avebury came to
be known in Arabic, notably The pleasures of life
(Khartoum 1904), The meaning of life (Beirut 1909), The
fruits of life (Cairo 1910) and The beauties of nature (Cairo,
1913). Other authors, too, attracted his attention; he
translated The Quatrains of Khayyam (Cairo 1912), and
some poems of Tagore which he published under the
title The sardine fisher (Cairo 1917). His most remarkable and successful achievement was without doubt
the translation of the Sanskrit epic of the Mahabhararata
(Beirut 1952), as well as other epic or semi-epic works
from ancient India.
Other than translations, his principal works are:
(a) Lyrics of the War (Poems, Johannesburg 1915);
(b) The absurdity of the Palestine Mandate (Beirut 1936);

(c) Palestinian poems (Beirut 1946);
(d) The Quatrains of Abu 'l-cAld3 (manuscript).
Bibliography: M. al-Bustanf, Kawthar al-nufus,
362-75; idem, al-Salsabil, 189-96; Y. Daghir, Masddir,
ii, 196-9; A. al-Djundi, Acldm al-adab wa'l-fann, ii,
263-5; CU. Kahhala, Mu'djam, xiii, 163; Y. Sarkis,
Mucdj_am al-matbu(dt, 561; L. Shaykhu, Ta'rikh aladab al-carabiyya, 166; Zirikli, Afldm, ix, 127-8.
(J. ABDEL-NOUR)
BUTRUS KARAMA, C h r i s t i a n Arab official
and w r i t e r , the son of Ibrahim Karama, was born
in Hims in 1774. Together with his father he was
converted from the Greek Orthodox faith of the
Karama family to Greek Catholicism. As a result
they were forced to migrate to Acre, where Butrus
entered the service of the Pasha cAlf al-Ascad (1806).
In 1811 he moved to Lebanon, where he was
employed by the amir Bashfr al-Shihabi [see BASHIR
SHIHAB n] as a tutor to his sons and as head of his
chancellery. After Bashfr's deposition in 1840, Butrus
accompanied him to Malta, and later to
Constantinople, where he became a secretary of the
Sultan and court interpreter, thanks to his mastery
of both Arabic and Turkish. He died in Istanbul in
1851.
Butrus composed many poems in Arabic, the majority of which were collected in his diwdn entitled Sadf
al-hamdma fi Dlwdn al-Mucallim Butrus Karama.
When one of his Arabic compositions was attacked
by a Muslim critic, he replied with a spirited makdma
in which he maintained the proposition that excellence in Arabic letters and mastery of the Arabic language was not dependent on being a Muslim.
Notwithstanding the point of this dispute, it was conducted along thoroughly Islamic lines, with opposing
views being expressed in verse, and Butrus himself
uses forms of expression which differ very little from
standard Islamic formulae, e.g. his makdma begins "In
the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.
Praise be to God, the Lord of the worlds: Ruler of
the Day of Judgement..."
Fair-minded Muslim critics appreciated the worth
of Butrus's poetry, and one, cAbd al-Djalfl al-Basrf
(1776-1854), composed a poem in which he adjudicated between Butrus and his chief detractor, finding
in favour of the former.
Bibliography: Djurdjf Zaydan, Tardajim mashdhir
al-sharkfi 'l-karn al-tdsic cas_har, Cairo 1903, ii, 18992; L. Cheikho, al-Addb al-carabiyya fi 'l-karn al-tdsic
c
ashar, in Al-Machnq, x (1907)-946-8, 1039-44; Sarkis,
Mu'ajam, cols. 1550-1; G. Graf, Geschichte der
christlichen arabischen Literatur, iv, 303-5; Kahhala,
Mucdj_am al-mu''-allifin, iii, 47-8; R.Y. Ebied and
M.J.L. Young, The "Khdliyyah" ode of Butrus Kardmah:
a nineteenth-century literary dispute, in JSS, xxii (1977),
69-80.
(R.Y. EBIED and M.J.L. YOUNG)
BUZZARD [see BAYZARA].
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CAC-NAMA, a Persian history of the Arab
incursions into Sind in the 1st/7th and 8th centuries,
with an introductory chapter concerning the history

of the province on the eve of the Arab conquest (ed.
Da'udpota, New Delhi 1939, 14-72) and an epilogue
describing the tragic end of the Arab commander
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Muhammad b. al-Kasim and of the two daughters of
Dahir, the defeated king of Sind (ibid., 243-7).
According to the author, CA1T b. Hamid b. Abl Bakr
Kuff (about whom see Storey, i, 650), the Cac-Ndma
is a translation of an Arabic book which Kun~ found
some time after 613/1216-17 in the possession of the
kadi of Alor, Isma'Tl b. CA1I . . . b. 'Uthman al-Thakafi
(ibid., 9-10). No details about the author and name
of that book are given. However, a comparison
between the Cac-Ndma and Arab historians such as
Baladhurf (Futuh, 431-46) bears out the Arab provenance of those parts of the book that describe the
battles leading to the conquest of Sind; KufT might
well have used Mada'inl's Kitdb Thaghr al-Hind and
Kitdb cUmmdl (or A'mdl) al-Hind (Fihrist, 100; Yakut,
Udabd', v. 315; cf. A. Schimmel, Islamic literatures of
India, Wiesbaden 1973, 12). The Cac-Ndma seems to
have preserved Mada'im's tradition concerning India
in a much fuller fashion than classical Arab histories.
On the other hand, the book also comprises a considerable amount of material which probably reflects
a local Indian historical tradition. The part dealing
with the rise of the Cac dynasty (14-72), the story of
Darohar, Djaysinha and Djanki (229-234), and some
traditions attributed to a Brahman called Ramsiya
(179) and to "some Brahman elders" (bacdi masjidyikh-i
bardhima) (197; cf. also 206") deserve to be mentioned
in this context.
The extensive account of the relationship that
developed between the Arab conquerors and the
local population, which may well reflect a local
Muslim Indian tradition, is perhaps the most meaningful and fascinating part of the Cac-Ndma (208 ff.).
Here Muhammad b. al-Kasim is said to have given
his unqualified blessing to the social characteristics
of India and to have sanctioned both the privileges
of the higher classes and the degradations of the
lower ones. He upheld the central and indispensable function of the Brahmans and confirmed the
privileges accorded to them by ancient tradition. As
for the lower classes, represented in the Cac-Ndma
by the Djats [q.v.~\ (al-Zutt in Arab historiography),
Muhammad b. al-Kasim confirmed the disabilities
imposed upon them by the deposed C ac dynasty
(208 ff.). Some of these disabilities bear a striking
similarity to the discriminatory measures employed
against the ahl al-dhimma according to Islamic law.
It is fascinating to observe the way in which the
shar'i injunctions were transposed into the Indian
milieu and probably blended with local custom. Even
more fascinating is the transformation of the injunctions themselves: they are not applied to all nonMuslims, irrespective of class, because of their refusal
to embrace Islam; they serve rather as an instrument to demonstrate and perpetuate the inferior
social status of an ethnic group. The Cac-Ndma occasionally sounds like a document intended to accord
Islamic legitimacy to the Indian social structure, to
sanction the privileges of the Brahmans and to confirm the degraded status of the lower classes. It
seems to be a historical and even religious justification of the persistence, under Islam, of a social
system which is in sharp conflict with the Islamic
world view. It may be considered an illustration of
Imtiaz Ahmad's statement that ". . .if the formal
Islamic ideology rejects caste, the actual beliefs held
by the Muslims not only recognise caste distinctions
but also seek to rationalise them in religious terms"
(Caste and social stratification among the Muslims, New
Delhi 1973, p. xxviii).
Bibliography: The Cac-Ndma was published
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by Da'udpota, New Delhi 1939; Manuscripts:
British Library Or. 1787; India Office, Ethe 435;
cf. Storey, 650-1; Translations: M.K. Fredunbeg,
The Chach Namah, an ancient history of Sind giving the
Hindu period down to the Arab conquest, Karachi 1900;
Elliot and Dowson, The history of India as told by
its own historians, London 1867, i, 131-211 (description and partial translation); Makhdum Amir
Ahmad and Nab! Bakhsh Khan Baloc, Fath-Ndmayi
Sind, Haydarabad (Sind) 1966 (SindT translation
and commentary; not used by the present author);
cf. Storey, i, 651; Analyses: I.H. Qureshi, Tlie
Muslim community of the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent, The
Hague 1962, 37 ff; F. Gabrieli, Muhammad ibn
Qdsim ath-Thaqafi and the Arab conquest of Sind, in
East and West, xv (1964-5), 281-95; P. Hardy, Is
the Chach-Ndma intelligible to the historian as political
theory? in Hamida Khuhro (ed.), Sind through the
centuries, Karachi 1978; Y. Friedman, A contribution to the early history of Islam in India, in M. RosenAyalon, ed., Studies in memory of Gaston Wiet,
Jerusalem 1977, 309-33; idem, The origins and significance of the Chach Ndma (forthcoming).
(Y. FRIEDMANN)
CAD, CHAD, a region of Inner Africa. The
Republic of Chad (area: 1, 284,000 km2; population:
about 4,000,000 in 1975) is one of the four states
which emerged from the former French Equatorial
Africa. The country stretches over 1,600 km. from
south of latitude 8° N. to the north of latitude 23°
N. Consequently, climate and vegetation vary from
savannah woodland with an annual rainfall of more
than 1,000 mm. in the south to the arid desert of
the Sahara in the north. Chad is torn between two
conflicting orientations, between North and Equatorial
Africa.
Islam has created a measure of cultural unity in
the northern and central parts of Chad, but it has
also contributed to the alienation of the region south
of latitude 11° N., which remains almost untouched
by Islam.
About one million members of the Sara tribe form
the main element among the Bantu population of
the better-watered south. The Sara are also the largest
single ethnic group in Chad as a whole. For centuries the Sara, together with other peoples of the
south, were the target for slave raiding from the
north.
Farther north the open country between latitudes
12° and 15° N. attracted waves of migrants, mainly
nomads, from the north (the Tubu) and from the
east (Arabs and Arabised groups). The nomads
played an important role in the history of that
region which saw the emergence of islamised
African states.
Kanim, the earliest state in this region [see
KANEM], was first mentioned by al-Ya c kubT (Ta'rikh,
ed. Houtsma, 219) in the second half of the 3rd/9th
century. The state of Kanim and its Kanembu people evolved as a result of an interaction between
rulers of nomad origin (probably Tubu from Tibesti)
and the indigenous population at the northeastern
corner of Lake Chad. An interpretation of the
Arabic sources (Ibn Sacld, ed. Vernet, 1958, 28;
al-MakrizI, ed. Hamaker, 1820, 206; a mahram in
Palmer, Sudanese memoirs, iii, 3) suggests that the
rulers of Kanim became converted to Islam in the
5 t h / l l t h century, undoubtedly through the influence of Muslims who moved along the trade route
from Tripoli via Fazzan [q.vJ] to Lake Chad. By
the 7th/13th century Islam had spread to other
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sectors of the population. People from Kanirn went
on pilgrimage to Mecca and came to study in
Cairo, where a madrasa for Kanimf students was
established in the 640s/1240s (al-Maknzf, Khitat,
ed. Wiet, 1922, hi, 266).
The ruling dynasty of Kanim claimed descent from
Sayf b. Phi Yazan [g.v.], and became known as the
Saifawa. In the second half of the 8th/14th century
the Saifawa were forced to evacuate Kanim because
of harassment by the Bulala. The Bulala were probably an offshoot of the same dynasty who had mingled with one of the earliest Arab nomad groups
coming from the east. The Saifawa moved to Bornu
[g.v.] at the south-western corner of Lake Chad (now
in Nigeria). After a transitory period the Saifawa rebuilt
a state in Bornu, which towards the end of the
10th/16th century, under the reign of Idrfs Alawoma,
regained its hegemony over the Chad basin. Kanim
was reconquered by the Saifawa, who preferred to
stay in Bornu. The Bulala rulers of Kanim became
vassals to Bornu. About the middle of the 17th century the Bulala were removed from Kanim by the
Tundjur, who had been themselves pushed out of
Waday [</.^.]. Authority over Kanim rested with the
alifa (from the Arabic khalifa), who was nominally a
deputy of the Saifawa rulers of Bornu. In the first
half of the 19th century the alifa paid allegiance to
the sultan of Waday, but in the second half of the
century he came under the patronage of the Arab
Awlad Sulayman.
Arab nomads made their impact on Chad since
the 14th century, when offshoots of Arab tribes which
had penetrated the Nilotic Sudan advanced westwards
across Kordofan and Dar Fur. In the Chadian sdhil,
on the fringes of the Sahara, the Arabs maintained
their traditional way of life as camel breeders, but
those who had to seek pasture farther south abandoned the camel and became cattle pastoralists
(bakkara). They mixed with the local population but
retained their Arabic dialect. Though they are divided
into many tribes, these Chadian Arabs are generally
referred to as Shuwa Arabs [</.^.]. To the south, the
Arabs reached as far as 11° N., and through their
contact with the local population contributed to the
spread of Islam. In most cases the Arabs accepted
the authority of local rulers though they became
involved in intra-state and inter-state politics.
Waday, on the western boundary of Dar Fur
[g.v.], lay on the route of the Arab nomads. The first
Muslim rulers of Waday were the arabised Tundjur,
but they did little to spread Islam among the local
population. The spread of Islam is associated with
c
Abd al-Karfm b. Djamic, of the Arab Djacaliyym
[g.v.]. He had propagated Islam among the Maba of
Waday and then mobilised them in a ajihad against
the Tundjur rulers. The Tundjur had been ousted
and cAbd al-Karlm established a new dynasty which
has survived to the present time. Until the middle
of the 18th century Waday had been considered
vassal to Dar Fur, but then its sultans asserted
their independence and expanded south and west to
reach the peak of their power in the 19th century.
In 1850 the capital of Waday moved from Wara
to Abeshe (Abeche). In 1851 H. Barth (Travels, 1857,
iii, 566) wrote: "The Wadawy faqihs and culama* are
the most famous of all the nations of the Sudan for
their knowledge of the Kuran, the Fulbe or Fellani
not excepted."
In its westward expansion, Waday came into
conflict with Bornu, mainly over the kingdom of
Baghirmi [g.v.]. The latter emerged at the begin-

ning of the 16th century southeast of Lake Chad
on the right bank of the Shari river, in a region
which had formerly been raided for slaves. Under
the influence of Bornu, its rulers adopted Islam, but
the islamisation of the population of Baghirmi was
a longer process, as remarked by Barth (Travels,
1857, ii, 561): "Their adoption of Islam is very
recent, and the greater part of them may, even at
the present day, with more justice be called pagans
than Mohammedans". During the 18th century, when
the power of Bornu declined, Baghirmi prospered
mainly on trade in slaves procured in raids to the
south and the south-east. But in the 19th century
both Bornu (which had recovered under the shaykh
Muhammad al-Amfn al-Kanimf) and Waday claimed
Baghirmi as tributary. Pressed between her two powerful neighbours and exposed to raids and exactions
from both directions as well as from Fazzan, the
kingdom of Baghirmi disintegrated. Its destruction
was completed in 1892 and 1897 by Rabih.
Rabih b. Fadl Allah [g.v.], one of the flagbearers of the slave trader Zubayr Pasha in the
Sudan, retreated westwards after his master had been
defeated by Gessi Pasha. At the head of a slave army
he skirted the powerful Waday and occupied the
disintegrating Baghirmi in 1892. He then invaded
Bornu, which had been caught unaware, sacked its
capital Kukawa [g.v.] and became master of the whole
Chad basin. He wrought destruction by his slave raids
and punitive expeditions until he was overcome in
1900 by the advancing colonial troops of France,
Germany and Britain. Though Rabih had considered
himself for some time a follower of the mahdi of the
Sudan, he had little interest in religious affairs. Only
in one corner of Chad does he seem to have contributed to the spread of Islam. Dar Runga, south
of Waday, had been for centuries a hunting ground
for slaves, separated from the Muslim north by a
hostile boundary. The absence of Muslim settlements
or even itinerant traders beyond this boundary inhibited the spread of Islam. Rabih made Dar Runga a
base for slave raiding farther to the south, and it
was during this period that people adopted some
Arab customs, Arabic garb and rudiments of an
Arabic dialect. This process of acculturation, which
brought also the spread of Islam, was most evident
among chiefs and in the trading villages which developed at that time.
Most of the Arab tribes in Chad came from the
Nilotic Sudan. The northern approaches through the
Sahara had always been blocked by the Tubu and
the Tuareg. But in 1842 a section of the Awlad
Sulayman, who had been defeated by the Ottomans
in Fazzan, migrated south to the region just north of
Kanim. During the second half of the 19th century,
the Awlad Sulayman fought against the Tubu and
Tuareg. Feuds among those nomads were somewhat
mitigated towards the end of the century when the
Sanusiyya [g.v.] became established among both the
Tubu and Awlad Sulayman as well as in Waday.
In 1835 Muhammad al-Sharff, who later became
the sultan of Waday, met Muhammad b. cAlf alSanusf [g.v.] in Mecca. Closer relations between the
leaders of the Sanusiyya and the sultans of Waday
developed during the reign of cAlf b. Muhammad
al-Sharff (1858-74), when the two parties cooperated
in reviving trade along the route from Benghazi to
Waday via Kufra. Sanusf traders enjoyed virtually
a monopoly over this trade, and the influence of
the Sanusiyya among the Saharan nomads contributed to greater security for the caravans. Successive
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centres of the Sanusiyya—Djaghbub (1856-95), Kufra
(1895-9) and Kuru in Borku (1899-1902)—were along
this route. The southward shift of the centres of the
Sanusiyya indicates the growing importance of this
region for that order.
In 1874 the SanusI leader Muhammad al-Mahdl
(1859-1902) exerted his influence to settle a succession dispute in Waday. The successful candidate
Yusuf (1874-98) became a devoted adherent of the
Sanusiyya. In 1909 the Sanusis encouraged the sultan
of Waday to resist the French colonial occupation.
In Kanim, the SanusI zawiya of Bi'r cAlalI led resistance to the French from November 1901 to June
1902. Because of their involvement in anti-colonial
resistance, the activities of the Sanusiyya came to an
end after the French occupation. The Sanusiyya still
have some adherents in Kanim and Waday, but the
predominant tarika in Chad is the Tidjaniyya. The
rulers of Waday and Baghirmi, as well as the alifa
of Mao (Kanim), are Tidjanls. The Sanusiyya, however, still maintain their influence among the Tubu
of Tibesti.
Though the Tubu had been nominally Muslims for
a long period, Islam had had little impact on their
life until their exposure to the Sanusiyya. The Tubu
who had successfully resisted outside cultural and political influences, accepted the SanusI traders and teachers. Traditionally the Derde, the spiritual and temporal
head of the Tubu in Tibesti, had only limited authority over his tribesmen, and Derde Shay (d. 1939)
believed that greater commitment to Islam and the
application of the Shan'a would enhance his personal
authority. He invited SanusI teachers to teach the
Tubu the ways of Islam. Though there is still considerable laxity in observing Islamic rituals and customs, the Tubu have become aware of their Islamic
identity. Tubu elders often refer to the pre-Sanusiyya
period as their d^ahiliyya.
The Tubu are divided into two main groups: the
Teda whose centre is in Tibesti and the Daza who
live in Borku and Ennedi. The latter were exposed
to the influence of culamd3 from Bornu and Waday
and seem to practise Islam with greater conformity.
With greater security under colonial rule, traders
and teachers were able to move more freely and
farther away. The growing number of pilgrims
from Nigeria and other parts of West Africa who
passed through Chad as well as foreign merchants
from Nigeria, Fazzan and the Sudan who operate in
Chad, added to the impact of Islam on public and
private life.
Some ethnic groups which in the past had sought
refuge from the agression of the islamised states gradually came out of their isolation, mixed with other
groups and adopted Islam. In 1910 Islam had reached
only a few notables among the Buduma on the islands
of Lake Chad, but in the middle of the century all
the Buduma were considered Muslims. Though there
are no exact figures, it is estimated that more than
half of the population of Chad are Muslims.
Chad was of great strategic importance for France
as the link between its African possessions of French
Equatorial Africa, French West Africa and French
North Africa. In the heartland of Africa and remote,
more than any other territory in Africa, from seaports, the conquest of Chad, and subsequently its
administration and development, posed numerous
logistic problems. Only in 1920 did the French complete the "pacification" of Chad, when they overcame
the resistance of the Tubu, who had been inspired
by the Sanusiyya.
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In 1920 Chad was also constituted into a separate territory. In the delineation of its boundaries a
crucial decision was made to include the Sara and
other Bantu tribes south of 11° N. in Chad rather
than in Oubangui-Chari (the present Central African
Republic), where culturally-related ethnic groups liveIt was this decision which gave Chad its bipolar structure of the non-Muslim Bantu south and the Muslim,
partly arabised, north. Hence Chad is internally divided—there are no clear boundaries with its neighbours. Ethnic groups in Chad often feel closer to
their own kins, or to related groups beyond the international boundary, than to other ethnic groups in
Chad. In the colonial period and after independence,
the authorities had to withstand powerful centrifugal
tendencies.
In 1929 the French introduced the cultivation of
cotton as a cash crop in the south, and the Sara
were the first to integrate into the modern sector of
the economy and to reap its benefits. It was also
among the Sara that the French recruited troops to
their colonial army, and the Sara continue to dominate the army also after independence. Protestant
and Catholic missionaries opened schools in the south
and an educated elite emerged among the Sara.
The Muslims in the central and northern parts of
Chad had their own system of Islamic education and
were reluctant to send their children to French
schools, or even to government (non-missionary)
schools. Only a few sons of Muslim chiefs were sent
to study in French schools in the first years of colonial rule. They returned to hold positions in the
administration and were able to articulate support
for the traditional authorities. Young Muslims preferred to go for advanced studies to Cairo and
Khartum, but on their return they discovered that
because of their lack of French education they could
not be employed by the administration. This frustration, combined with Islamic militancy which they
had acquired in the Arab countries, led to their
being considered a threat both to the colonial administration and to their own traditional authorities. As
a remedy, an Arabic-French school was opened in
Abeshe in 1952, under the patronage of the sultan
of Waday, in order to keep students away from Arab
countries and to give them both an Islamic and
French education.
The French preferred to rule the central and
northern provinces of Chad through their sultans and
chiefs. Following their initial resistance to colonial
encroachment, the sultans of Waday, the alifa of
Mao, the Derde of the Tubu and lesser rulers, cooperated with the French administration and were able
to retain, and sometimes even to strengthen, their
political and religious authority. Only in the 1950s
did the French introduce a series of reforms in local
government which imposed some limitations on the
power of the traditional rulers. But the latter faced
an even greater threat with the introduction of elections to representatives assembies and with the emergence of political parties. With the support of the
administration, the sultans were able for some time
to send their own men to the territorial assembly.
But in 1957, with an almost universal franchise,
the neutrality of the administration and the decline
of the chief's powers, the radical Parti Progressiste
Tchadien (PPT), which had been engaged in grassroots politics, became dominant. The PPT's basis
of power was among the Sara who were better
educated, more advanced economically and more
articulated politically. The PPT exploited divisions
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among Muslim politicians, some of whom represented the interests of the traditional rulers while
others, who had been exposed to influences from
Cairo, North Africa and the Sudan, followed a more
radical orientation.
When the Republic of Chad became independent
in August 1960, the PPT had a marginal majority in
coalition with minor political groups and individual
politicians. Its leader, Francois Tombalabaye, became
the first president of the republic. In the following
years, Tombalabaye consolidated his power by gradually eliminating political rivals as well as ambitious
allies. He relied on the support of the Sara, his own
tribesmen, who dominated the armed forces. Most of
the university graduates in Chad were also from among
the Sara and they were appointed to senior political
and administrative positions. But Tombalabaye sought
also the cooperation of the traditional rulers, such as
the sultan of Waday and the alifa of Mao. In order
to appease them, he restored some of the powers that
the sultans had lost in the reforms during the last
years of colonial rule. In order to maintain a semblance of national unity, he had Muslim ministers in
his cabinet, some of whom were brought back to the
government after periods of isolation in prison or in
the political wilderness.
Muslims in Chad felt humiliated when they found
themselves ruled by the people of the south, whom
they had considered for centuries savage infidels and
a fair game for slave raids. The Muslims found it
hard to adjust to the change in the balance of powers, and resentment increased when Sara officials
replaced the French not only in the capital but also
in the territorial administration.
Since 1966 sporadic clashes between the government forces and dissidents spread from the southeastern provinces of Salamat to the provinces of
Waday, Batha and Baghirmi. Disturbances occurred
simultaneously also farther north in Borku, Ennedi
and Tibesti. Widespread unrest was channelled into
a co-ordinated rebellion by the FROLINAT (Front
de Liberation Rationale}, a radical movement which
sought to overthrow the regime of Tombalabaye, to
eradicate survivals of French colonialism and to foster closer relations with the Arab countries. Though
couched in ideological terms, the rebellion was really
an escalation of the conflict between north and
south, in which the historical, cultural and religious background had current economic and political implications.
Until February 1972, FROLINAT operated almost
freely from Libyan and Sudanese territories. Since
then the Sudan has effectively sealed its border with
Chad. In the middle of 1972 Libya also agreed to
withdraw its support from the rebels, but it still
harbours the leaders of FROLINAT and does not
stop the supply of provisions and arms into Chad
from Libya. French troops were sent to Chad,
and they succeeded in establishing a measure of
security in the eastern and central provinces. But
following the withdrawal of the French troops the
government's control of the countryside remained
rather fragile.
In Tibesti there is not a clear line between Tubu
tribesmen who support FROLINAT and those who
fought in the name of the Derde, their spiritual and
temporal leader. Through most of the colonial period
the Tubu nomads of the farthest north were under
French military administration. By agreement with
President Tombalabaye this military administration
continued after independence until 1964, when

French troops have been replaced by Chadian
troops who were mainly from among the Sara.
These troops had hardly been prepared for the
subtle task of governing the non-compliant Tubu
nomads, and the situation has been aggravated by
mutual distrust. Following a violent confrontation
between troops and tribesmen, the military command resorted to collective punishment and detained
for some time the Derde and his sons. In defiance
of the government, the Tubu nomads deserted the
oases and moved with their herds into the desert,
as they had done also in the first years of colonial rule. The Derde and his sons took refuge in
Libya, and from there directed the resistance of
the Tubu.
On 13 April 1975 a military coup brought to
power General Malloum who, like the deposed
President Tombalabaye, was a member of the southern Sara tribe. The new government had only a
partial success in achieving national reconciliation
whereas the military situation deteriorated even further. In February 1978 a northern offensive extended
the area controlled by FROLINAT to a point only
250 km from the capital Ndjamena (the former Fort
Lamy). Their advance was checked only by French
troops who had hastily been flown in. The internal
conflict had international implications, and Libya,
together with Chad's two other neighbours—Niger
and Sudan—brought the representatives of FROLINAT and the Chadian government to agree on a
cease-fire. For the first time, after twelve years of
fighting, there were at least formal arrangements for
negotiations aiming at the rebuilding of Chad on
the basis of equality between the north and the
south. These negotiations, how-ever, are bound to
be difficult and lengthy [See also the Addenda and
Corrigenda].
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CAKS, a t r i b a l g r o u p which emigrated to
Kashmir from Dardistan under their leader Lankar
C ak during the reign of Radja Suhadeva (1301-20).
Shams al-Dm (739-42/1339-42), the founder of the
Sultanate in Kashmir, made Lankar Cak his commander-in-chief, patronising the Caks in order to counteract the power of the feudal chiefs.
During the early part of Sultan Zayn al-cAbidin's
reign, Pandu, the leader of the Caks, organised a
strike as a protest against corvee labour, and set fire
to the Sultan's palace and some government buildings. As a punishment, the Sultan ordered the destruction of all the houses of the Caks in Trahgam, 25
miles north-west of Baramula. Pandu escaped, but was
captured and executed along with all the members
of his family fit to bear arms. Thus suppressed, the
C aks remained quiet for some years. But taking advantage of the weakness of Zayn al-cAbidln's successors,
they recovered their position, and engaged themselves
in the struggle for power against their rivals, the
Magres. When Mirza Haydar Dughlat (845-55/144151) established his rule in Kashmir, they suffered an
eclipse. But by making common cause with the nobles
against him, they brought about his downfall; and in
the struggle which followed his death, they succeeded
in securing for themselves large dj_agirs and the
wi^arat from the reigning Sultans. They became so
powerful that in 968/1561 GhazI Khan Cak set aside
Habib Shah, and declared himself king, becoming the
first Cak Sultan. He was a good administrator, generous, tolerant and just, but also at times ruthless; he
was the first Kashmir Sultan to introduce the practice of blinding and mutilating the limbs of political
opponents.
The Caks ruled Kashmir from 968/1561 to
996/1588. The outstanding ruler of the dynasty was
Husayn Shah, who was generous, and although a
good Shlcl, liberal towards both the Sunnis and
Hindus. A man of cultured tastes, he wrote verses in
Persian and enjoyed the society of poets, artists and
learned men of all religions. His brother 'All Shah
succeeded him, following his policies and ruling from
978/1570 to 987/1579.
The weakest ruler among the Cak Sultans was
Yusuf Shah. It was he who surrendered to Radja
Bhagwan Das, Emperor Akbar's commander, without
offering any resistance (24 Safar 994/14 February
1586), and made a treaty with him, according to
which his kingdom was to be restored to him. But
Akbar denounced the treaty and imprisoned him.
Later, Yusuf Shah was given a mansab of 500 and
sent to Bihar. He died on 14 Dhu'l-Hidjdja 1000/22
September 1592, and was buried at Biswak in the
Patna district.
Yackub Shah, the son of Yusuf Shah, denounced
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the treaty and declared himself sultan. He carried
on the struggle against the Mughals, and inflicted
defeats on the Mughal commander, Kasim Khan.
Meanwhile, Yackub's intolerance towards the Sunnis,
who were compelled to recite the name of CA1I in
the public prayers, antagonised their leaders, who
appealed to Akbar for help. The emperor sent Yusuf
Khan Ridwl to Kashmir, accompanied by some
Kashmir chiefs who acted as guides. Yusuf Khan,
by adopting a policy of conciliation won over many
Kashmir nobles, and at the same time sent a force
against Ya c kub. The latter continued to resist, but
finding himself alone and isolated, he surrendered
when Akbar arrived in the Valley early in Radjab
996/June 1588. He was imprisoned and died in
Muharram 1001/October 1592 and was buried, like
his father, in Biswak.
Although leaderless, the Caks continued to resist
the Mughals, but were ruthlessly crushed. Djahanglr's
governor of Kashmir, Ttikad Khan (1032-7/1623-7)
hunted them down and killed them; eventually, they
escaped to the hills and remote villages, taking up
agriculture and other peaceful pursuits.
The Cak rule, though short-lived (968-96/1561-88),
was culturally important, for the Cak Sultans, like the
shah Mlrs, encouraged education, patronised poets
and scholars and promoted arts and crafts. Two outstanding poets and scholars of the period were Baba
Dawud Khaki and Shaykh Yackub Sarfi; and the most
noted calligraphist was Muhammad Hasan, who
entered Akbar's service and was given the title of
zamn kalam. Under Djahanglr and Shah Djahan also,
the most prominent calligraphists were those of
Kashmiri origin.
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ed. B. De and Hidayat Hosain, Bibl. Ind., tr. in
the same series B. De and Barni Prashad; Abu
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(MOHIBBUL HASAN)
GAMLIBEL, FARUK NAFIDH modern Turkish FARUK
NAFIZ QAMLIBEL, Turkish poet and playwright
(1898-1973). He was born in Istanbul, the son of
Suleyman Nafidh, a civil servant in the Ministry of
Forests and Mining (Orman we Macadin Nezareti).
After high school he began to study medicine, but
soon abandoned it to turn to journalism and teaching. He taught Turkish literature in Kayseri (1922-4),
Ankara (1924-32) and Istanbul high schools and the
American Robert College (1932-46). He was elected
a deputy for Istanbul of the Democratic Party (DP)
and served 14 consecutive years (1946-60) in Parliament
until his arrest with other DP deputies by the
Committee of National Unity (Milli Birlik Komitesi) which
carried out the Revolution of 27 May 1960. He was
detained on a Marmara island (Yassiadd) until his acquittal 16 months later. He died on 8 November 1973
on board ship during a cruise in the Mediterranean.
Faruk Nafidh (as he was known until 1934 when he
added Camlibel) began to write poetry at the age of
17 using the traditional {arud metre. His early works
Sharkln sultdnlan ("The Sultans of the East"), Istanbul
1918, and Gb'niilden goniile ("From heart to heart"),
Istanbul 1919, reveal the strong influence of Yahya
Kemal \q.v^\, who was the dominant literary figure of
the period. The impact upon him of Diva5 (Ziya)
Gokalp's teaching was most marked, and from then
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on he wrote in the line of the popular bards (saz
shd'irleri), becoming the most important member of
the group called Besh heajeaji shd'ir (five poets using
syllabic metre, the others being Yusuf Diya3, Orkhan
Seyfi", Enfs Behfdj and Khalid Fakhrf): Dinle neyden
("Listen to the flute"), Istanbul 1919, and Coban ceshmesi
("Shepherd's fountain"), Istanbul 1926. But he did
not completely abandon the carud, which he used (like
his contemporaries) whenever he thought the subject
matter lent itself better to this metre, as his Suda
halkalar ("Circles on the water"), published in 1928
in carud, shows. In 1933 Faruk Nafidh published a
selection of his poems under the title Bir b'miir boyle
gegti ("A whole life gone by like this"). He collected
his humorous poems Tath sert ("Bitter sweet") in 1938,
and his epic poems Akinci tiirkuleri ("Raider's songs")
in 1939. Then followed a long silence until the publication of his Zjndan duvarlan ("Prison walls") in 1967.
These are impressions of his prison days, in a rather
outdated and hackneyed style, in the form of kit'a
(and not rubd'l as stated by Mehmed Kaplan,
Cumhuriyet devri Tiirk siiri~, Istanbul 1975, 31-3,
passim). An anthology selected from all his works was
published by the Ministry of Education in 1969, Han
duvarlan ("Inn walls", which is the title of his most
popular poem). A master of form, Camlibel wrote
unsophisticated romantic and sentimental poems of
love, with no particular depth of feeling, but in an
easy, flowing, polished and harmonious style which
made him one of the most popular poets of the
1920s. Following the trend of the period, he also
wrote patriotic and epic-historic poems, and many
poems eulogising Anatolia (and its people), these being
increasingly popular subject-matter for literature under
the inspiration of the Nationalist movement following the First World War. Camlibel is also the author
of a number of verse plays, mostly inspired by political motives (e.g. Akin ("Raid"), Istanbul 1932), except
for his powerful Djdnawdr ("The monster"), Istanbul
1926, a vivid portrayal of the chronic conflict between
peasants and landowners in Anatolia. Camlibel also
attempted one novel, Yildiz yagmuru ("Rain of stars"),
Istanbul 1936.
Bibliography: Kenan Akyiiz, Bati tesirinde Tiirk
jim antolojisi3 Ankara 1970, 842, 876; Mehmed
Kaplan, op. cit., 13-33 (should be used critically,
since it is often politically biased); Behcet Necatigil,
Edebiyatimizda isimler so'zlugu8, Istanbul 1975; Cevdet
Kudret, Tiirk edebiyatindan se$me parfalar, Istanbul,
1973, 367-74.
(FAHIR Iz)
CAMONDO, AVRAM, f i n a n c i e r , p h i l a n t h r o pist, and reformer active amongst Istanbul's Jewish
community (d. 1873). Born in Venice, he arrived in
Istanbul and entered the banking business midway
through the reign of Sultan Mahmud II (1808-39).
As his influence and power increased, Camondo
became the sarrdf (personal banker) of a number of
Ottoman officials, most notably of the Grand Vizier
Mustafa Reshld Pasha, with whom he established
extremely close ties. Camondo later became financial
representative of the Baron Hirsch interests and at
times acted in concert with the firms of Rothschild
and Bleichroder.
In 1854 Camondo became a member of the
Inti^dm-l Shehir Commission, a body charged with
advising the central government on measures necessary for the modernisation of Istanbul [see BALADIYYA]. To carry out the extensive plans of this
commission, the Ottoman government in 1858 created an autonomous municipal council in Ghalata
[q.v. in Suppl.], the European district of the capital.

From 1858 until 1861 Camondo was a leading member of this council, which marked the first systematic effort to provide Istanbul with the services and
amenities of a modern European city.
Camondo's efforts at modernisation were also
directed toward the Jewish community of Istanbul,
which by the 19th century was marked by extreme
ignorance and fanaticism. In 1854 he founded a
modern school at Pfrf Pasha, where Turkish and
French were studied in addition to scripture. The
resulting attempt by conservatives to excommunicate
him provoked a serious conflict in the Jewish community, which was resolved in favour of the liberal
faction only because of the intervention of the Ottoman government. Camondo then became head of the
Jewish Community Council and continued the task of
educational reform. In 1870 he took up permanent
residence in Paris, but continued to provide Istanbul's
Jewish community with synagogues and educational
institutions. After his death, his body, in accordance
with his will, was returned to Istanbul and buried in
Siitludje.
Bibliography: M. Franco, Essai sur rhistoire des
Israelites de Vempire Ottoman depuis les origines jusqu'a
nos jours, Paris 1897, 153-5, 162-6, 180, 187;
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63, 78, 185-6, 206. Similar information can be
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(5AWDOR, or Cawdir, one of the major t r i b e s
of the T u r k m e n [q.v.].
It appears already in the lists of 24 Oghuz tribes
given by Mahmud al-Kashgharf (i, 57; Djuwaldar)
and Rashld al-Dm (ed. A. Ali-zade, Moscow 1965,
80, 122: Djawuldur). The tribe participated in
the Saldjuk movement; the famous amir Caka, who
founded an independent Turkmen principality on the
Aegean coast at the end of the 11 th century, is said
to be a Cawdor. The tribal name (in the form
Cawundur) was registered in Anatolia in the 16th
century (see F. Siimer, Ogzlar, Ankara 1967, 315-17).
The main part of the tribe, however, remained in
Central Asia or returned to it from the west. In the
Shadj_ara-yi Tardkima by Abu '1-Ghazf [q.v.] (ed. A.N.
Kononov, text 61, Russian tr. 68), the Cawdor are
mentioned among those tribes which came to
Mangishlak [q.v.] after disturbances in the Oghuz il.
It remained on Mangishlak till the 19th century, longer
than any other Turkmen tribe. In his Shadj_ara-yi
Turk (ed. Desmaisons, text, 210, tr. 224) Abu '1-GhazI
mentions the Cawdor only once, in the account of
the Turkmen tribes which paid tribute to the Uzbek
khans of Khwarazm at the beginning of the 16th century. The Cawdor are mentioned in this connection
together with another old Oghuz tribe, the Igdir (in
a form "Igdir Djawuldur"); together they are said to
pay three-fourths of the tribute imposed on Hasanili. The term Hasan-ili (Esen-ili in the Turkmen pronunciation; also Esen-Khan-ili) has continued to exist
till the present time, but its exact meaning is not
quite clear; it seems that latterly it has been applied
mainly to the Cawdors themselves and sometimes
only to one of their main clans, the Kara-Cawdor.
Besides the Cawdor and the Igdir, the Hasan-ili group
included also the tribes of the Abdal, Buzaci
(Boz Hadji), Burundjik and Soyinadji (Soyin Hadji).
In the 19th century all of them, except the last one,
were mostly considered only as different clans of the
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same tribe Cawdor, in some descriptions, however,
they appear as separate tribes.
In the 16th and 17th centuries, the dwellings of
the Cawdor were located mainly in the northern
part of Mangishlak, where the Buzaci peninsula still
preserves the name of one of the above-mentioned
clans. From the early 17th century, they were exposed
to a strong pressure both from the north, by the
Kalmuks [</.y.], and from the south, by the Khanate
of KhTwa. As a result of this pressure in the late
17th and the early 18th century, a part of the Cawdor
and the Igdir as well as all the Soyinadji migrated
to the region of the Volga Kalmuks, and, together
with the Kalmuks, they became Russian subjects (see
V.V. Bartol'd, Socineniya, ii/1, 613-14). At the end
of the 18th century, they moved to the Northern
Caucasus, and now they live on the rivers Manic
and Kuma in the region (kray) of Stavropol; in 1960
their total number was estimated as more than 5,000.
The greater part of the Cawdor moved however in
the first half of the 18th century to Khvvarazm. At
the end of this century their main centre, Cawdorkala, was in Aral, in the north of Khwarazm, and
they were the allies of the independent Uzbek rulers
of the town of Kungrat in their wars with the khans
of KhTwa. After the victory of Khlwa over the
Kungrat [q.vJ] in 1810, part of the Cawdor returned
to Mangishlak, but in the 1830s and 1840s they
finally left Mangishlak for Khwarazm under the pressure of the Aday Kazaks, and since then their centre has become the town of Porsi (now Kalinin),
about 30 miles to the east from Old Urgenc. Only
an insignificant number of Cawdors still remain on
Mangishlak.
On Mangishlak the Cawdor were nomads, though
the number of their cattle was relatively small and
an important part of their economy was fishing and
seal-hunting on the Caspian sea. In Khwarazm they
became sedentarised farmers. Their exact number is
unknown; the estimations of the late 19th and the
early 20th century vary between 3,500 and 17,000
families.
Bibliography: A. Culoshnikov, in Material! po
istorii Uzbekskoy, Tadlikskoy i Turkmenskoy SSR,
Leningrad 1932, 73-5; Yu. Bregel, Khorezmskiye turkmem v XIX veke, Moscow 1961, 23-5, 29-31 et passim
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century, see Russko-turkmenskiye otnosheniya v XVIIIXIX vv., Ashkhabad 1963, esp. 67, 115, 138, 142,
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CAY-KHANA, lit. "tea-house", a term covering
a range of establishments in Iran serving tea
and light refreshments, and patronised mainly by
the working and lower middle classes. The term
kahwa-khdna, "coffee-house", is used almost synonymously, though coffee is never served. This latter
name, however, tells us something of the history of
this institution, for most of which we have to rely
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on the accounts of the European travellers. One of
the earliest references occurs in Chardin's Voyages
(ii, 321), where in his description of Isfahan in
about 1670 he speaks of "les cabarets a cafe, a
tabac, et pour ces boissons fortes qu'on fait avec
le sue du pavot." There is no mention of tea here,
nor in Hanway's Journal of Travels, written nearly a
hundred years later, nor even in Malcolm's History
of Persia compiled at the beginning of the 19th century. Up to this point it seems that coffee remained
the popular drink, but by 1866 Lycklama a Nijeholt
was able to write that tea "forme la boisson ordinaire des divers habitants de la Perse" (ii, 105),
though elsewhere he mentions that coffee as well
as tea was served to him by the Imam Djum'a of
Isfahan. Yet even he does not use the term cdykhana, though he does mention that the word kahwakhdna was applied to part of the servants' quarters
in a large Persian house. E.G. Browne in 1887
records a stop at "a little roadside tea-house" near
Tehran, and adds, "Many such tea-houses formerly
existed in the capital, but most of them were closed
some time ago by order of the Shah. The reason
commonly alleged for this proceeding is that they
were supposed to encourage extravagance and idleness, and, as I have also heard said, evils of a more
serious kind. Outside the town, however, some of
them are still permitted to continue their trade and
provide the lbona fide traveller' with refreshment,
which, need-less to say, does not include wine or
spirits." (A year amongst the Persians, 82). Elsewhere
Browne mentions frequently the serving of tea at
private entertainments, but never coffee.
Evidently, then, a fairly sudden change of habit
took place during the first half of the 19th century,
though why tea should suddenly have been preferred to coffee (neither of which grew in Iran at
that time) is not clear. It is not even certain when
tea first became known to the Iranians. Blrum's
Kitdb al-Saydana, written in the first half of the
5th/llth century, gives a detailed account of cay,
but only as a plant grown and used in China.
According to a Safawid manuscript referred to without quotation by FarTdun Adamiyyat in his Amir-i
Kablr wa Iran, tea was drunk in Iran in Safawid
times; but the same author suggests that the widespread introduction of tea-drinking into Iran was
due to Amir-i Kablr [q.v. in Suppl.], who in 1849
received gifts of silver samovars from the Russian
and French governments on the occasion of the
coronation of Nasir al-Dm Shah, and encouraged
the craftsmen of Isfahan to copy them. From then
on, tea began to be imported in significant and
increasing quantities, mainly the black tea of India,
which was preferred to the milder Chinese. Tea was
not actually grown in Iran, and specifically in the
Caspian area, until 1896.
The first dictionary appearance of the word kahwakhdna is in Francis Johnson's, published in 1852; but
the word cay-khana does not appear until the most
recent dictionaries (e.g. Dihkhuda, pt. 41, 1338/1959).
Even the omniscient Haim (1935) does not list it, but
under kahwa-khdna adds the definition "[in Persia] a
tea-house". However, the word cdy-khana was certainly
in common use by that time; indeed A.V. Williams
Jackson met it as early as 1903, when he found along
his route "mud cabins which served as tea-houses (chdi
khanah)" (Persia past and present, 34).
At the present time the terms cay-khana and
kahwa-khana are to some extent interchangeable, but
the former tends to be used for the small way-
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side establishments catering primarily for travellers
(cf. Dihkhuda's definition "places on the highways
and caravan routes where formerly carriage horses
were changed"). Since the coming of motor transport most of these have disappeared, while others
have acquired a degree of sophistication appropriate to the bus passengers who now constitute their
main clientele. By contrast the word kahwa-khdna
usually designates the tea-shops in the towns and
large villages, which serve as meeting-places for the
local (male) community (a very few have curtainedoff compartments for women). Both types of establishment serve much the same fare—tea, prepared
with the aid of a large samovar, bread and cheese,
eggs, perhaps db-i gusht or some other such simple
dish, and of course the kalydn (water-pipe). (Coffee
is obtainably only in the more sophisticated,
European-style cafe (kdfa], patronised by wealthier
clients, where tea, ice-cream, soft drinks, and French
pastries are also to be had). For entertainment, there
is the takhta-yi nard (backgammon board), and often
the nakkdl, who recites long dramatic episodes from
the Shdh-ndma, or traditional epics and folktales in
prose or verse. In Adharbaydjan a similar role
is often filled by the cdshik, who recites mystical
poetry in Turkish, Arabic or Persian, accompanying
himself on a stringed instrument. Dervish fortunetellers (rammdl] are also commonly to be seen. In
times of high political activity the kahwa-khdna may
serve as a centre for the dissemination of news and
views. Browne, in The Persian revolution, 143, quotes
an unnamed Persian correspondent, writing on 19
June 1907: "In many of the Qahwa-khdnas professional readers are engaged, who, instead of reciting
the legendary tales of the Shah-nama, now regale
their clients with political news."
Many of the older kahwa-khdna?, are decorated with
paintings and frescoes dating from Kadjar times. These
may depict religious scenes (the martyrdom of Husayn,
for instance, or the Mfrdaj. of the Prophet), Shdh-ndma
episodes (the death of Rustam, the court of Dahhak,
the fight between Blzhan and Human), love-stories
(Layla and Madjnun, Shlrm bathing), and dancing
girls, musicians and entertainers at the royal court.
Bibliography: al-Blrunl, Kitdb al-Saydana, ed.
and tr. Hakim Mohammed Said, Karachi 1973,
i (introduction), 84-5, ii, (translation), 128-9
(Arabic), 105-6 (English); Voyages du Chevalier
Chardin en Perse, Paris 1686; Jonas Hanway, An
historical account of the British trade over the Caspian
Sea with a journal of travels, London 1753; Sir John
Malcolm, The history of Persia, London 1815; ibid.,
Sketches of Persia, London 1828; T.M. Chevalier
Lycklama a Nijeholt, Voyage en Russie, au Caucase
et en Perse, Paris 1872; Farldun Adamiyyat, Amiri Kabir wa Iran, Tehran 1323/1944, ii, 248-50;
E.G. Browne, A year amongst the Persians, London
1893; idem, The Persian revolution, Cambridge 1910;
A. V. Williams Jackson, Persia past and present, New
York 1906; Iradj Nabawi, Tdblu-hd-yi kahwdkhdna3i, Tehran N.D. (ca. 1973).
(L.P. ELWELL-SUTTON)
CAYLAK TEWFlK, modern Turkish gAYLAK
TEVFIK, Turkish w r i t e r and j o u r n a l i s t (184392). A self-taught man, he was born in Istanbul
and became a civil servant. He started his career
in Bursa and continued in Istanbul where he published the papers cAslr ("Century", later renamed
Letd'if-i dthdr] and Terakkl ("Progress"). In February
1876 he published his best-known paper, the humorous Caylak ("The Kite"), which became his nick-name

and which ceased publication in June 1877 after
162 numbers. In 1877 he went, with a delegation,
to Hungary for a month and on his return he published his impressions as Tddigdr-i Maajaristdn
("Souvenir of Hungary"). Caylak Tewfik is the author
of the following works: Kdfile-i shu'ard', alphabetically arranged biographies of poets (which stop at
the letter ddl); Istanbul'da bir sene ("A year in
Istanbul"), Istanbul 1297-9 RumI/1881-3, his best
known work, the general title of a series of five
books, consisting of realistic descriptions of everyday life in Istanbul. The subtitles of the work are
(1) Tandir; (2) Mahalle kahwesi; (3) Kdghidkhdne; (4)
Ramadan geajeleri; and (5) Meykhdne. Caylak Tewfik
pioneered the Nasr al-Dm Khodja literature in modern Turkish, and published three volumes containing about 200 stories on him, Letd3if-i Nasr al-Din,
Bu Adem (1883) and Khazme-i Letd'if (1885).
Bibliography: Turk Ansiklopedisi, xi (1961-3),
407-8; Behcet Necatigil, Edebiyatimizda isimler
sozlugu*, Istanbul 1975.
(FAHIR Iz)
CEH, the O t t o m a n term for the inhabitants of
present-day Czechochoslovakia, mainly Bohemia
and Moravia, but partly also Slovakia. The Arabs did
not use this term, although the territory was known
to them at least since the end of the 3rd/9th century.
In the so-called "Anonymous relation" on East European and Turkish peoples, preserved by a group of
early and later Muslim geographers (Ibn Rusta,
Hudud al-cdlam, Gardlzl, al-Bakrf, MarwazI, cAwfT), the
name of Svatopluk (spelled variously as Sw.n.t.b.l.k.,
Sw.y.t.m.l.k., etc.) ruler of the Great Moravian Empire
(871-94), is mentioned. The name of his land (Mirwat,
M.r.dat) is also given in some sources, but its localisation is erroneously shifted too far to the east (cf.
Ibn Rusta, 142-5, tr. Wiet, 160-3; Hudud al-cdlam, tr.
Minorsky, §§ 42, 46; Gardlzl, ed. Barthold, 99-100,
ed. cAbd. al-Hayy Hablbl, Tehran 1347/1968, 275;
MarwazI, ed. Minorsky, 22, 35).
Al-MascudI must have had an excellent informant
(probably a Slavonic slave from this region) on the
ethnic and political situation in Central Europe,
since his relation is entirely independent of other
sources and rich in detail not to be found elsewhere. In the list of Slavonic tribes and their rulers
we find also the name of Wenceslaus (Prince of
Bohemia, 926-35), spelled as Wan.dj Slaw, but only
as ruler of the Dudlebs (Dulaba), one of the many
Czech tribes at this period (Muruaj, iii, 62-3 — §§
905-6; Marquart, Streifziige, 102 ff., wanted to read
another ethnic name in the list Sasln as C ahm [=
Czechs], but this is unlikely as the context points
rather to the Saxons). In his Tanbih, 62, al-MascudI
describes the Danube (Danuba) and the Morava
(Malawa) rivers and mentions also the Slavonic peoples Bahrain (Bohemians; this can be read also as
Namdjln, the Slavonic term for the Germans), and
Murawa (Moravians).
The most copious and detailed information about
the territory of Czechoslavakia and its peoples is
to be found in Ibrahim b. Ya'kub's [q.v.] narration,
who visited these countries in the sixties of the 10th
century and could well be called the discoverer
of Central Europe. He names the successor and
brother of Wenceslaus, Boleslav I (935-67) as the ruling prince over Prague (Fragh), Bohemia (Buyama)
and Cracovia (Krakuwa). His detailed account is full
of precious information about the economic and commercial situation, and brings many facts about
the life, manners and customs of the people, as well
as a few Slavonic words. His description of Prague is
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the oldest extant in the literature, and the whole
account belongs to the most valuable sources of early
Czech history. Unfortunately his relation is not conserved in its entirety, but only in excerpts in alBakrT's al-Mamalik wa'l-masalik', some fragments are
preserved by al-Kazwmf and by the late Maghrib!
geographer Ibn cAbd al-Muncim al-Himyari in his
Kitdb al-Rawd al-mictdr (Bibl. Nat. Rabat, Ms. no.
238).
After the 4th/10th century, the country of the
Czechs and Slovaks wanes from the horizon of
Arab and Persian geographers. The only exception
is al-IdnsT, who in two sections (vi, 2 and 3) mentions Bu'amiyya (Bohemia), but under this name
he understood two different countries, as is to be
seen from the list of towns belonging to it. His
first Bu'amiyya represents Slovakia (and partly
northern Hungary) with the towns of Basu (either
Bratislava, formerly Poszon, or Vacov), Akra (Jager,
Erlau), Butash or * -nsfn (either Bites in Moravia,
or Trencin in Slovakia), Shubruna (Sopron), Nitram
(Nitra), etc. The second Bu'amiyya, in which the
towns of Ifrakat (Prague) and Masla (Meissen) are
located, forms, according to al-Idnsf, a part of his
Allamaniyya (Germany). All this shows that he had
rather vague knowledge about this part of Europe,
borrowing his information from various sources and
being unable to harmonise it (cf. Lewicki, Polska,
part 2, passim).
The next time the Muslim peoples came into contact with the territory of modern Czechoslovakia was
under the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman expansion in the llth/17th century touched also some
southern regions of present-day Czechoslovakia, these
regions then forming a part of the Hungarian kingdom. Following the Battle of Mohacs in 1526, the
Turks successively conquered Buda in 1541 and
Esztergom in 1543 and occupied the village of Kakat
(today Sturovo), where they built a small fortress,
called Cigerdelen Parkani; this was the beginning of
Ottoman rule over Czechoslovak territory. In 1544
they conquered the fortress FiPakovo in eastern
Slovakia and Nograd and Szecseny in northern
Hungary. This territory was then organized into four
sanajaks, those of Esztergom, Nograd, Szecseny and
FiPakovo, where more than 90 villages and hamlets
on the territory of present-day Czechoslovakia were
located.
During the so-called Fifteen-Years' War of 15931606, the Ottomans lost the larger part of this region,
so that afterwards only about 200 villages remained
under their rule.
The greatest military enterprise of the llth/17th
century, the campaign of Koprulii Ahmed Pasha
against the Hapsburg monarchy in 1663-4, touched
again Czechoslovak territory. In 1663 the Turkish
army conquered the important fortresses of Nove
Zamky (Uyvar, Neuhausel, Ersekujvar), Nitra and
Levice as well as many smaller fortifications. After the
peace of Vasvar of 14 August 1664, the fortress of
Nove Zamky, together with 786 villages and hamlets
in southern Slovakia, remained in Ottoman hands (cf.
Defter-i mufassal-i eydlet-i Uyvar, Ba§bakanlik Ar§ivi, Tapu
Defterleri, Nos. 115-698). Out of this territory a new
eydlet was constituted with its headquarters in Uyvar.
Ottoman rule lasted here until the reconquest of Nove
Zamky in 1685, whereas in the eastern regions of
Slovakia it persisted till a year later, when the township of Rimavska Sobota paid for the last time taxes
to the Ottomans.
Since the treaties between the Ottomans and the
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Hapsburg monarchy were frequently infringed, the
frontiers remained unstable and underwent many
changes. The Ottoman administration considered
all villages inscribed in the tax-registers or defter?, as
its own territory and insisted firmly on this view,
whereas the opposite party was not willing to accept
this state of affairs. There thus emerged a wide
frontier zone under the fiscal jurisdiction of both
parties, i.e. a condominium. The inhabitants were
forced to pay taxes to both sides; the levy of taxes
on the disputed territory led to incessant fighting,
to punitive expeditions for non-payment, to raids
and plunderings of villages as well as to draggingaway of peoples into captivity or slavery. The main
raids occurred against Roznava andjelsava in 1556,
Gemer in 1569, Vrable in 1584 and 1630, Krupina
in 1654, Zarnovice in 1654, etc. The marauding
raids, chiefly by Tatar troops, devastated many times
the whole region of the Vah and Nitra rivers (1543,
1552, 1575), as well as eastern Moravia (1530, 1599,
1663).
The only Turkish traveller who visited the territory
of Czechoslovakia was Ewliya Celebi, who travelled
in the southern regions in 1660-6 and also took part
in the campaign of 1663-4. He visited and described
the following towns and fortresses: Nove Zamky
(Uyvar), Komarno (Komaran), Parkan-Sturovo
(Cigerdelen Parkani), Surany, Kosice (Kashsha),
FiPakovo (Filek), Hlohovec (Galgofca) and Bratislava
(Podjon), cf. Seydhat-ndme, vi, 46-51, 278-392; vii, 1336, 335-45.
Two participants in the same campaign have also
left accounts: Mustafa Ziihdi in the Td'nkh-i Uyvar
(Halis Efendi Ktph.', No. 2230) and Mehmed NedjatI
in the Ta3nkh-i sefer-i Uyvar (Revan Ktph., No. 1308),
both written in 1665. In the Turkish historical
literature the events of war on Czechoslovak territory were described in some detail by Ibrahim
PecewT (conquest of FiPakovo, Ta'rlkh, i, 139-40; of
Sobotka, ii, 140; the siege of Komarno, ii, 154-6).
Katib C elebi gave an account of events of the
Fifteen-Years War in his Fedhleke, i, 19-20, 132-6,
261-2.
Bibliography: Arabic accounts: J. Marquart,
Osteuropdische und ostasiatische Streifziige, Leipzig 1903,
95-160; T. Kowalski, Relacja Ibrdhima ibn Jcfkuba
Z podroiy do krajow slowidriskich v przeka&e al-Bekriego, Cracow 1946; T. Lewicki, Polska i kraje sasednie w swietle "Ksiegi Rogera" geografa arabskiego z
XII w. al-Idnsi-ego, 2 parts, Cracow-Warsaw 194554; I. Hrbek, in Magnae Moraviae fontes historic!,
iii, Brno 1969; Ottoman period: L. Fekete, AZ
Esztergomi szandszak 1570. evi adoossieiirnsa, Budapest
1943; J. Blaskovic, Some notes on the history of the
Turkish occupation of Slovakia, in Ada Univ. Carol.,
Orientalis Pragensia, Prague 1960, 41-57; idem,
Rimavska Sobota v case osmanskotureckeho panstva
(Rimavska Sobota at the time of Ottoman Turkish rule),
Bratislava 1975 (= Turkish documents, translation and commentary).
(I. HRBEK - J. BLASKOVIC)
CITRUS [see MUHAMMADAT].
COBAN-OGHULLARI, a family of derebeys
[q.v.] in Ottoman Anatolia, who controlled the districts (ndhiyes) of Tiyek, Ekbez and Hacilar in the
eastern parts of the Amanus Mountains or Gavur
Dagi (in the hinterland of Iskenderun [see ISKANDARUN] in modern Turkey). They claimed hereditary power in the area from the time of Sultan
Murad IV (1032-49/1623-40), when the latter, in
the course of his campaign against the Persians in
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Baghdad, granted these districts to a local shepherd
(cobari). By the 19th century, the family was divided
into two branches, one controlling Tiyek and Ekbez
and the other Hacilar. The Coban-oghullari played
a part in the attempts of the more powerful derebey
families of the Cicilian region to maintain their local

autonomy against the Porte in Istanbul, and were
at times allied with e.g. the Kiiciik cAlf-oghullari

[?•»•]•

Bibliography: see A.G. Gould, Lords or bandits?
The derebeys of Cilicia, in IJMES, vii (1976), 491.
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DABBAGH (A.), "tanner", frequent as a nisba in
mediaeval and modern Arabic. In pre-Islamic Arabia,
the tanners were Jewish craftsmen. During the lifetime of the Prophet, his Companions, such as alHarith b. Sabfra, Sawda, Asma3 bint 'Amis and others,
were associated with tanning. Sacd b. cA3idh al-Karaz,
one of the Companions of Muhammad, was busy
trading in fruit of the acacia (kara£) which was widely used as a material for the processing of
leather. During the Umayyad, cAbbasid and Mamluk
periods, there were many Jewish and Arab tradesmen
engaged in tannery. Djahiz mentions Jewish tanners;
al-Samcanf and Ibn al-Athir, on the other hand, cite
numerous names of Arabs who were well-known not
only as dabbdghs, but also as transmitters of traditions
and religious lore.
The tanners worked and lived in the suburbs of
towns and villages, and had their separate lanes (darb)
in the markets known as darb al-dabbdghm. They had
their shops close to the camel-market of Mirbad in
Basra during the Umayyad period. The shops of
dabbdghun, together with those of fishmongers, were
situated in the markets of Karkh in Baghdad, away
from the shops of the perfumers (^attarun}. The muhtasib
supervised the artisans' works and prevented the
dabbdgh from using oak galls (cqfs) instead of acacia
fruits (karaz) for leather processing, and cautioned the
tanners not to mix hides of ritually-slaughtered cows
with those of animals like horses, mules and donkeys
which had died natural deaths without being properly slaughtered.
The dabbdgh does not appear prominently in Arabic
anecdotes and humorous tales, whereas the weaver
(hd'ik] and the cupper (haaj$dm) was often portrayed
as a comic character in Arabic literature. The relative
silence of Arabic udabd3 about tanners was partly due
to the social isolation in which the dabbdghun worked
and lived. Al-Raghib al-Isfaham expresses the accepted
view about the dabbdgh., the ha'ik and the hadj.a^dm,
that they are siflat al-nds, men of mean status. The
'Abbasid government, from time to time, imposed
extraordinary taxes (maks) on skilled artisans, including
tanners, but these fiscal measures were temporary. We
find some evidence which suggest that the
witness (shahddd) of craftsmen of low status like the
sweeper (kannds), tanner, cupper and weaver was
not acceptable in law; some Malikf jurists, however,
pleaded in favour of the waiving of this restriction
and the acceptance of their shahdda. Ibn cAbidin and
some other jurists, while discussing the law of kafd'a,
debated the question whether the tanners were eligible to contract marriages outside their own social
group, and Arab prejudices against the dabbdghs
clearly hindered upward social mobility among tanners
through marriages with families of higher status.

Bibliography: Djahiz, Thalath rasa'il, ed. J.
Finkel, Cairo 1926, 17; Abu Talib al-Makkf, Kut
al-kulub, Cairo 1310/1892, ii, 279; Ibn al-Djawzi,
Mandkib Baghdad, Baghdad 1342/1923, 4, 28; idem,
al-Muntazam, Hyderabad 1358, x, 194; al-Raghib
al-Isfahanf, Muhddardt al-udabd3, Beirut 1961, ii,
459-60; Ibn Bassam, Nihdyat al-rutbafi talab al-hisba,
Baghdad 1968, 204-6; Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Ma'dlim
al-kurba, London 1938, 229-30; al-Samcam, al-Ansdb
(s.v. al-dabbdgh} Hyderabad 1966, v, 300-2; Ibn alAthir, al-Lubdb fi tahdhib al-ansdb, (s. w. al-dabbdgh
and al-kara^ Beirut n.d., i, 488-9 , iii, 26; cAla'
al-Dfn al-Lubudf, Fad I al-iktisdb, Chester Beatty Ms.
4791, f. 57b; Ibn cAbidfn, Radd al-Muhtdr cald dun
al-Mukhtdr, Cairo 1877, ii, 496-7; al-Kattanf, M^dm
al-hukuma al-nabawlyya, known as al-Tardtib al-iddriyya,
Beirut n.d., ii, 56-7, 64, 92; A. Mez, Renaissance of
Islam, Eng. tr. 39; R. Brunschvig, Metiers vils en
Islam, in St. hi, xvi (1962), 48, 58.
(M.A.J. BEG[
AL-DABBAGH, ABU ZAYD <ABD AL-RAHMAN
B. MUHAMMAD B. £AL! B. cAso ALLAH AL-ANSARI ALUSAYDI, b. 605/1208-9, d. 699/1300, was, according
to the eyewitness and probably interested testimony
of al-cAbdari, the unique true scholar in alK a y r a w a n of his time. If one can believe an anecdote which states that he owed his cognomen of
al-Dabbagh to the fact that his great-grandfather disguised himself as a tanner in order to avoid the office
of kddtj he must have stemmed from an ancient family
of Kayrawam fakihs. Al-cAbdari, who visited him in
688/1289 and received from him a general iajdza for
the transmission of his whole work, praises his hospitality, fine appearance, amiability, lofty mind and
breadth of knowledge. He was well-versed in all the
traditional Islamic sciences, was a felicitous poet and
excelled above all in hadith. His masters had been
numerous (over 80), and he devoted to them, in the
fashion of the time, a bamdmadj_ or catalogue, which
has survived. He also wrote a work on hadith, alAhddith al-arbacinfl cumum rahmat Allah li-sd'ir al-cdlamln,
a history, Ta'rikh Muluk al-Isldm and a collection of
edifying vitae, Diala3 al-qfkdr fi mandkib al-ansdr, none
of these works has come down to us.
However, al-Dabbagh owed his reputation above all
to his tabakdt devoted, in a chronological order by dates
of death, to the saints and scholars who had either lived
in al-Kayrawan or had visited it. According to al-cAbdarI,
this was called Ma'dlim al-imdn wa-rawdat al-ridwdn fi
mandkib al-mashhunn min sulaho? al-Kayrawdn, and was in
two big volumes. He drew substantially on the oldest
sources, and especially on the Tabakdt of Abu 'l-cArab
and the Riydd of al-Malikl. Al-Dabbagh's work was in
turn copied and enlarged firstly by Ibrahim al-cAwwam
(d. ca. 719/1320), and above all by another Kayra-
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warn, Ibn Nadji (d. after 839/1435), who completed
it by adding biographical notices of the scholars of
his own century and by interpolating all through
the earlier texts personal remarks generally introduced
by the verb kultu "I say". Hence al-Dabbagh's work
is only known to us through this definitive work in
four volumes given to us by Ibn NadjT with the title
Mcfalim al-imdm fi ma'rifat ahl al-Kayrawdn. In sum,
we have here a collective work which, by means of
anecdotes and edifying stories, brings to life before
our very eyes and in successive layers, the highly
diverse world of piety and Jlkh. The Tunis edition of
this (1320-5) is very poor, but has been re-edited in
a more critical way by Ibrahim Shabbuh (i, Cairo
1968), which has however now stopped after the first
volume and seems unlikely to continue. For his part,
M.H. al-Hila has made a very useful index which is
unfortunately only available in roneotyped form and
has had little circulation.
Al-Dabbagh was buried in al-Kayrawan at the
Tunis Gate, in the enclosure reserved for his ancestors and called the Silsilat al-Dhahab ("Golden chain").
He was in fact the descendant of a famous line of
Ansar.
Bibliography: cAbdarT, al-Rihla al-maghribiyya, ed.
M. al-Fasi, Rabat 1968, 66-7; Ibn Nadji, Ma'dlim,
iv, 89-92; al-Wazir al-Sarradj, Hulal, ed. M.H. alHlla, Tunis 1970, i, 262-70 (largely repeats cAbdarl);
R. Brunschvig, Haj"sides, Paris 1947, ii, 382-3.
(M. TALBI)
DABIR (P.) "scribe, secretary", the term generally used in the Persian cultural world, including
the Indo-Muslim one (although in the later centuries
it tended to be supplanted by the term munshl, so
that Yule-Burnell, Hobson-Jobson, a glossary of AngloIndian colloquial words and phrases, London 1886, 328,
record "dubeer" as being in their time "quite obsolete in Indian usage"), as the equivalent of Arabic
kdtib and Turkish ya&djl. The word appears as
dipir/dibir (Pahlavi orthography dpy(w]r, see D.N.
MacKenzie, A concise Pahlavi dictionary, London 1971,
26) in Sasanid Persia to denote the secretaries of the
government departments, an influential body in
the state, and a chief secretary, Erdn-diblrpat or
diblrdn-mehisht is mentioned in such sources as the
Kdrndmag-i Ardashtr, see, for instance, Mas'udf, Tanbih,
104, tr. Carra de Vaux, 148, giving the dafirbadh as
the fourth of the five great dignitaries in the Sasanid
state. A knowledge of writing and secretaryship was
considered part of a gentleman's education, and the
Kdrndmag records that Ardashlr learnt dibirih at Babak's
court (see M. Boyce, The Parthian gosan and Iranian
minstrel tradition, in JRAS [1957], 32-3). From Sasanid
usage it passed into Armenia, where we find mentioned a chief secretary, drapet Areacc (H. Hiibschmann,
Armenische Grammatik, i, Leipzig 1897, 145). The origin of the word is seen in Old Iranian *dipibara "bearer of writing", and this originally Iranian word passed
during pre-Islamic times into more westerly languages,
such as Aramaic and Armenian; for etymological
details, see W. Eilers, Iranisches Lehngut im arabischen
Lexikon: iiber einige Berufsnamen und Titel, in Indo-Iranian
Jnal, v (1961-2), 216-17.
For the functions of dabirdn in Islamic times, see
KATIB, ii and iii, and also DIWAN, iv and v.
Bibliography (in addition to references given
in the article): Noldeke-TabarT, Geschichte der
Perser und Araber zur ^eit der Sasaniden, Leiden 1879,
444-5; Christensen, Ulran sous les Sassanides2, Copenhagen 1944, index.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
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DABUC, DABC (A. dub', dubuc, dibac, adbuc, madba'a],
grammatically feminine singular nouns designating
the h y e n a (Persian: kaftdr, Turkish: slrtlan, Berber:
ifis, pi. ifisen) irrespective of sex or species (see Ch.
Pellat, Sur quelques noms d'animaux en arabe classique, in
GLECS, viii, 95-9). From this vague generic term,
additional forms have been derived to differentiate
the sexes: dibcdn, pi. dabd'ln for the male (alongside
dhikh, pi. dhuyukh) and dibcdna, pi. -at, for the female.
The word dabuc (preferable to dabc] is of SumeroAkkadian origin and is found in several languages
of the Semitic group, most notably in Hebrew with
sebuca (Jeremiah, xii, 9) and its plural (sebu'im in the
Biblical toponym of the "Valley of the Seboim" or
"Valley of the Hyenas" (I Samuel, xiii, 18), currently
the valley of the Wadf Abu Dabca, tributary of the
Wad! al-Kilt, to the west of Jericho. The Arabic
dialects of the present day have all retained the original name of the animal in the forms dbac and dabni
(fern. dabca, pi. dbuca).
The hyena family comprises four species, distributed geographically throughout Africa and from
Arabia to Bengal; this means that the majority of
Muslim peoples, and especially all Arabic and Berber
speakers, have always been familiar with this repulsive carrion-eater, closely related to the dogfamily.
The species that is most widely distributed, from the
Atlantic coast of North Africa to India, is the striped
hyena (Hyaena hyaena or Heaena striata] which lives
a solitary life, occasionally in pairs, at altitudes of
up to 1,500 metres and is essentially nocturnal. It
is distinguished by its hide, varying in colour from
grey to a dingy shade of yellow, and by its erect
dorsal mane (mardfll} which accounts for carfd3, one
of the many epithets applied to the animal. Its den
(wididr, hidn, rudj_ma, cirdn) is usually a deep, vaulted
burrow under an outcrop of rock. Litters consists
of five or six cubs (furcul, fur'uldn, pi. fard'il, and in
poetry, bahdal, fartand, hubayra, hinbar, hinnabr, hunbuc).
In Africa, the southern limit of its habitat is the
mid-Sahara, where it is called, in Tamahak,
erkeni/'terkenit, pi. erkeniten/'terkenitin. The Arab nomads
of the Sahara regions, for reasons of superstitious
euphemism, refer to it as bdb marz.uk "lucky door".
The second species, found only in Africa, is the
spotted hyena (Hyena crocuta], in Arabic dabuc raktd\
Stronger and more ferocious than the former, this
hyena has no mane and its hide is reddish with
black speckles. It is found throughout Africa south
of the Sahara, and its habitat overlaps that of its
striped cousin in the central desert regions, where
it is called tahuri, pi. tihuryawin; it is common in the
Sudan and Eritrea under the name marfacm/marfacil/marfacib. Its behaviour differs considerably from
that of the striped hyena; a strong gregarious instinct
causes it to live in packs (in dialect: mdab'a, pi.
mddbic), each one of which may include more than
a dozen members. Hunting in groups, both by day
and night, the members of a pack pose a formidable threat to cattle and deer, and they have been
known to attack isolated travellers; within the pack,
a strict law regulates the distribution of captured
prey. Much less prolific than the striped hyena, the
spotted hyena has no more than one or two cubs
to a litter. The other two species of hyena, the brown
hyena (Hyaena brunned) and the aard-wolf (Proteles
cristatus], an insectivore, are virtually unknown in the
Arab countries, being confined to central and southern Africa.
The Greeks, who knew of the hyena through the
writings of Aristotle (Hist. Anim., vi, 32) and Hero-
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dotus (iv, 192), had only two words for the animal:
vaiva and yXdvoc;, while the Arabs, many centuries
before Islam, employed a wide vocabulary of terms
to describe both the physical appearance and behaviour of the hyena (see Ibn Sfduh, Mukhassas, viii,
69-72); ancient Arabic poetry contains the bulk of
this terminology, which has virtually disappeared
from contemporary speech. The first thing which
struck the Bedouin about the appearance of the hyena
was its swaying and limping gait (hanbala, hunbu'a),
owed to the fact that its forequarters are higher and
more powerful than its hindquarters. This trait earned
the animal a whole range of pejorative epithets with
the general sense of "lame", such as: dhay3 al/djayal,
c
ard}d3, math'd3, khdmi'a, khuta', khalaclac, khaz'al., etc. The
effect of this ignominious gait is aggravated by the
animal's bandy forelegs, on account of which it was
called 'aythum, 'athdmi, fashdhi and na'thal, while its
thick, matted and mangy coat gave rise to the names
bdkic, a'thd3/cathwd3/'ithydn, umm cithydl and ghundjir.
Because of its black jowls and muzzle, it was known
as rashmd3 and umm rasham., and because of its ungainly and misshapen body, hadddjir, 'qfshalil, umm
ricm and umm dabkal. Its nocturnal habits and appetite
for carrion earned it a number of epithets with the
general sense of "vileness", "filth", such as dj_aycar/'.
dj_acdri, kutham/kathdmi, kashc, khan'as and madrd3. It has
always inspired disgust, with its necrophagous instinct
and its habit of raiding cemeteries and unearthing and consuming freshly-interred corpses; as a
result of this repugnant behaviour, the hyena earned
uncomplimentary nicknames such as umm al-kubur
"mother of the tombs", and nabbdsh al-kubur or nakdthi,
"grave-digger".
Al-Djahiz amassed a considerable quantity of information on the hyena by collecting legends relating
to the animal in Bedouin circles, and he mentions
this reprehensible behaviour, without himself believing in it, in connection with the coupling with swollen,
unburied corpses of enemies slain in battle or of
executed criminals (Hayawdn, v, 117, vi, 450). He
also mentions the fact that, like the hare, the hyena
was alleged to be a hermaphrodite. Furthermore, this
hermaphroditism was believed to be alternate, not
simultaneous, the same individual being male one
year, female the next. In reality, such legends may
have arisen from the fact that the female hyena is
seen to possess a strangely hypertrophied external
genital organ, allowing it to be mistaken for a male.
On account of its contact with corpses and its
menstrual cycle, the hyena was regarded in the superstitious minds of the nomads as something essentially
unclean, and for this reason could not serve as a
mount for the genies (Hayawdn, vi, 46). According
to another fable, it was believed that by penetrating the shadow cast by a dog in the moonlight, the
hyena could make the animal fall from the wall or
the terrace where it was standing; the dog would
then be eaten.
All in all, the hyena was regarded as a totally
reprehensible and ill-omened beast, as is suggested
by epithets with the sense of "mother of calamity"
(umm kash'am, umm khinnawr, umm nawfal)., while its
nocturnal rallying cry (khqff, khqfkhafa), resembling a
sardonic laugh, and its raucous growl of anger (nawf,
kushac), have always been of a type calculated to terrify the traveller stranded in the countryside, looking
anxiously for the reassuring lights of an encampment or a village. To meet at night the animal
known in different regions as "the crier"
(al-khqffuf),
"the growler" (umm cattdb], "the host of the road"

(umm al-tank], "mother of the sands" (umm al-rimal]
and "the mother of the hill" (umm al-kaladd) is a sign
of bad luck; striking a light is the only way of banishing this unwelcome companion, this animal which
joins forces with the wolf (akhu nahshal}, the jackal
and the vulture in consuming the scraps left behind
by the lion, the panther, the leopard or the caracal
lynx. Another, more empirical means of protecting
oneself against any possibility of attack from the
hyena was to carry on one's person pieces of colocynth (han^al) or sea-onion (cunsul) or to rub the skin
with black nightshade (cinab al-thaclab), plants whose
smell is repellent to the hyena. On the other hand,
the underground cave where the hyena sleeps during the day is often shared by some snake or other
large reptile with which it coexists peaceably; this
explains the hyena's most widely-spread nickname
umm 'amir "mother of the serpent".
In spite of its ferocious and formidable appearance,
the hyena is, in fact, characterised by cowardice; once
captured and muzzled and seen in daylight, the animal is so terrified that it gives the impression of total
bewilderment and stupidity. This well-known behaviour led the Bedouin to coin the phrase ahmak min
dabuc "more foolish than a hyena" and the epithet
daba'ta/dabaghta/dabaghtard "stupid", described the
animal before being used as a word of reproof for
silly or mischievous children. In the Maghrib, a
brutal or foolish person is contemptuously described
as madbuc or mdabbcf, implying that, in the words of
the proverb kid rds dba3, "he has eaten a hyena's
head". Although the young of the species, if caught
before the age of weaning, is easily domesticated and
proves very much attached to its master, the adult is
quite untamable, as is shown by the tragic story of
the kind Bedouin who gave refuge to a hunted hyena
and was eaten in his sleep as a reward for his benevolence, an episode which gave rise to the proverbial
expression mudjir umm cdmir "protector of the hyena",
applied to excessive hospitality shown towards a
stranger. The incorrigible and unsociable temperament
of the adult hyena and its latent malevolence gave
rise to the metaphorical sense of the word dabuc, as
used by the Arabs to describe years of drought and
the distress and misery which accompanied them
(Hayawan, vi, 446-7). Still more explicit was the old
adage khari'at bayna-hum al-dibdc "the hyenas have
defecated between them", used in reference to rival
tribes divided by implacable hatred. Comparison to
the hyena, as to the monkey [see KIRD] and the pig
[see KHINZIR], was a grievous insult in Arabic as in
Persian; in the latter, ru-yi kaftdr "face of a hyena"
was used to describe repulsive features inspiring distrust (Hayawdn, vi, 452).
Belief in hybrid forms produced by matings of the
hyena and the wolf was firmly entrenched in the Arab
mentality, and al-Djahiz was the first to dare to refute
it categorically (Hqyawdn, ii, 181-3). According to the
latter, copulation of a male hyena with a she-wolf
would have produced the sim(, a creature renowned
for its agility (see al-Damfrf, Hqyat, ii, 27-8), identified
by modern naturalists with the Cape hunting-dog (Lycaon
pictus), a canine. An inverse crossing would have produced the cisbdr (see al-Damm, op. at., ii, 115-6), probably to be identified with the aard-wolf, a species of
hyena mentioned above. According to another legend
dating from the early years of Islam, the sime and the
'isbdr, offspring of the hyena and the wolf were, in
fact, the progeny of two tax-collectors, transformed into
these two carnivores by Allah as a punishment for
their greed (Hayawdn, v, 80, 148-50); this alleged pu-
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nishment gives historical force to the unfortunate reputation for usury acquired in this period by tax-collectors and money-changers. Still more extravagant was
the idea of the evolution of the giraffe (zardfa), according to the following process: in Abyssinia, a male hyena
mates with a "wild" she-camel, producing a hybrid
(unknown and unnamed!) which, mating in its turn
with, according to its sex, a male or a female oryx,
gives birth to the giraffe as a definite product. Although
this comical explanation defies all the laws of genetics, it does, for the simple-minded, account for the
physique of the giraffe; it has the low hindquarters of
the hyena, the long neck of the camel and the thin
legs and cloven hooves of the antelope. Taking into
consideration the colour of its hide, orange speckled
with black, we can understand its compound name in
Persian: ushturgdv-i palang "camel-bovine-panther" and
its current scientific name, borrowed from the preceding, Girqffh camelopardalis L.
In pre-Islamic Arabia the hyena does not seem to
have been the object of a taboo. It was considered
a game-animal and there was no objection to its meat
being eaten in times of hardship; there was even a
trade in the animal, and according to some compilers of tradition (see al-Damm, op. cit., ii, 82, and alKazwfnT, 'Ad^&'ib, same edition, ii, 235), it was sold
between al-Safa and al-Marwa, on the Pilgrims' Route.
In later times, the question of the legality of the consumption of the meat of this canine-toothed carnivore
was answered differently by the four judicial schools
of orthodox Islam. This is understandable, since the
Prophet Muhammad, when asked to give a ruling on
this vexed question, replied in an ambiguous fashion,
saying that he himself did not eat it, but that it was
a form of game (sayd] and could therefore be consumed. The exegetes expounded this advice at some
length, arguing that the hyena does not hunt living
prey as predatory animals do, an argument which
holds good only for the striped hyena, the sole species
known in Arabia. As a result, consumption of the
meat of the hyena is regarded as permissible by the
Shafi'fs and the Hanbalfs (see H. Laoust, Le precis de
droit'd'Ibn Quddma, Beirut 1950, 224; al-KalkashandT,
Subh al-acshd, ii, 47-8; E. Graf, Jagdbeute und Schlachttier
im 'islamischen Recht, Bonn 1959, 143, 233). Malik b.
Anas and his followers were more reticent, considering the consumption of the meat of this scavenger
"worthy of reproof (makruH). As for Abu Hanffa, he
maintains categorically that this meat is absolutely
impermissible, on the basis of the formal prohibition
applying to all carnivores equipped with canine teeth.
Whatever the motive, consumption or destruction,
the capture of the hyena was a practice that always
had enthusiasts, using the best means available
according to the time and the place. In Islamic countries, the simplest and oldest method of hunting, no
doubt dating back to prehistoric times, was to trap
the animal with cords in the burrow itself. The brave
man who had the audacity to confront this adversary, in spite of its terrible bite, was obliged, as a
preliminary, to undress and to arm himself with cords
tied into slip-knots; he would then approach his
quarry as stealthily and silently as possible and muzzle and hobble the creature without, apparently,
encountering any resistance. In this delicate operation the hunter relied not only on his own courage,
but also, and most of all, on the magic power of
formulae proclaimed in a loud voice at the moment
of contact with the beast; in the East, the most efficacious formula was: Umm cAmir nd'imal "Umm cAmir
is asleep!" Another injunction was more distateful
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(see LA under cm-r}: khamin Umm 'Amir abshin bidjardd 'a^ld wa-kamarl ridjal katld. "Go back Umm
c
Amir, go and play with mating grasshoppers and
the penis of slain men!" In the Maghrib, the hunter,
having invoked the local saint, said, with more delicacy: hdti yeddek nehenriihd. "give me your foot and
I shall dye it with henna." It should be emphasised
that the first condition for success was, before
embarking on the enterprise, to seal up the smallest fissure capable of shedding light into the burrow; the hunter was obliged to operate in total
darkness, as in indicated by al-Djahiz (Hqyawdn, vi,
48); he could, for his personal safety, arm himself
with a short dagger (see L. Mercier, La chasse et les
sports chez les Arabes, Paris 1927, 29-30). Arab authors
who have described hunting, like the poet Kushadjim
[q.v.~\ in his Kitab al-Masdyid wa 'l-matdrid (ed. A.
Talas, Baghdad 1954/103, 213-15) from the
4th/10th century, or the encyclopaedist of fieldsports
Tsa al-Asadl, in his monumental J^amhara fi culum
al-bayzara from the 7th/13th century (ms. Escurial
903, fols. 162b-163b), have given accounts of various procedures, other than that described above, for
the capture of the hyena; these include the hunting-trap, using a ditch fenced in with stakes, the
kennel-trap with a guillotine-style door (riddha, rida'a)
or the snare (kiffd) with a running knot to catch the
paw. Each of these devices was accompanied by a
bait (rimmd) consisting of the carcase of some animal. In more recent periods, metal traps with tongues
have replaced all devices previously in use. Such
traps should be large and very powerful, because in
many case the hyena's vice-like jaws are strong
enough to bend steel. The Mamluk Ibn ManglT,
summarising the works of al-Asadl in his Kitab Uns
al-mald3 bi-wahsh al~fald, in the 8th/14th century,
gives the following advice, the fruit of his personal
experience, to the mounted hunter: "When pursuing the hyena on horseback, the animal should be
approached from the left-hand side; an archer, if
right-handed, should overtake it on the left flank.
If the hunter is armed with a lance or a sabre, he
should attack at very close quarters. Nevertheless, it
is said that if the hyena charges at you from the
right, you will be unable to strike it, although if it
approaches you on the left, it is vulnerable and
you will have it at your mercy, if Allah wills."
With much less style and finesse, the general practice in the Maghrib is simply to stun the hyena with
a club, having first smoked it out of its lair, the
same procedure as is used in Europe for the fox,
the badger and the polecat. Heavy and sudden rainfall can sometimes force the hyena to evacuate its
flooded burrow; a fact illustrated by the old Arabic
expression used to describe torrential rain sayl djdrr
al-dabuc "a flood to drive the hyena outside".
The truth is that the hyena has never enjoyed any
kind of favour on the part of Muslim communities
because the animal, while alive, is of absolutely no
use to them. At the very most, in ancient Arabia the
shepherd could hope for its presence when his flock
was threatened by a wolf since, according to his not
illogical reasoning, so long as these two carnivores
were in violent competition with each other, his sheep
were safe, which explains the shepherd's prayer
Allahumma dab""' wa-dhi3bml "Oh Allah, [send me at the
same time] a hyena and a wolf." There was a time
when, in certain regions, the hyena could play the
role of the Hebrew scapegoat; in cases of persistent
drought where all other propitiatory rites had failed,
the procedure of last recourse was to tie the hyena
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to a wall by its tail and to set dogs on it, torturing
it for three days before killing and burying it; with
the evil destiny thus exorcised, rain was sure to come
soon. Such is the interpretation laid on these obscure
ritual practices by the mythologists.
In spite of everything, the hyena should not be
unjustly abused because, wherever it lives in proximity to man it is, with the jackal and the vulture, a
factor in biological equilibrium, contributing to the
elimination of decomposing organic matter, the source
of all diseases and epidemics. In Islamic countries, the
rural populations willingly accept the presence of the
hyena in spite of its unpleasant instinct for digging
(($.ayydf}\ at night, the animal is present in large numbers on the outskirts of encampments and villages,
disposing of the garbage and waste products thrown
out without any regard for hygiene.
In ancient medicine, as practised by the Greeks
and later by the Arabs, the hide of the hyena, in
all its forms, offered a wide range of therapeutic
properties, the most valued being the supposed aphrodisiac quality of its brains and genital organs when
dried and made into powder; but this drug only
had a generative effect on the man and induced
frigidity in the woman. Bearing in mind the mutual
hostility between the live hyena and the dog, it was
quite logical to extend this hostility beyond death and
to use the remains of the former to repel the latter;
also, carrying in one's person a piece of hyena's skin
or its dried tongue gave protection against dog-bites
and, consequently, rabies. Similarly, anointing oneself with grease from a hyena would prevent dogs
from barking at one's approach; this practice was
well-known to burglars. Applying the same grease to
a placid dog would immediately transform it into a
ferocious animal. A hyena skin buried at the entrance
to a house was a permanent means of denying access
to all dogs and, hung up outside a village, it kept
all pestilence at bay. Wrapped round the sieve or
the measure used in the handling of grain, this skin
preserved the seed against depredation by grass-hoppers and birds; with fruit trees, the same effect could
be achieved by the use of the animal's claws. In
addition, the head and the tongue of the hyena were
lucky talismans; the former promoted fertility in a
dovecote and the latter, hung in a room where a
banquet or a wedding feast was to take place, guaranteed enjoyment and was a protection against
unpleasantness. On the basis of the hyena's power
of vision in the darkness, its gall, used as an eyewash, was believed to prevent cataract and make nyctalops. Finally, the dried heart of a hyena, hung as
a talisman round at a child's neck, was a sure means
of improving spirit and intelligence; and the right
paw of the animal, attached to the arm or the leg
of a woman in labour, assuaged the pains of childbirth and guaranteed a successful birth. To this list
of major qualities a large number of secondary properties could be added, and one might conclude that
the hyena, for which the Arabs had no sympathy in
its lifetime, the outlaw al-Shanfara excepted (see his
Ldmiyyat al-cArab, w. 5, 59), was reconsidered and
enjoyed a measure of favour after its death, on account
of its numerous beneficial contributions to medicine
and magic, two areas which were then regarded as
being one.
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Cairo 1932, 129 (Hyaena); E. Ghaleb, al-Mawsuca
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(F. VIRE)
DABUSIYYA, a town of mediaeval T r a n s o x a n i a , in the region of Soghdia, and lying on a
canal which led southwards from the Nahr Sughd
and on the Samarkand-Karmfniyya-Bukhara road.
The site is marked by the ruins of Kalca-yi Dabus
near the modern village of Ziyaudin (= Diya3 alDm), according to Barthold, Turkestan*, 97. It lay
in a prosperous and well-watered area, say the mediaeval geographers, and Mukaddasf, 324, cf. R.B.
Serjeant, Islamic textiles, material for a history up to the
Mongol conquest, Beirut 101, mentions in particular
the brocade cloth known as Wadharf produced
there.
Dabusiyya's main significance in history was as
the place of a victory in 394/1094 of the last Samanid
Isma'il al-Muntasir [see ISMA'TL B. NUH] over the
Karakhanids before his final defeat and death, and
also the scene of a sharp but indecisive battle between
the Karakhanid 'Alftigin or CA1I b. Hasan Bughra
Khan [see ILEK-KHANS] and his Saldjuk allies on one
side and the Ghaznawid governor of Khwarazm,
Altuntash [q.v. and also KHWARAZM-SHAHS] on the
other, in which the latter was mortally wounded (see
Barthold, op. cit., 270, 295-6). Dabusiyya apparently
flourished at this time and was a mint-town of the
early Karakhanids (see Zambaur, Die Munzprdgungen des Islams zeitlich und ortlich geordnet, i, Wiesbaden
1968, 110). During the Mongol period, Dabusiyya
and Sar-i Pul both opposed Cingiz Khan's hordes
in early 617/1220 (Djuwaym-Boyle, i, 102, 107, 117),
and operations around it between warring Ozbeg
princes are recorded by Babur in the opening years
of the 10th/16th century (Bdbur-ndma, tr. Beveridge,
40, 124, 137).
Bibliography (in addition to references given
above): Le Strange, The lands of the eastern caliphate,
468, 471; Hudud al-cdlam, tr. Minorsky, 113.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
DACTYLONOMY [see HISAB AL-CAKD].
DAGH U TASHIHA, "branding and verification",
a term used in Muslim India for the b r a n d i n g of
horses and compilation of muster rolls for
soldiers. The system of dagh (horse branding) was first
introduced in India by cAla3 al-Dfn Khaldjf (695715/1296-1316), and was revived by Sher Shah Surf
(947-52/1540-5). The system of double ranks (dhdt and
suwdr] made its appearance during the second half of
Akbar's reign. The motive probably was to compel every
mansabddr actually to maintain the number of horses
and cavalry men expected of him for imperial service.
But dishonesty among the nobles was found to be so
widespread that a mere paper edict could not remove
it. Therefore, to check all evasions of military obligations, Akbar introduced dagh (branding) for the horses
and the cihra (descriptive rolls) for the men. Detailed
rules were framed for dagh u tashlha. Each mansabddr
had to bring his horses and men every year for
branding and inspection; in case of delay, assignment
of one-tenth of his djdnr was withheld. Nobles whose
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dj_agm were remote were not expected to bring their
horses to the muster before twelve years, but after
six years since the last muster, one-tenth of their
income was withheld. If a mansabdar was promoted to
a higher mansab and three years elapsed since he last
presented his horses at a muster, he received a personal increase of salary, but was allowed to draw the
allowances for the increased number of his men only
after the first muster. He then obtained assignments
against his old and new men.
The entire machinery of branding and inspection
was controlled by the Bakhsjhi-yi mamalik (or Mir bakhshi)
in the central administration. He had under him bakhshis
posted at the capitals of subas or provinces. The
actual work of branding and inspection was done by
an officer known as the Ddrugha-yi dagh u tashiha, who
reported to the bakhshis. This department was very
important for maintaining the Mughal army up to prescribed standards, and the decline in the quality of
Mughal troops in the 12th/18th century was widely
ascribed to the collapse of the dagh u tashiha system.
Bibliography. Abu '1-Fadl, A'in-i Akbari, i, Bibl.
Ind., Calcutta 1867-77; Selected documents of Shah
Jahan's reign, Daftar-i Dewani, Hyderabad 1950;
M. Athar Ali, The Mughal nobility under Aurangzeb,
Bombay 1966; Ibn Hasan, The central structure of the
Mughal empire and its practical working up to the year
1657, Oxford 1936; and see ISTI'RAD.
(M. ATHAR ALI)
DAHIS, the name given to a pre-Islamic war
waged during the latter half of the 6th century A.D.
between two closely related tribes of Ghatafan, the
Banu cAbs and the Banu Dhubyan, or more accurately the Banu Fazara, a sub-tribe of Dhubyan. The
war took its name from a stallion called Dahis, over
which the quarrel arose, and which became proverbial for bad luck.
The real reasons for the war are probably to be
sought in the enmity generated by the domination by
c
Abs of all Ghatafan, as well as Hawazin, which had
reached its peak around the middle of the century
but had begun to decline with the death of Zuhayr
b. DjadhTma, the chieftain of cAbs [see GHATAFAN].
The war, which is said to have lasted forty years,
continued until some years after the Day of Shicb
Djabala, on which cAbs joined with cAmir against
Dhubyan and Tamlm; this battle is traditionally dated
in the year of the Prophet Muhammad's birth.
The major events of the war, as well as their proper
sequence, are clear from our sources, although many
details are uncertain, since the main primary source
shows signs of a tendentious recasting to give added
prominence to the two leaders, Kays b. Zuhayr b.
Djadhima al-cAbsT and Hudhayfa b. Badr al-FazarT
of Dhubyan.
The most detailed study of the first part of the
war down to the Day of al-Haba'a is by E. Meyer,
Der historische Gehalt der Aiydm al-cArab, Wiesbaden 1970,
50-65, who gives a full bibliography. The main primary source is the commentary on the Naka'id, i, 83108, which is a continuous narrative on the authority
of al-Kalbi (probably the son Hisham, d. 206/821-2),
Agham\ xvi, 24-33; :5xvii, 187-208, gives the same
account almost verbatim on the authority of Muhammad b. Habfb (d. 245/860), Abu cUbayda (d. 209/8245), Muhammad b. Sa'dan (Jl. 3rd/9th century),
but stops with the death of Hudhayfa on the Day
of the Well of al-Haba'a, omitting the latter half of
the war and the final conclusion of peace. Other
accounts are those of al-Mufaddal b. Salama, al-Fdkhir,
Cairo 1380/1960, 219-35 (quoted verbatim by
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Maydam, Madfma' al-amthal, Cairo 1959, ii, 110-21),
and Ibn al-Athlr, Beirut 1965, i, 566-83, neither of
whom cites his authorities. The latter version is considerably curtailed and at the same time is eked out
by the addition of dialogue and transitional passages
to make the story more interesting and to fill in gaps
in the narrative. A much shorter account also from
Abu cUbayda, in Ibn cAbd Rabbih, al-Tkd al-fand, v.
Cairo 1946, 150-60, is divided into ayyam.
All the primary accounts differ considerably one
from another. We shall first summarise the main events
of the war as they are related in the Nakd'id and
then point out the more important differences in the
other sources.
Dahis was ill-omened even before his birth, since
the owner of his sire tried but failed to recover the
seed deposited in the womb of the dam, because the
pair had mated without his knowledge or consent.
The stallion grew up to be a swift runner and eventually became the property of Kays b. Zuhayr of cAbs,
who seized him in a raid (83-5).
Different reasons are given for the ill-will between
Kays and Hudhayfa, but whatever the cause, it
eventually culminated in a horse-race arranged
between the two. Each agreed to run a stallion and
a mare. Kays ran Dahis and al-Ghabra3 and the
entries of Hudhayfa were al-Khattar (or Kurzul)
and al-Hanfa3. To make sure of winning, Hudhayfa
stationed men along the course who seized and held
Dahis until the other horses passed. When released,
Dahis overtook the two horses of Hudhayfa and
would have come in second behind al-Ghabra3, but
again the Banu Fazara intervened and beat off the
leaders, preventing them from finishing first. Both
sides claimed victory, and the wager was not paid
(85-8).
First blood in the conflict was drawn by Kays, who
while on a raid killed cAwf b. Badr, the brother of
Hudhayfa. The bloodwit of 100 camels was paid by
al-Rabf b. Ziyad al-cAbsI. Despite this, Hudhayfa
retaliated by sending a group of men, among whom
was his brother, Hamal b. Badr, against Malik b.
Zuhayr, the brother of Kays, who was married to a
woman of Fazara and living in the vicinity. Hamal
kills Malik, and when al-Rabic hears of this, he leaves
the dj_iwdr of Hudhayfa, which he had enjoyed up to
this time, and joins Kays (88-92).
At this point there is a digression to explain an
estrangement that had occurred between Kays and
al-Rab!c, who had stolen a coat of mail belonging to
Kays. The murder of Malik, however, reconciles the
two men, who combine their forces against Hudhayfa
(90). They demand the return of the camels that had
been paid as blood money for cAwf, but Hudhayfa
refuses. Then another brother of Hudhayfa, Malik b.
Badr, is killed by a certain Djunaydib akhu Ban!
Rawaha, a distant relative of Kays (93-4).
Peace is then sought by al-Aslac b. cAbd Allah al£
AbsT, who gives several young boys to Fazara as
hostages. Hudhayfa, however, is implacable. He gets
possession of the boys and kills them one by one,
forcing them to call on their fathers for help as he
shoots them to death with arrows. Among the boys
were Wakid b. Djunaydib and cUtba, the son of Kays
b. Zuhayr (93-4).
Next follows a series of battles in which cAbs are
victorious. On the Day of Khathira, at which
Hudhayfa was not present, Fazara lost several prominent men, among them al-Harith, another brother
of Hudhayfa (94). Hudhayfa mustered his forces and
set out in pursuit of cAbs, but fell into a trap laid
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by Kays, who sent off the animals and non-combatants in one direction, and together with his warriors
went in another. As he expected, Hudhayfa and
Dhubyan followed the animals, and, as they scattered
to gather in the plunder, cAbs fell on them unexpectedly and wreaked such slaughter that al-Rabfc b.
Ziyad and his brothers begged him to desist. This
battle was known as the Day of Dhu Husa (94-5).
Hudhayfa and his brother Hamal escaped the carnage, and with a few companions came to the Well
of al-Haba'a, where they were finally hunted down
by a group of cAbs, among whom was Shaddad, the
father of the poet 'Antara. Both Hudhayfa and Hamal
were killed. The Nakd^id adds as an after-thought that
it was said that Hudhayfa killed the mother of Kays,
whom he found among the animals, on the Day of
Dhu Husa (95-6).
From this point, the fortunes of war change. The
rest of the chronicle is given over to the wanderings
of 'Abs, who, hard-pressed by the combined forces of
Dhubyan, leave their homeland in an attempt to find
allies or djiwar among the Arabs who were not of
Ghatafan. They first defeat the Banu Kalb on the
Day of cUracir; then they go to the Banu Sacd b.
Zayd Manat, who give them a pledge of security for
three days, but attack them later and are defeated
on the Day of Faruk. Then cAbs go to the Banu
Hanffa in al-Yamama, but find no support with them.
They finally find dj.iwdr with 'Amir b. Sacsaca, but it
is given grudgingly and 'Abs are subjected to indignities. It is during this period that they participate in
the Day of Shicb Djabala referred to above. Thereafter
they leave 'Amir and go to the Banu Taghlib. Taghlib
react favorably to their request and send a delegation to consult with cAbs, but among the delegates
Kays recognises an old enemy, Ibn Khims al-Taghlibf,
who had killed al-Harith b. Zalim, the man who had
avenged the murder of Kays's father. Kays slays Ibn
Khims and the chances for ajiwdr with the Banu
Taghlib are ruined (98-104).
Thereafter, weary of war, Kays sends his tribe home
to try to make peace with Dhubyan. After some difficulties this is accomplished, but Kays himself refuses
ever again to be a mugjdwir of any house of Ghatafan
and departs for cUman, where he later dies. Peace is
concluded with Dhubyan by al-Rabfc b. Ziyad and
the rest of the Banu <Abs (104-8).
It is clear that whoever put together this account of
the war—al-Kalbf or his informants—was a partisan
of cAbs. Kays is made to appear as a paragon of forbearance (hilni) and Hudhayfa an unmitigated villain.
Kays in the beginning attempts to call off the wager,
which was made without his consent, because he
realises that it can only lead to trouble. Hudhayfa insists
on running the race, and then wins it only by cheating. He later on sends Hamal to kill Malik b. Zuhayr,
although he had previously accepted the bloodwit for
his brother cAwf, and now refuses to return the camels.
Kays lets one of his sons go as a hostage in an effort
to bring about peace, and Hudhayfa kills him with the
other children in a barbarous manner. Later on he
kills Kays's mother. Finally, at the end, at the Well of
al-Haba'a, Hudhayfa shows himself a coward and has
to be pushed into the fray by his brother Hamal. Kays,
who was not present, expresses in verses his regret at
the incident and refers to Hamal as "the best of men",
and says he would weep for him forever, were it not
that he had behaved unjustly.
In the other sources, Kays does not appear in such
a good light, nor is Hudhayfa so wicked. According
to clkd, v, 151, Dahis and al-Ghabra3 raced against

each other and not as a team. The wager was between
Kays and Hamal b. Badr, the owner of al-Ghabra3,
who arranged the deception, and thus appears as instigator of the war instead of his brother.
Kays is said to have killed not the brother, but
Malik (or Nadba), the son of Hudhayfa, whom his
father had sent as a messenger to ask for payment
of the wager. As a messenger his person should have
been sacred, but Kays said grimly, "I'll pay you later",
and then thrust his spear through his back ('Ikd, v,
152; Ibn al-Athir, i, 572).
The killing of the children is told in two separate
episodes. Rayyan b. al-Aslac is taken prisoner, but is
released by Hudhayfa and gives his two sons and
nephew as hostages. Kays kills Malik b. Badr and
only then does Hudhayfa in retaliation kill the two
sons of Rayyan, who die calling for their father. He
is prevented from killing the nephew by the boy's
maternal uncles, who were apparently of Fazara (Ibn
al-Athir, i, 576). Later, 'Abs agree to pay Hudhayfa
ten bloodwits for his losses and give as hostages a
son of Kays and a son of al-Rabf b. Ziyad. Hudhayfa
is only able to get his hands on the son of Kays, but
captures two other cAbsfs and kills the three of them
together. It is not actually stated that this last group
were children (ibid., 577). In still another account of
this incident, Kays is made to bear the blame for
foolishly insisting on giving hostages against the advice
of al-Rabfc b. Ziyad, who wished to stand and fight
(Maydam, ii, 114). In general, the other sources give
much more importance to al-Rabf than does the narrator in the Naka'id.
According to the Nak&id, Kays was not present at
al-Haba'a when Hudhayfa and Hamal were slain, but
he is there in the other versions, egging his comrades
on with the cry labbaykum in answer to the cries of
the children as they were murdered (flkd, vi, 157; Ibn
al-Athfr, i, 579).
c
Abs and Dhubyan were permanently reconciled,
and the war of Dahis had no political aftermath that
affected the course of events after the advent of Islam.
For later Muslims, the most important results of the
war were literary, since it is the best-documented of
all the wars of the pagan Arab tribes. Several famous
poets participated in it or allude to it in their poetry.
Among them are cAntara b. Shaddad, Nabigha alDhubyanf, Labfd, whose mother was of cAbs, and the
c
Absf leaders Kays and al-Rabf. The memory of the
major events in the struggle was doubtless still fresh
when scholars began to collect the poetry and anecdotal material connected with it, though it is likely
that the minor incidents, the personalities of the participants, and the real causes of the quarrel had already
been invested with an aura of romanticism. Probably
the very quantity of data facilitated this process which
is apparent in the surviving accounts. Even as late as
the Umayyad period, the war was exploited for fakhr
and higjd* themes; several Arabic proverbs and proverbial expressions are said to have originated in the
dialogue between Hudhayfa and Kays (Maydanf, nos.
537, 613, 821, and 1530), and Dahis became a permanent part of Arabic folklore and literature as a
symbol of bad luck and enduring enmity, embodied
in the proverbs ash3am min Dahis and had wakcfa baynahum harb Dahis wa 'l-Ghabrd* (ibid., nos. 2033, 2925).
Bibliography: in addition to the works mentioned in the text, see al-Mufaddal al-Dabbf,
Amthdl al-eArab, Istanbul 1300, 26 if. (not seen);
al-Nuwayrf, Nihdyat al-arab, xv, Cairo 1949, 35663 (copies elkd]\ G.W. Freytag, Arabum proverbia,
ii, 275-83 (= Maydanf); Abu Tammam, Hamasae
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carmina, ed. Freytag, i, 222-3, 232, 449, 450-1 (all
quite brief); Ibn al-Kalbl, Hisham b. Muhammad,
Masab al-khayl, ed. G. Levi della Vida, Leiden
1928, index (genealogies of Dahis and the other
horses); W. Gaskel, Gamharat an-nasab, i, Tafeln
130, 132 (genealogies of Dhubyan-Fazara and
c
Abs); idem, Aijdm al-cArab, in Islamica, iii
(Supplement, 1930) 1-99 (literary aspects of ayyamliterature).
(J.A. BELLAMY)
DAIRA SANIYYA, the term used for the
administration of crown lands in the Ottoman
Empire during the last quarter of the 19th century. Saniyya lands were the mulk (private freehold) of
the Sultan. They were administered by a well-organised establishment, the Da'ira Saniyya, which had
branch offices in areas where these lands were abundant. After the revolution of 1908, Sultan cAbd alHamid II ceded his private properties to the state.
The lands continued to be called saniyya, but they
were transferred to the newly-formed department of
al-Amldk al-mudawwara.
Within months of the accession to the throne of
c
Abd al-Hamid II, vast areas of the richest agricultural lands in Trak had been registered as his private property. Most of these lands were in the
Hilla-Dlwaniyya, cAmara, and Basra districts. They
were acquired by all possibles means, from expropriation by imperial order to bona fide purchases with
the sultan's money. The Saniyya Land Department
in Trak had close ties with the army, the only source
of trained engineers and surveyors able to collect the
revenues. The lands continued to be farmed out by
iltizdm] tribes occupying saniyya lands persisted in considering them as their tribal lazma. The Sultan
received from saniyya lands both the mallakiyya (owner's
share) and the tithes. Tenants were granted certain
privileges in order to induce them to remain on
these lands.
In Egypt, the term was related to the Muhammad
C
A1T dynasty. Land given by Muhammad 'All and his
successors to themselves or to members of their family
originally was called djiflik (pi d^afalik), and Isma'Il
adopted the term o^afdlik saniyya or o^afdlik al-dd'ira alsaniyya. By 1880 the Dd'ira Saniyya lands amounted to
503,699 feddans, most of them in Upper and Middle
Egypt. This land was pledged as security for two loans
contracted by Isma'Tl in 1865 and 1870 and consolidated and unified in 1877 and 1880. After Ismail's
deposition and in the course of the liquidation of
Egypt's debt, the Dd'ira lands passed into the control
of the state, and only a small part was later restored
to the princes in a final settlement in 1893 or repurchased by them. The bulk was sold to land companies and private persons. In 1898 British capital formed
the syndicate which later became the Daira Sanieh
Company and disposed of all Dd'ira lands on behalf
of Egypt's creditors. The operation was completed by
March 1906, resulting inter alia in a considerable
increase in the area owned in large estates.
Bibliography: A. Jwaideh, The Sanlya lands of
Sultan Abdul Hamid II in Iraq, in G. Makdisi (ed.),
Arabic and Islamic studies in honor of Hamilton A.R.
Gibb, Leiden 1965, 326-36; CAH Pasha Mubarak,
al-Khitat al-tawjikiyya al-a^adida, Bulak 1304-5/1887-8;
Rapport presente par le Conseil de Direction de la Daira
Sanieh a S.A. Le Khedive sur la situation de Vannee 1880,
Cairo 1881; G. Baer, A history of landownership in
modern Egypt 1809-1950, London 1962.
(G. BAER)
DAKAR, the capital of Senegal, is situated
at the tip of the Cape Verde peninsula. Its position
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is the westernmost outpost of the ancient world (its
longitude reaches 17° 16' W. at the point of the
Almadies). The region of Dakar, which covers almost
the whole of the peninsula, is subdivided into three
parts: (1) An eastern highland area (more than 100
m. in altitude); the N'Diass range rises some 70 m.
above lake Tanma; to the east, the relief consists of
hills or low plateaux with very gentle slopes not exceeding 40 to 50 m.; (2) the tip of the peninsula; from
Fann Point to Bel-Air Point, the coastline is very
jagged; numerous capes (Fann Point, Cape Manuel,
Bel-Air Point) define the bays (Soumbedioune, the
Madeleines, Bernard, Port of Dakar, etc.); the altitude is very modest, except at Cape Manuel (40 m.);
(3) In the north-west of the region, the coast-line is
more or less jagged, with a series of capes; the Cape
of Yoff, Cape of the Almadies. Here, by contrast, the
contours are higher, with the Mamelles (100 m.), and
with plateaux at altitudes of between 30 and 50 m.
A vast plain links the two mountainous regions of the
Cape Verde peninsula. The centre of this plain is a
marshy area with stable dunes. In the north, a strong
cordon of dunes forms a distinct barrage for sea-farers and isolates a whole series of lakes: lake Yovi,
lake Tanma, lake Retba, lake Mbebeusse, etc. To the
south there is a cordon of shifting dunes.
The peninsula of Cape Verde has a special climate
totally different from that of the interior of the country. During the "bad season" or rainy season, which
lasts from mid-June to October, temperatures reach
25° to 27° C., the air is humid, and there is an average of 600 to 650 mm. of rainfall, the maximum being
in the month of August. The singular feature of the
climate is the length of the "good season", or dry season, which lasts from November to mid-June.
Temperatures are mild (19° to 23°), owing to the proximity of the sea, but especially to the cold current of
the Canaries, which hugs the Senegal-Mauretanian coast,
and to the ali^e, the sea-wind of the Azores, which
bars the way to the harmattan (a hot and dry wind).
Historically, the peninsula of Cape Verde was part
of the kingdom of Kayor. It was visited in 1444 by
the Portuguese Denis Diaz. While Goree, an island
lying 3 km. to the east provided a transit centre for
European navigators and for the slave trade, and was
the residence of governors controlling the whole of
the coastline as far as Gabon, Dakar was nothing
more than a tiny village occupied by fishermen of
the Lebou tribe (a branch of the Wolof). It was on
25 May 1857 that the captain of the vessel Protet, in
agreement with the leaders of the theocratic Republic
of the Lebou, officially hoisted the French flag at
Dakar, which henceforward became a port of call on
imperial communications routes to south America. In
1895, a general government was formed charged with
co-ordinating the policy of the governments of the
different colonies constituting French West Africa
(A.O.F., 1'Afrique Occidentale Francaise). The governor of Senegal was, however, actually installed at
Saint-Louis, capital of the A.O.F.
It became a naval base in 1898, the capital of the
A.O.F. in 1902 with a governor-general, the focal
point of the major axes of communication between
the A.O.F. and metropolitan France, and the seat of
the Grand Federal Council in 1957. Dakar also became the capital of the colony of Senegal from 1957
onwards, then that of the Federation of Mali (comprising Senegal and the former French territories
of the Sudan), and finally that of Senegal after the
accession of the country to international sovereignty
in 1960.
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(the Mandel maternity hospital and dispensary, muniOfficially the administrative, economic and religious
cipal nursery, etc.); Fas, barely urbanised, with very
capital, Dakar comprises urban sectors with remarkfew asphalted roads, dotted with shanties giving place
ably clear-cut divisions, regulated by the plans of 1946
more and more to modern developments (the O.H.
and 1961. The former established four zones: (1) A
L.M. Centre). It is there that the Independence monmixed African and European residential zone on the
ument and the Kennedy girls' lycee are situated;
western sea-board as far as Yoff (the airport); (2) A
Colobane, a quarter identical to Fas; Gibraltar, entirely
commercial and administrative zone centred on the
residential, with some stylish villas constructed by the
southern region, bordering on the commercial port;
O.H.L.M.
(3) An industrial zone, from the main jetty to Thiaroye;
Grand-Dakar constitutes the most recent, the most
and (4) Finally, a group of reserved territories, non
extensive and the most populous zone of urban develaedificandi sectors.
opment of Dakar. A very modern urbanisation exists
The 1961 plan modified the earlier very little; the
alongside patches of shanty-town. It consists of the folonly changes were the specialisation of the industrial
lowing quarters: Fann-Hock, Fann-Residence, Mermoz,
zone, the constitution of an important university cenPoint E and Zone B, a superior residential zone (the
tre, and the designation of the new urban centre of
University, the Ecole normale superieure, the Ecole
Dagoudane-Pikine as the co-ordination centre for the
nationale d'economie appliquee, the Blaise Diagne and
direct plan.
Delafosse Lycees, numerous embassies and luxury vilWith reference to the urban structure, the town
las for governement ministers). In the centre of Grandof Dakar occupies the south-eastern extremity of the
Dakar there are some small self-contained estates: Zone
tip of the peninsula. It is the region which has
A, Cite du Port de Commerce et des Douanes, the
developed round the port, on the south-eastern
estates of Bopp and of Wagouniaye.
plateaux and on the southern part of the plain where
The allotments of the north encompass, between
is situated the Medina. The essential characteristic
the Avenue Bouguiba and the Route du Front de
of this urban zone is that it is almost the only area
Terre: the Cite de Police, the Karak, the simple or
having buildings of solid construction. Grouped withmultistoreyed villas of the Sicap, the quarters of the
in it are the national organisations of a political
Castors, of Derkle and of the Cite des Eaux, some vilnature, the administrative services, the entire wholelas of the O.H.L.M. I and II.
sale trade, almost all the banks, insurance compaThe Grand-Dakar with its shanty-towns is the
nies and real-estate organisations. The plan of the
quarter with the densest population (500 to the km2).
town is not a homogeneous unity; the port sector,
The dominant characteristic is insalubrity. It lies bethe most ancient, is in the form of rectangles, squares
tween streets 10 and 13. SICAP and the O.H.L.M.
or triangles; the south-eastern sector is of the radioare beginning to apply there a modern urbanisation
centric type with a series of roundabouts; the cenpolicy.
tral part is of chequer-board form with narrow
Dakar and its suburbs. In the immediate hinterland
streets, whilst in the south, urbanisation is least
of the town is a zone where the influence of Dakar
advanced.
is shown by certain characteristic features; installation
The town of Dakar comprises several quarters: the
of industrial establishments as far as MBao where
business quarter, an ancient nucleus, having as
there is a petrol refinery and where there begins the
its centre the Kermel market, with several old adminfree industrial zone of Dakar-marine; the military
istrative buildings, the main post-office, the towncamps of Quakam and of Camberene, the internahall, an area which is very busy in the morning and
tional airport of Yoff and its technical buildings; the
deserted at night; the western quarter centred on
major telecommunications establishments grouped at
the Place de I'lndependance, very modern and full
Yeumbel and to the north of Rufisque, a military
of activity (banks, estate agencies, travel agencies and
conglomeration situated 30 km. from the capital; the
insurance offices); the heterogeneous central quarter
which consists rather of services establishments and
presence of residential estates accommodating the workers of Dakar; the estates of the Almadies, of Ngor,
of wholesale houses, and is a centre of the textile
trade and of traditional commerce; the human popof the airport, of Sabe, of Grand-Yoff, of the Patte
ulation is very mixed there, with Lebanese and
d'Oie, the villas of the O.H.L.M., Guediawaye, Pikine,
Syrians, French, Portuguese Cape Verdeans, Moors,
Thiaroye and Diaksaw.
Toucouleurs, etc.; and the administrative quarter with
Dakar also maintains reciprocal trading relations
high-rise public buildings: the National Assembly, the
with certain villages in its close vicinity, providing the
Presidency of the Republic, the government minvillages with fish and vegetables and furniture in
istries building, the embassies, hospitals, the Palais
exchange for various types of merchandise. These vilde Justice. It is also a residential quarter.
lages are Hann-Pecheur, Oukam, Ngor and Yoff.
The northern sector of the town of Dakar comDemography. Dakar, which had only 20,000 inhabiprises an eastern section with some buildings of solid
tants at the beginning of the century, today numbers
construction in an area of insalubrious shanties
more than 350,000. The census of 1961 gave a total
(Rebeuss) a central section, with waste-ground and
population of 302,920 for the town of Dakar and
some large buildings (Colis Postaux, the Ecole Malik
71,780 for the surrounding area. The same investiSy, the Great Mosque, the Institut Islamique, the
gation listed 45,000 non-Africans, of whom 29,180
Polyclinique) and some industrial establishments:
were French, 9,900 Lebano-Syrians, 5,800 Metis, 500
Huilerie Petersen, Brosette, Air Liquide, etc.
Antillese and about a hundred North Africans. With
The third industrial zone contains export and import
the exception of the Lebanese community, this nonindustries (oil-works, large mills, maritime industries
African population has tended to diminish as a result
and light industries). This zone is not built up: it is ' of the Africanisation of cadres and the reduction of
mostly waste-ground with some market-gardens and
the French military presence.
shanty-towns (Darou Kip, Maka-Colobane, etc.).
The African population in 1961 numbered in total
The Grande-Medina comprises several quarters: the | 398,060, or 9/10 of the population of Cape Verde
Gueule-Tapee, relatively urbanised with many solidly(443,560). There are some thirty tribes represented,
built houses, and some large modern establishments
but five predominate: the Wolof (203,840 or 51.2%),
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the Toucouleurs (50,480 or 12.6%), the Lebou (36,
860), the Sereres (25,980), and the Peul and Foula
(23,900), a total of 341,060.
The Lebano-Syrians deal in commercial activities.
The Africans practise fishing and agriculture (the
Lebou), or are agents in public services (functionaries and members of the security forces), workers in
personal services (the Toucouleur, Peul, young Sereres
and Diola) or members of the liberal professions
(lawyers, bailiffs, experts in various fields). Industries
employ as many people as do the services. Commerce
involve the employees of European commerce (clerks,
bookkeepers, administrators), tradesmen based in the
African quarters and vendors in the markets with a
strong colony of Foula from Guinea (Konakry).
Religions. The two main religions practised in Senegal
are Islam and Christianity (both Catholic and
Protestant), and it is at Dakar that they are officially
represented.
The primary religion of Senegal, after the virtual
disappearance of animism, is Islam. In fact, 90% of
Senegalese are Muslims, as are 4/5 of the population of Dakar. Unlike Christianity, Islam in Senegal
takes on a traditional, even local, character. The
Muslims of Senegal, of the Malik! rite, belong, in a
general sense, to a religious fraternity (tarika] led by
a marabout, their spiritual chief. As a result of the
rural exodus, Dakar is the meeting-point of all the
fraternities existing in the country. From Dakar thousands and thousands of pilgrims travel once a year
towards Touba, capital of Mundism [q.v.], a fraternity founded by Shaykh Ahmadu Bamba Mbacke in
ca. 1895, or towards Tivaouane, capital of the
Tfdjaniyya order. These two towns are certainly religious capitals, but it is at Dakar that contacts between
the temporal (the secular state) and the spiritual take
place. Periodically, the various religious leaders leave
their respective capitals to meet the governmental
authorities in Dakar.
The different fraternities represented in Dakar are:
(a) The Tfdjaniyya [q.v.], of which the present spiritual chief is the "caliph" (khalifa) El-Hadji Abdoul
Aziz Sy, the third son of the late El-Hadji Malick
Sy (1850-1922). The khalifa has his official residence
at Tivouane, a zawiya founded by his father; however, he possesses houses in Dakar which provide
him with a pied a terre and serve as accomodation
for the talibs, disciples who generally conduct Kur'anic
schools. These residences are constantly changing
when the khalifa is moving through the capital. A
large number of the members of the Sy family reside
in Dakar, and each one, in his home, has his following of talibs.
While speaking of the Tfdjani at Dakar, one cannot ignore El-Hadji Seydou Nourou Tall, grandson
of El-Hadji Omar Tall (1796-1864), a man of the
first importance both in the religious and the political sphere, whose residence is constantly full of
Senegalese Toucouleur and Malian disciples.
(b) The M u r f d s . With the rural exodus of the
peasants from the Baol, where are situated Touba
and the zawiya of Shaykh Ahmadu Bamba, Dakar
contains a significant number of Munds, who every
year make the Magal, or pilgrimage to Touba. Almost
all the members of the MBacke family reside either
at Touba, at MBacke, at Diourbel or in the neighbouring villages, and to our knowledge, only Serigne
Shaykh MBacke, grandson of Shaykh Ahmadu Bamba,
representing the industrialist tendency of Murfdism,
resides permanently in Dakar. He owns many houses
there and a quarter bears his name (Sicap Serigne

Cheikh); his residence is remarkable for the daily
crowds of talibs and of dependents. When the khalifa
is on his way to Dakar, the crowds become more
numerous, each man pressing forward to express his
allegiance to his spiritual leader; the talibs sing poems
by the founder of Mundism or recite the Kur'an for
the whole length of the journey. Dakar becomes a
sort of Touba during the entire visit of the khalifa,
the Shaykh Abdul Ahad MBacke.
(c) The K a d i r i y y a , who have several important
centres in Senegal. Senegalese pilgrims often travel to
Baghdad, where there is the tomb of Shaykh eAbd
al-Kadir al-Djflanf [q.v.], founder of the fraternity, but
every year thousands of Kadirf adherents make their
way to Nimzat, in Mauretania, where the order arose.
NDiassane in Senegal is the most important centre
of the Kadin fraternity. As in the case of the others, many associations of Kadirf talibs exist in Dakar.
They are very active, especially during visits of their
khalifa, grandson of Shaykh Sacd Buh, one of the
propagators of the sect in Senegal. In Dakar, the
Kadiriyya has its own quarter in the Gueule-Tapee
on street 6.
(d) Of recent creation (1890), the fraternity of the
Laye is less widespread than the previous three groups.
The Layes take their name from Libasse (a corruption of al-cAbbas), better known as Limamou Laye
(Imam Allah) (1843-1909), marabout and founder of
the order whose influence remains limited to the Cape
Verde peninsula, more particularly among the Lebou.
It was from a base at Yoff that the founder preached
his doctrine.
The present khalifa is Shaykh Sidina Mandione
Laye; he lives in Camberence, a village not far from
Dakar.
(e) The Tfdjanf sub-group of the Niassenes is based
at Kaolack. In Dakar, Maryama Niasse (daughter of
the late El-Hadji Ibrahima Niasse, founder of the subsect) lives in Malik Sy Avenue and receives visitors
coming from all parts of Senegal, as well as from
Nigeria, Egypt, Ghana, Dahomey, etc. Her brother,
also in Dakar, supervises an important Kur'anic school
whose renown stretches beyond the frontiers of the
country.
In addition to its role as a capital, Dakar is the
meeting-point of all the fraternities existing in Senegal,
where the Muslim religion, because of its importance,
enjoys a number of official institutional benefits conferred by the secular state.
At. the University of Dakar, in the Faculty of
Literature, there is an Arabic section, and there is a
department of Islamology at the I.F.A.N. (Institut
Fondamental d'Afrique Noire).
The Great Mosque of Dakar is a religious institution of an official nature. Its construction was 90%
financed by the state. The Imam is appointed by the
Lebou community, but paid and housed by the government. The Friday prayer in the Great Mosque is
transmitted only by the radio-masts of the O.R.T.S.
and on the occasion of major Muslim festivals, the
head of state is always officially represented by the
Prime Minister. In the precinct of the Great Mosque
is the Islamic Institute of Dakar, which was inaugurated in 1974 by the President of the Republic and
which has as its purpose basic research, education
and Islamic instruction.
Catholicism is under by a Senegalese archbishop
who has his seat in Dakar, the centre of the activities of the Catholic Church in Senegal. The Church
contributes very effectively to education; it administers infant, primary and secondary schools which
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are officially recognised by the Government and
receive valuable subsidies from it.
Protestantism is poorly represented in Senegal; the
Protestants administer some infant schools which are
also recognised by the State.
Educational, sporting, cultural, artistic, manufacturing and touristic institutions are almost all centralised on Dakar. The only Senegalese University—with its Faculties and Institutes, the I.F.A.N.
and its major schools, of which the Ecole Normale
Superieure provides higher education, basic research
and the formation of higher cadres—is situated
in Dakar. The Institutes of Applied Research (Institute of Nutritional Technology, the O.R.S.T.O.M.,
the Institute of Development and of International
Organisations, the Institute of Oceanographic Studies
of Thiaroye, the B.A.N.A.S., the Pasteur Institute,
the Institute of Psychiatric research, the Institute of
Applied Leprology and the National Institute of Arts,
are also based on the capital. There are in Dakar
12 centres of technical, professional, industrial and
catering training, 112 primary and secondary schools
and centres of General Education, without counting
the Customs Service, Military Health, Gendarmerie
and Police training schools. All the museums are situated in Dakar or in Goree.
An administrative, economic, human, cultural and
religious focus, forced brutally into contact with contradictory elements generating conflict between the
modern and the traditional, anxious to overcome these
contradictions and reduce these tensions so as to
progress towards an integral and harmonious development, Dakar tends to be concerned not only with
its own destiny, but more realistically, with that of
the whole of Senegal.
Bibliography: A.P. Angrand, Les lebou de la
Presqu'ile du Cap-Vert, Dakar 1946; A. Hauser, Les
industries de transformation de Dakar, IFAN Etudes senegalaises No. 5, Dakar 1954; J. Richard Molard,
Villes d'Afrique Noire, France Outre-mer No. 255,
Presence Africaine, Paris 1958; R. Pasquier, Les
villes du Senegal au 19e siecle, in Revue d'histoire des
colonies (1960); M. Jodoin, Les industries manufacturieres
de la region daharoise, D.E.S. University of Montreal
1963; Assane Seek, Dakar, metropole ouest-afraicaine,
IFAN Memoire N. 85, Dakar 1970; A. Samb, Essai
sur la contribution du Senegal a la litterature depression
arabe, IFAN Memoire No. 87, Dakar 1972; Annuaire
ojjiciel de la Republique du Senegal, ed. La Societe
Africa, Dakar 1976; J. Charfy, La fondation de Dakar
(1845-1857-1889], Paris N.D.
(AMAR SAME)
DAKHALIEH [see DAKAHLIYYA].
AL-DALAL, ABU ZAYD NAKID, mawla of the Fahm
tribe, musician and zarif in Medina, born about
70/690, died about 145/762. Like his teacher Tuways
(d. 92/710) he was a mukhannath—hence the proverb
"more effeminate than al-Dalal"—and is said to
have been castrated by order of one of the caliphs,
either Sulayman or Hisham [but see KHASI]. His
musical gifts and ready wits he used as an entertainer of Quraysh women and a singer at weddings,
accompanying himself on a tambourine (duff). He
composed highly artistic (kathir al-camal] melodies in
a style called ghind3 mud'af, most of them on verses
by contemporary poets. Yunus al-Katib recorded one,
Ibrahim al-Mawsill 19, and Abu '1-Faradj al-Isbahanl
30 of his song texts in their kutub al-aghdm, the latter using sources like the songbooks of al-Hishaml
and Habash and the Akhbdr al-Dalal by Ishak alMawsill.

Bibliography: Agham:>>, iv, 269-99 (main source,
see indices); Ibn Khurradadhbih, Mukhtdr min Kitdb
al-lahw wa'l-maldhl, ed. I.CA. Khalifa, Beirut 1961,
30-1; Djahiz, Hayawdn, i, 121; Ibn cAbd Rabbih,
c
lkd, vi, Cairo 1949, 27, 29; Fihnst, 141; Tad} al~
c
arus, vii, 324-5; H.G. Farmer, History of Arabian
music, 57-8.
(E. NEUBAUER)
DALMATIA (Dalmacija in Serbocroat), a h i s t o r i c
province of Yugoslavia, formerly covering parts
of the Federal Republics of Croatia (the territory of
contemporary Dalmatia), of Montenegro and a very
small section of Bosnia-Herzegovina.
/. Generalities
Skirted by the Adriatic Sea, Dalmatia stretches in
a north-west-south-east direction at the foot of the
Dinaric mountain ranges (Velebit, Svilaja, Biokovo)
from the peninsula of Istria (according to some authors,
only from the island of Pag) to the Albanian frontier, marked by the river Bojana.
But in fact, the territory designated by historians
and geographers under the name Dalmatia is an area
without strictly defined borders; these borders have
indeed changed a number of times over the centuries.
During the periods when the hinterland was controlled
by powerful states (Croatia, Zeta, Bosnia, Hungary
under the Angevins and the Ottoman Empire at its
zenith), the territory of Dalmatia was limited to the
Adriatic islands and to a few strongly fortified towns.
In times of disintegration among the continental states,
Dalmatia extended further into the interior of the
Balkan Peninsula.
At the present day, the term broadly covers the
central part of the Yugoslav Adriatic coast, that is,
the coast-line from west of Velebit to the source of
the river Zrmanja, and from there, in a south-easterly direction, to the frontier of Montenegro. The
two other parts of the Yugoslav littoral are on one
side Severno Primorje (the northern littoral): the peninsula of Istria, the gulf of Kvarner, as well as part
of the coast in a south-easterly direction; and on the
other side Crnogorsko Primorje (the Montenegrin littoral): the coast between Herceg Novi and the
Albanian frontier.
Dalmatia comprises three geographical regions:
(a) the littoral, flat in places, steeply sloping in
others, indented with deep gulfs and well sheltered
anchorages;
(b) the interior of the country, with poorly defined
limits; and
(c) the numerous islands which make up the
Dalmatian archipelago.
The climate of Dalmatia is Mediterranean, although
it is colder to the north of Split on account of the
wind known as bum (called popeaq or poppaq by the
Greeks, aquilo by the Romans).
In the past, the economy depended most of all on
fishing, on the rearing of sheep, the growing of cereals, olives, vines and fruit-trees; today, additional
sources of income are industry, shipbuilding and
tourism. Ports worthy of mention include Split, Sibenik,
Zadar, Ploce, Gruz (the port of Dubrovnik, formerly
Ragusa) and with regard to the Montenegrin littoral,
Bar (for the contemporary period), without forgetting
the bay of Kotor, with Tivat, Kotor, Perast, Risan
and Herceg Novi; whereas Rijeka (formerly Fiume),
the principal port of Yugoslavia, situated at the end
of the gulf of Kvarner, is not generally regarded as
a city of Dalmatia (the territory of which, as stated
above, is reckoned to lie further to the south) but as
a city of u the Adriatic coast".
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//. History

A. The p r e - O t t o m a n period.
Inhabited since Neolithic times, Dalmatia was populated in the Bronze Age by Illyrian tribes, one of
which would seem to have born the name Delmates/
Dalmates. (This was in any case the name given by
the Romans, after the 1st century, to their province
of Illyricum or Hilluricum.)
From the time of the 5th and 4th centuries B.C.,
the Greeks began establishing trading-posts (and later,
colonies) on a number of islands (Vis, Hvar, Korcula,
etc.) as well as in some of the coastal towns (Solin,
Trogir, etc.). In the 3rd century B.C., there are records
of raids by Celtic tribes.
The Illyrians of Dalmatia subsequently underwent
conquest by the Romans, a conquest which was
accomplished in stages, provoking wars of resistance
and numerous revolts on the part of the indigenous
population against the invader. Six centuries later,
in 297 A.D., the enormous Roman province of Dalmatia
(which stretched from Istria to Skadar, and from the
Adriatic to Sava, Kolubara and Zaprada Morava) was
divided by Diocletian into two regions: Dalmatia and
Pmevalis (Provincia Praevalitana}, the latter approximately
covering the territory of present-day Montenegro, with
part of Albania, of Macedonia and of Serbia.
Under Byzantine rule from the 5th century on
wards, Dalmatia also suffered invasion and temporary
subjugation at the hands of various barbararian
peoples, first the Ostrogoths, then the Avars; subsequently, it was swamped by the influx of Slavic
tribes, who arrived in the Balkans in the 6th and 7th
centuries.
During the following centuries, the various regions
of Dalmatia passed successively (although belonging
effectively, or nominally at least, to the Byzantine
Empire) under the domination of the Franks, the different Croatian and Serbian states (Hrvatska, the
Principality of Neretva, Zahumlje, Travunija, Duklja,
etc.) and the Normans.
In the intervening period (in the 3rd/9th century),
there are records of raids by the Arabs against the
Dalmatian coast, in particular an unsuccessful siege
of Ragusa (Dubrovnik), which seems to have lasted
fifteen months, in 252/866-7 (cf. Theophanes Continuatus, Historia de vita et rebus gestis Basilii. . ., ed. I.
Bekkeri, Bonnae 1838, 289-90; G. Musca, Uemirato di
Bari (847-871)2, Bari 1967; U. Rizzitano, art. ITALIYA,
in El2}.
From the 11 th century onwards, domination of the
northern part of Dalmatia was contested by the
Venetians, the Croats (Regnum Croatiae et Dalmatiae},
and the Hungarians, and domination of the southern
part by the various local Bosnian and Serbian principalities and kingdoms.
Between 1205 and 1358 a large portion of
Dalmatian territory was held by Venice. During this
period, there was a raid by the Mongols, who, while
in hot pursuit of King Bela of Hungary, devastated
the suburbs of Split and ransacked the town of Kotor
in March 1242 (cf. R. Grousset, UEmpire des steppes,
Paris 1948, 332-3).
Between 1358 and 1409 Dalmatia fell under the
domination of Angevin Hungary (regna Dalmatiae et
Croatiae}, then under that of Venice (1409 and 14201797), although for a long time previously, many of
the towns had often existed in a more or less (or
totally) autonomous state, as was the case of Dubrovnik
in particular (cf. M. Novak, Autonomija dalmatinskih
Komuna pod Venecijom, Zadar 1965).

B. The O t t o m a n period.
(For the Republic of Dubrovnik, see RAGUSA;
for the history of the coastal region to the south
of Dubrovnik, see KARA DAGH, i.e. Montenegro
(Crnogorsko Primorje).
The conquest of the Balkan Peninsula by the
Ottomans, and their break-through in the direction
of Vienna, changed the map of Dalmatia yet again.
In fact, throughout the period of the Ottoman Empire's
greatest power, Venice controlled only the Adriatic
islands, the cities of the coast and a narrow coastal
strip stretching as far as Omis, while the littoral
between the rivers of Cetina and Neretva (Makarsko
Primorje), and the entire hinterland, were in the hands
of the Turks (sandjak Lika, sand^ak KKs, and sandj_ak
Hercegovina}. It was only after the beginning of the
decline of Ottoman power (end of the 17th century),
that Venetian Dalmatia began once more to extend
into the interior of the peninsula.
Venetian rule in Dalmatia in the 15th and 16th
centuries operated on a feudal pattern. The land
belonged to the nobility, the majority of whom were
of foreign stock. In the towns the artisans and tradesmen were not permitted to take part in municipal
councils. There are records of numerous popular
rebellions against the feudal landlords. Maritime
commerce was reduced to the advantage of that of
Venice. Agriculture, on the other hand, became
rather more prosperous (especially on the islands),
mainly as a result of the influx of peoples fleeing
from the Turks. In the course of the next two centuries, there is evidence of a major transformation of
Dalmatian society, a transformation which coincided
with the decline of Venice. Finally, we should take
note of the emergence of a Dalmatian culture of a
very high level.
(a) From the arrival of the Turks to 1570
The first Ottoman raids against northern Croatia
began in 820/1417, those against Dalmatia a little
later. In 1432 the Turks invaded the region of Zadar,
and soon after 1463 that of Senj; subsequently, in
September 1468, they mounted attacks against Zadar,
Sibenik and Split, then they once more devastated the
region of Zadar in 1470, those of Split and of Trogir
in 1471, of Modrusa (in the region of Lika not far
from Senj) in 1486, etc. But it was the region of
Makarska (at the foot of the mountain of Biokovo)
which was most exposed to the Ottoman attacks. From
the years 1465-70 onwards, the Turks were in control of the entire hinterland, with the towns of Ljubuski,
Vrgorac and Imotski. A little further to the north,
Omis (which was to keep up a valiant resistance
throughout the Ottoman period) repelled the first attack,
that of 1498. (On the frontiers of Venice in Dalmatia
in the 15th century, see M. Sunjie, Pomjeranje mletackih granica u Dalmaciji i odnosi sa susjedima tokom XV stoljeca,
in Godisnjak Drustua Istoricara B.i.H., xv [1964], 47-62.)
The pressure on Dalmatia became still more intense
after the decisive defeat inflicted on the Croats by
the Turks (cladis croatica) at Krbavsko Polje near Udbina
(1493), and especially during the Venetian-Turkish war
of 1499-1503. Having once again devastated the territories of Split, Trogir, Sibenik, Zadar and Nin, the
Ottomans took control of the whole of Makarsko
Primorje (from Cetina to Neretva) (on the conquest
of Makarska, see V. Trpkovic, Vilajet Primorje, in
Godisnjak Drustva Istoricara B. i. //., xiv [1963], 229-37),
as well as the salient of Bosiljina (Busoljina?) lying
between Trogir and Sibenik (1501).
The peace treaty signed at the beginning of 1503
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had little effect on the situation on the ground, with
Turkish troops continuing to attack and devastate
Dalmatian territories: an attack on Split in 1507, on
Omis in 1509, on Skradin in 1512; the capture of
Cacvina (in Posusje) of Nutjak (on the river Cetina)
and of Vir (near Imotski) in 1513; in 1514 attacks
on Skradin and Knin, and the capture of Karin; in
1515 an attack on the fortress of Klis; in 1520 the
plunder of the region of Split; in 1522 a fresh siege
of Klis (by Khosrew Beg [q.v.], the illustrious sandj_akbeg
of Bosnia), the capture of Knin (cf. V. Klaic, Knin za
turskoga vladanja (1522-1688} in Serta Brunsmidiana, 1928,
257-62) and of Skradin; in 1523 the capture of
Ostrovica (an important strong-point, controlling secondary strategic areas to the south of Velebit), the
destruction of Nadin and of Vrana; in 1524 the capture of Sinj (according to some authors the town of
Sinj was taken in May-June 1513. cf. H. Sabanovic,
Evlija Celebi, Putopis, Sarajevo, Syjetlost 1967, 151 n.
14); in 1526 the capture of Gabela, etc.
Thus, after the year 1524, the Turks held all of
the hinterland between the rivers Cetina and Zrmanja,
with the exception of the fortresses of Klis (besieged
again in 1531, finally taken in 1537) and of Obrovac
(taken in its turn in 1527), while Venetian Dalmatia was limited to the islands, a narrow coastal
strip to the south of Velebit, and the territory lying
between Omis and Novigrad (minus the salient of
Bosiljina).
Also to be noted in this period are a number of
popular revolts (revolts of the pucani against the feudal landlords), which we may add to the long list of
similar revolts of the preceeding centuries. Worth mentioning are the revolt at Sibenik of 1510, and most
important of all the great rebellion of the island of
Hvar (1510-14) which had repercussions not only in
Split, Sibenik and Zadar, but also in many other
regions of Dalmatia.
The Venetian-Turkish war of 1537-40, which followed the capture of the fortress of Klis (1537) and
the siege of Omis by the Turks, brought ruin once
again to the regions of Split (which was henceforth
to have the river Jadro as its frontier) Trogir, Sibenik
and Zadar, and led to the destruction of Vrana
(on the town of Vrana under the Ottoman domination, see S.M. Traljic, Vrana pod turskom upravom,
in RadoviJA^U, ix [Zadar 1962], 337-58; idem, Vrana
injeni gospodari u doba turske vladavine, in Radovi . . .,
xviii [Zadar 1971], 343-77) and of Nadin (1537-8),
while the Venetians briefly regained control of
Skradin and ransacked the town. Shortly after, in
1540, the territory (zupa) of Poljica passed into
Ottoman hands, and was granted special status (cf.
A. Suceska, 0 polozaju Poljica u Osmanskoj drzavi, in
Prilozi za orijentalnu filologiju, xvi-xvii [Sarajevo 19667 (1970)], 77-91; idem, 0 drzavno-pravnom polozaju
Poljica pod turskom vlascu, in ^bornik Pravnog fakulteta u
Zagrebu, xvii/3-4 [1967], 386-94; idem, 0 polozaju
Poljica u osmanskoj drzavi, in Poljicki ^bornik, ii [Zagreb
1971], 61-72; idem, 0 posjedovnim odnosima u Poljicama
u svjetlu poljickih turskih isprava, in Godisnjak Pravnog
Fakulteta, xxii [Sarajevo 1974], 411-22). It was probably in the same period, certainly during the first
half of the 16th century, that the little town of
Jablanac (to the south of Senj, opposite the island
of Rab) was razed to the ground. It was not until
the following century that the ruined town began to
recover (on the general situation, see G. Stanojevic,
Dalmacija i crnogorsko primorje u vrijeme mletackoturskog rata
1537-39 godine, in Istorijski Glasnik, Belgrade 1960/34, 87-112).
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The peace, signed in October 1540 (after a suspension of hostilities for three months in 1539), had
the effect of ceding to the Ottomans all the territories which they had previously occupied. In addition,
the Turks were given war reparations.
The truce lasted for thirty years. During this
period efforts were made to heal the ravages caused
by a near-century of devastation and misery.
Agriculture and stock-rearing, which had been very
severely affected, improved, mainly as a result of the
influx of people fleeing the occupied regions. Fishing
also prospered, but commerce and craftsmanship were
not so fortunate.
But it was a fragile truce, broken daily by the
raids of the famous Uskoci on Ottoman territory.
These were commando bands of guerrillas, based in
Dalmatia (principally in Senj) and conducting military operations within the conquered territories; at
sea they committed acts of piracy which did not only
affect the Turks. In addition, they did not hesitate
to engage in conflict with the Venetians, who hunted
them most energetically, but would appeal to them
for help when the occasion arose (cf. V. Vinaver,
Senjski Uskoci i Venecija do Kiparskog rata, in Istorijski
Glasnik, 1954/3-4, 43-66; G. Stanojevic, Prilozi za
istonju Senjskih Uskoka, in 1st. GL, 1960/1-2, 111-141;
idem, Jedan dokumenat o senjskim Uskocima, in Vesnik
Vojnog Muzeja JNA, vi-vii [Belgrade 1962], 97-108;
and naturally the same author's major work Senjski
Uskoci, Belgrade 1973, as well as the two volumes of
archive material published by B. Desnica, Istorija
Kotarskih Uskoka, Belgrade, SANU, 1950-1; and S.
Pavicic, Raseljavanje staroga stanovnistva Senja i okolice, nastanjivanje uskoka i njihovo djelovanje, in Senjski ^bornik, iii
[Senj 1967-8], 324-70).
In the towns there was a remarkable florescence
of Dalmatian culture, of literature especially, written
either in Latin or in the language of the country,
the most significant writers being Marko Marulic
(1450-1524), Hanibal Lucic (1485-1553), Petar
Hektorovic (1487-1572) and others. Three other
authors, equally celebrated, deserve greater attention,
because they devoted many of their works to study
of the Turks, and may therefore be regarded as the
ancestors of "Yugoslav orientalism". They are: Feliks
Petancic (Felix Brutus Petancius, de Petanciis,
Petancius, Ragusinus Dalmata) (ca. 1455-ca. 1517) of
Ragusa; Ludovik Crijevic Tuberon (Ludovicus,
Aloysius de Cerva, de Crieva, Cervarius, Tubero)
(1459-1527) also of Ragusa; and Antun Vrancic
(Verantius, Vrantius, Wrantius, Vrancich) (1504-73)
of Sibenik,
The writings of the first of these include a Historia
imperatorum regni Turcici (or Historia Turcicd) the manuscript of which is in Nuremberg; De itineribus in
Turciam . . . (or . . . Quibus itineribus Turd sint aggrediendi. . .), ed. Vienna 1522; Genealogia turcorum imperatorum . . . (or Descriptio Turcicae) the manuscript of which
is in Budapest (see D. Kniewald, Feliks Petancic i njegova djela, Belgrade, SANU, 1961; M. Kurelac, Enciklopedija Jugoslavije, vi, 474).
The writings of the second include: De Turcarum
origine, moribus et rebus gestis commentarius, ed. Florence
1590; Commentariorum de rebus, quae temporibus eius in
ilia Europae parte, quam Pannonni et Turcae eorumque
finitimi incolunt, gestae sunt> libri xi, 1st ed. Frankfurt
1603, 2nd ed. (under the title Syndromus rerum TurcicoPannonicarum) Frankfurt 1627, 3rd ed. in J.G.
Schwandtner, Scriptores rerum Hungaricum, ii, 107-381,
4th ed. Dubrovnik 1784 (see K. Krstic, in Em. Jug.,
ii, 390-1).
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The third (who personally visited Turkey on a number of occasions and lived there for four years) wrote:
Iter Buda Hadrianopolim anno MDUII. . . ed. Venice 1774;
Diarium legationis nomine Maximiliani II. . . ad portam
ottomanicam suscepta a.C. 1567, ed. in M.G. Kovacich,
Scriptores rerum Hungaricarum, Budae 1798; Ratio itineris in
Turciamfacti per Danubiam, ed. in ibid.', Expeditionis Solymani
in Moldavian et Transylvaniam . . . ed. Budapest 1934 (see
M. Kurelac, in Enc. Jug., viii, 534-5).
(b) From the Cyprus War (1570-3} to the Cretan War
(1645-69}
Having refused to cede the island of Cyprus to the
Ottoman Empire in 1569, Venice found itself engaged
in another war against the Turks, which lasted from
1570 to 1573. The effects of this war were to the
detriment of Dalmatia, in spite of the crushing defeat
inflicted on the Ottoman fleet at the battle of Lepanto
(October 1571), a battle in which a number of
Dalmatian ships, with local crews, also took part (see
Lepantska bitka. Udio hrvatskih pomoraca u Lepantskoj bitki
1571 godine, Zadar JAZU, 1974). In fact, Venetian
successes in Dalmatia were ineffectual; Klis was
besieged in 1571 and occupied briefly in 1572, as
was Skradin, which the Venetians evacuated after
demolishing part of its fortifications. Makarska was
also besieged, but without success.
The Ottomans, on the other hand, ransacked the
island of Mljet (1572), attacked the island of Korcula
(cf. V. Foretic, Turska opsada Korcule godine 1571, in
Vesnik Vojnog Mu^eja, v/2 [Belgrade 1958], 61-91),
burned the island of Hvar (1571) devastated the region
of Split on a number of occasions (taking Solin and
Kamen (according to H. Sabanovic, op. cit., 155, n.
37, the city of Kamen was taken as early as 1537),
also the regions of Trogir, of Sibenik and of Zadar
where they took Zemunik (which according to other
sources had been captured in 1539, cf. H. Sabanovic,
op. cit., 162, n. 92), besieged Novigrad, and occupied
Nin for some time (for the town of Nin, see S.M.
Traljic, Nin pod udarom tursko-mlatckih ratova, in Radovi. . .,
Zadar 1969, 529-48). The peace treaty of March 1573
restored the situation that had existed before the hostilities, but the Turks retained Zemunik and strategic
positions around Solin. Mention should also be made
of the unexpected capture of the fortress of Klis by
a combined group of Uskoks and people of Split (7
April-31 May 1596), an exploit which had significant
repercussions throughout Dalmatia.
After these distressing events, and in spite of continual border skirmishes, relations between the two
Dalmatian territories (Turkish territory and Venetian
territory), became gradually more correct and increasingly normalised. Trade with the Turkish-occupied
hinterland developed, as did an important trans-Balkan
commerce, in which, especially after 1592, the port
of Split played a dominant role (see V. Morpurgo,
Daniel Rodriguez i osnivanje splitske skele u XVI stoljecu, in
Starine JAZU, liii [1966] 364-415).
But there were other towns, Trogir and Zadar for
example, which established close commercial relations
with the Ottomans, for the most part selling salt, and
buying wheat, meat, cheese and wool (see S. Traljic,
Trgovina Bosne i Hercegovine s lukama Dalmacije i Dubrovnika
u XVII i XVIII stoljecu, in Pomorski ^bornik, i [Zadar
1962], 341-71). This normalisation of relations lasted
more than seventy years, from 1573 to 1645, in other
words, until the war of Crete.
(c) From the War of Crete (1645-69} to 1683
This long period of peace was broken in the spring

of 1645 by a new Venetian-Turkish war which lasted
a quarter of a century. Many things had changed
in the meantime, both within the Ottoman Empire (the
heyday of which was now long past), and in Europe.
But the outcome of the war was once again favourable
to the Ottomans, except however in Dalmatia.
On Dalmatian soil, the most significant military
actions took place between 1646 and 1649. In 1646
the Ottomans mounted a lightning raid into northern Dalmatia, in the regions of Sibenik and Zadar.
The town of Novigrad was taken (3 July 1646) as
were Biograd and Nin, but an attack on Sibenik
was repelled (October 1646). In the course of their
counter-attack, the Venetians and Dalmatians laid
siege to Skradin, and recaptured it briefly in 1647.
In 1646 the region of Poljica, and, in February
1647, that of Makarsko Primorje (the littoral between the rivers Cetina and Neretva), severed their
ties with the Ottoman Empire and allied themselves
to Venice (Poljica nevertheless was compelled for
some time to pay a kharadj, to the Ottomans). (On
the position of Poljica in the 17th century, see V.
Mosin, Poljicke konstitucije iz 1620 i 1688, in Radovi
Staroslovenskog Instituta JA^U, i [Zagreb 1952],
175-206.)
In 1647 the Venetians (the bulk of whose army
was made up of Dalmatians and of Slavs who had
fled from the regions under Ottoman rule) recaptured
the towns of Zemunik, of Novigrad, of Vrana and of
Nadin, before inflicting a further defeat on the Turks
outside Sibenik (August 1647). Recovering Ostrovica,
Obrovac, and for a brief period Drnis (where all the
Turkish fortifications and monuments were demolished), the Venetians attacked Knin and Vrlika, and
regained definitive control of Biograd (1648), and,
most significant of all, of the famous stronghold of
Klis (30 March 1648). The Ottoman reaction was not
slow in coming; shortly afterwards, Turkish troops
devastated the region of Poljica and that of Ravni
Kotari in the vicinity of Biograd.
Finally, in 1649, major military operations came to
an end, when there was an outbreak of plague in
Dalmatia, especially in Sibenik and in Zadar, followed
by a period of widespread famine (see G. Stanojevic,
Dalmacija u doba Kandijskog rata 1645-1669, in Vesnik
Vojnog Muzeja JNA, v [Belgrade 1958], 93-182; idem,
Trgovina robljem u doba Kandyshog rata, 1645-1669, in
Istorijski Glasmk, 1958/3-4, 105-112; D. Keckemet, Dva
odlomka iz "Povijesti Kandijskog rata u Dalmaciji" Sibenicanina
Franje Divnica (Difnika} in Mogucnosti, xx [Split 1973],
876-88; S.M. Traljic, Turskomletacke granice u Dalmaciji
u XVI i XVII stoljecu, in Radovi Inst. JA^U, xx [Zadar
1973], 447-58).
For some time previous to this, there are records
of a large-scale migration of Slavic peoples known as
Vlasi (sing. Vlah} or Morlaci (sing. Morlak)—these are
clearly to be understood as being armed men—towards
Dalmatian territory, daily swelling the ranks of the
guerrilla commando bands (hajduci, sing, hajduk, and
uskoci, sing, uskok). The latter made constant invasions
of Ottoman territory (Lika, Bosnia, Herzegovina),
mounting attacks and ambushes far into the interior,
pillaging, killing, burning and kidnapping on their way.
At the same time, Hadjuci and Uskoci conducted a
policy sometimes favouring Venice, sometimes Austria,
but more often the latter. A state of permanent minor
war was thus perpetuated on both sides of the frontier, a situation well described in Yugoslav popular
epic poetry (from both the Christian and the Muslim
side), with a full gallery of heroes, all of whom are
well-known historical figures. (There are a great
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many publications dealing with the hajduks. Particularly worth mentioning are the works of
D. Popovic, 0 hajducima, Belgrade 1930-1, 2 vols.,
and R. Samardzic, Hajducke borbe protiv Turaka u XVI
i XVII veku, Belgrade 1952.)
In the context of larger-scale battles, mention could
be made of the defeat of a Venetian-Dalmatian force
outside Knin (1654), and the ravages perpetrated by
Ottoman troops in 1657-8 in the regions of Split,
Sibenik and Zadar, with a raid on the island of Brae,
following an attack on Split (1657).
The peace treaty was signed in 1671. In Dalmatia,
the position of the Venetians was then more favourable, since they retained Klis and its surrounding area,
the region of Poljica, and the littoral to the south of
Omis (Makarsko Primorje) (it may be noted that de
jure, this last territory should have remained under
Ottoman control, but it belonged de facto to Venice).
The whole of Dalmatian territory under Venetian rule
was henceforward known as acquisto vecchio, and the
frontier with Turkey became a fortified line called
lima Nani (1671) (see I. Grcic, Jedna mletacka agrarna
operacija u Dalmaciji, in ^adarska Revija, ii [Zadar 1953],
65-76; V. Omasic, Mletacko-tursko razgranicenje na trogirskom podrucju nakon Ciparskog i Kandyskog rata i njegove
posledice, Trogir 1971).
The brief period of peace which followed lasted
some fifteen years. It was not long enough to allow
Dalmatia to recover from the ruin caused by long
years of war, nor to revive its shattered agriculture
and commerce, not to mention the epidemics and
famines which had weakened the country to a considerable extent. Split quickly regained its status as
the leading port for commerce between Italy and the
Balkans. The port of Zadar was then of secondary
importance.
The Ottoman military operations and the situation
in Dalmatia in this period are documented in a sometimes whimsical but entirely first-hand account written
by the famous Turkish traveller Ewliya Celebi, who
visited these areas in about 1660; the Seydhat-ndme, v,
458-72, 476-78, 480-91, 494-500 (see the ^ excellent
annotated translation by H. Sabanovic, E.G., Putopis,
Sarajevo, Svjetlost 1967, 149-67, 175-91, 195-204).
(d) From 1683 to the Treaty of Sremski Karlovci
(26 January 1699}
The decisive defeat of the Ottomans beneath the
walls of Vienna (September 1683) signalled the end
of their presence in Dalmatia, where a large-scale popular insurrection broke out. The Muslims of the area
panicked and fled towards the interior of the empire.
Within a short time the whole of northern Dalmatia
had been liberated; even before the end of the year
1683, Skradin, Karin, Vrana, Benkovac, Obrovac and
Drnic were in the hands of the rebels, the Turks
retaining only the cities of Knin and Sinj.
Venice entered the war in the spring of the following year (1684), and Dalmatia was the scene of a
large number of military operations; Sinj was recaptured from the Ottomans in September 1686, Knin,
Vrlika and Zvonigrad in 1688, Vrgorac between 1690
and 1694, Gabela in 1693, while the territories of
Trogir, Sibenik and Zadar were finally liberated.
The peace treaty was signed at Sremski Karlovci
in January 1699. Venice retained the areas she had
conquered, and her territory in Dalmatia (which
bore the name acquisto nuovo) extended as far as the
new fortified frontier (linea Grimani), in other words,
Knin-Vrlika-Sinj-Zadvarje-Vrgorac-Gabela. In addition, each of these strategic points was surrounded by
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a neutral zone covering the range of a day's march.
In return, Venice ceded to the Ottomans the territories conquered in Herzegovina. In turn, the Republic
of Dubrovnik was enabled, with Austrian support, to
free itself from Venetian influence; Turkey thus had
access to the Adriatic Sea in the form of two narrow corridors, that of Sutorina (near Herceg Novi)
in the south, and that of Neum-Klek in the north.
The latter, nine kilometres long, is nothing more than
a tiny gulf, situated to the south of the mouth of
the river Neretva (on this period in general, see
G. Stanojevic, Dalmacija u doba Morejskog rata 16841699, Belgrade, Vojno Delo, 1962; on the new frontier between Dalmatia and the pashalik of Bosnia, see
E. Kovacevic, Granice bosanskog pasaluka prema Austriji i
Mletackoj republici prema odredbama Karlovackog mira,
Sarajevo 1973.)
(e) From 1699 to the Peace of Polarevac (21 July 1718)
At the end of the 17th century and the beginning
of the 18th one, Venetian Dalmatia witnessed a spate
of popular uprisings (such as, for example, that of the
region of Vrana in 1692, and that of Bukovica and
Ravni Kotari in 1704), caused in part by the penurious economic state of the peasantry, in part by the
aggressive policy of the Roman Catholic church
towards the Orthodox one.
On the military level, a new war against the Turks
broke out in December 1714. Thanks largely to indirect aid from Austria, Venice scored a number of
successes in Dalmatia; in 1715 Sinj repulsed the final
siege by the Ottomans, and in 1717 VenetianDalmatian troops definitively recaptured the town
of Imotski. These victories were augmented by successes achieved in Herzegovina, where the Venetians
took the town of Mostar in 1717 (cf. G. Stanojevic,
Dalmacija z,a vreme mletacko-turskog rata 1714-1718, in
Istorijski Glasmk, 1962/1-4, 11-49; S.M. Traljic, Turshomletacko susjedstvo na ^adarskoj Krajini XVIII stoljeca, in
Radovi JA^U, iv-v [Zadar 1959], 409-24; M.
Perojevic—T. Macan, Odjek Beckog rata na Makarskom
Primorju i u Hercegovini 1683-1723, in History ski ^bomik,
xxiii-xxiv [Zagreb 1970-1], 179-214).
The peace treaty of Pozarevac (July 1718) obliged
Venice to give up all her conquests in Herzegovina,
including the town of Gabela. In Dalmatia, however,
her territory was enlarged through the addition of
the region of Imotski, which led to some minor
adjustments to the frontier of 1699. Thus the whole
of Dalmatia was liberated from the Ottomans and
came under Venetian control, with the exception
of the two corridors of Neum-Klek and Sutorina
(see the monograph by G. Skrivanic, Dnevnik
Dubrovcanina Mihajla Pesica o Po^arevackom mirovnom
kongresu 1718 godine, Belgrade 1952; L. Katie, Prilike
u splitskoj okolici poslije odlaska Turaka, in Starine JA^U,
xlvii [1957], 237-77).
The new frontier, linea Mocenigo (1721-3), passed to
the east of the cities of Metkovic, Imotski, Sinj, Vrlika
and Knin and extended as far as Kick and Zabska
Gora, and all Dalmatian territory belonging to Venice
was henceforward knowns as acquisto nuovissimo.
The Muslim inhabitants who had not succeeded
in leaving Dalmatian territory in time were very
soon forcibly converted, mostly by the Franciscans
(cf. J. Cvijic, Balkansko Poluostrvo2, Belgrade 1966, 337
which gives details borrowed from S. Zlatovic,
Franovci drzave presvetog otkupitelja i Hrvatski puk u
Dalmaciji, Zagreb 1888, 233-4, 236-7, and from
M.V. Batinic, Djelovanje franjevaca u Bosni i Hercegovini
Z,a pnih sest viekova njihova boravka, Zagreb 1881-7,
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ii, 147). On the Muslim inhabitants of Dalmatia
who emigrated to Bosnia-Herzegovina, see M. Petric,
0 migracijama stanovmstva u Bosm i Hercegovini Doseljavanja
1 unutrasnja kretanja, in Glasmk ^emaljskog Muzeja, xviii
(Etnog.) [Sarajevo 1963], 10-11.
C. After the Ottomans
Dalmatia remained under Venetian rule until the
dissolution of the Republic in 1797. It was subsequently part of the Austrian Empire (1797-1805), the
French Empire (1805-9), then one of the Illyrian
Provinces (1809-13), before returning to the Austrian
Empire (1815-1918).
After 1878 a number of Muslims from Herzegovina
(which in that year became part of the AustroHungarian Empire) came and settled in Dalmatia.
After a certain period of time they had grown considerably in number, and as a result the Muslim religious community (Hanafi" rite) of Dalmatia was officially
recognised by the Austro-Hungarian government, on
15 July 1912 (see Reichgesetzblatt fur Oestemich 1912,
875, paras. 1-7; M. Begovic, Organizacija Islamske verske
zqjednice u Kraljevini Jugoslaviji, in Arhiv za pravne i drustvene
nauke, god. xxiii, drugo kolo, knjiga xxvii (xliv) br. 5,
25 November 1933, p. 379; the same, Islamka verska
zajednica, in Enciklopedija Jugoslavije, iv, 372).
From 1920 to 1941 Dalmatia was part of the
Kingdom of Yugoslavia, then from 1941 to 1945 it
was divided between fascist Italy and the Ustachi
Croatian State (Nezavisna Drzava Hrvatska), finally, since
1945, it has belonged to the People's Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia (as part of the People's Republic of
Croatia).
In 1971, there were roughly 4,000 Muslims in
Dalmatia (the total number of Yugoslav Muslims at
the time was a little over three million, of whom
18,457 lived in Croatia; see K. Hadzic, Brojnost i
rasprostranjenost muslimana u Jugoslaviji, in Takuim [Sarajevo
1975], 119-34).
Bibliography: There has as yet been no study
of Dalmatia in the Ottoman period (15th to 18th
century) which takes into account simultaneously
local, Turkish and Venetian sources. It is true that
the existing documentation is indeed enormous, and
that a large portion of this (archive documents in
particular) is accessible only to a very small number of specialised researchers. Naturally, emphasis
should be laid on the writings of Yugoslav historians and Turcologists who have in the past produced an impressive number of studies, monographs
and articles on this subject. It should be noted
however that the bulk of these publications have
been primarily concerned with the Republic of
Dubrovnik, and that consequently it is most difficult to present a bibliography concentrating exclusively on the history of the territory of Dalmatia
as strictly defined.
An excellent general survey by J. Tadic is to be
found in Istorija naroda Jugoslavije, ii, Belgrade 1960,
247-74, 519-30, 595-601, 1145-60. This work also
contains a wise and intelligent analysis of the sources
(the Ottoman sources are simply mentioned) and
the entire bibliography available at that date (cf.
266 ff., 528 ff., 1159 ff.).
For a convenient list of Yugoslav publications on Dalmatia since 1945, see J. Tadic (ed.),
Dix annees d'historiographie yougoslave 1945-1955,
Belgrade 1955 (see especially 217-55. 268-71, 37484, 410-15, 540-54, 566); J. Tadic (ed.), Historiographie yougoslave 1955-1965, Belgrade 1965
(especially 113-42, 201-20 and passim); D. Jankovic

(ed.), The historiography of Yugoslavia 1965-1975,
Belgrade 1975, (esp. 136-59, 185-96 and passim).
In addition to the Ottoman historians (Nacima,
Reshfd, Pecewi, etc.) and the major histories of
the Ottoman Empire (those of von Hammer,
Zinkeisen, lorga, etc.), special attention should be
drawn to the following works: G. Cattalinich,
Storia delta Dalmatia, 3 vols., Zadar 1834-5;
S. Ljubic, Pregled hrvatske povijesti, Rijeka 1864;
V. Lago, Memorie sulla Dalmazia, Venice 1869;
V. Lamansky, Secrets d}Etat de Venise, St. Petersburg
1884; J.N. Tomic, Grad Klis u 1596 godim, Belgrade
1908; J. Tadic, Spanija i Dubrovnik u XVI veku,
Belgrade 1932; L. Voinovitch, Histoire de Dalmatie,
2 vols., Paris 1934; J. Ravlic, Makarska i njeno
Primorje, Split 1934; B. Poparic, Povijest senjskih
uskoka, Zagreb 1936; G. Novak, Proslost Dalmacije,
2 vols., Zagreb 1944; A. de Benvenuti, Storia di
&ra, 2 vols., Milan 1944-53; J. Radonic, Rimska
Kurija i juznoslovenske zemlje od XVI do XIX veka,
Belgrade 1950; I. Bozic, Dubrovnik i Turska u XIV
i XV veku, Belgrade 1952; A. Ujevic, Imotska
Krajina, Split 1953; G. Praga, Storia di Dalmatia3,
Padua 1954; L. Katie, Solin od VII do XX stoljeca,
Split 1956; G. Novak, Povijest Splita, 2 vols., Split
1957-61; V. Vinaver, Dubrovnik i Turska u XVIII
veku, Belgrade 1960; R. Samardzic, Veliki vek
Dubrovnika, Belgrade 1962; B. Djurdjev and M.
Vasic, Jugoslovenske zemlje pod turskom vlascu do kraja
XVIII stoljeca, Zagreb 1962; G. Novak, Jadransko
more u sukobima i borbama kroz stoljeca, Belgrade
1962; E. Albrecht, Das Tiirkenbild in der ragusanischdalmatinischen Literatur des XVI. Jahrhunderts, Munich
1965; Grad ^adar, presjek kroz povijest, Zadar 1966;
M. Sunjic, Dalmacija u XV stoljecu, Sarajevo 1967;
G. Stanojevic, Jugoslovenske zemlje u mletacko-turskim
ratovima XVI-XVIII
veka, Belgrade 1970; T.
Popovic, Turska i Dubrovnik u XVI veku, Belgrade
1973.
Finally, one should add those articles already
cited in the present article: A. Strgacic, Upadi
osmanskih gusara u predjele ^adarskih otoka, in ^adarska
Revija, ii/4 (1953), 195-204, iii/1 (1954), 44-53;
S.M. Traljic, Zjzdar i turska pozadina od XV do potkraj
XIX stoljeca, in Grad %adar (Zadar 1966), 206-28;
A.J. Soldo, Prilozi proucavanju agrarno-drustvenih odnosa
u Gornjem primorju od XVI do polovine XIX stoljeca,
in Makarski ^bornik (1970), 337-80; A. RubeFilipi, Biogradsko-vransko primorje u doba mletackoturskih ratova s osvrtom na povijest naselenja, in Radovi
Inst. JA^U xix (Zadar 1972), 405-98.
(A. POPOVIC)
DAM (A.), pi. dima3 "blood", also "blood-guilt"
[see DIYA, KATL] . In the present article it will be
appropriate to mention the numerous blood sacrifices
offered by the Muslims, but we will not concern ourselves with the theory, nor is it our intention to list
them [see DHABIHA, HADJDJ, CID AL-ADHA]. We will
confine ourselves to a brief survey of the beliefs relative to blood and the uses to which it is put or to
which it may be put by Muslims in the various circumstances where the sacrifice of an animal is
required, and the role attributed to it in magic and
therapy.
Arabic texts of the Middle Ages speak of four
cardinal humours: black bile (sawda3), phlegm
(balgham), yellow bile (safrd') and blood, associating
this last with joy and with the second string (mathnd)
of the lute (see al-Djahiz, Tarbic, § 152), and asserting that it is dominant in March, April and May
(al-Mascudr, Murugj, iii, 425 = § 1313). But these ideas
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are late and unknown to the Kur'an, which, setting
aside the story of the creation of man represented
by a clot of blood (alaka, XXII, 5, XXIII, 14, XL,
69/67, LXXV, 38) and the dietary prohibition (see
below), makes only one brief reference (VII, 130/133)
to the miracle of the river turned into blood (Exodus,
vii, 17-21) and does not even mention the bleeding
of the nose (rucdf) among the sufferings inflicted by
God upon the ancient peoples of Arabia as punishment for their impiety (see al-Djahiz, Tarblc, § 47
and index). The Kur'an gives no information as to
the place occupied by blood during the Djahiliyya
where, however, gory sacrifices were not lacking (see
J. Chelhod, Sacrifice, passim), nor as to the conception
that the Arabs had of it. However, for them, as for
the Hebrews (Genesis, ix, 4; Leviticus, xvii, 11, 14),
the soul of all flesh was in the blood, and oaths were
sworn on the dam or the dima\ as well as on the
pagan deities (see LA, s.v. d. m. _y.}. A distinction was
drawn between ruh, air circulating within the body,
and nafs, the soul for which blood, itself sometimes
designated by the same word (cf. al-Mascudi, Murudj.,
iii, 309-10 = §§ 1190-1; LA, s.v. n. f. s.}, is the vehicle: only animals possessing a nafs sd'ila, that is to
say blood, render impure the water in which they
die. The soul of a murdered man, leaving the body
with the spilt blood (see Chelhod, op. laud., 102-3),
then took the form of a bird (hdma, sadd] which did
not cease to haunt the tomb of the victim and could
not be set at rest until the blood of an enemy had
been shed there; thus J. Chelhod also sees in bloodvengeance a human sacrifice owed to the spirit of
the deceased. An analogous belief per-persists in various parts of the Mediterranean area: throwing stones
upon the scene of the crime has the effect of covering the voice of the blood appealing for vengeance
and contributes to the immobilising of the soul of
the deceased (cf. Westermarck, Ritual, i, 549; Jaussen,
Moab, 335-6; Servier, Fortes de I'annee, 33-4 [see also
KARKUR, RADJM]. If blood that has been spilt thus
appeals for vengeance, it is because the earth has no
longer absorbed it since the murder of Abel (Kur'an,
V, 30-5/27-32) and the ten punishments that it
incurred for hiding him from view (cf. al-Djahiz,
Hayawdn, iv, 201); the earth therefore feels the utmost
aversion for blood, except perhaps for that of the
camel, (ibid, iii, 136, iv, 201), but this last idea is
borrowed from Aristotle. And if, after some sacrifices, the blood that has been shed disappears the
next day, it is because it has been drunk by errant
souls (Servier, op. laud., 325). Even in the view of
Muslims who do not believe in the hdma, the blood
of the victims of an unjustified murder does not cease
to stop seething until proper vengeance has been
taken; that of John the Baptist has become proverbial in this respect (al-Djahiz, Nabita, in AIEO Alger,
x (1952), 312; BalcamI-Zotenberg, i, 569).
Since the blood is the vehicle for the soul, it is
understandable that among the Hebrews, its consumption was forbidden (Genesis, ix, 4; Leviticus,
iii, 17, vii, 26, xvii, 10, 12, xix, 26; Deuteronomy,
xii, 16, xv, 23; I Samuel, xvi, 33), and it is probable that even before the prohibition enunciated by
the Kur'an (II, 168/173, V, 4/3, VI, 146/145, XVI,
116/115), the pagan Arabs—but not the Christians—
generally abstained from it. Nevertheless, if we
believe the commentators, they used to eat a sort
of black pudding made from camels' blood (alBaydawl, on Kur'an, II, 173; Chelhod, op. laud., 175)
and, according to al-Djahiz (Hayawdn, iv, 96), they
used to drink as a tonic the blood extracted by the
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phlebotomist, the free-thinkers asserting that meat is
only blood transformed. In this regard, it will be
recalled that one of the reason invoked as a justification for the refusal to pay a salary to the bloodletter is that before Islam he used to sell the blood
to third parties and that this type of sale was forbidden by a hadlth (cf. R. Brunschvig, Metiers vils en
Islam, in St. hi, xvi (1962), 47). In another connection, a group of Kuraysh was given the name
La'akat al-dam [q.v.] "lickers of blood" because of their
practice of licking their fingers after dipping their
hands into a receptacle containing the blood of a
camel, as a means of sealing an alliance. There are
scarcely any attestations of the practice consisting,
in cases of the adoption by the tribe of a foreign
element, of mixing the blood of the adopted man
with that of a representative of the group, but in
southern Turkey there still exists the "fraternity of
blood", effected by the making on the wrist a gash
which is sucked by the contractants (J.-P. Roux,
Traditions, 324).
The ancient Arabs considered the blood of kings
to be a specific remedy for rabies (kalab) and possession (khabal), and it may have happened that it was
preserved for this purpose (cf. al-Djahiz, Hayawdn, i,
5, 310; idem, Tarbic, § 69; al-MascudI, Muru^, iii,
192-3 = § 1049; see also the legend of Djadhlma
[^.y.] in which blood plays a certain role); this belief
is still alive (cf. Wellhausen, Reste2, 139-40; Doutte,
Magie et religion 85).
Al-Djahiz mentions (Bukhald3, ed. HadjirT, 198,
200), somewhat as an exception, the practice of
Bedouins who, dying of thirst in the desert, were
constrained, after exhausting the contents of the first
stomach of a camel, whose purpose was ultimately
to provide them with water, to slaughter another;
they collected its blood, which they beat carefully
so as to separate the sediment (thujl) from the serum
(called mcC — water); this alone they drank; this
drink was called madduh (cf. LA, s.v. dj. d. h.; Chelhod,
Sacrifice, 175).
Drinking the blood of an enemy does not seem to
have been a current practice, in spite of the hatred
which tribes sometimes held for one another; there is
indeed a recent attestation of it (Jaussen, Moab, 111,
n. 1), but it is exceptional. On the other hand, an
arrow stained with the blood of an enemy (sahm
mudamm"'1} and returned to the archer who had dispatched it was retained as a lucky talisman (tabarruk"")
by the latter (LA, s.v. d. m. y).
Without being obsessed by blood, the ancient Arabs
were especially superstitious about menstruation [see
HAYD] and considered the woman thus indisposed
[haj'id] as impure and disqualified from performing certain acts. After Islam, the notion of impurity remained,
but the Kur'an (II, 222) confined to sexual relations
the prohibition affecting women during the period of
menstruation: and it is said that if this prohibition is
infringed, Satan interposes between the partners. From
another point of view, it is not impossible that the
prohibition regarding the consumption of the hare
and the rabbit, differently justified by Deuteronomy,
xiv, 7, derives, in certain sects [see ARNAB in Suppl.]
in part at least from the fact that the doe, which is
believed to menstruate, naturally does not purify itself;
the hyena is a similar case, and as a result these two
animals cannot serve as mounts for the djinn (alDjahiz, Hayawdn, iii, 529, vi, 46).
Once it has left the veins of a living being, blood
is at the same time impure and taboo, for it is
through blood that a link is established between
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man and God, where it is a case of canonical sacrifices, between men and the invisible powers in the
case of immolations which, although permitted, have
retained a pagan character. Once it begins to flow,
it is the blood which "gives to the ceremony its
true sense of expiation, of purification and of protection" (Servier, op. laud., 83).
Although the Kur'an (XXII, 38/7) states with regard
to sacrifices, "neither their flesh nor their blood shall
reach Allah, but only the piety coming from you shall
reach Him" (cf. Amos, v, 21-2), a hadith, retained
only by al-Tirmidhl and Ibn Madja (no. 3126) but
often quoted, proclaims: "the blood [of the victim sacrificed for the Great Feast] finds its place in the presence of Allah even before it has touched the ground"
(al-Ghazali, Ihya\ ed. 1278, i, 252; Westermarck,
Suwivances, 199; Chelhod, Sacrifice, 59), and such is
doubtless the belief of the Muslims. The more abundant it is, the greater its power, and it is essential
that the victim has been completely emptied of blood
before dying (besides, it is this total effusion which
renders legitimate the consumption of the butcher's
animals, and the list of dietary prohibitions which figures in the Kur'an (II, 168/173 and especially V,
4/3) is instructive in this regard, since it declares illicit all animals killed accidentally and not ritually bled
to death, except in cases of necessity).
Independently of the role played by the blood of
the sacrifice of the Great Feast in actually conveying
the sacred offering from the Believer to God, it possesses protective and curative properties sometimes
put to profitable use. It is thus that in Iran a piece
of cotton is dipped in the blood of a sheep that has
been immolated and allowed to dry; if a child has
pains in the throat, a morsel of this cotton is put
into water which he is made to drink (H. Masse,
Crqyances, 142). In Kabylia, blood is mixed with cattle dung which is smeared on a sheltered wall and
administered in fumigations (Fichier de Documentation
berbere, 1964/4, 12); in the same region a woman takes
a little blood to mark the forehead of a child less
than one year old (ibid.}. In certain tribes, the mistress of the house still smears the posts and the lintel of the door with it to protect her home (Servier,
op. laud., 346); it is also poured over a ploughshare
to consecrate it (ibid., III-2; among the Zaghawa
(M.-J. Tubiana, 149) it is the hoes that are sprinkled
with the blood of a he-goat, but in different circumstances). On the occasion of the feast of 'Ashura0 [q.v.]
it is the practice to dip in the blood of a sacrificed
animal branches of rose-laurel which are hung between
the stable and the living-quarters (Servier 370);
elsewhere blood is sprinkled on the threshing floor
(Roller, 325).
In the few examples mentioned above, magical
practices have come to be grafted on to rites considered orthodox; more numerous and more obvious
are the vestiges of paganism which appear in the
multifarious sacrifices offered to the djinn [see DJINN],
those invisible powers whose existence orthodoxy
was obliged to admit. Just as during the Djahiliyya
one became united with the divinity by pouring
blood over the rocks which were their home (cf.
T. Fahd, Le Pantheon de VArable centrale, Paris 1968,
103, on Isaf and Na'ila [q.v.]), similarly, one enters
into communication with the protective genies or
wards off the maleficent spirits by means of blood
poured on the altar of the home or on high places
especially frequented by spirits. Although it is difficult to arm oneself against the hostile attentions
of the djinn which haunt the places, very dangerous

for men, where blood flows abundantly, especially
abattoirs (see Doutte, op. laud., 86; Westermarck,
Survivances, 14, 165; Servier op. laud., 60-1), it is
very easy to protect oneself against invisible spirits
by means of the blood of sacrifices which, while
attracting them, also annuls their maleficent power.
This is why the life of superficially Islamised populations is marked by immolations, often modest
in scale, which are followed by anointings and
sprinklings with the purpose of gaining protection
from enemy spirits of the nether world, and of
obtaining in some measure the goodwill of
the protective genies of the house or of the tent
or of those who can assure the prosperity of fields
and herds.
The threshold or the door (cf. Jaussen, Moab, 343),
the central pole of a tent, the mill or the hearth (cf.
J.-P. Roux, Traditions, 255) are the true domestic altars;
but every new object is likewise consecrated by offering the blood of an animal to the protective genies
of the home. When a tent is constructed, or an old
one enlarged or a part of it replaced, the central pole
is smeared with blood (Jaussen, 399). In Morocco, a
woman smears a pole of the tent with the blood of
an animal when her first child is born (E. Laoust,
Transhumants, 58) to assure herself of numerous progeny. In the land of Moab, marriages are the occasion for a number of successive immolations, and in
the course of the last at any rate, the bride is sprinkled with the blood of the victim. In the present day,
in Iran [see KHAYR], masons still sacrifice an animal
before starting to build, so that its blood may protect them against any accident which might cause
their own to be shed. There seems little purpose in
recording further examples of this type which the ethnologists have noted in the course of their inquiries.
A problem of a different order is posed by the
blood sacrifices which, in agricultural areas, accompany all work in the fields: ploughing, harvesting,
threshing, etc. It seems that blood is not encountered
in rites designed to bring rain [see ISTISKAC], but the
Zaghawa who sprinkle it in the fields and in river
beds (M.-J. Tubiana, index) can hardly be the only
ones who do so. E. Laoust (Mots et choses berberes, 315)
has noticed in one Moroccan tribe an interesting annual custom which takes place on a Wednesday or a
Thursday before ploughing begins: in a hole dug in
the first piece of land to be sown and then ploughed,
the farmer slaughters a sheep and smears with the
blood his own right foot, then the left foot of the
khammds responsible for the ploughing; on to the pool
which forms at the base of the hole, a little earth is
thrown and on this the farmer scatters grains which
he thrusts into the ground with his hand; this place
is henceforward sacred. E. Laoust suggests two interpretations of this rite: to ward off the evil influences
of the djinn, or to restore to the soil the vital forces
of growth. The two explanations are, it seems, both
to be accepted, for they are confirmed on the one
hand, by the practice which consists of fixing with
blood, after the harvest, the force liberated by the
work in the fields, on the other hand the practice of
sprinkling the sheaves with it, of spreading it in various places and of smearing it on the clogs of the
beasts that tread the grain on the threshing-floor (ibid.
391). After the harvest, the jars containing the grain
are also smeared with blood (Servier, op. laud., 254).
As for livestock, it too is protected by anointings, as
is done in the land of Moab, to a newly-bought mare
or to a new-born filly (Jaussen, 354).
In the times when it was still possible to hunt
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big game, in the Moroccan Rif, some of the blood
of each animal killed was set aside to be offered to
the spirits of the rocks with the object of lessening
the ferocity of the lions (Roller, 331).
Springs are also haunted by djinn. At Sefrou,
Morocco, in the autumn, a black or seven-coloured
goat or a white cockerel is slaughtered beside one of
them, and the blood of the animal is poured into the
water (H. Basset, Grottes, 89). In the case of hot springs,
the bathers arm themselves against evil spirits by sprinkling the basin with the blood of a victim (Jaussen,
359-360).
As well as djinn, deceased saints must be appeased
by immolations (See Servier, op. laud., 179). In the
land of Moab, for example, blood is cast on to the
lintel of a sanctuary (Jaussen, 356). Blood still serves
as the vehicle for the conditional malediction imposed
upon a saint or another man, or for the transfer of
responsibility in the practice of cdr [q.v. in Suppl.]
and, on the contrary, for the honour done to the
host for whom an animal has been slaughtered
(Chelhod, Sacrifice, 185).
In another context, it plays a particular role in
the taking of virginity, and it is well known that on
the day after a wedding, a cloth stained with the
blood of the bride must be exhibited. In Kabylia, the
water used to wash it is poured out at the foot of a
pomegranate tree, the symbol of fertility (Servier, op.
laud., 144).
The preceding topic brings us back to menstrual
blood, which possesses particular properties. In folkmedicine, it is recommended as an antidote for dogbites, scurvy and freckles and serves also to preserve
the firmness of the breasts, but it also possesses a
magical power since seafarers can protect themselves
against the dangers of tempests and against the threat
of a sea monster called expressively hut al-hayd "fish
of the menses", by fixing to the stern of their ship
a cloth stained with this blood. Al-Damm, in his
Haydt al-hayawdn, from whom these details are borrowed (s.v. insari) provides in every account, under
the heading of khawdss "properties" data concerning
the use of the blood of animals in magic and medicine. By its very nature, its uses in the preparation
of philtres are fairly limited in number. These are a
few examples: the blood of the parrot (babbaghd'),
dried, powdered and spread between friends transforms their friendship into hatred. Sprinkling a mixture of the blood of a weasel (ibn cirs) and of a rat
or a mouse (fa'r) and water brings discord to families. The blood of a shemule (baghla) buried under
the threshold of a house prevents rats and mice from
entering. If a man can keep about his person a quantity of the blood of a fox (tha'lab], he is safe from
all forms of trickery.
Virility can be improved or restored thanks to the
blood of the tinnln (sic [q.v.]), of the frog (dijdac) of
the sparrow (cusfur) or of the hedgehog (kunfudh), while
that of the cat (sinnawr) and of a kind of pigeon
(shajhm) is a guarantee against feminine infidelity; that
of the swallow (khuttdf) even deprives a woman of all
sexual desire. If the blood of the frog prevents the
growth of hair and causes the teeth to fall out, that
of the fox encourages growth of the children's hair,
and that of the lizard called sdmm abras prevents loss
of hair; against the re-growth of eyebrows (though alDamlrl speaks of eye-lashes), the blood of the
chameleon (hirbd3}, of the bear (dubb) and of the jerboa (yarbu^ is efficacious.
In folk-medicine, again, the blood of the tortoise
(sulahfdt) is effective against pains in the joints
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and stiffneck. That of the hare (arnab) causes scurvy
and freckles to disappear; like that of the horse (or
of the mare, faras), it has contraceptive properties.
To cure maladies of the eyes, the blood of the
viper (afcd), of the mole (khuld), of the cockerel (dik)
or of the wood-pigeon (warshdn) may be used; that
of the cockerel is also a remedy for insect-bites
and that of the mole or the weasel seems to be
supremely efficacious against scrofula. The blood of
the stag (ayyil) is efficacious against bladder-stones
and that of the bull against haemorrhages; that of
the pigeon (hamdm) cures styes, stops nose-bleeds
and, with oil, soothes the pain caused by burns;
the effects of a dog-bite are alleviated by means of
the blood of the hedgehog. Deafness can be cured
with the blood of the wolf (dhi'b), while that of the
monkey (kird) has salutary effects in treating dumbness. A leper benefits from anointing himself with
the blood of a ewe (da'ri) or of a ringed pigeon
(fdkhita); abscesses are treated with the blood of the
peacock (tawus), when they are serious, of the starling (zurzur) if they are benign. The blood of the
beaver (kundus, kalb al-md*) is effective against incontinence of urine, that of the ichneumon (nims) restores
lucidity to a man who is possessed and finally, that
of the crow (ghurdb] cures habitual drunkenness if it
is mixed with wine, for which it inspires a definitive distaste. This is one of the few cases where
the blood of an animal is imbibed; in the majority of cases mentioned above, it is used in the form
of ointments, but whatever the manner in which it
is utilised, it must, in principle at least, for this is
not the case with some of the animals mentioned,
come from a licit animal, which has been ritually
slaughtered (al-Rayrawam, Risdla, ed. and tr.
Bercher, Algiers 1949, 321).
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B. HAMMUYA B. HASANAWAYH, HanafT jurist who, as
Chief Kadi of Baghdad, stands at the head of a family
dynasty holding the positions of kadi or kadi 'l-kuddt
down through the years. The following sketch is based
mostly on al-D}awdhir al-mudiyya fi tabakdt al-Hanafiyya
by cAbd al-Radir b. Abi '1-Wafa' al-Rurashl (d. 7757
1373). The best way to distinguish between them is
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by the use of their patronymic (kunya] and first name
(ism). Among the eighteen identifiable members of
this family, three distinguished themselves from
among the others; namely, the eponym Abu cAbd
Allah Muhammad (no. 1), his son Abu '1-Hasan CA1I
(no. 2), and one of their last descendants Abu '1Kasim cAlf (no. 15). The eponyms kunya and ism
are also those of the latter's brother (no. 16), and
for this reason, the eponym was referred to—not it
seems, in the contemporary documents, but later—
as al-Kabir, the Elder; this was in order to distinguish him from all the rest, not merely from his
much later descendants who were too far removed
to cause confusion and who had the same kunya and
ism (nos 4 and 16), but of whom none was referred
to as al-Saghir.
1. Damagham the Elder was born in 398/1007 in
Damghan in the province of Kumis [qq.v], where he
was first educated and pursued his initial studies in
law. He then came to Baghdad in 419/1029 at the
age of 21. Here he continued his studies of law under
the two great masters of HanafT law, al-Kudurf (d.
428/1037) and al-Saymarf (d. 436/1045). The jurisconsult Kudun, famous for his work on law, known especially by his name, Mukhtasar al-Kudun, with numerous
commentaries (see a list in GAL, I, 183, Suppl. I,
295), was also one of his teachers of hadith (see the
certificate or samae dated Dhu 'l-Kacda 423 in the
Koprulii Library (Istanbul) no. 1584, fol. 41b).
Coming from humble beginnings, Abu cAbd Allah
experienced material difficulties in pursuing his
studies in the great capital. The madrasas had not
yet begun to flourish in Baghdad, with their endowments for the benefit of students as well as the
teaching staff. He had therefore to work, as other
needy students did, and pursue his studies at the same
time. He took a job as night guard which also allowed
him to study by the light of the guard's lamp. He
studied hard and learned by heart the current textbooks on law. One night he was surprised by a
son of the caliph al-Muktadir, now an old prince
who, admiring his knowledge of the law, invited him
to come to his residence on Thursdays and aided him
materially.
When the Chief Kadi of the caliph al-Ka'im died
in 447/1055, the year that the Saldjuks defeated the
Buwayhids, the caliph consulted with the wealthy
Hanbalf merchant Abu Mansur b. Yusuf [q.v] regarding his replacement. He wanted someone who was
more knowledgeable in the field of law than the
deceased. Abu Mansur suggested al-Damaghanf, who
was thus qualified, but whose appointment would also
please the wazir of the Saldjuk Toghril Beg, cAmfd
al-Mulk al-Kundurf [q.v.]. Previously, the post of chief
magistrate had been particularly reserved for adherents of the Shafi'f law school. Assigning it to a member of the Hanaff school, which was also that of the
Saldjuk Sultan and his wa&r, was an act dictated by
political expediency, not by al-Damaghanf's superior
knowledge of the law; for there were other jurisconsults of the Shafi'f school, from which previous chief
magistrates were chosen to serve, who were more
highly qualified than he was, namely Abu '1-Tayyib
al-Tabarf (d. 450/1058), the great ShafTf jurisconsult
of the period; al-Mawardf (d. 450/1058), the celebrated
author of al-Ahkdm al-sultdniyya; Abu Ishak al-Shfrazf
(d. 476/1083), disciple of Abu '1-Tayyib al-Taban, his
repetitor (mucid), and first professor at the Madrasa
Nizamiyya of Baghdad; and Abu Nasr b. al-Sabbagh
(d.'477/1084), disciple of Abu '1-Tayyib al-Taban,
classmate and later colleague and rival of Abu Ishaq

al-Shirazi, and believed by Ibn Khallikan to be even
more knowledgeable in ShafTi law than al-Shfrazf.
After his appointment, the fortunes of al-Damaghanf
changed. Only three years after his appointment, his
residence was rich enough to attract the attention of
burglars, and again later, in 493/1100, when his son
Abu '1-Hasan cAlf was the occupant.
Damaghanf the Elder was considered in his day
as one of the leaders of his legal school, with some
reputation in the field of disputation (mund^ard). He
continued in his post as Kadi }l-Kuddt for thirty years,
under the caliphs al-Ka'im (d. 467/1075) and alMuktadf (d. 487/1094). He served as a substitutewa&r under both caliphs, refusing to accept the
vizierate itself and not wanting to exceed his position as Kadi 3l-Kudat (Ibn al-Djawzf [also apud Ibn
c
Aqfl], Muntagam, ix, 210, 11. 15-16: fa-aba ta'addiya
rutbati 'l-kadd'). This genuine modesty was perhaps
due to a gentle personality as well as to his humble
beginnings. The period of his life when he lived
in poverty, hardly having enough to eat, was also
perhaps the cause \of his becoming a voracious
eater when he could afford to buy all the food he
wanted. One anecdote (Munta^am, ix, 24, 11. 3 ff.)
tells of his finishing off a thirty-pound (rail) plate of
pastry at the end of a copious meal at a banquet
given by the caliph's wa&r- Fakhr al-Dawla b. Djahfr.
He died in 478/1085.
Only one work on law has come down to us from
al-Damaghanf, the Kitab Masd'il al-hitdn wa 'l-turuk
(Berlin Ms. 4982). His biographers do not cite any
works for him. Among his students was Abu Tahir
Ilyas al-Daylamf (d. 461/1069), who was the first
professor of law at the great Madrasa of Abu Hanffa
founded the same year as the Nizamiyya of Baghdad
(see GAL, I, 460, Suppl. I, 637, and bibliography
cited; G. Makdisi, Ibn cAqil, 171 ff. n. 6, and index,
s.v. Abu cAbd Allah al-Damaghanf).
Here follows a list of his d e s c e n d a n t s with
full names, according to the enumeration in the sketch
below, all of whom were known by the nisba of alDamaghanf.
2. Abu '1-Hasan c Alf b. M u h a m m a d [q.v.
below].
3. Abu D j a c f a r c A b d Allah b. M u h a m m a d ,
Muhadhdhib al-Dawla (d. 518/1124); became a shdhidnotary under his father (no. I); appointed as kadi of
the East Side quarter of Bab al-Tak in Baghdad,
and of the stretch from upper Baghdad to Mawsil,
by his brother (no. 2) when the latter became Kadi
'l-Kudat (23 Sha'ban 488/28 August 1095) (^awdhir,
i, 287-8).
4. Abu c Abd Allah M u h a m m a d b. c A l f ,
Tadj al-Kudat (d. 516/1122); became shahid-notery
under his father (no. 2), who appointed him as his
representative magistrate in Baghdad and elsewhere;
when his father died, he was put up as candidate for
the post of Kadi 'l-Kudat to succeed his father, but
was not appointed; was sent as ambassador of the
caliph to Transoxania and died during the mission at
38 years of age (Djawdhir, ii, 96).
5. Abu '1-Husayn A h m a d b. Alf (d. 540/
1145); was appointed kadi of the West Side quarter
of Karkh in Baghdad, and later of the whole of the
West Side quarter of Bab al-Azadj (Dj.awahir, i, 82;
al-Tamfmf al-Darf al-Ghazzf, Munta^am, ix, 117; alTabakdt al-saniyya fi tardajim al-hanafiyya., i, 473).
6. Abu Nasr al-Hasan b'. c Alf (d. 555/1160);
substituted for his brother (no. 5) as kadi of the West
Side quarter of Karkh (Diawdhir, i, 199-200).
7. Abu c Abd Allah al-Husayn b. c Alf (d. 561/
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1166) (see Djawahir, i, 214-5, where the year of death
is given as 461, erroneously, because (a) the day of
death is given as Friday 11 Radjab, and 11 Radjab
was a Friday for 561, but a Wednesday for 461, and
(b) the biographical notice cites him as a brother of
"Abu Nasr al-Hasan" (no. 6), who died in 555/1160.
One more discrepancy appears at the end of the
notice where the author of the Djawdhir quotes Ibn
al-NapJjdjar (d. 643/1245) as citing the father (no. 2)
of this Damagham as his informant regarding the
son, which is not possible).
8. Abu M a n s u r Dja'far b. c Abd Allah (d.
568/1172-3); born in 490/1097, he studied hadith
under the two Hanballs Abu '1-Khattab al-Kalwadhanf
(d. 510/1116),'known for both hadith and fikh, and
Yahya b. Manda (d. 511/1118), the great hadith-expert
(Qawdhir, i, 179).
9. Abu Sa c Td al-Hasan b. c Abd Allah (d.
575/1179); studied hadith under the great hadith-exptrt
Abu '1-Kasim Hibat Allah b. Muhammad al-Shaybam
al-Baghdadf (d. 524/1130) (Diawdhir, i, 196).
10. Abu '1-Muzaffar al-Husayn b. A h m a d
(d. 579/1183); his brother (no. 12) accepted him as
shdhid-notary in 552/1157 and appointed him as
his representative magistrate in the quarter of the
Caliphal Palace on the East Side of Baghdad (Dfawdhir,
i, 207-8).
11. Abu M u h a m m a d al-Hasan b. A h m a d
(d. 582/1186); his brother (no. 12) accepted him as
shdhid-notary in 552/1157 and appointed him kddi in
the West Side quarter of Karkh in Baghdad, then
also in Wasit; he spent a lifetime in his career as
kadi, in Wasit and Baghdad, between dismissals and
reappointments (Djawdhir, i, 188-89).
12. Abu '1-Hasan c Alr b. Ahmad (d. 583/1188);
was appointed kddi in the Karkh quarter of Baghdad's
West Side in 540/1145 following his father's (no. 5)
death. Then when the Kddi 'l-Kuddt Abu '1-Kasim 'AlF
b. al-Husayn al-Zaynabf died in 543/1149, he was
appointed Kddi 'l-Kuddt in his place, at the age of
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thirty, by the caliph al-MuktafY. He was confirmed
in his appointment under the caliph al-Mustandjid,
who then dismissed him. The caliph al-Mustadl'
reappointed him, and, the appointment being confirmed later by the caliph al-Nasir, Abu '1-Hasan
continued to serve until he died. When he was dismissed by al-Mustandjid, he kept to his home, where
he pursued his study of the religious sciences, considering himself as still the Kddi 'l-Kuddt, and all
the kadis, as his authorised representatives, "because
a kddi., unless guilty of moral depravity, may not
be dismissed" (li-anna 'l-kddiya idhd lam yatfiar fiskuh,
lam yadj_uz 'azluh, Diawdhir, i, 351, 11. 9-10) (Ibn
KathFr, al-Biddya wa 'l-nihdya fi 'l-tdrikh, xii, 329;
Diawdhir, i, 350-2; Ibn Taghnbirdl, al-Nu^um alZdhira, vi, 104).
13. Abu '1-Fath M u h a m m a d b. c Alf (d. 575/
1180); was accepted as shdhid-notary by his father
(no. 12) on Monday, 12 Radjab 575/Thursday 13
December 1179), who made him his assistant magistrate in the city of Baghdad; he died at the age of
29, less than three months after his appointment
(Djawdhir, ii, 91).
14. Abu '1-Fadl M u h a m m a d b. al-Hasan
(d. 592/1196); was accepted as shdhid-notary by his
uncle (no. 12) on 12 Shawwdl 575/Tuesday 11 March
1180), three months after his cousin (no. 13), and was
entrusted with the controllership of the caliphal burial grounds in the East Side quarter of al-Rusafa. He
died young (Djawdhir, ii, 40).
15. Abu '1-Kasim c Abd Allah b. al-Husayn
(died Sunday 30 Dhu 'l-Kacda 615/17 February
1219); was appointed kddi in 586/1190, and dismissed in 594/1198; was reappointed as Kddi 7Kuddt in 603/ 1207, and dismissed once again in
611/1214; was highly esteemed for his knowledge
of the law according to the various schools of juridical thought, as well as for belles-lettres (Abu Shama,
Tardajim ridjal al-karnayn al-sddis wa }l-sdbic, 110-11;
Ibn Kathfr, al-Biddya wa }l-nihdya fi 'l-tdnkh, xiii, 82;

(1) Abu cAbd Allah
Muhammad a-Kabfr
(d. 478/1085)
(nephew, sister's son)
Abu Muhammad
c
Ubayd Allah
(d. 502/1108)
(4) Abu cAbd Allah
Muhammad
(d. 516/1122)
(10) Abu '1-Muzaffar
al-Husayn
(d. 579/1183)

1
(2) Abu '1-Hasan
Muhammad
(d. 513/1119)
1
(5) Abu '1-Husayn
Ahmad
(d. 540/1145)
(11) Abu Muhammad
al-Hasan
(d. 582/1186)
(14) Abu '1-Fudal
Muhammad
(d. 592/1196)

(15) Abu '1-Kasim
c
Abd Allah
(d. 615/1219)

(6) Abu Nasr
al-Hasan
(d. 555/1160)

(7) Abu cAbd Allah
al-Husayn
(d. 561/1166)

I
(3) Abu Jacfar
c
Abd Allah
(d. 518/1124))
I

(8) Abu Mansur
(9) Abu SaTd
al-Djacfar
al-Hasan
(d. 568/1172-3)
(d. 575/1179)

(12) Abu '1-Hasan
£
Alr
(d. 583/1188)

I

(15) Abu '1-Fath
Muhammad
(d. 575/1180)

(16) Abu cAbd Allah
Muhammad
(d. 615/1218)

(17) Abu DjaTar
Yahya
(d. 630/1232-3)
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Djawahir, i, 273-4; Ibn Taghnbirdi, al-Nud^um alZdhira, vi, 223).
16. Abu c A b d A l l a h M u h a m m a d b. alii u s a y n died Wednesday 16 Sha'ban 615/7
November 1218, three and-a-half months before his
brother (no. 15); was accepted as shdhid-notary by his
brother (no. 15) on 20 Shawwal 603/20 May 1207,
who appointed him as his representative magistrate
in Baghdad, a post he kept until his brother's dismissal on 12 Radjab 611/17 November 1214 which
entailed his own dismissal; he died four years later
without reappointment (Djawdhir, ii, 48).
17. Abu Dja'far Yahya b. Dja'far (d. 630/
1232-3); he is known to have learned hadith from
his father (no. 8) and to have taught the subject,
according to al-Mundhiri (Abu Muhammad cAbd alc
Azfm b. cAbd al-Kawf, d. 656/1258), who received
authorisation (id^d^d) by correspondence from Abu
DjaTar, on more than one occasion, to teach on his
authority, one in particular arriving from Aleppo
in Shawwal 620/October-November 1223). (Qawdhir,
ii, 211).
The author of the I^awdhir gives the orthography
of the ethnic name al-Damaghanf and says that it is
the name of Kadi 'l-Kudat Abu cAbd Allah alDamaghanf (no. 1) and of a group of his descendants
(see ibid., ii, 306). The author cites a nephew (the son
of a sister) of Damaghanf (of no. 1), cUbayd Allah b.
Muhammad b. Talha b. al-Husayn, Abu Muhammad
al-Damaghanf (d. 502/1108), who was accepted by
the uncle as a shdhid-notary (D}awdhir, i, 340-1).
Another Damaghanf (fl. 494/1102), cAbd Allah b.
al-Husayn b. cAbd Allah, was also accepted as shdhidnotary by Abu cAbd Allah (no. 1), but his identification as a member of the family is not certain
(Diawdhir, i. 274).
There are other persons noted with this name, but
with no apparent relationship to this family.
Bibliography: Ibn al-Djawzf, al-Munta^am; Abu
Shama al-Makdisf, Tarddjim ria^dl al-karnayn al-sddis
wa 'l-sdbic, Cairo 1366/1947; Ibn Kathfr, al-Biddya
wa }l-nihdya; cAbd al-Kadir b. Abf '1-Wafa3 alKurashf, al-^awdhir al-mudiyyafi tabakdt al-hanqfiyya,
Haydarabad 1332/1914; Ibn Taghnbirdi, al-Nu&um
al-zdhira, Cairo 1383/1963; G. Makdisi, Ibn cAqil et
la resurgence de I'Islam traditionaliste au XI1 siecle,
Damascus 1963, 172-5 and index, s.vv. Abu
'1-Hasan al-Damaghanf and Abu cAbd Allah alDamaghanf; Brockelmann, I, 460, S I, 637.
(G. MAKDISI)
AL-DAMAGHANI, ABU 'L-HASAN CALI B.
MUHAMMAD B. cALi B. MUHAMMAD B. AL-HASAN
B. CABD AL-MALIK B. HAMMUYA, son of Abu c A b d
Allah M u h a m m a d a l - D a m a g h a n f [q.v]. He was
born in 449/1057, studied law, and was accepted as
shdhid-notary by his father in 466/1073-4, and was
appointed by him kadi of the East Side quarter of
Bab al-Tak in Baghdad and of a part of the countryside, a jurisdiction which was that of his maternal
grand-father Abu '1-Hasan Ahmad al-Simnanf, who
had just died in 466/1074 (see Qawdhir, ii, 95-6). In
the year of these two appointments, Abu '1-Hasan alDamaghani was only 16 years of age; such appointments at that age were unheard of.
He held the post of kadi first under the two caliphs
al-Ka'im and al-Muktadf, until his father died
in 478/1085, and was succeeded by the Shafi'f jurisconsult Abu Bakr al-Shamf. Upon the latter's
death in 488/1095, Abu '1-Hasan was appointed as
Kadi 'l-kuddt and held the post under the caliphs
al-Mustazhir and al-Mustarshid until his death in

513/1119. He held also the post of substitute-zm^r
under these two caliphs, sharing the post with others.
There are some anecdotes regarding Abu '1-Hasan
al-Damaghanf which shed light on how he was
regarded by some of his contemporaries among the
jurisconsults. In one of these, he is said to have
refused to accept the testimony of a person who came
to him at the behest of the caliph al-Mustazhir. When
the latter asked for an explanation, he replied that
on the Day of the Last Judgment God would hold
him responsible for his actions, not the caliph who
appointed him. Another anecdote concerns the Shafi'f
jurisconsult Abu Bakr al-Shashi (d. 504/1110) who
came to Damaghanf to pay him a visit. The Kadi
'l-kuddt did not show him respect by rising for him,
so Shashf turned on his heels and left. That was in
the 480s. It was not until after the year 500/1106-7
that they came together again on the occasion of a
ceremony for mourning over a fellow jurisconsult's
death. Shashf arrived first and took his seat. When
the Kadi 'l-Kudat entered, everyone rose except Shashf,
who did not budge. Damaghanf wrote to the caliph
Mustazhir complaining that Shashf did not respect
the representative of the religious law. The caliph
wrote back: "What do you expect me to say to him?
He is your senior in age, a more excellent [jurisconsult], and more pious. Had you risen for him, he
would have done the same for you". Shashf also wrote
to the caliph complaining of Damaghanf's disdainful
treatment of men of religious science, and included
the following two verses: "A partitioning screen, conceit, and excessive vainglory / and painstaking reaching for the heights / If all this had come as a result
of ability / it would be easy to accept, but it comes
as a result of coming from behind (meaning that he
succeeded his father, riding on his coat tails)". The
caliph finally brought the two jurisconsults together
and they made up their quarrel. But the anecdote
ends on a note which shows that Shashf had not
quite forgiven the magistrate. Damaghanf sat with
Shashf, presumably in the presence of other learned
men, and began to give a list of the questions of law
that his father, Damaghanf the Elder [q.v.], had discussed in sessions of disputation, together with the
names of his fellow disputants in each case. When
Damaghanf had mentioned several of these questions,
Shashf made the following remark, laden with subtle
sarcasm: "How excellently you have memorised the
titles of these disputed questions!"—meaning that
Shashf was good for superficial memorisation, but not
good enough for even memorising the disputations
themselves, let alone understanding them.
Ibn c Akfl [q.v], who had a great respect for
Damaghanf the Elder as one of his teachers of disputation, had no respect at all for the son Abu
'1-Hasan, to whom he addressed two letters which
appear to be open ones written, not in the second,
but in the third person (see the French tr. of both
letters in Makdisi, Ibn cAqil, 467-71). In these, Ibn
c
Akfl compares father and son, laying stress on the
inferior qualities of the son. He held against the son
the fact that, at one of his sessions as chief magistrate, he cried at the top of his voice that there were
no longer any jurisconsults of the rank of mu^tahid
[q.v]. Ibn 'Akfl considered this a thoughtless attack
against the doctrine of consensus or idgmcf [q.v], a
doctrine which God had instituted above that of
prophecy, since the Prophet of Islam was the seal of
the prophets, not to be followed by other prophets.
God thus instituted the doctrine of the consensus of
His community in the place of the succession of
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establishments set up in Syria, Trak, Egypt and
prophets. He also held against Abu '1-Hasan his negPalestine during the Zangid, Ayyubid and Mamluk
lect of the learned men of Baghdad in favour of those
periods. Unfortunately, this particular building is now
from Khurasan. He accused him of doing so for the
virtually a ruin. The facade is completely disfigured
purpose of gaining a broader reputation, presumably
by little shops built on the site of the rooms situated
because these men would spread his name far and
to the north of the courtyard. Of the building as
wide on their travels back and forth to their home
a whole, some traces still exist: the walls of a prayer
provinces.
room with some vestiges of the mihrdb decoration; the
Ibn al-Djawzi (d. 597/1200), who gives a lengthy
facade of this prayer room, made up of three bays;
biography of Abu '1-Hasan and is our source for Ibn
c
the courtyard on to which it opened; and the basin
Akrl's two letters, nevertheless speaks well of him,
in its centre. These few remains have nevertheless
stating that he was a religious man, with a sense of
allowed Jean Sauvaget to reconstruct the plan of the
honour, with generosity and integrity, and that he
building (Le Ddr al-hadith de Nour al-dm, in Les monuwas knowledgeable in the field of shurut, i.e. the writments ayyoubides de Damas, i, Paris 1938, 15-25). This
ing of formal documents. Among his teachers, the
plan fitted into a small, almost square rectangle (16.30
HanbalT Kadi Abu Yacla b. al-Farra3 (d. 458/1066),
X 17.20 m. overall). It comprised a room with a
Abu Bakr al-Khatlb (d. 463/1071), al-Sarlfml (d.
mihrdb ranging all along the south wall, which opened
469/1076), and Ibn al-Nakur (d. 470/1078) are cited
on to a central, square courtyard through a large,
as those who taught him hadith, and is said to have
high central bay flanked by two other bays of more
related traditions in turn. He studied law under his
modest dimensions. Each of these bays was made up
father and his brother [see under DAMAGHANI, ABU
C
of a rectangular opening surmounted by a lintel and
ABD ALLAH, Nos. 1 and 3].
a curved, pointed arch. The central arch was supAbu '1-Hasan died in 513/1119 after having served
ported on two rectangular pillars, whilst the lateral
for close on 30 years as magistrate and chief magisones were supported on the piers of the doorway.
trate. He was buried at his home in the quarter of
Nahr al-Kalla'In on the West Side of Baghdad where I Two rectangular and symmetrical rooms, one of them
communicating with the prayer room, opened on to
his father was buried, and the remains of his father
the lateral facades of the courtyard, and each comwere transferred to the shrine of Abu Hanlfa on the
municated with a little vaulted room making up the
East Side.
(G. MAKDISI)
east and west angles of the northern facade of the
DAMASCENING [see MACDIN].
buildings as a whole. The central part of this last was
DANDANKAN, DANDANAKAN, a small town in
made up of a passage way which led both to the
the sand desert between Marw and Saraldis in
central courtyard and also to two further small, vaulted
mediaeval Khurasan and 10 farsakhs or 40 miles from
rooms which themselves led to the courtyard. In the
the former city. The site of the settlement is now
centre of the courtyard was a basin for ablutions.
in the Turkmenistan SSR, see V.A. Zhukovsky,
The arrangement here, simple and functional, allows
Razjualim Starago Merva, St. Petersburg 1894, 38. The
one to identify exactly the role of each of the varigeographers of the 4th/10th century mention that it
ous rooms: the prayer room at the end, teaching
was well-fortified and was surrounded by a wall 500
rooms at the sides, and possibly, the janitor's lodgpaces in circumference, the baths and a rib at or cara2
ings in the rooms along the facade.
vanserai lying outside this wall (Ibn Hawkal , 436-7,
c
Sauvaget has emphasised the relationship between
456, tr. Kramers-Wiet, 422, 440; Hudud al- alam,
the plan above and those of the oldest madrasas in
tr. Minorsky, 105). When Yakut saw it in the early
7th/13th century, it was ruinous and abandoned, with
Damascus, the difference being essentially in a reduconly the ribdt, the minaret and the walls outstanding,
tion of the dimensions and the replacement of the
apparently because of the encroaching sands, though
iwdns—specific features of madrasas—by lateral rooms.
Even so, the distinction between the two types of
he quotes a work of Sam'anf's, the Kitdb al-Tahbir,
building was not always clearly made. To cite only
that its ruin dated from a sacking by the Ghuzz in
Shawwal 553/November 1158 (Bulddn, ed. Beirut, ii,
one example, the Diya'iyya, founded in Damascus by
477). Both Yakut and Sam'ani (Ansdb, ed. Hyderabad,
Diya3 al-Dfn al-MakdisT before 643/1245, is given as
v, 381-3) list many scholars who stemmed from
a dar al-hadith by Ibn Tulun (al-Kald}id al-dj_awhariyya
Dandankan.
fi ta'nkh al-maddris, Damascus, 1949, 76) and as a
The place's main claim to historical fame arises
madrasa by al-NucaymT (al-Ddris fi tcfrikh al-maddris,
from the fact that, outside Dandankan's walls in the
Damascus 1948, i, 80).
parched and largely waterless desert, there took place
The opening of the first dar al-hadith, was folone of the decisive battles of eastern Islamic history.
lowed by the founding of numerous similar instituIn Ramadan 431/May 1040 a force of highly-mobile
tions based on Nur al-Dm's building; unfortunately,
Tiirkmens under the Saldjuk leaders Toghril and
these have almost all disappeared. Of the 16 estabCaghri Beg defeated a more heavily-armed but largely
lishments listed by al-NucaymT, Damascus has now
c
demoralised Ghaznawid army under Sultan Mas ud
only the remnants of Nur al-Dm's dar al-hadith] the
b. Mahmud, and this victory gave the Saldjuks confine doorway with stalactites of that of Tingiz, built
trol of the former Ghaznawid province of Khurasan
in 739/1338 and whose interior has been completely
(see B.N. Zakhoder, Dendanekan, in Belleten^ xviii (1954),
rebuilt (cf. Sauvaget, Les monuments historiques de Damas,
581-7, and Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, their empire in
Beirut 1932, 69, no. 44); and a few remnants of
Afghanistan and eastern Iran, index).
walls incorporated in shops or houses. As a result,
Bibliography: Given in the article.
we are forced to go back to the written sources in
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
order to get information about the architecture of
DANIEL [see DANIYAL]
the dar al-haditJm but these are very laconic on this
DAR AL-HADJTH.
particular aspect, and the passages on these institutions concern themselves almost wholly with the
I. A r c h i t e c t u r e .
lives of the teachers there. Alone of them Ibn Tulun
The first dar al-hadith [q.v.] founded by Nur al-Dln
devotes a few lines to the buildings themselves, and
in Damascus served as a prototype for similar
from him we learn that certain of them were mere
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DAR AL-HADITH
II. Historical development [see ii, 125 6].

Fig. 1. Plan of Nur al-Dm's dar al-hadith, after J. Sauvaget.

Fig. 2. Elevation of Nur al-Dm's dar al-hadith, after J. Sauvaget.
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Mediterranean countries in the 2nd millennium. It
rooms within the house of the shaykh who was givcannot be established with certainty with what
ing out instruction. Thus the Shaklshakiyya, foundoriginal plant ddrslni is to be associated, since in the
ed in Bamascus by Ibn Shaklshaka in 656/1258,
was only the modest dwelling of this master (cf. alpharmacognostic texts Cinn. cassia is also rendered by
Nu'aymf, Ddris, i, 81). The Biya'iyya (see above)
sallkha, which allegedly is not identical with ddrslni.
The Greeks (Bioscorides) called the class Ktv(v)6c(icohad a plan resembling that of the Nuriyya, but the
UX)V, and the rind of the Chinese moola; the Arabs
rooms meant for students were spread over two
3
speak accordingly of kinndmumun (and variants) and
floors (Ibn Tulun, K aid id, 83). The Kalanisiyya,
founded in ca, 729/1328 by the vizier Ibn al-Kalanisf
kasiya (kassiyd}; in Spanish-Arabic texts it even appears
in the Romance form d^innamu (cinamomo), cf. M. Asin
(not to be confused with the historian of the same
Palacios, Glosario de voces romances, Madrid Granada
name), had a very extensive hall, provided with
1943, no. 196. Since Ceylonese cinnamon was exportthree large windows looking on to the Nahr Yazld,
several doors giving access to it, a paved courtyard I ed rather late from the island, hardly before the 14th
century A.B., ddrslni, according to its name, can only
and a minaret (Ibn Tulun, op. cit., 86). The
Nizamiyya, founded towards the middle of the
indicate Chinese cinnamon during the whole previ9th/15th century by the kadi 'l-kuddt Nizam al-Bm
ous period.
c
Umar, showed a structure even more close to that
The older Arab botanists (Abu Hanffa al-Bmawan,
of the madmsas. Three iwdns opened on to a court
The book of plants, ed. B. Lewin, Wiesbaden 1974, no.
814) did not know what to do with the term slni and
in whose centre was an ablutions cistern. The southern iwdn had a mihrdb, and the eastern side was
associated it with an unidentified drug sinin mentioned
provided with a riwak reserved for women (ibid., 88).
by al-Acsha (Diwdn, ed. Geyer, 201). Ishak b. Sulayman
Sometimes the ddr al-hadlth had a ribat or khdnkdh
al-Isra'rll (d. ca. 320/932) was perhaps the first to
[q.v.] annexed to it, or else the founder's own tomb
perceive that cinnamon came indeed from China, see
or turba might be adjacent to it. This was the case
al-Ghafiki [q.v. below], al-Adwiya al-mufrada, Ms. Rabat,
with the Nasiriyya, founded by al-Malik al-Nasir Yusuf
Bibl. Gen. k 155 i, fol. 130a, 11. Like the numerous
on the southern slopes of Mount Kasiyun [q.v.] some
other Asiatic spices, cinnamon was imported mainly
time before 659/1261. This imposing architectural
by the sea route, the most important transit-port being
c
complex, built on the banks of the Nahr Yazfd and
Adan (W. Heyd, Histoire du commerce du Levant au Moyen
decked out with yellow and white stones, was topped
Age, Leipzig 1885-6, index s.v. Cannelle).
by a minaret and also included a mill. According to
The Arabs knew a whole range of kinds of ddrslni
Ibn Tulun, op. cit., 94, it was one of the finest houses
which cannot be determined more closely: the "real
in Bamascus; but by his time, it had been entirely
Chinese cinnamon" (ddrslni al-Sln], an inferior kind
destroyed and even its site had vanished.
(ddr sus], the "real cinnamon rind" (al-kirfa cald
In Aleppo, there are still some remains of the ddr
'l-hakika), the "clove-rind" (kirfat al-kurunful), the "punal-hadlth founded by Ibn Shaddad Yusuf (the biogragent cinnamon" (al-hddd al-madhdk), etc. As spice
pher of Salah al-Bm) in 618/1221, as attested by the
for food, there served not only the tubular rind of
text of a foundation inscription carved on a stone
the cinnamon-tree, but also its leaves, blossoms and
block inserted in a modern wall of the reconstructed
unripe berries. The pleasant scent is caused by
building. According to the summary plan deduced by
the volatile oil extracted from the rind. Taken as a
Herzfeld, there remains a rectangular room 16.50 x
medicine, cinnamon reduces and softens thick sub6 m. overall, with a mihrdb and three openings. In
stances, strengthens the stomach, liver and spleen
the north-eastern corner, an entrance contiguous to
and counteracts their sluggishness, quickens the activthe room's north wall and at the beginning of another
ity of the heart, invigorates the eyesight and is effecwall perpendicular to the latter gives on to what was
tive against poisonous bites and stings of scorpions.
possibly the ddr al-hadlth?, courtyard (Herzfeld, Materiaux
Spread on excrement and urine, it does away with
pour un Corpus Inscriptionum Arabicarum. Inscriptions et montheir nasty smell.
uments d'Alep, ii, pi. CXXXVIIa).
Bibliography: Bioscurides, De materia medica, ed.
The Kamiliyya of Cairo, founded there by al-Malik
M. Wellmann, i, Berlin 1907, 18-20 (= lib. i, 14);
al-Kamil Nasir al-Bm in 622/1225 on the model of
La 'Materia medica' de Dioscorides, ii (Arabic tr. Istafan
the Nuriyya, is chronologically the second of the ddr
b. Basil), ed. C.E. Bubler and E. Teres, Tetuan
al-hadlth (cf. al Makrfzi, Khitat, ed. Bulak, ii, 375).
1952, 22 f; Hie medical formulary or Aqrdbddhln of
Some remains of this building still exist, in particual-Kindl, tr. M. Levey, Madison etc. 1966, 265 f.
lar, an Iwdn, whose pointed-arched vault is faced
(no. 96); Blrunl, Saydala, ed. Hakim Muh. SacTd,
in fired brick and is supported on the walls and on
Karachi 1973, Arab. 189 f., Engl. tr. 156;
stone piers (photograph by J.C. Garcin, in Annales
Barhebraeus, The abridged version of ''The Book of simIslamologiques^ vii [1967], pi. XII).
ple drugs" of. . . al-Ghdfiqi, ed. M. Meyerhof and
These various examples suffice to show how the
G.P. Sobhy, Cairo 1932, no. 232; Suwaydi, Simdt,
architecture of the ddr al-hadlth remained dependent
Ms. Paris ar. 3004, fol. 71b; Ibn Biklarish, Mustaclnl,
on that of the madrasa, when indeed it was not included
Ms. Naples, Bibl. Naz. iii, F. 65, fol. 32b; Ibn alin it.
(S. ORY)
Bjazzar, Ictimdd, Ms. Ayasofya 3564, fols. 66b-67a;
Zahrawi,
Tasnf, Ms. Be§ir Aga 502, fol. 503a-b;
II. History [see Vol. II, 125-6].
Maimonides, Shark asmd3 al-cukkdr, ed. Meyerhof,
DAR SINI, or BARSINI (Persian ddr elm "Chinese
Cairo 1940, no. 95; Ibn al-Baytar, I^dmic, Bulak
wood") is the Chinese cinnamon (Cinnamomum
1291, ii, 83-5, tr. Leclerc, no. 841, with many
cassia), next to the Ceylonese cinnamon (Cinn. zeylaniquotations from sources; Ghassanl, Mu'tamad, ed.
cum) the most valuable spice from plants of the cinM. al-Sakka3, Beirut 1395/1975, 145-7; Die pharnamon species, of the family of the Lauraceae, perhaps
makolog. Grundsdt^e des Abu Mansur Muwqffak bin Ali
the oldest spice altogether. The rind of the branch
Harawi, tr. A.Ch. Achundow, Halle 1893, 305;
of the cinnamon-tree was used in China as medicine,
Tuhfat al-ahbdb, ed. Renaud and Colin, Paris 1934,
aromatic substance and spice already in the 3rd milno. 112; RazI, Hdwl, xx, Haydarabad 1387, 490-6
lennium B.C., and reached the Near East and the
(no. 345); Ibn Sma, Kanun (Bulak), i, 288 f.; Bawud
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al-Antakr, Tadhkira, Cairo 1371, i, 149; Ibn 'Abdun,
'Umdat al-tabib, Ms. Rabat. Bibl. Gen. 3505 D,
fols. 61b-62a; El Libro Agrega de Serapiom, ed. G.
Ineichen, ii, Venice 1966, 89 f.; F. Moattar, Ismd'il
Gorgdm und seine Bedeutung fiir die iranischen Heilkunde,
Diss. rer. nat. Marburg 1971, no. 64; H.G. Kircher,
Die "ein-fachen Heilmittel" aus dem "Handbuch der
Chirurgie" des Ibn al-Quff, Bonn 1967, no. 99; W.
Schmucker, Die pflanzhche und mineralische Materia
medica im Firdaus al-hikma des (Ali ibn Sahl Rabban
at-Taban, Bonn 1969, no. 292; F.A. Fliickiger,
Pharmakognosie des Pflanzenreiches\ Berlin 1891, 5928; I. Low, Die Flora der Juden, ii, 1924, 107-13.
(A. DIETRICH)
DARAK (A.), daman al-darak, in Islamic law the
guarantee against a fault in ownership. As
the most important of the various guarantees aimed
at protecting the new legal status brought about by
the conclusion of a contract of sale, the daman aldarak ensures that the seller will make good should
the buyer's title be contested by a third party. It is
possible, for instance, that prior to the conclusion
of the contract and without the knowledge of the
two contracting parties, a third party had inherited
all or part of the property sold, it had been given
in wakf, a neighbour had exercised his right of preemption, or a creditor had claimed the property
in settlement of a debt against the seller. Thus the
darak rises from a rightful claim of ownership (istihkdk) before the contract has come into being, while
a claim established after this (because a defect is discovered, or the object sold perishes before delivery,
for instance) is not covered by the darak guarantee.
Further, the seller is liable to the buyer only and not
to another person to whom the property may have
been transferred.
There is a difference of opinion on how the seller
discharges his obligation; return of the price was
the norm, but arguments are made for the return
of the property itself, or its equivalent, if it is fungible, or its value together with the value of such
improvements as had been made by the buyer at
the time the claim was raised. The daman al-darak
is usually confined to contracts for the sale of immovable property, but in the formularies for written
contracts we see that the guarantee could be given
for movables of value as well, such as slaves, walls
(considered movable because they could be dismantled for their materials), and palm trees (sold
separately from the land and perhaps uprooted). It
is not included in contracts in which the property
is delivered at a later date, but rather, a separate
witnessed document containing the guarantee is
drawn up after delivery takes place. Nor is the guarantee given in conveyances in which the alienor
receives no consideration, as in a deed of gift. The
importance of this guarantee and the variety of formulas employed to express it reflect the concern of
Islamic law for the protection of ownership and
bona fide acquisition.
Bibliography: The term darak is defined in
Lane, iii, 874; Dozy, Suppl., i, 436-7; J. Schacht,
An introduction to Islamic law, London 1964, 139;
al-Sarakhsi, K. al-Mabsut fi'l-foru', Cairo 132431/1906-13, xxx, 173-4, 180, 183, 187-8;
Discussion of various aspects of the legal status
and the formulae is to be found in the shurut
works, e.g., J.A. Wakin, The function of documents in
Islamic law: the chapters on sale from Tahdwi's "Kitdb
al-Shurut al-Kabir}}, New York 1972, index, s.v.; alSayrafT, al-Mukdtabdt al-badica fimd yuktab min umur

al-Shanca, in al-Nuwayri, Nihayat al-arab fi funun
al-adab, ix, 12; Marghfnanf, al-Fatdwd al-^ahiriyya,
MS British Museum, Rieu Suppl. 4305, Vol. 19a;
al-Fatdwd al-cAlamgiriyya, Calcutta 1251, vi, 4246. Since this guarantee is a prominent feature of
the contract, examples of its use in practice are
found frequently in the extant deeds of sale.
For examples, see A. Grohmann, ed., Arabic papyri
in the Egyptian Library, i, 146, 162, 169, 175, 182,
187 and passim] J. Sourdel-Thomine and
D. Sourdel, Trois actes de vent damascains du debut
du IV/X siecle, in JESHO, viii (1965), 173;
W. Hoenerbach, Spanisch-islamische Urkunden aus der
/(fit der Nasriden und Moriscos, Berkeley 1965, 412, 272; for earlier Near Eastern parallels, see
R. Yaron, On defension clauses of some oriental deeds
of sale and lease, from Mesopotamia, in Bibliotheca
Orientalis, xv, 15-22. See also DAMAN.
(J.A. WAKIN)
DARB ZUBAYDA, the pilgrim highway runc
ning from al- lrak to the Holy Cities of the Hidjaz,
named after Zubayda bint DjaTar [q.v.], the wife of
Harun al-Rashfd.
The main section of the Darb Zubayda, from Kufa
to Mecca, is something over 1,400 km. in length. The
branch to Medina leaves the main road at Ma'din alNakira, which is also the point at which the road
from Basra joins it. From Ma'din al-Nakira to Mecca
the distance is about 500 km., and from the same
point to Medina it is about 250 km. Between Macdin
al-Nakira and Mecca, the section of the road lying
between MaMin Ban! Sulaym and al-Mislah has an
alternative route which runs: Macdin Ban! SulaymSufayna-Hadha-al-Mislah. This latter route lies across
the Harrat Rahat, and was used for the sake of its
superior water resources. For the most part, the preparation of the track of the road consisted in clearing
the ground of boulders, rocks, etc., but at least one
stretch (near Batn al-Agharr) was paved, at the expense
of Khalisa, the lady-in-waiting of the mother of alRashld (al-Harbf, K. al-Mandsik, Riyad 1389/1969, 305).
Fayd, the midway station of the road, was the seat
of the amir al-haajdj. and the road superintendent (cdmil
al-tank or wall al tank) [see further, FAYD, below] and
was provided with fortifications (husun) and markets.
The main route of the Darb Zubayda had 54 recognised stations (mandz.il}. Stopping places for the evening
meal were known as muta'ashshd.
There is no archaeological evidence for the use of
the Darb Zubayda route before the Umayyad
period, but it must have been in use at least from
the time of the foundation of Kufa in the reign of
c
Umar I.
Al-Harbr (al-Mandsik, 309) states that cUthman had
wells dug at Fayd, and Tabarf mentions that among
the places at which CA1I stopped on his way from
Medina to Kufa in 36/656 were al-Rabadha, Fayd
and al-Thaclabiyya. Similarly, Husayn b. cAlf stopped
at inter alia al-Hadjir, Zarud, Zubala and al-cAkaba.
These are all major stations of the Darb Zubayda.
The Trak-Mecca road was a leading concern of
the cAbbasid caliphs, to the extent that as a wellmaintained, reliable highway it may be regarded as
an 'Abbasid foundation. Al-Safiah set up milestones
and established fire-beacons (mandr) along the whole
route from Kufa to Mecca (Tabarf, iii, 81; Ibn alAthJr, Cairo edn., iv, 344), and he also constructed
forts (kusur) along the northern section from alKadisiyya to Zubala. Al-Mansur provided the road
with hostels, and under this caliph the first road
superintendent was appointed. The names of at
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least 21 of these superintendents have been preserved. Al-Mahdl enlarged the forts, constructed water
tanks, sunk wells and renewed the milestones. It was
during his reign that Yaktm b. Musa, the most outstanding of the road superintendents, was appointed
(161/777). His incumbency lasted ten years, during
which time the pilgrim road was noted for its convenience, comfort and safety (Ibn Kathfr, al-Bidaya
wa 'l-nihdya, Beirut and Riyad 1966, x, 133).
Al-Rashfd constructed cisterns, sunk wells and built
forts along the road, but he was outshone in these
works by his wife Zubayda, whose contribution is mentioned in laudatory terms by many mediaeval
writers. Al-Harbf refers to at least eleven places
which were provided with water facilities and resthouses or fortifications at her instigation, and states
that a cistern of a circular type (birka mudawward) was
known as a "Zubaydiyya" (al-Mandsik, 288). Much of
Zubayda's work was devoted to the smaller stations
at intermediate points between the larger stopping
places, which suggests that her objective was to minister to the needs of poorer pilgrims who had to make
their long journey on foot. For the upkeep of the
water installations in Mecca she left endowments with
a yield of 30,000 dinars per annum, and it is probable that she provided funds for the upkeep of the road
itself in the same way. It may be noted that the mediaeval writers record the names of many wealthy individuals, both men and women, who made the upkeep
of the road the object of their benefactions.
Among the later caliphs, al-Wathik, al-Mutawakkil
and al-Muktadir were particularly active in maintaining and improving the road. Evidence of the contribution of al-Muktadir is provided by a Kufic inscription
on stone, dated 304/917-17, which refers to improvements being carried out under the supervision of cAll
b. clsa [q.v.].
From the 3rd/8th century, the security of the road
was increasingly disturbed by tribal raids, beginning
with that of the Banu Sulaym in 230/844. In 294/
906 occurred the first of many attacks on pilgrim
traffic by the KarmatTs [q.v.], and these were to continue for over thirty years. The last pilgrim caravan
organised under an cAbbasid caliph was that of 641/
1243, when al-Mustacsim's mother performed
the pilgrimage, taking with her 120,000 camels
(al-Nahrawall, K. al-Fldm bi-acldm bayt Allah al-Hardm,
ed. Wiistenfeld, in Die Chroniken der Stadt Mekka, iii,
Leipzig 1857, 178).
After the fall of Baghdad in 656/1258, pilgrim traffic was often diverted through Damascus, but the
Darb Zubayda continued to be used intermittently in
later centuries, the frequency of traffic depending
largely upon the presence or otherwise of a stable
administration in Baghdad. The use of the road in
the 19th century is attested by European travellers
such as Lady Anne Blunt, Huber and Musil.
The coming of motor transport in the 20th century had led to the final abandonment of the Darb
Zubayda, although its cleared track is still everywhere
visible, as are many of the waymarks (acldm), which
usually consist of cairns of stones of over 2 m. in
height. Two undamaged milestones from the 'Abbasid
period have survived, and are now preserved in the
Riyad Museum of Antiquities. One of these uses the
system of the post-stage (band [q.v.]}, the other that
of miles. Most of the water facilities of the road can
still be identified, even though many of these are
sanded up; they include square, rectangular and circular tanks, some of which are connected with settling tanks and flood diversion walls. Many of the
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wells are still in use by local tribesmen. The foundations of rest-houses and forts may still be seen at
many points along the road, and in several cases (e.g.
Kasr Zubala, Hisn Fayd and al-cAkik) more substantial ruins testify to the high level of workmanship
bestowed on the public facilities of the road.
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DARlBA (1)—(6): See Vol. II, 142-58.
(7)—Indonesia. The classical Malay chronicles are
not veiy eloquent about matters of taxes and tolls,
and the collections of undang-undang, or laws, are more
concerned with court rituals than with legal or fiscal
questions. More materials are available for the tax
regulations under the Dutch administration. Thus
F. de Haan's eminent work on Priangan. De Preanger
Regentschappen onder het Nederlandsch Bestuur tot 1811,
4 vols., Batavia-The Hague 1911 ff., contains a lot
of valuable information. But with regard to the Islamic
kingdoms and sultanates in the archipelago which
flourished in the 16th and 17th centuries, similar
detailed studies, although probably less voluminous,
are still a desideratum. In this article, the official
orthography for Malay and Indonesian is used, except
in quotations and the more generally known term of
shahbandar (not: syahbandar}.
The rise of the Islamic kingdoms and sultanates
developed in two different settings: there are (a) the
maritime centres, starting with Pasai (1202) and
Malakka (1403), later being continued by Aceh (early
16th century), Demak (1478-1546), Banten (1525),
Ternate (end of 15th century), Tidore (idem), Makassar
(1605), Banjarmasin (begin of 16th century) and
Pontianak (1771) which based their economics mainly
on sea trade, whereas (b) Mataram (1582) retained
an outspoken agrarian character, although, in the
course of time, it gained suzerainty over a number
of important seaports in Java and some oversea
provinces on other islands.
(a) For the m a r i t i m e s u l t a n a t e s , the backbone
of their welfare was the harbour, and its administration had to be handled with special care. The
most important functionary in the harbour administration was the shahbandar, or harbour master. He
was usually appointed by the local ruler or sultan
and chosen from among the foreign traders who had
settled in the port. No salary was given to him. In
big harbours, more than one shahbandar were sometimes active. Thus Malakka is reported to have had
four of them at the same time during the period of
its florescence before the Portuguese conquest (1511).
The same holds true for Banda Aceh Darussalam
during the reign of Iskandar Muda (1607-36). In such
a case, each shahbandar was responsible for certain
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national groups, including the one from which he
originated himself. In Malakka, one shahbandar had
to take care of the Gujarati traders, another one
looked after the other "western" traders from India,
Persia, Arabia, Pegu (Burma) and North Sumatra, a
third one dealt with those originating "east" of
Malakka like Palembang, Java, the Moluccas or the
Philippine islands, and the fourth one was responsible for the Chinese.
The shahbandar had to supervise the merchandise,
take care of its transport and storage, inspect the markets and guarantee the security of the ships and the
well-being of their crew, passengers, and tradesmen.
When a ship entered the harbour, he had at once
to inspect it and estimate the value of the goods.
Based on his estimation, tolls were fixed and those
objects chosen which had to be presented as gifts to
the sultan or ruler and other high officials. The owner
of the chosen gift, however, had to give his consent.
Otherwise, according to the Navigation and commercial
law of Amanna Gappa (Codex 130, chapter xxxv, see
below), this gift would have a personal character and
the captain had to pay for it. The collected tolls had
to be handed over by the shahbandar to the tumenggung who headed the civil administration of the whole
city, including the harbour.
The import tax which was demanded in Malakka
was not the same for all traders. Those originating
"from above the wind", i.e. the West, had to pay 6%
of the value of their merchandise. Only food supplies
from Siam, Pegu (Burma), the western coast of the
Malay peninsula and northern Sumatra were exempted.
Besides this import tax, 1 to 2% of the value had
to be presented to the ruler, the bendahara (treasurer),
and the tumenggung. After the shahbandar had reached
agreement with the captain and the traders, he was
to bring his gifts to their destinates. Tome Pires
observed that the Gujarati traders in particular, who
were sailing with considerably sized vessels, used
another procedure to pay their taxes. They asked a
delegation of ten traders to re-estimate the whole
merchandise loaded on their boat, take 6% of its
total value and present it directly to the tumenggung.
Thus all duties were paid at once, including the
different kinds of gifts for the ruler and his officials.
On the other side, the shahbandar responsible for
the Chinese, Siamese and the people from Liu Kiu,
on his turn, sometimes freed his clients from all
kinds of taxes, but then he expected an appropriate
"gift", choosing himself those goods he thought to be
suitable.
If a trader wanted to settle at Malakka, he had to
pay 3% as taxes, and in addition to this another 6%
as royal taxes. For Malays, however, this latter sum
was reduced to 3% only (Tjandrasasmita, 74 ffi).
Other regulations were valid for tradesmen originating from lands "below the wind", i.e. in the East.
Formerly, they seem to have been free from any kind
of taxes. It was just expected that their gifts to the
ruler and high officials should be appropriate and this
could mean at least as high as the official taxes and
tolls for the traders from the West. Later on, they
also had to pay 5% for their goods, except again for
food supplies.
In Banda Aceh, the shahbandars together with their
secretaries (keureukon, Malay: karkun) and other
personnel were responsible to the Balai Furdah. This
was a special office for levying the harbour dues,
linked to the Bayt al-Mal (Z. Ahmad, 92), which was
headed by the Sri Maharaja Lela and the penghulu
kawal, or supervisor of the guard. These officials,

too, were not real employees of the sultan, but it
was expected that they should gain their living from
the gifts the merchants had to deliver.
In relation to sea trade, the following kinds of tolls
and taxes (adat wase) were known in Aceh: the hadia
langgar: a gift for the permission to cast the anchor;
the adat Ihok, for those ships anchoring in the harbour; the adat memohon kunci, to "ask for the key", i.e.
to get permission for disembarkment after the other
taxes have been paid; the adat mengawal, a donation
for those Acehnese who guarded the ship during its
stay in the harbour; the adat hakk al-kalam, a kind of
registration fee; the wase kuala, demanded by the shahbandar for disembarking or loading certain goods, for
preserving the water supply for departing ships, and
help for those stranded; the adat cap, to be paid with
goods or in money to get the seal or permission of
the sultan for sailing; the adat kain, a roll of textiles
to be presented by the Indian and European merchants when getting the adat cap] the adat kain yang
ke dalam, i.e. textiles destined for the court; etc.
(Tjandrasasmita, 77 ff.; Hoesin, 116 f).
From the time of Iskandar Muda, every merchant
had to pay an additional tax, the usur (A. cushr), for
the sultan. Differences between the taxes to be paid
by Muslim and Christian merchants are mentioned
but not explained.
Of equally high importance for the income of the
ruler and his functionaries was the market. Here, the
hariya was in charge of securing the payment of a
number of duties claimed by the adat] the adat hariya,
a rent to be paid by merchants who kept their goods
in a storehouse which had to be prepared by the
hariya] the adat kamsen, to be taken from merchants
as an insurance against robbery; the adat tandi, a fee
for the clerk weighing the goods in the market; and
the adat peukan, demanded from people going to the
market.
All these taxes and tolls mentioned above had to
be transferred either by the shahbandar or the hariya
to the ulee balang, or district chief, who at the same
time served as the local military commander. He
distributed part of this money to some of his civil
servants, whilst another part had to be presented
annually to the court. Like the shahbandar, hariya, or
other senior officials, the ulee balangs, did not receive
a salary.
For the people living in the villages, some other
kinds of taxes were known. Those farmers who received
irrigation waters for their rice fields had to pay the
adat blang, or adat buet umong. Rent rates to be paid
by tenants ranged from 50% to 20% of the yields
and depended on the situation of the land. If someone had a cause to be settled, he had first to pay
the adat peutoe which permitted him to bring his cause
to the court (hak ganceng). The judge (kali, kadi) and
other elders sitting in the court session were entitled
to receive the adat tuha.
Besides paying their taxes either in kind or money,
the villagers had also to give their services voluntarily to the ulee balang or the keutjhik, or village chief,
e.g. in preparing their rice fields. This had to be done
in gotong royong (cooperation) by the villagers, without receiving any compensation but being provided
with food.
Taxes which were not under the competence of
the ulee balang were those levied on forest products
(adat gle) and the adat peutuha for bringing the pepper
to the market; trade with pepper was a major concern of the sultan himself.
Complementary to these duties, which were more
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or less based on customary law (adat), the obligations
imposed by the sharl'a according to the Shafici madhhab
had also to be fullfilled. Special attention was given
to the handing-over of zakat. If someone was reluctant, he had to be admonished either by the keutjhik
or the teungku meunasah who was specifically in charge
of supervising those aspects of village life related to
the shari'a.
In the port of Banten, West-Java, which was,
besides Jambi, one of the main trading places for
pepper, taxes were usually fixed incidentally, varying from ship to ship. Chinese traders usually had
to pay 5% of the value of their goods, but the Dutch
ships in particular often were faced with discriminatory high fees, which inter alia, stimulated them to
strengthen their own new port of Batavia (1619).
Besides the import taxes, a fee for anchoring had
to be paid. Two-thirds of the whole sum were to
be delivered to the sultan, the rest was for the shahbandar. Export taxes for local products, including pepper, were lower than those for products of foreign
origin.
Since the rise of the first Muslim kingdom in Java
with its centre in Demak (1478/1546), the seaport of
Japara became the dominant trading centre of the
island. It was able to maintain this position under the
rule of the first rulers of Mataram, who were usually
not too much interested in sea trade, concentrating
their main interests in the agrarian interior of Java.
Under Sultan Agung (1613-46) and the susuhunan
Amengku Rat I (1646-77), Japara was for some
time the capital of Mataram's East-coast province,
headed by the wedana bupati, with the title tumenggung.
The city itself, as well as the other ports, was governed by the kyai lurah. It is not clear whether it was
to him or to the wedana bupati that the shahbandar and
another official met by a Dutch visitor in 1631, the
petiat-tanda "who supervised all fiscal offices and dominated all the river mouths", were responsible. At all
events, it was in the end the main task of the wedana
bupati to collect all custom duties from the ports, all
taxes from his coastal province and those overseas
tributaries (daerah upeti] which were directly under the
supervision of one of the bupatis in his province, e.g.
Palembang which was under Demak, Sukadana under
Semarang, or Jambi which was directly under Japara.
Part of the collected deliveries, especially those from
the export trade of rice, which was the monopoly of
the susuhunan himself and until 1657 was allowed to
be traded only in Japara, had to be transferred to
the court.
In the later years of Amengku Rat's I reign, and
especially after the introduction of his policy of
centralisation, the higher provincial functionaries
were displaced, and the ports directly ruled by the
shahbandars as <7Majz-governors. They were now directly responsible to the court, i.e. to the wedana gedong
as the royal treasurer and storekeeper and had to
spend much of their time there, which made it easier to control them. Simultaneously, Amengku Rat I
introduced a new form of taxation, i.e. money taxation, in exchange for the formerly-used system of taxation which was based on natural and craft products.
To increase the income of the court, he also farmed
out the provincial revenues out to the officials and
then demanded a specific annual sum to be delivered. In the course of time, the whole foreign trade,
not only the export of rice, became a state monopoly (Schrieke, i, 184 f.).
Since the days of the Hindu empire of Majapahit,
the tolls to be paid in the central and east Javanese
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ports on the north coast had been very low, and were
sometimes completely unknown, as in Gresik before
1612. Only Tuban formed an exception, and this was
severely criticised by the Chinese. Moreover, certain
nationalities could be exempted from fees, like the
Dutch in Japara under Sultan Agung, or the Chinese,
the latter certainly profiting from the fact that a number of shahbandars in the north Javanese port were of
Chinese descent. But again, gifts were expected to be
forwarded by them.
Another commercial centre attractive for merchants
from the East as well as from the West was Makassar
(Ujung Pandang), which since pre-Islamic days was
known too for its free and open attitudes towards
trade and its small demands of tolls. Although not
directly dealing with questions of taxes and tolls,
the Navigation and commercial law of Amanna Gappa, a
Buginese codex compiled around 1676 and edited by
Ph.O.L. Tobing in 1962 (-1977), gives interesting
hints about the financial obligations and rewards of
the community living together for some time on the
same ship. During the journey, the traders are not
considered as passengers, but are divided into three
or four classes of crew members with special tasks
and duties given to each of them. Those categorised
as "regular crew" may leave the vessel only after having bailed the water from the vessel and paid a fee
for "descending" from the ship. The "casual crew"
members, however, are free to leave the vessel
whereever they want, without paying anything. For
each class, the volume of merchandise as well as the
part of the hold in which to put their goods are fixed.
The freight rate is determined by the distance between
the home port and the port of destination, for which
detailed data are given.
The sum collected with the freight rates determines
the income of the owner of the ship and its senior
crew, i.e. the captain, the coxswain, and the jurubatu
who has to take soundings and cast the anchor: if
neither the captain nor the other two are friends of
the owner of the ship, than the proceeds have to be
divided into two equal parts, one for the owner and
one for the other three. If one of them is a friend
of the owner, than two-thirds are for the owner.
A number of regulations deals with the sharing of
profit or loss between the dealer and the owner of
the goods. According to the principle of bagi laba,
profit or loss have to be divided equally between both
of them, if, in case of a loss, this is not due to negligence on part of the dealer. Otherwise, he has to
compensate for it. Another principle states that the
family of the dealer, if the goods get damaged because
of his negligence, cannot be claimed to participate in
compensating for the loss (ch. vii). The principle of
bagi laba knows, however, some modifications. When
the dealer has not yet returned and the owner has
good reason to assume to that his partner is dead,
he may claim a certain sum from his partner's family,
but not more than half of the original capital. After
that, he loses any right on the goods, even if his partner eventually reappears and has been succesful. If
the dealer in fact has died and suffered a loss by his
own fault, then his family has to compensate in full
(ch. xii).
Debts, too, demand special regulations. If a debtor
has sold his properties but cannot yet repay his debts,
he has for some time to serve as a slave with his
creditor until his debts are extinguished. After that,
no claim may be made, even if the debtor becomes
a wealthy man (ch. xiv).
If a passenger-tradesman dies on the way and his
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heirs cannot be found, his goods have to be turned
over to the captain who may trade with them and
enjoy the profits. Returning to the domicile of the
deceased, however, his property must be handed over
to his family, either in money or in kind (ch. xvi).
All these regulations are very similar to those relating to land tenure in the village (desa), and as a matter of fact, during its voyage the vessel is considered
as a microcosmos in the same way as is the desa
ashore, representing the cosmic order which has to
be preserved through harmonious relationships among
its inhabitants. The "owner" of this microcosmos stays
outside of it, but he is represented by his deputy and
his deputy's helpers. This deputy does not receive a
salary, but has to live, like his helpers, from what he
collects as rent, or taxes.
(b) M a t a r a m , as the most powerful Islamic kingdom in Indonesia, did not base its economics on sea
trade but on the products of its agrarian interior in
Java. It continued the main spiritual and administrative traditions of the last Hindu empire of Majapahit
which was destroyed by Demak in 1478. The student
of its taxation system has to note with regret, however, that the late B. Schrieke did not live to implement his plan of writing a history of Javanese taxation
(Schrieke, i, 26). The data collected and evaluated in
such a study would not only have been helpful in
obtaining a clearer picture about the fiscal and economic development of the Javanese kingdoms, and
especially of Mataram, but might also have provided
a well-documented basis for studies on the religiocultural currents in Javanese society which continually gave rise to millenarian movements among
the peasantry, caused by the deteriorating economic
situation which again was mainly the result of the
burden of taxes levied on the farmers.
Basically, the structure of the village (desa) and the
kingdom were not much different. The village chief,
and similarly the ruler in the greater context, were
considered as the representatives of the deity and thus
entitled to consider the land of the desa, or the main
lands of the kingdom, as their own property, which
they then rented out to the people. In some village
societies, this conviction was modified: not the village
chief himself, but the village community, owned the
land, and the council of the elders had to decide who
of the villagers might farm a certain piece of land.
Thus in Kediri, East Java, all the land was named
haqullah, whereas in Banten and Krawang, West Java,
only uncultivated land was considered as haqullah,
whereas cultivated land became haquladam (Kartohadikoesoemo, 238). If someone died or moved to
another desa without leaving an heir behind, his land
fell back under the authority of the desa. In some
places, land was redistributed after a certain time
cycle. Someone who wanted to sell "his" land had
to notify the village government and pay the uang
paseksen.
The communal understanding of land ownership is
evident in the Law Codex of Majapahit, which was,
on the whole, still used in Mataram. Para. 259 states
that anyone who had asked for permission to farm a
rice field but afterwards leaves it uncultivated, has to
restore by other means the value of the rice he might
have yielded. In para. 261, anyone who leaves an
already cultivated rice field on its own, with the result
that the crop get spoiled or is eaten by animals, is
categorised as a thief, and that could mean capital
punishment (Slametmuljana, 37, 165).
The relationship between the village and the
central authority was maintained mainly via the

taxes and labour obligations. As the land was never
in fact considered as being the property of the
farmer, he had to pay the upeti, which means tribute. This tax might rise to 50% of the harvest, but
it could always be changed, according to the general situation. Besides this, a capitation tax, housing taxes, dues for different kinds of offences against
the laws, etc. were known. Special taxes had to be
delivered at occasions like child birth, wedding ceremonies and services for a deceased person. These
could sometimes, if they coincided with warfare or
other disasters, bring the villagers to the edge of
ruin (cf. the report by C. van Maseyck, quoted by
Schrieke, ii, 147). The special war tax which Sultan
Agung raised mainly among the foreigners during
his military operations in East Java (Surabaya) in
1625, is recorded as follows: all married Chinese
had to pay 22 Vz reals, unmarried Chinese 18 reals,
married Javanese in the coastal regions who had
been his subjects for many years 41/? reals, unmarried and young men 4'/2 reals, all recently-acquired
slaves from Madura and Surabaya V* real. This tax
was repeated in the following year (Schrieke, ii, 148
f). At times it was compulsory to purchase some
kinds of spices, rattan, and cotton, and above all
rice, the trade with which was, as already mentioned, a state monopoly under Amengku Rat. I. A
major occasion to deliver the collected taxes at the
court was the -'Id al-Fitr.
Labour obligations due to the ruler included the
building of the kraton (palace), important streets or
other state projects, and, in times of war, help the
army mainly as carriers. The village chief and other
district potentates, too, were entitled to summon the
villagers for forced labour. Thus the principle of gotong
royong, or cooperativeness, became more and more
abused. Eventually, a desa could also be exempted
from taxes but instead it was charged with the maintenance of a sanctuary.
Another source of income for the district rulers
were the toll gates on streets and rivers which, especially since the middle of the 18th century when their
number increased enormously, did great damage to
inland trade, and therefore time and again contributed
to the rise of social unrest.
Upeti, or tribute, had also to be delivered by a
vassal or a dependency as a sign of loyalty, or by
an ally as reward for any kind of help received
before. It could be delivered in kind or money and
could also comprise beautiful girls, rare animals or
plants. Another way of fulfilling the duties towards
the ruler was to send man-power. The annual tribute imposed, e.g., on Palembang in 1668, was one
rix-dollar per capita (Daghregister 1668-9, quoted by
Schrieke, ii, 227).
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Indonesia and Malaya compiled from Chinese sources,
Jakarta 1960; M.A.P. Meilink-Roeloefsz, Asian trade
and European influence in the Indonesian archipelago
between 1500 and about 1630, The Hague 1962;
G.W.J. Drewes, Atjehse douanetarieven in het begin van
de vorige eeuw, in BKI, cxix (1963), 406-11; Soetardjo
Kartoha-dikoesoemo, Desa, Bandung 2 1965;
Sartono Kartodirdjo, The Peasants' revolt of Banten
in 1888, The Hague 1966; idem, Protest movements in rural Java, Oxford-Singapore 1973; idem,
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Pertumbuhan dan Perkembangan kerajaan-kerqjaan Islam
di Indonesia, ed. Uka Tjandrasasmita. Jakarta 1975;
D. Lombard, Le sultanat d'Atjeh au temps d'Iskandar
Muda, 1607-1636, Paris 1967; Slametmuljana,
Perundang-undangan Majapahit, Jakarta 1967; Ailsa
Zainu'ddin, A short history of Indonesia, Melbourne
1968; Moehammad Hoesin, Adat Atjeh, Aceh
1970; F.A. Sutjipto, Some remarks on the harbour
city of Japara in the seventeenth century, in Procs.
of the Fifth Conference of Asian History, Manila
1971; Zakaria Ahmad, Sekitar Keradjaan Atjeh
dalam tahun 1520-1675, Medan 1972; Philip
O.L. Tobing, Hukum pelayaran dan perdagangan
Amanna Gappa (The navigation and commercial law of
Amanna Gappa}, with an abbreviated English version, Ujung Pandang -1977; Onghokham,
Penelitian sumber-sumber gerakan mesianis, in Prisma
(Jakarta), vi (1977, no. 1), 10-23.
(O. SCHUMANN)
DARYA KHAN NOHANl, local governor in
Bihar under the Dihll sultans. His original name is
not known, Masnad-i CA1T Darya Khan being his
honorific title. He was the third son of Masnad-i
c
Ali Mubarak Khan NohanT, Sultan Bahlul's muktac
or governor of the province of Kara and Manlkpur.
Darya Khan NohanI attached himself to Prince
Nizam Khan (later Sultan Sikandar Shah) during the
reign of Sultan Bahlul Lodl. The first important
event of his life was the battle of Ambala, fought
between Prince Nizam Khan and Tatar Khan Yusuf
Khayl, the rebel niukta' of the Pandjab in 890/1485.
In 895/1490 he again fought on the side of Sultan
Sikandar Shah against his own father, who had joined
the camp of the rival prince, Barbak Shah, and in
901/1496, Sikandar Lodl appointed him as muktac
of Bihar in reward for his services.
In Bihar, Darya Khan found that the Afghans'
capture of the eastern territories was easier than
retaining control over them, for the rule of the overthrown Shark! dynasty [#.y.] had struck deep roots,
and the Muslim culama}, the Hindu zamlndars and
the common people had been deeply attached to the
Shark! house for generations. But he gradually succeeded in consolidating Afghan rule there, taking
measures to win over local support. He extended
generous patronage to the scholars and made generous landgrants to the Suffs and Sayyids; and the
old educational institutions were maintained, while
tombs and mosques were repaired. Thus the town
of Bihar grew into a metropolitan centre under his
governorship.
During the reign of Sultan Ibrahim Lod!, certain
political events caused an estrangement between him
and the sultan, although he had fought against his
own son-in-law, Islam Khan Sarwan!, the rebel in
Kara in 925/1519. In 930/1524, Nasir Khan Noham,
the elder brother of Darya Khan, rebelled against
the sultan in the Ghazipur sarkar, and his flight to
Bihar turned the sultan against Darya Khan. In an
attempt to save himself, Darya Khan himself rebelled
against the sultan and strengthened the defences of
Bihar fort; but soon afterwards he died, leaving his
son, Bahar Khan, as his successor. His son and
grandson ruled over Bihar till the year 936/1530,
when Sher Khan Sur supplanted the Noham rule
by his own.
Bibliography: cAbd Allah, Ta3nkh-i Dawudi, ed.
Shaykh cAbd al-Rashid, Aligarh 1969; cAbd alKadir Bada'uni, Muntakhab al-tawankh, Bibl. Ind.,
Calcutta 1869; Shaykh Kabir Batim, Afsana-
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yi Shahan-i Hind, MS British Museum, Ni c mat
Allah Harawi, Ta'rikh-i Khdn-i Djahdni, ed. 'Imam
al-Din, Dacca 1950; Nizam al-Dm Ahmad,
Tabakdt-i Akban, i, Bibl. Ind., Calcutta 1927;
Shaykh Rizk Allah Mushtaki, Wakicat-i Mushtaki,
British Museum MS. Add. 11, 633; Epigraphia
Indica, Arabic-Persian Supplement 1965, ed. Z.A.
Desai, Dihl! 1966.
(I.H. SIDDIQJJI)
DASHT-I KIPCAK, the Kipcak Steppe, was the
Islamic name of the territory called Comania by
Christian writers: the great plains of what is now
Southern Russia and Western Kazakhstan. Both
names were given while this region was still dominated by the Kipcak or Comans (the Dasht-i Kipcak
is mentioned in the Diwan of Nasir-i Khusraw, who
died between 465/1072 and 470/1077): they were
retained when it passed under the control of the
Golden Horde [see BATU'IDS], who subjected and
absorbed the Kipcak whilst adopting their speech in
place of their native Mongolian. John de Piano
Carpini and William of Rubruck travelled through
the Dasht-i Kipcak during the reign of Batu [q.v.~].
Carpini, who traversed it from end to end, supplied
for the first time the modern names of the great
rivers he crossed: the Don and the Volga. Rubruck,
who entered the steppe via the Crimea, described
it as a "vast wilderness" extending in places over
thirty days in breadth, in which there was "neither
forest, nor hill, nor stone, but only the finest pasturage". Ibn Battuta's visit to the region occurred
during the reign'of Ozbeg (712-42/1313-41). Like
Rubruck he approached it from the south, through
the Crimea; from Saray he proceeded in a westerly direction until he reached Byzantine territory.
What little we know about social conditions in the
Dasht-i Kipcak is derived almost entirely from
Rubruck and Ibn Battuta.
Bibliography: W.W. Rockhill, The journey of
William of Rubruck to the eastern part of the world,
London 1900, 8-9, 12-13, 91-94; Ibn Battuta, Rihla,
ii, 356 ff., tr. Gibb, ii, 470 ff.; B. Spuler,"^ Goldene
Horde-, Wiesbaden 1965, 5-6, 274-80.
(J.A. BOYLE)
DATES [see TAMR].
DAVID [see DAWUD].
DAWAT, ink holder, a synonym for mihbara,
"inkwell". The term is also used for miklama, a place
for keeping the kalam or pen, and more generally for
kalamddn, penbox.
Islamic treatises describe the various ways of preparing ink and give different accounts of inkwells, mihbara
or dawdt, that were used in their time. The dawdt is,
according to al-Kalkashand!, "the mother of all writing tools", and "a scribe without an inkpot resembles
a man who enters a fight without a weapon". Following
traditional religious relationships between the art of
writing, meaning the transcribing of the "Word of
God", the Kur'an and the tools used for writing, various Islamic writers prohibit the use of inkwells made
of precious metals, and call for the omission of human
and animal forms in their decoration. However, the
4th/10th century poet al-Kushadjim already accused
the learned men of his time of being proud of their
gold-and-silver-decorated inkpots. The religious prohibition of depicting human and animal forms was also
disregarded.
The use of glass pots and the preference for the
round shape, as suggested by al-Kalkashandl, are
documented by some 3rd/9th to 4th/10th century
inkpots that have been preserved (Baer, Inkwell,
n. 4; The arts of Islam, Hayward Gallery, 1976,
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nos. 117-8, with octagonal outer form). A fragmentary cylindrical cast-bronze vessel found at
Nfshapur suggests that this type of inkwell was used
in Eastern Iran as early as the Samanid period.
In the course of the 6th/12th century, particularly
during its second half, cylindrical bronze inkwells
were produced in different Iranian workshops. They
were of comparatively small size, and each was originally covered with a separate lid with a domed centre. Lid and body were generally provided with small
loops or handles for fastening the pot to the hand of
the scribe, and they were decorated with traced and
inlaid silver and copper ornaments. Several signed
inkwells from the mid-6th/12th to the early 7th/13th
centuries, including some of Khurasanian workmanship, have been preserved. On two of them the
decoration includes a human figure, presumably the
owner of the inkwell, proudly presenting a cylindrical object of the same type as the vessel itself (Toronto,
Royal Ontario Museum, ex-Kofler collection, and
London, Victoria and Albert Museum). The covers of
the Iranian inkwells are surmounted by a lobed dome
that rests on a flat cylindrical collar. In the Syrian
specimen, a hemispherical dome rests directly on the
horizontal lim, and is surmounted by a pear-shaped
finial terminating in a round knob. Both traditions
blend in an early 7th/13th century inkpot in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art (Baer, Inkwell). Three
West-Iranian, early Safawid inkpots signed by Mfrak
Husayn Yazdf point to the continuation of this type
in the 10th/16th century. Apart from cylindrical caskets with small glass receptacles for ink and other
writing implements, penboxes with a separate compartment for the kalam were used since early times.
The earliest known so far is a bronze kalamddn dated
542/1148 in the Hermitage which has the shape of
a parallelepiped. It is closed and has two openings
on opposite ends, one for the ink and the other
for the kalam. More common is the open, originally
East-Iranian, wedge-shaped type made in two parts,
in which the inner, compartmented box could be
entirely removed. These penboxes were probably
placed in a belt, and were commonly used in the
Ottoman empire.
Rectangular open boxes with a hinged or separate
cover are apparently based on wooden models. The
earliest known metal penboxes from the middle of the
6th/12th century are round-ended, and these continued to be popular after the Mongol conquest; but in
Mamluk and Ottoman times, the rectangular penbox
was more common. It was imitated by the Chinese
in blue and white porcelain for export to the Near
East and by Iznik potters working in the early
10th/16th century. A good example of its kind,
decorated with a pseudo-Kufic inscription and floral
scrolls in pale blue on white, is kept in the Godman
collection in England.
Dawdt and kalamddn are depicted in miniatures as
early as the late 6th/12th century (K. al-Dirydk, Bishr
Fares, Le livre de la theriaque, Cairo 1953, Pis. VIIIX). A round-ended penbox is shown in the Qdmic
al-tawdnkh copy in the University Library on
Edinburgh (Survey, PI. 827 A), while a small inkpot
attached to a penbox of the easily portable type is
painted by Behzad in a mosque scene of the Bustdn
of Sacdl in Cairo, dated 893/1488 (Prop. Kunstgeschichte,
no. 333).
Bibliography: General information based on
literary sources can be found in A. Grohmann,
Arabische Paldographie, i, Vienna 1967, 117-27.
There is no comprehensive study of the dawdt in

visual art. For a short survey, see E. Kiihnel,
Islamische Schriftkunst, Berlin-Leipzig 1942, 80-4.
One type of inkwell has been studied by E. Baer,
An Islamic inkwell in the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
in R. Ettinghausen (ed.), Islamic art in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 1972, 199211. The writer is preparing a comprehensive
study of the dawdt in Islamic art and civilisation.
Representations of the different types are included in general books on Islamic and Persian art
and in exhibition catalogues: A.U. Pope (ed.),
A survey of Persian art, London-New York, 193964; J. Sourdel-Thomine and B. Spuler (eds.),
Die Kunst des Islam, Propylaen Kunstgeschichte,
Bd. 4, Berlin 1973; The arts of Islam, Hayward Gallery, 8 April - 4 July 1976, The Arts
Council of Great Britain, 1976; A.S. MelikianChirvani, Le bronze Iranien, Musee des Arts
Decoratifs, Paris 1973. Signed metal inkwells and
penboxes are listed in L.A. Mayer, Islamic metalworkers and their works, Geneva 1959 (incomplete).
(E. BAER)
DAWIYYA and ISBITARIYYA, the Arabic name
for the K n i g h t s Templars and the K n i g h t s
Hospitallers respectively. With the partial and very
late exception of the Teutonic Knights (see below),
the other military orders established in Syria during
the Crusades went unnoticed (or at least unnamed)
by Arabic writers. Since it is impossible to give here
even a summary history of these extraordinary
organisations, which in any case belong more to
European than to Islamic civilisation, we shall restrict
our consideration to two questions: (1) when and by
what channels did the terms ddwiyya and isbitdriyya
enter the Arabic language; and (2) how fully did
Muslim historians understand and attempt to describe
the orders?
Isbitdriyya and its common variant isbitdr are simply arabised forms of Latin hospitalis, "lodging-place
for wayfarers", perhaps influenced by hospitalarius,
"hospitaller" in a literal sense. (For the Latin terms,
see J. Riley-Smith, Knights of St. John, 277 n. 5 et
passim.) Two other variants, istibdr and istibdriyya,
which seem especially characteristic of later writers
beginning with Ibn Wasil [q.v.], plainly represent the
assimilation of a foreign word to the Arabic masdar
pattern ifti'dl. Though the etymology is clear, we do
not however know precisely when the Muslims of
Syria first became aware of the Hospitallers as a
distinct group in the Frankish army. The first recorded mention of them is in Ibn al-Kalanisf (Dhayl ta'rikh
Dimashk, ed. Amedroz, 339), who simply lists them
without further explanation as members of a Frankish
force overwhelmed near Baniyas in 552/1157. We
must therefore assume that by this date the term
isbitdriyya was in common use among Syrian Muslims.
It had doubtless become current only recently, since
the Hospitallers did not play a major military role
before 530/1136, when they were assigned the stronghold of Bayt Djibrm (Bethgibelin) by King Fulk,
while the real foundations of their power were laid
only in 539/1144 with the cession to them of Hisn
al-Akrad [q.v.] (Crac des Chevaliers) by Count
Raymond II of Tripoli.
In the passage just mentioned, Ibn al-Kalanisf also
names the Templars as members of the defeated
Frankish detachment; as with the Hospitallers, this
is the oldest Arabic reference to the Templars, and
again the term used for them, Ddwiyya, is left unexplained. Hence we must assume that by 552/
1157 the Templars also were commonly perceived
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Fig. 1. Inkwell with domed cover. Bronze, engraved and decorated with interfacings, the signs of the
zodiac and blessings. East Iran, probably late 6th/12th century. Philadelphia Museum of Art, no. 30.1.
45 A & B. Photograph E. Baer.

Fig. 2 a and b. Cylindrical inkpot with receptacles for ink and writing implements. Bronze, incised and inlaid with silver. Decorated with mounted falconers, and animated scrolls
Probably Iran, 7th/13th century. Berlin, Museum fur Islamische Kunst, no. 90.431.

Fig. 3. Rectangular penbox. Brass, incised and inlaid with silver and copper. Decorated with the signs of the zodiac. 7th/13th century. London, British Museum, given by
A.W. Franks, 1884. Photograph courtesy L.A. Mayer Memorial, Jerusalem.

Fig. 5. Penbox. Brass, engraved. Syria, 13th/19th century. Private Collection.
Photograph E. Baer.

Fig. 4. Wedge-shaped penbox. Brass, incised and inlaid with silver
and gold. Perhaps north-west Iran, mid-7th/13th century. Baltimore,
Walters Art Gallery, no. 54.509. Photograph courtesy L.A. Mayer
Memorial, Jerusalem.
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sages in Arabic literature, unique in its gloating and
as a familiar and distinct element within the Frankish
brutality, is surely that which he devotes to Salah alarmy. Indeed, Usama b. Munkidh, writing some
Dln's massacre of Templar and Hospitaller prisoners
three decades after the event, records a visit to the
after Hittln. Ibn al-Athlr uses clmad al-Dln's inforAksa Mosque in Jerusalem in the years 532/8-1138mation to make a point of his own—the orders' bold44; it was then partially occupied by the Templars,
ness and fanaticism make them a standing threat to
whom he calls "my friends" (asdikd'l}. (K. al-Ftibdr,
the Muslims, and sound public policy requires their
ed. Hitti, Princeton 1930, 134-5). At the time of
extermination. Indeed, he sharply criticises Salah alUsama's visit, the Templars had been formally recogDm on those occasions when he decides to release
nised as an order of the Church for only ten years
Templar and Hospitaller prisoners instead of sumor so (at the Council of Troyes, 1128), and their
marily executing them. (Ibn al-Athlr [Beirut reprint,
origins went back only to 1119. As in the case of
1966], xi, 531, 538, 558; xii, 22-3).
the Hospitallers, therefore, the Muslims of Syria were
For the Ayyubid period after Salah al-Dm (589not slow to become aware of this new element in
658/1193-1260), there are only scattered reports on
Frankish society.
the orders, but the language used suggests a rising
On the other hand, the use of the word Ddwiyya
level of knowledge and sophistication. In a long
for the Templars raises real problems. For many reareport on al-Mansur Muhammad of Hamat's camsons, one cannot accept Hitti's suggestion that ddwiyya
paign against the Hospitallers in 599/1203 (Mufarridj,
is a "corruption of a Syriac word for 'poor', the
iii, 141-50), Ibn Wasil refers to them for the first
original name of the order in Latin being Pauperes
time as bayt al-istibdr (domus hospitalis], an expression
Commilitones Christi" (History of the Arabs*, 644 n. 3).
which is henceforth common for both orders and
Rather, it seems best to derive the word from Latin
which seems to imply some sense of their corporate
devotus, Old French devot, "one who has vowed himnature. Likewise, for the first time they are called
self to God's service". Phonetically, this etymology
al-ikhwa (Jratres), a term suggesting a similar concluseems to fit both ddwiyya and its variant daywiyya
sion. Finally, all officers of the orders had previous
reasonably well. Moreover, though it is true that the
been named simply mukaddam, whatever their real
Templars did not ordinarily call themselves devoti,
rank; now, however, Ibn Wasil distinguishes two subthis term accurately characterises their status and
ordinate officers, mukaddam al-turkubliyya (Turcopolier)
outlook, and may well have been the way in which
and kumis min al-bahriyya (perhaps Commander of the
they were described to the Muslims by local informShip; cf. Riley-Smith, op. at., 329-30). Though Muslim
ants. (Cf. the descriptions of them by William of
writers never display a systematic knowledge of the
Tyre, RHC, hist, occ., i, 520; Chronique de Michel le
orders' internal structure, this passage at least sigSynen, ed. and tr. J.B. Chabot, Paris 1899-1914, hi,
nals increased contact and familiarity. On a differ201-3, 207-8).
ent level, there is a remarkable passage in Ibn al-Athir
As to the understanding of the orders displayed
(xii, 465-6, anno 623) which suggests some compreby the Muslim writers of the 6th/12th and 7th/13th
hension of the special tie which bound the Templars
centuries, we should not expect any full or accurate
descriptions, for this would have required an insight I and Hospitallers to the Papacy, and which also
demonstrates that Muslim authors had access to
into the corporate nature of Frankish society such as
Christian informants for their information about such
the Muslims did not possess (cf. CRUSADES and IFRANDJ).
things.
The Franks are often perceived and characterised as
The Mamluk chronicles per se seem to add little
individuals in the Arabic texts, but they are very rarely
that is new to the Ayyubid texts, but they do reproseen as members of a socio-economic class, nationalduce a number of treaties between the Mamluk
ity, or corporate entity; the observations of Usama b.
sultan and various European rulers which reveal
Munkidh, Ibn Djubayr, and Ibn Wasil (Mufarridj, iv,
a sound assessment of the place of the orders in
248-51) represent the furthest limit of Muslim knowlthe Mediterranean balance of power, and whose
edge and concern in this period. Nevertheless, it
precise terminology suggests a fairly accurate knowlremains curious that the Templars and Hospitallers
edge of their internal organisation. Thus in a treaty
were perceived early on as a group apart from other
of 686/1287 between al-Mansur Kalawun and the
Frankish warriors and yet their precise nature was
King of Aragon, the orders are identified as potennever investigated.
Throughout the Saldjuk and Zangid periods notices
tial enemies of Egypt and Aragon equal to the
on the orders are extremely rare in the Arabic texts;
Papacy, to the Genoese and Venetians, and to the
it is only in the time of Salah al-Dln, especially in
Byzantines (Amari, Biblioteca arabo-sicula, Leipzig
the years of the reconquest and the Third Crusade
1857, 345). Again, when Kalawun dictated the terms
(583-8/1187-92), that they become fairly common.
of a truce with Acre in 682/1283, he recognised
This new prominence is certainly due in part to the
that the royal bailli could no longer command the
orders' greatly increased military and political imporobedience of all the Franks there, and so the chiefs
tance during and after the 1170s, but it is equally
of the orders were included among the signatories
c
owed to the writings of lmad al-Dm al-Katib alto the treaty. Especially striking is the precise and
Isfahanl, which were the chief source for Salah alaccurate titulature assigned to these men (hadrat alDln's reign even for his own contemporaries (e.g. Ibn
mukaddam al-dj_alil ifrayr [Templars]; al-mukaddam
3
c
Abl Tayyi , Ibn al-Athir). lmad al-Dfn's al-Fath alifrayr [Hospitallers]; al-marshdn al-adj.all ifrayr . . . nd'ib
kussi shows him to be rather well-informed on the
mukaddam [Teutonic Knights]). It is in this docuorders and suggests some progress in the Muslims'
ment that the Teutonic Knights appear to be idenunderstanding of them; he knows which castles belong
tified for the first time as a separate entity, under
to which, he can give an accurate description of their
the name bayt al-isbitdr al-amn (the last word doubtbuildings in Acre and Jerusalem, he seems to have
less being an error for al-almdn) (MakrTzT, Suluk,
some sense of their internal organisation (though he
i, 985-6, 995). Whatever knowledge of the orders
never discusses it explicitly). He respects the military
may be ascribed to the historians and chancery
qualities of both orders, but reserves his fiercest
of the early Mamluk period, however, it would
invective for the Templars. One of the ugliest pasdevelop no further. For with the fall of Acre (690/
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1291), the dissolution of the Templars (1307-14),
and the transfer of Hospitaller headquarters to
Rhodes (1306-10), Syro-Egyptian Muslims no longer
had any real reason to take note of the orders.
Henceforth, only the Hospitallers of Rhodes were
to play any part in Islamic history, sc. that of the
Ottomans.
Bibliography: The literature and published documentation on the orders is of course overwhelming, but the bulk of it refers to their
European branches rather than to Syria. (This is
especially true of the Templars, whose central
archives were destroyed when the order was abolished in the years 1307-14.) The best general history of the orders remains H. Prutz, Die geistlichen
Ritterorden, Berlin 1908; For the Hospitallers in
Syria, we have an excellent recent study by
J. Riley-Smith, The Knights of St. John in Jerusalem
and Cyprus, c. 1050-1310, London 1967. For the
Hospitallers in Rhodes (1306-1523), the most
recent overviews are the chapters by A. Luttrell
and E. Rossi in K.M. Setton, ed., A history of the
Crusades, Madison, Wise. 1975, iii, 278-339. Due
to the lack of archival materials, there is no serious modern work which focuses on the Templars
in Syria; however, AJ. Forey, The Templars in the
Corona de Aragon, London 1973, is a detailed study
of their role in Spain during the reconquista. The
political and diplomatic role of the orders in the
East is of course presented in the standard works
on the Crusades. Archival materials can be
approached through two major collections:
Cartulaire general de I'ordre des Hospitallers de St-Jean
de Jerusalem (1100-1310), ed. J. Delaville le Roulx,
Paris 1894-1906; and Cartulaire general de Vordre du
Temple, 1119?-! 150, ed. Marquis d'Albon, Paris
1913. An extremely rich source for the Hospital's
Rhodian period is the Catalogue of the records of the
Order of St. John of Jerusalem in the Royal Malta
Library, ed. J. Mizzi, V. Borg, A.Z. Gabarretta,
Malta 1964. As suggested in the text, the Arabic
sources all but ignore the orders during the Saldjuk
and Zangid periods. For the Ayyubid period, the
most interesting references are in Tmad al-Dfn
al-Katib al-Isfahanf, al-Fath al-kussi fi 'l-fath alKudsi, ed. Landberg, Leiden 1888; tr. H. Masse,
Paris 1972; Ibn al-Athir, Kamil; Ibn Wash1,
Mufarridj. al-kurub, ed. al-Shayyal et al., Cairo 1953.
In the early Mamluk period, valuable information is yielded by Ibn c Abd al-Zahir, al-Rawd alZdhir (on Baybars), ed. A.A. Khowaiter (SOAS
thesis, 1960); idem, Tashnf al-ayydm (on Kalawun),
ed. M. Kamil, Cairo 1961; al-cAynf, elkd al-dfumdn,
fragments publ. in RHC, Hist, or., ii; Baybars alMansun, %ubdat al-fikra, unpubl. (see Brockelmann,
II, 44, S II, 43). In general, Ibn al-Furat, T. alduwal wa'l-muluk, vii-viii, ed. Zurayk and Tzz alDm, Beirut 1936-8, gives the most reliable extracts
of unpublished 7th/13th century materials.
MakrizI, Suluk, i, ed. M.M. Ziyada, Cairo 1934,
though late and of little use in itself, is important because of the editor's careful indexes and
cross-references. Among Eastern Christian sources,
Kinnamos (Greek), Matthew of Edessa (Armenian),
Bar Hebraeus and (of highest importance) Michael
the Syrian (Syriac) may be mentioned.
(R. STEPHEN HUMPHREYS)
DAWLAT KHAN LODl, 2 7 t h r u l e r of the
Dihlf s u l t a n a t e , was the son of Mahmud Khan
Lodl and a cousin of Mallu Ikbal Khan. Native
Persian chroniclers say nothing about the early

history of this Afghan nobleman of Dihh who
emerged as a dominant figure during the early years
of the 9th/15th century when Tughlukid authority
was on the verge of dissolution. He served Sultan
Nasir al-Dfn Mahmud II, the last ruler of the dynasty,
both as private secretary with the title 'Aziz al-Mamdlik
("Great one of the State") and as military governor
of the Do'ab. On the death of the Sultan in
815/1412, the amirs offered the throne of Dihlr to
Dawlat Khan Lodl, who thus assumed power, but
without the honours of royalty, as incorrectly mentioned by Firishta, ii, 292; for the Tughlukid monarchy after Ffruz Shah's death in 790/1388 had become
a moribund institution, as evidenced by Bada'unf in
his Muntakhab al-tawdnkh, i, 266, where he speaks of
Sultan Mahmud's writ as extending only from Dihlf
to Palam, a suburb of the capital.
The first act of Dawlat Khan Lodl on becoming
ruler was to move out of the capital towards Katahr,
where he received the allegiance of Narsingh Ray and
other Hindu landlords. But he had to retreat from
Kalpi in the face of fierce onslaughts by Ibrahim
Shah, the Shark! ruler of Djawnpur [see SHARKIDS].
Dawlat Khan's downfall came at the hands of his
arch-rival Khidr Khan of Multan, who taking advantage of the prevailing disorder in and around Dihlr,
attacked the capital in 816/1414. Dawlat Khan took
refuge in the fortress of Siri, which was invested by
Khidr Khan for four months. At last, he capitulated,
and was sent prisoner to Hisar-Ffruzshah, where he
soon died. The Dihlf Sultanate henceforth enjoyed a
fresh lease of life for a little more than a century,
with Khidr Khan becoming the first ruler of the
Sayyid dynasty.
Bibliography: Mahdl Husayn, The Tughluq
dynasty, Calcutta 1963; E. Thomas, The chronicles of
the Pathan Kings of Delhi, 2nd enlarged edition, Delhi
1967; Yahya al-Sarhindl, Ta}rikh-i Mubdrakshdhi,
Calcutta 1931.
(ABDUS SUBHAN)
DAWR (A. pi. ddwar], "revolution, period"; the
periodic movement of the stars, often coupled
with kawr (pi. akwdr], "great period" (see Risdla no.
35 of the Rasd'il Ikhwdn al-Sqfa3, [</.#•]: Fi'l-adwdr wa
'l-akwdr). In the doctrines of the extreme Shfi sects,
the period of m a n i f e s t a t i o n or c o n c e a l m e n t
of God or the secret wisdom.
The I s m a c i l i y y a [<7-#.]; According to the earliest Ismacflf doctrine, history is composed of seven
adwdr of seven "speaking" (ndtik) prophets, each of
whom reveals a new religious law (shari'a}: Adam
Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, Muhammad and
the Mahdf or Ka'im. Each ndtik has his trustee (wasi)
who reveals the inner (bdtin) meaning of the respective shari'a. The seventh ndtik, the Ka'im, will abrogate Muhammad's shan'a and restore the pure tawhid
[q.v.] of the times before Adam's fall. The period
between each two ndtih is called "the little period"
(al-dawr al-saghir). The whole cycle from Adam to
the Ka'im (al-dawr al-kabir) is also called "period of
the concealment" (dawr al-satr), because the gnosis
(cilm) is concealed by the outward (zahir) law and is
only known by the initiates. During the period of
concealment, the seven planets rule the world. Before
the dawr al-satr, there was a period of manifestation
or revelation (dawr al-kashf) during which the twelve
angels of the Zodiac kept the unadulterated pure
tawhid; at the end of time, the Ka'im will bring forth
a new dawr al-kashf. In the literature of the Tayyibiyya [q.v.], an eternal alternation of satr and kashf
is supposed.
The D r u z e s [see DURUZ]: In the Druze canon,
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the periods of reincarnation of the Divine Creator are
called adwar. The 13th treatise counts 70 adwdr, each
of 70 x 70 x 1000 years.
The N u s a y r T s [q.v.]: Like the Isma'flTs, the
Nusayrfs assume a cycle of seven adwar, in which the
Divine "Sense" (mcfna) incarnated himself in Abel,
Seth, Joseph, Joshua, Asaf (the vizier of Solomon),
Simon Peter and CA1T, while his "Name" (ism), i.e. his
prophet, was incarnated in Adam, Noah, Jacob, Moses,
Solomon, Jesus and Muhammad.
The conception of the seven periods of revelation
seems to derive from old Jewish-Christian traditions
like those preserved in the Pseudo-Clementine
Homilies; it is a well-known topic in the speculations
of certain Gnostics and Manichaeans (see T. Andrae,
Die Person Muhammads in Lehre und Glauben seiner Gemeinde,
Stockholm 1918, 322 ff.; H.H. Schaeder, Die islamische Lehre von vollkommenen Menschen, in ^DMG, Ixxix
(1925), 213 ff.).
Bibliography: Abu Ya'kub al-Sidjistani, K.
Ithbdt al-nubuwwdt, ed. C A. Tamir, 181 ff.; C.F.
Seybold, Die Drusenschrift Kitab Alnoqat waldawair,
Kirchhain 1902, 84; R. Dussaud, Histoire et religion des Nosairis, Paris 1900, 42 f.; H. Corbin,
Le temps cyclique dans le ma^deisme et dans I'ismaelisme,
in Eranos Jahrbuch, xx (1952), 149 ff.).
(H. HALM)
DAYN (A.), like obligatio in Latin, means literally
"debt", but also expresses the idea of "claim". This
predominance of the passive aspect makes it necessary to specify the sense of the relationship; hence
when one says lahu dayn, this means that an obligation is due to someone, i.e. he is a creditor, whereas with calayhi dayn, this means someone has an
obligation to fulfil, i.e. he is a debtor. Claim and
indebtedness are thus two aspects of the obligation,
according to whether the active or the passive side
is in mind, and this is why it seems more exact to
speak of "obligation" for dayn.
The obligation (dayn) which is a personal right is
opposed to that in an object (hakk fi 'l-fayn). The
idea of dayn rests on that of dhimma, a word which
has a very wide sphere of applicability: it is the
capacity of being subject to the law, in fact the
basis of an obligation. Hence patrimony and dhimma
come together in practice. It is thus easily understandable why the dayn is classified by Muslim authors
among goods or chattels (see al-Mawardf, Adab alkadi)\ in effect, it is an incorporeal possession belonging to the creditor and existing in the patrimony
or personal estate of the debtor, so that this possession makes necessary an "action" on the debtor's
part (see Abu Hanffa's definition of the dayn'. that
it is an action required (mutdlaba)). But this connecting obligation, this link, is often thrust into the
background, and authors confuse the right and the
thing which is the object of the right (cf. the analogy of the distinction of Schuld and Haftung in
German for the obligation, and dayn and mutdlaba
in Arabic). The obligation (dayn} must be distinguished from its object (cqyn) or personal action
(dhimma). The obligation which has as its object a
non-fungible, determinate thing (dayn fi 'l-'ayn) is different from the obligation which has as its object
a personal action (dayn fi dhimma). In regard to obligations which have a determinate thing (ayn) as
object, the expression dhimma is not used; if the
debtor refuses to hand it over, his personal patrimony is not responsible for it.
The sources of o b l i g a t i o n (dayn). Obligation
or dayn can arise out of a contract (loan, sale,
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surety, transaction or marriage), or out of a tort
requiring reparation.
The elements of obligation (shurut al-dayn).
Obligation necessarily presupposes (a) at least two
persons, i.e. a person who is required to perform a
certain act, the debtor (madin, matlub), and a second
person to whom the fulfilment of this performance
is due, the claimant (rabb al-dayn, tdlib). The word
gharim indicates the two of them (Latin reus). But
there can be several principals involved, claimant or
debtors, as when there is joint responsibility for the
obligation, (b) An object, i.e. the performance which
is obligatory and which the other party is legally
entitled to exact; a multiplicity of objects is possible
(the case of alternative obligation), (c) A cause; Muslim
authors often understand by this the origin of the
obligation.
The effects of the obligation. This last can
be completed or not completed. Where it is completed, see below, there results the extinguishing of
the obligation. If it is not completed, the claimant
has a right to recover damages because of loss suffered through the non-completion of the obligation.
A formal notice is not necessary: Dies interpellat pro
homine. From the very fact of non-performance, the
debtor is presumed to be at fault, and must prove
either force-majeure or act of God (amr al-sultdn, darura,
c
udhr or dfa samdwiyyd).
M o d a l i t i e s of the o b l i g a t i o n sc. settlement
and stipulations. In principle, only monetary claims
can be affected by a settlement. This last is always
presumed in the interest of the debtor. The stipulations can be suspensive or resolutory, but there is a
reluctance to validate conditional obligations.
E x t i n g u i s h i n g of the obligation. The usual
method here is through payment, but there are other
ways, e.g. dation in payment (istibddl), extinction of
the debt through one debtor or creditor succeeding
to the estate of another, substitution of a new obligation, compensation, etc.
Modern legal phraseology translates dayn by "claim",
and to this are added several epithets: an assigned or
assignable claim, a certain one, an unsecured, simple
one, a commercial one, a contested one, a dubious
one, one which is due, a guaranteed one, etc. (see
the translations of these terms in the Dictionnaire des
termes juridiques et commerciaux, Franfais-Arabe, by Mamdouh Hakki, s.v. "creance".
Bibliography: Chafik Chehata, Theorie generale de
^obligation en droit musulman, i, Cairo 1936; Ibn cAsim
al-MalikT al-Gharnati, al-cAsimiyya,
117; alKayrawam, Risala, 133, 210, 211, 267; Kasam, vii,
174. For modern works in Arabic, see Subhl
Mahmasanf, al-Na^ariyya al-cdmma li 'l-muajabdt wa
'l-cukud, Beirut 1948.
(A.M. DELCAMBRE)
DEBT [see DAYN].
DECLAMATION [see SHI'R].
DECLENSION [see ICRAB].
DECORATION [see FANN].
DEED (juridical) [see CAKD].
DEFAULT OF HEIRS [see MIRATH].
DEHKHUDA, <ALI AKBAR (1297-1375/18791955), p o e t , s a t i r i s t and l e x i c o g r a p h e r of
modern Iran. During the constitutional revolution
(1905-9), he acquired a reputation as poet and
satirist. But later, with the rise of Rida Shah Pahlavl
[q.v.], he gave up all political activities, devoting
himself to literature and philology. Besides the
satirical pieces, the so-called Car and u parand,
in which his very sarcastic humour secured vast
popularity for the journal Sur-i Isrdjil, his literary
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output includes a Persian translation of Montesquieu's Esprit des Lois (unpublished), a review of
Nasir-i Khusraw's Dlwdn (ed. S.N. Takawf and
M. Minuwf, Tehran 1307/1928), a four-volume collection of Persian proverbs and aphorisms, called
Amthdl u hikam (Maajmdc al-amthdl, as cited in E.E.
Bertels's Ocerki, is not the correct title of the published volumes), and the extensive lexicon, Lughatndma, which has had to be published mainly as a
posthumous work and is still in progress. While
Dehkhuda is generally considered a pioneer in modern, simple prose-writing, his poetical work—except
for a few pieces published in popular periodicals—
seems rather of a turgid and pedantic character,
though often well-spiced with humour.
Bibliography: The Lughat-ndma-yi Dehkhuda, of
which 203 fascicules in about 22,796 pages, in folio,
of 3 columns each, have so far (March 1976) been
published), contains an introductory volume (fascicule 40) in which more details on the author's life
and work are given, (cf. also Diwdn-i Dehkhuda, ed.
M. Mu'fn, Tehran 1334/1955; Dehkhuda, Amthdl
u hikam, 4 vols., Tehran 1308-10/1929-30; Y. AryanPur, Az sabd td nimd, Tehran 1350/1931, ii, 77105; Browne, LHP, iv, 469-82; idem, The press and
poetry of modern Persia, Cambridge 1914, index;
E.E. Bertels, Ocerki istorii persidskoy literaturi (with penetrating critical remarks), Leningrad 1928, 125-27);
P. Avery, Modern Iran, London 1965, 129-30;
A. Bausani and A. Pagliaro, Storia delta letteratura
persiana, Milan 1960, indices; J. Rypka et alii, History
of Iranian literature, Dordrecht 1968, index;
Gh. Youssofi, in %DMG (1975), 117-32.
(A.H. ZARRINKOOB)
DEMESNE [see DAY'A].
DEMIRDASHIYYA, a b r a n c h of the Khalwatiyya [q.v] Sufi order named after Muhammad
Demirdash al-Muhammadf, an Azeri Turk as is
suggested by his name. According to c Abd alWahhab al-Sha c ranf, al-Tabakdt al-kubrd, Cairo 1954,
ii, 147 ff. (cf. Mahmud Rabf c and Hasan Kasim
(eds.), Abu '1-Hasan Nur al-Dm al-Sakhawf, Tuhfat
al-albdb wa-bughjyat al-tulldb fi }l-khitat wa 'l-mazdrdt
wa }l-tardajim wa 3l-bakd3 al-mubdrakdt, Cairo 1937,
15 f.), he had belonged to the community of mystics which had gathered around c Umar al-Rushanf
(d. 892/1486), a protege of the Ak Koyunlu [q.v.]
ruler Uzun Hasan and a khalifa [q.v.] of the second pir [</.#.] of the order Yahya al-Shirwanf
(d. 869/1464).
The biographies written in the late 19th and early
20th century by Yusuf b. Ismacfl al-Nabahanf, Djamic
kardmdt al-awliyd, Cairo 1329, ii, 9 f, and Muhammad
Zahid al-Kawtharf, Nabrds al-muhtadl fi iajtild* anbd:'
al-cArif bi-Alldh Demirdash al-Muhammadi, Cairo
1364/1944-5, state that Muhammad Demirdash had
originally been a mamluk of the Sultan al-Ashraf Sayf
al-Dln Kayit Bay [q.v.] and the murid [q.v.] of Ahmad
b. cUkba al-Hadramf (d. 895/1489-90) before he joined
the disciples of al-Rushanf in Tabriz, from where he
is said to have returned to Egypt towards the end of
Kayit Bay's reign. This version is in accordance
with the contents of the official biographies published on behalf of the tarlka [q.v] at the beginning
of the 20th century (appended to Muhammad
Demirdash al-Muhammadf, Risdla fi macrifat al-hakd'ik
wa }l-macdm min kawlihi "Wa lakad dtayndka sabcan min
al-mathdni", Cairo n.d., 27-34 and 55-63), which are
mainly based upon unpublished sections of cAbd alRa'uf al-Munawf's al-Kawdkib al-durriyya fi tardajim alsdda al'Sufiyya.

Muhammad Demirdash was an adherent of Ibn
al- c Arabf's metaphysics, and he must have been influenced by the teachings of the Shadhiliyya order in
which he had been initiated by his first spiritual
master Ahmad b. cUkba (cf. Demirdash, Risdla fi
Ma'rifat al-hakd'ik, 32 f., 62), as appears in his
treatises al-Kawl al-fand fi macrifat al-tawhid, Cairo
n.d., and in Risdla fi Macrifat al-hakd^ik, mentioned
earlier in the article. The liturgy of the order refers
in no way to any special kind of mystical theology,
as was noted by E. Bannerth, in W%KM, Ixii (1969),
20, who described the tanka'?, hadra [q.v]—mahyd in
the terminology of the order—and the ceremonial
surrounding the yearly occasion of retreat (khalwa}
for a period of three days at the end of Sha'ban,
as it was practiced in the 1960s (see bibliography).
It is not unlikely, however, that the liturgy may
have mirrored the influence of Ibn al- c Arabi's
thinking upon Muhammad Demirdash at an earlier
stage, since we have no evidence of a fixed ritual
until about a century after his death in 929/1524,
when his great-grandson and khalifa Muhammad alSaghfr composed a treatise in raajab metre, entitled
Tuhfat al-tulldb al-rd'imin hadrat al-wahhdb wa-usul
al-tank, Cairo n.d., which codified the ritual and
has been the principal manual of the order ever
since.
Among others, this manual gives the rules for the
so-called huwiyya, the most characteristic part of the
ritual in which the head of the order, a number of
nukaba3 (sing, naklb [q.v.]} and some members form a
circle turning anti-clockwise (or occasionally two
circles, one moving clockwise and the other circle
moving anti-clockwise), while calling "hu, hu". This
part of Demirdashl ritual has been subject to outside
criticism in the past (cf. cAbd al-Kadir b. Muhyl
al-Dm al-Arbili, Huajajat al-dhdkinn wa-radd almunkann, Alexandria 1299/1881-2, 43 ff., and 'Abd
al-Ghanl al-Nabulusf, Kitdb al-Haklka wa 'l-maajdz fi
rihlat al-Sha'm wa-Misr wa 'l-Hiajdz, ms. Berlin 6146,
fols. 242a ff.).
From the days of Muhammad Demirdash alMuhammadf until the present, ceremonial gatherings
have been confined to the only existing zdwiya [q.v]
of the order, situated in the present-day 'Abbasiyya
quarter of Cairo. The original establishment and the
surrounding land had been donated to Muhammad
Demirdash by Sultan Kayit Bay (cf. Risdla fi Ma'rifat
al-hakd'ik, 59). It was visited by Ewliya Celebi (cf.
Seydhat-ndme, Istanbul 1971, xiv, 206) as well as by
c
Abd al-Ghani al-Nabulusf (cf. Kitdb al-Hakika, fol.
224) towards the end of the 17th century, which
suggests that the establishment must have been of
some importance at that time. The zdwiya complex
with its khalwa cells has been described by cAlf
Mubarak, Khitat, iv, 112 f., as it was in the 1860s
and by E. Bannerth a century later.
The order experienced a severe setback at the end
of the 18th century when it was plundered by French
troops (cf. cAbd al-Rahman al-Djabartf, 'Aajd'ib aldthdr, Cairo 1297/1879-80, iii, 95), and continued
to rank among the less prominent tonkas in Cairo
until the 1880s, when it experienced a revival under
the leadership of c Abd al-Rahman Mustafa alDemirdash Basha, the founder of the Cairene hospital named after him. After his death in 1929, a
dispute about the succession occurred, in which the
then mufti of Egypt cAbd al-Madjfd Salfm intervened
(cf. Mahmud Abu Rayya, al-Sayyid al-Badawi,
Cairo n.d. 182). This dispute ended in the formal
investiture of cAbd al-Rahfm's six-year old grandson,
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equally named cAbd al-Rahim, and the appointment
of the principal naklb, Amm al-Sayyad, as his wakil
or regent, specifically charged with the task of managing the tanka's affairs. The latter's son Husayn was
head of the order in the 1970s.
Active membership of the order has never spread
outside Cairo. This has been the direct consequence
of the requirements set upon the potential murld.
Anyone desiring membership had to attend the
weekly hadras of the order held near the shrine of
its founder for a period of at least two years.
During this period he had to be under the surveillance of one of the order's nukaba3, who were
always residents of Cairo. The latter had to judge
the personality of the candidate, and could propose him for initiation to the head of the order
(cf. Zakl Muhammad Mudjahid, al-Acldm al-sharkiyya,
iii, 110).
Traditionally there were never more than twelve
nukaba3 at one time. New nukaba' were elected by
the head of the order in consultation with the
nukaba3 already in office (cf. Muhammad Sulayman
al-BusharT, Tuhfat al-albab wa-hiddyat al-tulldb fimd
yadj_ibu calayhim min al-dddb, Cairo 1322/1904-5,
81 f.).
The mosque and shrine of Demirdash are the
scene of an important weekly ziydra-day (cf. F. De
Jong, Cairene Zjydra-days. A contribution to the study of
saint veneration in Islam, in WI, xvii (1976), 34 ff.), and
of mawlid celebrations in the second half of Shacban (cf. J.W. McPherson, The Moulids of Egypt
Cairo 1940, 257 f. and E. Bannerth, in W^KM, Ixii
(1969), 129).
Bibliography. For further detail and additional
references, see E. Bannerth, La Khalwatiyya en Egypte.
Quelques aspects de la vie d'une confrerie, in MIDEO,
viii (1964-6), 3-7; idem, Tiber den Stifter
und Sonderbrauch der Demirddsiyya Sufis inairo, in !
W^KM, Ixii (1969), 116-32' (which contains a
German translation of the section about khwa in j
the tarikcfs manual Tuhfat al~tulldb}; idem, Islamische
Wallfahrtsstdtten Kairos, Cairo 1967, 74 f., and M.
Gilsenan, Saint and Sufi in modern Egypt. An essay in
the sociology of religion, Oxford 1973, passim', The section on al-Demirdashiyya in B.G. Martin, A short
history of the Khalwati order of dervishes, in N.R. Keddie
(ed.), Scholars, saints and sufis. Muslim religious institutions since 1500, Berkeley-London 1972, 290-5, is
largely based upon Bannerth's wo
The treatises by Muhammad Demirdash alMuhammadi and by Muhammad Demirdash alSaghir mentioned in the article have been published,
together with another treatise by the tanka's founder,
Kitdb al-Daradj_a al-culyd fi mafdridj_ al-awliyd3, by
Muhammad Nur Salih al-Sirdja.nl under the title
al-Ma^muca al-Demirdashiyya, Cairo 1348/1929-30;
This collection contains also a section with biographical data on a number of shaykhs of the order
and a biography of cAbd al-Rahim Mustafa alDemirdash Basha compiled by Mustafa Adham Bek
Mumr, 52
For other biographies of cAbd al-Rahim, see
Zakl Muhammad Mudjahid, al-Acldm al-sharkiyya,
Cairo 1955, iii, 109 ff., which gives also additional information about the order's religious practice, and Muhammad Sulayman Badawl, Nabdha
yasira min haydt ustddhind al-fddil ... cAbd al-Rahim
Mustafa al-Demirddsh Bdshd, Cairo n.d. Other
publications of the order, containing historical
data, liturgical texts and rules, are al-Nafahdt alkudsiyya fi
awrdd al-tanka al-Demirddshiyya,
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Cairo n.d.; Muhammad Labib al-Halabi and
Husayn Muhammad al-HalabT (eds.), al-Fuyuddt
al-nurdniyya fi mahyd al-tanka al-Demirddshiyya, Cairo
n.d.; and Muhammad Nur Salih al-SirdjanT,
Risdlat al-Silsila al-dhahabiyya fi tarddj_im riaj_dl alsdda al-Khalwatiyya al-Demirddshiyya, Cairo 1319/
1901-2.
On the position of al-Demirdashiyya in 19th century Egypt, see F. De Jong, Turuq and tumq-linked
institutions in 19th century Egypt Leiden, 1978, passim;
Additional data on the history of the order may
be found in F. De Jong, Two anonymous manuscripts
relative to the Suji orders in Egypt, in Bibliotheca Orientalis,
xxxii (1975), 186-90; Enver Behnan §apolyo,
Me^hepler ve tarikatlar tarihi, Istanbul 1964, 193, is
full of conflicting detail.
(F. DE JONG)
DEMOGRAPHY.
Demographers who study
Islamic nations are concerned with population numbers and population change in those nations. Their
works have, with a few exceptions, been recently written. This is due to the nature of the study. Though
many of the basic principles of demography have been
known for centuries demography as a field of study
is relatively new. It is also dependent on statistical
sources—records of population from censuses, surveys,
and registration lists—that did not exist in many
Muslim countries until very recent times. Because of
this late development, many demographic topics have
been little studied and for some Muslim countries no
adequate demography has been written.
There are few demographic studies of Muslim population as such, and demographers have most often
not been concerned with religion. Thus in the indexes
of books of the demography of Islamic countries
the words "Islam" or "religion" either do not appear
or only a few references are cited. In addition, some
countries with significant Muslim populations have
become officially indifferent or even hostile to religion. The communist countries of Eastern Europe and
Asia do not list any association by religion in their
censuses. This makes historical or comparative analysis of Muslim population extremely difficult. Those in
the "Muslim" category in the 1897 Russian Imperial
census, for example, cannot be traced in the 1926
Soviet census, which only lists ethnic and linguistic
groups, not religions.
For countries such as Saudi Arabia, Turkey, or
Iran, of course, Total Population and Muslim
Population are, in effect, the same. For other countries, however, especially those in South Asia and
Africa, differential studies of the Muslim population
would be valuable, though they are seldom done.
Religion is usually not a consideration. This is especially true of the modern demographic sample surveys, which produce high-quality information on
fertility, mortality, and marriages, but which often do
not even ask the informants' religion.
For these reasons, much of the demographic material discussed below is not data or analyses of Muslim
population, but of the population of Muslim countries. The distinction is real and important.
In historical documents and colonial records, terms
such as "census", "survey", and "population estimate"
are often used in a confusing manner. It is thus valuable to define exactly what is meant by the words
used to describe basic demographic statistics. The following are definitions of the four sources of demographic data as they are usually defined and as the
terms are used here:
E s t i m a t e s . Estimates are not actual counts of
the population. They range from wild guesses on
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the populations of entire nations to well-reasoned
analyses based on incomplete or slightly inaccurate
census returns.
Registration. In Muslim lands, registration data
have always been kept by governments. Ideally, a population register records a person by age and sex and
lists his date of birth and death and, perhaps, events
such as marriage and conscription. More usually, births,
deaths, and other events are registered separately, total
numbers of births, deaths, etc. are published, and no
attempt is made to keep a record of each individual.
The former is usually called a Population Register, the
latter a Register of Vital Events.
Sample surveys. Surveys ask demographic questions of a scientifically selected sample of the population, often 5% to 10%. The surveys take various
forms, but are usually intended to find information
on demographic variables, particularly fertility, in a
detailed manner not possible in a census. Surveys are
normally used to supplement information gained
through a census. In countries such as those in the
Sahel in Africa, though, in which taking censuses long
proved impossible, "sample censuses" were taken
instead.
C e n s u s e s . The census is the basic source of quality demographic data. To be a census, an enumeration must be intended to be an actual count of the
members of the population of an area. It must be
held in a short period of time. Every census should
ask age, sex, and residence of all inhabitants, and
questions on marital status, occupation, religion, and
others are usually included also. Collections of registration data are not censuses.
Though the census and registration practices of
each Muslim country have differed, some phenomena
have been universal. In a Muslim nation's early census or registration records, females are undercounted.
Children are also undercounted, and a person seldom
knows his exact age, so age-specific data is incorrect.
As education, economy, and experience with national
statistics grows, these problems lessen.
With few exceptions, completeness and reliability
of a nation's population statistics improve as time
advances. Few Muslim nations have accurate historical statistics. For this reason, in Muslim nations historical demography depends on modern demography.
Only by examining modern and accurate demographic
data can an historical demographer gain the basic
knowledge of fertility and mortality that he needs to
evaluate historical records.
What follows are descriptions of the demography
of nations with a Muslim majority or a large Muslim
minority. They are arranged by geographic region
and nation and two sorts of works are considered—
government statistics and analytical/descriptive studies. Censuses are listed by year in which they were
taken, not by issuing agency or publication year, for
reasons of space. The articles and books cited deal
with population and demography as a whole, not with
specific subjects such as migration or fertility. Those
interested in studies of specific demographic topics will
find ample resources in the bibliographies of the works
discussed below.
I. MEDIAEVAL ISLAM
There is no reliable demography of Medieval Islam.
Materials from which demographic calculations could
be made, such as tax registers and military payrolls
[see DlwANJ were kept by mediaeval Islamic governments, but have not survived.
Like the mediaeval Europeans, Muslims were

little interested in population numbers for their own
sake. Furthermore, the Muslim world felt no need to
keep religious statistics, and so it possesses no analogies to the baptismal and marriage records of Western
Europe. Though the great geographers and travellers
of mediaeval Islam often mentioned the "great size"
of cities, the "large number" of people in an area,
or gave fanciful estimates of the size of armies, they
did not often offer even rough estimates of population numbers. This was reasonable, because there
was no way geographers, travellers or others could
have known population numbers. No one had counted
the population and, as has been proven by the
multitudes of erroneous "estimates" of population
made in all areas of the world, the only way accurately to know the size of a population is to count
it. The enumerations needed for population analysis
were not made in the Islamic world, or at least
have not been found, prior to the second great period
of Islamic expansion, the Turkish empires. In the
empires, the keeping of population statistics was the
province of the state. Beginning in the late 14th century, the Ottoman government began to keep accurate counts of households in the Empire for taxation
purposes. Similar counts were taken by the emperor
Akbar in Mughal India, and may have been taken
in Safawid Iran.
N o n - s t a t i s t i c a l sources. While demography is
essentially a statistical study, non-statistical sources can
be used to illuminate areas of population history for
which statistics are unavailable. The most obvious area
in which this is true is migration. Large-scale migration of Arabs, Mongols, and Turks in Islamic times
were recorded by geographers and historians. The
populations of cities can be at least roughly estimated
through archaeological evidence and through measurements of contemporaries such as Ibn Battuta, who
simply measured the size of city walls to gain a picture of the city's size and (by analogy) its comparative population. (Much evidence of this sort is available
in Le Strange, Lands.} There are numerous quasistatistical sources for specific demographic events.
An example of this type of material is al-Makrizf on
the plagues and famines of Egypt, whose material is
analysed by Michael Dols (The Black Death in the Middle
East, Princeton 1977); for a translation of al-Makrfzf's
work, see G. Wiet, in JESHO, v/1 (1962). Such sources
give estimates of numbers dying, being born, or leaving a city or an area. It should be stressed that such
sources can be used to gain an impression of the
scope of demographic events, no more. Their population numbers are usually suspect. Much information
may be available from analyses of geographers'
accounts of the amenities of towns—baths, mosques,
etc.—but this research remains to be done. As to
accuracy, the Muslim commentators, who often knew
well the areas of which they spoken, are much to be
preferred to European sources.
One source of mediaeval Islamic demography is
the system of records of Islamic law. The codes of
the schools and fragmentary surviving judicial decisions can at least give an impression of what was
religiously-accepted in marriage and divorce and in
matters that affect fertility, such as lactation,
polygamy, and contraception. Basim Musallam has
made good use of this type of material in his work
on contraception (Sex and society in Islam. The sanction and medieval techniques of birth control (diss., Harvard
University 1973). Unfortunately, legal codes and
court decisions do not necessarily reflect actual
practice of the majority of Muslim society, and for
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yielded population data on the empire as a whole,
this reason legal matters have limited usefulness as
on provinces and on cities. Only a few of these
demographic sources.
studies can be listed here:
The fact that demographic evidence on mediaeval
G e n e r a l s t u d i e s . Barkan, Osmanh, imparatorlugunda
Islam is almost non-existent has not meant that estibiiyiik nil/us ve arazi tahrirleri ve hakana mahsus istatistik
mates have not been made. Josiah Cox Russell has
defterleri, in Istanbul Universitesi Iktisat Fakiiltesi Mecmuasi,
been in the forefront of those using materials such as
ii (1940), 20-59, 214-57; idem, Tarihi demografi
estimates of city sizes and poll tax revenues to arrive
ara§tirmalan ve Osmanh tanhi, in Turkiyat Mecmuasi, x
at population totals. (See Late ancient and medieval pop(1951), 1-27; idem, Research on the Ottoman fiscal surveys,
ulation, Philadelphia 1958; Late medieval Balkan and Asia
in Studies in the economic history of the Middle East, ed.
Minor population, in JESHO, iii/3 [1960], 265-74; The
M.A. Cook, London 1970.
population of medieval Egypt, in Journal of the American
R e g i o n a l s t u d i e s . Cook, Population pressure in
Research Center in Egypt, v [1966], 69-82; and others.)
rural ^Anatolia, 1450-1600, London 1972; W.-D.
Russell's work is often based, however, on unverifiHiitteroth and Kamal Abdulfattah, Historical geogable secondary sources, vague estimates of army sizes
raphy of Palestine, Transjordan and southern Syria in the
and taxation by historians who lived centuries after
late Kith century, Erlangen 1977; A. Cohen and B.
the fact, the calm acceptance of population figures
Lewis, Population and revenue in the towns of Palestine
drawn without examination from sources such as La
in the sixteenth century, Princeton 1978; B. McGowan,
Grande Encyclopedic and Encyclopaedia Brittanica, and
Defter-i Mufassal-i Liva-i Sirem: an Ottoman revenue surincredible logical jumps that conveniently provide estivey dating from the reign of Selim II, diss., Columbia
mates when not even poor data is available. Russell
University 1967; Halil Inalcik, El1 art. ARNAWUTdoes show that estimates are possible from fragmenLUK; Leila Erder and Suraiya Faroghi, Population
tary evidence, but this evidence must be much more
rise and fall in Anatolia, in Middle Eastern Studies, xv/3
carefully analysed than he and those who have fol(1979), 322-45.
lowed him have done.
U r b a n s t u d i e s . H. Lowry, The Ottoman tahnr defter s
The use of non-demographic evidence to find pop- j
as a source for urban demographic history: the case study oj
ulation totals seems to work better for urban than
Trabzon (ca. 1486-1583], diss., UCLA 1977; Inalcik,
rural areas. A good example of this type of analysis,
El1 art. ISTANBUL. R. Jennings. Urban population in
though for a later period than mediaeval Islam, is
Anatolia in the sixteenth century, a study of Kayseri, Karaman,
Andre Raymond's Signes urbains et etude de la populaAmasya, Trabzon, and Erzurum, in IJMES, vii/1 (1976),
tion des grandes miles arabes d Uepoque ottomane, in BEG,
xxvii (1974), 183-93. Ch. Pellat has made a clemo- | 21-57.
The defters themselves are described and discussed
graphic study out of unusual material in Peut-on conin DEFTER-I KHAKANI. Facsimiles and translations of
naitre le taux de natalite au temps du Prophete, in JESHO,
defters are given by Cohen and Lewis, Cook, and
xiv/2 (1971) 107-35, which shows that an exceptional
Inalcik, Him 835 tarihli suret-i defter-i sancak-i Arnavid,
amount of information can be drawn from limited
Ankara 1954.
data. Also, his Qiielques chiffres sur la vie moyenne d\me
Ottoman defters were primarily kept as financial
categorie de Musulmans, in Melanges d'lslamologie, Leiden
1974, 233-46, is a pioneering study in the use of
and military records and it would be a mistake to
biographical references for extracting demographic
consider them to be highly reliable demographic
information.
sources. Certain groups were not counted (Barkan,
(Many works on mediaeval Islamic history have
Essai, 20-1), certain ones undercounted (C. Issawi,
uncritically used population estimates as part of
Comment on Professor Barkan's estimate oj the population of
their descriptions. For examples of this, see two
the Ottoman Empire in 1520-30, in JESHO, i/3 [October
studies by Eliyahu Ashtor, Histoire des prix et des
1958], 329-33). The registers were usually household
salaires dans 1'orient medieval, Paris 1960, esp. 237,
counts, and comparisons between household num238, 272, and 273, and A social and economic history
bers in two time periods may be confused because
of the Near East in the Middle Ages, Berkeley-Los
of changing household sizes. Nevertheless, the
Angeles-London 1976, esp. 290 and 291, see also
Ottoman defters are an incomparable source for the
his Un mouvement migratoire au haul Moyen Age: migrahistorical demography of the Middle East, especially
tions de rirak vers les pays mediterraneens, in Annales
when they are used as part of a detailed investigaE.S.C. (1972/1), 185-214.)
tion of local, as opposed to empire-wide, population,
society and economy.
II. OTTOMAN EMPIRE
After ca. 1700 the defter records cease, this being
The 16th and 17th century Ottoman population
probably a sign of diminished central authority in the
registers (defters) were among the first European state
Empire.
records that can be used as population sources.
In the reign of Sultan Mahmud II, the Ottoman
Since the records were not kept primarily as data
empire once again began to collect population statison population, however, they must undergo considtics. Unlike the 16th and 17th century defters, the new
erable manipulation before they can yield total
registration was the base of a system of military
population estimates, and they do not provide inforconscription. Each male in the empire was to be
mation on other demographic variables, such as ferrecorded in population registers (tahnr-i niifus], at
tility and mortality.
first by general age group ("youth" and "adult" or
The study of Ottoman defter?, was effectively
"youth", "adult", and "aged"-categories correspondbegun by Omer Lutfi Barkan, who analysed the reging to one's availability for military service). By the
isters for total population, city size, and economic
1840s, though, the registers were being kept, at least
change (see especially, Essai sur les donnees statisin some areas, in much greater detail; each male was
tiques des registres de recensement dans rempire ottoman
recorded by age, household, and his relationship to
aux xve et xvie siecles, in JESHO, i/1 (1957), 9-36).
the head of the household. The tahnr?, were periodicMany other scholars have used the defters found in
ally updated through "events" (wuku'at) registers in
the Ottoman archives and local collections in forwhich were recorded births, deaths, conscriptions, and
mer Ottoman possessions, and the registers have
migration. During the reign of cAbd al-Hamld II,
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registrations of females were kept, as well as those of
males, but female registration was only successful in
northern and western Anatolia and in the European
sections of the empire (see Enver Ziya Kural, Osmanh
imparatorlugunda ilk nil/us sayimi, Ankara 1940; Fazila
Ikbal, 1831 tanhinde Osmanh imparatorlugunda idari taksimat ve nufus, in Belleten, xv, no. 60, 617-28; and
J. McCarthy, Age, family and migration in nineteenthcentury Black Sea provinces of the Ottoman Empire, in IJMES,
x [1979], 309-23).
The totals collected from the Ottoman registration
system in provinces were published at intervals in the
provincial yearbooks (sal-names), listing population by
province, sub-province, and district, and often by religious group and sex. At various times the central government updated the data across the empire and
published the data in what have been erroneously
been called "censuses". Three of the "censuses" have
been translated and reproduced (Kural; Kemal Karpat,
Ottoman population records and the census of 1881/82-1893,
in IJMES, ix [1978], 237-74; McCarthy, International
historical statistics: the late Ottoman empire, Boston 1981).
It should be noted that the Ottoman population totals
by province uniformly underestimate the number of
women and children in the province, and thus totals
must be augmented by from 10% to 30%, depending on the province.
The uses of Ottoman figures for the study of the
historical population of the Middle East are obvious.
Simply stated, no one but the Ottoman government
counted the population and no one but the Ottoman
government even remotely knew what the population
was. Data on total population from sal-name?, and
"censuses" is increasingly being used in population
studies. It is, however, the archival records of population that hold the greatest promise. When these
records are available and utilised, accurate studies on
fertility, mortality, and population change in the
Ottoman Empire will be possible.
The 19th century Ottoman registration system has
been described by Karpat (Ottoman population] and S.
J. Shaw (The Ottoman census system and population, 18311914, in IJMES, ix/3 [1978], 325-37). For examples of the uses of sal-name and "census" population
records, see Vedat Eldem, Osmanh imparatorlugunun
iktisadi §artlan hakkinda bir tetkik, Ankara 1970; Leila
Erder, From trade to manufacture in Bursa, diss.,
Princeton University 1976; and McCarthy, The
Muslim population of Anatolia, 1878-1927, diss., UCLA,
1978.
Contemporary European sources on Middle
Eastern population in Ottoman times will only be
mentioned briefly here. Those that were accurate
were drawn from Ottoman data, and thus are only
valuable if they provide population statistics of areas
for which the original Ottoman data is unavailable.
The most valuable of the European sources are the
books of Cuinet (La Turquie d'Asie, 4 vols., Paris
1890-4; Syne, Liban, et Palestine, Paris 1896). Cuinet
collected, amended, and published Ottoman population statistics, as well as data on the social and
economic life of Ottoman Asia. No other European
source can in any way compare with Cuinet. (Those
interested in European sources should consult N.
Michoff, La population de la Turquie et de la Bulgaria
au XVIIF et XIX1 siecles, recherches bibliographico-statistiques, 4 vols., Sofia 1919-35, and the various volumes of Die Bevolkerung der Erde, a supplement of
Petermanns Mitteilungen, Gotha, especially vol. xi, 1901,
3-23.)
Nineteenth and early 20th century Ottoman geo-

graphers were not greatly superior to the Europeans.
Though they often used data from Ottoman government records, the geographers had little appreciation
of the proper use of population statistics. The one
exception is the Kamus al-acldm of Shams al-Dm Samf
Frasheri (6 vols., Istanbul 1889-99), which is demographically superior to the others.
III. MIDDLE EAST
Demography is dependent on government statistics, which are produced by individual political units.
Perhaps for that reason, there have been few works
on Middle Eastern demography that cross national
boundaries in their analysis and even fewer that treat
the Middle East, or even the Arab world, as a unit.
Volumes on Middle Eastern demography (such as
J.I. Clarke and W.B. Fisher, Populations of the Middle
East and North Africa New York 1972) are usually
collections of chapters or articles that study each
country individually. This is unfortunate, since many
phenomena such as nomadism, polygamy, folk beliefs
on contraception, and fertility levels would be best
studied for the Middle East in general, as well as
for individual areas. (Two examples of the broader
approach illustrate its benefits: Muslim attitudes toward
family planning, ed. Olivia Schieffelin, New York 1967;
Oladele Olawayi Arowolo, Correlates of fertility in Muslim
populations, dissertation, University of Pennsylvania
1973.)
Some studies of the population of the Arab World
have been made, though these are usually divided
internally by national boundaries. Of them, studies
by G. Baer, Population and society in the Arab East, Westport, Conn. 1964, and M.A. el-Badry, Trends in the
components of population growth in the Arab countries of the
Middle East, in Demography, ii (1965), 140-86, are valuable, but now out of date. A more recent article by
Youssef Courbage and Philippe Fargues is an introduction to the demography of the Arab states, La
population des pays arabes d'Orient, in Population, xxx, no.
6 (Nov.-Dec. 1975), 1111-41. K.C. Zachariah has
compared the accuracy and availability of data from
the Arab states, The demographic measures of Arab countries. A comparative analysis, in Cairo Demographic
Centre, Demographic measures and population growth in Arab
countries, Cairo 1970, 279-326. (See also the international analysis of demographic problems in Part I of
Demographic aspects of socio-economic development in some
Arab and African countries, ed. S.A. Huzayyin and T.E.
Smith, Cairo 1974, and G. Sabagh, The demography
of the Middle East, in MESA Bulletin, iv/2 [15 May
1970], 1-19.)
Population studies for Middle Eastern nations are
published in the international sources listed below
and, for 1968 and 1973, in the Population bulletin of
the United Nations Economic Commission for Western
Asia, nos. 10 and 11 (January to July 1976, Beirut
13-26).
G r e a t e r Syria. Issawi has collected European
statements on the population of Greater Syria in
the 19th century (The economic history of the Middle
East, 1800-1914, Chicago 1966, 209-10), the best of
which were based on Ottoman figures. For the period prior to 1918, the best sources on Syrian population are the state records of Ottoman Syria. Of
these, the printed population records of Ottoman
Greater Syria have been analysed by J. McCarthy
(Population of the Ottoman Fertile Crescent, in Procs. of
the Congress on the Economic History of the Adiddle East,
1800-1914, Haifa 1980). After 1918, Greater Syria
was divided into Syria, Lebanon, and Palestine, and
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the statistical histories of the three new nations
diverged.
In Syria, the French mandatory powers made a
population count in 1922, which they updated and
published in 1926. This count cannot be called a
census, since much of it was based not on actual
enumeration, but on population totals given by village leaders. Its totals are too low, as were those ol
the first census of independent Syria in 1947, which
did not count nomads. Modern censuses were
taken in 1960 and 1970. (The Syrian government
printed, in addition to the results of the census of
1970 itself, volumes of analysis of the census results
by K.E. Vaidyanathan.) For an analysis of modern
Syrian population and demographic variables, see
Mouna Liliane Samman, La population de la Syrie, etude
geo-demographique, Paris 1978; Samman makes extensive use of Izzat Nouss, La population de la Syne, etude
demographique, Paris 1951.
The population of Lebanon in the 19th century
has been analysed by Youssef Courbage and Ph.
Fargues, La situation demographique au Liban, Beirut 1974,
ii, ch. I. European estimates are detailed in
D. Chevallier, La societe du Mont-Liban a I'epoque de la
revolution industrielle en Europe, Paris 1971. Both studies are marred by their lack of consideration of
Ottoman statistics, except insofar as those statistics
appeared in French works such as Cuinet's Syrie,
Lib an, et Palestine. The bulk of the Courbage and
Fargues' work is, however, a good study of modern
Lebanese population. The French mandatory administration attempted to enumerate the population of
Lebanon in 1921, 1932 and 1941. Even the best of
these counts, that of 1932, was deficient and undercounted the Muslim population. For political reasons,
no modern census has been taken, and only limited
evidence exists on demographic variables such as fertility and mortality (see D. Yaukey, Fertility differences
in a modernising country, Princeton 1961). What data
exist come from demographic surveys, which are
described in Available demographic data in the Lebanese
Republic, in Population Bulletin of the United Nations
Economic Commission for Western Asia, nos. 10-11
(Jan.-July 1976), 240-3. J. Chamie, Religion and population dynamics in Lebanon, Ann Arbor, Mich. 1977,
has described the unusual religious-demographic situation in Lebanon.
In Palestine, the British took an incomplete census
in 1922 and a more complete count in 1931. They
also recorded migration, an important phenomenon
in Palestine, but probably missed much Muslim population movement, especially that of Bedouin. Since
the 1948 War and the division of Palestine, Israel has
taken censuses in 1961 and 1972, begun a registration system in 1948 (often listed as "the Census of
1948"), and held numerous sample surveys of the
population. Jordan has taken censuses in 1952, 1961,
1971, and 1979 and a fertility survey in 1976. The
results of the 1952 Jordanian census are very deficient, and those that came from the 1948 Israeli registration count somewhat deficient.
Estimates and census data for Palestine have been
presented in great detail by R. Bachi, The population
of Israel, Jerusalem 1976. Bachi's volume, which is an
extremely valuable source, must be used with care
for the period 1880-1922. For that period, he avoids
using actual Ottoman population statistics and substitutes British and other estimates without justification. Cer-tain other events with large demographic
implications, such as the 1948 and 1967 Wars, are
also incompletely and, as regards demography,
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inaccurately covered. The book is very good, however, on the analysis of Israeli statistics. See also,
D. Friedlander and C. Goldscheider, Tlie population
of Israel, New York 1979, and various analytical
volumes published by the Israeli government as part
of its census publications.
A. Thavarajah, Mid-decade demographic parameters of
Jordan and population growth, in Demographic measures, 5575, has adjusted reports on population found in
Jordanian censuses and registration records. He provides a good brief introduction to the problems of
Jordanian data collection from 1952 to 1965. A much
more detailed analysis comes in the Jordanian government's Analysis of the population statistics oj Jordan,
Amman 1966, which describes in detail the country's
vital registration system, as well as its censuses, and
the accuracy of both.
c
l r a k . M.S. Hasan wrote the first study of the
population of clrak in the 19th century, Growth and
structure of Iraq's population, 1867-1947, in Bulletin of the
Oxford University Institute of Statistics, xx (1958), 339-52.
Hasan, however, accepted as accurate and reliable
three types of data—Ottoman statistics as presented
by Cuinet, European estimates, and the 'Iraki census
of 1947- and none of these can be considered accurate without extensive revision. Three Ottoman
provinces made up the area of present-day c lrak
Mawsil, Baghdad, and Basra. Only in Baghdad were
Ottoman population statistics fairly accurate, and
even in Baghdad there was a significant undercount
of women and children, an undercount reflected in
Cuinet. European sources had no idea what the population was. Even the 1947 'Iraki census was an
undercount. As a result, Hasan's figures must be
rejected. The best source of total population numbers
for Ottoman c lrak is the series of estimates published
by the Ottoman government in the sal-names, of the
'Iraki provinces (McCarthy, Population of the Ottoman
Fertile Orescent}.
The Mrakl government took censuses in 1927,
1934 and 1947. While the completeness of the censuses improved over time, each one produced an
undercount. This was in part due to the use of census records as conscription records. K.C. Zachariah
has found numerous errors in the early censuses,
Use of census data for estimating demographic measures of
Iraq, in Demographic measures, 27-54. The censuses
taken in 1957, 1975, and 1977 are more reliable.
See also Fadil al-Ansarl, Sukkdn al-clrdk, Damascus
1970.
A r a b i a n P e n i n s u l a . The best sources on the
population of early 20th century Arabia are three geographic works: Shams al-Dln Saml Frasheri, op. at.;
C
A1I Djewad, Memdlik-i C0thmdniyyenin a^ughrafya lughdti,
Istanbul 1895; and J.G. Lorimer, Ga^eteer of the Persian
Gulf, Calcutta 1908-1915. The first two offer estimates
based on the reports of Ottoman government officials, the third offers the estimates of British consular
and intelligence officers, travellers, and merchants.
None of the three is useful for anything but rough
approximations of population numbers.
In 1947, Nello Lambardi published what he stated
were population figures taken from Yemeni government records, Divisioni amministrative del Yemen con notice
economiche e demografuhe, in OM, xxvii/7-9 (July-Sept.
1947), 143-62. The statistics appear to have been
part of a tax register of men and animals. Women
I and children were surely undercotmted, but no f
| tires by age and sex were kept, so the extent o
the undercount cannot be determined. The Yemeni
data are the only data for South Arabia before the
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1970s. The British did keep a register of births and
deaths in Aden, but the undercount, especially of
mortality, was great.
In most parts of the Arabian Peninsula, no accurate census was taken before the 1970s. Only Kuwait
and Bahrain were statistically advanced at an earlier date. The Gulf States have held censuses in the
following years: Kuwait—1957, 1961, 1965, 1970,
1975; Bahrain—1941, 1950, 1959, 1965, 1971;
Qatar—1970; United Arab Emirates—1968, 1975.
Oman expects to take a census in 1981. South
Yemen took a census in 1973, followed by North
Yemen in 1975. Saudi Arabia discarded as underenumerations the results of a census taken in
1962-3 and has never published the results of its
1974 census (though figures from the census were
printed in Abdel Rahman al-Madani and Muhamed
al-Fayez, The demographic situation in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia, in Population Bulletin, 185-89). See also
Zachariah, Trends and components of population growth
in Kuwait, in Demographic measures, 81-114; Fisher,
Southern Arabia, in Clarke and Fisher, op. cit., 27490; A.G. Hill, The demography of the Kuwaiti population
of Kuwait, in Demography, xii/3 (Aug. 1975), 537-48,
and The demography of the population of Kuwait, in
Population Bulletin, xiii (July 1977), 42-55; Population
Division of the United Nations Economic
Commission for Western Asia, An overview of the population situation in Bahrain, in Population Bulletin, xiv
(June 1978), 57-69.
Turkey. Rather than continue the Ottoman registration system, the Turkish Republic decided to
draw its population enumerations from a system of
censuses which followed the Western model. In this
it emulated the Balkan countries, each of which had
taken a census when it became independent from the
Ottoman Empire.
Turkey held its first complete census in 1927
and has held quinquennial censuses since 1935.
(For a description of the Turkish censuses, see A
critical review of demographic data obtained by Turkish
population censuses, in Turkish demography: Proceedings of
a Conference, ed. C. Shorter and Bozkurt Guvenc,
Ankara 1969.) The 1927 census is deficient, especially for the eastern provinces of Turkey, but provides useful information and can be adjusted
(McCarthy, Muslim population, 185-223). From 1935
the Turkish censuses are, along with the Egyptian
censuses, the best source of demographic information in the Middle East. Turkey has also held a
series of sample demographic surveys, of which the
most valuable is the Turkish Demographic Survey.
See Nusret Fi§ek, Demographic surveys in Turkey, in
Turkish demography, 1-18, and the volumes of the
Turkish Demographic Survey, Ankara 1965-. The
modern Turkish registration system has only produced published statistics for births, deaths, and
marriages in the central cities of provinces and
these are incomplete due to under-registration and
migration.
The best short introduction to Turkish demography is an article by Shorter, Information on fertility,
mortality, and population growth in Turkey, in Turkish demography, 19-42, and in Population index, xxxiv/1. More
detailed coverage is in Figen Karadayi et alii, The
population of Turkey, Ankara 1974. Turkey's demographers have produced a large and detailed literature
in Turkish, French, German and English on Turkish
demography. This work is listed and sometimes annotated in the fine bibliographies edited by Behire
Balkan, Tiirkiye nil/us bibliyogrqfyasi, Ankara 1967, con-

tinuing. See also Necdet Tuncdilek and Erol
Tumertekin, Tiirkiye niifusu, Istanbul 1959; Yakut
Bulutoglu, La structure par age et la mortalite de la population de la Turquie, Paris 1970; and Ilhan Tekeli,
Evolution of spatial organization in the Ottoman Empire
and Turkish Republic, in From Medina to Metropolis, ed.
L. Carl Brown, Princeton 1973, 244-73.
Iran and Afghanistan. There are no reliable demographic statistics extant for Iran until well into the
20th century. In fact, the only contemporary statements on Persian population before World War I
that have been published are European estimates,
mainly dating from ca. 1900. The Safawf and Kadjar
registers have not been found, or at least not
analysed and published. However, G.G. Gilbar has
studied critically European estimates of the population of Kadjar Iran and the effects of epidemics
and wars on the population and has made projections of population size, in his Demographic developments in late Qajar Persia, 1870-1906, in Asian and
African Studies, xi (Haifa 1976), 125-56. See the comments and reports on Iranian population by Issawi
in his Economic history of Iran, 1800-1914, 26-35, and
in his Population and resources in the Ottoman Empire
and Iran, in Studies in eighteenth-century Islamic history,
ed. T. Naff and R. Owen, London 1977, and J.
Bharier, A note on the population of Iran, in Population
Studies, xxii, 274-5.
The Iranian government made unsuccessful attempts
at population registration from 1928 onwards, and
carried out an urban "head count" between 1939
and 1941 in 25 cities (B.D. Clark, Iran: changing
population patterns, in Clarke and Fisher, 68-96).
Censuses were held in 1956 and 1966, but the
censuses, while providing the first fairly reasonable
population data on many parts of Iran, included significant undercounting of women and of certain geographic areas and minority groups, especially nomadic
Kurds and Turks.
Bharier has projected the population of Iran from
1900 to 1970 in his Economic development of Iran,
1900-1970, Oxford 1971, 24-8, which incorporates
material from his A note and other articles by
Bharier. Djamchid Momeni, The population of
Iran, a dynamic analysis, Tehran 1975, 25-30, gives
a slightly different set of estimates for the same
period. Of the two, Bharier's analysis and estimates
are superior. His estimates of total population size,
rural and urban populations, and migration give a
broad idea of population change in Iran from 1900.
Given the paucity of the data, no more can be
expected.
The following can serve as an introduction to the
modern population and demography of Iran: The population of Iran, a selecion of readings, ed. Djamshid A.
Momeni, Honolulu 1977; Djamshid Behnam and
Mehdi Amani, La population de ITran, Paris 1974; and
various publications of the Institute for Social Studies
and Research in Tehran.
Afghanistan's geographical features and the nomadic nature of many of its people have made even
the rough estimation of population in Afghanistan a
great task. Population sample surveys of Afghanistan
were taken in Afghanistan in 1960 and 1968-9, the
latter providing detailed information on demographic
variables.
These surveys have been described by L. Dupree,
Population review 1970: Afghanistan, in American
Universities Field Staff Reports, South Asia Series,
xv/1 (Dec. 1970), and Hamidullah Amin and
Gordon B. Schilz, A geography of Afghanistan, Omaha,
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Paris 1970) gives full analyses of all demographic
Nebraska 1976, 153-64. Amin and Schilz print usephenomena, including historical estimates of the
ful results of the surveys, but they too readily accept
population and an excellent bibliography. The work
survey and registration data in questionable areas,
such as records of female population and com- 1 is essential to an understanding of Moroccan demography and demographic history. K. Krotki and
pleteness of registration, and thus their work must
R. Beaujot have analysed the accuracy of Moroccan
be used with care.
population statistics and arrived at revised figures
Afghanistan conducted a more complete sample surin La population marocaine: reconstitiition de revolution de
vey of sedentary population in 1971-3 (National
1950 a 1971, in Population, xxx/2 (March-April 1975),
Demographic and family guidance survey of the settled popu335-67. La population du Maroc (by the Institut
lation of Afghanistan, 4 vols. 1975). The survey provided
National du Statistique et d'Economie Appliquee
the first accurate data on the majority of the popuof Morocco, Rabat n.d.) is a reasonable summary
lation. It was followed by a census in 1979, the results
of basic demographic measures on Morocco, but
of which are not available. Government registration
is disappointing in its lack of detailed analysis or
of males was begun in Afghanistan in 1952, but has
bibliography.
produced no useful statistics and is surely incomplete.
A l g e r i a . Algeria has one of the longest series of
The best analysis of the Afghan population appears
censuses of any developing country. The French
in the analytical volumes (1, 2, and 4) of the 1971-3
began enumerating settled Algerian population and
National Demographic and Family Guidance Survey.
nomads (by "tent", not by person) in the entire counSee also two articles by Dupree, Population dynamics in
try in 1856. Before 1886, a certain amount of estiAfghanistan, in Field Staff Reports, South Asia Series,
mation was used for remote areas, and it \vas only
xiv/7 (April 1970), and Settlement and migration patterns
in 1886 that the French attempted actually to count
in Afghanistan: a tentative statement, in Modern Asian Studies,
the entire population. Even then, however, distrust
ix/3 (July 1975), 397-413. J.-Ch. Blanc, ^Afghanistan
of the colonial government and the difficulties of
et ses populations, Brussels 1977; J. Trussel and Eleanor
counting nomads and certain other parts of the popBrown, A close look at the demography of Afghanistan, in|
Demography, xi/1 (Febr. 1979), 137-51. For Russian j ulation produced a serious under-enumeration; see
G. Negadi, Les sources de la demographic en Algerie, in
articles on Afghanistan, see T. I. Kukhtina, Bibliografiya
La population de /' Algerie, Algiers 1974 (?), 1-3. From
Afganistana, Moscow 1965.
1886 to 1911 andVrom 1921 to 1936 the French
IV. NORTH AFRICA
held quinquennial censuses of Algeria. After the
Second World War, censuses were taken by the
The populations of North Africa, like those of the
French, then by the Algerian government in 1948,
Middle East, are usually studied individually, nation
1954, 1960, 1966, and 1977.
by nation. Only a few works have drawn together
Despite their long series, the Algerian censuses only
statistics from various nations into a picture of North
gradually improved in completeness and produced
African population as a whole. See, for example,
significant undercounts in all censuses prior to 1966.
Mahmoud Seklani, Croissance demographique comparee des
Added to the ubiquitous problems of under-enumerpays du Maghreb, 1950-1960, in Revue Tunisienne des
ation of women and children, census-takers in Algeria
Sciences Sociales, vi/17-18 (June 1969), 29-51, and
experienced special problems with nomads and with
J. Vallon, Les populations de UAjrique au Nord du Sahara:
migration to Europe. (For a detailed description of
Maroc, Algerie, Tunisie, Libye, Egypte, in Populations, xxv/6
the first reasonably-accurate Algerian census and the
(Nov.-Dec. 1970), 1212-35. Amor Benyoussef,
problems mentioned above, see Abdelaziz Bouisri,
Population du Maghreb et communaute economique a quatre,
Technique, methode, et resultats du recensement de la popuParis 1967, uses population as a basis for analysis
of social and economic similarities of the Maghrib j lation Algenenne, in Revue Tunisienne, vi/17-18 (June
1969), 95-125.)
countries.
Algeria's vital registration system was begun by the
Unlike the Middle East, there are few good sources
of historical population statistics for the Maghrib,
French, but under-registration was extremely high,
Those that do exist do not go farther back than the
perhaps 30 %. Since independence this figure has
19th century, though one can hope for the future
improved to 10-15 % of vital events unregistered; see
discovery and use of Ottoman registers for earlier
M.E. Fares, Population growth and socio-economic developperiods.
ment in Algeria, in Demographic aspects, 398-9). The counM o r o c c o . The political and statistical situation of
try took a major National Demographic Survey in
colonial Morocco was so fragmented that no reason1969-71 which has provided the best estimates of ferably accurate statistics for the entire country exist
tility and trends available.
before 1960. Prior to Morocco's independence and
In addition to the articles mentioned above, the
unification in 1956, the Spanish colonial power only
following can be consulted as basic descriptions of
attempted one census, in 1950, while the French in
Algerian population and demography: A.M. Bahri
their zone took counts in 1921, 1926, 1936, 1947,
Population et politique en Algerie, in Revue Tunisienne, vi/17and 1951-2. All except the French 1947 "census" were
18, 65-88; Zachariah, Basic demographic measures of Algeria,
undercounts. In 1947 the government counted ration
in Demographic measures, 1-25; A. Bouisri and F. de
cards to establish population numbers, and war-time
Eamaze, La population d'Algene d'apres le recensement de
illegalities seem to have caused an actual overcount,
1966, in Population, xxvi, numcro special (March 1971),
see G.H. Blake, Morocco: urbanisation and concentration 25-46; G. Negadi et atu, Situation demographique de rAlgene,
of population, in Clarke and Fisher, 404-5. The
and the other articles and the bibliography in La popMoroccan censuses of 1960 and 1971 gave more reaulation de rAlgene, in Population, xxviii/6 (Nov.-Dec.
sonable totals, and the undercount of women and
1973), 1079-H07.
children seen in other censuses of Muslim countries
T u n i s i a . Both the Ottoman government and the
was slight in Morocco in 1971. Two sample surveys
Tunisian Beylik kept registers of population, mainly
of Moroccan population have been held, in 1961-3
as taxation records. J. Ganiage has examined these
and 1971-3.
registers and deduced from them the population
La population rurale du Maroc by D. Noin (2 vols.,
of Tunisia ca. 1860; see La population de la Tunisie
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vers 1860. Essai d'evaluation d'apres les registres fiscaux,
in Etudes Maghrebines, Paris 1964, 165-98, and in
Population, xxi/5 (Sept.-Oct. 1966), 857-62). As is usually the case, the local records are far superior as
sources of demographic information than any estimates by travellers or consuls. (For a brief summary
of early estimates, see Mahmoud Seklani, La population de la Tunisie, Tunis 1974, 13-22.)
The French government of Tunisia and later the
Republic held censuses in 1921, 1926, 1931, every
ten years from 1936 to 1966, and in 1975. (Censuses
of the European population of Tunisia were held earlier than 1921.) The first census seems to have undercounted the population due to the enumerators'
dependence on tax registers (Clarke, Tunisia: population patterns, pressures, and policies, in Clarke and Fisher,
350; Seklani, op. cit., 18-19), so it is perhaps not
proper to call it an actual census. The latter censuses have shown the usual undercourit of women
and younger children. Various surveys have provided a more detailed demographic picture than seen
in the censuses, especially the Tunisian Demographic
Survey of 1968 (J. Vallin and G. Paulet, Quelques
aspects de I'enquete nationale demographique tunisienne, in
Revue Tunisienne, vi/17-18, 227-48).
Though death registration in Tunisia is very incomplete, since 1958 births seem to have been better
recorded; see S. Zaghloul, Demographic parameters of
Tunisia, in Demographic measures, 231, 233.
Tunisia has a well-developed statistical system.
M. Picouet describes the system and gives an
overview of available data in Les sources de la demographie tunisienne a I'epoque contemporaine, Tunis 1972.
The population itself is described, from the 19th
century to 1990, in Seklani's La population de la Tunisie.
See also: Hachemi Chtioui, La croissance de la population et des resources en Tunisie pendant la periode coloniale, in Revue Tunisienne, vi/17-18, 53-64; A. Marcoux,
La croissance de la population de la Tunisie, in Population,
xxvi, numero special (March 1971), 105-24; and the
various publication of the Centre d'Etudes et de
Recherches Economiques et Sociales of the University
of Tunis and of the Tunisian Institut National de
la Statistique.
Libya. The first population statistics for Libya were
the Ottoman registration (males only) records for the
Provinces of Benghazi and Tripoli. The Italians took
censuses in 1931 and 1935 which under-enumerated
the nomadic population, but counted the city regions
with greater accuracy, see Pan Chia-Lin, The population of Libya, in Population Studies, iii/1, 100-25. Independent Libya has held three censuses: 1954, 1964,
and 1973. Statistics have improved with time, and an
undercount in 1954 had greatly improved by 1973,
though the 1973 census was still probably incomplete
in coverage of nomads.
Compared to the other North African countries,
very little has been written on the demography of
Libya. R.G. Hartley, Libya: economic developments and
demographic responses, in Clarke and Fischer, 315-47,
describes population and economy, but provides very
little analysis of Libyan demographic data. The best
descriptions of the Libyan demography are the short
Demographic parameters of Libya, by S. Zaghloul, in
Demographic measures, 115-36, and a monograph by the
Libyan census department, Population growth, fertility, and
mortality based on the 1973 Populations Census, Addis
Abbaba (UNECA) 1979.
Egypt. Egyptian population before 1800 has been
estimated on the basis of taxes paid, land cultivation,
and contemporary statements on city sizes, none of

which have resulted in anything but very rough
approximations. On these estimates, see W. Cleland,
The population problem in Egypt, Lancaster, Penn. 1936,
3-6. The first attempt at scientifically counting
the Egyptian population was made by members of
the French Expedition in 1800. It was followed by
an enumeration, based on tax registers, made by
Muhammad c Alf in 1821. Both of these early
attempts resulted in considerable undercounts. The
first relatively accurate population count in Egyptian
history was taken by Muhammad CAH in 1846, this
time drawn from household registers similar to those
mentioned above for the Ottoman Empire in the
same period. A census along modern lines was taken
in 1882, but its figures were once again too low.
See J. McCarthy, Nineteenth century Egyptian population, in Middle Eastern Studies, xii/3 (Oct. 1976), 140, which includes correction factors for the 1882
figures.
The British took decennial censuses from 1897 to
1947. Except for a large undercount in the 1917
wartime census, the British censuses are good population records. The amount of undercounting diminished as the census series went on. Attempts to take
a census of the new Egyptian Republic were frustrated in 1957 by war conditions, though preliminary
results were reported. The Egyptian government carried out successful censuses in 1960 and 1976, and
a sample census in 1966. Registration of births and
deaths has been done since the middle of the 19th
century and, though it has never been complete, the
registration of vital events in the 20th century has
been accurate enough to provide a general picture of
fertility and mortality patterns. By the standards of
the developing world, Egypt has an excellent series
of demographic statistics.
An article by A.B. Mountjoy, Egypt: population and
resources, in Clarke and Fisher, 291-314, is a readable and non-technical summary of the Egyptian
population after 1966. For more analytic treatments,
see M.S. Khodary, Use of census age distributions for
estimating basic demographic parameters of the U.A.R., in
Demographic measures, 249-78, and V.G. Valaoras,
Population analysis of Egypt (1935-1970], Cairo Demographic Centre, Occasional Paper no. 1, Cairo 1972.
Atef M. Khalifa, The population of the Arab Republic
of Egypt, Cairo 1973, is the best comprehensive
description of the population. See also Issawi,
Population and wealth in Egypt, in Demographic analysis:
selected readings, ed. J. Spengler and O.D. Duncan,
Glencoe, 111. 1957; Egypt, Central Agency for Public
Mobilisation and Statistics, The increase of population
in the United Arab Republic and its impact on development,
Cairo 1969, esp. 1-30; Janet L. Abu-Lughod, Cairo,
Princeton 1971; Egypt, Djihaz tanzfm al-Usra wa
'1-sukkan, al-Atlas al-sukkani li-D).umhuriyyat Misr al'Arabiyya, Cairo 1977.
The general works on Middle Eastern population
cited above usually include the demography of Egypt
among their studies. Many monographs on the populations of the Middle East and Egypt are published
by the Cairo Demographic Centre.
V. SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA
Islam is dominant across North-Central Africa from
Mauritania to Somalia, and there are significant
Muslim minorities in both East and West Africa.
Demographic knowledge of this area only begins with
the period of colonial domination. Though a few
traveller's accounts of the populations of small areas
exist for an earlier period, there are no accurate
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unreliable than the last. See R.K. Udo, Population
figures for the total populations of large areas until
and politics in Nigeria, in Caldwell and Okonjo, 97well into the 20th century.
105. Nigeria has held censuses in 1952-3, 1962, 1963,
The type of demographic statistics available for
and 1973.
sub-Saharan African countries depends on whether
Unlike Nigeria, the censuses of Ghana and Sierra
the colonial ruler of a nation was England or France.
I Leone have proved to be reliable. Sierra Leon
England was generally more able to take census stacensuses have exhibited only a slight, ca. 5 %, undertistics of its sub-Saharan possessions than was France.
count and the Ghana censures are of a similar level
Only at the very end of colonial rule, though, were
of reliability. See T.E. Dow Jr. and E. Benjamin,
the English censuses remotely successful counts of
Demographic trends and implications, and S.K. Gaisie,
population. Before that time, numerous censuses
Population growth and its components, in Population growth
were taken of the non-native populations, or of the
and socioeconomic change in West Africa, ed. Caldwell, New
populations of cities, or of selected areas, but the first
York 1975, 427-54, and 346-66.
actual censuses of entire countries were only taken
S.K. Gaisie and K.T. de Graft-Johnson, The popafter World War II.
ulation of Ghana, Legon, Ghana 1976, have sumBefore the War the British did produce a wealth
marised the demography of modern Ghana, but
of estimates of African population. These range from
they mention little on historical population. For hissimple estimates based on observation to complex
torical data, see Marion Johnson, Census, map, and
approximations made by comparing the characterisguessestimate: the past population of the Accra Region,
tics of areas that had been enumerated with those
in African historical demography, Edinburgh 1977. See
that had not and estimating that similar areas had
also T.E. Hilton, Ghana population atlas, London
similar population numbers. Both estimates and cen1960; Symposium on population and socioeconomic develsuses made in British Africa are considered in detail
and thoroughly analysed by R.R. Kuczynski, Demo- j opment in Ghana, ed. N.O. Addo, et alii, Legon
1968; Interdisciplinary approaches to population studies,
graphic suwey of the British Colonial Empire, 2 vols., Oxford
Proceedings of the West African Seminar on
1948. Kuczynski collected censuses, estimates, and
Population Studies, Legon 1972; and the three artiother data and drew from them accurate estimates of
cles by Gaisie in Population growth.
total population, fertility, mortality, and migration.
Any studies of Sierra Leone should begin with
While more recent studies have questioned certain
G.M.K. Kpedekpo and G. John, A bibliography on popusections of his analyses, Kuczynski's work still stands
lation and development planning in Sierra Leone, Freetown
as a monument to careful scholarship.
1979. The best short description of the Sierra Leone
The first reliable population data from E a s t
population are J.I. Clarke, Population growth in Sierra
A f r i c a n censuses come from the British East African
Leone, in Caldwell and Okonjo, 270-7, and M.F.
censuses of 1948. These were followed by censuses
Harvey, The nature of movement of the population, in Poputaken in Kenya in 1962, 1969, and 1979, in
Tanzania in 1957-8, 1967, and 1978, and in Uganda
lation growth, 455-72.
P.O. Olunsaya has briefly summarised historical
in 1959 and 1969. Sample surveys have not been
and modern data on Nigeria in his Population growth
as important in East Africa as in West Africa and
and its components: the nature and direction of the populathe Sahel and population registration has not proved
effective.
tion, in Population change, 254-74. It is symptomatic
of the deficiences of the Nigerian census system that
For an introduction to the demography of East
Africa, see Simeon Ominde, The population of Kenyathe only general book on Nigerian population is
Uganda-Tanzania, Nairobi 1975. Melte Monsted and
mainly a study of sample surveys (F.L. Mott and
Olanrewaju J. Fapohunda, The population of Nigeria,
Parveen Walji, A demographic analysis of East Africa,
Uppsala 1978, go more deeply into analysis and interLagos 1975). I.I. Ekanem, The 1963 Nigerian census:
pretation of demographic phenomena. An article
a critical appraisal, Benin City 1972, has a good, brief
introduction (30-45) to the statistical history of
by J.G.C. Bleeker, Demography, in East Africa: its
people and resources, ed. W.T.W. Morgan, Nairobi,
Nigeria. See also H.O. Emezi, Nigerian population and
London and New York 1972, 41-58, and the ch. on
urbanization, 1911-1974, a bibliography, Occasional
population in R.M.A. van Zwanenberg and Anne
Paper no. 10 of the UCLA African Studies Center,
King, An economic history of Kenya and Uganda, Nairobi
1975.
1975, 3-22, are both brief summaries of the known
The Sudan has held three demographic sample
population history of the area. To date, the most
surveys—1955-6, 1964-6 and 1967-8—and one cencomplete and detailed analyses of any country in East
sus, in 1973. (The 1955-6 survey is often erroneously
Africa are in The demography of Tanzania, ed. Rushdi
called a census.) Registration of births and deaths is
A. Henin, Dar es Salaam n.d., whose articles analyse
extremely deficient. Despite increasing accuracy over
the results of the demographic survey of Tanzania.
time, all statements on Sudan's population have been
On pre-1970 censuses and registration of births and
undercounts, especially undercounts of nomads. Bedeaths in the area, see the brief description and bibcause of flaws in census and survey materials, much
liography by D.A. Lury, Population data of East Africa,
of what is known of Sudan's population comes
in The population of Tropical Africa, ed. J.C. Caldwell
from demographic analyses of defective data. For
and Chukuka Okonjo, New York 1966, 44-70.
such analyses, see especially P. Demeny, The demogIn West A f r i c a , no complete census was ever
raphy oj the Sudan, in W. Brass, et alii, The demography
taken in Nigeria, Ghana, or Sierra Leone while they
of Tropical Africa, Princeton 1968, 466-514, and Zachawere under British colonial rule, though in-exact
riah, Use of population and housing suwey data of the Sudan
counts were taken in Ghana in 1948. Ghana has 1 for estimating its current demographic measures, in Demographic
held decennial censuses since 1960 and Sierra Leone
measures, 169-93. The most complete picture of the
censuses in 1963 and 1974. In N i g e r i a , following
Sudanese population is given in The population of Suupon a series of population estimates and partial
dan, Khartoum 1958, but the book too often relies
censuses beginning in 1866, the British took a cenon defective data from the 1955-6 survey and even
sus in 1952-3 that was relatively reliable. Since then,
this data is out-of-date. The articles listed above
each Nigerian census has proved to be more
and K.S. Seetharam and A. Farah, Population trends
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and economic development in Sudan, in Demographic
aspects, 149-69, give a more accurate picture of the
population.
That the French in Africa were not as active as
the British in taking censuses was largely a function
of the type of colonial territory which they held. The
countries of the Sahel—Chad, Niger, Mali, and
Mauritania—are ones in which holding an accurate
census historically proved to be near impossible.
Complete counts of population were hindered by the
problems of counting nomads, lack of trained census
takers, and the prohibitively high costs of censuses
in what were extremely poor nations. Chad has never
had a census, and the other three countries only held
their first censuses in 1976-7, with uncertain results.
Instead of censuses, demographers of the Sahel have
relied on "sample censuses" of 5 to 10 % of the
population. These have yielded the only fairly reliable data on fertility and mortality of the area. See
S.P. Reyna, Chad, and Issaka Pankoussa, et alii, Niger,
in Population growth. A similar, though more statistically reliable, set of sample surveys and post-1975
censuses has been held in other areas of formerly
French Africa. Pre-independence "censuses" of French
Equatorial Africa were actually either estimates or
what are called administrative censuses. The latter
are counts drawn from tax registers, administrative
records, or attempts to assemble the population at
market towns to be counted and have proved to be
uniformly incorrect.
L. Verriere has described Senegal in 1965 (La
population du Senegal, Dakar 1965), basing his work on
the 1960-1 sample survey, which was highly deficient.
See also P. Metge, Le peuplement du Senegal, Dakar 1966.
The article by B. Lacombe, B. Lawry, and J. Vaugelade, Senegal, in Population growth, 701-19, is a better description of the population. A. Podlewski has
described the population of C a m e r o o n in Population
growth, 543-64, but little else has been written on the
country's population. See also J.-M. Cohen et alii,
Afrique Noire, Madagascar, Comores—Demographic comparee,
Paris 1967; Demographic transition and cultural continuity in
the Sahel, ed. D.I. Pool and S.P. Coulihaly, Ithaca,
N.Y. 1977.
Historical demography of Africa is necessarily hindered by the lack of sources. Unfortunately, the
Muslim areas of Africa are often those with the
worst potential for historical population statistics,
since no "parish registers" or missionary records of
conversions exist for African Muslims. Nevertheless,
the application of sophisticated techniques of demographic and historical analysis is producing data on
African Muslim populations of the past, particularly in the 19th century. An example of scholarly
effort on African population, African historical population, Proceedings of a Seminar at the University of
Edinburgh 1977, includes studies on the Sudan, the
Ivory Coast, and French Equatorial Africa, all areas
of significant Muslim population, and analyses of
population statistics of East and West Africa. G.
Ayoub Balamoan, Migration policies in the Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan, 1884-1956, Cambridge, Mass. 1977, has
demonstrated that limited African data can be used
to establish sound historical knowledge on migration, demographic change, Muslim topics such as
the Pilgrimage, and even political events. Many of
the works mentioned above on modern African
demography have sections on historical demography
as well. The volumes by Kuczynski are particularly
important for identifying historical statistics and their
sources.

Most of the new nations of Africa have taken censuses since independence. F. Gendreau has published
a list of censuses, and sample surveys, taken in all
the countries of Africa between 1946 and 1975, see
La demographic des pays d'Afrique, revue et synthese, in
Population, xxxii/4-5 (July-Oct. 1977), 930-1" (Some of
the censuses listed by Gendreau were not complete
or accurate enough to be listed as censuses by the
United Nations.) More recent censuses are listed in
the United Nations Demographic yearbook (described
below).
There are not many general works on the demography of sub-Saharan Africa. The demography of Tropical
Africa, ed. Brass et alii, Princeton 1968, is a pioneer
work, not only in African demography, but in the
study of the populations of developing nations. E. van
de Walle's Characteristics of African demographic data in
the volume (12-87) is an excellent summary of the
types of errors found in African censuses and surveys.
Gendreau lists the populations of cities and countries
in his article La demographic, and considers the accuracy of various types of data-gathering techniques—
censuses, administrative censuses, and surveys. For
a geographic approach to African population, see
W.A. Hance, Population, migration, and urbanization in
Africa, New York 1970. The best source on West
Africa is Population growth and socioeconomic change in West
Africa, the articles of which consider first the demographic variables for the region as a whole, then for
specific nations. Nigeria, Sierra Leone, and Ghana
are particularly well represented.
For a brief introduction to sub-Saharan African
population, see the chapter by J.C. Caldwell in
General history of Africa, ed. A.H. Boahele, Paris 1975,
or Chantal and Yves Blayo, The size and structure of
African populations, in Population in African development,
ed. P. Cantrelle, Liege n.d. (The other articles in
the Cantrelle volume, papers from a 1971 conference, are detailed studies of specific problems in
African demography.) The United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (Addis Ababa) publishes continuing series on African demography, especially the Demographic handbook for Africa and the
African Population Studies Series. The bibliography
by the United States Library of Congress, Islam in
Sub-Saharan Africa (Washington 1978) mentions few
articles specifically on population, but a number of
articles cited as ethnographic have demographic uses.
See also: Essays on African population, ed. K.M. Barbour
and R.M. Prothero, London 1961, which should be
used only as a source of references on early data,
since the articles accept inferior, usually colonial,
data in their analyses; Population growth and economic
development in Africa, ed. S.H. Ominde and C.N.
Ejiogu, London, Nairobi, Ibadan 1972; D. Morrison
et alii, Black Africa, a comparative handbook, New York
and London 1972.

VI. CAUCASUS AND CENTRAL ASIA
There are no accurate statistics of the number
of Central Asian Muslims in what is today the
U.S.S.R. until the 19th century. Barthold, Turkestan,
ch. 1, mentions a few Chinese and Arab statements
on the populations of cities and numbers in armies,
but these are no more than improbable guesses,
e.g. the city of Samarkand having 500,000 citizens.
In the late 19th century, travellers such as Curzon
(Russia in Central Asia, London 1889) and Schuyler
(Turkistan, New York 1877) occasionally reported
city sizes, taken from Russian records, fairly accu-
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rately, though not figures on total population. See I Eastern Europe, ed. LA. Kosinski, New York 1977, 94119. Barbara Anderson has compiled an excellent
A. Zeki Velidi Togan, Bugunkii Tiirkili ve yakm taridetailed list of Russian and Soviet statistical publicahi, Istanbul 1942-7, 27-8.
tions, Data sources in Russian and Soviet demography, in
The first census of Central Asia was taken in 1897
Demographic developments, 23-63.
by the Russian government. The vassal states of
Khlwa and Bukhara were not included in this cenVII. INDIAN SUBCONTINENT
sus, since they were nominally not included in the
The Indian subcontinent, comprising the modRussian Empire, and the populations of the two
ern states of Bangladesh, India and Pakistan, has
states are accordingly only known from contempoa long and detailed statistical history. The Mughals
rary estimates. See Timur Kocaoglu, The existence oj
instituted a population, land, and tax registration
a Bukharan nationality in the recent past, in The nationalsystem, and much demographic information from
ity question in Soviet Central Asia, ed. E. Allworth, New
the Mughal period, and perhaps earlier, exists in
York 1973, 151-8. Estimates of the population of
local archives in the subcontinent (Ajit Das Gupta,
Bukhara and Khiva have been discussed and analysed
Study of the historical demography of India, in D.V.
by F. Lorimer in The population of the Soviet Union:
Glass and R. Revelle, Population and social change,
history and prospects, Geneva 1946, 129, and more
London 1972, 425). Little use has been made, howcompletely by L. Kroder, Peoples of Central Asia,
ever, of anything but population estimates as they
Bloomington, Ind. 1963, 172-3. Like all censuses of
appear in histories and chronicles, which sometimes
traditional areas, the 1897 census figures are incomthemselves drew on contemporary government
plete, especially for Muslim women and young chilrecords. The first to make use of these population
dren. Nevertheless, its data are excellent when
estimates was W.H. Moreland, India at the death of
compared to the type of poor estimates that must
Akbar, London 1920, who based his population estiserve for previous periods.
mates on the relation of total population to reports
The first complete census of Russian (Soviet) Central
of the area of cultivated land and to reports of
Asian Muslims was taken in 1926, followed by centhe sizes of armies. His figures for total populasuses in 1939, 1959, 1970, and 1979. Official estition have been improved on and generally supmates of the Central Asian population were also made
ported by J.M. Datta, Re-examination of Moreland's
by the imperial government in 1911 and the Soviet
estimate of the population of India at the death of Akbar,
government in 1956 (Kroder, 178, 190).
in Indian Population Bulletin, i/1 (Delhi April 1960),
Since the Soviet state is atheistic, it does not recogwhose historical and demographic methodology
nise religious distinctions and the category "Muslim"
was far superior to that of Moreland. K. Davis,
does not appear on the Soviet censuses. A student
The population oj India and Pakistan, New York 1951,
of Muslim population in the Soviet Union must
consider instead the population of multitudinous
24, raised Moreland's figures, as did Das Gupta,
425-30.
"ethnic groups" whose antecedents were Muslims.
Estimates of mediaeval Indian Muslim population
Comparison of Imperial statistics on Muslims with
have been carefully catalogued by K.S. Lai, Growth
Soviet statistics on "ethnic groups" is very difficult, as
of Muslim population in medieval India, A.D. 1000-1800,
is analysis of Soviet Muslim population. Most demoDelhi 1973. He has demonstrated that painstakgraphic analyses of Central Asia or the Caucasus are
ing analysis of all types of sources—geographers'
done by region or republic, i.e., multi-ethnic or multireligious subdivisions, or by ethnic or linguistic groups,
accounts, government records, histories, and censuses and registration records from small areas—
not religion.
can provide useful demographic statistics. Despite
I.M. Matley's The population and the land, in Central
the completeness of Lai's work, his conclusions
Asia: a century of Russian rule, ed. Allworth, New York
remain rough estimates only, many on the level of
and London 1967, is a good general article on
Imperial and Soviet Central Asian population, as is
informed guesses.
ch. 7, Demography, of Krader's Peoples of Central Asia.
British residents of the East India Company, and
later the Empire, made numerous population reports
General volumes such as The. nationality question in Soviet
Central Asia, and R.A. Lewis et alii, Nationality and popin the 19th century. At first they resorted to devices
ulation change in Russia and the USSR, New York 1976,
such as counting houses, ploughs or villages and multiplying by set number, but later censuses of certain
contain large sections on Muslim populations and
helpful bibliographies. The best analyses of demoareas such as Bombay and Madras were taken, and
graphic variables in Central Asia and the Caucasus
these formed the basis of British population estimates
are in AJ. Coale et alii, Human fertility in Russia since
for wider areas (Das Gupta, 419-35). Lai (224-52)
the nineteenth century, Princeton 1979, ch. 3. Though
has listed a number of early 19th century British cennot a demographic text, A. Bennigsen and Ch.
suses and estimates, but the most complete listing is
Lemercier-Quelquejay, Islam in the Soviet Union, New
in E. Thornton, Ga^eteer of the territories under the
York 1967, should be consulted for material on the
Government of the East India Company and of the Native
Muslim family and bibliography. Demographic inforStates, 4 vols., London 1854.
mation, usually on total population, is scattered
The first complete British census of the Indian
throughout the articles on the Turkish peoples of
subcontinent was taken in 1881, following an incomCentral Asia and the Caucasus in Turk diinyasi el kitabi,
plete census in 1871. Figures in the 1881 census
Ankara 1976. Articles on population and modern
were too low, but have been adjusted by P.C.
demography appear in the journal Vestnik Statistiki
Mahalonobis and D. Bhattacharya, Growth of the
(Moscow).
Population of India and Pakistan, 1801-1961, in Artha
For sources of demographic information and bibliVijnana, xviii/1 (March 1976), 1-10, and by K. Davis,
ography, see U.S.S.R., Akademiya Nauk, Geograficeskoe
ch. 4. Up to 1931, British censuses of the subconObshestvo Soyjuza SSR, Geogrqfiya neseliniya v SSSR,
tinent gradually improved, until by the 1931 and
osnovnie problemi, Moscow 1964, chs. 2-4; GJ. Demko,
1941 censuses they were among the best in the coloDemographic research on Russia and the Soviet Union: a bibnial world.
liographic review and evaluation, in Demographic developments in
On early Indian subcontinent population, see
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also Zachariah, An historical study of internal migration in the Indian sub-continent, New York 1964;
Government of India, Report on the population estimates
of India, 1820-1930, Delhi 1975; T.G. Kessinger,
Historical demography of India, in Peasant Studies, v/3
(July 1976), 2-8.
After independence, the Indian and Pakistani governments continued the censuses. India kept to the
British decennial census plan and held censuses in
1951, 1961, 1971, and is planning a 1981 census.
Pakistan took censuses in 1951, 1961, and 1972;
Bangladesh in 1974. Of the three countries, India's
census totals seem to be the closest to correct.
Pakistan's census probably undercounts by 7-8 %.
D. Natarajan, Indian census through a hundred years, New
Delhi n.d., gives a detailed view of the Indian
censuses. All three countries have held sample surveys which have been especially valuable in evaluating fertility. See, for example, Bangladesh, Census
Commission, Report on the 1974 Bangladesh retrospective
survey of fertility and mortality, Dacca 1977, and World
Fertility Survey, Pakistan fertility survey, First report,
Karachi? 1976.
India's size and economic situation, as well as
its long series of available statistics, makes it the
developing country most studied by demographers.
Hundreds of articles are written each year on facets
of Indian demography, and it is impossible to consider this vast literature here. Kingsley Davis's volume, mentioned above, is a good introduction to the
demography of India up to independence. The Indian
Registrar General's Office has published a general
introduction to Indian population, The population oj
India, Delhi 1974, and a Bibliography of census publication of India, Delhi 1972. For a more complete review
of the Indian statistical tradition, population, and
demography, see Asok Mitra, India's population: aspects
of quality and control, 2 vols., New Delhi 1978. See also
R.H. Cassen, India: population, economy, and society, New
York 1978.
Information on modern censuses and surveys of
Pakistan and its demography is well summarised
in Mohammad Afzal, The population of Pakistan,
Islamabad 1974. L. Bean has written a short introduction to the subject in The population of Pakistan,
an evaluation of recent statistical data, in MEJ, xxviii/2
(1974), 177-84. Though the area of Pakistan has
been included in studies on the historical demography of India, studies of purely Pakistani historical demography have been done as well: A.S.M.
Mohiuddin, The population of Pakistan: past and present, diss., Duke University 1962, and Pakistan
Institute of Development Economics, District Boundary
changes and population growth for Pakistan, 1881-1961,
Dacca n.d. Earlier studies of Pakistani demography
all include Bangladesh as East Pakistan.
See also Studies in the demography of Pakistan, ed.
W.C. Robinson, Karachi 1965; A.D. Bhatti, A bibliography of Pakistan demography, Karachi 1965; Sultan S.
Hashmi, Main features of the demographic condition in
Pakistan, Karachi 1963; T.P. Schultz and Julie da
Vanzo, Analysis of demographic change in East Pakistan,
United States Agency for International Development
Report by the Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, Cal.
1970; KJ. Krotki and Khalida Parveen, Population size
and growth in Pakistan based on early reports of the 1972
census, in The Pakistan Development Review, xv/3 (Autumn
1976), 290-318.
VIII. SOUTHEAST ASIA
Indonesia. In the late 18th and early 19th cen-

turies, European colonial agents estimated the population of Java, basing their figures on records of the
Dutch East India Company. These estimates, the first
of their kind, were gross underestimates. The first
attempts at accurate enumeration of the population
were made by the British during their brief rule in
Indonesia (1811-16), when population registers were
made. The Dutch seem to have maintained these registers fitfully until 1880. At that time they enforced
more complete registration, to be used as conscription records for compulsory labor. Probably because
all who could do so naturally avoided such a registration, these registers also produced a large undercount of population. Widjojo Nitisastro has analysed
early material on the population of Indonesia in his
Population trends in Indonesia, Ithaca and London 1970,
and has concluded that the Dutch figures on total
population are generally useless. Their main use should
be as part of complete analyses of small demographic areas. Bram Peper has concurred in Widjojo
Nitisastro's analysis and has used alternative demographic methods to calculate the population of 19th
century Java; see his Population growth in Java in the
19th century, in Population Studies, xxiv/1 (March 1970),
71-84.
The Dutch colonial government took a census in
1920 in Java, but included few other areas of Indonesia
and undercounted Java. Another colonial census was
held in 1930, with wider coverage and better results.
Independent Indonesia has taken censuses in 1961
and 1971. Some areas were estimated rather than
enumerated in 1961 and the 1971 census is superior.
A number of sample surveys have also been taken in
the 1960s and 1970s.
Widjojo's volume is the most complete description
of the Indonesian population (to 1970), but it must
depend on the 1961 census. The population of Indonesia
by the Demographic Section of the University of
Indonesia (Lembago Demografi) is more complete for
the later period. G. McNeill and Si Gde Made Mamus,
The demographic situation in Indonesia, Papers of the EastWest Institute, no. 28, Honolulu 1973, accurately summarise the available demographic information on the
country.
See also J.M. van der Kroef, The Arabs in Indonesia,
in MEJ, vii/3 (Summer 1953), 300-23 (Van der Kroef
too readily accepts Dutch colonial estimates of population as accurate); J.N. Bhatta, A social science bibliography of Indonesia, Djakarta 1965; N. Iskandar, Some
monographic studies on the population of Indonesia, Djakarta
1970; and Masri Singarimbun, The population of Indonesia:
a bibliography, Yogyakarta 1974.
S i n g a p o r e - M a l a y s i a . The British began to take
population counts in the areas of Singapore-Malaysia
in 1824, and made 14 enumerations between 1824
and 1860, none of which can be called reliable.
Modern censuses were taken in Singapore in 1871
and 1881 and in both Singapore and the Malayan
territories decennially from 1891 to 1931. As British
colonial power expanded over new areas of Malaysia,
the new areas were brought into the census; see
Saw Swee-Hock, The development of Population statistics
in Singapore, in Singapore Statistical Bulletin, 1/2 (Dec.
1972), 87-93. After World War Two, the British
took censuses in 1947 and 1957. The independent
federation of Malaysia held a census in 1970, as
did Singapore, which had seceded from the federation in 1965. Though registration of deaths and
births in Malaysia has only been reasonably complete since ca. 1970, the census results since 1921
have been reliable. On registration data, see J.A.
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Palmore, et alii, The demographic situation in Malaysia,
in Population and development in Southeast Asia, ed. J.F.
Kanter and L. McCaffrey, New York 1975, 64-6.
Sample surveys have been taken in the 1960s and
1970s.
Saw Swee-Hock has briefly described changes in
population sizes in Singapore in Population trends in
Singapore, 1819-1967, in Journal of Southeast Asian
History, x/1 (March 1969), 36-49, and given a more
complete description of Singapore's demography in
Singapore, population in transition, Philadelphia 1970.
Saw's analysis of population by "race" offers an
accurate picture of Muslim demography, i.e. the
demography of the Muslim peoples of Singapore.
Dorothy Z. Fernandez et alii, The population of Malaysia,
is a good introduction to demographic statistics on
Malaysia, though it contains little analysis of the
population. Those interested in historical population
should consult C.A. Vlieland, A report on the 1931
census and certain problems of vital statistics, London 1932,
esp. chs. 3, 13.
See also T.E. Smith, Population growth in Malaya:
an analysis of recent trends, London 1952; L.W.Jones,
The population of Borneo, London 1966. Many monographs and articles on modern Southeast Asian
population are published by the United Nations
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the
Pacific.
IX. GENERAL
The populations of Muslim lands have been
included as part of the estimates in works on world
historical population. The more detailed volumes, such
as A.M. Carr-Saunders' World population: past growth
and present trends, Oxford 1936, or M. Reinhard's Histoire
generale de la population mondiale (with A. Armengaud
and J. Dupaquier, 3rd ed., Paris 1968), contain fairly
extensive statements on the populations of Muslim
lands. It must be remembered that these estimates
have mainly collected and reproduced scholarship that
has been done on the various geographic areas of the
world by others, so that researchers might be better
served by consulting the more primary works, which
contain more detailed analyses. The authors of studies of world population history are forced to provide
estimates for regions and times for which population
numbers are actually unknown. As has been seen
above, Muslim lands are often among those whose
historical populations are unknown, so estimates of
the populations of those lands in world population
books must be used with caution. In addition to CarrSaunders and Reinhard, see the summary article by
J.D. Durand, Historical estimates of world population: an
evaluation, University of Pennsylvania Population Studies Center, Philadelphia 1974, and United Nations,
Department of Economic and Social Affairs, The
determinants and consequences of population trends, 1, New
York 1973, ch. 2 (vol. ii is a bibliography on world
population).
G e n e r a l b i b l i o g r a p h i e s . Many articles on
the demography of the Islamic World do not
appear in the standard bibliographies on Islam,
such as Index islamicus, since the bibliographies do
not usually include technical demographic journals
within their purview. The best source of information on works on any facet of demography is
Population index (Princeton, quarterly), one of the
most thorough and valuable bibliographies in the
social sciences. In addition to hundreds of journals, the Index examines all relevant bibliographies from other disciplines for materials on demo-
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graphy. See also Bibliographie Internationale de la demographie historique (Paris); Review of population revues
(Paris); and International population census bibliography,
6 vols. and suppl., Austin, Texas 1965-8, new vols.
in preparation.).
General statistics. The best source of recent demographic statistics on a country is usually the published census, sometimes updated by intercensal
estimates in the nation's statistical yearbook. The
United Nations Demographic yearbook (New York,
annual) summarises statistics on population, fertility,
mortality, and other demographic topics for all
nations. Each year's edition of the Demographic yearbook also features detailed statistics on special topics such as marriage or international migration. See
also the United Nations Population and vital statistics
report, published quarterly (New York), which contains topical information.
From 1969 to 1978, the Population Council of
the United States published short descriptions and
statistics on the demography of various nations in
its Country profiles (New York 1969-78). The United
States Bureau of the Census publishes brief
descriptions of selected nation's demography in
the series Country demographic profiles.
(J. MCCARTHY)
DEMON [see DJINN, SHAYTAN].
DERBOUKA [see DARABUKKA].
DERIVATION [see ISHTIKAK].
DESERT [see BADW, SAHRAC].
DESK, WRITING [see KITABA].
DESTINY, FATE [see AL-KADAC WA-'L-KADAR] .
DEVIL [see IBLIS, SHAYTAN].
DHABIHA means both the s a c r i f i c e s of a victim and the v i c t i m i t s e l f . In addition to the
religious sacrifices studied in the art. DHABIHA,
there exist a host of others, meant for special occasions (dbiha in Maghrib! Arabic; Berber tamaghrust;
etc.), which have been treated at length in the art.
DAM above. On the blood sacrifices practised before
the advent of Islam, see in particular C ATIRA and
NADHR, and also J. Chelhod, Le sacrifice chez les Arabes,
Paris 1955, and the bibliography cited there.
(Eo.)
DHAT AL-SAWARI, DHU 'L-SAWARI, GHAZWAT
AL-SAWARI, "the Battle of the Masts", the names given
in the Arabic sources to a naval b a t t l e b e t w e e n
the Arabs and B y z a n t i n e s in the latter part of
c
Uthman's caliphate. The locale of the engagement is
not wholly certain, but was probably off the coast of
Lycia in southern Anatolia near the place Phoenix
(modern Turkish Finike, chef-lieu of the kaza of that
name in the vilayet of Antalya).
As governor of Syria, Mu'awiya [q.v.] seems to
have inaugurated a policy of building up Arab naval
power in order to counter Byzantine control of the
Eastern Mediterranean, and in 28/648-9 Cyprus had
been attacked [see KUBRUS]. The Muslim fleet at
Dhat al-Sawarl comprised ships from the Syrian
coastal ports and from Alexandria, and was under
the command of either the governor of Egypt c Abd
Allah b. Abl Sarh [see C ABD ALLAH B. SACD] or of
a certain Abu 'l-Acwar; the Byzantine fleet was commanded by the Emperor Constans II Pogonatus in
person. The exact date of this is unsure,, but was
either 31/651-2 or 34/654-5 (both dates in al-Taban,
i, 2865, but 34/655 in al-Baladhun, Ansab, v, 50);
nor are the details of the battle clear, whilst those
which we do possess have been given many semilegendary touches. However, the Muslim forces
gained a decisive victory, and Constans had to flee
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to Sicily, where he was assassinated in 668. That
the Arabs failed immediately to follow up this triumph, and did not attack Constantinople itself until
Mu'awiya's reign (in 52-8/672-8), was probably the
consequence of mounting fitna within the caliphate,
culminating in c Uthman's murder in 35/656 although
they were able to sack Rhodes in 33/653-4, just
after Dhat al-Sawarf, if we adopt the earlier chronology for the battle.
Bibliography: For the Arabic, Syriac and Greek
sources, see Caetani, Chronographia islamica, ii, 360;
See also J. Wellhausen, Die Kdmpfe der Araber mil
den Romern in der %eit der Umaijiden, in Nachrichten
der Konigl. Gesell. der Wiss. iu Gottingen, Ph.-Hist.
Kl., iv (1901), 414-47; C.H. Becker, in Cambridge
mediaeval history, ii = Islamstudien, i, 96-7; M. Canard,
Les expeditions des Arabes contre Constantinople dans
rhistoire et dans la legende, in JA, ccviii (1926), 61121; P.K. Hitti, Htstory of the Arabs, 200-1; G.F.
Hourani, Arab seafaring in the Indian Ocean in ancient
and early mediaeval times, Princeton 1951, 57-9; Y. C A.
Hashmf, Dhdtu 's-Sawdri, a naval engagement between
the Arabs and Byzantines, in /(£, iv (1961), 55-64;
E. Eickhoff, Seekrieg und Seepolitik zwischen Islam und
Abendland, das Mittelmeer unter byzantinischer und arabischer Hegemome (650-1040], Berlin 1966, 18-21.
For the Byzantine point of view, and especially
for the effect of this defeat on subsequent
Byzantine naval policy, see H. Ahrweiler, Byzance
et la mer: la marine de guerre, la politique et les institutions maritimes de Byzance aux VIF-XVe siecles, Paris
1966, 17 ff.
(C. E. BOSWORTH)
DHIKRIS, ZIKRIS, a Muslim sect of s o u t h e r n
B a l u c i s t a n , especially strong amongst the Baltic of
Makran [q.v.], but also with some representation
amongst the Brahms of further north. The sect's name
derives from the fact that its adherents exalted the
liturgical recitations of formulae including the name
and titles of God, sc. dhikr [q.v.], above the formal
Muslim worship, the saldt or namaz.
The Dhikrfs were believed by Hughes-Buller
to stem from the North Indian heterodox movement of the Mahdawiyya, the followers of Sayyid
Muhammad Mahdl of Djawnpur (847-910/14431505), who claimed to be an imam with a revelation superseding that of Muhammad the Prophet
[see AL-DJAWNPURI and EP art. MAHDAW!S]. Adherents
of the Mahdawiyya would have brought their doctrines to the remote region of Makran via Farah
in eastern Afghanistan, where Muhammad Mahdf
Djawnpurf was buried. The rise of the Dhikrfs in
Makran is apparently contemporaneous with that of
the local line of Boleday Baluc maliks in Makran
(early 17th century); both they and their successors
after ca. 1740, the GickFs, were strong adherents of
the Dhikns, and their heterodoxy brought down
upon them several attacks by the orthodox Sunnf
Khan of Kalat, Mir Nasfr Khan (d. 1795) [see KILAT
and G.P. Tate, History of the Ahmad^ai Khans of Kaldf\.
Because, as with other unorthodox sects in Islam,
its opponents spread slanderous reports about the
immorality of the Dhikrf sect (incestuous practices,
community of goods, etc.), the Dhikrf adherents were
often driven to practice dissimulation in religion or
takiyya [q.v], and it is accordingly not easy to obtain
a clear picture of their doctrines and practices. It
seems that these were consolidated in the early 18th
century by Mulla Gickf and that they included the
idea of ta'wil of the Kur'an by the Mahdi, whose
interpretation had replaced Muhammad of Mecca's
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literal one; the non-necessity of observing the
Ramadan fast; and the superiority of dhikr over saldt.
These formulae of dhikr are to be recited six times
daily in special huts called zikranas which are not orientated towards the kibla. Instead of pilgrimage to
Arabia, the Dhikrfs established a Ka'ba or shrine of
their own at the Koh-i Murad near Turbat, in the
district of Kec in central Makran, with a sacred well
of its own, the cdh-i zamzam. British observers noted
that the mullds of the Dhikri communities had considerable influence.
Hughes-Buller's information relates to the first
decades of this century, when he noted that the sect
seemed to be on the decline, and it is difficult to
ascertain the present status of the sect, if indeed it
survives at all in Balucistan now; the 1961 Pakistan
population census reports mention the existence of
Dhikns in Makran and Las Bela [q.v], but they may
be repeating information stemming from British Indian
times.
Bibliography: R. Hughes-Buller, Baluchistan
District gazeteers series, vii. Makran, Bombay 1906, 4850, 116-21, 304; Imperial ga^eteer of India1, vi, 27680; and see M. Longworth Dames, EP art. Balocistdn.
Religion, education, etc.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
DIALECT [see CARABIYYA and other languages].
DIAMOND [see ALMAS].
DICTIONARY [see KAMUS, MU'DJAM].
DIGITAL COMPUTER [see HISAB AL-CAKD].
DIKE [see MAC].
AL-DIKDAN, a f o r t r e s s situated on that part of
the eastern shore of the Persian Gulf called the Sff
c
Umara, not far from the island of Kays [</.y.], and
famous in the 4th/10th century. It was known under
three designations, Kalcat al-Dikdan, Hisn Dikbaya
and Hisn Ibn c Umara, as well as the Persian one
Diz-i Pisar-i cUmara (Hudud al-cdlam, tr. 126). It stood
guard over a village of fishermen and a port which
could shelter some 20 ships, and according to Ibn
Hawkal (tr. Kramers and Wiet, 268-9), following
Istakhrl (140), no-one could get up to it unaided,
since one had to be hoisted up by means of cables
and a kind of crane or hoist. He adds that it was,
for the Banu cUmara, an observation post from which
they could watch the movement of ships on the sea:
"when a vessel approaches, they bring it to a halt
and demand a percentage of its cargo". The name
of this fortress (= "tripod", "trivet", see Ibn Khurradadhbih, Glossary, 211), which al-Mascudf considered
as one of the wonders of the world (Murudj., ii, 69 =
§ 501), is to be explained by the configuration of the
land on which it was perched.
The geographers connect it with al-Djulanda b.
Kan'an (Ibn Hawkal) or K.rk.r (Hudud, tr. 143; cf.
Abu '1-Kasim al-Azdl, Hikdya, 138 1. 3; but it is
probable that these two names are a deformation
of al-Mustakfr, see Ibn al-Kalbi-Caskel, Tab. 216
and ii, 264). The Banu cUmara claimed to be descendants of al-Djulanda and stated that their ancestors
had established themselves in the district in the time
of Moses. Now al-Djulanda and his family are known
to have been kings in Yemen (Muhammad b. Habfb,
Muhabbar, 265, 266; Ibn Hadjar,' Isdba, No. ' 1295;
M. Hamidullah, Le Prophete de I'Islam, index; etc.);
on this basis, they levied dues on all merchandise
and probably indulged too in piracy, since the
Kur'anic verse (XVII, 78/79) " . . . a king who was
behind them, taking every ship by force" was applied
to them. In reality, the Banu 'Umara were probably a family of the Azd [q.v.] of c Uman who had
settled in Fars at an unknown date and who con-
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trolled the Sif c Umara during a period difficult to
define precisely. Yakut (ii, 711) certainly states that
the Al al-Djulanda (the name of several lords of
Fars) were still powerful in his own time, but he
only cites (ii, 966), after al-Mascudf (loc. at.}, cAbd
Allah b. c Umara who died in 309/921-2 after having reigned over the island of Zlrbadh for 25 years;
his brother (?) Dja'far b. Hamza who reigned six
months; and his son Battal b. cAbd Allah who succeeded his uncle (?), who had been assassinated by
his ghilman. At all events, the fortress was in ruins
at the time of al-Kalkashandl (Subh, iii, 242).
Bibliography: In addition to the sources mentioned above, see Marquart, Erdnsahr, 45; Schwarz,
Iran, 77; Le Strange, 256-7; Barthold and Minorsky
Hudud al-cdlam, 39-40, 377, 396.
(Cn. PELLAT)
AL-DILA', an a n c i e n t place in the Middle
Atlas region of Morocco which owed its existence to the foundation in the last quarter of the
10th/16th century of a zawiya [</.#.], a "cultural"
centre meant for teaching the Islamic sciences and
Arab letters, and at the same time spreading the
doctrine of the Shadhiliyya [q.v.] order, more precisely the branch known as the Djazuliyya [see ALDJAZULI,

ABU

C

ABD

ALLAH

MUHAMMAD],

and

also

sheltering the needy and travellers. In 1048/1638,
the zdwiya dild^iyya or bakriyya (from the founder's
name, Shaykh Abu Bakr Ibn Muhammad) was moved
a dozen kilometres and gave birth to a new complex, enjoying a certain importance, in a spot now
occupied by the zawiya of the Ayt Ishak, 35 km.
southwest of Khnifra and 64 km. northeast of Kasbat
Tadla. Impelled by the founder's drive, who belonged
to a family possessing vast estates and rich revenues,
the zawiya developed considerably, especially after
1012/1603, for during the troubled period which
followed the death of the Sacdid sultan al-Mansur
[q.v.], it provided a safe haven for students coming
from the traditional urban centres and, thanks to its
library and to the members of the Dila'iyyun family,
aided by scholars from outside seeking refuge and
staying at al-Dila3, intellectual resources which were
quite appreciable. The subjects taught there comprised, in addition to Sufism, the Kur'anic readings,
hadith, jikh, logic, grammar, adab and a little astronomy for determining the hours of prayer.
Abu Bakr (d. 1021/1612) seems to have limited
himself to dispensing his teaching to students of the
Zdwiya, but his descendants have left behind a fairly
important work which has been partly reviewed by
M. HadjdjT (al-^awiya al-dild'iyya, 251-3). His successor Mahammad b. Abl Bakr (d. 1046/1636) was in
particular the author of a Fahrasa (of which one ms.
exists in a private library) and of a collection of hadiths,
AMun hadlth"1 (ms. Rabat 1295 Dj.). At his death
the direction of the zawiya passed to his son
Mahammad al-Hadjdj (d. 1082/1671), who very soon
transferred the centre to its new site and brought it
to its full development. Scholars and literary figures
like al-Makkan and Ibn al-Kadi [q.vv.] had already
stayed at al-Dila5, but the new zawiya attracted quite
a numerous group of scholars, among whom the most
remarkable was certainly al-Yusf [q.v.].
Mahammad al-Hadjdj took part in the renaissance
of Arabic culture in Morocco which was owed to the
Zdwiya dila'iyya, although he did not participate very
actively in this intellectual movement. Already in his
father's lifetime he had undertaken minor expeditions which had been crowned with success, and he
now turned resolutely towards military action, taking
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advantage of the decadence of the Sacdids [q.v.].
Operations began in 1048/1638, and the head of the
Zdwiya combatted, in this same year and on the banks
of the wad! al-cAb!d, a Sa'did army sent from
Marrakesh. Two years later, after various adventures,
he had managed to establish his authority over the
northwestern quarter of Morocco and, on 1056/
1646, he reached as far as Tafilalt. In 1061/1651 he
proclaimed himself sultan of Morocco and established
diplomatic relations with various European powers.
However, countermovements soon followed in various
towns, and after some successes over other claimants
to power and over the Spanish, he was finally beaten
in 1079/1668 by the cAlaw! sultan Mawlay al-Rashid
[q.v.]. He was forced to submit to the latter, who
merely exiled him with his family to Tlemcen, but
allowed his troops to plunder the riches of the zawiya
dild'iyya and then had the complex—whose site has
only recently been identified—razed to the ground.
The Dila'iyyun later established themselves at Fas,
where they soon came to form a kind of religious
and intellectual aristocracy whose prestige was only
surpassed by that of the Fasiyyun [see AL-FASI in
Suppl.]. Only a grandson of Mahammad al-Hadjdj,
Ahmad b. c Abd Allah (d. 1091/1680) tried in
1088/1677 to rebel against Mawlay Isma c Tl [q.v.] in
the region of al-Dila3, but he was defeated in the
next year on the banks of the wad! al-cAb!d. Some
of Abu Bakr's descendants still live today in various towns of Morocco, in particular, at Fas,
Casablanca and Rabat (see Hadjdji, op. at., 255-6,
and E. Levi-Provencal, Chorfa, 299, with genealogical tables).
After Mahammad b. AbT Bakr (see above), his son
Ahmad al-Harithl (d. 1051/1641) composed a grammatical commentary which seems to have been lost,
but it was another of his sons, Muhammad, called
al-Murabit from his ascetic way of life, who was
apparently the first to enjoy a wide audience beyond
the confines of Morocco; he was indeed the author
of various works which were in some demand in their
time, amongst which have been preserved al-Alacridj.
al-muntakdt ild ma'am al-warakdt (jikh; Ms. Rabat 276
K), Natd'idi al-tahsil fi shark al-Tashil (of Ibn Malik;
grammatical commentary in 4 vols. known as far as
Egypt), Path al-Latif cald 'l-bast wa 'l-tariffi cilm al-tasnf
(grammar; lith. Fas 1316), and other works (see G.
Vajda, in Hesperis, xlviii [1956], 215-16). This grammarian survived the destruction of al-Dila5 and died
in Fas in 1089/1678. Two other members of the
family became especially well-known in Fas. The first,
Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad al-MasnawT b. Ahmad
b. Muhammad al-Masnawf b. Abl Bakr b. Muhammad
b. Mahammad b. Abl Bakr (1072-1136/1661-1724),
was a preacher and imam at the Abu clnaniyya madrasa,
mufti and shaykh al-d^amd'a (i.e. dean of the professors). He has left behind several works, notably a
genealogical treatise on the descendants of cAbd
al-Kadir al-Djflanl [</.y.], the Natiajat al-tahklk fi bacd
ahl al-sharaf al-wathlk (lith. Fas 1309/1891; ed. Tunis
1296/1879; partial Eng. tr. T.H. Weir, The first
part of the Natijatu 'l-tahqiq, Edinburgh 1903); his output comprises, in addition to treatises on genealogy,
law and mysticism, a poem of 40 verses written just
before his death in order to seek God's pardon and
recited at Fas at burials, and finally al-Makdma alfikriyya fi mahdsin al-^awiya al-bakriyya (see LeviProvencal, Chorfa,3Q\-2; M. Lakhdar, Vie litteraire, 152-8
and bibl.). The other Dila5! worthy of note is Abu
c
Abd Allah Muhammad al-Hadjdj b. Muhammad b.
Abd al-Rahman b. Abf Bakr, who died accidentally
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between Mecca and Medina after having made the
Pilgrimage (1141/1729). Several of his works have
been preserved: poems glorifying the Prophet; Zjihr
al-hadd'ik (ms. Rabat 306 K) and al-^ahr al-nadi
fi 'l-khuluk al-muhammadi (ms. Rabat 157 D), an
urdjuza on the Chorfa Durrat al-tidj_dn (mss. Rabat
498, 522, 1180, 1244 K; lith. Fas), etc. (see Lakhdar,
166-8).
Bibliography: The basic Arabic sources are still
unpublished: Yazighi, Hadd'ik al-azhdr al-nadiyya fi
'l-tacrif bi-ahl al-^dwiya al-dild'iyya al-bakriyya (ura^u^a;
ms. Rabat 261 D). Tazf, Nuzhat al-akhydr almardiyyin fi mandkib al-'ulamd* al-dild3 iyyln al-bakriyyin
(ms. Rabat 1264 K). Hawwat, al-Budur al-ddwiya
fi }l-tafnf bi'l-sdddt ahl al-^dwiya al-dild'iyya (ms.
Rabat 261 D). These sources, the Moroccan historians in general and the documents of various
origin which are concerned with the political, diplomatic and military events, during the period of
Mahammad al-Hadjdj, have been utilised by M.
Hadjdjf for his excellent monograph, al-^dwiya aldild'iyya wa-dawruhd al-dim wa 'l-cilmi wa 'l-siydsi
(Rabat 1384/1964), to which one should in the
first place direct the enquirer, who will find there
both biographies of the main members of the
Dila'iyyun and also a detailed bibliography. In his
thesis on L'activite intellectuelle au Maroc a I'epoque sacdide (Rabat 1976-7, 2 vols.), this same author has
devoted a section to the zdwiya (551-7), and the
index, s.vv. Dila0, Dila'f and Dila'ides, enables one
to track down various items of scattered information.; For the period after the destruction of
the zdwiya at al-Dila3, see E. Levi-Provencal, Les
histonens des Chorfa, Paris 1922, 298-303; and
M. Lakhdar, La vie litteraire au Maroc sous la dynastie 'alawide, Rabat 1971, index s.v. Dila5!.
(CM. PELLAT)
DINET, ALPHONSE, Etienne (1861-1929), F r e n c h
p a i n t e r of o r i e n t a l s u b j e c t s and w r i t e r who
assumed the name NACIR ED DINE (Nasir al-Dfn)
when he became a convert to Islam.
He was born in Paris on 28 March 1861, and
studied under several well-known painters (Galland,
Bouguereau, Robert-Fleury). After a first trip to
Algeria (1884), he won a scholarship which allowed
him to return there in 1885, and from then onwards
he led a nomadic life there for several months of
each year, until he settled at Bou Saada (Bu Sa c ada)
in 1907. It was in this region of the southern part
of Constantine province that he met in 1889 an
educated Algerian, Sliman ben Ibrahim (d. 1953),
who having rescued him, at the risk of his own life,
during a local disturbance, became an inseparable
friend and constant collaborator of his, even in Paris.
Contact with Muslims gradually detached Dinet from
the Christian faith, which he renounced in 1913
and discreetly embraced Islam; he renewed publicly
his profession of faith in the New Mosque of Algiers
in 1927.
His artistic output, considerable in quantity and
of high quality, comprises mainly Algerian and Arab
scenes and landscapes, which very quickly brought
him wide celebrity, even beyond the ranks of the
Societe des Orientalistes founded in 1887 by Leonce
Benedite, which he immediately joined. Before the
end of the 19th century, several of his tableaux
were on display at various museums: Les tenasses
de Laghouat (Luxembourg Museum), Vue de M'sila
(Pau Museum), Charmeurs de serpents (Sydney
Museum), etc. After having illustrated the 1898 edition of Devic's Les aventures d'Antar, he enhanced

with his own compositions texts gathered together
or edited by Sliman ben Ibrahim and translated
by his own hands, in particular, Rabia el-Kouloub
[Rabic al-kulub] ou le printemps des coeurs (three
Saharan legends, Paris 1902); Tableaux de la vie arabe
(Paris 1904, 1928), which contain fine reproductions of 24 oil paintings (including his own portrait and that of Sliman) accompanied by a
presentation and commentary by the latter translated into French; Mirages, scenes de la vie arabe, Paris
1960; El Fiafi oua el-Kifar [al-Faydfi wa 'l-kifdr] ou
le desert (Paris 1911); and Khadra, danseuse Ouled Nail
(Paris 1909, 1926). His most famous work, again
written in collaboration with Sliman and published
simultaneously in two parallel versions, French and
English, at Paris in 1918, remains nevertheless La
Vie de Mohammed, Prophete d'Allah. The Algerian
painter Mohammed Racim (Rasim) also contributed
to illustrating this luxury work, which has never
been re-published in its entirety (a recent reimpression only has some colour prints and one of
Racim's aquarelles; a standard edition unillustrated,
has appeared in Paris 1927, 1937, 1947, 1961,
1975 and 1977).
Two years after his official conversion, Dinet and
Sliman ben Ibrahim made together the Pilgrimage to
the holy places of Islam. Although he claimed to
have taken "no notes, no drawing, no photographs"
during his stay in Arabia, there appeared magnificent plates showing scenes of the Pilgrimage as illustrations for the rihla which appeared in French from
"El Hadj Nacir ed-Dine E. Dinet et El Hadj
Sliman ben Ibrahim Baamer" and with the double
title al-Had[di ild Bayt Allah al-Hardm (in Arabic script)
and Le Pelerinage d la Maison Sacree d'Allah, together
with the date 1347. In fact, this narrative, written
on the return from the pilgrimage of 1347 and completed on 6 (sic; read 25) Rabf II 1348/30 September
1929, came off the press in Paris at the beginning
of 1930 (2nd edn. 1962), just a few weeks after its
principal author's death (24 December 1929). His
funeral took place on 28 December at the Great
Mosque in Paris (in whose foundation he had himself been concerned) in the presence of leading personalities and of the representatives of several Muslim
governments. His corpse was taken to Bou Saada
and buried in the tomb which he had made there,
and which tourists are still today invited to visit (see
Guides Bleus, Algerie, s.v. Bou Saada); the house there
he lived has been made into a Dinet Museum by
Sliman ben Ibrahim.
This highly-talented painter of oriental topics
deserves a notice in the Encyclopaedia of Islam not only
because he died a Muslim, but also because he can
be considered as a fervent apologist for the faith
which he had assumed. Several of his written works
caused a certain stir in the Islamic world, especially
in Egypt, thanks to his friend Rashid Rustum, who
in 1929 published at Cairo Ashi"a khdssa min nur alIsldm, the translation of a lecture by Dinet called
Rayons de lumiere exclusivement islamiques (2nd edn. Paris
1966). Tawfik Ahmad was to translate, in the Madj_allat
Diam'iyyat al-Shubbdn al-Muslimm, the latter part of his
Pelerinage, and c Umar Fakhurf was to issue at
Damascus, in Ard3 gharbiyya fi masd'il sharkiyya, a version of his L'Orient vu de I Occident (Paris n.d.) under
the title al-Shark kamd yardhu al-Gharb. This last is a
very detailed critique of the studies of Lammens,
Noldeke, De Goeje, Sprenger, Snouck Hurgronje,
Grimme, Margoliouth, etc., which was subsequently
to be extensively used by the Azharf shaykh cAbd
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al-Halim Mahmud in the substantial introduction
prefaced to his translation of La Vie de Mohammed,
Prophete d'Allah, made, in conjunction with his son
Muhammad, from the original edition as Muhammad
Rasul Allah (Cairo 1956). It is rather surprising that
Dinet's Sira which, as we have seen, had a lively
success among French-reading circles, did not draw
the attention of the Egyptians during the 1930s, at
a time when Haykal was in part inspired, in his
Haydt Muhammad, by La Vie de Mahomet of E. Dermenghem published at Paris in 1929; possibly, like
this last author (p. IV), they regarded it as too traditionalist. It is a fact that Dinet and Sliman ben
Ibrahim affirmed that they had based themselves
exclusively on the works of Ibn Hisham, Ibn Sacd,
etc. and on the Sira halabiyya, and they remark that
"the study of innovations" introduced by "modern
orientalists" into the Prophet's biography have led
them "to assert that, at times, they were inspired by
an Islamophobia hard to reconcile with science and
little worthy of our age".
It can easily be seen that the detailed criticism
which makes up essentially L'Orient vu de I'Occident
gave cAbd al-Halfm Mahmud valuable arguments
against the "orientalists" and in favour of a sira of
traditional character which must have been pleasing to its readers, since a second edition of his
translation appeared in 1958. The translator analyses Nasir al-Dm's apologetical methods and, basing
himself on the latter's writings, demonstrates the
superiority of Islam over Christianity. As opposed
to the works of the Arabists whose researches tend
only to set forth the reality of Islam, without any
polemical intentions, Dinet's principal Islamological
works seem to have as their aim less a scientific
study of his new religion than a glorification of
it and an encouragement to the whole world to
follow his example. His viewpoint is very clearly
summed up in a paragraph of his Pelerinage, where
he affirms that Islam responds "to all the aspirations of different kinds of believers. Having a
supreme simplicity with Mu c tazilism, wildly mystical with Sufism, it brings a sense of direction and
a consolation to the European or Asian scholar,
without stepping on the absolute freedom of his
thought, as much as to a Sudanese negro whom it
snatches away from the superstitious worship of
fetishes. It exalts the soul of the practically-minded
English merchant, for whom "time is money", as
much as that of the deist philosopher, and that of
the contemplative of the East as much as that of
the Westerner carried away by art and poetry. It
will even seduce the modern medical man by the
logic of its repeated ablutions and the rhythm of
its bowings and prostrations equally salutary to the
care of the body as to the health of the mind. The
freethinker himself, who is not inevitably an atheist, will be able to consider the Islamic revelation
as a sublime manifestation of that mysterious force
called 'inspiration' and will admit it without difficulty, since it contains no mysterious element inadmissible by reason".
Bibliography: F. Arnaudies, E. Dinet et elHadj Sliman ben Ibrahim, Algiers 1933; J. DinetRollince (the painter's sister), La vie de E. Dinet,
Paris 1938 (with ills.); Rashid Rustum, obituary
art. in al-Ahram of 29 December 1929; introd.
to the Arabic tr. of La vie de Mohammed; See
also A.E. Dinet, Les fleaux de la peinture, Paris
1904, 1905, 1926; as an official hommage to
Dinet Un maitre de la peinture algerienne, Nasreddin
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Dinet (Ar. and Fr. texts, numerous ills.) was published in Algiers in 1977.
(Cn. PELLAT)
DIRAR B. CAMR, ABU CAMR AL-GHATAFAN! ALKUFI (ca. 110-200/efl. 728-815), important M u ' t a z i l l
theologian, disciple of Wasil b. cAta3 (d. 131/749).
In contrast to many other early Muctazills, he was
of pure Arab extraction; he belonged to the cAbd
Allah b. Ghatafan in Kufa. He founded his prestige, however, through his teaching in Basra where
Wasil had lived. By profession he is said to have
been a kadi. After 170/786 we find him in Baghdad
in the circle of the Barmakids, where he took
part, together with Hisham b. al-Hakam, the IbadI
scholar cAbd Allah b. Yazld, the Zaydl Sulayman
b. Djarfr, and others, including non-Muslim theologians, in the famous debates arranged by Yahya b.
Khalid al-Barmakf, the wa^lr of Harun al-Rashid.
This position exposed him to certain suspicions: the
kadi Sa'Id b. c Abd al-Rahman al-Djumahf (d.
174/790 or 176/792) outlawed him because of
zandaka. But, in the presence of Barmakl protection,
this seems to have been a mere verbal menace. In
reality, Dirar had attacked the zanadika and the
mulhidun in several books; he seems to have lent
intellectual support to the governmental measurements against the Manichaeans since the time of alMahdl (158-69/775-85). He not only applied the
methods of dialectical theology (kaldm); he also
analysed them and tried to propagate them among
the masses, through a risala ila 'l-camma (cf. Malatf,
Tanbih, ed. Dedering 31, 11. 10 ff.), which may have
been identical with his K. Addb al-mutakallimin or his K.
ila. man balagha min al-muslimm. He was an extremely
prolific writer: 57 titles of books are listed in the
Fihrist, more than those of any other Mu'tazill.
This is all the more astonishing as neither Kacbl
in his Makdldt al-islamiyyln nor the kadi cAbd alDjabbar in his Fadl al-ictizdl (nor, consequently, Ibn
al-Murtada in his Tabakat al-Mucta^ila] allow him a
biography; they did not consider him a Mu'tazill.
Nor did al-Khayyat, when Ibn al-Rawandi identified the Mu'tazila with Dirar's ideas. But Ibn alRawandl is in line not only with non-MuctazilI
writers like al-Nawbakhtl or al-BazdawI and
al-Dhahabi, but also with Muctazill authors like
Ibn al-Nadlm and al-Nashi3 al-akbar, who count
Dirar among those numerous Mu'tazilTs who did
not exactly correspond to the canonical school dogma
established in the usul al-khamsa. These five principles were apparently first formulated by Abu '1Hudhayl, and it is with Abu '1-Hudhayl and Bishr
b. al-Muctamir that opposition against Dirar emerged.
Their verdict determined the later school tradition,
but it did not succeed in suppressing Dirar's
writings. Those who avowed their indebtedness
to his ideas are therefore mostly found outside
the Mu c tazila: Hafs al-Fard in Egypt and other
HanafTs in Basra and elsewhere. A Dirariyya group
is attested in Armenia by Nashwan al-HimyarT (alii ur al-cm, 212, 1. 3). His influence in theology as
well as in jurisprudence (usul al-fikh) can be ascertained during at least two generations, although the
opposition, Mu'tazilT as well as non-Muctazili, frequently preferred, in such cases, to talk about
"DjahmTs" instead of Dirarls.
This was an old reproach: Bishr b. al-Mu c tamir
had claimed, in his Urdj_uza written in prison under
Harun al-Rashid, that Dirar and his school had
succumbed to the influence of Djahm b. Safwan.
What was true in this was that Dirar had reacted
against Djahm's rigid determinism: he had conceded
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that God creates (khalakd) everything including man's
conclusion; but we know from ourselves that an outactions, but he also insisted that man, in order to
sider is never able to explore the hidden sides of
be responsible for his actions, simultaneously does
our nature to the same extent that we are aware
them himself, either immediately or through "genof them ourselves. This is why we must be satiseration" (tawlid). In order to describe man's share
fied with negative theology: "God is omniscient"
in them, he used the Kur'anic term kasaba or iktasamerely means that He is not ignorant. Full knowlba which does not yet mean "acquisition" here, but
edge will be attained only in the Hereafter; then
rather the mere performance of the act (cf. M.
God's essence will be recognised, not through the
Schwarz in Islamic philosophy and the classical tradition,
ru'ya bi 'l-absdr as many non-Mu c tazilf theologians
essays presented to R. Walter, Oxford 1972 367 f.); he
believed, but through a sixth sense created for this
stressed man's freedom of choice (ikhtiydr) by assumpurpose by God. This theory seems to have been
c
ing a capacity (istitd a] already before the act. The
prepared by Abu Hanffa and was taken over by a
concept is clearly synergistic; Dirar openly talked
number of HanafTs during the following two genabout two "agents", God and man. This is where
erations. Later Mu c tazilfs may have seen in it too
c
Abu '1-Hudhayl and Bishr b. al-Mu tamir saw a sin
strong a limitation of revelationary evidence and of
against the spirit of the school; they eliminated the
the intellectual potential of kaldm] the theory still
idea that God "creates" anything in human actions.
depended on Djahm's concept of the total tranDirar could, however, argue convincingly with an
scendence of God.
3
example like the Kur an: when somebody recites
They may have felt more familiar with Dirar's
the Kur'an, not only his recitation, kur'dn, is heard,
idea to differentiate between two aspects of God's
but also the Kur'an as created by God. The equivwill: "God's will" may be identical with what hapocalness of the word (kur'dn and Kur'an) added to
pens, but also with what He only wants to happen,
the suggestiveness of the theory.
in His commandments. The latter alternative leaves
Outside the sphere of man, Dirar supported God's
room for man's iktisdb; sin, the crucial problem of
omnipotence by an elaborate metaphysical system
Dirar's theory of the two "creators", seems to have
based on the exclusively accidental structure of the
been explained by him through khidhldn, "abandoncreation. Each body consists of a network of indisment (by God") (eyKaid^eixi/K;). On the other hand,
pensable accidents, i.e. qualities without which it
God would always be able to make all unbelievers
would not exist, but which may be realised in a
believe, by His grace (lutf, cf. Ibn Hazm, Fisal, iii,
spectrum of varieties best described by their extremes:
165, 11. 7 ff. and iv, 192, 11. 9 ff.). This may have
temperature ("hot or cold"), extension ("long or
been a mere theoretical assumption. The idea was
given up by most later Mu'tazilFs in favour of the
short"), weight ("light or heavy"), consistence ("humid
or dry"), nature of its surface ("rough or soft"),
concept of al-aslah, but Dirar was still followed in it
by Bishr b. al-Muctamir.
colour, taste, odour, etc. In their agglomeration (ta'lif
Djahmf spirit may also survive in Dirar's denial
or iajtimdc), they form its nucleus; there is nothing |
of the punishment in the tomb; already Shahham,
like a "substance". But they do not have a separate
existence either; isolated, they are a mere abstracAbu '1-Hudhayl's youngest disciple, could pretend
that no MuctazilF ever shared this radicalism (cf. Ibn
tion. Other accidents which are not indispensable
al-Murtada, Tabakdt al-Muctazila, 72, 11. 3 f; also
like movement, pain (in human beings) etc. may
Kadi cAbd al-Djabbar, Fad I al-iftizdl, ed. Fu'ad Sayyid,
occur, but they do not form "part" of the body.
201, 11. 17 ff.). Dirar's doctrine, however, that Paradise
They do not possess any endurance (bakd3) and are
and Hell do not yet exist, but will be created durtherefore created anew in every moment (cf. Ash'arf,
ing the Last Judgment, and that Adam therefore
Makalat al-isldmiyym, 305, 11. 11 f. and 359, ult. ff.).
lived in a terrestrial garden, was accepted by many
A body for long does not lose its individuality, as
later Mu c tazilfs like Hisham al-Fuwatf, cAbbad b.
less than half of its basic qualities have been replaced
Sulayman, Abu Hashim, etc. It looks like an inverby their contrary. Change of any kind may be
sion of Djahm's thesis that Paradise and Hell are
explained through this process; here Dirar and his
finite a parte post', but its immediate intention may
adherents seem to have absorbed certain Aristotelian
have been to avoid certain pre-destinarian arguments
ideas, especially the concept of dXAxncoaic; (istihdla,
which inferred from the actual existence of Hell the
cf. IsL, xliii (1967), 254 ff.). The entire model is, of
predetermined necessity of Evil (cf. Melanges
course, not Aristotelian; Dirar criticised Aristotle for
d'Islamologie, Volume dedie a A. Abel, Leiden 1974, 108
his doctrine of substances and accidents in a sepaff, with reference to a longer passage of Dirarf theorate treatise (cf. Fihrist, ed. Flick, in Shaft comm. vollogy preserved in Ibn Hisham's K. al-Tta^dn). Dirar's
ume, 69, title no. 14). The system does not allow for
thesis created difficulties not only in Kur'anic exeany self-determining and independent nature of things
gesis, but also with respect to several well-known
(tabl'a); this is why it was rejected offhand by Dirar's
ahddith, for instance about the nocturnal ascension
contemporary Mu'ammar and later on by an(mfrddf) of the Prophet or about the martyrs enterNazzam, who joined a tradition which was more
ing Paradise immediately after their death.
coloured by Stoic ideas [see KUMUN]. The conseThis latter point, however, did not bother him
quences were especially visible in the definition of
very much: he did not accept isolated traditions
man: he is a conglomerate of "colour, taste, odour,
(akhbdr dhdd} as a proof in theological questions
capacity, etc.", but there is no independent and
(ahkdm al-dm), and in his time most ahddith still
immortal soul.
had this character of dhdd. The only epistemologUsing two surprisingly elaborate philosophical terms
ical criterion which, besides the Kur'an, he found
which were never applied again by the Muctazila,
safe enough to base upon it religious truth after
Dirar differentiated in everything which exists between
the death of the Prophet, was consensus (iajmdc);
its anniyya "existence" and its mdhiyya "quiddity".
in this he was followed by al-Asamm (q.v.], who took
Opposition arose when he transferred this distincover the Mu'tazilf circle in Basra after him. Dirar's
tion to God: we know God's anniyya, but we ignore
attack against hadith had been formulated in his
the plenitude of His mdhiyya. For we can infer the
K. al-Tahnsh wa'l-ighra3', he had pointed to the
aspects of his essence only through rational
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fact that all sects used to rely on different and
mutually contradicting ahddith. It is possible, though
unprovable, that the beginning of Ibn Kutayba's
Ta'wll mukhtalif al-hadith reflects Dirar's argumentation (cf. Der Orient in der Forschung. Festschrift
0. Spies, Wiesbaden 1967, 184 f.).
Belief was, according to Dirar, closely linked to
intellectual understanding; it begins therefore only
with mental maturity (kamal al-cakl). Simple people
who do not rationalise their convictions may always
live in unrecognised unbelief (cf. Ashcarf, Makdldt,
282, 11. 2 ff.). But true belief from a Nabataean counts
higher than from an Arab, because the Arabs were
distinguished by the fact that the Prophet was elected from among them, whereas the Nabataeans always
have to transgress the barrier of contempt for not
having produced any prophet. If a Nabataean therefore ever entered into competition with a KurashT
concerning the caliphate, preference should be given
to the Nabataean as the more appropriate (afdal} candidate. This would have the additional advantage that
a Nabataean does not have a powerful clientele and
could therefore more easily be deposed if necessary.
The Kuraysh thus do not possess the monopoly of
the caliphate, according to Dirar; long before him
the superiority of neo-Muslims had been defended by
similar arguments (cf. A. Noth in Isl., xlvii (1971),
178 f.). Nevertheless, Dirar did not doubt that the
first four caliphs were afdal in the moment of their
election. Judgment becomes difficult only with the
Battle of the Camel. In this case, renowned Companions with equally good reputation stood against
each other. The result was that both factions for ever
lost their trustworthiness, even if met separately. Dirar
compared this situation with two believing Muslims
entering a house and one of them being heard from
outside pronouncing a formula of blatant unbelief,
but both of them being found dead afterwards; there
would be no criterion then to find out the unbeliever among them, and both of them would have to
be treated as such. In the context of the simile, the
death of the two opponents stood for the impossibility of getting reliable historical information about
the events of the First Civil War. This neutralistic
attitude had been prepared by Wasil b. cAta5 and
was continued, with slight variations and a different
comparison, by Abu '1-Hudhayl (cf. al-Nashi' al-akbar,
Usul al-nihal, § 90 and introduction, 46). The Shica
understood it as a critique of CA1I; in later times,
they transmitted reports about discussions in which
Dirar had been defeated concerning the problem of
imdma by Hisham b. al-Hakam or CA1T b. Mitham
(cf. al-Sharlf al-Murtada, al-Fusul al-mukhtdra, '29, 11.
4 ff., 39, 11. -6 ff.).
Dirar rejected cAbd Allah b. Mas'ud's and Ubayy
b. Kacb's recension of the Kur'an on the ground that
their harf was not revealed (cf. Noldeke-Schwally,
Geschichte des Qorans, iii, 107).
Bibliography: Sources and further detail are
given in J. van Ess, Dirar b. cAmr und die "Cahmiya"
in Isl., xliii (1967), 241 ff. and xliv (1968), 1 ff.;
Scattered reports are also found in Kddl c Abd
al-Djabbar, Fad I al-ictizdl, ed. Fu'ad Sayyid, Tunis
1974, index s.v.; Ya'kubi, Mushdkalat al-nds lizamdnihim, ed. W. Milward, Beirut 1962, 25, 1.
4; Abu Rashid al-Naysaburi, Fi'l-tawhid, ed. Abu
Rlda, Cairo 1385/1965, 591, 11. 5 ff.; Abu Ya c la
b. al-Farra 3 , al-Muctamad fl usul al-din, ed.
Haddad, Beirut 1974, 101, 11. 8 ff.; al-Sabum,
al-Biddya min al-kifdya, ed. Khulayf, Cairo 1969,
107, 11. 7 ff.; Murtada b. al-DacI, Tab sirat al-
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'awamm, ed. Ikbal, index s.v. None of them brings
new material. For studies see also M. Horten,
Die philosophise hen Systeme der spekulativen Theologen
im Islam, Bonn 1912, 139 ff.; L. Massignon, La
Passion de Halldj, new ed. Paris 1975, index s.v.;
A.S. Tritton, Muslim theology, London 1947,
69 ff.; W.M. Watt, in JRAS (1943), 234 ff.;
idem, in MIV, xl (1950), 97 ff.; idem, The
formative period of Islamic thought, Edinburgh 1973,
189 ff. and index s.v.; W. Madelung, Der
Imam al-Qdsim ibn Ibrahim, Berlin 1965, index
s.v.; L. Gardet, Etudes de philosophic et de mystique
comparee, Paris 1972, 102 ff.; H. Daiber, Das theologisch-philosophische System des Mucammar ibn cAbbdd
as-Sulaml, Beirut 1975, index s.v.
(J.

VAN ESS)

DISSOLUTION [see FASKH].
DITCH [see KHANDAK].
DIVINE DECREE [see AL-KADA' WA-'L-KADAR] .
DIWAN-BEGI, the title of high officials in
the Central Asian khanates in the 16th-19th centuries.
The title appears first, apparently, in the Tfmurid
period, when its bearer, a Turkic amir of one of the
tribes of the Caghatays, was in charge of military
affairs and of the affairs of the Turkic subjects, and
stood at the head of dlwdn-i imdrat (or dlwdn-i acld]
(see H.R. Roemer, Staatsschreiben der Timuridenzeit,
Wiesbaden 1952, 169-71). The title had the same
meaning in the state of the Ak Koyunlu [^.r;.] (see
J.E. Woods, The Aqquyunlu, Minneapolis-Chicago 1976,
11). In the Safawf state in Iran, the dlwdn-begi
was one of the seven arkdn-i dawlat (members of the
madj_lis-i acld] and was the high justiciar, who tried,
jointly with the sadr al-sudur, the major crimes, as
well as civil cases, controlled all Shari'a courts and
was a court of appeal for the whole kingdom (see
Tadhkirat al-muluk, ed. V. Minorsky, text, 20b-22b, tr.
50-1, comm. 119-20). There is very little information
about the dlwdn-begi in the Shaybanid [q.v.] state in
the 16th century, besides the fact that this title did
exist; in the cAbd Alldh-ndma by Hafiz Tanish [q.v.
below] it appears very rarely and without definition
of its functions.
More detailed information comes only from the
time of the Ashtarkhanids [see DJANIDS]. The Bahr alasrdr by Mahmud b. Wall (second quarter of the 17th
century) mentions the dlwdn-begi in a description of
the ceremonial at the court of the Ashtarkhanids in
Balkh as being among the officials who were sitting
on the left side of the khan, near the tripod (? si
pdya; see V.V. Bartol'd, Socinemya, ii/2, 391, 396;
cf. M.A. Abduraimov, Ocerki agrarnikh otnosheniy v
Bukharskom khanstve v XVI—pervoy polovine XIX veka, i,
Tashkent 1966, 73, where a reference is made to
an account of a Russian ambassador to Bukhara in
the 17th century, who mentions that the throne of
the khan of Bukhara was raised above the level
of the floor of the reception room by six steps; probably, the throne of the ruler of Balkh was raised above
the level of the floor by three steps, and the expression ba-kurb-i si pdya can mean "near the three steps
[leading to the throne]". This interpretation, however, remains dubious. Cf. also Quatremere, in Notices
et extraits, xiv/1, 496, where si pdya is explained as
"une charpente"). In the administrative manual MadJpnd:
al-arkdm compiled in Bukhara in 1212/1798, the dlwdnbegi-yi kaldn is described as an official second in the
rank after the atalik [q.v. above]; he was entrusted with
the state finance, mainly with the collection of kharddj_
[q.v.], as well as with the supervision of the irrigation
in the region of Kara-kul (see facsimile in Pis'menniye-
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pamyatniki Vostoka 1968, Moscow 1970, 55; Russian
tr. by A.A. Semenov, in Sovetskoye vostokovedeniye, v
[1948], 147). Russian ambassadors in Bukhara in
1669 also describe the diwdn-begi as the second highranking official after the atalik and mention that he
received the credentials from the ambassadors and
passed them to the khan (see Nakaz Borisu i Semenu
Pazukhmim . . ., St. Petersburg 1894, 49, 55, 76). The
Ashtarkhanid chronicles confirm that one of the duties
of the diwdn-begi was the reception of ambassadors
(see Ta3nkh-i Mukim-Khdni by Muhammad Yusuf
Munshf, Russian tr. by A.A. Semenov, Tashkent
1956, 89). In the 19th and early 20th centuries,
under the Mangit [q.v.] dynasty in Bukhara, the
diwdn-begi had similar functions, though he was now
the second figure after the kosh-begi [</.y.], and not
the atalik. He was called also kosh-begi-yi pdydn ("the
lower kosh-begi"), because his residence was at the
foot of the ark (the citadel) of Bukhara, and ^akdtciyi kaldn ("head of the collectors of zakdt" [q.v.]). He
was the deputy of "the great kosh-begi" (kull-i koshbegi}, and in the absence or during an illness of the
amir he governed the country together with the koshbegi. Both under the Ashtarkhanids and the Mangits,
besides this diwdn-begi residing in Bukhara, there were
also diwdn-begis of main provincial rulers, such as
those of Balkh, Cardjuy, Hisar, with similar functions. Under the Mangits, the honorary rank of diwdnbegi (the third from the top in the hierarchy of
Bukhara) was given also to various officials not necessarily connected with financial affairs, such as governors of some towns. In Karatigin [</.#.], both under
the independent shahs and under the domination of
Bukhara, diwdn-begi was the first deputy of the ruler,
and he was in charge of state finance as well as of
the ruler's estate (see N.A. Kislyakov, Ocerki po istorii
Karategina, Stalinabad-Leningrad 1941, 183). In the
semi-independent principality of Ura-Tuba [q.v.] in
the 19th century, diwdn-begis were low officials—local
tax-collectors, subordinate to the sarkdr, who was in
charge of the collection of kharddi and of irrigation
in the principality (see A. Mukhtarov, Ocerk istorii
Ura-Tyubinskogo vladeniya v XIX v., Dushanbe 1964,
53). The title diwdn-begi could be given also to supervisers of finance in large private estates, such as
those of the Djuybarf shaykhs in the 16th century
(cf. P.P. Ivanov, Khozyaystvo dzuybarskikh sheykhov,
Moscow-Leningrad 1954, 60).
In the Khanate of Khfwa, the post of diwdn-begi
was probably established only in the early 19th
century. In any case, neither the local historian
Mu'nis [q.v.] in his Firdaws al-ikbdl nor other sources
mention this title earlier, and it is not included in
the list of 34 dignitaries (camalddr) established by
Abu '1-Ghazi Khan [q.v.] (cf. Firdaws al-ikbdl, MS
of the Leningrad Branch of the Institute of Oriental
Studies, C-571, f. 65b). This title is mentioned by
Mu'nis for the first time in his account of the
events of 1222/1808, when two diwdn-begis appear
simultaneously (ibid., f. 272a). Also later, there
were at least two diwdn-begis in Khfwa. They are
mentioned among the high officials of the state
along with the kosh-begi and the mehter [q.v.];
they were usually of mean origin, often Persian
slaves. N. Murav'yev (1821) mentions diwdn-begis as
unimportant officials subordinate to the kosh-begi
and the mehter (see N. Murav'yev, Puteshestviye v
Turkmeniyu i Khivu, Moscow 1822, ii, 63); none of
other Russian descriptions of the khanate compiled
in the first half of the 19th century mentions them
at all. In the reign of Allah-KulF Khan (1240-587

1825-42), the chief diwan-begi was entrusted with
the collection of zakdt and customs (see N. Zalesov,
in Vovmnly sbornik, xxii [1861], No. 11, 65), and it
remained his main duty till the end of the 19th
century. Besides him, there was a diwdn-begi in
charge of khan's estates and a diwdn-begi of the
governor of Hazarasp (a senior relative of khan or
his heir). In the reign of Sayyid Muhammad Rahlm
Khan II (1281-1328/1864-1910), the chief diwanbegi Muhammad Murad ("Mat-Murad" of Russian
sources) became the most influential person among
the Khfwan dignitaries and was considered as a
first minister by Western observers (cf. e.g. H.
Moser, A travers VAsie centrale, Paris 1885, 238).
In the Khanate of Khokand [q.v.], the title diwdnbegi is also attested, though no explanation is available about the duties of its bearer. It seems, however,
that it was more a rank than an administrative post,
and its position was the same as that of diwdn-begi
in the hierarchy of Bukhara (between the ranks of
parwdnaci [q.v.] and atalik). Radjab Dlwan-begi,
executed in 1236/1820, is said to have had the highest title in the khanate, wa&r al-wuzard3 (see V.P.
Nalivkin, Histoire du khanat de Khokand, Paris 1889,
140-1), which indicates, apparently, that he was considered the head of the civil administration; but before
that he is mentioned as a governor (hakim) of Tashkent
(ibid., 125, 135).
Bibliography: in addition to the works cited in
the text, see: A.A. Semenov, in Material! po istorii
tadlikov i uzbekov Sredney Azii, ii, Stalinabad 1954,
57, 61, 66; M. Yu. Yuldashev, Khiwa khanllgida feodalyer egallgi wa dawlat tuzilishi [in Uzbek], Tashkent
1959, 263-4.
(Yu. BREGEL)
DJABAL SAYS, the n a m e of a volcanic
m o u n t a i n in Syria situated ca. 105 km. southeast
of Damascus. Around its west and south sides runs
a small valley opening to the southeast into a large
volcanic crater. In years with normal rainfall, this
crater is filled with water for about eight months. A
reservoir near its centre makes Djabal Says one of
the few secure waterplaces in the region, where sometimes more than a hundred nomad families camp in
autumn. At the mouth of the valley on the southeast-slope of Djabal Says and opposite to it, on the
fringe of another slope, remains of numerous buildings are preserved. The site was first visited in 1862
by M. de Vogue and excavated from 1962 to 1964
by K. Brisch. The ruins consist of a considerable
number of houses, a mosque, a church, a hammdm,
some storehouses for provisions, khans and/or barracks, and a palace.
The palace is situated on the south side of the valley. It consists of a rectangular enclosure, ca. 67 m. x
67 m., from which eight towers (four at the corners,
one in the middle of each side) project. Entrance is
given through a door in the central tower of the northside. Behind the door one enters a tunnelvaulted vestibule at the back of which is a doorway,
opening into a great entrance hall which leads to a
courtyard, ca. 31 m. X 31 m. This courtyard is surrounded by ranges of rooms (54 excluding the small
rooms in the hollow towers and the entrance hall) most
of which are organised into eight groups (buyut) of five
or six rooms. In addition to this, there are three pairs
of rooms and four isolated rooms, two of which served
probably as staircases. An arcade ran around the paved
courtyard in front of the rooms. In the centre of the
courtyard is a cistern. The lower parts of the walls
consist of basalt blocks on the inner and outer faces
with fillings of lumps of basalt and mortar rising up at
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some places to a height of ca. 2 m. The upper parts
of the walls were built of mud bricks. An exception is the entrance tower, the upper parts of which
are also of basalt. Most of the basalt sections and
some of the brick sections of the walls are preserved. No traces of ceilings were found. De Vogue,
who visited Djabal Says more than a hundred years
ago, saw brick vaultings. The building had originally two floors and is stylistically linked with two
other palaces, Minya (see KHIRBAT AL-MINYA] and
Kharrana [q.v.].
The hammdm, ca. 150 m. east of the palace, measures ca. 16 m. x 17 m. It consists of a large eastroom, ca. 10 m. X 4.5 m., with a semicircular exedra
in the north. Its south side opens into two rooms,
ca. 3.5 m. deep. The east room can be entered by
a door from the east. At its west side, it is connected with four smaller rooms, three of which served
as the apodyterium, tepidarium and calidarium of
the bath. The lower parts of the walls resemble those
of the palace. The upper sections are built of burnt
brick. All rooms with the exception of the west room
seem to have been covered by vaultings or domes
of burnt brick. The west room was probably not
covered at all. The building resembles closely
Hammam al-Sarakh [q.v.] in Jordan.
The mosque, ca. 70 m. west of the palace, is a
square building measuring ca. 9.5 m. x 9.5 m. The
preserved lower sections of its walls are built of
basalt. It can be entered by two doors from the
north and the east. The interior of the building is
divided into two equal parts by two arches running
east-west and resting on a pier in the centre and
on wall piers. Here, as in the palace, the upper parts
of the walls seem to have been built of mud bricks.
If this was the case, they could only have carried a
wooden roof.
Other buildings. Probably the most interesting feature of Djabal Says is that, in addition to the abovementioned buildings, a considerable number of more
modest structures is preserved. At the south-side of
the valley in an area stretching from the hammdm
(the easternmost structure), ca. 300 m. to the west,
the traces of more than 15 other buildings can be
seen. The majority of them are of almost square
shape and consist of ranges of rooms around three
or four sides of a central courtyard. They are of
poorer architectural quality than the palace, the
hammam and the mosque. Some of these buildings
were doubtlessly built at the same time as the palace
and served as storehouses and barracks or khans,
whereas some are obviously later. The latter seem
to be contemporary with a few smaller buildings
whose plans resemble those of simple farmhouses
(one range of rooms with a courtyard in front of
it). Opposite the valley, at the southeastern foot of
Djabal Says, in an area stretching ca. 400 m. from
southwest to northeast and ca. 100 m. from southeast to northwest, some thirty other buildings are to
be found. Almost all of them have courtyards with
rooms at one, two, three or four sides. The most
conspicuous structures among them are: a building
with towers at its corners looking like a palace in
miniature, a structure next to it, which Brisch thinks
was a mosque, and a one-naved church resembling
the large room of the hammdm.
Literary sources (al-Bakrf and Yakut) tell us that
the caliph al-Walfd (86-96/705-15) had a residence
at Usays, a waterplace east of Damascus, which is
doubtlessly identical with our site. This conclusion
is supported by inscriptions found on the spot. One
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of them bears the name Usays, in some others the
names of sons of al-Walld are mentioned. Hence the
palace, the hammdm., the mosque (which Brisch thinks
to be later than the palace) and some of the buildings next to the palace, can be attributed to alWalld. Some other buildings are definitely later than
the palace, because building material from the palace
was used in their construction. It is hard to determine whether there were only two periods of building activity or more. Around the south side of the
church a group of very small houses with rather
irregular plans is clustered. These differ from the
plans of most of the buildings at Djabal Says and
might represent a third period of building activity,
earlier or later than the two already isolated. A preIslamic date is suggested by the church (but we also
find a church in the Umayyad settlement of c Andjar
[see CAYN AL-DJARR] in Lebanon), by an inscription
found at Djabal Says with the name of the Ghassanid
ruler Harith b. Djabala, dated 528, and by a Roman
coin.
Bibliography: K. Brisch, Das omayyadische Schloss
in Usais. I. in Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archdologischen
Institutes, Abteilung Kairo, ix (1963) 141-87; //. in
ibid., xx (1965) 138-77; K.A.C. Creswell, Early
Muslim architecture, Oxford 1969, 472-7; M. de Vogue,
Syne centrale, Paris 1865-77, 71, figs. 26-8, pi. 25;
J. Sauvaget, Les Ruines omeyyades du Djebel Seis, in
Syria, xx (1939), 239-56; Yakut, Mucd}am, i, 272.
(H. GAUBE)
DJABALA B. AL-HARITH, G h a s s a n i d c h i e f t a i n
[see GHASSAN] of the pre-Islamic period, who made
his debut in Ghassanid - Byzantine relations ca. 500
A.D., when he mounted an offensive against Palestina
Tertia but was beaten by Romanus, the dux of that
province. Shortly afterwards in 502, Byzantium concluded a treaty with the Ghassanids and recognised
them as its new allies (foederati). Throughout the
remaining part of the reign of the emperor Anastasius
(491-518), the sources are silent on Djabala, who was
probably not yet the Ghassanid king but was acting
as the general of his father, al-Harith b. Thalaba.
In the reign of the emperor Justin (518-27), Djabala
came into prominence, now as the king of the
Ghassanid federates, whom he ruled from al-Djabiya
[q.v.], his seat in the Djawlan. By that time, the
Ghassanids had been won over to Monophysite
Christianity and had become its staunch supporters. However, the return of Byzantium to the
Chalcedonian position and Justin's expulsion of the
Monophysite bishops alienated the Ghassanids and
their king, who consequently would not take part in
the defence of the oriental provinces against the
Persians and their Lakhmid allies, and could not
come to the succour of their coreligionists in South
Arabia during the reign of Yusuf Dhu Nuwas [q.v.].
But in all probability, it was he who enabled al-Aws
and al-Khazradj of Medina to achieve an ascendancy over the Jewish tribes there, Abu Djubayla of
the Arabic sources being none other than Djabala
himself or one of his relatives.
With the accession of the emperor Justinian (52765), there was a reconciliation with the Monophysites; the Ghassanids under Djabala returned to
service to fight the wars of Byzantium against the
Persians and the Lakhmids, but Djabala was not
destined to live much longer. His more illustrious
son, al-Harith b. Djabala, is attested as king already
in 529, and the presumption is that Djabala died
at the battle of Thannuris in Mesopotamia in 528,
commanding the Ghassanid contingent in the
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Byzantine army against the Persians; the Syriac
authors remember him under the nickname of Atfar.
In the list of Ghassanid buildings, three are attributed to Djabala, sc. al-Kanatir, Adhruh, and al-Kastal.
Bibliography: Theophanes, Chronographia, ed. de
Boor, i, 141; Procopius, History, i, xvii, 47;
Malalas, Chronographia, ed. Bonn, 441-2; Zachariah
Continuatus, Ecclesiastical history, CSCO, Ixxxviii,
64; Ibn al-clbri, Ta'nkh Mukhtasar al-duwal, ed. A.
Salhanf, Beirut 1890, 87; Yakut, Mu'ajam al-bulddn,
iv, 463-5; Hamza al-Isfahanl,' Ta'rikh, Beirut 1961,
100; Th. Noldeke, Die Ghassdnischen Fiirsten aus
dem Hause Gafna's, 1887, 7, 8, 10; I. Shahrd
(Kawar), The last days of Salih, in Arabica, v (1958),
145-58; idem, Ghassdn and Byzantium: a new terminus a quo, in IsL, xxxii/3, 232-55; idem, The
Martyrs of JVajrdn, Subsidia Hagiographica, xlix,
Brussels 1971, 272-6 and index, 296.
(I. A. SHAHID)
DJABIR B. CABD ALLAH B. <AMR B. HARAM
B. KACB B. GHANM B. SALIMA, ABU CABD ALLAH (or
Abu cAbd al-Rahman, or Abu Muhammad) ALSALAMI AL-KHAZRADJI AL-ANSARI, C o m p a n i o n of
the P r o p h e t . His father, cAbd Allah, was one of
the seventy men of Aws and Khazradj who gave the
Prophet the oath of allegiance at the cAkaba Meeting
[see AL-CAKABA] and committed themselves to defend
him. His father is also recorded in the list of the
twelve nukabd\ the chosen group from among the seventy; Djabir himself had attended the Meeting as a
very young boy, and is therefore counted in the list
of "the Seventy" and in the honourable list of those
who embraced Islam together with their fathers. His
father prevented him from taking part in the two
encounters at Badr and Uhud, leaving him at home
to look after his seven (or nine) sisters. A report
according to which he attended the battle of Badr
and drew water for the warriors is denied authenticity by al-Wakidf and marked by him as an 'Iraki tradition. On the Day of Uhud, Djabir lost his father,
his mother's brother cAmr b. al-Djamuh and his cousin
Khallad. Djabir's father distinguished himself in the
fight and was the first Muslim warrior killed in this
battle. The Prophet did not object to Djabir mourning for him, and gave him permission to uncover his
face. cAbd Allah was buried according to the Prophet's
ruling as a martyr on the spot where he fell, clad in
his garment, with his wounds still bleeding. The
Prophet personally suggested that he should act as
father to Djabir and put cA3isha in his mother's place.
On the day following the battle of Uhud, Djabir
asked, and was granted permission to join the force
dispatched by the Prophet to Hamra3 al-Asad. After
that, Djabir accompanied the Prophet on 18 or so
expeditions.
The Prophet showed great concern for Djabir
and his family and often came to his dwelling.
Djabir's family, who were familiar with his tastes,
used to prepare for the Prophet his favourite kind of
meal. On one such visit the Prophet blessed the
family of Djabir and their abode, on another he
cured Djabir of fever by sprinkling on him water
which he had used for ablution. The Prophet gave
his approval for Djabir to marry a woman who was
not a virgin, and who would take care of his sisters.
By his blessing, he helped Djabir to pay a debt which
his father owed to the Jew Abu Shahma, and he
invoked God's forgiveness for him when he bought
his camel (laylat al-bacir).
After the death of the Prophet, c Umar appointed
Djabir chief (canf) of his clan. During the military

operations of the conquest of Damascus he was sent
as a member of an auxiliary force dispatched to
Khalid b. al-Walfd. On another occasion he was dispatched by cUmar with a small group to al-Kufa.
When the rebellious Egyptian troops advanced to
Medina in order to besiege the house of 'Uthman,
Djabir was among the group sent by the caliph to
negotiate with them and appease them. He is said
to have fought on the side of CA1I at SiflTn (37/657)
and then to have returned to Medina. During the
expedition of Busr b. Artat (40/660), Djabir was compelled to swear allegiance to Mu'awiya; this he did
in precautionary dissimulation (takiyya [</.^.]), after
having consulted Umm Salama, the wife of the
Prophet. This is a new trait of character, indicating
Shfi sympathies, and is one of the earliest cases of
takiyya mentioned in the texts. As an indication of
Djabir's attachment to Medina and to the relics of
the Prophet, one may adduce the report that he and
Abu Hurayra prevailed upon Mu'awiya to leave the
minbar of the Prophet in Medina and not to transfer it to Syria. He is said to have visited the court
of cAbd al-Malik and to have asked him for some
grants for the people of Medina. When the force
sent by Yazld b. Mu'awiya against Medina (63/683)
entered the city, Djabir openly voiced his objection,
circulating an utterance of the Prophet about the
punishment which would befall people who affrighted
the city. He was saved from death by Marwan when
a man, enraged by his words, attacked him intending to kill him. After the victory of al-Hadjdjadj over
Ibn al-Zubayr (73/692), al-Hadjdjadj ordered the
hands of some of the opponents of the Umayyad
rule to be stamped in the same way as was done
to the dhimmis and Djabir was among those opponents. Djabir's sharp criticism and unkind words with
regard to the rulers, especially al-Hadjdjadj, provoked
the latter's caustic remark that Djabir displayed the
same pride as the Jews (by which, of course, the
Ansar were meant).
Djabir died at 78/697 at the age of 94 (other
reports, however, give varying dates). He is said to
have been the last survivor of the group of 70 Ansar
who attended the cAkaba Meeting, thus fulfilling a
prediction of the Prophet. The prayer over his grave
was performed by the governor of Medina, Aban b.
c
Uthman, or according to another tradition, by alHadjdjadj b. Yusuf when he came to Medina after
his victory over cAbd Allah b. al-Zubayr.
Djabir is noted as a most prolific narrator of traditions from the Prophet. The number of those going
back to him is estimated at 1,540; al-Bukharf and
Muslim recorded 210 hadtths transmitted by him in
their compilations, and the subject-range of his transmission is extremely wide. Of special interest are
Djabir's reports about events which he witnessed and
details furnished by him about expeditions in which
he took part. Djabir was highly respected by the scholars of hadith and is counted in the lists of reliable
transmitters and the ashdb al-futyd. He used to recite
his traditions in the mosque of Medina; his sessions
of Aflfl^-transmission were attended by a wide circle
of students, who would discuss the traditions of their
master after leaving the mosque. A composition known
as sahifat Djdbir contained a great number of traditions recorded by him. Scholars of hadith were eager
to circulate traditions on his authority, without always
observing the necessary rules of hadith transmission.
Even a distinguished pious scholar like al-Hasan alBasrf was suspected of reporting some traditions on
the direct authority of Djabir, although he never was
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principles of the Shlca. It had thus to be justified
his disciple. The impressive list of those who transthat it was merely done in order to put an end to
mitted his traditions includes the names of three of
the accusations of the Medinans, who blamed alhis sons: cAbd al-Rahman, cAkfl and Muhammad. His
Bakir for transmitting hadiths on the authority of the
descendants are said to have settled in North Africa,
Prophet, whom he had never seen. As the traditions
in a place called al-Ansariyya.
reported by Djabir and those independently reported
In Shlcf tradition, Djabir was granted an excepby the imam and revealed to him by God were in
tionally high rank. The hadiths recorded in Shi'T
fact identical, the insertion of Djabir's name between
sources on his authority touch upon the fundamenthe name of the imam and that of the Prophet was
tal tenets of Shf c f belief: the mission of c Alf, his qualquite a formal act, with no significance. A few traities, his authority over the believers, the graces
ditions are indeed reported with names of some
granted him by God, the divine virtues of his descenCompanions inserted between the imam and the
dants and the duties of allegiance and obedience
Prophet. In one of the traditions it is explained that
incumbent upon the believers. It was the imam althis insertion may make the hadith more acceptable
Bakir who asked Djabir about the Tablet which God
to people, although it is obvious that the imams knew
sent down to Fatima and which Djabir got permismore than that Companion whose name was inserted
sion to copy. In this Tablet God named the imams
between the imam and the Prophet.
and established their order of succession. It is noteThe close relationship of Djabir with the family of
worthy that, according to some versions, the imam
C
A1I is also exposed in the story relating that Fatima
compared the copy of Djabir with the Tablet in his
bint CA1I asked Djabir to intervene and to persuade
possession and stated that the copy is a reliable and
Zayn al-cAbidm to cease his excessive devotional pracaccurate one. In another story, Djabir confirms the
tices which might be harming for his health. It was
accuracy of the unusual report about the hiajra as
a sign of respect and faith that, when Husayn asked
told him by the imam. Djabir is credited with the
his enemies on the battle-field of Karbala3 to save his
hadith about the appointment of 'All as wasi, which
life, quoting the utterance of the Prophet that he and
forms the base of the Shf c l interpretation of Sura
his brother were the lords of the youths of Paradise
LIII, 1-4. It was he who reported the utterance of
(sayyidd shabdb ahl al-ajanna], he referred to Djabir who
the Prophet that CA1I is the sirdt mustakim, the right
would vouch for the truth of the utterance. Djabir is
path to be followed. The imam al-Bakir stressed that
said to have been present at the grave of Husayn
Djabir was privileged to possess knowledge of the
correct interpretation of Sura XXVIII, 85, which, I shortly after he was killed and to have met there the
family of Husayn who were sent back by YazTd b.
according to him, refers to the raaj'a., the re-appearMu'awiya. Another Shfcf tradition reports about his
ance of the Prophet and cAli. Among further Shi'I
visit to the grave of Husayn and his moving speech
traditions reported on Djabir's authority is the one
which states that there are two weighty things left
over the grave.
Djabir had intimate relations with the family of
by the Prophet for the Muslim community: the
C
A1T and especially with the two imams Zayn alKur'an and his Family (al-citrd). Another tradition
'Abidln and al-Bakir. There are some ShT'I attempts
has it that the angel Djibrfl bade the Prophet proto link him with Dja c far al-Sadik and to fix the
claim the vocation of CA1I and his descendants, the
date of his death at the beginning of the 2nd cenimams, and tell the Muslim community about 'All's
tury A.H.
distinguished position on the Day of Resurrection
and in Paradise. The Sunn! version of Djabir's report
Finally, the high position of Djabir in Shf c l tradition is expressed by the fact that he was placed in
that the first thing created by God was the Light
the list of the four persons who clung to the true
of Muhammad had its Shf'f counterpart, traced back
faith and in the list of the nine persons to whom CA1I
to Djabir, which said that this Light was split into
two parts: the Light of Muhammad and the Light
promised that they would be in Paradise.
of 'All, and that it was later transferred to the sucBibliography: Ibn Kudama al-Makdisf, al-Istibsdr
ceeding imams. It is on the authority of Djabir that
f l nasab al-sahdba min al-ansdr, Cairo 1392/1972,
the significant tradition which states that the last per"index; cAbd ai-Malik b. Hablb, al-Ta'rikh, Ms. Bodl.
sons to be with the Prophet when he died were CA1T
Marsh 288, p. 126; Abu cAbd Allah al-Surl, £$uz\
and Fatfma is reported. Some of his traditions relate
Ms. Leiden Or. 2465, fols. 4b-5a; Abu 'l-cArab,
the miracles of CA1I. 'All ascended to Heaven in
K. al-Mihan, Ms. Cambridge Oq 235, fol. 162a;
c
order to put down the rebellion of the wicked ajinn,
Abd al-Ghanf al-NabulusT, Dhakha'ir al-mawdnth fi
who denied his authority and a luminous angel prayed
'l-dilala cald mawadf 'l-hadith, Cairo 1352/1934/i,
in his place in the mosque. Another miracle hap125-76, nos. 1139-1599; Ahmad b. CAH al-Tabarsi,
pened when 'All walked with Djabir on the bank
al-Ihtidiadi, Nadjaf 1386/1966, i, 84-8, 291; Ahmad
of the Euphrates: a very high wave covered CA1I;
b. al-Husayn al-Bayhakl, al-Sunan al-kubrd, Hywhen he reappeared completely dry after a short
derabad 1344, i-x, index; Akhtab Khwwarizm, altime, he explained that it had been the Angel of
Mandkib, Nadjaf 1385/1965, 27, 36, 60, 62, 80,
the Water who greeted and embraced him.
82, 88, 106-7, 195, 219, 227, 266; Ahmad b.
Djabir is distinguished in the ShfT tradition by a
Hanbal, K. al-cllal wa-macrifat al-riajdl, ed. Talat
significant mission entrusted to him by the Prophet:
Kocyigit and Ismail Cerrahoglu, Ankara 1963, i,
he was ordered to meet the imam al-Bakir and to
index; idem, Musnad, Bulak, iii, 292-400; al-Madmf,
convey to him the greetings of the Prophet, which
fl/-7/a/, Beirut 1392/1972, index; anon., Ta'rikh alhe did. This created a peculiar relationship between
Khulqfd\ ed. P.A. Gryaznyevic, Moscow 1967, fol.
the elderly bearer of the good tidings and the young
42a, 1. 1, 213b, 11. 4-5; Abu Nu c aym, Hilyat alrecipient, the imam al-Bakir. According to tradition,
awliyd\ repr. Beirut 1387/1967, ii, 4-5, iii, 189the two used to meet, and some of the traditions
91, 200-2; al-Baladhun, Ansdb, i, ed. Hamidallah,
transmitted by al-Bakir are told on the authority of
Cairo 1959, index, v. ed. S.D. Goitein, Jerusalem
Djabir and traced back to the Prophet. It is evident
1936, index, Ms. fol. 1215b; al-Dhahabi, Siyar a'ldm
that the idea that the imam might have derived his
al-nubala\ Cairo 1956 f, i, 235-7 (ed. Salah
knowledge from a human being is opposed to the
al-Dfn al-Munadjdjid), iii, 126-9 (ed. Ascad Talas);
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idem, Ta'rikh al-Islam, Cairo 1367, iii, 143-5; idem,
Huffaz, Hyderabad 1375/1955, i, 43-4; al-Fadl b.
al-Hasan al-TabarsI, flam al-ward bi-acldm al-hudd,
ed.' c Alr Akbar al-Ghaflarl, Tehran 1338, 58, 210,
253, 262-3; Furat al-Kufi, Tafsir, Nadjaf n.d., 77,
101, 174, 175, 176, 192-3, 205, 220; al-Hakim,
al-Mustadrak, Hyderabad 1342, iii, 202-4, 564-6;
Hashim b. Sulayman al-Bahranl al-Tawball alKatakanl, al-Burhdnji to/sir al-Kur'dn, Kumm 1394,
i, 305, 522, 563, ii, 127-8, 442, iii, ' 146-7, 23940, iv, 148, 245, 490, 491; Ibn cAbd al-Barr,
al-Isticdb, Cairo 1380/1960, i, 219-20, no. 286;
Ibn A'tham al-Kuff, K. al-Futuh, Hyderabad
1391/1971, iv, 57; Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rikh (tahdhib),
Damascus 1329 f., iii, 386-91; Ibn al-Athlr, Usd
al-ghdba, Cairo 1280, i, 256-8; Ibn Babawayh,
Amdll, Nadjaf 1389/1970, 16, 19-20, 47, 68, 79,
85, 108, 110, 119, 215-16, 244, 297, 315-16; Ibn
Hadjar, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, Hyderabad 1325, ii,
42-3, no. 67, vi, 153, no. 309, vii, 253, no. 461,
ix, 90, no. 117; idem, al-Isdba, Cairo 1392/1972,
i, 434-5, .no. 1027, iv, J89-90, no. 4841; Ibn
Hisham, Cairo 1355/1936, indices; Ibn Hazm,
Qawdmi' al-sira, ed. Ihsan c Abbas and Nasir alDln al-Asad, Cairo n.d., index; idem, Djamharat
ansdb al-carab, Cairo 1962, 359; Ibn al-Tmad,
Shadhardt al-dhahab, Cairo 1350, i, 84; Ibn Sacd,
Tabakdt, index; Ibn Kutayba, Ma'drif, Cairo 1960,
index; Pseudo-Ibn Kutayba, al-Imdma wa 'l-siydsa,
Cairo 1378/1967, i,'l83; Ibn Shahrashub, Mandkib
dl-Abi Tdlib, Nadjaf 1376/1956, passim; Ibn Tawus,
al-Luhuf cald katld 'l-tufuf, Tehran 1348,' 196;
Ibrahim b. Muhammad al-Bayhakf, al-Mahdsin wa
'l-masdwi, Cairo 1380/1961, index; Ibrahim b.
Marci al-Shabrakhltl, Shark cald 'l-arbacin hadith(l)
al-nawawiyya, Beirut n.d., 86; Isma'Il b. Muhammad al-cAdjlunI al-Djarrahl, Kashf al-khqfd*
wa-muzil al-ilbds 'ammd'shtahara min al-ahddlth 'aid
alsinat al-nds, Cairo 1351 (repr.), i, 265, no. 827;
al-Tsaml, Simt al-nuajum al-cawdli, Cairo 1380, ii,
331/423, 475, 482, 485, 492, iii, 91-2, 144; alKhatib al-Baghdadl, Mudih awhdm al-ajamf wa'ltafrik, Hyderabad 1378/1959, i, 395, 398; Khalifa
b. Khayyat, Ta'rikh, ed. al- c UmarI, Nadjaf
1386/1967, index; Khalll b. Aybak al-Safadl, Nakt
al-himydn, Cairo 1329/1911, 132-3; 'al-Kishshl,
Riajdl, Nadjaf n.d., 42-5, 113-4; al-Kulaynl, alKdfl (al-usul), Tehran 1388, i, 242, 442-4; alMamakanl, Tankih al-makdl fi ahwdl al-riajdl.,
Nadjaf'1349, 199-200, no. 'l569; al-Ma^lisf, Bihar
dl-anwdr, Tehran 1385 f., passim; al-MascudI, Ithbdt
al-wasiyya, Nadjaf 1374/1955, 165-6, 173; alDjahshiyarl, K. al-wuzard3 wa'l-kuttdb, Cairo 1938,
21; Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Ahdal al-Husaynl
al-MarawicI, Bughyat ahl al-athar fiman ittafaka lahu
wa-li-ablhi suhbat sqyyid al-bashar, Cairo 1347, 36,
1. 2; Muhammad b. al-Fattal al-Naysaburl, Rawdat
al-wd't&n, Nadjaf 1386/1966, 202-3, 206, 271;
Muhammad b. Hablb, al-Muhabbar, Hyderabad
1361/1942, index; Muhammad b. al-Hasan al'Amill, al-^awdhir al-saniyyafi 'l-ahadith al-kudsiyya,
Nadjaf 1384/1964, 201-9, 242-3, 256-7,' 265-6,
304 (see the tradition on p. 304 in Daylaml's
Firdaws al-akhbdr, Ms. Chester Beatty 3037, fol.
167a, 11. 8-9); Muhammad b. Abl '1-Kasim alTabarl, Bishdrat al-mustafd li-shicat al-murtadd, Nadjaf
1383/1963, 19-20, 23, 40, 65, 66-7, 74/101, 133,
137-9, 145, 158, 183, 187, 190-2; Muhammad
Nawawl b. 'Urnar al-DjawI, Targhib al-mushtdkin
li-baydn man^umat al-sayyid al-barzandji ^ayn al'Abidin, Cairo n.d., 40; Muhammad b. Yahya al-

Malaki, al-Tamhid wa 'l-bayan fi maktal al-shahid
'Uthmdn, Beirut 1964, index; al-Muhibb al-Tabarl,
al-Riydd al-nadira fi mandkib al-cashara, Cairo
1372/1953, ii, 203, 222, 265', 296; idem, Dhakhd'ir
al-cukbd fi mandkib dhawi 'l-kurbd, Cairo 1356, 66,
70-1', 85, 91, 95, 96, 119/129, 176; Nur al-Dm
al-Haythaml, Maajmac al-zawd^id wamanbac alfawd'id, Beirut 1967 (reprint) ix, 7, 11-12, 87, 88,
172, 317, x, 9-10; SafT al-Dm al-KhazradjI,
Khuldsat tadhhib Tahdhib al-kamdl fi asmd* al-riajdl,
Cairo 1391/1971, i, 156, no. 973; al-Shaykh alMufid, al-Ikhtisds, Nadjaf 1390/1971, 2, 56-7, 195,
196, 205-6; idem, al-hshdd, Nadjaf 1381/1962,
254 inf., 262; idem, al-Amali, Nadjaf n.d., 39, 41,
48, 74, 98, 100, 111, 112; al-Tabarl, Ta'nkh,
index; al-TayalisI, Musnad, Hyderabad 1321, 23248, nos. '1667-1801; al-Wakidl, Maghdzi, ed.
Marsden Jones, Oxford 1966, index; Ya c kub b.
Sufyan al-FasawI, al-Macrifa wa 'l-ta'rikh, Ms. Esad
Ef. 2391, fols. 5b, 13b; al-YackubI, Ta'ribh, index;
E. Kohlberg, An unusual Shi'l isndd, in Israel Oriental
Studies, v (1975), 142-9; U. Rubin, Pre-existence and
light, in ibid., 99, n. 86, 115 n. 22; Sezgin, GAS,
i, 85, no. 3.
(MJ. KISTER)
DJABIR AL-DJUCFI, ABU £ABD ALLAH or ABU
MUHAMMAD B. YAZID B. AL-HARITH, Kufan Shl c l
traditionist of Arab descent. His chief teacher seems
to have been al-Shacbi [q.v.] (d. 100/718-19). Among
other well-known traditionists, from whom he related, were clkrima, 'Ata3 b. Abl Rabah and Tawus.
Initially, he held the moderate Shlcl views widespread
among the Kufan traditionists. Later he joined the
more radical Shfl circles looking to Muhammad alBakir (d. ca. 117/735) and his son Dja'far al-Sadik
for religious guidance. According to some SunnI heresiologists, he became the leader of the extremist Shlcl
followers of al-Mughlra b. Sa'Id after the latter was
killed by Khalid al-Kasrl, governor of Kufa, in
119/737. Imaml sources, on the other hand, report
a statement of DjaTar al-Sadik commending him for
having said the truth about the imams while condemning al-Mughlra for lying about them. This makes
it appear unlikely that Djabir actually belonged to the
Mughlriyya, who recognised the Hasanid Muhammad
b. cAbd Allah as their imam, but does point to some
relationship between him and al-Mughlra. According to another Imaml report, Djabir first aroused the
suspicions of Yusuf b. c Umar, governor of Kufa
(120-6/738-44), and then incited the people of Kufa
against his successor, Mansur b. Djumhur (126/744).
According to most sources, he died in 128/745-6,
Other death dates given for him are 127/744-5 and
132/749-50.
SunnI hadith criticism was divided concerning his
trustworthiness. His transmission was evidently accepted
at first as reliable and highly accurate but later,
as his Shfl attitude became more radical, he was
shunned. Thus Sufyan al-Thawrl and Shucba related
on his authority and noted his reliability, though critical judgments are also reported from them. Abu
Hanlfa is said to have condemned him as a notorious liar who claimed to have a hadith for every legal
question. Among the authors of the canonical collections of hadith, Abu Dawud, al-Tirmidhl, and Ibn
Madja quoted a few traditions in which he appears
in the chain of transmitters. Al-Bukharl and Muslim
excluded him, the latter quoting negative reports about
him in the introduction to his Sahih (Cairo [1963?],
i, 15). The standard accusations against him were that
he believed in the radfa [q.v.] and that he claimed
secret knowledge of many thousands of hadith?, which
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he would not divulge. The Imami attitude to him
was also ambiguous. While he was considered a loyal
supporter of the imams al-Bakir and al-Sadik, he was
described as "mixed-up" (mukhtalif) by scholars
opposed to extremist tendencies. Several Imam! traditionists who related from him, c Amr b. Shimr,
Mufaddal b. Salih, Munakhkhal b. Djamll and Yusuf
b. Ya c kub, were accused of extremism and considered weak transmitters. The ghulat, on the other
hand, recognised him as the most intimate disciple
of Muhammad al-Bakir, who was fully initiated into
the mysteries of the gnostic knowledge and superhuman nature of the imam, and they ascribed miraculous qualities and powers to him. It is uncertain to
what extent reports later circulating under his name
among the ghulat go back to Djabir, whatever his
relations with the contemporary ShTcf extremists. An
early Imami source states that cAbd Allah b. alHarith, leader of the extremist followers of cAbd
Allah b. Mu'awiya [q.v.], after the latter's death in
131/748-9, spread extremist doctrines about
metempsychosis, pre-existence of the human souls as
shadows (axilla) and cyclical history (dawr [q.v. in
Suppl.]), ascribing them to Djabir b. cAbd Allah alAnsarf and Djabir al-Djucfi "who were innocent of
them" (see al-Nawbakhtf, Firak al-shlca, ed. H. Ritter,
Istanbul 1931, 31).
The Imam! scholar al-Nadjashl (d. 450/1058) mentions the following books of Djabir as still available to him: K. al-Tafsir, K. al-Nawddir, K. al-Fadd'il,
K. al-^amal, K. Siffin, K. al-Nahrawdn, K. Maktal Amir
al-Mu'minin, and K. Maktal al-Husayn. Djabir occasionally appears in al-Tabarl's Kur'an commentary
and his Ta'rikh as a transmitter of Kur'an exegesis
and in the latter work also as a transmitter of reports
on the caliphate of CA1I and the death of al-Husayn
(see TabarT, index s.v. Djabir al-RawT). It is unlikely,
however, that al-Tabarf was quoting directly from
any works of Djabir. Extensive quotations of his
reports concerning the battle of Siffm and the
caliphate of CA1I are contained in the K. Wak'at Siffin
of Nasr b. Muzahim. Nasr's authority for them was,
however, c Amr b. Shimr, who is accused by the
Shaykh al-Tusf of having made additions to Djabir's
books.
Bibliography: Ibn Sacd, vi, 240; al-Bukhan, alTa'rlkh al-kablr, Haydarabad 1360-77/1941-58, i/2,
210 f.; al-Ashcan, Makdldt al-isldmiyyln, ed. H. Ritter, Istanbul 1939-31, i, 8; al-Kashshl, Ikhtiydr ma(rifat al-ridj_dl, ed. Hasan al-Mustafawf, Mashhad
1348/1970, 191-8,' 373; al-Mufid, al-Ikhtisds, ed.
Hasan al-Kharsan, Nadjaf 1390/1971, 62; al-Tusf,
Fihrist kutub al-shica, ed. A. Sprenger, Calcutta 18535, 73; al-Nadjashr, al-Riajdl, Tehran n.d., 99-101;
Nashwan al-Himyarf, al-Hur al-cm, Cairo 1367/
1948, 168; al-Dhahabl, Mlzan al-ictiddl, ed. CAH
Muhammad al-Bidjawi, Cairo 1382/1963, i, 37984; Ibn Hadjar, Tahdhlb al-tahdhib, Haydarabad
1325-7/1907-9, ii, 46-51; al-cAmilI, A'yan al-shi'a,
xv, Damascus 1359/1940, 199-226; For the Djabir
tradition among the ghulat and Nusayrfs, see K.
al-Haft wa 'l-a^illa, ed. C A. Tamir and Ign.-A.
Khalife, Beirut 1960, 28, 128; al-Tabaram, Maajmu'
al-acydd, ed. R. Strothmann, in hi., xxvii (1946),
index; Umm al-Kitdb, ed. W. Ivanow, in Isl., xxii
(1936), index; Goldziher, Muh. St., ii, 112 f. Eng.
tr., ii, 110-11; Sezgin GAS, i, 307; T. Nagel,
Rechtleitung und Kali/at, Bonn 1975, 216 f.
(W. MADELUNG)
DJABR (A.), c o m p u l s i o n in m a r r i a g e exercised upon one or other of the prospective partners,
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under conditions which vary according to the judicial schools. The right of ajabr is foreseen neither by
the Kur'an nor by the Surma, and a hadlth (al-Bukharf,
Nikdh, bdb 42) actually declares that neither the father
nor any other person may give in marriage without
her consent a virgin or a woman who has already
been under the authority of a husband; the Prophet
himself consulted his daughter Fatima before giving
her in marriage to CA1I, but it seems that the majority of early Muslim jurists preferred to follow an
ancient Arab custom. Later traditions confirm their
point of view, and all the schools made ajabr a point
of doctrine, without always employing this term, which
does not appear with this particular sense in the classical dictionaries.
In general, this right belongs to the master when
applied to slaves of both sexes, on condition that they
suffer no damage (see CABD), or to the father, grandfather or testamentary guardian (wasi) in other cases;
in principle, the wall [see WILAYA] is only considered
to exercise this right by the Hanaffs, and by the
MalikTs in the case of an orphan girl who does not
have a wasi. Except when subject to impediment [see
HADJR], boys normally acquired the right to consent
to their marriage after puberty [see BALIGH], so that
they escaped from ajabr at an early age, in the legal
sense at least. So it is upon girls that the arrangements relative to matrimonial compulsion have the
most relevant effect in classical Muslim law.
According to the HanafTs, even the wall may
arrange a marriage in the name of children of
either sex who are below the age of puberty, and
in the case of the girl in particular, this applies
whether she is a virgin or not. On attaining puberty boys and girls enjoy a right of choice (khiydr) if
they have been married by their wall muajbir, who
according to this school may be chosen from among
a wide range of agnatic relatives; if it is the father
or the grandfather who has exercised the right of
ajabr, however, no annulment is possible. A slave
woman given in marriage by her master against
her will may also annul her marriage if she is
enfranchised.
According to the Shafi'fs, the wall may not give a
virgin girl in marriage without her consent, at least
tacit; only the father or the grandfather in fact exercises the right of ajabr, but in this school, it is the
notion of virginity which is crucial, the loss of virginity, whether legal, accidental or illegal, conferring
upon the interested party the right to consent to her
marriage (or re-marriage) even if she is still below the
age of puberty.
For the Hanbalfs, the conditions for the exercise
of the right of ajabr approximate to those of the
MalikTs, who show themselves the most rigorous in
combining the notions of impuberty and of virginity. In fact the father has the right to give his
daughter in marriage without her consent, not only
if she is subject to impediment, as in the other
schools, but also, with certain restrictions, if she is
a virgin, whether past the age of puberty (she may
even be an old maid) or below it; he exercises
the right of ajabr equally over a pre-pubescent girl
deflowered after a legal marriage, and over a postpubescent girl deflowered accidentally or illegally.
There is no right of choice, but the father is obliged
to respect the principle according to which the partners must be well-suited [see KAFA'A]. So in
order to escape the paternal ajabr, the daughter
must be past the age of puberty and legally deflowered (thayyib] or, if she has preserved her
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virginity after the age of puberty, she must be emancipated in respect of property, or married for
a year or less and divorced, or a widow whose
marriage has not been consummated. The wall other
than the father is never muajbir, that is to say that
he only has the right to give a girl in marriage
when she is past puberty, but her consent, more
or less tacit, is then required; having become thayyib,
she must give an explicit consent through the intermediary of her wall.
Among the Imam! Shrcfs, the right of djabr belongs
to the father, and, with certain reservations, to the
grandfather. In early times, it was applied to the virgin daughter whatever her age, but ultimately it was
decided that the post-pubescent virgin is no longer
subject to it.
Such is the theory. In practice, the governments of the majority Muslim states, whether independent or under foreign protectorate, have long ago
attempted to curb the right of a^abr by fixing the age
of marriage at twelve and above for girls and by forbidding the kadis to conduct unduly premature weddings; but is has not always been possible to exercise
a very strict control. In the states which have modern
legal systems, this right has been totally abolished or
restrained by the necessity of the mutual consent of
the parties, even if the mediation of the wall is still
required (if the latter refuses, it is possible to have
recourse to the judge). There remain, however, vestiges of it in the most modern legal codes, such as
that of Morocco which provides (art. 12) that the
judge has the right to use compulsion in a case where
it is feared that a girl will misbehave if allowed to
remain a spinster.
Bibliography: Tht Jikh works, chs. on marriage,
notably, for the Hanafis, Kudurf, Mukhtasar, ed.
and tr. G.H. Bousquet and L. Bercher, Tunis n.d.;
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Bousquet, ii, Algiers-Paris 1958, 17 ff.; for the
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See also Ibn Hazm, Muhalld, Cairo 1351, ix, 459
ff.; A. Querry, Droit musulman, Paris 1871-2, i, 650;
G. Stern, Marriage in early Islam, London 1939, 323; J. Roussier-Theaux, La neutralisation du droit de
djebr, in Rev. Afr., Ixxxi (1938), 161-8; E. Desportes,
Le droit de djebr, in Rev. de Legist, alg., 1949/1, 10919; G.H. Bousquet, Le droit de djebr et la cour d'Alger,
in ibid., 1950/1, 211-15; idem, La morale de Hslam
et son ethique sexuelle, Paris 1953, 90 ff; L. Milliot,
Introduction a Vetude du droit musulman, Paris 1953,
295 ff; R. Brunschvig, Considerations sociologiques sur
le droit musulman, in SI, iii (1965), 65-6; J. Schacht,
Islamic law, Oxford 1964, 161-2; Linant de
Bellefonds, Traite de droit musulman compare, ParisThe Hague 1965, index; M. Borrmans, Statut personnel et famille au Maghreb de 1940 a nos jours,
Sorbonne thesis 1971, index. See also NIKAH.
(CH. PELLAT)
DJABRIDS, a d y n a s t y based in al-Ahsa5 [q.v.] in
e a s t e r n Arabia in the 9th-10th/15th-16th centuries.
The Banu Djabr descended from cAmir b. Rabfa b.
c
Ukayl.
The founder of the dynasty was Sayf b. Zamil b.
Djabr, who supplanted the Djarwanids of cUkayl [see
AL-KATTF]. Sayf's brother and successor Adjwad was
born in the desert in the region of al-Ahsa5 and alKatif in Ramadan 821/October 1418. Adjwad in
his fifties was strong enough to become involved in

the politics of Hormuz on the other side of the
Gulf. He told the Medinan historian al-Samhudf
how he had visited the tomb of Kulayb, the hero
of the saga of the war of al-Basus, in Hima Dariyya
[q.v.], a tomb revered by a Bedouin cult. Adjwad
extended his authority westwards into Nadjd and
towards c Uman in the east, where he gathered tribute. He won fame as a captain who had suffered
many wounds in battle. At the same time he was
distinguished for his piety; he diligently collected
books of the Malik! law school to which he adhered,
a school with many followers in eastern Arabia.
Some of the Malikr judges whom he appointed were
converts from the Shf'a. He made frequent pilgrimages, the last being in 912/1507, when he was
said to have led a throng of 30,000. His generosity was such that the Bedouins of eastern Arabia
still remember him as a sort of latter-day Hatim
al-Ta 5 f. The traces of a fort near the village of alMunayzila in al-Ahsa3 are known as Kasr Adjwad
b. Zamfl.
With the arrival of the Portuguese in the Persian
Gulf in 913/1507, Albuquerque learned of the
power of the Djabrids. Adjwad had just died, leaving three sons, the eldest of whom was Mukrin.
The famous pilgrimage in 926/1520 by Mukrin,
whom the Egyptians visiting Mecca regarded as
"the lord of the Bedouins of the East", is described
in AL-KATlF.

Back from al-Hidjaz, Mukrin in Shacban 927/
July 1521 encountered a Portuguese force that had
descended on the island of al-Bahrayn. Having married
a daughter of the Amir of Mecca, Mukrin had brought
with him Turkish craftsmen and sailors to build and
man a fleet to oppose the Christian enemy and had
strengthened his army with 400 Persian archers and
20 Ottoman sharp-shooters. The battle took place on
land. After a heroic resistance, Mukrin fell gravely
wounded and died three days later.
In 928/1521 Husayn b. SaTd, the Djabrid field
commander in c Uman, joined the Portuguese in
expelling the Persian garrison from Suhar on the coast
of the Gulf of cUman, and the Portuguese recognised
Husayn as the new governor there, describing him as
master of the whole stretch of territory southwards to
Zafar on the Arabian Sea.
As the 10th/16th century wore on, the Djabrids
grew weaker in the face of an Ottoman advance from
the north and incursions by the Sharif of Mecca from
the west. Rashid b. Mughamis of the Muntafik, an
Ottoman subject, dealt the Djabrids a crippling blow
in 931/1524-5. An inscription in Masdjid al-Dibs in
al-Hufuf, the capital of al-Ahsa', bears the name of
the first Ottoman governor, Mehmed Farrukh Pasha,
and the date 963/1556.
In 986/1578-9 the Sharif Hasan b. Abf Numayy,
while besieging Mi'kal in the oasis of al-Riyad,
captured a number of the leading figures there,
among whom there may have been members of Banu
Djabr. Three years later the same Sharif took towns
and forts in al-Khardj and al-Yamama. On the way
home, the Sharif was attacked by Bedouins of Banu
Khalid, whom he routed. This incident lends credence to the likelihood of a direct connection between
the Djabrids and this tribe, particularly its section
named the Djubur.

Bibliography:
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A. de Albuquerque, Comentarios, Coimbra
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1. The elder, Badr a l - D i n b. c U m a r , made
M. von Oppenheim, Die Beduinen, iii/i, ed. W.
his career under the patronage of the DjuwaynTs [q.v.],
Caskel, Wiesbaden 1952; W. Caskel, Ein "unbea clan originating from the same area, which came
kannte" Dynastie in Arabien, in Oriens, ii (1949), 66to political power under the early Il-Khans. He was
71; cAbd al-Latff Nasir al-Humaydan, al-Ta'rikh
in particular connected with the governor of Isfahan,
al-siydsi li-imdrat al-Djubur fi Naajd wa-shark alBaha3 al-Dln Muhammad Djuwaynl (d. 678/1279).
ajazira
al-'arabiyya,
820/1417-931 /1525, in
The
contemporary poet Madjd-i Hamgar, who also
Madj_allat Kulliyyat al-Addb, I^dmi'at al-Basra, No.
belonged to the circle of this patron, is said to have
16 (1980) (detailed study; includes genealogical
been his teacher. Badr al-Dm used as his pen-name
table); idem, Nufudh al-Diubur fl shark al-ajazira
either Badr or Badr-i Djadjarrm. He wrote elegies on
al-carabiyya bacd zawdl saltatihim al-siydsiyya,
the death of Baha3 al-Dm, of Shams al-Dln Sahib931/1525-1288/1871, in op. 'at., No. 17 (1980).
Dfwan and on the death of the mystic Sa'd al-Din
(G. RENTZ)
Hammu3!, another close relation of the Djuwaynfs.
DJADJARM, a town in the western part of mediHis own death occurred in Djumada II 686/August
aeval K h u r a s a n in Persia, now a town and also
1287. Fragments of his poetry have been preserved
a bakhsh or sub-district in the shahrastdn or district of
in the anthology compiled by his son, but he also
Budjnurd in the Khurasan ustdn. It lies at the westretained the attention of the tadhkira-writers (cf. e.g.
ern end of the elongated plain which stretches almost
Dawlatshah, 219 ff.; see further Safa, Ta'rikh, 558).
from Bistam in the west almost to Nfshapur in the
Although the pretentious title malik al-shu'ard3 has
east, which is drained by the largely saline Kal-i Shur
become attached to his name, his works represent the
stream, and which is now traversed by the Tehranaverage of the poetry of his age. Notable are two
Nlshapur-Mashhad railway.
poems of a didactic nature: a short mathnawi in the
The mediaeval geographers, up to and including
metre khafif on palmoscopy (ikhtilddj. [q.v.]), and a
Hamd Allah MustawfT (see Le Strange, The lands of
kasida dealing with prognostics (ikhtiydrdt [q.v.]) based
the Eastern Caliphate, 392-3, 430), advert to the fertility
on the position of the moon in the various burudj. (cf.
of the region of Djadjarm, which they describe as
Mu'nis, ii, 861-75 and 1218-21).
a well-fortified town, with cereals and fruit, and with
2. M u h a m m a d b. Badr, the son, is only known
water from springs which was conveyed to the field
through his extensive anthology of poetry entitled
by kandte. The Hudud al-cdlam (372/982), tr. Minorsky,
Mifnis al-ahrdr fl dakd'ik al-ash'dr, which was com102, describes it as "the emporium of Gurgan, Kumis
pleted in Ramadan 741/February-March 1341. It
and Nlshapur". It lay on an important caravan route
is distinguished from the works of the tadhkira type
which ran westward from Nfshapur through Djuwayn,
by the lack of any biographical data concerning the
along the plain and then by the Dmar-San defile
poets whose works are represented in the collection,
through mountains down to the Caspian lowlands;
as well as by its method of arrangement. The colit was this route which Mas'ud of Ghazna's army
lection contains poems of about 200 different poets
took in 426/1035 when that ruler marched against
from various periods, but the emphasis is on the 7ththe Ziyarid prince of Gurgan and Tabaristan
8th/13th-14th centuries. The anthologist frequently
Manucihr b. Kabus, see BayhakT, Ta'rlkh-i Mas'udi,
quotes his father, and has inserted some specimens
ed. Gham and Fayyad, 448-9. In the Mongol and
of his own work as well. Apart from that, the Isfahanf
Il-Khanid periods this route was particularly wellpoet Kama! al-Din Isma'fl [q.v.], one of the early
traversed, and the Spanish envoy Clavijo gives a
masters of the so-called "Iraki style", appears to be
detailed account of his journey via Djadjarm, see
a distinct favourite. The poems have been arranged
Embassy to Tamerlane 1403-1406, tr. Le Strange,
into thirty chapters according to their subject-matter,
London 1928, 176.
In Safawid and Kadjar times. Djadjarm clearly
genre or poetical form. Most of them are unabridged.
declined, and the earlier fertility largely disappeared;
This anthology constitutes a valuable source for the
the region doubtless suffered until the later 19th censtudy of mediaeval Persian literature in many respects.
It has preserved much material from the Il-Khanid
tury from the insecurity engendered by Turkmen
incursions into northern Khurasan. C.E. Yate in the
period, but also from earlier periods, that otherwise
1890s estimated that Djadjarm had 500 houses;
would have been lost. Chapter xxvii, on rubd'iyyydt,
B. Spooner in 1961 estimated that the town had 800
contains a special section devoted to cUmar Khayyam,
households or ca. 5,500 persons. It seems, therefore,
with a group of thirteen quatrains (added as an appenthat the town has received a modest amount of pros- 1 dix to the edition of the Roba'iyyat-e Hakim Omar
perity in recent decades; the main cash crop of the
Khayyam by Fr. Rosen, Berlin 1925). The nature of
district today is cotton.
its arrangement provides a number of starting-points
Bibliography: In addition to the references
for the investigation of poetical genres.
given in the text, see B. Spooner, Arghiydn. The
The Mu'nis al-ahrdr has already been used as a
area of Jdjarm in western Khurasan, in Iran, Jnal. of I source by Rida Kull Khan Hidayat (cf. Mao^mac althe British Inst. of Persian Studies, iii (1965), 97- fusahd3, lith. Tehran 1295, i, mukaddama). But it
107, and J. Aubin, Reseau pastoral et reseau carabecame widely known only through the discovery of
vanier, les grand'routes du Khurassan a I'epoque mongole,
an autograph, dated Ramadan 741/February-March
in Le monde iranien et I3Islam, i, Geneva-Paris 1971,
1341, which formerly belonged to the Kevorkian
105-30 (corrects certain errors of Le Strange and
Collection. This manuscript at first attracted the
Spooner, especially the wrongful identification of
attention of art historians on account of a series of
the mediaeval district of Arghiyan with Djadjarm).
pictures illustrating, firstly, a poem entitled ashcdr-i
For the culamd3 of Djadjarm, see Samcanl, Ansdb,
musawwar, especially composed for illustration by
ed. Hyderabad, iii, 160-1, and Yakut, Bulddn,
ustdd Muhammad al-Rawandl, and, secondly, the
ed. Beirut, ii, 92.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ikhtiydrdt-i kamar by Badr al-Dm. The miniatures
DJADJARMI, a nisba referring to Djadjarm [q.v.
have been attributed to the Indju school of paintabove] in western Khurasan, the name of two Persian
ing at Shiraz. The manuscript has been described
poets, father and son, who flourished in the Mongol
in detail in the catalogue of the Exhibition of the
period.
Kevorkian Collection ... exhibited at the Galleries of Charles
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of London . . . New York, March-April 1914, no. 264.
After the auction of the collection in 1927, the six
folios containing these paintings were dispersed to
several public and private collections (cf. K. Hilter,
Zmtralblatt fiir Bibliothekwesen, liv (1937), no. 48, and
H. Buchtal, O. Kurz and R. Ettinghausen, Ars
Islamica, vii (1940), 155, no. 48; see also Basil Gray,
La peinture per sane, Geneva 1961, 60 if., but the interpretation of the pictures there is to be corrected).
The literary contents of the manuscript were examined by M. Kazwfnf (But makdla, ed. by cAbbas
Ikbal, Tehran 1313/1934 1 , 138-55; ed. Tehran
1332/19532, ii, 184-206; in English in BSOS, v (192830), 97-108). Several other copies, all, however, of
a much later date, have since come to light (cf. e.g.
AJ. Arberry, in JRAS (1939), 380-1; M.-T.
Danishpazhuh, Mad^alla-yi ddnishkada-i adabiyydt-i
Tihrdn viii (1339/1960), 504 ff.; Tabfbf in the introduction to the second volume of his edition). The
text has been edited by Mir Salih Tabfbf (2 vols.,
Tehran 1337-50/1958-71), who has'supplied most
of the lacunae in the autograph from the later manuscripts as well as from other sources.
Bibliography: In addition to the works quoted
in the article, see F. Meier, Die schone Mahsati, Wiesbaden 1963, 117 f; G. Lazard, Les premiers poetes
persans, Tehran-Paris 1964, 6; Dh. Safa, Ta'rikh-i
adabiyydt dar Iran, iii/1, Tehran 1353/19742, 55867; Sotheby's Spring Islamic Catalogue, Monday
23rd April 1979, 84, no. 144.
(J.T.P. DE BRUIJN)
DIATAR B. ABI YAHYA, SHAMS AL-DIN ABU
'L-FADL B. AHMAD B. CABD AL-SALAM B. ISHAK B.
MUHAMMAD AL-BUHLUL! AL-ABNAWI, Zaydl, scholar
and kadi. His ancestors, including his father, were
Isma'flf kadis of Sanca5 under the Sulayhids and
Hatimids. His brother Yahya (d. 562/1167) served the
Ismacflf Zuraycids of 'Adan as a panegyrist and judge.
Dja'far converted to Zaydism at an unknown date
and at first adhered to the doctrine of the Mutarrifiyya [</.y.]. After the arrival of the Khurasanian Zaydf
scholar Zayd b. al-Hasan al-Bayhakf in Sacda in
541/1146, Dja'far studied with him. Al-Bayhakf represented the doctrine of the Caspian Zaydiyya and,
with the support of the Zaydf Imam al-Mutawakkil
Ahmad b. Sulayman (d. 566/1170), who also studied
with him, vigorously fought the Mutarriff heresy. In
545/1151, when al-Mutawakkil temporarily succeeded in wresting Sanca3 from Hatim b. Ahmad, he
appointed DjaTar kadi of the town. Kadi Djacfar
accompanied al-Bayhakf, when he left the Yaman, in
order to pursue further studies with him and, after
al-Bayhakf's unexpected death in al-Tihama, continued his journey alone. He is known to have studied
and received authorisation for the transmission of
books in Mecca, in Kufa, where he was present in
Dhu '1-Hidjdja 550/February 1156, and in Rayy,
where he received an ia^aza on 1 Djumada I 552/13
June 1157. His chief teacher in Rayy was the Zaydf
scholar Abu 'l-cAbbas Ahmad al-Kannf, from whom
he later transmitted numerous works in the Yaman.
In 554/1159 he returned to the Yaman and renewed
his service to the Imam al-Mutawakkil. In this year
he stirred up Sunnf antagonism in Ibb by propagating Mu'tazilf theology. He settled in Sanac near Sanca3
and taught in his madrasa, attracting numerous students as well as the strong opposition of the Mutarrifiyya, who built their own madrasa next to the mosque
of the town. In Wakash, the centre of Mutarriff learning, he debated with the prominent MutarrifT scholars Muslim al-Lahdjf and Yahya b. al-Husayn al-Yahfrf.

In Djumada I 556/May 1161 he preached at the
funeral of the son of the Imam, who continued to
support him in his struggle against the Mutarrifiyya.
He died in 573/1177-8 and was buried in Sana'.
Kadi DjaTar played the most conspicuous role in
the introduction of the religious literature of the
Caspian Zaydf community to the Yaman. Through
his transmission of this literature as well as through
his own works, said to number more than thirty, in
all fields of religious learning, he became the founder
of a school which recognised the Caspian Zaydf Imams
as being equally authoritative teachers with the Yamanf
Imams, and he espoused the Basran Mu'tazilf doctrine
in theology and legal methodology already adopted
by most Zaydfs outside the Yaman, thus restoring
ideological unity within the Zaydiyya. His school
became predominant in the Yamanf community
under the Imam al-Mansur cAbd Allah b. Hamza
(d. 614/1217), who supported its views in his own
many writings and waged a war of extermination
against the Mutarrifiyya.
Bibliography: Anonymous Yamanf chronicle, ms.
Ambrosiana H 5, fols. 21b, 23b, 40b, 43b, 45; Ibn
Samura, Tabakdtfukahd1 al-Taman, ed. Fu'ad Sayyid,
Cairo 1957, 180; Ibn Abi '1-Ridjal, Matla' al-budur,
i, ms. Ambrosiana B 130, fol. 139; Yahya b. alHusayn b. al-Kasim, Ghdyat al-amdm, ed. Sacfd cAbd
al-Fattah 'Ashur, Cairo 1388/1968, i, 302; alSiyaghf,' al-Rawd al-nadir, Cairo 1347-49/1928-30,
i, 12-14; al-Djundarf, Tard^im al-ridj_al, in Ibn
Miftah, al-Muntazac al-mukhtdr, i, Cairo 1332/1913,
9 f; Brockelmann, I, 508, S. 1 344, 699 f;
W. Madelung, Der Imam al-Qdsim ibn Ibrahim, Berlin
1965, 204, 212-16.
(W. MADELUNG)
DJATAR B. MANSUR AL-YAMAN, Isma'flf
author and partisan of the Fatimids [<?.y.]. He was
the son of the first Isma'flf missionary in Yaman, alHasan b. Farah b. Hawshab b. Zadan al-Kuff, known
as Mansur al-Yaman [q.v.]. When in the year 286/899
the chief of the Ismacflf propaganda, 'Ubayd Allah,
claimed the imamate, Mansur al-Yaman acknowledged him; the letter by which cUbayd Allah tried
to prove his cAlid descent has been preserved in
DjaTar's al-Fard'id wa-hudud al-din (see H.F. Hamdani,
On the genealogy of Fatimid caliphs, Cairo 1958). When
after the death of Mansur al-Yaman (302/914-15) his
sons were excluded from the leadership of the community in Yaman, they fell away from allegiance to
the Fatimids, except DjaTar (see Malik al-Yamanf,
Kashf asrdr al-Bdtiniyya, ed. al-Kawtharf, 217). He came
to the Maghrib during the reign of the second Fatimid
caliph al-Ka'im (322-34/934-46); and under al-Mansur
(334-41/946-53) he fought against the Kharidjf rebel
Abu Yazfd [q.v.]. The merits of his father secured
him the financial support of the caliph al-Mucizz
(341-65/953-75), when he was forced to pledge his
house in al-Mansuriyya (Sabra) to a creditor (see Strat
al-Ustddh ^awdhar, ed. M. Kamil Husayn and M.CA.
Sha c fra 126 f.). The date of his death is not known;
possibly he composed his Ta'wil al-zakdt only in the
last year of al-Mucizz (see W. Madelung, Imamat, 96).
The date 280/990 for his Asrdr al-nutaka> has certainly no solid basis (see Madelung, loc. cit.); there is
therefore no reason to take him for a grandson of
Mansur al-Yaman, and all sources agree that he was
his son.
Dja'far's works (see W. Ivanow, Ismaili literature,
Tehran 1963, 21 f; P. Kraus, in REI, vi (1932),
486 f; F. Sezgin, GAS, i, 578 f.) mostly treat of
the allegorical exegesis (ta'wil) of the Kur'an and
of the ritual duties (e.g. al-Riddc fi 'l-bdtin; Ta'wil
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al-huruf al-mu'^ama; Ta'wil al-fara'id; Ta'wil al-^akat;
Ta3wil surat al-Nisd3}. His Asrdr al-nutakd3 is a collection of legends of the prophets from Adam to
Muhammad. The gist of the "Book of the intervals
and conjunctions" (K. al-Fatardt wa 'l-kirdndt) ascribed
to him, which P. Kraus (loc. tit.} incorrectly assigns
to the later Tayyibiyya [q.v] literature, consists of
prophecies which expect as the Mahdl [q.v] "the
Fourth, the Seventh of the second heptad" (sc. of the
three hidden Imams and the four Fatimid caliphs), i.e.
al-Mucizz. The Kitdb al-Kashf ascribed to Dja'far contains six older treatises from early Fatimid times which
have been clearly put together in the time of al-Ka'im
(see Madelung, op. tit., 52 ff.).
Bibliography (in addition to the works cited
in the article): DjaTar b. Mansur al-Yaman, Kitdb
al-Kashf, ed. R. Strothmann, London-Bombay
1952; W. Madelung, Das Imamat in derfriihen ismailitischen Lehre, in Isi, xxxvii (1961), 94-7; H. Halm,
Zjir Datierung des ismdcllitischen "Buches der ^wischenzeiten und der zehn Konjunktionen" (Kitdb al-fatardt. . .),
in Welt des Orients, viii (1975), 91-107.
(H. HALM)
DJAGHATAY [see CAGHATAY].
DJALAL AL-DIN MANGUBIRTI [see DJALAL
AL-DIN KHvvarazm shah].
DJALALABAD, a town of eastern Afghanist a n , situated in lat. 34° 26' N. and long. 70° 27' E.
at an altitude of 620 m./l, 950 ft. It lies in the valley of the Kabul River some 79 miles from Peshawar
to the east and 101 miles from Kabul city to the
west, and is on the right bank of the river. As well
as being roughly midway along the historic route connecting Kabul with the beginning of the plains of
northern India, Djalabad is also strategically situated
to command routes into Kafiristan [q.v.] (modern
Nuristan) and today, routes run northwards from it
up to the Kanur and Alingar River valleys.
The area around Djalabad is that of the ancient
Nangrahar (contemporary pronunciation, Nungrihar
or Ningrahar; the name has now been revived, in the
latter version, as the name of a modern Afghan
province, see below), which was a flourishing region
culturally and religiously, forming part of the Gandhara
of the Sakas and then Kushans. Buddhism was strong
there, and the early 7th century Chinese Buddhist
pilgrim Hsiian-Tsang records it as Na-ka-lo-ho — *
Nagarahara; cf. G.H. Macgregor, in JASB, xiii (1844),
867-80, T. Watters, On Yuan Chwang's travels in India,
629-645 A.D., London 1904, 182-90, and Hudud alc
dlam, tr. Minorsky, comm. 252-3. The Buddhist antiquities of the region have been exploited and looted
since the 19th century; serious archaeological investigation dates from the work of the Delegation
Archeologique Francaise en Afghanistan 1923-8 at
Hadda a few miles south of Djalalabad, mainly at
Tepe Kalan stupa (J. Barthoux, Les fouilles de Hadda,
Mems. DAFA, iv, Paris 1933, and vi, Paris 1930),
and this has recently been continued by Sh.
Mustamandl (Nouvelles fouilles a Hadda (1966-1967} par
rinstitut Afghane d'Archeologie, in Arts Asiatiqu.es, xix (1969),
15-36, cf. L. Dupree, Afghanistan, Princeton 1973, 306).
This region of Nangrahar has also at times been
included in the eastern part of that of Lamghan or
Lamghanat [q.v.].
The comparatively low-lying and sheltered valley here of the Kabul River gives Djalabad what
Dupree has-called a "Mediterranean, dry-summer,
sub-tropical climate" (this is in fact more accurate
than Humlum's term "monsoon climate"). Rain falls
mainly in the three winter months, and the mild
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climate has meant that Djalalabad has for long been
a winter residence place for many Kabulfs and a
winter haven for tribesmen of the climatically harsh
slopes of the SafTd Kuh to the south of the river
valley and of the Kafiristan fringes. At present,
Djalalabad is the centre of a rich area for the growing of sugar cane by irrigation, rice, fruits, etc., and
a Ningrahar irrigation project, built around a dam
in the Darunta gorge, has recently been undertaken.
Ethnically, the Djalalabad region comprises some
Tadjik villagers but mainly Pushtuns of the Ghilzay,
Shinwari, Khugiyani, Mohmand and Safi tribes.
The actual town of Djalalabad only appears in
Islamic history during the Mughal period, and Akbar
is said to have founded it in ca. 978/1570. Nadir
Shah Afshar campaigned in the district, and defeated
the Pushtun tribes at nearby Gandamak. It is during
the 19th century that the town really comes into
prominence. The American traveller Charles Masson
was there in ca. 1826-7, and states that he discerned
the ruinous mud walls of two earlier towns on the
site, the contemporary town being the smallest of the
three. The then governor of Djalalabad was Nawab
Muhammad Zaman Khan b. As'ad Khan, a nephew
of Dost Muhammad [see DUST MUHAMMAD], and the
revenue of the whole province of Djalalabad, including that from the Tadjik villages and from Laghman,
amounted to three lakhs (i.e. 300,000) of rupees
(Narrative of various journeys in Balochistan, Afghanistan and
the Panjab, London 1842 (repr. Karachi 1974), i, 17480; Sir Thomas Holdich, The gates of India, London
1910, 352 ff.).
Shortly after Masson's visit, Djalalabad was seized
and sacked by Dost Muhammad in his expansion
from Kabul (1834). It then played a crucial role in
the First Afghan War (1839-42). It was occupied by
Major-General Sir Robert Sale's brigade of the British
forces ("the illustrious garrison") from November 1841
till April 1842 against the attacking Afghan army of
Muhammad Akbar Khan, and fortified by the British
troops, despite a severe earthquake there in February
1842 which damaged the defences. It was Djalalabad
that the remnants of Major-General William Elphinstone's ill-fated army straggled back from Kabul
in January 1842, the town being only relieved three
months later by Major-General George Pollock (see
J.A. Norris, The First Afghan War 1838-1842, Cambridge 1967, 371 ff.). During the Second Afghan War
(1879-80), Djalalabad was again occupied by British
troops, who built a defence post, Fort Sale, one mile
to the east of the town. It had now become a favoured
winter residence of the amir?, of Kabul, and in 1892
c
Abd al-Rahman Khan [q.v.] built a palace and garden
near the western gate of the walled town. When in
1919 the amir Habfb Allah [q.v] was assassinated in
the Laghman district, his brother Nasr Allah was
briefly proclaimed king at Djalalabad, but abdicated
in favour of his nephew Aman Allah b. Habfb Allah.
During the Third Afghan War, which followed these
events almost immediately, Djalalabad was bombed
from the air by the British (cf. L.W. Adamec,
Afghanistan 1900-1923, a diplomatic history, Berkeley and
Los Angeles 1967, 107-8, 117, 122). It was amongst
the Shinwaris and other Pushtun tribes of the
Djalalabad region that the flrazrAman Allah [q.v., in
Suppl.] endeavoured in 1928 to exert his centralised
authority and to end the extortion of protection money
(badrakd) from caravans travelling to Peshawar, provoking a rising of the Shinwaris in which, amongst
other things, the rebels sacked the British consulate
in Djalalabad; this rising, and the poor performance
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of the royal Afghan army against it, were contributory causes of Aman Allah's downfall and abdication
in 1929 (cf. L.B. Poullada, Reform and rebellion in
Afghanistan, 1919-1929, King Amanullah's failure to
modernize a tribal society, Ithaca and London 1973,
162 ff.).
The modern town has since 1964 been the provincial capital of Ningrahar; its population was estimated
by J. Humlum at 20,000-30,000, swollen during the
winter by the influx of Kabulfs and others (La geographie de ^Afghanistan, etude d'un pays aride, Copenhagen
1959, 140). It has by now lost the protective wall
and the bazaars of the old city, and the modern town
has expanded towards the west. Djalalabad also possesses a military airport, originally built with US aid
for civil purposes.
Bibliography (in addition to sources given in
the article): Imperial gazetter of India, Oxford 1908,
xiv, 11-13; Area handbook for Afghanistan, Washington
D.C. 1973, index; and the general histories of
Afghanistan (Fraser-Tytler, Masson and Romodin,
Klimburg, etc.), especially for the events of the 19th
century.
The name Djalalabad occurs elsewhere in the
Central Asian and Indo-Afghan worlds. For the
Djalalabad in the modern Kirghiz SSR, see the article s.v. in El1. For the Djalalabad in Sistan (= Doshak),
see Holdich, op. at., 335, 497. For the Djalalabad in
the Shahdjahanpur District of Uttar Pradesh in India,
situated on the Ganges and in lat. 27° 43' N. and
long. 79° 40' E., said to have been founded by the
Tughlukid Djalal al-Dm Ffruz Shah, and the
Djalalabad in the Muzaffarnagar District of Uttar
Pradesh, in lat. 29° 37' N. and long. 77° 27' E., said
to have been founded by one Djalal Khan under
Awrangzfb, see Imperial gazetteer of India, xiv, 13-14.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
DJALALI, a term in Ottoman Turkish used to
describe companies of brigands, led usually by
idle or dissident Ottoman army officers, widely-spread
throughout Anatolia from about 999/1590 but diminishing by 1030/1620. The term probably derives from
an earlier (925/1519) political and religious rebellion
in Amasya by a Shaykh Djalal. Official Ottoman use
appears in a petition (card) as early as 997/1588 (Divani Kalemi 997-8-C), where the term identifies unchecked
rebels (ashkiyd*) engaging in brigandage. Analysis of
the three-decade period of Djaldli revolts indicates that
these leaders had in common certain objectives which
arose through deteriorating social and political conditions in Anatolia.
First, constant warfare for decades on the Ottoman
boundaries expended men and treasure, leaving large
areas of the Anatolian heartland without proper protection from local outlaws. By the later 10th/16th
century, the Ottomans found themselves unable to
move militarily beyond the lines generally established
by Sultan Sulayman Kanunf, both in Hungary and
is Persia. Hostilities continued with the Habsburgs
from 1002/1593 until the Treaty of Zsitvatorok (11
November 1606); war in the east with the Safawid
Shah c Abbas [q.v.] continued from 1012/1603 until
the Treaty of Amasya in 1021/1612.
Second, deterioration in the economic stability of
the Empire brought about serious imbalances.
Monetary inflation, due largely to Mexican silver
from Europe, caused a rapid increase in prices which
affected daily-wage soldiers who, when pay was in
arrears, increasingly either refused to fight or
revolted. When the central government found itself
without funds to disperse, it devised new sources

of cash: sale of offices to wealthy purchasers,
demands for increased tribute from subject nations,
the sale of lands formerly administered by cavalrymen (timdrs [q.v.]), debasement of the coinage, and
the increase of peasant taxes. Food shortages, even
widespread famine, occurred due to limited agricultural technology, a decade of drought (985-1577
to 993/1585), increase in population, heavy demands
by Ottoman armies in both Europe and Persia,
scorched-earth policies by the Ottoman and Persian
armies in eastern Anatolia, and illegal sale of grain
to European markets.
Third, as in other areas of the Mediterranean,
Ottoman lands experienced unrest and banditry
among classes normally quiescent. Peasants (re'aya)
on cavalry lands sold as iltizdm [q.v] found their
new absentee landlords interested more in profits
than traditional patronage. Legally tied to their lands,
peasants felt the oppression of the new landowners,
whose excesses could not be bridled, and that
of the tax collectors, many of whom could hardly
be differentiated from brigands. With technological
changes in warfare, increased numbers of Muslim
re'aya enlisted as daily-wage musketeers (sekbdn),
returning to Anatolia after their campaigns jobless
but expert in the military arts. Another normally
tranquil group were students training in madrasas
[q.v] for positions in the Ottoman bureaucracy.
Frustrated especially because their number far exceeded available positions, they wandered in groups
across rural Anatolia, some preaching religious
revival, and most of them participating in anti-social
violence against small villages and lonely travelers
(Akdag, Celdli isyanlan, 85-100).
Fourth, misguided leadership within the Ottoman
government kindled the great D^aldlt rebellions. After
the astonishing Ottoman victory over the Habsburgs
at Hac Owasi (Mezo-Keresztes [q.v]) in Hungary
on 23 October 1596, the newly-appointed grand
vizier Cighala-zade Sinan Pasha [q.v] declared forfeit the property and the lives of all who deserted
(firdn) from the battle. The Firdris, whose several
thousands included many high-ranking officers, fled
to Anatolia where they joined the forces of the
Dfaldli leader Karayazidji cAbd al-Halfm and fought
successfully against Ottoman armies for several years.
The unsuccessful actions of important Ottoman
generals, including Nasuh Pasha against the Dialdli
Tawfl Khalrt at Bolvadin (1014/1605), and Farhad
Pasha's [q.v] anti-DjaldK campaign of 1015/1606,
demonstrated the need for greater military organisation and discipline in recognition of the seriousness of the rebellions.
Where Ottoman leadership often failed because of
personal incompetence, bureaucratic sluggishness, and
court intrigue, local Djaldli chiefs proved themselves
master strategists and attractive leaders, with objectives in many ways unique in Ottoman history. Unlike
most rebels, they did not attempt to establish a bureaucratic state and a taxation system, to coin money, or
to have their names read in the Friday mosque prayer
(khutba). The Dj.alall leaders primarily desired a place
for themselves in the established Ottoman order, usually accepting a pardon from the weak government,
leading to the offer of positions as sand^ak begis or
beglerbegis. At such a time, their rank and file became
salaried and, as (askem [q.v], non-taxed. When they
failed to obtain governmental recognition, both leaders
and led lived on plunder, pillaging villages or outlying city districts, demanding enormous ransoms of the
urban dwellers and incurring the hatred of the coun-
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tryside. Djalah bands ruled wide areas of Anatolia,
communicated with one another, and occasionally
acted in unity. Though commonly branded as proponents of the Persian Shah c Abbas and of Shf'a
Islam, sectarian fervour played little part in their
activities. Neither the Persian monarch nor any other
foreign power gave them official recognition.
A different kind of rebellion occurred contemporaneously in northern Syria and is often erroneously
considered to be a Djaldti revolt, possibly because of
a short-lived alliance with some Djaldti leaders (Shidyak,
Akhbdr al-acydn, 133). Djanbuladoghli cAlf Pasha based
his revolt on the power of his well-known Kurdish
family and Turkoman retainers, as well as on regional loyalties in Aleppo and Damascus. Official recognition came in the form of an alliance with the
Grand Duke of Tuscany (Fondo Archivisto Modiceo,
No. 4275 is the Italian copy of the treaty) and a
vague understanding with the Safawid Shah (WasitI,
Talkhisdt, f. 1 Ib).
The dangerous international implications of
Djanbuladoghli's revolt were not missed by the newlyappointed (1015/1606) grand vizier, the nonagenarian
Kuyudju Murad Pasha. On the occasion of peace in
Hungary, he immediately marched toward Aleppo,
established military discipline, used a variety of loyal
non-Anatolian as well as dewshirme [q.v.] forces, whom
he paid promptly, and smashed the Syrian rebel
Djanbuladoghli at Oruc Owasi near Lake c Amfk
(1016/1607). Six months later he turned against the
great I^aldlis, took advantage of their fickle individualism, pardoned some, executed most, and routed
the army of Kalenderoghli Mehmed at Goksiin Yaylasi,
though the rebel leader fled to Persia. A year later
Murad Pasha executed the last great D^dall leader,
Muslu Cawush.
In the years following Kuyudju Murad Pasha's
death (1020/1611), though 'J^aldli faded from official use in the Miihimme defterleri, the term remained
in Ottoman historical writing to identify certain
Anatolian rebels. Ewliya Celebi in the mid-1 Ith/mid17th century mentions the "Djaldli Pashas" (Seydhatndme, viii, 104), and Na c fma (Ta^nkh, v, 155) describes
the activities of a 12th/18th-century rebel as Dj.aldlilik ("like a D}aldli"). Today, the memory of the
Djaldlis remains only in the folk songs of the Anatolian
hero Koroghlu [q.v.].
Bibliography. Official documents found in the
Ba§ Vekalet Ar§ivi, Istanbul, contain Muhimme
defteri, Ixx-lxxx, zeyl 7 and 8, and Kamil Kepeci
Tasnifi Ixxi, covering the years 1000-22/15911617, but with a hiatus between 1005-11/15961603; Ali Emiri Tasnifi, nos. 455-9, 465, 616;
Fekete Tasnifi, Bab-i Asafi, Divan-i Kalemi nos.
997-1014; Ibn ul-Emin Tasnifi nos. 29, 200-2,
504, 506, 586, 686, 688; Eye-witness accounts
include Wasitf, Talkhisdt ddr cahd-i Sultan Ahmad
Khan, Esad Efendi Kiituphanesi, Siileyman
Kutiiphanesi, no. 2236 ff. 5a-30a.; Topdjular
Katibi cAbd al-Kadir, Tawdnkh-i dl-i Othmdn,
Vienna Staats-bibiiothek, no. 1053, ff. 216b-262b,
passim] T. de Gontaut Biron, Ambassade en Turquie
de Jean de Gontaut Biron, Baron de Salignac, 1605 a
1610 (Correspondance diplomatique et documents inedit),
in Archives Historiques de la Gascogne, fasc. 19, Paris
1889; M. Brosset (ed. and tr.), Collection d'historiens
Armeniens. Th. Ardzrouni, Xcs., Histoire des Ardzrouni;
Arakel de Tauriz, XVIPs., Histoire de I'Aghovanie, St.
Petersburg 1874, i, 278-314; Iskandar Beg Munshr,
Ta3nkh-i cdlamdrd-yi 'Abbdsi, Tehran 1335/1957, ii,
764-805, passim; O. Burian, The report of Lello, third
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English ambassador to the Sublime Porte, Ankara 1952;
General histories of the rebels may be found in
NaTma, Ta'nkh, Istanbul 1280/1863, i, 231-474;
ii, 1-50; Pecewi, Ta'rikh, Istanbul 1283/1866, ii,
246-335, passim; HadjdjI Khalifa, Fedhleke-i Kdtib
Celebi, Istanbul 1286/1869, i, 270-310, passim;
Solak-zade Mehmed Hamdanl, Ta'nkh, Istanbul
1298/1880, 670-96; and Mustafa Pasha, Matd'iaj
al-wukucdt, Istanbul 1294/1877, ii, 14-31; The
major modern study is M. Akdag, Biiyiik Celali
kan-§ikhklannin ba§lamasi, Erzurum 1963, and Celali
isyanlan, Ankara 1963, as well as art.; Kara-ya&ci,
in IA, vi, 339-43; M.A. Cook, Population pressure
in rural Anatolia, 1450-1600, London 1972; F.
Braudel, La Mediterranee et le monde Mediterraneen a
I'epoque de Philippe II, 2nd rev. ed., Paris 1966, i,
517-48, ii, 62-8, 75-92; G. Berchet, Relaziom dei
Consoh Veneti nella Sma, Turin 1866, 105-20;
L.-L. Bellan, Chah 'Abbas I, sa vie, son histoire, Paris
1932, 133-47; LH. Danis,mend, l^ahli osmanh tarihi kronolojisi, iii, Istanbul 1950, 219-46 passim;
H. Inalcik, The Ottoman empire, London-New York
1973, 46-52; idem, The heyday and decline of the
Ottoman Empire, in The Cambridge history of Islam,
i, The Central Islamic lands, London 1970, 342-50;
A. Rafik, Bildd al-Shdm wa-Misr min al-fath al'Othmdni ild hamlat Ndbiliyun Bundbart, 1516-1798,
Damascus 1968, 200-8; A.S. Tveritinova, Vosstame
Kara lazydzhi—Deli Hasana v Turtsii, Moscow 1946;
C. Orhonlu, art. Murad Pa§a, Kuyucu, in IA, viii,
651-4; H.D. Andreasyan, Polonyah Simeon'un seyahat-ndmesi, 1608-1619, Istanbul 1964, passim; S.
Shaw, History of the Ottoman empire and modern Turkey,
i, Empire of the Gazis: the rise and decline of the
Ottoman empire, 1280-1808, Cambridge 1976, 17191; references to the rebellion of Djanbuladoghli
C
A1I Pasha may be found in Fondo Archivisto
Mediceo, no. 4275, ff. 113-117b; Tannus alShidyak, Akhbdr al-acydn fi I^abal Lubndn, Beirut,
1276/1859, 130-35; Muhammad b. Fadl Allah
al-Muhibbl, Khuldsat al-athar fl a'ydn al-karn alhddi 'ashar, Cairo 1284/1867, iii, 266 ff; Venezia,
Archivio di Stato, Campo dei Frari, Filze 64
(1607), 65 (1607), and 66 (1608); al-Hasan b.
Mehmed al-Burlnl, Tardajim al-acydn min abnd' alzamdn, Vienna Staatsbibliothek Codex Arab 1190,
Mixt. 136, 150a-152b.; and a modern study,
P. Carali, Fakhr ad-Din II, principe del Libano e la
corte Toscana, 1605-1635, Rome 1936, i, 139-49.
(WJ. GRISWOLD)
C

DJAMAL AL-D!N ISFAHANI, MUHAMMAD B.

ABD AL-RAZZAK, P e r s i a n p o e t of the later Saldjuk
period, and father of a better-known poet Kamal alDln Ismacll [q.v.]. A goldsmith and miniature painter
in his early years, he left his workshop, as his son
tells us, to study, acquiring extensive theological
knowledge, traces of which are to be found as
characteristics in his Trakl-styled poetry. Continuous
eye troubles, a speech impediment, a large family
of at least four sons, and a short tour through
Adharbaydjan and Mazandaran, very likely in search
of more generous patrons, constitute all the details
we know from his personal life. Besides local grandees of the Al-i Sacid and Al-i Khudjand, to whom
he dedicated flattering kasidas, his other patrons
included some Saldjuk princes of Trak and a number of local rulers of Adharbaydjan and Mazandaran.
Among contemporary poets, he paid equivocal lipservice to Khakanl [q.v.], held friendly correspondence with Zahlr-i Faryabl, and wrote mordant satires
against Mudjlr-i Baylakanl. He also paid homage to
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Anwan and Rashid-i Watwat [q.vv.], who seem to
have ignored him rather disdainfully. Djamal alDfn's ascetic ideas—including the idea of renunciation—are best presented in the kasidas which he
wrote in the fashion of Sana3!, though these are far
inferior to Sanaa's ones. His Dlwdn—comprising kasidas, quatrains, and ghazals—contains no less than
10,000 verses and displays the lucid and flowing
'Iraki style. Djamal al-Dfn is said to have died either
in 588/1192 or in 600/1203, the former being more
likely.
Bibliography: Wahfd-i Dastgirdl, Diwdn-i Ustdd
D^amal al-Din Muhammad b. cAbd al-Razzdk Isfahan!
(with
biographical
introduction),
Tehran
1320/1941; cAwfT, Lubab al-addb, ed. Sacid Nafisi,
c
Tehran 1335/1956, 759-60; Badr al-Zaman
Furuzan-Far, Sukhan va sukhanvardn,'2 Tehran
1350/1971, 547-54; J. Rypka et alii, History of
Iranian literature, Dordrecht 1968, 213-14; idem, in
Cambridge history of Iran, v, 584-5.
(A.H. ZARRINKOOB)
DJAMAL KARSHI, sobriquet of ABU 'L-FADL
DJAMAL AL-DlN MUHAMMAD B. £UMAR B. KHALID,
scholar and a d m i n i s t r a t o r in T u r k e s t a n during the Mongol era. He was born at Almaligh around
628/1230-1, his father a hafiz of Balasaghun and his
mother originating from Merw. He enjoyed the patronage of the local Turkish dynasty founded at Almaligh
[q.v] by Buzar (or Uzar), and obtained a position in
the chancellery there. In 662/1264, however, he was
obliged to leave Almaligh, and for the remainder of
his life resided at Kashghar, though travelling widely
in western Turkestan.
In 681/1282 he composed a Persian commentary
(surah) on the great lexicon al-Sihdh of Djawhan [q.v],
subsequently adding to it a historical and biographical supplement. Djamal Karshf's Mulhakdt al-Surdh
is in fact the only historical source we possess emanating from the Central Asian state founded by
Kaydu [<7-fl.]. Extracts of the work, which includes
particularly valuable sections on the Karakhanids [see
ILEK-KHANS] and the Mongol rulers of Turkestan [see
CAGHATAY KHANATE], surveys of various Central Asian
cities, and biographies of local divines, were edited
by Barthold in Turkestan, Russ. ed., i, 128-52. The
Mulhakdt was completed soon after the accession of
Kaydu's son C apar [q.v.] in 702/1303, the latest
date mentioned.
The date of Djamal Karshr's death is unknown.
The surname is due to his connection with the rulers
of Almaligh (karsjn - "palace"), and is not a nisba
from Kurqysh as was formerly supposed.
Bibliography: V. V. Barthold, in ^apiski Vostocnogo
Otdeleniya Imperatorskogo Russkogo Arkheologiceskogo
Obshcestva, xi (1897-8), 283-7; idem, Turkestan*, 512; Brockelmann, I, 296, S I, 528; H. F. Hofman,
Turkish literature, iii/1, 3, Utrecht 1969, 84-9, with
full MS references.
(P. JACKSON)
AL-QIAMTA AL-CARABIYYA, the Arab League.
Established at the end of the Second World War, this
reflects the desire to renew the original unity, a desire
which has continued to be active in Muslim communities following the decline and subsequent collapse
of the Arab-Islamic empire.
It was during the final years of the 19th century
and before the First World War that Arab nationalists became aware of their national homogeneity, based
on a common language and destiny, and on a similar way of life and culture (kawmiyya [q-v]).
Egypt, reverting to the cause of Arabism between
the two World Wars, in order to put an obstacle in

the way of Hashimite designs (a plan for a Greater
Syria conceived at 'Amman, or for a Fertile Crescent,
put forward by Baghdad) took the initiative of assembling in Alexandria representatives of the Arab States
regarded as being independent. This meeting, marked
by the signing of a protocol (7 October 1944), laid
the foundations of a unity which was ratified the
following year in Cairo, where on 22 March 1945
the Pact of the Arab League was signed by Saudi
Arabia, Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Syria, Trans-jordan and
Yemen.
Subsequently, the League has been joined by the
following countries: Libya (1953), Sudan (1956), Tunisia
and Morocco (1958), Kuwait (1961), Algeria (1962),
South Yemen (1967), the United Arab Emirates, Katar,
Bahrayn and cUman (1971), Mauritania and Somalia
(1974) and Djibouti (1977). Furthermore, the Palestine
Liberation Organisation has been admitted, first in
the capacity of an observer (1965), then as a full
member (1976).
The text adopted by the founders after long discussion, is remarkable for its flexibility and its simplicity. It specifies that the object of the League is
"the forging of links between the member States and
the coordination of their policies" with the aim of
fostering collaboration in respect of each one of them.
The c o m p o n e n t s of the Organisation are currently the following:
— The Council of the League, the supreme body,
which can meet at the level of Heads of State, Prime
Ministers or Foreign Ministers. Summit meetings composed of Heads of State since 1964 have been:
1. Cairo (13-17 January 1964).
2. Alexandria (5-11 November 1964).
3. Casablanca (13-18 January 1965).
4. Khartoum (29 August-2 September 1967).
5. Rabat (21-23 December 1969).
6. Algiers (24-29 November 1973).
7. Rabat (26-29 October 1974).
8. Cairo (25-26 October 1976).
The council decides questions of administration by
a simple majority, but in all important cases, decisions are only binding if they have been taken unanimously. Conversely, they are binding only on the
States that have voted for them (art. 7).
— Five other councils, at ministerial level (common
defence, economics, information, health, youth) were
instituted in 1950.
— Ten permanent committees are charged with studying various questions entrusted to them and submitting in various cases projects for resolution or
recommendations.
— An administrative tribunal and a committee of
financial control are directly responsible to the Council
of the League.
— Seventeen specialised agencies have been institued
by particular agreements to investigate common technical problems.
— The permanent Secretariat-General, which is directed by a Secretary-General elected by a two-thirds
majority, himself assisted by a number of additional
secretaries, comprises several departments and controls specialised bureaux, institutes and social centres.
Three Egyptians have successively held the office of
Secretary General of the Arab League:
— cAbd al-Rahman c Azzam Pasha (March 1945October 1952),
— cAbd al-Khalik Hassuna (October 1952-May 1972).
— Mahmud Riyad (since 1 June 1972).
The Secretariat-General maintains permanent delegations to the United Nations in New York and
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Bibliography: Studies on the League are
Geneva, as well as Information Offices in the prinnumerous but often partial. As the basis for a bibcipal foreign capitals (Washington, New York, Ottawa,
liography, one may consult A.M. Gomaa, The founParis, London, Bonn, Geneva, Brussels, Rome, Madrid,
dations of the League of Arab States. Wartime diplomacy
Buenos-Aires, Brasilia, Tokyo, New Delhi, Dakar,
and inter-Arab politics, 1941 to 1945, London-New
Lagos, Nairobi and Addis Ababa).
York 1977; R.W. McDonald, The League of Arab
Since the creation of the Organisation various plans
States, a study in the dynamics of regional organization,
for reform have been proposed by different states:
New Jersey 1965; A. el-Telawi, Le Secretariat-general
Syria (1951), Iraq (1954), Morocco (1959, 1963),
de la Ligue des Etats Arabes, Paris II thesis (goes up
Algeria, Iraq and Syria (1964). These projects have
to 1971). The activities of the League may be folnever come to fruition. Since June 1967 this subject
lowed in specialist journals like Cahiers de I'Orient
has only been tackled by experts.
contemporain, Paris 1945-69; Orient, Paris 1957-69;
Conflicts between member States have not been
and Maghreb-Machrek, Paris, since 1964. An overlacking, leading to almost constant disputes between
all view is given in the Fiches du monde arabe, Beirut.
two or more of the partners. These have been motiA recent publication by the League in Cairo is
vated by various factors: frontier disputes, local subthe monthly bulletin in Arabic, I^dmi'at al-duwal
version, differences over the choice of foreign policy,
al-carabiyya, from January 1978.
differences of approach concerning the manner of con(R. SANTUCCI)
ducting the war or of obtaining peace in the IsraeliDJAMMAL (A.) c a m e l - d r i v e r or c a m e l e e r , also
Arab conflict, abortive attempts at union, ideological I
an owner of and hirer of camels (hence synonymous
rivalries, personal antagonisms and a permanent struggle for supremacy. Generally, the States concerned I here with mukarl] and a dealer in camels; Persian
equivalent, ushturbdn.
have avoided referring their quarrels to the Council
During the pre-Islamic and post-Islamic periods
of the League. They have preferred to solve their difcamel caravans travelled enormous distances between
ferences by seeking the arbitration either of bilateral
the main centres of population and trade. Our sources
diplomacy or of other, larger organisations, such as
indicate that relatively high wages were earned by the
the U.N.O. or, since its inception in 1963, the O.A.U.
dj_ammdlun during the 'Abbasid period. The dj_ammal,
In a number of cases, certain members have failed
it also seems, came under the jurisdiction of hisba
to attend meetings. Sometimes the tactics adopted by
Egypt, by the very fact that the latter is host to the
[q.v.] officials in Islamic towns. The conduct of the
camel-men came under some criticism from writers
League, paralyse its activity. But to this day no decilike Djahiz and Ibn al-DjawzT. Ibn Sacd cites a trasive schism has interfered with its workings.
dition that cUmar b. al-Khattab chastised a dj_ammal
The League, which has supplied a considerable
for overburdening a camel. However, the great expanquantity of aid to liberation movements and has assisted the emancipation of Arab nations, serves in
sion of international trade between regions during the
c
Abbasid period gave the camel-men a significant role
fact as a forum where mutual aggressions and rivalries may be diminished, and where, after the conto play in Arab society, and they were one of the
frontation, a measure of co-existence develops.
most important groups of transport-workers. It was
during this epoch of greatness of Islamic civilisation
In the economic sphere, it has given birth in 1948
that we find some dj_ammdlun among the transmitters
to a bureau for the boycott of Israel, in 1950 to the
Union of Chambers of Arab Commerce, Industry and
of the Prophetic traditions (ahddlth). Ibshfhi [q.v.] tells
Agriculture and in 1957 to the Council of Arab
a tale that the caliph al-Muctamid awarded a pious
Economic Unity. It has played a not inconsiderdj_ammdl a monthly allowance of 30 dinars, besides a
able role in the matter of oil, organising congresses
royal gift of 500 dinars in cash. In contrast to their
and providing facilities for meeting and observation
mediaeval glory, the modern camel-men's trade is
attended by experts from all parts of the world, sesregarded as demeaning and low (dan?], and on some
sions which have themselves led to the establishment
of the pilgrim roads to Mecca, one could hear a lot
of groups of producing States such as O.P.E.C.
of critical comments about the conduct of the
(Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries) in
dj_ammalun until very recent times.
1960 and O.P.E.A.C. (Organisation of Petroleum
Bibliography: Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt, Beirut 1958,
Exporting Arab Countries) in 1968.
vii, 127; al-Shaybani, al-Makharid}' Ji'l-hiyal, Leipzig
It is in the name of the League that attempts have
1930, 12; Djahiz, Hayawan, iii, 307-8; Tha'alibl,
been made since 1964 to organise an Arab Common
Latd'if al-macdrij] Cairo 1960, 128; Ibn al-Djawzi,
Market, which has never got beyond the stage of a
Sifat al-sajwa, Cairo 1970, ii, 341, 408; Sam'anl,
free-trade zone limited to Egypt, Iraq, Syria and Jordan.
Ansdb, Hyderabad 1963, iii, 319-25; Ibshlhl,
More recently there have been founded the
Mustatrqf, Cairo 1952, ii, 81; Kalyubf, Hikdydt,
A.F.E.S.D. (Arab Fund for Economic and Social
Calcutta 1856, 168; M.S. al-Kasimf, Dictionnaire des
Development) (1973), the Union of Arab Banks (1975),
metiers damascains, Paris 1960, i, 83.
the Arab Institute for the Guarantee of Investments
(M.A.J. BEG)
(1975) and the Arab Bank for Economic Development
DJAMMU, a r e g i o n of n o r t h e r n I n d i a , lying
in Africa (1975). Since 1973 the League has played
between lat. 32° and 33° N. and long. 74° and 76°
a major role in the Arab-European dialogue and in
E. and extending east of the Cenab. It is bounded
Arab-African co-operation.
on the south by the Sialkot district of the Pandjab
Handicapped by the weight of mentalities whose
and on the north by Kashmir, of which it now conevolution remains very slow, paralysed by the politistitutes a province, covering an area of 12,375 sq.
cal rivalry of member States, affected by the turbumiles. Its capital, the town of the same name, is sitlence of an unstable international world, the League
uated on the right bank of the Tavl.
nevertheless plays a role that often goes unnoticed as
The original name of this ancient principality,
a centre for contacts, exchanges and studies where
which lay in the valleys of the Tavf and the Cenab,
Arabs may meet, learn to understand one another,
was Durgara, from which is derived the ethnic term
overcome their difference and arrive at common soluDogra for its mountaineer inhabitants. Even the name
tions [See also the Addenda and Corrigenda].
Durgara, however, figures for the first time only
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in copper-plate grants of the early 1 Oth century, and
Djammu appears to be referred to in Kalhana's
Rddj.atarangini as Babbapura (Babor). During the reign
of the great Kashmir king Kalasa (1063-89), Djammu
was tributary to Kashmir, and his subordination continued into the 12th century, when the decline of
their powerful neighbour enabled the md^as to assert
their independence.
At this time, Cakradeva, ruler of Djammu, played
a part in the struggle between the last Ghaznawid
sultan in the Pandjab, Khusraw Malik b. Khusraw
Shah (555-82/1160-86) and the rising power of the
Ghurids [q.v.~]. Cakradeva allied with the Ghurid
Mucizz al-Dfn Muhammad against Khusraw Malik
and his Khokar allies, who had been harrying Djammu
and refusing allegiance to its ruler, their suzerain (see
C.E. Bosworth, The later Ghaznavids, splendour and decay:
the dynasty in Afghanistan and northern India 1040-1186,
Edinburgh 1977, 129-30).
The vamsdvali of the rddjds of Djammu supplies a
long list of rulers, often with very few details of their
reigns, and the chronology can only occasionally be
fixed by reference to external sources. Tfmur, in the
course of his invasion of this region in 801/1398-9,
forcibly converted the rddjd of Djammu to Islam,
and this is probably the Bhlm-dev (d. 1423) whom
we find on the throne over the next few decades;
but his successors reverted to Hinduism. This did
not preclude co-operation with Hasan Shah of
Kashmir in resisting the invasion of Tatar Khan
LudI, governor of the Pandjab, around 1480, while
during the troubled reign of Muhammad Shah (14847), Parasramdev of Djammu intervened in Kashmir's
internal politics, putting to death a great number of
sayyids.
In the 16th century Djammu was divided into two
states, Djammu and Bahu (Bao), separated by the
Tavl. Both principalities, which were reunited in the
next century, followed the other hill states in accepting the suzerainty of the Mughal emperor Akbar, and
remained subject to his successors until the 18th century. With the transfer of power in the Pandjab after
1165/1752 to the Afghans, whose authority was
weaker, the hill chiefs were able to recover a certain
independence. Under Randjit-dev (d. ca. 1780), who
reduced Kishtwar to subjection, Djammu extended as
far as the Ravi in the east and in the west even
beyond the Cenab. Randjit-dev himself, however, was
obliged to pay tribute to the Sikhs, and after his death
the disputes among his sons enabled him to consolidate their hold upon the region. In 1819 the Sikh
ruler Randjit Singh conquered Kashmir, and for his
services during the campaign Dulab Singh, a descendant of Randjit-dev's brother, was in the following
year made Radja of Djammu. He embarked on an
energetic programme of conquest, reducing Ladakh
(1834) and Baltistan (1841). With the death of Randjit
Singh in 1839, the Sikh empire fell into decline, and
Gulab Singh stood aloof from the first war with the
British (1845-6), acting subsequently as mediator. By
the treaty of Amritsar of 16 March 1846 he received
from the British, for the sum of 75 lakhs, Kashmir
and all the mountainous territory between the Indus
and the Ravi. For the later history of Djammu, see
KASHMIR.
Bibliography: F. Drew, The Jummoo and
Kashmir Territories, London
1875; Imperial
gazetteer of India, Oxford 1907-9, xv, 94 ff.; J.
Hutchison and J.P. Vogel, History of the Panjab
hill states, Lahore 1933, ii; G.M.D. Sufi, Kashir:
a history of Kashmir, Lahore 1949, ii; R.K. Parmu,

A history of Muslim rule in Kashmir 1320-1819,
New Delhi 1969.
(P. JACKSON)
DJAMUS (Ar., fern, djdmusa, pi. djawdmis) designates the I n d i a n buffalo or w a t e r buffalo
(Bubalus bubalis], with, in other regions, the species ami,
fulvus and kerabau; it is the pout; aypioc; or povpaXcx;
mentioned by Aristotle as found in the wild state in
Arachosia, the present-day Balucistan (see Hist. Anim.,
ii, 1 (4) and French translation by J. Tricot, Paris
1957, i, 115-6). The African buffalo (Syncerus coffer],
which is unsuitable for domestication and which the
Sudanese call d^dmus al-khald3 "Buffalo of the wilderness", is quite unknown to the Arab writers. The term
djdmus (in Berber talhamust, pi. tilhamusin) is an arabisation from the Islamic period of the Persian composite noun gdv-i mish "bull-sheep" (which al-Djahiz
transcribes as kdwmdsh/kdwmish in Hayawdn, i, 152, ii,
182, v, 459, vii, 243), given to this domesticated bovine
whose facial profile is reminiscent of that of the ram,
with the short and upturned muzzle, the narrow and
slightly arched forehead and the long, flat, ringed
horns, set very far apart and curving horizontally
towards the rear; the long tail has earned the beast,
in some localities, the dialectical name of dhunbub
(from dhanab "tail").
The domestication of the Indian buffalo took place
relatively recently in the historical era, since we note
that Aristotle speaks of it as a wild species which corresponded to the bull as the wild boar corresponds
to the pig. As for Europe, the historian Paul Warnefrid,
according to Paul the Deacon, states that it was in
596, during the reign of the Lombard king Agilulf,
that the first buffaloes appeared in Italy, in the Pontine
marshes; they had already been introduced some time
previously into Eastern Europe, notably in the lower
Danube valley, whence they rapidly spread towards
the North. In the time of Albert the Great, who
describes them perfectly, they were to be found not
only in Hungary where they had remained, but in
all the Slavonic regions and in the neighbouring
Germanic provinces. As for the Arabs, they did not
really discover the animal until after the 1st/7th century, with the Islamic expansion into Persia and
Afghanistan. As soon as the Muslim conquest reached
India, the new rulers were quick to exploit the buffalo,
a creature in which they discovered special qualities
not possessed by the bull, qualities which contributed
to a great extent to the cultivation of vast tracts of
low-lying and marshy ground that were hitherto unexploitable. The semi-aquatic nature of the Indian
buffalo, whose natural habitat is marshland, added to
a powerful physical constitution and a strong herd
instinct, made it the ideal instrument for clearing these
impenetrable areas of the ferocious animals, lions especially, which infested them. In fact, as al-Djahiz so
rightly says (Hayawdn, vii, 119-120), the buffalo, the
elephant [see F!L] and the rhinoceros [see KARKADDAN] are the three "great herbivores" (rucasd} al-bahd*im),
daring to confront and overpowering the "carnivorous
lords" (sdddt al-sibdc). In groups, buffaloes become formidable, posing to the danger that threatens them
the moving rampart of their massed horns, forming
a protective ring around the females, the calves, and
even their human masters (see al-Damlri, Haydt, i,
183). Moreover, the buffalo is an extremely distrustful creature with a vigilance that cannot be cheated,
to such an extent that the ancients claimed that it
never slept on account of a worm lodged in its brain
(see al-Kazwml, cAdjd}ib . . ., in the margin of alDamlrl, op. cit., ii, 203). The intrepid resistance posed
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by the buffalo to the lion, defined by the admiring
al-Djahiz as "stout-heartedness" (shadj_acat al-kalb,
Hayawdn, vii, 142) very soon came to the attention
of the herdsmen, then to that of the Muslim rulers
who, taking advantage of this fighting instinct, reinforced it by sheathing the horns of the animals in
copper or iron, thus improving their armament before
sending them out against the great beast (see alNuwayn, Nihdyat al-arab, x, 124).
The earliest introduction of buffaloes into the Near
East is attributed to the powerful governor of Syria
Mu'awiya b. Abl Sufyan [q.v] who used his political
skill to transfer en masse the Zutt [q.v.], and their large
herds of buffalo, from the eastern frontiers of the
Tigris, to which point they had already penetrated,
into the region of the cAwasim [q.v] and of the cAmk
[q.v] of Antioch which was infested by lions. These
Zutt or Djat [q.v] (pi. Djitan, see Hayawdn, v, 407,
n. 2), semi-nomadic Indo-Aryans from Sind, a people highly rebellious in the face of any constraint,
were at that time essentially breeders of buffaloes, and
their steady progress westward was to be an important factor in the proliferation of these Indian bovines
around the Mediterranean basin. The northern frontier region of Syria received a second influx of buffaloes, 4,000 according to Ibn al-Fakfh (see Abrege du
Livre des pays, French tr. H. Masse, Damascus 1973,
137), under the caliphate of al-Walld I and for the
same reason, sc. danger and instability caused by lions.
Then the caliph YazTd II repeated the operation for
the benefit of Cilicia and the lower Orontes (see ALC
ASI). Finally, it was again from these same regions
that the 'Abbasid caliph al-Muctasim was obliged, in
222/837, to deport the entire Zutt nation, which was
settled along with its buffaloes in the vast Mesopotamian lowland region of al-Batfha [</.y.]; this draconian measure came as a result of the raids and
acts of brigandage indulged in by these turbulent and
perpetually rebellious Indo-Aryans, a large number of
whom had been transplanted thither by the energetic
Umayyad governor al-Hadjdjadj b. Yusuf al-Thakaff,
who transported them by sea from Daybul [</.£>.], after
their capture in 94/712 by the general Muhammad
b. al-Kasim al-Thakaff. They were to give their name
to the Nahr al-Zutt, one of the marshes situated
between Wasit and Basra (see Yakut, Muc^am, iv, 840,
and Hayawdn, v, 399); these are the same people who,
seven centuries later, arrived in western Europe
and were nicknamed, according to the various countries, "Tsiganes", "Bohemians", "Egyptians/Gypsies/
Gitanos", "Romanies", etc. After this deportation,
buffaloes did not however disappear from Lower
Mesopotamia since, following the Zutt, Arab tribes,
including the Bahila [q.v] and the Banu 'l-cAnbar
[see TAMIM], continued to breed them; this species of
bovine prospered exceedingly and, in the 4th/10th
century, al-MascudI could write (Muriidj_, ii, § 870):
"As for buffaloes, in the Syrian border region, they
draw chariots of the greatest size; like the bulls . . . [of
al-Rayy/Rages] . . . they bear in their nostrils a ring
of iron or of copper. The same custom is observed
in the province of Antioch . . . large numbers of buffalo
are also found in clrak, and especially in the tufuf of
Kufa and of Basra, in the Batd'ih and the neighbouring regions." In our own times, some ShfT Arab
tribes, including the Al Bu Muhammad and the
Ma'dan, still make their livelihood through the rearing of the buffalo to the south of al-clmara (Amara)
on the approaches to the Hawr al-Hammar, and the
butter which they produce supplies the market of
Baghdad.
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In Egypt, the domesticated buffalo (in dialect gamus,
gdmusd) guaranteed the prosperity of agriculture in
the Nile valley from the Delta to Aswan. Its introduction into the ancient kingdom of the Pharaohs
was owed to the Muslims, and seems to have been
contemporary with that experienced by Syria and
the cAwasim; the major Arab historians make no
mention of the question, but it may be supposed
that the first creatures arrived there carrying or drawing equipment in the rearguard of military contingents coming to take up garrison duties. Whatever
the case may be, the fellah whose livelihood was
bound up with the periodic flooding and subsiding
of the great river found in the buffalo the ideal partner for the efficient agricultural exploitation of the
muddy soil left by the receding of the water; there,
as in the rice swamps of the Far East, the buffalo
manoeuvres easily and its docility makes it the best
draught-animal for this kind of terrain. Furthermore,
it is able to defend itself against the irritations of
mosquitoes by wallowing in the mud of the tributaries in the manner of the pachyderms, and it spends
the hottest hours of the day agreeably, submerged
up to the nostrils in the tidal waters; its presence
along the banks of the Nile proved decisive in the
elimination of the crocodiles which infested them (see
al-Kazwfni, op. cit., ii, 203). The number of buffaloes
in Egypt grew so quickly and so extensively that in
the 7th/13th century, al-MakrizT tells us (Khitat, i,
ch. xxxix) certain sultans, in their constant quest for
increased revenue, imposed an excessive annual tax
of three to five dinars, per head, which at that time
represented half of the value of the animal; this
crushing burden on the fellah was fortunately abolished in the following century. It was in the course
of the 8th/14th century that the intrepid Moroccan
traveller Ibn Battuta became acquainted with and
appreciated, first at Damietta and then in the Indies,
the excellent milk of the buffalo (Rihla, Cairo 1928,
i, 17, ii, 12). In Ceylon (ibid., ii, 136) he consumed
buffalo steaks, then, putting into port at Kaylukarl
(ii, 158) while on his way to China, he was offered,
among other presents, two female buffaloes by the
local princess.
To the many advantages offered by the buffalo to
the peasantry dependent on the great rivers of Islam,
an additional asset that should be mentioned was the
use by craftsmen of its hide, which was particularly
resistant and ideal for the manufacture of shields (see
Hayawdn, vii, 86). It was much in demand by the
savage Bedja herdsmen [q.v] for their nomadic journeys between the Upper Nile and the Red Sea (see
Khitat, ii, ch. xxxii); from terms such as "buffleterie"
(French), "buff-belts" (English) we know of the high
value placed upon this leather for the equipment of
European soldiers up until the last century. In mediaeval oriental medicine, fumigations making use of
this leather were recommended for the elimination of
house-bugs, while the salted fat of the animal was
held to be an ointment effective in the prevention of
scabies and leprosy.
In the Maghrib, the buffalo (in dialect: zamus) is
hardly known except in one small herd of about
fifty animals living wild on the banks of the Tunisian lake of Ischkeul. The origin of this herd is
obscure; the general opinion is that these buffaloes
were imported from Italy at the beginning of the
13th/19th century, during the reign of Ahmad Bey
[q.v]. But the studies of L. Joleaud and L. Lavauden
(see La chasse et la faune cynegetique en Tunisie,
Tunis 1920, 14) tend to show that these animals are
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the last remnants, having reverted to the wild, of
the buffaloes once the property of the Carthaginians;
such a thesis seems extremely hazardous, in spite
of everything. In Algeria, finally, where the buffalo
is not present, the term dj_dmus (or zamush] designates women's bracelets carved from the horns of
the animal. In reference to this term, it is to be
noted that some authors have given the title djdmus
al-bahr "river buffalo" to the hippopotamus (see
FARAS AL-MA C ).

Bibliography: Besides the sources quoted in the
article, see R. Thevenin, L'origine des animaux domestiques, Paris 1960, 78; L. Guyot and P. Gibassier,
Les noms des animaux terrestres, Paris 1964, 38-9;
Yarkin Ibr., Buffelzucht und Buffeltype in Anatolien, in
Ann. Univ. Ankara, iii (1948-9), 209-40.
(F. VIRE)
AL-DJANBIHI, MUHAMMAD B. CABD AL-NABI (other
forms are Djinbayhl and Djunbayhi), E g y p t i a n
a u t h o r of a variety of tracts of which the majority
have as a central theme the denunciation of what is
seen as the various manifestations of decay of Islamic
civilisation in Egypt.
He was born in 1842 in the village of Djinbaway
(Djinbaway, Djimbaway) in the markaz of Itay alBarud in al-Buhayra province. After a period of
study at al-Azhar, he held the office of khatib in alMutahhar mosque in Cairo. He resigned from this
office at an early age and returned to his village
(cf. Ptilaf al-ma'dnl wa 'l-mabdm ft takhmis kasidat Abi
Firds al-Hamddm, Cairo n.d., 16), where he devoted
himself to what he saw as his mission: to struggle
for the victory of Truth, i.e. of Islam as conceived
by him, and to exhort the Islamic world to this end
(cf. Tasliyat al-saddra wa 'stinhdd al-wizdra, Cairo n.d.,
13). These exhortations were set forth in a number
of books and pamphlets permeated with a strong
mystical strain, and supported by quotations from
authors belonging to the Shadhiliyya order [q.v] into
which al-Djanbfhf himself had been initiated. They
were directed against Christian missionary activity
(cf. Tashih al-tardj_ih bayn Muhammad wa 'l-Masih, Cairo
1321/1903-4; Muthabbit al-'akl wa 'l-dm fi 'l-radd cald
sufahd* al-mubashshinn, Cairo n.d.; and Masmum alasinna wa 'l-shihdm fi 'l-radd cald man shawwashu alafkdr bi-da(wd tanwir al-afhdm, Cairo n.d.), against
journalism (cf. Kashf al-izdr can mushawwahdt al-awzdr,
Cairo 1902, passim; al-Sird^ al-wahhddj_ fi }l-daldla cald
ashraf minhddf, Cairo n.d. 73 f; Asdak al-nasd'ih alnahi can al-mubikdt wa 'l-kabd'ih, Cairo n.d., 159),
against the foundation and character of the Egyptian
University (Baldydbuz al-casriyya tanshuruhd al-^dmica
al-Misriyya, Cairo n.d.), and against Western science
and scholarship (cf. Risdlat al-Habib wa-daldlat altabib, Cairo n.d., 68, 99; al-Razdyd al-casriyya lishubbdn
al-umma al-Misriyya, n.p., n.d. (approx. 1923), 32). In
addition, he denounced the 'ulamd* for not being
able to counter the decay envelopping Islamic
civilisation (cf. Asdak al-nasd'ih, 13; Hdfi^at al-dddb
wa-mawkizat al-albdb, Cairo 1316/1898-9, 30),
and condemned demands for independence as unIslamic and political demonstrations as bidac to which
in the past only the Khawaridj [see KHARIDJ!S] had
delivered themselves (cf. al-Razdyd al-casriyya, 52 f).
At the same time, he criticised Lord Cromer
(cf. al-cAmal al-mabrur ft rada'at ahl al-ghurur, Cairo
n.d., 136; Risdlat al-Habib, 29), whom he saw as
not just aiming at maintaining political domination,
but as directed in the final resort at establishing
religious domination (cf. Asdak al-nasd'ih, 147);
wrote against the calls for isldh of those belonging

to the reformist movement—which he saw as not
being different from al-Wahhabiyya [q.v.; cf. al-Razdyd
al-casriyya, 60 ff, 147]—and attacked and denounced
its inspirers Djamal al-Dfn al-Afghanf and Muhammad c Abduh (cf. ^ah^ahat al-^d'ighin can mundwasha al-mutawassilin, preceeding Irshdd al-Shaykh
Mahmud Khattdb, mentioned below, 18, 63; Asdak alnasd3ih, 120 ff; al-Ra^dyd al-(asriyya, 46 ff), as well
as its representatives such as Kasim Amm and
Muhammad Farfd Wadjdf (cf. Irshdd al-umam ild yanbuc 'al-hikam, Cairo 1338/1919-20, 90; al-cAmal almabrur, 49 f; Asdak al-nasd'ih, 110 f.). The most
provocative of his publications (which are still awaiting a proper evaluation) is a book entitled Irshdd alShaykh Mahmud Khattdb ild tank al-indba wa 'l-matdb,
Cairo 1336/1817-8. It contains a lengthy and profound attack upon Mahmud Khattab al-Subkf [q.v.],
the founder of the Djamciyya al-Sharciyya li-Ta c awun
al-cAmilm bi'1-Kitab wa '1-Sunna al-Muhammadiyya,
commonly known as al-Subkiyyun. It must be considered as one of the more significant treatises written against al-Subkfs conception of Islam (cf. F. De
Jong, Turuq and turuq-opposition in 20th century Egypt,
in F. Rundgren (ed.), Proceedings of the Vlth Congress
of Arabic and Islamic Studies, Stockholm-Leiden 1975,
87 f). Muhammad al-Djanbihl died in 1927.
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DJAND, a mediaeval town on the lower reaches
of the Sir Darya in Central Asia, towards its debouchure into the Aral Sea, in what is now the Kazakhstan
SSR; its fame was such that the Aral Sea was often
called "the Sea of Djand".
Djand is first mentioned by certain Muslim geographers of the mid-4th/10th century, in particular,
by Ibn Hawkal, and following him, by the anonymous author of the Hudud al-cdlam (wrote 372/982).
Ibn Hawkal mentions three settlements on the lower
Sir Darya amongst the Oghuz Turks of that region:
Djand; the "New Settlement", (al-Karya al-hadrtha,
appearing in the Persian sources as Dih-i Naw, and
in later Turkish contexts as Yengikent (Kashgharf, tr.
Atalay, iii, 149-50: Yenkend) or Shahr-kent (e.g. in
the K. al-Tawassul ila 'l-tarassul, Nasawf's Sirat Sultan
Djaldl al-Dm and on certain coins); and Khuwara.
Of these, al-Karya al-hadrtha was the largest, being
provisioned with corn from Transoxania when there
was peace between the Turks and Muslims, and lying
on the left bank of the river at 10 stages from
Khwarazm across the Kizil Kum [q.v.], at two, stages
from the Aral Sea shore, and 20 stages from Farab
or Parab, the later mediaeval town of Otrar [see
FARAB]. This town was the winter residence of the
ruler of the Oghuz, the Yabghu. The ruins of alKarya al-haditha probably lie at the modern Djankentkalca, near the old Khfwan fort of Djan-kalca and
22 km./14 miles downstream from Kazalinsk. Djand
lay further upstream, on the right bank of the
river, not far from the modern Qyzyl-Orda (the
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Perovsk of Tsarist Russian times); the Russian archaeologist P. Lerch and the American traveller
E. Schuyler identified its site with an old Kirghiz
cemetery and the ruins at Khorkhut, a station on the
Orenburg-Tashkent postroad (now the track also of
the railway), but this identification is not entirely certain (see Schuyler, Notes of a journey in Russian Turkistan,
Khokand, Turkistan. Bukhara, and Kuldja, London 1876,
i, 62-3; E. Bretschneider, Mediaeval researches from eastern Asiatic sources, London 1910, ii, 95-6). The site of
Khuwara is totally unknown, and it disappears from
mention after the end of the 4th/10th century.
The three settlements were important as entrepots
for trade with the Inner Asian steppes, and Gardfzf
(mid-5th/l 1th century) mentions the route which ran
from Farab to Yengi-kent and thence to the lands
of the Kimak [q.v.~\ on the banks of the Irtysh (%ayn
al-akhbdr, ed. Habfbl, 258). All three settlements had
a population of Muslim traders in the 4th/10th
century. Barthold assumed that these Muslims had
themselves founded the settlements as trading-posts,
independent of any policy on the part of the
Samanids to extend their power into the pagan
Turkish steppes (cf. his Histoire des Turcs d'Asie Centrale,
49, and Four studies on the history of Central Asia. iii.
A history of the Turkmen people, 92). Recently, however,
the results of investigations by Soviet archaeologists
in the lower Sir Darya area have suggested that
these places had a pre-Islamic history; S.P. Tolstov
has spoken of these in his Gowda Guzov, in SE, iii
(1947), 55-102, as "Hunno-Turkish" settlements, resettled and refortified in the 4th/10th century, whence
the name "New Settlement". As well as these three
places on the lower Sir Darya, there is mention in
the sources of other Turkish towns on the middle
course of the river, such as Sawran and Sighnak
(the latter on the site of the present-day ruins of
Sunaq-qurghan), and IdrfsT, possibly utilising information of over two centuries before from DjayhanT,
names over ten settlements of the Oghuz on the Sir
Darya; other sources mention that the Oghuz already
in the 4th/10th century included both nomads and
sedentaries (see Tolstov, Auf den Spuren der altchoresmischen Kultur, Berlin 1953, 263-4; O. Pritsak, Der
Untergang des Reiches des Oguzischen Tabgu, in Fuad Kopriilu
armagam, Istanbul 1953, 399-401"; Bosworth, The
Ghaznavids, their empire in Afghanistan and eastern Iran,
211-13).
At all events, Djand was an important centre of
the Oghuz towards the end of this century, and it
plays a role in the semi-legendary accounts of Saldjuk
origins, those called in Mfrkhwand the Malik-ndma.
The eponymous founder of the family, Saldjuk b.
Dukak, is said to have come to Djand with his followers, to have become a Muslim and to have relieved
the Muslim population of the town of the tribute
levied on them by the still-pagan Oghuz Yabghu;
finally, he was buried there. From these events dated
the hostility between the two branches of the Oghuz,
that of Saldjuk and that of the Yabghu (Ibn al-Athir,
Mlrkwand, etc., utilised in Barthold, Turkestan down to
the Mongol invasion1, 178, 257, Cl. Cahen, Le MalikNameh et I'histoire des origines seldjukides, in Oriens, ii
(1949), 43-4, and Bosworth, op. at., 219-21). The conversion of the Yabghu nevertheless followed ca.
390/1000, and he assumed the Islamic name of CA1I;
GardTzf records this conversion under the year
393/1003 and states that cAlf contracted a marriage
alliance with the last Samanid Ismacll al-Muntasir
[q.v.] (2jiyn al-akhbdr, ed. Nazim, 64, ed. HabfbT, 176;
Pritsak, op. at., 405-6).
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Djand now became for some 50 years the centre
of an Oghuz principality which played an important
part in the diplomatic and military policies of the great
powers of the region, sc. of the Ghaznawids, who after
408/1017 controlled Khwarazm, and the Kara-Khanids
or Ilek-Khans [q.v] of Transoxania. As for Yengi-kent,
the original seat of the Yabghu, we can only assume
that it must have passed into the hands of the Kipcak
[</.y.], who were at this time expanding their power
within the steppes and who came to control much of
the middle Sir Darya as far up as the Isftdjab-Shash
region, which accordingly long remained a pagan area.
The Ghaznawid historian Bayhakf in his Ta'nkh-i Mas'udi,
and a later source like Abu '1-Ghazf's Shadj.ara-yi
Tardkima, mention the ruler in Djand Shah Malik b.
c
Ali, sc. the son and successor of the Yabghu, and
the local historian of Bayhak, Ibn Funduk, gives him
the full name of Abu '1-Fawaris Shah Malik b. CA1T
al-Baranl (concerning this nisba, see Z.V. Togan, Umumi
tilrk tarihine giri§, i, Istanbul 1946, 181), with the honorifics of Husam al-Dawla and Nizam al-Milla. The
hostility between the two branches of the Oghuz, the
line of the Yabghu in Djand and the Saldjuks in Transoxania and the northern fringes of Khurasan, made
Shah Malik the natural ally of Mas'ud of Ghazna
against his rebellious governors in Khwarazm and
against the Kara-Khanids, and in 429/1038 the sultan appointed Shah Malik as his governor in Khvvarazm;
but when, in Shacban 432/April 1041, the latter was
triumphant and occupied Khwarazm, Mas c ud had
already been deposed and was dead (see Barthold,
Turkestan, 297-303; Cahen, Le Malik-Nameh, 49-55;
Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, 238-9, 241).
The fortunes of the Saldjuks were, however, in the
ascendant after their victory at Dandankan in 431/
1040. By 435/1043-4 they had secured Khvvarazm,
and Shah Malik was forced to flee from Djand, which
also passed under Saldjuk control. Yet the subsequent
pre-occupations of the Saldjuks in Persia and the west
apparently allowed Djand to slip from their hands,
doubtless into those of the local Kipcak. In 457/1065
Alp Arslan had to lead an expedition to Djand and
Sawran; the ruler of Djand submitted, and was confirmed there as governor on behalf of the Saldjuks
(Barthold, op. at, 298, 302; Pritsak, Der Untergang des
Reiches des Oguzischen Yabgu, 408).
Under the Khwarazm-Shahs [q.v], Djand and the
middle Sir Darya reaches, together with the Manghishlak peninsula [q.v.] to the east of the Caspian
Sea, were regarded as important frontiers (thughur]
against the pagan Kipcak. Atsiz led a campaign
from Djand into the steppes early in his reign, probably ca. 527/1133. Because of Atsiz's humiliation at
the hands of his suzerain, the Saldjuk sultan Sandjar,
who in the winter of 542/1147 had invaded
Khvvarazm, Djand was lost to the Shahs, and passed
to Kama! al-Dfn b. Arslan Khan Mahmud, the grandson of Sandjar's Kara-Khanid nephew Arslan Khan
Muhammad, ruler of Samarkand. According to
Djuwaynf, Atsiz and his army appeared at Djand in
the spring of 547/1152, on pretext of organising an
expedition against the Kipcak, and Kamal al-Dm
was seized and deposed. The Shah's eldest son II
Arslan was now appointed governor of Djand, an
indication of the importance attached to it, and the
allotting of this governorship to a Kh w arazmian prince
became henceforth frequent; Tekish was governor at
his father II Arslan's death, and under Tekish, the
prince Malik Shah was governor. Various expeditions
from Djand against the Kipcak are recorded in the
later 6th/12th and early 7th/13th centuries, e.g. in
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the winter of 577/1181-2 by Malik Shah b. Tekish,
in the winter of 591/1194-5 by Tekish himself against
Sighnak and Kayir Buku Khan, chief of the Oran
tribe of the Kipcak, and in the autumn of 606/1209
by the Shah cAla° al-Dm Muhammad (Barthold,
Turkestan, 324, 328-9, 337, 340, 361-3). It was during the course of an expedition northwards from
Djand into the Kipcak steppes that Khwarazmian
troops first clashed accidentally with Cingiz Khan's
Mongols, according to Nasawf, in 612/1215-16,
although the exact chronology is uncertain here (see
Barthold, op. at., 369-71).
In the strategy of their invasions, the Mongols
regarded Djand as an important point. The
Khwarazm-Shah's governor in Djand and Shahr-kent
or Yengikent was Kutlugh Khan, who had 10,000
cavalrymen in the latter town. The Mongol commander Cin-Temur was at first repulsed from Djand,
but returned in the spring of 617/1220. Djand surrendered peacefully, but was sacked, and the official
of the Mongols cAlf Khwadja from Kizhduwan near
Bukhara was appointed governor, retaining this office,
according to Djuwaynl, till his death. Yengi-kent (the
lankint of John of Piano Carpini) was likewise taken,
apparently without resistance, as was the town of
Barcligh-kent or Barc-kent (Carpini's Barchin) at a
so-far unidentified spot on the Sir Darya between
Djand and Sighnak. Cingiz's eldest son Djoci then
used Djand as a base for the attack on Gurgandj in
Kh w arazm in the next year (Djuwaym-Boyle, i, 83,
86-90; Barthold, Turkestan, 415-16; Bretschneider,
op, cit., i, 277-8). It was around this time that Yakut
wrote about Djand, mentioning that its population
was of the Hanaft madhhab and that one of its famous
men was the poet and stylist, resident in Khvvarazm,
the Kadi Ya'kub b. Shirfn al-Djandi", pupil of
Zamakhshan and contemporary of Sam c ani (cf.
Sam'anf, Ansab, ed. Hyderabad, iii, 350); Yakut noted
that the town was now in the hands of the Tatars,
and nothing was known of the fate of its inhabitants
(Buldan, ed. Beirut, ii, 168-9).
In fact, Djand continued to enjoy a modest prosperity under the Mongol Great Khans and then
under the Caghatayids, and it appears on an early
14th century Chinese map as Jan-di. An 8th/14th
century Caghatay source attributes the construction
of mosques, madrasas, etc. in Djand, Barc-kent, Otrar
and Sawran to the Ozbeg Khan Ergen, son of Sasi
Buka; but Djand and Barc-kent apparently ceased
to exist as towns towards the end of that century
(see Barthold, Four studies, ii. Ulugh Beg, 101).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
DJANDJIRA, the Maratha corruption of the
Arabic word d^a^ira "island", is the name of a former native state in the heart of the Konkan on
the west coast of India. It actually owes its name
to the fortified island of Djandjira (lat. 17° 45' N.
and long. 73° 05' E.), lying at the entrance of the
Rajapuri creek, half a mile from the mainland on
the west and 48 km. south of Bombay. The impregnable fort, which has an excellent command over
the Arabian Sea, rose to prominence under the
Nizam Shahf [q.v.] rulers of Ahmadnagar towards
the end of the 9th/15th century when a Habshf or
Abyssinian adventurer named Sfdi Yakut, in the
service of Ahmad Nizam Shah (892-915/1487-1509),
was made commander of the fortress island, which
was also consequently called Habsan. The ruler
of the island used to be a Sunni Muslim known as
Srdf, but later on he came to be known also as Wazir

and Nawab. The Sidis of Djandjira were a prosperous community of skilled seamen, noted for their
tenacity and fighting spirit, expressed in the warfare and activities of a long and chequered career
extending over four-and-a-half centuries.
By the middle of the llth/17th century, the Sldls
of Djandjlra were firmly established as an effective,
though small, naval power on the west coast maintaining on behalf of the Sultan of Bidjapur a powerful fleet for protecting the maritime trade and for
providing transport for Muslim pilgrims bound for
Mecca. Later on, the Sfdfs transferred their fleet to
the service of the Mughals, who were more willing
than the Sultans of Bidjapur to offer them protection
against the mounting menace of the Marafhas. Hence
in 1080/1670 Awrangzfb made the Sid! Admiral of
the Mughal navy and gave him an annual grant of
four lakhs of rupees (400,000) for the maintenance
of the fleet.
The most remarkable aspect of Djandjlra's history
was its invincibility in the face of determined onslaughts
by the Marafhas under three generations of their chieftains, i.e., Sahadjf, Sfvadjf and Sambhadjf—father,
son and grandson—to whom conquest of the tiny
Djandjira was a matter of prestige. The concerted
attempts of the Peshwa and the Angres in the early
18th century failed to diminish Djandjira's power of
resistance. It survived all native challenges and continued to hold its own even as the country passed
under the British paramountcy, which adopted a
policy of non-interference in the Sfdl's administration.
Moreover, the Djandjfra ruling power obtained possession of the port of DjaTarabad on the south coast
of Kathiawar. This singular independent status of the
state continued till 1287/1870 when, following a breakdown in law and order there, the Sfdf had to conclude a treaty with the British government, resulting
in the introduction of a Resident British Officer.
The erstwhile state of Djandjlra, which consisted
of three municipalities—Murud, Shriwardhan and
Djacfarabad—merged with the state of India when
the sub-continent attained independence in 1947. At
present, Djandjira proper is included in the Murud
municipality of the Kolaba district of Maharashtra
state.
Bibliography: D.R. Banaji, Bombay and the Sidis,
London 1932; cAlf Muhammad Khan, Mir3at-iAhmadi, Baroda 1927-30; Maharashtra State Gazetteer

(Kolaba District], Bombay 1964.

(ABDUS SUBHAN)
AL-DJARADATAN1 "the two locusts", the name
given to two slave singing girls who, according
to legend, lived in the time of the people of cAd
[q.v.~] and belonged to a certain Mu'awiya b. Bakr
al-Tmlakf (see al-Tabarf, i, 235-6 and al-Mascudf,
Murudi, index). When the delegates of the people of
c
Ad came to make the pilgrimage to Mecca in order
to obtain rain, the two girls so charmed them that
Mucawiya had to make up some verses to recall them
to the object of their mission; but they forgot in the
end to make the tawaf, and it was this failure of
duty which led to the destruction of the people of
c
Ad. The names of these two legendary slave girls
vary considerably in the sources. According to alTaban (Tafsir, Cairo 1315, ii, 250-1), one was called
Warda and the other Djarada; according to Ibn
Badrun (65), they were called Ka'adi and Thamadi
(or Nafadi and Ta'adi), but the sole point of interest in these indications is the form C}a C'ddi, characteristic of a certain number of feminine names. It
is possible that just one of them was called Djarada,
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which these publications covered indicated a general
trend; newspapers were becoming less concerned with
literary exercises and sectarian religious polemic, and
more with local, national and international affairs.
During the 19th century, the Muslim press, like
the Indian press generally, grew in response to the
increasing activity of government and the citizen's
increasing awareness of the world beyond his locality. Nevertheless, nothing contributed more to the
foundation of new Muslim publications, and to major
increases in the circulation of newspapers already in
existence, than upheavals in the world of Islam. Indian
Muslims had powerful pan-Islamic sympathies. This
point is made graphically by the striking expansion
of the Muslim press which coincided with the last
years of the Ottoman empire, in fact from the Italian
invasion of Tripoli in 1911 to the abolition of the
caliphate in 1924. Newspapers were founded: in 1911
Muhammad 'All's Comrade, in 1912 Abu '1-Kalam
Azad's al-Hildl, Hamld al-Ansarl's Madma and cAbd
al-Barl's Hamdam, in 1913 Muhammad 'All's Hamdard.
i-vi.—See Vol. II.
These new publications and established ones sold on
a hitherto unknown scale; the weekly al-Hildl achieved
vii.—INDIA AND P A K I S T A N
a circulation of 25,000, while Zafar CA1I Khan converted his JTaminddr from a weekly selling 2,000 copies
This article defines the Muslim press as those newsinto a daily selling 30,000. There was a dramatic
papers both owned and edited by Muslims. The defimprovement in the quality of production; both alinition does not include either newspapers in languages
Hildl and Hamdard were printed rather than lithonormally associated with Islam, for instance Persian
graphed. There was a similar improvement in
and Urdu, with which Muslims have had nothing to
journalism; al-Hildl was written in new and forceful
do, or newspapers edited by Muslims but owned by
Urdu, while Comrade was the equal of any conmen of other faiths.
temporary Anglo-Indian weekly. These newspapers
The Muslim press originated in the government
greatly stimulated and even created political agitaand private newsletters of the Mughal period. There
was the wakd'i\ a confidential letter by which the | tions, and government acknowledged their influence
emperor was informed of developments in his domin- I by gagging them. They also brought their editors,
ions, and the akhbdr, a semi-public gazette by which I men such as c Abu '1-Kalam Azad and Muhammad
c
Ali, to the forefront of Muslim politics.
information was transmitted to the court. Amongst
During the 1920s and 1930s the Muslim press,
other groupings in Indian society, based on common
though never as strong or as vociferous as the Congress
political or commercial interests, private newsletters
or Hindu press, continued to grow. Some of the great
circulated. They were handwritten and several copies
newspapers of the pan-Islamic era died, for instance
of each were produced. Large numbers were noted
al-Hildl and Comrade, but others such as ^aminddr and
leaving Dihll in the 1830s and they were influential
Madma continued. Fresh newspapers were founded; in
in Oudh (Awadh) up to 1857.
1922 Muslim Outlook, the first English-language Muslim
Muslim newspapers in modern form began to emerge
daily of importance, and in 1927 Inkildb, the leading
in the 1830s. Among the first were the SamacharUrdu daily of the 1930s. Both were published in
Sabharajandra, a weekly in Bengali and Persan published
by Shaykh cAlim Allah from Calcutta between 1831-5,
Lahore.
It was not until the 1940s that the Muslim press
and the Sayydd al-akhbdr published in Urdu from Dihll
began to compete on equal terms with that of the
in 1837 by Syed Mohammad Khan (Sayyid
Congress. Muslim newspapers played a major role, a
Muhammad Khan), the elder brother of Syed Ahmed
role which still has adequately to be evaluated, in
Khan (Sayyid Ahmad Khan [</.y.]). The introduction
of Urdu lithography in 1837 gave a boost to the develwinning support for the All-India Muslim League's
campaign for Pakistan. As in the pan-Islamic era, it
opment of the press in north India, and by the 1840s
several Muslim newspapers were being published.
showed that it was most effective when religious and
In the second half of the 19th century, the Muslim
political issues were combined. Among the leading
press grew steadily. It flourished primarily in north India,
League newspapers were Andj_dm in Urdu and Dawn
though it had outposts in the Madras and Bombay
in English from Dihlf, Nawd'-i Wakt in Urdu from
Presidencies. Its major centres were Lahore, Dihlf,
Lahore, Hamdam in Urdu from Lucknow, and Azjad
Lucknow and Calcutta, and its major languages Urdu
in Bengali and Star of India in English from Calcutta.
and Bengali. Very few specifically Muslim newspapers
Not all Muslim newspapers supported the League,
were published in English, though the Punjab Observer is
for instance al-I^amciyyat, the voice of Dfam'iyyat alc
worthy of note. Most leading newspapers were weeklies,
ulamd', and Madma were distinctly pro-Congress, but
and only the Pcdsa Akhbdr founded in Lahore in 1888
by the 1940s pro-League newspapers both in numsustained daily publication over a long period. Among
bers and in circulation far outstripped their Congress
the most influential newspapers, though not those with
Muslim rivals.
the largest circulation, were the two edited by Syed
The partition of the subcontinent in 1947 in large
Ahmed Khan from cAllgarh, the Tahdhib al-Akhldk and
part destroyed the Muslim press as it had existed.
the Aligarh Institute Gazette. The former educated its readIn India, despite the country's vast Muslim populaers primarily in the religious and social aims of the
tion, a specifically Muslim press has been unimpor'Alfgafh movement, and the latter instructed them in its
tant; among the leading Muslim newspapers are
educational and political aims. The range of subjects
Radiance and al-D}amciyyat. Pakistan, on the other hand,

since al-Djafadji (Shifa\ 85) says that this name was
later applied to all singing girls [see KAYNA], and
that the dual was formed according to a well-known
principle (cf. al-Basratan1, etc.).
Bibliography: Djahiz, Tarbi\ § 151; TabarT, i,
234-6; Mas'udl, Muruaj, index; Ibn cAbd Rabbihi,
c
lkd, vii, 28; Kisa'T, Kisas, 107; Maydanl, i, 138-9
(three proverbs arising out of the girls); Aghdni, index;
Ma'arrf, Ghufrdn, index; Nasir al-Dm al-Asad, al-Kiydn
wa 'l-ghind3 Ji 7-W al-aj_dhili2, Cairo 1968, 73-5.
Also, cAbd Allah b. Djud'an [q.v.] is said to have
possessed two singing girls known as al-Djaradatan1,
called Zabya and al-Ribab. Ibn Djud'an allegedly gave
them to Umayya b. Abi '1-Salt [q.v.] as a reward for
the poet's addressing eulogies to him.
Bibliography: Djahiz, Tarbic, index; Caussin de
Perceval, Essai, i, 351; Nasir al-Dm al-Asad, op. at.,
84-5 and index. See also KAYNA.
(Cn. PELLAT)
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has developed a press of considerable dimensions both
in English and in the various regional languages. In
West Pakistan the leading newspapers in English are
Dawn and Pakistan Times and in Urdu JVawd'-i Wakt
and Mashrik; in East Pakistan up to 1971 the leading English newspaper was Morning News and the leading Bengali newspaper Azdd. By the late 1960s the
Pakistan press was producing 800,000 newspaper
copies daily, of which more than three-quarters were
in languages other than English. This vigorous newspaper industry existed in spite of heavy restrictions
upon press freedom imposed by government and in
spite of growing competition from commercial radio
and television.
Bibliography. There is no work devoted specifically to this subject. The newsletter is dealt with
by J.N. Sarkar in S.P. Sen, ed., The Indian press,
Calcutta 1967; A.S. Khurshid examines the growth
of the Pakistan press in his contributions to A.S.
Khurshid, ed., Press in Muslim world, Lahore 1954,
and J.A. Lent, ed., The Asian newspapers' reluctant
revolution, Iowa 1971. Aspects of the provincial
Muslim press are treated in N. Gerald Barrier
and Paul Wallace, The Punjab press 1800-1905, Ann
Arbor 1970, and M.N. Islam, Bengali Muslim public opinion as reflected in the Bengali press 1901-1930,
Dacca 1973. For the Indian press generally, see
J. Natarajan, History of Indian journalism, Part ii of
the Report of the Indian Press Commission, Dihll 1955;
and M. Chalapathi Rau, The press, Dihlf 1974.
(F.C.R. ROBINSON)
viii.—EAST AFRICA
The history of the press and its development and
use among East Muslims is very brief. The Muslim
intelligentsia, however, have received and read newspapers and journals from other parts of the Muslim
world, particularly from Egypt, from the closing years
of the 19th century until the present.
It was such connections that helped develop the
first interest in establishing local media. The first
Muslim to do so was Shaykh al-Amln b. cAlf b. Nafi
Al-Mazruc! [see KENYA, MUSLIMS IN], a Muslim scholar
of Mombasa who was familiar with the works and
publications of al-Afghani, Muhammad cAbduh and
Rashfd Rida. Newspapers and journals like al-Mandr
were regularly read by Shaykh al-Amm and a coterie
of Muslim scholars on the East African coast.
Concerned about the low status of Muslims and Islam
in this region, Shaykh al-Amm decided to use the
press to raise the level of Muslim religious, cultural
and political consciousness, very much along the lines
of the Middle Eastern reformers.
First he founded a modest-sized paper called
simply al-Sahifa. Shortly afterwards, in 1932, he established a more substantial paper, appropriately called
al-Isldh. The paper was financed by the founder, with
contributions from well-wishers, and was published in
two parts, a Swahili one and an Arabic one, the former being often a virtual translation of the latter.
Thus a wider readership was achieved through the
use of Swahili, the lingua franca of Eastern Africa. It
discussed issues relevant to the political, economic and
religious situation of the East African coast and regularly included news from the rest of the Muslim
world, with which the editor of the paper often called
for greater solidarity.
In 1932, Shaykh al-Amm was appointed Kadi of
Mombasa. His new duties compelled him to hand over
the running of al-Isldh to another Muslim scholar,
Shaykh cAbd Allah al-Has. There developed a notice-

able difference in approach and style in the paper,
which was not now as popular and effective, so that
the paper declined and its publication ended soon
afterwards. Shaykh al-Amm had continued to write
and published booklets on Islam after his appointment
as Kadi, and, in 1937, as Chief Kadi or Shaykh alIsldm of Kenya. One such booklet was a reproduction
of selected articles from al-Isldh which was published
under the title of Uwongozi (Swahili "Guidance").
Even so, it was left to the Ahmadiyya sect [q.v.,
and see KENYA, MUSLIMS IN] to expand the publishing of newspapers. Their arrival in the 1930s had
earned them the immediate hostility of the orthodox Muslim communities, and Shaykh al-Amm himself carried out a campaign to discredit them in
East Africa. Nevertheless, in Tanzania they founded
two newspapers, one in Swahili, Mapenzi Ta Mungu
("The Love of God") and one in English, East African
Times. Both papers reflected the characteristic militant defence of Islam, lengthy exposition of its teachings and their relevance to modern society, and
regular theological challenges to Christians and
Christianity. It is certain that these two papers have
contributed to the relative success of the Ahmad!
sect in Tanzania.
It was in Tanzania also that a Muslim monthly
journal, The Light, was founded in the 1960s by the
Ithna 'Ashan community, modestly printed and completely financed by members of the community.
A general comment to be made about these publications, including the other journal irregularly produced by the Ismac!li community, Africa Ismaili, is
that each one of them has a limited distribution.
The two journals hardly go beyond the communities concerned. The two Ahmad! newspapers are
regarded as heretical propaganda, and thus not appreciated by other Muslims as representing authentic
religious views or the ideal way of reflecting the
image of Islam in East Africa. An acceptable, popular Muslim press has yet to emerge.
(A.I. SALIM)
ix.—SOUTH AFRICA
The implantation of Islam in the extreme south of
the African continent took place in three stages. The
first Muslims arrived there in 1667, Malayan slaves
whom the Dutch had imported as manual labour to
improve their new colony of the Cape. Their slave
status prevented these Malays from practising their
Islamic religion and from possessing land, and they
only obtained a place of worship in 1797. They were
unable also freely to move about and were compelled
to stay in the Cape, so that Islam was unable to
expand beyond this limit.
However, the importation after 1860 of a second
wave of manual labourers was necessitated by the
growing development of new crops in the territories
of the white settlers (Boers) at the time of the "great
Trek" or migratory movement of 1834-9. Hence from
1860 until the beginning of the 20th century, the owners of sugar cane plantations, a crop which was very
prosperous in Natal, brought in Indian farm workers,
some of whom were Muslims. Islam was thus implanted at two points in what became after 1910 the Union
of South Africa, one in the south and one in the west.
The economic crisis which began in 1929 threw a
considerable number of Indian farm workers out of a
job and compelled them to seek another living. Some
of them settled in Durban,, the capital of Natal, whilst
the remainder spread throughout the land towards
the Cape, Johannesburg, Pretoria, Port Elisabeth
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their own pre-eminence. They have no effect at all
and other South African towns. Thus the third and
on the South African Muslim community's sense of
last phase of the implantation of Islam in South Africa
solidarity, and are in fact tending now to disappear;
was completed.
this can only strengthen the community's determinaThe opening of the 1960s was an important petion, for despite its numerical smallness (200,000 memriod for the Muslim community there, and it marks
bers out of a total population of 22 millions) it is
the beginning of its organisation and its expansion.
certainly one of the most vigorous Muslim commuThis process was inaugurated by certain Indian Muslim
nities of the southern hemisphere.
leaders, who aimed at stimulating the feelings of the
(P. GOROKHOFF)
diverse ethnic elements of the Muslim community into
a consciousness that they were above all Muslims and
x.—THE K U M U K [see K U M U K ] .
that, in the light of this, they should work for the
progress of the Muslim community. In effect, the
DJAWARS (< Persian gawars) is m i l l e t , Panicum
Malay and Indian Muslims had previously thought of
miliaceum L. (Gramineas), one of the oldest cultivated
themselves as belonging rather to their own ethnic
plants. While in Europe it is now almost only used
community, and their activities, above all those of the
as fodder, millet plays a prominent role as cereal and
very active Indians, had taken place within the framevictuals in many areas of Asia and Africa. Although
work of their original communities.
the ancient Spartans ate millet, Dioscorides considers
This movement brought about the creation after
millet as the least nutritious of all cereals (De materia
1960 of several Muslim organisations, such as the
medica, ed. Wellmann, i, 1907, 173 f. = lib. ii, 97).
association of South African Muslim women or
This is adopted by the Arab translator (La "Materia
even the association of South African Muslim butchmedica" de Dioscorides, ii, ed. Dubler and Teres, Tetuan
ers. It was also during this period of intense activity
that the Muslim press came into being, thanks to its ! 1952, 179), who renders the Greek Kevy^poq with
kankharus (and variants). But already Ibn Massa, a
launching by a Muslim of Indian origin, M. Sayyed,
contemporary of Hunayn, says that millet, cooked in
in the shape of a fortnightly called Muslim .News. Its
milk, or broth mixed with millet flour and fat, is an
first number appeared at the beginning of January
excellent food (see Ibn al-Baytar, Dj.dmic, Bulak 1291,
1961, and had 12 pages, eight in English and four
i, 156, 15-16). On the nomenclature, the following
in Urdu, and was edited and printed at Athlone, a
can be remarked: occasionally, kankharus is understood
district on the eastern edge of Cape Town where
as both d^dwars and dhura, and the first of these is
many Muslims live. In 1971 the four Urdu pages
equated with the Mozarabic banlshuh', cf. Anonymous
disappeared, and since that date, Muslim News has
contained only eight pages in English. It styles itself
(Ibn al-Rumiyya?) Nuruosmaniye 3589, fol. 89b, 21;
on banlshuh (Romance panizo), see M. Asin Palacios,
the only South African Muslim newspaper; however,
Glosario de voces romances, Madrid-Granada 1943, no.
there exist two bulletins, the Ramadan Annual and the
406. Others consider dj_dwars as a kind of dukhn (also
Muslim Digest, published both by one press group, the
Makki one.
alumus < eA,\)|ioc;), by which may be meant the small
sorghum (Pennisetum spicatum), widespread in the
Muslim News was meant essentially to inform South
African Muslims about religious and cultural activiSudan and also called Moorish millet, while dhura,
ties of the community, and likewise to give exhortaalso called djdwars hindi "Indian millet", indicates
tion on the practices of the Islamic faith. Without
the great sorghum (Sorghum vulgare). In his book on
departing from these original aims, it evolved in 1973
plants, Abu Hanffa equates dukhn with dj_dwars and
in another direction by assuming a distinct political
considers it as a kind of dhura (The book of plants, ed.
aspect. Condemnation of aparthei and of white domiB. Lewin, Uppsala-Wiesbaden 1953, no. 405). In the
nation was expressed in the course of articles which
course of time, dhura has become the leading expresbecame more and more specific and violent in tone,
sion for millet. Birunf knows already the Turkish
a condemnation which arose from a lively denunciaterm dan for this (Saydala, ed. Hakim Muh. Sacld,
tion of the very difficult living conditions of the nonKarachi 1973, Arab. 130, Engl. 106), and names the
white population of South Africa. After the publication
Indian synonyms.
of articles criticising government policy on these topAs a foodstuff, dj_dwars has the inconvenience of
ics, the direction and editorship of Muslim News were
causing constipation, of being hard to digest and of
in December 1975 and again in March 1976 brought
promoting urine, but the constipation effect can be
before the courts in the Cape; but the journal has
removed by adding fat or purgatives, and also by
nevertheless continued to appear.
diluted wine or by baths. On the other hand, when
A perusal of Muslim News allows one to appreciate
applied in a warm compress, it proves to be a good
the efforts made by the Muslim community of South i remedy against gripes and cramps. It has an astrinAfrica to improve their precarious conditions of livgent effect and is therefore suitable to be used as
ing. Great improvements have actually been achieved
nourishment for those suffering from dropsy, whose
in various fields, such as health and education. An
stomachs should be contracted and whose bodies
orphanage has been built, health services have been
should be "desiccated".
set up in districts where they were lacking, and finally,
Bibliography (apart from the titles already mennumerous mosques and madrasas have been constructed
tioned) : RazI, Hdwi, xx, Haydarabad 1387/1967,
and a programme of Islamic studies organised. All
248-51 (no. 207); Die pharmakolog. Grundsdtze des Abu
this has come to fruition from contributions and from
Mansur. . . Harawi, tr. A. Ch. Achundow, Halle 1893,
the gifts of a few very rich Muslims.
177; Zahrawf, Tasrif, Ms. Be§ir Aga 502, fol. 502a,
Finally, Muslim News at times highlights in its
7-8; Ibn Sma, Kdnun (Bulak), i, 288; Ibn cAbdun,
c
columns the lack of unity within the Muslim comUmdat al-tabib, Ms. Rabat, Bibl. Gen. 3505 D, fols.
munity of South Africa, one mainly due to dissen33a, 5-6; 36a, 16-19; Ibn Biklarish, Musta'M, Ms.
sions between the three great national Muslim
Naples. Bibl. Naz. iii, F. 65, fol. 29b; Ghafikl, dassociations, the Muslim Judicial Council, the Muslim
Adwiya al-mufrada, Ms. Rabat, Bibl. Gen. k. 155 i,
Assembly and the Ashura (< shurd). These are essenfol. 116a; P. Guigues, Les noms arabes dans Serapion, in
tially quarrels between personalities trying to assert
JA, lOeme serie (1905), v, s.v. letters (no. 285); Mai-
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monides, Shark asma* al-cukkar, ed. Meyerhof, Cairo
1940, no. 70; Ibn al-Baytar, l$dmic, i, 156, tr.
Leclerc, no. 460; Yusuf b. cUmar, Muctamad\ ed.
M. al-Sakka, Beirut 1395/1975, 63; Suwaydl, Simdt,
Ms. Paris ar. 3004, fol. 59a (cf. also A. Dietrich,
in Melanges d'islamologie dedies a A. Abel, Leiden 1974,
105); Dawud al-Antakl, Tadhkira, Cairo 1371/1952,
i, 102 f.; Tuhfat al-ahbdb, ed. Renaud and Colin,
Paris 1934, no. 96; I. Low, Die Flora der Juden, i,
1928, 738-46; El Libro Agrega de Serapiom, ed. G.
Ineichen, ii, Venice 1966, 137, s.v. iocuers.
(A. DIETRICH)
AL-DJAWBARl, <ABD AL-RAHIM (not <ABD
£
AL-RAHMAN) B. UMAR B. AB! BAKR DJAMAL AL-D!N
AL-DIMASHKI, d e r v i s h and
alchemist
from
Damascus who travelled and wrote in the first half
of the 7th/13th century. He spent some time in Egypt
(before 613/1216, and in 620/1223, 623/1226 and
624/1227) and in Northern Syria (Amid, Antakiya,
Harran, Konya, al-Ruha3) and travelled through the
Bikac and the Hidjaz (Djidda, al-Madfna). He claims
to have been also in Cyprus, Bahrayn and India.
Al-Djawbarf wrote between 629/1232 and 646/
1248-9 upon the request of the Artukid al-Malik
al-Mascud (in 629/1232 ruler of Amid and Hisn
Kayfa) his book al-Mukhtdr fi kashf al-asrdr ("The
selection in the unveiling of Secrets"). This is a
concise encyclopedia of tricks, practices and devices
used by fraudulent Suits, false alchemists, beggars,
impostors, drug-sellers, jugglers, quacks etc. i.e. the
mediaeval Islamic underworld, known as the Banu
Sasan [see SASAN, BANU]. The book is modelled after
the Kashf al-dakk wa-iddh al-shakk of Ibn Shuhayd
[q.v.], which is lost. Al-Djawbarf lived himself by
some of these practices, and the Mukhtar is a colourful mine of first-hand information for the social and
cultural history of the Islamic Middle Ages. AlDjawbarf's entertaining personality also caught the
interest of some of the political rulers of his time;
he proudly relates that he blackmailed a fraudulent
alchemist from the Maghrib out of c lzz al-Dm Aybak
al-Mu c -azzami's (died 646/1248-49) court by threatening to divulge the secret of his competitor's
method to make gold. The book combines realism
and psychological insight, a certain knowledge of
mechanics medicine and botany with a familiarity
with alchemistic and hermetic writings and an
enlightened, if naive, scepticism towards many things
miraculous.
The Mukhtar falls outside the scope of traditional
mediaeval Islamic literature and scholarship and is
written in careless "Middle-Arabic", full of jargon and
dialectical expressions. It has been printed several times
(Damascus 1302/1885; Istanbul n.d., Cairo 1316/1898
and several times n.d.). All printings are incomplete,
expurgated and unreliable. The author of this article
is preparing an edition, based on the available manuscripts. Two further books of al-Djawbarf, a treatise
on geomancy and al-Sirdt al-mustakim fi cilm al-ruhdniyya
wa 'l-tanajim, a work on the occult sciences and astrology, are lost. The Kitdb al-Sihr al-haldl fil-alcdb alsimawiyya wa-bacd fawd'id sind'iyya muajarraba, printed
after some of the Cairo editions, has been erroneously
ascribed to al-Djawbari, and is in reality a translated extract of a 19th century French treatise on "magie
naturelle".
Bibliography: All information concerning alDjawbarf has to be gathered from his Mukhtar.
Al-Djawbari's importance has already been noted
by M. Steinschneider, Gauberi's "entdeckte Geheimnisse, eine Quelle fiir orientalische Sittenschilderung,

in ZDMG, xix (1865), 562-77; idem, Polemische
und apologetische Literatur in arabischer Sprache, zwischen Muslimen, Christen und Juden, Anhang II:
Gauberi's "entdeckte Geheimnisse", in Abhandlungen fiir
d. Kunde des Morgenlandes, vi/3, Leipzig 1877; and
MJ. de Goeje, Gaubari's "entdeckte Geheimnisse",
in ZDMG, xx, (1866), 484-510; A considerable
part of the Mukhtar has been translated by
E. Wiedemann, who stressed, perhaps overmuch,
al-Djawban's importance for Islamic natural sciences, cf. the list of translated passages in
S. Wild, Jugglers and fraudulent Sufis, in Proceedings
of the Vlth Congress of Arabic and Islamic Studies.
Visby 13-16 August, Stockholm 17-19 August 1972
— Kungl. Vitterhets Historic och Antikvitets Akademiens
Handlingar, Filologisk-filosofiska serien 15, Uppsala
1975, 58-63; Cf. further C.E. Bosworth, The
mediaeval Islamic underworld. The Banu Sasan in
Arabic society and literature. Part One. The Banu
Sdsdn in Arabic life and lore, Leiden 1976, 14-15,
24, 106-18, and M. Ullmann, Die Natur- und
Geheimwissenschaften
im Islam (Handbuch der
Orientalistik, 1. Abteilung, Erganzungsband VI, 2.
Abschnitt), 254, 367.
(S. WILD)
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(i) S u b s t a n c e , [see Vol. II].
(ii) Jewel, j e w e l r y
Whether or not ajawhar had the meaning "jewel"
from the beginning of this word's usage in the Arabic
language is uncertain, but this meaning is wellattested from early in the Islamic era. For example,
both ajawhar and the plural ajawdhir are used in the
Paris manuscript of the Kitdb al-Ahajdr li-Aristdtdlis (publ.
with tr. and comm. in 1912 by J. Ruska as Das Steinbuch
des Aristoteles—see p. 92 for the above-mentioned terms),
a work which Ruska dated to some time before the
middle of the 3rd/9th century. The Arabic lexicographers from at least as early as the 4th/10th century
give "jewel" as a meaning for ajawhar (e.g. in the
Tahdhib al-lugha of al-Azharl [q.v.]). This usage continues throughout the centuries to the present day,
traceable both in historical literature and in, for example, the 12th/18th century dictionary Tad} al-arus
(for a more complete listing of the definitions by the
Arabic lexicographers, see Lane's Lexicon, s.v. aj-h-r).
The word ajawhar makes no appearance in the
Kur'an, even though there are specific references to
both jewelry (gold bracelets, XVIII, 31 and XLIII,
53; silver bracelets, LXXVI, 21; bracelets of gold
and pearls, XXII, 23 and XXXV, 33) and precious
stones (ydkut, ruby, LV, 58; marajdn, small pearls or
coral, LV, 22 and LV, 58; and lu'lu3, pearls, XXII,
23, XXXV, 33 and LV, 22). In four of the five
passages mentioning the wearing of bracelets the
verb yuhallawna is used. From its root, which means
"to adorn", another common word for jewelry in
general (haly) is derived (see Lane, s.v. h-l-y).
However, ajawhar was clearly the most important
single term for jewelry or jewels in the Arabic language during its reign as the lingua franca of the
Islamic world.
Let us now turn from the consideration of words
used for jewels to an attempt to form a picture of
the objects themselves. That is, what kinds of jewels did the peoples of the regions under consideration make, collect, wear or otherwise use in the
various historical periods in which they lived? This
art-historical question, an extensive, as opposed to
intensive, definition of the word ajawhar, shall
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constitute our main concern in what follows. This
will mark the first attempt ever made at a survey
of Islamic jewelry, and thus must be regarded as
provisional in certain respects.
1. Early Islamic jewelry
(1 s t - 4 t h / 7 t h - 1 O t h c e n t u r i e s )
Any history of Islamic jewelry ought to begin with
examples from the earliest centuries of Islam. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are very
few extant pieces datable to before the first half of
the 5th/llth century in either the eastern or western parts of the Muslim world. Consequently, in
attempting to reconstruct a picture of the jewelry in
vogue during the first three hundred and seventy-five
years of the Islamic period we are forced to turn to
pictorial or sculptural representations in addition to
literary descriptions.
The available representations show that the jewelry and other body-adorning and costume elements
worn during the period were very strongly influenced
by the Roman, Byzantine and Sasanid ornaments
found current in the countries conquered by the
Muslims. A few examples should suffice to illustrate
this point.
The ball-shaped earrings depicted on the sculpture
from Khirbat al-Mafdjar (R. W. Hamilton, Khirbat alMajjar, Oxford 1959, PL XXII, 4) and the teardrop
shaped examples in the paintings at Samarra 3
(E. Herzfeld, Die Ausgrabungen von Samarra, Berlin 1927,
PL LXXI, top) compare very closely with those found
on Sasanid rock reliefs and coins (S. Fukai and
K. Horiuchi, Taq-i-Bustan, Tokyo 1972, ii, PL IX and
A.U. Pope, A survey of Persian art, London and New
York 1938, iv, PL 251 F, H, J, K, N, O). Sasanid
prototypes (Fukai and Horiuchi, op. cit., i, PL XX)
can also be found for some of the head ornaments
depicted in a manuscript of al-Sufi of 399/1009
(E. Wellesz, An early al-Sufi manuscript in the Bodleian
Library in Oxford, in Ars Orientalis, iii, Fig. 10) and for
the belt fittings in a wall painting from Nfshapur
datable to before 1000 A.D. (Fukai and Horiuchi,
op. at., i, PL LXIV, and W. Hauser and C.K. Wilkinson, The Museum's excavations at Nishapur, in Metropolitan
Museum of Art Bulletin [April 1943], Fig. 45).
Western influence, on the other hand, can readily be seen in some of the jewelry depicted in the
wall paintings at Kusayr c Amra. The heart-shaped
pendants worn by one of the female figures (M.
Almagro, L. Caballero, J. Zozaya and A. Almagro,
Qusayr cAmra, Madrid 1975, PL XXVII, top) bear
very close comparison to Roman pieces (Allen Memorial
Art Museum Bulletin, xviii/2-3, Oberlin, Ohio—hereinafter abbreviated Allen—Fig. 68), as does the shorter
necklace of oval elements worn by the same figure
(L. Pollak, Klassisch-Antike Gold-schmiedearbeiten, Leipzig
1903, PL XVI, No. 396). A scalloped and jewelled
necklace worn by one of the male figures as well as
one consisting of a series of pendant elements adorning a female figure (Almagro et alii, op. cit., Pis. XI
and IX) have close Byzantine parallels (A.
Greifenhagen, Schmuckarbeiten in Edelmetall, i, Berlin
1970, PL 49, and Metropolitan Museum of Art No.
17.190.1667).
The vogue for breast ornaments held in place by
crossed straps, seen so often on the figures in Kusayr
'Arnra, (Almagro et alii, PL XVII, top) probably
entered the Islamic repertoire from the West also (for
a Greek example, see H. Hoffman and P. Davidson,
Greek gold, 1965, Fig. D), although the earliest example known to these authors is from 2nd century
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B.C. India, the country which also seems to be the
ultimate source for the waist ornaments seen in the
paintings in our late Ist/early 8th century Jordanian
bath (S. Swarup, The arts and crafts of India and Pakistan,
Bombay 1957, PL 88, left and 104 left).
Thus during the earliest centuries of the Muslim
era, the jewelry traditions of the Roman, Byzantine
and Sasanid realms seem to have been important as
models for Islamic jewelry. Having seen how close
the Islamic representations often are to their apparent models, one is tempted to speculate that, to some
extent, the scarcity of early Islamic jewelry may be
due to our ignorance, and that many of the pieces
now classified as Roman, Byzantine and Sasanid are
in fact Islamic in date. Another major factor accounting for the "disappearance" of jewels, especially when
it comes to the larger and more valuable stones and
pearls, was their re-use in new stringings or settings
in accord with the taste of the times. From the remarkable series of large stones, especially diamonds and
spinel "rubies", which were inscribed with the names
of Persian and Mughal rulers, we know that such
stones had considerable histories (discussed in greater
detail below); for example, the inscriptions in the name
of Nadir Shah in two large spinels and a teardropshaped emerald show concretely how in these cases
stones from one treasure were re-used by a subsequent owner (in one case as an armband, and in the
other, on a string of prayer beads—see V. Ball, A
description of two large spinel rubies, with Persian characters
engraved upon them, in Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy,
iii/3, 380-400 and PL X; V.B. Meen and A.D.
Tushingham, Crown jewels of Iran, Toronto 1968, 46,
64-5 and 67).
We know from a number of literary accounts concerning the period at present under discussion not
only that early Islamic rulers collected precious stones,
but that they also used them in ways similar to those
which we can verify from much later periods.
In one of the most informative and detail-laden
works among those which deal with notable treasures, the Kitdb al-Dhakhd^ir wa 'l-tuhaf of al-Kadf alRashid b. al-Zubayr (ed. M. Hamidullah, Kuwait
1959), we have in § 18 the following: "al-cAla°I
recounted in the Kitdb al-Aajwdb that Sablh, the secretary, said that c Umar b. Yusuf (i.e. Yusuf b. c Umar)
al-Thakaff sent to Hisham b. cAbd al-Malik a red
ruby which was bigger than his palm and a pearl of
the greatest possible size. The messenger came in to
him. He could not see the face of Hisham because
of the height of his throne and the number of cushions. He took the stone and the pearl from him and
said: Has he written down their weight? Then he
said: Where are the likes of these two to be found?"
What is particularly interesting about the above
account is that it is such large stones and pearls which
were considered appropriate for the ruler and that
he was fully aware that the real way of recording
such items was by weight. Hisham's questions become
even more meaningful when we know that, according to al-Bfrunf [</.y.], al-Rashfd, who also received
many comparable gifts, was a great admirer of valuable stones and that he sent the jeweller Sabah, the
grandfather of al-Kindl [q.v.~], to Ceylon to buy stones
(see Mohammad Jahia al-Haschmi, Die Quellen des Steinbuches des Berum, Bonn 1935, 14). Not so incidentally,
these gifts (sc. the ruby and the pearl) were appropriate to kings not only because of their size but also
because they were among the most valued gems in
the Islamic world from earliest to latest times, although
one often suspects that the huge red rubies, ydkut,
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cited are either red tourmalines or spinels, even though
there were those competent to differentiate. For an
example of methods used for such differentiation, we
may point to al-Bfrunf who recorded the specific
weights of stones in relation to sapphire, which he
gave the arbitrary value of 100. Thus the pearl "is
65 and a third and a quarter" (see F. Krenkow, The
chapter on pearls in the book on precious Stones by al-Berum.
Part II, in 1C, xvi/1 [1942], 26-7).
Specific literary accounts and numerous recorded
gifts and purchases as well as pictorial evidence exist
which establish the prevailing hierarchy of value in
stones. According to al-Blrum in his Kitab al-^amdhir
fi '1-dj.awdhir (as cited by E. Wiedemann, Liber den Wert
von Edelsteinen bei den Muslimen, in Is I., ii [1911], 348),
there are three outstanding precious gems, the ruby
(ydkut), the emerald (zumurrud) and the pearl. Wiedemann (op. cit., 348 n. 1) also informs us that in f. 5a
of the Steinbuch des Aristoteles it says that the pearl, the
ydkut and the zabardj_ad (topaz) and their kind are preferred by people over other precious stones. For a
concrete example, we may cite another passage from
the K. al-Dhakhd'ir (§ 33) which recounts gifts given
to al-Mutawakkil by a favourite slave girl consisting
of twenty tamed gazelles, with twenty Chinese saddles with small saddle-bags containing musk and
ambergris and other perfumes, "And each gazelle had
a female slave attendant with a golden belt, having
in her hand a golden rod, at whose tip was a jewel,
a ruby or an emerald or some other from the jewels of high value."
It is hardly possible to estimate real prices; thus
that given for the famous Djabal (see al-Mascudi, ed.
Pellat, index) varies considerably according to the
sources. Wiedemann states, in op. cit., 346, and following al-Dimashkf, that it must have weighed 14'/2
mithkah (according to Kahle's conversion figures, in
Die Schdtze der Fatimiden, in £DMG, N.F. xxxiv [1935],
336, this would amount to about 64 gr. or 320 carats)
for 80,000 dmdrs. Furthermore, according to the same
source, al-Rashld is said to have paid 90,000 dinars
for a pearl named al-Yatima, "the Orphan". The weight
is not given, although weights for pearls of this name
are mentioned in several other accounts of the early
Islamic period. In the light of the comments of alBfrunf as cited by Krenkow (art. cit, Part I, 407) and
of the passage, also from al-Bfrunf, cited below, it
would seem that this name, along with Fanda,
"Unique", was given to any large pearl, perhaps especially to those pear- or teardrop-shaped, for which no
match could be found.
Further accounts of the early Islamic period indicating the value placed on certain stones are the
following, all taken from the above-cited K. alDhakhcfir.
(i) In the time of the caliph Hisham b. 'Abd alMalik, the "king of India" sent as a present to Djunayd
b. cAbd al-Rahman, the then governor of Sind, a
jewel-studded camel mounted on a silver, wheeled
under-carriage, and its udders were full of pearls and
its throat was full of rubies, both of which could be
made to pour forth. Djunayd sent this on to Hisham,
who appreciated it highly. "It amazed Hisham and
everyone who was in his company, and it remained
in the Umayyad treasury until it passed to the
c
Abbasids" (§ 15).
(ii) There is an account (§ 27) of a gift sent to alRashld, by "one of the kings of India", of "an emerald
rod longer than a cubit. At its head was the image of
a bird of red rubies, and it was invaluable." We are
told that this bauble passed down through the cAb-

basid family, serving for at least part of the time as a
plaything for royal children, to al-Muctasim, who ordered
a search for the (at that point) missing ruby-encrusted
bird (valued, we are told, at 100,000 dinars, by one
c
Abd Allah b. Muhammad) which had become separated from it but which was found, under threats of
punishment, by the treasurers.
(iii) We read (§ 29) that al-Ma'mun corresponded
and exchanged gifts with a king of India, and that
the Indian king's letter to al-Ma'mun mentioned the
gifts he was sending: "And the gifts were a cup of
red ruby, the opening of which was one span wide
by one finger thick, full of pearls, each of which
weighed a mithkdl. They totalled 100 pearls ..."
For the actual use of precious stones in jewelry,
there is considerable evidence that in this early Islamic
period, as in the previous Roman and Byzantine periods as well as in much later periods such as the
Mughal one in India, many of the larger precious
stones were bored and strung on cords, chains, wires
or whatever was appropriate. Remarkably graphic literary confirmation of this is afforded by al-Birunf's
treatment of the emerald, as cited by Wiedemann
(op. cit., 351), when he says that emerald jewels or
beads (khara^a) are called reeds or tubes (kasaba] because
of their long form and because one bores through
them. This has a remarkable ring of veracity because
of what we know of the longish crystalline formation
of the emerald, as well as the great number of presumably Byzantine necklaces which incorporate just
such bored sections of emerald crystals. This practice
of boring and stringing precious stones as beads was
not confined to emeralds. The following passage from
the K. al-Dhakhd'ir (§ 37) does not furnish certain proof
of this, but gives an indication of its likelihood. We
are told that when al-Mutawakkil was returning from
Damascus, in 244/858, he was met by his mother's
servant, with gifts from "al-Sayyida" Kabfha, the
mother of al-Muctazz. Their amount was 400,000
dinars." This enormous treasure included "a string of
beads of jewels of an unknown value." From the same
work (§ 14), we hear again of "beads of great jewels"
in a casket of jewels which had been brought by the
Fatimid caliph al-Mucizz when he came to Cairo from
his previous capital in Tunisia.
Occasionally we are fortunate enough to find
passages which describe or unconsciously indicate
not only the precise kind of gem involved, but also
the arrangement or manner of stringing of these jewels. Once more from the K. al-Dhakhd'ir (§ 22) we
learn that "Mu'nisa, the slave girl of al-Ma'mun billah, gave to Mutayyam, the slave girl of CA1I b.
Hisham ... with the knowledge of al-Ma5mun, a necklace whose central pearl was like an egg of a sparrow, and black beads whose value was 10,000 dinars
(at this value the only imaginable black beads are
black pearls of fine quality—we know that, according to al-Blrum, on the authority of al-Hasan and
al-Husayn of Rayy, court jewellers to Mahmud of
Ghazna, Mahmud's treasury included black pearls—
see Haschmi, op. cit., 15), and four stones of red
rubies and four stones of emeralds on its right and
left, between them the precious beads of gold. The
continuing necklace had dates (balah—here surely
meant to indicate the shape of the beads) anointed
with perfume (ghdliya). Mutayyam found the dates
anointed with perfume (ghdliya) elegant and delightful; her joy could not be increased by the remaining jewels." Although we cannot be absolutely certain
of the arrangement here, the general picture is quite
clear; that called up in the imagination by this and
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the passage to follow is amazingly like that which
one gets from the accounts of the likes of Tavernier
(see Travels in India, tr. V. Ball, London 1889, ii,
150) as well as what one actually sees being worn
by Mughal rulers in their miniature paintings (see
below in section on Mughal India). Another very
graphic passage from the early Islamic period is
found in al-Bfrunf's chapter on pearls (Krenkow,
op. at., II, 25), in a section discussing the egg-shaped
pearl: "The pearl called al-Yatfma weighed three
mithkak and it was called al-Yatlma (orphan) because
its shell had gone before a sister [pearl] could be
born [in it]. Likewise, a similar one was called Farld
(unique) when its equal could not be found and it
was necessary to make it the centre of a necklace
which is called qilada." Elsewhere in the same work
(Krenkow, op. cit., Part II, 33), al-Bfrunf is arguing
against "coral" and for "small pearls" as being the
correct understanding of the term mard^an, and we
get an idea of his sense of what is proper as regards
the combination of stones with pearls. He quotes a
passage from Abu Nuwas and then comments:
'"Crowned with pearls and marjan like a rose betwixt
red anemones.' So he thinks that the white pearl is
adorned in the necklace between two reds, meaning
the ruby and the coral. Such a necklace would be
uncommon and of bad taste. On the contrary, the
small pearls are put between every large pearl and
two encompassing rubies filling the place between
them, holding them apart; then on account of their
polish, the redness of the ruby glistens and can be
compared with the redness of gold."
Other such accounts about the combination of
rubies, emeralds and pearls of various sizes could be
given, but perhaps those cited above are sufficient to
indicate something of the nature of a type of jewelry
that seems to have had currency throughout the
centuries in most of the Islamic world and of which
we have nothing but the literary accounts and pictorial representations, together with some of the stones
(in such repositories as the Iranian crown jewels and
the Topkapi in Istanbul). What we do have left to
us in something of its original form, although of less
intrinsic value, is of greater historical importance, for
it provides us with a better picture of the changes in
artistic taste from period to period.
As regards those few objects datable to the early
Islamic period, they fit very well into the pattern
established for those adornments found in the paintings and reliefs discussed at the outset, i.e. they
exhibit a dependence on Roman, Byzantine and/or
Sasanid models. However, these objects also show a
development away from the older objects in terms
of decorative motifs or principal designs, an Islamisation of their pre-Islamic models. Perhaps the most
striking example of this is an amulet case excavated at Nfshapur which can be dated before 1000
A.D., on the basis of its epigraphic decoration (Fig.
1). Sasanid as well as Byzantine prototypes exist for
the general shape (M. Negro Ponti, Jewelry and small
objects from Tell Mahuz (North Mesopotamia), in Mesopotamia, v-vi [1970-1], Fig. 85, No. 36, and W. and
E. Rudolph, Ancient jewelry from the collection of Burton
T. Berry, Bloomington, Indiana 1973, Fig. 153), but
its elaborate yet beautiful integration of form and
decoration are peculiarly Islamic, as is its nielloed
Kufic inscription.
Also datable to the same period on epigraphic
grounds are two belt fittings excavated at Nfshapur,
one of which is shown in Fig. 2. Unlike the smoothedged and undecorated fittings on the depiction of
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the horseman in the Nishapur wall painting discussed
earlier, these two sculpted and decorted objects may
have been part of a set like that in Fig. 3. The latter should be dated to the 3rd/9th century on the
basis of its close comparison with the fittings depicted
in a painting from Samarra3 (E. Herzfeld, op. cit., PL
LXV, right).
Some of the finger rings from Nishapur also seem
to be datable to this period. The silver as well as the
gold ring pictured in Fig. 4a and b both show a
dependance on Roman models (E.H. Marshall,
Catalogue of the finger rings, Greek, Etruscan and Roman, in
the Departments of Antiquities, British Museum London
1907, PL XV, 526, PL XIII, 469), and as will be discussed later, the silver ring can be seen as a precursor of a type of Saldjuk Persian ring.
2. Early m e d i a e v a l j e w e l r y
(5th-7th/1 lth-1 3th centuries)
Once we move into the early mediaeval period,
not only do we have many more extant jewelry examples than we did for the early Islamic period, but we
are also able to establish firmer dates for them. The
reasons for the survival of these relatively large groups
of objects, as well as the explanations of the lines of
development which brought the art to this brilliant
flowering during the early mediaeval period, continue to elude us. The jump from the few early objects
just discussed to the objects we are about to present
is often a very large one indeed.
Pivotal pieces for the study of early mediaeval jewelry in greater Iran are a pair of bracelets, which are
illustrated in Fig. 5a-b. Each of the four hemispheres
flanking the clasp of each bracelet bears a flat disk
of thin gold at its back, which was decorated by
pouncing it over a coin, in this case a coin bearing
the name of the cAbbasid caliph al-Kadir billah (381422/991-1031). The late Dr. George Miles was of the
opinion that the style of the coins used was that of
those minted in 390/1000, 397/1007 and 419/1028,
during the rule of Mahmud of Ghazna, and that they
were probably struck in the mint of Nfshapur. As the
gold discs were most probably embossed over relatively new coins, a dating to the first half of the 5th/
l l t h century seems quite secure.
There are a large number of extant bracelets in
both gold and silver which are analogous to these,
although none are as fine or as elaborate. The main
characteristics of this group of bracelets are the four
hemispheres flanking the clasp, the tapering of the
shank toward the clasp and the twisted effect of the
former; or alternatively, a non-tapered shank is subdivided into ball-shaped sections.
Pre-Islamic jewelry has again served as a model
for these bracelets, which show a continued conservatism and traditionalism in the medium. Examples of
coins and imitation coins on jewelry are quite numerous in the Byzantine period; and the twisted effect of
the shank must ultimately derive from Greek bracelets
with similar shanks (Metropolitan Museum of Art,
No. 45.11.10—see Hoffman and Davidson, op. cit.,
Fig. 61b). Those with shanks subdivided into ballshaped sections must have had as their ultimate models
Roman rings and bracelets as well (Allen, Fig. 107).
The hollow gold and silver rings from Nlshapur
with stone settings which we saw earlier seem to
have given rise to the type of ring seen in Fig. 6.
Its epigraphic and vegetal decoration in niello place
it very neatly in the early mediaeval period, more
particularly in the 6th/12th or 7th/13th centuries;
and furthermore, the type of setting with its heavy
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claws is very typical for Persian jewelry of this
period. The bracelet illustrated in Fig. 7a-b, whose
mate is in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, shares
many of the features seen in the last object discussed.
Four of its elements take the form of truncated pyramids (as does the bezel of the ring), and bear the
heavy claws to hold the now-missing stones. It also
prominently features epigraphic decoration in niello.
The granulated treatment of the border on the
obverse of the pendant in Fig. 8a-b, the settings with
heavy claws and the niello-like decoration, relate this
object to the bracelet just discussed. A feature we
have not met with before, however, is that found on
the reverse—a double twisted wire decoration laid on
the gold sheet. This method of decorating a plain
gold surface was very popular in Iran during the period in question and can be seen on a pair of earrings, one of which is shown in Fig. 9, which bear
close comparison with a pair found in Russian excavations (in the region between the Sea of Azov and
Moscow) whose finds can be dated between the 1170s
and 1240 (G.F. Korzukhina, Russkie kladi IX-XIIIvv,
Moscow 1954, pi. LX). The open-work beads decorating the upper part of these earrings were also an
important feature of Iranian jewelry at this time.
Another pair of earrings, seen in Fig. 10, are composed of three such beads. There are many variations
of such three-bead earrings from 6th/12th and 7th/
13th century Iran, and a large number of similar ones
were found in the Russian excavations already
mentioned (for example, Korzukhina, op. cit., pis. XLV,
XLVIII, XXXI, XXXIII, etc.).
Fig. 11 a-b illustrates a type of ring which seems
not to have been in vogue in the Islamic world before
the second half of the 6th/12th century. However,
once introduced, it enjoyed great popularity and variety. The most essential features of this ring type are
a cast shank, often with anthropomorphic terminals,
and polygonal bezels. The prototypes, again, are to
be found in Greek as well as Roman rings (Marshall,
op. cit., fig. 61, and pi. XVI, 552). The ring chosen
to illustrate the type is a particularly fine example,
with four of the six corners of the bezel decorated
with human heads, the crown itself consisting of a
repeating geometric pattern executed in openwork filigree and the shank bearing harpies and terminating
in double-bodied harpies. Although not as elaborate
as our example, many rings of this type were found
in the Russian excavations mentioned above whose
finds can be dated between the 1170s and 1240
(Korzukhina, pis. XXXVII, 3, XXXVIII, 3, XLV, 4,
etc.). The style of the animals as well as the technique employed on the belt fittings in Fig. 12 relate
this object very closely to the above ring.
Because the geometrical design and its mode of
execution on the two hair ornaments in Fig. 13 are
identical to that on the ring in Fig. 11 a-b, these
objects must be dated to the same time, if not to
the same workshop. Between the bronze core and
the gold exterior of these ornaments there was a
textile which was probably brightly coloured, and
this must have heightened the impact of these striking pieces. Hair ornaments had a long pre-Islamic
history, and tubular ones are still current in the
Middle East today.
The earrings featuring polyhedral beads in Fig. 14
must also be similarly dated, since two hair ornaments with closely related beads were found in the
Russian excavations mentioned above (Korzukhina,
pi. LIX). Their sophisticated and ingenious transformation of the spherical bead into a pentagonal

dodecahedron is quite in keeping with the extraordinary amount of sophistication at the time in the
usage of geometric solids as the forms of beads,
weights, etc., especially notable in the finds from the
Metropolitan Museum's excavations at Nfshapur.
A cache of jewelry and 82 gold coins found in
Tunisia about 50 years ago allows us to establish relatively firm dates for certain types of jewelry executed
in the Fatimid realms (G. Marcais and L. Poinssot,
Objets kairouanais, notes et documents, xi/2, Tunis 1952,
467-93, and Marilyn Jenkins, Fatimid jewelry, its subtypes and influences, in Kunst des Orients, in press); and
this in turn allows us to date certain closely related
objects from the Fertile Crescent.
Marcais and Poinssot have shown that the jewelry
in this cache was made before the end of the year
436/1045, and Jenkins has demonstrated that it
was very likely produced in Egypt. She has also delineated a number of characteristic features of this
jewelry, thus permitting a considerable broadening of
the group. On the basis of these works, it seems likely that the gold objects about to be discussed, as well
as many others closely related to them, were all produced in a relatively short period of time before
436/1045.
Each sub-type enumerated below will be introduced
by one or more Fatimid objects datable by means
of the Tunisian cache. These groupings grew out of
Marc Rosenberg's theory of "the battle of granulation and filigree", in which he suggests an historical
progression proceeding from those pieces on which
granulation, consisting of grains of more than one
size—most often set on paired wires—was the dominant decorative device, to those on which grains are
also placed on paired wires but on which the granulation and filigree could be said to be on an equal
footing. The third sub-type incorporates only a small
amount of granulation; and the final phase shows
the complete displacement of granulation by filigree
(see Rosenberg, Geschichte der Goldschmiedekunst auf
technischer Grundlage, Granulation, iii, Frankfurt 1918, 96104). The closely similarity among the objects comprising the various sub-groups makes it highly likely
that the "battle" was a quick one, at least in the case
of Fatimid Egypt.
Examples of the finest and most decoratively complex type of Fatimid gold work are the openwork
biconical and spherical beads in Fig. 15 exhibiting
filigree work and granulation with grains of more
than one size. Another example of this particular
phase of Fatimid jewelry is a gold bracelet with a
tapered tubular shank and heart-shaped terminals in
the Archaeological Museum, Istanbul (G. Breitling
et alii, Das Buck vom Gold, Lucerne and Frankfurt 1975,
239, No. 6). The area where the shank meets the
terminals bears three large grains, or more properly,
shot. This bracelet bears close comparison with one
in the Damascus Museum, also with heart-shaped terminals but with a twisted-wire shank (Catalogue du Musee
National de Damas, Damascus 1969, Fig. 119, right).
The latter may in turn be compared with several
excavated in Russia in finds datable to the 5 t h / l l t h
and turn of the 6th/12th centuries (Korzukhina,
op. cit., pi. XIV). All this confirms that this group of
bracelets with tubular or twisted-wire shanks and heartshaped terminals, whether made in Egypt or somewhere in the Fertile Crescent (as is probably the case
with the bracelet in the Damascus Museum), were
contemporary with the beads illustrated in Fig. 15
(which are datable by means of the Tunisian cache)
and consequently must date before 436/1045.
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from Ur (C.L. Wooley, Ur excavations, ii. The Royal
Another bracelet which must be placed in this finest
Cemetery, Oxford 1934, pi. 146a), as well as from
and decoratively most complex phase is that seen in
Cyprus of the first half of the first millenium B.C.
Fig. 16a-b, which has a mate in the Damascus
(Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 74.51.3297).
Museum. The twisted effect of its tapered shank and
Another type of tripartite spacer can be seen on the
the four hemispheres flanking its clasp, as well as the
necklace in Fig. 15.
treatment of the area where the shank meets the clasp,
In the medium of silver, the earring shown in Fig.
relate it very closely to the Persian bracelet illus22 has a shape and the box-like construction which
trated in Fig. 5a-b, which is probably datable to the
we have seen often in the jewelry from the Fertile
early 5th/llth century. However, the type of bosses
Crescent. These features, in addition to the style of
on the clasp, the style of wirework on the back of
its nielloed vegetal and epigraphic decoration, place
the clasp and the treatment of the shank relate the
it in the early part of the period under discussion.
Freer bracelet more closely to contemporary objects
Towards the end of what we have called the early
made in Egypt. We therefore attribute this bracelet
mediaeval period, one of the Islamic lands west of
to a workshop in the Fertile Crescent, most probably
Iran (probably Syria) produced the silver and gilt
in Syria, where both Egyptian and Persian influences
bronze belt illustrated in Fig. 23, other elements of
would very likely be found.
which are in the Benaki Museum, Athens. According
Also contemporary and made either in Egypt or
to Mr. Benaki's records (see Berta Segall, Museum
the Fertile Crescent are a group of six bracelets with
Benaki, Katalog der Goldschmiede-Arbeiten, Athens 1938 No.
twisted-wire shanks whose clasps bear granules in two
323, and p. 190) the inscription on the buckle is in
triangular arrangements, flanked on two sides by groups
the name of al-Malik al-Salih clmad al-Dln Isma'fl,
of three contiguous shot, on either side of a set stone
who was twice the Ayyubid ruler of Damascus and
(Catalogue du Musee National de Damas, Fig. 119, second
who was killed in battle at Cairo in 648/1250 (misfrom right; Collection Helene Stathatos, iv, Bijoux et petits
takenly said in Segall to have taken place in 1266).
objets, PI. XI, and p. 73, Figs. 11 and 12; and the
Although there was a Mamluk sultan of the same
European art market). The manner of usage of the
name who ruled in the 8th/14th century (743-6/
grains on the clasps of these bracelets is closely related
1342-5), the titular formulae which one can read on
to that on the "blimp-shaped" beads on the necklace
the buckle do seem closer to those of the Ayyubid
in Fig. 15.
ruler than of the Mamluk one.
The next Fatimid sub-type is illustrated in Fig.
17a-b. Unlike the beads discussed above, this pendant
3. Late m e d i a e v a l j e w e l r y
bears grains of only one size, and the filigree and
(8th-l 1 t h / 1 4 - 1 7 t h centuries)
granulation can be said to be equally important.
For reasons still largely unclear to us, when attemptThose objects exhibiting filigree with only a very
ing to deal with the jewelry art of the late mediaesparse use of granulation, such as the bracelet in
val period, we are faced with a situation similar to
Fig. 18 with repousseed shank, are examples of the
that in the early Islamic period. That is, there are
next sub-type. Bracelets with repousseed shanks
very few extant pieces from any part of the Muslim
bearing geometric designs, sometimes filled with
world datable to this period, and therefore we are
human figures, were a later development of such
again forced to turn to pictorial representations in
bracelets (Metropolitan Museum of Art No. 58.37,
and A. de Ridder, Collection de Clercq catalogue, vii/1, I addition to literary descriptions for our main picture
!
of the jewelry of this important four-hundred-year
pi. XII, No. 1279).
Another example of this phase is the pair of earperiod.
It is probable that the representations of jewelry
rings in Fig. 19. However, the use of undecorated
in Persian miniatures do not give us a full and adehollow hemispheres as well as the tapering of the
edges to a point take them out of the Egyptian
quate picture of the jewelry in vogue at the time,
milieu and, as was the case with the bracelet in Fig.
even for the upper classes. This is partly due to the
16a-b and several other objects mentioned above,
very limitations of the Persian miniature art itself in
perhaps a provenance in the Fertile Crescent should
terms of what it could show; and one gets the feelbe suggested for them (cf. Zakiyya c Umar al-cAlI,
ing that convention played some part in what jewIslamic jewelry acquired by the Iraq Museum [in Arabic],
elry the painter chose to decorate his figures, just
as painters' conventions had a part in the architecin Sumer, xxx, PI. 8; Paris, Grand Palais, L'Islam dans
les collections nationals, Paris 1977, No. 363; and
tural forms and decoration represented in these miniaMetropolitan Museum of Art, No. 95.16.2-3). Closer
tures. However, it does seem on the other hand that
to its Egyptian prototypes than the above, but incorthe representations do reflect in a general way the
porating Persian elements as well, is another earring
types and, as will be seen, the changing styles of
which also must have been made in the Fertile
jewelry worn. With Mughal miniatures, the repreCrescent (Hayward Gallery, The arts of Islam, London
sentations are more detailed, and give a feeling of
1976, No. 239).
being less fanciful, more indicative of a specific time,
As we have said, the final phase in Fatimid jewplace and object.
elry is represented by those objects with no granuThe necklace in Fig. 24a-b is one of two extant
lation at all, their decoration being executed solely
pieces of 8th/14th century gold jewelry known to
in filigree or in filigree combined with a technique
the present authors (the other is a head ornament
other than granulation, such as cloisone enamelling.
in the Staatliche Museen, Berlin-Dahlem, No. 565,
Two examples can be seen in Figs. 20 and 21. The
which is very closely related to the gilded silver
latter may be compared with the biconical bead in
head ornament found in a 14th century tomb at
Fig. 15 (see also L.A. Mayer Memorial Institute for
Novorossiisk, for which see R. Zahn, Sammlungen der
Islamic Art, Jerusalem, No. J75, the wirework of
Galene Bachstitz, ii Berlin 1921, pi. 123). The shapes
which is closely related to that on the back of the
used in the wire and stone work on the obverse
clasp of the bracelet in Fig. 16a-b), but here three
of the necklace's two principal elements, as well as
biconical beads are combined to form a necklace spathe contours of these elements themselves, relate it
cer, a type of combination also seen in the material
closely to the crown of Anushirwan in a page from
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the Demotte Shah-nama (Metropolitan Museum of
Art No. 52.20.2, see I. Stchoukine, La peinture iranienne sous les derniers cAbb asides et les II-Khans, Bruges
1936, ms. no. XV, no. 24), and the style of the
chased design as well as the motifs on the reverse
of these elements clearly point to the same period.
In addition, the overall Chinese feeling is in line
with what we might expect at this time.
To come back to the miniature mentioned above,
we might point out that both of the principal figures
wear simple gold hoop earrings and that this fashion
can be seen in other representations of the period.
For example, in a miniature probably painted in 'Irak
in ca. 771-81/1370-80 (R. Ettinghausen, Arab painting,
New York 1962, 178) we see very similar earrings
worn by the Archangel Israfil.
We may take this occasion to say that the wearing
of earrings by men is a custom with a very long history in the Near East, being well-attested in for
example, Assyrian, Achaemenian and Sasanid reliefs.
We have already referred in section 1 above to a man
wearing earrings in a wall painting from Samarra5,
and we have literary evidence that earrings were worn
by pre-Islamic Arabs: al-Bfrum in his chapter on pearls
(Krenkow, op. cit., I, 407) quotes an extract from alAswad b. YaTur [q.v.] which contains the phrase
" . . . runs a man with two pearls [in the lobes of his
ears] . . .". This custom continued in the Islamic world,
although not universally, until the beginning of the
modern period, as attested by, for example, paintings
of the Mongol, Timurid, Safawid and Mughal schools.
A belt of gilded silver consisting of 62 elements
was found in the 14th century tomb at Novorossiisk
mentioned above (R. Zahn, op. cit., pis. 121, 122).
The overall style of the belt, as well as the decoration
on the triangular and rectangular pieces, relate it to
two earlier belts illustrated in Figs. 12 and 23.
Turning to the more western part of the Muslim
world, several gold bracelets can be quite securely
placed in 8th/14th century Mamluk Egypt or Syria.
Continuing the bracelet tradition in this part of the
world as discussed above, these have hollow shanks—
plain or giving a twisted effect—but they now terminate in animal heads. The clasp is round and
tabular, and the one in the Benaki Museum, Athens,
is decorated with an Arabic inscription (B. Segall,
op. cit., No. 319, and Cairo, Islamic art in Egypt 9691517, April 1969, No. 20).
At the turn of the 8th/14th and 9th/15th century
in Iran we not only see the continued use of the
type of belt already discussed (M.S. Ipsiroglu, Painting
and culture of the Mongols, New York n.d., fig. 47) but
we also begin to see the use of a new belt type consisting of a large gold roundel or roundels on a cloth
or leather strap, a type which appears soon to have
superseded the older style and which was to remain
in vogue in Iran for centuries to come (Metropolitan
Museum of Art, No. 57.51.20, MMA Bulletin, N.S.,
xvi [1957], 56, and No. 33.113, MMA Bulletin, xxix
[April 1934], 59-60, fig. 2).
One of these latter miniatures (57.51.20) also shows
a new fashion in the decoration of the female visage: strings of beads framing the face, being secured
by the headcloth at the top of the head and passing under the chin. As we shall see, this type of
ornament was still in vogue in Iran in the Kadjar
period. This popular Tlrnurid fashion is also in evidence in two other miniatures, one from ca. 829/
1426 and the other from between 1470 and 1480,
which also show us examples of Tfmurid earrings.
These appear to be either plain gold hoops, hoops

with a single pendant tear-drop pearl (seen earlier
in paintings from Samarra3) or gold hoops with four
pendant paired pearls (Metropolitan Museum of Art,
No. 13.228.13, fol. 17b; see New York, Asia House
Gallery, Muslim miniature paintings from the XII to XIX
century, 1962, 58, no. 41, and No. 57.51.24; MMA
Bulletin, N.S., xvi [April 1958], 232).
As regards the fashion in bracelets during the Tfmurid
period, a miniature from a Haft paykar manuscript shows
bathing women wearing simple strings of beads at their
wrists (Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 13.228.13,
fol. 47a, MMA Bulletin, N.S., xxv [May 1967], 325, fig.
16). One of a pair of cast silver bracelets with dragonheaded terminals and bearing on the top an Arabic
inscription can be seen in Fig. 25. At least two other
examples of this type are extant, and it may represent
a simpler and later version of the Mamluk bracelets
discussed above with animal heads flanking their clasps.
The cast gold and jade seal ring illustrated in Fig.
26 may have developed out of the type of ring illustrated in Fig. lla-b, as they have several important
features in common: the technique of casting, followed
by a significant amount of chasing; shanks which have
anthropomorphic terminals and which are decorated
with designs on two levels; and a lozenge adorning
the centre of the shank (for the universal importance
and use of the seal ring throughout Islamic history,
see KHATAM and MUHR).
The necklace seen on the woman in the detail of
a miniature from a manuscript dated 853/1450-1 in
Fig. 27 points both backward and forward in time.
The central element is related to one of those on the
necklace in Fig. 24a-b, whereas the overall composirion
is identical to what we shall see is the most popular
type of Safawid necklace represented in miniatures,
although the rosettes here are two-dimensional elements instead of spherical beads as in the case of the
Safawid necklace.
Nasrid Spain is better represented by extant jewelry than other areas during this period. The necklace illustrated in Fig. 28 consists of five pendant
elements and five beads. The pendant elements show
an indebtedness to Fatimid jewelry in their box-like
construction, the use of gold loops on their circumference for stringing pearls or semi-precious stones,
and their combination of gold and cloisonne enamel
as well as of filigree and granulation. However, they
are not as laboriously executed as the best Fatimid
pieces, and the work has been further decreased by
simply pouncing a gold sheet over the decorated front
side of the pendant to produce the decoration on the
back, a peculiarity of Nasrid jewelry.
As indicated earlier, the vogue for beads framing
the face continued in the Safawid period but, in addition, two other types of head ornament—whose sources
of inspiration were probably earlier crowns—were very
popular during this period. Examples are to be seen
in Figs. 29 and 30, both of which appear to be of
gold set with stones.
The necklace shown in Fig. 27 was the immediate precursor of that worn by the woman in Fig. 30.
The elements and their arrangement are identical,
except that the flat rosettes set with a single stone in
the 853/1450-51 miniature have, seventy-five years
later, become what appear to be granulated spheres
set with multiple stones. The central element has also
changed from an apparently carved or painted piece
to a gold pendant set with stones. Another type
of necklace which we see represented in Safawid
paintings, worn as a choker or close to the throat,
consisted of a central triangular, sometimes bejewel-
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led, gold element flanked by two smaller gold elements on a string of pearls; and we see Iranian
women in paintings of this period wearing a series
of strings of beads, plain or bearing a single pendant (Metropolitan Museum of Art No. 52.20.6,
unpublished, and a wall painting from the Cihil Sutun
(1057/1647) in Isfahan, unpublished). These paintings also show a continued vogue for bracelets consisting of simple strings of beads.
Also at the Cihil Sutun, we encounter on the statues at the edge of the pool an early example of the
bejewelled tripartite armband which was to have such
popularity in the Kadjar period (Fig. 31).
The new belt type, which was first observed in
Persian miniatures dating to around 1400 A.D., was
further elaborated upon in the Safawid period. The
elements are jewelled and the number represented on
a given belt is increased (Fig. 32). Two complete
Safawid belts and a buckle are extant (Pope, Survey
of Persian art, vi, pi. 1394a-c).
The types of earrings current in Safawid Iran show,
for the most part, a continued conservatism at least
as far as the representations are concerned. We find
gold hoop earrings and gold hoops with a single shot
at the bottom or at the bottom and two sides. There
are also variations on the type of earring consisting
of a gold hoop with a pendant pearl which in one
case consists of three pendant stones, blue, white and
red (Fig. 33). In addition to these, we also see more
complex pendant earring varieties couposed of gold,
pearls, rubies or garnets and emeralds or in some
cases composed of the aforementioned stones, but
depicted in the miniatures in a way that is not detailed
enough to permit a description.
Some of the ring types represented in the miniatures of this period include: archer's rings, usually
indicated in black; seal rings and others represented
with white and green stones (we may mention the
one depicted with a white stone—in Metropolitan
Museum of Art No. 1970.301.7, unpublished—which
very much resembles in style that illustrated in Fig.
26); plain gold rings with rectangular bezels; and gold
thumb rings.
Another Safawid fashion seen depicted is the wearing of bandoliers, an example of which can be seen
in Fig. 33. This one incorporates gold beads, amulets,
a rosette and a gold pendant. Others of the period
bear jewelled elements (Metropolitan Museum of Art
No. 12.224.4, miniature unpublished).
Recognisable representations of jewelry in Ottoman
miniatures are almost non-existent. A rare instance
shows Mehemmed II wearing a white archer's ring
and a ring set with a blue stone (N. Atasoy and
F. Qagman, Turkish miniature painting, Istanbul 1974,
pi. I). A hint of the kinds of treasures on hand in
Tavernier's time (in addition to arms, utensils and
the like enriched with diamonds, rubies, emeralds
and other precious stones), can be had from the
following:
"But what is most precious in that Chamber and
transcends all the rest, is a strong Coffer all of Ironwork,
which contains another, of about a foot and a half
square, wherein there is a vast Treasure. When this
Coffer is open'd you see a kind of Gold-Smiths Jewel
Box, wherein are ranked all sorts of Jewels of highest
value, as Diamonds, Rubies, Emeralds, a huge number of
excellent Topazes, and four of those Gems, call'd Catseyes, which are so beautiful, that they are not to be
valu'd. Having satisfy'd your curiosity with the former,
you come next to certain little Drawers full of several
Jewels, great Roses of Diamonds, Pendants, other Roses
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of Rubies and Emeralds, Strings and Chains of Pearls
and Bracelets. There stands aside by itself a Cabinet,
where are the Sorgouges, or the things wherein are
fasten'd the Heron-tops, which the Grand Seignor
wears in this Turbant. They are as it were little handles, made in the fashion of Tulips, cover'd over with
the most precious Stones of the Seraglio, and 'tis
into this that the Heron-top enters, that rich Plume
of Feathers . . . Of these Handles, some are higher
and more precious than others: and my Oversear of
the Treasury assur'd me, that, of all sorts of them,
great and small, there are above a hundred and fifty.
The lesser ones serve only for the Campagne, and
the great ones, which are the richest, are reserv'd
for the Pomps and Magnificences of the Court, and
when the Grand Seignor marches in Ceremony to
Constantinople. If he has a desire to satisfie his sight
with the lustre of his precious Jewels, he Orders the
Coffer to be brought into his own Chamber; but if
he calls for some particular Piece of the Treasury,
he gives order to the Chasnadarbachi, to fetch it, and
that Chief Officer of the Treasury cannot enter it,
without abundance of mysterious precautions" (The
six voyages of John Baptista Tavernier . . . (and) . . . The
description of the Seraglio, made English by J.P., London
1678, ch. viii, "A relation of the Grand Seignor's
Seraglio", 46-8). Aside from the familiar strings of
pearls, it is of interest to note that the treasury contained at this time a number of rose-cut diamonds,
rubies and emeralds.
One such rose-cut diamond adorns the top of an
hexagonal box, at present in the Hazine, the body
of which is formed from a huge hollowed-out emerald
crystal. According to an inscription on a mounting
for one of its suspension hooks, this box was made
by order of Sultan Ahmed I in 1025/1616. The
settings employed in this piece are extremely similar to those used in contemporary western Europe,
while other objects in the Topkapi Hazine bear close
comparison with Persian and Indian objects as
regards techniques employed. For example, a dagger with a solid emerald handle which purportedly
was presented to Mehemmed IV by his mother
Turkhan Sultan during the consecration of the Yeni
Djamic in 1073/1663 exhibits not only enamelling
very similar to that which we associate with Kadjar
Iran, but also the type of thickly encrusted surface
which gives the impression of the stones having been
pushed through the thin gold sheet from the back.
A further closer study of the jewel treasures in the
Topkapi would no doubt prove instructive regarding the nature if not the origins of the Ottoman
style in jewelry.
Although few major pieces of Mughal jewelry from
before the late 18th century remain extant, we are
for a number of reasons in a better position to formulate an idea of the jewelry art of the earlier centuries of the Mughal period than we were in
attempting to arrive at some picture of the jewelry
of, for example, Tlmurid and Safawid Iran or of
Ottoman Turkey. First of all, there is a large body
of extant material dating from the late 18th to the
20th centuries, which, given the amazing tenacity of
forms and traditions in Indian jewelry, gives us a
rich context in which to consider the bits of evidence
for the jewelry of the earlier centuries of the Mughal
period. Secondly, for those curious about the jewels
of this period, the miniatures produced under the
Mughals are almost invariably much more detailed
and therefore contain much more information for
those who study the objects depicted. And thirdly,
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we have a wealth of precise verbal accounts of the
jewels, thrones, etc., of the Mughal court, especially
those of the sharp and knowledgeable J.B. Tavernier.
One real disadvantage for the would-be student
of Mughal jewelry is the lack of available information about the jewelry of India during a very long
period prior to the one with which we are here concerned. It may have been noticed that this article
has not include any discussion of jewelry made under
the Dihlf Sultanate. Pieces must exist, perhaps
unrecognised or unpublished, in Indian museums or
private collections; but we do not know definitely
about such jewelry and have no real notion from
any source as to its nature. Despite the absence of
extant pieces from some extensive periods of time,
it seems safe to say, on the basis of observation of
recent and contemporary work and of study of such
pictorial records as the highly detailed sculptures,
that India has the longest unbroken jewelry tradition of any nation on earth, as well as the greatest
variety of jewelry forms, functions and techniques.
For the period from the beginning of British domination to the present, there are many studies of
particular regional and/or technical types and styles,
and we will make no attempt to survey or summarise this material here. We shall content ourselves
rather with a presentation of some of the notable
features of the adornment associated with the period of the glory of the Mughal Empire, and their
continuation into the later period, namely the 18th
and 19th centuries.
Aside from whatever may have been the tradition
at the time of the Mughal conquest in the 10th/16th
century, we may safely assume that a considerable
amount of Tfmurid tradition passed southward with
the royal family, its treasures and entourage, and that
Timurid tradition in turn represented an amalgamation of other Islamic, and to some extent Central
Asian and Chinese traditions.
Our best evidence for the jewelry styles of the periods of the emperors Akbar until Awrangzlb (9631119/1556-1707) are the miniatures painted under
their patronage. A striking confirmation of the veracity of these paintings is afforded by a statement of
Tavernier concerning what he saw during the reign
of Awrangzlb (Travels in India, ii, 150), that there is
"no person of any quality that does not wear a Pearl
between two color'd stones in his Ear." Although the
following paintings are somewhat earlier (e.g.
Metropolitan Museum of Art No. 30.95.174, no. 11,
"Akbar giving audience . . .," ca. 1590-1600, unpublished; and Metropolitan Museum of Art No. 55.
121.10.29, portraits of three nobles, all of whom have
this type of earrings, and a huntsman, from the Shah
Djahan Album, period of Djahanglr, 1014-36/160527, unpublished), they invariably show earrings with
a precious stone (ruby or emerald) between two pearls,
confirming the style of earring described by Tavernier.
The discrepancy of detail may be due to a change
in the arrangement by Awrangzfb's time, or may result
from a confusion on Tavernier's part, as he had
just been describing a pearl in the emperor's collection, the largest perfectly round one he had ever seen
and one for which the emperor was unable to find
a mate. If he could have paired it, Tavernier says,
he would have made of them earrings, each with a
pair of rubies or emeralds on each side, "according
to the custom of the Country" (loc. cit.). This preference for the combination of pearls, rubies and emeralds coincides with what was said above in section 1,
and one sees the combination everywhere in Mughal

(as indeed, in Timurid, Safawid and Kadjar) paintings. The only other colour commonly seen is blue
(sapphire), but this latter occurs much less often than
the other three.
Of course, we know that from ancient times India
was the land of precious stones, and that even stones
which did not originate in India itself, such as the
rubies of Burma, often found their way to other countries by way of India. Furthermore, India herself was
a major market for stones from early times, even for
those stones which had to come from considerable
distance, such as the emerald (coming from Egypt).
India and her immediate neighbours such as Ceylon,
"Indo-China" and the mountains of Badakhshan produced an amazingly large variety consisting of most
of the precious stones known up to this day. The
Ratnapanksa, or "Appreciation of gems", a compilation of Indian tradition about gemstones, their varieties, qualities, sources, etc., which was apparently
compiled as a technical guide before the 6th century A.D. (L. Finot, Les lapidaires indiens, Paris 1896),
exhibits a surprising degree of knowledge and a surprisingly systematic approach in dealing with a wide
variety of stones. In it, we find the canonisation of
the "nine gems": the ruby, the diamond, the cat'seye (chrysoberyl), the "hyacinth" (zircon?), the topaz,
the sapphire, the pearl, the coral and the emerald
(Finot, op. cit., 171). Despite this great variety, there
is already expressed in this compilation a strong hierarchy of preferences, with the diamond considered
first among gems. The order of treatment of our
other major stones is: pearl, ruby, sapphire, and
emerald.
Thus it is not at all surprising that we see Mughal
rulers and noblemen represented as wearing earrings,
turban ornaments, bracelets and necklaces of a variety of lengths and arrangements consisting almost
solely of large pearls, rubies, sapphires and emeralds. For example, in Fig. 34 we see a painting from
the Shah Djahan Album which depicts Djahan with
his son Shudja c . Aside from the jewelry worn by the
pair, which consists of pearls, emeralds and rubies,
the painting is of additional interest as it shows
Djahan with a ruby between the fingers of his right
hand and other rubies and emeralds in a dish held
in his left hand. We are making no assumptions in
interpreting the red stones as rubies, the green as
emeralds, etc., as the following passage from
Tavernier (loc. cit.) shows. He describes and offers a
line drawing of a large pearl belonging to Awrangzfb:
"Numb. 4. Is a great perfect pearl, as well for its
Water as for its form, which is like an Olive. It is
in the midst of a Chain of Emeraulds and Rubies,
which the Great Mogul wears; which being put on,
the Pearl dangles at the lower part of his Breast."
Perhaps something should be said here about the
diamond, in light of its mention in connection with
the Ratnapanksa as well as Tavernier's ample testimony not only to the presence of diamonds in the
Ottoman Treasury (see above), but the great amount
of mining, cutting and use of diamonds in India in
his time (op. cit., ii, passim).
As is well known, India was the great source of
diamonds up until their discovery in Brazil and South
Africa, and as the Ratnapanksa and other early Indian
texts indicate, the Indians were using the diamond
as a jewel well before Muhammad's time. Indeed,
even as early an author as Pliny (Book xxxvii, 15)
seems to speak of the diamond under the term adamas
and he calls it the most valued of human possessions, having been for long only known to kings.
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But he also seems to confuse it with other stones;
and his assertion that it cannot be broken even by
hammer blows on an anvil has the status of mere
legend. He does speak of its use to engrave other
stones and such usage probably has a more ancient
history than we shall ever be able to establish.
According to Finot (op. cit., p. xxx), certain of the
early Indian texts with which he deals indicate that
it is undesirable to cut diamonds and that the ideal
form is the perfect octahedral crystal (op. cit., p. xxvii).
What is most important to notice here, however, is
that the practice of cutting the diamond was known
to them. Even as late as Tavernier's time (see ii, 56,
of Ball's translation), such an expert on gems as he
could say of cleaving diamonds (to avoid wastage by
simply grinding away material) that the Indians "are
much more accomplished than we are."
Al-Blrum, cited by Wiedemann (op. cit., 352), seems
to offer contradictory information regarding the use
of the diamond in the early Islamic period. He says
on the one hand, that the people of Khurasan and
'Irak only use the diamond for drilling (and cutting)
and poisoning, and on the other, that a "drachme"
of diamond in one piece costs one thousand dinar?,.,
whereas if in small pieces the price is one hundred
dinars. This price quotation seems to clearly indicate
a gemstone usage, not an abrasive one, where only
small pieces are used anyway. In any case, according to al-Bfrum in another place in his stone book
(as cited in Haschmi, op. cit., 28-9), the diamond is
mentioned by poets of the Djahiliyya and the
Umayyad period (Imru3 al-Qays and Abu '1-Nadjm
respectively). Again from al-Blrunf (Haschmi, op. cit.,
13), in citing a treatise by Nasr b. Ya'kub al-Dinawarf
comes much more solid and detailed information,
according to which the Buwayhid Mucizz al-Dawla
Ahmad b. Buwayh (ruler in 'Irak 334-56/945-67)
gave his brother Rukn al-Dawla a ringstone of
diamond which weighed three mithkah. Furthermore,
he says (loc. cit.} that Mansur b. Nuh al-Samanl (either
Mansur I 350-65/961-76 or Mansur II 387-9/9979) had several ringstones, of which one was a diamond,
and that "one never saw a larger diamond".
Thus it seems fairly certain that the diamond was
known as a gemstone throughout the Islamic Middle
Ages. How these diamonds were cut and set we do
not know. Even the Mughal miniatures show nothing which to our knowledge can be identified as a
diamond. The earliest inscription on a diamond of
which we are aware is one in the name of Nizam
Shah with the date 1000/1591-2, now in the Iranian
crown jewels (Meen and Tushingham, op. cit., 46,
unpictured "rose-cut" diamond, 22.93 ct.).
To return to our discussion of the forms of Mughal
jewels, another ubiquitous item in Mughal paintings
is finger rings which come in some variety, although
their details are generally not possible to ascertain,
except for the colour (and by deduction, the type)
of the gemstones. One well-known type of ring that
is identifiable is the archer's ring (discussed above
under Safawid Iran), which we know from many
extant examples, usually of jade and often inlaid with
gold and precious stones. Another form of jewel usually associated with men is the subha or string of
prayer beads. These beads were of course made of
every variety of material from wood and bone to
stones of all sorts. The passage cited above (in section 1) about the inscribed stones in the Iranian
crown jewels shows that Nadir Shah had a subha
with emeralds, and there are in fact representations
in Mughal miniatures of precious stone subah. For
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example, a painting of Akbar done in the period of
Djahanglr (1014-36/1605-27), a detail from which is
seen in Fig. 35, shows Akbar fingering a string of
prayer beads consisting of large rubies, sapphires and
pearls. Although the number of beads is not correct
for Muslim prayer beads (being neither 33 nor 99),
this must be attributed to a mistake, casual or otherwise, on the part of the artist.
Certain fashions already noted in 9th/15th to
13th/19th century Iran are also to be seen in the
Mughal miniatures. Among these are the bandolier,
which passes over one shoulder and down under the
opposite arm, on which is strung various jewelled
charms, including amulet cases of a form similar to
that from Nishapur (Fig. 1) and those in Iranian
miniatures (see Fig. 33) and of which numerous Mughal
examples from the 18th and 19th centuries exist (e.g.
Metropolitan Museum of Art No. 15.95.137 and 138,
unpublished).
In another miniature in which we can observe such
bandoliers (Fig. 36), we see a profusion of clearlydepicted jewelry. Most of the ladies shown have chokers fitting high on the neck which consist of a central
jewel (a large ruby or emerald set in a square or rectangular gold "box") held by three rows of pearls
which complete the circuit of the neck. Another type
of choker seen is one consisting of a series
of closely-placed rectangular gold and stone jewels
forming a continuous band bordered on top and bottom by a single row of pearls. Most persons also have
intermediate-length pendants, apparently held by silk
cords, which also consist of large central stones (rubies
or emeralds) set in a simple rectangular or elliptical
gold box, with pendant pearls. In addition, one sees
the strings of large and small stone beads and pearls
which are universally represented and described. We
see here also a lady wearing the type of jewelled
tripartite armband discussed above as seen on a statue
from the Cihil Sutun (extant Mughal examples
from the 18th and 19th centuries include Metropolitan
Museum of Art No. 15.95.40, 41 and 41.100.118,
both unpublished). Other types of arm decorations
seen in this rich miniature include: apparently solid
gold armbands which fit at the elbow; a wide tapered
close-fitting bracelet set with pearls, sapphires and
rubies; another bracelet very similar to a choker
described above, with a large ruby set in gold and
held by two rows of pearls; and an upper-arm band
which is similar to another of the chokers, with a
series of stones set in rectangular gold settings and
bordered with rows of pearls. Finally, we may mention some of the types of ear and more nose rings
seen. There are several examples of the type of earring with the stone between two pearls discussed above,
but there they have also a pendant teardrop-shaped
pearl. The same type of ring, but without the pendant pearl, occurs as a nose ring. The other major
type of earring is a large, disc-like one of gold set
with stones large and small and sometimes with a
pendant pearl. Some of these (particularly that on the
lady in the centre) bear a rather close resemblance
to the star-like element on the head-ornament (Fig.
37a). The position also was similar since this element
rested at the side of the head at the ear.
The detail of this piece (Fig. 37b) shows that
granulation was an art which continued at a high
technical and artistic level in India. This technique
has existed in India from at least the lst-2nd centuries A.D., as the jewelry excavated at Sirkap,
Taxila, now in the Central Asian Antiquities
Museum, DihlT, shows (see The art of India and Pakistan,
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catalogue of an exhibition held at the Royal Academy
of Arts, London 1947-8, ed. Sir Leigh Ashton, New
York [1948?], figs. 180 and 186).
The way in which the elements in the necklace
from Taxila (Ashton, op. cit., fig. 180) fit together
almost in the manner of a jigsaw puzzle has striking
parallels in any number of 18th and 19th century
Indian necklaces, (one example of which is shown in
Fig. 38). In these and a myriad of other ways, the
jewelry art of India displays an astounding tenacity
for the preservation of traditions.
Another striking demonstration of this traditionalism is to be found in the pair of bracelets in Fig.
39. Bracelets of this type are well-known and exhibit an ingenious type of pivoting clasp closed with
a threaded pin. The universally-used type of clasp pin
in Islamic jewelry outside India and in one or two
isolated examples of the 8th/14th century, is one
which is held in place by friction. But a pair of
bracelets found at Puszta Bakod in Hungary (now in
the National Museum, Budapest, see Franz M.
Feldhaus, Die Technik der Antike und des Mittelalters,
Potsdam 1931, 221-2 and Figs. 252 and 254; and M.
Rosenberg, op. cit., i, 123 and Figs. 141-3) and dating from the period of the tribal migrations (perhaps
5th-7th centuries A.D.), displays not only terminals of
snout-to-snout beasts in a manner very reminiscent of
our Indian ones, but they, like the Indian ones, are
closed by a counter-clockwise threaded screw. This
type of screw closure is found on a variety of types
of Indian jewelry, and almost invariably the threads
are made not by cutting but, like those on the much
earlier bracelets just mentioned, by soldering on to
the pin and into the hole which receives it coils of
wire with regular spaces between (Feldhaus, op. cit.,
221-2, traces the screw closure in jewelry back to at
least the 5th century A.D., as it is found in a fibula from the grave of Childerich, d. 481). It should
be noted that all of the above mentioned jewelry
found in Europe which exhibits the screw closure is
of the type with hammered-in garnets, a type which
was widespread in Europe and Asia between about
the 4th and (depending on the region) the 10th or
l l t h centuries. The screw pin may have come to
India with some of these migrating peoples.
Our pair of bracelets exhibits two other features for
which Mughal and post-Mughal India is justly celebrated. The white jade shanks are inlaid with gold
forming graceful floral patterns, the leaves and flowers of which are formed by stones set into the gold.
Although sporadically practised in Turkey and Iran,
possibly under Mughal influence, this art in those areas
did not rival that in India either in level of technique
and artistry or in longevity.
The gold terminals of these bracelets are covered
with brilliant enamels which demonstrate a masterful
control of the medium. Jaipur is best known for this
type of enamelling, which is perhaps best described as
"encrusted", in which three-dimensional forms are covered. Additionally, details are sometimes cut into the
metal under transparent enamels to contribute to the
liveliness of the effect. The literature on the subject of
Indian arts and crafts from the 18th to the present century contains much information on Indian enamelling,
and we will not dwell upon it, beyond saying that the
art here reached one of its greatest consummations.
These enamels, of course, like other precious techniques
from time immemorial, adorned and bejewelled a whole
array of objects which were not jewelry in the modern sense such as arms, thrones, utensils and the like,
and as such they constitute a branch of jewelry.

As we suggested at the outset, the subject of Indian
jewelry is an enormous and complex one, especially
because of the wealth of evidence in the sculptures
and paintings and the variety of recent and contemporary forms. And this situation, combined with the
great dearth of known pre-18th century pieces, leaves
one in a great state of puzzlement about where all
the older pieces went. We can of course explain this
to some extent by remembering that even within families it was customary to reset stones in the latest style,
especially after passage from one owner to another,
and in the process to melt down the precious metals for re-use. To cite a particularly notorious case
of radical and wholesale change of ownership, that
of the Mughal royal treasures, we know that most of
what was on hand when Nadir Shah took Dihlf was
immediately transformed into ingots for ease of transport (Meen and Tushingham, op. cit., 11); and of
course the stones and pearls were hauled away, either
to be remounted or simply deposited in the Iranian
treasury. Such "radical and wholesale changes of ownership" have of course been taking place throughout
Islamic (and other) history, and we can well imagine
that many of the stones that were in the Mughal
treasury at the time of Nadir Shah's visit had in turn
formed part of the treasuries of various earlier houses.
The Mughal treasury may for instance have included
stones that had once belonged to some cAbbasid or
Fatimid caliph. Such would be impossible to prove
in the absence of inscriptions on the stones; but there
are tantalising bits of information to be found. For
example, when one compares the weight reported (23
mithkah, which by Kahle's precise formula of one
mithkal = 4.414 gr.—and not 4.5 gr., to which he
rounds it off—gives 101.5 gr. or 507.5 carats) for a
large balas ruby which was part of the enormous loot
dispersed from the Fatimid treasury during the chaotic
period in al-Mustansir's reign (see Kahle, op. cit., 336,
356) with that of the largest known balas ruby in the
world, now in the Iranian crown jewels (reported as
500 ct. by Meen and Tushingham, op. cit., 46, 47,
67), one is struck by the agreement in weight. Of
course it may be a coincidence, but the embers of
hypothesis are fanned when we know that Nasir alDfn Shah told Dr. Feuvrier, his physician in the 1890s,
that "the hole . . . was pierced to take a cord by
which it hung around the neck of the Golden Calf"
and that "this ruby came from a king of Abyssinia,
and had been brought back from India by Nadir
Shah" (Meen and Tushingham, op. cit., 67).
Despite the various reasons for and the mechnisms
of the transformation and transfer of jewels from one
period and region to another, one is still left in a
quandary. In the case at hand, where are all the
pieces of the period which were not in the Mughal
royal treasury? Surely some were kept as family heirlooms or got buried, to be found later?
We must believe that future excavations, in conjunction with heightened awareness on the part of
researchers in museums and on historical texts, will
continue to provide information on this as well as
other periods where we are faced with these hard-toexplain lacunae.
4. The final phase of the t r a d i t i o n
(18th and 19th c e n t u r i e s )
The conservatism in style which has been noted as
a major characteristic of the three broad periods covered so far continues in the final phase of the Islamic
jewelry tradition which is to be treated here.
In Kadjar Iran, bandoliers were still fashionable
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When one compares pieces which can be attribfor men and women (SJ. Falk, Qajar paintings, London
uted to Istanbul (Collection Helene Stathatos. ii. Les
1972, pis. 2, 26, 46, 47), although instead of the
objets byzantins et post byzantins, Limoges 1957, pi.
metal amulets and pendants sometimes set with stones
XI, nos. 79, 80, 82 and pi. XIII, nos. 107-9) with
seen on the Safawid examples, the Kadjar ones seem
the gold jewelry from Morocco of the same perito have consisted solely of pearls or of elements comod, one feels quite justified in stating that the provinposed of pearls and/or precious stones. The style of
cial craftsmen were drawing at least some of their
the belts in Iran during this period remained esseninspiration from the Turkish capital. The similaritially the same.
ty is so great, in fact, that one can safely use such
Strings of beads were still worn on the wrists (Falk,
Moroccan pieces to fill in the large gaps in the
pis. 26 and 43), in addition to bracelets composed of
Istanbul jewelry.
precious stones set into square bezels hinged one to
The style of the gold work on the Moroccan head
the other, as well as plain gold bangles (Falk, pis. 17,
ornaments in Fig. 45 is very close to that on the dia23, 25).
dem and the oval pendant in the Stathatos collecOne of the latter paintings referred to above (that
tion. That iconography was also shared can be seen
in pi. 17) also shows a continuation of the vogue for
on the necklace in Fig. 46. The double-headed bird,
a string of pearls framing the face. In the Kadjar
whose body is set with stones and from whose tail
period, however, the pearls only appear to have
extend pendants of pearls and precious stones, is very
extended from ear and the strings are longer so as
close to a pendant in the Stathatos collection. The
to serve as necklaces (Falk, pis. 19, 20). There was
two enamelled cylindrical beads on this necklace, howalso an elaboration of jewelled head ornaments, espeever, are descendants of those seen on the Nasrid
cially for women, in the Kadjar period. These were
necklace in Fig. 28.
worn either pendant from their head cloths or in
The necklace in Fig. 47a-b combines precious stones
combinations serving as simple or elaborate headon the obverse with enamelling on the reverse, which
dresses (Falk, pis. 5-7, 18-21). An example of one of
these pendant elements can be seen in Fig. 40a-b. ! is another feature of the Istanbul jewelry.
The largest body of Muslim North African mateThe small and large elements are hinged together and
rial, however, has a series of styles all its own
a ring is attached to the top of the former. The two
assuming a myriad of forms and drawing its inspiprojecting ornaments are removable, for decorating
ration from a variety of periods and areas. There
the top of a feather (Falk, pis. 5, 20). A similar object,
is a rather detailed literature on the subject which
in this case used to decorate the foreheads of Jewish
can be studied by those with a particular interest
and Muslim brides in the region of Bukhara, can be
seen in Fig. 41a-b. Influence from the Indian sub(see Bib I. below). A study of the literature on this
jewelry, which extends into the 20th century, as
continent is very obvious on this subject, as on much
well as the later Indian jewelry, provides insights
Kadjar jewelry, particularly in the manner of setting
into the ways various earlier pieces and types were
the stones.
A very popular type of earring in Iran during the
worn, and gives an idea of their overall effect. The
same can be said for ethnographic studies, which
18th and 19th centuries consisted of a series of hemioften provide the best documentation of recent and
spheres or cones, hung one below the other, with
pendant elements (Falk, fig. 1). These were executed
contemporary jewelry from the various regions whose
in enamel, sheet metal or in filigree, with either penearlier jewelry productions have been discussed
dant pearls or balls, repousse- or wire-decorated metal
above.
sheets of a combination of both (see Fig. 42). A proBibliography (in addition to references given
totype for this kind of earring is to be found in 1st
in the article): Cl. Gahen, Documents relatifs a
or 2nd century India (The Royal Academy of Arts,
quelques techniques iraqiennes au debut du onzieme siecle
London, The art of India and Pakistan, pi. 22, No. 185).
(L'Hotel de I'Or de I'Iraq}, in Ars Islamica, xv-xvi
Another popular earring type can be seen in Fig. 43.
(1951), 23-8; D.M. Dunlop, Sources of gold and silver
This variety consists of a semi-circular lower part often
in Islam according to al-Hamddm, in SI, viii (1957);
decorated with dragon-headed terminals and spheriA.S. Ehrenkreutz, El'2 art. DHAHAB; H.C. Beck,
cal or knob-like protrusions around its circumference
Classification and nomenclature of beads and pendants,
(Falk, figs. 3, 4). Again, these were executed alternain Archaeology, Ixxvii; A. Lucas, Ancient Egyptian
tively in enamel, sheet metal and filigree.
materials and industries1, revised J.R. Harris, London
A very fine example of the ubiquitous Kadjar arm1962; H. Maryon, Metalwork and enamelling, a pracband, referred to earlier in connection with the Safatical treatise on gold and silversmith's work and their
wid example, can be seen in Fig. 44a-b, here executed
allied crafts', New York 1971; O. Untracht, Metal
in gold, enamel and precious stones.
techniques for craftsmen, New York 1968; R. Webster,
Aside from a continued vogue for strings of beads
Gems: their sources, descriptions and identification,
at the neck (Falk, pis. 14, 38), pendants or roundels
Washington 1962; H.E. Wulff, The traditional crafts
set with precious stones on strings of pearls or beads
of Persia, Cambridge, Mass, and London 1966;
were a popular necklace type during the Kadjar peJ.G. Hawthorne and C.S. Smith, trs., On divers
riod (Falk, fig. 7, pis. 17-19). The last painting also
arts: the treatise of Theophilus, Chicago 1963; R.
shows a necklace bearing a central element very simHendrie, tr. and notes, An essay upon various arts . . .
ilar in shape to that seen in Fig. 27.
by Theophilus . . ., London 1847; Sir John Hill,
To the best of our knowledge, aside from the new
and ed., Theophrastus's History of stones, London
pieces in the Topkapi Hazine (most of which are
1774; J.H.F. Notton, Ancient Egyptian gold refining:
either turban ornaments or belt buckles of well-known
a reproduction of early techniques, in Gold Bulletin,
types), very little Ottoman jewelry of any significance
vii/2 (April 1974); V. Ball, The true history of the
made and used in Turkey itself has survived from the
Koh-i-Nur, in The English Illustrated Magazine (1891);
period in question. However, we can learn a considB.K. Ismail, and M. Tosi, A turquoise neckstone of
erable amount about fine Ottoman jewelry of this
King Ninurta-Apal-Ekur, in Sumer, xxxii (1976); alperiod from that made in the more distant regions
Birunf, al-I^amahirft ma'rifat al-dj_awdhir, ed. F. Krenof the Ottoman empire and even from Morocco.
kow, Haydarabad 1936; G.F. Kunz, The curious
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lore of precious stones, Philadelphia and London
1913; B. Laufer, Notes on turquoise in the East,
Chicago 1913; N.F. Moore, Ancient mineralogy,
New York 1859; Pliny, Natural history, (English
tr. D.E. Eichholz) vol. x, Libri XXXVI-XXXVII,
London 1962; H. Ritter, Orientalische Steinbucher,
in H. Ritter, J. Ruska, F. Sarre and R. Winderlich,
Orientalische Steinbucher und Persische Fayencetechnik,
Istanbul 1935; J. Ruska, Die Mineralogie in der
arabischen Literatur, in his, i (1913-14); idem, Uber
Nachahmung von Edelsteinen, in Quellen und Studien
zur Geschichte der Naturwissenschaft und Medium,
1933; E. Wiedemann, Beitrdge zur Mineralogie usw.
bei den Arabern, in Festgabe Lippmann, 1927,
48-54; idem, %ur Mineralogie bei den Muslimen,
in Archiv Gesch. Naturw. Techn., i (1909), 208-11;
idem, £ur Mineralogie im Islam, in SPMSE, xliv
(1912), 205-56; P. Ackerman, Jewellery in the
Islamic period, in Pope, Survey of Persian art, iii,
Oxford 1938-9, 2664-72; M. Aga-Oglu, Remarks
on the character of Islamic art, in Art Bulletin, xxxvi
(1954) (esp. 180-90, "Opposition to luxury"); J.
Allan, El2 art. KHATAM; Allen Memorial Art Museum
Bulletin, xviii/2-3; Catalogue of the Melvin Gutman
collection of ancient and medieval gold, Oberlin, Ohio
n.d.; P. Amandry, Collection Helene Stathatos. i.
Les bijoux antiques, Strasbourg 1953; idem,
Collection Helene Stathatos. iii. Objets antiques et
byzantins, Strasbourg 1963; J. Besancenot, Bijoux
arabes et berberes du Maroc, Casablanca n.d.; J.B.
Bhushan, Indian jewellery, ornaments, and decorative
designs, Bombay 1964; P.C. Birch, Ancient Persian
necklaces, Pforzheim n.d.; W. Born, Small objects
of semiprecious stone from the Mughal period, in Ars
Islamica, vii (1940), 101-4; M. Boyer, Mongol jewellery, Copenhagen 1952; A.P. Charles, A monograph on gold and silver ware produced in the United
Provinces, Allahabad 1905; O.M. Dalton, Franks
Bequest. Catalogue of the finger rings, early Christian,
Byzantine, Teutonic, Medieval and later . . ., British
Museum, London 1912; J. Deny, El- art. MUHR;
M.S. Dimand, and H.E. McAllister, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Near Eastern jewelry, a
picture book, New York 1944; R. Ettinghausen,
Originality and conformity in Islamic art, in
Individualism and conformity in classical Islam, A.
Banani and S. Vryonis, eds., Wiesbaden 1977
(esp. 104-5); P. Eudel, Dictionnaire des bijoux de
rAfrique du Nord, Paris 1906; idem, Uorfevrerie
algerienne et tunisienne, Algiers 1902; F. Falk,
Jewelry from Persia: the collection of Patti Birch,
(Catalogue of an exhibition at the Schmuckmuseum
Pforzheim n.d., privately print-ed); M. Gerlach,
ed., Primitive and folk jewelry, New York 1971;
M. Gomez-Moreno, Joyas arabes de la Reina
Catolica, in al-Andalus, viii (1943), 473-5; Ruy de
Gonzales de Clavijo, Embassy to Tamerlane, 14031406, tr. G. Le Strange, London 1928; J.
Goudard, Bijoux d'argent de la ((Tache de Ta^a",
in Hespens, viii (1928), 285-94; O. Grabar, The
Umayyad Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem, in Ars
Onentalis, iii (1959) (esp. 46-52); Z.M. Hasan,
Kunuz al-Fdtimiyyin, Cairo 1356/1937; J. Herber,
Note sur I'influence de la bijouterie soudanaise
sur la bijouterie marocaine, in Hesperis, xxxvii
(1950), 5-10; W.L. Hildburgh, A Hispano-Arabic
silver-gilt and crystal casket, in The Antiquaries'
Journal, xxi (1941), 211-31; idem, Medieval
Spanish enamels, London 1936; S.S. Jacob and
T.H. Hendley, Jeypore enamels, London 1886;
J.L. Kipling, The industries of the Punjab, in The

Journal of Indian Art, ii (London 1888); CJ. Lamm,
EP art. BILLAWR, BALLUR; A. Lancet-Miiller, La
vie juive au Maroc, Musee d'Israel, Jerusalem 1973,
Catalogue no. 103 [in Hebrew]; idem, Bokhara
(Israel Museum cat. no. 39) Jerusalem 1967; E.W.
Lane, An account of the manners and customs of the
modern Egyptians? London 1871, Appendix A,
Female ornaments; S. Lane-Poole, A history of Egypt
in the Middle Ages4, London 1925 (esp. 110-11, 1459); R.J. Mehta, The handicrafts and industrial arts of
India, Bombay 1960; R.N. Mukharji, Art-manufactures of India, New Delhi 1974; M. Rosen-Ayalon,
A silver ring from Medieval Islamic times, in Studies in
memory of Gaston Wiet, Jerusalem 1977, 195-201;
M.C. Ross, An Egypto-Arabic cloisonne enamel, in Ars
Islamica, vii (1940), 165-7; Ch. Schefer, Sefer Nameh:
relation du voyage de Nassiri Khosrau, Paris 1881; J.B.
Tavernier, Travels; S. Weir, The Bedouin (see
'Jewellery", 59-72) London 1976; L. Williams, The
arts and crafts of older Spain, i. Gold, silver and jewel
work, London and Edinburgh 1907; K. Benda,
Mittelalterlicher Schmuck, Prague 1966 (Slavic finds
highly comparable to mediaeval Islamic jewelry);
O. von Falke, Der Main^er Goldschmuck der Kaiserin
Gisela, Berlin 1913.
(M. KEENE and M. JENKINS)
DJAWHARI, TANTAWl, modernist Egyptian
t h e o l o g i a n . He was born in 1278/1862 in the village of Kafr cAwad Allah Hidjazf in the Nile Delta
to the south-east of al-ZakazTk. He studied at alAzhar [q.v.] and at Dar al-cUlum [q.v.] from 1889
until 1893 when he graduated. After his graduation,
he worked as a school-teacher at various primary
and secondary schools until his retirement in 1922,
except for the period between 1908 and 1914 when
he taught at Dar al-cUlum (ethics, tafsir, hadith and
grammar) and at the Egyptian University (Islamic
philosophy).
He is the author of an impressive oeuvre of nearly
thirty published books—some of which were translated into a number of other Oriental languages—
and numerous articles on a variety of subjects
published in different periodicals throughout the
Islamic world. The majority of his writings constitute an effort to show how the teachings of Islam,
and in particular, the contents of the Kur'an, were
in accordance with human nature, and with method,
theory and findings of Western modern (19th and
early 20th century) science, with which he had familiarised himself mainly through popular accounts in
English.
His principal work is his Kur'an commentary, alD}awdhir ft tafsir al-Kur'dn al-kanm, Cairo 1923-35,
in 26 volumes, which was analysed extensively by
J. Jomier, Le Cheikh Tantdwl Jawhan (1862-1940) et
son Commentaire du Goran, in MIDEO, v (1958), 11574. The scope and nature of Tantawf's writings and
the extensive learning displayed by him, drew the
attention of European orientalists like D. Santillana,
M. Hartmann and Carra de Vaux, who gave mostly
eulogising analytical accounts of some items (cf.
Carra de Vaux, Les penseurs de I'lslam, Paris 1926,
v, 275-284; M. Hartmann, Schaich Tantdwl Dschauhan.
Ein moderner egyptischer Theolog und Naturfreund, in Beitrdge
zur Kenntnis des Orients, xiii (1916), 54-82; D.
Santillana, Kitdb ayna 'l-insdn (review), in RSO, iv
(1911), 762-3).
Throughout his life, Tantawf Djawharf showed a
theoretical as well as practical interest in spiritism,
as appears from passages in many of his writings
and in particular from his books Kitdb al-Arwdh,
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4b

4a
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6

1. Silver amulet case worked in repousse with cast elements and niello inlay. From the excavations of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art at Nlshapur, Rogers Fund, 1939. Probably Nfshapur, probably 4th/10th century.
Tehran, Muzeh-i Iran-i Bastan.
2. Bronze belt fitting, cast, from the excavations of the Metropolitan Museum of Art at Nfshapur, Rogers
Fund, 1939. Probably Nlshapur, probably 4th/10th century. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 40.170.214,
Rogers Fund 1939.
3. Bronze belt fittings, cast. Probably clrak or Iran, 3rd/9th century. Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Birch, St. Thomas, V.I.* (Illustrations marked with an asterisk are photographs by courtesy of Patti Cadby
Birch.)
4a-b. (a) Silver ring, hollow, fabricated from sheet. From the excavations of the Metropolitan Museum of Art
at Nlshapur, Rogers Fund, 1939. Probably Nlshapur, probably 4th/10th century. Tehran, Muzeh-i Iran-i
Bastan.
(b) Gold ring, hollow, fabricated from sheet. From the excavations of the Metropolitan Museum of Art at
Nfshapur, Rogers Fund, 1939. Probably Nfshapur, probably 4th/10th century. The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, No. 40.170.156.
6. Gold ring, decorated with niello and set with turquoise and pearls. Iran, 6th-7th/12th-13th centuries. Freer
Gallery of Art, No. 57.3. Courtesy of the Smithsonian Institution, Freer Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.*
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8a

5b
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7b
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5a-b. Pair of gold bracelets, fabricated from sheet with applied twisted wire and
granulation. Eastern Iran, probably early 5th/llth century, (a) Freer Gallery of
Art, No. 58.6. Courtesy of the Smithsonian Institution, Freer Gallery of Art,
Washington B.C.
(b) Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 57.88, Harris Brisbane Dick Fund, 1957
(detail of underside of clasp).
7a-b. Gold bracelet, hollow, fabricated from sheet, decorated with niello and
granulation. Iran, 6th-7th/12th-13th centuries. Freer Gallery of Art, No. 50.21.
Courtesy of the Smithsonian Institution, Freer Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.*
8a-b. Gold pendant, fabricated from sheet, decorated with engraving, twisted
wire and granulation, set with garnets, turquoise and other precious stones. Iran,
6th-7th/12th-13th centuries. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 1977.9,
Purchase, Richard Perkins Gift, 1977.
9. Gold earring, one of a pair, fabricated from sheet, decorated with twisted
wire and granulation and incorporating loop-in-loop chains. Iran, 6th-7th/12th13th centuries. Staatliche Museen, Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Museum fur Islamische
Kunst, Takustrasse 40, 1 Berlin 33-Dahlem, No. J 57/71.*
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10. Pair of gold earrings, fabricated entirely from wire and granules. Iran, 6th-7th/ 12th- 13th centuries. The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 52.4.5-6, Rogers Fund, 1952.
lla-b. Gold ring, cast, fabricated and engraved. Iran, 6th-7th/12th-13th centuries. The Metropolitan Museum
of Art, No. 1976.405, Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Birch, 1976.
12. Set of silver-gilt belt fittings, cast and chased. Iran or Anatolia, 6th-7th/12th-13th centuries. Reproduced
by courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum, No. 1959 7-22 1-5.*
13. Pair of gold hair ornaments with bronze core, decorated with twisted wire and granulation and (formerly)
coloured cloth. Iran, 6th-7th/12th-13th centuries. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 52.32.9,10, Rogers
Fund, 1952.
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14. Pair of gold earrings, fabricated from sheet, decorated with twisted wire and granulation.
Iran, 6th-7th/12th-13th centuries. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 1979.7.Sab, Purchase
Richard S. Perkins Gift, Rogers Fund, Louis E. and Therea S. Seley Purchase Fund for
Islamic Art, Norbert Schimmel, Jack A. Josephson, and Edward Ablat Gifts.

15. Group of gold beads, fabricated from sheet, and/or twisted wire decorated with granulation.
Egypt, 5th/llth century. Israel Museum, Jerusalem.

17a-b. Gold pendant, constructed of twisted wire on flat strips of gold,
decorated with granulation and (formerly) cloisonne enamel and pearls
and/or semi-precious stones. Egypt, 5th/llth century. The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, No. 1974.22, Purchase, The Friends of the Islamic
Department Fund, 1974.
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16a

16b

19
18

16a-b. Gold bracelet, fabricated from sheet and
twisted wire, decorated in repousse and granulation.
Probably Syria, 5th/llth century. Freer Gallery of
Art, No. 48.25. Courtesy of the Smithsonian Institution, Freer Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.*
18. Gold bracelet, fabricated from sheet and
decorated with twisted wire, repousse and shot. Egypt,
5th/llth century. L.A. Mayer Memorial Institute
for Islamic Art, Jerusalem.

20

19. Pair of gold earrings, fabricated of wire and decorated with shot and hollow hemispheres. Probably Syria
or 'Irak, 5th/llth century. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 39.157.1,2, Rogers Fund, 1939.
20. Gold pendant, fabricated from wire and strips of sheet, set with cloisonne enamel and unidentified green
stone. Egypt, 5th/llth century. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 30.95.37, The Theodore M. Davis
Collection, Bequest of Theodore M. Davis, 1915.
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21. Gold "spacer" bead, constructed of wire. Egypt, 5 t h / l l t h century. Israel Museum.
22. Silver earring, fabricated and decorated with niello. Syria or Egypt, probably 5th/llth century.
Israel Museum.
23. Set of silver and gilt bronze belt fittings. Cast, fabricated and ajoure. Probably Syria, 7th/13th
century. L.A. Mayer Memorial Institute for Islamic Art.
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25. Silver bracelet, cast and chased. Iran or Transoxiana, probably 9th/15th century. The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, No. 64.133.3, Fletcher Fund, 1964.
26. Gold ring, cast and chased, set with jade sealstone. Iran or Transoxiana, probably 9th/15th century.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 12.224.6, Rogers Fund, 1912.
27. Detail from a miniature from a manuscript of the Khawar-nama, 1450-51. The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, No. 55.125.2, Rogers Fund, 1955.
29. Detail from "Bahram Gur in the Red Palace", page from the Khamsa of Nizaml, 931/1524-5.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 13.228.7, fol. 220a, Gift of Alexander Smith Cochran, 1913.
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28. Elements from a gold necklace, fabricated from sheet and wire, decorated with granulation and cloisonne
enamel. Spain, probably 9th/15th century. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 17.190.161, Gift of
J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.
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30. Detail from "Bahram Gur in the Yellow Palace", page from the Khamsa of Nizami, 931/1524-5. The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 13.228.7, tol. 213a, Gift of Alexander Smith Cochran, 1913.
31. Detail from arm of statue, Gihil Sutun, Isfahan, Safawid period.
32. Detail from "An old woman complains to Sultan Sandjar", page from the Khamsa of Nizaml, 931/1524-5.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 13.228.7, fol. 17a, Gift of Alexander Smith Cochran, 1913.
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33

34

33. Detail from a drawing of a youth. Kazwm,
ca. 988/1580. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, No.
1973.92, Fletcher Fund, 1971 and Rogers Fund, 1972.

35

34. Detail from a miniature painting depicting
Shah Djahan and his son Shudjac, from the Shah
Djahan Album, India, period of Djahangfr (1014-377
1605-27). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, No.
55.121.10.36, Rogers Fund and the Kevorkian
Foundation gift, 1955.

35. Detail from a miniature painting depicting "The glorification of Akbar", from the Shah Djahan Album,
India, period of DjahangTr. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 55.121.10.22, Purchase, Rogers Fund and
the Kevorkian Foundation gift, 1955.

DJAWHAR

PLATE XLI

36. Harim scene, from an album, Mughal India, Period of Shah Djahan (1037-68/1628-57). The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, No. 30.95.174, no. 26, The Theodore Davis Collection, Bequest of Theodore M. Davis, 1915.
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37a

40a
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37a-b. Gold head ornament, fabricated of wire and sheet, decorated
with granulation and set with various stones. Northwestern India, 18th19th centuries. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 15.95.105,
Kennedy Fund, 1915.
38. Gold necklace set with various stones, back enameled, probably
Jaipur work, 18th century. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, No.
19.111.3, Rogers Fund, 1919.
40a-b. Gold head ornament, set with precious stones and pearls,
back enamelled. Iran, 19th century. Collection of Joseph Benyaminoff,
New York.
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41a

41b

30. Pair of bracelets, shanks of white jade, inlaid with gold and set with
precious stones, terminals gold with enamel, India, 11th-12th/17th-18th centuries.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, No. 02.18.770,771, Gift of Heber R. Bishop.
41a-b. Gold head ornament fabricated from sheet, shot and wire, back worked
in repousse, set with precious stones. Bukhara, 19th century. Collection of
Joseph Benyaminoff.
42. Pair of gold earrings, enamelled and with pendant pearls. Iran, 19th century.
Collection of Joseph Benyaminoff.
42
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43

44b

43. Pair of gold earrings, enamelled and set with facetted, coloured glass "stones". Iran, 19th century.
Collection of Joseph Benyaminoff.
44a-b. Gold armband, set with precious stones, back enamelled. Iran, 19th century. Negarestan Museum,
Tehran.
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45

45. Pair of gold head ornaments, set with precious stones
and pearls. Morocco, 18th-19th centuries. Collection of
Joseph Benyaminoff.

46

46. Gold necklace, with enamelled elements and strung
with (probably original) pearls, set with precious stones.
Morocco, 18th-19th centuries. Collection of Joseph
Benyaminoff.
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47b

47a-b. Gold necklace, decorated with enamel and set with precious stones. Morocco, 18th-19th centuries.
Collection of Joseph BenyaminofF.

DJAWHARI, TANTAWl — DJAWlDHAN KHIRAD
Cairo 1910, 1920, 1931, Bard3at al-cAbbdsiyya Ukht
al-Rashid, Cairo 1936, which is a defence of al'Abbasa's innocence of adultery, in defiance of the
contentions presented by Djirdjf Zaydan in his similarly-named novel, written upon instruction from
the spirit of Harun al-Rashid, and Ahldm fi 'l-siydsa
wa-kayfa yatahakkak al-saldm al-cdmm, Cairo 1935, in
which he presents in a series of revelations an allenfolding view of the fundamental order, in accordance with which human existence should ideally
be. TantawT Djawharf was an active member of
the spiritistic association of Ahmad Fahmf Abu '1Khayr (d. 1960) known as l^am'iyyat al-Ahrdm alRuhiyya. Because of this profound commitment to
spiritism, his writings were criticised and shunned
by Azhar circles (cf. cAbd al-Latff Muhammad alDimyatf, al-Wisdta al~ruhiyya, Cairo 1368/1949, 579), but no formal action aimed at the prohibition
of any of his books has ever been taken. Outside
Egypt, however, his works were forbidden for some
time at the end of the 1920s by the Dutch censor in the Netherlands Indies (cf. Mir* at al-shark,
Madj_alla adabiyya akhldkiyya idj_timdciyya (Djokjakarta),
iv-v (Oct.-Nov. 1928), 63-5), while his unconventional Kur'an commentary was banned in Saudi
Arabia (cf. Muhammad Husayn al-Dhahabf, alTafsir wa 'l-mufassirun, 3 vols., Cairo 1961-2, iii,
174).
He was the official Egyptian candidate for the Nobel
Prize (cf. al-Risdla (Cairo), vii (1939), 188, 326) when
he died in January7 1940.
Bibliography: In addition to the references
given in the text, see the literature mentioned in
the article by Jomier. The latter article contains
a biography of Tantawl pieced together from the
biographical material scattered throughout the
tafsir and supplemented by oral information
obtained by Jomier from members of Tantawf's
family in the early 1950s. See for additional biographical material, F. de Jong, The works of Tantawl
Jawharl (1862-1940}. Some bibliographical and biographical notes, in Bibliotheca Orientalis xxxiv/5-6
(1977). This article also gives details about
Tantawf's books not mentioned by Brockelmann,
GAL, S III, 329 ff. and in the article by Jomier.
In addition, see Ilyas Zakhura, Mir*at al-casr fi
ta'nkh wa-rusum akdbir riajdl Misr, Cairo 1897, ii,
225-8; C.C. Adams, Islam and modernism in Egypt.
A study of the modern reform movement inaugurated by
Muhammad cAbduh, London 1933, 245-7 (based
upon M. Hartmann's article mentioned in the
text); c Alf al-Djanbalatf, Fi dhikrd Tantawl
Djawhari, Cairo 1962, and Ra'uf c Ubayd, al-Insdn
ruh Id o^asad, Cairo n.d., 299 ff.
(F. DE JONG)
DIAWlDHAN KHIRAD (P.) eternal wisdom",
the title of a kind of I r a n i a n Fiirstenspiegel whose
earliest known mention, occurs in a work by alDjahiz, now lost, containing the memorable sayings
of wise men and poets (see al-Khafadjf, Tirdz, 108),
the Istitdlat al-fahm. Judging by an extract which has
been preserved, this author recounts, on the authority of al-Wakidf, the conditions in which the
Didwidhdn khirad, the spiritual testament written "just
after the Flood" by the mythical king Hushang [q.v.]
for his sons and successors, was allegedly rediscovered.
When al-Ma5mun was proclaimed caliph in Khurasan,
the king of Kabulistan sent to him a shaikh called
Dhuban bearing a letter in which the ruler stated
that he was sending him the most magnificent present in the world in the person of this wise man
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who, adds al-Djahiz, used the sadj_c of the diviners
(!) and gave apposite replies to questions put to
him. When al-Ma'mun arrived in Baghdad, Dhuban
pointed out to him the hiding-place at Ctesiphon/alMada'in of a casket of black glass containing a
piece of brocade in which were preserved one hundred leaves. Dhuban informed the caliph's secretary, al-Hasan b. Sahl [q.v.], that it was the
Didwidhdn khirad translated from the language of
Hushang into Persian (= Pahlavi) by Gandjvar b.
Isfandiyar, vizier of the king of Iranshahr. Al-Hasan
b. Sahl had each leaf read out and explained, one
after the other, by a certain al-Khidr/al-Khadir b.
C
A1I, then put the text into Arabic. However, since
the leaves as given to him were in a state of disorder, he had to pass by a great part of them. The
tradition adds that al-Ma'mun, when he heard about
this translation, could not prevent himself from
expressing his admiration.
Such is the legend concerning the discovery of
the Didwidhdn khirad, the fate of whose Pahlavi original is unknown. Neither is anything known about
what happened to al-Hasan b. Sahl's Arabic text,
which must have been in circulation for a certain
period before being itself translated into Persian. R.
Henning (in %DMG, cvi [1956], 73-7) thinks that it
could possibly have been preserved in the Tatimat
al-sultdn attributed to Ibn al-Mukaffa c (ed. Kurd CAH,
in Rasa'il al-bulaghdrl, Cairo 1365/1946, 145-72)
which displays several points in common with the
Didwidhdn khirad of the historian-philosopher
Miskawayh [q.v.].
The latter avers that, after having been struck,
when a youth, by the enthusiastic judgment on the
Didwidhdn khirad by al-Djahiz, he felt compelled to
bring it to light again, and that his untiring
researches at last enabled him to find a copy with
a mobedhdn mobedh of Fars. Even conceding that this
information has a base in reality, it is regrettable
that Miskawyh gives no indication as to what language it was written in. It might be supposed a
priori that it was a copy of the Pahlavi original, but
such a hypothesis seems hardly plausible if one gives
attention to the complete harmony, in Arabic,
between the wording of an important number of
sentences of the Tatimat al-sultdn and this author's
own Djdwidhdn khirad, for in this latter case,
Miskawayh certainly did not retranslate a Pahlavi
text, even though he was capable of this, as his
usage of other Iranian texts inacessible in Arabic
demonstrates.
The interest of this anthology of Miskawayh (ed.
C
A. Badawi, Cairo 1952, under the title al-Hikma alkhdlidd) consists essentially in the author's clearlymanifested intention of inculcating that "among
all the nations, intelligences concur in following the
same way, and neither differ according to the countries involved nor change with the elapsing of time",
after having pinpointed many resemblances between
the wisdom of the ancient Iranians, illustrated by
the document which he claims to have rediscovered
and the Pahlavi texts which he has utilised, and
that of the Indians, Arabs and Greeks. In order to
achieve his aim, he conveys to the reader "a rambling succession of moral reflections or philosophical
discourses borrowed from various sources" to which
the libraries of Ibn al-cAmld and cAdud al-Dawla
[q.vv.] had enabled him to find easy access (on these
sources, see M. Arkoun, Contribution a Fhumanisme arabe
au IV7X1 siecle: Miskawayh philosophe et historien, Paris
1970, 146-58; from a more general point of view,
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DJAWIDHAN KHIRAD — DJAWZ

Arkoun has devoted an extended study to
Miskawayh's work, Introduction a la lecture du Kitdb
"Jdviddn khirad", as a preface to the Persian version
of Shushtarf, in Wisdom of Persia, xvi, Tehran 1976,
1-24). Miskawayh's extensive readings provided him
with a rich documentation on the wisdom of the
Persians (5-88), the Indians (89-100), the ancient
Arabs (101-208), the Greeks (282-4) and the "modern Muslims" (285-342). Especially worthy of note is
the Table of Cebes (229-62), and this Arabic adaptation has since a long time back attracted the attention of orientalists (Span. tr. P. Lozano y Casela,
Parafrasis drabe de la Tabla de Cebes, Madrid 1793; ed.
and tr. Suavi, Le Tableau de Cebes ou I'image de la vie
humaine, Paris 1873; R. Basset, Le Tableau de Cebes,
Paris 1898; and see Arkoun, Contribution a Vhumanisme arabe, 158-60).
Bibliography (in addition to works cited
above): S. de Sacy, Memoire sur le Djavidan Khired,
in Mem. Acad. des Inscrs. et B.-L., ix (1831), 131; Ethe, in Gr. Iran. Phil., ii, 346; c Abd alc
Azfz Maymanf, in MMIA, ix (1929), 129-39,
193-200 (reprinted in Kurd 'Air, op. cit., 46985); Brockelmann, I, 242, S I, 584; AJ. Arberry,
Javidhan khiradh, in JSS, viii (1963), 145-58; for
a more detailed analysis, see MISKAWAYH.
(Cn. PELLAT)
DJAWZ is the nut in general, and in particular
the class of the walnut (Juglans regia L.), rich in
varieties. Term and object are of Persian origin
(gawz), as correctly recognised by the early Arab
botanists (Abu Hanifa al-Dfnawari, The book of plants,
ed. B. Lewin, Uppsala-Wiesbaden 1953, 86, 1. 14).
They also relate that the walnut-tree is widespread
in the Arab peninsula, especially in the Yemen, and
that its wood is appreciated because of its firmness;
shields made from wood of the walnut-tree are mentioned also in poetry because of their hardness:
sahifatu tursin ajawzuhd lam yuthakkabi (op. cit., 16, 1.
2 and 86, 1. 17; Dhayl Diwdn Ibn Mukbil, ed. Tzzat
Hasan, Damascus 1381/1962, no. 4). In Islamic
times, Iran remained an important area for the cultivation of the walnut-tree. Geographers occasionally describe the differences in climate in view of
the trees that are found: walnut-trees grow in cold
regions, date-palms in hot regions, according to
MukaddasT, 459, 463. For the cultivation areas in
particular, see P. Schwarz, Iran im Mittelalter nach
den arabischen Geographen, new impr. Hildesheim 1969,
29, 38, 72, 98, 159, 272, 421, 882, and B. Spuler,
Iran in fruh-islamischer ^eit, Wiesbaden 1952, 402,
406. In Andalusia the walnut was also called by
the Romance term nuez = nuwadji in Anonymous,
Nuruosmaniye 3589, fol. 88a, 1. 24, nudj.(i) in M.
Asm Palacios, Glosario de voces romances, MadridGranada 1943, no. 383.
Since the walnut had allegedly been imported by
the Persian kings, the Greeks called it mp\)a (3aaiAam (plur.), kdriyd bdsilikd (and variants) in the Arabic
translation of Stephanos. It was considered hard to
digest and noxious to the stomach; when taken on an
empty stomach, it causes nausea, expels tape-worms
and, when taken with figs and rue, it is effective against
deadly poisons. In the course of the centuries, the Arab
physicians and pharmacists acquired considerable new
knowledge about the healing power of the nut; the
fresh fruit, crushed and mixed with honey, is a proved
collyrium against the dimness of the eyesight; shell and
leaves are astringent and therefore effective against the
trickling of urine. By applying a mixture of walnuts
and onions, the poison introduced by the bite of a

rabid dog can be extracted. Blonde hair can be dyed
black by a mixture of pulverised iron and the fresh
nut shells, crushed while still green. Other preparations are effective against psoriasis; by washing the
mouth with decoctions, soft gums are strengthened.
The juice of the leaf removes suppurations of the
ear, the ashes of the shell staunch internal and external bleedings, and the fruit pulp of old, grilled nuts
is effective against boils on the head. Walnut oil acts
as a solvent and alleviates pain. Certain noxious secondary effects of the walnut, such as headaches and
yellow gall, can be avoided by taking oxymel or by
sucking sour pomegranates, etc. It was generally
believed that sleeping under a nut-tree had a slimming effect.
In a more general sense, djawz is synonymous with
thamar and indicates the fruits of a whole range of
plants of oriental origin. The latin nux may have
taken this meaning from Arabic pharmacology in the
same way as granum took the meaning of habb; one
might compare the combinations of these terms in
Dozy, Suppl, i, 233 and 239-41 respectively. Here
may be enumerated, after Ibn al-Baytar, Dj_amic, i,
175-8, tr. Leclerc, nos. 526-38, only the fruits most
frequently combined with ajawz' 1. Djawz bawwd or
dfawz al-tlb, the nutmeg, Nux moschata.—2. Djawz
mdthil, the thorn-apple, Datura stramonium L.—3. Djawz
al-kay3, the nux vomica.—4. Djawz al-rukac, another
kind of nux vomica, Elcaia iemanensis Forsk.—5. Djawz
al-khums, an Indian nut which is not further definable.—6. Dj.awz 'abhar, undefined.—7. Djawz al-katd,
a kind of succulent herb, Sedum cepaea.—8. Djawz al~
zand} (perhaps to be read al-nh because it is said
that the fruit is effective against al-kawlanaj al-rlhl,
the windy colic), probably Sterculia acuminata.—9. Djawz
al-anhdr, probably synonymous with djawr al-katd,
above no. 7.—10. Djawz al-shark, the Abyssinian nut,
Unona aethiopica (?).—11. Djawz al-kawthal, an Indian
nut, Gardenia dumetorum (?).—12. Dfawz armdniyus, the
Abyssinian nut, = 10 (?).—13. Djawz dumdum, fruit
of the Garcinia mangostana. For further material, see
Dozy, i, 233; M. Meyerhof's commentary on
Maimonides, Shark asmd3 al-cukkdr, no. 82; F.A.
Fliickiger, Pharmakognosie des Pflanzenreiches*, Berlin
1891, Index s.v. Nux.
Bibliography (besides the titles already mentioned):
Dioscurides, De materia medica, ed. Wellmann, i,
Berlin 1907, 114 = lib. i, 125; La "Materia medica"
de Dioscorides, ii (Arab, tr.) ed. Dubler and Teres,
Tetuan 1952, 118; CAH b. Rabban al-Tabarl,
Firdaws al-hikma, ed. Siddikl, Berlin 1928, 383; RazI,
Hdwl, xx,' Haydarabad '1387/1967, 267-71; Die
pharmakolog. Grundsdtze des Abu Mansur . . . Harawi,
tr. A.Ch. Achundow, Halle 1893, 178, 198; Ibn
Sfna, Kdnun (Bulak), i, 280 f; Bfrunf, Saydala, ed.
H.M. Sacfd, Karachi 1973, Arab. 144/Engl. 114;
Ibn Biklarish, Mustac-lm, Ms. Naples, Bibl. Naz. iii,
F. 65, fol. 29b; Ghafikl, al-Adwiya al-mufrada, Ms.
Rabat, Bibl. Gen. k 155 i, fols. 114a-115a; Ibn
Hubal, Mukhtdrdt, Haydarabad 1362, ii, 50; P.
Guigues, Les noms arabes dans Serapion, in JA, 10eme
serie (1905), vi, s.v. Leuz (no. 337).; Maimonides,
Shark asmd3 al-cukkdr, ed. Meyerhof, Cairo 1940,
no. 82; Ibn al-Baytar, D^amf, Bulak 1291, i, 1735, tr. Leclerc, no. 525; Yusuf b. c Umar, Mu'tamad,
ed. M. al-Sakka3, Beirut 1395/1975, 76; Ibn alKuff, cUmda, Haydarabad 1356, i, 226; Nuwayn,
Mihdya, xi, Cairo 1935, 89 f; Dawud al-Antakl,
Tadhkira, Cairo 1371/1952, i, 109 f; I. Low, Die
Flora der Juden, ii, 1924, 29-59.
(A. DIETRICH)

AL-DJAWZA3 — AL-DJAYHANl
AL-DJAWZA5 [see MINTAKAT AL-BURUDJ].
AL-DJAYHANI, surname of v i z i e r s of the
S a m a n i d s [</•#•], of whom one at least wrote a
famous Kitdb al-Masdlik wa 'l-mamdlik which has never
been found in spite of the hopes raised by S. Janicsek
(al-Djaihani's lost Kitab al-masalik valmamalik: is it to
be found at Mashhad? in BSOS, v/1 (1926), 14-25; see
also V. Minorsky, A false Jayhdni, in BSOAS, xiii (1949),
89-96). The identity of the author of this work poses
a problem difficult to solve.
Ibn Fadlan (Risdla, ed. A.Z.V. Togan, Ibn Fadldns
Reisebericht, Leipzig 1939, text § 4, tr. 6, tr. M.
Canard, in AIEO Alger, xvi (1958), 54) relates that
a Djayhanf, who bore the title al-shaykh al-camid,
obtained for him an audience with the young
Samanid Nasr b. Ahmad (301-31/913-43 [q.v]) and
arranged for his lodging at the time of his journey
to Bukhara in 309/922; he refers only to the nisba
of this individual and makes no mention of any literary activity whatsoever. In 336/947, when revising the Muruaj, al-Mas c udf as yet had no knowledge
of the Kitdb al-Masdlik, but he mentions it in the
Tanbih (ed. Saw!, 65) some years later (before
346/957), and summarises its contents: a description of the world, marvels, cities, capitals, seas, rivers,
peoples and the places that they inhabit, without
reference to the relevant itineraries (cf. Yakut, Bulddn,
i, 7), and without passing judgment; for him, the
name of the author is Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad
b. Ahmad.
Ibn al-Nadlm, in 377/987-8, four times mentions
a Djayham (Fihnst, Cairo ed. 1982, 219, 473). In the
first passage, Abu cAbd Allah b. Muhammad b. Nasr,
vizier of an unspecified ruler (sahib} of Khurasan, is
the author of the K. al-Masdlik., of a K. al-Rasd^il
written wholly on behalf of a secretary of state, and
of two other works, the titles of which are unclear;
without doubt the titles that should be expected (cf.
Dodge's translation, i, 302) are: K. al-'Uhud li 7khulafd3 wa'l-umard' (which was apparently a formulary) and K. al-^iydddt fl K. al-Ndshi* fi 'l-Makaldt
(which might have been a supplement to the Makdldt
of al-Nashi3 al-Akbar, a text of which has been published and annotated by J. van Ess in Fruhe mu'tazilitische Hdresiographie, Beirut 1971). Immediately after,
Ibn al-Nadlm devotes to al-Balkhl (d. 322/934 [q.v.])
quite a long article in which he describes the circumstances under which the latter lost the protection of the vizier of Nasr b. Ahmad, Abu c Alf
al-Djayham, who was a dualist (but Abu cAlf was
no longer vizier at the time of the death of al-Balkhf;
see below); D.M. Dunlop, (El'2 art. AL-BALKH!) makes
this Djayhanf "the son of the geographer".
Subsequently (219) Ibn al-Nadim accuses Ibn alFakfh [q.v] of having plagiarised al-Djayham's book;
apparently it is the K. al-Masdlik which is in question, but this source is not mentioned in the K. alBulddn, which is extant, and it is impossible to assess
the degree of truth in an assertion of this kind.
Finally, in the fourth passage (473), it is Muhammad
b. Ahmad al-Djayham who appears among those
ostensible Muslims who were secretly zindiks [q.v.]',
it is not impossible that this Djayham is the same
as the one previously described as a dualist and also
the same as the one whom al-Tawhldl (d. 414/1023)
quotes (Imtdc, i, 78-90) in order to refute the opinions violently hostile to the Arabs which this writer
had expressed "in his book".
So far, we possess only a date (309/922), two kunjfls, Abu Allah and Abu CA1I, and two names,
Muhammad b. Ahmad and Ahmad b. Muhammad.
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With the same kunya and the same name as those in
the Tanbih of al-MascudI, Yakut (Udabd3, xvii, 156-9)
introduces the Djayhanf who exercised to some extent
the functions of regent at the court of the Samanid
Nasr b. Ahmad from the time of his accession in
301/913; it is evidently of this vizier that Ibn Fadlan
speaks (see above). Yakut, who was well acquainted
with the K. al-Masdlik (Bulddn, i, 7 and 394, with reference to Soghdia), does not mention its title and
confines himself to indicating the kunya of the author,
Abu cAbd Allah; it is in any case remarkable that,
in his article on Djayhan (ii, 181), he mentions only
one Djayhanl, Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Ahmad,
vizier of the Samanids at Bukhara and the author of
works, in regard to which he refers the reader to his
K. al-Akhbdr. It is nevertheless under the name of Abu
c
Abd Allah Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Nasr that, copying Ibn al-Nadlm, he places, in his Mufa^am al-udabd3
(iv, 190-2), the biographical article regarding the
Djayhanl who wrote the K. al-Masdlik', he borrows
from a K. Fand al-ta3rikh on the history of Khurasan
some verses composed against this vizier, of whom
he says that after having served under Mansur b.
Nuh (350-65/961-76 [q.v]), he was dismissed by Nuh
b. Mansur (366-87/977-97 [q.v.]) in 367/978. For the
first time, we have two dates: 301 and 367. Al-Safadf
(Wdfl, ii, 80-1, no. 389, and viii, 53-4, no. 3463)
copies, under the same headings (in other words,
respectively, Ahmad and Muhammad) the two articles of Yakut which he nevertheless considers suspect;
the correct reading seems to him to be Ahmad b.
Muhammad. Hadjdjf Khalifa (no. 1664) opts for Abu
c
Abd Allah Ahmad b. Muhammad, but Kahhala, while
following this last biographer (Mii'd^am al-mu'allifin, ii,
165) and attributing to Ahmad, who was still alive in
367/978, the K. al-Masdlik, the K. al-Rasd'il and the
K. al-cUhud, has no scruples about a contradiction and
makes Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Ahmad (ix,
25) the author of the Rasd'il and the Masdlik, following the K. Hadiyyat al-cdrifin of Isma'fl Pasha alBaghdadl.
It is not unusual for the commonness of names
such as Muhammad and Ahmad to lead writers and
their copyists astray, but here, we have the clear
impression that the Samanids employed three viziers
bearing the nisba of al-Djayhanf: the first (I), who
served in the entourage of Nasr b. Ahmad at his
accession, must have been called ABU CABD ALLAH
MUHAMMAD B. AHMAD B. NASR; he was replaced, no
doubt in about 310/922, by Balcaml [q.v], Abu '1Fadl Muhammad b. cUbayd Allah, whose successor
was ABU c ALi MUHAMMAD B. MUHAMMAD AL-DJAYHANI
(II); this last was vizier from 326 to his death in
330/937-42 (Ibn al-Athlr, viii, 283), that is, at the
end of the reign of Nasr b. Ahmad, and there is no
reason to suppose that he was not the son of (I); no
doubt it was his own son, ABU CABD ALLAH AHMAD
B. MUHAMMAD B. NASR (III) who was deprived of his
office, according to Yakut, in 367/978, and replaced
by al-cUtbi.
Among these three individuals, who clearly seem
to belong to the same family, one should attempt
to ascertain which is the author of the K. al-Masdlik
(the other three works mentioned are too little
known to be taken into consideration). V. Minorsky
(preface to the Hudud al-cdlam, xvii), V.V. Barthold
(ibid., 16, 23) and A. Miquel (La geographic humaine
du monde musulmari2, Paris-The Hague 1973, xiii-xxiv)
opt, with D.M. Dunlop and Sarton (History of
science, i, 635-6), for no. I, which seems however
unlikely, since it is probable that his book would
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have been known to al-Mas'udi—who is in fact the
only one to refer to the name of Muhammad b.
Ahmad—before the revision of the Muruaj (332/943).
The association of no. II with al-Balkhf would incline
us to attribute the K. al-Masalik to him, but his
kunya of Abu cAlf rules out such an identification,
since the author of this work is always Abu cAbd
Allah.
In these circumstances, it is legitimate to suggest,
as a hypothesis, that the K. al-Masalik is a family
work, perhaps begun by Muhammad b. Ahmad
(I), continued by his son Muhammad b. Muhammad
(II) and completed by his grandson Ahmad b.
Muhammad (III) in the years immediately following
330/941-2. Examples of this kind are not rare in
Arabic literature (see AL-BARKI in Suppl., IBN SA'ID ALMAGHRIBI, etc.) and it is probably the plurality of
authors which gives rise to confusions which the other
exploitable sources do not enable us to solve, although
they supply some information regarding the work in
question.
Ibn Hawkal (writing in ca. 375/985) declares (Surat
al-arf, 'text 329, tr. Kramers-Wiet, 322) that he
took with him in the course of his travels, which
certainly began in 331/943 but stretched over a long
period, the books of Ibn Khurradadhbih, of alDjayham and of Kudama, but he regrets possessing
the first two which have monopolised too much of
his attention, and he does not seem to rate them very
highly, although he does not hesitate to exploit alDjayhanf (453/438) insofar as regards Khurasan,
visited by him in the third quarter of the 4th century. Al-MukaddasI (375/985), who also utilises him
on a number of occasions, is more explicit; in his
Ahsan al-takasim (3-4; tr. Miquel, Damascus 1963, §§
10-11), he describes Abu cAbd Allah al-Djayhanl (without further qualification) as a philosopher, astronomer
and astrologer and adds that he gathered together
people "who were acquainted with foreign countries
in order to inquire from them concerning the different states, their resources, their access routes, the
height at which the stars revolve there, and the position occupied there by the shadow . . . For him this
was a means of conquering these countries, of getting to know their resources and of perfecting his
knowledge of the stars and of the celestial sphere".
While acknowledging his merits, al-Mukaddas! seems
subsequently to reproach al-Djayha.nl for having developed at length the physical geography of the countries described, thus neglecting some important facts.
Finally, Gardlzl, who was writing between 440 and
443/1049-52, confirms al-Mukaddasf's suggestion by
declaring (£ayn al-akhbar, ed. Nazim, Berlin-London
1928, 28-9) that al-Djayham was in contact with correspondents residing in areas stretching from Byzantium
to China, obtaining written information and making
selective use of the material.
The K. al-Masalik perhaps consisted of seven volumes (cf. note on ms. C. of al-MukaddasI, tr. Miquel,
op. laud., 14), but the information supplied by this
note is confusing and should be treated with all
the more caution seeing that it is hardly likely
that Ibn Hawkal would have encumbered himself
with such a voluminous work (unless, of course, it
was an abridged version that he carried about with
him). It must in fact have supplemented the K. alMasalik of Ibn Khurradadhbih, with which moreover
it appears sometimes to be confused. On account
of this, some authors attribute to this work a particular political stamp, but the information consists
above all of purely geographical data, unpublished

and difficult to obtain otherwise, which must have
been of interest to other writers, and we cannot but
be astonished as the disappearance of a work so
widely exploited. The debt of the author of the
Hudud al-calam, of Gardlzf and others to al-Djayham
has been the object of scholarly speculation on the
part of Minorsky and of Barthold (see prefaces to
the Hudud, xvii-xviii and 23-6), but it is clear that
too many uncertainties remain for absolutely firm
conclusions to be reached.
Bibliography: in addition to the sources mentioned in the article, see also Marquart, Streifzuge,
xxxi-xxxii and passim; A. Miquel, Geographic
humaine, xxiii-xxv, 92-5, and index.
(CH. PELLAT)
AL-DJAZARI, BAD!C AL-ZAMAN ABU !L-Tzz ISMAC!L
B. AL-RAZZAZ, engineer who worked in al-Djazfra during the latter part of the 6th/12th century. His reputation rests upon his book, Kitdb fi ma'rifat al-hiyal
al-handasiyya (ed. and tr. D.R. Hill, The book of knowledge of ingenious mechanical devices, Dordrecht 1974),
which he composed in 602/1206 on the orders of
his master Nasir al-Dfn Mahmud, a prince of the
Artukid dynasty [q.v.] of Diyar Bakr. All that we
know of his life is what he tells us in the introduction to his book, namely that at the time of writing
he had been in the service of the ruling family for
twenty-five years. The book is divided into six categories (nawc), the first four of which each contains
ten chapters (shakl), but the last two only five each.
The categories are as follows: (1) water-clocks and
candle-clocks; (2) vessels and pitchers for use in
carousals; (3) vessels and basins for hand-washing and
phlebotomy; (4) fountains and musical automata; (5)
water-lifting machines; and (6) miscellaneous. There
are many illustrations, both of general arrangements
and detailed drawings, and these are of considerable
assistance in understanding the text, which contains
many technical expressions that have since fallen into
disuse. Some thirteen manuscript copies, made
between the 7th/13th and the 12th/18th centuries,
are extant to bear witness to the widespread appreciation of the book in the Islamic world (listed in
Hill, 3-6; to which must be added Topkapi Saray
mss. H 414 and A 3350). There are, however, no
references to al-Djazarf in the standard Arabic biographical works of the Middle Ages, and there is no
known translation into a European language before
the 20th century.
Only one of the complete machines, a twin-cylinder
pump driven by a paddle-wheel, can be said to have
direct relevance to the development of mechanical
technology. Many of the devices, however, embody
techniques and mechanisms that are of great significance, since a number of them entered the general
vocabulary of European engineering at various times
from the 7th/13th century onwards. Some of these
ideas may have been received directly from al-Djazari's
work, but evidence is lacking. Indeed, it seems probable that a large part of the Islamic mechanical tradition—especially water-clocks and their associated
mechanisms and automata—had been transmitted to
Europe before al-Djazari's book was composed [see
HIYAL, in Suppl.]. Even leaving aside the question of
direct transmission, we still have a document of the
greatest historical importance. First, it confirms the
existence of a tradition of mechanical engineering in
the Eastern Mediterranean and the Middle East from
Hellenistic times up to the 7th/13th century. AlDjazan was well aware that he was continuing this
tradition and was scrupulous in acknowledging the
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work of his predecessors, including Apollonius of
Byzantium (?), the Pseudo-Archimedes, the Banu Musa
(3rd/9th century), Hibat Allah b. al-Husayn (d.
534/1139-40), and a certain Yunus al-Asturlabi. Other
writings and constructions, whose originators were
unknown to al-Djazari, are also mentioned. Secondly,
his use of and improvement upon the earlier works,
together with his meticulous descriptions of the construction and operation of each device, enables us to
make an accurate assessment of the level of achievement reached by the Arabs in mechanical technology by the close of the 6th/12th century.
Bibliography. Eight valuable articles on alDjazari's work were published in the early years
of this century by E. Wiedemann and F. Hauser,
listed in Der Islam, xi (1921), 214; see also Wiedemann, Aufsatze zur arabischen Wissenschaftsgeschichte,
Hildesheim 1970, ii, index, 846; The miniature
paintings from two of the manuscripts are
discussed in A.K. Coomaraswamy, The treatise of
al-Ja^ari on automata., Boston 1924; See also
Brockelmann, S I, 902. For the other writers
mentioned, see HIYAL, in Suppl.
(D.R. HILL)
AL-DJAZARI, SHAMS AL-MILLA WA ?L-DlN ABU
C
L-NADA MA ADD B. NASR ALLAH, 'Iraki composer of
makdmdt', a native of Djazlrat al- c Umar, he died in
701/1301. His al-Makdmdt al-^ayniyya, which were
written in 672/1273 for the author's son Zayn alDm Abu'1-Fath Nasr Allah, are a good example of
the imitations of the Makdmdt of al-Harm. The
external form of the work follows that of al-Harm
precisely: there are 50 makdmdt, most of which are
named after towns. The various episodes are linked
together by a common hero, Abu Nasr al-Misri,
and a common narrator, called al-Kasim b. Djiryal
al-Dimashki. The narratives of al-Djazari's makdmdt
are overwhelmed with the ingenious puns, elaborate
rhymes and other forms of wordplay for which they
provide the vehicle. The lavish use of rare words
to provide long series of phrases ending in the same
rhyme makes an immediate understanding of the
makdmdt difficult. They copy the form of their famous
model to the point of exaggeration, but do not have
the inspired wit of its contents.
Brockelmann records six surviving MSS of alMakdmdt al-^aymyya (II, 205, S II, 199). In addition there are 13 selections from al-Djazarl's work
in the Leeds Ar. MS 169, whose principal contents
are the Makdmdt al-Harm. The selections from alDjazarl are from the following makdmdt: al-Kudsiyya,
al-cAniyya, al-^lmiyya al-Shlrdziyya, al-Iskandariyya alKhayfd3'. al-Dimashkiyya, al-Dabtd3, al-^amdliyya alD}uniyya.
Bibliography: HadjdjI Khalifa, ii, col. 1785;
Brockelmann, loc. cit.; for some specimens of
Djazarl's rhymed prose and verse, together with
English translations, and a full list of the 50 titles
of his makdmdt, see R.Y. Ebied and MJ.L. Young,
Shams al-Din al-Jaz,an and his Al-Maqdmdt al-^jiyniyyah,
in The Annual of Leeds University Oriental Society, vii
(1975), 54-60.
(R.Y. EBIED and MJ.L. YOUNG)
DJAZZAR (A.), " s l a u g h t e r e r " , of camels,
sheep, goats and other animals. These formed a
distinct group of workers in mediaeval Arab society, quite apart from the kassdb and lahhdm, the
two terms used for the butcher. In modern times,
however, the ajazzdr is synonymous with the latter
terms. Djahiz and other writers use the words
(Hazzarun and kassdbun alongside each other to
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show them as separate groups; there were dar alaj_azzdrin in Medina and Mecca during the 1st century A. H.; while there were many suk al-dj_azzdrin
as well as suk al-kassdbm in Baghdad and other
Islamic cities throughout the Middle Ages. The
word dj.azzar seldom appears as a nisba with Arabic
names, though kassdb is often used as an occupational surname among the Arabs.
The d^azz&'r was required to be an adult (baligh)
and a sane (cdkil] Muslim who would utter the name
of God at the time of each slaughter. The muhtasib
saw to it that the cfrazzar slaughtered animals free
from illness or defects. The non-Muslim (dhimmi) butchers practised their trade side-by-side with their Arab
colleagues in the Middle East and North Africa. Friday
was the weekday when most slaughtering of animals
took place, according to Djahiz.
Unlike craftsmen of low prestige like tanners and
cuppers, the slaughterers and butchers were not
socially ostracised in Arab society. The Prophet forbade one of his relatives to employ a khddim [q.v.]
in the trades of a slaughter (jj.azzar), or butcher
(kassdb}, cupper (had£dj_dm} or goldsmith (sd'igh], (alKattanl, al-Tardtib, ii, 106). The d^azz^r was usually
a free person (hurr). The slaughterers were disliked
by Arabs for the uncleanliness (na^dsa) of their work.
Ibn al-Tmad cites a case of an unscrupulous dj_azzdr
who utilised a dead animal for selling its meat, and
the case was perhaps not untypical. Some Arab udabd3
discussed the professions of the nobility (sind'dt alashrdf] and cited the names of many Kuraysh [q.v.]
like al-Zubayr b. al-cAwwam, c Amr b. al-cAs, c Amir
b. Kurayz, and Khalid b. Asld, among ^azzarun in
their early careers. The d}azzdrun, according to Djahiz,
could never be rich, and their economic condition
remained unchanged in Arab society over a long
period. During the Buwayhid period, the slaughterers, butchers and other tradesmen had to pay additional imposts (maks), although they were usually
exempt from taxation. The daily earnings of a dj.azzar
in Egypt during the reign of al-Hakim bi-Amr Allah
(386-411/996-1020) was one dinar, which was an
exceptionally high income for a worker.
The slaughterers and butchers are portrayed in
Arabic history books as groups of persons with violent tempers. The butchers were expelled from the
Round City of Baghdad by Abu Dja c far al-Mansur
for their tendency towards violence. Tabarl records
that the dj;azzarun rioted in Mecca in 262/875-6,
producing 17 casualties and jeopardising the pilgrimage of many people. For this and other reasons, a minor Arab poet echoed the sentiments of
the public by saying that he did not wish to live
in a locality where a slaughterer would be his neighbour. Al-Lubudl, a jurist of the Mamluk period,
came to the conclusion that the occupation of the
dj_azzdr was undesirable (makruh), because it bred
hard-heartedness among men. Despite these criticisms, however, one gets the impression that the
slaughterers were not generally despised in Islamic
society.
Bibliography: Djahiz, al-Hayawdn, Cairo 1938-40,
iv, 430-2; v, 389;' idem,' al-Bukhald', Cairo 1963,
111; Ibn Kutayba, al-Macdnf, Beirut 1970, 249-50;
Abu Hayyan al-Tawhldi, al-Basa3ir wa'l-dhakhd'ir,
Damascus 1966-7, ii/1, 41-5; Tabarl, Ta^fikh, iii,
1908; al-Wakic, Akhbdr al-kuddt, Cairo 1947, i, 102;
al-Bayhaki, al-Mahdsin wa'l-masdwl, Beirut 1960, 103;
al-Khatlb al-Baghdadl, Ta'nkh Baghdad, Cairo 1931,
i, 80; idem, al-Bukhald3, Baghdad 1964, 188; Ibn alDjawzl, al-Munta^am, vii, 15; viii, 181; al-Samcani, al-
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Ansdb, Hyderabad 1963, iii, 268; Ibn al-Athir, alLubdb fi tahdhib al-ansdb, Beirut n.d., i, 276; Ibn
Bassam, Nihdyat al-rutba fi talab al-hisba, Baghdad
1968, 34-36; Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Ma'dlim al-kurba,
London 1938, 97-105; Ibn al-Tmad, Shadhardt aldhahab, iv, 208; al-Samhudr, Waff? al-wafa\ Beirut
1971, ii, 765; al-Kattanf, M$dm al-hukuma al-nabawiya
(known as al-Tardtib al-iddriyya), Beirut n.d., ii, 1056; H.H. Abdul Wahab, Warakdt, Tunis 1965, i,
238-41 (writes about a Banu '1-Djazzar, of Tunis,
in the 4th/10th century, who bore the nisba of alajazzdr, but they ceased to be slaughterers; instead
they became famous by practising medicine (tibb));
c
Abbas al-Azzawf, Ta3nkh al-dard3ib al-'Irdkiyya.,
Baghdad 1959, 25-7; Alf layla wa-layla, Beirut 1909,
iii, 16-19; cAla° al-Dfn al-Lubudl, Fad I al-iktisdb,
Chester Beatty Ms., 4791, f. 57b.
(M.AJ. BEG)
AL-DJAZZAR PASHA, AHMAD, the d o m i n a n t
political figure in s o u t h e r n Syria (the eydlets
of Sidon and Damascus) during the last quarter of
the 18th century and the early years of the 19th. A
Bosnian by origin (some sources assert that he was
of Christian parenthood), he was born ca. 1722; the
story of his early life is confused with legend. He
apparently began his career at the age of sixteen as
a soldier of fortune in Istanbul, where he entered the
service of the Grand Vizier Hakfm-Oghlu cAli Pasha.
In 1756, when his master was sent to attend to the
affairs of Egypt for two years, he accompanied him
there and stayed behind to attach himself to the local
Mamluk military system. His Mamluk patron, cAbd
Allah Bey, was administering the Buhayra district in
the Delta region as kdshif when he was murdered by
the local Bedouins in the course of a rising. The
shaykh al-balad CA1F Bey (1760-73) appointed Djazzar
to succeed his master as kdshif of the district, raising
him to the rank of Bey. It is alleged that Djazzar
came to be so-called (ajazzdr - "butcher") as a result
of the ferocity with which he proceeded to subdue
the Bedouins of the Delta; it is possible, however,
that Djazzar was his original surname, or that it was
a nom de guerre which he adopted at the start of his
career to promote his image as a competent professional soldier.
Djazzar remained attached to cAlf Bey in Egypt
for several years. By 1768, however, he had become
dangerously compromised in Mamluk political intrigues.
Fleeing Cairo, he returned for a short while to Istanbul;
it was probably then that he first became officially
attached to the Ottoman state as an agent. He then
proceeded to settle in Syria, where he set out to establish for himself a large mamluk household and a private army of Bosnian, Albanian, North African and
other mercenaries which became the basis of his personal power.
Between 1768-74 the Porte was involved in a war
with Russia; in the course of the hostilities, a Russian naval squadron appeared in the eastern Mediterranean, and Russian agents were sent to Acre (cAkka)
to encourage the powerful chieftain of Galilee, Dahir
al- c Umar, to join 'All Bey of Egypt in a revolt
against the Porte (Dahir had successfully usurped
power in the southern parts of the eydlet of Sidon,
with Ottoman acquiescence, since the 1730). It was
after Dahir rose in revolt that Djazzar was sent in
1772 by the governor of Damascus to defend Beirut,
which had shortly before been bombarded and pillaged by Dahir's Russian allies. Since 1749, Beirut
had been controlled by the Shihab amirs of Mount
Lebanon; technically, however, it was part of the

eyalet of Sidon (as was, indeed, the whole of the Shihab
domain). The ruling Lebanese amir, Yusuf Shihab
(1770-88), was opposed to Dahir, and happy at first
to see Djazzar established in Beirut. However, when
Djazzar refused to honour the Shihab claim of
suzerainty over Beirut, Yusuf Shihab turned to his
old adversary Dahir for help, and the latter summoned the services of the Russian squadron against
Djazzar. Beirut was bombarded for a second time in
1773 and besieged by land and sea for four months
before its garrison was starved into surrender. Djazzar
fled the town and was given refuge for a time by
Dahir in Acre. Betraying his host at the first opportunity, he fled to Damascus, smuggling out with him
a convoy of Dahir's munitions. Delighted by his persistent loyalty, the Porte raised him to the rank of
Pasha and appointed him beylerbeyi of Rumelia, then
mutesarrif of the sanajak of Kara Hisar in Anatolia In
1775. Later in that same year, when Dahir al-cUmar
was finally defeated and killed by his own men, Djazzar
was appointed beylerbeyi of the eydlet of Sidon, and
established the seat of his government in Acre. In the
following year, he was confirmed in the government
of the eydlet with the rank of wa&r, and continued in
the office and rank until his death in 1804.
In Acre, Djazzar used his mamluk household and
his private army to set up a regime of remarkable
stability; his policy of ruthless repression, and the cruelty with which he meted out punishments, made
him the object of general fear. On one occasion, in
1790, a group of his officers and mamlufa, supported and possibly prompted by his political enemies in
Istanbul and by the French traders in Acre, staged
a rebellion against him which was almost successful,
but the rebellion was crushed by a surprise action
and never repeated. Despite the constant intrigues
against him in Istanbul, Djazzar's mandate in the
eydlet of Sidon was annually renewed, without interruption, for twenty-nine years—a record without
precedent in the his-tory of Ottoman provincial
administration. On four different occasions (in 1785,
1790, 1799 and 1803), the eydlet of Damascus was
also entrusted to his care. At a time when the general decline of the Ottoman state was encouraging
rebellion and the usurpation of power in the provinces,
an efficient and loyal governor in Syria, which was
an area particularly prone to insubordination, was
badly needed, and Djazzar was just the man for the
job. In the coastal eydlet of Sidon, which was already
overshadowing the inland eydlet of Damascus in importance because of the increasing European (and particularly French) maritime trade with the Levant,
Djazzar suppressed the unruly Mitwalfs (Twelver
Shffs) and other tribes of the hill country of Galilee
and northern Palestine, and established his administration firmly in the area. While he was not able to
destroy the Shihab emirate in Mount Lebanon, he
did manage to exploit the Maronite-Druze confessional jealousies and the political factionalism prevailing there to reduce the Shihab amirs, who had
once fought successful wars against the governors of
Damascus, into docile and subservient fiscal agents. In
Acre, Sidon and Beirut, he was careful to keep the
lucrative commercial activity going, but at the same
time took strict measures of control to derive the maximum profit from it for himself. He established a personal monopoly over the cotton and grain trade in
his territory, and also made heavy impositions on the
silk trade; as a result, he amassed a huge fortune,
which contributed to the perpetuation of his power.
His payments of the required tribute to the Ottoman
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treasury, though at times unpunctual, were always
correct. In 1799, when General Bonaparte advanced
northwards from Egypt to occupy Syria, Djazzar,
assisted by the British, successfully repelled his attack
on Acre and forced him to retreat; he thereby set
the seal on the failure of Bonaparte's eastern venture, and paved the way for the final expulsion of
the French from Egypt two years later.
Despite the great power which he came to wield
in southern Syria, Djazzar administered the eydlet of
Sidon in strict loyalty to the Porte, and not in the
manner of the mutaghalliba—the tribal chieftains and
military adventurers who seized the opportunity of
Ottoman decline to establish autonomous principalities in the provinces. In Syria, the mutaghalliba (like
Dahir in Galilee, and the Shihabs in Mount Lebanon)
normally sought to promote their power by catering
politically to the fierce particularism of the local tribes
and sects, of whom the Maronites and Druzes of
Mount Lebanon and the Mitwalf and other tribesmen of Galilee and northern Palestine were prime
examples. They also tended to identify themselves with
the interests of the new and predominantly Christian
merchant class which thrived on the import-export
trade with Europe. In Mount Lebanon and Beirut,
the close association of the Shihab amm with the
Maronite silk merchants was reflected by the conversion of an increasing number of the amm from
Sunn! Islam to Christianity; in Acre, Dahir had
favoured the Christians generally, and surrounded himself with Christian agents and advisers. Like Dahir,
Djazzar by necessity employed competent Christians
(of the Sakrudj, Iddl, Kalush and Marun families) as
secretaries, treasurers and stewards; he was careful,
however, not to pamper the Christians as a community, and most Christians who served him ended up
in prison, in the torture chamber, or on the gallows,
with their fortunes confiscated and their families
reduced to destitution. Likewise, Djazzar cared little
for the support of the tribesmen and peasants of the
mountain hinterland, whom he knew to be venal and
fickle, and ultimately undependable. Instead, he appears
to have sought popularity among the Sunn! Muslim
populace of the towns by appealing to their instinctive sentiments. At a time when the Ottoman state,
as the universal Muslim state, was suffering repeated
defeats and humiliations at the hands of Christian
powers, the high-handed manner in which Djazzar
dealt with the local Christian bourgeoisie, and with
the French and other European traders in Acre and
Sidon, could only have met with strong approval
among the urban Muslims, particularly those of the
lower classes. The Pasha's repressive policy towards
the crypto-Maronite Shihabs and the heterodox Druzes
and Mitwalfs must certainly have had the same effect.
As governor of Beirut in 1772-3, Djazzar had armed
the Sunn! Muslims of the town to help in its defence
against the Russians. As ruler of the eydlet of Sidon,
his unwavering championship of the Ottoman cause,
which was the cause of Islam, probably secured for
him some popularity among the lower Muslim classes of the coastal towns. Whatever the extent of this
popularity was, it has remained unrecorded, because
the available accounts of his regime were not written
by his supporters but by the Christians, the foreigners and the Muslim notables who, as communities
and sometimes possibly as individuals, had suffered at
his hands and were unanimous in branding him as
a bloodthirsty tyrant.
On the whole, the Djazzar regime represents the
last reassertion of the Ottoman imperial prerogative
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in the traditional manner against the particularist tendencies in Syria, before the radical social and
political changes of the 19th century. His determined
efforts to break the stubborn local autonomies foreshadowed the policy of centralisation of the Tanlimdt period.
Bibliography: cAbd al-Razzak al-Bltar, Hulyat albashar fi ta'nkh al-karn al-thdlith cashar, Damascus
1961-3; Muhammad Kurd CAH, Khitat al-Shdm,
Beirut 1969; Tannus al-Shidyak, Akhbar al-ac-ydn
fi I^abal Lubndn, Beirut 1954; Haydar Shihab (alShihabf), Ta'nkh Ahmad Bdshd al-Djazzdr, Beirut
1955; idem, al-Ghurar al-hisdn fi ta'nkh hawddith
al-zamdn (published as Lubndn fi cahd al-Umard' alShihdbiyym, Beirut 1933); E. Lockroy, Ahmed le
Boucher; la Syrie et I'Egypte au 18e siecle, Paris 1888;
Volney, Voyage en Egypte et en Syrie, Paris 1959;
Amnon Cohen, Palestine in the eighteenth century; patterns of government and administration, Jerusalem 1973;
H.A.R. Gibb and Harold Bowen, Islamic society
and the West, i/1 and 2, London 1950-7; P.M.
Holt, Egypt and the Fertile Crescent, 1516-1922,
London 1966.
(KAMAL S. SALIBI)
DJEBEDJI (T. "armourer"), the name given to a
m e m b e r of the c o r p s of " A r m o u r e r s of the
Sublime Porte" (Dj.ebedjiydn-i dergdh-i fdli), a Kapi Kulu
[q.u.] Corps closely associated with the Janissaries
[f/.y.]. Their function was to manufacture and repair
all arms, ammunition and other equipment belonging to the Janissaries and, on campaign, to transport this equipment to the front, distribute it to the
Janissaries and to collect it at the end of the campaign, keeping a record of losses and repairing damaged items.
The Corps was presumably founded shortly after
the Janissaries and, until the late 10th/16th century,
its recruits came from the pendj_-yek, the principle by
which the state took one in five of prisoners of war
and the dewshirme [q.vJ]. However, the system broke
down when the dj.ebedjis, like the Janissaries, received
permission to marry and recruit their own children
and native Muslim to the Corps.
Like the other Kapi Kulu Corps, the dj_ebea^is were
divided into thirty-eight divisions (ortd), the first of
which was divided into 59 sections (boluk). Each orta
represented a different craft in the repair or manufacture of guns, gunpowder and other war materials.
The chief officer of the Corps was the dj.ebedj_i bashi,
under whom came the bash ketkhudd, who usually succeeded him if his post fell vacant, and four other
ketkhudds. Another officer was the dj_ebekhdne bash
cawushu. A boluk bash! commanded each orta, and under
him was the oda bashi, and the chief craftsmen,
called usta. The central barracks of the Corps was in
Istanbul, but its members served in turn in the frontier fortresses of the Ottoman Empire. A group of
cfrebediis would always accompany a Janissary garrison.
Their total strength varied according to the size of
the Janissary Corps; there were about 500 djebediis
in the mid-10th/16th century and their numbers fluctuated between about 2,500 and 5,000 in the 12th/
18th century.
The Corps was abolished, together with the
Janissaries, in 1241/1826.
Bibliography: see I.H. Uzuncar§ih, Osmanh devleti
te§kildtmda kapukulu ocaklan, ii, 3-21, of which the
foregoing is a summary.
(Eo.)
DJEBEL [see DJABAL].
DJELAL ED-DIN ROUMI [see DJALAL AL-DIN
RUMI] .
DJEZZAR [see DJAZZAR].
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AL-DJILDAKI, Tzz AL-DiN AYDAMIR B. cALi B.
AYDAMIR, E g y p t i a n a l c h e m i s t , who died in
743/1342 or later. He was the last outstanding
Muslim adept of his art, of encyclopaedic, though
rather uncritical, learning. Almost nothing is known
of his life; he himself, however, tells that he spent
more than 17 years on extensive travels, which lead
him to 'Irak, Asia Minor, the Maghrib, Yemen,
Hidjaz, Syria, and Egypt, where he ultimately settled. Al-Djildakl represents the mystical and allegorical trend in Muslim alchemy, but there is evidence
that he had real experience in practical operations
and chemical substances. His interests extend also to
the khawdss, i.e. the magic properties of things, and
to pharmacology, medicine and astrology, especially
the attribution of metals and other substances to the
seven planets. He often reflects on the parallels
between natural and alchemical processes, and he
attacks Ibn Sfna who denied the possibility of artificial transmutation (see Avicennae De congelatione et conglutatione lapidum, ed. EJ. Holmyard and D.C.
Mandeville, Paris 1927, 6-7). His very numerous
works, which still exist in many manuscripts, are
valuable for the history of alchemy through his philologically-accurate quotations from his predecessors.
He is familiar with Djabir b. Hayyan's theory of
balances as well as with his biography (see P. Kraus,
Jdbir ibn Hayydn, in Mems. de I'lnst. d'Egypte, xliv
(1943), xlv (1942), indexes). Among other Greek,
Indian and Persian authorities he refers to Hermes
[see HIRMIS], Cleopatra (see M. Ullmann, in W^KM,
Ixiii-lxiv (1972), 161-73), the caliph CAH and Khalid
b. YazTd [q.v.], and he also composed lengthy commentaries on writings of Apollonius (see BALINUS),
Ibn Umayl [q.v.], Ibn Arfa c Ra's, and al-Simawf.
Bibliography: Brockelmann, II, 173-4, S II,
171-2; E. Wiedemann, %ur Alchemie bei
denArabern, Erlangen 1922, 17-8, 20-4,29-31;
E.J. Holmyard, Aidamir al-Jildaki, in Iraq, iv
(1937), 47-53; idem, Alchemy, Harmondsworth
1957, 100-1; J. Ruska and W. Hartner, Katalog
der orientalischen und lateinischen Originalhandschriften . . ., in Quellen u. Stud. z. Gesch. d. Naturw.
u. d. Median, vii (1940), 263-8; A. Siggel, Katalog
der
arabischen
alchemistischen
Handschriften
Deutschlands, Berlin 1949, 1950, 1956 (valuable
analysis of many works); A.A. Semenov, Sobranie
vostocnikh rukopisei akdd. nauk Uzb. SSR, i,
Tashkent 1952, no. 536; F. Sezgin, GAS, iv,
Leiden 1971, index; M. Ullmann, Die Medium
im Islam, Leiden-Cologne 1970; idem, Die Naturund Geheimwissenschaften im Islam, Leiden 1972,
indexes; idem, Katalog der arabischen alchemistischen
Handschriften
der Chester Beatty Library, i,
Wiesbaden 1974, index.
(G. STROHMAIER)
DIISR MANBIDI [see KAL'AT NADJM].
DJIRGA (Pashto; cf. H.G. Raverty, A dictionary of
the Pukhto, Pushto, or language of the Afghans,

London

1867, 330b), an i n f o r m a l tribal assembly of the
P a t h a n s in what are now Afghanistan and Pakistan,
with competence to intervene and to adjudicate in
practically all aspects of private and public life among
the Pathans.
In the course of his abortive mission to Shah
Shu-dja c and the Durranf court of Kabul in 1809
[see AFGHANISTAN, v. History (3) (A)], Mountstuart
Elphinstone described the ajirga system as alive and
vital, with assemblies at various levels, from the village at the bottom up through the clan or khel to
the tribe or ulus at the top, with a ajirga of subordinate chiefs around the tribal khan; but he

observed that it was a model frequently modified
or disrupted rather than a neat hierarchy of institutions. He noted too that the ajirga was the principal means of administering criminal justice, where
an offended party had not already avenged his
wrongs in blood, and of determining amounts of
compensation due to a victim; and he adjudged
it a useful and tolerably impartial institution (An
account of the kingdom of Caubul3, London 1839, i,
215-26). At the very apex of the system, the Amir
of Afghanistan might summon a "great (loya)
ajirga" of leading chiefs for consultation at critical
junctures.
The political division of the Pathans in the course
of the 19th century into those to the east of what
became the Durand Line and in British India and
those to the west in the independent kingdom of
Afghanistan eliminated the loya ajirga as an effective
expression of feelings of the whole Pafhan nation,
although the institution was eventually incorporated
into the political structure of modern Afghanistan as
a representation of all ethnic and social groups with
the state, and not merely of the Pathans; for the (jjirga
in Afghanistan of the last two centuries, see MADJLIS.
2. Afghanistan.
On the British side of the Frontier, the ajirga has
continued as an instrument of democratic tribal
expression; it was, for instance, tribal ajirgas which
in November 1947 signified the adhesion of the
North-West Frontier Province to the nascent Pakistan,
and in February 1980 a djirga of Pafhan and Baluc
chiefs and notables met at Sfbr in northern Balucistan
to affirm opposition to further Soviet Russian
encroachment after the latter power's occupation of
Afghanistan towards the end of 1979. As far back
as the second half of the 19th century, a modified
and less authentic type of ajirga had been made part
of the Frontier Crimes Regulations, originally promulgated in 1872. Under this arrangement, cases involving tribal honour, blood feuds and women could be
withdrawn from the magistrates' courts and arbitrated upon by a ajirga, which was however in this
case a group of tribal elders appointed by the magistrate and acceptable to both parties. Here the djirga
was an ancillary of British Indian law, though after
ca. 1880 in the recently-pacified parts of northern
Balucistan and the newly-administered tribal areas
of the North-West Frontier Province, the d^irga was
adopted as a substitute for the formal legal system,
thus in effect enshrining Pafhan custom.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Sir Olaf Caroe, The Pathans 550 BCAD 1957, London 1958, 353-6, 435; J.W.
Spain, The Pathan borderland, The Hague 1963,
69-72, 145-7.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
DJUDHAM (A.), leprosy or H a n s e n ' s disease.
I. Terminology. A number of Arabic terms that
may refer to leprosy were created on the basis of
the symptomatology of the disease. Aside from the
distinctive symptoms of advanced lepromatous leprosy, various terms were adopted that were descriptive of leprous lesions, but they were not restricted
exclusively to leprosy. No clinical cases of leprosy
are reported in the mediaeval medical literature
that might clarify the terminology. There can be
little doubt, however, that o^udhdm referred to leprosy, particularly of the lepromatous type. The
term was used in pre-Islamic Arabia; it was derived
from the Arabic root of the word, meaning "to
mutilate" or "to cut off," and is descriptive of serious disfigurement that occurs in cases of lepro-

DJUDHAM
matous leprosy. Thus, a^dham (pi. d^adhmd) may
mean "mutilated" from having an arm or foot cut
off, or "leper" and "leprous" (al-Murtada, Ghurar
al-fawd'id, Cairo 1954, i, 5). Conversely, the use
of this root would strongly suggest that the lepromatous form of the disease existed in pre-Islamic
Arabia. Considerable confusion exists concerning
terms other than d^udhdm; the difficulty is certainly
due to the numerous forms that leprosy may take,
particularly in its early stages and its mimicry of
other skin diseases. The term bams was definitely
used to name leprosy, but it could be applied to
other skin disorders. This term was also used in
pre-Islamic Arabia. It was derived from the Arabic
root that may mean "to be white or shiny."
Emphasis on the whiteness of the skin in the Arabic
medical accounts of baras and bahak may have
referred to the hypo-pigmentation occurring in the
early stages of dimorphous leprosy or the macules
and infiltrated lesions of tuberculoid leprosy.
Depending on the context, white and black baras,
white and black bahak, wadah, and kawdbi were
often used to name leprous symptoms. In addition,
the following terms could apply to leprosy, but they
were rarely used—some are clearly euphemistic:
abkac, akshar, arkat, aslac (sulc), barash, baydd (baydd'},
da' al-asad, da' al-ku'tdl, murakkac, su3 (aswd3).
II. Medical history. There is no persuasive evidence that true leprosy occurred in ancient Egypt,
Mesopotamia, or Persia before the time of Alexander
the Great. It must have existed much earlier in India,
the Far East, and probably central Africa. Sora'at, the
so-called leprosy of Leviticus, does not correspond to
any modern diagnosis of the disease; it was a nonspecific condition and essentially a non-medical notion.
The lepra (Gr. lepros, "scaly") mentioned in some of
the Hippocratic writings was also a skin ailment that
cannot be identified and was probably not related
to leprosy. It was not before 300 B.C. that true leprosy entered the sphere of medical science. At that
time, physicians of Alexandria became acquainted
with its lepromatous form and named it elephantiasis
because of the thickening and corrugation of the skin.
The tuberculoid type, however, was not yet clearly
distinguished from other, non-specific skin eruptions.
Galen [see r^ALiNUs], in the 2nd century A.D.,
inadequately described what he called elephantiasis
graecorum and lepra (Ad glauconem}. The earliest and
best description of leprosy was given by a contemporary of Galen, Aretaeus of Cappadocia (Extant works,
ed. and tr. F. Adams, London 1856, 123-9/366-73,
236-40/494-7); Aretaeus' pathology and treatment of
the disease were important because they strongly
influenced later Greek physicians whose works were
translated into Arabic. With the single exception of
Aretaeus, however, the pathogenesis of leprosy was
explained in late Roman medicine by the theory of
humours. Leprosy was due primarily to a predominance of black bile, the melancholic humour, in
the body. The disease was considered by the Greek
doctors to be both contagious and hereditary.
The victims were believed to be unclean and specifically marked by strong venereal desires. There was
an increasing recognition of the polymorphous character of leprosy, particularly of the milder tuberculoid type. The disease in advanced stages was
considered incurable. All the ancient authors failed
to mention the loss of sensation, which is a conspicuous symptom of the disease. The treatment of
the diseased consisted of bloodletting, cauterisation,
purgation, baths, fomentations, diets, and invariably
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the theriac of vipers. Together with the classical
descriptions of leprosy, the various treatments entered
into Arabic medical science.
The earliest indisputable proof of leprosy in the
Middle East has been found by M011er-Christensen
in two skeletons from Egypt (Aswan) that date from
about A.D. 500. Therefore, there can be little doubt
that genuine leprosy existed from the early Islamic
period and that Muslim doctors had sufficient opportunity to observe it. Practically every Arabic writer
on medicine discussed leprosy. The earliest account
seems to have been the K. fi "l-d^udhdm by Yuhanna
b. Masawayh [q.v.]. The work is apparently lost,
but it was frequently quoted by later Arabic authors;
an anonymous treatise does exist that contains the
opinions of Ibn Masawayh as well as those of alRazf and Ibn Sfna (A.Z. Iskandar, Catalogue of Arabic
manuscripts, London 1967, 70 f., 126). The first full
account of leprosy in Arabic medicine is to be
found in al-Tabarf's Firdausu 'l-Hikmat (ed. Siddiqi,
Berlin 1928/318-25); the pathology and therapeutics of the disease are largely consistent with the
earlier Greek medical texts. Arabic writers who discussed leprosy include the following: al-Kindl (Fihrist,
tr. Dodge, New York 1970, ii, 621; Medical formulary, tr. Levy, Madison 1966, 60, 158, 233 et passim], Yuhanna b. Sarabiyun, Thabit b. Kurra (K.
al-Dhakhira, ed. Sobhy, Cairo 1928, 7, 29', 138-41;
M. Ullmann, Die Medium im Islam, Leiden 1970,
124), al-Razf (K. al-Hdwi, Hyderabad 1970, iv, 59
f., 65, 73, 93, xxiii/2, 1-33, 47-72, 88-120), Ibn
Abi 'l-Ash c ath (Ullmann, Die Median, 139), 'All b.
al- c Abbas al-MadjusI (Kdmil, Cairo 1877, i, 310 f.,
ii, 194-6), Abu Mansur Kumrf, Abu '1-Kasim alZahrawl, Ibn Sma (Kdnun fi 'l-tibb, Bulak 1877, iii,
140-6, 281-7), al-Djurdjam, Ibn Abi 'l-c>Ala3 Zuhr
(Albucasis, On surgery and instruments, ed. and tr.
Spink and Lewis, Berkeley and Los Angeles 1973,
142-9), Ibn al-Kuff (K. al-(Umda, Hyderabad
1356/1937, i 155 f., ii, 48-51), Ibn Mas'ud alShirazT, al-Azrakf (Tashil al-mandfic, Cairo 1304/
1887, 275 f., 291-4), Nafis b. Twad and Ghiyath
b. Muhammad.
The medical textbook of al-Madjusf [q.v.] is quite
important because it was one of the first Arabic works
to be translated into Latin (Liber pantegni}. Its translation by Constantinus Africanus [q.v.] was decisive
for the Western terminology of leprosy. The translator could not use the word elephantiasis in translating
al-Madjusi's account of leprosy because in Arabic the
term (da3 al-Jil) was already used for the present-day
disease of that name. In this situation, Constantinus
seized upon Biblical usage, where the Latin translation of Hebrew and Greek was lepra; he therefore
translated djudhdm as lepra rather than mutilatio, which
would have been more precise and would have
avoided the stigma attached to lepra. As it was, the
use of lepra for leprosy in general caused confusion
with the Hippocratic use of the word and extended
the application of the name with its evil connotations to a wider range of skin disorders. Al-Zahrawf's
work was also translated into Latin and became wellknown in Europe. In his discussion of leprosy, alZahrawf made a significant contribution to medicine
by describing, for the first time apparently, the neurological symptoms of the disease. It is difficult to
believe that local anaesthesia had not been observed
among lepers much earlier. In the Middle East, the
loss of sensation caused by leprosy was noticed by
Ibn al-Kuff; the source of his observation is unclear.
(The leprosy of Baldwin IV [d. 1206], king of the
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Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, is described by William,
bishop of Tyre; the narrative contains the only incontrovertible clinical evidence of the anaesthetic symptoms of leprosy in the Middle East [A history of deeds,
tr. Babcock and Krey, New York 1934, ii, 296, 460].)
The description of insensitivity by al-Zahrawf was
repeated in the Western medical literature, at least
from the 12th century. It served as a means of distinguishing lepers and excluding them from society.
As opposed to the Galenic tradition of the other
works, al-Azrakf's work may be regarded as a good
example of "Prophetic medicine" (al-tibb al-nabawl}.
Al-AzrakT's quasi-medical discussion of leprosy may
well reflect popular beliefs and practices that persisted throughout the mediaeval period alongside those
of professional medicine. Moreover, it was a common practice during the mediaeval period to attribute to stones the ability to ward off disease; for
leprosy, topaz (zabarajad] was reputed to have this
property (M. Ullmann, Neues zum Steinbuch des Xenokrates,
in Medizinhistorisches Journal, vii [1973], 71).
In sum, the Arabic medical writers borrowed
heavily from Hellenistic sources, but their works
were not entirely imitative. The description of leprosy in the Arabic medical textbooks followed the
encyclopaedic form of ancient manuals; the descriptions of leprosy were brief, non-clinical, and largely theoretical. The Muslim understanding of the
disease was most clearly indebted to the earlier
sources in its adoption of the humoural theory to
explain the illness. Care and treatment were also
consistent with Hellenistic practices; however, Arabic
medicine introduced a greater variety of simple and
compound medications. Furthermore, the Arabic
doctors adopted the view that leprosy was contagious and hereditary. Yet they did not view the
disease as fiercely contagious, and their writings lack
any element of moral censorship of the diseased.
Moreover, the medical texts did not recommend
flight from the leper or his isolation from the community. The influence of this non-condemnatory
attitude toward the disease and its victims in Muslim
society is impossible to gauge, but it would be reasonable to assume that through the activity of
Muslim doctors it weighed against the selective discrimination and segregation of lepers. Generally,
the Arabic writers paid greater attention to leprosy
than the Hellenistic doctors. In the classification
and description of the disease Muslim doctors made
significant advances. The earlier writers distinguished, for the most part, between elephantiasis and
leprosy. The Arabic writers tended to regard elephantiasis-d^udham as one form of leprosy. Concerning
the symptomatology of leprosy, the Arabic doctors
refined the description of the skin lesions and called
attention to the neurological signs. Despite its own
inherent difficulties, the Arabic terminology was
more appropriate and detailed than that of the classical authors. It is probable that Arabic terminology influenced Byzantine nomenclature. Finally,
Arabic medical understanding of leprosy was important because it was conveyed to the West and
formed the basis for European knowledge of the
disease until the 17th century.
III. Social history. The Arabs in pre-Islamic
Arabia were afflicted by leprosy, along with a large
number of other communicable diseases. Leprosy is
attested by the famous Arabic poets of the period.
The first important figure in the history of the
Arabs before Islam who probably suffered from some
form of leprosy was Djadhfma al-Abrash [q.v.~]

or al-Waddah, the king of al-Hira, who played a
dominant role in the politics of Syria and Trak in
the second quarter of the 3rd century A.D. Two
famous pre-Islamic poets may also have been stricken by the illness. The first, c Abid b. al-Abra§, on
the basis of his name, may have been leprous.
Leprosy would account for his wife's aversion from
him, which is mentioned in his poetry (C. Lyall,
The Diwan, Leiden-London 1913, 6, 33-6, 38 f).
The second and more famous was al-Harith b.
Hilliza al-Yashkurf [q.v.], who wrote the seventh of
the Mu'allakat.
The Kur'an mentions in two places the healing
of the lepers (al-abras) by Jesus (III, 48 and V, 110).
More important for their influence on Muslim society
are the ahddith that were attributed to the Prophet
concerning leprosy. The best-known of these traditions is the statement that a Muslim should flee
from the leper as he would flee from the lion.
Similarly, another familiar tradition asserts that a
healthy person should not associate with lepers for
a prolonged period and should keep a spear's distance from them (Wensinck, Handbook; al-Bukharf,
al-Sahih, Bulak ed., viii, 443; Ibn Kutayba, cUyun
al-akhbdr, Cairo 1925-30, iv, 69; LA, xiv, 354 f.).
The two pious traditions are prescriptions for social
behaviour and appear to deal with both moral and
medical difficulties posed by the leper. The traditions may have strengthened the desire of Muslims
to avoid those individuals who were conspicuously
afflicted by the disease because it was morally as
well as physically offensive. Leprosy was believed by
some to be a punishment by God for immorality.
Consequently, leprosy was often invoked as a curse
on a Muslim for his immoral behaviour. Medically,
both traditions seem to express an implicit belief
in contagion. The idea of contagion is also found
in other traditions that are unrelated to leprosy
and in the medical and non-medical literature.
Nevertheless, the belief in contagion was denied by
the Prophet in a number of other traditions which
state that disease comes directly from God. The tradition advising flight from the leper is, in fact, preceded by a complete denial of contagion in the
collection of al-Bukhan. Thus the issue of contagion is quite contradictory; it was the subject from
an early time of religio-legal discussion that attempted to harmonise these traditions. The contradiction
was not resolved; it would appear that many witnessed contagion and found justification for it in
the traditions, while the more religiously inclined
may have adhered to the principle of non-contagion. The latter were partially justified in the case
of leprosy because it is only moderately contagious
and some individuals are not predisposed to it at
all. There were also traditions that recommended
supplication to God for relief from leprosy, for the
matter should not be left entirely to fate.
The legal status of the leper was directly related
to the pious traditions. Leprosy is not discussed in
the Arabic legal texts as a separate subject, but it
is treated as a disability within such broad areas as
marriage, divorce, inheritance, guardianship, and
interdiction of one's legal capacity [see HADJR].
Because leprosy was considered a mortal illness, the
leper was limited in his legal rights and obligations—
along with the minor, the bankrupt, the insane, and
the slave. The leper's status seems to have been
particularly close to that of the insane in legal matters, especially in regard to marriage and divorce:
a marriage could be dissolved by either person
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because of the disease. In Maliki law, a man in an
advanced state of leprosy should be prevented from
cohabiting with his slave wives and still more so
with his free wives, which is consistent with a belief
in the hereditary nature of the malady. Also, Malikf
law allowed an automatic guarantee of three days,
at the expense of the seller of slaves, against any
"faults" in a slave; the guarantee was extended to
one year in case of leprosy. In addition, the development of leprosy in a slave might be a cause for
his manumission.
In general, the differing religio-legal traditions
served as the bases for various interpretations of the
disease. These traditions account for the wide spectrum of behaviour by and toward the leper, ranging from his total freedom of action to segregation
in lep-rosaria. The range of popular responses to
the leper is reflected in early Arabic literature that
deals with leprosy and other skin irregularities. AlDjahiz and Ibn Kutayba [qq.v.~] collected poetry and
narrative accounts on this subject. Al-Djahiz's compilation of material is to be found in his al-Bursdn
wa 'l-'urd^dn (Cairo 1972, 8-110), which is concerned
with a large number of physical infirmities and personal characteristics. The author's objective is to
show that physical infirmities and peculiarities do
not hinder an individual from being a fully active
member of the community or bar him from important offices. Al-Djahiz maintained that such ailments
are not social stigmas but are what may be called
signs of divine blessing or favour. The afflicted were
spiritually compensated by God and special merit
should be attached to their lives. Thus he countered the contrary opinion that the infirm should
be disparaged or satirised for their afflictions. Most
of the poets quoted by Ibn Kutayba also appear to
say that skin disorders should not be the cause of
scorn and revilement but should prompt the sufferer to repentance (fUyun al-akhbdr, iv, 63-7). Ibn
Kutayba and al-Djahiz cite numerous references to
leprosy in Arabic poetry, as in the fierce poetic
duels of DjarTr and al-Farazdak, and mention those
poets who were themselves leprous, such as Ayman
b. Khuraym [</.y.]. There are other historical reports
of probable instances of the disease in early Islamic
history, such as that of Ibn Muhriz [q.v.].
The most important political figure in early Islam
who was probably afflicted by leprosy was cAbd alc
Az!z b. Marwan [q.v.]. It is reported that he suffered
from "lion-sickness" i.e. ajudhdm. He was given many
medications for the ailment, but they were ineffective.
Therefore, his physicians advised him to move to
Hulwan [q.v] because of the sulphurous springs there,
and he built his residence there (Abu Salih, The churches
and monasteries of Egypt, ed. and tr. B. Evetts in Anecdota
Oxoniensia, vii, Oxford 1895, 154). Shortly after the
time of cAbd al-cAzfz, we have the brief but significant statement of al-Tabarl that the caliph al-Walfd
I was in Syria, probably Damascus, in 88/707 and
conferred a number of benefits upon the people. AlTabarf says "He awarded the lepers [al-mudiadhdhamm]
and said: 'Do not beg from the people.' And he
awarded every invalid a servant and every blind man
a leader" (Ta'rikh, vi, Cairo 1964, 496). As with the
invalids and the blind, the caliph apparently made
provisions for the lepers in some manner. The passage
is ambiguous, but it seems that he had the lepers
separated from the rest of the population (E. Browne,
Arabian medicine, repr. Cambridge 1962, 16 f). This
act of al-Walld is traditionally considered by Arabic
historians to be the institution of the first hospital
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in Islam (cf. S. Hamarneh, Development of hospitals in
Islam, in Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied
Sciences, xvii [1962], 367). The first hospital is alleged
by al-Makrfz! to have been built by al-Walld in the
year 88/707, and the caliph "provided for doctors
and others in the mdristdn, and he ordered the restraint
of the lepers [al-ajadhma] lest they go out, and stipends
for them, and provisions for the blind." (al-Khitat, repr.
Cairo 1970, ii, 405; see also BIMARISTAN and A. clssa,
Histoire des Bimaristans, Cairo 1928, 95). One may well
imagine that the caliph created a hospice—ddr almardd, later called a mdristdn or bimdristdn in the
'Abbasid period—for the afflicted of the city, comparable to Byzantine practice (see D. Constantelos,
Byzantine philanthropy and social welfare, New Brunswick,
NJ. 1968, 78 et passim). The later hospitals of the
'Abbasid period treated leprosy and other chronic ailments in special quarters (S. Hamarneh, Medical education and practice in mediaeval Islam, in The history of
medical education, ed. C. O'Malley, Berkeley and Los
Angeles 1970, 41).
Leprosy certainly existed in the Middle East during the mediaeval period, but there is no way of
determining its extent. Individual cases of leprosy are
occasionally mentioned in the historical literature,
such as that of Abu '1-Barakat al-Baghdadf [q.v],
who died of leprosy about 560/1164. We know as
well that leprosy afflicted the Jews because there is
considerable material about lepers in the Geniza,
especially in letters from Tiberias, where they sought
healing in the hot springs and the air of the place
(J. Mann, The Jews in Egypt and in Palestine, Oxford
1920-2, i, 166 f, ii, 192-5). According to Ibn alUkhuwwa (Macdlim al-kurba, ed. R. Levy, 1938, ch.
xlii), the muhtasib or market inspector [see HISBA]
must not allow people suffering from leprosy to visit
the baths. Also from Egypt, a wakf of the Mamluk
sultan Barsbay [q.v.] states that those afflicted especially with leprosy (dj_udham aw baras) should not be
employed (A. Darrag, ed., L'acte de waqf de Barsbay,
Cairo, 1963, 56). The specific discrimination against
lepers in these two instances appears to show that
the theological proscription of contagion had very
little practical effect (see M. Ullmann, Islamic medicine, Edinburgh 1978, ch. vi). Furthermore, lepers
commonly begged in the streets of the cities, despite
the pious endowments on their behalf and laws
against mendicancy. While many must have been
genuinely leprous, it was not unusual during the
mediaeval period for men and women to feign the
disease by intentional disfigurement in order to receive
public charity (C.E. Bosworth, The mediaeval Islamic
underworld, i, Leiden 1976, 24, 84, 100). Deception
of the opposite kind was also common in the slave
market, where a buyer had to be on his guard against
the concealment of leprous sores on the bodies of
slaves. During the later Middle Ages, the reappearance of plague must have destroyed large numbers
of lepers because of their exceptional vulnerability
to diseases other than leprosy. The Black Death in
the mid-8th/14th century and the serious recurrences
of plague thereafter may account for the particular
depopulation of lepers among a generally-diminished
population.
In the Islamic West, leprosaria were established
and special quarters were designated for lepers. The
quarters seem generally to have been located outside the walls of many Muslim cities, often in conjunction with leper cemeteries (Leo Africanus,
Description de I'Afrique, ed. and tr. A. Epaulard,
Paris 1956, i, 60 f, 229, ii, 399; E. Levi-Provencal,
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Histoire de I'Espagne musulmane, i, 188, iii 335, 382,
434). The first Muslim hospital appears to have been
built in al-Kayrawan, and near it was situated a
separate building called the ddr al-ajudhamd, where
lepers received medical treatment (Hamarneh,
Development of hospitals, 375). Further west, the
Almohad sultan Ya'kub al-Mansur founded hospitals ior lepers (see BIMARISTAN and R. Le Tourneau,
Fes avant le Protectorat, Casablanca 1949, 72, 110).
Sulphur springs were considered to be particularly
beneficial for lepers in North Africa as they were
in the Middle East (E. Westermarck, Ritual and belief
in Morocco, London 1926, ii, 44, 484 ff., 497 ff.;
Legey, Essai de folklore marocain, Paris 1926, 158; C.
Grey, ed. and tr., Travels of Venetians in Persia, London
1873, 144; Leo Africanus, op. at.).
In Anatolia, the Ottomans built hospitals in the
later Middle Ages, similar to the Byzantine xenodochia. A leper house was built at Edirne in the
time of Murad II (d. 855/1451) and functioned for
almost two centuries. Before this foundation, the
Turks had constructed others in Sivas, Kastamonu,
and Kayseri. In 936/1530 Sulayman II built a leprosarium in Scutari, which survived until modern
times. An important leper house was founded as a
wakfby Sultan Selim I in 920/1514 near Istanbul,
which operated until 1920; it is described by A.
Siiheyl Unver in his article, About the history of
the leproseries in Turkey, in Neuburger Festschrift (1948),
447-50.
The traditional ways of dealing with lepers in
Muslim society lasted well into the 19th century.
Lepers and leprosaria were particularly noticed by
Western travellers, and their accounts add to our
knowledge about the plight of the diseased (Ulrich
J. Seetzen's Reisen, Berlin 1854-9, i, 120 f., 277 f.;
Klingmuller, op. cit., 49; D.L. Zambaco, Voyages chez
les lepreux, Paris 1891; Aus einem Briefe des Herrn Consul
Wetzstein an Prof. Fleischer, in ^DMG, xxiii (1869),
309-13). There is no reliable observation of true leprosy by Western travellers in the Middle East during the mediaeval or early modern periods. The
only exception is the report of leprosy in Egypt by
Prosper Alpini in his Medicina Aegyptorum [1719], 56).
Europeans' concern about the disease was often
heightened by their belief in its highly contagious
nature (M. Clerget, Le Caire, ii, Cairo 1934, 16;
Description de I'Egypte, i, Paris 1809, 492-8, ii/2, Paris
1822, 697; Clot-Bey, Apercu general sur I'Egypte, ii,
Paris 1840, 356 f.). Leprosy was also probably common in the countryside, but most of our documentation comes from the urban centres. Leprosy
as well as syphilis and elephantiasis frequently
occurred in Egyptian villages in the 19th century
and were poorly treated (J. Walker, Folk medicine in
modern Egypt, London 1934, 23). Today leprosy
remains a health problem in the Middle East and
North Africa.
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DJUHAYNA [see KUDA'A].
DJULFA (in Armenian, Julay), a town on the
River Araxes, on the n o r t h e r n b o r d e r of
Adharbaydjan, once in Armenia and now in the
U.S.S.R. Also, in 1014/1605, Shah 'Abbas I founded
a s u b u r b of I s f a h a n bearing the same name, to
accommodate the Armenians transferred by him from
the original town.
1. Djulfa in Adharbaydjan is situated in lat. 38°
58' N, long. 45° 39' E, and is built on the northern
bank of the Araxes besides an old bridge (Sharaf
al-Dfn cAli Yazdf, The history of Timur-Bec, London
1723, 265-6); it lies in the ancient canton of Gott c n,
mentioned in Armenian literature as early as the
History of Moses of Khoren (J.A. Saint-Martin,
Memoires historiques et geographiques sur I'Armenie, Paris
1818, i, 1267, 133, 237, ii, 365, 423). Lying on the
edge of a volcanic belt extending south-east into
Iran, the surrounding land is rocky and barren,
although suitable for the cultivation of the vine—
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Moses of Khoren refers to Golt'n as ginewet ("wine
rich"). On the main route northwards from Tabriz
to Nakhidjevan and Tiflis, in the 10th/16th century Djulfa became the centre of a flourishing community of Armenian merchants, trading as far afield
as Europe, India and Central Asia, and with a special interest in the traffic of silk. According to
Cartwright, at the end of the century the population was 10,000, with 2,000 houses (John Cartwright,
The Preachers Travels . , ., London 1611, 35-6).
After his successful campaigns against the Ottoman
Turks, Shah c Abbas I resolved to depopulate eastern
Armenia and to create an empty tract between himself and his enemy. To this end, he transferred the
major part of the population to Persia, estimated at
some 60,000 families, including numbers of Georgians
and Jews besides Armenians. The exodus is described
by the Armenian chronicler Arakcel of Tabriz, who
refers to it as the great surgiin ("exile, expulsion")
(Arakcel of Tabriz, Livre d'histoires, St. Petersburg 1874,
tr. M. Brosset); it was considered disastrous in the
eyes of the Armenians, who composed many bitter
folk-songs lamenting their eviction from a prosperous
area. Shah cAbbas I captured Djulfa in 1013/1604,
and recognising the useful role that the merchants
might play in his own economy, transferred them to
Isfahan; he gave them three days to gather their possessions, and then destroyed the town and bridge.
Although Djulfa was ruined, a few Armenians made
their way back later in the 11th/17th century. Remains
of churches and the ancient cemetery still survive.
The extension of the Russian railway system to Tabriz
through Djulfa, and its establishment before the first
World War as a stage on the Indo-European telegraph line, led to an increase in its importance; it
now serves as a frontier post between Iran and the
U.S.S.R.
II. New Djulfa (in Armenian, Nor Julay) is situated in lat. 32° 40' N, long. 51° 41' E, and forms
a suburb of Isfahan built on the south bank of the
Zayanda-rud river, linked to the C ahar Bagh in
Isfahan by the Allahwardi Khan bridge. It was created in 1014/1605 by Shah cAbbas I, to house the
Armenians transferred from old Djulfa on the Araxes.
Other Armenian emigrants were settled in Isfahan
itself, but subsequently moved to New Djulfa. in 10656/1654-5, where the mixed geographical origin of
the population was reflected in the names of the different quarters, such as Hiwanli (Erevan), Nakshivanli
(Nakhidjevan) (Chardin, ii, 97). The population of
New Djulfa has been estimated at 15,000-20,000 to
start with, rising to 30,000 by 1630. Some 50,000
more Armenians were settled in 24 villages in the
countryside around Isfahan. The spiritual head of
the community was a Bishop, owing allegiance to the
Catholicos at Etchmiadzin, and responsible for
Armenians throughout Persia, as well as those in
Basra and Baghdad (Gregorian, op. cit., 667).
Shah c Abbas I helped the newcomers to establish themselves in New Djulfa, even assigning Persian
masons and engineers to assist them. His support
of the Djulfa merchants in international trade was
of immense consequence, both of the Persian economy and their own good fortune. The strength of
their position was assured in 1027/1618, when the
Armenian merchants secured the monopoly of the
silk trade abroad, wresting the privilege from the
British. A measure of the significance of this monopoly is the estimated volume of the silk crop in Persia,
more than 4 million pounds in the early llth/17th
century rising to 6 million pounds by the 1670s
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(C. Issawi, The economic history of Iran: 1800-1914,
Chicago 1971, 12). A further advantage was gained
in Russia in 1078/1667, when Czar Aleksei
Mikhailovich granted the Armenians special privileges, including the right to travel north from
Astrakhan and deal directly with European buyers.
The main advantage to Shah c Abbas I was the skill
of the merchants in foreign trade, coupled with their
reputation for honesty and diligence. With New
Djulfa at the centre, an international trade network
was established, with Armenian merchants settled as
far afield as Tonkin, Siam, Java, the Philippines,
India, the Near East, Holland, France, England,
Germany, Italy, Poland, Sweden and Spain. Spices,
cotton goods and porcelain were brought from the
Far East and India; silk was exported from Persia
to Europe; in return, a large variety of European
goods was imported into Persia, including cloth,
glass, clocks and watches, metal-work and oil paintings. As one traveller observed, "All the commodities of the East were made known to the West, and
those of the West serve as new ornaments for the
East . . . in the midst of Persia is now (ca. 1112/1700)
seen everything that is curious throughout all the
countries where the merchants have extended their
correspondence" (J.P. de Tournefort, Relation d'un
voyage du Levant, Paris 1717, iii, 232-3).
Shah c Abbas I accorded the Armenians something
close to equal status with his Muslim subjects; New
Djulfa was organised as a separate entity within the
city, under the jurisdiction of its own kaldntar [<?.y.]5
responsible for the collection of taxes, and a kadkhuda
for the maintenance of civic order [see ISFAHAN, Vol.
IV, p. 103]. Foreign embassies and missions were generally housed in New Djulfa; as the Armenians were
skilled linguists and often acted as interpreters and
intermediaries, this gave them a double advantage in
the conduct of exchanges between the foreigners and
the Persian court. Foreign missionaries, such as the
Jesuits, Dominicans and Carmelites, were also established in New Djulfa; so were foreign craftsmen, like
jewellers, gunsmiths and watchmakers, who often took
Armenian wives. Shah cAbbas I took a personal interest in the affairs of the Armenian community, visiting them in New Djulfa and even attending religious
festivals, such as Christmas and Easter. In 1029/1619,
he took part in a special ceremony on the banks of
the Zayandarud, afterwards dining and spending the
night with his Armenian hosts (P. della Valle, Voyages,
iii, 100-13).
The increasing wealth of the Armenian community was reflected in the erection of numerous
churches and private houses erected in New Djulfa
in the first half of the llth/17th century. The
churches, of which thirteen still survive, combine
Armenian plans with Persian construction, brick
replacing the Armenian traditional use of dressed
stone; two of the churches have onion-shaped domes
with double shells. The decoration is an eclectic
mixture of Armenian, European and Persian elements. The interiors of the two largest churches,
Surb Amenaperkitch (All Saviour's Cathedral) and
Meydani Betghahem (Bethlehem Church), contain
carved gilt stucco, cuerda seca tile panels, and wallpaintings in European style; the paintings are probably the work of Western artists and Armenian
assistants. New Djulfa was also a centre for copying and illuminating manuscripts; a number of these
are among the collection of almost 700 Armenian
manuscripts in the Museum adjacent to the Cathedral, which also contains other items of historical
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interest. A few private houses still survive of the
Safawid period, either built round a central courtyard, or in the middle of a walled garden, with
separate quarters for men and women. Several are
decorated with wall-paintings in European manner,
as well as in more conventional Persian style. When
Sir Thomas Herbert visited the house of the kaldntar Khvvadja Nazar in 1038/1628, the impropriety
of the wall-paintings earned his disapproval.
The Armenians were responsible for introducing
a number of Western innovations, the most significant of which was the printing-press using cast metal
type; the first Armenian work printed in New Djulfa
was the Book of Psalms (Saghmos], which appeared
in 1638.
Shah c Abbas I's friendly policy towards the
Armenian minority continued under his successors,
Shah Safi and Shah 'Abbas II, but by the second
half of the l l t h / 1 7 t h century, during the reign of
Shah Sulayman, relations between the Persians and
the Armenians became strained. In the 12th/18th
century under Nadir Shah, the Armenians suffered
excessive taxation and other penalties, and many
Armenians emigrated, particularly to India. At present the Armenian community is reduced to less than
500 families. A large Armenian cemetery, with several thousand carved gravestones, including those of
a number of Europeans, lies to the south of the
town.
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Valle, Delia conditioni di Abbas Re di Persia, Venice
1628; idem, Viaggi de P. della V. . ., Venice 1661;
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ramspoedige Reysen door Italien, Griekenlandt, Lijflandt,
Moscovien, Tartarijen, Meden, Persien, Oost-Indien,
Japan . . ., Amsterdam 1676; John Fryer, A new
account of East-India and Persia . . ., London 1698;
Sir William Hedges, The diary of W.H. . . . during his agency in Bengal . . ., Hakluyt Society,
London 1887; Cornelius de Bruyn, Reizen van
C. de Bruyn . . ., Delft 1698. Important material concerning the Catholic missions and the
Armenians is contained in A chronicle of the
Carmelites in Persia, London 1939; For Armenian
trade, R.W. Ferrier, The Armenians and the East
India Company in Persia, in Econ. Hist. Rev., 2nd
ser., i (1973); N. Steensgaard, Carracks, caravans
and companies, Copenhagen 1973; For the 18th
century and later history of New Djulfa, The
chronicles of Petros di Sarkis Gilanentz, tr. C.
Minasian, Lisbon 1959; and L. Lockhart, The
fall of the Safavi dynasty and the Afghan occupation
of Persia, Cambridge 1958; For Djulfaites abroad,
see M. Seth, The Armenians in India, Calcutta
1937; and J.M. Dos Santos Simoes, Carreaux
ceramiques Hollandais au Portugal et en Espagne,
The Hague 1959; For the churches, domestic
architecture, and crafts, see John Carswell, New
Julfa, the Armenian churchrs and other buildings,
Oxford 1968; K. Karapetian, Isfahan, New Julfa:
le case degli Armeni/The houses of the Armenians,
Rome 1974; A.U. Pope, ed. A survey of Persian
art, Oxford 1939; T.S.R. Boase, A seventeenth-century typological cycle of paintings in the Armenian
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the Armenian cemetery at Isfahan, in JRAS, xi (1919).
(J. CARSWELL)
DJULLANAR is the blossom of the pomegranate (< Persian gul-i anar), in Greek paA,oc\)OTiov,
accordingly bdlawustiyun (with variants) in the
Stephanos-Hunayn translation. It is the blossom of
the wild pomegranate tree (rummdn barn], also called
al-mazz by the Arab botanists. It is mentioned in
passing by Asma'i (K. al~Nabdt, ed. cAbd Allah alGhunaym, Cairo 1392/1972, 36) and described in
detail by Abu Hanffa al-Dmawarf (Le dictionnaire
botamque, ed. M. Hamidullah, Cairo 1973, no. 1028).
According to this source, the tree grows in the
Yemen highlands, puts forth blossoms (d^ullandr) but
does not bear fruit and has a hard, inflammable
wood. The outer layers of the seedshell—and not
the blossoms themselves, as the texts have it—yield
a jelly-like, tasty juice which produces a satisfying
effect and is used as a medicine. D^ullanar al-ard is
occasionally put together or compared with the
Hypokistis (hibukistidhds — i)7TOKiOTt8o^), a pulpy herb
growing in the roots of the Cistus and also used
for extracting juice. Both also largely correspond as
far as healing effect is concerned, as was already
emphasised by Dioscorides in the respective sections:
they have an astringent effect and are good for gastric complaints, dysentery and enteric ulcers; they
knit together fresh wounds, staunch venous and arterial blood and secure loose teeth (al-asndn al-mutaharrikd)\ applied on the head in compresses with vinegar,
they check congestion of the blood to the brain. In
the absence of blossoms, one can also use the shells
of the pomegranate.
Bibliography: Dioscurides, De materia medica, ed.
Wellmann, i, Berlin 1907, 104 f. - lib. i, 111; La
"Materia medica" de Dioscorides, ii (Arabic tr.), ed.
Dubler and Teres, Tetuan 1952, 108; Razi, Hawl,
xx, Haydarabad 1387/1967, 254-6, no. 210; Die
pharmakolog. Grundsdt^e des Abu Mansur . . . Harawi,
tr. A.Ch. Achundow, Halle 1893, 361, 373; Ibn
al-Djazzar, Ftimdd, Ms. Ayasofya 3564, fol. 6lafa; Zahrawf, Tasrif, Ms. Be§ir Aga 502, fol. 502a,
4; Ibn Sfna, Kanun, Bulak, i, 284 f.; Ibn Biklarish,
Mustcfml, Ms. Naples, Bibl. Naz. iii, F. 65, fol.
29b; Ghafikf, al-Adwiya al-mufrada, Ms. Rabat, Bibl.
Gen. k 155 i, fol. 113a-b; Ibn Hubal, Mukhtdrdt,
Haydarabad 1362, ii 54; P. Guigues, Les noms
arabes dans Serapion, in JA, lOeme serie (1905), v,
s.v. lulinar (no. 293).; Maimonides, Shark asmd' alc
ukkdr, ed. Meyerhof, Cairo 1940, no. 75; Ibn alBaytar, ^dmi\ Bulak 1291, i, 164, tr. Leclerc, no.
494; Yusuf b. c Umar, Muctamad\ ed. M. al-Sakka5,
Beirut 1395/1975, 69 f.; Ibn al-Kuff, 'Umda,
Haydarabad 1356, i, 226; Suwaydi, Simdt, Ms.
Paris ar. 3004, fol. 65b; Nuwayrl, Mhaya, xi, Cairo
1935, 100-5 (with many examples from poetry);
Ghassanf, Hadlkat al-azhdr, Ms. Hasan Husnf cAbd
al-Wahhab, fol. 32a-b; Dawud ai-Antaki, Tadhkira,
Cairo 1371/1952, i, 106; Tuhfat al-ahbdb, ed.
Renaud and Colin, Paris 1934, no. 94; I. Low,
Die Flora der Juden, iii, 95; The medical formulary or
Aqrdbddhln of al-Kindl, tr. M. Levey, Madison etc.
1966, 253 f. (no. 65).
(A. DIETRICH)
AL-DIURDJANI, ABU BAKR CABD AL-KAHIR B.
C
ABD AL-RAHMAN (d. 471/1078), p h i l o l o g i s t and
l i t e r a r y t h e o r i s t , was born in Gurgan where he
spent his entire life, about which very little is
known. He studied grammar with Muhammad b.
al-Hasan al-Farisf, a nephew of Abu CA1I al-Farisf.
Yakut alone (Irshdd, v, 249) reports that he was
also tutored by al-Kadf al-Djurdjam, but later on
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(vii, 3) asserts that al-Farisi was his only teacher.
To his contemporaries, al-Djurdjanf was famous
mainly as a grammarian whose work included such
popular manuals as Mi3at 'dmil and K. al-Dfumal, as
well as al-Mughm (a commentary in 30 volumes on
Abu CAH al-Farisf's K. al-Iddh) and a short version of
it called al-Muktasad. He also wrote on i'dfaz (the inimitability of the Kur'an), etymology and prosody, and
he compiled an anthology of the poetry of Abu
Tammam, al-Buhturf and al-Mutanabbl.
However, to later generations and especially to modern scholars, al-Djurdjanf's reputation rests on his
powerful and sophisticated theoretical work on stylistics, syntax, poetics and poetic imagery, which many
critics have compared with modern literary theory,
demonstrating that he anticipated a number of the
most recent trends in the study of poetic structure.
His books Dald'il al-icdj_dz and Asrdr al-baldgha have
won him wide acclaim as the founder of the two
"sciences" cilm al-macdni and cilm al-baydn. He himself
does not, however, use these phrases as technical
terms designating two independent branches of literary analysis.
Al-DjurdjanT's exploration of poetic structure originated as an inquiry into the mysteries of icdj_dz, but
soon developed into a comprehensive theory on the
nature of language, meaning, the imagination and
poetic imagery. Going beyond the dualism of macnd
(meaning) and Iqfe (words), he argues that eloquence
and expressiveness are functions neither of meaning
nor of words but of the construction (nazyri) of linguistic elements into harmonised syntactic patterns
determined by a set of rules which form the grammar of the language. In other words, construction is
nothing but murd'dt macdnl al-nahw (lit. "observing the
meanings of grammar").
At the roots of al-Djurdjani's theory of construction lies a psychological view of the nature of literary creation. He believes that the linguistic structure
of a literary composition is underlined by a structure
of experience and that the order of words in the former follows the order of meanings in the psyche (nafs)
which is presupposed by the intellect (fakl). Identifying
some of the basic syntactic structures in Arabic, he
explores the correspondence in them between the
structure of language and the structure of thought.
He then outlines a symbolic theory of language according to which language is a system of relations (a concept fundamental to modern linguistics) governed by
two principles: the arbitrary nature of linguistic signs
and the conventional nature of language itself. The
first principle means that there is no inherent relation between a word and its referent and, therefore,
a word in isolation does not possess any qualities
which render it better or worse than any other word.
In fact, a word does not mean much until it has
entered into a set of syntactic relations with other
words. Consequently, the same meaning cannot be
expressed in two different ways. Any syntactic change
in a composition generates changes on the semantic
level. Thus the unit of linguistic analysis ceases to be
the single word and becomes the fully meaningful formulation in which every element is an organic part
of the total structure. No element is extraneous or
superfluous. This applies to all aspects of structure,
including imagery.
Al-Djurdjanl identifies two distinct ways of expression, one direct, the other indirect. The content of
the first he calls "meaning", that of the second the
"meaning of meaning". Meaning is conveyed by literal statement, the meaning of meaning by meta-
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phorical language, kinaya and one type of tamthil. An
image is thus viewed not as an alternative to, or ornamentation of, literal statement (as widely believed in
both Arabic and western criticism until this century),
but as a distinct act of imaginative creation which
expresses a meaning otherwise impossible to express.
The Asrdr is devoted to the study of imagery, its
nature, function, relationship to thought and various forms. Al-Djurdjanf identifies two types of mad}dz,
one pertaining to language (lughawi], the other to
the intellect (cakli) and differentiates the types of
madj.dz based on transference from those involving
no transference, distinguishing sharply between two
fundamental relationships, contiguity and similarity.
The latter he asserts to be the raison d'etre of istic
dra [q.v.]. Refining the concept of isti'dra further,
he denies the dominant view that isti'dra involves
transference. One type of isti'dra he shows clearly
to be based on proportional analogy and to involve
no transference of a single word at all, the other
type (involving the usage of a single word) he defines
in contextual terms. Isticdra, he believes, consists in
using a word to refer to a thing other than its original referent, on the basis of some similarity revealed
between the referents, while however still possessing
its original meaning and thus becoming a doubleunit underlined by tension. In this fashion he anticipates LA. Richard's work which has revolutionised
the study of metaphor.
All types of imagery, except kinaya, originate in
similarity, and similarity, al-Djurdjanf argues, is a
sharing (ishtirdk] of an attribute, or set of attributes,
between two entities, which may occur either in
the attribute itself (fi 'l-sifa nqfsihd wa-hakikat dj.insihd, or in something presupposed by or resultant
from the attribute (fi hukm1'1 lahd wa-muktadd}.
Similarity also varies in its remoteness and intensity from one image to another. Al-Djurdjam uses
these basic distinctions to classify the various types
of imagery and explore their imaginative and stylistic role. He thus establishes two inseparable criteria to define an image: the imaginative basis
underlying it and the linguistic apparatus in which
it is formulated. Tashblh is thus differentiated from
tamthil and istfdra, and the ambiguous structure
involving the copula "Zaid is a lion" is described
as an intensified simile (tashblh baligh) rather than
an isti'dra (a distinction not yet made sufficiently
clearly in modern European criticism). Consequently,
al-Djurdjanf denies the interchangeability of tashblh,
tamthil and isti'dra.
The central piece of al-Djurdjanf's work on
isti'dra is his classification of its types according
to the nature of the dominant trait or point of
similarity in each type. This fundamentally antiAristotelian classification represents one of the latest developments in the analysis of metaphor in
European studies (cf. K. Abu Deeb, Al-Jurjdni's classification of isti'dra with special reference to Aristotle's
classification of metaphor, in Journal of Arabic Literature,
ii (1971)).
Throughout his analysis, al-Djurdjanl uses psychological criteria of a strong Gestaltian nature. He also
hints at an organic approach to poetry according to
which a poem is to be studied as an organic whole
whose parts interact with, and modify, each other,
their interaction being determined by the dominant
emotion underlying the poem. His practical criticism
is a fine example of the power of this approach to
illuminate aspects of the poem which would remain
otherwise hidden.
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DOG [see KALB].
C
DOGMA [see AKIDA].
DOMAIN [see DAY'A].
DOME OF THE ROCK [see KUBBAT AL-SAKHRA].
DONATION [see HIBA].
DOVE [see HAMAM].
DRAFSH-I KAWIYAN [see KAWA].
DRAGOMAN [see TURD[UMAN].
DRAGON [see TINN!N].
DROMEDARY [see DHL].
DRUGGIST [see CATTAR].
AL-DUWAYHI, IBRAHIM AL-RASHID B. SALIH ALDUNKULAW! AL-SHACIKI, Sufi" shaykh of Nubian extraction and belonging to the Shadhiliyya order, and a
disciple and khalifa [g.v.] of Ahmad b. Idrls [</.^.].
He was born in 1228/1813 in Duwayh near Dunkula
(Dongola) on the Nubian Nile and belonged to the
tribe of the Sha'ikiyya. He joined the religious community of Ahmad b. Idrfs in 1246/1830 in the town
of Sabya in c Asir [q.v.], where the latter had sought
refuge from prosecution for heresy by the Meccan
'ulamd3, and succeeded him as leader of the
Ahmadiyya (al-Idrisiyya) tanka upon his death in
1254/1837. Rivalries about the tanka leadership,
which involved the two most notable of Ahmad b.
Idns's disciples, Muhammad c Uthman al-Mirghanf
[q.v.] and Muhammad b. CA1I al-Sanus! [q.v.], caused
him to leave Sabya. He went first to Egypt and
later to the Sudan where he propagated the order.
Finally, he settled in Mecca where he faced charges
of heresy on two occasions in 1273/1856-7 brought
against him at the instigation of competing factions
from among Ahmad b. Idrls's disciples. These
charges were dropped due to intervention by the
Ottoman governor of the Hidjaz, and on the second occasion due to intervention by the sjiaykh alc
ulamd3 of Mecca. Le Chatelier (see Bibliography)
reports that he was one of the most popular shqykhs
of Mecca, in particular with Indian pilgrims who
flocked to his zdwiya [q.v] and from whom he
received substantial donations. After his death in
1291/1874, when the tanka, which had by then
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al-Kasr al-mushid fi 'l-tawhid wa-fi tarika Sidi
Ibrahim al-Rashid, Cairo 1314/1896-7, contains
the most extensive biography in Arabic and biographical data on some of his khulafd3 in Egypt
(98 ff.).; This biography may be found back in
an abbreviated form in Muhammad al-Bashlr
Zafir, al-Tawakit al-thamina fi acydn madhhab fdlim
al-Madina, Cairo 1324-5/1906-7, 94; For names
of Ibrahim al-Rashid al-Duwayhi's khulafd' in
Somalia, see also 'Aydarus b. CA1I al- c Aydarus
al-Nadirl al-cAlawI, Bughyat al-dmdl fi ta3nkh alSumdi, Mogadishu 1954, 223 f.; Ibrahim alRashid himself wrote a biography of his teacher
Ahmad b. Idrls entitled al-clkd al-durr al-nafis of
which only sections were published by Salih b.
Muhammad al-Madanl, in al-Muntakd al-nafis fi
niandkib kutb dd^irat al-takdis . . . Ahmad b. Idrls,
Cairo 1960, 39 ff.
For publications of the order, see Muhammad
b. Ahmad al-DandarawI, Sanad al-tarika al-Ahmadiyya
al-Idnsiyya
al-Rdshidiyya
al-Muhammadiyya,
Alexandria, n.d.; Musa Agha Rasim (ed.), Awrdd. . .
Ibrahim al-Ras±id, Alexandria
1309/1891-2;
Publications of al-Rashidiyya al-Dandarawiyya are
Muhammad Ibrahim Nasr al-Harlrl (ed.), Awrdd
al-Ahmadiyya, Cairo n.d.; Faradj Ahmad al-Sallml,
al-Durar al-nakiyya fi awrdd al-tarika al-Dandardwiyya
al-Idnsiyya, Alexandria n.d.; cAbd Allah al-Yamam,
al-Awrad al-Ahmadiyya al-Rashidiyya al-Dandarawiyya,
al-saldt al-ca£imiyya, Beirut 1387/1967-8.
(F. DE JONG)
DYNASTY [see DAWLA].

become known as al-Rashidiyya and had obtained
a membership in Syria, Egypt, Sudan and Yemen,
has passed under the leadership of his successor
Muhammad b. Salih (d. 1909), his nephew, a decline
set in. A distinct branch, al-Salihiyya [q.v.~] developed in Somalia under the latter's disciple Muhammad Guled al-Rashldi (d. 1918; cf. E. Cerulli,
Somalia. Scritti vari editi ed inediti, Rome 1957, i, 187 f.)
and allegiance to the Meccan zawiya as the tarika's
principal centre ceased to be paid by Ibrahim's
khulafd3 in Egypt. In the latter country, an independent branch known as al-Dandarawiyya emerged
under the leadership of the son of one of Ibrahim
al-Rashld's khulafd', Abu 'l-cAbbas al-DandarawI (d.
1950), which obtained membership in Egypt and in
Somalia in particular (cf. al-Mlrghanl al-Idrlsi, Da'wat
al-hakk fi l-tarlka al-Dandarawiyya al-Idnsiyya, Cairo
1952, passim}.
The claims by members of al-Rashldiyya that their
tarika embodied the purest form of Ahmad b. Idns's
teachings were disavowed by Amln al-Rlhanl, Muluk
al-cArab, Beirut 19513, i, 285 ff., who based his conclusions upon personal observations of religious practice of a Rashldiyya group in Aden.
Bibliography. In addition to the references
given in the article, see J.S. Trimingham, Islam
in the Sudan, Oxford 1949, 230 f.; idem, Islam
in Ethiopia, Oxford 1952, 235, 243 f.; idem, The
Sufi orders in Islam, Oxford 1971, 120 f., who
draws heavily upon the account given by A. Le
Chatelier, Les confreries musulmanes du Hedjaz, Paris
1887, 92-7; Muhammad Khalfl al-Hadjrasi,

E
EAGLE [see CUKAB].
EBONY [see ABANUS].
EBLIS [see IBLIS].
EBRO [see IBRUH].
ECLIPSE [see KUSUF].
ECONOMIC LIFE [see FILAHA, MAL, SINA'A, TI
F^ARA, etc.].
EDICT [see FARMAN].
EKINCI B. KOCKAR, T u r k i s h s l a v e c o m m a n d e r of the Saldjuks and governor for them in
Khvvarazm with the traditional title of Kh"arazmShah [q.v.] in 490/1097. He was the successor in
this office of Anushtigin GharcVl, the founder of the
subsequent line of Khuarazm-Shahs who made their
province the centre of a great military empire in the
period preceeding the Mongol invasions. According
to Ibn al-Athlr, x, 181-2, Ekenci was one of Sultan
Berk-Yaruk's slaves (but according to Djuwaynl, ii,
3, tr. Boyle, i, 278, one of Sandjar's slaves), and was
appointed to Khwarazm by Berk-Yaruk's representative in the east, the Dad-Beg HabashI, probably when
Berk-Yaruk came himself to Khurasan early in
490/1097. Ekinci did not enjoy power there for long,
however, being killed later that year by a conspiracy of ghuldms, his successor as Khvvarazm-Shah then
being Anushtigin's son Kutb al-Dln Muhammad.
Ekinci's son Toghril-tigin is mentioned also by Ibn
al-Athlr as a subsequent rebel against Kutb al-Dln.
Ekinci came from the Kun tribe [q.v.] of Turks,
and Minorsky surmised that he was the transmitter

of information about that group in Marwazi's Taba3ic
al-hayawdn (Sharaf al-^amdn Tdhir Marvazi on China, the
Turks and India, London 1942, tr. 29-30, comm. 98,
101-2), noting that he must have been a person experienced in and knowledgeable about Central Asian
affairs in order to have been appointed governor in
Khvvarazm.
Bibliography (in addition to works cited in the
article): Marquart, Uber das Volkstum der Komanen, 4852, 202; Barthold, Turkestan\ 324; I. Kafesoglu,
Hare&n§ahlar devleti tanhi (485-617/1092-1229], Ankara
1956, 37-8; C.E. Bosworth, in Cambridge history of
Iran, v, 107, 142-3.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ELECTUARY [see ADWIYA].
ELICPUR, ILICPUR, modern AGALPUR, a town of
the mediaeval Islamic province of Berar [q.v.] in
southern Central India, lying near the headwaters of
the Purna constituent of the Taptl River in lat. 21°
16' N. and long. 77° 33' E. Up to 1853, Elicpur
was generally regarded as the capital of Berar, after
when Amraoti became the administrative centre.
The pre-Islamic history of Elicpur is semi-legendary, its foundation being attributed to a Jain
Radja called II in the 10th century. By Barani's
time (later 7th/13th century), it could be described
as one of the famous towns of the northern Deccan.
The Dihll Sultan c Ala 3 al-Dln KhaldjI captured it
in 695/1296 during his first expedition against the
Radja of Deoglrl Ramacandra [see DAWLATABAD],
who was made tributary to the Sultans; and when
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Deogfri finally fell in 719/1318, Elicpur and Berar
came under direct Muslim rule. Under the BahmanFs
[q.v], it was the capital of Berar province, and featured prominently in the campaignings of the KhaldjI
ruler of Malwa [q.v.], Mahmud Shah (839-65/143662) against the Bahmanis, being sacked in 870/1466,
so that the Bahmanf Sultan Muhammad III Lashkarf
was compelled to cede to Malwa Berar as far as
Elicpur [see also KHERLA]. From 890/1485 to
980/1572 Elicpur was under the Bahmams' epigoni, the Tmad-Shahfs [q.v.].-Under the Mughals, it
was at first placed in the shade by the new centre
of Balapur, but soon regained its importance as the
capital of the suba of Berar, with a fort being built
there of brick and stone; according to the A}in-i
Akban of Abu '1-Fadl, the revenue of Elicpur (which
came within the sarkdr of Gawil, see below) amounted to 14 million dams (ii, tr. H.S. Jarrett, Calcutta
1949, 237, 240).
But after the rise_of the first independent ruler in
Haydarabad, the Asaf Djan Nizam al-Mulk (d.
1161/1748 [see HAYDARABAD. b. Haydarabad State],
Elicpur sank to only local significance under governors of the Nizams. The governor Salabat Khan
erected various public buildings in the town in the
early years of the 19th century, and he and his son
Namdar Khan held the title of Nawwab of Berar till
the latter's death in 1843 and the subsequent extinction of the line.
In later British India, Berar was taken over in 1853
from the Nizam as the "Hyderabad Assigned Districts",
nominally on perpetual lease, and then it became de
facto part of the Central Indian Province. Elicpur, by
now the largest town in Berar (population in 1901,
26,082, including 18,500 Hindus and 7,250 Muslims),
gave its name at first to one of the Districts of Berar,
but in 1905 it was incorporated in the Amraotl
(Amravati) District. In the present Indian Union,
Elicpur is now called Acalpur and falls within the
Amravati District of the Nagpur Division of Maharashtra State. The 1971 census gave population
figures of 43,326 for Acalpur town and 24,125 for
Acalpu camp.
The monuments of Elicpur include a famous shrine
or dargdh of the Muslim warrior cAbd al-Rahman
Ghazf, described as a kinsman of Mahmud of Ghazna
(like the much more celebrated Salar Mas'ud, buried
at Bahralc in Uttar Pradesh [see GHAZI MIYAN]), but
more probably a commander of Ffruz Shah Khaldjf's.
To the south of Elicpur is the hill fortress of Gawilgarh
[q.v], and there is a group of Jain temples at Muktagfrf
nearby.
Bibliography. Cambridge history of India, iii, index;
Imperial Gazetteer of India'1, xii, 10-21; A.C. Lyall,
ed., Gazeteer for the Haidarabad Assigned Districts,
commonly called Berar, Bombay 1870, 144-8; s.v.;
Fitzgerald and A.E. Nelson, eds., Central Provinces
District Ga^eteers, Amraoti District, Bombay 1911,
30-100 passim, and 394-401.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ELLORA [see ELURA].
EMANCIPATION [see TAHRIR].
EMERALD [see DJAWHAR, ZUMURRUD].
ENCYCLOPAEDIA [see MAWSU'A].
ENSIGN [see CALAM].
EPITHET [see NACT, SIFA].
ERG [see SAHRA'].
ERGUN, SACD AL-DiN NUZHET, modern Turkish
SADETTIN NUZHET ERGUN, Turkish scholar and lite r a r y h i s t o r i a n (1901-46). Born in Bursa, he was
educated at the Faculty of Letters of Istanbul

University and taught Turkish literature in various
secondary schools in Anatolia and later in Istanbul,
where he also worked as a librarian. He started his
career as a scholar while he was a teacher in the
Konya lycee, with a book on the folk-lore of Konya.
A hard-working and prolific scholar, his works are
based on first-hand research into what is mostly
original manuscript material, this being presented
with only limited criticism. He is the author of a
great number of studies and monographs on many
classical and folk poets and on some modern writers. His major works are Konya khalkiyyat we
harthiyydtl, (with Mehmed Fend), Istanbul 1926;
Khalk sjia'irleri, 3 vols, Istanbul 1926-7; Karacaoglan,
hayati ve §iirleri, Istanbul 1932 (a pioneer work on
the great folk poet); Baki divam, Istanbul 1935; Turk
§airleri, 3 vols., Istanbul 1936-45 (his most important work, published in fascicules comprising alphabetical biographies of poets, together with examples,
which stopped at the letter F, in the 96th fascicule); Turk musikisi antolojisi 2 vols, Istanbul 1943;
Cenap §ehabettin, Istanbul 1934 (a pioneer work on
C. §., whose poetical works are put together for
the first time in this monograph); and Bekta^i §airleri ve nefesleri, Istanbul 1944.
Bibliography: Ibrahim Alaettin Govsa, Turk
mefhurlan, Istanbul n.d. (1946) s.v.; Turk ansiklopedisi, Ankara 1968, s.v.; Behcet Necatigil,
Edebiyatimizda isimler sd'zlugu'B, Istanbul 1975.
(FAHIR Iz)
ERMINE [see FARW].
ERSARI, one of the major t r i b e s of the
T u r k m e n [q.v] in Central Asia.
The name is not mentioned in the lists of the
Oghuz tribes by Mahmud al-Kashgharf and Rashld
al-Dm. It appears for the first time in historical
works of Abu '1-Ghazf [q.v] written in the 17th century. According to the Turkmen tradition as rendered by Abu '1-Ghazf (Shadj_ara-yi Tardkima, ed. A.N.
Kononov, text, 67-9, Russian tr., 72-3), Ersari Bay
(the eponym of the tribe?) was the great-grandson
of Oghurdjik Alp, a descendant of Salur Kazan (cf.
on this personage, Kitdb-i Dedem Korkud, passim], who
left Trak after a quarrel with Bayandur Bek and
came to Mangishlak [q.v] with a part of the Salur
tribe. Thus this tradition indicates the genealogical
kinship of Ersari with the well-known Oghuz tribe
Salur (Salghir of Mahmud al-Kashgharf). In another place of the same work (text, 73-4, tr., 75),
Abu '1-GhazI tells that Ersari Bay, who lived in the
Balkhan [q.v] mountains, was a contemporary of
Shaykh Sharaf Khwadja of Urgenc, who wrote for
him, on his request, the Mu'm al-mund, a religious
and didactic treatise in verse, in Turkf (about the
book, written in 713/1313-4, and the author, see:
A.N. Samoylovic, in Mir-Ali-Shir, Leningrad 1928,
138; A.Z. Velid, [Togan], in Tiirkiyat mecmuasi, ii
[1928], 315-30; J. Eckmann, in Philologiae tumcae fundamenta, iii 279 f). Ersari Bay appears also in another place of Sha^ara-yi Tardkima (text, 78, tr.,
77-8) as an ancestor (ulugh ata "great-grandfather") of
the tribe Ersari, which owned a number of springs
in the Great and Little Balkhan mountains. The
Turkmen tradition, as related by Abu 'l-GhazI, places
this story in the middle or the second half of the
14th century (after the death of the khan of the
Golden Horde Berdi Bek, 1359); the same tradition
shows that the tribe Ersari was already rather numerous by that time, so that its origin must be related
to some earlier period rather than the beginning of
the same century, when Ersari Bay allegedly lived.
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Ersari Bay was probably an historical figure; his
tomb, known as Ersari Baba, is situated near the
south-eastern corner of the Kara-Boghaz gulf, on the
heights bearing the same name Ersari Baba, and was
described by Russian traveller N. Murav'yev in the
early 19th century, as well as by modern archeologists. The latest archeological researches in western
Turkmenia, apparently, confirm also the Turkmen
genealogical tradition connecting the Ersari with
the Salur (see S.P. Polyakov, Etniceskaya istoriya
Severo-^apadnoy Turkmenii v sredniye veka, Moscow 1973,
122-3, 102-4).
At the beginning of the 16th century, the Ersari
were spread over a vast territory in western Turkmenia,
from Mangishlak to the Little Balkhan mountains. Not
only the tribe itself, but also its main clans are mentioned in the Sha^ara-yi Turk by Abu '1-Ghazf (ed.
Desmaisons, text, 237, 267, 315, tr., 254, 286, 337)
in connection with the history of the Khanate of
Khlwa in the 16th century. At the beginning of this
century, the Ersari were at the head of the tribal
group known as the "outer Salur" (Tashkl Salur, ibid.,
text, 209, tr., 223), which included also the tribes
Teke [</•#•], Sarik [q.v] and Yomut [</.y-], nomadising
between Mangishlak and northern Khurasan, while
the "inner Salur" (Icki Salur], or the Salur proper,
remained in the north-west of Mangishlak. However,
already by the end of the same century, the Ersari
began to move eastwards, partly as a result of
pressure from the north by the Mangit [q.v], but
mainly because of growing desiccation of western
Turkmenia, salinisation of wells and shortage of pasture. At the beginning of the 17th century, at least
part of Ersari returned to Mangishlak, but in the second quarter of the same century they were finally
driven out of this region, this time by the Kalmuks
[q.v.]. For a short time, during the reign of Isfandiyar
Khan (1032-52/1623-42), Ersari apparently played
some role, together with the Salur, in the Khanate
of Khfwa, but they had to leave it as a result of the
military campaigns of Abu '1-GhazT and his son Anusha
against the Turkmens described in Shadj_arayi Turk.
Apparently, at that time the Ersari migrated to the
middle course of the Amu Darya [</.^.], the Labab
(cf. A. Vambery, Travels in Central Asia, London 1864,
231), where they have remained till the present time.
There are also, probably, some indications of another route of their migration, through Marw (either
directly from Mangishlak and Balkhan or from
Khwarazm) and Marucak to the Afghan Turkestan.
In 1740 they fled before the army of _Nadir Shah
which marched on Bukhara along the Amu Darya,
and came again to Mangishlak (Muhammad Kazim,
Nama-i calam-ara-yi Nadiri, facsimile ed., Moscow 1965,
ii, f. 257a), but in the next year they returned to
their homes.
On the Amu Darya, the Ersari became mostly
sedentarised and settled in a narrow strip of land
(from 4 to 20 miles wide) along the river, mainly
on its left bank from Denau in the north to Kallf
in the south, where they were occupied with farming based on irrigation. This territory formed a
part of two wildcats of the Khanate of Bukhara,
those of Cardjuy [see AMUL] and Karkl; now it
forms the Cardjou region (oblasf) of the Turkmen
Soviet Republic. Shortage of land suitable for cultivation caused permanent emigration during the
19th century, especially to Afghan Turkestan, where
Ersari settled in the regions of Andkhuy [q.v],
Akca and Mazar-i Sharif [q.v]. It seems that cattlebreeding was for these groups of Ersari of greater
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importance than for their kinsmen on the Amu
Darya.
The exact number of Ersari has never been known.
Figures given by 19th century travellers vary greatly (from 25 to 110 thousand families); at present,
neither in the Soviet Union nor in Afghanistan are
there any statistical data on individual Turkmen
tribes.
Bibliography: in addition to the works cited
in the text, see Capt. Bikov, Ocerk dolinl
Amu-Dar'i, Tashkent 1880; A.V. Komarov, in
Sbornik geograficeskikh, topograjlceskikh i statisticeskikh matenalov po Azii, xxv (St. Petersburg 1887),
278-93; M.V. Grulev, in I^vestiya Turkestanskogo
otdela Imp. Russkogo Geograficeskogo obshcestva,
ii/1 (Tashkent 1900), 65-7; G. Jarring, On the
distribution of Turk tribes in Afghanistan, Lund 1939,
45-7; A. ^Karriyev, V.G. Moshkova, A.N.
Nasonov, A. Yu. Yakubovskiy, Ocerki iz istorii
turkmenskogo naroda i Turkmenistana v VIII-XIX vv,
Ashkhabad 1954, esp. 130-2, 167-8, 181, 1845, 188, 192-3, 198, 206-8, 217-21, 223-7, 2323, 236, 246; Yu. BregeP, in Kratkiye soobshceniya
Instituta etnografn Akademii nauk SSSR, xxxi
(Moscow 1959), 14-26 (abridged English tr. in
Central Asiatic review, viii/3 [1960], 264-72); Ya.
R. Vinnikov, in Trudi Instituta istorii, arkheologii i
etnografii Akademii nauk Turkmenskoy SSR, vi
(Ashkhabad 1962), 5-22, 42-9, 101-10; M.
Annanepesov, Kho^yaystvo turkmen v XVIII-XIX vv,
Ashkhabad 1972, 40-2, 87-90, 94-103.
(Yu. BREGEL)
ESCAD PASHA, SAKIZLI AHMED, twice O t t o m a n
G r a n d V i z i e r and holder of various high offices,
military and civil, born in Scios (Tkish. Sakiz) in
1244/1828-9, son of Mehmed Agha, locally known
as Kule aghasl. A graduate of the War College at
Istanbul (Harbiyye [^.».]), Escad was appointed aidede-camp to Fu'ad Pasha [q.v], who, when Grand
Vizier, appointed him as director of the Ottoman
military school in Paris as well as military attache.
Es c ad in 1868 became lieutenant-general (ferik) commanding Bosnia-Herzegovina and governor-general
(wall) of Scutari (Ishkodra). His career, military and
civil, was a succession of appointment, dismissal and
reappointment, characteristic of this period: fieldmarshal or commander (miishir) of the First Army
(Istanbul), wall of Yemen, minister of war and commander-in-chief (ser'asker), commander-in-chief of the
Fourth Army and wall of Erzurum, wall of Ankara
(for one day only), wall of Sivas, Minister of Marine,
again ser'asker, Grand Vizier from 15 February till
15 April 1873, wall of Konya, field-marshal commanding the Fifth Army in Syria and wall of
Damascus, again Minister of Marine, and from 26
April till 29 August 1875 again Grand Vizier, then
Minister of Works, and wall of Aydin. He visited
his birthplace Scios again, and he died at Izmir in
the same year of 1875. Escad Pasha was chosen for
the suite of Sultan c Abd al-cAz!z on his European
tour in 1867. But his lack of political experience
caused him to stay only a short while at the top;
thus he could not deal effectively with the revolt
in Herzegovina (July 1875). In politics, Es c ad
seems not to have belonged to a leading group. He
was a young military man enjoying the Sultan's
favours up to a point, but was a mere figurehead
in politics.
Bibliography: Samf, Kamus al-acldm, ii, 910;
Si^ill-i 'Othmam, i, 342 f.; LH. Dani§mend,
I^ahli Osmanh tarihi kronolojisi, Istanbul 1971,
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iv, 243 f., 247 f., 249 f., 251, v, 86 f., Ibnulemin
Mahmud Kemal Inal, Osmanli devrinde son sadriazamlar, Istanbul 1940-53; For the general background, see F. Bamberg, Geschichte der Orientalischen
Angelegenheit. . . ., Berlin 1888, 424-44, 448; E.Z.
Karal, Osmanli tarihi, vii, 72, 74 ff., 133 f., 136;
R.H. Davison, Reform in the Ottoman empire 185676, Princeton 1963 (repr. New York 1973), 168,
292 ff., 297, 306 f.; Tanzimat I, Istanbul 1940,
974, 976, portrait on plate 53.
(A.H. DE GROOT)
ESENDAL, MEMDUH &TEWKET, modern Turkish
MEMDUH §EVKET ESENDAL, Turkish short story
w r i t e r and p o l i t i c i a n (1883-1952). He was born
in C orlu in Eastern Thrace, the son of Kahyabeyoghlu
Shewket, a modest farmer of an immigrant (gocmeri)
Turkish family from the Balkans. He did not have
any regular schooling but was self-taught; then when
his father died in 1907, he looked after the family
until 1912 when the Balkan War broke out and the
family moved to Istanbul. He had joined the
Committee of Union and Progress (CUP) in 1907;
at the outbreak of the First World War he was
appointed inspector of the CUP, so that he was able
to get to know at first-hand conditions of life in
Anatolia and in Thrace. In 1919 he fled to Italy to
avoid arrest by the occupying forces, but soon after
he was invited to Ankara by Mustafa Kemal Pasha,
who sent him as the representative of the Nationalist
government to Adharbaydjan. He continued with
mainly a diplomatic career (with short intervals as
teacher or member of Parliament) and served as
ambassador in Tehran (1925-30), Kabul (1932) and
Moscow (1932-8), and as Secretary-General of the
Republican People's Party for four years (1941-5).
He was elected deputy for Bilecik in 1946 and served
until 1950. He died in Ankara on 16 May 1952.
Because of his absorbing political and diplomatic
engagements, he wrote very irregularly and at lengthy
intervals and generally signed his writings with the
initials M. Sh. and later (after 1934) M. §. E.; occasionally he used pen-names such as Mustafa Yalmkat
and M. Ogulcuk. Although a contemporary of the
pioneer short story writer c Omer Seyf al-Dln [q.v],
he did not begin to publish his short stories (written mostly much earlier) until 1925 in the periodical Meslek. Esendal's short stories differ substantially,
in subject matter, plot and style from the "classical", Maupassant-type short stories preferred by most
of his contemporaries. There is hardly any plot in
them; they are character studies or sketches of the
moods of ordinary people with emphasis on women,
written in spoken Turkish, in a most natural, and
spontaneous manner, without any elaboration or
embellishment, and imbued with human warmth and
optimism. Only a small number of his short stories
have been published in book form. Some remain in
the collection of periodicals and newspapers, some
have never been published and are in the hands of
his heirs. The published volumes are Hikdyeler I and
// (1945). Some stories, with the addition of new
ones, were post-humously published under the titles
Temiz sevgiler (1965) and Ev ona yah§ti (1972). Esendal
is the author of three novels which have the same
characteristics of his short stories: Mirdth, serialised
in Meslek (1925) but not published in book form;
Wassaf Bey, never published; and Aya§li ve Kiracilan
(1934), an interesting and realistic series of sketches
of characters in the early days of Ankara as the new
capital.
Bibliography. Tahir Alangu, Cumhuriyetten

sonra hikdye ve roman, ii, Istanbul 1965, 1063-84; S.K.
Karaalioglu, Resimli Turk edebiyatfilan sd^liigii, Istanbul
1974, 143-4; Turk ansiklopedisi, xv, Ankara 1967, s.v.
(FAH!R Iz)
ESHREF, MEHMED, modern Turkish MEHMET
E§REF, T u r k i s h s a t i r i c a l poet (1846-1912). He was
born in Gelenbe, near Manisa, in Western Anatolia
the son of Hafiz Mustafa, of the Usuoghullari family.
He attended for a while a madrasa in Manisa, where
he learnt Arabic and Persian, and after serving as a
government official in neighbouring provinces, went
to Istanbul (1878), where he passed the required examination to become a Kdyim-makdm and served as such
in various parts of Anatolia, including in distant kadds
in the East and Eastern Black Sea region. By this
time, his virulent satires imbued with anger against
the injustice, tyranny and corruption of the Hamfdian
regime, which were known all over the country,
reached the ears of the Palace. When he was serving
at Gordes, near Manisa, following a diurnal (report),
his house in Izmir was searched and he was arrested
(1902), brought to Istanbul and detained for seven
months and then sentenced to one year's imprisonment.
On the completion of his term, he was allowed to
go to Izmir (1903) where he became a very popular
character, although under strict supervision. In 1904
he fled to Egypt where he continued to write his
satirical poems against cAbd al-Hamfd II and his
regime.
Eshref is the author of the following works, all published in Cairo: Deajd^dl ("Antichrist"), 2 vols. 19047; Mmdad ("S.O.S."), 1906; Hasb-i hdl ("Friendly talk"),
1908; Shah we pddishdh, 1908; and Irdnda yangin var
("Iran is burning"), 1908. Returning to Istanbul after
the restoration of the Constitution in July 1908, Eshref
began to publish a weekly humorous paper Eshref,
where he re-published poems of his Egyptian period
as well as new ones. He died in Kara-aghac near
Manisa on 22 May 1912.
Eshref had a passionate temperament and a
boundless satirical power, but he lacked a sense of
balance in his literary expression and skill in verse
technique. His satires, like those of the 17th century poet Nef c f [q.v.], are often unrefined and even
vulgar. However, he wrote many unforgettable satirical lines which are still frequently quoted with satisfaction, even though the language and style are
antiquated.
Bibliography: Mustafa §atim (Eshref's son),
Me§hur §air Egrefin
hayati, Izmir
1943;
Cevdet Kudret, E§ref, hicviyeler3, Istanbul 1970;
Turk ansiklopedisi, xv, Ankara 1967, 473; Tahir
Alangu, 100 Unlu Turk eseri, s.v.
(FAHiR Iz)

ESPARTO [see HALFA'].
ESHREFOGHLU <ABD ALLAH, also known as
ESHREF-I RUMI, T u r k i s h p o e t and m y s t i c , the
founder of the Eshrefiyye branch of the Kadiriyya
Sufi tarika (d. 873/1469). His father Eshref left
Egypt as a young man and settled in Iznik (Nicea).
Eshrefoghlu himself was educated in Bursa where
he was introduced to the famous 9th/15th century saint Emir Sultan [q.v], on whose recommendation he went to Ankara where he joined the
famous shaykh and mystical poet HadjdjI Bayram,
who liked him and gave him his daughter in marriage. On HadjdjF Bayram's instructions, Eshrefoghlu
went first to Izmit, and then to Hama, where he
worked with Kadirf shqykhs, and then returned to
Iznik, where he set up a convent. His reputation
soon spread as far as Istanbul, and Mahmud Pasha
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(Well) (d. 878/1474), the famous wazir of Mehemmed | music. His first volume of verse was published in
1941: Taradana mektuplar ("Letters to the Creator"),
II, became one of his disciples. Eshrefoghlu died in
followed by Karadut ("Black mulberry") in 1948.
Iznik, where he is buried. The Eshrefiyye tarika
Then several volumes followed which were all put
which he founded is a blend of the Kadiriyya [q.v]
together in Dol karabakir dol (1974). His essays, writand the Bayramiyya, with special emphasis on isoten in an informal small-talk style, were posthulation and asceticism.
mously published in book form, Delifi§ek (1975) and
Eshrefoghlu's poems are written in a warm and
c
Te&k (1976).
flowing style where both arud and hed^e metres are
Bibliography. Asim Bezirci, Diinden biigiine tiirk
used, following the poetic and mystic traditions of
$iiri, Istanbul 1968; Behcet Necatigil, Edebiyatimizda
Yunus Emre [q.v.]. His diwdn was printed in Istanbul
isimler sozlugu[\ Istanbul 1978, s.v.
in 1280/1864 and in Roman script in 1944 (edited
(FAHIR Iz)
with an introduction by Asaf Halet Qelebi). A furEYYUBOGHLU, ABAH AL-DiN RAHMI, modern
ther popular edition was published in 1972.
Turkish, until 1934 SABAHATTIN RAHMI, afterwards
Eshrefoghlu is also the author of many popular
SABAHATTIN EYUBOGLU, Turkish essayist, writer and
mystic works on an edifying nature, the most famous
translator (1908-73). Born in Akcaabat (Polathane)
of which is Muzakki 'l-nufus ("The Purifier of souls"),
near Trabzon, the son of Rahmf Eyyuboghlu, a civil
which remained a practical manual of dervish life for
servant, he was educated in Trabzon. He then went
centuries and is a masterpiece of 9th/15th century
to France on a government scholarship and studied
Turkish prose; it was printed in Istanbul in 1281/1865
French literature and aesthetics in Dijon, Lyon and
(for a good MS., see Konya, Archeol. Libr. no. 5452;
Paris universities (1928-32). Becoming lecturer (dofent]
for specimens based on MSS, see Fahir Iz, Eski Turk
in French literature in the University of Istanbul
edebiyatmda nesir, Istanbul 1964, 70-92).
(1933-9), he was invited, together with some of his
Bibliography. Ismet Parmaksizoglu, in Turk
colleagues, by Hasan 'All Yudjel (Yiicel), the reformansiklopedisi, xv, 1967, 477-8; A. Golpmarh,
ing Minister of Education (1938-46), to Ankara where
Tiirkiye'de mezhepler ve tarikatlar, 1969, passim (with
he served respectively as member of the Advisory
further bibliography).
(FAH!R Iz)
Board (Talim ve terbiye kurulu) deputy chairman of
ESRAR DEDE, Turkish Mewlewl poet of
the Office of Translation [of world classics], and
the 18th c e n t u r y , a close friend and protege of
teacher at the Hasanoglan Higher Village Institute
the great poet Ghalib Dede [q.v.]. Born in Istanbul,
[see KOY ENSTITULERI] . Back in Istanbul after one
Esrar was trained as a Mewlewl dervish in the Galata
year's study leave in France, he taught in Istanbul
convent, under the supervision of Ghalib Dede, its
Technical University (1951-8). Because of his libershaykh. He died in 1211/1796-7 before his master
al ideas, he was arrested and detained for several
(who wrote a famous elegy for him) and was buried
months in 1971, during the emergency regime of
in the convent cemetery.
1971-2. He died in Istanbul of a heart attack on
Esrar wrote mystical poems in the line of Ghalib
13 January 1973.
Dede. His little Diwdn has not been edited. Esrar
Sabah al-Dm Eyyuboghlu developed a theory of
Dede is also the author of an incomplete Tedhkire-yi
c
3
nationalism which is mainly based on Kemalism,
s_hu ard -i mewlewiyye which contains the biographies
with particular emphasis on secularism and "popof more than 200 MewlewT poets. The work, which
ulism" (halkfilik) and with the addition of the notion
has also not been edited, is based on Sahib Dede's
of an "Anatolian" people accepting as "ours" all the
Sefme-i mewlewiyye and was published in a shortened
c
peoples, arts and cultures which have flourished on
form by 'All Enwer under the title of Semd khdne-i edeb
Anatolian soil (without distinction of race, language
(Istanbul 1309 RumI/1893).
and faith). Many of his essays elaborate on this
Bibliography. Gibb, HOP, iv, 207-11; A.
theme, rejecting rival ideologies like Turkism,
Golpmarh, Mevlana'dan sonra mevlevilik, Istanbul
Turanism, Islamism and Westernism. His numerous
1953, passim', S.N. Ergun, Turk §airleri, s.v.
essays were published in various periodicals, partic(FAHIR Iz)
ularly Varhk, Insan, Taprak and regularly in Teni ufukETHICS, ETHOLOGY [see AKHLAK].
ETYMOLOGY [see ISHTIKAK].
lar, and they cover a great range of subjects from
EUBOEA [see EGRIBOZ].
literature, language and cultural change to art, folkEULOGY [see MADIH].
lore and politics. He always laid special emphasis
EXCHANGE VALUE [see CIWAD].
on the need for the fusion and identification of intelEXPIATORY OFFERING [see KAFFARA].
lectuals with ordinary people in order to develop
EYYUBOGHLU, BEDRI RAHMI, modern Turkish
an original culture.
BEDR! RAHMI EYUBOGLU, T u r k i s h poet, w r i t e r and
Eyyuboghlu writes in a simple straightforward
p a i n t e r (1913-75), younger brother of the following.
style and is considered, together with Atac, as a
He was born in Gorele, near Trabzon on the Black
master of contemporary Turkish prose. However,
Sea. Educated at Trabzon lycee and the Istanbul
he lacks Atac's originality and conciseness and is
Academy of Fine Arts, he spent two years in Paris
often shallow and repetitive. His major contribution
for further study in painting. On his return (1933) he
is his translations from the French, some of which
was appointed to the staff of the Istanbul Academy
are masterpieces of the genre (see below). Sabah
of Fine Arts, where he taught until his death from
al-Dm Eyyuboghlu is the author of the following
cancer on 21 September 1975.
major works: Mam He kara ("Blue and Black"),
His writings and sketches began to appear in Teni
Istanbul 1961, enlarged edition 1967, a selection of
adam in 1933. As a painter he became interested in
his essays; Sanat uterine denemeler ("Essays on art"),
folk arts and crafts and studied popular motifs in
Istanbul 1974, published posthumously, contains most
rugs, scarves, socks and colour patterns, and was
of the essays omitted from the previous work; Yunus
greatly inspired by them. In his predominantly desEmre., Istanbul 1971, an impressionistic study of
criptive poetry, which brought a new tone to conthe 13th century Turkish poet; and Turan yolunda
temporary Turkish verse, he used the same colourful
("On the way to Turan"), Istanbul 1967, which
technique, strongly influenced by folk poetry and
satirises Pan-Turanism and is based on a misreading
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of the allegory in Andre Malraux's autobiographical work Les nqyers de I'Altenberg. Among more than
fifty titles of his translations, the following are outstanding: Montaigne's Essais, Rabelais' Gargantua, verse translations of La Fontaine's Fables and
'Umar Khayyam's Rubd'iyydt (mainly based on a
Turkish paraphrase). Eyyuboghlu collaborated in the

preparation of several art books and in the making
of films on early Anatolian culture.
Bibliography: Mehmed Seyda, Edebiyat dostlan,
Istanbul 1970 (contains autobiographical notes); Teni
ufuklar, special number, March 1973; Milliyet san'at
dergisi, no. 17 (26 January 1973) (complete list of
his works and translations).
(FAHIR Iz)

F
FABLE [see MATHAL] .
AL-FADL B. AL-HUBAB B. ABI KHALIFA MUHAMMAD B. SHUCAYD B. SAKHR AL-DJUMAH!, (d. 305/91718), l i t t e r a t e u r , poet, t r a d i t i o n i s t and kadi of
Basra. He was a mawla of Djumah of Kuraysh and
the nephew, on his mother's side, of Ibn Sallam [q.v].
He was born in and died at Basra, where he made
himself the transmitter of a fairly extensive number
of religious, historical, literary and genealogical traditions. He also received a legal training sufficient
for him to act as the kadi of Basra towards 294/907
with functions delegated by the Malik! kadi Abu
Muhammad Yusuf b. Yackub b. Isma'fl al-Azdl, whose
seat of office was in eastern Baghdad (L. Massignon,
in W%KM [1948], 108) but who also had jurisdiction over southern Irak (Waklc, Akhbdr al-kudat, Cairo
1366/1947, ii, 182).
At this time, Abu Khalifa was already famous in
his native town, where he was in contact with wellknown personages, especially the Tanukhfs [q.v.]] he
had a particularly deep knowledge of Arabic poetry,
taught the works of his maternal uncle and was himself the author of a Kztab Tabakdt al-shifara* al-dj_dhiliyym
and a Kitdb al-Fursdn. He also gathered into a dlwdn
the poetry of clmran b. Hittan [q.v.], which brought
him accusations of Kharidjf sympathies, but Shfci tendencies were also imputed to him, and one verse
implies that in fikh he was a Hanafi. His works do
not seem to have survived, and his verses only exist
in part, but his name is often cited in adab works.
He is, moreover, the hero of a certain number of
anecdotes in which his tendency to express himself in
rhymed prose is ridiculed. One of these, if it is authentic, allows one to affirm the survival at the end of
the 3rd century of a Basran tradition which sent as
delegates to the caliphal court orators charged with
expressing, in rhymed prose, the people's complaints,
who had always cause to lament the hardness of the
times and the arbitrary ways of the local authorities.
Abu Khalifa, as the mouth-piece of a delegation sent
to al Mu'tadid (279-98/892-902), was able to obtain
satisfaction through provoking his audience to mirth
because of the affected nature of his speech (al-Mascudi,
Murudi, viii, 128-34 = §§ 3264-70). His biographers
classify him amongst the blind scholars.
Bibliography. Fihrist, Cairo edn., 165; SulT,
Akhbdr al-Rddi wa 'l-Muttaki, tr. M. Canard,
Algiers 1946-50, 29, 208; Tanukhr, Mshwdr, ii,
27-8, iv, 183; Mascudi, Muruaj, index; Ibn alDjazan, Tabakdt al-kurra', ii, 8, no. 2557; Khatlb
Baghdad!, Ta'rikh., ii, 429; Husrf, %ahr al adab,
825; Zubaydr, Nahwiyym, index; Yakut, Udabd3,
xvi, 204-14 and index; Safadi, Nakt al-himjdn,
226; Suyutr, Bughya, 373;'Ibn Hadjar, Lisan al-

Mizan, iv, 373, Ibn al- c lmad, Shadharat, ii, 246;
Bustam, DM, jv, 285.
(Cn. PELLAT)
FADL AL-SHACIRA, AL-YAMAMIYYA AL-£ABDIYYA,
MAWLAT AL-MUTAWAKKIL, Arab p o e t e s s , died in
257/871 (or 260/874). Born probably as a muwallada
and brought up in Basra, she was presented to and
later on freed by al-Mutawakkil. She was called the
"most gifted poetess of her time" by Ibn al-Sacf and,
being a good songstress and lute player too, held a
famous literary circle in Baghdad. Amongst her admirers were the poet Sacfd b. Humayd and the musician Bunan b. cAmr al-Darib. Ibn al-Djarrah (quoted
by Ibn al-Nadfm) knew a small collection of her poetry. Her verses were set to music by several contemporary court musicians.
Bibliography: Aghdnr\ xix, 300-13 (see also
indices); Ibn al-Muctazz, Tabakdt., 426-7; Fihrist,
164; Ibn al-Sa'f, Msd3 al-'khulafd\ 84-90; Kutubl,
Fawat, ii, Cairo 1951, 253-5; Suyuti, Musta^raf, 506; Cl. Huart, La poetesse Fadhl, in JA, ser. 7, xvii
(1881), 5-43; F. Sezgin, GAS, ii, 623-4; M. Stigelbauer, Die Sangerinnen am Abbasidenhof um die ^eit des
Kalifen Al-Mutawakkil, Vienna 1975,31-4.
(E. NEUBAUER)
FAITH, BELIEF (in God) [see CAKIDA].
FAKHR-I MUDABBIR, the shuhra of FAKHR ALD!N MUHAMMAD B. MANSUR MUBARAK SHAH ALKURASHT, Persian a u t h o r in India during the
time of the last Ghaznawids, the Ghurids and the
first Slave Kings of Dihll (later 6th/12th centuryearly 7th/13th century).
His birth date and place are both unknown, but
he was a descendant, so he says, on his father's side
from the caliph Abu Bakr and on his mother's from
the Turkish amir Bilgetigin, the immediate predecessor in Ghazna of Sebiiktigin and father-in-law of
Mahmud of Ghazna; he may well have been born
and reared in Ghazna itself. He first appears in Multan
as a youth during the reign of the last Ghaznawid
sultan in the Pandjab Khusraw Malik b. Khusraw
Shah. After the defeat and deposition of this last in
582/1186 by the Ghurid Mucizz al-Dln or Shihab alDfn Muhammad b. Sam, Fakhr-i Mudabbir went to
Lahore and undertook genealogical researches there
for thirteen years. The fruits of all this work were his
extensive genealogical tables, extending from the
Prophet to the Ghurids' slave commanders in India,
the Shaaj.ara-yi ansdb, extant in a unique British Museum
ms.; this book was brought to the attention of Kutb
al-Dfn Aybak [q.v], and led to Fakhr-i Mudabbir
becoming persona grata in court circles. It was to the
Dihli sultan Shams al-Dln Iltutmish [see ILTUTMISH]
that he dedicated his other great Persian prose work,
the Adab al-harb (see on this, below), and since he des-
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cribes himself as being by then an infirm old man
(pir-i dacif], he probably died before the end of that
sultan's reign in 633/1236.
There is some uncertainty over the possible
identification of our Fakhr-i Mudabbir with a Fakhr
al-Dawla wa'l-Dm Mubarak Shah b. al-Husayn alMarwarrudhf mentioned by the literary biographer
c
Awfi in his Lubdb al-albdb, ed. Sa'Id NaftsI, Tehran
1335/1956, 113-17, as a good poet in Arabic and
Persian and a nadim or confidant of the Ghurid
Ghiyath al-Dln Muhammad b. Sam (558-99/11631203). E. Denison Ross, in his edition of the introduction and early part of the Shadj_ara-yi ansdb,
London 1927, accepted this identification. Storey,
however, rejected this, despite a similarity of names,
adducing detailed arguments in his Persian literature,
i, 1166-7, and his reasoning seems conclusive; the
poet Mubarak Shah al-Marwarrudhl seems to have
been the author also of works on astronomy and
ethics.
The main claim of fame of Fakhr-i Mudabbir himself is his authorship of the Adab al-harb wa'l-shaa^dca,
or as the name appears in one of the extant mss.,
the Adab al-muluk wa-kifdyat al-mamluk (edition by
Ahmad Suhayll Kh w ansarf, Tehran 1346/1967, unfortunately based on the shorter mss. and not on the
fuller India Office one, which has 40 abwab or chapters as opposed to only 36). This is both a treatise
on kingship and statecraft (hence partaking of the
"Mirrors for princes" genre) and also a rather
theoretical and idealised consideration of the art of
war. In addition to advice on tactics, the organisation of troops, the use of various weapons, etc., the
book is liberally interspersed with historical anecdotes, giving it a distinct value as a historical document, above all for the development of the eastern
Islamic world. The eighteen anecdotes relating to the
Ghaznawids have been translated into English by
Miss Iqbal M. Shaft as Fresh light on the Gha^navids,
in 1C, xii (1938), 189-234; they furnish useful information on the dynasty not found elsewhere. A translation of the whole work into a western language
would be welcome.
Bibliography: Storey, i, 1164-7; C.E. Bosworth,
Early sources for the history of the first four Gha^navid
sultans (977-1041), in /Q,, vii (1963), 16, also in
The medieval history of Iran, Afghanistan and Central
Asia, London 1977; idem, The Ghaznavids, their empire
in Afghanistan and eastern Iran 994-1040, Edinburgh
1963,_20-1.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
FAKIR OF IPI, the name given in popular parlance to Hadjdjr Mlrza c Alf Khan, P a t h a n mullah and a g i t a t o r along the Northwestern Frontier
of the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent in both the later
British Indian and the early Pakistani periods, d.
1960.
A member of the Tori Khel group of the
'Uthmanzay Wazlrs of North Wazmstan, probably
one of the most unreconciled of the Pathan tribes
of the Frontier in British times, he came to especial prominence in 1936-7, inflaming the Tori Khels
and the Mahsuds of the Tochi valley against the
British military presence, and then retreating to a
series of caves at Gorwekht near Razmak, not far
from the Afghan frontier, which served as his
headquarters for the rest of his life. In 1941 he was
apparently contacted by Axis agents from the German
and Italian embassies in Kabul with a view to raising the frontier against Britain, but nothing much
materialised. After the Partition of 1947 between
India and Pakistan, the Fakir actively identified
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himself with the Afghan-sponsored "Pashtunistan"
movement, and after 1950 became president of a
southern "Pashtunistan" local assembly based on
Gorwekht, where stocks of food and arms and a
small Pashto printing press were kept. He died in
1960.
Bibliography: J.W. Spain, The Pathan borderland,
The Hague 1963, 51, 76, 160, 184-6, 202, 237;
W.K. Fraser-Tytler, Afghanistan, a study of political
developments in Central and Southern Asia*, London
1967, 310.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
FAMILY [see C A'ILA].
FA'R (A., pi. firdn, fi'ara, fu'ar) masculine substantive with the value of a collective (noun of singularity fa'ra) designates, like the Persian mush, firstly,
among the Rodents (kawdrid, kawddim), the majority
of types and species of the sub-order of the
Myomorphs (with the Dipodids, Glirids, Murids,
Spalacids and Cricetida), secondly, among the
Insectivores (dkildt al-hashardt), the family of the
Soricids. The term is applied equally well to the
largest rats as to the smallest shrews and gerbils. The
adjectives of abundance fa'ir, fa'ira, mafara and muf'ira which are derived from it contain the same general idea, so that, in texts, fa'r and firan always
present a problem of discrimination between rats and
mice; this lack of precision persists with the dialectal form far pi. firdn, as well as with its Berber equivalent agherda pi. igherdayen.
However, jointly with this collective of broad
semantic extent, several more precise nouns fortunately help towards a skeleton classification of all
this prolific world of mammals which flee the light
and whom humanity treats, in general, as undesirables, by reason of the depredations to which their
way of life forces them. Without pretending to be
able to apply, with the existing Arabic philological
resources, a scientific system which proves most complicated, it is, nevertheless, possible to give a glimpse
of all the known species of the Muslim populations
by dividing these species under one of the four following most significant rubrics: dj_uradh, fa'ra, khuld
and yarbuc.
A. DJURADH (pi. dj_irdhdn, d^urdhan} and its derivative djirdhawn, with the dialectal forms ajred, d^ured
in the Maghrib and dj_ardun in Syria, defines all
r a t s of a large size without distinction of species.
Among the numerous strains of rats, the ordinary
man of every people has for long recognised two
categories according to their ethology, the towndwellers and the rustics, and the fable of the meeting between the town rat (hadari) and the country
rat (rifi) remains one of the themes of fables common to all literatures. The majority of rats whose
life is linked with towns are of a large size (cadal
pi. cidldn], the Brown rat (Mus decumanus] or "Sewer
rat", which is grey-brown, hence his name marnab
(Maghrib: tubba, Tamahak taghulit, pi. tighulitin) and
the Black rat (Mus rattus], both of which owed their
rapid extension of their area of distribution to the
maritime commercial traffic in the Mediterranean
basin since the high Middle Ages. It was the same
for the Alexandrian rat (Mus alexandrinus) also called
"palm rat" or "roof rat" (Mus tectorum) and whose
chosen habitat is in high places (granaries, terraces,
the tops of date-palms) and not in the infrastructure of buildings. Proper to Egypt, this rat was
introduced into Italy by merchant shipping; it makes
a nest at the top of palms and, when it is hunted, is able to let itself fall to the ground without
injury by blowing himself up like a balloon. In the
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large oases it is confused with the "palm rat"
(Saharan: tunba, Tamahak akkoleri), an erroneous
name of a small ground squirrel (Euxerus erythropus]
which feeds on dates. Still included among the
"true rats", so the naturalists say, there must also
be cited the large burrower rat of Egypt and Arabia
called the Fat sand rat (Ps. obesus] which is creamcoloured. All the Maghrib used to know the Striped
rat or "Barbarian rat" (Arvicanthus barbarus) by the
name of zurdani (Tamahak akunder, pi. ikunderen).
Numerous geographical strains, such as the Mus
calopus and Mus peregrinus, still remain to be studied in Morocco.
In the vast group of country rats, scourge of
farmers and habitual nourishment of nocturnal predators, the Voles and Field-mice (types Arvisola,
Microtus and Apodemus), confused under the name
of 'akbar (Hebrew fakbdr, in I. Sam. vi, 4-5; Isaiah
ii, 20, Ixvi, 17; Levit. xi, 29), have had since the
most ancient antiquity the just reputation of being
terribly harmful. The most common, the Common
vole (Microtus arvalis] cahbar hakli, fa3rat al-ghqyt, is
present in all the cultivated zones, along with the
strains Mus micrurus in Persia and Hypudoeus syriacus in Syria; a close neighbour in Egypt is the
semi-aquatic "Nile rat", ^uradh al-Nil (Arvicanthis
niloticus), while the Sudan has its opposite number
in the "Khartoum rat", djuradh al-khartum (Arvicanthis
testicularis). The Field mouse (Apodemus sylvaticus),
dathima, fa'rat al-hirad^ (in Syria, d^urdhdn) prefers
living in trees, and is found in company with the
Dormouse, the Garden dormouse (types Glis, Myoxus,
Eliomys), d^uradh sind^dbi, karkadiin, and the Small
dormouse (Muscardinus), zughba. On the Saharan
borders lives Munby's dormouse (Eliomys munbianus
lerotinus), thadghagath in Berber, which the Tuareg
eat on occasion, as well as the Goundis (types
Ctenodactylus and Massouteria), kundi/gundi, Tamahak
telut, taralemt, large, very suspicious, burrowing
rodents rather similar to the Cobaye (Cavis porcellus}. It is perhaps to the latter as well as to the
Hamsters that the Arab philologists attribute the
name of yahyarr, defined as being "the largest of
all the rats".
Al-Djahiz was happy to record all the information that he had been able to glean on the subject of rats (Hqyawdn, v, 245 ff. and passim). Regarded
as noxious creatures, he tells us that in Khurasan
and Antioch the rats are particularly aggressive,
holding their own against cats and going as far as
nibbling the ears of sleeping persons; the frightful
trench wars with their train of rats which our century has known, alas, only confirm these sayings.
Their depredations and their less engaging aspects
arouse in every man repulsion, as nothing resists
their inexorable incisors, unless it is metal. On the
other hand, al-Djahiz shows, out of concern for justice, a positive aspect in the presence of these parasite hosts; if they invade a dwelling, it is because
they find there something to satisfy their appetites
and so it is a sign that it enjoys a certain prosperity. Hence the wish expressed in this old adage
is understandable: aktharn 'lldh" d}urdhdn" baytik'1
"may Allah multiply the rats of your house". With
the same intention, a storyteller of Medina used to
offer up this prayer: Allahumm'1 akthir djurdhdnand
wa-akill" sibydnand "O Allah, give us many rats
and few children", evoking implicitly the danger of
misery which overpopulation could bring about.
On the contrary, the expression tafarrakat djirdhdn"
baytihi "the rats of his house have dispersed" may

be an image of being wrecked by poverty; in our
days and with the same idea, sailors may see a
sign of the inescapable loss of the ship when the
rats desert it. Furthermore, rats often show proof
of ingenuity; faced with an oil container, the rat
will know how to sample the contents by dipping
in its tail a number of times. Caught in a cage, it
soon manages to escape with the help of its sharp
teeth. In the countryside, rats take care not to dig
their hole (khabdr) on roads in order to avoid the
danger of being trampled by beasts of burden. Some
rats may be attracted, like the so-called "thieving"
Magpie (fakcak), by anything which shines and steal
jewels and money, and the adage asrak min d^uradh
"more thieving than a rat" is truly spoken; alDamirf records, with reference to this, (Hqydt alhqyawdn, i, 191-2) the discovery, in the time of the
Prophet, of a cache concealing several dinars thanks
to a rat, and the one who discovered it had full
possession of the find, which was attributed to divine
intervention.
Before Islam, certain rats, especially the country
ones, were hunted for their flesh, as were the uromastix lizard [see DABB], the hedgehog and the porcupine [see KUNFUDH] and the jerboa (see below).
These primitive tastes did not disappear immediately with Islam since, according to Abu Zayd al-Nahwf
(Hqyawdn, iv, 44, v, 253, vi, 385), the famous radjaz
poet Ru'ba b. al- c Adjdjadj [q.v.], of the 2nd/8th century, used to feast on roasted rats caught in his own
house.
In the Hidjaz, the palm rat used to be so common that the expression umm d^irdhdn "mother of rats"
designated metaphorically the top of the date palm
where the animal chose to live, and d}urdhdna became
the name of a variety of date. Finally, authorities on
horses gave the name al-djuradhdnl "the two rats" to
two symmetrical dorsal muscles of the horse because
of their shape.
B. FA'RA, while being the noun of singularity of
fa'r, designates more especially the m o u s e and every
small rodent which resembles it. The Common mouse
or "grey" mouse (Mus musculus), fa3 rat al-bqyt, present
wherever there is man, numbers numerous geographical strains, of which M. m. gentilis, algirus, far
and Hayii are to be found in the Maghrib, M. m.
variegatus in Egypt, M. m. pretextus in Syria and M. m.
jlaviventris in Arabia.
At every time, the mouse was at the origin of misdeeds, seen as catastrophes, coming unexpectedly
to disturb daily life. Already in the Ark of Noah,
according to the legend, its depredations excited the
complaints of the women, from which resulted the
creation of the pair of cats, then that of the pair of
pigs [see KHINZIR]. The Prophet Muhammad himself
had set a trap to get rid of this "little rascal" (fuwqysika)
which, according to several traditions, had only just
missed setting fire to his house by pulling, in order
to nibble it, the wick of the lighted lamp; thanks to
the immediate intervention of the master of the house,
the only damage it did was to make a hole in his
prayer carpet. From this episode, which was no doubt
authentic and not the first of its kind, an irrevocable
curse fell upon the mouse, which was then added to
the list of the four execrable species (fawdsik), i.e. the
crow, [see GHURAB], the kite, hida', the scorpion [see
C
AKRAB] and the biting dog [see KALB], a list to which
Malik b. Anas added the lion [see ASAD], the panther, namir, nimr, the leopard [see FAHD] and the wolf
[see DHI'B], to be destroyed at all times and everywhere in Islam, even by the pilgrim in a sacralised
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state. It was, furthermore, enjoined on the young community to extinguish every lamp at night, in their
homes and in the mosques, and not to do as the
Christians who imprudently left permanently lighted
a sanctuary night-light in their churches and chapels
(Hayawdn, v, 121, 269, 319).
Before Islam, the mouse scarcely enjoyed, among
the Arabs, any greater credit, since it passed as
being the metamorphosis of a Jewish sorceress to
some and that of a dishonest crow to others
(Hayawdn, vi, 477). In addition, some proverbs such
as alass min fctra "more thieving than a mouse",
aksab min fa3ra "more hoarding than a mouse" presented it as a pilferer and an inveterate miser. In
the climate of such a reputation one can understand the energetic refutation with which al-Djahiz
opposes (Hayawan, iv, 298 ff.) the words of the Avesta
which propose that the mouse was a creation of
Ormuzd, genius of Good, while the cat was that of
Ahriman, genius of Evil.
The words fa'ra and bin include, apart from the
Common mouse, all the other species of small
rodents such as the Dwarf mouse (Micromys minutus) also called zubdna, the Arian mouse (Mus
arianus) called siktim, the Desert mouse (Mus barbams) or fas'a3 and f a 3 rat al-sahra3 and all the representatives of the Acomys type or Spiny mouse,
kunfu'I' kinfi1', with A. viator in Tripolitania, A.
Cahirinus in Egypt, A. Chudeau in Mauritania and
A. dimidiatus in Iran. Fa3ra also extends to cover
the small insectivores with a very elongated snout
which form the Shrews (of types Sorex, Crocidura,
Suncus, Elephantulus). More precisely, the Shrew is
called zababa and the Arab authors speak of it as
deaf because of the absence in it of an external
ear (Hayawan, vi, 317). It bears in addition the
names fa3rat al-blsh "wolf's-bane mouse" and fa3rat
al-samm "poison-mouse" by reason of its supposed
resistance to the poison of venomous plants, whose
roots it nibbles at the time when insects are in short
supply.
Arab poets and prose writers have often dealt with
the atavistic hostility of the cat towards the mouse,
which it makes its favourite prey; the ancestral catand-mouse antagonism is well set in relief by the old
expression Id yacrifu hirran min birr1" "he doesn't know
a cat from a mouse" being applied to one who is
completely ignorant.
There should also be mentioned an extension of
the use of fa3r and fa3ra to designate other animals
having the appearance of rats and mice. Also to be
found is fa3r al-bus "cannaies rat" given to the aulacode (Aulacodus) as well as kubdc\ thefa3r al-khayl "horses'
rat" is the Polecat, the fa3 rat al-khayl "the horses's
mouse" is the Weasel [see IBN CIRS] , the fa3r fir'awn
"Pharaoh's rat" is the Ichneumon (nims) and the fa3r
al-thayyil "Scutch-grass rat" is the Golunda, a countryside predator of the rice-plantations. Finally, by
contamination between the roots F-3-R and F-W-R,
fa3ra is wrongly substituted for Jam "odour" in the
names Fa3rat al-ibil (for fdrat al-ibil), a special odour
which camels emit once they are watered, after being
satiated with fragrant plants, and fa3rat al~misk "odour
of musk" (and not "musk rat"), a name given to the
contents of the musk vesicle (nqfiaja) of a "small animal" (duwaybbd) hunted in Tibet and which, despite
its false name ajuradh al-misk "musk rat", is not a rat
(Hayawan, iii, 514, v, 301-4, vi, 27, vii, 210-11). AlDjahiz adds that the name of fa3r al-misk is given to
certain house rats which emit a characteristic odour
similar to musk.
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C. KHULD (pi. khildan and dial, khludd] and its
doublet ajuldh (pi. maajdlidh, manddj_idh), of Aramaic
origin (Hebrew holed in Levit. xi, 29), is the name
of the Mole rat or Blind rat (Spalax typhlus) a vegetarian rodent and burrower widespread in Egypt,
in the Near East and in Arabia, especially in Yemen;
it there takes the place of the common mole (Talpa
europaea} which does not exist there. This Mole rat
is also called abu acmd, fa3r acmd "blind rat" because
its very small eyeball disappears beneath a cutaneous fold; similarly, the absence in it of an external ear made it said (Hayawdn, ii, 112, iv, 410;
Hay at al-hayawdn, i, 297 ff.) that it was also deaf
and that it only guided itself underground by its
sense of smell. Furthermore, its great distrust is at
the origin of the proverbial expression asmac min
khuld "with hearing finer than that of the Mole rat".
So believing it blind, deaf and an insectivore, the
ancients supposed that it fed itself by staying with
its mouth open at the entrance of its hole and swallowing the flies which came to settle on its tongue
(Hqyawdn, ii, 112).
Known since the most ancient antiquity, the Blind
Mole rat (the dcem^ccS, of Aristotle) was however
more familiar to the Arabs as it was, according to
the sayings of all the Muslim authors, the direct
agent of Allah in the breaking of the famous dam
of Ma'rib [see MA'RIB] around the year 542 A.D. It
was said to have provoked by its labyrinth of galleries the fatal fissures through which the mass of
devastating waters burst forth, the say I al-carim mentioned in the Kur'an (XXXIV, 15-16). With the
word (arim, probably of Himyarite origin, the Arab
philologists tentatively saw in it a plural (sing. farimd) signifying at once "dikes", "rats" and "torrential
rains" (LA, s.v. C-R-M}. Although archaeologists have
established the majority of the combined causes of
this catastrophe (poor maintenance, silting up and
hence raising of the level, flooding of the wadi and
perhaps simultaneous earth tremors) which brought
about a diaspora of the local tribes, it is the Mole
rat which, in the general opinion, remains the instrument of this divine chastisement. It is not, however, to be ruled out that it played its part in the
collapse of the gigantic earth dike, magnificently linking the works at the two ends of the dam, for this
eager borer of the soil lives in sizable colonies and
is particularly prolific; the proverb afsad min khuld
"more ravaging than a Mole-rat" is there to confirm its misdeeds.
As for the mole (of the two strains europaea and
romana), it is only known in the Maghrib, and it is
to the Latin talpa that it owes its names tawbin/tubin
in Hispano-Moorish (cf. Spanish topo] and tubba in
the modern dialects; compared to a rodent, it is also
named fdra camyd "blind rat". By failing to distinguish between the mole and Mole rat, the majority
of Arab lexicographers, with khuld, maintained the
confusion between these two quite different species.
For a good system, it seems that in modern Arabic
khuldiyydt defines clearly the Spalacids and tawbiyydt
the Talpids.
D. YARBUC (fern, -a, pl.yardbi*) having passed to ajarbuc
pi. ajrdbi in dialects (Pers. mush do pa, Tamahak, edewi,
pi. idewari), designates at once the jerboa in general
(types Dipus, Jaculus, Alactagalus, Alactaga), and the gerbil
and the jird (types Gerbillus, Meriones, Psammomys and
Pachyuromys). All these small rodents and leapers of desert
and steppe are very similar in appearance, gait and
ways; each of them can be compared with a miniature
kangaroo with a long tail ending in a brush rather
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like a spear and its head, hence its ancient name
of dhu 'l-rumqyh "with the small spear" given to
every species. The Arabs, nevertheless, distinguished
the jerboa and gerbil, calling the former yarbuc shufdrl
"the great" and the latter yarbu3 tadmuri "the small";
in our own time, the Marazfg of Tunisia make the
same difference with shahi and far ahmar. From
Africa to Arabia, as many geographical strains of
jerboas are enumerated as of gerbils and jirds, but,
without attempting a system for the most part complicated, it is to be maintained that the most common jerboa is that said to be of Egypt (Jaculus
jaculus or Jaculus aegyptius) which is to be found from
Mauritania to the Arabo-Persian Gulf; it is this of
which the Arab authors speak and al-Djahiz
(Hayawdn, v, 260, v, 385) then al-Damlrl (Hayat. . .,
ii, 409) mention some similarities between its behaviour and that of the hare [see ARNAB, above], notably
in their common ruse of tawbir or zamuc consisting
of only resting, in light soil, on the shaggy pads
(zama'at) of the heels in order to leave the faintest
possible tracks. But it is especially for its genius at
escaping (nifak, tanfik) when it is hunted that the
jerboa is famous among the Bedouins who, at all
times, eagerly hunted it as choice game. By day,
the jerboa lies asleep at the bottom of its underground lair with many obstructed outlets, with a
small pile of spoil earth showing them on the outside. The hunter who, in order to dislodge it, sounds
the corridors of the burrow with a long stick cannot divine the exit from which the animal is going
to spring out; if it finally comes out, it is with such
bounds and such abrupt swerves that it very often
keeps in check the most alert saluki. After tens of
metres of frantic running, it soon seeks to plunge
back into the ground. These retreat outlets of the
jerboa bear the names ndfikd3, kdsfd3, rdhitd3, damma3 (see Ibn Sfduh, Mukhassas, viii, 92), and it is
from the first of these words (root N-F-K] that there
is derived (according to the philologists and exegetes)
the Kur'anic meaning of nifdk "dissimulation, duplicity, hypocrisy" in the matter of faith (al-Damfrf,
Hayat. . ., ii, 408-9).
In the pre-Islamic period, the Bedouins used to
refrain from hunting the jerboa by night for, like
the hedgehog and porcupine [see KUNFUDH], it passed
for a mount of the (jjinn. Jerboas, gerbils and jirds
live in small societies, of which each one colonises
a sector (ard marba'a), and it was also believed that,
as with the monkeys [see KIRD], they each had a
chief in the role of nocturnal sentinel of the group
and ensuring a permanent surveillance for the security of the young (dirs, pi. adrds, durus) who could
easily stray, as the proverb says adall min walad alyarbuc "straying more than the young of the jerboa";
if the chief relaxed his vigilance, he was hunted and
replaced.
Finally, the great round, jet black eye of the jerboa is used as an image in the Maghrib, where cayn
al-ajarbu' designates a large buck-shot for shooting large
game and, in Tunis, the colour "mouse grey" is called
diarbu'i "jerboa grey".
Of all these small creatures of the soil (hashardt alard) which fa3r represents, only the jerboa, in Kur'anic
law, was recognised as legal for consumption by three
of the four juridical schools of orthodoxy, the Hanafts
contesting this legality. For all the other rodents, the
prohibition of consumption relates not only to their
flesh, but also to every commodity in which they have
put their teeth (su'r al-fa3r) "rats, mice scraps") and every
alimentary liquid (oil, milk, honey, vinegar, etc.) in

which one of them has fallen (fa3ir}\ also any product
"contaminated" cannot be put on sale.
In urban areas, the destruction of invading rats
and mice has always been a permanent necessity
and the means employed, in mediaeval Islam, were
very varied, but their absolute efficacy was rarely
assured. The most widespread method was poisoning with the aid of baits prepared for the purpose;
the poisons which they contained were either of vegetable or chemical origin. As toxic plants they used
the sea-onion (scilla maritimd), cunsul bahn called basal
al-fa3r "rat onion", the rose bay (nerium oleander), difld,
samm al-himar "donkey's poison" and the hyoscyamus
(hyoscyamus albus], and band}. Among chemical products they had vitriol (kalkand), sulphur of arsenic
(shakk, shubha, rayb, rahaa^) or "ratsbane" (samm alfa3r), called in Trak turdb hdlik "killer earth", which
was extracted in Khurasan, and litharge (murtak, murddsandf); oxgall, donkey's urine and iron filings were
also included in these preparations. Another practice
was to smoke out the holes of the rodents by burning cumin, horn of horse's hoof and natron (natruri).
Cages were made with several systems of fall-traps
and box-traps in pottery, whose patterns are still in
use, but the simplest and most effective was that
which al-Asadf (^amhara, . . . ms. Escurial, Ar. 903,
fols. 165b-166a) advocates in the 7th/13th century
and which consists of a basin filled with water and
on which is placed a rolling-pin (shawbak), baited in
the middle with some dripping or cheese; attracted,
the greedy rodent, creeping along this unsteady pole,
makes it shake unavoidably with its own weight from
one side to the other and ends up by drowning.
Complementing all these stratagems, a permanent
hunt was assured in homes and shops by small domestic carnivores such as the cat, the aforementioned
weasel, the civet (zabdd] and the genet (a^arnif). The
protection of doves [see HAMAM] against the rats
which preyed on the eggs consists, in our own time
still, of encircling the outside of the flight grilles with
a covering of completely varnished ceramic squares
at the bottom of a slope; sometimes the exit holes
consisted of pottery pipes going well outside in order
to place an insurmountable obstacle in the way of
every climber, and this is a method constantly
employed in the pigeon-houses which adorn the Nile
Valley. To all these direct means of defence must
be added the rich arsenal of magic formulas, talismans and conjuring practices which serve to reinforce in the imagination the chances of success; of
these, one of the most widespread was to kill a
mouse, cut off its tail and bury it in the communal
room of the house.
In ancient healing, the specific virtues attributed
to the corporeal elements of rodents were relatively
limited. The head of a mouse placed in a linen cloth
and applied to the head was used to dispel migraine
and headache. The eye of a rat carried as a talisman allayed malaria; the upper lip of a Mole rat
had the same effect, while the blood of the latter
was a beneficial eye-lotion for all ocular troubles.
The spoil earth of its galleries and its brain mixed
with rose water made a good plaster against gout.
Finally, one of the most curious and useful properties was that of the urine of a mouse which, it
appears, perfectly erases ink on parchments. It is to
be supposed that the difficulty was in procuring a
little of this precious liquid, but it could be achieved
by capturing in a small cage-trap, one or a number
of mice and rigging up at the bottom of the device
a small spout leading to a bottle. It was then suffi-
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cient to provoke a sudden irruption of the house cat
in order to achieve, under the effect of the terror,
among the captives, the awaited physiological reaction of urination; it is this, at least, which al-Damlrl
(op. cit., ii, 2009 suggests, who seems to have experimented with this stratagem with the aim of reusing
parchments, this material being always very highly
valued in the Middle Ages.
From this glimpse of the manner in which Muslim
opinion treated rats and mice, these terrible carriers
of plague and cholera, it is evident that in Islam they
scarcely enjoyed any more credit than in Christianity
and that there was no good to be expected from
this race of parasites on the fruits of man's labour;
the experience which this old Moroccan adage conceals: el-far ma ka-yuled gher haffdr "the rat/mouse can
only beget a grave-digger" sums up well this general
contempt.
Bibliography (apart from the references cited in
the text): Amin al-Macluf, Mucdj_am al-hayawdn. An
Arabic zoological dictionary, Cairo 1932; E. Ghaleb, alMawsuca fi culum al-tablca, Dictionary of natural sciences,
Beirut 1965; L. Lavauden, Les vertebres du Sahara,
Tunis 1926; M. Lhote, La chasse chez les Touareg,
Paris 1951; Flruz Iskandar, Rdhnamd-yi pistdnddrdn-i
Iran, Guide to mammals of Iran, Tehran 1977.
(F. VIRE)
AL-FARABI, ABU IBRAHIM ISHAK B. IBRAHIM, lexi c o g r a p h e r . The early sources are sparse in regard
to him. Only Yakut gives him a whole notice (Udabd3,
vi, 61-5 = Irshdd, ii, 226-9); al-Suyutf reproduces a
few extracts from this adding nothing (Eughya, i,
437-8); and al-Kiftl speaks of him only incidentally in his Inba3 (i, 52-3), in his notice on Abu 'l-'Ala3
al-Macarri.
His date of birth is unknown, but he probably
died in 350/961 (the date given by Brockelmann,
2
I , 133, and Kraemer, 212). He was the maternal
uncle of al-Djawhari, author of the Sihdh (d. ca.
400/1009 [q.v.]), which keeps al-Farabl within the
4th/10th century and exludes the date of 450/1058
(Yakut, vi, 62; cf. al-Kiftf, Inba', i, 53). He lived in
his natal town of Farab [q.v.]. Yakut, loc. cit., reports,
however, on the authority of the kadi Yusuf b.
Ibrahim al-Kiftl (father of the author of the Inbd3}
from the Yemen, where he resided, that al-Farabi
went to the Yemen, lived in Zabld, composed there
his Diwdn al-adab and died there also, before he had
been able to teach it, at a date ca. 450 A.H.; but
Yakut himself, on the basis of all the historical details
which he had brought together (vi, 63-5), rejects the
reports of the kadi Yusuf (vi, 65). Yakut bases himself here on, in particular (vi, 63), the fact that he
had read as follows, written in al-Djawhari's own
hand, kara^tuhu cald Ibrahim, rahimahu Allah, bi-Fdrdb
"I read it [sc. the Diwdn al-adab] at Farab with
[Abu] Ibrahim [the author]". Elsewhere Yakut says
(vi, 159, notice on al-Djawhari), "I found at Tibriz
a copy of the Diwdn al-adab, written in al-Djawhan's
hand (bi-khatt al-D}.) in the year 383". It is also
appropriate to consider the old mss. to be mentioned further on.
For his part, al-Kiftl (Inba3, i, 52) repeats an anecdote which brings in Abu 'l-'Ala5 al-Macarn in order
to explain how the Yemenis were able to believe
that al-Farabi had come to the Yemen, as they
asserted; this anecdote has pungency, but hardly any
value.
The Diwdn al-adatfs editor, Ahmad Mukhtar
c
Umar, in his sketch of the author (i, 3-10), also
rejects this alleged trip to Yemen (6) and considers
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it reasonable to think that he went to Bukhara and
Baghdad, especially as he would only have been able
to find in the latter city the necessary material for
the composition of the Diwdn al-adab; hence it is
very probable that it was put together in Baghdad.
All this, however, is a question only of probabilities.
For al-Farabl's sources, see ibid., i, 31.
He taught his book at Farab and it became known
in neighbouring regions (i, 7), and it was there that
the earliest study on his work appeared, in the shape
of the Tahdhib Diwdn al-adab of al-Hasan b. al-Muzaffar
al-Naysaburl, a lughawi who lived in Khwarazm and
died in 442/1050-1 (ibid.).
The Diwdn al-adab [fi baydn lughat alJArab\, according to the complete title in the Oxford ms. (Kraemer,
212) is an original dictionary. The vocabulary is set
forth according to the forms (wazn); under each wazn,
in the alphabetical order of the last radical consonant.
This innovation had a great renown in Arabic lexicography; al-Djawharl adopted this arrangement for
his Sihdh, and it became widespread. Al-Farabi nevertheless retained something of al-Khalil's way: he
divided the subject-matter up into six kutub (1) the
Kitab al-sdlim; (2) the K. al-rnuddcaf, (3) the K. al-mithdl;
(4) the K. dhawdt al-thaldtha [the adjwaf]; (5) the K.
dhawdt al-arbafa; and (6) the K. al-hamza. In each kitdb
there came first the nouns and then the verbs, strictly
separated.
This dictionary arranged by wazn is a precious
aid for Arabic philological studies, for it permits one
to study these wazns. But for practical consultation
it is not easy. Ahmad Mukhtar c Umar's edition is
with the murddja'a of Ibrahim Anls, who opens the
first volume with a tasdir. So far, three volumes have
appeared at Cairo (1394/1974 and each following
year), and a fourth will give the Kitdb?, 5 and 6 and
indices. Brockelmann lists 30 mss. (I2, 133, S I, 1956, III, 1196); the editor cites 23 of these (i, 31-2),
but has based his text on five, and especially on
the two oldest, from 391 and from before 390 (i,
57-60).
Hadjdji Khalifa in his Kashf al-^unun confused the
Diwdn al-adab with al-Zamakhshan's Mukaddimat aladab, see the editor's mukaddima (p. /), and there is
also a confusion between al-Farabl the lexicographer
and al-Farabl the philosopher (ibid.).
The Diwdn al-adab had a deep influence on alDjawharl's dictionary, which not only followed the
arrangement by the last radical, but also took over
the same subject matter, making Kopf observe justty
[see AL-DJAWHARI] that the latter's own contribution
was minimal. Al-Farabi's work also had an influence,
in regard to method, on the Shams al-culum of Nashwan
al-Himyarl, according to the editor (i, 52-3), and on
two Arabic-Persian dictionaries, those of Abu cAbd
Allah al-Husayn al-Zawzanl (d. 486/1093) and of Abu
Dja'far Ahmad al-Bayhaki (d. 504/1110-11). It was
further the model, in regard to form, of the Turkish
dictionary by Mahmud al-Kashgharl, the Diwdn lughdt
al-turk (Kraemer, 212).
Lost works of al-Farabi include a Baydn al-icrdb and
a Shark Adab al-kdtib, mentioned by Yakut (vi, 63).
Al-Suyuti, A4uzhir\ i, 211, gives an extract from a
K. al-Alfdg wa 'l-huruf on the value of the tribes for
their carabiyya. He begins it thus: kola Abu Nasr alFarabi, which was the kunya of the philosopher, and
the editor, following Ibrahim Anls, sees here an error
by al-Suyutl (as earlier by Abu Hayyan) and prefers
to connect the work with Abu Ibrahim al-Farabi the
lexicographer. Both these scholars are unaware of the
K. al-Huruf of Abu Nasr al-Farabi, published in Beirut
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1969 (Recherches, Serie 1, vol. 46) and edited by
Muhsin Mahdi. K. al-Hurufis the oldest title by which
the work has been known, but since Ibn Abf Usaybi'a
it has been known as the K. al-Alfdg wa 'l-huruf
(mukaddima, 34). Al-Suyutf's citation is indeed there
(147, and not at the beginning), but not word-forword; it seems that al-Suyutf made a resume of what
al-Farabf said and then added something of his own,
according to the editor's explanation (mukad-dima, 40).
Hence there is no reason for attributing to the lexicographer al-Farabl an allegedly lost K. al-Alfd£ wa
'l-huruf.
Bibliography. J. Kraemer, Studien zur altarabischen Lexikographie, in Oriens, vi (1953), 201-38; alKiftf, Inbd3 al-ruwdt fald anbdh al-nuhdt, i, Cairo
1369/1950; al-Suyutf, Bughyat al-wucdt fi tabakdt alnuhdt, i, Cairo 1384/1964. There is a description
of the Dlwdn al-adab by Husayn Nassar, in alMucajam al-carabi, nash3atuhu watatawwuruhu, i, Cairo
1375/1956, 176-81, exposition by the editor at i,
10-53; See also the authors cited in the text.
(H. FLEISCH)
FARAMUSH-KHANA (P.fardmush "forgotten" and
khdna "house"), the word used in Iran to designate a
centre of masonic activities. The term seems to have
originated in India, where a masonic lodge was first
founded by the British in 1730. The earliest known
references in Persian sources to the idea of freemasonry
in general and to Indian masonic activity in particular can be found in the writings of cAbd al-Latif
Shushtarf Djaza'irf, a Persian emigre to India. Writing
in 1801, cAbd al-Latif believed that the reason why
the Indians and the Persian-speaking people of India
call the freemasons fardmush was that whatever questions were put to them—many of whom were
Muslim—they answered: "It is not in my memory"
(Tuhfat al-cdlam, Haydarabad 1846, 292). The usage
might have easily passed from India to Iran, as, in
the opinion of cAbd al-Ghanf Mfrzayev, it also passed
from there to the Persians of Central Asia, where
Ahmad Makhdum Danish of Bukhara saw elements
of absolute happiness for mankind in the idea of a
fardmush-khdna, see his Asndd-i dj_adld rdajic bi fardmushkhdna va ba'di az makdsid-i ahl-i an, in Djashn-ndma-yi
Muhammad Parwin Gundbddi, ed. Muhsin Abu '1-Kasimf,
Tehran 1975, 409-20).
One of the early Persian-speaking travellers to
Europe who gave an account of freemasonry was
Mfrza Abu Talib Isfahanf, son of another Persian
emigre to India. He travelled and lived in Europe
from 1798 till 1803. While in London (21 January
1800 to 7 June 1802), Abu Talib, who was in close
association with a number of distinguished English
men and women, was urged to join "the freemasons
who are being called fardmushdn by foreigners". Being
somewhat critical of freemasonry, Abu Talib claims
to have refused the offer, but he describes in detail
a high-class and colourful party to which "no one
but the freemasons" were invited (Maslr-i Tdlibl, Tehran
1973, 151-2).
The first Iranian person known to have joined
freemasonry in Europe was cAskar Khan Afshar
Arumi, a high-ranking dignitary of the Kadjar
royal court. cAskar Khan, who was on a diplomatic mission to the court of Napoleon, was initiated
into the lodge of the Philosophic Scottish Rite in
Paris in 1808. The second initiate is known to
have been Mfrza Abu '1-Hasan Khan Ilcf, the first
Iranian ambassador to England. He was initiated in
London in 1810 under the guidance of Sir Gore
Ouseley who, after Ilcf's initiation became the British

Ambassador to Iran. Ilci's friendly relations with
the British were so close that he received a monthly payment from the East India Company from
1810 till his death in 1846. Another early Iranian
man to have been happily initiated into freemasonry
was Mfrza Salih Shfrazf, one of the students sent
to England in 1815. Mfrza Salih joined the fardmushkhdna in London in 1817. A "Mr. Harris" who was
known to Mfrza Salih as "the chief of the fardmushkhdna" had honoured him with two masonic ranks.
A week before his departure from London, Mfrza
Salih was urged by Mr. Harris to attend their
masonic lodge in order to receive the rank of a
master in masonic hierarchy; "otherwise", Harris
said to Salih, "you will go back to Iran with defects"
(Mfrza Salih, Safar-ndma, Tehran 1968, 189, 372,
374).
Generally speaking, almost all the Iranian notables who went abroad in the 19th century, either as
exiles like Rida-kulf, Nadjaf-kulf, and Taymur, three
Kadjar princes (in 1835), or as diplomatic representatives such as cAbd Allah Garmrudf (in 1839),
Farruldb Khan Amfn al-Dawla (in 1857), and many
others, were initiated into freemasonry lodges.
According to some reports, the Iranians were very
curious to find out about freemasonry; they were
given the impression that freemasonry had an oriental origin and that the Persians should revive this
ancient tradition. Masonic activity particularly
appealed to Iranian modernist thinkers because of
the attachment of the impressive and generally misleading slogan "liberte, egalite, fraternite" to continental freemasonry. Thus we see spokesmen of
modernism such as Sayyid Djamal al-Dfn Asadabadf
"Afghanf" and Mfrza Fath cAlf Akhund-Zada wellinclined to freemasonry. It seems, however, that
Adjudanbashf, who believed that the fardmush-khdna
"lacks anything which may bring benefit to religion
and state", was one among few exceptions
(Muhammad Mushfrf, Sharh-i ma'muriyyat-i Aajuddnbdshi, Tehran 1968, 398).
Despite their existence in Iran, the Iranian masons
do not seem to have carried on any noticeable
masonic activity during the first half of the 19th century. However, in 1858 Mfrza Malkam Khan Nazim
al-Dawla who had been initiated into the Sincere amitie, a masonic lodge in Paris, in 1857, established
for the first time a fardmush-khdna in Tehran. Malkam
had reportedly secured Nasir al-Dfn Shah's full consent for this, but his fardmush-khdna was not recognised by any internationally-known masonic lodge.
Many distinguished individuals joined the fardmushkhdna. Accounts of the motives behind the establishment of the fardmush-khdna are abundant, but it
seems clear that through this secret organisation,
Malkam was able to introduce his audiences to modern social and political ideas. However, some internal forces, including traditionalist conservatives, and
external elements such as the Russians, turned Nasir
al-Dfn Shah against it, so that he declared its abolition in 1861 in these words: "From now on, if the
phrase fardmush-khdna comes out of anyone's mouth,
let alone his possible involvement in its organisation,
he will be most severely punished by the government" (Mahmud Katfra°f, Fardmdsunn dar Iran,
Tehran 1968, 74).
Malkam Khan's fardmush-khdna was accordingly
closed, but the secret activities did not entirely die
out. Those who were acquainted with the fardmush-khdna gathered together secretly and, after the
assasination in 1896 of Nasir al-Dfn Shah, they
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founded a secret society called the D^amf-i adamiyyat ("League of Humanity") on the basis of Malkam's
fardmush-khdna and propagated Malkam's ideas. This
secret society was headed by c Abbas-kuli Khan
Adamiyyat and composed of distinguished Iranians;
it was actively involved in the Persian Constitutional
Revolution of 1906. Certain members of this society organised a masonic lodge (ibid., 95), and,
according to Isma c fl Ra'Tn, the society itself contributed to the forward-ing of British policy in
Iran (Faramush-khana va fardmdsunn dar Iran, i,
Tehran 1968, 576-7). This society was banned by
Muhammad CA1T Shah in 1908. The an^uman-i
ukhuwwat which began to operate openly in 1899
and was active in the Constitutional Revolution is
also known to have been formed of members obedient to the international masonic lodges.
Although Sir Arthur Hardinge speaks of a certain
amount of masonic activity in Iran at the turn of
the present century (IsmacTl Ra'Tn, Andj.umanhd-yi sirri
dar inkildb-i mashrutiyyat-i Iran, Tehran 1967, 45 fif.),
it seems that the first internationally-recognised
masonic lodge was established in Tehran in 1907 by
the Grand Orient de France and called "Loge du
Reveil de 1'Iran". Some of the men initiated into this
lodge were among the most active participants in the
Persian Constitutional Revolution, and some of them,
like the Sardar As c ad (HadjdjT 'AlT-kulI Khan
BakhtTyarf) were regarded as pro-British (Abdul-Hadi
Hairi, Why did the 'ulama3 participate in the, Persian
Revolution of 1906-1009?, in WI, xvii (1976), 127-54).
Later on, more masonic lodges were established in
ShTraz (1919), Abadan (1920), Masdjid-i Sulayman
(1924), and Tehran (1951, 1957). Also, an American
lodge was founded in Tehran in 1962; to this lodge
were reportedly affiliated the Rotary Club, World
Brothers' Club, and Moral Re-armament (Ra'in,
Fardmdsunn, iii, 11-477).
Due to the secret character of freemasonry, literature on Persian masonic experience was quite scanty
and fragmentary until recently. Some treatises were
written for and against the Malkam Fardmush-khdna
in the 1860s, but they were not then published (for
the text of two such treatises, consult KatTraT, op. cit.,
159-93). Apparently the first Persian book which was
wholly devoted to the subject was published in India
in 1874. For more elaborate accounts of Persian freemasonry, we have to had wait until the 1960s, when
a number of informative books and articles appeared,
although most of them were largely inaccurate and
poorly-documented. The most informative of all is
Ra'Tn's above-quoted three-volume work (1968) which
contains, among other things, the names of many living Iranians who have been affiliated to masonic
lodges. The author's own name, however, was omitted "despite his alleged membership of an American
affiliated lodge" (Hamid Algar, An introduction to the history of Freemasonry in Iran, in Middle Eastern Studies, vi
(1970), 293).
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de I'Orient, iii (1844); cAli Asghar Shamfm, Iran
nearly 200 years later; the extremely successful Malik
dar dawra-yi saltanat-i Kdajdr, Tehran 1963;
al-cUlama' Mulla Haydar (d. 1256/1840-1), who
Sir Percy Sykes, A history of Persia, ii, London
established the Hyderabad branch of the family and
1963; Ibrahim Taymurf, cAsr-i bikhaban yd td'nkhbrought Farangf Mahall into a continuing association
i imtlyazat dar Iran, Tehran 1953; Vahid, ii
with India's most powerful Muslim state; but most
(1965) (a series of articles on Rida-kulf
important of all, cAbd al-cAlf Bahr al-cUlum [q.v.]
c
Mfrza's memoirs); Mas ud Mfrza Zill al-Sultan,
who in the sixty years before his death in
Sarguzasht-i Mas'udi, Tehran 1907; see esp. on
1225/1810-1 taught in Lucknow, Shahdjahanpur,
the "Loge du Reveil de 1'Iran", P. Sabatiennes,
Rampur, Buhar and finally in Madras where,
Pour line histoire de la premiere loge ma$onnique en
through his teaching and through the madrasa which
Iran, in Revue de I'Univ. de Bruxelles, special issue,
he set up in the Waladjahf mosque, he inspired a
1977, 414-42; See also FARMASUNIYYA, below.
revival of learning in South India.
(ABDUL-HADI HAIRI)
In Lucknow and wherever they travelled, the
FARANGl MAHALL, a family of prominent
Farangf Mahall family pioneered a new curriculum
Indian H a n a f f theologians and mystics flourknown as the Dars-i Nizamiyya. Till recently this curishing from the 12th/18th century to the present
riculum has formed the basis of most madrasa courses
day. The family traces its ancestry through the great
in India, including that of the Dar al-culum at Deoscholar and mystic Khwadja cAbd Allah Ansarf of
band. The Dars-i Nizamiyya was created by Mulla
Harat to Ayyub Ansarf, the Prophet's host in
Nizam al-Dfn. It is designed to direct the student
Medina. It is not known when the family migrated
only to the most difficult or most comprehensive
to India but, according to the family biographers,
books on each subject, so that he is both forced to
one 'Ala3 al-Dfn settled in Sihalf of the Awadh [q.v]
think and has a chance of finishing his education by
province of north India during the 8th/14th centhe age of sixteen or seventeen. The curriculum has
been criticised for placing to much emphasis on the
tury. His descendant, Mulla Hafiz, was acknowledged as a distinguished cdlim by the emperor Akbar
rational sciences. This seems unjustified. It stipulates
who made a generous madad-i ma'ash grant in his
no specific bias and insists on no particular books.
favour in 967/1559 (Ansarf, A very early farmdn of
It is at bottom a way of teaching and the emphasis
is left to those who use it.
Akbar, see Bibl}. In 1103/1692 the great-great-grandMembers of the Farangf Mahall family also wrote
son of Mulla Hafiz, Mulla Kutb al-Dfn, who was
also hailed as a leading cdlim of his time, was murmuch, and amongst the most prolific were Mulla
Mubfn (d. 1225/1810-11) and £Abd al-Barf who wrote
dered in a squabble over land and his library burned.
111 books. Of course, many of their books were
The emperor Awrangzlb recompensed his four sons
by assigning to them a European indigo merchant's
glosses and super-glosses on the classical texts they
palace in Lucknow and by granting pensions to suptaught, but there were also works on mysticism and
collections of poetry; there were biographies like
port their scholarly work. Around 1106/1695 the
c
family moved from Sihalf to the palace which was
lnayat Allah's Tadhkira-yi 'ulamd'-i Farangl Mahall which
is the major source of family history; and then there
known as Farangf Mahall.
was a variety of work from versatile scholars like
The descendants of Kutb al-Dm made Farangl
Mahall into a centre of learning which for 250 years
Waif Allah (1182-1270/1768-1853) who ranged from
a commentary on the Kur'an in five volumes to a
attracted scholars not only from all parts of India
treatise on government, Addb al-saldtln. Works which
but also from places as far away as Arabia and
should be noted in particular are: Mulla Hasan's text
China. Teaching was the profession of most Farangf
on logic which has been popular for nearly 200 years
Mahallfs and the man who first established their
amongst those teaching the Dars-i Mzdmiyya, Bahr alreputation was Mulla Nizam al-Dfn [</.y.], the third
c
Ulum's study of Rumf's Mathnawi, and Mulla Nizam
son of Kutb al-Dfn. In the early 12th/18th centual-Dfn's work on the life and deeds of his friend and
ry he made Farangf Mahall into the biggest centre
pir, Sayyid cAbd al-Razzak of Bansa, Mandkib-i
of learning in north India. Students from outside
Razzdkiyya. The works of one prolific scholar, who
Lucknow were boarded at the city's Tfla mosque,
wrote almost entirely in Arabic, stand before all. cAbd
which had room for 700, and the expenses involved
al-Hayy al-Lakhnawf's al-Sicdya ft kashf md fi shark alwere met in part by the Mughal emperors (Ansarf,
wikdya, his al-Taclik al-mumadj_dj_ad and his £afar alBdni-i Dars-i M^dmi, 88-9). Yet there was at this
amdm
establish him as one of the greatest scholars
time no madrasa in Farangf Mahall, and no central
of recent times [see CABD AL-HAYY]. These books,
organising institution; members of the family simply
together with his collection of fatdwd, are still much
taught in their homes those who came to them.
used by Muslims both inside and outside India and
This remained the pattern of teaching for over 200
have led to Lucknow being known as the "city of
years. Attempts were made to found a madrasa in
c
Abd al-Hayy".
the 19th century, but only in 1323/1905 did one
The scholarship of the Farangf Mahall family
Farangf Mahallf, cAbd al-Barf [q.v. in Suppl.], coorplaced particular emphasis on jurisprudence and
dinate the efforts of his relatives and bring them
logic, which was to be expected from 'ulamd', many
within an institutional framework. This Madrasa-yi
c
of whose pupils were initially destined to become
Aliya Nizamiyya continued its work until the
1380s/1960s.
| government servants and who with this in mind
were patronised by the Mughal emperors. They
Although Farangf Mahall always remained their
represented a distinctly different tradition to that
base, many of the descendants of Kutb al-Dfn travc
founded by Shah Waif Allah [q.v.] of Dihlf in the
elled widely as teachers. Some like Abd al-Barf
c
12th/18th century and sustained by the Deoband
and Abd al-Bakl (b. 1286/1869-70) taught in
school from the 13th/19th century. The Farangf
Medina; others taught and set up madrasas in India.
Mahallfs fostered the skills designed to support
Notable amongst these are: the great logician, Mulla
Muslim states; the followers of Waif Allah were conHasan (d. 1209/1794-5), who left a reputation in
cerned to develop the resources to enable Muslims
Rampur capable of winning respect and support for
to cope with the loss of political power. They looked
the teaching efforts of the Farangf Mahall family
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back to classical Islam emphasising in their scholarship the Kur'an and the Hadith. Followers of the
two traditions of course crossed swords. c Abd alHayy had a notable exchange with Nawwab Siddfk
Hasan Khan [q.v.], the leader of the Ahl al-Hadfth
(Saeedullah, 93-101), while cAbd al-cAlf debated so
successfully with cAbd al-cAz!z of Dihlf, Shah Wall
Allah's son, that cAbd al- c Azfz felt compelled to
address him as Bahr al- c Ulum or "Sea of knowledge" (Tnayat Allah, Tadhkira, 141). A further feature of the Farangl Mahall tradition was tolerance,
and though Lucknow is renowned for its Shf c f-Sunnf
quarrels, many Shf'fs sat at the feet of these learned
Sunnls. Their independence of mind was another
characteristic. Mulla Nizam al-Dfn, for instance, gave
fatdwd at variance with many of those in the great
legal guide of his time, the Fatdwd Alamgm (Ansarf,
Bdm-i Dars-i Nizdmi, 163-4), while the great strength
of cAbd al-Hayy as a scholar was his capacity to
cast aside precedent and go back to first principles
in promoting an understanding of Islam. Much work
needs to be done before the scholarly achievement
of the Farangl Mahall family can be fully appreciated, but Shiblf Nu'manf did not exaggerate when,
after visiting Farangl Mahall in 1313-14/1896, he
summed it up in these words: "This is the Cambridge
of India" (Shiblf, 99).
The Farangf Mahallfs, however, were not just scholars; they were also, to a man, mystics. Even cAbd
al-Hayy, whose grave is one of bare earth open to
the skies, stressed the benefits of visiting the shrine
at Bansa and in his will urged his relatives to study
Imam al-Ghazalfs's Itiyd' culum al-din. As in their scholarship, the mysticism of the Farangf Mahallfs with
its heavy concentration on the saint's tomb and the
celebration of curs contrasted strikingly with the later
Waif Allah-Deobandf tradition which eschewed such
practices. Moderate supporters of the doctrine of
wahdat al-wudj_ud, they continued to study and to teach
the works of Ibn al-cArabf up to the 20th century.
Sayyid cAbd al-Razzak (d. 5 Shawwal 1136/27 June
1724), the illiterate pir of the Kadirf order, was the
saint to whom all members of this learned Farangf
Mahall family looked. They regarded their association
with cAbd al-Razzak as crucial to their spiritual wellbeing, while the sa^dj_ddas of his shrine at Bansa some
30 miles from Lucknow were careful to pay the scholars of Farangl Mahall especial respect. There are
also three important centres of devotion within the
family. The shrine of Mulla Nizam al-Dfn in Lucknow,
which is renowned for the benefit it can bring the
mentally disturbed and scholars in difficulty; the shrine
of Shah Anwar al-Hakk, and his successors and followers, which is also in Lucknow; and the shrine of
Mawlana cAbd al-cAlf Bahr al- c Ulum which is in the
Waladjahf Mosque at Triplicane, Madras. There are,
furthermore, three important silsilas which run through
the family: the Kadirf flowing from Sayyid cAbd alRazzak of Bansa, the Cishtf-Nizamf from Shah Kudrat
Allah Nizamf of Saffpur, and the Cishtf-Sabirf which
goes back through Mulla Kutb al-Dfn to Shaykh
Muhibb Allah of Allahabad, the great proponent of
Ibn al- c Arabf, to Shah Ahmad c Abd al-Hakk of
Radawlf.
By the present century, the springs of Indian
mysticism were failing, but where they still flowed,
the Farangf Mahall family were often prominent.
They had connections with many of the major
shrines in North India. They taught the sons of
many sadj.dj.ddas at the Madrasa-yi c Aliya Nizamiyya,
the calendar of which was arranged to enable stu-
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dents to attend important furs. Consequently, the
Farangf Mahallfs were given much respect. The last
important pir of the family was cAbd al-Barf. His
influence was ramified widely throughout North
Indian society, where his disciples ranged from the
cadets of great landed families to politicians such
as Muhammad and Shawkat c Alf and to relatives
of the sadj.dj.ddas of the most important shrine in
India, that of Mu c fn al-Dfn Cishtf at Adjmfr. His
influence, and that of Farangf Mahall, was demonstrated when at the curs of Mu c fn al-Dfn Cishtf in
1334/1916 he played the leading role in founding
the Bazm-i Sufiyya-yi Hind, which aimed to revive
and to reform Indian mysticism.
From the time when they were established in
Farangf Mahall, the descendants of Kutb al-Dfn,
through the expansion of the family, through teaching, through writing, through giving fatdwd and
through providing spiritual leadership, made wide
connections throughout Indo-Muslim society. As modern politics developed, these connections represented a significant network of influence reaching from
Lucknow to Madras and from Karachi to Chittagong.
When the Farangf Mahallfs wished to organise an
India-wide movement, as in the campaign to protect the holy places of Islam embodied in the
Andjuman-i Khuddam-i Ka c ba [q.v. in Suppl.] founded in 1331/1913, or in the campaign to support the
Sharff Husayn against Ibn Sa c ud in 1343-4/1925-6,
their activities were based on this network. Moreover,
it played a similar role when Farangf Mahallfs joined
"modern" politicians in the great religio-political
movements of the period. They were in the forefront of those driving forward the Indian Khildfat
movement up to the end of 1338/1920, while they
were again prominent in the revival of the All-India
Muslim League after 1356/1937. In all these campaigns Farangf Mahall 'ulamd3 promoted policies
which, as in most other things, Deobandi culamd}
either found difficult to support or opposed outright.
This Deobandi opposition only serves to illuminate
the point that the Farangf Mahallfs were the first
c
ulamd3 to enter modern Indian politics. Men such
as cAbd al-Barf, Salamat Allah and Tnayat Allah,
orators, writers and builders of organisations, were
important channels through which modern politicians
based in Dihlf and Lucknow made contact with the
Muslim masses.
The contributions of the Farangf Mahallfs to Muslim
education, learning and politics over three centuries
make them remarkable among Indo-Muslim families.
Family tradition itself helps to explain this record of
sustained achievement. Each generation has placed
great emphasis on maintaining the family's standards
of learning and mystical knowledge. And this process
has been helped by the way in which the family has
kept together; however far Farangf Mahallfs strayed
in search of a living, most returned to Lucknow to
marry, to find solace in times of difficulty and to die.
Moreover, the family has remained united except for
one division which developed over the succession to
Bahr al-cUlum in Madras. Only from the middle of
the present century, as Islamic education has retreated
before western education and as the partition of the
subcontinent has divided the family between India
and Pakistan, has the hold of family tradition weakened, and the record of achievement declined.
Bibliography: Much biographical material
relating to members of the Farangf Mahall family
may be found in: Waif Allah Farangf Mahallf,
al-Aghsdn al-arhaca, Nadwa ms., Lucknow;
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Mawlawi Haffz Allah, Kanz al-barakat, n.d.; Altaf
al-Rahman Kidwaf, Ahwdl-i Culamd3-i Farangi
Mahal'l, 1907; c Abd al-Ban, Athdr al-uwal, n.d.;
Mawlawl c lnayat Allah, Tadhkira-yi 'ulamd'-i
Farangi Mahall, Lucknow 1928; Mawlawi Tnayat
Allah, Risdla-i hasrat al-dfdk ba wafdt maa^mucat
al-akhldk, Lucknow 1929; Sibghat Allah Shahrd
AnsarT, Sadr al-mudarrism, Lucknow 1941. The
following works offer information primarily on
the educational activities of the family:
Muhammad Rada Ansarf, Bdni-i Dars-i Nigdmi,
Lucknow 1973; Shiblf Nu'mam, Makdldt-i Shibli,
A'zamgafh 1955, 91-123; Altaf al-Rahman
Kidwaf, Kiydm-i ni^dm-i ta'lim, Lucknow 1924;
G.M.D. Sufi, Al-Mmhaj, Lahore 1941, chs. ii and
iii. For the Farangl Mahallf interest in mysticism, in addition to the biographical works
above, see: Nur al-Hasan Adjmfrf, Khddimdna
guzdrish, Lucknow 1923; c Abd al-Ban, cUrs Hadrat
Bdnsa, Lucknow n.d.; and for their political activities, see: F. Robinson, Separatism among Indian
Muslims: the politics of the United Provinces' Muslims
1860-1923, Cambridge 1974 chs. vii-ix. Light is
shed on other aspects of the family's history and
activities by Muhammad Rada Ansarf, A very
early farmdn of Akbar, cyclostyled paper, Centre
of Advanced Study, Aligarh Muslim University,
and Saeedullah, The life and works of Muhammad
Siddiq Hasan Khan Nawab of Bhopal 12481307/1832-1899, Lahore 1973, 93-101.
(F.C.R. ROBINSON)
FARAS AL-MA5 (A., pi. khayl al-md', khuyul al-md3}
and synonyms faras, al-bahr faras al-nahr, faros nahri,
hisdn al-bahr, denoting the hippopotamus, are nothing
other than Arabic translations of its Greek name 6
ITTTIOC; 6 Jioidiitoc; in the works of Herodotus, then
iTiTTOTiOTaiioc; in the works of Galen and Aristotle;
Herodotus also calls it 6 'innoc, T0t> NeiX,o\), whence
faras al-Ml "horse of the Nile" and Pliny simply translated the Greek as equus Jluviatilis. In Nubia it bears
the name birnik and in the Touareg country, agamba
(pi. igambaten) and bango (pi. bangoten). The epithets
khin&r al-md* (Kazimirski) and ajdmus al-bahr (Amln
al-Ma c luf) attributed to the hippopotamus seem to be
errors of definition.
Belonging to the order of non-ruminant artiodactylae, this bulky African pachyderm (Hippopotamus
amphibius) forms, with its dwarf relative from Liberia,
the recently-discovered pygmy hippopotamus (Choeropsis liberiensis), the family of hippopotamids, which is
closely related to the suids and whose habitat at the
present stretches over central and south-eastern Africa,
from Senegal to Ethiopia and the Transvaal. In the
mid-Quaternary period it was present in large numbers in Europe and North Africa, as is proved by fossile remains. It was widespread throughout the Sahara
in the Neolithic period and at the dawn of recorded
history; Hannon, in the course of his famous journey,
came across the animal in a river which was probably the Saguiet-el-Hamra flowing to the north of the
Rio de Oro. The Nile was a home for these creatures the whole length of its course, including the
Delta, until very recent times, since the Neapolitan
doctor Zerenghi captured a pair of them in a ditchtrap, in 1609, near Damietta. At the beginning of the
19th century, according to Riippel, the hippopotamus
was still common in Nubia, but today, in order to
find it, one must travel down the Nile to a point well
beyond Khartoum; the shrinking of its habitat and the
rapid drop in its numbers are due to the combined
action of the progressive drying-up of the Sahara

and associated regions and uncontrolled destruction on
the part of man, black as well as white.
The first mention of the hippopotamus appears
to be Biblical, since exegetes identify it with the
Behemoth, the brute beast (arabised as bahimut, associated with the root B-H-M) described in the Book
of Job (xl, 10-19), as being one of the first works
of God and as embodying blind force along-side the
"Leviathan" (possibly the crocodile); whatever the
case may be, it is very probable that the waters of
the Jordan were acquainted with the creature in
those remote times. Common throughout ancient
Egypt, the hippopotamus, the walking scourge of
crops, was the incarnation, in local mythology, of
the maleficent goddess Thoueris, partner in evil to
the crocodile god Sobek; a statuette in varnished
blue ceramic (Paris, Museum of the Louvre) dating
from the l l t h Dynasty, or about two thousand years
before the Christian era, definitely constitutes one
of the most ancient representations of the pachyderm. After the Bible, it is in the works of Herodotus
(Histories, ii, 71) that we find the oldest description
of the "horse of the Nile" based on information,
now lost, given by Hecate of Miletus (6th century
B.C.); Aristotle was to reproduce this account (Natural
history), tr. J. Tricot, Paris 1957, i, 127) and after
him, a number of authors including Plutarch,
Diodorus of Sicily, Strabo, Pausanias and Pliny. For
all of them, the image of the hippopotamus is that
of a cloven-footed beast like the cow, with a mane
and with a horse's whinny, but with a very large
and snub nose, and with the tail and tusks of the
wild boar. It kills and eats the crocodile and devastates crops on the banks of the river; it is the
size "of a donkey" and its hide, impenetrable so
long as it is kept dry, is used to make javelins,
shields and helmets. In spite of the exhibition of
hippopotami at Rome on the occasion of triumphs,
and especially at that of Augustus after his victory
over Cleopatra, in spite of the presence of a specimen in the menageries of Heliogabalus, and in
spite, finally, of a precise description of the animal
given by Achilles Tatius and repeated, in the
year 325 of the present era, by Eusthatus of
Cappadocia, the western world was to remain until
the Renaissance in almost complete ignorance of the
hippopotamus, to the extent that in his Treasury, the
Florentine Brunette Latini (13th century) could still
write: "1'ypopotame est un peissons qui est apelez
cheval fluviel por ce que il naist el flun de Nile."
The creature only began to be known with the
accounts, in 1544, of P. Gilles and P. Belon who
were able to observe at leisure, in Constantinople,
one of these animals kept in captivity. In the East,
Arab authors, cosmographers and encyclopaedists,
while retaining the assertions of Aristotle, were able
nevertheless to collect, from Nubia and Abyssinia,
more precise information. Thus al-Djahiz, without
himself knowing the animal, reproduces on the subject (Hayawdn, vii, 129-45, 250) some interesting
details supplied by travelling merchants. He declares
notably that the traces left by the hippopotamus, in
the course of its nocturnal sorties, on the muddy
banks of the Nile, shows to the river farmers the
farthest limit to which the river will rise when in
flood, and that, if captured young, the hippopotamus
is easily domesticated and used to be kept in homes
in close proximity to women and children; this was
said to be an effective means of protecting them
from the jaws of the ever-lurking crocodile. When
it leaves the river to graze, adds al-Djahiz, the hippo-
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potamus goes a considerable distance and only starts
browsing while returning to the water, as if it has
calculated in advance the quantity of food that will
be necessary for it during the night. Its teeth had
the power, among the Nubians, to soothe their frequent stomach ailments, caused by their crude diet
of raw fish and their habit of drinking muddy water;
the invalid would wear one of these teeth over his
stomach. Besides, the internal organs of the
hippopotamus were regarded by them as a good
remedy against the periodical seizures of epileptics
at the time of new moons (sar al-ahilla). To these
observations, al-Mas c udf adds (Muruaj, § 805) that
while feeding, the hippopotamus deposits its excrement here and there and that the intact seeds that
it contains ensure a regrowth of the vegetation.
However, this manner of restitution did little to compensate for the havoc wreaked in the planted fields,
whose owners were often obliged to suppress the
creatures that were to blame for the damage; in
order to do this, they did not hesitate to sacrifice
generous portions of lupins (turmus, tirmis) offered to
the greedy pachyderms, which would gorge themselves with them before returning to the water and
soon after burst with meteorism.
Those who, after these two authors, made mention of the hippopotamus were content to repeat
what had previously been said. It is, however, curious to find that al-Idnsf, describing the Nile and
Nubia (Nuzhat, climate I, section 4), devotes only two
lines to the animal, stating that it has webbed feet.
Still more astonishing is the lack of attention paid
to it by al-Makrizf (Khitat, ch. xx) in the context of
"wonders of the Nile"; repeating al-Mas c udi, he adds
only that the animal is present in large numbers in
the mining district of the Shankfr, on the double
bend of the river. Al-Damm completes all the preceding with his customary rubrics about the permissibility of eating it, the particular qualities of its
organs and the animal's role in oneiromancy. Thus
we know (Haydt al-hayawdn al-kubrd, Cairo 1356/1937,
ii, 221-2) that according to the scheme of Kur'anic
law, the flesh of the hippopotamus may be consumed
because it is a wild herbivore "resembling" a horse.
We also learn that the skin of the pachyderm, buried
in the middle of a village, protects the latter from
every scourge; that after burning, the ashes of this
skin mixed in a paste with flour of the vetch (kirsanna) makes a plaster which, in three days, cures
abcesses; and that the gall, after prolonged soaking,
is dried to make a powder for treating eyes affected with the dark cataract (al-md3 al-aswad}. What alDamrrf omits to mention is the high value accorded
to the ivory of the teeth and tusks of the
hippopotamus. In fact, this ivory was exported from
East Africa along with that of the elephant [see CADJ
and FIL] and the "horn" of the rhinoceros [see
KARKADDAN], but at a higher price because of the
superiority of its grain, of which the pure white does
not grow yellow in the course of time; confused with
the ivory of walrus-tusks under the name rohart
(Nordic in origin), the West imported it as a highquality material for craftsmen of inlaid goods, of
high-class cutlery, and, most of all, of artificial dentures; the production of synthetic materials with resin
base destroyed this market to some extent.
In short, all these mediaeval texts relating to the
hippopotamus are nothing more than echoes of
accounts where imagination frequently prevails over
reality; also, the only true Arab testimony of real
documentary value concerning the animal remains
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that of the indefatigable Moroccan globe-trotter Ibn
Battuta, who saw it with his own eyes in its Nigerian
habitat. In fact, having left Sidjilmasa and crossed
Mauretania and the vast desert of the Touaregs, he
came, in the course of the year 754/1353, to the
Muslim kingdom of Mali [q.v.] on the Niger which,
like all men at that time, he believed to be a branch
of the Nile. There he was in the very heart of
hippopotamus country, since mali is its name in
Bambara, in Malinka and in Mandingo. His first
encounter with the animals took place in the vicinity
of a broad bay (khaliaj) in the river (possibly Lake
Debo) which he had to cross by boat with his caravan (Rihla, Cairo 1346/1928, ii, 201). " . . . T h e r e
were there," he tells "sixteen enormous quadrupeds
which astonished me and which I took to be elephants in view of their large numbers in this same
place. Then I saw them plunge into the water of
the river and I consulted Abu Bakr b. Ya c kub (the
caravan guide) about these huge creatures. They are,
he explained to me, "horses of the river" (khayl albahr] that have left the water to graze on dry land.
They are larger than horses, but they have the mane,
the tail and the head, although their foot is that of
the elephant. I had occasion to see these hippopotami
again when we travelled down the Nile (= the Niger)
in canoes from Timbuktu (Timbuktu) to Gao (Kuku,
formerly called Gogo); they were swimming in the
middle of the river, lifting their heads above the surface and breathing noisily. For fear of these animals
the canoists moved closer to the bank lest they capsize us. The natives have a cunning method for fighting these beasts; they use javelins of which the
(barbed) iron tip is pierced with a hole through which
they thread strong cords. They attack the animal
with these throwing-weapons and, if the spear strikes
the foot or the withers, the iron becomes deeply
embedded; all the hunters then have to do is drag
the victim to the bank with the ropes; they then
dispatch him and feed on his flesh. Hence the abundance of bones strewn the whole length of the banks
of the river." We may add that, since then, the massacre has not ceased and has intensified with the
coming of the Whites to Africa; the hippopotamus
provided, to a considerable extent, the subsistence
of the armies fighting in the Cameroons at the time
of the First World War, and it has since paid a
heavy tribute to suppliers of shipyards and to local
militia chiefs, without counting "safari" enthusiasts
in search of spectacular trophies. Some partial measures towards the protection of the animal have fortunately intervened in some modern African states,
for there can be no doubt, as an English explorer
has written, " . . . that once civilization has driven the
hippopotami away from an African river, that river
loses one of its greatest charms and one of its major
ornaments."
Bibliography: in addition to references given
in the article, see L. Blancou, Geographic cynegetique du monde, Paris 1959, 96; P. Bourgoin,
Animaux de chasse d'Afrique, Paris 1955, 73-5; R.
Fiasson, Uhomme contre Vanimal, Paris 1957, 77;
L. Guyot and P. Gibassier, Les noms des animaux
terrestres, Paris 1967, 74-6; Th. Haltenorth and
W7. Trense, Das Grosswild der Erde, Bonn-MunichVienna 1956; B. Heuvelmans, Sur la piste des
betes ignorees, Paris 1955, ii, 115-16; L. Lavauden,
Les grands animaux de chasse de I'Afrique Francaise
(collection Faune des colonies francaises, v/7), Paris
1934, 416-20; H. Lhote, La chasse chez les Touaregs,
Paris 1951, 68-9; I.T. Sanderson, Living mammals
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of the world, Fr. tr. Les Mammiferes vivants du monde,
Paris 1957.
(F. VIRE)
FARMASUNIYYA (A.), freemasonry (also in
Arabic: Firmdsuniyya, Mdsuniyya and Bindya Hurra', in
Turkish, Franmasonluk, Farmasonluk, Masonluk).
I. In the O t t o m a n e m p i r e and its successor states.
Freemansonry first penetrated the Empire via
lodges (Arabic mahfil; Turkish mahfel, loco) established by Europeans. As many of the lodges were
established without the authority of organised
freemasonry, they were frequently short-lived. Several
lodges were reported in Aleppo, Izmir and Corfu
in 1738, in Alexandretta in the early 1740s, in the
Armenian parts of Eastern Turkey in 1762 and in
Istanbul in 1768 or 1769. Individual freemasons—
although not lodges—were reported in Tunisia in
1784 (Jews of Livornese origin) and a year later
in Algeria (local Muslims). In Egypt, lodges were
allegedly set up by French officers during the
Napoleonic Occupation. Despite the small number
and limited activities of freemasons in the 18th century, the Ottoman authorities restricted them, with
only moderate success, as early as 1748. More information is available on masonic activity since the
1820s, especially among foreigners and local
Christians and Jews in Istanbul, Izmir, Syria, Thrace,
Macedonia, Epirus and other parts of the Empire.
From the mid-19th century onwards, more and more
international freemasonic organisations founded
lodges in the main population centres of the Empire,
through their European residents. The spread of
freemasonry was indeed a facet of European influence; it progressed more rapidly in areas under
European political control, e.g. in Algeria after 1830
(1851: 842 freemasons in 14 lodges), Tunisia after
1881 (1910: more than 300 freemasons) and Egypt
after 1882. European economic penetration had an
impact as well; the first lodge in Jaffa was set up
by French railway engineers in 1891. Robert Morris,
an American freemason who toured Asia Minor in
1868 and founded the first lodge in Jerusalem, in
that year calculated that 17 English, 15 French and
8 Italian lodges were active throughout the Empire.
Actually there were more; by the end of the century,
there was hardly a city or town of importance without at least one lodge. Christians, Muslims and Jews
mingled freely in these lodges (although certain
lodges were preponderantly of one faith, such as
Sion's Lodge, founded among the Izmir Jews in
1870), which were among the few meeting-places
for members of different faiths, as well as for foreigners and natives. This created a language problem, and the ritual was sometimes performed in
more than one language. Membership figures were
generally modest—between approximately one dozen
and one hundred per lodge—but the importance of
freemasonry was enhanced by such important persons as the Algerian amir c Abd al-Kadir (1864),
Mehmed Rashid, wall of Syria (1868), Djamal alDfn al-Afgham [q.v.], Muhammad 'Abduh [q.v.~\ and
several members of the Khedivial family (from the
1860s onwards). Moreover, many local freemasons
were people-of-means—generally of the upper middle classes—because of the relatively high membership dues. This remains true, to a great extent,
to this very day.
It was perhaps inevitable that the lodges would
serve, at times, as nuclei for anti-establishment
and even revolutionary political activity, owing to
their clandestine nature. Prince Halfm, Grand

Master of the Grand Orient of Egypt in 1867-8,
attempted to use the freemasons in his struggle
against the Khedive Isma'Tl. In 1876, the deposed
Sultan Murad V unsuccessfully sought to enlist the
assistance of the freemasons in Istanbul to ensure
his safety from 'Abd al-Hamfd IPs designs and
probably even for launching a counter-coup. Early
in the 20th century, masonic lodges, mostly those
in Salonica, served as a cover for the meetings of
leaders of the Young Turks, of whom at least one,
Tal'at, was an active freemason. There is, however, no conclusive evidence that freemasonry as such
played a role in the preparation and implementation of the Young Turk Revolution. True,
freemasonry could—and did—operate more freely
in the post-Hamidian era (it had been proscribed
during cAbd al-Hamfd II's reign), although only for
a short period, as Enwer forbade its activities soon
after World War I broke out. Persistent rumours
about freemansonry have nonetheless discredited it
in Republican Turkey and some of the Arab states
(in Syria and Egypt freemasonry is prohibited; in
several others, it is severely limited). This is hardly due to the number of freemasons: There were
about 500 freemasons in Turkey in 1923 and ca.
2000-2400 between 1930 and 1935—when all lodges
were closed down. They reopened in 1948 as an
Association of the Masons of Turkey (Tiirkiye Mason
Dernegi) which has been publishing since January
1951 a periodical, Turk Mason Dergisi, renamed Mason
Dergisi in July 1973. Turkish membership reached
2,367 in 1966; figures for other Middle Eastern
states are not available, but seem to be equally
modest (e.g. in 1931, there were ca. 1500 in Palestine
and ca. 1000 in Tunisia) and declining since the
disappearance of the Mandates and Protectorates.
Rather, freemasonry's universalist and international character, partly beyond the state's immediate
control, awakened suspicion in nationalist circles,
while the non-Muslim origins of its founders and
the marked secularist spirit in many of the lodges
aroused
animosity
among devout
Muslims.
Freemasonry's social and educational philanthropy
has been resented, as well, which may explain why
many, if not most published works on freemasonry,
in both Arabic and Turkish, tend to attack rather
than defend it. Several of those printed in the Arab
states link freemasonry and Zionism (without tangible proof), denigrating both. Such works have
been published in Turkey, too, where the most prolific exponent of anti-freemasonry was Cevat Rifat
Atilhan. Recently, Turkish organs sympathetic to
the Nationalist Action and National Salvation Parties
have systematically been presenting freemasonry as
evil and hostile to both Turkey and Islam. These
attitudes notwithstanding, masonic activity continues in Turkey and nearly all the Arab states, with
varying degrees of success.
Bibliography: Precis des travaux de la R.'. des amis
de Napoleon le Grand a l}0.'. d'Alexandrie relatifs a une
Jete de la paix, celebree le 19 j.'. du 9. m. de Van de
la V:. L.: 5809, Alexandria 1809. De Belisaire,
Orient d'Alger. Proces verbal de {'inauguration du nouveau
temple, 8*jour du 9e mois de Fan de la V.'. .L.'.
5837, Marseilles 1838; R. Morris, Freemasonry in the
Holy Land, or the handmarks of Hiram's builders, New
York 1872; Raffaele Scarozza, Alia massoneria universale generalmente ed a tutte le potenze massoniche particolarmente sulla legale regolare esistenza del Grande Oriente
Egiziano contra la guerra fatta degli oppositori questo
povero lavoro a tutti inditiuta-imente un massone dedica,
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E. Kedourie, Young Turks, freemasons and Jews, in
Alexandria 1874; Ed. St.J. Fairman, Prince Halim
Middle East Studies, vii (1971), 89-104; Sultan
Pacha, of Egypt—a freemason, London 1884; R.F.
Abdiilhamit, Siyasi hatirlanm, Istanbul 1974, 97-8;
Gould, The history of freemasonry: its antiquities,
Daniel Ligou, ed., Dictionnaire universel de la francsymbols, constitutions, customs, etc., iii, London
mafonnerie, i-ii, n.p. [Paris] 1974; J.M. Landau,
1887, esp. 320 ff.; D. Gazes, Essai sur I'histoire
Radical politics in modern Turkey, Leiden 1974, 182des Israelites de Tumsie, Paris 1888, 140-1; F.G.
96, 277 (= Turkish tr., Ankara 1978, 261 ff.);
de Nichichievich, ed., Annuaire mafonnique umNecdet Sevinc, Ordular, masonlar, Komunistler:],
versel pour 1889-1890, Alexandria 1889; DjurdjI
c
Istanbul 1975; anon., Masonik faaliyetler ii^erindeki
Zaydan, Ta^nkh al-mdsuniyya al- dmm mundhu
perdesi kalkmmahdir, n.p. 1975; Hasan Gem, Diinyada
nash}atihd ild hddhd 'l-cdm, Cairo 1889; Ilyas
ve Turkiyede masonluk, Istanbul 1976; Hikmet
MunsI, Dustur al-mahdfil al-misriyya al-wataniyya
Tanyu, Tarih boyunca Yahudiler ve Tiirkler, i-ii,
al-tdbica li-cashlrat al-bannd'in al-abrdr dhawi 'l-cahd
c
Istanbul 1976-7; Feroz Ahmad, The Turkish experal-kadim wa 'l-rdya al- dmma al-musahhaha, Cairo
iment in democracy 1950-1975, London 1977, 235,
1893; Shahfn Makariyus, Kitdb al-dddb al367, 376-8, 384; M. Ertugrul Diizdag, Turkiye'de
mdsuniyya, Cairo 1895; idem, Kitdb al-asrdr almasonluk meselesi, Istanbul 1977; Ilhami Soysal,
khafiyya fi >l-dj_amciyya al-mdsuniyya, Cairo 1900;
Tiirkiye ve diinyada masonluk ve masonlar, Istanbul
Iliya 'l-Hadjdj, al-Khuldsa al-mdsuniyya, Cairo
1978, 165 ff.; David Farhi, Yehudey Sdlomki be1900; anon., al-Hakika al-dj_aliyya fi 'l-shi'a almahpekhat ha-Turklm hatse'irim ("The Jews of
mdsuniyya, Cairo 1907; N. Nicolaides, L'Empire
Salonica in the Young Turk revolution"), in
ottoman, une annee de constitution, Brussels 1909,
Sefunot, Jerusalem, xv (1978), 135-52; anon., Usul
150-3; L. Shaykho, al-Sirr al-masun fi shl'at
al-bindya al-hurra, Acre n.d.; Cevat Rifat Atilhan,
al-farmasun, Beirut 1909-11; Grand Orient
Masonluk nedir? n.p., n.d.
Ottoman, Instruction pour le premier grade symbol(J.M. LANDAU)
ique, Istanbul 1910; idem, Reglement general du
2. In P e r s i a . For this, see FARAMUSH-KHANA,
Grand Orient Ottoman pour les ateliers du I' 7 au 3""
above.
degre, Istanbul n.d. [1910]; Joseph Sakakini,
FAROUK [see FARUK].
Incident avec la grande loge d'Egypte. Rapport du (sic)
FARRUKHAN, the name of two ispahbadhs of
Joseph Sakakini, de I'irregularite de la grande loge
T a b a r i s t a n : Farrukhan Djllanshah, ancestor of the
d'Egypte presidee par Idris Ragheb Memphitique,
Dabuyid dynasty of Tabaristan and of the Badhuspanid
Istanbul 1910; R.F. Gould et alii, eds., A library
of freemasonry, iv, London 1911, 124-6, 145-7;
dynasty of Ruyan, and Farrukhan the Great, his greatanon.,' Le livre
noir: Vanarchic dans la oerande loee
grandson and the second Dabuyid ispahbadh of
,
o
Tabaristan.
nationale d'Egypte, Caire n.d. [1912-13]; Djurdj
1. FARRUKHAN DJ!LANSHAH, ispahbadh of Tabaristan
Ashkar and Wadi c Hanna, al-Kdnun al-cumumi
li 'l-mahfal al-akbar al-Iskutldndi 'l-cdmil bi-tankat
at the time of the Arab conquest, in about 22/643.
He claimed to be the great-grandson of Djamasp,
al-bannd'in al-ahrdr al-kadima al-makbula, Beirut
brother of the Sasanid king Kawadh I (488-531), at
1926; Kemalettin Apak, Tiirkiye masonluk tarihi,
Izmir 1932; Eugen Lennhoff and Oskar Posner,
least according to Ibn Isfandiyar, 97, who asserts
Internationales Freimaurerlexikon, Munich 1932;
that he ruled over the south-Caspian provinces
anon., Tiirkiye buyiik me$nkimn 1935 biitfe nizam(Tabaristan, Djllan, Daylam) and the land of the
namesi projesi, Istanbul 1934; R. Chajim Josef
Khazars and the Slavs; but his titles contradict these
assertions, in fact, according to Balcaml, iii, 493; Ibn
David Asulai, Ma'gal tob ha-salem: Itinerarium
(1753-1794], ed. Aron Freiman, Jerusalem
Khurradadhbih, 119, tr. 91; al-Tabarf, i, 2659, he
1934, 61; Yusuf al-Hadjdj, Fi sabil al-hakk: haykal
adopted the pompous titles: Djll Djflan, Ispahbadh
Sulaymdn aw al-watan al-kawmi li 'l-Yahud, Beirut
Ispahbadhan, Ispahbadh
Khurasan, Padhish1934; Siileyman Kulce, Turkiye'de masonluk,
khwardjarshah, which are to be translated as: King
Izmir 1948; c Abd al-Rahman Saml Tsmat, alof the people of Djrlan, chief of the ispahbadh?, (of
Sahyuniyya wa 'l-mdsuniyya2, Alexandria 1950; M.
Tabaristan), (holding his office from the) ispahbadh of
Raif Ogan, Tiirkiyedeki masonluk if yuzii ve sirlan,
Khurasan, king of the mountain regions (of
Istanbul 1951; J.M. Landau, Parliaments and parTabaristan). If then control of the land of the Khazars
ties in Egypt, Tel-Aviv 1953, 80-3 (= Arabic tr.,
and Slavs is to be excluded, there is no reason to
Cairo 1975, 84-6); Z.H. Velibe§e, Turkiyede fransuppose that Farrukhan exercised effective control of
masonluk, Ankara 1956; E.E. Ramsaur, The Young
Daylam and Djrlan, in spite of his title of Djflanshah,
Turks: prelude to the revolution of 1908, Princeton
which simply indicates that he was a native of Djflan,
1957, 103-10; Kemalettin Apak, Ana fizgitenyle I as is confirmed by Balcamr, iii, 493. In fact, Daylam
Tiirkiyedeki masonluk tarihi, Istanbul 1958; Sayf aland Djllan are not mentioned among Farrukhan's
Dm al-Bustam, Awkifu hddhd 'l-saratdn: hakikat
possessions in the treaty of capitulations which he
al-mdsuniyya wa-ahddfuhd, n.p. [Damascus], n.d.
concluded with the general Suwayd b. Mukarrin, in
[1959]; Cevat Rifat Atilhan, Farmasonluk insanligm
22/643 (al-Taban, i, 2659-60). All that is attested
kanseri, Istanbul 1960; B. Lewis, The emergence of
by the sources is that Farrukhan, profiting from the
modern Turkey, London 1961, 172-4, 207-8; J.M.
decline of the central Sasanid power, enjoyed autonLandau, Prolegomena to a study of secret societies in
omy over Tabaristan, and occupied a senior posimodern Egypt, in Middle Eastern Studies, London,
tion with regard to the other local chieftains. His
1 (Jan. 1965), esp. 4 ff.; Ahmad Ghalwash, alallegiance to the Sasanids is shown by the fact that
Djam'iyya al-mdsuniyya: hakd*ikuhd
wa-khafdydhd,
he sent military contingents to the battle of Nihawand
Cairo 1966; X. Yacono, Un siecle de franc-mafon(21/642) which decided the fate of the Iranian plateau
nene algenenne (1785-1884), Paris 1969; Mehmet
(al-Baladhun, 280; al-Dmawarl, 141).
Vedat Onat, Yakm tarihimizde masonluk uterine bir
After their victory, the Arab armies marched
deneme, Istanbul 1971; Cevat Rifat Atilhan, Turk,
against the northern provinces of Persia and took
i§te dujmamn, Istanbul 1971; Necdet Sevinc,
control of al-Rayy (in spite of the intervention of
Ordular, masonlar, Komunistler, Istanbul 1971;
troops sent from Tabaristan, Balcami", iii, 489), of
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Dunbawand, Kumis and Djurdjan, thus encircling
Tabaristan. Also, "when the ispahbadhs of Tabaristan
became aware of these facts, they went to consult
their suzerain, _upon whom they all depended, and
who lived at Amul, in the centre of the province.
This was a powerful man, a Gllanl, his name was
Farrukhan and he was called ispahbadh of the ispahbadh^ . . ." (Balcamr, iii, 493). Farrukhan advised submission with the payment of a meagre 500,000 dirhams
in tribute for Tabaristan (Bal'ami, iii, 493-4; al-Tabarf,
i, 2659-60), which was far less than the sum paid to
the Sasanids, according to Ibn Isfandiyar, 118. This
submission was to prove purely formal, hence this
led in 30/651 to an expedition by Sa'ld b. al-cAs,
which initially met with fierce resistance (al-Tabarf,
i, 2836, ii, 1322; Balcamf iv, 334-5; al-Baladhun,
334-5; Ibn Isfandiyar, 98). The local historians indicate neither the length of the reign of Farrukhan,
nor the date of his death, but state that his son Djfl
Djawbara seized control of Daylam and Djflan (which
were reckoned to form part of the possessions of
Farrukhan Djllanshah), raised an army there and
threatened to invade Tabaristan (another of his father's
territories). The King of Kings Yazdgird III (632-51)
was obliged to accept the fait accompli and to invest
Djil Djawbara with the title DjTl Djllan, Padhishkhwardjarshah (Ibn Isfandiyar, 97; Zahlr al-Dln, 42).
Now these events are placed in the 35th year of
the new Persian era, which corresponds to 667 A.D.,
if the era in question is that of Yazdgird III, who
fled from his capital, Ctesiphon-Seleucia, in 637 A.D.,
and was assassinated in 31/651. One might suppose
that Farrukhan Djilanshah had been deposed, which
would explain the reconquest by his son, but the
strangest thing is that Ibn Isfandiyar, 97, claims that
Djil Djawbara established his capital at Fuman, in
Djllan, reigned 15 years and divided his territories
among his elder son Dabuya (eponymous ancestor
of the Dabuyids) and his younger son Badhuspan
(eponymous ancestor of the Badhuspanids [q.v.], the
Dabuyids continued to dominate the other local
princes of Tabaristan (the Zarmihrids of Miyandurud
near Sariya; the Karinids of the Kaon mountains;
Bawandids of the Sharwfn mountains; the Marzbans
of Tamlsha; etc.) and had their capital at Amul,
while the Badhuspanids controlled Ruyan. On the
other hand, the death of Djll Djawbara is placed
by the local historians in the year 50 of the new
era of the Persians, which corresponds to 682
A.D., if the era in question is that of Yazdgird III.
Now Tabaristan inaugurated its own era on the 1st
Farvardm I/27th Shawwal 31/11th June 652, and
the year 50 of the era of Tabaristan corresponds to
82-3/701-2. This shows that the exploits attributed
to Djll Djawbara are probably a legendary account,
inspired by the etymology of his name Djawbara,
which means "he who rides a bull"; according to
the local sources, Djil Djawbara disguised himself,
for a reconnaissance of Tabaristan, by pushing in
front of himself two cows from Djllan (Zahlr al-Dm,
39; Rehatsek, in JBBRAS (1876), 438)'. As for the
new era of the Persians, it is the era of Tabaristan
(since the length of the reigns of the Dabuybid ispahbadhs, as given by the local historians, corresponds
within a few years to the dates shown by the Dabuyid
coinage discovered up to the present) rather than
that of Yazdgird III (which differs by 20 years
from the era of Tabaristan). So we have a reign of
Farrukhan DjTlanshah lasting until roughly 61/680;
his successors were his son Djll Djawbara who
reigned 15 years (ca. 62-77, 681-96), then Dabuya

who "reigned over Tabaristan in a severe and inflexible manner" (Ibn Isfandiyar, 98) for 16 years, that
is ca. 77-92/696-710, and finally Farrukhan the
Great, surnamed Dhu 'l-Manakib ("the Virtuous"),
who reigned for 17 years according to the local
sources.
2. FARRUKHAN THE GREAT, great-grandson of
Farrukhan DjTlanshah, and second ispahbadh of the
Dabuyid dynasty of Tabaristan. His reign begins with
the issue of coinage in the name of the Dabuyid
ispahbadhs, dating from the year 60 of the era of
Tabaristan 93/711. The coinage consists of silver
half-drachmas, of the same type as the Sa.sa.nid
dirhams of Khusraw II (590-628), but their originality lies in the fact that they are dated by the era of
Tabaristan, which begins on the 1st Farvardm 21 of
the era of Yazdgird III, corresponding to the llth
June 652 (according to Mordtmann, in £DMG, viii
(1854), 173-4, and not 651 as is supposed by
Marquart, Erdnsahr, 133). The year of issue is indicated on the left on the reverse side of the coins, in
Pahlavi, of which the writing is ambiguous, which
explains how its interpretation may be difficult and
sometimes uncertain. It is thus that Unvala insists
that there are two princes: Farroxv (the Farrukhan
the Great of the local sources) who reigned 10-11
years, from 60 to 70 T., and another prince, whom
he calls Farroxvan, who would be the son of Farroxv,
and who would have reigned 8-9 years, from 72 to
79 T. (reproduction of the coinage of Farrukhan the
Great, of the years 60, 63 65-70 75, 77 T. in Unvala,
Plate). To justify this distinction, he stresses the difference in the orthography of the names: Farroxv and
Farroxvan, which is also found in Ibn Isfandiyar, 114.
This historian mentions in the reign of the last
Dabuyid, Khurshld, a Fakhran and a Farrukhan, both
sons of Djusnas. Furthermore, Unvala declares that
the coins of Farroxv have no marginal inscription on
the right, whereas those of Farroxvan bear the words
apd and nwak (= "miraculous, marvellous, good"), after
the year 72 T. (Unvala: 7, § 3; 8, § 4, 5, 7, 9, 10;
30, § 10; n. 6; 31, § 11, 15). These arguments did
not convince J. Walker (according to Unvala, 7-8,
§ 4), who thinks that the reference is to the same
individual, Farrukhan the Great, of whom the local
historians speak (reproduction of the coinage from
60-2, 65-70, 75, 77, in Walker, i, PI. xxiii), but does
not give reasons.
In our opinion, there are important objections to
Unvala's hypothesis: seeing that Ibn Isfandiyar distinguishes so carefully the sons of Djusnas, there is
no reason why he should confuse Farroxv and
Farroxvan. On the other hand, Unvala (8, § 4; 31,
§ 15) makes Farroxvan the son of Farroxv "as the
patronymic indicates", which is not" conclusive, for
Fakhran and Farrukhan are two brothers, and not
father and son. Finally, the supplementary marginal
inscriptions do not imply ipso facto the existence of
two persons: in fact the coins of the governor of
Tabaristan Hani3 b. Hani5 have marginal inscriptions
on the right, which vary (reproduction in Walker, i,
PI. xxv, 12-15, xxxviii, 12-15); some of them mention only the name of the governor, other bear the
initial & of Jj^ (= "justice") above the name (accord
ing to Unvala: 12, § 6). There is no question here
in Unvala's mind of two distinct governors.
On the other hand, the anonymous coinages of
134 T., 135 T., and 137 T. are of three varieties:
the first are marked nwak(u), nwak, ^^ (= "very, good");
the second Dj.arir, nwak(u), ^; the third apd
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and nwak(u), apd and nwak, apd and & (according to
Unvala: 12, § 9; 10, § 25; reproduction in Walker,
iv, PL xxvi, 15-17, xxvii, 1-9, 13, xxxviii, ii, 14). The
Pahlavi words apd and nwak are thus homologues of
the initial p of Jjtt, and it is clear therefore that a
Farroxv and a Farroxvan cannot be distinguished in
the manner employed by Unvala.
According to Ibn Isfandiyar, 27, Farrukhan the
Great took control of the territories lying between
Tabaristan and Nfshapur, and put an end to the
incursions by the Turks of Dihistan with whom he
made a truce. This respite was put to advantage in
reinforcing his realm, so well that when hostilities
were resumed, the Turks were crushed at Turancar or Turfsha. This narrative in fact recalls an
episode of the reign of Khusraw I (Christensen,
Sassanides, 380), which was associated elsewhere with
the grandfather of Farrukhan the Great, Djll
Djawbara. This story is not to be believed, especially since Ibn Isfandiyar states elsewhere (105) that
Farrukhan maintained friendly relations with the
governor of Khurasan, Kutayba b. Muslim (8696/702-15) [q.v.]. All these errors are explained by
the fact that the local historians claim that the
Dabuyids ruled over Tabaristan, Gflan and Daylam
because they bore the title Gil Gflan, Ispahbadh
Ispahbadhan (king of the Gils, Ispahbadh of the
Ispabadhs). Now, neither Gflan nor Daylam was
under the rule of Farrukhan the Great, for Ibn
Isfandiyar, 99-100, mentions an attack made by the
Daylamls against Tabaristan, an attack which was
frustrated by a trick. Similarly, when YazTd b. alMuhallab tried to conquer Tabaristan in 97/717,
Farrukhan the Great "appealed for help to the King
of Daylam who sent him 10,000 men" (Bal c amr, iv,
228). These Daylaml reinforcements and the nature
of the terrain, suitable for ambushes, saved the ispahbadh from annexation of his territory, but he was
obliged to consent to a heavy tribute to obtain the
withdrawal of Yazld's troops (al-Tabarf, ii, 1320-1,
1327-9; al-Baladhurl, 336-8; Ibn 'Isfandiyar, 105-7,
presents a different version, which cannot be
accepted). Farrukhan the Great concerned himself
with the development of Tabaristan until his death,
ca. 110-12/728-30. He was succeeded by his son
Dadhburzmihr who reigned for 12 years (Ibn
Isfandiyar, 108) until ca. 122/739.
Bibliography: In addition to the Arabic sources
(Baladhurf, Futuh; Ibn al-Fakfh; Ya'kubf, Ta'rikh;
Tabarf; Ibn al-Athfr) and the Persian ones
(Balcamf; Ibn Isfandiyar, abridged tr. E.G. Browne;
Zahfr al-Dm, Ta'nkh-i Tabaristan, ed. B. Dorn,
St. Petersburg 1850; E.'Rehatsek, The Bdw and
Gdobdrah Sepahbuds along the southern shores of the
Caspian, in JBBRAS, xii (1876), 410-45, there should
be added J. Marquart, Erdnsahr; Mordtmann,
Erkldrung der Mun^en mit Pehlevi Legenden, in. Abteilung,
Miinzen von Tabaristan, in £T)MG, viii (1854), 17380; H.L. Rabino di Borgomale, Les dynasties de
Mdzandardn de Van 50 H. a Van 1006 H (6721597/98) d'apres les sources locales, in JA, ccxxviii
(1938); J.M. Unvala, Numismatique du Tabaristan,
Paris 1938; J. Walker, A catalogue of the Arab-Sassanian
coins in the British Museum, London 1941; M. Rekaya,
Les provinces sud-caspiennes de la conquete arabe au milieu
du HP siecle de I'H./ 642-864, typed memoire, ParisSorbonne 1968, abridged in RSO, xlviii (1973-4),
117-52.
(M. REKAYA)
FARUK, K i n g of Egypt, son of King Fu'ad
(1923-36) [see FU'AD AL-AWWAL] and Queen Nazi!
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(nee Sabn), grandson of the Khedive Ismacil (1863-79)
[see ISMACIL PASHA], was born in Cairo on 21 Djumada
al-ula 1338/11 February 1920. He was proclaimed
Crown Prince on 13 April 1922, officially named
Prince of the Sacfd (Upper Egypt) on 12 December
1933, and proclaimed King of Egypt on 28 April
1936 in succession to his father who died on that
day. He officially ascended the throne on 6 May 1936.
On 20 January 1938 he married Saftnaz Dhu '1-Fikar,
daughter of Judge Yusuf Dhu '1-Fikar, Vice-President
of the Alexandria Mixed Court of Appeals. Safinaz
was given the name and title of Queen Farfda of
Egypt. There were three daughters from the marriage, before it was dissolved in November 1948, when
Faruk divorced Farfda. On 6 May 1951 Faruk, at
thirty-one, married Nariman Sadik, the seventeen-year
old daughter of Husayn Fahml Sadik, who was already
betrothed to Zakl Hashim, an Egyptian official of the
United Nations Secretariat. She bore him a son, Crown
Prince Ahmad Fu'ad, who was born in Cairo on 16
January 1952.
Faruk's intended education was suddenly cut short
at sixteen when his father died. It is, however, unlikely
that he would have taken to serious study in preparation for his royal duties even had his father lived
longer. Until he was fifteen, Faruk was tutored at
home. His English governess, Mrs Ina Taylor, was
generally in charge. She tried to impart the main
features of a typically English formative education
into a prince living in ornate, European-modelled
palaces, but in which much of court life, practice
and behaviour remained a mixture of imported
European formalities and native Ottoman oriental
standards. His father tried gradually to introduce the
young prince to his future royal duties. Thus Faruk
was made Chief Scout of Egypt in 1933 at the tender age of thirteen. A year before that he had made
his first appearance in a public function. The following year, 1934, he deputised for his father at the
Air Force celebrations in Heliopolis. At fourteen and
fifteen he cut a dashing young figure of a handsome,
polite prince. King Fu'ad, however, was a politically-involved monarch. Between 1930 and 1935, crucial years in Faruk's life, Fu'ad was involved in one
constitutional or political crisis after another, an economic depression, and mounting opposition from the
so-called popular political parties such as the Wafd.
He hardly had much time to devote to his son.
Consequently, Faruk spent those crucial formative
years mostly with his three sisters, his governess, his
mother and her female relatives. His only frequent
male companions were palace servants, guards and
his French gymnastics master. It is not known, for
instance, if during those formative years, he had any
male friends of his age.
Faruk failed to gain a place at Eton. Nevertheless,
his father sent him to England in 1935 with a view
to entering the Royal Military College, Woolwich.
He was accompanied by his officially-designated
tutor Ahmad Hasanayn (Pasha), a Balliol man,
champion fencer and famous explorer, who was
later to have a great influence over the young king,
especially in the period from 1941 to 1945. The
notoriously anti-British General cAz!z All al-Masrf
accompanied Faruk as his military tutor. Faruk
failed the entrance examination to Woolwich, but
he was allowed to attend some lessons two afternoons a week. The rest of the time he spent at
Kenry House, Kingston Hill, Surrey, where he settled with his entourage in October 1935. Sgt.-Major
W.H. Parker looked after his physical fitness train-
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ing, including fencing. Faruk's six-month sojourn in
England was short and of limited education value
since he attended no formal or regular course of
study. He did, however, acquire a taste for London's
attractions, particularly its famous shops.
Returning to Egypt upon the death of his father,
Faruk could not assume his full royal duties until he
had attained his majority which, by the Hijra calendar reckoning, was to be in August 1937. Until then
a Regency Council, consisting of his uncle Prince
Muhammad 'All, cAzfz Pasha clzzat and his maternal uncle Sharif Pasha Sabrf, acted for him. cAli
Mahir, a man close to King Fu'ad, had been Prime
Minister since January of that year, and generally
exerted a direct influence over the new young
monarch. Subsequently, as Chief of his Royal Cabinet
and Prime Minister again in 1939-40, he was to complicate Faruk's relations with the more popular leader
of the Wafd, Mustafa Nahh as Pasha, embroil him
in contacts with the Axis powers and thus further
exacerbate his relations with the British Ambassador
Sir Miles Lampson especially, and the British generally. Another early, dubious influence on the young
inexperienced king was that of Shaykh Mustafa alMaraghi, Shaykh of the Azhar, a man who was also
close to his father and who harboured anti-Wafdist,
anti-British sympathies. Both these men, as well as
others among his courtiers, were to involve Faruk in
the treacherous shoals of Egyptian politics from 1936
to 1952. They seemed to counter the influence of his
mentor, Ahmad Heiubareiodot;asanayn, an ambitious
though dexterous and consummate politician, who
somehow tried to smooth relations between the king,
the political parties and the British.
Faruk, however, began his reign quite auspiciously
as a highly-popular young monarch. His month's
tour of Upper Egypt in January-February 1937 was
a great success and the envy of the politicians. A
second tour of Europe in April-July 1937 seemed to
initiate Faruk into the less edifying delights of
European capitals. By 1940, before he was 21, the
men around him, led by 'All Mahir, had fully
acquainted him with the need jealously to guard his
political prerogatives against the Wafd and the British.
Thus he tacitly approved of Mahir's use of certain
new radical youth movements, such as the Young
Egypt Society, and of the Azhar in order to push
forward his leadership of a national Islamic regeneration. When, at the insistence of the British, cAlf
Mahir was dismissed as Prime Minister in June 1940,
Faruk was left at the mercy of the politicians and
Britain's war needs. In fact, as early as 29 November
1937, Sir Miles Lampson, who did not particularly
like Faruk and whose relationship with him resembled that between Cromer and the young Khedive
c
Abbas (Hilrm) II [q.v.] from 1892 to 1914, cabled
to the Foreign Office in London:
HM by all indications is shaping for the role of
traditional oriental despot. . . His ultimate overthrow will occur when Nahhas goes. . . .
Lampson was forty years older than Faruk and his
opinion of the young Egyptian king may have been
influenced accordingly. What is certain, however, is
that Lampson did not appreciate Faruk's flouting
of British war interests in his persistence appointed governments of his choice, his refusal to deal
firmly with several crises in 1940-1, occasioned
by Italy's entry into the war and the collapse of
France, and his continued connections with 'All
Mahir and his anti-British agitation through the use

of extremist political groups such as the National
party, the Muslim Brethren, the Young Egypt
Society and the Azhar. It seems that he took
Ahmad Hasanayn's advice in appointing both the
Hasan Sabrl and Husayn Sirrf coalition governments (June 1940-January 1942). But neither of
these governments was strong enough to deal with
the exigencies of war. Both were open to the
machinations of the palace and to the attacks of
the majority Wafd party. Actually, the latter began
to agitate against them in order to recapture the
initiative in the nationalist cause. Nahhas Pasha
in June 1941, when the British were being pressed
by Rommel's forces practically at the gates of
Alexandria, approached the British with a view to
his returning to power. The timing was crucial,
for Britain was in a most difficult military position in Greece and the Western Desert. When
Nahhas threatened to foment popular agitation in
the country, Lampson felt he must act. It was the
concatenation of these events that suggested vigorous British intervention in Egyptian affairs. The
intervention was to prove fateful for the career
and future of Faruk.
Amidst anti-government and anti-British demonstrations in January 1942, largely inspired and organised
by pro-cAli Mahir elements, the King procrastinated
over severing diplomatic relations with Vichy France.
When his Prime Minister Husayn Sirn, did so, the
King dismissed his Foreign Minister, a move against
which the British protested vehemently, leading to
the resignation of the Sirn government on 1 February.
A British request that Nahhas be invited to form a
government went unheeded for three days, while
Faruk gathered the leaders of all the political parties
in his palace to discuss the crisis. As Lampson did
not specify in his Note to the King what kind of
government Nahhas might lead, Faruk invited him
to lead a national coalition government. But Nahhas
insisted on a purely Wafdist cabinet, which the King
would not accept.
When Lampson marched into cAbdfn Palace at 9
p.m. to confront Faruk, accompanied by General
Stone, GOC British Land Forces, and backed up by
a battalion of armoured troops that had surrounded
the Palace, he did not do so with the intention of
imposing on the King a purely Wafdist government.
Rather, the ultimatum he read to the King demanded
his abdication. Faruk, however, on Hasanayn's advice,
offered with alacrity the compromise formula of a
purely Wafdist government headed by Nahhas.
The so-called Palace Incident of 4 February 1942
had paradoxical consequences. It made Faruk, temporarily at least, very popular with Egyptian nationalists as well as with the Egyptian officer corps, but
created a permanent rift between him and Nahhas
of the Wafd, whom he planned to dismiss at the earliest opportunity. It also deepened the incurable antipathy between him and Lampson. In fact, Faruk acquired
a deep resentment for the British in general. A motor
accident in al-Kassasfn on 15 November 1943 added
to his fears, fantasies and resentments. Yet after the
Battle of Alamein, he had no choice but to affect an
overtly pro-British attitude.
Immediately after the War, Faruk faced serious
political problems in the country, made even more
difficult by the greatly strengthened violent movement of the Muslim Brethren [see AL-IKHWAN-ALMUSLIMIN], army officer conspiracies, Communist and
other extremist groups. He escaped annually to
Cyprus or Europe on prolonged summer holidays.
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He grew corpulent, lazy and coarse. He seemed to
sleep most of the day and wander at night, accompanied by his trusted servants Antonio Pulli, Ernesto
Verucci, Pietro Garo, his ADC c Umar Fathf and his
Albanian bodyguards. He divided his time between
the Auberges des Pyramides and the Helmia Palace
nightclubs, his various private garconnieres in Cairo
and Alexandria, and the Royal Automobile Club gambling table in the centre of modern Cairo. The insecurity and unhappiness of his childhood, and his
interrupted or nonexistent education, added to his
inferiority complex and inability to concentrate. He
was estranged from his wife and mother and sought
escapist pleasures in the company of women procured
for him by his servants. He became addicted to all
kinds of pills, hormonal preparations, a variety of
elixirs, food and gambling. He acquired a mania for
collecting coins, stamps, pornographic literature, aids
and ephemera. He became more elusive, unpunctual
and socially impossible, with his coarse practical jokes,
kleptomania, compulsive boasting and bad sportsmanship, characterised by a streak of cruelty. He could
neither lead—and thus mitigate the internecine warfare between Egyptian politicians—nor be led by anyone other than by sycophantic courtiers like his Press
Adviser, Karfm Thabit, or his Business Adviser, Elias
Andrawus. He lived in the gilded cages that were
c
Abdfn, Kubba, Muntazah and Ra's al-Tfn palaces,
or in his fortress-like estate at Inshas, 35 miles from
Cairo, where 2,500 fedddns of the best agricultural
land produced citrus fruits and housed a model poultry farm. He coveted everything which he did not
own, including other men's women and possessions.
Faruk's scandalous European holiday from August
to October 1950 prompted a petition signed by most
opposition party leaders and politicians protesting
against his shameful behaviour. At the same time,
extremist groups led by Young Egypt, and other underground organisations such as the new Free Officers
and the Marxists, openly called for the overthrow of
his regime. Considered widely to have committed the
ill-equipped and unprepared Egyptian army to the
war in Palestine in order to indulge his rivalry with
King cAbd Allah of Jordan, and openly accused of
having profited from arms purchases connected
with that war, his marriage to Nariman in 1951 and
the birth of the Crown Prince in January 1952 did
not improve Faruk's image or fortunes. The rot was
too advanced. By autumn 1951 Faruk was set on a
collision course with the stirring forces in the country, chief among them the Free Officers. He appointed
the pro-British Hafiz c AfifT Pasha as Chief of
his Royal Cabinet and recalled his ambassador
to Britain, c Abd al-Fattah c Amr, to serve as his
political adviser. More significant was his attempt
to pack senior military posts with his own men,
such as General Haydar, the Chief of Staff, and
General Husayn Sirrf cAmir, who replaced General
Muhammad Nadjfb (Naguib) as Commander of the
Frontier Defence Force.
The violent events which accompanied the problems of Anglo-Egyptian relations since 1946 culminated in the Wafd's demagogic but fateful
unilateral abrogation of the 1936 Anglo-Egyptian
Treaty in October 1951 and the explosion of the
mob that burned the centre of modern Cairo on
26 January 1952, Black Saturday, and these gave
Faruk the pretext to dismiss Nahhas and the Wafd
from power. A succession of palace-appointed
ephemeral governments, including one led by his
old mentor CA1I Mahir, were unable to deal with the
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drifting, explosive political situation. In the meantime, Faruk had himself proclaimed a Sayyid, or
descendant of the Prophet, a most unlikely genealogical claim in view of his Macedonian-Albanian forefathers. Neither Lampson nor his successors were
able or willing either to deal with Faruk firmly or
to conjure up a for-mula to resolve the impasse.
Nor was a Conservative government in London
after 1951 willing to play an imperial role in Cairo,
barely four years after leaving India.
Yet Faruk's security agents had uncovered the real
threat to his throne, namely, the Free Officers. His
courtiers, however, were suspicious of each other as
always, ever-solicitous and sycophantic, but were incapable of concerted action. Equally, the politicians were
sunk in their petty quarrels, all anxious to keep the
Wafd, by now weakened and relatively corrupt, out
of power at any cost. On the very day when Faruk
in Alexandria ordered the arrest of the Free Officer
conspirators at 9 p.m. (22 July 1952), the latter seized
power three hours later.
Faruk believed that the British were behind the
army conspiracy. Even though he tried to contact
British GHQ in the Canal for help, he did not trust
them. Instead he sought the help of the Americans
with a view to saving his and his family's lives.
Ironically, his father's old friend and his own erstwhile mentor and adviser, CAH Mahir, brought Faruk
the army officers' demands, signed by Naguib, requiring the dismissal of his immediate entourage of
courtiers. Two days later on 26 July cAli Mahir
returned as Prime Minister of the new military regime
with the order for Faruk to abdicate in favour of his
infant son, Crown Prince Ahmad Fu3ad, and to leave
the country permanently by 6 p.m. Less than a year
later in June 1953, the monarchy in Egypt was abolished in favour of a republic.
Like his grandfather the Khedive Isma'Tl, Faruk
sailed off to Naples on the Royal Yacht "Mahrusa"
with his family, gold ingots and over two hundred
pieces of luggage. He had been depositing money
in Switzerland, Italy and the United Stated for many
years, at least since the end of the Second World
War. What he could not take with him were the
vast tracts of land (over 30,000 fedddns] and palaces,
and his remarkable coin, stamp and pornographic
collections. He finally settled in Rome. His daughters from his marriage to Farfda were packed off to
Switzerland, and his second wife Nariman soon
returned to Egypt with her mother. She was divorced
from Faruk and remarried a Dr. Adham Naklb.
Faruk reverted to his life of girlfriends and nightclubs, a familiar massive and rotund figure in the
bistros and nightspots of Rome, interspersed with
occasional visits to Switzerland and to the gambling
tables of Monaco, which principality had granted
him citizenship.
Two weeks after he had left a heart clinic in
Switzerland, he drove one of his Italian girl friends
to a roadside inn, the "lie de France", for dinner
around midnight. He suffered a heart attack while
just starting to enjoy the Havana cigar which he
had lit after a gargantuan dinner. He died two hours
later at 2.08 a.m. on 18 March 1965 in a Rome
hospital, aged 45 years, 2 months and 7 days. At
the request of his family and according to his will,
he was buried in Cairo two days later very quietly
and in the dead of night, alongside his forefathers.
His was the last effective reign of the Muhammad
c
Alf dynasty, founded by that soldier of fortune from
Kavalla in 1805.
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Bibliography. J. Bernard-Derosne, Farouk, la
decheance d'un roi, Paris 1953; T.E. Evans (ed.), The
Killeam diaries, London 1972; B.St.C. McBride, Farouq
of Egypt, a biography, London 1967.
(PJ. VATIKIOTIS)
FASA1, HADJDJI MIRZA HASAN, Persian scholar
of the 19th century and a u t h o r of a h i s t o r i c a l geographical work on his native province of Fars,
the Fdrsndma-yi Nasiri (the latter part of the book's
title being a reference to the Kadjar sultan Nasir alDfn Shah, in whose reign Hasan Fasa'f wrote).
He was born, according to the autobiography
inserted into his book, in 1237/1821-2 in the small
town of Fasa [q.v.] in Fars, of a family which had
been prominent in the intellectual and religious life
of Shfraz for at least four centuries; various members of it had been famed for their scholarship or
their administrative expertise, and one of his forebears, Nizam al-Dm Mfrza Ahmad, had been vizier
to the Kutb-Shahl ruler of Golconda in the Deccan,
c
Abd Allah b. Muhammad (1020-83/1611-72) [see
KUTB-SHAHIS] . Hasan Fasa'1 himself studied theology
and then medicine, practising in Shiraz as a physician and becoming involved in a protracted legal
dispute over his family's ancestral pious foundations
or awkaf.
In 1289/1872 the governor of Fars, Mlrza
Mas c ud Zill al-Sultan, commissioned him to use
earlier cartographical work of his to make a general map of the province. Subsequently, he came
to enjoy the favour and patronage of another governor, the reformist Farhad Mfrza Mu'tamad alDawla (on whose draconian measures in Fars see
E.G. Browne, A year amongst the Persians*, London
1950, 115-18, and also Storey, i, 204), travelling
extensively around southern Persia in the entourage
of the governor's son Ihtisham al-Dawla. Then in
1296/1879 Farhad Mfrza ordered him to compose
a geography of Fars on the basis of his maps. This
eventually became the Farsnama-yi Nasiri, in two
volumes, one on the history of Fars from the beginning of Islam till his own days (in fact, up to
1300/1883), and one on its geography and topography. A lithographed edition was printed at Tehran
in 1313-14/1895-6; the author's own death took
place at some unknown date after this. The historical section is written on the traditional Islamic
annalistic pattern. The author utilises earlier histories of Persia and of Fars, and for his especially valuable treatment of the Kadjar period, he
quotes archival material, including diplomatic letters and treatises, as well as eyewitness accounts of
events. All in all, the Fdrs-ndma-yi Nasiri may be
regarded as the culmination of the long tradition
of annalistic historiography in Persia, much as
Djabartf's chronicle was for that science in Egypt.
Bibliography: The Fdrs-ndma-yi Ndsirl has been
recently reprinted at Tehran in 1965; the section
on the Kadjar dynasty and Fars under its rule has
now been translated into English by H. Busse,
History of Persia under Qajdr rule, New York 1972,
with a useful introduction; See also Storey, i, 353,
and Storey-Bregel, ii, 1031-5.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-FASI, individual nisba of the members of a prominent family of Moroccan scholars. Descended from the
Kurayshite clan of the Banu Fihr, originally established
in Spain but settling in Fas at the end of the 10th/16th
century, this family is known collectively under the
name Fasiyyun, while the citizens of the town are called
rather Ahl/Al Fas. In view of the fact that the article

AL-FASIYYUN in Volume II of the El deals with the
population of Fas in general, it has been considered
useful to collect in this Supplement the basic facts relating to the members of this line who have contributed
the most actively, over the last four centuries, to religious, intellectual and literary life, without limiting themselves simply to passing on a varied, and still highly
appreciated, form of teaching.
In general, the genealogical tree drawn by E. LeviProvencal (Chorfa, 242) continues to be valid, and
we shall confine ourselves to referring the reader to
it; the accounts devoted by the learned historian to
the most notable personalities of the Fasiyyun have
lost none of their value, but they can be considerably enlarged and made more accurate in the light
of documents, mostly manuscripts, that are now
available. The work of Muhammad al-Fasi and
M. Hajji in Arabic or in French, of CA. Gannun in
Arabic, of M. Lakhdar in French and of still others,
enables us to acquire an increasingly clear view of
the merits of a group of eminent scholars who could,
however, be better served by a detailed monograph
in view of the extensive documentation provided by
biographical sources, whether long-established or
recently discovered.
I. — ABU 'L-MAHASIN [q.v.] Yusuf (d. 18 Rabf I
1013/14 August 1604) was the founder, in Fas, in
the district of the Kalkaliyyun (see Le Tourneau, Fes,
Casablanca 1949, index), of the zdwiya of the Fasiyyun,
which was given the name Sldf cAbd al-Kadir al-Fasf.
II. — His brother Abu Zayd CABD AL-RAHMAN b.
Muhammad (d. 1036/1626) founded a second zdwiya
in the same district and wrote commentaries and
annotations of religious works; a number of these have
been published, notably al-Anwdr al-ldmicdt fi shark
Dald'il al-khayrdt, lith. Fas 1317/1899.
III. — Among the four sons of Abu '1-Mahasin,
AHMAD AL-HAFIZ (971-1021/1564-1612) also wrote
commentaries on works relating to liturgical pieces (ald^ahr bi 'l-dhikr, lith. Fas) or ecstatic dancing (hukm alsamdc wa 'l-raks, lith. Fas).
IV. — The brother of the latter, Abu c Abd
Allah/Hamid MUHAMMAD AL-'ARBI (988-1052/15801642) was the author of a number of works, among
which the Mtfdt al-mahdsin min akhbdr al-Shaykh Abi
'l-Mahdsin (lith. Fas 1324) is important for the account
that it gives of his father and the early history of the
family.
V. — The following generation is represented
most notably by CABD AL-KADIR (1007-91/1599-1680)
[q.v.], b. CA1I (960-1030/1553-1621) b. Abi '1-Mahasin
who left only some responsa, but whose prodigious
scholarship and teaching inspired his son cAbd alRahman (no. VI) to write two hagiographic pieces
(Tuhfat al-akdbir fi mandkib al-Shaykh cAbd al-Kddir and
Bustdn al-azdhir) and a treatise relating to his disciples
(Ibtihddj. al-basd'ir); this last has been studied by
M. Ben Cheneb, in Actes du XIVe Congres des Orient.,
vi, Paris 1907).
VI. — The son of the preceding, Abu Zayd CABD
AL-RAHMAN (1042-96/1631-85), has been made the
subject of an article in vol. I of the El; add to the
bibliography M. Lakhdar, La vie litteram, 88-95, and
bibliography cited; see also CAMAL, 3.
VII. — Another great-grandson of Abu '1-Mahasin,
Abu Tsa/cAbd Allah MUHAMMAD AL-MAHDI (10331109/1624-98) b. Ahmad'(d. 1062/1653) b. CAH b.
Yusuf, was the author of a number of important
works some of which have survived, on the Kur'anic
readings, the Sira, law, mysticism etc. and most
notably of a biography of Abu '1-Mahasin, al-
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Djawahir al-safiyya (ms. Rabat D 1234), an abridgement of his Rawdat al-mahdsin al-^ahiyya.
VIII. — Abu cAbd Allah MUHAMMAD AL-TAYYIB
(d. 1113/1701) b. Muhammad (d. 1116/1704) b. 'Abd
al-Kadir (no. V) left no works of importance, but his
cousin Abu £ Abd Allah MUHAMMAD (1058-11347
1648-1722) b. cAbd al-Rahman (no. VI) was the author
of several works, among which attention should be
drawn to a fahrasa [</•£>.]. entitled al-Minah al-bddiyya
fi 'l-asdnid al-cdliyya and used by al-Ifram [q.v.] (ms.
Rabat K 1249; see also al-Maknasi, Ahamm masddir,
121-2).
IX. — ABU MADYAN MUHAMMAD (1112-81/170168) b. Ahmad b. Mahammad b. cAbd al-Kadir (no.
V), preacher and teacher at the Karawiyyfn, wrote,
besides conventional commentaries, some literary compositions of which the titles are sufficiently revealing:
al-Muhkam fi 'l-amthdl wa 'l-hikam, Tuhfat al-anb wanuzhat al-lablb (ms. Rabat D 590, fols. 81 b - 144 b;
summarily edited and translated into Latin by Fr. de
Bombay, Vienna 1805), Madjmuc al-£uraf wa-dj_amic alturaf (ms. Rabat K 1717, fol. 2-93); these are adab
compilations.
X. — Abu cAbd Allah MUHAMMAD (1118-79/170665) b. Ahmad b. Mahammad, brother of the preceding, was the author of biographical works of which
only one, a short treatise on the Chorfa of Morocco,
would appear to have survived.
XI. — The son of the preceding, Abu l'- c Abbas
AHMAD (1166-1213/1753-99) composed, on his return
from the Pilgrimage (1211/1796) a rihla of which
a number of manuscripts exist and which has recently been published by M. El Fasi (Rabat); this
story of a journey is remarkable among works of
the genre on account of the simplicity of the style,
the detail of the description and the accuracy of
observation.
XII. — His brother Abu Malik CABD AL-\VAHID
(1172-1213/1758-99) was a poet who wrote a fahrasa
partially in verse, a monograph on the Sikilliyyun
Chorfa (ms. Rabat G 97) and an urajiiza on the
Kadiriyyun (ed. Tunis).
XIII. — A descendant of Muhammad al-cArbf (no.
IV), Abu Hafs CUMAR (1125-88/1713-74) b. cAbd Allah
b. c Umar b. Yusuf b. Muhammad al-'Arbf was a
polygraph who composed various commentaries, annotations, letters of a judicial nature and a Diwdn- containing numerous imitations of more or less well-known
poems on subjects generally of a mystical flavour.
XIV. — A distant cousin of the preceding,
Abu cAbd Allah MUHAMMAD (1130-1214/1718-99) b.
c
Abd al-Salam b. Mahammad b. cAbd al-Salam b.
Muhammad al- c Arbr (no. IV) specialised in the
Kur'anic readings, to which he devoted a number of
writings that have in part survived.
XV. — Abu cAbd Allah MUHAMMAD AL-TAHIR
(1246-85/1830-68) b. cAbd al-Rahman is considered
to be one of the most brilliant members of the family,
although he went against the example of his parents and entered government service; as Palace secretary he was a member, in 1276/1860, of a
diplomatic mission sent to London, to the court of
Queen Victoria, by Sultan Sldl Muhammad (127690/1859-73) and, on his return, composed an account
of his journey which has just been published by M.
El Fasi. As usual, the traveller expresses his wonder
at the novelties that he has seen and relates his
experiences in language that is simple and devoid
of all pretension.
XVI. — Finally, one should mention CABD ALKABIR (d. 1296/1879) b. al-Madjdhub (d. 1260/1844)
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b. cAbd al-Hafiz b. Muhammad (no. IX) a preacher
of Fas who is said to have been the author of a
chronological index entitled Tadhkirat al-muhsimn biwafaydt al-acydn wa-hawddith al-sinm, which is still
missing.
Were one to attempt to assess the contribution of
the Fasiyyun to Arabic culture and literature, it would
appear from their impressive corpus of writings that
they contributed most of all, as much by their teaching as by the commentaries and annotations that they
composed, to the maintenance of the classical tradition in the intellectual capital of Morocco; some of
them were composers of verse, but not one of them
proved to be a true poet. Hence we can doubtless
declare without injustice that their most tangible contribution consists in their fahrasas, their accounts of
journeys, and their monographs on their family or on
certain of its members.
Bibliography: In addition to the general biographical works, see especially Muhammad al-Fasf
(no. IV), Mir3 at al-mahdsin, lith. Fas 1324;
Sulayman al- c Alawf, 'Indyat uli 'l-madj_d bi-dhikr dl
al-Fasi b. al-^add, Fas 1347/1928; E. LeviProvencal, Chorfa, index; M. El Fasi, in Hesperis,
xxix (1942), 65-81; C A. Gannun, al-Nubugh almaghnbr, Beirut 1961, index; M. Lakhdar, La vie
litteraire, index; M. Hajji, Uactivite intellectuelle au
Maroc d I'epoque sa'dide, Rabat 1976-7, index.
(CH. PELLAT)
FASSAD, HADJDJAM (A.), two terms denoting
b l o o d - l e t t e r (fassdd, lit. "phlebotomist" and haajajdm,
lit. "cupper"). Al-Djahiz indicates that hiajama (cupping) and fasd (phlebotomy) are similar professions.
Some pseudo-scientific books on phlebotomy and
blood-letting were written by reputable physicians
in 'Abbasid Baghdad and Aghlabid Kayrawan in
the 3rd/9th century, e.g., Yuhanna b. Masawayh
(d. 243 H./857) wrote a Kitdb al-Fa§d wa'l-hiajdma
("Book of phlebotomy and blood-letting"), and Ishak
b. c Urnran (d. 279/892) wrote in Kayrawan a medical treatise called Kitdb al-Fa§d (cf. Ibn Djuldjul,
Tabakdt al-atibba3 wa'l-hukamd', Cairo 1955, 65, 85).
The phlebotomist was required by customary law
to be learned and reliable in the anatomy of organs,
veins, muscles and arteries, and he practised his
craft in consultation with a physician. They bled
veins of the human body and also performed circumcision (khitdn) for men as well as women in Arab
society. Phlebotomy involved some hazards. Many
persons actually died as a result of improper venesection, according to Ibn Bassam al-Muhtasib. Arab
customary law made the fassdd liable to pay compensation in the event of injury or death of a patient
resulting from careless opening of veins. This was
probably the reason why the muhtasib stipulated that
the fassddun should practise their craft in public
places and that they must keep a number of their
instruments, including lancets, in good condition.
Among Muslim jurists, Abu Hanffa reckoned phlebotomy as a recommendable practice (sunnd), and
not a compulsory duty, but others regarded it as a
compulsory duty. Available evidence suggests that
the fassdd had a better social position than the
haaja^dm, and that there was no stigma attached to
the phlebotomist's profession.
Hiajdma (cupping) was a less hazardous profession
than fasd, but it was also a less popular work than
phlebotomy. The haajajdm existed in pre-Islamic
Arabian society and continued to render service to
Islamic society until recent times. The cupper is a
much-satirised character in Arabic tales, and had a
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very low status. Unlike the phlebotomist, the cupper
practised blood-letting on parts of the human body
other than veins, and used his cup for relief of pain
or itching.
Abu Tayyiba was a hadj.dj.am who served the Prophet
Muhammad and was much honoured in early Islamic
society. He performed hidj.dma on men as well as
women. Although hi^dma was permitted by the sunna,
there are conflicting Islamic traditions about it. A saying attributed to the Prophet described the earnings
of a cupper as evil (khabith), analogous to the earnings of a whore. Some other traditions state that the
cupper was paid in cash and kind by the Prophet.
The anti-hadj_didm traditions are likely to be apocryphal and they only express the prejudices of the
Arabs of the Umayyad and cAbbasid periods. Arab
writers cite instances of cuppers, including the
poet Abu 'l-cAtahiya, who did not accept any fee for
hidjdma from their clients. Tuesday and Saturday were
regarded as auspicious days of the week for hiajdma,
according to an Arab taboo of the cAbbasid and
Mamluk periods.
A proverbial saying of the 3rd/9th century crystallised public opinion: "A look in the mirror of
the haaj^dm is demeaning (dana'a)." The cupper was
said to be given to gossip, and the allegation was
illustrated by anecdotes about Abu Hanlfa [q.v]
and a cupper, and also about Harun al-Rashld [q.v]
and a talkative had^ajdm. The social isolation of cuppers probably led some of them to narrate traditions (ahddith) on chains of narrations from one
haaj.dl.dm to another only, says al-Sam c anI. The prejudice against the cupper may be explained in part
by the fact that body services were generally considered repugnant, and also partly by the fact that
most cuppers were men of inferior social origins,
such as mawdli and slaves. The cupper was disqualified from giving valid testimony (shahdda) in a
court of law, and the had^d^dm was deemed unfit
to marry a woman from a social group outside his
profession; one source further states that the son
of a had^d^dm, irrespective of his merits, was automatically unsuitable to be a boon-companion (nadim)
of the sovereign.
Bibliography: Ahmad b. Hanbal, Musnad, Cairo
1313/1896, iii, 464; Aslam b. Sahl al-Razzaz alWasitl, known as Bahshal, Tayrikh Wdsit, ed.
Gurguis cAwwad, Baghdad 1967, 171; al-Djahiz,
Rasd'il, ed. Sandubi, Cairo 1933, 127; idem, dlBukhald', Cairo 1963, 118; idem, Hayawdn, Cairo
1938, iii, 32; Ps.-Djahiz, Kitdb al-Tddj, Cairo 1914,
23-4; Wakf, Akhbdr al-kuddt, Cairo 1947, ii, 54;
al-Tanukhl, Nishwdr al-muhddara, London 1921, i,
174; al-Thacalibi, Khams rasd'il, Istanbul 1301/1883,
131; idem, Arba( rasd'il, Istanbul 1883, 204; alKhatlb al-Baghdadl, Kitdb al-Tatfil, Damascus
1346/1927, 83-4; Badf al-Zaman al-Hamadhani,
Makdmdt, Beirut 1924, 180; al-Samcani, al-Ansdb,
Hyderabad 1964, iv, 69; al-Zamakhshari, alMustaksd, Hyderabad 1962, i, 40, 270; Ibn Bassam,
Nihdyat al-mtbafi talab al-hisba, Baghdad 1968, 11018; Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Ma'dlim al-kurba, London
1938, 159-64; al-Raghib al-Isfahanl, Muhddardt aludabd3 (basic), Beirut 1961, ii, 462-3; Bar-Hebraeus,
The laughable stories, tr. E.A.W. Budge, London
1897, 122-8, Syriac text, 98-103; Ibshlhl, alMustatraf, Cairo 1308-10/1890-2, i, 66; Ibn Tulun,
Rafe al-maldma cdmma kila Ji'l-hiajdma, Chester Beatty
ms., 3317, if. 59a-66b; Ahmad Ibrahim al-Sharlf,
Makka wa'l-Madlna ji'l-djdhiliyjya wa-cahd al-Rasul,
Cairo
1965, 38, 221-2; R. Brunschvig,

Metiers vils en Islam, in SI, xvi (1962), 49 ff.
(M.A.J. BEG)
FATE [see AL-KADA' WA-'L-KADAR] .
FAYD, an important settlement in Nadjd during
mediaeval times, now a village, situated in lat. 27°
8' N. and long 42° 28' E. It lies on a plain in the
borderlands between the two regions of the Djabal
Shammar to the north-west and al-Kasim [q.v.] to
the south-east, some 80 miles/130 km. south-east of
Ha'il [q.v]. The early Islamic geographers locate it
in the territory where the pasture grounds of the B.
Tayyi3 and the B. Asad marched together, near to
the frequently-mentioned "two mountains of Tayyi'",
sc. Salma and Adja 3 . Bakri, followed by Samhudl,
describes it as a famous himd [q.v] of pre-Islamic
times, and they and Harbl mention that when the
chief of Tayyi3 Zayd al-Khayl b. Muhalhil became
a Muslim, the Prophet renamed him Zayd al-Khayr
and awarded him Fayd as a kati'a. Apparently there
was a popular belief that its full name was Fayd
b. Ham b. c Amalfk after the first dweller there.
Accordingly, the settlement probably existed in some
form during the Djahiliyya, especially as it is mentioned in early poets like Zuhayr b. Abl Sulma and
al-Shammakh (Ibrahim b. Ishak al-Harbl, K. al-Mandsik
wa-amdkin turuk al-haajaj. wa-mcfalim al-diazira, ed.
Hamad al-Djasir, Riyadh 1389/1969, 306-9; Bakri,
Mucdj.am ma 'stacdj.am, iii, 1032-5; Samhudl, lVqfd) alwafa\ iii, 1102).
Fayd's importance under Islam came from its
position being roughly half-way along the pilgrimage route from Kufa in 'Irak to Mecca and Medina,
that route known subsequently as the Darb Zubayda
[q.v. in Suppl.]. Already in the earliest decades of
Islam, the caliph 'Uthman is said to have done
irrigation works there (Harbl, op. cit., 309; Samhudl,
loc. cit.}; in the early 'Abbasid period, similar charitable works are attributed to al-Mansur, al-Mahdi
and the vizier al-Fadl b. al-RabIc; whilst in the
4th/10th century, the Buyid amir cAdud al-Dawla
made further improvements, according to Mukaddasi
(see below). It now became a place of fair importance, and the Arabic geographers and travellers
describe it as possessing two well-fortified citadels,
a bath, a Friday mosque and many other amenities. It had ample supplies of running water from
springs and from wells, used to irrigate date palm
groves and stored in cisterns. Supplies of food and
fodder were kept there for the pilgrims, and heavy
baggage could be deposited there with reliable agents
and recovered when the pilgrims returned from the
Haramayn. It was consequently the headquarters of
the state-appointed warden of the pilgrimage and
its route across Arabia, the amir al-hadjdj. or fdmil
al-tank, and his contingent of guards (see Harbl,
loc. cit.; Ibn Khmradadhbih, 127; Ibn Rusta, 176,
tr. Wiet, 204; Ya c kubl, Bulddn, 312, tr. Wiet, 146;
Mukaddasi, 108, 254; Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, 205-6,
tr. R.J.C. Broadhurst, 214; Yakut, Bulddn, Beirut
1374-6/1955-7, iv, 282-3). The arts of peace must
also have been cultivated to some extent, since
Yakut, loc. cit., lists certain 'ulamd' stemming from
Fayd.
The stationing of the amir al-haaj.^. at Fayd was
vital, for travel along the pilgrimage route was
always fraught with dangers from the predatory
Bedouins or from schismatics, and the historical
annals abound with accounts of attacks [see HADJDJ.
iii. The Islamic Hadjdj]. Thus in 294/906-7 the
Tayyi3 besieged al-Muktaft's amir al-haajdj. Waslf b.
Suwartigin in Fayd for three days (Tabarl, iii, 2278;
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Ibn al-Athlr, Beirut 1385-7/1965-7, vii, 553); in
312/924 the Carmathians under Abu Tahir alDjannabl massacred near there a large part of the
pilgrimage caravan of the East and elsewhere (cAr!b,
Silat T. \l~Taban, 118-19; Ramadan!, Takmilat T. alTabari, ed. A.Y. Kan'an, Beirut 1961, i, 43); whilst
in 412/1021-2 the Nabhan of Tayyi', under their
chief Hammad b. cUdayy, besieged in Fayd the pilgrimage from Khurasan financed by Mahmud of
Ghazna, after receiving already a payment of 5,000
dinars as protection-money [see KHUWWA] , but were
finally repelled (Ibn al-DjawzT, al-Munta^am, viii, 2;
Ibn al-Athlr, ix, 325). Ibn Djubayr, be. tit., and Ibn
Battuta, Rihla, i, 409-10, tr. Gibb, i, 252-3, record
that in their time, the pilgrims entered Fayd in warlike array in order to ward off the Bedouins.
In later times, Fayd began to lose its importance
in favour of Ha'il when the pilgrimage route began
to pass through the latter town and caravans went
via the oasis of al-cAdwa (cf. A. Musil, Northern Negd,
a topographical itinerary, New York 1928, 66). It is first
described in its more modest circumstances by
European travellers in the later 19th century. W.G.
Palgrave passed through it en route from Ha'il to
al-Kasfm (Narrative of a year's journey through Central and
Eastern Arabia (1862-63], London and Cambridge 1865,
i, 227-30), as did C.M. Doughty, when Fayd was in
the territories of Ibn Rashfd, amir of Ha'il (Travels in
Arabia Deserta, London 1921, ii, 19). Musil says that
it comprised only 35 huts, inhabited by TamTmls. It
is now a large village, with date palms, pasture for
beasts and a good supply of fresh water. The mediaeval settlement lies about one mile/lVsz km. to the
north, and has remains of buildings and cisterns, and
possibly of a mosque, together with deep wells; these
constructions have been much reduced in recent times
by stone-plunderers.
Bibliography: Given substantially in the article, but see the survey of earlier historical and
geographical information in Musil, loc. at., Appx.
IV, The station of Fejd in history, 216-20, and
now the doctoral thesis of S. C A. C A. al-Rashld, A
critical study of the Pilgrim Road between Kufa and
Mecca (Darb ^ubaydah], with the aid of field-work,
Leeds 1977 (unpublished), with a full description
and plan of the site.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
FAYD-I KASHANI, the pseudonym by which
Muhammad b. Murtada, called Mawla Muhsin,
one of the most prolific Shff t h e o l o g i a n s of his
time, is better-known. He was a poet, philosopher,
expert on hadith and skilled authority on Shfcf law;
his mind dominated most of the religious sciences of
his time, and his writings touched on several differing domains.
The exact date of his birth is unknown, but he
died in 1091/1680 at an advanced age, so that he
must have been born, in the town of Kum(m), in
ca. 1007/1598. After initial studies in his natal town,
he left for Shlraz to hear the lectures of the famous
philosopher Sadr al-Dm ShTrazI, who gave to him
one of his daughters in marriage. His incisive mind
allowed him to assimilate a large range of subjects,
but he was generally recognised as one of those
theologians especially attached to the traditions of
the Prophet and the Imams, and as a traditionalist
scholar, was the adversary of the philosopher and
founder of the Shaykhl trend of thought, Shaykh
Ahmad Ahsa'f [q.v.]. However, he incurred equally
the hostility of some traditionalist theologians who
opposed certain of his mystical ideas. He was, in
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fact, a poet who also excelled at the philosophical
sciences. His main work is undoubtedly the Abwdb
al-djindn ("Gates of paradise"), written in 1055/1645;
as a philosophical mystic, his intuition and incisive
mind made him close to al-Ghazali. His other works
include the cllm al-yakin fl usul al-din, which is an
exposition of the principles of Shlcl faith, apparently
modelled philosophically on Ibn Sfna's Ishdrat, since
it is made up of a series of usul or principles just
as Ibn Sma's work is a series of ishdrdt or indications. His second important work here is the Minhdd^
al-naajdt, in which Kashanl deals with the practice
of the principles of Shff faith. It is divided into
chapters corresponding to the five articles of faith,
(1) the divine unity; (2) the divine justice; (3) prophethood; (4) the imamate; and (5) the resurrection.
Kashanf's abundant output comprises over 90 works
in Persian and Arabic, in all of which is discernible
his predilection for poetry; all of his prose is sprinkled with his own verses or with those of the great
Persian and Arabic poets, e.g. the Arabic text of his
Kalimdt maknuna is full of Arabic and Persian quatrains. Several others of his family were noted as scholars, and especially his brother, the author of several
works on ethics.
Bibliography: Kh vv ansarl, Rawddt al-d^anndt,
522-42; Fayd-i KashanT, Mir'dt al-dkhirdt, introd.,
1; Ma'sum cAlf Shah, Tard'ik al-hakd'ik, i, 177,
179, 181, 183.
'
'
(M. AGHENA)
FAYOUM [see AL-FAYYUM]_.
C
C
C
FAYSAL B. ABD AL- AZIZ B. ABD AL-RAHMAN
AL SU'UD (ca. 1323-95/ra. 1906-75), king of Sucudi
Arabia (regn. 1385-96/1964-75). His mother was
Turfa Al al-Shaykh. Educated traditionally, the young
prince rode in battle at the age of 13 and soon
became his father's stalwart commander; at the same
age, he began his diplomatic career when, in 13378/1919, his father deputed him to congratulate the
English king on the defeat of Germany. Abroad, he
made characteristically acute independent observations of Western society and, most exceptionally,
ultimately learned English and French privately. Soon
after cAbd al-cAzTz [q.v. in Suppl.] conquered alHidjaz (1345/1925), he appointed Faysal viceroy of
the new province and foreign minister. He lived
most of the next thirty years in al-Hidjaz, but
diplomacy took him to Europe frequently, and, following the establishment of diplomatic relations
with the United States (1359/1940), to that country
also.
Faysal had a total of four wives. First was Sultana
b. Ahmad al-Sudayrl, by whom he had cAbd Allah.
In 1350-1, he married TfTat b. Ahmad Al Thunayyan,
a relative raised in Turkey. They had six sons:
Muhammad, Sucud, Turk!, Sacd, cAbd al-Rahman,
and Bandar. Around 1359/1940 he married Hayya
b. Turk! b. Djalwl, and they had Khalid. AJ1 the
sons were educated in the United States and England
as, reportedly, were several of his six (?) daughters.
Of his wives, two were divorced years before his
death, and one died; Tffat remained his constant helpmate and encouraged him to more liberal attitudes
toward women.
Before King c Abd al-cAzIz died in 1373/1953,
he had arranged that his eldest living son, Su c ud,
should succeed him, and he had designated Faysal
as Sucud's successor. Faysal served as prime minister
for part of Sucud's reign as well as foreign minister.
The reign did not prove successful. In 1376-7/1957
Faysal had several stomach operations in the
United States, and when he returned home, he found
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the kingdom in some disorder and near bankruptcy. Senior members of the royal family decided
to ease out Su c ud, who in 1377/1958 "voluntarily"
surrendered power to Faysal while remaining king
nominally. By 1379-8/1960 Su c ud reasserted himself, but the family will prevailed, and in 1384/1964
Faysal was proclaimed king.
Intelligent and equally at home in Bedouin tent
or Western capital, King Faysal proved a masterful
ruler. Domestically, he faced with considerable success the challenge of leading a very conservative traditional society, propelled by unprecedented oil-based
revenues, into the modern world. Externally, he
opposed Israel and communism, headed the conservative Muslim bloc, and maintained friendship with
the United States. After cAbd al-Nasir's [q.v. in Suppl.]
death in 1390/1970, Faysal reached an understanding with the new Egyptian leader al-Sadat, financed
Egypt and Syria in the Arab-Israeli war of 1393/1973
and participated fully in the subsequent oil embargo
and in the phenomenal OPEC-sponsored oil price
increases.
When shot down in maajlis [q.v.] on 26 March
1975 at the age of 70 by a youthful royal assassin, King Faysal's country had been set on a peaceful course of modernisation and was a major force
in Arab and world affairs. Personally, he enjoyed
wide respect for his astute politics, his piety, and
his simple ways. He was succeeded by his brother
Khalid.
Bibliography: H.St.J. Philby, Scfudi Arabia,
London 1955, passim (also other works by Philby);
Amln Sacld, Faysal al-'A&m, Beirut 1385/1965;
G. de Gaury, Faisal: King of Saudi Arabia, London
1966; M. Khadduri, The traditional (idealistic) school—
the moderate: King Faysal of Saudi Arabia, in Arab contemporaries: the role of personalities, Baltimore and
London 1973; cld Mas'ud Djuhanf, al-Malik alBatal, Cairo 1974; P.L. Montgomery, Faisal. . . led
Saudis . . ., in The New York Times, 26 March 1975,
10; Faisal: monarch, statesman and patriarch: 19051975, in Aramco World Magazine, xxvi/4 (1975), 1823; V. Sheean, Faisal: the King and his kingdom,
Tavistock, England 1975 (not serious); H. Tantawf,
al-Faysal: al-insdn wa 'l-istardtiajiyya, Cairo 1975; alDdra,i/3 (1395/1975), 1-293 ("memorial number",
devoted to memorials, documents, speeches, and
appreciations of Faysal); al-Ddra, i/4 (1395/1975),
210-62 (an index of all Faysaliana in the gazette
Umm al-Kura). See also Procs. of the conference
held at Santa Barbara under the auspices of the
Univ. of Southern California, May 1978.
(R. BAYLY WINDER)
AL-FAZARI, ABU 'L-KASIM (?) MUHAMMAD, Sunn!
p o e t of a l - K a y r a w a n and contemporary of the
first four Fatimids. His life, like that of many of
his contemporaries in Ifrfkiya, is very little known.
Thus there is no notice of him in the ancient
sources, unlike his grandfather Ibrahim (?), classed
by al-Khushani amongst the Mu'tazila; convicted
of ta'til, the "stripping away of God's attributes",
he was executed for it. As for his father, c Amir,
c
Abd Allah or 'All, he is classed by al-Zubaydl
amongst the grammarians of the Ifrfkiyan capital;
he is said to have appropriated the sums of the
khardaj which he had collected in the Sahel of
Tunisia on behalf of the Shf c f caliphs and to have
taken refuge in Egypt. These two "stains" on Abu
'1-Kasim's lineage brought him the gibes of a certain Muhammad al-Tunisf, who may have been,
we think, his pro-Shf c f compatriot al-Iyadf [</•#•]•

Nearer our own time, H.H. Abdul Wahab has given
a brief notice of him, from which it appears that
the poet was born and lived at al-Kayrawan and
that he died in 345/956, but these are pieces of
information of little reliability since they are not
based on any explicit source.
Some 112 verses only of al-Fazarf's poetry, scattered in the Riyad al-nufus of al-Malikl, have been
recovered and put together by M. Yalaoui: a kasida
against the "cUbaydfs", but largely made up of a
lively eulogy of al-Kayrawan and its scholars; a fragment of another satire against the Fatimids, but more
violent in its language; and an elegy in memory of
al-Mammasr, one of the "85 martyrs" of al-Kayrawan
who fell in the ranks of Abu Yazfd [q.v.]. To these
gleanings should be added the 63 verses of the Kasida
Fazdriyya dedicated to al-Mansur [q.v] after his victory over the KharldjI. This poem seems to owe its
fame not so much to the originality of its laudatory
themes as to its curious prologue, viz. 33 verses in
which the poet passes in review the legendary heroes
of the Arabic knightly tradition, in a laboured parallel between these great names and that of the dedicatee, as if the poet, ashamed of his palinode, were
reducing to a strict minimum the eulogy of a recent
adversary.
In sum, al-Fazarf is a minor poet, but a representative one, at the side of his compatriot Sahl alWarrak, of the Maliki current in urban Ifrfkiya, divided
between his hatred of the Fatimids and his distrust
of the revolutionary tendencies of the "man on the
donkey", Abu Yazld.
Bibliography: The poetry of al-Fazarf has been
edited by Yalaoui in the Annals of the University
of Tunis (Hawliyydt [1973], 119 ff.); see also alKhushanf, Classes des savants de I'lfriqiya, ed. Ben
Cheneb, 220; al-Malikl, Riyad al-nufus, B.N. Paris
ms. 2153; Ibn NadjI al-Dabbagh, Macdlim alimdn, Tunis 1320; al-Zubaydl, Tabakdt alnahwiyyin wa 'l-lughawiyyin, Cairo 1954, 272;
al-Kiftf, Inbdh al-ruwdt, No. 531; Brockelmann,
S I, '148; Sezgin, GAS, ii, 659; H.H. Abdul
Wahab, Muajmal ta'rlkh al-adab al-tunisi.
(M. YALAOUI)
FEISAL [see FAYSAL].
FENNEC [see FANAK].
FERGHANA [see FARGHANA].
FIBRE, NET [see SAYD].
FIDA' (A., pi. afdiya) "redemption, repurchase, ransoming". The dictionaries give several meanings for
jidd3 and its derivatives, amongst which fidd'i offers
especial interest [see FIDA'!, FIDA'IYYAN-I ISLAM].
Another word derived from the same root, fidya,
appears in the Kur'an to denote the fast which compensates for the days of Ramadan in which fasting
has not been practised (II, 180/184, 192/196) or the
impossibility of purchasing a place in paradise (LVII,
14/15). The verbal forms fadd, tafddd and iftadd are
more common there (e.g. fadaynd-hu in regard to the
ransoming of IsmaTl, XXXVII, 107), but the sole
occurrence of fidd3 (XLVII, 4-5/4) concerns the ransoming of captives of war taken from Muhammad's
enemies: "When you come up against the infidels,
smite their necks, then, when you have made wide
slaughter among them, tie fast the bonds; then either
set them free as an act of grace or by ransom until
the war lays down its burdens". The present article
deals with the ransoming of Muslims, prisoners or
slaves held by unbelievers, in the West. For the East,
see LAMAS-SU.
(Eo.)
The most perfect form of fida?, recommended in

FIDA3
the West by the Maliki fukaha3 as a means of redeeming believers held captive in Christian territory, is
the payment of this ransom in the form of pigs and
wine previously submitted by dhimmis to the Islamic
community, this contribution then being reckoned
acceptable as an element of the payment of the
ajizya owed by these tributaries. But this did not
often happen.
More frequently, fida3 operates on a financial basis.
In principle, it is the Muslim state which has the
obligation to provide the necessary money, deducting it from public funds; however, the ransom is
usually put together by relations or friends of the
captives, and it consists of contributions made for
this purpose by individuals. In 578/1182, for example, in the time of the Almohad caliph Abu Ya'kub
Yusuf, the town of Seville ransomed, at a price of
2,700 dinars,, seven hundred of its citizens who had
been captured by Alfonso VIII of Castille; this money
had been raised by appeals made for this fida? in
the mosques of Seville.
The devout individual who devotes himself totally or episodically to the ransoming of Muslims held
captive by infidels is called al-fakkdk. It is not often
that such an agent is able to travel alone and spontaneously in Christian territory for the purpose of
arranging the release of captives; the "infidel" power
tends to be uncooperative. In 1318, for example,
the king of Aragon rejected a request from his subjects in Lorca, asking him to grant safe-conducts
authorising the free movement of "alfaqueques moros"
across his estates (Registre de Chancellerie no. 244, of
the Archives de la Couronne d'Aragon, Barcelona, fo.
234).
In practice, fida3 is often linked to a reciprocal act
of compensation; the liberation or ransom of Christian
prisoners or slaves in the hands of Muslims. In fact,
in a case where the infidel refuses to allow the Muslims
whom he holds to be ransomed in any other way,
Islam permits these men to be exchanged for Christian
captives, even if the latter are subsequently likely to
take up arms against the ddr al-Isldm.
At the same time, one should note the appearance in a Christian context of an equivalent of the
Muslim "redeemer": he is called alfaqueque in
Castillian, exea in Catalan (from the Latin exire "to
go out"). To some extent, members of the Trinitarian
and Mercedarian religious orders, of which the former arose at the end of the 12th century, the latter at the beginning of the 13th, may be regarded
as Christian alfaqueques. The term al-fakkdk thus comes
to denote not only the Muslim who ransoms one of
his brothers, but, in a more general sense, the man
who liberates a captive.
In principle, every fakkdk is respected by the opposing side: neither his liberty of his dignity is compromised. Sometimes, however, this rule is not
followed. In 772/1371, for example, a Catalan
"alfaquech" or "exea", from the island of Ibiza, was
detained in Granada, although he arrived there armed
with a safe-conduct from the Nasrid sovereign; he
was acting as guide to a group of Granadans whom
he had ransomed in the Balearic Isles and whom
he was in the process of returning to their compatriots. The sultan ordered his release once he was
satisfied as to the authenticity of the official safeconduct with which had been given to the Catalan,
but he refused to set free some other Christians,
who had accompanied this accredited "alfaquech" to
Granada.
In the liberations thus effected, the fida3 is clearly
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supplemented by a commercial enterprise, where
the operative is inspired by the profit-motive. The
agents who used their own funds to ransom Muslim
slaves held in Christian lands and subsequently negotiated their return to Muslim territory, sought to profit
by the operation; on their return, they repeated
the process elsewhere, in the opposite direction. Very
often, Jews took on the role of commercial alfaqueques: in 1004, for example, the Count of Barcelona
granted to four Jews the right to ransom and to
restore to Islamic territory Muslim captives held in
Catalonia.
Most often, liberations were effected in the course
of diplomatic transactions, claims and exchange of
ambassadors; normally, an ambassador acted as
"redeemer", where necessary retaining a specialist fakkdk
in his entourage. Examples of liberations by exchange
made in the context of these missions and negotiations are: in 713/1313, between Bougiots held as slaves
in Majorca, and Majorcan slaves in Bougie; in 1321,
between Catalan slaves in the Nasrid kingdom and
Granadans held captive in the lands of the Crown of
Aragon; also, in 837/1434-5 between subjects of Alfonso
the Magnanimous, King of Aragon and Sicily, held
prisoner in Hafsid territory, and Tunisian slaves in the
lands of King Alfonso; etc.
There were other ways in which the fida3 could
operate; sometimes, a Muslim captive sends for a
number of co-religionists from his own land and makes
them hostages, as a guarantee for the ransom which
he has promised and which he himself goes to raise.
This was the course followed by, for example, in
Oviedo, ca. 287/900, by an important member of the
court of Cordova, who left in his place one of his
sons, two of his brothers and a nephew, who had
come to the Asturias for this purpose. Sometimes, a
slave concludes a "contract of liberation" (contract of
"talliage") with his proprietor: either because he is
authorised to collect money, or because he is hired
out to a third party and is allowed to keep the
supplementary payments given him by the latter
when the occasion arises, or because he makes his
living in one way or another, or because he receives
money from home, such a captive is free from the
day that he succeeds in remitting to his master the
sum required within a period determined under
the contract. In 703/1303, for example, two Muslim
slaves in the kingdom of Valencia were authorised by
their proprietor to travel round the country to raise
a certain sum within ten months, demanding from
their co-religionists (the free Muslims of the kingdom)
"alms of precept" and "supplementary gifts". This fact
is known to us from a deed drawn up by a kadi of
Valencia in RabTc I 703, preserved in the archives of
the Kingdom of Aragon in Barcelona; this is a document designed to facilitate fundraising on the part
of slaves who were bearers of it, introducing them to
allfukahd*, culamd3, imam's,, shaykhs, administrators, notables and other Muslims living in the territory of the
King of Aragon.
Bibliography: Alarcon Santon and Garcia de
Linares, Los documentos drabes diplomatics del Archivo
de la Corona de Aragon, Madrid-Granada, 1940, doc.
157, 402-3; Ch.-E. Dufourcq, Catalogue du Registre
1389 de la Chancellerie de la Couronne d'Aragon (13601386), in Misceldnea de textos medievales, ii, Barcelona
1974, doc. nos. 151, 163, 167 and 169; idem, La
vie quotidienne dans les ports mediterraneans au moyen age,
Paris 1975, ch. vii; Gazulla, La redencion de cautivos
entre los musulmanes, in Boletin de la Real Academia
de Buenas Letras (Barcelona 1928), 321-42; Ver-
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linden, L'esclavage dans I'Europe mediterraneenne, i,
Bruges 1955; ii, Ghent 1977.
A remarkable work inspired by a ransom mission is that of Ibn cUthman [q.v. in Suppl.], al-Iksir
fifikak al-asir, ed. Muhammad al-FasI, Rabat 1965.
(Cn.-E. DUFOURGQ)
FIGS [see TIN].
FINDiKOGHLU, DIYA' AL-DiN FAKHRI, modern
Turkish ZIYAEDDIN FAHRI FINDIKOGLU (1901-74) (he
also occasionally used his original name AHMED
KHALIL), Turkish sociologist and w r i t e r . He
was born in Tortum near Erzurum in Eastern Anatolia, and graduated from the School of Posts and
Telegraph (Posta-Telgraf mekteb-i cdlisi] in 1922, and also
from the Department of Philosophy of Istanbul
University (1925). He taught philosophy and sociology in various schools in Erzurum, Sivas and Ankara,
until in 1930 he went to France on a government
scholarship and obtained a Ph.D. in philosophy
from the University of Strasbourg (1936), being then
appointed lecturer (dofenl) in the University of Istanbul. In 1937 he transferred to the Faculty of Economics, where he became Professor in 1941. He died
in Istanbul on 16 November 1974.
Findikoghlu became interested at an early stage in
literature and folk-lore, and published poems and
studies on folk poets (e.g. Bayburtlu zihni, 1928). Later,
he concentrated on research about Diva3 (Ziya) Gokalp
and Ibn Khaldun and on problems of social change
in their legal and sociological implications, and also
on the co-operative movements, making considerable
contributions to both these fields. From being a moderate liberal, he developed into an extreme conservative and traditionalist, and in his many articles
in various periodicals, particularly in his own //
("Action"), he waged a relentless war against reformist
tendencies and against all innovations (e.g. he signed
Findikoglu Ziyaeddin Fahri instead of Ziyaeddin Fahri
Findikoglu, as the former was more in keeping with
old Turkish usage). He joined the opponents of the
language reform movement and carefully avoided all
neologisms in his writings.
Findikoghlu is the author of the following major
works: %iya Gokalp, sa vie et sa sociologie, Nancy 1935;
Essai sur la transformation du code familial en Turquie,
Paris 1935; Ibn Haldun'un hukuka ait fikirleri ve tesiri
("Ibn Khaldun's ideas on law and their impact"),
1939; Ahlak tanhi, 3 vols., 1945-6; Sosyalizm2 (1965);
Kooperasyon sosyolojisi (1967).
Bibliography: Findikoglu bibliyografyasi 19181958, Istanbul 1959; Hilmi Ziya Ulken,
Tiirkiye'de fagda$, diisiince tarihi, ii, Konya 1966,
804-9; Turk Ansiklopedisi, xvi, 1968, 287.
(FAHIR Iz)
FINDIRISKI, M!R ABU 'L-KASIM B. MIRZA HUSAYNI
ASTARABADI, known in Persia as Mir Findiriskl, Persian
scholar and philosopher. He was probably born
in Isfahan, where he studied and spent much of his
life. He also travelled extensively in India, and died in
Isfahan in 1050/1640-1. His tomb is located in the
Takht-i Fulad cemetery, and this shrine is visited by
many devotees throughout the year. Mir Findiriskr was
one of the most famous of the philosophers and scientists of the Safawid period, respected by both Shah
c
Abbas and the Mughal court in India, yet little is
known of the details of his life. In Isfahan he taught
the sciences, and especially the philosophy of Ibn Sfna,
above all the Shifa and the ICdnun, and such wellknown figures as Aka Husayn Khwansarf, Muhammad
Bakir Sabzawan, Radjab cAlf Tabrfzf, and possibly
Mulla Sadra, studied with him. Yet he was far

from being merely a rationalistically-oriented philosopher; he was also a Suit, an alchemist, a profound student of Hinduism, a gifted poet and one who was
believed by his contemporaries to possess supernatural
powers. Besides being, along with Mir Damad and
Baha3 al-Dfn cAmilf, one of the main figures of the
"School of Isfahan", Mir Findiriskr was also the most
notable intellectual link between the tradition of Islamic
philosophy in Persia and the movement for the translation of Sanskrit texts into Persian in India which is
usually associated with the name of Dara Shukoh [q.v.].
Few works survive from Mfr Findiriski's pen,
but those which do are all of exceptional interest.
Perhaps the most important of his works, which is
also unusual in both its theme and treatment in the
annals of Islamic philosophy, is the Persian Risalayi sina'iyya, which concerns the metaphysical study
of human society. In this work, various occupations
and professions in society are placed in a hierarchy
corresponding to the hierarchy of knowledge and
also of being. Another of this treatises, Risala-yi
harakat, again in Persian, deals with a refutation of
the Platonic ideas upon the basis of Aristotelian
physics. This is quite surprising, because Mir
Findiriskr is the author of one of the most famous
philosophical kasidas of the Persian language, beginning with the verse:
Heaven with these stars is lucid,
pleasing, and beautiful;
Whatever exists in the world above,
has in the world below a form.
These verses clearly confirm the reality of the archetypal world.
As a matter of fact, this kasida is the best-known
of Mir Findiriskl's works in Persia, and one upon
which his philosophical reputation rests. It was commented upon by such later figures as Muhammad
Salih Khalkhalf and Hakim cAbbas Darabf. In his
Persian answer to the question of Aka Muzaffar
Kashanl on whether there is analogy in quiddities,
he follows those who believe in the principality of
quiddity, and is far from the position of a metaphysician of being such as Mulla Sadra. Mir Findiriskf, this contemporary of Michael Meier and Robert
Fludd, was also widely known as an alchemist, and
in fact was buried in an iron coffin to prevent his
body from being stolen. He is thus the author of an
Arabic treatise on alchemy, as well as a Persian poem
on the royal art, both of which have been discovered recently but remain unedited. Finally, he is the
author of a summary of the Yoga Vasistha and a voluminous commentary upon the Persian translation of
this work by Nizam al-Dm Panipatl, both of which
are also still unedited. This commentary is without
doubt one of the peaks of the intellectual encounter
between Islam and Hinduism. Although only these
few works survive from Mir Findiriskr, and the manuscript of the Usul al-fusul on Hinduism and a history of the Safawids attributed to him have never
been discovered, he remains a vivid and lively figure
in the later history of Islamic philosophy in Persia
and survives to this day, even in the consciousness of
the common people, as one of the greatest sages of
the Safawid period.
Bibliography: H. Corbin and S.Dj. Ashtiyani,
Anthologie des philosophes iraniens, i, Tehran-Paris
1972, 62-97 (Persian and Arabic text), 31-47
(French text); Ricla Kulf Khan Hidayat, Riyad
al-canfm, Tehran 1344 A.H.S., 267-9; Mir
Findiriskr, Risala-yi sina'iyya, ed. C A. Shihabf,
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Tehran, 1317 A.H.S.; idem, Sharh-i Kasida, with
commentary by M.S. Khalkhall, Tehran
1325/1907; F. MudjtabaT, Ph.D. thesis on the
commentaries of Mir Findiriskl upon the Toga
Vasistha, Center for the Study of World Religion,
Harvard University, 1976 (unpublished); S.H.
Nasr, The School of Isfahan, in M.M. Sharif, ed.,
A history of Muslim Philosophy, ii, Wiesbaden 1966,
922-6; Muhammad C AH Tabriz!, Rayhdnat aladab, Tehran 1311-3 A.H.S., iii, 231-2; M.
Fisharakl, Mir Findiriskl, in M. Abu '1-KasimI
(ed.), Diashnndma-yi Muhammad Parwin Gundbddi,
Tehran 1975, 343-58. '
(SEYYED HOSSEIN NASR)
FIRDOUSI [see FIRDAWS!].
FIROUZ [see FIRUZ].
FIRRIM, PIRRIM, a s t r o n g h o l d in the E l b u r z
M o u n t a i n s mentioned in mediaeval Islamic times as
held by the Iranian native princes of the Caspian
region, firstly the Karinids and then the Bawandids
[^.yy.]. Its exact position is unfortunately not fixed in
the itineraries of the geographers, and an authority
like Ibn Hawkal, ed. Kramers, 377, tr. KramersWiet, 367, following Istakhrl, merely mentions it as
the capital of the Karinids since pre-Islamic times,
where their treasuries and materials of war were
stored; Yakut adds to this information that it was
one stage from San, the town of Tabaristan in the
coastal region (iii, 890; ed. Beirut, iv, 260). The
information that Firnm was the fortress of the Karinids was anachronistic by these geographers' times,
since the execution of Mazyar b. Karin in 225/840
meant the extinction of that dynasty; it probably
passed soon after then to the Kawusiyya line of the
Bawandids, who were certainly installed there in the
4th/10th century.
In the Hudud al-cdlam (372/982) we have quite a
detailed description of the Kuh-i Karin, the district
in which Firrim was situated, and of the town itself,
with some interesting sociological and folkloristic observations. Much of the population of the district was
still Zoroastrian, but Firnm contained Muslim immigrants, merchants and artisans; the Bawandid
Ispahbads' military camp was half-a-farsakh outside the
town itself (tr. Minorsky, 135-6). A certain amount of
Muslim settlement may have taken place from early
c
Abbasid times onwards, since Ibn Isfandiyar in his
Ta'nkh-i Tabaristan, abridged tr. E.G. Browne, LeidenLondon 1905, 122-3, records that al-Mansur's governor Abu Khuzayma al-Tamlml (143-4/760-1) placed
a garrison in Firrim of 500 men under Khalifa b.
Bahrain. It is also recorded that Mazyar established
a mosque in Firnm (Ibn al-Faklh, 306, tr. Masse,
362). From mentions in the sources on the confused
fighting in northern Persia amongst Daylaml and other
adventurers during the Buyid period, it seems that
the Bawandids continued to hold Firrfm. They minted
coins there with legends of Shicl type, usually acknowledging on them the 'Abbasid caliphs and the Buyids
of Ray as their suzerains, during the second half of
the 4th/10th century (coins of Rustan b. Sharwin,
reigned ca. 353-69/ra. 964-80, and of Shahriyar b.
Dara, reigned ca. 358-96/ca. 969-1006, the first perhaps with his power contested), though their extant
issues from 499/1105 onwards are all from the Sari
mint (see G.C. Miles, The coinage of the Bawandids of
Tabaristan, in Iran and Islam, in memory of the late Vladimir
Minorsky, ed. C.E. Bosworth, Edinburgh 1971, 44360, and idem, in Cambridge history of Iran, iv, 373, 375).
None of these pieces of information enables us
to fix with sureness the exact location of Firrim.
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P. Casanova, in Les Ispehbeds de Firim, in 'Ajabndma,
A volume of oriental studies presented to Edward G. Browne,
ed. T.W. Arnold and R.A. Nicholson, Cambridge
1922, 117-21, argued for an identification with the
mediaeval and modern town of Flruzkuh [q.v] on
the Tehran-Sari highway. Minorsky, on the other
hand, in Hudud al-fdlam, comm. 387, thought that
Firrim must have lain on the western branch of the
Tidjln-Rud, to the south-south-east of Sari and north
of Simnan. Certainly, the geographers were not sure
whether it should be attached administratively to
Sari and Tabaristan or to Kumis [q.v.] on the southern slopes of the Elburz, cf. Hamd Allah Mustawff,
Nuzhat al-kulub, ed. Le Strange, 162, tr. 158. The
fact that in early 20th century Persia there was a
buluk or district called Farlm in the larger division
of Hazardjarlb (H.L. Rabino di Borgomale,
Mdzandardn and Astardbdd, London 1928, 56-7) may
strengthen the latter identification, but is is probably only really archaeological exploration which can
finally decide.
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
the text, see for the coins minted at Firrim, E. von
Zambaur, in Wiener Numismatische ^eitschr. xlvii (1914),
no. 472 (discusses all issues then extant), and idem,
Die Miinzpragungen des Islams zeitlich und ortlich geord-

net, Wiesbaden 1968, i, 185-6 (coins from 225-840
(cAbbasid) to 746/1345-6 (Il-Khanid)).
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
FIRUZ SHAH KHALDjI [see KHALDJIS]
FISH [see SAMAK].
FLOOD [see MA3].
FLUTE [see NAY].
FONDOUK [see FUNDUK].
FOSTAT [see AL-FUSTAT].
FOUAD [see FU'AD].'
FOULBE [see FULBE].
FREEDOM [see DJUMHURIYYA, HURRIYA].
FREEMASONRY [see FARAMUSH-KHANA, FARMASUNIYYA] .
FRIEZE [see KHIRKA, SUF].
FUDHANDJ (fawdanaj, fawtanaj, etc.) is mint
Mentha L. (Labiatae). The term is of Persian, and
ultimately of Indian origin (pudana], which explains
the various ways of transcription in the Arabic rendering. Under the name habak mint was well-known
to the Arab botanists (Asmacl, K. al-Nabdt, ed. c Abd
Allah al-Ghunaym, Cairo 1392/1972, 17). They
describe it as a fragrant plant with an acrid taste,
square-sectioned stalk and leaves similar to those of
the willow. It often grows near water and resembles the water-mint, called nammdm. The Beduins
considered it as a means to check in both man and
animal the longing for coitus (Abu Hanlfa alDlnawarl, The book of plants, ed. D. Lewin, UppsalaWiesbaden, 1953, no. 247, and Le dictionnaire botanique,
ed. M. Hamidullah, Cairo 1973, no. 840).
The Arabic nomenclature of the mint is abundant,
as was already the Greek one, but it is rather confused, and so the identification of the individual kinds
is made considerably difficult. Ibn Djuldjul [q.v.] of
Cordoba equates the KaXauivGri of Dioscorides, which
appears as kdldminthi (and variants) in StephanosHunayn, vA\h Judhandj. (see Anonymous, Nuruosmaniye
3589, fol. 99a-b) and knows the following three kinds
of it: (a) fudhandj_ nahrl, the "river-mint", also called
dawmardn, apparently Mentha aquatica L.; (b) Judhanaj
ajabali, the "mountain-mint", also called ndbuta (< Latin
nepeta, cf. FJ. Simonet, Glosario de voces ibericasy latinas
usadas entre los mo^ardbes, Madrid 1888, 397 f, with
Mozarabic complementary forms), probably Mentha
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tomentella Link; (c) fudhanaj barn, the "wild mint",
also known as ghalikhun (yXf|XO)v), Mentha pulegium L.
This simple basic pattern was completed and differentiated by later pharmacologists. For the rivermint there appear the Arabic terms nammdm, habak
al-md3 and habak nahn, in Egypt habak al-timsdh, in
Andalusia the Mozarabic mantardshtaruh (mastranto,
etc., see Simonet, op. cit., 359); the last term indicates in fact another kind, namely Mentha rotundifolia L. In the literature of translations the river-mint
probably corresponds with oio\)(i|3piov = sisinbaryun
(and variants). The mountain-mint is later mostly
equated with the "rocky" (al-sakhri) and with the
wild mint (according to Ibn al-Wahshiyya in
Nuwayn, Nihdya, xi, Cairo 1935, 69, 7). In
Mozarabic the wild mint is called buldyuh, fuldyuh
(poleo < Latin pulegium, German Polei, see Simonet,
op. cit., 452), and also ghubayrd3 or cirmid. To this
should be added above all the "cultivated mint"
(fudhanaj bustdni), that is, the pepper-mint, Mentha
piperita, the f)8\)oaux)V idiydsmun of the literature of
translation, well-known and favoured as nacnac or
nucnuc. Other kinds are also mentioned, which can
be omitted here; they are not at all to be connected
with the genus mint (like faytal], or only with some
restriction (like sufayrd'}.
As still today, mint had a many-sided medicinal
effect, above all from the menthol contained in the
volatile oil of the leaves of the peppermint. For the
preparation of fragrant peppermint tea, Ibn
Wahshiyya (in Nuwayrf, op. cit., 70) recommends a
method which is based upon all kinds of superstitious notions. The juice of the river-mint, taken with
honey, has a strong heating and sweat-producing
effect; taken with water, it helps against shooting
pains and sciatica, promotes menstruation, drives off
the tape-worm and is useful against jaundice since
it opens up the sluggishness of the liver. Mountainmint dilutes thick and stickly fluids which accumulate in the breast or lungs, and secretes them.
Peppermint, taken with vinegar, does away with nausea and vomiting and checks haemorrhages. On the
specific effect of menthol is based its use, common
until now, for diarrhoea, gripes, flatulence and, above
all, catarrh of the respiratory tubes. A few verses
praising the fragrant peppermint tea are found in
Nuwayn, op. cit., 71 f.
Bibliography: (besides the titles already mentioned): Dioscorides, De materia medica, ed. Wellmann,
ii, Berlin 1906, 40-8 = lib. iii, 31-5; La "Materia
medica" de Dioscorides (Arabic tr. and ed. Dubler and
Teres, Tetuan 1952, 253-6; RazI, Hawi, xxi,
Haydarabad 1388/1968, 243-51 (no. 621), with
many quotations and recipes; Die pharmakolog.
Grundscitze des Abu Mansur. . . Harawi, tr. A.Ch.
Achundow, Halle 1893, 238 f.; Ibn al-Djazzar,
rtimad, Ms. Ayasofya 3564, fols. 83a-84a; Zahrawi,
Tasrif, Ms. Be§ir Aga 502, fol. 508b, 29-32; Ibn
Sfna, Kdnun (Bulak) i, 409 f.; Bfrunf, Saydala, ed.
H.M. Sacld, Karachi 1973, Arab. 296, Engl. 256;
Ibn 'Abdun, cUmda, Ms. Rabat, Bibl. Gen. 3505
D, fols. 130a, 19-13la, 2; Ibn Biklarish, Musta'M,
Ms. Naples, Bibl. Naz., iii, F. 65, fol. 78b; Ibn
Hubal, Mukhtdrdt, Haydarabad 1362, ii, 157 f.; P.
Guigues, Les noms arabes dans Serapion, in JA, lOeme
serie (1905), v, s.v. fandenegi (no. 175); Maimonides,
Shark asmd3 al-cukkdr, ed. Meyerhof, Cairo
1940, no. 309; Ibn al-Baytar, Dfdmie, Bulak 1291,
iii, 170-2, tr. Leclerc, no. 1712; Yusuf b. 'Umar,

Mu'tamad, ed. M. al-Sakka5, Beirut 1395/1975, 3724; Suwaydf, Simdt, Ms. Paris ar. 3004, fol. 22lafa; Ghassam, Hadikat al-azhdr, Ms. Hasan Husnf
c
Abd al-Wahhab, fol. 93a; Dawud al-Antakl,
Tadhkira, Cairo 1371/1952, i, 252 f.; Tuhfat alahbdb, ed. Renaud and Colin, Paris 1934, no. 283,
325; F.A. Fliickiger, Pharmakognosie des Pflan^enreiches]',
Berlin 1891, 722-9; I. Low, Die Flora der Juden, ii,
1924, 75-8; The medical formulary or Aqrdbddhin of
al-Kindi, tr. M. Levey, Madison etc., 1966, 312 f.
(A. DIETRICH)
FUKAHA' AL-MADINA AL-SAB'A, the seven
"jurists" of M e d i n a , to whom tradition attributes
a significant role in the formation of fikh. J. Schacht,
who was especially interested in these fukahd3,
wrote (Esquisse d'une histoire du droit musulman, Paris
1952, 28; cf. idem, An introduction to Islamic law,
Oxford 1964, 31): "The Medinans . . . traced back the
origin of their special brand of legal teaching to a
number of ancient authorities, who died in the final
years of the first and the early years of the second
century of the Hegira. In a later period, seven of
them were chosen as representatives; these are the
'seven jurisconsults of Medina' . . . Almost none of the
doctrines attributed to these ancient authorities
can be considered as authentic. The transmission
of the judicial doctrine of Medina only becomes
historically verifiable at the same period, approximately, as in Iraq, with Zuhrf (died in the year 124
of the Hegira)." It may further be noted, in this context, that the name of al-Zuhn [q.v.] figures prominently in the enumeration, by the biographers, of
those who supposedly formed the audience of the
seven fukahd3. J. Schacht (The origins of Muhammadan
jurisprudence, Oxford 1950, 22 ff.; 243 ff.) is also able
to show that the list of these jurisconsults, to some
extent variable, but finally fixed ne varietur, rests on
no foundation, and he considered that in fact it is a
question of a conventional group of tdbi'un mentioned
for the first time in definitive form by al-Tahawf
(d. 321/933) in his Shark ma'am l-dthdr (Lucknow
1301-2, i, 163), then by Abu '1-Faradj al-Isfaham
(d. 356/967) in the Aghdni (ed. Beirut, ix, 136, 145).
He recognises, however, that this list was definitely
drawn up at an earlier date, although he cites no reference in this context. Now the Fihrist (ed. Cairo, 315)
mentions a work of Ibn Abi '1-Zinad (d. 174/790-1
[q.v. in Suppl.]) entitled Ray al-fukahd3 al-sabca min
ahl al-Madma wa-md' khtalafu fihi, which creates the
impression that this group—whose composition had
been probably already fixed—was felt, towards the
middle of the 2nd century A.H. not only as a historical reality, but also as early evidence of the
doctrinal pluralism accepted by Islam, since it was
possible to find out divergencies of opinion from
among equally-respected "scholars". The fact remains,
however, that the seven fukahd3 chosen would appear
above all else to be purveyors of tradition, for whom
the sources are, in the nature of things, almost all
the same. In addition, it may justifiably be supposed that their reputation was established considerably later than the time of their disappearance,
since the date of death of the majority of them is
not known with certainty; one might however expect
it to be fixed in the year 94/712-13, designated precisely by the name sanat al-fukahd3, since according to
tradition a number of them are said to have died in
that year.
Whatever the case may be, the definitely-adopted
list comprises the following personalities, with regard
to whom it has not been judged beneficial, following
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the studies of J. Schacht, to undertake researches into
the works of fikh:
I. — ABU BAKR B. £ABD AL-RAHMAN b. al-Harith
b. Hisham b. al-Mughira AL-MAKHZUMI, a prominent
Kurayshite who became blind and was surnamed alRahib or Rahib Kuraysh on account of his piety.
Al-Tabarf (ii, 272) is the only one to give him the
name of c Umar, and Ibn al-Kalbl-Caskel (Tab. 23)
mentions only two other sons of c Abd al-Rahman b.
al-Harfth. Too young to serve as a combatant at
the Battle of the Camel [see AL-DJAMAL] , he remained
in Medina, where he became intimate with c Abd alMalik b. Marwan, who commended him to the care
of his son al-Walfd. He passed on some hadtths of
Abu Hurayra and of the wives of the Prophet to a
number of traditionists, among whom the most
notable would appear to be al-Zuhrf. He died in
94/712-13.
Bibliography. Muscab al-Zubayrl, Nasab Kuraysh,
303-4; Ibn Kutayba,' Ma'arif, 282, 588, 599; Ibn
Khallikan, Wafaydt, ed. Ihsan 'Abbas, Beirut, no.
117; Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt, ed. Beirut 1388/1968, ii,
383; Mas'udi, Muruaj, v, 132-4 - §§ 1889-90; Ibn
al-Tmad, Shadhardt, i, 104; Nawawi; Tahdhib, 6723; Ibn Hadjar, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, xii, 30-2; SafadT,
Nakt al-himydn, 131.
II. — KHARIDJA B. ZAYD B. THABIT AL-ANSARI, Abu
Zayd (d. 99 or 100/717-19) son of the Prophet's secretary. Appointed mufti of Medina, he collected traditions from his father and passed them on, most
notably to al-Zuhrf.
Bibliography: Ibn Sa c d, Tabakdt, index; Ibn
Khallikan, no. 211; Nawawl, Tahdhib, 223; Ibn
Hadjar, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, iii, 74-5; idem, Isdba,
no. 2136; Ibn cAsakir, Ta'nkh Dimashk, vi, 24-5;
Ibn al-clmad, Shadhardt, i, 118.
III.
c

C

URWA B. AL-ZUBAYR B. AL-CA\VWAM, Abu

Abd Allah (b. ca. 23/644, d. between 91 and
99/709-18), grandson of the first caliph through
Asrna3 bint Abl Bakr [q.v.]. He was considerably
younger than his brother cAbd Allah [q.v.], in whose
activities he played no part; in fact, he avoided
involvement in politics, but it was he who is said
to have brought to cAbd al-Malik b. Marwan, in
73/692, the news of the defeat and death of the
anti-caliph. He lived subsequently in Medina, where
he is said to have written, on the instruction of
c
Abd al-Malik, a series of epistles on the beginnings
of Islam. He collected traditions from his aunt
'A'isha, from his mother, from his father (?) and
from Abu Hurayra and passed them on notably to
his own sons, to Sulayman b. Yasar (see below) and
to al-Zuhn. The biographers tell that he was most
courageous and that he endured in silence the amputation of a foot.
Bibliography: Mus c ab al-Zubayrf, Nasab Kuraysh,
245 and index; Taban, i, 1180, ii, 1266; Ibn Sacd,
Tabakdt, index; Ibn al-Kalbl-Caskel, Tab. 19 and
ii, 575; Ibn Khallikan, no. 416; Nawawi, Tahdhib,
420-1; Ibn Hadjar, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, vii, 180-5;
Ibn Kutayba, Ma'drif, index; I. Goldziher, Muh.
Studien, ii, 20.
IV. — SULAYMAN B. YASAR AL-HILALI, Abu
Ayyub/Abu cAbd al-Rahman/Abu cAbd Allah (d. ca.
100/718-9) mauild of Maymuna, wife of the Prophet,
who passed on traditions acquired from c A 3 isha, Ibn
(al-)cAbbas, Abu Hurayra and others and whose audience included notably al-Zuhrl.
Bibliography: Ibn Kutayba, Ma'drif, 459; Taban,
index; Baladhurl, Futuh, 266; Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt,
index; Ibn Khallikan, no. 270; Nawawl, Tahdhib,
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302-3; Ibn Hadjar, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, iv, 228-30;
Mas'udl, v, 462 - § 2214; Ibn al-clmad, Shadhardt,
i, 134.
V. — £UBAYD ALLAH B. CABD ALLAH b. cUtba b.
Mascud al-Hudhalf, Abu cAbd Allah, great-nephew of
c
Abd Allah b. Mas'ud [q.v], who collected traditions
from his father, from Ibn (al-)cAbbas, from Abu
Hurayra and other Companions and had a number of transmitters, in particular al-Zuhrl. He was
extremely learned, according to his biographers, and
he is said to have been the teacher of c Umar b. cAbd
al-Azfz at Medina. He is known as a Murdji'ite. He
owes to his skill as a poet his inclusion in the Aghdni
(ed. Beirut, ix, 135-47) and it is in the chapter devoted to him that Abu '1-Faradj enumerates twice (135,
145) the seven fukahd3, the second time with reference to a passage in which cUbayd Allah is supposed to cite his six colleagues; Schacht (Origins, 244)
believes with some justification that this is a fabrication invented for the requirements of circumstances;
it seems in fact to have a mnemonic quality, like two
verses (with rhyme-^'a/z) quoted by Ibn Khallikan in
the article on Abu Bakr b. cAbd al-Rahman cUbayd
Allah, who was blind, died in about 98/716-7 and
was buried at al-Bakfc.
Bibliography: Djahiz, Baydn, i, 356 and index;
idem, Hayawdn, i, 14 and index; Taban, index;
Abu Tammam, Hamdsa, ii, 126-7; Ibn Kutayba,
Macdnf, 250, 251, 588; Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt, index;
Mas'udi, Muruaj, v, 376 = § 2129; HusrT, l$amc aldj_awdhir, 4; Harawl, Zjydrdt, 94/215; Ibn Khallikan,
no. 356; Nawawl, Tahdhib, 400-1; Ibn Hadjar,
Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, vii, 180-5; DhahabI, Tadhkirat
al-hujfdz, i, 74; Abu Nu c aym, Hilyat al-awliyd\ ii,
188; Safadl, Nakt, 197-8; Ibn al-clmad, Shadhardt,
i, 114; Zirikll, iv, 360.
VI. — SA'ID B. AL-MUSAYYAB b. Hazn al-Makhzumi,
Abu Muhammad. A true Kurayshite, this oil merchant collected traditions from his father-in-law Abu
Hurayra and from other Companions and acquired
ci great reputation for piety and knowledge in the
domain of hadith, of fikh, and of tafslr. Given the title
Sayyid al-Tabicm, he seems to have been preferred
to the other fukahd3 by the Medinans, who subsequently abandoned his doctrine, which was different
from that of Malik (cf. Schacht, Origins, 7) but was
judged sufficiently important to merit a monograph
by al-Dhahabi. Politically, he affirmed his desire for
independence by refusing to recognise Ibn al-Zubayr,
which cost him sixty strokes of the lash, then refusing to pay allegiance to the sons of cAbd al-Malik,
al-Walld and Sulayman, which earned him a second
flogging. His biographers also speak of his ability to
interpret dreams. The date of his death varies considerably in the sources, but it is possible to pinpoint
the year 94/712-13. He was buried at al-Baklc.
Bibliography: Ibn al-Kalbl-Caskel, Tab.'22 and
ii, 501; Ibn Kutayba, Ma'drif, index; Ibn Hisham,
Sira, index; Tabarl, index; Baladhurl, Futuh, index;
Ibn Sacd, index; Muscab al-Zubayrl, Nasab Kuraysjk,
345; Ya'kubl, Historiae, ii, 276; Mas'udl, Muru$,
iv, 148, 254, 255, v, 118 - §§ 1479, 1581, 1874;
Ibn Tiktaka, Fakhn, ed. Derenbourg, 167, 168;
H. Laoust, Ibn Batta, 51; Harawl, Zjydrdt, 94/125;
MakdisI, Creation, index; Ibn Khallikan, no. 262;
Nawawl, Tahdhib, 283-5; Ibn Hadjar, Tahdhib alTahdhib, iv, 84-8; Dhahabl, Tadhkirat al-huffdz, i, 513; Ibn al-clmad, Shadhardt, i, 102-3; Ibn Taghribardl,
Nuajum, i, 228; Goldziher, Muh. Studien, ii, 31, 97.
VII. — AL-KASIM B. MUHAMMAD B. ABI BAKR,
Abu cAbd al-Rahman/Abu Muhammad. Grandson of
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the first caliph, and, as the story goes, of the last
Sasanid, because his mother was allegedly one of
the three daughters of Yazdadjird (see al-Mas c udf,
Muruaj, index, s.v. Shahrbanu), he was adopted by
his aunt cA3isha after the death of his father in
38/658. He transmitted to al-Zuhrl and to a number of other recipients traditions from his aunt and
from several Companions, including Abu Hurayra.
He died in ca. 106/724-5 at Kudayd and was buried
at al-Abwa' [q.v.].
Bibliography: Djahiz, Baydn, ii, 322; Ibn

Kutayba, Ma'arif, 175, 588; Mus'ab al-Zubayn.
Nasab Kuraysh, 279; Ibn al-Kalbf-Caskel, Tab, 21;
Ibn Sacd, index; Abu Nucaym, Hilyat al-awliya\ ii,
183; Mas'udf, Murud}, v, 463 = ' § 2214; Makdisf,
Creation, vi, 80; Ibn Khallikan, no. 533; Harawf,
Ziyarat, 89/205; Nawawl, Tahdhib, 507-8; Ibn
Hadjar, Tadhib al-Tahdhib, viii, 333-5; Safadf, Nakt,
230; Ibn al-Tmad, Shadhardt, i, 135.
(Cn. PELLAT)
FUNERAL OBSEQUIES [see DJANAZA].
FUR [see FARW].

G
GADA1 KAMBO, &IAYKH, Sufi saint of Muslim
India.
He was the eldest son of Shaykh Djamalf Kambo
(d. 941/1535), an important Suhrawardf Suit saint,
who enjoyed the status of poet-laureate at Sikandar
Lodl's court and later served the Mughal emperors,
Babur and Humayun as their courtier. Having completed the customary education, Shaykh Gada'f perfected himself in the exoteric as well as esoteric
sciences of the Sufi". His father then made him his
khalifa or spiritual successor, with permission to enrol
munds or disciples in the Suhrawardf order. On
Shaykh Djamalf's death, he inherited half of his
father's huge fortune as the remaining half going to
his younger brother, Shaykh cAbd al-Hayy, known
as Hayatf. In recognition of his father's services,
Humayun made Gada'f his courtier in place of
Djamalf. Gada'f was also a gifted poet and musician, composing verses both in Persian and Hindi,
his musical compositions in Hindi being famous during Akbar's reign.
After Humayun's defeat by Sher Shah Sur near
Kanawdj in 947/1540, Gada'f fled to Gudjarat out
of fear of the Afghans, for the Indian allies of the
Mughals had to be punished, and from there went
to Arabia for the pilgrimage. On his return he
remained in Gudjarat where he was joined by his
murids, some of whom belonged even to Afghan families, and he became famous in Gudjarat for his opulent sessions of samdc.
With the restoration of Mughal rule in India in
962/1555, the , political situation changed, and
Gada'f again joined Akbar's court in the Pandjab
some time before the second battle of Panfpat took
place in Muharram 964/November 1556. Bayram
Khan Khan-i Khanan, who had become the regent,
appointed Gada°i as Sadr of the Mughal empire
for old friendship's sake as well as for political reasons, hoping that Gada'f would act as a liaison
between the Mughals and the Indian elite. But the
Mughal historians of Akbar's reign, who generally
compiled their works after the fall of Bayram Khan,
are critical of Shaykh Gada'f, accusing him of arrogance, high-handedness and favouritism in the distribution of land-grants and stipends among the
Shaykhs, Sayyids, scholars and other deserving persons. Akbar also complains in his farmdn to Bayram
Khan, issued at the time of the latter's dismissal,
that one of his misdeeds was the elevation of Shaykh
Gada°i to the Saddrat in preference to Sayyids and
'ulamd' of nobler origin. In fact, all such complaints
and grievances were concocted to provide Akbar

with a pretext for removing Bayram Khan from
power.
According to Shaykh Rizk Allah Mushtakf, the
earliest source, GadaT played an important role at
the beginning of Akbar's reign, and the regent consulted him on every matter because of his familiarity with Indian affairs. The Turanf nobles got
annoyed with him when he did not join hands
with them against the Shf c f Bayram Khan, in spite
of the fact that he himself was an orthodox Sunnf.
He retired largely from politics after Bayram Khan's
dismissal and settled in Djaysalmer. After a few
years, Gada'f came back to Dihll and spent his
last years as a Sufi" there. On his return, Akbar
showed him much respect, most probably for his
past services at the crucial time of his reign, and
his land was also restored to him. Being wealthy,
Gada°f led a luxurious life; he was very fond of
participating in the curs ceremonies of the past saints
of Dihll, and spent much money on arranging samdc
sessions. He also acquired a number of beautiful
slave girls and enjoyed their company in his old
age. He died at Dihlf in 976/1568-9 and was
buried inside the tomb of Shaykh Djamalf in
Mihrawli.
Bibliography: cAla° al-Dawla Kazwfnf, Nafd^is
al-ma'dthir, MS. Mawlana Azad Library, Aligarh;
c
Arif Kandaharf, Ta'nkh-i Atcban, also known as
the Ta3 rikh-i Kandahdn, ed. Imtiyaz cAlf 'Arshi,
Rampur 1962; c Abd al-Hakk, Akhbdr al-akhydr,
Delhi 1914; c Abd al-Kadir Bada'um, Muntahhab
al-tawdnkh, Bibl. Ind.', Calcutta 1869; Abu '1Fadl, Akbar-ndma, ii, Bibl. Ind., Calcutta; Ni c mat
Allah Harawi, Ta'nkh-i Khdn-i Diahdm, ii, ed.
Imam al-Dfn, Dacca 1950; Nizam al-Dln,
Tabakdt-i Akban, ii, Bibl. Ind., Calcutta; Rizk
Allah Mushtaki, Wdkicdt-i Mushtaki, MS. British
Museum Add. 11,633; S.A.A. Rizvi, Religious and
intellectual history of the Muslims in Akbar's reign,
New Delhi 1975, 53-4, 233, 228.
(I.H. SlDDIQUl)

GALENA [see AL-KUHL].
GALLEY [see SAF!NA, SHANIYA].
GANGES [see GANGA].
GANGOHl, C ABD AL-KUDDUS, a prominent
Sufr saint of Gangoh (Saharanpur district, Uttar
Pradesh, India). Kutb al-cAlam cAbd al-Kuddus b.
Ismacll b. Safi" al-Dfn Hanaff Gangohf was born ca.
860/1456 and received his Sufi" formation at Rudawlf,
a Cishtf centre (khdnkdh) in the region of Awadh
that was organised by Ahmad cAbd al-Hakk Rudawlawf (d. 837/1434) and is supposed to derive its
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tradition from 'Ala3 al-Din cAh b. Ahmad al-Sabir
(d. 690/1291) of Kalyar, the founder-figure of the
Sabiriyya branch of the Cishtiyya. Though nominally the disciple and successor (khalifa] of his brother-in-law, Muhammad b. c Arif b. Ahmad c Abd
al-Hakk, c Abd al-Kuddus appears to have been initiated into Stiff practices by Shaykh Piyare, an old
servant at the khankdh. In 896/1491 cAbd al-Kuddus
migrated to Shahabad (midway between Sirhind and
PanTpat) at the suggestion of Sikandar Lodf's amir
c
Umar Khan KasT. When Babur sacked Shahabad
in 932/1526, cAbd al-Kuddus moved across the
Djamna River to Gangoh where he died in 944/1537
(not in 950/1543 as noted in A'm-i Akbari), and is
venerated at his shrine until today.
His most important disciples are his son, Rukn
al-Dm Muhammad (d. 982/1574) who collected the
anecdotes about his father in the Latd'if-i Kuddusi
(Dihli 1311/1894; including the reminiscences of the
Afghan soldier Dattti Sarwanl); his chief khalifa,
Djalal al-Dm Muhammad b. Mahmtid Thanesarf
(d. 989/1582), the author of Tahkik arddi al-Hind
(KaracI 1383/1963), to whom Akbar paid a visit
(Storey, i, 17, no. 25; 1198); and cAbd al-Ahad (d.
986/1578), the father of Ahmad Sirhindi [q.v]. His
grandson c Abd al-Nabl b. Ahmad (d. 990/1582),
known as the author of two Arabic treatises (GAL
S II, 602), held for some time the office of sadr alsudur at Akbar's court. cAbd al-Kuddus wrote commentaries on Suhrawardl's cAwdrif al-macdrif and Ibn
al-cArabI's Fusus al-hikam. The scope of his influence as a spiritual guide during the period of transition from Lodf rule to the Tfmtirid empire is
reflected in the collection of his letters, Maktubdt-i
kuddusiyya (Dihll 1287/1870; abridged, Dihll
1312/1895), some of which were addressed to
Sikandar Lodl, Babur and Humayun as well as to
various Afghan and Mughal nobles. His works
also include the Anwar al-cuyun fl asrdr al-maknun
(Lakhna'ti 1295/1878; cAHgafh 1323/1905; Lakhna'u
1327/1909) which records the sayings of Ahmad
c
Abd al-Hakk Rudawlawl; a Stiff tract, Ghard}ib alfawd'id (Djahdjdjar 1314/1897?); and two mystical
treatises entitled Nur al-hudd and Kurrat al-acyun (MS
Ethe 1924, 14 and 16). His brief compendium of
Stiff principles, Rushd-ndma (Djadjdjar 1314/1897),
advocates a popularised version of wahdat al-wuajud
[q.v.], alludes to NathapanthT Yogic practices and
includes a series of Hindi verses (added in the margin of MS Princeton 113). cAbd al-Kuddtis was
renowned for mystic states under the spell of dhikr
[q.v] which were induced by his fervent practice of
samdc [q.v] and saldt-i mackusa [q.v.].
Bibliography: Abu '1-Fadl cAllamf, A3m-i Akbari,
tr. Jarrett, Calcutta 1948, 'iii, 417; cAbd al-Hakk
Dihlawi, Akhbdr al-akhydr, Dihll 1332/1914, 221-4;
Muhammad b. Hasan Ghawthf Mandawf, Gulzdr-i
abrdr (= Adhkdr-i abrdr, tr. Urdu), Lahawr 1395/
1975, 239-40; Muhammad Hashim Kishml Badakhsham, Zubdat al-makdmdt, Kanptir 1308/ 1890, 96101; Dara Shikoh, Safinat al-awliya3, Kanptir
1301/1884, 101 (no. 118); cAbd al-Rahman Cishtf,
Mir*at al-asrdr, tabaka 23; Muhammad Akram
Barasawf, Iktibds al-anwdr (= Sawdtf al-anwdr), Lahawr
1313/1895, no. 30; Ghulam' Sarwar Lahawrl,
Khazmat al-asfiyd3, Kanptir 1312/1894, i, 416-18;
Muhammad Husayn Muradabadr, Anwar al-cdrifm,
Bareilly 1290/1873, 349-58; Lakhna3u 1293/1876,
411-20; Storey, i, 967 f., no. 1279; S. Ntirul Hasan,
Latd^if-i Kuddusi, a contemporary Afghan source, in
Medieval India Quarterly, i (1950), 49-57; Fdjaz
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al-Hakk Kuddusi, Shaykh cAbd al-Kuddus Gangohi
awr unki tcfllmat [Urdu], KaracI 1961; S. Digby,
Dreams and reminiscences of Dattu Sarwani, in The
Indian Economic and Social History Review, ii
(1965), 52-80; 178-94; cAz!z al-Rahman, Tadhkira
Makhdum 'All Ahmad Sdbir Kalyan, Dihll 1391/1972
(quoting an anonymous Sawdnih-i Kuddusi)', S.
Digby, cAbd al-Kuddus Gangohi^ in Medieval India:
a miscellany, iii, 'Allgarh 1975, 1-66.
(G. BOWERING)
GARDEN [see BUSTAN].
GAZ, a m e a s u r e of l e n g t h in use in Muslim
India, considered equal to the dhirdc, which was
treated as a synonym for it. Sixty gaz formed the
side of the square bigha, a traditional measure of
area. Five thousand gaz, made the length of a kuroh
(Persian) or krosa (Sanskrit), the traditional measure
of road-length.
The length of the gaz varied, often according to
locality and also according to the subject of measurement (land, cloth, etc.). There is no way of knowing the standard length of the gaz under the Dihli
Sultans. But under Sikandar Lodl (894-923/1489-1517)
the measure known as gaz-i Sikandan was about 30
inches long. The Mughal Emperor Humayun increased
it to 30-36 inches. This measure continued in use
until 994/1586, when Akbar instituted the gaz~i ildhi,
equal to ca. 32-32 Vz inches.
The gaz-i ildhi was the standard unit of measurement during the reign of Akbar, and continued
to be so during the reign of Djahanglr. During the
reign of Shah Djahan, a slightly longer measure,
the dhirdc-i Shah D}ahdrii, of about 32.80 inches, was
introduced for calculating road lengths; while a
much smaller gaz was brought into use for measuring area.
Bibliography: Abu '1-Fadl, A3m-i Akban, i, Bibl.
Ind., Calcutta 1867-77; Irfan Habib, The agrarian
system of Mughal India, Bombay 1963, Appendix A;
W.H. Moreland, India at the death of Akbar, London
1920, 54; see also DHIRAC.
(M. ATHAR ALI)
GEHENNA [see DJAHANNAM].
GEMINI, TWINS [see MINTAKAT AL-BURUDI,
NUDJUM] .
GENESIS [see TAKWIN].
AL-GHAFIKI, ABU DJACFAR AHMAD B. MUHAMMAD B. AHMAD IBN AL-SAYYID, Spanish-Arabic pharmaco-botanist, native of the fortress Ghafik near
Cordova. His dates are not known, but he may
have died around the middle of the 6th/12th century. He was considered to be the best expert on
drugs of his time; he elaborated thoroughly the material transmitted from Dioscurides and Galen and
presented it in a concise, but appropriately complete form in his Kitab al-Adwiya al-mufrada. According
to Ibn Abl Usaybi'a (Uyun al-anbd', ii, 133, 14), Ibn
al-Baytar was accustomed to take this work continuously with him on his scientific journeys, together
with a few others. Other writings of al-Ghafikf are
not known.
M. Meyerhof repeatedly expressed as his belief
that al-Ghafikr was the most important pharmacobotanist of the Islamic Middle Ages (latterly
expressed in Sharh asmd* al-cukkdr. Un glossaire de
Matiere medicale compose par Maimonide, Cairo 1940,
introd., xxix f.). In accordance with our actual
knowledge, Ibn Samadjun and Ibn al-Rumiyya, both
also Spaniards, will have to be put on the same
level as al-Ghaiikf. The three of them, especially
Ibn al-Rtimiyya, were primarily not pharmacists
but botanists; because of their exact description of
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plants they were copied by Ibn al-Baytar, not
entirely—as Meyerhof thought—but to a great
extent. The Arabic text of al-Ghafikl has become
known only in recent times; until then one had
to depend on a Latin translation from which M.
Steinschneider compiled a list of drugs, Gafiki's
Ver^eichnis einfacher Heilmittel, in Virchow's Archiv fur
pathologische Anatomic und Physiologic, Ixxvii (1879),
507-48; Ixxxv (1881), 132-71. To the manuscripts
enumerated in M. Ullmann, Medium im Islam, 277,
should be added a valuable copy, found in
Tamgrut and now preserved in Rabat, which contains the first part of the work (up to the letter
zdy) (cf. Shaykh Muhammad al-FasI, in Trudy 15.
Mezdunarodnogo Kongresa Vostokovedov, ii, Moscow
1963, 19).
Al-Ghafikl arranged his collection according to
the abdj.ad alphabet. Names of drugs beginning with
the same letter appear twice under this letter: firstly as heading of a kism fi 'l-kaldm cald 'l-adwiya, in
which the drugs are described in detail and the
sources relating to this are mentioned, then again in
a kism fi shark al-asmd3, i.e. a short list of synonyms
from various languages. As sources are mentioned
Dioscurides, Galen, al-Razf, Abu Hamfa al-Dfnawarf,
Ibn Samadjun, Ishak b. Tmran, Maslh (al-Dimashkf),
al-Taban (cAlf b. Rabban), Ibn Wafid, Ibn Sma, an
unknown person (madjhul, often), Ibn Massa, Ibn
Masawayh, al-Isra'flf (Ishak b. Sulayman), al-Fildha
al-nabatiyya—to name only those who occur most;
personal observations of the author often form the
conclusion. The status of the manuscripts now known
is sufficient to justify a critical edition of this important work.
A century after al-Ghafikr, Barhebraeus [see IBN
AL- C IBRI] composed an extract from his book on
drugs under the title Muntakhab Kitdb Dj_dmic almufraddt li-Ahmad. . . al-GhdJiki, available in an edition, with translation and valuable commentary, by
M. Meyerhof and G.P. Sobhy, that unfortunately
reaches only as far as the letter dhdl, The abridged
version of "The book of simple drugs" of Ahmad ibn
Muhammad al-Ghdfiqi by Gregorius abu 'l-Farag
(Barhebraeus), fascs. 1-3, Cairo 1932, 1933, 1938.
The discovery of the Ghafikf manuscripts was the
reason for the interruption of the edition of the
Muntakhab.
Bibliography (apart from the works mentioned
in the article): Ibn Abl Usaybica, cUyun, ii, 52;
Safadl, al-Wafi bi 'l-Wafaydt, vii, ed. I. 'Abbas,
Wiesbaden 1969, 350; al-Marrakushf, al-Dhayl wa'ltakmila li-kitdbay al-Mawsul wa'l-Sila, ed. Muhammad
b. Sharffa, i/1, Beirut n.d., 389; Makkan,'Nqfh altib, Analectes. . ., ed. Dozy et alii, Leiden 1855-61,
i, 934, 1. 14, ii, 125, 18 = ed. I. c Abbas, Beirut
1968, ii, 691, iii, 185; Dimashkf, Nukhbat al-dahr,
ed. Mehren, St. Petersburg 1866, 242; Brockelmann,
P 643, S I 891; M. Levey, Early Arabic pharmacology, Leiden 1973, 109-12, 152-4; M. Ullmann, Die
Medium im Islam, Leiden 1970, 276 f., with a bibliography of Meyerhof's numerous studies.
(A. DIETRICH)
AL-GHAFIKI, ABU 'L-KASIM [see AL-KABTAWR!] .
GHALATA, a district, now called Beyoglu,
of Istanbul [q.v.], which occupies the broad angle
of land between the lower northern shore of
the Golden Horn (Khalidj) and the Bosphorus.
Historically, Ghalata comprises more particularly
(a) the quarters intra muros, i.e. the site of the (formerly) walled Genoese colony of Pera which surrendered on terms (vire He) to Mehemmed II in

1453; and (b) the post-conquest area of largely
"Frankish" and Greek settlement extra muros, known
to the Ottomans from the early 16th century as
Beyoghlu and to non-Muslims as Pera. "Greater"
Ghalata—i.e. the area of at least partial "Frankish"
settlement—in the 16th to 18th centuries and subsequently was bounded by what were commonly
regarded as its suburbs: on the Golden Horn the
Muslim quarter of Kasim Pasha, the site of
the Ottoman arsenal (tersdne-yi fdmire) and, on the
Bosphorus, that of Topkhane, which developed
after the conquest around the state cannon-foundry
(topkhdne-yi cdmire] outside the Porta de Ii Bombarde/
Topkhane kapisi.
Ghalata (from the quarter "of the Galatians" in
the early Byzantine settlement of Sykai) was of little significance until the aftermath of the Fourth
Crusade and the restoration of Byzantine rule in
Constantinople. The original concession situated in
a locus apud Galatham, granted to Genoa in 1267,
lay along the lower shore of the Golden Horn,
between the present-day Atatiirk bridge and the ferry
terminus at Karakoy, with its landward limits marked
by what is now Voyvoda Djaddesi and Yanik Kapi
Sokaghi. This settlement was burned by the
Venetians in 1296; rebuilt and surrounded by a
ditch; delimited by an Imperial edict of 1 May 1303
(translation in Belin, Latinite, 129); destroyed once
more by fire in 1315 (accessit. ... igne accidentali quasi
tola Peyre combusta est); and, despite a Byzantine interdiction, fortified on the land side and rebuilt in the
following year. Thus established, Ghalata intra muros,
the "communita de Peyre", self-governing under the
authority of a podestd sent out annually from Genoa,
developed rapidly to reach its final form and extent
in the years immediately preceding the Ottoman
conquest of Constantinople. The first extension to
the original enceinte was constructed in 1348-9, enclosing a triangle of steeply rising ground with its base
formed by the eastern half of the long land-wall
and its apex marked by the massive circular Torre
di Christi, i.e. the Ghalata Kulesi which has ever
since been the major landmark and symbol of the
district.
From this time, i.e. from the middle of the 8th/14th
century, the Republic of Genoa and its colony of Pera
cultivated close relations with the rising power of the
Ottomans—cf. the letter of the Signoria dated 21
March 1356 to "Messer Orcham, grande amiraio (i.e.
amm kabiri) de la Turchia", from which it is clear
that the Genoese of Ghalata—"Ii nostri de Peyra
che sum vostri figi e servioi e veraxi"—were already
closely involved in commercial relations with the
Ottomans and acting as their political allies against
Venice and Byzantium. By the latter part of the same
century, if not earlier, Muslim merchants must have
been a familiar sight on the streets of Pera: the agreement concluded in 789/1387 between Murad I and
Genoa (Belgrano, 146-9) provided for the partial
exemption from customs dues of "Turks" who were
engaged in commercial activities in Ghalata, and in
the reign of Bayezfd I Ottoman envoys were received
by the podestd, and members of leading Perote families were sent to the Ottoman court as ambassadors
(Belgrano, 153, 160).
In the late 14th/early 15th centuries, almost certainly in response to the first Ottoman siege of
Constantinople by Bayezfd I, Ghalata intra muros took
on its final form. The districts which lay immediately to the west of the original concession and the
extension of 1348-9 were enclosed by a wall which
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ran from the Tower to the Golden Horn, and slightly
later the entire eastern quarter of Ghalata, fronting
the Bosphorus, was also enclosed by a wall. The total
area of Ghalata intra muros was thus brought to approximately 370,000 square metres, the circuit of the
outer wall being approximately 2,800 metres (cf.
J. Gottwald, Die Stadtmauern von Galata, in Bosporus,
N.F. iv [1907], 22).
The fortifications of Ghalata were further strengthened and improved by the efforts of successive
podestds in the last decades of Genoese rule. Most
of the surviving or recorded inscriptions date from
this period (cf. the collections, made from the 17th
century onwards, by Covel, de Mas Latrie, Belgrano,
Gottwald, etc., listed in the Bibliography}. The Genoese
colony at this time played an ambiguous role
between the Ottomans and the Christian powers,
e.g. in 1444 field-guns ("canons et cullevrines") were
supplied from Ghalata to Murad II (Wavrin, Recueil
de chroniques, v, 49). Even at the last hour, when
the fate of Constantinople was sealed, the authorities in Pera made desperate attempts to avoid the
inevitable conquest by the Ottomans. In 1452 a
semi-circular curtain-wall was built on the uphill
side of the Tower in order to provide protection
from artillery bombardment, but in the new era of
gunpowder and greatly-improved siege guns, Ghalata
and its defences were vulnerable from the heights
to the north of the Tower. On 30 May 1453, the
day following the fall of Constantinople, Ghalata
surrendered. The last podesta and the principal citizens were allowed to depart and the colony passed
into Ottoman hands.
The preliminary agreement to surrender Ghalata
had been concluded in the Ottoman camp on 28
or 29 May; by the terms of the capitulation itself
(cf. N. lorga, Le privilege de Mohammed II pour la ville
de Pera (ler juin 1453], in Academic Roumaine, Bulletin
de la section historique, ii [1913-14], 11-32; E. d'Allegio
d'Alessio, Traite entre les Genois de Galata et Mehmet II
(ler juin 1453), in Echos d'Orient, xxxix [1940],
161-75), Ghalata, urbem nostratium pulcherrimam et
singularem (Adam de Montaldo, Genuensis, "de
Constantinopolitano excidio", ed. C. Desimoni, Atti
Soc. Ligur. Patria, x [1874], 342), was placed under
the authority of an Ottoman voyvoda. The inhabitants were permitted to retain "their property and
houses; their shops and their vineyards; their mills
and their ships; their boats and their merchandise
entire; and their women and children according to
their wishes". The property of the inhabitants who
had fled was confiscated by the state. The inhabitants were given freedom to trade in the Ottoman
Empire and to come and go by land and sea without paying any taxes except the poll-tax. The existing churches were to remain in the hands of the
inhabitants, who might hold services in them, but
without sounding bells or clappers. No new churches were to be built. Further conditions excluded the
male children of the inhabitants of Ghalata from
the devshirme [q.v.]: "we shall not take their children
as janissaries", and prohibited the settlement of
Muslims in Ghalata.
Under Ottoman rule, "greater" Ghalata came to be
constituted one of the three important kadillfa of the
bilad al-thaldtha, i.e. Eyyub, Ghalata and Uskiidar; much
of the area appears rapidly to have been established
as wakf. The topography of Ghalata intra muros in the
Ottoman period has received considerable attention (cf.
in particular A.M. Schneider and M.Is. Nomidis, Galata.
Topographischarchdologischer Plan, Istanbul 1944; W. Miiller-
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Wiener, Bildlexikon zur Topographie Istanbuls, Tubingen
1977, passim), and both western and Islamic literary
sources are largely known (for a survey of the latter
see E. Rossi, Galata e i geogrqfi turchi, in Studi bizantini,
ii [1927], 67-74). Detailed work on the demographic,
social and administrative history of Ghalata in the high
Ottoman period must await the full exploitation of the
relevant Turkish archival materials (cf. the list for
Istanbul generally in El2, iv, 244-5 by H. Inalcik).
The four centuries between the Ottoman conquest and the late Tanzimat period were marked in
Ghalata by a slow but steady process of demographic
change, cf. in particular, K. Binswanger, Untersuchungen zjim Status der Mchtmuslime im osmanischen Reich
des 16. Jahrhunderts, Munich 1977, 128-46. The guarantees given by Mehemmed II for the security of
the churches and the reservation of the area intra
muros to non-Muslims were soon disregarded (e.g. by
the conversion of the church of S. Paolo (e S.
Domenico) ca. 880-3/1475-8 and the subsequent (late
9th/15th century) settlement around what thereby
came to be called the c Arab Djamici of large numbers of Muslim refugees from Spain (B. Palazzo, Arap
Djami ou Eglise Saint-Paul a Galata, Istanbul 1946;
Miiller-Wiener, 79 f.). Partly-Muslim quarters also
rapidly came into existence in the parts of Ghalata
which were not covered by the capitulation of 1453,
i.e., the strips of land outside the walls along the
Bosphorus and the Golden Horn and the hilly area
to the north of the Tower. Two centuries after the
conquest, Ewliya Celebi noted (Seydhat-ndme, i,
Istanbul 1314, 426-36) that in the reign of Murad
IV, Ghalata possessed 60,000 Muslim and 200,000
non-Muslim inhabitants, divided amongst eight
Muslim, seventy Greek, three "Frank", i.e. Latin,
and two Jewish quarters (mahalle).
Simultaneously with the establishment and growth
of Muslim settlement occurred changes in the composition of the Christian population of Ghalata.
Elements of the Latin population were enumerated
in 1580-1 as 500 kharddi-paymg subjects of the sultan; 5,000 liberated slaves; 2,000 slaves "of all
nationalities"; five or six hundred "etrangers de passage", mostly from Spain, Sicily and Venice; one
hundred staff of embassies and a further six or
seven thousand slaves (? including the labour corps
of the arsenals at Topkhane and Kasim Pasha).
Many of these post-conquest Latin elements in
Ghalata later came to claim a more exalted preconquest lineage.
After 1453 the walls of Ghalata lost most of their
significance, and from the early 10th/16th century,
settlement on the heights of Pera, e.g. by the "bey's
son" Luigi Gritti, son of a doge of Venice and confidant of the Grand Vizier Ibrahim Pasha, from
whom the district took its name of Beyoghlu,
increased. The envoys of Venice established themselves there early in the reign of Siileyman I, sending their despatches "da Ii vigne di Pera". Pera in
this period was thinly populated, a salubrious locality forming an easy refuge from the plague-infested
alleys within the walls (cf. T. Bertele, // Palazzo degli
ambasciatori di Venecia in Costaninopoli, Bologna 1932,
81). In the building of an embassy in this quarter,
Venice was to be followed in the 16th century by
France and England and, later, by Holland and
other European states which sent envoys to reside
at the Ottoman court, a fact which, above all others, gave to Beyoghlu its special character until the
20th century.
The greatest change since the conquest to affect
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Ghalata occurred in the middle of the 19th century.
In 1844 de Mas Latrie could still describe Ghalata
as "une ville franque, qui existe en entier avec son
donjon, ses tours, ses eglises, ses crenaux". Within
twenty years, the walls, with the exception of the
Tower and some fragments, were demolished and
the land-wall ditch filled in. This act, together with
the construction of one, later two bridges across the
Golden Horn, the rapid expansion of Pera/Beyoghlu
to the north in the latter part of the 19th century;
the granting of a degree of municipal autonomy to
Beyoghlu and the construction of a short underground railway (1884) from Karakoy to the heights
of Pera and of tramways, began the final effacement
of Genoese and Ottoman Ghalata intra muros as an
identifiable entity. Since then, the process has
accelerated, and the development of a new economic
centre of gravity in Beyoghlu on the axis of TaksimHarbiye, when coupled with the decline into insignificance of the non-Muslim indigenous population of
Beyoghlu and the demolition of older quarters for
urban renewal and road-widening, has tended to
erase further the differences between Ghalata and
the rest of Istanbul.
Bibliography: Besides the bibliography of
works on Istanbul, many of which deal incidentally or in part with Ghalata, cf. in particular: F.W. Hasluck, Dr. Covel's notes on Galata, in
Annual of the British School at Athens, xi (1904-5),
50-62; E. d'Allegio d'Alessio, Galata et ses environs dans I'antiquite, in Revue des etudes byzantines,
iv (1946), 218-37; idem, Traite entre les Genois de
Galata et Mehmet II (\erjuin 1453), in Echos d'Orient,
xxxix (1940), 161-75; idem, La communaute latine
de Constantinople au lendemain de la conquete ottomane,
in Echos d'Orient, xxxvi (1937), 309-17; J. Sauvaget,
Notes sur la colonie genoise de Pera, in Syria, xv
(1934), 252 ff.; J.MJ.L. de Mas Latrie, Notes d'un
voyage archeologique en Orient, in Bibl. de I'Ecole des
Chartres, ii/2 (1845-6), 489-544; J. Gottwald, Die
Stadtmauern von Galata, in Bosporus: Mitteilungen des
deutschen Ausflugvereins ((G. Albert", N.F. iv (1907),
1-72; V. Promis, Statuti delta colonia Genovese di
Pera, in Miscellanea di storia italiana, xi (1870),
513-780; E. Rossi, Galata e i geograji turchi, in
Studi bizantini, ii (1927), 67-80; Cornelio Desimoni,
Memoria sui quartieri dei Genovesi a Constantinopoli
nel sec. xii, in Giornale ligustico di Archaeologia, storia e belle arti, i (1874), 137-80 (in Constantinople
proper); idem, / Genovesi e i loro quartieri in
Constantinopoli nel secolo xiii, in ibid., iii (1870),
217-76 (deals with the original Genoese concession in Ghalata); V. Promis, ed., Continuation
della Cronaca di Jacopo di Voragine, in Atti Soc.
lig. di storia patna, x (1874), 493 ff; Rossi, Le
lapidi genovesi delle mura di Galata, in ibid.,
Ivi (1928), 143-67; M. de Launay, Notices sur
les fortifications de Galata, Constantinople 1864
(not seen); idem, Notice sur le vieux Galata,
in Univers (Constantinople), Nov. 1874; Dec.
1974; Feb. 1875; Mar. 1875 (not seen); G.I.
Bratianu, Recherches sur le commerce genois dans la
mer noire au xiiie siecle, Paris 1929, 89-114;
idem, Actes des notaires genois de Pera et de Caffa de
la fin du xiii s., Bucharest 1927; L.T. Belgrano,
Documenti riguardanti la colonia di Pera. Prima serie,
in Atti soc. lig. di storia patria, xiii (1877-84),
97-336; 2a serie, 931-1004; G. Hofman, S.J.,
// Vicariato apostolico di Constantinopoli, 1453-1830,
Rome 1935 (Orientalia Christiana Analecta, no.
103); M.A. Belin, Histoire de la Latinite de Con-

stantinople, Paris 1894; Djelal Esad, Eski Ghalata,
Istanbul 1913; S. Eyice, Galata ve Kulesi, Istanbul
1969; A.M. Schneider and M.Is. Nomidis, Galata:
topographisch-archaologischer Plan, Istanbul 1944;
O.L. Barkan and E.H. Ayverdi, Istanbul vakiflan
tahrir defteri 953 (1546) tarihli, Istanbul 1970, passim; Ewliya Celebi, Seydhat-ndme i, Istanbul 1314,
426-36; Hiiseyn Aywansarayf, Hadikdt alajawami', Istanbul 1282, ii, passim; W. MiillerWiener, Bildlexikon zur Topographic Istanbuls,
Tubingen 1977; El2, art. Istanbul (H. Inalcik);
IA, art. Istanbul: Galata (S. Eyice), both with
extensive bibliographies. Historical plans of
Ghalata in de Launay (reproduced in Belgrano,
Atti, xiii, adfineni), Schneider and Nomidis, Djelal
Esad and Miiller-Wiener, 321.
(C.J. HEYWOOD)
GHANAM (A.), a femine singular noun with the
value of a collective (with the plurals aghndm, ghunum
and aghdmm) designates the class of small livestock
with a predominance, according to the countries, of
either sheep (s_hd} al-da'n, sjirydh al-da'n, dd'ina), or
goats (shiydh al-macz, mdciza). Like the two other collectives ibil [q.v.] "camelidae" and khayl [q.v.]
"equidae", ghanam defines one of the three aspects of
nomadic pastoral life covered by the term badw [q.v]
as well as an important activity of the sedentary agriculturalist countryfolk [see FILAHA] , who may be periodic migrants; small livestock constitute for the one
group a direct and unique source of subsistence (kam
al-ghanam) with the milk, fleece, hide and rarely the
meat and, for the others, an extra product negotiable
in the fairs through the intermediary of the sheep
merchant (ajalldb).
The root gh-n-m implies the acquisition of goods
by means other than those of barter and purchase;
the synonyms ghunm and ghanima [q.v.] "booty, war
trophy" set in relief this idea, excluding from it any
allusion to the means of illegal and immoral appropriation. Also, ghanam (dialect, ghnem/ghlem) is understood in the sense of "sheep-goat patrimony" (see
Kur'an, VI, 146/147, XX, 19/18, XXI, 78) completing with bakar [q.v.] "cattle" the full meaning of
nacam "livestock" (pi. anfdm, used 32 times in the
Kur'an). In Arabic, it is the equivalent of the Latin
nouns peculium and pecunia, derived from pecus "herd".
Parallel with ghanam and with the same meaning,
one finds, especially in the Maghrib, the terms mdl
[q.v.] and kasb/kisb [q.v.], whence the dialectal
ksiba/ksib "flock of sheep" (cf. Berber ulli, from the
radical / "to possess").
Although the Kur'anic verse (VI, al-An c am,
144/143) saying: "[Allah has provided you] with eight
species of animals in pairs, two for the sheep and
two for the goats . . . " does not make any discrimination between the two species, a long polemic
between intellectuals reported by al-Djahiz (Hayawdn,
v, 455 ff.) brought into opposition the partisans of
the sheep and those of the goat. However, this sheepgoat duality was not new, since echoes of it are found
in the two monotheistic religions prior to Islam. In
fact, to the degradation of the goats, the Jews had
their rite of the "scapegoat" at the time of their
Festival of Atonement, while Christian demonology
saw in this animal an incarnation of the devil. By
contrast, sheep enjoyed the favour of the two communities, as they were favourites of God; there is the
ram of Abraham, the paschal lamb, the symbol of
the mystical lamb applied to Christ and the parable
of the "good shepherd" wisely leading his "sheep"
(Vulgar Latin ovicula, from ovis). The Arabs, long
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before Islam, used to sacrifice a ewe (catird) to their
divinities, in the month of Radjab, whence its name
of raa^abiyja, by way of prayer and as an act of
thanksgiving; while in the Maghrib and Tunisia in
particular, the cult of the ram was widespread, reminiscent of the Egyptian cult of Ammon Ra, and it
was only definitively abolished by the energetic repressions of the Aghlabid amirs, in the 3rd/9th century
(see T. Lewicki, Culte du belier dans la Tunisie musulmane, in REI [1935], 195-200; G. Germain, Le culte
du belier en Afrique du Nord, in Hesperis, xxxv [1948],
93-124). In veneration for Abraham, Islam preserves
the rite of the sacrifice of the sheep on the 10th of
the month of Dhu '1-Hidjdja, the day of the pilgrimage [see HADJDJ], culminating at Mina [q.v] called
yawm al-nahr "day of slaughter"; for all the Muslim
countries it is the "feast of the sacrificial victims"
(cid al-adhd) or "feast of the offerings" (cid al-kurbdn]
and, in the Maghrib, "the great feast" (al-'id al-kabir).
Engaging in historico-religious arguments,- the apologist for the sheep would point out the superiority
of the former over the goat on account of its wool,
its milk and its flesh; furthermore, in grazing, the
sheep does not have the "acid tooth" of the goat
which uproots the plants, damages the bushes by
devouring the buds and breaks down buildings by
its need to climb over everything, whence the proverb
al-mi'za tubhi wa-ld tubrii "the goat destroys and does
not build". Finally, the sheep with his thick fleece
and covering tail decently conceals his posterior,
whereas the stump of tail of the goats, shamelessly
raised, is a defiance to modesty, not to mention the
goatish odour which makes the company of the tayyds
"goat-herd" shunned. Linguistically, to call someone
a lays (pi. tuyus, dialect, tls) was a great insult and,
notably, in the expression ma huwa ilia lays fl safina
"he is only a goat in a boat", alluding to the nauseous and persistent smell which the animal leaves
wherever it has stayed. On the contrary, the nickname kabsh "ram" was eulogistic and flattering, especially in the metaphor huwa kabsh min al-kibdsh "he
is a chief ram", synonymous with huwa fahl min alfuhul "he is a chief stallion", i.e. "he is a champion". Against these notions is the defender of the
goats sahib al-mdciz, in whom one should see, at the
time, either the Hidjazf or the Yemeni, their respective homelands being particularly abundant in goats;
for such a person, the goat outclasses the sheep as
much by the varied products which it supplies as
by its vitality and resistance. In the society of goatherds one would say of an energetic man: huwa mdciz
min al-ridj_dl "he is a goat among men", whereas one
would snub the incapable weakling with ma huwa ilia
nacaja min al-nicddj_ "he is only one of the ewes".
Apart from the important place occupied by goats'
hair, as smooth (sabad) as flock (mircizz), the equal
of wool (labad, suf] among weavers, goats' hide was
and still is the principal material for containers, bags,
straps, shoes, cloths and covers (see the list in
Hayawdn, v, 485); although camel-breeders, the tribesmen of Mudar remained faithful to their red tents
of goats' hide.
In fact, this polemic, puerile as it may appear,
was not solely literary, for it was the reflection of
an old antagonism dividing the tribes according to
the kinds of husbandry that they practised; a series
of more or less authentic Prophetic traditions testifies to this antagonism between breeders (see alDamfrf, Hayat, s.vv. shdt, ii, 41-8; ghanam, ii, 186-92;
macz, ii, 326-7; da'n, ii, 76-80, and Hayawdn, v,
503-8) and one of the most typical says "Pride
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(fakhr) is characteristic of the owners of horses,
brutal roughness (d^afd'} of the owners of camels,
and serenity (sakina] of the owners of small livestock". Among the great nomadic camel-breeders
scorn for the small nomadic sheep-breeders was
expressed by degrading proverbs such as al-cunuk
bacd al-nuk "the she-goats after the she-camels",
stigmatising the misfortune of a group forced by
poverty to give up camels for small livestock, for,
to them, this meant really a descent, since al-^ilf
Id yurd mac al-khuff "the cloven hoof [of the small
livestock] is not seen alongside the hoof [of the
camel]". All these tribal oppositions arising from
the kinds of husbandry were to vanish with Islam,
for the position of the Prophet in favour of small
livestock was very clear; having been a shepherd
himself, he was pleased to say "Among all things,
small livestock is an invitation to modesty and an
incitement to choose poverty, leaving aside grandeur
and pomp; prophets and just men were pastors of
small livestock". In his eyes, the sheep-goat
association was for man a divine gift and he used
to say, moreover, "I recommend you to have the
greatest care for sheep, clean their mucus (rughdm)
and clear their enclosure of every thorn and stone,
for these animals are also to be found in Paradise",
advising the shepherd to perform his prayers near
the fold. Small livestock also provide him with a
metaphor to express his aspirations for the Islamisation of the conquered regions by encouraging
the crossing of beasts with a black fleece (= the
Persians) with those with a white fleece (= the Arabs,
of superior race).
In the linguistic domain, sheep and goats were
defined by a considerable number of terms which
the great Arab philologists of the 2nd/8th and 3rd/9th
centuries attempted to gather together in specialised
works, of which very few have been preserved for
us. One of the first seems to be al-Nadr b. Shumayl
(d. 203/818) [q.v.] with his Kitdb al-Ghanam, the fourth
volume of his huge encyclopaedia of Bedouin life,
the Kitdb al-Sifdt. At a later date there are a Kitdb
Nact al-ghanam and a Kitdb al-Ibil wa 'l-shd3 of Abu
Zayd al-Ansarl (d. 214/829) [q.v.], a Kitdb al-Ghanam
ascribed to al-Akhfash al-Awsat (d. ca. 215/830 or
221/835) [q.v], the Kitdb al-Shd' (ed. Haffner, 1895)
of al-AsmacI (d. 213/828) [q.v] and, finally, a Kitdb
al-Ghanam wa nu'utihd of Abu cUbayd al-Kasim b.
Sallam (d. 224/838) [q.v]. Ibn Slduh gives an idea
of the extent of ancient terminology concerning goats
and sheep in his Mukhassas (vii, 176-95; viii, 2-20) in
the chapter kitdb al-ghanam, consisting of about forty
pages. To this ancient base must be added the other
mass of material contained in the different Arab and
Berber dialects, from Trak as far as the Atlantic
Ocean, of the tribes devoted to the husbandry of
small livestock. The scanning of several lexicons
dedicated to these dialects, such as that of G. Boris
for South Tunisian (Parler arabe des Marazig, Paris
1958) or that of Cl. Denizeau (Parlers arabes de Syrie,
Liban et Palestine, Paris 1960) allows the evaluation of
a minimum of two hundred terms, the elementary
word-store which each tribal group uses in the exercise of its pastoral activity; this approximate figure
still remains well below the reality for some sections.
Such an abundance of vocabulary sets in relief the
vital character which the husbandry of sheep and
goats presents for a mass of Muslim populations,
sedentary as well as nomadic; this linguistic richness
is not specifically that of the Arabic language, but is
to be found among Turkish-speaking shepherds as
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well as Persian-speaking ones and Berber speakers.
In spite of this plethora of terminology, it remains
hard to define precisely the many strains of sheep
and goats belonging to the Arabs and other Islamised
peoples, just as in the West the zootechnicians have
had some difficulty in unravelling the skeins of the
domestic strains of the sheep (Ovis dries), undoubtedly
descended from an oriental wild sheep (Ovis ammori).,
as well as those of the goat (Capra hircus), possibly a
descendant of the Aegagrus or Pasang (Capra ibex aegagrus), as these two species are naturally polymorphs.
Among the sheep one can distinguish, according to
the language and in a very general manner, the
strains with a large fatty tail (alyd) or Barbary sheep
(= from Barbary or the Maghrib), those with a long,
non-fatty tail, those with long hoofs peculiar to India
and Guinea and from which derive the strains of
Northern Europe and, finally, those of Spain with
the "merinos" introduced from the Maghrib under
the dynasty of the Marfnids whose Hispanicised name
it has kept. All these strains are subdivided, according to the desired aim of their breeding, into wool
sheep and dairy sheep; the sheep kept for its meat,
despite the absolute legality of the consumption of
its flesh, has not attained in the lands of Islam the
importance that it has attained in feeding Western
Christendom.
On the subject of zoological strains, the Arab
authors and al-Djahiz in particular (Hayawan, v, and
vi, passim, see index), speak only of a few, especially
in Arabia, the most widespread being distinguished
by some typical anatomical anomaly such as
dwarfishness. Also among the species with a very
foreshortened shape there is the hadhaf "the docked
one" of the Hidjaz and Yemen with a black fleece
and almost without a tail and ears; similar was the
kahd, but with a russet-coloured fleece. Bahrayn had
the nakad "puny beast", a stunted sheep, but a good
wool producer, whose small size gave rise to the
image adhall min al-nakad "slighter than the dwarf
sheep". In Yemen the haballak is still bred, itself a
dwarf, and the timtim with shorn ears and with a
woolly dewlap under the throat; whereas the sdajisi
was large and its wool of a pure white, while the
dj_alam of Ta'if, very high on its hooves, had a fleece
so smooth that it appeared bald; it was of African
origin. Among the strains with a fatty caudal wen,
apart from the Barbary sheep (dial, mazmuzi), the
"Caracul" [see KARA KOL] of Central Asia cannot
be omitted, with its long wavy black fleece whose
lambs were frequently sacrified for their precious
coat called ("breitschwanz" or "astrakhan" [see
ASTRAKHAN] .
As for the goats, it can be maintained that the
majority of the strains of Arabia and the Near East
were of African origin. The nubiyya "Nubian" and the
habashiyya "Abyssinian" goat were distinguished from
each other, both large with broad, hanging ears and
a short fleece. Quite similar was the hadaniyya (from
Mount Hadan) in Nadjd and whose hair was black
or deep red. The shamiyya "Syrian" strain was longhaired, being related to the strains of Asia whose most
renowned representative across the centuries remains
the "angora" (ankari) [see ANKARA] from the name of
the great Turkish commercial centre where its "flock"
(mir'izz, mi/izzd, mir'izzd*, see LA under r-c~z; Hqyawdn,
v, 483; Kitab al-Tabassur, tr. in Arabica, i [1954], 158,
§§ 10-11) was woven (thawb mumar'az) and exported,
but which came, in fact, from the herds of Armenia
and the Causacus of Tibetan stock. The success
which the textile "mohair" (an Arabo-English term

derived from mukhayyar "chosen" with the complement
of "hair") still has on the world market and the different "camelots" (diapered, waved, moire and watered)
testifies to the high quality of the goat fleeces and
confers on them an equal rank in value to that of
the best sheep's wools. It is the same with the goats
of Kashmir and Tibet, whose silky down covered with
long gander is collected daily by carding and woven
and gives the shawls of India their renown.
Among the pastoral peoples, nomadic and sedentary, the methods of husbandry of each species have
hardly varied since antiquity, having attained by
experience a degree of adaptation which would be
hard to improve upon. For the former, the rhythm
of the seasons unfolds in a permanent quest for
even only slightly green pastures (mard'i) and unpolluted watering places, in the steppes bordering the
great deserts, for access to the luxuriant, jealouslyguarded oases is forbidden to them just as that to
the private himd was forbidden to them in preIslamic times. In Africa as well as in the East and
in Asia, these movements are apparently organised,
i.e. codified, according to ancestral agreements in
the manner of customary right based on group
precedence; there is no need to dwell on the interminable conflicts which these questions of pasturage
can lead to, especially in the period of drought. At
the beginnings of the agricultural zones and after
the cereal harvests, contracts of location of pasture
(sarha) on the stubble and fallow can be concluded between cultivating owners and wandering or
migratory shepherds (cuzzdb). The encampment or
dawdr [q.v.] "circle of tents" is placed as near as
possible to a well [see BI'R], a spring or a pool
offering the watering place (mawrid) indispensable
for the animals. The circular area delimited by the
tents (murdh), whose enclosure is completed by a
barrier of thorny brushwood, assures the flock of a
relative nocturnal security reinforced by the vigilance of these half-wild dogs called with precision
"camp dogs" [see KALB]. The twice-daily milking
takes place after the separation of the unweaned
young, before the morning departure of the flock
for pasturage and in the evening on its return from
the watering place; in the East it is mostly the men
who perform it, whereas in the Maghrib it is one
of the numerous women's chores (see G.S. Colin,
Chrestomathie marocaine, Paris 1939, 214-18). The fresh
milk (halib) is immediately churned by swinging in
the goatskin container (shakwd) hung on posts; there
is derived from it, on the one hand, buttermilk
(laban) consumed immediately either as a drink or
as a food or put to curdle with the rennet (infaha)
to make a mild cheese (dj.ubn) whose residual whey
(md3 al-^ubn) is given to the lambs and kids or
incorporated in culinary preparations. On the other
hand, the fresh butter (zubda), unwashed and separated from the buttermilk, is immediately put in
the goatskin, sometimes salted, to obtain, after it
has become rancid, preserved butter (samri), a substance based on the fat and used in all foods [see
GHIDHA3]. To consume the fresh milk and the butter as it comes from the churn would be, in the
eyes of the Bedouin, an unthinkable waste in view
of the three or four sub-products present in the
milk; hence comes the interest shown in the goatskin
churn and its contents in this dialectal metaphor
from the Maghrib yeddoh fi sh-shekwa idhd ma djbed
el-lben yedj_bed ez-zebdal "He has his hand in the
churn; if he does not draw out buttermilk, he will
draw out butter!" to describe someone who has
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found a situation which is very lucrative and not
very tiring, and parallel to the French image "avoir
trouve un bon fromage" (cf. American English "He
became a big cheese").
Apart from the two daily necessities of the watering and the milking, the shepherd's year numbers
several major activities for the life and survival of
men and beasts. First, at the beginning of winter,
there is the shearing (^azzd) of the wool-bearers and
the shearer (^azz&z] has to know how to manage the
shears (dj.alam) with dexterity and rapidity on the animal, while it is held on the ground; the mass of wool
obtained (dj_aziza) will serve as exchange currency in
the oases for utensils and durable foodstuffs (dates,
sugar, flour etc.). Another crucial period and, perhaps, the most harrassing for those responsible for
the flock who have to stay awake day and night, is
that of the parturition (nitacjf) of the pregnant females
with all the care demanded by mothers and newborn, lambs and kids being confused at the beginning under the names sakhla (pi. sakhl, sikhdl, sukhldn)
and bahma (pi. baham, bihdm). The latter, as they grow,
take on different names whose system of nomenclature will not be treated exhaustively here, as it varies
from one region to another. If a birth threatens to
be difficult and may endanger the life of the female
in labour and that of the young, there is no hesitation in practising a Caesarian section and the offspring saved is called hulldn, hulldm. In ancient
terminology, the distinction between lamb and kid
only appeared clearly at the age of weaning (fitdm)
around four or five months. Until then, the young
lamb-kid (badhadj., farm, furdr, furfur], is left to its mother, but when it is over three months, the teats are
progressively taken from it, ending by their being forbidden it, the maternal mammaries being enclosed
in a bag (shamla, shimdl), which may be made of a
hedgehog skin [see KUNFUDH]; a gag (fattdma) is also
used, applied to the muzzle of the young in the company of its mother. In the hours of milking the young
are kept apart. After weaning, the kid becomes a
dj_afr (pi. djifdr] and the lamb kharuf (pi. khirfdri) and,
before it is one year old, the sex is distinguished,
with dj_ady and cufut for the he-kid, candk for the shekid, hamal and immar (dial. callush] for the he-lamb
and rikhl and immara for the she-lamb. When one
year has passed, with the goats, the male is the catud
or the 'arid, then, around two years, the dj.adhac or
toys, whereas the female becomes fanz or safiyya\ progressively each of them are called thani, rabdci, sadis
and after seven years, sdligh. The he-goat sire is,
in the dialects, the catrus. As for the sheep, by a
similar terminological graduation, one arrives at the
kabsh for the ram and the nacdj_a for the reproductive
ewe; castration of the males is not always practised,
for it is proscribed by Kur'anic law and the he-lambs
and kids remaining are taken, in the care of the
dj_alldb, to the abattoirs (madj^ar pi. madj.dzir) of the
urban centres or delivered directly to the butcher
(kassdb) of the nearest village. Those which supply
the feasts and ceremonies of the tribal group are only
an infinitesimal part.
According to the social organisations peculiar to
each Muslim people, the groupings of sheep and
goats can be very variable as to the number of
heads of livestock; also, the term "troupeau" (French)
and "flock" (English), without numerical precision,
do not have a direct correspondent in Arabic. The
small family flock of ten to forty animals (katic, dial.
rasla, kafa, nubd) is called far, if there are only
sheep, and subba, if there are only goats. With the
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hundred, one speaks of kina of sheep and ghina or
kawt of goats. With two hundred, it is the khitr and
above that the wakir without distinction of species.
The joining together, for common needs, of several wakir with their dogs and carrier donkeys forms
a firk or a mughnam, which may number several
thousand head; such a moving mass can be described
further as a ghanam mughannama (comp. "a sea of
sheep and goats") and with this idea of multitude
it will be said, adcana 'l-kawm wa-amcaza "the group
is very rich in sheep and goats".
Equally highly variable is the condition of the pastor (rd'i, dial, sdrih, Berber ameksa, amadan), shepherd
or goatherd, or most often, both at once, according
to the framework of the society in which he is integrated. Among the sedentaries, a youth suffices to
guard the few beasts of the family circle, but, in
some villages, the livestock of each is gathered into
a single flock which may be quite large, each animal bearing the mark of its owner, and they also
have recourse to a professional shepherd. He is
engaged under a renewable seasonal contract covering two seasons (kamdla, either summer-autumn, or
winter-spring) and he is paid mainly in kind. On the
day of his engagement he receives a small sum as a
deposit, the outer garment ('aba3, burnus, Morocco selhdm] indispensable against inclement weather, a large
woollen haversack (kurz, camdrd) to carry his personal possessions and, also, for those of the newborn
who may arrive during the journey for pasture, and
a crook (cukkdz, hanfa] which can be a strong club as
a defensive weapon. He is assured of daily food and
at the expiry of his contract, he has the right to
twenty lambs and kids (riddyd). In the case of his
contract not being renewed, he gives back the deposit,
the cloak and the haversack. In fact, the good shepherd is automatically re-employed and his services for
the same employer can last a lifetime (see Colin,
Chrestomathie marocaine, 216 ff.).
However small a flock may be, the shepherd has
to be vigilant at all times; he must prevent the animals from trespassing on the cultivated lands, round
up the stragglers, ward off every danger from predatory carnivores and thieves, assist a female in her
labour and take care of the newborn. He is bound
to compensate for every animal that dies through
his negligence, but if a wolf or lion or panther kills
it despite his intervention, he is cleared, if he can
bring the carcase (bitana) to justify himself. This last
clause hardly functions nowadays where governments
have practically eliminated the insecurity reigning in
the isolated regions, but the danger from thefts has
not entirely disappeared. In addition to his dog, the
shepherd may have the help of a youngster (rassdl]
to keep the young apart while their mothers are
milked or to lead the animals in small groups to the
watering place. It is in this school that the boys
learn the craft. Even among his flock the shepherd
finds auxiliary help with, on the one hand, the
"leader" (dalul, manc, mam) wearing the chief's alfa
collar (shabbdh, shaband), and old ram or billy-goat
whom the flock follows blindly in ranks fleece against
fleece and, on the other hand, the "haversack bearer" (karrdz), whose solid horns scarcely suffer from
this extra burden. In the evening, the flock having
returned to its covered or open fold (zarb, zariba,
markad, ha^ira, slra), the shepherd goes to eat with
his master and returns to sleep among his animals.
They, confident in the man, obey his orders expressed
by fixed onomatopaeic calls such as birbirl to gather
them together, sikkl, ikhtl, herrl, titil, terr\ to urge them
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on, hishl, kahkahl, tahtahl, to stop them and hirhirl to
invite them to the water. Contrary to the usage in
Christendom, the animals of flocks, in Islam, do not
wear bells.
In the mountainous regions (the Atlas, Lebanon,
Sinai, etc.) an annual migration takes place following
the periods of the growth of herbage at high altitude.
For these fixed migrations the flocks of several clans
or villages are joined together and the long line of
horns and undulating chines slowly climbs the slopes
accompanied by the cohort of dogs, mules and donkeys charged with the food and necessary impedimenta for camps of several months. For this occasion,
each owner delegates a man in charge (kaccdd) to coordinate and control the movements of the group and
to ensure the feeding of the shepherds. This putting
out to grass (tarbi*) can be prolonged for four or five
months according to the atmospheric conditions
encountered at the high altitudes. During the hot
hours and the night, the animals are put under cover
in caves (dial kattin, ma'zab, shakif) and other natural
shelters.
Among the small sheep nomads, all the men are
shepherds and their life is much harder than that of
the sedentary shepherds, for it is linked to a constant
quest for pastures and drinkable water, while having
to face the merciless competition of the great camel
nomads.
The condition of the shepherd of small livestock,
notwithstanding the eulogistic Prophetic traditions,
concerning him, seems always to have been the
object of disrepute in general Muslim opinion; to
be a shdwi still retains a pejorative nuance (see W.
Maryais and A. Guiga, Textes arabes de Takrouna, i,
Paris 1925, 257-9, nn. 37 and 39). In the eyes of
the cultivator, the shepherd passes for a pilferer,
when he is not reproached with particularly shameful practices with his animal (Hqyawan, v, 458). In
pre-Islamic Arabia the protection of the livestock
was often the task of slaves and, in the Middle Ages,
this scorn for the pastor might also be reinforced
by racial oppositions (see Ibn Khaldun, Berbers, i,
106). Al-Djahiz cites (Bukhald\ French tr. Ch. Pellat,
Le lime des avares, Paris 1951, 198) this Bedouin's
curse hurled at his adversary: "If you lie, may you
draw milk seated" (= may Allah change your noble
she-camels into vile ewes). In the Maghrib, the shepherd is in the lowest rank of the country proletariat,
writes W. Marcais (op. laud.), lower than the khammas
and the jobbing workman and, in the mouth of the
countrywomen with their unpolished language, the
supreme insult hurled at a rival is that of "maid
for shepherds".
In spite of so much disgrace and by force of circumstances, the pastor of small livestock remains,
in all the lands of Islam, one of the indispensable artisans, ensuring the subsistence of the rural and civic
populations. Furthermore, the shepherds, constantly
observing nature and the sky, and this since the domestication of the goat and sheep (the verb racd means at
the same time "to pasture the flock" and "to observe
the stars"), have made a great contribution through
their experience acquired in the progress of the astronomy and meteorology proper to each season. To be
convinced, one has only to consider the sum of precise evidence preserved, in a concise form, in the rhymed
sayings that these contemplators of the heavenly vault
composed for each of the twenty-eight anwa3 of the
year (see Pellat, Dictons rimes., anwd* et mansions lunaires
chez les Arabes, in Arabica, ii [1955], 17-41); these sayings
mention the notable influences on the flocks of the

evolution of time in the course of the twelve months;
for the craftsman, their laconicness is very telling. By
way of example, two of these sayings taken from the
fifty best known will suffice to sketch the rough contrasts of climate which the shepherd had to endure.
The first evokes the dog-days and the scarcity of
water (Pellat, No. 14) in these brief terms, "When
Sirius rises [at the end of June] in the morning
(safard), if you do not see rain (matard), do not give
food to the she-lambs or he-lambs (immard) . . . " [for
they will risk dying of thirst]. The second relates to
mid-December when the water becomes ice (Pellat,
No. 32), "When al-Nacd3im ("the Ostriches", i.e. y, 8,
e, r|, a, (p, T, £, Sagitarii) rise, the animals stay
motionless (al-bahd'im) because of the constant (aldd'im] ice, and the cold awakens every sleeper (nd'irri)".
With this monthly guide to the constellations the
shepherds regulate their migrations which, far from
straying, lead them where their flocks will find the
best conditions of subsistence.
Apart from the vicissitudes arising from the harsh
weather to which the animals of the flock are
exposed, they can also be the victims of accidents
and individual or collective illnesses. In the past,
with the lack of effective therapeutics, the shepherds had to lament a percentage of certainly high
losses. Epi-demics (wabd', mawtan) would occur periodically with their terrible consequences; spontaneous abortion (ikhddaj, iskdt, ikhfdd), agalactia (shisds)
and sterility (cukr). The causes were attributable especially to many neighbouring viruses of the brucella type entailing brucellosis or Maltese fever (hummd
mdlitiyyd) and foot-and-mouth disease (ajildkh, hummd
kuld'iyya). The sheep pox (amiha, nabkh) also ravaged
them, as did coccidiosis (dj_ucdm), bringing on diarrhoea and anaemia. Sarcoptic mange or "blackmuzzle" (naghqf), psoroptic mange (kuhal, dial, bu
tagga), gastro-intestinal strongylosis and fluke worm
due to the small fluke of the liver (Dicrocoelium lanceolatum), all leading to aqueous or dry cachexia, also
destroyed a good number of animals. Microbial
infections of the feet and hooves such as foot rot
(iltihdb al-fawt) and hoof inflammation (kuwdm), which
could lead to the dropping-off of the horn cover
and decalcification of the instep (cukdb, khumdl), condemned their immobilised victims to enforced slaughter. Infections of the respiratory tubes were endemic,
with pleuropneumonia of goats (kasaba, dial, bufarda),
pulmonary strongylosis provoking sneezing (kudds,
nathir] and mucus or glanders (mukhdt, zikhrit, rughdm),
attested by the Prophetic tradition cited above.
Finally, cases of cenurosis or turnsick (thawal, dial.
bu nshimsh) were frequent, as were swellings (hubdt)
and convulvus of the oesophagus (dial, farms] due
to dehydration. Against this cohort of invisible enemies constituted by the microbes, the shepherd
would find himself totally unarmed, attempting,
despite everything, some empirical treatments for
the external infections. Purulent sores were cauterised with a red-hot iron (kayy), and mange (dj.arab)
and ringworm (kardc) are, even nowadays, treated
by the application of tar (katrdn, kir). It is with tar
also that the waters of the brackish or magnesian
watering place are purified (mashadi) and, in Syria,
a billy-goat or ram carries around his neck a cowhorn (battal) full of this substance to provide for
the hour of watering. Many other therapeutics,
sometimes extravagant, mixed with conjuratory
magical practices take place everywhere in Islam,
as in Christendom, and the list would be very long.
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Meanwhile, in modern times, veterinary science is
propagated under the auspices of the authorities
of each state, and competent services periodically
bring effective prophylactic measures, to the countryside by means of vaccination (talkih), disinfection (tathir) of contaminated sites and by injection
(hakri) of powerful medications absorbed into the
body of the sick patients; it can also be confirmed
that at present the flocks of sheep and goats of
the Muslim countries are almost freed from the
scourge of the great epidemics.
Man has very often known how to exploit to his
profit the natural gentleness and docility of sheep
and goats, and the servility in which he keeps them
makes them the object of griefs with which the ram
reproaches him in the course of the whole philosophical "colloquium" which the Ikhwan al-Safa3 [q.v.]
hold with the domestic animals in their memorable
Epistles (see Rasa'il, ed. Beirut 1957, ii, 215). In fact,
sheep and goats had not only to feed their dominator, but also to amuse him; jugglers and circus
performers would be seen distracting the market
crowds with their "knowledgeable" (lakina) sheep and
goats in association with dogs and monkeys [see KIRD]
in turns of balance and dance, and the Meccan
sheep (shat makkiyyd) passed as particularly gifted in
this kind of exercise (Hayawdn, vii, 218). In the East
and the Near East the public still shows an indefatigable taste for ram fights (nitdh), giving rise to
bets which can reach large sums; the organisation
of these fights is the affair of the kabbdsh, breederselector of rams, whose lucrative profession was not
besmirched with the disfavour of that of the goatherd
(macdz), for it satisfied the innate passion of orientals for the game.
The names taken from the vast Arabic terminology
concerning small livestock are numerous in the fields
of zoology and astronomy. In the former are found
c
anz/canza, designating at the same time the females
of the vulture, the eagle and the houbara bustard;
it is also the name of the reef heron (Egretta gularis),
while the glossy ibis (Plegadis falcinellus) is nicknamed
c
anz al-md3 and ma'azat al-md' "water goat". cAnz
al-md3 is also the trigger fish (Balistes capriscus) and
'anndz "goatherd" used to designate the black stork
(Ciconia nigra), one of fourteen homologous birds (tuyur
al-wadjib] for the sporting bands of crossbow shooters (mmdt al-bunduk) until the 7th/13th century. As
for the nacaja "the sea ewe" (nacajat al-bahr) represents both the turnstone (Arenaria interpres) and the
oyster-catcher (Haematopus ostralegus), which are generally confused. The great white oryx and addax
antelopes [see MAHA] are nicknamed ni'daj al-raml
"ewes of the sands" and the diminutive nucqydj_a is
applied the wood ibis (Ibis ibis). The manatee (Manatus)
is called "sea lamb" and, finally, the cattle egret
(Bubulcus ibis) is nicknamed abu ghanam because of its
symbiosis with the flocks which it clears of flies and
parasites of the fleece.
In astronomy, "the shepherd" is the constellation
of Ophiuchus (or Serpentarius) with the star Katf alc
rd i "the shepherd's shoulder" (= p Ophiuchi) called
wrongly "Celbalrai" (kalb al-rdcl "the shepherd's dog").
A similar error is that of some authors who named
ra'i and kalb al-rdci the stars y Cephei and p, K Cephei;
the same applies to "Rigel" (p Orionis) which is ridjl
al-ajawzd3 "Orion's foot" and not rdci al-ajawzd3. By
contrast, rdci al-na'd'im "the shepherd of the ostriches"
corresponds to A, Sagittarii. The constellation of the
Coachman (Auriga) is named canndz "goatherd", a name
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confused with canak al-ard "ground lynx" or caracol designating the star y Andromedae. In the
Coachman, the star "Capella" (a Aurigae) answers
to the names al-cayyuk "the she-kid" (= Alhayoc),
al-canz "the she-goat" and al-catud "the young ram"
(= Alhatod). In the same constellation belong alajadydn' "the two kids" (^, T| Aurigae) with the former (mukaddam) and the latter (mu'akhkhar). The first
zodiacal constellation, the Ram (al-hamal), comprises al-nath or al-natih "that which butts" (= a Arietis)
which with P Arietis represents "the two horns of
the Ram" (karnd }l-hamal). Finally, al-dj_ady "the kid"
applies, on the one hand, to the tenth zodiacal constellation, Capricorn, with the star "Algiedi" (= a
Capricorni) and, on the other, to the polar star or
"Algedi" (= a Ursae minoris), an abbreviation of ajady
al-farkadayn "kid of the two young oryx" i.e. the
kid of the region of p and y Ursae minoris. One
must not forget that for a thousand years the Pole
Star was, not A, but p Ursae minoris (for all these
stars, see A. Benhamouda, Les noms arabes des etoiles,
in AIEO, Alger, ix [1951], 76-210; P. Kunitzsch,
Untersuchungen zur Sternnomenklatur der Araber,
Wiesbaden 1961).
Bibliography: Apart from references cited in
the text, see: A. G e n e r a l . Les debuts de I'elevage
du mouton (Colloque d'Ethnozootechnie), Ethnozootechnie No. 21, Paris-Alfort 1977, 130 pp. B.
N o r t h Africa. Le pays du mouton (public. General
Government of Algeria), Alger 1893; J. Ballet,
Laitage, in IBLA, xii (Tunis 1949), 203-7; L. de
Barbier, Le Maroc agricole, Paris 1927; P. Bardin,
Les populations arabes du controle civil de Gafsa, in
IBLA, Tunis 1944; idem, La vie d'un douar (essay
on rural life in the great plains of the High
Medjerda) (Rech. Mediter., doc. 2), Tunis 1965;
A. Bernard L'elevage dans I'Afrique du Nord d'apres
H.G. Saint-Hillaire, in Ann. Geogr., xxviii (1919),
147-50; idem, L'elevage du mouton dans la region
d'Oued £em, in Rens. Col. (1927), 349-61; J. Berque,
Structures sociales du Haul Atlas, Paris 1955; idem,
Aspects du contrat pastoral a Sidi-Aissa, in R. Afr.,
Ixxix (1936), 899-911; G. Boris, Documents linguistiques et ethnographiques sur une region du Sud
Tunisien (Nefzaoua), Paris 1951; R. Capot-Rey,
Le nomadisme dans I'Afrique du Nord-ouest d'apres
P.G. Merner, in Ann. Geogr., xlviii (1939), 184-90;
J. Caro Baroja, La historia entre los nomadas sahananos, in AIEA viii/35 (1955), 57-67; J. Celerier,
La transhumance dans le Moyen Atlas, in Hesperis, vii
(1927), 53-68; R. Chudeau, L'elevage et le commerce
des moutons au Tidikelt, in Ann. Geogr., xxvi (1917),
147-9; J. Clarke, Summer nomadism in Tunisia, in
Econ. Geogr., xxxi (1955), 157-67; J. Despois, La
fixation des Bedouins dans les steppes de la Tunisie
Orientale, in RT (1935), 347-59, and R. Afr., Ixxvi
(1935), 71-4; A. Djedou, L'elevage du mouton dans
la region de Bou-Saada, in AIEO Alger, xvi (1958),
257-351; idem, Le travail de la laine a Bou Saada,
in R. Afr., ciii (1959), 348-55; G. Douillet,
Lexique des activites pastorales d'une confederation tnbale du Sud Oranais (unpubl. memoir); E.F. Gautier,
Nomad and sedentary folks of Northern Africa, in Geogr.
Rev. xi (1921), 3-15; Native life in French North
Africa, in Geogr. Rev., xiii (1923), 27-39; A.
Geoffroy, Arabes pasteurs nomades de la tribu des
Larbas (Algerian Sahara), Paris 1887; Hamy,
Laboureurs et pasteurs berberes (29th Conference session of the Assoc. Frcse. Avancement Sciences)
Paris 1900; J. Huguet, Les Oulad Nail, nomades
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pasteurs, in Rev. EC. Anthrop., xvi (1906), 102-4;
A. Leriche, Coutumes maures relatives a I'elevage, in
BIFAN, xv (1953), 1216-30; W. Marcais and
A. Guiga, Textes arabes de Takrouna, Paris 1925,
257-9 nn. 37, 39 and p. 337, n. 2; H. Menouillard, Moeurs indigenes en Tunisie: la tonte des moutons, in RT (1906), 117-21; idem, L'annee agricole
chez les indigenes de ['extreme Sud Tunisien, in ibid.
(1911), 428-33; Dr. Miegeville, Le probleme du
mouton au Maroc, in Rens. Col. (1929), 505-20; A.
de Montalembert, L'agriculture et I'elevage au Maroc,
in ibid. (1910), 71-6; E. Payen, Le mouton et la
lame de I'Afrique du Nord, in ibid. (1927), 349-61;
A. Roux, La vie berbere par les textes (Parlers du
sud-ouest marocain), Paris 1955; C. Delia Valle,
L'allevamento del bestiame ml Marocco francese, in
Boll. Soc. Geogr. ltd. ser. 8-9 (1956), 158-79; C.
Egypt. L. Keimer, Les moutons arabes a grande
queue d'Herodote (Hi, 13), et ceux d'Egypte, in BFA,
xii/2 (1950), 27-33; D. Syria. A. de Boucheman,
Note sur la rivalite de deux tribus moutonnieres de
Syrie, les "Mawali" et les "Hadidyin", in REI, viii
(1934), 11-58; L. Krader, The ecology of nomadic
pastoralism, in Bull. Inst. Soc. Scient., xi (1959),
499-510; T. Lewicki, Medieval Arab and Persian
sources on the keeping of domestic animals among the
early Slavs [in Russian], in Kwartalnik historii kultury materialney, ii (1954), 444-68; E. Iran. C.G.
Feilberg, L'elevage et ['agriculture d'autrefois en
Lourestan (Cong. Inst. Scient. Anthrop. Ethnol.
2), 1939, 239-41; W. Haas, The transformation of
the nomadism of the Iranian tribes into sedentary life
(Cong. Inst. Scient. Anthrop. Ethnol. 2), 1939,
238-9; F. T u r k e y . Bilgemre Kadri, Sheep raising
in Turkey, in Ann. Univ. Ankara, iii (1948-9), 24573.
(F. VIRE)
GHANIMAT KUNDJAHI, MUHAMMAD AKRAM,
poet of Mughal India and exponent of the "Indian
style" (sabk-i Hindi [q.v.]) in the Persian poetry of the
subcontinent.
He was born at an unknown date in the first half
of the llth/17th century at Kundjah, a small village in the Gudjrat district of the northern Pandjab
(now in Pakistan). He was an adherent of the Sufi
order of the Kadiriyya [q.v.], but apart from stays
in Kashmir, Dihll and Lahore, did not go very far
from his native village, where he died in ca.
1106/1695. His works comprise a Diwan, mainly of
ghazals, and a mathnawi poem written in 1092/1681
called the Nayrang-i cishk "Talisman of love", a
romance set in contemporary India with mystical
and symbolical overtones (Diwan, ed. Ghulam
Rabba.nl 'Aziz, Lahore 1958; Nayrang-i cishk, ed. idem,
Lahore 1962, replacing Nawal Kishore texts). Aziz
Ahmad has detected in the mathnawfs sensuousness
and sentimentality signs of Mughal decadence (Studies
in Islamic culture in the Indian environment, Oxford 1964,
227). A. Bausani, whilst conceding this charge, has
pointed out the interest of Ghanfmat's poetry as
examples of the peculiarly "Indian style", and has
suggested that his fondness for lengthy compound
expressions echoes the enormous compound epithets
of Sanskrit poetry of the Kdvya style, especially as
Ghanfmat's century was one of considerable MuslimHindu cultural interaction, in which, for instance,
several Sanskrit works were translated into Persian
at the Mughal court (Indian elements in the Indo-Persian
poetry: the style of Ganimat Kungdhi, in Orientalia hispanica sive studia P.M. Pareja octogenario dicata, ed. J.M.
Barral, Volumen I Arabica-Islamica, pars prior, Leiden
1974, 105-19).

Bibliography (in addition to references given
above): Bausani, Le letterature del Pakistane e la letteratura Afgane1, Florence-Milan 1968.
(Eo.)
GHARUKA, a system whereby a debtor landowner transfers part of his plot, and the right to
cultivate it, as security on a loan until redemption.
Other Arabic terms for the same system were rahn
hiydzi and bay' bi'l-istighlal, and in Ottoman Turkey
istighldl (Pakalin, ii, 97). This is the French antichrese.
It is not identical with al-bayc bi'l-wafd* (the French
vente a remere), i.e. a "conditional sale" to the lender
to be nullified as soon as the debt is redeemed, a
system preferred by fellahs who hesitate to part with
the material possession of their land. In fact, however, the difference was small, since according to the
latter contract too the creditor often "leased" the land
to his debtor, i.e. the yield of the land served as interest on the loan in the form of "rent". Both systems
were rather common prior to the 19th century because
Islamic and Ottoman law did not provide for mortgages, but they did not disappear after the introduction of mortgages, because of administrative difficulties
involved in the latter.
Ghdruka is a form of usury, and as such prohibited
by the shari'a. According to all four law schools or
madhdhib, a profit derived from a pledge belongs to
the debtor and the creditor is not allowed to gain
from it. A Maliki Azhari has even stated explicitly
wa-md tafcaluhu al-cdmma min al-ghdruka hardm (Shenouda,
39 n. 1). The Hanafi" school, however, has created a
loophole by making it lawful for the debtor to cede
of his own free will the profit from the pledge to the
creditor (Multakd al-abhur, fasl entitled rahana radjulun
c
asnan; Hiddya, book xlviii, ch. 4).
Early this century, ghdruka seems to have been common usage in Egypt. One of the customary systems
of pledging land in Trak was identical with the
Egyptian ghdruka (S.M. Sallm, al-Cibdyish, Baghdad
1957, ii, 281). '
Bibliography: J.F. Nahas, Situation econorriique
et sociale du fellah egyptien, Paris 1901, 183-4;
W. Shenouda, De ^expropriation par voie de saisie immobiliere, Cairo 1914, 36-9; G. Baer, A history oflandownership in modern Egypt 1800-1950, London 1962, 34-5.
(G. BAER)
GHASSAL (A.), lit. "a washer of clothes and
also of the dead", is nearly synonymous with the
word kassdr (al-Khatfb, cf. Ta'rikh Baghdad, vi, 127).
In classical Arabic there are a number of terms for
corpse-washer such as ghassdl al-mawtd, ghdsil al-mawtd
and simple ghdsil. The modern Arabic term for a
washer of clothes is ghassdl, but the corpse-washer
(ghdsil) in Syria is also called mughassil.
The act of washing the corpse, putting a shroud
on it, attending the funeral prayers and burying the
deceased are some of the obligations on all Muslims,
according to the Shari'a. The minimum qualification
of the ghdsil is that he must be well-versed in the
Kitdb al-Djand^iz (the book of funeral rituals) in
Islamic jurisprudence. The corpse-washer is required
to wash the dead body three times according to
standard Islamic practices. In the case of a female
corpse, the daughter of the deceased, a near relative or a female corpse-washer (ghdsila) is employed
for ritual washing. The corpse-washer must not look
at the genitals of the deceased or divulge any knowledge of physical deformities of the mayyit. It is, therefore, necessary that the ghdsil should be a trusted
(amm), reliable (thika) and an honest (salih] Muslim,
says Ibn Kudama. A tradition of the Prophet reads:
"Let the trustworthy persons wash your corpse" (al-
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Mughm, ii, 379). Some individuals performed the
work of corpse-washing out of an inner sense of
piety (warn'}, asceticism (zuhd) and observance of the
sunna, wrote Khatlb al-Baghdadl.
Under normal circumstances, the male as well as
female corpse-washers performed their work without any interference from government officials. But
during the Fatimid rule in Egypt, the caliph alHakim imposed a number of restrictions on outdoor
activities of women, who were prevented from going
out of their house, from entering a public bath
(hammdm) and from asking a cobbler to make shoes
for them. Consequently, every female corpse-washer
(ghdsila) had to seek a special permission or license
from the sahib al-macuna and judicial authorities to
practise her trade from the year 405/1014 onwards
(cf. al-Munta^am, vii, 269). However, some writers tend
to suggest that a similar ban on female corpse-washers was enforced for the first time in the year 253/867
in Egypt under 'Abbasid administration. The ghasH's
work was probably a part-time occupation; it usually
earned him an adequate wage which, of course,
varied according to capability of payment of hirers,
who naturally came from all strata of society. At least
in one untypical case, a ghdsil sold off garments like
a harms and a ajubba worn by a deceased person and
thereby earned an extra sum of eight dinars, besides
his usual wage, in the late Mamluk period (ca.
905/1500). The profession of the corpse-washer has
tended to become hereditary in some countries of the
Middle East until very recent times, but in non-Arab
Muslim countries we do not find the existence of a
professional group of corpse-washers.
The ghassdl, washer of clothes, has been one of a
group of manual workers since early Islamic civilisation serving mostly the middle and the upper classes
of society. He had to adhere to a code of conduct
outlined by hisba officials. The washerman was asked
not to beat more than one set of clothes on his washing stone and not to press garments against wooden
tools, in order to avoid damage. They were advised
to wash clothes in clean water and not to mix up
one customer's garments with another's. However, the
washerman (ghassdl) and the bleacher often ignored
this code of conduct and gained widespread notoriety for their untrustworthiness in mediaeval Arab society, according to one hisba official and writer. The
ghassdl, it appears, not only washed clothes of customers but also cleaned up dilapidated sites of the
'Abbasid city of Baghdad. During the Buwayhid period,
Fakhr al-Dawla bought at a price of three dinars some
old stones from rings from a ghassdl who had found
the precious objects while cleaning up the ruined sites
of the city. One of these stones turned out to be a
ruby and another a turquoise and both were set into
a gold ring which fetched 20,000 dinars (Ibn Tiktaka,
al-Fakhn, Beirut 1966, 293-4). During the Saldj'uk
period, some ghassalun were arrested for their alleged
dishonesty. The ghassdl, says Djahiz, did not have any
surplus income, but he lived on his meagre earnings,
all of which he spent daily.
In the modern period, the work of washing clothes
has been performed in Syria and Egypt by the washerwoman, ghassdla. These poor women workers visit the
houses of the wealthy to wash and clean clothes and
earn between three and six piasters (kirsh) for each
garment they wash. They supply soap, washing tools
and their labour and in return get a cash wage as
well as food from their employers. The wages of
ghassdldt in Egypt were lower than those of Syria
during the early decades of the 20th century.

The social position of the corpse-washer (ghasil)
has been higher than that of the washer of clothes
(ghassdl). This difference has been influenced by Arab
and Islamic traditions. A number of statements attributed to the Prophet Muhammad describe corpsewashing as a meritorious work which delivers the
ghdsil from sin (cf. al-Mughm, ii, 379). In contrast
with this favourable position of corpse-washer, the washer of clothes had a low status, due to the
servile nature of his work. The word ghassdl was rarely
used as a name indicating profession during the
classical period of Islamic civilisation. Moreover, the
ghassdl, like other workers of despised status, such as
the cupper (hadjajdm), the veterinarian (baytar), the sweeper (kannds), the watchman (hdris), the fishmonger (sammdk) and the tanner (dabbdgh), were denied the honour
of being addressed by their patronymic (kunya) in Arab
society (cf. Tawhldl, Basd'ir, Damascus 1964-6, i, 355).
Bibliography: Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt, Beirut 1958,
vii, 503; Djahiz, al-Baydn wa'l-tabym, Cairo 1950, iii,
191; Ya'kubl,' Ta'rikh, Beirut 1970, ii, 281; Abu
Nucaym, 'Akhbdr Isbahdn, Leiden 1934, ii, 299; Ibn
al-Djawzf, al-Munta^am, vii, 269, x, 68; Ibn Kudama,
al-Mughni, Cairo n.d., ii, 378-82; Ibn Bassam alMuhtasib, Nihdyat al-mtba fl talab al-hisba, Baghdad
1968, 81, 83, 179; Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Ma'dlim
al-kurba, ed. Levy, London 1937-8, 36-51; Ibn
Taymiyya, al-Hisba ji'l-Isldm, Cairo n.d., 22; alBundarl, fubdat al-nusra, Cairo 1900, 202; Ibn Tulun,
Mufdkahat al-khilldn fl hawddith al-zamdn (Ta'nkh Misr
wa'l-Shdm), Cairo 1966, i, 301-2; Djamal al-Dln alKasimf—Khalfl al-cAzam, Dictionnaire des metiers
Damascains, Paris 1960, ii, 239, 459; al-Kattam, alTardtib al-iddriyya, Beirut n.d., i, 64 (sic) (citing alKhuza'T); A. Mez, Die Renaissance des Islams, 341-42,
Eng. tr. 362; Lane, Arabic-English lexicon, vi, 2259;
R. Le Tourneau, Fes, 551.
(M.AJ. BEG)
GHAWTH (A.), literally "succour, deliverance", an
epithet of the Kutb [q.v.] or head of the Sufi"
hierarchy of saints. It is used of him only when he
is thought of as one whose help is sought, but that,
from the nature of the Kutb, is practically always; thus
it is a normal sequent to Kutb. Other, however, say
that the Ghawth is immediately below the Kutb in the
Sufi" hierarchy. In Sunn! Islam, such a figure as alHasan al-Basn [q.v.] came to be thought of as the
institutor of Sunnism and the Ghawth of his time; and
we also find an allusion to the term in the title of
one of the pseudepigraphia of cAbd al-Kadir al-Djilam
[</.y.], sc. the Ghawthiyya or Micrdaj_iyya, a questionnaire
on Sufi terminology.
Bibliography. DjurdjanT, Ta'rifdt, Cairo 1321/
1903-4, 109; Dictionary of technical terms, 1091, 1167;
Lane, Lexicon, s.v.; T.P. Hughes, A dictionary of Islam,
139, s.v. Ghaus', Hudjwfrf, Kashf al-mahajub, tr.
Nicholson, 214; L. Massignon, Essai sur les origines
du lexique technique de la mystique musulmanr, Paris
1954, 133, 199; J.S. Trimingham, The Sufi orders in
Islam, Oxford 1971, 160, 164.
(D.B. MAGDONALD*)
GHAZAL.

i, ii. — See Vol. II, s.v.
iii. In O t t o m a n T u r k i s h l i t e r a t u r e .
After their conversion to Islam, the Turks adopted
and assimilated Arabo-Persian cultural institutions,
but in literature they tended to follow the Persian
type. Thus it was the Persian ghazal rather than the
Arabic one which became a model both in Eastern
(Caghatay) and Western (Ottoman) Turkish litera-
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ture. The Turkish ghazal, which became the most
popular poetical form after the mathnawi [q.v.], is
very similar to the Persian ghazal from the point of
view of technique [see GHAZAL. ii. In Persian literature]. It is a short poem of 5-15 bqyts, with a single rhyme. In the first bayt, called the matlac, both
misrd's rhyme together; the last bayt, in which the
author mentions his makhlas ("pen-name") is called
maktac. The content is of love, mystical or real, the
joys of life, wine, the beauties of nature, etc. There
are also edifying and didactic ghazals which concentrate on hikmet [see HIKMA], philosophical statements
on the world, human destiny and actions, such as
the majority of the ghazals of the llth/17th century poet Nabf [q.v.]. Each bayt of a ghazal is an
independent unit in content, and need not be connected with the preceding and following bayt except
by rhyme. Occasionally a ghazal may have a unity
of subject, in which case it is called yek-dvdz ("one
harmony"). The most commonly-used metres in the
Turkish ghazal are hazadj., ramal, rad^a^, mudari' and
mutakdrib. One shortcoming of Turkish poets writing
in carud is particularly striking in the ghazal form.
This is imdle (imdld) (the reading of a short vowel as
a long one in Turkish, which has no long vowels,
simply for the sake of metre), which no master of
versification ever succeeded in completely avoiding,
so much so that the imdle (considered by some as a
proof of the existence of long vowels in Turkish, see
Bib I.) ended up by being considered as an embellishment during the post-classical period. Most folk
poets (Saz shd'irleri], with rare exceptions [see
KARAF^AOGHLAN] occasionally used carud and also wrote
ghazals in imitation of dlwdn poets (M. Fuad Koprulii,
Saz fairleri'2, Istanbul 1962, Introd.). The gha^al form
was cultivated in Turkish literature from the 7th/13th
century until the second half of the 19th one, and
then only sporadically by some modernist and neoclassicists (see Kopriilu-zade Mehmed Fu3ad, TURKS
III. Ottoman Turkish literature, in EI}}. Turkish biographies of poets (tedhkire-yi shu'ard3) list the names of
several hundred poets who each produced a dlwdn
(the bulk of which, as a rule, consists of gha^als), but
only half a dozen outstanding and about a dozen
minor poets wrote ghazah which rise above the level
of mediocrity and have a claim to art. Although
Turkish poets (both C aghatay and Ottoman) were
inspired and influenced by classical Persian poets, it
would be a superficial judgment to consider the former as blind imitators of the latter, as is often done.
A common technique and limited vocabulary, and
the same world of imagery and subject matter based
mainly on Islamic sources, were shared by all poets
of Islamic literatures (see Fahir Iz, Eski Turk edebiyatmda nazim, ii, Istanbul 1967, Introd.), and a mere
parallelism of these in poets of the same or diverse
languages might easily tempt one to draw easy and
misleading conclusions (as e.g. by Hasibe Mazioglu,
Fuzuli-Hqfiz, Istanbul 1962). A closer study reveals
that outstanding Turkish poets of the early periods
such as Kadi Burhan al-Dfn, Nesfrnf [q.v], cAlf Shir
Newa'f, Nedjatf, and many of the classical era like
Fudulf, Bakf, Shaykh al-Islam Yahya, Neff, Na'ilf
and particularly Nedfm [q.vv] and others, wrote,
under common conventions, many original ghazals
with a strong personal flavour (for a chronological
selection of Ottoman Turkish ghazals, see Fahir Iz,
op. cit., i). Many Turkish dlwdn poets, particularly
Nef f and Nedfm, were conscious of this originality
and they expressed their own feelings in many of
their ghazafe and fakhriyyes. It is fair to say that

outstanding Turkish classical authors managed to
retain their personal and their Turkish character,
even though using Persian set themes, figures, conceits and imagery, in the same way that Corneille
and Racine remained French in spite of their use
of Greek and Latin poetical conventions, characters
and plots. During the literary Tan&mat movement of
the mid-19th century, the gha^al continued to be cultivated partly by modernists like Diya3 (Ziya) Pasha,
Namik Kemal and others, and exclusively by the
"neo-classicists" of the so-called Enajumen-i shu'ard'
group (Leskofcali Ghalib, Yenishehirli cAwnf, etc.).
In contemporary Turkish literature the ghazal form
was revived by Yahya Kemal Beyatli (1884-1958
[q.v.]}., who from 1918 until his death wrote a number of ghazals in the language and style of some 17th
and 18th century poets (particularly Na'ilf and Nedfm)
which were posthumously collected in a book as Eski
§iirin ruzgariyle ("With the breath of past poetry").
These very popular and successful pastiches did not
go beyond being curiosities, and the ghazal form was
not practised after the 1920s except by an occasional
traditionalist or for humourous and satirical purposes (e.g. in Khalil Nihad Boztepe's Sihdm-i ilhdm (1921)
and Faruk Nafiz Qamlibel's Tath sert (1938).
Bibliography. M. Fuad Kopriilii, art. Aruz in
IA\ Ahmed Ate§, art. Gazel, in IA, Mu'allim Nadjf,
Istlldhat-i edebiyye, Istanbul 1307 rumi/1894, 166-78;
Gibb, HOP, i, 80; Ahmed Tal'at, Khalk shftrlenmn
shekil we newi'leri, Istanbul 1928; Talat Tekin, Ana
Turkfede asli uzun unluler, Ankara 1975.
(FAH!R Iz)
GHAZI KHAN, Indo-Muslim military leader.
Known to Kashmfr chroniclers as Sultan Ghazf
Shah Cak, he was the son of Kadjf Cak, the leader
of the Caks [q.v] and a powerful chief. Nothing is
known of Ghazf Khan's early life except that in
933/1527 Ghazf with other chiefs defeated the
Mughals sent by Babur to help Sikandar, son of Sultan
Fath Shah, against Muhammad Shah the reigning
Sultan of Kashmfr. Next year, however, the Caks
were defeated, and Ghazf Khan, who fought under
his father, was taken prisoner. In the middle of
959/1552, he joined the Kashmfr nobles to defeat
Haybat Khan Niyazf and his Afghan followers.
Towards the end of 962/1555, he became Wa&r of
Sultan Isma'fl Shah by setting aside his cousin Dawlat
Cak and blinding him. Early in 963/1556, Abu
'l-Macalf, a turbulent Mughal noble, having escaped
from the wrath of Akbar, invaded Kashmfr, but Ghazf
Khan defeated him, and then suppressed the rebellion of Kashmfr nobles, who were against him. In
the summer of 967/1560, Akbar sent Kara Bahadur,
a cousin of Mfrza Haydar Dughlat, with an army to
invade Kashmfr, but the latter was defeated at
Radjaurf and then at Danaor.
In 968/1561, under the pretext that Habfb Shah
(964-8/1557-61), grandson of Muhammad Shah and
his own nephew, was incompetent, Ghazf Khan set
him aside and himself ascended the throne, assuming
the title of Sultan Nasfr al-Dfn Ghazf Cak and thus
laying the foundation of the Cak dynasty. He was
brave, able and a man of strong will. He suppressed
rebellions, established law and order and successfully
defended Kashmfr against the Mughals. He was a
cultured man and a poet and patronised learned men;
but he was also the first Kashmfr ruler to introduce
the practice of blinding his political rivals and cutting off their limbs. In his old age he suffered from
leprosy, which impaired both his health and eyesight; hence he entrusted the work of the govern-
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ment to his brother, Husayn Khan. Later, he changed
his mind and tried to recover power, but Husayn
Khan deposed him and himself ascended the throne.
GhazI Shah died after four years in 974/1566-7 at
the age of 58.
Bibliography: the best accounts of Ghazf Shah
are in the anonymous Bahdristdn-i Shdhi, India Office
ms. 509, and in Haydar Malik's Ta'nkh-i Kashmir,
I.O. ms. 510; see also Mohibbul Hasan, Kashmir
under the Sultans, Srinagar 1974; G.M.D. Sufi, Kashir,
Lahore 1948-9.
(MOHIBBUL HASAN)
GHAZIPUR (area, 1.473 sq. m.), a D i s t r i c t in
the easternmost part of the s t a t e of U t t a r
Pradesh in India. It lies in the great alluvial plains
of the Ganges and extends in equal portions on either
side of the river. Though one of the smallest in size,
it is one of the most thickly-populated and closelycultivated districts of the state. For administrative purposes, it is divided into four tahsils, namely Ghazfpur,
Muhammadabad, Sa'fdpur and Zamaniyya. Paddy,
wheat, cotton, sugar and tobacco are the traditional
products of the district.
Ghazfpur is obviously a name of Muslim origin,
and the Hindu tradition, which ascribes the foundation of Ghazfpur town to the eponymous hero
Radja Gadhf, who called his stronghold Ghazfpur,
has no historical basis whatsoever. Though the territory constituting the modern District has a long
history going as far back as the days of early IndoAryan colonisation, the town was not really founded until about the middle of the 8th/14th century.
According to reliable local records, during the reign
of Sultan Ffruz Shah, one C akawa Mandhata, a
descendant of the famous Radja Prithiwfradj of Dihll,
obtained a large tract of land at Kathawat near the
present village of Ghausegunj in the tahsil of
Muhammadabad and later, building a fortress there,
declared himself independent of the Dihll Sultan. It
is said that once his nephew and heir seized a Muslim
girl, whose widowed mother appealed to the Sultan
for the redress of the affront. Responding promptly, the then ruling Sultan Muhammad Tughluk
despatched a band of 40 warriors under one Sayyid
Mas'ud, who reached the place in 730/1330, and
in a battle fought on the site of Ghazfpur town,
Mascud slew the rebellious Radja. The Sultan thereupon granted Mas'ud the estates of his vanquished
enemy, with the title of Malik al-Sadat Ghazi, which
gave the name to the newly-founded city. Mas'ud
Ghazi left behind six sons, one of whom, Sayyid
Kutb al-Dm, was married to the daughter of Sayyid
Muhammad and had himself two sons, Sayyid Dust
Muhammad and Sayyid Yahya; the descendants of
the former settled in the village of Para, while those
of the latter in Nonhera, both situated in the tahsil
of Ghazfpur.
For the greater part of the 9th/15th century,
Ghazfpur remained part of the dominions of the
Sharkfs [q.v.] of Djawpur, after whose decline it
reverted to the possession of the Dihll Sultan. After
the battle of Panfpat in 932/1526, the Mughal
emperor Babur [q.v.] annexed Ghazfpur to his conquests of northern and eastern India. Ten years later,
it went out of Mughal hands, following Humayun's
defeat by Shir Shah in the decisive engagement
fought at Baxar, close to the southern borders of
the district. Ghazfpur remained under the peaceful
administration of the Afghans till it was recovered
for the Mughals in 974/1569 by CAH Kulf Khan
Khan-i Zaman, governor of Djawnpur, from whom
the town Zamaniyya derives its name. Abu '1-Fadl
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in his A'm-i Akban speaks in detail of Ghazipur as
being a flourishing sarkdr in the suba of Allahabad.
Sadat Khan, the first Nawwab-Wazfr of Awadh or
Oudh [q.v.], placed Ghazfpur in charge of'Abd Allah
Khan, a native of the district, who has left his imprint
on the city by his magnificent buildings, whose ruins
still exist. With the taking over of the district by the
British in 1781, Ghazfpur enjoyed undisturbed peace
till the outbreak of the Sepoy Mutiny of 1857 which
took a heavy toll of life and property in the eastern part of the district, bordering Bihar. Normalcy
could not be restored until five months of complete
confusion had elapsed.
Ghazipur town, which is the headquarters of the
District of the tahsil of the same name, stretches along
the north bank of the Ganges for nearly four
km. Before the introduction of the railways, it used
to be a centre for trade and river-traffic. Among the
antiquities of the town, the most notable are the ruins
of the Cihil Sutun or "Hall of the Forty Pillars",
which was the palace of the above-mentioned cAbd
Allah Khan, who lies buried in the garden known
as Nawdb ki Cahdr Diwdn. Another landmark is the
tomb of Lord Cornwallis, who died there in 1805;
this consists of a domed structure supported on
twelve Doric pillars, with a marble bust executed by
Flaxman.
Bibliography: The imperial gazetteer of India, xii,
1908; Ghazipur District gazetteer, Allahabad 1909; Census

of India 1961, xv/4, Delhi 1965.
(ABDUS SUBHAN)
AL-GHAZZAL, ABU 'L- C ABBAS AHMAD B. ALMAHDI AL-GHAZZAL AL-ANDALUS! AL-MALAKI, the
secretary of the sultan of Morocco Sfdf Muhammad b. cAbd Allah (1171-1204/1757-89), who
entrusted to him v a r i o u s d i p l o m a t i c m i s s i o n s .
In 1179/1766 he was the head of a delegation sent
to negotiate an exchange of captives with Charles
III of Spain; he was received with great honour in
Madrid, and was able to return to Morocco with a
Spanish mission which made a peace treaty with the
sultan and an agreement about the exchange of
prisoners. In 1182/1768 he was sent to Algiers to
oversee the exchange of Algerian with Spanish prisoners and accomplished this with success. However,
the Spanish king, after the sultan had besieged
Melilla in 1185/1771, had to renounce the terms of
the treaty made between the two rulers and drawn
up by al-Ghazzal, so that the latter fell into disgrace.
He retired to Fas, where he died in 1191/1777 and
was buried in the zawiya of cAbd al-Kadir al-Fasf [see
AL-FASI, above].
This diplomatist left behind an account of his journey to Spain called .Nati^at al-id^tihdd f i 'l-muhddana
wa '1-dj.ihdd, of which numerous mss. are extant; a
resume was made by Bodin in AM, iii (1918), 14585, and it was published by A. Bustanf at Tetuan in
1941. Al-GhazzaTs rihla is doubly interesting. From
the historical aspect, it is a valuable document since
the author gives details about the aim of his mission
and lists the names of the Muslim prisoners; from the
literary point of view, although it is written in rhymed
prose, it describes the stages of the journey and gives
a picture of Spain under Charles III. He notes, like
other travellers in Europe, the things which were new
to him, but shows himself somewhat partial, insisting
on the superiority of his own country.
He is, furthermore, the author, notably, of epistles
in praise of his sultan and of a biography of the head
of the Tsawa religious order, al-Nur al-shdmil (ed. Cairo
1348/1929).
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Bibliography: E. Levi-Provencal, Chorfa, 327-30;
H. Peres, L'Espagne vue par les voyageurs musulmans,
Paris 1937, 23; Ibn Suda, Dalil mu'arrikh al-Maghrib
al-aksd, Casablanca 1960, i, 124, 167, 174, 234,
ii, 366-7; Brockelmann, S II, 712; M. Lakhdar,
Vie litteraire, 249-52 and bibl. given there.
(ED.)

AL-GHAZZI, ABU ISHAK IBRAHIM [B. YAHYA?] B.
'UTHMAN B. c ABBAS AL-KALBI AL-ASHHAB! (441-5247
1049-1129), Arabic poet of the Saldjuk period.
He was born in Ghazza [q.v] at a time when that
town was still under Fatimid rule, but as a Shafi'I
Sunn! and as a person especially proud of emanating from the Imam al-ShafiTs own birthplace, his life
was to be orientated towards the East, where the
establishment of the Saldjuks favoured a resurgence
of Sunnf orthodoxy. He was studying in Damascus
in 481/1088 as a pupil of the traditionist Nasr b.
Ibrahim al-Makdisi (d. 490/1096, see Brockelmann,
S I, 603), but then left for Trak. Disappointed at
Hilla in his expectations of the Mazyadicl Sayf alDawla Sadaka, he spent some time at the Nizamiyya
madrasa in Baghdad during the caliphate of alMustazhir, but then departed for Persia, where he
spent the remainder of his long life, travelling extensively in search of congenial patrons.
He was in Adharbaydjan and Shlrwan, where he
was again disappointed, this time by the Yazldid
Shlrwan-Shah Farlburz b. Salar; in Isfahan, where
he stayed with a member of the Banu Fadluya, the
Shabankara3! Atabegs of Fars; in Kirman, where he
enjoyed the patronage of the vizier of the local
Saldjuk amir?, Nasir al-Dfn Mukram b. cAla3; and
also in Khurasan, where he journeyed as far as
Samarkand and the court of the Karakhanids. Here
in the farther east of the Saldjuk empire he seems
to have found favour with the Sultan Sandjar at
Marw, and it was there that the scholar cAbd alKarfrn b. Muhammad al-Samcam [q.v.] met him at
the end of al-Ghazzf's life when he had, so alSam'anl says, reached 90 years of age but had
apparently fallen into poverty. Al-SamcanI, in his
Mudhayyal to the Ta'nkh Baghdad of al-Khatlb [q.v],
cited by Tmad al-Dfn al-Isfahanl, met him in Marw,
where al-Ghazzi was staying at the local Nizamiyya
madrasa. When al-Ghazz! left for Balkh on his last
journey, he sold about ten n//s' weight of the autography manuscripts of his poems, which al-Samcanf
was subsequently able to acquire and to copy out
from them over 5,000 verses; the remainder of his
verses, however, al-Ghazzi also sold, and these later
perished in a fire at Balkh. Al-Ghazzf died before
he could reach Balkh, and his body was taken there
for burial.
Nearly 5,450 verses of his dlwan survive, in a considerable number of manuscripts, but clearly in the
course of a long life as a panegyric poet al-Ghazzi
must have written much more than this; al-SamcanI
says that he was "sparing" (damn) of recording his poetry. It seems probable that the extant manuscripts stem
ultimately from al-SamcanI's copy. The great majority
of his verses are in the genre of eulogy, addressed to
58 different mamduhun; it seems that al-Ghazzi was
willing to travel anywhere in the hope of reward. The
rest of his poetry can be classified as satire, fitdb, etc.,
with some erotic poems addressed more temporis to boys.
Al-Ghazzi enjoyed considerable contemporary renown,
at a time when Arabic poetry was still in its post'Abbasid period of florescence, so that clmad al-Dln
could say that his poetry became proverbial in
its time and that he was one of the quadrumvirate

of great contemporary poets, together with his
friend and correspondent Abu Isma'Il al-Husayn
al-Tughra3! and with Abu '1-Muzaffar Muhammad
al-Ablwardl and Abu Bakr Ahmad al-Arradjanl
[q.v].
Bibliography. clmad al-Dm al-Isfaham. Khandat al-kasr, kism shu'ara3 al-Shdm, ed, Shukrf Faysal,
Damascus 1375/1955, i, 3-75 (the principal
source); Sibt b. al-DjawzI, Mir'dt, viii, 133-4; Ibn
al-DjawzI, Munta^am, xi, 15-16; Ibn Khallikan, ed.
Ihsan 'Abbas, i, 57-62, No. 18, tr. de Slane, i,
38-42; Zirikli, A'ldm, i, 44; Brockelmann, I2, 294,
S I, 448; CA1I Djawad Al Tahir, al-Shicr al-carabi
fi 'l-clrdk wa bildd al-cAajam fi }l-casr al-salajiiki,
Baghdad 1961, i, 177-84.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-GHITRIF B. 'ATA3 AL-DJURASHI, cAbbasid
governor. He was the brother of the famous
Khayzuran [q.v.], the Yemeni girl of slave origin
who married the caliph al-Mahdl and was mother
of the two successive caliphs al-Hadl and al-Rashfd.
Al-Ghitrlf is also given the nisba of "al-Kindl" in
the biography of him by Gardlzf (probably stemming from al-Sallami's lost Ta'nkh Wuldt Khurasan]
and by al-SamcanI, and may accordingly have been
a mawld of the great South Arabian tribe of Kinda
[q.v] (^ayn al-akhbdr, ed. c Abd al-Hayy Habfbl,
Tehran 1347/1968, 96, 129-30). From complete
obscurity, as a slave who watched over vineyards at
Djurash in the Yemen, his fortunes rose with
Khayzuran's great influence in the state and from
his position as khdl, maternal uncle, of the caliphs.
A daughter of his, cAz!za, married Harun al-Rashld.
In 170/786-7 he was appointed governor of the
Yemen (Khalifa b. Khayyat, Ta^rikh, ed. Zakkar, ii,
742; al-Yackubl, Historiae, ii, 481; Aghdm\ xiii, 13),
and then in 175/791-2 governor of Khurasan, Slstan
and Gurgan in succession to al-cAbbas b. DjaTar,
an office which he held until he was replaced in
177/793 by Hamza b. Malik al-Khuza c I (Khalifa,
ii, 745; al-YackubI, ii, 488; al-Dlnawarl, al-Akhbdr
al-tiwdl, Cairo I960, 387; al-Tabarl, iii, 590-1, 612,
626, 740; Hamza al-Isfahanl, Ta'rlkh sini muluk alard, Beirut 1961, 164-5; al-Azdl, Ta'rikh Mawsil, 277).
Establishing himself at Bukhara in order to deal
with the disturbed situation in Transoxania, with
internal threats and threats from the Turks of the
Central Asian steppes (cf. Barthold, Turkestan down
to the Mongol invasion'*, 198 ff.), al-Ghitrlf despatched
an expedition in 175/791-2 under c Amr b. Djamll
into Farghana against the Tabghu of the Karluk [q.v]
and one under his deputy Dawud b. Yazid b. Hatim
against the Kharidjite rebel in Slstan al-Hudayn of
Uk (Gardizi, 129-30; Ta'nkh-i Sistdn, 153-4,'tr. M.
Gold, Rome 1976, 121-2; Bosworth, Sistdn under the
Arabs..., Rome 1968, 85). The sources are silent
concerning al-Ghitrlf's career after his dismissal from
Khurasan, but a scion of his, one Muhammad b.
Ahmad al-Ghitrlfi", is mentioned in one later source
on Transoxanian history, see R.N. Frye, City chronicles of Central Asia and Khurasan: a history of Nasaj?,
in Fuad Koprulu armagam, Istanbul 1953, 167 = Islamic
Iran and Central Asia (7th-12th centuries), London 1979,
XXXII; presumably this last is the traditionist Abu
Ahmad Muhammad b. Ahmad b. al-Husayn alRibatl al-Ghitrlfi of Gurgan mentioned by alSamcanl, Ansdb, f. 410a.
The most enduring legacy of al-Ghitrlf's governorship in the East was, however, his role in introducing a new coinage into Bukhara. The story is given
in detail by Narshakhl in his Ta'nkh-i Bukhara, ed.
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Mudarris RidawT, Tehran 1939, 42-5, tr. Frye,
Cambridge, Mass. 1954, 35-7, and more briefly by alSam'am, loc. cit., cf. also Barthold, Turkestan*, 203-6.
The old silver coinage of the pre-Islamic Iranian rulers
of the city, the Bukhar-Khudas, had largely disappeared from circulation, and KhVN arazmian silver coins
had had to be imported. Hence at the request of the
local people, al-Ghitrff coined dirhams from an alloy
of six metals, henceforth known as "black" or
GhitnfiyGhidrlfi dirhams, and meant only for local
circulation. Taxation requisitions were now fixed at
the rate of six of these GhitrffT dirhams for one silver
dirham, but the exchange subsequently fluctuated, causing hardship for those paying kharadj. at the revised
rate. The position was in the end stabilised, for alloy
dirhams, Ghitrfff, Muhammad! (after a financial official, Muhammad b. PDahda) and Musayyabl (after a
preceding governor of Khurasan, al-Musayyab b.
Zuhayr al-Dabbf) ones, continued to be used sporadically in Transoxania for a long time to come. Ibn
Hawkal, ed. Kramers, 490, tr. 470, describes GhitrlfT
dirhams as circulating in the region of Haytal, i.e.
Bactria and the eastern fringes of Khurasan [see
HAYATILA]; al-MukaddasI, 340, speaks of them as
circulating in Bukhara and certain other localities
of Transoxania; and the translator into Persian of
Narshakhr's history states that in his time (522/1128),
100 pure silver dirhams equalled 70 GhitrTii dirham?,,
and the gold mithkdl equalled 7'/2 Ghitnfi dirhams. See
further Frye, Motes on the early coinage of Transoxania,
Amer. Numism. Soc. Notes and Monographs 113, New
York 1949, 41-9.
Bibliography: Given in the article, but note that
Zambaur, Manuel, 48, gives al-Ghitrff's name and
the date of his governorship wrongly.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
GHIYATH AL-DlN BALBAN. [See BALBAN, in
Suppl.].
GHUBAYRA, site of an e a r l y Islamic c i t y
in Kirman Province in Iran. It is situated some 70
km. south of Kirman, the provincial capital, in the
Bard Sir Valley, at the confluence of the Can and
Ghubayra rivers. At the time of the Arab conquest
the provincial capital was at Slrdjan, some 200 km.
to the south. The main caravan route from Sfrdjan
to Bam runs considerably to the south of Kirman
city. Ibn Khurradadhbih, 49, describes the stations
on this route, and Ghubayra is mentioned as the
fifth from Slrdjan towards Bam. According to
Istakhrf, the stations between Sirdjan and Bam were
as follows: Shamat, Char, or Bahar, Khannab,
Ghubayra, Kughun, Ravin, Sarvistan and Darcfn,
modern Damn (ed. Iradj Afshar, Tehran 1961, 140f.
and map facing p. 139). A detailed account of the
town is given by Mukaddasf, 462-3, who writes
that "it is a small town surrounded by villages,
with a fortress in its midst, while outside was the
market recently built by Ibn Ilyas. Both this place
and Kughun have fine mosques and the water comes
from kanats". During the 8th/14th century Ghubayra
belonged to the Muzaffarid realm. The town was
looted and destroyed by Tfmur's army in 795/1393.
It appears that Ghubayra as a town ceased to exist
at that time, although archaeological evidence indicates that there was a small settlement on the site in
Safawid times.
The ruins of Ghubayra were first reported in
modern times in J.R. CaldwelPs excavation report
of Tall-i Iblls (Caldwell, Chase and Fehervari, in
Investigations at Tal-i Iblis, ed. J.R. Caldwell,
Springfield, 111. 1967, chs. vi, viii). Subsequently,
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four seasons of excavations were conducted on the
site under the direction of A.D.H. Bivar and G.
Fehervari (brief excavation reports were published by
A.D.H. Bivar and G. Fehervari in Iran, under "Survey
of excavations", x (1972), 168-9, pis. II-III; xi (1973),
194-5, pis. IV-VIb; xiii (1975), 180-1, pis. V-VI; and
xv (1977), 173-4, pis. Ila-b; also in the Proceedings of
the 1st, 3rd and 4th Annual Symposia of Archaeological
Research in Iran, Tehran 1972, 1974, 1975. The first
interim report was published in JRAS (1974), 107-41.
Bibliography, given in the article.
(G. FEHERVARI)
GHULDJA [see KULDJA].
GIAFAR [see DJA'FAR].
GIFT [see HIBA].
GILGIT, a t o w n in the n o r t h w e s t of
P a k i s t a n , with a population of 4,671, situated on
the right bank of the Gilgit river, a tributary of the
Indus, 4,890 ft. above sea level. Owing to its geographical position, being near the borders of several
countries and because roads radiate from it into the
surrounding valley and beyond to Sinkiang and
Transoxiana, it has always been an important trading centre and of considerable strategic significance.
Gilgit's ancient name was Sargin, which, owing to
reasons unknown, was changed to Gilgit. But its people call their country Shlnakos and their language
ShTna. They are of Aryan origin, of fair complexion,
well-built but unwarlike, cheery, honest, frugal and
industrious, given to polo and dancing.
Gilgit was noticed by the Chinese travellers
Fa-hien and Hiuen-Tsang as well as by the Muslim
scholar al-Blrunl, who says that its ruler's name was
Bhatta-Shah. However, Gilgit's early history is legendary. In 751 A.D. the Chinese, who had occupied
it, were defeated and driven out by the Arabs. Early
in the twelfth century Shamshir, the youngest son of
Azar, a Yarkandf Turk belonging to the Trakane
(Tara Khan) family, invaded Gilgit and, having overthrown its Buddhist ruler, Shn Budat, established his
family's rule. It was during his reign that, according
to tradition, six Sufi saints, whose tombs still exist,
converted the Buddhist inhabitants of Gilgit to Islam.
Later, Tara Khan (689-735/1290-1335) tried to introduce the Isma'flf creed, but Mfrza Khan (9721008/1565-1600) rejected it in favour of Imam!
Shfism, which is still the majority faith of Gilgit.
The Trakane family's rule came to an end in 1822
with cAbbas Khan, after which Gilgit was in turn
ruled by the chiefs of Punial, Nagar and YasTn. In
1842 Karlm Khan of Nagar, having seized Gilgit from
Gawhar Aman of Yasin with the help of the Sikhs,
became their tributary. But when in 1846 Kashmir
was transferred to Maharadja Gulab Singh of Djammu
by the British, claims to Gilgit were also made over
to him. In 1889, however, the British, in face of
Russian aggression, took control of Gilgit and the surrounding area and placed it under a British Agent.
But before the grant of independence to the subcontinent in August 1947, it was restored to Maharadja
Han Singh. In November 1947 the local people, with
the support of the Gilgit Scouts, imprisoned his governor, Gansara Singh, and proclaimed Gilgit's accession to Pakistan, which readily took control of the
area. Recently, the Chinese have constructed a road
which links it with Rawalpindi and Sinkiang. This
has enhanced Gilgit's both military and commercial
importance.
Bibliography: Major C.E. Bates, A ga^eteer
of Kashmir and the adjoining districts of Kishtawar,
etc., Calcutta 1873; E.F. Knight, Where three
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empires meet, London 1893; F. Drew, The D}ammu
and Kashmir territories, London 1875; GJ. Adler,
India's northern frontier, London 1963; Mawlvf
Hashmat Allah Khan, Ta3rikh-i J^ammu va
riydsathd-i maftuha Mahdrddj_d Guldb Singh, Lucknow
1939.
(MOHIBBUL HASAN)
GIRL [see KIZ].
GLOBE, TERRESTIAL [see KURRAT AL-ARD].
GLOSS [see HASHIYYA].
GOAT [see MACZ].
GOD [see ALLAH].
GORGAN [see GURGANJ.
GOURARA (Gurara), oasis group of the central
Sahara, in Algerian territory, contained within the
southern fringe of the Great Western Erg to the north
(the border on this side may be located at the furthest centres of permanent settlement), the north-west
flank of the plateau of Tadmait to the south-east, and
Oued Saoura to the west (the border on this side
being the last centre of Berber-speakers, Bahammou,
as opposed to the exclusively Arabic-speaking population of the Saoura). To the south, on the Touat
side, the border was traditionally imprecise, the oases
allying themselves to Timimoun (Gourara) or to Adrar
(Touat) by means of soff agreements. The French
administration created an artificial border here, definitively fixed in 1944.
Physical geography. Between the plateaux of the reg
of Meguiden to the east (altitude 325 m.), a mound
of clays and red sandstones of Continental Intercalary,
and the Villefranchian hamada (silicified limestone) of
Ouled Aissa to the west (350 m.), the heart of
Gourara is constituted by a depression, the base of
which is occupied by plains of salinated clay (sebkha],
unsuitable for any crop other than palm-trees, of
which the biggest is the sebkha of Timimoun, a huge
channel 80 km. in length and varying in width
between 2 and 15 km., lying on a north-north-east
to south-south-west axis at the foot of the Meguiden,
the base of which dips to an altitude of 192 m. At
its extremities, the sebkha adjoins sectors of more
abundant vegetation, bearing the name "oued", which
seems to be synonymous with "pasturage". The sebkha
corresponds to an ancient water-course flowing
towards the south, founded on the hamadian surface along a pre-tertiary rib, but the erosions of the
quaternary periods of humidity have eaten more
deeply than pre-tertiary erosion. No importance need
be attached to the remarks of Ibn Khaldun (Histoire
des Berberes, tr. de Slane, 2nd ed., Paris 1925, i, 196),
who did not know the region personally, on a river
"flowing from west to east". No doubt this arises
from a confusion with the Saoura. Between the sebkha
and the plateau of Ouled Aissa, there stretches a
complex morphological zone, where the substratum
of carboniferous sandstone and limestone, modified
by interwoven pleats giving rise to appalachian reliefs
(the mound of Timimoun, east-west), partially fossilised by deposits of Continental Intercalary and
Tertiary formed into projecting hillocks, is invaded
by various dunary formations, branches of erg and
lesser forms.
Human geography. In severe climatic conditions
(15 mm. annual rainfall), there has persisted a sedentary population, descendants of an ancient stock of
judaised Zenatas, which remains for the most part
Berber-speaking. In 1952, out of a total of 25,000
habitants, the Gourara consisted of 61% Berberspeakers and 39% Arabic-speakers. The Arab elements, of Hilalian origin (Meharza and Khenafsa)
arrived in the 6th/12th century, and it is this period

which saw the first appearance of the Arabic-speaking ksour, present only in the north in the Tinerkouk
and in the south in the Deldoul and the Aouguerout,
although the recent settlement of Chaanba nomads
has joined an important Arab nucleus to the old
Berber centre of Timimoun. This settlement process
is actively continuing at the present day, and the
sedentary population, which has grown steadily over
the past three decades in spite of a considerable
level of emigration towards the Tell, must currently be approaching the figure of 40,000, with a proportion of Arabic-speakers certainly superior to that
of 1952. In addition, the dark-skinned Haratfn (see
HARTANI), either Berber-speaking or Arabic-speaking
according to the language of their masters, in 1952
constituted nearly a half (46%) of the population
(compared with estimates of 29% "Zenatas" and
25% "Arabs").
This population lives today in concentrated groups
in villages (ksour), of which the largest is Timimoun
(5,000 inhabitants), often dominated by a kasba containing the individual granaries where the people's
crops are preserved (in other cases, granaries are
attached to private houses). It seems that the habitat
was formerly more dispersed, as is indicated by the
existence of numerous small ruins, in a period of
domination on the part of large semi-nomadic Zenata
or Arab tribes on whom the sedentary population was
strictly-speaking dependent. The progressive concentration of the habitat would testify simultaneously to
a trend towards sedentary living and to a renewal of
instability in the 19th century. The economic basis is
provided by palm-trees (about 400,000), of which the
surplus production (5 to 6,000 tonnes of dates) partially compensates for the inadequacy of cereal production (300 tonnes of wheat and barley), and permits
the purchase of wool used in the weaving of dokkali,
dyed materials manufactured by the women (350
looms) and partially marketed abroad. Small-holding
is the rule, and indirect exploitation is common. Palms
and gardens are irrigated largely by subterranean
drainage channels (foggara] in the sebkha of the east,
sometimes combined with hoisting machinery to raise
the water of the channel when the level is too low
for irrigation purposes, and with wells whose water is
raised by balanced arms in the northern region at
the fringe of the Erg.
Bibliography: K. Suter, Timimun. %ur Anthropogeographie einer Oase der Algerischen Sahara, in
Mitteilungen der Geographischen Gesellschaft Wien, xciv
(1952), 31-54; R. Capot-Rey, Le Sahara francais,
Paris 1953, passim; J. Bisson, Le Gourara, etude de
geographic humaine, Algiers 1956 (Universite d'Alger,
Institut de Recherches Sahariennes, Memoire no. 3), 222
pp. (basic; contains all the preceding bibliography
and refers to the sources), to be supplemented by
H. Schiffers (ed.), Die Sahara und ihre Randgebiete,
Munich 1971-3, passim.
(XAVIER DE PLANHOL)
GOVSA, IBRAHIM CALA3 AL-DlN, modern Turkish
IBRAHIM ALAETTIN GOVSA, T u r k i s h a u t h o r , biographer
and p o e t (1889-1949), was born
in Istanbul, the son of Mustafa cAsim, a civil servant,
from a Turkish family of Filibe (Plovdiv in presentday Bulgaria). Educated at the Wefa lycee, Istanbul,
and in Trabzon, where his father was chief secretary
(mektub^u] of the province, he studied in Istanbul
University (1907-10), subsequently taught in Trabzon
lycee and in 1913 went to Switzerland with a government scholarship, where he studied psychology and
pedagogics at the University of Geneva and at the
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Jean-Jacques Rousseau Institute. On his return (1916),
he taught at the Istanbul Teachers' Training College
(Dar al-mucallimin), where later he also became Director.
Appointed in 1926 as a member of the Advisory
Board (Ta(lim we terbiyye dd'iresi] of the Ministry of
Education in Republican Turkey, he was later elected
a member of Parliament (1927), where he served until
1946, with a brief interval in 1935 when he was an
inspector for the Ministry of Education. He died in
Ankara on 29 October 1949.
Govsa started his career as a poet, published
his first poems in the traditional carud metre in the
Therwet-i fiinun [g.v.] (1908), but later switched to syllabic metre (hed^e wezyii] following the new literary
trend in Teni medjmu'a (1917 onwards). One of the
pioneers of children's verse (CocQuk shicirleri, 1910),
Govsa continued to write poetry until 1940 on lyric
and epic (Canakkale izleri, 1926) topics, using alternately both metres. Though not outstanding as a poet,
he occasionally reaches a level above the average
when he is inspired by an unusual event (e.g. his
famous elegy for Atatiirk, Tavaf, 1938). He also wrote
humorous verse and prose and successful pastiches
(e.g. Naztf'ten Hamid'e ahiretten mektuplar, 1932). But
Govsa is particularly known as a biographer and encyclopaedist. A meticulous and responsible collector of
materials from written and oral sources, he contributed
greatly to contemporary biographical literature in
Turkey. Apart from his great share in the planning
and preparation of the Turkish Encyclopaedia (Inonii
Ansiklopedisi, later Turk Ansiklopedisi) from 1941 onwards,
of which he was also Secretary-General (1943-5), Govsa
is the author of the following major works in this
field: Me§hur adamlar ("Famous men"), 4 vols., 1933-8;
Kd§ifler ve mucitler ("Explorers and inventors"), 1939;
Turk me§hurlan ansiklopedisi ("Encyclopaedia of famous
Turks"), n.d. [1946]; and Resimli yeni lugat ve ansiklopedi ("New illustrated encyclopaedic dictionary"), 19479 (up to the letter L).
Bibliography: Turk ansiklopedisi, xvii, Ankara 1970,
s.v.; Behget Necatigil, Edebiyatimizda isimler sd'zlugu**,
Istanbul 1975, s.v.
(FAHIR tz)
GUIDE [see ZA C IM].
GUILD [see SINF].
GUITAR [see KITARA].
GUJARAT, GUJERAT [see GUDJARAT].
GUJARAT!, GUZARATI [see GUDJARATI]
GUL KHATUN, the queen of Sultan Haydar
Shah of Kashmir (874-6/1470-2). The chronicles do
not say whether she belonged to a Muslim family
of foreign origin or to a Kashmiri family. It is more
than likely that she was the daughter of a Bayhaki
Sayyid [</.y.], for the Kashmir rulers were always
very eager to marry in the family of these descendants of the Prophet, and regarded such an alliance
with pride. However, strangely enough, unlike the
royal ladies of foreign origin, Gul Khatun, according to Djonaradja's Rd^atarangim, favoured Hindu
customs and ceremonies. Gul Khatun was active in
the politics of the kingdom and played an important role in securing the throne for her son, Hasan
Shah. She was also interested in girls' education and
established madrasas at her own expense. She was
much respected and loved by her son, who constructed a bridge of boats in her memory over the
Djehlam in Srmagar.
Bibliography: anon., Baharistan-i Shahi,
India Office ms. 509; Haydar Malik, Ta3nkh-i
Kashmir, I.O. ms. 510; Djonaradja, Radj,atavangim, tr. J.C. Dutt, Kings of Kashmir, Calcutta
1877-98; Mohibbul Hasan, Kashmir under the
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Sultans, Srinagar 1974; G.M.D. Sufi, Kashir
Lahore 1948-9.
(MOHIBBUL HASAN)
GUMAL, GOMAL, a r i v e r of the Indus valley system and the North-West Frontier region of the IndoPakistan subcontinent. It rises in eastern Afghanistan
some 40 miles/62 km. east of the Ab-i Istada lake.
Flowing eastwards, it is joined from the south by the
Kundar and Zhob rivers, and forms the southern
boundary of the South Wazlristan tribal agency of
the former North-West Frontier Province of British
India (now Pakistan). Below the settlement of Murtada,
it leaves the mountains and enters the lower-lying
lands of the Dera Isma'Il Khan district [see DERADJAT],
and is diverted into many irrigation channels; from
this point also it is known as the Luni River. The
bed of the river is often largely dry in rainless periods, and only in times of flooding do its waters actually reach the Indus itself.
Where the river emerges from the northern end of
the Sulayman Mountains into the lower terrain we
have the Gomal Pass, a defile some four miles long
and one of the routes from Afghanistan to the Indus
valley; although much used by nomadic Ghalzays [q.v]
and other Pathan tribes bringing merchandise down
to the plains, its comparative isolation and wildness
have not made it such a historic route for the passage of armies as the routes further north of the
Kurram [q.v.] valley and the Khyber Pass [see
KHAYBAR] , although in the spring of 910/1505 Babur
used part of the track along the swollen Gomal River
when travelling from Bannu to Ghazna (Bdburndma,
tr. Beveridge, 235-6).
During the 19th century, Sarwar Khan, chief of
Tank in Bannu, dammed the Gomal River just
below where it emerges to the plains (see H.B.
Edwardes, A year on the Punjab frontier in 1848-9, London
1851, i, 414-15). Towards the end of the century, Sir
Robert Sandeman, the pacifier of Balucistan, planned
to open up the Gomal Pass for general access and
thus gain an alternative route to the one from Multan
into the Zhob valley of north-eastern Balucistan, occupied in 1889. In that same year, as part of the
"Forward Policy", the Viceroy of India Lord Lansdowne authorised subsidies for the Wazlrls and other
tribesmen. Tribal maliks, and $irga& were summoned
to a durbar at Apozai in Zhob, and military posts
established in the Gomal valley in order to command
the route and in the hope to exerting some influence
in Wazlristan. The system worked for some time, but
in the long run hopes of making the Gomal Pass generally accessible have proved vain for both the
Government of India and its successor Pakistan.
Bibliography: Mountstuart Elphinstone, An account
of the kingdom of CaubuP, London 1839, i, 135-6;
T.H. Thornton, Colonel Sir Robert Sandeman, his life
and work on our Indian frontier, a memoir, London 1895,
223-4, 230-3, 241; C. Collin Davies, The problem of
the North-West Frontier 1890-190S2, London 1975, 713 and index; Sir Olaf Caroe, The Pathans 550 B.C.A.D. 1947, London 1958, 375-6; J.W. Spain, The
Pathan borderland, The Hague
1963, 26-7;
D. Dichter, The North-West frontier of West Pakistan,
a study in regional geography, Oxford 1967, index.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
GUMULDJINE, the Ottoman Turkish form of the
Greek Komotene, Komotini, a town of over 30,000
inhabitants in W e s t e r n T h r a c e , the modern Greek
province of Rhodope, which from the sixties of the
14th century until 1912 was without interruption a
part of the Ottoman Empire.
The name Komotene is the academic version of
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Koumoutsinas, which was already used by Cantacusinos in the mid-14th century. The Destan of Umiir
Pasha (ed. Melikoff, 101, 124) appears to be the first
Turkish source to use the form "Gumuldjune" when
relating Umiir Aydinoghlu's actions in Thrace in and
after 745/1344.
Komotene emerged as a small urban centre (polisma) after the Bulgarian invasion of Czar Kaloyan in
1207, during which the old city of Mosynopolis was
thoroughly destroyed. The remaining inhabitants of
Mosynopolis fled within the walls of an uninhabited
but rather well-preserved stronghold, Komotene. This
new town is mentioned in connection with the actions
of the Emperor Andronicus III against the Turkish
pirates and during the Byzantine civil war of the 14th
century, which were catastrophic for the lowland population of Thrace.
The old Ottoman chroniclers ('Ashikpashazade,
Neshrf, Oruc, Anonymus Giese, Idris-Destdn IV) unanimously place the conquest of Komotene by the Ottomans in or around 762/1361, after the capture of
Zaghra (Stara Zagora) and Filibe (Plovdiv) and before
the conquest of Biga. Ferfdun Ahmed Beg, in his
Miinshe'at al-seldtin, has a letter from the ruler of
Karaman to Murad I, congratulating him on the conquest of Filibe, Zaghra and Gumiildjine, and also the
answer of Murad, dated 764/1362-3. Almost all the
sources mention Ghazf Ewrenos Beg as conqueror.
Between 763/1361-2 and 785/1383 (capture of Serres
or Siroz), Komotene was the seat of an uaj confronting
Serbian-controlled Macedonia, and stood under command of Ewrenos Beg. Somewhere in these two
decades, Ewrenos Beg erected in his residence a large
domed mesajid, an cimdret, a hammdm and a large number of shops, and added the revenue of the villages
of Anbarkoy and Kiiciik Koy to this wakf. These
buildings formed the nucleus of Islamic life in Western
Thrace. The buildings were situated outside the old
walled enclosure of Koumoutsinas, where the original
Greek population continued to live. The colonisation
of Muslim Turkish citizens in Komotene, and of large
numbers of Turkish farmers in the deserted plains
around the town, appears to be also connected with
Ewrenos Beg. The toponymy of villages, hills, meadows and brooks is overwhelmingly Turkish, which may
be an indication that the newcomers found little or
no autochthonous inhabitants to transmit the existing
toponyms. The fragmentarily-published registers of the
9th/15th and 10th/16th century Ottoman censuses
point in the same direction, and show clearly the
heavy preponderance of the Muslim Turkish population in these districts.
When in 785/1383 Ewrenos Beg moved the seat
of his iid} closer to the chief field of action (Western
Macedonia), Komotene remained a relatively small
town with a predominantly Muslim population. The
Burgundian knight Bertrandon de la Broquiere passed
"Caumussin" in 1433 on his way to Serres. He called
it a "fairly good little town", which was "well-enclosed
by walls and situated on a little river in a lovely
country and good plain near the mountains".
According to the census of 925/1519, Komotene
numbered 393 Muslim households, 197 unmarried
Muslims, 42 Christian households, six unmarried
Christians and eight Christian widows, as well as
19 Jewish households and five unmarried Jews. This
gives a total of 2,500 souls, which is roughly the
average of a local Balkan town of that time. It was
by then the second urban centre in size of Western
Thrace (after Xanthi or Iskece). According to the
census of 936/1530, Komotene had 17 mahalles

which all bore Turkish names. The same source
mentions the names of all religious and educational institutions of the town: one mosque, 16 mesajids,
four zawiyas, four schools and one church. When
in the middle of the 16th century the French traveller Pierre Belon du Mans (Observations des plusieurs
singularity, etc., Paris 1588, ch. Ix) passed the "petite
bourgarde Commercine", he mentions the "mines
d'un petit chastelet, dedans lequel est 1'Eglise Grecs
Chrestiens". His remark that the town was "habite
des Grecs, et peu de Turcs" is curious and certainly not in accordance with the real situation.
The Ottoman geographer Mehmed-i cAshik visited
Komotene in ca. 998/1590 and noted that "There
are there [in Komotene] Friday mosques, baths and
markets. The hdajaji and ghdzi Ewrenos Beg constructed in Gumuldjine a public kitchen and dining hall for the travellers (sc. an 'imdrety. Shortly
afterwards, in the first decade of the 17th century,
Komotene shared the attention of the defterddr of
Ahmed I, Ekmekdjizade Ahmed Pasha, who dotted
most of Thrace with buildings for the promotion
of Islamic culture. In Komotene he erected a small
but exquisite mosque, a double hammdm, a domed
and lead-covered mekteb, a medrese and an cimdret.
The mosque is the only Ottoman structure on Greek
territory which has a number of multi-coloured tile
panels dating from the best period of the Iznik kilns
(988-98/1580-90).
Most of the information on Ottoman Komotene is
contained in vol. viii of the Seydhat-ndme of Ewliya
Celebi, who visited the town in 1078/1667-8. By
then, the place had apparently enjoyed a great expansion. Ewliya numbers "4,000 prosperous, stone-built
houses", 16 mahalles and 5 Friday mosques, 11 mesajids,
two cimdret§, two hammdms, five medrese?,, seven mekteb?,,
17 khans, and 400 shops. A number of his figures can
still be checked and are correct, others look suspiciously high (viz. the figure for the houses). This source
especially sings the praises of the pious foundations
of Ewrenos and Ahmed Pasha. His description of
the latter's mosque is very accurate, and in no way
exaggerated.
In the 18th century, epidemics of plague ravaged
the Thracian lowlands and led to the disappearance
of whole villages. (A lonely minaret in the fields 4
miles/7 km. of Komotene pathetically marks the site
of the village of Eski Gumuldjine.) In the 19th century, the town witnessed again a considerable revival.
Entire new quarters arose on its periphery, and especially on the eastern side. During that century, a number of Ottoman buildings were restored and new ones
erected. The Eski Djamic (the old mesajid of Ewrenos
Beg) was greatly enlarged by enveloping it by a spacious prayer hall in the Ottoman "empire" style. The
Yefii Djamic (of Ekmekdjizade Ahmed) was enlarged
in the same manner. In the time of cAbd al-Hamfd
II the town was linked with Istanbul and Salonica by
a railway. The same sultan erected a large clock tower
in the town as well as a medrese. Ottoman inscriptions, still preserved, record these actions.
Since the reorganisation of the provincial administration of the empire in the sixties of the 19th
century, Komotene was the chef-lieu of a santtjak in
the wildyet of Edirne. In the eighties of the last
century, the town is reported to have contained
13,560 inhabitants, ten Friday mosques, 15 mesajids,
two Greek and one Armenian churches, one synagogue, four medreses, two schools for higher education, ten mektebs and various schools for the education of the non-Muslim part of the population. The
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salndme of the wilayet of Edirne of 1310/1892 has
substantially the same numbers, but adds details on
individual buildings.
During the First Balkan War (1912), Komotene suffered a Bulgarian occupation. In the few months
between Balkan War II and World War I, Komotene
was the capital of a short-lived Muslim "Republic of
Gumuldjine", as no Balkan power was then master
of the territory. It was again occupied by the Bulgarians
in World War I. After the Treaty of Lausanne (1923),
town and territory were ceded to Greece, which promised to respect the ethnic-religious composition of its
population (around 1900, 149,230 Turks (including a
group of 20,000 Bulgarian-speaking Muslims, the
Pomaks); 58,357 Greeks; and 35,122 Bulgarians).
Under Greek administration, the Muslim element
dwindled down to 112,665 in 1961, but the Greek
element had mounted to 243,889 for all of Western
Thrace. The Bulgarians disappeared during and after
the two world wars.
Today Komotene is a mixed Muslim Turkish-Greek
Orthodox town, roughly fifty-fifty between both
groups. In 1961 the total number of inhabitants was
28,355. The town is the largest urban centre of
Western Thrace. It is the seat of the mufti of all
Muslims in Greece and has a Turkish high school,
twenty mosques and mesdj_ids, and is the place were
some Turkish and Islamic periodicals and newspapers
are issued. Among the preserved monuments of
Ottoman architecture are both mosques mentioned
above, the Clock Tower, the turba of Fatima Khanim,
wife of the Grand Vizier Ruscuklu Sherff Hasan Pasha,
dating from 1195/1781, and the 'irnaret of Ghazi
Ewrenos. The latter was confiscated by the Greeks
after 1923 and used as an electric power station till
1974, when some minor repairs were carried out, and
a new purpose was sought for it (as a Museum of
Turkish Folklore). In the time of the Colonels (1970),
the hammdm of Ghazf Ewrenos was destroyed by
dynamite; its 8th/14th-century Arabic inscription
was already smashed in 1923. On the edge of the
town is the Poshposh Tekke with a graveyard with a
number of interesting steles belonging to local a'yan
and members of various dervish orders (Nakshbandf,
Rifacf etc.). Until the early seventies, the town faithfully preserved its Ottoman physiognomy from the
Harrndian age.
Bibliography: For a survey of the early history,
see G.I. Theocharides' summary of three lectures
on The history of the Thracians and the cities of Komotine
and Xanthi as given by Stilpon Kyriakides, in Balkan
Studies, ii (Salonica 1961), 323-9.
For the material from Ottoman census materials
concerning town and district, see O.L. Barkan, Les
deportations comme methode de peuplement et de colonisation
dans I3Empire Ottoman, in Revue de la Faculte des Sciences
Economiques de I'Universite dTstanbul, No. 11 (1956),
with map, giving the ethno-religious composition of
the area in detail; Turski Izvori za Bdlgarskata Istonja,
ii, Sofia 1966, 468-80; Turski kvori, iii, Sofia 1972,
38-42, 359-74, 412-26, 474-83; Muhiddin Kocabiyik,
Gumiilcine tdrih hakkinda bir ara§tirma, in A. Dede,
Rumeli'nde birakilanlar, Istanbul 1975, 13-51, with
numerous details on 10th/16th century Komotene;
Mehmed-i cAshik, Mend^lrii 'l-awalim, autograph ms.,
Halet Efendi no. 616, vol. ii f. 20 v.
For the description of Thrace by Ewliya, Seydhatndme, viii, Istanbul 1928, 85-90; see also HJ. Kissling,
Beitrdge zur Kenntnis Thrakiens im 17. Jahrhundert, in
Abhandlungen fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes, xxxii/3,
Wiesbaden 1956.
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For the Tan&mat period, see H.H. Kornrumpf,
Die Territorialverwaltung im ostlichen Teil der europdischen
Tiirkei vom Erlass der Vilayetsordnung bis zum Berliner
Kongress nach amtliche osmanischen Vero'Jfentlichungen,
Freiburg 1976.
The numbers given for the inhabitants, and for
the ethnic-religious composition of the town's
population, vary in various publications. Compare
Adil Ozgiic, Bati Trakya Tiirkleri, Istanbul 1974, and
K.G. Andreadis, The Moslem minority in Western
Thrace, Salonica 1956, where the Turkish and the
Greek views are set forth. For the minutes of the
Lausanne Conference, see for example Lo^an Bari§
konferansi (tutanaklar, belgeler], in Siyasal Bil. Fak. ne§r.
Ankara 1969.
For the monuments of Ottoman architecture
and epigraphy, see for the time being M. Kiel,
Observation on the history of Northern Greece during the
Turkish rule, in Balkan Studies, xii/2 (Salonica 1971),
415-62, and also in Abdurrahim Dede, Rumeli'nde
birakilanlar, 53-74; A more comprehensive account
is forthcoming by Kiel, The Ottoman Balkans, a survey of monuments of Turkish architecture in Albania, Bulgaria
and Greece.
For the Republic of Gumuldjine, with illustrations of its flag, stamps and coins, see Adil Ozgiic,
op. cit.
(M. KIEL)
GURAN, SHAYKH ABU 'L-FATH B. SHAYKH
MUHAMMAD, official and c o m m a n d e r in 10th/16th
century Muslim India. An Indian-born Muslim
(shaykhzdda], he took service under Ibrahim Lodf (92332/1517-26) and was posted at Koyl [q.v] (modern
c
Aligafh). After the battle of Panlpat [q.v.] (932/1526),
Babur sent Mulla Apak to Koyl for enlisting troops.
Shaykh Guran came over with two to three thousand
men. He subsequently occupied Sambhal on behalf
of his new master, and shortly afterwards seized
Gwalior from Tatar Khan. In the Battle of Kanwa
(933/1527) he was one of the commanders of the
right wing, and after the battle, he was sent to Koyl
to expel the rebel Ilyas Khan. In Muharram 934/
October 1527), at the invitation of Shaykh Guran,
Babur paid a visit to his house at Pllakhna (12 miles
south of Koyl) and was entertained there hospitably.
He participated in the siege of Candm (934/1528).
In 936/1529-30 he was appointed Kilcaddr or castellan of Gwalior, a post which he held till Babur's
death (937/1530).
During the reign of Humayun, he was appointed
governor of Malwa, and held this post till his death
in 943/1536-7. He died in Mandsore and his dead
body was brought from Mandsore to Koyl, where he
lies buried in an identified grave.
Shaykh Guran is said to have been an accomplished musician. He was usually referred to as
Hindustani Beg.
Bibliography: Bdbur-ndma, tr. A.S. Beveridge,
London 1922, index; Rizk Allah Mushtakl, Wdki'dtiMushtdkl, Br. Mus. MS. Add. 11633 and Or. 1929
(see on this, Storey, i, 512-13); RadjT Muhammad
Kolvf, Akhbdr al-d^amal, MS. Habib Ganj Collection,
No. 22/30, Aligarh Muslim University.
(M. ATHAR ALI)
GURARA [see GOURARA, in Suppl.].
GURCANI, a Baluc tribe of modern Pakistan,
living partly in the Indus valley plains of the Dera
Ghazf Khan District of the Pandjab [see DERADJAT],
and partly in the Marl and Dragal hills of the
Sulayman Mountains range and the upland plateaux
of Sham and Paylawagh, extending as far west as the
modern Loralai District of northeastern Balucistan.
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The tribe is of mixed origin, some sections being
Dodafs of mingled Baluc-Sindh Radjput extraction,
whilst others are pure-blooded Baltic of the Rind and
Lasharf groups; the chief's family belongs to one of
the Dodaf sections.
In the early 19th century, the Gurcanfs had a reputation for turbulence and bellicosity, so that Edwardes
could call them "troublesome" and "a vain and captious race, ever ready to take offence and never to
be relied on". After 1819 the Sikh ruler Randjft Singh
extended Sikh power across the Indus and by 1827
had overrun all the Dera Ghazf Khan district, this
last being from 1832 to 1844 under the governorship
(kdrddri) of Dfwan Sawan Mai of Multan. He experienced much trouble from the Gurcanfs, and was
compelled to build a fort in their country at Harand.
This fort was in fact successfully defended for the
Sikh cause by Muhkam Cand against Lt. (afterwards
Sir) H.B. Edwardes during the Second Sikh War of
1848-9, although the Gurcanfs, who controlled the
surrounding countryside, joined the Baluc and Pathan
levies of the British forces against their old opponents
the Sikhs. Subsequently, in British India, the eastern
part of the Gurcanf country came within the tribal
area of Dera Ghazf Khan administered from the
Pandjab, and the western part within the tribal agency
areas of Balucistan and the khanate of Kalat [see
KILAT]; a complaint of the Gurcanfs in the later part
of the 19th century was that these administrative divisions weakened the unity of the tribe and exposed
them to depredations of their enemies in the adjacent
territory of Kalat, the Bugffs and the Marrfs (see T.H.
Thornton, Colonel Sir Robert Sandeman, his life and work
on our Indian frontier, a memoir, London 1895, 337-8).
Bibliography: H.B. Edwardes, A year on the Punjab
frontier in 1848-9, London 1851, ii, 6-7, 275 if.,
294-5, 305-6; M. Longworth Dames, The Baloch race,
a historical and ethnological sketch, London 1904, 49,
58, 64-6, 84; Imperial gazeteer of India'2, xi, 251.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
GWADAR, a t o w n and d i s t r i c t on the
M a k r a n coast, formerly a dependency of the sultanate of cUman and since 1378/1958 a territorial
possession of Pakistan. The district of Gwadar extends
for 40 miles along the shoreline of Gwadar West Bay,
from Cape Pishkan to Gwadar Head, and some 14
miles inland. The town stands on a sandy isthmus,
about a mile wide, at the foot of a seaward, hammer-head promontory rising to 400 feet. Its inhabitants, numbering perhaps 5,000, are mostly Makranf
tribesmen of the Bulayday Maliki and Gicki groups,
along with small groups of Balucfs, Arabs, Khodjas
and descendants of African slaves. They live mainly
by fishing.

Until the mid-12th/18th century Gwadar, like the
rest of Makran, was in the hands of tribes who
seldom recognised any paramount authority. Thereafter Makran fell under the sway of Mir Nasfr
Khan of Kalat (regn. 1168-1209/1750 to 1794-5),
the head of the Brahui confederation of the Baluc,
who in turn acknowledged the Durrani Shah of
Afghanistan as his suzerain [see KILAT]. Nasfr Khan
gave Gwadar to Sayyid Sultan b. Ahmad of Maskat
in 1198/1784 when the latter sought refuge at his
court after being driven from c Uman. Whether the
grant was in perpetuity is unclear; for while the Al
Bu Sa'fd apparently continued to pay tribute for
Gwadar to successive khans, of Kalat, in the form of
occasional gifts of slaves, until ca. 1274/1857-8, in
1277/1860-1 the ruling khan suggested that the government of India might purchase Gwadar from cUman
and make it over to him.
The completion in 1279/1862-3 of the first section
of the Indo-European telegraph from Karachi to
Gwadar coincided with the assertion of Persian
claims to Makran, including Gwadar, and led the government of India to depute Colonel FJ. Goldsmid
to investigate the nature of the cUmani title to Gwadar.
He reported the right of possession to be prescriptive
and indefeasible and the Persian claim to be groundless. The frontier of Persia with Kalat was subsequently (1288/1871) fixed as starting at Gwatar Bay,
some 50 miles west of Gwadar town.
The incorporation of Gwadar into Kalat, which
was under British protection, was suggested by the
viceroy, Lord Curzon, in 1320/1902, both to prevent
the smuggling of arms through the port to Persia and
Afghanistan, and to preclude any possible French or
Russian designs upon it. The suggestion was not acted
upon lest it contravene the Anglo-French declaration
of 1278-9/1862 on the integrity of the c Umani dominions. Gwadar remained an cUmani possession until it
was ceded to Pakistan in 1378/1958, reputedly for
the sum of 3 million sterling.
Bibliography: Capt. N.P. Grant, Journal of a
route through the western parts of Makran, in JRAS, v
(1839); Capt. E.G. Ross, Memorandum on Mekran, in
Selections from the Bombay Government Records, cxi,
Bombay 1868; Col. FJ. Goldsmid, Notes on Eastern
Persia and Western Baluchistan, in JRGS (1867); J.A.
Saldanha, Precis of Mekran Affairs, Calcutta 1905,
87-117; R. Hughes-Buller, Baluchistan District
Gazeteers, series vii, vii A, Makran and Khdrdn, Bombay
1907, 25-6, 46, 51, 53-4; J.G. Lorimer, Gazetteer of
the Persian Gulf, 'Oman and Central Arabia, Calcutta
1908-15, i, 601-22, 2150-2204, ii, 585-90.
(J.B. KELLY)
GYROMANCY [see RAML].

H
HABBA KHATUN, Kashmfrf singer and poetess.
Called Zun ("moon") before her marriage, she is a
semi-legendary figure in the Valley of Kashmir.
Daughter of a peasant of the village of Candahar,
near Pampur, 8 miles to the south-east of Srfnagar,
she was unhappy with her husband who ill-treated
her, so she left him. Bfrbal Kacru in his Wakfat-i

Kashmir, which he wrote in the middle of the 19th
century, says that, being a good singer and possessed
of a melodious voice, she captivated the heart of
Yusuf Shah Cak (986-94/1578-86), who married her.
But this account appears to be apocryphal, for it is
not supported by any earlier authority. Neither the
historian Haydar Malik nor the author of the Bahd-
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ristan-i Shahi, who were contemporaries of Yusuf
Shah, refer to her, although they mention all the
prominent queens of the mediaeval period. This,
however, does not mean that she did not exist, as
some writers have begun to say in recent years. In
the first place, there is a strong tradition, which is
impossible to ignore, in Kashmir that Habba Khatun
lived in the second half of the 10th/16th century;
and in the second, there is a large body of her songs
and poems in Kashmiri which are attributed to
her and to no one else. What seems more probable
is that she was a mistress of Yusuf Shah (Ta'nkh-i
Hasan, ii, 296), and Birbal wove round her all kinds
of romantic stories. After Yusuf Shah surrendered to
Akbar's general, Radja Man Singh, at the end of
Safar 994/middle of February 1586, and he left
Kashmir with Radja Man Singh, never to return,
Habba Khatun retired to the village of Pandacuk,
about 5 miles to the south-east of Srfnagar. She continued to live quietly in a cottage close to the mosque,
both of which she had built, and died at the age of
about 55 years.
Habba Khatun appears to have been a cultured
woman interested in music and the education of girls,
for whom she opened madrasas. She was a poetess
and introduced lots or love lyrics in Kashmiri poetry.
The songs which she composed are even to this day
sung by the common people of Kashmir; and it was
she who is said to have introduced the melody known
as rast Kashmiri.
Bibliography: Birbal Kacru, Maajmac al-tawdrikh
(mss. in Punjab University Library, Lahore; Kashmir
University Library, Srlnagar; and Bodleian Library,
Oxford); Plr Ghulam Hasan, Ta'rlkh-i Hasan, ii, ed.
Hasan Shah, Srlnagar 1954; G.M.D. Sufi, Kashlr,
ii, Lahore 1949; Mohibbul Hasan, Kashmir under the
Sultans, Srinagar 1974; R.K. Parmu, History of Muslim
rule in Kashmir, Delhi 1969.
(MOHIBBUL HASAN)
HABSIYYA, a poem dealing with the theme of
imprisonment. The term occurs in the Persian tradition for the first time about the middle of the 6th/12th
century in Nizaml 'Arudl's Cahar makdla (ed. KazwlnlMu'In, Tehran 1955-7, matn 72). It is applied there
to poems that were written by Mascud-i Sacd-i Salman
[q.v.] more than half-a-century earlier and which were
still greatly admired as the sincere expression of the
poet's sufferings. Although several Persian poets have
composed poetry of this nature, the habsiyydt of Mascud
have remained both exceptional and exemplary. Not
only was he the first to write them, but the theme
itself was a characteristic of his work. It is developed
by Mas'ud to an extent that has not been equalled
by any imitator of later times.
There is a very close link between the prisonpoetry of Mas'ud and the story of his life. Twice in
the course of his career he became involved in the
political downfall of his patrons at the provincial
court of the Ghaznawids at Lahore. Consequently, he
had to spend almost two decades, 480/1087-8 to
500/1106-7, banished to a number of remote fortresses
(see C.E. Bosworth, The later Ghaznavids, splendour and
decay. The dynasty in Afghanistan and Northern India 10401186, Edinburgh 1977, 16, 67-8, 72, 74, 88). The
habsiyydt are, therefore, first of all topical poems, by
means of which the poet tried to evoke the clemency
of the Sultan of Ghazna, either directly or through
the intermediary of influential friends.
Poems of various forms could serve this purpose.
The structure of the panegyrical kaslda offered the
possibility to take the theme as the subject of the
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prologue (cf. e.g. Dlwdn, 19, 335 f., 356 f., 515).
More often, however, a section especially devoted to
an account of the poet's condition (hasb-i hdl) was
added to the panegyrical address of the patron (Dlwdn,
58 f., 93 f., 107 f, 312 ff., 349 f., 489 f., 526 f.).
In one instance, the two variants are combined
(Dlwdn, 427 ff.). There are also several non-panegyrical kasidas among the habsiyydt of Mascud (e.g.
Diwan, 63 f, 67 ff, 106, 329 f, 331 f, 351 ff,
354 ff, 486 ff, 493, 503 f., 552 f.). Sometimes
the characteristic habsiyya motifs only occur incidentally in poems dealing mainly with other themes. Other
forms besides the kaslda lent themselves for the use
of a prison-poem.
The contents of the poems vary from complaints
of the prisoner's misery in more or less general terms,
hardly to be distinguished from the wider category of
poetical complaints about any grievance whatsoever,
to the specific portrayal of his life in the dungeon.
In spite of the close relation between these latter
poems and the reality to which they refer, there is a
certain amount of conventionalisation to be noticed
in the representation of the poet's condition. Recurrent
motifs are the description of the physical and mental state of the prisoner, of the dungeon, the chains
and the jailers, of the darkness and the long sleepless nights during which the poet contemplates the
stars through the narrow window of his cell, and of
the suffering on account of his long separation from
relatives and friends. Mostly, the heavenly powers,
instead of the Sultan, are blamed for the misfortune
that has befallen the poet. But Mascud sometimes
admits that the real cause is to be sought in the fact
that he, being only a poet, has aspired to political
and military office (cf. especially Diwan, 153 f., a kaslda
addressed to a certain Muhammad-i Khatibl who had
met with a similar fate).
The habsiyya elements are in these poems often connected with passages in which the poet speaks about
his profession. These statements usually contain the
conventional boast about the artistic abilities of the
author, undoubtedly intended as an argument in favour
of his release. But there are also utterances that are
more specifically related to the habsiyya theme: writing poetry is the sole comfort left to the prisoner; the
poet resents the favours bestowed in his absence on
worthless flatterers; and he becomes disgusted with
the poetry of the court and pronounces his intention
to abandon it altogether after he will be released (e.g.
Diwan, 109, 516, 526). Religious elements are only
rarely mingled with these ruminations.
The models for prison-poetry set by Mas c ud-i
Salman have continuously influenced other poets
who for one reason or another have had to undergo a period of confinement. Two poets of Shir wan,
FalakI and KhakanI [^.y.J, who both flourished in
the middle and later part of the 6th/12th century,
are among the earliest imitators of Mas'ud's habsiyydt.
Khakanl's most celebrated prison-poems are the two
odes in which he addressed Christian princes,
although in these poems the display of the poet's
exceptional knowledge of Christian terms and concepts overshadows the habsiyya-elements (cf. V.
Minorsky, in BSOAS, xi [1945], 550-78). With
KhakanI, the motif of imprisonment is often only
a metaphor. He likes to refer to Shirwan as his
"place of imprisonment" (habsgdh) where he has to
stay against his will like a "captive" (s_hahrband). This
is particularly evident in a kaslda written on the
occasion of Sultan Sandjar's capture by the Ghuzz,
which scattered the poet's hopes of a career in
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Khurasan (cf. Diwan, 155 ff.; see also 45, 282 and
Tuhfat al-clrdkayn, ed. by Yahya Karfb, Tehran
1333/1954, 293, 307, 1085'6 (ddmgdh-i'Shirwdn), 212 3 ).
The close connection with actual experiences of
imprisonment has made the conventional pattern of
the Persian habsiyydt adaptable for use in later centuries, in spite of changing circumstances. In the Indian
tradition of Persian poetry, prison-poems have been
written up to the present day. Among the poets who
resorted to it was Mfrza Ghalib [q.v], who composed
a few poems at the occasion of an imprisonment in
1848. Habsiyydt have also been written in Urdu (cf.
Annemarie Schimmel, The Islamic literatures of India,
Wiesbaden 1973, 11).
As far as modern Persian poetry in Iran is concerned, the best examples of prison-poetry are to
be found in the works of Muhammad-Takf Bahar
[q.v.], who was imprisoned for political reasons on
three occasions. Most of his habsiyydt came into being
during the last two periods, which occurred respectively in 1929 and 1933-4. It is evident that Bahar
was inspired directly by the mediaeval habsiyydt,
although he introduced many contemporary elements,
such as a complaint about the traffic noise outside
his Tehran prison. Like Mascud-i Sacd-i Salman, he
used various forms of poetry. His most interesting
work of this kind is a mathnawi entitled Kdrndma-i
zinddn (Diwdn-i ash'dr, ii, 2-126) in which the theme
of the habsiyydt is combined with a wide range of
other subjects. The poem has been designed to the
model of ancient Persian didactical poetry. Bahar
has made this influence explicit by inserting the narration of a dream about a meeting with the poet
Sana5! [q.v.].
Modern Persian prose has also become a vehicle
for the expression of the experiences of political prisoners. Outstanding examples of this new branch of
the habsiyydt are Ayydm-i mahbas by cAli Dashtf and
Warakpdrahd-yi zinddn by Buzurg £AlawI.
Bibliography: Mas c ud-i Sa c d-i Salman, Diwan,
ed. Rashld Yasimi, Tehran 1330/1951, passim;
Falakl-i Shirwanf, Diwan, ed. Had! Hasan,
London 1929, 57 f.; Khakanf, Diwan, ed. Diya 5
al-Dm Sadjdjadr, Tehran 1338/1959, 23-8, 602, 155-8, 173-4, 320-4; Mlrza Asad Allah Khan
Ghalib, Kitacdt, etc., ed. Ghulam-Rasul Mihr,
Lahore 1969, 184-92; idem, Kasd'id, etc., ed.
Mihr, Lahore 1969, 441-6; Muhammad-Takl
Bahar Malik al-Shu'ara', Diwdn-i ashcdr'2, Tehran
1344-5/1965-6, passim. See further M. Dj.
Mahdjub, Sabk-i Khurdsdm dar shicr-i fdrsi, Tehran
1345/1966, 656-9; F. Machalski, La litterature
de I'lran contemporain, ii, Wroclaw-WarszawaKrakow 1967, 45, 48-51; H. Kamshad, Modern
Persian prose literature, Cambridge 1966, 69 f., 11619; c Abd al-Husayn Zarrmkub, Bd kdrwdn-i hulla,
Tehran 2535/1976 3 , 83-95.
(J.T.P. DE BRUIJN)
AL-HADDAD, AL-TAHIR, nationalist and
reformist Tunisian writer, considered as the pioneer
of the movement for feminine liberation in his
country.
Born in Tunis ca. 1899 into a family of modest
status originally from the Hama of Gabes, he studied at the Zaytuna [q.v] from 1911 to 1920 and
gained the tatwic (corresponding to the diploma for
completing secondary education). He then took part
in the trade union movement and was put in
charge of propaganda in an organisation founded
in 1924, the Qidmi'at cumum al-camala al-tunisiyya,

whose chief promoters were hunted down and banished in 1925. His experiences and his reflections
inspired him to write an important work, al-cUmmdl
al-tunisiyyun wa-^uhur al-haraka al-nikdbiyya (Tunis 1927;
2nd ed. Tunis 1966), in which he gave an historical
characterisation of trade unionism in Tunisia and of
the Qidmi'a mentioned above, studied at length the
social situation in Tunisia (but without trying to apply
Marxian analyses, since his own country was too different from Europe and moreover under foreign domination), and put forward certain reforms.
However, he very soon affirmed that the first
reform which should be put into practice concerned
woman and the family, and in 1930 published Imra'atund
fi 'l-shari'a wa 'l-muajtamac (2nd ed. Tunis 1972), in which
he endeavoured to prove that his own liberal ideas were
not in contradiction to the teachings of Islam, which
had been the first to give dignity to the Arab woman,
but should now develop progressively further. In this
work, he inveighs against polygamy, the wearing of veils
(assimilated to muzzles), the marriage of Tunisian males
with foreigners, divorce, which is a calamity, and finally, the ignorance in which women are kept. The first
remedy for the ills of society is thus the education of
girls and consequently, the setting-up of schools in which
they can receive an education complete in every sphere,
so that once they reach adult years, they will be on
the way to organising more rationally the life of their
family and to sharing in national activities just like the
menfolk. Inevitably, there were criticisms. The main one
directed at him was that of Muhammad al-Salih b.
Murad, in his al-Hiddd cala mm'at al-Haddad aw radd alkhata3 wa 'l-kujr wa 'l-bida' allati hawdhd Kitdb "Imra^atund
fi 'l-shari'a wa 'l-muajtama'" (Tunis 1931), see also cUmar
b. Ibrahim al-Barrl al-Madanf, Sayf al-hakk cald man Id
yard al-hakk, Tunis 1931.
Al-Tahir al-Haddad, who died at Tunis on 7
December 1935, left also behind a certain amount of
poetry in which he expressed some of his social ideas.
Finally, in 1975 a collection of his reflections was
published in Tunis under the title of al-Khawdtir.
Bibliography: The personality and work of alTahir al-Haddad are beginning to be the subject
of studies and monographs, since he is now considered to some extent a figure of national pride.
See in particular al-Djflanf b. al-Hadjdj Yahya and
Muhammad al-Marzukf, al-Tdhir al-Hadddd, haydtuhu, turdthuhu, Tunis 1963 (in which his poetry is
to be found, already gathered together by Zayn al'Abidin al-Sanusf, Ta}nkh al-adab al-tunisi f i 'l-kam
al-rdbic cashar, Tunis 1928); Ahmad Khalid, al-Tdhir
al-Hadddd wa 'l-bfa al-tunisiyya fi 'l-thuluth al-awwal
min al-karn al-cishnn, Tunis 1967; Dja'far Madjid, alTdhir al-Hadddd, Tunis 1979 (study, followed by
selected passages and verse and some of the Khawdtir):
Mutafarrij [= L. Bercher], in REI (1935), 201-30;
J. Berque, in Etudes d'orientalisme. . . Levi-Provenfal, ii,
Paris 1962, 487-8; C. Lamourette, Polemique autour
du statut de la femme musulmane en Tunisie en 1930, in
BEO Damas, xxx (1978), 12-31.
(En.)
AL-HADI ILA 'L-HAKK, ABU 'L-HUSAYN YAHYA B.
AL-HUSAYN B. AL-KASIM B. IBRAHIM AL-HASANl,

the

f o u n d e r of the ZaydT i m a m a t e in Yaman, was
born in al-Madma in 245/859. His mother was Umm
al-Hasan Fatima bint al-Hasan b. Muhammad b.
Sulayman b. Dawud b. al-Hasan b. al-Hasan. He
excelled early in religious learning and by the age of
seventeen is said to have reached the level of rendering independent judgments in Jikh and composing
treatises. Because of his erudition, physical strength,
bravery, and asceticism he soon came to be considered
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by his family, including his fathers and uncles, as the
most suitable candidate for the Zaydl imamate. Between
270/884 and 275/889 he visited with his family Amul
in Tabaristan, then under the rule of the Zaydl £Alid
Muhammad b. Zayd, evidently in order to seek the
support of the adherents of the doctrine of his grandfather al-Kasim b. Ibrahim [q.v.] there. His activity
soon aroused the suspicions of Muhammad b. Zayd
and he was forced to leave precipitately. He also seems
to have visited Baghdad briefly. In 280/893-4 he came
to northern Yaman for the first time, invited by tribes
in the region of Sacda who were hoping that he might
put an end to their feuds. He led a campaign as far
south as al-Sharafa near Sanca3, but meeting much
disobedience among his followers, decided to return
to al-Farac, a day's trip southwest of al-Madlna. Three
years later, he was again urgently invited and on 6
Safar 284/15 March 897 entered Sacda which became
his capital and permanent base of opera-tion. Shortly
after his arrival, he issued his formal call (da'wd) for
support as the imam and assumed the title amir al-mu3minln with the caliphal name al-Hadl ila '1-Hakk.
After consolidating his control over the area of
Sacda, he extended his rule over Nadjran in Djumada
II 284/July 897, where he concluded a special treaty
with the large community of Dhimmis. In the following year he conquered the towns of Khaywan and
Athafit south of Sacda. His efforts to gain possession
of San'a3 were only temporarily successful. The town
was voluntarily turned over to him by its ruler, Abu
'l-cAtahiya of the Al Tarff, who had already previously supported him, and he occupied it for the first
time on 22 Muharram 288/19 January 901 and then
pushed his conquests south as far as Dhamar and
Djayshan. The opposition of the Al YuTir and the
Al Tarlf, who had been entrenched in these regions,
was strong, and he quickly lost them again and definitely relinquished Sanca3 in Djumada II 289/May
902 in a state of severe illness. A year later, a new
campaign to take the town ended in failure and the
capture of his son Muhammad by the enemy.
In Djumada II 293/April 906 he again entered
Sanca3, invited by a coalition of Yamanl chiefs opposed
to the KarmatI leader CA1I b. al-Fadl. After a quarrel with Ascad b. Abf YuTir, he left voluntarily in
Muharram 294/November 906, and the Karmatfs
took possession of the town. Only during a campaign
of CA1I b. al-Fadl to Tihama, an army of al-Hadl
once more occupied San c a 3 from 19 Radjab—12
Shawwal 297/7 April—23 June 910. Also abortive
was a campaign of al-Hadl to Tihama, probably early
in 293/autumn 905. Even his rule in northern Yaman
was shaken by numerous tribal rebellions, especially
in Nadjran, where the Banu '1-Harith revolted on
every occasion. In 296/908 they succeeded in killing
his governor, and al-Hadl, already plagued by illness,
was apparently unable to restore his rule over the
province. His most loyal supporters were, besides members of his family and various other cAlids, a small
troop of "Tabarls", i.e. Zaydf volunteers from
Daylaman and Kalar who arrived in two groups in
285/898 and 289/902. He died on 19 Dhu '1-Hidjdja
298/18 August 911. His tomb in the mosque of Sacda
became a place of pilgrimage for the Zaydls.
Al-Hadl's doctrine in Jikh, laid down chiefly in his
unfinished K. al-Ahkdm and the K. al-Muntakhab collected by his follower Muhammad b. Sulayman alKufi", became authoritative among the Zaydls in
Yaman as well as part of the Caspian Zaydl community. It was based on the doctrine of his grandfather al-Kasim b. Ibrahim, though in some points
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al-Hadi adopted more strictly Shici views, and was
further elaborated, in Yaman, by al-Hadl's sons
Muhammad al-Murtada (d. 310/922) and Ahmad alNasir (d. 322/934), and, in the Caspian community,
by the imams al-Mu'ayyad bi'llah (d. 411/1020) and
Abu Talib al-Natik (d. 424/1033). In his theological
works, al-Hadl generally espoused the doctrine of the
Mu'tazill school of Baghdad rather than that of his
grandfather. It is unlikely, however, that he ever was
a student of Abu '1-Kasim al-Balkhl, the contemporary head of this school, as some late sources state.
Concerning the imamate, he took a radically Shlcl
position, sharply condemning Abu Bakr and c Umar
as usurpers.
Bibliography: CA1I b. Muhammad b. cUbayd
Allah, Sirat al-Hadl ila 'l-Hakk Tahyd b. al-Husayn,
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al-Masabih, Abu Talib al-Natik, al-Ifdda, and alMuhalli, al-Hadd'ik al-wardiyya, ii; Fihrist, 194; Yahya
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Strassburg 1912, 53 f., 58 f.; C. van Arendonk, Les
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Rasd'il al-cadl wa'l-tawhid, Cairo 1971, ii.
(W. MADELUNG)
HADJ [see HADJDT].
HADJDJAM [see FASSAD, in Suppl.].
HADJI [see HADjpjiJ.
HADJDJI AL-DABIR, sobriquet of CABD ALLAH
MUHAMMAD B. SIRADJ AL-DiN £UMAR AL-NAHRWALI B.
KAMAL AL-DiN MUHAMMAD AL-MAKK! AL-AsAFi ULUGH
KHANI, h i s t o r i a n in G u d j a r a t under the Muzaffarid dynasty. He was born in Mecca in 946/
1540, the son of a Gudjarati official who had been
sent there in 941/1535 with the treasure of the
Muzaffarid Bahadur Shah Gudjarati [</.y.] and who
returned to India in 962/1555, settling in Ahmadabad.
In 965/1559 HadjdjI al-Dablr entered the service of
Muhammad Ulugh Khan, a noble in the party of
Tmad al-Mulk, who opposed Ftimad al-Mulk [see
GUDJARAT] . After the invasion and conquest of Gudjarat
by Akbar in 980/1572-3, his father was entrusted with
the wakfs under the Mughal administration, and
HadjdjI al-Dablr himself with the duty of conveying
the funds to Mecca and Medina. He lost this post,
however, in 983/1576, the year of his father's death.
Subsequently we find him in the employ of another
Gudjarati noble, Sayf al-Muluk, in Khandesh, and
finally in that of the Khandesh noble Fulad Khan,
who died in 1014/1605.
This is the latest date mentioned in his Arabic
chronicle, £afar al-wdlih bi-muzaffar wa-dlih, in two daftars: (1) an account of the Muzaffarids of Gudjarat
and of the neighbouring rulers in Khandesh and the
Deccan, and (2) a general history of Muslim rule in
northern India. Of the lost authorities he quotes, the
most important is the Ta'nkh (or Tabakdt)-i Bahddurshdhi
of Husam Khan, which covered the period down to
940/1535. The date of composition of HadjdjI alDablr's own work is problematical, since he mentions
the Mir'dt-i Sikandari, which was presented to the world
only in 1020/1611. Ross therefore hypothesised that
he began to write in 1015/1606.
Bibliography:
£afar
al-wdlih
bi-mu^affar
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wa-alih, ed. Sir E. Denison Ross, An Arabic history
of Gujarat, London 1910-28, i, pp. vii-viii, and ii,
pp. xvii ff.; Brockelmann, S II, 599-600.
(P. JACKSON)
HADTDTI IBRAHIM KHAN KALANTAR,
Persian statesman, was the third son of HadjdjI
Hashim, the headman, or kadkhudd-bdshl, of the
Haydarlkhana quarters of Shlraz in the reign of
Nadir Shah. His ancestors were said to have been
converts to Islam from Judaism. One of them emigrated from Kazwfn to Isfahan and is said to have
married into the family of HadjdjI Qawam al-Dfn
Shlrazl. HadjdjI Mahmud 'All, Hadjdjl Ibrahim's
grandfather, was a wealthy merchant of Shlraz. After
the death of Mfrza Muhammad, the kaldntar of Shiraz
in 1200/1786, Dja'far Khan Zand made HadjdjI
Ibrahim kaldntar of Shlraz, which office he continued to hold under Dja c far Khan's successor, Lutf
C
A1I Khan. He appears to have enjoyed a position
of considerable influence in the city and among the
tribal leaders and governors of the surrounding districts. Although his relations with Lutf CA1I Khan
were disturbed by mutual suspicion already in
1204/1789-90, when Lutf 'All set out to attack
Isfahan in 1205/1790-1 he left HadjdjI Ibrahim in
charge of affairs in Shlraz. The latter seized the city
during Lutf 'All's absence. Disorders meanwhile broke
out in Lutf 'All's camp. He escaped and fled to
Shlraz, thinking that the city was still in his hands.
After HadjdjI Ibrahim had refused him access, he
retired to the south. HadjdjI Ibrahim sent an army
after him, but this was defeated in Tangistan.
Meanwhile, HadjdjI Ibrahim entered into negotiations with Aka Muhammad Khan Kadjar and was
appointed beglarbeg or governor of Fars. Zand resistance, however, continued and was not finally overcome until 1208/1794 [see KADJAR].
In 1209/1794 Aka Muhammad Khan made HadjdjI
Ibrahlm sadr-i a'gam, in succession to Mlrza Shafi c
Mazandaram, with the title Ptimad al-Dawla, which
office he held for seven years, first under Aka
Muhammad Khan and then under Fath 'All Shah.
He appears to have been a competent administrator
and virtually to have presided over every department
of state. His brothers and sons also held governments.
His power, however, aroused jealousy. His enemies
persuaded Fath 'All Shah that he was plotting to
overthrow him, and on 1 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 1215/15
April 1801 he was arrested in Tehran. Those of his
relatives who held provincial governments were also
seized. He was blinded and exiled to Kazwln, where
he died, and his estates were confiscated. Only two
of his sons, twins, 'All Rida and 'All Akbar Kawam
al-Mulk (b. 1203/1788-9), survived.
Bibliography: HadjdjI Mlrza Hasan Fasa'I,
Fdrsndma-yi ndsin, Tehran lith.; Mihdl Bamdad, Sharhi hdl-i ridj_dl-i Iran dar kam-i dawd^dahum wa sizdahum
wa cahdrdahum-i hid^ri, Tehran 1968-9, i, 21-8;
Muhammad Hasan Khan Ptimad al-Saltana, Sadri tawdnkh, ed. Muhammad Mushlrl, Tehran 1349,
12-44; idem, Khalsa, ed. Mahmud Katlra'I, Tehran
1348, 22-3; Rida Kull Hidayat, Ta'nkh-i Rawdat alsafd-yi ndsin, Tehran 1339, ix, 367-70, x, 114-15,
and index; cAbd Allah Mustawfi, Sharh-yi hdl zindagiyi man, Tehran 1945-6, i, 38-9, 50-2; Sir John
Malcolm, History of Persia, London 1829, ii, 107 ff.,
184, 206-9, 213-14, 309; idem, Sketches of Persia,
London 1845, 202-6, 217-18, 222-4; Sir Harford
Jones Brydges, The dynasty of the Kajars, London
1833, cxlii ff., 22, 25, 28, 128-33; C.R. Markham,
A general sketch of the history of Persia, London 1874,

330 ff., 369-70; E. Scott Waring, A tour to Sheeraz,
London 1807, 93-4.
(A.K.S. LAMBTON)
HAEQIB.
i-v. — See Vol. iii.

vi. — IN MOROCCO.
This office, which existed already in the Almohad
organisation, though with a very modest role, appears
again under the Marlnids (J. Temporal, translator of
Leo Africanus, calls the hadjib "chief of the menials",
and A. Epaulard, another translator, makes him "a
chamberlain", head of the "court attendants") and
was still alive under the Sa'dids.
Under the cAlawids, the hdajib was for long the
most important official of the Sharlfian palace. He was
specifically designated as the intermediary between the
sovereign and the high officials on the Makhzan [q.v.],
and it was through him that they were given their
orders and commissioned for missions. He kept the
seal or stamp for fixing to all official documents emanating from the ruler, and he had under his command all the internal professional groups (hinta, pi.
hnati) of the palace servants, e.g. tapestry-weavers,
cooks, etc. In the protocol list, the chief minister came
after him, and he himself had the place immediately
behind the ruler, whom he followed like a shadow.
The office seemed so necessary that the pretender alHlba [q.v. in SuppL], almost immediately when he was
proclaimed sultan in the Sus in 1912, nominated someone as his had^ib. The Hadjib Ahmad b. Musa known
as Ba Hmad [q.v. above] was remembered as a great
man in Morocco at the end of the 19th century.
However, since the recovery of independence in
1956, the hdajib has lost his importance, and many
of his responsibilities have passed into the hands of
the Director of Protocol appointed by the Ministry
of the Royal Palaces.
Bibliography: Leo Africanus, Description de I'Afiique,
tr. Temporal, Paris 1896, tr. Epaulard, Paris 1956,
indices; L. Massignon, Le Maroc d'apres Leon I'AJricain,
Paris 1906; H. Gaillard, Le Makhzen, in Bull, de la
Soc. de Geogr. d'Algers (1908), 438-70; E. LeviProven9al, Les historiens des Chorfa, Paris 1922, Appx.
II, Liste des fonctionnaires imperiaux des dynasties
cherifiennes; al- c UmarI, Masdlik al-absdr, tr.
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Paris 1927, index; G.S.
Colin, Chrestomathie marocaine, Paris 1939, part ii, 2089 (on the internal services of the palace); G.
Deverdun, Inscriptions arabes de Manakech, Rabat 1956,
index; Ibn Zaydan, al-clzz wa 'l-sula ft ma'dlim nagm
al-dawla, Rabat 1961, index; See also BA HMAD above.
(G. DEVERDUN)
HADRAMAWT
The opportunity is taken of prefixing to the main
body of the article, on Hadramawt in the Islamic
period, some important recent items of information
on the region in the pre-Islamic time.
i. PRE-ISLAMIC PERIOD
In 1974 a French archaeological mission under the
direction of J. Pirenne began work at Shabwa, which
is still continuing. The most significant result has been
the tracing of a very extensive town site to the northeast of the rectangular sacral enclosure which the earliest visitors had noted; included in this are some
impressive ruins of what was probably the royal place,
and there were large tracts of cultivated ground in
the wadi.
In 1973 Mutahhar al-Irya.nl published a series of
Sabaean votive texts from Ma'rib which add much to
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our knowledge of relations between Saba and Hadramawt. These were sometimes peaceful, as in the case
when a Sabaean mission was sent to Shabwa to take
part in the festival of the Hadramite national deity (Fi
ta'nkh al-Taman, 184). At other times relations were
hostile, and the most striking text of this kind (no. 13)
shows that while the main Sabaean and Hadramite
armies were engaged in battle in the Wad! Bayhan,
a small Sabaean flying column, aimed at "rescuing"
the queen of Hadramawt who was sister to the Sabaean
king, managed to capture the royal palace in Shabwa
and hold out there for 15 days until relieved by the
arrival of the main Sabaean army after it had decisively defeated the Hadramite force; the king of
Hadramawt was sent back as a prisoner to Ma'rib.
Subsequently, the Sabaean forces raided the port of
Cane and destroyed a number of ships there—evidence that the later fame of the Hadramls as seafarers goes back to early times.
In 1974-6 Garbini has plausibly argued that the
view (up to then almost universally accepted) of the
nature of the South Arabian pantheon is devoid of
serious evidence in favour of it, and exposed to vital
evidence contradicting it. Hence the reference in the
earlier entry to "the astral triad of moon, sun and
Venus-star", and the identification of the Hadramite
national deity as a moon god, must be treated now
as out-of-date. Garbini's re-evaluation of the Sabaean
national deity as essentially a Dionysiac vegetation
deity, having also affinities with a Herakles figure and
solar associations, must extend to the Hadramite deity
as well.
Significant new facts are now available about the
foundation of a Hadramite settlement on the coast
east of Salala; this Pirenne identifies as the classical
Moscha.
This opportunity may also be taken of saying
that the spelling of the name of the sand-desert
between Ma'rib and Shabwa as Sab'atayn (a spelling
deriving from Philby) seems to be mistaken; modern
maps record it in the spelling Sab'atayn. It is what
Yakut and other mediaeval Arab geographers call the
Sayhad desert.
Bibliography: A.F.L. Beeston, Warfare in ancient
South Arabia, London 1976; idem, The Himyante problem, in Procs. of the Seminar for Arabian Studies, v (1975),
1-7; idem, The settlement at Khor Rori, in Jnal. of Oman
Studies, ii (1976), 39-42; Mutahhar al-Iryam, Ft ttfnkh
al-Taman, San c a 5 1973; G. Garbini, // dio sabeo
Almaqah, in RSO, xlviii (1974), 15-22; idem, Sur
quelques aspects de la religion sud-arabe pre-islamique, in
Abh. G.W. Gott., Phil.-Hist. Kl., iii. Folge, Nr. 98
(1976), 182-8; J. Pirenne, The incense port at Moscha,
Khor Ron, in Jnal. of Oman Studies, i (1975), 81-96.
(A.F.L. BEESTON)

main towns of the area, which covers the territories of
the pre-independence Kucaytf and Kathm sultanates
and now falls within the fourth and fifth governorates
of the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen, are, in
the north and along the WadT, Shabwa, Hurayda,
Shibam, Say'un, Tarfm, clnat [q.v. below] and Kabr
Hud. The chief southern coastal towns are al-Mukalla,
al-Shihr (though see below, on history) and Ghayl Ba
Wazlr. Hadramawt is thus bounded by the sea in the
south, Mahra country, the sixth governorate, in the east,
the desert, the Empty Quarter, in the north and the
western half of the fourth governorate in the west.
The tribal group named Hadramawt is supposed
to inhabit the east and central areas of the Wad!
itself, Shibam being described as the beginning of its
territory. Its members are descended through Saba3
al-Asghar from Himyar.
1. History.

It is difficult to build up a comprehensive picture
of the early and mediaeval history of Hadramawt.
This is due to the relative inaccessibility and lack of
exploitation of local Hadramf chronicles, still with few
exceptions in manuscript, and to the extremely cursory treatment of the area in the Yemeni histories,
in which Hadramawt appears only as a distant province
of the Yemen.
First contacts with Islam were made directly with
the Prophet, rather than through the Yemen, however, and there was correspondence between him and
the local Kinda leaders of Hadramawt, resulting in
the visit of al-Ashcath b. Kays (or perhaps Wa'il b.
Hadjr) to Medina. There he was well received by
the Prophet, who acceded to his request and appointed
Ziyad b. Labld al-Ansarf as ruler of Hadramawt. The
latter remained there until after the Prophet's death.
There can be no doubt that the conversion of the
Hadramfs to Islam was not carried out as simply and
as speedily as the Muslim sources insist, and the role
of Ziyad and his successors in the area must have
been more one of religious propagandist than of political leader. Indeed, Hadramawt, like the Yemen with
its appallingly difficult problems of communication,
must have entered the Islamic fold very gradually over
an extended period of time.
The Prophet, the Orthodox, Umayyad and cAbbasid
caliphs until the 3rd/9th century, all appointed governors to Sanca3, al-Djanad and Hadramawt. It is
clear that the governor of the first always reported
directly to the seat of Islamic government and that
occasionally the latter two did also. For the most part,
however, the governor of Hadramawt was merely a
junior assistant of the governor of San'a3, and thus
Hadramawt became a province (mikhldf] of the Yemen.
It should be mentioned at this juncture that al-Shihr,
perhaps because of the independence of strong local
ii. IN THE ISLAMIC PERIOD
rulers, during the early and mediaeval periods invariIn Islamic tradition, the name is derived either from
ably figures as a separate political entity, not part of
the personal name Hadramawt b. Himyar, or from
Hadramawt at all and always mentioned alongside it.
hddir mayyit, or some such expression.
Probably due to the steady exodus of many promiThe name is applied to the wadl, the area and j nent Hadramis from their native land to other parts
the kabila of South Arabia. The wad! runs roughly
of the empire during the Orthodox caliphate, the area
west-east along the 16° line about 48° 15' to 49° 15',
sank into relative obscurity in the Umayyad and
c
at which point it becomes the Wad! al-Maslla, as it
Abbasid eras.
turns south-east and then due south to flow into
The year 130/747 saw the introduction into
the sea between Hayrldj and Sayhut on the Indian
Hadramawt of Ibadf doctrines by Abu Hamza alOcean coast.
Mukhtar b. cAwf al-Azdl al-Harurf, a close follower
The area of Hadramawt begins in the west at a line
of cAbd Allah b. Ibad, from whom the Ibadiyya
drawn between Shabwa in the north to the sea at
derived its name, and a Hadramf, cAbd Allah b.
Mayfac on the Wad! Hadjr and extends south of Wad!
Yahya al-Kindl. Kharidjf ideas had in fact penetrated
Hadramawt as far as Wad! al-Maslla in the east. The
Hadramawt as early as 66/685, when a party of
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Nadjdiyya, the followers of Nadjda b. 'Amir al-Hanafi~,
arrived. It is possible therefore that the area was still
receptive to Ibadf ideas in the 2nd/8th century. AlMukhtar b. cAwf was a native of Basra and met cAbd
Allah b. Yahya during the pilgrimage of 128/745. He
was persuaded to return to Hadramawt with cAbd
Allah two years later. To what extent the Ibadiyya
managed to control Hadramawt is not at all clear,
though al-Mascudf, writing of the position in 332/943,
states that they were predominant in the area and
that there was no difference between them and the
Ibadfs of c Uman. Certainly, the final blow to the
movement in Hadramawt did not come until the intervention from the Yemen of the Sulayhids, staunchly
Shl'I and maintaining close ties with Fatimid Egypt,
in the mid-5th/llth century.
It is evident that the Ibadiyya did not exercise political control over the entire area of Hadramawt,
however. The Banu Ziyad, originally cAbbasid representatives in the Yemen in the early 3rd/9th century, operating from their headquarters in Zabfd,
conquered Tihama and ruled independently. They
then for some unknown reason became involved in
Hadramawt also. The founder of the dynasty himself,
Muhammad b. Ziyad, had been appointed governor
of the Yemen by the cAbbasid caliph al-Ma'mun. It
was he who brought about Ziyadid rule in Hadramawt,
rule which was to continue after his death in 245/859
until after the fall of the Ziyadids in 407/1016.
In fact, Hadramawt fell into Sulayhid hands after
their capture of Aden in 454/1062. Aden, Lahdj,
Abyan, al-Shihr and Hadramawt were all at the time
in the hands of the Banu Ma c n, the little-known
descendants of Ma c n b. Za'ida [<?.y.], who were at
first left to administer the territories on behalf of their
conquerors. In 473/1080, however, after the Ma'nids'
refusal to pay the agreed kharadj, to the Sulayhids, the
latter installed their Shfci proteges, the Banu Zuray c ,
to run the affairs of the area, including Hadramawt,
on their behalf. Thus the situation remained until
after the entry of the Ayyubids into the Yemen in
569/1171.
It is difficult at this stage to work out the exact
chronology of events in Hadramawt. Certainly, with
Sulayhid control of Hadramawt through their clients,
the Zuray c ids, lost, three powerful local dynasties
appeared on the scene. Centred on Tanm, the Banu
Kahtan took over much of the area, while the remainder fell to the Banu 'l-Daccar in Shibam and the Al
Ikbal on the coast in al-Shihr. The greater part of
Hadramawt was taken by 'Uthman al-Zandjflf, the
Ayyubid na'ib, in 576/1180 after the departure for
the north of the first Ayyubid ruler, Turan-Shah b.
Ayyub, however, though pockets of local rule continued into the 10th/16th century, for the Ayyubids
were never in a position to pay much attention to
Hadramawt; the demands of the troubled local situation on the Ayyubid administration in the Yemen
proper were too great to allow the luxury of firm
control there. Other local dynasties followed: the Al
Yamanf, for example, from 621/1224 in Tanm, surviving into the 10th/16th century.
The Ayyubids' efforts in pacifying almost the
whole of the Yemen proper and in putting an end
to all local dynasties, with the exception of the Zaydfs
north of San'a5, ensured for their successors, the
Rasulids, a peaceful and stable country. The brilliant
Rasulid administration, which had assumed power
through bloodless change, was not only able to
consolidate the efforts of their erstwhile masters,
the Ayyubids, but was also able to think of eastwards

expansion and the recapture of Hadramawt, in any
case a province of the Yemen. There was, therefore,
considerable Rasulid activity along the south coast,
even during the reign of the first sultan, al-Malik
al-Mansur cUmar who died in 647/1249. During
that of his son and successor, al-Muzaffar Yusuf,
who died in 694/1295, Rasulid power was first emplanted as far along the coast as the port of Zafar,
which under the Rasulids marked the eastern limit
of their control.
Possibly the only, and certainly the greatest challenge to Rasulid authority in Hadramawt was that of
the Habudfs. Though originally from Habuda in
Hadramawt, the dynasty was founded in Zafar by
Muhammad b. Ahmad (d. 620/1223). The family
continued on the coast through Ahmad b. Muhammad (d. 628/1230) and Idrls b. Ahmad (d. 670/1271).
The latter's son, Salim b. Idns, seized the opportunity to take Hadramawt in 673/1274. Despite the
cries of help to the Rasulids from the local population in Hadramawt, it took the plundering by the
Habudfs of a Rasulid ship off Zafar and the Habudfs'
urging the Rasulid vassals of al-Shihr to cast off their
allegiance to their masters to bring the latter with all
speed eastwards from their Yemeni capital, Tacizz.
Zafar was recaptured and Hadramawt recovered. The
Habudf house was destroyed.
It was the Tahirids who succeeded in the mid9th/15th century to most of the territories held by the
Rasulids, particularly those in the south and
east, though they were never strong in the Yemen
north of Ta'izz. Although much less is known of this
dynasty than of the Rasulids, their predecessors, it
is possible to assert that Hadramawt for a time
came under their control. By the latter half of the
9th/15th century, however, the Kathfrfs, a tribal
group originating from Zafar, had taken over some of
the interior of the country. They also controlled alShihr which they had at first held for the Tahirids.
Possibly as early as the beginning of the 10th/16th century, a new political force was introduced into the area,
for with the Kathirls quarrelling among themselves, one
faction brought into Hadramawt to assist it a group of
Yafi'fs, a large tribal unit inhabiting the area to the
north-east of Aden. Yafi'f influence lingered on after
this dispute, particularly in the seaports of al-Mukalla
and al-Shihr. From now on down to the 20th century, the political history of Hadramawt is nothing more
than the chronicle of disputes between the Kathins and
at least two Yaficf tribal factions, though of course from
the early 10th/16th century both the infidel Portuguese
and the Turks had shown an interest in the seaports
along the South Arabian coast and had at times attacked
and even occupied them.
In the 20th century, under the British Protectorate
Hadramawt was divided between the Kathfrf sultanate
with its capital in Say'un and the Ku c aytf sultanate,
originally a YaiTf tribal group, centered on al-Mukalla.
Both sultanates were thus part of the Eastern Aden
Protectorate until the independence of the whole of
South Arabia in 1967.
2. Social

organisation.

In general terms Hadrami society can be divided
into four classes: the sqyyids, the mashayikh, the kabd'il
(tribesmen) and the masakin or du'afa3 ("poor").
It is interesting to note that the pre-Islamic South
Arabian inscriptions refer to an aristocratic group
of musawwads, a word used to this day in Hadramawt to denote the sqyjyids. The latter are the
descendants of the Prophet, while the mashdyikh are
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those noble families with the right to the hereditary
title of shaykh, a word denoting class distinction,
not a tribal chief. The sqy_yids reached Hadramawt
in the early 6th/12th century, where they found
many scholars, particularly in Tarfm and mainly
of the mashayikh class. Petty jealousies and quarrels
between the sayyids and mashayikh have continued
from the time of the arrival of the former in
Hadramawt, though these have never prevented the
transmission of knowledge and learning between the
two social strata. By the close of the 6th/12th century only the cAlawf group of sqyyids remained to
give their name to them—the cAlawf sayyids.
In an area of constant warfare and hostilities,
the institution of the neutral territory was essential.
Thus in Hadramawt the hawta [q.v] came into being
at an early date. A saint in his own life-time would
demarcate the area of the hawta and arrange for
the agreement of the tribes and, if necessary,
the authorities in the area, that a particular hawta
should remain inviolate and under the control of
a mansab. Before the arrival of the sayyids in Hadramawt, the hawtas were in the hands of the mashayikh.
It was only then that the sayyid hawtas were gradually established, leading to the general decline of
the mashayikh ones.
3. G e o g r a p h y .
Hadramawt is a hot and, with the exclusion of the
coastal strip, dry land. The coastal plain is naturally
extremely humid, as well as hot. Again if one excludes
the coastal areas, it is mountainous too, and this,
together with the extremely low rainfall throughout
the area, means that very little of the total can be
made over to agriculture, the chief industry. Dates
have traditionally formed the main crop, though in
more recent times cotton has been an important commodity also. Local grain crops include maize and oats.
Tobacco is also found in places. Agriculture is watered
either by the perennial flow of water in the wadls
(ghqyl] or by wells.
4. The p e o p l e .
The inhabitants of Hadramawt are ShafTl Sunms.
As is not surprising in such a poor area, they have
always been prepared to travel abroad in search of
earning their livelihood. Many travelled to the East
Indies, in particular to Java, and their financial gains
remitted home have always been the mainstay of the
local economy.
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iii. LANGUAGE AND DIALECT
The chief language of Hadramawt is, of course,
Arabic. Until the most recent times, however, the literary Arabic of most regions of Arabia would include
some non-literary vocabulary. These items were for
the most part technical words of various trades and
professions and, indeed, even at the present day there
are often no literary equivalents for such technical
words and expressions, except in the domain of commerce. Landberg and Serjeant have well documented the technical vocabulary of such trades as
fishing and building. Some dictionnaires of Classical
Arabic, such as the Tad} al-farus and Nashwan's Shams
al-culum give southern Arabian terms not appearing in
the earlier lexical sources.
The Hadramf dialect does, however, have a limited literary application in various genres of popular
poetry. This dialect is in any case fairly close in
phonology, morphology and syntax to literary (that is
to say modern Classical) Arabic. This poetry has been
difficult to record in the past, though Serjeant made
a most useful collection, because it is often of such
a satirical or personal nature that the poet would prefer its circulation to be circumscribed. It may be, nevertheless, that this kind of poetry will find its way
increasingly into print, in much the same way as
nabati poetry is now widely printed and read in northern Arabia.
The Mahra [q.v.] make up a considerable linguistic minority in Hadramawt, in that part adjoining
Dhofar (Zafar), and it is undoubtedly true that Mahrl
[q.v.] or an earlier form of this Semitic language was
the principal language of the whole or most of the
South, though even in pre-Islamic times Arabic would
seem to have been an important language for the
composition of formal works such as poetry.
The Mahrl of Hadramawt is fairly well-documented
in the publications of the Austrian South Arabian
Expedition, which are, to all intents and purposes,
confined to this dialect of Mahrl. The Hadramf dialect
of Mahn is less conservative than that of Dhofar and
a good deal more penetrated by Arabic. Indeed, many
Mahra in Hadramawt now speak only Arabic, and
this is particularly true of the settled elements. In
Dhofar, on the contrary, many Mahra have adopted
Djibbalf (or Sheri), the language of the mountain area.
Most of the dialects of Mahn, or languages closely
related to it, are spoken in Dhofar, but there is in
Hadramawt, close to the border, a language spoken,
namely Hobyot, whose existence has not previously
been reported. On the basis of the little information
available, Hobyot seems to be a Mahn dialect with
a considerable intermixture of Djibball. Another hitherto unreported language or dialect spoken not far
over the Dhofar border, called Whebyot, may in fact
be the same as Hobyot, with perhaps a greater admixture of DjibbalL
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Angaben Naswan's im Sams al-culum, Leiden and London
1916; D.H. Miiller, Sudarabische Expedition, ix. Mehriund Hadrami-Texte. . ., Vienna 1909 (and iii by A.
Jahn; iv, vi, vii by D.H. Miiller); M. Bittner, Studien
zur Laut- und Formenlehre der Mehri-Sprache in Siidarabien,
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in SBWAW (1909-15); A. Jahn, Grammatik der MehnSprache in SiidArabien, Vienna 1905; E. Wagner gives
a useful bibliography for Southern Mahrl in his
Syntax der Mehri-Sprache, Berlin 1953.

(T.M. JOHNSTONE)
HAFIZ TANISH B. MIR MUHAMMAD AL-BUKHAR!,
with the poetical name Nakhlf, h i s t o r i a n of cAbd
Allah Khan [q.v.], the Shaybanid ruler of Bukhara.
His father was close to cUbayd Allah Khan (9406/1533-40). Hafiz Tanish mentions in his historical
work that he began to write it, being 36 years old,
when cAbd Allah Khan established his rule over
Transoxania and made Bukhara his capital. It was
believed for a long time (including by the present
author) that he means the official accession to the
throne of cAbd Allah Khan, which took place in
991/1583, and therefore the date of his birth was
supposed to be 956/1549 (36 years before the date
of the beginning of his work, cf. below). However,
Hafiz Tanish mentions also that he wrote a kasida on
the accession to the throne of Iskandar Khan, the
father of cAbd Allah Khan (968/1560), which must
place the date of his birth much earlier—probably,
in the 1530s or even 1520s. In that case, Hafiz Tanish
may have meant by the establishment of the rule of
c
Abd Allah Khan over Transoxania the capture of
Bukhara (964/1557), or the accession of Iskandar
Khan (under whom cAbd Allah was the actual ruler),
or the capture of Samarkand (986/1578). Hasan
Nitharf in his anthology Mudhakkir al-ahbdb, written
in 974/1566-7 (see Storey, 802, no. 1102), mentions
a poet Nakhll among those poets who had not yet
reached an advanced age and lived in Bukhara (MS.
of the Leningrad Branch of the Institute of Oriental
Studies, B-4020, ff. 126-7); this person may very probably be Hafiz Tanish.
He began to write probably his Persian history of
c
Abd Allah Khan in the 1570s or 1560s; it was known
already in 993/1585, when his contemporary Mir
Sayyid Muhammad praised it in his Adhkdr al-azkiyd3
(see B. Ahmedov and K. Munirov, Hqfiz Tanish Bukhdri
[in Uzbek], Tashkent 1963, 55). After cAbd Allah
Khan had been proclaimed the supreme khan of all
the Uzbeks (991/1583), Hafiz Tanish was introduced
to his court by the historian's patron, an influential
amir Kul-Baba Kokaltash, and became an official historiographer, usually also accompanying the khan in
his numerous military campaigns. In 992/1584 he
began to re-write his history according to a new plan,
and gave it the title Sharaf-ndma-yi Shdhi (a chronogram = the date 992); both in Central Asian historiography and in modern scholarly literature it became
known also as the cAbd Alldh-ndma. According to the
initial plan of this second version, as laid down in
author's preface, it was to be divided into a mukaddima (the genealogy of cAbd Allah Khan and a short
history of the Djucids and the Shaybanids, his predecessors); two makdlas (1) from cAbd Allah Khan's
birth in 940/1533 to his accession and (2) from his
accession onwards; and a khdtima (on the outstanding
qualities of the khan, the famous people of his reign,
his buildings, etc.). The first makdla was apparently
finished not earlier than 995/1586-7 (mentioned as
the current date in the text) and before 998/1589-90
(mentioned as the current date in the preface to the
second makdla, found only in one of the existing manuscripts). He carried his work up to 997/1588-9 (the
date of the last event which he mentioned, the conquest of Harat by the Uzbeks), but then the plan of
the work was changed, and Hafiz Tanish included
the whole material in the first makdla. The khdtima,

absent in all existing manuscripts, was most probably
not written at all. It is not known when the author
finished the work in its existing form.
The Sharaf-ndma-yi Shdhi is based mainly on personal observations of the author, reports of other eyewitnesses and official documents. In his mukaddima,
Hafiz Tanish used various literary sources, which he
partially named, as well as oral tradition. The work
is written in ornate prose, with extensive use of saajc
and numerous verses (their total number is 4,760),
both by Tanish himself and other poets. The main
deficiency of the work, besides its pompous style, is
the frequent absence of precise dates. Nevertheless, it
is one of the major works of Central Asian historiography and the most important historical source for
the Shaybanf period.
The further career of Hafiz Tanish is not clear.
Nothing is known about his life in the last several
years of the reign of cAbd Allah Khan, nor during
the short reign of his son cAbd al-Mu'min. Some
sources mention a poet with the same poetical name
of Nakhlf at the court of the Ashtarkhanid ImamKull Khan (1020-51/1611-42) (see Tadhkira-yi TdhiriNasrdbddl, Tehran 1316-17/1937-8, 435; Tadhkira-yi
Mukim-Khdm by Muhammad Yusuf Munshf, Russian
tr. by A.A. Semenov, 83, 90); according to
Nasrabadf, after the death of Imam-KulI Khan
(1054/1644-5) this Nakhll went to Balkh, where he
died. Two manuscripts of the dlwdn of Nakhll are
preserved in Tashkent and Dushanbe; one of the
kastdas in this dlwdn is dated 1045/1635-6. If this
Nakhll is identical with Hafiz Tanish, it must mean
that the latter was still active at an age of about
100 or more. Even more doubts are thrown upon
this identification by the fact that none of the poems
belonging to Hafiz Tanish and cited in Sharaf-ndmayi Shdhi is included in the dlwdn of Nakhlf. Some
scholars, nevertheless, accept the identification without reservations.
Bibliography: biographical information about
Hafiz Tanish is discussed especially in the following
works: B. Ahmedov, in his preface to the first volume of the Uzbek translation of the Sharaf-ndmayi Shdhi (see below) and in his work, together with
K. Munirov, cited above; V.P. Yudin, in Material!
po istorii kazakhskikh khanstv XV-XVIH vekov, AlmaAta 1969, 237-40; M.A. Salakhetdinova, in VII
godicnaya naucnaya sessiya LO IVAN
(kratkiye
soobshceniya), Moscow 1971, 111-3, and in VIII godicnaya naucnaya sessiya LO IVAN, Moscow 1972, 4852; N.D. Miklukho-Mayklay, Opisaniye persidskikh i
tadlikskikh rukopisey Instituta Vostokovedeniya, vipusk 3,
Moscow 1975, 295-6; The text of the Sharaf-ndmayi Shdhi remains unpublished. Concerning the manuscripts and publications of short extracts, as well
as Russian translations of extracts, see StoreyBregel, 1130-3, no. 990; The publication of a full
Uzbek translation begun in 1966 is still not finished: only two volumes (out of four) were published in 1966-9 (see Storey-Bregel, 1132).
(Yu. BREGEL)
HAGIOGRAPHY [see MANAKIB].
HAIFA [see HAYFA].
HA'IK (A.), pi. hdka, also hayydk (synonym, nassdaj),
w e a v e r . Given the supreme importance of textiles
in mediaeval Islamic life and economy [see e.g.
HARIR and BISAT in Suppl.], the class of weavers
was probably the most numerous and certainly one
of the most important groups of artisans. The
weavers of Damascus, Baghdad, Egypt, the Yemen,
and a host of other towns throughout the Islamic
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world wove fabrics ranging from the coarse and worka- j his Metiers vils en Islam, in SI, xvi (1962), 50 ff. He
demonstrated that this could not be from the
day types to the finest and most delicate (cf. R.B.
unpleasant and polluting nature of the trade, as
Serjeant, Islamic textiles, material for a history up to the
with tanning and sweeping, but must rather have
Mongol conquest, Beirut 1972, passim}. Especially higharisen on religious grounds, from the many tradily-skilled workers were to be found in the tirdz [q.v.]
tions in circulation, attributed to c Ali and to other
factories producing for the court and for the state
prominent dignitaries of early Islam, condemning
during the Umayyad, cAbbasid and Fatimid periods,
weavers as the offspring of Satan (cf. also the story
and these were probably somewhat better-paid than
of Mary and the hd'ik, above). However, the gradthe mass of textile workers. The overwhelming majorual spiritualisation of Islamic society by the 'Abbasid
ity of these last worked in their own homes for dealperiod, the notion of the equality of all believers,
ers or middlemen or in small workshops situated in
and the evident high economic value of the textile
the markets of cloth merchants. On the whole, the
trade, did eventually contribute to an amelioration
weavers were, as in the ancient and classical societies
of attitudes towards weavers.
of the Near East, an exploited and ill-paid class, workThus Islamic society adopted paradoxical attitudes
ing in vile conditions, and this fact no doubt contowards the weaver and his craft. The weaver is
tributed to their image in mediaeval Islamic times as
despised, but weaving (hiyakd) as a handicraft is praised.
a turbulent and socially-volatile group, easily swayed
Ibn Kutayba, Tha'alibF, and Bayhakl include hiyaka
by heterodox religious and political doctrines; one
in a list of the crafts of the nobility (sina'at al-ashrdf],
recalls the similar image of weavers in mediaeval
and Ibn Taymiyya, Ibn Tulun and other scholars
France, Flanders and England, when in the first two
uphold the theory that weaving is one of the obligregions at least, tisserand was at times almost synonyatory duties of the collective body of the Muslims
mous with "heretic". Certainly, at the beginning of
(fard kifdya [see FARD]). Ghazalf and al-Lubudl say
the 3rd/9th century, the Coptic weavers of the Nile
that weaving is a highly beneficial and indispensable
delta in Egypt earned only \ia\f-a-dirham per day,
craft. "Weaving and tailoring are two essential crafts
"insufficient for the bread of their mouths", as they
in civilisation, because humanity is in need of them
complained to the Patriarch Dionysios of Tell-Mahre
for comfort", argued Ibn Khaldun also. In spite of
(see Mez, Renaissance, 433-4, Eng. tr. 461).
these pronouncements on the importance of weaving,
The materials used included cotton, wool, linen and
public invectives against the weavers persisted in trasilk. Some jurists recommended that a weaver should
ditional Islamic societies.
not weave silken cloth, which is forbidden for mens'
The legal status of weavers and other despised
wear. The legality of whether a cloth should be woven
professions was weak, and there was discussion over
in silk mixed with other material forms the subject
their cadala, their probity and their admissibility as
of juristic discussion. If the warp of the fabric (soda)
bearers of legal testimony (shahddd) in courts of law
is ibrism and its weft (luhmd) is kutn or khazz (floss silk),
[see CADL]. The attitudes of the law schools varied
it was permissible (cf. Ibn Tulun, Nakd al-tdlib, Chester
Beatty Ms. 3317, fol. 50). Weaving was carried on
somewhat. The Hanaffs were inclined to admit the
by men as well as women, but spinning was done by
'addla of the despised trades, if their practitioners displayed superior religious and moral qualities; the
womenfolk only.
In mediaeval Islamic times, opinion was in genMalikls were the most rigorous, only admitting it
eral condemnatory of the manners and habits of the
where necessity had compelled adoption of the trade
in question; the ShafTfs and Hanbalfs took up interweavers. Typical anti-hd'ik opinions are as follows:
mediate positions. The Imamf Shlcf attitude was more
"The most silly persons are the weavers"; "When a
weaver is asleep, he is worthless and harmful; when
liberal than the Sunn! one on matters like 'addla and
he is awake, his companionship brings disgrace"; "The
on the doctrine of kafd'a [q.v.], comparability of status in marriage. Social restraints notwithstanding, early
intelligence of a woman is equal to that of seventy
weavers"; and the like. According to a legend, told
Islamic civilisation produced learned men among sons
of weavers, e.g., Abu Hamza Madjmac b. Samcan alby many Arab and Syriac writers, Jesus' mother Mary
(Maryam) once lost her way in search of her son and
Ha'ik, an Islamic traditionist, and Ibn al-Ha3ik, the
she asked the weaver to guide her to the Sepulchre;
author of Kitdb Dj.azirat al-cArab.
but the hd'ik misguided her; she then asked a tailor
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
(khayydpj, who showed her the right path. Therethe article: Djahiz, Hqyawan, Cairo 1948, ii, 105;
upon Mary cursed the weaver but blessed the tailor.
idem, Rasd'il, Cairo 1933, 127; Ibn Kutayba,
This is why the weaver is alleged to be damned for
Ma'drif, Beirut 1970, 249-50; Bayhakf, al-Mahasin
ever. This legend served as the basis for prejudice
wa 'l-masdwi, Beirut 1960, 103; Shaybanf, Kitab alagainst weavers. Arab sentiment about the weavers is
Kasb, in Kitdb al-Mabsut, Cairo 1906-13, xxx, 260;
further epitomised in Djahiz's words, "The weavers
Tha'alibi, Arbac rasd'il, Istanbul 1883-4, 203; idem,
in every age and in every country possess in equal
Lata'if al-macdnf, Cairo 1960, 129; Abu Nu c aym,
measure foibles such as short temper, stupidity, ignoAkhbdr Isbahdn, Leiden 1934, ii, 117; al-Khatfb alrance and iniquity."
Baghdadf, Ta'nkh Baghdad, iii, 67; idem, al-Tatfil,
In Islamic tradition literature (hadith), the trade
Damascus 1346, 83; Tawhfdf, Basd'ir, Damascus
of the hcfik is often linked with other noisome and
1966, iv, 146-7; Ghazalf, Ihyd3 culum al-din, Cairo
unpleasant callings, sc. those of the cupper [see
1346, i, 12; Raghib al-Isfahanf, Muhddardt, Beirut
FASSAD in Suppl.], the tanner [see DABBAGH in Suppl.]
1961, ii, 459-61; Ibrahim b. CAH al-ShiradjI, aland the sweeper. This condemnation was noted by
Tanbihfi 'l-fikh, Leiden 1879, 236-7; Ibn al-Djawzf,
Goldziher, who pointed out that the textor in Roman
Akhbdr al-hamkd, Damascus 1345, 112; al-Samcanf,
times was despised, and that in the early Islamic
Ansdb, Hyderabad 1964, iv, 32; Bar-Hebraeus, The
period, many of the weavers, both male and female,
laughable stones, tr. E.A.W. Budge, London 1897,
were slaves (Die Handwerke bei den Arabern, in
123; al-Lubudi, Fad I al-iktisdb, Chester Beatty
Globus, Ixvi [1894], 205 = Gesammelte Schriften, iii,
Ms., 4791, fol. 57a'; Ibn Taymiyya, al-Hisba fi
Hildesheim 1969, 318). R. Brunschvig subjected the
'I'Isldm, Cairo n.d., 21; Yakut, Irshdd, vi, 1, 9;
low status of the weaver to a detailed examination in
Ibshfhf, al-Mustatrqf, Cairo 1952, i, 65; Ibn Tulun,
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Daw' al-siradj. fi-ma kila f i }l-nassadj_, Chester Beatty
Ms. 3317, fols. 127-9; Ibn Khaldun, Mukaddima,
Cairo n.d., 266-7, 400, 411; M.S. al-Kasim,
Dictionnaire des metiers damascains, Paris i, 86-8;
Kattani, Tardtib, Beirut n.d., ii. 58-60.
(M.A.J. BEG)
HA1RI, SHAYKH <ABD AL-KARIM YAZDI (1859-1937),
a P e r s i a n r e l i g i o u s l e a d e r with whom the history of the Shici clergy entered a new phase.
After preliminary education in Ardakan and Yazd,
Ha'iri left for Trak in 1877 and studied mainly
under Sayyid Muhammad Fisharakl (d. 1898) in
Samarra3 and Nadjaf. In 1900, upon the invitation
of his colleague, Sayyid Mustafa and the latter's
father HadjdjI Aka Muhsin, Ha'iri moved to Arak
(Iran) and established the Arak Circle for Religious
Studies. Ha'irl argued that politics in the Muslim
world were being controlled by Western powers and
were consequently hostile to Islam. In order to
prevent the extinction of Islam, therefore, a responsible religious leader must not interfere in politics.
This type of approach by Ha'irl to politics, which
was pursued throughout his life, began to be noticed
in Arak and resulted in his departure from that
city, where his host, Hadjdjl Aka Muhsin, was fighting against the Persian Constitutional Revolution of
1906 (Ahmad Kasravl, Tdnkh-i Mashriita-yi Iran,
Tehran 1951, 281-5, 409) and naturally expected
Ha'irl's cooperation. Ha'irl then went to Nadjaf, but
he found it also seriously involved in the Persian
Revolution; therefore he moved to Karbala where he
limited himself to religious activities, including teaching jikh and usul. Ha°irl again moved to Arak and
lived there 1913-22, during which time he enjoyed a
large body of disciples.
Meanwhile, in 1920, because of the death of two
great muajtahids, Mlrza Muhammad Takl ShirazI
and Shaykh al-SharIca Isfahan!, the office of mardj_aci taklid was divided among Sayyid Abu '1-Hasan
Isfahan! and Mirza Muhammad Husayn Na'Inl in
Nadjaf and Ha'irl in Iran. By then, Ha'irl's apolitical character was widely known, and turned out to
play a role not only in his own life but also in the
fate of the clerical world of the Shlca. To see this
role, one must keep in mind that the British, having
a variety of interests in the Sh!c! world, had faced
many difficulties caused by the Shl'I 'ulama3 of clrak,
such as their involvement in the Persian Revolution,
their declaration of djihad in World War I, and their
struggle for the independence of 'Irak in 1919-22.
After the imposition of the British mandatory rule in
Trak in 1920, efforts were made to curtail the influence of the culamd\ This policy resulted, among other
things, in the banishment in 1923 of Na'Inl, Isfahan!,
Shaykh Mahd! KhalisI and many other culamd\ which
injured the prestige and centrality of the Sh!c! institution of 'Irak.
In the meantime, we see Ha'irl receiving particular attention in Iran. Upon the invitation of the notables of Kum, Ha'iri, in March 1922, went to Kum
to establish the Circle for Religious Studies of that
city, where he received a warm reception; the then
monarch, Ahmad Shah, personally went to Kum to
greet him. Through Ha'in's efforts, the attention of
the Shfa was directed to the Kum Circle; solutions
for religious problems were sought in Kum and
the students of religion, whose number at a time exceeded 1,000, found Kum a convenient alternative to
Nadjaf and Karbala. The latter development bore
fruits favourable to the British policy in the area; the
clerical institution of 'Irak was partially transferred

to Iran, whose then strongest man, the Sardar
Sipah (later Rida Shah), was in fact to curtail it;
there was created in Iran a strong religious base
which would by its nature weaken the young
Persian Communist movement; and finally (perhaps
the most important of all), clerical leadership came
in part to the hands of Ha'ir! who, unlike his Nadjaf
colleagues, would not intervene in politics. Ha'irl only
once was drawn into these: in 1924 the Sardar Sipah
attempted a republican form of government which
gave rise to a popular uprising and involved the clergy, including the banished culamd} then residing in
Kum. On this subject, meetings were held by the
'ulamd' of the exodus and chaired by Ha'irl in Kum
(P.O. 416/74, 26 March 1924, no. 126) and finally,
to terminate the confusion, Ha'irl and other culama*
were urged to declare that they requested the Sardar
Sipah to dispense with republicanism. In other cases,
however, Ha'ir! rejected politics; he did not fully identify his position with that of the culamd3 of the exodus. Measures taken by Rida Shah aroused clerical
opposition led by H_adjdj! Aka Nur Allah Isfahan! in
1927 and Hadjdjl Aka Husayn Kumml in 1935, to
neither of which Ha'ir! gave a noticeable response.
Even the Circle founded by Ha'irl became the target of governmental pressures, to the extent that his
special assistant, Shaykh Muhammad Takl Bafk!, was
arrested in 1927 (Muhammad RazI, Risdlat al-Takwd
wa-md adrdka ma al-takwd: Sharh-i hal-i Shaykh Muhammad
Takl Bdjki, Tehran 1948), but no reaction was elicited from Ha'irl.
Ha'in's biographers give him credit for his type
of approach to politics at that specific period: "he
protected religion in the light of his patience, prudence, and wisdom" (Agha Buzurg Tihranl, Tabakat
a'lam al-Shlca, i/3 Tehran 1962, 1161-4). These pressures, however, did not preclude Ha'irl from undertaking with great interest cultural activities such as
establishing a library, hospital, religious schools, public cemetery and mortuary, housing for the poor, and
so on. It is interesting to note that he trained many
disciples who later on became religious leaders, some
of whom, unlike Ha'iri, undertook political activities;
Ayat Allah Sayyid Ruh Allah Musawl Khumaynl,
who was living in exile in Paris until his return to
Iran in January 1979, may be mentioned as the bestknown example.
Bibliography: Abdul-Hadi Hairi, Shl'ism and constitutionalism in Iran: a study of the role played by the
Persian residents of Iraq in Iranian politics, Leiden 1977;
Muhammad cAl! Mudarris, Rayhdnat al-adab, i,
Tabriz 1967; Mulla CA1I Waciz, 'Kitdb-i cUlamd3-i
mu'dsinn, Tabriz 1947; Muhammad RazI, Athdr
al-hu(lj.dj.a, i-ii, Kum 1954-5; Sayyid CA1I Rida
Rayhan Yazdl, A3ma-yi ddnishwardn, Tehran 1967;
Muhammad Hirz al-Dm, Ma'drif al-rid^al, ii, Nadjaf
1964; Mahd! Bamdad, Sharh-i hal-i rid^dl-i Iran, ii,
iv, Tehran 1968; Sayyid Muhammad Mahd! alMusawl, Ahsan al-wadica, ii, Nadjaf 1968; Amir
Mas c ud Sipihrun, Ta^nkh-i bargu&dagdn, Tehran
1962; Ghulam Husayn Musahib, ed., Dd'ira alma'drif-i far si, i, Tehran 1966; Yahya Dawlatabadl,
Haydt-i Yahyd, iv, Tehran 1952; Hasan Tzam
Kudsl, Kitdb-i khdtirdt-i man, ii, 1964; Muhammad
Husayn Nasir al-SharIca, Ta'nkh-i Kum, Kum
1971; Husayn Makkl, Ta'nkh-i bistsdla-yi Iran,
ii-iii, Tehran 1944-6; c Abd Allah MustawfT,
Sharh-i ^indigdni-yi man, iii, Tehran 1964; Agha
Buzurg Tihranl, al-Dhanca ild tasdnif al-Shlca, iv,
Tehran 1941; Hadjdjl Sayyid Ahmad ShubayrI
ZandjanI, al-Kaldm yadj.ur al-kaldm, i, Kum 1951;
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Ustuwdr, spring 1950; Ittildcdt, 1934; Sayyid
Muhammad Husayn Tabataba'f, et alii, Bahthi dar
bdra-yi mar^afiyyat va ruhdniyyat, Tehran 1962;
Mahdf Kull Hidayat, Khatirdt wa khatardt, Tehran
1965; c Abbas Fayd, Kum wa ruhdniyyat, i, Kum
1938; Abbas Mas c udf, Ittild'dt dar yak mbf-i karn,
Tehran 1950; Muhammad Hasan Hiravf, aliiadika al-radawiyya, Mashhad 1947; Ghassan R.
Atiyyah, Iraq 1908-1921: a political study, Beirut
1973; cAbd Allah Fahd al-NafisI, Dam al-Shica fi
tatawwur al-Trdk al-siydsl al-hadith, Beirut 1973;
[Muhammad al-Khalisi], Ma^dlim-i Ingilis, Tehran,
n.d. For divergent views on the republican movement, cf. inter alia, Husayn Kuhi KirmanF, Bargi
az ta'rikh-i mucdsir-i Iran yd ghawghd-yi dj,umhun,
Tehran 1952; Shafak-i surkh, Jan. 22, 1924; Habl
al-matin, Oct. 6, J3, 27, and Nov. 3, 1924;
Irdnshahr, ii, nos. 5-7 (1924), 274-7, 372-4, 432;
C
A1I Akbar Mushfr SalFml, Kulliyydt-i musawwar-i
Tshki, Tehran 1971; Sayyid MahdF Farrukh,
Khdtirdt-i siydsi-yi Farrukh, Tehran 1968; Abu '1Kasim cArif KazwFnF, Kulliyyat-i Diwdn, Tehran
1963; Munlb al-Rahman, Post-revolution Persian verses, Aligarh 1955; I'zaz Nlkpay, Takdir yd tadbir:
khdtirdt, Tehran 1969; For an incomplete picture
of the problem, see with caution, D.N. Wilber,
Rita Shah Pahlavi, New York 1975.
(ABDUL-HADI HAIRI)
HAKARI [see HAKKARI].
AL-HAKIM AL-DJUSHAMI, ABU SACD AL-MUHSIN
B. MUHAMMAD B. KARAMA AL-BAYHAK! AL-BARAWKANI,
M u c t a z i l f , later Z a y d i , scholar, was born in
Ramadan 413/December 1022 in Djusham (Persian:
Djishum), a village in the region of Bayhak. According
to Ibn Funduk, he was a descendant of Muhammad
b. al-Hanafiyya, but the family was not known by
the nisba of al-cAlawI. His first teacher was Abu Hamid
Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Nadjdjar, a student of the
Mu'tazilf kadi cAbd al-Djabbar, who taught him
Muctazill theology, usul al-fikh, and haditji. After Abu
Hamid's death in 433/1041-2, he continued his studies with Abu '1-Hasan CA1F b. cAbd Allah (d. 457/1067),
a student of the ZaydF imam Abu Talib al-Natik, in
Bayhak. He also studied and taught in Naysabur,
where he read HanafF fikh works with the famous
HanafF scholar Abu Muhammad al-Nasihi, kadi alkuddt of Bukhara, in 434-6/1043-5. Other well-known
scholars whom he heard in Naysabur were the amir
Abu '1-Fadl al-MikalF, Abu cAbd al-Rahman al-Sulamf,
and cAbd al-Ghafir al-FarisF. Later he taught in the
mosque of his native village Djusham, where he read
the sixty lectures contained in his K. Djald* al-absdr,
in the years 478-81/1086-8. Among his students was
Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Ishak al-Khwarazmi, the
teacher of al-Zamakhsharf. He died in Mecca in
Radjab 484/May 1101, allegedly killed by religious
opponents because he had written a fictitious "Epistle
of the devil to his fatalist brethren" (Risdlat Iblis ild
ikhwdnihl al-mudj_bird) and because he publicly propagated Zaydi doctrine.
During most of his life, al-Hakim al-Djushaml
actively supported the Mu c tazilf theology of the
school of cAbd al-Djabbar and adhered to the HanafT
school of fikh. Though expressing philo-cAlid sentiments
and recognising the imamate of the ZaydF
imams, he did so on the basis of Muctazill doctrine on
the imamate, and equally espoused the legitimacy of
the imamate of Abu Bakr, cUmar and c Uthman. Only
late in his life does he appear to have completely
turned to Zaydism and to have written works on the
Zaydl doctrine of the imamate and on Zaydl fikh.
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He is said to have composed 42 books, several of
them in Persian. Many of his writings were brought
to the Yaman, where they gained high esteem among
the Zaydf scholars, who frequently referred to the
author merely as al-Hakim. His extant Kur'an commentary al-Tahdhib, in nine volumes, supports
Mu'tazilf doctrine more consistently than alZamakhsharf's al-Kashshdj^and contains numerous quotations from earlier, lost Mu c tazilf commentaries. It
was later twice abridged. His continuation of cAbd
al-Djabbar's Tabakdt al-Mucta^ila, contained in his
Shark al-cuyun, has been edited (by Fu'ad Sayyid, Fad I
al-ictizdl wa-tabakdt al-Mu'ta&la, Tunis 1393/1974, 36593). His K. Diald3 al-absdr, a collection of wide-ranging lectures and narrations, was quoted by Ibn
Isfandiyar for its reports on the Caspian 'Alids (see
Ta'nkh-i Tabaristdn, ed. c Abbas Ikbal, Tehran
[1320/1942], i, 101).
Bibliography: al-Hakim al-Djushaml, Shark alc
uyun, i, ms. Leiden Or. 2584, fols. 151b-152a; Ibn
Funduk al-Bayhakl, Ta'nkh-i Bayhak, ed. A. Bahmanyar, Tehran ' 1317/1938, 212 f.; Ibn Shahrashub, Ma'dlim al-'ulamd3, ed. 'Abbas Ikbal,
Tehran 1353/1934, 83; al-Sanfim, al-Muntakhab
min kitdb al-siydk li-ta}nkh Naysabur, in R.N. Frye,
Jlu histories of .Nishapur, The Hague 1965, fol.
133b; Sarim al-Dln Ibrahim b. al-Kasim, Tabakdt
al-^aydiyya, ms. photocopy no. 290, Cairo, Dar
al-Kutub pp. 344 f.; al-Djundarf, Tard^im al-ridj_dl,
in Ibn Miftah, al-Munta^ac al-mukhtdr, i, Cairo
1332/1913, 32; M. Kazwinf,
Tddddshthd-yi
KazwM, ed. Iradj Afshar, Tehran 1333/1954, ii,
157-62; Brockelmann, I, 524, S I, 731 f.; M. T.
Danishpazhuh, in Rev. Fac. Lett. Tabriz, xvii
(1344/1965), 299 n. 3; W. Madelung, Der Iman
al-Qdsim ibn Ibrahim, Berlin 1965, 186-91;
F. Sayyid, Fadl al-icti^al, Tunis 1393/1974, 353-8.
(W. MADELUNG)
HAL (pi. ahwal; hdl is normally fern, but often in
Ashcarl texts is taken as masc.; the form hala is occasionally found in both Muctazilf and Ashcarf sources),
a technical term of philosophy employed by some of
the Basran mutakallimun of the 4th/10th century and
the 5th/ l l t h one to signify certain "attributes" that
are predicated of beings. The term was taken over
from the grammarians first by Abu Hashim alDjubba'r [q.v.] and subsequently used in two basic
ways, one by Abu Hashim and his followers in the
Basran Muctazila and the other by al-Bakillanf and
al-Djuwaynf [q.vv.] in the Ash'ari school. The treatment of the hdl within the contexts of the two school
traditions differs to such an extent that one must
recognise two distinct concepts. The discussion of the
ahwal by later Ashcan writers (e.g. al-Shahrastanl and
Fakhr al-Dm al-Razf), though they tend to focus primarily on the preoccupations of their own predecessors in the Ash c arf tradition, does not keep the two
conceptions clearly distinct, and certain modern studies based chiefly on these sources have tended to
misconstrue the problem, particularly in regard to the
Mu c tazilF tradition.
A. The Muftazjla. For Abu Hashim and the Basran
Mu'tazila following him, the expression hdl designates the "attribute" (sifd) as the latter is conceived
to be an ontologically real and distinguishable perfection of a being or essential entity (shay\ nafs, dhdt).
In the works of the classical Mu c tazila, accordingly,
the hdl is most commonly designated by the term
sifa (sifa., as defined below). In order to understand
the concept it is necessary to clarify the verbal and
conceptual context of its formulation and of its occur-
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rence within the texts. Most importantly, there occurred
in the development of the Basran kaldm from the
3rd/9th century until the 5th/llth an accretion of
new formal meanings for the terms sifa, wasf, and
hukm (some of them peculiar to the Muctazila or to
the Ashcans, and others shared by the two schools)
that must be distinguished if the ontology of the ahwdl,
as treated in the texts, is to be understood.
So far as concerns the discussion of the nature of
things, the teaching of the Basran kaldm was from
the outset explicitly cast in terms of an analysis of
the predicates that are said of them: of the predicates (the Arabic nouns and adjectives: al-asmd3 wa
'l-awsdf) that are predicated of beings and those particularly that are said of God in the Kur'an. The
word sifa, in its first and probably original sense in
the theology of the Basrans, is taken over and adapted from its use by the grammarians with the meaning "a descriptive term". In this sense, then (sifa^),
it refers to any general or descriptive predicate term
and so combines the grammarians' categories of noun
and adjective (verbs being paraphrased into adjectives) (see e.g. cAbd al-Djabbar, al-Mughm, v, 198).
Sifa is thus virtually synonymous with wasf{: the
expression (kawl) employed in describing (wasafa)
something, i.e. in formulating the sentence in which
the particular word is predicated of a subject noun
which is taken to denote some concrete entity (shay*}.
In another sense (sifa.,), the predicate expression (sifa^)
may be considered from the standpoint of its meaning (al-macnd{: what is meant as opposed to the word
or material utterance: al-cibdra, al-lqfe) and so as signified by any of several expressions (awsdfx, asmd3}
that are considered to be synonymous in their strict
sense (hakika) as they are said of a particular entity
(e.g. "kddir" = "kawl" — "f#£Z£", as said of God). A
proposition affirming a particular sifa., as true of
something may be thus formulated, employing any
one of a number of sifat^ (= awsdf{, asmd'} (see e.g.
c
Abd al-Djabbar, al-Madj_muc al-muhit bi 'l-taklif, 172).
Within the Basran tradition of the kaldm, then, the
question, whether to affirm a given predicate as true
of an entity (wasafahu bihd), is or is not to assert
(athbatd) the reality of an "attribute" belonging to it
and that of the ontological status of such an attribute, if any is held to be asserted by the sifa^ are
questions in terms of their various responses to which
the major schools may be distinguished, and on the
basis of which their conceptions of the ahwdl are
divided.
For Abu CA1I al-Djubba3!, an entity (shay'} or essence
(nqfs, dhdt) is an object of knowing (ma'lum) that strictly
speaking exists (wuajida) or does not exist (udima) and
which, as an object of knowing, may be directly
referred to (dhakara) and may be made the subject of
a predication (ukhbira canhu) (see, e.g. al-Ashcarf, Makaldt
al-Isldmiyym, ed. H. Ritter, Istanbul 1929-30, 519). It
is not, however, said of something else. Sifat^ are
employed in describe entities, i.e. to express what is
known about them. According to the mature teaching of al-Djubba'T and of the Basran Mu'tazila after
him, sifat^ are those expressions that name the "essence"
or essential entity as such or that describe it as it is
in some particular way distinguished from entities essentially similar to it. Generic terms, i.e. those which designate broader classes of beings, embracing several
kinds of essential entities, they do not consider to be
sifat[ in the strict sense but rather as quasi-alkdb
(terms whose use to name or describe something is
in part arbitrary). As predicate expressions or terms
(thus excluding the use of an expression to name an

entity and to refer to it as the subject of the proposition), the sifdt^ are not, as such, directly referential. They are, however, understood to have
implicit reference when said of a particular being.
That is to say, when predicated of a particular being,
most sifat., implicitly assert the entitative reality either
of the being denoted by the subject term or of
another being, and accordingly the various predicate expressions are systematically paraphrased in
order to make explicit what ontological assertion
(ithbdt) is implicit in each particular affirmation. Thus
for example, to say "Zayd strikes" is to assert that
there exists an act of striking (darb) that has occurred
on his part (ddrib = waka'a minhu darb1"1} or to say
"Zayd knows" is to assert that there exists an act
of knowing that belongs to him (edlim = lahu eilmun).
In these instances, the entities whose reality is asserted in the affirmation of the propositions are termed
the "cause" ('ilia, pi., eilal or ma'nd^ pi. ma'dni) of
the proposition or judgement (hukm} that the thing
is so, and the predicate term comes, therefore, to
be called sifat^ ma'nan (i.e. a term whose affirmation
of the subject implies the reality of a ma'nd,,; ma'nd
originally meant the "sense" of the predicate or
judgement: hukm the "sense" or "meaning" being
contextually understood by the Basran mutakallimun
as the reality of that entity the presence of which,
in a given relationship to the subject, is asserted by
the particular predicate. By the time of al-Djubba'I,
the two words cilla and ma'nd are employed as synonyms, being used interchangeably in most contexts,
and within a century the semantic origin of this
sense of ma'nd seems to have been forgotten). As
conceived by the Basran mutakallimun, the ma'am., are
not, however, attributes. They are, rather, entities
in the strict sense: beings that are themselves distinct objects and that as such are not predicable of
something else. In al-Djubba'T's analysis, then, since
God is absolutely one and undivided, when one says
"God knows" (Alldhu cdlim) there is no assertion of
the reality of any entity other than God's self (nafsuhu} and accordingly the predicate term is, in this
instance, called an "essential predicate" (sifat^ nafsm:
a predicate expression whose affirmation of the subject implicitly refers to and asserts the reality only
of the self or essence of the entity denoted by the
subject term). All terms that name or describe the
self or essence of a thing as such are, when used predicatively, sifat^ nqfs. Thus al-Djubba3! nowhere speaks
of attributes, if we understand "attribute" in its usual
sense (as, e.g. a property, characteristic, or quality
of a thing, as when we speak of a figure's "being
triangular" or "triangularity" as a property belonging to it); he has no term for such a concept and
uses no formal expression that would imply the reality of such a thing.
The concept of the attribute as an ontologically
real perfection, property, or state of the being of an
entity was introduced into the Basran kaldm by Abu
Hashim. Though most often referred to in the
Mu'tazilT texts by the term sifav the attribute, thus
conceived, is also referred to by the word hdl (state).
This latter term Abu Hashim apparently took from
the grammarians of the Basran school (the Kufans
employ a different expression reflecting their own
grammatical analysis), and it is likely that he formed
the philosophical concept partially in terms of a
reflection on the significance of hdl expressions as
these are understood and analysed by them. When
explicitly discussing Abu Hashim's conception of the
attribute (sifa , hdl) for the purpose of refuting it,
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the Ash'ans (e.g. al-Bakillam and al-Shahrastam) most
often speak of it as hdl, probably to avoid the ambivalence of the word sifa, though in other contexts where
the doctrine of Abu Hashim and his followers is discussed, one often finds sifa in the Ash'arF texts and
occasionally also wasf, the latter representing more
peculiarly Ash'arf usage.
The attribute (sifav hdl} is not an essential entity
(shay3, dhdt) as this is strictly defined and understood.
It is not therefore considered to be an object or entity that can be known in isolation (bi-nfirddihd, bimudj_arradihd). Rather, the entity of which it is an
attribute is known as qualified by it (yu'lam calay-hd)
(cf. cAbd al-Djabbar, Shark al-usul al-khamsa, 184, 914 and 366, 9-11). Thus though not a distinct object
of knowing and so not "known" (ma'luma) in the strict
sense of this term, the attribute or state is nonetheless grasped and understood (ma'kuld) as one knows
a thing is specifically qualified by it (mukhtass bihd}.
Furthermore, since the attribute or state is not an
entity, it cannot be said to be existent (mawajuda) or
non-existent (ma'duma) because these predicates are
properly used only of entities. In that it is, however, an ontologically real perfection or state of the
being of an entity, the attribute (sifa.^ does have actuality (tahsul) and so is said to be actual (hdsild} as
also one may properly speak of its non-presence
(zawdluhd) or non-actuality (intifd'uhd) in a thing.
Likewise, one does not speak of its coming to be
(huduthuhd) since "coming to be" (al-huduth) refers properly to the initiation of existence (tadj_addud al-wuajud);
one speaks, rather, of the initiation of the attribute
(taajadduduhd). In concrete instances, then, the attribute (sifa , hdl) is indicated by the expression "the
thing's being thus and so", as one speaks, for example, of "its being existent" (kawnuhu mawajud"1') or of
"its being living" (kawnuhu hayyan} or of a body's "being
in motion" (kawnuhu mutaharnk"'1}. Propositions such
as "he is alive" (huwa hayy} are thus considered by
Abu Hashim and his followers in the Muctazilf school
to assert the actuality of the attribute (husul al-sifav
husul al-hdl}, viz. in this instance of his being alive
or being living or the body's being in motion, and
it is to the attribute or state thus that such a predicate (sifa}) implicitly refers.
Though they disagree in certain matters of detail
(some of which are philosophically important) Abu
Hashim and his successors classify the attributes (sifatv
ahwdl} into five basic categories according to the
grounds to which their actuality is, in each case, to
be ascribed. (Note that we are not here concerned
with the classification of predicates in general, but
only those that assert the actuality of sifdt^, ahwdl.}
These are:
1. The Attribute of the Essence (most often termed
sifdt al-dhdt, though other expressions are frequently
employed; cf. Frank, Beings, 80 n. 1); this is the thing's
being itself what it is in itself. It is asserted, for example, in the statement "the atom is an atom" (al-ajawhar
ajawhar). What is referred to here is "the way the
thing is in itself" (ma huwa calayhifi dhdtihi). The attribute of the essence is, thus, irreducible (cf. e.g., cAbd
al-Djabbar, al-Maajmuc al-muhlt bi 'l-taklif, 61, 9 ff. and
Abu Rashrd, ^iydddt al-sharh, 192, 11 ff. and 278, 11
ff.), and is actual (hdsild) even in the possible, for to
posit the entity is to posit the actuality of the Attribute
of the Essence. That is to say, God knows, out of
an infinite number of beings of every class, each particular individual that He can create; thus although
an individual entity whose existence is possible (aldid'iz wudjuduhu) is non-existent and as non-existent
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(bi-kawnihi macduman) has no ontologically real state
(hdl}, it has nevertheless reality as a possible existent
(it is thdbit al-ajawdz) in that it is a particular and distinguishable object of God's power (i.e. insofar as it
is makdur calayhi).
2. The essential attributes (commonly termed sifat^
al-nafs, al-sifdt,^ al-dhdtiyya, or al-muktadd cammd huwa
c
alayhi fl dhdtihi, i.e. "the attribute that is entailed by
the way the thing is in itself"); these attributes are
those whose actuality is entailed by the Attribute of
the Essence (by the way the thing is in itself) given
the actuality of its existence. These are the manifest
(zdhira) attributes that reveal the nature of the essential entity as it is in itself (iunb? cammd huwa calayhl fi
dhdtihi), as for example, the atom's occupying space
(kawnuhu mutahayyi^"1} or God's being existent, living,
knowing, etc.
3. The attributes whose actuality flows immediately from (sadara cari) an entitative, determinant cause
(ilia, macnd(} and which are, accordingly, termed simply li-'illa or li-ma'na., and are said to be "caused"
(ma'lula). Included under this category is, for example, a human individual's being knowing (kawnuhu
c
dlimm}, an attribute whose actuality is asserted in
the sentence "Zayd knows" (^ayd cdlini) and whose
actuality arises immediately from the presence of the
act of knowing (al-cilm) that exists as a concrete entity
in his heart. The attribute (sifa.^ hdl) in this instance
is a perfection that specifically qualifies (takhtass) not
its immediate physical locus (al-mahall), but rather the
living corporeal whole (al-ajumla al-hayya) that is the
individual, and it is for this reason that Abu Hashim
and his successors say that the predicate "knowing"
is said of the whole and not of the organ or substrate. "Moving", on the other hand, is predicated
only of the material substrate (al-mahall} since the
attribute of "being in motion" (kawnuhu mutaharrik™1}
belongs only to the locus of the entitative cause of
its actuality.
4. Attributes whose actuality depends upon the
agent that effects the existence of the thing and which,
therefore, are said to be bi }l-fdfil. Though many characteristics (ahkdm.} of temporal entities are ascribed to
an agent as their source, either immediately to his
agency as such or mediately through the manner of
the act's occurrence (li-waajh wuku'ihi), the only true
attribute (sifa , hdl, in the strict sense) that is said to
be "due to the agent" is that of a temporal entity in
its being existent (kawnuhu mawajudm).
5. Attributes whose actuality in the thing is due
"neither to its essence nor to an entitative cause" (la
li 'l-nqfs wa-ld li-cilla/li-macnd,}', the designation of a
class of predicates (sifat^ awsdf}, asmd') as Id li 'l-nafs
wa-ld li-cilla would seem to have originated with Abu
c
Alf al-Djubba0!. Because of the basic difference of
his analysis and ontology from that of the later school,
however, the predicates that he so classed are not the
same as those so classed by Abu Hashim and his successors. What predicates (sifat{) and what attributes
(sifdt,} Abu Hashim may have classed under this heading, if any, indeed, is at present uncertain. His followers, however, assign the attribute (sifa, hdl) of
"being perceiving" (kawnuhu mudrikan) to this category,
since perception, according to their view, arises directly from the perceiver's being living on the condition of the appropriate presence of the perceptible.
(Perceiving is here distinguished from sensation—alhiss—since the predicate "sensing"—muhiss—is taken
to indicate not a true attribute but only the functioning of the sense organ.) It may be that "being
perceiving" is the only true attribute which they class
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thus; predicates (sifat) which are implicitly negative
are said to be Id li 'l-nafs wa-ld li-cilla, but they do
not indicate ontologically real attributes.
For us the essential reality of a thing (its haklka)
is its essential attributes, for what we understand
and refer to when we speak of it is its being as it
is known to us in these attributes. Predications,
according to the classical Muctazila, are said of essential entities that are known (ma'luma) and distinguished as such; the predicates that refer to a thing's
essential attributes (al-sifdt^al-dhdtiyya) are those which
we employ to define it. According to Abu Hashim
and his followers in the Basran Muctazila, it is thus
that through their essential attributes we know entities, i.e. in that they are so manifested to us as
belonging to the same essential class (djins) or to different classes, for beings that share (ishtaraka) in one
essential attribute must be alike (tamdthala) in that
which entails (iktadd) the actuality of the attribute,
and so must share in all their essential attributes.
(See, e.g., cAbd al-Djabbar, Shark al-usiil al-khamsa,
108, 9-12 and 199, 3-5; al-Mughm, iv, 270 f. and
252, 8-10).
One speaks also of the "modality" of an attribute (kayfiyyat al-sifa.). Existence (a thing's being existent: wudj_uduhu — kawnuhu mawd^udan\ for example,
is an attribute that is common to all existent entities. Some entities, however, (sc. God) are eternally
existent (lam ya^al mawdj_udam) while others (sc. all
beings other than God) are temporally existent
(muhdath). The terms "eternal" (kadim) and "temporal" (muhdath) refer to the modality of the attribute
of being existent. Similarly the term "inherent" (hall)
used of the accident's inherence in its substrate
(kawnuhu hall™ fi mahallihl) refers to a modality of
its existence. (See e.g., cAbd al-Djabbar, al-Mad}muc
al-muhit hi 'l-taklif, 163, 4-7 and Abu Rashid, ^iydddt
al-sharh, 384, 14 f.).
Not all predicates that may be affirmed as true of
an object imply the presence of an ontologically real
attribute (sifa^ hdl). Some terms, for example, refer
to the "characteristics" (ahkdm,) of attributes; others
(e.g. ethical terms) refer to contingent characteristics
(ahkdm,) of acts which, determined by one or another of the states of the agent (ahwdl al-fdcil) (see,
e.g., cAbd al-Djabbar, al-Mughm, viii, 159 and alMad^muc al-muhit bi }l-takllf, 352), derive immediately
from the manner of its coming to be (wad}h al-huduth
= wadjh wuku'ihi) and others to the modality (kayfiyya)
of an attribute. Some, viz. those that describe a thing
in its perceptible qualities, refer not to sifdt^ (ahwdl}
but to dispositions (hay'at) of the material substrate;
some descriptive terms are implicitly negative (e.g.
"inanimate", "other", "dissimilar" and the like) and
so refer to no real attribute; some refer primarily to
a being other than that denoted in the subject, viz.
the "derived predicates" (al-sifdt9 al-mushtakka) (see, e.g.,
c
Abd al-Djabbar, al-Mughm, vii, 58, 3-7 and for the
term of Ibn Faris, al-Sdhibi fi fikh al-lugha, ed. M. elChouemi, Beirut 1383/1964, 86 ff.), i.e. those that
assert the actuality of an action performed by the
subject and those that assert the actuality of the state
(hdl) or act of another (e.g. "known" or "commanded").
Generic terms, finally, are not considered to be truly
descriptive terms (sifdt) by the Basran Mu'tazila, as
was noted above. Accordingly, one must distinguish
those instances where the expression kawnuhu . . .
("its being. . .") is employed to denote an ontologically real attribute (sifay hdl) and those in which
it is employed merely as a nominal periphrasis for a
sentence (e.g. kawnuhu aswad as a periphrasis for huwa

aswad "it is black") that does not assert the actuality
of an attribute (sifav hdl) of the being that is denoted
by the subject term. The differences in the understanding of these terms by the Mu'tazila and the
Ash'arTs are characteristic of those in their conception of the ahwdl.
B. The Ash'ans. Among the Ashcans, the concept
of the "attribute" (hdl) as conceived by Abu Hashim
was borrowed, adapted, and employed by al-Bakillam
and al-Djuwaym and, it would seem, by no others
(see, e.g., al-Shahrastanf, al-Nihdya, 131). Al-Bakillanf's
acceptance and use of the concept was, however,
inconsistent; in some works (among them his two
published compendia, al-Insaf and al-Tamhid) he
expressly denied the validity of the concept (though
it implicitly underlies the discussion in a number of
important passages in both al-Insaf and al-Tamhid)
while in others, including his last major kaldm work,
al-Hiddya, he is reported to have asserted its validity and to have integrated it into his treatment of
the predicates of being and of the divine attributes
(see, e.g., al-Djuwaym, al-Shdmil, 294, 629). AlDjuwaynf, on the other hand, seems to have expressly employed the concept in most if not all of his
kaldm works, though he is reported to have rejected it in his late juridical writing (see, e.g., Abu '1Kasim Sulayman b. Nasir al-Ansarl, Shark al-Irshdd,
Princeton University ms. ELS 634, fol. 356). In the
present absence of any direct, adequate evidence concerning al-Bakillani's treatment and use of the ahwdl
concept, the present outline reflects strictly only the
discussion and terminology of al-Djuwaym. The
sources, however, indicate no major difference
between al-Djuwaynf's understanding and use of the
concept and those of al-Bakillani; one may therefore
suppose that their teaching in this respect was substantially the same.
Like Abu Hashim, the AshcarTs who employed the
concept of the "attribute" as hdl describe it as "the
thing's being such and so" (kawn al-shajf). The context to which the concept was adapted and into whose
overall structure it had to be integrated differs, however, in several important respects from that of the
Mu'tazilf tradition of Basra, even though the Ash'arf
analysis of the predicates that are said of beings is in
some ways analogous to that of al-Djubba°f. Omitting
those predicates that refer to actions (sifdt} al-afcdl) and
so to an entity essentially extrinsic to that denoted by
the subject term, al-Ashcarf and his followers, in contrast to the Mu'tazila, recognise only two categories
of descriptive predicates (asmd}, awsdf^ sifdt), since they
divide the entities which constitute the ontological basis
for the truth of the predication (istihkdk al-wasf. the
thing's "deserving to be so described") and whose reality, accordingly is asserted (muthbat) as that which
requires its affirmation (ma awdj.aba 'l-wasf) into (1)
the "self" (nafs) of the being denoted by the subject,
as when one says of a being that it is "existent"
(mawdj.ud) or "temporal" (muhdath) or is a "colour"
(lawn) or of God that He is "eternal" (kadim) or "majestic" (ca&m); and (2) those that assert the reality of an
entitative, determinant cause (ma'nd^ cilla) subsistent in
the subject, as when one says of a being that it is
"living" ("living" = "life belongs to it": hayy = lahu
hqydt) or "knowing" ("knowing" = "an act of knowing belongs to it": cdlim = lahu cilm) and the like. In
addition to the words macnd^ and eilla, the Ashcaris
often (and in some contexts almost always) refer
to these entities (al-macdm,) as sifdt^. (This, in fact, is
the only sense in which al-Ashcarf himself employs
the word sifa) Against al-Djubba'I and others, the
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Ash'arfs insist that predicates such as "living", "knowing" and the like always imply the presence of an
entitative determinant (ma'na^ cilla, sifa) in the subject, whether they be said of a material being or of
God, who is immaterial. Again, whereas the masters
of the Basran Mu c tazila take descriptive predicates
to be said of individual entities which, known and
recognised as particular essences, are described by
the predicate (wasf{, sifa), the Ash'arfs understand
the subject term to denote an individual entity simply as an object: as an existent (mawajiid) whose existence is its "self" (nafs). (Thus shay* = mawajud =
wuajud = nafs, dhdt, whilst the non-existent is simply
the unreal subject spoken of in a negated proposition:
"it is not true that there exists an object such
that . . .".) Thus, where the Basran Mu c tazila after
al-Djubba5! distinguished expressions that they consider to be descriptive (sifdt) strictly speaking, i.e.
those which name the essence as such or describe
it in some particular way, from those they consider
to be quasi-alkdb, i.e. those which we employ to
assign an essence to various broader, generic classes and which, therefore, are said univocally of beings
that are essentially different, the Ash'arfs make no
such distinction, but rather consider both kinds of
terms to be truly descriptive, classing the second of
the Mu c tazill categories amongst the "essential predicates" (al-sifdtl al-nafsiyya), viz. those that assert as
the basis of the validity of their affirmation of the
subject only the reality of the object (nafs al-mawdj_ud
— wuajiiduhu) of which they are said. No more than
al-Djubba3!, however, does al-Ashcarf speak of "attributes" as this word is commonly understood, nor does
his analysis, or that of most of his followers in the
two centuries immediately succeeding, make place
for such a concept. The sifa^ is simply a macnd^ (cilla).
They agree that the being of God's sifdt{ differs from
that of those belonging to creatures and there is
some question as to the exact ontological status of
the former, i.e. as to whether God's sifdt^ are validly termed ashyd3 or mawdjuda or if they are denumerable; but it is nevertheless clear that sifdt{ are
entities of some kind (more precisely, of two kinds)
though not of a sort that nowadays we should term
attributes. (Al-Bakillam, cited in al-Kiya al-Harasf,
Usul al-dm, fols. 114a and 123a, says that, in contrast to the ahwdl, they are entitative objects or
beings, dhdt, shay3, macnd.) One notes that with but
two or three exceptions, common also to the
Mu'tazila, abstract terms are not employed in the
writings of al-Ashcarf and of the majority of his followers until the 5th/11th century and that the expression kawnuhu . . . is almost everywhere shunned, chiefly
for accuracy of expression but also, no doubt, in
order to avoid the semblance of accepting Abu
Hashim's ontology.
Al-Djuwaynf rejects the common Ash'arf thesis that
all the "essential predicates" (sifdt^al-nafs, al~sifdt} alnafsiyya) assert simply the being of the "self of the
subject and that what is asserted (al-hukm) in affirming one of the sifdt{al-macdm^ (al-sifat} al-macnawiyya} is
simply the reality of the being of the ma'nd., (sifa) as
belonging to the subject. For every positive predicate
(wasf{, sifa) he recognises an "attribute" (wasf, ?ifar),
which he designates by the expression kawnuhu . . .,
e.g. the atom's "being an atom" (kawnuhu ajawhar'1"),
"its being an entity" (kawnuhu shay1" wa-dhdttm), "its
being existent" (kawnuhu mawdj_udm), "its occupying
space" (kawnuhu mutahayyi^"1), etc.; and so also with
the sijatl ma'nawiyya, the attributes (sifdtr) signified
by the latter being commonly termed ahkdm,^ as well
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as sifat^ awsaf^, (see e.g. al-Irshad, 30, al-Shamil, 308,
et alibi}. He holds, moreover, in regard to those
predicates which do not refer simply to the existent as such (to its existence as its "self": nafs) that
one must posit the reality (thubut) of the attribute
(wasf, sifa , hukm.) as a state (hdl). This, he says,
is necessary in order to have an ontological basis
for the true sense of the common or universal predicate terms and their definitions (viz. al-hakd'ik wa
'l-hudud) (see e.g. al-Shdmil, 633, and the citation
of al-Bakillanl in al-Kiya al-Harasf, op. cit., fols.
115a and following), as also in order to explain
what is known and asserted to be true in the case
of the ma'dni., (ahkdm al-cilal), i.e. in order to explain
what is known and asserted to be true (al-hukm) of
the entity to which the ma'nd^ (cilla) belongs as the
effect (ma'lul, mudj_ab) of the latter (see e.g. al-Shdmil,
629 ff. and al-Irshdd, 80 ff.) In these cases what is
known (ulima) of something is not the thing itself
(al-nafs - wuajuduhu) but an ontologically real attribute (sifa thdbita) or state (hdl) of it, and it is this
that the descriptive predicate strictly speaking refers
to and asserts as real (thdbit). Regarding the "essential attributes", al-Djuwaynf says "Every attribute
(wasf) that is not understood negatively and the
ignorance of which is not contradicted by the knowledge of the existence of the being that is denoted
by the subject (al-mawsuf), is a state (hdl}" (al-Shdmil,
630, 17 f; cf. also al-Irshad, 80). Thus when one
says of a being that it is a (unit or quantum of)
black (sawdd) or that it is a colour (lawn) or an
accident (arad) or that it is inherent in a substrate
(hall f I mahdll), the reference is to "its being black"
(kawnuhu sawdd""), "its being a colour" (kawnuhu lawn"", "its being an accident" (kawnuhu carad""), and
"its being inherent" (kawnuhu hall"'1): its "blackhood"
(as-sawddiyya), "accidentally" (al-caradiyya), etc. Each
of these attributes (ahwdl, sifdt^ awsdf) is a distinct
object of knowing (ma'lum). Likewise the knowledge
of an entity's being knowing (kawnuhu cdlima") is distinct from the knowledge that the act of knowing
(al-cilm) by virtue of whose subsistence in it is knowing, exists (kawnuhu mawajud"" = nafsuhu) and is an
act of knowing (kawnuhu cilman = al-cilmiyya); each of
these attributes (sifdtr), as an ontologically real state
(hdl) or characteristic (hukm,) of the subject, is a
distinct object (maclum), known in a distinct act of
knowing (Urn). As the attribute (hdl, sifar) is other
than the entity to which it belongs (the sifa is other
than the mawsuf), so al-Djuwaynl holds that existence (al-wuajud = nafs al-mawajud) is not a hdl (see
e.g. al-Irshdd, 31). Though it is an object insofar as
it is known (ma'lum), the hdl is not an entity (shay3)
(al-Shdmil, 640, 679) and so is not described as existent (mawajud) or non-existent (macdum, muntafi). (See
also the citations of al-Bakillanl in al-Kiya al-Harasi,
op. cit., fols. 114a and 115a.)
The "self" as such is understood and conceived
not as an essence but as an object, and the predicates
which assert the entitative reality of the "self" as such
(e.g. shay3, dhdt, nafs, mawajud) neither are synonymous
with those which assert the actuality of its ahwdl (e.g.
ajawhar, carad, lawn, cilm, haraka) nor do they imply the
assertion of its ahwdl. Since, then, the ahwdl are neither identical with nor derived from the "self" as such
of the being of which they are attributes and are
known separately from the knowledge of its existence,
that a being should have one essential attribute (sifdt,
nafs) does not necessarily entail its having another.
Beings that are essentially diverse (mukhtalifa) may share
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(ishtarakd) in common essential attributes, as for example a human act of knowing (Urn] and a motion of
an atom share in accidentality (al-caradiyya, i.e.
kawnuhumd 'aradayri) and a human act of knowing (a
macnd^ which is an accident) and God's eternal act
of knowing (a mcfna^ which is not an accident, i.e.
is not a contingent entity inherent in a material substrate) have in common (idj_tamaca f i } their being acts
of knowing (kawnuhumd cilmayn — al-cilmiyya} and so
are, both, correctly denoted and described by cilm.
Like entities (al-mithldn, al-mutamdthildn) are alike in
and by virtue of their selves (li-anfusihimd} (see e.g.
al-Shdmil, 312); they are therefore those beings that
are analogous (sadda ahaduhumd masadda }l-dkhar} or
are equivalent (mustawiydn] in all their essential attributes (si/at, al-nafs, al-sifdtr al-nafsiyyd) (cf. e.g. al-Shdmil,
292, 313'f.).
In no sense does al-Djuwaym take up the ontology of Abu Hashim and his Mu'tazilT followers.
Nowhere does al-Djuwaynf treat the attribute (hdl,
sifa^j as an ontologically real perfection of a being
in terms of which other perfections, properties, characteristics, qualities, or operations are to be understood and explained. He does not speak of an
attribute's entailing (iktadd) the actuality of another
attribute or of its effecting (aththard) a characteristic
or quality of a thing, nor does he regard any attribute as constituting the immediate ground of the possibility (sahhahd) of some qualification of an entity or
as the condition (shart) of its actuality. Similarly, he
does not speak of attributes (sifdt^, ahwdl) as having
modality (kayfiyyd) nor of the characteristics (ahkdm,}
of attributes. Finally, where the Muctazills distinguish
four categories of mofdnl^, one as effecting no hdl
whatsoever, either of its immediate substrate of inherence or of the whole of which the latter is a part,
and others as producing one or another qualification
(hdl} either of the immediate substrate or of the
whole composite (al-dj.umla], al-Djuwaynf makes no
distinction whatsoever, asserting simply that every
ma'nd^ causes a hdl (those of material entities only in
their immediate substrate of inherence) (see e.g. £Abd
al-Djabbar, al-Mughm, vi/2, 162 and ix, 87, and alDjuwaynf, al-Shdmil, 629 ff). Though there may be
found sometimes a certain parallelism of argumentation (cf. e.g. ibid., 637 f. and cAbd al-Djabbar, alMadj_muc al-muhit bi 'l-taklif, 188 f.) the conception of
the ahwdl and their role within the integrated contexts of the systems is significantly different in the
teaching of the Ash'arfs and in the thought of Abu
Hashim and his followers. Al-Djuwaym employs Abu
Hashim's distinction between the Attribute of the
Essence and the essential attribute (categories 1 and
2 in A above) together with the concept of the hdl
in order to found a distinction in the AshcarT essential predicates in terms of their denotation. Thus
although he speaks of "attributes" in both instances,
he distinguishes those predicates (awsdf^, sifdt} that
denote or assert simply the existence (i.e. the "self")
of an entity as such from the rest, which assert distinct attributes that are states (ahwdl). Similarly,
he posits the reality (thubut) of the "states" as real
attributes (sifdt.^ thdbita} or characteristics (ahkdm.^ thdbita]
as the effect (maclul} miidj_ab) of the ma'dni^, in order
to distinguish ontologically the assertion of the
sifdt] ma'nawiyya from that of those expressions which
refer to the macdni^ and describe them as such (e.g.
to distinguish the reference of cdlim from that of
c
ilm], a distinction effectively denied by most of
the earlier Ash c arfs (see e.g. al-Bakillanl, al-Tamhld,
§ 97, and al-DjuwaynT, al-Shdmil, 631). Al-Djuwaynf,

in short, (and the same is clearly true of al-Bakillam
when he used the ahwdl} posits the ahwdl only in
order to supply referents for certain predicates and
concomitantly to resolve certain difficulties of logical
reference and extension, particularly in predicates that
are said both of God and creatures; the ahwdl serve
no other function within the system. Whereas the concept of the hdl constitutes the very foundation and
core of the metaphysics of the Basran Muctazila from
the time of Abu Hashim, al-Bakillanl and al-Djuwaynf
employ it without introducing any essential alteration
into the tradition of Ash'arf metaphysics. Finally,
by the explicit introduction of purely intentional referents (viz. concepts thematically understood as
entia rationis} into the Ash'arf kaldm along with the
Aristotelian logic, al-Ghazalf [q.v.] was able to resolve
in a much less awkward manner the problem that
his master, al-Djuwaynf, had sought to deal with by
means of the ahwdl.
Bibliography: cAbd al-Djabbar al-Hamadhanf
al-Mughm, various editors, Cairo 1959-65, passim',
idem, al-Mad}muc al-muhit bi 'l-taklif, ed. CU. cAzmI,
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al-Irshdd, ed. M. Musa and A. cAbd al-Hamfd,
Cairo 1369/1950, 79-84 et alibi; idem, al-Shdmil,
ed. A.S. al-Nashar, Alexandria 1969, 629-42 et alibi;
al-Kiya al-Harasf, Usul al-din, Cairo ms. Kaldm 290,
passim, and esp. fols. 114a-120b; al-Shahrastanf,
Nihdyat al-ikddm fi (ilm al-kaldm, ed. A. Guillaume,
Oxford 1934, 131-49; Fakhr al-Dfn al-Razf, alMuhassal, Cairo 1323, 41-2; R. Frank, Abu Hashim's
theory of "states", its structure and function, in Adas do
Congresso de Estudos Arabes e Isldmicos, Coimbra Lisboa
1 a 8 de setembro de 1968, Leiden 1971, 85-100;
idem, Beings and their attributes, Albany, N.Y. 1978;
D. Gimaret, La theorie des ahwdl d'Abu Hdsim
al-Gubbd3! d'apres des sources ascarites, in JA (1970),
47-86; M. Horten, Die Modus-Theorie des Abu
Haschim, in £DMG, Ixiii (1909), 303 ff.
(R.M. FRANK)
HALIKARNAS BALiKClsl pseudonym of
DJEWAD SHAKIR, modern Turkish form CEVAT SHAKJR
KABAAGAC;LI, T u r k i s h novelist and short story
w r i t e r (1886-1973).
Born in Istanbul, the son of the general, diplomat
and writer Mehmed Shakir Pasha (1855-1914) (brother
of the grand vizier Ahmed Pasha [</•#.]), he stemmed
from a prominent family from Afyonkarahisar. He
was educated at the American Robert College in
Istanbul and at Oxford University, where he graduated in Modern History in 1908. He started his
career as a short story writer, translator, graphic artist
and a cartoonist contributing to various short-lived
periodicals which mushroomed following the restoration of the Constitution. He spent several years in
prison for killing his father in a crime passionnel in
Afyonkarahisar (1914). During the turbulent early
years of the Republic, a short story about the hanging of deserters without trial, based on his prison
reminiscences, which he published, under the penname Hiiseyn Ken'an, in the Resimli hafta ("The Weekly
Illustrated", No. 35, 13 April 1925) got him into trouble. He was arrested and tried by the Tribunal of
Independence (Istikldl mahkemesi} of Ankara, which
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sentenced him to three years banishment in the fortress sea port of Bodrum (ancient Halicarnassus),
for anti-military and defeatist propaganda (because
at that juncture, troops were being sent to quell a
large-scale revolt in the eastern provinces). When his
term was over, Djewad Shakir decided to settle in
this small town which had captured his heart, and
he laboured inceasingly to develop it. He assumed
the pen-name of Halikarnas Balikcisi ("The Fisherman of Halicarnassus"), living there until 1947
when he moved to Izmir to work as a journalist and
expert tourist guide and for his children's education.
He died in Izmir on 13 October 1973 and is buried
in Bodrum, honoured by its people for his openingup of this isolated city to the world.
Halikarnas Balikcisi began to write regularly in
Bodrum after the age of fifty, and devoted his entire
art to the sea and to seamen. He spent his daily life
among sea folk, fishermen, sponge fishers, divers and
boatmen and shared their lives, struggles, worries
and joys; most of the characters in his short stories
and novels are real people whom he had met in
the Aegean region. Exuberant and expansive by
temperament, he writes with uncontrolled romantic
impetus works which defy all sense of discipline in
technique and style. But he captured his reader with
his joie de vivre, warm sense of humanity and deep
understanding of his fellow-men. Halikarnas Balikcisi
is the author of the following major works. Short stories: Merhaba Akdeniz (1947), Ege'nin dibi (1952), Ya§asm
deniz (1954). Novels: Aganta, burina burinata (1946), Otelerin,
focugu (1956), Uluf Reis (1962), Turgut Reis (1955), Deniz.
gurbetfileri (1969). Memoirs: Mavi siirgiin (1961). He also
wrote several popular books on Anatolian mythology
and made many translations (For a bibliography of
his publications, see Yeni yaymlar of October 1974).
Bibliography: Tahir Alangu, Cumhuriyetten sonra
hikdye ve roman, ii, Istanbul 1965, 301-26; Cevdet
Kudret, Turk edebiyatinda hikdye ve roman, ii'2, Istanbul
1970, 352-61; idem, Mavi siirgiin olayi, in Nesin Vakfi
yilhgi, 1966, 567-92; M. Zekeriya Sertel, Hatirladtklanm, Istanbul 1968, 134-7; Behcet Necatigil,
Edebiyatimizda isimler sd'zlugu'B, Istanbul 1975 s.v.; Azra
Erhat, Mektuplariyle Halikarnas Balikfisi, Istanbul 1976.
(FAH!R Iz)
HALlLADJ is m y r o b a l a n u s , the plum-like fruit
of the Terminalia chebula-tree, a Combratacea of
South-Asia and the Malayan archipelago. Being a
useful and cheap substitute (badal] for gall or oakapples (ffl/J), they were used already in antiquity for
extracting tannic acid and as a medicine. The
term appears also as ahliladj. or ihlilaaj and goes
through Persian hallla back to Sanskrit hantaki.
Synonyms are hdrsar (indicated as "Indian" and probably to be derived from the Sanskrit term mentioned
above), and mufarfah (with variants). These fruits were
allegedly unknown to the earlier Greeks: the pcxXocvoc;
in)p£X|/iKri of Dioscorides (De materia medica, ed.
M. Wellmann, ii, Berlin 1906, 301 f. = lib. iv, 157)
is the fruit of a kind of Meringa, known to the Arabs
as behen-nut (ban). The later Greeks called this
iropoXdAxxvoc; ("salve-acorn"), and when the Arabs
imported from India the real myrobalanus both were
confounded, notwithstanding their completely different medical effect.
The Arabs knew five kinds of myrobalanus, all of
which had reached Europe perhaps already at the
time of the School of Salerno, but they were imported
in great quantities and used in the Western pharmacies only through the trade of the Portuguese. The
following kinds are under discussion: (1) the yellow
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myrobalanus
(haliladj
asfar,
Terminalia
citrina).
Its juice has an aperient effect and purges yellow
gall. As an ointment, it dries up wound-boils, and
pulverised and diluted with rose-water, it heals
burns; (2) the myrobalanus of Kabul (halilaaj kdbuli),
the ripe fruit of Terminalia chebula, is considered as
the finest. Its effect is like that of the first one and,
besides, it has the property of conferring a lucid intellect; (3) the black myrobalan (haliladj. aswad], the unripe fruit of the Terminalia chebula, as large as a
small olive; (4) ballad}, Terminalia bellerica; and (5) amlaaj,
useful against haemorrhoids, in the Eastern and
Western Middle Ages considered as a kind of myrobalanus, in fact, however, the fruit of a completely
different family of plants, namely the Phyllanthus
emblica (Euphorbiaceae). However, the nomenclature
is not established with certainty.
The fruits were harvested at various stages of
ripeness: small, unripe, dried, they served as medicine; the ripe fruits of the size of walnuts were used
for the preparation of tannin, which was in high
demand. In India, where the myrobalanus tree is
indigenous, the fruits were widely used as medicine,
especially as stomachics and purgatives; the Tirphala
or Triphala ("tri-juiced medicine"), consisting probably of three of the kind mentioned above, was in particular esteemed (cf. al-Khwarazrnf, Mafdtlh al-culum,
ed. van Vloten, Leiden 1895, 186: tan abhal ay thaldthat
akhldt wa-hiya ahllladj, asfar wa-baliladj. wa-amlad}). The
Arabs mixed the fruits with spices in order to increase
their digestive effect. The myrobalanus has now disappeared from the pharmacopoeias in the West, but
may still be used here and there in the East; only
for the preparation of tannin is it still to be found
on the market.
In mathematics the various forms of the term, especially zhKlaaj, were also used to designate an ellipse
(M. Souissi, La langue des mathematiques en arabe, Tunis
1968, Nos. 35, 37).
Bibliography: cAlf b. Rabban al-Tabarf, Firdaws
al-hikma, ed. Siddlkl, Berlin 1928, 417, see
W. Schmucker, Die pflan^liche und mineralische Materia
medica im Firdaus al-hikma des. . . at-Tabari, Bonn
1969, no. 787; RazI, 'ffawi, xxi, Haydarabad 13887
1968, 636-8 (no. 898); Die pharmakolog. Grundsatze
des Abu Mansur Harawi, tr. A.Ch. Achundow, Halle
1893, 145 f., 337 f.; Ibn al-Djazzar, ftimad, Ms.
Ayasofya 3564, fols. 4b-5a; Zahrawf, Tasrif, Ms.
Be§ir Aga 502, fol. 512a, //. 3-4; Ibn Sma, Kanun,
Bulak i, 297 f; Bfrum, Saydala, ed. H.M. Sacld,
Karachi 1973, Arab. 377 f., Engl. 329 f.; Ibn
Biklarish, Musta'im, Ms. Naples, Bibl. Naz. iii,
F. 65, fol. 37b; Ghafikl, al-Adwiya al-mufrada, Ms.
Rabat, Bibl. Gen. k. 155 i, fols. 152b-154b; Ibn
Hubal, Mukhtarat, Haydarabad 1362, ii, 68 f.;
P. Guigues, Les noms arabes dans Serapion, in JA,
10(W serie (1905), v, 496 (no. 71) Bellileg, 530 (no.
226) Halilig; Maimonides, Shark asmd' al-cukkdr, ed.
Meyerhof, Cairo 1940, no. 112; Ibn al-Baytar,
Qdm?, Bulak 1291, iv, 196-8, tr. Leclerc, no. 2261
(with many quotations from sources); Yusuf
b. c Umar, Mu'tamad'*, ed. M. al-Sakka 3 , Beirut
1395/1975, 536-9; Ibn al-Kuff, cUmda, Haydarabad
1356, i, 125 f, see H.G. Kircher, Die "einfachen
Heilmittel" aus dem "Handbuch der Chirurgie" des Ibn alQuff, Bonn 1967, no. 23; Suwaydl, Simat, Ms. Paris
ar. 3004, fol. 80b; Barhebraeus, The abridged version
of "The Book of simple drugs" of. . . al-Ghafiqi, ed.
Meyerhof and Sobhy, Cairo 1932, no. 264;
Ghassa.nl, Hadikat al-a^hdr, Ms. Hasan H. cAbd alWahhab, fols! 123b-124a; Dawud al-Antakl,
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Tadhkira, Cairo 1371/1952, i, 62; Tuhfat al-ahbdb,
ed. Renaud and Colin, Paris 1934, nos. 43, 126;
W. Heyd, Histoire du commerce du Levant au moyen-dge,
ii, Leipzig 1886, 640-3; F.A. Fliickiger, Pharmakognosie des Pflanzenreiches*, Berlin 1891, 269 f.;
The medical formulary or Aqrabadhin of al-Kindi, tr.
M. Levey, Madison, etc. 1966, 342 (no. 314);
F. Moattar, Ismd'il Gorgdni und seine Bedeutung fiir die
iranische Heilkunde, Diss. rer. nat. Marburg 1971,
no. 115.
(A. DIETRICH)
HALKEVI [see KHALKEVI].
HALLAK (A.), lit. "barber", "hairdresser", synonymous with muzayyin', the haaja^dm ("cupper") [see
FASSAD, in Suppl.] also used to be a part-time barber.
The halldks formed a group of skilled workers, of
mixed social origins. The well-known barber in the
Islamic society of Medina was Khirash b. Umayya,
who shaved the Prophet Muhammad's hair. The
Prophet had his hair shaved at Mina at the time of
the haajaj, and Muslims have followed this practice
during the Greater and Lesser Pilgrimages ever since.
Some barber's work at the time of the Pilgrimage
received attention from the Arab writers, who recorded unusual events. For instance, a hallak while
shaving the hair of Abu Sufyan [q.v], accidentally
cut the wart (thulul) on his head, and this reportedly caused his sickness and death in 20/640, says
al-Samhudl. During the Umayyad period, another
hallak became widely known at the time of the haajaj
of Yazfd b. al-Muhallab [^.y.], who paid 5,000 dirhams
to the hallak after ritual shaving of his hair. The
event illustrates that some barbers received charity
from pilgrims in addition to their usual fee. Some
Muslims used to have a yearly hair-cut on the Day
of Sacrifice (yawm al-nahr), as was the practice of
Hasan al-Basrl [q.v.], and Muslims even today observe
this custom.
The hallak worked at market places and also in
public baths in Islamic cities on specific days of the
week. During the 'Abbasid period, the hairdresser was
one of the five regular attendants at every hammam.
The muhtasib demanded expertise from each hallak,
who could neither shave a child's hair without his
guardian's permission nor cut a slave's hair without
his master's approval. Usually a hallak received a ddnik
or a dirham for each hair-cut. It was also customary
for the hallak to give free hair-cuts to the poorer
members of society during the Mamluk period, writes
al-Ibshrhl. In spite of their useful services, the barber
was a person of very humble status, ridiculed by writers. A hallak could marry only within his own social
group, according to the customary law of kafd3a, which
imposed similar restrictions on sweepers, weavers, cuppers and grocers. Seldom did a barber attain prominence in early Islamic society, either by acquiring
knowledge of Islamic sciences or otherwise. The only
known exception to this was Abu '1-Hasan 'All b.
Muhammad al-Sufi al-Muzayyin, the barber who distinguished himself as a practising mystic and a close
friend of al-Djunayd [q.v.].
Bibliography: al-Rabi* b. Habfb, al-Djdmif al-sahih,
Jerusalem 1381/1961, 40; Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt, Beirut
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hammdmdt in the Arab Orient in the early Middle Ages, in
'RSO, xlvii (1972), 77-80.
(M.AJ. BEG)
AL-HAMADHANI, CAYN AL-KUDAT [see CAYN ALKUDAT, in Suppl.].
HAMADISHA, or HMADSHA as they are
locally called, are the members of a loosely and
diversely organised r e l i g i o u s c o n f r a t e r n i t y or
"path" (tanka) which traces its spiritual heritage back
to two Moroccan saints (waits, or sayyids) of the late
17th and early 18th centuries, Sldl Abu '1-Hasan 'All
b. Hamdush (d. 1131/1718-9 or 1135/1722-3), popularly called Sldi cAlf and Sfdl Ahmad Dghughf (?).
Although little is known historically of the two saints,
their lives, like the lives of other popular North African
saints, are rich in legend. These legends stress the
saints' acquisition, possession, and passing on of blessing
or baraka [q.v]. Sldf 'All, who is generally recognised
as the master of Sfdi Ahmad, is thought to have
derived his teachings from cAbd al-Salam b. Mashfsh
[q.v.] and his student Abu '1-Hasan al-Shadhill.
(Members of the confraternity recite on occasion a
hizjb which they trace to al-Shadhill.) Sldl CA1I spent
years at the Karawiyyfn University in Fas, and, according to the Salwat al anfds of DjaTar al-Kattanf, he is
to be classed among the shaykhs of the mystical tradition in which the trance (hdl) is powerful. He would
occasionally fall into lion-like rages. Both Sldf CA1I and
Sfdl Ahmad are buried on the south face of the Djebel
Zarhun some sixteen miles from the city of Miknas;
Sid! CA1I in the village of Ban! Rashld, Sldl Ahmad
in Ban! Warad. Their sanctuaries (kubbas), which are
under the charge of their (putative) descendants (awldd
al-sayyid], are the object of individual and collective
pilgrimages. The latter, the musem (mawsini), takes place
each year on the sixth and seventh day after the mulud
(mawlid), the Feast of the Prophet's Birthday, and is
attended not only by the Hmadsha but by tens of
thousands of devotees of the saints.
The Hmadsha are in fact members of one or
the other of two distinct confraternities which are
closely related and often confused. The 'Allaliyyin
are the followers of Sldl CAH and the Dghughiyyin of
Sldl Ahmad. Both brotherhoods have a network of
lodges (zdwiyas) and teams (td'ifas) that extend throughout the principal towns and cities or northern Morocco
and through the Gharb and Zarhun areas. The
Hmadsha brotherhoods, which have neither the membership nor the fame of such popular orders as the
Tsawa [q.v.], do not extend across the Moroccan
frontier. In a figure that is undoubtedly too low,
Draque estimated their membership in 1938 at 3,400.
Today, despite a marked decrease in the popularity
of the confraternities in Morocco, the Hmadsha's number is considerably greater than Draque's estimate.
The members themselves fall into three distinct
classes: the awldd al-sayyid, who trace their descent
back to their ancestral saint, live principally in the
village in which he is buried, and do not usually participate in his ecstatic ceremonies; the
fukard3 who are members of lodges (zdwiyas) or teams
(ta'ifas)', and the devotees, or muhibbun who are
simply attracted to the saint and his cult. Each of
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broken, I will soar up into the skies, higher than
the brotherhoods is in the charge of the head, the
all", [see MAD!H. 5. In Swahili].
mazwar, of its respective awldd al-sayyid.
The vast majority of heroic poetry in Swahili is
The Hmadsha are notorious for their practice
narrative and composed in the utenzi metre of lines
during trance of slashing their heads with knives or
of eight syllables; every four lines form a stanza ubeti
halberds (shakrid) or beating them with water jugs,
(the word is formed on the basis of bqyt). The rhyme
iron balls, or clubs studded with nails. The principal
scheme is a a a b, in which b represents the rhyme
ceremony (sadaka, lay la, or hadra) of the brotherhood
of the last line of every stanza throughout the whole
is not dissimilar in form to the ceremonies of the
c
poem; there are in Swahili more than a thousand
lsawa, the Djilala [see KADIRIYYA], and other popuwords ending in ya, ri, etc. Rhyme in Swahili means
lar Maghrib! brotherhoods. (It tends to be more simthe identity of the last syllable, so that amba, imba,
ply organised, and more frenetic, in the shanty towns
omba, umba are rhyme-words.
and countryside than in the urban zdwiyas.) The cerAbout the life of the semi-mythical poet-hero
emony usually begins with at least a perfunctory chantLiongo we possess a few epic fragments which howing of popular litanies—there is no standard dhikr or
ever, are certainly not contemporary (he lived prehizb for the brotherhood—and continues with the hadra
sumably ca. 1010/1600). The oldest datable Swahili
or trance-dance. Men and women dance first to the
epic in Swahili is also the finest ever written in it;
music of drums (tabl and gwal) and oboe (ghayta) and
the ms. in Hamburg is dated 1141/1728. Its theme
then to that of the drums and either a reed recorder
is the myth of the Prophet Muhammad's expedition
(mra) or a guitar (ganbri); they fall first into a light,
to Tabuk where according to this legend, he encounsomnambulistic trance called hdl and then into a
tered and defeated the Emperor of Constantinople,
deeper, wilder trance called ajedhba. It is during
Heraclius I, hence the epic's title, Utendi wa Herekali,
ajedhba that acts of self-mutilation (by men, rarely by
or Chuo cha Tambuka. The published text (1958) has
women) are performed and animals (pigs and camels)
C
1,145 stanzas. The sophisticated structure, the comimitated (see !SAWA).
pact language, the intense style and the rich imagery
The hadra is not understood in terms of a mystical
show that it stands at the end of a long evolution
union or communion with God. Rather, the baraha
of epic poetry of which we have no documentation.
of the saint is held responsible for the hdl; djedhba is
All we know is that the Herekali had many imitausually interpreted as possession by a ajinn (ajinni) or
tors, none of whom ever reached the powerful dicmore frequently by a djinniyya. The most common postion and the visionary heights of this first epic. The
sessing spirit is the d^inniyya or ghula cA3isha Kandfsha
author, Bwana Mwengo b. Athumani, worked for a
[q.v. above] who is said to manifest herself as either
time at the court of the sultan of Pate, who requesta beauty or a hag, always with the foot of a camel or
ed him to versify the Arabic legend (hadithi), in
some other hooved animal. The possessing spirit is
"Swahili." Mwengo's son Abu Bakari composed at
thought to respond to a particular musical phrase
least one epic on the theme of an other maghdzi
(rih), often accompanied by words, which it finds
pleasing. The Hmadsha themselves serve primarily as
[q.v.] tradition, the Katirifu, i.e. the expedition of
Muhammad against king Ghitrff (ms. in SOAS,
curers of the ^mw-struck and the ajinn-possessed. Their
undated, but probably ca. 1750-60). Here follows a
aim is less to exorcise permanently the possessing
spirit than to establish a symbiotic relationship between
list of the major heroic-narrative poems in Swahili.
the spirit and its victim. Often membership in the j Abdu-Rahmani. This adventurous son of Abu Bakr,
brotherhood occurs after a Hmadsha cure. Their cerwhose bride is a daughter of the infamous Abu
emonies are thought also to bring baraka to their
Sufyan, fights numerous battles which made him so
sponsor, to those in attendance, and to the ceremopopular that there are two epic poems about him
nial area itself.
in Swahili.
Ali. CA1I is by far the most popular hero in Swahili
Bibliography: J. Herber, Les Hamadcha et les
Dghoughiyyin, in Hesperis (1923); G. Draque, Esquisse
epics literature, but so far no complete epic about his
d'histoire religieuse du Maroc, Paris n.d.; E. Derlife has come to light. His exploits are celebrated in
menghem, Le culte des saints dans I'Islam maghrebin,
the Utenzi wa Anzaruni in which he defeats the shaytdn
Paris 1954; V. Crapanzano, The Hamadsha, in
Anzurnf (cf. Kur'an, VII, 14); in the Utendi wa Herekali;
N. Keddie (ed.), Saints, scholars, and Sufis, Berkeley
in the Katirifu; in the Rasi'l-Ghuli (ca. 1870), a Swahili
1972; idem, The Hamadsha: a study in Moroccan
versification of the Futuh al-Taman, one of the longest
ethnopsychiatry, Berkeley 1973; idem, Mohammed and
Swahili epics (4,300 stanzas) and of course in the epic
Dawia, in V. Crapanzano and V. Garrison (eds.),
of Haibara, on the battle of Khaybar [q.v.], of which
Case studies in spirit possession, New York 1976.
only an incomplete ms. survives. The Utendi wa
(V. CRAPANZANO)
Muhamadi contains among others the episode of the
AL-HAMAL [see MINTAKAT AL-BURUDJ].
Battle of the Trench (Handaki [see KHANDAK]); this epic
HAMASA, the epic genre in Islamic litof the life of Muhammad is the longest in Swahili
erature.
literature, and with that, the longest epic ever composed in an African language. The Utendi wa Badiri,
vi. IN SWAHILI L I T E R A T U R E .
the Epic of the Battle of Badr [q.v.] is the next in
In Swahili literature, the word hamasa occurs
length, with 4,500 stanzas; yet it is not length that
rarely and has the meaning of "virtue, courage,
makes an epic great literature.
energy". The normal words for "courage, valour"
Hajji Chum of Zanzibar (Jl. ca. 1920) wrote an epic
in Swahili literature are ushujaa, ujasiri, usabiti and
on the Battle of Uhud which contains some
uhodari, all words of Arabic version, and so is the
beautifully dramatic scenes; it was edited by H.E.
word for virtue, fadhila. There are only a few nonLambert (East African Literature Bureau in Nairobi;
narrative heroic poems known in Swahili literature,
739 stanzas). Hemedi b. Abdallah al-Buhriy (d. 1922)
most of them self-praises in true African fashion.
wrote, apart from the long version of the AbduThe most famous of these is the Ukawafi of Liongo,
Rahmani mentioned above, an equally long epic
praising himself, and at the same time an Ode to
about the German conquest of the Swahili Coast in
Freedom: "I am a young eagle. When this iron is
1884. For the pious Swahili, this was a Holy War
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against "Christian" invaders who bombed women
and children from their safe warships. It is by far
the best modern epic, i.e. one that deals with recent
historical events instead of the mainly mythical events
set during the life of the Prophet. The only epic set
after his life are the three known versions of the
life and death of Huseni (i.e. al-Husayn [#.z>.]), which
shows (as do the Swahili traditions about cAlf) that
there must have been considerable ShTcf influence
on the East African Coast. The epics that deal with
the lives of the prophets before Muhammad (Adam,
Ayyub, Musa, Yunus, Yusuf), and those on the lives
of the first Muslim women (Khadfdja, Fatima, cA3isha)
are not heroic in the true sense of chivalresque and
are left outside the scope of this article.
Bibliography: A complete list of titles, mss. and
editions can be found in Knappert, The canon of
Swahili literature, in B.R. Bloomfield, ed., Middle
East Studies and Libraries . . . for Prof. J.D. Pearson,
London 1980, 85-102. Epic poetry is discussed in
Knappert, Four centuries of Swahili verse, London 1979,
chs. 3, 5, 8; idem, Traditional Swahili poetry, Leiden
1967, ch. 3; text editions: idem, Swahili Islamic poetry,
Leiden 1971, iii; Utenzi wa Miiraji, see Afrika und
Uebersee, xlviii (1964), 241-74; Katirifu, in ibid., liii,
81-104, 264-313. The two great works on the
Swahili epic are: E. Dammann, Dichtungen in der
Lamu Mundart des Suaheli, Hamburg 1940, and:
J.W.T. Allen, Tendi, London 1971.
(J. KNAPPERT)
AL-HAMDAWI, ABU £AL! ISMA'IL B. IBRAHIM
B. HAMDAWAYHI, better known as AL-HAMDUN! (this
nisba being due to a defective reading, cf. al-Samcanf,
Ansdb, ed. Hyderabad, iv, 241), m i n o r p o e t of
B a s r a in the 3rd/9th century. From his profession
(that of katib, Ibn Kutayba, cUyun, iv, 89) and his
origin, he belonged to the class of high officials of
Persian origin in the cAbbasid administration; his
grandfather had been canf al-zanadika under al-Mahdl
from 168/784-5 (Goldziher, Sdlih b. cAbd al-Kuddus
und das ^indikthum wdhrend der Regierung des Chalifen
al-Mahdi, in Trans. Congress of Orientalists, London, ii,
1892, 108).
Nothing is known of his youth; the Aghdni1, xii, 612, mentions his relations with the libertine poets of
Basra cAbd al-Samad b. al-Mucadhdhal and Madratan.
Like them, he does not seem ever to have left Basra
to seek his fortune in Baghdad. Amongst his patrons,
especially notable was Muhammad b. al-Mughfra b.
Harb (genealogy in Ibn Hazm, ^amhard1, 369), known
as Ibn Harb. This scion of the Muhallabids, governor of Nahr Tlra and a lover of bacchic sessions,
offered a slightly worn taylasdn to the poet, who was
angered and launched a series of ten epigrams at Ibn
Harb. Their success—al-Mubarrad's circle seems to
have appreciated them, according to al-Husn, %ahr
al-dddb, 550—led al-Hamdawf to make the taylasdn
the central motif of his poetry. Other fragments of
his attack a descendant of Sulayman b. 'All, the governor of Basra and outstanding patron, al-Husayn b.
Dja'far (Aghanl\ xx, 37) and al-Hasan b. Rabah, an
aristocratic Basran of whom al-Djahiz thought highly.
Towards the end of al-Hamdawfs life there took
place the episode of Sa'ld b. Sabandad; a skinny and
bony ewe triggered off an incident similar to that of
the taylasdn. The only biographical detail attested is
provided by a particularly rancorous distich directed
against Sacld b. Humayd after his appointment in
248/862 as head of the Correspondence Department
(al-Tabarl, iii, 1515). But after this date, al-HamdawI
is no more mentioned.

Al-Hamdawi was essentially a satirist. One epigram
of his was so boldly drawn that it was attributed,
from its high quality, to Abu Nuwas (Ibn al-Hidjdja,
Ta3hil al-ghanb, ii, 249; Abu Nuwas, Diwdn, ed. Wagner,
ii, 152). The interest of his poetry lies in its treatment of themes: here we have a taylasdn and an ewe
raised to the level of literary types (al-Thac alibi, Thimar
al-kulub, Cairo 1965, 376, 601, 673) and providing
points of reference for scholars. Ibn al-Rumf, Ibn
Sukkara and Ibn Sarah evoke this famous taylasdn,
and in the 9th/15th century, al-Suyutf, follows the
same path in his al-Ahddlth al-hisdn fi fad I al-taylasdn
(ms. Escurial 1972, fols. 27b, 29b-30a-b).' This hiajd3
of insinuation is thrown into relief by an effort of
poetic style which is extremely bravura: tadmin and
metaphors (Ibn Abf cAwn, Tas_hbihdt, cites him twelve
times) brought great delight to the scholars (alDjurdjam, Kindydt, 123).
Bibliography: As well as references given above,
see Ibn al-Mu c tazz, Tabakdt, index; Ibn c Abd
Rabbihi, Tkd, index; Mas'udT, Murua^, viii, 89 =
§ 3213 and index s.v. Hamdunf; Husrf, J^amc alajawdhir, index; Ibn al-Djarrah, Waraka, 62; BayhakI,
al-Mahdsin wa 'l-masdwi, 304, 463; 'Askarl, Macdni,
index; al-Khalidiyyan, al-Tuhaf wa 'l-haddyd, index;
c
Abd Allah b. Muhammad al-cAbdalkani, Hamdsat
al-gurafd', ms. Istanbul University 1455, fol. I l i a ;
Ibn Hamdun, Tadhkira, ms. Ra'fs al-kuttab 769, v.
154a, 159 b, 161 a; Aydamfr, al-Durr al-fand wabayt al-kasid, ms. Fatih 3761, 26 b, 193 a, 354 a;
Husayn Sabfh al-cAllak, al-Shu'ard* al-kuttab fi }l-Trdk
fi 'l-karn al-thdlith al-hiajri, Beirut 1975, index; Ibn
Khallikan, Bulak, ii, 472-3, ed. Ihsan 'Abbas, vii,
95, 98; Safadl, no. 3994. The poet's diwdn has
been brought together and published in the Iraqi
journal al-Mawrid, iii/1 (1974) (additions in iv/1,
1975) by A. Dj. al-Nadjdl; it has been studied by
A. Arazi, Themes et style d'al-Hamdawi, in JA, cclxvii
(1979), 261-307.
(A. ARAZI)
HAMDUN IBN AL-HADJPT [see IBN AL-HADJDT].
HAMlD KALANDAR, Sufi mystic and poet
of Muslim India.
He was born in Kiloghan (Dihli) some time towards
the close of KhaldjI period. His father, Mawlana Tadj
al-Dfn, was a devout disciple of Shaykh Nizam al-Dln
Awliya3, and Harmd Kalandar visited the Shaykh along
with his father when he was a mere child. His father
made proper arrangements for Harmd's education, and
he completed his studies according to the traditions
of his age. When Muslim families were forcibly transplanted by the order of Sultan Muhammad b. Tughluk
from Dihll to Deogm, Harmd also had to move to
the Deccan. In Dawlatabad (Deogfrl) he benefited from
the company of Mawlana Burhan al-Dm Ghanb, the
khatifa of Shaykh Nizam al-Dln Awliya3, and then in
753/1352-3 returned to Dihll. In 754/1353 he paid
a visit to Shaykh Naslr al-Dfn, the successor of Nizam
al-Dm Awliya3. Being informed about his father's
association with his master, Shaykh Nasfr showed him
much regard, asking "Mawlana, how can I address
you as Kalandar?" (sc. because he was a scholarly
man). He told him that once Nizam al-Dm Awliya5
had told his father that the child would live in the
fashion of a Kalandar [q.v.]; he accordingly shaved his
head, eye-brows, moustaches, beard, and wore saffron
clothes like the Kalandars.
Harmd Kalandar compiled the Malfu^dt or sayings
of Shaykh Naslr al-Dm of Dihll in Persian, depicting
the great Shaykh, inter alia, as talking to different people who belonged to the various strata of society and
came to the Shaykh's khdnkdh with their manifold

HAMlD KALANDAR
problems. The work is characterised by clarity of thought
and is free from miracles and other mystical lucubrations. He also left a Diwdn of poetry which is not
extant, although Shaykh cAbd al-Hakk Muhaddith says
that his verses were of poor quality and unimportant.
The Madj_muca-yi lata'if wa-safina, an early 9th/15th century anthology (B.M. Or. 4110), contains a number of
kasidas composed by Hamfd Kalandar in praise of
Sultan Ffruz Shah of Dilhl, showing that he was a
courtier also. The statement of Sayyid Muhammad
Gfsu Daraz [q.v.] contains some truth that Mawlana
Hamfd and his companions, Mawlana Adam, Mawlana
Ladhu Shah and Mawlana Sharaf al-Dfn had no genuine aptitude for Sufism, but it is nevertheless correct
that Hamld possessed neither a house, nor a wife or
a child, and always lived as a Kalandar.
Bibliography: cAbd al-Hakk, Akhbdr al-akhjydr,
Dihll 1914; Hamld Kalandar, Khayr al-madj_dlis, ed.
K.A. Nizami, Aligarh 1960; Sayyid Muhammad
Husaynf, I^awdmic al-kalim (sayings of Shaykh
Muhammad Gfsu Daraz) ed. Muhammad Hamid
Siddiqui, Kanpur 1356/1937-8; Mir Khurd, Siyar
al-awliyd\ Dihlf 1302/1885.
(I.H. SIDDIQUI)
HAMID AL-DIN KADI NAGAWRI, MUHAMMAD
B. CATA5, Sufi saint and scholar of Muslim
I n d i a . On becoming a Sufi" he came to be known
as Shaykh Hamfd al-Dfn. Having travelled to different Muslim countries, he came to Dihlf during the
reign of Iltutmish (607-33/1211-36 [q.v.]) and soon
developed an intimacy with Shaykh Kutb al-Dm
Bakhtiyar Kakf, the leading Cishtf saint of Dihlr.
He himself belonged to the Suhrawardl order and
was the khalifa or chief disciple of Shaykh Shihab alDm Suhrawardl (539-632/1145-1234). Being fond of
samac (songs sung for the spiritual entertainment of
the Sufis), he made it popular in Dihll. He is reported
to have served in Nagawr as kadi, thereby acquiring
the nisba of Nagawrf. Towards the end of his life he
came to Dihlr and died there in 641/1244, being
buried near the grave of his friend, Shaykh Kutb alDm Kakf.
Hamld al-Dm Nagawrf was learned in both Arabic
and Persian and wrote a number of popular books
on religion and Sufism, as well as composing verses.
Once Shaykh Nizam al-Dm Awliya3 quoted to his
disciples the opinion of a certain leading scholar of
the 7th/13th century who used to tell his pupils
"Whatever you study is available in these pages [sc.
in the works of the kddi], and whatever you do not
know is also contained herein. Whatever (knowledge)
I have acquired is based on (his works) and what
I do not know is also in his (works)." Amongst
his numerous works, only the Tawdlic al-shumus and
Sharh-i Arba'in (mss. of both in the Habfb Gandj
Collection, Mawlana Azad Library, Aligarh) are extant.
The former explains the meanings of the names of
God, while the latter is a commentary on the selected forty traditions of the Prophet relating to gnosis
and the love of God. There are extracts from his
famous works, the Lawd'ih and the Lawdmic, contained
in the Akhbar al-akhydr, and there is a quatrain composed by Shaykh Hamfd al-Dfn in praise of Shaykh
Farfd al-Dfn Gandj-i Shakar of Adjodhan quoted in
the Ta'rikh-i Muhammadi of Bihamad Khanf.
Bibliography: cAbd al-Hakk Muhaddith Dihlawi, Akhbdr al-akhydr, Dilhf'l 309/1891-2; Ghawthf
Shattarf, Gul^dr-i abrdr (a 17th century work),
ms. Habfb Gandj Collection, Mawlana Azad
Library, Aligarh.; Muhammad Mubarak Kirmanf,
known as Mfr Khurd, Siyar al-awliyd3, Dihlf
1302/1885; Muhammad Bihamad-Khanf, Ta'nkh-
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i Muhammadi, ms. British Museum Or. 137; Mir
Hasan Sidjzf, Fawd'id al-fu'dd (collection of the table
talk of Shaykh Nizam al-Dfn Awliya 3 ), Newal
Kishore 1302/1885;'Storey, i, 5.
(I.H.

SlDDIgUl)

HAMID AL-DIN SUFl NAGAWRI SIWALI, Sufi
saint of Muslim India. He was the post-humous son
of Shaykh Muhammad al-Suff, and allegedly the first
child to be born in a Muslim family associated with
the ruling class in Dihlf after its conquest by the Turks.
When he was a grown-up young man, he became
fond of a voluptuous life, but soon became disgusted
with it and then decided to devote himself to religion
and piety. He entered the circle of the disciples of
Shaykh Mu c fn al-Dfn C ishtf in Adjmer and soon
became a devoted Sufi", repenting of his past sins and
adopting a life of poverty. Being impressed by his sincerity and devotion, his pir gave him the title of Sultan
al-tdrikin "monarch of recluses", and he was also given
a khildfat-ndma, i.e. permission to enrol disciples.
Shaykh Hamfd al-Dfn finally settled down in Siwal,
a small village adjacent to Nagawr, where he lived in
a thatched house and dressed himself like a peasant,
using two sheets of cloth to cover the upper and the
lower parts of the body; he lived frugally and earned
his livelihood by ploughing the land, never establishing any contact with the members of the ruling class
nor accepting any aid from the state. He owned a cow
that he milked himself, and was a strict vegetarian. His
death took place in 674/1276 at an advanced age.
He was of the early Cishtf saints who made the
order popular and widely-known in India. It is interesting to note that he lived and worked as a Sufi"
in rural surroundings, while all the leading Stiffs
tended to live in the urban centres. He composed
verses and wrote on religious problems, and his letters, addressed to Shaykh Baha3 al-Dfn Zakariyya3
Suhrawardf of Multan and other persons were very
famous during mediaeval times. He wrote treatises also
on Sufism, the extracts from which are to be found
in Shaykh cAbd al-Hakk Dihlawf's Akhbdr al-akhydr.
Bibliography: c Abd al-Hakk Muhaddith Dihlawf,
Akhbdr al-akhydr, Dihlf ' 1309/1891-2; Sayyid
Muhammad Mubarak Kirmanf, known as Mfr
Khurd, Siyar al-awliyd\ Dihlf 1302/1885; Surur albudur, an anonymous work, but certainly written
by one of the grandsons of Hamfd al-Dfn Suff
Nagawrf, as the contents reveal, ms. Habfb Gandj
Collection, Mawlana Azad Library, Aligarh.;
Storey, i, 6, 1192.
(I.H. SIDDIQUI)
HAMZA MAKHDUM, Suff saint of the
Kubrawiyya. He was the son of Baba 'Uthman, of
Radjput descent, and was born in about 900/1494-5.
He studied in the famous madrasa in Srfnagar known
as Dar al-Shifa3, which was founded by Sultan Hasan
Shah (876-89/1472-84). He studied the Kur'an, hadith,
Jikh and Sufism under able teachers like Baba Ismacfl
Kubrawf, the principal of the madrasa and a great scholar of his time, his son Mulla Fath Allah Shfrazf and
Mulla Lutf Allah. After completing his education, Hamza
Makhdum became a follower of the Kubrawf order.
He exhorted the Muslims to adhere to the Shan'a and
to give up all un-Islamic beliefs and practices which
they had borrowed from the non-Muslims. He was also
one of the leaders of the movement against Shffsm,
which had begun to spread in the Valley in the first
half of the 10th/16th century due to the efforts of Mfr
Shams al-Dfn clrakf and his followers. Hamza Makhdum,
therefore, undertook tours in the Valley to prevent the
spread of Sh^fsm and also to propagate Islamic fundamentalism. Ghazf Shah Cak (968-70/1561-3), the first
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ruler of the Cak dynasty, being a staunch Shi c i, banished him from Srlnagar to Blru, a village 20 miles
away. He was allowed to return to Srmagar by Sultan
Husayn Shah (970-8/1563-70), who was a liberal ruler.
But Hamza Makhdum did not give up his anti-Shfl
activities and was a party to inviting the Emperor
Akbar to conquer Kashmir and save Sunnism. He
died at the age of 84 and was buried on the slope
of the Harlparbat hillock in Srmagar, below Akbar's
fort. He is greatly revered by the Kashmiris, who
hold his anniversary every year and visit his tomb in
large numbers.
Bibliography: G.D.H. Sufi", Kashir, Lahore
1948-9; Mohibbul Hasan, Kashmir under the Sultans,
Calcutta 1959; Khwadja Ishak Karl, Hilyat al-cdrifm,
ms. B.M. Or. 1868, a life of Shaykh Hamza
Makhdum; HadjdjI Mucln al-Dln, Td'nkh-i kabir,
Amritsar 1322/1904.
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HANDZlC (AL-KHANDII), MUHAMMAD B.
MUHAMMAD B. SALIH B. MUHAMMAD, a l e a d i n g
Bosnian Muslim and Arabic a u t h o r who was
born in Saray Bosna about 1909. He received his
early education in Bosnia, and his higher education
at al-Azhar in Cairo, where he was admitted to the
degree of al-cdlimiyya. After this he performed the hadj_aj
with his father, and returned to his native country to
teach. He belonged to the Hanafr madhhab, and followed the teachings of Ibn Taymiyya in fikh. He died
at Saray Bosna on 29 July, 1944.
During his short literary career he contributed
both to the international literature of Islam, with
his various works on theology, and to the Arabic
literature of Yugoslavia with his poetry, his works
dealing with various aspects of the local history of
the Muslims in Bosnia, and his literary study alDiawhar al-asnd fi tarddjim culamd* wa-shu'ard* Busna.
In addition to the latter work his published writings include a commentary on Risdlat Haydt al-anbiyd3
by Ahmad al-Bayhakl, a commentary on al-Kalim
al-tayyib of Ahmad b. Taymiyya and Risdlat al-Hakk
al-sahih fi ithbdt nuzul Sayyidind al-Masih. A number
of his works remain unpublished, including some
Arabic poems and a supplement to HadjdjI Khalifa's
Kashf al-^unun.
Bibliography: ZakI Muhammad Mudjahid, alA'ldm al-sharkiyya f i 'l-mi'a al-rdbica cashra al-hiajnyya,
ii, Cairo 1950, 174; 'Umar Rida Kahhala, Mu'ajam
al-mucallifm, xi, Damascus 1960, 280; for his unpublished works, see K. Dobraca, Fihris al-makhtutdt alc
arabiyya wa'l-turkiyya wa'l-fdrisiyya, i, Sarajevo 1963,
passim] R.Y. Ebied and M.J.L. Young, An exposition of the Islamic doctrine of Christ's Second Coming, as
presented by a Bosnian Muslim scholar, in Orientalia
Lovaniensia Periodica, v (1974), 127-37.
(R.Y. EBIED and M.J.L. YOUNG)
AL-HARITH B. KALADA B. <AMR B. C!LADJ ALTHAKAF! (d. 13/634-5), traditionally considered as the
oldest k n o w n A r a b p h y s i c i a n .
It is nevertheless difficult to pin down his personality. He came originally from al-Ta'if, where he
was probably born a few years after the middle of
the 6th century A.D., and is said to have been a
lute-player (trained in Persia?) before studying medicine at Gondeshapur [q.v] and, adds Sacid al-AndalusI
(Tabakdt al-umam, ed. Cheikho, Beirut 1912, 47, tr.
Blachere, Paris 1935, 99) with small probability, in
the Yemen. He became the "physician of the Arabs",
acquiring great fame, and according to some late
sources had relations with the Persians, even to the
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point that he is supposed to have had with one of
the Kisras—unhesitatingly identified with Khusraw
Anushirwan, who however died in 579 A.D.—a long
conversation in the course of which he was led into
revealing to the monarch the principles behind his
medical treatments (see especially, Ibn Khallikan,
Wafayat, ed. I. 'Abbas, Beirut 1965, vi, 373-6; Ibn
Abl Usaybic, Atibba3, ed. Miiller, i, 110-11). A document of this kind, which leads one to believe that
Ibn Kalada was the author of a treatise on hygiene
(see also al-GhuzulI, Matdlf al-budur, ii, 101-3), is clearly apocryphal, but it undoubtedly contains some of
the aphorisms current among the Arabs of the time,
remembrance of which has not entirely disappeared.
It is mainly a question of pieces of advice on food
and sexual hygiene which investigators of the 2nd3rd/8th-9th centuries were able to gather together.
Since al-Harith also practised at Mecca, on various occasions he tended Muhammad, it is related,
before his mission, and there are naturally attributed
to him some spectacular cures of a patently folkloric
nature. Among these figures his treatment of a youth
whose illness, difficult to diagnose, was simply an
impossible love which he felt for his sister-in-law (Ibn
Kayyim al-Djawziyya, Akhbdr al-nisd\ Cairo 1319, 212, citing al-Asmaci; cf. R. Basset, Mille et un conies,
etc., Paris 1926, ii, 74-5, who brings forward several
variants of this tale and points out its resemblance to
the intervention of the physician Erasistratos with
Antiochus). According to a legend of anti-Umayyad
origin, when the wife of Yusuf al-Thakan", who had
had al-Harith as her first husband, brought alHadjdjadj [q.v.] into the world, Satan appeared amidst
the family in the form of Ibn Kalada and made the
baby drink some blood because he was refusing his
mother's breast; this was the origin of the bloodthirsty
nature of the great governor (al-MascudI, Muruaj, v,
288-9 - §§ 2052-3).
The biographers also lay emphasis on one of his
cures which had far-reaching consequences, that performed at al-Ta'if on a person described as a king of
Yemen called Abu '1-Khayr (Ibn Kutayba, Ma'dnf, 288)
or else al-Nushadjan [b. Wahrlz] (Yakut, s.v.
Zandaward), or even simply a Yashkurl of Kaskar (alBaladhurl, Ansdb, iv/a, 163); the sick man, now cured
of leprosy, showed his gratitude by presenting to alHarith the famous Sumayya, who came originally from
Zandaward and had belonged to the Persian emperor. This explicatory story is already fairly suspect, but
may contain a basis of truth; it is difficult to make
out subsequent events because of the anti-Umayyad
traditions which have obscured things. This Sumayya,
who is moreover sometimes mixed up with the mother of cAmmar b. Yasir [</.y.], Summayya bint Khubat
(Ibn Kutayba, Ma'drif, 256), had several children: the
third one, Ziyad [q.v.], gave rise to the well-known
controversies; the second, Nufayc, known historically
by his kunya of Abu Bakra [q.v.], was not recognised
by al-Harith, who gave out that his father was one
his slaves called Masruh; as for the first child, Nafic,
several sources (in particular, al-Baladhun, loc. cit.) make
him the son of al-Harith, but Ibn al-Kalbl (-Caskel,
Tab. 118) only mentions a Naf? b. Kalada, who would
accordingly be the brother of the physician. Without
becoming aware of a contradiction, since he affirms
that al-Harith was childless, Ibn Kutayba (loc. cit.)
attributes to him a daughter Azda who was the wife
of cUtba b. Ghazwan [q.v]', the latter brought his
three brothers-in-law to Basra and employed Ziyad as
a secretary (see also al-Baladhurl, Ansdb, iv/a,
164). Complicating the situation even further, Ibn
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Habib (Muhabbar, 460) further cites another daughter
of al-Harith, Kilaba, who married a distant cousin,
c
Amr b. cUmayr b. 'Awf (Ibn al-Kalbf-Caskel, Tab.
118).
It can be seen that this family history is very
difficult to disentangle, and it offers a characteristic
example of the confusions brought about by the
efforts of many mawdli to provide themselves with
an Arab genealogy and, in this particular case, by
the fierce political propaganda aimed at blackening
the Umayyad's names. According to the information mentioned above, Sumayya was apparently married at least once, since it was her husband cUbayd
who was the alleged father of Ziyad. Now the historical sources reflect, in regard to Mu'awiya's recognition of Ziyad's position as collateral relative (istilhdk),
an anti-Umayyad tradition according to which
Sumayya was a prostitute, which makes this "physician of the Arabs" a procurer, since she had been
installed at his instigation in the hdrat al-baghaya in
al-Ta'if in return for paying him a share of her earnings (al-Mascudf Murufi, v, 22, 24 - § 1778, 1781).
Logically, the physiognomists ought to have intervened and pronounced upon the father of each of
her children [see BiGHA3, above], but the sources say
nothing about this.
Al-Harith b. Kalada probably gave up this latter
activity—if indeed the information about it is authentic—after he was converted to Islam and had acquired
the status of one of the Prophet's Companions.
According to a tradition which has clearly been
reshaped (see al-Tabarf, i, 2127-8; al-Mascudf, Muruaj,
iv, 184 = § 1518; cf. al-Fakhn, ed. Derenbourg, 133),
Abu Bakr was poisoned by the Jews, and al-Harith,
who had shared his meal, lost his sight and died soon
afterwards.
One discerns that, if the historical existence of the
"physician of the Arabs" cannot be put in doubt, his
personality is surrounded by a host of legends which
have secured a foothold in the historical and biographical literature and which make very difficult all
attempts to disentangle the true from the false.
As well as the treatise on hygiene attributed to
him, there are some verses given under his name,
notably the following (al- c Askan, Sina'atqyn, 123):
"There are some people who shower strangers with
their beneficence, whilst they afflict their relatives with
unhappiness right till death".
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Djahiz, Bukhala3, ed. Hadjin, 98, tr.
Pellat, 159; Ibn Kutayba, cUyun, index; Baladhurl,
Futuh, 343; Ibn Djuldjul, Tabakdt al-atibbd\ Cairo
1955, 54; Kiftl, Hukamd\ ed. Lippert, Leipzig 1903,
161-2; Ibn Abl Usaybi'a, Atibbd3, i, 109-13flbn alAthir, ii, 231, iii, 370; Ibn cAbd Rabbih, 7/W, index;
Marzubanl, Mu'ajam, 172; Ibn Hadjar, Isdba, no.
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(Cn. PELLAT)
AL-HARITHI, SALIH B. CALI (1250-1314/1834-96),
prominent I b a d f l e a d e r of the second half of the
19th century and paramount shqykh (tamlmd) of the
confederation of tribes of Eastern c Uman known as
the Sharkiyya Hinawfs.
This regional grouping began to crystallise under
Hirth leadership during the civil war that marked
the collapse of the Ya'ariba Imamate in the first half
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of the 18th century and continued to develop as one
of the major political groupings around which the
loyalties of the tribal moiety divisions within c Uman
tended to polarise in times of crisis, the so-called
Hinawf and Ghafirf shqffs (alliances). Within the Hirth
clan itself, leadership was shared by three family groupings, the senior to which Salih belonged, with its "capital" (cdsimd) at al-Kabil; a cadet branch (the Al
Humayd) at nearby al-Mudayrib; and the third controlling the original clan settlement of Lower Ibra
(whence the nisba Barwani, var. Ban/am, in East African
sources). These divisions were particularly important
in the politics of Zanzibar where members of the Hirth
tended to dispute the leadership of the old-established
c
Umanf settlers (most of whom originated in the
Sharkiyya); but at home, the paramount leadership of
the Kabil branch seems to have been firmly established by at least the beginning of the 19th century,
for clsa b. Salih, Salih's great-grandfather, is mentioned
in the sources as being leader of the Sharkiyya Hinawfs
from the beginning until the middle of the century.
In the latter part of his life, clsa joined the opposition to Sayyid Sacld b. Sultan (sultan ca. 1804-56)
in c Uman. His grandson, CAH b. Nasir (Salih's father),
on the other hand, was a strong supporter of Sayyid
Sa'fd in his East African domain; at one time he was
Sacld's governor in Mombasa, later his envoy to
England. He was killed in Sacfd's service at the battle
of Siu during the campaign against the Mazarfc of
Pate (winter 1844-5).
Salih himself seems to have come strongly under
the influence of his great-grandfather and was
brought up in the tribal environment at al-Kabil. It
was clsa who was also presumably responsible for
sending him to study with Sacld b. Khalfan al-Khalflf
(1820P-71), one of the Ibadf culamd' with whom he
had been involved in the abortive attempts to promote Humud b. cAzzan as Imam during the mid18408. Following the death of Sayyid Sa'fd, the Ibadf
movement profited from the succession disputes and
tended to cultivate the aspirations of members of the
Kays b. al-Imam Ahmad branch of the Al Bu Sacfd
from Rustak in cUman and of Sayyid Barghash b.
Sacid in Zanzibar. Salih's first appearance in this
political scene was during his sole recorded visit to
Zanzibar in Sayyid Madjid b. Sacld's time (sultan
1856-70); there he became involved in Sayyid
Barghash's attempt to depose his brother with the
help of the Hirth and other Ibadf leaders. After the
failure of this coup in 1859, Salid took refuge in
Somalia for a couple of years, during which time he
completed his formal studies.
Upon his return to c Uman, he immediately became involved in the increasingly complex political
situation which revolved around the Al Bu Sacfd dynastic struggle, by now exacerbated by the Canning
award of 1861 which divided Zanzibar from cUman,
the Ibadf movement which tended to look for tribal
support from the Hinawf faction in central cUmam,
Wahhabf expansionism and increasing British intervention in cUmanf affairs. Eventually, in September
1868, the parricide sultan, Salim b. Thuwaym (sultan 1866-8), was evicted from Muscat by a tribal force
drawn from the Rustak and Batina Hinawfs under
c
Azzan b. Qays and the Sharkiyya Hinawis led by
Salih b. All; thereupon cAzzan was elected an Imam
with limited power (a dcflf Imam) under the sponsorship of the then leading \damd\ Sacld b. Khalfan alKhalrll (who was also paramount leader of the HinawF
Ban! Ruwaha), Muhammad b. Sulayyim al-Gharibf
(from the Batina Yal Sacd) and Salih.
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In 1871 Turki b. Sacid re-established the sultanate
with a Ghafirf tribal army, encouraged by the British
and financially aided by his brother Madjid from
Zanzibar. cAzzan was killed in the siege of the capital and Sacld b. Khalfan al-Khalfll murdered after
he had eventually been persuaded to surrender by
the British Agent in Muscat. From then onwards,
Salih directed the Ibadf movement until his death in
1896.
In the Ibadf literature Salih is described as al-Imdm
al-muhtasib, that is, an fdlim with the dependability and
integrity to lead and advise the Muslim community
until such time as an Imam can be properly elected.
It was in this guise that he continued his attacks, with
the support of the Sharkiyya Hinawls and their badw
Wahlba allies, on the sultans in Muscat (1874, 1877,
1895), and against dissident tribesmen, notably the
campaign in 1894 against the Ban! Shuhaym of
the Wad! Dama, who were the shaikhly clan of the
Masakira, the Hirth's great rivals in Ibra, and in 1896
against the Banu Djabir, leaders of the Ghafirf confederation of central c Uman who were harrying the
Rahbiyyan allies of the Sharkiyya Hinawfs. It was
during the latter attack that he met his death, struck
by a bullet in the thigh at al-Djayla.
During the first part of this period, Salih's main
aim seems to have been that of undermining the
position of Turk! b. Sacld (Sultan 1871-88), but after
the failure of the 1877 attack he largely confined his
activities to intriguing against the regime at Muscat
and in maintaining his political authority in the interior. In Faysal b. Turkl's time, on the other hand,
he does seem to have had ideas of sponsoring Sa'ud,
a son of cAzzan b. Kays, as a candidate for the
Imamate. Salih was succeeded by his eldest son clsa
(d. 1946) who, with another of his former pupils, cAbd
Allah b. Humayd al-Salimi (d. 1914), were to play a
major part in restoring the Imamate in central c Uman
in 1913.
Salih's surviving literary work is a collection of
djawdbdt, arranged in 1916-17 by A. Walld Sacld b.
Humayd b. Khallfayn al-Harithf, later kadi of the
Imam Muhammad b. cAbd Allah al-Khalfli (Imam
1920-54), under the title cAyn al-masdlih (see
Bibliography).
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'L-HAKK ABU MUHAMMAD, Zaydl r u l e r of T a b a r i s t a n , was born in 263 or 264/876-8, probably in
north-western Iran.
Nothing is known about his life before he joined
the Zaydl imam al-Hasan al-Utrush [q.v.] al-Nasir li
'1-Hakk while the latter was active in converting the
Daylamls and Gills east of the Safid-rud to Islam.
He was commander of the vanguard of al-Nasir's
army in the great victory over the Samanid army
under Abu 'l-cAbbas Su'luk on the river Burrudh,
west of Shalus in Djumada II 301/January 914
which led to the conquest of Tabaristan by al-Nasir.
Al-Hasan b. al-Kasim pursued the fleeing enemy
and on his return ordered the massacre of some
5,000 Khurasanian soldiers descending from the
fortress of Shalus, denying knowledge of a promise of
safety which al-Nasir had given them. During the
reign of al-Nasir in Tabaristan, he remained in control of the army, though a rivalry and enmity developed between him and al-Nasir's son Abu '1-Kasim
DjaTar, especially after the latter was appointed governor of Sariya in 302/914-15. Al-Hasan conspired
to depose al-Nasir with some Gill and Daylamf chiefs,
whom he had been sent to recruit with their tribes.
When they arrived in Amul, he arrested al-Nasir and
imprisoned him in a castle in Laridjan. Shortly afterwards, however, the Gill chief Lfll b. al-Nucman
arrived from Sariya calling for support of al-Nasir,
and al-Hasan was deserted by most of his supporters. As al-Nasir was restored to the rule, he tried to
flee but was apprehended and brought before the
imam, who pardoned him and permitted him to leave
for Gflan. Some time later al-Nasir, upon the intercession of his son Abu '1-Husayn Ahmad, recalled
him, granted him the title al-Ddci ila 'l-Hakk and married a daughter of Ahmad to him. Earlier he had
apparently been married to a daughter of al-Nasir.
Then al-Nasir appointed him governor of Gurgan and
ordered his son DjaTar to assist him. The latter, however, worked against him and deserted him when he
was attacked by a (Samanid?) army of Turks. Al-Dacf
was forced to retreat and then besieged in a fortress
near Astarabad, probably in winter 304/916-17.
Eventually he escaped with a handful of men and
went to Amul and from there to Gflan.
After the death of al-Nasir in Sha'ban 304/February
917, Ahmad, in accordance with the wishes of his
father, recalled him from Gflan and surrendered the
rule to him. DjaTar, however, reproached his brother
for this and defected, first joining the Samanid governor of Rayy and then going to Gflan to gather supporters. Ahmad remained loyal and subdued the
Bawandid Ispahbad Sharwfn b. Rustam and the Karinid
Shahriyar, rulers of the highlands of Tabaristan, forcing them to pay a higher tribute to al-Daci, but he
prevented him from putting them to death. Then he
was sent against the Samanid general Ilyas b. Ilyasa',
who had seized Gurgan, and defeated him. Al-Dacf and
Ahmad occupied Gurgan but were forced to withdraw
to Tamfsha before another Samanid army under Karatakln. Ahmad now deserted al-DacI and joined DjaTar
in Gllan.' On 5 Dhu 'l-Kacda 306/12 April 919 DjaTar
defeated al-DaT and took possession of Tabaristan, whilst
al-DacI sought refuge with the Ispahbad Muhammad
b. Shahriyar in the mountains. The latter seized him
and sent him to the Djustanid 'All b. Wahsudan,
c
Abbasid governor of Rayy, who imprisoned him in
the fortress of Alamut. He was released after the
murder of CA1I b. Wahsudan by the latter's brother
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Khusraw Firuz and went to Gilan to seek support. In
Djumada II 307/November 919 he retook Amul while
the two sons of al-Nasir were absent in Gurgan. He
defeated Ahmad near Astarabad and then won him
over by offering to share the rule with him. DjaTar,
who had remained in Gurgan and was deserted by his
army, fled to Gllan. In 308/921 LllI b. al-Nucman, alDaT's governor of Gurgan, conquered Damghan,
Nfshapur and eventually Marw, introducing the khutba
for the cAlid. He was defeated by a large Samanid
army and killed near Tus in Rabf I 309/July-August.
When the defeated army returned to Gurgan, a group
of Daylaml and Gill leaders conspired to depose alDaT and to put Ahmad on the throne. Informed about
the plot, al-DaT hastened to Gurgan and during a
reception killed seven of them, among them Harusindan
b. Tlrdadh, the king of the Gil. This ruthless punishment of the plotters led to a defection of many Daylamls
and Gills to the Samanids and eventually caused his
downfall.
In 310/922-3 al-DaT and Ahmad were defeated
by the Samanid general Sfmdjur al-Dawatf at Djalayfn
in the region of Gurgan and were forced to retreat
to Tamfsha. Ahmad recovered Gurgan on 1 Dhu '1Hidjdja 310/22 March 923 and was entrusted with
the government of the town while al-DaT ruled in
Amul. Shortly afterwards, however, Ahmad made again
common cause with his brother DjaTar who had
revolted in Gflan against al-DaT. Ahmad attacked
al-DaT in Amul but was defeated and joined DjaTar
in Gflan. The two brothers then invaded Tabaristan,
supported by several Daylaml and Gllf leaders, among
them Makan b. Kaki [q.v.] and Asfar b. Shfruya [see
ASFAR B. SHiRAWAYHij]. Al-DaT fled, first to Sariya
and then into the highlands while Ahmad took over
the rule in Amul on 28 Djumada I 311/11 September
923. After Ahmad's death two months later and the
succession of DjaTar, al-DaT attacked Amul but was
deserted by his supporters and sought again refuge in
the mountains and later in Gilan. Only after Makan,
having been involved in a conspiracy, was expelled
from Tabaristan, did al-DaT gain again a powerful
supporter. Early in 314/spring 926 Makan seized
Amul, expelling the ruling cAlid, Ahmad's son Abu
DjaTar Muhammad, and brought al-DaT from Gllan
to restore him to power. At this time the Samanid
Ahmad b. Nasr tried to invade Tabaristan, but was
encircled in the mountains and forced to pay a ransom of 20,000 dinars to al-DaT for his release.
Disapproving of the conduct of Makan, al-DaT once
more left for Gllan. Makan kept urging him to return
and, on his protest, immediately released Abu DjaTar
Muhammad, al-DaT's brother-in-law, whom he had
seized and imprisoned. Eventually al-DaT rejoined
Makan in Amul, and in 316/926 they set out on an
ambitious campaign of conquest and took Rayy from
its Samanid governor early in Sha'ban/latter half of
September. Their absence from Tabaristan was used
by Asfar, who was ruling Gurgan under Samanid
overlordship, to invade that country. Al-DaT quickly
returned to Amul with 500 men, but failed to get
the support of the people there on which he had
counted. He was defeated outside Amul and on his
flight was killed by Mardawfdj b. Ziyar, who thus
avenged the death of his uncle Harusindan, on 24
Ramadan 316/11 November 928.
Al-DaT was popular as a ruler in Tabaristan and
was clearly preferred to his rivals of the descendants
of al-Nasir. He is highly praised in the account of
Ibn Isfandiyar and in other sources for his justice
for restraining the Daylami and Gill army from
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transgressions, for patronising scholars and poets and
for building madrasas and khanakahs. The Kufan Zaydl
supporters of al-Nasir also preferred him to the sons
of the imam, and pressed the latter to appoint him
as his successor. He never gained, however, recognition as a Zaydi imam, evidently because he lacked
the necessary qualifications of religious scholarship.
The renunciation of any claim to the Zaydl imamate may have been expressed in the title al-Ddcl
ila 'l-Hakk which was chosen for him by al-Nasir
(see W. Madelung, Der Imam al-Qasim ibn Ibrahim,
Berlin 1965, 154 f.).
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Abu Talib al-Natik, al-Ifdda, mss., in the biography of al-Utrush al-Nasir; Ibn Isfandiyar, Ta'nkh-i
Tabaristan, ed. cAbbas Ikbal, Tehran 1941, i, 269,
272-92; Ibn al-Athlr, viii, 62, 74, 90 f., 121 f.,
138 f.; Ibn Tnaba, 'Umdat al-tdlib, ed. Muhammad
Hasan Al al-Talikam, Nadjaf 1380/1961', 83 f.,
91, 309; R. Strothmann, Das Staatsrecht der ^aiditen,
Strassburg 1912, 55 f.; W. Madelung, Abu Ishdq
al-Sdbi on the Alids of Tabaristan and Gllan, in JNES,
xxvi (1967), 31-41; S.' M. Stern, The coins of Amul,
in JVC, 7th ser., vii (1967), 216-20.
(W. MADELUNG)
AL-HASAN B. MUHAMMAD B. AL-HANAFIYYA,
C
g r a n d s o n of A1I and half-brother of Abu Hashim
[q.v.], important member of the Hashimf clan in
Medina, author of the two earliest texts so far known
of Islamic theology.
During the final crisis of Mukhtar's revolt in Kufa
(67/687) he decided to join the movement; he arrived,
however, too late and went on to Nisibis where a
certain Abu Karib Budayr b. Abl Sakhr directed
the last pocket of "Khashabf" resistance against the
troups of al-Muhallab b. Abl Sufra, who supported
Mus c ab b. al-Zubayr (cf. for this episode, Aghanr, vi,
50, 11. 9 ff., where the name of Budayr is misread as
Yazfd, and the Syriac author John of Phenek, in
A. Mingana, Sources syriaques, Leipzig 1907, i 2 , 183*
ff.; also the sources given by W. al-Kadf, in Akten des
VII. Kongresses fitr Arabistik und Islam-wissenschajt Gottingen
1974, 297, n. 9). He was captured and imprisoned
by cAbd Allah b. al-Zubayr, but managed to escape
to his father Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya in Mina.
When, after the collapse of Ibn al-Zubayr's anticaliphate, Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya decided to pay
allegiance to ' c Abd al-Malik in 73/693, al-Hasan,
amongst all members of the clan, drew the most spectacular consequences from this step: he wrote an open
letter, later on known as his K. al-Irc^a3, in which he
implicitly declared Mukhtar's allegiance to his father
to have been nothing more than intrusion and imposture and where he pleaded for postponing (wd^a3} any
judgment upon "those who first participated in the
schism of the community" (ahl al-furka al-uwal), i.e.
upon c Uthman and his own grandfather CA1I. This
astonishing attitude against the claims of his family
seems to have been born out of the insight that cAbd
al-Malik's reconciliatory policy towards dissident political groups deserved some recognition and that the
daemonising view of history preferred by the few
remaining followers of Mukhtar at Kufa, who were
known as Saba'iyya at this time (and not yet as
Kaysaniyya), was too sectarian in order to have any
future. Whether the caliph exerted any pressure, especially with respect to the weak financial situation of
the cAlids, is difficult to substantiate. Al-Hasan had
his letter recited in different places by cAbd al-Wahid
b. Ayman, a Meccan mawld with whom he was on
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friendly terms, but he also personally made propaganda for his ideas in Kufa. In spite of a certain success, he could not avoid criticism, and only a few
years later those who were considered to be
"Murdji'ites" in Kufa gave up the political passivity
intended by al-Hasan's notion of irdj.a3 and joined the
uprising of Ibn al-Ashcath, especially in its final phase
(82/701). Al-Hasan seems, however, to have been
responsible for the invention of this term, which was
to have a rather multifacetted history in early Islam.
In addition to the K. al-Irdj.a\ he appears as the
author of an extensive refutation of the Kadariyya
which may have been composed only shortly afterwards, perhaps during the religious discussions
preceding and accompanying the revolt of Ibn alAsh'ath. The treatise does not yet refer to the Risdla
written by al-Hasan al-Basrl to cAbd al-Malik, and
it is ignorant of certain Kadarf doctrines developed
there, but it presupposes the existence of a rather
elaborate Kadarf theology, which it attacks on
rational as well as on exegetical grounds. Against his
opponents, al-Hasan b. Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya
stresses the omnipotence of God also with respect to
human actions, but he does not say that God forces
man to act against his will (only this would be
ajabr in his view). With al-Hasan al-Basrf and other
Kadarfs, he shares a synergistic concept, but whereas
the Kadariyya interpreted God's "leading astray" as
a mere secondary reaction which is justified by man's
sin, al-Hasan b. Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya sees sin
as the result of the withdrawal of God's "support"
(tawfik}. In his discussion of omnipotence he does not
yet differentiate between divine predestination and
divine foreknowledge. The treatise is structured in
the form of hypothetical questions and answers (in
kdla . . . kulna] and as such represents the earliest example of kaldm literarure in Islam. It is not preserved
in its entirety, but in extensive fragments embedded
in a later refutation written by the Zaydl imam alHadl ila '1-Hakk (245-98/859-911; cf. the edition in
Muhammad Tmara, Rasd'il al-cadl wa 'l-tawhid, Cairo
1971, ii, 118 ff.).
Al-Hasan b. Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya also
enjoyed a high reputation as a jurist. A few fatwds
of his are mentioned in later sources: on the appropriate distribution of the khums (which was a political problem because of the definition of the dhu
'l-kurbd], on mutca marriage (which he prohibited,
in contrast to later Imamf opinion), on the unlawfulness of having more than four wives at the same
time (cf. Makhul al-Nasafi, al-Radd cald ahl al-bidac,
Ms. Oxford, Pococke 271, fol. 45a, 11. 4 ff.), and on
the unlawfulness of eating the meat of the domesticated donkey (against cAbd Allah b. cAbbas). Ibn Ishak
[q.v] took over from him some traditions about the
life of the Prophet; al-Zuhrl seems to have been closely
associated with him. He died at an uncertain date;
but this must have been either during the caliphate
of cAbd al-Malik (i.e. before 86/705), in 95/714 or
during the caliphate of c Umar II (99-101/717-20) at
the latest.
Bibliography: W. Madelung, Der Imam al-Qasim
ibn Ibrahim, Berlin 1965, 228 ff.; Wadad al-Kadi, dKaysdniyya ft 'l-tcfnkh wa 'l-adab, Beirut 1974, index
s.v.; J. van Ess, Das Kitab al-Irgd3 des Hasan b. Muhammad
b. al-Hanqfiyya, in Arabica, xxi (1974), 20 ff. (cf. the
additions in Arabica, xxii [1975], 48 ff.).; idem, The
beginnings of Islamic theology, in J.E. Murdoch and E.D.
Sylla (eds.), The cultural context of medieval learning,
Dordrecht 1975, 87 ff.; idem, Anfdnge muslimischer
Theologie, Beirut 1977: edition, translation, and

commentary of the fragments of al-Hasan's refutation of the Kadariyya, and collection of the biographical material (with further references).
(J.

VAN E_SS)

HASAN B. NUH B. YUSUF B. MUHAMMAD B. ADAM
AL-BHARUC! AL-HiNDl, Musta'li-Tayyibf Ismacfll savant.
According to his own statement he was born and
brought up in Khambhat (Cambay) in India, and
received his early education there. It is not known
when and by whom the surname "BharucI", sc. from
Bharuc or Broach, [see BHAROG], was given to him.
Urged on by a thirst for knowledge, he states, he
renounced family, left his country, travelled to Yaman,
and became a student of Hasan b. Idns, the twentieth
ddci mutlak. The books read by him with his teacher
in various branches of the 'ulurn al-dacwa are fully
described in the introduction to his Kitab al-A^hdr. He
was also closely associated with CA1I b. Husayn b.
Idrfs and Muhammad b. Hasan b. Idrls, who later
became the twenty-second and twenty-third ddci mutlak?,.
He was the mentor of Yusuf b. Sulayman, the twenty-fourth daei mutlak, and died on 11 Dhu 'l-Kacda
939/4 June 1533. '
His claim to fame is rightly based on his voluminous work Kitab al-Azhdr wa-maajmac al-anwdr al-malkuta
min basdtln al-asrdr. It is a chrestomathy of Isma'Ilr
literature in seven volumes wherein many earlier works,
otherwise lost, are preserved either in full or in part.
It also contains extensive excerpts from Sunn! and
Zaydf works, especially on the life and character of
c
Ali b. Abf Talib [q.v]. Volume one was edited by
c
Adil al-cAwwa in Muntakhabdt Ismdfiliyya, Damascus
1958, 181-250, whereas the remaining volumes are in
manuscript. Major subjects of each volume are described in I. Poonawala, Bibliography of Ismd'ill literature,
Malibu, Calif. 1977, 178-83.
Bibliography: The main biographical source is
the author's own work Kitab al-Azhdr, i, 186 ff.;
Isma'fl b. cAbd al-Rasul al-Madjduc, Fihrist, ed. cAlr
Nakl Munzawf, Tehran 1966, 77-88.
(I. POONAWALA)
HASAN, MIR GHULAM (1140-1201/1727-86),
U r d u p o e t noted for his mathnawis, was born
in Dihlr, the son of Mir Dahik, a poet of modest
attainments who was satirised by Sawda. Mir Hasan
had a liberal education, which included the Persian
language, but apparently not Arabic. He learned
the poetic art from his father and from Mir Dard.
After the sack of Dihlr in 1739 by Nadir Shah, he
emigrated with his father to Faizabad (or Faydabad
[q.v]), the capital of Oudh or Awadh [q.v]. En
route, they stayed at Dig, near Bharatpur, and joined
the pilgrimage procession to the festival of the
saint Shah Madar at Makanpur. The poet was to
describe this journey and festival in a colourful
mathnawi, Gulzdr-i Irani, composed about nine years
before his death. In Faizabad, Mir Hasan joined the
service of the Nawwab. In 1189/1775 the new
Nawwab, Asaf al-Dawla, transferred the capital to
Lucknow, so the poet moved there also. Here he
composed his longest and best-known mathnawi, Sihr
al-baydn ("The enchantment of eloquence"), which won
immediate acclaim, and is frequently known merely
as "Mir Hasan's Mathnawi". This was finished in
1199/1785, less than two years before the poet's death.
Mir Hasan's complete poetical works do not seem
to have been published. He is known to have written
both ghazah and marthiyas, and he was the
grandfather of Ams [q.v.], the famous Urdu elegist. But
it is for his mathnawis, that he is chiefly remembered.
Yet of the eleven with which he is credited, only
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Mathnawi-yi-Mir Hasan, ed. Hamid Allah Afsar,
Allahabad 1925, has a short introduction which
discusses the poem's good and bad qualities (1114), and a glossary. Mir Hasan's Tadhkira-yishu'ard'-yi-Urdu was published at cAl!garh in 1922.
For accounts of Mir Hasan, particularly Sihr albayan, mention must first be made of R. Russell
and Khurshidul Islam, Three Mughal poets: Mir, Sauda,
Mir Hasan, London 1969, 69-94. This account is
devoted chiefly to re-telling the story, but also
includes a useful critical assessment. Saksena gives
a general account of the poet in his History of Urdu
literature, Allahabad 1927, 67-70; See also Muhammad Sadiq, History of Urdu literature, London 1964,
108-11; Urdu accounts of the poet include the following: Muhammad Husayn Azad, Ab-i-haydt,
Lahore ed. 1950, 249-51; Mahmud FarukT, Mr
Hasan awr khdnddn ke dusre shu'ard, Lahore 1952;
Wahid Kurayshl, Mir Hasan awr mi kd zamdna,
Lahore 1959; For Mir Bahadur 'All's prose version,
see Major Henry Court's English tr., The nasr-i
Benazir, Calcutta 1871, 2nd ed. 1889.
(J.A. HAYWOOD)
HASAN BEDR AL-DIN, later PASHA (1851-1912),
Ottoman Turkish soldier and playwright, chiefly famed
as the collaborator during the years 1875-9 of his fellow-officer and friend, the author and dramatist Manastirli
Mehmed Rifat [q.v.], in the writing of some 16 plays,
some translations from the French and some original,
which were produced at the Gedik Pasha Theatre in
Istanbul (see MANASTIRLI MEHMED RIF'AT for full details).
He was born at Sfmaw near Kiitahya, the son of
an army officer, was educated at the military school
(Tdddi] in Damascus and then at the Istanbul \Var
College (Harbiyye], where he graduated the first of
his class and was the contemporary and classmate
of his future collaborator Manastirli Mehmed. He sewed
briefly in the Imperial Guards, but in the increasingIt is a new type, and the language is new.
ly repressive atmosphere of Sultan cAbd al-Hamfd II's
It is not a [normal kind of] mathnawi, it is the
reign he was soon banished from Istanbul to the eastenchantment of eloquence.
ern provinces, and served in Syria and Palestine with
From it my fame will endure throughout the world,
the rank of colonel. However, he was soon stripped of
For wherever these words are is a memorial.
this rank, presumably as the result of a diurnal or delatory report, and taught in Damascus schools for a livEvidence of the immense popularity of the work
can be seen in the various verse translation into
ing. After the restoration of the Constitution in 1908,
other Indian vernaculars, and also in the dramatic
he returned to Istanbul, was rehabilitated under the
Young Turk regime, promoted to brigadier-general and
versions. Thus in Bengali there is a verse translation of 1863, and a play entitled simply Mathnawi
then general of a division, and was finally appointed
of 1876. Mir Bahadur 'All's Urdu prose version,
commander and governor of Ishkodra \_q.v. in Suppl.]
completed under the auspices of Fort William College,
or Scutari (modern Shkoder in northern Albania). After
Calcutta, was printed there in 1803, and has since
a brief spell of service, he resigned on the grounds of
been frequently reprinted. It contains many poetical
ill-health, returned to Istanbul and died there in 1912.
quotations from Mir Hasan's original. The story proBibliography: See that for MANASTIRLI MEHMED
vided a favourite plot for early Urdu drama in the
RIF'AT.
(FAH!R Iz)
late 19th century.
HASAN NIZAMl, h i s t o r i a n of the Dihli sulThe qualities found in Sihr al-bayan—apart from the
tanate in Muslim India.
involved story—are present in his other mathnawis.
He was the son of Nizamf cArudf Samarkand!, the
Thus Gul^dr-i ham includes a vivid description of a
famous Persian litterateur [q.v.], but left his homecrowded market; another, Rumiiz al-cdrifm, has a Sufi"
town, Nfshapur, sometime towards the close of the
background.
6th/12th century because of political instability
Mir Hasan's other claim to fame is his account,
there. In Dihll he made friends with high officers of
in Persian, of Urdu poets, including his contempo- \ Sultan Kutb al-Dm Aybak (602-7/1206-10 [q.v.]),
raries, the Tadhkira-yi-shu'ard^-yi-Urdu, which has become
including the Sadr Sharaf al-Mulk. Impressed by his
a standard reference work.
learning, his friends advised him to produce a literBibliography: There are numerous editions,
ary work so that he might get royal patronage; hence
as well as manuscripts of Sihr al-bayan. That
Hasan Nizamf decided to compile the history of
c
edited by Abd al-Barf Asi (Mathnawiydt-i-Mir
Aybak's achievements in Arabic. But his friends perHasan, Lucknow 1945, is recommended because
suaded him to write it in Persian, since there were
it also includes Gulzar-i ham and Rumuz alin India few people literate in Arabic. In the meanc
drifin, and has a useful introduction, with numertime, the royal farmdn was proclaimed that Aybak's
ous footnotes explaining difficult vocabulary.
conquests in India should be recorded by scholars,

Sihr al-bayan is widely known, and it may justly be
described as the original model of the Urdu narrative
mathnawi, and one of the two or three greatest examples of the form. It runs to about 2,000 couplets in
mutakdrib metre, and tells, in some detail, a story of
royalty, love and magic of the kind current in India.
The central plot concerns the love between Prince
Bfnazfr and Princess Badr-i MunFr. There is a subsidiary love plot involving Nadjm al-Nisa3, the Wazifs
daughter, and Ffroz Shah, son of the King of the Jinn.
A magic flying horse plays an important part in the
events of the story. But the supernatural elements in
the story are no more important than in—say—Central
European ^auberoper or ^auberposse in the 18th and 19th
centuries. The elements which raise an incredible story
to the level of great literature are many and varied,
but they include the characterisation, which relates the
characters to ordinary human beings; the vivid and
colourful description of people and places; the effective
use of rhetorical devices such as word-play; the timeless language, which seems remarkably up-to-date two
centuries later; and the numerous examples of "gnomic" verse which embody simple philosophising and
lend themselves to quotation in everday life. In fact,
few Urdu poets since have had his facility for saying
things so simply yet effectively, often with internal
rhyme. Sihr al-bayan has been adversely criticised chiefly
for its unnecessary length. But apart from the series of
introductions devoted to God, the Prophet, the Imam
C
A1I and others, ending with one to the Nawwab
Asaf al-Dawla, the length is duly chiefly to the
detailed description, without which it would lose most
of its charm.
From what the poet says about his poem in the
last few couplets, he clearly regarded it as a new
type of mathnawi, and as his chief claim to fame.
He says:
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along with those of his master, Sultan Mu c izz al-Dm
Muhammad b. Sam [see GHURIDS]. Hence the compilation of the Tadf al-ma^dthir.
The first part contains a description of Sultans
Mu c izz al-Dm Muhammad and Kutb al-Dm Aybak.
On Sultan Aybak's death Hasan Nizamf continued
his work under Iltutmish, and according to Sir Henry
Elliot, brought it up to the year 626/1229; but the
extant copies of the work end with the description of
the occupation of Lahore by Iltutmish in 614/1217.
Since Iltutmish was his last patron, the author is not
impartial in his criticism of his master's rivals, such
as Tadj al-Dm Yildiz and Sultan Nasir al-Dm Kubaca.
He omits mention of Aram Shah, the son of Kutb
al-Dm Aybak, because Iltutmish has usurped the throne
and killed him. Moreover, there is no space devoted
to the description of the nobles of the early sultans
of Dihlf, who had helped the sultans in stabilising
Muslim rule in northern India at its very beginning.
In fact, Hasan Nizam.! fails to produce a history in
the real sense of the word; his work reads like a mere
Fath-ndma.
It was, moreover, written in an ornate and florid
style, full of verbosity and rhetorics. The historical
details are interspersed with the Kur'anic verses and
Arabic and Persian poems; more than half of the
work comprises only verses. Despite these defects, the
Tdaj al-ma3dthir enjoyed fame because of its bravura
style, much to contemporary literary taste, and much
imitated subsequently.
Bibliography: Storey, i, 493-5, 1310; H.M.
Elliot and J. Dowson, The history of India, as
told by its own historians, ii, 204-43; Hasan c Askarf,
Taj al-Ma'dthir of Hasan Ni£dmi, in Patna
University Journal, xviii/3 (1963).
(I.H. SlDDIQUl)

HASRAT MOHANl, SAYYID FADL AL-HASAN,
prominent Indian journalist, poet and politician, was
born most probably in 1297/1880 in the small town
of Mohan in Uttar Pradesh. His family, which numbered many scholars, physicians and mystics, claimed
descent from Sayyid Mahmud who migrated from
Nfshapur in Iran and founded Mohan in 615/1218.
One recent ancestor had been royal physician to the
Kings of Awadh, another had been minister of religious affairs in the Hyderabad state. Hasrat was educated at government schools and privately in Arabic
and Persian. In 1316/1899 he headed the provincial
list in the matriculation examination and won a government scholarship to the Muhammadan AngloOriental College at Aligarh.
From his student days Hasrat was a prominent
figure in the political and cultural activities of North
Indian Muslims. He fought for Islamic causes in India
and abroad. In 1903 he started an Urdu weekly, Urdui mu'alla, which appeared intermittently until 1938: its
pan-Islamist and virulently anti-British views strongly
influenced young educated Muslims. In 1909 he was
jailed for a year for publishing an article critical of
British educational policy in Egypt, and he was prominent in the explosion of pan-Islamic protest which preceded World War One. In 1916 he was interned for
the duration of the War after he was found to be
connected with cUbayd Allah Sindhl's [q.v.] plan, the
"Silk Letters Conspiracy", to raise the Frontier tribes
against the British. During the Khildfat movement he
associated increasingly with the 'ulamd3, coming to be
called our "mad mulla" by Muhammad and Shawkat
C
A1I [q.v.], and tried continually to drive the agitation
more extreme: striving to make non-co-operation
with government the policy of the Khildfat movement

at its conference of Nov-ember 1919, declaring his
support for an Afghan invasion of India at the
Congress-Khildfat meetings of June 1920, and attempting to make complete independence for India the aim
of the Congress and the Muslim League at their sessions in 1921. He was imprisoned from 1922 to 1924.
On his release he startled many by declaring himself
a Communist as well as a Muslim, and he chaired
the reception committee of the first Indian Communist
Conference at Kanpur in 1925. From this point
Hasrat's influence in Indian politics declined. He
remained notable but could no longer find support
amongst many. From 1937 he was active in the Muslim
League, of which he had been a member from its
foundation and President in 1921, but he was out of
harmony with the direction it was taking. He opposed
the League's demand for Pakistan and devoted much
of his time from 1942 to 1947 to promoting his own
plan for a three-tiered Indian confederation to solve
the communal problem. In 1946 he was elected as a
Muslim League candidate to the UP Legislative Council
and to the Indian Constituent Assembly. He died in
Lucknow in 1951.
Although vigorously engaged in politics, Hasrat
maintained a considerable literary output. His most
important prose works are his commentary on the
13th/19th century poet Ghalib, Sharh-i Ghdlib, and his
discussion of the conventions of Urdu poetry, Mkdt-i
sukhdn. Primarily, however, he was a poet. He contributed much to the refinement of the Urdu ghazal
and was the only gha^al writer of modern times to
become a "classic" while still alive. Djamal Miyan
Farangl MahallT has edited the most complete edition of his works, Kulliydt, 2nd. ed., Lahore 1959.
Evidently, several somewhat contradictory themes
mingle in Hasrat's life. There is his faith, as evident
in his private life as in his public actions. A punctilious observer of prayer and fasting, he also performed
the Hadj_dj. at least eleven times between 1932 and his
death. He was, moreover, in the tradition of his ancestors, a mystic and a follower of the Farangf Mahall
family [q.v. above] of Lucknow, becoming a murid of
Mawlana cAbd al-Wahhab (d. 1321/1903-4) in 1894
and being made a khalifa in both Kadin-Razzakf and
Cishtf-Nizamf silsilas by Mawlana £Abd al-Barf [q.v.
above] in 1917. There is his imperviousness to the
communal attitudes which influenced so many of his
contemporaries; hence he opposed Pakistan, admired
Hindus of a revolutionary caste of mind like Tilak,
Aurobindo Ghose and Subhas Bose, and wrote poems
in Hindi praising Krishna and expressing his longing
for Hindu holy places. Then there is his Communism,
though it is unlikely that his understanding of
Communist theory and practice would have withstood
rigorous examination. Its attractions, it seems, stemmed
in part from a very Muslim love of egalitarianism, in
part from a hatred of British imperialism and in part
from the fact that it took no account of communalism. Invariably, Hasrat propounded his position with
sincerity and without fear. Such independence of mind
invited conflict with others. He was expelled two times
from Aligarh College, imprisoned at least three times
by the British, had memorable confrontations with
both Gandhi and Jinnah, led the party which stormed
the Congress session at Kanpur in 1925, and refused
to sign the Indian constitution because he did not
think it brought the freedom for which Indians had
fought. Above all things a rugged individualist, he was
received with great respect throughout his life though
heard increasingly by few.

Bibliography: Khalid Hasan Qadirf, Hasrat
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Moham: a study of his life and poetry, London University
Ph. D. thesis, 1971 (unpublished); Francis Robinson,
Separatism among Indian Muslims: the politics of the United
Provinces' Muslims 1860-1923, Cambridge 1974.
(F.C.R. ROBINSON)
HASSANI [see HASAN!]
HASSU TAYLI "the oilman", a r e l i g i o u s devotee of Muslim India, was born at an unknown date,
some time in the 10th/16th century, at Makhiwal, on
the bank of the Chenab, in the Pandjab.
A critical change in Hassu's life came when he
was twelve. He met one of the living "nine naths
of Gorakhnath". The latter recognised in him his
sixty-first and premier disciple, who had spent 82
years in severe austerities before his birth. Hassu
now embarked on his career as a saint. He went
to Lahore where he worked as a porter, but subsequently became a grain merchant and opened a
grain store at Lahori Mandi. A devout admirer of
his, Surat Singh, paints him as a merchant of a curious type—knowing everything about the future prices,
he bought dear and sold cheap! He died at Lahore
in 1104/1603. His tomb still survives, an object of
some veneration; the spot is also remembered where
he used to sell grain.
To his death, Hassu Tayli appears to have remained
formally a Muslim, though he did not follow the five
basic observances of Islam. For this latter, his disciple Surat Singh has ready explanations: he prayed all
the time, so why should he have prayed in public?
Why should he have paid zakdt, or kept daily fasts
when he never had anything stored up, and never
broke his fast? Why should he have gone on
Pilgrimage, to circumambulate the Kacba, when he
went round the Kacba of his heart a hundred times
in one breath? His chief disciple, Shaykh Kamal, used
the term Maldmatiyya [q.v.] to designate his master's
school, with considerable aptness.
The significance of this religious sect lies in the
fact that it openly drew its disciples from amongst
both Hindus and Muslims, and declared its connections with ascetic and mystic predecessors in both religions. Nor did the followers of this sect make any
attempt to hide the rather modest origins of their
teacher.
Bibliography: Surat Singh, Tadhkira-yi Pir Hassu
Tayh, unique Ms. in Department of History,
Aligarh Muslim University; M. Athar Ali, Sidelights
into ideological and religious attitudes in the Punjab during the 17th century, in Medieval India—a miscellany,
ii, Bo_mbay_1972.
(M. ATHAR ALI)
AL-HATIMI, ABU CALI MUHMMAD B. AL-HASAN B.
AL-MUZAFFAR, l i t e r a r y c r i t i c and p h i l o l o g i s t of
the 4th/10th century, who died in Baghdad on 27
Rabrc II 388/26 April 998.
Though the name of his father is sometimes given
as al-Husayn, the testimony of Abu cAlf al-Muhassin
al-Tanukhf (Nishwdr al-muhddara, ed. CA. al-Shalidjf,
Beirut 1391-3/1971-3, iii,' 14) and of al-Khatib alBaghdadf, who received traditions from al-Hatimf
through Abu 'All's son, Abu '1-Kasim al-Tanukhf (see
Ta'nkh Baghdad, ii, 214, 356, xi/231) can probably be
trusted. All biographers agree that he was a pupil of
Ghulam Tha'lab [q.v.], but fail to mention other teachers, except Yakut (Udaba', vi, 501), who states that alHatimf was born early enough to have been a pupil
of Ibn Durayd [q.v]. Since Ibn Durayd died in
321/933, this information, if correct, would indicate
that al-Hatimf was born around 310/922 or even earlier. Yakut however also quotes an autobiographical note from al-Hatimf's [Takri] al-hilbadj.a, a book
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which al-Hatimi wrote for the vizier, Abu cAbd Allah
[al-Husayn b. Ahmad] b. Sacdan [see IBN SACDAN
below], who held office from 373/983 till 374/985
(see Ibn Miskawayh, Taaj_drib al-umam, iii, 85, 102,
107). In this note, al-Hatimf claims that he served
Sayf al-Dawla at the age of nineteen. If we assume
that al-Hatimf did not join the circle of Sayf alDawla before the latter had established himself firmly in Aleppo in 336/947, he could not have been
born before 317. The question is whether al-Hatimi's
autobiographical report can be trusted, since both the
description of his character by contemporary authors
(see Abu Hayyan al-Tawhfdf, al-Imtdc wa 'l-mu''dnasa,
i, 135, iii, 126-7) and the tone of many of his own
remarks in the Mudiha (see below) suggest that he
was given to unbridled self-glorification. A further
reason for questioning the report in the Hilbdd)_a is
that he quotes in the Hilya (see below) cAlf b.
Sulayman al-Akhfash who died as early as 315/927
(cf. Bonebakker, Materials for the history of Arabic rhetoric, in AIUON, Suppl. no. 4, xxxv [1975], fasc. 3,
p. 88). The autobiographical report quoted by Yakut
goes on to say that at the court of Sayf al-Dawla,
al-Hatimf was treated as the equal of the grammarians Abu cAlf al-Farisf, Ibn Khalawayh [q.vv] and
Abu '1-Tayyib al-Lughawf [q.v. above]. Since Abu
c
Ali al-Farisf joined Sayf al-Dawla in 341, al-Hatimf
cannot have given up his career with Sayf al-Dawla
before that date, again assuming that his report can
be trusted. It is also likely that al-Hatimf left Aleppo
not later than Dhu 'l-Kacda 351/December 962, the
date of the attack on Aleppo by Nicephorus Phocas
(Abu '1-Tayyib al-Lughawf died in the massacre that
followed, according to the editor of Abu '1-Tayyib's
Mardtib, Cairo 1375/1955, 5-6). In any case, we find
him in Baghdad in the summer of 352/963 (or possibly 351/962, cf. M.S. Kiktev in Literatura Vostoka
[1969], 81 note) involved in a discussion with the
poet al-Mutanabbf, whom he may well have known
already at the court of Sayf al-Dawla. The Yafimat
al-dahr of Tha'alibf (ed. M.M. cAbd al-Hamfd, Cairo
1375-7/1956-8, iii, 108-11, 131-3) quotes verses by
al-Hatimf on the Ziyarid ruler Shams al-Macalf [Kabus
b. Wushmagfr] [</.^.], on the Buwayhid vizier Sabur
b. Ardashfr and on the caliph al-Kadir bi 'llah, but
these do not throw any light on al-Hatimf's career
during the second half of his life (the Yatlma text suggests that these poems were composed by a son of
al-Hatimf; unless one follows the text in Yakut vi,
501-2, assuming at the same time, that this text contains, in a brief parenthesis, two lines by al-Hatimf's
father and that Yakut should have read li'bnihi as in
the Yatima ed.).
From the introduction of a story in al-Tanukhf's
al-Faradj_ bacd al-shidda (Cairo 1903, ii, 85 = Cairo
1375/1955, 305), it appears that al-Hatimf visited
Egypt, but unfortunately there is no indication at
which period of his life this visit took place. Nor do
we know any details about his career as a kdtib, though
he is qualified as such by several biographers.
Al-Hatimf chiefly owes his fame to two risalas
on the poet al-Mutanabbf which go under various names.
The first of the two is known as al-Risdla al-mudiha [fi
dhikr sarikdt Abi 'l-Tayyib al-Mutanabbi wa-sdkit shfrih],
L^abhat al-adab, Mund^arat Abi CAU al-Hdtiml li-Abi 'l-Tayyib,
or simply al-Risdla al-Hdtimiyya. The correct title, at least
of the longer version of this risdla which is preserved
in the ms. Escurial 772 (and quoted in part by Ibn
Khallikan and, following him, al-Yaficf, Mtfdt, Hyderabad
1337-9, repr. Beirut 1390/1970, ii, 437-41), is undoubtedly al-Mudiha. This title is explained by the author
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as referring to a type of wound inflicted on the head
(Lane, s.v. shaa^a^a), and may be a double entendre,
since mudiha means also "making apparent", "disclosing", i.e. the defects of al-Mutanabbl's poetry. The
title Diabhat al-adab must be the result of a wrong
interpretation of a sentence in the preface, though it
appears in several mediaeval biographies (see the ed.
of the Mudiha by M.Y. Nadjm, Beirut 1385/1965,
3, 11. 12-3, 4, 1. 18, and 6, note 1 of the introduction). The risdla is a caricature of al-Mutanabbi
and a condemnation of his poetry, in the framework
of a discussion between the poet and al-Hatimf. The
attack was instigated by the Buwayhid vizier alMuhallabi and reflected the rivalry between the
Buwayhid Mucizz al-Dawla and the Hamdanid Sayf
al-Dawla (see R. Blachere, Un poete arabe du IVeme siecle de 1'Hegire, Paris 1935, 223-5, 228). It ended,
according to al-Hatiml, in al-Mutanabbl's flight to
Kufa. A shorter version of the same risdla exists in
Yakut's Udabd3 (vi, 504-18), in Yusuf al-BadfTs alSubh al-munabbi (ed. M. al-Sakka et alii, Cairo 1963,
128-42), in the MS Cairo, bar al-Kutub 2039 (ed.
I. al-DasukT al-Bisat I, Cairo 1961, as an appendix
to the Ibdna can sarikdt al-Mutanabbi of Abu Sacd
Muhammad b. Ahmad al-cAmIdI) and in at least two
other manuscripts. There is a Russian translation in
the above mentioned article by Kiktev. An even shorter
version is preserved in Shihab al-Dm al-Khatadj! (ed.
'A.M. al-Hulw, Cairo 1386/1967, ii, 421-7), which
does not make any mention of Muhallabf and Mu c izz
al-Dawla. These shorter versions end in a reconciliation, after which al-Mutanabbi and al-Hatimf part
as good friends. Al-Badfl's text, Khatadjf and the
text published by al-Bisatf (but not the text in Yakut)
even add a last sentence to the effect that al-Hatimf
became so much convinced of al-Mutanabbf's merits
as a poet that he decided to write another Risdla
Hdtimiyya. This second Risdla Hdtimiyya to which the
shorter versions of the first allude may be the list of
parallels between verses by al-Mutanabbl and pseudo-Aristotelian sententiae which is preserved not only
in a considerable number of manuscripts, but also in
the Kitdb al-Badic fi nakd al-shfr by Usama b. Munkidh
(ed. A.A. Badawl et'alii, Cairo 1380/1960, 264-83)
and in quotations in the Mutanabbf commentary by
al-'Ukbarf (see Blachere, op. cit., 268-9, and the examples translated by F. Rosenthal in Das Fortleben der
Antike im Islam, Zurich 1965, 352-4, and cf. 118). Yet
there may be some doubt about the authentity of
this second risdla, since biographies such as those by
Yakut and al-Suyutf, which offer a detailed list of alHatimi's oeuvre, do not mention it. An accurate
description of the risdla appears in al-Muhammadun min
al-shu'ard* by Ibn al-Kiftf (ed. H. Ma'marf, Cairo
1390/1970, 231), though Ibn al-Kifti fails to mention it in his Hatimf biography in the Inbdh al-ruwdt.
A second description occurs in al-Safadf's Wdfi bi 7wqfqydt, ii, 343; but several unpublished manuscripts
of the risdla have only a descriptive title with no
indication of the origin of the work. Nor does alHatimi's name (as far as the author of the article
knows) appear in the above-mentioned Mutanabbl
commentary and in Usama's Badic. Mention should
be made of a curious manuscript in the Ambrosiana
(F 300) which brings together a somewhat more
elaborate rendering of the short version of the first
Risdla and the second Risdla claiming (not very
convincingly) that both were based on a verbal
account given by al-Hatimf in 369/979-80. The best
edition of the second Risdla Hdtimiyya is that by
F.A. al-Bustanf in Machnq, xxix (1931), 132-9,

196-204, 273-80, 348-55, 461-4, 623-32, 759-67, 8549, 925-34, and in a separate ed. published in the
same year. A facsimile edition with translation was
published by O. Rescher in Islamica, ii (1926), 43973; other editions can be disregarded.
As a document of mediaeval Arabic literary criticism, the longer version of the Mudiha is by far the
most interesting of the three texts, not only because
of its penetrating and often rightful criticism of
al-Mutanabbl's poetry, but also because of its lucid
analysis of the distinction between slavish imitation of
themes from ancient poetry and the subtle metamorphosis of such themes as he finds it in the work of
truly gifted poets. This analysis goes beyond the original aim of the risdla, which sets out to be a satire
against al-Mutanabbf and a grotesque picture of his
character and habits. The first encounter between alHatimf and al-Mutanabbl is followed, in the Mudiha
but not in its shorter version, by a description of
three further encounters at the house of al-Muhallabl
in the presence of scholars of note, such as Abu Sacrd
al-Sfrafi, CA1I b. clsa al-Rummanf and CA1I b. Harun
al-Munadjdjim. In the preface to his edition (11-12),
Nadjm raises the question whether the meetings at
the home of al-Muhallabf actually took place and
were not invented in order to find a suitable form
for an elaboration of the theme of discussion of the
first meeting. It is indeed un-likely that al-Mutanabbf
would have allowed himself to be publicly humiliated on four different occasions.
Al-Hatimf is frequently quoted in mediaeval handbooks on literary theory as an authority on definitions
of figures of speech by early critics. Many of these quotations can be traced in al-Hatirnf's Hilyat al-muhddara.
The Hilya is not, however, a work on literary theory,
but rather an anthology on poetry with short sections
on literary theory. A work specifically dealing with this
subject is quoted by al-Hatiml himself in the Hilya and
was known to Usama (see Badf, 8) and perhaps to
others (see Materials, 14-6, 20, 27). The survival of the
Hilya in two Maghrib! manuscripts (one of which has
a marginal note indicating that a small portion of the
book had already circulated in Spain before the rest
arrived) and Ibn Hazm's [g.v.] recommendation of "the
books of al-Hatimi" as manuals on poetry (al-Taknb
lihadd al-mantik, ed. I. c Abbas, Beirut 1959, 207), as well
as other evidence (see Materials, 18) indicate that alHatimf enjoyed a considerable reputation in Spain.
Other writings by al-Hatimf have not apparently
survived. As far as one can judge from the lists given
by Yakut and by others, al-Hatimfs main interest was
literary criticism, though he wrote also books on lexicography and grammar.
Bibliography: in addition to the texts and studies
mentioned in the article, see Ta'nkh Baghdad, ii, 214;
Ibn
al-Kiftf, Inbdh al-ruwdt, Cairo
136993/1950-73, iii, 103-4; Ibn Khallikan, ed. M.M.
c
Abd al-Hamld, Cairo 1367/1948, iii, 482-6 (no.
621); al-Suyutf, Bughya, Cairo 1326, 35-6; Hadjdjf
Khalifa, ed. Fliigel, iii, 112, 312, 596, v, 79, vi,
166 (there are numerous other biographies, but they
do not add anything of substance to the above);
Brockelmann, G I, 88, S I, 141, 193; M.CA. Shu'ayb,
al-Mutanabbi bayn ndkidihi, Cairo 1964, index; I.
c
Abbas, Ta'nkh al-nakd al-adabi (ind al-'Arab, Beirut
1391/1971, 243-70 et passim; A. Matlub, Itti&dhdt
al-nakd al-adabi fi 'l-karn al-rdbf Ii 'l-hia^ra, Beirut
1393/1973, 258-65; Sezgin, GAS, ii, 488; S. A.
Bonebakker, A biographical sketch of Abu CAU Muh b.
al-Hasan al-Hatiml, in AIUON, forthcoming.
(S.A. BONEBAKKER)

HAWKING — HAYDAR-I AMULI
HAWKING [see BAYZARA].
HAWSAM, the earlier Arabic name of the modern town of Rudisar in eastern Gflan on the coast of
the Caspian Sea. It is an Arabisation of the local
name, which appears to have been Khosham or
Khosham. Thus the name is given by al-Mukaddasf
(51, 355, 360) and probably by Abu Dulaf b. Muhalhil
(ed. Minorsky, Abu-Dulaf Mis'ar b. Muhalhil's Travels in
Iran, Cairo 1955, 23) as Kh-sh-m; by al-Bfrunf (alKdnun al-Mascudl, Hyderabad 1954-6, 569) as Khawsam;
and by Asfl al-Dfn Zawzanf (ed. H.L. Rabino, in JA
(1950), 327, 330) as Hawsham. The rendering of the
initial kh as h in Arabic corresponded to the pronunciation of Arabic ha' by the Gil as kha* and the shift
of Persian shin to Arabic sin occurred frequently. The
identity of al-Mukaddasf's Kh-sh-m with Hawsam,
rejected by Muhammad Kazwfnf and Minorsky, is
ascertained by his reference to it (360) as l 'the town
of the ddcl." The itinerary given by him elsewhere
(372), which places a Kh-sh-m at a two days' trip west
of the Safid-rud, appears to refer to a different town
also mentioned by Asfl al-Dm Zawzanl (332).
Hawsam is generally described as the easternmost town of Gilan, located at the border between
the Gil and the Daylam, whose territories extended
west of it to the coast. It is first mentioned as a residence of the Zaydf imam al-Hasan al-Utrush [q.v.] alNasir li'1-Hakk, who was active in the region during
the last decade of the 3rd century/903-13 converting
the Gil and Daylam to Islam. After the collapse of
the Zaydf cAlid reign in Tabaristan in 316/928, it
became the chief seat of cAlid rule in the Caspian
region and the centre of scholarship of the Nasiriyya,
the school of al-Nasir in fikh and theology. It was
ruled from ca. 319/931 to 350/961 by Abu '1-Fadl
Dja'far al-Tha3ir fi 'llah [see AL-THA'IR FI 'LLAH], grandson of a brother of al-Nasir and, through his mother,
of al-Nasir himself. His descendants remained in control of the town during much of the time until
and beyond the end of the century, though often
in contention with descendants of al-Nasir and
other 'Alids, which also involved efforts by the Ziyarids
and Buwayhids to secure their suzerainty over the
region. The Tha'irids, though Zaydfs of the Nasiriyya
school, ruled as amirs without claiming the Zaydl
imamate. In 353 or 354/964-5, the Zaydf imam
Abu cAbd Allah al-Mahdf li-Dfn Allah took the town
from al-Hasan Amfrka, son of Abu '1-Fadl al-Tha'ir,
and ruled there, with a short interruption, until his
death in 359/970. Ca. 380/990 the imam Ahmad b.
al-Husayn al-Mu'ayyad bi'-llah stayed in Hawsam for
a year, and some time later for another period of over
two years. He eventually took his residence in Langa,
west of Hawsam, leaving that town to the Tha'irid
Kiya Abu '1-Fadl who nominally recognised his imamate. In the early 5th/llth century, Abu DjaTar alHawsamf, the most famous collector and commentator
of the works of al-Nasir, was active there. Ca. 432/10412 the Nasirf culamd) of Hawsam set up al-Husayn alNasir, a descendant of al-Utrush al-Nasir, as imam,
and he reigned in the town until his death in 472/107980. He was buried next to Abu cAbd Allah al-Mahdf,
and their tombs became a place of pilgrimage for the
Caspian Zaydfs. Thereafter, Hawsam came under the
rule of the imams Abu Rida al-Kfsumf (d. after
493/1100) and Abu Talib al-Akhfr (502-20/1108-28),
though they did not take their permanent residence
there. The town evidently declined in the latter part
of the 5th/llth century and lost its rank as the chief
town of eastern Gflan to Lahfdjan [q.v.]. Around the
turn of the century, the Bawandid Ispahbad Husam
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al-Dawla Shahriyar, after surrendering control of
Tabaristan to his son Nadjm al-Dm Karin, retired to
Hawsam, where he built a khdnakdh for himself. He
bought much land in the region and ordered the construction of a market and shops. After he fell ill and
was brought back to Tabaristan by his son, he put a
former servant in charge of his property in Hawsam
(Ibn Isfandiyar, Ta'rlkh-i Tabaristan, ed. cAbbas Ikbal,
Tehran 1941, ii, 37 f). The report reflects both the
decline of the town and its continued attraction as a
religious centre. The general decline continued during
the following century. In a letter sent to the Yaman
in 607/1210-11, a Zaydf scholar of Lahfdjan mentioned the deplorable condition of the two
shrines of Abu cAbd Allah al-Mahdf and al-Husayn
al-Nasir in Hawsam, expressing his hope that the
Yamanf imam al-Mansur cAbd Allah b. Hamza would
restore them. In the early 8th/14th century, Hawsam
seems to have regained some importance as an
administrative centre, for a coin was minted there
for the Ilkhan Abu Sacfd between 733/1332 and
736/1335 if the restoration of the name of the mint
proposed by Fraehn, De Ilchanorum sen Chulaguidarum numis, in Mem. Acad. Imp. Sciences St. Petersbourg,
6th ser., ii [1834], 530, 548, is correct. Zahfr alDfn Marcashf (Ta^nkh-i Gllan, ed. M. Sutuda, Tehran
1347, 143 f), however, describes the town as having
long fallen into ruin when Sayyid Radf Kiya (789829/1387-1426) of the Amir Kiya'f dynasty of Lahfdjan
ordered its rebuilding and gave it the name Rudisar.
Radf Kiya granted tax exemptions in order to attract
people
to
the
town,
brought
shipbuilders
to the harbour, built a congregational mosque in a
large square, a market with shops, a bath, palace, stable and hotel. The shrine and cemetry of al-Husayn
al-Nasir were preserved from the former town, and
several royal personages were buried there in the
Oth/15th and 10th/16th centuries.
Bibliography: In addition to the references
given in the article, see Hudud al-calam, 136, 388;
Yakut, iv, 996; H.L. Rabino, Le Gmldn, in RMM,
xxxii (1916-17), 336-9; Muhammad Kazwfnf,
notes to edition of Djuwaynf, iii, 422-4; S.M. Stern,
The coins of Amul, in JVC1, 7th ser., vii (1967),
269-78; W. Madelung, Abu Ishdq al-Sdbl on the Alids
of Tabaristan and Gllan, in JNES, xxvi (1967), 20f.,
45-51; idem, The Alid rulers of Tabaristan, Daylamdn and Gllan, in Atti del III Congresso di Studi
Arabi e Islamici, Naples 1967, 488-90; idem, The
minor dynasties of Northern Iran, in Cambridge History of
Iran, iv, Cambridge 1975, 219-22; Manucihr Sutuda,
Az Astdrd td Astardbdd, ii, Tehran 1351, 216-9,
304-8.
(W. MADELUNG)
HAYDAR-I AMULI, BAHA> AL-DlN HAYDAR B.
c
C
ALf B. HAYDAR AL- UBAYDI (719/1319 or 720/1320—
after 787/1385), e a r l y r e p r e s e n t a t i v e of P e r s i a n
t h e o s o p h y and commentator on Ibn c Arabf.
Our knowledge about his life is based on two autobiographical passages written in 777/1375-6 and
782/1380 respectively. He originated from a family of
Husaynf sayyids in Amul, Mazandaran, whose
population had been known for its Shfcf leanings
for a long time. During his studies he left his hometown for Astarabad and Isfahan. But in his late twenties he returned and became a confidant, and afterwards
a minister of Fakhr al-Dawla Hasan b. Shah
Kaykhusraw b. Yazdagird, the last ruler of Tabaristan
belonging to the Kfnakhwariyya branch of the Bawandid dynasty [q.v.]. This period seems to have been
rather short, because in 748/1347 he was still in
Khurasan, as is attested by a vision which he had
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there and which he reports in his works, whereas
two years later, in 750/1349, shortly before Fakhr
al-Dawla's assassination by members of his own family,
he experienced a religious crisis which made him give
up his courtly life, in spite of his reverence for his
master, and perform the haajaj. For the rest of his
life, at least during the documented part of it, he
stayed in Trak. In Baghdad he studied with NasTr
al-Dln al-Kasham al-Hilll (d. 755/1354) and Fakhr
al-Dfn Muhammad b. Hasan, the son of the famous
'Allama al-Hilll, two Shf'T scholars who enjoyed the
patronage of the Djala'irids [q.v.]. With the latter one
he exchanged a theological and juridical correspondence which is preserved in an autograph (al-Masd'il
al-Amuliyya, dated 762/1361; ms. Tehran University
no. 1022, fols. 71b-76b). He also wrote for him his
Risalat Rdjicat al-khildf fan wadjh sukut Amir al-Mu3mimn,
an apology for 'All's passive attitude towards the first
caliphs.
The number of Haydar-i Amull's works which are
known to us, by title at least, amounts to 34. The
earliest book preserved is his
(1) Diamic al-asrdr wa-manbac al-anwdr, an exposition
of the deeper meaning of the shan'a by means of ta3wil (ed. Osman Yahya and Henri Corbin, in Sayyed
Haydar Amoli, La philosophie shi'ite, Bibl. Iran. 16,
Tehran-Paris 1969, 2 ff.; for an analysis of its contents, cf. Corbin in Eranos-Jahrbuch, xxx, (1961), 90
ff. and xxxi (1963), 80 ff., also in En Islam iranien,
Paris 1972, iii, 149 ff.; P. Antes, ^ur Theologie der
Schi'a. Eine Untersuchung des Garni' al-asrdr. . ., Freiburg
1971). It was finished about 752/1351; in the introduction, eight other works, obviously of smaller size,
are mentioned, some of which may date back to the
time before AmulT settled in Irak. In one of them,
his Risalat al-arkdn, he had treated the same subject
as in his D^dmi', restricted only to the five "pillars"
of Islam.—After 760/1359 he wrote his
(2) Risalat al-Wudj_ud fi ma'rifat al-macbud which in
itself has not been rediscovered yet, but a summary
of which, finished at Nadjaf in 768/1367 under the
title Risalat Nakd al-nukud fi ma'rifat al-wudj.ud, has
been edited by Yahya and Corbin (ibid., 620 ff.). The
problem of being is treated under the aspects of its
unity and multiplicity (i.e. its epiphany, £uhur\ more
in correspondence with the ideas of Ibn cArabf than
with the tradition of Ibn Sma.—In 777/1375-6 he
finished his
(3) al-Muhlt al-aczam, a huge commentary on the
Kurgan in seven volumes written after the model of
the Bahr al-hakd'ik wa 'l-dakd'ik, the tafsir by Nadjm
al-DTn-i Daya (d. 654/1256). For its structure, cf.
H. Corbin, in La philosophie shi'ite, French introd.,
46 ff.—Between 781/1379 and 782/1380 he wrote
(4) Mass al-nusus, a commentary on Ibn 'Arabl's Fusus
al-hikam to which he added, after the model set by
earlier commentators like Dawud b. Mahmud al-Kaysarf
(d. 751/1350), voluminous prolegomena (ed. Yahya
and Corbin, in Bibl. Iran. 22, Tehran-Paris 1975). In
them, he proved the insuperability of Muhammad
among the prophets and of Ibn 'Arab! among the
mystics. Muhammad and Ibn 'Arab! are connected
historically by the revelatio continuata through the Shfi
imams and phenomenologically by the mundo imaginalis
(cdlam al-mithdl), the world of spiritual being from which
emanated the vision in which Ibn 'Arabf claimed to
have received the Fusus from the Prophet himself during his stay in Damascus in 627/1230. In spite of all
reverence, however, Amulf deviates from Ibn 'Arab!
in the question of the khdtam al-wildya, the "seal of
sainthood". Whereas Ibn cArabl saw this ideal realised

in an absolute sense in Jesus (= wilaya mutlakd), and
whereas many of his adherents believed that, in momentaneous limitation, it had been represented by Ibn
£
ArabI himself (= wilaya mukayyadd), Haydar-i Amull
puts CA1I and the twelfth imam in their place, his originality thus merging with his Shfl conviction. He criticises Dawud al-Kaysan, who had been of Anatolian
descent and had lived in Sunn! Egypt, for his unclear,
i.e. non-Shi*!, attitude in this problem (which came
closer to Ibn c Arabf's intention). Two other commentators, both of them of Iranian origin, Mu'ayyad alDfn al-Khudjandf (d. 690/1291) and Kamal al-Dln
c
Abd al-Razzak al-Kasham (d. 730/1330) are mentioned with respect. Complicated numerical speculations concerning the imams and the prophets are clarified
through diagrams (treated by Corbin in Eranos-Jb., xlii
[1973], 79 ff.).—Amulfs latest attested work is his (5)
Risalat al-'Ulum al-ildhiyya which he composed in
787/1385 at the age of 65. The autograph is preserved in Nadjaf.—A full list of Amull's works is found
in La philosophie shi'ite, French introd. 37 ff. (H. Corbin),
Arabic introd. 19 ff. (O. Yahya).
Haydar-i Amuli combined Shf c f convictions
hereditary in his family with an Iraki and Persian
Sufi" tradition strongly imbued with the ideas of Ibn
'Arab! [q.v.]. In this high esteem for the shaykh alakbar he follows earlier mystics of Persian descent
like Sacd al-Dm-i Hammuya (587-650/1191-1252) and
Nadjm al-Dln-i Daya (d. 654/1256), both of whom
he quotes quite frequently. Like them, he was a speculative type; in contrast to two other famous Iranian
Sufis who were his exact contemporaries, cAlf alHamadham (714-86/1314-85), equally originating from
a family of sayyids, and the Sunn! Baha3 al-Dln alNakshbandi (717-91/1318-89), he did not found a
separate tanka nor did he adhere to any of them.
More strongly than anybody else before him, he
insisted on the common origin of Shffsm and Sufism,
thus laying the ground for a dogma held by Iranian
mystical orders until today. This is why he pleaded
for a transcending of the normal juridical approach
to Islam by a union of shanca, tanka, and hakika;
the Muslim who combines these three aspects is not
only a believer (mu'min), but a believer put to test
(mu'min mumtahan), equally remote from literalist
Shf'fsm as from antinomian Sufism. Shfism is thus
understood as the esoteric side of Islam, but not in
an extremist sense. It may be noted, in this connection, that the term mu'min mumtahan was also used by
extremists like the Nusayrfs; Haydar Amulf may have
reinterpreted it in opposition to radical tendencies in
popular Islam.
All knowledge (ma'rifa) is derived from the imams;
they represent the Shfcf nur Muhammadi as well as
Ibn 'Arabi's hakika Muhammadiyya, this latter entity
being understood by Amulf as consisting of 14 light
aeons which correspond to the metaphysical persons
of the 14 "sinless ones" (macsum): Muhammad,
Fatima, and the 12 Imams. The 12 Imams and the
7 Prophets are summed up in the mystical number
19 which pervades revelation and universe (the
Basmala has 19 letters; the universe consists of the
Universal Intellect + the Universal Soul + 9 spheres
+ 4 elements + 3 realms of nature + man; more
about numerical speculations of this kind in the article by Corbin in Eranos-Jb., xlii [1973], 79 ff). God
as the mubdic of the universe is tmepoixnoc;; He can
only be recognised in His epiphanies. This leads to
a metaphysics of the divine names and attributes;
the normal monotheism propagated by Muhammad
is differentiated, as tawhid uluhi, from the tawhid
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wuajudi administered by the imams, i.e. the insight
that God alone is in the real sense of the word. In
combining these elements, Haydar-i Amulf's thinking represents an "open" system which is based on
meditation and pneumatic exegesis more than an
discursive reasoning.
Bibliography: Given in the article, but see also
amongst s o u r c e s , Nur Allah al-Shushtan, Madj_dlis
al-mu'mimn, Tehran 1375/1955, ii, 51 ff.; Muhammad b. cAli al-Tabrfzf, Rayhdnat al-adab, i, 30 (no.
54), and ii, 498 (no. 892); Khwansarf, Rawddt alajanndt, Tehran 1306, 203 f.; Ma'sum CA1I Shah,
Tard'ik al-hakd'ik, ed. Muhammad Dja c far Mahbub,
i-ii, indexes, s.v.; cAmilI, A'yan al-Shlca, xxix, 25 ff.;
Kahhala, Mucdj.am al-mu1 allifin, iv, 91; Brockelmann,
S ii, 209 and III, 1266 ad 209; S t u d i e s :
H. Corbin, in Melanges d'orientalisme qfferts a Henri
Masse, Tehran 1963, 72 ff.; idem, in Ecole Pratique
des Hautes Etudes, Ve section, Annuaire 1961-62, 75
ff.; 1962-63, 72 ff.; 1963-64, 77 ff; 1973-74, 283
ff; Kamal Mustafa al-Shaybl, al-Fikr al-shlci wa 'lnaza'dt al-sufiyya hattd matla' al-karn al-thdrii cashar alhi&ri, Baghdad 1386/1966, 120 ff; R. Gramlich,
Die schiitischen Derwischorden Persiens. Zweiter Teil:
Glaube und Lehre, Wiesbaden 1976, index s.v.
(J. VAN ESS)

HAYDAR KHAN CAMU UGHLl, originally
known as Tariverdiov (1880-1921), Persian revolut i o n a r y and a c t i v i s t . He was born into a Persian
family living in Armenia and brought up there. He
began his education in Alexandropol (Leninakan),
Armenia, and studied at a higher level in Erivan and
Tiflis, receiving a degree in electrical engineering in
1899 from the latter place. He then began to work
for a company in Baku. In 1900 Haydar joined the
Caucasian Social Democratic Party led by Narimari
Narimanov, and soon afterwards he helped to establish the Committee for the Persian Social Democrats
in Caucasia.
In 1902, at the invitation of the Persian government, Haydar went to Mashhad to supervise the Power
Station installed for the Shrine of Imam Rida, where
he however stayed for only eleven months, seeing it
as unfertile ground for political activism and finding
both the governor of Khurasan and the custodian of
the Shrine oppressive. During his short stay, nevertheless, Haydar played a part in an uprising against
the Shrine custodian, Siham al-Mulk, who was believed
to have been a grain hoarder. He then left Mashad
for Tehran in 1903.
While working for the railway and later on for the
Amin al-Darb Power Station in Tehran, Haydar propagated constitutionalism, and when there was widespread opposition to the Belgian financial adviser,
M. Naus, Haydar encouraged the clerical students of
the Sipahsalar Mosque to take refuge in the British
Legation at Tehran by giving each of them a certain
amount of money.
After the first parliamentary election in Tehran,
Haydar established the first branch there of the
Social Democratic Party, the aim of which was
declared to be "uprooting the existing despotism".
Since the Party believed in armed struggle, Haydar
planned a number of bomb explosions. In June
1907 he himself exploded a bomb at the house of
Mlrza Ahmad Khan 'Ala3 al-Dawla, a prominent
member of the anajuman-i khidmat, and the party
also threatened CA1I Asghar Khan Atabak, the Grand
Vizier. Thus in September 1907 Atabak was killed
by c Abbas Aka Sarraf, a party comrade of Haydar.
Towards the end of 1907 Haydar planned the
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assassination of Muhammad cAli Shah, who was then
attempting to extinguish the Persian constitutional system established in 1906. This plan, however, misfired;
the Shah himself remained safe, and Haydar was
arrested, though released subsequently.
Upon Muhammad 'All Shah's bombardment of the
Persian Parliament in 1908 and his repression of the
constitutionalists, Haydar fled to Baku. While in Russia,
he continued his campaign by publishing articles in
the Georgian press against the Shah's regime. He also
recruited some 700 Georgian volunteers for the constitutionalists' camp in Tabriz, and later he himself
joined the Tabriz movement led by Sattar Khan.
Haydar took an active part in the constitutionalists'
victorious actions in Marand and Khuy, and he also
helped to establish a school and a newspaper in Khuy,
where he appeared as a hero in the poetry produced
at that time.
When he heard about the rise of the constitutionalists in Gilan and Isfahan he went to the latter
city and closely co-operated with the anti-Shah
forces. In 1909, together with Shaykh Muhammad
Khiyabani and others, he established the Democrat
Party in Tehran. He also founded a branch of the
same Party in Mashhad in 1910. In the meantime,
Haydar was accused of the assassination on 15 July
1910 of Sayyid cAbd Allah Bihbahani, a clerical leader
of the Persian Constitutional Revolution, who was
believed to have turned against the revolutionary factions; Haydar was interrogated but released later.
In retaliation for Bihbahanl's murder, some members
of the rtiddliyyun Party made an attempt on Haydar's
life (Mahdl Malik-zada, Ta'nkh-i Inkildb-i masjirutiyyat,
vi, Tehran 1953, 219).
In 1910 Sattar Khan and his fellow mudj_dhidm
moved to Tehran. The various revolutionary factions
now fell into confused, internecine struggles; there
ensued several assassinations among the muajdhidin
and other revolutionary groups, and finally the government forces defeated Sattar Khan. In this bloody
warfare, Haydar, at one time a good friend of Sattar
Khan, is said to have fought against him.
Meanwhile, Haydar undertook a secret mission
among the Bakhtiyarls, but no longer feeling safe in
Iran, fled the country and joined Lenin, the Russian
Bolshevik leader, in Europe in 1911. On his way to
Europe, Haydar, through his friend, Sadekov, received
a sizable amount of money from Muhammad 'All, the
ex-Shah of Iran, having falsely promised him help to
regain his throne. Later, Haydar excused himself by
saying that he took the money in order to reduce the
source of the ex-Shah's power and corruption (cAbd
al-Husayn Nawa3!, Haydar cAmu Ughli va Muhammad
Amm Rasul-zdda, in Tddgdr, v/1-2 (1948), 43-67).
While in Europe with Lenin, Haydar was also in
touch with the Iranian exiles in Paris and Berlin. In
1915, he joined the anti-Allied Committee organised
by Sayyid Hasan Takl-zada and others, and was commissioned by the committee to go to clrak and organise an armed force against the British; this mission
was not however successful. He then returned to Berlin,
and shortly afterwards went to Moscow where he took
part in the 1917 Soviet Revolution. In September
1920, Haydar participated in the Congress of the
People of the East held in Baku and, together with
Avetis Sultan-zada, represented Iran in the Publicity
Council of the Congress.
Aiming at profound structural changes in Iran,
Haydar wrote an essay analysing the political and
social situation of Iran and proposing certain revolutionary measures to be carried out by the newly-
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born Communist Party of Iran; this essay, which was
written in January-March 1921, is known as "Haydar
Khan cAmu Ughll's theses" (Mazdak, Asndd-i ta'nkhiyi o^unbish-i kdrgan, susiydl dimukrdsi va kumunisti-yi Iran,
iii, Florence 1972, 45-53.).
He now made an unsuccessful attempt to unite all
the anti-British revolutionary forces organised by
Muhammad TakI Pisyan in Khurasan, by Khiyabanl in Adharbaydjan, and by Kucak Khan in Gllan,
and also made a strenuous effort to create peace
between the rival factions within the Djangall movement in the north of Persia [see KUCAK KHAN DJANGALI] .
He then was invited by Kucak Khan and other
Djangalls to Gllan, and joined the revolutionary Republic of Gilan as Foreign Commissioner. However,
factional hostilities and ideological conflicts within
the Djangall forces finally resulted in the murder of
Haydar and in the extinction of the Djangall movement in 1921.
Bibliography: For Haydar Khan's own writings
and political speeches, consult Mazdak, Asndd, i,
iii, vi, 1970-6, and Nasrollah Saifpour Fatemi,
Diplomatic history of Persia 1917-1923, New York
1952; Haydar's autobiography was dictated to
Ibrahim Munshl-zada, a Russian dissident in Iran,
and appeared in c Abbas Ikbal, Haydar Khan cAmu
Ughli, in Tadgar, iii, no. 5 (1947), 61-80; an English
translation of the autobiography is given in A.
Reza Sheikholeslami and Dunning Wilson, The
memoirs of Haydar Khan cAmu Ughlu, in Iranian Studies,
vi (1973), 21-51; Because of Haydar's involvement
in the Persian Constitutional Revolution of 190611 and subsequent political developments in Iran,
all the works concerned with the period provide
extensive information and ample references about
Haydar; See especially the articles: DJAM'IYYA;
DUSTUR; HUKUMA; KHIYABANI, Shaykh Muhammad;
KHURASAN!, Mulla Muhammad Kazim; KUCAK KHAN
DJANGALI, Mlrza; (in Suppl.) AKA NADJAFI, HadjdjI
Shaykh Muhammad TakI Isfahan!; AZADI; HA'IR!,
Shaykh cAbd al-Karlm YazdL; See also cAbd alHusayn Nawa'i, Inkildb-i Gllan ciguna dghdz shud?,
in Tadgar, iv, no. 3 (1947), 41-55; idem, Sattdr
Khan Sarddr-i milli Kahramdn-i Adharbdyd^dn, in
Ittildcdt-i Mdhdna, no. 9 (1948).; 'Abbas Ikbal, Kdtili hakikl-yi Mirzd cAli Asghar Khan Atdbak, in Tadgar,
iii', no. 4 (1946), 47-51; Rahim Ridazada Malik,
Cakida-yi inkildb Haydar Khan cAmu Ughli, Tehran
1973; Hasan Malik-zada Hlrbud, Sarguzasjit-i
hiratangiz, Tehran 1949; Hafez Farman Farmayan,
Kitdbshindsi-yi Mashruta, Tehran 1966; Ismacll Ra'm,
Haydar Khan 'Amu UghK, Tehran; Bisuyi dyanda,
April-May 1951; Muhammad Kazwml, Wafaydt-i
mucdsirin, in Tadgar, iii (1947), 38-49; Ahmad Hisabf,
Mudjdhid-i buzurg Haydar cAmu Ughli, Tehran 1949;
Mahdi Bamdad, Sharh-i hdl-i ridjdl-i Iran, i, Tehran
1968 (under Haydar).
(ABDUL-HADI HAIRI)
HAYDAR MALIK, K a s h m i r i soldier, scholar
and e n g i n e e r . He was the son of Hasan Malik
of Cadura, a village about 10 miles south of Srlnagar, and descended from Ramcandra, the commander-in-chief of Radja Suhadeva (1301-20). His
family seemed to have gone into eclipse during the
early period of the Sultanate, but with its conversion
to Shfism early in the 10th/16th century, it became
active in the social and political life of Kashmir.
Haydar Malik's grandfather, Malik Muhammad NadjI,
played an important role in bringing about the overthrow of Mlrza Haydar Dughlat in 958/1551; and
his father, Hasan Malik fought against the Mughal

army sent by Emperor Akbar to conquer Kashmir.
Haydar Malik also took up arms against the Mughals.
He served Yusuf Khan Cak, son of Sultan Husayn
Shah (970-8/1563-70), for 24 years, and accompanied him in exile to Hindustan. He fought side-byside with Yusuf Khan, who was sent by Akbar to
suppress the refactory zaminddrs', and when Djahangir
sent Yusuf Khan with Kutb al-Dm, governor of
Bengal, to suppress Shir Afkan, who held a djdgir in
Burdwan, for being in league with the Afghan rebels,
and Shir Afkan was killed, Haydar Malik gave protection to his widow, Mihr al-Nisa 3 , the future
Nurdjahan, and sent her safely to Agra. On Yusuf
Khan's death, Haydar Malik entered the service of
Djahangir, who conferred upon him the titles of
Caghatay and Rd'is al-Mulk.
Haydar Malik was versatile, being not only a soldier but also a historian, an architect and an engineer. His Ta'nkh-i Kashmir, written in simple, lucid
Persian in 1031/1620-1, describes the history of
Kashmir from the earliest times to 1027/1617, the
twelfth year of Djahangfr's reign. Although a Shi'I,
he wrote objectively, and his work is an important
source for the history of the Sultanate in Kashmir.
When the Djamic Masdjid of Srlnagar was destroyed by fire, Haydar Malik's father was accused
of having set fire to it. Djahangir sent Haydar Malik
to rebuild it, which he did at his own expense. He
also rebuilt the tomb of Shams al-Dln clraki, the
Nurbakhshiyya saint, which had been destroyed by
the Sunnls as a reprisal for the destruction of the
Djamic Masdjid. Later, Haydar Malik constructed by
order of Djahangir a canal from the river Sind to
irrigate the Nur Afza garden. He was also entrusted
with the supervision of the construction of the waterfall at Vernag. He died in Kashmir at a ripe old age
in the reign of Shahdjahan, who had in 1036/1627
appointed him as superintendent of buildings to be
built around Vernag.
Bibliography: Mohibbul Hasan, Kashmir under the
Sultans, Calcutta 1959; idem, A note on the assassination of Shir Ajkan, in Ghulam Tazdani commemoration
volume, ed. H.K. Sherwani, Hyderabad 1966; R.K.
Parmu, History of Muslim rule in Kashmir, Delhi 1969;
Haydar Malik, Ta'rikh-i Kashmir, ms. India Office
510, so far unpublished.
(MOHIBBUL HASAN)
HAYS (A.; noun of unity, hay so], an Arab dish
made from dates (of the variety called barni) crushed
and then kneaded with some preserved butter; to this
is added skimmed, dried and crumbly camels' milk
cheese, or some flour, or even some crumbled bread.
The invention of this mixture of ingredients is attributed traditionnally (see al-Djahiz, Bukhald3, ed. Hadjiri,
211; tr. in Arabica, ii/3 [1955], 336) to a prominent
member of Makhzum called Suwayd al-Harami (Ibn
al-Kalbl-Caskel, Djamhara, Tab. 22), who is also said
to have been the first to serve milk as a drink in
Mecca (Mus'ab al-Zubayrl, Nasab Kuraysh, 342).
Judging by some anecdotes (e.g. in Bukhald', 65,
112, 163, tr. 106, 180, 259) and by a frequentlycited verse (metre kdmil, rhyme -bu; Bukhald3, 211; Ibn
Kutayba, cUyun, iii, 19; al-Marzubam, Mutant, 215;
al-Kall, Amdll, iii, 86; al-Baghdadl, Khizdna, ed. Bulak,
i, 242 = ed. Cairo, ii, 32; LA and TA, root h - y - s),
it was a much-appreciated foodstuff, especially
suitable for travellers (al-Baghdadl, Kitdb al-Tablkh,
Mawsil 1353/1934, 82), but equally favoured by sedentary peoples. However, this dish was not considered
worthy of "being included in the haute cuisine"
(M. Rodinson, Recherches sur les documents arabes relatifs
a la cuisine, in REI [1949], 148).
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Furthermore, the idea of a mixture or melange
contained in the root led to the word hays being used
in a pejorative sense. Indeed, there was a saying
hddhd 'l-amr hays "this is a wretched affair", and a
proverb, cdda 'l-hays yuhds "the hays has been remixed",
that is to say, "it was already bad, but has now
become worse", uttered when someone criticises a
second person who has performed his task badly, but
himself fails to do it any better (al-Maydanl, Madjmtf
al-amthdl, i, 484).
Bibliography. In addition to references given
in the article, see De Goeje, EGA, iv, 222.
(ED.)
HAZARADJAT, a r e g i o n of c e n t r a l Afg h a n i s t a n spanning the modern (post-1964 reorganisation) provinces of Bamiyan, Wardak, Ghazn!, Ghor
and Uruzgan. The region is almost wholly mountainous, its northern backbone being formed by the
Kuh-i BaJba range [q.v] and its outliers. There are
consequently very few towns and these tend to lie in
the river valleys, e.g. Dawlatyar on the upper Hen
Rud and Pandjab or Pandjao on the Pandjab tributary of the upper Helmand. The sedentary agriculturist Hazaras [q.v. below] are the main ethnic element
of the region, but there are also Pashtun or Afghan
nomads, e.g. Ghalzays [q.v.], who have moved in
from the east and who have clearly-defined grazing
grounds.
Bibliography: J. Humlum, La geographic de
VAfghanistan, etude d'un pays aride, Copenhagen 1959,
86-8, _114-16, 156-7.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
HAZARAS, the name of a group of peoples inhabiting the central mountains of Afghanistan; they form
one of the principal population elements of the country, amounting perhaps to 900,000.
The Hazaras are almost certainly an ethnically
mixed group, whose components may or may not be
related to each other. In appearance, Hazaras are
predominantly brachycephalous, with Mongoloid
facial features, though this is by no means universal.
There is therefore much in favour of Schurmann's
hypothesis that the Hazaras of the core region, the
Hazaradjat [q.v. above], at least, are a mixed population formed from a fusion of an aboriginal Iranian
mountain people with incoming Mongol-Turkish
elements. The Hazaras early attracted the attention
of 19th century western travellers and scholars because of persistent legends that the Hazaras are descendants of Mongol soldiers, the human debris of Cingiz
Khan's campaigns in the early 13th century — these
traditions were retailed, for instance, by Mountstuart
Elphinstone at the beginning of the 19th century—
and because it was believed, on the basis of linguistic material collected in the 1830s amongst the Aymaks
by E. Leech, that the Hazaras still substantially spoke
Mongol at that time. It now seems more probable
that Mongol-Turkish elements infiltrated into central
Afghanistan, via the more low-lying and open river
valleys of the south and west rather than across the
mountain barriers to the north, in the Caghatayid
and Tfmurid periods, mingling with the indigenous
Iranian population there; whilst the vestigial communities of ethnic and linguistic Mongols have now been
shown to be centred on the Ghorat region to the
west of the Hazara ones, cf. Schurmann, The Mongols
of Afghanistan. The name Hazara "group of 1,000 men"
(P. hazar "1,000") is certainly reminiscent of the military-tribal system of the Mongols, with its contingents
of 1,000 cavalry-men (MgL mingan "1,000"/ Tk.
bin/min), but the Hazaras themselves must have become
essentially Iranian speakers by ca. 1500; their language
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does, it is true, include a considerable admixture of
Turkish and Mongol words [see IRAN. iii. Languages,
in Suppl.].
Various sub-groups can conveniently be distinguished amongst those peoples included under the
blanket designation of Hazaras. The main body is
that of the Hazaradjat or Day Kundl Hazaras, who
are sedentary agriculturists with only small herds,
living in fortified stone villages (kal'as). Their agriculture is necessarily a limited, irrigation one, restricted by the altitude and the climate, with short
summers and snow for 4-6 months of the year. Until
the later 19th century and the extension to the
Hazaradjat of the central power in Kabul (see below),
the power of the Dawlat-Begs, an upper class of
landowners, was dominant, and still remained strong
after that time. The Kuh-i Baba Hazaras live to
the north of that range, and stock rearing, with transhumance to summer pastures of yaylafa, plays a
great part in their economy. The Shaykh CAH
Hazaras occupy the region around Bamiyan and the
Ghorband valley northwards to the foothills of Afghan
Turkistan, and are unusual among the Hazaras
for their use of summer yurt-type tents, whereas the
tents used by the more southerly Hazara groups are
of the "black tent" variety [see KHAYMA. iv. In Central
Asia]. There is a little-known group of Hazaras in
Badakhshan; amongst the Taymannis of the Ghorat
is a small group of Hazaras; and there are the Berber!
Hazaras in northeastern Persia, in the Turbat-i Djam
district south of Mashhad, apparently immigrants
from Afghanistan during the disturbances of the 19th
century. Finally, there are the so-called Hazara Aymaks
of northwestern Afghanistan, in the western section
of the Paropamisus Mountains, including the mediaeval Islamic regions of Badghfs and Guzgan. These
are mainly semi-nomads, with yurt-type tents, but with
some non-irrigation agriculture; they are Persian-speaking, but their Persian has affinities with Khurasan!
Persian, whereas that of the Hazaradjat and the more
easterly Hazaras is close to the Dan of Kabul and
other Tadjik groups of the north and east of
Afghanistan. Also, they and the Taymann! Hazaras
are distinguished from other Hazara groups by their
adherence to the Sunn! madhhab. Perhaps one should
note, too, the place-name Hazara [q.v.] for a district
in the North-West Frontier Province of Pakistan.
The Sh!cism of the majority of the Hazaras distinguishes them from the predominant, strongly Sunn!
milieu of the rest of Afghanistan. The Hazaradjat
Hazaras are Imam! or Twelver Shffs, and it has
been suggested that this intrusive Shfism came during the Safawid period of Persian history, when the
expanding Safawid state intermittently controlled
Kandahar and southern Afghanistan; the remnants of
the Mongols in the Ghorat are Sunms. Today, these
Hazaras have no mosques in their villages, but takiyakhdnas instead. Amongst the northeastern Hazaras,
the Shaykh cAl!s and Badakhshan ones, Ismac!l!
Shfism is widespread; there were doubtless connections between these groups and the Ismac!lism of the
upper Oxus districts and the Hunza-Gilgit region.
Within Afghanistan, the Hazaras have tended to
suffer discrimation on account of their Shfism and
supposedly Cingizid origins, and they still suffer
today from imputations of stupidity and simplemindedness. As an isolated and independent-minded mountain people under their own khdns and mirs,
they resented the centralising policies of the Afghan
rulers of Kabul. Dust Muhammad [q.v.] whipped
up Sunn! sentiment against the Hazaras; in
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the Hazaras rebelled against the authority of c Abd
al-Rahman Khan [q.v.], and in 1891 the Khan
organised the suppression of Hazara unrest as a
djihad by Sunn! fighters for the faith or ghd&s against
Shf c f political enemies. It was after this fierce fighting that many Hazaras emigrated to Persian
Khurasan and the Quetta region of British
Balucistan, and many Hazaras were also resettled
in Afghan Turkistan. Already Elphinstone noted that
there were many Hazaras in Kabul, including 500
in the royal guard, and in the early 20th century,
Habfb Allah Khan recruited a labour force of several thousand Hazaras for his road-building and
public works policies. Today, there are Hazara
immigrant colonies in all the main towns of
Afghanistan, sending remittances back to their families; in Kabul, they are, in particular, building and
general labourers and wood sellers.
Bibliography: Mountstuart Elphinstone, An
account of the Kingdom of Caubul and its dependencies2,
London 1842, ii, 203-14, and see also the other
19th century writers and travellers in Afghanistan,
such as Ferrier and Bellew; Elizabeth E. Bacon,
An inquiry into the history of the Hazara Mongols of
Afghanistan, in Southwestern Jnal. of Anthropology, vii
(1951), 230-54; H.F. Schurmann, The Mongols of
Afghanistan, an ethnography of the Moghols and related
peoples of Afghanistan, The Hague 1962; K. Ferdinand,
Ethnographical notes on the Chahar Aimaq, Hazara and
Moghuls, in AO, xxviii (1964-5), 175-203;
M. Klimburg, Afghanistan, das Land im historischen
Spannungsfeld Mittelasiens, Vienna 1966, 130-1; W.K.
Fraser-Tytler, Afghanistan^, London 1967, 56-7;
V. Gregorian, The emergence of modern Afghanistan, politics of reform and modernization, 1880-1946, Stanford
1969, 77, 79-80; L. Dupree, Afghanistan, Princeton
1973, 56, 58, 161; On language, see now G. K.
Dulling, The Hazaragi dialect of Afghan Persian, Central
Asian Monographs No. 1, London 1973.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
HEART [see KALB].
HEDJAZ [see AL-HIDJAZ].
HELM [see SAFINA].
HELMEND [see HILMAND].
HEMP (Indian) [see HASHISH].
HERCULES, PILLARS OF [see KADIS].
AL-HIBA [see AHMAD AL-HIBA, above].
HIDJRA in fikh. For Muslims residing in the Ddr
al-Harb, emigration to the Ddr alTsldm (hiajra} is a
recommendable act. If they cannot perform their
religious duties in freedom, emigration becomes obligatory. These prescriptions are founded on Kur'an, IV,
97-100 and some traditions, like Muhammad's saying: "I have nothing to do with Muslims residing
amongst the polytheists" (Abu Dawud, dj_ihdd, 95;
Nasa'f, kasdma, 27). The MalikTs hold that emigration
is always obligatory and that the tradition: "No emigration after the Conquest [of Mecca]" (Bukharf, dj.ihdd,
1, 27, imdn, 41, sayd, 10, maghdzi, 35; Muslim, imdra,
85-6; Abu Dawud, djihdd, 2; Tirmidhl, siyar, 32; Nasa'I,
bayca, 15**), which other madhhabs consider as an
abrogation of the general command to emigrate, only
applied to the Muslims abiding in or around Mecca,
who were no longer obliged to emigrate, as their territory had become Ddr al-Isldm. During the 19th and
the beginning of the 20th century, as a reaction against
colonial expansion, some Islamic politico-religious
movements gave this doctrine a new lease of life,
inducing their followers to leave Islamic territory which
had fallen under foreign domination; see e.g. KHILAFA,
KHILAFAT MOVEMENT.

Bibliography. Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Sarakhsi,
Shark Kitdb al-siyar al-kabir, ed. Salah al-Dln alMunadjdjid, Cairo 1971, i, 94-5; Abu Bakr b. CA1I
al-Razf al-Djassas, Ahhdm al-Kur'dn, ed. Muhammad
al-Sadik Kamhawf, Cairo n.d., iv, 262; Abu Bakr
Muhammad b. cAbd Allah b. al-cArabf, Ahkdm alKur'dn, ed. CA1I Muhammad al-Badjawf, Cairo
1387/1967, ii, 876; Abu 'l-Walld Muhammad b.
Rushd, Kitdb al-Mukaddamdt, Cairo 1325/1907, ii,
285; cAbd al-Hamfd al-Shirwanf, Hdshiya cald tuhfat
al-muhtdaj, Mecca 1304-5/1886-8, viii, 62; Abu
Muhammad cAbd Allah b. Ahmad b. Kudama, alMughni, ed. Tana Muhammad al-Zaynf, Cairo
1388-9/1968-9, ix, 293-5; Muhammad Rashld
Rida, al-Hidj_ra wa-hukm muslimi 'l-Busna fihd, in alMandr, xii (1909), 410-15; Rudolph Peters, Ddr alHarb, Ddr al-Isldm und der Kolonialismus, in XIX.
Deutscher Orientalistentag. Vortrdge, Wiesbaden 1977,
579-89; 'Umar al-Naqar, The pilgrimage tradition in
West Africa, Khartoum 1972, 82-92.
(R. PETERS)
HIERARCHY OF SAINTS [see ABDAL, IKHWAN
AL-SAFA3].

HIEROGLYPHS [see BARBA].
HIKR, one of the various forms of long-term lease
of wakf property. Originally, the aim of these contracts was to give tenants an incentive to maintain
and ameliorate dilapidated wakf properties, which are
inalienable. In exchange, the tenant is granted—according to different schools of law or interpretations—priority of lease, the right of permanent lease, the usufruct
of the property or even co-proprietorship with the
wakf. Hikr contracts, which were common in Egypt
and Syria, are perpetual or made for a long duration. The tenant may erect buildings or plant trees,
which become his full private property. He is entitled to transfer and sell the property and the right
of perpetual lease to any other person and they are
inherited according to the Shan'a. The tenant pays a
yearly rent which varies according to the current value
of the land (odp al-mithl). According to the prevalent
view, hikr of a wakf property has to be authorised by
a kddi, and he is supposed to do so only if there is
no other way in accordance with wakf law to secure
income for the wakf.
Theoretically, hikr rights may be acquired on mulk
property as well, and indeed there seem to have been
such cases (cf. Mubarak, Khitat, iii, 11), but in general, hikr was confined to wakf—probably because the
interest shown by private owners in their property
generally was greater than the administrators' interest in their wakf,.
A similar system, idj_dratqyn, was common in
Anatolia and in all countries formerly part of the
Ottoman Empire, apparently since the 16th or 17th
century (for Ottoman Egypt see, e.g. cAbd al-Rahman
al-Djabartl, 'Afia'ib al-dthdr, Bulak, 1297/1880, iv,
94; M.-A. Lancret, Memoire sur le systeme d'imposition
territoriale, Description de I'Egypte, Etat moderne, i, Paris
1809, 239). Idj_dratayn contracts involve immediate
payment of a lump sum, mucadj_dj_al, as well as yearly, variable, rather low rents, mu3adj_dj_al. For repairs
and setting up of installations in Egypt and Palestine,
a system called khuluww al-intifd' was used, whose
main features were a loan made to the wakf (mursad)
and the right of the wakf at any time to repurchase
the property and repay the tenant the added value.
Khuluww, according to Malik! law, in Algeria and
Tunis, was rather like hikr and involved perpetual
usufruct or even "co-proprietorship" with the
wakf. The same is true for the Tunisian en^el (in-
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zal), which was found not only on hubus but also
on mulk properties. In Morocco, the prevalent system of perpetual lease by the hubus of dilapidated
shops and workshops was the dj_alsa (guelsa), also
called
'ana3
or
zina
(cf.
Dozy,
SuppL,
i, 207). The tenant makes the necessary repairs,
pays an annual rent and thus acquires the perpetual usufruct of the property. Nasba in Tunis and
gedik in Egypt were similar arrangements involving,
in addition to perpetual lease, the ownership and
use of tools and installations of shops and workshops. However, there was a major difference
between all the Malik!—North African systems and
those which were prevalent in Egypt, Syria, and
Turkey, according to Hanaff law: in the Maghrib
the lessee paid a fixed annual rent, while the yearly rents paid in the East were supposed to vary
according to market fluctuations (aajr al-mithl). (For
these and various other systems, see Probster, 153
ff.; Milliot, 55 ff., 126-6; Abu Zahra, 107 ff.)
In Egypt, hikr has existed at least since the 12th
century (cf. S.D. Goitein, Cairo: an Islamic city in the
light of the Geniza documents, in I.M. Lapidus, Middle
Eastern cities, Berkeley and Los Angeles 1969, 92;
Hassanein Rabie, Some financial aspects of the waqf system in medieval Egypt, in al-Maajalla al-Ta'rikhiyya alMisriyya, xviii [1971], 1-24). Hikr and similar practices
of perpetual lease flourished after periods of decline
in the power of the central government which involved deterioration of wakfi. This is what happened
in various parts of Cairo after the decline of the
Fatimids (Mubarak, Khitat, iii, 2, 102), and in the
Maghrib with the decline of the Marlnid dynasty and
the disorders under the Shanfians which brought about
the dilapidation of the wakfi, (Milliot, 43). The recurring fires in Istanbul and other Anatolian towns have
been considered as a primary reason for the spreading of id^dratayn contracts in Ottoman Turkey. The
hikr served as a useful expedient to develop deteriorated wakf estates in periods of economic prosperity.
In the second half of the 19th century in Egypt, CA1I
Pasha Mubarak, the Minister of Awkaf, granted a
large amount of hikrs to private persons to develop
Cairo, Tanta and others towns (Mubarak, Khitat, ii,
119; ix/53).
Another reason for the increase in hikr was the
attempt by debtors to save their estates from the
encroachment of their creditors. This they achieved
by selling the rakaba of the estate to a mosque at a
nominal price while keeping the usufruct and paying
an annual hikr, equivalent to the interest on the price
originally paid by the mosque. Thus they retained the
right to transfer their property, but it could not be
touched by their creditors (J.H. Scott, The Law affecting foreigners in Egypt, Edinburgh 1907, 120-1). Hikr has
often been used as a way to encroach upon wakf
property. Frequently administrators neglected to collect the rent, and after some time the estate became
known as the lessee's property. Usurpers even claimed
to be entitled to become proprietors by prescription
(cf. cAz!z Khankf, al- Wakf wa 'l-hikr wa 'l-takddum, in
Maajallat a\-Kanun wa 'l-Iktisad, vi [1936], 779-829).
Moreover, in all periods hikr and similar practices have been used by dishonest nadirs as a convenient means of fraud. In Palestine, "the conversion
of Wakfs held as ijare wahide into ijaretein proceeded at a rapid rate in the nineteenth century, mainly through the dishonesty of the local Kadis and
Mudirs of Awkaf, who were often interested parties
in such transactions. It was an easy matter for a
Mudir to advance the plea that a property had been
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incorrectly registered . . . vast tracts of land were converted about this period into ijaretein, the Wakf being
the sole loser, whilst the mutawali received a considerable accession to his income. The Law of 19 Jemazul-Akhir, 1280, categorically forbade conversion unless
there is the sanction of the Sherc, and an Imperial
Irade had been obtained" (J.B. Barron, Mohammedan
Wakfs in Palestine, Jerusalem 1922, 32).
As a result, the number of perpetual leases of wakf
property in Islamic countries grew tremendously. At
the end of the 19th century, the number of persons
who had made hikr contracts in Egypt was estimated
at 20-25,000 (Madimu'at al-kardrdt wa Jl-manshurdt,
Bulak 1899, 236 f.j, and in the 1930s, the Ministry
of Awkaf alone administered more than 11,000 hikrs
(Abu Zahra, 135). Hikr contracts were made predominantly on khayn (public) wakfi,, i.e. those whose
income was dedicated to hospitals, mosques, the poor,
etc. (Probster, 141-2; Milliot, 36). Many of Cairo's
public baths (hammdni) had to pay yearly hikr rents
to various wakfi, (to whom, apparently, the property
had originally belonged) (Mubarak, Khitat, ii, 28, 38,
113, 116; iv, 45; vi, 66-71). Recently-discovered documents have shown that very large parts of Cairo
were hikr which for years had been considered private property. However, income from hikr was
extremely small. According to Mubarak's data on
some Cairo mosques, their income from hikr in the
third quarter of the 19th century was between 0.4
% and 1.31 % of their total income (Mubarak, Khitat,
iv, 45, 59, 60; v, 99). In the course of the first half
of the 20th century, the percentage of income from
hikr in the total income of the Ministry of Awkaf
from awkaf declined from 2.59 % in 1899 and 1.88
% in 1904 to about 1 % from 1908 onwards (with
few exceptions of lower or higher percentages). The
highest percentage was obtained in the Wakf al-Haramayn category and a somewhat lower one in khayn
wakfi, while ahli wakfi had the lowest percentage (1.91,
1.30, and 0.07 respectively in the 1928-9 budget).
Percentages of hikr income in the total wakf revenue
in Palestine were similar: in 1927 the Supreme
Moslem Council estimated hikr income at 1.95 % of
its budget, and in fact received a sum which constituted only 1.10 % of the total wakf revenue. (Israel
State Archives, K/102/34, 24). Though legally there
should be no difference between hikr rates and the
rent of the same land prior to the improvements
made by the lessee, the report of an official committee appointed in Egypt in the 1930s put average
rents on hikr lands at one-third of usual rents. Shari'a
Courts calculated the value of wakf lands encumbered
with hikr as one-third of the value of similar lands
free of hikr (Abu Zahra, 129-51).
Since the beginning of the 20th century, attempts
have been made to abolish hikr. The Egyptian Awkaf
Administration had declared as early as 1898 that its
aim was to sell the hikrs, since their revenue was too
small compared with the cost of collecting it. The
problem was that theoretically it is forbidden to sell
wakf property and that it was too complicated to
exchange the great number of hikrs. Attempts made
to do this during the first years of the century had
failed. Hikr on wakf ahli was abolished together with
such wakfi in Egypt in 1952 by art. 7 of Law no.
180 of that year, and Law no. 649 of 1953 and no.
295 of 1954 provided for the voluntary sale and termination of hikrs on wakf khayn. The owner of the
rakaba (the wakf) was to receive three-fifths of the price
paid and the holder of the hikr the rest. Apparently
these laws were not effective, and in 1960 a new law
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(no. 92) was enacted, according to which all hikrs
were to be liquidated: the holder was given the
option to buy the property from the wakj for threefifths of its value, otherwise it would be put for
auction and the proceeds divided between the wakf
and the holder in a ratio of 3 to 2. In Turkey,
iajdratayn and mukdta'a (= hikr] were liquidated by
the Vakiflar Kanunu of 5 June 1935. According to
this law, the establishment of such arrangements in
future was prohibited and existing ones were dissolved. Lessees were made owners of properties they
held and required to pay compensation amounting
to twenty times the yearly rent, according to a
scheme of easy terms (Koprulii, 246 ff.). In 'Irak,
the 1929 Law of Waqf Administration had already
abolished hikr and idj_dratayn, but apparently not
effectively. In 1960 and 1962 new laws called Itfac
hakk al-hikr were enacted, according to which administrators and other people concerned were entitled
to apply to a law court for the dissolution of hikr,
idj_aratayn, mukdta'a, and similar systems of perpetual lease. The law court would fix the value of the
property and the share of the wakf and the lessee
(Muhammad Shaffk al- c AnI, Ahkdm al-wakf, Baghdad
1965, 60, 244-6).
Bibliography: In addition to the literature on
wakf in general, see in particular Eug. Clavel, Le
wakj ou habous, Cairo 1896, ii, ch. 12; U. Pace
and V. Sisto, Code annote du Wakf, Alexandria
1946, 138-59; J. Abribat, Essai sur les contrats de
quasi-alienation et de location perpetuelle auxquels Vinstitution du hobous a donne naissance, in Revue Algerienne
et Tunisienne de Legislation et de Jurisprudence, xvii
(1901), 121-51; L. Milliot, Demembrements du habous,
Paris 1918; E. Probster, Privateigentum und
Kollektivismus im mohammedanischen Liegenschaftsrecht,
insbesondere des Maghrib, Leipzig 1931; CA1I Pasha
Mubarak, al-Khitat al-tawfikiyya al-dj_adida, Bulak,
1304-5, passim; Muhammad Abu Zahra, al-Hikr,
in Madj_allat al-Kanun wa 'l-Iktisdd, x (1940), 93151; B. Kopriilii, Evvelki hukukumuzda vakij nev'iyetleri, Fasil IV: Icareteynli vakijlar, in Istanbul Universitesi,
Hukuk Fakiiltesi Mecmuasi, xviii (1952), 215-57; alAhrdm, 3 August 1954; 6 May 1962.
(G. BAER)
AL-HILALI, ABU 'L-C ABBAS AHMAD B. CABD AL-cAzIz
B. RASHID AL-SIDJILMASS!, M o r o c c a n s c h o l a r who
owned his nisba to Ibrahim b. Hilal (d. 903/1497; see
Brockelmann, S II, 348), the ancestor of a family
of intellectuals in Sidjilmassa. He was born in that
town in 1113/1701, and began his studies there,
going on to Fas for them, and then returning to the
Tafilalt, where he gathered round himself numerous
pupils. He also obtained id^azas from various eastern scholars on the occasions of two pilgrimages. He
died at Madaghra (Tafilalt) on 21 Rabf I 1175/20
October 1761.
Al-Hilall owed his fame to the quality of his teaching and to a fairly abundant output of works which
entitle him to be considered as one of the greatest
Moroccan scholars of the 12th/18th century. His
work is partially preserved (see the list of mss. in
Lakhdar), and includes some Jahrasas; a rihla, which
appears to be lost; some commentaries on works of
Jikh, on the subject of the Kur'anic kird'dt, on lexicography and on logic; and finally, some poetry.
His piety is displayed in a kasida on the asma3 husnd
[q.v.] and above all in a poem of 129 verses in
which he sums up the rule of life for the true believer, and recommends this latter to prepare for the
next life in this present one, to fight against evil
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tendencies and desires and to conform to the obligations of Islam. This poem enjoyed a very great
vogue in Morocco.
Bibliography: Kadirl, Nashr al-mathdnl, Fas
1310/1892, ii, 273-5; Kattam, Fihris al-fahdm, Fas
1346-7/1927-8, ii, 421-3; Mukhtar SusI, al-Ma'sul,
Casablanca 1370/1950, iv, 32-52; Makhluf, Sha&arat
al-nur al-zakiyya, Cairo 1349/1930-1, i, 355; E. LeviProvencal, Chorfa, 316-17; Brockelmann, II, 456,
S. II, 390; M. Lakhdar, Vie litteram, 221-4 and bibl.
given.
(Eo.)
HINDIBA3, e n d i v e , Cichorium endivia, the cultivated
form of a species of the ligulate chicory family.
Through Syriac antubiyd, both terms hindibd3 and
"endive" go back to Greek tVT\)|3oq, which is recorded
only sporadically; normally the plant is called aeptt;,
in the Arabic translations saris or sans. The nomenclature, rich and confused, can be summarised as follows: the wild endive (hindibd1 barn] was already known
to the earlier Arab botanists under various names:
c
alath or ghalath (Abu Hanlfa al-Dlnawarl, Le dictionnaire botanique, ed. M. Hamidullah, Cairo 1973, nos.
735, 804), further ya'did, bakla murra, tarkhashkuk and
variants (op. at., no. 1115). As indicated by the last
but one name, it is a "bitter vegetable" and is therefore also called amarun (and variants). The latter term
is not of Greek origin, as the books on medicine have
it, but is to be derived from Latin amarum. The c u l t i v a t e d endive, usually called hindibd* (also by alDlnawarl, op. cit., nos. 1103, 1104), is the popular,
tasty salad-plant, particularly widespread in the Arab
West and known there under the Mozarabic name
sharrdliya or its arabicised form sarrdkh (Castilian sarraja, cf. FJ. Simonet, Glosario de voces ibencas y latinas,
etc., Madrid 1888, 584), while in Morocco the Berber
term ttfdf is mainly used.
The medicinal effect of endive was exceptionally
extensive, as can be seen in Ibn al-Baytar's long
article, where numerous older sources are indicated.
It is above all effective against eye-diseases and poisoning, in minced form also against boils when in
their initial stage, and it strengthens the liver and
stomach. The root helps against scorpion-stings, and
the juice against jaundice, constipation, persistent
fever and suppurations. The tarkhashkuk mentioned
above is taraxacum, the dandelion used in popular medicine because of its bitter substance. On the cultivation of endive in Spanish agriculture, in particular on
sowing, planting out and irrigation, ample information based on several sources is given by Ibn alc
Awwam, K. al-Fildha, tr. J.-J. Clement-Mullet, ii, Paris
1866, 146-9.
Bibliography: Dioscurides, De materia medica, ed.
M. Wellmann, i, Berlin 1907, 203 f. (= lib. ii,
132); La "Materia medico" de Dioscorides, ii, Arabic
tr. Istafan b. Basil, ed. C.E. Dubler and E. Teres,
Tetuan 1952, 200 f.; CA1I b. Rabban al-Tabarl,
Firdaws al-hikma, ed. Siddlkl, Berlin 1928, 377;
RazI, Hdwi, xxi, Haydarabad 1388/1968, 632-5
(no. 896); Die pharmakolog. Grundsatze des Abu
Mansur. . . Harawi, tr. A. Ch. Achundow, Halle
1893, 282, 408; Ibn al-Djazzar, Ftirndd, Ms.
Ayasofya 3564, fol. 19a-b; Zahrawl, Tasnf, Ms. Besjr
Aga 502, fol. 512a, 4-6; Ibn Slna, Kdnun, Bulak,
i/298; Blrunl, Saydala, ed. H.M. Sacld, Karachi
1973, Arab. 378, Engl. 330; Ibn cAbdun, 'Umdat
al-tabib, Ms. Rabat, Bibl. Gen. 3505 D, fols. 167b,
14-168a, 22; Ibn Biklarish, Musta'M, Ms. Naples,
Bibl. Naz. iii, F. 65, fol. 36b; Ghafikl, al-Adwiya
al-mufrada, Ms. Rabat, Bibl. Gen. k 155 i, fols.
151a-152b; P. Guigues, Les noms arabes dans Sera-
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Hasanayn al-HisafT was buried in Damanhur, where
pion, in JA, lOeme serie (1905), v., s.v. Dundebe
his shrine is venerated; a mawlid [q.v.] is celebrated
(no. 165); Maimonides, Shark asmd* al-cukkdr, ed.
there yearly.
Meyerhof, Cairo 1940, no. 114; Ibn al-Baytar,
Bibliography: CA1I al-Dja c farawr, al-Manhal all^dmic, Bulak 1291, iv, 198-200, tr. Leclerc, no.
sdfi fi mandkib al-sayyid Hasanayn al-HisdJi, Cairo
2263; Yusuf b. c Umar, Mu'tamad, ed. M. al-Sakka3,
1330/1911-12, contains the principal biography in
Beirut 1395/1975, 539-41; Ibn al-Kuff, Tfmda,
addition to a number of his sermons (71-87) and
Haydarabad 1356, i, 264; Suwaydl, Simdt, Ms.
a short treatise in which he gives instruction in
Paris ar. 3004, fol. 81a-b; NuwayrT, Mhdya, xi,
the fundamentals of tasawwuf and elaborates his
Cairo 1935, 67-9; Ghassam, Hadikat al-a^hdr, Ms.
position with respect to dhikr (61-109). This secHasan H. cAbd al-Wahhab, fols. 122b-123a; Dawud
tion may be found also in a much more expandal-Antakl, Tadhkira, Cairo 1371/1952, i, 335 f.;
ed form in the principal manual of the order,
Tuhfat al-ahbdb, ed. Renaud and Colin, Paris 1934,
which is Hasanayn al-Hisafi's al-Sabil al-wddih, Cairo
no. 124; i'. Low, Die Flora der Juden, i, 1928, 4331951. Other writings of al-HisafT are mentioned in
9; M. Asin Palacios, Glosario de voces romances . . .
a biography by Muhammad Zakf Mudjahid, al(siglos xi-xii], Madrid-Granada 1943, no. 523; El
A'ldm al-sharkiyya, 4 vols., Cairo 1949-63, iii, 101
Libra Agregd de Serapiom, ed. G. Ineichen, ii, Venice
f., which is largely based upon the biography by
1966, 121; The medical formulary or Aqrdbddhln of alal-Dja c farawf. A discussion of the early history of
Kindi, tr. M. Levey, Madison etc. 1966, 244 (no.
the order and of its exceptional position among
40), 301 (no. 188).
(A. DIETRICH)
the tarikas in the 19th century Egypt may be found
HINN, an inferior species of djinn [q.v.]. Mas'udl
in F. de Jong, Turuq and turuq-linked institutions in
(Muruaj, iv, 11 - § 1340) states that many people
19th century Egypt, Leiden 1978, 101-3.
believe that the Hinn are a sub-species of the cfrinn
(F. DE JONG)
who are of a weaker and lowlier kind, but conHIYAL (A.), with the basic meaning of "devices,
demns the belief in them as a delusion. Belief in
subterfuges", has had its sense considerably extended,
the Hinn, is, however, accepted by the Druzes (see
and in particular, denotes in Classical Arabic i n g e n H. Guys, Theogonie des Druses, Paris 1863, n. 78, p.
ious c o n t r i v a n c e s , a u t o m a t a , various pieces of
106; Taksim D^abal Lubndn (Leeds Arab. MS 178,
m a c h i n e r y , and finally, the s c i e n c e of m e c h a n fol. 14b); C.F. Seybold, Die Drusenschnft: Kitdb Alnoqat
ics. Since the article HIYAL in Vol. Ill deals mainly
Waldawdir. Das Buch der Punkte und Kreise, Kirchhain
with legal fictions and ruses and with casuistic pro1902, 71), and they are occasionally mentioned else3
cesses, the present article is especially concerned with
where in Arabic literature, e.g. al-Djahiz, Bukhala ,
a u t o m a t a , with the Arabic works describing them
Beirut 1960, 58.
and with the tradition of which they are the most
Bibliography: in addition to the works menremarkable expression.
tioned in the article, see D.R.W. Bryer, The origins
The mediaeval Arabic books on machines are often
of the Druze religion, in Der Islam, liii (1976), 8, and
called "automata treatises" by modern writers, but the
the literature there cited.
designation is somewhat misleading. The books deal
(R.Y. EBIED and M.J.L. YOUNG)
with hiyal [q.v.], which in one of its senses denotes
HIPPOCRATES [see BUKRAT, above]
mechanical contrivances and covers a much wider
HIPPOPOTAMUS [see FARAS AL-MA, above]
field than that of automate!. The descriptions in the
AL-HISAFI, HASANAYN, f o u n d e r of the altreatises, supplemented by references in histories and
Hisafiyya al-Shadhiliyya tanka. He was born in
by archaeological evidence, enables us to list the
1265/1848-9 in the village of Kafr al-Hisafa, Kalyufollowing constructions: water-clocks and candlebiyya province, Egypt.
clocks; trick vessels and liquid dispensers, measurOriginally he was a khalifa [q.v.] of an offshoot of
ing devices; fountains, lamps; water-raising machines;
the Madaniyya branch of the Darkawa [q.v.], known
musical automata; locks. According to Abu cAbd Allah
as al-Makkiyya al-Fasiyya. He had been initiated into
this tanka by its founder, Muhammad b. Muhammad
al-Kh w arazmi [q.v.], who compiled his scientific
al-Fasf (d. 1288/1872), when in Mecca for'the pilencyclopaedia Mafdtih al-culum towards the end of
grimage in the year of the latter's death. He defied
the 4th/10th century, trebuchets (manajamk) are also
hiyal (ed. van Vloten, Leiden 1895, 247). The word
as unlawful certain forms of dhikr [q.v.] characteristic
of the tanka and introduced into it certain elements
therefore means virtually any mechanical contrivance
of teaching and ritual peculiar to al-Tidjaniyya [q.v.].
from small toys to large machines. Hiyal may indeed
This brought about a conflict within al-Makkiyya albe automata, as in the case of trick vessels; they
Fasiyya which resulted in the formation of an indemay display a variety of automata, for instance on
pendent and distinct tanka which became known as
the monumental water-clocks; or the automatic eleal-Hisafiyya al-Shadhiliyya.
ment may be completely lacking. The closest Arabic
After Hasanayn's death in 1910, when the tarlkds
word for automaton is in fact simply "movement"
position of supreme leadership had passed to his
(haraka], which is used frequently by the writers,
son Muhammad c Abd al-Wahhab (d. 1949), various
e.g. al-Djazarl [q.v. above] and Ibn al-Nadlm (Fihnst,
factions emerged under local leaders who paid only
397). Often a variety of harakdt is described for the
nominal allegiance to the successors of the tanka's
more complex devices, and the craftsman is instructed
founder. One of these factions in Ban! Suwayf, led
to select those that suit his tastes and purposes. The
by Muhammad Ahmad al-TukhawT (d. 1361/1942),
concern of this article is mainly with the contrivances
developed into an independent and distinct tanka
that incorporated automatic effect.
known as al-Tukhawiyya. Another faction in alSeveral treatises composed in Arabic are known to
Mahmudiyya (Buhayra province) led by Ahmad al- I us, including: Kitdb al-Hiyal by the Banu Musa,
Sukkan was virtually severed from the main body | written in Baghdad ca. 236/850 (Hauser; Wiedeof the tanka when it was organised into the Djam c iyya
mann and Hauser - W.H. 1); Kitdb cAmal al-sacdt wa
al-Hisafiyya al-Khayriyya, an organisation which
'l-'amal bihd] by Ridwan, written in 600/1203, describwas the root and forerunner of the Ikhwan aling the repairs of a monumental water-clock built
Muslimun [q.v.].
by his father Muhammad al-Sacati in Damascus ca.
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545/1150 (W.H. 2); Kitdb fi ma'nfat al-hiyal alhandasiyya by al-Djazarf, written in 602/1206 (Hill 1);
and a treatise on clocks written by Takf al-Dfn b.
Macruf (932-72/1526-65), namely al-Kawdkib al-dawnyya
(ed. and tr. with commentary by S. Tekeli, The clocks
in [the] Ottoman Empire in [the] sixteenth century, Ankara
1966). A second work by Takf al-Dm, dealing with
various types of machines, entitled al-Turuk al-saniyya
fi 'l-dldt al-ruhdniyya has recently been edited in Arabic
(Ahmad Y. al-Hasan, Aleppo University 1976).
Almost certainly there are manuscripts yet to be
discovered, and there are known manuscripts that
await close study. Perhaps the most important of
these is a manuscript in the Biblioteca Medicea
Laurenziana in Florence. Numbered 152 (formerly
282) it is catalogued as anonymi tractatus de mechanicis.
The section of the work that concerns us here is
entitled Kitdb al-Asrdr fi natd'idj al-qfkdr and occurs
amid a number of mathematical treatises attributed
to Abu cAbd Allah, known as Ibn Mu c adh, who
worked in Cordoba in the 5 t h / l l t h century. (For
Ibn Mu c adh, see the article al-Jayydm in the Dictionary
of Scientific Biography.} It has not yet been possible to
make a close study of this treatise, which is dated
664/1266. It is unfortunately in poor condition, with
several of its pages torn, but it is written in a clear
Maghrib! script and it may be possible to decipher
large parts of it. An examination of photographs of
some of the leaves indicates that it describes waterclocks, and other machines. The drawings are wellexecuted and suggest considerable sophistication—for
instance, they incorporate geartrains in the main parts
of the machinery. This work, even if its authorship
cannot be established with certainty, may prove to
be of considerable importance for the study of mediaeval Islamic mechanical technology.
Apart from the treatises themselves, there are
other attestations to support the existence of a thriving tradition of machine technology in mediaeval
Islam. Al-Djazarf mentions a candle-clock built by
a certain Yunus al-Asturlabf (Hill 1, 87) and a musical automaton constructed by Hibat Allah b. alHusayn (Hill 1, 170), otherwise known to us as an
astrolabist (Suter, 117). There are also references to
be found in the works of geographers and historians concerning mechanical devices which they had
seen: for instance, the striking water-clock with
automata presented to Charlemagne by vassals of
Harun al-Rashfd (Eginhard, Annales Francorum in
Monumenta German. Script, i, 194), and the silver tree
with whistling birds in the garden of the Caliph alMuktadir [see BAGHDAD, History]. Remains of two
water-clocks built in the 8th/14th century are still
to be seen in Fas (D. de Solla Price, Mechanical water
clocks of the 14th century in Fez, Morocco, in Ithaca, 26
VIII-2 XI [1962], 599-602). It cannot be doubted,
therefore, that there was a tradition of mechanical
engineering in Islam that probably originated in the
2nd/8th century and continued until it merged with
the developing European engineering in the
10th/16th century. It was a tradition that was concerned mainly with devices to provide amusement
and aesthetic pleasure, with some utilitarian elements, and almost certainly reached the peak of its
achievements in the work of al-Djazarf.
One impetus for the establishment of this tradition
was undoubtedly the availability in Baghdad in the
3rd/9th century of Arabic translations of Greek treatises, especially those of Philo (ca. 230 B.C.) and Hero
(Jl. ca. 60 A.D.). The works of Hero, in particular,
were highly regarded in mediaeval Islam—several,

including one on automata, are mentioned by Ibn alNadfm (Fihrist, 397). A number of the Banu Musa's
devices closely resemble devices described by Philo
and Hero, and there seems little doubt that the brothers had access to the Greek treatises. It would be
incorrect, however, to assume that Philo and Hero
were the sole inspiration for the Banu Musa and their
successors, or even the most important one.
From the time of Archimedes onwards, it now seems
certain that a tradition of mechanical engineering, more
practical than that represented by the known works
of Philo and Hero, had spread throughout the eastern Mediterranean and western Asia. Monumental
water-clocks, for instance, had been built in Syria in
Byzantine times (H. Diels, Uber die von Prokop beschriebene
Uhr von Gaza, in Abh. Preuss. Akad. VViss. Berlin, Phil.Hist. Klasse [1917], No. 7). According to Ridwan
(W.H. 2, 179-80), this tradition was continued in
Damascus in the Umayyad period and remained unbroken up to the time of his father. Ridwan, in the same
passage, also mentions a two-way transmission of ideas
between Byzantium and Sasanid Iran. It is indeed
highly probable that mechanised technology developed
in Iran in the Sasanid period and continued into
Islamic times: from the Banu Musa onwards many of
the technical expressions used are of Persian origin.
Nor can a similar interchange between Iran and India
be left out of account.
Activity also continued in Byzantium. A treatise
on a complicated musical automaton, probably
written in Byzantium in the 1st/7th or 2nd/8th century, was described by al-Djazari (Hill 1-170), see
E. Wiedemann, Aufsatze zur arabischen Wissenschaftsgeschichte, Hildesheim 1970, ii, 50). Three Arabic versions of this treatise, ascribed to a certain Apollonius,
are extant. A most important work, attributed to
Archimedes, and describing the construction of a
water-clock, exists in several Arabic mss. Both Ridwan
and al-Djazari acknowledge that the basic watermachinery of their monumental clocks was derived
from the "Archimedes" treatise (Hill 2, W.H. 3). The
origins of this work are still somewhat obscure. It may
have contained basic ideas from Archimedes, developed by Philo, with later accretions from Byzantine
and Islamic writers. Indeed, this treatise exemplifies
the problems that arise when we try to identify the
various cultural elements in the Arabic "translations".
The "Philonic" corpus, to cite another example, has
been transmitted in Latin versions, a Greek fragment,
and a late Arabic version. The last-named certainly
includes later Hellenistic and Islamic additions, and it
is difficult to isolate Philo's own contributions.
For the present, we can make the following
hypotheses for the origins and development of Islamic
mechanical technology: (1) At the time of the Islamic
conquests, there was an established tradition for the
manufacture of water-clocks and other mechanical
devices in an area that stretched from the eastern
Mediterranean to India. Chinese influence cannot be
excluded. This tradition was recorded not only in
documentary form, but in the experience of craftsmen, and in the existence of earlier constructions.
(2) This tradition was continued in Islam, but no
results were committed to writing before the Banu
Musa in the 3rd/9th century. The Banu Musa drew
upon translations from Greek treatises, and from the
experience of craftsmen, adding many refinements of
their own. (3) Later writers, such as al-Djazari, were
able to exercise an eclectic judgement, using elements from Greek works and from the established
Islamic corpus as they saw fit. Because al-Djazarf in
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particular was a fine engineer, he made significant
improvements on the work of his predecessors. (4)
It was essentially practical engineering, and the
Islamic writers derived much of their knowledge from
the works of other craftsmen—astro-labists, millwrights, irrigation specialists, metalworkers, jewellers, and the makers of articles for domestic use and
ornament.
Islamic mechanical engineering was based upon a
sophisticated, if empirical, use of the principles of aerostatics, hydrostatics and mechanics. Their materials
included timber, sheet brass and copper, cast bronze,
iron (for small components, nails and axles), iron and
copper wire, rope and string. From these they fashioned the devices and mechanisms to produce the
desired effects: vessels of various shapes, figures of
men and animals, tanks, air-vessels, bent-tube and
concentric siphons, pulleys, tipping-buckets, axles and
bearings, pipes, conical valves, taps with multiple borings, gears, and special mechanisms designed for individual machines. Orifices, graduated for a given flow,
were made from pieces of onyx.
Eighty-five of the Banu Musa's one hundred devices,
and about twenty of al-Djazarf's fifty, are trick vessels of various kinds. They demonstrate a bewildering variety of effects. For example, wine and water
were poured into a jar and issued in succession from
the same tap; a pitcher would not accept any more
liquid once inpouring was interrupted; several liquids
could be withdrawn separately from the same tap;
when tilted, a pitcher could be allowed to discharge
or not, according to the wish of the pourer (to prevent discharge he covered a concealed air-hole with
his finger). These effects were obtained by using a
repertoire of about ten basic motifs, together with
components designed for individual machines. These
components were assembled inside the main container,
often with great ingenuity. In all the cases, the vessel itself was the automaton, and the visible effect was
the discharge of liquid. The fountains described by
the Banu Musa and al-Djazarf, in which the discharge
changes shape at regular intervals, are essentially large
versions of the trick vessels, but with a much greater
aesthetic content.
Undoubtedly, the large water-clocks are the most
important constructions of the Islamic engineers, for
the engineering skills that went into their manufacture, for their beauty, and for their relevance to the
history of mechanical engineering. Two of al-Djazarf's
clocks (category I, 3, 4) are operated by a submersible
float, the tardiahar, a bowl with a graduated orifice
in its underside that submerges in a given period.
The tard^ahar is an ancient device for measuring time,
but these clocks are the only instance we know of
in which the tardj_ahar is incorporated in working
machinery. They have the additional feature in that
some of the automata are not simply for display, but
also form an essential part of the operational cycle.
The standard type of monumental clock, however, is
exemplified by the first two described by al-Djazan,
and by the clock constructed by Muhammad alSa c atf. Apart from its use of masonry for its casing,
al-SacatI's clock is very similar to al-Djazarf's monumental clock (category I, ch. 1), which may be taken
to exemplify this type of timepiece. This clock
was reconstructed in the Science Museum, London,
for the 1976 World of Islam Festival; it is quite
beautiful, and works perfectly. The display screen is
about 3.50 metres by 1.60 metres in width. At the
bottom of the machine are the figures of five musicians—two trumpeters, two drummers and a cym-
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balist—who perform at the sixth, ninth and twelfth
hours. Above these figures is a semicircle of glass
roundels, at the side of which are the figures of brass
falcons. Above the apex of the semicircle are two rows
of twelve doors each, in front of which a small representation of the moon moves at a steady speed. The
clock operates on "solar" or "temporal" hours, obtained
by dividing the hours of daylight by twelve. Every
hour one upper door opens to reveal a standing figure, one lower door revolves to show a different colour,
each of the falcons drops a bronze ball from its beak
on to a cymbal, and one of the glass roundels becomes
fully illuminated. The clock is crowned with a Zodiac
circle, painted with the appropriate signs, and having
glass discs representing the sun and moon set to their
correct positions in the Zodiac. The circle rotates at
a constant speed throughout the day. All the automata,
except the musicians, are operated by the steady sinking of a heavy float in a cylindrical reservoir—a string
from the top of the float passes through a pulley system to the actuating mechanisms. The outflow from
the reservoir is kept constant by a sophisticated system of feed-back control and flow-regulation. The musicians are made to perform by the sudden release of
the outlet water, which is collected in a special tank.
Taken as a whole, one may distinguish the work
of the Islamic engineers from that of their predecessors by their greater pre-occupation with automatic
control. For example, their confident use of conical
valves in flow systems, the use of a crank in a machine,
segmental gears, etc. They also used manufacturing
techniques that were unknown in earlier times, notably
the use of closed mould-boxes with green sand for
casting metals. Many of the components and techniques of this identifiably Islamic engineering were
later incorporated into European machine technology,
but we have as yet little certain knowledge of how
and when the transmission took place. As far as we
know, none of the Arabic machine treatises was translated into a European language before modern times,
but the dissemination of engineering ideas and practices has always been fairly rapid and, until recently,
without documentary assistance. Traveller's reports,
contacts between craftsmen, and inspection by craftsmen of machines built by their predecessors, were the
usual means for the transmission of mechanical knowledge. Al-Djazari, for instance, mentions several times
that he had inspected machines made by earlier craftsmen, or that their constructions had been described
to him (Hill 1-83, 170, 199). It seems likely that the
passage of information occurred at different times and
places, although the designs may not have been put
to immediate use, but have lain dormant until their
usefulness became apparent to later generations of
engineers. It seems probable, however, that the most
important transmission took place in the Iberian peninsula towards the close of the 6th/12th century, with
the adoption by Christian Spain of Islamic ideas, particularly the monumental water-clock, which itself
incorporated most of the techniques and components
used by Islamic engineers. The large clocks of alSacatl and al-Djazan do not incorporate gears in their
main operating mechanisms, but the "Archimedes"
clock and the clocks in the "Ibn Mu c adh" treatise
do so. These clocks are the direct ancestors of the
mechanical clock; if one replaces the steadily descending float with an escapement-controlled weight;
then the mechanical clock, with its driving mechanisms, and automata, does not differ essentially from
its predecessor. The mechanical clock exercised a
potent influence upon the development of machine
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technology, and the waterclock is therefore directly
relevant to this development. Islamic components and
techniques were also incorporated into European engineering from the 7th/13th century onwards and were
an important element in the establishment of modern machine design, particularly in the fields of delicate mechanisms and control systems.
There were less tangible influences of the Islamic
automata tradition. Culturally, they are related to the
"live" puppets of western literature and folklore, such
as Pinocchio and the doll Olympia in one of the Tales
of Hoffman. The cultivation of aesthetic delight, exemplified by the fountains of the Banu Musa and alDjazan, was continued in Europe by men such as
Tomaso da Siena, who created the water gardens at
the Villa d'Este and Bagnaia. More importantly, the
representation of cosmological and biological phenomena was one of the factors that led men to adopt
a rationalistic, mechanistic view of the universe, an
attitude that has been immensely fruitful in the development of modern science.
Bibliography, (in addition to works mentioned
in the text): There are as yet no Arabic editions
of any of the hiyal treatises and one must therefore have recourse to translations. (An edition of
al-Djazarf's work is however being prepared by
A.Y. Hasan and will be published by Aleppo
University.) (In the works cited the location of
the Arabic ms. is given.) Descriptions of thirteen
of the Banu Musa devices, with illustrations and
notes are given by E. Wiedemann and F. Hauser
in Uber Trinkgefdsse und Tafelaufsdt^e, in IsL, viii
(1918), 268-91 (W.H. 1); the remainder are dealt
with by Hauser in Uber das Kitdb al-Hiyal—das
Werk Uber die sinnreichen Anordnungen der Benu Musa,
in Abhandl. zur Gesch. der Naturwissenschaften und der
Medium, Erlangen 1922; (A fully annotated English
translation of the entire work is currently being
prepared by the writer.) For al-Djazarf, see D.R.
Hill, The Book of knowledge of ingenious devices,
Dordrecht 1975, a fully annotated English version (Hill 1). Ridwan's treatise is available in an
abbreviated translation with notes and illustrations, by Wiedemann and Hauser, Uber die Uhren
in Bereich der Islamischen Kultur, in Nova Ada der
Kaiserl. Leop.-Carol Deutschen Akad. der Naturforscher,
c (Halle 1915), 169-272 (W.H. 2). Two translations of the pseudo-Archimedes are available, both
with notes and illustrations: Wiedemann and
Hauser, Uhr des Archimedes and zwei andere
Vorrichtungen, in Nova Ada, ciii (1918), No. 2, 164202 (W.H. 3); D.R. Hill, On the construction of water clocks, London 1976 (Hill 2). For the Arabic version
of Hero's Mechanics and Philo's Pneumatics, there
are edited Arabic texts with French translations,
both by Carra de Vaux: Les mecaniques ou I'elevateur de Heron d'Alexandrie sur la version arabe de Qostd
ibn Luqd, in JA, 9C Serie (1893), i, 386-472; ii,
152-92, 193-269, 420-514; and Le lime des appareils
pneumatiques et des machines hydrauliques par Philon
de Byzance, in Academic des Inscriptions et Belles
Lettres, xxxviii (1903), Pt. 1. A recent work on
Philo is F.D. Prager, Philo of Byzantium, in
Pneumatica, Wiesbaden 1974; there is useful discussion of the Latin and Greek versions, but the
Arabic section is inadequate, and inferior in every
way to Carra de Vaux's edition. For Hero's pneumatics, there is an English translation, B.
Woodcroft, The Pneumatics of Hero of Alexandria,
London 1851, re-issued with an introduction by
M.B. Hall, London 1971. The studies of A.G.

Drachmann are of the greatest value for the
classical tradition, notably The mechanical technology
of Greek and Roman antiquity, Copenhagen-MadisonLondon 1936; and Ktesibios, Philon and Heron; a
study in ancient pneumatics, in Ada Historica Scientarium
Naturalium et Medicinalium, Bibliotheca Universitatis
Hauniensis, Copenhagen, iv (1946), 1-197. For
automata in general, see A. Chapius and E. Droz,
Automata, tr. A. Reid, Neuchatel-London 1958;
D. de Solla Price, Automata and the origins of mechanism and mechanistic philosophy, in Technology and
Culture, v/1 (1964), 9-23. On the influence of the
Greek tradition, there is a valuable survey by Price
in Gears from the Greeks, Science History Publications,
New York 1975, 51-62. The Indian tradition of
mechanical devices and its connections with Greek
and Islamic ideas is described by V. Raghaven in
Tantras or mechanical contrivances in Ancient India, in
The Indian Institute of Culture, Basavangudi,
Banglalore, Transaction No. 10 (1952) 1-31. The
index to J. Needham's Science and civilisation in China,
iv/1, Cambridge 1965, should be consulted for
transmission from and into China, particularly the
entries under "Automata", "Clocks", "Clock-work"
and "Water-power".
(D.R. HILL)
HOESEIN DJAJADININGRAT, PANGERAN ARIA,
Muslim s c h o l a r a n d I n d o n e s i a n s t a t e s m a n ,
h i s t o r i a n and l i n g u i s t (1886-1960).
Born at Kramat Watu, the chief town of a subdistrict in the residence Bantam (Banten) in West
Java, where his father was a government official,
he sprang from an old prominent family which was
related to the former Sultans of Bantam [see INDONESIA, iv]. In his early youth, Hoesein's historical interest must have been evoked by reminiscences of the
period of the Bantam Sultans, kept alive through
stories and legends and through old buildings such
as the monumental mosque in the former town
of Bantam, the remains of the Sultan's residence
(Kraton) and pleasure gardens. More than any other
region of Java, Bantam is also the area of centuriesold Muslim piety; there are many pesantrens (religious schools), where the Muslim sciences are studied
industriously from Arabic text-books, and in every
village there are people who have performed the
pilgrimage to Mecca at least once. At an early stage
Hoesein was destined for a European education and
academic career by his progressive father, who had
been promoted to be Regent of Serang. After previous training in Batavia and at the gymnasium in
Leiden, Hoesein was matriculated into Leiden
Uni-versity in 1905 as the first Indonesian student
of the section "Languages and Literatures of the
East-Indian Archipelago". He read Sanskrit with
J.S. Speyer, and Arabic, first with M.J. de Goeje and,
from 1906 onwards, with the latter's successor
C. Snouck Hurgronje. When a prize was offered
for the best essay on data preserved in Malay works
concerning the history of the sultanate of Atjeh, he
was distinguished with a golden medal of honour. In
1913 he received his Ph.D. degree for the thesis
Critische beschrijving van de Sadjarah Banten ("Critical examination of the Sajarah Banten"), a Javanese chronicle
dealing with the history of Banten, but containing
also traditions concerning the earlier history of Java
and the period of its conversion to Islam. Back in
Indonesia, Hoesein was appointed to the academic
function of "official for the study of Indian (i.e.
Indonesian) languages" and commissioned to devote
himself to the Achinese language. At the beginning
of 1914 he went to Atjeh and, after his return to
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Batavia by mid-1915, continued his studies with the
aid of the material collected, the extensive Achinese
literature preserved in manuscript, and with the assistance of Achinese informants. His Atjehsch-.Nederlandsch
Woordenboek ("Achinese-Dutch Dictionary") was published in two volumes in 1934.
Being the only Indonesian Ph.D., he several times
had to sit on various official committees, and in
1916 he was appointed as assistant to the then
governmental commissioner for Native Affairs,
G.AJ. Hazeu, and as such he was mainly in charge
of Islamic affairs. From 1920 till 1924 he was
Assistant-Adviser for Native Affairs to the Government, and then received an appointment as a professor at the University of Law, newly-erected in
Batavia, where he taught Muslim Law and
Indonesian languages. From this period date a number of articles on Indonesian languages and literature, Islamic and Indonesian history; as monographs were published: De Mohammedaansche wet en
het geestesleven der Indonesische Mohammedanen ("Muslim
law and spiritual life of the Indonesian Muslims' 1 )
(1925), and: De magische achtergrond van de Maleische
pantoen ("The magical background of the Malay
pantun") (1933).
Hoesein turned his attention to statesmanship,
when, in 1935, he became a member of the Council
of Dutch East India, the highest government committee. As such, he had a great part in the reform
of religious Muslim judicial administration in Java,
which led to such institutions as the panghulucourts (religious courts) and in 1938, to the Court of
Islamic Affairs (the higher religious court) at Batavia.
While Hoesein was holding for one year the office
of Director of the Department of Education and
Worship, the first Indonesian Faculty of Letters was
opened (4 December 1940). During the war (19425) and the first disturbed years afterwards, he mostly remained inactive, reading and studying (his
membership of the Council of Dutch East India ended
in 1946). When in 1948 the provisional Federal
Government was formed, he became Secretary of
State for Education, Arts and Sciences. As such, he
was present at the Round Table-Conference at the
Hague in 1949. When the Republic of Indonesia
became independent on 27 December 1949, Hoesein
lost his office, but his scholarly qualities were recognised in 1951, when he was invited to take the Chair
of Arabic and Islamology at the University of
Indonesia in Jakarta (formerly Batavia). Now over
seventy, he was free to teach the subject of his preference; he chose the history of Indonesia's conversion to Islam. He published some more articles and
wrote the chapter on "Islam in Indonesia" in Kenneth
W. Morgan, Islam—the Straight Path: Islam interpreted by
Muslims (New York 1958), in which are treated the
origin of Islam in Indonesia, religious education, the
actual situation of Islam in Indonesia, arranged according to the concepts sharica, dogma, Sufism and reform,
and finally a characterisation of Indonesian Islam.
He died in 1960.
A Javanese aristocrat by origin and through his
marriage to a daughter of the Javanese royal house
of Mangkunagara, and the first Indonesian to devote
himself to the study of Islam after a Western academic education, Hoesein Djajadiningrat remained a
devout Muslim throughout his life and as such enjoyed
the confidence of his co-religionists. Through his
uprightness and justice he was hold in reverence by
Indonesians, Arabs and Dutch alike.
Bibliography, given in the article. A list of
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Hoesein's writings, compiled by Atja, has been published in Bahasa dan Budaja, viii/5-6 (1960).
(G.F. PIJPER)
HOGGAR [see AHAGGAR].
HOMONYM [see ADDAD].
HOMS [see HIMS .
HOOPOE [see HUDHUD].
HORN [see BUK].
HORSEMAN [see PARIS].
HORTICULTURE [see BUSTAN].
HOSPITALERS, KNIGHTS [see DAWIYA, above].
HOURI [see HURJ.
HUBAYSH B. AL-HASAN Ai-DIMASHKI, surnamed al-Acsam "the one with the withered limbs",
t r a n s l a t o r of Greek medicinal writings into Arabic.
He was a Christian and a nephew of the mastertranslator Hunayn b. Ishak [<7.#.], who esteemed him
highly as a collaborator and considered him very talented but not particularly assiduous. The quality of
his translations was so high that later they were held
often for Hunayn's work; because of the similarity of
the consonant ductus, uncritical users are even said
to have been of the opinion that the name Hubaysh
the real translator—should be changed into Hunayn.
His dates are not known; he may have lived at the
c
Abbasid court towards the end of the 3rd/9th century. He belonged to those prominent translators who
had been awarded by the Banu '1-Munadjdjim a fixed
monthly salary of ca. 500 dinars (Fihmt, ed. Fliigel,
243, 18-20).
Hubaysh had only a very scant knowledge of
Greek, or none at all; with the exception of the
Hippocratic oath and the herb-book of Dioscurides,
he translated Galen's works exclusively, 35 of them
from Arabic into Syriac, and three from Syriac into
Arabic (cf. Hunain dm I slid q fiber die synschen und arabisehen Galen-Ubersetzungen, ed. and tr. G. Bergstriisser,
AKM, xvii/2, Leipzig 1925, index, 45). His language
is that "of a scholar who aims only at clearness, who
is little trained linguistically and does not care much
for linguistic beauty, but on the other hand sets himself to some kind of correctness" (G. Bergstnisser,
Hunain ibn Ishak und seine Schule, Leiden 1913, 41). On
the basis of the then known translations, Bergstriisser
(ibid., 28-46) classified the linguistic peculiarities of
Hubaysh; additions are given by M. Meyerhof and
J. Schacht, Galen liber die medi^inischen Namen, in Abh.
' Preuss. Akad. Wiss., Phil.-hist. Kl., Berlin 1931, 4-7. In
view of the tight relation between teacher and pupil,
the many similarities in language of Hunayn and
Hubaysh are not surprising.
Besides the translated works, Hubaysh is also
the author of original writings. They are completely
based on his knowledge of Greek medicine, but,
as far as pharmacology is concerned, they often
reach further back and prove that already in those
days other sources were used or that personal observations were introduced. Mention should be made
firstly of his additions (ziyaddt) to Hunayn's Kitab
al-Masa3il al-tibbiyya, which became extraordinarily
widely diffused, cf. A. Dietrich, Aledicinalia arabica,
Gottingen 1966, 39-44; this enlarged edition became
a standard work which was to occupy quite a number of commentators and epitomists. Other works
of Hubaysh preserved in manuscript are: ( 1 ) Kitab
Isldh al-adiviya al-mushila\ (2) A. al-Aghdhiya; (3) A'.
fi 'l-htiska3 and (4) Makdla ji 'l-nabd. Only from
quotations are known: (5) A'. al-Adwiya al-mujrada
(often cited by Ibn al-Baytar); (6) Ta'nf amrdd
al-{ayn, quoted in Khalifa's al-Kafi ji 1-kiihl (see
J. Hirschberg, etc. in Anhang der Abh. Preuss. Akad.
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Wiss., Berlin 1905, 13, 20 f., and idem, Die arabischen Augendr&e, ii, Leipzig 1905, 158); and (7) a
dispensatorium (akrdbddhin), possibly composed not
by Hubaysh but by Hunayn.
Bibliography (besides the works quoted in the
article): Ibn al-Nadlm, Fihrist, ed. Fliigel, 297; Ibn
al-Kiftf, Hukamd3 111] Ibn Abl Usaybi'a, 'Uyun, i,
202 and passim] Barhebraeus, Duwal, ed. Salhanf,
Beirut 1890, 252 f.; idem, Chronicon syriacum, ed.
P. Bedjan, Paris 1890, 163; M. Meyerhof, in his,
viii (1926), 690-702, 708; H. Ritter and R. Walzer,
Arabische Ubersetzungen griechischer Artfe in Stambuler
Bibliotheken, in Abh. Preuss. Akad. Wiss., Phil.-hist.
KL, Berlin 1934, 829; G. Bergstrasser, Neue
Materialien zu Hunain ibn Ishdq's Galen-Bibliographic,
in AKM, xix/2, Leipzig 1932, 32 (lists) and passim; L. Leclerc, Histoire de la medecine arabe, i, Paris
1876, 154-7; M. Steinschneider, Die arabischen Uberset^ungen aus dem Griechischen, new impression Graz
1960, 266; G. Graf, GOAL, ii, 1947, 130 f.;
Brockelmann, P, 227 f., S I, 369; M. Ullmann,
Die Medium im Islam, Leiden 1970, 119 and passim; F. Sezgin, GAS, iii, Leiden 1970, 265 f.
(A. DIETRICH)
HUDHAYFA B. CABD B. FUKAYM B. cADi [see ALKALAMMAS]

HUDUD AL-CALAM, "The limits of the world",
the title of a concise but very important anonymous
Persian geography of the world, Islamic and nonIslamic, composed towards the end of the 4th/10th
century in Guzgan [q.v] in what is now northern
Afghanistan. The work exists in a unique manuscript
of the 7th/13th century (the "Toumansky manuscript") which came to light in Bukhara in 1892.
The Persian text was first edited and published by
W. Barthold at Leningrad in 1930 as Hudud al-cdlem,
rukopisi Tumanskago, with an important preface (this
last reprinted in his Socinenja, viii, 504-46; an English
tr. of this was included by Minorsky in his translation of the whole work, see below), and subsequently
by Djalal al-Dfn Tihranf, Tehran 1314/1935, and
Manucihr Sutuda,' Tehran 1340/1962. Soon after
Barthold's edition appeared, V. Minorsky produced
an English translation, together with a lengthy commentary of immense erudition, Hudud al-cAlam, "The
regions of the world", a Persian geography 372 A.H.—982
A.D., GMS, N.S.'xi, London 1937. A second edition (London 1970) includes Minorsky's own
"Addenda to the Hudud al-cAlam\ originally published in BSOAS, xvii (1955), 250-76, and also a second series of addenda.
The authorship of the work still remains a puzzle, though it was dedicated to the amir of Guzgan,
of the Farighunid line, Abu '1-Harith Muhammad
b. Ahmad b. Farfghun [see FARIGHUNIDS] . Minorsky
suggested the possibility, though the evidence is indirect and requires further investigation, that the
author might have been the Shacya b. Farfghun
[see IBN FARIGHUN below] who wrote an early
encyclopaedia of the sciences, the Djawami' al-culum,
for an amir of Caghaniyan [q.v.] on the upper Oxus
in the middle years of the 4th/10th century; cf. his
Ibn Fanghun and the Hudud al-cAlam, in A locust's leg,
studies in honour of S.H. Taqi^adeh, London 1962, 18996, reprinted in his Iranica, twenty articles, Tehran
327-32.
The form of the Hudud al-cdlam is concise and
pithy. Unlike such contemporary geographers as Ibn
Hawkal and Mukaddasf, the author does not personally seem to have been a traveller, but he relied
instead on earlier sources and reports, such as those
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of Ibn Khurradadhbih [q.v] and, apparently, cAbd
Allah Muhammad al-Djayham [see AL-DJAYHANI,
above], except for the immediate region of his home
in northern Afghanistan. Its archaic language and
style are interesting pieces of evidence for early
Persian prose, cf. G. Lazard, La langue des plus anciens monuments de la prose persane, Paris 1963, 53-4.
Original features of the author's approach are his
concern for exact enumeration of physical features
(the seven seas, rivers, lakes, islands, etc.) of the inhabited world; his division of this last into three main
parts, Asia, Europe and "Libya" (= Africa); his enumeration of 45 distinct countries (ndhiyat) lying to the
north of the equator; and the unusually large proportion of space allotted to the non-Islamic lands,
even though the Muslim ones, surveyed roughly from
east to west, naturally occupy the greater part of the
work. The information on the local topography of
Afghanistan is probably first-hand, with special emphasis on Guzgan, Gharcistan, Ghur, etc.; the material
on the Eurasian and Turkish steppes and their peoples is likewise very significant. Finally, the author
furnishes useful details about local products and trade
movements.
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
the article, see I. Yu. Krackovskiy, Arabskaya geograficeskaya literatura, in Socinenya, iv, MoscowLeningrad 1957, 224-6, partial Arabic tr. Cairo
1963, 223-4; A. Miquel, La geographic humaine du
monde musulman jusqu'au milieu du XF siecle, Paris 1967,
xxxiii, 398-9; see also DJUGHRAFIYA, iv, c, i.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
HUNAYN, site of a m e d i a e v a l s e a p o r t in
w e s t e r n Algeria, not far west of Beni-Saf (B. Saf)
and, as the crow flies, about 45 km. N. W. of Tlemcen.
Within a walled area (41,000 sq. m.) are ruins of a
kasha and traces of a mosque's, and possibly also a
hammdms, foundations. On dry land below the kasba
lie the remains of a rectangular interior dock (4,250
sq. m.), once protected by rampart and towers and
entered, seemingly via achannel, by a large arch of
carved stone of the kind characteristic of certain parts
of Muslim Spain. Most of what remains is in the
Marmid architectural tradition and thought attributable to the sultan Abu '1-Hasan.
Words in Ibn Abl Zarc's Rawd al-kirtds must not be
taken as implying the existence of Hunayn as
the port of Tlemcen in 237/851-2. Hunayn finds no
place in Ibn HawkaPs 4th/10th century description of
the Oran-Melilla coast, but it was known to al-Bakrl
in the 5th/llth century as a fortress (him] with a good
and busy anchorage. Inhabited by Kumiyya Berbers,
it had more orchards and varieties of fruit than any
neighbouring coastal him. A century later al-Idnsf's
description is "a charming and prosperous small town
with solid wall, market and trace." Extra muros, large
tracts of land were farmed. Under the Almohads its
importance grew, for not only was cAbd al-Mu3min
[q.v] from the Kumiyya, but he also championed the
djihad in Spain. And so he made Hunayn—only two
days' sailing away from Alberia—a naval shipyard.
Thereafter it gradually emerged as the new port of
Tlemcen, wholly ousting Arshgul, the old. In the
7th/13th century Tlemcen became the capital of the
c
Abd al-Wadids [q.v] and a great commercial metropolis. As the northern terminal of the major transSaharan trade axis running from sub-Saharan Africa,
it was ideally placed for exchanges with Mediterranean
Europe. In its brisk trade with Christian and Muslim
Spain and elsewhere, Hunayn played a major role
and prospered, even during the long cAbd al-Wadid-
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Marmid struggle. In 698/1298 it wisely submitted to
the Marmid Abu Ya c kub and emerged unscathed when
his eight-year siege of Tlemcen ended with his death
in 1307. In 736/1335-6 it again fell into Marmid
hands, this time for ten years under Abu '1-Hasan,
and then to a Kumiyya rebel from whom the cAbd
al-Wadid Abu Thabit recovered it in 1348. It was at
Hunayn that Ibn Khaldun was arrested by Marlnids
in 1370 and to Hunayn that he was deported from
Spain in 1374.
After the Spanish seizure of Oran in 1509, Venetian
trade was diverted thence to Hunayn. Around the
same time the port became a haven for corsairs, a
fact which eventually led to its seizure in 1531 by
the Spaniards, who chose, however, to abandon it in
1534, presumably after rendering the port unserviceable. Hunayn never regained its old prosperity.
Bibliography: G. Marcais, Honain, in RAfr, Ixix
(1928), 333-50 (contains most of the references to
Arabic sources; illustrated); R. Basset, Nedromah et
les Trams, Paris 1901, 95-105 (useful for postmediaeval history); R. von Thoden, Abu 'l-Hasan
C
AH: Merinidenpolitik zwischen Nord-afrika
und
Spanien . . . 1310-1351, Freiburg-im-Breisgau 1973,
index (for mediaeval European spellings of
Hunayn, see 185, n. 3); Ch.-E. Dufourcq, L'Espagne
catalane et le Maghrib au xiii1' et xiv1' siecles, Paris 1966,
index; R. Arie, L'Espagne musulmane au temps des
Nasrides, Paris 1973, index.
(J.D. LATHAM)
AL-HUSAYMA is the name which, since the
independence of Morocco in 1956, has been given to
a bay and small archipelago on the coast of the Rff
between the Cape of Quilates on the East and the
More headland to the West. It is known also by the
name of Alhucemas as well as by that of San Jurjo,
the town founded by the Spaniards in 1926; today,
it is the capital of the province.
The origin of the old place name as well as the
new one poses unsolved problems. In classical antiquity the bay seems to have had no particular name,
for the Itinerary of Antonius merely indicates the two
groups of three islets: ad sex insulas. The Marquis de
Segonzac in 1901 passed through the territory of the
Ban! Waryaghal (Uryaghol) and speaks of the bay of
Nukur [see NAKUR, NAKUR], a town and famous principality which have been destroyed several times in
the past but of which traces seem to have been found
on the banks of the wadi of the same name five
miles from the sea. This seems acceptable, because
the Arab geographers and the Moroccan government
have always given the name Hadjrat al-Nukur to the
small archipelago, and another French traveller in
1904, Ch. Rene Leclerc, confirms the existence of
the name then. Although in Spanish the word alhucema "lavender", is derived from Arabic al-khuzama,
with the same meaning, the place name is not derived
from the plant name. Al-Khuzama is never encountered in ancient geographical or historical texts in
the Western Arabic sources, nor in old maps of the
strait of Gibraltar. However, recently al-Bucayyashr,
with some other scholars supporting him, admits that
the name Alhucemas has an unquestionably Arabic
origin and that the new name al-Husayma which has
been adopted by the Moroccans is no more than an
arabised form of the Hispano-Arabic word. Others,
like the author of the voluminous encyclopaedia
Espasa-Calpe, say that the name Alhucema is a corruption of al-Mazimma, but this suggestion needs further discussion, see below.
The largest islet of the archipelago, which is
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170 m. long and 75 m. broad, is about 1300 m.
from the coast; it was ceded with the others to Spain
in about 1554 by the Sa'did Mawlay cAbd Allah
[q.v.]. This was to prevent the Turks, who had temporarily taken the Pefion de Velez from Spain,
from seizing them in a similar manner. But Spain
did not consider it necessary to follow up this
action by even a symbolic occupation of these strategic islands. The affair was conducted so well that
France was not aware of the cession, and in 1665,
a French commercial company, which was intent on
exploiting the possibilities of the coast of the Rlf,
decided to set up an establishment in the bay of
Nukur under the name of the Compagnie d'Albouzeme. In contemporary sources sometimes the term
"Albouzeme" is used, but otherwise it is "Les
Albouzems", or variants. The first term denotes the
earlier town (called in Arabic al-Mazimma) which the
c
AlawT sultan Mawlay Rashid [q.v] was to destroy.
The second term denotes the town together with its
port and its islands, but the words are often interchanged. There are frequent references to the name
al-Mazimma in ancient and modern texts, especially
in the Description of Africa of Leo Africanus, who devotes
an interesting chapter to it.
But where is al-Mazimma? Al-Badisf, writing at the
end of the 19th century in his Maksad, speaks of ramparts with gates overshadowed by a rock. At the beginning of the 20th century, Rene Leclerc noted the
existence of a village on the side of a hill amongst
several ruins; this was probably Nukur, and alMazimma seems to have been the port associated
with it. Wherever the town and the port may have
been exactly, it was Cardinal Mazarin who first
planned to set up a commercial establishment "on
the islands of Albouzeme". He went as far as appointing a consul for it, but when the cardinal died, the
project was abandoned. However, the plan was not
forgotten and on 4 November 1664 a decree from
the French Conseil d'Etat authorised the creation of
a company to be conducted by two brothers from
Marseilles, Michel and Roland Frejus. Roland did not
reach Morocco until 1666 and, although his journey
across the Rlf delighted him, one made in order to
see Mawlay Rashid at Taza, it did not produce the
expected results and he returned to France. The company was declared bankrupt, and was replaced by the
Compagnie du Levant (on all this episode, see J.
Caille, Representative diplomatique, 31).
It was not until 1673 that Spain occupied these
islands (penons)', on one of them, the largest, she set
up a presidio (penitentiary) and a cemetery on another
one nearby. Concerning life on this waterless archipelago, see J. Cazenave, Presides espagnols, 457-507.
The Pefion d'Alhucemas, like Melilla and the Penon
de Velez, was besieged by the troops of Muhammad
the Great in December 1774. The Spanish resisted
the bombardments bravely, and on 19 March 1775,
the siege was lifted. It was also in the bay of
Alhucemas that Spanish troops disembarked on 8
September 1925 to end the violent revolt of cAbd
al-Kanm [q.v.] whose headquarters were at Adjdir,
8 kms. away.
The archipelago, like the rest of the Spanish zone
of the protectorate, was returned to the Moroccan
authorities after Morocco regained her independence.
The new provincial capital, al-Husayma (pop. 5,000)
is a young modern city, aiming at becoming a prosperous tourist centre and seaside resort.
Bibliography: F. de la Primaudee, Les miles maritimes de^Maroc, in R. Afr., xvi (1872), §§ 12-13;
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A. Moulieras, Le Maroc inconnu, vingt deux ans d'exploration, i, Paris 1895, 91-101, "Tribu des Beni
Ouriarel", 91-101 with map; Marquis de Segonzac,
Yoyages au Maroc, Paris 1903, 56; B. Meakin, The
Land of the Moors, London 1901, 336-9; M. Besnier,
Geographic ancienne du Maroc, in AM, iii (1904);
C.R. Leclerc, Le Maroc Septentrional, souvenirs et impressions, Algiers 1905; E. Doutte, art. Alhucemas, in
£7'; I. Bauer, El Rify la kabila de Beni Urriaguel,
in Memorias de la Societad espanola de antropologia, etnografia y prehistoria, i (Madrid 1921-2); Col. H. de
Castries, Sources inedites, Filaliens, i, Paris 1922, 86;
J. Cazenave, Les Presides Espagnoles d'Afrique, leur
organisation au XVHF siecle, in R. Afr., 1922/2, 25569, and 1922/3, 457-507; A. Steiger, Contnbucion
a lafonetica del hispano-arabe y de los espanola, Madrid
1922; al-Badisf, El-maqsad (vies des saints du Rif),
annotated French tr. G.S. Colin, in AM, xxvi
(1926); Rif et Jbala (a communication), in Bulletin
de I'enseignement public du Maroc, Ixxi (Jan. 1296)
(with bibl.); Ibn Zaydan, Ithqf, Rabat 1931, 3467 (Haajrat al-Nukur); J. Caille, La representation diplomatique de la France au Maroc, PIHEM, Notes et
Documents, viii, Paris 1951, with a complete bibl.
of the Compagnie d'Albouzeme; Leo Africanus,
Africae descriptio, French tr. A. Epaulard, Paris 1956,
277-8; P. Schmitt, Le Maroc d'apres la geographic de
Ptolemee, Centre de Recherches Piganiol, Tours
1973; A. al-Bu'ayyashl, Harb al-Rif al-tahnriyya,
Tangier 1974, i, 112-4.
(G. DEVERDUN)
HUSAYN B. <ALl B. HANZALA [see C ALI B.
HANZALA, above].
HUSAYN DJAJADININGRAD [see HOESEIN DJAJADININGRAT, above].

AL-HUSAYNI, SADR AL-Dw ABU 'L-HASAN cALi
B. NASIR B. CALI, a u t h o r of the late S a l d j u k
p e r i o d and early decades of the 7th/13th century,
whose work is known to us through its incorporation within an anonymous history of the Saldjuks and
succeeding Atabegs of Adharbaydjan, the Akhbdr alDawla al-saldj_ukiyya (ed. Muhammad Iqbal, Lahore

1933; Tkish. tr. Necati Lugal, Ankara 1943; cf.
Brockelmann, F, 392, Suppl. I, 554-5). Al-Husaym
apparently composed the %ubdat al-tawdnkh, akhbdr alumard3 wa 'l-muluk al-saldj_ukiyya, which forms the first
part of the longer, anonymous work. The ^ubda was
in turn based on the history of the Saldjuks by Tmad
al-Dfn al-Katib al-Isfahanf [q.v.], continued up to
590/1193-4, the date of the death of the last Great
Saldjuk sultan, Toghril III. The author of the Akhbdr
al-dawla al-sald^ukiyya then continued his own work
with the history of the Atabegs of Adharbaydjan,
either up to 620/1223-4 or 622/1225-6, the latter
being the date of the deaths of the caliph al-Nasir
[q.v.] and of Ozbeg b. Pahlawan [see ILDENIZIDS].
There are considerable problems regarding both
al-Husaynf and the anonymous author and their
respective works, which have been discussed by K.
Siiss-heim, Prolegomena zu einer Ausgabe der im Britischen
Museum zu London verwahrten Chronik des Seldschuqischen
Reiches, Leipzig 1911, by M.T. Houtsma, Some remarks
on the history of the Saljuks, in AO, iii (1925), 145 if.,
by Lugal in the Introd. to his translation of the
Akhbdr, by Cl. Cahen, Le Malik-ndmeh et I'histoire des
origines seljukides, in Oriens, ii (1949), 32-7, and by
Angelika Hartmann, an-Ndsir It-Din Allah (1180-1225),
Politik, Religion, Kultur in der spdten 'Abbdsiden^eit, Berlin
1975, 17-18.
It seems that al-Husaynf's name became attached
to the Akhbdr through a copyist's mistake, the real
author being, in Hartmann's view, an official in the
administration at Baghdad. As for al-Husaynf, he
remains an enigmatic figure; he was apparently an
c
Alid, and may conceivably be identical with the "alSadr al-Adjall, Sadr al-Milla wa '1-Dm" of Nfshapur,
historian and poet, whom cAwfi [q.v.] mentions and
knew personally in the early 7th/13th century, see
his Lubab al-albdb, ed. Sacid NaiTsI, Tehran 1335/1956,
125-7.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
HUT [see SUKNA].
HYDROMANCY [see ISTINZAL].

I
IATROMANCY [see FIRASA, ISTIKHARA]
C
IBADAT KHANA, literally "House of Worship",
the name of the c h a m b e r or building w h e r e r e l i gious d i s c u s s i o n s a m o n g t h e o l o g i a n s w e r e
held under the patronage of the Mughal Emperor
Akbar. It was constructed by Akbar at Fathpur Sikrl
[q.v] the seat of his court, in 983/1575. He was
then interested in finding a common interpretation
of Muslim law, and invited Muslim jurists and theologians to hold discussions with a view to resolving their disputes; he was himself present at many
of these. It was discovered, during the course of
discussions, that Muslim orthodoxy was divided not
only on the fine points of law but also on basic
principles. Akbar's subsequent disenchantment with
Muslim orthodoxy were ascribed by Bada'um to the
effects of the open and bitter theological disputes
of the Tbadat Khana. Akbar then enlarged the scope
of the debate by inviting non-Muslim divines to discussions in the c lbadat Khana, and Hindus,

Christians and Parsees could now explain articles of
their faith and engage in controversy with Muslim
divines. The Dabistdn-i madhdhib contains an interesting record of these discussions among representatives of various religions.
With the mahdar of 987/1579, when Muslim theologians set forth high claims for Akbar as an
interpreter and enforcer of Muslim law, the Tbadat
Khana sessions seem to have ended. The mahdar did
not win much support among Muslims; and Akbar
himself began to hold larger religious views. Moreover,
he left Fathpur Sikrf soon afterwards, and his sessions with such religious divines as appeared at his
court were held elsewhere.
The actual building of the Tbadat Khana at
Fathpur Sikrf has not been properly identified.
Bibliography: Abu '1-Fadl, A'in-i Akban, ed.
Blochmann, Bibl. Ind., Calcutta 1867-77; idem,
Akbar-ndma, Bibl. Ind., Calcutta 1873-87; cAbd
al-Kadir Bada'um, Muntakhab al-tawdnkh, Bibl.
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Ind., Calcutta 1864-9; anonymous, Dabistan-i
madhdhib, Nawal Kishore, Lucknow 1904; Sri Ram
Sharma, The religious policy of the Mughal Emperors,
Bombay 1962; Aziz Ahmad, Studies in Islamic culture in the Indian environment, Oxford 1964, 168-9;
idem, An intellectual history of Islam in India,
Edinburgh 1969, 29; S.A.A. Rizvi, Religious and
intellectual history of the Muslims in Akbar's reign, New
Delhi 1975, 111 f. and index.
(M. ATHAR ALI)
IBCADIYYA or AB'ADIYYA (pi. abdcid) was the term
used in 19th century Egypt for l a n d s u r v e y e d in
1813 under Muhammad CA1I, but not included in
the cadaster and not taxed because it was uncultivated. These lands extended over an area of 0.75 to
1.0 million feddans (a fedddn amounted, at the end of
Muhammad cAll's rule, to 4,416.5 square metres). To
increase the country's wealth he made free grants of
ibcddiyya to high officials and notables, exempting them
from taxes on condition that they improved the land
and prepared it for cultivation. The first relevant
decree was issued on 1 December 1829, after which
grants rapidly increased. At first recipients only enjoyed
usufructuary rights, but in order to encourage investment, Muhammad CA1I was compelled in 1836 to
decree these lands as being inheritable by eldest sons
and, on 16 February 1842, to grant almost complete
rights of ownership, including the right of sale and
transfer. SacTd, who needed money to implement the
modernisation policy begun by Muhammad CA1I,
imposed on 30 September 1854 a tithe (cushr) on
irfddiyya and similar categories of land granted as private property, all of which were classified from then
onwards as cushuriyya lands. He reinforced, however,
property rights to these lands. Clause 25 of his 1858
Land Law explicitly stated that they were "the full
property of whomsoever received them . . . and that
he might deal with them in every respect as a property owner". Ib'ddiyya owners were even entitled, from
then onwards, to endow these lands as wakf or to
bequeath them in their wills. A major expansion in
grants of ib'ddiyya land after Muhammad 'All's rule
occurred under Isma'fl, from 1863 to 1876, mainly
in the northern part of the Delta. After that grants
of ibcddiyya discontinued.
Cultivators residing on ibcddiyya lands were
exempted from the corvee, i.e. forced labour for public works, such as strengthening dikes and for fighfing locusts. This attracted the fellahs of neighbouring
lands, thus enriching even more the notables owning ib'ddiyyas and encouraging differentiation in
landownership.
In Fayyum, ib'ddiyya lands were granted to Western
Desert Bedouin tribes in order to encourage their settlement. In contrast to other abd'id, the tribes did not
receive legal title to their land, but gained exemption
from taxes, forced labour, and conscription, by cultivating it. The experiment did not always meet with
success, and many Bedouins farmed the land out to
fellahs for half the yield. Decrees issued in 1837, 1846,
and 1851 outlawing this practice, and many threats
issued to the tribes that they would lose their ib'ddiyya,
were not implemented. Sacld turned Bedouin abd'id
into khard^iyya (not cus_huriyyd) land and thus refrained
from granting the Bedouin full private ownership. Full
ownership was achieved by Bedouin owners of abd'id,
together with other owners of khardajiyya land, at the
end of the century.
Ib'ddiyyas were also freely granted by Muhammad CA1I to foreign subjects, although Muslim
law did not allow strangers (musta'man) to settle
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permanently in a Muslim country and thus debarred
them from acquiring landed property without becoming dhimmis. Problems arising from foreigners owning
land under the Capitulations [see IMTIYAZAT] were
solved by Tan&mdt legislation and the establishment
of the Mixed Courts in Egypt in 1876.
Bibliography: Y. Artin, La propriete fondere en
Egypte, Cairo 1883; CAH Pasha Mubarak, al-Khitat
al-tawfikiyya al-<gadida, Bulak 1304-5; G. Baer, A
history of landownership in modern Egypt 1800-1950,
London 1962.
(G. BAER)
IBEX [see AYYIL].
C
IBN ABI 'L-ASH ATH, ABU DJA'FAR AHMAD
B. MUHAMMAD B. MUHAMMAD, A r a b p h y s i c i a n .
According to a statement of the Syro-Arab physician
c
Ubayd Allah b. Djibrll b. Bakhtfshu c , given by
Ibn Abl Usaybi'a, Ibn Abi 'l-Ashcath originated from
Fars. Having been originally an administrative official, he hurriedly left the country after his income
had incurred musddara, and reached Mosul in a
wretched condition. There he treated with success a
son of the Hamdanid Nasir al-Dawla, who had been
taken ill. Having thus risen to distinction, he stayed
in Mosul where he had many pupils and where he
died at a very advanced age, shortly after 360/970.
He was considered to be an excellent specialist on
Galen [see DJALINUS]; like him he had presented his
knowledge in a logical and systematic way, rather
than on the basis of personal observations; the statement, e.g., according to which he tested repeatedly
the results of medicines, is a rather informal topos
which is often found in the introductions to pharmacopoeias.
Apart from a theological work, finished in 3557
966 and only known by its title (Kitdb f i 'l-cilm alildhi), and apart from the explanation of unnamed
Aristotellian works, Ibn Abi 'l-Ashcath wrote books on
medicine, zoology and veterinary science, some of
which have been preserved in manuscript but none
of which has been published so far. There are in the
first place revisions of some of Galen's works: (1) Hep!
TOW KCX0' 'IjuroKpocxriv OTOi%£icov K. al-Ustukussdt 'aid
ra[y Abukrdt; (2) Flept Kpdaecov K. al-Mi^ddf; (3) Flepi
dvco|i(xXot) 6\)OKpaoiac; Makdla fi Su' al-mizadj. almukhtalif; (4) Oepi apiainc; KaiaaKeDrjc; TO\) ocoja-aioq
f|\)(bv Makdla fi Afdal hay'at al-badan; (5) Ilepi eij^tca;
Makdla fi Khisb al-badan. Among his own works, there
should be mentioned above all: (6) K. Kuwd al-adwiya
al-mufrada, a book on the powers of simple medicaments, written in 353/964 at the request of some
pupils and preserved in several good manuscripts. It
is mainly based on Galen's 0£poor£i)TtKTi jieGoSoq
(Hilat al-bur3}, has an instructive arrangement and
would deserve an edition. Further have been preserved: (7) "On food and those who feed themselves"
(K. al-Ghddhi wa 'l-mughtadht), a dietary work written
in Armenia in 348/960; (8) "On sleeping and being
awake" (Makdla fi 'l-Nawni wa 'l-yak^a]', and (9) a
K. al-Hayawdn, evidently remarkable because of its precise zoological observations. A dozen other writings
are only known by title or from isolated quotations;
mention should be made of a book on dementia and
pleurisy (K. fi }l-Sirsdm wa 'l-birsdm) in three chapters,
written in 355/966, and further of commentaries on
Galen's Hep! odpeaecov K. al-Firak and Hepi Stoccpopat;
Trupeicov K. al-Hummaydt, and also of an explanation
of the famous synopsis of sixteen works of Galen (alkutub al-sitta cashar, alias al-D}awdmif).
Bibliography. Ibn Abl Usaybi'a, cUyun, i, 2457; Brockelmann, P, 272, s' I 422; A. Dietrich,
Medicinalia arabica, Gottingen 1966,
143-5;
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M. Ullmann, Die Medium im Islam, Leiden 1970,
138 f.; idem, Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften im
Islam, Lejden 1972, 25.
(A. DIETRICH)
IBN ABI DJUM'A [see KUTHAYYIR}.
IBN ABI DJUMHUR AL-AHSA % MUHAMMAD
B. cALi B. IBRAHIM B. HASAN B. IBRAHIM B. HASAN ALHADJAR!, Imam! scholar, was born in al-Ahsa ca.
837/1433-4 into a family with a scholarly tradition.
He studied first in al-Ahsa with his father
and later in al-Nadjaf with various scholars, among
them al-Hasan b. cAbd al-Karfm al-Fattal. In 877/14723 he visited Karak Nuh in Syria in order to hear traditions from CA1I b. Hilal al-Djaza'irT. After a pilgrimage
to Mecca, a visit to his home country and to the
shrines of the Imams in Baghdad, he travelled to
Mashhad in 878/1473-4 where he stayed in the house
of the Sayyid Muhsin b. Muhammad al-Ridawf alKummf and engaged in debates with a Sunn! scholar from Harat described in an extant Risala. During
the next two decades, he seems to have mostly been
teaching in Mashhad, al-Nadjaf and al-Ahsa. He is
known to have been in Mashhad in 888/1483 and,
for a third visit, in 896-7/1490-2. In 893/1488 he
was in al-Ahsa and, after a visit to Mecca, he taught
in al-Nadjaf in 894-5/1493-4 where he completed his
K. al-Muajli. In 898-9/1493-4 he stayed in the region
of Astarabad and dedicated one of his works to the
Amir clmad al-Dm. A commentary on al-cAllama alHillT's creed al-Bdb al-hddi cashar was completed by him
on 25 Dhu 'l-Kacda 904/4 July 1499 in Medina. The
date and place of his death are unknown.
Ibn Abi Djumhur's numerous extant writings,
mostly still unpublished, include treatises and books
on ritual, law, legal methodology, tradition, theology,
and controversy about the imamate. His fame rests,
however, on his K. al-Mudj.li or Muaj.li mir'dt al-nur
al-mund}i (lith. eds. Tehran 1324 and 1329). Formally
a supercommentary on his own kalam work K. Maslak
(masdlik) al-ajhdm fi cilm al-kaldm, it offers a theosophic synthesis of Imam! scholastic theology, philosophy
of the school of Ibn Slna, illuminationist thought of
al-Suhrawardi and Sufism, chiefly of Ibn al-cArabf
and his school. His work anticipated the endeavours
of the philosophical school of Isfahan of the Safawid age to synthesise the thought of the same school
traditions, though it seems to have had little direct
influence on them. Later Imam! opinion about Ibn
Abi Djumhur was generally favourable, though some
criticised his K. al-Mudj.li as excessively Sufi in tone.
Bibliography: Nur Allah Shushtarf, Maajdlis almu'minm, Tehran 1299/1882, 250-4; al-Hurr alc
Amilf, Amal al-dmil, ed. Ahmad al-Husaym, Baghdad
1385/1965, ii, 253, 280 f; al-Bahram, Lu'lu'at alBahrayn, ed. Muhammad Sadik Bahr al- c Ulum,
Nadjaf 1386/1966, 166-8; al-Khwansan, Rawddt ald}anndt, ed. Asad Allah Isma'fliyan, Kumm 13902/1970-2, vii, 126-34; al-Nun al-TabarsI, Mustadrak
al-wasd'il, Tehran 1318/1900, iii, 361-5, 405;
H. Corbin, L'idee du Paradet en philosophic iranienne,
in La Persia nel Medioero, Rome 1971, 53-56;
W. Madelung, Ibn Abi Jumhur al-Ahsa31's synthesis of
kaldm, philosophy, and Sufism (forthcoming).
(W. MADELUNG)
IBN ABI 'L- ZINAD, ABU MUHAMMAD <ABD ALRAHMAN B. CABD ALLAH B. DHAKWAN, Me din an
t r a d i t i o n i s t and j u r i s t of the 2nd/8th century,
who came from a mawd/Ffamily. His father Abu '1Zinad (d. 130/747-8) had been made head of the
khardaj of Trak, and he himself was appointed to a
similar office at Medina. He then went to Baghdad,
where he died in 174/790-1 at the age of 74. His

brother Abu '1-Kasim and his son Muhammad also
transmitted hadiths. Goldziher (Muh. Studien, i, 24 2
32-3, Eng. tr. i, 31, 38) noted that c Abd al-Rahman
was one of those who, if they did not invent it,
at least spread, in order to buttress the prohibition of wine, a tradition which said that c Abd Allah
b. Djud c an [q.v.~] abstained from wine. He was
the contemporary and also opponent of Malik
(d. 179/795-6 [q.v.]}, and seems to have tried to
found a personal legal rite. The Fihrist, ed. Cairo
315, attributed to him two works of fikh, one on
successions (K. al-Fard'id] and the other on the
divergencies of the fukahd3 of Medina [q.v. above],
the Ra'y al-fukahd} al-sabca min ahl al-Madlna wa-md
khtalafu fihi; this last would doubtless have been of
first-rate importance for the study of the origins of
Islamic law.
Bibliography: Ibn Kutayba, Ma'drif, 220, 4646; idem, cUyun al-akhbdr, i, 44; Djahshiyarf, Wu^ara\
20, 54-5; Khatlb Baghdad!, Ta'rikh, x, 228;
Nawawl, 718-19; Ibn Hadjar, Takdhib al-Tahdhib,
vi, 170-2; Bustam, DM, ii, Zirikll, A'lam, iv, 85.
( ED -)
IBN AL-ADJDABI, ABU ISHAK IBRAHIM B. ISMA'IL
AL-TARABULUS!, A r a b p h i l o l o g i s t from a family
originally stemming from Adjdabiya (Libya); he himself lived at Tripoli, where he died at an uncertain
date, probably in the first half of the 7th/13th century. Hardly anything further is known about his life,
and the biographers limit themselves to emphasising
the breadth of his knowledge and his contribution to
the technical literature of scholars of his time. They
attribute to him some eight works, whose titles show
that he was interested in lexicography, metrics, the
anwa;' [q.vJ] and genealogies (he is, in particular,
the author of an abridgement of the JVasab Kuraysh
of Muscab al-Zubayrl [q.v.]}. From amongst his writings, Yakut (Udabd3, i, 130, and Bulddn, s.v. Adjdabiya)
and al-Suyutl (Bughya, 178) preserve the titles of only
two, the Kifdyat al-mutahajfiz wa-nihdyat al-mutalajfiz fi
'l-lugha al-carabiyya and the Kitdb al-Anwd\ and it may
be that these are the only ones to have survived. The
first one, a lexicographical compendium, seems to
have enjoyed wide success, to judge by the number
of surviving manuscripts (cf. Brockelmann, I, 308, S
I, 541); it was even put into verse and several editions of it have appeared (in particular, Cairo
1285/1868 and Beirut 1305/1887).
The second work was apparently lost until 'Izzat
Hasan discovered, in Ankara University Library, a
manuscript which he published in 1964 at Damascus
(in the collection Ihyd? al-turdth al-kadim, ix). This
work, which has the title K. al-A^mina wa }l-anwd\ is
often mentioned in the list of kutub al-anwa' compiled
by the Arab philologists (cf. Ch. Pellat, Dictions
rimes. . ., in Arabica, ii/1 [1955], 37). It is slenderer
in size than Ibn Kutayba's book (ed. HamidullahPellat, Haydarabad 1956), but is more systematic and
less involved. It deals with the various calendars
(Arabic, Roman, Syriac), describes the main stars or
asterisms as well as the planets, defines the seasons,
the zodiac signs and the lunar mansions, explains
how to calculate the hours for prayer and to determine the direction of Mecca, and lists the various
winds. It then goes on to define the naw' and follows the order of the months of the Julian calendar,
giving the Syro-Arabic and Latin names, in order to
point out the varying astronomical phenomena which
show the way to them [see ANWA'], without forgetting too to note the beginning of the corresponding
Coptic month. Its details on the agricultural round are
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sciences, Ibn al-Akfam treats of al-adab (10 subdivitraditional in nature, as are its maxims and sayings,
sions), al-mantik (9 subdivisions), al-ildhi (9 subdivithough these are sometimes different, it is true, from
sions, with heresiology), al-tablci (10 subdivisions),
those which the present author of this article has
al-handasa (10 subdivisions), al-hay'a (5 subdivisions),
gathered together. One peculiarity worth mentioning
al-fadad (1 subdivisions, the last of which is al-musikd).
is the indicating of the star or asterism which passAdded to these are al-siydsa, al-akhldk, and tadbir ales to the meridian at sunset, midnight and the time
manzil, comprising the practical sciences (al-culum alof the morning prayer. Altogether, this little treatise
c
amaliyya}. All sections have a bibliography. The book
on popular astronomy and meteorology, although
concludes with a short list of philosophical terms
chronologically quite late and marred by numerous
and their definitions. The Irshdd al-kdsid stood as a
errors, has a very honourable place in the series of
model for the Miftdh al-sacdda by Tash-kopriizada
kutub al-anwd3.
[q.v.], as can be seen easily from the table of conBibliography. In addition to the sources mentents of both works and from the arrangement of
tioned in the article, see c lzzat Hasan's introd.
the material in the sections.
to his edition; HadjdjI Khalifa, v, 54; Zirikll,
Bibliography: in addition to references given in
A'ldm, i, 25; Bustanl, DM, ii, 328.
the article, note that there are some 40 mss. of
(Cn. PELLAT)
the Irshdd al-kdsid, dispersed in libraries from Rabat
IBN AL-AKFANI (a nisba referring to the seller of
to Rampur. Editions: A. Sprenger, Calcutta 1849,
shrouds, akfdri], cf. al-Samcanr, K. al-Ansdb, f. 47b).
r
and Mahmud Abu '1-Nasr, Cairo 1900 (both unSeveral persons were know n by this name, amongst
satisfactory). For a survey of the life, works and
which three deserve some mention.
influence of Ibn al-Afkanf, see the introduction
1. AL-KApI ABU MUHAMMAD C ABD ALLAH B.
of the forthcoming edition of Irshdd al-kdsid by
MUHAMMAD B. cAbd Allah b. Ibrahim b. cAbd Allah
JJ. Witkam; the work was an important source for
b. al-Husayn b. CA1T b. Dja'far b. c Amir b. ALE. Wiedemann, the historian of Arabic science, cf.
AKFANI AL-AsADi, jurist. Born in 316/928, and dying
his Aufsatze zur arabischen Wissenschaftsgeschichle, ed.
in 405/1014 in Baghdad, he was kadi in al-Madma,
0
W. Fischer, Hildesheim 1970, index s.v. Afkanf.
then in Bab al-Tak, then in Suk al-Thulatha (both
The chapter on music was published and translated
in Baghdad), and' from 396/1005-6 kadi for the
by A. Shiloah, in Tuval, i (1968), 221-48. See also
whole of Baghdad. He was weak in relating tradiBrockelmann, IP, 171, S II, 169-70.
tions, but a liberal patron to traditionists (cf. al(JJ. WITKAM)
Khatfb al-Baghdadi, Ta'nkh Baghdad, x, 141-2, no.
IBN CAMR AL-RIBATl, ABU CABD ALLAH MU5284).
C
HAMMAD B. MUHAMMAD B. AMR AL-ANSAR!, Moroc2. HIBAT ALLAH B. AHMAD b. Muhammad alAnsan al-Dimashkf, ABU MUHAMMAD AL-AKFANI, his- | can poet and fakih, of Andalusian origin, who
torian, who died in 524/1129 as an octogenarian
was born at Rabat, fulfilled the office of kadi for
some time, and from 1224/1809 taught at Marrakush.
in Damascus and was the author of biographical
c
works: Djami al-wafaydt (now lost), and Tatimmat
Whilst making the Pilgrimage, he stopped at Tunis,
3
Ta nkh Ddrayyd wa-tasmiyat man haddatha min ahlihd
and received there some idj_d^as', he died in the Hidjaz
on 10 Rablc I 1243/1 October 1827.
(cf. S al-Munadjdjid, Mucdj_am al-mu3 arrikhin alIbn c Amr was neither a great fakih nor a great
Dimashkiyyin . . ., Beirut 1978, 31-2, and the sources
quoted there, especially Ibn al-Tmad, Shadhardt, iv, | poet. His works, which include in particular a
73, and also Makkarl, JVajh al-tib, ed. Dozy et alii,
diwdn, a fahrasa and a rihla, have not been preserved in toto, and his fame rests essentially on an
i, 562).
c
3. MUHAMMAD B. IBRAHIM b. Sa id, Shams al-Dm
imita-tion of the Shamakmakiyya of Ibn al-Wannan
c
Abu Abd Allah al-Ansarl, known as IBN AL-AKFANI,
[</.y.J, a kdfiyya known by the name of al-cAmriyya
p h y s i c i a n and e n c y c l o p a e d i s t . Born in Sindjar,
which enjoyed a celebrity mainly because of the
he died in 749/1348 in Cairo of the plague. A scholreligious sentiments expressed in the last verses. In
ar of many talents, he was employed in al-Bimaristan
this kaslda, of classical mould, the author piles up
al-Mansurf (see B!MARISTAN) in Cairo in an influenrare words of the type that one can often describe
tial position, and wrote many books and treatises. A
as hushi [see HUSH] and resorts to rhetorical devices
contemporary account on him is given by al-Safadf
in order to arrive at a eulogy of the Prophet who,
according to tradition, had supposedly cured him
in al-Wafi bi 'l-wafayat, ii, 25-7, and in his A'yan alc
asr (ms. Atif Efendi 1809, s.v., a very exaggerated
of gout.
biography full of laudatory remarks); and letters by
Bibliography: Marrakushl, al-Tldm bi-man holla
(
Ibn al-Akfam are quoted in al-Safadi's Alhdn al-sawddj_i
Marrakush, no. 509; Kattanl, Fihris al-fahdris, Fas
(ms. Berlin, cat. Ahlwardt, 8631, iii, 33a ff.). Other
1346/1927, i, 202-5; Sa'ih, al-Muntakhabdt alc
biographical accounts (Ibn Hadjar, Durar, iii, 279-80;
abkanyya, Rabat 1920, 95-100; M. Lakhdar, Vie lital-MaknzI, al-Mukqffa, ms. Leiden Or. 1366a, ff. 38bteraire, 306-9, and bibliography cited.
(Eo.)
40a; al-Shawkam, al-Badr al-tdlic, ii, 79-80; al-Zirikll,
IBN C ASKAR, MUHAMMAD B. 'Aul B. KHADIR
c
al-A ldm, vi, 189) are all, directly or indirectly, derived
B. HARUN AL-GHASSAN!, an A n d a l u s i a n fakih,
from al-Safadf's account.
philologist, poet and man of l e t t e r s , who wrote
Some 22 books or treatises by Ibn al-Afkani are
a history of Malaga. Born in a village near this
known to have existed, more than half of these
important sea-port ca. 584/1188-9, he was later to
being concerned with medicine and related sciences.
hold high judicial office there. Between 626/1229
Others treat of logic, tafsir, Jirdsa [see AFLIMUN],
and 631/1234 he served as deputy of Ibn Hud's
c
astronomy, the arba in, mathematics and gemmolo[see HUDIDS] kadi, Abu cAbd Allah b. al-Hasan algy. None of these is remarkable for great originalJudhami. In 635/1238 he was appointed kddl of
ity. Ibn al-Akfanl's fame rests mainly on his
Nasrid Malaga by Muhammad I, and he continued
encyclopaedia Irshdd al-kdsid ild asnd al-makdsid. In
in that office until his death on 4 Djumada II 636/12
this he deals with 60 sciences, along the lines of alJanuary 1239. As a young man Ibn 'Askar was a
3
c
Farabf's Ihsd al- ulum. After two introductory chappupil of Abu '1-Hadjdjadj b. al-Shaykh (d. 604/1207),
ters on education in general and the division of the
author of the K. alif bd3, to which M. Asin Palacios
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devoted the well-known study El "Abecedario" de
Yusuf Benaxeij (Madrid 1932). His own pupils included his nephew, biographer and continuator, Abu
Bakr b. al-Khamls, and the celebrated Ibn al-Abbar
[q.v.].
Ibn cAskar's history of Malaga is frequently mentioned and quoted by Andalusian authors of the
7th/13th and 8th/14th centuries. Its title is al-Ikmal
wa 'l-icldm fi silat al-Pldm bi-mahdsin al-acldm min ahl
Mdlaka al-kirdm, suggesting that it is a continuation of
the flam of the Malagan scholar Asbagh b. al-cAbbas
(d. 592/1196). By Ibn al-Khatlb [q.v.], however, for
whom the work was a main source of the Ihdta, it
is called Matkf al-anwdr wa-nuzhat al-absdr, etc. There
are other variants, including the simple and commonly
used title Ta'nkh Mdlaka. At the time of the author's
death the work was unfinished, and the task of completing it fell to Ibn Khamfs (see above), who seems
to have flourished somewhere around the middle of
the first half of the 7th/13th century. The one extant
manuscript which we have of the Ikmdl (in private
hands) is incomplete, but a large part has fortunately
survived, and from this an assessment can be made
of its literary and historical value. The biographies
of Malagan notables included in it have a distinct
literary value in that they offer, in addition to biographical data, worthwhile specimens of biographees' poetry (unfortunately, no account is taken of
muwashshahdt and the zadj_al}. On the historical side it
contains material that can be utilised to supplement,
complement and control our existing accounts from
the 8th to the 13th centuries A.D.
Ibn cAskar was the author of a number of other
works, namely (i) al-Mashrac al-rawi, a supplement to
al-HarawI's works on unusual terms in the Kur 3 an
and hadith] (ii) Nuzhat al-nd^ir fi mandkib cAmmdr b.
Tdsir, a work dedicated to the Banu SacTd of Alcala
la Real and devoted to the life of the first member
of the family to come to Spain (Ibn cAskar was a
close friend of the family); (iii) al-Dju^ al-mukhtasar. . .
f
an dhahdb al-basar, a work on blindness written to
console a blind friend; (iv) Idhdhikhdr al-sabr, an ascetic work; (v) al-Arbacin al-hadlth\ and (vi) al-Takmil wa
'l-itmdm li-Kitdb al-Tacrif wa 'l-i(ldm, a commentary on
and supplement to a work by al-Suhayll of Fuengirola
(507-81/1113-85) on proper names not occurring in
the Kur'an.
Bibliography: All important references are given
in J. Vallve Bermejo, Una fuente importante de la historia de al-Andalus: la "Historia" de Ibn 'Askar, in AlAndalus, xxxi (1966), 237-80 (includes translations of
some of the most notable historical passages).
(J.D. LATHAM)
IBN 'AZZUZ, called SIDI BALLA, ABU MUC
HAMMAD ABD ALLAH AL-KURASHI AL-&IADHILI ALMARRAKUSH!, a cobbler of Marrakesh to whom thaumaturgic gifts were attributed and who died in an
odour of sanctity in 1204/1789. His tomb, situated
in his own residence at Bab Avian, has been continuously visited because of its reputation of curing
the sick. Although he had not received a very
advanced education, Ibn c Azzuz nevertheless succeeded in leaving behind an abundant body of works,
dealing mainly with mysticism and the occult sciences, but also with medicine. However, his works
display hardly any originality, and none of them
has interested a publisher, despite the success in
Morocco of his Dhahdb al-kusuf wa-nafy al-^ulumdt
fi cilm al-tibb wa 'l-tabd'l' wa 'l-hikma, a popular
collection of therapeutic formulae (see L. Leclerc,
La chirurgie d'Abulcasis, Paris 1861, ii, 307-8;

H.PJ. Renaud, in Initiation au Maroc, Paris 1945,
183-4); his Kashf al-rumuz concerning medicinal plants
is equally well-known. Out of his three works on
mysticism, the Tanbih al-tilmidh al-muhtdaj is perhaps
the most original, since it endeavours to reconcile
the shari'a with the hakika [q.v.]. Finally, in the field
of the occult sciences, his Lubdb al-hikma fi cilm alhuruf wa-cilm al-asma3 al-ildhiyya, of which at least
one manuscript survives, is a treatise on practical
magic and divinatory magic.
Bibliography: On the manuscripts of Sldl
Balla's works, see Brockelmann, S II, 704, 713;
M. Lakhdar, Vie litteraire, 253-6; see also Ibn Suda,
Dalll mu'arrikh al-Maghrib al-Aksd, Casablanca, 1960,
ii, 446, 449; C A. Gannun, al-Nubugh al-Maghribt2,
Beirut 1961, i, 304-5, 310.
(Eo.)
IBN BABA AL-KASHANI [see AL-KASHANI].
IBN AL-BALKHI, Persian author of the Saldjuk
period who wrote a local history and topographical
account of his native province Pars, the Fdrs-ndma.
Nothing is known of him save what can be gleaned
from his book, nor is the exact form of his name
known, but his ancestors came from Balkh. His grandfather was mustawfi or accountant for Fars under
Berk-yaruk b. Malik Shah's governor there, the
Atabeg Rukn al-Dawla or Nadjm al-Dawla Khumartigin, and Ibn al-Balkhf acquired his extensive local
knowledge of Fars through accompanying his grandfather in his work. He was accordingly asked by sultan Muhammad b. Malik Shah to compose a
historical and geographical account of the province;
since he mentions the Atabeg of Fars Fakhr al-Dm
Cawli as being still alive, the composition of the
Fdrs-ndma must be placed between Muhammad's
accession in 498/1105 and Cawli's death in
510/1116.
The first two-thirds of the Fdrs-ndma on the preIslamic history of Persia and the Arab conquest of
Fars are entirely derivative, being based on Hamza
Isfahan!, but the remainder is a very important account
of the province's topography and notabilia, concluding with a section on the Shabankara Kurds and containing details of contemporary happenings. This last
third of the book was much used in the 8th/14th
century by Hamd Allah Mustawfi" [q.v] for the geographical part of his Nuzhat al-kulub.
Bibliography: G. Le Strange and R.A. Nicholson edited the last third of the Persian text, The
Fdrsndma of Ibnu'l-Balkhi, CMS, N.S. i, London
1921; Le Strange had previously translated this
in JRAS (1912), also as a separate monograph,
Description of the province of Fars in Persia, London
1912. See also Storey, i, 350-1, and StoreyBregel, ii, 1027-8.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
IBN AL-BAZZAZ AL-ARDABILl, TAWAKKULI
(TUKLI) B. ISMA'IL, mund of Shaykh Sadr al-Dm alArdabflf (d. 794/1391-2), son and first successor
of Shaykh SafT al-Dm al-Ardablll (d. 735/1334),
the founder of the Suff order of the Safawiyya
and, as ancestor of Shah Isma c rl I (d. 930/1524
[q.v]), the eponym of the Safawids [q.v.; see also
ARDABIL]. The exact dates of Ibn al-Bazzaz are
unknown. At the stimulus of Shaykh Sadr al-Dm
he composed a biography of Shaykh Saff al-Dm,
with the title Safwat al-safd3 or Mawdhib al-saniyya
fi mandkib al-safawiyya. Written in a simple style
without rhetorical ballast, this voluminous work gives
first of all information on the miracles (kardmdt] and
Sufi doctrine of the Shaykh, but describes also in
a vivid way daily life in the sanctuary of the order
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and gives an account of the relations of the Shaykh
with the secular rulers in the period of the Ilkhans
[q.v.].
From the colophon of the manuscript India Office
no. 1842 (Ethe, Cat. of Pers. mss., i, col. 1008),
probably erroneously described as an autograph, it
follows that Ibn al-Bazzaz finished his work in
Sha'ban 759/July-August 1358. The numerous manuscripts of the Sajwat al-safa3, among which there
exist also Turkish translations, prove the popularity of this important hagiographic work. A critical
edition is not yet available; a lithograph was published by Ahmad b. KarTm Tabrfzf in Bombay in
1329/1911. '
In the 10th/16th century, the chroniclers of the
Safawid dynasty used the Sajwat al-safa3 as their
main source for the early period of the Safawiyya
order and for the genealogy of the Safawids, who
claimed descent from the seventh Imam Musa alKazim. This genealogy is, however, very much disputed, because the pedigree of the Safawids, at least
in its complete form, was apparently inserted into the
work only by Abu '1-Fath al-Husaynf, who revised the
Sajwat al-safa' (Storey, i/1, 13 ff. and i/2, 1196 ft0.)
at the order of the Safawid Shah Tahmasp I (d.
984/1576).
Bibliography: Storey, i/2, 939 ff.; Browne, LHP,
ii, iv, 34-40; Nikitine, Essai d'analyse du Sqfwat-ussafa, in JA (1957), 385-94; Z.V. Togan/Sz/r I'origine des Safavides, in Melanges Massignon, iii, Damascus
1957, 345-57; Hanna Sohrweide, Der Sieg der Safaviden in Persien und seine Ruckwirkungen auf die Shfiten
Anatoliens im 16. Jahrhundert, in IsL, xli (1965), 97
ff; Mahmud Bina-Motlagh, Scheich Saji von Ardabil,
diss. Gottingen 1969, 19-22 and passim; Erika
Glassen, Die Jriihen Safawiden nach Qa^i Ahmad Qumi,
Islamkundliche Untersuchungen, 5, Freiburg i. Br.
1970, 18 f, 21-52; M.M. Mazzaoui, The origins of
the Safawids, Shi'ism, Sujism and Gulat, Freiburger
Islamstudien 3, Wiesbaden 1972, 47 ff. A critical
edition of the Sajwat al-saja3 is being prepared
by a joint team working at the Universities of
Utah and Freiburg-im-Breisgau under the direction of Mazzaoui.
(E. GLASSEN)
IBN BIKLARISH, YUSUF (YtiNus?) B. ISHAK ALISRA'ILI, Judaeo-Arab physician and p h a r m a c i s t
who lived in Almeria ca. 1100 A.D. There he wrote
the K. al-Mustaclni for al-Mustacm billah Abu Dja'far
Ahmad b. Yusuf al-Mu 3 tamin billah (reigned 478503/1085-1109), the Hudid ruler of Saragossa [see
HUDIDS], after whom the work was named.
The book must have attracted attention immediately, for it is often quoted by al-Ghafikf [q.v.
above], a younger contemporary of Ibn Biklarish,
in his K. al-Adwiya al-mufrada; in the Latin version
of the latter under the name Buclaris or Boclaris
(i.e. from Biclaro?). It is also remarkable that both
authors quote almost the same sources. After a theoretical explanation of pharmacology which is essentially based on Galen, the Musta'im contains a
special table-like section, arranged in five unequal
columns. The first two small columns give the
names (asmd3), and characteristics (tiba0) of the simple medicines, the third (tafsimhd bi-'khtilaf al-lughat)
contains their explanation together with their Greek,
Syriac, Persian, Latin and Mozarabic synonyms,
the fourth the Succedanea (abdal) and the fifth
their utility, specific effect and region of application (manafi'uha wa-khawdssuhd wa-wuaj.uh isti'mdliha}.
The covering text on the upper and lower margin
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contains further details, and above all the sources.
The order of the total of 704 drugs follows the
abajad alphabet in its Maghribf form. In Europe,
attention has been given so far almost exclusively
to the third column (synonyma): it contains important vocabulary material, especially of the Romance
languages, and was used abundantly by Simonet
for his Glosario and in particular by Dozy for his
Supplement. H.P.J. Renaud made several investigations into the Musta'ini, the last in Hesperis, x (19301), 135-50; he planned an edition with translation
and commentary, but this did not come to fruition;
such a work is, however, long overdue.
Of other writings of Ibn Biklarish, only one work
on dietetics is known by its title; in the introduction
to the Musta'M it is quoted twice as Risdlat al-Tabym
wa 'l-tartlb.
Bibliography: Ibn Abl Usaybi'a, cUyun, ii, 52;
M. Steinschneider, Die arabische Literatur der Juden,
147 f; M. Meyerhof, Un glossaire de mature medic ale
compose par Maimonide, Cairo 1940, xxviii; Brockelmann, I2, 640, S I, 889; M. Ullmann, Die Median
im Islam, Leiden 1970, 201, 275.
(A. DIETRICH)
IBN DAKIK AL-lD, TAKI AL-DiN ABU 'L-FATH
C
C
MUHAMMAD B. ALT B. WAHB B. MUT! B. ABI 5L-TACA,
j u r i s t and t r a d i t i o n i s t who was born in Sha'ban
625/July 1228 in Yanbu c in the Hidjaz (not in Lower
Egypt as stated by Brockelmann), although his parents came from Manfalut in Upper Egypt. He was
brought up in Kus in Upper Egypt, and travelled to
Cairo and Damascus to hear hadiths. He later taught
jurisprudence according to the Malik! and ShafTi
schools. He became a judge in 675/1295, and died
in Cairo on 11 Safar 702/6 October 1302.
He wrote a number of books on fikh and hadlth,
including a work in twenty volumes entitled al-Ilmdm
fl ahddith al-ahkam, and he also left some poetry
and a collection of sermons. He was deeply interested in alchemy, a fact mentioned by Tashkopriizade in his Mijtdh al-sacdda wa-misbdh al-siydda, i,
Hyderabad 1911, 281, although he appears to have
left no writings on this subject. However, an anonymous writer (in the short treatise Fl baydn camal alfidda wa 'l-dhahab] has preserved a record of the
methods used by Ibn Dakfk al-Td in attempting to
transmute quicksilver and sulphur into gold, and quicksilver and arsenic into silver.
Bibliography: Dhahabi, Huffaz, iv, 262 ff;
Kutubl, Fawat~Ru\ak 1283, 305 f; Zirikli, al-Aflam,
iii, 949; Brockelmann II, 75, S II, 66; Kahhala,
Mu'ajam al-mu3allifm, xi, 70 f; R.Y. Ebied and
M.J.L. Young, An anonymous Arabic treatise on alchemy, in M, liii (1976), 100-9.
(R.Y. EBIED and M.J.L. YOUNG)
IBN DARUST, TADJ AL-MULK ABU 'L-GHANA'IM
MARZUBAN B. KHUSRAW-FIRUZ SrilRAz! (438-86/104693), high official in the Great Saldjuk administration under Sultan Malik Shah [q.v.], tand hat ruler's
last vizier.
Born of a secretarial family in Fars, he began his
official career in the service of the slave commander
Sawtigin, who eventually recommended him to the sultan as a person of promise. Malik Shah made him
superintendent of the education and possessions of various of his sons, then overseer of the royal palace and
its ancillaries, and finally head of the Saldjuk chancery,
the Diwdn al-lnsjid3 wa 'l-Tughra [see DIWAN, iv. Iran].
Much of the internal history of Malik Shah's reign
reflects a struggle for authority in the administration (the diwans) and at court (the dargah), in which
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various officials were ranged against the great vizier
Nizam al-Mulk [q.v.], his sons and his partisans, the
so-called Nizamiyya; in this Ibn Darust placed himself on the side of the vizier's enemies. Hence when
Nizam al-Mulk was assassinated in Ramadan
485/October 1092, many contemporaries assumed
that the real instigators of the murder, in which the
Isma/flT jidd^i was a mere tool, were Ibn Darust and
even the sultan himself, suspicious of the vizier's
commanding power and presence in the state.
Malik Shah now appointed Ibn Darust as his
vizier, but the latter's triumph was short-lived, for
the sultan himself died next month (mid-Shawwal
485/mid-November 1092). Ibn Darust now allied
with Malik Shah's wife, the Karakhanid princess
Terken Khatun, to place the latter's son Mahmud
on the throne in Baghdad, even though Mahmud
was only a small child, and on grounds of experience and potential, was obviously inferior to Berkyaruk, Malik Shah's son by another wife and, at
twelve or thirteen years old, on the threshhold of
adulthood. Although Ibn Darust and Terken Khatun
managed to seize Isfahan, their forces were defeated by those of Berk-yaruk's partisans, with the
Nizamiyya as their driving-force, at the battle of
Burudjird at the end of Dhu '1-Hidjdja 485/end of
January 1093. Ibn Darust was captured, and although
Berk-yaruk, mindful of Ibn Darust's administrative
expertise, was inclined to take him as his own vizier,
the Nizamiyya insisted on exacting vengeance for
their dead leader, and secured his execution in
Muharram 486/February 1093.
Ibn Darust was the mamduh of various Saldjuk poets
like Mu'izzf, and he was also one of several great
men in the Saldjuk state, both civilian and military,
who were active in founding colleges and other charitable and educational works; his Tadjiyya madrasa was
begun in 480/1089 in Baghdad at the Bab Abraz as
a Shaficf college, rivalling Nizam al-Mulk's own more
famous foundation; the celebrated scholars Abu Bakr
al-Shashr and Abu Hamid al-Ghazall's brother Abu
'1-Futuh taught there.
Bibliography: There are very brief biographies
in Ibn al-Djawzf's Munta^am, ix, 74, and Sayf alDln Fadll cUkaylf's Athar al-wuzard', ed. Urmawl,
Tehran 1337/1959, but for the rest, see scattered
references in the historical sources for the Saldjuk
period (Sadr al-Dm Husaynf, Rawandf, Bundarf,
Ibn al-DjawzI, Sibt Ibn al-Djawzf, Ibn al-Athfr),
utilised in Bosworth, Cambridge history of Iran, v, 74
ff., 82, 93, 102-5, 216; M.F. Sanaullah, The decline
of the Saljuqid empire, Calcutta 1938, 9, 40-1, 83; L
Kafesoglu, Sultan Melik§ah devrinde Biiyiik Selfuklu
imparatorlugu, Istanbul 1953, 169, 200^ ff.; Abbas
Eghbal, Wizdrat dar cahd-i saldtln-i buzurg-i Saldj_uki,
Tehran 1338/1959, 93-100; 'c.L. Klausner, The
Seljuk vezirate: a study of civil administration 1055-1194,
Cambridge, Mass. 1973, 28-9, 52. For Ibn Darust's
educational foundations, see G. Makdisi, Muslim
institutions of learning in eleventh-century Baghdad, in
BSOAS, xxiv (1961), 25-6, and idem, Ibn cAqll et la
resurgence de I'lslam traditionaliste au XF siecle, Damascus
1963, 137-41, 209-10, 225-6.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
IBN DIRHAM, seldom-used patronym of an emin e n t family of Malik! j u r i s t s and kadis,
originally of Basra, who bear the ethnic name ALAZD! in some sources; but since the members of
this family are most often cited under their personal
name or simply by their kunya, and since the line
of parentage which connects them is consequently

difficult to determine, it has been judged expedient
to assemble them here under this somewhat artificial appellation, following the example of F. alBustani who, in the Dd'irat al-macdrif (iii, 61), adopted
it for one of them, the tenth of those listed below.
These kadis, who for the most part held office in
Baghdad in the 3rd and 4th/9th and 10th centuries,
are cited by L. Massignon (Cadis et naqibs baghdadiens, in W^KM, li/1-2 [1948], 108, where Isma'rl b.
Ishak should be read in place of b. Hammad), following the articles devoted to them by al-Khatfb
al-Baghdadl (Ta'nkh Baghdad), after Wakf (Akhbdr
al-kuddt) and especially al-Tanukhi, who gives them
considerable space in al-Faradj. bacd al-shidda and particularly in the Nishwdr al-muhddara.
The following table, which cannot be regarded as
exhaustive, contains the names mentioned in the principal sources for the period until the mid-4th/10th
century; it is unlikely that the family ceased to exist
at this time, but it does not seem to have given any
more eminent practitioners to the legal profession.
I. — Abu Ismacfl HAMMAD B. ZAYD B. DIRHAM
(98-179/717-95) is the first member of the family to
have made a mark on history. A blind slave of
Hazim b. Zayd al-Djahdami (Azd), he was affranchised by his two sons, Djarfr and Yazfd (see Ibn
Kutayba, Macdrif, index), devoted himself to the
study of hadlth and passed on his knowledge to a
number of traditionists, including Bishr al-Haff
[q.v.]. He is to a certain extent regarded as the founder
of an independent madhhab and accorded the same
status as al-Thawrl in Kufa, Malik in the Hidjaz,
and al-Awzacf in Damascus; he thus represented
Basra, his home-town, but in spite of the respect
with which he was treated he does not seem to have
founded a school, since his descendants were themselves Malikfs.
Bibliography: Ibn Sa c d, Tabakdt, vii/2, 42;
Baladhurf, Futuh, 283; Ibn Kutayba, Ma'drif,
502-3, 525; Tabarl, index; Mas'udf, Murudj_, vi,
294 = § 2500; Ibn Batta-Laoust, index; Ibn alDjazarf, Kurrd3, i, 258; MakdisT, Creation, ii, 52,
145; Abu Nu c aym, Hilyat al-awliyd', vi, 257-67;
Tyad, Tartlb al-maddrik, index; Nawawl, Tahdhib
al-asmd3, 217-8; Dhahabf, Tadhkirat al-huffd^, i,
211-2; Ibn al- c lmad, Shadhardt, i, 292; Safadi,
Nakt al-himydn, 147; Massignon, Lexique technique,
168, 197, 243.
II. — Abu Yackub ISHAK B. ISMA'IL B. HAMMAD
(176-230/792-845), grandson of the preceding, was
responsible for ma^dlim in Egypt under the caliphate
of al-Ma3mun (in 215/830), then in Basra under that
of al-Mu c tasim (Tyad, Maddrik, ii, 558-9; Ibn
Taghnbardl, Nudj_um, ii, 212).
Ill — Abu Yusuf YACKUB B. ISMA'IL B. HAMMAD
(d. 246/860), brother of Ishak, was, it seems, the first
kadi of the family; having served in this office at
Medina, he made his way to Baghdad where he frequented the court of al-Muctasim and transmitted
hadlth?,. Subsequently, al-Mutawakkil appointed him for
the second time kadi of Medina, then of Fars, where
he resided until his death (al-Tanukhl, Nishwdr, vii,
16-18; clyad, Maddnk, ii, 560).
IV. — Abu Isma'Il HAMMAD B. ISHAK B. ISMACIL
(199-267/815-81) was described in a general sense as
being kadi of Baghdad (Khatlb Baghdad!, viii, 159),
but there can be no doubt that the area in question
was the Round City of al-Mansur (in 251/865,
according to Massignon, Cadis, 108). He is mentioned
among the companions of al-Muwaffak, and to him
are attributed a Kitdb al-Muhddana and a Radd cald
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Dirham

Zayd
I
Hammad (I)

Sacid

Isma'il
I
I
Ishak (II)

I
Hammad (IV)
[
Muhammad (V)

I
Ya'kub (III)

I
Isma'il (VII)

1
Ibrahim (VI)

Yusuf (VIII)
I
Ahmad

c

al-Hasan

I
Yusuf (XI)

l-Shafici (al-Tanukhi, Nishwar, vi, 21, vii, 51; clyad,
Maddrik, iii, 181-2).
V. — MUHAMMAD B. HAMMAD B. ISHAK (d. 276/889)
was appointed kadi of Basra by al-Muwaffak (Waklc,
ii, 191-2).
VI. — Abu Ishak IBRAHIM B. HAMMAD (240-323/854935), who survived his brother by many years, is considered principally as a traditionist. According to
al-Khatib al-Baghdadl (vi, 61-2), he was also a kadi,
but at what date, or in what town, is not known; he
died, however, in Baghdad (al-SulI, Akhbdr ar-Rddi, etc.,
tr. M. Canard, Algiers 1946, 107; see also Ibn Farhun,
Dibddi, 85; Ibn Taghnbardi, Nuajum, iii, 249).
VII. — Abu Ishak ISMACIL B. ISHAK B. ISMA'IL B.
HAMMAD [see AL-AZD!, in Suppl.].
On his son Abu 'All al-HASAN, who was a celebrated wit and an adib, see Tanukhi, Mshwdr, vi, 326;
Khatib Baghdad!, vii, 284.
VIII. — Abu Muhammad YUSUF B. YACKUB B.
ISMA'IL B. HAMMAD (208-97/823-910), was the first
member of the other branch of the family to serve
as kadi in Baghdad, where he first assumed charge
of the hisba (271/884-5) and of the nafakdt of alMuwaffak. This latter, on the death of Muhammad
b. Hammad (No. V), appointed as his successor Yusuf
b. Ya'kub, who remained titular kadi of Basra, of
Wash and of the districts of the Tigris from 276/883
to 296/909, but he was represented there by a deputy,
for he was then living in Baghdad, where the jurisdiction of ma^dlim was entrusted to him in 277. On
the death of Ismac!l b. Ishak (No. VII), he was given
the post of kadi of East Baghdad, which he combined
with that of Basra, having as nd'ib in the capital his
son Muhammad from 289/902 onward. When in
296/908 the latter gave his support to Ibn al-Muctazz
[</.y.], his father was dismissed and he spent the last
year of his long life in retirement. He passed on some
hadiths handed down by his cousin Isma'll b. Ishak
(No. VII) and wrote a number of works: Fadd'il azwddi
al-Nabi, K. al-Siydm wa 'l-du'd3 wa 'l-zakat and a Musnad
of Shucba b. al-Hadjdjadj [q.v.].
Bibliography: Wakl c , ii, 182; Tanukhl,

I
Muhammad (IX)

I
al-Husayn

Umar (X)
I
al-Husayn (XII)

Nishwar, v, vi, vii, viii, indices; clyad, Madarik, iii,
182-7; Ibn al-Tmad, Shadhardt, ii, 227; Ibn
Taghnbardl, Nudj_um, iii, 171.
IX. — Abu cUmar MUHAMMAD B. YUSUF B. YACKUB
(243-320/857-932) is the most celebrated member of
the entire family, and his kunya alone is sufficient to
identify him. Born in Basra, he followed his father to
the capital and held the office of kadi over the Round
City of al-Mansur from 284/897 to 292/905, then
over al-Sharkiyya from 292 to 296. Dismissed after
the Ibn al-Muctazz affair, he remained unemployed
for a few years, but was reinstated in 301/914 in
East Baghdad and al-Sharkiyya, where he remained
until his death, after receiving, in 317/929, jurisdiction over the entire capital and being given the title
of grand-kadi. Abu 'Urnar played an important
political role under the caliphate of al-Muktadir;
in particular, it was he who, in 309/922, issued a
fatwd against al-Halladj [q.v.], whom he ultimately
condemned. L. Massignon paints a severe portrait
of the man and accuses him of having given too
much servile obedience to the authorities: "An accomplished courtier", he wrote, "with a magnificent command of manners which will always be legendary,
and curiously devoted to the use of perfumes, he
was able to contradict himself with the most disconcerting cynicism; he compensated for the imperfect subtlety of his Malik! rite in matters of hadith
and of kiyds with a fastidious concern for the form
in canonical casuistry; he must have been very proud
of having finally succeeded, for the 'common good',
in concluding such an arduous case with such an
ingenious solution" (Le cas de Halldj, in Opera minora,
ii, 181). It is a known fact that he had drawn from
the doctrine of al-Halladj concerning the seven turns
around the Kacba of the heart "an argument to make
him one with the Carmathian raiders who sought to
destroy the Temple of Mecca" (ibid., 178).
In 310, his name was also put forward for the post
of vizier and, in 317, he officiated when al-Muktadir
agreed to abdicate, although he destroyed the records
of the abdication.
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Bibliography: Tabari, index; c Anb, index; SuhGanard, 40, 103, 'l07, 150; Mas'udr, Muru&'viii,
217-9, 256, 284 - §§ 3361-2, 3394, 3437; idem,
Tanbih, ed. Sawf, 322, 329; Tanukhf, Nishwdr, iii,
index, v, 208-11 and index, vi, vii, indices, viii,
106, 186-8; Khatlb Baghdad!, iii, 401-4; Ibn
Taghrlbardl, Nudj.um, iii, 235; Ibn al-'Imad,
Shadhardt, ii, 286-7; Ibn al-Djawzf, Munta^am, vi,
222; Massignon, Passion, index; Sourdel, Vizimt,
index.
X. — Abu '1-Husayn C UMAR B. MUHAMMAD (d. 3287
940), his father's' nd'ib in East Baghdad from 311/923
onwards, succeeded him in the office of grand-kddi
(320-8). In the court of al-Radl, who is said to have
wept when he died, he acted as vizier and undertook
numerous political missions; in 323/935, he participated in the case of Ibn Shannabud [q.v], although
he did not preside over the tribunal. Al-Sulf, who had
been his teacher, devotes to him a panegyric entry,
recording his death on 16 Sha'ban 328/27 May 940
(tr. Canard, 219). He appears to have been well versed
in matters offara^id, of hadith, of lexicography, of grammer and poetry, and several works are attributed to
him: a Musnad, a K. Ghanb al-hadith and a K. al-Farad^
bacd al-.shidda which was the first of this genre.
Bibliography: Sulf-Canard, index; Miskaway,
passim] Tanukhf, Nishwdr, iii, vi, vii, indices; Khatlb
Baghdad!, vii, 284; Yakut, Udabd3, xvi, 67-70;
Ibn al-Djawzf, Alunla^am, vi, 307; Suyuti, Bughya,
364-5.
XI. — Abu Nasr YUSUF B. C UMAR (305-56/918-67)
was already deputising for his father and astonishing
the public with the extent of his knowledge when he
sat for the first time as kadi in the mosque of alRusafa (East Baghdad) on 25 Muharram 327/22
November 938. As kadi of West Baghdad in 328/940,
it was he who recited the prayer for the dead over
al-Radl on 16 Rabic I 329/19 December 940. He
was retained in office by al-Muttakf, then dismissed
and reinstated on 24 Sha'ban 329/24 May 941, but
the sequence of events is not clear; there is no doubt
that he was soon dismissed once more, making his
way to Isfahan; at his death, he was kadi of Yazd.
In the meantime, he had adopted the Zahirf doctrine.
Bibliography: SulI-Canard, 177/220; Tanukhl,
Nishwdr, iv, 23-5 and index, v, 261, vi, 14, vii, 168; Khatfb Baghdad!, xiv, 322-4; Ibn al-DjawzT,
Muntazam, vi, 300, vii, 42.
XII. — Abu Muhammad AL-HUSAYN B. CUMAR (d.
after 360/971) succeeded his father together with his
brother and was given East Baghdad in 328, then,
the following year, he took on the duties of Abu Nasr,
but it seems that he did not retain them for long,
since all trace of him is soon lost.
Bibliography: SulT-Canard, 227; Tanukhf, Mshwdr, iv, 203-4,"^ vi, 74, vii, 17-18.
It would certainly be very interesting to pursue further study of this eminent family and to examine in
a more exhaustive manner its links with authority on
the one hand, and on the other, with the contemporary Banu Abi '1-Shawarib.
(Cn. PELLAT)
IBN DJUMAY', ABU 'L-MAKARIM HIBAT ALLAH B.
ZAYN B. HASAN: see the article IBN DJAMI C , where
should be read IBN DJAMIC; at present IBN DJUMAYC
is generally considered as the right form of the name.
IBN
DJURAYDI,
ABU
'L-WALID/ABU
KHALID C ABD AL-MALIK B. C ABD AL- c AzTz B.
DjURAYDJ

AL-RfJMI

AL-KuRASIlI

AL-MAKKl

(80-

150/699-767), Meccan traditionist of Greek slave
descent (the ancestor being called Gregorios) and
probably a maw Id of the family of Khalid b. Asfd.

After having first of all become interested in gathering together traditions of philological, literary and
historical interest, he brought together hadiths from
the mouths of c Ata' b. Abl Rabah, al-Zuhrl,
Muddjahid, c lkrima and other famous persons, and
passed them on, notably to Wakf c , Ibn al-Mubarak
and Sufyan b. 'Uyayna; his erudition was such that
he was considered as the imam of the Hidjaz.
Little is known of his life, except that he accompanied Ma c n b. Za'ida to the Yemen, soon returned
from there and towards the end of his life made
his way to 'Irak and al-Mansur's court. His name
is connected, on one hand, with the question of the
legality of the transmission of hadiths by letter and
not by samdc, and on the other, with the writing
down of traditions. Like Sacld b. Abf 'Aruba [q.v.]
in Trak, he was regarded as having been the first
in the Hidjaz, and even in the whole Islamic empire,
to gather together hadiths into a work f t 'l-athar
wahuruf al-tqfsir, these two scholars are often cited
together, especially by al-Dhahabf in Ibn Taghribirdi,
Nudjum, i, 351, year 143), who enumerates with some
regret the authors of the oldest collections. Goldziher,
in Muh. Studien, ii, 211-12, Eng. tr. ii, 196-7, has
shown that the priority accorded to Ibn Djuraydj
was unmerited, and has remarked that collections
of hadiths are mentioned at an earlier period; at all
events, his work was a selection of legal traditions
in classified form, as the Fihrist, ed. Cairo 316, notes,
grouped by chapters on legal purity, the prayer, the
zakdt, etc.
Bibliography: Djahiz, Baydn, iii, 283; idem,
Hayawdn, index; Ibn Kutayba, Ma'arif, 488-9, 519;
Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat, no. 348, ed.; Ihsan
c
Abbas, iii, 163-4; Khatfb Baghdad!, Ta'rikh, x,
400-7; Ibn Taghrfbirdf,' Nud^um, i, 351; Ibn alc
lmad, Shadhardt, i, 226-7; Nawawl, Tahdhib, 787;
Ibn Hadjar, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, vi, 402-6;
Dhahabf, Tadhhirat al-huffd^ i, 160; Goldziher,
Muh. Studien, index; Brockelmann, S I, 255, and
bibl. given there; Busta.nl, Dd^irat al-macdrij] ii,
404-5; Zirikll, iv, 305.
(CH. PELLAT)
IBN FARlGHUN, SIIACYA (?), author in the
4th/10th century of a concise Arabic encyclopaedia
of the sciences the Diawdmi' al-culum "Connections of
the sciences". The author wrote in the upper Oxus
lands, and dedicated his work to the Muhtadjid amir
of Caghaniyan [^.^.], Abu CA1I Ahmad b. Muhammad
b. al-Muzaffar (d. 344/955). Minorsky surmised from
his name (if this has been interpreted correctly) that
he was a scion of the Farlghunids [q.v.] in northern
Afghanistan, rulers of the district of Guzgan [q.v.] as
tributaries of the Samanids, and latterly, of the
Ghaznawids; a connection too with the unknown
author of the Persian geography, the Hudud al-cdlam
[q.v. above], is not impossible, though as yet unproven
(see V. Minorsky, Ibn Fanghun and the Hudud al-cAlam,
in A locust's leg, studies in honour of S.H. Taqizadeh,
London 1962, 189-96).
The author of the Qawdmi' was first identified by
D.M. Dunlop in his article The Gawdmic al-(ulum of Ibn
Farigun, in ^ehi Velidi Togan'a armagan, Istanbul 1950-5,
348-53. He was clearly a pupil of Abu Zayd al-Balkhl,
presumably the author of the geography Suwar al-akdlim
re-edited and completed by al-Istakhrl [see AL-BALKH!
and r^uGHRAFiYA. IV c, ii], d. 322/934, who had himself written a K. Aksdm al-culum "Book of the divisions
of the sciences". Ibn Farfghun used the tashdjir system
in his arrangement of the sciences, i.e. that of "trees"
and "branches" for the groups and sub-groups. The
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Diawam? resembles the slightly later Mqfatih al-culum of
Abu cAbd Allah al-Khwarazrm [q.v.] in that it is divided in the first place into two makdlas, one on the Arabic
sciences and one on the non-Arabic ones, but it is not
so clearly arranged as the Mqfatih. A full evaluation of
the work must await publication of the text, for which
several mss. exist.
Bibliography: In addition to references given
above, see H. Ritter, Philologika XIII, in Oriens, iii
(1950), 83-5; F. Rosenthal, A history of Muslim historiography-, Leiden 1968, 34-6; Brockelmann, S I,
435; Sezgin, GAS, i, 384, 388 (reading the author
of the Diawdmic's name as "Mutaghabbi
(?Mubtagha) b. Furay'un").
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
IBN GHIDHAHUM(usual French spelling: Ben
C
Ghedahem), ALI B. MUHAMMAD, leader of the 1864
r e v o l u t i o n in T u n i s i a .
Born around 1815 as the son of a Badawf doctor and kadi of the Madjir tribe in the district of
Thala, he is said to have studied at the Great
Mosque, became secretary to the kd'id of his tribe,
al-cArb! (Larbi) Bakkush, then kadi, but was dismissed
by the latter. When the Khaznadar government decided (December 1863) to double the mad^ba tax, a
revolt, starting in the south of March 1864, soon
engulfed most of the country. Ibn Ghidhahum was
proclaimed "Bey of the People" by the Madjir and
recognised by some neighbouring tribes, probably
thanks to his religious prestige (as an alleged shanj
and mara-bout of the Tidjaniyya), as well as to his
promises. He killed the ka^id Bakkush and his
entourage, yet appealed to the tribes for moderation. His movement and authority having declined
by July, he accepted an offer of amnesty and obtained
an estate for himself and tribal commands for his
aides. On 26 July, 400 shqykhs and notables surrendered in the northwest after the government had
promised to halve the cushr tax, appoint native kd'ids
instead of Mamluks and abolish the constitution. Yet,
the Khaznadar having merely played for time, Ibn
Ghidhahum took up arms again in the autumn, but
in January his forces were crushed near Tebessa. He
crossed into Algeria and was interned till January
1866. The chief of the Tidjaniyya recommended him
to the French as one of his best ahbdb and as a
learned man who had never mixed in politics. Hoping
for the Tidjanf's intercession with the Bey, Ibn
Ghidhahum slipped back to Tunisia, but was caught
and died in prison (10 October 1867). The significance of the rebellion and the personality and role
of Ibn Ghidhahum have been reconsidered since the
thirties. M. Emerit sees the former as an "episode
in the perennial struggle of the Badu against the settled population and beylical authority in general"
(RT [1939], 227). In A. Temimi's view, Ibn
Ghidhahum lacked vision, resolve and a plan; he
was carried along by the events rather than shaped
them, and failed to embody the aspirations of the
revolution; he betrayed them and dealt the latter a
death blow (ROMM, vii [1970], 176).
Bibliography: further to references in the text:
Ch. Monchicourt, La region du Haul Tell en Tunisie,
Paris 1913, 230, 298, 318; M. Gandolphe, Les evenements de 1864 dans le Sahel, etc. in RT (1918), 13853; P. Grandchamp, Documents relatifs a la revolution
de 1864 en Tunisie, Tunis 1935; J. Ganiage, Les
origines du protectorat jranc,ais en Tunisie (1861-1881],
Paris 1959, 226 f., 232, 248 f., 251, 262 f.; Ibn
Abi '1-Diyaf, Ithdf ahl al-^amdn bi-akhbdr muluk tunis
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wa-cahd al-aman, Tunis 1964, 5, 112-33, 136, 16871; B. Salama, Thawrat Ibn Ghidhahum, Tunis 1967;
Kh. Chater, Insurrection et repression dans la Tunisie
du XIX1 siecle: la mehalla de Zjmouk au Sahel 1864),
Tunis 1978.
(P. SHINAR)
IBN AL-HADJDJ, HAMDUN B. CABD AL-RAHMAN
AL-SlJLAMI AL-MlRDASI AL-FAsI (1174-1232/1760-1817),

"one of the most outstanding scholars of the reign of
Mawlay Sulayman" (1206-38/1792-1823), according
to E. Levi-Provencal, Les historiens des Chorfa, Paris
1922, 342, n. 5).
As the fakih appointed to the Moroccan sultan, he
filled the office of muhtasib of Fas, then of kd'id of
the Gharb, before devoting a great part of his activities to literature. He is the author of several commentaries and glosses, of epistles of a religious character
and of an account of the pilgrimage which he made,
but also the author of a maksura [q.v.], of a poetic
version of the Hikam of Ibn cAta' Allah al-Iskandan
[q.v.], of a poem of nearly 4,000 verses in praise of
the Prophet (with a commentary in 5 volumes) and
a series of eulogies of the sultan. Some of his writings have been preserved in manuscript at Rabat (see
Levi-Provencal, Les manuscrits arabes de Rabat., Paris 1921,
nos. 292 (5), 305, 337, 338, 434, 497 (11-12), and
part of his poetic output (mss. 337 and 338 above;
now K 963 and K 2707) has been gathered together into a Diwdn lithographed at Fas and containing
notably a certain number of muwashshahdt. This versifier, who still enjoys a certain celebrity, sometimes
gave himself up to some curious pyrotechnics. M.
Lakhdar (Vie litteraire, 283-4) sets forth a poem in 26
verses rhyming in -di and in the metre basit, of which
each hemistich is divided into four sections written
successively in red, black, blue and black; if the blue
column is removed, the metre munsarih results, if the
blue and the red, muktadab, and if the red alone, madid
makhbun.
The genealogy and the mandkib [q.v] of Hamdun
Ibn al-Hadjdj were the subject of a monograph by
his son Muhammad al-Talib (see Levi-Provencal, Chorfa,
342-5) called the Riydd al-ward (ms. Rabat 396).
Bibliography: Nasin, K. al-Istiksd, vi, 151;
Kattam, Salwat al-anfds, lith. Fas 1316/1898, iii,
4; Fudaylr, al-Durra al-bahiyya, lith. Fas 1314/1896,
ii, 327; Sa'ih, al-Muntakhabdt al-cabkariyya, Rabat
1920, 83; C A. Gannun, al-Nubugh al-maghribi,
Beirut'2 1961, i, 296-7, ii, 257, 282-7; Ibn Suda,
Dalil mu'arrikh al-Maghrib al-aksd, Casablanca 1960,
i, 215, ii, 349, 390, 421-2; C A. al-Djiran,
Muwashshahdt maghribiyya, Casablanca 1973, 1825; M. Lakhdar, Vie 'litteraire, 281-4.
(ED.)
IBN HATIM, BADR AL-DlN MUHAMMAD ALHAMDAN!, s t a t e official and h i s t o r i a n under the
second Rasulid sultan of the Yemen, al-Muzaffar Yusuf
(647-94/1249-95).
Ibn Hatim's name appears nowhere in the biographical literature of mediaeval Yemen, and neither
the date of his birth nor that of his death is known.
The last reference to him falls under the year 702/
1302-3. However, from his history of the Ayyubids
and early Rasulids in the Yemen, al-Simt al-ghdll althaman ft akhbdr al-muluk min al-Ghuzz bi 'l-Taman
(ed. G. R. Smith, The Ayyubids and early Rasulids,
etc., GMS, N.S. xxvi/1, The Arabic text, London
1974), it is possible to cull some information concerning the man and his official life. He belonged to
the Banu Hatim of Yam of Hamdan, who at the
time of the Ayyubid conquest of the Yemen in
569/1173 controlled the area of San'a5, the country's
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chief town. He was thus an Isma'ili, though this
proved no handicap to his rise to a high position
in the staunchly Sunn! Rasulid state under alMuzaffar Yusuf. He was a member of the small
cadre of some four or five officials employed by the
sultan in the capacity of roving ambassador, personally representing him wherever in the country he
was needed, now negotiating with recalcitrant tribes,
now conveying a personal message from the sultan,
at times even participating in military operations.
His official state position, however, did not restrict
or hamper his historical writing in any way. His
account of the Ayyubid and first two Rasulid sultans is a refreshingly impartial one, perhaps slightly biased towards his own family, the Banu Hatim,
but containing much otherwise unknown information on this crucial period of Yemeni history, when
the country was beginning to form a political unit
after centuries of rule by numerous petty dynasties. He writes in the Simt of al-Muzaffar Yusuf's
reign as a dispassionate eye-witness. We know too
that he wrote al-clkd al-thamin fi akhbdr muluk alTaman al-mutcC'akhkhinn, though this remains undiscovered. It was clearly a more general history of
the Yemen, covering a longer time-span than the
Simt.
Bibliography, see the edition mentioned above
and Smith, The Ayyubids, etc., Part 2, London 1978;
idem, The Ayyubids and Rasulids—the transfer of power
in 7th/13th century Yemen, in 1C, xliii (1969), 17588; Sir J. Redhouse and Muhammad Asal, elKhazraji's History of the Resuli Dynasty of Yemen, GMS,
iii, Leyden and London 1906-18.
(G.R. SMITH)
IBN HISHAM AL-LAKHMI AL-SABTI, ABU CABD
ALLAH MUHAMMAD B. AHMAD B. HISHAM B. IBRAHIM
B. KHALAF, l e x i c o g r a p h e r , g r a m m a r i a n , adib
and v e r s i f i e r . He was probably born at Seville, and
certainly died in that city in 577/1182, after having
lived for a long time at Ceuta.
We know very little of his life, but his biographers list his masters and his pupils and indicate
the titles of his works, amongst which one notes
several commentaries; one may merely remark that
these included a shark on the Maksura of Ibn Durayd,
which was especially appreciated by al-Safadf
(Waft, ii, 1301) and al-Baghdadl (Khizana, Bulak, i,
490 = Cairo, iii, 105), al-Fawd'id al-mahsura fi
shark al-Maksura (of which several mss. exist; see
Brockelmann, S I, 172; partial ed. by Boysen, in
1828 [see MAKSURA]) and a shark on the Fasih of
Tha c lab which already shows up Ibn Hisham's taste
for the purity of the language (cf. al-Suyutl, Bughya,
20). There are extant a small quantity of verses on
the various senses of the word khdl and above all,
a treatise on the lahn al-cdmma, given this title by
Ibn al-Abbar and al-Suyutl (for m.h.n. read lahn),
but otherwise called Takwim al-lisan by al-Marrakushf,
and given two different titles in the Escorial ms. 46,
K. al-Radd cald 'l-^ubaydi fi lahn al-cawdmm, and ms.
99, K. al-Madkhal/al-Mudkhal ild takwim al-lisan wata'llm al-baydn. This work, which provides precious
information on Spanish and Moroccan Arabic, comprises two basic sections: in the first one, the author
makes critical remarks on the parallel books of alZubaydl and Ibn Makkf [q.vv.], defending at the
same time actual usages with arguments drawn from
the old lexicographers. The transitional part is
brought about by means of an exposition of the
terms which provide dialectical variants (lughdt],
amongst which speakers have a tendency to choose

IBN KABAR
the less good one and thus end up committing faults.
The second section, now thereby introduced, deals
with current faulty expressions caused by phonetic,
morphological or semantic changes; unnecessary borrowings are mercilessly tracked down and replaced
by the corresponding Arabic words. Incorrect forms
are introduced by the formula "they say . . .", followed by "whilst the correct usage requires one to
say . . ." or by an equivalent formula. The treatise
ends with a series of proverbs drawn from classical poetry, but corrupted and deformed by the
c
amma; the use of this latter term poses, as in all
analogous works, a difficult problem, concerning
which one should refer to the article LAHN ALC
AMMA.
The last chapter has been edited by c Abd alc
Azfz al-Ahwam in Melanges Taha Husain (Cairo
1962, 273-94); this same scholar had already published a study on the work and its author followed
by a selection of western terms (alfd^ maghribiyyd)
appearing in the second section (see RIMA, iii/1
[1376/1956], 133-57, and iii/2, 285-321). The
remainder of this same section has been edited critically, with abundant annotation, and presented by
M. El-Hannach as a these du 3C cycle at the
University of Paris IV in 1977, but this has not
yet been published.
It may be of interest to note that the Madkhal
was put together as part of a fairly common process
of which it is possible, for once, to follow the details.
Thus the treatises of al-Zubaydf and Ibn Makkl
inspired in Ibn Hisham various observations which
he communicated to his pupils without actually putting them together in the form of a book; the notes
which he left behind or which his pupils took were
brought together in 607/1210 for a man named Ibn
al-Sharf under the title of K. al-Madkhal fi takwim
al-lisan', at the beginning of the 8th/14th century,
Muhammad b. cAlf b. Hani 3 al-Lakhmf al-Sabtl (d.
733/1332; see al-Suyutl, Bughya, 82, and Pons
Boigues, Ensayo, 319) arranged all these materials
and "published" them under the title of Inshdd aldawdl(l] wa-irshdd al-su}3dl', in the course of this same
century, this latter work was in its turn worked on
by Ibn Khatima (d. 770/1365 [q.v.]), who called the
resume which he had made the had al-la'dl min
Inshdd a I-d aw d 1(1); finally, an unknown author extracted from this last avatar a section which G.S. Colin
thought worthy of publication as a document (in
Hesperis, xii/2 [1931], 1-32); it is the introduction
of this extract which allows us to trace back this
chain.
Bibliography: In addition to works already mentioned, see Ibn al-Abbar, Takmila, no. 1053; Ibn
Dihya, Mutnb, Cairo 1954, 183; Ibn cAbd al-Malik
al-Marrakushf, al-Dhayl wa 'l-takmila, ms. B. N. Paris
1256, f. 25; Suyuti, Bughya, 20-1; H. Derenbourg,
Catalogue, i, 58; Pons Boigues, Ensayo, 280;
Brockelmann, I, 308, P, 113, 375, S I, 541.
(Cn. PELLAT)
IBN KABAR, ABU 'L-BARAKAT, SHAMS AL-RI'ASA
AL-NASRANI, Copt from Egypt (d. between 720
and 727/1320-7) who was secretary to Baybars alMansurf [q.v.], author of the ^ubdat al-fikra. Certain
historians, e.g. al-Safadf, followed by Ibn Hadjar and
al-MakrfzT, allege that Ibn Kabar helped him compile his book. It is difficult, impossible even, to evaluate the importance of this help, for Baybars
undeniably had a talent as historian and a most
lively taste for books and chronicles, as attests clearly
al-Mufaddal b. Abl Fada'il, Ibn Kabar's contempo-
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after only eight months' rule. Leaving Marrakesh in
rary and co-religionist, and this view is shared by
621/1224, Ibn al-Kattan was able to return later,
Abu '1-Mahasin Ibn Taghnbardi.
but in fact he seems never again to have been able
Moreover, it is certain that Ibn Kabar made a
to make a secure and permanent home there or
resume of Baybars al-Mansuri's history, the Mukhtdr
indeed to lead a settled life. When he died, he was
al-akhbdr, the ms. of which is preserved in the
kadi of Sidjilmasa, a city then in rebellion against
Ambrosiana collection of Milan (Ms C 45 Inf.).
the reigning caliph. Among writings attributed to this
The section of the Fatimids, together with part of
Ibn al-Kattan are a commentary on the K. al-Ahkdm
the reign of al-Mansur Kalawun, is lacking in this
of cAbd al-Hakk al-Ishbflf (confused with the K. almanuscript, and the text stops abruptly in the year
Ahkdm of Ibn al-Kattan the Younger), a Makdla fi
702/1302.
'l-awzjan and al-Na^ar fi ahkdm al-na^ar.
Ibn Kabar's main work is a book on the ecclesi2. IBN AL-KATTAN THE YOUNGER, otherwise Abu
astical sciences of the Copts, Kitdb Misbdh al-^ulma wac
Alf (and/or Abu Muhammad) al-Hasan (or aliddh al-khidma. This has been edited and translated
Husayn) b. cAl! b. al-Kattan, historian, jurist and
by Dom Louis Villecourt, with the collaboration of
traditionist. Unlike the Elder, this Ibn al-Kattan has,
Mgr. E. Tisserant and Gaston Wiet, in Patrologia
surprisingly, found no place in known biographies.
Orientalis, xx/iv, Paris 1928. Ibn Kabar also left behind
If "b. CA1T b. al-Kattan" is any guide, we may be
a Coptic-Arabic dictionary, published by Athanasius
right in supposing him to have been a son of the
Kircher under the title Scala magna. A few others of
preceding Ibn al-Kattan. The dates of his birth and
his works remain unpublished.
death are unknown; the most we can say is that he
Bibliography. al-Mufaddal b. Abi '1-Fada'il, alflourished in the reign of al-Murtada (see above),
Manhadj. al-sadid, ed. Blochet, PO, xiii, xiv, xx, Paris
whose favour he enjoyed and for whom he is said
1919-28; Maknzf, Suluk, ed. Ziyada, ii/1, 269; Ibn
by Ibn Tdharf to have written a history entitled K.
Hadjar, al-Durar al-kdmina, Cairo 1966, ii, 43; Ibn
Na^m al-ajumdn wa-wddih al-baydn flmd salafa min
Taghribardi, al-Manhal al-sdfi, BN Paris ms., Fonds
akhbdr al-^amdn (there are variants of the title) as
arabe 2069, f. 106a; Sakhawi, Plan, tr. F. Rosenthal,
well as a number of other works, viz. K. Shifa3 alin A history of Muslim historiography, Leiden 1952, 418;
ghalal fi akhbdr al-anbiyd' wa 'l-rusul, K. al-Ahkdm liLingua aegyptiaca restitua, Rome 1643, 41-272;
baydn dydtihi calayhi 'l-saldm (on hadith], K. al~Munddj_dt,
Brockelmann, IP', 55 (correct Bekr to Kabar);
and K. al-Masmu'dt. Of all these writings, only a
E. Tisserant, L. Villecourt and G. Wiet, Recherches
part of the Nazjn seems to have survived. Until this
sur la personalite et la vie de Abul Barakat Ibn Ruhr, in
part was discovered, the work was only known
ROC, xxii (1921-2), 373-94; Graf, GCAL, ii, 438through the use which other Maghrib! writers had
44; O. Lofgren and Renato Traini, Arabic manuscripts in the Bibliotheca Ambrosiana, i (Antico Fonclo j made of it, notably Ibn Tdhari. The complete Nagm
was, so far as can be gleaned, a large encyclopaedic
and Medio Fondo), Vicenza 1975, 71.
(ABDEL HAMID SALEH)
work covering the history, and to some extent the
IBN AL-KATTAN, a name well-known to historigeography, of North Africa and Spain from the Arab
conquest to the author's own time. The extant porans of the mediaeval Muslim West and, as such, long
thought to have been borne by only one person.
tion, dealing with the period 500-33/1106-7 to 1138There is, however, no doubt that it was the name
9, bespeaks a tendentious "palace" chronicle, but it
of two d i f f e r e n t people who, in all probability,
is valuable as it not only reproduces original offiwere father and son. Since nothing further can be
cial documents and quotes authors whose works are
said of this putative relationship, it seems prudent to
no longer known to us, but it also reports on the
Fatimids in Egypt, giving information not to be
speak of the two persons as the "Elder" and the
"Younger".
found elsewhere.
1. IBN AL-KATTAN THE ELDER. This person is to
Bibliography: J.F.P. Hopkins, Medieval Muslim
C
be identified with one Abu '1-Hasan A1I b. Muhamgovernment in Barbary, London 1958, loc. cit.; Mahmud
c
mad b. Abd al-Malik b. Yahya al-Kutam! al-Fasf,
'All Makkl, Dj_u^ min Kitdb Ma^m al-diumdn
a religious scholar and jurist from Fas, for whom
(Muhammad V University Publications), Rabat n.d.,
c
we have only the date of his death, viz. 1 Rabl I
but ca. 1966 (almost all the main references may
628/7 January 1231. As all his biographers agree
be found in Makkf's introduction to this edition);
that he died in A.H. 628, he can hardly have been
on Abu '1-Hasan, see I. cAbbas, Contributions to the
the author (as supposed by Levi-Provencal and othmaterial on the history of the Almohads, as portrayed by a
ers after him) of the K. Na^m al-ajumdna (see below),
new biography of Abu al-Hasan Ibn al-Kattdn (628/1230),
since the author of this work served the Almohad
in Akten des VII. Kongresses fur Arabistik und Islamcaliph al-Murtada (reg. 646-65/1248-66). Of the early
wissenschqft, Gottingen 1976, 15-38.
background of this Ibn al-Kattan, all we know is
(J.D. LATHAM)
that he was of Cordovan origin. We can only assume
IBN KAYSAN, ABU 'L-HASAN MUHAMMAD B.
that either he or his father and family had emiAHMAD B. IBRAHIM, Baghdad! philologist who accordgrated from Andalusia to Fas. In later life his imporing to all the known sources, died in 299/311-12;
tance seems to have lain in the prominence of his
this date is nevertheless challenged by Yakut who,
position in the Almohad hierarchy, for we are told
believing that al-Khatib al-Baghdad! is in error, opts
that he was head of the talaba in Marrakesh and
for 320/932.
that he enjoyed great prosperity in the service of
He was the pupil of al-Mubarrad and Tha c lab
the ruler (on the talaba as a high-ranking class of
[q.vv.], and is said to have brought together the
Almohad dignitaries, and on Ibn al-Kattan in pardoctrines of the grammatical schools of both Basra
ticular, see Hopkins, Medieval Muslim government in
and Kufa, though his own preference was for the
Barbary, 104 f. and 108, respectively). After the death
former; he was moreover the author of a work, no
c
of the caliph Abu Ya kub Yusuf al-Mustansir, Ibn
longer surviving, a K. al-Masd'il 'aid madhhab alal-Kattan the Elder fell victim to the Almohad power
nahwiyym minima khtalafa fihi al-Kufiyyun wa '/struggle which ended in the victory of Muhammad
Basriyyun. Abu Hayyan al-Tawhid! relates in his
c
Abd Allah (al-cAdil) over the caliph cAbd al-Wahid
Irnta' (iii, 6) that he had written over his door "enter
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and eat". In another, unspecified work, the same
author (cited in particular by Yakut and al-SuyutT)
describes the programme of his lecture courses and
describes the crowd which surrounded him, leaving
about a hundred mounts in front of the gate of
the mosque where he was teaching, but Yakut does
not seem to take Abu Hayyan's account at its face
value. In addition to the K. al-Masd'il, Ibn al-Nadlm
attributes the following works to Ibn Kaysan: alMuhadhdhab fi 'l-nahw, K. al-Shddhdm f i 'l-nahw, alMudhakkar wa 'l-mu'annath, al-Maksur wa 'l-mamdud,
Mukhtasar al-nahw, al-Mukhtdr fi cilal al-nahw, al-Hiajd3
wa 'l-khatt, al-VVakf wa 'l-ibtidd\ al-Hakd'ik, al-Burhdn,
al-Kird'dt, Ma'dnl al-Kur'dn and Ghanb al-hadith, to
which one should perhaps add Ghalat adab al-kdtib,
al-Ldmdt, al-Tasdnf, al-Fdcil wa 'l-mafcul bihi, cited
by Yakut, Shark al-tiwdl (al-Anbarf) and a Talkib
al-kawdfi wa-talkib harakdtihd, which is doubtfully
authentic. The Kitdb Masdbih al-kitdb (read the latter word thus) ascribed by A.J. Arberry, Chester Realty
Library. Handlist of the Arabic manuscripts, Dublin 1955,
to Ibn Kaysan seems to be in fact by an author
of Shf'i sympathies, the well-known Abu '1-Kasim
al-Husayn al-WazIr al-Maghribf [see AL-MAGHRIBI] ;
see U.Y. Ismail, A critical edition of al-Masabfh fi
tafslr al-Qur'an al- c azfm attributed to Ibn Kaysan alNahwi . . ., Manchester Ph.D. thesis 1979, unpublished.
Bibliography: Ibn al-Nadfm, Fihrist, 81 (ed.
Cairo 120); Khatlb, Baghdad!, Ta'rikh Baghdad, i,
325; Kiftr, Inbdh, ed. Cairo 1369-74/1950-5, iii,
57-9; Zubaydi, Tabakdt al-nahwiyyin, ed. Cairo
1373/1954, 170-1; Anbarl, Nuzha, ed. A. Amer,
Stockholm 1963, 143; Yakut, Udabd3, xvii, 137-41;
Suyutf, Bughya, 8; F. Bustam, Dd'irat al-macdrif, iv,
484; 'Brockelmann, I2, 111, S I, 170.
(CH. PELLAT)
IBN KHALAF, the n a m e of a f a m i l y , of whom
the best-known two members are:
1. ABU GHALIB MUHAMMAD B. cALi B. KHALAF,
called Fakhr al-Mulk, vizier of the Buyids, born at
Wash on Thursday 22 Rablc II 354/27 April 965,
and killed by Sultan al-Dawla Abu Shudjac FanaKhusraw on 27 Rablc I 407/3 September 1016. The
poets and scholars, to whom he had been extremely
generous, composed for him a great number of poetic
eulogies, and al-Karadjf [q.v.] dedicated his Fakhn and
his Kdfi to him.
2. ABU SHUDJAC MUHAMMAD AL-ASHRAF B.
MUHAMMAD B. cALi B. KHALAF, son of the preceding,
whose date of birth is unknown, but he was killed in
466/1073-4 by Badr al-DjamalT [q.v.], at the time
when this latter arrived in Egypt at the summons of
the Fatimid caliph al-Mustansir. Abu Shudja c was this
caliph's minister on two occasions: firstly, for two days
only, in Muharram 45 7/December 1064-January 1065,
and secondly, at the end of the same month in the
same year, and this tenure of office lasted till midRabf I of the same year/February 1065.
It seems that this minister should not be confused
with CA1I b. Khalaf al-Katib [see the following article], despite some recent attempts at this identification which are conjectural and unjustifiable.
Bibliography: Ibn Khallikan, Wafaydt, ii, 85; Ibn
al-SayrafT, Ishdra, 53; Sabi 3 , al-Wu^ard', ed.
Farradj, passim; Ibn Muyassar, Ta'nkh Misr, ed.
Masse, ii, 15, 23, 33; Suyutl, Husn al-muhddara,
ii, 203; Dawadari, Kanz al-durar, vi, 382; Makrfzf,
Itti'dz, ii, 271, 313, 333; Ibn al-Kalanisi, Dhayl,
64; Safadi, Wdfi, iv, 118; Yakut, Udaba\ xiii,
260, xviii, 234; idem, Bulddn, v, 350; Ibn Sacld,

Mughrib, section al-Kahira, ed. Nassar, 359; Ibn
Taghrlbardl, Mid^um, iv, 242, 257';' G. Shayyal,
Madj_muca, i, 114-5; A.H. Saleh, Une source de
Qalqasandi, Mawadd al-Bayan, et son auteur, cAli b.
Halaf, in Arabica, xx/2 (1973), 192-200.(ABDEL
HAMID SALEH)
IBN KHALAF, ABU 'L-HASAN cALi B. KHALAF B.
C
ABD AL-WAHHAB AL-KATIB, one of the great secr e t a r i e s (kuttdb] of the Fatimids of Egypt (alKalkashandi, Subh, vi, 432; idem, Daw3, 402). The
date of his birth is unknown, but it is known that
in 437/1045-6 he was living in Egypt, where he
wrote his work for the secretaries of the diwdn alinshd3, his manual called the Mawadd al-baydn, which
contains in particular model letters and official documents. An incomplete manuscript of this work has
recently been identified in the Suleymaniye Library
in Istanbul (Fatih 4128).
Ibn Khalaf was also the author of two works
which he cites in his Mawadd, the Alat al-kuttdb (fols.
162b and 166a) and a Kitdb al-kharddj. (fols. 16a and
25b), but these have not come to light. The date of
his death is uncertain. Al-Habbal al-Misrl records, in
his Wafaydt al-Misriyyln f i 'l-casr al-Fdtiml, in Shawwal
455 the death of a certain Abu '1-Hasan 'All b. Khalaf
al-Zayyat (cf. RIMA, ii/2 [1956],' 336-7), who could
be our secretary.
Bibliography. In addition to references given
in the article, see Hadjdjr Khalifa, ii, 559; G.
Shayyal, Madj_mucdt, i, 14-15; S.M. Stern, Fatimid
decrees, 105; A.H. Saleh, Une source de Qalqasandl,
Mawadd al-Bayan, et son auteur, cAll b. Halaf, in
Arabica, xx/2 (1973), 192-200.
(ABDEL HAMID SALEH)
IBN KIRAN, ABU CABD ALLAH MUHAMMAD ALTAYYIB B. £ABD AL-MADJID B. CABD AL-SALAM B. KIRAN
('1172-1227/1758-1812), faklh and l i t t e r a t e u r of
Fas. He received a traditional education from the local
scholars, and himself taught rhetoric to numerous
pupils, including Ibn al-Hadjdj [q.v.], Hamdun, Ibn
c
AdjIba, al-Kuhin [q.vv] and the sultan Mawlay
Sulayman (1205-38/1792-1823), who continually
showed his high opinion of Ibn Klran by consulting
him and by entrusting to him, with other fukahd3, the
applying of his ordinances. His work is largely preserved, and comprises commentaries on various suras
and other writings (mss. Rabat K 1373, K 1379,
K 1673, K 2534), notably al-Murshid al-mucln cald
'l-daruri min cilm al-din of Ibn cAshir (lith. Fas 1296;
ms. Rabat K 81), and also an urd^u^a on the logic
of his pupil Ibn al-Hadjdj (ms. Rabat 434). He also
wrote glosses to Ibn Hisham's commentary on the
Alfiyya of Ibn Malik (Fas 1315) and, in collaboration
with three other scholars, a commentary on the forty
hadiths of al-NawawI (ms. Rabat 55). Amongst his
original works, one might mention two short grammatical works on law (ms. Rabat D 938) and kdla
(K 1072, 1373); an urdjuza on metaphor (Fas 1310;
the commentary of al-Bun in ms. Rabat D 921); and
a short work meant to exhort the faithful (K 1072
with some responsa).
His brother Muhammad b. Abd al-Madjld (d. 2
Muharram 1214/6'June 1799) has left behind an
urdj_iiza on icrdb (ms. D 1348, with comm.), and his
son Abu Bakr (d. 4 Djumada II 1267/16 April 1851)
was an imam at Fas.
Bibliography:
Nasirl, Istiksd, iv,
149;
KattanT, Salwat al-anfds, lith. Fas 1316/1898,
iii, 2 ff; E. Levi-Provencal, Chorfa, index;
Ibn Suda, Dalil mu*arrikh al-Maghrib al-Aksd,
i, 374; Brockelmann, S II, 875; Bustam, DM,
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iii, 484; M. Lakhdar, Vie litteraire, 275-7 and
bibl. given there.
(Eo.)
IBN AL-KUFF, AM IN AL-DAWLA ABU 'L-FARADJ B.
MUWAFFAK AL-DlN YA£KUB B. ISHAK, known as AL-

MALIKI AL-MASIHI (the Melkite Christian) AL-KARAKI,
physician and surgeon.
He was born at Karak [g.v.] in 630/1233. His
father, Muwaffak al-Dfn Yackub, was a learned court
clerk under the Ayyubids, who excelled his peers
in Arabic philology, literature, calligraphy, poetry
and history. Ibn Abf Usaybi'a, in his 'Uyun al-anbd3,
Cairo 1882, ii, 273-4, gives the first and only complete, contemporary biography of Ibn al-Kuff, brief
though it is. From it we learn that the family moved
from al-Karak to Sarkhad in southeastern Syria, whither the father was transferred to work for the state,
possibly ca. 643/1245. Becoming acquainted with Ibn
Abf Usaybica, the father's relationship with the latter
soon developed into a lifelong friendship. Upon request,
Ibn Abf Usaybica gladly accepted to be Abu '1-Faradj's
first medical teacher, finding the latter a very intelligent student. Under this master, Abu '1-Faradj mastered first of all the basic courses and doctrines of
the healing art. He then took the advanced subjects
of therapeutics and clinical medicine. When towards
the middle of the century, the father again moved to
Damascus for a new job there, Abu '1-Faradj accompanied the family and continued his education at the
Syrian capital. Besides medicine, he studied philosophy and logic, natural history, metaphysics and mathematics. Here also, no doubt, he obtained medical
training at the city's hospitals. During the reign of
the Ayyubid al-Nasir Salah al-Dm Yusuf (648-58/125060), Ibn al-Kuff was appointed as the first known military physician-surgeon at c Adjlun [<?.#•]• There he
stayed for several years, until he was summoned during the reign of the Mamluk al-Zahir Baybars (65876/1260-77) to become the physician-surgeon at the
Damascus citadel.
Ibn al-Kuff's fame seems to have spread widely,
and he gained the respect of his colleagues and medical students. Upon requests from a number of them,
he composed several works, including his best-known
manual on surgery, 'Umdat al-isldh fi camal sina'at alajarrdh, ed. Hyderabad 1356/1937. Other works still
extant in manuscript include his text on the healing
art, al-Shdfl fi }l-tibb; his commentary on Ibn Sfna's
al-Kdnun on medicine 'Shark al-Kdnun; his commentary
on Hippocrates' Aphorisms, al-Usul fi Shark al-jusul,
which deserves an independent investigation; and his
compendium on health care and the treatment of diseases, Dj_dmic al-gharad ft hifi al-sihha wa-dcf al-marad.
He died at Damascus in 685/1286 at a relatively
early age.
Bibliography: In addition to Ibn Abl Usaybi c a's c Uyun al-anba3 see Hadjdjf Khalifa, Kashf,
ed. Istanbul 565, 1023; Leclerc, Histoire, ii,
203-4; Brockelmann, GAL, I, 649, S, I, 899; E.
Wiedemann, Beschreibung von Schlangen bei Ibn Kaff]
in SPMSE, xlviii-xlix (1916-17), 61-4; G. Sobhy,
Ibn 'l-Kuffl an Arabian surgeon of the VII century alHigra, in Jnal. of the Egyptian Medical Association, xx
(1937), 349-57; O. Spies, Beitrdge zur arabischen
Zjihnheilkunde, in Sudhoffs Archiv, xlvi (1962), 15377; G. Kircher, Die einjachen Heilmittel aus dem
Handbuch der Chirurgie des Ibn al-Quff] diss. Bonn
1967; S. Hamarneh, The physician, therapist and surgeon Ibn al-Quff, Cairo 1974; idem, Catalogue of
Arabic manuscripts on medicine and pharmacy at the British
Library, Cairo 1975, 189-93.
(S.K. HAMARNEH)
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IBN KULLAB, C ABD ALLAH B. SA C ID B.
MUHAMMAD AL-KATTAN AL-BASRI (died 241/855?),
foremost representative of a compromising theology
during the time of the mihna [g.v.]. Nothing is known
about his life. He contradicted the Mu'tazilT doctrine of khalk al-Kur'dn by introducing a distinction
between the speech of God (kaldrn Allah] and its realisation: God is eternally speaking (mutakallim}, but he
can only be mukallim, addressing himself to somebody, if this addressee exists. Speech is a permanent
and unchangeable attribute (si/a or mana} which subsists in God; but when, in revelation, it becomes
speech to somebody, it is subject to alteration: it
may be represented in various languages and must
adapt itself to various situations by taking the form
of an order, a statement etc. The expression khalk
al-Kurgan is thus misleading: it is true insofar as the
"trace" (rasrn) of God's speech is concerned, its reproduction (hikdya] in historical reality, especially in a
Holy Scripture, and its subsequent recitation (kufdn
= kird'a), which is a meritorious action (kasb) performed by man; but it does not allow for the conclusion drawn by the Mu c tazila that God is only
speaking through temporal speech and not per se.
That there is uncreated speech is proved by the
word kun "Be", by which God created everything
else and which can therefore not be created itself.
This uncreated speech does not yet consist of letters
and sounds; it can therefore not be heard by anybody (in contradiction to sura IX, 6 which had to
be interpreted metaphorically). The only exception
was Moses, to whom God said: "I have chosen thee,
so listen to what is suggested" (XX, 13); he heard
God speak to him directly. But we do not have any
information about how Ibn Kullab explained this
kind of perception.
God's speech is eternal not by itself (which would
mean that one attribute or "accident", namely eternity, were to subsist in another one, namely speech),
but by the eternity of God's essence. God's attributes are related to each other in a most intimate
way: they are "neither identical nor not identical".
They share common features, but they are not interchangeable. The same must therefore be said
with regard to their relationship with God's essence:
Id hiya huwa wa-ld hiya ghayruhu. They are not entirely
different from Him, but also not completely identical with Him, i.e. no mere "names" in the sense
of c Abbad b. Sulayman [</.?'.], the Mu c tazilf with
whom Ibn Kullab held frequent discussions. There
was no necessity, in this context, for a distinction
between sifat al-dhdt and sifat al-Ji'l: God's will, which
was considered a "factual quality" and as such temporal by the Mu'tazilfs, is eternal according to Ibn
Kullab, likewise His kindness (karam) and His
generosity (djiud), His friendship (walayd) and His
enmity (caddwa, sakht}. The formula was also applied
to the sifat khabariyya, attributes which are only
accepted because they form part of revelation, i.e.
the anthropomorphisms: God's face, His hands, His
eye, etc., are "neither identical with Him nor not
identical with Him". We do not know what this
meant exactly, but we hear that God is "sitting on
His throne" with His essence, not as a body and
not in a definite place.
Ibn Kullab did not restrict God's attributes to
those mentioned in the Kur'an. An attribute may
be inferred from any description (wasf) given about
God. But there are some of them which do not
fit into the "formula". God is eternal and thus possesses eternity (kidam, which does not belong to the
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Kur'anic vocabulary), but this eternity must be
directly identical with Him because nothing eternal
exists besides Him. Similarly, His being can in no
way be "not identical" with Him. The character of
God's divinity was discussed among Ibn Kullab's
followers.
In other theological problems, Ibn Kullab supported the view of the ashdb al-hadith. He believed
in the ru3ya bi'l-absdr, in the final salvation of
all Muslims in spite of their sins, and in a moderate form of predestination. Man has no immanent
capacity of acting (kudrd)', he only receives it in the
moment of the performance. He may use it for the
contrary of his action, i.e. for sin as well as for obedience, but this freedom of choice does not influence
the salvational status determined by God from the
beginning.
Ibn Kullab's sifat theory was prepared by earlier
speculations inside and outside the Muctazila, especially by discussions between Abu '1-Hudhayl [q.v]
and Hisham b. al-Hakam [q.v] and by the ideas of
the early Zaydl theologian Sulayman b. Djarfr alRakkf (for whom cf. W. Madelung, Der Imam al-Qasim
ibn Ibrahim, 61 ff.). He was, however, the first to
elaborate them into a coherent system which corresponded to the tenets of the ashdb al-hadith. He also
apparently put them on a broader basis by adding,
e.g., a theory of human speech which worked with
the same differentiation between speech as such and
its reproduction through letters and sounds. He wrote
several books, among them a K. al-Sifdt and a refutation of the Mu'tazila. Only a small fragment of
one of them has been found up to now (cf. Oriens,
xviii-xix [1965-6], 138 f.). Among his adherents in
Baghdad was the mystic al-Harith al-Muhasibf (died
243/857); in Nfshapur his doctrine seems to have
been supported by al-Husayn b. al-Fadl al-Badjalf, a
contemporary who was mainly known as a commentator of the Kur'an. The orthodox reaction under
al-Mutawakkil and the prohibition of kaldm in 2387
852-3 seriously hampered the expansion of the
school. Theologians who held similar ideas were
attacked by Ahmad b. Hanbal and his disciples as
Laf&yya, people who believed in the createdness of
the pronunciation (Iqfe), i.e. the recitation of the
Kur'an. But two generations later, Ibn Kullab's ideas
were renewed by Ahmad b. cAbd al-Rahman alKalanisf from Rayy and by his contemporary alAsh'arl (died 324/936 [q.v.]). The Kadi cAbd
al-Djabbar (died 415/1025) still polemicises much
more against the Kullabiyya than against al-Ashcarf,
and seems not always to distinguish sharply between
them. But al-Mukaddasf notes already in ca. 375/985
that the Ashcariyya school was superseding its predecessor. The last traces of the school disappear in the
5th/llth century.
Bibliography. The main information about Ibn
Kullab's doctrine is found in Ashcarf's Makdldt alIsldmiyym, cf. index s.v. cAbd Allah b. Sa'Td, cf. also
Ibn al-Nadfm, Fihrist, ed. R. Tadjaddud, Tehran2
1973, 230, 11. 6 ff. These and other sources are
analysed in J. van Ess, Ibn Kullab und die Mihna, in
Oriens xviii-xix (1965-6), 92 ff. See also M. Allard,
Le probleme des attributs divins, Beirut 1965, 146 ff.;
W.M. Watt, The formative period of Islamic thought,
Edinburgh 1973, 286 ff.; F.E. Peters, Allah's
Commonwealth, New York 1973, index s.v.; H. Daiber,
Das theologisch-philosophische System des Mtfammar ibn
'Abbad as-Sulami, Beirut 1975, index s.v.; H.A.
Wolfson, The philosophy of the Kaldm, Cambridge, Mass.
1976, 248 ff.; J. Peters, God's created speech, Leiden

1976, index s.v.; R.M. Frank, Beings and their attributes, Albany 1978, index.
(J. VAN Ess)
IBN MANGLl, MUHAMMAD AL-NASIRI, a Mamluk
officer of the guard [see HALKA] of Sultan al-Malik
al-Ashraf Sha'ban (764-78/1362-77 [q.v.]), known as
the author of several works on the art of war and
of a treatise on hunting.
According to a laconic item of information given
by Ibn Mangli himself, he must have been born
in Cairo at the opening of the 8th/14th century,
between the years 700 and 705/1300-6. As his arabised name shows (perhaps originally Mongli), his father
was a Kipcak [q.v.], who had been brought at a tender age to the Mamluk training school and recruited
to the corps of the Bahriyya [q.v.] under Sultan alMalik al-Nasir Nasir al-Dfn Muhammad [q.v], who
held three separate periods of power between 693/1293
and 741/1341; this is the origin of the title of affiliation, al-Nasirf, applied to him. Our author fell therefore into the class of awlad al-nds [q.v] "sons of the
people of high rank", which allowed him to become
a member of the sultan's guard of honour. After having undergone the wide-ranging military education of
the "youths of good family", he ended his long career
as a military man, in this same elite corps, with the
high rank of mukaddam (= colonel or brigadier?), ensuring him comfort of life and respect. To his cultural
interests, Ibn Mangli added a deep religious sense,
almost asceticism; at the end of his treatise on hunting, he thanks God for allowing him not to take a
wife, the source of unhappiness. It is unknown whether
his own death preceded or followed the ignominious
end of his master, strangled to death.
Ibn Manglf's works on the art of war and on
military and naval tactics are only known to us
through titles and citations, but his treatise on hunting, put together in 773/1371-2, is preserved in a
unique manuscript (Paris, B.N., Ar. 2832, ff. 53) called
Uns al-mald bi-wahsh al-fald "The sociable contact
of the elite people with the wild beast of the open
desert". The author did not intend to compile an
original work, but, so he says, conceived the idea of
it as an abridgement (mukhtasar) of the great encyclopaedia on venery al-I^amhara fl culum al-bayzara
"Compendium on the arts of falconry" (Escurial,
Ar. 903; Istanbul, Aya Sofya 3813; Calcutta, Asiatic
Soc., Ar. 865 M9) written in 638/1240 by the
Baghdad! author Abu '1-Ruh Tsa b. CA1I b. Hassan
al-Asadf. To the basic fabric of al-Asadl's work Ibn
Mangll was able to add, in addition to the fruits of
his own long experience on the subject, references to
the best authors, such as al-Damfrf, al-Djahiz, Ibn
Kutayba, Ibn Wahshiyya, Ibn Zuhr, al-RazT and
many others. One is grateful to him for not having
conceived of it as an adab [q.v.] work; his clear, precise and curt style reflects the military man, whilst
certain dialectical expressions show the contemporary
language.
In 1880 one Florian Pharaon, a person of Levantine
origin, brought out an edition and translation, under
the title Traite de venerie (Paris, pp. 154 text, 143 tr.),
of Ibn Mangll's work; but the manuscript which he
used, very lacking and defective, is not the Paris one.
As a result, one wonders whether this Pharaon knew
Arabic and anything about hunting at all, since the
work of the Mamluk author is so mangled.
As well as the great interest which Ibn Manglf's
treatise holds for the devotee of the chase and the
specialist on animals, the historian can glean from
it a host of details on the horses, the style of riding
and the handling of weapons as known amongst
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the Mamluks of the 8th/14th century, for whom
hunting served as a school for war.
Bibliography. Brockelmann, II, 136, S II,
167; G. Zoppoth, Muhammad ibn Mdngli, ein a'gyptischer Officer und Schriftsteller des 14. Jhr., in W^KM,
liii (1957), 288-99; El1 art. BAYZARA; D. Moller,
Studien zur mittelalterlichen arabischen Falknereiliteratur,
Berlin 1965; F. Vire, Abrege de cynegetique d'Ibn
Mangli, annotated tr. (forthcoming).
(F. VIRE)
IBN MATTAWAYH, ABU MUHAMMAD ALHASAN B. AHMAD, M u c t a z i l l t h e o l o g i a n . Virtually
nothing certain is known about his life beyond that
he was a student of Kadi cAbd al-Djabbar (d. 4157
1025) in Rayy and survived him. His grandfather
Mattawayh has been erroneously identified, on the
basis of the title page of Houben's edition of his
al-Maajmuc f i 'l-muhit bi 'l-taklif, as 'All b. cAbd Allah
b. cUtba (read cAtiyya) b. Muhammad b. Ahmad
al-Nadjranf, who was rather the scribe of one of
the manuscripts of this book. The death dates given,
without mention of a source, by Houben (469/1076)
and by cAbd al-Kanm c Uthman (468/1075) do not
appear reliable. There is no evidence in his extant
works that he survived his teacher for over half a
century. His K. al-Tadhkira was evidently composed
soon after cAbd al-Djabbar's death, for none of the
latter's students except Abu Muhammad b. al-Labbad
is mentioned in it, while Abu Rashid al-Naysaburf
(who cannot have survived cAbd al-Djabbar very long)
quotes it in his K. ^iydddt al-sharh. There is a possibility that he is identical with, or related to, the Ibn
Mattawayh or "Sibt Mattuya" lampooned by the vizier
al-Sahib b. cAbbad (d. 385/995), cAbd al-Djabbar's
patron in Rayy, in some obscene verses, especially
since one of the verses seems to allude to his belonging to the Mu c tazila (see al-Thacalibf, Yatima, iii, 101 f.;
Yakut, Udabd\ ii, 342).
Ibn Mattawayh generally set forth the doctrine of
his teacher cAbd al-Djabbar, whose K. al-Muhit bi
}
l-taklif, a comprehensive Mu c tazill theology, he paraphrased, commented upon and, in a few points, criticised in his K. al-Madj_mUc fi 'l-muhit bi 'l-taklij (vol. i
edited by JJ. Houben, Beirut 1965, and by c Umar
al-Sayyid c Azmf, Cairo 1965). Also extant is his K.
al-Tadhkira, a work in two volumes on the nature of
substances and accidents (vol. i edited by Sam! Nasr
Lutf and Faysal Badfr'un, Cairo 1975). A commentary on it by an anonymous author writing ca.
570/1174-5 is preserved in manuscript (see S.M.
Danishpazhuh, in Nashriyya-yi Kitdbkhdnayi Markazi-yi
Ddmshgdh-i Tihrdn, ii [1341/1962], 156 f). His K. alKifdya is quoted in Ibn Abi '1-Hadfd's Shark Nahaj albaldgha. In it he argued at length for the superior
excellence of cAli over Abu Bakr. Going beyond any
previous Mu c tazilf position, he affirmed the impeccability (cisma) of CA1I but maintained, against the
Imam! Shff doctrine, that impeccability was no prerequisite for the validity of the imamate. A K. alTahrir by him is quoted in Mahmud b. al-Malahimi's
K. al-Muftamad fi usul al-din.
Bibliography. al-Hakim al-Djushamf, Shark alc
uyun, in Fadl al-icti^dl wa-tabakdt al-Mucta^ila, ed.
Fu'ad Sayyi'd, Tunis 1393/1974, 389; Ibn alMurtada, Tabakdt al-Mucta^ila, ed. S. Diwald-Wilzer,
Wiesbaden 1961, 119; Sezgin, GAS, i, 627; cAbd
al-Karfm c Uthman, Kadi 'l-kuddt cAbd al-I^abbdr b.
Ahmad al-Hamadhdni, Beirut 1386/1967, 51.
(W. MADELUNG)
IBN MIKSAM, MUHAMMAD B. AL-HASAN B. YACKUB
B. AL-HASAN B. AL-HUSAYN B. MUHAMMAD B. SULAYMAN
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B. DAWUD B. £UBAYD ALLAH B. MIKSAM, ABU BAKR
AL-'ATTAR AL-MuKRi' AL-NAHWi, who lived from
265/878-9 until 354/965, was one of the most
l e a r n e d e x p e r t s in kird3a [q.v.] and also noted
for his knowledge of Arabic grammar as practised in
the school of Kufa. According to his contemporaries,
his only fault was that he, when teaching the Kur'an,
instructed in various readings (kird3 at) which were
not agreed upon by the majority of scholars of his
days (idj_mdc). Thus, instead of naajiyyan in XII, 80,
he read nu^abd'a, which did not make sense in the
context. He tried to justify his controversial readings
with grammatical arguments. This evoked the scorn
of other Kur'an teachers, and the matter was brought
to the attention of the sultan who demanded that
he recant. Ibn Miksam yielded to the pressure, but
in other reports it says that he abided by his readings until his death. Apparently this caused some concern with the theologians of his days in regard
to those ignorant people who were taken with his
teachings and, subsequently, led astray. The whole
episode bears a strong resemblance to what happened
one year later to Ibn Shanabudh (d. 329/939 [q.v.]).
Yakut mentions the titles of eighteen books attributed
to Ibn Miksam, mainly dealing with Kur'an and the
Arabic language, but also including a refutation of
the Muctazila. All of these seem to have been lost.
Bibliography. Noldeke-Schwally, Gesch. des
Qorans, index s.v.; al-Khatfb al-Baghdadl, Ta'rikh
Baghdad, ii, 206 ff.; Yakut, Udabd\ vi, 498-501;
Ibn al-Djazarf, Ghdyat al-nihdya, ii, 123 ff.; Ibn
al-Anbarl, Mu^hat al-alibba3', 360-3; Ibn Hadjar,
Lisdn al-mizdn, iv, 130 f.
(G.H.A. JUYNBOLL)
IBN MITHAM, ABU 'L-HASAN £ALI B. ISMA C IL B.
C
SHU AYB B. MITHAM (often read as al-Haytham) B.
YAHYA AL-TAMMAR (whence the less common name
for him, IBN AL-TAMMAR), AL-AsADl (al-Sabunl, according to Ibn Hazm, Fisal, iv, 181), Imdmi theologian
of the 2nd/8th century.
Mitham was a Companion of the Prophet (Ibn
Hadjar, Isdba, no. 8472) who had adopted the cause
of CA1I b. Abf Talib and had settled at Kufa, where
his great-grandson was born at an uncertain date; nor
is the date of his death known. Having left his natal
town for Basra, cAlf b. Ismacll frequented the great
Mu'tazilf scholars of the time, especially Abu
'1-Hudhayl and al-Nazzam [q.vv], with whom he
engaged in controversy, but apparently without great
success (cf. al-Khayyat, Intisdr, index, who states that
he was under the influence of the young (ahddth)
Mu c tazilfs). Al-Mascudr, in Murudj_, vi, 369 = § 2566,
mentions him at the head of the theologians who took
part in a colloquium organised by Yahya b. Khalid
b. Barmak on cishk [q.v], and records (vi, 371 = §
2569) the presence there of Hisham b. al-Hakam [q.v.].
The latter, who died in 179/795-6, is considered as
the main representative of Imam! theology in his time,
and Ibn Mltham did not enjoy a parallel fame; but
it is probable that Ibn Mitham was his elder, since
he is cited before him by Ibn al-Nadlm, Fihrist, ed.
Cairo, 249, who states that he was the first to formulate the doctrine of the imamate, and attributes to
him a Kitdb al-Imdma (called al-Kdmil) and a K. alIstihkdk. If al-Nawbakhtf (Firak al-Shiea, 9) is to be
believed, this political doctrine may be summed up
in the following manner: CA1I was the most meritorious (qfdal) after the Prophet, and the community committed an error in choosing Abu Bakr and c Umar,
but did not however fall into sin; on the other hand,
c
Uthman was to be rejected (takfir). For his part,
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al-Ashcan, Makalat, 42, 54, 516, delineates the main
outlines of his theological doctrine: the Divine Will is,
for him, as for Hisham, a moving force (haraka), but
for him, a moving force external to God, which moves
Him. In regard to faith, this consists essentially in
respect for the divine obligations; whoever infringes
them loses the quality of mu^min and becomes a fdsik,
without however being wholly excluded from the community, since he can marry within it and inherit.
Bibliography: In addition to the sources mentioned above, see TusT, Fihrist, 212, no. 458;
Nadjashf, Ridj_dl, 176; Abu cAlf al-Karbala'f,
Muntahd }l-makdl, 207-8; Mamakanf, Tanklh al-makdl,
ii, 270; Baghdad!, Hadiyyat al-cdrifm, i, 669; Kahhala,
Muc^am, vii, 37; W.M. Watt, in St. Isl., xxi,' 289,
291; idem, The formative period) of Islamic thought,
Edinburgh 1973, 158-9, 188.
(ED.)
IBN AL-MUBARAK AL-LAMATI [see AL-LAMATI].
IBN MUKBIL, ABU KACB (Abu '1-Hurra in Ibn
Durayd's Ishtikdk, 12) TAMIM B. UBAYY B. MUKBIL
b. al-cAdjlan al-cAmin (i.e. the c Amir b. Sacsaca; see
Ibn al-Kalbl-Caskel, Tab. 101), B e d o u i n p o e t of
the mukhadram, who is said, like many other people of his age, to have lived 120 years (although alSidjistanf does not cite him in his K. al-Mucammann).
He died after the battle of Siffin (37/657), to which
he alludes in one of his poems (Diwdn, 345), probably in Mucawiya's reign and in any case, at a time
when al-Akhtal [q.v] had already made himself known
to him.
Ibn Mukbil seems to have led the rather monotonous life of the Bedouins of his time, and his biographers, eager for pieces of information, record hardly
any striking facts. They give prominence to his marriage to his father's widow, al-Dahma3, whom he had
to divorce in conformity with the laws of Islam (Ibn
Habfb, Muhabbar, 325-6), but he long regretted this,
judging by the numerous verses where her name is
mentioned (see Diwdn, index). When he had reached
an advanced age, he asked for hospitality from a certain cAsar al-cUkaylI, who had two daughters; these
last mocked him, because he was blind in one eye,
so their father compelled one of them, Sulayma, to
marry him (Diwdn, 76-7). As a good Bedouin poet,
Ibn Mukbil mentions several women in the nasib
of his poems, and in particular a certain Kabsha/
Kubaysha (see Diwdn, index), but of course, no precise information can be drawn from this. Although
Ibn al-Kalbl does not mention any progeny of his,
he is said to have had a dozen children (Ibn Rashlk,
c
Umda, ii, 291), all poets in their turn, and al-Bakrf
(Mucaj_am ma stacdj_am, i, 131) adds the name of an
Umm Shank who is said to have transmitted her
father's verses.
Another fact lacking from his life story is an
exchange of hidjd* [q.v] verses with a poet who was
a partisan of 'All b. Abl Talib, al-Nadjashl [q.v.];
the latter had attacked his tribe in the time of
c
Umar b. al-Khattab, and the dispute was brought
before the caliph, who first of all shrank back from
delivering a judgment but was subsequently forced
to throw al-Nadjashl into jail (this happening is
recorded by numerous authors, in particular, Ibn
Kutayba, Shi'r, 290; al-Bakn, Fasl al-makdl fi shark
Kitdb al-amthdl, Beirut 1391/1971, 310-11; Ibn
Rashlk, cUmda, i, 37-8; al-Husrl, £ahr al-dddb, i, 1920; al-Baghdadl, Khi^dna, Bulak, i, 113 = Cairo, i,
214-15; etc.). The two poets exchanged insults over
a period of years, and once again one sees Ibn
Mukbil replying to his enemy, who had attacked
Mu'awiya after the battle of Siffm (Diwdn, No. 42).

He had previously expressed pro-Umayyad sentiments in an elegy inspired by the murder of
c
Uthman (Diwdn, no. 3), but apart from his polemics
with al-Nadjashf, he seems to have been uninterested in political affairs and to have held
aloof from addressing eulogies to highly-placed personages. Hence if madih [q.v] is little represented
in his diwdn, boasting poetry (fakhr), personal or
tribal, abound on the other hand. As a Bedouin
poet, he defends naturally the Bedouin qualities
such as generosity, contempt for riches, courage
and en-durance; the main characteristic of his work
is indeed description (wasf), of the desert, atmospheric phenomena, the camel, wild animals, and
especially, the arrows (kiddh) used in the gambling
game called may sir [q.v], to such a point that he
became proverbial for them and one spoke of the
kidh Ibn Mukbil (Ibn Kutayba, Shi'r, 427). His work
was exploited by the philologists (Slbawayh cites
him ten times; see also, e.g., al-Mubarrad, Kdmil,
498; al-Baghdadr, KhiZdna, Bulak, i, 111-13 = Cairo,
i, 211-15, shdhid 32, etc.), and because of the number of place names in his poetry, he was a source
for the compilers of geographical dictionaries (Yakut
cites him 142 times in the Mu'ajam al-bulddn).
He was reproached basically because he regretted
too much the pre-Islamic times and found himself ill
at ease (Ibn Sallam, Tabakdt, 125; see Diwdn, 12941), and it may be because of this that the judgments of the critics on him differ considerably. Ibn
Sallam, 119, places him in the fifth class of the
Djahiliyya poets with Khidash b. Zuhayr, al-Aswad
b. Ya c fur and al-Mukhabbal b. Rablca, who are not
remarkable as poets. Most curiously, al-Akhtal, whom
he had in fact attacked (Diwdn, 109-12, 312-14), is
said to have delivered a very favourable verdict on
him (Thaclab, Aladj_dlis, 481; Ibn Rashik, cUmda, i,
80), whilst al-Asmacf [q.v] did not consider him at
all as one of the fuhul (al-Marzubanf, Muwashshdh,
80); this severe judgment did not however prevent
this same scholar from collecting together his Diwdn,
of which other recensions were made by Abu cAmr
al-Shaybanf, al-Tusf, Ibn al-Sikklt and al-Sukkarl
(Fihrist, ed. Cairo, 224) and a commentary written
by Muhammad b. al-Mucalla al-Azdl (Yakut, Udabd',
xix, 55). One at least of these recensions was known
in Ifrfkiya, as the cUmda of Ibn Rashlk and the M.asa'il
al-intikdd of Ibn Sharaf (who adjudged Ibn Mukbil's
poetry as archaic and solidly constructed) attest in
particular, and also in al-Andalus (see Ibn Khayr,
Fahrasa, 397), but it is only recently that there has
been discovered at Qorum [see CORUM] the manuscript of an unidentified recension. A very careful
edition of the Diwdn has been done by c lzzat Hasan
(Damascus 1381/1962), to which he has appended a
Dhayl and various highly useful indices; another ed.
by Ahmet I. Turek, Ankara 1965.
Bibliography: The main sources have been
given in the article; c lzzat Hasan's introduction to
the Diwdn contains the sparse biographical details
which are known and a study of Ibn Mukbil's
works. See further Zirikll, Acldm, s.v.; Wahhabf,
Maradjf, i, 123-5, where some new references may
be found.
(Cn. PELLAT)_
IBN NADjl, ABU 'L-KASIM/ABU 'L-FADL B. TSA
B. NADJI AL-TANUKHI, kddi, p r e a c h e r and biogr a p h e r , who was born and who died at al-Kayrawan
(ca. 762-837 or 839/oz. 1361-1433 or 1435).'He studied in his natal town and in Tunis, and then filled
various posts as kadi and as khatfb (in Djarba, Beja,
Lorbeus, Sousse, Gabes, Tebessa and al-Kayra-

IBN NADJI

IBN NAZIR AL-DJAYSH

wan), and put together commentaries on fikh works,
in particular, on the Risdla of Ibn Abl Zayd alKayrawanl (this shark was printed at Cairo 1914, 2
vols.). However, his fame stemmed especially from
a colletion of biographies of religious scholars of his
natal town from its origins till the 9th/15th century, the Ma'alim al-imdm fi ma'rifat ahl al-Kayrawdn,
only the part with the notices on the 8th/14th century being completely from his own pen; all the
opening is in reality a borrowing from a collection
by a predecessor, al-Dabbagh [g.v. above].
Bibliography: Ahmad Baba, May I al-ibtihdaj, 223;
Ibn al-Kadl, Durrat al-hidfdl, No. 1330; Introd. to
Ibrahim Shabbuh's ed. of the Macdlim\ see also the
Bib 1. to AL-DABBAGH.

(ED.)

IBN NASIR, the name, nowadays replaced by ALNASIRI, of a M o r o c c a n f a m i l y who founded the
branch of the Shadhiliyya order [q.v.] known as
Nasiriyya and founded its headquarters at the zdwiya
of Tamgrut [</.#.] in southern Morocco. The numerous biographical sources, published and unedited, as
well as a monograph on the family, the Tal'at almushtari (Fas 1309) by Ahmad al-NasirT al-Salawf, allow
its history to be traced easily and allow a genealogical tree to be constructed; the reader will find information on this in the article AL-NASIRIYYA, and there
will merely be given here some information on those
members of the Banu Nasir who took part in a conspicuous fashion in literary and intellectual life over
the last four centuries.
1. AL-HUSAYN B. MUHAMMAD b. Ahmad b.
Muhammad b. Husayn b. Nasir b. c Amr b. c Uthman
al-Dar c r (d. 1091/1680) succeeded his father
(d. 1052/1642) as head of the zjawya of Ighlan (a few
miles from Zagora). This zdwiya was, however, definitively abandoned after an outbreak of plague
which broke out in 1091/1680, of which al-Husayn
was himself a victim; he had made three journeys to
the East and had composed a Fahrasa extant at Rabat
(ms. 506J).
2. His elder brother, Abu cAbd Allah MAHAMMAD
B. MUHAMMAD (1015-85/1606-74) had left the Ighlan
Zdwiya in 1040/1631 in order to settle in the one at
Tamgrut, which he now headed; according to the
most reliable tradition, it was he who founded the
Nasiriyya order. He wrote several works oi Jikh, some
poetry, letters and aajwiba on points of law.
3. Mahammad's son AHMAD (1057-1129/1647-1717)
succeeded his father as head of the order. He made
the pilgrimage four times, and utilised these occasions
to establish branches of the order in various parts of
North Africa, as far as Egypt, and composed concerning his pilgrimage of 1121/1709-10 a voluminous
Rihla (lith. Fas 1320; partial tr. A. Berbrugger, in
Exploration scientifique de I'Algene, ix, 1846, 165 ff.); this
travel account has a certain interest because the
author adds his personal observations on the regions
which he passed through and records events of some
importance, in addition to his mention of his itineraries and the religious personnages whom he met en
route. Since Ahmad left behind no children, the headship of the zdwiya passed to the descendants of his
brother Muhammad al-Kabfr.
4. Abu c Abd Allah MUHAMMAD (al-Makkf) B.
MUSA b. Muhammad (al-Kabfr) b. Mahammad succeeded his father, who died in 1142/1729. The task
of inspecting the order's branches in the various
towns of Morocco led him to write a travel narrative, al-Raydhin al-wardiyya ji 'l-rihla al-Mandkushiyya
(ms. Rabat 88 G, 1-83), but he also left behind
some poetry and several biographical works, amongst
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which may be noted the Path al-malik al-Masir fi
id^dzdt marwiyydt Bam Mdsir (ms. Rabat 323 K) on
the idj_dzdt received by his forebears, and above all,
al-Durar al-murassaca fi akhbdr acydn Dar'a or the Kashf
al-rawca ji 'l-tacrif bi-sulahd3 Dar'a (mss. Rabat K. 265
and 88 G, 84-116), finished in 1152/1739, which
traces the history of the Nasiriyya order. He died
after 1170/1756.
5. Abu cAbd Allah MUHAMMAD B. ABD ALSALAM b. cAbd Allah b. Muhammad (al-Kablr), who
died in 1239/1823. He made the pilgrimage to Mecca
twice and wrote two accounts of these. The autograph ms. of the first, al-Rihla al-kubrd, is extant in
the Royal Library at Rabat (no. 5658); the author
adds his own personal observations and is not afraid
to contradict his predecessors (notably al-cAyyashf
and al-cAbdarf [q.vv.]). He further left behind al-Mazdyd
fi-md hadatha/uhditha min al-bidac bi-Umm al-^awdyd,
a Fahrasa (ms. Rabat 3289 K), a commentary on
the 40 hadiths, of Mahammad al-Djawharl (ms. Rabat
137 Qj and some responsa on some cases in point,
the Katc al-watin min al-marik ji'l-din (ms. Rabat 1079
D, fols'. 107-15).
6. It is convenient, finally, to note that the famous
author of the K. al-Istiksd, AHMAD AL-NAsml [see ALSALAWI] was a direct descendant of Ibn Nasir.
Bibliography: To the works by members of the
family cited above, one should add the great biographical collections of Moroccan authors like
Ifranl, Sqfwat man intashar, lith. Fas n.d.; Kadiri,
Nashr al-mathdni, Fas 1310/1892; Muhammad
al-Kattam, Salwat al-anfds, lith. Fas 1316; c Abd
al-Hayy al-Kattam, Fihris al-fahdris, Fas 13467/1927-9; the manuals of Moroccan literature;
Ibn Suda, Dalil mu'anikh al-Maghrib al-Aksd,
Casablanca 1960-5; Levi-Provencal, Chorja, index
s.v. Ibn Nasir; M. Lakhdar, La vie litteraire au
Maroc sous la dynastie 'alawide, Rabat 1971, index
s.v. Ibn Nasir and the bibl. cited there.
(Eo.)
IBN NAZIR AL-SIAYSH, TAK! ' L -DiN CABD ALRAHMAN, kadi, official and author of the Mamluk
period in Egypt. His precise dates are unknown, but
he was apparently the son of another kadi who had
been controller of the army in the time of Sultan
al-Nasir Nasir al-Dm Muhammad b. Kalawun, and
he himself served in the Diwdn al-Inshd' under such
rulers as al-Mansur Salah al-Dm Muhammad (7624/1361-3) and his successor al-Ashraf Nasir al-Dln
Sha c ban (764-78/1363-76). His correspondence was
apparently collected into a ma^_mu\ for al-Kalkashandf
[q.v.] quotes four letters from it, to external rulers,
in his Subh al-a(s_hd. Ibn Nazir al-Djaysh was also, in
a well-established Mamluk tradition, the author of a
manual for chancery secretaries, the Tathkif al-Tacnf,
an improved version of the well-known guide of
Shihab al-Dln Ibn Fadl Allah al- c Uman [see FADL
ALLAH], al-Tacnf bi 'l-mustalah al-shanf, the Tathkif has
survived in at least four manuscripts (not however
recorded in Brockelmann) and is again quoted several times by al-Kalkashandl.
Bibliography:
M.
Gaudefroy-Demombynes,
La Syrie d I'epoque des Mamelouks d'apres les
auteurs arabes, Paris 1923, pp. XII-XIII; W.
Bjorkman, Beitrdge zur Geschichte der Staatskanzlei
im islamischen Agypten, Hamburg 1928, 69, 75,
129; C.E. Bosworth, Christian and Jewish religious
dignitaries in Mamluk Egypt and Syria: Qalqashandi's
information on their hierarchy, titulature and appointment, in IJMES, iii (1972), 67.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
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IBN AL-RAHIB — IBN AL-RUMIYYA

IBN AL-RAHIB, Coptic polygraph, born between
1200-10 and died between 1290-5. Known principally as a historiographer on account of the Chronicon
orientate, which has been falsely attributed to him since
the 17th century, Nushu 5 al-Khilafa (or simply alNushu3) Abu Shakir b. al-Sana (abbreviation of Sana3
al-Dawla) al-Rahib Abu '1-Karam (alias Abu '1-Madjd)
Butrus b. al-Muhadhdhib in fact represents, with Abu
Ishak b. al-cAssal [q.v] and Abu '1-Barakat Ibn Kabar
[</.y.], the leading encyclopaedist of the golden age of
Christian Arabic literature, in the 7th/13th century.
He wrote about all the disciplines of human knowledge which an Arab Christian of the period was in
a position to cultivate: chronology and astronomy, history, philology and hermeneutics, philosophy and theology (in the full spectrum of their ramifications). But
it is not this fact alone which confers upon his work
an encyclopaedic character; such versatility was not
unusual in his milieu. The decisive factor is most of
all his method of working, the very dimensions of his
studies and finally, the abundant wealth of textual
sources, Greek and patristic, Muslim Arab and
Christian, which he quotes or incorporates to a large
extent in his own works. It is in this work of compilation, besides, even more than in original thought,
that the value of his writings seems to reside.
Ibn al-Rahib was born into a large and distinguished Coptic family of Old Cairo, all of them
churchmen as well as senior officials of the Ayyubid
state. His father, known at the time under the name
al-Sana al-Rahib or al-Rahib Anba Butrus (he became
a monk at an advanced age), enjoyed a considerable
reputation both in public administration, where for
two periods he was responsible for state finance,
and in ecclesiastical circles, where he virtually played
the role of interim patriarch in the latter part of the
long period during which the diocese of Alexandria
was vacant (1216-35), before becoming spokesman
for the opposition under the much-contested patriarchate of Cyrillus b. Laklak (1235-43). His son, alNushu 3 Abu Shakir, was, for his part, deacon of the
renowned church of al-Mucallaka and played a senior role in the administration, apparently in the dlwdn
al-djuyush [q.v].
It was relatively late, probably after leaving public
service in the wake of political repercussions which
accompanied the rise to power of the Mamluks, that
he began his literary activity. It is in fact confined
to the period between the years 655/1257 and 669/
1270-1. Beyond the latter date, Ibn al-Rahib limited
himself to reproducing and improving his works.
Extremely extensive and hitherto unedited, these are,
in chronological order:
(a) K. al-Tawankh. Recently identified in three
manuscripts, this is the work on which, in reality,
Ibn al-Rahib's renown is based. It comprises three
distinct parts, unequally divided into fifty-one chapters: a study of astronomy and chronology (chs.
1-47); a history of the world (ch. 48), of Islam (ch.
49) and of the Church (in the form of a history of
the patriarchs of Alexandria—ch. 50); and finally, a
brief account of the Seven Ecumenical Councils of
the Orient (ch. 51). The celebrated Chronicon orientale
represents, in fact, only a mediocre abstract of the
long chronographical section (chs. 48-50). The K. alTawankh was, in addition, exploited to a large extent
by the Christian historiographer, al-Makfn b. alc
Amfd [q.v.] and—through the latter, apparently—
constantly mentioned by al-Maknzf and Ibn Khaldun
[</.<7<7.]. In the first half of the 16th century it was
translated into classical Ethiopic (Ge c ez) by no less

a person than the Etcheguie Enbaqom, which
acquired for it a position of considerable eminence
in Ethiopian literature. For this the manual of the
ecclesiastical year and of universal chronology, entitled Abushdker, is not the least of the evidence.
(b) The study of Coptic philology, completed in
1263, includes a rhymed vocabulary (sullam mukaffd)
according to the method used by the Arab lexicographers, preceded by a grammar (mukaddima [q.v.])
which, through its originality, is distinguished from
the series of Coptic prefaces of the Middle Ages.
Although the vocabulary itself hitherto seems to be
lost, an attentive reading of the prologue—which
is available to us along with the grammar and in
which the author sets out his project in detail—
enables us to see there a work of lexicography far
superior to the Scala rimata of his contemporary Ibn
al-cAssal [see SULLAM].
(c) K. al-Shifd (1267-8). A work of Biblical
Christology, of an exclusively exegetical character.
Conceived according to massive proportions, it was
originally structured on the basis of the image of the
Tree of Life, consisting of a triple trunk (asi), each
part bearing three branches (far') loaded with innumerable fruits (thamara). The abundance and the variety of patristic and other commentaries (especially the
Firdaws al-nasrdniyya of the Nestorian Ibn al-Tayyib
[q.v.], which are dotted throughout the work, make
it an interesting Arabic florilegium of Biblical commentaries relating to the person of Christ.
(d) K. al-Burhdn (1270-1). An extensive theologicophilosophical summa in fifty chapters (mas'aid], dealing with almost all the questions of philosophy,
theology, ethics and culture likely to be of interest
to an educated Copt of the period. It is particularly
to be noted that the theodicy of the K. al-Burhdn
(chs. 28-40) hinges entirely on that of the K. al-Arbacm
of the great Persian theologian Fakhr al-Dm alRazI [q.v.].
Bibliography: Graf, GOAL, ii, 428-35; Adel
Y. Sidarus, Ibn al-Rdhibs Leben und Werk. Ein
koptisch-arabischer Enzyklopadist des 7./13. Jahrhunderts
(Islamkundliche Untersuchungen 36), Freiburg
1975, with detailed analysis of sources and complete bibl.
(A. SIDARUS)
IBN AL-RUMIYYA, ABU 'L-CABBAS (sporadically:
Abu Dja'far) AHMAD B. ABI CABD ALLAH MUHAMMAD
B. MUFARRIDJ B. ABI 'L-KHALIL CABD ALLAH AL-UMAWI

AL-HAZMI AL-ZAHIRI AL-NABATI AL-CASHSHAB, SpanishArabic pharmacobotanist. He was born in Seville in
561/1166 (according to others, 567/1172) and died
there in 637/1240. His allegedly Byzantine origin on
the maternal side may have procured him the nickname by which he became known, but which he did
not like hearing. In any case, he was a freedman of
the Umayyads. He was educated as a Malik! traditionist and jurist, but then joined the Zahiriyya and
became an ardent adherent of Ibn Hazm [q.v.]. None
of his writings bearing upon this activity seems to
have survived; some ridfdl-works may be mentioned
here: al-Muclim bi-zawa'id (or: bi-md zddahu), al-Bukhdn
c
ald Muslim, Ikhtisdr Ghard'ib hadlth Malik (li-l-Ddrakutni),
Na^m al-dardri fi-md tafarrada bihi Muslim can al-Bukhari,
further an abstract from Ibn al-Kattan's (d. 360/971)
K. al-Kamil fi 'l-ducafd' wa 'l-matriikin, and a supplement to this work under the title al-Hdfil fi tadlll alKamil, finally legal investigations on the performance
of the prayer, like Hukm al-du'd3 fi adbdr al-salawdt
and Kayfiyyat al-adhdn yawm al-dj_umca. The knowledge
related to these subjects he acquired during an

IBN AL-RUMIYYA — IBN RUSHD
extensive study-tour, made in connection with the
pilgrimage which he undertook in 613/1216, and
which led him through North Africa, Egypt, alHidjaz, Syria and Trak. His extraordinary long biography in Marrakushi's Dhayl (see Bibl.) can be
explained by the fact that this author cites most, if
not all, of the traditionists and jurists whose lectures
Ibn al-Rumiyya attended and who were his authorities in hadith.
His real renown, however, is based on his achievements as a pharmacobotanist. As he himself relates,
he was initiated into pharmacology in 583/1187 in
Marrakush by cAbd Allah b. Salih, one of Ibn alBaytar's teachers. With him he studied three works:
(1) the Materia medica of Dioscorides; (2) the work by
Ibn Djuldjul [q.v.] in which the latter explains the
simple medicines named by Dioscorides (Tafsir asmd'
al-adwiya al-mufrada min kitdb Diyus-kundis}; and (3) the
brief treatise of the same author on medicines not
mentioned by Dioscorides (Makdla fi dhikr al-adwiya
allati lam yadhkurhd Diyuskuridis ilkh.}. Seventeen years
later (600/1204), Ibn al-Rumiyya in his turn taught
the works mentioned, also in Marrakush. The shortcomings and inaccuracies which meanwhile had
struck him in the works of Ibn Djuldjul induced
him now to write a corresponding book by himself,
namely Tafsir asmd} al-adwiya al-mufrada min kitdb
Diyuskuridis (the title thus being identical with that of
Ibn Djuldjul). In all probability, bordering on certainty, it is this work which exists in an anonymous
text of the madfmu'a Nuruosmaniye 3589; the present writer is preparing a text-edition together with
an annotated German translation. Ibn al-Rumiyya
shortened considerably the contents of Dioscorides'
work, to the extent that he left out almost completely
the therapeutic uses of the medicinal herbs; instead,
he did, however, give much space to their botanical
description. The nomenclature of the herbs is also
particularly important: it offers significant material
for the knowledge of Mozarabic [see ALJAMIA] and
of the Berber dialects in Morocco at that time. Above
all, it is noteworthy that the author makes a sharp
distinction between the certain and the uncertain,
especially between what was transmitted and what
he had seen himself. If one bears in mind that ancient
natural science already at an early stage abandoned
personal investigation in favour of compilation and
came to rely more and more on written sources,
the endeavour, recognisable here, to gain a solid
basis, particularly by examining nature itself, has to
be rated highly.
It is reasonable to assume that Ibn al-Rumiyya wrote
down the Tafsir before he started on the journey to
the Orient mentioned above. The second botanical
work, however, al-Rihla al-mashnkiyya, more comprehensive but only known to us through numerous
extracts by Ibn al-Baytar, turns out to be the richly
scientific result of this journey which lasted about two
years. Of particular interest for the his-tory of civilisation is the description of the manufacture of papyrus,
the oldest one since Pliny (for this and the other Arabic
accounts, see A. Grohmann, Allgememe Einfiihrung in die
arabischen Papyri, Vienna 1924, 35 f). The Rihla is of
high quality and has led both L. Leclerc (Histom de
la medecine arabe, ii 244) and M. Meyerhof (Maimonide,
xxxiii) to the judgement that Ibn al-Rumiyya is the
botanist par excellence among the Arabs and that he
can only be compared with al-Ghafikf [q.v. above] as
far as independence of scientific method is concerned.
With the latter, Ibn al-Rumiyya found moreover
many faults; his work al-Tanblh 'aid aghldt al-Ghdjiki
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fi adwiyatihi (quoted by Marrakushi, Dhayl, 1/2, 513)
has been unfortunately lost, as is also a treatise on
compound drugs (Makdla fi tarkib al-adwiya], mentioned
by Ibn Abl Usaybi'a.
Bibliography: Ibn Abl Usaybi'a, 'LJyun, ii, 81;
Ibn al-Abbar, al-Takmila li-Kitdb al-Sila, Cairo 1955,
i, 121; Abu Shama, Tarddfim ridfdl al-karnayn al-sddis
wa 'l-sdbic, Cairo 1366/1947, 170; Ibn Sacld, Mtisar
al-kidh al-mucalld fi Tta'nkh al-muhalld, ed. Ibr. alIbyari, Cairo 1959, 181; al-Marrakushi, al-Dhayl wa
'l-takmila, ed. Shanfa, i/2, 487-518; Dhahabl,
Tadhkirat al-huffa& Haydarabad 1377/1958, iv, 210;
Safadl, al-Wqfi bi 'l-wafaydt, viii, 45 (no. 3451); Ibn
Rafic, Muntakhtab al-Mukhtdr, Baghdad 1357, 8; Ibn
al-Khatfb, al-Ihdta fi akhbdr Gharndta, Cairo 1319,
i, 88-93; Ibn Farhun, Dibddf, Cairo 1351, 42 f;
Makkari, Najh al-tib, ed. I. 'Abbas, ii, 596, iii, 135,
139/185; Ibn al-clmad, Shadhardt al-dhahab, v, 184;
A. Dietrich, Medicmalia arabica, Gottingen 1966, 1837; idem, in Ace. Naz. Lincei, Convegno Internal 9-15
Aprile 1969 (Oriente e Occ. nel Medioevo: Filosofia e
science), Rome 1971, 375-90; M. Ullmann, Die Median mi Islam, Leiden 1970, 279 f.
(A. DIETRICH)
IBN RUSHD, ABU 'L-WALID MUHAMMAD B.
AHMAD, AL-!)JADD ("the grandfather" of the celebrated philosopher Averroes or Ibn Rushd [#.y.]), the
most prominent Maliki jurist of his day in the Muslim
West, whose very real merits as an exponent of Malik
have been eclipsed by his grandson's fame as an
exponent of Aristotle. Born in 450/1058-9, he died
on 21 Dhu 'l-Kacda 520/8 December 1126 and was
buried in the cemetery of (Ibn) c Abbas in east
Cordova, his native city.
From 511/1117 until 515/1121 Ibn Rushd was,
as kadi 'l-dfamdca in Cordova, holder of the highest
office in the Andalusian judiciary. For some reason
that is not very clear, he either resigned or, less probably, was dismissed. What is clear is his important
political role following the defeat, on 13 Safar 520/19
March 1126, of Alfonso I of Aragon (El Batallador)
at Arniswal (? Anzul). Until his defeat, Alfonso had
made rapid progress in his attempt to recover alAndalus for Christendom and had gained widespread Mozarab sympathy and collaboration.
Quick to perceive the danger that still threatened
Islam from within, Ibn Rushd hastened to Marrakesh
on 30 March 1126 to warn the Almoravid ruler cAlf
b. Yusuf b. Tashuffn [q.v.] and to advise him.
Expressing his legal opinion that the Mozarabs had,
by their treachery, lost all right to protected status,
he prevailed upon CA1I to have large numbers deported, and in consequence many were transported
to Sale, Meknes and other places in Morocco. At
the same time, he advised the construction of walls
around Andalusian cities and towns as well as a
wall around Marrakesh for the protection of the
Almoravids against rivals on their own soil. He is
also said to have recommended the replacement of
c
Alf's brother, Abu Tahir Tamfm, as Almoravid representative in Spain, possibly because of his inability to defend Islam there. Five months after his return
to Spain he died—in the same year as his famous
grandson was born.
Abu '1-Walfd Kurtubf, as our Ibn Rushd was
known, was a great teacher of MalikF fikh and the
author of commentaries and compendia of basic
works. One of his most important commentaries
was that on the Mustakhraja of al-cUtb! (d. 255/869),
viz. K. al-Baydn wa ''l-tahsil li-md fi 7-Mustakhraja,
etc. (in 110 parts). Better known today is his K.
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al-Mukaddimat al-mumahhaddt li-bayan ma 'ktadathu rusum
al-Mudaw-wana (Cairo 1324; Muthanna repr. Baghdad,
n.d. but 1960s). To his pupil Ibn al-Wazzan (not Warrak) we owe an important—historically and otherwise—collection offatwds entitled Nawd^il Ibn Rushd,
a selection of which, together with an illuminating
introduction, has been published by Ihsan cAbbas in
Al-Abhdth, xxii (Beirut 1969), 3-63). In such of Ibn
Rushd's writings as have come down to us, one perceives an incisive and logical mind and clarity of
thought matched by lucidity of expression.
Bibliography: All the essential references have
been brought together in Ihsan cAbbas's introduction to the Nawazil cited above.
(J.D. LATHAM)
IBN SA'DAN, ABU CABD ALLAH AL-HUSAYN B.
AHMAD, official and v i z i e r of the B u y i d s in
the second half of the 4th/10th century and patron
of scholars, d. 374/984-5.
Virtually nothing is known of his origins, but he
served the great amir £Adud al-Dawla Fana-Khusraw
[q.v.~\ as one of his two inspectors of the army ('arid
al-djiaysh) in Baghdad, the 'arid responsible for the
Turkish, Arab and Kurdish troops. Then when cAdud
al-Dawla died in 372/983 and his son Samsam alDawla Marzuban assumed power in Baghdad as
supreme amir, he nominated Ibn Sa c dan as his
vizier. He occupied this post for two years, and seems
to have made it his policy to reverse some of the
trends of the previous reign; thus according to Abu
Hayyan al-Tawhldl [q.v], he favoured the release in
the new reign of the historian Ibrahim b. Hilal alSabi3 [see AL-SABI'] and took charge of the proper
burial of the corpse of Ibn Bakiyya [</.y.], the former
vizier of clzz al-Dawla Bakhtiyar executed by cAdud
al-Dawla. However, his enemy Abu '1-Kasim cAbd alc
Az!z b. Yusuf [q.v. above], formerly katib al-insha* to
c
Adud al-Dawla, secured his dismissal on what was,
according to Rudhrawarl, a trumped-up charge of
complicity in the military revolt in Baghdad of Asfar
b. Kurduya in support of Samsam al-Dawla's brother and rival for power, Sharaf al-Dawla Shlrzll. Ibn
Sacdan was accordingly imprisoned and then executed in 374/984-5.
The sources say of him that he was liberal to his
dependants, but kept himself inaccessible from the
populace of Baghdad—in Rudhrawari's phrase, badhil'"1
li-'atd'ihi, mdnican li-likd'ihi—thus incurring unpopularity to the point that his personal boat on the Tigris
(zabzab) was once stoned. His claim to lasting fame
lies in his role as a Maecenas—he renewed the pensions of scholars which had lapsed on cAdud al-Dawla's
death—and as the organiser of a circle of literati in
Baghdad embracing both Muslims and Christians and
at which all kinds of speculative and philosophical
questions were discussed. He was the friend and patron
of Tanukhi (see the latter's Nishwdr al-muhddara, ed.
'Abbud al-ShaldjI, Beirut 1391-2/1971-2,'iv, 96-7).
Tawhldl was one of his nudamd', and dedicated to
Ibn Sacdan his epistle on friendship, the K. al-Saddka
wa 'l-sadik, although this was not completed for
another 30 years (cf. M. Berge, Une anthologie sur Uamitie d'Abu Hayydn al-Tawhldi, in BEO, xvi [1958-60],
15-60). He was intimate enough with Ibn Sacdan to
address to the vizier an epistle on statecraft (in his
K. al-Imtdc wa }l-mucdnasa, ed. Ahmad Arnih and Ahmad
al-Zayn, Cairo 1953, iii, 210-25, tr. by Berge, Conseils
politiques d un ministre. Epitre d'Abu Hayydn al-Tawhidi
au vi^ir Ibn Sa'ddn al-cArid, in Arabica, xvi [1969], 26978). In both the K. al-Imtdc and the K. al-Saddka
TawhidI gives us a picture of these scholarly sessions;

the participants included the Muslim philosopher Abu
Sulayman al-Mantikl [^.y.], the Christian ones Yahya
b. 'Adi and clsa b. Zur c a [see IBN ZURCA], Ibrahim
al-Sabi5, Miskawayh [q.v.], the engineer and mathematician Abu '1-Wafa* al-Buzadjani [q.v], the madjin
poet Ibn al-Hadjdjadj [q.v], and several others. It was
at the request of Abu '1-Wafa3 that Tawhldl composed a record of 37 of the sessions, forming his K.
al-Imtdc; and Tawhldl's collection of philosophical discussions, his K. al-Mukdbasdt, derives also to a considerable extent from these meetings.
Bibliography: (in addition to references given
in the text): For the scanty details of Ibn Sa'dan's
life, see Abu Shudjac al-Rudhrawarl's Dhayl to
Miskawayh, ed. Amedroz, in Eclipse of the 'Abbasid
caliphate, iii, 40, 85, 102-3, 107, and Ibn al-Athlr,
ix, 27, 29. Concerning Tawhidl's information,
cf. D.S. Margoliouth, Some extracts from the Kitdb
al-Imtdc wal-Mu3 dnasah of Abu Hayydn Tauhidi, in
Islamica, ii (1926), 380-90; For the text of a letter of Ibn Sa'dan's to the Buyid Fakhr al-Dawla
[q.v], see Kalkashandl, Subh al-acshd, viii, 137.
Of secondary literature, see Ibrahim Keilani,
Abu Hayydn at-Tawhidi, essayiste arabe du IVe s.
de I'Hegire, Beirut 1950, 42-3; Mafizullah Kabir,
The Buwayhid dynasty of Baghdad, Calcutta 1964,
156, 179; J.Chr. Biirgel, Die Hofkorrespondenz cAdud
al-Daulas, Wiesbaden 1965, 118-19; H. Busse,
Chalif und Grosskonig, die Buyiden im Iraq (945-1055],
Beirut-Wiesbaden 1969, 65, 239, 509-10; M. Berge,
Pour un humanisme veeu: Abu Hayydn al-Tawhidl,
Damascus 1979, index, s.v. al-cArid.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
IBN AL-SARRADJ, appellative of a family prominent in the 9th/15th century history of the Nasrid
kingdom of Granada. Passing into Spanish literature
as "Abencerraje" in the 16th century ("Bencerraje"
may date from the end of the 15th), the name appears
more than a century later in French as "Abencerage"
(which, pace Levi-Provencal (Hist. Esp. Mus., i, 351)
does not derive from Siradj), and finally in English
as "Abencer(r)-age".
The patronymic "b. al-Sarradj" is known well
before the 9th/15th century. It is borne, for example, by an Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad of Malaga,
a 5th/llth century panegyrist of the Hammudids
[q.v], and in the 7th/13th century both by a grammarian of Pechina living in Almeria and by yet
another Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad, a fakih and
khatib of the Great Mosque of Granada. Early in
the next century we find an Abu cAbd Allah
Muhammad b. Ibrahim b. al-Sarradj, a Granadan
doctor and botanist whose works, now lost, were
esteemed in their day.
Up to the beginning of the 8th/14th century the
patronymic is borne by isolated figures whose connexions with one another are really indeterminate. If,
as claimed, the B. al-Sarradj were of noble Arab lineage—seemingly of old Yemeni stock—it is strange to
find no mention of them in the great Hispano-Arab
genealogical treatises.
From the mid-8th/14th century we begin to discern in Granada the emergence of a clearly definable family, militarily successful and increasingly
influential. One notable member was Abu Ishak
Ibrahim b. Abl cAbd Allah b. al-Sarradj (d. 766/1364)',
commander of the kasaba of Ronda and governor of
its highly important military district. By the early
9th/15th century the family was playing a vital part
in defending Nasrid frontiers and enjoyed a reputation for valour in the o^ihdd. Before mid-century it
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already constituted a powerful and ruthlessly ambitious political party.
In 1419 the party staged its first rebellion through
members in command of Guadix and Illora. Resentful
of cAlf al-Amm, then regent for the Nasrid minor
Muhammad VIII El Pequeno, they slew the former and
replaced the latter by Muhammad IX El £urdo, a
grandson of Muhammad V. The grand vizierate fell
to Abu '1-Hadjdjadj Yusuf b. al-Sarradj, organiser of
the coup, and thereafter for eight years the Abencerrajes held sway in Granada.
When, in October 1427, Muhammad was restored
by loyalists led by Ridwan Bannigash (Banegas),
Yusuf b. al-Sarradj and his followers opted not to
follow their sultan into exile at the court of the
Hafsid Abu Faris in Tunis, but to lie low and spy a
chance for pardon. This once gained, they plotted and
achieved the restoration of Muhammad IX with the
aid of Juan II of Castile and Abu Faris. By December
1429 Yusuf b. al-Sarradj and his sultan were back in
power in Granada and so remained till December 1431,
when the former fell at Loja fighting a joint Castilian
and loyalist Granadan force, whose success put Yusuf
IV on the throne. But Yusuf's reign was brief: by April
1432 Muhammad IX was back on the throne and
Yusuf dead. Throughout Muhammad IX's third reign—
up to 1445—prominent positions were assigned to the
sons of Yusuf b. al-Sarradj (Muhammad and Abu '1Kasim) and other members of their family and party.
The period 1445-60, on the other hand, was one of
vicissitudes as the Nasrid throne fell successively to
Muhammad X El Cojo and Yusuf V, and then reverted first to Muhammad X and then to Muhammad
IX, who reigned till the end of 1453 or early 1454.
Since the sultan Sacd (Ciriza/Muley ^ad/fah; reg.
1454-62, 1462-4) owed his throne to the B. alSarradj—now led by one Abu '1-Surur al-Mufarridj—
the family enjoyed his favour for a time. In 1460 we
find the son of Abu '1-Kasim (above), another Abu
'1-Hadjdjadj Yusuf, as one of the most influential
kd'ids of the realm, and yet another Yusuf b. alSarradj as a wa&r in Mufarridj's administration. But
soon came a rift: resentful of tutelage, perhaps, and
indignant at covert attempts to have his son Abu
'1-Hasan cAlf (Muley Hacen) supplant him, Sacd had
Mufarridj and the wa&r Yusuf summarily executed
in the AJhambra (July 1462). Muhammad and cAlr
b. al-Sarradj fled to Malaga and set up Yusuf V
(Aben Ismae'l)—who was assured of Castilian support—as counter-claimant. His premature death
brought Abu '1-Hasan 'All to the fore again, and
in August 1464, the latter, in concert with the B.
al-Sarradj, overthrew Sacd and seized the throne.
The B. al-Sarradj were back in power: an Ibrahim
b. al-Ashcar, an influential kd'id who had married
into the family, became grand wa&r, and his administration included Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad,
son of Muhammad b. Yusuf al-Sarradj (above). A
strange circumstance was soon to undo them. In 1419
C
A1I had married Fatima, daughter of Muhammad
IX. On his death, the veneration in which they held
him as their patron shifted to Fatima. And so cAlf's
late marriage to a Christian renegade was seen as a
personal affront, and they drifted into rebellion. Savage
retribution followed. Those who escaped with their
lives fled, some to asylum in the noble houses
of Medina Sidonia and Aguilar, other to various
Castilian border towns. In 1482 they then slipped
back to supplant cAlf by his eldest son—by Fatima—
Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad (XII), the famous Boabdil. Till the end of Boabdil's reign and of Muslim
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Granada, the family's party held supreme political
power. Granada once in Christian hands (1492), the
Abencerrajes sold up and moved to the Alpujarra,
then in March 1493 emigrated almost en masse to
the Maghrib. Ironically, the family that had once
defended Islam in Spain so well, had, by their part
in ruinous civil wars, done so much to bring about
its downfall.
Their story as told in Perez de Hita's Historia de
los vandos de ^egries y Abencerrajes (1595, 1619) is fiction born of a few grains of truth. In this celebrated novel, which moulded most subsequent literary
treatment of "moros de Granada", the Abencerrajes
are the model of all chivalry, valour and charm.
Their rivals are the brave but jealous and brutally
perfidious Zegries—from thaghri "borderer", a term
seemingly applied to MaghribF mudfdhidun in Spain
(who were in fact politically a spent force well before
the 9th/15th century). Falsely and secretly accused
of dishonouring Boabdil and plotting against him,
the leading Abencerrajes are unsuspectingly summoned to the Alhambra and assassinated. Not all
perish; the word gets out, and insurrection follows.
After a fierce struggle Muley Hacen is proclaimed,
but finally the rebels are pacified, and Boabdil is
restored. The Abencerrajes are banished and take
refuge in Castile where they convert to Christianity.
I The honour of Boabdil's wife—besmirched by the
Zegries at the beginning of the whole saga to turn
Boabdil against the Abencerrajes—is finally vindicated and the accusers slain by Christian knights.
During the 17th and 18th centuries the theme of
the Abencerrajes was taken up by other European
authors, notably Chateaubriand in his Les aventures
I
[

du dernier Abencerage.
The Sala de los Abencerrajes, in the Cuarto de los Leones

| of the Alhambra, derives its name from various assertions that thirty-odd Abencerrajes were slain there by
Muhammad X or, as others say, Muley Hacen or
Boabdil. The fiction appears to have its roots in (a)
Sacd's assassination of Mufarridj and Yusuf (above),
and (b) Hernando de Baeza's account of the murder
of Muhammad IX and his sons by Sacd and Abu '1Hasan 'All in the Cuarto de los Leones.
Bibliography: L. Seco de Lucena Paredes, Los
Abencerrajes: leyenda e historia, Granada 1960 and bibliography (73-5); R. Arie, L'Espagne musulmane au
temps des Masndes, Paris 1973, 130 ff.
(J.D. LATHAM)
IBN_ SHAKRUN (pronounced Shukrun) ALMIKNASI, ABU MUHAMMAD or ABU NASR CABD ALKADIR B. AL- £ ARABI AL-MUNABBAHI AL-MADAGHRI,
Moroccan physician and poet who was conI temporary with sultan Mawlay Isma'fl (10821139/1673-1727) and who died after 1140/1727-8.
I He received a traditional education at Fas, studied
medicine under Adarrak [q.v. above] Ahmad b. Muhammad, performed the pilgrimage and profited by
I the opportunity to follow courses in medicine at
Alexandria and Cairo. He then returned to settle at
Meknes, where he entered the sultan's service, but
led a fairly austere and cloistered life.
As well as a commentary on a grammatical work
and various poems which reveal a certain talent for
versifying, Ibn Shaikrun owes mainly his fame to an
urdiuza of 673 verses on food hygiene, the Shakruniyya,
which has always been highly popular among the
people; it gives interesting pieces of information
on food practices of the time (ed. Tunis 1323/1905;
lith. Fas 1324/1906; ms. Rabat K 1613). He was
also the author of a risala called al-Nafha al-wardiyya
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fi 'l-eushba al-hindiyya on sarsaparilla and the treatment
of syphilis; this text has been studied and made use
of HJ.P. Renaud and G.S. Colin in their Documents
marocains pour servir a I'histoire du "mat franc", Paris
1935, index.
Bibliography: Ibn Zaydan, Ithdf cilam al-nas,
Rabat 1347-52/1929-33, i, 264, v,'320-30; cAlamI,
al-Ams al-mutrib, lith. Fas 1315, 193; Levi-Provencal,
Chorfa, 297; Renaud, Medecine et medecins marocains,
in AIEO Alger, iii (1937), 90-9; M. Lakhdar, La vie
intellectuelle au Maroc, Rabat 1971, 161-6 and bibl.
cited there.
(ED-)
IBN AL-SUKAl (vars. Suka'r, Saka'f, Sakka'I),

any of his personal dignity and without compromising his faith.
Bibliography: Ibn Kadi Shuhba, al-Flam bita'nkh al-Islam, ms. Oxford, Or. Marsh 143, fol.
200b; Ibn Hadjar, Durar, iii, No. 591; Ibn al-Tmad,
Shadharat, vi, 75; Brockelmann, F, 400 (with the
name given incorrectly); S. al-Munadjdjid, in RIMA,
ii/1 (1956), 99; Zirikll, ,47am, v, 358; Kahhala,
Mu'ajam, viii, 76; Tali Kitab Wafayat al-a'yan (un
fonctionnaire chretien dans I'administration mamelouke), ed.
and tr. J. Sublet, Damascus 1974.
(J. SUBLET)
IBN AL-TAMMAR [see IBN MITHAM, above].
f
AL-MUWAFFAK FADL ALLAH B. Afil 'L-FAKHR AL-KATIB
IBN UKDA, ABU 'L-'ABBAS AHMAD B. MUHAMMAD
AL-NASRANi, ofBcial of the Mamluk administration,
B. SAC!D B. CABD AL-RAHMAN B. IBRAHIM B. ZIYAD
who died almost a centenarian in Damascus in
B. CABD ALLAH (B. ZIYAD?) B. CADJLAN AL-HAMDANI
726/1325, leaving behind the reputation of having
AL-HAFIZ, K u f a n t r a d i t i o n i s t , was born on 15
been a good Christian and a chronicler worthy of
Muharram 249/10 March 863. His ancestors, 'Adjlan
trust. He composed a Harmony of the four gospels
and Ziyad were clients of cAbd al-Rahman b. Sa'Id
(a work which corresponds to the description of ms.
b. Kays al-SabfcT al-Hamdani (d. 66/686) and cAbd
1029 in the Sbath collection, at present inaccessial-Wahid b. Tsa b. Musa al-Hashimf respectively. His
ble) in Hebrew, Syriac, Coptic and Latin, and as
father was a Kufan Zaydl making a living by copywell as a biographical work on singers (Wafayat aling books and teaching the Kur'an, literature and
mutribin), three historical works: a continuation of
grammar, and was given the nickname cUkda bec
the Ta'nkh of al-Makm Ibn al- Amid, a resume of
cause of his knowledge of the intricacies of Arabic
grammar and inflection. Ibn cUkda visited Baghdad
the Wafayat al-caydn of Ibn Khallikan whose title is
unknown to us, and a continuation of this last, the
three times. The first time, in his youth before
272/886, he heard hadith from a number of renowned
Tali Kitab Wafayat al-acydn. The historian al-Safadf
acquired for his personal library the copy of the
traditionists. The second time, most likely in the
Tali at present in the Bibliotheque Nationale in j first decade of the 4th century (913-22 A.D.), he
incurred the enmity of the popular traditionist Yahya
Paris as arabe 2061.
The Tall is thus the sole work of Ibn al-Sukacf
b. Sacid (d. 318/930) by contesting the reliability of
which has survived. It is in the conventional form of
the isndd of one of his hadith?,. According to one
a biographical collection containing entries, arranged
account, he was briefly imprisoned by the vizier CA1I
b. Tsa [q.v.] at the instigation of the followers of Ibn
in alphabetical order, of persons who died between
Sacid until his criticism was proved correct. This detail
657/1258 and 725/1324. Beyond the apparently
is not confirmed by another, more elaborate account.
monotonous nature of the compilation, it is from the
A third time, he visited Baghdad towards the end
choice of persons covered, the terms used to describe
of his life and taught in the mosque of al-Rusafa,
them and the anecdotes retailed about them, that the
where he is known to have transmitted hadith in
personality of the author emerges. He appears as a
Safar 330/November 941, and in the Shf'T mosque
Christian firmly attached above all to moral standards,
of Baratha. His only other trip was to the Hidjaz.
a skilful diplomat who knew how to retain the friendThus he transmitted mostly from Kufans and visitors
ship of his contemporaries at a time of violent changes
to Kufa. He died on 7 Dhu 'l-Kacda 332/1 July 944
when the Mongol invasions led to a deterioration of
in Kufa.
relations between Muslims and Dhimmis., and a trusty
Ibn cUkda was generally recognised as the greatofficial who held the posts of katib in the diwan alest traditionist of Kufa in his time. Fabulous stories
murtad{ac, the diwan al-birr and the diwan al-mawdrith.
were related about his prodigious memory and the
The exercise of his functions in the matter of frauds
hundreds of thousands of traditions collected and
and inheritances gave him access to the records of
memorised by him and the camel-loads of books
several financial scandals which the authorities had
which his library contained. His transmission spanned
probably stifled, since the chroniclers contemporary
the whole gamut of Kufan traditions, SunnT, Imaml,
with Ibn al-Sukacf, although very fond of retailing
and Zaydl, and Sunn! and Shf c f traditionists were
these matters, do not mention them. However, his
equally eager to hear from him. Among his promifrequenting of Damascene intellectual circles where
nent Sunn! students were al-Darakutnf, Ibn c Adf,
tasty anecdotes were passed round by word of mouth,
al-Tabaranf, and Abu 'Ubayd Allah al-Marzubanl.
gave him the subject-matter for several stories which
Though he was criticised for relating objectionable
he gives and which can also be found, with variants,
(munkar] hadiths, reports on the blemishes (mathdlib)
in al-Dhahabl, al-Yunml and al-Djazari, and which
of Abu Bakr and c Umar, and traditions from
al-Safadr was to insert in his own work after the text
newly-discovered books (wiajada), and on this basis
of the Tali.
was accused of having spoiled the hadith of Kufa,
Ibn al-SukaTs moderation in depicting his conhe was considered a faithful transmitter. Among the
temporaries was not merely dictated by prudence. One
Imamfs, Harun b. Musa al-Tallacukbarf and Ahmad
should see in it rather the indulgence of a person
b. Muhammad b. al-Salt transmitted from him.
who had reached an advanced age and who, although
He appears frequently as the only Kufan transmithe allowed himself some lively and ironical comment
ter of early Kufan ImamT traditions in his time
on those who had, either at close hand or from a
complementing the common Imaml transmission
distance, made up part of his life, prided himself that
of the school of Kumm. The Imam! riajal
in the eventide of his life he had as a Christian been
books hold him in high esteem as a transmitter,
able to come to terms with his Muslim environment,
though emphasising that he remained a Djarudr
to gain confidence and attract confidences, and to
Zaydl until his death. Actually, he seems to have
behave as a well-balanced individual without losing
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supported the views of the Talibiyya, who considered in principle all descendants of Abu Talib as
suited for the imamate, rather than those of the
sectarian Zaydiyya of his time, who restricted it to
the descendants of CA1I and Fatima, He appears as
an important informant of Abu '1-Faradj al-IsfahanT
in his K. Makdtil al-Tdlibiyyin, to whom he transmitted in particular the K. JVasab AI Abi Talib of the
c
Alid Yahya b. al-Hasan b. Dja'far.
Ibn cUkda's own works, whose titles are listed in
the Imam! riajdl works, included a book on the merits of Kufa (K. Fadl al-Kufa], an enormous K. al-Sunan,
a Kur 3 an commentary, books on the transmitters
from 'All, al-Hasan, al-Husayn, CA1I Zayn al- c Abidfn,
Muhammad al-Bakir, Zayd b. cAlf, DjaTar al-Sadik,
Abu Hanffa, as well as musnads of cAlf, Zayd b. cAlf,
and Abu Hanffa. A fragment of his K. Dhikr al-nabi
has been published from a papyrus (N. Abbott, Studies
in Arabic literary papyri, i, Chicago 1957, 100-8). His
book on the transmitters from Zayd b. cAlf was the
chief source of an extant similar work by the Kufan
Zaydl Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. 'All al-'Alaw!
(d. 445/1053).
Bibliography: al-Tusf, Fihrist kutub al-Shica, ed.
A. Sprenger, Calcutta 1853-5, 42-4; idem, Rid^dl
al-Tusi, ed. Muhammad Sadik Al Bahr al- c ulum,
Nadjaf 1381/1961, 441 f.; al-Nadjashr, al-Riajal,
Tehran n.d., 73 f.; Ta'rikh Baghdad, v, 14-23; Ibn
Shahrashub, Ma'alim al-fulamd}, ed. 'Abbas Ikbal,
Tehran 1353/1934, 13 f; Ibn al-Djawzi, al-Munta^am, vi, 336 f.; al-Dhahabl, Tadhkirat al-huffa^,
Haydarabad 1334/1915, iii, 55-7; idem, al-'Ibar,
ii, ed. F. Sayyid, al-Kuwayt 1961, 230; idem,
Mizan al-ictiddl, ed. cAlf Muhammad al-Bidjawf,
Cairo 1382/1962, i, 136-8; Ibn Hadjar, Lisdn almizdn, Haydarabad 1329-31/1911-13, i, 263-6; alSafadl, al-Wdfi, viii, ed. Ihsan c Abbas, Wiesbaden
J969, 395 f.; al-Kh w ansarI, Rawdat al-ajanndt,
ed. A. Isma c myan, Kumm 1390-2/1970-2, i, 208
f.; R. Strothmann, Das Problem der liter arischen
Personlichkeit ^aid b. cAli, in hi., xiii (1923), 15
f; Muhsin al-Amm, A'ydn al-Shlca, Damascus 1935, ix, 428-45; W. Madelung, Der Imam al-Qdsim ibn
Ibrahim, Berlin 1965, 47, ^59.
(W. MADELUNG)
IBN CUMARA [see AL-DIKDAN, above].
C
IBN UTHMAN AL-MIKNASI, ABU <ABD ALLAH
MUHAMMAD B. C ABD AL-WAHHAB B. 'UTHMAN, a
Moroccan diplomat and vizier of the 12th/18th
century, who played a prominent role in the forging of ties between his country and Spain. At the
start of his career he followed his father as preacher in one of the mosques of Meknes; here he came
to the attention of the Sultan, Sldl Muhammad b.
c
Abd Allah (1171-1204/1757-89) who, at'a date difficult to determine, took him into his service as a
secretary. In 1193/1799, he was sent to the court
of King Charles III of Spain with the object of
obtaining the redemption of Algerian captives and
of renewing friendly relations between the two states;
this mission met with success and led to the treaty
of Aranjuez which was signed in 1780 (see V.
Rodriguez Casado, La ambajada del Talbe Sidi Mohamed
Ben Otomdn en 1780, in Hispania, xiii (1943), 598611; idem, Politica marroqui de Carlos III, Madrid
1946, 285-306; M. Arribas Palau, El texto drabe del
Convenio de Aranjuez de 1780, in Tamuda, vi (1958);
idem, Carta drabes de Mawlay Muhammad b. cAbd Allah
relativas a la embajada de Ibn Tltmdn de 17SO, in
Hespens-Tamuda, ii/2-3 (1961), 327-35), and Ibn
c
Uthman has left a detailed account of his mission,
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al-Iksir fi fikak al-asir published by M. El Fasi in
Rabat in 1965, with a long introduction describing
the life and work of the diplomat.
On his return, he was appointed vizier, but the
success of his first mission induced the sultan to entrust
him with a second, to Malta and Naples, to secure
the redemption of more captives; this mission, carried out in 1196/1782, was also made the subject of
an account entitled al-Badr al-sdjir ji ftikdk al-asdrd min
yad al-aduww al-kdfir (this has been summarised by Ibn
Zaydan, Ithdf, iii, 320-9, and a number of manuscripts
exist in Rabat and Meknes).
Three years later, Ibn c Uthman was entrusted with
a new mission, this time to the court of cAbd alHamfd I in Istanbul, with the object of resolving
with the Ottoman sultan a conflict provoked by
Turkish soldiers on the borders of Algeria and
Morocco. The diplomat set out on the 1st Muharram
1200/4th of November 1785 and did not return to
Morocco until 29th Sha'ban 1202/4th of June 1788;
he had in fact taken advantage of his stay in the
Orient to make the Pilgrimage, which provided him
with the material for a third rihla, with a more elaborate title than the preceding two: Ihraz al-mucalld wa
'l-rakib fi hadj_a^_ Bayt Allah al-hardm wa-^iydrat al-Kuds
al-sharif wa 'l-Khalil wa'l-tabarruk bi-kabr al-Habib (see
Ibn Zaydan, Ithdf, iii, 30-5; an edition by M. El Fasi
has been in the course of preparation for a considerable length of time).
On his return, he was sent to escort to Algeria
the captives released by Spain. On the death of
Muhammad b. cAbd Allah, he continued in the service of Mawlay al-YazTd (1204-6/1789-92) who sent
him on to the court of Charles IV of Spain; setting
out at the end of December 1790, he was received
by the sovereign in Madrid on the 27th of January
1791, but his mission was unsuccessful and he set
out for home on the 18th of August; the following
day, Charles IV declared war on Morocco; Ibn
c
Uthman was however permitted to return to Madrid,
where he lived as a private citizen until April 1792.
Some very interesting documents concerning his stay
in Spain have been discovered and published by
M. Arribas Palau (La estancia en Espana de Muhammad
ibn (Utmdn (1791-1792} in Hespens-Tamuda, iv/1-2 (1963),
120-92; cf. the same Cartas drabes de Marruecos en tiempo de Mawlay al-Ya&d (1790-1792], Tetuan 1961). On
the death of al-YazId, Ibn c Uthman returned to
Morocco and entered the service of Mawlay Sulayman
(1206-38/1792-1823), who had already written to him
in Spain entrusting him with a diplomatic mission.
The new sultan did not hesitate to appoint him governor of Tetuan, as well as his representative in dealings with foreign consuls in residence in Tangier (see
M. Arribas Palau, Muhammad ibn cUtmdn designado gobernado de Tetuan a finales de 1792, in Hesperis-Tamuda,
ii/1 (1961), 113-27). Because of his talents as a diplomat, he was also given the task of resolving internal
problems; one of his major achievements was persuading, in 1797, the governor of Safi, cAbd al-Rahman
b. Nasir, to support the new administration; the latter had previously refused to recognise Mawlay
Sulayman. His last important diplomatic act was the
signing on 22 Ramadan 1212/2 March 1799 of the
treaty between Morocco and Spain (see M. Arribas
Palau, El texto drabe del tratado de 1790 entre Espana y
Marruecos, in Tamuda, vii (1959), 9-51). He died soon
after at Marrakesh, where he was travelling in the
Sultan's entourage (beginning of 1214/mid-1799) and
it was his rival al-Zayyam [q.v.] who was entrusted
with the task of returning his belongings to Meknes.
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In addition to descriptions of journeys, which are
also historical documents of great value, Ibn c Uthman
is the signatory of a considerable corpus of diplomatic correspondence which has for the most part
been published and translated by M. Arribas Palau.
He has also left a number of poems which bear witness to a considerable poetic talent and confirm what
one might be entitled to expect of a Moroccan with
a strong grounding in traditional culture. His account
of the journey to Istanbul and the Holy Places also
reflects the education that he had received, and it
often gives the impression of a stylistic exercise in
rhymed prose, rich with religious and literary reminiscences. On the other hand, his other writings are
composed in a simpler and more natural style; a
number of dialectical forms are encountered here,
and the author does not hesitate to transcribe Spanish
words when he talks about Spain and describes, not
without precision and colour, the novelties that he
has observed in that country.
Bibliography: In addition to the fundamental
works of M. Arribas Palau given in the article,
see Marrakushl, al-I'lam bi-man halla Marrdkush waAghmdt mm al-acldm, Fas 1355-8/1936-9, v, 1423; Ibn Zaydan, Ithaf a'lam al-nds, Rabat
1347-52/1929-33, iii, 301-5, 318-30, iv, 159-68;
Zayya.nl, Turdj_umdn, ed. and tr. O. Houdas,
Le Maroc de 1631 a 1812, Paris 1886, index.; H.
Peres, UEspagne vue par les voyageurs musulmans, Paris
1937, 17-29; M. al-FasI, Muhammad b. cUthmdn
al-Mikndsi, Rabat 1961-2; M. Lakhdar, Vie litteraire, 266-71, and bibl. cited there.
(ED.)
IBN WAHB, ABU 'L-HUSAYN ISHAK B. IBRAHIM B.
SULAYMAN B. WAHB AL-KATiB, scion of an old and
distinguished secretarial family and author of a
remarkable Shf c f work on Arabic rhetoric, style and
the secretary's art, the K. al-Burhdn fi wuajuh albaydn. His grandfather Sulayman was vizier to alMuhtadf and al-Mu c tamid, fell in disgrace under
al-Muwaffak and died in his prison in 292/905.
About his father and himself we know almost nothing. His floruit belongs to the first half of the 4th/10th
century. His book must have been composed in or
after 335/946-7, since it mentions the vizier CA1I b.
c
lsa [q.u.] as already dead. He is thus a contemporary of Kudama b. DjaTar [</.#•], under whose
authorship the work was placed by the editors of
the truncated Escorial ms., C A.H. c Abbadf and T.
Husayn, despite strong doubts of the latter, and
published under the title Nakd al-nathr (Cairo
1351/1933). The discovery by CAH Hasan c Abd alKadir of a complete copy of the work in the Chester
Beatty Collection (ed. A. Matlub and Kh. Hadlthl,
Baghdad 1387/1976) made possible the correct identification of author and title.
The Burhdn represents an interesting attempt to
apply Greek, Mu'tazill and Imam! doctrines to Arabic
rhetoric. The latter trend is evidenced by positive references to some imams of the Twelver line, including
the eighth, and by the use of principles such as takiyya,
c
isma, zdhir/bdtin, ta'wil, rumuz (in the Kur'an), kitmdn
and bada3. It also shows some influence of Djahiz's
Baydn, but is strongly critical of it. Whether he was
also influenced by Kudama has not yet been conclusively proved. The author also cites four writings
of his own, the K. al-Hudj_dj_a, K. al-Iddh, K. al-Ta'abbud
and K. Asrdr al-Kur'dn. None of these seems to have
survived, nor has any mention of them been found
in the sources so far.
Bibliography: T. Husayn and CA.H. cAbbadf
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(eds.), K. Nakd al-nathr, Cairo 1941, Introd. 20-4;
C
A.H. cAbd al-Kadir in al-Risdla, xvi (1948), 1257
ff. and in RAAD, xxiv (1949), 73-81; B. Tabana,
Kudama b. Dj_acfar wa 'l-nakd al-adabi, Cairo 1373/
1954, 94-108; S.A. Bonebakker (ed.), K. Nakd alsh?r, Leiden 1956, 16-20; Sh. Dayf, al-Baldgha
tatawwur wa-ta'rikh, Cairo 1965, 93-102; Matlub and
Hadithi (eds.), K. al-Burhdn, Introd., 1-41; (For his
conception of the term baydn, see art. s.v. in i,
1115a).
(P. SHINAR)
IBN WARSAND, <ALI B. AL-HUSAYN AL-BADJALI,
founder of a Shi c f sect in the Maghrib known as
the Badjaliyya [see AL-BADJALI]. His books (kutub), in
which he gathered Shf c r legal traditions, are quoted
by the Kadi al-Nu c man in his K. al-Iddh. These quotations indicate that he wrote in the first half of the
3rd/9th century and belonged to the Musawi Shi c a,
who recognised Musa al-Kazim as their last imam
and as the MahdL He lived and taught in Nafta in
Kastfliya. His doctrine seems to have been propagated first by his son al-Hasan [see AL-BADJALI]
in Dar c a and then, still before 280/893, by a
Muhammad Ibn Warsand, quite likely a son of alHasan, in the Sus al-Aksa. There the Badjaliyya
come to constitute one of the two factions into which
the population of Tarudant was divided and engaged
in constant fighting with the other, Sunn! Malikl,
faction. They supported, and were led by the Idrlsid
amirs of the region who were themselves converts to
their doctrine. Their close association with them
probably lies behind the, evidently mistaken, assertion of some sources that they restricted the imamate to the Hasanid descendants of cAli to the
exclusion of Husaynids. The Badjaliyya were wiped
out in Tarudant after the Almoravid conquest of the
town in 458/1066. The sect survived, however, in
Tiyuywfn, the second major town of the Sus. It was
most likely absorbed or extinguished after the middle of the 6th/13th century by the Almohad movement originating in the same region.
Bibliography: (in addition to the sources mentioned in the article on al-Badjalf): al-Idrisf,
Description de I'Afrique septentrionale et saharienne, ed.
H. Peres, Algiers 1957, 39; Ibn Abr Zar c , Rawd alkirtds, ed. C.H. Tornberg, Uppsala 1834, 82;
M.' Talbi, L'Emirat Aghlabide, Paris 1966, 571-3;
W. Madelung, Some notes on non-Ismdclli Shiism in the
Maghrib, in Stud. Isl, xliv (1976), 87-97; Widad alKadf, al-Shica al'Badj_aliyya f i 'l-Maghrib al-Aksd, in
Ashghdl al-mu'tamar al-awwal li-ta'nkh al-Maghrib wahaddratihi, i, Tunis 1979, 165-94.
(W. MADELUNG)
IBN ZAKRI, a name of at least two Maghrib!
s c h o l a r s , one from Tlemcen, of the 9th/15th century, the other from Fas, of the 12th/18th century.
As well as Zakariya3 in the Kur'an (III, 37, 38, VI,
85, XIX, 2, 7, XXI, 89, 90), an Arabic form of the
Zacharias of Luke (i, 5-25), Maghribf nomenclature
recognised and still recognises, among Muslims and
Jews, the name Zakrl (orthography Zekri, and, as a
patronym, Benzekri, Benzecri and Ibnou-Zekri).
These two scholars are:
1. IBN ZAKRI (Abu 'l-cAbbas Ahmad b. Muhammad
al-Maghraw! al-Tilimsanf) born at the beginning of
the 9th/15th century and died in Safar 900/1494
at Tlemcen, whence his nisba. Brosselard (315-16)
put an end to the uncertainties of the Arabic biographical sources which placed the date of his birth
sometimes in 899/1493 and sometimes in 906/
1505, and to the errors of oral tradition which located his burial place at Yabdar three leagues from
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Tlemcen, by publishing the epitaph of his tomb
discovered by him at Tlemcen "three hundred
paces from that of Sanusi", also corroborating the
assertion of al-Warthrlam (1121-93/1710-79) who says
he had "visited his tomb, at al- c Ubbad, in the vicinity of those of Abu Madyan, al-Sanusf, the 'Ukbanfs,
Ibn Marzuk and the two sons of the Imam".
After losing his father at an early age and being
brought up by his mother, Ibn Zakn was placed
at the age of twelve as an apprentice weaver. With
a gift for study, the young Ibn Zakn made his
way, when he was able, to the mosques and maddris
of Tlemcen (al-cUbbad, al-Ya c kubiyya) to hear the
lectures of the culamd' of the age, among others
Ibn Zaghu (Ahmad b. Muhammad, d. 845/1441;
see Ahmad Baba, 78, 308; al-HafnawI, ii, 42), who
was also a weaver; al- c Ukbanf (Kasim b. Sa c ld,
d. 854/1450; see Ibn Maryam, 147; Ahmad Baba,
85; al-HafnawI, ii, 85); Abu c Abd Allah Muhammad b. al-cAbbas b. Tsa al- c Ubbadf (d. 871/1467;
see Ibn Maryam, 223). On his relations with his
masters and on his character, the biographical accounts report some anecdotal details which show
him as studious, obliging and, moreover, gifted with
a fine voice.
Having become in his turn a doctor of religious
law, engrossed in the sources of fikh, jurisprudence,
Kur'anic exegesis, theology and Arabic grammar,
he exercised successfully the functions of kadi,
mufti and professor, and had future masters as
disciples, including Zarruk (Ahmad b. Muhammad
b. Tsa al-Burnusi 1 al-Fasf,' 846-79/1442-93; see Ben
Cheneb, no. 51; Brockelmann, S II, 361), who was
a cobbler; Ibn Marzuk (Ahmad b. Muhammad hafid
al-Hafif
[ q . v ] , d. 925/1519); Abu ' c Abd Allah
Muhammad b. Muhammad b. al- c Abbas (d.
920/1513; see Ibn Maryam, 259); Ahmad b.
Muhammad b. al-Hadjdj al-Mannawf (d. 930/1521;
see Ibn Maryam, 8, 17, 18, 23).
His biographers have also noted that he had a
memorable controversy, doubtless theological, with his
rival al-Sanusf (Muhammad b. Yusuf b. c Umar b.
Shu'ayb 830-95/1427-90 [q.v.]), and that he is the
author of the following writings:
(a) Bughyat al-tdlib fi shark cAkidat Ibn al-Haajib (Esc.
2, 1538; Fas, Karawiyyfn, 1594; see Brockelmann, I,
539);
(b) al-Man^uma al-kubrd fi cilm al-kaldm, a theological treatise of more than 1500 verses in radj_az metre,
also entitled Muhassil (or Mukammil] al-makdsid (Esc. 2,
1561; Rabat, 89; Fas, Karawiyyfn, 1569, 1571, 1587),
which was made the object of a commentary in two
versions, one long and one short, entitled Na^rn alfaraj'id wa-mubdi 'l-fawd3id li-muhassil al-makdsid by Ahmad
al-Mandjur (926-95/1579-87' [q.v.]);
(c) Comm. on al- Warakdtfi usul al-Jlkh of al-Djuwaynf
(Abu 'l-Macalf cAbd al-Malik b. cAbd Allah, called
Imam al-Haramayn [q.v], entitled Ghdyat al-mardm
bi-sharh mukaddimat al-imdm, Cairo i, 390; see Brockelmann, S I, 672, who mves a list of ten other com'
'
'
o
mentaries on this work and S II, 85;
(d) al-Masd'il al-cashr al-musammdt bi-bughyat al-makdsid
wa-khuldsat al-mardsid, Cairo 1344/1925;
(e) a certain number of fatdwl reproduced in the
Mi'ydr of al-Wansharfshf (the above lith., Fas 1315/
1899 in 12 volumes);
(f) Masd'il al-kadd' wa 'l-futyd on which there is no
information;
(g) Urajuza fi hisdb al-mand^il wa 'l-burudj. on which
no information is available.
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Hadjdji Khalifa attributes to him erroneously some
works of his homonym from Fas.
Tlemcen had a mosque bearing his name (called
Djamic Sldl Zegrl [sic]) to which Brosselard devoted
a study, publishing an inventory of its endowments
contained in an act of hubs dated 1154/1741. For its
part, popular belief made of him a wall or saint and
a Suit, capable of performing miracles (kardmdt) and
of overcoming, by the gift of ubiquity, terrestrial distances (tayy al-ard). Finally, speaking of the 'ulamd1*
of Tlemcen, an Andalusian author said "Knowledge
is with al-Tanasf, virtue with al-Sanusf and preeminence (riydsd) with Ibn Zakn", whom another
described as ibn dhirdci-hi ("son of his arms" or "son
of his works").
It should be added that Ibnou-Zekri (Muhammad
al-Sac!d b. Ahmad al-Zawawf al-Djannadf, professor
of fikh in the upper division of the Algiers madrasa
and mufti of Algiers, originally from the tribe of Ayth
Zekrf of Great Kabylia (1267-1322/1851-1914), author
of Awdah al-dald'il cald wuajub isldh al-zawdyd bi-bildd
al-Kabd'il, Algiers 1321/1903, used to say that he was
a descendant of Ibn Zakrl al-Tilimsanf, as al-Hafnawf
remarks, who, with a note of scepticism, declares "In
the matter of genealogy, people have to be taken at
their word".
Bibliography: Ibn Maryam, al-Bustdn ft dhikr
al-awliyd} wal-'ulamd3 bi-Tilimsdn, Algiers 1326/
1908; Ahmad Baba, Nay I al-ibtthdaj bi-tatnz aldibdd}, Cairo 1351/1932, 170; Ibn al-Kadl,
D^adhwat al-iktibds fi man hall min al-acldm madinat Fas, lith. Fas 1309/1891; Ibn c Askar, Dawhat
al-nashir, lith. Fas 1309/1891, i, 88; Ifranl, Safwat
man mtashar, ed. HadjdjI, Rabat 1396/1926, 11921; Kadirl (Muhammad b. al-Tayyib), Nashr almathdm, lith. Fas 1310/1892; Warthilanl, Nuzhat
al-anzar, Algiers 1326/1908; Brosselard, Les
inscriptions arabes de Tlemcen, in RA (1858-61);
Abbe Barges, Complement a I'histoire des Beni ^eiyan,
rots de Tlemcen, Paris 1887; Hafnawi, Tacnf alkhalaf bi-nc^dl al-salaf, Algiers 1324/1906, i, 3841; Ben Cheneb, Etude sur les personnages mentionnes
dans I'lajdza du Cheikh cAbd El Kddir el-Fdsy, Paris
1907, 218, 244.
2. IBN ZAKRI (Abu c Abd Allah Muhammad b.
c
Abd al-Rahman al-FasI), born at an unknown date
in Fas where he always lived and where he died in
1144/1731, was at first a young apprentice tanner
(dabbdgh) in the service of his father with whom he
used, after his manual work was done, to attend
classes given by the latter's friend Abu cAbd Allah
Mahammad b. cAbd al-Rahman b. cAbd al-Kadir
al-Fasf [see AL-FASI in Suppl.]. He also followed the
lectures given by Abu c Abd Allah Muhammad, otherwise known as al-Hadjdj al-Khayyat al-Ruk c !
(d. 1115/1703; see al-Kadirl, ii, 172,' al-Kattam,'i,
230), always staying shyly at the rear of the auditorium. One or the other, or both, of these two shaikhs
noticed the pertinence of the questions that he asked
them and the active part that he took in discussions,
and they immediately suggested to his father that he
be given leave of absence from the tannery and
encouraged to study, offering to take upon themselves the cost of his tuition. Their advice was followed. The young man completed his education with
other teachers, including: Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad
b. c Abd al-Kadir al-FasI [see AL-FASI in Suppl.];
Ahmad Ibn al-Hadjdj (d. 1109/1697, see Lakhdar,
107-8 and Index); Abu c Abd Allah Muhammad
b. Ahmad al-Masnawf (1072-1136/1661-1724, see
al-Kadirl, ii, 204; al-Kattam, iii, 44; Ben Cheneb, §
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13; al-Nasin, iv, 44; Levi-Provencal, 301). He soon
al-cata3iy_ya, ms. Paris 1351, on the programme of
became imam of a small mosque in the jewellers'
his teaching and the object of more than twenty
quarter (sdgha), where he gave, every Thursday and
glosses by Zarruk (Ahmad b. Ahmad b. Tsa
Friday, lectures on Sufism according to the Hikam
al-Burnusi al-FasI (846-99/1442-93 [q.v.]), not to
c
3
of Ibn Ata Allah [q.v.] with such success that the
mention other commentaries, of which the most
place became too small for his rapidly-growing audiimportant would seem to be that of the Spanish
ence. It is true that in this context his biographers
mystic Ibn 'Abbad al-Rundf entitled Ghayth
are unanimous in saying that he was unrivalled, and
al-mawdhib al-faliyya,
Bulak, 1285/1868; see
that he was well versed in other branches of scholBrockelmann, G II, 143-4; S II, 145-7, IBN £ABBAD
3
arship current at the time: Arabic grammar, lexiAL-RuNDl and IBN 'AxA ALLAH; Shark al-kawdcid fi
cology, metrics, rhetoric, epistolary art, genealogy,
'l-tasawwuf by Zarruk, considered the most imporbiography, history, etc. He also used the practice
tant and the best known of the latter's writings,
and technique of iajtihdd, in the sense of rational j Cairo 1318/1900 (see Brockelmann, S II, 326); Shark
effort at explanation and deduction in the judicial
al-Nasiha al-kdfiya li-man khassa-hu Allah bi'l-'dfiya by
sphere.
the same Zarruk (see Brockelmann, S II, 361, who
Among those who attended his lectures were: his
gives a list of other commentaries on this work);
c
own master al-Masnawf, mentioned above; Mas ud alShark Saldt cAbd al-Salam b. Mashish, also known as
Tahirl al-Djutf (d. 1150/1737, see al-Kattanl, i, 326);
al-Saldt al-mashishiyya (see its text in al-Fasf (Abu
c
Abu'l-Hasan CA1I b. Muhammad al-Manalf al-Zabadl
Abd Allah and Abu Hamid Muhammad al-cArabf
(d. 1163/1750, see al-Kattam, ii, 187); al-WazIr alb. Yusuf, 988-1052/1580-1643), 63; in Gannun, 356,
and in Hadjdjl, 175) which has been the object of
Ghassam (1063-1146/1653-1733, Lakhdar, 122-5)
a number of other commentaries (see al-Kattanl, i,
who wrote his biography in a pamphlet entitled alc
Arf al-sihn fi bacd fadd'il Ibn £akn, of which a man146; Levi-Provencal, 312); notes (ta'dlik) on alBukhan's compilation, exegesis of Kur'anic verses,
uscript copy is to be found in the Ahmadiyya library
in Fas (see Ibn Suda, i, no. 724, p. 189); Gannun,
an incomplete marginal gloss (hdshiyd) on the com288, attributes it, probably mistakenly, to the abovementary by Ibn Hisham on the Alfiyya of Ibn Malik,
poems on various subjects, miscellanea mentioned
mentioned al-Zabadl.
In 1140/1727 he performed the duty of hadjdj.
by al-Kadirf and al-Kattanf whose continued exisand noticing, while passing through Cairo, the peotence cannot be verified; a Hamziyya in praise of
ple's addiction to tobacco, he took it upon himself
the Prophet, modelled on that of al-BusTrf [q.v. in
to embark on a campaign for the prohibition of
Suppl.], with a commentary in two volumes (mss.
this, which he regarded as a vice. The result of this
Rabat K. 1372 and 1245); an original work which,
after his death, seems to have caused a sensation
campaign was the convening, at the University of
in Morocco and which bears two titles, al-Sayf
al-Azhar, of a colloquium in the course of which
al-sdrim fi'l-radd cald}l-mubtadic al-gdlim and al-Fawd'id
his arguments commanded respect, although the
al-muttaba'a Ji'l-'awd^id al-mubtada'a', in these he proobjection was raised that he was speaking as a
pounds the thesis according to which "merit is a
Malikl, whereas in Egypt one was either a Hanaff
matter of piety, not of genealogy." This work exists
or a ShafTf. He asked his opponents: "Would you
in a manuscript volume in the library of cAbd alsmoke in the presence of the Prophet?"—"No," was
Rahman b. Zaydan at Meknes (see Ibn Suda, i,
the reply, "abstinence would be imposed by decenno. 418, p. 118). It aroused among the Moroccan
cy and by respect for the Prophet".—"Well then,"
c
ulamd* a polemic which lasted for almost a centuhe added abruptly, "should not anything that canry, on the problem of racism and anti-racism. Alnot be done in the presence of the Prophet be forKadin, who could have known Ibn ZakrT at the
bidden? To abstain from the performance of a
age of twenty, since he died only forty-two years
duty is a bitfa (culpable innovation) and bidca and
later than him, at the age of sixty, claims that he
its agent are condemned to the fires of Hell.
heard a very widespread rumour (mustafida] that the
Furthermore, to practise indecency outside the view
latter had been responsible for the publication of a
of the Prophet and believe oneself blameless is
book in support of the Shu'ubiyya, which asserted
hypocrisy!" Disconcerted, the culamdy of al-Azhar
the superiority of non-Arabs over Arabs; he adds
made no reply.
that all the contemporary men of religion reproached
Ibn Zakrl al-FasT enjoyed visiting the chorfa of
him for this and vilified him ruthlessly and justly.
Wazzan, in particular Mawlay al-Tayyib (d. 1089/
In the long biographical notice which he devotes
1679), and was associated with their disciple and biogto him, al-Kadiri invokes the authority of more than
rapher al-Hadjdj al-Khayyat al-Rukcf, whose pupil
twenty teachers, and derives support from many
he was. He was ultimately regarded as a miracleKur'anic verses and hadiths in the attempt, first to
worker who believed that, when wide-awake, he had
give a definition of the Shu'ubiyya, those who put
seen the Prophet. It is also said that, endowed with
non-Arabs and Arabs on the same level and those
a considerable fortune, he used it to render aid to
who put non-Arabs above Arabs, and then to lay
the disinherited.
emphasis on the merits of the Arabs, who gave
His writings, dealing with various subjects, were, it
birth to the Prophet Muhammad and supported him
is said, "numerous, read and studied to advantage
in his noble mission, finally concluding that, as
almost everywhere." These are, on the one hand,
regards Muslim law, all Muslims, irrespective of
commentaries on works of grammar, theology and
race and irrespective of the period in which they
mysticism composed by Muslim authors of East and
embraced Islam, enjoy equal rights. However, a
West, and annotations and glosses which have for the
careful reading of this article gives the impression
most part been left incomplete, and on the other
that, according to al-Kadin, Ibn Zakrl had appointhand, didactic poems concerning various matters,
ed himself the spokesman of Muslims of Jewish oriand at least one original prose work. Kattanf, i, 158,
gin, then very numerous in Fas, who did not care
supplies the following list:
for the Arabs, to whom they denied any distinctive
Shark al-Fanda fi 'l-nahw wa'l-tasrif wa'l-khatt of
merit, making no exceptions in this regard even for
al-Suyutl (lith. Fas 1319/1901); ' SfcarA al-Hikam
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Mir'at al-mahasin min akhbar al-shaykh Abi' l-Mahasin,
the Ansar, the Kuraysh and the parents of the
lith. Fas 1324/1906; YusI, Muhddardt, lith. Fas
Prophet, to whom a great many authentic hadtths
1317/1899; Ifranl, Sajwat man intashar, lith. Fas n.d.;
explicitly gave a privileged status. Furthermore, these
al-Kadiri, Mashr al-mathdni, lith. Fas 1310/1892; alneo-Muslims prided themselves on being the descenKattam, Salwat al-canfds, lith. Fas, 3 vols. 1316/1898;
dants of the Banu Israeli and of the prophets Musa,
al-Nasiri, K. al-Istiksd li-akhbdr al-Maghrib al-Aksd,
Harun, Zakariyya, and others, and on this account
Cairo 1312/ 1894"and Casablanca 1956; Ben
they considered themselves superior to the Arabs.
Cheneb, Etude sur les personnages mentionnes dans I'Idjdza
By his action, again in the words of al-Kadirl, Ibn
du Cheikh cAbd al-Kddir al-Fdsi, Paris 1907; LeviZakrl had committed a reprehensible deviation and
Provencal, Chorfa, Paris 1922; Gannun (cAbd Allah),
cut himself off from the faith, thus deserving "the
al-Nubugh al-maghribi fi 'l-adab al-carabi, Tetuan
punishment laid down for those who allow them1356/1837, 3 vols.; Ibn Suda, Dalil mu'arnkh alselves to be led astray by passion." Moreover, had
Maghrib al-Aksd, Casablanca, i, 1960, ii, 1965;
he not spent his time "among groups of men of
M. Hadjdji, al-^dwiya al-dild'iyya, Rabat 1384/1964;
his own kind, men living in ease and opulence, who
M. Lakhdar, Vie litteraire, 169-71 and index.
arranged performances of musical entertainment in
3. H. al-Kattam (i, 161) devotes a brief biograhis presence, and whose sympathy he made great
phical notice to another IBN ZAKRI (Abu 'l-cAbbas
efforts to gain, putting forward ideas of the type |
Ahmad, d. 1154/1741 in Fas) who is none other
which have been attributed to him, so well and to
than the son of the preceding and who lived an
such an extent that all his associates ultimately
ascetic life in the khalwa of the well-known Moroccan
became his disciples"?
saint Sldl Bushta (Abu '1-Shita3).
More than half a century before, Mayyara al- |
c
(M. HADJ-SADOK)
Akbar (Abu Abd Allah Muhammad al-FasI, 999IBRAHIM SHIRAZl, better known as HAD^I
1072/1590-1662, see al-Kadin, 235; al-Kattanl, i, 165;
IBRAHIM SIIIRAZI, was a Persian Prime M i n i s t e r
Levi-Provencal, 259, n. 4, 7°) had also written a
of the early Kadjar period, and a most influential
book dealing with this problem and entitled Masihat
c
agent in the transfer of power from the Zand dynasty
al-mughtarnn ji'l-radd ald dhawi 'l-tafrika bayn al-Muslimin
to the Kadjars.
(Royal Lib., Rabat ms. 7248, fols. 71a-123b); its
His father, the one-eyed Hadjdjr Hashim, reportauthor, according to al-Kadirl, had a valid excuse
edly of Jewish stock, had secured him a position of
and did not deserve reproach because, in his time,
chief magistrate in the office of the kaldntar [q.v.] of
the neo-Muslims were the victims of harassment and
Shlraz. In the course of the chaotic period which
even persecution on the part of Muslim Arabs.
followed the death of Karlm Khan Zand, the flatMayyara took their part, arguing in favour of the
tering attitude which he took towards his chief Mlrza
unity of the Muslim community.
Muhammad Kalantar earned him the favour of the
Ninety years after Ibn Zakrl, Abu 'l- c Abbas
Zand ruler Dja c far Khan, who subsequently, on the
Ahmad b. c Abd al-Salam b. Muhammad al-Bannanf
withdrawal and death of Mrrza Muhammad, offered
(d. 1234/1818)—the Bannam family is known to
have been of Jewish origin—took up the defence
him the office of the kaldntar of Shlraz (1200/1782).
Lutf 'All Khan Zand, the youthful son and sucof al-Zakn and, with the object of dismissing alcessor of Dja c far Khan, added his rather unthinking
Kadirl's accusations, wrote two books which,
between them, bear no fewer than eight different
support to this parvenu's career, and, in the course
of his ensuing struggle against the Kadjar Aka
titles, as follows: Tahliyat al-ddhdn wa'l-masdmi' bic
c
c
Muhammad Khan, he entrusted the holding of his
nusrat al- alldma al-dj_dmi ; al-Nur al-ldmi wa-kanz ruwdt
c
c
capital to this rather dubious kaldntar.
al-madj_dmi ; al-Manhal al- adhb al-murwl f t nusrat alc
HadjdjI Ibrahim, however, either in order to
alldma Ibn ^akn; Bustdn al-fawd'id al-muhdathdt al~
badd'ic; Rashf al-darab bi-tafdil Bam Isrd'il wa'l-cArab
protect his fellow-citizens against the consequences
(these five titles are those of the first book, which
of the dynastic wars, or just to dissociate himself
from a losing cause, was brought to betray his
comprises two volumes, the first of which still exists,
in private hands, in Fas; see Ibn Suda, no. 256,
brave but tyrannical sovereign. Thus in 1205/1791,
c
c
p. 84); al-Waajh al-mughn ald nusrat al- alldma Ibn
while Lutf c Ali and his soldiers had camped out3
Zakri; al-Tadhyll wa-shifd al-ghalil wa-i^dlat da' alside Shfraz, and the capital was entrusted to Hadjdji
c
alil; al-cUajdla al-mufiya bi-muhtddj. al-man^uma alIbrahim, an incident in the Zand camp plotted by
yusiyya, for the second book, completed in 1222/1807
the HadjdjI, together with a surprise coup d'etat
in one volume, which still exists in the form of an
which the latter staged against the Zand party in
c
autograph manuscript by Muhammad b. Abd alShlraz, resulted in Lutf 'All's fleeing, upon which
Sallam Bannam, and which was apparently a kind
Shlraz was lost for ever to the Zand. Meanwhile,
of commentary on a kasida of about three hundred
as HadjdjI Ibrahim, probably due to his fear of a
verses composed by Abu c Umar c Uthman b. 'All
Zand revanche, made an appeal to the Kadjars,
al-YusI (d. 1084/1674; see al-Ifrani, 113; al-Kadlrl
Aka Muhammad Khan occupied Shlraz and
ii, 13; al-YusI, in fine; Ben Cheneb, § 5); "in reply
appointed—not without some reservation—the old
to those who denigrate the merits of the Banu Israeli
kaldntar as the Governor-General of the whole
and who maintain, wrongly, that Islam owes them
province of Fars (1206/1791). Nevertheless, when
nothing" (see Ibn Suda, no. 427, and 1954, pp.
after the extirpation of the Zands, and probably
120 and 426).
in order to curb the local influence of Hadjdji
This controversy over racism and anti-racism, at
Ibrahim, Shlraz and the whole province of Fars
the end of the 12th/18th century and at the beginwere granted to the Kadjar Crown Prince Baba
ning of the 13th/18th century, throws an unexpected
Khan (i.e. the later Fath CA1I Shah), the HadjdjI
light on the ideas and pre-occupations of the
was given an honorific title of Ptimad al-Dawla
Moroccan thinkers of that time and on their atti[q.v.], with a rather nominal premiership, to keep
tude towards non-Arabs and Jews converted to
him as an attendant in the Shah's retinue
Islam.
(1209/1795).
Bibliography: Fas! (Muhammad al- c Arabl),
Under Fath CA1I Shah, who owed his accession
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partly to the wise arrangements made by the old
Hadjdji Ibrahim, the latter's prestige and fortune
increased rapidly, and his sons, brothers, and
relatives obtained vast tracts of land with important positions throughout the Persian provinces.
However, his own arrogance, along with the offensive behaviour of his relatives, caused considerable
administrative hostility, and some of his opponents
presented to the Shah convincing documents —
forged or authentic—to prove his involvement in
treasonable activities. A royal decree, issued in great
secrecy, directed the royal emissaries to seize
and prosecute Hadjdjl Ibrahim and all his relatives at one time, on a previously fixed date, in
Tehran and the provinces (1215/1801). Of all
his male descendants, only two small boys were
spared.
Hadjdjr Ibrahim's downfall, in which his rival
Mirza Shaft' Mazandaranl had an important role,
was later deplored by Fath 'All Shah. His political
opponents, however, did not cease to criticise him
severely for his so-called treacherous character, his
selfish impetuosity and his lack of tact in diplomatic
affairs.
Bibliography: cAbd al-Razzak b. Nadjaf-Kull,
Ma^dthir-i sultaniyya, 71-4; Dhayl-i Mir cAbd al-Kanm
va Aka Muhammad Rida bar ta'nkh-i Giti-Gushdy, ed.
Sacld Nafisi, Tehran 1319, 339-95; Ttimad alSaltana, M. Hasan Khan, Sadr al-tawdnkh, Tehran
1349, 12-43; Hadjdjl Mirza Hasan-i Fasa'I, Fdrsndma-yi JVdsiri, Tehran 1314, 249-50; Ahmad Mirza
c
Adud al-Dawla, Ta'rikh-i cAdudi, ed. H. Kuhl-i
Kirmanl, Tehran 1328, 51; Rida Kull Khan-I
Hidayat, Rawdat al-safd'-i Ndsin, new ed. Tehran
1339, ix, 367-70; Mahdi-yi Bamdad, Ta3nkh-i riajali Iran, Karn-i 12, 13, 14, Tehran i, 21-8; Sir J.
Malcolm, History of Persia, London 1861, ii, 21724; Sir HJ. Brydges, The dynasty of the Kadjars,
London 1833, p. cxli; R.G. Watson, A history of
Persia, London 1886; P. Horn, Geschichte Irans in
islamischer ^eit, in Gr. Ir. Phil., ii, index; Sir P. Sykes,
A history of Persia3, London 1930, ii, 295-6, 302; see
also the Bibl. to KARIM KHAN ZAND.
(A.H. ZARRINKOOB)
IBRIK (in Islamic art), a term used for any kind
of ewer, irrespective of function or material, but
generally a vessel for pouring water or wine. Together
with a basin, it is also used for washing hands and
feet. Other terms for specific kinds of ewers are kubra
or bulbula (see Abu Nuwas, Diwdn, ed. Wagner, i,
Beirut 1958, 54, 3).
The chronology and geographical origin of early
metal ewers up to the 4th/10th century have not
yet been definitely established. They can be classified typologically into five groups, representing a
slow departure from mainly Sasanid and Soghdian
prototypes towards the formation of truly Islamic
shapes. The most characteristic features are: a tendency towards heavier bodies, with an emphasis on
the lower part of the body in the earlier phases,
shifting to the formation of shoulders; a development of shapes in which the transition between body,
neck, mouth and foot is clearly marked and set off;
and a preference for faceted shapes. One group is
characterised by a bipartite neck which is contracted in its lower part and is cylindrical and faceted
in the upper half. The ovoid or cylindrical body
rests on three small feet (Survey, PI. 244A). Another
group is best known from the "Marwan" ewer in
Cairo (Survey, Pis. 245-6), but its traditional association
with the Umayyad caliph Marwan has to be dis-

carded. The chronologically latest type has an ovoid
body, a low footring and a straight, slightly flaring
neck with a flat lip. It is well-balanced in proportion and its shape was retained up to Saldjuk times.
Except for one group (the "Marwan" ewer), the handles meet the neck by its lip. Popular types of thumb
rests are a pomegranate or a full palmette.
Between the early 5 t h / l l t h and the beginning of
the 7th/13th century, workshops in Khurasan and
Transoxania produced bronze ewers which carry an
oil lamp-shaped spout. Early examples have been
found in Akhslkath, in ancient Farghana, and in
Shahrastan, ancient Ushrusana. Late 6th/12th to
early 7th/13th century specimens are inlaid with silver and copper. One ewer in Paris is dated
586/1190-1 (Survey, PI. 1309A). Khurasanian workshops active in the late 5 t h / l l t h and 6th/12th centuries also produced ewers with a high, raised spout.
Some have spherical bodies, while in other cases
the body is either melon-shaped, faceted or fluted.
One of the fluted ewers is signed by Mahmud b.
Muhammad al-HarawI and dated 577/1181 (Mayer,
Islamic metalworkers, 1959, 59; for the whole group
see Abu '1 Faradj al- c Ush, A bronze ewer with a high
spout. The dates suggested by the author are debatable).
In the 7th/13th century, Mosul, Damascus and
Cairo workshops produced richly decorated inlaid
brass ewers with a pear-shaped, plain or faceted
body, cylindrical neck and straight spout. Dated and
signed specimen are the "Blacas" ewer in the British
Museum (Barrett, Islamic metalwork, 1949, pis. 12-13),
and two ewers in Paris (Rice, Inlaid brasses, appendix, nos. 16 and 21). The pear-shaped body and
straight spout remain characteristic features of
8th/14th century Mamluk ewers. They have a high
body, which is contracted in its lower part, and the
neck is surmounted by a top-heavy cup (The arts of
Islam, Hayward Gallery 1976, no. 216). Ewers with
a strongly swelling body, curving spout and handle,
a contracted or funnel-shaped neck and a high
splayed foot occur in 9th/15th century Egypt and
Iran simultaneously (J. Carswell, Six tiles}. Their
occurrence on painted tiles from Cairo and Damascus
suggests a wider distribution than that attested to
by preserved objects. Ewers depicted on contemporary and later miniatures seem to point to a continuation of this type in the 10th/16th and later
centuries.
Ceramic ewers follow the metal shapes very
closely. Some early ceramic renderings even imitate
solder-ing marks. Ewers with a fluted or cylindrical
body and a raised spout are particularly common
among Persian monochrome glazed relief wares of
the 6th/12th and 7th/13th centuries.
Wine ewers and washing services are frequently
depicted in miniatures and other media (for 8th/14th
century washing sets, see M. S. Ipsjroglu, Saray
alben, Diez'sche Klebebande aus den Berliner
Sammlungen, Wiesbaden 1964, pis. XVII and
XVIII).
Bibliography: G e n e r a l b o o k s : A.U. Pope
(ed.), A survey of Persian art, Oxford 1938-9; G. Wiet,
Objets en cuivre. Cat. Gen. du Musee Arabe du Caire,
1932; M o n o g r a p h s on single o b j e c t s : K.
Erdmann, Islamische Giessgefdsse des 11. Jahrhunderts,
in Pantheon, xxii (July-Dec. 1938), 251-4; D.S. Rice,
Studies in Islamic metalwork. II, in BSOAS, xv/1 (1935),
66-79; idem, An unpublished "Mosul" ewer dated
627/1229, in BSOAS, xv/2 (1953), 229-32; idem,
Inlaid brasses from the workshop of Ahmad al-Dhaki
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al-Mawsih, in Ars orientalis, ii (1957); U. Scerrato,
Oggetti metallici di eta Islamica in Afghanistan, II: II
Ripostiglw di Maimana, in AIUON, N.S. xiv/2, Naples
1964; A.S. Melikian Chirvani, Cuivres inedits de Uepoque
de Qd'itbdy, in Kunst des Orients, vi/2 (1969), 11924; B. Marshak, Bronze ewer from Samarkant, in
A.A. Ivanov and S.S. Sorokin (eds.), Srednyaya
Aziya i Iran ("Central Asia and Iran"), Leningrad
1972, 61-90 (with English summary); Abu '1 Faradj
al-cUsh, A bronze ewer with a high spout in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, in Islamic Art in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, ed. R. Ettinghausen, New York 1972, 191
ff.; J. Carswell, Six tiles, in ibid., 101 ff. For a sys- \
tematic discussion of the development of Islamic
ewers with illustrations, see E. Baer, Metal work in
Islamic art and civilization (forthcoming).
(EvA BAER)
ICHTHYOLOGY [see SAMAK].
I£OGLAN [see IG>OGHLANI] .
:
IDRIS B. AL-HASAN, TMAD AL-Dra, the l a s t
c
g r e a t e x p o n e n t of the I s m a f l f da'wa [q.v-\
in Yaman, came from a prominent al-Walld family
of Kuraysh which headed the Musta c lf-Tayyibf dacwa
since the beginning of the 7th/13th century. He was
born in 794/1392 in the fortress of Shibam, a high
peak of Mount Haraz and a stronghold of the
Isma'flfs. In 832/1428 he succeeded his uncle cAlf
b. c Abd Allah as the nineteenth ddci. Besides being
a versatile author, he was also a politician and a
warrior; he fought several battles against the Zaydls
of Sacda, thereby regaining control of several Isma c flf
fortresses. He died on 19 Dhu 'l-Ka c da 872/10 June
1468.
He is considered the most celebrated historian of
the da'wa. His three historical works are the main
sources for the history of the Isma'rlis from the
5 t h / l l t h century until the second half of the 9th
15th century. The first, cUyun al-akhbdr, in seven volumes, is the most comprehensive work on the history of the Ismacfll imams and the Fatimid dynasty. It
also contains valuable information on the beginning
of the da'wa in Yaman and on the Sulayhids [q.v.]. |
The second work, Muzhat al-ajkdr, in two volumes,
deals with the IsmacTlf history in Yaman, especially
after the collapse of the Sulayhids, until the year
853/1449, and is considered to be the most important source for the three-hundred-year history of the
da'wa there. The third work, entitled Rawdat al-akhbdr,
is a continuation of the preceding work, wherein the
events are brought up to the year 870/1465. Both
the latter works are of great importance, since they
deal with contemporary events and shed light on an
obscure period of Yamanl history.
In addition to panegyrics of the imams and the
dacis, his poetic Diwdn contains some historical information. His work on Isma c rlf doctrine entitled Zjihr I
al-macdni is regarded as the highest achievement on ;
hakd'ik [q.v.] ever reached by the Yamanf dacwa. He
also composed several refutations of Sunm, Zaydf
and Mu c tazilf doctrines. Most of his works have survived and have been preserved in private collections.
Bibliography: The main biographical sources
are the author's own works mentioned above; see
also Isma'fl b. cAbd al-Rasul al-Madjdu c , Fihrist,
ed. CAH Nakl Munzawl, Tehran 1966, 34, 44, 737,85, 97, 103, 150-1, 239-42, 270, 275-7; for a
detailed description of his works and sources see
Ismail Poonawala, Bibliography of Ismd'ili literature,
Malibu, Calif. 1977, 169-75.'
(I. POONAWALA)

IDRIS B. AL-HUSAYN B. ABI NUMAYY, ABU cAwN,
Sharif of Mecca in the early l l t h / 1 7 t h c e n t u r y . He was born in 974/1566, and became Sharif
and governor of the Hidjaz in 1011/1602-3 after
his brother Abu Talib and in conjunction with his
nephew Muhsin. This division of power ended, however, in a fierce internal family dispute, apparently
over Idns's retinue and followers (khudddni), and in
1034/1624-5 the family deposed Idns from the governship of the Hidjaz in favour of Muhsin. The conflict was resolved by a truce, during the time of
which Idns promised to leave Mecca altogether.
He now fell ill, and died and was buried at Yatib in
the Djabal Shammar (17 Djumada II 1034/25
February 1625). Muhibbf quotes extensively from
the eulogistic poetry addressed to him in his heyday
of power.
Bibliography. The main biographical notice is
in Muhibbi, Khulasat al-athar, Cairo 1284/18678, i, 380-4; see also 'Uthman b. Bishr al-Nadjdl,
c
Unwdn al-madj_d fi ta'nkh Naajd, Riyadh 13858/1965-8, i, 32; Ahmad b. Zaym Dahlan, Khulasat
al-kaldm fi baydn umard3 al-balad al-hardm, Cairo
1305/1887-8, 64-6; Zirikll, al-Aldm, i, 266.
(ED.)
AL-IDRISI,

DjAMAL

C

AL-DlN

c

ABU

DjA<FAR

MUHAMMAD, B. ABD AL- AzIz B. ABI 'L-KASIM (d.
649/1251), u p p e r E g y p t i a n a u t h o r of Moroccan
background who wrote, under the Ayyubid sultan alMalik al-Kamil, his monograph on the monuments of
Djfza (Glza), the K. Anwar culuww al-adj_rdm f i 'l-kashf
f
an asrdr al-ahrdm. The oldest extant version of this
text is preserved in a copy commissioned by the
Ottoman philologist c Abd al-Kadir b. c Umar alBaghdadl (d. 1093/1682) [q.v.], who compiled—on the
basis of Idrlsl's writing- -his own K. Alaksad al-kirdm
fi caajd'ib al-ahrdm.
Idrisf's tract on the Pyramids is distinguished
from the copious earlier and later writings on the
subject by its systematic and concise structure, its
comprehensiveness and the rigorous application of
the techniques and standards of hadith scholarship
to his presentation. Each of the six chapters of the
book is a complete short monograph. Ch. 1 deals
with the genre of the pagan cadj_d'ib and their compatibility with the tenets of Islam; considerable space
is devoted to the question why the Pyramids are
not, or are only summarily, mentioned in the
Kur'an. Idrlsl vigorously defends the protection of
the Pharaonic monuments. He names as witnesses
for his standpoint the Sahdba who wrote pious graffiti on the Pyramids, settled and died in Djlza in
the shadow of these pagan structures and "whose
hands were not stretched out to them (sc. the
Pyramids) in bad intent" (ms. Munich, Aumer 417,
fol. 32a). He even contrives to declare Djlza, by
virtue of the Sahdba'?, presence, a "holy land" (ard
mukaddasd), and ranks the ziyfira to these 'ad^cfib—
tokens of God's majesty and warning—as obligations
incumbent upon every scholar coming to the area
(talab al-'ad^d'ib). More than once the book betrays
signs of a strong local pro-Egyptian, quasi-Shu'ubl
bias: Idrisi takes up the topos of the legendary intelligence of the Egyptians and skilfully intertwines it,
firstly with the tradition (from a Kitdb Masisun
al-Rdhib] that the dust of Djlza and of Ansina/
Antinoe, another old Egyptian sanctuary, constitute
a talisman which gives the people of Egypt their
unique mental gifts; and secondly with the role of
Hermes [see HIRMIZ], whom he introduced as the
Greek warden of sagacity and wisdom, apart from his
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function as one builder of the Pyramids. In the late
13th and the 14th century, we observe the dramatic widening of this chasm between iconoclastic
Muslim zealots and the moderates of IdrTsI's kind
who point at the unadulterable place of these 'aajd'ib
within Muslim Heilsgeschichte.
In chs. 2 to 6, Idrlsl gives valuable data on the
sites of Djiza, many of which are not repeated by
later compilers. He gives a detailed description,
also architectural, of the way the traveller takes from
the Bab Zuwayla, the south gate of the Fatimid city
of Cairo, to the Pyramids. He mentions all the
holders of high office who, between the days of
al-Ma 3 mun and his own, came to the Pyramids,
often in search for treasures, matdlib, as the Egyptians
say. The Fatimid period saw the apogee of activities
around the Pyramids; in al-Afdal b. Badr al-Djamall's
days fires were lit on top of the Great Pyramid in
certain nights. Idrlsl gives a list of contemporary scholars who saw, or wrote on, the Pyramids, among them
Ibn al-DjawzI, c Abd al-Latif al-Baghdadl (whose
description of the Pyramids and the Sphinx he faithfully reproduces) and Ibn Mamma.tr (who composed
a book on the Pyramids which IdnsI counts among
his sources), but also, min ghayr ahl al-kibla "from among
the non-Muslims", the envoy of Frederick II to alKamil (Count Thomas of Acerra?), who showed great
zeal in deciphering a Latin inscription on the Pyramid
of Cheops.
Idrlsl devotes extensive space to the controversial
issue whether the Pyramids were built before or after
the Deluge. He presents the arguments of those who
held the latter position (among them a Jewish author
who claims Aristotle as builder of the two great
Pyramids), yet in an uncompromising fashion refutes
their theories for the other, antediluvian, even preAdamite, theory. Unfortunately, the sphinx, Abu }lHawl [q.v.], is given only passing mention. Too many
stories circulated about it, as he complains.
Bibliography: Brockelmann, I, 478-9, S I, 879
f.; Hadjdjr Khalifa, Kashf al-^unun, i, 1833, 482,
§ 1412; U. Haarmann, Die Sphinx. Synkretistische
Volksreligiositdt im spdtmittelalterlichen islamischen Agypten,
in Saeculum (1978), passim; idem, Der Schatz im
Haupte der Sphinx, in Die islamische Welt zwischen
Mittelalter und Neuzeit, Beirut 1979, passim.
(U. HAARMANN)
AL-1DWI AL-HAMZAWI, HASAN, one of the principal p r o t a g o n i s t s of the e v e n t s p r e c e e d i n g
the British occupation of Egypt in 1882, was
born in the village of cldwa near Maghagha in alMinya province, Upper Egypt in 1221/1806.
He studied at al-Azhar [q.v.] and taught there from
1242/1826-7 onwards. He was a man of considerable wealth, which allowed him to spend generously
on pious works and the publication of his writings.
However, his inability adequately to regulate his financial affairs led to solvency problems and to a case
raised against him in Court by the owner of the printing press, al-Matbaca al-Kastiliyya, where he had most
of his books printed (cf. al-Afukatu Katiski (ed.),
Risdla . . . can al-dacwd allati bayn . . . Musd Kdstill wa
'l-Shaykh Hasan al-cldwi, Cairo 1287/1870-1). In these
works, which are listed in Brockelmann, GAL, II, 486,
S II, 729, he concerns himself mainly with fikh and
related issues, while in addition he wrote on hadith,
tawhid and tasawwuf. His writings pertaining to the latter field reflect his adherence to al-Shadhiliyya order
[q.v.]. He had been initiated into various branches of
this tanka, amongst others into al-'Afifiyya [see ALC
AFIFI above].
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He was among the religious notables who actively
supported the Khedive Isma'fl in his efforts to counter
the danger of increasing international control, and
played a significant role in the events preceeding the
Khedive's deposition in 1879.
His role during the cUrabl [q.v] insurrection, when
he sided with the cUrabiyyun and publicly demanded
the deposition of the Khedive Tawfik, caused his arrest
following the British occupation of Cairo in September 1882. He was set free in the course of the subsequent court proceedings against those involved in
the insurrection, on condition that he return to his
native village of Tdwa. He died in Cairo on 17
Ramadan 1303/19 June 1885 and was buried in
the now-demolished mosque which had been constructed by him near the mosque of al-Husayn (cf.
C
A1I Mubarak, Khitat, v, 48) and close to the newlyerected mosque named after him, where his shrine
may be found today (cf. the monthly al-Muslim, xix
(Cairo 1969), 9, 4).
Bibliography: For biographies, see CA1I Mubarak,
Khitat, xiv, 37, where al-cldwl's role in the 'Urabi
insurrection is omitted (cf. G. Baer, Studies in the
social history of modern Egypt, Chicago-London 1969,
243); Zaki Muhammad Mudjahid, al-Acldm alsharkiyya, Cairo 1950, ii, 98; Muhammad al-Bashir
Zafir al-Azharl, al-Tawdkit al-thamina fi acydn madhhab
c
dlim al-Madlna, Cairo' 1324-5/1906-7, i, 126 f.;
Khayr al-Dln al-Zirikll, al-Acldm, ii, 214. For additional biographical data, see Ilyas al-'Ayyubl, Ta'rikh
Misr fi 'l-cahd al-Khidiw Ismcfil Bdshd min sanat 1863
ild sanat 1879, Cairo 1923, i, 42 f.; and A.M.
Broadley, How we defended Arabi and his friends, London
1884, 365 if., 369 f. On his tanka allegiance, see
Muhammad Zaki Ibrahim, Dalil al-mudj.mal ild altanka al-Muhammadiyya al-Shddhiliyya, Cairo 1969, 49.
For al-cldwl's role in the events referred to in the
article, see A. Scholch, Agypten den Agyptern. Die polltische und gesellschaftliche Krise der Jahre 1879-1882 in
Agypten. Zurich-Freiburg i.Br., n.d. passim, where further references may be found.
(F. DE JONG)
IKA c(form IV from w-k-c], literally "to let fall"
the wand (kadib) in order to mark the rhythm in
singing, a term denoting m u s i c a l m e t r i c s or
" r h y t h m " in the sense of measuring the quantity of
notes. The early Islamic ikdc can be considered as a
forerunner of mediaeval European mensura. Based on
oriental practices inherited by the Arabs, it shows
elements of Greek rhythmos and similarities to Indian
tdla. According to Safi al-Dln al-UrmawI, the roots
of ikdc go back to Sasanid Iran, where Indian musical presence is attested.
The internal structure of ikdc is obviously of Arab
origin, being built up in analogy to the prosodic rules
of Arab poetry. One ikdc consists of two "cycles"
(adwdr), each of them being composed of several "basic"
notes (usul) and a pause (fdsila]. In modifying the
basic notes, the musician gets at the metrical patterns
of the chosen "form" (ajins) of lkdc. The early music
schools knew seven or eight forms, namely al-thakil
al-awwal, al-thakil al-thdm, al-ramal, al-hazadj_ and their
"quick" (khafif) forms.
Al-Khalll b. Ahmad (d. 175/791), author of a lost
Kitdb al-Ikdc, is regarded as the "inventor" of this science. Citations in later sources or original texts give
information about the ikd'-theories of more than ten
authors up to the 5 t h / l l t h century, the most important being al-Farabi, who dedicated two chapters of
his Kitdb al-Musiki al-kablr and two remarkable monographs to this subject.
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The ikac tradition of the Mawsih school, preserved
in the Kitdb al-Aghdm of Abu '1-Faradj al-Isbaham,
persisted for a long time in Spain, whilst the development in the Eastern ealiphate had already given
birth to more elaborate systems. The metres described
by Safi al-Dln al-Urmaw! (d. 693/1294) led to the
basic musical practice of the last "international" school
of cAbd al-Kadir al-Maraghl (d. 838/1435) as well as
to the usul, aw^dn, dumb or adwar (al-lkdc] of the succeeding local traditions in Iran (disappearing there in
the 12th/18th century), in Turkey (where practice and
theory continues up to our own days) and in the
Arab countries (where the late 19th and the early
20th centuries have brought a revival of local metrical forms).
Bibliography. Almost all Arabic, Persian and
Turkish musical treatises and most encyclopaedias
dealing with music contain a chapter on lkdc. For
its early Arabian theory, see F. Dieterici, Die
Propaedeutik der Araber im 10. Jahrhundert, Berlin 1865,
112-17; H.G. Farmer, Sacadyah Gaon on the influence
of music, London 1943, 78-89; A. Shiloah, L'epetre
sur la musique des Iklhwdn al-Safd\ in REI, xxxiv
(1966), 176-8; E. Neubauer, Die Theorie vom lqdf.
I: Ubersetzung des Kitdb al-Iqd'dt von Abu Nasr alFdrdbl, in Orient, xxi-xxii (1968-9), 196-232; H.
Avenary, The Hebrew version of Abu l-Salt's treatise
on music, in Tuval (Jerusalem), iii (1974), 68-71.
For later Arabian theories and modern practice,
see R. d'Erlanger, La musique arabe, Paris 1930-59.
For Turkish forms, see Suphi (Ezgi), Ma^ari ve ameli
Turk musikisi, Istanbul 1933-53; K-P. Seidel, Studien
zum usul "devri kebir" in den pesrev der Mevlevi, in
Mitteilungen der Deutschen Gesellschaft fur Musik des
Orients, xi (1972-3), 7-69; S. Heper, Turk musikisinde usuller, in Musiki mecmuasi, Istanbul, no. 3447 (June-Sept. 1978).
(E. NEUBAUER)
IKHTISAN, MUHAMMAD SADR CALA3, s e c r e t a r y
and a u t h o r under the Dihll sultanate.
He was the son of Ahmad Hasan, a native of
Dihll, and entered his ancestral profession of dabir
or secretary in the Diwdn al-Inshd' or royal chancery
some time towards the close of the KhaldjI period.
On his accession to the throne in 720/1320, Sultan
Ghiyath al-Dm Tughluk Shah raised him to the
position of Dablr-i khdss in recognition of his learning whilst he was still in his early twenties, and in
this capacity he accompanied the sultan on an expedition to Bengal. After the conquest of Bengal, the
sultan, on his way back to Dihlf, invaded the independent territory of Tirhut, seized it and entrusted
its charge to Ahmad Yalbugha. In Tirhut, Ikhtisan
fell ill because of the overwhelming heat and was
confined to bed for quite a long time; during this
illness he translated a Sanskrit romance into ornate
Persian, completing it in 725/1325, and calling it
the Basdtln al-uns.
The Basdtln al-uns shows Ikhtisan's mastery of the
Persian language. It contains an introduction giving us information about his own career and the
grandeur of sultan Muhammad b. Tughluk, so that
this introduction is a document of considerable historical significance, supplementing Baranf's Ta3nkhi Flruz Shdhi with regard to the radical views of
Sultan Muhammad b. Tughluk. Like Baranl,
Ikhtisan also belonged to the sultan's faction and
subscribed to his rationalist views about religion
and society. Being an intellectual, well-versed in
Islamic sciences, the sultan emphasised the need for
re-interpreting the Islamic Shan'a according to the
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requirement of the time. The orthodox culama}
opposed the sultan, whilst liberal thinkers like
Ikhtisan supported him in this respect; Ikhtisan calls
Muhammad b. Tughluk Nu c man-i Than!, while the
orthodox SuiTs and 'ulamd' condemned him as a
tyrant and oppressor (ajabbdr and kahhdr}.
On Muhammad b. Tughluk's death, his confidants
were either killed or thrown into jail. Fortunately,
Ikhtisan happened to be in Iran at that time, having been sent there by the late sultan as an ambassador to the Ilkhanfd Court. He may have got
information of his patron's death and the accession
of Sultan Ffruz Shah III to the throne (752/1351)
in Multan, then a border city. It was there that he
fell ill and died after a short illness. Thus Ikhtisan
escaped imprisonment, while Baranf, the author of
the Ta'nkh-i Firuz Shdhi underwent it as a result
of the reaction against Muhammad b. Tughluk's
policies.
Bibliography: Rieu, Catalogue of the Persian manuscripts in the British Museum, ii; Ikhtisan, Basdtln
al-uns, ms. British Museum Add. 7717; Sayyid
Muhammad Mubarak Kirmanf, known as Mir
Khurd, Siyar al-awliyd, Delhi 1302/1885; Muhammad Bihamad-Kham, Ta'rlkh-i Muhammadl,
ms. British Museum, Or. 137.
(I.H. SIDDIQUI)
IKHTIYARIYYA, the elite or v e t e r a n s of an
O t t o m a n guild or a r m y u n i t (oajak).
Ikhtiydr, "choice" in Arabic, had acquired the
meaning of "old" both in Turkish and in modern
Arabic, and thus came to designate the chosen and
the elders of certain units, two attributes which in
traditional society were virtually identical. The od^ak
ikhtiydrlan in Ottoman Egypt consisted of retired officers and veterans of the oajaks, and their function was
mainly ceremonial and advisory. They were
headed by a bash ikhtiydr. In the guilds the informal
group of ikhtiydriyya was also designated by a large
variety of other similar terms (cf. Baer, Egyptian
guilds, 53, and Structure of Turkish guilds, 183). There
were no rules to determine when and under what
conditions an usta became a member of this group.
Similarly, its members had no well-defined tasks.
Originally, as long as Jutuwwa traditions survived in
the guilds, they played an important role in the
ceremonies of initiation. Later, it was their principal
function to support the head of the guild in his
relations with the authorities and thus to demonstrate that he was acting in the guild's name. It
was upon their recommendation that the head of the
guild was appointed by the kadi, and the chief assistant of the ketkhudd [q.v.] of the Turkish guilds, the
yigit bashl, was chosen from among them, and apparently by them, but their choice had to be confirmed
by the authorities.
In 19th century Egypt, the traditional term for
veteran masters in the guilds was replaced by the
term cumda (pi. cumad), but the character and functions of this group remained the same. Documents
from that period show that they participated in the
control of prices of comestibles and the distribution of the tax burden among the members of the
guilds.
Bibliography: H. Thorning, Beitrdge zur Kenntnis des
islamischen Vereinswesens, Berlin 1913, 113-14, 233-5;
S. Shaw, Ottoman Egypt in the 18th century, Cambridge,
Mass. 1962, 21, 30-5; idem, Ottoman Egypt in the age
of the French Revolution, Cambridge, Mass. 1964, 3840; G. Baer, Egyptian guilds in modern times, Jerusalem
1964, 53, 65-6; idem, The structure of Turkish
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guilds and its significance for Ottoman social history,
Suwaydi, Simat, ms. Paris ar. 3004, fols. lOa,
in Proceedings of the Israel Academy of Sciences
13-14; 164a, 3-8; Barhebraeus, The abridged verand Humanities, iv, 183-4, 186.
sion of "The Book of simple drugs" of. . . al-Ghqfiqi,
(G. BAER)
ed. Meyerhof and Sobhy, Cairo 1932, no. 30;
IKLIL AL-MALIK is the melilot, Melilotus officiDawud al-Antakl, Tadhkira, Cairo 1371/1952, i,
nalis (Leguminosae) (Greek jiEXiXcoioq, French
55; I. Low, Die Flora der Juden, ii, 1924, 465 f.;
"melilot", German "Honigklee"), a plant of the
M. Asin Palacios, Glosario de voces romances . . .,
Papilionaceae family, of which about 16 kinds are
Madrid-Granada 1943, no. 168.
or were used as medicine. The Arabic term ("royal
(A. DIETRICH)
crown") is a rendering of Syriac k'lil malkd\ more
IKRAH (A.), a legal t e r m denoting "duress".
infrequently-used synonyms are nafal, hantam, shaajarat
The jurists distinguish two kinds: unlawful (ikrah ghayr
al-hubb ("love-tree"), etc. In general, distinction is
mashru'}, and lawful (ikrah bi-hakk). Only the first of
made between the yellow-blossomed plants, which
these is recognised by the Kur'an (Id ikrah fi 'l-din,
grow one m. high, and the white-blossomed plants
II, 256), and has legal effects.
growing still higher. Both are slender biennial herbs
Unlawful duress may be of two degrees, being grave
which are indigenous to uncultivated lands in Europe
(ikrah tdmm or mulaajaji*} if it involves severe bodily
and Asia, but not in the North. One of these
harm, or slight (ikrah nakis or ghayr mulaajaji') if it only
kinds—or still another one?—is the iklil al-malik alinvolves verbal threats or minor buffets. Lawful duress,
mu'akrab "scorpion-like melilot", thus known because
which has no legal effect, may take the form, for
of the form of its blossom-pods which resemble the
example, of a judge exerting duress on a debtor to
tail of a scorpion. Certain roots, introduced from
discharge his debt by selling property surplus to his
c
personal needs.
Syria into the Arab West under the name irk alhayya ("serpent's root") and used there as antidote
The authorities differ regarding the degree of validagainst poisonous snakebites, are said to be roots
ity in contracts agreed under duress, but in general
of the melilot. Finally, it may be remarked that the
the effect of duress in civil law is to make a declaplant was known in Arabic Spain under the
ration voidable by khiydr, i.e. the injured party has
the right unilaterally either to cancel or to ratify the
Romance name kurumlla (= coronilla, cf. FJ. Simonet,
contract. In criminal law, the effect of duress is to
Glosario de voces ibericas y latinas . . ., Madrid 1888,
135 f.). The Arab translators describe it, of course,
diminish responsibility to the point of removing the
penal sanction and making the act itself allowable;
under mdlilutus.
thus drinking wine under threat of death or mutilaIn conformity with its Greek name, it was already
tion is permissible.
known in antiquity that the melilot is a honey-proConsequently, the attestation of absence of duress
ducing plant. The Arabs adopted its therapeutic
is an important element in the drafting of deeds of
use largely from the Greeks. The aromatic herb
sale and other legal documents involving contractual
was—and still is—used in compresses to soften
obligations, and such absence of duress may be
and ripen hot, hard boils and all kinds of callusdeclared in phrases such as bi-ld ikrah wa-ld idj_bdr.
es. In warm compresses it is also useful for articBibliography: Subhf Mahmasanl, al-Na^ariyya
ular pains, if before a successful "purification" of
al-cdmma Ii l-muajabdt wa'l-cukud fi 'l-shan'a althe body takes place (through purging, bloodisldmiyya, Beirut 1948; J. Schacht, An introduction
letting and vomiting). Together with other ingre- \
to Islamic law, Oxford 1964, 117-18; Mustafa Ahmad
dients, the melilot cures stomach, ear and |
al-Zarka 3 , al-Fikh al-isldml fi thawbih al-d^adid,
headaches. Taken internally, it procures the disDamascus 1968, and bibliography there cited;
charge of urine, menstruation and the foetus, and
R.Y. Ebied and M.J.L. Young, Some Arabic legal
mitigates the irritation of itching with diseases of
documents of the Ottoman period, Leiden 1976 (see docthe testicles.
uments on pp. 15, 16, 24, etc.).
Bibliography. A full chapter on iklil al-malik
(R.Y. EBIED and M.J.L. YOUNG)
is given in A. Dietrich, %um Drogenhandel im islamisILAHl ERA, also known as Ta'rikh-i Ildhi "Divine
chen Agypten, Heidelberg 1954, 49-51. See further
Era", was introduced by the Mughal Emperor Akbar
Dioscurides, De materia medica, ed. M. Wellmann,
in 992/1584. The first year of this era was the year
ii, Berlin 1906, 52 f. (= lib. iii, 40); La "Materia
of Akbar's accession, 963/1555-6, and it was a solar
medica" de Dioscorides, ii (Arab. tr. Istafan b. Basil),
year beginning with Nawruz (the day of vernal equied. Dubler and Teres, Tetuan 1952, 258; RazI,
nox, about 20 March). The names of the months
HawT, xx, Haydarabad 1387/1967, 125 f. (no.
were the same as those of the ancient Persian cal140); Die pharmakolog. Grundsatze des Abu Mansur . . .
endar. The number of days in a month varied from
Harawi, tr. A. Ch. Achundow, Halle 1893, 150,
29 to 32. The calculations were made, and rules for
340; Ibn al-Djazzar, ftimad, ms. Ayasofya 3564,
the era drawn up, by Fath Allah Shfrazf. Abu '1-Fadl
fol. 12b; Ibn Sma, Kanun, Bulak, i, 243; Blrum,
justified the introduction of Ilahf era on the ground
Saydala, ed. H.M. Sacld, Karachi 1973, Arab. 62
that the Islamic lunar era, being ancient, should be
f., Engl. 41; Ibn Biklarish, Musta'im, ms. Naples,
replaced by some other era commencing from a recent
Bibl. Naz. iii, F. 65, fol. 12b; Ghafikl, al-Adwiya
epoch-making event. As the accession of Akbar was
al-mufrada, Ms. Rabat, Bibl. Gen. k 155 i, fol.
such an event, so the IlahT era was set to commence
21a-22a; Ibn Hubal, Mukhtdrdt, Haydarabad
from that date. The IlahT era made it possible to
1362, ii, 20; Anonymous [Abu 'l-cAbbas al-Nabatl
keep a regular account of the officers' allowances,
Ibn al-Rumiyya?] ms. Nuruosmaniye 3589, fols.
of book-keeping and of audit. In 1069/1658-9,
99b-100a (with precise description of the plant);
Awrangzlb [q.v.] abolished the observation of the
Ibn al-Baytar, Lgami', Bulak 1291, 50 f., tr.
c
Nawruz festival, but did not prohibit the use of the
Leclerc, no. 128; Yusuf b. Umar, Mu'tamad, ed.
Ilahf months in the official records. He ordered that
M. al-Sakka3, Beirut 1395/1975, 6; Ibn al-Kuff,
the hidjra months and years should be written before
'Umda, Haydarabad 1356, i, 211, cf. H.G.
the Ilahl months. In 1079/1668-9 he prohibited the
Kircher, Die "einfachen Heilmittel" aus dem "Handbuch
publication of almanacs, but the officials protested
der Chirurgie" des Ibn al-Quff, Bonn 1967, no. 3;
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that without the use of almanacs it was not possible to follow the Ilahl calendar properly; and some
discrepancy between the actual vernal equinox and
the initial day of the official solar year gradually
appeared in course of time. Mfrza Radja Dja'f Singh's
Zidj_-i Muhammad Shdhi in the next century was an
attempt to evolve a new solar calendar for official
use, based largely on the same principles as the Ilahu
calendar.
Bibliography: Abu '1-Fadl, Akbar-ndma, iii, Bibl.
Ind., Calcutta 1873-87; idem, A'in-i Akban, i, Bibl.
Ind., Calcutta 1867-77; Muhammad Hashim
Kh vv afF Khan, Muntakhab al-lubdb, Bibl. Ind.,
Calcutta 1860-74; S.H. Hodivala, Historical studies
in Mughal numismatics, The Numismatic Society of
India, Calcutta 1923; see also TA'R!KH.
(M. ATHAR ALI)
ILAK, the region of T r a n s o x a n i a lying within the great northwards bend of the middle reaches
of the Jaxartes river and to the south of the rightbank affluent the Ahangaran (Russian form, Angren)
river. It thus lay between the provinces of Shash [see
TASHKENT] on the northwest and Farghana [q.v] on
the east. The Arabic and Persian geographers of the
3rd-5th/9th-l 1th centuries describe it as a flourishing
province, with its mountains producing silver and salt.
They give the names of many towns there, the chief
one being Tunkath, whose ruins have been identified
by Soviet archaeologists 50 miles (90 km.) from modern Tashkent.
In early Islamic times, Ilak lay on the frontiers
between the abode of Islam and the pagan Turkish
steppes. During the Samanid period and just afterwards, its local princes (given the title of dihkari) enjoyed
considerable prestige, and minted their own coins during the period of Samanid collapse, e.g. in 388/998
and 399/1008-9. The author of the Hudud al-cdlam
describes the people of Ilak as adherents of "those
who wear white", presumably the supporters of the
"veiled prophet" al-Mukannac [q.v], whose rising took
place in the late 2nd/8th century. This information
may be anachronistic for his own time, but we do
read that in the period of the Samanid amir Nasr b.
Ahmad (301-31/914-43) the local dihkdn was sympathetic to the Ismacrlr propaganda current then.
Bibliography: Le Strange, The lands of the eastern Caliphate, 482-3; Barthold, Turkestan down to the
Mongol invasion^, 162, 169-75, 233, 243, 307; Hudud
al-cdlam, tr. Minorsky, 117, 356-7.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ILICPUR [see ELICPUR, above].
C
ILLAYSH, MUHAMMAD B. AHMAD B. MUHAMMAD, onetime Malik! mufti of Egypt and one of
the principal protagonists in the events preceeding
the British occupation of Egypt in 1882. He was
born in Cairo in Radjab 1217/October-November
1802 into a family of Moroccan extraction. After a
period of study at al-Azhar [q.v.] from 1232/1816-7
until 1245/1829-30, he was engaged in teaching at
this institution, as well as at the Husayn mosque.
In 1270/1854 he was appointed to the office of shqykh
al-sdda al-Mdlikiyya [q.v] in succession to Muhammad
Hubaysh, and remained in office until the end of
his life.
Concomitantly, he held supreme leadership of a
Shadhiliyya [q.v] tarika, that of al-Arabiyya, in which
position notable Azharf scholars such as Muhammad
al-Amlr al-Kabfr and Muhammad al-Armr al-Saghlr
had been his predecessors.
However, the mystical conception of Islam to
which he must have adhered is only incidentally
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I manifest in his writings—the scope of which
encompasses the majority of the fields of traditional Muslim learning—such as in his Path
al-'all 'l-mdlik fi 'l-fatwa cald madhhab al-Imdm
Malik, Cairo 1319/1901-2, i, 5, where he supports the doctrine of al-nur al-muhammadi [q.v.].
He was opposed to the reforms introduced at
al-Azhar by its shqykh Muhammad al-Mahdl alc
AbbasT. During the campaign for removal of
the latter from office—which resulted in the
appointment of Muhammad al-Imbabf as shaykh
al-Azhar—Muhammad c lllaysh became the
favourite candidate of the Azharl culamd} and of
the students for succession of al- c Abbasf. His
1 involvement with the c Urabiyyun [see C URABI],
his active support of their cause and his effort
to mount resistance against the British invasion—
he was among the first to call for the proclamation of dj_ihdd—resulted
his arrest and
detention following the British occupation of
Cairo in September 1882. He died in prison on
9 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 1299/22 October 1882.
Bibliography: Biographies may be found in All
|
Mubarak, Khitat, iv, 41-44; Ilyas Zakhura, Mir*at
!
c
al- asr fi ta'rlkh wa-rusum akdbir rid^dl Misr, i, 196 f;
Khayr al-Dfn al-Zirikll, al-Acldm, vi, 244; and prefaced to Muhammad 'Illaysh, Path al-'ali 'l-mdlik ji
'l-fatwd cald madhhab al-Imdm Malik, 2 vols., Cairo
1319-21/1901-4. See also Abu '1-Wafa al-Maraghl,
Mm acldm al-Mdlikiyya al-Misriyya, in al-Hady al-Isldml,
Baycla3, viii/1 (March 1969),~76-8. For a short discussion of the position of al-Arabiyya al-Shadhiliyya
under the leadership of Muhammad Tllaysh, see
F. de Jong, Turuq and Turuq-linked institutions in 19th
century Egypt, Leiden 1978, 113-14. For additional
biographical data, see CA1I Mubarak, Khitat, viii, 74;
Amin Saml, Takwim al-Nil, iii, part 2, 519 f., 921 f;
Muhammad RashTd Rida, Ta3nkh al-Ustddh al-Imdm,
i, 133 f; Ahmad Shaiik, Mudhakkirdti fi nisf karn,
1, 152, 178; Muhammad Abd al-Djawad al-Kayati,
Najhat al-bis_hdm fi nhlat al-Shdm, Cairo 1319/19012, 6 f; and Sulayman al-Hanan~ al-Zayyatf, Kana
al-dj_awhar fi ta'nkh al-Azhar, Cairo n.d., 162 f.
(F. DE JONG)
C
ILM AL-AKTAF [see KATIF].
1LM AL-HANDASA (A.), geometry. From the
3rd/9th century onwards, the Arabs were introduced
to geometry through the translation of Greek works,
especially that of Euclid's Elements. They then adopted
for this science the Greek name under the form
ajumatriya. Subsequently, they came into contact with
the applied geometry of Archimedes, of Hero of
Alexandria, and with the Indian Siddhantas (in Arabic,
Sind Hind], and definitively adopted the word handasa
(borrowed, according to al-Khalll, from the Persian
andd^ah — measure, size).
In the evolution of geometry among the Arabs, two
important periods may be distinguished:
I. The period of translations and of initia t i o n (3rd/9th century).
A. The first place belongs to the Elements of Geometry
of Euclid (Kitdb al-Usul or K. al-Arkdn), one of the
most translated and annotated books, (a) We may
mention two translations owed to Hadjdjaclj b. Yusuf
b. Matar, one entitled the Hdrunl, the other,
more precise, known by the name of the Ma'muni.
(b) A translation by Ishak b. Hunayn revised and
corrected by Thabit b. Kurra of Harran (219-887
834-901). (c) al-Abbas b. Sacid al-Djawhan (214/829)
wrote a commentary on it, including, among other
things, a number of figures and particular cases
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added to the first proposition of these Elements, (d)
A commentary on the fifth proposition by Abu 'All
Muhammad b. Tsa al-Mahanf (between 239 and
270/853-84) comprises 26 figures and is concerned
principally with proofs that do not make use of reasoning by absurdity, (e) A commentary by Abu clc
Abbas al-Fadl b. Hatim al-Nayrlz! (d. 310/922-3).
(f) A commentary by Abu DjaTar al-Khazin of
Khurasan (d. 310/922-3). (g) Abu '1-Wafa3 alBuzdjam (323-88/934-98) has left an incomplete
commentary on it. (h) al-Kindl (184-259/800-73)
devotes a risdla to the "objectives of the work of
Euclid" (Aghrdd K. Uklidis]\ he comments here, in
particular, that the work is, in reality, a compendium
of ancient knowledge set in order and annotated by
Euclid, and that one of his followers, Hypsicles,
added on the fourteenth and fifteenth propositions.
B. The Data (Mu'taydt] of Euclid, translated by Ishak
and revised by Thabit.
We must mention at this point—and we shall
have occasion to return to it—the criticisms made of
Euclid's postulates by al-NaynzI in his Risala fi
'l-musddara al-mashhura li-Uklidis "Letter relating to
the famous postulate of Euclid"; by al-Hasan b.
al-Haytham (354-430/965-1038); by c Umar alKhayyam (467-517/1074-1123) in his Risala fi shark
ma ashkala min musadarat Uklidis "Letter explaining
some difficulties raised by the postulates of Euclid";
and by Nasir al-Dm al-TusI (597-672/1201-74) in his
Tahnr usul Uklidis "Restatement of the Elements of
Euclid", and his Tahnr musadarat Uklidis "Observations
on the postulates of Euclid".
C. The Conic sections (al-Kutuc al-makhrutiyya] of
Apollonius, a work which apparently comprised 8
propositions; the first four were translated, under the
supervision of Ahmad b. Musa b. Shakir, by Hilal b.
Abl Hilal al-HimsI (d. 218/833), and the last three
by Thabit b. Kurra.
D. The Elements of geometry of Menelaus. Thabit
translated three of its propositions. An unknown translator revised the chapters relating to triangles. The
problem of transversals and their applications in the
study of conic forms inspired Thabit to compose his
work al-Kawl ji }l-shakl al~kattdc wa 'l-nisba al-mu3 allafa
("Survey of the transversal and harmonic division"),
a work translated into Latin by Gerard of Cremona
(Liber TJiabit de figura alchata}. Nasir al-Dln al-Tusf also
made this work the basis of his treatise Kitab al-Shakl
al-kattd\ in which he set out to establish the fundamental principles of spherical trigonometry.
E. The work of Pappus (the Collection of mathematics),
notably a translation by Thabit of his commentary
on the Book of Ptolemy relating to the area of the
sphere; and his commentary on the tenth proposition
of Euclid.
F. The geometrical work of Archimedes: (a) His
work On the sphere and the cylinder, translated by the
Banu Musa, later by Thabit and by Ishak b. Hunayn.
A translation by Kusta b. Luka (299/912) served as
the basis for the Hebrew translation of Kalonimos b.
Kalonimos (728/1328). (b) On the squaring of the circle
(Fi takslr al-dd'ira; Tarbic al-dd'ira; Misdhat al-dd'ira),
translated by Thabit and by Hunayn b. Ishak, a
translation revised by Nasfr al-Dm al-TusT (ed.
Hyderabad 1359/1940). (c) The Lemmata (al-ma3khudhdt},
translated by Thabit and annotated by Abu '1-Hasan
C
A1I b. Ahmad al-Nasaw! (370-431/980-1040); TusI
makes use of it in his study published in 1940 at
Hyderabad, (d) Measuring the side of a regular heptagon
inscribed in a circle (tasbic al-dd'ird), a work which inspired
in particular, Abu Sahl al-Kuhf.

G. The work of Hero of Alexandria, notably the
K. Hall shukuk Uklidis ("Resolution of doubts concerning Euclid"); and the K. al-Hiyal al-ruhdniyya
("Pneumatics").
We may note, finally, the translation of the Sindhantas
which familiarised the Arabs with problems of surveying and of the measuring of surfaces and volumes,
and in a general manner, with the various applications of geometry.
II. The period of creativity (4th-9th/10th-15th
centuries).
The translated material was, as we have noted,
progressively annotated, discussed and corrected.
From the 3rd/9th century, but especially after the
4th/10th one, the specific contribution of the Arabs
became more important. The latter supplemented the
ancient works in a number of disciplines (astronomy,
optics, algebra), with new proofs and with the resolution of geometrical problems; new applications came
into being, especially in sculpture and in architecture;
trigonometry was discovered and codified; important
theoretical questions were raised; the authority of
ancient masters was contested, and the way was open
for the progress of geometry in hitherto unknown
directions.
But before reviewing certain of the most celebrated
Arab contributions to geometry, here follow, century
by century, the authors and the works which may
be mentioned:
3rd/9th century: al-Kh w arazmr (d. ca. 232/846),
Bab al-misdhd—al-Djawhari (214-15/839-30); Kitab
tafsir K. Uklidis "Commentary on the Book of
Euclid"; K. al-Ashkdl allati zddaha fi 'l-makdla
al-uld min Uklidis "On the figures that he has
added to the first proposition of Euclid"; Zjyddat
fi 'l-makala al-khdmisa min K. Uklidis "Supplement
to the fifth proposition of Euclid", cf. Fihrist, Cairo
1348/1930, 379; and Suter, 21.—the Banu Musa
b Shakir (Muhammad, d. 259/873), Ma'nfat misdhat
al-ashkdl al-basita wa 'l-kuriyya "Information on the
surfaces of plane and spherical figures" (mss.
Carullah 1475, 3; 1502, 9; Koprulii, 930, 14;
931, 14; Rampur 311; Bodl. i, 960); Mukaddimat
a-makhrutdt "Introduction to the conical forms" (mss.
Bodl. i, 943, 5; Leiden 979; Sarton 193); Kismat
al-^awdyd bi-thaldtha aksdm mutasdwiya "Trisection of
angles" (cf. Fihrist, 379.—al-Mahanf, Risala fi
}
l-nisba "Treatise on proportions" (Fihrist 379; mss.
Bodl. 6009; Paris 3467, 1°); R. fi 'l-mushkil mm alnisba "Epistle on complex proportions" (ms. Paris
2457, 39); R. fi 26 shaklan min al-makdla al-uld
mm Uklidis (Fihrist, 379, Thabit b. Kurra; see D.
above); K. al-Shakl al-katta3 (Fihrist, 380; mss. Paris
2457, 37; 2467, 13; Esc. 971, 2; Algiers 1446, 5);
K. fi misdhat katc al-makhrut alladhi yusammd
'l-mukdfi3 "Surface of the conical form known as the
parabola" (mss. Paris 2437, 25; Cairo vi, 197).—
al-Battam (244-317/858-929): we note in particular
his contribution to trigonometry and his elegant
solutions to problems of spherical trigonometry
by means of orthographical projection, solutions
known and partially imitated by Regiomontanus
(1436-76).
4th/10th century: al-NaynzI, Sharh Uklldis (Fihrist
389; S. 363); R. Ji 'l-musddara al-mashhura li-Uklidis.—
al-Buzdja.nl, K. fimd yahtddj. ilayhi al-cummdl wa
'l-kuttdb min sind'at al-hisdb "Elements of calculus
essential for the accountant and the secretary";
3rd part, fi acmdl al-misdha "Methods relating to
surfaces".—al-Sidjzi (358-89/969-99) one of the
greatest Muslim geometrists, R. ft ikhrddj. al-khutut
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fi 'l-dawa'ir al-mawduca min al-nukat al-muctat "In
a given circle, to draw certain straight lines through
given points" (ms. Paris 2458, 1; Sedillot, Notices
et Extraits, xiii, 143); R. fi '1-dj.awdb can al-masd'il
allati su'ila canhd fi bacd al-ashkdl al-ma3 khudha min
K. al-ma khudhat li-Arshamidis (ms. Paris 2458, 8;
Sedillot 116); Tahsil al-kawdnin al-handasiyya almahduda (ms. Paris 2458, 2; Sedillot, 139); al-Sicljzi
was particularly interested in circles and in conical
sections.
5th/ llth century: Ibn al-Haytham is well-known for
his studies in optics (Problem of Alhazen). Among
his geometrical works we note the following (cf. cUyun
al-anba3, ed. Beirut 1377/1957, iii, 154'ff.): Shark
Usul Uklidis Ji 'l-handasa wa 'l-cadad wa-talkhisuhu
("Commentary and summary of the Elements of
Euclid"; K. al-Tahlil wa 'l-tarkib al-handasiyyayni
("Analysis and synthesis in geometry"; Makdla fi hall
shakk, raddan ala Uklfdis fi '1-makala al-khamisa kitabih
fi '1-Usul al-riyadiyya "Analysis of a doubt, in response
to Euclid in the 5th proposition of his work 'Elements
of mathematics'"; Makdla fi misdhat al-mudj_assam
al-mukdfi3 "On the surface of the paraboloid"; Makdla
fi khawdss al-katc al-mukdfi3 "On the properties of
the parabola"; Makdla fi khawdss al-katc al-z.a3id
"On the properties of the hyperbola"; Makdla fi
hall shukuk al-makdla al-uld min K. Uklidis "Analysis
of doubts concerning the 1st proposition of the Book
of Euclid". Let it be added that Ibn al-Haytham,
besides his theoretical work, tried to find practical
applications for his results. It is sufficient to recall,
in this context, the anecdote related by al-Kiftf (iii,
149, 150) concerning his attempt to construct a barrage on the cataracts of the Nile, near Aswan, with
the object of regulating the course of the river.
6th/ 12th century. c Umar al-Khayyam, R. fi shark ma
ashkala min musddardt K. Uklidis "Explanation of difficulties raised by the postulates of the Book of Euclid"
(mss. Leiden 967; Paris 4946); Makdla Ji 'l-ajabr wa
'l-mukdbala (mss. Leiden 1020; Paris 2458, 7, 2461):
in particular, geometrical solutions of second-degree
equations.
7th/ 13th century: Naslr al-Dln al-TusI, R. al-shakl alkattdc] here he expounds the theory of transversals
from which he deduces original connections enabling
him to lay the foundations of spherical trigonometry; Tahnr cUsul Uklidis "Examination of the Elements
of Euclid" (mss. Tunis 56R, 58R, Latin tr., Rome
1594); Tahnr musddardt Uklidis (ms. Tunis 4761); the
method employed in these studies is adopted by a
number of commentators on Euclid, including, especially, Shams al-Dfn al-Samarkandl, Ashkdl af-ta'sis,
and the commentary by Musa b. Muhammad Kadfzada al-Ruml (815/1412) (mss. Tunis 2705, 223R,
2746; Esc. 952, Paris 6853); commentary by Hasan
b. Muhammad Nazzam al-Nrsabun (811/1408) in his
Tawdih of the Tadhkira of TusI (ms. Tunis 236, copy
dating from 860/1398).
9th/15th century: Al-Kashl (d. 832/1429): al-Risdla
al-muhitiyya fi 'stikhrddj. muhit al-dd'ira "Determination
of the perimeter of the circle".
A brief analysis of the c o n t r i b u t i o n of the
M u s l i m s t o w a r d s the p r o g r e s s of g e o m e t r y :
A. Analysis.— 1. First one may note, in the guise
of introduction to books on various disciplines, a
number of geometrical questions, the solution of
which is necessary for the explanation of the ideas
studied subsequently in these works; this is the case
with the opening chapters of treatises on astronomy
where the properties of circles drawn on spheres are
described in detail and where there are solutions to

problems of distances, volumes of solids, plane or
spherical trigonometry.
On the other hand, in spite of the duality of origin
of geometry and of arithmetic or of algebra, the two
latter being initially discrete sciences, the former of continuous scope, the Muslims, since al-Kh^arazrm, have
used algebra for the solving of geometric problems; they
have also made use of geometry for the solving of new
algebraic problems. It is sufficient, in this context, to
recall the solution by al-Khayyam of cubic equations
by means of intersection of circles, parabolas or hyperbolas; we may also cite al-Mahanf's problem concerning the plane sections of the sphere, which led him to
the third-degree equation x3 + b2 = bx2.
2. It is impossible to overestimate the importance of
the revolution brought about in astronomical calculations, in particular, or in physics, by a sister science of
geometry, developed and codified by the Muslims who
made of it an independent discipline, sc. trigonometry.
Thanks to this new science, a whole range of problems
was completely solved, and with a precision depending
uniquely on tables (ziaj) established at an early stage.
In the 3rd/9th century, al-Battanf solved the equation sin x = a cos. x discovering the formula
(for the arcs of the 1st quadrant).
Habash compiled the table of tangents. In the
4th/10th century, Abu '1-Wafa3 brought real progress
to trigonometry. He established the relations: sin (a
+ b) = sin a cos b + sin b cos a
2 sin a = 1 — cos 2 a
sin 2 a = 2 sin a cos a

He set out the formula of sines in a spherical triangle:

Ibn Yunus (958/1009) author of the Hakim! table,
demonstrated the formula:
cos a cos b = '/2 [cos (a + b) + cos (a - b)],

permitting the passage from a sum to a product,
an operation which was to be of importance in the
logarithmic system of calculation invented later.
In the 6th/12th century, Djabir b. Aflah knew
the equation cos b = cos B sin c. In short, Arabic
trigonometry was already a long-established science
when Fibonacci used it, ca. 1220, for the measuring
of surfaces and when, ca. 1464, Regiomontanus, putting al-Tusf's work to good use, composed the first
treatise on trigonometry published in Europe in 1485.
3. Geometry was further applied by the Arabs
in geodesic measurements, executed to check the ancient
proportions and to verify the conclusions of the Almagest
of Ptolemy (scientific expeditions by the Banu Shakir,
ca. 212/827, in the region of Palmyra and Rakka,
then in the neighbourhood of Sindjar, the Latin Singaria,
with the object of measuring the earth's inclination).
Al-Battam fixed the geographical coordinates of 310
locations, including 30 in the West; al-Hasan alMarrakushl gave the coordinates of 135 locations, of
which 71 belong to the western Mediterranean. AlBlrunf dealt with the problem of cartography and of
the representation, on a plane surface, of the celestial
or terrestial sphere. He reviewed various methods of
projection, conical, cylindrical, orthographical or
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stereographical, the lines of the sphere being repreentailing that BAD = ADC. Three cases are theosented by ellipses, parabolas or hyperbolas.
retically possible for these angles: they can be right3
4. "Geometry", wrote the Ikhwan al-Safa , "has as
angles, acute or obtuse. Khayyam and Tusf concluded
its principal field of application the measurement of
that only the first case is really practicable. It is
surfaces, measurement which is essential for surveyknown that subsequently, the basic theorems of nonors, accountants, tax agents, landowners, in their varEuclidian geometry of Lobachevski and of Bolyai rest
ious operations or transactions, such as the collection
essentially on the hypothesis of the acute angle; the
of property tax, the drainage of water-courses, the
obtuse-angle hypothesis corresponds to the geometry
postal service, etc."
of Riemann.
5. An important area in the application of geoIn conclusion, it may be said that the studies of
metry is that of architecture and sculpture; Muslim
the Muslims constituted an important milestone in
art, inspired by geometry, invented the extended arch,
the sequence of progress of geometry; they posed
cupolas resting on regular polygons, corbellings, stasome essential questions, from a scientific as well as
lactites, groups of polyhedrons of stucco and light.
from a philosophical point of view. They had the
The work of the sculptor in stone or in stucco was
excellent idea of not limiting geometry to continudesigned by the mathematician.
ous scales. They were remarkably adept at holding
B. Works.—Among the works of pure geometry writthe balance between theoretical abstract thought and
ten by the Muslims, Suter mentions only two treapractical art, i.e. concrete application. If they were
tises, in the 3rd/9th century the book by the Banu
to a great extent the disciples of Euclid and of other
Shakir (Mcfrifat al-ashkdl al-baslta wa 'l-kuriyyd), and in
masters of Greek geometry, they had the courage
the 4th/10th century, the Geometry of Abu '1-Wafa
to criticise the works that they had inherited and
which has come down to us in a Persian edition owed
to express serious doubts on their subject, and
to one of his pupils (cf. F. Woepcke, in JA [1855],
their theoretical scruples were great. They thus pre218-56 and 309-59).
pared the way for the subsequent development of
However, it is possible to take account of other
geometry.
writings which in our view are of great importance:
Bibliography: Alfonso, Meyasheriqub, B.M. ms.
The ms. of Thabit b. Kurra mentioned above Ft
Add 26894, Russian tr. in preparation by G.M.
c
misdhat kat al-makhrut alladhi yusammd 'l-mukdft, where,
Gluskina; Chr. Clavius, Euclidis Elementorum libri
following the example of Archimedes, the former uses
XV, Cologne 1596; Euclidis Elementorum geometricoa method of integral calculus in the quest for the limit
rum libri tredecim ex traditione doctissimi Nassiriddini
of the equivalent on "integral sums" for the determiTusini nunc primum arabice impressi, Rome 1594; J.
nation of the surface of a segment of a parabola, or i
Wallis, De postulato quinto et definitione quinta lib. 6
the volume of a paraboloid revolving around its axis or
Euclidis, in Opera mathematica, ii, Oxford 1693, 669around any other straight line passing through the focus.
73; G. Saccheri, Euclides ab omne naevo vindicaAn important fact deserves to be remembered; this
tus, Milan 1733; F. Woepcke, L'Algebre d'Omar
is the attitude of a group of Muslim scholars towards
Alkhayyami, Paris 1851; Sarton, Introduction; D.E.
the principle of authority and the enormous prestige
Smith, Euclid, Khayyam and Saccheri, in Scripta mathematica, ii/1 (Jan. 1935), 5-10; A. Mieli, La scienjoyed by the name of Euclid since ancient times,
a prestige which has not ceased to be immense up
ence arabe, Leiden 1938; E.B. Plooij, Euclid's
to a period close to the present day. In the list which
conception of ratio and his definition of proportional magwe have presented, it is notable that, since the 3rd/9th
nitudes as criticized by Arabian commentators,
century, scholars have not refrained from expressing
Rotterdam 1950; B.A. Rosenfeld and A.P.
Yushckevic, Omar al-Khayyam, Moscow 1962;
serious reservations in regard to certain of Euclid's
Rosenfeld, The theory of parallel lines in the Medieval
postulates, and in particular the famous 5th postulate
East, in Actes du XF congres international d'histoire
concerning parallel lines.
des sciences', Yushckevic, Geschichte der Mathematik im
In a closely-argued discussion, they first insist on
Mittelalter, Basle 1964, 288-95; idem, Les mathethe fact that Euclid himself, not entirely convinced
matiques arabes, tr. M. Cazenove and K. Jaouiche,
by his proposition, does not see it as a "first truth"
Paris 1976; R. Taton, Histoire generale des sciences,
or an axiom, but a postulate which he simply invites
i, Paris 1966, 440-525; Kh. Jaouiche, De la feconthe reader to adopt. Thus they attempt to go further
dite mathematique: d'Omar Khayyam a G. Saccheri, in
and construct the theory of parallels by using other
Diogene, Ivii (1967), 97-113; S.H. Nasr, Islamic sciaxioms and postulates, and employing the methods of
ence, an illustrated survey, London 1976.
Eudox and Archimedes.
(M. Souissi)
The most remarkable works are those of Djawharf
'IMAD AL-DIN CALI, FAKIH-I KIRMANl,
(3rd/9th century), of Abharl, of Nayrlzi (4th/10th
Persian mystical poet of the 8th/14th century,
century), of Ibn al-Haytham and Khayyam (5th/llth
was born at Kirman about 690/1291-2.
century) and of TusI (7th/13th century). These works
In the Safd^-ndma he relates that when his father
were translated into Latin and Hebrew; their infludied in 705/1305, he and a brother took over the
ence is evident in the work Commentaries to the introdirection of a khdnakdh which had been founded
duction of Euclid's elements by Levi ben Gerson (14th
in Kirman by his father's shaykh, Nizam al-Dm
century), in Rectifier of wrong by Alfonso (14th-15th cenMahmud, for the benefit of the followers of the
tury) and in the commentaries on the Elements of
kutb al-aktdb Zayn al-Dm cAbd al-Salam Kamuyl.
Euclid by Clavius (16th century).
Through this line of mystical tradition, c lmad alThe demonstration of the 5th postulate by Tusf
Dm was connected with the teaching of Abu Hafs
(published in Rome in 1594 and in London in 1657)
c
Umar al-Suhrawardl [q.v.]. Besides his occupation
was known to John Wallis (1616-1703) and to
as the shaykh of a convent, he was also a doctor
Saccheri (1667-1733). The essential point of the
of Islamic law, as his lakab suggests. Little reliable
demonstration of Khayyam and of Tusf rests on the
information concerning his life can be drawn
possibility of constructing a quadrilateral ABCD
from the traditional biographies. According to a
(made famous later through the work of Saccheri)
such that AB - CD, ABC - ID, BCD - ID, thusfrequently retold anecdote appearing for the first
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time in the Habib al-siyar, the cat of clmad al-Din
could imitate his master in the performance of his
prayers. The origin of the story can be traced to
a line in one of the poems of Hafiz, which has
been interpreted as a reference to a rivalry between
the two poets for the favours of the Muzaffarid ruler
Shah Shudja c (cf. Humayun-Farrukh, Introduction,
81 ff.). Many panegyrical references in the poems
of Tmad al-Dm indicate that he was on good terms
with the rulers of his age and several of their ministers. His most important patrons were the
Muzaffarids. Though Shah Shudja c favoured him in
particular, Tmad al-Dm already wrote poems dedicated to Mubariz al-Dm Muhammad. Occasionally,
he praised their opponent, Abu Ishak Indju of Shiraz,
as well and it is possible that he stayed some time
at Shfraz himself. His poetry was also appreciated
at the court of the Il-Khan Abu Sacld.
Most of Tmad al-Dln's life was apparently spent
at Kirman where, according to Dawlat-Shah, he died
in 773/1371-2. The alternative, but less probable, date
of 793/1391 is mentioned by Takf Kashf (cf. Sprenger,
Oudh catalogue, Calcutta 1854, 436-8). The convent and
the tomb of clmad al-Dm were still visited in the late
9th/15th century.
The known works of clmad al-Dm consist exclusively of poetry. As a pen-name he used the form
c
lmad, or more rarely, Tmad-i Faklh. The Diwan contains predominantly gha^als. His place in the development of the Persian ghazal is an interesting one,
as he was among the most prominent writers who
cultivated the genre during the interval between the
lives of Sacdl and Hafiz. The former is named
by clmad as an admired predecessor. The latter was
a younger contemporary who must have been
acquainted with c lmad's work. Not only did clmad
and Hafiz share a number of patrons; their poetry
shows that they made use of many similar motives.
Listings of these common elements have been made
by some modern researchers (e.g. Ibn Yusuf Shlrazf,
Muhammad Mu c fn and Humayun-farrukh). On the
other hand, the style of Tmad is clearly distinguishable from that of Hafiz on account of the former's
greater simplicity of language and the more coherent
structure of his ghazak. The central theme is the longing of the lover for the transcendental Beloved.
Anacreontic and kalandan elements, though not lacking, are only subordinate motives. The mystical intention of Tmad's gha^ah cannot be mistaken, even in
those cases where the poem serves as the prologue
to a short panegyrical address. The poet used to recite
and discuss poems of his own in his khdnakdh, as
Djamf tells us in the Baharistan. From this notice, the
conclusion may be drawn that he used them as a
tool for this mystical teaching. The gha^als of clmad
have been analysed by K. Stolz, Der Diwdn des
c
lmdduddm Faqih, in W^KM, xlix (1942), 31-70.
The second part of Tmadf's literary output consists of a series of mathnawiyyat. Apart from a few
very short pieces, there are five poems of an intermediate size:
1. The Safd'-ndma, or Mu'nis al-abrdr, is a didacticpoem written in imitation of NizamT's Makh^an alasrdr, with which it has the metre saric in common.
It was completed in 766/1364-5 and dedicated to
Shah Shudjac. One of its original features is a description of Shiraz. The text has been edited by Muhammad Ikbal in Oriental College Magazine, v-viii (1929-32),
passim.
2. The Suhbat-ndma, or Tankat-i suhbat-ndma, in
the same metre as the Bustan of Sacdl, was com-
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pleted in 731/1330-1. It was dedicated to the wa&r
of the Il-Khan, Ghiyath al-Dm Muhammad b.
Rashfd al-Dm Fadl Allah. In ten discourses, the
manners are described of the rulers, the saints, the
students, the scholars, the anchorites, the travellers,
the ahl-i futuwwat, the beautiful ones, the lovers and
the singers and musicians. To each discourse, one
or more illustrative stories are added. The seventh
chapter has been edited and translated by H.W.
Duda, 'Imaduddin Faqih und die Futuwwa, in ArO, vi
(1934), 112-24.
3. The Mahabbat-ndma-i sdhibdildn, a short mathnawl
preceded by a prose introduction containing the
dedication to the Il-Khanid wa&r Kh w adja Takf alDm Trakf. The metre used in the second part is
hazaaj-i musaddas-i mahdhuf. The theme of love, studied here in all the realms of nature, is treated in
the form of a series of ten disputations, between
the soul and the body as well as between a number of entities which belong to the mineral, the
vegetable and the animal kingdom. The illustrative
stories, added in each case, deal with famous
pairs of lovers (cf. H.W. Duda, Ferhdd und Schirin,
Prague 1933, 98-100, where the story of the fifth
disputation is discussed). The title of the poem is
a chronogram indicating that it was completed in
732/1331-2.
4. The Tankat-ndma, composed in the same metre
as the preceding poem, was completed in 750/134950 according a chronogram hidden in one of the
lines, but Humayun-Farrukh regards the line as corrupt and dates the work between 754-9, i.e. during
one of the last years of the reign of Mubariz alDm Muhammad, to whom it is dedicated. The subject of the poem is an adaptation of the Misbdh
al-hiddya, the Persian translation by Tzz al-Din
Mahmud Kashanl (died 735/1334-5) of the cAwdnf
al-macdrif of Abu Hafs c Umar al-Suhrawardl (for a
list of the ten chapter headings, see Munzawl, iv,
2994-5).
5. The Dah-ndma (in the ms. Aya Sofya no. 4131,
dated 841 A.H., the work is called Nasihat-nama]
belongs superficially to a genre of mathnawis in the
metre of the preceding poems which consists of collections of ten letters exchanged between an imaginary pair of lovers. Tmad has introduced several
changes into the conventional pattern: he uses other
metres as well, alternates between the forms of the
mathnawi and the kaslda, and even deviates from the
basic theme by inserting letters to some of his patrons
instead of love-letters. See further T. Ganje'i, The genesis
and definition oj a literary composition, the Dahndma ("Ten
love-letters"}, in hi, xlvii (1971), 59-66.
Contrary to the relative oblivion that has become
the fate of the works of clmad in later centuries, they
seem to have been held in high esteem during his
own lifetime and the immediately-following century.
Several early manuscripts have been preserved, one
of which (Madjlis no. 1030) may be an autograph.
Among the writers of_the beginning of the 9th/15th
century, Bushak and Adharf highly praised the poetical talents of c lmad.
Bibliography, the Dlwdn-i clmdd-i Fakih-i Kirmdnl
has been edited by Rukn al-Dln Humayun-Farrukh,
Tehran 1348/1969, with an extensive introduction.;
the aforementioned mathnawiyyat, together with a
short poem entitled Humdyunndma, have been edited
by the same in Pandj gandj_, Tehran 2537/1978;
For descriptions of the most important manuscripts,
see further Sir G. Ouseley, Biographical notices of
Persian poets, London 1846, 195-200; Sachau-Ethe,
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Catalogue of the Persian manuscripts in the Bodleian
Library, Part i, Oxford 1889, cols. 572-3; Maulavi
Abdul Muqtadir, Catalogue. &hellip; Bankipore, Persian
poets: Firdausi to Hqfiz, Patna 1908, 217-9; Blochet,
Catalogue des manuscrits persans de la Bibliotheque
Rationale, iii, Paris 1928, 217-8; H.W. Duda, Ferhad
und Schmn, Prague 1933, 191-2; idem, in ArO,
vi (1934), 113-4; Ibn Yusuf ShTrazT, Fihnst-yi
kitdbkhdna-yi madrasa-yi cAli Sipahsdldr, ii, Tehran
1318/1939, 643-4; idem, Fihrist-i kitdbkhdna-i
Ma^lis-i Shurd-yi milli, iii, Tehran 1321/1942, 35963; Ahmed Ate§, Istanbul kutiiphanelerinde farsfa
manzum eserler, i, Istanbul 1968, 273-8; Nuskhahd-yi
khatti, vi, Tehran 1348/1969, 683; A. Munzawl,
Fihrist-i nuskhahd-yi khatti-yi fdrsi, iii, Tehran
1350/1971, 1886, 2450 f; iv, Tehran 1351/1972,
2819, 2985 f., 2990, 2994 f., 3174, 3327; The
main biographical sources are Dawlat-Shah,
254-6; Djaml, Bahdnstdn, Vienna 1846, 101;
Khwandamlr, Habib al-siyar, Bombay 1857, iii/2,
37 (see also cAbd al-Husayn Nawa'i, Ridj_dl-i Kitdb
Habib al-siyar, Tehran 1324/1945, 83); Amln
Ahmad RazI, Haft iklim, Tehran 1340/1961, i,
275-7; Lutf- c AlI Beg Adhar, Atashkada, Tehran
1337/1958, 124; Rida-KulI Khan Hidayat, Riyad
al-cdnfin, Tehran 1305/1887-8, 109-10; See also
Browne, LHP, iii, 258-9 and passim; Iradj Afshar,
Fihrist-i makdldt-i fdrsi, i, Tehran 1339/1960, 460,
5916.
(J-T.P. DE BRUIJN)
C
IMADI is the pen name of a Persian poet of
the 6th/12th century whose personal name has not
been transmitted. Sometimes the title Amir is added
to it, presumably referring to his prominence as a
poet of the court in his own days. Another nisba
often attached to the name c lmadr is Shahriyarf.
The biographical sources interpret the latter differently. According to some, it is derived from the name
of a district of Rayy, implying that Tmadf originated from that area, which is not unlikely. Others,
however, have connected it with the founder of the
Islamic branch of the Bawandid dynasty [q.v.~] of
Mazandaran. It is certain, anyhow, that the former
nisba refers to the poet's allegiance to a member of
that family, Sayf al-Dm Tmad al-Dm Faramurz, designated as shdh-i Mazandaran (Rdhat al-sudur, 210),
although he cannot be identified definitely with any
ruler known from other historical sources (cf. M.
Kazwmf, Mamduh-i 'Imddi, in Bist makdld1, Tehran
1332/1953, ii, 343-51). Tmadl apparently started his
literary career under the protection of this ruler, on
whose death he wrote an elegy (Rdhat al-sudur, 3712, cf. especially the note by the editor). Afterwards,
Tmadf went over to the service of the Saldjuk court
and composed several panegyrics for Sultan Rukn
al-Dm Toghril II (526-9/1132-4). Many other patrons
are mentioned in the poems of Tmadl, one of the
latest may have been the Eldigiizid atdbak DjihanPahlawan Muhammad (570-81/1175-86) (cf. the different opinion of Kazwfnf, op. cit., 348). It is less
certain that he also praised Sultan Toghril III (57190/1176-94), as is sometimes asserted (for the full
list of the patrons of Tmadl, see S. NafisI, Ta'likati Lubdb al-albdb, 724 f.). Of the two dates mentioned
for his death, 573/1177-8 (Takl Kashl) and
582/1186-7 (Atashkada), the former seems to be the
most probable.
c
Awfi has entered a few of clmadf's poems under
the name of clmad al-Dm Ghaznawf. This has led
to speculations about an eastern origin of clmadi.
Later biographers mention the Ghaznawid poet
Mukhtarf as his father. According to a notice given

by Taki Kashi, clmadi studied treatises on tasawwuf
with Sana3! at Balkh. The same writer proposes the
possibility that there might have been two different,
but contemporaneous, poets by this name. This
assumption was rejected already in the Haft iklim.
There is no evidence known from his own works that
could corroborate the theory of his connection with
Ghazna.
Although clmadf was first of all renowned as a poet
of the court, he also wrote religious poetry. He recites
poems of this nature during the sessions held by the
famous preacher Ibn 'AbbadI (Rdhat al-sudur, 209). In
one of his ghazals, clmadf clearly refers to the transcendental meaning that should be read into the conventional imagery (cf. e.g. Djadjarmi, Mu'nis al-ahrdr,
ii, Tehran 1350/1971, 1108 f).
There are some indications that point to a fairly
high esteem for Tmadi's poetry in his own time.
Hasan Ghaznawl Ashraf even recommended his
work as good material for the study of tyro poets
(Rdhat al-sudur, 57). Tmadl exchanged poems full of
mutual praise with another poet of Rayy, Kiwami.
Both poets were in many respects imitators of the
style of Sana3!. c lmadl even went so far that he
adapted one of Sana'I's poems for his own use
(Shams-i Kays, 464 ff.). A modern critic (Furuzanfarr) has praised Tmadf's ability to maintain a fair
balance between subtlety of concepts and simplicity
of language.
Quite soon, however, Tmadi's poetry appears to
have lost the interest of the public. No complete
copy of his Diwdn is now known to exist. The largest
collection now extant is the British Museum ms. Or.
298 containing more than 1400 lines, most of which
belong to kasidas. More material is scattered over
a great number of sources, but a comprehensive
collection is still lacking.
Bibliography: Rawandl, Rdhat al-sudur, ed.
Muhammad Iqbal, London 1921; cAwfT, ed.
Browne, ii, 257-67, ed. S. NafTsI, 430-6; cf. Ta'llkdt,
722-8; Shams-i Kays, al-Mucdjam fi macdyir ashcdr alc
aajam, Tehran 1338/1959, passim; Takl Kashf,
Khuldsat al-ashcdr (cf. Blochet, Catalogue des manuscrits
persans de la Bibliotheque Rationale, iii, Paris 1928, 50
and NaftsI, op. cit.}; Amin Ahmad RazI, Haft iklim,
Tehran 1340/1961, iii, 23-3 f; Lutf-cAll Beg Adhar,
Atashkada, Tehran 1337/1958, 33, 117, 170, 220;
Rida-kull Khan Hidayat, Mad^ma' al-fusahd', Tehran
1295/1878, i, 350-2; Ch. Rieu, Catalogue of the
Persian Manuscripts in the British Museum, London
1881, ii, 557-8; Badlc al-Zaman Furuzanfarr, Sukhan
wa sukhanwardn\ Tehran 1312/1933, ii, 166-77,
'-Tehran 1350/1971, 517-32; Dh. Safa, Ta'nkh-i
adabiyydt dar Iran, ii, 3Tehran 1339/1960 743-50;
A. Munzawl, Fihrist-i nuskhahd-yi khattiyi Jar si, iii,
Tehran 1350/1971, 2451.
(J.T.P. DE BRUIJN)
AL-IMARAT AL-CARABIYYA AL-MUTTAHIDA
(the United Arab Amirates), the f e d e r a t i o n of seven
s h a y k h d o m s of the lower Gulf, formerly known
as the Trucial States, inaugurated on 14 Shawwal
1391/2 December 1971. The member states are Abu
Zabl (Abu Dhabi), Dubayy, al-Sharika (Shardja),
c
Adjman, Umm al-Kaywayn, Ra's al-Khayma and
Fudjayra. The federation's total area is about 30,000
square miles and its population (180,226 at the 1968
census) has been variously estimated, in the absence
of reliable statistics, at anything between 320,000 and
700,000, mostly concentrated in Abu Zabf and Dubayy
shaykhdoms.
Until December 1971, the seven shaykhdoms were
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linked to Great Britain by a series of treaties, the oldest dating back to 1236/1820, whereby Britain exercised responsibility for the conduct of the shaykhdoms'
foreign relations and ensured their observance of the
engagements they had entered into over the years to
respect the maritime truce and to abstain from piracy
and slave-trading. It was generally accepted that an
implicit reciprocal obligation devolved upon Britain
from these engagements to defend the Trucial
Shaykhdoms against their enemies. A first step towards
promoting some form of association among the
shaykhdoms was taken in 1371-2/1952 with the establishment of the Trucial States Council, made up of
the rulers of the seven shaykhdoms. Further steps were
the setting up of the Trucial States Development
Council to assist economic, and especially agricultural, progress, and the organisation of the Trucial
Oman Scouts (first formed as the Trucial Oman Levies
in 1950 on the model of the Jordanian Arab Legion)
to keep the peace throughout the shaykhdoms and
along their borders. The definition of these borders
was, for the most part, accomplished in the years
between 1374-5/1955 and 1380-1/1961.
In Shawwal 1387/January 1968 the British government announced that it intended to withdraw from
its special position in the Gulf by the end of 1971
(Dhu 'l-Kacda 1390), and at the same time to terminate its treaty relationship with the Trucial States,
Bahrayn and Katar. A month after the statement
was made the rulers of Abu Zabf and Dubayy
announced (on 19 Dhu 'l-Kacda ' 1387/18 February
1968) that they were forming a union of their two
shaykhdoms with the intention of co-ordinating their
foreign and defence policies, and of co-operating over
such matters as internal security, education, health
services and immigration. At their instigation a conference of the Trucial Shaykhs and the rulers of
Bahrayn and Katar was held at Dubayy the following week, and on 28 Dhu 'l-Ka c da/27 February a
decision was reached in principle to create a federation of the nine shaykhdoms. Ultimate power in the
federation would reside in a supreme council made
up of the nine rulers, while executive authority would
be vested in a federal council. The agreement to
establish the federation, which was to be called the
"Federation of Arab Amirates" (Ittihdd al-Imdrdt alc
Arabiyyd), was to come into force on the last day of
Dhu 'l-Kacda 1387/30 March 1968.
Over the next two years, little discernible progress
was made towards the creation of the federation.
Much of the preliminary work—on a common currency, a unified educational system, federal communications, integrated medical and social services,
etc.—was delegated to committees, whose effectiveness
was hampered by their lack of authority and their
dilatoriness. The chief obstacles, however, were political. For nearly two centuries the shaykhdoms concerned had been at odds—and frequently in open
conflict—with one another over territorial disputes,
dynastic rivalries and tribal dissensions. These underlying and enduring sources of discord found an outlet during the negotiations towards federation in
acrimonious disagreements over the site of the provisional federal capital, the selection and term of office
of the federation's president, and, most seriously of
all, the distribution of power in the supreme and federal councils and representation in the proposed consultative assembly.
Bahrayn and Katar were insistent that they,
Abu Zabl and Dubayy should have one vote each
on the supreme council, while the remaining five
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Trucial States were to be confined to one collective
vote. They further insisted that all decisions taken by
the council should be unanimous. For their part, the
Trucial States wanted equality of voting rights, though
they were divided over the question of unanimous
or majority decisions, with Abu Zabl pushing most
strongly for the principle of majority decisions. Perhaps
the greatest disagreement of all was over the allocation of seats in the proposed consultative assembly.
Bahrayn wanted representation to be on the basis of
population, which would have given her twice as
many seats as the other eight states combined. They
in turn, and for this very reason, wanted equal representation for all states. Fear of Bahrayn's predominance in the federation, not only because of her
numerical strength but also because of the superior
skills and educational attainments of her people, was
perhaps the most potent single reason why the federation of nine shaykhdoms languished and eventually
expired.
Another important reason was the uneasiness
engendered among some of the shaykhdoms' rulers
by the overhanging threat of major territorial claims
against two of their number—the Persian claim to
sovereignty over Bahrayn, and Sa'udi Arabia's claim
to a considerable portion of Abu Zabf shaykhdom,
including the BuraymF oasis on its border with
c
Uman. It was her desire for support in resisting
the Persian claim that had greatly influenced
Bahrayn's decision to participate in the federation.
The other states, however, were reluctant to risk
offending Persia by according Bahrayn the support
she sought. Dubayy, for instance, because of her
close commercial ties with Persia, was most averse
to becoming embroiled in the dispute. There was a
similar aversion on the part of most of the
shaykhdoms to being drawn into Abu Zabl's frontier disagreement with Sa c udi Arabia. Katar's relations with the Sacudis had been intimate for many
years, whereas those with Abu Zabf had been distant, and at times hostile, for generations. Bahrayn
was counting upon Sa c udf diplomatic help against
the Persians, while Dubayy had for years been locked
in a contest with Abu Zabf for political influence
in Trucial c Uman.
A fateful stage in the negotiations towards a federation of the nine shaykhdoms was reached in Rabfc
I 1390/May 1970, when a resolution of the PersoBahraynf dispute was achieved. At the request of both
parties, and of Britain as the protecting power, the
UN secretary-general had appointed a personal representative in Muharram 1390/March 1970 to ascertain the wishes of the people of Bahrayn regarding
the future political status of the shaykhdom and its
relationship to Persia. The secretary-general's representative reported at the beginning of May that the
Bahraynfs were "virtually unanimous" in wanting a
fully independent, sovereign state, and that "the great
majority" desired it to be an Arab state. The UN
security council unanimously endorsed the report on
I 1 May, and later that month (Rabfc I 1390) the
Persian government accepted it. The renunciation of
the Persian claim to Bahrayn, although it was henceforth to determine Bahrayn's attitude to the Federation
of Arab Amirates, had no effect upon the other threats
to the federation's territorial integrity. In the first week
of May, Sa'udi Arabia reasserted her claim to the
western and southern areas of Abu Zabf and to the
Buraymf oasis. A fortnight later Persia put forward a
claim to the islands of Abu Musa and the Greater
and Lesser Tunbs (Tunb-i Buzurk and Nahiyy Tunb),
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situated a few miles inside the Gulf to the west of
the Straits of Hurmuz. Abu Musa had up to this time
been regarded as a possession of the Trucial Shaykhdom of al-Sharika, and the Tunbs as belonging to
Ra's al-Khayma.
Having secured the abandonment of the Persian
claim, the Bahraynls had no wish to create a fresh
source of friction with the Persians by taking the part
of al-Sharika and Ra's al-Khayma in the controversy
over Abu Musa and the Tunbs. This caution,
combined with the resentment felt over what was
considered to be the insufficient weight given to
Bahrayn's interests and importance in the projected
federation and the aversion to siding with Abu Zabi
in its resistance to the Sacudis, served to set Bahrayn
after May 1970 on a political course that took it
steadily away from the federation and towards
independence. Where Bahrayn led, Katar was bound
to follow, as much for reasons of amour propre (its
ruling family had been at feud with that of Bahrayn
for over a century) as out of considerations of political advantage and prudence. The final spur was
applied by the decision of the Conservative government in Britain, which had been elected to power in
June 1970, to adhere to its predecessor's policy of
withdrawal from the Gulf by the end of 1971. (The
decision was announced in March 1971 but there
is evidence that it had been reached some time previously.) Bahrayn declared its independence on 22
Djumada II' 1391/14 August 1971, and Katar followed suit on 11 Radjab 1391/1 September 1971.
A few weeks earlier, six of the seven Trucial States,
having concluded that a federation of the nine
shaykhdoms was no longer feasible, had decided to
form a federation of their own. The Trucial federation, entitled the "United Arab Amirates" (al-Imdrdt al'Arabiyya al-Muttahidd), was proclaimed at Dubayy on
25 Djumada I 1391/18 July 1971. The ruler of Ra's
al-Khayma, Shaykh Sakr b. Muhammad al-Kasimi,
refused to join the federation, partly because its members showed no anxiety to assist him actively in opposing the Persian claim to the Tunbs, partly because of
his jealousy of the position and power which the rulers
of Abu Zabi and Dubayy commanded within the federation. His fellow Kasiml ruler, Shaykh Khalid b.
Muhammad of al-Sharika, proved more pliable over
the extension of Persian authority over Abu Musa
Island. His acquiescence in a Persian occupation was
obtained in late November in return for an annual
subsidy and an equal share in the exploitation of the
submarine oilfields located off Abu Musa. On 12
Shawwal 1391/30 November 1971, the day before
Britain's special treaty relationship with the Trucial
States was due to end officially, Persian troops occupied Abu Musa and the Tunbs, meeting with armed
resistance on the Greater Tunb from the retainers of
the ruler of Ra's al-Khayma. There were a number
of repercussions from the Persian occupation of the
islands, among them the expulsion of several thousand
Persians from Trak and the nationalisation by the
Libyan government of the British Petroleum Company's
assets in Libya. The most violent individual reprisal
was the murder in Dhu '1-Hidjdja 1391/late January
1972 of the ruler of al-Sharika, Shaykh Khalid b.
Muhammad al-Kasimi, by his cousin the ex-ruler,
Shaykh Sakr b. Sultan al-Kasimi, ostensibly in revenge
for the alienation of Abu Musa to Persia. Shaykh Sakr
b. Muhammad of Ra's al-Khayma was so shaken by
the assassination that at the end of Dhu '1-Hidjdja
1391/mid-February 1972 he joined the federation.
The treaties between Britain and the Trucial

States were abrogated on 13 Shawwal 1391/1
December 1971, and the United Arab Amirates was
formerly inaugurated the following day. Its president
was Shaykh Zayid b. Sultan al-Nihayyan, the ruler
of Abu Zabi, and the vice-president, Shaykh Rashid
b. Sa'fd al-Maktum, the ruler of Dubayy. Under the
terms of the provisional constitution drawn up over
the previous two years in consultation with an Egyptian
jurist, Dr Wahid al-Rifacat, they were to hold office
for five years and be eligible for reappointment at
the end of that time. The capital of the UAA was
temporarily established at Abu Zabi until a permanent capital had been built on a site on the border
of Abu Zabr and Dubayy.
The fons et origo of executive and legislative power
within the federation is the supreme federal council,
composed of the rulers of the seven constituent
shaykhdoms or amirates. Decisions of the council are
by majority vote, with Abu Zabi and Dubayy both
possessing the power of veto. The president appoints
the prime minister, the deputy minister and the other
ministers (some two dozen) who together make up
the federal council or cabinet. The cabinet's prime
function is to carry into effect the decisions of the
supreme council and the instructions of the president.
The provisional constitution, which runs to 152 articles, also established a federal national council to serve
as a consultative assembly. It consists of forty delegates appointed for a term of two years by the rulers
of the amirates, Abu Zabi and Dubayy each having
eight delegates, al-Sharika and Ra's al-Khayma, six,
and the other three amirates, four. Although the
constitution would appear to empower the national
council to initiate legislation, its principal task is clearly
to discuss and approve the budget and draft legislation presented to it by the council of ministers. The
constitution also provides for the establishment of a
supreme court for the federation and a number of
courts of first instance. Responsibility for the defence
of the federation is vested in a higher defence council, headed by the president and consisting of the
vice-president, the prime minister, the minister of
defence and the interior, and the commander of the
Union Defence Force, which has been formed around
the nucleus of the Trucial Oman Scouts.
The constitution of the UAA, both in its provisions and in its operation, reflects the primacy
within the federation of Abu Zabi and Dubayy, the
two wealthiest and most populous amirates. At the
end of their term as president and vice-president in
1396/1976, Shaykh Zayid of Abu Zabi and Shaykh
Rashid of Dubayy were re-elected to their respective offices for a further five years. Members of their
families and close adherents hold the chief portfolios in the council of ministers. The federal budget
is provided almost exclusively by Abu Zabi from its
large oil revenues. (Dubayy, although deriving a substantial income from oil and commerce, refuses to
contribute more than a token amount.) Abu Zabi
also has a defence force considerably larger and better equipped than that of the union. Naturally, the
wealth and political predominance of the two
shaykhdoms has inspired envy and some resentment
among the less fortunate members of the federation,
with the exception perhaps of al-Sharika, which
enjoys a moderate degree of affluence from oil revenues. The arbitrariness of fortune which has blessed
Abu Zabi and Dubayy has tended to perpetuate and
even to intensify the longstanding rivalries and animosities among the shaykhdoms, more particularly
those between the northern Kasiml tribal confedera-
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tion and the southern Bam Yas confederation. There
are other strains within the federation besides those
caused by the imbalance of wealth and by old
tribal and dynastic vendettas. Social and economic
changes in recent years have been rapid and profoundly unsettling. A huge influx of immigrants of
all kinds has broken the traditional mould of society. Unearned affluence of an unreal magnitude has
corroded customary morals, values and restraints.
Alien ideological notions have undermined the old
political certainties, with what eventual consequences
it is impossible to foretell. The basis of the UAA
was, and remains, a coalition of interests among its
member states, especially the need for some kind of
mutual security against the larger Gulf powers.
Whether the federal structure erected thus far will
prove sturdy enough to withstand the fissiparous
pressures within it remains to be seen.
Bibliography: Wahid al-Rifacat, The Union of
Arabian Gulf Amirates, in Revue egyptienne de droit
international, xxvi (1970).; Constitution of the UAA,
in Middle East Journal, xxvii/3 (1972), 307-25;
J.D. Anthony, Arab states of the Lower Gulf,
Washington, B.C. 1975, 97-122; Middle East Record,
iv (1968), Jerusalem 1973, 667-7, and v (196970), Jerusalem 1977, 992-1004.
(J.B. KELLY)
IMPECCABILITY, SINLESSNESS [see CISMA]
IMPROVISATION [see IRTIDJAL].
INAK (spelt indk, mdgh and indk), a t i t l e which
existed in various Turkic and Mongol states.
The word is evidently a deverbal noun from the
Turkic verb man- [*ma-] "to trust, to rely on" etc.,
with the basic, meaning "close friend, confidant, trustworthy person". (The spelling cinak, with initial cqyn,
very often found in the Central Asian sources of the
19th century, is most probably only an indication of
the initial back vowel; an explanation of this spelling
given by A.A. Semenov, deriving the word from
Arabic 'indk "embrace", is, at best, a late literary
invention.) A similar derivative from the same verb,
inane "reliance", "trust", is registered in the Turkic
texts of the 10th century and later as a title or rank
of persons belonging to the close retinue of the ruler
(cf. especially Inane beg in Mahmud Kashgharf, i, 119,
and Kutadgu bilig, Farghana MS. 293); this title
was used through the whole Saldjuk period (cf. also
such titles as inane payghu, inane bilge etc.; see Sir G.
Clauson, An etymological dictionary of pre-thirteenth-century
Turkish, Oxford 1972, 187). The same meaning, probably, had also the title inal (another deverbal noun
from the same stem), found already in the runic
inscriptions of the Yenisey (see Drevnetyurkskiy slovar',
Leningrad 1969, 218; S.E. Malov, Yeniseyskaya pis}mennost' Tyurkov, Moscow-Leningrad 1952, 38, 45, 49).
The titles inal, inal-tegin, inalcuk (inalcik) were also
widely used during the Karakhanid and Saldjuk periods (see G. Clauson, op. cit., 184-5); there is, however, another reading and explanation of this title
from inal "deputy" [?], found in the Orkhon inscriptions and in Chinese sources of the same period (see
Drevnetyurkskiy slovar', 209, 218; G. Doerfer, Tiirkische
und mongolische Elemente im Neupersischen, iv, 196-9, No.
1900; cf., however, P. Pelliot, Notes sur I'histoire de la
Horde d'Or, Paris 1949, 182-3, n. 2). The word Inak,
which is not found in runic inscriptions and appears
first only in the texts written in the Uyghur characters, was borrowed into Mongolian from Turkic already
before the end of the 12th century; it existed in the
time of Cingiz-Khan as a title of close companions
(nukers, [q.v]) of the khan.
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After the Mongol conquests this title, probably
under the Mongol influence, superseded other derivatives of zwflw-also among the Turks. It is mentioned
in Persian historical sources of the Mongol and
Tfmurid periods, without a definition of its meaning,
but clearly as a title of high-ranking persons especially close to the ruler (examples given by Quatremere,
Histoire des Mongols de la Perse, i, pp. L-LI, n. 84; see
also the ^afar-ndma by Nizam al-Dfn Shamf, ed.
F. Tauer, i, 96, 142, ii, 109, 118, 148). Sometimes
the maks (indkdn, indkiydn) are mentioned in these
sources as a special category of the retainers of the
ruler (cf. such expressions as umard3 wa indkiydn,
mukarribdn wa indkdn, khawdss wa indkdn, farzanddn
wa nukardn wa indkiydn [of an amir], etc.). The term
had the same meaning also in the Ak Koyunlu [q.v.]
state, where one source mentions an amir among the
maks, whose post was equal to that of a muhrddr (see
V/Minorsky, in BSOAS, x/1 [1940-2], 170-1).
It seems that in the post-Tfmurid period this title
was used only in the Uzbek khanates of Central Asia.
It is not mentioned by Mahmud b. Wall, the author
of Bahr al-asrdr, in his description of the ceremonial
at the court of the Ashtarkhanid ruler in Balkh (cf.
V.V. Bartol'd, Socineniya, ii/2, 390-3), though it certainly existed during the Ashtarkhanid period; according to the cUbayd-Alldh~ndma by Muhammad Amm
Bukharf (early 18th century; see Russian tr. by A.A.
Semenov, Tashkent 1957, 33), a person in the rank
of inak was keeper of the royal seal (cf. above, under
the Ak Koyunlu) in the reign of Subhan-Kulf Khan
(d. ll'l 4/1702). A retainer of 'Ubay'd Allah Khan
(1114-29/1702-11), a Kalmuk (i.e. a person of slave
origin), was promoted simultaneously to the post
(or rank?) of inak and to the post of the first minister, kosjh-begi-yi kull [see KOSH-BEGI] (see ibid., 45, 191);
he was also the keeper of the seal (ibid., 204). His
two successors, also of slave origin, were also given
the rank of inak together with the post of the great
kosh-begi (ibid., 230, 276). The administrative manual
Madj_mac al-arkdm compiled in Bukhara in 1212/
1798 mentions two maks: first, "the great I." (eindk-i
kaldn], who was the third (after the kosh-begi} among
the four dignitaries especially close to the sovereign,
and whose duty was to pass the royal orders to persons under the rank of amir, and second, "the little
I." (cindk-i khurd), who kept the box with the royal
seals and also had to receive all reports from the
province and messages brought by foreign ambassadors, to open them and to pass them to the munshi
for reading (see facsimile in Pis'menniye pamyatniki Vostoka
1968, Moscow 1970, 56, 57). N. Khanikov (Opisaniye
Bukharskogo khanstva, St. Petersburg 1843, 183-5, 187)
mentions only one inak, whose duty was to set his
seal on the reverse of the diplomas granting the ranks
of mir-i akhur, ishik-dghdsl and caghatdy-begi; apparently,
this was the office of the former mak-i khurd. At the
time of the last Mangits [</.#.], however, the title inak,
as well as some other titles, became simply a honorary rank—the fifth from the top in the hierarchy
of Bukhara, between dadkhwdh and parwdnaci—given
to various officials.
In the Khanate of Khlwa, the title inak was given
to the leaders of the Uzbek tribes, and it was originally the second in importance after the title atallk
[q.v., above]. The historian of Khfwa Mu'nis [q.v],
in his account of the administrative reform of Abu
'1-GhazI [q.v] (1053-79/1643-63), mentions that the
khan's council of 34 'amalddrs established by Abu '1Ghazf included four maks and four "Caghatay inaks"
(Firdaws al-ikbdl, ms. of the Leningrad Branch of the
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Institute of Oriental Studies, C-571, f. 65b). There
was one inak from each of four tupd, into which all
Uzbek tribes in Khwarazm were apparently divided
already in the 16th century: Uyghur and Nayman,
Kungrat and Kiyat, Mangit and Nukuz, Kangli and
Kipcak; the meaning of the title Caghatay inak is not
clear. Mu'nis (ibid., f. 10la) claims that already in the
reign of Abu '1-Ghazf, Umbay Inak, the ancestor of
the Kungrat [q.v] dynasty became the khan's powerful first minister in reward for the service rendered
by him previously. In the concluding part of the
Shadj_ara-yi Turk written on behalf of Abu '1-Ghazi's
son Anusha (ed. Desmaisons, text, 327, tr., 351) there
is mentioned a Yadigar Inak brought by Abu '1-GhazI
from Hazarasp to Khfwa and given the inaklik, though
he certainly already held the title inak before (cf. ibid.,
text, 326, tr., 349); this may be interpreted as a
promotion of one of the Uzbek inak?, to the post of
the "great I.", like that which Umbay Inak held
(later?). The reports of the Russian ambassadors,
who were in Khiwa in the reign of Anusha Khan,
show, however, that the inaks were still on the second place after the ataliks, (see Nakaz Borisu i Semenu
Pazukhimm . . ., St. Petersburg 1894, 43-4). Artuk Inak,
from the Mangit tribe, became actual ruler of the
Khanate of Khfwa after its conquest by Nadir Shah
(1740).
In the third quarter of the 18th century,
Muhammad Amfn Inak, chief of the Kungrat tribe,
became the ruler of the khanate and the founder of
the dynasty, which remained in power till 1920 and
is called sometimes in scholarly literature "Inakids".
The third ruler from this dynasty, Eltuzar Inak, proclaimed himself khan in 1219/1804. After that, inak
became the highest title for the Uzbek nobility in
Khfwa (the historians of Khfwa mention cases of promotion from the rank of atalik to the rank of inak,
see e.g. Firdaws al-ikbdl (ms. cit, ff. 317b, 578a).
During the reign of Muhammad Rahfm Khan (122040/1806-25), his elder brother Kutlugh Murad had
the title indk-bek and was styled amir al-umard* (ibid.,
f. 316a; but the atalik was still considered as senior
Uzbek amir); he was called also biy-inak and inak-dkd.
In the middle of the 19th century, the title of makbek (that is, senior I.) was given to the khan's heir,
who was mostly governor of the town of Hazarasp;
before the Russian conquest (1873), however, this title
was applied not to the heir, but to one of senior relatives of the khan (cf. A.L. Kuhn's papers in the
Archives of the Leningrad Branch of the Institute of
Oriental Studies, file 1/13, ff. 36a-38b). Besides him
and the four Inaks of the Uzbek tribes, the title was
granted sometimes to the tribal chiefs of the
Turkmens.
The title Inak existed also in the Khanate of
Khokand [q.v.], where it was given to a court official (or officials) in charge of the provision for the
court and for the khan's bodyguards; they supervised
also the personal domains of the khan. At the same
time, apparently, it was here also, as in Bukhara, an
honorary rank given to various dignitaries, such as
provincial governors (cf. V.P. Nalivkin, Histoire du
khanat de Khokand, Paris 1889, 104).
Bibliography: in addition to the works cited in
the text, see B. Ya. Vladimirtsov, Obshcestuenniy stroy
mongolov, Leningrad 1934, 93; P. Pelliot, Notes sur I'histoire de la Horde d'Or, Paris 1949, 182-3, n. 2; A.A.
Semenov, in Sovetskoye vostokovedeniye, v (1948), 148-9;
idem, in Materiall po istorii tadiikov i uzbekov Sredney A&i,
ii, Stalinabad 1954, 61; A.L. Troitskaya, Katalog
arkhiva Kokandskikh khanov XIX veka, Moscow 1968, 545;

idem, Materiall po istorii Kokandskogo khanstva XIX v.,
Moscow 1969, 5, 21; Radloff, Worterbuch, i, 1361-3;
G. Doerfer, Tiirkische und mongolische Ele-mente in
Neupersischen, ii, 217-20, nos. 668-9; E.V. Sevortyan,
Etimologiceskiy slovar' tyurkskikh ya&knv, Moscow 1974,
6_54-6.
(Yu. BREGEL)
C
INAT, a town in Hadramawt, about 10 miles/15
km. due east of Tarfm, and situated at the confluence of the Wadfs Tnat and Hadramawt.
The holy family of c lnat is the Al Bu Bakr b. Shaykh
and the illustrious mansab, Shaykh Bu Bakr b. Salim,
known as Mawla c lnat, is buried in the town. The
family has been subjected to severe criticism from
other Sayyid groups because of its bearing arms.
c
lnat has become one of the most important hawtas
[q.v] in Hadramawt. It is famous for its own breed
of hunting dogs which seem to be indistinguishable
from the common "pie-dog". With these dogs the
inhabitants participate in the ibex hunt under the
direction of the Mansab. The number of the inhabitants of the town was greatly reduced after the wartime famine in Wad! Hadramawt, and a fairly recent
figure suggests a population of about 1,300. The
old quarter organisation has in reality disappeared,
though originally there were several quarters.
Landberg employs the spelling c Eynat ( c Aynat),
though it seems that all other European forms proposed are erroneous.

Bibliography:

H. von Wissmann, Map of

Southern Arabia, Royal Geographical Society,
London 1958; Le Comte de Landberg, Arabica, v,
Leiden 1898, 206; R.B. Serjeant, Saiyids of
Hadramawt, London 1957, 17-18; idem, South
Arabian hunt, London 1976, 32-3. (G.R. SMITH)
1NAYAT KHAN, a n o b l e of the I n d i a n
Mughal emperor A w r a n g z f b . He stemmed from
Khwaf [q.v.] in Khurasan, but no information about
his early career is available. In 1077/1666-7 he was
appointed head of the diwdn-i khdlisa (diwdn of crown
lands). In 1079/1668-9 he was promoted to the rank
of 900 dhdt and 100 suwar. In 1080/1669-70 he
reported that the expenditure had increased since the
time of Shah Djahan and that there was a large
deficit; Awrangzfb thereupon ordered an enlargement
of the khdlisa lands and a reduction in expenditure.
In 1082/1671-2 he was appointed fawdjddr [q.v]
(commandant) of Cakla Barelf and in 1086/1675-6,
faw^ddr of Khayrabad. In 1088/1677-8 he was again
appointed pishdast-i daftar-i khdlisa, and was promoted
to the rank of 1000 dhdt and 100 suwar. In 1092/
1681-2 he was promoted to be head of the diwdn-i
buyutdt (in charge of the Imperial Household accounts),
and shortly after, at his own request, was appointed
governor of Adjmer. He took part in a campaign
against the Rathors, but died in 1093/1682. He was
not apparently implicated in the conspiracy of Padshah
Kulf Khan, his son-in-law, who was killed at about
this time.
Bibliography: Mustacld Khan, Ma'dthir-i 'Alamgiri,
Bib. Ind., Calcutta 1871; Shah Nawaz Khan,
Ma'dthir-al umard\ Bib. Ind., Calcutta 1888, ii;
Khwafi Khan, Muntakhab al-lubdb, Bib. Ind., Calcutta
1860, ii.
(M. ATHAR ALI)
1NAYAT KHAN, an obscure general of the Mughal
Emperor Awrangzlb [q.v.]. He was the father-in-law
of Tahawwur Khan, one of the principal supporters
of Awrangzfb's son Akbar during the rebellion of 10912/1680-1. When in Dhu '1-Hidjdja 1091/January
1681 Awrangzlb advanced to Do-raha, in the Adjmer
region, 'Inayat Khan was ordered to write to Tahawwur Khan inducing him to desert the prince's army,
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then at Kurki; Tahawwur Khan complied, but on his
arrival in Awrangzfb's camp some confusion arose in
which he was killed.
Bibliography: Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of
AurangziV, Calcutta 1912-24, iii, 411-12.
(P. JACKSON)
INCENSE [see LUBAN].
INDEPENDENCE [see ISTIKLAL].
INFALLIBILITY [see CISMA].
INHISAR, or in Ottoman Turkish also HASIR, were
the words used for monopolies and restrictive practices of Ottoman guilds, the full term being inhisdr-i
bey'i ve shim. These monopolies included restrictions
concerning the number or kind of people allowed to
perform a trade or a profession, as well as limitations
imposed on production or on commerce. Restrictions
of this kind were considered necessary and beneficial
to society. As against this, monopolistic hoarding or
cornering was condemned and prohibited by the government. To distinguish between the two kinds, the
second was called in Turkey ihtikdr, but this term was
used in Arabic for both kinds of monopolies (cf. Baer,
Monopolies, 145-6; Egyptian guilds, 107 n. 11, 159-61).
Documents relating to Istanbul and Cairo dating
from the 18th and 19th centuries show that a craftsman or merchant who wanted to practice his craft
or trade independently needed the agreement of
the guild's head. In earlier periods, and in some
smaller towns, economic activity seems to have been
less restricted, though there is evidence that in
the 17th century Cairo craftsmen in various branches
underwent ceremonies of initiation in order to
acquire an iajdza, without which they were not
allowed to practice their craft. One of the main
purposes of these restrictions was to limit the number of shops or people occupied in a trade or craft.
Such limitations are indeed documented for Istanbul
from the 16th century onwards well into the 19th.
In addition, efforts were made to prevent the establishment of "wildcat" enterprises, and especially to
eliminate the illicit trade of hawkers and pedlars
(koltukcular).
Another kind of restriction was the limitation of
each guild to producing or selling specific goods only.
The aim of such measures was to eliminate external
and internal competition and thus to prevent social
upheavals and unrest. For the same purpose it was
ordered, in some cases, that specific production of
particular dresses was limited to specific communities
in order to maintain their distinctive costume. Many
trades or guilds were confined to specific places or
markets, which often bore the name of the craft or
the trade.
Most of these restrictions were controlled by the
gedik system. Gedik literally means "breach" and hence
acquired the meaning of privilege. Thus a gedik was
the right to exercise a craft or a trade, either in general or, more frequently, at a special place or in a
specific shop. Most gedifa included the right to the
tools of a workshop or a business. The number of
gedifa in each craft was fixed, though it could be
changed from time to time. Since nobody was allowed
to become a master or open a shop without owning
a gedik, new masters could be accepted only when a
vacancy occurred. Gedifa were inheritable if the heir
fulfilled all other conditions for becoming a master
in the craft; otherwise the rule was that they be transferred to apprentices or journeymen of the guild, not
to outsiders.
All monopolies and restrictions of the guild system
were sanctioned by the authorities, decreed as gov-
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ernment orders and enforced by the officers of the
state. After some unsuccessful attempts to abolish
them in Egypt in the middle of the 19th century,
they gradually disappeared, in Egypt as well as in
other parts of the Ottoman Empire, in the course of
the second half of the century. On 9 January 1890
it was decreed in Egypt that every person was free
to exercise any craft or occupation or profession or
trade, except for dangerous occupations or for those
which were government monopolies.
Bibliography: c Othman Nun, Medj_elle-yi umur-i
belediyye, i, Istanbul 1922; C. White, Three years in
Constantinople, London 1845; G. Baer, Monopolies
and restrictive practices of Turkish guilds, in JESHO,
xiii/2 (1970), 145-65; idem, Egyptian guilds in modern times, Jerusalem 1964, 105-12.
(G. BAER)
INIMITABLENESS OF THE KUR'AN [see
I C DJAZ].

INSPECTION OF TROOPS [see ISTI'RAD and
(above) DAGH u TASHIHA].
INSTITUT DES HAUTES ETUDES MAROCAINES (I.H.E.M.) al-Machad li >l-culum al-culyd almaghribiyya, one of the most important centres of
intellectual life in Morocco over a period of forty
years, bearing in mind the fact that it followed on
from the Ecole Superieure de Langue Arabe et des
Dialectes Berberes opened in Rabat in 1915 for the
training of highly-qualified civilian interpreters.
The I.H.E.M. was established, by decree of the
grand vizier, on 11 February 1920/20 Djumada I
1338, with "the object of instigating and encouraging scientific studies relating to Morocco, of coordinating them and centralising the results." It was
replaced, in 1956, after Moroccan independence, by
the Faculte des Lettres et des Sciences Humaines
of Rabat.
If the Ecole Superieure had been directed by interpreters of distinction like M. Nehlil and I. Hamet,
the I.H.E.M. was headed by a succession of professors of high renown, sc. H. Basset, E. Levi-Provencal,
L. Brunot and H. Terrasse. The staff of directors
of studies, lecturers and research supervisors has
included among its more distinguished members now
dead, F. Arin, A. Basset, E. Biarnay, R. Blachere,
H. Bruno, H. de Castries, J. Celerier, P. de Cenival,
L. Chatelain, G.S. Colin, J. de Cosse-Brissac,
R. Hoffher, M. Bendaoud, E. Laoust, C. Le Cceur,
R. Le Tourneau, V. Loubignac, G. and W. Mar^ais,
G. Marcy, P. Mauchausse, J. Meunie, R. Montagne,
L. Paye, H. Renaud, P. Ricard, J. Riche and
A. Roux. Many of these have been contributors to
this Encyclopaedia.
The achievement of the I.H.E.M. has been considerable. Morocco has witnessed the emergence of a
strong school that has addressed itself with energy
and enthusiasm to the scientific study of the country
and has almost entirely re-evaluated our knowledge
of the Maghrib and Muslim Spain. The Institute first
published, as successor to the review Les Archives Berberes,
a Bulletin de 1'I.H.E.M. which after the first issue, took
on the splendid title Hesperis, which it kept until it
ceased publication. The scientific authority and exceptional documentary interest of this publication were
such that in 1972 a complete facsimile edition was
published (comprising the Archives Berberes and the
unique Bulletin).
Hesperis published among its articles a Bibliographic Marocaine of a very wide-ranging character
since it embraces, under some forty headings, all that
is known concerning Morocco and its successive
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civilisations. Edited by specialists from the Bibliotheque
Generale of Rabat, it has made an unrivalled contribution to any methodical study of the Maghrib.
This bibliography was published between 1923 and
1953.
Hesperis merged in 1960 with the review Tamuda,
born in Tetuan in the last years of the Spanish
Protectorate, and it continues in this form to serve
Morocco and the pursuit of knowledge.
Besides Hesperis, the I.H.E.M. has published several collections comprising the complete Hesperis
(15 volumes); collected Arabic texts (12 volumes);
Publications of the I.H.E.M. (62 volumes); collected
articles of the Centres d'Etudes Juridiques (45 volumes); Proceedings of the Congresses of the I.H.E.M.
(9 volumes); some extra-mural publications, including Initiation au Maroc (3 editions), a Notice sur les regies
d'edition des travaux and some Brefs conseils pratiques for
the transcription and printing of Spanish and
Portuguese words (R. Ricard); collected Notes and
Documents (21 volumes); and collected Moroccan
Berber Texts (2 volumes).
In addition to research, publications, public sources
in Arabic (classical and dialectal), in Berber and in
Moroccan civilisation, the I.H.E.M. provided training for the various degrees in arts and the law degree
awarded by French universities. It thus enabled many
young people to start and complete their higher studies in Arabic and in law without the obligation to
go to France.
Also worthy of mention is the Institut Scientifique Cherifien, founded in 1920, an institution of
higher education devoted exclusively to the study
of scientific problems related to Morocco. Very
advanced for its time, it was awarded the patronage of the Academic des Sciences of Paris. It continues to produce admirable work and numerous
publications.
Bibliography. Direction generale de Pinstruction publique, des beaux arts et des antiquites:
Historique (1912-1930], Rabat 1931, chs. ii, xii;
Bull, de I'lnst. des Hautes Etudes Marocaines,
No. 1 (Dec. 1920), text of the vizieral decree
setting up the establishment and the inaugural
speech of the first Congress of the I.H.E.M.
delivered by G. Hardy, setting forth the scientific and humanistic programme of the Institute.;
Publication de I'LH.E.M. (1915-1935), tables et
index, suppl. to Hesperis, 1936, 3rd term (pp.
82).; Publications de ri.H.E.M. et de la Section
Historique du Maroc, Rabat 1954 (p. 17);
M. Hosotte-Raynaud, Publications de ri.H.E.M.,
1936-1954, Tables et repertoires, Rabat 1956 (pp.
145); P. Morin, Bibliography analytique des Sciences
de la Terre. Maroc et regions limitrophes, depuis le
debut des recherches geolo-giques a 1964 (Notes et
memoires au Service Geologique No. 182),
Rabat 1965, 2 vols.; A. Adam, Bibliographic critique de sociologie, d'ethnographic et de geographic
humaine du Maroc, Memoires du Centre de recherches anthr pologiques, prehistoriques et ethnographiques d'Alger, Algiers 1972, Introd.
(G. DEVERDUN)
INSTITUT DES HAUTES ETUDES DE
TUNIS, an institution of higher learning founded in
1945, by the amalgamation of the Centre d'Etudes
Juridiques, a subsidiary of the University of Algiers,
and the Ecole Superieure de Langue et Litterature
Arabes. This Institute benefited from its inception
from an administration arranged under the patronage of the University of Paris and supervised by the

Department of Public Education of Tunis under the
Protectorate, later by the Minister or Secretary of
State for National Education of the Tunisian government. This administration was not altered by the
Franco-Tunisian Cultural Convention of 1 September
1955: the latter in particular maintained the patronage of the University of Paris. Thus the Institute has
continued to prepare students for degrees and diplomas offered by the French state and, simultaneously, to award Tunisian diplomas.
The Institut des Hautes Etudes of Tunis was
directed by a president, assisted by a deputy president, resident in Tunis. The presidents have successively been William Marcais and Jean Roche, the
deputy presidents Jacques Flour, Roger Jambu-Merlin
and Pierre Marthelot. It comprised four sections, later
to become faculties: legal and economic studies, science, literature and arts, philology and linguistics.
Instruction was provided by French and Tunisian
professors and lecturers, with qualifications entitling
them to teach to the standards of French higher education, and by tutors, assistants and course supervisors appointed on the recommendation of the heads
of section.
These studies were pursued by students registered
in the normal way and also, after the independence
of Tunisia, by the pupils of the Ecole Normale
Superieure, of the Ecole Nationale d'Administration
and of the Centre d'Etudes Economiques, attending
a number of joint courses. Thus, in 1958-9, the total
strength numbered 1,522, of whom 382 were girls.
Tunisians numbered 44.7 % of the total.
Apart from routine education, the Institut des
Hautes Etudes included a number of laboratories and
study centres, providing and co-ordinating specialised
equipment and research facilities for the students of
the various departments. Similarly, a university library
offered its resources to the students, resources that in
time were added to the study facilities provided by
the General Library of Suk al-cAttarfn.
Finally, the Institut des Hautes Etudes was responsible for the creation of two reviews: the Cahiers de
Tunisie, a quarterly review of the arts, replacing the
former Revue tunisienne, and the Revue de droit, also quarterly. A certain number of volumes were published
in the form of specialised collections: a Library of
Law and Economics, Publications of the Science
Section and the Literature Section (Paris, P.U.F.).
Thus there operated for some fifteen years an
institution of modern higher education, equivalent to
that of the French universities. The patronage of the
University of Paris, reinforced by numerous visits
from French professors, ensured that a high standard
was maintained.
It was by virtue of these high standards that the
Institut des Hautes Etudes of Tunis became the
University of Tunis, by the decree of 31 March 1960.
If the patronage of the University of Paris
has disappeared, along with an obsolete administrative council, links with the French university have
remained very strong, although not institutional, and,
naturally, not exclusive, since progressively with their
acquisition of State doctorates, Tunisian professors
have advanced in number and in responsibility
in their own university. The guardianship of the
Tunisian state was established with the least risk
of friction when one of the heads of department,
a Tunisian, Mahmoud Messadi, became Secretary
of State for National Education; the pro-rector, for
his part, was none other than a former professor
of the Institute and director of the Ecole Normale
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him into his service and sent him as his envoy
Superieure, Ahmed Abdesselem, both of them intelto Sultan Hasan Shah (877-89/1472-84) of Kashmir.
lectuals, writers and academics of great distinction.
On arriving in the Valley, where he stayed for eight
Thus the University of Tunis, totally and progresyears, he became the disciple of Baba Ismacll, a
sively integrated with the country, and totally indeKubrawl saint, and then secretly won over Baba
pendent in its fortunes, in the framework of the
All Nadjdjar, one of his most devoted followers, to
institutions of independent Tunisia, has become
the Nurbakhshiyya creed, which was a mixture of
straightaway, in spite of its relative youth and in spite
Shlca and SunnI doctrines, leavened by Sufi pantheof (and to some extent, thanks to) its original links
ism. But his success was limited because, being
with the French university, one of the most distinan envoy, he could not preach openly. Besides, the
guished and effective universities of the Arab world.
SunnI 'ulamo? came to know of his religious beliefs
(P. MARTHELOT)
and compelled him to leave Kashmir. He returned
INSULT [see SHATM].
to Harat, but as he lost the favour of Sultan Husayn
INTERPRETER [see TURDJUMAN] .
Mirza on account of his unorthodox beliefs, he left
INTERROGATION [see ISTIFHAM].
for Ray to live with Shah Kasim, the son of Sayyid
INVECTIVE [see HIDJA'].
Muhammad Nur Bakhsh.
INZAL (French spelling: "enzel", from anzala, to
While he was in Ray, Shams al-Dln heard that
lodge, give hospitality), traditional type of lease pecuthose whom he had converted in Kashmir had relapsed
liar to Tunisia. Presumably a survival of the Roman
into orthodoxy; so, on the advice of Shah Kasim, he
emphyteusis, it served as a means of circumventing
decided to proceed to the Valley. He left Ray in
the inalienability of pious foundations. The Malikis
Rablc 1 907/September 1501. Travelling via Mashhaddefine it as a "lease in perpetuity (kird3 mu'abbad] of
a property to a person engaging himself to build a j Kandahar-Multan, he entered Kashmir in the spring
of 1502 through the Punc-Baramula route. On arrivhouse, or any other edifice, or plant trees on it and
ing in Srlnagar, he again won over Baba CA1I Nadjdjar.
pay a perpetual rent calculated by the year or
But the most important convert was Musa Rayna, a
month" (D. Santillana, Istituzioni di diritto musulmano
powerful noble, who supported him in his activities,
malichita, Rome 1925, i, 441). E. Clavel's definition
and gave him money to build a khankah [q.v.] at
distinguished between the two domanial aspects of
Djaddibal in Srlnagar. But on account of the oppothe estate: "L'enzel est un contrat sui generis, par
sition of the orthodox culama' and of Sayyid Muhamlequel le wakf ou le proprietaire d'un bien mulk se
mad BayhakI, the wa^ir of Sultan Muhammad Shah,
depouille, a perpetuite, . . . du domaine utile d'un
he left Kashmir. He went to Baltistan, to the northimmeuble, n'en conservant que le domaine eminent,
east of Kashmir, and carried on missionary work
a charge par le tenancier de payer un canon annuel
among its Buddhist inhabitants with considerable sucfixe" (Le Wakf ou Habous, Caire 1896, 2, 188). The
cess. He stayed there for over two months until the
rights of the lessee are so wide as to place him in
defeat and death of Sayyid Muhammad BayhakI [see
loco domini: he may build, plant, make improvements
BAYHAKI SAYYIDS above] in 911/1505, and returned
(which become his property), bequeath or transfer
to Srlnagar at the invitation of Musa Rayna, who
his rights, etc. The inzal resembles the Tunisian
had again become powerful. During the nine years
kirddr and the Egyptian hikr, but differs from both
in four points: (1) it has lost its original purpose,
that Musa Rayna was wazlr, Shams al-Dm carried on
viz. to render wakf property productive thus prohis activities without any hindrance. The conversion
viding income to its beneficiaries; (2) it is no longer
of TadjI C ak and other C ak nobles further enabled
limited to wakf, but includes private property as well;
him to consolidate his work.
(3) it is annulled in case of non-payment of rent for
Meanwhile, a great change had come over the
two consecutive years; (4) the amount of rent canNur bakhshiyya which, under the influence of
not be adjusted to the fluctuations of the rental
Safawid Iran, increasingly began to identify itself
value of the property. Under the French protecwith Shlcism by shedding those of its doctrines
torate, the practice of inzdl gained momentum, as
which it had borrowed from Sufism and SunnI Islam.
it enabled the colons to acquire extensive land holdShams al-Dln, too, felt the impact and, inclined as
ings without prior capital investment.
he had always been towards the doctrine of the
Bibliography (further to references in the text):
Twelvers, he now openly preached it, so that by the
J. Abribat, Essai sur les contrats de quasi-alienation et
time he died in 932/1526, Shlcism had become well
de location perpetuelle, Algiers 1902; G. Del Matto,
established in Kashmir. In remote Baltistan, howEnfiteusi ed Inzal, in L'Africa Itcdiana, N.S. vi (1927),
ever, the Nurbakhshiyya beliefs survived.
16-21; H. de Montety, Une loi agraire en Tunisie, \
Bibliography: The only biography of Shams alCahors 1927; F. Valenzi, // contralto di Enzel ml
Dm known to exist is a Tuhfat al-ahbdb by a condiritto musulmano, in Rivista delle Colonie italiane (1931),
temporary of his whose exact name is not known.
83-91; A. Scemla, Le contrat d'En^el en droit tumsien,
The manuscript of the work is with Sayyid Muthesis, Paris 1935; G. Vittorio, / beni "habous" in
hammad Yusuf, a Shlci muajtahid of Kashmir
Tunisia, in OM, xxxiv (1954), 540-8.
and a descendant of Shams al-Dln; Other works
(P. SHINAR)
to be consulted are: Plr Hasan Shah, Ta3nkh-i
C
AL- IRAKI, SAYYID SHAMS AL-DiN, r e l i g i o u s
Hasan, ii, Srlnagar 1954; Mirza Haydar Dughlat,
l e a d e r active in the e v a n g e l i s a t i o n of KashTa^nkh-i Rashidi, tr. E.D. Ross and N. Elias, London
m i r . He was the son of Sayyid Ibrahim, a Musawi
1895; Nur Allah Shushtarl, Alaajdlis al-mu'minin,
Sayyid, and was born in the small town of KundTehran 1299/1882; Mohibbul Hasan, Kashmir
Sulkan, situated near Tehran on the road to Kazwln.
under the Sultans, Srlnagar 1974; Oriental College
He received a good education, and, while still young
Magazine, Lahore (February and May 1925, and
came under the influence of Sayyid Muhammad Nur
August 1929).
(MOHIBBUL HASAN)
Bakhsh (795-869/1393-1464), the founder of the
Nurbakhshiyya Order [see KUBRA, NADJM AL-DIN].
Impressed by his eloquence and learning, Sultan
Husayn Mirza Baykara (873-911/1469-1506) took
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tive and future), six moods (indicative, subjunctive,
conditional, optative, potential and imperative) and a
permansive aspect were all distinguishable. Compound
(a) Pashto [see AFGHAN, (ii). The Pashto language]
tenses, formed with the past participle and the aux(b) Kurdish [see KURDS, KURDISTAN, v. Language]
iliary 83ry- "to have", are only rarely attested. Notable,
(c) Zaza [q.v.]
besides the third-person singular present endings
w
(d) Kh arazmian
in -c (< -ti], are the third-person plurals in -3r. The
(e) Sogdian and Bactrian in the early Islamic period
most striking syntactic feature was that of "anticipa(f) New Persian
tion", whereby the objects of verb or preposition
(g) New Persian written in Hebrew characters [see
appeared as pronominal suffixes early in the sentence,
JUDAEO-PERSIAN. ii. Language]
in a regular order, even when they appeared later as
w
independent forms, e.g. hy8d3-hy-n3-d3-br 3y sl3m "he
(d) K h a r a z m i a n .
recited the greetings before him" (literally, "he readKhwarazmian, last attested late in the 8th/14th
him-them-off-upon the greetings").
century (before yielding to Turkish), belonged to the
Bibliography: A.Z. Walfdf (Zeki Velidi Togan),
Eastern branch of the Iranian language family, being
Hwarezmische Sdtze in einem arabischen Fiqh-Werke, in
most closely related to Sogdian, its southeastern neighIslamica, iii (1927), 190-213; W.[B.] Henning, Uber
bour. Pre-Islamic records are limited to coin legends
die Sprache der Chvarezmier, in £DMG, xc (1936),
and other inscriptions in a regional, partly ideographic
*30*-*34* (= Selected papers, i, 401-5); Togan,
development of the Aramaic script, found on wooden
Documents on Khorezmian culture. I. Muqaddimat al-adab,
tablets, ossuaries, and silver vessels, and some docuwith the translation in Khorezmian, Istanbul 1951;
ments on leather. Surviving Islamic sources consist
Henning, The Khwarezmian language, in ^eki Velidi
almost exclusively of (a) some 400 isolated sentences
Togan3a armagan, Istanbul 1955, 421-36 (= Sel. papers,
quoted in Arabic books of case-law, and (b) the
i, 485-500); idem, The structure of the Khwarezmian
Khwarazmian glosses (in one case almost complete) in
verb, in Asia Major, N.S. v (1956), 43-9 (= Sel. papers,
different copies of al-Zamakhsharf's Arabic dictionary
ii, 449-56); idem, The Choresmian documents, in ibid.,
Mukaddimat al-adab. They use the Arabo-Persian script,
x (1965), 166-79 (= Sel papers, ii, 645-58); J. Benzing,
augmented by two letters (h and /) with triple dots
Das chwaresmische Sprachmaterial einer Handschrift der
above, producing c (for both affricates ts and d^, as
"Muqaddimat al-Adab" von ^amaxsarl, Wiesbaden 1968;
originally in Pashto) and ft (i.e. v, distinct from w)
D.N. MacKenzie, The Khwarezmian glossary. I, in
respectively. While p, c, d} (/), kh (x), gh (y), sh (s),
BSOAS, xxxiii (1970), 540-58, //, in xxxiv (1971),
zh (£), k (k and g) and the emphatics c, h, k (q), s, d
74-90, ///, 314-30, IV, 521-36, V, in xxxv (1972),
(^)j ^ I presumably had their Persian values, the
56-74 (= Iranica diversa, ii, 459-550); Henning, A
remaining letters, including th, dh (fricative 0, 8), evifragment of a Khwarezmian dictionary, ed. MacKenzie,
dently kept their original pronunciation. The letters
London 1971; M. Samadi, Das chwaresmische Verbum,
are, however, often unpointed and for the most part
unvowelled. Remarkable is the distinct spelling of
Wiesbaden 1986; MacKenzie, The Khwarezmian elewords in pause position, with a presumably stressed
ment in the Qunyat al-munya, London 1990.
(D.N. MACKENZIE)
vowel -y- before the last consonant, e.g. 3wrk [*urg]
3
(e) S o g d i a n and B a c t r i a n in the e a r l y
'wolf, in pause wryk [*ureg]. The basic numerals
3
Islamic p e r i o d .
exemplify some typical consonant developments: 1 yw
1. Sogdian (or Soghdian) was the Middle Iranian
(< aiwa-}, 2 3Sw (< duwa-), 3 sy (as Christian Sogdian,
< Oraya-; also 30 sys < Orisqs, but 13 hrSs < *9ridasa,
language of Sughd [q.v.] and adjacent areas. As an
Eastern Iranian language, Sogdian is related fairly
cf. Parthian hryds], 4 cfr (< caOfidro, cf. Parth. cf3r\
5 pnc (< panca), 6 3x (< xswas], 1 3fid (as Sogd.,
closely to Choresmian (Khwarazmian, see (d) above)
3
3
and Bactrian, more distantly to Middle Persian
< *hqfta), 8 st (< asta), 9 s 8 (< *frada "increase", but
(Pahlavi). The form of Sogdian known from texts
19 nw38s), 10 5s (< dasa), 20 3wsc (< wisati), 100 sd
(< satam).
seems to be based on the language of the capital
The morphology was characteristically Eastern
Samarkand, but the limited evidence available indiMiddle Iranian. Nominal forms distinguished two
cates that the dialects spoken in areas such as Bukhara
grammatical genders, two numbers and, in combinaand Cac (Shash, Tashkent) were quite similar and no
tion with pre- and postpositions, five variously inflected
doubt mutually comprehensible with Sogdian proper.
cases: nominative-accusative, genitive-dative, possessive,
Most of the surviving Sogdian manuscripts date
ablative and locative. A complex system of personal
from the 4th to 10th centuries A.D.; in addition to
and demonstrative pronouns included many suffixed | secular texts such as letters and business documents,
forms. There was a definite article, masc. 3y, fern. y\
they include a mass of Buddhist, Christian and
plur. 3y, often coalescing with prepositions. Adjectives
Manichaean literature, written in four different scripts.
3
3
mainly preceded nouns. Examples: y k m "the mouth",
Almost all of this material was found far to the east
3 3
c-y k'rrf-h "from his mouth", f-y k m -h "in, into his
of the Sogdian homeland, in areas where Sogdian
mouth", f-y pcwjcc f-y k'm'n "in the corner (*pcwyck)
merchants had founded trading colonies, in particuof the mouth"; y' (6-zrywnk) fiwrn "the (grassy) earth",
lar the Turfan [q.v] oasis in Chinese Turkistan (Xiny3 fiwmy'-S'r "the earth (direct object)", c-3 fiwmy "from
jiang) and Dunhuang in western China. The most
the earth", 3y bfnynk 3y f$wmn3n "Creator of the earths";
important Sogdian texts found in Sughd itself are the
y3 psk "the back", 3y b3r f psky "the load of the back",
so-called "Mug documents" (published by Livshits and
3
pr- psk'-h "on his back"; wdnk pxtyk "old wine (pxtkj",
Bogolyubov-Smirnova). These date from the period of
y3 wdnc bdw "the old property"; wdncy r'c "old veins
the Islamic conquest of Sughd under Kutayba b.
(r*k)". The verbal system was based on a present stem
Muslim [q.v] at the beginning of the 2nd/8th cenand an imperfect formed from it, marked in polysyltury and represent part of the administrative archives
labic stems by an d substituted for the vowel of the
of its last independent rulers. Of particular interest is
first syllable: verbs with an initial vowel took a prea letter in Sogdian from an Arab official named cAbd
fix m- instead. Through the use of various stem or
al-Rahman b. Subh to the Sogdian king Dhewashtic
final suffixes four tenses (present, imperfect, injunc(see I. Yakubovich, Mugh LI revisited, forthcoming in
IRAN
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Studio. Iramca, xxxi [2002], 215-30). The Sogdian documents from the eastern colonies also contain a few
references to the people and events of the Muslim
world: a life of the Christian saint John of Daylam
mentions al-Hadjdjadj b. Yusuf, the amir of Khurasan
(d. 95/714) (see W. Sundermann, in Ada Antigua
Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, xxiv/1 [1976], 95-101),
while the trilingual (Sogdian-Turkish-Chinese) inscription of Karabalgasun in Mongolia possibly alludes to
events connected with the rebellion of RafT b. Layth
[q.v.] of Samarkand in 190-4/806-10 (according to
Y. Yoshida, in Documents et archives provenant de I'Asie
Centrale, ed. A. Haneda, Kyoto 1990, 119-20).
As a result of the important role of the Sogdian
merchants in the long-distance trade between China,
India and the West, Sogdian came to be used as a
lingua franca of the Central Asian trade routes and
many Sogdian documents may have been written by
and for non-native speakers. This is particularly obvious in the latest Sogdian documents (3rd-4m/9th-10th
centuries), some of which display strong influence from
Turkish. Soon after the beginning of the 5th/llth
century, Sogdian seems to have gone out of use as
a written language, having been superseded by Turkish
and in Sughd itself by Persian. Although New Persian
is in origin the language of the south-western Iranian
province of Fars, its development into a literary language had begun in the east of the Iranian world,
especially in Transoxania, with the result that the language of the earliest Persian poets is full of Sogdian
and other Eastern Iranian words (see W.B. Henning,
Sogdian loan-words in New Persian, in BSOS, x/1 [1939],
93-106). A certain amount of Sogdian linguistic material is also preserved in the writings of Muslim scholars such as al-BfrunT, who gives both the standard
Sogdian and the Bukharan names of many months,
festivals, plants, etc. (see Henning, Mitteliranisch, 84-6).
Particularly remarkable is the philosopher al-Farabf's
discussion in his Kitab al-Hurufof the means for expressing the notion of existence in Sogdian (see A. Tafazzoli,
Three Sogdian words in the Kitab al-Huruf, in Bull, of the
Iranian Culture Foundation, i/2 [1973], 7-8).
The disappearance of Sogdian as a language of
culture and administration did not immediately lead
to its disappearance as a spoken language. Indeed,
one Sogdian dialect has survived to this day as a
result of its speakers' location in a remote mountain
valley in northern Tajikistan. IN ow known as Yaghnobl,
this language was estimated in 1975 to be spoken by
some 2,000 persons, mostly Sunn! Muslims.
Bibliography: I. Gershevitch, A grammar of
Manichean Sogdian, Oxford 1954; W.B. Henning,
Mitteliranisch, in Hdb. d. Or., ed. B. Spuler, I/IV/1,
Leiden-Cologne 1958, 20-130; Sogdiyskie dokumentis
gory Mug. II. Turidiceskie dokumenti i pis'ma (ed. VA.
Livshits). ///. Khozyaystvennie dokumenti, ed. M.N.
Bogolyubov and O. Smirnova, Moscow 1962-3; N.
Sims-Williams, Sogdian, in Compendium linguarum iranicarum, ed. R. Schmitt, Wiesbaden 1989, 173-92;
R. Bielmeier, Taghnobi, in ibid., 480-8.
2. B a c t r i a n was the Middle Iranian language of
ancient Bactria with its capital Bactra, later Balkh
[q.v.]. Bactrian is generally reckoned as an Eastern
Iranian language, but it is now becoming clear that it
has almost as much in common with Western Iranian,
especially Parthian, as with Eastern Iranian languages
such as Sogdian and Choresmian (Khwarazmian).
Unlike other Middle Iranian languages, Bactrian
was usually written in the Greek script, a legacy of
the conquest of Bactria by Alexander the Great. It
is chiefly known from short inscriptions on coins and

seals from Afghanistan and the north-west of the
Indian sub-continent; a few more substantial monumental inscriptions (mostly found in Afghanistan, but
also in the neighbouring areas of Uzbekistan and
Pakistan); a handful of manuscript fragments from
Chinese Turkistan (Xinjiang), including a unique folio
in Manichaean script; and a recently-discovered group
of more than 150 documents, including letters, legal
and economic documents and a couple of fragmentary Buddhist texts, most of which appear to originate
from the principality of Rob (al-Tabarf's Ru'b, modern
RuT in the northern Hindukush). These documents
now form by far the largest part of the surviving corpus of Bactrian, so that all surveys of the material
written before they began to come to light in the
1990s must be regarded as seriously out of date.
The earliest Bactrian inscriptions date from the 1st
to the 2nd centuries A.D., when Bactria was the centre of the Kushan empire, the latest to the 3rd/9th
century. The documents belong to the intervening
period, from the 4th century A.D. to the 2nd/8th
century, during which time Bactria was subject to a
succession of foreign rulers: the Sasanid dynasty of
Iran, the Chionites, Hephthalites (Arabic Haytal [see
HAYATILA]), Turks and finally Arabs. By the middle
of the 2nd/8th century, the area was substantially
under Muslim control. Some of the latest Bactrian
documents refer to the use of "Arab silver dirhams"
and to taxes payable to the Arabs (the word used
being Td^ig], while the very last (dated in the year
549 of the local era, probably corresponding to
164/781) seems to have been written by a Muslim
ruler, who prefaces the text with a Bactrian version
of the bismilldh.
A number of Bactrian words and titles are cited
by Muslim writers, who refer to the language as albalkhiyya (the language of Balkh) or al-tukhdriyya (the
language of Tukharistan [q.v.], a term commonly used
in Islamic sources but first attested in two Bactrian
documents of the Hephthalite period, ca. 6th century
A.D.). A list of Bactrian month-names is found in
some manuscripts of al-Bfrunf's Chronology, for example, though this does not seem to have the authority
of al-Bfrunf himself (see N. Sims-Williams and F. de
Blois, The Bactrian calendar, in Bull, of the Asia Institute,
x [1996 (1998)], 149-65).
Bibliography: N. Sims-Williams, New light on
ancient Afghanistan: the decipherment of Bactrian, London
1997; idem, From the Kushan-shahs to the Arabs. New
Bactrian documents dated in the era of the Tochi inscriptions, in Coins, art and chronology. Essays on the preIslamic history of the Indo-Iranian borderlands, ed. M.
Alram and D.E. Klimburg-Salter, Vienna 1999,
245-58; idem, Bactrian documents from Northern
Afghanistan. I. Legal and economic documents, Oxford
2000.
(N. SIMS-WILLIAMS)
(f) New Persian.
i. General introduction: definition, position, periodisation, denominations
ii. History of the language, scripts
iii. Phonology, grammar, word formation, vocabulary
iv. History of grammar writing: Western-type and
indigenous
1. Studies on Persian in Europe
2. Persian grammars by indigenous authors
i. General introduction
1. D e f i n i t i o n
New Persian is the name given by Western scholars to the language written in modified Arabic script,
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the Sasanid empire (7th century) and the emergence
which has been used roughly in the past millennium,
of a new literary Persian language (ca. mid-9th cenfrom the 9th century A.D. up to the present day,
tury), it became the culturally dominant language in
that is, historically, in the Islamic period of the Persiansubsequent centuries. Its first documents appeared in
speaking population. Geographically, it was first spothe eastern provinces after its having supplanted Middle
ken in western Iran, with the south-western province
Persian and Arabic in the written medium and other
Pars or Fars (Arabicised form; Lat. Persis) acting as
Middle Western and Eastern Iranian languages such
a centre in mediaeval times. However, the bulk of its
as Parthian in Khurasan, and Sogdian, Bactrian and
earliest literary documents (9th-10th centuries) origiKhwarazmian in Transoxanian (cf. Lazard, The rise of
nated from the north-east (Khurasan, including
the New Persian language, in CHIr, iv, Cambridge 1975,
Nlshapur, Marw, Harat, etc.) and Central Asia; but
from the late 10th century, it became the literary lan595-632).
Genetically, New Persian derives from Middle
guage in Western Iran as well. In the subsequent cenPersian, although not without breaks in the continturies, parallel with the Islamisation of the neighbouring
uum. Geographically, the two preceding phases, Old
countries, Persian as a language of culture, adminisPersian and Middle Persian, are linked to the regions
tration and everyday communication dominated vast
of the southwest of Iran (i.e. the province of Pars),
territories ranging from Anatolia to the Indian subwhile New Persian appears to have emerged first as
continent (North India), including Transoxania and
a language of literature in the East. Typologically,
Afghanistan, developing various written and spoken
however, the differences between Old Persian and
standards and dialects. Shortly after its emergence,
Middle Persian are very considerable (especially in
Classical Persian became the culturally-dominant lanphonology and grammar), but less so between Middle
guage of the area in question. Its latest representaPersian and New Persian (see H. Jensen, Neupersische
tive, Modern Persian, called Fdrsi by native speakers,
Grammatik, Heidelberg 1931, 4; Lazard 1975, 596;
with its closely related dialects and variations is spoidem, Les modes de la virtualite en mqyen-iranien occidental,
ken by approximately 50 million people as their mother
in Middle Iranian studies, ed. W. Skalmowski and
tongue or their second standard language. Today,
A. van Tongerloo, Leuven 1984, 1-13). The changes
Modern Persian is the official language of Iran, spoconcerned mainly the exponents of inflectional
ken as a mother tongue by 50% of the population
morphology which induced alterations in the language
(ca. 30 million). Its closest relatives are Tdajiki [q.v.~],
type. Old Persian, like many other old Indo-European
the official language of Tadjikistan, written in modi(Greek, Latin) and Indo-Iranian (Sanskrit, Avestan)
fied Cyrillic script, and Afghan or Kabul! Dan [q.v.],
languages, was inflectional, while Middle and New
the second official language after Pashto (which was
Persian became a language of a mixed type displaydeclared to be the first in 1936) [see AFGHAN, ii] in
ing less inflectional and more agglutinative characterAfghanistan (ca. 5 million) and, in Central Asia, in the
istics. That is to say, grammatical categories earlier
modern republics of the former Soviet Union (ca. 5
expressed by inflection and conjugation were partimillion). These three languages, Modern Persian,
ally preserved, even though with significant restructurTdajiki and Dan, regard Classical Persian as their
ing in the verbal paradigm, but some of them were
common ancestor with which unbroken continuity is
completely abandoned (see W. Sundermann, Westsupposed to have been maintained. Therefore the latmitteliranische Sprachen, in CLI, 110-11). In nominal
ter two are sometimes described as the varieties or
dialects of Persian (see G. Lazard, Le persan, in
morphology, for instance, the old case system was
supplanted by new ways of expressing grammatical
Compendium linguarum iranicarum (= CLI], ed. R. Schmitt,
categories such as by pre- and postpositions, iddfa
Wiesbaden 1989, 289; J. Wei, Dialectal differences between
three standard varieties of Persian, Teheran, Kabul, and Tajik,
structure or word order, supposedly due, among
Center for Applied Linguistics of the Modern Language
other factors, to stress placement. As a result, anaAssociation of America, Washington D.C. 1962;
lytic structures began to be dominant in New Persian
G.L. Windfuhr, Persian, in The world's major languages,
morphology, while inherited Old Iranian synthetic
ed. B. Comrie, London and Sidney 1987, 523). Small
structures came to be gradually, but not completely,
segregated Persian-speaking communities can be found
abandoned. Simultaneously, the vocabulary incorpoin neighbouring multilingual areas as well.
rated a large number of northwestern and eastern
2. The p o s i t i o n of New P e r s i a n a m o n g the
Iranian elements (see W. Lentz, Die nordiranise hen
New Iranian languages
Elemente in der neupersischen Literatursprache bei Firdo si, in
New Persian is a member of the South Western
^eitschnft fiir Indologie und Iranistik, iv [1926], 251-316,
group of the New Iranian languages within the Indoand W.B. Henning, Sogdian loan words in New Persian, in
Iranian branch of the Indo-European language famBSOAS, x [1939-42], 93-106) and, in increasing proily. From among the Western New Iranian languages
portion, Arabic lexical items. More recently, there has
(e.g. Kurdish dialects, Balocf, etc.) New Persian is the
been considerable borrowing from various Turkic lanmajor representative, sharing a series of phonological
guages and neologisms from such Western languages
and grammatical features with them while also exhibitas French, English and Russian.
ing innovations. See, for instance, the preservation of
3. P e r i o d i s a t i o n
the Old Iranian initial voiced plosives b, d, g both in i
New Persian, which spans more than a thousand
the South-West Iranian New Persian birddar < Middle
years, has undergone considerable changes. Persian as
Persian brddar < Old Iranian *brdtar- "brother" and
it appears today is markedly different from the lanin the North-West Iranian BalocT brat vs. Eastern
guage of the classical authors, displaying considerable
Middle Iranian Sogdian fr't and Eastern New Iranian
variations in both the spoken and written standards.
Pashto wror (cf. D.N. MacKenzie, Pashto, in Comrie,
Traditionally, the periods of Persian, especially those
op. cit., 548). New Persian is the only New Iranian
of its written variants, are linked to the alternation
language which is documented in all three of its hisof the ruling dynasties (cf. Old Persian as the official
torical periods (Old, Middle and New Persian), dislanguage of the Achaemenids in the 6th-4th centuries
playing various local dialects as well. After an
B.C., or Middle Persian, the language of the Sasanids
approximately two-century period of cultural and linin the 3rd-7th centuries, and further used by the
guistic dominance of Arabic between the collapse of
Zoroastrian clergy in religious writings in the 8th-10th
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centuries; see J. de Menasce, ^proastrian literature after
the Muslim conquest, in CHIr, iv, 543-65.). Similarly, the
emergence of New Persian is connected with the fall
of the Sasanid empire and the Arab conquest. The
transition periods, however, appear to be the most
tangible if they are accompanied by a change in the
writing system, or in close connection with it, a change
in faith. Nevertheless, neither Middle Persian and New
Persian nor the various stages of the last thousand
years' history of New Persian in the Islamic era can
easily be separated. It is well known from the more
recent periods of Persian how much written and spoken varieties can differ from each other. Certain spoken forms were used in Persian for centuries without
being incorporated in the literary language, or else
they were taken over with a certain delay, sometimes
centuries later, under social pressure, as a result of
literary and political movements. As a consequence,
the various linguistic stages can only be set up post
hoc and always with a certain degree of idealisation
and oversimplification. This is the more so since the
transmission of all ancient texts was very uncertain
because the copyists often "normalised" them by introducing or abolishing archaisms and dialecticisms.
Consequently, the actual use of the language, which
must have been marked by individual features and
plenty of idiosyncrasies, often fails to be accounted for.
According to generally accepted views, after its
emergence in the spoken registers (ca. 7th-9th centuries) New Persian is divided into Early Classical
(9th-12th centuries), Classical Persian (from the 13th
century on), and Modern Persian (from the 19th century on), which is supposed to be based on the local
dialect of Tehran. Windfuhr provides a classification
into five periods such as "formative" (7th-10th centuries), "heroic" (10th-12th centuries), "classical" (13th15th centuries), "post-classical" (15th-19th centuries)
and finally "contemporary" Persian, following a predominantly literary periodisation (Persian grammar. History
and state of its study, The Hague 1979, 166).
Other views, found especially in former Soviet studies written in Russian, ascribe the splitting of Classical
Persian into three new, closely related literary languages such as the Modern Persian of Iran (Fdrsi}
and Afghan (or Kabul!) Dan and TddjiJa to the beginning of the 16th century when the disintegration of
the earlier common classical heritage and the first
steps towards developing new local standards might
have begun (see L.S. Peysikov, Problema ya&ka dam v
trudakh sovremennikh iranskikh uconnlkh, in Voprosi ya^lko^naniya 1960, 120-5; V.A. Yefimov, V.S. Rastorgueva
and Y.N. Sharova, Persidskiy, tadj_ikskiy, dari in Osnovi
iranskogoya&koznaniya (= OIT); Novoiranskiye ya&ki, zapadnaya gruppa, eds. V.A. Abaev, M.N. Bogolyubov, V.S.
Rastorgueva, 1982, 7 Tda^iki, by I. Steblin-Kamensky;
Zs. Telegdi, Beitrdge zur historischen Grammatik des
Neupersischen. I. Uber die Partikelkomposition im Neupersischen,
in Ada Linguistica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, v
[1955], 68 n. 1). In earlier Soviet publications the
denomination "klassiceskiy persidsko-(dari-)-tadjikskiy"
(OIT 1982, 20) or simply "Tajik" (Rastorgueva, A short
sketch of Tajik grammar, Bloomington, Ind. 1963, 1) was
used to refer to the common origin, claiming an
unbroken continuity with the Classical Persian language and literature (OIT, 1982, 9, 13). Another periodisation marks off the last (19th-20th) centuries, when
the emergence of the three modern languages was
supposed to have begun (A. Pisowicz, Origins of the
New and Middle Persian phonological systems, Cracow 1985,
9 n. 1; Lazard 1989, 289). The divergent opinions
on the periodisation can be attributed to the differ-

ent ways of evaluating spoken and written forms. The
new written varieties, Dan and Tdajiki, are obviously
based on ancient local spoken dialects (Lazard, La
langue des plus anciens monuments de la prose persane, Paris
1963, 15), but the characteristic features of these
dialects were first observed in written media only in
the last century (see W. Geiger, Bemerkungen uber das
Tddschiki, in Grundriss der iranischen Philologie (— GIPh),
ed. W. Geiger and E. Kuhn, Strassburg 1895-1904,
i, 2, 407-8; I.M. Oranskij, Die neuiranischen Sprachen der
Sowjetunion, The Hague 1975, i, 22; A. Farhadi, Le
persan parle en Afghanistan: grammaire du Kdboli, Paris 1955,
2; L.N. Dorofeeva, Taztk farsi-kabuli, Moscow 1960,
9-10). Meanwhile, the overall cultural dominance of
Persian, both as a common Hofsprache and as a spoken
language continued also to prevail in the former
Persian-speaking area.
4. D e n o m i n a t i o n s
As the periodisation indicates, the division between
the classical language and its modern continuations
presents peculiar difficulties, reflected in the denominations of Persian in Western scholarship and in the
native tradition. The two main varieties of New Persian
are generally called Classical and Modern Persian in
the West with further subdivisions into diachronic,
local and style or register variants. In linguistic literature, both scientific and popular, New Persian is
sometimes called Modern Persian (e.g. J. Darmesteter,
Etudes iraniennes, 2 vols., Paris 1883; H. Paper, in
Current Trends in Linguistics (= CTL), vi [1970], Introduction, or Windfuhr 1979, 7) vs. contemporary
Persian or contemporary colloquial or Neo-Persian
(see F. de Blois in Persian literature. A bio-bibliographical
survey begun by the late C.A. Storey (= PL), v, part 1,
London 1992, part 2, 1994 or in French, neopersan
(Lazard 1989, 263). Native speakers use the name
Pdrsi or its Arabicised form, Fdrsi, or both, without
distinction (see M.T. Bahar, Sabk-shindsl ya tatawwur-i
nathr-i fdrsi, 2Tehran 1337/1958, i, 2), denoting all
varieties of New Persian. In scholarly publications, the
denomination fdrsi-i bdstdni vs. jam 4 naw distinguishing an "old archaic" and a "new" variety of [New]
Persian, can also be found in Iran (see Lughat-ndma
(= LN] by Dihkhuda). Fdm is the name of the official language of today's Iran, which has come to be
used as an equivalent of Modern Persian, or simply
Persian in modern text and grammar books outside
Iran as well (A.K.S. Lambton, Persian grammar,
Cambridge 1967, p. xi n. 1; D. Crystal, The Cambridge
encyclopedia of language, Cambridge 1987, 301; similarly
Lazard, Le persan, 1989, 263). In native sources the
name Dan [q.v.] or Fdrsi-i dan is also used, referring
to the oldest and most respected variety of the
[Classical] literary Persian or, simply as an equivalent
of Pdrsi'QT Fdrsi. The speakers of Tdajiki, which is
very closely connected to Persian, use also Fdrsi to
designate their mother tongue (Fdrsiwdn, Fdrsibdn, or
Fdrsi-gu[y]) Tadjik.
ii. History of the language
I. The e m e r g e n c e of New Persian: Pahlawi,
Pdrsi, Dan
1. The native tradition
The complexity of the linguistic situation in Iran
is clearly indicated by the wide range of names used
for Persian since the time of its emergence, either as
common names, synonyms or denominations, with or
without clear distinctions being made. Therefore the
history of the language starts here with investigations
into the early native tradition as a source of language
history. The early history of the names applied to the
various forms of Persian and the alleged change of
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their references may elucidate the eclectic use of these
denominations in more recent periods and the difficulties of the periodisation of the language history as
well. It must be emphasised, though, that the authors
of these early Islamic sources who spoke about the
varieties of Persian were not linguists but historians,
geographers and literary men, in most cases of the
last category, poets. Hence the information they gave
about the dialects once spoken or still spoken in the
age they lived in was more "narrative" than "technical", and it was often embedded in myths with
much folklore and obscure details. The picture one
can gain from these texts is thus not always clear or
coherent. A truly technical treatment of linguistic issues
in Iran lies in the distant future.
2. Mediaeval Arabic and Persian sources on Persian
The intricate problems of the transition period
between Middle Persian and New Persian (7th-9th
centuries) has been extensively treated by G. Lazard
in a series of studies based on the analysis of mediaeval Arabic sources, Early and Classical New Persian
texts as well as Persian and non-Persian dialects (see
the summary in La formation de la langue persane, Paris
1995). One of the earliest sources mentioning the
names Pahlawi, Pdrsi and Dan, which denoted the languages used in Iran at the end of the Sasanid period,
was attributed to Ibn al-Mukaffac (d. 757 [q.v.]) by
Ibn al-Nadlm (d. 987) in his Fihrist and repeated by
Kh w arazmr (d. 985), and by Yakut (d. 1229) through
Hamza al-Isfaham (d. 970) (see Bahar 1958, i, 19;
Lazard, Pahlavi, Pdrsi, Dari. Les langues de Vlran d'apres
Ibn al-Muqajfac, in Iran and Islam. In memory of the late
Vladimir Minorsky, ed. C.E. Bosworth, Edinburgh 1971,
361-91; idem, art. Dan in EIr, vii, 1994, 34-5). These
descriptions continued to be repeated by Persian lexicographers until the 19th century, albeit with certain
modifications (cf. E.M. Jeremias, Pahlavi, Pdrsi and Dan
in Persian lexicography, in Acta Ant. Hung., xxxviii [1998],
175-83).
In the following, some shifts in the meanings of
these terms will be shown through some characteristic passages quoted from this native tradition. After
talking about Pahlawi as the language of Fahla (i.e.
the ancient Media) the earliest informant, Ibn alMukaffa', says that Dan is "the language of the cities
of Mada'in; it is spoken by those who are at the
king's court. [Its name] is connected with presence
at court. Among the languages of the people of
Khorasan and the east, the language of the people
of Balk is predominant." He continues on to say that
Pdrsi is "the language spoken by the mowbeds (priests),
scholars and the like; it is the language of the people of Fars" (translated by Lazard in his art. Dan,
34). This rather incoherent description can be better
elucidated by Arabic and Persian sources originating
from the subsequent (10th-llth) centuries, e.g. alMas c udf and al-Mukaddasf or Firdawsl, BaPamf,
Hakim Maysarf, Kaykawus b. Iskandar, etc. As evidenced by these texts, the denominations Pahlawi, Pdrsi
and Dan may have changed their references to varying degrees during the first centuries of the Islamic
era, denoting various written and spoken varieties
depending on the text where they appeared.
Accordingly, Pahlawi or Pahlawdm (literally meaning
"Parthian" originating from Pahlaw < Parthava
"Parthia"), appears to have referred at one time to
Parthian and Middle Persian but also to the local
dialect of the northern region called Fahla in an
Arabicised form (see the poems written in this dialect
and called Fahlawiyya, cf. EIr, ix, 158 and the most
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recent publications on this topic in Madjalla-i
zabdnshindsi, xv [1379/2000], no. 1). Pdrsi, "the ancient
language" first denoted Middle Persian (Pdrsig) as
described by Ibn al-Mukaffac, but with a shift of meaning it came to mean New Persian and has continued
to denote New Persian of whatever kind until today
(see LN, art. Pdrsi7 Farsi}. Dan (etymologically, "belonging to the royal court") also denoted the Persian language which was supposed to be spoken both in the
capital of the Sasanid empire (Ctesiphon) and in the
East. It was the name of the language of literature
which appeared in the eastern part of Iran, sc.
Khurasan, and has been used in Persian texts since
the 10th century. All the quotations in Arabic sources
attributed to Persian kings or their subjects were
thought to have been in Dan (cf. Bahar 1957, i, 19)
and the language of all the ancient texts was called
Dan or Pdrsi-i Dan (Lazard 1989, 264), sometimes
contrasted with Pahlawi when the latter denoted Middle
Persian or Pdrsi (Lazard 1994). The expression Pdrsii Dan (in Arabic al-fdrsiyya al-dariyya] indicates that
occasionally, it might have been distinguished from
Pdrsi as a special variety, the Dan form of Pdrsi (e.g.
al-Mukaddasf and Kaykawus b. Iskandar, ca. 108283; cf! Lazard 1994, 34). Other than that, it was
often used as a synonym for Pdrsi. The expression
Pdrsi u Dan (in the Shdh-ndma by Firdawsl, ed. Moscow,
viii, 254) seems to be a "distortion" (see P.N. Khanlarf,
Tdnkh'i zabdn-i fdrsi, 3 vols., new ed. Tehran 13657
1986, i, 273).
In his earlier studies, G. Lazard explained the linguistic situation of the post-Sasanid period by contrasting Pdrsi and Dan as the written and spoken form
of the same language. According to his interpretation,
it was the spoken language that spread to the eastern region, as Ibn al-MukanV's report suggested, after
having gradually supplanted the local dialects (e.g.
Parthian). As a spoken variety, it was supposed to
have been used in the whole empire, but it was in
Khurasan that it was first used for literary purposes
and became the new literary language of the subsequent centuries.
3. Early dialectal sources (8th-llth centuries): the evidence
of Judaeo-Persian texts
Recently published sources on local dialects and on
the Judaeo-Persian texts, however, have helped throw
new light on the linguistic situation and the rise of
the new literary language in the first centuries of the
Islamic era, as described earlier (Lazard, Lumieres nouvelles sur la formation de la langue persane: une traduction
du Coran en persan dialectal et ses affmites avec le judeo-persan, in Irano-Judaica, ii, ed. Sh. Shaked and A. Netzer,
Jerusalem 1990, 184-98 = 1995, 107-21). A manuscript discovered in Mashhad which contained an
anonymous and undated Kur'an translation (Kur'dn-i
Kuds, kuhantarm bargarddn-i Kufdn ba fdrsi, ed. CA.
Rawakf, Tehran 1362/1984) was written in a local
dialect of Sfstan in the 11 th century, as supposed by
Lazard. This text shares a series of dialectal features
with Judaeo-Persian texts (mainly Bible translations
and paraphrases), and both show common peculiarities with Middle Persian, mainly regarding words and
certain morphological features. The properties which
the two sources share are unknown in literary New
Persian, which induced Lazard to develop a new
hypothesis that at the beginning of the Islamic period
"there were important differences between the common language spoken in the south and that in use
in the north. The former, as represented by literary
Middle Persian, retained most of its ancient forms;
the latter evolved from the same Persian language,
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which had spread throughout the north, but evinced
the influence of the dialects that it had supplanted
there, particularly Parthian. It thus diverged noticeably from the original form. Both were called Pdrsi
(Persian), but it is very likely that the language of the
north, that is, the Persian used on former Parthian
territory and also in the Sasanian capital, was distinguished from its congener by a new name, Dan
([language] of the court). It was only natural that several centuries later, literary Persian, based on the
speech of the Northeast, bore the same name" (1994,
35; see also 1989, 263 n. 1).
This hypothetical reconstruction might be extended
in the future by investigating other Persian sources as
well, the text editions of which are far from being
completed, and these may help clarify some more
details. True, there are other interpretations also. For
instance, Khanlari has developed the (unlikely) hypothesis, relying on al-MukaddasI's report (10th century),
that Dan, the chancery language of Bukhara, had
been transported there from the royal court of the
Sasanids by the state officials (1986, i, 280-1).
4. More recent native sources on the languages of Iran: lexicography and grammar from the 17th-19th centuries
Extensive descriptions of the languages used in Iran,
like those of Ibn al-Mukaffac and his compatriots, can
only be found much later, in the huge Hindustani
lexicographic compilations written in and after the
17th century. These works, of which the most famous
are the Farhang-i Qahdngm (= FDj), 1608-9, ed. R.
c
Afifi, Mashhad 1351/1972; Burhdn-i kdtf (= BK), 1652,
ed. M. Mu c m, Tehran 1341/1962; and Farhang-i
Rashidi (= FR), 1654, ed. M. c Abbas!, Tehran
1337/1958 (see KAMUS. 2. Persian lexicography), partly
preserved the old heritage and partly added some
more information on language varieties, grammar, style
of letter writing, etc. These accounts about the grammar, dialects, history and vocabulary of Persian, which
occasionally bear witness to fantasy at work, were collected in chapters and placed as an introductory part
to the farhangs, serving as a kind of grammatical introduction. The very first chapters usually dealt with the
varieties of Persian (Pdrsi) which were supposed to be
of seven guna "species": four of them (harawi, sagzi,
Zdwuli and sughdi) were regarded as obsolete (matruk),
in which "letter, book and verse cannot be written"
(FD} 15; FR 46) and three others as currently used
(mutaddwil), these being Dan, PahlawT and Pdrsi. Apart
from the suprising fact that these languages were
treated as the variations of Pdrsi still in living use in
Iran in the 17th century (e.g. Pdrsi was described as
the common language of Iran, with Istakhr as its capital), they covered slightly or markedly different notions
as compared to earlier sources, but also contained
ideas similar to those found in the first grammatical
compilations that relied heavily on lexicography, e.g.
c
Abd al-Wasic Hansawf's Risala from 18th-century India
(lith. Kanpur 1872) or Irawanf's Kawd'id (\ith. [Tabriz]
1262/1846; see Jeremias, Tradition and innovation in the
native grammatical literature of Persian, in Histoire, Epistemologie, langage (Paris), xv [1993], 51-68). The three
denominations were treated fairly consistently in these
recent sources, differences existing only in detail,
emphasis and arrangement. In comparison with older
sources, however, the authors of these compilations
did not bother to reconcile the most contradictory
and fabulous accounts in the description of the single languages; they simply quoted them as differing
opinions on the same subject (e.g. on Dan: "some
said that it was spoken in Balkh, Marw, Bukhara,
Badakhshan . . ., but according to others it was spo-

ken in the Kayanian court, and then there were those
who regarded it as the purest, unmixed language"
(see FR 47; FDf 16; BK 20, 500). Entirely new motives
also appeared in these descriptions: one was something like "ideological", and another might be called
a "linguistic argument". Both concerned the reputation of Persian among the languages spoken by Islamic
peoples. The eminence of Persian as the second language after Arabic was illustrated by various stories
and supported by a tafsir [q.v.~] called Daylami with
the intention of symbolising the role of Pdrsi as a
common language in the whole empire (BK 500;
Irawanl, fol. 4b, see Jeremias 1998, 181). The superiority or dignity of the Islamic languages like Arabic,
Persian or Ottoman Turkish appears to have been a
matter of debate since the 15th century, enthusiastically treated by Mir CA1I Shir Nawa3! and Kemal
Pasha-zada [q.vv.] (see R. Brunschvig, Kemal Pdshazade
et le persan, in Melanges d'orientalisme offerts d Henri Masse,
Tehran 1963, 48-64 (= Etudes d'islamologie, Paris 1976,
i, 379-95); B.C. Fragner, Mir cAli Sher Navd'i: the
"Judgement" reconsidered, in Irano-Turkic cultural contacts in
the llth-17th centuries, ed. E. Jeremias, Budapest 2002;
idem, Die "Persophonie". Regionalitdt, Identitdt and Sprachkontakt in der Geschichte Asiens, in Anor, v, Halle-Berlin
1999).
This linguistic argument was even more clearly
spelled out in the 17th-century lexicography where
Dan was treated. The compilators declared that "Dan
is the language in which there is no deficiency (nuksdni)"
(see FDi, 16; FR 47; BK, 20). The idea of nuksdni
seemed to denote something missing from the "authorised" (sahih) word form. As examples, the authors
quoted two lists of doublets: nouns with the same meaning, but written with or without the initial alif, which
represented the vocalic onset, e.g. abrishum/barishum
"silk", ispid/sapid or sipid 'white', ishkam/shikam "belly",
ushtur/shutur "camel" etc. and imperative verbal forms
with or without the verbal prefix hi-, e.g. bi-raw/raw
"go"; bi-snaw/snaw "listen", etc. According to the commentary, the "defective" words are not correct Dan
forms. The sources say almost unanimously that Persian
is regarded as "correct, uncorrupted" (fasih) only if
there is no nuksdni in it.
This very peculiar interpretation of Dan goes back
to the traditional treatment of lexical and grammatical doublets based on a peculiar analysis of the
(morphological) structure of the word. Ancient lexicographers and prosodists listed all the so-called "meaningful letters" (huruf-i ma'dni) occurring in different
positions in the word, first at the end where rhymes
appeared (see Shams-i Kays's rhyme science in alMucdj.amfi ma'dylr ashcdr al-cadj.am, ed. Mudarris Radawf,
2
Tehran 1338/1959, in the 13th century), and later,
as an extension of this practice, at the beginning and
in the middle of the word. The technical terms denoting the base (asli) and the extension (wasli or zd'id),
were borrowed from the Arabic grammatical and literary tradition, but they were adapted to Persian with
a special connotation. Asli denoted the base which
always appeared as a word, while zd'id marked any
additional element, mainly inflectional and derivational
morphemes attached to this base form. Later, the
term zd'id came to be used in a somewhat different
meaning in lexicography denoting any letter which
was added to or removed from the base form without changing its meaning (cf. Jeremias, ^a'id and asl
in early Persian prosody, in JSAI, xxi [1997], 167-86).
All the sources from the 17th century seemed to agree
that these doublets were used only in poetry as required
by prosody but never in common speech. However,
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talking about Dan, the author of FR (47) added that
the "defective" forms were also used in towns, by
which he probably meant that these forms were used
both in poetry and the spoken idiom. The problem
with the doublets of the imperative forms is somewhat different. Imperative forms may appear with or
without the verbal prefix hi- in literary texts. But it
was obligatory for the imperative in genuine sahih dan
forms, as Shams-i Kays remarked (232). Prestigious
authors such as Ni c mat Allah (ca. 1540, cf. A.M.
Piemontese, Catalogo dei manoscritti persiani consewati mile
bibliotheche d'Mia, Rome 1989, no. 403, fol. 296) or
even earlier, Muhammad b. Hindushah Nakhciwanf
[q.v.], the author of Sihdh al-Furs (1328), seems to
share this opinion (cf. a ["come" imperat.] ba-macm
dar-d wa bi-ya3, ed. CA. Tacati, Tehran 1341/1962,
19). Moreover, BK and FDj make a clear distinction
between the two functions of the verbal prefix bi-: it
was regarded as obligatory in the imperative but obsolete in past forms, where it was used as embellishment. This usage may have indicated a change in
the language (see below, on grammar). In more recent
native sources, however, this distinction seems to have
become dimmed and the verbal prefix bi-, in both
present and past forms, was called zd'id in most cases,
that is, an element which only has an aesthetic function (cf. FR, 15; Hansawi, 3; Irawanl, fol. 22b). This
topic was also dealt with by Irawani (1846), who used
a strange "linguistic" argument proving the eminence
of Persian against other Islamic languages; this argument rests on its [grammatical] simplicity: there is no
i'rdb, no dual and no feminine gender which would
make the language difficult for beginners, says Irawani
(fol. 3b).
These scattered references on language and its different variations may help one to draw the following
conclusions. It seems to be a communis opinio that from
the very beginnings the most highly respected literary variety of Persian was called Dart in indigenous
sources, sometimes as an extension, and sometimes as
an equivalent of Pdrsi or Fdrsi, and this view continued to prevail in subsequent centuries. More recent
sources, however, tend to talk about the "rules of
Pdrsi" or Farsi (see Ni'mat Allah, cAbd al-Wasic
Hansawi, Rawshan CA1I Djawnpun, Irawanl, Talakanl,
Habib Isfahan!, to mention only a few, cf. the references in PL, iii/1, 1984, 123ff.). But despite this
preference for the name Dan in older sources, the
denominations Par si, Fdrsi or Fdrsi-i Dan or Dan seem
to have been used almost interchangeably. One must
not forget that these eclectic sources did not use welldefined terms when they talked about language. On
the contrary, literary persons (ahl-i zabdri) usually
thought of the language in terms of "ancient" or
"modern" and "common (spoken)" or "dialectal" forms.
The reason for that was quite obvious: there was no
grammatical tradition in Persian, "no exact norm
(mikyds) of the rules (kawdmn) of Persian (Dan) on the
basis of which the correct (sahih) and corrupt (fdsid)
usage could be defined and on which one could rely
when defining what was right (sawdb) and wrong (khatd)
in Persian speech (kaldm-i Pdrsi), to which one could
turn in case of need", thus noted by Shams-i Kays
in the 13th century (op. cit., 205) and repeated almost
word for word by Shams-i Fakhrf in the 14th century (Lexicon persicum id est libri Mfydr i G'amdli pars
quarta, ed. C. Salesmann, Kazan 1887, 3) and the
author of FDj in the 17th century (4). But even if
writers were unaware of the fine grammatical distinctions of social or historical dimensions, they must
have had some knowledge of the differences between
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the usage of the "ancient" (mutakaddimin) and "modern" (muta'akhkhinri) poets (see Shams-i Kays, 208-9)
or of the language of literary or common speech
(muhdwardt-i pdrsi, in FD} 40; BK 26; Habib Isfahan!,
Dastur-i sukhan, [Istanbul] 1289, 54) or poetry and
prose (see cAbd al-Wasic Hansaw!, 41; Habib Isfahan!,
15). Scattered hints at some "virtual" norm in Shams's
poetic manual, which never came to be institutionalised, or the lists of doublets and denominations such
as Furs-i kadim (FI% 8; FR 47), Pdrsl-i bdstdm (FDf 4;
BK 500) in lexicography might serve as proofs (cf.
Jeremias, Grammar and linguistic consciousness in Persian,
in Proceedings of the Third European Conference of Iranian
Studies, ii, ed. C. Melville, Wiesbaden 1999, 19-31).
The literary model was but the poets' use of the language, which was far from being uniform. This discrepancy between linguistic and literary norms may
be the very reason for the lack of clarity and the
contradictions in the sources (see the definition of Dan
in LM: zabdn-i fdrsi-i rasmi-i macmul-i imruza "the official Persian language used today"), which makes the
separation of Fdrsi and Dan almost impossible. Paradoxically, however, the lack of a strictly regulated
norm preserved more of the linguistic reality of the
previous periods in comparison with the Arabic grammatical literature which often dealt with an idealised
construct which differed considerably from actual
speech (see K. Versteegh, Landmarks in linguistic thought.
III. The Arabic linguistic tradition, London 1997, 156).
II. The impact of A r a b i c
With a few exceptions (see below, V. Scripts, 2),
all the sources discussed above were written in the
Perso-Arabic script (the earliest manuscript dates from
the beginning of the 10th century, cf. L.P. ElwellSutton, Arabic influences in Persian literature, in EIr, ii,
233-7). It was not only the script that was taken over,
but Arabic became the medium of written expression,
both in administration, science and literature in the
eastern areas (Khurasan and Transoxania) in the first
two centuries after the Muslim conquest. As a consequence, the supreme dominance of the Arabic language and culture almost completely supplanted Persian
in the written medium during this period. Even though
the western part of Iran preserved longer the ancient
culture, as the Pahlaw! writings from the 9th-10th
centuries attest, the knowledge of the "old" language,
that is, Middle Persian, and its insurmountable script
was a privilege of a few. However, Persian was never
abandoned but was allowed to thrive in the spoken
idiom and from the mid-9th century in the East, and
from the end of the 10th century in the West, it
began to regain its position in culture and literature
(cf. IRAN. v. History (a)). Moreover, Persian not only
survived as a spoken idiom, and began to appear
in the written documents, but was also imported
by Muslim conquerors into further eastern areas, unlike the other territories of the caliphate, and a considerable proportion of the Arab population which
had settled in the towns of Iran were assimilated
rapidly. In the subsequent centuries, in Transoxania,
Afghanistan, North India (and later also westwards to
Anatolia), Persian became the main literary language.
But this new literary language, which is called New
Persian and was based on the spoken variety of the
East, showed essentially new characteristics due to the
impact of Arabic and the culture imported by this
language. Despite the Persians' increasing national
identity, Arabic as the language of science became
gradually adopted and cultivated by a growing number of significant scholars of Iranian origin (cf. C.E.
Bosworth, The political and dynastic history of the Iranian
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world (A.D. 1000-1217), in CHIr, v, 4). Contemporaneously, models of Arabic scientific thinking began
to be adapted to Persian. The sphere of literature
adduces a good example of this development: although
Iranians retained and cherished the ancient tradition
in mind and memory, as Firdawsl's Shdh-ndma shows,
Persian poets tried to follow the rules of the Arabic
prosody from the early beginnings of New Persian
poetry, in sharp contrast to the previous literary canons.
As a consequence, the following centuries saw the
infiltration of a large number of Arabic loan words
into New Persian (ca. 30% in the 10th century and
50% in the 12th century: cf. Lazard, Les emprunts arabes
dans la prose persane du Xe au XIP siecle: apercu statistique, in Revue de I'Ecole nationale des langues orientates, ii
[1965], 53-67; CA.A. Sadikf, The Arabic element in Persian,
in EIr, ii, 229-31). As a result, Persian, as a new literary language "appears to have been from the start
a mixed language, based on the Persian dialect but
bearing marked traces of other Iranian dialects and
infiltrated with Arabic words" (Lazard 1975, 597).
This mixed nature of Persian, and the fact that their
language is essentially different from those of their
neighbours, was well known to the Iranians themselves from the start, as evidenced by the first works
in literary sciences (prosody and lexicography), which
made a clear distinction between the Arabic and
Persian letters, words and word formation in most
cases. Moreover, this knowledge subsisted until quite
recently in the native tradition (see "the [fdrsi] language is a mixture of two languages" (murakkab az du
zabdri), written by Habfb Isfahan!, op. cit., preface, 4,
in the 19th century).
III. Classical Persian and its v a r i a n t s
The script, religion and literary models (e.g. the
new system of versification) are the most decisive characteristics which distinguish the period of New Persian
from the previous ones (see also W.B. Henning, Die
Schrift als Symbol der Einheit des Mitteliranischen, in
Mitteliranisch, Hdb. d. Or., I, iv, Iranistik, Linguistik,
Leiden-Koln 1958, 21). Despite its bewildering variety at the outset—Khurasan and Sfstan especially displayed markedly distinctive features—New Persian
appears to have become a surprisingly "unified" literary language after the 13th century (Lazard 1963,
23-4) and continued to be regarded as such during
the subsequent centuries, as the common name Pars!
indicates. But this was an apparent homogeneity which
might be attributed to at least two main factors: the
highly conservative script, which remained practically
unchanged over the last thousand years, and the prestige of Classical Persian literature. Due to its Semitic
character, the Arabic script by its very nature disguised changes in the pronunciation of words or in
the meaning in most cases of the grammatical morphemes, giving the impression of a static language
situation. On the other hand, the general respect and
admiration surrounding the classical literature, especially poetry, helped keep the language of the classical authors alive for centuries until fairly recently.
It does not mean, however, that men of letters and
scholars were or are not aware how significantly speech
and writing differ in Persian (see, for instance, P.N.
Khanlarf, %aban u la/id^a, in Dar bdra-i zabdn-i fdrsi,
Tehran 1340/1961, 75-85; M.R. Batinl, Tawsif-i
sdkhtimdn-i dastur-i zabdn-i fdrsi, Tehran 1348/1969,
11; CA.A. Sadikf, ^abdn-i fdrsi wa gunahd-i mukhtalif-i
an, in Farhang u zindagi, ii [1349/1970], 61-6;
T. Wahfdiyan, Dastur-i zabdn-i fdmiydna-i fdrsi, Tehran
1343/1964). However, the first attempts to include
linguistic expressions closer to the colloquial style in

text and grammar books (e.g. Sadiki, and Gh. Arzhang,
Dastur, Sdl-i duwwum, Tehran 2535/1976) were received
with sharp criticism at first (see M.S. Mawla'i, in
Taghmd, xxx [2536/1977], 245-51), though it was common experience that the characteristic features of classical and modern standards, even the least formal or
vulgar forms, could appear in literature either intermingled in the same work or clearly distinguished.
This might also explain why the language is simply
called Fdrsi, that is, "Persian" implying all the variants. The differences between the diachronic ("les
formes anciennes" Lazard 1989, 288) and synchronic
variants (formal and colloquial standards, local usage
or the new literary standards like Tddjiki and Afghan
Dari) in phonology, grammar and vocabulary came
to be described by linguists, although much remains
to be done. It must be emphasised, however, that the
apparent variations in the grammar of Persian do not
always reflect ongoing changes in the language but
rather the standardisation process of the literary language. As the formation of the Classical Persian literary language clearly testifies, dialectal or colloquial
forms may have disappeared or become incorporated
in the written language, occasionally or else in varying degrees, depending on the literary genre. Poetry,
for instance, preserved more of the earlier archaic
forms, supposedly due to the' requirements of prosody,
while prose displayed considerable variation in the
same genre (see, for instance, the early tafsirs, in
Jeremias, Some grammatical problems of early New Persian
syntax, in Proceedings of the second European conference of
Iranian studies, Rome 1995, 325-34). This linguistic
diversity was occasionally associated with divergent
stylistic values. For instance, some recurrent patterns
could be classified either as archaic, dialectal or colloquial or as social variants. This was mainly due to
the lack of a firmly established linguistic norm based
on a highly respected canon such as the Kur'an in
Arabic, on the basis of which the grammar of the
language might have been worked out. Paradoxically,
this diversity inside Classical Persian or between classical and modern usage, and the maintenance of the
classical literary norm, causes difficulties in defining
stages in the linguistic history of Persian (see A.V.
Rossi, Sprachiibergdnge und historische Ubergdnge in der iranischen Literatur, in Transition periods in Iranian history, Studia
Iranica, Cahier 5, 1987).
IV. M o d e r n Persian: spoken and w r i t t e n
variants
This phenomenon gives a special status to Persian:
the fact that even today, native speakers can understand (though not always in the strictly linguistic sense
of the word) ancient texts, and by reading and memorising them they become acquainted with some
grammatical characteristics of the ancient language,
sometimes dating from a thousand years back. The
message of the novels or poems written occasionally
(not typically) by modern authors in the style of the
ancient language seems to be fully understood (see,
for instance, Parizdd u Parimdn by Sadik Cubak in the
collection of short stories, Cardgh-i dkhir, Tehran 1948).
In these literary works, the ancient language is imitated by using "classicising" grammatical archaisms
like obsolete prepositions or verbal forms. The maintenance of this very formal style as a literary norm
has been backed by social institutions: this language
was taught in school as the norm of Persian. The
same divergence between the newly-arising spoken
variant and its acceptance as a literary (written) standard is likely to have existed throughout the modern
period, which makes it almost impossible to tell the
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exact point in time of the beginnings. But Modern
Persian, as it appears today, is distinctly different from
the classical language, displaying also a wide range
of social, dialectal, diachronic and stylistic variations,
which are consciously used by authors in most cases.
Style, therefore, seems to be the most essential factor
in the definition of Modern Persian (see C.T. Hodge,
Some aspects of Persian style, in Language, xxxiii [1957],
355-69).
The crucial question is, therefore, in what sense
the term Modern Persian is used. It is generally linked
with the spoken dialect of Tehran (see IRAN, vii,
Literature; J. Towhidi, Studies in the phonetics and phonology of Modern Persian, Hamburg 1974; Peysikov 1960;
Wahldiyan 1964; etc.). This view is a consequence of
the periodisation which marks the beginning of the
modern period with the rule of the Kadjar dynasty,
with the capital Tehran as a centre from the 19th
century onwards. It must be emphasised, however,
that, on the one hand, certain typical characteristics
of Modern Persian's formal and informal standards
began to appear centuries earlier in the written literature and, on the other, some typical colloquialisms
can be traced back in other local dialects as well.
That is, not all the typical features of Modern Persian
can be restricted topographically to Tehran and
chronologically to the 19th century, though there are
many belonging to them. For instance, from the 15th
century on, a set of "archaisms" (e.g. the verbal prefixes harm- instead of mi- or hi- with past forms such
as bi-guft and certain preposition like fard, furu or the
combination of the pre- and postposition mar. . . . rd,
etc.) were gathered in a separate chapter and labelled
as embellishment (zinat, tahsiri) by native lexicographers
(Lughat-i Ni'mat Allah; FD}; BK; FR), clearly indicating
their archaic character. Similar lists were repeated
time and again until recent times in native lexicography and grammar (see c Abd al-Wasic Hansawl;
IrawanI) as well. This shows that native scholars came
to realise that grammatical forms such as certain
prepositions or verbal forms, abundantly used in
ancient texts, had ceased to belong to living usage.
They became obsolete and served only as a "decoration" of style for their age (see Telegdi 1955, 134
n. 133; M. Bakir, Bd-i zmat bar sar-i ficl ("The ornamental verbal prefix bi-"), in MDATeh, viii [1961], 110; Jeremias 1993, 63, 1997, 183). Similarly, in some
of the earliest descriptions of Persian in the West—
though not in all of them—the verbal morpheme biprefixed to simple past forms was characterised as
redundant or pleonastic (W. Jones, A grammar of the
Persian language, ''London 1828, 49; J. Platts, A grammar of the Persian language, London 1894, 174; C.
Salemann and V. Shukovski [Zukovskiy], Persische
Grammatik, Berlin 1889, 60). Beyond doubt, these grammars were intended to describe the language of the
Classical texts, but occasionally hints were made at
the living usage, which might have differed from the
classical forms in many ways. Early evidence for this
may be the first collections of Persian and non-Persian
spoken local dialects from the last century. Zukovskiy,
one of the first dialectologists of Persian patois, immediately recognised the richness of the non-standard
Persian local varieties during his first field trip (188386) along the Tehran-Shlraz-Isfahan route. In his
materials of Persian and non-Persian dialects, and in
those of his later followers such as O. Mann (19013, 1906-7), K. Hadank and A. Christensen, a set of
characteristic features which are the same or similar
to those of the spoken (colloquial) language of Tehran
appears. See some examples from the phonology and
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morphology: (a) aj\r > u, o (Zukovskiy, Materialldlya
i^uceniya persidskikh nareciy, i, St. Petersburg, 1888, 212;
V.W. Geiger, Kleinere Dialekte und Dialektgruppen, in GIPh,
i, 2, 357, 422; K. Hadank, Die Mundarten von Khunsdr. . .,
in Kurdisch-Persische Forschungen, 1926, iii, 1, XXXIX;
A. Christensen, Iranische Dialektaufeeichnungen aus dem
Machlass von F.C. Andreas, zusammen mit Kaj Barr und
W.B. Henning, in Abhandl. Gottingen, Phil.-Hist. Kl.,
Dritte Folge, Nr. 11, 1939, 15; Lambton, Three Persian
dialects, London 1938, 44; O.I. Smirnova, Isfakhanskiy
govor, Moscow 1978, 13); (b) the colloquial variations
of the verbal personal affixes in Sing. 3. -ad > -e
(-i, -e, etc.) (Geiger in GIPh, 411; Mann, Die Mundart
der Mukri Kurden, in Kurdisch-Persische Forschungen, iv, III,
1, 1906, LXXV; idem, Die Tdjik-Mundarten der Proving
Pars, in KPF, i, 1909, 24; Christensen, op. at., 267),
in PI. 2. -id > -in, -i(t) and in PL 3. -and > -an, -in
(Mann, op. at., 1909, 25); (c) the progressive verbal
forms constructed with the auxiliary ddshtan collected
in Isfahan in 1885 (see Zukovskiy, Osobennoe znacenie
glagola ddshtan v persidskom razgovornomyazlke, in ^VORAO
iii [1888], 376-77; A.Z. Rozenfel'd, VospomogateVnaya
funktsiya glagola ddshtan v sovremennom persidskom ya&ke,
in Sovetskoe Vostokovedemye, v ([1948], 305-310) and also
used in the Central dialects and Mazandaram (see
the bibl. in Jeremias, On the genesis of the periphrastic
progressive in Iranian languages, in Medioiranica [1993], 104
n. 10); (d) colloquialisms in the nominal morphology:
the omission of the iddfa vowel (Zukovskiy, 1888, 214)
or the determinative morpheme, the stressed suffix
-d ~ d(h), -e (Hadank, op at., 10-13, Christensen,
op. cit., 42), etc.
This selection of the relevant features seem to support the opinion that some essential characteristics of
Modern Persian, both its literary written form (farsii kitdbi) and its oral variants (fdrsi-i muhdwara'i}, must
have existed centuries earlier. Its modern descriptions,
however, are primarily based on the usage as it is
written and spoken in Tehran (fdrsi-i cdmiydnd), the
present capital of Iran, which is becoming the common spoken standard all over Iran through the modern mass media (cf. Lazard 1989, 289; Pisowicz, 9).
V. S c r i p t s
1. Perso-Arabic script
New Persian, including its chronological and dialectal variants used in Iran, Afghanistan and Central
Asia (except Tadjik! [q.v.}} in the 20th century), since
the Islamic conquest has been written predominantly
with the Arabic script augmented with four modified
letters for denoting peculiar Persian phonemes (p o,
ch 0, zh 3, g £) which do not exist in Arabic. These
"Persian letters" were created from their nearest equivalent letters (b ^, j £, z j, k J), and both series continued to be used in the manuscript tradition until
the 12th century and beyond (for the details of adaptation from the time of Sibawayhi (8th century [q.v.])
see P. Horn, Neupersische Schriftsprache, in GIPh, i/2, 12;
Lazard 1963, passim; F. Meier, Aussprachefragen des
dlteren neupersisch, in Oriens, xxvii-xxviii (1981), 71;
Khanlarf, Wayi-i s±icr-i fdrsi, Tehran 1354/1975, 117,
etc.). The Arabic writing being a Semitic, consonantal alphabet, it was not designed for an Indo-European
language like Persian, consisting as it did only of consonantal signs (harf) representing the semantic load
whereas, in Persian, consonants and vowels are of
equal value. In this system vowels are represented
only partially and in various ways: by consonantal letters, orthographic devices and superscript signs. In the
script, therefore, there is no one-to-one correspondence between graphemes and phonemes (e.g. the
geminated consonants are written with one harf with
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the superscript sign called tashdid as hm3m = hammam
"bath" in most cases), although there is a regularity
in denoting or omitting certain phonemes. The
Persians, while having for the most part, adapted the
letters and the principles of the Arabic writing, developed innovations in order to denote the peculiarities
of the Persian language. In the Semitic system, three
letters (har/s), alif, yd3 and wdw are used to mark long
vowels a, i, u and the sequences ay, aw (traditionally
called diphthongs), whereas short vowels remain normally unwritten. Exceptions are the word intial and
word final positions: word initial short vowels (a, i, it)
are represented graphically by the letter alif and their
long equivalents with alif and the corresponding harjs
(yd' or wdw). Furthermore, the letter alif is the sign
of the glottal stop which is practically used as an
orthographic device following the principles of the
Arabic (Semitic) orthography which do not allow a
syllable to start with vowels, and do not allow a
sequence of two vowels (cf. G. Endress, Die arabische
Schrift, in Grundriss der arabischen Philologie, i, ed. W.
Fischer, Wiesbaden 1982, 165-97), e.g. 3knwn = aknun
"now", 'ft*dan = uftddan "to fall" and 3sfh3n = isfahdn
"Isfahan", 3w = u "he/she" and 'yr'n = Iran "Iran".
Initial long a is rendered with alif surmounted by the
superscript sign madd \.
The Perso-Arabic script gradually developed a special system of denoting word final short vowels (a, i,
u in the Classical Persian transcription system and e,
0 in the Modern system) by the "silent" letters (baydn1 haraka), e.g. hd3: s^htfmh = Shdh-ndma, kh = ki (in
ancient texts also written as ky, k) and wdw, e.g. dw
= du "two" and tw = tu "you", but tr3 = tu-rd "you
(ace.)". Historically short vowels (a, i, u) can be denoted
optionally in all positions by superscript signs (zabar
or zebar in Modern Persian) = Ar. fatha, &r = Ar.
kasra and pish = Ar. damma). In ancient manuscripts,
the early classical long vowels (maajhul) e and 0 were
distinguished occasionally by special superscript signs
on the letters yd' and wdw (e.g. Codex Vindobonensis,
ed. F.R. Seligmann, Vienna 1859, and Bukharan
Jewish-Persian texts, cf. Horn, in GIPh, i/2, 33; the
Lahore Tqfsir (maajhul e), cf. MacKenzie, The vocabularly of the Lahore Tqfsir, in Iran and Islam. In memory of
the late Vladimir Minorsky, 419 n. 7; and see further
Meier 1981, 86, and Windfuhr 1979, 150). The
orthography of alif and hamza representing phonemes
or serving as orthographical devices display intricate
problems both in Arabic and Persian. The complexity or sometimes confusion in their description can
be ascribed to the double adaptation (first of the
Nabatean Aramaic writing to Arabic in the late 7th
century, then the Arabic script to Persian) and to its
relatively late standardisation. Its orthography was not
yet fixed in the 9th century (see Endress, 189). A
Persian characteristic of the orthography is that hamza,
the sign of the glottal stop in Arabic, does not necessarily appear as a separate letter, but it is used as
a hiatus symbol (Windfuhr 1979, 139) on syllabic or
morphene boundaries (there is a disagreement on this
point; see HAMZA; Lazard 1957 = 1992, 48; Windfuhr
1987, 527). The Arabic loans, however, can follow or
disregard the rules of the classical Arabic orthography (e.g. the vocalic restriction rules) according to
registers and contexts where they appear.
The Perso-Arabic script, which is written from right
to left, contains 32 letters: 28 letters are taken over
from Arabic plus four special Persian letters supplied
with three dots. But not all the letters distinguish
phonemes in Persian (see below, iii. Phonology). These
letters (allographs) came mainly, but not exclusively

through Arabic loan words, e.g. i, J#, & = /z/, c*, ^>
= /s/, J» = A/, fa j = /gh/, ^ = /h/, I, ^ = ' (or
zero). Some of these letters (o, i, ^, J», ^ and j) do
occur in words of Persian origin due to various reasons, e.g. as reflexes of earlier linguistic periods
or the unfixed and wavering orthography (see, for
instance, padhiruftan, in Modern Persian pronunciation
paziroftan, Tahmurath vs. Tahmuras/Tahmurat, sad or sad
"hundred", Tihrdn or Tihrdn "Tehran" (see Horn, in
GIPh, 12; Meier 1981, 105). The digraph khVkh v
(— /kh/) is a remnant of the archaic spelling of a
labialised fricative (Pisowicz, 121). Ancient manuscripts
show sporadically the spellings of the early New Persian
period. E.g. the triple-dotted letter Ja3 (J 6) denoted
the postvocalic spirant labiodental /v/ (see also some
sparse examples in word-initial position in Lazard
1963, 137-8; idem, 1989, 264; Meier 1981, 72;
Pisowicz, 119), and the dotted da I (i) denoted the spirant pronunciation of the postvocalic d (commonly
transcribed with the Greek letter 8) in words of Persian
origin (see the wavering manuscript tradition in Meier
1981, 105). While the letter Jd3 was abandoned early,
the use of the letter i, which appears to have been
more widespread (except in Transoxania, Balkh and
Ghazna, see Shams-i Kays, 221), continued to be preserved through the old poets' practice of selecting
rhyme long after its disappearance from the living
usage (ca. 13th century, see Rempis, in Lazard 1963,
144, n. 1). This phenomenon was included in the traditional lexicography as "the rule of dhdl and zdl"
until the 19th century (see Shams-i Kays, 254-6; BK,
21; Irawam, fol. 6b; cf. Lazard 1963, 143; Meier 103,
111; Pisowicz, 107). Some words have preserved the
archaic spelling, but the pronunciation of this letter has
merged with /z/ in Modern Persian, e.g. in paziroftan.
The first attempts to put Persian texts into Arabic
script originate from the 9th century. After some fluctuation and instability (see Meier 1981; Lazard 1963,
4) a standard system of script appears to have developed by the 12th century and has remained almost
unchanged until recently. The lack of punctuation and
capital letters, the disguised pronunciation and an
apparent inconsistency in the orthography of certain
words and compounds can cause considerable difficulties in reading Persian texts. Although in the most
recent period there are some attempts to improve
orthography, this question is far from being settled
(see Windfuhr 1979, 150).
For the various styles of handwriting, see KHATT. ii.
2. .Non-Arabic scripts used for New Persian texts (for a
summary, see Meier, 88-9; Lazard 1989, 264-5)
(a) Hebrew characters have been used from the 8th
century onwards by Jewish communities to denote
their own dialect called Judaeo-Persian [q.v.], related
very closely to the southern dialect of early New
Persian.
(b) An undated bilingual Psalm-fragment written by
Christians in New Persian with Syriac characters has
been preserved in the materials found in Chinese
Turkestan (see F.W.K. Miiller, Ein syrisch-neupersisches
Psalmenbruchstiick aus Chinesisch-Turkestan, in Festschrift
Eduard Sachau, ed. G. Weil, Berlin 1915, 215-22;
W. Sundermann, Einige Bemerkungen zum syrisch-neupersischen Psalmenbruchstiick aus Chinesisch-Turkestan, in
Memorial Jean de Menasce, ed. Ph. Gignoux et A.
Tafazzoli, Louvain 1974, 441-52).
(c) Among the fragments written in Manichean
script there are also some New Persian texts (see
M. Boyce, A catalogue of the Iranian manuscripts in
Manichean script in the German Turfan collection, Berlin
1960, 150; W.B. Henning, Persian poetical manuscripts
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from the time of Rudaki, in A locust's leg. Studies in honour of S.H. Taqizadeh, London 1962, 89-104).
(d) Religious writings and a fragmentary dictionary
were written by Armenian Christians in their own
script in the 15th century (see Pisowicz, 76).
(e) The Latin script was used by travellers and missionaries to describe Persian texts for centuries, the
supposedly oldest one in the Codex Cumanicus written
in the 13th century (see D. Monchi-zadeh, Das Persische
im Codex Comanicus, Uppsala 1969; A. Bodrogligeti, The
Persian vocabulary of the Codex Cumanicus, Budapest 1971;
Pisowicz, 73 fT.). Glosses, grammars and vocabularies
compiled especially for practical purposes, can be
found abundantly from the 16th-17th centuries onwards
(see P. Orsatti, Sistema di transcri&one e fonetica neopersiana nel Dictionarium Latino-Persicum di P. Ignazio di Gesu,
in AIUON, xliv [1984], 41-81; Jeremias, Grammatical
rule and standard in the first Persian grammars written in
Latin (XVIIth c.), in Italia ed Europa nella linguistica del
Rinascimento, ed. M. Tavoni, Ferrara 1996, 569-80).
Though these texts can give some useful information
on the pronuncation of Persian, as a whole they must
be regarded as unreliable sources osn crucial points
of the history of Persian phonology (see Pisowicz, 79).
(f) Apart from modern Tdajiki the Cyrillic alphabet was used by a Russian traveller in his account
of his journeyings, to denote some Persian words in
the 15th century (see Pisowicz, 79).
iii. Phonology, grammar, word formation and vocabulary
I. G e n e r a l i t i e s
In spite of its apparent homogeneity owing to many
factors, New Persian of the Muslim period underwent
profound changes affecting all levels of grammar and
vocabulary. The distinction, therefore, between the
various stages of Persian is necessary, but, as the periodisation indicated (see above, i), it cannot easily be
made. There are two main approaches to the description of linguistic phenomena in Iranian studies. Diachronic or historical studies trace the changes that
took place between various phases, while synchronic
description is concerned with the Persian used at a
given time. But while Modern Persian can be described
on the basis of its present use, the synchronic description of Classical Persian can only be carried out with
limitations due to the absence of a standardised
Classical Persian. Otherwise comparisons can be made
between the language style used by Firdawsl (10th c.),
Bayhakl ( l l t h c.), Nizaml (12th c.), Sacdl (13th c.) or
Djaml (15th c.), etc. Their varieties of Classical Persian
share a set of common features but they also differ
inasmuch as they display different language forms. In
linguistic studies, the dominance of the diachronic
approach is clearly felt, whereas synchronic studies
have only recently begun to emerge.
II. P h o n o l o g y
The phonemic status and the exact phonetic characterisation of Persian sounds can be established with
certainty for the most recent period; the following
analysis therefore starts with formal Modern Persian
and aims to identify the characteristic features of the
previous phases in comparison with it (cf. Windfuhr
1979, 7; Lazard 1989, 265; Pisowicz, 9).
The sound system of the formal Modern Persian
consists of 6 vowels and 24 consonants. There is,
however, a considerable disagreement on the phonemic status of certain phonetic sequences or the conditioned and optional allophonic variations, which can
reduce or increase the number of phonemes depending on the currently applied theory of analysis
or the register examined. The phonemic status of the
glottal stop or that of the sequences [ei] and [ou]
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(traditionally called diphthongs) are such variables.
The six vowels of Modern Persian are the front
/i/, /e/, /a/ and the back /u/, /o/, /a/ articulated
with a high /i, u/, a mid /e, o/ or a low /a, a/
(or, according to others, with high, mid-high and
mid-) tongue position. Historically there was a phonological opposition between long and short vowels in
Classical Persian (/a/ - /a/, /I/ - /i/, /u/ - /u/),
but length ceased to be a phonemic characteristic in
the modern period (/a/ - /a/, /i/ - /e/, /u/ /o/), although it has been retained in certain positions as a redundant phonetic property. Therefore d,
i, u are occasionally distinguished as long or "stable
vowels" (d, i, u) vs. short or "instable ones" (a, e, o)
in the descriptions of Modern Persian (cf. Lazard
1989, 265). The diphthongs [ei] and [ou] occurring
within one word are commonly analysed as the combination of two phonemes, a vowel and a consonant
/e/ + /y/ and /o/ + /w/ in Modern Persian (see
the summary, including the history of the monophonemic interpretation, in Windfuhr 1979, 137-8,
Pisowicz, 22-7 and Lazard 1989, 265). The biphonemic interpretation of the sequence /ow/ entails the
postulation of a phoneme /w/ in Modern Persian (cf.
the phonemic inventory in Classical Persian), which
appears in a certain style with a limited distribution,
after /o/ and in word final position (see Pisowicz, 24).
As for the distribution of vowels, there is no restriction except for the final position: there is no final
/a/ (see Classical Persian final /a/ > /e/) except in
two words (na "non-", va "and") and /o/ occurs rarely
(see the studies on experimental phonetics in Lazard
1970, 67; esp. S.G. Gaprindasvili and Dj.S. Giunasvili,
Fonetika persidskogo ya^lka, Tbilisi 1964, i; J. Towhidi,
Studies in the phonetics and phonology of Modern Persian,
Forum Phoneticum 2, Hamburg 1974).
The most significant characteristics of the phonological development in New Persian are the loss of
contrast between long and short vowels and the lowering of the historically short high vowels /i/ > /e/,
and /u/ > /o/. Early Classical Persian contained two
more long vowels /e/, /6/, which merged with /I/
and / u / by the Classical period (see F. Meier,
Aussprachefragen des dlteren Neupersisch, in Oriens, xxviixxviii [1981], 70-176), but were preserved by the rules
of classical rhyming long after their disappearance
from living use. For allophonic variations and fluctuations in vowels, see M. Shaki, The problem of the vowel
phonemes in the Persian language, in ArO, xxv [1957], 4555; Pisowicz, 13-16; Lazard, A grammar of contemporary
Persian, Costa Mesa 1992, 19-22.
The consonants of Modern Persian include the
voiceless and voiced plosives and affricates /p/, /t/,
/c/, /k/, /q/, /Y, /b/, /d/, /j/, /g/, the voiceless
and voiced fricatives /f/, /s/, /s/, /x/, /h/, /v/,
/z/, /z/, the nasals /m/, /n/, the liquids /!/, /r/
and the semivowels /w/, /y/. (See the transcription:
/q/ = k, /}/ = $, /s/ - s±, /x/ - M, /z/ = zh, [y]
= gh.) The phoneme /q/ represents three conditioned
allophones, the uvular voiceless plosive [q] in the
(absolute) initial position (kdnun [qanun] "law" or in
the medial geminate sequence (bakkdl [baqqal] "grocer"), the voiced fricative [y] in intervocalic position
(makdle [mayale] "study") or in certain consonant clusters (taghyir [tayyir] 'change') and the uvular voiced
plosive [G] after /n/. There is, however, a disagreement about the place of /q/ in the system of
phonemes, whether it is a plosive /q/ or fricative
/y/, due to its considerable fluctuations in pronunciation (see the details in Pisowicz, 42-7).
The occurrence of the glottal stop /Y as a separate
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phoneme is restricted to certain medial and final
positions before and after consonants in careful speech
represented with the letter cqyn and the signs ham^a
or alef, such as ma'lum/m&'lum "known", al-'dn/a^an
"now" or robc /robb 5 "quarter". It can also occur in
intervocalic position in words of Arabic origin in place
of the genuine cayn as in scfat /sa'at "hour". Its rise
was due to the impact of two separate Arabic
phonemes /Y and / / transmitted by loans, but the
pronunciation of the Arabic voiced pharyngeal /Y
merged entirely with the glottal stop. The phonemicity
of the initial glottal stop is questioned (cf. Pisowicz,
50-1). Besides, there is a non-phonemic indigenous
glottal articulation represented by the signs hamza or
alef (which may have helped the incorporation of the
glottal stop of Arabic origin into Persian), e.g. in a
vocalic onset before any initial vowel after a pause
/emruz/ ->• ['emruz] "today", before any internal
vowel preceded by a vowel /paiz/ ->• [pa'iz] "autumn"
or at a morpheme boundary between vowels /biaram/ -> [bi'aram] "restless". In various registers of
Modern Persian the glottal stop can alternate with
zero (hiatus) or an intrusive element like the glide y
(rarely w or h), e.g. /xaen/ -> [xa'en] ~ [xayen] "traitor" or /xane-i/ -> [xane'i] ~ [xaneyi] "a house",
except when the glottal stop represents an etymological pharyngeal spirant. The latter can be replaced
by a hiatus, but never by a glide, e.g. scfat /sa'at/
-+ [saat] (Pisowicz, 49). In general, its appearance or
disappearance, occasionally with a compensatory
lengthening of the preceding vowel or, more rarely,
consonant (/ma'lum/ ~> [ma:lum], /daPe/ "*• [daffe]),
or substitution by an intrusive element can vary according to register under certain conditions (see the details
in Windfuhr 1979, 139-40; Pisowicz, 20-2, 47-51;
Lazard 1992, 11-4, 31-4). In the spoken register, the
glottal stop does not exist at all (Lazard 1992, 12),
but according to others it is pronounced at a morpheme boundary after a consonant before the following vowel in all styles (see [mano] "I and . . ." vs.
[man'o] "prohibition and . . ." in Pisowicz, 48). For
other characteristics of the colloquial style such as
assimilation, contraction, the dropping of /z's, etc. see
Hodge 1957; E. Provasi, Some notes on Tehrani Persian
phonology, in Iranica, ed. Gh. Gnoli and A.V. Rossi,
Naples 1979, 257-80; Pisowicz, 57-8; Lazard 1992,
passim. On the impact of Arabic loans, see Ali-Ashraf
Sadeghi, L'influence de I'arabe sur le systeme phonologique du
person, in La lingaistique, ii (1975), 145-52.
Characteristic of Classical Persian is the full phonemic status of the semivowel /w/ with the labiodental fricative [v] as an allophone (preserved in Afghan
Dari, cf. Farhadi, 37-8). The reconstruction of phoneme
/w/ for the early Classical Persian and the fact that
there is no initial cluster in Persian (see syllable structure) make the postulation of the phoneme /x w / plausible. But the labial articulation disappeared gradually
(/xV > /x/) with an accompanying labialisation of
the following short vowel (/xvvas/ > Mod. Pers. /xos/
"happy", but /x w astan/ > Mod. Pers. /xastan/ "to
wish"), while the archaic spelling has been retained
(cf. Meier, 75; Pisowicz, 121). Another characteristic
of Classical Persian is that /q/ and /y/ were separate phonemes, as they still are in certain modern
dialects, such as Tadjik!. Another remarkable feature
is the distinct spellings of certain allophones, such as
the labiodental fricative [v] (written with the tripledotted f ) , the spirant pronunciation of the phoneme
/d/ in intervocalic or final postvocalic positions [5]
(written with the dotted d), originally a dialectal feature in central and southern Iran in early Classical

Persian. The former disappeared early, but the latter
seems to have been in use until the 13th century, as
the spellings of the ancient manuscripts testify. The
fluctuations of dialectal origin such as b ~ f (abzar afzar) or b ~ w (nabard - naward) are also attested in
manuscripts (cf. Lazard 1963, 137 and passim).
The syllable structures are V, CV, VC, CVC, VCC
and CVCC, if initial glottal stop is disregarded. But
their types are CV, CVC and CVCC if it is regarded
as a separate phoneme. There are no genuine clusters in initial position in New Persian. Old and Middle
Persian initial clusters were replaced by syllables containing prothetic or anathyptic vowels (Middle Persian
sped > Classical Persian isped or siped I sifed > Modern
Persian sefid "white"). For details, see J. Kramsky, A
study in the phonology of Modern Persian, in ArO, xi [1939],
66-83; C.T. Scott, Syllable structure in Tehran Persian, in
Anthropological Linguistics, v [1964], 27-30; Windfuhr
1979, 143-4; Lazard 1989, 266.
Stress in Modern Persian is expiratory and nonphonemic. In general it falls on the final syllable of
non-verbal forms (nouns, adjectives, adverbs). Certain
conjunctions, adverbs and particles have initial stress,
such as vdli "but", dri "yes", ayd "whether", etc. Nouns
(incl. infinitives, participles or verbal nouns) retain
their final stress if the following suffixes are attached
to them: the indefinite marker -i, the object suffix
-rd, the connecting vowel of the idafa -e, the conjunction -o "and", ham "also" or one of the pronominal clitics -am, -at, -ash, -man, -tan, -shdn or, one of
the clitical forms of the verb "to be" -am, -i, ast, im, -i, -and). By contrast, the plural markers -ha and
-an carry the stress (ketdb-hd "books", zan-dn "women")
and forms in apostrophe (vocative) preserve an archaic
initial stress (pedar (voc.) vs. peddr (nom.) "father". On
the other hand, all verbal forms have non-final stress
(except for the form of the 3rd person singular in the
simple past, which carries the stress on the final syllable, e.g. kharid "he bought"). It may fall on the stem
(kharid-am "I bought"), on the verbal prefixes (mi-kharam "I am buying/I buy", be-khar-am "[that] I buy"),
on the preverbs (bar mi-andaz-ad "he abolishes") or on
the nominal part of the verbal phrase (hdrf mi-^an-am
"I am speaking/I speak"). The verbal prefixes of negation or prohibition (na-, ne-, ma-) are always stressed
(nemi-khar-am "I am not buying/I do not buy", nakharid-am "I did not buy", md-khar "don't buy"). In
true compounds or in compound nominal phrases, a
secondary (weaker) stress may occur on the first nominal part in addition to the main or primary stress,
e.g. dtes-pardst "fire-worshipper", ketdb-e peddr "the
father's book".
As the examples attest, stress is relatively fixed in
words and phrases. However, it may be weakened,
shifted or completely disappear according to the
speaker's purport, if there is emphasis upon one segment, e.g. hdrf mi-^an-am vs. harf mi-^an-am.
In a typical sentence, the primary stress falls on
the last syntagm, which is normally a verb or verbal
phrase. At the beginning, a conjunction, an adverb
or a vocative may appear with initial accent followed
by nominal phrases with final or nearly final accent.
Affirmative sentences have a falling intonation, but in
interrogative sentences the pitch rises.
Although stress is non-phonemic, certain phonemic
sequences may appear as contrasting minimal pairs,
such as mdhi "fish" vs. mdh-i "a moon" or shah-i "kingship" vs. shah-i "a king", but this contrast as a distinctive feature does not exist in the lexicon (cf. mdhi
- mdh, shdhi - shah/. In colloquial Persian there are
several such minimal pairs originated from contracted
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forms, e.g. khariddm (< kharide am) "I have bought"
vs. kharid-am "I bought".
For further details, see M. Lucidi, L'accento ml persiano moderno, in Ricerche linguistiche, ii [1951], 108-40;
G.E. Nye, The phonemes and morphemes of Modern Persian:
a descriptive study., Doct. Diss. Series no. 11, Ann Arbor
1955; Ch.A. Ferguson, Word stress in Persian, in Language,
xxxiii [1957], 123-35; Towhidi 1974; Windfuhr 1979,
144-9; Lazard 1970, 67-8; 1992, 37-46; 1989, 266-7.
III. The p r o b l e m s of t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n and
transcription
Persian script disguises pronunciation, therefore a
certain extent of interpretation in transcription with
Latin (or Cyrillic, etc.) characters is necessary. More
than one system has been conceived representing historical, etymological or stylistic factors. For instance,
the differences between the phonological inventories
of Classical and Modern Persian appear to be so
essential that they may be represented by different
systems of transcription. See the transcription of
Classical Persian phonemes: a, i, it, (e, d), a, i, u, p,
t (or /), c, k, k (or q), } (or c), b, d, aj, g, /, s (or s, s
= Arabic th), sh, kh, khl(, h (or h), z (or £, i = Arabic
dh), zh, gh, m, n, I, r, w, y, and that of Modern Persian:
d, i, u, a, e, o, p, t, c, k, k (or q, gh), ' (or c), b, d, dj_,
g, f, s (or s, s), sh, kh (or kh11), h (or h), v, z (or z, i,
Z), zh, m, n, I, r, w, y. The transcription of Classical
texts according to modern pronunciation is also justified because that is the way they are read today.
For practical reasons, however, here the transcription
of titles, names or grammatical terms follows the system
used throughout in the El which represents Classical
Persian consonants in an Arabicised form reflecting
the written forms closely (e.g. idafa, but Class. Pers.
izafa, Mod. Pers. ezafe). Occasionally, Modern Persian
pronunciation is indicated as well. Archaic and dialectal spellings (except for the digraph kh"'} are omitted
and the morphological structures in the examples are
phonemically represented, which means that non-etymological glides or intrusive elements (e.g. khdna-i ua
house" in Classical Persian or khdne-i in Modern
Persian) or aphaeresis (e.g. ddnesdju ast > ddnesdj_u-st
"he/she is a student"), etc., normally remain unwritten.
IV. G r a m m a r : morphology and s y n t a x
In this section, first a formal classification of word
classes will be given with occasional references to their
occurrences in smaller and larger grammatical units
(words, phrases) and then to their functional classification in larger constructions (clause, sentences).
1. Verbs and verb phrases (morphology, semantics of
verb forms, colloquial and archaic features, etc.)
The morphology of verbs is clear and transparent,
but their semantics gives rise to considerable difficulties. Verbal forms can consist of either one word or
more than one word and can express a wide range
of grammatical categories like number (singular, plural),
person (first, second, third), tense (present, past, future,
etc.), mood (indicative, conjunctive, imperative), aspectual nuances (imperfect, perfect, progressive, inferential, etc.) and voice (active, passive). Simple verbs have
a clear-cut morphological pattern: the minimal verbal
form consists of a stem and a personal suffix, but the
majority of simple verbs have also a verbal prefix.
These forms are based on two stems, i.e. present (I)
or past (II). Past stems always end in dental plosives
(after vowels, n, r in -d, otherwise in -t) and are derived
from infinitives by dropping the ending -an. Present
stems can be either regular or irregular. The first
group can be obtained from past stems by cutting
-id-, e.g. kharidan "to buy" ->• kharid- (II) -* khar- (I).
Present stems of irregular verbs are to be found in
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vocabulary, e.g. kardan "to do" -* hard- (II), kon- (I)
or didan "to see" -> did- (II), bin- (I). Certain groups
of irregular verbs share certain common features in
deriving their present stems from past stems, e.g.
sdkhtan "to make" -> sdkht- (II), sdz~ (II), gorikhtan "to
flee" -» gorikht- (II), goriz- (I) or farmudan "to order"
—*• farmud- (II), farmdy- (I), sorudan "to sing" ~> sorud(II), saray- (I), etc. (see more details in Lazard 1992,
131-5). Verbal stems can combine with two sets of
personal suffixes: the first set is attached to the forms
based on stem (I): 1. -am, 2. -i, 3. -ad in singular
and 1. -im, 2. -id, 3. -and in plural; the second set
attached to the forms constructed with the stem (II)
is the same except sing. 3rd person (a zero morpheme
0). Complex (called also "compound" or "analytic"
vs. "synthetic") verb forms consisting of more than
one constituent are constructed on certain nominal
forms of the main verb, i.e. the past participle (past
stem + -e, e.g. kharid-e, sdkht-e) or the so-called short
infinitive (which is formally equivalent with the past
stem, e.g. kharid) plus auxiliary verbs like the various
types of the verb "to be" (i.e. the full verb budan, bdsor its clitic forms like -am, -i, ast, -im, -id, -and], kh'astan, kh('dh~ "to wish/will" or sodan, sow- "to become".
The so-called progressive form has a special structure:
both the main verb and the auxiliary (ddstan, ddr- "to
have") are conjugated forms (ddr-ad mi-kon-ad, ddst-0
mi-kard-0, ddste mi-karde ast} and can be separated from
each other by other word(s). The use of this periphrastic progressive is restricted in several ways, e.g.
it can be used only in indicative mood and in affirmative sentences (see for more details, below). The
future tense is expressed with a special morphology
of the auxiliary kh'astan, kh'ah- "to wish" (the present
form of the auxiliary without the verbal prefix miplus the short infinitive of the main verb, e.g. kh'ahad hard "he will do" cf. also the use of kh'astan as a
modal auxiliary, e.g. mi-kh('ah-ad be-kon-ad "he wants
(would like, etc.) to do"). The majority of finite verb
forms have one or two verbal prefix (mi-, be-, na-,
ma-), which may express various meanings like mood,
aspect, negation or prohibition. Their use is partly,
but not wholly, exposed to the stylistic levels of their
context. The verbal prefix mi- (< Classical Persian
harm < Early Classical and Middle Persian hame) occur
with both simple and complex forms constructed on
present and past stems or on past participles: mi-konad, mi-kard-0, mi-karde ast, ddste mi-karde ast. The prefix
be- (< Classical < Middle Persian be-) or its allophonic
variations bi- or bo- are used only with non-indicative forms in Modern Persian, based on the present
stem such as subjunctive present (be-kon-ad) and imperative (be-kon). All simple and complex verb forms in
the indicative are negated with na-. It is prefixed to the
finite forms of simple main verbs (na-kard-0) or to the
participles of complex verbs (na-karde ast, na-karde bude
ast, etc.), except for the future and passive forms where
it is prefixed to the auxiliary (na-kh(dh-ad hard, karde
na-sod-0). In the prohibitive, the prefix na- (na-kon, nakon-id) is used generally, except for very formal (literary) style where ma- (ma-kon, ma-kon-id) appear instead.
Colloquial language does not use ma- at all. The prefixes na- and mi- may be used simultaneously (with
the allophone ne- of the morpheme na- if it is followed by mi-, e.g. ne-mi-kon-ad), but be- and mi-lna-l
ma- may not in Modern Persian (see the different
usage in Classical Persian).
The paradigm of the verb kardan, kon- "to do":
indicative mood: present mi-kon-am "I do, I am doing",
preterite (simple or "aoristic" past) kard-am "I did",
imperfect mi-kard-am "I was doing, I used to do", etc.,
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progressive forms in the present and the past: ddr-am
mi-kon-am "I am (in the act of) doing", ddst-am mihard-am "I was (in the act of) doing", (present) perfect karde-am "I have done", etc., past perfect (or
pluperfect) harde budam "I had done", etc.; there are
three more ("double") complex forms based on the
perfect, mi-karde-am "I have been doing (inferential)",
harde bude-am "I had done" (inferential) and ddste mikardeam "I have been doing" (inferential); periphrastic future
kh'dh-am kard "I will/shall do"; subjunctive mood: present be-kon-am "I may do", "that I do", subjunctive
past harde bds-am "I may have bought", "that I did",
etc.; two imperative forms be-kon "do" (sing.), be-konid (pi.). Nominal forms (traditionally called participles,
or participle adjective, used as modifiers or agential
noun) are based on two stems: nevis-ande (present stem
plus -ande} "writing (adj.), writer" (see nevis-ande-gdn
"writers"), nevest-e (past stem plus -e) "written, writing" (see neveste-hd, neveste-jdt "writings"). Nominal forms
derived from verbs are the full (or long) infinitive kardan which can be used in all functions where a noun
can appear, but the occurence of the short infinite is
strictly limited: apart from future forms it appears
after impersonal expressions only (bdyad raft "one must
go"). The two participles, nevis-ande "writing" or
"writer" based on stem (I) plus -ande and nevest-e (see
above) can be used as verbal adjective, e.g. sdl-e ay ande
"the next (coming) year", or as noun, e.g. neveste-hdye Bahdr "B.'s writings". The participles neveste, karde,
etc., are suggested to have active meaning in modern Persian (see Telegdi, 1961, 186; Humayunfarrukh,
78-9; see also LN neveste = neveste sode) in contrast to
ancient usage in which it was regarded as having passive meaning. A homophone form of the past participle of certain transitive verbs (actually nonfinite
verb forms) has been distinguished by Lazard (gerondif) expressing co-ordinated "circumstantial complementation" on the basis of their differing syntax (see
baste "closed" used as "gerundive" in baste ast "it is
closed" or baste nist "it is not closed" vs. the verbal
form "perfect" like baste ast "he has closed" and nabaste ast "he has not closed" (cf. Lazard 1989, 273,
281; 1992, 168-9; see also ficl-i wasji in HumaT, in
LN, Muqaddima, 120, and Humayunfarrukh, 519).
Similarly, forms derived from present stem with (nonproductive) -an or -a with limited force, e.g. ravdn
"running" or ddnd "learned, wise" are suggested to be
also called "gerund" (see gerondifm Lazard 1989, 273;
idem 1992, 167-8). This distinction itself and the true
nature of these forms, however, remain to be clarified. The participle of obligation or possibility is formed
by the full infinite plus a suffix -i like didan-i "[things
ought] to be seen".
Passive formation: certain verbs can express the
passive with the fully conjugated forms of the auxiliary sodan (or gastan, gardidan in formal style or dmadan
in very formal style and in the classical language)
attached to the past participle of the main verb, e.g.
kharide mi-savad "is being bought", kharide sod "was
bought", kharide sode ast "has been bought", kharide
kH'dh-ad sode "will be bought", kharide savad "be bought"
(subj.), etc. The agent of the action is rarely expressed
by circumlocutions such as be tavassot-e "by (lit. the
intermediation of)", az dast-e "by (lit. by the hand
of)", az taraf-e "on behalf of", "by (lit. from the side
of)", e.g. Hasan az tavassot-e Ahmad koste sod "H. was
killed by Ahmad", etc. The spoken style avoids passive formation. The place of passive forms in the verbal paradigm and the details of its morphology and
semantics, especially those of verbal compound phrases
(locutions) need further investigations (cf. taqsim kard

"he divided (something among some persons)"—taqsim
sod "it was divided (into sg.)", but towiih dad "he
explained (sg.)"—towiih ddde sod "explanation was
given" (on the passive see J.A. Moyne, The so-called
passive in Persian, in Foundations of Language, xii (1974),
249-67).
Note some additional features of verbal morphology: the so-called primary verbs like "to be", "to
exist" or "to have" have a special, sometimes defected
morphology, e.g.: the notion of the substantial verb
is expressed with full forms (a), defective forms (b) or
with clitics (c): a) forms based on bud- (II), bos- (I)
(or its archaic variant bov-} "to be", e.g. indie, present mi-bds-am "I am" (lit.), past bud-am "I wras" (it
never takes the prefix mi- except in hypothetical clauses)
and in present subj. bds-am "may I be, etc.", imperative bos "be" (these two forms never take the prefix
bi-), old optative (used in formulas only) bad or bddd
"may it be!"; hast "exists" (host-am, hast-i, hast, etc.),
in negation nistam, nisti, nist, etc., but it has no infinitive); ddstan "to have" never takes the prefixes mi- and
be- (it may take in certain verbal phrases, e.g. dust
mi-ddram "I love (s.o.)"). For other defective forms of
modal auxiliaries such as kh"'dstan, khu'dh- "to wish,
will", (mi-)bqyest, bdyad (inc. such archaic forms as
(mi-}bdyesti "it is necessary, one must", see Lazard 1992,
137-42. On the other hand, the auxiliary tavdnestan,
tavdn- "can" has a regular conjugation. On the modern usage of auxiliary expressions, see Parwlz Natil
Khanlarf, Dar bdra-i zaban-i farsi, Tehran 1340/1961
(passim]', Batinf, Masd3il-i zabdnshindsi-i nawin, Tehran
1354/1975,'191.
This rather poor inventory of verbal morphology
does not reveal all the underlying semantic distinctions which verb forms can cover. The overlap of
tense and aspect or mood and aspect cause considerable difficulties whose details have not been wholly
explored. In addition, the syntactic realisation of aspect
can be limited by further facts, e.g. by social context
or lexical choice. Therefore, the main oppositions may
differ to some extent in formal and informal standards: the use of the so-called progressive forms, for
instance, can alter aspectual oppositions (on this novelty in colloquial Persian see Salemann and Shukovski,
1888; Rozenfel'd 1948; Lazard 1957, 151 = 1992,
160; K. Kishavarz, Muddric wa mddi-i malmus, in Rdhnamd-yi kitdb, v (1962), 687-94; S. Obolensky, Persian
basic course, Washington 1963, 8, 253; M.R. Batim,
Sdkhtimdn-i dasturi-i zabdn-i farsi, Tehran 1348/1969,
15; Jeremias, Diglossia in Persian, in Acta Linguistica Acad.
Scient. Hung., xxxiv (1983), 280-3). The most essential
points of the semantics of verb forms are as follows:
the present forms mi-kon-am "I do" and be-kon-am "that
I do" (meaning obligation, possibility, etc.) express a
clear opposition of moods between indicative and subjunctive expressed by verbal prefixes (mi-, be-). On the
other hand, mi-kon-am "I do" and ddr-am mi-kon-am "I
am (in act of) doing" are contrasted with reference
to aspect: the first form is unmarked for aspect and
mi- simply indicates indicative, but the periphrastic
construction expresses a progressive ongoing action.
This latter construction is stylistically marked: it occurs
in the written and spoken informal standard only. In
addition, its use is morphologically and also lexically
limited: verbs form two disjoint sets according to their
inherent aspectual properties: those which can appear
in the progressive and those which cannot. The latter group called "stative" or "non-progressive" verbs,
e.g. istddan "to stand", mordan "to die", etc. expresses
the present progressive by means of perfect (nesasteam "I am sitting") and the past progressive by means
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of pluperfect (nesaste budam "I was sitting"). These "stative" verbs have also progressive forms conveying
another modal implication, the so-called "ingressive":
ddr-am mi-nesin-am "I am going to sit down" (cf. SadiklArzang 2535/1976, 40; Wahldiyan, 68). Because of
this restricted use of progressive forms, the present
indicative mi-kon-am can also convey various imperfective (continuous, durative, iterative, progressive, etc.)
values, but in formal Persian only ("I do" or "I am
doing"); in Modern spoken Persian this "aoristic" form
means "I do" only.
The past tense offers a larger scale for expressing
aspectual nuances than the present. The past forms
kard-am "I did" and mi-kard-am "I was doing" convey
distinctions between perfective (traditionally called simple past or "aoristic") and imperfective. Here the verbal prefix mi- can cover various aspectual values, e.g.
continuous, iterative, durative and also progressive in
formal Persian. Similarly to the present forms, informal Persian has an additional form with progressive
value ddst-am mi-kard-am "I was doing" in the past.
This latter verb contrasts with continuous but nonprogressive within imperfective (mi-kard-am) as well as
with non-continuous (perfective) past forms (kard-am).
It means that both mi-kon-am and mi-kard-am can cover
more aspectual values in the formal language than
the same form in the informal register. On the other
hand, mi-kon-am "I do" (and also "I am doing" in
formal Persian) and kard-am "I did" can be in opposition with the perfect karde-am "I have done" which
indicates the present relevance of a past situation (e.g.
ndme-rd neveste-am "I have written the letter"). Note
that this phonological form of the perfect belongs to
the formal language. In the spoken variety, contracted
forms are used like karde-am > kardam with an ultimate stress vs. kard-am in the simple past which has
stress on the stem (cf. stress in (iii) Phonology, above).
The past perfect (called also pluperfect) karde bud-am
"I had done" indicates an anterior event completed
before another action was taking place (vaqt-i ke Hasan
vdred sod Piruz rafte bud "When H. arrived P. had
(already) gone"). In fact, these perfect forms belong
to a semantically complex category of fairly wide
applicability expressing various aspectual features of
resultative character. It also includes an aspectual
nuance called "inferential", "distanced past" or "auditive", a well-known aspectual category in Tadjik and
Turkic languages ("non-evident" verb forms). These
terms indicate that the speaker is reporting an event
which he has not witnessed himself and his knowledge is from second hand ("reported speech"). A series
consisting of four such verbal forms (karde-ast, mi-karde
ast, ddste mi-karde ast, karde bude ast) began to be interpreted as "inferential" in the Modern Persian paradigm only recently (see Windfuhr, The verbal category
of inference in Persian, in Acta Iranica, xxii (1982), 26387; Lazard, L'inferentiel ou passe distantie en persan, in
Stud. Ir., xiv (1985), 27-42; idem, 1989, 273). It should
be noted, however, that in earlier descriptions of
Persian grammar (Horn, in GIPh, 154; Jensen 1931,
158; Rastorgueva 1964, 38; Lazard 1957 = 1992;
idem, 1963, 295) the "double" compound verb forms
(sometimes mentioned only cursorily) were interpreted
on the basis of their morphology as extended forms
of the perfect, the imperfect or the past progressive
(see mi-karde ast "the compound imperfect" in Lazard,
1992, 154 or "perfect durative" in Rastorgueva 1964,
43, rafte bude ast "the double compound past" or "the
completed past of the perfect" in Lazard 1992, 156,
ddste. . . mi-karde ast "the completed past" of the progressive in Lazard, 1992, 160) and accordingly, they
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were regarded as forms which combined certain
nuances of the perfect ("completed time") with the
durative meaning of the imperfect, etc. Their relationship with equivalent Tadjik forms were expressly
denied (cf. Lazard, Caracteres distinctifs de la langue tadjik, in Bulletin de la Societe Linguistique, Iii (1956), 151;
idem 1963, 295). On the other hand, in one of the
earliest descriptions of the informal standard of Modern
Persian, Wahldiyan (1964, 62-4) described these forms
as nakli "narrative" verb forms by giving the following examples: \be-towri ke mi-guy-and] Vahid az safar bar
gaste [ast] "[it is said that] V. has returned from journey" in contrast to Vahid az safar bar gast "V. returned
from journey", goft ^ohr-hd mi-kh"abide-i "He said [that]
you used to sleep at noon" and \mi-guy-and\ ddste mikh'orde "[it is told] he was eating (had been eating)"
(cf. also Sadikl 2535, 60-6). It is emphasised that if
there are expressions like ^dheran, guy a "apparently",
mi-guy-and "it is told" or sanide-ast "it is heard
(reported)", etc. the use of the inferential is obligatory, otherwise it is the language users' choice.
For compound or periphrastic verbs, see below, V.
W'ord formation and vocabulary.
Tlie characteristics of the verbal system in the early classical periods of Persian: The morphological structure of
verbal forms (prefix + stem + verbal suffix) is the
same in the earlier periods of Persian as in Modern
Persian. There are, however, essential differences both
in the behaviour of certain constituents of the verbal
form and also in the set of grammatical devices, the
use of which was abandoned in the subsequent periods or preserved only for conveying highly formalised
archaic or "neo-classical" style. Such a difference
between Modern and Classical Persian appears in the
use of verbal prefixes: the meaning and rules of their
order and combination with each other and the two
stems (past and present) varied widely: e.g. the classical prefixes (ha)mT- and hi- expressed mainly aspectual differences and could combine with both stems,
e.g. bi-raft, bi-sud "(he) went away, passed away" with
perfect, resultative nuance vs. (ha)mi-ravad "(he) is
going" with continuous, progressive, iterative, etc.,
aspectual meaning (note that harm was still used as
an adverb in early classical sources written separately).
These verbal prefixes preserved certain features of
their origin in ancient texts: bi < Middle Persian bewas a preverb attached inseparable to the verb, while
harm < early Classical and Middle Persian home
"always", being an adverb, moved freely, and its place
became fixed only in later periods.
On the other hand, the minimal verbal form consisting of the present stem joined by personal suffixes
(rav-ad) was used widely as an "aoristic" unmarked
neutral form. Thus, with some oversimplification, the
set of prefixes and suffixes attached to verbal stems
remained unchanged almost totally in the past millennium, but the meaning and ordering of morphemes,
that is, the internal composition of verbal forms varied significantly throughout history. For the details of
the combinations of the verbal prefixes (hd)mi- and bior bi- and the negation na- or (hd)mi prefixed to imperative and nominal forms, or bi- prefixed to forms
in the simple past, complex verbal forms or nominal
forms, etc. see Lazard 1963, 274-326; Ahmadi Glwl,
Dastur-i tdrikhi-i fiel, passim; on the pre-classical use of
the preverb bi-, see J. Josephson, The preverb be and
the verb kardan in Book Pahlavi Texts, in Proceedings of the
Second European Conference of Iranian Studies, ed. E.G.
Fragner et «/., Rome 1995, 335-46.
Early Classical Persian texts have preserved a group
of archaic elements of verbal morphology (see the
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ancient forms of personal suffixes or verb forms without any suffix, etc.). The most characteristic features
of this early period are: the morpheme -i < e(d)
attached to conjugated forms (incl. the clitic forms of
the verb "to be" or rarely, stem forms) was used in
differing functions in present and past forms expressing various values of mood (optative, conditional or
irreal modality), but in the past it could also convey
the habitual, durative, etc., nuances of aspect (similarly to (ha)mi-). In old prose it appears to have been
a productive morpheme and was used simultaneously
with the verbal prefixes bi- and (ha)me-, but subsequently it fell into disuse and its function was taken
over gradually by the verbal prefix mi- even though
not completely—the morphology and semantic values
of these forms or the differing use of -e and -ed have
not been fully explored, see the examples in Ahmad!
Glwl, 337-42, and Lazard 1963, 327-38, e.g. agar man
dnjd na-budam-e . . . "If I had not been there . . ." (irreal),
or cun pes-i payghdmbar dmad-e guft-e "when he used to
come to the Prophet he used to say ..." (habitual).
For other archaic elements occurring in ancient texts
such as the old precative or optative (ddr-dd, rasdn-dd,
kun-dd), the imperative formed by -e (dih-e, bi-Jirist-e),
the type of the perfect (kardast-am), or verbal (and also
nominal) forms followed by the morpheme -a conveying the vocative or exclamative (guft-a), and for the
verbal morphology and syntax of ancient texts, consult Lazard 1963; Bahar, Sabk-shindsi, Tehran -13377
1958; Ahmad! Glwl, Tehran 1380/2001.
2. Nouns and noun phrases
Generalities: Nouns, adjectives and partly adverbs are
forms which do not exhibit any specific morphological feature (e.g. ending) that would indicate their word
class individually. They easily enter into another wordclass while materially they remain the same and may
occur in various syntactic functions. See the examples
pir "old" and "old man", mard "man" and "brave"
(cf. mard-tar comp., kheyli mard ast "he is very brave"),
or bald used as an adverb (bald dmadan "to come
up(wards)") or as an attributive (otdq-e bald "the upper
room", cf. bald -tar comp.) or as a noun (bdld-ye khiydbdn
"the upper part of the street"); or khub "good" and
"well" (dokhtar-e khub "good girl" and khub mi-khK'dnad
"he reads well").
The noun or noun phrase can function as subject,
object and various complements expressed by prepositional phrases in the sentence. These syntactic roles
or such grammatical categories as determination (definiteness and indeflniteness) are expressed by postponed markers (called sometimes exponents, suffixes,
particles or post-positions) and by determiners of various types; occasionally they can also remain unmarked.
The markers attached to the noun (phrase) display a
set of stressed and unstressed grammatical morphemes
of various natures (idafa, plural- or object-markers and
articles). A striking characteristic of Persian is that the
noun and its marker(s) are not closely knit; markers
do not constitute inseparable elements of the word
they are joined to. They can move relatively freely,
although to varying degrees, and can be attached to
one noun, to a chain of nouns or a noun phrase as
a whole. The sequence of these markers, their phonetic forms (allomorphs) or even the rules of their
presence or absence are not always firmly fixed. Their
use is governed by stylistic factors and vary also in
different phases of Persian. In ancient texts their place
and sequence were freer than in more recent sources,
where they tend to move towards the end of the
noun phrase in an ordered sequence (esp. the object
marker -rd) if there is more than one marker. This

sort of "group inflection" (a traditional, but not quite
appropriate term) is a characteristic of New Persian
which, in this point, differs significantly from the
behaviour of the formatives of the agglutinating languages or from the nominal inflection of the ancient
Indo-European languages. In the latter, word-classes,
traditionally called parts of speech, are morphologically recognisable and the basic syntactic relations are
expressed by case endings attached to specific stemforms and only to those. In Persian this old type of
nominal inflection was gradually abandoned and the
new way of marking morpho-syntactic categories developed by the Islamic period (see Telegdi, %ur Morphologic
des Neupersischen, in AO Hung., xii (1961), 183-99; idem,
Beitrdge zur historischen Grammatik des Neupersischen. I. Uber
die Partikelkomposition im Neupersischen, in AO Hung., v
(1955), 75); Lazard 1992, 262-4.
Gender, number and other categories (the morphemes -i,
-e, -rd): Gender is not marked morphologically in
Persian. Female and male can be expressed lexically
by the words made "female" and nar(re) "male" preor postponed (the latter, which is more colloquial, is
constructed with idafa), such as made-sir or sir-e made
"lioness" and nar-sir or sir-e nar "(male) lion". The
feminine ending of the Arabic loans -at > Class. Pers.
-a > Mod. Per. -e (malek "king", maleke "queen", but
also -at as in sffat "hour") is rarely used with words
of Persian origin, such as hamsir—hamsire "brother—
sister" (formal). In a very formal style an adjectival
modifier following an Arabic broken plural may appear
in an Arabicised feminine form (mamdlek-e khdreje "foreign countries" vs. standard mamdlek-e khdrej).
Plural is expressed by two alternating stressed morphemes: -hd with inanimates and -an (variants: -gdn
or -ydn according to the word's final vowel) with human
beings, such as ketdb-hd "books", zan-dn "women" or
bande-gdn "servants" (exceptions are numerous, e.g. derakht-dn "trees", akhtar-dn "stars", etc.). The stressed
plural marker has a firmly fixed position immediately
following the noun. Sometimes it may also be added
to constructions consisting of two nouns in juxtaposition or adjectival phrase, such as \kot-o salvdr\-hd "coatand-trousers = suits".
In Modern Persian, except in very formal styles,
-hd is widely used in place of -an. In addition, certain Arabic loans have preserved their original plural
formation, both regular (-at, -jdt, -iydt, -in, -yun, -dldt)
or irregular ("broken plural"), such as e.g. kalema
"word" and kalemdt "words" or vazir "minister" and
vo^ard "ministers". In the formal language, the plural
marker -at or -jdt occur with non-Arabic words as
well, e.g. farmdyes-dt "instructions" or mive-jdt "fruits".
Arabic broken plurals were widely used in Classical
Persian and continue to be retained in modern formal
style. Sometimes Persian plural markers are also added
to Arabic broken plurals cumulating the two types of
plural formation, such as zatf "vessel", iomf or zorufhd "vessels". In the classical period, certain Persian
words were re-borrowed from Arabic with their broken plurals modelled on patterns of Arabic morphology (where they are in use to this day), such as farmdn
"order" and fardmin "orders", boston "garden" and
basdtin "gardens", etc. Certain nouns have double plurals, each with its separate meaning, such as sar-dn
"chiefs" and sar-hd "heads" or harf-hd "letters" and
horuf "speeches". Selection from among the alternative
plural forms is mainly governed by stylistic factors.
There is a special use of the plural marker -hd
occurring in adverbial expressions conveying a shade
of meaning "approximation" (cf. ba^d-hd "afterwards"
in Lazard 1992, 93; birun-hd "somewhere outside",
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tu-hd "somewhere inside" in G. Hincha, Beitrdge zu
einer Morphemlehre des Neupersischen, in IsL, xxxvii (1961),
143-60).
Historically, both -an (< Old Iranian pi. gen.
*-anam) and -ha (< Book Pahlavi -ihd) had their roots
in Middle Persian. The former was older and more
widely used with all sorts of nouns, but the latter
took its place gradually (see W. Sundermann, Mittelpersisch, in CLI, 155). For further details cf. Jensen,
38-41; Lazard 1963, 195-9; idem 1992, 57-66;
R. Humayunfarrukh, Dastur-i aj,dmic-i zdbdn-i fdrsi,
-Tehran n.d. (4337/1958), 253-74; M. Mu c fn, Mujrad
wa <gamc, Tehran r> 1369/1991; Hincha 1961, 141-60.
Iddfa (possessive and attributive constructions): The modification of a noun with a following modifier is
expressed by a clitic vowel -e or after vowels -ye (Class.
Pers. -i or -yi] attached to the head noun(s). The construction is called iddfa (Class. Pers. iiqfa, Mod. Pers.
ezqfe) "annexation" (cf. the similar but not wholly
equivalent construction in Arabic). The head noun(s)
in singular or plural is (are) followed by one or more
modifiers, which can be an adjective (as in most cases)
or a noun, a pronoun, or more complex spatial and
temporal expressions consisting of nouns, adjectives,
prepositions, etc. Two main types can be distinguished
according to their inner structures: ketdb-e bozorg "the
big book" and ketdb-e pedar "the book of the father"
(called Ez. I and Ez. II by Hincha, 148-51, or tarkib-e
vasfi "descriptive composition" and tarkib-e ezdfi "possessive c." by native grammarians). If the first type is
extended by another adjective, the new modifier refers
to the head noun ([ketdb]-e bozorg-e fdrsi "the big Persian
book"), while in the second case the new modifier
refers to the second noun-member of the construction (ketdb-e \pedar\-e fdrsi "the book of the Persian
father" which itself functions as a head as well. More
complex noun-phrase structures may contain a long
chain of modifiers (tadvin-e dastur-e zabdn-e fdrsi "the
codification of the grammar of the Persian language"
or [Ferdowsi,] sokhanguy-e piruzi-ye niki bar badi "[F.,]
an orator of the victory of goodness over badness"),
sometimes representing a reduced relative clause
(kaleme-hd-ye makhtum be hd-ye gheyr-e matfuz-e fdrsi ("words
with non-spoken final A"). Theoretically, noun phrases
can be indefinitely extended, but their complexity is
constrained by perception factors. Depending on the
semantic relation between the head and its modifier(s),
several subtypes can be listed: e.g. qualification by a
noun indicating origin (db-e cesme "well-water") or material (ketdb-e adabiydt "the book of literature") or specification (sahr-e Tehran "the city of T.", mazfiab-e esldm
"the religion of Islam" etc.). Detailed descriptions of
these types in rhetorical terms as haqiqi "literal" vs.
majdzi "metaphorical" etc., can be found in native literature (see Mu'm, lidfa (the genitive case), Tehran
'1370/1991). Titles and other designations may occur
either with iddfa (dqd "mister", janab, hazyat "excellence, honour, dignity", marhum "late") or without iddfa
(doktor, hakim, seykh). If a head noun is suffixed by the
indefinite -i, the adjective attributive follows it without iddfa (ketdb-i bozorg "a big book"). This construction is characteristic of formal Modern Persian only,
but it was commonly used in Classical Persian. Another
characteristic of the ancient language is that modifiers (both nouns and adjectives) often precede the
head noun. In this case there is no iddfa construction, the constituents stand in juxtaposition (delir mard
"a brave man", Iran sahr "the empire of Iran", cf.
Lazard 1963, 200-3). The connecting vowel -e (in classical transcription -i) may be dropped both in the
classical poetry due to the requirements of prosody
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and in modern dialects or in colloquial styles (in rapid
speech), especially in frequently used expressions (pedarboz.org "grandfather", jandb-cdli "Sir", etc.).
Historically, the iddfa construction developed fully
by the New Persian period (see the use of the partly
equivalent and scarcely occurring Middle Persian relative particle -i in Sundermann, Mittelpersisch, 158-9).
Several details, esp. the syntactic-semantic relations
between the constituents of the multiple iddfa structures, which are characteristic of the formal written
style, remain unresolved (see L.S. Peysikov, Voprosi sintaksisa persidskogo yazika, Moscow 1959, 41-108 (the
most detailed description); M.R. Batini, Tawslf-i dasturii zabdn-i fdrsi, Tehran 1348/1969, 137-52; Lazard
1992, 66-71; idem 1989, 275).
Definiteness—indefiniteness: The unstressed clitic -i
(< Class. Pers. -i, < early Class. Pers. -e < Old Persian
aw a- "one") traditionally called "indefinite article" or
"article of unity" is joined to a noun in singular or
plural or to a noun phrase, e.g. ketdb-i "a book" or
ketdb-hd-i "some, certain books" (vs. ketdb-hd "books")
or ketdb-e bozorg-i "a big book". In the colloquial language indefiniteness is often expressed by the numeral
yek "one" which precedes the noun (yek ketdb "a book")
and may be used simultaneously with the clitic -i (yek
ketdb-i). Although the expressions yek ketdb smdyek ketdbi appear to be equivalent in certain contexts, they
may also have different stylistic values. There are, for
instance, cases, where -i and yek are not interchangeable; see the terms "Kennzeichnung der Individualisierheit" ("the sign of individualisation") for yek and
"Restriktion" ("restriction") for -i by Hincha, 169-70,
e.g. yek ruz "eines (bestimmten) Tages" ("a particular
day") vs. ruz-i "pro Tag, ein einzelner Tag" ("daily,
every day"). Although the fine points of the use of
the clitic -i have not been wholly explored, there can
be a restricting function, which appears to make the
reference of the noun phrase more precise. In addition, its relatively independent character are manifested in phrases like in the following examples by
Hidjazi (quoted from Telegdi, 1961, 192): javdn-e sekaste
va ndkhos-i "a tired (lit. broken) and sick young man"
(Hidayat) or har jdhel-e az donyd bikhabar-i "each ignoramus who does not understand the world", or dor
donyd-i digar "einer anderen Welt" "in a different world"
(Cubak). This latter type was especially common in
Classical Persian, where the clitic -i tended to be
joined to the first head noun.
The same clitic morpheme -i with a restricting function can be attached to the antecedent of a restrictive
relative clause (mard-i ke tu-ye otdq ast "the man who
is in the room"). (This morpheme is called-yd-ye esdre
by native grammarians.) The antecedent noun may
be preceded by a demonstrative pronoun and is compatible with the stressed object suffix -rd (an mard-i-rd
ke . . . "that man whom . . .") and the stressed morpheme -e which is used only in colloquial style (an
mard-e-i ke . . . "that man who . . ."). According to
Hincha, the clitic -i is in complementary distribution
with Ez. II and the pronominal possessive suffix -as
in each position (171). There is considerable disagreement, however, on whether these two functions
of the clitic -i with different distributions are to be
regarded as one or two morphemes. Native speakers
seem to distinguish the two functions (cf. Lazard, Uenclitique nominal -i en persan: un on deux morphemes, in BSL,
li (1966), 249-64; idem, 1989, 275-6). For more details
see Meier, 139-44; Windfuhr, 3-40; Ch. Lehmann,
Yd-ye esdrat. Zjir Grammatik der persischen Relativsatzes, in
Indogermanische Forschungen, Ixxxii (1977), 97-106.
A stressed morpheme -e is used after nouns in
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singular (hotel-e "the hotel [in question])" as if it was
a definite article (Hincha's term is "Punktualisierung",
176), but its use is restricted to the colloquial style
in Modern Persian only. In formal language there is
no direct way of expressing definiteness, but it is possible to indicate the definite or indefinite nature of
the noun acting as an object in the sentence (see the
object suffix -ra). The morpheme -e has a limited distribution as it may occur with demonstrative pronouns
(an pesar-e), but never with the so-called indefinite
"article" -i (for a different view, see Hincha, 176). If
the -e is joined to a noun phrase (Ez. I) the eiqfe
vowel -e is dropped, e.g. ketdb-bozorg-e (cf. CA.A. Sadikf,
Dastur. Sdl-i duwwum, Tehran 2535/1976, 131). Apparently its occurrence is widespread in both Persian
and non-Persian dialects (see Christensen 1939, 42,
and also Windfuhr, 41).
The object marker -ra: The unstressed morpheme -ra
(also called particle or postposition, which indicates
its relatively independent or word-like character) is
attached to a noun in singular or plural, or to a noun
phrase of whatever length, indicating direct object
under certain conditions. These "conditions" are a
matter of debate and are impossible to grasp by hard
and fast rules: its place, functions, appearance or disappearance seem to be dependent on grammatical,
semantic and stylistic factors. In the sequence of the
postponed morphemes which can follow a noun or a
noun phrase, -ra is always the last in the sequence
in Modern Persian (e.g. ketdb-hd-i-rd). It is said to mark
the direct object in the sentence if it is made "definite" by pre- and postponed determiners, modifiers
or by context, e.g. an ketdb-rd "that book (ace.)", ketdb-e
u-rd "his book (ace.)", ketdb-rd kJf'dndam "I read the
book". There are cases, however, where the direct
object can also be followed both by the morpheme
-i and by -ra. In these cases the morpheme -i appears
to make the object not indefinite, but rather restrictive or "individuated", e.g. ketdb-i-rd "a certain book
(ace.)". On the other hand, the object marker is not
used if the object is generic, e.g. sab-hd ketdb mi-kff'dnam "in the evenings I read book(s)" (cf. Lazard 1989,
280). The rationale for its occurrence is far from clear.
It may be connected with the semantic nature of the
noun acting as object or with the relationship between
object and predicate ("caractere humain de Fobjet"
or "absence d'affinite semantique entre le verbe et
Fobjet") or, with the complexity of the expression (cf.
Lazard 1989, 280; idem 1992, 74-6, 183-90). Its use
in the colloquial language is very unsteady: it is often
missing where formal language would use it.
In Modern Persian -ra sometimes appears where a
direct object marker is not expected to occur. Some
of the instances of these "uncommon" uses of the
morpheme -ra do occur in both formal and informal
Modern Persian, while others may be seen only in
the very formal (literary) style. The first group includes
elliptic exclamative phrases, such as khodd-rd sokr "thanks
to God", to-rd be-khodd "I swear you by God" or khoddrd "for God's sake!" or qaid-rd (— az qazd) "by chance".
An emphatic use of the morpheme -ra introducing a
topic at the beginning of the sentence occurs in the
less formal style, such as to-rd ce kdr konam? "What
am I to do with you?" (lit. "As for you, what shall
I do?"). Sometimes it is used with adverbial expressions denoting time (zohr-rd "at noon" quoted by
Lazard from Sadik Hidayat). The second group whose
construction is characteristic of the very formal (literary) style in Modern Persian consists of expressions
where the noun followed by -ra features as indirect
object, like to-rd. goftam [= be to goftam] "I told you"

or somd-rd kdr ddram [= bd somd kdr ddram] "I have to
speak to you". In these examples -ra is substituted by
prepositions in the equivalent expressions which are
equivalent grammatically but not stylistically. Another
archaic and very formal use of this morpheme is the
construction where -ra is attached to the complement
of the existential verb "to be" expressing possession
(that is, to the possessor noun), such as u-rd pesar-i
bud "he had a son", an equivalent of the sentence u
pesar-i ddst (cf. Lazard 1992, 191; Hincha, 186). These
latter two functions are obviously remnants of old
usage. Not only these two points but the whole domain
of its use (place, functions, distribution, etc.) show differences between Modern and Classical Persian displaying also dialectal variations (cf. its use with the
proposed particle mar). See further details in Telegdi
1961, 194; Lazard 1963, 356-84; idem, Le morpheme
ra en persan et les relations actancielles, in BSL, Ixxvii
(1982), 177-207; I.K. Ovtsinnikova, Funktsii posleloga ra
v sovremennon literaturnom persidskom yazlke, in Trudi Instituta
yazikoznaniya, vi (1956), 356-391; idem, Ispol'zovanie
posleloga ra v proizvedeniyakh tajiks kikh i persidskikh klassiceskikh avtorov (XI-XV vv.), in TIT, vi (1956), 392-408.
3. Adjectives and adjective phrases
Adjectives are invariable words in Persian showing
no distinction of gender, number or case. Comparative
adjectives are formed by the suffixes -tar and -tarin
(boland-tar "high" boland-tarin "highest", note that the
same suffix can be attached to adverbs as well). There
are certain adjectives which have suppletive comparative and superlative forms, see beh, and beh-tar
("better"), beh-tarin ("best") in relation to khub "good"
or bis, bis-tar ("more, numerous") in relation to besydr
"much, many", etc. These doublets can be used in
different social contexts in Modern Persian. The comparison between two gradable adjectives are made by
the preposition az (in pesar az an boland-tar ast "this
boy is taller than that"). Superlative forms usually precede the head noun (qadim-tarin ketdb "the oldest book"),
similarly to certain adjectives with special semantic
value (khub pesar-i ("a good boy", see Lazard 1989,
277). Adjectives may be preceded by adverbs or adverb
phrases. The most commonly used premodifiers of
this type are besydr, kheyli "very", cajab "strange" (mas'aleye kheyli mohem(m) "very important problem").
For ancient comparative and superlative forms like
meh, mehin ("greater, greatest"), beh, behin ("better, best"),
the doublets khub-tar/ beh-tar and some additional points
of their use or modes of intensification in both Modern
and Classical Persian, see Lazard 1992, 81-9; idem
1963, 201-14.
Because of their "unmarked" nature, adjectives easily
change their word-class membership without any morphological modification—for instance, a large part of
them can be used as nouns or adverbs (see above,
I. Generalities). The syntactic behaviour of these words,
which obtain their new meaning via transposition, is
similar to the other members of the same word-class
even though their original word-class attributes do not
disappear completely. For instance, nominalised adjectives take the same exponents as the noun proper
while preserving some features of their own in certain constructions (e.g. in iddfa or in compounds such
as deltang and tangdel, see Telegdi, %ur Unterscheidung
von Substantiv und Adjektiv im Neupersischen, in AO Hung.,
xv (1962), 325-36).
4. Adverbs and adverb phrases
This heterogeneous class overlaps with other word
classes such as nouns, adjectives or prepositions, etc.
The group of words which are traditionally regarded
as adverbs are konun/'aknun "now", emruz "today", fardd
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"tomorrow", zir "under", zjzbar "above", nazdik or nazd | P. (az) bar(-e) "over, upon, on [prep.]"). For more
details of these highly heterogeneous, sometimes
"near", dur "far", eaqab "behind", pis "before", pas
obscure groups of words called adverbs or sometimes
"after", birun "outside", bald "up", pain "down", sakht
particles, see Telegdi 1955; idem, 1961.
"very", etc., in addition to the morphologically derived
5. Prepositions or prepositional phrases
adverbs (of manner in most cases) created from adjecThere are only a few true prepositions in Persian
tives by the still creative suffix of Arabic origin -an,
such as be "to, at, in, with", etc., dar "in, into (lite.g. ettefdqan "by chance", jeddan "seriously", jdnan
era.)", bar "on, to", az "from, since", bd "with", hi
"whole-heartedly", etc. The syntactic behaviour of cer"without", id "until", joz "except", cun/con "as, like".
tain simple adverbs, however, varies according to the
They can precede the noun (dar otdq "in the room"),
constructions where they occur. For instance, pis, pas,
the noun phrase (dar otdq-e bozorg "in the big room")
birun, bald, pain used in combination with verbs of
or the co-ordinated nouns (dar otdq va dspazkhdne "in
movement function as adverbs of space (bald raft or
the room and the kitchen"). These prepositions are
raft bald "he went up" in modern colloquial); used in
never followed by iddfa.
noun phrase they appear as attributives (otdq-e bald
In addition, there are various types of "compound"
"the upper room, mansard", sab-e pis "the previous
prepositions: e.g. adverbs followed by prepositions (pis
night"); used in adverb phrases, they behave as nouns
az "before (of time)", qabl az "before", pas az "after"),
(called "adverbes-substantifs" by Lazard 1957, 84 =
nouns (or substantivised adverbs) with or without
1992, 90; for a different view see Telegdi 1961, 187prepositions connected to another noun via iddfa (dar
9) displaying nearly all the properties nouns have
post-e divdr "behind the wall", az taraf-e "from the side
though to varying degrees. That is, they may occur
of" be-taraf-e "towards", be tavassot-e "by (the interwith or without prepositions, with certain determinvening of)" (dar) tu-ye "in(side)", az zir-e "from under"
ers (e.g. demonstrative pronouns) and plural markers
etc., or adjectives followed by prepositions (rdje' be
indicating "approximation" (cf. Telegdi 1961, 189;
"concerning", etc.).
Lazard 1992, 65). They also occur in iddfa construcBoth true prepositions and the connecting vowel of
tions, but they never appear with articles (see bald
iddfa may be dropped in colloquial style (see Lazard
"the upper part, top, height" in the examples dar bdld1992, 76-9).
ye "above, over s.th.", bdld-ye kuh "at the top of the
There were some more prepositions in Classical
mountain", etc. or hamin aknun "just now", ba'd-hd
Persian, but they became obsolete in post-classical
"later" or more complex phrases such as az emruz bePersian as early lexicographic sources indicate, e.g.
fardd "from today till tomorrow", cf. Telegdi 1961,
andar, foru, fard, etc. Another characteristic of Classical
187-9). Actually, a large group of nouns may also
Persian was the joint use of certain prepositions (be,
occur in such adverb phrases either with or without
bar] and certain postpositions (bar, (an)dar, bdz], e.g. be
prepositions (e.g. (dar) post-e divdr "behind the wall",
Taman dar "in Y." (cf. Lazard 1963, 399-421; Kh.Kh.
be mangel [raft] mangel "he went home" (colloquial), see
Rahbar, Dastur-i zaban-i fdrsi. Kitdb-i huruf-i iddfa wa
prepositional phrases). Similarly, most of the adjectives
rabt, -Tehran 1367/1988, 69-396).
may function as adverbials (of manner in most cases,
6. Numerals
called "adjectifs-adverbes" by Lazard 1957, 79 = 1992,
The cardinal numerals between 1 and 20 (yek "1",
90, e.g. tond "quick, quickly"). For various ways of
intensifying or concretising the meanings of adverbial
do "2", se "3", etc.), all tens (si "30", cehel "40", panexpressions, see tanhd "alone", ham "also, even", mz jdh "50", etc.), hundreds (sad "100", devist "200", sisad
"300", etc.) and thousand (hezdr) are single words. The
"also", hattd "even", bdz-ham "still, yet", etc. (see Lazard
other numbers consist of either two or three or more
1992, 90-5).
The manifold behaviour of certain adverbs might
words connected by o "and" (e.g. bist-o yek "21", hezdrbe explained by their historical development: e.g. bald
o yek "1001", do hezdr-o bist-o yek "2021", etc.). Nouns
and pain were originally nouns, but they became
following the cardinal numerals are normally in sinadverbs while preserving some features of their former
gular (do ketdb "two books"). Characteristic of Persian
class-membership. By contrast, some old adverbs (bar,
is the use of so-called "numeratives" words, a certain
dar, foru, fard] became fixed in preverbal position used
type of classifiers, between the numerals and the head
formally as verbal prefixes (and not as adverbs) and [ noun. The most used "numeratives" are nafar, tan, td,
formed a single lexical item with the verb while abandast, etc. (do nafar ddnesju "two (persons) students", do
doning their independent meaning as adverbs (e.g. MP
td ketdb "two (pieces) books"). Ordinals are derived
abar amadan > Class. P. bar amadan "to rise [sun]" >
from cardinals with the suffixes -om or -omin (cahdr-om
Mod. P. bar amadan "to cope, rise [dough]"). Note
or cahdr-omin "fourth"). If they consist of more than
that some of them became obsolete already in the
one member they are attached to the last member,
classical language and were substituted by "new"
e.g. [yek hezdr-o panjdh-o hasf\-om "1058". The two
adverbs, e.g. foru by pain "down" or dar by tu "in";
series of ordinal numerals (panj-om or panj-omin "fifth")
others merged into one single word (see the modern
display different syntactic and semantic characteristics.
homophones of various origins, e.g. Class. Persian
The first type used as an attributive follows the head
andar > dar "in" (adv.) and dar "door" (noun) in clasnoun with iddfa (ketdb-e panjom "the fifth book") but
sical phrases such as dar amadan "to come in" and
the second precedes it (panjomin ketdb). For their dif(ba-}dar amadan "to come out" > Mod. Pers. dar amadan
fering semantic values, see Lazard 1992, 101. The
"to come out"—for substitution, see Class. Persian bar
first cardinal numerals have a variety of forms (yekom.
amadan -> Mod. Pers. bald raftan "to rise, go up").
/avval/nokhost "first", dovvom/deyyom "second", sevvom
In addition, in the course of time certain adverbs
/seyyom "third"). For various numerical expressions,
had partly or wholly lost their ancient meaning, e.g.
see^Lazard 1992, 102-5.
pis or pas were local-temporal adverbs in Classical
7. Pronouns: personal, possessive, reflexive, reciprocal, demonPersian, but they have only temporal reference in
strative, interrogative and indefinite
Modern Persian, or bar in bar asoftan = asoftan "flare
Personal and some other pronouns can be expressed
up, agitate" (see also the modern continuation of the
in two different ways: by stressed independent words
old homophones: MP abar > Cl. Pers. bar "up, on"
or by clitic morphemes. The members of the two sets
and MP war > Cl. Pers. bar "breast" [noun] > Mod.
can substitute each other in certain, but not in all
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positions. The choice of clitic pronouns is heavily
dependent on stylistic factors.
Stressed personal pronouns have the distinction of
number (singular and plural), person (1st, 2nd and
3rd), and gender with a strictly limited force (animate
and inanimate in the 3rd person): man "I", to "you",
u, vey (lit.) or an (denoting inanimate things in most
cases) "he/she/it", ma "we", somd "you", isdn or dnhd
"they". There is a variety of forms and meanings in
polite or colloquial usage. For instance, characteristic
of modern colloquial is the occurrence of plural forms
with a singular value or the forms md-hd "we, us",
somd-hd" "you". Isdn (coll. isun) is often used as a polite
equivalent of the third person singular pronoun.
Similarly, in polite speech, the first or second person
pronouns in singular may be substituted by various
forms, e.g. bande "servant", in jamb "this side" (lit.),
jandb-e cdli/cdli jandb "Your Excellency" (see further
details, incl. concordance, below, in 8. Syntax}.
Personal pronouns, as usual, share the functions of
nouns, but not all of them. For instance, they may
be preceded by prepositions, e.g. bd ma "with us", or
postponed by object markers, e.g. md-rd "us (ace)" (but
see man-rd > ma-rd "me (ace.)"). Having determining
function they are used with iddfa (ketdb-e ma "our
book") acting as a quasi-possessive pronoun. But in
this function pronouns do not exhibit exactly the same
syntax as nouns or adjectives when they act as modifiers. For instance, they do not allow any further
extension of the noun phrase, but they terminate the
chain of noun(s) and adjective(s) (cf. ketdb-e bozorg-e ma
"our big books", ketdb-e pedar-e ma "the book of my
father" or ketdb-e pedar-e bozorg-e ma "the book of my
grandfather").
Clitic pronouns are: -am, -at/-et (coll.), -as/-es (coll.)
in the singular and -emdn, -etdn, esdn in the plural. As
a matter of fact, these clitic morphemes are personal
suffixes used in two differing functions: if they are
attached to the noun phrase acting as determiner they
refer to the possessor as a kind of "determinative possessives" or, if they are used as complements in verbal phrases they refer to the direct or indirect object,
rarely (and redundantly) the subject. These clitics,
although their phonological shapes and allophones are
the same in both functions, differ as for their modification or complementation: clitics used in determinative functions appear to be suffix-morphemes and
the word so produced has a complex morpheme structure (ketdb-as = ketdb-e u "his book") which can take
the object marker (ketdb-as-rd "his book (ace.)"). In the
second case, where clitics are used to denote complements of verbs or verbal phrases, the verb and its
complement appear to be rather a syntactic construction that cannot be extended (didam-as [= u-rd
didam] "I saw him", dddam-as [= be-u dddam] "I gave
him (s.th.)" or nist-es [= u nisi] "he is out (coll.)"). This
construction itself is rather unique in that it can be
expressive of both the predicate and the object or
(more rarely) the subject (cf. E. Jeremias, Some grammatical problems of early New Persian syntax, in Proceedings
of the Second European Conference of Iranian Studies, ed.
Fragner et alii, Rome 1995, 325-34.)
Other more peripheral functions (partitive, anaphoric, emphatic or pleonastic) of these clitic pronouns
(especially the form -es) are very common in informal
registers (see more details in Lazard 1992, 109-16).
Certain constructions, e.g. if prepositions are followed
by such clitics (az-es = az u "from him") or they are
attached to the non-verbal part of compound verbs
(dust-et ddram — dust ddram to-rd "I love you"), occur
hardly ever in formal style. The use of pronominal

clitics in earlier periods of Persian was not exactly
the same as in Modern Persian. Its occurrence as
possessive affix is an innovation of New Persian shared
by most of the West Iranian languages. The possessive affixes rigidly attached to the correlative words
must have been fully developed in earliest prose. There
is, however, a significant difference in frequency in
comparison with modern usage. They are used less
frequently and in most cases with a limited set of
words (e.g. pedar, mddar, pesar, khodd).
On the other hand, their use as verbal complement continues an old tradition, which itself has not
however remained unchanged. In old texts their place
was not rigidly fixed; they appeared in various positions in the sentence, although a tendency can be
seen to attach them to verbs or to the nominal part
of verbal phrases. In some rare examples they appeared
after words already extended by other grammatical
morphemes (e.g. Class. Pers. par-e-s "one of his
feather(s)", cf. Jeremias 1995, 328). This very archaic
usage disappeared later.
Reflexive pronouns are khod, khistan "oneself" and
khis "his, her". The first two are pronouns used in
formal language having no distinction of number or
person, but they can be constructed with prepositions,
followed by the object suffix -rd or used as a determinative possessive word with iddfa (bd khod, khod-rd,
pedar-e khod). In colloquial language they are always
used with determinative possessive affixes (khod-am,
khod-et, khod-es, etc.). Khis is an adjective acting as
determiner (mddar-e khis-rd dust ddrad "she loves her
mother") and in this function it may be regarded as
a formal equivalent of khod and khistan. In Classical
Persian khis (< early Class. Pers. khes) was also used
as pronoun beside khod and khistan (cf. Lazard 1963,
230).
Reciprocal pronouns are yekdigar, hamdigar "each
other, one another" with the same distinctions as the
reflexive pronouns obtain (yekdigar-rd dust ddrand "they
love each other"). See also the independent use of
ham (bd ham "together"), which is not to be confused
with the particle ham "also, even" or the copulative
conjunction ham . . . va ham "and . . . and".
Demonstrative pronouns distinguish singular and
plural and can be simple (in "this" and in-hd "these",
an "that" and dn-hd "those") or compounded with the
particle ham "same, very" (hamin "this same one",
hamdn "that same one") or con-, cen- < cun (conin, cenin,
hamcenin "like this", etc.). Simple demonstratives precede the noun and remain invariable in the plural if
they are used as determiners (in zan "this woman",
in zan-dn "these women").
Interrogative pronouns are: ke/ki (coll.) "who",
kehd/ki(h)d (coll.) (pi.), eel a (coll.) "what", cehd/cihd"
(coll.) (pi.), koddm(hd) "which one(s)". The latter two
pronouns can be used as adjectives as well. Cand/candom
"how much/many" shares the syntax with cardinals:
it precedes the noun in singular (cand ruz "how many
days"), but its other form follows it with iddfa (ru^-e
candom). Interrogative pronouns can act as determiners with definitive or indefinite references, but their
syntax is still to be investigated.
Indefinite pronouns and determiners: There is a relatively
small number of simple indefinite pronouns which can
be compounded with various nominal morphemes, like
kas, sakhs "person", ciz "thing", jd "place", qadr "quantity" or the pronoun koddm "which (one)" to produce
a large set of expressions acting as determiners and
fulfilling various syntactic functions. Occasionally they
can be followed by the indefinite -i, but the syntax
of its use is not wholly explored (hie kas or hie kas-i
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"no one", hie ciz "nothing", hie vaqt (determinative
functions combined with the definite article -i or yek).
Semantically they appear to belong to various classes
(universal, assertive, negative, etc.) like hame "all", ba'ii
"some", kasi "somebody", hie kasi (in interrogative or
negative sentence) or har kasi (in affirmative sentence)
"anybody", similarly "cizi "something", hie ciz(i) or har
ciz(i) "anything", hie yek, hie koddm "neither", etc. For
further details, see Lazard 1992, 124-9.
8. Syntax
The simple sentence consists of a subject and a
predicate. The predicate, which occurs at the end of
the sentence in most cases, can be a (conjugated) verb,
a noun, a pronoun, an adjective or a prepositional
phrase acting in predicative function followed by various forms of the verbal copula. The subject, however, can be omitted and in this case the predicate
alone constitutes a sentence of minimal size (e.g. raftand
"[they] went away"). Characteristic of Persian are the
various types of sentences constructed with so-called
"impersonal" verbs or verb phrases, e.g. momken ast
"it is possible", ceyb na-ddrad "it does not matter", etc.
In another common type of simple sentences the logical subject is expressed by the clitic pronoun attached
to the predicative adjective, e.g. sard-am ast "I am
cold". The concord (or agreement) between the subject and the predicate is normally simple: a singular
subject requires a singular object. But there are exceptions, mainly due to semantic or stylistic factors: if
the subject is a collective noun or a noun designating inanimate things, the predicate is in singular; in
elevated style, honorific addresses are used with predicate in plural, e.g. somd guftid "you (sing.) told", dqd
(sing.) nistand (pi.) "the master is not at home" (for
more details see above, 2, and Lazard 1992, 178-82;
MuTn, Noun. Singular and plural, Tehran 1369/1991).
The two major constituents of the simple sentence
can be further extended by direct or indirect objects
and adverbial phrases (for the details of their use, see
previous sections). General characteristics of the behaviour of the constituents in the smaller or larger units
of the sentence are mobility and optionality even
though the constituents show these features in varying
degrees. This means that grammatical exponents can
be easily omitted and the word order is rather flexible.
Normally, the predicate is at the end of the sentence
and the subject is at the beginning followed by the
object (SOV). Other complements come either before
or after the object, but temporal expressions often
occur at the initial position (e.g. sabha ketdb mi-khdnd
"in the evenings he used to react a book"). Generally,
objects or space and time expressions move comparatively freely and their syntactic features vary considerably (see the unstable use of grammatical morphemes
like the object suffix -rd or the dropping of prepositions
in less formal styles in above, 4; cf. also Lazard 1992,
183-212). Interrogative sentences have the same word
order as affirmative ones differing only in intonation.
Juxtaposed units (phrases or clauses) are coordinated by va (or by the clitic -o in special cases), ham . . .
(va) ham "and, also" (-ham also used as a clitic, e.g.
somd-ham goftid "you also told . . ."), na . . . na "neither . . . nor", yd "or", khu'dh . . . kh'dh "either . . . or"
and vali(kan), ammd "but, however". Subordinate clauses
of different types (object, subject, casual, temporal,
etc.) are connected by the conjunction ke in most
cases, esp. in informal styles, e.g. goft ke pesar-as dmad
"he said that his son arrived". Normally this conjunction simply indicates subordination. The most common conjunctions (consisting of one or more words)
that introduce subordinate clauses are: td, td bard-ye
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in ke "that, until that", etc. (object, final temporal,
etc.), cun, con, cun ke, zird (ke) "when, as, because",
etc. (temporal, casual) and the conditional subordinator agar "if" (in negation magar inke "unless"). There
is a relatively wide freedom in selecting the mood of
the verb of subordinate clauses: it can be either in
indicative or in subjunctive depending on the speaker's
choice of modality. Tense, mode and aspect features
of the predicate in conditional clauses are more (but
not wholly) fixed: the selection of the verb form in
the main (or "matrix") clause and in the conditional
clause is directly connected with fulfilment of a real
condition or a hypothetical one with present or past
reference. See some examples by Sadikf: agar Husang
kdr konad, movajfaq mi-savad "if H. works, he succeeds";
agar Husang bi-ydyad bd u be gardes mi-ravam (or kh"'dham
raff] "if H. should come, I (will) go walk with him";
agar diruz barf nemi-bdrid, havd sard nemisod "if yesterday
the snow had not fallen (or there had not been snow),
the weather would not have become cold", etc. (see
more examples in his Dastur, 103-6). Relative clauses
are constructed in a special way: due to the lack of
relative pronouns such clauses are introduced by the
conjunction ke and the head noun can be (optionally)
repeated in the clause by a pronoun: yek mard vdred
sod ke man u-rd nemi-sendkhtam "a man entered whom
(ke u-rd] I did not know". In restrictive relative clauses
constructed with a definite head noun the antecedent
is supplied by the morpheme -i, e.g. mard-i ke dmad
"the man who came" (see Lazard 1992, 229-36).
Spoken style is developing special syntactic and semantic characteristics of subordinate clauses (see A. NadjafT,
Kdrburd-i "Id" dar fdrsi-i guftdn, in Ndma-i Farhangistdn,
i [1374/1995], 7-19).
This short enumeration of the semantic and syntactical properties of simple and complex sentences
does not cover all the possibilities that occur in Modern
Persian (see more details in Lazarda 1992, 218-57,
and for earlier usage, idem 1963, 455-92; Bahar, Sabkshindsi, passim]. This field of Persian grammar, however, has remained unexplored.
V. W o r d f o r m a t i o n and v o c a b u l a r y
1. There are various ways of word formation in
Persian such as transposition, derivation by suffixation
or preflxation and composition, some cases of which
have been already treated in the morphology of the
verb, noun and prepositional phrase. Transposition is
one of the most common and productive processes
which makes new words without adding any morphological marker, e.g. adjectives from nouns or vice
versa, or adverbs from adjectives (e.g. kJf'ab "sleeping" in kh('db-i "are you sleeping?", soluq "tumult" ->•
"tumultuous", tond "quick, quickly", etc. See more
examples above, in iii. IV. 2. Nouns and noun phrases,
Generalities]. Similarly, certain verbal stems or conjugated forms can be used as nouns (e.g. kharid [stem
II = simple past tense, 3rd person, sing.] "he purchased, purchase", ma-gu [prohib., 2nd person, sing.]
"do not say, top secret"); see also more complex compound forms like composition made of the stems (II+I)
of the same verb (goft-o gu "conversation") or the stems
(II+II) of different verbs (dmad-o raft "intercourse, familiarity = lit. coming and going"), etc.
Word formation via derivation displays a large set
of suffixes, some of which are still productive, whilst
certain others are stylistically coloured (e.g. colloquial,
obsolete or archaic). The most common suffixes of
nominal derivations are: - i (or -gi after final -e) which
creates abstract (rarely concrete) nouns from adjectives and nouns (bozorg "big, great" ->• bozorgi "bigness,
greatness", mard "man" -*• mardi "manliness", bande
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"servant" -> bandegi "servitude", sirin "sweet" -> sirini
"sweetness, sweets" [cf. pi. sirini-jdf\); another -i forms
adjectives from nouns (Iran "Iran" -»• Irani "Iranian");
-ok forms diminutives from nouns (dokhtar "girl" ->
dokhtarak "little girl"). The next series of derivations
forming nouns and adjectives (-ci, -&, -to, -<^2ft, -estdn,
-in, -mand, -var, - vdr, -ndk) has various levels of productivity in Modern Persian (macdan-ci "miner", kitdb-ce
"booklet", bdgh-bdn "gardener", qalam-ddn "pen-holder",
ndrenj-estdn "orangery", pasm-in "woollen", arzes-mand
"valuable", ndm-var "famous", omid-vdr "hopeful", namndk "humid", etc.). Another group of nouns is derived
from verbal stems (I or II) by the suffixes -es, -dk,
-dr (rqftan, row- "to go" ->• raves "method", khordan, khor"to eat" ->• khordk "nourishment", raftan, rav- "to go"
-*• rqftdr "behaviour", etc.). For other sorts of derivations by suffixation which are not productive anymore, see causative forms in verbal morphology
(sendkhtan, sends- "to recognise" -*• sendsdn-/sendsdn(i)d"to make known", etc.).
The most common types of derivation by prefixation are: nd- (nd-pdk "impure", nd-mard "[a] coward",
nd-mdder "step-mother"), ham- (ham-vatan "compatriot"),
and por- (por-harf "loquacious").
Composition is a frequently used process of word
formation in Persian. The principal types of compound words, according to the syntactic and semantic relations between their two constituents and
according to the word class produced by the composition, are: "determinative" (endocentric) compounds
made up of two nominal parts (kdr "work" + khdne
"house" -> kdrkhdne "work-shop, factory"); "possessive"
(exocentric) compound (Jdrsi "Persian" + zaban "language" -> fdrsizabdn "Persian-speaking, i.e. a person
whose language is Persian"); a noun followed by a
verbal stem (I), whose relation is equivalent to a verb
and an object or a verb and another verbal complement and the compound so produced can have an
active (or passive or locative, etc.) meaning, e.g. dtas
"fire" + parastidan/parast- "to adore" -*• dtasparast "fireworshipper", dost "hand" + nevestan/nevis- "to write"
-^ dastnevis "hand-written, manuscript (lit. written by
hand)"; a noun followed by a verbal stem (II) forms
a compound with passive or intransitive meaning, e.g.
khdne "house" + zddan/zqy-, zdd- "to be born" ->•
khdnezdd "born at home". These compounds represent
only a few of the possible types. In certain cases,
however, one cannot judge with certainty whether
they represent phonological sequences held together
by stress and intonation, or whether they have become
lexicalized compositions (see Lazard 1992, 261-91).
Their exact nature and status, however, are still to
be scrutinised although much has been done in this
field (see the discussion of the types deltang "hearttight(ened)" and tangdel "tight-heart(ed)" in Telegdi,
Zjir Unterscheidung von Substantiv und Adjektiv im Neupersischen, 325-36).
A particular type of verbal expression is represented
by two large groups, called "verbs with preverbs" and
"verbal phrases" (or "compound verbs", Fr. "locutions
verbales"), whose use appears to be one of the main
characteristics of Persian vocabulary since earliest times.
The two sets present different types of lexical items
with regard to their syntactic and semantic properties. The first group also consists of at least two subgroups which are very similar to each other, but only
on the surface; they display two different types depending on their inner semantic structure: the first
subgroup represents an ancient procedure of verbal
composition, where verbs are preceded by true "living" adverbs of place (e.g. pis "before", pas "after",

birun "outside", bald "up", pd'in (pdyin) "down") as in
bald rqftan "to go up", pa'in dmadan "to come down",
birun bordan "to take out". The meaning of such a
phrase is made up of the meaning of the two constituents.
In the other subgroup, the first member is also an
adverb of place, but in this kind of verbal phrase the
adverb ceases to behave as an adverb (losing its original adverbial meaning), and the sequence acquires a
new, secondary meaning, e.g. fard-gereftan "to learn",
foru-raftan "to plunge" (very formal), bar-gastan "to
return" (neg. bar na-gast), dar-ydftan "perceive, understand" (note that bar and dar are formally identical
to the prepositions bar, dar). In Classical Persian, this
type of new verb formation was a living procedure,
but over the course of time these verbs with preverbs
have acquired a secondary meaning, e.g. bar-dmadan
("to overcome, result, rise (dough)"), and their original meaning began to be expressed by a new phrase,
e.g. "to come up" > bald rqftan (see details in Telegdi,
Beitrdge zur historischen Grammatik des Neupersischen. I. Uber
die Partikelkomposition im Neupersischen, 67-183).
The most developed system of enlarging verbal
vocabulary was, however, the formation of "compound" verbs. This heterogeneous group, including
sometimes very peculiar verbal constructions, consisted
of two, sometimes more words in addition to the
"base" verb. The most common type is formed with
verbs of exclusively Persian origin such as kardan "to
do", zjadan "to strike, cut", dddan "to give", ddstan "to
have" following a nominal form of Arabic origin in
most cases (noun, adjective, etc.), e.g. harf zadan "to
speak", dust ddstan "to love", biddr kardan "to waken",
biddr sodan "to wake up", etc. Even though this type
of compound verb constitutes a semantically independent lexical item in the dictionary, whose components are not inflected separately, sometimes their
sequence is broken up and the non-verbal parts follow the syntactic behaviour of their original word
class, e.g. harf-i zad "he spoke (s.th.)", birun-es hard (informal) = u-rd birun hard "[he] expelled him". Therefore
sometimes the question whether they should be
regarded as free constructions, syntactic phrases or
lexicalised items, is difficult to answer (see for more
details, Lazard 1989, 285-87; idem 1992, 291-301).
2. Loan words in Persian
New Persian in the past millennium has absorbed
a large amount of foreign words. During its first centuries these loans were borrowed from various northwestern and eastern Iranian dialects in most cases (see
above, i. General introduction). Despite this relatively large
group of loans (e.g. Parthian, Sogdian, etc.; see the
citations of Henning, Lentz, Sundermann in the General
introduction) which were taken over either via cultural
channels or from substrata, the most effective and
influential lenders were the Arabs. The infiltration of
Arabic loans began in the earliest formative period
(8th-9th centuries) of the Islamic period, increased
heavily in the 10th-12th centuries and has continued
until quite recently. Its linguistic influence is most
clearly detectable in the lexicon, and somewhat less
so in morphology. Loan words from Arabic constitute more than 50% of the contemporary Persian
vocabulary, but in elevated styles it may exceed even
80% (Pisowicz, 19). Among these loans, for instance,
words with the feminine ending (td3 marbuta), the largest
class of Arabic borrowings in Persian, make up about
7% (see J.R. Perry, Form and meaning in Persian vocabulary, Costa Mesa 1991). Their quantity, however,
varies according to media, literary genres and linguistic styles. The majority of these words, including
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cases. Sometimes they offered some (not always relialso broken plurals or genitive structures, appear as
able) hints about the spoken variety, but their sublexical borrowings. That is, these loans, though their
ject of "linguistic" description was the written (literary
Arabic morphological structures are clear, have not
or formal) language (cf. P. Orsatti, Grammatica e
usually become integrated into the morphology of
lessicogrqfia Persiana nell'opera di P. Ignazio di Gesu, in
Persian except in some rare cases, but have mostly
RSO, Iv (1981), 55-85; Jeremias, Grammatical rule and
remained part of the vocabulary, signalling a highly
standard in the first Persian grammars written in Latin (XVIIth
elevated style in the majority of cases. This means
century), in Tavoni (ed.), op. at., ii, 569-80; eadem, The
that, apart from some rare examples, the Arabic gramimpact of Semitic linguistics on the first Persian grammars
matical structures, e.g. the Arabic plural or nouns
written in Europe, in Irano-Judaica, iv, ed. Shaul Shaked
supplied with Arabic feminine ending -e (malek-e
and Ammon Netzer, Jerusalem 1990, 159-71).
"queen", hamsir-e "sister"), or a feminine adjectival
However, the latest grammar of this century by J.B.
form governed by a broken plural, which are present
Podesta (1691) stands pre-eminent in terms of qualin these loans, do not represent creative morphologiity and quantity (cf. Jeremias, The knowledge of Persian
cal categories in Persian. They do not generally funcand a scholarly approach to the language: a Persian grammar
tion in order to create Persian structures analogically
by J.B. Podesta, 1691, Wien, in AO, xlviii [1995], 71even though they occur sporadically in highly elevated
86). On the famous "'Gazophylacium", an early lexicostyle (see above, IV. 2.). Arabic lexemes, and especially participles used in Persian context, show some | graphic work containing also a meagre description of
Persian, see M. Bastiaensen, La Persia Safavide vista da
modification of various degrees in orthography, proun lessicografo europeo. Presentatione del, in RSO, xlviii (1973nunciation and meaning. See Meier 1981, passim;
4), 175-203. The earliest really good description writDj. Matml, Tahawwul-i talqffu^-i kalimdt-i Jar si, in
ten in a modern language was made by the famous
Mad^alla-i ddnishkada-i adabiyydt-i Masjihad (1350/1971),
Sir William Jones (see G.H. Cannon, Sir William Jones's
249-83; Ali-Ashraf Sadeghi, Uinjluence de I'arabe sur le
Persian linguistics, in JAOS, Ixxviii [1958], 262-73;
systeme phonologique du persan, 145-52; Pisowicz, passim
Jeremias, The Persian grammar of Sir William Jones, in
(esp. 67). See more details on general and specific
History of Linguistics, ed. D. Cram et al, Amsterdam
problems of borrowings in Lazard, Les empmnts arabes
1999, 277-88). The 19th century saw a proliferation
dans la prose persane du X' au XII' siecle: aperfu statistique,
of Persian grammars written in various languages of
in Revue de I'Ecole nationale des langues orientates, ii (1965),
Europe (see C. Salemann - V. Shukovski 1888, 10653-67; Telegdi, Remarque sur les empmnts arabes en per9; Windfuhr, passim, and below, Bib I.).
san, in Acta Iranica, ii (1974), 337-45; Peysikov,
2. P e r s i a n g r a m m a r s by i n d i g e n o u s a u t h o r s .
Leksikologiya sovremennogo persidskogo ya^ika, Moscow 1975;
The earliest Persian sources offering data on linW. Skalmowski, Ein Beitrag ^ur Statistik der arabischen
guistic thinking came from "scientific" works such as
Lehnworter im Persischen, in Folia Orientalia, iii (1961),
those on prosody, metrics or philosophy (logic), e.g.
171-5; Kh. Farshidard, 'Arabi dm far si, M367/1988;
Shams-i Kays's al-Mufdj_am, fl mcidyir ash'ar al-faa^am,
M.D. Moinfar, Le vocabulaire arabe dans le livre des Rois
Ibn Sfna's Ddnishndma, Nasfr al-Dm Tusfs Kitdb Asds
de Firdausi, Wiesbaden 1970. For borrowings other
al-iktibds or Sharif Djurdjanf's logical works (see
than Arabic, see G. Doerfer, Tiirkische und mongolische
Elemente im Neupersischen, i-iv, Wiesbaden 1963-75, and
Jeremias, Arabic influence on Persian linguistics, in History
M.A. Jazayery, Western influence in contemporary Persian:
of the language sciences, ed. S. Auroux et al., i, section
a general view, in BSOAS, xxix (1966), 79-96; Windfuhr
IX. The establishment of Arabic linguistics, ch. 49, Berlin
2000, 329-34; eadem, Rdbita in the classical Persian lit(incl. Arabic) 1979, 155-8 (for earlier literature, see
Horn, in GIPh, i, 2, 2-9; Jensen, 4-5 and Bahar, Sabkerary tradition: the impact of Arabic logic on Persian, in JSAI,
shindsl, passim}.
xxvii [2002], 550-74). After some abortive beginnings,
the earliest description of Persian was written by Kemal
Persian, as the cuturally dominant language in the
area, has influenced considerably both the narrower
Pasha-zada or Ibn Kemal Pasha in the early 16th
and larger surrounding territories. This influence has
century in Arabic (see Brunschvig, Kemal Pdshdzdde et
been exercised both by literature and through everyle person; Jeremias, Kamdlpdsdzdda as a linguist, in Iranoday communication. There is some information on
Turkic cultural contacts in the llth-17th centuries, ed.
the influence made upon Ottoman Turkish, but only
Jeremias, Budapest [2002] 2003, 79-110). In addition
scanty information concerning such languages as Urdu
to lexicographic sources which contained chapters on
or Hindi (see Hardev Bahri, Persian influence on Hindi,
issues of linguistic interest (see above BQ, FDJ, FR),
Allahabad 1960, cf. Windfuhr 1979,' 219; and see
one of the first Persian compilations based on such
further the general bibliographies on linguistics and
sources appeared in Tabriz by Irawanf (see Jeremias,
languages).
I Tradition and innovation in the native grammatical literature
iv. History of grammar writing: Western-type and indigenous
oj Persian, in Histoire, Epistemologie, Langage (Paris), xv
1. S t u d i e s on P e r s i a n in E u r o p e .
[1993], 51-68). On the history of Persian, see Khanlan,
The first grammatical descriptions of Persian
Tdnkh-i zabdn-i fdrsi, Tehran, and on the history of
appeared from the 18th century onwards in Europe,
writing grammar in Iran, see Dj. Huma'r, Dastur-i
although there were scattered references on Persian
zabdn-i fdrsi, in Lughatndma-i Dihkhudd, Mukaddima,
in the previous centuries as well (the oldest such
Tehran 1337/1958, 110-47; I. Afshar, Kitdbshindsi-i
source is the Persian part of the Codex Cumanicus, see
dastur-i zabdn-i Jam, in Farhang-i Irdnzamm, ii (1954),
D. Monchi-Zadeh, Das Persische im Codex Cumanicus,
19-45; M.B. Sanf c , Sayn dar dastur-i z.abdn-i fdrsi, Tehran
Uppsala 1969; A. Bodrogligeti, The Persian vocabulary
1371/1992. On lexicography, see KAMUS. 2. Persian
of the Codex Cumanicus, Budapest 1971; P. Orsatti,
Lexicography; S. Nails! et alii, Farhang-hd-i fdrsi, in
Prodromi degli studi europei sul persiano nel Rinascimento, in
Lughatndma-i Dihkhudd, Mukaddima, 178-378.
Italia ed Europa nella linguistica del Rinascimento, ed.
Bibliography: Valuable grammatical studies on
M. Tavoni, Ferrara 1996, ii, 551-67). These first
certain stages of the history of the language are
descriptions written by missionaries, theologians, scholnumerous, but for some other fields research has
ars or people of practical orientation (e.g. Ludovicus
only just begun. A concise descriptive grammar
de Dieu [1628], John Greaves [1649], Ignazio di Gesu
or a detailed and reliable description of the lan[1661]) were meagre collections of paradigms in most
guage history is still missing. In addition to the
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references given above, for a general orientation,
see Lazard, Persian and Tajik, in CTL, vi, The HagueParis 1970, 64-96 (bibl. from 1950 until 1968 at
77-96); Ehsan Yar-Shater, Iran and Afghanistan, in
ibid., 669-89; Windfuhr 1979; CLI, ed. Schmitt,
1989. For the best bibliographical journal for Iranian
studies, see Abstracta Iranica, supplement to Studia
Iranica published by L'Institut Frangais de Recherche
en Iran, Paris-Tehran. In Iran there is an increasing number of general and specific bibliography
and periodicals, e.g. M. Gulbun, Kitdbshindsi-i
zabdn u khatt, Tehran 2536; Afshar, Zjzbanshindsi,
in Fihnst-i makdldt-i fdrsi, iv, Tehran 1369/1990;
see also the studies published in Maajalla-i zabdnshindsi (Iran University Press).
(EvA M. JEREMIAS)
viii. ART AND ARCHITECTURE
(a) Art.
The arts of Iran will be analysed according to five
broad periods; the first stretches from the Islamic conquest to the rise of the Saldjukids in the mid-llth
century, a period characterised by the lingering effects
of Sasanid rule, and strong cultural, artistic and economic ties between Iran and Irak. The second, which
encompasses the next two centuries when Iran was
ruled by the Saldjukids and their successors, is characterised by an expansion in the quality and quantity of goods manufactured in the cities of Iran. The
third, which stretches from the consolidation of Mongol
conquests in the mid-13th century to the rise of the
Safawids in the early 16th century, is dominated by
the artistic patronage of various courts. The fourth
period coincides with Safawid rule (1501-1722); their
contribution was to unify Iran under a single government which facilitated a diffusion of court culture
to a broader spectrum of the population. Some members of the dynasty also fostered a more commercial
focus in the works of art produced within the court
itself. The concluding phase of traditional Iranian
art lasted from the fall of the Safawids in 1722 to
the end of the Kadjars in 1925. During this time,
Iran was subjected to new pressures that brought it
into ever closer contact with other regions such as
India and Europe. Some aspects of artistic culture
suffered from external competition but others were
reinvigorated, particularly court portraiture and the
commercial production of carpets. The weaving, sale
and collecting of carpets involved a wider spectrum
of Iran's population than had earlier phases of artistic production and patronage.
1. The Sasanid heritage and the beginnings of Islamic art
650-1050
The abrupt demise of the Sasanid Empire in the
mid-7th century A.D. helped to shape artistic development of Iran under Islam. The hasty departure of
the Sasanid court from the royal palace at Ctesiphon
allowed the conquering Muslim armies to witness the
sumptuous surroundings in which those rulers had
lived. Sasanid defeats between 637 and 642 led the
Muslim victors to acquire gold and silver vessels,
bejewelled crowns and ornaments, silken garments
ornamented with gems and precious metals and a
jewel-encrusted carpet. The actual booty was distributed among the troops and soon disappeared from
view, but its description in literary accounts helped
to preserve an association of the Sasanids with an
opulent court culture and in turn, generated later
emulations. The court regalia or ceremonials of some
Muslim rulers such as the Ziyarids [q.v] and Buyids
[see BUWAYHIDS] appear to have reflected Sasanid tra-

ditions. The Islamic conquest's rapidity and the fact
that it was not accompanied by large-scale destruction probably helped to maintain continuity of production among textile-, glass- and metalworkers in
most regions of Iran. Popularised versions of Sasanid
court culture survived in aristocratic circles, particularly in the Caspian region. This broader tradition is
evident in the continuity between the pre-Islamic and
Islamic periods in the shape and decoration of objects
used for festivals and feasts. These include ewers,
boat-shaped drinking vessels and zoomorphic containers (A.S. Melikian-Chirvani, Le rhyton selon les sources persanes, in St. Ir., xi [1982], 263-92; idem, From the royal
boat to the beggar's bowl, in Islamic Art, iv [1990-1], 3-112).
The most public form of Sasanid art, their rockcut reliefs, were largely ignored in the Islamic era
until the advent of the Kadjar dynasty in the late
18th century when they began to serve as models for
reliefs portraying those rulers (see below, 5). Nevertheless, images depicting Sasanid rulers in characteristic poses continued to be replicated in several media.
Literary references mention the post-Sasanid use of
textiles bearing the likenesses of these monarchs, and
depictions of "Bahram Gur at the hunt" appear on
both metalwork and ceramic vessels of Islamic date
(Maria Vittoria Fontana, La Leggenda di Bahram Gure
A^dda, Naples 1986). Memories of Sasanid life were
also transmitted through texts such as the Shdh-ndma
of Firdawsl [q.v.] completed in 404/1010, describing
the accomplishments of Iran's pre-Islamic rulers. Its
themes were popularised through wall-paintings and
eventually by illustrated copies.
In Iran there appears also to have been a substantial continuity in textile production between the
pre-Islamic and Islamic era. The ties between a ruler
and the textiles produced in his territory codified in
the tirdz [q.v.] system continued from the Sasanid to
Islamic periods, although there was a shift from the
figural designs that included portraits of the rulers
themselves in the pre-Islamic period to inscriptions
giving the titles and epithets of Muslim rulers. The
production of figural textiles did not, however, end
with the Sasanids. Some silks ornamented with roundels
containing birds or animals that survive in European
collections, or have been discovered through archaeology, appear to postdate the Islamic conquest.
Included among them are fabrics showing a composite creature that combines the legs and head of a
feline with the wings and tail of a bird. One of these,
made into a man's khaftdn and now preserved in the
Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg, appears to date
from the 10th century (Anna Jeroussalimskaja, Soieries
sassanides, in Splendeur des Sassanides, Brussels 1993, 11326, figs. 127-8). Melikian-Chirvani has identified this
type of textile with a silk fabric known as parand that
is associated with Khuzistan in Persian sources (Parand
and Parniyan identified, in Bull, of the Asia Institute, N.S.,
v [1991], 175-9). Older textile practices may also have
lingered along the southern coast of the Caspian, an
area noted for both its conservatism and its production of silk fabrics. These included green silk brocades
known as tab an after their place of production,
Tabaristan. They were highly valued as carpets and
may have had both figural ornament and Arabic
inscriptions (R.B. Serjeant, Islamic textiles. Materials for
a history up to the Mongol conquest, Beirut 1972, 74-80).
Iran's integration into the wider Islamic polity
ensured that major changes also occurred in other
artistic media such as calligraphy, bookmaking and
ceramics. In all three cases, Iranian developments
mirror those in clrak at the centre of the 'Abbasid
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caliphate. The rise of local lines of rulers such as the
Buyids of central Iran or the Samanids of Khurasan
and Transoxania (Ma wara3 al-nahr [q.v.]) probably
encouraged artistic production in their provincial capitals, but surviving examples testify more to the pervasive impact of clrakf culture than to the strength
of any independent cultural developments. This is particularly true of the arts associated with Buyid patronage. The theory that the Buyid dynasty represented
an "Iranian" phase in the history of Islamic Iran,
popularised in the 1940s and 1950s, was followed by
the "discovery" of silks, metalwork, and even a manuscript, the Andarz-nama, all attributed to Buyid patronage. Today much of this corpus of "Buyid" art has
been identified as of modern origin (Sheila S. Blair,
J.M. Bloom, and Anne E. Wardwell, Reevaluating the
date of the "Buyid" silks by epigraphic and radiocarbon analysis,
in Ars Orientalis, xxii [1992], 1-42). There are, nevertheless, objects produced during the period and
region of Buyid domination such as a gold jug bearing the titles of Abu Mansur Bakhtiyar (r. 967-78), a
Kur'an copied at Isfahan in 972, and an early copy
of cAbd al-Rahman al-Sufi's Suwar al-kawakib al-thdbita
("Book of constellations") dated to 400/1009-10, in
Oxford, all of which have a solid claim to authenticity (E. Wellesz, An early al-Sufl manuscript in Oxford,
in Ars Orientalis, iii [1959], 1-26).
The artistic currents manifested in Khurasan during the 9th, 10th and early 11th centuries, and broadly
associated with the Samanids [q.v.], combine local traditions linked to the region's pre-Islamic past with
innovations deriving largely from c lrak. The high quality of locally produced ceramics, metalwork and glass,
known primarily through excavation, underscores the
region's economic and cultural vitality. Glass excavated at Nfshapur exhibits close parallels to specimens
found in Trak (J. Kroger, Mshapur. Glass of the early
Islamic period, New York 1995). The collection of twenty
glass objects excavated at the Famen Temple in
Shaanxi province, China, that were buried before
874, is a notable case of objects with parallels among
finds from Iran and Trak (An Jiyao, Dated Islamic glass
in China, in Bull, of the Asia Institute, N.S. v [1991],
123-37).
Ceramics excavated at Nfshapur and other Samanid
centres such as Samarkand, are notable for their varied technique, shape and decoration. Some vessels
emulate types popular in Trak which in turn reflect
Chinese prototypes, whereas others exhibit local techniques, shapes and decoration. The most original, produced from the mid-9th to early 11 th centuries, consist
of plates, dishes and jugs embellished in slip-painting
with both Arabic inscriptions, generally aphorisms, and
patterns reflective of the local metalwork tradition.
These handsome vessels with their well-written texts
on a stark white ground often bear a striking resemblance to manuscript pages (C.K. Wilkinson, Mshapur.
Pottery of the early Islamic period, New York [1973?]);
Terres secretes de Samarcande. Ceramiques du VIP au XIIF
siecle, Paris 1992). Although no dated manuscripts of
this period appear to have survived, the Samanid ruler
Mansur b. Nuh I (r. 961-76) initiated the translation
of two major works in Arabic composed by Abu
Dja'far al-Taban [q.v.]: his chronicle of early Islamic
history, a task assigned to Abu CA1I al-Baramf [see
BAL/AMI. 2], and his Kur'anic commentary. The latter's abridged translation into Persian, accomplished
by a group of religious scholars, must have been produced in bilingual manuscripts. Later examples of
Kur'ans with interlinear translations and Persian commentaries produced in Khurasan during the 11 th and
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12th centuries suggest that local calligraphers favoured
variants of the '"Abbasid" scripts used in contemporary
'Irak (F. Richard, Splendeurs persanes, Paris 1997, 33-8).
2. Iranian art under the Saldjukids and their successors
1050-1220
The gradual westward expansion of the Saldjukids
(r. 1040-1194 [q.v.] during the l l t h century allowed
them to unify the eastern and western sections of Iran
and to create a more homogeneous culture over the
region as a whole. Paradoxically, even though these
Turks were of tribal nomadic origin, the principal
artistic consequences of their dominion appeared in
Iran's urban centres. The Saldjukids ruled from a
series of cities including Nishapur, Rayy, Isfahan,
Ramadan, Kirman and Marw, but their zone of influence was also extended by alliances with other rulers
including the Khvvarazm Shahs and the Ghaznawids.
In addition to the absence of a single administrative
centre, the fissiparous character of the Saldjukid state
stemmed from their tradition of dividing their domain
among various family members, including minor
princes who ruled with the assistance of a guardian
or atabeg [see ATABAK]. After the dynasty's decline in
the mid-12th century, effective power passed to a
number of local rulers who had previously been
Saldjukid tributaries or atabegs for various princes.
Despite this political fragmentation, crafts flourished
in towns from Harat and Nishapur in the east to
Kashan, Isfahan and Tabriz in the west.
Members of the Saldjukid dynasty are known principally as patrons of architecture (see (b), below), but
the relative stability and prosperity associated with
their rule was also a stimulus to the development of
the portable arts. Metalwork and ceramic objects produced between the mid-llth and mid-13th centuries
are noted for their innovative decorative techniques
and their excellent craftsmanship. The strong foundations of this period's artistic culture also allowed it
to survive for several decades after the demise of the
Saldjukid dynasty itself. Dated and inscribed objects
suggest that several crafts, including metalworking and
ceramics, reached a peak of quality in the first two
decades of the 13th century just prior to the devastation brought about by the Mongol conquests of
the 1220s (R. Ettinghausen, The flowering of Seljuq art,
in Metropolitan Museum Journal, iii [1970], 113-31;
R. Hillenbrand (ed.), The art of the Saljuqs in Iran and
Anatolia, Costa Mesa 1994).
The practice of inlaying objects of brass or bronze
with copper, silver and gold was developed with particular skill in eastern Iran and Khurasan. During the
12th century this technique was associated with the
city of Harat, where some of the finest pieces are
known to have been made, including a bath-bucket
known as the "Bobrinsky Bucket" dated to 1186 and
now in the Hermitage Museum. Objects given this
distinctive and painstaking form of embellishment
include ewers, bowls and trays intended for use in
celebrations and implements such as pen cases and
inkwells that were part of the paraphernalia of government officials. This technique was also practised
by craftsmen in the western sections of Iran, and by
the first quarter of the 13th century it had spread to
the city of Mawsil in 'Irak. Melikian-Chirvani has suggested that the pieces made in western Iran drew
their inspiration from the Khurasanian tradition, but
it is unclear whether such connections would have
been established through trade or because of the
migration of craftsmen from east to west (Metalwork
from the Iranian world, 8th-18th centuries, London 1982,
23-54, 136-42).
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Although utilitarian ceramics continued to be produced in many places, the most ambitious objects are
associated with the workshops of the central Iranian
town of Kashan. This centre was well endowed with
the raw materials needed for the production of a new
type of body based on the use of crushed quartz and
other forms of silicon which could be shaped to
an unparalleled thinness and even to create white
bodies that were translucent. Although the ultimate
inspiration for these changes is thought to have derived
from a desire to imitate the thin and translucent
bodies of Chinese porcelain, the Kashan potters embellished their wares with painting executed in several different techniques (Ettinghausen, Evidence for the
identification of Kashan pottery, in Ars Islamica, iii [1936],
44-75).
The best-known decorative mode employed by the
Kashan potters is that of over-glaze painting in metal
oxides and other pigments. The resulting "lustre-painting" [see KHAZAF] gave the objects a metallic sheen
and brilliance. This technique had been applied to
ceramics already in 9th-century 'Irak and in Egypt
during the 10th and l l t h centuries. Its use at Kashan
appears to date from the late 12th century, and the
technical secrets involved in its production may well
have been carried there by emigre craftsmen fleeing
the collapse of Fatimid rule in Egypt. Whatever the
source from which this knowledge was obtained, the
potters of Kashan made this technique their own,
applying it both to vessels destined for household use
and to tiles used in the embellishment of architecture. They also employed other decorative techniques
such as the use of moulded ornament or painting in
under- and over-glaze colours. The most laborious of
these techniques known as "seven-colour ware" could
be executed with great finesse and allowed the ceramics to bear designs of increasing intricacy. Notable
examples decorated in this technique include cups
which narrate heroic tales or a large platter that
depicts the siege of a fortress (O. Watson, Persian lustre ware, London 1985; Marianna S. Simpson, The narrative structure of a medieval Iranian beaker, in Ars Orientalis,
xii [1981], 15-24; J. Soustiel, La ceramique islamique,
Freiburg 1985, 77-105).
The l l t h and 12th centuries also witnessed the
expansion of manuscript production in Iran; proportioned scripts developed in 'Irak during the late 10th
century and l l t h century were adopted by calligraphers working in Iran (D. James, The master scribes,
London 1992, 22-57). The most elaborate decoration
occurs in Kur'an manuscripts, such as the one copied
and illuminated at Hamadan in 1164; but similar
embellishments appear in a few secular manuscripts,
and some illustrated books were produced in Iran and
Saldjukid Anatolia (Ettinghausen, Manuscript illumination, in Survey of Persian art, 1937-54; Melikian-Chirvani,
Le roman de Varqe et Golsdh, in Arts asiatiques, xxii [1970]).
3. Iranian art of the Mongol and Timurid periods
The initial devastation of the Mongol invasion of
Central Asia and Iran (1218-23) was followed by
a second, less destructive wave of conquests in the
1250s which brought the remainder of Iran under
Mongol control. Although skilled craftsmen were
usually exempted from the general slaughter that ensued when a city or town resisted Mongol forces, the
population and artistic productivity of the most devastated regions, such as Khurasan, plummeted and
would not recover until the 15th century. By way of
contrast, the cities and towns of western and southern Iran including Kashan, Tabriz and Shiraz not
only escaped destruction but even provided the cat-

alyst for a revival of artistic production in the later
13th and 14th centuries. Two major changes helped
to transform the arts: increased connections between
Iran and East Asia, especially China, and the growing importance of the princely courts as loci of artistic consumption and even at times of its production.
This gave Iran's rulers a greater role in shaping its
artistic traditions than they had previously exercised.
The first of the arts to revive may have been ceramics, led by the production of lustre-painted tiles
and vessels at Kashan. An important group of such
tiles was produced to embellish a palace constructed
by Abaka Khan (r. 1265-82) at Takht-i Sulayman in
north-west Iran (R. Naumann, Die Ruinen von Tacht-e
Suleiman und ^endan-e Suleiman, Berlin 1977). Here for
the first time vegetal and animal themes of Chinese
origin such as lotus and prunus blossoms, many-clawed
dragons and birds with extravagant plumage became
part of the repertoire of Iranian craftsmen. Many of
these same elements are also prominent in the luxurious silk textiles embellished with gold and produced
under Mongol patronage in various sections of their
domain, some of which have recently come to light
among objects taken from Tibet. Even before their
arrival in the Near East, the Mongols had demonstrated that they placed a high value on textiles,
particularly those of silk brocaded with gold, and took
pains to ensure their access to a steady supply. Those
measures included seizing skilled weavers and moving
them from one region to another to establish workshops where they would produce textiles for their
Mongol masters (M. Rossabi, The Silk trade, in
J.C.Y. Watt and Ann Wardwell (eds.), When silk was
gold, New York 1997, 14-19). Although it is difficult
to link surviving fabrics with any specific production
centre, textiles depicted in Persian manuscripts of the
late 13th and early 14th centuries demonstrate that
textiles designs of Far Eastern origin were in use there
as well.
The history of Shiraz shows a different aspect of
this era. Its rulers, the Salghurids [q.v.], forged an
alliance with the Ilkhanid Mongols which ensured the
city's survival, and local traditions helped to shape its
artistic production. A long-standing association of the
nearby monumental ruins of Persepolis with a mythical past, in which deeds of the Biblical ruler Solomon
and the Iranian hero Djamshfd were interwoven, provided the basis for a distinctive local titulature used
by the city's Islamic rulers who declared themselves
to be "heirs to the Kingdom of Solomon". These
titles appear in a group of brass vessels inlaid with
silver produced in Shiraz during the 14th century.
Although Khurasan! typologies of shape and decoration from the pre-Mongol era appear in some of them,
other metalwork from Fars displays complex faceted,
fluted and imbricated shapes. The new emphasis on
figural compositions in their decoration is akin to those
used in illustrated manuscripts of the period (MelikianChirvani, Metalwork from the Iranian world, 136-230).
Ghazan Khan's acceptance of Islam in 1295 helped
to integrate the traditional arts of Islamic Iran with
the new cultural modes of the Mongol period. This
is evident in two main areas—the creation of sumptuous, large-scale Kur'anic manuscripts and the preparation of illustrated copies of Persian texts. Ghazan's
interests included medicine and various scientific disciplines, and he commissioned the translation of Ibn
Bukhtlshuc's Manafi al-hayawdn into Persian. An illustrated copy of it dated to either 1297 or 1299, now
in the Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, was probably prepared for him (Barbara Schmitz, Islamic and
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tant Persian texts, including Firdawsi's Shah-nama and
Indian manuscripts and paintings in the Pierpont Morgan
Nizaml's Khamsa. The concern of these dynasties with
Library, New York 1997, 9-23). Ghazan also ordered
artistic patronage was emulated by the Tlmurid and
his vizier Rashld al-Dfn to compile a history' of the
Turkman dynasties that followed them.
Turks and Mongols, a project that during the reign
Tlmur's (r. 1370-1405) own relentless and destrucof Ghazan's brother and successor, Oldjeytu (r. 1316tive military campaigns left little time for cultivation
35) was expanded to encompass the history of the
of the arts, other than architecture which he apparrest of Eurasia. Some copies of the resulting text, the
ently viewed as a tangible embodiment of his power,
Dj.amie al-tawarikh ("Compendium of chronicles"), were
but many of his descendants made artistic patronage
illustrated. The earliest and most important of these,
an integral part of their life. This activity came
now divided between the Edinburgh University Libnaturally to them, for it reflected an integration of craft
rary and the Khalili Collection, London, was comproduction into the physical fabric of court life, a
pleted in 1314, probably for presentation to Oldjeytu
process which had begun with the mobile camp(Sheila S. Blair, A Compendium of chronicles, London
cities of the Mongols. In the course of the 15th cen1995, 16-31). As befits the text's wide-ranging sourtury, Timur's feuding descendants gradually lost
ces, its illustrations show the impact of the several
control over the territory which he had painstakingly
pictorial traditions available in Mongol Iran, including
assembled, but along the way they embraced the idea
illustrations executed in Byzantine, Nestorian and
that a princely court should be a catalyst for conArmenian workshops, Chinese cartography, Chinese
noisseurship in the visual arts. Craftsmen connected
printing, as well as earlier Persian paintings.
with Tlmurid courts produced a variety of goods rangThe gradual assimilation of the Mongols to Islamic
ing from the accoutrements of nomadic prestige (tents,
culture was also marked by the creation of large-scale
decorated saddles, embroidered silks, and jade drinkrichly illuminated copies of the Kur'an. The most
ing vessels) to manuscripts so lavishly ornamented that
impressive, executed by the period's leading calligrasome were even written on gold-embellished paper
phers and embellished with full-page illuminations,
and bound in bejewelled covers.
were commissioned by Oldjeytu, most probably for
The list of Tlmurid patrons of the book stretches
the religious complex at Sultaniyya which became his
from the incorrigibly rebellious Iskandar b. c Umar
tomb. Copies were prepared for him simultaneously
Shaykh to Shah Rukh and his sons Baysonghor and
in three cities: one was made in Baghdad, another
Ibrahim Sultan, who were both noted calligraphers
in Mawsil, and the third in Ramadan. All shared
who had their own book-producing workshops. This
with the manuscripts of Rashld al-Dm's history an
process reached a climax with the last major Tlmurid
unusually large size, measuring 50 X 37 cm, and all
ruler, Sultan Husayn Baykara (1470-1506). His court
were adorned with extensive gilded ornamentation
at Harat, enriched by the intellectual power of CA1I
(D.James, Qurans of the Mamluks, New York 1988, 923
Shir Nawa'I, included the talented calligrapher Sultan
126). A number of impressive Kur an manuscripts
C
were also produced at Shlraz for local dignitaries,
A1I MashhadI and the painter Bihzad [<7-y.], whose
including female patrons such as TashI Khatun, the
fame later reached legendary proportions. It is a fitting expression of the interlocking realms of personal
mother of Abu Ishak Indju (r. 1343-57), and his sister Fars Malik Khatun. Their manuscripts combine
experience and aesthetic pleasure at Tlmurid courts
well-executed gold calligraphy in Trakl modes with a
that the patrons themselves were often portrayed in
their own manuscripts either directly in a frontispiece,
local style of illumination (ibid., 162-73; James, The
or indirectly in the guise of participants in a literary
master scribes, London 1992, 122-35).
The Mongol period also marks the beginning of
narrative (T.W. Lentz and G. Lowry, Timur and the
the creation of illustrated copies of Firdawsl's Shdhprincely vision, Washington, D.C. 1989).
ndma, a text often regarded as historical and a source
Despite the relatively short duration and intrinsic
of edification for rulers. Copies produced between
fragility of Tlmurid control over Iran, the dynasty's
the late 13th and mid-14th centuries exhibit diverse
legacy of combining patronage of the arts with other
features, suggesting that they were commissioned by
more obvious forms of royal prestige was also adopted
by several of their rivals among the Kara Koyunlu
a variety of patrons. Some, although lavishly illustrated, are compact in size, whereas others are on | and Ak Koyunlu dynasties, notably Plr Budak Kara
the scale of large Kur'an manuscripts. One such large
Koyunlu and Ya c kub Ak Koyunlu. Relatively few
copy has been linked to the reign of the last imworks of art associated with these patrons are extant,
portant Mongol ruler, Abu Sacld (r. 1316-35), and may
but those manuscripts that have survived are notable
have been commissioned either by him or by his
for their intricate blue and gold illumination and
vizier, Rashld al-Dfn's son Ghiyath al-Dln Muhammad
expressionistic style of painting. Both of these features
(O. Grabar and Sheila Blair, Epic images and contemcontinued to be popular under the Safawids.
porary history: the illustration of the Great Mongol Shahnama,
It is generally believed that during the 15th cenChicago 1980).
tury patterns and decorative schemes created by court
c
The death of Abu Sa fd in 1335, without an heir,
workshops were first used in the design of textiles and
set the stage for conflicts between rival Mongol faccarpets. Although literary references to carpets inditions for control of his domain. The most influential
cate that they were produced in Iran from the Sasanid
among these factions for artistic development were
period onward, those descriptions are inadequate for
the Djalayirids [q.v.]. They seized the region of Tabriz
reconstructing either their technical characteristics or
as well as much of Trak including Baghdad, and
their appearance. It seems that in Iran the producembraced manuscript patronage with particular ention of knotted pile carpets only became common
thusiasm. Shaykh Uways (r. 1356-74) [see UWAYS. 1]
after the influx of Turkish nomads that began in the
and his son Sultan Ahmad (r. 1382-1410) gave paintl l t h century. Depictions of carpets in Persian manuing and manuscript production a high priority within
scripts of the 14th and 15th centuries suggest that
their courts. The Muzaffarids [q.v.], who ruled Kirman,
most had a central zone occupied by small-scale repetShfraz, Yazd and Isfahan, continued to patronise the
itive motifs similar to those used in Anatolian carpets
metalworkers and the Kur'anic calligraphers of Fars,
of that period. During the 15th century, some carand also commissioned illustrated copies of imporpets depicted in Tlmurid paintings have designs focused
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on a central medallion that may be round, oval or
star-shaped. Often the carpet's corners contain quarter-medallions while the remainder of its field is filled
with vegetal ornament usually in the form of spiraling vines with a variety of blossoms placed along them
at intervals (Amy Briggs, Timund carpets. I, in Ars
Islamica, vii [1940], //. in ibid., xi-xii [1946]). These
painted carpets resemble the finest extant 16th-century carpets as well as designs used in manuscript
illumination and book bindings [see also BISAT, in
Suppl.].
4. Iranian art of the Safawid period
The Safawid creation of a kingdom whose boundaries resemble those of the modern Iranian state served
to encourage a more homogenous artistic tradition
within the region as a whole, a process also furthered
by two of the dynasty's most influential rulers, Shah
Tahmasp I (r. 1524-76) and Shah 'Abbas I (r. 15871629). Shah Tahmasp's approach to the arts is an
extension of the cultural attitudes which characterised
late Tfmurid Harat in the period of Sultan Husayn
Baykara, a connection that is understandable since Tahmasp spent much of his youth in that city. The prince
showed an aptitude for painting as well as calligraphy, so that when he returned to Tabriz to ascend
the throne, he gave a great importance to the book
arts. During the first decades of his reign, the royal
workshop was engaged in the production of manuscripts, particularly copies of the classics of Persian
literature. The most important manuscript associated
with his patronage is a copy of Firdawsl's Shah-nama
which is almost a picture album, for its 759 folios contain 258 illustrations and most of these occupy almost
the entire surface of a page. As might be expected
from a project of this size, it gives evidence of having been executed by numerous painters and the paintings show a range of styles and quality. By and large,
the most impressive paintings are those situated in
the manuscript's earliest sections where some of them
continue trends originating in Tfmurid Harat while
others echo features of western Iranian art under the
Turkmans. The most elaborate compositions depict
complex architectural structures the divisions of which
are used to separate an event into narrative components (M.B. Dickson and S.C. Welch, The Houghton
Shahnama, 2 vols., Cambridge, Mass. 1981). The impact of court etiquette and activities on the illustrative
programs of a manuscript is particularly striking in
the case of a manuscript of Nizami's Khamsa also prepared for Shah Tahmasp and now in the British Library (Welch, Persian painting, New York 1976, 70-97).
Tahmasp Fs enthusiasm for manuscript patronage
was echoed by other members of the dynasty, notably
his brothers Sam Mlrza and Bahrain Mfrza as well
as his nephew Sultan Ibrahim Mlrza. The last-named
devoted considerable time and energy to artistic pursuits and employed a substantial number of calligraphers, painters and illuminators. A copy of Djami's
Haft awrang produced for him between 1556 and 1565,
and now in the Freer Gallery of Art, shows the manner in which an illustrated manuscript could become
a "world unto itself". Every folio provides a feast for
the eye, contrasting finely executed calligraphy with
colourful gold-decorated borders, while its paintings
draw the viewer into a self-contained universe inhabited by people of various ages and social stations
(Marianna S. Simpson, Sultan Ibrahim Mir^a's Haft awrang,
New Haven 1997).
During the Safawid era, the popularity of illustrated
manuscripts spread beyond the confines of the court,
and they were produced also in non-royal workshops

for a widening circle of patrons. Workshops in the
city of Shiraz were particularly active in the booktrade. During the 16th century, in addition to the
ever-popular poems by Firdawsl and Nizaml, texts
by several writers active in the late Tlmurid period
continued to be both widely copied and frequently
illustrated, including the poetry of Djaml, Hatifi and
the prose of Husayn Gawzargahl (F. Richard, Splendeurs persanes, Paris 1997, 157-204). By the early 17th
century, however, the attention of artists and collectors
had shifted to single-page paintings, especially portraits, which were often gathered in murakka's [q.v.]
(albums) (Sheila R. Canby, The rebellious reformer, London
1996).
The Safawid court was also involved in the production of various other kinds of artifacts, particularly
silk textiles embellished with gold and silver and carpets with complex patterns which echo the intricate
designs of book illumination or even of book illustration. Annually on the occasion of Nawruz [</.^.],
following a well-established Islamic practice, Safawid
rulers were expected to provide their courtiers and
retainers with garments appropriate to their status and
position. Some garments worn by the ruler and his
close associates were made of silk woven or embroidered in intricate patterns and embellished with gold
and silver; used textiles were routinely destroyed in
order to recover the metal which they contained.
Safawid rulers sent luxury textiles as diplomatic gifts
to their rivals, the Ottomans and the Mughals.
Historical accounts confirm that several towns in Iran
produced luxury textiles and rugs, including Kashan,
Yazd, Kirman and Isfahan, although it is difficult to
link surviving examples with any particular centre
(Carol Bier (ed.), Woven from the soul, spun from the heart,
Washington, D.C. 1987; May Beattie, The carpets of
Central Persia, Westerham 1976).
The few surviving rugs from 16th-century Iran follow designs created by professionally trained designers or painters. Some have elaborate flgural and
landscape compositions, whereas others are noted for
their multi-level designs of vegetal scrolls. Shah
Tahmasp I is known to have taken a personal interest in the production of carpets, and Shah c Abbas I
is even said to have practised the weaver's craft.
During his reign, weavers worked in the grounds of
the royal palace at Isfahan, although production of
luxury textiles and rugs also continued in other centres. The intricate time-consuming designs and lavish
use of silver and gold that characterise Safawid court
carpets and textiles preserved in shrines or sent as
diplomatic gifts suggest that court production was
viewed as an index of royal prestige, rather than as a
commercial venture (M. Aga Oghlu, Safawid rugs and
textiles, New York 1941; Bier and Bencard, The Persian
velvets at Rosenborg, Copenhagen 1995; F. Spuhler et al,
Denmark's coronation carpets, Copenhagen 1987).
5. Iranian art from 1722 to 1925: the Afshdnd, £and
and Kdajdr periods
Although the period from the effective end of the
Safawid dynasty in 1722 to the emergence of the
Kadjars in 1794 was marked by chronic political instability, artistic patronage still continued on an intermittent basis largely echoing trends of the late 17th
century. Lacquerwork (actually varnished watercolour
paintings, usually on a papier-mache surface), which
had earlier been used for bookbindings, was also used
for pen-boxes, mirror cases and caskets. A few paintings and luxury textiles can be linked to Nadir Shah
(r. 1736-47), and his seizure of Mughal treasures during his invasion of India provided Iran's rulers with
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jewels later used with great effect by the Kadjars in
their court regalia. Karlm Khan Zand's reign (175179) is notable for a stress on large-scale figure paintings on canvas that were used to embellish buildings,
a practice expanded under the Kadjars. It was that
dynasty's second ruler, Fath CA1I Shah, who made the
most concerted and skillful use of pictorial imagery
as an adjunct to state policy. He revived the use of
rock-cut reliefs for heroic images of himself and of
his court and similar compositions were also used on
portable objects such as lacquerwork bookbindings or
mirror cases. Enthusiasm for large-scale figural painting was not limited to the Kadjar court. Itinerant
story-tellers used portable picture scrolls (sometimes
identified as "Coffee-house paintings") as an adjunct
to the recitation of stories and to performances of the
passion play or ta'ziya [q.v.] (see Layla S. Diba and
Maryam Ekhtian (eds.), Royal Persian paintings. The Qajar
epoch 1785-1925, Brooklyn 1999.
The second half of the 19th century witnessed a
decline in most local crafts due to the competition
created by imports from Europe and India. One exception was the production of carpets, which were much
in demand both within Iran and abroad. The old
system of court production was replaced by commercial workshops that drew on the skill of many
segments of Iran's population. Large-scale enterprises,
situated in major urban centres such as Isfahan, produced standardised carpets to the specifications of a
mostly foreign clientele. Smaller production centres,
situated in villages, the homes of private citizens or
even in nomadic encampments, created more varied
wares which often combined traditional schemes with
idiosyncratic embellishments. This broadly based "folkart" provided a kind of democratisation of Iran's artistic
tradition that carried it into the 20th century (A.C.
Edwards, The Persian carpet, 1953).
Bibliography: Survey of Persian art; J.W. Allan,
Persian metal technology 700-1300, London 1979;
O. Grabar, The art of the object, in Camb. hist, of Iran,
iv, 351-63; Grabar, The visual arts, 1050-1350, in
ibid., v, 641-58; B. Gray, The pictorial arts in the
Timurid period, and The arts in the Safavid period, in
ibid., vi, 843-76, 877-912; F. Spuhler, Carpets and
textiles, in ibid., 698-727; B.W. Robinson, Persian
painting under the Zjmd and Qajar dynasties, in ibid., vii,
870-89; J. Scarce, The arts of the eighteenth to twentieth centuries, in ibid., 930-58; R.W. Ferrier (ed.), The
arts of Persia, New Haven 1989; A. Soudavar, Art
of the Persian courts, New York 1992.
(PRISCILLA SOUCEK)
(b) A r c h i t e c t u r e .
The buildings erected in Iran during the Islamicperiod are some of the finest constructed anywhere
in the Muslim lands. They are noteworthy for their
sophisticated vaulting systems and their sublime use
of coloured decoration on both interior and exterior.
Both traits may have been encouraged by the materials available for construction. Although large supplies of wood grow near the Caspian Sea and good
stone for masonry is found in Fars and Adharbaydjan,
brick is the predominant building material in most of
the region. Already in pre-Islamic times, builders in
Iran had devised ways of roofing their structures with
domes supported on squinches, arches thrown over
the corner of a room. Builders in Islamic times maintained the tripartite elevation of wall, squinch and
vault, but divided the zone of transition into increasingly smaller and more elaborate segments, culminating in the mukarnas [q.v.]. At the same time, they
carved and painted the stucco covering interior sur-
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faces and developed several methods of glazing tiles
in a full range of colours, so that brick surfaces covered with brilliantly coloured tiles became a hallmark
of Iranian Islamic architecture.
The following discussion surveys the development
of these trends in Iranian Islamic architecture in five
chronological periods. Within each period, a short
assessment precedes discussions of the major building
types and of form, materials and decoration. The article considers Iran in the broadest sense, comprising
the plateau between the Tigris and Oxus rivers, and
occasionally includes sites beyond these confines, such
as Baghdad or Samarkand. Naturally, more buildings
and more types of buildings survive from the later
period, making it possible to sketch a fuller picture
from the extant record. By contrast, relatively few
buildings survive from earlier times, and the evidence
for early Islamic architecture in Iran has to be pieced
together from widely scattered remains and snippets
of information gleaned from texts.
1. Before 900
Virtually nothing is known about buildings from
the period of Umayyad rule when the Islamic capitals were in Syria, but, as befits Iran's position as one
of the most important provinces in the c Abbasid empire, most of the buildings erected there in the 3rd/
9th century reflect the forms and styles used in the
capital province in c lrak. Compared to clrak, contemporary buildings in Iran are generally smaller, but
show a wider variety of materials, including rubble
and mortar, fired brick, mud brick (particularly in
northeast Iran and the adjacent regions of Central
Asia) and wood. Many are decorated with the styles
of carved stucco development at the c Abbasid capital
of Samarra5 [</.&.].
The most important building type known from early
Islamic times in Iran is the congregational mosque.
Congregational mosques built in Iran resemble those
constructed elsewhere in the 'Abbasid domains, for
virtually all of them are (or were) large buildings with
a central courtyard surrounded by porticos or arcades
and a large covered prayer hall on the kibla side (in
Iran, the southwest). The prayer hall was a hypostyle
room, in which the roof was supported on a multitude of single supports, either piers or columns. The
best standing example of a hypostyle congregational
mosque is the one known as the Tan Khana, erected
at Damghan in the 3rd/9th century. The remains of
others have been excavated at several sites, including
Susa in Khuzistan in southwestern Iran and at Siraf
on the Persian Gulf (dateable A.D. 815-25), but the
largest and most important of these hypostyle congregational mosques was the one erected at Isfahan.
Founded ca. Ill, it was expanded under the cAbbasid
caliph al-Mu c tasim (r. 218-27/833-42) and served as
the basis for the present Friday Mosque (Masdjid-i
Djumca) in the city.
In addition to the hypostyle congregational mosque,
there were other types of small mosques. One type
had an attached courtyard leading to a rectangular
prayer hall (measuring between 5 and 10 m on a
side) divided by one or more transverse arcades, with
a projecting mihrab [q.v.] in a rectangular salient. At
least ten examples were excavated in the residential
quarters at Siraf, and some may date as early as the
3rd/9th century. Another type of small mosque is a
square covered with nine domes. The one that survives at Balkh is about four times the area of the
small mosques at Slraf (measuring ca. 20 m to a side)
and was elaborately decorated on the interior with
extravagantly carved stucco.
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The same forms and decoration were used on a
smaller scale in domestic architecture. Vaulted and
domed houses excavated at Marw (now in Turkmenistan) were decorated with Samarra'-style stucco.
Houses excavated at Nlshapur also had stucco dados
elaborately carved in a similar style (several are now
on display in the National Museum in Tehran and
the Metropolitan Museum in New York).
Caravanserais [see KHAN] erected along the major
trade routes across Iran and Central Asia also reflect
the plans of those found elsewhere in the cAbbasid
lands. Three mud-brick forts erected at Darzln in
Kirman province, for example, are square buildings
(25 m on a side) with round buttresses and tunnelvaulted chambers.
2. 900-1250
This was the most creative period in Iranian architecture, and all of the distinctive features of Iranian
Islamic architecture—the use of fine-quality baked
brick as the primary material of construction and
decoration, the development of glazed tile as an important medium of both interior and exterior decoration, the four-iwan plan, mausolea, minarets, the
tripartite elevation of dome chambers, the subdivision
of the squinch into increasingly smaller units and the
mukarnas—appear for the first time during this period.
Most of these features are commonly associated with
the patronage of the Saldjuk dynasty (432-590/10401194), whose territories stretched from Central Asia
to clrak, but many were introduced earlier and were
not limited to the Saldjuk domains.
New congregational mosques were built to suit the
need of the growing Muslim community. Those erected
in the 4th/10th century, as at Na'fn and Ardistan,
continued to use the hypostyle plan, but the major
feature of this period was the development of a new
plan having a courtyard surrounded by arcades linking four iwdns, high vaulted rooms open to the court
at one end. The transformation from the hypostyle
to the four-iwan plan is best seen in the mosque at
Isfahan, an early capital of the Saldjuk domains. In
485/1086-7, the twenty-four columns in front of the
mihrab were replaced with a free-standing domed pavilion supported on giant polylobed piers. Then, later,
probably in the early 6th/12th century, four iwdns
were added around the court. This combination of
four iwdns plus dome chamber was soon repeated in
congregational mosques in nearby towns such as
Ardistan, whose hypostyle mosque was revamped
between 553 and 555 (1158-60).
Despite the occasional use of other types of congregational mosque, the four-twdn plan became the
standard for congregational mosques erected all over
Iran from this period onwards. Scholars have long
debated why this change occurred. Although the reasons are not entirely clear, it may have been simple
practicality and utility. This plan had already been
used in many pre-Islamic buildings in Trak and Iran,
ranging from the Parthian palace at Ashur (1st century A.D.) to Sasanid houses at Ctesiphon (6th century
A.D.). It provided a suitable setting of monumentality,
without any rigid princely or cultic associations.
From the 6th/12th century the four-iwdn plan also
became standard for many other types of buildings.
To judge from later examples, this plan may have
been used for madrasas, which began to proliferate at
this time. This plan was also used for caravanserais,
such as Ribat-i Sharaf, built in 508/1114-15 by the
Saldjuk vizier Sharaf al-Dfn Kummf on the old route
north from Nfshapur to Marw. Building civil structures was considered an act of piety and a sign of

sovereignty, and many local rulers embellished their
domains in this way. The Kurdish prince Badr b.
Hasanawayh (r. 370-404/980-1013), for example, erected a series of bridges along the pilgrimage route
near Khurramabad; Kakuyid amirs added iron gates
to the mud-brick walls around the city of Yazd in
432/1040-1, as did the Shaddadid amir Shawur I b.
Fadl at Gandja in 455/1063.
From the 5 t h / l l t h century onwards, minarets began to proliferate thoughout Iran. Most are tapering
brick cylinders about 30 m tall, decorated with horizontal bands of elaborate brick patterns and elegant
inscriptions. In earlier cAbbasid times, minarets had
been attached to congregational mosques and normally set opposite the mihrab. In this period they were
erected by a broader spectrum of people, including
viziers, judges and private individuals, and sometimes
set as isolated, free-standing constructions. Their proliferation may also indicate a revolution in technique
which made these tall baked-brick towers resilient to
earthquakes.
The monumental tomb [see KUBBA; TURBA] was
another major type of building erected in this period.
Tomb towers were popular along the Caspian littoral,
as exemplified by the Gunbad-i Kabus (397/1006-7),
the earliest and also the most spectacular example to
survive. The classic example of the domed tomb is
the mausoleum of the Samanids at Bukhara (310s/
920s), but its exquisite form and decoration in carved
plaster and baked brick bespeak a long tradition. The
domed tomb became the most popular type. Three
fine examples were erected at Maragha in the 6th/12th
century, but the largest and most splendid is the one
built at Marw for the Saldjuk sultan Sandjar (r. 51152/1118-57).
Larger tomb complexes also developed during the
period. Some, such as those at Mashhad or Kumm,
surrounded the graves of Shf c f imams. They were
underwritten not only by wealthy Shf c ls but also by
government officials seeking to garner the support of
heterodox segments of the local population. Other
complexes grew up around the graves of such learned
figures as al-Hakfm al-Tirmidhf or such mystics as
Abu Yazld al-Bistamf [</.yy.]. These shrine complexes
were often agglomerative, and the specific stages of
construction can only be revealed by detailed archaeological investigations, usually impossible because of
the sacred nature of the sites.
Texts mention large palaces and elaborate houses
for the upper classes in the Buyid capitals at Baghdad
and Shfraz and the Saldjuk capitals at Isfahan,
Baghdad and Marw. Excavations have revealed only
tantalising fragments from minor sites, such as limestone panels from the palace of the Hasanawayhids
at Sarmadj in southwest Iran or carved stucco panels from Tirmidh on the Oxus. Contemporary houses
excavated at Nfshapur were lavishly decorated with
painted stucco.
Domes were elaborated and articulated during this
period. In order to lighten the domical mass, both
physically and visually, builders developed the double
dome, in which two shells of slightly varied profile
are connected by intermittent ties. Nizam al-Mulk's
Siyasat-nama (ed. H. Darke, Tehran 1340/1962, 211,
tr. idem, London 1978, 167) mentions that one of
the 4th/10th-century tombs of the Buyids at Rayy
already had such a double dome (ba du pushish), and
extant examples survive from the end of the 5th/llth
century (e.g. the tomb at Kharrakan dated 486/10934). Ribs were used to facilitate construction in a land
where wood was unavailable for centring. As the dome
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was built, the ribs were bonded into the construction
and often exploited for decorative effect. The inventiveness Iranian builders displayed in the manipulation of domed spaces is clear from the Friday Mosque
at Isfahan, where over two hundred examples cover
the individual bays, although the exact chronology of
the vaults has not been established and it is still
unclear what percentage can be assigned to this period.
Dome chambers typically show a tripartite elevation, with the dome supported on an octagonal zone
of transition, in which four squinches alternate with
four blind arches, in turn supported on four walls
arranged in a square. In more elaborate examples,
builders inserted an intermediary sixteen-sided zone
or squinch net between the dome and the octagonal
zone. In a single example, the north dome at Isfahan,
the parts are aligned vertically. In all other cases, the
three parts are distinguished visually.
In addition to vaults, builders also manipulated
arches. Mihrdbs from this period, the earliest to survive in the region, consist of concentric niches within
rectangular frames, as at the 4th/10th-century congregational mosque at Na'ln. Builders also developed
the pishtak [q.v.~\, an arched opening surrounded by a
free-standing rectangular frame. The ruined building
at Sarwistan, which Bier has recently re-attributed to
the early Islamic period, had a pishtak in the middle
of the facade, and by the 4th/10th century builders
used this form in Iranian mosques and mausoleums
(e.g. the Arab-Ata mausoleum at Tim in the Zarafshan
Valley dated 367/977). The pishtak soon became one
of the most distinctive features of Iranian architecture,
used in a variety of building types including caravanserais (e.g. Ribat-i Malik, rebuilt in 471/1078-9,
and Ribat-i Sharaf) and mausolea (e.g. Uzgand and
Sarakhs, 5th-6th/l 1th-12th centuries).
Builders in this period also displayed their inventiveness by varying the shape of the arch, from round
to keel-shaped, trilobed and polylobed, and by combining squinches of different shape in the same building. Five different types of squinch, for example, are
used at Ribat-i Sharaf. By further subdividing the
squinch, builders seem to have developed the mukarnas,
tiers of niche-like elements that project out from the
row below. Already at the Gunbad-i Kabus, a few
tiers of mukarnas decorate the half-vault over the door,
and mukarnas corbels were used to support the cornices of tomb towers, as at the Gunbad-i cAlf (448 /
1056-7) in Abarkuh or the balconies of minarets, as
at Bistam (514/1120-1). Mukarnas was clearly used to
provide a visual transition, but its structural role remains to be documented.
During this period, fine baked brick was the preeminent material for the construction of important
buildings, while mud brick, pise and stone were used
for subsidiary structures or in specific areas. By the
6th/12th century, a standard baked brick measuring
ca. 25 X 25 X 5 cm had replaced the large rectangular bricks used in the early period and the smaller
bricks associated with Buyid buildings in the Isfahan
region. Bricks were laid in a variety of flush or basket bonds, from common and double bond to diaper
patterns, or in combinations of recessed and projecting bricks.
Builders also exploited the spaces between the bricks
for decorative effect. Builders in northeastern Iran
often laid bricks in double bond so that the vertical
joints created a pattern of light and shade across the
wall. Builders sometimes filled the joints with plaster
endplugs, which were stamped or carved with geometric, floral or epigraphic, patterns, or with pieces
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of glazed tile, which contrasted with the matte, reddish or yellowish brick. Holes in the brickwork on
the earlier tomb tower erected at Kharrakan in
460/1067-8 were probably filled with these glazed
pieces, and small fragments are still preserved in the
dome chamber in the congregational mosque at
Gulpayagan erected under the Saldjuk Muhammad
b. Malikshah (r. 498-511/1105-18 [q.v.]). From the
6th/12th century onwards, builders commonly set out
glazed bricks which spelled out sacred words and
phrases in the technique known as bannd'i "builder's
[technique]".
Builders or decorators (the distinction is unclear in
this period) also realised the potential of other methods for adding colour to their brick buildings. The
most labour-intensive and therefore the most expensive method was to cut the glazed tiles into small
pieces to form geometric designs, strapwork or inscriptions. The most common glaze was light or
turquoise blue, easy to prepare from copper. The
tomb chamber at Natanz (389/998-9) has small pieces
of glazed tile inset in the plaster decoration. The
minaret at Sin (526/1132) has a complete inscription
made up of pieces of glazed tile. Two tombs at
Maragha, the Gunbad-i Surkh (542/1147-8) and the
Gunbad-i Kabud (593/1196-7), have elaborate strapwork patterns. One monument erected shortly before
the Mongol invasions, the madrasa at Zawzan (616/
1219), displays two additional colours of glazed tile,
white and dark blue.
From ca. 1200, builders also decorated the interior
of buildings with expensive lustre tiles. At major shrines
such as Kumm and Mashhad, hundreds of individual tiles, some specially made to fit the site, were
used to cover the cenotaphs, mihrabs and walls of the
tomb chambers. These tile revetments were signed by
the most famous potters of the day, Muhammad b.
Abl Tahir and Abu Zayd, both members of prominent lustre-potting families from Kashan, home to this
speciality. As the city of Kashan, located near important mines, had a monopoly on tile production, the
term kdshi [q.v.] came to refer to glazed tile.
Similarly, builders often painted the stucco coating
interior surfaces. Traces of red, blue and green paint
are often visible on mihrdbs, and walls were sometimes
painted to imitate brick bonding patterns. Other subjects include geometric and vegetal ornament as well
as figures, animals, and birds. The increased use of
colour and the growing taste for covering up wall
surfaces foreshadow later developments, but at this
time structure and decoration were kept in balance.
3. 1250-1500
This period marked the triumph of coloured decoration. Builders elaborated the technique of tile mosaic so that it covered the entire surface. They also
expanded the palette to a full range of seven colours
(dark and light blue, white, black, yellow and green,
in addition to unglazed brick). They added other techniques of tile decoration, including cuerda seca and
Idajwardma, overglaze painting. This period also saw
an increase in the height, verticality and size of buildings, and the enormous complexes ordered by Mongol
and Tlmurid rulers attest the wealth available in this
period of trans-Asian trade. Individual buildings were
often incorporated into complexes, which combined a
mosque, madrasa, khdnkdh and other service buildings
around a tomb, either for the founder (as in Oldjeytu's
tomb at Sultaniyya [q.v.] or Tfmur's tomb, the Gur-i
Mir at Samarkand) or for a Sufi" saint (as at Natanz,
Bistam and Gazur Gah outside Herat).
Congregational mosques followed the standard
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foiir-iwan plan. The one built at Waramm in the
1320s exemplifies Ilkhanid work, but the most impressive is the elephantine one erected by T'Tmur in his
new eapital at Samarkand. Known as the Mosque of
Bib! Khanum, after Tfmur's favourite wife, it measures
a gargantuan 100 X 125 m. Wherever space was available, as in these two examples, these congregational
mosques had regular exteriors, but whenever they had
to be shoehorned into the space available in a city,
as in the one that Timur's daughter-in-law Gawharshad
added to the shrine of the Imam al-Rida in Mashhad
in 821/1418-19, the exterior was irregular. As before,
these mosques focus on the courtyard, and the one
at Mashhad is truly magnificent, with dazzling tile
mosaic and undcrglaze- and overglaze-painted tiles.
Madrasas of the period are even more homogeneous than mosques and have a similar plan of a
court surrounded by two stories of students' cells connecting four iutans, as at the Madrasa Imarm (755/
1354) at Isfahan or the one built at Khargird in 8468/1442-5 by the architect Kawam al-Din Shlrazi.
the first Iranian architect whose career and style can
be delineated. The madrasas built by Shah Rukh's
son Ulugh Beg in Bukhara and on the Rfgistan m
Samarkand (both 820-3/1417-21) are variations on
the same therne.
A similar plan was also used for rural caravanserais,
often erected along major trade routes as part of the
flourishing overland trade. Caravanserais were also
built within cities. One of the few urban commercial
buildings to survive is the Khan al-Mirdjan (or Khan
al-Urtma) in Baghdad (758/1359); its sophisticated
transverse-vaulted roofing system, which allows light
to flood the interior, shows that the patron, the governor of Baghdad for the Djalayinds, considered the
caravanserai as important as the other parts of hi.s
complex.
Both the tomb tower and the domed square chamber continued to be used for funerary monuments.
Mausolea built for lesser figures, such as descendants
of the Imams or minor princes or princesses, were relatively small, free-standing buildings (e.g. the Imamzada
Dja'far at Isfahan, 725/1325). The most striking examples, notable for their fine tile decoration, are found
in the necropolis outside of Samarkand known as the
Shah-i Zinda, where many domed structures lining
the street leading to the principal shrine were built
for female members of Tirnur's family. Since some
orthodox scholars condemned the building of mausolea, the cenotaph was sometimes set in the open
air in front of an iwdn. Several Timurid examples of
this arrangement, which has been called a hagira, are
found at Gazur Gall, Turbat-i Shaykh Djam and
Tayyabad.
Richer patrons, mainly sultans and their chief ministers, built larger tombs as part of elaborate funerary complexes. The best example to survive from the
Ilkhanid period is the mausoleum of the Khan Oldjeytti
at Sultaniyya, but the foundations established by
Gliazan Khan and his vizier Rashrd al-Din at Tabriz
were equally large. Large complexes were also built
around the tombs of SufT saints. A few honoured contemporary shaykhs, such as the complex built at Natanz
in the opening decade of the 8th/14th century for
the Suhrawardi shaykh 'Abd al-Samad (d. 699/12991300), but more commonly they honoured saints long
since dead, as at the complex of Abu YazTd Bistami,
which underwent major restoration at the same time.
These complexes, like mosques, had regular exteriors
whenever space allowed, as at the gigantic shrine that
Tfmtir erected on the steppe for Ahmad Yasawl [</.?<'.]
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at Turkistan (799-801/1397-99) and the one that Shah
Rukh erected for 'Abd Allah Ansari [q.v.]) at Gazur
Gah (829-32/1425-29).
A few palaces were permanent constructions. Ca.
1275, the Ilkhan Abaka, for example, constructed a
summer residence at Satunk (now Takht-i Sulayman
[f?.y.]) on the foundations of the Sasanid sanctuary of
Shlz. The quality and abundance of the architectural
decor, particularly the marble carvings and the lustre and lad^uiardma tiles, show that the Mongol ruler
spared no expense. Both the site, which has been
identified as the place where the Sasanid emperors
had been crowned, and the decoration, including lustre tiles with quotations and scenes illustrating themes
from the Shah-nama, may have been chosen for their
association with pre-Islamic Iranian kingship. The ruins
of the Ak Saray, Timur's palace at Shahr-i Sabz (78198/1379-96) show the same concerns for size and fine
tile decoration.
More often, however, the Mongols lived in elaborate tents [see KHAYMA. ivj. Ghazan's summer palace,
for example, was said to have been a tent of golden
tissue which took two years to make, and the Spanish
ambassador Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo described the
even more sumptuous pavilions inhabited by Tfmur.
These tents were often set in gardens, and the
Tfmurids constructed several canals outside Harat to
water their extensive suburban estates set in gardens
with such evocative names as the Bagh-i Djahan-ara
"(World-adorning garden"). Observatories are the most
notable civil structures to survive from this period.
The one ordered by Hiilegii in 758/1258 for the celebrated astronomer NasTr al-Din TusI [<7-y.] on a hill
north of his capital at Maragha served as the model
for the one that Ulugh Beg built at Samarkand in
823/1420 for Ghiyath al-Dm Kashi \_q.v.}.
Builders in this period shifted their attention from
structure to space, developing new and inventive ways
of covering both square and rectangular areas. The
solid walls of earlier buildings were pierced with openings and bays, and several types of transverse vaulting were developed to admit light and air. Experiments
with transverse vaulting over rectangular spaces in the
8th/14th century led to the development of squinchnet vaulting in the 9th/15th. Builders transformed the
traditional square room into a cruciform chamber with
broad niches on the sides. Both the recesses and the
central square are spanned with four broad arches.
The intersection of these eight arches creates a smaller
square which supports the traditional arrangement of
four squinches, an octagon, a sixteen-sided zone and
the dome. The interstices between the ribs and
squinches are filled with faceted and painted plaster,
hence the name "squinch net". This new system has
many advantages: the vault itself is significantly smaller
than the square room it covers; it is relatively light
in weight; and the loads are concentrated on points
rather than walls, as in Gothic architecture, so that
the walls can be opened up with windows or filled
with staircases and subsidiary rooms.
Builders also altered the proportions used in this
period, making rooms taller, arches more pointed and
minarets more attenuated. Typical of the new vertieality and refinement of form are the monumental
portals with soaring double minarets preserved in
Isfahan, Yazd and Abarkuh. Many of these soaring
vaults are decorated with plaster mukamas shells that
are suspended from the outer shell by ropes. Those
used at Natanz in the early 8th/14th century are relatively simple, but the ones erected a century later
at Turkestan are of unparalleled complexity.
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Decoration, too, became more complex. Entire wall
surfaces were often covered with bannd'i, thereby
enveloping the building in a web of pious phrases.
Tile mosaic became more common, with floral and
curved designs replacing the angular ones used earlier. Interior plaster surfaces were often covered with
intricate moulded and painted designs, often derived
from book painting and thereby suggesting the existence of a central design studio in this period.
4. 1500-1800
The buildings erected during this period are some
of the most alluring and attractive in all Iranian architecture, and for many viewers, their glittering web of
glazed tile, soaring portals, bulbous domes, and slender minarets epitomise the essential qualities of Persian architecture. In part, their fame is a matter of
survival, for a large and impressive ensemble of buildings is easily accessible in Isfahan [q.v.], the third capital of the Safawids, and Shlraz [q.v.], capital of the
Safawid regent Muhammad Karfm Khan Zand (r.
1164-9371751-79). In part, the attractiveness of this
architecture is due to its open and easy design, with
simple compositions based on addition and symmetry. These buildings show little structural or formal
innovation, for builders needed to build and decorate
vast structures in the shortest time; hence colourful
tile revetments sometimes conceal structural banality.
The greatest strength lies in the planning and execution of large urban ensembles, in which a variety
of commercial, religious and political functions are
integrated in harmonious compositions. This was also
the period when builders, like contemporary painters,
developed an interest in the history of their art, be
it the Timurid tradition of dynastic architecture in
Khurasan or the local building traditions of Isfahan
and Shfraz.
In general, buildings, especially religious ones, use
the same type of plans found in earlier periods. The
four-iwan plan, for example, continued to be standard
for congregational mosques, as in the splendid one,
now called the Masdjid-i Imam, that Shah cAbbas
(r. 995-1038/1587-1629) ordered for his new capital
at Isfahan. The same plan was also used for madrasas
and khangahs. So, too, the domed tomb remained popular. The tomb of Khwadja Rabic at Mashhad (10307
1620) is a domed octagon, whereas that for Tahmasp's
father Shaylch Djibra'Tl, in tne village of Kalkhuran
near Ardabll, is a square surmounted by a tall bulbous dome recalling Timurid tombs of Central Asia.
In comparison with earlier times, much more civil
architecture survives from this period, particularly from
the reign of Shah c Abbas, who saw architecture as a
means of enhancing his economic policies. An extensive system of kandts [q.v.], subterranean aqueducts
directly linked to aquifers, were dug to supply new
settlements. Bridges were set up along important roads,
as in the superb examples over the Zayanda Rud
[q.v.] at Isfahan. Different types of buildings for collecting and storing water were developed, such as the
water storage tank (Pers. db-anbar], usually a large
domed cistern ventilated by means of pipes (Pers.
bddgir [q.v. in Suppl.]). To make and store ice, builders
developed ingenious mud-brick structures (Pers.
yakhcdl), often decorated with inventive brickwork.
"Abbas also encouraged the construction of thousands
of pigeon towers (Pers. burdj-i kabutar] on the fertile
plain around Isfahan so that he could heavily tax the
guano harvest. Similarly, the city of Bukhara, one of
the Shaybanid capitals in Central Asia, was dotted
with caravanserais (Pers. Km} and domed markets (Pers.
cahdr-su).
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These many buildings were often integrated into
fine ensembles centred around a large mayddn [q.v.]
or public square. In Isfahan, cAbbas had four new
buildings strategically and symbolically positioned
around the mayddn: the bazaar entrance on the north
faced the congregational mosque, and a small mosque
known as the Masdjid-i Shaykh Lutf Allah on the
east faced the cAlf Kapu, the entrance to the palace
precinct. Between 1596 and 1606, cAbbas's governor
Gandj cAlf Khan laid out a similar complex in the
provincial capital of Kirman, with a bath, caravanserai,
mint, water tower, mosque and other public buildings connected by a continuous portico around a large
rectangular mayddn (100 x 50 m). Many of these urban
developments continued under Muhammad Kanm
Khan Zand at Shfraz, who glorified his capital with
broad avenues and more than 25 public buildings. As
in Isfahan and Kirman, the most important structures, including the citadel or arg, the congregational
mosque known as the Masdjid-i Wakll (begun in 1766),
a public bath and a vaulted bazaar, were grouped
around a mayddn.
This was also the period when the major shrine
complexes in Iran took on their definitive shape. To
mark their claims of sovereignty and establish their
legitimacy, the Safawids expanded and rebuilt the family shrine at Ardabll, making it one of the largest in
the country, matched only by the shrine around the
tomb of the eighth Imam al-Rida at Mashhad. Both
shrines received substantial endowments, not only property and chattels but also precious objects, particularly
books. cAbbas also endowed a staggering 1,162 pieces
of Chinese porcelain to the shrine at Ardabll, and
had a new building, the Cfnl-Khana, built to house it.
Other shrines developed for Sufi" shaykhs. One of the
most picturesque is that for Shaykh Ni c mat Allah Wall
at Mahan outside Kirman, whose sequence of courtyards and richly-carpeted and splendidly-vaulted halls
evokes the wealth and authority accorded these brotherhoods in Safawid Iran.
Town planning and building on such a wide scale
necessitated the employment of dozens of architects
and master-builders assisted by calligraphers, tile-makers, plasterers, woodworkers and painters. The workforce, especially at the top, was highly mobile and
dominated by the Isfahan school, which attracted the
finest talent from throughout the Safawid domains.
The vast scale of architecture during this period led
builders to standardise exteriors but to experiment
with structure. They perfected the system of ribbed
vaults developed during the 9th/15th century by empirical study of the strength of materials. For example,
large rooms were spanned by ribbed arches with forked
bases which distributed the weight on to piers concealed within the walls. These structural experiments
have only been revealed during the course of restoration, as in the upper two floors of the cAl! Kapu
palace at Isfahan. New forms include the tdldr, the
pillared hall known from Achamaenid times and
adopted during this period for audience halls.
Flat walls were often decorated with paintings of
varied subjects. Some illustrate current events, such
as the series of embassies and battles depicted on the
walls of the Cihil Sutun palace at Isfahan. Others
evoked classic Persian themes, such as the romance
of Khusraw and Shirfn. A few, such as the murals
in the Imamzada Shah Zayd in Isfahan, depict religious scenes, and some others, such as a group of oil
paintings, depict foreigners. In many cases, these wall
paintings seem to be the work of the same artists
who illustrated manuscripts and single-page paintings.
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5. 1800 to the present day
Architecture in this period can be seen as a struggle
between tradition and innovation. Under the Kadjars
[</.#.], new Europeanising features were grafted on to
traditional ones. Thus congregational mosques, erected at Kazvfn, Zandjan, Simnan and Tehran, followed the now-classic plan of an open court with two
or four iwdns, but interior facades were articulated
with such new features as kiosks, windcatchers or
clocktowers. The increasing acceptance of European
architecture, especially under Nasir al-Dfn Shah
(r. 1264-1313/1848-96 [q.v.]), is especially clear in secular architecture, exemplified by several palaces in
and near Tehran, such as the Gulistan Palace and
the Kasr-i Kadjar. Traditional forms such as the tdlar
are combined with such European elements as tall
windows, engaged pilasters and grand staircases. The
mixture of traditions is also evident in the decoration, in which tile mosaic, underglaze-painted tiles and
mosaic mirror-work mingle with floral, figural and
landscape scenes in the Victorian style.
These experiments with European modernism continued in the 20th century under the Pahlawls, as the
best architects linked an appreciation of traditional
values with such modern requirements as waste disposal. Nader Ardalan's Centre for Management Studies
in Tehran (1972) followed the form of a traditional
madrasa and used local construction methods and labour
(see further on modern buildings in the capital, TIHRAN.
I. 3(b), (c)). Similarly, the enormous tomb constructed
at Rayy for Ayatullah KhumaynT [q.v. in Suppl.] in
1989 used the traditional form of domed tomb surrounded by minarets, although it was executed using
relatively inexpensive materials and techniques of industrial construction.
Bibliography: The bibliography on Iranian architecture is enormous and expanding rapidly. The
following includes only books and other major
studies. Ruy Gonzales de Clavijo, Embassy to Tamerlane 1403-1406, tr. G. Le Strange, London 1928;
E. Diez, Churasanische Baudenkmdler, Berlin 1918; Survey
of Persian art; Athdr-e Iran, i-iv (1936-49); M. Siroux,
Caravanserails d'Iran et petites constructions routieres, Cairo
1949; D.N. Wilber, The architecture of Islamic Iran.
The II Khdnid period, New York 1955; D. Hill (photographer), Islamic architecture and its decoration, A.D.
800-1500, Chicago 1964; A. Godard, The art of Iran,
ed. J.M. Rogers, London 1965; Lisa Golombek, The
Timurid shrine at Gazur Gah, Toronto 1969; Wilber,
The Masjid-i cAtiq of Shiraz, Shiraz 1972; Nader
Ardalan and Laleh Bakhtiar, The sense of unity. The
Sufi tradition in Persian architecture, Chicago 1973;
R. Naumann, Die Ruinen von Tacht-e Suleiman und
^endan-e Suleiman, Berlin 1977; Muhammad-Yusuf
Kiani, Iranian caravanserails with particular reference to
the Safavid period, Tokyo 1978; D. White house, Sir of.
III. The Congregational Mosque and other mosques from
the ninth to the twelfth centuries, London 1980;
T. Men, Timund Herat, Wiesbaden 1983; E. Galdieri,
Isfahan. Masgid-i gumca, III, Rome 1984; C.K.
Wilkinson, Mishapur. Some early Islamic buildings and
their decoration, New York 1986; Abbas Daneshvari,
Medieval tomb towers of Iran. An iconographical study,
Lexington, KY 1986; L. Bier, Sarvistan. A study in
early Iranian architecture, University Park, PA and
London 1986; Sheila S. Blair, The Ilkhanid shrine
complex at Natanz, Iran, Cambridge, MA 1986;
R. Ettinghausen and O. Grabar, The art and architecture of Islam. 650-1250, Harmondsworth 1987;
B. O'Kane, Timund architecture in Khurasan, Costa
Mesa, CA 1987; Golombek and Wilber, The Timund

architecture of Iran and Turan, Princeton 1988; J.M.
Bloom, Minaret, symbol of Islam, Oxford 1989; Grabar,
The Great Mosque of Isfahan, New York 1990; Blair,
The monumental inscriptions from early Islamic Iran and
Transoxiana, Leiden 1992; eadem and Bloom, The
art and architecture of Islam, 1250-1800, London and
New Haven 1994; Barbara Finster, Friihe iranische
Moscheen, vom Beginn des Islam bis zur %eit salgunqischer Herrschaft, Berlin 1994; R. Hillenbrand, Islamic
architecture. Form, function and meaning, Edinburgh 1994;
idem (ed.), The art of the Saljuqs in Iran and Anatolia:
Proceedings of a symposium held in Edinburgh in 1982,
Costa Mesa, CA 1994; O'Kane, Studies in Persian
art and archiecture, Cairo 1995; Muhammad Karfm
PfrnTa, Ashnd-yi bd micmdn-yi isldmi-yi Iran, Tehran
1374/1995; Mosques. An encyclopedia of the Iranian historial monuments in the Islamic era, 2 [in Persian],
Tehran 1999.
(SHEILA S. BLAIR and J.M. BLOOM)
IRIC, also ERIC, ERAC, on modern maps Erachh,
a small town of n o r t h - c e n t r a l India, situated
on the south bank of the Betwa river, 65 km/40 miles
northeast of Jhansi and 100 km/62 miles southeast
of Gwalior (lat. 25° 47' N., long. 79° 9' E.). It is
now in the Jhansi District in the extreme southwest
of Uttar Pradesh Province of the Indian Union.
Although now within a region largely Hindu, the
area round Iric is rich in Indo-Muslim remains and
monuments. It was in Muslim hands by 709/1309,
when the KhaldjT commander Malik Kafur [q.v.] stayed
at Iric, then renamed Sultanpur, en route southwards
for Warangal [q.v.]. The Djamic Masdjid there was
built by GhazI Diya' al-Dm in 815/1412 during the
time of the last Tughlukid Mahmud Shah II, and was
added to in the time of Awrangzlb. There is also a
fort and five gates to the town. Under the Mughals,
it was the centre of a sarkdr in the suba of Agra, but
by the mid-18th century was under Maratha control
until the region passed to the British.
Bibliography: D.L. Drake-Brockman, District
gazetteers of the United Provinces, xxiv, Jhansi District,
Allahabad 1909, 254-6; J.F. Blakiston, The Jami
Masjid at Badaun and other buildings in the United
Provinces, Memoirs ASI, xix, Calcutta 1926; S.H.
Hodivala, Studies in Indo-Muslim history, i, Bombay
1939, 252-3; P. Jackson, The Delhi Sultanate, a political and military history, Cambridge 1999, 199.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
IRTISH, conventionally Irtysh, a r i v e r of
Siberia and the main left-bank affluent of the Ob
[q.v.]. It rises from glaciers on the southern slopes of
the Altai mountains near the modern frontier of the
Mongolian Republic and Chinese Turkestan or Sinkiang [q.v.] through the Zaysan lake into the Kazakhstan
Republic, then out of it into the Omsk oblast of the
Russian Federation and joins the Ob at Khanty
Mansiysk, its complete course being 3,720 km/2,312
miles, the greater part of it navigable.
The Irtish is mentioned, as drtis, in the Orkhon
inscriptions (Kiiltegin E37; Bilga Kagan E27), where
it is stated that the Kaghan's armies crossed the Altai
and then the Irtish, and attacked the Tiirgesh on its
farther (i.e. western) side (cf. Barthold, %wolf Vorlesungen,
46, 112). But the history of the Irtish basin in early
Islamic times is very obscure; none of its peoples can
have become Muslim before the post-Mongol, later
mediaeval period. A geography like the Hudud al-cdlam
mentions the Artush (3.r.t.sh) as located between the
Oghuz and Kimak tribes, but the author was clearly
describing a river further west (possibly the Yayik
[q.v.], which rises in the Urals and flows into the
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Abarkuh, Gunbad-i CA1I, 448/1056-7.

PLATE XLVII

PLATE XLVIII

Tehran, Gulistan Palace,
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al-clmara, completed 1282-84/1865-67, view
from the rear.
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PLATE XLIX

Isfahan, Masdjid-i Imam, formerly the Masdjid-i Shah, begun 1020/1611, courtyard.

Sangbast, tomb and adjacent minaret, probably 6th/12th century.

Plate l
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Damghan, Congregational Mosque, known as the "Tan-Khana," 3rd/9th century, courtyard looking toward
prayer hall (vaults restored 20th century).

Nayin, Congregational Mosque, 4th/10th century, court facade showing brickwork added during the Buyid
period.
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Mahan, Shrine of Ni c mat Allah, vaulted hall adjacent to the
tomb, early llth/17th century.

Yazd, Congregational Mosque, west prayer hall, late 8th/14th century.

PLATE LI

PLATE LII
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Nayin, Congregational Mosque, 4th/10th century, stucco mihrab.
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Caspian), since he says that it emptied into the lower
Volga (tr. Minorsky, 75, §6.42, comm. 215). Mahmud
al-Kashgharf mentions the Ertish suwi as a river in
the Yemak/Yemak steppes which flows, so he says,
after receiving many tributaries, into a lake; this error
would appear to stem from the same source as the
Hudud al-cdlam, since the Arctic Ocean, the Bahr al^ulumdt of Arabic travellers, can hardly be meant
(Diwdn lughdt al-turk, tr. Atalay, i, 97, tr. Dankoff and
Kelly, i, 129). The Islamic geographers seem to locate
the Kimak [q.v.] roughly between the (true) Irtish and
the Ob, and Gardfzl writes of the trade route which
led northwards from Transoxania to the land of the
Kimak, on the Irtish (cf. Barthold, op. at., 112-13;
but the lower course of the river, beyond the Kimak,
must have been the home of Ugrian peoples, the
ancestors of the peoples found there in the 16th century, the Ostyaks or Khanty). During these later mediaeval times, the former lands of the now-vanished
Kimak, were apparently occupied by the Tatars (perhaps including aboriginal Ugrians now Turkicised)
and, to their south, the Kazakhs occupied this region
(see J. Forsyth, A history of the peoples of Siberia, Russia's
North Asian colony 1581-1990, Cambridge 1992, 10-16,
21-7).
It was on the banks of the Irtish that Cingiz Khan
in 1208 defeated the remnants of his Mongolised
Turkish rivals, the Nayman tribe; he halted in the
summer of 1219 on the banks of the Irtish before his
troops appeared in Transoxania; and towards the end
of Cingiz Khan's life, his son Djoci established his
ordo on the river (Barthold, Turkestan'', 361, 392-3, 403,
450; idem, %w6lf Vorlesungen, 165, 180). The Great
Khan Ogedey was buried, when he died in 639/1241,
on a mountain in Mongolia near the headwaters of
the Irtish (Rashid al-Dm, in Barthold, Turkestan', 473).
Islam may have appeared amongst Turkish nomadic
tribes in the region when the Blue (or White) Horde
came to control its southern and western fringes. In
792/1390 Tfmur despatched from Tashkent an army
against a Khan called Kamar al-Dm, and this marched
north from the Issik-Kul [q.v.], crossed the Hi and
reached the Irtish (Sharaf al-Dm Yazdl, £qfar-ndma,
Bibliotheca Indica, i, 495); and at the end of the 15th
century, the Khanate of Sibir [g.v.] moved its centre
to Sibir or Kashlik or Isker near the confluence of
the Irtish and its tributary the Tobol. The overwhelming of the Khanate of Sibir in the 1590s [see
KUCUM KHAN] , however, brought the greater part of
the course of the Irtish under Russian control.
Bibliography: Given in the article; and see OB
and SIBIR.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ISFIDJAB, a t o w n and an e x t e n s i v e d i s t r i c t
of m e d i a e v a l I s l a m i c C e n t r a l A s i a , identifiable
with the later Islamic town of Sayram. Popular etymologising saw in the name the Persian component
sipld, ispid "white". It lay on the Aris river, a rightbank affluent of the Sir Darya [q.v.], 14 km/8 miles
to the east of the later town of Chimkent (lat. 42°
16' N., long. 69° 05' E.); Chimkent itself, now in the
southernmost part of the Kazakhstan Republic, is mentioned in the historical sources from Tfmurid times
onwards, e.g. in Sharaf al-Dm cAlf Yazdf.
IsfYdjab apparently had a pre-Islamic history, though
nothing is known of this; it may have had a local
Iranian ruler, as did the adjacent regions of Ilak [q.v.
in Suppl.] and Usrushana [q.v.]. The incursions into
Transoxania of Kutayba b. Muslim [q.v] are said to
have reached as far as Shash and Isfidjab, but it
appears more firmly in history with a report that, in
225/840, the Samanid governor of Samarkand Nuh
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b. Asad subdued it and built a wall round its vineyards and cultivated lands (presumably as protection
against raids by the steppe Turks) (al-Baladhurl, Futuh,
422; al-Samcanf, Ansdb, ed. Haydarabad, vii, 26). Being
on the northernmost edge of the Islamic lands in
Central Asia, IsfYdjab was very much a frontier town,
the resort of ghd&s and other fighters for the faith,
who congregated in ribdts [q.v.] fortified against the
infidel Oghuz and Kimak Turks, and numbered by
al-MukaddasI, 273, with palpable exaggeration, at
1,700. Many of these ribdts were built and financed
by the people of the Transoxanian towns well behind
the frontier, and manned by them in relays; ribdts of
the men of Nakhshab, Bukhara and Samarkand are
mentioned, and another rib at was that financed by
the Samanid commander Karatigin al-IsfYdjabf, with
Karatigin and his son Mansur buried nearby (alMukaddasI, loc. at.; Ibn al-Athir, ed. Beirut, viii, 492).
That this Karatigin—obviously a Turk—was the local
ruler of IsfYdjab in the early 4th/10th century, as
Barthold assumed, is by no means sure. At all events,
because of its role as a vital frontier post (thaghr d^alll
wa-ddr al-djihdd) it was, unusually for Transoxania,
exempt from taxation, and the local ruler paid only
a token tribute and forwarded presents to the Samanid
amir in Bukhara (Ibn Hawkal, 510, tr. 488; alMukaddasI, 340; cf. Barthold,' Turkestan\ 175-6, 21112, and idem, A history of the Turkman people, in Four
studies on the history of Central Asia, iii, 77-8).
The geographers describe it at this time as thoroughly well defended, with a citadel (ruinous, however, in Ibn Hawkal's time) and walls round the
shahristdn and rabad respectively. As a place where the
products of the steppes could be exchanged for those
of the settled lands, its markets were flourishing, and
al-Mukaddasf mentions in particular the suk al-kardbis,
that of the cotton merchants, the rents from whose
shops were a charitable wakfthat yielded 7,000 dirhams
a month (Ibn Hawkal, 5JO, tr. 487-8; al-MukaddasI,
273; cf. Le Strange, The lands of the Eastern Caliphate,
483-4, and Barthold, Turkestan**, 175-6).
We do not know what ultimately happened to the
local rulers of Isfidjab, but in 382/992 the Karakhanid
ruler of Balasaghun, Bughra Khan Harun or Hasan,
occupied the town as he advanced into the Samanid
dominions, and it is mentioned that a certain Abu
Mansur Muhammad b. Hasan al-IsfYdjabf rebelled
against Samanid authority in the very last days of the
dynasty (387/997) and summoned help from the
Karakhanid Ilig Nasr.
In the early 7th/13th century, the inhabitants of
IsfYdjab, together with those of Shash, Farghana and
Kasan, were removed by the Khwarazm Shah 'Ala3
al-Dm Muhammad and the land laid waste because
he was unable to protect them from the destructive
raids of the Mongol Kiiclug [q.v] (Yakut, Bulddn, ed.
Beirut, i, 179; "ibn al-Athir, xii, 271; Barthold,
Turkestan', 368-9). The second disaster which IsfYdjab
suffered, according to Yakut, loc. cit., was devastation
by the Mongols of Cingiz Khan.
It is around this time that the name Sayram begins
to replace IsfYdjab, although already in the later
5 t h / l l t h century, Mahmud al-Kashghan, Diwdn lughdt
al-turk, tr. Atalay, iii, 176, tr. Dankoff and Kelly, ii,
241, equated Sayram/Saryam with the older IsfYdjab.
As such, Sayram figures in the history of the western part of what became, from the 8th/14th century
onwards, Mogholistan [q.v], e.g. in the history of the
later Caghatayids as recounted by Mfrza Muhammad
Haydar Khan. Thus it is recorded that Tsa Bugha
Khan devastated Sayram, Turkistan and Tashkent in
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855/1451, and later in the century, Sayram was governed by Yunus Khan, the maternal grandfather of
Babur [q.v.]. The Caghatayid Mansur Khan led an
expedition against the Kirghiz [see KIRGIZ] in 928/1522
because these Turks had been ravaging the lands from
Sayram to Farghana (Tdnkh-i Rashidi, tr. Elias and
Ross, 79, 358). Thereafter, Sayram passed substantially under the control of the nomadic kingdom of
the Kazak. In 1723 Sayram, Turkistan and Tashkent
passed under the control of the Kalmucks [see KALMUK]
and remained within their vast nomadic empire until
the destruction of this by the Chinese in 1758. Thereafter, the region reverted to Kazak rule, and then, in
the first half of the 19th century, passed under Russian
control; see KIRGIZ.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ISFIZARI, Mu c m al-Dfn Muhammad ZamcT, epist o l a r y stylist and h i s t o r i a n in Tfmurid Khurasan
whose birth and death dates are unknown but who
flourished in the second half of the 8th/14th century.
From what he says in his own works, he arrived
in Harat, probably from Isfizar in what is now western Afghanistan, in 873/1468-9, and was employed
as a munshi at the court of Sultan Husayn Baykara
[see HUSAYN at Vol. Ill, 603a] under the patronage
of the vizier Kiwam al-Dln Nizam al-Mulk (d. 903/
1497-8). Isfizarf is most famous as the author of a
history and compendium of information on the city
of Harat, its topography and its fadd'il, the Rawddt
al'^anndt fl awsdf madinat Harat, dedicated to Husayn
Baykara, begun in Muharram 897/November 1491
and completed two years later at the end of 899/
autumn 1494. Noteworthy here is his use of earlier,
lost sources, such as a history of the Kart or Kurt
dynasty of Harat by one Rablcl Bushandjf. The history was edited by Sayyid Muhammad Kazim Imam,
2 vols., Tehran 1338-9/1959-60, also by Muhammad
Ishak, Calcutta 1380/1961 (non vidi); description and
analysis of contents by Barbier de Meynard in JA,
5th ser., vol. xvi (July-Dec. 1860), xvii (Jan.-June
1861), xx (July-Dec. 1862). Isfizan's Risdla-yi Kawdnm,
an epistle in praise of Harat and its ruler, is also
extant, as is also an inshd3 collection of his.
Bibliography: See also Browne, LHP, iii, 420-1;
Storey, i, 355-6, 1296, iii, 256-7; Storey-Bregel, ii,
1045-8; Rypka et alii, Hist, of Iranian literature, 434,
447.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
ISHKASHIM, a s m a l l s e t t l e m e n t in the
m o d e r n Afghan p r o v i n c e , and the mediaeval
Islamic region, of Badakhshan [^.^.].
It lies in lat. 36° 43' N., long. 71° 34' E., and
should not be confused with Ishkamish, further westwards in the Kunduz or Kataghan district of
Badakhshan. The historic Ishkashim is on the left or
southern bank of the Pandj or upper Oxus river (only
in Soviet times did a smaller settlement on the other
side of the river become the chef-lieu of the so-called
Ishkashim tuman or district of the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region within the Tadjik SSR; cf.
BADAKHSHAN at Vol. I, 853b), and is at present connected with the provincial capital of the [Afghan]
wildyat of Badakhshan, Faydabad, by a road across the
Sardab pass. When Soviet Russia invaded Afghanistan, the Russian army in the early 1980s constructed
a bridge across the Oxus at Ishkashim for transporting troops and materiel. Ishkashim has in fact played
a part in history because of its position along the
only winter route between Badakhshan and the transOxus regions of Shughnan and Wakhan [q.w.]; and
it was here that the British traveller John Wood crossed

the ice-covered river in 1837 (A journey to the source of
the River Oxus, 2nd ed. London 1872, 204-6).
The place existed in early Islam, and the Hudud
al-cdlam, tr. Minorsky, 121, makes Sikashim the cheflieu of Wakhan and the residence of its malik; the
people comprised at that time (late 4th/10th century)
both Muslims and infidels (gabrakdn, ? Zoroastrians).
Many of the local people, on both sides of the Pandj
here, are Isma'flfs, locally known as Mawla'fs (see
F. Daftary, The Ismd'ilis: their history and doctrines,
Cambridge 1990, 544). The people of villages in the
vicinity of Ishkamish, also in one place on the right
bank of the Pandj, perhaps totalling in all some 2,000,
speak a distinctive Eastern Iranian language of the
so-called "Pamir group", Ishkashmf (see the Bibl.
to BADAKHSHAN, and also J.R. Payne, in R. Schmitt
(ed.), Compendium linguarum iranicarum, Wiesbaden 1989,
417-44).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): L.W. Adamec, Gazetteer of Afghanistan.
Badakhshan province and Northeastern Afghanistan,
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85-6; Muhammad Nadir Khan, Rdhnamd-yi

Kataghan wa Badakhshan, ed. M. Sutuda, Tehran
1367/1_988, index.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
C
ISHKI, MUHAMMAD RIDA MIRZADA, m o d e r n i s t
poet, playwright, journalist and fervent
I r a n i a n n a t i o n a l i s t (b. 5 June 1894, d. 3 June
1924 - 12 Trr ASH 1303).
c
lshkf's life is shrouded in legend because of his
ultra-patriotic pronouncements in his writings and
speeches, his unconventional and often militant ideas
in politics and literature, and above all, his tragic
death at the early age of thirty from an assassin's
bullet. He received his elementary education in his
native Hamadan, attending the Ulfat and Aryans
(Alliance) high schools, in the latter of which he learned
French and was introduced to Western civilisation.
His knowledge of French helped him to gain employment as a translator/interpreter for a merchant in
Hamadan. However, before finishing school, he travelled around the provinces and towns, his eyes being
thereby opened to the dismal social and economic
conditions of his country and countrymen. At the
beginning of the First World War, clshkf was back
in Hamadan, where in ca. 1915 he started his career
as a journalist by publishing Ndma-yi clshkl; from the
start, he was an engage journalist with leftist leanings.
As Iran became a theatre of war with the movement
of foreign armies, clshkf joined a group of expatriates
and settled for several years in Istanbul. It seems that
even before he left, TshkF was a Turcophile and was
interested in the activities of the reformist and nationalist group of the Young Turks. According to some
writers, while in Istanbul he attended the Ddr al-Funun
for courses in science and philosophy.
Tshkf's poetic gift now suddenly blossomed. This
took place whilst travelling in Mesopotamia, in the
midst of the ruins of the Sasanid royal palace at
Ctesiphon. The remains of the palace, with its huge
iwdn, triggered off a poetic rapture in c lshkf, and he
composed Rastdkhiz-i shahriydrdn-i Iran ("The resurrection of Iranian kings"). It became the first opera in
the Persian language, and was first staged in Isfahan
on c lshkf's return to his homeland, to the tumultuous
reception of the audience. Tshkf himself sang the part
of the poet. This one-act opera play is a mixture of
realism and fantasy, and is full of patriotic pathos,
with dramatis personae including the poet (Tshkf);
Khusraw-dukht (the Sasanid princess); Darius the
Great; Cyrus the Great; Anushfrwan; Khusraw Parwlz
and his wife Shfrfn; and the prophet Zoroaster. The
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purpose of this opera was to juxtapose the glories of
the ancient Iran with that of the land of Tshkl's own
day; the ancient kings accuse contemporary Iranians
of having no energy and will and of leaving the country in a state of apathy and lethargy. Tshkl's second
poem inspired by the Sasanid ruins was Kafan-i siydh
("The black shroud"). This is an epic poem 427 verses
long, composed in the musammat form set in the time
of Khusraw and ShfrTn, and what was meant to be
a romantic epic turned out to be a powerful social
commentary and criticism.
Tshkl's criticism of the Iranian polity was carried
to its height upon his return to Iran from his selfimposed exile in Istanbul after the end of the War.
He wrote his vehement opposition to the 1919 AngloIranian treaty in a form of a patriotic kasida, Mukhdlifat bd Kardrddd-i Iran wa Inglis ("Opposition to the
Iran-England treaty), in which he ridiculed the Prime
Minister Wuthuk al-Dawla [q-v] as well as the passivity of his compatriots, and this resulted in his being
sent to prison. In 1920, he published a new journal
Karn-i bistum ("The twentieth century"). His poetry
and prose now became more and more inflammatory
as he demanded radical reforms from the government, the Russian Bolshevik Revolution of October
1917 having had a clear impact on his ideas; in 1922,
on the occasion of the Iranian New Year, he composed a poem eld-i kdrgardn ("Festival of the Workers").
In his poetry, as in his journalism, he focused unrelentingly on Iran's national and social problems. In
his satirical works, Tshkf came to use an increasingly
malicious language, full of invectives, against members of the government as well as against deputies in
the Madjlis, and he rapidly moved to the extreme
position of vigilantism, calling for an annual bloodbath in order to cleanse Iran of corruption. In 1924,
he participated in a nationwide canvass for an ideal
model (archetype) of each field of endeavour to which
prominent thinkers were invited to write and publish.
Answering that call, he wrote his revolutionary narrative poem Sih tdblu-yi idiydl ("Three ideal tableaux").
Ahmad Karimi-Hakkak has written that this work was
Tshkf's "solitary attempt to break through the constraints of poetic diction and to liberalize the concept
of rhyme and meter . . .". Since, however, clshkf ends
his poem advocating a bloodbath "to cleanse the
country of all traitors", Karimi-Hakkak adds that "The
Three Tableaux must ultimately be seen as an angry
young man's frustrated outburst against the political
situation in Iran during the last years of Qajar rule."
'Ishkf's next angry outburst turned out to be fatal. It
was the time when Rida Khan [see RIDA SHAH] was
preparing to become the first President of the Iranian
Republic, and clshkf strongly opposed this idea for
two reasons, being afraid that the president, Rida
Khan, would establish a military dictatorship, and also
that Iranians were not yet ready for a republican
democratic polity. He opted therefore for the continuation of the Kadjar dynasty. A few days after the
publication of his attack on Rida Khan, clshkf was
assassinated in Tehran.
Tshkf's contribution to Persian literature, journalism and political thought has yet to be fully examined and described, but there is no doubt that, had
he lived longer, he would have been regarded as the
writer who laid the foundation of modern Persian
letters.
Bibliography: CA1I Akbar Mushfr Salimf, Kulliyydt-i musawwar-i Mlr^dda clshki, Tehran 1324/1945
and subsequent eds.; F. Machalski, 'Eshki: le camp
des modernistes, in La litterature de I'lran contemporaine,
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ISHKODRA, the Turkish form of the n a m e of
the town of S h k o d e r / S h k o d r a (Slavonic, Skadar)
in the north of modern Albania.
The town is situated at an altitude of 16 m/52
feet near the banks of the lake of the same name,
at the confluence of an arm of the Drin, the
Buna/Bojana and the Kiri, and is dominated by
the fortress of Rozafa and by Mt. Tarabosh. This
ancient urban centre was founded in the 4th century
B.C., in the Illyrian period, around the acropolis. It
was successively dominated by the Romans (in 168
B.C.), Byzantines, Serbs (from 1043), Byzantines again,
Serbs again, Ottomans (1393) and Venetians (from
1396). It became definitively Ottoman after two sieges
(1474 and 1478-9). After the departure of the greater
part of its population in accordance with the OttomanVenetian peace treaty, Ishkodra (equally called Iskenderiyye or Skutari) became the centre of a sandjak of
the same name and was gradually repopulated and
Islamised. The tax registers show that, in addition to
the troops of the garrison and their families, there
were in 1485 27 Muslim and 70 Christian hearths,
in 1528 119 and 43 respectively, and in 1570-1 217
and 27 respectively.
The town owed its importance, right up to the
early 20th century, to its politico-administrative role
and also to its geo-strategic position, directly connecting it with the Adriatic Sea (some 20 km/12 miles
away by water) and the Italian ports, plus its situation on important trade routes (northwards to
Montenegro, eastwards to the centre of the Balkan
peninsula (Ishkodra-Prizren road) and southwards to
the plains of the Albanian coastland. As the centre
of a frontier sandj_ak (comprising the modern regions
of Montenegro and northern Albania), Ishkodra
enjoyed its greatest period of florescence from the
mid-18th century onwards, when the office of sanajakbeyi passed into the hands of a local acydn family, that
of Bushatli. There they succeeded at the head of the
town and sana^ak, which last they tried to enlarge:
Mehmed Pasha, then his three sons Mustafa Pasha,
Kara Mahmud Pasha [q.v.] and Ibrahim Pasha, and,
finally, Mustafa's grandson, also Mustafa Pasha [q.v.],
who was in the end subdued by the Porte in 1831.
In 1862 Ishkodra became the centre of an eydlet with
just one sandj_ak, then from 1875 it was the capital of
the smallest Ottoman wildyet, with two sanajaks, those
of Ishkodra and Drac [q.v.] (Durres). Being on the
frontier with Montenegro, the province retained a
special character (mustethnd) until the Young Turk revolution. Reforms were never completely introduced.
The wall was also the military commander. The
Muslim population did not perform military service
but went out on campaigns in bayrah (there being 15
in the town). No population census was made. The
Muslims and Christians of the adjacent mountain areas
freely bore arms.
During the last century of Ottoman occupation, the
town expanded towards the north. Because of epidemics, flood problems (the Drin changed its course
in 1865) and earthquakes (notably in 1905), the old
quarters within and around the fortress (Alibey, Tabak,
Ayazma, etc.) were abandoned for new ones (Parutsa,
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Rus, Perash, etc.). According to the salname of 13107
1892-3, Ishkodra had at this time 12 Muslim quarters and 2 Christian ones, with a population of ca.
40,000 (almost all Albanians), two-thirds of these
being Muslims and the rest Roman Catholic Christians.
Some of the Muslims were muhad^irun from BosniaHercegovina and Montenegro [see MUHADJIR. 2.]. There
was also a small community of Orthodox Christians
(ca. 600 persons, Slavs and Vlachs) and a quarter
of Muslim gypsies. Towards the end of the 19th century, the bazaar [see SUK], which stretched between
the fortress and the new town, and trade in general,
lost their importance relative to that of Rumelia
because of the development of Salonica and the
construction of the Salonica-Mitrovica railway line.
The cultural and social development of Ishkodra
was the product of oriental, western and local influences which met there. The importance of Islamic
culture is attested by the rate of Islamisation, the existence of mosques (almost 30, without much architectural significance except for the "Leaden Mosque" in
the Tabak quarter, south of the citadel), the presence
of dervish tekkes (the Bektashfs are said to have been
expelled at the opening of the 19th century by Mustafa
Pasha; the Rifa'iyya and Tidjaniyya [g.vv] appeared
there at the beginning of the 20th century) and the
foundation of medreses. Though remote from the great
centres of Islamic culture, Ishkodra produced poets
writing in the oriental tongues (notably, members of
the Bushatli family and numerous 'ulama' who enjoyed
great authority in the town. "Catholic-Italian" culture
was brought by merchants and by missionary orders
(Franciscans and also Jesuits from the second half of
the 19th century onwards). The consuls of France,
Britain, Russia, Greece and, above all, Austria-Hungary
and Italy (who oversaw educational establishments)
had an important influence; some of them, like A.
Degrand and Th. Ippen, have left writings on the
town and its region. As for local influences, these
were the result of the weight of villagers of the plain
and, above all, the mountain people (Malisos), mostly
Christian and living according to customary law (kdnun)
in the surrounding regions (in 1856 the Ottoman
authorities installed a Commission for the Mountains
(tribal Komisyonu] at Ishkodra). At the end of the 19th
to the beginning of the 20th centuries there began
to develop an Albanian literary culture under the
impulse of certain members of the religious orders
and the stimulus of the Austro-Hungarian and Italian
consuls.
Ottoman domination ended in 1913 after a long
siege by Montenegrin forces. After various occupations, the town and its region became part of the
new Albanian state in 1919-20. Although it was the
most important urban centre of the new state, Shkoder
was not chosen as the capital, to the great chagrin
of its people, because of its eccentric position on the
Montenegrin border. Its development was adversely
affected by this. It had only 28,500 people in 1942
and 71,000 in 1985. In this post-Ottoman period, the
town has remained both the centre of Albanian
Catholicism and of traditional Islam. Its culamd' have
been raised as opponents of the reforms introduced
when the Islamic community was restructured in the
new state. On the other hand, it was at Shkoder that,
in November 1990, the first church and first mosque
were re-opened after 23 years of the prohibition of
all forms of religious activity by the Communist authorities who had seized power in 1944. Since then,
several mosques have been restored or built. One of
them, opened in the mid-1990s, is one of the biggest

mosques in the Balkans. A medrese has opened and
an Islamic centre supported by an organisation based
on Birmingham is active. Hence Shkoder is today one
of the most important centres of Islam in Albania.
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ISHTIKHAN, IsHTlKHAN, a town and d i s t r i c t
of m e d i a e v a l Islamic T r a n s o x a n i a . It lay seven
farsakhs north of Samarkand and was administratively
separate from it. There were many arable fields, irrigated by a canal taken off the Zarafshan river [q.v.].
In the 4th/10th century, the town had a citadel, a
shahristdn and a rabad or suburb; a village of the same
name exists on the site today.
When the Arabs took over Samarkand in the second quarter of the 8th century A.D., the Ikhshfds of
Sogdia transferred their capital to Ishtfkhan. In the
3rd/9th century the district furnished a body of troops
for the cAbbasid army, distinguished as al-Ishktikhaniyya
in al-Tabarf, iii, 1362, and at Baghdad these were
allotted, with other troops from the Iranian and Central
Asia East, a special quarter, whilst at Samarra3 they
were allotted land grants (katcff] (al-Yackubf, Bulddn,
248, 262-3, tr. Wiet, 30, 55). The revenue of the
market in the town of Ishtikhan was granted to the
c
Abbasid general cUdjayf b. cAnbasa [q.v.], confiscated
by the caliph al-Muctasim on cUdjayf's fall in 223/838,
and subsequently granted to Muhammad b. Tahir b.
c
Abd Allah.
Bibliography. See also Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut,
i, 196; Le Strange, The lands of the Eastern Caliphate,
466 and Map IX; Barthold, Turkestan*, 95-6; C.E.
Bosworth (tr.), The History of al-Taban. XXXIII. Storm
and stress along the northern frontiers of the cAbbdsid
caliphate, Albany 1991, 49 n. 159.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-ISCIRDI, NUR AL-DlN IBN RUSTUM, Muhammad
c
c
b. Muhammad b. Abd al- Azfz, 7 t h / 1 3 t h c e n t u r y

^L-ISTRDI — ISKAN
Syrian p o e t . Born in 619/1222 in Iscird or Sicird
[q.v.] in Southeastern Anatolia, which he sentimentally remembers in his Diwdn, he lived in Baghdad
and visited Egypt, but most of his adult life was, it
seems, spent in Damascus (and al-Salihiyya). There
the kadi Sadr al-Dm Ibn Sam al-Dawla (590-658/11941260), for whom al-lscirdl expressed biting contempt,
appointed him one of the official witnesses (attorneys)
doing business under the famous clock of the great
mosque. He won the favour of al-Malik al-Nasir Salah
al-Dln Yusuf, ruler of Aleppo (since 634) and of
Damascus (since 648) until his sad end in 658/1260,
who made him his boon-companion. He was in contact with many of the litterateurs and other important men of his time, such as Djamal al-Dm Ibn
Yaghmur (599-663/1203-64) and the ambassador
Nadjm al-Dm al-BadaraT (594-655/1198-1257). At
the end of his short life, he suffered loss of vision.
He died in 656/1258.
His Diwdn is so far known to be preserved only
in ms. Escorial ar. 472 (with the title-page bound into
ms. ar. 399), incomplete at the end. In addition to
the many poems addressed to al-Malik al-Nasir on a
large variety of personal and public events, it includes
poems addressed to, among others, the caliphs alMustansir and al-Mustacsim, and al-Malik al-Mucazzam, as well as fellow-poets, dubayts, ghazals, riddles,
and the like, as one would expect in a diwan of the
period. Wine-drinking plays throughout its customary
large role. The Diwdn offers valuable sidelights on the
political and cultural history of Syria and Egypt immediately before the coming of the Mongols. Another
work, apparently lost, Suldfat al-^ar(a)dj_un fi 'l~khaldca
wa '1-muaj.un, dealt, as the title indicates, with lewd
verses of his own composition, and also by others.
Most of the verses quoted by the biographers, including
the Rangstreit poem of wine and hashish (cf. F. Rosenthal,
The Herb, Leiden 1971, 6, 163-6), may well go back
to this work, as only a couple of them can be traced
in the extant manuscript of the Diwdn. The same
applies to additional verses quoted by al-Safadi in alGhayth al-musad]_dj.am fi shark Ldmiyyat al-faajam.
Al-Iscirdf represents the lighthearted side characteristic of Syrian secular life and culture before "the
end of the days of joy in Damascus" (Ibn al-SukacI,
ed. J. Sublet, 168, tr. 196) which came with al-Malik
al-Nasir's downfall and the Mongol invasion. Little as
we know about him, it seems clear that he, in common with numerous contemporaries, combined serious activity with a great zest for life and provided
and enjoyed an atmosphere in which, despite all the
political turmoil of the age, ease and elegance flourished as they were scarcely ever to do afterwards.
Bibliography: Safadl, Wdfi, ed. H. Ritter, i, 18892, who furnishes most of the information for later
biographers, also, in a slightly shortened and rearranged form in his Nakt al-himydn, Cairo 1329/
1911," 255-7; Kutubf, Fawdt, Cairo 1951, ii, 32934, ed. I. c Abbas, Cairo 1973-4, iii, 271-6; Ibn
Kathfr, Biddya, xiii, 212; Ibn al-clmad, Shadhardt,
v, 284; HadjdjI Khalifa, ed. Yaltkaya, 995; Brockelmann, P, 299 (where the wrong date of death,
652, goes back ultimately to Flugel's ed. of Hadjdjr
Khalifa).
(F. ROSENTHAL)
ISKAF, ISKAFI (A., pi. asdkifa), "shoemaker", the
tradesman who in pre-modern Islamic times produced
ordinary shoes (khujf, pi. khifdf), nailed boots used by
the common people (lalaka, pi. lawdlik) and also
shamushkdt (sing, shamushk), a type of boots of CopticArab origin (cf. al-Subkl, Tabakdt al-shdjlciyya, Cairo
1966, 360). The shoemakers' use of leather gave rise
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to a proverbial expression bayt al-iskaf"the shoemaker's
house" which looked like a "house of hides" because
of the pieces of leather everywhere. Like other trades,
shoemakers were subject to the practices of the hisba
[q.v.], enjoined to use good quality materials and to
deliver goods on time.
The asdkifa, like other artisan groups concerned
with leather-working, such as the sandal-maker
(hadhdhd3} and maker of leather bags (kharrdz), had a
low social status because their work was regarded as
unclean, and until modern times they worked hard
for low wages; the proverb al-iskdfi hdfi wa 'l-hd^ik
c
urydn "the shoemaker goes barefoot and the weaver
is naked" expresses this succinctly. Often they worked
on the street or at a street corner because of their
inability to rent a shop. cAbbasid Baghdad did, however, have a darb al-asdkifa, a special lane for them
to ply their trade. In Ottoman Istanbul, the shoemakers had their own guild like the tanners and other
workers with leather, such as saddlers and cobblers.
Shoemakers often died in indigency. Al-Raghib alIsfahanf describes a shoemaker's legacy: "Madjnun
was asked, 'What do you say about an iskdfwho dies,
leaving behind his mother and sister?' He replied,
'His inheritance (mirdth) belongs to the dogs and his
[funeral] expenses are borne by the tanners (dabbdghun);
there remains nothing for his mother and sister except
throwing dust and tearing their clothes (sc. in despair
and anguish)'." There is little evidence of social mobility amongst shoemakers in pre-modern Islamic society, although there were in the 'Abbasid era secretaries
and traditionists bearing the nisba of al-Iskafi ([q.v.]
and see the works of al-Samcanf and Ibn al-Athfr
given in the BibL, s.v.); whether the nisba relates to
their own past or, more probably, to an ancestor who
had plied this trade, is unclear.
Bibliography: Thacalibf, Thimdr al-kulub, Cairo
1326/1908, 193; Talakam, Risdlat amthdl albaghdddiyya, Baghdad n.d., 14; Ibn al-Djawzf,
Mandkib"Baghdad, Baghdad 1342/1923, 14; Samcam,
K. al-Ansdb, ed. Haydarabad, i, 233-5, iv, 96-7, v,
68-9; Ibn al-Athfr, Lubdb, Beirut n.d., i, 57; alRaghib al-Isfahani, Muhddardt al-udabd\ Beirut 1961,
ii, 463; Ibn Bassam al-Muhtasib, Nihdyat al-rutba f i
talab al-hisba, Baghdad 1968, 130; E. Fagnan,
Additions aux dictionnaires arabes, Algiers 1923, 159;
Muhammad Sacld al-Kasimf et alii, Kdmus al-sindcdt
al-shdmiyya, Dictionnaire des metiers damascains, 2 vols.
Paris-The Hague 1960, i, 38.
(M.AJ. BEG)
ISKAN (A.), lit. "coming into a peaceful state, settlement, the allocation of living quarters or space", hence
in modern usage, " s e d e n t a r i s a t i o n " as a stage
a f t e r a m i g r a t o r y or n o m a d i c e x i s t e n c e .
Unlike badw [q.v], "desert, people of the desert",
and hadar "settled lands, people of the settled lands",
iskdn is not a concept often used in the Arabian peninsula and its fringes. In the recent past, the Bedouin
of northern Arabia, when talking about the town of
Shaykh Miskln in the Hawran [q.v.], ostensibly connected the term miskin with the root s-k-n (when it
is, in fact, derived from a quite separate, ancient
Semitic usage, see MISKIN]; these townspeople were
said to be descendants of people who had been unable
to cope with the rigours of Bedouin lifestyle and had
therefore settled.
In fact, equating iskdn with "sedentarisation" places
an undue emphasis on a "nomad-settler" dichotomy,
when town or village and countryside were generally
enmeshed in multiple relationships. Hence in what
follows, some separation of contexts is attempted in
an otherwise generalised discussion.
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The Arabian peninsula and its ancillaries include
a great diversity of physical environments, habitats
and natural resources. Urban and rural settlements
differ, not only from each other but also between
themselves, and over time. Movement patterns are
similarly diverse and shift through time. Factors affecting settlement and nomadism over the region can be
discussed in general terms only, with regional and historical examples indicated in the bibliographical references. Settling and settlement take place in economic
and political—often administrative—contexts; religious
reasons have been important at some times and places.
The economic context changes from the traditional
period when animals were an essential source of energy
and the more recent one, starting about the 1850s
or 1860s, and involving modern sources of energy
culminating with oil from regional oilfields [see NAFT.
3] and electricity grids. In traditional political economies, governments or rulers got wealth from taxation, tribute and booty, most of which ultimately
depended on localised agricultural production; modern nation states get wealth from oil, directly or indirectly, and participation in the global political economy.
Environmental factors necessitate some seasonal
mobility in most modes of livelihood, agricultural, commercial, and administrative as well as pastoral. In most
social groups, households were and are the productive
and consuming units, which may or may not have
all members present. They drew and draw resources
from various directions, drawing on two or more components from herding, agriculture, commerce and services. Towns and countrysides continue to be enmeshed
through a variety of networks which may change over
time but have features that continue.
Iskdn as "settling" has been a decision made by
households and families throughout millennia all over
the Arab world. For some groups, at some times and
in some places, the settling was permanent; for others, it was temporary. The reasons for settling (and
its reverse) by individual households and families are
usually economic and social, but sometimes political.
When households provided their own shelter and
needs, moving or settling were not so different. The
ability to defend household persons and property,
which gives honour [see CIRD], could be achieved as
a settled person and as a nomad. Changing from nomadic to settled status, and vice-versa, was managed
through existing and long-standing networks and a
variety of contracts or agreements, and some settling
by households in the present continues to function in
this manner.
With larger groups, "settlement" is more a response
to significantly changing political, religious or economic events; governments may also decide on a policy of settlement to resolve perceived problems, while
fiscal policies may encourage or discourage settlement.
Whereas individual households decide all the time to
settle or to be nomadic, decisions by groups of households to settle or by governments to settle nomads
are more episodic. A well-known historical example
of a government settling nomads as a policy is that
of the early Islamic state, which recruited nomadic
tribesmen into the armies as mukdtila and settled them
in garrison towns (Donner 1981, 264-7; Kennedy
1986, 62-9) as a method of control, these troops to
be financed by booty and tribute. Islam regards
nomadic life as incompatible with a truly Muslim way
of life [see TACARRUB] . A more recent example of government policy of settling nomads was the Ottoman
empire's Tan^imdt [q.v.] reforms of the mid-19th century, which put legal, military and fiscal pressure on

pastoralists to settle and grow grain in Syria,
Transjordan and 'Irak in order to replace supplies
from the former Ottoman lands in the Crimea and
the Balkans. Between 1908 and 1914, cAbd al-'AzIz
Ibn Su'ud planted settlements of Ikhwan [q.v.] among
tribes unwilling to give their allegiance to him, and
so extended his influence (Musil 1928, 283), although
he was later unable to control Ikhwan forces. During
the 1920s to the 1940s, the Mandate governments
[see MANDATES] together with the new Su'udr kingdom, required tribal sections to follow the government in whose territory each section had its summer
water sources. As pastoral livelihood become untenable for many, these summer water points became
the bases for settlements, first as storage depots and
then as villages. All modern nation states of the region,
with the exception of Oman/ c Uman, apart from its
Dhofar/Zufar region (Chatty 1996, 9, 188-9), regard
settlement of nomads as a means of imposing or
encouraging incorporation into the state and identity
as citizens. States with potentially rich agricultural
areas like clrak and Syria initially left the settlement
of nomads to market forces, changes in land laws and
the provision of hydraulic schemes. Later, their more
revolutionary governments saw tribalism and nomadism
as primitive survivals to be eradicated by social engineering. Saudi Arabia set up agricultural schemes in
the 1960s to settle nomads and established the National
Guard to provide employment for tribesmen after a
long series of drought years in the 1940s and 1950s
(H.H. Hamza 1982; W. and Fidelity Lancaster 1986,
1993). Later, state provision of water, electricity,
health and education services, and subsidies for agriculture and housing, distributed oil wealth to rural
areas (W. Lancaster 1997, 139-50, 166-80; CA.-R.
al-Sudairi 1995). The UAE urged settlement in government-sponsored housing schemes and employment
as a way of forming a modern society. Oman, after
1970, provided services to all citizens without requiring settlement.
Living quarters may be allocated by an individual
family with the agreement of the heads of other families of the place, by a shaykh or headman, or by a
government agent, depending on the nature of the
living place. Tent sites of nomad encampments arrange
themselves along lines of closeness and distance of
members; links through women influence the siting of
particular tents. Women's relationships similarly affect
those who live in small villages and in house groups
throughout the peninsula. Some recent settlements
developed by state governments attempted to break
up traditional residence patterns and to form new
bonds of citizenship. Large hydraulic and agricultural
developments in Syria had, along with economic objectives, the political aim of generating a "new class of
socialist peasants". Between the late 1950s and early
1960s, rural people from more than a hundred villages wanting to acquire land poured into one development (Francoise Metral, 1984). The agricultural
reform service scattered populations with shared common origins, settling individual families in housing
along roads and canals. Twenty years later, these
housing groups had not become communities; many
households have rebuilt extended family structures
inside a homogenous village, others have left the area
and rent out their land. UAE government housing
was allocated on strictly patrilineal lines, ignoring traditional practices of having neighbours who are closest through links through women.
Settlement by tribal groups occurred in the recent
past as a result of government changes in the land
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law and of changing market forces. From the 1860s
in clrak, Syria and what is now Jordan, as the value
of transit trade and desert products declined, many
nomadic and semi-nomadic groups moved to agriculture, or else to sheep-herding rather than camel
herding. From the 1930s, there were mass movements
from the Trakf countryside to towns and cities, caused
by debt among agricultural workers, repressive land
laws and the uncertainties of agricultural production
(H. Batatu 1978, 35). In Syria, after the Second World
War, nomads, especially camel herders, had to adapt
fast to the fully mechanised cultivation of grain and
cotton (J. Hannoyer 1980, 294); later, more grazing
lands were lost to irrigated vegetable and fruit growing for export to the oil states of Saudi Arabia and
the Gulf.
Scholars frequently discuss settlement in terms of
"the frontier of settlement" and make a positive correlation between strong government, commercial agriculture and settlement. It used to be assumed that
from near the end of the cAbbasid period, settlement
declined in rural areas but increased in cities, and
nomadism took over countrysides until the process
was reversed from the middle of the 19th century
onwards. Archaeological and historical research has
shown that settlement continued, with fluctuations, in
the countrysides of Syria, Jordan and 'Irak, although
it appears that there was an urban demographic decline
from the 15th century to the late 18th century
(Beaumont, etc. 1988, 212-13). In the Arabian peninsula itself, the "frontier of settlement" thesis was not
developed. It seems that there was here more rural
settlement than had been previously thought; and that
there was movement between settlement and nomadism, with some settlements disappearing and others
being founded. The general thesis linking strong government, commercial agriculture and settlement is not
wholly consistent with actual historical examples, since
it ignores particular events and local circumstances
along with governments' sources of revenue; what is
meant by commercial agriculture; access to land,
sources of labour and the established social processes
utilising these; the service provision of pastoralism; distribution of goods by means other than an obvious
market; and the nature of the household and multiresource livelihoods. Such social practices negate ideas
of settlement and nomadism as being absolutes.
At the present, the proportion of nomads to settled people in the states of the Arab Middle East has
declined as compared with 150 years ago. Percentages
are difficult, but for clrak, nomadic tribes were estimated at 35% in 1870/17% in 1905, and 5% in
1947 (Samira Haj, quoting Hasan 1997, 157); for
Saudi Arabia, about 40% of the population were
nomadic in the 1950s, 11% in 1970, and under 5%
now (Eickelman 1998, 74). The basic reason for this
massive change is that the bases of nomadic livelihoods (herding, together with processing and trading
dairy and animal products, supplying services like
transport and protection; or crafts and animal products for groups like the Sulayb [g.v.], have all become
less viable. Profitable herding has been made more
difficult by the imposition of state borders, involving
the loss of seasonal grazing areas and markets, and
by the loss of grazing land to government agencies
and non-governmental organisations. The demand for
animals for riding, carrying and draught in agriculture has virtually gone; states have taken over protection and mediation services in rural areas; entry
to participation in administrative and security agencies of government now comes from education, which
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usually means residence in a village or town, at least
during term time. Since modern states need educated
people, they provide schools in centres, together with
health services and administrative functions throughout their territories. Oil-rich states encourage settlement by grants or by building housing with all modern
services, and they provide schools and clinics. Throughout the whole region, many former herding tribespeople are employed by the state in security forces
and other official employment; they or other members of their households may have irrigated land for
vegetable or fruit cultivation, and/or sheep for meat
or dairy products. Camels continue to be herded for
milk, meat and racing in Saudi Arabia, the Gulf states
and Oman.
Some authorities see a breakdown of traditional
nomadic social structures arising out of settlement and
its associated education and employment. Others consider that these structures come from tribal, rather
than nomadic as such, customary social practice, and
that these structures are resilient and adaptive.
Thus the fact that the terms "settled" and
"nomadic" are of limited value has been indicated by
some scholars (e.g. J.C. Wilkinson 1977, 189; Soraya
Altorki and D.P. Cole 1989, 81; W. and Fidelity
Lancaster 1999, 54-61), who regard them as simplistic. Linking "settled" and "nomadic" to the conceptual identities of badw and hadar is, according to these
authorities, unsatisfactory, since here the crucial determinant is the ability to get one's living and security
by one's own efforts and networks, rather than by
accepting government employment and provision. Of
course, there are many who do both at the same
time, and are in fact "settled" and "nomadic".
Movement is now important to households in order
to link employment and traditionally-owned resources
in the countrysides.
Bibliography: A. Musil, Northern Nejd, New York
1928; I. Lapidus, Muslim cities in the later Middle
Ages, Cambridge 1967; \V.-D. Hutteroth and K.
Abdulfattah, The historical geography of Palestine,
Transjordan and Southern Syria in the late 16th century,
Erlangen 1977; J.C. Wilkinson, Water and tribal settlement in South-East Arabia, Oxford 1977; H. Batatu,
The old social classes and the revolutionary movements of
Iraq, Princeton 1978; J. Hannoyer, Le monde rural
avant les reformes, in A. Raymond, La Syrie d'aujourd'hui, Paris 1980; F.M. Donner, The early Islamic conquests, Princeton 1981; U. Fabietti, Sedentarisation as
a means of detribalisation, in T. Niblock (ed.), State,
society and economy in Saudi Arabia, London 1982;
H.H. Hamza, Public land administration in Arabia,
London 1982; Frauke Heard-Bey, From Trucial States
to United Arab Emirates, London and New York 1982,
2
1996; Francoise Metral, State and peasants in Syria:
a local view, in Peasant Studies, xi (1984), 69-90; Dawn
Chatty, From camel to truck; the Bedouin in the modern
world, New York 1986; J. Janzen, Nomads in the
Sultanate of Oman. Tradition and development in Dhofar,
Boulder and London 1986; H. Kennedy, The Prophet
and the age of the Caliphates, London 1986; W.
Lancaster and Fidelity Lancaster, The concept of territorially among the Rwala Bedouin, in Nomadic Peoples, xx (1986), 41-8; N. Lewis, Nomads and settlers
in Syria and Jordan, 1800-1950, Cambridge 1987;
P. Beaumont, G.H. Blake and J.M. Wagstaff, The
Middle East, a geographical study, London 1988; Soraya
Altorki and D.P. Cole, Arabian oasis city: the transformation of TJnayza, Austin, Texas 1989; papers,
including that of W. and Fidelity Lancaster, Secheresse
et strategies de reconversion economique chez les bedouins de
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Jordanie, in R. Bocco, R. Jaubert and Francoise
Metral (eds.), Steppes d'Arabie. Etat, pasteurs, agriculteurs, et commerpants: le devenir des zones seches, Paris
and Geneva 1993; papers in E. Rogan and T. Tell
(eds.), Village., steppe and state: the origins of modern
Jordan, London 1994; Chatty, Mobile pastoralists.
Development planning and social change in Oman, New
York 1996; Samira Haj, The making of modern Iraq
1900-1963, Albany 1997; W. Lancaster, Vie Rwala
Bedouin today, 2Prospect Heights, 111. 1997; A. Meir,
As Nomadism ends, Boulder and Oxford 1997; D.F.
Eickelman, The Middle East and Central Asia, an anthropological approach, J New Jersey 1998; papers in
J. Ginat and A. Khazanov (eds.), Changing nomads
in a changing world, Brighton 1998; W. and Fidelity
Lancaster, People, land and water in the Arab Middle
East, Amsterdam 1999.
(W. and FIDELITY LANCASTER)
ISKANDAR KHAN B. DJANI BEG, r u l e r in
Transoxania, from his capital Bukhara, of the TurcoMongol Shfbanid [q.v.] or Abu '1-Khayrid dynasty,
ruled 968-91/1561-83. Iskandar was in fact a weak
and ineffective ruler. Real power was in the hands
of his son cAbd Allah, who had shown his ability
against rival families in Transoxania as early as
958/1551 and who became the greatest of the
Shlbanids; after his father's death he was to reign
unchallenged for a further sixteen years [see CABD
ALLAH B. ISKANDAR]. For the course of events in these
decades, see SHIBANIDS and R.D. McChesney, EIr art.
Central Asia. vi. In the 10th-12th/ 16th/ 18th centuries.
Bibliography. See those to the two arts, mentioned above, and also C.E. Bosworth, The New
Islamic Dynasties, a chronological and genealogical manual,
Edinburgh 1996, 288 no. 153.
(Eo.)
ISKAT (A.), a legal term meaning "relinquishment", specifically of a right (hakk). In general, four
conditions must be met to make the relinquishment
of a right valid: (a) that the right should exist at the
time it is relinquished (e.g. the right to collect a debt
to be incurred in the future may not be relinquished);
(b) that the right relinquished does not concern milk
al-cayn (i.e. the ownership of the substance of a thing,
whether movable or immovable, is not subject to relinquishment, but only to transfer, nakl); (c) that the
interest of the person entitled to the right should be
absolute and not limited by other interests (e.g. it cannot be an interest such as that of a trustee in a wakf
property); and (d) that the relinquishment of the right
does not involve an illegal result.
Iskat may be of two kinds: iskat mahd (true relinquishment) and iskat ghayr mahd (quasi-relinquishment).
The first kind includes divorce (talak), manumission
of a slave (i'tak) and the relinquishment of the right of
pre-emption (shuf'a). In the latter case, short clauses
of relinquishment of the right of pre-emption are often
added to deeds of sale of houses (e.g. had askatnd
shuf'atand min dhdlik), neighbours of the vendor in Islamic
law having the right of pre-emption [see SHUF'A].
The term iskat ghayr mahd includes legal transactions such as acquittance of debt (ibrd3 can al-dayn],
which is not regarded as a pure relinquishment since
it partakes of the nature of a donation (tabarruc).
Bibliography: Adnan Kouatly, Etude comparative
du droit de preemption, Damascus 1948, 424-45;
Mustafa Ahmad al-Zarka5, al-Fikh al-isldmi fi thawbih
al-a^adid, Damascus 1968, and bibliography there
cited; R.Y. Ebied and M.J.L. Young, Some Arabic
legal documents of the Ottoman period, Leiden 1976 (see
documents on pp. 15, 17, 23).
(R.Y. EBIED and M.J.L. YOUNG)

ISLAH.
v. CENTRAL ASIA
Central Asia (here basically understood in the sense
of the pre-modern Ma wara5 al-Nahr [</.y.]), notwithstanding its regional pecularities, historically is to be
regarded as an integral part of the Islamic world.
Hence, in one way or another, its Muslim community—at least until the Russian "October Revolution"
of 1917—was influenced by and/or contributed to
reformist trends and movements current in other
Muslim regions, in particular, those of Russia, Ottoman
Turkey, the Arab world and also India. Basic features of the religious discourse on isldh in the 18th20th centuries, as described in the previous sections
of this article (see Vol. IV) are to be found in Central
Asia as well. But, because of the impact of roughly
seven decades of Soviet rule, our knowledge about
the specific nature of isldh in Central Asia, and about
its various supporters, actual developments, exchange
of ideas, etc., is still rather poor in comparison to
that about other regions. The inaccessibility of relevant sources during the Soviet period, as well as the
application of Marxist-Leninist concepts of history,
have led to a somewhat eclectic picture.
As a result of the prolonged Soviet impact,
reformism in Central Asia appears predominantly as
a class-based (bourgeois), nation-cultural, and finally
political (nationalist) movement among Muslim intellectuals emerging around the turn of the 19th to the
20th centuries, and considerably gaining strength
after 1905-7 when censorship in the Russian empire
was loosened and the press could function more freely
[see DjARlDA. iv]. This reform movement was the
so-called Djadfdism [see DJADID], but the usual selfdesignations of its representatives were different, e.g.
isldhdtkh'-'dh ("reformer"), tarakkiparwar ("progressive"),
munawwir ("enlightener"), ydsh or ajawdn ("young").
It figures as a historically more or less isolated phenomenon, directly inspired by an identical movement
which started somewhat earlier among Russia's Muslims. A key role in these endeavours, in the first place
directed to renewing the Muslim educational system,
disseminating Western-type knowledge, and fighting
harmful social conditions and customs, falls to the
well-known Crimean Tatar modernist Ismacfl Gasprali
[g.v.] and the influential newspaper Terajumdn founded
by him in 1883. The reformist or modernist efforts
of the Djadfds, at least to a certain extent, are characterised according to the Soviet jargon as "progressive", in sharp contrast to a more or less obscure
stereotype of "reactionary" Kadimls.
Even though such views of developments in isldh
in Central Asia cannot, of course, be called entirely
wrong, they nevertheless neglect some important traits
of this phenomenon that are essential to an appropriate understanding of it. This lack of coherence is
especially revealed by recent research, and concerns
in particular the questions of: (a) indigenous roots
and precursors of the so-called Djadldism; (b) interrelations with other Muslim and non-Muslim regions,
with their influence on the background of individual
thinkers; and (c) fundamentals, causes, contents and
the course of the debate with traditionalist culamd3,
labelled by the modernists as Kadimfs.
Far from our having comprehensive answers to
these and related questions, some salient hints will
have to suffice. Besides the oft-repeated statement that
the Central Asia of the Khanates (Bukhara, Khfwa
and Khokand [</.£W.]) in the 18th-19th centuries represented a bulwark of intellectual stagnation, obscurantism and religious dogmatism, it must be noted
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had to face the challenges of colonial rule only from
that such eminent precursors of reformism and
the second half of the 19th century, when it was conmodernism in the Volga-Ural region as cAbd al-Nasfr
quered by Russia (abolishing the Khanate of Khokand
al-KursawI (1776-1812) and Shihab al-Dln al-Mardjanl
finally in 1876, and reducing Bukhara in 1868 and
(1818-89) both finished their studies in Bukhara,
Khfwa in 1873 to protectorates). At that time Russia's
Central Asia's most famous centre of Muslim learnMuslim communities had for about one hundred years
ing. A decisive role in their taking up positions against
received a slightly more favourable administrative stataklid and favouring id^tihad was played by Bukharan
tus through the institutions of a muftiyyat in Ufa (1782)
mudarrisun who were affiliated with the influential
and the "Spiritual Assembly" in Orenburg (1788),
Nakshbandiyya (Mudjaddidiyya) [q.v., and see AHMAD
allowing them a certain self-determination which was
SIRHINDI, its founder, who based his teachings rigorchannelled particularly into strengthening and develously on the Kur'an and Surma]. In this respect, it
oping the Shatfa and their own educational system
is worth mentioning that Central Asia, and particu(the maktab and madrasd). Within this framework, and
larly Bukhara, was not an isolated region but was
by meeting the growing challenge of Western moderconnected through extensive trade relations with China,
nity, it soon happened that reformist and/or modIndia, Russia, and also Western Siberia where, besides
ernist trends gained ground. It also seems quite natural
Tatars, bukhdrlik played a major role in spreading
that they aimed at improvement according to "modIslam and building up Muslim institutions, thereby in
ern" requirements in fields like education, which had
some cases showing reformist approaches at a combecome fundamental to Muslim self-assertion. Given
paratively early date. "Critical erudition" also can be
such a partly common goal of reformist and tradifound in 19th-century Bukhara itself, among what
tionalist forces on the one hand, and limited resources
might be called the teachers' generation of its later
on the other hand—the Muslim educational system
modernists (the Young Bukharans, emerging around
in Russia was not state-sponsored—conflict, beyond
the end of the first decade of the 20th century), such
the level of the later, overemphasised purely ideologas Ahmad Makhdum Danish (1827-97) [see AZADI, in
ical controversies between Djadfds and Kadfmfs, was
Suppl.] who subsequently, under Soviet auspices, was
inevitable.
praised as a [Tadjik] "enlightener" (al-KursawI and alThough Central Asia played no visible role in this
MardjanT were removed from their Islamic context in |
process in Russia which finally led to Djadldism,
a similar way); Mlrza cAbd al-cAzim Sam! (ca. 1835Central Asia had at least mediated the first reformist
1914?) who served as a munshi of the amirs Muzaffar
impulses in Russia which, roughly 200 years later,
(1860-85) and cAbd al-Ahad (1885-1910); Damulla
Muhammad Ikram(ca) (1847-1925) who was appointed
were re-imported in the form of developed concepts
of Muslim modernism. These concepts met with a sitin 1913 one of the twelve official Bukharan mufth;
uation in Central Asia in which indigenous society
Muhammad Sharffdjan Makhdum, named Sadr-i
3
and its traditional institutions had to cope with the
Diva (1867-1932), from a well-known kadi family,
himself being appointed 1917 for three months kddiserious setback of Russian conquest and rule. Hence,
in addition to the existing traces of a "critical erudiyi kaldn, the highest judicial officer in Bukhara. All of
tion" mentioned above, we find in the urban centres
them, except Sadr-i Diva5, shared the characteristic
of having stayed for some time abroad, either by travof Russian Turkistan and of the protectorates of
elling to Russia or by performing the Hadj_dj_.
Bukhara and Khfwa, evidently from around the turn
To be sure, all this does not mean that Bukhara
of the 20th century, small local circles of Muslim
in the 18th-19th centuries was a stronghold of isldh.
modernists who were in touch with one another and
On the contrary, al-Kursawf, for example, already met
had a loose network of contacts with kindred spirits
with sharp opposition and even condemnation by the
stretching as far as Russia, the Caucasus, Turkey,
c
overwhelming majority of Bukharan ulamd\ including
Egypt, the Hidjaz and India. The more or less simulthe then ruling amir Haydar (1800-26), when he, in
taneous introduction of a Western infrastructure, involvregard to the question of the divine attributes [see
ing railways, postal services and telegraph, increased
SIFA. 2], opposed the generally accepted doctrine that
mobility and enhanced communication.
God possesses either seven or eight sifdt by arguing
The majority of outstanding Central Asian modthat the only way to formulate a qualification of God
ernists, although of different social origins, belonged
is His own word, the Kur'an, in which the sifdt are
to the younger generation and had gone through a
not at all limited to a definite number of seven or
traditional maktab and madrasa education. Some had a
eight. Leaving aside that kind of subtle debates, it
Russian education, and finally, a considerable numcan be stated at least that Bukhara was in constant
ber of them had fruitful experience of the outside
exchange with the outside world, and to some extent
Muslim world. Another group of supporters of modparticipated in current Islamic developments, thereby
ernism, at least in Bukhara, was made up of traders
providing certain prerequisites for a more evident
and entrepreneurs. Their business interests led them
manifestation of reformist endeavours that was to
to welcome efforts towards reform oriented towards
happen only at the beginning of the 20th century, then
interpretations of Western standards of knowledge and
taking shape in Djadldism, current amongst Russia's
civilization. At the same time, endeavours of this kind
Muslims. The main impetus to Djadfdism, the followwere combined with a more or less conscious harkers of which—beyond the basically regressive concept
ing back to the fundamentals of the "true", early
of isldh—also believed in Western ideas of progress,
Islam. This synthesis of both following the dictates of
thus came from outside. But in Central Asia it met
the Kur'an and "keeping up with the times" in pracwith an already existing specific spiritual basis of genutice mainly resulted in activities to disseminate knowline isldh, namely, a critical attitude towards traditional
edge (the press, publications, textbooks, founding of
ways of rule, social life and religious learning which,
charitable societies (d^arriiyyat-i khayriyyd) and usul-i d^adld
as their critics saw it, were incompatible with "true"
("new-method") maktab^), and to criticise "backward"
Islamic principles.
administrative institutions (e.g. the judiciary, awkdf)
Unlike the Muslims of the Volga-Ural region, who
and social conditions (e.g. features of popular religion,
already for centuries had stood up against Russia's
certain activities of Sufi brotherhoods, lavish festivities
rule and various policies of Russification, Central Asia
and moral decline—the latter, by the way, was a field
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in which the Djadids largely shared the opinion of
the Kadlmls).
These general characteristics are mirrored in the
basic biographical data of distinguished Central Asian
modernists (their backgrounds and their entire work
are, for the most part, not yet sufficiently studied),
such as: (1) Sayyid Ahmad Siddlki, named cAdjzI
(Samarkand, 1864-1927, madrasa education, published
the first textbook for "new method" maktabs [Ustdd-i
awwal, Tashkent 1901], ca. 1901-3 Had$. and residence in the Hidjaz, Egypt and Russia; then founding "new method" maktabs, writing textbooks and
contributing to modernist press); (2) Mahmud Khwadja
Bihbudl (Samarkand, 1875-1919, madrasa education,
1900 Haajdi, 1903-4 stay in Cairo, Istanbul, Ufa and
Kazan; then founding a "new method" maktab, acting
as mufti, publisher, editor of the newspapers Samarkand
[1913-4] and A'ina [1914-5], writer of textbooks, theatrical plays); (3) cAbd Allah Awlanl (Tashkent, 18781934, madrasa education, editor of newspapers Shuhrat
[1907], Asiyd [1908] and Turan [1917], founder of
"new method" maktabs [1908, 1912], charitable society
[1909], writer [textbooks, anthology, theatrical plays],
organising [1913] a theatre group); (4) Munawwar
Karl cAbd al-Rashld Khan (Tashkent, 1878-1931 [?],
editor of newspapers Khurshid [1906], Sadd-yi Turkistan
[1914] and Na&at [1917], published textbooks); and
(5) cAbd al-Ra'uf Fitrat [q.v.] (Bukhara, 1886-1938 [?],
madrasa education, 1904 Had^aj., ca. 1910-14 studying
in Istanbul, the starting point of his career as an
important writer and as theorist of Central Asian
modernism).
Within the Central Asian context, the activities of
these and other adherents of modernism represented
a remarkable phenomenon that to some extent challenged traditional society and colonial rule. But these
modernists were few in number and, beyond shared
basic ideas and goals, they seem to have formed a
rather disparate movement of limited success. They
lagged behind the modernist debate in other parts of
the Muslim world. Their influence did not apparently
reach beyond the borders of Central Asia, and even
in their homeland they had no firm socio-political
grounding. When finally, in the course of the Russian
Revolutions of 1917, some of the Central Asian modernists entered the political stage (striving for an autonomy of Turkistan within a Russian federation, or for
an implementation of reforms in Bukhara), they were
quickly swept away and successively absorbed by various more firmly-based social and political forces and
realities (ranging from Soviet power to the armed
resistance of the BasmacTs [q.v.]).
Bibliography: In addition to the Bills, of the
articles mentioned in the text, see of more recent
special studies, D.R. Brower and EJ. Lazzerini
(eds.), Russia's Orient. Imperial borderlands and peoples,
1700-1917, Bloomington, Ind. 1997; S.A. Dudoignon,
D. Is'haqov and R. Mohammatshin (eds.), L'Islam
de Russie. Conscience communautaire et autonomie politique
chez les Tatars de la Volga et de I'Oural, depuis le XIIF
siecle, Paris 1997; M. Kemper, Sufis und Gelehrte in
Tatarien und Baschkirien, 1789-1889. Der islamische
Diskurs unter russischer Herrschaft, Berlin 1998;
A. Khalid, The politics of Muslim cultural reform. Jadidism
in Tsarist Central Asia, Berkeley 1998; A. von
Kiigelgen et alii (eds.), Muslim culture in Russia and
Central Asia from the 18th to the early 20th centuries, i
ff., Berlin 1996-; Le reformisme Musulman en Asie
Centrale. Du «premier renouveau» a la sovietisation, 17881937, Paris 1996 (= Cahiers du Monde Russe, xxxvii/
1-2 [Jan.-June 1996]).
(R. EISENER)

ISMAIL HAKKIBALTADJIOGHLU (1886-1978),
T u r k i s h sociologist, e d u c a t o r and a u t h o r . He
was born in Istanbul in 1886, the son of a government official, Ibrahim Edhem, and Hamlde. He finished his Wefd I'dddisi in 1903, and continued his
education in the Department of Natural Science in
the Ddr ul-funun, graduating in 1908. During the same
year, he started his career as a teacher of calligraphy in the Dar ul-mucallimm-i ibtidd'iyye and was sent
to Europe in 1910 by the Ministry of Education to
do research in pedagogy and handicrafts. After his
return to Turkey in 1911, Isma'fl Hakki lectured on
handicrafts, calligraphy, aesthetics, pedagogy and
psychology in several schools and worked in certain administrative posts whereby he initiated various
reforms combating the traditional methods of education. He was elected Dean of the Faculty of Letters
in the Dar ul-funun on several occasions between 19214 and was President of the school in 1923, resigning
in 1927. He was removed from his position as a lecturer at the Dar ul-fiinun with its closure on 31 July
1933. Between 1941-2, Isma'fl Hakki worked as a
professor of pedagogy in the Language and HistoryGeography Faculty of Ankara University. He was
elected to the Parliament as the Afyon representative of the Halk Partisi in 1942 and the Kir§ehir representative in 1946. From 1950 until his death
in 1978, he continued his career as an author and
publisher.
Besides publishing Teni Adam, a journal mainly
devoted to pedagogy and culture, he wrote many
books and articles for various newspapers and journals such as Ikdam, Teni Fikir, Ak§am and Ulus throughout his life. In his works, he mostly concentrated on
sociological and pedagological issues, but also showed
an interest in writing plays.
Bibliography: 1. Selected works. Ta'lim ve terbiyede inkildb, Istanbul 1912; Terbiye-i cawdmm, Istanbul 1914; Umumi pedagoji, Istanbul 1930; Demokrasi
ve sanat, Istanbul 1931; Iftimai mektep nazariyeleri
ve prensipleri, Istanbul 1932; Andaval palas, Istanbul
1934; Felsefe, Istanbul 1938; Toplu tedns, Istanbul
1938; Dolap beygiri, Istanbul 1940; Kqfa tamircisi,
Istanbul 1940; Riiyamdaki okullar, Istanbul 1944;
Pedagojide ihtilal, Istanbul 1964.
2. S t u d i e s . H.Z. Ulken, Tiirkiye'de cagdas, dii§unce
tarihi, Istanbul 1992, 450-6; N. Tozlu, Ismayil Hakki
Baltacioglu'nun egitim sistemi uterine bir ara§tirma, Istanbul
1989; Ilhan Akar, Ismail Hakki Baltacioglu'nun egitim
ve kiiltur goriifieri uterine bir ara§tirma, Ankara 1994;
A. Ferhan Oguzkan (ed.), /. Hakki Baltacioglu ya§ami
ve hizmetleri. Turk Egitim Dernegi IV. anma toplantisi 16
Ekim 1996, Ankara 1996.
(AYLIN OZMAN)
ISMAIL HAKKI b. Ibrahim b. cAbd al-Wahhab,
MANASliRLt (1846-1912), O t t o m a n r e l i g i o u s
scholar and p r e a c h e r . Born and raised in Manastir
in present-day Macedonia, he went to Istanbul as a
young man, took medrese courses and taught at the
Fatih Mosque. In 1874 he became preacher (wa'iz)
at the Dolmabahce Mosque and then at the Aya
Sofya, where he drew large crowds. He began his
teaching career as professor of Arabic at the cAsken
Riishdiyye in Eyiib, and in 1884 became teacher of
jurisprudence in the Hukuk Mektebi, where he remained
until he became a senator (dyan acddsi) after the 1908
revolution. He taught courses on religious matters at
various institutions (Muhendiskhdne, Mulkiyye, Ddrulfunun,
c
Asken Tibbiyye) and was also professor of exegesis at
the recently founded Preachers' Seminary (medreset
iil-wcfizin). On 5 December 1912 (25 Dhu '1-Hidjdja
1330), still a senator, he died at his waterfront resi-
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dence in Anadoluhisar and was buried in the cemetery next to the Fatih Mosque.
In addition to Turkish, he knew Arabic, Persian
and Bulgarian. His writings include a translation of,
and commentary on, al-Kasida al-nuniyya on the Islamic creed by Khidr Beg [q.v.]; Beyyindt-l Ahmediyye
(Istanbul 1329/1911), an annotated translation of
al-Risdla al-Harriidiyya f hakikat al-diydna al-isldmiyya
wa-hakkiyyat al-risdla al-Muhammadiyya by Husayn b.
Muhammad al-Djasr or al-Djisr al-TarabulusI (d.
1327/1909, the teacher of Rashld Rida [q.v.~], cf.
Brockelmann, S II, 776, S III, 321); and Hakk we
hakikat, a critique of Reinhart Dozy's Essai sur I'histoire de I'Islamisme (traduit du hollandais par Victor
Chauvin, Leiden and Paris 1879; originally published
as Het Islamisme, Haarlem 1863), translated by
'Abdullah Djewdet. For his other works, see BibL; he
also contributed numerous articles to journals and
newspapers.
Bibliography: Ismacll Pasha al-Baghdadl, Hadiyyat al-carifin, i, 222-3; Ibrahim Alaettin, Me§hur
adamlar hayatlan-eserleri, Istanbul 1933-35, ii, 799;
Ibrahim Alaettin Govsa, Tiirk me§hurlan ansiklopedisi,
Istanbul n.d. [ca. 1940], 193; Kahhala, ii, 266.
F u r t h e r works of Ismacll Hakkl: Mewa'iz, Istanbul
1324/1906-7; Kosowa sahrdsi mewci^asi, Salonica
1327/1909; Usul-u fikh,' Istanbul 1328/1910 [textbook]; Mawdhib al-Rahmdn Ji mandkib al-imdm Abi
Hamfa al-Mucmdn, Istanbul 1310/1892-3, a translation of Ibn Hadjar al-Haytaml [</.#.], al-Khayrdt alhisdn Ji Jadd'il al-Nucmdn.
(Eo.)
ISMA'IL PASHA BAGHDADLI, ISMA'IL B
MUHAMMAD AMIN B. M!R SAL!M AL-BABANI ALBAGHDADI, in modern Turkish orthography, Bagdath
Ismail Pa§a (1839-1920), O t t o m a n army officer
and a u t h o r of two i m p o r t a n t b i o - b i b l i o g r a p h ical reference works.
He was born in Baghdad, in a family originating
from Baban, near Sulaymaniyya in Trak, hence his
other nisba (variant: Baban-zade). In 1908, after the
Young Turk Revolution, he became a general
(mir liwd] in the gendarmerie (dj_andarma da'iresi). On
his death in 1920 he was buried in Bakirkoy near
Istanbul. The most extensive notice on his life and
work is by Hulusi Kilic, in Tilrkiye diyanet vakti isldm
ansiklopedisi, iv (1991), 447-8 (with portrait and a specimen of handwriting, and with further references,
mostly to Turkish sources). A short mention is given
by Khayr al-Dm al-Zirikll, al-Acldm, 4Beirut 1979, 326.
The two works whereby Isma'Tl al-Baghdadl is still
remembered today are:
1. Idah al-maknun Ji 'l-dhayl fald Kashf al-^unun can
asdmi al-kutub wa 'l-funun. This work, written mostly
in Arabic, was posthumously edited by Muhammad
Sharaf al-Dm Yaltkaya (§erefettin Yaltkaya) and RiPat
Bilka al-Kilis! (Kilisli Rifat Bilge) and published in
two volumes (Istanbul 1945-7, with a portrait in vol. i,
several times reprinted) on the basis of the author's
copy, which is now kept in the library of the Head
Office of the Yapi ve Kredi Bankasi in Istanbul. It
is written in Arabic and is in fact an annotated list
of titles of works, put in alphabetical order, just like
its great example, the Kashf al-^unun, by the author's
famous predecessor Mustafa b. cAbd Allah Hadjdjl
Khalifa, Katib Celebl "(d. 1067/1657 [q.v.]j. The
author's description of the books contain the title, the
name and life span of the author, or the year of
composition, reference to a printed version (if any),
and occasionally the opening words of the text as
well. If that latter feature is available, it shows that
the author must have had a copy of the text at hand.
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If a text is a commentary (shark], reference is made
to its main. There are numerous references to Persian
and Turkish works as well, and the Idah al-maknun is
useful in this respect as well. Its main use is for Arabic
bibliography, however, which includes the extensive
Arabic literature produced by non-Arabs. His work is
in more than one respect a supplement to the Kashf
al-^unun. It not only bridges the time gap of two-anda-half centuries between the previous work and the
supplement, but it also adds to the bibliographical
material which was not known or available to Hadjdjr
Khalifa. Although the bibliographical entries are not
very extensive, the sheer size of the work, with its
more than 10,000 titles, makes it an indispensable,
and as yet unsurpassed, bibliographical tool for the
literature of the late classical and early modern period.
Its inclusion of Persian and Turkish works is witness
to the scope of the literary interests of the Ottoman
elite.
2. Hadiyyat al-'drifin. Asmd3 al-mu''allifin wa-dthdr
al-musannifin. This is the monumental biographical
counterpart to the previous work. It is a list of approximately 9,000 authors of in all some 50,000 works
(vol. i, which ranges from alif to lam, mentions 5,398
authors and ca. 25,000 works). It was edited by Kilisli
Rifat Bilge and Ibnulemin Mahmud Kemal Inal (vol.
i, Istanbul 1951) and Ibnulemin Mahmud Kemal Inal
and Avni Aktuc (vol. ii, Istanbul 1955). It has been
reprinted several times in Baghdad and Tehran. Nail
Bayraktar has published a register of the shuhras
mentioned in the Hadiyyat al-cdrijin (Hediyyetii yl-drifin,
esmdil 'l-muellifin ve dsdril 'l-musannifin §ohretlet indeksi,
Istanbul 1990). The work is arranged by ism of the
author, followed by the patronyms and other name
elements, with personal details, notably the year of
demise, and it then provides the reader with the titles
of the books composed by these authors.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(JJ. WITKAM)
ISMET INONU (Ottoman form, Tsmet), b. 1884,
died 1973, T u r k i s h m i l i t a r y c o m m a n d e r and
s t a t e s m a n , who served on three occasions as Prime
Minister in the Turkish Republic (October 1923November 1924; March 1925-November 1937; and
November 1961-February 1965) and once as President
(1938-50). He played an important part in the Turkish
War of Independence (1919-12), made significant contributions to the institutional framework of the new
Turkish Republican state, initiated multi-party politics
in 1945, acted as champion of the procedural rules
of democracy as well as of secularism, and had a
critical role in the relatively speedy return to civilian
politics following the military interventions of 1960-1
and 1971-3.
The son of a lawyer in Izmir, Tsmet made a career
in the Ottoman army, and during the First World
War served on the staff of Ahmed Tzzet Pasha in
Yemen, commanded the Fourth Army in Syria in
1916, and at the time of the armistice of 30 November
1918 was Under-Secretary for War in Istanbul. Tsmet
Pasha, as he had become, was in 1920 elected to the
last Ottoman Parliament as member for Edirne, but
soon afterwards joined the cause of Mustafa Kemal
(the later Atatiirk [q.v.]) in resisting the Allied occupation of Anatolia, and when the Greeks invaded
western Anatolia, he became chief of the General
Staff of the Nationalist army and repelled the invaders
at the two battles of Inonii to the west of Eski§ehir
(January and April 1921), from which engagements
he later took his European-type surname.
When the Grand National Assembly met in Ankara
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in 1922, clsmet became Foreign Minister, and represented Turkey at the Lausanne peace conference,
strongly opposing Britain and France and gaining most
of what Mustafa Kemal wanted in the final Treaty
of Lausanne of 24 July 1923. When the Turkish
Republic was proclaimed on 29 October 1923, Tsmet
became Atatiirk's Prime Minister, remaining in power
thus for nearly fourteen years. On Atatiirk's death on
10 November 1938, he became President and permanent chairman of the ruling Republican People's
Party [see DJUMHURIYYET KHALK FIRKASI].
During this period, when westernising reforms
were being imposed from above on Turkish society,
and when in the 1920s there were rebellions in
southeastern Turkey by traditionalist elements, Inonii
adopted a rather authoritarian position, but then, in
the 1939-45 period, he became much more flexible.
He had a large measure of self-confidence in himself
and in the future for Turkey. He believed that, together
with Atatiirk, a threatened resurgence of conservative
Islam could be dealt with, when in 1930 many elements of the population seemed to sympathise with
the Free Republican Party (Serbest Ciimhuriyet Firkasi
[see HIZB. ii] of AH Fethi Okyar [q.v.]). mistakenly
perceiving that party as a religiously-oriented one.
Similarly, during the 1939-45 years he oversaw the
eventual transition to a multi-party political system.
Under his skillful leadership, Turkey remained neutral in the Second World War, but the country became
strained internally and there were pressures from the
victorious Western powers for a more democratic political regime. Inonii was now led towards the formation of a multi-party system, and in the reaction
against the RPP's authoritarian rule, the Democrat
Party [see DEMOKRAT PARTI], triumphed in the 1950
elections, entailing Inonii's replacement as President
by Celal Bayar. He now became for a decade the
leader of the opposition and defender of democracy
in the increasingly authoritarian climate of Adnan
Menderes' [q.v.] premiership in the late 1950s. After
the military intervention of 1960, he formed three
coalition governments between 1961 and 1965.
However, the RPP suffered heavy defeats in the 1965
and 1969 elections, and Inonii was criticised by
Kemalist and socialist elements within his party for
the compromises he had made with his coalition partners and with conservative elements; but when he
declared the ideology of the RPP as "left of centre",
this led in 1967 to the secession of centrist elements
in his party to form the Reliance Party (Giiven Partisi).
In 1972 he was replaced as RPP leader by the leader
of its leftist faction, Biilent Ecevit, and he died in the
following year.
Inonii was a pragmatist, always open to new experiences and ready to learn. He came to conceive of
democracy as an exchange of views among the patriotic and knowledgeable sections of the population in
order to discover the best public policies, and he
thought that these last should be based on valued
ideas and not on particularist interests. In this respect,
he was an elitist. For him, the state as an entity representing the general interest had priority over a
democracy perceived as responsiveness to the preferences of the people at large. Yet this elitism was tempered by a genuine belief in the common sense of
the people and a belief in their potential for selfimprovement. He did not identify harmony with unanimity, and regarded politics as ideally an adversarial
process, since this produced exchanges of ideas and
evolved good policies. He remains, therefore, a somewhat enigmatic figure.

Bibliography: 1. S o u r c e s . Ismet Pa§a}mn siyasi ve
ictimai nutuklan, 1920-1933, Ankara 1933; H. Melzig (compiler), Inonii diyor ki: nutuk, hitabet, beyanat,
hasbihaller, Istanbul 1944; K. Kop (comp.) Milli §efin
soy lev, demef ve mesajlan, 1938-1945, Ankara 1945;
Inonifniin sdylev ve demefleri, T.B.M. Meclisi'nde ve C.H.P.
kurultaylannda, 1919-1946, Istanbul 1946; S. Erdemir
(comp.) Muhalefette Ismet Inonii, 3 vpls., Istanbul 195662; idem (comp.), Ihtildlden sonra Ismet Inonii, Istanbul
1962; A. Ipekci (comp.), Inonii Atatiirk'u anlatiyor,
Istanbul 1976; S. Selek (comp.) Ismet Inonii. Hatiralar,
2 vols., Istanbul 1985-7; S. Ozel (comp.), Baba Inonii3 den Erdal Indnii'ye mektuplar, Ankara 1988; A.R.
Cihan (comp.), Ismet Inonu'niin TBMM-'ndeki konu§malan, 1920-1973, 3 vols., Ankara 1992-3; N. Kal
(comp.), Televizyona anlattiklanm, Ankara 1993.
2. S t u d i e s . C. Bilsel, Ismet Inonii. Biiyiik devlet
reisi, Istanbul 1939; N.A. Banpglu, Ismet Inonii,
Istanbul 1943; H. Melzig, Ismet Inonii. Millet ve insaniyet, Istanbul 1943; E.B. §apolyo, Inonti, Ankara
1945; F. Unat, Ismet Inonii. Biyografi, Ankara 1945;
I.H. Tokin, Ismet Inonii. $ahsiyeti ve ulkiisii, Ankara
1946; A.F. Erden, Ismet Inonii, Istanbul 1952;
H. Goktiirk, Inonii, Ankara 1962; S. Aydemir, I kind
adam, 3 vols. Istanbul 1966-8; A.R.. Cihan and
A. Tekin, Qagda§ devlet adami. Ismet Inonii, Istanbul
1989; M. Toker, Demokrasimizin Ismet Pa§a'h yillan,
1944-1973, 1 vols. Ankara 1990-3; S. Kalkanoglu,
Ismet Inonii, din ve laiklik, Istanbul 1991; I. Artuc,
Ismet Pa§a: bir donemin perde arkasi, Istanbul 1993;
Giilsiin Bilgehan, Mevhibe, Ankara 1994; H. Derin,
Qankaya ozel kalemimi ammsarken, Istanbul 1995;
E. Inonii, Amlar ve diijiinceler, 2 vols., Istanbul 19958; N. Ugur, Ismet Inonii, Istanbul 1995; Bilgehan,
Mevhibe-II. fankqya'mn hammefendisi, Ankara 1998;
M. Heper, Ismet Inonii. The making of a Turkish statesman, Leiden 1998; O.F. Logoglu, Ismet Inonii and
the making of modem Turkey, Ankara n.d. [1999].
(METIN HEPER)
ISTANBUL.
VIII. MONUMENTS
The first and most important of the Ottoman monuments of Istanbul is Saint Sophia. The only church
to be transformed into a mosque immediately after
the conquest of the city (others followed later, mostly
in the reign of Bayezfd II), it remained symbolically
the model of imperial religious architecture. From the
reign of Sellm II onwards, it became a place of burial reserved exclusively for the Ottoman royal family
and was restored on numerous occasions between
1572-3 and 1847-9.
Ottoman building activity dates from 1458, when
Mehemmed II built the mosque of Eyyiib and decided
to construct his own imperial complex (Fatih) at the
square of the Holy Apostles, and the Topkapi Palace
on the site of the ancient acropolis of Byzantium.
This plan, added to other decisions taken in the course
of the same reign—building of the bezistan (1456), of
the first palace on the site of the Theodosian forum
(1453-5), of the barracks of the Janissaries (Eski odalar),
of the saddlers' market (Sarradj Khane, 1475), the
markets of the major and the minor Karaman (after
1467)—led to the formation of a monumental axis
which, while initially retracing the route of the Byzantine Mesus (Dfwan Yolu) from Saint Sophia to
the Old Palace, from this point follows a northerly
direction, across the complex of Fatih and extending
as far as the Adrianople Gate (Edirne Kapisi).
This activity also corresponded with the choice of
architects of non-Muslim origin, apparently in contrast to what is known of the builders of the first
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period of Ottoman architecture, that of Bursa and of
Edirne. This practice could also be linked with the
policy of recruiting from among all the peoples of the
Empire and even beyond, implemented broadly by
Mehemmed II in almost all sectors of public life, but
also with the search for new stylistic and technical
solutions. This appears to have been the case in choice
of Sinan the Elder (cAt!k), a freedman of Byzantine
origin, supposed to have built the Fatih mosque on
the model of Saint Sophia. This was also the time
of the introduction into Ottoman architecture of the
demi-cupola, as is mentioned in a passage from Tursun
Beg (Ta3nkh-i Abu 'l-Fath, fol. 58), who applauds the
outstripping of Saint Sophia, and another from the
Anonymous Giese (99), who de-nounces the latter as
sacrilege, inviting comparison with the imperial
Byzantine model.
Parallel with the founding of these imperial edifices, Mehemmed II encouraged his entourage to follow his example. This injunction was implemented to
varying degrees: individuals such as Mahmud Pasha
or Khass Murad Pasha, of Byzantine origin and graduates of the Palace school, built some important
mosques, their architecture, paradoxically, mirroring
that of the first Ottoman mosques of Bursa; others
like Gedik Ahmed Pasha [see AHMAD PASHA GEDIK] or
Ishak Pasha, contented themselves with constructing
secondary buildings in the capital and established their
major projects in the towns of Anatolia.
The accession of Bayezid II in 1481 marks a halt
in monumental construction in Istanful.
The sovereign initially built mosques and large religious complexes at Tokat, at Amasya and at Edirne,
while other leading figures of the regime confined
themselves to converting the churches of the capital
into mosques. Seventeen of them are known to have
been adapted for Muslim worship, as opposed to four
during the reign of Mehemmed II. The only monumental project completed during the last twenty years
of the 15th century was the mosque built by Dawud
Pasha (1485). It conforms to the model inaugurated
by Bayezid II in the provinces, with a single cupola
resting on a cube. With a diameter in excess of 18 m,
this remains the largest cupola of all the vizieral
mosques of the capital.
Deciding, at the opening of the 16th century (in
1500-4), to build a religious complex in the capital,
Bayezid II borrowed the system of roofing of Saint
Sophia, with two demi-cupolas flanking the central
cupola, but also followed the model of the mosques
of Bursa in adding tdb-khdne (lodgings for dervishes)
on both sides of the prayer hall. The complex was
built on land reclaimed in its entirety from the Old
Palace and situated at the strategic point where the
Dfwan Yolu joins the Great Bazaar and Usun Carshi,
the Makros Embolos of the Byzantines, linking the
central axis of the city to the port. As is the case
with the Fatih mosque, this axis traverses the complex passing between the mosque and the medrese, thus
accentuating its role as a triumphal thoroughfare.
Other dignitaries of the period were to follow this
example: thus cAtlk CA1T Pasha built a complex on
both sides of the Dfwan Yolu (1506) on the site of
the forum of Constantine, around the Burnt Column
(Djemberli Tash).
The great earthquake of 1509, followed by the
unrest in the latter part of Bayezld's reign, resulted
in another interruption in the monumental construction of the capital. Similarly, Selfm I (1512-20) and
his administration, too occupied in waging war, left
no architectural vestiges, and it was Siileyman I who,
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on his accession in 1520, built a mosque in memory
of his father. It was situated in a place chosen more
for the view that it offers of the Golden Horn, overlooking the Greek quarter of Fener, than for its centrality, but the effect of monumental edifices on the
panorama of the city, for purposes of seeing and being
seen, seems henceforward to have been a decisive factor; it was to find its most absolute expression with
the Suleymaniyye. The mosque known as that of
Sultan Sellm (1522) is also the last imperial edifice
to reprise the model of a single cupola resting on a
cube; it is inspired directly by that of Bayezid II at
Edirne.
This monument to filial piety apart, the first two
decades of the reign of Siileyman I (1520-66) were
niggardly in monumental constructions of religious
character. On the contrary, the sovereign and his
entourage were competing in the construction of
palaces. Siileyman renovated the Topkapi Palace and
built a palace on the hippodrome for his Grand Vizier
Ibrahim Pasha [q.v.]. Monumental building activity
was resumed with the appointment of Sinan to the
post of chief architect in 1538 and was to continue
without intermission during the half-century of his
activity [see SINAN].
The sovereign gave the signal for the start of this
activity in 1539, ordering the construction of a complex for his wife Khurrem Sultane [see KHURREM],
built on the site known as cAwret Bazari (women's
market), in the vicinity of the column of Arcadius. It
consists of a mosque, progressively complemented by
an cimdret and a hospital (ddr iil-shifa'}. It is probable
that Siileyman subsequently decided, on his return
from the Hungarian campaign in 1541, to begin a
monumental assemblage situated on the triumphal axis,
on the site of the Janissaries' barracks (Eski odalar)
which he intended to appropriate. On the death of
the prince Mehemmed, in 1543, this mosque was dedicated to him, and the complex probably remained
incomplete since it was situated exclusively on the
northern part of the axis, the barracks situated to the
south being retained. In this mosque, his first monumental project, Sinan took to the very limit the
process in which Ottoman architecture had been
engaged since 1453, proposing a system of roofing in
perfect symmetry, with four demi-cupolas. But after
the peace treaty concluded in 1547 with the Emperor
Charles V, Siileyman decided to commission a new
imperial complex, returning to the model of Saint
Sophia and also attempting to attain its dimensions.
This was to be the Suleymaniyye (1550-7), overlooking the Golden Horn and likewise built on land
reclaimed from the Old Palace, competing with its
rival for prominence in the vista of Istanbul. Similarly,
the totality of religious and social institutions which
surrounded it stole primacy from the Fatih complex,
since henceforward the medrese of the Suleymaniyye
constituted the highest level of religious education in
the Ottoman empire.
Members of the Ottoman royal family and their
entourage shared in this construction frenzy. Mihr-i
Man Sultane [q.v.]., daughter of Siileyman and Khurrem, had her first complex, consisting of a mosque,
a medrese and a caravanserai, built at the quay of
Uskiidar, on the Asiatic bank, the place where the
Bosphorus was crossed (1548). Twenty years later
Sinan completed, again on behalf of Mihr-i Man, a
mosque with a courtyard medrese at Edirne kapi, at
the point where the triumphal axis joins the land wall.
In experimenting with the cupola on pendentives, which
frees interior space entirely, Sinan here definitively
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outstripped the model of Saint Sophia, achieving the
absolute unity and disengagement of interior space,
more in accordance with the Muslim tradition.
The Grand Vizier Riistem Pasha (in office 1544-53,
1555-61 [</.£.]), husband of Mihr-i Mah, chose for his
buildings the most densely populated areas of the
city and found himself obliged, no doubt for this
reason, to disperse them. He built a khan (ca. 1550)
at Ghalata [q.v., in Suppl.] on the site of the former
Genoese cathedral dedicated to Saint Michael, a medrese
with octagonal courtyard enclosed within a square, situated below the mosque of Mahmud Pasha (1550) and
a mosque facing the hammdm of Taht al-kalca, completed after his death in 1562. This mosque, built on
the site of that of c Attar Khalfl, the most ancient attested in the city (1457), had interior surfaces entirely
covered with magnificent ceramics from Iznik, used
here on a massive scale for the first time. Sinan Pasha,
brother of Riistem, Grand Admiral of the Ottoman
fleet (1550-4), built in his turn a mosque with a courtyard medrese at Beshiktash, embarkation-point of the
fleet.
Kara Ahmed Pasha, Grand Vizier 1553-5, drew
up shortly before his execution in the latter year a
wakfiyye in which he gave instructions for the construction of a mosque with the sums bequeathed. His
steward, Ferrukh Ketkhuda, undertook the search for
a site and acquired a piece of land close to the land
walls inside the gate of Topkapi, where in 1560 Sinan
completed a mosque with a courtyard medrese.
While the successors of Siileyman, Selfm II (156674 [q.v.]) and Murad III (1574-95 [q.v.]) built their
mosques respectively at Edirne and at Maghnisa,
Istanbul continued to be endowed with monumental
constructions under the long vizierate of Sokollu
Mehmed Pasha (1565-79 fo.o.]), benefiting from the
energy of Sinan's workforce. Sokollu's first project in
the capital was a funeral monument, built in 1568-9
at Eyyiib. This consisted of a mausoleum accompanied by a medrese, a combination which became
standard from the end of the century onward, contributing to the transformation of the suburb of Eyyiib
into a necropolis for the military and religious dignitaries of the empire. Sokollu subsequently built below
the hippodrome, near the docks used by galleys
(Kadirgha), a complex situated in proximity to his
palace. This consisted of a mosque with courtyard
medrese, completed in 1572, to which a zawiya was
added. Another mosque was built by the same Grand
Vizier in 1577-8, outside the walls of Ghalata, beside
the Arsenal, to commemorate his service at the head
of the Admiralty (1546-50). Piyale Pasha [q.v.], High
Admiral 1554-68, .commissioned from Sinan a mosque
situated behind the arsenal, in an area populated by
sailors and workers in the naval dockyards. For this
building, completed in 1572, where solemn prayers
were to be offered before the departure of the fleet,
Sinan reverted to the hypostyle model with six cupolas, combined with open-air spaces for prayer capable of accommodating entire ships crews. It was
without doubt the same problem of capacity which
induced the architect to adopt for the mosque of the
High Admiral Kilidj CAH Pasha (1571-87 [see CULUDJ
C
AL!]), built in 1581 at Topkhane, a revival of the
model of Saint Sophia with lateral galleries.
In the mid-1570s, Nur Banu Sultane [q.v], mother
of Murad III, undertook the construction of an important complex above Uskiidar [q.v], a transit depot for
caravans arriving from Anatolia. A caravanserai and
a zawiya enclosed a mosque and courtyard, with a
medrese lower down. The whole was completed in 1583.

In the meantime, Sinan also constructed a little architectural jewel for Shemsf Pasha, on the banks of the
Bosphorus at Uskiidar (1581), as well as a mosque
accompanied by two medreses on different levels for
Zal Mahmud-Pasha at Eyyiib (1580-81). Finally, among
the last works of this architect, completed by his successor Dawud Agha, attention should be drawn to the
mosque of Mesfh Mehmed Pasha [q.v] (1586) at Kara
Giimriik and that of Nishandji Mehmed Pasha (1588)
on the main axis between Fatih and Edirne Kapi.
To complete the monumental landscape of Istanbul
and its environs, also worth mentioning is the system
of water supply completed between 1554 and 1563,
comprising four monumental aqueducts upstream of
the Golden Horn, as well as the bridge of Buyiik
Cekmedje on the Edirne road.
The death of Sinan, in 1588, also coincided with
the beginning of the exhaustion of the financial
resources of the empire, embroiled in a protracted war
against Persia and, before long, against Austria. Prestige
constructions were to become more modest and their
functions modified. A surfeit of mosques was to be succeeded by complexes composed of a mausoleum and
a medrese, the latter accommodating a large number
of rural immigrants drawn by the functions of religious education and the judiciary—virtually the only
professions open to persons of Muslim birth.
In 1593-4 Djerrah Mehmed Pasha built the last
vizieral mosque to be completed before the 18th century. The density of the city seems not to have
permitted monumental constructions without costly expropriations. Thus in order to build her own mosque,
on her acquisition of the title of queen-mother with the
accession of her son Mehemmed III in 1595, Safiyye
Sultane [q.v] made inroads on the Jewish quarters of
the city's port. Hampered by the death of the architect Dawud Agha in 1598, by technical problems arising from the digging of foundations at a site close to
the water, and by the death of Mehemmed III in
1603, relegating Safiyye Sultane to the Old Palace,
construction remained incomplete and was only to be
resumed sixty years later by Khadfdje Turkhan Sultane, the mother of Mehemmed IV, being completed
in 1663 (Walide Djamic).
The new sultan, Ahmed I (1603-17 [q.v]), was the
first since Siileyman to undertake the construction of
an imperial complex. The latter, situated above the
hippodrome, necessitated a massive expropriation of
the vizieral residences which were situated there. The
manner in which the buildings of the complex are
dispersed is testimony to the difficulties of expropriation. The complex of the Blue Mosque, the name
given to the mosque of Ahmed I on account of its
extensive decoration in ceramics of this colour, marks
the end of the first period of monumental edifices of
Istanbul.
Ghadanfer Agha, senior eunuch of the palace, introduced into the capital the combination of a medrese,
a mausoleum and a fountain. The latter, built in
1590-1 at the foot of the aqueduct of Valens (Bozdoghan kemeri) rapidly started a trend. These more
modest combinations were more easily integrated
into the dense urban fabric and contributed to the
vitality of the principal axes of the city. Thus the
combinations of this type built by Sinan Pasha (15923), Kuyudju Murad Pasha (1610), Kopriilu Mehmed
Pasha (1660-1 [see KOPRULU]), Merzifonlu Kara Mustafa
Pasha (1681-90 [see KARA MUSTAFA PASHA]), Amdjazade Hiiseyin Pasha (1700-1) and Damad Ibrahim Pasha
(1719-20 [q.v.]) were situated on the triumphal axis
of the city, while that of Ekmekdji-zade Ahmed Pasha
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(before 1618) was located on the street joining this
axis to Wefa and beyond to the Golden Horn. A
more complete complex, also containing a zdwiya, was
that of Bayram Pasha (1634-5) situated in the vicinity of the complex of Khiirrem Sultane.
These combinations were virtually the sole markers of the 17th century, when new imperial constructions—with the exception of the completion of
the Walide mosque and the small mosque built by
Kosem Sultane on the heights of Uskiidar—were nonexistent. The return of the sultans to Istanbul after a
period of residence at Edirne, with the accession of
Ahmed III in 1703, marked the start of a new phase
of architectural activity, responding to new needs and
new styles. The needs resulted from the development
of the city, where density of population led to increasingly frequent fires and epidemics. These induced
the prosperous classes to take refuge in the periphery, such as the Eyyiib, the northern shore and the
Bosphorus, where new residences were to be constructed, soon to be followed by new mosques. At the
same time, the need to protect collections of precious
manuscripts from fire required the construction of
libraries as independent buildings, while the shortage
of water resulting from overpopulation led to new
projects of water provision, including monumental
fountains. These secular buildings, less hampered by
the weight of tradition, also gave opportunities for
new stylistic experiments, often described as Ottoman
baroque art, first coming to prominence in the "Tulip
Period" (1718-30) [see LALE DEVRI].
The fountains and the sebll (places for the distribution of water, see SABIL) regularly accompanied
combinations of a medrese and a mausoleum, but it
was to them that the first stylistic innovations were applied. These were already perceptible in the sebil of
Amdjazade Hiiseyin Pasha, at the turn of the 18th
century and were developed in that of Damad Ibrahim
Pasha twenty years later. In another arrangement,
where sebll and fountain became the principal elements in a small complex also containing a mausoleum, as well as a school no longer in existence,
built at Dolma Baghce by Hadjdjf Mehmed Emm
Agha (1741), the baroque elements attained their fullest
expression. The sebll or fountain was also to be found
in association with a primary school (slbydn mektebi]
situated on the upper level (fountain school of Re'fs
iil-Kuttab Ismacil Efendi at Karakoy [1742] and sebll
school of Recjja'I Mehmed Efendi at Wefa [1775]),
but this combination, frequently encountered in Ottoman Cairo, remained exceptional in Istanbul.
The monumental fountain standing alone in a covered space was first seen at the very end of the Tulip
Period, the first five known examples being virtually
contemporaneous. Damad Ibrahim Pasha, responsible
for the drawing of water from Uskiidar, built the first
of these four-faced monumental fountains beside the
harbour of this suburb in 1728-9. The same year,
Ahmed III built the monumental fountain before the
main entrance of the Topkapi Palace. His successor,
Mahmud I (1730-54) undertook the conveyance of water
from the northern shore of the Golden Horn (waters
of Taksim) and three other monumental fountains
were built in 1732-3 on this network: that of Topkhane by the sovereign himself, that of cAzap Kapi
(in front of the Arsenal) by the queen-mother Sallha
Sultane and that of Ka c ba Tash by the Grand Vizier
Heklm-oghlu 'All Pasha [see C ALI PASHA HAKIM-OGHLU] .
The first independent library was built by Koprulii
Fadil Ahmed Pasha as an extension of the familial
complex on the Diwan Yolu (before 1676), and Shehld
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Ali Pasha also built a free-standing library behind
the mosque of Shah-zade in 1715. This type of building nevertheless acquired a monumental nature—while
retaining modest dimensions—with the library built in
1719-20 by Ahmed III in the third courtyard of the
Topkapi Palace. New architectural experiments were
evident in that of cAtif Efendi at Wefa (1741) and
were to be most fully expressed in the library of the
Nur-u cOthmaniyye complex (1755). Among later buildings, those of Raghib Pasha (1762) at Laleli and of
Damad-zade Mehmed Murad Efendi—known as Murad
Molla—(1775) at Carshamba are worth mentioning.
A new type of building linked with projects for the
provision of water consisted of dams, reservoirs placed
in the Belgrade forest to the north-west of the city,
a happy combination of utility and ornament. The
oldest, a straight wall supported by four buttresses, is
known by the name of the Dark Dam (Karanlik Bend);
dating from 1620 it was located on the network set
up by Sinan. The Topluzu Bend, built in 1750 on
the network of Taksim, introduced cut-off corners,
more resistant to the pressure of water. By way of
the Aywad Bendi (1765) and the Walide Bend (1797),
progress was made towards the vaulted dam, realised
in 1839 with the dam of Mahmud II.
The 18th century also marked a renewal in the
construction of religious buildings, but the first phase
was slow and hesitant. The mosque built by Ahmed
III for his mother Emetullah Giilnush Sultane at
Uskiidar (1708-10)—a place apparently reserved for
the wives of the imperial family—revived the models
of the 16th century, albeit with some adjustments to
the lines of the sebll typical of the Tulip Period.
Similarly, it was again the sebll, as well as the school
placed above the entry-gate, rather than the mosque,
which represented innovation in the monumental complex built by Heklm-oghlu CA1I Pasha in 1734-5. This
makes even more surprising the full-scale renewal of
architectural motifs in the Nur-u 'Othmaniyye complex, begun in 1748 by Mahmud I and completed
in 1755 under c Othman III. Even though the daring
solutions, such as the horseshoe-shaped courtyard, were
not to be repeated in subsequent centuries, the Nur-u
c
Othmaniyye marked a new phase in imperial building activity which was not to be discredited for as
long as the empire lasted.
Mustafa III (1757-74) built no fewer than three
imperial mosques: that of Ayazma at Uskiidar, named
after his mother, in 1758-61, that of Laleli in 1760-3,
and that of Fatih, rebuilt in 1766-71 after the earthquake of 1765. His successor, cAbd iil-Hamid I (177489) dedicated to the memory of his mother Rablca
Sultane the mosque of Beylerbey on the Asiatic shore
of the Bosphorus, and to the memory of his wife
Hiimashah Kadin that of Emirgan on the European
shore. He also built near the port his own funeral
monument, consisting of a medrese, an 'imdret, a sebll
and a mausoleum. In this complex, constructed in
stages between 1775 and 1789, what is observed is
the transition from baroque in the sebil to Ottoman
neo-classicism in the mausoleum.
The reign of Selim III (1789-1807 [q.v.]) marked
the zenith of a flamboyant baroque which was expressed essentially through funereal monuments: the
complex composed of an cimdret, a sebil and a mausoleum of the queen-mother Mihr-i Shah Sultane,
built at Eyyub in 1792-5, and the mausoleum was
accompanied by a school and a sebil of the sovereign's sister Shah Sultane, also at Eyyub (1800). The
tendency continued beyond the reign with the mausoleum and sebil of Nakshidil Sultane built by Mahmud
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II in memory of his mother in the cemetery of Fatih
in 1818. Finally, baroque and rococo decoration, abundantly present in those parts of the Topkapi Palace
dating from the second half of the 18th century, also
infiltrated the zdwiya, but it was only in the mosquezawiya of Kiiciik Efendi, completed in 1825, that the
oval form of the plan supplemented the decorative
effects. Selim III also built in 1802-5 a mosque in
the proximity of the barracks designed to accommodate the new army which was to replace that of the
Janissaries. Built in the centre of a chequer-shaped plot,
it perpetuated the model of the Nur-u cOthmaniyye
while developing in the form of an annexe the imperial pavilion which seems henceforward to have corresponded to new formal functions, the sovereign
receiving dignitaries here after the Friday prayer.
During the reign of Mahmud II (1808-39), baroque
was maintained but attempts were made to adopt a
more imperial style. This was manifested particularly
in imperial edifices: a pavilion of ceremonies (Alay
koshkii) in the angle of the wall of the Topkapi Palace
(1810), a school of Djewri Kalfa on the Dfwan Yolu
(1819) and, above all, the sovereign's mausoleum on the
same axis (1839). However, in the second half of his
reign the ascendancy of the Balyan family imprinted on
monumental Ottoman architecture a style that, despite
its boundless eclecticism, remained deeply original in its
capacity for syntheses and infinitely varied interpretations of the historical forms of Ottoman architecture.
The first work that can be attributed with confidence to the Balyans is the Nusratiyye mosque, situated in the quarter of Topkhane, to the north of
the Golden Horn, whither architectural activity was
progressively transferred. Thus the mosque of Khirkayi Sherff, built in 1851 to accommodate the mantle
of the Prophet, and that of Pertew Niyal Sultane,
built in 1869-72 at the crossroads of Ak Saray, could
be considered the last intra-muros religious monuments
of the city.
The activity of the Balyans was manifested essentially through the imperial palaces built on the shores
of the Bosphorus: Dolma Baghce (1846-55), Kiiciik
Su (1856), Beylerbey (1863-65), and Ciraghan (186472), as well as the pavilion of Ihlamur (1855) in the
valley of the same name. The mosques erected during this period beside the Bosphorus (Dolma Baghce,
1855, Ortakoy, 1853), or in the vicinity (Medjfdiyye,
1848), belonged to same aesthetic movement, with
interiors reminiscent of ballrooms. The first buildings
of the palace of Yildiz on the heights of the Bosphorus
and the mosque built close by (1877) are the last
manifestations of this architecture.
New functions resulting from the reforms of the
Tan&mat (1839 onwards [q.v.]) entailed new architectural forms most often undertaken by foreign or
Levantine architects. The Swiss brothers Gaspare and
Giuseppe Fossati, sent from St. Petersburg to build
the new Russian embassy, also worked for the Ottoman
administration; Alexandre Vallaury, son of a French
emigre, constructed a number of public buildings, from
the Archeological Museum, in neo-classical style (18911907), to the office of the Ottoman National Debt
(1897) and that of the Ottoman Bank (1890-2). Finally,
the Italian Raimondo d'Aronco was invited by cAbd
iil-Hamld II to become the quasi-official architect of
the reign, constructing the last buildings of the palace
of Yildiz, and introducing the Viennese Secessionist
style to the Ottoman capital with the astonishing
mausoleum of Sheykh Zafir at Beshiktash. The Young
Turk revolution of 1908 put an end to the activity
of these architects, and a national style was imposed.

The latter is manifested in modern buildings such as
the main Post Office or the office building built for the
benefit of wakfi (the fourth Wakif Khan) as much as
it is in mosques seeking classical inspiration from the
16th century (mosque of Bebek, 1913).
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Abdulhamid kulliyesi ve Hamidiye medresesi, in Sanat Tarihi
Tilligi, viii (1972); N. Atasoy, Ibrahim Pa§a sarayi,
Istanbul 1972; O.L. Barkan, Siileymaniye cami ve imareti
ms,aat, 2 vols., Ankara 1972, 1979; A. Kuran, Mimar
Sinan'm ilk eserleri, in Belleten (1973); idem, ^dl Mahmud
Pasa Kulliyesi, in Bogazici Universitesi Dergisi-Humaniter
Bilimler, i (1973); G. Giire§sever, Haseki Damssifasi,
in Sanat Tarihi Tilhgi (1973); E.H. Ayverdi, Osmanh
mi'marisinde Fatih devn 855-886 (1451-1481), 2 vols.,
Istanbul 1973-4; S.H. Eldem, Koskler ve kasirlar,
2 vols., Istanbul 1974; A. Kuran, Haseki kulliyesi, in
BUDHB, ii (1974); idem, Uskudafda Mihnmah Sultan
kulliyesi, in ibid., iii (1975); A. Arel, 18. yiizyil Istanbul mimarisinde batihla§ma siireci, Istanbul 1975;
Z. Nayir, Osmanh mimarisinde Sultan Ahmet kulliyesi
ve sonrasi, 1609-1690, Istanbul 1975; idem, Istanbul
Haseki'de Bayram Pa$a kulliyesi, in Ord. Prof Dr.
Ismail Hakki Uzuncarsili ya armagan, Ankara 1976;
W. Denny, Ceramics of the mosque of Riistem Pa§a,
New York-London 1977; W. Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon zur Topographic Istanbuls, Tubingen 1977; A.
Kuran, Tophane'de Kilif All Pasa kulliyesi, in BUDHB,
vi (1978); S.K. Yetkin, -§emsi Pasa kulliyesi, in Sanat
Diinyasi, xix (1980); P. Tuglac, Osmanh mimarligmda
batihla§ma donemi ve Balyan ailesi, Istanbul 1981; Y.
Yavuz, Mimar Kemalettin ve birinci ulusal mimarlik donemi,
Ankara 1981; D. Kuban, Tarih-i Cami-i §erif-i Nurl Osmani ve 18. yy Osmanh yap teknige uterine go'zlemler, in Tiirk ve Islam Sanat uterine denemeler, Istanbul
1982; J.M. Rogers, The state and the arts in Ottoman
Turkey. Part 1. The stones of Siileymaniye. Part 2. The
furniture and decoration of Siileymaniye, in IJMES, xiv
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(1982); S.H. Eldem and F. Akozan, Topkapi Sarayi
bir mimari ara§tirma, Istanbul 1982; LA. Yiiksel,
Osmanh mimdrisinde II. Bayezid Yavuz Selim devri (886926/1481-1520), Istanbul 1983; M. Cezar, Typical
commercial buildings of the Ottoman classical period and
the Ottoman construction system, Istanbul 1983; A. Kuran,
Uskudar Atik Valide kiilliyesinin yerle§me diizeni ve yap
tarihi uterine, in Suut Kemal Yetkin'e armagan, Ankara
1984; H. Stierlin, Soliman et I'architecture ottomane, Paris
1985; G. Necipoglu, The Siileymaniye complex in Istanbul,
in Muqarnas, iii (1985); A. Kuran, Mimar Sinan,
Hurriyet Vakf, Istanbul 1986; Z. Qelik, The remaking of Istanbul, Seattle 1986; H. Crane (ed.), Risdlei mi'mdriyye, Leiden 1987; K. Qecen, Mimar Sinan
ve Kirk$e§me tesisleri, Istanbul 1988; G. Erol, (!inili
cami ve kiilliyesi, in Sanat Tarihi Arastirmalar Dergisi, iii
(1988); S. Yerasimos, Sinan and his patrons. Programme
and location, in Journal of the Islamic Environmental
Design, v (1987), Rome 1990; idem, La fondation de
Constantinople et de Sainte-Sophie dans les traditions turques,
Paris 1990; S. Eyice, Istanbul'da Sultan II. Baye&d
kiilliyesi, in STAD, viii (1990); H. Crane, The Ottoman
Sultans' Mosques. Icons of imperial legitimacy, in The
Ottoman city and its parts, ed. I. Bierman, D. Preziosi
and R. Abou al-Haj, New York 1991; G. Necipoglu,
Architecture, ceremonial and power. The Topkapi Palace in
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, New York 1991; K.
Qecen, Uskudar sular, Istanbul 1991; idem, Taksim
ve Hamidiye sular, Istanbul 1992; S. Ogel, 18. ve 19.
yiizyildan osmanh camilerinde geleneksel anlama kathlar, in
Semavi Eyice armangan, Istanbul ya^elar, Istanbul 1992;
A. Egemen, Istanbul'un fepne ve sebillen, Istanbul 1993;
H.O. Bari§ta, Istanbul fepneleri. Kabata§ Hekimoglu Ali
Pa.sa meydan fe^mesi, Ankara 1993; idem, Istanbul
fepneleri. A^apkapi Saliha Sultan cesmesi, Ankara 1995;
D. Barillari and E. Godoli, Istanbul 1900, Istanbul
1997; S. Yerasimos, Istanbul, la mosquee de Soliman,
Paris 1997; C. Kafescioglu, Heavenly and unblessed,
splendid and artless: Mehmed IPs mosque complex in Istanbul
in the eyes of its contemporaries, in Essays in honour of
Aptullah Kuran, ed. C. Kafescioglu and L. Thysenocak,
Istanbul 1999; Yerasimos, Constantinople, capitale d'empires, Paris 2000; idem, Osmanh IstanbuVimun kurulu$u,
in Osmanh mimangimn 7. yiizyil "Uluslarustii bir miras",
Istanbul 2000; A.H. Polatkan, Kihc Alt Pa§a cannsi
ve Ayasojya: bir historisist deneme, in ibid.', A.Y. Kubilay,
IS. ve 19. yu'zyil Istanbul vakf kiituphaneleri uterine tipolojik bir degerlindirme, in ibid.; Vakiflar Genel Mudiirlugu,
Istanbul Teni Cami ve Hiinkar Kasir, n.p., n.d.

(S. YERASIMOS)
ISTILHAK (A.), the verbal noun of Form X of
the verb lahika "to reach, catch up with," having the
meaning of "to try to reach, attach, adopt, affiliate
s.o. to s.th." (see WbKAS, letter lam, 330). In early
Islamic history, it was especially used for the attempt
in 44/665 of the Umayyad caliph Mu'awiya I [q.v.]
to attach the very able official Ziyad b. Abfhi [q.v.]
to his own, ruling clan of Umayya. Ziyad was of
dubious parentage, his mother Sumayya being apparently a slave, and Mucawiya aimed at linking Ziyad
to his own family as the putative son of his own
father, Abu Sufyan [q.v.]. For details of this istilhdk
process, see ZIYAD B. ABIHI, with full references.
(ED.)
ITHM (A.), a term of I s l a m i c t h e o l o g y meaning "sin", used in Kur'an, II, 216/219, V, 32/29,
XLIX, 12, amongst various other terms denoting sin
and sinfulness in varying degrees, such as dhanb, pi.
dhunub, used in Kur'an, III, 129/135 and passim. For
a discussion of the concept of sin and its consequences,
see KHATI'A.
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FTISAM AL-DlN B. SH. TADJ AL-DiN, SHAYKH, a
resident of Tadjpur, in the Nadiya district of Bengal,
who w e n t to E n g l a n d on a diplomatic mission in 1 1 8 0 / 1 7 6 9 and w r o t e an a c c o u n t of
his j o u r n e y in his Shigarf-ndma-yi wildyat or Wildyatndma. Ftisam al-Dln began his official career as a
munshi in the service of Mir DjaTar [see DJA'FAR,
MIR]. During the time of Mir Kasim [q.v.] he joined
the service of Major Yorke. In 1177/1763 he fought
on the British side against Mir Kasim. He served
General Carnac (1765-6) for a short period and later
entered the service of the Mughal Shah cAlam. In
1180/1769 he went to England with Captain Archibald
Swinton bringing a letter (copy available in the Library
of Royal Asiatic Society, no. 134; W. Morley, 128)
from Shah cAlam to George III. Munlr al-Dawla,
who, according to Sarkar (Fall of the Mughal empire, ii,
402), was a devoted partisan of the British at Shah
c
Alam's court, insisted on paying Ictisam al-Dm 2,000
rupees towards his expenses. In this letter, Shah cAlam
sought British help in conducting him to Dihll and
placing him on the Mughal throne, rtisam al-Dln
returned from England in 1883/1769. In'll89/1775
he helped the East India Company's negotiations with
the Marafhas [</.y.].
The Shigarf-ndma is one of the earliest accounts of
a journey to England written by an Indian. In about
86 chapters he gave his impressions about the various aspects of English society—religious life, clubs,
the judicial system, public schools, sports, etc. He also
visited Oxford University and the Bodleian Library.
He describes London and its principal buildings, as
also agricultural methods and farming. Some autobiographical references are also given. It appears that
his relations with Swinton did not remain cordial to
the last ('Allgarh ms. fols. 100-5).
For mss. of the Shigarf-ndma, see Storey, i, 1143;
also 'AlTgarh, HabTb gandj Collection 35.7. An
abridged Hindustani version of it was made by Munshf
Shamshfr Khan and was published by J.E. Alexander
with an English translation, London 1827.
Bibliography. Storey, i, 1142-3; Rieu, B.M.
Catalogue i, 383, ms. Or. 200; Garcin de Tassy,
Histoire de la litterature hindoue, i, 463; Swinton family

records, privately printed, Edinburgh 1906.
(K.A. NIZAMI)
IYAS B. KABlSA AL-TA'I, a p r e - I s l a m i c i n d i v i d u a l who played a certain role in the relations
between Arabs and Persians, but whose biography is
not absolutely clear. According to Ibn al-Kalbl-Caskel
(Gamharat an-nasab, Tab. 252, and ii, 361), his genealogy appears to be as follows: lyas b. Kablsa b. Abf
c
Ufr/ c Afra b. al-Nu c man b. Hayya b. Sacna b. alHarith b. al-Huwayrith b. Rablca b. Malik b. Safr
b. Hin3 b. c Amr b. al-Ghawth b. Tayyi3 (thus his nisba
is to be amended in the article DHU KAR).
This Arab chieftain succeeded in gaining the favour
of Khusraw Aparwlz (Kisra Abarwfz), who apparently
entrusted to him some months before the accession
of al-Nu c man III b. al-Mundhir [q.v.], the administration of al-Hfra (al-Tabarl, i, 1017). It is difficult
to establish exactly in which period the king granted
him as a life possession 30 villages on the banks of
the Euphrates and appointed him administrator of the
region of cAyn Tamr, since the traditions are inconsistent. It is possible that Khusraw rewarded him in
this way for services rendered when he was attacked
and forced to flee by the usurper Vahram Cubm
(Bahram [q.v.] Djubm). Al-Nucman III [q.v.], the king
of al-Hlra at this time, did not come to the aid of
his suzerain, although a certain Ta'f had given him
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his horse to enable him to escape at a time when
he was in a perilous situation on the banks of the
Nahrawan. According to some (e.g. al-Tabarf, i, 1029),
the hero of this story is lyas; for others (Levi della
Vida, Lames des Chevaux, Leiden 1928, 32; al-Mascudf,
Muruaj, ii, 216-7 = § 636), it was his nephew, Hassan
b. Hamzala al-Ta3!, who gave the king his horse, alDubayl, and subsequently received as a land grant
the tassuaj of Khutarmiyya. The chronicles mention
a victory won by lyas over the Byzantines near Satfdama, but the most important event of his life was
his appointment to succeed al-Nucman III after the
Emperor of Persia had taken his revenge by putting
the latter to death. Although the date of this appointment is hard to establish, it may be located between
A.D. 602 and 604/5; Khusraw Aparwfz appointed to
serve at his court a Persian official whose title of
Nakhwfraghan appears in various forms in the Arabic
sources (cf. A. Christensen, Sassanides2, 452). According
to the same sources, lyas governed al-Hfra for nine
years, and it was in the eighth year of his reign that
the prophetic mission of Muhammad began. He died
probably in the year A.D. 611 or 612.
It was during the period when he governed al-Hlra
that there took place the famous battle of Dhu Kar
[q.v.], in which he participated as leader of the Arab
warriors; the Arabo-Persian troops were defeated, but
lyas was spared drastic punishment and retained his
responsibilities. He was, essentially, the last Arab "king"
of al-Hfra since the town was subsequently placed in
the hands of exclusively Persian officials until the
Islamic conquest. Finally, the sources consider him a
talented poet, but very few of his verses have been
preserved (see, however, Abkaryus, 46-9).
Bibliography: Tabarl, i, 1029-32 and index;
Baladhun, Futuh, 243; Ibn Kutayba, Ma'drif, 605;
Abu Tammam, Hamdsa, 73; Mascudl, Murudj_, ii,
212 = § 1073; idem, Tanbih, ed. Saw!, 158, 208;
MakdisI, al-Bad3 wa 'l-ta'rikh, iii, 169 ff., 208; Ibn
c
Abd Rabbih, clkd, index; Aghdni, ed. Beirut, xxiii,
220-41, passim; Noldeke, Geschichte der Perser und Araber,
311 ff.; Cheikho, 8hucara> al-Nasrdniyya, 135-8; Rothstein, Lahmiden, 107 ff.; Bibl. to the art. DHU KAR.
(Cn. PELLAT)
IZMID, modern form IZMIT, a town of n o r t h w e s t e r n T u r k e y , lying at the head of the Gulf of
Izmit (Izmit Korfezi) in lat. 40° 47' N., long.
29° 55' E.
It is the classical Nicomedia, named after Nicomedes
I of Bithynia, who in 264 B.C. founded it as his new
capital. The Roman emperor Diocletian made it in
the late 3rd century A.D. his capital in the east; it
was there that he abdicated in 305 (see W. Ruge,
art. Mkomedeia, in PW, xvii/1, cols. 468-92). The spelling Nikumidiyya appears in such Arabic geographers
as Ibn Khurradadhbih and al-ldrlsl, and subsequently,
forms like IznukumTd and Iznikmld are found in
Islamic sources.
It was captured from the Byzantines by the Saldjuks
when they swept through Asia Minor under Sulayman
b. Kutulmish (d. 479/1086 [q.v.]) towards the end of
the 5th/llth century. Sulayman made his capital at
nearby Nicaea [see IZNIK], but shortly after his death
Nicomedia was recaptured by Alexius I Connenus,
and apart from the brief period when the Latin emperors of Constantinople held the town (1204-7), it
remained in Byzantine hands until captured after a
long siege by the Ottomans under Orkhan. The dates
for this vary in the Greek and Turkish sources, the
former placing this in 1338; at all events, it must
have been soon after the fall of Nicaea in 731/1331

(cf. Pitcher, An historical geography of the Ottoman empire,
38). In 1402 the Turkish town was sacked by a group
of Tfmur's troops. In Ottoman times Izmid, in the
sanajak of Kodja-eli [q.v.], became especially important as a naval arsenal, reportedly founded by the
Kopriilus, and for building small merchant vessels
using timber supplied by the extensive forests of the
vicinity.
In the earliest register so far known, an iajmdl dated
937/1530, the settlement is on record as one of the
five towns (nefs) of the province. As it is mentioned
first in the list, it must have been the residence of
the local governor. The town contained 589 men of
tax-paying age, 86 of whom were exempted from
certain dues. Of the remainder, 351 were heads of
households and 152 were bachelors. These figures
indicate a. settlement of about 2,000-2,500 inhabitants.
In the kadd, there were two medreses and two children's schools, as well as two Friday mosques, in addition to five public baths (Ahmet Ozkiling et alii (eds.),
438 numarah muhdsebe-i vildyet-i Anadolu defteri (937/1530),
dizin ve tipkibasim, Devlet Ar§ivleri Genel Mudiirlugii
1994, ii, 65-6).
In 962-3/1555, Hans Dernschwam saw a fortress
on a hill with a new mosque, which supposedly had
been built in place of a previous church. A sizeable
part of the town also was located on this hill. At the
time of Dernschwam's passage, the classical ruins were
being quarried for stone. This was sawn locally into
the sizes required by Istanbul builders, presumably for
use in the construction of the Siileymaniyye, then in
progress (Tagebuch einer Reise nach Konstantinopel und
Kleinasien (1553/55), ed. F. Babinger, Munich and
Leipzig 1923, 153-4). The area's abundant water
resources also served for the operation of mills grinding flour for the consumption of Istanbul, including
the Janissary bakeries. Due to its functional link with
the capital, Izmld formed an exception to the rule
that towns were to feed themselves from the product
of their own kadd?,. For the hinterland was heavily
forested rather than agricultural, with high-quality
pine trees suitable for ships' masts abundant. As
late as the second half of the llth/17th century, the
French ambassador was permitted to export a certain
number for the use of the French navy (R. Mantran,
Istanbul dans la seconde moitie du XVIF siecle. Essai d'histoire institutionelle, economique et sociale, Paris and Istanbul
1962, 445).
The only surviving register enumerating individual
taxpayers (mufassal) and covering Izmld dates from
1034/1624-5. At this time, the town consisted of 29
fully-fledged town quarters or, in some cases, recent
accretions to older urban wards. The total taxpaying population numbered 849; no data on bachelors being available, our estimate of total population
cannot be very precise, but probably the number of
inhabitants had about doubled since 937/1530. One
of the quarters was named for the local Friday mosque.
Since another urban ward was called Djumca, it is
likely that the town possessed two structures suitable
for Friday prayers; possibly one of these was the
Suleyman Pasha mosque which, according to a rescript
dated 1171/1758, was recorded in the official registers of the time but has not been located in the surviving tahnrs (Ahmet Kal'a et alii (eds.), Istanbul ahkam
defterlen Istanbul vakif tanhi, Istanbul 1998, i, 238). Near
the port there was a Christian quarter; this may well
have grown in later years, as in 1165/1752 the town
boasted a metropolid, albeit one who resided in Istanbul
(ibid., i, 338-9). During this same period, the town
also possessed some Jewish residents (ibid., i, 164). As
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the non-Muslim quarter is described as lying "under
the town", we may assume that most of the Muslim
wards lay on the hill, as they had done in Dernschwam's time (Ankara Tapu ve Kadastro Genel
Mudurlugu, Kuyudu Kadime, no. 49, fol. 12b).
Ewliya Celebi visited Iznikmld about 1050/1640,
describing the ruined fortress, which in his opinion
had been destroyed by Sultan c Othman to prevent
its use by the Byzantine nobles with whom this ruler
was at war. Among the notable buildings, Ewliya
mentioned a mosque built by Pertew Pasha on the
seashore, a work of Mimcar Sinan, along with a public
bath and kerwdnsardy by the same vizier. A garden
palace with an extensive park had been built for Murad
IV. The town contained 23 quarters, three of which
were inhabited by Christians while one was settled
by Jews. There was no bedestdn, normally the hallmark of a major commercial centre, but the extensive depots located near the port seem to have served
similar purposes. Timber merchants formed a significant part of the urban elite Seyahatnamesi, Topkapi
Sarayi Bagdat 304 yazmasimn transkripsyonu di^ini, Istanbul
1999, 39-40).
In the 12th/18th century, woodworking crafts, such
as the manufacture of combs and spoons, appear to
have been of some significance. However, the Iznikmid
craftsmen did not supply themselves with wood directly
from the forest villages, but purchased it in Istanbul.
Yet there must have been economic opportunities
available in the town itself, as toward the end of the
century, Izmfd supposedly held 30,000 people. A.D.
Mordtmann Senr., who saw the town shortly after
the end of the Crimean War, claims that it was inhabited by 2,000 Turkish, 1,000 Armenian and 200 Greek
families, which means that he estimated a population
size of about 15,000 (Anatolien, Skizzen und Reisebnefe
am Kleinasien (1850-1859), ed. Babinger, Hanover 1925,
282-3). According to Mordtmann, a small salt pan,
already mentioned by Ewliya, was in operation,
the local harbour was still of some importance and
the arsenal was, at the time, building a warship for
the Ottoman navy. Further development of the town
was, however, impeded by the prevalence of malaria.
In the closing years of the 19th century, Izmld formed
the centre of the miitesarriflik of the same name
(V. Cuinet, La Turquie d'Asie, Paris 1890-4, iv, 301400). Urban growth had probably been promoted by
the railroad linking Istanbul to Ankara, and the town's
population now amounted to about 25,000, living in
5,857 houses and purchasing their daily needs in 1,140
shops. Stone quarries and a sawmill were still active:
two state-owned factories had been established, making fezzes and woollen cloth for uniforms; another
such factory, producing fine silk fabrics and located
in Hereke, administratively was situated in the wildyet
of Istanbul but geographically much closer to Izmld.
In the immediate vicinity, the townlet of Armach
(Cuinet's spelling) was inhabited by Armenians who
in 1019-20/1611 had immigrated from Iran. Housing
a seminary for Gregorian priests, this locality specialised in silk cultivation.
However, Izmit's transformation into a major industrial centre has come under the Republic, and especially, after the Second World War, with the town
benefiting from its easy access to Istanbul. Until 1970,
a state-owned paper mill opened in 1936 produced
practically all the paper used in Turkey (art. Kocaeli,
in Yurt ansiklopedisi, Istanbul 1982-3, vii, 5037). Since
the 1960s, car tyres, petrochemicals and liquid petrol
gas (the major fuel for cooking in Turkey) have been
developed there, and since there is now an autoroute
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along the northern shore of the Gulf of Izmit, the
area between Izmit and Istanbul is becoming the
major coherent industrial area of Turkey. Izmit itself
is now a city of over 300,000 which attracts migrants;
its factory workers, now organised, were major participants in the labour unrest of summer 1970. It
suffered badly from the 1999 earthquake, when
amongst many others, buildings of the recentlyestablished provincial university were destroyed. Yet
despite this industrialisation, away from the coastline,
some of the area's agricultural potential remains,
including the cherries of Yanmca, known to Ewliya
Celebi, and also tobacco, sunflowers and sugar beet.
Bibliography: In addition to references in the
article, see J.B. Mordtmann's £7' art. s.v.; Cuinet,
op. at., iv, 357 ff.; Naval Intelligence Division.
Admiralty Handbooks, Turkey, London 1942-3, ii,
555 and index.
(SURAIYA FARormi)
IZMIR, the Turkish form of the ancient Greek
name SMYRNA, one of the g r e a t m e r c a n t i l e
cities of the E a s t e r n M e d i t e r r a n e a n . It lies in
western Anatolia at the head of the Gulf of Izmir,
and the pre-modern city lay mainly on the small delta
plain of the Kizilcullu (ancient Melas) river.
Izmir has a history going back five millennia, archaeological excavations having revealed the earliest level
of occupation as contemporary with the first city of
Troy at the beginning of the Bronze Age (ca. 3,000
B.C.). Greek settlement is indicated from ca. 1,000
B.C., and Herodotus says that the city was founded
by Aeolians but then seized by lonians. It became a
fine city, possibly re-founded by Alexander the Great
in 334 B.C. Under the Romans it was the centre of
a civil diocese of the province of Asia, and was one
of the early seats of Christianity. In Byzantine times
it continued as a metropolitan see and was the capital of the naval theme of Samos.
With the invasions of Turkmens across Anatolia
towards the end of the 11 th century, the Turkish
chief Caka/Tzachas established himself at Smyrna in
1081 and from there raided the Aegean islands. But
after the Turks were driven out of Nicaea in 1097
[see IZMID, in Suppl.], Smyrna reverted to Byzantine
rule in 1098. It was over two centuries before it
passed under Turkish control again, when it was conquered by the Aydinoghullari [see AYDIN-OGHLU] (71617/1317: Kadlfe Kalce; 729-30/1329: Ashaghi Kalce)
(Tuncer Baykara, Izmir §ehri ve tarihi, Bornova-Izmir
1974, 28; for slightly variant dates, see Irene MelikoffSayar, Le destdn dTJmur Pacha, Paris 1954, 40). On his
visit in ca. 731/1331, Ibn Battuta found a largely
ruinous place, whose upper fortress was held by the
Aydinoghullari and which possessed at least one zdwiye
(Rihla, ii, 310-12, tr. Gibb, ii, 445-7). The city was
captured by the Knights of Rhodes on 28 October
1344, although the Aydinoghullari and later the
Ottomans held on to the citadel or upper fortress.
The Knights were finally expelled by Timur in 8045/1402, when he took the lower fortress, and the
Aydinoghullari briefly reinstated.
However, in 817/1414-15, Izmir became an Ottoman possession, after the last Aydinoghlu to rule,
Djiineyd, known as Izmfr-oghlu, had been defeated
by Sultan Mehemmed I (Himmet Akin, Aydmogullan
tarihi hakkinda bir ara§tirma, Ankara 1968, 80; for a
later date of the final Ottoman conquest, namely 8289/1425, see D. Goffman, Izmir. From village to colonial
port city, in Ethem Eldem, Goffman and B. Masters,
The Ottoman city between East and West, Cambridge 1999,
86). As the new governor, an Islamised son of the
former Bulghar Tsar Shishman, was appointed, but
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the first extant tahnr describing the town only dates
from 935/1528-9 (physical damage to earlier registers
accounts for this absence: Ba§bakanhk Arsjvi, Istanbul,
Tapu Tahrir no. 148).
In the 9th-10th/15th-16th centuries, Izmir was a
small settlement; in 937/1530, 304 adult males, both
tax-paying and tax-exempt, were on record; 42 of
these were Christians (Ismet Binark et alii (eds.), 166
numarah muhdsebe-i vildyet-i Anadolu (937/1530], Ankara
1995, 392). There were no more than five urban
wards, one of them situated in the immediate vicinity of the port, rather active in spite of the town's
small size. By 983/1575-6, Izmir had grown to house
492 taxpayers in eight urban wards; in addition, a
group of former Izmirlis had settled in the nearby
village of Boynuzsekisi, but continued to pay their
taxes with the town's population (Tapu ve Kadastro
Genel Mudurlugii, Ankara, Kuyudu Kadime no. 167,
fols. 3b ff.). One of the port's major functions was
the supply of Istanbul with grain, raisins, cotton and
other agricultural products (Zeki Ankan, A Mediterranean
port. Izmir in the 15th and 16th centuries, in Three ages of
I^mir, palimpsest of cultures, ed. Enis Batur, tr. Virginia
T. Sachoglu, Istanbul 1993, 59-70).
But Izmir's remarkable growth really begins in the
later 10th/16th century, when the cotton, cotton yarn
and other products of the region began to attract
French, English, Dutch and Venetian traders. Izmir
thus took over the role of mediaeval Ayatholugh
(Ephesus, Altiluogo), which was losing its commercial significance due to the silting up of its port
(D. Goffman, Izmir and the Levantine world, 1550-1650
(Seattle and London 1990). At first illegal, the exportation of cotton was legalised in 1033/1623 (Suraiya
Faroqhi, Towns and townsmen of Ottoman Anatolia,
Cambridge 1984, 136-7). In the l l t h / 1 7 t h century
Izmir and the surrounding region were settled by
numerous migrants from other provinces, including
Jews from Salonika who fled the mounting exactions
and diminishing rewards of the Macedonian woollen
industry (Goffman, op. cit., 97-102). Toward the century's end, J.-B. Tavernier estimated the population
at about 90,000 (Les six voyages en Turquie & en Perse,
ed. St. Yerasimos, Paris 1981, i, 138; for a general
overview of the descriptions of Izmir by 17th-century
Europeans, see Sonia Anderson, An English consul in
Turkey, Oxford 1989, 1-18). Turks formed the vast
majority (about 60,000), while there were also 15,000
Greeks, 8,000 Armenians and 6,000 to 7,000 Jews.
A major earthquake destroyed the city in 1099/1688,
with the heaviest damage in the seaside quarter, but
it was soon rebuilt (N.N. Ambraseys and C.F. Finkel,
The seismicity of Turkey and adjacent areas: a historical review
1500-1800, Istanbul 1995, 90-1). To a large extent,
the exportation of Persian raw silk to Europe passed
through Izmir; thus this port had entered into a successful competition with the much older mart of Aleppo
(Necmi Ulker, The emergence of Izmir as a Mediterranean
commercial center for French and English interests, 1698-1740,
in Internal Jnal. of Turkish Studies, 1 [1987], 1-37). However the regular passage of caravans through a plagueinfested mountain area on the Ottoman-Persian border
meant that the city was exposed to contagion not
only through ships' crews and cargoes, but also on
account of overland trade (D. Panzac, La peste a Smyrne,
in Annales E.S.C. [1973], 1071-93).
In the early 18th century, Persian silk was less frequently seen in Izmir, as wars accompanying the decay
of the Safawids impeded cultivation; moreover, English
traders gained access to alternative sources in Bengal
and China. While English merchants, specialised in

the commercialisation of silk, largely gave up trading
in the Levant, French merchants, in particular, continued their activities. At the beginning of the 17th
century, Izmir and Iskenderun constituted the major
exporting centres as far as the Marseilles trade was
concerned, while at the century's end, Iskenderun had
fallen far behind, and Izmir uncontestably handled
the vast majority of French exports (Elena FrangakisSyrett, The commerce of Smyrna in the eighteenth century
(1700-1820], Athens 1992, 257-9). In certain years,
over 45% of all Ottoman goods shipped to Marseilles
passed through Izmir. Exports included mohair yarn
from Ankara, silk, cotton, both spun and raw, and
wool. Among imports, the only manufactured item
were Languedoc woollen fabrics, produced exclusively
for the Ottoman market (Cl. Marquie, L'industrie
textile carcassonnaise au XVIIP siecle . . ., Carcassonne 1993).
In addition, Izmir imported coffee from the Caribbean,
sugar and indigo.
Of the numerous public buildings of Ottoman Izmir,
very little survives. Ewliya Celebi, who visited the town
in 1081-2/1671 and admired the relief of a female
face at the entrance to the seaside fortress, praises
the Biyiklioghlu Djamici, later destroyed in the earthquake of 1099/1688, and also mentions the Fa'ik
Pasha Djami'i, one of the oldest mosques in town
(Seydhatndmesi, Istanbul 1935, ix, 88-100). His descriptions in part reflect the data collected by the officials
who, in 1068/1657-8, put together a tahnr under the
orders of a certain Isma'Il Pasha (for further information on this document, see Faroqhi, Towns, 276).
At different times in Izmir's history, 25 medreses were
active (Miinir Aktepe, Ottoman medreses in Izmir, in Three
ages of Izmir, 85-99). Ewliya also mentioned the multitude of khans (Aktepe, Izmir hanlan ve fargtlan hakkmda
on bilgi, in Tarih Dergisi, xxv [1971], 105-54; W. MiillerWiener, Der Bazar von Izmir, in Mitteilungen der Frdnkischen
Geographischen Gesellschaft, xxvii-xxviii, [1980-1], 420-54).
In the late 18th and early 19th centuries, certain
Izmir buildings were decorated with elaborate reliefs,
featuring slightly stylised views of local mosques and
other buildings. The popularity of this decoration may
indicate the donors' pride in the prosperity of their
city (Ayda Arel, Image architectural et image urbaine dans
une serie de bas-reliefs ottomans de la region egeenne, in
Tunica, xviii [1986], 83-118).
An active trade resulted in the residence of foreign
consuls, the English historian Paul Rycaut officiating
as Charles II's representative between 1077-8/1667
and 1089/1678 (Anderson, An English consul, passim).
By contrast, the Ottoman central administration was
merely represented by the kadi and the tax farmers
collecting customs and other dues. Unlike in many
other Ottoman commercial centres, foreign traders
were not obliged to reside in the khan?, but could
inhabit houses by the seashore, many of them with
landing stages of their own. Houses for rent, known
as frenk khdne, were built by Ottoman notables as an
investment and sometimes passed on to pious foundations. Thus the seaside quarter became known as
the "street of the Franks". The latter also were permitted their own churches, the French worshipping
at St. Polycarpe, whose parish registers survive from
the 18th century onwards (Marie Carmen Smyrnelis,
Colonies europeennes et communautes ethnico-confessionelles a
Smyrne: coexistence et reseaux de sociabilite, in Vivre dans
I'Empire ottoman, ed. F. Georgeon and P. Dumont, Paris
1997, 173, 194). Entertainments might take on a semipublic character, with plays performed in the French
consulate even in the llth/17th century, while a hundred years later, the Jewish community also staged
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tories (Abdullah Martal, Degijim siirecinde Izmir'de sanaplays (Eftal Sevincli, Theater in Izmir, in Three ages of
Izmir, 370). Officially speaking, neither French nor yile§me, 19. yiizyil, Izmir 1999, 144-5). In the import
sector, textiles assumed a greater importance after
English merchants were expected to bring their wives,
about 1840. At that time, the output of English cotmuch less marry local Christian women, for this would
ton factories began to flood the Izmir market, unimhave made them subjects of the Sultan; sojourn in
peded by any protective duty since the Anglo-Ottoman
the Ottoman Empire was expected to be a tempocommercial treaty fixed custom dues at a low level
rary affair. In practice, certain French and English
and prohibited monopolies (Martal, Sanayile§me, 123-5).
families lived in the city for generations, and marThis did not, however, prevent the emergence of a
riages of Frenchmen to Roman Catholics of Greek
flourishing textile industry specialising in home furnishor Armenian background were common enough.
ings (Cuinet, iii, 429).
Ewliya Celebi vaunted the enormous revenues which
Moreover, rising standards of living among the
the kadi of Izmir enjoyed in his own time, partly due
European middle classes, as well as the stylistic prefto regular emoluments and partly due to the presents
erences of the Victorian age, led to an increased
which he could expect (ix, 89). But in the 18th cendemand for carpets. What had previously been a luxtury, the major Ottoman presence in the area was
ury trade expanded to cater for mass markets which
not the kadis but a family of tax farmers and dues
around 1900, came to include the more affluent seccollectors acting for absentee governors and known as
tors of the working class. While these carpets were
the Kara 'Othmanoghullari. The economic power of
manufactured in small towns of the Aegean region,
these personages derived from the fact that they marnotably U§ak [see CUSHAK], they became known as
keted the cotton and other agricultural produce they
Smyrna rugs in Europe, not only because they came
collected from local peasants to foreign exporters
out through the city's port but also because the mer(G. Veinstein, "Ayan" de la region d'l^mir et le commerce
chants organising this venture, British traders occudu Levant (deuxieme moitie du XVIII' siecle], in ROMM,
pying a prominent position, were frequently based in
xx [1975], 131-46; for a contrary position, emphasisIzmir (D. Quataert, Machine breaking and the changing
ing the role of the family as actual landholders, see
carpet industry of western Anatolia 1860-1908, repr. in
Yuzo Nagata, Tarihte aydnlar, Karaosmanogullan iizerinde
Workers, peasants and economic change in the Ottoman Empire
bir inceleme, Ankara 1997, 89-142). Political power and
c
1730-1914, Istanbul 1993, 117-36.
status allowed the Kara Othmanoghullari to drive
Trade and an active public administration had by
hard bargains, so that peasants also entrusted them
the end of the 19th century stimulated urban growth,
with the goods they wished to sell on their own behalf.
the population of Izmir proper reaching the 200,000
Socio-political status also was documented by the
mark. About 89,000 were Muslim Turks and 59,000
numerous pious foundations this family established in
Orthodox Greeks, while over 36,000 inhabitants
the region, for which the two khans constructed in
carried foreign passports (Cuinet, iii, 440; for further
Izmir by different Kara 'Othmanoghullari were meant
statistical information, largely culled from the sdlnames,
to produce revenue (Inci Kuyulu, Kara Osman-oglu ailesee the anonymous art. Izmir, in Turt ansiklopedisi, Tiirkiye
sine ait mimari eserler, Ankara 1992, with extensive bibl.).
In the 19th century, Izmir continued to function
il il, dunti, bugiinii, yanm, 4271-87). Steamboat lines and
as a city specialising in foreign trade. However with
a tram assured intra-urban communication and, in
the Ottoman Empire's increasing integration into
1905, electricity was introduced. The city became
a transcontinental economy dominated by Europe,
an educational centre, with nine state schools on the
the character of this trade changed, while its volume
secondary level. For the Greeks, there was the
"Evangelical School" famed for its high level of instruccontinuously expanded. Grain, sesame, figs, raisins
(at the end of the century by far the single most valution, in addition to numerous foreign, especially French
able crop), the tanning agents sumach and valonia,
educational establishments.
and opium, all arrived in the depots of Izmir's "gentleIzmir was not directly affected during World War
men traders", many but not all of them non-Muslims.
I, although many young men were drafted into the
Ottoman merchants operated as middlemen, dependent
army or into labour bataillons. But in 1919, with the
on exporting European merchants (Halit Ziya U§akhgil,
Ottoman Empire defeated and Istanbul occupied by
citing a passage from Kirk yil, 5 vols., Istanbul 1936,
the Allies, the Greek government, with the backing
cited in English tr. in C. Issawi, The economic history
of the British Prime Minister Lloyd George, landed
of Turkey 1800-1914, Chicago and London, 1980,
troops in Izmir and occupied the city until 1922,
72-3; V. Cuinet, La Turqme d'Asie, Paris 1892-4, iii,
when the invaders were driven out by the Nationalist
362 ff).
army under the command of Mustafa Kemal [Atatiirk].
Izmir's role as a centre of export trade encouraged
Both the Greek occupation and the later withdrawal
investment in the construction of railroads; thus one
of the Greek forces were accompanied by large-scale
of the first Anatolian railways linked Izmir to Turgutlu,
flight from Izmir, which in September 1922 was morethen known as Kasaba, and another line connected
over destroyed by a major conflagration (M.L. Smith,
Aydm and Izmir. However, the orientation of these
Ionian vision, Greece in Asia Minor 1919-1922, rev. ed.
railways according to the needs of import and export
London 1998). The exchange of populations decided
merchants limited their overall economic usefulness
upon in the Treaty of Lausanne (1923) involved the
(Orhan Kurmus,, Imperyalizmin Turkiye'ye geli§i, Istanbul
exodus of the remaining Greek population, whose
1974). Between 1867 and 1875, the port of Izmir was
places were taken by Turks who had been forced to
modernised, with quays and a breakwater constructed
vacate Greek territory.
(Miibahat Kiitukoglu, Izmir nhtimimn in§aati ve i§letme
In the 1960s, Izmir began to add new functions
imtiyazi, in Tarih Dergisi, xxxii [1979], 495-558). A few | to its traditional role as an export-import centre servindustrial enterprises served the preparation of agri- | ing an agricultural hinterland. Small-scale industry
cultural goods for export. While most of the olive,
developed, and in automotive transportation, numersesame and other vegetable oils were still pressed in
ous minute undercapitalised entrepreneurs were also
old-style mills, there were a few ventures, undertaken
active. As in all large Turkish cities, migration from
by members of the Ottoman minorities but also by
rural areas led to the hasty construction of shantythe occasional Englishman, to found modern-style factown housing and the emergence of a large "informal
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sector" (Mlibeccel Kiray, Orgutle§emeyen kent, Izmir'de
i§ hayatimn yapui, Ankara 1972). By 1980, Izmir had
developed into a city of over half a million inhabitants, surrounded by highly urbanised suburbs. Apart
from the beginnings of an investment goods industry,
factories processing tobacco, olives and fruits continue
to be a local specialty, and tourism also plays an
important role in the urban economy. With two universities, the city also has become one of the educational centres of Turkey.
Bibliography: Given in the article. See also J.H.
Mordtmann, El1 art. s.v.
(SURAIYA FAROQHI)
C
IZZET HOLO (AL-) C ABID, Ahmad b. Muhyf
c
c
'1-Dln Abu '1-Hawl b. Umar b. Abd al-Kadir, popularly known as 'ARAB 1ZZET Pasha (1272-13437
1855-1924), late O t t o m a n s t a t e s m a n and close
counselor of Sultan cAbd al-Hamld II [q.v.].
Born in Damascus (hence his nickname '"Arab")
as the son of a wealthy local notable, Hold Pasha,
he was educated in his hometown and in Beirut and
became proficient in Turkish and French. Counted
among the reformers, he edited a weekly in Arabic
and Turkish, named Dimashk. Moving to Istanbul, he
eventually joined the ranks of the chamberlains (kurena)
of cAbd al-Hamld and then became a Second Secretary
(ikindfi kdtib) of the Mdbeyn [q.v.]. He gained great in-

fluence at court and was finally appointed Vizier.
In May 1900 he was made head of the supervisory
committee for the Hidjaz Railway [q.v.]. From gifts
of the Sultan and from kickbacks paid to him by foreign companies he acquired great wealth, and became
the object of public outrage. The then famous satirist
Shacir Eshref (1847-1912), in a lampoon against cAbd
al-Hamfd, wrote:
Besmele gush eyleyen sheytdn gibi,
Korkuyursun "hot" dese bir edjjwbi.
Pddishdhim oyle alfaksin ki sen
c
lzzet-i nefsin 'Arab 'Izzet gibi!

Like Satan, when he hears the bismilldh,
you panic, if a foreigner says "hum".
My Lord, you are so lowly that your soul's nobility is like unto cArab Tzzet.
At the outbreak of the 1908 revolution he fled to
London and thenceforward lived outside his own country, mainly in England, Switzerland and France. He
died in Egypt, where he had gone for medical treatment, and was buried in Damascus.
Bibliography. Ibrahim Alaettin Govsa, Tiirk
me§hurlan ansiklopedisi, Istanbul n.d. \ca. 1940], 198;
Zirikll, A'ldm*., i, 163; H. Yiiceba§, §air E§ref butun
§iirleri ve 80 yilhk hatiralan, Istanbul 1978, 5.
(ED.)

J
JAMIA MILLIA ISLAMIA (AL-DJAMI C A ALMILLIYYA AL-ISLAMIYYA), a Muslim U n i v e r s i t y , formerly in British India and now in the Indian Union.
In September 1920, the Indian National Congress
adopted the non-cooperation resolution against the
British government. The Jamia Millia Islamia (National
Muslim University) was the "lusty child of the noncooperation days", according to Jawaharlal Nehru,
independent India's first Prime Minister 1947-64.
Mawlana Mahmud Hasan (1851-1920), the cdlim at
the Ddr-al-culum in Deoband, performed the opening
ceremony on 29 October 1920. The Jamia's principal
architects were the Oxford-educated Mawlana Muhammad CA1I (1878-1931), the pan-Islamic leader'Dr.
Mukhtar Ahmad Ansan (1880-1936), an Edinburghtrained medical doctor, and Hakim Adjmal Khan
(1863-1927), a leading practitioner of the unani system
of education and one of Dihll's well-known citizens.
Among its prominent vice-chancellors have been Dr.
Zakir Husayn (1879-1969) and Muhammad Mudjfb
(1902-85).
In its nascent stages, the Jamia's raison d'etre was to
keep Muslim education free from government aid and
control and to evolve a philosophy of education that
would be in keeping with national characteristics and
in consonance with the Islamic spirit. The founders
believed that communal peace and religious understanding were the fruits of true education. Consequently, they devised a curriculum to end religious
discord between all faiths, to familiarise youth with
their own cultural heritage without rejecting what was
true and useful in the culture of others, and to evolve
an organic thesis of traditional and modern education. The first Amir-i Didmi'a (Chancellor), Hakim
Adjmal Khan, expected students to know each other's

culture: "The firm foundation of a united Indian
nationhood depends on this mutual understanding."
M.K. Gandhi, the main inspiration behind the
founding of the Jamia, hoped that this institution
would interpret Muslim culture in a manner consonant
with truth and the requirements of a people diverse
in culture. He hoped that it would produce good
Muslims who would be men of refinement and character, living according to the highest moral standards and
serving the people with devotion and sincerity.
In 1935, Halide Edib Hanum, the Turkish author
[see KHALIDE EDIB], lectured at the Jamia. According
to her, the institution's chief objective was to create
a harmonious nationhood, and she observed that, in
its aim, if not always in its procedure, it was nearer
to the Gandhian movement than any other Muslim
institution she had come across in India. In 1943,
W.C. Smith, the historian of Islam, commented that
the Jamia "has been constantly growing, ever refurbishing its methods, and branching out from time to
time to meet new needs. . . . Its education has aimed at
being, and has been, progressive, Indian, and Muslim."
The pursuit of such ideals ran into rough weather
owing to paucity of funds, and yet dedicated teachers kept the Jamia going under adverse circumstances.
They did not have money, and worked amidst and
through poverty. They did not even have the shelter
of houses, so they taught under the open sky. Yet
they cheerfully faced the hard trials in an atmosphere
of enthusiasm and optimism. Zakir Husayn, vice-chancellor from 1926 to 1948, remembered those years of
deprivation as "days of joy".
In the 1930s, the All-India Muslim League staked its
political claims as the sole spokesman of the Muslim
community. Muhammad Mudjlb, the historian at Jamia,
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told Muhammad Ikbal (1876-1938 [q.v.]}, the poet of
Indian Islam, that his plea for a Muslim state in
north-western India was opposed to their cherished
ideal that Muslims live and work with non-Muslims
in order to realise common ideals of citizenship. In
March 1940, Muhammad CA1I Djinah (1876-1948 [q.v.]}
put forward the "two-nation" theory to legitimise his
demand for a Muslim homeland. Unlike the university
at cAl!garh, which turned into an "arsenal of Muslim
India", the "two-nation" theory found no supporters
in the Jamia birddan (fraternity).
An institution with a nationalist record could not
escape the fury of the angry mobs that rioted in independent India's capital after the country's Partition.
The Jamia's property was looted and destroyed. But
it lived through this experience to provide the healing touch and was, in the opinion of Gandhi, "like
an oasis in the Sahara".
The university, in search of moral and political
support after independence in August 1947, could have
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turned into a quasi-religious or quasi-communal institution, but this did not happen, and the Jamia's historic character has remained unchanged. "I look on
this," claimed Mudjib, "as a secular school."
In the mid-1920s, the total enrolment of the schools
and colleges was about eighty, with 25 to 30 teachers. Today, the Jamia is a central university, administered by an act of Parliament. Over 5,600 students
receive education and training in social, physical and
natural sciences, humanities, education, law, engineering and mass communication. From a few thousand
rupees in the 1930s, its maintenance budget, in 2000-1,
is approximately 36.11 crores.
Bibliography: Mushirul Hasan, Legacy of a divided
nation: India's Muslims since independence, London 1997;
idem, A nationalist conscience: M.A. Ansari, the Congress
and the Raj, New Delhi 1987. See also W.G. Smith,
Modern Islam in India, a social analysis, Lahore 1943;
Halide Edib, Inside India, London 1936.
( MUSHIRUL HASAN)

K
KABADU, MAHMUD B. MUHAMMAD b. Muhammad
b. 'Umar (1230-88/1815-71), p o e t , man o f ' l e t t e r s
and r e l i g i o u s figure, and one of the prec u r s o r s of r e f o r m in T u n i s i a .
After having learnt the Kur'an, Arabic language
and the rudiments ofjikh, he left the kuttdb or Kur'an
school and plunged into individual readings of the
mystics, and especially, the writings of Ibn al-'Arabl
[^.y.]. Under this influence, he spent his youthful life
as a dervish. At the age of 18, his wanderings took
him as far as Libya, where at Misrata he met a famed
Sufi master, the shaykh Muhammad Zafir al-Madanl
(d. 1854). In this shayktis company, he regained his
desire for study. Three years later, he left him with
the license, iajaza [q.v], to transmit his teachings. On
his return to Tunis, he attended the lectures of several shaykh?, of the Zaytuna [</.y.], including Muhammad
Bayram al-Thalith, Ahmad b. Tahir al-Lutayyif and
Muhammad b. Muluka. At the same time, he taught
the Zaytuna students abridgements of grammar, logic
and rhetoric. One of his masters recommended him
to the minister Sulayman Kahiya as a tutor for his
sons. The minister's death in 1838 led him into exile
for a second time, and he went to Istanbul and
remained there till 1842. According to Ibn Abl Diyaf,
who met him at the time of a mission to the Sublime
Porte and who led him to return to Tunis, he spent
these years in study and teaching, as he had done at
the Zaytuna. One of his biographers, Zayn al-cAbid!n
al-SanusI, states that he followed courses in mathematics at the Military College in Istanbul.
Back in Tunis, Kabadu was appointed professor at
the Military Polytechnic School of Bardo, the first
Tunisian to teach thus in this institution, whose director and teachers had been till then exclusively Europeans. During the years spent there (1842-55), he
played a decisive role in the education of an elite,
which was to be a spearhead of the reforms achieved
between 1840 and 1875. Amongst his students, who
also became his friends and protectors, was the great
statesman and reformer Khayr al-Dln (d. 1889 [q.v.]},

author of the celebrated Akwam al-masalik fi ma'rifat
ahwdl al-mamdlik, and the general Husayn (d. 1887),
one of the authors of the cahd al-amdn or Fundamental
Pact, who functioned as, inter alia, minister of education and public works. His teaching at the Bardo
School involved only Arabic language and literature,
but he encouraged his best students to translate from
French into Arabic manuals and scientific works
that he thought necessary for the formation of an
elite to guide the country along the path of reform
and modernisation. He checked and corrected the
Arabic versions of certain works and wrote prefaces
for others.
As soon as he demitted his duties at the School,
Kabadu was appointed to the Zaytuna, on the recommendation of the Hanaff mufti Bayram al-RabI c ,
as a teaching shaykh of the first class, retaining this
position till the year of his death in 1871, combining it with the offices of kadi of the Bardo and then
that of Malik! mufti (from 1868 onwards). These positions enabled him to retain his influence and even to
enlarge his audience. Whilst teaching rhetoric and
logic, he stimulated the formation of circles at the
Zaytuna in which he introduced subjects relevant for
the various disciplines. At the Bardo School, he
encouraged students who had a scientific and technical education to take an interest in the literature
and history of Arab Muslim civilisation. At the
Zaytuna, he led students seeking a traditional education towards the modern sciences and the study of
other civilisations, thus contributing to the forming of
a generation of Zaytuna graduates open to the spirit
of reforms which brought a religious legitimisation to
the movement for modernisation by the Bardo-trained
elite he had himself taught. His most notable disciples at the Zaytuna were the shaykh Salim Buhadjib
(1828-1924) and Bayram al-Khamis (1839-89).' The
first of these was hailed by Muhammad cAbduh [q.v.]
as one of the minds most open to the reform he and
al-Afghan! preached; he later became Malik! mufti and
then shaykh al-isldm, a post previously reserved for
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Hanafis, and president of the Consultative Council.
The second held various offices with the reformist
ministers before going into exile, after Khayr al-Dfn's
fall, at Istanbul and then Cairo, where he instigated
a reformist newspaper, al-Pldm, and a reform movement.
If Muhammad Kabadu is considered as a precursor of reform in Tunisia, this stems mainly from his
role in the education of a political and religious elite
to which he remained close and which put into action
the reform of institutions in 19th-century Tunisia. At
the Bardo School, as at the Zaytuna, he inculcated
those reformist ideas which had begun to be known
within the Muslim world at the end of the 18th century. This spirit, which Kabadu defended in his writings and in his official duties, rested on the will
to reconcile the Arab-Islamic heritage with the ideas
and knowledge that had brought about progress
in Europe.
Not all of his work has come down to us, and
what he wrote before 1842 is essentially lost. Even
of his later works, at least a commentary on the
poems of al-Mutanabbi is lost. His extant work is
available in three editions: by M. al-Sanusf (1877); by
the Tunisian Publishing Society (1972); and by the
University professor Amor Ben Salem, based on scholarly research, and published by the CERES at Tunis
(1984). His oeuvre contains a section on poetry (=
Ben Salem's first vol.), which is more important than
the prose works (= the second vol., with various
annexes). His poetry reflects the different stages of his
career. His political ideas are especially to be found
in his eulogies of the three Beys whom he knew
between 1842 and 1871, and of the viziers and influential figures of the same period, as also in his poems
hailing such events as the promulgation of the Fundamental Pact in 1846 and the Constitution of 1861,
the publication of Khayr al-Dfn's book, etc. His
closeness to the ruling powers explains the limits
of his reformist policies, as seen in certain poems, like
those where he hails the suspension of the reforms
after the rebellion of CA1I b. Ghidhahum [see IBN
GHIDHAHUM, in Suppl.] in 1864. His religious feeling
is reflected in his invocations, addresses to saints and
poems composed to glorify the great Sufi" leaders, the
Prophet and his descendants, to which his own sharffian origins attached him. Filled with classical culture,
he was interested in the various forms of the Arabic
poetic tradition, and his style and the forms adopted
by him show a respect for classical canons of literature. These characteristics surface also in his nonpoetic works, within which rhymed prose is dominant.
This part of his work includes his letters, the editorials of the first 25 numbers of the Journal Offidel, his
articles within that journal, the preface of the Arabic
translation of Jommier's book on war, an epilogue to
the Official Press of Tunisia's edition of the Muwatta3,
a panegyric addressed to Khayr al-Dm's book and
the prefaces to his poems.
Kabadu's life and work have attracted much attention from those who consider him as a precursor of
reform in Tunisia; the most complete and the most
rigorously scholarly edition of his work remains that
of Ben Salem.
Bibliography: Diwdn Kabadu, i-ii, ed. Amor Ben
Salem, University of Tunis 1984; Diwdn Kabadu,
STD, Tunis 1972; al-Rd'id al-rasmi al-tunisi (Journal
Officiel Tunisien), nos. 1-25, 1860-1; nos. 27-8, 1871;
Ben Salem, Kabadu, haydtuhu, dthdruhu wa-tajkiruhu al-isldhi, University of Tunis 1975; idem, art.
Kabadu, in Dd'irat al-macdrif al-tunisiyya, fasc. 1,
Carthage 1990, 47-52; Rashfd al-Dahdah, Kimatrat

tawdmir, Paris 1880; Ibn Abi '1-Diyaf, Ithaf ahl
al-^amdn bi-akhbdr muluk Tunis wa-cahd al-amdn, Min.
Aff. Cult., Tunis 1963-6, iv, 36-7, 61, v, 46-50, 56;
Muh. Makhluf, Shadj_arat al-nur al-^akiyya fi tabakdt
al-mdlikiyya, Cairo 1929, i, 393; Muh. al-Nayfar,
c
Unwdn al-anb cammd nasha'afi 'l-mamlaka al-tunisiyya
min fdlim wa-adib, Tunis 1932, i, 127-30. O t h e r
b i b l i o g r a p h i c a l s o u r c e s . Hasan Husnf cAbd alWahhab, Muajmal ta'nkh al-adab al-tunisl, 3Tunis
1968, 277-8; al-Hadf Hammuda al-GhuzzI, al-Adab
al-tunisi f i 'l-'ahd al-husaym, STD, Tunis 1972, 177219; Muh. al-Khidr Husayn, Tunis wa-dj_dmic alzaytima, Cairo 1971, 82-8; Muh. al-Fadil Ibn cAshur,
Arkdn al-nahda al-tunisiyya, Tunis 1962, 5-10; aliiaraka al-adabiyya wa 'l-fikriyya ft Tunis, Tunis 1972,
29 ff.; Muh. Mahfuz, Tardajim al-mu'allifin altunisiyyin, 5 vols. Beirut 1986, iv, 47-52.
(M.Cn. FERJANI)
KABBANI, NIZAR TAWFIK (1923-98), the most
widely read and, with over 18,000 lines of verse, the
most prolific 2 0 t h - c e n t u r y A r a b i c p o e t , an important innovator of form and content.
Kabbanf became a diplomat in 1945 after finishing his law studies in his native Damascus, but he
left the service in 1966 so as to devote himself to
full-time writing in Beirut, where he started his own
publishing house (Dar Manshurat Nizar Kabbanf) in
1967. He died in London, where, after a short spell
in Geneva, he had spent his last years. He was laid
to rest in Damascus.
Kabbanf's highly poetical and persuasive language
is eminently accessible and has been described as a
"third language", neither lexicographically classical nor
educated vernacular. His departure from classical
norms is, in the poet's own words, a deliberate attack
on the haughty history of Arabic rhetoric. Still, many
of his poems are in a traditional Khalflian metre with
monorhyme and a fixed line-length (but often printed
in a modern lay-out). However, more than a fifth of
his poems (196 out of a total of 863) are nonmetrical. In between are many poems in the tradition of shi'r hurr (lit. "free poetry") with varied rhymes
and variable line-length (brought about by the fact
that the constituent metrical foot—or tafila—is
repeated a different number of times in different lines).
An early example of this, already in his first diwdn
Kdlat liya 'l-samrd3 (1944), is the poem Indifdc.
Kabbam's linguistic rebellion operates within a wider
militant vision that defies a stagnant, underdeveloped
and inhuman Arab society with its taboos on sexuality, religion and political power. This disposition is
artistically expressed in hundreds of love poems, and
some 140 overtly political poems. His "Notes on the
book of the defeat" (Hawdmish cald daftar al-naksa), "the
angriest poem in contemporary Arabic" (S. Jayyusi),
which appeared in the aftermath of the June 1967
defeat, ushered in a new stage, as underlined in the
poet's own words "Ah my country! You have transformed me/from a poet of love and yearning/to a
poet writing with a knife." Through the unity of his
poetic vision, however, love and politics in Kabbanf
are not compartmentalised. Much of his love poetry
can in fact be read as political, and the political
poems resonate with his love poetry.
His detractors tend to read his love poetry as a
narcissistic Don Juanesque catalogue of amorous
exploits and accuse the poet of superficiality. His social
and political criticism has been read as sadistic nest
fouling, and his writings have been banned more than
once. Yet his poetry is popular with the masses and
is memorised by millions, to which the sung versions
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colloquial style in a mediaeval Hindi dialect and sung
of some twenty poems by singers such as Umm
in folk melodies, these compositions have been an
Kulthum [q.v.], Fayruz, cAbd al-Hallm Hafiz (d. 1977),
integral part of oral religious literature in North India,
Madjida al-Ruml (b. 1957), Kazim al-Sahir, Nadjat
being recited by Muslims and Hindus alike. Selections
al-Saghfra and others have also contributed.
of Kablr's verses have been incorporated into the Adi
His prose works include statements on poetry, and
c
granth, the scripture of the Sikh community, as well
the autobiographical Kissati mcfa 'l-shi r (1973) and Min
as the Pdncvdm, the hymnal of the Dadupanthf sect.
awrdki '1-madj.hula: sira dhdtiyya thdniya (2000; not seen).
The Kablr Panthls, "the followers of the path of
Kabbam's contacts with Spain (with a professional
Kablr", have a compilation of his poetry called the
stay at the Syrian embassy from 1963 till 1966) have
Bijdk. Since KabTr's verses, like most mediaeval Indian
contributed to a focus on Andalusian themes, and
devotional poetry, were initially transmitted orally and
several poems have been translated into Spanish,
recorded in writing only later, there are serious doubts
notably three volumes by P. Martinez Montavez:
concerning the authenticity of much of the corpus
Poemas amorosos drabes, Madrid 1965, ^1988; Poemas
attributed to him.
politicos, Madrid 1975; Tu, amor, Madrid 1987. An
Kabfr, who was influenced by various religious
Italian collection Poesie, tr. by G. Canova et al., was
currents including forms of Sufism and tantric yoga
published in Rome 1976. Volumes in English are
expounded by the Nath yogis, is regarded as the pioArabian love poems, tr. by B. Frangieh and C.R. Brown,
neer poet of the sant movement that swept across
Colorado Springs 1992, with the original texts in the
North India in the 15th century. The sants, or poetpoet's own hand, and On entering the sea: the erotic and
saints, were participants in a grass-roots religious reforother poetry of Mzar Qabbani, tr. by L. Jayyusi et al.,
mation that rejected the worship of multiple deities
New York 1996, with an introduction by Salma K.
in favour of an esoteric form of religious practice
Jayyusi. Several translated poems are included in sur| whose goal was union with the one attributeless (nirguna)
veys of modern Arabic poetry.
God. They also questioned the efficacy of religious
Bibliography: 1. W o r k s . The collected works
rituals and validity of scriptural authority. Expressing
(including poetry, prose and interviews) have been
themselves in vernacular poems, the sants conceived
published in nine volumes, Beirut 1997. They lack
of the human-divine relationship in terms of viraha,
a common name, and are entitled al-acmdl al-shicnyya
c
or yearning, longing love. Union with the Divine could
al-kdmila (vols. i, ii, iv, v and ix); al-a mdl al-siydsiyya
c
al-kdmila (vols. iii and vi); and al-a mdl al-nathriyya | be attained by anyone, regardless of caste, through
meditation on the divine name and with the guidal-kdmila (vols. vii and viii) [earlier editions in eight
ance of a guru. In poems attributed to him, Kabfr is
volumes]. Indexes of titles, first lines, metres and
particularly harsh in his attacks on the representatives
vocabulary are in Burhan Bukhari, Mudkhal ild
f
c
of institutionalised religion, the Hindu brahmin and the
'l-mawsu a al-shdmila li 'l-shd ir Nizdr Kabbdm,
Muslim mulld or kadi, whose bookish learning and
[Kuwayt] Bar Su'ad al-Sabah 1999.
rituals he considered entirely useless in the spiritual
2. C r i t i c a l s t u d i e s . G. Canova, Mzar Qabbani:
quest. After his death, some of Kablr's disciples organpoesie d'amore e di lotto, in OM, Iii (1972), 451-66;
idem, Nizdr Qabbani: "La mia stona con la poesia", in
ised themselves into a sect, the Kabfr Panth. Notwithstanding Kabir's anti-institutional and anti-ritualistic
OM, liv (1974), 204-13; A. Loya, Poetry as a social
stance, at the sect's central monastry in Benares, both
document. The social position of the Arab woman as reflected
monks and lay people engage in a ritualised recitation
in the poetry of Nizdr Qabbdm, in MW, Ixiii (1973),
39-52; Z. Gabay, Mzar Qabbani, the poet and his
of Kabfr's poems and make offerings to an image of
their master.
poetry, in MES, ix (1973), 207-22; Muhyf '1-Dm
Bibliography: G.H. Wrestcott, Kabir and the Kabir
Subhf, al-Kawn al-shicn cinda Mzar Kabbdm, Beirut
Panth, Calcutta 1953; Aziz Ahmad, Studies in Islamic1977; Khrfsto Nadjm, al-,Nardj_isiyya f i adab Mzar
Kabbdm, Beirut 1983; S. Wild, Nizdr Qabbdni's autoculture in the Indian environment, Oxford 1964, 143-7;
biography: images of sexuality, death and poetry, in R.
Charlotte Vaudeville, Kabir, Oxford 1964; eadem,
Allen, H. Kilpatrick and E. de Moor (eds.), Love
Kabir and the interior religion, in History of Religions, iii
and sexuality in modern Arabic literature, London 1995,
(1964); Linda Hess and Sukhdev Singh, The Bijak
200-9; P. Martinez Montavez, Al-Andalus y Mzar
of Kabir, San Francisco 1983; J.S. Hawley and
Kabbani: la tragedia, in Cuadernos 'Ilu, i (1998), 9-24;
M. Juergensmeyer, Songs of saints of India, Oxford
Mzar Kabbdm, shd'ir li-kull al-aajjal (= Mzar Qabbani,
1988; J.R. Hinnells (ed.), Who's who of world relia poet for all generations], i-ii, ed. by a committee
gions, London 1991, 204 (S.C.R. Weightman).
under Su'ad Muhammad al-Sabah, Kuwayt 1998
(ALi S. ASANI)
(73 items, see review by S. Moreh in JSS, xlv
KABIRA (A., pi. kaba'ir), a t e r m of I s l a m i c
[2000J, 221-3).
(W. STOETZER)
t h e o l o g y meaning "grave [sin]", occurring in Kur'an,
KABIR, N o r t h I n d i a n m y s t i c a n d p o e t
II, 42/39, 138/143 and passim. It was the stimulus
(d. ca. 1448). Although Kabfr is regarded as one of
for much discussion amongst theologians and sectaries
the most influential saint-poets of mediaeval Northern
like the Kharidjites [q.v.] on what constituted a grave
India, there is very little authentic information consin and how committing one affected a man's salvacerning his life. We can reliably state that he was
tion. For a discussion, see KHATI'A.
born in Benares to a family of low-caste Muslim
AL-KABK.
weavers called ajuldhds, probably in the opening years
History.
of the 9th/15th century. Beyond this, various hagiogra1. For the early I s l a m i c p e r i o d up to the
phies of KabiTj depending on the authors' sectarian
M o n g o l and T f m u r i d p e r i o d s , see Vol. Ill,
affiliation, make competing claims that he was a
343-50.
Muslim Sufi", a Hindu with liberal Vaisnava leanings
2. The p e r i o d 1500-1800.
or a champion of Hindu-Muslim unity who rejected
Compared to previous and later epochs, these three
institutionalised forms of both Islam and Hinduism.
centuries are among the least studied periods in the
Kablr's fame is based on the numerous couplets (dohds)
history of the Caucasus. The main reason for that
and songs (padas) attributed to him and called
lies not in the unavailability of sources but rather in
Kabirvdnis, or "words of Kablr". Written in a caustic
their inaccessibility until the recent past. The Russian
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archives, the most used ones, are far from having
been fully scrutinised. In the Ottoman archives, only
the surface has been scratched, chiefly due to the
efforts of French scholars (A. Bennigsen, Ch. Lemercier-Quelquejay, G. Veinstein et al.). The rich local
collections, or rather those that have survived wars,
deportations, confiscation and deliberate destruction,
have only begun to be intensively collected, catalogued
and studied in the 1980s, mainly by Daghistam scholars (A. Shikhsaidov, Kh. Omarov, G. Orazaev et al.).
Their works, published mainly locally, are not easily
obtainable, however. The result is that most of the
information available on this period is from the viewpoint of the neighbouring Great Powers (above all,
Russia) competing for mastery over the Caucasus.
Yet even the scant information at our disposal
points to the importance of the internal processes that
occurred during these three centuries. To start with,
this seems to be the time when the Northern Caucasus was converted to Islam. In the 16th and 17th
centuries, the Adighe peoples (known collectively as
Cerkes [q.v.]) and the Kabartay [see KABARAS] of the
north-western and central Caucasus respectively, were
Islamised by the Crimean Tatars and the Ottomans.
In the east, the Islamisation of Daghistan, as well as
of the Ghumiks [see KUMUK] in the foothills to the
north had been completed around the 16th century,
to be followed by that of the Cecens [g.v.] (the
Islamisation of the Cecens would be completed only
in the first half of the 19th century). Contrary to the
established view, Islam seems to have spread among
the Ghumiks from the "Golden Horde" rather than
from Daghistan; and it was they, not the Daghistanfs,
who started to Islamise the Cecens. This is hinted at
by the fact that these two peoples adhere to the
HanafY madhhab, while the Daghistanfs belong to the
Shafi'I one.
This difference in madhhab notwithstanding, Daghistan, a major centre of Islamic scholarship since the
5 t h / l l t h century, supplied religious leadership to the
north-eastern Caucasus well into the 20th century.
This meant inter alia that, in this area, the main literary language had remained Arabic, which facilitated
ties with the major Shafi c T centre of Zabfd in the
Yemen (I. Yu. Krackovskiy, Dagestan i lemen, in I^brannle
socimniya, Moscow and Leningrad 1960, vi, 574-84).
Nevertheless, the daily life of the Muslims in Daghistan,
as all over the Northern Caucasus, continued to be
regulated by the local edda (pronounced caddt) rather
than by the Sharfa (pronounced shari'dt}. On some
occasions the local cddawdt were written down, usually in the local idiom (for an example in Russian
tr., see Kh.-M.O. Khashaev (ed.), Kodeks ummu-khanna
avarskogo (spravedlivogo), Moscow 1948). A serious attempt
to inforce the Shatfa and eradicate cada would be
made only in the 19th century.
Another major process was that of forming a new
social structure in parts of the north-eastern Caucasus.
The Adighe and the Kabartay seem to have retained
their stratified order, dividing society into nobles and
commoners. The Cecens, on the other hand, seem to
have forced out the nobility in the 16th century and
established a society based on the equality of free
men. Each community/clan was run by a council,
khel, of its elders and pan-Cecen matters were discussed and decided in the mehk khel "the council of
the land". In the eastern and northern parts of Daghistan, all the principalities known from previous periods continued to exist, their rulers bearing different
titles: the Sham/dial of Targhf, the cUsmi (pronounced
f
utsmi) of Karakytak, the Ma'sum of Tabarsaran, the

Sultan of Ilisu and the Khans, of Ghazi Ghumuk,
Mekhtull and Avaristan. The extent of their control,
territory and influence depended on the personal qualities, power and charisma of each individual ruler.
To this period belong, however, the first testimonies
available to us concerning ajamaca$ (pronounced ajamacdt) in the inner and western parts of Daghistan,
independent of the principalities to the east and north
(and thus dubbed by Russian sources "free communities", vol'nie obshcestva).
The ajama'a, a community of several villages, usually confined within natural boundaries, was the basic
political, social and economic unit in the country. It
had most probably existed in previous times as well.
Each ajamd'a was headed by an elected kadi, who
chaired the council of the elders. The most vital matters, however, were decided by a general assembly
of the ajamd'a. All men, whether noble, uzdens (free
men) or ajankas (descendents of noble fathers and common mothers) were equal members of the ajamd'a.
The principalities were, in fact, a confederation of
ajamd'as, each deciding whether to accept a ruler's
authority. The free ajamd'as did not recognise any outside authority over them, though on some occasions
they formed permanent loose confederations. The most
prominent of these was the confederation of cAkusha
(known also as Darghf) which headed the alliance that
defeated the troops of the Persian ruler Nadir Shah
Afshar [q.v.].
The external affairs of the Caucasus have attracted
relatively much more interest from scholars. The
Caucasus was part of the last major realignment of
Great Powers in the Muslim World, sc. that of the
first two decades of the 16th century. In fact it became the main battle ground between two of them,
the Sunn! Ottomans and ShFcf Safawids. After three
Ottoman (1534-6, 1548-9 and 1554-5) and one Safawid
(1552) major campaigns, the peace of Amasya (1555)
divided Trans-Caucasia between the two. Ottoman
overlordship was recognised over the western part of
Georgia (i.e. the kingdom of Imeret'i and its "vassal"
principalities of Guri, Svanet'i and Abkhazia), while
Safawid overlordship was recognised over its eastern parts (the kingdoms of K'artPi and Kakhet'i), and
present-day Armenia (Erivan and Nakhdjivan), Adharbaydjan (Shfrvan, annexed in 1536) and the southernmost corner of Daghistan (Derbend, annexed in
1509). This line of division would remain in force
throughout the period with two notable exceptions
(1578-1602 and 1723-35), when the Ottomans took
advantage on the first occasion of internal struggles
within the Safawid house, and on the second occasion, of the disintegration of Safawid power temporarily to seize control over the entire Caucasus.
North of the main mountain range, the Sunn!
Muslims habitually recognised the Ottoman Sultan's
authority. This, however, was far from constituting
even a shadowy Ottoman rule. In the west and centre, the Ottomans exercised a very limited, indirect
and ineffective control over the Cerkes and Kabartay,
mainly via the Crimean Khans. In the east, in the
various polities of Daghistan (remote, cut off and
claimed by the Safawids and their successors), the
Ottomans usually enjoyed nothing more substantial
than sympathy. Nevertheless, their Sunn! identity added
to the obstinate resistance by some Daghistam polities to the rawdjid, i.e. the Shf c f Persians. Several fragments on the margins of manuscripts testifying of such
acts of resistance in different places and times were
published by Shikhsaidov in 1991 (in Russian tr., in
A.A. Isaev (ed.), Rukopisnaya i pecatnaya kniga v Dagestane,
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tinuous line of defence established, to be known in
Makhachkala 1991, 128-9). On many occasions the
the 19th century as "the Caucasian Line". These
mountain dwellers managed to beat the invading
events were the trigger for the ten-year long resistarmies, the most resounding defeat being that dealt
ance (1785-94) led by Mansur Ushurma [q.v.], a Cecen
in 1744 to Nadir Shah's troops by the joint forces of
c
c
who assumed the title al-Imdm al-Mansur, and called
the confederation of Akusha and other dj_amd as. The
on all the Muslims of the Caucasus to return to the
futility of the attempts to conquer the mountains gave
Sharfa and to unite against Russian encroachment. In
rise to a Persian proverb to the effect that "when
this he provided a foretaste of the events of the 19th
Allah wants to punish a Shah, He inculcates into his
century.
head the idea of campaigning in Daghistan."
At the same time, Catherine re-established Russian
The collapse of Nadir Shah's empire after his assasties with the king of K'artPo-Kakhet'i (i.e. Georgia;
sination in 1747 was not followed by any Ottoman
see AL-KURDJ) and during the war of 1768-74, a Russian
attempts to seize the area. This granted the kings of
force crossed for the first time the Caucasus range
eastern Georgia half a century of freedom, and allowed
and then operated against the Ottomans in Georgia.
for de facto independent khanates to be established in
In 1783 the treaty of Georgievsk made K'artPoDerbend, Kubbah, Baku, Shekkf, Shfrvan, Gandja,
Kakhet'i a Russian protectorate. A Russian force was
Karabagh, Erivan, Nakhdjivan and Talish. The resulting vacuum on their southern borders permitted dif- j stationed in Tiflls and a paved road, "the Georgian
military highway", was cut across the mountain range.
ferent Daghistanf communities and rulers to expand
However, the Russian force was soon withdrawn
and raid the lowlands, mainly into eastern Georgia.
(1784), which left K'artPo-Kakhet'i exposed to the
The boldest raids were carried out by TJmar (proKadjars while the king, confident in Russian protecnounced c Umma), Khan of Avaristan (1774-1801).
tion, provoked the 1795 sack of Tiflls by his refusal
Once the Kadjars started to bring together the lands
to accept Agha Khan Muhammad's overlordship. The
of the Safawids, they turned towards the Caucasus.
Emperor Paul, Catherine's son and successor, was
In 1795, after the local rulers had ignored a series
averse from involvement in the affairs of the Caucasus.
of demands to acknowledge his suzerainty, Agha Khan
Yet in 1799 he found himself obliged to protect
Muhammad, the founder of the dynasty, led a camK'artPo-Kakhet'i against the threats of Fath cAlf Shah,
paign into Trans-Caucasia, which culminated in the
Agha Khan Muhammad's successor. Finally, on his
sack of Tiflls. However, the Kadjars' attempts to reindeathbed, Giorgi XII, the last king of K'artPo-Kakhet'i,
corporate the Caucasus into their empire met a new
obstacle in the shape of Imperial Russia.
asked the Russian Emperor to take his kingdom under
the Tsar's protection. On 30 December 1800 N.S.,
Muscovite Russia had shown interest in the affairs
Paul issued a manifesto incorporating K'art'li and
of the Caucasus already in the second half of the
16th century. Having seized control over the entire
Kakhet'i into the Russian Empire.
Itil (Volga) basin by conquering the khanates of Kazan
Alexander I, Paul's son and successor, confirmed
his father's decision on 24 September 1801 N.S. Unlike
and Astrakhan [q.vv.] (1552 and 1556, respectively),
Paul, Alexander used the annexation of K'art'li and
Tsar Ivan IV ("the Terrible") tried immediately to
expand south into the Caucasus. For that purpose he
Kakhet'i as the first step in Russia's expansion into
pursued three goals: (1) the settlement of Cossacks on
and beyond the Caucasus. Thus began the sixty-five
the Terek river; (2) alliances with local chiefs in the
years' long struggle to conquer the Caucasus, known
area, the most important of which was his marriage
in Russian historiography as "the Caucasian War",
in 1561 to the daugther of a Kabartay prince; and
one that would drastically alter the political, religious,
(3) an attempt to help his coreligionists, the kings of
economic, social, ethnic and demographic composiGeorgia, who had appealed for help to the new
tion of the Caucasus.
Orthodox power in the north. The Ottomans, though
Bibliography: Some items have been menunsuccessful in capturing Astrakhan (1569), were nevtioned in the text. Among the very few published
ertheless strong enough to thwart the attempts by Ivan
D a g h i s t a n f c h r o n i c l e s is Mfrza Hasan b. cAbd
as well as by his two successors Feodor (in 1594) and
Allah al-Kadarf al-Daghista.nl, Kitdb Athdr-l Ddghistdn,
Boris Godunov (in 1604).
Baku 1903. For a list of Daghistam sources pubWeakened by the "time of troubles" of the early
lished in the 1980s, usually in Russian translation,
17th century, Russia was deterred for more than a
see the bibl. of A.A. Isaev (comp.) and A.R. Shikhcentury and a half by the might of both the Ottosaidov (ed.), Rukopisnaya i pecatnaya kniga v Dagestane
mans and the Safawids from any initiatives in that
(Sbornik statei) [Manuscript and printed books in
direction. Nevertheless, additional Cossacks settled on
Daghistan (a collection of articles)], Makhackala
the Terek and were incorporated by Peter I ("the
1991, 183-8.
Great") into a continuous line of defence facing the
V.N. Gamrekeli (ed.), Dokumenti po vzqymootnoeastern Caucasus. It was he also who ventured a camsheniyam Gru^ii s Severnlm Kavka^om v XVIII v.
paign to the south. In 1722, following the Afghan
[Documents on the mutual relations of Georgia
invasion of Persia he marched with an army and
and the Northern Caucasus in the 18th century],
navy along the western and southern shores of the
Tbilisi 1968 is a collection of documents from the
Caspian as far as Astarabad. Yet he did not dare to
archives in Tbilisi.
challenge the Ottomans by advancing inland beyond
P u b l i s h e d d o c u m e n t s from t h e R u s s i a n
the littoral, and the campaign achieved nothing tana r c h i v e s i n c l u d e : S.A. Belokurov (ed.), Snosheniya
gible. Only Catherine II ("the Great") successfully
Rossii s Kavkazom, 1578-1613 [Russia's relations with
resumed Russia's advance southwards with a doublethe Caucasus, 1578-1613], Moscow 1889; P.G.
pronged policy.
Butkov, Material! dlya novoy istorii Kavkaza s 1722 po
In the Northern Caucasus, the erection of the
1803 g. [Sources for the modern history of the
fortress of Mozdok (1763) was the immediate cause
Caucasus, 1722-1803], St. Petersburg 1869; Kh-of the 1768-74 war with the Ottomans and of a fourM.O. Khashaev (ed.), Pamiatniki oblcnogo prava Dagesteen-year long struggle with the Kabartay. Following
tana XVII-XIX vv. Arkhivnie materyall [Sources on the
the peace of Kiiciik Kaynarca [q.v.], Cossacks were
customary law of Daghistan, 16th-19th centuries.
settled opposite the western Caucasus and a conArchival sources], Moscow 1965; M.O. Kosven and
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Kh. V. Khashaev (eds.), Istoriya, geogrqfiya i etnogrqfiya
Dagestana XVHI-XIX vv. Arkhivme materyali [History,
geography and etnography of Daghistan in the 18th19th centuries. Archival sources], Moscow 1958;
T.Kh. Kumikov and E.N. Kusheva (eds.), KabardinoRusskie otnoshenija v XVI-XVII vv. [Kabartay-Russian
relations in the 16th-17th centuries], Moscow 1957;
R.G. Marshaev, Russko-Dagestanskie otnosheniya XVII—
pervoy polovim XVIII vv. (dokumenti i materiyall) [RussoDaghistanf relations in the 17th and first half of
the 18th centuries (documents and sources)], Makhackala 1958; Kh.Kh. Ramazanov and A.R. Shikhsaidov (eds.), Ocerki istorii yuzhnogo Dagestana. Materyali
k istorii narodov Dagestana s drevney shikh vremen do nacala
XX veka [An outline of the history of southern
Daghistan. Sources for the history of the peoples
of Daghistan from antiquity to the beginning of the
20th century], Makhackala 1964.
Among the latest collections from the Ottoman
archives is Mehmet Saray et al. (eds.), Kqfkas ara§tirmalan, i, Istanbul 1988.
(M. GAMMER)
3. The period 1800 to the present day.
a. Introduction
Any attempt to furnish a coherent and objective
overview of the history of the Caucasus in the modern period is hampered by the scarcity of local sources
and by the inherent biases of the historical accounts
generated by its colonisers, the Ottomans, Persians
and Russians, who, for more than a century, were
vying with one another for sovereignty over this strategically important area. The same goes for European
historiography of the region, which was likewise shaped
by political agendas of the European states and their
colonial designs. This is especially true of the works
of 19th-century British writers, both lay and academic, who viewed Russia as its principal colonial rival
in the East. Following the Russian Communist
Revolution of 1917, Russian colonial prejudices and
stereotypes were superseded by Marxist axioms of class
struggle and of the five historical socio-economic formations and modes of production specific to each of
them. After World War II, these axioms were further
aggravated by the ideological cliches of the Cold War
epoch. From the 1920s until the disintegration of the
Soviet Union in 1991, the area remained practically
inaccessible to Western researchers. Most, therefore,
had to rely on Soviet studies of the area, which were
shaped by the official Marxist views of history. With
the fall of the Soviet regime, a large body of historiography has emerged produced by scholars of
Caucasian background. Coloured by a wide spectrum
of nationalist agendas, this new historiography offers
drastic revisions of the Russian and Soviet conceptions of Caucasian history, and especially of the RussoCaucasian wars of 1829-64. The present account will
focus primarily on the historical evolution of the mountaineer communities of the northern Caucasus (Kabarda, Daghistan, Cecnya, Ingushetia, Circassia and
Abkhazia) with predominantly Muslim populations.
Historical events in the Christian areas of the Caucasus
(Georgia, Armenia and the Christian areas of Ossetia
[see AL-KURDJ; ARM!NIYA; OSSETES]) will be touched upon
briefly only in so far as they are relevant to the history of their Muslim neighbours (for developments in
Transcaucasia, see ADHARBAYDJAN; SHIRWAN; GANDJA).
b. Russian expansion and Persian withdrawal
In the late 18th and early 19th centuries, three
major outside powers vied for control of the Caucasus:
the Ottomans, who maintained (largely nominal) control of the northwestern coast of the Black Sea
(Circassia [see CERKES]), parts of present-day Georgia

adjacent to the Black Sea and the western regions of
Transcaucasia; Persia, which exercised sovereignty
(often only nominal) over several khanates in Adharbaydjan, Daghistan and the eastern areas of Transcaucasia; and Russia. The first decades of the 19th
century witnessed a steady Russian military expansion into the Caucasus regions formerly controlled
by Russia's Muslim imperial rivals. A large part of
present-day Georgia, the kingdom of Kartli-Kakheti,
recognised the sovereignty of the Russian Empire in
1801, when its last independent ruler, George XII,
handed the reins of government over to the Russians
in the face of an impending Persian invasion. Soon
afterwards, the Russian military authorities of the
Caucasus began the construction of the Georgian
Military Highway between the city of Vladikavkaz
(presently the capital of the Autonomous Republic of
North Ossetia) and Tiflls [q.v.] (presently Tbilisi, the
capital of the Republic of Georgia). This ambitious
project was intended to consolidate Russia's hold on
her new dependencies in the Central Caucasus. In
December 1802, the Russians convened a meeting of
the rulers of the mountaineer communities and principalities of the northeastern Caucasus at the Russian
fortress of Georgievsk. During the meeting, the rulers
agreed to sign a treaty granting Russia a special status in Daghistan and adjacent lands. Some rulers,
including the powerful khan of Avaristan, recognised
Russian tutelage over their lands and pledged to join
forces with Russia in the event of a Persian invasion
of their lands. Between 1804 and 1813, the khanates
of Gandja, Baku, Karabagh, Shlrwan, Darband [q.vv.]
parts of Abkhazia [see ABKHAZ] , the principalities of
Imereti and Akhalkhalaki, as well as several Muslim communities of Daghistan, came under Russian rule. The
intermittent hostilities between the Russian Caucasian
Corps and Persian forces throughout 1804-13 were, as
a rule, favourable in outcome to the Russians. Russian
victories can be attributed at least in part to the
dynastic struggles within the Persian ruling elite, which
weakened its ability to resist Russian encroachments
on Persia's former dependencies in the region.
Russian claims to its new domains in the Caucasus
and Transcaucasia were formalised by the Gulistan
Treaty of 1813. This document decisively redrew the
map of the Caucasus in favour of the Russian Empire.
In 1826, the Persian army led by the Kadjar Crown
Prince cAbbas Mfrza [q.v.] invaded Karabagh in an
attempt to regain control of Persia's former dependencies in the central Caucasus and Transcaucasia.
Despite initial successes, the Persian advance was
eventually repelled by the Russian army under the
command of Ivan Paskievic, who led the Russians to
victory over cAbbas Mfrza's forces at the battle of
Gandja (Elizavetpol) in September 1826. In 1828, after
two years of hostilities in which the Russians scored
one victory after the other, Persia was forced to sign
the humiliating treaty of Turkomancay [see TURKMEN
CAY (i)]. This document all but eliminated Persia's
influence in the northern Caucasus by denying it any
direct contact with its potential Muslim allies in
Daghistan. On the Ottoman front, in 1828-9, Russian
troops penetrated as far as Erzurum [q.v.] and Adjaria
(Adjaristan) and blockaded the strategic Black Sea
ports of Pod and Anapa [q.v]. The Russian military
successes drastically reduced the Ottoman Empire's
ability to exercise its influence over the Circassian
(Adyghe [see CERKES]) tribes of the northwestern
Caucasus, which even at the height of Ottoman power
were Ottoman vassals in name only. Under the treaty
of Adrianople (Edirne [q.v.]) of 1829, the Ottomans
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had to cede to Russia many of their former territories along the Black Sea coast. These territorial losses
deprived the Ottomans of direct access to Circassia.
c. Ermolov and the consolidation of Russian power
Much of the credit for Russia's success in the
Caucasus goes to the talented general Alexei Ermolov
(Yermolov). His military genius and diplomatic acumen helped the Russian Caucasian Corps to defeat
the Persians and to bring most of their former dependencies in the Caucasus under Russian rule. Appointed
by Tsar Alexander I as the military governor of the
Caucasus in 1816, Ermolov consistently implemented
what many Russian and Western historians view as
"policies of terror" toward the mountaineer communities and local principalities. His brutal treatment of
his Caucasian adversaries was deliberately aimed at
breaking their will to resist Russia's rule and to cow
them into submission. Granted full authority over the
area by the Tsar (in the Russian sources of the age,
Ermolov was often referred to as the "proconsul of
the Caucasus"; his own personal memoirs of the
Caucasus campaigns seem to have been consciously
patterned on Caesar's Commentaries on the Gallic Wars,
reflecting his desire to emulate his illustrious predecessor), Ermolov ruled over Russia's new colonies with
an iron fist, sparing neither his new subjects, nor his
own troops, nor even the Russian irregulars, known
as "Cossacks". Parallel to his often merciless "pacification" of Caucasian tribes and principalities, Ermolov
embarked on a series of ambitious administrative and
military reforms that sought to consolidate Russian
colonial authority over the region and encourage immigration of Russian settlers (Cossacks) to the area. In
some regions (e.g. Kabarda), Ermolov also implemented a sweeping judicial reform. Thus in 1822 he
replaced the local Shatfa and caddt jurisdiction with
civil courts staffed by Russian colonial officials. This
measure undermined the positions of the local aristocracy and sparked several riots that had to be suppressed, with its usual brutality, by the Russian
Caucasus Corps.
Controlling this vast and rugged area with just
49,000 troops (of which only 40,000 maintained at
least some semblance of military readiness) proved to
be a great challenge to Ermolov and his chiefs of
staff. Their responses to the tremendous difficulties
faced by the Russian colonial enterprise amounted to
sustained social engineering, such as the forced resettlement of some tribes (Ossetes and Noghay Tatars
[q.v.]), the brutal "pacification" of "hostile" mountaineer communities, and the imposition of corvee services on others, e.g. the Cecens [q.v.]. These measures
disrupted the customs and lifestyles of the mountaineers, who retaliated by attacking Russian forts and
settlements and carrying off prisoners and booty.
Another source of resentment against the Russian military administration was its attempt to eliminate the
widespread slave trade in the northern Caucasus. F"or
many centuries this business had been an important
source of income for many local tribes, which sold
captives to Ottoman merchants. The captives were
then re-sold in Ottoman slave markets. Initially,
Russian efforts to eradicate the slave trade bore only
limited results. It took the Russians several decades
of thorough policing and enforcement of their antislavery edicts finally to put an end to this practice.
The mountaineers responded to Russia's interference in their traditional occupations with armed uprisings. They were brutally put down by the Russian
Caucasus Corps. The rebels' villages and fields were
burned to the ground. The "hostile" populations were
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| chased into the inhospitable mountains. Such punitive campaigns, however, had only a limited impact,
since the villages were easily rebuilt once Russian
troops had left the area. At the same time, this brutal repression against a people unaccustomed to foreign rule bred and sustained hatred towards the
Russian administration among the mountaineers. Ermolov soon realised the inadequacy of his policy, and
embarked on military and administrative measures
aimed at consolidating Russian presence in the region.
The new policy consisted in the construction of
fortified defence lines. They were formed by Russian
fortresses and forts connected by networks of roads.
Cut through the virgin forests of Cecnya, the roads
were meant to separate "pacified" tribes and villages
from those which continued to resist Russian rule. In
the process, the "hostile" communities were pushed
ever deeper into the barren mountains, where they
faced hardship and starvation.
Throughout Ermolov's tenure as military governor
of the Caucasus, mountaineer resistance (1816-27) in
the eastern and central parts of the region remained
spontaneous, unorganised and localised. Sporadic insurrections against Russian rule were easily suppressed by the better-equipped and disciplined Russian
troops, which made good use of their superior firepower. Despite their personal bravery and intimate
knowledge of the terrain, the mountaineer levies of
Daghistan, Kabarda, Cecnya and Ingushetia were
unable to defeat the Russians due to a lack of
co-ordination and organisation. The local ruling elites
were usually unable to provide leadership, since they
had been either bribed by the Russians or torn by
internal strife. In other cases (e.g. in Cecnya and some
"democratic" Cerkes (Adyghe) tribes of the northwestern Caucasus), the mountaineer elite had not yet
been formed. Such "democratic" mountaineer societies posed an especially severe problem for the Russian
authorities, which preferred to deal with local nobility rather than entire communities. Furthermore,
Ermolov's cunning implementation of "divide and rule"
policies led to the decimation of many ruling families, who tried to resist Russian rule, especially in
Daghistan. Some historians of the Caucasus even argue
that Ermolov, steeped in the idea of "progress" and
"civilisation", viewed the local rulers as brutal and ignorant despots, who were inherently incapable of embracing Russia's "civilising mission" in the Caucasus. He
therefore considered them irrelevant and dispensable.
Whether intentional or not, Ermolov's policies seem
to have led to the considerable weakening and discrediting of the local elites, which may explain why
most of the leaders of the mountaineer resistance to
Russian rule in 1829-59 came from relatively humble backgrounds and relied for the most part on free
i peasant communities for their support. Be this as it
I may, it is obvious that Ermolov's rule permanently
upset the earlier balance of power in the region. His
draconian measures set the mountaineer resistance
movement on its feet on an unprecedented scale. The
movement derived its vitality from the idea of equal| ity of all Muslims before the Divine Law and their
duty to actively resist "infidel" Russian rule. Since the
majority of the subjugated tribes and communities of
the northern and central Caucasus professed Islam, it
was only natural that resistance to Russian domination took the form of dj_ihad, which, in the local tradition, is usually referred to as ghazawat.
j
cl. The Caucasian ghazawat and its leaders
I
As with many contemporary Muslim movements,
the leaders of Caucasian resistance often began their
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careers by preaching a strict adherence to the Sharfa
and fighting against such widespread "vices" as wine
drinking, smoking, lax observance of Islamic rituals,
dancing, singing and the free mingling of the sexes.
Simultaneously, these self-appointed enforcers of the
Sharfa often sought to reduce the sphere of, if not to
eradicate completely, the application of the customary law (fddat), which usually favoured local elites.
Such measures appealed to the poorer strata of the
mountaineer population, who hoped that the rule of
the Sharfa would improve their lot and reduce their
dependence on the nobles. Once the reputation of
the religious leader as an uncompromising enforcer
and advocate of the Sharfa had become firmly established, he could use his popularity to rally his followers
around a certain political cause. In the mountaineer
communities, whose traditional values and lifestyle
were threatened by Russian colonial advances, a call
to a holy war against the infidel Russian enemy was
likely to receive an enthusiastic response.
In any event, the careers of the Cecen Shaykh
Mansur Ushurma [g.vJ] and the three Daghistanf imams
of the northern Caucasus [see SHAMIL] unfolded according to this scenario. The extent of these leaders' affiliation with what the Russian writers of the age called
myuridizm, namely, the Nakshbandiyya-MudjaddidiyyaKhalidiyya Sufi order (in the case of Ushurma there
is no historical evidence of his association with any
Sufi silsila, while the three imams were at least nominally Nakshbandf shaykhs) remains a moot point.
However, many Russian and Western historians of
the Caucasus continue to view myuridizm/Nakshbandi
Sufism as the principal vehicle and source of inspiration for the movements in question.
The events of the thirty-year war led by the three
imdms of Daghistan and Cecnya, Ghazf Muhammad
(Kazi Mulla), Hamzat (Gamzat) Bek and Shamil
(Shamwfl) are discussed in the article SHAMIL and will
not be detailed here. The war cost both sides dearly
in casualties and material resources. Russia's initial
military strategy, imported from the European theatre
of war, was geared to winning victories in pitched
battles through an orderly movement and deployment
of large military contingents. Much value was placed
by the Russian military command on besieging and
capturing enemy strongholds and headquarters. Such
strategic assumptions proved to be ineffective or outright counterproductive in the Caucasus, where the
Russian army faced a highly mobile and elusive opponent. The headquarters of the mountaineer levies could
be easily moved from one village to another without
impairing their ability to effectively fight the Russians
through swift night raids, ambushes, diversionary
tactics, misinformation and other forms of guerilla
warfare. These tactics were honed to perfection in
Daghistan and Cecnya under the talented leadership
of the Imam Shamil, who implemented it with remarkable success from 1834 to the late 1840s, when the
Russians were finally compelled to reconsider their
military doctrine. Nevertheless, in spite of repeated
military setbacks, the Russian military command continued to cling stubbornly to the ineffective "oneblow" strategy for over ten years. Its flaws culminated
in the disastrous expedition of 1845 against Shamil's
headquarters at Dargho (Darghiya, in present-day
Cecnya). Led by the newly-appointed viceroy of the
Caucasus Prince Mikhail Vorontsov, the Russian expeditionary force lost almost 1,000 men killed (including three generals), almost 2,800 wounded, 179 missing
in action, three guns and all its baggage, including
the army war-chest.

Vorontsov realised his error and convinced Tsar
Nicholas I to implement the siege strategy that was
first introduced by Ermolov but had been abandoned
by his successors following his removal from office in
1827. Efforts were made to strengthen existing fortifications, to build new ones and to connect them with
a network of improved roads. These defence lines cut
through Shamil's domains in Daghistan and Cecnya,
gradually reducing his sphere of influence and depriving him of provisions and manpower. This slow
and less spectacular military strategy, which following
Vorontsov's retirement in 1854 was continued by his
successor, Prince Aleksandr Baryatinskiy, eventually
bore fruit. Deprived of the resources to wage war
against the superior Russian military machine and
abandoned by the majority of his former followers,
the third imam of the Caucasus surrendered to the
Russians in the summer of 1859. The bloodiest episode
of the Russo-Caucasian war came to an end, although
armed resistance to Russian rule continued throughout the Caucasus for another decade.
e. Circassia and Muhammad Amm

Shamil's long resistance to Russian conquest had
wide-ranging repercussions for the mountaineer communities and tribes throughout the Caucasus, including those areas that remained formally under Russian
rule or were contested by the Russian and Ottoman
empires, namely, Kabarda, Balkaria, Ossetia and the
western Caucasus (Circassia, Abkhazia, Curia, etc.).
Thirty-seven Kabardian princes and nobles went over
to Shamil in 1846, following his raid into Kabarda.
At the same time, the majority (around 200) remained
loyal to the Russians and were richly rewarded by the
Russian administration for their refusal to support
Shamil's movement. Throughout Shamil's imamate,
the Transkuban region and Circassia (Adygheya)
remained, for the most part, outside his direct influence. However, news about his military successes
against the Russian forces periodically reinvigorated
local resistance. In 1840 four major Russian fortresses
along the coast of the Black Sea were captured and
destroyed by Cerkes tribes. In 1842, Shamil sent his
emissary, Hadjdjf Muhammad, to Circassia instructing him to spread ghazawat among the Muslim populations of the western Caucasus. After Hadjdjf
Muhammad's death in 1845, he was succeeded by Shamil's ncfib (military governor) named Sulayman Efendi.
On Shamil's instructions, he began to preach ghazawat against the Russian garrisons stationed in the area
and attempted to recruit several Cerkes (Adyghe) tribes
to Shamil's cause. However, Sulayman Efendi soon
fell out with Shamil and defected to the Russians.
At the end of 1848, Shamil appointed Muhammad
Amm as his next nd'ib in Circassia. The new nd'ib,
who was not familiar with local realities, soon became
embroiled in a power struggle between the aristocracy
and free squires (tfokotles) of the Abadzekh, the largest
Adyghe (Cerkes) tribe. After flirting for some time
with the Abadzekh princes, Muhammad Amfn eventually decided to throw in his lot with the peasants,
promising them independence from their aristocratic
masters and equality under the Sharfa law. His populist politics alienated the nobility, who turned to the
Russians, hoping to retain their traditional privileges.
Throughout the 1850s, Muhammad Amm was able
to secure the loyalty of just one Adyghe tribe, the
Abadzekhs. He later extended his rule to some other
Adyghe (Cerkes) communities, such as the Natukhays
and Shapsugs. Muhammad Amm modelled his administration of the nascent Cerkes (Adyghe) state on that
of Shamil's imamate. The lands under his jurisdiction
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were divided into a number of territorial units called
mahkama. Each mahkama consisted of around 100 households. The administrative centre of the mahkama was
located in a fortified Cerkes village (aul), which usually had a mosque, a court of law, a prison and a
madrasa. The mahkama was ruled by a religious official (mufti] and a council of three Muslim judges (kadis).
Each Adyghe (Cerkes) household was to supply one
mounted warrior (murtazik) for Muhammad Amln's
military force. The murta^iks constituted the military
foundation of Muhammad Amfn's rule. In all, Muhammad Amfn's state at its height consisted of four
mahkama?, among the Abadzekhs, one among the
Shapsugs and two among the Natukhays.
f. The Crimean War and its impact on the Caucasus

The beginning of the Crimean War in 1853 galvanised the mountaineer resistance movement on both
sides of the Main Caucasian Range. In the eastern
and central Caucasus, Shamil was preparing to invade
Georgia, to cut the Russo-Georgian Military Highway
and, finally, to effect a juncture with an invading
Ottoman force at Tiflls. The capital of the Caucasus
was expected to fall to the allied Muslim army within
a few days. In the western Caucasus, Muhammad
Amln and his Cerkes levies, supported by an Ottoman
sea-borne expeditionary force, were bound to disrupt
Russian communications and capture the lands of the
Turkic-speaking Karacay [q.v.] on the northern slopes
of the Main Caucasus Range. Muhammad Amm was
then to march across Kabarda and Ossetia and to
join Shamir s forces there. In Guria (a part of presentday Georgia), which had been under Russian administrations since 1840, a large Ottoman force attacked
the fortress of Shekvetili (St. Nicholas Port) on the
Black Sea and wiped out its small garrison, which
consisted of a Russian detachment and pro-Russian
Gurid militia.
These developments awoke the Russian administration of the Caucasus to the possibility of a powerful military coalition between the invading Ottomans
and their local supporters among the Adyghes. In
response to the repeated pleas of his viceroy, Prince
Vorontsov, Tsar Nicholas I agreed to send reinforcements to the Caucasus. In the hostilities that followed,
the Ottomans' expeditionary force (the so-called
Anatolian Corps) was defeated by the Russians in several pitched battles in the southern Caucasus. The
Porte's plans suffered another major setback in the
harbour of Sinop in November 1853, when a Russian
naval force led by Admiral Nakhimov attacked and
destroyed the Ottoman fleet that was to land at
Sukhum-Kalce in order to join forces with the Cerkes
levies. In March 1854, a joint Anglo-French naval
squadron sailed into the Black Sea. Its appearance
forced the Russian military command to dismantle or
to blow up a number of Russian fortresses along the
Circassian coast (the so-called "Black Sea Defence
Line"), including Anapa. Only those fortresses deemed
able to withstand a prolonged siege from the sea were
preserved and received fresh reinforcements.
These measures and the absence of a Russian naval
presence in the Black Sea gave the Anglo-French fleet
full control of sea communications off the Circassian
coast. The allies tried to establish direct ties with
Shamil and Muhammad Amm in order to better coordinate their military operations in the Caucasian
theatre of war. While the Anglo-French emissaries
failed to reach Shamil, they succeeded in securing
Muhammad Amm's commitment to participate in joint
Ottoman and Anglo-French operations against the
Russians. The allied plans were upset in the summer
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of 1854, when several Ottoman brigades were defeated
by the Russian army in a series of bloody engagements. The Circassian tribes, which expected the
Ottoman troops to help them in their unequal struggle against the Russians, were surprised to discover
that their Ottoman allies were themselves in desperate need of assistance. These reversals may explain
why Sefer (Safar)-bey (beg), an Adyghe prince of the
Natukhay tribe, whom the Ottomans had appointed
as governor of Sukhum-Kalce with the rank of pasha,
was unable to recruit enough Cerkes fighters to form
a separate corps under his command. The Abkhaz,
who had both Christian and Muslim princes, were
divided, with the Christian part of the population
favouring the Russians. The Ottoman cause was not
helped by Shamil's inactivity. Burdened by the internal problems of his imamate and incapable of undertaking any large-scale military operations due to the
lack of resources and growing war fatigue among his
followers, he was unable or unwilling to respond to
the Ottoman and Anglo-French pleas for a more
aggressive strategy against the Russians.
The next year (1855) of the Crimean campaign did
not bring any dramatic changes to the stalemate on
the Caucasian front. Shamil remained inactive, while
neither Sefer-bey nor Muhammad Amm were able to
convince the Cerkes chiefs to form a separate corps
under Ottoman command. Their efforts were hampered by their personal rivalry and their dependence
on mutually hostile social groups within the Cerkes
(Adyghe) communities. While Sefer-bey, a Cerkes
prince, represented the interests of the mountaineer
aristocracy, Muhammad Amm relied on the free
Cerkes peasantry, which was anxious to minimise its
feudal obligations vis-a-vis the nobles. As a result, the
two leaders often worked at cross-purposes. The
Russian military successes in Transcaucasia, such as
the capture of Kars and Bayazet, and the lack of a
decisive allied victory in the Crimea, hampered the
efforts of Ottoman military commanders in the western Caucasus. With the fall of Sevastopol in September
1855, Muhammad Amm attempted once again to
form a Cerkes corps under his command, but to no
avail. The Cerkes tribes were not ready to relinquish
their independence and to join the Ottoman-led military coalition, whose ultimate goals they did not share.
Besides, the plans of the European allies to mount a
massive offensive against the Russian troops stationed
in the Caucasus never materialised. Without the support from their European partners, the Ottomans
proved unable to dislodge the Russian forces from
the western Caucasus. At the same time, with no
major victories to their credit, they were unable to
convince their potential allies among the Cerkes tribes
of the necessity to launch an all-out attack against
the Russians. c Umar ( c Omer) Pasha's initially successful campaign against a Russian force near Zugdidi
(Georgia) in the autumn of 1855 failed to impress the
Cerkes and Abkhaz enough to join his expeditionary
force. In the end, the European powers' decision not
to shift the centre of hostilities from the Crimean
Peninsula to the western Caucasus, which would allow
the Ottomans to make decisive advances in that area,
worked to Russia's advantage. Despite the loss of its
naval power in the Black Sea, Russia retained her overall strategic superiority in the region, which eventually
enabled her to bring it firmly under control.
g. The end of the Crimean War and the collapse of mountaineer resistance

The allied plans to invade the Caucasus were shelved
when the warring parties began peace negotiations
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and signed a peace treaty in Paris during the winter
of 1856. The results of the Crimean War, although
by no means favourable to the Russians, failed to
reverse Russia's inexorable expansion in the Caucasus
and to put an end to her domination over the
areas already conquered by Russian troops. If anything, it confirmed for many mountaineer leaders the
futility of resistance against Russian rule. If Russia
was able to withstand the attack of the greatest
European and Muslim powers of the age, how could
their small levies have any hope of defeating her on
their own? It is even more remarkable that, despite
the growing war fatigue and despondency among his
supporters and the overall devastation suffered by his
realm, Shamil was able to continue his struggle until
August 1859, when he surrendered to the Russian
forces at the village of Gunlb in Daghistan.
Following the collapse of Shamil's movement, in
November 1859, Muhammad Amln started negotiations with the Russian military command of the Kuban
military district. He pledged allegiance to the Russian
Empire, recognised its sovereignty over his lands, and
was thus able to keep his position as the spiritual and
political leader of the Abadzekh tribes. With the death
of Sefer-bey at the end of 1859, Cerkes resistance to
Russian rule was reduced to a few sporadic and unorganised uprisings among the largest Adyghe tribes—
the Ubykhs [q.v.], Shapsugs and Abadzekhs, who tried
to forge a military alliance, albeit unsuccessfully. Their
attempts to stem the Russian advance lasted until
1864, which is considered by many historians to be
the final year of the so-called Great Caucasian War
(as we have seen, it is probably more appropriate to
speak of a series of military conflicts of various intensities throughout the Caucasus). At the beginning of
that year, a Russian expeditionary force conquered
the town of Tuapse, one of the last Cerkes strongholds on the Black Sea. In the following months, the
remaining sparks of resistance were extinguished by
the Russian expeditionary corps directed from Ekaterinodar, the capital of the Kuban military district. The
Russian military conquest of the Caucasus came to
an end.
During and after the Crimean War, Cerkes rebellions against Russian rule were encouraged and assisted
by outside powers, especially Britain and, to a lesser
extent, France. The provisions of the Paris Peace
Treaty seriously impaired Russia's ability to control
the Black Sea coast. In the absence of a Russian
naval force to patrol the coastal area (under the Paris
Treaty, Russia was allowed to have only six corvettes
in the entire Black Sea area), Britain and France
gained free access to the Cerkes populations of the
western Caucasus. Some elements within the British
government accepted the advice of the British diplomat and Turkophile, David Urquhart, to assist the
Cerkes in establishing an independent state that would
serve as a buffer between the Ottoman lands and the
Russian colonial possessions in the western Caucasus.
To this end, the British and the French enlisted the
help of Polish emigrants to England and France who
had fled their country after the Russian crackdown
against Poland's bid for independence in 1830. In
addition, there were many Polish deserters from the
Russian Army stationed in the Caucasus who had
joined the Cerkes tribes to take an active part in antiRussian resistance. Throughout the late 1850s and
early 1860s, several Polish-led contingents of European
volunteers equipped by England and France landed
on the Circassian coast in an effort to encourage the
local tribes to rise against the Russians. However, they

were not always welcomed by the Cerkes, who were
wary of the motives of these self-appointed supporters of their independence. Moreover, the efforts of
small foreign contingents were not enough to change
the overall strategic situation in the Caucasian theatre
of war, which was dominated by Russian military
might. Faced with a lack of success and, consequently, a
lack of support from the local populations, all foreign
contingents gradually withdrew from the western Caucasus, leaving their Cerkes allies face-to-face with the
Russian Empire.
h. The tragedy of mass emigration

In the early 1860s, the Russian administration of
the Kuban military district (oblast'} embarked on a
large-scale plan to resettle the Adyghe tribes. These
measures were proposed and implemented by the military governor of the Kuban region, General Nikolai
Yevdokimov (Evdokimov), who was intent on preventing the Adyghes from resuming their resistance
to Russian rule by undermining their economic and
geopolitical foundations. Unlike Daghistan with its barren mountains, the Kuban area with its extraordinary
fertile arable lands was quite suitable for resettlement
with Russian and Ukrainian peasants, who were considered to be much more "reliable" than the warlike
Cerkes tribes with their long history of anti-Russian
warfare. According to Yevdokimov's plan, the "hostile" Cerkes tribes were to be resettled from the mountains into the plains of Transkuban to live under the
watchful eye of the Russian military administration.
The lands vacated by the Cerkes were given to Russian
settlers, mostly Cossacks from Russia and Ukraine, in
return for their military service along Russia's new
borders. Another objective of Russian colonial policy
was to bar the Cerkes from any contacts with the
Ottomans or any hostile European powers by removing them from the coastal areas, which were still easily accessible from the sea. From 1861 to 1864, the
Russian authorities established 111 new Cossack settlements (stanitsas) with a population of 142,333 families.
These measures triggered a massive exodus of the
dislocated mountaineer populations to the Ottoman
lands. Encouraged and presided over by a few murky
and unscrupulous adventurers of dual loyalties (such
as Musa Kundukhov, a Russian general of Kabardian
origin with connections at the Ottoman court) and
some members of the local Cerkes and Kabardian
nobility anxious to preserve their influence over their
former bondsmen, the emigration turned out to be
a terrible tragedy for the mountaineer peoples. The
emigrants, known as muhd^irun, came from practically every North Caucasian community: Kabardians,
Cecens, Ossetes, Natukhays, Abadzekhs, Shapsugs,
Ubykhs, Bzedukhs, Abazins, Karacays, Abkhaz,
Temirgoys, Noghay Tatars and a few others. During
the winter and spring of 1864 alone, 257,068 individuals departed for Anatolia from seven Black Sea
ports under Russian control. The refugees were motivated by a variety of factors, such as the dislocation
and resentment produced by the Russian resettlement
schemes and oppressive rule, hopes for a happy life
under friendly Muslim rule in Anatolia (inspired in
part by Ottoman propaganda), and the religious rulings issued by Muslim religious authorities, which
proclaimed living under infidel rule to be a grave sin
for any Muslim who had other options. Once the
emigrants found themselves on board ships headed
for Ottoman Turkey, they were readily preyed upon
by Ottoman slave-traders and greedy crews who
charged their passengers by the head and therefore
packed as many of them as possible into each ship.
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Cramped conditions combined with various infectious
diseases took a heavy toll on the human cargo. The
ships, usually commercial craft not intended for carrying passengers, quickly turned into abodes of death.
According to some chilling eye-witness accounts, they
left hundreds of dead bodies in their wake. The survivors found themselves at the mercy of Ottoman
authorities at the ports of destination, which, for the
most part, were totally unprepared for such a massive influx of refugees. The makeshift refugee camps
at Trabzon (Tarabzun [</.£.]), Samsun (Samsun [q.v.]}
and other Ottoman ports became abodes of human
suffering. Reduced to starvation, parents sold their
sons and daughters into slavery, driving the price of
a child to all-time lows (30 to 40 roubles for a 10to 12-year-old). Unmarried young men had the option
of joining the Ottoman army, but, the majority of
refugees, especially the sick and the elderly, were
doomed to a life of misery and starvation. Estimates
of the scale of the emigration and the death rate
among the refugees vary dramatically depending on
the political and ethnic background of historians. Some
sources cite as many as 15 million emigrants, others
speak of half a million souls, of whom only one half
survived the tragedy of mass resettlement. The latter
figure appears to be more realistic, although the real
scale of this human tragedy is yet to be determined
through a careful examination of Russian and Ottoman
archives.
The causes of the Caucasian hiajra remain a matter of debate, which has grown especially intense since
the fall of the Soviet Union. It is clear that the Russian
authorities did little to prevent the mountaineers from
leaving their lands. Thus the Russian governor of the
Kuban oblast\ writing in 1889, said that he saw "no
particular harm to the interest of the state in the
desire of the natives (tuzemtsy) to leave the area. On
the contrary, [he saw] much benefit in the removal
from the area of this troublesome element." No wonder that the Russian authorities not only did not try
to prevent the mountaineers from emigrating, but on
many occasions paid their sea-fare. The Ottomans,
too, had a vested interest in the emigration since they
hoped to resettle the mountaineers along the OttomanRussian border and to use them as border-guards and
a military force in case of future hostilities between
the two empires. To these imperial interests one may
add the sheer human depravity of Ottoman slavetraders and the concerns of the mountaineer elites,
especially the Kabardian ones, over the potential loss
of their serfs after the expected implementation of the
Russian anti-bondage laws. The end result, however,
is obvious to everyone. The fertile plains south of the
Kuban river and the coastal areas along the Black
Sea lost most of their indigenous population. The land
was gradually resettled by Cossacks, Armenians, Greeks
and peasants from central Russia and Ukraine.
Between 1867 and 1897, the Russian and Ukrainian
population of the Kuban and Stavropol' oblast's had
grown by 230% and 155% respectively, leaving the
local population in the minority. At the turn of the
20th century, in the Kuban oblast' Russians constituted more than 90% of the population. By contrast,
the number of "natives" had fallen to a miniscule
5.4%. According to a modern Western researcher,
"the lands of the Circassians and the Abkhaz, once
overwhelmingly Muslim, had become overwhelmingly
Christian" (J. McCarthy, The fate of the Muslims, apud
P. Heinze, Circassian resistance to Russia, in M. BennigsenBroxup (ed.), The North Caucasus barrier, London 1992,
104).
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Those mountaineers who remained were transferred
to the Transkuban steppes and resettled amidst the
Cossacks under constant Russian surveillance. As envisioned by Yevdokimov, the resettlement effectively
undermined their ability to launch large-scale resistance movements against Russian rule. The decree of
9 March 1873, issued by the Russian administration
of the Caucasus, strictly prohibited any contacts
between the Russian subjects of Cerkes background
and their relatives in the Ottoman Empire. The former Adyghe lands remained under Russian military
administration until 1871, when the Russians felt safe
enough to replace it with civil rule throughout the
Kuban region and the Black Sea area, by now thoroughly Russified and practically cleansed of "hostile
elements". Nevertheless, the Russian military authorities continued to play a major role in the everyday
administration of the region. The movements of the
Adyghes were thoroughly monitored and restricted by
the Russian police and the Cossacks, effectively confining the mountaineers to their auk. The auk were
administered by an elected or appointed headman
(starshind), who had to be approved by the local Cossack
chief (ataman). At the same time, during the RussoOttoman war of 1877-8, Russian imperial authorities
were sufficiently confident of the mountaineers' loyalty to the Russian government to enlist them as irregulars to fight against the Ottoman armies in Bulgaria,
Romania and even Transcaucasia. The Russian expeditionary force in the Balkans and the southern
Caucasus also included many irregular cavalry units
from the central and eastern Caucasus, namely,
Kabardia, Daghistan, Ingushetia, Ossetia, and Cecnya.
Many mountaineer fighters distinguished themselves in
the battlefield and were decorated for their bravery
by the award of Russian medals. At the same time,
on the Caucasus front many Cerkes and Abkhaz emigrants and their descendants took an active part in
the Ottoman offensive against the Black Sea ports of
Batumi and Sukhumi (Sukhum-Kalce). They were driven in part by the desire to avenge themselves on
the Russian Empire for the suffering inflicted upon
them by its oppressive rule. While the Ottoman forces
were able to make some important gains in the area,
in the end, the Russian successes in the Balkans determined the favourable outcome of the war for the
Russian Empire, which was reflected in the Treaty
of Berlin signed in the summer of 1878 (see further,
MUHADJIR. 2.).
i. The rise of Dhikrism in Cecnya: Kunta Hdajaji
the man who preached peace

Kishiev,

In the late 1850s, not long before the fall of Shamil's
imamate, Kunta Hadjdjf, a poor Kumuk [<£.<y.] peasant (some sources consider him to be a Cecen) of
Ilskhan-Yurt, began to disseminate a new spiritual
teaching among the war-weary Cecens and Ingush.
Initially a follower of the Nakshbandf brotherhood,
Kunta Hadjdjf is said to have been initiated into the
Kadiriyya tonka [q.v.] during his visit to Mecca on
the hdajd} in the kite 1850s. The exact circumstances
of his initiation into this brotherhood are obscure.
According to some of his followers, he received the
teaching of the Kadiriyya directly from its founder,
Shaykh cAbd al-Kadir al-Djflanf [q.v.], who appeared
to him in a dream. Contrary to the activist precepts
of Shamil's myuridizm, which preached a holy war
against the Russians, Kunta Hadjdjf encouraged his
followers to engage in acts of penitence (tawba) and
individual self-purification through frugality, humility,
abstention from worldly delights and withdrawal from
this world. On the social plane, the new preacher
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emphasised solicitude for the needs of one's neighbours, mutual assistance and the necessity to share
one's wealth with the poor and needy. Kunta Hadjdjl
also advocated peaceful co-existence with the Russians
as long as they allowed the Cecens and Ingush the freedom to practice their religion and follow their customs.
As mentioned above, Kunta Hadjdjf's pacifistic message ran counter to Shamil's ideology of armed resistance to Russian rule. Moreover, Shamil also saw in
Kunta Hadjdjf a rival in the struggle for the loyalties of the mountaineers, a struggle that Shamil was
already losing due to the growing war fatigue and
despondency among his supporters in the face of
Russian military superiority. Shamil is said to have
summoned the young preacher to his headquarters
and subjected him to a close interrogation. Upon witnessing the vocal dhikr and dance that Kunta Hadjdjf
performed in accordance with the precepts of the
Kadirf brotherhood, Shamil allegedly declared it contrary to Nakshbandf precepts and "orthodox" Islam.
He then ordered the preacher of zikrizm (a Russified
version of the Arabic dhikr [q.v.]) to leave the territory of his imamate to perform a second pilgrimage
and to gain a better knowledge of the intricacies of
Islamic law.
Kunta Hadjdjf reappeared in Cecnya after the collapse of Shamil's imamate in either late 1861 or early
1862. With Shamil no longer on the scene, his message received an eager hearing among the war-weary
Cecens and Ingush. Accounts of Kunta Hadjdjf's sermons indicate that, in addition to pacifism, his teaching was tinged with millenarian expectations and a
doomsday mentality. He called upon his audiences to
prepare for the Day of Judgement by purifying their
souls, renouncing the transient allures of this life and
adhering strictly to the pious precepts of the Kadiri
tarika. Articulated in a simple language easily understood by the ordinary Cecens and Ingush, Kunta's
teaching soon acquired a broad popular following.
Initiation into the new tarika was very simple. Kunta
Hadjdjf or one of his lieutenants took the new member by the hand and asked him or her to acknowledge the spiritual authority of the shaykh, to repeat
the shahdda [q.v!] one hundred times a day, and to
participate in the ritual dance of the tarika. Kunta
HadjdjI's followers recognised him as their spiritual
master (ustadh) and considered themselves his faithful
disciples (muridun). Seeking to spread his teaching
among the masses, Kunta Hadjdjr sent emissaries to
various Cecen and Ingush communities.
In the course of time, Kunta Hadjdjr's movement
acquired institutional dimensions and administrative
structure. Following Shamil's example, he appointed
a number of his foremost followers as his nd'ibs in
various areas of Cecnya and Ingushetia. According to
the Russian colonial authorities of the day, Kunta
Hadjdjr divided Cecnya into five (according to some
sources eight) niydbats or warships. Each na'ib had
under his command several lieutenants (wakils), who
were entrusted with spreading the teaching of the new
tarika among mountaineer communities. Kunta Hadjdjr's inner circle included his brother Mowsar (who
was the na'ib of the Avturkhan district), Myacik (the
na'ib of the area between Urus-Martan and AckhoiMartan), Bamat-Girey Mitaev and Cim-Mfrza Taumurzaev. The latter two were to found their own
branches of Kunta Hadjdjr's tarika after his arrest and
exile. In all, Russian sources estimated the number
of Kunta Hadjdjr's followers to be around 6,000 men
and women. Most of them resided in the villages of
Shali, Gekhi, Shaladji, Urus-Martan and Avtury.

Russian sources claim that, despite its pacifistic message, some of Shamil's former fighters among the
Cecens came to see Kunta Hadjdjf's teaching as a
new version of Shamil's ghazawdt ideology. The Russian
authorities, ever suspicious of any popular religious
teaching that could mobilise the mountaineers for
a certain political cause, encouraged renowned local
scholars, such as cAbd al-Kadir Khordaev and Mustafa
c
Abdullaev, to condemn zikrizm as being contrary to
the Sharfa. In particular, the scholars denounced Kunta
Hadjdjr's loud dhikr techniques and musical instruments that induced ecstatic states in the participants.
They also pointed out that Kunta Hadjdji had no
scholarly qualifications to substantiate his claims to
the spiritual leadership of the Cecens and Ingush.
Kunta HadjdjI responded with his usual humility. He
readily acknowledged the authority of his learned critics as interpreters of the outward aspects of the Islamic
revelation. However, he presented himself as an exponent of its true essence, which was hidden from the
majority of believers. Later accounts, circulated by
Kunta Hadjdjr's supporters, ascribe to him a number
of miracles that allegedly demonstrated the superiority of his spiritual teaching over the dry scholasticism
of his detractors.
In early January 1863, after some hesitation, the
Russian authorities decided to put an end to Kunta
Hadjdjr's preaching. On the orders of the viceroy of
the Caucasus, the Grand Duke Mikhail Romanov,
Kunta Hadjdji and fourteen of his closest followers
and wakils, including his brother Mowsar, were arrested
and sent to the Russian city of Novocerkassk. Several
months later, he was separated from his companions
and exiled to the town of Ustyuzno in the Novgorod
province of northern Russia. There he spent the rest
of his days in misery under police surveillance.
Throughout his exile he balanced on the brink of
starvation, as his daily six kopeks' allowance was barely
enough to buy a piece of bread. The Russian authorities ignored his repeated requests for an increase in
allowance; his letters with pleas for help addressed to
his wife and family were intercepted by the Russian
secret police and never reached their destination. In
any event, by that time, his wife and other members
of his family had already emigrated to Anatolia with
thousands of other muhdajirun. Kunta Hadjdjf died
around 1867, his health undermined by a life of
deprivation.
Kunta Hadjdjr's arrest in early 1863 triggered a
rebellion of his followers that became known as "The
Battle of Daggers" (Rus. kin^aVnyi boi). On 18 January
1863, a group of 3,000 to 4,000 of Kunta Hadjdjr's
followers, armed only with daggers, sabres and sticks,
charged against a Russian detachment near the Cecen
village of Shali. As they found themselves within the
firing distance of the Russian troops, dancing and
singing Kadirf litanies, they were mowed down by
Russian fire. The "dhikr army" dispersed, leaving
behind some 150 dead, including several women
dressed as men. The site of the Battle of Daggers
near Shali has become one of Cecnya's most sacred
places, along with the grave of Kunta Hadjdjr's mother
at the village of Guni, in the Vedan district of Cecnya.
It is said that Kunta Hadjdjr's na'ib Myacik-Mulla
had persuaded the attackers that their ustadh would
miraculously protect them from Russian bullets and
cannon-fire. Following the massacre, the Russian
administration arrested and exiled to Russia many
members of the dhikr movement. Some of them managed to escape and became abrefa (that is, bandits of
honour, who vowed to fight the Russians to the death).
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In May 1865, a Cecen shepherd of the Kharacoi
aid named Taza Ekmirza(ev) proclaimed himself a new
imam and attempted to raise the population of a mountainous part of Cecnya known as Ickeriya. Taza
claimed to have performed an ascension to heaven
(mi'radi [q.v.]), during which God himself had ordained
him as the new imam of Cecnya in the presence of
the Prophet and Shaykh Kunta Hadjdji. Taza's claims
were endorsed by a number of former followers of
Kunta Hadjdjf, especially Myacik-Mulla. The Russian
administration reacted strongly by sending three
infantry detachments, led by Colonel Golovacev,
against the rebels. Fearing Russian reprisals, the Cecen
population of Ickeriya seized Taza and his closest supporters and handed them over to the Russian command. Taza was convicted, sentenced to 12 years of
hard labour and sent to Siberia. The spring of 1865
witnessed a massive exodus of the Muslim population, including many of Kunta Hadjdjf's former supporters, from Cecnya and Ingushetia to Ottoman
Turkey. Scared by the rumours of impending forced
resettlement and conversion to Christianity, some
23,000 Cecens boarded Ottoman ships bound for
Anatolia. Of these, around 2,100 individuals later
returned to the Caucasus, bringing with them stories
of hardship and deprivation. These stories stemmed
the tide of refugees, although some families continued to emigrate to the Ddr al-islam in the decades
leading up to the Russian Revolution of 1917.
j. The Russo-Ottoman War of 1877-8 and beyond eyond

The dhikr movement, now effectively banned by the
Russian authorities, was reduced to a semi-clandestine
existence. To protect its leaders from Russian persecutions, the turuk claiming descent from Kunta Hadjdjf
and his lieutenants grew extremely secretive and fractious. In 1877-8, some of their members took an active
part in the rebellion of cAll-bek Hadjdjr Aldanov, during which, for the first time, the Kadins fought side
by side with the members of the Nakshbandf tonka
of Daghistan led by Hadjdjl Muhammad of Sogratl
(Thughur). His father, cAbd al-Rahman al-Thughurf (d.
1882), also took an active part in the rebellion. A
renowned scholar, cAbd al-Rahman was considered to
be the chief Nakshbandl shaykh of Daghistan and
Cecnya after the emigration to the Ottoman realm
of Shamir s spiritual preceptor, Djamal al-Dm al-GhazT
Ghumukf. After the followers of Shaykh Muhammad
Hadjdjr proclaimed him imam of Daghistan and
fiecnya, he began to send his nd'ibs and wa/als to
various Daghistanf communities, inviting them to fight
the Russians in the name of "freedom and Shaft a".
The revolt was triggered in part by the Russian policy aimed at limiting drastically the jurisdiction of the
Sharfa and replacing it with the customary law (cdddt
[q.v.]). This fact explains the large number of religious leaders among the rebels. Another important
motive of the rebellion was Ottoman propaganda,
which predicted an impending victory of the Ottoman
army in the Caucasus and the Balkans. Some of the
inflammatory flyers that circulated among the mountaineer communities were signed by Shamil's second
son, Ghazf Muhammad, now a general of the Ottoman
army. The rebellion lasted for a whole year, until it
was finally quashed by a Russian military force led
by General Svistunov.
Following the suppression of cAli-bek Aldanov's
movement, the abolition of Hadjdjr Muhammad's
imamate and the execution of twenty-eight of its leaders by the Russian military administration, their surviving supporters went underground. The early 1880s
witnessed the emergence of three principal branches
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(known locally as wirds) of the Kadiriyya under the
leadership of Bamat-Girey (Bamatgiri) Hadjdjf Mitaev
and Cim-Mfrza in Cecnya and of Batalhadjdjf
Belkhoroi(ev) in Ingushetia. Their influence on the
mountaineer communities was of great concern for
the Russian administration, which suspected the leadership of the new brotherhoods of trying to create an
alternative power structure completely outside Russian
control. Continual Russian surveillance and persecution turned the brotherhoods into secret societies,
whose members often practiced endogamy and were
suspicious of outsiders. This is especially true of the
Batalhadjdjf wird, which was characterised by particularly strict discipline and fear of outsiders. Each male
member of this brotherhood carried a long dagger,
which he did not hesitate to use to protect his honour or to retaliate against any attack on the honour
of his ustadh. Each of the three wirds that emerged
from the Kunta Hadjdjf movement practiced a distinctive type of dhikr. Thus the members of the BamatGirey wird are known for their high jumps (hence
their Russian sobriquet, pryguny "jumpers"); the
Batalhadjdjf dhikr is distinguished by the intensive clapping of hands, while the Cim-Mfrza brotherhood is
characterised by the use of drums (hence their Russian
name barabanshciki "drummers"). Many members of
the abrek movement, including the famous Cecen "bandit of honour" Zelimkhan, were associated with one
or the other wird. Consequently, Russian attempts to
crack down on the abrefa were often accompanied by
persecutions against the Kunta Hadjdjf wirds. Thus
in 1911, the shaykh?, of the three Kunta Hadjdjf wirds,
Bamat-Girey, Batalhadjdjf and Cim-Mlrza, together
with their closest followers (thirty in all) were arrested
and exiled to Kaluga.
These persecutions and the dire economic conditions in Cecnya and Ingushetia, which were suffering
from chronic food shortages, triggered a new wave
of emigration. In 1913 alone, some 1,000 Cecen families left their homeland for Anatolia in search of a
better life. Paradoxically, similarly dire economic conditions in neighbouring Daghistan did not prevent it
from retaining its position as the major centre of
Islamic learning and literacy in the northern Caucasus.
In many areas of Daghistan, even after the Russian
conquest, Arabic remained the principal language of
administration and correspondence among isolated
mountaineer communities, whose multilingual inhabitants continued to use it as a lingua franca up until
the late 1920s-early 1930s, when it was finally supplanted by Russian. Before the Russian Revolution
there were, according to different estimates, from 800
to 2,000 Kur'anic schools in Daghistan alone, enrolling
around 40,000 students. At the beginning of the 20th
century, Daghistan boasted five printing presses, including the Mavraev Publishing House at Temfr-KhanShura (Makhac-kal'e [^.z>.]), which specialised in Arabic
books. It also produced books in major Daghistanf
languages: Avar, Darghin, Kumuk and Lak [^.w.]. In
1911 alone, it published 256 titles in these languages.
The strong position of Islamic learning in Daghistan
was recognised by the Russian administration, which
prohibited Russian Orthodox missionaries from proselytising in the area, fearing popular unrest among
the local Muslim population. Russian attempts to
replace local religiously-based education with Russian
schools had only limited success. The so-called "new
method" gymnasia and technical schools in the urban
centres of Daghistan, Cecnya and Ossetia were dominated by non-native, Russian-speaking students and
faculty. At the same time, the last decade of the 19th
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century and first decade of the 20th century witnessed
the steady growth of a small but active Russian-educated intelligentsia among the Caucasian ethnicities,
which became an important vehicle in spreading
Russian culture among their respective ethnic groups.
Overall, however, the literacy level among the mountaineers remained relatively low throughout the
Caucasus. The Russian census of 1897 shows Daghistan
to be in the lead with 9.2%, followed by Adygheya
(7%), Karacay (4.6%), Kabarda (3.2%), and Balkariya
(1.4%).
k. The Caucasus on the eve of the Russian Revolution
Following the discovery of commercial amounts of
oil in some areas of Cecnya in 1894, the region underwent a rapid economic and social transformation and
by 1910 had become a major centre of oil production in the Caucasus, second only to Baku. Radical
changes in the social and economic landscape of the
region were underway throughout the first decade of
the 20th century, as Cecnya and its neighbours were
becoming increasingly integrated into the world economy. This process is attested by the emergence of a
number of local companies with links to major
European and Russian entrepreneurs and banks. They
presided over many local projects, including the creation of the oil industry and attendant infrastructure
in and around Grozny. Several newly-built railways
linked central Russia to the major urban centres of
the Caucasus—Ekaterinodar, Vladikavkaz, Novorossisk
(former Sudjuk-Kalce), Stavropol5 and Baku. These
cities soon became centres of anti-government agitation spearheaded by, for the most part, Russian revolutionary intelligentsia and Russian-speaking industrial
and railway workers. While the majority of the mountaineers of the northwestern and central Caucasus did
not benefit from these developments (in fact, due to
widespread land speculation, many local peasants lost
their already tiny lots of agricultural land and were
forced to migrate to the rabidly-growing cities), some
members of the Cerkes, Cecen and Ingush elites,
including some wealthy leaders of Sufi" wirds, profited
from this economic boom. The growing economic
inequality and abiding hostility between the Russian
settlers (Cossacks) and the mountaineers fuelled rural
unrest, especially in Cecnya and Ossetia. As usual,
the Russian administration resorted to the tactic of
deportation and exile to Russia and Siberia of real
or imaginary "troublemakers". Among those deported
from Cecnya and Ingushetia in the first decade of
the 20th century were shaykhs of the Nakshbandiyya
(e.g. cAbd al-cAz!z Shaptukaev, also known as Dokku
Shaykh and Deni Arsanov,) and ustddhs of the local
Kadirl wirds, BatalhadjdjT Belkhoroev, BamatgireyHadjdjf and their closest followers. The Russian
revolution of 1905-6 galvanised local resistance movements, which were driven in part by the forced
Russification of the rural population and the growth
of the number of Russian settlers and landlords. In
line with Marxist principles, the Russian Communist
agitators, who, for the most part, were based in the
industrial centres of the region, attempted to reach
out to the mountaineer masses and to rally them to
their cause. However, these attempts met with limited success among the majority of mountaineers, who
remained suspicious of the goals of the agitators, many
of whom espoused atheism. As a result, the revolutionary movement in the Caucasus was for the most
part confined to the urban centres with a substantial
Russian population. Local disturbances continued
throughout the first decade of the 20th century, despite
severe repression. In 1914-15, the hardships and short-

ages of World War I triggered another wave of antigovernment protests both in cities and the countryside. The military defeats of Russian armies on the
Western front and the wartime requisitions instituted
by the Russian administration resulted in acts of sabotage and mass desertions among mountaineer recruits.
1. The Russian Revolution and civil war
The victory of the democratic revolution in Russia
in February 1917 instilled in the Caucasian nations
a hope to finally rid themselves of the oppressive
imperial rule. In the heady days after the revolution,
mountaineer leaders saw their chance to secure independence from Russia. Throughout the Caucasus, there
mushroomed numerous "civil committees" and "revolutionary councils", which represented a wide spectrum of political views from "Muslim Communism"
of various shades to bourgeois liberalism and parliamentary democracy. At the same time, many mountaineer communities remained committed to the more
traditional religious values and leaders. Thus a "congress of the Cecen people" that spontaneously assembled in Grozny in March 1917 demanded the
reinstatement, of the Shatfa as the law of the land
and the creation of the post of the chief mufti of the
Terek oblast3 with wide-ranging jurisdiction. Such
demands were actively supported by local scholars,
many of whom were leaders of the Caucasian Kadirl
wirds and the Nakshbandiyya, namely Sugaip-Mulla,
C
A1I Mitaev, Deni Arsanov and cAbd al-Wahhab
Hadjdjf Aksayskii. The spiritual authority and economic power (the individuals just mentioned were
wealthy landowners and successful entrepreneurs)
wielded by such traditional religious authorities made
them indispensable for the new crop of local politicians, who represented the interests of the nascent
mountaineer bourgeoisie. Thus the famous Cecen oil
tycoon and politician cAbd al-Madjfd Cermoev was
anxious to secure the support of the influential Sufi
shqykhs Yusuf Hadjdjf and Deni Arsanov.
On 1 May 1917, the "First Congress of the
Mountain Peoples" was convened at Vladikavkaz
(North Ossetia). Presided over by the Balkar intellectual Basiyat Shakhanov, it lasted for ten days. Of its
400 participants many were authoritative religious
scholars and Sufi shaykhs, namely, Deni Arsanov and
Sugaip-Mulla Gaysumov from Cecnya, Uzun Hadjdjf
and Nadjm al-Dln Efendi Gotsinskii from Daghistan,
Hamzat Hadjdjf Urusov from Karacay, etc. The
Congress called for the formation of the Union of
the Mountain Peoples of the Caucasus, which, in turn,
was supposed to be part of a larger political structure called the "All-Caucasus Muslim Union". The
resolutions of the Congress included a demand for
the establishment of the office of Shaykh al-Isldm at
the government of the Russian Federation, who would
preside over a consultative council of six representatives of the three major schools of law on the territory of the former Russian Empire, namely, Shafi'I,
HanafT and Dja'farf (Shf c f). Another resolution called
for the creation of an "academy of Sharfa sciences"
at Vladikavkaz and the declaration of the Sharfa as
the only law of the land.
In June 1917, the famous Muslim scholar and
Nakshbandf s_haykh of Daghistan, Uzun Hadjdjf, arrived
in Cecnya. He had already acquired a reputation
there for piety and clairvoyance during his earlier
sojourn at the Cecen village of Shatoi, whose inhabitants had given him shelter from the persecution of
the Russian military police shortly before the Russian
Revolution. At a meeting of the inhabitants of the
Shatoi district, Uzun HadjdjT declared Nadjm al-Dm
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tanka. Into this complex and near-chaotic political
Gotsinskii, a respected scholar of liberal leanings and
landscape came former officers of the "Wild Division"
son of a nd'ib of Imam Shamil, as imam of Cecnya
of the Tsarist army, who tried to form a political
and Daghistan. The shaykh confirmed his nomination
alliance with the traditional Cecen leaders against the
by a display of his miraculous powers. According to
Bolsheviks in Grozny.
some "eye-witness" accounts, he performed his prayer
The situation grew even further confused after the
on his felt coat (burkd) which he had spread in the
collapse in late October 1917 of the Provisional
middle of lake Eyzen-Am.
Government of Russia and the seizure of power in
In September 1917, the Second Congress of the
the Russian capital by the Bolsheviks and their radical
Mountain Peoples was assembled at Andy, on the
political allies. In the Caucasus, the power vacuum
border between Daghistan and Cecnya. It attracted
created by the change of guard in St. Petersburg
some 20,000 participants from all over the Caucasus.
(Petrograd) was filled in the early months of 1918 by
In addition to traditional religious and political leada series of short-lived "unions", "congresses" and
ers and members of the nascent mountaineer bourgeoi"councils", which were usually organised by ethnicity.
sie, the Congress was attended by representatives of
All these political bodies proved to be extremely fracleftist political parties, including the Bolsheviks, and
tious and incapable of reaching consensus on any
a number of political emissaries from the Provisional
given proposal or policy. Under the circumstances,
Government of Russia. Another congress took place
leftist political parties, such as the Bolsheviks, Menat Temlr-Khan-Shura, in Daghistan. Its participants
sheviks, and Social Revolutionaries, which had been
ignored Uzun Hadjdjf's appointment of Gotsinskii as
cemented by a strict party discipline and decades of
imam of Daghistan and Cecnya. Instead, they bestowed
struggle against the Russian imperial government,
upon him the title of chief mufti, which carried less
turned out to be the only viable alternative to the
political authority. This event upset Uzun Hadjdjf,
authority of the traditional religious leaders of mounsince it nullified his earlier appointment of Gotsinskii
taineer society. Steeped in the arts of political agitaas imam. Upon hearing the news, Uzun Hadjdjf withtion and revolutionary demagoguery, the leftist parties
drew from Temlr-Khan-Shura together with some
soon gained the upper hand in the struggle to win
10,000 of his supporters. Uzun Hadjdjf's departure
over the masses. Their clear and catchy political
reflected his frustration with the growing influence of
slogans, promising social and ethnic equality and an
leftist, "socialist" groups on the events in Daghistan
equitable distribution of land, resonated with the aspiand Cecnya and their attempts to seize the initiative
rations of the impoverished Russian and mountaineer
from the traditional mountaineer leadership and to
classes. To enhance their influence even further, in
use it to their advantage. Gotsinskii's authority was
January 1918, a group of representatives of the leftdrastically reduced when a mass meeting of Daghistam
ist political parties of the northern Caucasus agreed
villagers (apparently orchestrated by the opponents of
to form the so-called "Socialist Bloc".
Gotsinskii) named the Nakshbandf shaykh CA1I Hadjdjf
After a period of political jockeying, the Bolsheviks,
of Akusha—a village in the Dargin region of
led by Sergei Kirov, succeeded in wresting the leadDaghistan—as the second mufti.
ership of the Bloc from their rivals, the Mensheviks
Similar tensions between various tribal, ethnic and
political factions, often working at cross-purposes, were
and Socialist Revolutionaries. On 4 May 1918, the
in evidence in other areas of the northern Caucasus.
leaders of the Socialist Bloc declared the creation of
the Terek Peoples' Republic, with its capital in
Thus at a meeting of the Cecen National Council,
the murids of the Nakshbandl shaykh Deni Arsanov
Vladikavkaz. The new republic was to be part of the
Russian Federation. It included Ossetia, Cecnya,
attacked and beat up the Council's chairman AhmadKhan Mutushev. As a result, Arsanov became chairIngushetia, Kabarda, Balkaria, and the lands of the
man "by default". The breakdown of centralised
Kumuks and Noghay Tatars. As Russia descended
authority resulted in chaos and political assassinations, ! ever deeper into the chaos of civil war, many mounwhich had begun shortly after the February revolutaineer leaders began to consider the possibility of
tion of 1917 and which continued uninterrupted
creating an independent state. In the early months of
throughout the rest of the year.
1918, a group of politicians led by Tapo Cermoev,
Against this background, the long-standing animosity
Vassan-Girey Djabagi, Pshemakho Kotsev and several
between the Russian and Ukrainian Cossacks and the
other mountaineer leaders of a liberal slant, formed
Cecens burst into the open, leading to a tit-for-tat
the so-called "Mountain Government" at Tiflfs. On
warfare between the two groups. Several Cecen and
11 May 1918, they declared an independent "MounCossack settlements were plundered and put to the
tain Republic". The primary goal of the new state,
torch. In the course of these hostilities, a Cossack
as envisaged by its founders, was the immediate cessadetachment murdered shaykh Deni Arsanov, along with
tion of civil war on its territory and the construction
his 35 murids, after he had attempted to broker a
of a new life on democratic principles.
peace agreement between the warring parties. This
This programme was, however, never implemented.
tragic episode led to a further escalation of violence.
Soon after the fall of the Bolshevik-dominated Terek
In December 1917 the members of the Cecen National
Peoples' Republic, the country was occupied by the
Council were forced to flee from Grozny, which had
White Army of General Denikin. Since Denikin's politfallen into the hands of revolutionary workers and
ical programme rested on the idea of the restoration
soldiers, most of whom were of Russian or Ukrainian
of Russian imperial rule and revival of a "one and
backgrounds. This event led to the isolation of the
undivided Russia", he hurried to abolish the incapital from the rest of the country and the emergence
dependent "Mountain Republic" and attacked its
of two parallel power structures, the Russian-dominated
supporters in Kabarda and North Ossetia. When the
Sovdeps (councils of representatives of workers and
White Army arrived in Cecnya and Ingushetia, it
soldiers) and the one which was controlled by tradiunleashed a brutal punitive campaign against the local
tional Cecen leaders, such as shaykh cAlf Mitaev and
population, burning down dozens of villages and exethe former chairman of the Cecen National Council,
cuting hundreds of their inhabitants. The protests of
Ahmad-Khan Mutushev, both of whom were affilithe Mountain Republic's leadership addressed to the
ated with different branches of the Kunta Hadjdjf
Western powers, which had actively supported and
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equipped Denikin, went unheeded. In the meantime,
the Bolsheviks of the Terek Peoples' Republic went
underground. Many Bolshevik ministers (commissars)
found refuge in the remote mountains of Ickeriya
(Cecnya). From there, they directed a campaign of
sabotage and agitation against the Whites. Their calls
to resist the White Army and expel it from the country found an eager reception among the mountaineers,
who had realised that Denikin's victory would lead
to the restoration of the oppressive Russian imperial
rule over their lands. Playing on such fears, the
Bolsheviks made a pact with the local religious leaders, such the Kadirf shaykh CA1I Mitaev and the
Nakshbandf elder shaykh Sugaip-Mulla, who enjoyed
wide support among the mountaineer masses. The
Bolsheviks did not hesitate to promise their allies, in
the case of victory, full political autonomy and freedom to practice their religion and to implement the
rule of the Sharfa.
In June 1919, the popular Cecen revolutionary
Aslanbek Sheripov and the Daghistam leader Uzun
Hadjdjf agreed to form a unified front against the
occupying White Army. In September, Uzun Hadjdjf
proclaimed himself imam and military commander (amir)
of the "North Caucasus Emirate" with the capital at
Vedeno (Vedan), the Cecen village that some 80 years
earlier had served as a headquarters of Shamil's imamate. Simultaneously, Uzun Hadjdjf declared a "holy
war" (ghazawat) against the White legionnaires. Uzun
HadjdjT's headquarters became the recruitment point
of mountaineer fighters from all over the northern
Caucasus, especially Kabarda, Balkaria, Ingushetia,
and Daghistan. Many volunteer detachments were led
by Sufi shqykhs, who often arrived in Vedeno accompanied by their murids. Some of them were given ministerial posts in the Emirate government. The leaders
of this new state, which they classified as a "Shaffa
monarchy" (Rus. shariatskaya monarkhia), declared their
primary aim to be full independence from Russia
under the rule of the Sharfa. The territory of the
Emirate was divided into seven provinces that were
administered by Uzun Hadjdjr's na'ibs. In addition,
he sent his ambassadors to the neighbouring states,
such as Adharbaydjan, with which he maintained close
ties throughout his political career.
Impressed by Uzun Hadjdjr's influence on the
mountaineers of different ethnic and tribal backgrounds, the Bolsheviks endeavoured to secure his support in the struggle against their common enemy, the
Whites. On 4 February 1920, the Bolsheviks formed
a special "committee for the restoration of Soviet rule
in the Northern Caucasus" under the chairmanship
of Ordzonikidze with Kirov as his chief lieutenant.
They succeeded in convincing the mountaineer leadership of the necessity to join forces against the White
Army. From then on, the Caucasian Red Partisans
and the Fifth Red Army led by the Bolshevik commander Nikolai Gikalo fought alongside the murids of
Uzun Hadjdjl and of other local wirds. Some members of the Cim Mfrza wird of the Kunta Hadjdjf
tarika even decorated their sheepskin hats (papakhas)
with red bands to demonstrate their solidarity with
the Bolsheviks.
In March 1920, after having suffered a series of
crushing defeats at the hands of the Muslim-Bolshevik
coalition, the White Army abandoned the major cities
of Cecnya and Daghistan and began to withdraw to
the coast of the Caspian Sea. The city of Darband
was liberated after a nineteen-day, street-by-street battle, giving the Whites no alternative but to put their
entire army on ships and sail from the port of Petrovsk.

Their departure ushered in a new stage of the war,
during which the former allies soon found themselves
locked in a life-and-death struggle for control of the
country they had just liberated. This, however, did
not happen overnight, as the Soviets initially did not
feel strong enough to turn against their Muslim comrades-in-arms. A cable from Vladimir Lenin addressed
to the Bolshevik Revolutionary Committee (revkom] of
Grozny instructed its members to respect the mountaineers' desire for religious and political autonomy
and independence. This was, however, apparently only
a temporary tactical manoeuvre that was to be supplanted by a more aggressive strategy on the part of
the Bolshevik party leadership, which was determined
to bring the entire Caucasus under communist rule.
m. The anti-Soviet rebellion of 1920-1 in Upper Daghistan

The death of Uzun Hadjpljf in May 1920 did not
lead to the dissolution of his Emirate. His functions
as head of a theocratic state were taken up by a
number of authoritative religious leaders, such as the
Sufi shaykh CA1I Mitaev, who had about 10,000 followers in Cecnya and Ingushetia. Like Uzun Hadjdjl,
Mitaev maintained close relationships with Nadjm alDln Gotsinskii, who was generally recognised as the
new imam of Cecnya and Daghistan. However, for
reasons that are not entirely clear, CA1I Mitaev did
not take an active part in Gotsinskii's bid for independence from Soviet Russia in the months that followed. Gotsinskii assembled under his command about
20,000 seasoned fighters, who were to become the
core of his rebel army.
Throughout 1920, tensions were mounting between
the former allies of the anti-White coalition in many
parts of Daghistan and Cecnya. They were fuelled by
the highhandedness of the Red Army's commanders
and political commissars, who were ignorant of the
customs, religious beliefs and social institutions of the
local populations and tended to dismiss them as contrary to Communist ideology. Steeped in atheistic propaganda, they viewed the mountaineers' attachment
to the Islamic religion as a "reactionary superstition"
that had to be discouraged, if not uprooted altogether.
The constant influx of fervent revolutionary propagandists and atheistic-minded political representatives
(upolnomocennye) from Rostov and other cities of southern Russia added to the growing discontent with Soviet
rule among the mountaineers and their leaders. The
disaffected political groups established their base in
the rugged mountainous areas of western Daghistan,
from where they attempted to orchestrate resistance
to the Bolshevik authorities.
In August 1920, Nadjm al-Dfn Gotsinskii and
Colonel Kaitmas 'Alfkhanov convened an assembly at
the remote village of Gidatl, during which cAllkhanov
was proclaimed "war minister" of the newly formed
"Sharf'a Army of the Mountain Peoples". The uprising spread quickly among the mountaineers of
Avaristan and the Andy range. The area's rugged terrain made it a natural fortress for the rebel army. In
a matter of weeks, Soviet rule in Upper Daghistan
was effectively eliminated and replaced by authorities
loyal to Imam Gotsinskii, including Sa'ld-bek (a greatgrandson of Imam Shamil, who had joined the rebellion at Gotsinskii's invitation), Colonel 'Alfkhanov, a
few traditional leaders affiliated with Sufi" turuk and
some former officers of the Tsarist army, including
Colonel DjaTarov, who was appointed commanderin-chief of the rebel military forces. Food and supplies were provided by the local population, but each
fighter had to have his own weapons. The army was
divided into 100 strong infantry units, supported by
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deprivations. At the end of 1920, the Red Army
small cavalry detachments. Throughout the rebellion,
command made another attempt to quash the rebelthe rebels suffered from shortages of weapons and
lion. Fresh Red Army divisions from Russia and
ammunition and had to rely heavily on the supplies
Adharbaydjan were dispatched into the region with
captured from the Red Army. This disadvantage was
the orders to cut the rebels off from their supply base
counterbalanced in part by the rebels' intimate knowlin Cecnya, to punish the local population for their
edge of the local terrain and their mastery of the art
co-operation with the rebel force, and to surround
of mountain warfare.
and eliminate the enemy force. Valley after valley was
The Bolsheviks' initial reaction to the rebellion was
occupied by the fresh Red Army troops and a renewed
ineffective and confused. Their detachments stationed
scorched-earth policy applied to the conquered vilin the area suffered heavy casualties and had to abanlages, forcing the rebels to withdraw ever deeper into
don their base at Botlikh, which was occupied by the
the barren mountains. Supported by armoured vehirebel troops. In less than six weeks, most of Upper
cles, the Red Army scored an important victory in
Daghistan on the border with Cecnya was cleansed
early January 1921 at Khodzhal-Makhi. The remainof Red Army units and their local allies, the Red
ing rebels, some 1,000 men, retreated to the aul of
Partisans, and fell under the control of the rebels.
Gergebil, where they took their final stand against the
The only Red Army units that still remained in Upper
superior Red Army force. In the course of the allDaghistan were trapped within their fortresses. To
relieve them, during the first two weeks of October j out advance that began on 7 January, the Red Army
forces suffered heavy casualties, and were still unable
1920, Red Army reinforcements were sent to Temfrto capture the well-fortified aul until 26 January 1921.
Khan-Shura from Adharbaydjan. Upon arrival, they
In the course of the siege, the Red Army units lost
were dispatched to the rebel-controlled areas with the
a total of 877 men, with the rebels' casualties proborders to occupy the strategic village of Arakany
ably twice, if not more that number. The remaining
(Harakan). As a 700-strong Red Army expeditionary
rebel forces evacuated the area around Gergebil and
force led by the head of the Daghistan CeKa
retreated to Arakany and Ghimrah (Gimry). Arakany
("Committee for Struggle Against Counter-Revolution,
was captured by a Red Army unit on 14 February
Sabotage and Speculation") was approaching Arakany,
1921 after a fierce hand-to-hand street battle, leaving
on 30 October 1920, it was enticed into a narrow
most of Upper Daghistan under Soviet control. Gimry,
gorge by the rebel levies under the command of
an almost impregnable mountain fortress and the birthShaykh Muhammad of Balakhany and massacred to
place of Shamil, remained the last rebel stronghold.
the last man.
Due to its natural defences, it could only be forced
Following this military disaster, which was a re-run
of many similar ones suffered by the Imperial Russian
to surrender by around-the-clock artillery fire. Within
a week, 90% of the buildings in the aul were reduced
army in the 19th century, the Bolshevik military comto rubble. The rebels responded by lightning night raids
mand of the Caucasus began to prepare a massive
military expedition into the mountains of Upper
against the artillery units positioned around the village.
Daghistan with the mission to crush the rebellion once
After the capture of Gimry on 17 February 1921,
its surviving defenders withdrew to western Daghistan.
and for all. The new Red Army force under the command of Todorskii was supported by the pro-Russian
The Soviet victory was due in part to the fall to the
and pro-Bolshevik mountaineer fighters (Red Partisans),
Soviets of the independent Georgian Republic in late
who had distinguished themselves in the struggle
February 1921, which left the rebel forces exposed to
against the White Army of General Denikin. The Red
Red Army attacks from Georgian territory, now firmly
Partisans took an active part in the ensuing hostiliunder Soviet control. The last rebel detachment led
ties and were instrumental in relieving the Red Army
by Colonel Djacfarov counted some 250 to 300 men,
garrisons besieged at Khunzakh and Gunib. Intent on
including a few surviving leaders of the rebellion, such
quelling the rebellion at any cost, the Red Army comas the "war minister" Colonel 'Alfkhanov and Lieumand continued to pour more reinforcements into
tenant Abakarov. They assembled at the aul of Gidatl,
Daghistan. They were deployed against the rebel army
the birthplace of their resistance movement, in April
at Ghimrah (Gimry), Botlikh and Arakany, which
1921. The aul fell in May after several days of fierce
counted some 3,500 fighters among its ranks. The
fighting. Some rebel commanders managed to escape,
Red Army detachments continued to suffer heavy
only to be hunted down, captured and executed by
casualties (almost 400 men) at the hands of the rebels
the Soviet interior troops within the next few years.
throughout November 1920; during that month the
Of the principal figures of the Daghistan rebellion,
Red Army garrisons were effectively reduced to holdonly Sacfd-Bek, great-grandson of Imam Shamil, was
ing their positions at Gunlb and Khunzakh. Their
able to make his way to Turkey.
occasional punitive forays into the mountains failed
The war between the Soviets and their Muslim
to suppress the rebels, instead arousing the hatred of
opponents was accompanied by atrocities on both
the local population, which actively supported the
sides. The bodies of the fallen Red Army combatants
rebels. The loss of the elite "First Model Revolutionwere routinely mutilated by the rebels in response to
ary Discipline Rifle Regiment" near Botlikh in late
their indiscriminate violence against the population of
November 1920 was a dramatic evidence of Red
the auk suspected of supporting the guerrillas. As a
Army's inability to achieve its strategic objectives as
result of several years of hostilities, most of Daghistan
well as the counterproductive nature of its scorchedlay in ruins; it took more than a decade of strenuearth policy against the civilian population. On the
ous effort to rebuild the country. The brutal supother hand, the reversals suffered by the Red Army
pression of Daghistan's bid for independence left a
infused the rebel forces with confidence, and gave
legacy of mutual hatred between the local population
them much-needed supplies and ammunition. In the
and the Soviets. This hatred manifested itself in the
end, the Red Army regiments led by Nadjm al-Dln
series of small-scale uprisings that continued throughSamurskii were forced to seek refuge in their last
out the late 1920s and early 1930s.
remaining strongholds at Gunfb and Khunzakh. Their
n. "Class struggle" and Communist purges in Cecnya and
siege by the rebel army lasted for two months, durIngushetia, 1920-38
ing which the Red Army fighters suffered terrible
In Cecnya and Ingushetia, now firmly under Soviet
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control, the Muslim population was in no position to
participate actively in the Daghistan rebellion, although
some minor disturbances did take place on the border between Cecnya and the rebel-controlled parts of
Daghistan. In Cecnya, tensions between traditional
leaders and pro-Communist elements came to the fore
in the course of public debates over the future of the
Autonomous Mountain Soviet Socialist Republic, which
was proclaimed on 17 November 1920. It included the
territories of present-day Cecnya, Ingushetia, Ossetia,
Kabarda, Balkaria and Karacay.
The government of the infant republic was dominated by revolutionary-minded intellectuals, who had
supported the Bolsheviks from the early days of the
February Revolution in Russia and were willing to
co-operate with the Soviets in return for domestic
autonomy. Under Lenin, the Russian political leadership was ready to accommodate their nationalist
agendas and grant them independence vis-a-vis the
Bolshevik regime in Moscow. The secularised revolutionary leaders of the Mountain Republic faced opposition from the more religiously-minded political
factions, whom Bolshevik sources described as "supporters of the Sharfa" (shariatisty}. At issue was the role
and scope of the Sharfa legislation in the life of the
new state. The shariatisty demanded the full and unconditional implementation of Sharfa legislation in all
spheres of public life, whereas their leftist opponents
sought to restrict it to the realm of private conviction and prohibit its public dissemination. The leftists eventually triumphed over the supporters of the
Sharfa and declared Communist values and secular
legislation to be the only law of the land. In August
1922, a decree issued by the Central Committee of
the Soviet Mountain Republic officially abolished local
Shatfa courts, although in Cecnya and Ingushetia they
remained active until 1926.
Gradually, the struggle against the Sharfa turned
into a concerted political campaign against its learned
exponents, the fulama\ Since, by virtue of their special status in mountaineer society Muslim scholars continued to dominate local councils (soviets) in the Cecen
and Ingush countryside, in September 1921 the Communist Central Committee based in Grozny issued a
decree replacing local Soviets with Bolshevik-dominated
revolutionary committees (revkoms). The anti-clerical
campaign unleashed by the Bolsheviks was aimed at
reducing the influence of traditional Muslim leaders
on the masses and at isolating them politically. Some
Muslim scholars sought to retain their social roles by
cooperating with the Soviets. Among them was the
Sufi shaykh CA1I Mitaev. As the son of the renowned
founder of the Bamatgirey wird (a branch of the Kunta
Hadjdjf tarika), Mitaev enjoyed wide popularity among
the Cecens and Ingush. A veteran of the revolutionary war against the White Army, the Bolsheviks considered him reliable enough to appoint to the
Revolutionary Committee of the Cecen oblast3. Once
a month, he is said to have arrived at its meetings
in Grozny accompanied by thirty mounted disciples
(munds), who patiently waited for him outside the
Communist Party headquarters until the end of the
meeting. CA1I Mitaev's political agenda included the
demand for an autonomous Mountain Republic under
the rule of the Sharfa.
In 1924, the Bolshevik party, now headed by Stalin,
embarked on a campaign to curtail national autonomies and subject them to the direct rule of the Central Committee of the Communist Party in Moscow.
That year witnessed the dismantling of the Soviet
Mountain Republic and the creation of a number of

regional autonomies, Karacay-Circassia, KabardaBalkaria, Adyghea, Cecnya, Ingushetia and North
Ossetia. This political manoeuvre was followed by a
campaign to disarm the mountaineer communities,
which was rightly seen by the mountaineers as a prelude to a new wave of repression. To forestall any
possibility of rebellion, the communist security agency
(OGPU, the forerunner of the KGB) accused many
former members of the governing bodies of the
Mountain Republic of disloyalty to the Communist
party and of fomenting an armed rebellion against
the Soviet authorities of Cecnya and Ingushetia. Among
those implicated in the "anti-party activities" was CA1I
Mitaev. He was enticed into a trap by OGPU operatives, arrested and executed in 1925. The OGPU
also arrested the prominent Nakshbandf elder and
Islamic scholar Sugaip-Mulla Gaysumov. His life was
spared, due in part to his old age and his active role
in the struggle against the White Army. However, as
with most members of the 'ulama3 class, he was to be
kept under close police surveillance.
From that time on, the OGPU pursued a relentless campaign to isolate and neutralise the Muslim
"clergy" of Cecnya, Ingushetia and Daghistan as well
as other autonomous republics of the northern
Caucasus. Many prominent local scholars versed in
Arabic and Islamic culture were arrested on trumpedup charges of conspiracy, espionage or membership
in the parties and factions that had been condemned
by the Central Committee of the Russian Communist
Party as "deviant" or "dangerous". Later on, in 1926,
the local party cadre, including the President of the
Central Executive Committee of Cecnya, Tashtemfr
Elderkhanov and his several aides, were accused of
sympathising with the "reactionary clergy" and "bourgeois nationalists" and removed from their offices.
They were replaced with Russian party apparatchiks,
such as Ivanov and Cernoglaz, whose wanton disrespect for local customs and beliefs and fervid implementation of anti-religious policies triggered several
small-scale uprisings, which were brutally suppressed
by the Soviet interior troops. Many participants of
these movements, including those responsible for the
assassination of Ivanov and Cernoglaz, belonged to
the local wirds, primarily those of Kunta Hadjdjr and
Batalhadjdjf. In a sense, the "tankat conspiracy" was
an invention of Cernoglaz, who expected to receive
substantial awards and promotion from the Central
Committee of the Soviet Communist Party for "unmasking" it. His assassination at the hands of Kunta
Hadjdjr tarika members was an act of revenge for his
dogged persecution of its leaders and ruthless implementation of anti-religious policies.
This act triggered a series of new persecutions
against the members of the implicated turuk and their
leaders, whom the Soviet authorities viewed as the
bastions of "religious fanaticism" and "reactionary ideology". In less than one month, the OGPU forces
arrested 300 Cecens, Ingush and Daghistanfs, including 39 religious leaders, and accused them of plotting an armed rebellion under "religious and nationalist
banners". Simultaneously, the Soviet administration of
the northern Caucasus sought to undermine the economic foundations of the 'ulamd3 class by confiscating
local religious endowments and prohibiting the collection of the zakat [q.v.]. These measures, combined
with the introduction of the hated kolkhozs and crackdown on the kulaks (wealthy peasants) by the Soviet
authorities, provoked a wave of local uprisings and
unrest that continued throughout 1929-30. Some of
the uprisings were led by the former Red Partisans,
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to punish the mountaineers for their long resistance
such as Shita Istamulov and his brother Hasan of the
to the cruel and arbitrary Communist rule and for
village of Shali in Cecnya. On 5 December 1936, the
3
their continuing struggle for freedom and indepenCecen-Ingush Autonomous Region [oblast ] was "updence. In late 1943-early 1944, the population of four
graded" to the status of an autonomous republic. This
Caucasian nations, Cecens, Ingush, Balkars and Karaact was accompanied by another wave of reprisals
cays—men, women and children—were rounded up
against the so-called "anti-Soviet elements" of local
en masse by special Red Army detachments, placed in
societies. In the process, the NKVD (the Peoples'
freight cars and transported to Central Asia. Only
Commissariat of Internal Affairs) forces rounded up
three-quarters (some say 50%) of the deported Cecens
and imprisoned thousands of men and women. Most
and Ingush are said to have reached their destinaof the arrested were tried under Article 58 of the
tion. The rest died en route of disease, crowded conSoviet criminal code, which envisaged punishments by
ditions and starvation. The survivors were placed in
death and hard labour for such crimes as treason,
special settlements where they remained under the
espionage, fomenting an armed rebellion, sabotage,
close surveillance of the forces of the Soviet Ministry
terrorism, anti-Soviet propaganda, etc. Hundreds of
of Internal Affairs until the end of exile in 1957.
mountaineers were executed; others were sent to
Those few Cecens and Ingush who were able to escape
Siberia or concentration camps. Some Cecen and
into the mountains, continued an abrek-style resistance
Ingush men escaped into the mountains, from where
to the Soviets by assassinating Red Army and police
they launched revenge attacks against NKVD operaofficers, robbing and burning down the farms of new
tives and Communist Party functionaries. A decade
settlers from Russia and neighbouring republics, engagof political purges left the Cecen and Ingush popuing in sabotage, etc.
lation demoralised and exhausted by the unequal strugDeprived of the benefits of culture and education,
gle against the Soviet state and its giant apparatus of
many members of the exiled nations turned to Islam
political repression. The ranks of the traditional relifor consolation and guidance. For many, Islam became
gious leaders were decimated, while those who sura badge of honour and a powerful source of identity
vived the horrors of Stalin's extermination campaigns
and resistance to the Communist regime's attempts to
were either forced underground or placed under the
erase any distinguishing ethnic and religious characclose surveillance of the Communist secret police,
teristics of its subjects. As a result, during the years
o. World War II and the mass deportation
of exile, the position of traditional religious leaders,
Against all odds, resistance to Soviet rule continued throughout the 1930s under the leadership of
which had been undermined by two decades of
Communist rule and by competition from secular
some members of the Soviet-educated intelligentsia,
whose goal was to free their country of the Soviet
nationalists, was reinforced. This is especially true of
the exiled Cecens and Ingush, among whom the trayoke. Inspired by the Red Army reversals during the
ditional Sufi wirds remained active throughout the
Finno-Soviet war of 1939-40, a former Cecen writer
exile. Moreover, a new wird named after Vis (Uways)
and party official, Hasan Israilov, started an armed
insurrection in the remote mountain area of Galancoz,
Hadjdjf, a branch of the Cim Mfrza HadjdjT silsila,
near Shatoi.
is said to have come into being during this period.
His movement received a new impetus after Nazi
Sufism survived also among the exiled Karacays, many
Germany began a large-scale military operation against
of whom were affiliated with the local branch of the
the Soviets on the eastern front and in the CauNakshbandiyya tonka. At the same time, there is no
casus. In February 1942, when the German troops
evidence to support the oft-repeated claims that, in
approached the Russian city of Taganrog, approxithe 1960s, after the return from Central Asia, from
mately 350 miles from the Cecen-Ingush Republic,
90% to 95% of the Cecen and Ingush believers were
another rebel group headed by Mairbek Sheripov
affiliated with a Sufi tanka. Given the fact that this
joined Israilov's insurrection. To suppress it, the Soviet
period coincided with Khrushcev's campaign to crack
military command resorted to an indiscriminate bombdown on "religious superstitions" in all Soviet republics
ing of Cecen villages in the areas under rebel conand that leaders of the atheist campaign tended to
trol. In 1943-4, Stalin and his Politburo, accomplished j provide grossly inflated statistics in order to secure
what some Russian military rulers (General Ermolov)
additional resources from the Communist Party authorand radical politicians (Pavel Pestel, a leader of the
ities, such statements have to be treated with extreme
"Decembrist" movement) had only dreamed of a cencaution.
tury earlier—a massive expulsion of the "hostile"
The exile lasted for thirteen years for the Cecens
mountain population to Russia and Siberia with the
and Ingush and fourteen for the Balkars and Karacays.
intention of eradicating its resistance to Russian rule.
In January 1957, the Twentieth Communist Party
In 1943, a Communist Party decree abolished the
Congress, presided over by Nikita Khrushcev, declared
Cecen-Ingush Republic, along with the neighbouring
the "rehabilitation" of the four deported mountain
republics of Karacay and Balkaria. The abolition was
nations along with the other victims of Stalin's terjustified by the fact that the population of these
ror, namely, the Kalmuks, the Crimean Tatars and
republics had not only "co-operated" with the Nazis,
the Volga Germans. The Cecens, Ingush, Karacays
but also "invited" them to conquer their lands and
and Balkars were allowed to return to their native
promised them full support. While the German troops
lands and their autonomous republics were re-estabhad indeed occupied briefly the lands of the Karacays
lished by the Soviet government. Upon arrival, many
and Balkars, they had never set foot on Cecen-Ingush
exiles found their lands and houses occupied by the
territory. In any event, it made absolutely no legal
people who were resettled there on Stalin's orders.
sense to hold entire nations responsible for the "coThis created a fertile ground for conflicts over land
operation" with Germany of some of its representabetween the new settlers and the returning indigenous
tives. However, the legal issues pertaining to the
population. Thus in Ingushetia, the lands that had
deportation of mountain nations were of no concern
been vacated by the exiled Ingush population were
to Stalin and his henchmen (the deportation of the
occupied by the settlers from neighbouring North
mountaineers was organised and executed by the
Ossetia. With the weakening of the Soviet state in
NKVD chief Lavrentii Beria). They were determined
the late 1980s, the long-standing conflict between these
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two ethnic groups escalated into violence and bloodshed to the extent that the Soviet government was
forced to send regular army units to the area in order
to separate the combatants. In Cecnya, the majority
of new settlers were Russian Cossacks from the neighbouring Stavropol' region (krai). The Russo-Cecen
military conflicts of 1994-6 and 1999-2002 led to an
upsurge of Cecen nationalism and anti-Russian sentiment. As a result, many Cossack families were forced
to flee to Russia along with thousands of Russian and
Ukrainian families that had resided in Cecnya's urban
centres, especially in Grozny and Gudermes.
p. Conclusion

The developments in the Caucasus following the
dissolution of the Soviet Union in December 1991
cannot be detailed here, especially since many aspects
of local social and political life are still in flux and
require a careful analysis. In the absence of precise
data and opportunities for on-site research, any general conclusions are at best premature. The old biases
and stereotypes of Soviet historiography are now being
replaced by new ones. They spring from the proliferation of nationalist mythologies associated with the
process of nation-building and forging new religious
and national identities. Unfortunately, despite the opening up of the area to Western scholars in the aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet regime, the ongoing
warfare and continuing hostage-taking in various parts
of the Caucasus, most notably in Cecnya, Ingushetia,
Daghistan, Karabagh, Abkhazia and Ossetia, make
research trips to the area extremely dangerous. In
many senses, the Caucasus has all the typical characteristics of the so-called "post-Soviet" political, social
and economic space, i.e. general political instability,
near-disastrous economic conditions resulting from a
steep decline in industrial and agricultural output, high
unemployment and crime rates, a feeling of nostalgia
for the stability and certainties of the late Soviet era,
corruption at all levels of the state apparatus, etc.
Since the disintegration of the Soviet Union, the
political landscape of the area has been determined
by several military conflicts, of which the two RussoCecen wars, the war between Abkhazia and Georgia
and the struggle for [Nagorno-] Karabagh [q.v.] between Armenia and Adharbaydjan, deserve special
mention. In all these cases, religion plays an important
role, at least on the rhetorical level, as the parties to
the conflict adhere to different religious traditions, i.e.
"Christian" Russia versus "Muslim" Cecnya; "Muslim"
Abkhazia versus "Christian" Georgia; "Christian"
Armenia versus "Muslim" Adharbaydjan. As the political space in the new ethnic formations is being
contested by multiple forces and factions, Islam has
come to serve as a powerful source of rhetoric and
legitimacy for the participants. Furthermore, different
political factions uphold different interpretations of
Islam, which further complicates the local discursive
landscape.
So far, the most prominent and consequential divide
has been between the supporters of "traditional" Islam
and the so-called "Wahhabfs". The former emphasise
loyalty to the local version of Islamic religion as
explained and maintained by mountaineer fulamd' and
Sufi elders (ustddhs). The "traditionalists" encourage
the reverence of local saints, the continuing use of
the local customs (fdddt], participation in Sufi rituals
and respect for the traditional clan structure. The
"Wahhabis", who style themselves salafiyyun [see
SALAFIYYA], claim to follow the teaching of Ibn cAbd
al-Wahhab [q.v.] and its modernised version upheld
by Sucudf-based scholars. They are particularly active

in Cecnya and Daghistan. In 1996-9, in the Buynaksk
region of Daghistan, several local "Wahhabf" groups
attempted to create small enclaves of Sharfa rule. Their
leaders declared their independence of the official
Daghistanl government at Makhac-kalce [q.v.]. In late
1999, they fought against Russian troops, which had
been sent to suppress them, alongside the Cecen
Wahhabls led by the field commander, Amir Shamil
Basaev. According to the Caucasian "Wahhabls", their
teaching represents the "pure and simple" Islam of
the primaeval Muslim community. They demand that
their followers and Muslims at large strictly adhere
to their version of the "Islamic" dress code (described
as "Arab" by its opponents) for men and women,
carefully observe the basic Muslim rites and restrictions and participate in d^ihdd against the "enemies"
of the Muslim community worldwide. The supporters
of Caucasian "Wahhabism" reject as bit?a [q.v] many
key elements of "traditional" Caucasian Islam, namely,
belief in the supernatural and intercessory powers of
Suft shaykhs and ustddhs, the practice of dhikr and the
use of the local cdddt alongside the Shaffa.
To what extent "Wahhabism" can be seen as a
mere foreign import (as argued by its detractors), deliberately introduced into the Caucasus by missionaries
and volunteer fighters (mudjdhiduri) from Sucudf Arabia,
the Arab states of the Gulf, Afghanistan and Pakistan,
and cultivated through an elaborate system of material incentives and sophisticated propaganda, remains
unclear. One cannot deny that "Wahhabism" has
found a wide following among the Cecen and Ingush
youth, as well as some middle-aged men and women,
whose lives have been shattered by the brutality of
the Russo-Cecen wars. By infusing its followers with
a sense of camaraderie and common cause that goes
beyond the immediate goals of nationhood and independence, "Wahhabism" serves as a powerful source
of identity and mobilisation that renders it especially
well suited for the trying times of war. At the same
time, by its sweeping rejection of local customs and
practices, Caucasian "Wahhabism" inevitably creates
a rift between different groups of mountaineers. Often,
but not always, this rift is generational in its nature.
The fact that "Wahhabism" has been embraced by
the younger generation of Cecen military and political leaders (Shamil Basaev, Mowladi Udugov, Arbi
Baraev, etc.) in opposition to the "Sufi"" Islam of the
supporters of President Maskhadov may indicate that
the former are eager to free themselves from the traditional sources of legitimacy and authority in order
to enter into a dialogue with, and perhaps secure
assistance from, the Muslim community worldwide.
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east of Nishapur at the southern edge of the Kuh-i
Bmalud (lat. 36° 07' N., long. 59° 00' E.). It is locally
famed as a ziydratgdh or place of pilgrimage, since the
Eighth Imam of the Shlca, CA1I al-Rida [q.v], is said
to have halted there and left the imprint of his foot
on a stone, henceforth to be regarded with reverence;
see Bess A. Donaldson, The wild rue. A study of Muhammadan magic and folklore in Iran, London 1938, 59, 148-9).
The concept of sacred imprints on rocks, on the
roof and walls of caves, etc., is widespread across the
Old World, certainly from the Middle East to South
and South-East Asia (in the latter regions, with e.g.
footprints of the Buddha, as at Adam's Peak, Ceylon).
In the Islamic lands, imprints of the Prophet Muhammad's foot are early found all over the Arab lands,
and subsequently in Ottoman Turkey, and are especial objects of veneration in Muslim India (as likewise are imprints of holy men in non-Muslim India);
see KADAM SHARIF and also Annemarie Schimmel, And
Muhammad is His Messenger. The veneration of the Prophet
in Islamic piety, Chapel Hill, N.C. 1985, 42-3.
There are in fact numerous similar kadamgahs or
shrines of saints and holy men, often but not always
'Alids, apart from the one mentioned above near
Nishapur, throughout Eastern Persia, Afghanistan and
Northwestern India, including a footprint of the caliph
C
A1I b. cAb! Talib at the (Sunn!) shrine of Mazar-i
Sharif [q.v.] in northern Afghanistan. One should also
mention pandjagdhs, "places of the [imprint of the]
palm of the hand", impressions of the hands of holy
men. Thus in Kabul, to the east of the Bala Hisar
above the city, is the shrine of the Pandja-yi Shah
Mardan ("Lord of Mankind", i.e. the Prophet Muhammad) mentioned by the traveller Charles Masson
(Narrative of various journeys in Balochistan, Afghanistan, and
the Panjab, London 1842, ii, 236, iii, 93; and cf. R.D.
McChesney, Waqf in Central Asia. Four hundred years in
the history of a Muslim shrine, 1480-1889, Princeton 1991,
226).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
KADl-ZADE RUMI, SALAH AL-DlN MUSA b.
Muhammad b. Mahmud al-Ruml, usually referred to
as Kadl-zade al-Ruml or Musa Kadl-zade al-Ruml,
lived ca. 760-ca. 835/1359-1432, dates derived from
an early work written in 784/1382-3 and from his
having outlived Ghiyath al-Dln al-Kashl (d. 832/1429
[q.v.]), n o t e d a s t r o n o m e r / m a t h e m a t i c i a n from
Bursa who played a substantial role in the Samarkand
observatory [see MARSAD] of Ulugh Beg [q.v.] and
whose commentaries were used extensively as teaching texts for mathematics and astronomy.
After studying for a time in his native Bursa, where
his father Mahmud was a prominent judge at the
time of Sultan Murad I, Kadi-zade travelled to Persia
to pursue an education in the philosophical and mathematical sciences. There he studied with the famous
theologian al-Sayyid al-Shanf al-Djurdja.nl [q.v.], probably at the court of Tlrnur in Samarkand; this was,
however, an unhappy experience for both parties with
al-Djurdjanl complaining of his student's infatuation
with the mathematical sciences while Kadl-zade made
it known that his teacher was deficient in those subjects. After Timur's death, Kadl-zade found both a
student and patron in Tlmur's grandson Ulugh Beg,
also in Samarkand. He became the head of the large
madrasa there and Ulugh Beg himself sometimes
attended his lectures. Sometime later, ca. 823/1420,
he collaborated with Ghiyath al-Dln al-Kashr under
the directorship and patronage of Ulugh Beg to build
the famous Samarkand observatory and undertake its

observational programmes. After al-Kashi's death
in 1429, he no doubt assumed additional responsibilities. By then he was assisted by the talented young
C
A1I Kushdjl [q.v.], who continued the observational
programme after Kadl-zade's death. Kushdjl's daughter would marry Kadl-zade's son Shams al-Dm;
a grandson of this union was the famous Ottoman
astronomer/mathematician Mirim Celebl (d. 931/
1525).
Kadl-zade was not noted for his innovations or
creativity, and his works reflect this. He was most
famous for his commentaries on al-Djaghmml's [q.v]
astronomical compendium al-Mulakhkhas fi 'l-hay'a
(814/1412) and Shams al-Dm al-Samarkandl's [q.v]
geometrical tract Ashkdl al-ta'sis (completed 815/1412);
the large number of extant manuscripts of both commentaries indicates their enduring popularity as teaching texts. A work on determining the value of Sin 1°
is heavily dependent on the more mathematically
accomplished al-Kashl. His supercommentary on Athlr
al-Dm al-Abharl's [q.v] Hiddyat al-hikma seems to be
his only philosophical or theological work, though
he did intend to write a refutation of parts of alDjurdjanl's famous commentary on al-Idji's Mawdkif.
The common attribution to Kadl-zade of Biblioteca
Medicea Laurenziana or. MS 271, a commentary on
Naslr al-Dm al-TusI's astronomical work al-Tadhkira,
is incorrect; it is actually by al-Djurdjanl.
Bibliography: Tashkopriizade, al-Shakd'ik alnucmdniyya, Istanbul 1985, 14-17 (main biographical
source); Hadjdjf Khalifa, Istanbul 1941-3, 105, 137,
139, 859, 1819, 2029; Brockelmann, I, 468, 473,
511, II, 212, S I, 850, 865; G.P. Matvievskaya and
B.A. Rozenfeld, Matematiki i astronomi musulmanskogo
srednevekovya i ihh trudi (VHI-XVH vv.), Moscow 1983,
ii, 487-9; E. Ihsanoglu et al., Osmanh astronomi literaturii tanhi, Istanbul 1997, i, 5-21 (full bibl.); idem,
Osmanh matematik literaturii tarihi, Istanbul 1999, i, 318; H. Dilgan, art, Qddi %ada al-Rumi, in Diet, of
Scientific Biography, xi, 227-9; E.S. Kennedy, A letter
of Jamshid al-Kdshi to his father, in Orientalia, xxix
(1960), 191-213; A. Sayili, The observatory in Islam,
Ankara 1960.
(FJ. RAGEP)
KAFAN (A.), " s h r o u d " .
In the Islamic world, a dying person was often
forewarned of imminent death by a dream, or by a
dream that an inhabitant of his town had had during the preceding days, to the effect that the Prophet
or some other great figure like Abu Bakr, cUmar or
c
All, was waiting for him and he should get ready
for the meeting. Since death is the natural goal of
life, its approach should be managed calmly. When
the death agony is imminent, the dying person pronounces the shahdda or profession of faith, whilst raising one finger of the right hand to re-affirm for the
last time his belief in the unity of God. If he is too
weak, someone close to him murmurs in his ear just
as his father murmured to him at his birth. The
corpse is washed, unless the dying person has washed
himself in preparation, and then wrapped in three
cloths, white shrouds, or cloths of any other colour
except red, fastened very tightly. A professional
enshrouder, kajfdn, takes charge of this process using
cloths woven by an akfdm. The shroud has often been
acquired long before death by the deceased, the sole
piece of property which he retains after his death,
since it does not figure in what he leaves behind as
inheritance. Only the corpse of a martyr killed in the
way of djihad is not washed, but buried where he has
fallen and in his bloodstained garments.
For great persons, the number of shrouds and their
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value could increase considerably. At his death, the
Fatimid vizier Ibn Killis [q.v.] was buried, at the expense of the caliph al-cAz!z, in fifty perfumed shrouds
and cloths of various fibres, with a total value of
10,000 dinars (see al-MaknzI, Ittidi al-hunqfa', ed. Dj.
Shayyal, Cairo 1387/1967, i, 268-9; see also the store
of Fatimid shrouds mentioned by al-MusabbihT, Akhbdr
Misr, ed. A.F. Sayyid and Th. Bianquis, Cairo 1978,
107). The fibres used in spinning these costly shrouds,
and also the inscriptions on them—a politico-religious
content in Fatimid Egypt, and often poetical, on the
theme of the inevitability of death, in Buyid c lrak—
have been studied by both archaeologists and museum
specialists (R. Gayraud, al-Qardfa al-kubrd, dermere demeure
des Fdtimides, in M. Barrucand (ed.), L'Egypte, son art
et son histoire, Paris 1999, 443-64; bibl. and characteristic texts in E. Garcin, Le textile dans I3Islam medieval,
productions buyides et fdtimides, diss. DEA, Lumiere-Lyon 2
1999, unpubl., 59-60).
The corpse was borne, on the same day, but rarely
at night, on a simple bier, nafsh (wa-humila na'shuhu
'aid aydm, al-Musabbihf, op. cit., 108) by men who
would sometimes run: "If I am good, bear me speedily to God, and if I am bad, get rid of me quickly."
A prayer was pronounced over the corpse near a
mosque. Everyone would stand as the corpse passed
by, even for the corpses of Jews and Christians (it
was usual to be present at the funerals of important
members of the other religious communities), out of
respect for the angels accompanying it. It was even
more meritorious to bear a corner of the bier. Sometimes the dead person was borne along without a
bier, like a package wrapped in a white shroud, or
conversely, the corpse could be carried in an open
wooden coffin (sanduk, tdbut, also meaning cenotaph).
The chroniclers mention this fact as a sign of respect
felt for someone of a distinguished social group.
The corpse, wrapped in the shroud, is lowered into
a tomb dug out for this purpose (see the detailed
description of the types of Muslim tombs in Y. Raghib,
Structure de la tombe d'apres le droit musulman, in Arabica,
xxxix [1992], 395-403). The shroud is then loosened
so that the dead person can be at his ease, and the
face is turned towards Mecca (archaeologists have
found skeletons with post mortem fractures of the cervical vertebrae). Three handfuls of earth are thrown
over the corpse, whilst pronouncing the words "We
created you with this [earth], We give him back to
it, and We will resurrect him anew" (cf. the myths
of ancient Mesopotamia and Kur 3 an, XXII, 5, XXX,
19, etc.). The cavity is filled with earth and pebbles,
with an orifice left for the deceased to get water.
From this point onwards, and until the palms planted
on the tomb become dried up, the deceased is given
over to interrogation by the angels of death preparatory to the Last Judgement [see CADHAB AL-KABR] .
Bibliography. M. Galal, Essai d'observations sur les
rites funerair e en Egypte actuelle, in REI, xi (1937), 131299; H. Laoust (tr.), Le precis de droit d'Ibn Quddma,
Beirut 1950, 45-9, s.v. "Les pratiques funeraires",
a very detailed description of the Sunn! ritual for
washing the corpse, enshrouding and inhumation;
a shroud depicted in a Christian illuminated ms.
of the 13th century at Mawsil, in R. Canavelli (ed.),
La Mediterranee des Croisades, Milan 2000, 138; a bier
and shroud depicted in the illustrations of a Shdhndma from Tabriz 1330-6, in B. Gray, Persian painting,
Geneva 1961, 32. See also DJANAZA, KABR, MAKBARA,
MAWT, and their Bib Is.
(Tn. BIANQUIS)
KAFES (A., T.) "cage", the popular term in
Ottoman Turkish usage for the a r e a of the h a r e m
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of the T o p k a p i p a l a c e in which O t t o m a n
p r i n c e s of the blood (sheh-^ddeler) were c o n f i n e d
from the early 17th century onwards.
In a more abstract sense, historians apply the same
term to the system whereby the rights of claimants
to the Ottoman throne were determined, as opposed
to the "law of fratricide" which it was gradually superseding during this period. In the sources, the term is
of late usage only (d'Ohsson uses the word in the
plural; Tableau de ^Empire ottoman, vii, 101; cAsim,
Tdnkh, Istanbul n.d., ii, 32). Earlier and more widely
attested, however, is the appellation Shimshfrlik (or
Cimshlrlik "the box shrub") or Shimshfrlik odasi ("the
boxwood chamber"), a reference to the little courtyard planted with box, at the north-east corner of
the courtyard of the W'alide Sultan (Silahdar, Tdnkh,
Istanbul 1928, ii, 297; Uzuncar§ili, Sarny,' 9\; Rashid,
Tdnkh, Istanbul 1282/1865-6, ii, 2-3; Necipoglu,
Topkapi Palace, figs. 94, 168, 178). It consisted of a
set of pavilions (twelve, according to d'Ohsson, who
presents each as "comprising several rooms and surrounded by a high wall"), surmounted by cupolas,
fitted with chimneys and windows which, for the
preservation of sexual segregation, did not overlook
the harem. Some were decorated with the mural tiles
typical of the 17th century and with marble niches
(Necipoglu, 178). Similar arrangements existed in the
palace of Edirne: the princes were transferred thither
when the Sultan made it his residence.
Adult sheh-zddeler began living in the interior (enderun
[</•<:<'•]) of Topkapi from the time, in the second half
of the 16th century, when the practice of entrusting
them with provincial governorships in Anatolia was
partially and then totally abandoned. This then became
the exclusive prerogative of the son of the reigning
sovereign. On the other hand, on the accession of
Ahmed I, while still a minor (1603), the leading dignitaries of the state allowed his younger brother
Mustafa to live installed in a niche within the palace.
Furthermore, on the death of the same ruler (1617),
they preferred this brother to succeed him rather than
his eldest son c Othman, who was still very young
(Pecewl, Tdnkh, Istanbul 1283/1866-7, ii, 360-1; Ratio
Celebi, Fedhleke, Istanbul 1281/1864-5, i, 385). Having
thus emerged from his confinement, Mustafa I was
deposed after an initial reign of three months, on account of mental disorders; he "returned to his former
apartments" (Na'Ima, Tdnkh, Istanbul 1281/1864-5,
ii, 163). He was brought out once again to be restored
to the throne after the insurrection which resulted
in the assassination of his nephew c Othman II (May
1622). No more successful than the first, this second
reign lasted only sixteen months and Mustafa returned
to his prison, where he died in 1639.
These events were the harbingers of important
changes: henceforward, despite continuing attacks
mounted by c Othman II and Murad IV against their
respective brothers—outdated practices denounced by
public opinion—the brothers of reigning sovereigns
were allowed to live, but were politically neutralised
by rigorous seclusion in the most secure and secret
area of the Palace. In parallel, despite the inclination
of numerous sultans to promote one of their sons to
the succession, the principle of seniority, made possible by the survival of the sultan's brothers, led, by
gradual stages, to the establishment of a successorial
system in the Ottoman dynasty: in the early 18th century, the chronicler Rashid presents the eldest of the
brothers of Mehemmed IV, Suleyman II, who succeeded the deposed sultan in 1687, as "the august
person who in his turn took charge of the sultanate
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(nobet-i saltanat), according to the order of birth" (tertib-i
sinn-i wilddet ii^re, Rashid, ii, 3). Silahdar confirms that
seniority had become the rule when, on the occasion
of the replacement of Mustafa II, deposed in 1703,
Ahmed III, son of Mehemmed IV, was preferred
by the arbiters of the situation, on account of the
"order of succession" (tertib-i nobet), as well as the qualities of the candidate, over the prince Ibrahim, a son
of Ahmed II who, furthermore, was still a minor
(Nusret-ndme, ed. I. Parmaksizoglu, Istanbul 1962, ii, 177).
Another consequence of the establishment of the
kqfes was to promote, by constituting a reserve of legitimate candidates to the throne, the notion that the
solution to political crises was not to be found only
in the sacrifice of a number of senior dignitaries, serving as a "safety-fuse" for the reigning sultan; there
was also the option of a change of sultan, a new
accession (djiilus)'. the sovereign himself became a safetyfuse to the benefit of the superior entity constituted
by the dynasty, his throne, like other positions of eminence in the empire, being nothing more than "an
ejectable seat".
This was indeed an eccentric preparation for an
eventual reign: total seclusion which could last several decades (see in Alderson, 36, the table of periods spend in the kqfes, before their accession and after
their eventual dethronement, by the twenty-three sultans concerned, from Mustafa I to cAbd iil-Medjld
II). However, a distinction should be drawn, following the lead of d'Ohsson, between two categories of
sheh-zddeler. on the one hand, the sons of the reigning sultan who, while stringently kept apart from any
political activity (and barred from procreation), were
not altogether excluded from public life: on the contrary they participated in festivals which, when the
case arose, were dedicated to them (circumcisions, the
beginnings of education, etc.; cf. S. Faroqhi, Crisis and
change, in H. Inalcik and D. Quataert (eds.), An economic and social history of the Ottoman Empire, Cambridge
1994, 613-14), or in official functions (Ahmed III
received the French ambassador, Andrezel, surrounded
by his four sons; illustration by J.-B. Van Mour, reproduced in A. Boppe, Les peintres du Bosphore au XVHF
siecle, Paris 1989, 29); and on the other hand, the
other princes of the blood. To the latter alone the
regime of the kqfes was applied in full rigour. Furthermore, as soon as their father ceased to reign, the
princes of the first category were relegated to the second: thus on leaving the prison where he had just
spent 39 years, to ascend the throne in place of his
deposed brother Mehemmed IV, Siileyman II issued a
khdtt-i humayun ordering the transfer to the same place
of his displaced brother, the latter's two sons Mustafa
and Ahmed, as well as his own younger brother
Ahmed (the future Ahmed II) who had previously
shared his prison (Silahdar, Tdrikh, ii, 298). Reduced
to the company of their pages, their eunuchs and
concubines who were not permitted to give birth, to
male children in any case (on Akhlretlik Khanim,
fathered by cAbd iil-Hamid I in the kqfes, see Uzuncar§ih, 115), these princes were strictly cut off from
the exterior, deprived of any experience of the world
and of any useful education, neglected and despised
(on succeeding his brother, Siileyman II appeared
wearing an old canten robe and shod in heavy cavalry boots; Silahdar, Tdrikh, ii, 298). Some coped with
their boredom by practising various manual occupations (Ohsson, vii, 102). Added to these inconveniences
was the fearful threat which the suspicions of the
reigning sultan constantly posed to the lives of his
potential rivals. The anxiety which could be thus

aroused among the latter is well illustrated by the
attitudes of Ibrahim or of Siileyman II when invited
to take the throne; both were convinced that this was
a trick on the part of their respective brothers, Murad
IV and Mehemmed IV, to have them executed, and
they stubbornly refused to leave their prison (Naclma,
Tdrikh, iii, 450-2; Silahdar, Tdrikh, ii, 198). It may be
noted to what an extent the shadow of fratricide,
although in fact no longer practised, continued to
hang over the dynasty (as late as 1730, on leaving
the throne, Ahmed III entrusted to his nephew and
successor Mahmud I, as "a trustee of God" the protection of his children (Feracldjizade, Giilshen-i macdrif,
Istanbul 1252/1836-7, ii, 1251; cAbdI, 1730 Patrona
Halil hakkindan bir eser. Abdi Tarihi, ed. F.R. Unat,
Ankara 1943, 42). The vigilance of the Janissaries,
anxious to maintain the freedom of manoeuvre guaranteed to them by a plethora of possible sultans, was
the best safeguard of the sequestered princes: in 1632,
rebellious Janissaries compelled Murad IV to show
them that his brothers were still alive (Uzuncar§ili,
227-8). According to Bobovius, adapted by Girardin,
30-1, "/« milice est toujours leur tutrice".
Chroniclers have often stressed the negative effects
of the system on the competence and mental health
of the sovereigns produced by it (blaming it in particular for some of the psychological disorders associated with Mustafa I or with Ibrahim), but this "black
legend" is doubtless to be treated with caution: the
stringency of confinement certainly varied according
to reigns and circumstances: only Mustafa I, after his
first deposition, or Ibrahim after his dethronement, are
presented as being immured alive, "already interred"
(Na'Ima, ii, 218, iii, 330). In other cases, the links
of princes with their reigning parent, between themselves and even with the outside world were not
entirely severed: "Sultan Soliman, brother of the current emperor, has acquired universal esteem throughout the empire . . . and his renown has induced all
ranks of the militia to declare themselves his protectors," Bobovius noted (122-3), with regard to the future
Siileyman, disparaged as he was in other respects.
Worth noting, on the other hand, is the energy displayed by Ahmed II when, on emerging from 43
years of the kqfes he inaugurated his brief reign (1691-5)
(Silahdar, ii, 576-80). More generally, in the course
of time a progressive humanisation of the kqfes is
observable, associated no doubt with the individual
personality of certain sultans, but especially with the
stabilisation of the new successorial system; during his
39 years on the throne, Mehemmed IV (1648-87)
made no further attempts to harm his two brothers,
even going sometimes to speak with them (Uzuncar§ih,
96; Bobovius evokes "a fairly comfortable prison").
Several decades later, Ahmed III showed himself
respectful and amicable towards his brother Mustafa
II (1695-1703) whose place he took, not that this prevented the latter dying 140 days later in the kqfes,
"of nostalgia for the crown and for the throne"
(Defterdar Sari Mehmed Pasha, Zjibde-i wekdyi'dt, ed.
Ozcan, Ankara 1995, 815, 835). When in 1730 it was
the turn of Ahmed III to be overthrown, the transfer of power between him and his nephew Mahmud
I took place very smoothly: he kissed him on the
forehead, while the other kissed his hand (Feracldjizade,
1251). But it was not until the end of the 18th century that the regime was definitively relaxed: on the
death of his father Mustafa III in 1774, the future
Sellm III was granted a considerable degree of freedom by his uncle cAbd ul-Hamid I, enabling him in
particular to correspond with Louis XVI (Uzuncar§ili,
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Selim IIFiin Veliahfikm Fransa Krah Liii XVI He muhabereleri,
in Belleten, ii [1938], 191-246; S. Munir, Louis XVI et
le sultan. Selim HI, in Revue d'Histoire diplomatique, xxvi
[1912], 516-48). Similarly, cAbd ul-Medjid (1839-61)
was to allow a free hand to his brother cAbd iil-'AzIz
(he fathered a son before becoming sultan, Yusuf clzz
til-Din, born in 1857) and having ascended the throne
(1861-76) the latter showed the same latitude towards
his nephews, having two of them accompany him on
his journey to Paris and London in 1867 (Alderson
34-5).
Bibliography (besides the chroniclers cited in the
text): I.H. Uzuncar§ih, Osmanli develetinin saray te§kilati,
Ankara 1945; A.D. Alderson, The structure of the
Ottoman dynasty, Oxford 1956; G. Necipoglu, Architecture, ceremonial and power. The Topkapi Palace in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, Cambridge, Mass. 1991;
L.P. Peirce, The Imperial harem. Women and sovereignty
in the Ottoman Empire, New York-Oxford 1993; A.
Bobovius, Topkapi. Relation du Serail du Grand Seigneur,
ed. A. Berthier and S. Yerasimos, Aries 1999.
(G. VEINSTEIN)
AL-KAFF (A.), verbal noun of the verb kqffa in the
sense of "to abstain, desist [from s.th.]," and "to repel
[s.o. from s.th.]" (see WbKAS, \, Letter Kdf, 236-9),
in a r e l i g i o - p o l i t i c a l c o n t e x t r e f e r s to the
quiescent a t t i t u d e of some K h a r i d j i t e [q.v]
g r o u p s in early Islam, called kafada "those who sit
down", i.e. stay at home, in abstaining from overt
rebellion and warfare against the ruling authority. See
further KUCUD.
(Eo.)
KAHI (late 9th century-988/late 15th century1580), the takhallus [q.v.~] or pen-name of an I n d o Muslim poet, N a d j m al-Dfn Abu '1-Kasim Muhammad, who wrote at the courts of the Mughal emperors
Humayun and Akbar [q.vv.].
According to most writers he was born in
Transoxania at Miyankal, a district situated between
Samarkand and Bukhara, but stayed a long time in
Kabul, whence he is also known as Kabul!. When
fifteen years old he is said to have visited Djami
(d. 898/1492 [q.v.]) at Harat, and spent some seven
years in the poet's company. Subsequently he went to
India on two separate occasions, once in ca. 936/1530
and then in 961/1554. In his first visit he travelled
to Bhakkar in Sind to meet the Sufi mystic Shah
Djahangir Hashimi (d. 946/1539-40) of Kirman,
author of the Persian mathnawl Ma^har al-dthdr, and
lived in Gudjarat writing for Bahadur Khan and
Muhammad Khan, who ruled that state from 93243/1525-36 and 943-61/1536-53 respectively. In ca.
956/1549 he returned to Kabul and entered the service of prince Akbar. It was as a member of Akbar's
entourage that he made his second visit to India,
spending the remaining years of his life in that country. His patrons this time included, in addition to
Humayun and Akbar, the noblemen of Banaras and
Djawnpur, Khan Zaman and his brother Bahadur
Khan, who were both slain in their abortive revolt
against Akbar in 975/1567. From 969/1561-2 onward
he lived in Agra, where he died in 988/1580 at an
advanced age of 110 or 120 years.
Kahl was an important figure of Akbar's reign,
noted for his poetry as well as other attainments.
Besides writing kasidas and ghazak, he displayed special skill in composing chronograms and riddles. He
is also said to have written a mathnawi on the model
of Sacdl's Bustdn entitled Gul-afshdn. His other accomplishments included the study of Kur'anic exegesis,
scholastic theology, music, astronomy and mysticism.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Ahmad CA1I Khan
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Hashimi Sandilawi, Tadhkira-i makh^an al-ghara'ib,
Bodleian MS. 395; Abu '1-Facll, A'in-i Akban, i, tr.
H. Blochmann, Calcutta 1868; Ghulam CA1I Khan
Azad Bilgrami, Khi^dna-i cdmira, Cawnpore 1871;
Mir Husayn Dust Sanbhall, Tadhkira-i Husaym,
Lucknow 1875; Siddik Hasan Khan, Shamc-i
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iklim, iii, ed. Djawad Fadil, Tehran n.d.; cAbd alKadir Bada'unl, Muntakhab al-tawdnkh, iii, tr.
Wolseley Haig, Calcutta 1925; Nizam al-Dm
Ahmad, Tabakdt-i Akban, ii, tr. B. De, Calcutta
1936; Muhammad CA1I Mudarris Tabriz!, Rayhdnat
al-adab, iiij Tabriz 1369/1949-50; Mir CAH Shir
Kani c Tattawl, Makdldt al-shucard}, ed. Husam
al-Dm Rashidl, Karachi 1957; Kudrat ' Allah
Gopamawi, Tadhkira-i natd'idj. al-qfkdr, Bombay
1336/1957-8; Lutf CA1I Beg Adhar, Atash-kada, ed.
Sayyid Dja'far Shahidl, Tehran 1337/1958;
Bindraban Das Khushgu, Safma-i Khushgu, Patna
1959; Lachml Narayan Shaftk, Shdm-i ghanbdn, ed.
Akbar al-Dm Siddlkl, Karachi 1977.
2. S t u d i e s . T.W. Beale, An oriental biographical
dictionary, London 1894; 1C, xxvii/2-4 (1953); IndoIranica (Calcutta), viii/1, 4 (1955), and xxi/4 (1968);
J. Rypka, History of Iranian literature, Dordrecht 1968,
723-4.
(MUNIBUR RAHMAN)
KAHTANITE, QAHTANITE, a name which has
been p r o p o s e d for d e s i g n a t i n g the e n s e m b l e
of graffiti f o u n d in p r e - I s l a m i c South Arabia
but whose use has not yet become generalised.
The numerous written documents found in Arabia
and dated from pre-Islamic times, may be classed
under three headings: (1) monumental inscriptions on
stone or other durable materials, meant to be exposed
and using varieties of the Arabian alphabet (South
Arabian, Dedanite, Lihyanite and Hasaean) or foreign
scripts (Aramaic, Greek, Latin and Gecez); (2) private
documents (correspondence, contracts, lists or writing
exercises), written in cursive South Arabian script on
wooden sticks or palm stalks, all of these having been
found in Yemen; and (3) very numerous graffiti written
on rocks in various forms of the Arabian alphabet.
The monumental inscriptions and the documents
in cursive South Arabian script can be divided into
several groups, to be defined by ranging over provenance, dating and the political, linguistic, religious and
tribal information given in the text. For designating
these ensembles, Western scholars have devised names
derived from the political groupings where these writings have originated, or failing that, from the region
where they have been found. Thus in South Arabia,
there have been accordingly classified the Sabaic
inscriptions (from the kingdom of Saba3 [q.v.]; the
Madhabic (from the region of the WadI Madhab),
previously called Minaean [see MAC!N]; Katabanic (from
the kingdom of Kataban [q.v.]; and Hadramitic (from
the kingdom of Hadramawt [q.v.]. In the oasis of alc
Ula (ancient Dedan) and of Mada'in Salih (ancient
Hegra/al-Hidjr [q.v] are recognised two successive
ensembles, called Dadanitic (after the ancient name
of the oasis) and Lihyanite (after the ancient tribe
[see LIHYAN]), which Michael Macdonald has recently
suggested should be grouped under the single term
Dadanitic (Macdonald, 2000, 29). Finally, on the
Arabian shores of the Perso-Arabian Gulf, a group
of some 50 texts has been called Hasaitic, after the
name of the region al-Hasa5 [q.v] or al-Ahsa3.
It is more difficult to classify the graffiti, which
number tens of thousands, because their content, often
poor and uninformative, gives hardly any indications
of their language or tribe or cults. Contributing to
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this difficulty is the fact that very few of them have
been rigorously studied. Their typology is based mainly
on adducing as evidence the various types of the
Arabic alphabet and, additionally, on examining the
distinct and homogeneous zones of their distribution.
It is further not very easy to give a name to the
various groups of graffiti at present recognised, since
the identity of their authors is unknown. At an early
stage, specialists isolated two groups, called Safaitic
[g.v.] (from the Djabal al-Safa to the southeast of
Damascus) and Thamudic [q.v.], making a connection
with the ancient tribe of Thamud [q.v.]. But it soon
became apparent that the Thamudic ensemble, in
which were grouped all the non-classified graffiti, was
a vast hold-all term for an extremely heterogeneous
group. A first tentative step to devise a new order
for them was made by F.V. Winnett, who adduced
five sub-groups, each defined by a variety of the
Arabian alphabet and called by letter of the Latin
alphabet, A, B, C, D and E. Later researches by this
same author, continued by those of M. Macdonald
and G. King (Macdonald-King, 2000), have shown
that two of these sub-groups belong to particular
regions, Hisma5 (southern Jordan and northern Hidjaz)
and the district of the Tayrna3 oasis, whence the
names Hismaic (former Thamudic A) and Taymanitic
(former Thamudic E) have been proposed.
There remains to classify the numerous other
Thamudic graffiti, notably those found in the region
between the Hidjaz and Yemen, these being especially
numerous in the regions of Nadjran [q.v.] and Karyat
al-Faw [see FA'W] (the latter 280 km/165 miles to
the northeast of Nadjran Jamme, 1973). For these,
the terms "Southern Thamudic" (see Macdonald-King,
2000, 44) or "Kahtanite" (Robin, 1978, 106-7) have
been proposed, but these terms remain provisional
whilst a typology of the whole ensemble remains to
be sketched out. The task is difficult because a number of these graffiti recall the proximity and prestige
of the South Arabian states by mixing together, in
varying proportions, the regular South Arabian script
letters and those reflecting local graphic forms.
This name "Kahtanite" stems from Kahtan, the
ancient eponym of the South Arabs, according to the
purveyors of traditions on the beginnings of Islam (see
especially, Ibn al-Kalbl's I^amharat al-nasab). The name
of this eponym probably comes from a tribe established at Karyat al-Faw (the ancient Karyat11111 dhat
KahF111, sc. "the Karya of Kahl", Kahl being the name
of a god of the oasis). Two inscriptions mention this
tribe. The first, found at al-Faw, is the tombstone of
"Mucawiyat, son of Rabf c at, of the line of M. . . .,
[the Kajhtanite, king of Kahtan and of Madhhig";
from the style of writing, this would date from the
1st century A.D. (Ansarf-Qaryat al-Faw 2/1-2). The
second inscription, stemming from the temple of
Awwam at Ma'rib in Yemen, has a dedication to the
Sabaean god Almaqah in which the writer evokes an
expedition against "Rabf'at of the line of Thawr'"1
king of Kiddat [= Kinda] and of Kahtan", in the
reign of the Sabaean king ShaV"11 Awtar, ca. 220-5
(Ja 635/26-7). Ptolemy probably mentions the same
tribe in the 2nd century A.D. in the form Kamvrcou
(VI. 7, 20 and 23).
The reason why Kahtan, the pre-Islamic tribe at
Karyat al-Faw, associated in the first place with
Madhhidj [q.v.] and then dominated by.Kinda [q.v.~],
has been chosen as an eponym for the South Arabs
has not yet been solved. It is likely that we have here
a tradition of Kind! origin, which would have been
imposed when the tribe of Kinda had a dominant |

position in Central Arabia, in the 5th and 6th centuries A.D. This hypothesis underlines once more that
Kinda is the source of the greater part of Arab traditions bearing the verifiable historical information on
pre-Islamic South Arabia.
Bibliography: 1. I n s c r i p t i o n s . Ansarf-Qaryat
al-Faw 2 = CA.R. al-T. al-Ansarl, Adwd3 ajadida cald
dawlat Kinda min khildl dthdr Karyat al-Fdw wanukushihd, in Sources for the history of Arabia, Pt. 1
(Studies on the history of Arabia), vol. 1, Univ. of Riyad
Press 1979 (A.H. 1399), 2-11 of the Arabic part;
Chr. Robin, L'Arabie antique de Karitfil a Mahomet.
Nouvelles donnees sur I'histoire des Arabes grace aux inscriptions, in RMMM, Ixi (1991-3), 121; Ja 635 =
A. Jamme, Sabaean inscriptions from Mahram Bilqis
(Mdrib), Publics, of the American Foundation for
the Study of Man, iii, Baltimore 1962, 136-8.
2. G e n e r a l . Jamme, Miscellanees d'ancient [sic]
arabe, Washington, private public. 1973 (this volume is almost entirely given over to the publication of the Karyat al-Faw graffiti, called "Sabaean"
by the author); M.C.A. Macdonald, Reflections on the
linguistic map of pre-Islamic South Arabia, in Arabian
Archaeology and Epigraphy, xi (2000), 28-79; idem and
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(Cn. ROBIN)
KAlMl, HASAN BABA (d. 1102/1691), B o s n i a n
Muslim poet of the llth/17th century.
After the Ottoman conquest of the 9th/15th century, Slavs converted to Islam began to write in the
Islamic languages of Turkish, Persian and Arabic,
whilst some authors continued to write in Slavonic
but in Arabic characters (alhamiado}.
Hasan Baba, with the makhlas of Ka'imT, was the
most celebrated poet of his time in Bosnia and the
Balkans in general. Little is known of his life, but he
seems to have been in easy circumstances and to have
lived most of his life in Sarajevo [</.#•], where he was
born by 1039/1630. He was apparently an adherent
of the Kadiriyya tanka, and sheykh of the tekke of Sinan
Agha in Sarajevo, and he dedicated poems to the
founder, cAbd al-Kadir al-DjflanT. He seems to have left
Sarajevo towards the end of his life, perhaps driven out
of the Sarajevo rebellion of 1093/1682 and to have lived
in Zvornik, where he died and where he has his tiirbe.
He is the author of two Diwdns in Turkish, the
first one of mystical poetry and the second, smaller
one of kasidas only called Wdriddt ("incomings, gains"),
the whole comprising several thousand verses, extant
in a hundred mss., mostly copied in the 19th century. In the Wdriddt, he touched upon political events,
such as the long campaign by the Ottomans for the
conquest of Crete from the Venetians, a war which
also affected Dalmatia and its coastal towns. In the
first kasida of this Diwdn, comprising 174 beyts, he correctly foretold the date of the end of the war (1079/
1669), giving him great celebrity; and much of the
enthusiasm for copying Ka'imT's works arose after
1878 when the Austrians extended their protectorate
over Bosnia and Hercegovina, since the poet had
alluded to universal conquests by the Turks and the
universal triumph of Islam. Modern Bosnian scholars,
on the other hand, have claimed him as a Bosnian
patriot (although the concept of "patriotism" did not
exist in his time) or even as a proto-Marxist; at most,
one can note his evident love for Bosnia and, especially, for Sarajevo.
Ka'imf also wrote alhamiado poetry, including an
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"ode against tobacco", written when Murad IV banned
the use of tobacco [see TUTUN] in the Ottoman empire,
and a second, shorter ode on the Cretan War in
addition to the one in Turkish.
Bibliography: See for full references, Jasna Samic,
Le Diwdn de Kffimi, Paris 1986, with bibl. at 25180.
QASNA SAMIC)
KA'IN, conventionally Qayen, etc., a town of
eastern Persia (lat. 33° 43' N., long. 59° 06' E.),
now in the administrative province of Khurasan but
in mediaeval Islamic times falling within the region
known as Kuhistan [q.v]. It lies on the road connecting the urban centres of northern Khurasan (Mashhad,
Turbat-i Haydariyya, etc.) with Birdjand, Persian Sfstan
and Zahidan.
Ka'in must be an ancient town, but virtually nothing is known of it before the descriptions of the 4th/
10th century geographers. The 8th century Armenian
geography attributes its foundation to Lohrasp, son
of Wishtasp, of Iranian legendary history (MarkwartMessina, A catalogue of the provincial capitals of Erdnshahr,
Rome 1931, 12, 53). In the 4th/10th century it appears
as the administrative centre of Kuhistan, with a citadel, also containing the ddr al-imdra and congregational
mosque, surrounded by a trench and rampart, and
an outer wall with three gates. The water supply came
mainly from kandts. Al-Mukaddasf considered it a place
of few amenities and harsh living conditions, but one
which flourished as an emporium (furda] for the trade
of Khurasan passing southwards to the Gulf of Oman
and the Arabian Sea shores (Ibn Hawkal, 446, tr.
Kramers and Wiet, 431; al-Mukaddasf, 321; Hudud
al-cdlam, tr. Minorsky, 103). Nasir-i Khusraw passed
through it in 444/1052 and found it a large, fortified town; he marvelled at the great arch (tdk) of its
mosque (Safar-ndma, ed. M. Dabfr-Siyakf, Tehran 1335/
1956, 127, tr. W.M. Thackston, New York 1986, 102).
In the ensuing Saldjuk period, Ka'in and fortresses
in its surrounding district became known as haunts
of the Isma c flfs; an Isma c flf presence, including within
the town of Ka 3 in, has persisted until today (see
F. Daftary, The Ismd'ilis, their history and doctrine, Cambridge 1990, 341, 387, 543; C.E. Bosworth, 77ie Isma'ilis
of Quhistdn and the Maliks ofJVimru^ or Sistan, in Daftary
(ed.), Mediaeval Ismaili history and thought, Cambridge
1996, 221-9; and KUHISTAN).
It has often been assumed that the name of the
Persian principality Tunocain mentioned by Marco
Polo is a conflation of Ka'in and the town of Tun
[q.v] some 18 farsakhs north-north-west of it (see YuleCordier, The Book of Ser Marco Polo, London 1903, i,
83, 86, 127-8); certainly, Babur, two centuries later,
continued to link the towns thus (Bdbur-ndma, tr.
Beveridge, 296, 301). Two generations or so after the
time of Marco Polo, the town was still large and
flourishing, on the evidence of Hamd Allah Mustawff;
he mentions how most houses had cellars from which
they could tap into the adjacent subterranean kandts
and how the men all carried arms and were ready
to use them (Nuzhat al-kulub, 145-6, tr. 144).
The subsequent history of Ka'in is substantially that
of the local amirate, whose capital it was until this
last was moved to the larger and more important
town of Birdjand in the 19th century, of the Khuzayma
family, which traced its origins back to early Islamic
Arab governors of Khurasan. It fully emerges into
history in Nadir Shah Afshar's time, when the monarch
bestowed the governorship of the Ka'inat, the region
around Ka'in, on Amir Isma c fl Khan Khuzayma. In
the chaotic conditions after Nadir's assassination, Amir
c
Alam Khan (d. 1753) briefly expanded his power
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beyond its traditional boundaries of Ka'inat and Sistan
as far as Mashhad and Harat in the north and Persian
Balucistan in the south (1748-53). In the Kadjar period,
the family continued as guardians of the eastern frontier
of Persia against Afghan and Baltic marauders. Curzon
described Amir Hishmat al-Mulk cAlam Khan III
(d. 1891) as "probably the most powerful subject of
the Persian crown" (Persia and the Persian question, i,
200), and C.E. Yate, who was at Ka'in in 1894, met
his second son Shawkat al-Mulk Muhammad Isma'fl
Khan, who became Amir of Ka'inat (Khurasan and
Sistan, Edinburgh and London 1900, 66 ff., 76-7). The
Khuzayma family adopted the family name of cAlam
when Rida Shah Pahlavl introduced this requirement
in the 1930s, and Asad Allah cAlam (d. 1978) had a
distinguished career under the last Shah, Muhammad
Rida, beginning with his appointment as the youthful governor of Sistan and Balucistan in 1945 and
ending as Minister of the Imperial Court in 1966-77;
his memoirs, published in English as Assadollah Alam,
The Shah and I, London 1991, are a prime source for
the later years of the Shah's reign. See for the history of the family and its role in the political and
military history of Persia's eastern frontiers, Pirouz
Moujtahed-Zadeh, The Amirs of the borderlands and Eastern
Iranian borders, London 1995.
The region of Ka'inat of recent times corresponded
largely to the ancient Kuhistan, but was in the 1973
administrative reorganisation subdivided into two shahrastdns, that of Ka°in or Ka'inat and that of Birdjand [q.v.]. This was modified in the 1980s under
the Islamic Republic, when three shahrastdns were
formed: Ka'inat; Birdjand to its south; and Nihbandan
in the further south, adjoining Sfstan and Kirman.
Thus the town of Ka'in is at present the chef-lieu
of its sjmhrastdn (which contains a single bakhs_h, the
Bakhsh-i MarkazI, and eight dihistdns). The population
of Ka'in itself was in 1986 15,955, and that of the
whole shahrastdn 122,149 (Moujtahed-Zadeh, 50-5; this
information on administrative arrangements replaces
that given in the arts. BIRDJAND, in Vol. I, 1233b,
and KUHISTAN, in Vol. V, 355b).
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article): Le Strange, The lands of the Eastern Caliphate,
352-3; Razmara (ed.), Farhang-i Iran-zamm, ix, 292-3;
Barthold, An historical geography of Iran, Princeton
1984, 135-6.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
KAKAR, a Gharghusht P a s h t u n t r i b e concentrated in southeastern Afghanistan and Pakistani
Balucistan. Though not prominent among Afghan
[q.v.] groups migrating to India during the early Dihlf
Sultanate [</.y.], Kakars are noticeable among military
and political elites during the Lodf, Surf and early
Mughal [(7-2W.] periods. Haybat Khan Kakar, patron
and collector of materials for Ni'mat Allah's Makh^dni Afghani, demonstrates Kakar participation in Mughal
literary production.
Kakaristan designates territory on and between the
Tuba and Sulayman mountain ranges, including the
microregions of Burr, Pfshfn, Sfbf [q.v.] and Zhub/
Zhob [q.v]. Within this area Kakars incorporated nonPashtun minority groups such as Gadun and WatensI
speakers in hamsdya dependency relationships, and there
is a lack of consensus about whether other local
Pashtun groups, including the Panrf and Nagher, are
Kakars. Surrounding Acakzay, Ghalzay [q.v], Tann
and Wazfr Pashtuns and various Baluc [q.v] communities form the social boundaries of Kakar territory, which is economically linked to the greater
Indo-Islamic world through the markets of Kandahar,
Kwafta, and the Deradjat [q.vv].
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Bibliography. Mountstuart Elphinstone, An account
of the Kingdom of Caubul, London 1839, repr. Karachi
1992, ii, 161-73; B. Dorn, History of the Afghans,
London 1829-36, repr. Karachi 1976 (= tr. of
Nicmat Allah Harawi, Makh^dn-i Afghani}, part I,
pp. ix, 75, 93, 131, 167-8, part II, pp. iii-viii, 32,
34, 36-8, 53, 56, 57, 122, 129; C. MacGregor,
Central Asia. Part II. Afghanistan, London 1871, 47377; H. Priestly, Afghanistan and its inhabitants, Lahore
1874 (= tr. of S.M. Hayat Khan, Haydt-i Afghani],
19, 76, 78, 148-56; H.G. Raverty, Notes on Afghanistan and parts of Baluchistan, Calcutta 1878, repr.,
Quetta 1982; Yu.V. Gankovski, The peoples of Pakistan,
Lahore n.d. [1971], 11, 135, 196.
(SHAH MAHMOUD HANIFI)
KALANSUWA, KULANSIYA (A), the name for a
cap worn by men either under the turban proper
or alone on the head.
The word, from which verbal forms are derived as
denominative verbs, is apparently of foreign origin;
while it used to be commonly connected with the
Latin calautica (for which, however, the form calantica
is difficult to quote and besides, it means a headcloth for women), Fraenkel wished to derive it through
the Aramaic k.w.l.s (cf. Arabic kalis, kalis, Dozy,
Supplement, ii, 395) from K&voq (conus). The Arab grammarians and lexicographers found in the manifold
formation of the broken plural and the diminutive a
reason for using kalansuwa as a paradigm for substantives of more than three radicals with such peculiarities.
Caps of different shapes were called kalansuwa', varieties of the kalansuwa are turtur, burnus, ursusa, etc.
While it is related of the Companions of the Prophet
that they wore tight-fitting kalansuwas, later, a long
peaked sugar-cone shape, supported within by pieces
of wood, became fashionable, for which the name
tawila was usual. It seems to have come from Persia
(cf. the head-dresses in the Dura-Salihiyya 1st century A.D. paintings, in J.H. Breasted, Oriental forerunners of Byzantine paintings, Chicago 1924) for it was
regarded by the pre-Islamic Arabs as a noteworthy
feature of Persian dress (G. Jacob, Altarabisches
Beduinenleben, ^Hildesheim 1967, 237) and is said to
have been first adopted in the reign of the first
Umayyad by cAbbad b. Ziyad from the inhabitants
of the town of Kandahar, conquered by him (Yakut,
ed. Wiistenfeld, iv, 184). High, black kalansuwa^ were
worn by the 'Abbasid caliphs from al-Mansur to alMusta c fn and by their viziers and kadis. The latter
adhered longest to the kalansuwa, so that in the course
of the 3rd/9th century—this headgear being also popularly known as danniyya, pot-hat, or tawila—it became
their regular official headgear, together with the neckveil or taylasdn [q.v] and at times was strictly forbidden to other classes of the community (al-Kindl, K.
al-Kuddt, ed. R. Guest, 460, 586). On the other hand,
criminals had a kalansuwa put on their heads when
they were led through the streets. The kalansuwa was
also worn among the Umayyads in Spain, where
mukallas meant a mufti wearing the kalis. A headdress
introduced by Tfmur into his army was also known
as kalansuwa.
The name kalansuwa appears several times in Ibn
Battuta, according to whom (ii, 378, tr. Gibb, ii, 481)
the Kipcaks, for example, called their kalansuwas by
the Persian name kuldh. Concerning the futuwwa [q.v.]
societies in Anatolia (akhiyyat al-fitydn), he says (ii, 264,
tr. Gibb, ii, 421) that their members wore several
kalansuwa?, above one another, a silk one on the head,
above it a white woollen one, to the top of which
was tied a strip of cloth two fingers broad and one

ell long: at meetings, only the woollen kalansuwa was
taken off, the silk one remaining on the head. A similar pendant strip of cloth is also part of the dress of
the Coptic priests of modern Egypt and is there called
kallusa or kalaswa; here the name appears to have
been transferred from the cap itself to its most striking and therefore better known part.
At periods when, as in the 2nd/8th century, both
Muslims and Christians wore kalansuwas, the latter had
to tie two knots of another colour to it (al-Tabarf,
iii, 1389); but when the kalansuwa went out of fashion with the Muslims in the 3rd/9th century, it
remained the mark of the Christians. The word is
therefore frequently found in Arab authors meaning
the headdress worn by Christian monks and hermits,
Greek priests and even the Pope himself. Through
the Crusades, the high cap with the veil seems to
have found its way to Western Europe as a woman's
dress.
The name kalansuwa was also given to other objects
of similar shape: k. nuhds is the metal cap of the
obelisk near Heliopolis (cAyn Shams [</.#.]); k. turdb in
modern Arabic is used for a chemical sublimating vessel; k. bukrdt is used by surgeons for a particular kind
of head bandage; and kalis (kulis) is the name of a
plant, which seemed to represent a human head with
a high cap. Kalansuwa was also the name of a fortress
near al-Ramla in Palestine, see G. Le Strange, Palestine
under the Moslems, London 1890, 476.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Dozy, Dictionnaire detaille des noms des vetements chez les Arabes, Amsterdam 1843, 365-71; idem,
Supplement, ii, 395, 401; S. Franekel, Die aramdische Fremdworter im Arabischen, Leiden 1886, 53-4; H.
Lammens, Remarques sur les mots francais derives de
I'arabe, Beirut 1890 (supposes an influence of the
word kalansuwa on Fr. calotte); A. Mez, Die Renaissance
des Isldms, Heidelberg 1922, 26, 45-6, 130, 217,
348-9, 367; Yedida Stillman, Arab dress: a short history, Leiden 2000, index and pis. 4, 14, 26, 44;
and see further, LIBAS.
(W. BJORKMAN)
KALIKAT, locally KOLIKODU (interpreted in
Malayalam as "cock fortress", see Yule and Burnell,
Hob son-Job son, a glossary of Anglo-Indian colloquial words
and phrases, 2London 1903, 148), conventionally CALICUT
and, in modern Indian parlance, KOZHIKODE, a town
of the W e s t e r n Deccan or P e n i n s u l a r I n d i a n
coastland (lat. 11° 15' N., long. 75° 45' E.) in what
was known in pre-modern times, and is still known,
as the Malabar coast [see MA'BAR]. In British Indian
times it was the centre of a sub-district (tdluk) of the
same name in the Malabar District of the Madras
Presidency, later Province; it is now the centre of the
District of Kozhikode in the Kerala State of the Indian
Union.
In pre-Muslim times, the region around Kalikat fell
within the powerful Hindu kingdom of the Colas. The
commander of the Khaldji sultans of Dihll, Malik
Kafur [q.v.], broke through the Deccan to the Malabar
coast for the first time in the opening years of the
8th/14th century, although this success was short-lived
[see MACBAR]. It was, however, probably as a result
of Muslim knowledge of the region that the traveller
Ibn Battuta was able ca. 739/1338 to visit the Malabar
coast and, specifically, Kalikat (which he spells as
Kalikut). He describes the ruler there as an infidel
having the title of Samarf, a rendering of Malayalam
sdmuri or sdmutiri, a vernacular modification of Skr.
sdmandri "sea king", which the Portuguese subsequently
rendered as Samorin or Zamorin. There was already
a substantial community there of Muslim traders, who
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had commercial connections with the Maldive Islands,
Ceylon, Java and China. There was a sjwhbandar [q.v.]
or head of the Muslim merchant community vis-a-vis
the ruler, called Ibrahim, who came from Bahrayn,
and also a kadi and the shaykh of a Sufi" ^awiya or
hospice in the town. Ibn Battuta noted a large number of Chinese ships in the busy harbour, and it was
in one of these junks that he then embarked for China
(Rihla, iv, 88-94, tr. Gibb and Beckingham, iv, 81214, cf. Yule-Cordier, Cathay and the way thither, London
1914-15, iv, 24-6; on the Chinese presence at Kalikat,
see Yule-Cordier, TJie Book of Ser Marco Polo, L>London
1903, ii, 391-2 n. 5).
In 1370 the Malabar coast passed into the general
control of the powerful Hindu kingdom of Vidjayanagar [q.v.] and remained under non-Muslim rule with
the exception of a short period towards the end of
the 17th century when the Mughal emperor Awrangzlb
overran the Deccan. As in Ibn Battuta's time, Kalikat
itself remained under the rule of its Zamorins till the
18th century.
Another Muslim, the historian cAbd al-Razzak [q.v]
al-Samarkandf, was sent as an envoy to the Zamorin
of Kalikat by the Tirnurid Shah Rukh in 846/1442,
and mentions seeing ships from the Horn of Africa
and Zanzibar in its harbour; the numerous local
Muslim community had two mosques and a Shaficf
kadi. It was just after this, in 1444, that the first European to visit Kalikat, Nicolo Conti, came from Cochin.
The Zamorins extended their authority with the help
of the Muslim traders, and in the 15th century Kalikat
became the most important town on the Malabar
coast. Malabar was also a part of India where the
Portuguese endeavoured to establish forts and trading
factories, with Covilha at Kalikat in 1486 and Vasco
da Gama there in 1498. A factory was set up in
1500, but immediately destroyed by the local Muslims,
whose monopoly of trade was now seriously and, in
the end, fatally challenged; a fort was built in 1511,
but evacuated in 1525, the end of Portuguese activities at Kalikat. European settlements were more successful at Cannanore or Kannanur [q.v] and at Cochin,
whose Radjas were enemies of the Zamorins, hence
sought European help and support.
The English first appeared at Kalikat in 1615 when
three ships under Captain William Keeling arrived.
In 1664 the English East India Company opened a
factory; in 1698 the French Company opened one;
and in 1752 the Danish did likewise. The extensive
trade in cotton cloths exported from Kalikat—Marco
Polo mentions the fine textiles of Malabar—was the
origin of the English term calico (see Yule and Burnell,
Hob son-Job son, 147-8). By the later 17th century, the
power of the Zamorins was in decline, but they continued to be hostile to foreigners. Kalikat suffered
badly in the Mysore Wars of the later 18th century,
being sacked by the Muslim armies of Haydar CA1I
[q.v] of Mysore in 1773, and those of his son Tfpu
Sultan [q.v] in 1788, who tried to establish a rival
capital in Malabar on the south bank of the nearby
Beypore river. In 1790 Kalikat was occupied by East
India Company troops, and by the Treaty of
Seringapatam of 1792, the town passed finally under
British control.
A significant proportion of the town's population
remained Muslim, under their Hindu and then British
rulers, being part of the Mappila community of
Muslims on the Malabar coast [see MAPPILA]. In the
1901 census, they formed 40% of Kalikat's 77,000
population, with over 40 mosques, including the
Shekkinde Palli, with the shrine and tomb of Shaykh
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Mamu Koya, said to have come from Egypt to Kalikat
in the 16th century. In 1970 the town had a population of 330,000, and in 2003, 453,700.
Bibliography: C.A. Innes, Madras District gazetteers.
Malabar and Anjengo, Madras 1908, 45 ff., 380-9;
Imperial gazetteer of India2, ix, 289-91. For studies on
the history of the Malabar coast and the European
presence there, see the Bibls. to MACBAR and MAPPILA.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
KALIMANTAN, PULAU KALIMANTAN, or KLEMANTAN,
one of the p r e - c o l o n i a l n a m e s of the i s l a n d
of B o r n e o [q.v. in Suppl.], one of the larger Sunda
Islands in present-day Indonesia and Malaysia. The
name is officially used in Indonesia for the whole
island, whereas in Malaysia the term Borneo, derived
by the Portuguese from the name of the old and once
powerful sultanate of Brunei [q.v. in Suppl.] in the
north, is still in use. About three-quarters of the island
is part of the Indonesian Republic, being divided into
four provinces: West, Central, South and East Kalimantan. The northern states of Sarawak and Sabah
[q.vv] are part of the Federation of Malaysia (since
1963), while the Sultanate of Brunei re-obtained its
independence from British protection in 1984.
The present article deals essentially with the ethnic and social structures of the whole island; for the
Indonesian part of the island specifically, see BORNEO,
in Suppl. The whole island covers an area of ca.
755,000 km 2 . As most of the area is, or was, covered by tropical rain forest growing partly on swampy
ground, particularly in the vast plains in the south,
the population density was very thin; an average of
22 people per km2 was counted. Bigger settlements
are usually found on river shores not too far away
from their mouths, thus presenting themselves as strategic places for rule and commerce. The people used
to live in villages or longhouses on the shores of the
huge rivers that, until recently, together with their
tributaries, were almost the only ways of communication for most parts of the island, except in the
mountainous areas where rapids and ravines made
shipping almost impossible.
Ethnologists usually divide the indigenous population of Kalimantan into two major groups: the
"Malays" and the "Dayaks". These terms, however,
should not be taken necessarily to denote ethnic, or
even cultural identities. In both groups, a large variety of ethnic, cultural, linguistic and tribal entities
exist. In very general terms, "Malay" denotes those
individuals or groups who masuk Islam ("became
Muslims") and therefore either considered themselves
to have taken over "Malay" religion and adat (customs), or who were considered by their former kinsfolk to have left their old relationships and adopted
a new and strange identity, namely, the Malay one.
"Dayak" then covers all those indigenous tribes and
groups who did not become Muslim but either kept
to their traditional religious and cultural identities or,
later, became Christians.
Such "ethnic switching" of the "Malays" was not
a general rule, however, as sometimes is taken for
granted. Some of those groups who turned to Islam
still maintained a number of their traditions, e.g. living in longhouses, or continuing their own nutrition
habits. Thus e.g. the Bakumpai in the south Barito
districts in South Kalimantan did not take over Malay
habits, although they became strong propagators of
Islam to the Dayaks in the interior. Other tribal entities maintained parts of their traditional social structure and habits after converting to Islam, e.g. the
Bajau on the west coast of Sabah and the Bajau Laut
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(Sea Bajau) in the Tawau region (who may, however,
originate from the Southern Philippines). The Islamic
Madurese who were transplanted from the island of
Madura and Eastern Java to West Kalimantan by the
Indonesian army after 1965 and settled there on land
owned formerly by Chinese refugees living there since
the fall of the Ming dynasty in 1644, met with the
unanimous hostility of the Chinese (now partly Protestant, Catholic or traditional Chinese), the Dayaks
(partly Christian or traditional), and the "Malays" from
the former sultanate of Sambas. After the collapse of
President Suharto and the power of his army who
had sheltered them, they suffered a severe series of
massacres.
The first strongholds of Islam on Kalimantan were
those settlements that were already established as harbour and military watch stations under the Maritime Kingdom of Sri Vijaya which had its centre
near Palembang [q.v.] in south Sumatra, and which
vanished in the 14th century (particularly in West
Kalimantan, like Sukadana, Sambas), or by the
Javanese Empire of Majapahit which decayed at the
end of the 15th century (e.g. Kutai [q.v.] in East
Kalimantan). Muslim sultans established their power,
and their seats of power continued their roles as trading and administrative centres. Other centres like
Brunei and Banjarmasin [see BANDJARMASIN] followed
suit, and these increased in importance for the "Malay"
or regional traders when, first the Portuguese and
later the Spaniards, and then the British and the
Dutch, attempted to promote their trading interests.
These traders, although only few among them were
ethnic Malays, continued to use Malay as their lingua franca as they had done already in the times of
(Buddhist) Sri Vijaya, and they were also the main
communicators of Islamic teachings, first from a
foothold in the coastal and sub-coastal settlements and
from there penetrating into some of the up-river
regions. The interior of the island remained, however,
closed to them.
Bibliography: J.E. Garang, Adat und Gesellschaft,
Wiesbaden 1974, esp. 109 if., 178 if.; Judith Nagata,
In defense of ethnic boundaries. The changing myths and
charters of Malay identity, in C.F. Keyes (ed.), Ethnic
change, Seattle 1981, 88-116; R.L. Wadley, Reconsidering an ethnic label in Borneo, in BTLV, clvi/1 (2000),
83-101, esp. 85.
(O. SCHUMANN)
KAMILIYYA, an early S h T ' i sect which is
normally mentioned for having criticised not only Abu
Bakr and cUmar, as did the Rafida [q.v.], but also
'All. The founder, a certain Abu Kamil Mu'adh
b. Husayn al-Nabhanl, seems to have lived in Kufa
during the first decades of the 2nd century A.H., but
has left no traces in later sources. He supported Zayd
b. CA1I [q.v] and therefore did not acknowledge anybody as imam who abstained from coming out for his
rights. This verdict applied to 'All as well as to his
son Hasan; only Husayn acted as an imam should do.
Apart from that, Abu Kamil seems to have shared
some of the gnostic ideas proffered by Abu Mansur
al-Tdjlf (executed under Yusuf b. c Umar al-Thaqafi"
between 120/738 and 126/744 [see MANSURIYYA]), e.g.
metempsychosis. Among those who felt attracted to
him was the father of the poet Bashshar b. Burd [q.v.].
His adherents followed Zayd b. 'All's sons, Yahya
first and then CA1I, but when the latter joined al-Nafs
al-Zakiyya (Muhammad b. cAbd Allah [q.v.]) and
shared his defeat, they lost their orientation and faded
away. Later heresiographers failed to recognise the identity of the sect; they had to entirely rely on a few lines
of hidj.a3 poetry. Malevolent reporters like Macdan al-

Shumayti changed the name into Kumayliyya. In Shi c i
tradition, the group sometimes appears as al-Husayniyya
(al-Nawbakhtf, al-Kummi, Kadi al-Nucman).
Bibliography: AshcarT, Makdldt al-Isldmiyyin, 17
11. 4 ff.; Baghdad!, al-Fark bayn al-firak, 39 11. 3 ff.;
Nawbakhtl, Firak al-Shfa, 51 11. 9 ff.;'Sa c d b. cAbd
Allah al-Kummf, al-Makdldt wa 'l-firak, 14 1. 10 and
74 §145; Kadf Nu c man, al-Urajuza al-mukhtdra, ed.
Poonawala', 210 w. 2073 ff.; Ch. Pellat, in Orient,
xvi (1963), 102-3; J. van Ess, Die Kdmiliya, in Wl,
xxviii (1988), 141-53; idem, Theologie und Gesellschaft
im 2. und 3. Jh. Hidschra, i, Berlin 1991, 269-72.
(J. VAN ESS)

KANBO, KAMBO, SHAYKH DJAMALI, S u h r a w a r d l
Sufi saint of early 10th/16th century Muslim India,
who died in 941/1534-5 during the reign of the
Mughal ruler Humayun [q.v] and was buried at
Mihrawll. His son Gada3! [see GADA'! KAMBO, in
Suppl.], whom Djamall had in his lifetime made his
khalifa or spiritual successor within the Suhrawardl
order, achieved equal religious influence at the courts
of Humayun and then Akbar.
Bibliography: See that to GADA'I KAMBO.
(ED.)
KANTIMlR, DEMETRIUS (Cantemir, Kantimiroglu) (1673-1723), Hospodar (Rumanian "lord")
or t r i b u t a r y p r i n c e of Moldavia d u r i n g Ottoman t i m e s , and renowned musical practitioner and
theorist. Born on 26 October 1673 at Silisteni, he
was the son of Constantin, Prince of Moldavia (168593). In 1687 he was sent as a princely hostage to
Istanbul, and was to stay there until 1691 and then
again from 1693 until 1710, when he was himself
appointed Boghddn beyi, i.e. governor of Moldavia [see
BOGHDAN]. But he promptly formed an alliance with
Peter the Great, and was forced to flee as a result
of the unexpected Ottoman victory of 1711, thereafter living in Russia, attached to the court. In 1722
he took part in the Caucasian campaign, but fell ill,
and died on 21 August 1723.
Whatever the importance of his political role, it is
his prodigious scholarly and creative achievements that
justify his reputation as a major figure. As familiar
with Islamic as with classical and contemporary
European culture, he was a polymath who had interests in architecture, cartography and geography, and
also wrote on philosophy and theology. In Western
Europe he was considered important above all as
an authority on the history and current state of the
Ottoman Empire, and his Incrementa atque decrementa
auloz Othomanicce, first published in 1734-5 in an English
translation, was to remain the standard source on the
Ottomans for a century, and is still of interest for its
personal observations. A further important work that
remained undeservedly in its shadow is the Systema de
religione et statu Imperii turcicii.
In Turkey, on the other hand, where he is known
as Kantemiroglu, it is for his musical accomplishments
that he is renowned. He was an outstanding tunbur
[q.v] player; his innovative treatise was to exert a
major influence on theoretical writing down to the
middle of the 19th century; and the modern repertoire preserves a considerable number of pieces attributed to him. Some are spurious, but it is evident from
those he included in his collection of notations, itself
invaluable as a comprehensive record of late 17thcentury Ottoman instrumental music, that he was a
skillful and innovative composer.
Bibliography: 1. Works of C a n t e m i r . Descriptio
Moldavia, in Operele Principelui Demetriu Cantemiru, i,
Bucharest 1872; The history of the growth and decay of
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the Othman Empire, tr. N. Tindal, 2 vols., London
1734-5; Sy sterna de religione et statu Imperil turcicii (Sistemul sau intocmirea religiei muhammedane), tr. V. Candea,
Bucharest 1977; Kitdb-i fllm-i musiki cald wedjfii ulhurufdt, ms. Tiirkiyat Enstitiisii Y. 2768.
2. S t u d i e s on C a n t e m i r . T.T. Burada, Scrierile
ale lui Dimitrie Cantemir, in Analele Academiei Romdne,
xxxii (Memoriile sec£. literare) (1909-10); P.P. Panaitescu, Dimitrie Cantemir. Via\a §i opera, Bucharest 1958;
M. Guboglu, Dimitrie Cantemir-orientaliste, in Studio, et
Ada Orientalia, iii (1960); C. Maciuca, Dimitrie
Cantemir, Bucharest 1962; E. Popescu-JudeJ, Dimitrie
Cantemir et la musique turque, in Studia et Acta orientalia, vii (1968); E. Popescu-Judetz, Dimitrie Cantemir,
cartea styntqi muzicii, Bucharest 1973; idem, Studies
in oriental arts, Pittsburgh 1981; idem, Meanings in
Turkish musical culture, Istanbul 1996; G. Cioranesco,
La contribution de Demetre Cantemir aux etudes orientales,
in Tunica, vi (1975); I.E. Siirelsan, Dimitrie Cantemir
(1673-1723), Ankara 1975; S. Faroqhi, Kultur und
Alltag im osmanischen Reich, Munich 1995; W. Feldman, Music of the Ottoman court. Makam, composition
and the early Ottoman instrumental repertoire, Berlin 1996.
(O. WRIGHT)
KAPLAN MUSTAFA PASHA (d. 1091/1680),
O t t o m a n v i z i e r and kapudan pasha [q.v.]. Educated in the palace school at Istanbul, he made his
early career in the private household of the sultan or
enderun [q.v.]. Launched afterwards into a military and
administrative career, Kaplan Mustafa Pasha was
appointed beglerbegi of Damascus before 1076/1666.
From 6 February 1666 to April 1672, he served as
Grand Admiral (kapudan pasha). Under the Grand
Vizier and Commander-in-Chief Fadil Ahmed Pasha
Kopriilii, he commanded the main squadron during
the War of Candia (CM. Seferi [see IKRITISH; KANDIYA].
In 1077/1666 his fleet of 47 galleys served to transport men and materials to Crete. On 30 October
1666, the Grand Vizier boarded the admiral's flagship (bashtarda) at Termis Iskelesi (the fortress of Ternis,
Thermisia, present-day Ermioni), or at Monemvasia,
Menekshe [q.v.], in order to go to the front in Crete.
In the next year, he made a punitive raid on the
Cyclades, sacking the island of Paros [see PARA]. In
1672 he was made beglerbegi of Aleppo and appointed
ser'asker (commander of the field army) for the Sultan
Mehemmed IV's Polish campaign, and in the following year he was made beglerbegi of Diyar Bakr.
Mustafa Pasha fought before Cehrin (Cyhyryn), the
seat of the Ukrainian hetman Doroshenko, at that
time an Ottoman ally, in 1674/1085 and again in
1089/1678, reconquering that fortress on 2-3 Redjeb
1089/20-1 August 1678. From 1678/1089, Mustafa
was Grand Admiral for the second time till his death
in the harbour of Izmir on 10 Shawwal 1091/5
December 1680 while cruising the Archipelago.
Bibliography: [Kemal Yiikep,] Turk silahh kuvvetlen tanhi HI c. 3± eki. Gint sefen (1645-1669), Ankara
1977, 65-8, 73-9; R.C. Anderson, Naval wars in the
Levant 1559-1853, Liverpool and Princeton 1952,
178-81; I.H. Danisjmend, Osmanh tarihi kronolqjisi,
Istanbul 1971-2, iv, 441-3, 448, v, 198-9; HammerPurgstall, Histoire, xi, 234, 296-8, 306, 338, 341,
387-9, 389-10, 399, xii, 27-9, 32, 46n; BJ. Slot,
Archipelagus turbatus, Leiden-Istanbul 1982, i, 168, ii,
395-6.
(A.H. DE GROOT)
KARAM (A.), the qualities of nobility of chara c t e r , m a g n a n i m i t y , g e n e r o s i t y , all the virtues
making up the noble and virtuous man (see WbKAS,
Letter Kdf, Wiesbaden 1970, 142-3). For a discussion
of honour and nobility, see CIRD; MURU'A and SHARAF.
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KARAMANLIDIKA [see TURKS. II. vi, in Suppl.]
KARATAY (or KIRTAY) AL-C!ZZI AL-KHAZINDARI,
an a u t h o r of the M a m l u k p e r i o d about whom
very little is known.
His name would seem to indicate that he was a
mamluk of a khd^inddr or treasurer. Three fragments
of his chronicle, called Ta'rlkh al-Nawddir mimmd diard
li 'l-awd'il wa 'l-awdkhir, have been preserved, the most
interesting being that covering the years 626-89/122890 (Gotha A 1655), in which the author says that he
was writing between 1293 and 1341. This latter part
is not free from faults (chronological errors, anecdotes
which are hard to verify, and legends mixed with real
events), hence should be used only with care, but its
interest lies in the fact that it transmits oral sources
contemporary with the author, certain information
stemming from highly-placed personages of the final
years of the Ayyubid period, such as Djamal al-Dln
Ibn Matruh [^.y.]5 and likewise some fragments of
the abridged, and little-known, history of al-Nasir
Kalawun's reign composed by the kadi Sharaf al-Dfn
Ibn al-Wahfd. The author was, moreover, largely
inspired by the well-known chronicle of Ibn Wasil
[q.v] and may have used a source common to himself and Ibn al-Dawadarf [q.v.].
Bibliography: Ed. by the late H. Hein, Der Ta'rih
magmuc an-nawddir des Amir Sihdb ad-din Qaratdy, Bibl.
Islamica, Beirut, in press; ed. and partial tr. G.
Levi Delia Vida, L'invasione dei Tartan in Siria nel
1260 mi ricordi di un testimone oculare, in Orientalia,
N.S. iv (1935), 353-76; Brockelmann, II, 54, S II,
53; Cl. Cahen, La chronique de Kirtdy et les Francs de
Syne, in JA, ccxxix (1937), 140-5; R. Irwin, The
image of the Byzantine and the Frank in Arab popular literature, in Mediterranean Historical Review, iv (1989),
226-42; Linda S. Northrup, From slave to sultan,
Stuttgart 1998, 33-4, 47.
(ANNE-MARIE EDDE)
KASIM ARSLAN (?-995/?-1587), I n d o - M u s l i m
poet, court panegyrist of the Mughal emperor Akbar
[q.v] in the later 10th/16th century.
Details regarding his life and career are scanty.
According to Muntakhab al-tawdnkh, he was originally
a native of Tus; but most other writers refer to him
as Mashhadf, which would indicate that he might
have lived in Mashhad. He was brought up in
Transoxania and went to India during Akbar's reign.
It is related that he took Arslan as his pen-name
because his father claimed descent from Arslan
Djadhib, a military commander of Mahmud of
Ghazna. Kasim Arslan is described as a man of broad
religious views, enjoying a witty, sociable and generous disposition. Apart from his status as a poet, he
was known in his time as a skilled calligrapher, specialising in the nasta'lik style. His diwdn, which is rare,
comprises various kinds of poems. One of his kasidas
is addressed to the Eighth Imam CA1I al-Rida and
expresses the poet's devotion to the Shf c f leader. His
ghazak, mostly short, describe amatory feelings in simple speech. His chronograms, for which he is especially noted, are useful in providing dates of certain
historical events. He died, according to most accounts,
at Lahore in 995/1587.
Bibliography: 1. S o u r c e s . Diwdn, Oriental
Public Library, Bankipore, 249; 'All Kull Khan
Walih Daghistanf, Riydd al-shu'ard3, B.M. Add.
16,729; Amln Ahmad RazF, Haft iklim, ii, ed. Djawad
Fadil, Tehran n.d.; Siddfk Hasan Khan, Shamc-i
and^uman, Bhopal 1876; cAbd al-Kadir Bada'unf,
Muntakhab al-tawdnkh, iii, tr. Wolseley Haig, Calcutta
1925; Nizam al-Dln Ahmad, Tabakdt-i Akbari, ii, tr.
B. De, Calcutta 1936; Abu '1-Fadl, A'ln-i Akban, i,
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tr. H. Blochmann, Calcutta 1868; Ahmad cAli Khan
Hashiml Sandilaw!, Tadhkira-i makhzan al-ghard'ib, i,
ed. Muhammad Bakir, Lahore 1968.
2. Studies. Shams al-Dfn Sam!, Kdmus al~afldm,
v, Istanbul 1889; T.W. Beale, An oriental biographical dictionary, London 1894; Indo-Iranica (Calcutta),
xii/1 (March 1959).
(MUNIBUR RAHMAN)
KASR (A.), pi. kusur, most probably from Grk. kastron, Latin castrum, has the general sense of "a fortified place", hence "residence of an amir or ruler,
palace, or any building on a larger scale than a mere
house".
1. In the c e n t r a l and e a s t e r n Islamic lands.
See for this, SARAY, and note also that in the Persian
lands, a synonym for this in early mediaeval usage
(e.g. in Narshakhi, Bayhaki, Djuzdjan!) is often kushk
(MP koshk), yielding Eng. and Ger. kiosk, Fr. kiosque.
2. In the Maghrib.
Here, from the vocalic changes frequent in Maghrib!
dialects, we often find the pronunciation ksar, pi. ksur.
The term has here various semantic strata that have
to be illuminated by close examination of the various texts available and by archaeological investigation, and in the light of the complex material factors
concerning the Maghrib! habitat from mediaeval times
until long afterwards. Hence it denotes here: (a) a
palace, the place from which political authority is
exercised, or an aristocratic residence; (b) a fortified
place, a small fort or a full-scale fortress; (c) a fortified complex for community habitation; and (d) a collective granary or store house.
A. The evidence of mediaeval texts
The palace. The term is usually used in the texts to
denote a palace, a place of residence for a person
wielding authority, such as the kasr al-kadim which the
Aghlabid amir Ibrahmi I had built in 184/800, on
the site of the princely town of al-cAbbasiyya, not far
from al-Kayrawan [q.v.] (al-Baladhuri, Futuh, 328; alBakn, al-Masdlik wa 'l-mamdlik, ed. and tr. de Slane,
repr. Paris 1965, 28/64), or the palaces (kusur) built
in 263/876 by the amir Ibrahim II in his new princely
residence of Rakkada [q.v.] (al-Bakn, op. cit., 27/62,
147/135; Ibn cldhar!, i, 299). Al-Mahdiyya [q.v.], the
first royal residence founded by the Fatimids in Ifrikiya,
additionally included the palaces of cUbayd Allah and
Abu '1-Kasim (Ibn Hawkal, 71/67; al-Bakn, op. cit.,
30/67-8). In the far Maghrib, the fortress built by
the Almoravids at the moment of the foundation of
Marrakush [q.v] was called the Kasr al-Hadjar (Ibn
c
ldhar!, iii, 20). The term served to designate at one
and the same time palaces, including the governmental
headquarters or princely residence, and also the residences (kusur) of the Almohad leaders, each of which
comprised houses (diydr), gardens (basdtin), a bathhouse
(hammdni) and stables (istabldt) (al-cUmar!, Masdlik alabsdr f i mamdlik al-amsdr, B.N. Paris ms. No. 5868,
foL 67b, tr. M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Paris 1927,
179).
Fortresses, places for garrisons and the fortified community
habitats. Although frequently used in texts from the
mediaeval period, the term kasr has no homogenous
geographical distribution. It is rare in the western
regions, from Tilimsan/Tlemcen to the Atlantic, where
toponyms like him and kalfa are very clearly predominant, but places denominated as kusur are numerous from Tripolitania to the region of Tahart, passing
through Ifnkiya, where they often correspond to
fortresses whose construction goes back to Byzantine
times (al-Bakri, Masdlik, 31/69, 50/108; al-Idrfs!,
Maghrib, 157/144-5). However, in their grouping, the
fortified sites thus described as kasr or kusur do not

appear to be, above all, places for garrisons but rather
centres for population, a role that certain fortresses
dating from Byzantine times already played at the
time of the Arab conquest (Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, Futuh,
224, 228, 239; al-Bakr!, op. at, 13/34). In Ifnkiya,
as in the far Maghrib, the term thus denotes a village
or a fortified town (ibid., 47/101, 153/292), or a fortified place where the surrounding people come to
take refuge when necessary (al-Tidjan!, Rihla, Tunis
and Tripoli 1981, 56, 119). Corresponding to an
agglomeration on a more important scale, the term
finally denotes nuclei of people, and these may be of
a pre-urban or an urban nature. Thus Tahart was in
origin made up of several kusur (B. Zerouki, L'imamat
de Tahart, premier etat musulman du Maghreb, i, Paris 1987,
132-3); it was probably similarly the case at Sidjilmasa
(Ibn Hawkal, 91/89).
B. The p r e - m o d e r n ksur in the Maghrib
The fortified villages of the Saharan wastes. In North
African toponomy, Arabic ksar frequently replaces its
Berber equivalent igherm (pi. igherman) when applied to
the fortified villages characteristic of a type of habitat peculiar to the ante-Saharan zones: in Morocco,
in the valleys of the Zfz, Dades and Draa, from the
Sus in the west to Tafilalt in the east, and from the
Atlas from north of the Draa to the south; and in
Algeria, the regions of Tuwat [q.v.] and Gourara [q.v.
in Suppl.] and that of Mzab [q.v]. In its "completed"
form, i.e. pre-modern one, such as one still finds in
Morocco, the ksar appears as a fortified village with
a rectangular plan, surrounded by a protective wall
flanked with towers and with angled bastions; the
space thus circumscribed, with a dense network of
contiguous houses, is criss-crossed by several narrow
streets whose pattern is based on more or less orthogonal axes. The regular form depends on the topographical conditions of the site; if the ksur of the
plains of southern Morocco most often show a regular pattern, the mountain villages are made up of
houses huddled together and presenting a continuous
front view, whilst in the Algerian Sahara, the overwhelming majority of ksur simply consist of an agglomeration with a dense and complex pattern whose
general contours attest an organic pattern of growth.
As an economic centre and place of refuge, and as
a nucleus for sedentarisation, the ksar forms the basic
political unit of these regions. In the southeast of
Morocco, the management of the internal affairs of
the ksar is confided to two distinct political entities:
the chief (shaykh or amghar) elected once a year is
seconded by the chiefs of the quarters or the great
families (mzarig or amur) in order to avoid power being
gathered up into the hands of a single kinship group.
These balancing factors, which make up a small council (ajamd'a [q.v.]), are guarantees of a social order
that is expressed by means of prescribed forms and
customary rules, often set down in writing.
The collective granary in the eastern Maghrib. In southeastern Tunisia, the term ksar further denotes a collective storehouse where the local people, living in the
valleys near to cultivated fields, come to store their
grain. The mountainous Tuniso-Libyan arc and its
outliers, some 150 km/95 miles long, contains a hundred or so of these ksur, with similar ones in Algeria,
in the region of Gourara. Built on a hilltop with
escarpmented slopes, the ksar here generally has a
quadrangular plan, with its protective wall formed by
the placing together of narrow rooms (ghurfas) with
cradle vaulting, sometimes placed above each other
on two or three levels, access to them being by an
improvised outside ladder. Although nobody lives there,
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the ksar is nonetheless a focus for the social life of
peoples living a dispersed or troglodytic way of life.
Sometimes it provides shelter for some artisanal activities, and it forms the point near to which an important market may on occasion be held. Likewise, one
finds the mosque or musalla [q.v.], sometimes with a
cemetery associated with it, at some distance away
from the ksar yet at the same time associated with it.
The overall view. It is extremely difficult, for reasons
both historical and methodological, to trace the evolution of the habitat which finally contributed to the
emergence of the "completed" form of the ksar, the
fortified village of the high plateaux of the Moroccan
steppelands, more characteristic of certain regions
which are in majority Berberophone than really "typical"—as has often been said—of a certain "Berber
style of architecture". Various influences have been
suggested in this regard: that of Africa, put forward
at the time of the first exploratory travels, has speedily been forgotten, even if Terrasse perpetuated it in
a certain manner by finding in the ksur an imprint
of Pharaonic Egypt. The geometrical disposition of
the Moroccan ksar, above all the presence of a principal axis which serves the groups of dwelling places,
has generated as many arguments in favour of the
thesis of an influence from the Roman-Byzantine castellum, whilst the brick decoration which often ornaments the whole ensemble has raised the question of
connections with the East and with Hispano-Moresque
art. Suffice it to say that these suggestions still today
do not go beyond simple formal or stylistic likenesses.
The problem of tracing the origin of the type is
further exacerbated by the difficulty of dating these
groupings, given the very fragmentary historical data
and the absence of archaeological remains which can
be firmly dated. Thus, although the Moroccan ksar
has for a long time been considered as an example
of a "traditional" and "archaic" form of architecture,
and therefore of an undateable nature, its existence
is not attested by any sure material piece of evidence
before at least the 17th and 18th centuries. The uncertainty over the dating—or at least, over the relative
chronology—of these fortified villages has given rise
to two postulates: (1) the prior dating of those with
plans shows an organic growth compared with those
having geometrical plans—ksur with regular plans are
considered later than those which, in Tuwat and elsewhere in the Sahara, show in their plans no concern
for symmetry; and (2) terre pisee was substituted for
stone—the ksur constructed of baked earth is seen as
the end product of a process of change from the
more ancient fortresses built in stone. These theories,
even if they cannot be regarded as totally invalid,
must, however, be approached with great prudence
because of their neglect for the socio-economic and
topographical considerations which brought about the
conditions for the construction of these sites, and
because of the a priori definition of a linear evolution
of the construction techniques which they presuppose.
Studies on the typologies involved, supported by the
most rigorous possible surface explorations, are required
to understand the phenomenon of the ksar in all its
breadth, geographical and chronological. J.-C1. Echallier
has accordingly made an exploration and inventory
of over 300 ksur in the Gourara-Tuwat region. Starting
from formal criteria, he proposes classifying the ensemble of these sites into six main groups, ranging from
storehouses used as refuges on rocky peaks (type I)
to regular walled enclosures in unfired brick, displaying a sense of care in the organisation of the interior
spaces (type VI). In southeastern Tunisia, some inscrip-
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tions on plasterwork placed on the arcading of the
entrance vaulting, from which access leads into the
ksar, bear a date. A. Louis has studied and published
the account of a granary which served as a place of
refuge, the Ksar Zanata, which in this way dates to
475/1082-3, whilst at the Ksar Djouama, an inscription dates either the building or the restoration of
this part of the building to 1178/1764-5. The gap
between these two dates indicates the degree of uncertainty which still reigns in the studies on the evolution of these forms of habitation in the Maghrib.
Often placed in connection with the general phenomenon of a crisis which ruptured the complementary relationship between two types of economy, the
nomadic and the sedentary, and which led to periods of conflict and change, it seems that the ksar of
southern Morocco and southern Algeria, like the communal storehouses of southeastern Tunisia, can be
placed, in a more global and more nuanced way, in
relationship to a situation of transition between nomadism and sedentarisation. This particular form of a
place for keeping commodities and for refuge, or
as a place for habitation, would thus form a nucleus
for sedentarisation around which the territory of a
given human group becomes organised. The ksar, so
characteristic of certain North African landscapes, is
an architectural form on the verge of disappearing
because of the major changes of recent decades in
social relations and techniques. In these regions, it is
now the village which has succeeded the ksar as the
basic element of social cohesion.
Bibliography: On the classical view of the
Moroccan ksar, see the basic works of E. Laoust,
L'habitation chez les transhumants du Maroc central (suite
etfin), in Hesperis, xviii (1934), 109-96; H. Terrasse,
Kashas berberes de I'Atlas et des Oasis, Paris 1938; and
BURDJ. 4. On the storehouses of southeastern Tunisia,
see A. Louis, Tunisie du Sud. Ksars et villages de cretes,
Paris 1975. For typology and corpus of monuments,
see D. Jacques-Meunie, Architectures et habitats du
Dades, Maroc presaharien, Paris 1962; J.C1. Echallier,
Villages desertes et structures agraires anciennes du TouatGourara (Sahara algerien), Paris 1972. For a new
methodological approach, see W.J.R. Curtis, Type
and variation. Berber collective dwellings of the northwestern
Sahara, in Muqarnas, i (1983), 181-209; L. Mezzine,
Le Tafilalt, contribution a I'histoire du Maroc au XVIF
et XVIir siecles, Rabat 1987 (fundamental work);
P. Bonte, Uhabitat sedentaire "qsurien" en Mauretanie
saharienne, in H.-P. Francfort (ed.), Nomades et sedentaires
en Asie centrals. Apports d'archeologie et de I'ethnologie, Paris
1990, 57-67; P. Cressier, La fortification islamique au
Maroc. Elements de bibliographic, in Archeologie islamique,
v (1995), 163-96, 203-4.
(J.-P. VAN STAEVEL)
KASR ABl DANIS, a s e t t l e m e n t of Islamic
P o r t u g a l , revealed by archaeological excavations on
the ancient site of Solatia, to the south of Lisbon,
and on the site of the present convent of Aracoeli,
the modern Alcacer do Sal.
It dates from the 3rd/9th century, when coastal
defences were being erected against the Viking attacks
which had begun in 230/844 [see AL-MADJUS]. The
fortress occupied a major strategic site, up-river from
the mouth of the Sado. According to Ibn Hazm and
Ibn Hayyan, it was in the course of the fitna in this
century, during the reign of the Umayyad amir cAbd
Allah, that the Banu Danis, Berbers driven from the
region of Coimbra, besieged the place, which received
their name. When £Abd al-Rahman III brought the
region under his authority, he confirmed the Banu
Danis as chiefs in the town, which now became the
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capital of a kura and grew into a prosperous centre.
Ibn Abl cAmir [see AL-MANSUR BI 'LLAH] made it into
an important naval dockyard for attacking the shrine
of St. James of Compostella in 387/997. As the main
maritime outlet for the Aftasids [q.v.] of Badajoz, Kasr
Abf Danis retained its role as a dockyard and arsenal and was also, according to al-Idrfsf, a prosperous
commercial port. After the fall of Lisbon in 542/1147,
the town was first taken by Afonso Henriques, but
recovered by the Almohad caliph al-Mansur in 587/
1191 before its definitive fall in 614/1217. Immediately
after this, Muslim Alcacer declined in favour of Setubal.
Bibliography: 1. S o u r c e s . Ibn Hayyan, Muktabis, reign of cAbd al-Rahman III, Cronica del califa
c
Abd ar-Rahman III an-Nasir entre los anos 912-942,
ed. Chalmeta, Corriente and Subh, Madrid 1979,
tr. Viguera and Corriente, Saragossa 1981, 69, 167,
329; Ibn Hazm, D}amharat ansdb al-farab, ed. LeviProvencal, Cairo 1948, 466; Ibn 'Idharl, Baydn, ed.
Dozy, Leiden 1948-51, 238-9, tr. E. Fagnan^ Histoire
de I'AJrique et de I'Espagne, Algiers 1901-4, 394; Idrfsf,
Opus geographicum, Naples-Rome 1975, 538, 544, tr.
Dozy and De Goeje, 2Leiden 1968, 211, 219; Himyarl, Rawd, ed. and tr. Levi-Provencal, La peninsule
ibenque au Moyen-Age, Leiden 1938, 193-4, tr. 161-2.
2. S t u d i e s . C. Tavares da Silva et alii, Escavacoes
arqueologicas no Castelo de Alcacer do Sal (campanha de
1979), in Setubal arquelogica, vi-vii (1980-1), 149-214;
A.C. Paixao, J.C. Faria and A.R. Carvalho, 0
castelo de Alcacer do Sal. Urn projeto de arqueologia urbana,
in ///' Encontro de arqueologia urbana, Braga 1994,
Bracara Augusta, xlv (1994), 97 (110); Ch. Picard,
L'ocean Atlantique musulman de la conquete arabe a I'epoque
almohade, Paris 1997; idem and I.C. Ferreira
Fernandes, La defense cotiere a I'epoque musulmane.
L'exemple de la presqu'ile de Setubal, in Archeologie
islamique, viii (1999)2 67-94.
(Cn. PICARD)
KASR AL-MUSHASH, an U m a y y a d p e r i o d
a r c h a e o l o g i c a l site in Jordan located 40 km/25
miles southeast of 'Amman. The core of the site consists of a kasr, a water reservoir and a bath, surveyed
by King in 1980-1 and excavated by Bisheh in 19823. The kasr measures 26 m/85 feet square and consists of rooms around an open central courtyard,
without any corner towers, and could accommodate
up to 40 people. Re-used in one wall is a stone with
a Kufic inscription asking for the forgiveness of the
sins of an unknown Radja b. Bashshar. Nearby is a
plastered cistern 4.8 m/16 feet in diameter once roofed
by stone slabs supported by arches, intended to supply the inhabitants of the kasr with drinking water.
At 400 m/1,312 feet west of the kasr is a plastered
water reservoir measuring 25 m/82 feet square. The
excavated bath house was a simple structure with four
rooms: an apodyterium, frigidarium, tepidarium and
caldarium with a furnace. The bath has none of the
lavish decorations characteristic of Kusayr 'Amra or
Hammam al-Sarakh [</.yy.]. Other uninvestigated reservoirs, cisterns, walled enclosures and barrages dot the
site. The pottery at the site is predominantly Umayyad.
The function of the site, without a sizeable resident
population, was to serve as a watering stop for caravans travelling between 'Amman and the northern
Arabian Peninsula via the Wadf Sirhan. Reduced traffic along that route after the 'Abbasid revolution soon
led to the abandonment of the site.
Bibliography: G. King, C. Lenzen, and G. Rollefson, in Annual of the Department of Antiquities of Jordan,
xxvii (1983), 386-91; G. Bisheh, Qasr Mshash and
Qasr cAyn al-Sil. Two Umayyad sites in Jordan, in M.A.
Bakhit and R. Schick (eds.), Fourth International

Conference on the History of Bilad al-Sham during the
Umayyad period. English Section, ii, 'Amman 1989, 81104.
(R. SCHICK)
KASR TUBA, one of the so-called "desert
castles" in J o r d a n , is located ca. 100 km/60 miles
southeast of 'Amman. Since it is unfinished, information on the intended design of the elevations and
the decorations are limited. The enclosure walls and
the foundations were built of limestone, the remaining parts of brick. The building has a rectangular
shape, measuring ca. 140 m (east-west) by ca. 70 m
(north-south) and is flanked by five semicircular towers on the south side, two on the east and west sides.
There was a round tower at each corner. In the north
the arrangement is different (see below). The structure consists of two individual and identical halves,
divided by a wall and connected with each other by
a small passage. Each of the two buildings has a central courtyard of ca. 30 m by 30 m with rooms and/or
smaller courtyards built around it. Entrance is given
to each of the buildings by a gate flanked by square
towers in the middle of northern facades. Between
the two gates, a semicircular tower projects from the
northern facade. Behind the gate, passages, ca. 6 m
deep, lead into the courtyards. In each of the corners
of the courtyards, traces of typical Umayyad bayts,
i.e. two rooms flanking a central hall or courtyard
on two sides, are to be found. This feature, in addition to the use of brick, the vaulting technique and
the few decorations preserved, shows that the building must have been built in the late Umayyad period.
Most authors consider al-Walid II [q.v.] as the patron
of this building.
Bibliography: A. Musil, Kusejr cAmra, Vienna
1907, 14-16; Jaussen-Sauvignac, Mission archeologique
en Arable, iii, Paris 1922, 29-50; G.L. Harding, The
antiquities of Jordan, London 1967, 161-2; K.A.C.
Creswell, Early Muslim architecture, i/2, Oxford 1969,
608-13.
(H. GAUBE)
KASTAL, one of the so-called U m a y y a d
"desert castles", now in the Kingdom of Jordan.
It lies ca. 15 km south of the centre of 'Amman. Its
existence became known only at the beginning of the
20th century, following a publication by Briinnow and
von Domaszewski (see BibL).
Until the 1970s, the period of its construction
remained speculative, but since then there is little
doubt that this desert castle was built in Umayyad
times. The site consists of a palace and a mosque,
the latter lying north of the palace. Changes in the
construction as well as ceramic finds indicate that the
place was used in the Ayyubid-Mamluk period as well
as in later Ottoman times.
The palace is a square construction of ca. 59 X 59
m (without counting the towers), made of ashlars with
cast work between the surfaces, with round corner
towers and three semicircular intermediate towers on
the northern, southern and western sides each, while
the entrance was on the eastern side. The latter has
four semicircular intermediate towers, two of which
can be considered as part of the wings of the main
entrance. Through a ca. 2 m-wide gate one enters
into a space inside the tower, which is ca. 16 m deep
and leads to an inner court of ca. 28 X 28 m. Around
the inner court was a peristyle, behind which lay six
groups of rooms, arranged bayt-wise (four on the eastern and western sides, with adjoining rooms in the
corners, two on the northern and southern sides).
Remains of an upper storey, which formerly surrounded the entire building, are only found in the
neighbourhood of the tower room. The building thus
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resembles other Umayyad sites, the palace at Djabal
Says \_q.v. in Suppl.], Kharana and Kasr al-Hayr alSharkf [g'.zw.] in particular.
A few metres off the western part of the northern
palace wall lies a construction which originally was
interpreted as a praetorium, but which is undoubtedly a mosque. Preserved are the remains of a rectangular surrounding wall of ca. 21 X 18 m, which
encloses a courtyard and a prayer-house. Its northwestern corner encloses a round tower with a diameter of ca. 6 m. From the southern side of the court
a door leads to a rectangular prayer-room with a
deeply vaulted mihrdb [q.v.] in the middle of the southern wall. The mosque clearly shows three construction phases. The masonry of the earliest phase is the
same as that of the inside constructions of the palace.
It belongs to a mosque, which probably had a saddle roof. To this mosque also belonged the round
tower, beyond all question one of the earliest minarets
to survive. It proves that rectangular as well as round
minarets were already erected in early Islamic times.
In Ayyubid-Mamluk times the walls of the mosque
were reinforced, and the original roof replaced by a
barrel vault. In late Ottoman times, the mosque was
further restored.
Bibliography: R.E. Briinnow and A. von
Domaszewski, Die Provincia Arabia., Strasburg 1905,
ii, 95-104, 676-85; H. Gaube, 'Amman, Hardna und
Qastal, in £DPV, xciii (1977), 52-86; P. Carlier and
F. Morin, Recherches archeologiques au chateau de Qastal,
in ADA,_ x_xviii (1984), 343-83.
(H. GAUBE)
KATHIRI, a S o u t h A r a b i a n t r i b a l g r o u p
and s u l t a n a t e , the latter eventually becoming part
of the Eastern Aden Protectorate prior to the departure of the British from South Arabia in 1967. Their
origins were in the area of Zafar [q.v.] on the Indian
Ocean, now within the Southern Region of the
Sultanate of Oman [see CUMAN] , and they appear suddenly on the stage of history in the 9th/15th century. By the time the Eastern Aden Protectorate
collapsed in 1967 after the departure of the British,
the Kathfrf sultanate was made up of the centre and
eastern end of the Wadf Hadramawt, tribal lands to
the north of the Wadf towards the Empty Quarter
[see AL-RUBC AL-KHAL!] and to the south in the mountainous region towards the sea, although by this time
they had no access to the sea. Their main towns were
Say'un [q.v.], the capital of the sultanate, Tanm [q.v],
the intellectual centre, al-Ghuraf, Bur and al-Ghurfa,
all within Wad! Hadramawt.
The Kathm tribe was of Zanna (sometimes written Banna in the Arabic sources) and, according to
al-Shatirf (Adwdr, 234), Kahtanfs of Saba3, and not of
Harridan. Al-Shatirf adds (352) that Zanna are believed
to have come from Muscat (Maskat) and Zafar.
The Kathfrfs first took Zafar in 807/1404 '(al-cAlawI,
Ta'rikh, ii, 684). They took the important port of alShihr [q.v.] from the Tahirids [q.v.] in 867/1462. The
port, always vulnerable from the sea, was not only
the emporium of Indian trade in the area but also
handled the traffic of the pilgrims bound for Kabr
Hud in Wad! Hadramawt (Serjeant, Portuguese, 25 and
see also his Hud). Both trade and the pilgrimage traffic were huge sources of revenue. The exact situation
is not clear, however, and it seems that the Kathfrfs
on occasion held al-Shihr as governors of the Tahirids.
The expansionist policies of the Kathfrfs are
associated with the famous Badr Bu Tuwayrik (r.
922-77/1516-70). He fought the Mahra' [q.v] tribes
to the east of al-Shihr, and endeavoured to keep the
Portuguese and the Turks at bay as far as he could,
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playing them off against each other. He was able to
pursue campaigns into Hadramawt, using TurkishPortuguese rivalry to his own advantage. Badr even
made use of the Turks and the Portuguese: with the
aid of the former in 926/1520 he took Shibam, and
with Portuguese musketeers he made gains in Wad!
Hadramawt in 945/1539 (al-Kindf, Ta'rikh, i, 164;
Serjeant, Portuguese, 28). His successes in Hadramawt
may well have been because of his access to firearms
introduced by the Turks in the expedition against
Shibam. He had no strong religious sentiment against
the Portuguese, but this earned him the resentment
of many Hadramfs who urged holy war against him
(Serjeant, Portuguese, 27-30, 57).
Al-Kindf in his Ta'rikh provides a whole catalogue
of Kathfrf activities in mediaeval times in Hadramawt
and on the coast. In 926/1520, for example, Badr
went on to take both Tarlm and al-Ghurfa. In
934/1527, he struck coins in al-Shihr. Under the year
942/1535, the killing of a number of Portuguese is
reported, others being shackled and plundered. The
Kathfrfs were also in touch with the Turks and the
Egyptians. In 943/1536, Badr began the building of
the fortress of Ghayl Ba Wazlr in the coastal area.
The year 944/1537 marked the arrival in al-Shihr of
a Turkish galley to assist Badr against the Portuguese.
It was announced that the khutba was to be pronounced in the name of the Ottoman sultan, Sulayman
Ba Yazfd (i.e. Siileyman the Magnificent). After Badr's
death in 977/1569, there was less stability in the
Kathm house. Reports for the following years reflect
internecine squabbles (al-Kindl, Ta'nkh, i, 164, 165,
180, 182, 185, 215, 216 and passim).
The struggle in 1064/1653 between the two Badrs
of the Kathm family, Badr b. cUmar and Badr b.
c
Abd Allah, brought the Zaydls [see ZAYDIYYA] of the
Yemen into the affairs of Hadramawt (al-WazIr, Tabak
al-halwd, 135 ff). Badr b. c Umar al-Kathfrf, lord of
Hadramawt, al-Shihr and Zafar, having already
embraced the Zaydf rite, had the khutba pronounced
in the name of the Zaydf Imam al-Mutawakkil (r.
1054-87/1644-76 [q.v]). 'His nephew, Badr b. cAbd
Allah al-Kathfrf, had Badr b. c Umar arrested and
imprisoned near Say5un (Serjeant, Omani naval activities, 78). Al-Mutawakkil reacted swiftly to Badr b. cAbd
Allah's action against his uncle. Much correspondence
passed between him and the Kathm, and the latter
finally submitted, though Badr b. cAbd Allah was
resentful of the Imam's intervention and his submission was clearly a sham. Badr b. cUmar was obliged
to flee Zafar, where the Imam had secured his governorship as part of his agreement with Badr b. cAbd
Allah, and finally arrived at the Imam's court in
Sanca° [q.v] in 1069/1659. This state of affairs now
brought about a full-scale Zaydf military expedition
into Hadramawt under the command of Saff '1-Islam
Ahmad b. Hasan and accompanied by Badr b. c Umar.
Saff '1-Islam was able to subdue Hadramawt itself,
but then experienced difficulties in supplying his large
Zaydf army. He was thus unable to deal with the
problem of Zafar, by this time under an c Umanf amir.
He returned from Say'un to Sanca3 (Serjeant, Omani
naval activities, 79-80). By about 1080/1670, Zaydf influence in Hadramawt had declined and the Kathm
sultans were in independent control there (ibid., 84).
Once again, sources provide a rather confused and
lengthy catalogue of Kathfrf activities: military movements, battles, tribal problems and agreements, these
involving also the Yafi'fs [see YAFIC], who had entered
the area, on occasion the Zaydfs, and from the mid19th century onwards the Ku'aytfs.
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The Government of Bombay's Account of the Arab
tribes, compiled at the beginning of the 20th century,
indicates (123) that Kathfri territory had originally
been carved out of cAwlakf lands in the west and
Mahra in the east, and included al-Mukalla on the
coast, until 1881 when it passed to the Ku'aytf, and
al-Shihr. The Kathfrf sultanate lost much ground to
the Yafi c fs and Kucaytfs in the latter half of the 19th
century. The Account, reporting on the Kathm, also
reports a total of 7,000 fighting males. Many Kathm
subjects were scattered over parts of India, Java,
Singapore and East Africa, engaged in trade.
In 1883, Sultan cAbd Allah b. Salih al-Kathm visited the British Resident in Aden to assess the attitude of the British to his seizing al-Mukalla and
al-Shihr from the Ku'aytf. The British answer was
firm and to the point: if the Kathm attacked the
ports, the British would come to the aid of the Ku'aytf
with a gunboat. The Kathfrfs continued to smart at
their loss of access to the sea (Account, 123).
It is interesting to note that in 1895, the Kathms
still at this time had designs on their native region
and they took Zafar, although they were unable to
hang on to it for longer than two years. The Account
also reports (124) that there was little contact between
the Kathm and the Aden Residency in the 1860s
and '70s and that there was none at all in the '80s
and '90s. Unlike most of the other Aden Protectorate
states, the Kathfrf signed no 19th-century formal
treaty of protection with Britain (Account, 130). They
are, however, listed (154-5) among those states "having relations with Aden Residency". Their annual
revenue is quoted as 24,000 rupees, although there
was no stipend from the Residency. The sultan in
1906 when the Account was published was Mansur b.
Ghalib.
It was only during the 1930s that relations between
the Kathm and the British became closer, the rapprochement occurring in the wake of the famous
"Ingrams Peace", when the first British political officer in Hadramawt, Harold Ingrams, brought about a
general peace between the years 1937-40 in the tribal
lands of both Ku'aytf and Kathm (Ingrams, Arabia,
10-19). This resulted in the political, social, agricultural, educational and medical development of both
sultanates, including the completion of a road from
Tarlm in Wad! Hadramawt to al-Shihr on the coast,
and the increased British involvement in their affairs,
culminating in the separate British administration of
the Kathlrl, Ku'aytl, Mahra and Wahid! [q.v] sultanates as the Eastern Aden Protectorate. In March
1939, a treaty between the Kathm and the British
was finally signed (Smith, "Ingrams Peace", Hadramawt,
1937-40, see Bibl; for the texts of the treaty, see
Records of Aden, 239-40).
The sultanates of the Eastern Aden Protectorate
never entered the Federation which was formed and
fostered by the British in the Western Aden Protectorate. At the time of the withdrawal of the British in
1967, the Kathm sultanate became a part of the
People's Democratic Republic of Yemen. In 1990,
with the unity of north and south Yemen, the whole
of what had been the Eastern Aden Protectorate became a part of the Yemen Republic [see AL-YAMAN.
3(b)] with its capital at Sanca3.
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of the Arab tribes in the vicinity of Aden, Bombay 1909;
Muhammad b. Hashim, Hadramawt. Ta'nkh al-dawla
al-kathmyya, Cairo 1948 (occasionally useful, but
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errors); R.B. Serjeant, Hud and other pre-Islamic prophets
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AL-KATIFI, IBRAHIM B. SULAYMAN, I ma mi S h l c l
jurist of the 9th-1 O t h / 1 5th-1 6th centuries.
He is most famous for his acrimonious dispute with
his supposed classmate (or teacher), the influential CA1I
b. cAbd al-cAlI al-Karakr (d. 940/1534 [q.v.]). Al-Katffi
moved from his birthplace Bahrayn to Trak to study
(some date this move to 913/1507). Apart from a pilgrimage to Mashhad, supposedly with al-Karakr, at
some unknown date, he appears to have spent the
rest of his academic life in southern Trak (Nadjaf and
later Hilla), teaching and writing. His academic output is mostly inspired by his personal and religious
animosity towards al-Karakf. Al-Karakf had gained
the favour of the Safawid Shah Tahmasp I [</.y.], and
al-Katffi accused him of egotism and legal chicanery
aimed at personal enrichment. Such accusations can
be found throughout al-Katffi's most famous work
al-Sirdaj al-wahhdaj, a detailed refutation of al-Karakfs
Kdti'at al-laajdaj. The debate here concerned the legitimacy of land-tax (khardaj) payable to the ruler. Whilst
al-Karakr, benefiting personally from khardaj revenue,
argued that it was a permitted tax during the occultation (ghayba [q.v.]) of the Imam, al-Katffi maintained
that Safawid rule was (legally speaking) illegitimate;
no Safawid tax could be legitimate and no gifts
bestowed by the Shah could be accepted. In one incident in Karbala3, al-Katffi publicly refused to accept
a gift brought by al-Karakr from Shah Tahmasp.
Most of al-Katlfi's works remain in manuscript, and
nearly all appear to be refutations of al-Karakf's views
on subjects such as the dj_um:a prayer, fosterage and
fasting. Some have linked al-Katlfi to the emerging
Akhban school [see AKHBARIYYA, in Suppl.], but his
juristic reasoning, though conservative, appears within
the mainstream of Shf c f jurisprudence. His date of
death is unknown, but he is reported to have been
alive as late as 951/1544.
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Lu'lu'at al-bahrayn, Beirut 1406/1986, 159-66;
Muhammad Bakir al-Khwansarf, Rawddt al-aj_anndt,
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the legality of kharaj, in Proceedings of the Ninth Congress
of the Union Europeenne des Arabisants et Islamisants,
Leiden 1981; H.M. Tabataba'i, Kharaj in Islamic law,
London 1983; A. Newman, The development and political significance of the rationalist and traditionalist schools
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in Imdmi Shi'i history, Ph.D. thesis, UCLA 1986,
unpubl.
(R. GLEAVE)
KAWA'ID FIKHIYYA (A.), legal p r i n c i p l e s ,
legal m a x i m s , g e n e r a l legal r u l e s (sing, ka'ida
fikhiyyd). These are madhhab-internal legal guidelines
that are applicable to a number of particular cases
in various fields of the law, whereby the legal determinations (ahkdm) of these cases can be derived from
these principles. They reflect the logic of a school's
legal reasoning and thus impart a "scaffolding" to the
"case-law" (furuc).
Historically, general rules can be found already
strewn throughout early furuc works. They were first
collected by Hanafis like Abu '1-Hasan al-Karkhl (d.
340/952), but under the title of usul rather than
kawa'id. (As a result, the term asl acquires, minimally,
a fourfold meaning: (1) an act that has already been
legally determined and now serves as a "model" for
similar cases; (2) a scriptural pronouncement (Kur'an
or Hadfth) that is considered decisive for the legal
determination of a given act; (3) a legal principle,
under which several individual cases are subsumed;
(4) a source of the law, such as the Kur'an.) But this
early start hardly bore fruit, and it is only around
the 7th/13th century that all the legal schools began
to produce books on kawa'id (predominantly with this
term in the title of their books), except (!) the Hanaffs.
This strange gap in the latter's record is probably not
to be attributed to a loss of their works, because the
Hanafi scholar, Ibn Nudjaym (d. 970/1563 [q.v]),
complains about the fact that his school has nothing
to compete with against the Shafi'fs in this respect
(Ashbdh, 15)—a situation that he tries to redress by
writing a kawa'id book on the model of the Shaft'i
Tadj al-Dm al-Subkl's (d. 771/1370 [q.v.]) work. Some
of the most influential kawa'id works of the later period
bear the title al-Ashbah wa 'l-naid'ir, such as those of
the Shafi'fs Ibn al-Wakfl (d. 7J6/1317), Tadj al-Dm
al-Subkf, and al-Suyutf (d. 911/1505), as well as that
of the Hanafi" Ibn Nudjaym. According to the coeditor of Ibn al-Wakll's book, Ahmad b. Muhammad
al-cAnkarf, ashbdh refers to cases that are alike in
appearance (zdhir) and legal status, while na^d'ir denotes
cases that are alike in appearance, but differ in legal
status. Whether this is generally true remains to be
seen. Look-alike cases of the latter type are dealt with
in the furuk literature, the fark being the decisive difference that brings about a different legal determination (hukm). Since sections on furuk do occur in ashbdh
wa-nagd^ir works, one may consider such works an
umbrella genre that comprises both the kawd'id deduced
from truly similar cases and the furuk indicating the
differences between outwardly similar cases. Logically,
and probably also historically, the establishment of
similitudes among cases precedes the formulation of
legal rules/maxims based on them as well as the
recognition of furuk as obstacles to the subsumption
of cases under a single rule.
However, with regard to the kawd'id, this picture
is too simple. Although generally valid rules (al-kawd'id
al-kulliyya al-fikhiyyd) do exist, they are outnumbered
by rules that are only "preponderant" (al-kawdcid alaghlabiyya/al-akthariyya). In the Idah al-masdlik ild kawd'id
al-imdm Malik of al-WanshansI (d. 914/1508 [q.v.]) the
relationship of the two types is 17 to 101, and a
number of legal scholars assert that legal rules, as
opposed to other rules, are always preponderantly
valid. The generally valid rules are couched in maxims,
the preponderantly valid ones in double questions,
thus e.g. dar3" 'l-mqfdsid1 mukaddam"" cald dj.alb' 'l-masdlih
"warding off corruptions has the priority over bring-
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ing about benefits" is a ka'ida kulliyya, whereas al-^ann"
hal yunkad11 bi-'l-gann1 am Id "can a presumption be
canceled by [another] presumption or not?" is a kd'ida
aghlabiyya. The term aghlabi refers to the fact that
the non-subsumable cases are istithnd^dt "exceptions"
to the rule, rather than constituting a competing kd'ida.
The unmistakable blossoming of kawdcid literature
from the 7th/13th century onward expresses several
tendencies:
(1) The focus of \htfukahd3 is madhhab-internal, not
independent, idj_tihdd (i. mutlak). A good command of
the kawd'id will qualify the jurisprudent as a mudj.tahid
al-fatwd, someone who can issue a legal opinion on
the basis of the kawd'id of his school.
(2) The school-specific kawd'id were collected from
the furuc works or, where the imams and other earlier authorities had not been explicit about their principles, were arrived at by induction from their furuc
decisions (kawdcid istikrd'iyyd). Ibn al-Wakll (d. 716/1317)
and Abu cAbd Allah al-Makkan (d. 758/1357) are said
to have done their own istikrd' of the major Shafi'r
and Malik! sources respectively (see al-Bahusayn,
Kawd'id, 324 and 328).
(3) There is a certain competitiveness among the
schools to reduce the kawd'id to the lowest possible
number. The most extreme of these attempts is what
Tadj al-Dln al-Subkl imputes to Tzz al-Dm Ibn cAbd
al-Salam (d. 660/1262 [see AL-SULAM!]), that he
reduced the whole of the Law to one principle, to
wit dj,alb al-masdlih wa-dar' al-mafdsid "bringing about
benefits and warding off corruptions" (see al-Subkf,
al-Ashbdh, i, 12, referring to Ibn cAbd al-Salam, Kawd'id
al-ahkdm, i, 6 and 11). These attempts at keeping the
number small do not have any practical importance
for the lawyer. They are an outcome of the desire
to structure the law with the greatest economy.
Although the kawd'id are mostly school-specific, some
were generally accepted by all schools. Particularly
famous are the so-called al-kawdcid al-khams "Five
Principles". Attested since the 8th/14th century, they
are the following (there are variations in wording and
sequence):
(1) al-umuru bi-makdsidihd "Things [acts] are what
they are through the intentions that bring them about";
(2) al-darar" yuzdl "Harm shall be removed";
(3) al-cddalu muhakkama "Custom is made the arbiter";
(4) al-mashakka'" tadj_lubn 'l-taysir "Hardship brings
about facilitation";
(5) al-yakin" Id yazul'1 bi 'l-shakk "Certainty is not
erased (superseded) by doubt/uncertainty".
Restricting these principles, also called al-kawdcid alkubrd, the "Major Principles", to the number five may
result from a desire for balance; an attendant saying
goes: buniya 7-Islam" fald khams wa 'l-Jikh" cald khams
"Islam has been built on five [sc. the arkdn] and so
has jurisprudence".
As for the position of the kawd'id literature within
legal studies, one may quote the Malik! Shihab alDm al-KarafT (d. 684/1285), who says at the beginning of his furuk work that there are two kinds of
usul: usul al-fikh and al-kawdcid al-fikhiyya al-kulliyya (alFuruk, i, 2), and the Hanafi" Ibn Nudjaym who made
the shocking statement that the kawd'id are the real
usul al-fikh (al-Ashbah, 15). While the latter statement
seems exaggerated, it is clear that the kawdcid were
considered an important third "player" alongside the
usul and the furuc.
It should be mentioned that the usulis formulated
hermeneutical principles that were called kawd'id
usuliyya; these are at times not carefully separated from
the kawd'id fikhiyya.
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Muhammad al-cAnkarf, ii, ed. cAdil b. cAbd Allah
al-Shuwayyikh, Riyad 1413/1993; Salah al-Dm alc
Ala°I (d. 761/1317), al-Madjmuc al-mudhhabfi kawa'id
al-madhhab, ed. Muhammad b. cAbd al-Ghaffar alShanf, Kuwait 1414/1994; Tadj al-Dln al-Subkl,
al-Ashbdh wa '1-nagd'ir, ed. cAdil Ahmad cAbd alMawdjud and cAlf Muhammad clwad, 2 vols. Beirut
1411/1991; Badr al-Dm al-Zarkashl (d. 794/
1392), al-Manthur ji tartib al-kawdcid al-Jikhiyya, ed.
Tayslr Fa'ik Ahmad Mahmud, 3 parts, Kuwait
n.d. [1402/1982]; Suyutl, 'al-Ashbdh wa 'l-natfir fl
kawd'id wa-furuc fikh al-Shdficiyya, ed. Muhammad alMu'tasim bi 'llah al-Baghdadl, Beirut 'l407/1987.
(d) H a n b a l l . Ibn Radjab (d. 795/1393), Takrir
al-kawdcid wa-tahnr al-fawd'id, ed. Abu cUbayda
Mashhur b. Hasan Al Salman. 4 vols. Khubar
1419/1998. (e) I m a m l . al-Shahld al-Awwal (d.
782/1389), al-Kawdcid wa 'l-fawd3id, ed. al-Sayyid
c
Abd al-Hadl al-Haklm, 2 vols. Nadjaf 1980.
2. C o n t e m p o r a r y kawdcid l i t e r a t u r e in
A r a b i c . Yackub b. cAbd al-Wahhab al-Bahusayn,
al-Kawdcid al-fikhiyya. al-Mabdd? - al-mukawwimdt al-masddir - al-daliliyya — al-tatawwur. Dirdsa na^ariyya
tahliliyya ta'siliyya ta'nkhiyya, Riyad 1418/1998;
Muhammad Sidkf al-Burnu, al-Wadfizfl iddh kawd'id
al-fikh al-kulliyya, Beirut 1404/1983, and Riyad
1410/1990; CAH Ahmad al-NadwI, al-Kawdcid alfikhiyya, majhumuhd, nasji'atuhd, tatawwuruhd, dirdsat
mu'allafdtihd, adillatuhd, muhimmatuhd, tatbikdtuhd,
4
Damascus 1418/1998; idem, al-Kawdcid wa 'l-dawdbit
al-mustakhlasa min al-Tahnr li 'l-imdm Djamdl al-Dm
al-Hasiri (546-636 h), shark al-l^dmif al-kabir li 7imdm Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Shaybdm, Cairo
1411 /1991; Muhammad al-Rukl, Na^anyyat al-tak cid
al-fikhi wa-atharuhd fi 'khtildf al-fukahd\ Riyad
1414/1994; Salih b. Ghanim al-Sadlan, al-Kawdcid
al-fikhiyya al-kubrd wa-md tafarra'a canhd, Riyad A.H.
1417; Ahmad Muhammad al-Zarka3, Sharh al-kawdcid
al-Jikhiyya, ed. cAbd al-Sattar Abu Ghudda, Beirut
1403/1983; Mustafa Ahmad al-Zarka3, al-Madkhal
al-fikhi al-dmm - Ikhrddj_ d^adid, 2 vols. Damascus
1418/1998 [the third part is devoted to al-kawdcid
al-kulliyya, vol. ii, 965-1091]. C o l l e c t i o n s of
kawdcid. Muhammad Sidkl al-Burnu, Mawsu'at alkawd'id al-fikhiyya, 1 vols.' Beirut 1416/1995 ff.;
Budjnurdl, al-Kawdcid al-Jikhiyya, 6 vols. Nadjaf n.d.
3. S t u d i e s . W. Heinrichs, Structuring the law.
Remarks on the Furuq literature, in I.R. Netton (ed.),
Studies in honour of Clifford Edmund Bosworth, i, Hunter
of the East. Arabic and Semitic studies, Leiden 2000,
332-44; idem, Qawa'id as a genre of legal literature,
in B.C. Weiss (ed.), Studies in Islamic legal theory,
Leiden 2002, 365-84 (with further bibl.).
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
KAWIR, DASHT-I [see IRAN. i. 3].
KAYSUM (modern Tkish. Keysun; Grk. Kaison;
Arm. Kesun; Prankish Cressum and variants), a place
s i t u a t e d to the s o u t h of Besni [q.v.], in east-

ern modern Turkey on the Keysun-cay, an affluent
of the Siirfaz-cay, in the upper valley of the Euphrates.
Considered in the 9th century A.D. as one of the
marches of the Byzantine frontier, it commanded a
col on the Besni road. Its fortress served as a base
for the revolt of Nasr b. Shabath [q.v.] but was dismantled after Nasr's submission to al-Ma3mun in 209/
824-5.
Kaysum was re-occupied by the Byzantines ca. 958,
and at the end of the l l t h century became the capital of the Armenian lord Gogh Vasil (d. 1112). The
Franks annexed it in 1116 and it became part of the
lands of the lord of Marcash. Baldwin of Marcash (d.
1146) rebuilt the fortress in stone, but this has now
disappeared. During this Frankish occupation, Kaysum
was the seat of a Latin bishopric. An Armenian bishopric is mentioned up to 1177 and a Jacobite one
till 1174. It was even the place of residence of the
Jacobite patriarch for a few years. All this indicates
that there was living there an important Christian
population.
Between 545/1150 and 568/1173 the Saldjuks of
Rum and Nur al-Dm b. Zangl occupied it alternately.
During Ayyubid times it came within the territory of
Aleppo, but its strategic role declined, and after the
passage through it of the Mongols in 1260 it is mentioned only as a village under Armenian domination.
Bibliography: Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, iv, 497;
Ibn Shaddad, Acldk, ed. and tr. A.-M. Edde, in
BEO, xxxii-xxxiii (1980-1), and see eadem, Description
de la Syrie du Nord, Damascus 1984, index; Ibn alc
Adlm, Bughya, ed. S. Zakkar, Damascus 1988, i,
265; Michael the Syrian, Chronicle, tr. J.-B. Chabot,
Paris 1899-1914, iii, 27, 55, 187, 269, 476; Matthew
of Edessa, Chronicle, tr. A.E. Dostorian, London
1993, index; Cl. Cahen, La Syne du Nord, Paris
1940, index; M. Canard, H'amdamdes, Algiers 1951,
269; H. Hellenkemper, Burgen der Kreu^ritter^eit in der
Grafschaft Edessa und im Konigreich Kleinarmenien, Bonn
1976, 67-71.
(ANNE-MARIE EDDE)
KAZAKSTAN, conventionally KAZAKHSTAN, a
region of I n n e r Asia lying essentially to the south
of Siberia and north of the older Islamic Transoxania
[see MA WARA3 AL-NAHR]; the southern part of what
is now the Kazakstan Republic includes what was in
mediaeval Islamic times rather vaguely known as
Mogholistan [#.y.]. The modern Kazakstan Republic
(formally, Kazakstan Respublikasi) is the largest state
of Central Asia; it borders on its north and west with
the Russian Federation of States, on the east with
China and on the south with Kirgizstan [q.v. in Suppl.],
Uzbekistan [q.v.] and the northwestern tip of Turkmenistan [q.v.}. The capital since 1997 has been Astana
(formerly Akmola), although the former capital Almati
(older Russian name, Alma Ata [q.v.]) remains the
largest city.
1. Topography and c l i m a t e .
Kazakstan covers an area of 2,724,900 km2 and
stretches from almost the lower Volga and the Caspian
Sea in the west to the Altai and Tien Shan Mountains
in the east. Deserts occupy the central and western
parts of the country, while the northern part is largely
covered by steppes. The highest point is Khantangiri
peak (6,995 m/22,944 feet) in the southeast. Main
rivers are the Sir Darya [q.v.] which flows into the
Aral Sea, the Ertis (Irtish [q.v. in Suppl.]) and Esim
(Ishim) which join the Ob' river, the lie (Hi [q.v.])
which empties into Lake Balkash (Balkhash [q.v.]), and
the Oral (Ural [see YAYIK]) river which drains into
the Caspian Sea.
The average January temperature rises from -17° C
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ited. The Kazak literary language began to develop
in the north to 0° C in the south, and the average
in the second half of the 19th century. In the early
July temperature increases from 19° C in the north to
20th century, Akhmet Baytursinov and other intel28° C in the south. Annual precipitation levels are
lectuals established the study of Kazak linguistics and
generally low, ranging from about 100 mm in the
reformed the Arabic alphabet so that it would fit the
deserts to between 250 and 400 mm on the steppes,
phonetic characteristics of Kazak. In 1928 the Latin
but higher levels of precipitation are observed in the
alphabet was adopted, to be replaced in 1940 by
foothills and mountains: e.g. in Almati at the foot of
the Cyrillic one [see further, TURKS. II. Languages,
the Alatau Mountains, it is 640 mm.
iv, v].
2. Demography and e t h n o g r a p h y .
Kazak became the state language in 1989, but most
According to the results of the census in 1999,
non-Kazak citizens and some Kazaks do not underKazakstan has a population of 14,953,100, giving it
stand it, while almost all citizens understand Russian.
an average population density of 5.5 persons per knr.
Russian was called "a language for inter-ethnic comThe proportion of the urban population is the highmunication" by the language law in 1989, and the
est among the Central Asian states (56%).
constitution in 1995 stipulated that Russian is to be
The ethnic composition of the population underused officially on equal terms with Kazak.
went significant changes during the 20th century. In
4. R e l i g i o n .
1897, roughly 81% of the population of the presentThe Kazaks are Sunn! Muslims of the Hanafi madhday Kazakstan territory were Kazaks, and 11 % were
Russians. But due to continuous large influxes of I hab. Islam was probably first introduced to a part of
Russians and other Europeans, as well as mass star- i the sedentary population in southern Kazakstan by
the incoming Arabs from the 8th century onwards,
vation of Kazaks during collectivisation and forcible
but nomadic people continued to worship Tanri (the
sedentarisation in the late 1920s-1930s, the proporsky [q.v.]), fire and other natural beings and spirits.
tion of Kazaks decreased to 30% in 1959, while
There were Nestorian Christians also. Because of the
Russians then occupied 42.7%. Deportation by the
affinity between Sufism and local traditional beliefs,
Soviet authorities of Cecens, Germans, Koreans and
Sufis, including Ahmad Yasawf (1093?-! 166 [q.v.]),
others to Kazakstan on the eve of and during World
War II also made the ethnic composition of the counwho lived in Yasi (present-day "Turklstan" or Turkistan
in southern Kazakstan), greatly contributed to the
try diverse. In the 1970s, however, reverse migration
propagation of Islam among both the sedentary and
of Russians to Russia started, and the proportion of
Kazaks began increasing. In 1999, Kazaks formed
the nomadic populations. After the Mongol invasions,
53.4% of the population; Russians, 30.0%; Germans,
khans of the Djocid ulus and the Caghatayid ulus grad2.4%; Ukrainians, 3.7%; and Uzbeks, 2.5%. The outually came to support Islam. Kazak khans also mainflow of Russians, Germans and Ukrainians is so intense
tained close relations with the 'ulamd' and Sufis of
that the total population of Kazakstan has been
Transoxania.
decreasing since 1993.
Nevertheless, animistic beliefs and shamanistic cusMost Kazaks were nomadic people until they were
toms were strongly maintained by Kazaks. Social
forced to settle in the 1930s. They raised sheep, horses,
and political affairs were usually regulated by cusgoats and camels, and lived in felt-covered tents (kiiz
tomary law, cadat, not by the Shari'a. Although Tatar
iiy in Kazak, yurta in Russian) [see KHAYMA. iv].
mullas strengthened Islamic norms among the Kazaks,
Nomadism was the best form of adaptation to an arid
Kazak intellectuals in the 19th and the early 20th
environment before modern agricultural technology
centuries were more oriented towards European culdeveloped. Today, more than one-third of the Kazaks
ture than towards Islam. Soviet anti-religious policies
live in cities, whereas rural Kazaks engage in both
further weakened the influence of Islam on Kazaks.
farming and livestock breeding with limited seasonal
From 1943, the Spiritual Directorate of Muslims
migrations. In some areas during summer, Kazaks still
of Central Asia and Kazakstan (known as SADUM),
live in felt-covered tents, which are also widely used
which collaborated with the Soviet government, conas rest houses during festivals, even in cities.
trolled mosques in Kazakstan. In 1990, the Spiritual
Kazaks, except for the nobility and slaves, were
Directorate of Muslims of Kazakstan was separated
traditionally divided into three large tribal confederfrom SADUM. At the same time, a certain degree
ations called Djuz (Kazak form, Zhuz; the etymology
of Islamic revival began both within and outside the
of the term is unclear, though one thinks of Ar. dj.u^
framework of the Spiritual Directorate.
"part, section"): Senior (Uli Djuz, Middle (Orta) Djuz,
5. H i s t o r y .
and Junior (Kishi) Djuz. The seniority among the
From ancient times, present-day Kazakstan was the
Djuz was only nominal. The Senior Djuz occupied
territory of various nomadic tribes and states: the
the southeastern part of Kazakstan, while the Middle
Sakae, the Usun, the K'ang-yiieh, the West Turkic
Djuz occupied the eastern, northern and central parts,
Kaganate, the Tiirgesh, Karluk and Oghuz Kaganates,
and the Junior Djuz occupied the western part. Each
the Karakhanids, the Karakhitays, the Kimaks, the
Djuz was divided into numerous tribes and clans. AlKipcaks, etc. Based on the Soviet theory which stresses
though these tribal divisions were based on the nomathe "autochthonness" of ethnogenetic processes, most
dic way of life in the past, many Kazaks are still
Kazak historians think that all these tribes are the
conscious of belonging to a Djuz and to tribes.
Kazaks' direct ancestors; but most Western scholars
Kazaks also live in Sinkiang in western China
are sceptical about it.
(1,257,000 in 1996), Uzbekistan, Russia and other
After the Mongol invasions, the Djocid ulus and the
former Soviet countries, Mongolia, Afghanistan and
Caghatayid ulus were established there. In the midTurkey.
15th century, most of present-day Kazakstan (the east3. L a n g u a g e s .
ern Dasht-i Kipcak) was inhabited by the nomadic
The Kazak language belongs to the Kipcak group
Ozbeks, whose ruler was Abu '1-Khayr, a descendant
of the Turkic languages, together with Karakalpak,
of Shiban, Djoci's fifth son. In ca. 1460, descendants
Noghay, Tatar, etc. Dialectal differences are not great.
of another son of Djoci (the first son, Orda, or the
The written ^language of premodern times was a Kazak
thirteenth son, Toka Temiir), Djanibek and Girey,
version of Caghatay Turkic, though its use was limsplit from Abu '1-Khayr and moved to Mogholistan
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[q.v.] (southeastern Kazakstan). After they increased
their power, they returned to the Dasht-i Kipcak and
replaced the Ozbeks, who moved to the south of the
Sir Darya. Their dynasty is known as the Kazak
Khanate, but its government structure and territory
were unstable, and there is a dispute among KazakstanT
scholars on whether the khanate can be called a
"state" or not. In any case, there is scant evidence
of the ethnic consciousness of its inhabitants, and it
is not clear whether the word "Kazak", which originally means a "independent man" or a "wanderer",
meant at this time a distinctive ethnic group.
In the late 17th and the early 18th centuries, fierce
battles occurred between the Kazaks and the Oyirads
or Oinats (Kalmaks [see KALMUK]) of the so-called
Djungar Khanate (western Mongolia). This confrontation, on the one hand, consolidated the Kazaks' ethnic identity, and on the other hand, induced some
Kazak kham to swear loyalty to the Russian Empress
Anna Ivanovna, though in practice they remained
independent. In the 1820s, Russia abolished the khan's
power in the Middle and the Junior Djuz, and started
to rule directly most parts of Kazakstan. The territory of the Senior Djuz, which was under the rule
of the Khokand [g.v] Khanate, was incorporated into
Russia by the 1860s.
During the 1917 October Revolution and the ensuing civil warfare in Russia, Kazak intellectuals established the Alash-Orda autonomous government. After
it collapsed, the Autonomous Kazak (mistakenly called
"Kirgiz" in Russian usage until 1925) Socialist Soviet
Republic was formed inside Soviet Russia. After receiving and abandoning some territories in 1925, it was
in 1936 upgraded to the Kazak SSR, one of the fifteen constituent republics of the USSR.
The 1920s and 1930s were especially hard times
for Kazakstan: purges, mass collectivisation and forcible
sedentarisation killed a large number of politicians,
intellectuals, nomads and peasants. But at the same
time, the Soviet government started the industrialisation of Kazakstan, which was accelerated during World
War II, when factories were evacuated from Central
Russia. The ethnic Kazak cadre grew, especially since
the 1960s under Dmmukhamed Konaev, who served
as first secretary of the Communist Party of Kazakstan
for 25 years. When he resigned under pressure from
Moscow in December 1986, Kazak youths in Almati
and other cities held demonstrations, which were suppressed violently.
6. Post-Soviet K a z a k s t a n .
Although the leadership of Kazakstan actively advocated maintaining and renovating the USSR, it
declared independence in December 1991 when the
USSR collapsed. Nursultan Nazarbaev, who became
first secretary of the Communist Party in 1989 and
president in 1990, was known as a pragmatic and
semi-democratic reformist. But in 1995 he took drastic measures to concentrate power in his own hands;
the parliament was suddenly dissolved, the constitution of 1993 was abolished, and the new constitution
increased the power of the president and restricted
the functions of the parliament. The opposition's sphere
of activity is very limited, though it has not been
physically liquidated as in Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan.
Although the country is undergoing economic hardship, Kazakstan is rich in natural resources (especially
oil and metals), which have not yet been fully exploited.
Kazakstan's resources, as well as geopolitical importance, have drawn the attention of many foreign countries, and it maintains basically good relations with
all neighbouring countries including Russia and China,

as well as with the United States, Japan and European
countries.
Bibliography: G.M. Wheeler, The modern history
of Soviet Central Asia, London 1964; Kazak Sov'et
Entsiklopediyasi, 12 vols., Almati 1972-8; A. Bennigsen
and S.E. Wimbush, Muslims of the Soviet empire. A
guide, London 1985, 63-73; E. Allworth (ed.), Central
Asia, 130 years of Russian dominance. A historical overview,
^Durham N.C. and London 1993; Kazakhi. Istorikoetnograficeskoe issledovanie, Almati 1995; M.B. Olcott,
The Kazakhs, Stanford, Calif. 1995; Istoriya Kazakhstana s drevneishikh vremen do nashlkh dnei, Almati 1996(to be publ. in 4 vols.).
(TOMOHIKO UYAMA)
KELANTAN, a s t a t e
of
northeastern
Malaysia.
Lying on the coast adjoining the Malay areas of
southern Thailand, Kelantan has long been a centre
of devout Islamic scholarship and education, of Malay
cultural creativity, and assertive forms of Malay-Islamic
politics. Kelantan's traditional religious boarding school
academies (pondok [see PESANTREN]) and their more
illustrious teachers were well known throughout the
Malay world; together with Malays from neighbouring Patani [q.v.] (Pattani) in southern Thailand, the
Kelantanese constituted a sizeable component of the
so-called Djdwa or Southeast Asian Malay community
in 19th century Mecca. By the early 20th century,
Kelantan was an important centre of publication of
religious and Malay vernacular works and the site of
important innovations in the collection and management of religious taxation (zakat and fitrd] through its
state religious council (Majlis Ugama Islam].
With its people intensely committed to their own
local variants of the Malay language and culture,
Kelantan has over time elaborated a powerful sense
of its own distinctiveness within the wider MalayIslamic world. It resisted Thai domination in the 19th
century, succumbed to British rule in the first half of
the 20th, and achieved independence in 1957 as part
of the Federation of Malaya, later Malaysia. Since
1959 it has been the stronghold of PAS (Parti Islam
Se-Malaysia [q.v.]), an avowedly Islamist party which,
while playing a leading opposition role in national
politics, has held power at the state level in Kelantan
for much of the post-independence period (1959-78,
and 1990 to present).
Since the 1980s, and especially since its return to
power in Kelantan in 1990, PAS has promoted a
strongly "Sharfa-mindtd" neo-traditionalistic Islamism. Since 1993, Kelantan has mounted a powerful
challenge to the ascendancy of Malaysia's ruling multiethnic coalition by questioning the national government's Islamic credentials, most notably through its
efforts to secure constitutionally-required federal assent
to implement the Shatfa law, including the hudud punishments, in Kelantan state.
Bibliography: W.A. Graham, Kelantan, a state of
the Malay Peninsula. A handbook of information, Glasgow
1908; C. Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka in the latter part
of the 19th century, Leiden 1931 (= Eng. tr. of orig.
Dutch edition, 1888); W.R. Roff (ed.), Kelantan.
Religion, society and politics in a Malay state, Kuala
Lumpur 1974 (esp. ch. by Roff, The origins and early
years of the Majlis Ugama, 101-52); C.S. Kessler,
Islam and politics in a Malay state. Kelantan 1838-1969,
Ithaca 1978; Shahril Talib, History of Kelantan 18901940, Kuala Lumpur 1995; Abdullah Alwi Haji
Hassan, Administration of Islamic law in Kelantan, Kuala
Lumpur 1996.
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b r o t h e r h o o d of

KHWADJAGAN
The movement of the Khwadjagan belongs to the
proto-history of the Nakshbandiyya [q.v.] order, which
often combines the two groups as the KhwadjaganNakshbandiyya. This movement, whose first figure is
Abu Ya'kub Yusuf Ramadan! (d. 535/1140), took
over a Sufi" tradition going back to the Prophet through
Bayazfd Bistam!, Salman al-Faris! and the caliph Abu
Bakr. This Sufi" tradition was at first known as the
Tankat-i bakriyya ("Abu Bakr's way") or Tankat-i
Siddlkiyya, and then at the time of Bistaml, as the
Tayfuriyya (from another name of Bistam!). The main
representatives of the Tayfuriyya were Abu '1-Hasan
Kharakanf, Abu '1-Kasim Gurgan! and Abu cAlf
Farmadi. It is only with Hamadani, a pupil of the
last-named, that the Tayfuriyya assumed the designation of Tanka-yi Khuddj_agdn ("way of the masters").
Yusuf Hamadani, having studied fikh at Baghdad
and being connected with the Hanafi law school, spent
his time between the cities of Marw and Harat in
Khurasan. He was initiated into Sufism by Abu cAlf
Farmadl and founded a khdnakdh [q.v.] at Marw, which
became famous as "the Kacba of Khurasan". Also,
Hamadan! politely refused the support of the temporal power, in his time represented by the powerful
Saldjuk sultan Sandjar [q.v.]. Conflicts over the manner of performing dhikr—whether out loud, dj_ahfi, or
inwardly and silently, khafi—caused divisions in
Khwadjagan circles and set these against the Yasawf
Sufi's [see YASAWIYYA], just as this later permitted the
Nakshbandls to distinguish themselves from all other
Sufi" brotherhoods. This conflict did not, however,
exist in the time of Ramadan!, who practised dhikr
of heart (dhikr-i dil) in preference to a public one
(dhikr-i caldniyya) but without rejecting this last; the
dhikr-i dil was accompanied by the prolonged holding
of the breath which made the Sufi" break out in violent sweats. In a short treatise, the Rutbat al-haydt,
attributed to Yusuf Ramadan!, it is stated that "dhikr
of the body", dhikr-i tan, which uses the tongue, zabdn,
is inferior to the dhikr of the heart. Moreover, it is
averred, if dhikr-i dil is practised for forty days, lights
will be manifested and will fill the heart.
Following the model of the Prophet and his preceptor Farmadi, Ramadan! named four of his disciples as his successors. The first was cAbd Allah Barak!,
originally from Khwarazm, who died and left his position to the second person, Hasan Andak!, from
Bukhara, who was in turn succeeded by the third,
Ahmad [q.v.] Yasaw! (d. 562/1166-7), eponymous
founder of the Yasawiyya and a native of Yasi (the
present-day Turkistan [q.v.] in Kazakhstan). The
hagiographies that later developed in Khwadjagan and
Nakshband! circles played down the role of Ahmad
Yasaw!, and relate that Ahmad, who had the reputation of a great spiritual master amongst the nomads,
retired after having led the Khvvadjagan group for
some time and installed the fourth of Hamadam's disciples, cAbd al-Khalik Ghudjduwan! (d. 617/1220
[q.v.]), who had not, however, apparently known
Hamadan! himself. It is from this period that there
dates the opposition between the groups claiming to
stem from Ahmad Yasaw!, affirming that Yusuf
Hamadanl favoured dhikr-i ajahri, and the Khvvadjagan,
who attribute to him dhikr-i khafi. According to the
Makdmdt-i Yusuf Hamadanl, attributed to Ghudjduwan!,
dhikr-i dil was transmitted from Abu Bakr to Hamadani's master Farmadi, with an uninterrupted chain,
and Hamadan! is reported on his death bed to have
adjured his four disciples called to succeed him to
only practise dhikr-i dil and avoid dhikr-i djahri.
c
Abd al-Khalik Ghudjduwan! is the main figure in
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the Khwadjagan movement, called "the first in the
chain of the masters", sar-daftar-i tabaka-yi khwddjagdn,
sar-silsila-yi in cazizdn, although this title goes back to
Yusuf Hamadan!. Above all, he set forth and codified the main elements of Khwadjagan doctrine, which
were taken up by certain disciples of his, above all,
by Baha3 al-Dfn Nakshband (d. 791/1389 [q.v.]), eponymous master of the Nakshbandiyya. Originally from
a family of eastern Anatolia, cAbd al-Khalik was born
at Ghudjduwan in the Bukhara oasis, and studied in
Bukhara. He soon evinced an interest in silent dhikr,
to which he was initiated in a dream by the prophet
Khidr. The hagiographical traditions recount that he
then met Hamadan! in Bukhara, becoming the latter's disciple, and Hamadan! authorised him to continue in the way of silent dhikr. The great merit of
Ghudjduwan! was to have stated succinctly and codified, in the form of the eight adages or rules called
"Holy Sayings", kalimdt-i kudsiyya, the essentials of
Kh w adjagan doctrine and thought. Baha° al-Dm
Nakshband enriched these eight rules with three new
ones, the whole making up his famous "Eleven Rules"
of the Nakshbandiyya, adopted and made the subject
of lengthy commentaries by adepts of the order right
up to the present day.
At the time of cAbd al-Khalik, the "Holy Sayings"
had the form of eight rules which, if followed, enabled
the Sufi" to concentrate his attention and to organise
for himself the contemplative life. cAbd al-Khalik seems
to have given preference to four of the rules, and
these were the subject of a special commentary by
such a Nakshband! author as Ahmad Khwadjag!
Kasan! (d. 949/1542; see his Risdla-yi cahdr kalima,
ms. 501/XVI, Blrum Institute of Oriental Studies,
Tashkent). The four rules were: (1) "assuming awareness in breathing", hush dar dam; (2) "observation of
one's steps", na^ar dar kadam; (3) "journeying in the
homeland", sqfar dar watan; and (4) "taking up a position of retreat within society", khalwat dar anajuman.
The remaining four rules were: (5) "retaining in memory", ydd kard; (6) "return [to God]", baz gasht; (7)
"maintaining awareness", nigdh ddsht; and (8) "keeping in mind", ydd dasht.
Nevertheless, the Khwadjagan movement had no
doctrinal unity or agreement regarding the mystical
exercises, and far from remaining united, Ghudjduwani's disciples split into several rival groups after his
death. One of these groups became known as the cAbd
al-Khalikiyan, "the founder's partisans". The main
Khvvadjagan who figure in the Nakshband! order's silsila
after Ghudjduwan! are: cArif Rlwgar! (d. 649/1251);
Mahmud Andjir Faghnaw! (d. 710/1310); CA1! cAz!zan-i
Ram!tan! (d. 716/1316 or 721/1321); Muhammad
Baba-yi Sammas! (d. 755/1354); and Sayyid Am!r
Kulal (d. 771/1370). Despite the importance laid
on it by Ghudjduwan!, to be likewise stressed by Baha3
al-Dm Nakshband, silent dhikr was not followed by all
Khwadjagan circles. These circles developed a strong
criticism of Sufi" movements contemporary with themselves and which they used to describe as corrupt.
Above all, the Khwadjagan held fast to a strict regard
for the traditions of Islam, as reported in the Rashahdt
c
ayn al-haydt, where it is stated that Ghurdjduwan!
encouraged his disciples to study Islamic law and the
Hadith, to avoid ignorant Sufis (sufiydn-i ajdhil), always
to observe the Muslim worship, not to create any
new khdnakdh or to reside in such an institution, and
not to be present at sessions of samdc.
There are two precious manuscripts, only brought
to light and exploited in recent years, sc. the Maslak
c
al- drifm of Muhammad b. Ascad al-Bukhar! (mid-8th/
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14th century) and the Manakib of Khwadja cAh
Azfzan-i Ramltanl (cf. D. DeWeese and J. Paul,
below, in Bibl.), which are, at the present time, the
two main sources on the practices and doctrines of
the Khwadjagan before Baha3 al-Dfn Nakshband. The
Khwadjagan were mainly divided by the questions of
dhikr and pious retreat (khalwa]. In Bukhara, the group
headed by cArif RfwgarT had good relations with that
headed by Awliya-i Kabl, but these deteriorated after
the death of the former because his successor, Mahmud Andjfr Faghnawf, made the group adopt the
open, vocal dhikr. The sources also tell us that Baha5
al-Dm Nakshband, who had been initiated into dhikr
khafi by cAbd al-Khalik Ghudjduwanf in a dream,
came into conflict with his own master, Sayyid Kulal,
who was personally a proponent of dhikr ajahri.
Ghudjduwani's followers practised dhikr during which
they held their breath, whilst concentrating on their
shqykh's heart, keeping their eyes closed, lips pressed
together and tongue up against the palate. Amongst
certain of the Khwadjagan, music and dancing were
not formally proscribed. Likewise, khalwa, rejected by
c
Abd al-Khalik as also rejected, later, by Baha3 alDln Nakshband, was nevertheless adopted by some
members of the order; it was done in a darkened
cell, where the adept had to struggle with his self by
means of dhikr. A famous expression attributed to cAbd
al-Khalik, "close your door to khalwa, but open it to
spiritual companionship (suhbd}", shows the position of
the early Khwadjagan on this subject and further
reveals that cAbd al-Khalik attributed a major importance to suhba, mystical discourse with the spiritual
master, which was to become an essential feature for
the Nakshbandiyya. Like CA1I cAz!zan-i Ramrtanl, £Abd
al-Khalik was opposed to the institution of Sufi communal life par excellence, the khdnakdh, but it is known
that there existed amongst Sayyid Amir Kulal's disciples a form of association, whose precise nature is
not clear, called a dj_amdcat-khana "house for social
gatherings".
The Khvvadjagan nevertheless remained essentially
united in face of the other Sufi currents in Central
Asia, against the Kalandars [q.v.] and, in particular,
against the Yasawf groups, whom they castigated for
their lack of respect for the precepts of Islam. In sum,
everything which symbolised Sufism in general was
rejected, from the khdnakdh to the dervish cloak (khirka}.
The Khwadjagan were little attracted by asceticism,
even if some of them preached abandonment of the
secular world, tark-i dunyd, and encouraged khalwa, and
RamTtanf went so far as to recommend that the Sufi
should have a trade (hirfa), a feature later found
amongst the Nakshbandiyya. In fact, a famous formula popularly attributed to Baha3 al-Dm Nakshband,
"the heart should be with God and the hand with
some piece of work", dil ba-yar u dast ba-kdr, seems
to have been inherited from a very similar maxim
which one group of Khvvadjagan held as a "Fifth Holy
Saying" added to the four first ones: "the heart should
be with God and the body in the market", dil ba-yar
wa tan ba-bdzdr. Another criticism of the Sufis on
which they were united was rejection of the hereditary succession of shqykhs. This explains why, after the
deaths of cAbd al-Khalik and Baha3 al-Dm Nakshband,
their communities of disciples split into several groups.
In the 8th/14th century, Baha3 al-Dln was unable to
unite the various Khwadjagan groups and was only
the master of one group out of many. Even if he did
succeed in giving a more homogenous form to the
doctrines and practices taught by cAbd al-Khalik, and
in retaining as vital principles for his own commuc

nity, the one which was to become the Nakshbandiyya,
the obligation of a single, silent dhikr, the idea of
suhba, adoption of the eight Holy Sayings and rejection of the practice of khalwa or retreat, it was only
in the second half of the 9th/15th century, at
Samarkand, with Khwadja cUbayd Allah Ahrar [q.v. in
Suppl.], that the Khwadjagan-Nakshbandiyya were to
take the form of a powerful, centralised Sufi" brotherhood.
Bibliography: 1. S o u r c e s . c Abd al-Khalik
Ghudjduwani, Risdla-yi sdhibiyya, in Farhang-i Irdnzamin, i/1 (1953); idem, Makdmdt-i cAbd al-Khalik
Ghudj_duwdm wa cArif-i Riwgari, in ibid., ii (1954);
idem, Makdmdt-i Yusuf Hamaddni, in Harm-zade
Kemal ul-Dm Efendi, Tibydn wasd3il al-hakd^ik,
Suleymaniye Ktph., Ibrahim Ef. collection, ms. 430,
fols. 379a-389b, ed. N. Tosun, Hayat nedir, Istanbul
1998; Yusuf Hamadanl, Rutbat al-haydt, ed. Muh.
Amln Riyahf, Tehran 1983, Tkish tr. in Tosun,
op. cit., with information on Hamadanf's writings
and Tkish tr. of two other texts by this author;
Fakhr al-Dln cAlr Kashifi, Rashahdt cayn al-hqydt,
Tehran 1978.
2. Studies. Khwadja Muhammad, Parsa, Kudsiyya,
Tehran 1975; W. Madelung, Yusuf al-Hamaddni and
Naqsbandiyya, in Quaderni di studi arabi, v-vi (1987-8);
H. Algar, A brief history of the Naqshbandi order, in
M. Gaborieau, A. Popovic and Th. Zarcone (eds.),
Naqshbandis. Cheminement et situation actuelle d'un ordre
mystique musulman, Istanbul-Paris 1990; Algar, Political
aspects of Naqshbandi history, in ibid.; D. DeWeese,
The Mashd'ikh-i Turk and the Khojagdn. Rethinking the
links between the Yasavi and Naqshbandi Sufi traditions,
in JIS, vii (1996); J. Paul, Doctrine and organization.
The Khwajagan Naqshbandiyya in the first generation after
Baha3uddm, Halle-Berlin 1998; F. Schwarz, Bruderschaften, Gesellschaft, Staat im .islamischen Mittelasien
(Transoxanien) im 16. Jahrhundert, Ph.d. diss., Univ.
of Tubingen 1998; DeWeese, Khojagani origins and
the critique of Sufism. The rhetoric of communal uniqueness in the Manaqib of Khoja CAU Az.iz.an Ramitani, in
F. de Jong and B. Radtke (eds.), Islamic mysticism
contested. Thirteen centuries of controversies and polemics,
Leiden 1999; I. Togan, The Khafi-Jahri controversy in
Central Asia revisited, in E. Ozdalga (ed.), Naqshbandis
in Western and Central Asia: change and continuity, Istanbul
1999; Zarcone, Le "Voyage dans la patrie" (safar dar
watan) chez les sou/is de I'ordre naqshbandi, in M.A.
Amir-Moezzi (ed.), Le voyage initiatique en terre d'Islam.
Ascensions celestes et itineraires spirituels, Louvain-Paris
1999._
(TH. ZARCONE)
KHWADJAS, KHODJAS, the designation of two lineages of s p i r i t u a l and p o l i t i c a l l e a d e r s in
Eastern T u r k e s t a n , the later Sinkiang [q.v.], and,
more specifically, in the Altishahr ("six towns"), now
in the western and southwestern parts of Sinkiang,
where they played a decisive role from the late 10th/
16th century to the last quarter of the 19th century.
The lineages are distinguished as the White Mountain
(Afakiyya) line and the Black Mountain (Ishakiyya)
line (aktaghllk vs. karataghlik, names possibly derived
from the Tien Shan and Pamir [q.v.] mountain ranges,
respectively).
Both lines were descended from the KhwadjaganNakshbandl shaykh Ahmad Khvvadjagl-yi Kasam, known
as 'Makhdum-i A c zam (d. 949/1542) (Bakhtiyar
Babadzanov, Politiceskaya deyatel'nost' shaikhov Nakshbandiya
v Maverannakhre (I polovina XVI v.). unpubl. diss.,
Tashkent 1996), who wielded considerable influence
in the Shlbanid [q.v] internal struggles. One of his
sons (the fourth or the seventh), Ishak, had to leave
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Transoxania and came to Altishahr at an unspecified
moment (between 990/1582 and 999/1591) where he
stayed for some years; he died in Samarkand in
1007/1599. He left behind an already powerful organisation that was to become the Black Mountain faction. Very much like their counterparts in Transoxania,
the representatives of Khvvadja Ishak acted as intermediaries between the Caghatayid rulers and between
the rulers, the begs and their subjects. They acquired
considerable wealth (pious foundations, wakf and donations, niyazmandi) on which their influence rested as
well as on the communal affiliations of settled and
nomadic communities. Almost from the start, they were
active promoters of Islam among the still shamanistic Kirghiz [q.v.] and Kazakhs [see KAZAK] (J. Fletcher,
Confrontations between Muslim missionaries and nomad unbelievers in the late sixteenth century: notes on four passages from
the cDiyd' al-qulub\ in Tractata Altaica, ed. W. Heissig,
Wiesbaden 1976, 167-74). These endeavours must have
gone on throughout. Later on, the White Mountain
faction was instrumental in spreading Islam to China
proper, beginning in the middle of the 17th century.
(Fletcher, The Naqshbandiyya in northwest China, in his
Studies on Chinese and Islamic Inner Asia, ed. B. Manz,
Variorum, Aldershot 1995, no. XI, 1-46; this book
also contains reprints of other relevant published texts
by Fletcher).
It was unusual that a ruler came to occupy an elevated position in the spiritual hierarchy. This was,
however, the case with Muhammad Khan (r. 9991018/1591-1609), who is even said to have been the
Axis (kutb) (Shah Mahmud Curas, Tarikh (Khronika),
ed. O.A. Akimushkin, Moscow 1976 [Pamyatniki pis'mennosti vostoka, 45]). But apart from this, leadership in the Black as well as White Mountain group
seems to have been hereditary, this principle extending even to the khalifas and sometimes to affiliations
as well. The spiritual organisation adapted itself to
the strongly localised political system of Altishahr: a
city oasis governed by members of the ruling family
or leading men of certain clans, with sometimes only
nominal overlordship of the paramount khan. The
cities all had their khalifas. Whereas the centre of the
Black Mountain faction was at Yarkand [q.v.], where
the khan also had his capital, the White Mountain
faction centred on Kashghar [q.v.].
The Ishakiyya Kh w adjas did not achieve a monopoly of spiritual guidance, however; at least in the
north and northeast of Altishahr and beyond in the
area where the Caghatayid rulers held sway, other
(sometimes local) groups were also active (in Kuldja:
see Masami Hamada, De I'autorite religieuse au pouvoir
politique: la revoke de Kucd et Khwdja Rdshidin, in M.
Gaborieau, G. Veinstein and Th. Zarcone (eds.), Naqshbandis. Cheminements et situation actuelle d'un ordre mystique
musulman, Paris-Istanbul 1990, 455-89; in Turfan, the
local shrine of Alpata/Alfata: see Akimushkin, op. cit.,
165). To what extent other brotherhoods were active
in the region remains open to question.
The Ishakiyya supremacy did not last long.
Sometime before the middle of the 17th century,
another descendant of Makhdum-i Aczam made his
appearance in Altishahr in the person of Muhammad
Yusuf (d. 1063/1653), son of Muhammad Amfn, the
eldest son of the Makhdum. He was able to gain a
foothold in Kashghar and soon became influential
with the Caghatayid khan. As a result of the rivalries that surrounded and followed his death, his son
Hidayat Allah, better known as Khvvadja Afak ("Master
of the Horizons", whence the name by which the
White Mountain faction was also known, sc. Afakiyya)
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was compelled to take flight. The influence he had
gained may be seen from the fact that he was given
a Moghul (although not Cingisid) princess in marriage. Afak then succeeded in persuading Galdan, the
Zunghar khan, to mount a campaign against Altishahr
(1090/1679, when Galdan was only beginning his
career as a conqueror). The report of Muhammad
Sadik that this was achieved due to a letter from the
Dalai Lama (the Zunghars had by then become
Lamaist Buddhists) should perhaps also be seen as
indicative of the view that spiritual leadership should
prevail over military (Muhammad Sadik, Tadhkira-yi
kh'(dajagdn, epitome by R. Shaw, A history of the Khojas
of Eastern Turkistan, in JASB [1897], extra number,
pp. i-vi and 1-67, at 36-7; German version by
M. Hartmann, Em Heiligenstaat im Islam. Das Ende der
Caghataiden und die Herrschaft der Chogas in ICasgarien, in
Der islamische Orient. Berichte und Forschungen, vi-ix, Berlin
1905, 195-374, at 210-2). The Zunghars conquered
Altishahr and reinstated Kh w adja Afak as their
vicegerent (r. 1090-1105/1679-94). The White Mountain faction now ruled with a degree of independence,
but acknowledged Zunghar overlordship, paying
them tribute (a comparatively heavy one, according to Fletcher's figures, unpubl. ms., ch. 3, 14951) and accepting that members of their family be
held as hostages. The area under this kind of Khwadja
authority cannot have extended much over the four
cities of Khotan, Yarkand, Kashghar and Aksu,
the Oirot Zunghars having established their rule over
the northeastern regions already in 1659. Nor had
Caghatayid rule come to an end; and even if the
newly appointed khan cAbd al-Rashfd (who married
his daughter to Afak, who thus became tied to the
Cingisid house) was a puppet of the Zunghars, he
was influential enough to build a faction together with
the ousted Black Mountain followers; his attempt at
a Moghul-Black Mountain revival was, however,
worsted in 1093-4/1682-3, and he was replaced by
his brother. The White Mountain faction then set out
to destroy their Black Mountain opponents, and after
the Caghatayid figurehead had died in 1103/1692,
they tried to make do without a Moghul khan. In
the ensuing strife, the deciding force in the southwestern part of Altishahr came to be the Kirghiz, but
it was still a Moghul who called back Kh w adja Daniyal
of the Black Mountain faction. Daniyal established
himself with Kirghiz help, and until 1125/1713, when
the Zunghars re-established their rule under Tsewang
Rabtan, the oasis cities were under different nomadKhvvadja coalitions. After Daniyal had died ca. 1142/
1730, the cities of Yarkand, Khotan, Kashghar and
Aksu were divided up between his sons, thus furthering localisation. The next turn was induced by an
attempt of the Black Mountain faction to break loose
of the Zunghars, countered by their appeal to the
White Mountain group (1166/1753); fights ensued
between the two Khvvadja factions, some Kirghiz begs,
urban local begs, the nominal Zunghar ruler and his
opponent Amursana, who was backed by the Chinese.
As a result, the Zunghar empire was taken over by
the Manchu Emperors, who consequently also came
to be overlords of the Tarim [q.v] basin as well.
The Khwadjas failed because they were unable to
build up a unified leadership, but more important still
was their failure to gain a military basis of their own,
not easily achieved under the circumstances. The
resources available in the sedentary oasis economy
could hardly support a state apparatus for revenue
raising, and revenue was inadequate for building
enough military strength to keep the nomads out.
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Therefore, throughout this period, military power
rested not with the urban-based Khwadjas, but essentially with their mainly nomadic Zunghar overlords
and, as far as the region itself is concerned, with various Kirghiz groups.
It might appear that after the Chinese conquest of
Altishahr, the fate of the Khwadjas was sealed, but
this was not the case. After the first attempts at restoring White Mountain power had been crushed by the
Manchus and their representatives in Altishahr (Amln
Khwadja of Turfan [q.v.], whose spiritual affiliation
is not altogether clear), a period of relative stability
ensued, which came to an end in 1820. By this period,
the Khokand [q.v] khanate had consolidated itself in
the Farghana basin, serving as a platform for repeated
Khwadja incursions, the last of which occurred as late
as the 1860s when Buzurg Khan, together with Yackub
Beg [q.v], invaded Kashgharia. It was only after the
short-lived state of Ya'kub Beg had been crushed in
1878 that the region was incorporated into the Chinese
empire under the name of Sinkiang (1884) ("New dominion" [^.o.]), and this seems to have been the end
of open Khwadja activity.
Bibliography: Partly given in the article. Islamic
sources include hagiographic texts for both lineages
as well as chronicles, many of them still remaining in manuscript; they are best discussed by
Akimushkin and Fletcher. Chinese sources take
prime importance only after the middle of the 18th
century. Tdnkh-i Kdshghar, faksimile rukopisi; izdanie
teksta, vvedenie i uka^ateli O.F. Akimushkina, St.
Petersburg 2001 (Pamyatniki kuPturi vostoka, no.
8); Laura J. Newby, The begs of Xinjiang; between two
worlds, in BSOAS, Ixix (1998), 278-97; Isenbike
Togan, Islam in a changing society. The Khqjas of Eastern
Turkistan, in Jo-Ann Gross (ed.), Muslims in Central
Asia. Expressions of identity and change. Durham, N.C.
and London 1992, 134-48; H. Schwarz, The Khwajas
of Eastern Turkestan, in CAJ, xx (1976), 266-96 (to
be used with caution); J. Fletcher, China and Central
Asia, 1368-1884, in J.K. Fairbank (ed.), The Chinese
world order, Cambridge, Mass. 1968, 106-224, 337-68;
Fletcher, Altishahr under the Khwajas, unpubl. ms.,
Harvard University (chs. 2-4, "The Khojas of Eastern Turkestan", "The coming of the infidels" and
"The triumph of the oasis nobility").
(J. PAUL)
KHA'IR BEG (Khayir Or Khayr Bey), the last
Mamluk governor of Aleppo, subsequently f i r s t
O t t o m a n viceroy of Egypt.
He was the son of Malbay b. cAbd Allah al-Djarkasf
(sic), a Muslim Abaza trader in Circassian mamluh.
He was born at Samsun (on the Black Sea coast
within the Ottoman Empire), and his father presented
him, although not a slave, with his four brothers to
the Mamluk Sultan al-Ashraf Ka'it Bay [q.v.]. He was
enrolled in the Royal Mamluks, and was formally
"emancipated" by the grant of a steed and uniform.
He became an amir of Ten in 901/1495-6, and subsequently an amir tablkhdna, making his first contact with
the Ottoman court as an envoy in 903/1498 to announce the accession of al-Nasir Muhammad b. Ka'it
Bay to Bayezld II. He was promoted amir of a Hundred by al-Ashraf Djanbulat (905-6/1500-1). Under
al-Ashraf Kansawh al-Ghawn, he held the important
post of great chamberlain (hddj.ib al-hu<jj.d^ab} until in
910/1504-5 he was appointed governor of Aleppo,
where he was regarded as a severe but capable administrator. He was very wealthy, and maintained a large
mamluk household as his power-base, significantly
including a company of arquebusiers "as in the Otto-

man armies" (kamd fi casakir al-mamlaka al-rumiyya: Dun,
i/2, 607). To Kansawh he must have seemed an overmighty subject, and the sultan unsuccessfully attempted
to poison him.
His governorship of Aleppo ended with Selfm I's
conquest of Syria, in which he colluded by going over
to the Ottomans at the decisive battle of Mardj Dabik
[q.v.] (25 Radjab 922/24 August 1516). This act of
treachery won him his final and supreme promotion,
when Selfm, before leaving Cairo on 13 Sha'ban 923/
24 August 1517, appointed him viceroy of Egypt. He
held this position until his death on 14 Dhu 'l-Kacda
928/5 October 1522, and although he kept up something of the state and usages of the defunct Mamluk
sultans, he remained ostentatiously loyal to his Ottoman
suzerain. His viceroyalty began with the capture and
execution of Kasim Bey [see KASIM. 4], a grandson
of Bayezid II, to whom Kansawh al-Ghawn had given
asylum. When Siileyman became sultan in 926/1520,
and Djanbirdf al-Ghazalf [q.v.], the governor of
Damascus and his former accomplice at Mardj Dabik,
rose in revolt, Kha'ir Beg studiously kept aloof, and
prevented disaffected Mamluks from joining him.
Within Egypt, Kha'ir Beg's viceroyalty witnessed the
restoration of stability. The terrorisation of the defeated
Mamluk soldiery ceased; they emerged from hiding,
and resumed their traditional dress. Relations with the
Ottoman troops, who envied their better pay and
rations, were naturally uneasy. Although the former
hierarchy of rank and office had fallen with the
Mamluk sultanate, the old administrative system largely
survived, to be codified and perpetuated in the kanunndme of Egypt, three years after Kha'ir Beg's death.
Presiding over a crisis of transition in Egypt, Kha'ir
Beg was thus one of the most successful survivors of
the old regime.
Bibliography: For Kha'ir Beg's early history, see
Ibn lyas, Badd'ic al-^uhur, ed. Mohamed Mostafa,
v, 253-4 n. 22, tr. G. Wiet, Journal d'un bourgeois
du Caire, ii, 193-4; for his governorship of Aleppo,
Ibn al-Hanbali, Dun al-habab fi ta'rikh acydn Halab,
i/2, 603-9; for his vice-royalty of Egypt, Ibn lyas,
Bada'i', v, 203-486; Wiet, Journal, ii, 193-467; other
references in respective indexes. Ibn Zunbul, Ta'nkh
ghazwat al-Sultdn Salim Khan maca al-Sultdn al-Ghawn,
although apparently detailed, is essentially a prose
saga forming a threnody on the passing of the
Mamluk sultanate.
(P.M. HOLT)
KHALC (A.), the verbal noun from the verb khala'a
"to take off (a garment), to remove, to discharge from
an office, to depose" (sc. can camalihi, Lane, i, 2, 790a),
"to dethrone (e.g. a ruler)", is the t e c h n i c a l term
for deposition. The modern Arabic term is khalaca
min al'cars_h or rafa'a min al-mansab.

(i) Historical development. There are many cases of
deposition or forced abdication throughout the course
of Islamic history, e.g. in the Umayyad period (cf.
Mu'awiya II, 64/684 and Ibrahim, 126/744) and especially in 'Abbasid times. During this period, about a
quarter of the rulers were deposed or forced to abdicate, pressured by the de facto ruling military leaders,
after years of military disaster and misrule through
favourites had amply demonstrated the incompetence
of the caliphs. The unstable caliphs, many of whom
had something of a genius for making bad situations
worse, inevitably stimulated the claims of usurpers.
After the war between the brothers al-Amfn and alMa'rnun, who each declared the other deposed [see
KHALIFA, at Vol. IV, 940a], the situation culminated
in the anarchic period of Samarra3 and continued
under Buyid rule (320-447/932-1055) and that of their
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successors, the Saldjuk sultans of Irak and western
Persia (447-590/1055-1194), in whose hands the caliph
was but a mere tool. The majority of the cAbbasid
caliphs were forced to abdicate, e.g. al-MustacIn in
252/866 and his two successors, al-Muctazz in 255/
869, and al-Muhtadr the following year. One ruler,
al-Muktadir, had even to abdicate twice, in 296/908
and 3J 7/929, and three caliphs, al-Kahir in 322/934,
al-Muttakf in 333/944 and al-Mustakfi in 334/946,
were blinded, so that they were legally incapacitated
from ever regaining power. Often the military leaders forced them, sometimes brutally, to abdicate, issuing an elaborate, sometimes falsified, document of the
deposition, accusing them of treason, oath-breaking,
etc., and insisting on a formal, written document of
abdication. This act, considered as an essential part
of the deposition process and registered officially by
the judges, aimed at the nullification of the oath of
allegiance. The forced abdication was accompanied
by symbolic acts such as the taking off of clothes or
shoes (cf. in the Old Testament, Ruth, iv. 7; see
Goldziher, Abhandlungen i, 47-8), or turbans, or rings,
and the yielding up of the insignia. Thus deprived of
the sovereign dignity, the deposed caliph had to pay
homage to his tractable successor, who was speedily
installed. Often kept prisoner thereafter, many rulers
were murdered, usually by rivals and relatives, or
soon died. A striking example of a real deposition is
the dethronement in absentia of al-Rashid bi'llah by
al-Mascud b. Muhammad in 530/1135. The practice
of deposing rulers remained widespread throughout
the Islamic world, particularly in the period of the
Mamluks and in Ottoman times. Often accused of
alleged debility, a dozen Ottoman sultans were
deposed, sc. Mustafa I (1027/1618 and 1032/1623),
'Othman II (1032/1622), Ibrahim (1058/1648),
Mehemmed IV (1099/1687), Mustafa II (1115/1703),
Ahmed III (1143/1730), Sellm III (1222/1807),
Mustafa IV (1223/1808), cAbd al-cAz!z I (1293/1876),
Murad V (1293/1876), cAbd al-Hamfd II (1327/1909)
and Mehemmed VI (1341/1922). Then, on 3 March
1924, the Grand National Assembly in Ankara definitively abolished the Ottoman caliphate, resulting in
the creation of a secular Turkish state under Mustafa
Kemal Atatiirk [q.v.].
(ii) Legal aspects. The various instances of deposition
became the starting point for subsequent discussions
by Muslim writers. The question of the legitimacy of
deposing a ruler was answered in different ways, but
in general, Muslim writers denied to mere mortals
the right of deposing rulers. The utterance sultan cddil
khayr min sultan galum wa-sultdn galum ghashum khayr
min fitna tadum may demonstrate the attitude towards
tyranny and the duty to obey even an unjust ruler
(see details in U. Haarmann, "Lieber hundert Jahre
Zjiuangsherrschaft als ein Tag Leiden im Burger-krieg", ein
gemeinsamer Topos in islamischen und friihneuzeitlichen europdischen Staatsdenken, in U. Tworuschka (ed.), Gottes ist
der Orient, Gottes ist der Okzident. Festschrift fur A. Falaturi,
Cologne-Vienna 1991, 262-9). The learned kadi alMawardf (d. 450/1058) defined in his al-Ahkdm alsultdmyya (ed. M. Enger, Bonn 1853, 5, 23, 25-6, tr.
E. Fagnan, Algiers 1915, 7-8, 30-1, 33) the office of
the ruler and his duties. He laid down in his first
chapter that any corrupt ruler who failed to meet the
standards for the just, legitimate caliph might expect
legitimate opposition and deposition, though he greatly
feared misuse here. His exposition of the criteria for
legitimate rulership played an important role in later
times, and was cited again and again, for instance by
Ibn Djama'a (d. 733/1333 [q.v.]) (see his Tahrir al-ahkam
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fi tadbir ahl al-islam, ed. H. Kofler, in Islamica, vi
[1934], 349-414, vii [1935], 1-64, and [1938], 18129, see ch. 1, § 3, and ch. 2, § 7). Other than a
single passage in al-Farabl's work on the perfect state
(MabddiJ drdj ahl al-madma al-fddila, ed. F. Dieterici,
Leiden 1895, repr. 1964, ch. 29, 63, tr. F. Dieterici,
Leiden 1900, 100, ed. R. Walzer, Oxford 1985, 258,
tr. R.P. Jaussen et alii, Cairo 1949, ch. 29, 87), the
sources of political theory contain no distinction in
the two bodies of the ruler, the visible individual and
the objective institution, as in mediaeval European
theories; see the exhaustive study of E. Kantorowicz,
Die zwei Korper des Konigs. Eine Studie ^ur politischen
Theologie des Mittelalters, 2Munich 1994, esp. 385.
Bibliography. Besides the Arabic sources and
the relevant historical studies, materials concerning
Buyid times can be found in H. Busse, Chalif und
Grosskonig, die Buyiden im Iraq (945-1055), Beirut 1969,
28, 157-9, 500; see also C.E. Bosworth, Notes on
the lives of some 'Abbdsid princes and descendants, in The
Maghreb Review, xix, 3-4 (1994), 277-84, esp. 278-9;
for a single alleged case, that of al-Nasir li-Dfn
Allah, see A. Hartmann, Wollte der Kalif sufi werden?
Amtstheorie und Abdankungspldne des Kalifen an-Ndsir
li-Dm Allah (reg. 1180-1225), in Egypt and Syria 'in
the Fatimid, Ayyubid and Mamluk Eras, Procs. of the
1st, 2nd, and 3rd International Colloquium, the
Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven, in May 1992, 1993
and 1994, ed. U. Vermeulen and D. de Smet,
Leuven 1995, 175-205; for the Mamluks, see recently
M. Esperonnier, La mort violente d Uepoque mamlouke.
Le crime et le chdtiment, in Isl, Ixxi (1997), 137-55;
for the Ottoman sultans, J. Matuz, Das Osmanische
Reich. Grundlinien seiner Geschichte, Darmstadt 1985,
index; and C. Kleinert, Die Revision der Historiographie
des Osmanischen Reiches am Beispiel von Abdiilhamid II.
Das spate Osmanische Reich im Urteil tiirkischer Autoren
der Gegenwart (1930-1990), Berlin 1995, 130-41, 24950; concerning juristic matters, see also the details
in A.K.S. Lambton, Theory and practice in medieval
Persian government, Variorum, London 1980, nos. II,
III, V; further F.-C. Muth, "Entset&e" Kalifen. Depositionsverfahren im mittelalterlichen Islam, in Isl., Ixxv (1998),
104-23.
(F.-C. MUTH)
KHAN, CABD AL-GHAFFAR (1890-1988), P a t h a n
leader and politician.
He was born at c Uthmanzay in the Peshawar district of the North West Frontier region of British
India, his father Bahrain Khan of the Muhammadzay
clan being a wealthy landowner and the chief khan
of his village Hashtanagar. Educated first at a Kur'an
and then at a mission school, cAbd al-Ghaffar's early
career was similar to those of many of the Muslim
activists of his generation. From 1910 he began founding schools to stimulate social reform amongst the
Pathans. At the same time, he was in close contact
with the culamd} of Deoband, in particular cUbayd
Allah Sindhi, and was strongly influenced by the panIslamic journalism of al-Hildl and ^aminddr. After World
War I he threw himself into the Khilafat movement
[q.v.], and took part in the Hiajrat movement [see
KHILAFA, KHILAFAT MOVEMENT] to Afghanistan.

In the late 1920s, after performing the Haajdj., the
two guiding principles of cAbd al-Ghaffar's life became
clear. The first was his concern to further the social
and political advancement of the Pathans, or Pakhtuns
as he called them. British rule had greatly enhanced
Pathan identity by carving a Pathan province, the
North West Frontier Province, out of the Punjab in
1901 to strengthen border security. The problem was
that the British, given the province's strategic role and
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the relative backwardness of its people, were unwilling to give it the political advancement which had
been given to the rest of India. To remedy this situation, cAbd al-Ghaffar founded in 1928 the Pakhtun,
the first political journal in Pakhtu/Pashto, and in
1929, the Khuddy Khidmatgdr or "Servants of God"
organisation. Khuddy Khidmatgdrs, who wore the uniform of a red shirt, did both social service and political tasks. cAbd al-Ghaffar's second guiding principle
was non-violence. His Khuddy Khidmatgdr?,, though
drilled in a military fashion, bore no arms and vowed
to be non-violent, while he cooperated closely with
India's leading apostle of non-violence, Mahatma
Gandhi; in 1940, for instance, he resigned from the
Working Committee of the Indian National Congress
when it rejected a pacifist stance in World War II.
Not once throughout a long life of protest did cAbd
al-Ghaffar betray this principle, a remarkable fact
given the warlike and vengeful traditions of his people.
From the early 1930s onwards, cAbd al-Ghaffar was
the most influential figure amongst the Pathans, and
between 1931 and 1947 he led large numbers of them
in support of the Indian National Congress. From
1931, his Frontier Afghan Djirga [q.v. in Suppl.] became the Frontier Congress, and the Khuddy Khidmatgdrs, the Congress Volunteers and their activities were
largely responsible for bringing Congress ministries
to power in the Province between 1937 and 1947.
But why did these Pathans, staunch Muslims to a man,
support the Congress which revealed, on occasion,
strong elements of Hindu revivalism? The great personal influence of cAbd al-Ghaffar and his close
relations with Gandhi and Nehru played some part.
The power of the Congress in India played the major
part, however: it offered the best chance of promoting
Pathan interests—of winning provincial autonomy, of
destroying British rule and of resisting inclusion within
a Panjabi-dominated Pakistan. Only in this last and
most vital matter was there ultimately disappointment;
in 1947 the Congress abandoned cAbd al-Ghaffar and
his Pathan Congressmen to their fate.
Within Pakistan, cAbd al-Ghaffar fought for the
establishment of a Pathan state, Pakhtunistan, although
the area which it should include, and the degree of
autonomy which it should have, remained ill-defined.
He was not able to publish the Pakhtun, the Khuddy
Khidmatgdr organisation was banned, and he spent most
of his remaining days either in prison or in exile. In
January 1988 he died at Peshawar but was buried in
Afghanistan at Djalalabad, which he considered the
original homeland of the Pakhtuns.
Bibliography: Sir William Barton, India's NorthWest frontier, London 1939; Sir Olaf Caroe, The
Pathans 550 B.C.-A.D. 1957, London 1958; B.C.
Tendulkar, cAbdul Ghaffar Khan, Bombay 1967;
Badshah Khan (cAbd al-Ghaffar Khan), My life and
struggle, Delhi 1969; M.S. Korejo, The Frontier Gandhi:
his place in history. Karachi 1993.
(F.C.R. ROBINSON)
AL-KHASSAF, ABU BAKR AHMAD B. £AMR (cUmar)
b. Muhayr (Mahlr? also Mihran and Mihrawan) alShaybanf al-Khassaf (d. 261/874), famous H a n a f i
j u r i s t in the practical fields of wakf, hiyal [q.vv], or
legal stratagems and devices, and adab al-kddi, or laws
of procedure and evidence. The sources speak of him
as an expert also in the law of inheritance. He transmitted the doctrines of the HanafT school from his
father, who had transmitted them from Hasan b. Ziyad
(d. 204/819-20) and Abu Yusuf [q.v.], the students of
Abu Hanlfa. He was also known as a student and
transmitter of hadlth from no less than twenty scholars.

His family background, as well as the names of his
father and grandfather, cannot be definitively determined, although the possible names of his grandfather suggest a Persian ancestry, as a client of the
Arab tribe of Shayban [q.v.]. In early life he must
have worked as a cobbler (khassdf], since most sources
say he lived off this calling. His scholarly endeavours
nevertheless attracted the attention of the 'Abbasid
court, then in Samarra5. He was nominated by the
former tutor of the caliph al-Muctazz [q.v], with eight
other scholars, for judgeships. But they were accused
by palace personnel of being members of secessionist groups, so the caliph ordered their expulsion to
Baghdad, and al-Khassaf was attacked by a mob (alTaban, iii, 1683). Following the deposition of alMu c tazz in 255/869, and the start of the brief rule
of al-Muhtadl (255-6/869-70 [q.v]), al-Khassaf was
brought back to the caliphal court as the court lawyer.
It was during this period that he wrote a book about
khardaj [q.v], which unfortunately has been lost. Other
books were also lost when his possessions were plundered following the murder of his patron, al-MuhtadT.
Ibn al-Nadfm, tr. Dodge, i, 509, says that al-Khassaf
advocated the doctrines of the Djahmiyya [q.v]. Since
it is known that some Hanafis advocated these doctrines, it is not unreasonable that al-Khassaf was one
of them.
In the descending order of seven ranks of Hanafi"
jurists in the practice of idj_tihdd [q.v], al-Khassaf has
been placed in the third, following the first rank of
Abu Hanffa and the second rank of Abu Yusuf and
Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Shaybam [q.v]. Jurists of
the third rank elucidated problems (mascfil) not previously covered by jurists of higher rank (see Tashkopriizade, Tabakdt al-fukahd3, Mawsil 1954, 8-10).
His books, according to Ibn al-Nadfm, included the
following: (1) K. al-Khardaj, which has been lost. (2)
K. al-Hiyal wa 'l-makhdriaj. This book, which deals with
legal devices and stratagems, was edited by Schacht,
Hanover 1923, but Schacht thought that the book
was written in the 4th/10th century and retrospectively attributed to al-Khassaf. An earlier printing
appeared in Cairo in 1314/1896. (3) K. Ahkdm alawkdf, Cairo 1322/1904, an early and authoritative
treatise on wakf. (4) K. al-Nafakdt, ed. Abu '1-Wafa3
al-Afgham, Haydarabad 1349/1930 and Beirut
1404/1984. (5) K. Adab al-kddi, which has been the
subject of no less than ten commentaries (Hadjdji
Khalifa, i, 72-3) including the commentary by Ahmad
b. CA1I al-Djassas, ed. Farhat J. Ziadeh, Cairo 1978,
and that by cUmar b. cAbd al-cAz!z b. Maza, ed.
Muhyl Hilal al-Sirhan, Baghdad 1397/1977. Other
works mentioned by Ibn al-Nadfm, and not yet discovered/edited, may be looked up in Ibn al-Nadfm,
tr. Dodge, i, 509-10.
Bibliography: In addition to the references given
in the text, see cAbd al-Kadir b. Muhammad alKurashf, al-Djawdhir al-mudiyyaji tabakdt al-Hanajiyya,
ed. cAbd al-Fattah al-Hulu, Cairo 1398/1978, 230-2;
c
Abd al-Hayy al-Lakhnawf, al-Fawcfid al-bahiyya ft
tardajim al-Hanajiyya, Banaras 1967, 23-4; Kasim b.
Kutlubugha, Tdaj al-tardajim ft tabakdt al-Hanajiyya,
Baghdad 1962, 12.
' (F.J. ZIADEH)
KHATMIYYA [see MIRGHANIYYA] .
KHATT.
vi. In Chinese Islam.
The evolution of the calligraphic art over almost
a millennium amongst Chinese adherents of Islam
(those now called the Hui) reflects the history of the
implantation of Islam in China and its Sinicisation.
During the first centuries of its presence in China,

KHATT — KHAYRKHwAH-i HARATl
when this new faith was the achievement of merchants and of emigrants, temporary or permanent,
coming from the Near East, Central Asia, Persia and
India and mainly settled on the southern coastlands
of China, the texts written in Arabic or Persian are
to be found on tombstones and funerary stelae. Some
date from the 12th century, but most are from the
13th and 14th centuries, the period when the Mongol
rulers of China recruited foreigners for governing
their Chinese subjects. They are first of all in an
ornamental Kufic and then, later, in rounded characters—specimens of what one might call muhakkak,
or rikcf, or nhan (see the corpus of some 200 examples existing in southeastern China made by a Chinese
Islamic scholar, Chen Dasheng, and by an Arabic
epigrapher, French by adoption, Ludvik Kalus, Corpus
^inscriptions arabes et persanes en Chine. I. Province de Fujian, Paris 1991). But from the 15th century onwards,
funerary inscriptions are in Chinese, bearing witness
to the integration of foreigners within the enveloping
Chinese environment.
However, it was inevitable that, in a land where,
in association with poetry, calligraphy was par excellence the art of cultivated persons, the Muslims should
develop a personal calligraphic art once they were in
possession of their own literature. They themselves
characterise their calligraphic hands (see [in Chinese]
Ch'en Chin-hui/Chen Jinhui, Shih-lun a-la-po shu-fa tsai
Chung-kuo Mu-ssu-lin chung-te ch'uan-po yu fa-chan/Shilun
alabo shufa zai ^hongguo Musilin zjiongde chuanbo yu fa^han
["On the dissemination and development of Arabic
calligraphy among Chinese Muslims"], in Shih-chieh
tsung-chiao yen-chiu/Shijie zongjiao yanjiu, 1994, no. 2, 969) in terms of the actual instrument used for writing,
whether a kind of bamboo reed or, more often, a
brush made from the hairs of various animals, or in
terms of a style inspired by Kufic, naskh, thulth or
"Persian" (i.e. probably nastcflik}. But these styles are,
in fact, all so strongly marked by Chinese influence
that they speak of a "Chinese style" of their AraboPersian calligraphy, whence a cursive script which
imitates the Chinese writing "of grass" (ts'ao-tzu/caozi)^
one almost unreadable for the uninitiated.
Another, more realistic, classification, operates substantially in terms of support for the writing and, consequently, of its destination. Books entirely in Arabic
or Persian are extremely rare, Islamic literature being
generally written in pure Chinese. Nevertheless, the
Mission d'Ollone, which explored Western China
during 1906-9, reported from the strongly Islamised
region of Kansu [^.y.]/Gansu the existence of some
ten manuscripts in Persian, locally written and in a
good naskhi hand of the 18th or 19th century, and
two in nasta'lik (see Mission d'Ollone, Recherches sur les
musulmans chinois, Paris 1911, 284-93, or in RMM,
viii-ix [1909]). Of a wider distribution, there are, from
the 19th century, cheap, bilingual publications, in
which the Arabic words, glossing the Chinese words
and themselves accompanied by an approximate phonetic "transcription" in Chinese characters, are in a
clumsy script (arising from the difficulty that Chinese
engravers find in preparing plates for impression in
the Arabic alphabet and, probably also, because of
an imperfect education in local Kur'an schools). Books
where the Chinese characters are in a deformed state
in imitation of Arabic characters are especially curious.
The type of calligraphy of which the Chinese
Muslims are excessively fond, in the 1990s more often
than not, is a stylised, decorative calligraphy in which
"calligraphy and design make up a single whole (shuhua he-i/shuhua heyi}" and which plays a role at the
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same time both propitiatory and displaying identity.
These may be on paper, at the head of certain publications; or, above all, in the form of the so-called
"designs of Kur'anic letters" (ching-tzu-hua/jingzihua),
with a composite Sino-Arabic technique and model,
often found in vertical decoration (causing an extreme
distortion of the Arabic script) or in a band in the
centre of the prayer room, either in two parallel bands
here and there in the mosque's mihrdb [q.v] or the
prayer corner in a private house, or else in four bands
put together on screens. In passing judgement on a
piece of decorative calligraphy in Arabic characters,
the believers are unconcerned about the form of the
letters or the deformations necessary to fit them within
a geometrical figure or to form the silhouette of an
auspicious Chinese character; they make, rather, a
general judgement using the same ideas with which
they would judge a piece of Chinese calligraphy. Hence
they recognise the use of the "northern style" for what
is vigorous, and the more supple "southern style",
that of the northwest being the most distinguished.
In China, calligraphy, however Arabic it may be,
forms an undeniable role in making up the Chinese
culture of believers.
Bibliography: Given in the article, but see also
Francoise Aubin, L'art de Uecriture chez les musulmans
de Chine, in Horizons maghrebiens, xxxv-xxxvi/Cahiers
d'etudes maghrebmes, xi (1998), 29-43.
(FRANCHISE AUBIN)
KHAWLA BT. HAKIM b. Umayya b. Haritha alSulamiyya, an early s u p p o r t e r of M u h a m m a d ' s
cause at Mecca and an associate of his.
She was the daughter of a man of Sulaym [q.v.]
who had come to Mecca and had become a confederate there of cAbd Manaf, and of a woman of
c
Abd Shams b. cAbd Manaf; hence Khawla was related
maternally to the Prophet himself. She was an early
convert to the new teaching, in company with her
husband, the ascetic c Uthman b. Maz'un [q.v.]. When
he died in 3/624-5, Khawla is said to have "offered
herself" (wahabat nafsahd] to Muhammad, but the latter "put her off" (ardja'aha). She plays a role in
Muhammad's lifestory as the person who looked after
him when Khadfdja [q.v] died and who counselled
him to marry the child virgin cA5isha and the widow
Sawda b. Zam c a [^.yy.].
Bibliography: Ibn Sacd, viii, 113; Ibn Hanbal,
Musnad, vi, 210-11, 409; Muhammad b. Habfb,
Muhabbar, 407; Taban, i, 1768-9; Ibn Hadjar, Isaba,
iv, 691-2; Nabia Abbot, Aishah, the beloved of
Mohammed, Chicago 1942, 2-4; W.M. Watt, Muhammad at Medina, Oxford 1956, 309.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
KHAYRKHwAH-i HARATl, MUHAMMAD RIDA B.
SULTAN HUSAYN, N i z a r f I s m a c f l r daci and
a u t h o r . Born into a leading Nizarf Isma c fll family
in Ghuriyan near Harat, in present-day Afghanistan,
towards the end of the 9th/15th century, Muhammad
Rida b. Khvvadja Sultan Husayn Ghuriyam, better
known as Khayrkhwah-i Haratf, died not long after
960/1553, the latest date mentioned in his writings.
Thus Khayrkh vv ah flourished in the early Andjudan
period in post-Alamut Nizan history, when the Nizari
dcfwa and literary activities had begun to revive under
the direct leadership of the NizarF imams themselves.
In fact, Khayrkhwah represents the second most important literary figure, after Abu Ishak-i Kuhistanf
(d. after 904/1498-9), in the contemporary Persian
Nizan Isma c flf community; and his works are invaluable for understanding the Andjudan revival in Nizan
Isma'flism and the Nizarf doctrine of the time.

KHATT

PLATE LIII

A cheap production, from Shantung/Shandong in 1874, in which the Arabic gloss (comprehensible by turning the book through 90°) has a supergloss of a transcription of the Arabic with
the help of Chinese characters the Chiao-k'uan chiai-yao/Jiaokuan jieyao ("Quick resume of the articles of the Faith") by Ma Po-liang/Ma Boliang, 1678.

PLATE LIV

KHATT

A small Kur'anic manual from 1912, in which the Chinese script tries to resemble Arabic writing.

Examples of different types of artistic calligraphy made, as is stated in the lower part of the illustration, by
the imam (ahong) Chang Kuo-chiin/Zhang Guojun, of the mosque of Yang-chi'ao-chen/Yangqiaozhen ("town
of the Yang bridge"), in the sub-prefecture (hsien/xian) of Chien-ch'iian/Jianquan in Anhui/Anhui province.
In the centre, on the left-hand side, the Chinese seal of Chang Kuo-chiin stands instead of a signature,
according to Chinese custom (illustration taken from the journal of the Islamic Association of the PRC, the
Chung-kuo Mu-ssu-lin/^hongguo Musilin (1995), no. 6, at p. 45.

KHATT

PLATE LV

Written by a celebrated calligrapher of the present time, an imam (in Chinese, ahong) of Tientsin/Tianjin, Liu
Ch'ang-ming/Liu Changming (b. 1927), the Chinese character, above all auspicious, shou/shou, is formed by
the upright shafts of the Arabic letters. The artist's signature is given in Arabic below, and above, with a
Chinese seal (work dating from 1985).
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In the autobiographical section of his Risala,
Khayrkhwah relates how his father, a da'i in the Harat
region, was murdered by brigands whilst on a journey to see the imam in Andjudan near Mahallat.
Subsequently, the Nizari imam, probably Mustansir bi
'llah III (d. 904/1498), better known as Shah Gh'arib,
appointed Khayrkhwah, then only nineteen years of
age, to the position of the chief ddci or hu^dj_a, then
more commonly designated as pir of Khurasan and
Badakhshan. Khayrkhwah also visited the NizarT imam
of the time at Andjudan and has preserved unique
details in his Risdla on how the imam managed the
affairs of the Nizarf da'wa from his headquarters in
Persia.
Khayrkhwah-i Haratf was a prolific writer and his
works, all written in Persian, have been mainly preserved by the Nizarf Isma/IlI communities of
Badakhshan (now divided between Afghanistan and
Tadjikistan), Hunza and other northern areas of
Pakistan. Khayrkhwah also composed poetry under the
pen-name (takhallus) of Ghanbf, based on the name
of his contemporary Nizarf imam. His writings include
Fasl dar baydn-i shindkht-i imam (ed. and tr. W. Ivanow
in his Ismailitica, in Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
viii [1922], 1-49; later editions and translations of this
work by Ivanow were published in 1947, 1949 and
1960 in the series of publications of the Ismaili Society
of Bombay), and the Risdla-yi Khayrkhu'dh-i Haratl (originally partially ed. and lithographed by Sayyid Munlr
Badakhshanf in Bombay in 1333/1915), critically edited
together with his Kita'at and selections of his poetry
(ash'ar) by Ivanow and published in a collection entitled Tasmfdt in Ismaili Society series A, no. 13, Bombay
1961. As Ivanow showed, Khayrkhwah also produced
a plagiarised version of Abu Ishak-i Kuhistanl's Haft
bob (ed. Ivanow, Ismaili Society series A, no. 10,
Bombay 1959, 3-8) under the title of Kaldm-i pir (ed.
Ivanow, Islamic Research Association series, no. 4,
Bombay 1935, introd.), attributing it to Nasir-i
Khusraw in order to enhance its popularity among
the Nizarf communities of Persia and Central Asia.
Bibliography (in addition to the works cited in
the article): W. Ivanow, Ismaili literature. A bibliographical survey, Tehran 1963, 142-4; A. Berthels and
M. Baqoev, Alphabetic catalogue of manuscripts found by
1959-1963 expedition in Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous
Region, Moscow 1967, 73, 104; I.K. Poonawala,
Bio bibliography of Ismd'ili literature, Malibu, Calif. 1977,
270, 275-7; F. Daftary, The Ismd'ilis, their history and
doctrines, Cambridge 1990, 439, 469-71, 476-7, 481,
535.
(F. DAFTARY)
KHIFAD [see KHAFD].
KHODJA-ZADE, Muslih al-Dm Mustafa b. Yusuf,
born into a well-to-do family in Bursa, was one of
the leading O t t o m a n scholars of the 9th/15th
century. Among others he studied with Khidr Beg
[q.v], and began his career as kadi in Kastal under
Murad II [q.v.]. After 857/1453 he was appointed a
private teacher of Mehemmed II and held high positions in the law administration (kadi caskar [q.v.], kddi
in Edirne and Istanbul) and in the educational system of the empire (professor at the Sultaniyya in
Bursa and in Istanbul). After 1470, following intrigues
at the court, he was removed to Iznlk. Under Bayezfd
II [q.v] he was rehabilitated and reappointed as
professor and mufti [q.v] in Bursa, where he died in
893/1488.
Most of his works have been lost, but those which
have survived show the high level of his knowledge
as well as of the educational system at the Ottoman
universities in the 9th/15th century. Among the works

that have survived are publications on the following
subjects: (a) Grammar, a commentary on al-Zandjanf's
al-T^l f i 'l-tasnf (evidently composed as a textbook
for Mehemmed II); (b) Fikh: 1. Glosses to al-Taftazanf's
commentary on Mahbubf's Tandih. 2. Glosses on
al-Djurdjanf's glosses on al-Idjf's commentary on Ibn
al-Hadjib's Mukhtasar Muntahd al-su'dl; (c) Kaldm:
1. Commentary on al-Baydawf's Tawdli' al-anwdr.
2. Glosses on al-Khayalf's glosses on al-Taftazanf's
commentary on al-Nasaff's cAko?id. 3. Glosses on alDjurdjanf's commentary on al-Idjf's Mawdkif (this last
work of Khodja-zade, apparently unfinished, is critical
of al-Djurdjanf); (d) Philosophy: 1. Glosses on Mawlanazade's commentary on al-Abharf's Hiddyat al-hikma.
2. Commentary on al-UrmawI's Matdlf al-anwdr.
Khodja-zade's fame here is above all based on a
work called Tahdfut al-faldsifa (printed in Cairo in
1321/1903-4, together with the Tahdjut of al-Ghazali
and the Tahdfut al-tahdfut of Ibn Rushd). The work
was written at the instigation of Mehemmed II, who
organised a competition between Khodja-zade and
c
Ala3 al-Dm Tusf to answer the question who had
been right in the dispute between al-Ghazalf and Ibn
Rushd. Khodja-zade gave a politic answer. Basically
he sided with al-Ghazalf but corrected the latter's
views on several points. At the same time, he emphasised that only the less important philosophers had
made mistakes, while Ibn Rushd had a thorough command of his subject. This compromising attitude apparently carried approbation, for Khodja-zade was not
only proclaimed winner by Mehemmed II, but his
Tahdfut al-faldsifa was still much read in the 10th/16th
century and commented upon by several authors,
among whom Kemal-Pasha-zade [q.v].
Bibliography: Tashkopriizade, Miftdh al-sacdda,
Beirut n.d., ii, 161 ff.; idem, al-Shdkd'ik al-nucmdniyya,
tr. O. Rescher, repr. Osnabriick 1978, 76-88;
Muhammad al-Shawkanf, al-Badr al-tdlf, Cairo
1348/1929-30, i, 306-8; Miibahat Turker, Uc tahafut bakimmdan felsefe ve din munasebetleri, Ankara 1956;
Hassen Jarrai, Tahdfut al-faldsifa par Khwddj_a ^dde,
diss., Paris 1972, unpubl.; Mustafa S. Yazicioglu,
Le kaldm et son role dans la societe turco-ottomane aux
XVe et XVP siecles, Ankara 1990, esp. 101 ff.
(U. RUDOLPH)
KHODJAS [see KHWADJAS, in Suppl.].
AL-KHULAFA3 AL-RASHIDUN (A.), literally, "the
Rightly-Guided Caliphs", the four heads of the
n a s c e n t Islamic c o m m u n i t y who succeeded
each other in the t h i r t y y e a r s or so after
the death of the P r o p h e t M u h a m m a d in Rablc
I 11/June 632. The qualifying term in the phrase has
often been rendered as "Orthodox" (an anachronism,
since there was no generally accepted corpus of Islamic
belief and practice at this early time from which deviation could occur) or "Patriarchal", reflecting a view
of this period as a heroic age for Islam.
The four caliphs in question comprised:
11-13/632-4
Abu Bakr b. Abl Kuhafa, called
al-Siddik
c
13-23/634-44
Umar (I) b. al-Khattab, called
al-Fdruk
c
23-35/644-56
Uthman b. c Affan
C
35-40/656-61
A1I b. Abl Talib
All four were from the Prophet's own Meccan tribe
of Kuraysh [q.v], and all were already related to
Muhammad himself by marriage, whilst CA1I, as a first
cousin on the father's side, was also a close blood
relation. A strong feeling was thereby created that the
caliph, as both military and religious head of the
community, responsible for protecting the Muslim
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umma [q.v.] and its faith and for upholding the
Prophetic heritage, should come from Kuraysh, a feeling later crystallised in a hadith attributed to the
Prophet, "authority shall not depart from this tribe
of Kuraysh."
It was Abu Bakr who first adopted the title of khalifat Rasul Allah "successor of the Messenger of God",
with the implication of a necessity for the caliph to
uphold and to further the Prophet's heritage; for the
genesis of the title and its early development, see
KHALIFA (l).

The three decades of the Rightly-Guided Caliphs
saw the extraordinary expansion of the small Arab
Muslim community based on Medina as the mukatila
or warriors overran the outlying parts of the Arabian
peninsula, Sasanid 'Irak and Persia, and Byzantine
Palestine, Syria and Egypt. By the time of 'All's death,
the Arabs were already raiding across the Oxus and
into southern Afghanistan in the east, into Armenia
and the Caucasus region in the north, and beyond
Barka [q.v.] towards Tripoli and Fezzan in the west.
The administrative and fiscal bases of the later
caliphate also being laid down at this time, with
'Umar's institution of the diwan in which the pay
allotments of the Arab warriors were registered, this
military role became the requisite for full membership of the new community, creating the entitlement
to share in its privileges [see 'ATA'; DIWAN. L] . The
longer-term financial stability of the new state was
ensured by the ruling authority's utilisation of a considerable proportion of the booty captured from the
conquered lands for state and community purposes
rather than it being shared out among the warriors
and thereby dissipated [see BAYT AL-MAL; FAY';
GHANIMA]. Hence by the end of the period of the
Rightly-Guided Caliphs, the Islamic community was
no longer a purely Arabian affair but was well established outside the peninsula. Although the Muslims
were for long a minority in the conquered lands, the
bases were being laid for the slow transformation of
the societies of the conquered lands and their religious complexions. A pointer to this new orientation
of the Muslim state was 'All's move of the capital
from Medina to the new military encampment of
Kufa in 'Irak; it was never to return to Arabia
which, whilst remaining the locational focus for the
Muslim cult, became from the political point of view,
increasingly peripheral.
The end of 'Uthman's reign and the whole of that
of 'All's were marked by religio-political dissension.
'Uthman's murder accordingly inaugurated for the
community a period offitna [q.v] or internecine strife,
out of which eventually emerged such groups as the
Kharidjites and the Shf'a [q.vv]. Hence the preceding
part of the age of the Rightly-Guided Caliphs came
in later times to be regarded through a nostalgic haze
as a Golden Age of early Islam, when the community was undivided. The period was invested with the
pristine virtues of piety, simplicity, justice, equality of
all (male, free) Muslim believers, all the more so as
later pietistic, traditionalist circles contrasted it with
what they regarded as the worldly-oriented mulk or
kingship of the Rightly-Guided Caliphs' immediate
successors, the Umayyads [q.v]; G.E. von Grunebaum
coined the term "Rashidun classicism" for this backwards-looking feeling, discernible still in some contemporary fundamentalist currents of Islam.
Bibliography: See, in the first place, the separate articles on the four caliphs and the Bib Is. there.
There are relevant sections on the caliphs and their
times in the general histories of Islam and its ex-
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pansion, including Sir William Muir, The Caliphate,
its rise, decline, and fall, revised ed. T.H. Weir, Edinburgh 1915; C. Brockelmann, Geschichte. der islamischen
Volker und Staaten, 2Munich 1943, Eng. tr., History
of the Islamic peoples, London 1949; JJ. Saunders,
A history of mediaeval Islam, London 1965; R. Mantran
(ed.), L'expansion musulmane (VIP-XF siecles), Paris
1969, '1991; G.E. von Grunebaum, Classical Islam,
a history 600-1258, London 1970; L. Veccia Vaglieri,
The Patriarchal and Umayyad caliphates, in P.M. Holt
et alii (eds.), Camb. hist, of Islam, i, Cambridge 1970;
M.G.S. Hodgson, The venture of Islam, i, The classical
age of Islam, Chicago 1974; H. Kennedy, The Prophet
and the age of the caliphs, London 1986; A. Noth, Friiher
Islam, in U. Haarmann (ed.), Geschichte der arabischen
Welt, Munich 1987. Specifically on the conquests
of this period, see AJ. Butler, The Arab conquest of
Egypt, 2nd ed. P.M. Fraser, Oxford 1978; F. McG.
Donner, The early Islamic conquests, Princeton 1981;
W.E. Kaegi, Byzantium and the early Islamic conquests,
Cambridge 1992. On the internal evolution of the
Islamic community and its stresses during this period,
see Hichem Djai't, La grande discorde. Religion et politique dans VIslam des origines, Paris 1989; W.F.
Madelung, The succession to Muhammad. A study of the
early caliphate, Cambridge 1997. For chronology, see
C.E. Bosworth, The New Islamic dynasties, Edinburgh
1996, 1-2 no. 1.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-KHULD, KASR, the name of a palace of
the e a r l y ' A b b a s i d s in B a g h d a d , so-called
because of its being compared in splendour with the
o^annat al-khuld "garden of eternity", i.e. Paradise.
It was built by the founder of the new capital
Baghdad, al-Mansur [q.v], in 158/775 on the west
bank of the Tigris outside the walled Round City,
possibly on the site of a former Christian monastery
(al-Tabarl, iii, 273; Yakut, Buldan, ed. Beirut, ii, 382).
It was strategically placed between the two great military areas of the Harbiyya and al-Rusafa on the eastern side [see AL-RUSAFA. 2.] and adjacent to the Upper
or Main bridge across the river. The early ' Abbasid
caliphs, and especially Harun al-Rashld and al-Amm,
resided in the Khuld palace, and the latter tried to
escape by water from its riverside quay when Tahir
[q.v] b. al-Husayn's attackers were about to break
into the city in 198/813 (al-Taban, iii, 917 ff.). It
suffered badly from Tahir's bombardment, and alMa'mun stayed elsewhere on his first visit to Baghdad
from the East in 204/819. The seat of the caliphate
was moved to Samarra5 some fifteen years later, and
the Khuld palace must thenceforth have become completely ruinous; when, at the end of the century, alMu'tadid moved back to Baghdad he occupied palaces
on the eastern side. The site was only re-used when
in 368/979 the Buyid 'Adud al-Dawla built there his
Bimaristan or hospital.
Bibliography: G. Le Strange, Baghdad under the
Abbasid caliphate, Oxford 1900, 101-3; J. Lassner,
The topography of Baghdad in the early Middle Ages,
Detroit 1970, 55, 60, 105, 149, 154, 231, 243, 280.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
KHUMAYN, a small town in the p r o v i n c e
of K u m in m o d e r n Iran (lat. 33° 38' N., long.
50° 03' E.) some 70 km/42 miles to the south-southeast of Arak/Sultanabad [q.v]. It is unmentioned in
the mediaeval Islamic geographers, but now has fame
as the birthplace of the Ayatallah Ruh Allah Khumaynf (1902-89 [q.v. in Suppl.]). It is at present administratively in the shahrastdn of Mahallat. In ca. 1950 it
had a population of 7,038, which in 2003 had risen
to 59,300.
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Bibliography: Razmara (ed.), Farhang-i djughrafiyayi Irdnzamm, i, 81-2.
(£D.)
KHUMAYNI, Sayyid RUH ALLAH Musawf (1902-89),
A y a t u l l a h [q.v. in Suppl.] and p r o m i n e n t I r a n i a n
r e l i g i o u s l e a d e r of the l a t e r 2 0 t h c e n t u r y .
He was born into a clerical family in the small
town of Khumayn [q.v. in Suppl.] in central Iran, a
few years before the Constitutional Revolution of 190611 [see DUSTUR. iv] opened the era of modern politics in Iran. Sayyid Ruh Allah's father was murdered
before he was a year old, and his mother died when
he was in his teens. The reign of Rida Shah (1925-41
[q.v.]), whose secularisation policies and dispossession
of clerics he never forgot nor forgave, encompassed
his formative years in Kum, where as an atypical
seminarian he quietly studied mystical philosophy
alongside jurisprudence, and began his teaching career.
The popularity of his lectures on ethics in the latter
part of the 1930s apparently caused the local police
some apprehension. Khumaynf's entry into the public sphere began during World War II with the anonymous publication of Kashf al-asrar, a book written in
defence of the Shf c f hierarchy against a modernist
anti-clerical pamphleteer. In it, he maintained that
the muajtahids had the authority to supervise parliamentary legislation and the deeds of the monarch.
Khumaynf took a radically novel position in a tract
on iajtihdd, which was apparently written in the early
1950s but published in A.H. 1384/1964-5, in which
he took the term hakim not only in the Arabic, technical, but also in the Persian everyday sense, to extend
the judiciary authority of the muajtahid to the political sphere as the right to rule (Kungirih-i imam Khumaynl,
ix, 15-17).
Khumaynf first appeared on the national political
scene in A.S.H. 1342/1963 as an outspoken critic of
the Shah and his reform program. The Shah characterised his movement as "black reaction", and took
repressive measures against it. Khumaynf was imprisoned in June 1963, and demonstrations by his supporters were violently suppressed. He was exiled to
Turkey in November 1964, and moved on to the
Shf c f holy cities in 'Irak. In January 1965 a group of
his followers assassinated the Prime Minister, Hasanc
Alf Mansur, with a plan for setting up a "unified
Islamic government". While in exile in Nadjaf,
Khumayni developed his theory of wilayat al-fakih as
the mandate of the jurist to rule, both in a series of
lectures in Persian, which were published in Beirut
in 1970 under the title of Wilayat-i fakih, and in a
work of jurisprudence on transactions, published in
the second volume of Kitab al-Bayc in A.H. 1391/1971.
He argued that the right to rule devolves from the
Imams to the mud^tahids, during the Occultation of the
Twelfth Imam, and, further, that if one of them were
able to exercise that right by establishing a government, it would be incumbent upon other mu^tahids
to obey him. With this theory made public in clerical circles, Khumaynf began to prepare a beleaguered
Shf c f hierarchy for the takeover of a hostile, secularising state. His former students played the leading role
in his movement and mobilised many younger clerics from humble rural and small town backgrounds
in opposition to the monarchy and to Western cultural domination. As the leader of the Islamic revolutionary movement, Khumayni assumed the title of
imam, a title reserved for the twelve holy Shf c f Imams
and not used by anyone else in Persian for over a
thousand years.
On the victory of the Islamic revolution, Imam
Khumaynf exercised his prerogatives according to the

theory of wilayat al-fakih, in ordering the confiscation
of the property of the Pahlawf family and other industrialists of the old regime as war booty, and in appointing Mahdl Bazargan, who represented the liberal and
nationalist elements in the revolutionary coalition, as
provisional prime minister. However, he was careful
not to alienate the followers of the lay Muslim intellectuals and ideologues, such as Djalal Al-i Ahmad
and CAH Sharf c atf, and did not proclaim a theocratic
government at once. The wilayat al-fakih entered public debate only when a clerically-dominated Assembly
of Experts was elected, in place of a constituent assembly, and bypassed the draft constitution prepared by
the provisional government to institute theocratic government according to Khumaynf's theory. Some of
the features of the original draft were retained, however, notably the elected president and parliament
(Maajlis), and a Council of Guardians (shurd-yi nigahban] which was modified to increase the number and
power of its clerical jurists by giving them the exclusive right to veto any Majlis enactment they found
in violation of Islamic standards. The new Constitution
was approved by a referendum in December 1979,
shortly after the occupation of the American embassy
and the taking of its staff as hostages and the resignation of Bazargan.
In the course of the ensuing power struggle of the
early 1980s among the partners in the revolutionary
coalition, Khumaynf sanctioned the violent suppression of the leftist and secular elements. Despite his
apparent initial disinclination, the Iranian state and
the revolutionary structures were brought under direct
clerical control. Once the revolutionary power struggle ended with the complete victory of his supporters, Khumaynf sought to maintain unity between the
conservative and the radical clerics and their respective allies, and intervened a number of times to prevent the tilting of the balance of power in favour of
the former. Meanwhile, he oversaw the constitutional
development of the Islamic theocratic republic he had
founded. The failure of a variety of principles drawn
from Shf c f jurisprudence, including the distinctions
between primary and secondary commandments
(ahkam) of the Shaffa and the introduction of a new
category of "governmental (hukumati) commandments",
to solve the impasse between the Maajlis and the
Council of Guardians had become evident by January
1988, when Khumaynf proclaimed a new idea of the
"absolute (mutlaka) mandate of the jurist". This gave
priority to what has increasingly been called the "governmental commandments" of the wali-yi fakih over
those of the Sharfa, including prayer and fasting. In
the following month, overcoming the traditional reservations of the Shf c f jurists regarding the principle of
maslaha (public interest), he appointed a clericallydominated Council for the Determination of the Interest of the Islamic Regime (maaj,mac-i ta^hkhls-i maslahat-i
ni^dm-i isldmi) as the final arbiter of cases of disagreement between the Majlis and the Council of Guardians. In April 1989, he ordered the revision of the
Constitution, and the amended Constitution of 1989,
which was completed and ratified after his death, awkwardly incorporated the phrase "absolute mandate to
rule" (wildyat-i mutlak-i amr] into its Article 57, augmented the already considerable powers of the ruling
jurist and gave the Council for the Determination of
Interest the new function of setting the general policies of the state.
Khumaynf remained ruthlessly firm and resolute to
his last days. He opposed the ending of the increasingly unpopular war with Trak (1980-8) until he finally
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decided to drink "the cup of poison", and accepted
a ceasefire with clrak on 18 July 1988. Two days
later, the 'Irak-based forces of the Islamic radical
group, the mudj_dhidm-i khalk, attacked western Iran
and were wiped out. In the following weeks, despite
the vehement protest of his successor-designate, Ayatullah Muntazirf (Muntazirf, chs. 9-10), he ordered
the execution of about 3,000 Islamic radicals who had
already served or were serving sentences given them
by revolutionary courts. The incipient collapse of communism in the last year of his life renewed Khumaynf's
optimism, and in January 1989, he told the Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev that he should learn about
Islam as communism now belonged to the museum
of history. Finally, Khumaym caused another international crisis by issuing an injunction (fatwa) that
sanctioned the death of Salman Rushdie, a non-Iranian
writer who lived in England.
Khumaym died on 14 Khurdad 1368/3 June 1989.
He was a charismatic leader of immense popularity.
Millions of Iranians massed to welcome him when he
returned as the Imam from exile in 1979, and a million or more joined his funeral procession after he
died ten years later.
Bibliography. Khumaynf, Kashf al-asrdr, Tehran
n.d. [1942 or 1943]; idem, Wildyat-i faklh, Beirut
1970; idem, K. al-Bay(, ii, Nadjaf AH 1391/1971;
H. Ruhanf, Barrasi wa tahllli az. nahdat-i Imam
Khumaym, 2 vols. Tehran ASH 1360-4/1981-5; S.A.
Arjomand, The turban for the crown. The Islamic Revolution in Iran, New York 1988; Khumaynf, Sahifa-i
nur, revised and expanded ed. 11 vols. Tehran ASH
1376/1997 (collected speeches, interviews and proclamations); B. Moin, Khomeini. Life of the Ayatollah,
London 1999; Kungirih-i Imam Khumayni wa andishih-i
hukumat-i isldmi, 22 vols. Tehran 1378/1999-2000
(centennial collection; vol. ix contains a serviceable
bibliography, and vols. iv-viii occasional essays of
interest); Arjomand, Authority in Shi'ism and constitutional developments in the Islamic Republic of Iran, in
W. Ende and R. Brunner (eds.), The Twelver Shia
in modern times. Religious, cultural and political history,
Leiden 2000, 301-32; H.-CAH Muntazin, Khatirat
(Memoirs), www.montazeri.com.
(S.A. ARJOMAND)
KHUMS (A.), a o n e - f i f t h s h a r e of the spoils
of war and, according to the majority of Muslim
jurists, of o t h e r specified forms of i n c o m e , set
aside for variously designated beneficiaries.
1. In S u n n i s m .
For the SunnTs, like the Shi c Is, the starting point
for the discussion of khums is Kur'an, VIII, 41 (ayat
al-khums, ay at al-ghanimd). The Sunn! exegetes take this
verse to address the spoils of war specifically, but
beyond that there is widespread disagreement about
the circumstances of its revelation, its interpretation
and the extent of its applicability after the death
of the Prophet (Ibn al-cArabI, K. al-Kabas, ed. Walad
Kanm, Beirut 1992, ii, 600). Although the institution
of the khums is often regarded as replacing the preIslamic right of the commander to one-fourth (mirbdc)
of the booty (al-Wakidl, K. al-Maghdzi, ed. J.M.B.
Jones, Oxford 1966, i, 17; Muhammad Rashfd Rida,
Tafsir al-mandr, Beirut 1420/1999, x, 13; Lane, Lexicon,
iii, 1015; Juynboll, Handbuch, 341), the acquisition of
property, including the khums, through combat is
regarded as unique to Islam among the revealed religions (Ibn al-Mulakkin, Ghdyat al-sul fi khasd'is al-rasul,
ed. cAbd Allah, Beirut 1414/1993, 260-1; al-cAym,
(
Umdat al-kdn, ed. Cairo, xv, 41-4).
It is generally held that Kur'an, VIII, 41, abrogates
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Kur'an, VIII, 1 (ayat al-anfal), which put the spoils
gained at Badr (2/624) entirely at the disposal of the
Prophet to distribute as he saw fit (al-Kurtubf, alI^dmi: li-ahkdm al-Kur'dn, Cairo 1387/1967, viii, 2;
al-Mawardl, al-Ahkdm al-sultdniyya, Cairo 1386/
1966, 138-9). Kur'an, VIII, 41 would thus have been
revealed some time after Badr, and the rule of the
khums was first implemented, according to some, in
connection with the booty gained in the victory over
the Jewish tribe of Banu Kaynuka c (2/624 [^.y.]).
According to another account, cAbd Allah b. Djahsh,
shortly before the battle of Badr, on his own initiative set aside for the Prophet one-fifth of the spoils
taken from Kuraysh at Nakhla, the first spoils gained
under Islam, and this rule was later affirmed by the
Kur'an (Ibn Hisham, al-Slra al-nabawiyya, ed. al-Sakka3
et al, Cairo 1375/1955, i, 603-05, tr. Guillaume,
Oxford 1955, 286-8). Some sources, however, place
the introduction of the khums at other times: at Badr
itself, at the victory over Banu '1-Nadfr (4/625) or
over Banu Kurayza (5/627), at the conquest of
Khaybar (7/628) or as late as the battle of Hunayn
(8/630) [q.w.] (al-Kayrawanf, al-Nawddir wa 'l-^iydddt,
ed. Hadjdjf, Beirut 1999, iii, 221; Ibn Kayyim alDjawziyya, %ad al-macdd, ed. al-Arna'ut, Beirut 1419/1998,
v, 63).
Payment of the khums was taught by the Prophet
as a cardinal religious obligation (cUmdat al-kdn, i, 30211, bdb add' al-khums min al-imdn, xv, 26-7; Ibn Battal,
Shark sahih al-Bukhdn, ed. Ibrahim, Riyad 1420/2000,
v, 257) and appears among the undertakings required
of certain Bedouin tribes (Ibn Sacd, i/2, 25, 30;
Caetani, Annali, i, 682, ii/1, 303-04; W.M. Watt,
Muhammad at Medina, Oxford 1955, 255-6). Two collectors of the khums who served the Prophet are named:
Mahmiya b. Djaz5 and cAbd Allah b. Kacb al-Ansarf
(al-KhuzacT, Takhndj. al-daldldt al-samciyya, ed. c Abbas,
Beirut 1405/1985, 509-10). CAH b. AbT Talib was
charged by the Prophet with distributing the portion
of the khums that went to the Prophet's next-of-kin,
a position he continued to hold into the caliphate of
c
Umar (Abu Yusuf, K. al-Khard^, Cairo 1352, 20).
The common opinion is that, during the lifetime
of the Prophet, the khums was divided into five shares,
with that of God and the Prophet constituting a single share (khums al-khums), which the Prophet used for
his own upkeep and that of his family, with any excess
being spent on the needs of the community. A small
minority, including the Basran Kur'an scholar Abu
'l-cAliya Rufay c b. Mihran' al-Riyahl (d. 90/708 or
96/714 [q.v.]), and it is sometimes reported, his mentor Ibn c Abbas (d. 68/687-8 [q.v.]), were of the opinion that there was a distinct sixth portion for God.
This portion, which was as much as the Prophet could
grasp from the booty, was used for upkeep of the
Ka'ba. According to Mukatil b. Sulayman (d. 150/767
[</.y.]), the khums was to be divided into four parts,
with one part representing the shares of God, the
Prophet, and the Prophet's next-of-kin (K. Tafsir alkhams mi3a dya, ed. Goldfeld, Shfaram 1980, 271), a
mode of division followed by the Ibadfs (Ibn Kays,
Mukhtasar al-khisdl, c Uman 1403/1983, 'l92; al-Kindl,
Baydn al-sharf, c Uman 1414/1993, Ixx, 374).
The ShafiTs and Hanballs continue to recognise
five shares after the death of the Prophet: (1) the
Prophet's share, now used to meet the needs of the
community of Muslims (sahm al-masdlih), (2) the share
of the Prophet's next-of-kin (dhu 'l-kurbd), which goes
to the Hashimls and Muttalibfs without regard to
need, with males getting double the share of females,
(3) the orphans (yatdma) [see YATIM], defined as needy
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minors who have no father, (4) the indigent (masakin),
who correspond to the "poor and indigent" of Kur'an,
IX, 60 [see ZAKAT. 5. xi], and (5) the traveller, defined
as for zakdt (cf. al-Badjurf, Hdshiya fald Ibn Kdsim alGhazzi, ed. Cairo, ii, 274). After the Prophet's death,
his share and that of his family lapsed according to
the Hanafis, who appeal to the practice of the first
four caliphs as evidence for this view (K. al-Kharddj,
19). The Hanafis do, however, give preference to indigent members of the Prophet's family under the
remaining three classes, in recognition of their ineligibility to receive zakdt [see ZAKAT. 5. xi]. The Malikfs
regard the classes named in Kur'an, VIII, 41, as illustrative (Ibn Rushd, al-Mukaddimdt, ed. Hadjdjf, Beirut
1408/1988, i, 357) and treat the entire khums as faf
[q.v.] to be expended upon the needs of the Muslims
as the ruler sees fit (Sahnun, al-Mudawwana, ed.
Muhammad, Beirut 1419/1999, ii, 604), a view also
adopted by Ibn Taymiyya (d. 652/1254 [g.v.]). They
do, however, recommend that distribution of the khums
begin with grants to the Hashimfs (al-Khirshi cald
mukhtasar Khalil, ed. Beirut, iii, 129).
The obligation of paying the khums is incumbent
on Muslims (cf. al-Dardfr, al-Sharh al-saghir, ed. Wasfi,
Cairo 1972, ii, 301, on Muslim slaves). Although it
is sometimes stated that only Muslims are eligible to
receive the khums (al-Shfrazf, al-Muhadhdhab, ed. Cairo,
ii, 247; Ibn Kudama, al-Kqfi, ed. al-Shafi c i, Beirut
1421/2001, iv, 183), this restriction has been said
not to apply to the expenditure of the share for the
needs of the community (al-Ramll, Ghdyat al-baydn, ed.
Cairo, 345).
The rules for the khums apply specifically to ghanima
[</.#.], the spoils of war taken by armed force, except
according to the ShaficTs (al-Shafi c f, K. al-Umm, ed.
Cairo, iv, 64; al-Mawardl, al-Hdwi al-kabir, ed.
MatradjI, Beirut 1414/1994, x, 429-30) and some
Hanballs, notably al-Khirakr (d. 334/945) (Ibn
Kudama, al-Mughm, ed. al-Turkl and al-Hulw, Cairo
1409/1989, ix, 284, 286), who fully extend the application of the khums to property taken from the enemy
without such display offeree, i.e.fay', and the Malikfs,
who recognise an intermediate category, al-mukhtass,
between ghanima and fay', that includes property taken
out of enemy territory by stealth, the khums of which
must be privately distributed by its taker (al-Rassac,
Shark hudud Ibn cArafa, ed. al-Adjfan and al-Macmurr,
Beirut 1993, i, 229-30). The extent to which khums
is due on property seized by small groups of raiders
acting on their own initiative is disputed (al-Tabarf,
Das konstantinopler Fragment des Kitdb Ikhtildf al-Fukahd',
ed. Schacht, Leiden 1933, 78-80; Schacht, The 'origins
of Muhammadan jurisprudence, Oxford 1950, 286).
The booty subject to division does not include food
consumed by the combatants or their animals (alMudawwana, ii, 612-14; al-Kasanl, Badd3? al-sand'ic,
ed. Mu'awwad and cAbd al-Mawdjud, Beirut 1418/
1997, ix, 494-6) nor, during the Prophet's lifetime,
such booty as he selected as a personal prize (safi)
(K. al-Kharddj_, 22-3). The khums is calculated on the
total booty net such expenses as those incurred for
its transport and safekeeping, and, according to the
Shafi'Is and Hanballs, after subtraction of the clothing, weapons, mounts, and other personal effects (salab)
of enemy soldiers earned by the individual Muslim
combatants who have killed or disabled them (cf.
Schacht, Origins, 70-1). The HanafTs and Malikfs treat
such claims to personal effects as rewards (nafal], for
which they require an express grant by the ruler,
preferably, according to the Malikfs, after the battle
has ended so as not to compromise the purity of

motive of the combatants. The Malikis in all cases
satisfy rewards from the khums; the HanafTs from the
khums if the grant has been made after the booty has
been secured in Islamic territory (ihrd^j, otherwise from
the four-fifths; the Hanbalfs from the four-fifths. The
Shafi c fs pay rewards from the twenty-fifth share
devoted to the needs of the community. Special allocations (radkh) of the booty granted to slaves, women,
and children who participate in the battle but do not
otherwise qualify as combatants, are distributed from
the total booty according to the HanafTs, from the
four-fifths according to the ShafTfs and Hanbalfs, and
from the khums according to the Malikis, who in principle disapprove of such special allocations.
The rules for the khums apply in the first instance
to moveable property, which includes the captured
slaves of the non-Muslim enemy. In the case of combatants taken prisoner and captive women and children,
the rule of the khums is applied most straightforwardly when these are enslaved and form part
of the booty to be divided (cf. al-Dasukf, al-Hdshiya
c
ald al-sharh al-kabir, ed. Cairo, ii, 184). There is disagreement as to real property: the Shafi'fs divide such
property among the combatants and subject it to the
khums; the Malikfs do not, while the HanafTs and
Hanbalfs leave the matter of division to the discretion of the ruler. Where the division is of the booty
itself, rather than of its sale price, the determination
of what constitutes the khums is made by lot, with a
special designation for the Mums (Ii 'lldh, Ii 'l-masdlih,
li-rasul Allah) (al-Wakidf, ii, 523-4; Ibn Abf Shayba,
al-Kitdb al-musannaf, ed. al-Nadwf, Bombay 1402/1982,
xii, 429-30; al-Ramll, Nihdyat al-muhtd^, Cairo 1386/
1967, vi, 146; al-Hattab, Mawdhib al-ajalil, ed. cUmayrat,
Beirut 1416/1995, 'iv, 584).
There is disagreement as to what extent the ruler
can avoid the application of the general rules for
the division of booty, including that of the khums, by
declaring that what each combatant takes is his as a
reward (al-Nawddir wa 'l-ziydddt, iii, 252; Ibn cAbd alBarr, al-Istidhkdr, ed. Kal'adjf, Cairo 1414/1993, xiv,
102-3; Ibn al-Nahhas, Mashdrf al-ashwdk, ed. cAlf and
Istanbul!, Beirut 1410/1990, ii, 1035-6). According to
many Hanafis, the booty taken pursuant to such a
general offer of reward (tanfil cdmm], in the case of a
detachment (sariyya], but not the entire army, dispatched from within enemy territory, is not subject
to the khums (al-Djassas, Ahkdm al-Kur'dn, ed. Istanbul,
iii, 55; Ibn cAbidm, 'Radd al-muhtdr, Cairo 1386/1966,
iv, 155-7; cf. Ibn Nudjaym, al-Bahr al-rd'ik, ed. Cairo,
v, 92; C. Imber, Ebu 's-Sucud: the Islamic legal tradition,
Stanford 1997, 87 [with reference to a declaration of
this sort on the part of the Ottoman sultan in
948/1541-2]).
The institution of the khums appears to have fallen
into neglect from an early date. The students of Malik
(d. 179/796 [q.v.]) already addressed questions concerning the purchase of slave girls from sellers suspected of not having paid the khums (al-Nawddir wa
'l-ziydddt, iii, 215-6; Mawdhib al-aj_alil, iv, 568-70) as
well as the status of privately owned AndalusI estates
on which khums was not known to have been paid
at the time of their conquest and, according to the
Malikls, irregular distribution to individuals (al-Nawddir
wa 'l-ziydddt, iii, 364-65). Even revivalist movements
such as that of the Almoravids and Almohads found
it difficult to ensure consistent implementation of the
law of the khums (J.F.P. Hopkins, Medieval Muslim government in Barbary until the sixth century of the hijra, London
1958, 28-9; al-Tadjkanl, al-Ihsdn al-ikdml fi 'l-islam
wa-tatbikdtuhu fi 'l-Maghrib, al-Muhammadiyya 1410/
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1990, 592). The Ottoman mufti Abu Su'ud (d. 9827
1547) took it for granted that the spoils of war were
not being divided in accordance with the law and
put the burden of paying khums on the purchasers
of slave girls (Imber, 87; al-Haskaft, al-Durr al-muntakd,
on the margin of Shaykhzada, Maajmaf al-anhur, ed.
Istanbul, i, 651; cf. Radd al-muhtdr, iv, 157-8).
Commonly treated by the jurists in connection with
zakat (cf. al-Zurkanf, al-Shark cald muwatta3 al-imdm
Malik, ed. c Awad, Cairo 1381/1961, ii, 321) but
regarded by the Hanafis, Malikfs and HanbalTs as
analogous to the one-fifth payable from booty, is the
one-fifth due upon the discovery under certain circumstances unrelated to combat of pre-Islamic treasure, as enjoined by the hadith (fi 3l-rikaz al-khums]
(Malik, al-Muwatta3, ed. £Abd al-Bakf, ed. Cairo, 170).
The ShafTfs limit this obligation to gold and silver,
to which they apply the same minimum amount (nisdb)
as that for zakat on gold and silver. While the Hanafis
distribute this one-fifth as they do the khums of booty
(Radd al-muhtdr, iv, 139), the Malikfs and Hanbalis
class it as fay3 to be expended on the needs of the
community, and the ShafTfs treat it as zakdt (cUmdat
al-kdrl, ix, 104) [see ZAKAT. 5. iv]. The Hanaffs, and
to a limited extent the Malikls, extend the rule of
one-fifth on treasure to the products of mining (ma'diri):
malleable metals, according to the Hanaffs (alSamarkandl, Tuhfat al-fukahd', ed. c Abd al-Barr,
Damascus 1377/1958, i, 505-09), pure or virtually
pure pieces of gold and silver (nadra), according to
the Malikis (al-Dardfr, al-Sharh al-saghir, i, 653). The
opinions of certain early scholars that one-fifth was
due on pearls, ambergris and other products of the
sea, even fish, were not widely followed (Abu cUbayd
al-Kasim b. Sallam, K. al-Amwdl, ed. Fikl, ed. Cairo,
345-8; cf. K. al-Khardd^, 70).
The label khums is also found in other senses. Loosely
related to the khums on booty is the early use of the
term takhmls in N. Africa for the taking of Berber
captives for the service of the state, such slaves being
termed akhmds (Hopkins, Medieval Muslim government in
Barbary, 27-8; Dozy, Suppl., i, 404). In Egypt the term
khums was applied to a tax of variable percentage,
apparently of Fatimid origin, that was imposed on
the sale by foreign merchants of imported merchandise (H. Rabie, The financial system of Egypt, London
1972, 90-3).
Bibliography: In addition to references in the
text, see Muhammad al-Fatih, Ahkdm wa-dthdr alkhums ji 'l-iktisdd al-isldmi, dirdsa mukdrana, Cairo
1988; Najib Abdul Wahhab al-Fili, A critical edition
of Kitdb al-Amwdl by Abu Ja'far b. Nasr al-Ddwudi (d.
401/H), Ph.D. diss., Exeter University, 1989,
unpubl., Arab. 3-24, English 78-94; Ibn al-cArabI,
Ahkdm al-Kur'dn, ed. al-Bidjawf, Cairo 1387/1967,
ii, 823-8, 843-54; cUt_hman Ibn Fudi, Bay an wu&ub
al-hid}.ra cald 'l-cibdd, ed. El Masri, Khartoum 1978,
90-2, tr. 112-14; Ibn Hazm, al-Muhalld, ed. alBindarl, Beirut n.d., v, 385ff.; Ibn Rushd, Biddy at
al-mudj_tahid, ed. Cairo, i, 332-3, tr. I.A.K. Nyazee,
The distinguished jurist's primer, London 1994, i, 4668; Faradj b. Hasan al-clmran al-Katrfi", al-Khums cald
'l-madhdhib al-khamsa, Nadjaf 1961 (elementary); alMawsuca al-fikhiyya, Kuwayt 1400-/1980-, xi, 59-62
(takhmis), xx, 10-21 (khums), xxiii, 98-108 (rikaz);
Tahawl, Shark macdm al-dthdr, ed. al-Nadjdjar and
Dja'd al-Hakk, Beirut 1414/1994, iii, 293-6 (epistle
of c Umar b. cAbd al-cAz!z on fay' and booty, also
in al-Malla3, al-Kitdb al-dj_dmic li-sirat TJmar b. cAbd
al-'A&z, ed. al-Burnu, Beirut 1416/1996, i, 300-05;
cf. Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, Sirat (Umar b. cAbd al-
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c
A&z, ed. cUbayd, Damascus 1385/1966, 96); N.P.
Aghnides, Mohammedan theories of finance, New York
1916, 409-21; M. Hamldullah, Muslim conduct of
state, Lahore 1945, 237-42; W.F. Madelung, The
Hdshimiyydt of al-Kumayt and Hdshimi Shi'ism, in Stud.
Isl, Ixx (1989), 5-26; M.A.S. Siddiqi, Early development of zakat law and ijtihad, Karachi 1403/1983
(index); J.B. Simonsen, Studies in the genesis and early
development of the caliphal taxation system, Copenhagen
1988, 63-7.
(A. ZYSOW)
2. In S h I c i s m .
c
Imam! and ZaydT Shl f jurisprudence concerning
khums differ in significant ways from those outlined in
SunniyM. The wealth liable for khums, the means of
its collection and distribution and the constitution of
the recipient categories (asndf) form the major topics
of debate within both juristic traditions. The main
Kur'anic reference is VIII, 41 ("Know that what you
acquire, a fifth is for God, his Prophet, the near relatives, orphans, the needy and the wayfarer"). Whilst
Sunn! exegetes consider this verse to relate to war
booty (ghanima [<7-y.]), Imam! and Zaydf writers associate the phrase annamd ghanimtum ("what you acquire")
to refer to wealth more generally.
In the Imam! tradition, there are reports to support such a definition. "Everything from which the
people gain benefit is ghanima," the Imam al-Rida (d.
203/818) is reported as saying. A number of akhbdr
refer to the Imam's original ownership of the world
and its produce (e.g. "all the earth is ours, and what
God brings forth from it is also ours," al-Kulaym [d.
328/939], Kdfi, i, 408). The khums, therefore, was
analogous to a tenant's payment of a fixed percentage of the harvest to the landowner.
Since the Kur 3 anic verse appears in the midst of
a discussion of war, some exegetical effort was required
to reinforce this interpretation. This normally began
with a grammatical analysis of the term ghanima and
the verb ghanima (see al-TusI [d. 460/1067], Mabsut,
ii, 64, where the verb means "acquiring something
with the purpose of turning it to profitable use"). This
was supported by other akhbdr (e.g. "a fifth of the
earth is ours, and a fifth of all things is ours," alTusI, Tahdhib, iv, 123).
The items liable for khums were defined in both
collections of akhbdr and works of fikh. In the earliest works of fikh, the discussions formed part of the
kitdb al-^akdt or occasionally kitdb al-Jaf wa 'l-ghamma;
a separate kitdb al-khums (located after the kitdb alzakdt) later became the norm (see e.g. Muhammad b.
Makkf, al-Shahld al-Awwal (d. 786/1384), 'al-Lumca aldimashkiyya, 45-6). The earliest categorisation of taxable wealth comprised booty, produce of the sea,
buried treasure, minerals and maldha. The last term,
obscure in reference, was interpreted through juristic
reasoning and the citation of other akhbdr to refer to
profit (from trade, agriculture and craft), dhimmi land
bought by a Muslim and "haldl goods mixed with
hardm ones". This made seven categories in all
(see such a categorisation in al-Muhakkik [d. 676/
1277], Shard'?, i, 179-81). These categories, once established, remained remarkably stable in the subsequent
tradition.
When present, the Imam receives and distributes
the khums (though he may, it seems, appoint a representative). The khums, following Kur'an, VIII, 41,
is distributed amongst the six categories mentioned
(God, the Prophet, the near relatives, the orphans,
the needy and the wayfarers). A minority of jurists
argued that the shares of God and the Prophet were
actually one (hence there are five not six recipients,
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see Zayn al-Dfn cAlf al-Shahrd al-Tham [d. 966/1588],
Masdlik, ii, 470), but this opinion was not popular.
The juristic reasoning (authoritatively summed up in
the later tradition by al-Nadjafi's [d. 1266/1850] commentary on al-Muhakkik's Shara'i': al-Nadjafi, Djawdhir,
iv, 1-102) proceeded as follows: God's share was clearly
owned by the Prophet, and he could dispose of it as
he saw fit. After the Prophet's death, the two shares
(of God and the Prophet) were, through inheritance,
due to the Imam. The share of the "near relatives"
was also due to the Imam, since they were the heads
of the ahl al-bayt after the Prophet's death. The Imam,
when present, was, then, due half the khums. The
remaining shares were distributed by the Imam. The
verse might indicate that the orphans, needy and wayfarers were from the population generally (as argued
by Ibn Hamza [living in 566/1170] in his al-Wasila,
718), though most jurists argued that these three categories applied to the family of the Prophet (the Banu
Hashim). A minority also argued that descendants of
Hashim's brother (Muttalib) were also included (analogous to the sayyid status of descendants of both alHasan and al-Husayn: see Zayn al-Dm CA1I al-Shahrd
al-Thanf, Shark al-lum(a al-dimashkiyya, 57-8), but this
did not become the influential position.
The absence of the Imam through occultation provided the jurists with an opportunity to link the discussion with the vexed issue of community leadership
during the ghayba [q.v.]. Was khums during the ghayba
lapsed (sakit) because the Imam could not collect it
in person (a view attributed to Salar al-Daylaml [d.
463/1071])? This position was rejected quite early on
in the tradition. Other solutions were proposed, such
as burying one's khums in anticipation of the Imam's
return (attributed to Ibn Barradj [d. 481/1099]) or
placing the khums in a perpetual will, until the Imam's
retupn. Some jurists (Ibn Idrls [d. 598/1202], Sard'ir,
i, 502-4) maintained that the option of a will applied
only to the Imam's share (i.e. one half). The remaining three shares are distributed to the recipients (perhaps by the individual himself). Ibn Idrls's assertion
that the Imam's share must be preserved, pending his
return, was not developed further. For al-Muhakkik,
the Imam had given the Shf c a permission (idhri) to
use his property generally, and his khums specifically,
during his absence. This did not constitute using a
person's property without permission. The khums, according to al-Muhakkik, was distributed by "the one
who possesses authority through delegation (niydba)"
(Shard*?, i, 184). Al-'Allama al-Hilll (d. 726/1325) identified the person as al-hdkim (a reference to al-hdkim
al-sharci, sc. a member of the fukahd3). These terminological shifts became more nuanced until the time
of the Safawid jurist, al-Sabzawarl (d. 1090/1679),
who wrote that the khums should be given to "the
worthy recipients through the auspices of the just fakih
who is qualified to give fatwds" (Kifdya, 45); that is,
the mud}tahids should receive and distribute the khums.
This continues to be the position up to the present
day. Naturally, those 'ulamti1 who were also sqyyids
benefited financially, but, more importantly, the authority of the fukahd3 (as in other areas of furuc) was
enhanced. The contributions obviously aided the independence of the culamd' from the Kadjar state, and
may have provided part of the financial base for the
c
ulama* opposition movement in 20th-century Iran.
Zaydl discussions of khums bear some similarities to
both Imamf and Sunnf views. The important work,
al-Azhdr, of the Zaydl Ahmad b. Yahya al-Murtada
(d. 836/1432), provides a useful summary of three
categories of produce liable for khums: the produce of

the "land and sea" (al-barr wa 'l-bahr], war booty and
the ongoing revenue after a campaign. This represents an expansion of the Sunn! system of categorisation. In the subsequent commentaries on al-Azhdr,
Zaydf jurists (e.g. Ibn Miftah [d. 877/1472] and alShawkanf [d. 1250/1834]) elaborated on this brief
explanation. The produce of the land and sea included
the produce gained from fishing and farming (with
some restrictions) as well as precious stones and metals
obtained through mining. Also included was treasure
(kunuz) found by the Muslim but buried during the
d^dhili period. War booty encompassed the booty from
wars with both non-Muslims (ahl al-harb) and nonZaydf Muslims (ahl al-baghy). The ongoing revenue
after a campaign included produce from land seized
from the enemy, the kharddj (land-tax) and the djizya
(the tax on non-Muslim communities living under
Muslim control). It might be argued that Zaydf jurists
envisaged an even larger amount of revenue as liable
to khums than their Imamf counterparts.
In Zaydl fikh, the khums is to be transferred to the
Imam when he demands it. When there is no legitimate Imam in power, the Azhdr records that the
(Zaydi) Muslims must collect and distribute it themselves. The governance of an Imam does not affect
the duty to give and distribute khums. The continued
existence of a Zaydf Imam (though with limited
suzerainty and disputed identity) did not encourage
the discussion of delegation (niydbd) characteristic of
the Imam! tradition.
The distribution of khums, according to the Zaydls,
should V^ according to the established six categories
of recipients. For al-Harunf (d. 424/1032), God's share
i§ to be spent by the Imam on general benefits, such
as mosques and roads (masdlih). The Prophet's share
goes to the Imam who can spend it on his family,
home and servants. The near-relatives' share is distributed, without regard for age, wealth or sex, to the
descendants of the Prophets (with a broad definition
of which lines of descent are to be included). The
only restriction is that the descendants must recognise the Zaydl Imam (mutamassik1" bi 'l-hakk li-imdm
al-muslimin). The three portions for the orphans, needy
and wayfarers of the Prophet's descendants can be
diverted if there are no such persons within the
Prophet's descedants. First, the portions are available
for the descendants of the Prophet. If unexhausted,
the portions are distributed amongst the muhddj.irun; if
not, then amongst the ansdr, and if not these last,
then amongst the orphans, needy and wayfarers of
the rest of the Muslim community (al-Harunf, Tahrir,
i, 166). Though Zaydl thought on khums bears some
resemblance to Imam! fikh (e.g. the expansion of the
definition of goods liable for khums), it avoids the contentious issues of 'ulamd* authority present in the Imamf
tradition.
The Isma'flf Shf c f tradition produced very little in
terms of juristic literature, but one can conclude that,
in terms of khums, it was much closer to the Sunnls
than either Zaydl or Imam! fikh. In al-Kadf alNu'man's (d. 363/974 [q.v.]) Dacd3im al-isldm, khums is
discussed in the context of the kitdb al-dj_ihdd, mainly
through citations of reports from Imam cAlf. The
implication is that khums is only due on war booty.
The resultant jurisprudence could fit well within the
Sunn! ikhtildf [q.v.] on the issue.
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(R. GLEAVE)
KHURAFA [see HIKAYA. I].
KHUWWA (colloquial A., said to be of Nadjdi origin, Barthelemy, 224), also khdwa, both from the root
}
-kh-w (Landberg, 71-2): terms used in the Syrian
desert, its borderlands, and northern Arabia to refer
to c e r t a i n p a y m e n t s levied by the B e d o u i n
(references in Henninger, 34-36). In these highly
Bedouinised areas even tribute paid by one sedentary
group to another was sometimes called khdwa (Musil,
Ar. Petr., iii, 67, 69; Mid. Euphr., 72); in Syria the term
khuwwa might also refer to a relationship of mutual
assistance between an urban notable and a Bedouin
shaykh (details in Oppenheim, ii, 65).
Wallin (122, 129) reported that khdwa was levied
by almost all "genuine Bedouin tribes". Like Zakariyya
he distinguishes three groups who paid it: villagers,
weak nomadic tribes (especially those not considered
to be true Bedouin, for instance the shdwiya \q.v.\),
and people crossing the desert (merchants, carriers,
travellers). The Bedouin look on the regions where
they live as being divided into tribal territories, and
Wallin suggested that the payments to a tribe were
made in exchange for the right to be in the territory
of that tribe and to enjoy its protection. The degree
of protection offered varied greatly: a village might
receive no more from its "protectors" than the temporary cessation of their depredations, while a client
tribe or a caravan might receive not merely protection against robbery and other offences (when committed by members of the protecting tribe, and
sometimes at least also in other cases), but even indemnification. Khuwwa was paid (in cash or kind) to the
shaykh or leading men of the Bedouin tribe. Some
tributaries paid a fixed amount collected annually in
an orderly fashion, but villagers often had nomadic
"brothers" whose brutal khuwwa-co\\ecting visits were
scarcely distinguishable from raids (Schumacher, 144,
offers an eye-witness account). For certain tribes—or
for certain tribesmen—tribute must have been an important source of income (see Musil, Ar. Petr., iii, 52-3
for an example); and at least in some instances, the
right to khuwwa from a particular source was assignable (Lancaster, 122).
As governments became stronger during the 19th
and 20th centuries, they were able to suppress exactions of this kind; and though khuwwa was still being
paid in a remote corner of Lebanon as late as the
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1960s (al-Raci, 46), it may now be assumed to be a
thing of the past.
It seems that khuwwa and words from the same root
are, when used to refer to payments of some kind,
confined to the Mashrik (though such terms are alleged
to have been used in North Africa to refer to something related to tribute, see Abu-Lughod, 82, and
Dunn, 76); but the practice of paying tribute to powerful nomadic tribes was once well-nigh universal in
the Arab world [see HIMAYA, ii (I) (3) (b)]. The terms
most widely used in the Maghrib appear to be khafdra
[q.v.] or ghafdra and other words from the same roots
(Probster, 395); words from these roots in the same
and related senses are also common in the Mashrik
(Combe; Dozy, SuppL, i, 386, ii, 217-18). Other terms
are also attested in North Africa. Thus in the Western
Desert of Egypt and in Cyrenaica, the Sa'adr tribes,
who claimed that the land was theirs, used to receive
a payment called sadaka from the subordinate Bedouin
known as the mrdbtin al-sudkdn (Djawhan, 172; Peters,
41), while in the Western Sahara the tribute paid by
inferior to superior tribes went by the names of hurma
and ghardma (and also ghafar), to say nothing of other
words that referred to payments exacted from sedentary populations (Caro Baroja, 34-42; Stewart, 56-8).
Khuwwa is not sanctioned by Islamic law, and the
tribute paid by settlements and nomadic tribes to pious
rulers such as those of the Ibn RashTd dynasty of
Ha'il was not called khuwwa (pace Al Rasheed, 11315), but rather zakdt [q.v.] (Euting, ii, index s.v. zeka\
Musil, JV. Negd, 4; Za'anr, 99-100).
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KfRGIZSTAN, KIRGIZSTAN (official designations, Kyrgyzstan, Kyrgyz Respublikasy), the smallest of the five C e n t r a l A s i a n r e p u b l i c s
emerging from the collapse of the Soviet Union, with
an area of 198,500 km'- (77,415 sq. miles), and with
boundaries adjoining China 858 km, Kazakstan 1051
km, Tadjikistan 870 km and Uzbekistan 1099 km.
Kyrgyzstan is landlocked, like most of its neighbours.
In 1999 it had a population of 4,823 million, its ethnic composition at various points in the 20th century
being shown in Table 1 as percentages of the whole
population.
Russians are concentrated in the capital and in the
north, Uzbeks in the south (Osh and Djalalabad
provinces). Changes in the ethnic composition of the
Kyrgyzstani population are explained by much lower
fertility among the Russians and other Europeans and
massive outmigration of the "European" groups since
the late 1980s. In the earlier Soviet period, the drop
in the Kyrgyz population was linked to the crisis following collectivisation.
Kyrgyz, the official language, belongs to the northwestern group of Turkic languages [see TURKS. II (v),
and for Kyrgyz literature, III. 6 (e)]. Russian was
declared an official language in territories and work
places where Russian dominates in March 1996, and
is now termed the "language of inter-ethnic communication". Uzbek is granted no official status. The
capital has been called Bishkek since 1993 (750,000
inhabitants in 1999), Frunze in Soviet times since
1926, and Pishpek [q.v.] before then. Other towns
include Talas [see TARAZ] in the northwest and Osh
and Ozkend [q.v.] in the Farghana valley. Regarding
natural resources, Kyrgyzstan, as a mountainous country, is rich in water and has a high potential in hydroelectric power (Toktogul dam on the Naryn river,
built 1962-75). Coal was mined for Central Asian consumption. After independence, gold has been deemed
to be worthwhile exploiting (the Komtur gold field).
The country is divided into two main geographic
zones by the Tien Shan mountains, with their highest peaks in the far eastern corner (Pik Pobedy, Zengish
Cokusu, 7,439 m), and the Pamir Alai range. To the
north, the hills slope down to the great steppe zone
of Semirecye [see YETI su], to the south, they border
on the Farghana valley [see FARGHANA]. Most of
Kyrgyzstan is thus mountainous (40% of it over 3,200
m/10,000 feet). Arable land makes up a mere 7% of
the area, whereas pastures account for more than
40%.
1. Pre-colonial history.
The area where the Kyrgyz Republic is situated
was never defined as a political unit before Soviet
times. It was, however, at the centre of the Karakhanid
khanate [see ILEK-KHANS] from the 4th/10th to the
7th/13th centuries, and the khans had one of their
capitals at Balasaghun [q.v] with an appanage centre
at Ozkend, both situated within the boundaries of
present-day Kyrgyzstan. A first wave of Islamisation
occurred during this period; before, Buddhism,
Nestorian Christianity and local cults prevailed. After
the Mongol invasions, the area was part of the
Caghatay ulus [see MOGHOLISTAN] , and Islam receded
as a consequence, primarily in the northern part of
the country, remaining strong, however, in the
Farghana valley. It is not altogether clear when ethnic Kyrgyz came to the region; this point depends
on whether the different groups thus called can be

seen as ethnically and linguistically continuous [see
KIRGHIZ]. At any rate, many of the former Moghol/
Caghatayid subjects now became known as Kyrgyz.
The second wave of Islamisation among these people
began in the late 16th century, but Islamisation was
apparently still going on under the influence of Kokand
[see KHOKAND] in the 19th century.
2. The Russian colonial period.
The Russian advance into what is now Kyrgyzstan
was aided by a number of Kyrgyz delegations to St.
Petersburg and to the Russian authorities in Siberia
asking for help against the Khokand khanate, which,
by 1830 had gained at least formal authority over
the Kyrgyz tribes. In 1862, Kyrgyz contingents fought
alongside Russian soldiers to take the fort of Pishpek,
and when Russia liquidated the Khokand khanate in
1876, all of the Kyrgyz tribes had formally submitted to Russian rule (V.M. Ploskikh, Kirgizl i kokandskoe khanstvo, Frunze 1977). The area they inhabited
fell into the Governorates of the Steppes and of
Turkistan, and there was continuous reshuffling of the
administrative organisation. Russian rule at first did
not deeply affect local affairs, but this changed soon
with the influx of settlers into the Semirecye region
(northern Kyrgyzstan); migration reached its highest
levels in the years immediately preceding World War
I. In the Semirecye, between 1903 and 1913 about
4.5 million ha were allotted to settlers, thus provoking a drop of about one quarter in livestock. Land
issues, as well as ethnic conflicts and accelerated social
differentiation among the Kyrgyz, are seen behind the
great steppe uprising in 1916, which was triggered by
a decree to recruit local people as labourers in support of Russia's war effort. The rebellion was crushed,
leaving an unknown number of Kyrgyz dead; about
a third of the Kyrgyz population is said to have fled
to China, partly returning after the Revolution in
1917. Again, the Kyrgyz herds decreased by about
60% (D. Brower, Kyrgyz nomads and Russian pioneers.
Colonization and ethnic conflict in the Turkestan revolt of
1916, in Jahrbucher fur Geschichte Osteuropas, N.F., xliv
[1996], 41-53).
3. Soviet times.
The Russian Revolution provoked the creation of
new Kyrgyz and Kyrgyz/Kazak organisations; at first,
locals were reluctant to participate in the institutions
created by Russians. Local ("Muslim") organisations
included the Alash Orda [see KAZAKSTAN, in Suppl.],
Shura-yi islamiyya (founded in Khokand in April 1917)
and Bukara (from Ar. fukara' "paupers"). National
demands came to the fore, and federal structures were
demanded in a number of meetings (e.g. the First
All-Russian Muslim Conference held at Moscow in
May 1917). All of them were intent on preserving
local interests, above all regarding the land question,
against Russian encroachments.
During the civil war, Kyrgyzstan changed masters
several times. The "Turkistan Autonomy" (November
1917-February 1918) was a short-lived attempt at creating a state structure in the Farghana valley and one
of the origins of the Basmaci guerilla movement, which
became strong enough to pose a threat to Osh,
Djalalabad and Naryn in late 1919. In the north,
Alash Orda struggled between Whites and Reds to
conserve a measure of regional autonomy. But in the
end, Mikhail Frunze led the Red Army to success.
In April 1918 the territory of the Kyrgyz was
included into the Turkestan Autonomous Soviet
Socialist Republic. Only in 1922 was the question of
a separate representation of the Kyrgyz raised; until
then, the ethnonym "Kyrgyz" had denoted those peo-
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Table 1
Tear

Kyrgyz

Russian

Uzbek

Other groups

Others

1924
1970

63.5
45

16.8
30

15.4
11.3

3.5
4.5

1989

52.4

21.5

12.9

1999

64.9

12.5

13.8

Kazak 1.3
Ukrainians 4
Germans 3
Tatars 2.3
Ukrainians 2.5
Germans 2.4
Tatars 1.6
Ukrainians 1.0
Germans 0.4
Tatars 0.9

pie whom we presently know as Kazak, whereas the
"real" Kyrgyz were called either Karakyrgyz "Black
Kyrgyz" or otherwise, but in any case, were linked
to the Kazaks. First, some former Alash members
(now within the Bolshevik party) worked for the creation of a "Kara-Kyrgyz Autonomous Mountain
District", arguing that the splitting of the Kyrgyz over
several administrative units was detrimental to their
development as a nation. The district was to include
the northern foothills as well. This move was at first
viewed positively by party and state organs, but
quashed later in 1922. Thus, the "Kara Kyrgyz" had
to wait until the national demarcation (razmezevanie] in
the second half of 1924 (the date retained was the
decision taken by the Central Executive Committee
of the USSR—TsIK SSSR—on 27 October 1924);
this process provided them, for the first time in their
recorded history, with a state-like structure in the form
of an "autonomous district" (avtonomnaya oblast'} within
the Russian Federation (not the Kazak ASSR). Soon
afterwards, the structure was promoted into an
Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic (ASSR), still
within the Russian Federation (1 February 1926).
Status as a full member of the Soviet Union was
achieved when the new Soviet Constitution was proclaimed on 5 December 1936, which counted eleven
republics, among them the Kirgiz Soviet Socialist
Republic.
Until then, the country had undergone significant
change in line with the general evolution (for better
or worse) within the Soviet Union. For the nomadic
Kyrgyz the collectivisation of agricultural land (for
which a ruthless campaign was launched in 1929)
meant that they were forced to settle (R. Eisener,
"Konterrevolution auf dem Lande". %ur inneren Sicherheitslage
in Mittelasien 1929/30 aus der Sicht der OGPU, Berlin
1999 [ANOR, no. 6]). This again meant a sharp drop
in livestock (from 3.8 million to 2.3 million in 1931-2;
sheep and goats dropped from 3.1 million in 1924
to just under 1 million in 1932; livestock reached the
levels of the late 1920s again only by the 1950s or
later) and widespread famine; though the Kazak steppe
regions were hardest hit, Kyrgyzstan also was a disaster area. Repression was rampant; in 1932 during
tax collection, more than 100 persons were shot (U
istokov kirgizskoy natsional'noy gosudarstvennosti, Bishkek
1996, 121). No reliable figures are available for human
losses in this period, but they must have been massive. Hence by 1940, almost all Kyrgyz farmers worked
on collective or state farms.
In 1938, as in other parts of the Soviet Union, the
local intelligentsia was physically destroyed together
with the "old guard" of revolutionaries. This included

7.7

6.5

some of the former Alash members who were involved
in the affairs surrounding the "Social Turan Party".
Industrialisation was one of the main targets of
Soviet development policies, and during the first FiveYear Plans, coal mining was developed, but also metal
working and industries related to the agricultural production of the country (textiles, foodstuffs, meat).
Nevertheless, Kyrgyzstan has remained a largely agricultural country.
In the post-Stalin period (beginning with the XXth
Congress of the CPSU in 1956), developments in
Kyrgyzstan closely followed the general Soviet pattern. This meant that a precarious balance was established by the Republic's leadership between utter
devotion to the centre and the slow but irresistable
localisation of decision making, using patron-clientrelationships to a very large extent (O. Roy, The new
Central Asia. The creation of nations, London 2000). These
networks tend to have a regional basis; in Kyrgyzstan,
this means the south-north divide. Whereas the last
Soviet leaders were southerners, the new leadership
is northern. During Turdakun Usunbaev's term as the
party's first secretary (1961-85, when he was removed
by the new leadership under Gorbachev), Kyrgyzstan
was increasingly unable to attract new capital investment, and the republic was the second poorest part
of the Soviet Union (after Tadjikistan).
4. Independence and after.

In the case of Kyrgyzstan, national independence
was spurred by an outburst of communal violence in
Osh between Kyrgyz and Uzbeks in the summer of
1990, with land shortages and poor representation of
Uzbeks as background. This led to the election of an
outsider as chairman to the Supreme Soviet (28
October 1990), Askar Akaev, who came to be the
only president in the new Central Asian republics not
to have held high party office before. Akaev was reelected president on 24 December 1995 (75% of
expressed votes) and again on 29 October 2000 (74.5%
of expressed votes, but major competitors were prevented from running).
Kyrgyzstan won its independence on 31 August
1991. The country has made rapid moves towards
democracy and a market-oriented economy, earning
the label of "Central Asia's island of democracy"; this
characterisation has been questioned since more autocratic features have appeared. Economically, crisis has
bordered on collapse during the first years of independence, the GDP plummeting by around 45% in
1992-5, industrial production by nearly two-thirds and
agriculture by around one-third. Again, as in other
crises all through the 20th century, reduction in livestock numbers is a good indicator: sheep and goats
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fell from 8,741,000 heads in 1993 to a mere 3,716,000
in 1997. Inflation has also been a major problem
since the creation of a national currency, the som, in
1993; soaring up to more than 1000% in 1992-3, it
has been down to 18% in 1998, rising again to 36%
in 1999 in the aftermath of the financial crisis in
Russia. In spite of this, the GDP was up by 3.6%
in 1999, mainly due to over-average agricultural production. But economic prospects do not seem as bright
now (2000-1) as in the latter 1990s.
Kyrgyzstan faces serious security problems, mainly
in the Farghana region. In 1999 and 2000, Islamists
from northern Tadjikistan have made incursions into
Kyrgyzstani territory. Previously, security had not been
a priority issue for the Kyrgyzstani government, but
in 2001, military expenditure was increased by 250%.
Linked to this is the drug traffic (cannabis, but mostly
opiates from Afghanistan and Tadjikistan), making
Osh one of its major hubs in Central Asia. Other
transnational problems include an increasing water
problem (downstream Uzbekistan and Kazakstan
depend on water supplies from Kyrgyzstani sources;
water demand has increased by over 25% during the
last decade).
The nation-building process involves a re-interpretation of the past, focussing on attempts at statehood
in the more distant past and a re-evaluation of the
early Kyrgyz nationalists, including those who fell victim to the Stalinist purges.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): F. Willfort, Turkestanisches Tagebuch,
Vienna 1930 (eye-witness of 1916 uprising and of
events in 1917); G.K. Krongardt, Naselenie Ktrgl&tana
vo vtoroi polovme XlX-nacale XX v., Bishkek 1997;
Istoriya Kirgi&tana: XX vek, Pod obshcey redaktsiey
U. Isotonova, Bishkek 1998; J. Anderson, Kyrgy&tan.
Central Asia's island of democracy?, Amsterdam 1999;
Osnovnie itogi pervoy natsional'noy perepisi nasleniya
Kirglzskoy Respubliki 1999 goda, Bishkek 2000.
(J. PAUL[
KIRMANI, HADJDJ MUHAMMAD KARIM
KHAN [see SHAYKHIYYA. 2].
KISAKUREK, NECJP FAZIL (1905-83), T u r k i s h
poet who wrote metaphysical poems of anxiety, darkness, loneliness and death, and whose tone became
progressively mystical and, at the end, dogmatically
religious. Already a bohemian as a student of philosophy in Istanbul, he continued a life of gambling,
drinking and womanising as he worked first as a bank
inspector and then as a teacher at various post-secondary schools in Ankara. Meeting the Nakshbandf
sheykh Abdiilhakim Arvasi in 1934 became a turning
point in his life by providing an answer in religion
for his spiritual and intellectual crises. He quit his job
in 1942 in order to devote all his time to writing
and publishing. He published two journals: Agaf
("Tree", 1936), and Biiyuk dogu ("The Great East",
1943-78). He was politically active in religious causes,
and used especially Biiyuk dogu as an ideological
platform.
Although he also wrote short stories, novels, monographs on as diverse topics as Imam CA1I, cAbd iilHamld II and Namik Kemal, and plays of which the
most noteworthy is Bir adorn yaratmak ("To create a
man", 1938), Kisakiirek is first and foremost admired
as a poet. With his first three books of poetry, he
was hailed as a new voice in Turkish poetry. The
tone of feverish nightmare in his early poems is created by striking, sometimes erotically charged images,
by paradoxical metaphors of being and nothingness
which dissolve into each other, and by experiments

with the lengths of syllables that play with the traditional syllabic measure of Turkish folk poetry. After
his conversion, he publicly disowned all but a few of
his previous poems. His lifelong goal was to create
one definitive book which would include all of his
poems. He achieved this with file ("Suffering", 1974),
which has 385 poems. In his later poems, the tone
is of impatient waiting for death because he believed
that the terror of death and loneliness ended in dying
and uniting with God. He defines a poem as a thought
stated in emotional terms, and argues that the structure of a poem should be completely absorbed by the
theme. Details of his life can be found in his two
books of memoirs: 0 ve ben ("He and I", 1974) and
Babiali (1975).
Bibliography: 1. E n g l i s h t r a n s l a t i o n s of
some of his poems appear in Talat Sait Halman,
(ed.), Contemporary Turkish literature, New Jersey,
London and Toronto 1982, 353-4; Feyyaz Kayacan
Fergar (ed.), Modern Turkish poetry, Herts. 1992,
62-3; Kemal Silay (ed.), An anthology of Turkish
literature, Indiana 1996, 394-6.
2. S t u d i e s . Hasan Qebi, Biitun yonleriyle Necip
Fazil Kisakurek'in §iiri, Ankara 1987; Ahmet Oktay,
Cumhuriyet donemi edebiyati 1923-50, Ankara 1994,
989-1015; Biitun yonleriyle Neap Fa&l, Ankara 1994;
M. Orhan Okay, Necip Fa&l Kisakiirek, Istanbul 1998.
(SiBEL EROL)
KIT4A (A.), pi. kitac, or mukatta'a, pi. mukattacdt, literally "piece, part cut off from the whole, segment".
As a literary concept kit*a denotes a form of poetry.
1. In Arabic poetry
A kit*a or mukattaca is a short monothematic poem
or fragment of a poem, in contrast to the long (often
polythematic) poem, the kasida [q.v.~\. The term kit'a
can actually denote a piece or part of a longer poem
(e.g. poetic quotes in anthologies) [see MUKHTARAT] .
However, it is, in particular, independent short poems
that are named thus (in rare cases, they are also
termed kisdr al-kasa''id; see al-Djahiz, K. al-Hayawan,
iii, 98). Western scholars usually equate kasida and
kifa with polythematic and monothematic poems
respectively, while indigenous Arab critics in general
consider only the length of a poem as a criterion for
distinguishing between the two forms (cf. van Gelder,
Brevity, 79 f.). They could, however, never agree on
the number of verses that determines the borderline
between the two forms. Ibn Rashlk names seven or
ten verses (cUmda, i, 188-9) as the lower limit for a
kasida; other numbers are mentioned as well, however
(cf. van Gelder, 79-80). According to the Arab, and
in contradistinction to the Persian, critics, the nonexistence, of an opening verse (matlac) with internal
rhyming (tasri0) does not count as a criterion for the
kifa. As a matter of fact, there are more than enough
kifas containing such opening verses even in the earliest times. Thoughts as to the purpose for which the
ancient Arabs preferred short poems have already
been formulated within the context of pre-systematic
criticism. Abu cAmr b. al-cAla5 and al-Khalil b. Ahmad
[q.vv.] are said to have remarked on this: they were
used whenever a poem had to be memorised. Others
think that the kifa is especially useful for expressing
disputes, proverbs and jests (cf. Ibn Rashik, i, 186).
Kifas can be found in almost every diwan of poetry
and in numerous other works dealing with poetry and
other topics (inter alia in the ayyam al-cArab, and also
in many historical works, such as Ibn Hisham's Sira,
al-Taban's Ta'nkh, and al-Baladhurfs Ansdb al-ashrdf].
The kifa is not subject to any thematic limitations.
A classification and characterisation of the contents

KITA
of the kit'a among the ancient Arabs has been offered
by Alfred Bloch. His principle of classification is the
degree of the poem's "distance from life or from specific situations in life". As a result, the different categories are: (1) work-songs or songs that accompany
a certain action (no or little "distance from life";
poetry of the moment); (2) poems containing a proclamation or message (medium distance from life; poetry
of the occasion); (3) poems expressing a sentiment of
life and poems of remembrance (timeless artistic
poetry). (A group of verses of categories nos. 2 and
3 may form the final part of category no. 4, the
kasida.}
Category no. 1 is an impromptu poem of the
moment, very often composed in the easiest metre,
rad^az- Mainly war cries belong to this category, in
addition to songs for round dances to which mothers let their children dance, and work-songs in the
narrower sense that accompany real activities (rarely
ever transmitted) (cf. Ullmann, Untersuchungen, 18 ff).
The contents of the war poems is mostly self-praise:
"I am Ibn Wars, horseman without pusillanimity, who
through his courage inspires admiration, who advances
boldly when the weakling retreats, and on the day of
horror with the sword I strike the towering (adversarial)
hero until he falls" (al-Baladhuri, Ansdb, v, 268, 6).
Category no. 2 is most abundantly represented in
ancient Arabic poetry and is, according to Bloch, its
mpst characteristic genre. In proclamation poems the
poet expresses his opinion on a certain event; they
are occasional poems born out of daily life, "pamphlet verses", the contents of which are valid for a
considerable amount of time. Since they are mostly
disputes with distant opponents, many of them are
composed as messages: (a-la) abligh bam fulan"' "send
word to the Banu X that. . .", or (a-id) man mubligh'"1
c
anm fulan"" "who will send word from me to X
that. . ."; numerous others present themselves as reactions to messages that have arrived: nubbi'tu anna "it
has been brought to my knowledge that. . .". As to
content, these are poems of warning, blame (especially for poor hospitality), triumph, justification, challenge to blood revenge, etc. "To the Banu Dhuhl
bring now . . . the message, that, as an atonement for
your slaying of al-Mukanna, we have slain cUbayda
and Abu '1-Djulah. If you consider the matter settled
now, then so will we; if not, the points of our lances
[will await you] — [they are] pointed—and sharp
swords, shining bright, cutting off heads and fingers"
(Shark Dlwdn al-Hamasa, recension of al-Marzukf, ii,
772,'no. 259).
All poems in which the poet does not express his
opinion on a certain event are subsumed by Bloch
under category no. 3: the poems in which he puts
in words, let us say, his view of life or remembers
bygone pleasures and deeds of youth, or puts forward
aphorisms about the transitoriness of life and all sorts
of other practical wisdom (sententious poetry), or
praises himself or his tribe without referring to a specific deed, etc. According to Bloch, most of the
(monothematic) self-praise and praise poems are to be
put into this category, because, in general, they have
not been brought about by a specific event.
While this categorisation may still be sufficient for
pre-Islamic and early Islamic poetry—it has, however,
been criticised in that the dirge (marthiya) has not
found its appropriate place therein (Wagner, Grund^iige,
i, 68-9; Borg, Mil Poesie, 222-3)—it no longer covers
the genres that came into being at the time of the
Umayyads (and partly earlier) and unfolded their full
potential at the time of the 'Abbasids. This new sys-
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tem is composed of genres that have, with good reason, been classified and named by the indigenous
critics and, subsequently, by Western scholars primarily
according to their topics (ghazal = love poetry; khamriyya
= wine poetry, etc.). However, the topic often has
additional characteristics of a genre-differentiating
nature (e.g. the metre raajaz in hunting poems).
According to their purely formal definition, poems
belonging to the new genres are divided by the indigenous critics and editors of diwdns into kasidas and
kifas, depending on their length. This procedure shows
up most prominently in Hamza al-Isfahanf's chapter
headings of his recension of Abu Nuwas's dlwan (e.g.
al-bab al-sdbic fi }l-^uhdiyydt wa-fihi 20 kasidatm wamukatta'at'"1; al-bab al-tdsic fi 'l-khamriyydt. . .yashtamilu
c
ald 323 kasidat"n wa-mukattacatm, etc.). The poems of
the new genres are often short; there are, however,
also very long poems, sometimes even containing several parts, which can especially be found among the
khamriyydt. These poems may also be seen as approaching the praise kasida in their structure (they have—
albeit seldom—a nasib, or—very often—a parody of
a nasib as a prologue; the rahil can also be found).
Among the so-called neo-classical poets (Abu Tammam,
al-Buhturf and al-Mutanabbl) the short poems,
although abundant, stand entirely in the shadow of
their kasida poetry. However, there are cases like Abu
Tammam's ghazaliyydt, whose importance should not
be underestimated (see Bauer, Abu Tammam's Contribution, 13 ff). Most of them are short and it is noteworthy that pieces consisting of four verses are
particularly numerous (cf. ibid., 18-19; Seidensticker,
Die Herkunft, 920). In al-Mutanabbf's diwdn one can
find numerous short poems addressing more than one
theme; al-Wahidf, in his commentary, criticises two
kifas that contain sundry descriptions—a genre not
mastered by al-Mutanabbl, according to him (Dlwdn,
ed. Dieterici, 774). The themes of kifas from the
3rd/9th to the 5th/llth century are extremely varied. Next to the short poems of the now established
new genres one can find pieces that in their themes
are close to the epigrams of late antiquity: descriptions (Ar. awsaf, sing wasf [q.v.~], Greek ekphrasis] of a
large variety of objects (especially in Ibn al-Rumf,
Kushadjim, al-San al-Raffa 5 and al-Ma3munI), descriptions of flowers and gardens (zahriyydt [q.v.] (in Ibn
al-Rumf, Ibn al-Mu c tazz and al-Sanawbarf; especially
in the latter, one can also find long garden poems),
reflective poetry (especially in Ibn al-Rumf), jesting,
riddles, requests for gifts, mockery, blame, excuses,
thank-you notes, requests, invitations, etc. In Ibn alMu c tazz's praise poetry one can find a remarkably
large amount of short pieces; al-Macarri, finally, in
his philosophical poems (luzumiyydt) chooses the short
form of the kit'a as often as its long form.
2. In Persian l i t e r a t u r e
The Persian critics define the kit'a or mukatta'a as
a poem that has the same metre and rhyme throughout, and the opening verse (matla'} of which does not
contain internal rhyming (tasrf). Most often, two verses
are named as the minimum amount whereas there is
no upper limit as to the number of verses (Dihkhuda,
s.v. kifa; Riickert-Pertsch, 64). This means that the
length of a poem, which for the Arabs is its decisive
feature, has been completely abandoned as a criterion. As with the Arabic kit'a the choice of topic is
arbitrary.
As can be expected, kifas are found already among
the poems of the oldest Neo-Persian poets (from
Muhammad b. Wasff via Rudakf up to Manucihrf).
A sizeable number of the short poems of these old
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poets, however, begin with a matlac that contains a
tasrf, hence cannot be counted as kit'as. Such is the
case with the whole of Manucihrfs wine and love
poems (ed. de Biberstein Kazimirski, nos. 3, 4, 34,
69-75, 77-83, 85, 90, 92). Terminological kit'as occur
much more rarely in Manucihrl. In the diwdm of
poets beginning in the 5th/llth century the kit'as
often occupy their own more or less voluminous chapter. Famous for their kit'as are Anwar! (d. 587/1191
at the latest [</.#.]) and especially Ibn-i Yamfn (d.
769/1368 [</.#.]). Anwar!'s diwdn contains a very large
chapter comprising them. These are of extraordinary
variety in their topics: in addition to praise, blame,
mockery, threat, request (especially frequent is the
request for wine), thanks, mourning, congratulation,
complaint, description of personal circumstances (hasb-i
hdl], one finds advice, admonishment, maxims, and
reflective poems (occurring very frequently), jesting,
epistles, riddles, chronograms, mundzaras, and many
others, among them very unusual topics, for instance,
a poem about toothache, in which the word "tooth"
occurs in every verse. Descriptions are remarkably
rare; there are, however, a few descriptions of banquets and palaces. Poems containing 20 and even 30
verses do occur. As for the kit'as of Ibn-i Yamfn who,
all in all, is considered the most important Persian
kit*a poet, see the article on this poet. The diwdn of
Hafiz [q.v] also contains a small section of kit*as,', in
addition to the usual themes (praise, mourning, longing,
wine, chronograms, maxims, congratulations, request
for a reward, etc.), there are also some more remarkable poems like the one in which Hafiz describes
in many verses the loss of his poetic powers, which
can only be restored by the ruler's grace. Kamal
Khudjandfs and Djami's [q.w] kit'as are predominantly short. Most of them consist of only two verses,
a peculiarity that is not found in the kit'as of Kamal's
contemporary Hafiz. Djami's three diwdns contain altogether only 128 kit'as; thematically, these do not offer
anything out of the ordinary. It has been remarked,
however, that Djami's "advice and admonishments"
(pond u maw'iza] are mostly of a sarcastic and pessimistic character, since, in any case, the kit'as of this
epoch are critical of society and complain about the
upheavals of the day (H. Rida, in his introduction to
the Dtwdn-i kdmil-i D^dmi, Tehran 1341/1962, 84).
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KIT ABA [see INSHA'; KATIB; KHATT].
KOCO (Khocho, Chotscho, Koso) (Uyghur; in
Chinese Kao-Ch'ang), also known as Idikut-shahri,
and locally as "Asus (Ephesus), the town of Dakyanus",
i.e. the Roman emperor Decius (regn. 249-51) [see
ASHAB AL-KAHF] (cf. A. Von Le Coq, Auf Hellas' Spuren,
41), the n a m e of an Uyghur state (850-1250)
and of an a n c i e n t , walled city, now in ruins,

adjoining Karakhodja in the desert to the east of
Turfan [q.v.] in Eastern Sinkiang Uyghur Autonomous
Region, China.
According to Von Gabain, the name is neither
Turkish nor Chinese, but an ancient, indigenous one,
meaning "highly brilliant". In the 7th century A.D.
the Koco state reached as far east as Tunhuang in
Kansu [q.v.], famous for its "Cave of the Thousand
Buddhas", and its "Jade Gate" (Chin. Yii-mon-kuan),
where all the traffic between China and the West had
to pass. In the north this state included the so-called
"Four Garrisons", i.e. Bishbalik [q.v.], Kuca, Karashahr
and Koco town itself, all on the northern branch of
the Silk Route and described by the 7th-century
Chinese traveller and monk Hsiian-tsang. In 791 the
Tibetans, in alliance with the Karluk [q.v] and the
Sha-t'o ("the People of the Sandy Desert"; see
Chavannes, Documents, 96-9), defeated the Chinese and
the Uyghur, and occupied the Tarim Basin [q.v]. In
840 the Kirgiz [q.v] put an end to Uyghur power
in Mongolia. Uyghur groups fled southward and settled in the Turfan region, where they established a
state, with Koco as its capital, which was recognised
by the Chinese in 856. The earliest record of a Muslim
presence in the oases along the northern branch of
the Silk Route so far known seems to be the travel
account which Sallam al-Tardjuman [q.v. in Suppl.]
dictated to Ibn Khurradadhbih (Ar. text 164, Fr. tr.
126) of his journey from Samarra3 to Sinkiang in
230-2/842-4. Before reaching Ha-mi [see KOMUL, in
Suppl.], he met followers of the Prophet who apparently had settled there more or less permanently since
they had mosques and madrasas.
In 848 Chang I-ch'ao, the Chinese regent of Shachou, "the town of the sands" as Tun-hang had been
renamed under the T'ang dynasty (618-907), began
to oust the Tibetans from northwestern Kansu, and
in 855 the Koco Uyghur followed his example. In
the 10th century they entertained good relations with
the Tibetans, as they did with the Kitai (Liao) [see
KARA KHITAY], who in 924 toppled the Kirgiz state of
which Koco had become a vassal. In 1001 the khakan
of Koco requested the emperor of China to wage
war against the Tangut or Hsi Hsia, a people of
Tibetan origin who lived in the great loop of the
Yellow River [see HAMASA. iv; KANSU]. He boasted to
the emperor about the large extension of his state.
At that time the Koco Uyghurs had moved their residence further westward to Kuca. In 1125 the Liao
were overcome by the Jiichen, who until 1234 ruled
over Manchuria, much of Central Asia and all of
North China. With these new overlords, too, the Koco
Uyghurs had friendly relations. In 1209 King Barcuk
of Koco surrendered peacefully to Cingiz Khan in
order to rid himself of pressure from the Naiman of
Western Mongolia. He was adopted as "the fifth son".
After the Mongolian conquest, Koco was added to
the Caghatay khanate [q.v.]. The Mongols were instructed in Buddhism by the Koco Uyghurs, Buddhism
being strongly established in the region. But the famous
Turfan finds also include fragments of Syrian manuscripts, most of them with texts from the Peshitta,
while von Le Coq also found in Koco a wall painting
of Mani, the founder of Manicheism, dated to the
9th century A.D. The towns along the Silk Route
thus had a rather mixed population of merchants who
professed various religions. Over the centuries, Koco
seems to have adapted itself to its respective overlords in order to continue its lucrative trade.
Bibliography: E. Chavannes, Documents sur les
Tou-kine (Turcs) occidentaux, St. Petersburg 1903;
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KOMUL (Uyghur; Chin. Ha-mi), a t o w n and
oasis in Eastern Sinkiang Uyghur Autonomous Region,
China (42° 47' N., 93° 32' E.). The Chinese name
Ha-mi is derived from Khamil, the Mongolian rendering of Uyghur Komul.
This important stage on the northern branch of
the Silk Route was occupied by the Chinese under
the Han dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D. 220) in A.D. 73 and
again in 86. In the 5th century the Tarim Basin [q.v.],
probably including Komul, was dominated by the
White Huns or Hephthalites [see HAYATILA]. During
the so-called "forward policy" towards the west under
the Chinese T'ang dynasty (618-907), Komul, and
subsequently Turfan [q.v.], were wrested from Turkish
supremacy, though the Turkish nomads kept looking
for grazing grounds, thus causing disturbances. Komul
became the seat of a regular prefecture under the
name I-chou. In the 7th century the famous Buddhist
monk and traveller Hsiian-tsang was hospitably
received by the Uyghur or Toghuzghuz [q.v] ruler
of Komul, then a principality subordinate to the kingdom of Koco [q.v. in Suppl.]. In 763 the town was
taken by the Tibetans and in 840 it came under
Uyghur rule. In 231/843 Komul was visited by the
Arab traveller Sallam al-Tardjuman [q.v. in Suppl.]
who calls it Ikku (^y[) (Ibn Khurradadhbih, Ar. text
164, Fr. tr. 126; cf. Beckwith, The Tibetan empire, 149)
after the Chinese name I-chou. Sallam describes it as
having a circumference of ten parasangs, with iron
gates which were closed by letting them down; inside
the enclosure were fields and mills. This description
seems to correspond with a Chinese kuan, i.e. a large,
walled-in fortification with barracks, arms depots, fields,
and two gates (see Luo Zhewen, The Great Wall, 3941). According to Sallam, the distance between this
town and Dhu '1-Karnayn's barrier (Ar. sadd), perhaps the famous "Jade Gate" in the western extension of the Great Wall of China (see Sir Aurel Stein,
On ancient Central Asian tracks, 189), is three stages. The
real distance is 350 km (Von Le Coq, Buried treasures).
Sallam adds that Dhu '1-Karnayn camped in Ikku,
but this remark is probably part of what he thought
he should report to the caliph al-Wathik [q.v], who
had sent him on his mission. During his journey to
Ikku/Komul along the northern branch of the Silk
Route, Sallam, before reaching Ikku/Komul, met a
community of Muslims who spoke Arabic and Persian
and had mosques and madrasas. He was astonished
that they did not know who the caliph was.
In the 13th century, Komul was Cingiz Khan's
temporary capital. After the Mongol domination, it
became one of the small Uyghur states in the region.
At the end of the 13th century it was visited by
Marco Polo, who describes it as a place known for
its hospitality and where it is good to live. In 1473
Komul was annexed by the sultanate of Turfan. In
the late 16th century, Komul town and region came
under the control of the Dzungars, a western
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Mongolian people who conquered Central Asia and
gave their name to Dzungaria and the Dzungarian
Gate, at present the northern part of the Singkiang
Uyghur Autonomous Region. In 1696 the Chinese
Ch'ing emperor defeated the Dzungar chief Dga'Idan. After the death of the latter's grandson Dga'Idan Cereng in 1745, internal Dzungarian strife led
to their complete destruction in the war against China
(1755-8), during which the Chinese used Komul as a
base. After the fall of the Dzungars, the Muslims of
the Tarim Basin staged an independence movement,
but by 1760 this was suppressed by the Ch'ing, who
established control over the Basin by granting official
status to the former rulers of its oasis states. In the
18th century, China's boundaries reached as far as
Lake Balkhash [q.v] and parts of the Kazakh steppe.
During the great Muslim rebellion of 1862-78 under
Ma Hua-lung [q.v], Komul was badly damaged. It
was visited by Col. Mark Bell in 1886, by A.H. von
Le Coq in 1904 and by Cable and French in 1940.
Von Le Coq describes the riches of the palace of the
Muslim khan of Komul: Chinese and Bukhara carpets, porcelain, Khotan [q.v] jade-carvings, silk embroideries, a cuckoo-clock and even French champagnes
and Russian liqueurs. In 1932, after an abortive uprising, the town suffered terribly at the hands of the
Chinese. Its population in 2003 is estimated at ca.
118,000.
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Turkestan, 1928; M. Cable and F. French, The Gobi
desert, London 1942; P. Hopkirk, Foreign devils on the
Silk Road, Oxford 1980.
(E. VAN DONZEL)
KONKAN, the coastal region of the w e s t ern Dec can or Peninsular India lying roughly
between Thalner and Bombay in the north and Goa
in the south, i.e. between latitudes 19° 30' and 15°
30' N., and extending for some 560 km/350 miles.
It has been known under this name in both mediaeval Islamic and modern times. Within British India,
it was formerly in the Bombay Presidency, later
Province, and is now in Maharashtra State of the
Indian Union. It comprises a highly-forested, low-lying
plain between the Arabian Sea and the inland mountain barrier of the Western Ghats.
In medieval Islamic times, the Tughlukids in the
14th century and then the Bahmanids [q.v] in the
course of the 15th century, endeavoured without much
success to extend their authority from the Deccan
plateau down to the ocean, until in 876/1472 the
general Mahmud Gawan [q.v] finally established
Bahmanid control over the Konkan strip. Konkan was
subsequently divided between the Nizam Shahfs of
Ahmadnagar [q.vv] (the northern part) and the cAdil
Shahfs of Bfdjapur [q.vv] (the more southern part) in
the 16th and early 17th centuries, then divided between
the Mughals and the cAdil Shahf sultans before the
latter succumbed to the advance of the Mughal
Awrangzlb [q.v] in 1097/1686. By the 18th century,
Konkan was in the hands of the Sivadji and the
Marathas [q.v], but after the peace settlements of
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1816-17 with Britain at the end of the Maratha Wars,
the region was in 1818 incorporated into the Bombay
Presidency. The local language, Konkani, is a dialect
of Marathf containing Dravidian elements probably
borrowed from Kanarese.
Bibliography: Gazetteers of the Bombay Presidency.
Konkan, i/2, History, Bombay 1896; Imperial gazetteer
of India2, xv, 394-5; G.M. Tibbetts, Arab seafaring in
the Indian Ocean before the coming of the Portuguese,
London 1971, index; H.K. Sherwani and P.M. Joshi
(eds.), History of medieval Deccan (1294-1724), Haydarabad 1973, i, 17-22 and index; and see the map
in HIND at Vol. Ill, 428.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
KOSZEG, German Guns, a small H u n g a r i a n
town near the Austrian border with a mediaeval castle which was sieged and symbolically taken by the
Ottomans in 1532.
In the first decades of his reign, mainly under the
influence of the Grand Vizier Ibrahim Pasha, Siileyman the Magnificent cherished world-conquering
ambitions. To achieve this goal, he intended, among
other things, to defeat the Austrian Habsburgs by occupying their capital. After the unsuccessful 1529 campaign,
he undertook another military operation in 1532 with
the aim of marching against Vienna.
The Ottoman army proceeded slowly, holding
sophisticated parades to imitate Charles V's shows of
power and wealth. This time they followed a lesser
known route, along which the castle of Koszeg was
situated that did not seem to constitute a major obstacle. However, the garrison of approximately 1,000,
mostly local peasants inexperienced in warfare, commanded by Miklos Jurisics (Nikola Jurisic), a Croatian
landlord and the envoy of the Emperor Ferdinand I
to Istanbul in 1529 and 1530, withstood the battle
between 10 and 30 August. After long negotiations,
the defenders surrendered, stipulating that, though
Ottoman standards would be hoisted on the walls,
none of their contingents would be stationed within
the fort. One reason for procrastination was that the
Ottomans wanted to avoid a pitched battle with the
main forces of the Empire; similarly, the Habsburg
side was reluctant to force a decisive clash.
For his valour, Jurisics was nominated royal councillor and received Koszeg as his hereditary property.
Bibliography: Koszeg ostromdnak emlekezete ("The
remembrance of the siege of Koszeg") ed. I. Bariska,
Budapest 1982; P. Fodor, Ottoman policy towards
Hungary, 1520-1541, in Ada Orientalia Hungarica, xlv
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(G. DAVID)
KU'AYTI, a S o u t h A r a b i a n t r i b a l g r o u p
and s u l t a n a t e , the latter eventually becoming part
of the Eastern Aden Protectorate prior to the departure of the British from South Arabia in 1967. The
full area of the sultanate was the whole of the coastal
plain between the Wahid! [q.v.] in the west and Mahra
in the east, the mountainous region north up to Wadf
Hadramawt [see HADRAMAWT] , the western end of the
WadT and some tribal lands north of the Wadl. One
should add the area of the Wadfs Daw'an (sometime
spelt Daw'an in the Arabic sources) and cAmd. The
major towns of the sultanate were: al-Mukalla, the
capital, and al-Shihr [q.vv] (both ports on the Indian
Ocean), Ghayl Ba Wazfr on the southern coastal plain,
and Shibam [q.v.] and al-Katn in the Wadf itself (Government of Bombay, Account, 119).
It was the Kathm [q.v] Badr b. cAbd Allah b.

c
Umar Ibn Abl Tuwayrik about the year 1270/1853
who began to bring in tribal mercenaries of Yaf?
[q.v] from their lands in the west, as he strove to
expand his territories in Hadramawt. Thereafter, there
was a constant flow of YafT immigration into the area
(al-Shatirf, Adwar, ii, 401). The Ku'aytl were a tribal
group (batn) of YafT and they first settled in Wad!
c
Amd where c Umar b. cAwad al-Kucaytf, the founder
of the dynasty, was born. In about 1246/1830, he
went for the first time to Haydarabad in South India
where the Nizam employed Hadramfs and South
Arabians as mercenary soldiers. c Umar did return to
Hadramawt, but he died in India in 1282/1865 and
was succeeded by his son, cAwad b. cUmar, as ajama'ddr
(jemadar in the British sources). 'Umar's three sons,
Salah (called Barak Jung in India), cAwad and cAbd
Allah, in particular, built fortunes in India and Arabia
and had much influence on the later development of
the dynasty.
During the 1280s/1860s and 1290s/1870s, full-scale
wars were fought for control of Hadramawt between
the Kathm and the Kucaytf (Government of Bombay,
Account, 125; al-Shatirf, Adwar, ii, 405; Gavin, Aden,
160-62; Burrowes, Dictionary, 290-1; Dresch, Yemen, 21).
In 1283/1866, the ports of al-Mukalla and al-Shihr
were both controlled by Yafic, and when the latter
called for help, Salah and cAbd Allah sent funds from
India and both YafT and Indian troops were
despatched to the area. In the following year, both
ports were taken by the Ku'aytf, and the British
became involved directly in the inter-dynasty struggles. The British, also fearing Turkish encroachment
in the area, became apprehensive. In the confused
situation, British policy was to cut off supplies and
monies from India (Gavin, Aden, 162-8). In 1298/1881,
they sanctioned Kucaytf control of the southern coast
and in 1299/1882 a treaty was drawn up between
the two, the latter agreeing to accept British advice
in exchange for an annual sum of 360 Maria Theresa
dollars (Gavin, Aden, 171-2; for the text of the treaty,
Government of Bombay, Account, 169-70).
In 1307/1888 a full protectorate treaty was signed
between the Kucaytf and the British, one of a number of such treaties. The British government agreed
"to extend to Mokalla and Shehr and their dependencies which are under their authority and jurisdiction the gracious favour and protection of Her Majesty
the Queen-Empress". In return, the Ku'aytf agreed
"to refrain from entering into any correspondence,
agreement or treaty with any foreign nation or power
except with the knowledge and sanction of the British
Government . . . " (Government of Bombay, Account,
186-7 for the full text). The Ku'aytf were in control
of Shibam and the western end of Wad! Hadramawt,
as well as the coastal region in the south, and were
able to deny the ports to the Kathm. A generally
cordial relationship developed between the British and
the Ku'aytf (ibid., 145; Gavin, Aden, 172-3; Ingrams,
Arabia, 10)'.
In 1320/1902 the title of jemadar was finally abolished and 'Awad b. c Umar became Ku'aytf sultan. He
died in India about 1325-7/1907-9 and was succeeded
by his son Ghalib who himself died in 1340/1921.
Ghalib was followed as sultan by his brother c Umar,
who died in 1354/1935. Salih b. Ghalib became sultan
in 1354/1935 and died in 1375/1955. cAwad b. Salih
reigned from that date until his death in 1386/1966
and cAwad's son, Ghalib, was the last Ku'aytf sultan
until the withdrawal of the British from the area about
a year later (al-Shatin, Adwar, ii, 407-8).
The year 1933 and the visit to Hadramawt of the
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Political Resident in Aden, Sir Bernard Reilly, marks
the beginning of the widespread development of the
two sultanates, the Kucaytf and the Kathm, the peace
which was negotiated among the tribes and the much
closer involvement in their affairs by the British government, manifest in the establishment of an Eastern
Aden Protectorate (EAP), quite separate from the
Western Aden Protectorate (WAP). The peace, widely
known as "Ingrams Peace" after its architect, Harold
Ingrams, was finally brought about in 1355/1937 and
was to last for three years. In 1937 also, an advisory
treaty was signed between the Ku'aytf and the British
in which an adviser was to be appointed, Ingrams
himself (Smith, ''Ingrains Peace \ 6-7, 21; for the text
of the advisory treaty, see Ingrams, Records, ix, 236-7).
The Ku c aytf, along with the Kathm, never entered
the Federation which was formed and fostered by the
British in the WAP. At the time of the withdrawal
of the British in 1967, the Kucaytf sultanate became
a part of the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen.
In 1990, with the unity of north and south Yemen,
the whole of what had been the EAP became a part
of the Yemen Republic [see AL-YAMAN. 3 (b)] with its
capital at Sanca3.
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Historical dictionary of Yemen, Asian Historical Dictionaries no. 17, Lanham and London 1995; P.
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Some contemporary documents, in JRAS, xii (2002), 1-30.
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KUCUK CALI OGHULLARi, a line of Turkm e n dere bey?, [q.v] or local lords who controlled
the region round Payas [</.#•], which was strategically
situated near the head of the Gulf of Alexandretta (and now in the modern Turkish il or province of Hatay), and, for a while, Adana in Cilicia
[q.vv] for almost a century.
The founder, Khalll Bey Kiiciik cAlf Oghlu, appears
ca. 1770 as a bandit chief based on Payas, preying
on shipping (including the ships of European powers)
in the Gulf and on the land traffic which had to pass
through the narrow gap between the Gavur Dagi
mountains and the sea, levying dues on the Pilgrimage
caravans from Anatolia to Syria and the Hidjaz, and
even in 1801 capturing and imprisoning for ransom
the Dutch consul-general in Aleppo. The efforts of
the Porte in Istanbul at humbling him all failed, and
it was obliged to come to an accommodation with
him and accord to him the dignity of a pasha of three
tughs.
When Kiiciik cAlf died in 1807, his equally rapacious son Dede Bey succeeded him, continuing to
make a living by preying on shipping in the Gulf.
An expedition sent against him under a rival derebey,
Capan Oghlu Amln Pasha of Yozgat, failed to dislodge him, but in 1818 the governor of Adana managed to capture him, and he was sent to Istanbul
and executed.
His young son Mustuk (apparently a hypocoristic
from Mustafa; to be written as Mustuk?) took refuge
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in Mar'ash for nine years, out of the reach of the
governors of Adana, but returned to Payas in 1827.
During the 1830s he supported the Ottomans' enemy,
Ibrahim Pasha, son of Muhammad CA1I [q.vv.], but
rallied to the Sultans after the withdrawal of the
Egyptian forces in 1840. William Burckhardt Barker,
son of a British consul in the Levant, praises Mustuk
for his polished manners and generous nature, a sharp
contrast to his forebears, and Mustuk did try to discourage brigandage in his region. But the long-term
policy of the Sultans at this time was the reduction
and ending of the power of all derebeys. Mustuk fought
off an attack by the governor of Adana in 1844, and
it was not until 1863 that the then governor in Adana
secured his capture. He was exiled, but the Payas
region continued to be disturbed for another two years
through the activity of two of his sons.
Bibliography: Barker's account of the family is
the main Western source; see his Lares and penates:
or, Cilicia and its governors, ed. W.F. Ainsworth,
London 1853, 73 ff. Of modern studies, see A.G.
Gould, Lords or bandits? The derebeys of Cilicia, in
IJMES, vii (1976), 487-90; C.E. Bosworth, William
Burckhardt Baker's picture of Cilicia in the early 19th century, forthcoming in Graeco-Arabica, ix (2003), with
further references; and the Bibi to DEREBEY.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
KUFR [see KAFIR].
AL-KUHI or AL-KUHI, ABU SAHL WAYDJAN b.
Rustam, m a t h e m a t i c i a n and a s t r o n o m e r who
was originally from Tabaristan.
He worked in the second half of the 4th/10th century under the Buyid amirs cAdud al-Dawla and Sharaf
al-Dawla [q.vv.] and collaborated with the chief scholars of the time, notably Abu '1-Wafa5 al-Buzadjam,
al-Sidjzf, al-Sagham and cAbd al-Rahman al-SufT.
Under the latter's direction, al-Kuhf took part in
observation of the winter and summer solstices at
Shfraz (15 December 969 and 16 June 970), by means
of a meridian circle 1.4 m in diameter having gradations of 5 in 5'. Subsequently, he built at Baghdad
an observatory equipped with instruments made after
his own devising (a spherical segment with a diameter of ca. 13.5 m) and made observations of the entry
of the Sun into the signs of Cancer and Libra on 16
June and 18 September 988. A certain Abu '1-Hasan
al-Maghribf (sc. CAH b. Abi '1-Ridjal; cf. H. Suter,
Mathematiker, no. 219) took part in these latter observations. At this time, urged on by his patron Sharaf
al-Dawla, who wished to emulate the achievements
of the caliph al-Ma'mun, he seems to have devoted
himself enthusiastically to astronomy.
However, the greater—and best—part of his work
was in the domain of mathematics and especially
geometry. The number of his works here has increased
over the years to the figure of 28 (Sezgin). One may
mention his Risdla f i 'l-birkdr al-tdmm (cf. Fr. Woepke,
Trois traites arabes sur le compas parfait, in NEMBN, xxii/1
[1874], 1-21, 68-111, 145-75) and treatises on the
construction of the heptagon (see Y. Dold-Samplonius,
Die Konstruktion des regelmdssigen Siebenecks, in Janus, 1 /4
[1963], 227-49) and of the pentagon. He also wrote
on the trisection of the angle (see A. Sayili, Al-Kuhi's
trisection of the angle, in Actes du Xe Congres internal d'Histoire
des sciences, i, Ithaca 1962, 545-6) and on the measurement of paraboloids (ed. Haydarabad 1947, Ger.
tr. Suter, Die Abhandlungen Thdbit b. Kurras und Abu Sahl
al-Kuhis iiber die Ausmessung der Paraboloide, in SBPMS
Erl., xlviii-xlix [1916-17], 182-227). Others of alKuhf's works have titles analogous to those of certain treatises of Archimedes—of whom he was a good
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continuator—considered as apocryphal (e.g. Marakiz
al-dawd'ir al-mutamdssa; al-Masd3il al-handasiyya; K. alMa^khudhat], or else are commentaries on Euclid or
determinations of the value of n. The treatises on
astronomical topics are much less numerous: on the
construction of the astrolabe and of verticals (dawd'ir
al-sumut] on the tympanum of this last, preserved by
Abu Nasr Mansur b. Irak, al-Bfrunf's master (cf.
J. Samso, Estudios sobre Abu Nasr. . ., Barcelona 1969,
63-4); on the determination of the kibla [q.v]\ on the
position of the Earth and the planets; etc. He was
also the author of a risdla on kinetics (Eng. tr. Sayili,
A short article. . . on the possibility of infinite motion in finite
time, in Actes du VHP Congres internal d'Histoire des sciences, Florence 1956, 248-9).
Bibliography: Ibn al-Nadim, Fihrist, 283-4; Kiftl,
351-4; Suter, 75-6; C. Schoy, Graeco-arabische Studien, in Isis, viii (1926), 21-40; Sarton, Introduction,
i, 665; G. Vajda, Quelques notes sur le fonds de manuscrits arabes de la B.N. de Pans, in RSO, xxv (1950),
1-10; Dold-Samplonius, in Diet. sc. biogr., xi, New
York 1975, 239; E.S. Kennedy, A commentary upon
Birum's Kitdb Tahdid al-amdkin, Beirut 1973; A.P.
Youschkevitch, Les mathematiques arabes (VIII*-XV
siecles), tr. M. Cazenave and K. Jaouiche, Paris
1976, index; Brockelmann, I2, 254, S I, 399; Sezgin,
GAS, v, 314-21, vi, 218-19.
(J. VERNET)
KULUZ, the Ottoman Turkish name for the
Greek town of Volos, a port on the northern
shore of the Pagasetic Gulf or Gulf of Volos in eastcentral Thessaly [see TESALYA] (lat. 39° 22' N., long.
22° 57' E.). The name probably stems from Slavonic
golosh "seat of administration" and may be associated
with the Slav presence in the area during middle
Byzantine times.
Situated on the site of ancient lolcos, the area
received in ca. 1277 refugees from the Byzantine capital Constantinople who opposed the emperor Michael
VIII Palaeologus's attempts at church union with the
West, and in the late Byzantine period Volos was
known as a relatively new settlement. Together with
neighbouring Demetrias (2 km to the south-west of
modern Volos), which had remained in Catalan hands
until ca. 1381, Volos experienced two Ottoman conquests, firstly between 1393 and 1397/796-800 and
then ca. 805/1403, and passed definitively into Turkish
hands ca. 826/1423. The conquerors strengthened the
fortifications of the castle there in order to fend off
an impending Venetian attack, and an Ottoman governor and garrison were installed, together with fresh
Muslim settlers from Anatolia, whilst the local
Christians moved to the slopes of Mt. Pelion to the
north (refs. in A. Sawides, in Thessaliko Hemerologio,
xxviii [1995], 51-2, 59-60).
In the early Ottoman period, the region of the
Volos fortress (but not Demetrias) is mentioned in the
surviving testaments of the Turkish governors of
Thessaly Turakhan Bey [q.v.] (850/1446), C0mer Bey
(889/1484) and Hasan Bey (937/1531), whilst it was
also described in Pin Re'fs's [q.v.] Kitdb-l Bahriyye. The
first settlements outside the fortress grew up in the
late 16th-early 17th centuries, a growth which stimulated local commerce and the transit trade. This
was helped by a famed local fair held twice a week
and the first works along the shore at the fortress
beach, later to become Volos's commodious port.
In 1665 the fortress was attacked by Francesco
Morosini and a Venetian force (P. Coronelli, Memorie
storio-geografiche. . ., Venice 1692, 229), but soon recaptured and re fortified by the Ottomans.
During the Greek Revolt of the early 19th cen-

tury, the rebel Greeks of Pelion failed in May 1821
to capture the strongly-held fortress, although on 8
April 1827 the British naval commander and Philhellene Frank Abney Hastings seized five Turkish vessels in Volos harbour and forced the Ottoman garrison
temporarily to evacuate the fortress (see Tsopotos,
History, 202 ff.). However, the region remained under
Turkish rule till 1881 when, following the Berlin
Conference, it passed between 2 and 22 November
to the Kingdom of Greece and Turkish forces left
the town (the citadel was unfortunately demolished a
few years later). It was in this last phase of Ottoman
rule that the initial settlements of the modern town
of Volos were established (1833-50), with consulates
and commercial installations set up by Greeks, Austrians, British, French and Italians between 1838 and
1870 (see ibid., 240 ff., 250 ff.).
Modern Volos is now a major commercial and
industrial centre (population in 1981: 70,000; in 2003:
83,600) and is the chef-lieu of the prefecture of
Magnesia.
Bibliography: See also D. Tsopotos, The Pagasetic
Gulf and Volos . . . [in Greek], Athens 1930; idem,
Hist, of Volos [in Greek], Volos 1991, with detailed
bibl. at 326-33, 344-50; N. Papachatzes, Historical
and archaeological viewpoint of the Volos area [in Greek],
Volos 1946; J. Kordatos, Hist, of the Volos and Aghid
province [in Greek], Athens 1960; A. Papathanassiou,
The Melisseni of Demetrias [in Greek], Athens 1989;
C. Liapes, The fortress of Volos through the ages [in
Greek], Volos 1991; Papathanassiou, Byzantine Demetrias [in Greek], Volos 1995, 150, 179, 251.
(A. SAWIDES)
AL-KUMMI, HASAN B. MUHAMMAD b. Hasan, the
a u t h o r of a local h i s t o r y of the town of
Kum [#.z>.] in n o r t h e r n P e r s i a , fl. in the
4th/10th century. He is said to have compiled his
history originally in Arabic at the instigation of his
brother, Abu '1-Kasim cAlf, governor of Kum for the
Buyids, aiming to gather together and record all the
traditions about the arrival of the Arabs in Kum and
the town's subsequent history. He dedicated the book
to the famous vizier, the Sahib Ibn cAbbad [see IBN
C
ABBAD]. The Arabic original has not survived, but a
Persian translation was made by one Hasan [b. cAlf]
b. Hasan b. cAbd al-Malik Kumml in 806/1403-4,
though this seems to contain much less material than
the original Arabic text did (ed. Djalal al-Dm Tihranf,
Tehran 1313/1934).
Bibliography: Storey, i, 348-9; Storey-Bregel, ii,
1008-9; A.K.S. Lambton, An account of the Tdnkhi
Qumm, in BSOAS, xii (1947-8), 586-96.
(En.)
KURUS (present-day Shaykh Khuruz), the Classical
Cyrrhus, capital of the Cyrrhestica, a s t r o n g h o l d
in the n o r t h of m o d e r n Syria on the Sabunsuyu, a right-bank affluent of the Nahr c Afrfn.
As a Seleucid colony, it took the name of a place
in Macedonia and remained a stronghold under the
Romans. Three ancient bridges, still visible, allowed
crossing of the Sabun-suyu and the 'Afrln. Archaeological researches have revealed several monuments,
including an amphitheatre. In the necropolis to the
southeast of the town is an ancient tomb which mediaeval Islamic tradition attributed to Uriah the Hittite
and which includes a cenotaph of Mamluk times.
Kurus enjoyed a fresh lease of life under the
emperor Justinian I, who rebuilt its fortifications. The
Muslims took it in 16/637, and later considered it as
one of the marches of the empire, guarding the Antioch
and Aleppo roads. Its military role thereafter declined.
At the end of the l l t h century it came under the
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domination of the Armenian Bagrat (Pakrad), brother
of Gogh Vasil, before being taken by the Franks ca.
1114-15, who included it within the County of Edessa.
It became the seat of a Latin bishopric, and had also
a Jacobite one till at least 1042.
It was taken and destroyed by Nur al-Dln b. Zangf
in 1150, but ca. 1165-6 ceded to the Armenian prince
Mleh. In the 7th/13th century, Kurus, coming within
the territories of Aleppo, was ruinous but still gave
its name to a district whose agricultural revenues
formed an iktdc [g.v] supporting 40 cavalrymen.
Bibliography. Ibn Shaddad, Acldk, ed. and tr.
A.-M. Edde, in BEO, xxxii-xxxiii (1980-1), and
eadem, Description de la Syrie du Nord, Damascus
1984, index; Ibn al-cAdlm, Bughya, ed. S. Zakkar,
Damascus 1988, i, 263; G. Le Strange, Palestine
under the Moslems, London 1890, 489; PW, art. Kurros
(E. Honigmann); Cl. Cahen, La Syrie du .Nord, Paris
1940, index; Canard, H'amdanides, Algiers 1951, 231;
J. Sourdel-Thomine, Notes sur la cenotaphe de Qurus
(Cynhus), in AAS, ii (1952), 134-6; E. Frezouls,
Recherches sur la mile de Cynhus, in ibid., iv-v (1954-5);
N. Elisseeff, Mr al-Dm, Damascus 1967, i, 184-5;
Th. Bianquis, Damas et Syrie sous la domination fdtimide,
Damascus 1989, ii, 474; Edde, La principaute ayyoubide d'Alep, Stuttgart 1999, index.
(ANNE-MARIE EDDE)
KUWAYK, NAHR, the name given by the Arabs
to the a n c i e n t Chalos river in n o r t h e r n Syria.
This stream, whose valley makes a shallow notch in
the plateau of the Aleppo region, rises at the foot of
the last outliers of the Taurus, to the east of alRawandan [q.v.] in present-day Turkey. Fed by various springs, notably in the cAzaz region, it skirts
Aleppo to the west, and to the south of this city
receives the waters of the Blessed Spring (al-cAyn alMubaraka). After a course of some 110 km/70 miles,
it peters out in the vicinity of Kinnasnn [g.v] in a
swampy depression called al-Matkh.
This river, with an average flow of waters which
is very feeble, enabled several mills up stream and
below stream of Aleppo to turn, and it irrigated gardens to the north and west of the capital. Occasionally
there were significant floodings from melting snows
or violent rains, but it dried up in summer through
absence of rainfall and because the villagers upstream
used the little water which it carried for irrigating
their fields.
In the mid-4th/10th century, the Hamdanid Sayf
al-Dawla [g.v.] diverted the river so that it might flow
through the palace he had had built in one of the
western suburbs of Aleppo. At the beginning of the
8th/14th century, a canal was dug to carry part of
the waters of the Sadjur into the Kuwayk and thereby
increase the latter's flow, but these works were
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destroyed by an earthquake in 1544, restored in 1644,
but definitively abandoned in 1723.
Bibliography. Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, iv, 417;
Ibn al-cAdlm, Bughya, ed. S. Zakkar, Damascus
1988, i, 347-56; Ibn Shaddad, A'lak, ed. D. Sourdel,
Damascus 1953, 138-43; Sibt Ibn al-cAdjarm, tr.
J. Sauvaget, Les tresors d'or, Beirut 1950, 175-7; G.
Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems, London 1890,
61; S. Mazloum, L'ancienne canalisation d'eau d'Alep,
Damascus 1936, 8-9; Sauvaget, Alep, Paris 1951,
index; N. Elisseeff, Nur al-Dm, Damascus 1967, i,
178-82; H. Gaube and E. Wirth, Aleppo, Wiesbaden
1984, index.
(ANNE-MARIE EDDE)
KUZMAN, BANU, a family of literary men of alAndalus and connected with the city of Cordova. The
name Kuzman (Span. Guzman, a personal name of
Germanic origin) suggests an Iberian or Romance origin. As well as the most famous member of the family, the author of zaajals Ibn Kuzman [q.v.], there are
four other interesting members.
1. Abu '1-Asbagh Tsa b. cAbd al-Malik, poet and
litterateur (4th/10th century), appointed by al-Mansur
Ibn Abl cAmir [q.v.] tutor of the young Hisham II
al-Mu'ayyad [g.v] proclaimed caliph in Cordova in
366/976.
2. Abu Bakr Muhammad b. cAbd al-Malik b.
c
Ubayd Allah (d. 508/1114), called al-Akbar "the
eldest" in order to distinguish him from his nephew
Ibn Kuzman al-Asghar "the youngest" [<7-#.], a famous
poet, and secretary to the vizier of the Aftasid prince
Abu Hafs c Umar al-Mutawakkil [q.v] of Badajoz, a
colleague of Ibn cAbdun [g.v] and of Abu Bakr Ibn
al-Kabturnuh [see KABTURNUH, BANU 'L-, in Suppl.].
After the advent of the Almoravids, nothing more is
known of him.
3. Abu Marwan cAbd al-Rahman (479-593/1086
or 1087-1169), son of 2., a famous fakih and jurist,
and one of the last traditionists of al-Andalus. He
functioned as a kadi.
4. Abu '1-Husayn cUbayd Allah (ca. 518-93/ea. 1124
to 1196-7), son of 3., poet, jurist and kadi in various
districts of the province of Cordova.
Other possible members of the family are mentioned in Levi-Provencal's article, see Bib I.
Bibliography: A genealogical tree in Ibn alAbbar, no. 1517; DabbT, Bughyat al-multamis, Cairo
and Beirut 1989, nos. 992, 1151; Ibn Sa c fd, Mughnb,
i, 99, 210; Ibn Bassam, Dhakhira, ed. Ihsan c Abbas,
8 vols. Beirut 1989, i/2, 774-86; Ibn Bashkuwal,
Sila, Cairo 1966, nos. 757, 1255; Ibn Khakan,
Kala'id, ed. M.T. Ibn £Ashur, Tunis 1990, 451-2;
E. Levi-Provencal, Du nouveau sur Ibn Kuzman, in
And., ix (1944), 347-69; E. Garcia Gomez, Todo Ben
Quzmdn, Madrid 1972, ii, 889-99.
(I. FERRANDO)

L
LAFZ (A.), lit: "to spit out" (see WbKAS, letter L,
ii/2, 989).
1. In g r a m m a r .
Here it denotes primarily the actual expression of
a sound or series of sounds, hence "articulation" and,
more broadly, the resulting "linguistic form". It has

always been distinct from sawt "[individual] sound"
(cf. Troupeau, s-w-t, and see Bakalla, 39 ff. and 49
ff., for its use in Ibn Djinm (d. 392/1002 [q.v.]), which
provides the base for the modern Arabic terms for
phonetics, cilm al-aswdt, and phonology, cilm wa^d3 if alaswdt (and note also the neologism sawtiyya [q.v] for
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the collective description of Arabic sounds). Lafz occurs
mostly in morphological and syntactic contexts, but
always indicates an actual acoustic event or a real
utterance, usually at the word or sentence level, and
thus often contrasts with implicit or semantic features
of speech.
Definitions of speech using the term lafi may specify that it excludes elements which are not in the
Arabic phoneme inventory [cf. HURUF AL-HIDJA'], as
well as non-linguistic modes of communication such
as gestures and context of situation and even writing,
khatt [q.v.], when necessary; cf. Bakalla, 69. It was
also established very early (Sfbawayhi, Kitdb, ch. 4)
that the lexical relationship between form (Iqfg) and
meaning (macnd [<7-#.]) was of three kinds, viz. (1) identity of form with difference of meaning (homonymy),
e.g. wadj.ada "to find" and "to feel passion", (2) difference of form with identity of meaning (synonymy),
e.g. dhahaba and intalaka "to go away", and (3) difference of both form and meaning, e.g. dhahaba "to
go away" and d^alasa "to sit".
In morphological contexts, lafz will typically contrast with macnd, i.e. opposing the phonological to the
semantic properties of an element. For example, a
distinction is made between absolute objects (maful
mutlak) which are composed of the same radicals as
their operating verb and are thus termed lafz.1 "formal" (e.g. dj_alastu Aldus'1'1 "I sat right down") and those
which are derived from a synonym of their operating verb and are thus termed ma'nawl "semantic" (e.g.
dj_alastu kucudm "I sat down with a squatting action").
At the syntactical level, the opposition is usually
between the formal realisation (Iqfel) versus the implied,
mukaddar [see TAKDIR, where laf^l is translated "literal")], i.e. the surface realisation is contrasted with
some equivalent word or words assumed to underlie
the forms actually expressed. This is not to be confused with modern notions of deep and surface structure, since the underlying forms are invariably stated
as verbal paraphrases of the surface realisations and
the question of transformation therefore does not arise.
In this connection, it is worth mentioning that there
are other, similar oppositions recognised by the grammarians, notably the explicit (zdhir) versus the suppressed (mudmar), for the contrast between overt and
implicit elements generally, and the visible (bdriz) versus the concealed (mustatir], for the pronouns in particular, to which must be added elision (hadhf] and
the restoration of elided elements in the shape of
"additions", zjydddt, all of which point to a complex
understanding of the relationship between the outward verbal features of speech and its inner contents.
Understandably, the scrutiny of what was sometimes
called the kaldm lafci "the formal utterance" in the
light of its internal implications, the kaldm nafsi "mental or spiritual utterance", became a dominant preoccupation of the sciences of rhetoric, exegesis, law
and theology.
Bibliography: Slbawayhi, Le lime de Sibawaihi, ed.
H. Derenbourg, Paris 'l881-9 (repr. Hildesheim
1970), Kitdb Slbawayhi, ed. Bulak 1898-1900 (repr.)
(the first seven, and also the last seven chapters
of the Kitdb, which deal with phonological issues,
are published in a hypertext version at <www.hf.
uio.no/east/sibawayhi/HomePage>, general eds.
M.G. Carter, A. Matveev and L. Edzard; G.
Troupeau, Lexique-index du Kitdb de Slbawayhi, Paris
1976; M.G. Carter, Arab linguistics, an introductory
classical text with translation and notes, Amsterdam,
Philadelphia and New York 1981; M.H. Bakalla,
Ibn Jinni, an early Arab Muslim phonetician. An inter-

pretative study of his life and contribution to linguistics,
London and Taipei 1982/1402; G. Bohas, J.-P.
Guillaume and D.E. Kouloughli, The Arabic linguistic tradition, London and New York 1990, index s.v.
lafg, K. Versteegh, Landmarks in linguistic thought. III.
The Arabic linguistic tradition, London and New York
1997, index s.v. lafz. and ma'nd.
(M.G. CARTER)
2. In t h e o l o g y .
Here it refers to the p r o n u n c i a t i o n of the
K u r ' a n . The term was introduced by Husayn b.
C
A1I al-KarabisT (d. 245/859 or 248/862 [qj]), a disciple of al-Shaficf who, in theology, shared the position of Ibn Kullab [q.v. in Suppl.j. Reacting against
the Mu'tazilf doctrine of khalk al-Kur'dn, the latter
had distinguished between kaldm Allah, God's speech
which is eternal, and kird'a, the recitation of the
Kur'an which occurs in time. Al-Karabfsf replaced
kircfa by lafz (or nutk) which was broader and meant
any quoting of the Kur'an, including beyond formal
recitation. During the later phase of the mihna [q.v.],
his doctrine spread widely, to the Djazfra (Mawsil,
NisTbfn and Tarsus) and possibly even to Damascus,
through Hisham b. cAmmar al-Sulaml (d. 245/859),
who served as khatib at the Umayyad Mosque. In
Baghdad, however, al-Karabfsf encountered heavy
opposition from Ibn Hanbal and his adherents, who
denounced his approach as Djahmism, i.e. they equated
it with the belief in the createdness of the Word of
God, or at least banished any mention of it. In Persia,
the situation was quite different. Hanbalf radicalism
came under attack by al-Bukharl (in his K. Khalk alafcdl} and Ibn Kutayba (in his Ikhtildf fi 'l-lafz) who
both virtually shared al-Karablsf's opinion without
explicitly referring to him. The so-called Fikh akbar II
names the createdness of Iqfg as part of the creed.
Theologians like Makhul al-Nasafi and al-Ghazalf
adhered to it, as did even Hanbalfs like Ibn cAkTl or
Abu Ya'la Ibn al-Farra3. This broad acceptation of
the general idea was counterbalanced by an avoidance of the term lafz as such; al-Karabfsf's authorship was forgotten.
Bibliography: AshcarT, Makdldt al-Isldmiyyin, 602
11. 7-8; Wensinck, The Muslim creed, 189 §3; Makhul
al-Nasafi, Radd cald 'l-bidac, ed. M. Bernand, in Ann.
Isi, xvi (1980), 113 11. 7 ff; H. Bauer, Die Dogmatik
al-Ghazdli's, Halle 1912, 58-9; D. Gimaret, La doctrine
d'alAsh'ari, Paris 1990, 317-18; J. van Ess, Theologie
und Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert Hidschra, iv,
Berlin 1997, 210-18.
(J. VAN Ess)
LAHN (A.). In m u s i c . This is one of the basic
terms of secular music in Islamic times, used in Arabic
and Persian [see MUSIKI]. In its early terminological
sense, lahn (pi. luhun, rarely alhdn] denoted a musical m o d e , comparable to the later terms naghma (pi.
anghdni) and makdm [</.y.]. It was a loan from the
Byzantine Greek concept of echos, adopted probably
in Umayyad Syria. A Kitdb al-Luhun al-thamdniya ("Book
on the modal system called oktoechos"), wrongly attributed to Ptolemy, was known to Ibn al-Kalbl [q.v],
according to a quotation in Ibn cAbd Rabbih's al-Tkd
al-fand, Cairo 1949, vi, 27. Al-Kindl [q.v] equated
lahn with tanin (= Greek tonos) in the same sense of
musical mode. In its more general and more common meaning lahn (pi. alhdn, luhun} stands for melody.
Here it corresponds to the Greek term melos. The
notion of music (musiki) was therefore defined either
as the "science of the modes" (cilm al-luhun) or as
"composition of melodies" (ta^lif al-alhdn). In the latter sense, the term was used and defined by many
writers on music theory from al-Kindi to al-Ladhikf
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(see titles below). Al-Farabi devoted several chapters
of his Kitdb al-Musiki al-kablr to an exhaustive treatment of melodies. "Reciting the Kur'an with secular
melodies" (kird'a [q.v.] bi 'l-alhari) was one of the crucial points in the discussion on decent music in Islamic
society. The notion of lahn (melody) has survived the
centuries, as have its derivatives lahhana ("to chant; to
set to music"), talhin ("chanting; composition"), mulahhin
("composer") and mulahhan ("set to music").
Bibliography: 1. S o u r c e s . Z. Yusuf (ed.),
Mu'allafdt al-Kindi al-musikiyya, Baghdad 1962, 54-7
(lahn = mode), 60-5, 83-4, 114 (lahn = melody);
Farabl, K. al-Musiki al-kabir, Cairo [1967], 47-74,
107-13, 879-1189; Kh w arazmr, Mafatlh ' al-'ulum,
Leiden 1895, 236; Rasd'il Mwdn al-Safd3, Beirut
1957, i, 188; Ibn Slna, al-Shifa\ al-Riyddiyydt. 3.
Diawdmif film al-musiki, Cairo 1956, 9, 139-42; Ibn
Zayla, al-Kdji f i 'l-musiki, Cairo 1964, 17, 63-70;
al-Hasan b. Ahmad b. 'All al-Katib, Kamdl adab alghind3, tr. A. Shiloah, La perfection des connaissances
musicales, Paris 1972, index s.v. lahn.', Ibn al-Tahhan,
Hdwi al-funun wa-salwat al-mahzun, Frankfurt 1990,
16-21, 31-3, 213-15; Safi al-Dln al-UrmawI, alRisdla al-Sharafiyya, Baghdad 1982, 44; cAbd al-Kadir
b. Ghaybf al-Maraghf, Makdsid al-alhdn, Tehran
1965, 8-9; idem, Didm? al-alhdn, Tehran 1987, 7-8;
idem, Sharh-i Adwdr, Tehran 1991, 79-80; Muhammad b. cAbd al-Hamfd al-Ladhikf, al-Risdla alFathiyya, Kuwait 1986, 37-8.
2. S t u d i e s . M. Ullmann, Wa-hairu l-hadlti ma
kdna lahnan, Munich 1979, 15; idem, WKAS, ii/1,
Wiesbaden 1983, 376-89 (extensive references);
M. Sitayishgar, Wazjianama-yi muslki-yi Irdn^amm,
Tehran 1995-7, ii, 344-6; I. El-Mallah, Arab music and
musical notation, Tutzing 1997, index 404, 406 (lahn
and mulahhin today); E. Neubauer, £ur Bedeutung der
Begriffe Komponist und /Composition in der Musikgeschichte
der islamischen Welt, in ^GAIIV, xi (1997), 307-63,
esp. 310, 313, 319-20, 328, 356, 357, 360; idem,
Arabische Musiktheorie von den Anfdngen bis z.um 6./12.
Jahrhundert, Frankfurt 1998, index 379-80.
(E. NEUBAUER)
LALA, LALA (P.), a term found amongst the
Turkmen dynasties of Persia and, especially, amongst
the Safawids, with the meaning of t u t o r , specifically, t u t o r of royal p r i n c e s , passing also to the
Ottoman Turks.
Under the Ak Koyunlu [q.v.], both atabeg [see
ATABAK] and laid are found, but after the advent of
the Safawids (sc. after 907/1501), the latter term
becomes more common, with the Arabic term mucallim "instructor" also found. Such persons were already
exalted figures in the state. The laid of Shah Isma'fl
I's second son Sam Mlrza was the isjnk-dkdsi [q.v] or
Grand Marshal of the great diwdn, Durmish Khan
Shamlu, whilst the mu'allim of the first son, and succeeding ruler, Tahmasp (I) Mfrza, was a member of
the religious classes, Mawlana Nizam al-Dfn Ahmad
Tabasf (R.M. Savory, The principal offices of the Safawid
state during the reign of Ismd'il I (907-30/1501-24), in
BSOAS, xxiii [1960], 98; idem, The principal offices of
the Safawid state during the reign of Tahmasp I (93084/1524-76), in ibid., xxiv [196lf, 125). In the later
Safawid period, we hear also of lalas for the young
eunuch pages of the royal court, the ghuldmdn-i khdssa,
such as the (non-eunuch) Muhibb CA1I Khan, whose
importance was such that he was in 1029/1620 commissioned by Shah c Abbas I to examine the possibility of diverting the headwaters of the Karun river
[q.v.] in the Zagros mountains into the Zayanda-rud
and the Isfahan plain. The tutor of Tahmasp Mlrza
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(the future Tahmasp II, 1135-45/1722-32) when he
was made wall cahd or heir to the throne, Muhammad
Aka, head of the royal ghuldms, was, on the other
hand, obviously a eunuch himself (Tadhkirat al-muluk,
a manual of Safavid administration (circa 1137/1725], tr.
V. Minorsky, London 1943, 56 n. 3, 57).
The title laid passed, through Persian cultural influence, to the Ottoman Turks, amongst whom it was
used for tutors attached to young princes, both at
court and when, usually at the age of fourteen or fifteen, they were assigned provincial government (see
I.H. Uzuncar§ili, Osmanh devleti te§kildtma medhal, Istanbul
1941, 291-2; idem, Osmanh devletinin saray te§kildti,
Ankara 1945, 124-5; Pakahn, ii, 354; A.D. Alderson,
The structure of the Ottoman dynasty, Oxford 1956, 18,
117). Again as in Persia, such tutors were prestigious
figures, and could become senior we&rs or leading
commanders like Lala Mustafa Pasha (d. 988/1580),
tutor to the future Sellm II [see MUSTAFA PASHA, LALA].
It also made its way to the Muslim India of the
Mughals, and in British Indian times, acquired a wider
meaning of "child's tutor" in general and also, in
northern India, became the title of a clerk or secretary in the local, vernacular languages (see Yule and
Burnell, Hobson-Jobson, a glossary of Anglo-Indian words
and phrases -London 1903, 501-2).
Bibliography. Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
LASHIN, MAHMUD TAHIR (1894-1954), Egyptian
w r i t e r of novels and s h o r t s t o r i e s .
While neither the most famous nor the most productive of a group of Egyptian writers that came to
prominence during the 1920s as the J^amdcat al-madrasa
al-haditha ("The new school group"), Lashfn was undoubtedly one of the first to display genuine mastery
of the short story genre. Born into a family of TurkoCircassian origins, he studied engineering and then
served in the Department of Public Works. While
other colleagues in the group, such as Mahmud Taymur (1894-1973) and Yahya Hakki (1905-93), went
on to illustrious careers in Egyptian literary life, Lashln
appears to have become disillusioned with the reception of his work and published little after 1940.
As critics have begun to appreciate the importance of
his place in the development of modern Egyptian fiction, his relative obscurity among members of succeeding generations is being replaced by a deeper
understanding of the extent of his achievement.
Lashm's family background allowed him to serve
as a host for the early gatherings of the l^amdcat almadrasa al-haditha. Already fascinated by the potential
of the short story genre, the group soon became deeply
influenced by the Russian school of writers, including Gogol, Turgenev, Chekov, and Dostoevsky. Lashin
was writing stories as early as 1921, but it was the
foundation in 1925 of the literary weekly al-Fad^r that
afforded an outlet for his creativity. His first published collection, Sukhriyyat al-ndy, appeared in 1926,
and he followed it with a second one, Yuhkd anna,
in 1929; a third, al-Mkdb al-td}ir, was published in
1940.
Like the short stories of his contemporaries. Lashm's
examples focus on the environment with which he
was most familiar, that of the urban middle class.
Eschewing the more idealised and homiletic tone of
his predecessors, he manages to create a convincing
social reality through his gloomy portraits of the lives
and struggles of various professional types—lawyers,
merchants, and civil servants—utilising the short story
genre to provide glimpses into both their public careers
and family tensions. By contrast, Hadith al-karya
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("Tale of the village") is set in the countryside; in an
accomplished manner it explores the tension between
rural and urban values that is such a frequent theme
of modern Arabic fiction.
Lashln's novel, Hawwd3 bi-ld Adam ("Eve without
Adam", 1934), is also a major contribution to the
development of that genre in the Egyptian context.
While its date of publication places it within a decade
during which most of Egypt's prominent litterateurs
made initial attempts at penning novels (among them
Tawfik al-Haklm, Ibrahim cAbd al-Kadir al-Mazinl,
c
Abbas Mahmud al-cAkkad and Mahmud Taymur),
Lashin's work stands out both for the characteristically subtle way in which he portrays the tensions
involved when a female tutor falls in love with her
much younger charge and for the fact that the very
fictionality of his narrative stands in marked contrast
to the apparently autobiographical contexts of most
of the efforts of his contemporaries. Like its author,
however, Hawwd3 bi-ld Adam has, at least until recently,
resided in an unmerited obscurity.
Bibliography. 1. T r a n s l a t i o n s . Eve without
Adam, tr. Saad El-Gabalawy, Fredericton, New
Brunswick 1986; Village small talk, tr. Sabry Hafez,
London 1993, in The genesis of Arabic narrative discourse (see 2. below).
2. S t u d i e s . Yahya Hakkl, Fadj_r al-kissa almisriyya, Cairo 1960; SabrI Hafiz, Mahmud Tdhir
Ldshm wa-mildd al-uksusa al-misriyya, in al-Mad^alla,
Cairo (Feb.-March 1968); Hilary Kilpatrick, Hawwa'
bild Adam. An Egyptian novel of the 1930's, in JAL, iv
(1973), 48-56; Ahmad Ibrahim al-Hawarl, Masddir
nakd al-riwdya fi 'l-adab al-cArabl al-hadith fi Misr,
Cairo 1979; Jad Ali, Form and technique in the Egyptian
novel, 1912-1971, London 1983; Sabry Hafez, The
genesis of Arabic narrative discourse, London 1993.
(R.M.A. ALLEN)
LEWNI, O t t o m a n m i n i a t u r e p a i n t e r , born
ca. 1680, died 1145/1732. Lewnl, meaning "colourful", and "varied", was the pseudonym used by the
artist, whose real name was cAbd iil-Djelll Celebi. He
was the most influential figure of early 18th-century
Ottoman miniature painting, active during the reigns
of Mustafa II and Ahmed III [q.vv.]. He came to
Istanbul from Edirne after 1707. Since his name does
not appear in the records of court artists, the ehl-i
hiref, of this period it is thought that he either held
a higher position at the imperial court or worked
freelance. Lewnl was not only a painter but also a
folk poet whose compositions have a close affinity to

diwan literature [see 'OTHMANLI. III. Literature]. His
poetry treated the themes of love, heroism and war,
and his admonitory epic poem consisting of proverbs
inspired other folk poets.
The unsigned engravings portraying Ottoman sultans that illustrate Demetrius Kantemir's [see KANTIMIR,
DEMETRIUS, in Suppl.] Ottoman history are thought to
be based on early works by Lewnl. His series of Ottoman sultan portraits (Topkapi Palace Museum A 3109)
display an innovative style characterised by an informal approach to his models, natural facial expression,
and the use of colour shading and chiaroscuro to lend
volume to the figures. Lewnl may have trained under
the celebrated late 17th-century portraitist Musawwir
Hiiseyin.
Another of Lewnl's major works is the series of
miniatures illustrating the Surndme-i Wehbi, an account
of the festivities for the circumcision of the sons of
Ahmed III in 1720 (Topkapi Palace Museum A 3593).
These miniatures depict trade guild parades and public entertainments in a consistent narrative style, and
the figures are portrayed with a vigorous sense of
movement and suggestion of depth. An album containing forty-two full-length portraits signed by Lewnl
magnificently reflects the atmosphere of the time
(Topkapi Palace Museum H 2164). These portraits of
men and women largely symbolise aspects of life during the so-called Tulip Era [see LALE DEVRI] and were
probably intended to illustrate the protagonists in contemporary stories.
At a time when Western influence was beginning
to make itself felt, Lewnl masterfully rejuvenated
Ottoman pictorial art without any loss of its essential
character, and his work is regarded as a turning point
in both style and approach.
Bibliography. Demetrius Cantemir, The history of
the growth and decay of the Ottoman Empire, London
1734; Hafiz Hiiseyin Aywansarayl, Me^muca-e
tewdnkh '(1766),' ed. F.g. Derin and V. Qubuk,
Istanbul 1985, 175; M. Fuad Koprulii, Turk saz$airleri, Istanbul 1940, 330-61; Suheyl Unver, Ressam
Lewnl, hayati ve eserleri, Istanbul 1949; idem, Lewni,
Istanbul 1967; I. Stchoukine, La peinture turque d'apres
les manuscrits illustres, Paris 1971, ii, 74-84; Nurhan
Atasoy-Filiz Qagman, Turkish miniature painting, Istanbul 1974; Esin Atil, Lewni and the Surname, Istanbul
1999; A. Gill Irepoglu, Lewni, painting - poetry colour, Istanbul 1999; eadem, "From book to Canvas."
The Sultan's portrait-picturing the House of Osman, Istanbul
2000, 378-437.
(A. GUL IREPOGLU)

M
MA3. 10. I r r i g a t i o n in T r a n s o x a n i a .
The rivers of Inner Asia, extending from Khwarazm
in the west through Transoxania to eastern Turkistan
(the later Sinkiang) and northwards to the Semirecye,
have all been extensively used for irrigation purposes
in the lands along those rivers and in oasis centres,
providing a possibility for agriculture in favoured spots
which were not too open to attack from the steppe
nomads or more northerly forest peoples. Hence, as
elsewhere in the Old World, the maintenance of irrigation works, surface canals and kdn& or subterranean

channels (these last to be found as far east as the
Tarim basin and the fringes of China proper; see
KANAT) depended on injections of capital from strong
local rulers, on the mass mobilisation of labour for
construction and maintenance work, and on vigorous
defence policies to protect the settled lands. Such river
systems as those of the Oxus, Zarafshan and Syr
Darya to the west of the Tien Shan mountains, and
those of the Tarim river and its tributaries coming
down from the Kun-Lun mountains, to the east of
the Tien Shan, must have had irrigation works long
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antedating the coming of Islam, even where specific
information is lacking and their existence can only be
inferred from the sparse archaeological investigations
in such regions.
Thus ground surveys and the results of aerial photography have enabled scholars like the late S.P.
Tolstov to show how irrigation in Khwarazm depended
on a complex system of canals and channels from the
lower Syr Darya and extending westwards towards
the Caspian (these last, along the old channel of the
Uzboi [see AMU DARYA], were investigated in an expedition of 1947; see Tolstov, Aufden Spuren der altchoresmischen Kultur, East Berlin 1953, 318 ff.).
The irrigation systems of what was the pre-Islamic
Iranian region of Sogdia [see AL-SUGHD] are especially
well known from the mediaeval Arabic and Persian
geographers and local historians and were the subject of a special monograph by W. Barthold (K istori oroshe
niya Turkestana, St. Petersburg 1914, repr. in his Socineniya, iii, Moscow 1965, 99-233). The river which
flowed through the heart of Sogdia, the Nahr alSughd or Zarafshan [<7.#.], watered an extensive agricultural region in which were located the great cities
of Bukhara and Samarkand [</.yy.] and many significant smaller urban centres; under Islam, the zenith
of their prosperity was reached under the local dynasty
of the Samanids [q.v.] (3rd-4th/9th-10th centuries).
The left bank tributaries of the Zarafshan coming
down from the Buttaman mountains (in what is now
northern Tajikistan and the eastern part of the
Kashkadar'inskaya oblast of Uzbekistan) were fed by
large quantities of melted snow in spring and early
summer. There were along them diversionary dams
which divided up the river flows and led them into
irrigation channels, called from later mediaeval Islamic times onwards by the term used in Turkish ank/
arlgh (but probably of non-Turkish origin, G. Doerfer,
Tiirkische und mongolische Elemente im Neupersischen, Wiesbaden 1965-83, ii, 52-3 no. 469; Sir Gerard Clauson,
An etymological dictionary of pre-thirteenth century Turkish,
Oxford 1972, 214). A dam constructed four farsakhs
from Samarkand gave its name to the locality
Waraghsar, lit. "head of the dam". The irrigation
waters from there were regulated by an official resident in Samarkand who had a staff of subordinates
responsible for the upkeep of the banks of the channels, etc., whilst the inhabitants of Waraghsar itself
were exempt from paying kharadj_ in return for maintenance work on the dam (Ibn Hawkal, ed. Kramers,
ii, 496-7, tr. Kramers and \Viet, ii, 475-6; Le Strange,
The lands of the Eastern Caliphate, 465-6). The largest
channels in the region were navigable, but probably
for rafts rather than for boats, and timber was floated
down along them to Samarkand. Within the city itself, water was brought into the s_hahristdn or inner
city along a channel which crossed the defensive ditch
formed by excavating material for the walls, hence
the channel was carried on an aqueduct into the
shahristan at the ra's al-tak "head of the arch". Alongside
the channel, the properties were constituted as awkdf
for its upkeep, and the local community of Zoroastrians
were free of the djizya or poll-tax in return for maintaining the channel in good repair (Ibn Hawkal, ii,
492-3, tr. ii, 473).
Such constructions and arrangements in Sogdia were
undoubtedly of pre-Islamic origin. An early Arab governor of Khurasan, Hisham's nominee Asad b. cAbd
Allah al-Kasrf, in 117/735 tried to deprive the inhabitants of Samarkand of water by blocking the channel at Waraghsar and diverting it from the city, at
a time when Sogdia had thrown off short-lived Arab
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control and temporarily recovered its independence
under the local king Ghurak, and had now to be
reconquered by the Arabs (al-Tabarf, ii, 1586; H.A.R.
Gibb, The Arab conquests in Central Asia, London 1923,
78-80). The dam at Waraghsar was obviously an
ancient work. Further information on the irrigation
system of Samarkand, this time in the Karakhanid
period, is given by the local historian Abu Hafs cUmar
al-Nasaff (early 6th/12th century) in his Kitab al-Kand
ji ta3nkh Samarkand', he enumerates the various anks
and gives the total area of irrigated land (Barthold,
Turkestan down to the Mongol invasion, ^London 1968,
89, and on the irrigation system at Samarkand in
general, ibid., 82-92)."
The Arab geographers likewise give detailed information on the situation at Bukhara, at the western
end of the Zarafshan basin, and this can be supplemented by items from the local historian Narshakhf
[q.v.]. According to the latter, the main irrigation
channel through the city was known as the rud-i zar
"golden, or gold-bearing river" (Tankh-i Bukhara, tr.
R.N. Frye, The history of Bukhara, Cambridge, Mass.
1954, 31-2). Al-Mukaddasf, 331-2, and Ibn Hawkal,
ii, 484-7, tr. ii, 465-7, describe how locks and sluices
along the anks through the city controlled the water
flow at times of the river's spate and inundation; see
also Barthold, op. at., 103-6.
There was a continuously-cultivated strip of agricultural land along the left bank of the Oxus from
Amul [q.v] to Khvvarazm, with ariks led off the main
channel of the river, some big enough for boats
to sail on, until the extensive network of canals in
Khwarazm itself was reached (see above). Irrigation
canals in the Syr Darya basin began in the Farghana
[q.v] valley, into which the river's most voluminous
source, the Nahr DJidghil (probably the modern
Naryn), began; then as now, the Farghana valley was
a land of intense cultivation, and the towns there,
such as Akhsikath and Khudjand [q.vv], derived their
water supplies from conduits leading off the irrigation
canals (see Le Strange, op. cit., 477 ff.). Further down
the Syr Darya basin, irrigation channels were a feature of such provinces as Shash [see TASHKENT], Ilak
and Isfidjab [q.vv. in Suppl.] until Sawran and the
frontier with the Oghuz steppes were reached.
The Murghab river in northern Khurasan (now
mainly in Turkmenistan) had numerous canals and
dams along its course, controlling the waters which
came down from melted snows in the Paropamisus
mountains of northern Afghanistan. The situation there
has been mentioned in section 6. above, at Vol. V,
868b, but one should add here that we possess especially valuable information for the very complex irrigation system in the Marw oasis from some of the
Arab geographers and from the section on the terminology of the dlwan al-ma in al-Khvvarazmf's concise encyclopaedia of the technical terms of the various
sciences, the Mafdtih al-culum, composed in the later
Samanid period by an author closely connected with
the Samanid bureaucracy in Bukhara; part of this
last author's information on irrigation terminology
deals specifically with conditions at Marw (see C.E.
Bosworth, Abu 'Abdalldh al-Khwarazmi on the technical
terms of the secretary's art, in JESHO, xii [1969], 1518). Ibn Hawkal, ii, 436, tr. ii, 421-2, characterises the
mutawalli or mukassim al-ma' at Marw as a high-ranking amir who had under him over 10,000 men, each
with a specific task to perform, for keeping the irrigation system in repair. Al-Mukaddasf, 330-1, mentions that the amir's staff included guards (hurras) to
keep watch over the canal banks and 4,000 divers
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(ghawwasun) who watched the channels night and day
and had to be ready to turn out for running repairs
in all weather conditions; the allocation of water to
its various users was determined by a special measure or gauge (mikyds).
For all these hydraulic systems, the devastations of
the Mongols must have had an adverse effect, although
agriculture gradually revived and the systems were
brought back into repair and use. Tfmur took steps
at restoration of the Sogdian irrigation system, especially when he made Samarkand his capital. Under
the succeeding lines of Ozbeg Turkish khans in
Transoxania and Kh w arazm, internal prosperity continued to rest substantially on an agriculture supported
by centrally-organised irrigation systems. Hence every
canal and rural community dependent on it had its
mirab, the official in charge of the construction and
upkeep of the dams and channels. Some of these were
comparatively humble local functionaries, but the vital
importance of the irrigation systems for maintaining
the economic health of Kh w arazm, in later times the
khanate of Khlwa [q.v.] was ruled by the 'Arabshahid
ruler Abu '1-GhazI Bahadur Khan (r. 1054-74/164463 [q.v.]), who introduced various administrative
reforms, including the appointment of four mirdbs as
members of his central council of ministers or 'amalddrs.
The historian of the dynasty, Shfr Muhammad Mu'nis
(1192-1244/1778-1829 [q.v.]), held the hereditary post
of mirdb, in succession to his deceased elder brother,
until his death, and his History shows that he was
indeed personally concerned with the practical affairs
involved; his nephew and continuator Muhammad
Rida Agahl [q.v. in Suppl.], likewise functioned as a
mirdb (Yu. Bregel [tr.], Firdaws al-iqbdl. History of
Khoresm, Leiden 1999, pp. xviii-xix, xxi). Some of the
highest personages in the state gave personal attention to these matters. Mu'nis describes how the amir
Awad Biy Inak in 1216/1802 supervised the dredging of the Khlwanik canal (the term for such operations being kdzu, apparently from ka&nak "to dig")
the actual work being done by corvee labour (hashar,
bigdr); and the Khan himself, Muhammad Rahlm,
came personally in 1225/1810 for the re-opening of
the head of this canal (Bregel, op. at., 162-3, 299).
Bibliography: Given in the article, but see also
A. Mez, Die Renaissance des Isldms, Heidelberg 1923,
Eng. tr. 449-50; D.R. Hill, in The UNESCO history
of the civilizations of Central Asia, iv/2, Paris 2000,
265
ff
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
MA' AL-WARD, rose water (sometimes also found
in the single word form al-mdward, which suggests that
among doctors and apothecaries, this commodity was
perceived as something very specific), an e s s e n t i a l
p r e p a r a t i o n i n Arab p h a r m a c o l o g y .
Use of rose water is to be seen in the context of
the knowledge professed by the Arabs of the medicinal and cosmetic properties of the rose and, clearly,
their mastery of the technique of distillation. While
the treatises evoke numerous varieties of rose, the generic term for which is ward (a word originally denoting, in classical Arabic, any flower of shrub or of tree)
or indeed the Persian gul, they are not immune from
ambiguity. Thus the red rose is sometimes called ward
ahmar, sometimes hawajam, a term reserved by some
for the damask rose. The varieties most frequently
attested are three in number, if the wild rose is
excluded (nasnn: Rosa canina); white rose (Rosa alba:
ward abyad, watjwr); five-leaf rose (Rosa centifolia: fiawd^am);
damask rose (Rosa damascena: ward ajun, ward gun, ward
baladi, ward shdmi). Rose water was extracted from
the petals of the last-named, pale red in colour and

flowering from the spring to the end of summer. It
may be noted that the rose was among the ingredients
of various other concoctions such as rose honey
(djulanajubiri) or julep (ajuldb).
Rose water was thus obtained by the distillation
of the damask rose (ward ajuri, the nisba referring to
the town of Djur in the south-west of Persia [see
FIRUZABAD], a technique described in detail by alNuwayn (Nihdyat, xii, 123, 126-8), with reference to
several recipes, on the basis of his usual source, namely
the Kitab al-cArus of al-Tamlmf. But, contrary to what
might be supposed, the majority of recipes for rose
water blended this flower with other medicinal herbs
such as aloes, saffron, musk, camphor or even cloves.
This essence could be obtained from the petals (warak)
of the fresh flower (ward tan) or of the dried flower
(ward ydbis), when they had been ground and set to
macerate in the cucurbit (kafa, i.e. lower part of the
alembic; then, by means of the alembic (al-anbik [q.v],
here the coil) and its heating, the rose water was collected by distillation (taktir). The procedure of sublimation (rudimentary distillation, tas'id) was also in use,
according to al-Nuwayn.
As regards the medicinal properties, the sources
attest that distilled rose water was used, internally or
externally, in the treatment of migraine, nausea and
anxiety, but, especially, in eye-washes, to combat ophthalmia (Maimonides, Shark, 59; Ibn Slna, Kdnun, i,
299-300). Mediaeval treatises on pharmacology and
of ophthalmic medicine lay particular stress on the
salutary properties of rose water as a wash for the
treatment of numerous conditions of the eye, as well
as for their prevention (j>amnac kuruh al-cayn, writes
Dawud al-Antakl, Tadhkira, i, 339). The emollient and
stabilising properties of rose water, often combined,
in this case, with egg white, were appreciated after
operations for cataract (Ibn Kassum al-Ghafikf, Kitab
al-Murshid, 154; Hunayn b. Ishak, K. al-cAshr makdldt
fi 'l-'ayn, 158, 160). Use of this essence as an eyewash is still common today and traditionally-inclined
doctors readily prescribe it (H. Ducros, Droguier, 66-7;
G. Honda, Herb drugs, 19, 90; J. Bellakhdar, Medecme
traditionelle, 302). Besides the purely medical use of this
commodity, a number of texts refer to its benefits in
the sphere of cosmetics and aesthetics, especially as
a deodorant and as a cooling agent.
Bibliography: 1. S o u r c e s . Dawud al-Antaki,
Tadhkirat uli al-albdb, Cairo 1864, repr. Beirut n.d.,
339; Ibn Slna, al-Kdnun fi >l-tibb, Cairo 1877, i,
299-300; M. Meyerhof (ed. and tr.), The Book of the
ten treatises on the eye ascribed to Hunain ibn Ishaq, Cairo
1928; Nuwayn, Nihdyat al-arab f i junun al-adab, Cairo
1937, xii, 126-8; Meyerhof (ed. and tr.), Kitab alMurshid fi 'l-kuhl ou Guide d'oculistique d'lbn Qassum
ibn Aslam al-Ghdfiqi, Barcelona 1938; Maimonides,
Sharh asmd3 al-cukkdr (Uexplication des noms de drogues).
Un glossaire de matiere medicale, ed. and tr. Meyerhof,
Cairo 1939, 59; Ibn al-Baytar, Traite des simples, ed.
and tr. L. Leclerc, Paris n.d., 284.
2. Studies. M.A.H. Ducros, Essai sur le droguier
populaire de I'inspectorat des pharmacies du Caire, Memoires
de PInstitut d'Egypte, Cairo 1930; A. Issa Bey,
Dictionnaire des noms des plantes, Cairo 1930, 157;
E. Ghaleb, al-Mawsuca ft culum al-tabfa, Beirut 1965,
ii, 634-5; J. Bellakhdar, Medecme traditionelle et toxicologie
ouest-sahariennes, Rabat 1978; G. Honda, W. Miki
and M. Saito, Herb drugs and herbalists in Syria and
North Yemen, Tokyo 1990; E. Garcia-Sanchez, Les
techniques de distillation de Veau de rose a al-Andalus, in
R. Gyselen (ed.), Parfums d'Orient, Res Orientales,
xi, Paris 1999, 125-40.
(F. SANAGUSTIN)
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Grunebaum in The structure of the Muslim town, in The
MADHHAB (A., pi. madhdhib), inf. n. of dh-h-b,
American Anthropologist, Ivii [1955].
meaning "a way, course, mode, or manner, of actIt would be unnecessarily tedious to trace in detail
ing or conduct or the like" (Lane, i, 983b); as a term
the causes and conditions underlying the development
of religion, philosophy, law, etc. "a doctrine, a tenet,
of this concept (see J. Abu-Lughod, Jlie Islamic city,
an opinion with regard to a particular case"; and in
in IJMES, xix [1987]; A. Raymond, Islamic city, Arab
law specifically, a technical term often translated as
city: orientalist myths and recent views, in BJA4ES, xxi/1
"school of law", in particular one of the f o u r
[1994]). The importance accorded to it derived almost
legal systems recognised as o r t h o d o x by
exclusively from religious factors, for Islam was assumed
Sunn! M u s l i m s , viz. the Hanafiyya, Malikiyya,
c
to underlie any form appearing in the Muslim domain.
ShafTiyya and Hanbaliyya [</.ra.], and the S h T f
The conception of a Muslim town ne varietur, scarcely
D j a ' f a r f and Zaydiyya legal s c h o o l s [see ITHNA
C
affected by vicissitudes in the long history of Islam,
ASHARIYYA; ZAYDIYYA].
was broadly extrapolated from Maghrib! and Syrian
For an expose of madhhab development, see the secexamples. Furthermore it was supposed to be indeond section of FIKH, at Vol. II, 887b ff.; for recent
pendent of the extremely diverse geographical condiwritings questioning the Schachtian explanation of the
tions evident in the immense expanse of Muslim
"ancient schools of law" and for further bibliography
territory. It is altogether a very negative conception.
on this, see N. Hurwitz, Schools of law and historical
The Muslim town, a structure devoid of any logical
context: Re-examining the formation of the Hanbali madhhab,
in ILS, vii (2000), 37-64 and W.B. Haliaq, From regional I order, is said to have replaced the ancient organisato personal schools of law? A revaluation, in ILS, viii (2001), I tion and model of regularity: it was irregular; its streets
1-26. For new secondary studies on the madhhab since j were winding cul-de-sacs; it was a maze, a labyrinth
(R. Le Tourneau, Les miles musulmanes de I'Afrique du
the Bibl. given in FIKH, see the important publication
Nord, Algiers 1957); it was a dilapidated version of
of Islamic Law and Society (ILS), i (1994)-; N. Calder,
the ancient town; it had neither its own institutions
Studies in early Muslim jurisprudence, Oxford 1993;
nor administration (different, of course, not only from
C. Melchert, The formation of the Sunni schools of law,
the cities of the ancient world but also from western
9th-10th centuries C\E., Leiden 1997; Nurit Tsafrir, The
mediaeval cities, which were endowed with commubeginnings of the Hanafi school in Isfahan, in ILS, v (1998),
nal institutions); and it had no legal existence. Thus
1-21; eadem, The history of an Islamic school of law. The
Aleppo was like "a negation of urban order", a place
early spread of Hanafism, Cambridge, Mass., in press
where the influence of Islam had been "essentially
[2004]; C. Adang, From Mdlikism to Shdjfism to gdhirism:
negative"; the town had become "an inconsistent and
the 'conversions' of Ibn Ha^m, in Mercedes Garcia-Arenal
inorganic collection of districts" (for these remarks see
(ed.), Conversions islamiques. Identites religieuses en Islam
Sauvaget, Alep, 247-8). Weulersse describes such an
mediterraneen, Paris 2001, 73-87; Haliaq, Authority, coninternal dislocation in Antioch: the city is an amaltinuity and change in Islamic law, Cambridge 2001; Eyyup
gam of religious and national communities, a foreign
S. Kaya, Mezjwblerin te§ekkulunden sonrajikhi istidlal ("Legal
body and a parasite in a country that it was exploitreasoning after the formation of madhhabs"), unpubl.
ing (Weulersse, Paysans de Syrie, Paris 1946).
Ph.D. diss., Marmara University, Istanbul 2001; the
In the absence of any real precise information on
forthcoming [2004] volume The Islamic school of law.
Muslim town planning in any of the basic texts (the
Evolution, devolution, and progress, eds. P. Bearman,
Kur'an, sunna or fikh [q.vv.]), it is not surprising that
R. Peters and F.E. Vogel (Cambridge, Mass.) and the
the positive characteristics retained by such a "nonextensive bibliography there. See also G. Makdisi, The
city" were reckoned to be few in number and, morerise of colleges. Institutions of learning in Islam and the West,
Edinburgh 1981; idem, The rise of humanism in classiover, barely significant. It was inhabited by Muslims;
cal Islam and the Christian West, Edinburgh 1990; E.
as the seat of Muslim institutions (kadi [q.v.], muhtasib
[see HISBA]), it comprised a Friday mosque, normally
Chaumont, En quoi le madhab sdfi'ite est-il saffite selon
le Mugit al-halq de Guwqyni?, in AI, xxxv (2001), 17located at its centre; it had a market (suk [q.v.]), which
was situated near the mosque and organised according
26; and Maribel Fierro, Repertorio bibliogrdjico de derecho
isldmico, Murcia 1999, s.v. "escuela". For the Shf c f
to a strict professional specialisation; it was provided
madhhab in particular, see Hossein Modarressi
with public baths; and it was generally surrounded
Tabataba'f, An introduction to Shi'i law: a bibliographical
by ramparts. It is interesting to note that Arab
study, London 1984, 23-58; D. Bredi, I sistemi gmndia
researchers who are interested in the problem have
non sunniti: I'islamizzazione del dintto e Valternatwa jafarita
generally adopted such a negative vision.
in Pakistan, in Annali di Ca'Foscari (Rome), xxxv (1996),
No further time will be wasted on the conditions
313-34. For a list of El articles on the schools and
under which a revision of this concept took place (the
their jurists, see the entry LAW in the Encyclopaedia's
end of the colonial era, a more reasonable appreciIndex of Subjects (Leiden }2002), and the sub-entries
ation of the Arab cultural context and the "Turkish"
there.
(ED.)
period, and the discovery of Ottoman sources). A cerMADINA (A.), u r b a n i s m , the s t r u c t u r e and
tain number of orientalists' pre-suppositions have been
p l a n n i n g of the A r a b town and c i t y .
submitted to an excruciating revision, and a better
This can be reconstructed as an historical reality
acquaintance with later ancient cities has tempered
from a vast body of literature, including chronicles
any illusion about their supposed perfection (H.
and archival documents. It embodies enlightened ideas
Kennedy, From Polis to Madina, in Past and Present
which seem to be commented on, as it were, by the
[1985]). It was recognised that the variety of historremains of all the great Arab cities that can still be
ical conditions should be taken into account (J.-C1.
seen. The concept of a Muslim "city" was formulated
Garcin, Habitat medieval et histoire urbaine, in Palais et
chiefly by French orientalists (on this subject see R.S.
maisons du Caire, i, Paris 1982), as also the diversity
Humphreys, Islamic history: a framework for inquiry,
of geographical and cultural conditions prevailing in
Princeton 1991, 228) between' 1920 and 1950; in
the Muslim world (O. Grabar, Reflections on the study
particular see G. and W. Marcais, J. Sauvaget and
of Islamic art, in Muqarnas, i [1983]). Attention was
J. Weulersse. However, the most accomplished expresdrawn to the fact that the absence of administration
sion of this concept can be attributed to G. von
in the Muslim town was not as absolute as had been
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suggested (see, for example, the role played by communities, tawd'if, in the conduct of urban affairs). It
was suggested that Muslim law and its interpreters
were not silent on the subject of the town (see the
early remarks of R. Brunschvig, in Urbanisme medieval
et droit musulman, in REI, xv [1947], which find an
echo in the works of B. Johansen, The claims of men
and the claims of God, in Pluriformiteit en verdeling van de
macht in het midden-oosten, MOI publ. 4, Nijmegen 1980).
It was admitted that the religious egalitarianism that
characterised the umma did not preclude strong differentiation on socio-economic grounds, and traces of
this could be found in urban organisation.
By concentrating on the modern, historically coherent period and by staying within the limits of the
Arabo-Mediterranean region, which is both homogenous and clearly identifiable within the Ottoman
domain, it is possible to define the major principles
of the structure of traditional Arab towns at the beginning of the 19th century, just at the time when modernisation was beginning to alter their characteristics
irretrievably (see Raymond, La structure spatiale de la
mile, in M. Naciri and Raymond (eds.), Sciences sociales
et phenomenes urbains dans le monde arabe, Casablanca
1997).
Through a study of the structure of the "traditional" Arab town we are able to demonstrate the
existence of a coherent urban system. The fundamental characteristic of this system was a marked separation between the central "public" zone, where the
principal economic, religious and cultural activities
were developed, and the "private" zone, which was
chiefly devoted to residence. This separation becomes
apparent when a study is made of the localisation of
urban functions. It is equally visible on street plans,
where the relatively broad and regular road network
of the centre is contrasted with the maze of narrow,
irregular streets which had been seen to be a general feature of these towns; about 50% of the total
length of the streets is represented by cul-de-sacs. This
distinction has been recognised at length by jurists of
the Hanaff school (B. Johansen).
The central region encloses the great markets (suks),
which are generally very specialised and assigned particular locations, and also the caravanserais, funduks,
khans and wakdlas, according to the region and the
period. It is here that big international business and
wholesale trade took place and the centre of it was
often the kaysariyya/bedestan, devoted to the luxury
trade (as in Fez or Cairo). This zone is assembled
around the great university mosques (such as the
Karawiyyfn, the Zaytuna, al-Azhar and the Umayyad
mosque), which are the centres of religious and cultural activities.
The surface area of this zone varies according to
the importance of the towns and the extent of their
commercial activity; it is about six hectares in Tunis,
twelve in Aleppo and sixty in Cairo. The characteristics of the zone are so strongly marked that it sometimes has a particular name, such as "Mdineh" in
Aleppo. Normally one or more main streets cross it,
depending on the scale of traffic, which at that period
consisted exclusively of transport on the backs of animals. At the beginning of the 19th century, 6 m represented an optimal breadth, according to the opinion
of the Egyptian 'ulama3. Some of these streets date
back to ancient times, such as the "Street called
Straight" in Damascus and the main street in Aleppo;
others have been traced back to the Arab foundation
(such as the Kasaba in Cairo). This zone is generally very stable, probably because it has a very strong

structure and because it is closely linked with the
principal mosque. In modern times there is only
one case of a change of location known, at Mawsil
(D. Khouri, Mosul, 1540-1834, Cambridge 1997).
The areas spreading outside and around this central zone are chiefly devoted to housing, and from
Morocco to Afghanistan these are organised into a
system of neighbourhoods; in the Maghrib they are
called hawma, in Egypt hdra and in the Near and
Middle East mahalla. They have a very consistent
structure: there is one entrance point, which can be
shut by a gate, and if necessary guarded; one main
street, on to which alleys and cul-de-sacs are grafted.
There are no specialised markets in these districts,
only the suwqpkas, which have been analysed by
Sauvaget and where the many activities necessary to
daily existence take place. The life of the district is
that of a community that is quite closed in upon
itself; it is open only toward the centre, where the
local inhabitants undertake their activities and towards
which the network of roads leads in a hierarchically
organised scheme (N. Messiri, The concept of the Hara,
in AI, xv [1979]): this consideration, as well as the
concern for security, justifies the statistical importance
of the cul-de-sacs in this area. There does not seem
to be any rule about homogeneity according to the
origin or activity of the inhabitants, except in those
cases where a district was inhabited by a community
of a distinct religious or ethnic minority.
These general characteristics lead to a structure
which may be described as doubly concentric, an
arrangement such as is well known in the field of
economic activities. Big international businesses and
the main activities of craftsmen are located in the
central regions, in the area near to the large mosque;
nearby can be found in particular the markets for
precious metals (sdgha] and the money changers (as
noted by L. Massignon, Enquete sur les corporations d'artisans, in RMM, Iviii [1924]). In Cairo the 62 caravanserais where the coffee trade took place were
located in the area near the Kasaba. In Tunis,
Damascus and Aleppo, the suks for cloth and spices
occupy a prominent place in the area immediately
surrounding the mosque. From the centre outwards,
activities spread over an increasingly great distance as
their order of importance diminished, and also according to the growing inconvenience of particular trades.
There could be found on the periphery of the town
those domestic activities that needed space (such as
the straw workers); those linked to the countryside
(grain markets in the large squares, rahba, carsa and
livestock markets); those that were embarrassing and
polluting (ovens of all sorts, abattoirs, tanneries). The
moving of such trades to a more remote location
could, moreover, be an indication of urban development, as was the case for the transfer of the tanneries in Aleppo (1570), Cairo (1600) and Tunis (1770)
(see Raymond, Le deplacement des tanneries, in REMMM,
Iv-lvi [1990]).
By contrast, the orientalist vision of a fundamentally egalitarian, Muslim society was a factor in imposing a scheme according to which the rich and poor
lived together in the same urban space, using a unique
type of habitat qualified as "Muslim", although the
house with a central patio may be found in Classical
Antiquity, also, an idea strongly expressed by A. Abdel
Nour, Introduction a Vhistoire urbaine de la Syrie ottomane,
Beirut 1982. Reality is quite different and corresponds
logically to a strongly unequal socio-economic structure. Studies on this subject carried out in Cairo
(Raymond, Artisans et commerfants, Damascus 1974),
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Damascus (C. Establet and J.-P. Pascual, Families
et fortunes a Damas, Damascus 1994) and Algiers
(T. Shuval, La ville d'Alger, Paris 1998) have shown a
remarkable inequality in the range of wealth, insofar
this can be measured through the successions registered in the courts: fortunes are in a proportion of
1 : 10,000 in Cairo and 1 : 3,000 in Damascus around
1700 (Establet, Pascual and Raymond, La mesure de
Uinegalite sociale dans la societe ottomane, in JESHO, xxxvii
[1994]). It is therefore not surprising in these conditions that in the large Arab towns the population
would be distributed according to a rather rigorous
"classification": the comfortable residences occupied
the zone near the centre (where the culamd3 preferably lived near to the mosque and traders near the
silks); then there were the middle-class areas with
increasingly poor living conditions, until one reached
the often wretched housing for the common people
on the periphery and in the suburbs. This roughly
concentric arrangement can be clearly deduced from
studies on Tunis (J. Revault, Palais et demeures a Tunis.,
Paris 1967-78), Cairo (N. Hanna, Habiter au Cam,
Cairo 1991) and Aleppo (J.-C1. David, Alep, degradation et tentatives actuelles de readaptation, in BEO, xxviii
[1975]).
However, the central patio house only appears to
be "unitary", and great differences evidently exist with
regard to dimensions, whether there are one or more
storeys, interior amenities and decoration between
houses with courtyards of the rich, middle-class and
poor (for Tunis, see G. Cladel and P. Revault, Medina,
approche typologique, Tunis 1970). Moreover, examples
of "atypical" houses are plentiful. There is the collective
accommodation of the caravanserai type, the collective accommodation of the rabc type found in Cairo,
vertical accommodation (Rosetta, Yemen), middle-class
accommodation without a patio, poor community accommodation of the hawsh type, and cellular accommodation; mediaeval examples of this have been studied
by Scanlon and Kubiak in their excavations of Fustat.
Naturally, no existing town corresponds to this
model of a round town, arranged in concentric rings
around the centre, with its economic and residential
activities classified according to a decreasing order of
importance. There are a number of factors (natural,
historical, economic and social) that explain the irregularities that are noted. The decentring of al-Kahira,
in the northeast quarter of ancient Cairo, is justified
by natural considerations such as the presence of the
Mukattam Hills, which prohibited expansion towards
the east; also by historical reasons, such as the construction of the citadel by Salah al-Dln [q.v], which
favoured expansion towards the south, and the custom of dumping the rubbish from Cairo into the
region today called "The Tells", which has restricted
any expansion towards the northeast.
A similar analysis could be applied to Tunis, where
the geography of the site dictates that expansion should
develop only towards the north and the south, since
expansion to the east and west is prevented by the
two lagoons (sabkha). It could be applied also to Aleppo,
where for a long time the presence of the river Kuwayk
has hindered any development of the city towards the
west and the existence of cemeteries prevented expansion to the north and south. Mawsil had the appearance of a round town until economic reasons, like
the special attraction of the markets because of the
commercial potential of the river Tigris, and probably also political reasons (the research into the proximity of the citadel) brought about the displacement
of the centre towards the river, far from the great
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mosque. On the other hand, the locations of the districts for the minorities and for the elite followed a
particular logic, which often led to their remoteness
from the centre.
There is indeed good reason for emphasising the
importance of the segregative factors in the way the
"traditional" town is organised. The inegalitarian
nature of Muslim society explains this discrimination
by the standard of wealth and the difference in living conditions between the centre and the periphery.
In Cairo, however, collective rented accommodation,
the rabc [q.v.], allowed the middle classes to reside
near the centre (Raymond, Le rab c , un habitat collectif
au Cam, in MUSJ, 1 [1948]). Districts for the elite
were often located on the periphery, where the powerful could find the space they needed for their houses
and a certain isolation from the rest of the population. The vigour with which the "national" and/or
religious Muslim minority communities regrouped depended on the degree of their differences with regard
to the rest of the population: in Cairo, the Maghribfs
and the Syrians regrouped less than the Turks; a
Kurdish district had been in existence for a very long
time in Damascus; while in Antioch, the Alawites were
at one and the same time very much regrouped and
pushed far from the centre. The non-Muslim minority communities (the People of the Book subject to
the status of dhimmi, "protected") were generally subjected from the point of view of space to strict segregation, expressing in terms of spatial location the
discriminations and disabilities imposed upon them,
despite the remarkable tolerance which these communities enjoyed under the Ottomans.
There were in all of the large towns Christian and
Jewish districts, the location of which varied according to local conditions. The Jews of Tunis lived in a
district (al-hdrd) situated out of the way; those in Cairo
were very close to the centre. The relative dispersion
of the Copts in Cairo bore witness to the tolerance
from which they benefited, but their districts were in
the main situated to the west of Khalfdj, in a region
that was occupied by Muslims only at a fairly late
date. The evolution of the Christian district of Aleppo
is significant from this point of view. There, from the
end of the 16th century, the community experienced
a remarkable development, and this expansion was
marked by an eastwards advance of the Christians in
the northern suburb of the town which was progressively occupied by them. The gradual retreat of the
Muslims towards the east, a community that was none
the less dominant, certainly tends to confirm that the
religious groups preferred, for reasons of convenience,
a segregated, collective life rather than a confessional
mix, even though such a mix could exist in limited
zones (Raymond, Une communaute en expansion. Les chretiens dAlep, in La ville arabe, Alep, Damascus 1998).
The traditional Arab cities were therefore strongly
structured, an observation that seems self-evident,
for one can hardly imagine how an anarchical town
without an administration would have been able to
continue in existence and even experience a strong
expansion in modern times. Investigation into the constitutive elements of this specific urban system, the
identification of the para-administrative structures
which allowed the conduct of urban affairs, and the
recognition of the major role played by the wakjs
[q.v] in urban organisation and development (R.
Deguilhem fed.], Le waqf dans I'espace islamique, Damascus 1995) all lead to more positive conclusions than
a discreditable comparison with other urban systems
which were judged to have been more perfected.
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However, an investigation such as this can be complete only when more can be learned about the origins
of this urban system. Research on pre-Islamic towns
in the Yemen (J.-F. Breton, Le site et la mile de Shabwa,
in Syria, Ixviii [1991]) and in Arabia (A.T. al-Ansarf,
Qaryat al-Fdw, London 1981) have brought important
insights in this field. There is also a need for better
information on the time of transition between the
ancient period and the beginnings of the Muslim era
(see the traces of Umayyad town planning discovered
in the ancient sites of Palmyra and Beit Shean) and
on the period of the foundation (for Fustat, see R.P.
Gayraud, Istabl cAntar, in AI, xxv [1991]).
The other crucial question is that of knowing to
what extent the data on urban structure suggested by
the study of the sources and the examinations of the
remnants of ancient towns are equally valid for the
"classical" Arab town, which we know from texts but
which has to be the subject of reconstruction on the
ground, since the urban tissue which subsists in the
"madinas" of Arab towns dates only from the modern Ottoman period.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article): On the city in general, see W. Marcais,
L'islamisme et la vie urbaine, 1928, repr. in Articles et
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Wiesbaden 1984; Revault, L. Golvin and A. Amahan, Palais et demeures de Fes, 3 vols. Paris 1985-92;
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(A. RAYMOND)
MADINAT AL-NUHAS, "The city of brass," a
story w i t h i n the Thousand and one nights [see
ALF LAYLA WA-LAYLA].

This story, that found its way, somewhat variably,
into the 19th-century editions of the Nights (on the
18th-century manuscripts in which it appears, see the
excellent discussion by D. Pinault, Story-telling techniques
in the Arabian Nights, Leiden 1992, 150-80), is the most
elaborate narrative about a city of copper, brass or
bronze (on the proper meanings of nuhds and sufr,
and their indiscriminate use in non-scientific discourse,
see M. Aga-Oglu, A brief note on Islamic terminology for
bronze and brass, in JAOS, Ixiv [1944], 218-23). Fabulous
reports about such a place, set in remote reaches of
the Maghrib or al-Andalus, appear already in the
3rd/9th century, In Ibn Habfb's (d. 238/853 [q.v])
Kitdb al-Ta'nkh (ed. J. Aguade, Madrid 1991, 144-5;
authentic in the editor's view), Musa b. Nusayr's [q.v.]
adventures include finding jars in which Solomon
imprisoned rebellious demons, and a copper fortress
(madina calayhd hisn min nuhds) inhabited by ajinn, which
renders those who enter it unaware of their condition. Al-MascudI tells us (Murudj_, i, 369 = ed. Pellat,
i, 195-6, § 409) that beyond al-Sus al-aksa (southern
Morocco) one comes to the River of Sand, then to
the Black Castle, and at length to the sandy desert
in which the City of Brass (nuhds) and Domes of Lead
are found. He also refers to a book in wide circulation dealing with the wondrous things that Musa b.
Nusayr saw there. In another place (iv, 95 = § 1423)
he refers to the same city (here as madinat al-sufr wakubbat al-rasds), and says that those who flung themselves from the walls tasted (so they report) the
pleasures of this world and the next. The Mukhtasar
of Ibn al-FakTh's [q.v.] Kitdb al-Bulddn is in several
respects close to the Nights story, although the city is
called al-Baht and no mention of metallic walls is
made. After travelling through the "deserts of alAndalus" Musa finds a city without an entrance, grim
with brilliant battlements. Those who scale the walls
laugh uncontrollably, and hurl themselves to their
deaths below. (Mad laughter leading to death is the
effect of the baht stone, cf. al-Blrunl, K. al-Djamdhir ji
ma'rifat al-d^awdhir, Haydarabad 1355, 101.) A memento
mori inscription (of which there are many in the Nights
tale) refers to the mortality of Solomon, mightiest of
kings. Musa renounces entering the City and moves
on to "the lake". This lake is visited by al-Khadir
[q.v] once a year. Musa's divers recover a bronze
(sufr) jar, from which, when opened, a brazen man
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escapes with the cry "O Prophet, I will not relapse!"
Later it is explained that such bottles hold the rebellious dginn imprisoned by Solomon. The Nights story
adds further Solomonic motifs to the journey and the
City itself (cf. A. Hamori, The art of medieval Arabic literature, Princeton 1974, 149-53), as well as some other
new details. The essential innovation is that in the
Nights, Musa ultimately enters the City, to find it full
of dead people who look deceptively alive. One of
the leaders of the expedition, Talib b. Sahl, is killed
by robots when he tries to despoil the dead queen
of her jewels.
The motifs in these narratives have their now inextricably tangled roots in Islamic (and Jewish) legends
about Solomon, the Alexander Romance, Iranian legend, and, of course, in marvelling at ancient structures laid in massive desolation. Indeed, the sources
show disagreement as to whether the builder of the
City was Alexander or Solomon. Brazen or iron walls
and palaces are a feature of many texts from Antiquity,
and often occur in Iranian legend and poetry (cf.
M. Barry, Le Pavilion des sept princesses, Paris 2000,
680-4, on Nizaml's Tale of the red pavilion]. The principal source of the malefic City of Brass may well
be the Iranian legend of the Brazen Hold, a subterranean (but brilliant) place of evil in the Avesta (cf.
J. Darmesteter, Le ^end-Avesta, repr. Paris 1960, i, 111),
which surfaces as the evil Ardjasp's redoubt in the
Shdh-ndma (ed. Mohl, iv, 493 and index). The Solomonic motifs became easily associated because of the
Kur'anic reference (XXXIV, 12-13) to the cayn al-kitr,
mostly understood as a fountain of copper or brass,
that God made to flow for Solomon, and to the dj.inn
that built him palaces and statues. The journey to
the ends of the world, cautionary inscriptions, automata
and the overall memento mori mood are characteristic of all recensions of the Alexander Romance. In
addition, as Ch. Genequand has pointed out (Autour
de la mile de bronze: d'Alexandre a Salomon, in Arabica,
xxxix [19921, 328-30), in his section on the Maghrib
Ibn al-Fakfh relates, before describing the City of
Baht, versions of such details of the Alexander
Romance as the River of Sand (which appears in
some recensions) and Alexander's conversation with
the gymnosophists (who are here an umma of the Banu
Isra'fl). Genequand suggests that Ibn al-Fakfh's mysterious lake (in the Nights, the sea of Karkar) associated with al-Khadir derives directly from the Water
of Life episode in the Alexander Romance via the
traditional association of al-Khadir with Kurgan, XVIII,
61-5 (cf. also Pinault, 180-6); and that the City of
Brass itself derives from an episode in a late Byzantine
recension (dated by its editor to the early 8th century A.D.) in which the gymnosophists' women live
on an island surrounded by a brilliant brazen wall
which no man can penetrate and live. The Water of
Life episode is, indeed, likely to have been a major
contributor to the shaping of the story. Whether the
same is true of the women's island is harder to say,
since this episode is itself an adaptation of the
Amazons' self-segregation in the older recensions, and
may have been elaborated under oriental influence.
Some commentators have considered the Nights story
a clumsy grab-bag of motifs. At a minimum, one must
agree with those who see in it a zuhdi homily (e.g.
Pinault, 231-39). It has been suggested (Barry, 167-8,
and Hamori, loc. cit.) that, in view of the mystical
symbolism often attributed to various episodes in the
Solomon legend, to dead bodies only seemingly alive,
to spiritual famine, to al-Khadir, etc., an interpretation of the Nights story that assumes such symbolism
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to have been intended makes sense of some otherwise unmotivated details and offers the most coherent reading. It may be more prudent to say that,
whatever the various narrators had in mind, in ages
of deep popular Sufism, such symbolic understanding
would have been part of the reception of the story.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): For the fullest discussion of classical
A r a b i c r e f e r e n c e s to the Madinat al-nuhds (or
sufr], see M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Les Cent et
une nmts, repr. Paris 1982, 261-70. The Nights
story and its s o u r c e s are also dealt with at
length in M. Gerhardt, The art of story-telling, Leiden
1963, 195-235, and Julia Hernandez Juberias, La
Peninsula imaginaria, Madrid 1996, 25-67. Literary
c r i t i c i s m . A. Kilito, L'Oeil et I'aiguille, Paris 1992,
86-103; Pinault, op. at, 186-239.
(A. HAMORI)
AL-MADJADHIB, a l e a d i n g "holy f a m i l y "
among the Sudanese Dja'aliyyun [q.v.~\. Their ancestors emerged in the 16th century as a family of religious specialists (fugara, sg. faki} in the area of
al-Damar. In 1117/1705-6, Muhammad al-Madjdhub
("the Enraptured"), the first of the family to bear this
epithet, may have participated in the first revolt of
the northern Sudanese provinces against their Fundj
[q.v.] overlords. Under his son, Faki Hamad wad alMadjdhub (1105-90/1694-1776), the family strengthened its position by accumulating private land titles
and engaging in long-distance trade. Well trained in
Malik! law, Hamad adopted the Shadhiliyya tanka.
He and his sons—known since ca. 1800 as awldd wad
al-Madj_dhub or al-Madj_adhib—taught Kur'an and fikh,
provided medical services, and mediated between peasants and nomads. Both their fame as scholars and
their political importance grew rapidly. They maintained contact with al-Azhar, and their schools were
of regional significance. The Turco-Egyptian conquest
(1821-3) and economic hardship during the 19th century dispersed the Madjadhfb. Some returned to alDamar; others remained in the Ethiopian borderlands
or founded settlements in al-Kadarif, the Djazfra and
the western Sudan.
Most important religiously was Hamad's grandson,
Muhammad Madjdhub (b. 1210/1795-6, d. 1247/
1831). After spending eight years in the Hidjaz where
he was influenced by Ahmad b. Idrls [#.#.], he moved
to Sawakin in 1829 to propagate his tanka. A prolific writer, Madjdhub did much to spread Islamic
knowledge beyond the confines of the urban scholarjurists. His nephew and khalifa al-Tahir Madjdhub
'(1248-1307/1832-90) gained many followers in the
eastern Sudan. In 1883 he joined the Mahdi [see ALMAHDIYYA], and his influence among the eastern tribes
was an important factor in their rallying behind the
Mahdist cause. Al-Tahir's son "al-Shaykh" b. al-Tahir
Madjdhub (ca. 1860-1930) served as commander in
the Mahdist army and was later venerated for his
piety, poetry and learning. His successors moved the
centre of the eastern Madjadhfb to Erkowit.
In 20th-century al-Damar, the heritage of Shaykh
Muhammad Madjdhub was promoted by Madjdhub
Djalal al-Dm (1305-96/1888-96). Although efforts to
create a centralised Tanka Mad^dhubiyya failed, the
Shaykh gradually displaced the clan ancestor, Faki
Hamad, as focal point of communal identification. A
domed tomb was erected over his grave in 1996.
Bibliography: Muhammad al-Tahir Madjdhub,
al-Wasila ild al-matlub ji bacd ma ishtahara min mandkib
wa-kardmdt wall Allah al-Shaykh al-Mao^dhub, Cairo 1914;
Madjmu'at al-Mad^dhub, Cairo 1941; A. Hofheinz,
Internalising Islam. Shaykh Muhammad Madjdhub, scrip-
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tural Islam and local context in the early nineteenth-century
Sudan, dr. philos. thesis, Univ. of Bergen 1996,
unpubl., and the sources given there.
(A. HOFHEINZ)

AL-MADJDHUBIYYA _[see AL-MAD[ADHIB] .
MADURA, MADURA5!, in mediaeval Islamic
times a town, now the city of M a d u r a i , in
South India. It lies on the Vaidai river in lat. 9°
55' N., long. 78° 07' E. in the region known to the
mediaeval Muslims as Macbar and to later European
traders as Coromandel. For the historical geography
and Islamic history of this coastal province, roughly
extending from Cape Comorin northwards to Madras,
see MACBAR.
In 734/1334 Sharif Djalal al-Dfn Ahsan [q.v], governor for the Dihlf Sultan Muhammad b. Tughluk
[q.v.], renounced his allegiance, and he and some
seven of his successors ruled over a short-lived Muslim
sultanate before it was overwhelmed in ca. 779/1377
by the rising Hindu power of Vidjayanagara [q.v.],
(see on the Madura sultanate, H.K. Sherwani and
P.M. Joshi (eds.), History of medieval Deccan (1295-1724),
Haydarabad 1973, i, 57-75; C.E. Bosworth, The New
Islamic dynasties, Edinburgh 1996, 318 no. 166; and
for numismatics, E. Hultzsch, The coinage of the Sultans
of Madura, in JIMS [1909], 667-83). Thereafter, Madura
remained under Hindu control till the early 18th
century, when the Nawwabs of Arcot [q.v] or Arkat
extended their power over it, provoking Maratha
[q.v] intervention and then that of the British in
favour of the Nawwabs. In 1801 the administration of the Madura region passed to the British East
India Company as part of a treaty with the Nawwab
of Arcot, and then in 1855, to complete British
control.
The modern city of Madurai, a municipality since
1866, is the chef-lieu of a District of the same name
in the Indian Union State of Tamil Nadu; in 1971
it had a population of 548,000, and in 2003 its population totalled 959,200.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Imperial gazetteer of India'2, xvi, 386-407.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
MAFRAK, lit. "place of separation, junction", a
settlement, now a t o w n , in the n o r t h e a s t e r n
p a r t of the H a s h e m i t e Kingdom of Jordan
[see URDUNN]. It lies in lat. 32° 20' N., long. 36° 12'
E. at an elevation of 600 m/1,960 feet in an arid
area whose average rainfall is 150 mm per annum.
The region lacks running water, hence local people
have always depended on pools and reservoirs for
water, and the settlement grew up near the "white
pool" (al-ghadir al-abyad).
Archaeological investigations nevertheless show that
the area was once well populated, and a large number of what were Greek Orthodox churches and their
mosaics have been found; the Roman emperor Trajan
in A.D. 108 had built a road passing south of the
site of Mafrak. In Umayyad times, there may have
been a bddiya [q.v. in Suppl.] there. The place had a
certain importance in Islamic times from its position
on the caravan and Pilgrimage route from Damascus
to the Hidjaz, and the sources explain its name by
saying some pilgrims used to separate there from the
main road and go their own way, or that friends
from Damascus used to accompany pilgrims southwards but return home from Mafrak. But the place
only assumed real importance when the Hidjaz railway [q.v] was built and a station opened there. After
the Italian occupation of Libya, Libyan refugees, described as Maghariba, settled there, and the city still

has a quarter bearing their name. After 1918, it became
an Arab Legion base. Economically, the place received
an impetus in 1931 when the Iraq Petroleum Company established itself there, built an aircraft landingground and brought in labourers to construct a road
to Baghdad and pipe lines and generators. A pipe
line brought crude oil from Iraq via Mafrak to Haifa
and the Mediterranean coast. The population further
expanded with the settlement of Bedouin tribesmen, and the discovery of underground water supplies
made a growth of industry as well as of population
possible. In 1985 the region was promoted administratively from being a mutasarrifiyya to being a muhdfa^a
or province. In 1994 the Al al-Bayt University was established in the town's suburbs, bringing further expansion and development, and in 2003 the town had an
estimated population of 67,400.
Bibliography: Naval Intelligence Division, Admiralty Handbooks, Palestine and Transjordan, London
1943, 510 and index; Abu Sha'ir Hind, Irbid wadj.iwdruhd, 'Amman 1995; cAbd al-Kadir al-Hisan,
Muhdfa^at al-Mafrak wa }l-muhita, cAmman 1999.
(M.A. BAKHIT)
MAHAMMAD B. AHMAD b. cAbd Allah ALHUDIGl al-Susf al-DjazulI (111 8-89X1706-75),
Moroccan scholar and ascetic.
After a classic-type education in his native region
of the Sus, he left on the Pilgrimage in 1152/1739,
en route following the courses of famous teachers,
notably at Cairo; he gives details of these stays in his
unpublished Rihla hidj.aziyya. On his return to Morocco,
he spent the remainder of his life in his zdwiya [q.v]
of Wad! Isi in the Sus.
His main work, the Mandkib or Tabakdt al-Hudigl
(2 vols. Casablanca 1936-9) groups together alphabetically the names of personalities who lived essentially in the 11th-12th/17th-18th centuries. These
comprise above all the scholars and mystics of the
Sus, but also persons from the rest of Morocco, though
only rarely from neighbouring lands. The work contains important notices on persons otherwise unknown,
increasing its value for the historian. Al-Hudfgf also
compiled several commentaries on manuals of hadith
and fikh, on poetry and on grammar; an important
number of responsa; and a larger-scale madj_muca in
which he mentions his masters, in the Maghrib and
the Mashrik, the licenses to teach which he himself
received and which he issued to others, and a few
other sparse personal details. Apart from the Mandkib
mentioned above, the ensemble of his works, comprising some 20 titles, remains still unpublished. AlHudfgf's intellectual progeny were numerous in the
Sus, but his fame as a Sufi" was equally great amongst
his compatriots, with his asceticism and scrupulous
orthodoxy impressing his contemporaries; numerous
miracles and acts of intercession were attributed to
him.
Bibliography: Zirikll, Acldm^, vi, 15; Muhammad
Mukhtar al-Susf, al-Ma'sul, Casablanca 1960, xi,
302-25; idem, Sus al-cdlima, Casablanca n.d., 193
(lists his works). For references to the mss. of his
works, see M. Manunf, al-Masddir al-carabiyya li
'l-ta'nkh al-Maghnb, Rabat 1404/1983, i, 222-3,
229-30.
(P. LORY and M. ZEKRI)
AL-MAHDI LI-DIN ALLAH, AL-HUSAYN,
Yamanl Zaydl I m a m .
He was born in 378/988-9 as one of the younger
sons of Imam al-Mansur bi'llah [q.v] al-Kasim b. cAlf
al-'Iyanl. In Safar 401/September-October 1010 he
proclaimed his imamate at Kaca in al-Bawn and
gained the support of tribes of Himyar, Hamdan and
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the Magharib region. He faced the opposition of the
Husaynf cAlid Muhammad b. al-Kasim al-Zaydl, based
in Dhamar, and of the descendants of Yahya al-Hadf,
the founder of the Zaydi imamate in Yaman, whose
stronghold was in Sacda. In 402/1011-12 he gained
control of San c a 3 from Muhammad al-Zaydi and
installed his elder brother Dja'far as governor there.
In the following year, al-ZaydT re-entered San'a3 and
destroyed the houses of some of al-Mahdfs partisans.
Al-Mahdl defeated and killed him in al-Hakl. He also
thwarted the efforts of Muhammad al-Zaydl's son
Zayd, who received financial backing from the Ziyadid
ruler of Zabld, to avenge his father's death. Next, alMahdl seized Sacda, where Yusuf b. Yahya b. Ahmad
al-Nasir, the claimant to the imamate there, had died,
and destroyed some houses of his opponents. Because
of his severity in punishing dissent, however, he soon
lost most of his tribal support. He suffered a serious
defeat by the Hamdanf chief Ahmad b. Kays b. alDahhak near Dhfbfn and was forced to seek refuge
in the Djawf. When he returned with some hundred
horsemen to recover al-Bawn, he was killed fighting
fiercely by the Hamdan at Dhu cArar near Rayda on
4 Safar 404/15 August 1013.
Al-Mahdi's death was at first denied by his brother
Dja'far, who thus became the founder of the Husayniyya sect which expected his return as the MahdI.
The activity of the sect reached its peak during the
successful resistance of Dja c far's sons al-Sharlf al-Fadil
al-Kasim (d. 468/1075) and Dhu '1-Sharafayn Muhammad (d. 478/1085) in Shahara against the Sulayhid
rule. It survived until the 9th/15th century.
Al-Mahdl had himself claimed to be the Mahdl
whose advent was predicted by the Prophet. In the
quarrels with his opponents, who impugned his scholarship, he is said to have made extravagant claims
of being more learned than all former Imams and
more excellent even than Muhammad. He denounced
his critics with coarse abuse and curses. After repudiating one of his wives, he prevented a suitor from
marrying her, relying on the Kur'anic prohibition
(xxxiii, 53) for anyone to marry a wife of the Prophet
after him. Because of such conduct, his imamate was
widely denied by ZaydTs, apart from the Husayniyya,
during the two centuries following his death, and
aspersions were cast on his sanity. Later, he was, however, generally recognised as an Imam on a par with
others, and the accusations made against him by his
opponents were considered as unfounded polemics.
The Sayyid Humaydan b. al-Kasim (7th/13th century)
composed a treatise defending his record.
Al-Mahdl is said to have left as many as 73 works,
including a Kur'an commentary. Only a few succinct
treatises and pamphlets are extant, and it has been
suggested that his writings may have been purged by
his supporters. In religious law and theology he explicitly backed the authority of the Imams al-Kasim b.
Ibrahim and Yahya al-Hadf. He did not recognise the
Caspian Zaydl Imams and ignored their teaching.
Bibliography: Nashwan al-Himyarf, al-Hur al-cin,
Cairo 1367/1948, 157; Muhalll, al-Hadcfik alwardiyya, ii; Yahya b. al-Husayn b. al-Mu'ayyad,
Ghdyat al-amdni, ed. Sacld cAbd al-Fattah cAshur,
Cairo 1388/1968, 235-8; W. Madelung, Der Imam
al-Qasim ibn Ibrahim, Berlin 1965, 198-201; Mufarrih
b. Ahmad al-RabacT, Sirat al-amlrayn al-d^alilayn alshanfayn al-fddilayn, ed. Ridwan al-Sayyid and cAbd
al-Ghanl Mahmud cAbd al-cAtr, Beirut 1413/1993,
esp. 36-46, 345-65; Habshi, 'Mu'allajat hukkdm alYaman, ed. E. Niewohner-Eberhard, Wiesbaden
1979, 23-27.
(W. MADELUNG)
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MAHIR, CALI, Egyptian j u r i s t and politician. Born on 9 November 1881 in Cairo, the son
of Muhammad Mahir Pasha, he was educated at the
Khedivial Secondary School and the School of Law.
C
A1I Mahir held several posts in the Egyptian court
system in the years before and during World War I,
and briefly served as Dean of the School of Law
(1923-4).
He began his active political career during the
Revolution of 1919 as one of the organisers of civil
servant petitions and protest. Made a member of the
Wafd [q.v.] in November 1919, Mahir broke with the
movement in March 1922, gravitating thereafter into
the orbit of the Egyptian Palace. In 1922-3 he served
on the commission which drafted the Egyptian Constitution of 1923. He sat briefly in the Chamber of
Deputies (1925-6) and was a member of the Senate
from 1930 to 1952. He held several ministerial posts
in non-Wafdist governments in the 1920s and early
1930s.
Mahir's influence in Egyptian politics was greatest
in the later 1930s, when as Royal Chamberlain he
helped articulate the strategy of consolidating royal
autocracy around the person of the young King Faruk
[q.v. in Suppl.]. Mahir twice served as Prime Minister
at the close of the interwar era (January-May 1936
and August 1939-June 1940). He was forced out of
office by the British in June 1940 because of presumed pro-Axis sentiments and was under house arrest
from April 1942 until October 1944. He again headed
a pro-Palace government in January-March 1952, after
the king's dismissal of a Wafdist ministry. Partially
because of his non-party status, Mahir was selected
to serve as Prime Minister immediately after the military coup of July 1952. He was dismissed in September 1952 because of his opposition to agrarian
reform, and died in Geneva on 24 August 1960.
Bibliography: A brief political biography is that
of Rash wan Mahmud Djad Allah, cAli Mahir, Cairo
1987. His political approach is discussed in C. Tripp,
Ali Mahir and the politics of the Egyptian army, 19361942, in idem (ed.), Contemporary Egypt: through Egyptian
eyes, London 1993, 45-71. For his 1952 ministry,
see J. Gordon, Nasser's blessed movement. Egypt's Free
Officers and the July Revolution, New York 1992.
(J. JANKOWSKI)
MAHKAMA
4. xi. Algeria
When the French began their occupation of Algeria
in 1830 there existed multiple legal traditions. The
predominant Islamic tradition was the Malik! one
which had taken root in North Africa a thousand years
earlier.
In the 10th/16th century, Algeria's Ottoman rulers
had introduced the Hanafi tradition, which prevailed
in the heartland of the empire. The Turkish military
elite, and their offspring from marriages with local
women, the Kulughlis, [see KUL-OGHLU], tended to follow the Hanafi tradition. Appeals, and particularly difficult cases, might be referred to a madj_lis or council
of legal scholars.
In areas beyond firm Ottoman control, local traditions persisted. In the Mzab [q.v.] oasis, some 500
km/250 miles south of Algiers, the Ibadl legal tradition [see IBADIYYA] was applied. Immigrant Mzabf
merchants in cities along the coast applied this tradition in their own internal matters. In the densely
populated, Tamazight-speaking Kabylia mountains, just
to the south-east of Algiers, local customary law was
applied.
Under French colonial rule, the mix of different
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legal traditions was maintained, but Islamic and customary jurisdictions were gradually subordinated to
the French courts. Areas of critical concern to the
French, penal and commercial law, were annexed outright to the jurisdiction of French courts. Starting in
the 1850s, the French sought to introduce their own
principles of uniformity and hierarchy to the Muslim
court system. In 1854, they instituted a standard, fourmember mad^lis as the court of appeal for all Islamic
legal matters. The measure aroused opposition from
settlers, and in some regions ran counter to traditions
of negotiation over the size and composition of the
mad^lis. The mad^Hs was dismantled temporarily in 1859,
revived in 1866, and permanently abolished in 1873,
leaving French courts as the sole appeal jurisdiction.
In the 1850s and 1860s, the French promoted the
reform of Islamic law by establishing a council of
Muslim jurists to support change in areas of family
law that either ran against humanitarian standards
(the marriage of girls before they were capable of
bearing children), or that seemed to run counter to
scientific reason (the "sleeping baby" doctrine which
held that a woman, abandoned for up to five years
by her husband, might still produce his legitimate
offspring). But as an autonomous institution at the
national level, the council aroused the ire of French
jurists and settlers and was soon dismantled. The French
introduced an examination system for the selection
of judicial personnel, and eventually required that all
those entering the judiciary be graduates of one of three
government-run provincial madrasas.
The most prominent urban Muslim spokesmen of
this period were associated with the judicial system.
These include al-Makkl Ibn Badfs, long-time kadi of
Constantine, and a forceful defender of the autonomy
of the Muslim courts in the 1860s, and cAbd al-Kadir
al-Madjdjawi, who made his career as a teacher in the
law schools of Constantine and Algiers. Al-Madjdjawi
was one of the first exponents of Islamic modernism
in Algeria.
Though penal matters were early on entrusted to
the French courts, colonial authorities concluded that
they were not adequate to the task of maintaining
order and that a more expeditious and severe form
of justice was required. Thus was born in the 1870s
the Code de 1'Indigenat, a penal code administered
by local French authorities. It focused on punishing
the least hint of rebellious attitude on the part of
Algerian Muslim subjects and on suppressing any
action that might be construed as a threat to French
economic interests. It was this aspect of French judicial policy, not only oppressive but also humiliating,
that drew the most fire from the emerging nationalist movement starting in the 1920s.
In the early 20th century, Algeria-based French
jurists with knowledge of Islamic law sought to produce a code of Islamic family law, known after its
principal author as the Code Morand. Though the
proposed code was published, it was never given official status. This was the result of opposition from
powerful rural Muslim leaders, on whom the French
leaned more and more for political support in the
1920s.
While the Muslim courts and law schools produced
some outstanding figures in the period from the 1850s
to 1914, they fell into eclipse after that time. With
their jurisdiction restricted, the Muslim courts offered
little prospect of reward for ambitious young men.
Thus Malek Bennabi entered the court system in the
mid-1920s but soon became disaffected. By 1930 he
was studying at a technical school in Paris, launch-

ing what would be a career as one of Algeria's most
original and prolific Islamic thinkers.
The turmoil of war in 1940-43 weakened French
domination of Algeria. Two courses of action were
possible for the French. One was to address Muslim
grievances, including eliminating the Code de 1'Indigenat. The other was severe repression, including
the use of arbitrary detention, torture and execution.
The period from 1943 to 1954 was one of competition between these tendencies. After the outbreak of
revolution in November 1954, the repressive impulse
quickly got the upper hand. It was this flouting of
civilised legal standards, dramatically revealed by such
incidents as the 1961 trial of Djamila Boupacha, that
decisively eroded the French public's will to hold onto
Algeria. But this severe repression also contributed to
the development of a culture of extra-legal violence in
Algeria that would dramatically resurface in the 1990s.
With independence in 1962, the new Algerian government's immediate concern was to restructure the
court system so that it reflected the values of national
unity and socialism. Toward this end, all Islamic and
customary jurisdictions were absorbed into a unified
national court system easily accessible to all citizens.
The next task was codification of law, beginning
with the Penal Code, issued in 1966. An Economic
Offences Ordinance, eventually incorporated into the
code, upheld the socialist ideal of workers' participation and provided severe penalties to managers of
state-run enterprises who let their own interests come
before selfless dedication to the state. It also provided
for the monopoly of the state in control of foreign
trade and arranging contracts for the services of foreign enterprises. The notion that private individuals
might serve as intermediaries was anathema in the
socialist doctrines that guided these policies.
Even in areas where Islamic law might have
appeared to have a clear-cut application, it was subordinated to the practical economic interests of the
state, especially when they coincided with popular
habit. Thus gambling on the state-run football pool
was declared legal, while betting privately on horse
races in France was not. Algerians were allowed to
consume beer and wine produced by state-run enterprises. By the mid-1970s, the sale of alcohol was rerestricted by local authorities in those areas where
there was strong public opposition.
Algeria had been independent for nearly a decade
when the government finally began to deal with legal
issues that were mainly cultural in character. As part
of a larger campaign of Arabisation [see TA C RIB]
launched by the Boumedienne regime in 1971, it was
declared that court proceedings should be conducted
in Arabic which, in practice, meant Algerian colloquial Arabic. By this time, the first law students whose
training had been in Arabic graduated from the law
school in Algiers. But as in many areas of the Algerian
system, those with fluency in French, who tended to
come from more affluent urban families, continued to
have better opportunities. The question of opportunities in the court system for those proficient only in
Arabic remained a smouldering issue that erupted in
protests on Algerian campuses in 1976 in Constantine,
and in 1980 in Algiers. The latter protests helped to
launch an organised Islamist movement in Algeria,
and resulted in President Chadeli's seeking to accommodate Arabic student grievances by intensifying the
Arabisation of the judicial system.
This point also marks a change in orientation toward
the task of codifying family law. Throughout the mid1970s, the ideology of Algeria had been one of Islamic
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local agents, the ka'ids [q.v.], who heard matters involvsocialism, in which the interests of the state were paraing penal law and, in part, civil law. At the head of
mount. Islam was given a place of honour, but this
this structure was the Bey, the supreme authority
was still one subordinate to the state. This ideology
according to the double principle of a delegated juswas embedded in the National Charter, endorsed in a
tice and one held in reserve. Disputes involving the
referendum in 1976. On family matters and the rights
representatives and subjects of foreign powers were
of women, the Charter pointed in a progressive directhe province of the consular courts [see IMTIYAZAT].
tion, endorsing the principle of gender equality.
In 1857 the Fundamental Pact (cahd al-amdn], which
By the time intensive discussions of a family law
proclaimed the equality of all subjects before the
code got under way in the early 1980s, the socialist
law, began a slow process of legal reform. Hence in
emphasis of the charter was under attack from the
1861 there were promulgated at the same time a
emerging Islamist movement. But the debates were
Constitution and a code of criminal and customary
also shaped by economic questions, such as the acute
law (kdnun al-d^inayat wa 'l-ahkam al-furfiyya).
The
shortage of urban housing—which made it costly to
Constitution set up a hierarchic schema of new triensure the rights of a divorced wife—and the rapid
bunals which were to be created within the entirety
growth in population. The Family Law Code finally
of the Regency. A tribunal for commercial cases organpassed in 1984 was a mix of conservative interpretaised under a code of commercial law had to be set
tions of Islamic law and the priorities of an embatup. However, although this last was actually promultled bureaucratic state facing the challenge of rapid
gated on 1 April 1864, it could not be put into effect
population growth and high unemployment. Women
because of the outbreak of the rebellion in that year,
were not protected against being married without their
which brought in its train the abrogation of the
own freely-given consent, nor against being left ecoConstitution and the code of criminal and customary
nomically helpless following divorce, nor against their
law. The idea of legal reform and codification was
husband deciding unilaterally to bring another wife
taken up again in the 1870s under the reformist Prime
into the household. Yet at the same time, in an effort
Minister Khayr al-Dfn (1822-90 [q.v.]), but without
to stem rapid population growth, the Code raised the
his efforts being fully accomplished.
minimum age of marriage to eighteen for women and
In short, the modifications in the legal system
twenty-one for men.
attempted before the installation of the Protectorate
The late 1980s, rather like the 1940s, saw a relaxwere either of short duration or only touching upon
ation of controls on political expression and the methe formal aspects of the existing legal jurisdictions.
dia. An important development in the legal realm was
There was on one hand a reorganisation of the shar'i
the founding of the Ligue Algerienne des Droits de
jurisdiction at Tunis in 1856 and then in the interirHomme, founded in 1985 and given legal recognior of the Regency in 1876. Also, there were meation in 1987. With the suppression of the Islamist opposures undertaken, notably between 1870 and 1873, to
sition starting in 1992, many controls were restored
define more clearly the jurisdictions reserved to the
and there was a resurgence of extra-legal violence on
central administration and its local representatives.
the part of both Islamic rebels and government
The installation of the French Protectorate in 1881
forces. In dealing with the challenge of establishing
was to bring profound changes in the Tunisian legal
clearly who was responsible for given violent incisystem. By the Convention of La Marsa (1883), the
dents, the courts have often proved ineffective. Yet
Tunisian state undertook to "proceed to administrathe glimmer of hope that they may occasionally
tive, judicial and financial reforms as judged useful
rise to this challenge has sustained a small, dedicated
group of Algerian human rights lawyers.
by the French government". In practice, French
Bibliography: Simone de Beauvoir and Gisele
control over the beylical state was to be assured by
the bias of the Resident-General as well as by the
Halimi, Djamila Boupacha, Paris 1962; J.P. Charnay,
La vie musulmane en Algerie d'apres la justice de la prepresence of French officials at all levels of the
miere moitie du vingtieme suck, Paris 1965; A.
administration.
Christelow, Muslim law courts and the French colonial
In the first place, following the doctrine of "doustate in Algeria, Princeton 1985; Helene Vandevelde,
ble sovereignty", the protecting power undertook to
Le Code algerien de la famille, in Maghreb-Machrek, cvii
install for its own nationals a French legal structure
(janvier-mars 1985), 52-64; J. Entelis, Algeria: the rev- (law of 18 April 1883), comprising justices of the peace
olution institutionalised, Boulder, Colo. 1986; Abu '1and courts of first instance; not till 1941 was an appeal
Kasim Sacd Allah, Ta'nkh al-D^a^ir al-thakdfl, 8
court created. Furthermore, the French legal system
vols., Beirut 1998; I. Taha, L'indifference du droit
thus installed was to replace, until 1884, the various
algerien aux massacres, in An inquiry into the Algerian
consular jurisdictions of the European Powers. With
massacres, Youcef Bedjaoui, Abbas Aroua and
the land law of 1885 there was set up a mixed court
Meziane Ait-Larbi (eds.), Geneva 1999.
for land questions, an original jurisdiction (inspired by
(A. CHRISTELOW)
the Australian model) aimed at promoting the
4. xii. T u n i s i a
registration of land and buildings. This court, made
In the mid-19th century, Tunisia had a pluralist
up of a French president, with one-half French judges
legal system. Although the respective spheres of comand the other half Tunisian judges, was at the same
petence and the various interrelations of the system's
time to reduce the sphere of the sharci courts to
components were far from being clearly and strictly
embrace merely cases involving non-registered landed
defined, the broad lines of its structures can be delinproperty.
eated as follows. There was a religious legal sphere
Regarding the reform of justice dependent on the
covering matters of personal status and, in most cases,
authority of the Tunisian state, apart from the regucivil law, sc. a shafi jurisdiction for the Muslims (that
lation of the jurisdiction dependent on the central
of kadis, Malik! or Hanafi according to the defenadministration (the so-called Ouzara - Wuzara*), whose
dant's rite, sitting as sole judges, plus mad^alis, plural
competence was extended beyond the criminal law to
jurisdictions made up of kadis and muftis) and a raball civil and commercial cases between Tunisians
binical jurisdiction for the Jews. Alongside these was
(except for personal status and matters connected with
a jurisdiction of the central administration and its
it), this was not really tackled till 1896, when an office
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for judicial affairs (idarat al-umur al-cadliyya] was set up.
At the same time regional courts of common law
were created with an organisation modelled on that
of the French courts of first instance. If the magistrates were Tunisians, they had nevertheless to be
"assisted" from 1906 by "government commissioners"
(French officials knowing Arabic). In 1921 a Commission of Pleas playing the role of an appeal court, as
well as a Supreme Appeal Court and a criminal division with jurisdiction over the whole land, were
installed at the side of the court of Ouzara in Tunis.
Also in 1921 a real Ministry of Justice was created
and the principle of delegated justice came formally
to replace that of justice held by the Bey. Only the
right of pardon was henceforth reserved to him. The
year 1938 was marked by the multiplying of courts
in the various counties of the land, with a wide sphere
of competence largely replacing that of the ka*ids.
From 1896, a commission was set up to prepare codifications based at one and the same time on French
and on Muslim law and which were intended to
become the laws applicable by the courts of common
law. Codes of obligations and contracts (1906), of civil
procedure (1910), of criminal law (1913), as well as
for criminal procedure (1921) were successively promulgated. In certain spheres of economic life, French
laws became directly applicable.
It was only much later that the shar'i courts were
remodelled. However, because of the reforms already
in operation, their spheres of competence became
reduced to cases of personal status and inheritance
and also to those concerning family or private habous
or hubus [see WAKF. II. 3] and landed property which
had not been registered. It was not till 1948 that a
code of "procedure charai'que" governing the organisation and exact competence of these courts was set
up. They then consisted of two kadis and of two
courts (madidlis) (for each of the two law schools,
Hanafi" and Malik!) sitting in Tunis, with similar jurisdictions (with one or more judges) in the interior of
the country where, however, the Hanafi law school
was not represented. The demands by certain reformist
circles seeking a more radical reform of the mahdkim
sjiar'iyya, as well as of the education system of the
Zaytuna [q.v.], which trained future personnel for the
legal system, were hardly taken into account by the
Protectorate authorities.
A few months after the proclamation of independence in March 1956, the new Tunisian state issued
a series of decrees aimed at reorganising and unifying the legal system. The jurisdiction of the shar'i
courts was transferred to the courts of common law
and their members integrated within the framework
of the state magistrature. In May 1956, the French
commissioners attached to the Tunisian courts were
relieved of their functions, and in March 1957 the
Franco-Tunisian Legal Convention ended the French
courts. In September 1957 it was the turn of the
Rabbinical court to be suppressed.
After the installation of the republican regime in
July 1957, Tunisia in 1959 acquired a Constitution
which, in section IV devoted to legal powers, proclaimed notably the independence of judges and laid
down that they should be appointed by presidential
decree on the proposal of the Higher Council for
Judges. The formal functioning of this unified and
centralised legal system was embodied in Law no. 6729 of 14 July 1967 concerning judicial organisation,
the Higher Council for Judges and the position of
the judiciary. This law fixed the Tunisian judicial hierarchy as follows: county courts, courts of first instance,

a court for land questions, appeal courts and a supreme
appeal court based at Tunis. Furthermore, alongside
a High Court for cases of high treason, the 1959
Constitution equally made provision for an administrative court; this was effectively set up in 1974 and
considerably reorganised in 1996.
In regard to the law applied by its courts, the
Tunisian state undertook, from the time of independence onwards, to set up a new structure of national
codifications. From among the legal texts dating from
the colonial period, only the codes for obligations and
contracts and the criminal code remained essentially
in force. It is appropriate to mention that although
the first article of the 1959 Tunisian Constitution
made Islam the state religion, Islamic law does not
appear amongst the formal sources of Tunisian law.
Regarding the code of personal status, largely drawn
from Islamic law, the legislating power showed a
remarkable will for innovation, notably in abolishing
polygamy, introducing judicial divorce and authorising adoption. However, an analysis of judicial practice in Tunisia has been able to show that there is
a tendency amongst judges to refer, in certain cases,
to non-codified Islamic law.
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Leiden 1976; Recueil des textes relatifs a ^organisation
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et droit dans le monde arabe, Tunis 1992; M. Charfi,
Introduction a Vetude du droit, 3Tunis 1997; E. Helm,
La magistrature, de la marginalisation a la restructuration,
in Monde arabe/Maghreb-Machrek, clvii (1997), 40-6;
S. Ben Nefissa, Droit musulman, jurisprudence tunisienne
et droit positif, in L'astrolabe, ii (2000), 115-28.
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5. The Indo-Pakistan s u b c o n t i n e n t
After a century and a half of trade, the last few
decades of which were characterised by increasing
involvement in political intrigue and military adventurism—inspired initially by rivalry with European
competitors (most particularly the French, with whom
England was twice at war in the mid-18th century)—
the East India Company emerged as a major political and military power in the subcontinent in the
context of the disintegration of the Mughal empire
into a collection of feuding regional powers. After the
battle of Buxar (1764), which pitted the Company
troops against the remnants of the Mughal army, the
Company was in a position to conclude a treaty (farman [g.v.]) with the titular head of the Mughal empire,
Shah cAlam II [q.v.], who in 1765 ceded to the
Company in perpetuity the diwdm (civil and revenue
administration) of three eastern provinces—Bengal,
Bihar and Orissa—in exchange for an annual tribute
of £260,000 (payment of which only continued until
1773). The Company thus became ruler of lands and
peoples, ostensibly in the name of the emperor.
The modern period of judicial administration in
South Asia commenced with the establishment by
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Warren Hastings (Governor of Bengal, 1772-3;
Governor-General of India, 1773-85) of courts serving the indigenous population of these three provinces;
and the virtually simultaneous establishment by the
Crown of a Supreme Court in Calcutta. Hastings'
courts in the mofussil (the territory outside the seat of
the Presidency, Ar. mufassal [q.v. in Suppl.] "separated") were creations of the East India Company.
Hastings' plan—frequently revised during his own term,
further modified by Lord Cornwallis (GovernorGeneral, 1786-93), and cast by the latter in the Code
of 1793—set the pattern for judicial administration in
the territories subsequently acquired. Hastings proceeded to establish a Diwdni 'Adalat (civil court) and
a Fawdj.da.ri 'Adalat (criminal court) in each revenue
district or Collectorship (the number of these courts
was subsequently increased and their geographical
jurisdiction decreased; courts subordinate to the Diwdni cAdalat were also subsequently established). The
Collector himself initially presided over the civil court;
later judges were appointed from among the Company's covenanted civil servants. Indian Law Officers
(Hindu pundits and Muslim mawlwis) were appointed
to each Diwdni cAddlat to expound the Hindu or
Muslim law applicable to the case. The District Kadi
and Mufti presided over the Fawdj.ddri 'Addlat, in which
Muslim criminal law continued to be administered.
Appeals from the Diwdni 'Addlafe lay to the Sadr Diwdni
'Addlat (chief civil court, initially comprised of the
Governor-General and members of his Council), and,
after 1781, to the King in Council. Appeals from the
Fauwd^dari 'Adalat lay to the Sadr Ni^dmat cAddlat, initially headed by an appointee of the Nizam.
The early bifurcation between civil and criminal
jurisdiction derived from the terms of the 1765 grant,
under which criminal jurisdiction remained with the
representative of the Mughal emperor. In 1790 criminal justice was (unilaterally) brought under the direct
control of the Company; the Fawdj_ddri 'Addlate were
abolished and replaced by criminal courts, headed by
covenanted servants of the Company, assisted by kadis
and mufti's,. Although some of the rules of Muslim
criminal law and evidence were gradually modified
by government regulations, it was not until the Penal
Code of 1860, the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1861,
and the Evidence Act, 1872, that Muslim law in these
respects was completely superseded. After 1790 the
Sadr Mzdmat fAddlat was comprised of the GovernorGeneral and members of his Council, assisted by the
Chief Kadi and two muftis. In 1801 the GovernorGeneral and his Council members were relieved of
judicial responsibilities in both Sadr 'Addlats'. the two
appellate courts were united in a single Sadr cAddlat
with civil and criminal sides, presided over by judges
appointed from the ranks of the Company's covenanted
servants.
In the Company settlements themselves, there had
been courts established by royal charter since the
Mayors' Courts of 1727. (Prior to this, what justice
there was in the Company towns and factories was
a very rough and ready, and often brutal, affair.) The
Mayor's Court was a civil court of record, with compulsory jurisdiction only over Europeans to whom they
applied English law; final appeal lay to the King in
Council. (Although not compulsorily subject to the
court, indigenous inhabitants might agree to such disposal of the dispute, in which case it would be adjudicated according to English law.) The Mayor's Court
in Calcutta (the English town that had grown up
around the Company's factory) was replaced by a
Supreme Court, established by Royal Charter (1774)
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and Act of Parliament (1773, as amended in 1781
and 1784). The Supreme Court (after its jurisdiction
had been more carefully defined by the latter acts)
possessed civil jurisdiction over all British-born subjects and their descendants resident in the Bengal
Presidency, and all persons residing in Calcutta, including its Indian inhabitants.
In Madras and Bombay, the Mayors' Courts were
superseded in 1798 by Recorders' Courts, which possessed powers similar to those of the Supreme Court
in Calcutta (and were subject to similar restrictions).
The Recorder's Courts were upgraded to Supreme
Courts in 1802 (Madras) and 1824 (Bombay). As these
two Presidencies acquired mofussil territories—Bombay
following the third Maratha War (1818) [see MARATHAS];
Madras with the annexation of approximately half
of Mysore after the defeat of Tipu Sultan [q.v.] in 1799,
followed by the annexation of the Carnatic—the
establishment of mofussil courts in these territories followed the pattern of Hastings' plan as refined and
codified by Cornwallis in 1793.
Bombay was in many ways unique. The island was
ceded to the Crown by the Portuguese in 1661 and
leased to the Company in 1668 on payment of £10
a year; the rights of the Company over Bombay thus
derived from the British Crown, not from the Mughal
sovereign, or regional potentate, or military conquest.
Further, the island of Bombay had, previous to being
handed over to the English, been under Portuguese
rule for over a century, and the territory conquered
in 1818, was taken over not from Muslim but from
Hindu rule; consequently, Muslim law did not enjoy
in Bombay the pre-eminence that it did in Bengal
and Madras. The Bombay cAdalat system underwent
several changes and refinements until 1827, when all
previous Regulations were repealed and replaced with
a series of Regulations which came to be termed the
Elphinstone Code. One of the interesting things contained in Elphinstone's Regulations was a Criminal
Code for the Presidency, which was only superseded
by the Indian Penal Code of 1860.
The dual system of courts—Royal Courts, whose
judges were appointed by the Crown, in the Presidency
headquarters (Calcutta, Bombay and Madras); and
Company Courts, created by the East India Company
and staffed by its officers, in the mofussil—persisted
until, in the aftermath of the 1857-8 uprising, the
Crown assumed all rights that the East India Company
had acquired and exercised on Indian soil. One consequence was the integration of the Company and
Crown courts and rationalisation of the judicial structure. In each presidency, the Sadr (appellate) Company
Court was amalgamated with the Supreme Court to
constitute a High Court.
Significantly, under the British—Company and
Crown—there were not in South Asia separate religious courts for the religiously-derived personal laws;
personal law of both Muslims and Hindus was administered as an integral part of their civil jurisdiction
by both the mofussil civil courts and the Supreme
Courts and, subsequently, the High Courts. Whether
the litigation came before the Supreme Courts or the
Company mofussil courts, the indigenous peoples of
South Asia were guaranteed the application of their
own system of personal law in a wide variety of civil
matters. The phraseology of Hastings' formulation of
1772 and the Regulation of 1780 preserved to Muslims
in the mofussil "the laws of the Koran" when the litigation concerned "inheritance, marriage, caste, and
other religious usages and institutions". (The wording used in the Act defining the jurisdiction of the
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Supreme Court was different but of similar import.)
A Regulation of 1781 added "succession" to the topics concerning which the mofussil courts were to apply
the personal law. The Regulation further provided
that in the absence of statutory law, and in situations
not covered by the earlier Regulation, the mofussil
courts were to have recourse to "justice, equity and
good conscience", with the result that the personal
(Hindu or Muslim) law was often applied in matters
other than those specifically enumerated. In essence,
"justice, equity and good conscience" was used in
numerous situations to render applicable the relevant
personal law as the "proper law" of the contract or
transaction; reference was to the law which the parties could be presumed to have expected would apply
to the transaction. On the other hand, statutes took
precedence over, and could and did oust, Muslim law.
By the end of the 19th century, applicability of Muslim
law was confined essentially to family law, inheritance
and certain transfers of property. Even in these areas,
the secular law made inroads; e.g. a Muslim father
could be compelled by the magistrate to maintain his
illegitimate child (a provision repealed in Pakistan in
1981); the apostate from Islam [see MURTADD] was not
deprived of his share as an heir intestate (a provision
repealed in West Pakistan in 1963).
Because the company officials appointed to judicial
duties in the mofussil courts (and the barrister-judges
of the Supreme Court) were not, at least initially,
knowledgeable in the indigenous legal lore, Muslim
Law Officers (mawlwis) and Hindu Law Officers (pundits) were appointed to every civil court, original and
appellate. These officers functioned, not as judges, but
as resource personnel, to whom specific questions of
law might be referred by the judge during the course
of the proceedings before him. In order to displace
the monopoly of specialised knowledge possessed by
the Law Officers, work was undertaken to make
authoritative source material directly available to
lawyers and judges in English. The first Muslim text
thus treated was the Hidaya, a 12th-century text by
Burhan al-Dfn al-Marghmanf [q.v.], translated by
Charles Hamilton in 1791. This was followed in 1792
by William Jones' translation of the Sirddjiyya, together
with an abstract of the Shanfiyya\ and by Neil Baillie's
volumes on Moohummadan law of inheritance (1832) and
Moohummadan law of sale (1850), the former an abridgement of the Sirao^iyya and Shanfiyya, and the latter
based on relevant chapters of the Fatawa-i-cAlamgiri
[see AL-FATAWA AL-cALAMGiRiYYA]. In 1865 appeared
Neil Baillie's translation and abridgement of those
portions of the Fatawa-i-'Alamgiri likely to be relevant
to litigation in India. This was followed in 1874 by
Baillie's translation of the major Ithna Ashcan Shl'I
text, the Shara*ic al-Isldm. A collection of the questions
submitted to Muslim Law Officers by judges of the
Company Courts, together with their responses, was
published by William Macnaghten in 1825 as the second part of his Principles and precedents of Moohummudan
law. And toward the end of the century, Mahomed
Yusoof, in his Tagore Law Lectures, 1891-2, translated the portions of the Fatawa-i-Kddi Khan [see KADI
KHAN] dealing with marriage and divorce. It was not
until 1914 that E.G. Howard's English translation of
the Shaficf text Minhaj et-talibin, prepared for administrators and judges in Southeast Asia, became available. Textbooks and compilations by Indian scholars
and scholars of Indian law also appeared. Ameer Ali's
two volume work was first published in 1880 and
1884; Roland Knyvet Wilson's Introduction and Digest
in 1894 and 1895, respectively. The first edition of

Dinshah Fardunji Mulla's Principles of Muhammadan law
was dated 1906; the first edition of Tyabji's learned
tome, 1913. Meanwhile, systematic reporting of legal
decisions of the High Courts, Judicial Commissioners'
Courts and Chief Courts began in 1876 (under a
statute of the previous year). The availability of published decisions enhanced the role of judicial precedent: a decision on a point of law by the Privy Council
was binding on all British Indian Courts; and a decision of the High Court was binding on the subordinate Presidency Courts.
As part of the judicial reorganisation in the 1860s,
the posts of Hindu and Muslim Law Officers were
abolished; judges themselves, assisted by the lawyers
appearing before them, were deemed capable of dealing with questions of Muslim and Hindu law, which
continued to be dealt with as integral components of
the civil jurisdiction. By the turn of the 20th century,
virtually every superior provincial court of a province
with a significant Muslim population had a Muslim
among its sitting judges; the first two such High Court
appointments were those of Justice Mahmood (son of
Sir Syed Ahmed Khan [see AHMAD KHAN]) to the
Allahabad High Court in 1887, and Ameer Ali [see
AMIR CALI], appointed to the Calcutta High Court in
1890. From 1909 a series of distinguished Indian jurists
sat on the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council
(the ultimate court of appeal prior to independence
and the establishment of national Supreme Courts);
Ameer Ali, the first (and the only Muslim) Indian
Privy Councillor, served from 1909 until his death in
1928.
Extremely significant is the fact that to this date
Muslim law remains virtually entirely uncodified; this
contrasts not only with the massive codification of
Hindu law undertaken by India in the first decade
of Independence, but also with the general trend in
the Muslim world. (Major exceptions are the Dissolution
of Muslim Marriages Act, 1939; the Pakistan Muslim
Family Laws Ordinance, 1961; and the Indian Muslim
Women [Protection of Rights on Divorce] Act, 1986.)
Being uncodified, Muslim law is amenable to interpretation and/or reinterpretation by the court. This
occurred during the British period, as in decisions
holding that the post-pubescent Shafi'i girl could not
be contracted in marriage without her permission; and
that the pre-pubescent Hanafi" girl contracted in marriage as a minor by a guardian other than father or
paternal grandfather could extra-judicially renounce
the marriage on attainment of puberty. (Incidentally,
it was Ameer Ali who had proposed, in his Mahomedan
law, the interpretation of ShafTf and Malik! law that
was adopted by the courts in the former instance;
and it was the same individual, in his capacity of
judge of the Calcutta High Court, who delivered the
decision establishing the point in the latter instance.)
In the first decades of Independence, the new State
of Pakistan appeared committed to a policy of ia^tihdd,
as exemplified by the dramatic decisions, endorsed by
the Supreme Court of Pakistan, holding that, within
the HanafT madhhab, wives are legally entitled to recover
arrears of maintenance (1972); and that a Muslim
woman is entitled to a judicial dissolution of her marriage (in spite of her husband's objection) merely on
the ground that she finds the situation intolerable,
provided that she is willing to return or forego her
mahr [q.v.] and other "benefits" she may have received
from her husband (1967).
Although the documents of the late 18th century
reflect an assumption that "the laws of the Koran"
constitute a single entity to which all Muslims owe
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convince them to change, and eventually legislation in
allegiance, Muslim law is not a unified entity even at
the new Muslim state forced them to submit to a
the textual level. The overwhelming proportion of
new legal order.
South Asian Muslims are Hanafi Sunnfs, but on the
Also problematic were communities whose ancessouthwestern coast of the subcontinent another Sunm
tors had converted from Hinduism to Islam but
school, the ShafTf, is locally significant. More imporretained many of their Hindu practices. Both Hindutant in British India was Shi'ism (brought to the subism and Islam purport to govern more than an indicontinent by the Persians), which had a considerable
vidual's religious devotion; both lay down rules
following, particularly in Oudh (annexed by the British
concerning marriage, divorce, and other domestic conin 1856 [see AWADH]). In spite of fact that since the
cerns, as well as more "secular" matters, most impormid-18th century the Nawab Wazlr of Oudh had
c
tantly dealings with property and inter-generational
been a Shi T, Sunn! law, as the law of the Mughal
transmission of property. Individuals and communities
empire, applied in the territory until 1847, when (three
who converted to the faith of Islam from Hinduism
decades after the Oudh dynasty had assumed the title
of "King," and nine years prior to the annexation of | not infrequently continued Hindu patterns of property holding and transmission: matters which may
Oudh by the British) a ShT c T mufti was appointed, and
have struck them as having little to do with religious
(Ithna cAsharT) Shi c l law began to be applied to Shi c is
c
profession, and matters which the ancient practice
within the kingdom. Ironically, Shf T law was recogmanaged entirely to their satisfaction. Such a course
nised by the Privy Council as the law applicable to
was undoubtedly facilitated by the fact that Sufi's, who
Shic Is in British India six years before it was recogwere responsible for much conversion to Islam in
nised by the indigenous government of the Oudh
South Asia, were not particularly concerned with munKingdom; and by the Bengal Sadr 'Addlat more than
dane things like worldly property and its inter-generthree decades before the matter reached the Privy
ational transmission. Prominent examples of groups
Council. However, given the numerical prominence
which adopted Islam as a religion but continued their
of the Hanafis, the assumption of the South Asian
former Hindu practices were two commercial groups
courts is that a person, if a Muslim, is a Hanafi"
from western India, the Khodjas and the Menons;
SunnT; consequently, the term "Muslim law" or
both were judicially held amenable to Hindu law in
"Islamic law" as used in judicial decisions is usually
regard to matters of inheritance in the mid-19th censynonymous with "Hanafi" Sunn! law". The burden is
tury. Further, an individual family (perhaps connected
on the person claiming to be a follower of a another
with or seeking favour from the Mughal court) might
Muslim school or sect to plead and establish this fact.
convert for political reasons, while at the same time
Similarly, once it is established that a party is a
continuing their previous practices concerning propShi c i, the assumption is that he is a member of the
major sect, Ithna cAsharT. Information on the law of
erty dealing and succession. Other individuals or
groups, most prominently exemplified by the Hindustani
the minority Shl'f sect, the Isma'ills, is much less
readily available, although a significant difference that
Kayasthas, who performed important roles in the
Mughal administration, adopted many outward Muslim
was of some importance during the British period
(and overlooked by the Privy Council in an 1890
observances and customs (e.g. of dress, language, litcase) is that the IsmacflTs do not discriminate against
erature, and even burial) without converting; they
the childless widow in matters of inheritance in the
remained Hindus by religion and followed Hindu law
same way that Ithna 'Asharfs do. It was not until
(although depreciated by their co-religionists as "half1969 that Professor A.A.A. Fyzee published his
Mussalmans").
c
Compendium of Fatimid law. The terms "Shl f" and
Distinct both from those subject to agrarian cus"Shf c f law" as used in South Asian judicial decisions
tom in North India and from groups or families who
are synonymous with "Ithna 'Ashari" and "Ithna
converted from Hinduism without changing their pracc
Ashari law".
tices (particularly concerning inheritance and property
Textual Muslim law, of course, does not recogdealings) to conform to Muslim law were those arisnise customs in derogation of the law; but rural agrartocratic Muslim landowning families who, although
ian communities, particularly in North India, did.
unambiguously subject to Muslim law, observed "famCustomary law, applicable to Muslim (and Hindu)
ily customs" designed to keep the landed estate intact
agrarian families in vast regions of the north-west (parand/or control its devolution (e.g. primogeniture, excluticularly the Punjab, the heartland of customary law
sion of female heirs, appointment of an heir).
and a province which was under Sikh, not Muslim,
As the importance of "custom"—or behaviour and
rule before conquered by the British in 1849) was
practices inconsistent with the religious affiliation of
essentially a retention and continuation of their prethe parties—become more apparent, it was explicitly
existing practices in "secular" matters, particularly sucrecognised in statutes governing the subsequently
cession and dealings with property, by converts to
established courts, and in practice by all the courts.
Islam (and their descendants); even those Muslim
The burden of proving a custom in derogation of the
tribes—e.g. Pathans—who claimed to be descended
(otherwise applicable) personal law was on the perfrom Muslim invaders had long ago fallen into line
son pleading custom. To be accepted as a rule of
with the local practices. At the same time, these local
law, a custom had to be ancient, certain, reasonable,
practices were not consistent with Hindu law (and
and neither repugnant to morality or public policy
may well have predated the formal statement of
nor contrary to any statutory law. It was usually sufMitakshara Hindu law). Most of these people never
ficient to establish that the custom had been reguhad observed or been subject to Muslim law (or ortholarly and consistently observed in the family, tribe or
dox Hindu law), knew little if anything about it, were
locality for at least fifty years. Once judicially recogquite happy with the way things had always been
nised, custom could not be altered by anything short
managed in regard to succession and property and
of legislation.
saw no reason to change—at least until well into the
One of the indirect (and doubtless unintended)
20th century, when religious revivalists and political
effects of British policy in India was that anomalous
leaders trying to define a Muslim constituency and
communities and families became more aware of and
organise a Muslim political movement attempted to
conscious of their status and often moved to identify
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more closely with one or other orthodox tradition.
The pressure to identify with one of the two great
communities became more intense with the advent of
rudimentary democratic institutions and the prospect
of eventual self-government in which numbers would
count. Both sides launched missionary activities; in
addition to seeking fresh converts, the Muslim tabligh
movement [see TABLIGH! DJAMACAT] attempted to complete the conversion process in the case of anomalous
communities and to induce groups following practices
and customs inconsistent with the true faith to
renounce such customs; the Hindu shuddi movement
(launched by the reformist Arya Samaj) sought to
"reclaim" descendants of former converts to Islam to
the true faith of their more ancient ancestors.
In 1937, Muslim political leaders managed to secure
enactment of the Muslim Personal Law (Shariat)
Application Act, which substituted Muslim law as the
rule of decision in preference to custom previously
applicable, either by virtue of regulations specifically
recognising custom and usage as the governing rule,
or by virtue of the "justice, equity, and good conscience" clause. At the same time, the terms of this
very statute demonstrate the importance of custom to
a particular class of Muslims: the Muslim families of
northern India holding large estates and frequently
claiming aristocratic descent, whose support was essential to the Muslim League, insisted on being able to
retain the control of the inter-generation transmission
of family property—a right which "family custom"
often guaranteed and Muslim law largely negated. It
was at the insistence of this particular class that the
Shariat Application Act, 1937, did not compulsorily
cover either adoption (i.e. appointment of an heir) or
testamentary disposition of property. By a fortuitous
circumstance, however, the rural landlords were totally
exempt from the terms of the Act as far as their agricultural land was concerned. The Government of India
Act, 1935, had come into effect before the Bill which
became the Act of 1937 was actually passed. Under
the scheme of the Government of India Act, succession to agricultural land was a topic exclusively within
the legislative competence of the provinces and the
Central Legislature could not deal with it. (The 1937
statute did, of course, cover non-agriculture property
and e.g. brought the urban property of the Khodjas
and Menons under the rule of Muslim law, as far as
intestate succession was concerned.)
(West) Pakistan acted shortly after independence
totally to negate custom as a rule of law applicable
to Muslims, affirming in its stead Muslim law (of the
appropriate sect). Several Indian states have passed
supplementary legislation amending the 1937 Act to
cover succession to agricultural land. The scope for
the application of rules of custom to Muslims has
considerably decreased in South Asia and has been
totally ousted in Pakistan.
The new States of the subcontinent inherited, and
very largely retained, the judicial structure as developed during the British period (with obvious exceptions; e.g. the ultimate court of appeal is no longer
the Privy Council and High Court judges are not
appointed by London), as well as procedural law and
the major statutes enacted during the previous era.
In every province a High Court sits at the apex of
a hierarchy of subordinate civil and criminal courts,
with ultimate appeal to the national Supreme Court.
The most important post-Independence administrative
development in regard to disputes to which Muslim
law is applicable has been the introduction in each
of the three countries of South Asia of special Family

Courts with exclusive jurisdiction in regard to certain
areas of matrimonial and family litigation. Pakistan
took the lead with the (West Pakistan) Family Courts
Act, 1964; India followed two decades later, 1984;
and Bangladesh in 1985. Simplified and less formal
procedures, designed to expedite the litigation, govern proceedings in the Family Courts, particularly in
Pakistan and Bangladesh; and the rigorous requirements of the Evidence Act, 1908, have been mitigated in family litigation in India and Bangladesh.
Although the Bangladesh statute itself declared all
Munsif's Courts (civil courts subordinate to the District
Court) to be Family Courts and all Munsifs to be
Family Court Judges, and Pakistan had within two
years appointed judges to function as Family Courts
throughout the country, the Indian legislation only
mandated Family Courts for urban areas of population one million or more, and implementation has
proceeded slowly.
In Pakistan, General Zia-ul-Haq [see zivA3 AL-HAKK],
having seized power in July 1977 with the promise
of elections within 90 days, justified holding power
for eleven years (until his mysterious death in 1988)
in the name of "Islamisation". His patronage of the
Islamists—to whom he increasingly looked as providing some sort of "constituency" and creating the
appearance of at least some popular support for his
government, and whom he brought into a political
prominence they had not previously enjoyed—received
a tremendous international boast with the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan (1979) and United States' support
of the "mujahideen" opposition. Money and arms poured
into the region; thousands of madmsas, many of them
training schools for Islamic warriors, sprang up in
Pakistan. The Russians withdrew a decade later; the
U.S. lost interest; and Afghanistan descended into civil
war, which Pakistan thought it could control to its
advantage.
The Zia era left his successors with a heady legacy,
including the continuing fall-out of involvement in
Afghanistan in the form of weapons, drugs, refugees
and Islamic militants. Institutionally, the Zia legacy is
represented by the Shariat Courts, created in 1978.
These special courts possess jurisdiction to examine
the Islamic vires of "any law", and if such law is
found contrary to the "Injunctions of Islam, as laid
down in the Holy Quran and the Sunnah of the
Holy Prophet," to strike it from the statute book.
Most recently this jurisdiction has been exercised (23
December 1999) to order that interest in all forms
be abolished in Pakistan by June 2001; and (5 January
2000) to strike down many of the reforms achieved
four decades previously by the Muslim Family Laws
Ordinance 1961. (The Shariat Bench of the Supreme
Court, affirming the 1991 decision of the Federal
Shariat Court on ribd, set 30 June 2001 as the deadline for the conversion to a ribd-free system. On 15
June 2001, the same court extended the deadline by
twelve months. The decision of the Federal Shariat
Court on the various provisions of the Muslim Family
Laws Ordinance has been stayed pending an appeal
to the Shariat Bench of the Supreme Court, which
may not be heard for some time, and which will
probably not fully endorse the position of the Federal
Shariat Court. For a concise introduction to and assessment of the ribd decision, see the booklet Moving toward
an Islamic financial regime in Pakistan by P. Hassan and
A. Azfar, available at www.law.harvard.edu/programs/
ilsp/publications.html.). In terms of substantive law,
Zia's program of "Islamisation" resulted in the promulgation in 1979 of the four hudud ordinances (includ-
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ing the draconian %ina Ordinance), introducing into
Pakistan law the criminal offences (illicit intercourse,
false imputation of unchastity, theft and consumption
of alcohol), together with their respective punishments,
defined in the sharfa; imposition (1980) of zakat and
c
ushr levies; promulgation (1982) of a blasphemy ordinance (defining an offence which carries a mandatory
death sentence); repeal (1981) of the provision of the
Criminal Procedure Code granting the illegitimate
child a right to maintenance from his/her putative
father; and the provisions in Pakistan's new Evidence
Order (1984) which reintroduced the two-year period
of gestation recognised by classical Hanaff jurists and
devalued the evidence of women.
Other dimensions of the Zia legacy are the enhanced
politicisation of Islam and a dramatic increase in sectarian violence, between one sect or community of
Islam and another, as well as between Islamists and
non-Muslims (including AhmadTs, who were constitutionally defined as non-Muslims by Zulfikar Ali Bhutto's
government in 1974). Religion is opportunistically
invoked by each of the major parties; implementation
of the Shari'a is held forth as a panacea for the serious problems facing the country, and not merely by
the Islamic parties on the fringe of electoral politics.
The 15th Constitutional Amendment Bill, as projected
by Nawaz Sharif during his second (and abruptly terminated) tenure as Prime Minister (1997-9), would
have somehow ushered in an era of communal peace
and social justice; ended corruption, maladministration, police excesses, judicial delays and economic
problems, and would have created an "Islamic welfare state". Significantly watered down before being
passed by the National Assembly (in which the Prime
Minister had a comfortable and tame majority), the
Bill declared the "Holy Quran and Sunnah of the
Holy Prophet" to be the supreme law of Pakistan,
above the Constitution itself and beyond the reach of
judicial decrees, and it obliged the federal government "to take steps to enforce the Shariah, to establish salat, to administer zakat, to promote amr bil maroof
and nahi anil munkar (to prescribe what is right and
to forbid what is wrong), to eradicate corruption at
all levels and to provide substantial socio-economic
justice in accordance with the principles of Islam, as
laid down in the Holy Quran and Sunnah." An unambiguous commitment to theocracy—but with all the
relevant terms left undefined. The urban industrialist,
the Prime Minister elected with a "heavy mandate"
(because of low voter turnout as disillusioned Pakistan
Peoples' Party cadres stayed at home) appropriated a
page out of Zia's handbook in an attempt to consolidate power absolutely in his hands, without comprehending that it was a Pandora's box which he
proposed to open. The Bill was pending before the
Senate (where the Prime Minister had not yet mustered the requisite votes) at the time of the military
take-over.
On 12 October 1999—after an eleven-year postZia interregnum, which had seen four civilian governments elected, and three of them prematurely (and
constitutionally) removed—General Pervez Musharraf
removed the fourth in a bloodless coup. The General
appears to be following the same path as his predecessor, General Zia-ul-Haq. Banning political activities has created a vacuum which the Islamists (who
have consistently failed dismally in electoral contests)
are anxious to fill. At the same time, many of the
announced intentions of General Musharraf (who initially expressed his admiration for Kemal Ataturk)—
de-weaponising society, modernising the curriculum in
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madrasas, amending the blasphemy law, restoring the
joint electorate and improving the human rights
record—have floundered in the face of opposition
from Islamists, and sectarian violence continues unabated.
In India, although the first decade of Independence
saw the massive reform and codification of Hindu
family law, nothing at all has been done in terms of
reforming Muslim law and improving the position of
Indian Muslim women. Pakistan's Ordinance of 1961—
which, inter alia, requires that prior permission should
be obtained for a polygamous marriage; renders all
talak pronouncements (even the triple pronouncement)
revocable; and denies legal effectiveness to any talak
until a period of three months had passed following
notification of the talak to a local official, who is to
use the intervening time to attempt reconciliation—
had no echoes in the neighbour to the south. The
Congress party, which ruled India without interruption for its first thirty years (including seventeen years
under Jawaharlal Nehru and eleven years under his
daughter Indira Gandhi), was committed to secularism and democracy but was also pleased to have the
Muslim "vote bank" securely on its side. When Mrs.
Gandhi was assassinated in 1984, the Congress mantle passed to her son Rajiv Gandhi. It was on his
watch (1986) that the (misnamed) Muslim Women
(Protection of Rights on Divorce) Act was rushed
through Parliament, over objections of his own
Congress parliamentarians and by virtue of a threeline whip. The Act of 1986 reversed the (1985) Shah
Bano judgment and deprived destitute divorced Muslim
women (simply on the basis of their religious identity) of the minimal succour that section 125 of the
(secular) Criminal Procedure Code, 1974, afforded to
all such women. A harsh blow was struck against secularism (and against women). The dynastic link was
broken with Rajiv's assassination in 1991 and—rudderless, faction-ridden, and tainted with scandal—the
Congress party lost much of its appeal. The gathering clouds of Hindu activism, demanding an end to
a policy of appeasement of minorities and emphatic
affirmation of the Hindu-ness of India, broke over the
North India city of Ayodhya when in 1992 the 16thcentury Babri mosque was destroyed by a mob of
Hindu militants, setting off a wave of Hindu-Muslim
violence across the country. The Bhartiya Janata Party
(BJP), with its "Hinduvta" (Hindu-ness) philosophy and
agenda, rose to prominence on the rubble of the Babri
mosque and emerged as the largest parliamentary
party in the national elections of 1996, 1998, and
again in 1999. A centre-left coalition (the United
Front) managed to bring down the BJP government
after only thirteen days in office in 1996, but itself
fell seventeen months later. The BJP is the dominant
member of the coalition (National Democratic Alliance)
which has governed India since 1998. Although the
exigencies of coalition require some dilution of the
Hinduvta program, India under the BJP (1998 to
the present) has seen a disconcerting amount of rhetoric
and violence directed against religious minorities,
Muslim and Christian.
In both countries, pseudo-revisionist historiography
has subjected the discipline of scholarship to the service of cultural myth-making and political indoctrination.
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(Lucv CARROLL)
7. Singapore, Malaysia and B r u n e i
These three states share a common history of British
colonial control. Colonial legal policy was founded on
the principle that English law was the law of general
application to all subjects. However, where the "religions, manners and customs" of the subject populations were concerned, an exception might be made
consonant with (English notions of) "equity, justice
and good conscience". This principle was established
in 1781 in India and carried through into the Malayan
possessions. The results for Islam was the development of a hybrid "Anglo-Muhammadan" law which
had and still has family law and trusts as its area of
jurisdiction. It was not until after the Second World
War, and approaching independence, that any real
effort was made to establish a separate Islamic court
system. Prior to this time, the syariah (sharfa [q.v.]) or
the English law version of syariah was a matter for
the general courts. The colonial policy legacy remains
important both for substantive law and for the structure of the contemporary mahkama in each of the three
states.
i. Singapore
The first religious court (Syariah Court) was formally established in 1957 under the Muslims Ordinance of that year. At this time, Singapore was still
a Crown Colony and the main motive for the court's
foundation was to attempt control over the very high
divorce rates among Singaporean Muslims. For this
reason, its jurisdiction was restricted to marriage,
divorce, nullity of marriage, judicial separation, division of property on divorce, and maintenance. While
the basic causes of action in these matters remain as
in the syariah, the particular form in which they are
put in the statute is derived from English law. The
syariah has been reformulated. Further provisions in
the statute reinforce this position. The language of the
court could be English, professional advocates might
appear, the laws on evidence were English, powers
to compel attendance were the same as those applicable in the secular Magistrates Court, precedent was
wholly English and the qualifications and appointment of judges was established by the Governor.
Appeals lay to an Appeals Board over which the
Governor exercised a general power of revision. Most
important, the Ordinance did not exclude the overriding jurisdiction of the secular High Court. In a
series of cases from the late 1950s, the High Court
did not hesitate to overturn or amend Syariah Court
decisions. There were severe criticisms of Syariah
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Court procedure, lack of record keeping and misunderstanding of the rules of evidence. While justified,
such criticisms could also be seen as somewhat unfair
given that the kadis were not formally trained in
English law.
The Ordinance was replaced in 1966 by the
Administration of Muslim Law Act which repeats and
elaborates the 1957 Ordinance. The same subjects on
family law are included and the 1966 Act, with later
amendments, remains the law for Muslims in Singapore
today. However, Singapore also has the "Women's
Charter" of 1961. This is an Act intended to set out
the law for marriage, divorce, guardianship and maintenance. It is essentially a copy of English matrimonial laws of the late 1950s, and thus does not sit all
that well with the version of syariah which the Syariah
Court in Singapore is supposed to administer. By copying an English statute, the government of Singapore
had also imported all other English legislation on
family laws, for example, the laws on maintenance,
guardianship, matrimonial property and so on. The
Syariah Court has been placed in an impossible
position. On the one hand, it is constrained by statute, and on the other it is obliged to apply "Islamic"
law. It is the definition of "Islamic" law which is the
difficulty. It now means four things, (a) The AngloMuhammadan laws derived from British Indian precedent and elaborated in the colonial period. Textbooks
of these laws remain authorities for the secular courts.
(b) The classical textbooks of the Shafi'f school
which are the primary reference for the Singaporean
kadi, (c) The regulations made under the 1966
Act which are binding on the kadi, (d) The decisions of the kadi reported and followed by later kadis—
that is, a precedent. It is this last (d) which is
likely to determine the future of the Syariah Court.
While the kadis derive their decisions from the classical texts (see (a) above), they also follow the earlier
kadis in an organised way through law reporting and
analysis of the earlier judgements. In short, there is
now a Muslim internal reformulation of syariah within
the Syariah Court. While the substance of a rule may
be fikh, the legal reasoning as to what it means and
its application is English. This should occasion little
surprise. Most if not all members of the Appeal Board
have an English or English-derived legal education.
For them, recourse to a precedent is perfectly normal. The fact that the structure and precedent of the
court is English-derived merely reinforces this position. In extreme cases, the syariah presence is confined to quotations from the Kur'an, not infrequently
irrelevant. The result is an eclecticism of source of
law in both the court and at the Appeal Board level.
For example, a survey of recent Appeal Board decisions (1988-95) has shown recourse to (i) English
principles of statutory interpretation, (ii) AngloMuhammadan rules from British India, (iii) citation
from the Kur'an, (iv) administrative rules on registration of marriage and divorce, and (v) earlier Syariah
Court precedent. There is nothing from fikh as such;
the whole complex is English. Even the sura& cited
are not decisive but seem to be put in so as to provide "Islamic" colouring to a method of reasoning
which is wholly outside the canons of Muslim jurisprudence. This is not to say that fikh does not play a
part, at least at the lower level. It does, but increasingly now in a secularised form. At the Appeal Board
level, however, the secularised form is dominant.
This state of affairs should come as no surprise.
The intention of the Singaporean legislation was and
is to control the family law of Muslims. This means
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that it has to approximate the secular family laws as
closely as possible, consonant with the religion of
Islam. The colonial legislation showed how this could
be done. The Syariah Court, therefore, is limited in
its function and jurisdiction and is ultimately answerable to the Supreme Court of Singapore which will
apply an Anglo-Syariah law.
ii. Malaysia
This state [see MALAYSIA] is a Federation and under
the Constitution (1957 and amendments), Islam is a
state matter, not a federal matter. The result is that
each of the states in the Federation has its own
"Islamic" (or "Muslim") law legislation. However, the
Malaysian Constitution also says (Art. 3) that "Islam
is the religion of the Federation". Unlike Singapore,
therefore, Islam has a constitutional presence at both
the federal and state level in Malaysia and this has
important implications for both the structure and jurisdiction of the Syariah Courts.
(a) A note of caution is necessary about s t r u c t u r e .
While all the states of the Federation have a Syariah
Court with the same general structure, this does not
mean that the courts have precisely the same jurisdiction. Details vary from state to state. To be fully
informed, one must therefore reach each state enactment. The following description is taken from the
Federal Territory Administration of Islamic Law Act,
1993, something of an exemplar Act for Malaysian
Islam. Part IV (§§ 40-57) establishes a three-tier system, consisting of Syariah Subordinate Court, High
Court and Appeal Court. The Appeal Court is headed
by the Chief Syariah Judge who must be a citizen
and who has had ten years Syariah Court experience,
or "is a person learned in Islamic law". This last
qualification is undefined. A quorum for the court is
the Chief Judge plus two judges drawn from a panel
of seven judges. Decision is by a majority and the
Appeal Court is the final court in matters of family
law, wakf [q.v.], offences against religion, inheritance
and bayt al-mal. The Syariah Subordinate Court has
a limited jurisdiction in the same matters. Appeals go
to the Syariah High Court and, finally, to the Appeal
Court, which also exercises a general supervisory jurisdiction over the lower courts. The Act also provides
for the appointment of syariah prosecutors. Persons in
proceedings in the Syariah courts may be represented
by a Perguam Syarie, an advocate who has a sufficient
degree of Islamic knowledge and who is admitted to
practice in the Syariah courts. The procedure in all
the courts is based on the secular model. It is government policy to standardise the Syariah court system nationwide on the Federal Territory model, but
there is still some way to go at the moment.
(b) Islamic j u r i s d i c t i o n . The jurisdiction of the
state Syariah Courts is as set out in their respective
enactments. From the 1950s it has become increasingly elaborated to the extent that there is now a
comprehensive jurisdiction which coexists with the secular court system (High Courts and Court of Appeal
[formerly Federal Court]). Concurrent jurisdictions
always raise the issue of which is superior, or more
exactly, which forum decides the issue. The question
only really arose in the 1950s and was not definitively decided in Malaysia until 1988. Before that
date, it was the secular courts which had overriding
jurisdiction because these courts derived from the
Federal Constitution and not, as did the Syariah courts,
from state legislation. This was always a matter of
resentment in Syariah court circles, and in 1988 a
new article, 121 (1A), was introduced into the Federal
Constitution; which reads: "The courts referred to [the
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secular courts] shall have no jurisdiction in respect of
any matters within the jurisdiction of the Syariah
courts."
However, this does not really solve the issue; it
merely puts it back one stage. It is still the secular
courts, here the Court of Appeal of Malaysia, which
actually decides whether a course of action is "within
the jurisdiction of the Syariah Courts". There are a
number of reported cases (1990s; see Bibl.) which
demonstrate this; the Syariah courts have an inferior
jurisdiction and have no power to determine the limits of that jurisdiction. It is the secular courts that
interpret the Constitution just as they are the heirs
to Anglo-Muhammadan jurisprudence.
Given the structure of the Syariah courts and the
issue of jurisdiction, it is not surprising that the judgements in the courts show an increasing degree of secularisation of fikh. This has taken place in the area
of family law, and the decisions are a case study of
the fate of the syariah in the contemporary nation
state. Fundamental to this is the fate of the classical
text books themselves and here one can discern a
consistent pattern from the late 1980s. Passages are
cited as hukum syariah and then interpreted with reference to Malaysian legislation and, in some cases,
Malay custom (adat) as to land. The Arabic texts (standard books and hadith collections) get quite new meanings which derive from adat, from legislation, and from
earlier Syariah court precedents. These new meanings
are now whatjikh means; thus the Arabic sources are
beginning to be interpreted and distinguished on the
basis of English-derived principles.
A second feature of the contemporary Syariah courts
is the recourse to "modernist" legal reasoning with
occasional but important recourse to Middle East
authorities. Thus, from the late 1970s we find references to Syed Sabiq (his Fikh al-Sunnd) and Ibn
Kudama (the latter's discussion of Abu Dawud).
These two trends seem now to be almost irreversible. The only surprising feature is the depth of
penetration of secular (English) legal reasoning into
the substantive^/? rules. There seem to be three reasons for this.
First, while it is true that the syariah in its "pure"
form (fikh and hadtth) is now commonly cited, it is
also true that the form of judicial records is in judicial precedent. Given that this is the form of the law,
it is inevitable that the technical rules of English law
will apply, and the result will be an Anglo-Syariah.
Such has, of course, occurred before in British India
and pre-independence British Malaya. The only difference in the present case is the greater quality of
fikh in the kadis jurisdiction. Even here, however, a
lot of repetition appears. In short, the precedent law
is decisive.
Second, the members of the Appeal Board are,
almost without exception, trained in English and
English-Malay universities and practice at the secular
Bar or the judiciary. This, apart from being Muslim,
is their primary qualification. When this is combined
with the precedent form, it is not surprising that an
increasingly secular form of judicial reasoning is
apparent. This is not to say that judgements are
"un-Islamic". Such would not be true in the substance (result) of a decision. It is certainly arguable,
however, in terms of legal reasoning.
Third, the prevailing political climate for Islam in
Malaysia is dictated by the Federal Government. It
is one which encourages progress, "modernisation",
"development" and the like. Whatever the rhetoric,
Islam is controlled in all its aspects so far as possi-

ble. The religion must accommodate itself to the state
and not the other way around. The same principle
applies to kadi jurisdiction, and an increasing secularisation of Islam through administration and through
the Syariah courts now seems inevitable,
iii. Brunei
The state of Brunei [q.v. in Suppl.] (independent
in 1984) describes itself as a "Malay-Islamic-Sultanate"
(Melayu-Islam-Berajd). The Sultan is Head of State and
Head of Government; he is also the Head of the
Religion of Islam which is thus entrenched in the
Constitution. Prior to 1955, the laws as to Syariah
courts were minimal, though a basic Kadi Court did
exist. In 1955 Brunei adopted the Religious Council
and Kadis Court Act which was based on the then
Kelantan (Malaysia) Enactment. The Brunei Act has
been amended and the current version is now
cap. 77 of the Revised Laws (1984) with some later
amendments.
The Act establishes a Court of Chief Kadi in the
capital and subordinate Kadi Courts in outlying districts. The extent of jurisdiction is determined by the
Sultan but is in fact specified in detail in the Act.
These include family law, wakf and, in criminal matters,
offences against religion. The latter include gambling,
consumption of alcohol, sex outside marriage, preaching Islam without permission and the unlawful
construction of mosques. Appeals are dealt with in
the Chief Kadi's Court and above that by the
Judicial Committee, which consists of the State Mufti
and two other members appointed by the Sultan. This
Committee also has authority to write an opinion
on any question of Muslim law for a non-Islamic
court if requested. Ultimate authority, however, still lies
with the Sultan who, as Head of the Religious Council
(one of the Councils of State), makes the final decision.
The language of the Courts is Malay and records
are kept in Malay. Advocates may not appear if an
appearance is "contrary to the provisions of Muslim
law" but may be permitted at the discretion of the
Court. Procedure is based on secular court procedure.
So far as evidence is concerned, Muslim law is followed only with respect to witnesses. All other matters of evidence are governed by English law as
adopted in Brunei. The Courts may summon nonMuslims to give evidence. Matters of arrest and search
in relation to criminal activity, especially breach of
the peace, are governed by the secular criminal proceedings in the Kadis Court. The execution of judgements is likewise governed by the Subordinate Courts
Act. Generally, in civil matters the practice and procedure of the Magistrates Courts is followed in the
Kadis Courts.
In essence, the Brunei Act repeats the Malaysian
and Singaporean provisions. This is true for judicial
process. However, it is important to realise that the
constitutional position of Islam in Brunei and the
position of the Sultan provides a unique context for
the operation of the Kadi Courts. Unfortunately data
on their actual working are not as yet available.
Bibliography: 1. Basic sources. These are the
respective editions of the laws of each state. For
Malaysia, there are variations from state to state.
A useful overview, which notes the variations, is
D. Horowitz, The Quran and the Common Law, in
American Journal of Comparative Law, xlii (1994), 23393. The other basic sources for Singapore and
Malaysia are the Malayan Law Journal and Current
Law Journal, both in English with Malay summaries
and the Jernal Hukum in Malay. There are no reports
for Brunei.
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2. G e n e r a l a c c o u n t s . M.B. Hooker, Islamic
law in South-East Asia, Singapore 1974, chs. 2 and
4; idem, Qadi jurisdiction in contemporary Malaysia and
Singapore, in M.A. Wu (ed.), Public law in contemporary Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur 1999, 57-75. The
doyen of Islamic Studies in Malaysia was the late
Professor Ahmad Ibrahim. His Islamic law in Malaya,
Kuala Lumpur 1965, though now out of date, was
an important work. In the 1970-1990s, he published important papers in Journal of Malaysian
Comparative Law and in the Annual Survey of Malaysian
Law.
(M.B. HOOKER)
MAI, the official t i t l e of the Sayfuwa r u l e r s
of K a n e m [q.v], later Bornu [q.v], an African kingdom situated in the area of Lake Chad. Arab geographers (al-Yackubf, al-Muhallabf) depicted the ruler
of pre-Islamic Kanem as a divine king. Although the
rise to power of an Islamic line of rulers in the second half of the 11 th century resulted in a number
of radical changes in the political structure, some basic
elements of divine kingship continued to shape the
royal institution during the period of the Sayfuwa.
Among the features of divine kingship which resisted
the secularising tendencies of Islam were the seclusion of the king, shown by his concealment in a pavilion behind a silk curtain; the prevailing influence of
women of the royal family in court life (queen-mother,
principal queen and princesses); and the notion of a
legendary protectress of the king during his youth
(Ai'sa Kili Ngirmaramma). Traditions associate the
latter with the upbringing of the greatest rulers of
Kanem-Bornu: Dunama Dibaleml (1203-48), CA1I GadjT
(1455-87) and Idrls Amsami (1564-96). The court ceremonies and institutions derived from divine kingship
were abolished by shaykh al-Amm al-Kaniml, who
founded a new dynasty in Bornu in the first half of
the 19th century. By adopting the Arabo-Islamic shaykh
as a royal title instead of the earlier mai, he gave
expression to his more strictly Islamic preferences.
Bibliography. D. Lange, Le diwdn des sultans du
[Kanem-] Bornu, Wiesbaden 1977; idem, Das Ami der
Koniginmutter im Tschadseegebiet, in Paideuma, xxxvi
(1990), 139-56.
(D. LANGE)
MAI TATSINE (d. 1980), a n i c k n a m e given
to M u h a m m a d u Marwa, a mallam, or Muslim religious leader in Kano, Nigeria, whose followers were
involved in violent clashes from 18 to 28 December
1980. Over 4,000 people died in these disturbances.
He came from the region of Marwa in northern
Cameroon, from a group classified as Kirdi. These
are hill dwellers and followers of traditional religions,
while the Muslim Fulani dominate the plains. Famine
drove the young Mai Tatsine out of the hills, along
with many fellow Kirdi, in the 1930s. In the city of
Marwa he took up Islam.
He came to Kano in 1945 and began a career as
a mallam. His teaching was evidently inflammatory for
in 1962 he was jailed by Kano's chief Muslim judge
for the offence of shatima, or verbal abuse. Following
his sentence, Emir Sanusi deported him to Cameroon.
Such traditional forms of control were weakened
following the abolition of the emirs' judicial authority in 1966. Mai Tatsine was able to return to Kano
and establish a popular following by the late 1970s.
The disturbances began when the police were overwhelmed by sect members in a confrontation near
the emir's palace on December 18. Fighting continued for ten days until the Nigerian army finally dislodged the 'Yan Tatsine from their stronghold in a
neighbourhood just outside the old walled city. Mai
Tatsine was killed at this time. The sect survived and
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was involved in clashes in Maiduguri and Kaduna in
following years.
The sect bears some resemblance to the Hamalliyya [q.v.], an offshoot of the Tidjaniyya [q.v.] that
began in Mauritania in the 1920s. Both movements
emphasised living as a separate community which
regarded other Muslims as impure. Many of its followers were recent immigrants to Kano, drawn by
the city's oil boom driven expansion, but it also had
followers in rural areas.
Bibliography:]. Boutrais, La colonisation des plaines
par les montagnards au nord du Cameroun, Paris 1973;
A. Christelow, The 'Tan Tatsine disturbances in Kano.
A search for perspective, in MW, Ixxv (1985), 69-84;
P. Lubeck, Islam and urban labour in Northern Nigeria.
The making of a Muslim working class, Cambridge 1987.
(A. CHRISTELOW)
MAKASID AL-SHARICA (A.), literally, "the aims
or purposes of the law".
The term is used in works of legal theory (usul alfikh [q.v.]) and refers to the idea that God's law, the
Sharfa [q.v], is a system which encompasses aims or
purposes. If the system is correctly implemented, these
aims will be achieved. From such a perspective, the
Sharfa is not merely a collection of inscrutable rulings. One who claims that the Shaffa has makdsid is,
therefore, making a statement concerning the rational nature of the Sharper, that God intends to bring
about a certain state of affairs by instituting particular laws. Most SunnI legal theorists subscribe to the
view that the Sharfa has aims, and principal amongst
these is the promotion of the "benefit for the believers"
(masdlih al-fibdd). As al-Shatibi (d. 790/1388), probably the most sophisticated of the classical exponents
of the doctrine of makdsid al-shaffa, states, "the laws
were instituted only for the benefit of the believers
in this world and the next" (Muwdfakdt, ii, 2). The
laws themselves are only the means of achieving God's
aims and intentions. They hold no intrinsic value, and
if, on occasions, the strict application of the law compromises the aims of the Shatfa, then for some supporters of the doctrine of makdsid, the law can be set
aside or modified so that God's intentions might be
fulfilled. This possibility has made an appeal to makdsid
al-sharfa particularly popular amongst modern legal
reformers in the Muslim word, as it enables them to
alter some long-held elements of the law which they
consider to be impracticable in a contemporary setting.
The doctrine of makdsid al-sharfa has its roots in
early Muslim attempts to rationalise both theology
and law. In terms of theology, the ideas of the
Mu'tazila [q.v] undoubtedly influenced the emergence
of the makdsid doctrine. The Mu c tazilf doctrine that
God's decrees are subject to, rather than the origin
of, the ideas of good and evil (al-tahsin wa 'l-takbih
[q.v]) ultimately resulted in an assertion that God is
compelled to act in the interests (perhaps the best
interests) of humankind. His law must be of benefit
to his creation, for if it was not, his qualities of justice and goodness would be compromised.
In legal works, a bundle of related doctrines can
be seen as precursors to al-Shatibfs elaboration. The
development of kiyds [q.v] as a legal tool provided
the impetus for the doctrine of makdsid al-sharfa; for,
if rulings known to be true in one situation can be
transferred to novel situations, then the law must, in
some sense, be coherent. If it is coherent, then it
must express the will of the Lawgiver. It is this underlying assumption (that the intentions of the Lawgiver
could be known) that was so vehemently rejected by
the Zahirf Ibn Hazm (d. 456/1064 [q.v]).
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The Shafi'i jurist Abu Hamid al-Ghazah (d.
505/1111 [<?.#.]), on the other hand, asserted that one
way in which the ratio (cilla [q.v]) of a ruling might
be known is by comparing the candidate for the role
of cilla with the general aim (maksud) of the law to
"promote benefit and reduce harm". This means of
identifying or verifying the 'ilia (known as munasaba)
rested upon the idea that the aims of the law were
discernible (through reason or revelation).
The Hanbali Nadjm al-Dm al-Tufi (716/1316 [q.v.])
went further than this, arguing that all rules derived
from analogy (bar those not open to rational scrutiny
such as the ritual cibdddt) are susceptible to change
and development if the aims of the Lawgiver are not
fulfilled. Discussion over the legitimacy of istihsdn and
istisldh amongst Hanaffs and Malikls also rested on
an acceptance that there were overall "aims" in the
Sharfa. Istihsdn [q.v], originally used as an accusation
of arbitrary preference, was rationalised by Hanafis
such as al-Sarakhsf (d. 483/1090 [q.v]) to refer to
the rejection of the strict application of kiyds in favour
of a ruling which better promotes the benefits of the
believers (masdlih al-cibdd}.
Istisldh [q.v] was discussed extensively by Malikls,
in part because Malik himself is reported to have
advocated it; it refers to a jurist's ruling which has
no precedent in the revelatory texts, and is based on
the calculation of some benefit (maslaha mursala) [see
MASLAHA] to the individual or communities concerned.
Malikls, such as al-Karafi (d. 684/1285 [see SHIHAB
AL-DIN AL-KARAFI]), recognised the theologically problematic nature of basing a ruling not on textual support but on a benefit perceived by a jurist. It is
perhaps unsurprising then, given the Malik! history of
discussions of istisldh, that the greatest exponent of
makdsid al-sharfa should come from the Malik! school,
sc. Abu Ishak al-Shatibi [q.v], the 8th/14th-century
Granadan jurist. Al-Shatibf, in his Muwdfakdt, takes
the analysis of "benefits" accruing from the institution of the Sharfa used by previous jurists in relation
to kiyds, istihsdn and istisldh, and declares, uncompromisingly, that the whole Sharfa exists to promote the
welfare of the believers. The benefits which are promoted and preserved when the Sharfa is instituted are
of three basic types. There are those elements which
are necessary (darura [q.v]) for human existence to
prosper (there are, al-Shatibl argues, five of these: the
preservation of life, property, progeny, mind and religion); there are those which are needed (hddj_a) in
order to make obedience to the Sharfa less demanding; and there are those which, whilst not necessary
or needed, improve (tahsiniyya) the benefits already
enjoyed by the believers. Each ruling in the Sharfa
can be said to benefit the believers in one of these
three areas. For example, it is necessary (darura) to
human existence to preserve life, and God has instituted (in the Sharfa] rules concerning punishment and
compensation for murder. In order to make the Sharfa
easier to follow (hdd^a), the law permits sick people
to miss prayer. Finally, the benefits to the believers
are improved (tahsiniyya) by supererogatory manumission, though community welfare would be maintained
if this act was not performed.
Al-Shatibl's schema, which was innovative within
the deeply conservative tradition of Sunn! usul al-fikh,
undoubtedly influenced subsequent writings, but it is
in the modern period that these ideas have been
developed and enhanced, and a genre of makdsid writing can be said to have emerged. In particular, North
African (Malik!) jurists, such as Muhammad Tahir b.
c
Ashur (d. 1973) and cAllal al-FasI (d. 1973), com-

posed works devoted to makasid al-sharfa which draw
heavily on al-Tufi" and al-Shatibi. Ibn cAshur, for
example, adds equality and freedom to al-Shatibf's list
of the five elements necessary for human existence to
prosper. The modern emergence of a theology reminiscent of Muctazilf doctrine has enabled jurists to
consider the Sharfa as more adaptable to change and
distinguish between the unchanging aims of the law
and mutable particular regulations.
Bibliography: 1. S o u r c e s . Ibn Hazm, al-Ihkdm
fi usul al-ahkdm, Cairo 1978; Sarakhsf, al-Usul, Cairo
1973; Ghazalf, al-Mustasfd min cilm al-usul, Beirut
1996; Tuff, 'Alam al-dj_adhal fi cilm al-dj_adal, Wiesbaden
1987; Karafi, Shark al-tankih al-fusul f i ikhtisdr almahsul fi 'l-usul, Cairo 1973; Shatibf, al-Muwdfakdt
f i usul al-sharfa, Cairo 1969-70.
2. S t u d i e s . cAllal al-Fasf, Makdsid al-sharfa alisldmiyya wa-makdrimuhd, Casablanca 1963; A.-M.
Turki, Polemiques entre Ibn Hazm et Bdgi sur les principes
de la loi musulmane, Algiers 1973; Muhammad Tahir
Ibn cAshur, Makdsid al-sjiaffa al-isldmiyya, Tunis 1978;
K. Masood, Islamic legal philosophy. A study of Abu
Ishdq al-Shdtibi's life and thought, Islamabad 1977;
A. Zysow, The economy of certainty. An introduction to
the typology of Islamic legal theory, Harvard Univ. Ph.D.
thesis 1984, unpubl.; B. Weiss, The search for God's
law. Islamic jurisprudence in the writings of Sayf al-Din
al-Amidi, Salt Lake City 1992; W. Hallaq, A history
of Islamic legal theories. An introduction to Sunni usul al~
Jiqh, Cambridge 1997.
(R.M. CLEAVE)
MAKBARA. 4. In I r a n .
Islamic cemeteries in Iran, Transoxania and Afghanistan were generally located, in accordance with the
practices of Zoroastrian, Christian or Jewish communities, extra muros of existing settlements and along
main roads exiting from the city gates (al-Mukaddasi,
438; al-Isfahani, Aghdnl'\ xix, 114 (for Isfahan, see Ibn
al-Athfr, ed. Beirut, xi, 28; Harat: T. Allen, A catalogue of the toponyms and monuments of Timurid Herat,
Cambridge 1981, 165; Rayy: H. Kanman, Rayy-i
bdstdn, Tehran 1345 A.S.H., i,' 366-479; C. Adle,
Constructions funeraires d Rey circa Xe-XIF siecle, in Akten
des 8. International Kongresses fur iranische Kunst und
Archdologie, Berlin 1979, 511-12; Samarkand: N.B.
Nemceva, Etappen der Herausbildung der Ensembles Schah-i
Sinda in Samarkand, in £A, N.S. xii [1978], 51-68).
Al-Mukaddasi, however, remarks on the noteworthy
exception of Tustar where the cemetery was established on higher ground within the city because of
frequent river floods (ibid., 409). For a mediaeval visitor, the sight of cemeteries evoked feelings of sadness and a sense of disorientation (Abu Shama,
Tardajim ridj.dl al-karn al-sddis wa }l~sdbic, ed. M.Z. alKawtharf, Beirut 1974, 16). Nevertheless, tombs were
often located as close as possible to the roads in the
hope that compassionate passers-by would stop to
offer prayers (Sibt Ibn al-Djawzf, Mir3at al-^amdn,
Haydarabad 1951, viii, 442). Not wanting to be constantly reminded of the inevitability of death, the Buyid
c
Adud al-Dawla issued orders to enclose cemeteries
with high walls (DjuzdjanF, Tabakdt-i Ndsin, ed. cAbd
al-Hayy Habfbl, Kabul 1342/1963, 223). Visits to
grave sites in Hamadhan or Shiraz included not only
recitations of the Kur'an but also offerings of food
and drink (zalla wa nawdla) for the dead (RawandF,
Rahat al-sudur, ed. M. Iqbal, London 1921, 300; Ibn
Battuta, Rihla, Beirut 1968, 209-10).
When Muslims lived with the indigenous population
of Iran immediately after the conquest, they used
existing pre-Islamic cemeteries and seem soon to have
adopted local funerary customs. Muslim burials on
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Tepe no. 2 at Bayram cAli near Marw make use of
earlier structures, so-called nawawis (M.E. Masson,
Material! po arkheologii Merva, in Trudl YuTAKE, xiv
[1969], 7-12; O.V. Obel'cenko, Nekropol3 drevnego Merva,
in ibid., 95-9). Burials in ossuaries and jars are mixed
with regular Muslim graves in a 7th-10th century
cemetery outside Taraz near Dzhambul (Kazakhstan)
(L.I. RempeP, Nekropol' drevnego Tarawa, in Kratkie
Soobshceniya Instituta Material'noy Kul'tun, Ixix [1957],
102). The best-known site for these hybrid practices,
however, is the "Monumental Cemetery" (Site O) in
Siraf [</.#.], situated on a spur of land overlooking the
city's west end, that also had its own funerary mosque
(D. Whitehouse, Excavations in Siraf, in Iran, xii [1974],
23-30). Dating back to the pre-Islarnic period, the
100 x 150 m cemetery was dominated by a group
of about forty monumental tombs (5 x 5 m to 9.5 x
10 m), built between the 9th and the 10th centuries,
with graves grouped around them. Most appear to
have been used for the collective disposal of the dead,
who were buried inside without coffins and without
separating the corpses according to gender. Most bodies were aligned in an orthodox manner north-south,
with their heads turned towards the west, i.e. Mecca.
The deceased, who appear to have been members of
the wealthier society of Slraf, were buried with rings,
beads, bracelets and ceramic jugs (ibid., 25). Similar
cemeteries are known from literary sources to have
existed in Paykand, modern Karakul in Turkmenistan
(anon., Hudud al-cdlam, tr. Minorsky2, 113) and Yazd
(DjaTan, Ta'nkh-i Ta^d, ed. I. Afshar, Tehran 1337
A.S.H./1958, 130).
Cemeteries intra muros were often established in ruins
or in buildings that were partially torn down for that
purpose (Whitehouse, ibid., 9; A. McNicoll, Site G.
Islamic Cemetery, in McNicoll and W. Ball (eds.),
Excavations at Kandahar 1974 and 1975, Oxford 1996,
214, 234-6), while growing settlements were laid out
around pre-existing cemeteries, respecting and carefully enclosing the tombs (Whitehouse, ibid., 12).
Local pre-Islamic cemeteries continued in use, but
cemeteries also opened up in greater Iran around
tombs ascribed to legendary shuhadd3 of the Muslim
conquest of Iran (Yakut, iv, 418; E. Cohn-Wiener, A
Turanic monument of the twelfth century A.D., in Ars Islamica,
vi [1939], 88-91); to saints (A.S. Melikian-Chirvani,
Remarques preliminaires sur une mausolee gha^nevide, in Arts
Asiatiques, xvii, 59-60) or to former rulers (Cohn-Wiener,
Die Ruinen der Seldschukenstadt von Menu und das Mausoleum
Sultan Sandschars, in Festschrift F. Sane, Leipzig 1925,
116).
Only scarce documentation exists on remnants of
some nomadic cemeteries in the Atrek valley in northeastern Iran and in southwestern Iran dating from
the 17th to the 19th centuries. The Turcoman Goklen
tribe possessed a common burial ground 60 km/40
miles north of Djurdjan, scattered over hills, slopes,
and plateaux of the Gokcheh mountain, to which the
deceased were brought often from far away, after a
preliminary burial for some time in the area around
seasonal camps (D. Stronach, Standing stones in the Atrek
region. The Halat Nabi cemetery, in Iran, xix [1981], 14751). In contrast to this, cemeteries of the Lur nomads
in Luristan were established along the annual tribal
migratory routes and may coincide with old camp sites.
Tombs in these cemeteries were marked by pictorial
stelae with gender-specific images and inscriptions (I.D.
Mortensen, Women after death. Aspects of a study on Iranian
nomadic cemeteries, in B. Utas [ed.], Women in Islamic
societies, London 1983, 26-47; idem, Nomadic cemeteries
and tombstones from Luristan, Iran, in J.-L. Bacque-
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Grammont and A. Tibet [eds.], Cimetieres et traditions
funeraires dans le monde islamique, Ankara 1996, ii, 17583).
In contemporary Iran, modern and efficiently-administered cemeteries have been established, often at some
distance from major cities and pilgrimage centres, as
more orderly alternatives to older, more scattered burial places. Between the 1970s and late 1980s, the city
of Mashhad inaugurated the cemeteries of Bihisht-i
Rida and Djawad-i A'imma 20 miles southwest of the
city in the vicinity of an old cemetery named after
the tomb of the 9th century Imamzada Khwadja Abu
'1-Salt. Simultaneously, modern extensions to the
Tlmurid shrine of Imam CA1I al-Rida now include
underground burial vaults, named al-Kuds and
Mashhad-i Djumhun, for civilians and soldiers killed
during the Revolution and the Iran-clrak War.
Used as a burial ground since the 1950s and opened
officially in 1970, the sprawling Bihisht-i Zahra 3 cemetery (Paradise of [Fatima] the Radiant) south of Tehran
along the highway to Kum is today the city's main
cemetery. During the late 1970s and early 1980s,
Bihisht-i Zahra3 gained the reputation as a national
symbol of the Revolution, as many of those killed
during demonstrations against the Shah or in postRevolutionary factional fighting were buried there as
martyrs. During the eight years of war with Trak, a
vast, separate section was added for soldiers killed in
action, whose tombs are typically surmounted by cases
that exhibit a portrait photo of the deceased and
Islamic and Revolutionary paraphernalia. The impressive visual expression of Bihisht-i Zahra 3 as a cemetery dedicated to the commemoration of martyrs, a
fountain that spouts red water, has been copied
throughout Iran (Hamid Algar, art. Behest-e Zahra?', in
EIr, iv, 108-9; D. Hiro, Iran under the Ayatollas, London
1985, 77).
Bibliography: Given in the article, but on the
graveyards where British travellers, traders, missionaries, etc., were buried, see Sir Denis Wright,
Burials and memorials of the British in Persia, in Iran,
xxxvi (1998), 165-73, and further notes and photographs,
in ibid., xxx (1999), 173-4, xxxix (2001), 293-8. See
also, on cemeteries in Persian folklore, EIr art.
Cemeteries (Mahmoud Omidsalar).
(T. LEISTEN)
MAKTUBAT (A.), literally "letters", a term used
especially in Muslim India for the e p i s t l e s of S u f i
leaders.
Apart from epistolary collections of political and
literary significance (like Fdj_az-i Khusrawi, Mukdtabdt-i
Rashldi, Riydd al-Inshd3, Inshd'-i Abu 'l-Fadl], there are
collections of letters written by mystic teachers to their
disciples. This epistolary literature, which throws valuable light on the mystic ideology and institutions of
the period, may broadly be classified under four categories: (i) sundry correspondence limited mostly to
one or two letters dealing with some religious problem, e.g. letters attributed to Shaykh cAbd al-Kadir
Gllanl, Khwadja Kutb al-Dln Bakhtiyar Kakf, Shaykh
Farld Gandj-i Shakar, Shaykh Nizam al-Dln Awliya3
and others; (ii) collections of letters in the nature of
mystic lucubrations without any indication of the addressees, e.g. letters of cAyn al-Kudat Hamada.ni, Kadi
Hamfd al-Dln NagawrT and Sayyid 'All Ramadan!;
(iii) collections of letters bearing on mystical or religious themes addressed to disciples to resolve their
difficulties, e.g. the letters of the Imam al-Ghazall,
Sana3!, Rifa'f, Yahya Manerl, Bu CA1T Kalandar, Ashraf
Djahangfr SimnanT, Gfsu Daraz, Nur Kutb-i cAlam,
Dja'far Makkl, Shaykh cAbd al-Kuddus,'Shaykh cAbd
al-Hakk Muhaddith, Shah Muhibb Allah of Allahabad
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and others; and (iv) collections of letters having the
consistent exposition of a specific ideological position
and controlling the organisational direction and ideological drift of the disciples. The Nakshbandl saints,
particularly from the time of Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi,
used letters as a regular channel for the communication of their trends of thought. His successors, Khwadja
Muhammad Macsum, Muhammad Nakshband-i Thanf,
Khwadja Sayf al-Dfn, Mfrza Mazhar Djan-i Djanan,
Shaykh Muhammad Sacld, Shah Ghulam cAli, Shah
Ahmad Sacfd, cAbd al-Ra3uf and others, wrote large
number of letters which are a veritable source for the
study of Nakshbandf thought and its reaction to different socio-religious situations. The thought of the
silsila was so consolidated on their basis that, during
the last three hundred years, the Nakshbandfs have
drawn spiritual guidance from these letters.
Taken as a whole, the Suhrawardl, the Kadirf and
the Shattarf saints do not seem to have adopted correspondence as a regular means of communicating their
ideology. Except for the Maktubdt-i Kadi Shattar (ms.
in Maner Khanakah) no saint of these orders seems
to have left any significant collection of letters. The
Nakshbandfs, the Firdawsfs and the Cishtfs made use
of this medium effectively. In Nakshbandf discipline,
the maktubdt of Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi [q.v.] and
his descendants assumed the same significance which
malfuzdt [q.v. in Suppl.] like Fawd'id al-fu'dd and Khayr
al-ma^dlis assumed in the Cishtf silsila. Shaykh Nizam
al-Dfn Awliya3 used to write letters on a large scale
(Shaykh Mubarak Gopamawl had collected his hundred letters—Siyar al-awliyd3, Dihll 1302, 310—and
Amir Khusraw also received a large number of letters which he had buried with him [ibid., 302-3], but
these were of personal nature and were not collected
in any compendium. Among the Cishtf saints, the
most effective collections of maktubdt are those of Nur
Kutb-i cAlam, cAbd al-Kuddus Gangohf and Shah
Kallm Allah of Dihll. The last-mentioned saint controlled and guided the Cishtf organisation in the
Deccan through correspondence, at a time when
AwrangzFb [q.v.] was showing his definite preference
for the Nakshbandf order. Perhaps Shah Kallm Allah
was influenced by the practice of his contemporary
Nakshbandl saints in giving importance to correspondence in organising the affairs of the silsila and in controlling its ideological slant.
Among the Firdawsls, the letters of Shaykh Sharaf
al-Dfn Yahya succeeded in boosting the mystics' morale
after their setback at the hands of Muhammad b.
Tughluk [q.v.].
The available maktub literature throws light on the
thought and activities, as also the problems and preferences, of the saints of different periods and different
orders. Though some of the letters of the Imam alGhazalf are addressed to wazirs and government officials, they help us in assessing the position of religion
in the administration of those days. His communications to the kddis, the jurists and theologians throw
light on the nature of the religious problems and
tensions of the period and have a sermonising tone.
The letters of Sana'i, only seventeen in number, help
us in understanding the mental climate of the late
Ghaznawid period as much as his mystical poetry.
The letters of Nur Kutb-i cAlam throw light on the
socio-political crisis in Bengal in the 8th/14th century. The letters of Shaykh Sharaf al-Dfn Yahya reveal
the anxiety of the Firdawsf saint to salvage mystic
institutions from ruin. The Maktubdt of Shaykh cAbd
al-Kuddus of Gangoh [see GANGOHI, in Suppl.] bring
into focus the atmosphere immediately preceding the

rise of the Bhakti movement. The letters of Shaykh
Ahmad Sirhindi provide material for the study of
reactions against Akbar's religious experiments. So
also the letters of cAbd al-Hakk Muhaddith reveal the
anxiety of Muslim minds at the anarchy prevailing
in Muslim religious life. The letters of Shah Muhibb
Allah, particularly those addressed to Dara Shukoh
[q.v.], show his anxiety to retrieve pantheistic thought
from condemnation and conflict. When read with the
letters of Khwadja Macsum and other Nakshbandf
saints, they reveal the nature of conflict in mystical
thought at this time. Khwadja Ma'sum's letters highlight the atmosphere of religious revival that took
place during the time of Awrangzlb. The letters of
Shah Wall Allah [q.v] illuminate his efforts to bridge
the gulf between the devotees of wahdat al-wudjud
and its critics on one side and his political activities,
involving correspondence with Ahmad Shah Abdalf,
Muhammad Shah and Nadjfb al-Dawla [q.vv], on the
other. The letters of Mfrza Mazhar show significant
religious trends of the period which led to his declaration of Vedas as a revealed book and his according
the status of Ahl-i Kitdb to the Hindus.
For a study of the actual application of mystic ideology to concrete socio-religious situations, the importance of Maktubdt literature cannot be over-emphasised.
Bibliography: cAyn al-Kudat, Maktubdt, ms.
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ed. K.A. Nizami, 2Dihlf 1969; Mfrza Mazhar
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MALA3 (A.), lit. a "group (of people)", or a
c
"host", or a "crowd", like dj_amd a, kawm [q.vv^\, nafar,
raht, and more generally, "the public", and hence, fi
mala', f i 'l-mala' "publicly" (e.g. al-Bukhan, Sahih, 9
vols., Cairo 1958, ix, 148 - kitdb 97, bdb 15)! The
word also denotes decisions taken as a result of collective consultation, as in the phrase can [ghayri] mala""
minnd "[not] as a result of our consultation" (Ahmad
b. Hanbal, Musnad, 6 vols., Cairo 1313/1895, repr.
Beirut n.d., i, 463). Since collective decisions are usually taken by the leaders of the group, al-mala' very
often denotes the n o t a b l e s and l e a d e r s of the
c o m m u n i t y (wudj_uh, ashrdf, ru'asd'} (e.g. Ibn Hisham,
al-Sira al-nabawiyya, ed. Mustafa al-Sakka et alii, 4 vols.,
repr. Beirut 1971, ii, 297-8; Lane, s.v.).
1. In the K u r ' a n .
In II, 246 the mala' of the Children of Israel
demands that a king be raised up for them by their
prophet. The word is explained here in the sense of
al-kawm "the people" (e.g. Ibn al-DjawzI, ^dd al-masir
fi cilm al-tafsir, 9 vols., Beirut 1984, i, 291-2 [from alFarra']); al-Kurtubf, al-J^dmic li-ahkdm al-Kur'dn, 20
vols., Cairo 1967, iii, 243), although others perceived
it in the sense of "the notables" (e.g. al-Zadjdjadj,
Macdm 'l-Kur'dn wa-ifrdbuhu, ed. cAbd al-Djalfl Shalabf,
5 vols., Beirut 1988, i, 325).
In most of its Kur'anic occurrences the word mala3
stands indeed for the notables of a given group, and
they often represent the royal council, like that of
the Queen of Sheba (XXVII, 29, 32), and of King
Solomon (XXVII, 38). The mala' in the Kur'an is
often involved in the persecution of the messengers
of God, as with the royal mala' of the Pharaoh. It
denounces Moses as a sorcerer (VII, 109; XXVI, 34),
incites the Pharaoh against him (VII, 127), and plots
to kill him (XXVIII, 20). Other prophets who were
persecuted by the mala' of their own peoples were
Noah (VII, 60; XI, 27, 38; XXIII, 24), Hud (VII,
66; XXIII, 33) Salih (VII, 75), and Shu'ayb (VII, 88,
90). In one instance, the contemporary mala' of
Muhammad's own people is mentioned as leading the
opposition against him (XXXVIII, 6).
In two places the Kur'an mentions the "upper"
mala' (al-mala' al-acld). In XXXVII, 8, it is stated that
the rebellious devils may not listen to the upper mala',
and in XXXVIII, 69, the Prophet declares that he
has no knowledge of what the members of the upper
mala' are disputing about. In Kur'anic exegesis, it is
held that the upper mala' are the angels who have
thus been named because they dwell in heaven, which
differentiates them from the earthly mala', i.e. the
human beings (e.g. al-KurtubT, Ahkdm al-Kur'dn, xv,
65). According to this perception, al-mala' al-cfld denotes
"the heavenly host" [see MALA'IKA]. On the other hand,
al-mala' al~ald of Kur'an XXXVIII, 69, was also explained as though standing for the Kuraysh (al-Kurtubi,
op. cit., xv, 226-7), which sets the term in an earthly
context, meaning "the supreme council" (see below).
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As a heavenly group consisting of angels, al-mala'
al-acld is considered superior to the earthly one which
consists of the sons of Adam (ibid., i, 289). This is
indicated in a tradition of the Prophet stating that
whenever a believer mentions God's name in public
(ft mala""}, God mentions his name in a better public (e.g. Ahmad b. Hanbal, Musnad, ii, 251). A mala'
of angels met the Prophet on his nocturnal journey
to heaven (ibid., i, 354), and in fact every human soul
is about to pass by a mala' of angels at the time of
death (ibid., iv, 287).
Closely associated with al-mala' al-acld in its heavenly
significance is the expression al-rafik al-acld (the "upper
company", cf. Kur'an IV, 69). It appears in a widely
current tradition in which the Prophet, on his deathbed, asks God to place him with al-rqfik al-acld, and
these constitute his last words (e.g. al-Bukharl, Sahih,
vi, 18-19 = kitdb 64, bdb 84). According to one of
the interpretations, this expression stands for angels
belonging to al-mala' al-acld (al-Kastallanl, Irshdd al-sdn
li-sharh Sahih al-Bukhan, 10 vols.,'Cairo 1305/1887,
viii, 358).
2. In early T r a d i t i o n .
In accounts containing episodes from Muhammad's
life, the mala3 of Kuraysh [q.v.] is often mentioned,
and the context indicates that it consists of Meccan
notables. In most cases, this mala' is involved in acts
of persecution perpetrated against Muhammad. In a
typical episode, it is related that the mala' of Kuraysh
once told Muhammad that they were ready to embrace
Islam provided he turned away believers of the lower
classes (Ahmad b. Hanbal, Musnad, i, 420). The episode
is usually recorded in the commentaries on Kur'an
VI, 52, in which the Prophet is instructed not to
reject those who call upon their Lord in the morning and in the evening. Occasionally, the mala' of
the Meccans is said to have convened in the Hidjr
(a sacred enclosure and a meeting place near the
Kacba [^.^-J) to discuss how to treat Muhammad (ibid.,
i, 303), and they are also said to have interrogated
Muhammad, offering him medical treatment to cure
his supposed madness (al-Kurtubf, Ahkdm al-Kur'dn,
xv, 338). In another instance, specific names of the
hostile mala' of Kuraysh are enumerated, in a tradition in which Muhammad prays to God to punish
them for having thrown a camel's placenta on him
when he was prostrating during prayer. This was done
to invalidate his prayer by causing him physical impurity (al-Bukharl, Sahih, iv, 127 - kitdb 58, bdb 21, v,
57 - kitdb W,*bab 29).
According to modern scholars, the word mala'
became a fixed term denoting the elected "senate" of
the tribe of Kuraysh in pre-Islamic Mecca (e.g. W.
Montgomery Watt, Muhammad at Mecca, Oxford 1953,
8. See also MAKKA. 1). It was described as "a kind of
urban equivalent of the tribal majlis [see MADJLIS. 1],
consisting of notables and family chiefs elected by
assent to their wealth and standing" (B. Lewis, The
Arabs in history, repr. London 1985, 31). However,
there is no evidence that a process of election to the
mala' ever took place in pre-Islamic Mecca. That mala'
essentially denoted no more than an occasional group
of notables is evident from the fact that it is also used
with reference to a group of Kuraysh acting in Medina
after the Hidjra (e.g. al-Bukhan, Sahih, ii, 133 = kitdb
24, bdb 4; Ahmad b. Hanbal, Musnad, v, 160).
The mala', i.e. the notables, of the Arab tribes of
Medina (of the Banu '1-Nadjdjar), are also mentioned
in the sources, and they are described as being in
contact with Muhammad upon his arrival in Medina
(al-Bukhan, Sahih, v, 86 = kitdb 63, bdb 46). A more
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typical form of a consultative body in Islamic times
was, perhaps, the shurd [</.#.].
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(U. RUBIN)
MALAWI, Muslims in.
Historical background.

Islam is not a recent phenomenon in the interior
East African state of Malawi (the former British protectorate of Nyasaland), since traders from Arabia, the
Persian Gulf, India and Indonesia had dealings with
the East African Coast since time immemorial and
Islam was carried into the interior by such traders.
The name Malawi was first used by the Portuguese
to denote a variety of distinct ethnic groups. Amongst
these, the Marawi established a hegemony over a considerable area, including the Makua on the coast
around Mozambique [</.#.]. The penetration of Islam
took place from two directions, i.e. along the Rovuma
after the Portuguese occupation of Kilwa [q.v.] in
1505, and from Angoche, which, although it declined
after 1530, remained an important centre for the
spread of Muslim-Swahili influence into the interior.
The political turbulence on the northern parts of
the East African coast during the 16th century did
not affect the coastal region of the Mozambique channel. This comparatively peaceful area became conducive to new economic developments, particularly that
of ship building at Mozambique and the local production of textiles which had implications for the influence of Islam in Malawi, the one enabling the building
of boats to ply on Lake Nyasa, the other as gifts to
or for the purchase of slaves, ivory and other goods
from the local rulers. In the wake of ever-widening
commercial enterprises between the coast and the
interior from the end of the 16th century onwards,
the Makua and Yao [q.v.] were the main traders,
although agents from the coast had already settled in
the interior at this time.
During the early part of the 18th century, the struggle between the Portuguese and the cUmams on the
one hand, and the c Umanfs and the local population
on the other, undermined the place of Islam along
the coast and along the trade routes. Mozambique
displaced Kilwa as the main centre of relations with
Malawi. During the early 1750s, the Portuguese were
making common cause with the shuyukh of Sanculo
and Quitangonha against the Makua, penetrating deep
into Makua country. At around this time also, Indian
trading interests on the coast, centred on Mozambique,
began to penetrate inland; thus in 1727 the Viceroy
granted a special license to a number of wealthy
Indian Muslims that allowed them to trade with the
Makua.
The next development of Islam in Malawi is connected with Sayyid Sacfd of the Bu Sa'Id [q.v.~] dynasty
of cUman (1806-56), who established himself as ruler
of the coast in the early part of the 19th century and
encouraged trade with the interior by establishing
"forts" on the Kilwa-Lake Nyasa route. By 1861
Muslims had settled at the southern end of Lake
Malawi and were operating west of the lake in 1863.
In the 1870s Islamic influence could be seen in that
petty chiefs were being addressed as hakimu. The first
Yao chief to adopt Islam around 1870 was one
Makanjila II Banali, who employed a Kur'an teacher,
and children were taught to read the Kur'an and
to write Swahili in Arabic script. Chief Mataka I
Nyambi of Mwembe dressed like an Arab and built
his houses in rectangular form representing a clear
coastal influence.
The caravans from the coast usually had with them

what has been termed "Muslim teachers", who taught
the Kur'an, instructing people in Islamic beliefs and
practices and encouraging literacy in Arabic and
Swahili in Arabic script. They are said to have disseminated commentaries and other literature dealing
with the observance of customs connected with marriage, eating and drinking, the mode of killing animals, the efficacy of charms and the making of
medicines, and encouraged the building of mosques.
They also became involved in the training of young
men, particularly the sons and nephews of the chiefs,
as walimu on religious scholars. Some of them were
sent to the coast for further training. Through such
teachers, Swahili became the language predominantly
spoken by Muslims in Malawi. Another spin-off of
this work has been the number of Malawi Muslims
acting as imam's, and muezzins in South African
mosques.
The anti-slavery campaign from 1873 onwards led
to a revival of Islam, since Muslim slave traders who
were suffering an economic recession, were as a consequence determined to extend their moral and religious influence. There was a growing self-consciousness
and reaction to the colonial and mission presence.
When the British protectorate was established in
1889, the Muslim presence in Malawi can be said to
have been represented by such chiefs as Mlozi, a halfcaste Arab at the north end of the lake; by Salfm b.
c
Abd Allah in the central region, where Nkota Kota
had become an important centre; by Makanjila, who
was established on the east side of the lake, where
in 1891 an Arab said to have come from Aden originally owned a house at Saidi Mwazungu's town in
the southern part of Makanjila's country; and by
Mponda at the south end of the lake, where there
were twelve maddris each with its own mwalimu.
The Islamic renaissance in Malawi in the early part
of the 20th century was linked to the Maji-Maji disturbances in German East Africa in 1905-6. The socalled "Meccan Letter" purportedly sent by the head
of the Uwaysiyya [q.v.] tonka in Mecca giving instructions to the faithful to prepare for the final apocalyptic battle, played its part in the unrest in Muslim
circles in Malawi in 1908. Rumours among the Yao
were claiming that the Arabs would come and kill
Europeans and Africans alike who refused to accept
the Muslim faith. In Malawi, this was intensified
by the appearance over Mua of Halley's Comet in
1910. The hostilities in East Africa connected with
the First World War also played their part in deepening the commitment to Islam in Malawi. Letters
from the German officer Count Falkenstein to
Mwalimu Issa Chikoka at Losewa indicated to him
that the Ottoman caliph, Sultan Mehemmed V (190918), was the enemy of the British, and called on
Mwalimu Issa to lead a djihad against the British during Ramadan. The growth of Islam was also encouraged by the recruitment of Muslims for the Nyasaland
Police and the King's African Rifles. The general
impact of these trends can partly be seen in the establishment of a Muslim boarding school for boys at
Malindi and the proliferation of mosques from 1911
onwards.
During the early years of the Protectorate, Kur'an
schools offered the only education acceptable to
Muslims. In 1918, the Governor recommended the
establishment of Muslim schools in parallel to those
run by various Christian mission societies. This development was encouraged by the Phelps-Stokes
Commission and Ormsby-Gore reports of 1925 and
led to the opening of a Muslim school in Liwonde
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in 1930. From 1946 Muslims were able to establish
their own schools. Independence in 1964 brought
major changes in the educational system. Islamic literature in English, particularly from South Africa,
became more readily available. This and closer links
with Muslims and Muslim institutions in East Africa
and the wider Muslim world brought about a deeper
awareness of the requirements of the faith. By the
late 1950s, some Malawi Muslims were able to attend
the teachers' college in Zanzibar.
The nature of Islam.

The Muslim community in Malawi is not homogeneous. The differences are not only ethnic but also
due to membership of various turuk. Nearly all people in the Kawinga, Liwonde, Jalasi and Nyambi
chiefdoms are Muslims, and a group in the Jalasi
chieftainship has been known as twaliki (Ar. tanka].
They represent the Kadiriyya order. The twaliki believe
that their devotions should be accompanied by loud
singing and chanting of Arabic texts and by vigorous
dancing. Another group, the sukutis, centred around
the Kawinga and Liwonde chieftainships, advocate a
more orthodox type of Muslim devotion in which a
quiet and restrained manner is emphasised (Ar. sukut
"quietness, silence"). The sukutis represent the stricter
orthodoxy of the Shadhiliyya order. They are also
known as ahl al-sunna. These differences undoubtedly
reflect the variations in Muslim mystical practice involving both dhikr d^all, audible remembrance of God,
and dhikr khqfi, silent remembrance. Beside these differences regarding audible and silent dhikr, the sukutis
also differ from other groups in their funeral practices, such as eating food before a funeral, singing
and dancing and carrying flags on such occasions, as
well as the propriety of dancing at the annual visits
(ziyala, Ar. yyara [<7.#.]) to the graves. They also differ regarding the legality of eating hippopotamus meat,
the building of new mosques where there already are
other mosques, and special prayers. The ziyala are
also connected with the commemoration of the
Prophet's birthday (Swa. maulidi) on 12 Rablc I, which
takes the form of feasting, sikiri (Ar. dhikr) and exhortations. The term zjyala is also used for the celebration of the anniversary of the founder of the tanka.
The Kadiriyya order, which was predominant until
the 1930s, celebrates the birthday of the Prophet, the
two main festivals and some other occasions, with
sumptuous feasting and night-long sikiri, sometimes
referred to as zikara and bay an (ahd), sc. an oath of
loyalty to the shqykh.
Muslims of Indian origin fall into various categories.
The Sunnls among them follow the Hanafr madhhab,
whereas the African Sunn! Muslims follow the ShafTf
school. Among the Indian Muslims, there are also a
number of Shf c a belonging to the Twelve, and the
Khodja Ismacllr and Bohora traditions. The majority
of these arrived as traders from 1928 onwards, and
some of them set up large commercial establishments.
The only ordinance in Malawi that directly concerns Muslim marriage (nikdh [q.v.]) is the Asiatics
(Marriage, Divorce and Succession) Ordinance of 1929.
Its wording allows for the application of the different
systems of law followed by the various sects (firak)
and law schools (madhdhib). It also includes any local
variants that may become customary. Another particularity regarding marriage appears in the Marriage
Ordinance of 1903 which, contrary to the Sharl'a,
allows a Christian man to marry a Muslim girl. When
it comes to a Muslim wife's rights in a marriage, particularly in relation to divorce, she has almost identical rights to those of her husband.

The month of fasting, has been observed for many
years in Malawi. In 1889-90 Mponda II insisted on
a proper observation of Ramadan, although it seems
that the appropriate tardwih prayers were not observed.
Muslims speak of kumanga namasani "binding on
Ramadan", and though proud to observe the restrictions, many seem to kumasula namasani "to loosen the
bonds of Ramadan" before the end of the month of
fasting. The fast reaches its climax in the cld al-Fitr
(Bayram] referred to as Idi Balak (Ar. baraka}. The cld
al-Adhd (Kurbari), the feast of sacrifice, is known as Idi
Bakali, a name adopted from the Indian sub-continent, where it is known as Bakara fld (Ar. bakara
"cow", hence "the cow festival") an indication of an
early Indian influence on Islam in Malawi, but also
a local emphasis and appreciation of the significance
of the festival, %akat is acknowledged, but is not strictly
observed except in connection with the cld al-Fitr.
Noon prayers on Fridays, known locally as juma
prayers are held at a central place, originally at the
village of the main chief. Women join in the juma
prayer, usually in a separate section of the mosque.
Muslim headmen wear scarlet headbands around their
white skullcaps known as mzuli. This may reflect the
practice among Muslim scholars, who wear different
colours to signify their status or the religious order
to which they belong.
A number of traditional ceremonies have survived
and have been given orthodox Islamic names. Thus
the term sadaka in Malawi has nothing to do with
alms but refers to a funeral feast. It is associated with
a special dance, known among the Yao as cindimba
and is connected with the brewing of a special beer.
It has been partially Islamised through the sikiri (dhikr],
which is now perceived purely as a dance. The akika
(Ar. cakika] ceremony is observed in some areas.
When a Muslim dies, the shaykh is invited to bless
the body and delivers an oration. The body is prepared for burial by having a hole cut in the neck
and the intestines squeezed empty. It is then wrapped
in long lengths of white cloth and taken to the graveyard on a stretcher, usually the bed on which the
person died turned up-side down. The prayers and
oblations (ukana wacisokd) offered to ancestral spirits at
the root (lipakd) of a shrine tree has also taken on an
Islamic air. It is explained by the more zealous Muslims
as the gift of food to passers-by in order that God
may forgive and bless the spirit of one's ancestors.
Magical charms and talismans proliferated in the
pre-Independence years. One of these was the Jdrisi
(amulet; Swa. hirizi < Ar. hirz). Another is the charm
called alibadiri consisting of Kur'anic verses wrapped
in leather.
Muslim organisations.

Formal organisations are a fairly recent phenomenon in Malawi, although the Muslim Association of
Malawi (MAM) was founded in the 1940s by Asian
Muslims. There have been associations concerned with
the provision of madrasa education. The walimu as well
as the heads of the turuk owing allegiance to their
shqykh, murshid or pir also have their "informal" organisations, some of which co-operate over cid celebrations. Some organisations, however, are supra-national,
such as the Tabllghi Djamd'at [q.v.]. Muslims of Asian
origin group together according to their particular
trading or geographical background such as the Sunn!
Memon, Punjabi, Surti and Khatri groups and the
various Shf c a communities. They make substantial contributions to the building of local mosques and Kur'an
schools. Mosques and maddris are often named after
the person who organised and contributed to their
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construction. There are no awkaf [see WAKF] but trusts
for mosques are registered under the Trustee Incorporation Act, and properties vested in Trustees
and Office Bearers of the Associations. The socioeconomic conditions of Muslims in Malawi have on
the whole not enabled them to undertake the
obligation of the Pilgrimage, and there has been no
organisation looking after the welfare and travel
arrangements for the pilgrims until recently. In 1981,
22 Malawians performed the Pilgrimage, and since
then the number has grown.
Muslims expressed an interest in better educational
facilities within the context of the Protectorate as early
as 1916. A Department of Education was set up in
1926, but not until 1928 were three government
schools established to cater primarily for Muslim children; these had to be closed after a few years due
to lack of children and parental support. The following year an education ordinance was passed opening
the schools to all regardless of religious affiliation.
By 1962 there were, however, 29 schools under Muslim
administration and owned by the Muslim community,
seven of these grant aided. Today, all schools in the
country are under government control through the
Ministry of Education, both with respect to policy
and standards. Muslim teachers instruct Muslim pupils
in the basics of Islam at the times set aside in the
timetable for Religious Education. The government
has also encouraged schooling in predominantly
Muslim areas through support for the building of
classrooms and teacher accommodation. Contemporary-style education is pursued in the mornings in
schools managed by Muslims. In the afternoon they
become maddris, where Kur'an, hadlth, fikh and lugha
are taught; but Arabic is not taught. The Yao use
their own language, including a fair amount of Swahili
expressions; the reformists use Chewa or English, the
two official languages of Malawi, employing some
Arabic greetings and formulae. The Muslim Students'
Association founded in 1982, which represents the
reform movement and opposes the turuk, and is supported by donations from Saudi Arabia and Kuwait,
produced a syllabus in Islamic education for Muslims
in primary and secondary schools in 1987. In 1988
Muslims were able to establish the first Islamic institute of higher learning, the Islamic Centre. Some
young people have had the opportunity to study at
Arabic institutions abroad. Contacts with the Muslim
Youth Movement in South Africa from 1977 onwards
led to the holding of the Southern Africa Islamic
Youth Conference in Blantyre in 1981, and this met
again in Malawi in 1987 when the Islamic Medical
Assembly, a branch of the Muslim Association of
Malawi, was formed. The Muslim Association of
Malawi with its headquarters in Blantyre evolved out
of a central Board for Muslim Education which was
set up in the 1950s to co-ordinate the work and represent the interests of the Muslim community as a
whole. The Association has received financial help
from Kuwait in the form of a financial director as
well as teachers from various parts of the Muslim
world. Through its representations, time has been allocated on Radio Malawi for programmes on Islam in
Chichewa. The organisation has also enabled women
to hold regular conferences since 1982.
Local publications are limited. Some Muslims read
the Muslim digest and al-Kalam published in South
Africa. A pamphlet entitled Tartibu 'l-salat in Chichewa
has been widely distributed. Publications by the International Islamic Federation of Student Organisations
with its headquarters in Kuwait, and the writings of

Abu 'l-Acla Mawdudi of Pakistan are also to be found.
The only outside links Muslims in Malawi had for
long were with Muslims and Islamic institutions on the
East African coast. Particularly important were the
contacts with the late Shaykh Abdullah Saleh al-Farsy
(d. 1982), Chief Kadi of Zanzibar and later of Kenya.
Through the migrant labour force, contacts were also
established with various organisations in South Africa
that more recently have sought to help Muslims face
the growing challenge presented by the socio-economic
situation in Malawi. Contacts with the wider Muslim
world began with a visit from representatives of the
Ddr al-Iftd' from Saudi Arabia in 1965. The African
Muslims Committee, a charitable organisation based
in Kuwait, has made considerable contributions to the
Blantyre Islamic Mission which was founded in 1982
and has organised youth camps. The election and reelection of Bakili Mulunzi as president of Malawi in
1994 and 1999, reflects the degree Muslims have come
to play in the country, and will strengthen and enhance
the community's position.
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MALFUZAT (A.), literally "utterances", in Sufi parlance denotes the c o n v e r s a t i o n s of a m y s t i c
teacher.
Though some compilations of Suit utterances were
made earlier in other lands, e.g. the Hdldt wa-sukhandn-i
Shaykh Abu Sacid (Rieu, i, 342b ii) and Asrdr al-tawhid
(ed. Ahmad Bahmanyar, Tehran 1934) [see ABU SAC!D
B. ABI 'L-KHAYR], it was Hasan SidjzT of Dilhf who gave
it a definite literary form. In 707/1307 he decided to
write a summary of what he heard from his spiritual
mentor, Shaykh Nizam al-Din Awliya3 [q.v], and completed it under the rubric, Fawd'id al-fu'dd (Lucknow
1302). It marked the beginning of a new type of mystical literature, known as malfu^dt (sing. malfu£). A few
years later, in 711/1312, Sultan Baha3 al-Dm Walad
[q.v.], son of the famous Mawlana Djalal al-Dln Rum!
[</.y.], completed a record of his father's utterances under the title Fihi-ma-jihi (ed. cAbd al-Madjid, A'zamgafh
1928). But Baha3 al-Dm prepared this record on the
basis of memory, some 39 years after the death of his
father, without reference to dates on which specific
discussions took place. Hasan Sidjzf gave dates of
every discourse and referred to the queries and quests
of the audience. Baha3 al-Dm perhaps aimed at providing a philosophic basis for the mathnawl; Hasan
presented through the conversations of his Shaykh the
accumulated wisdom of the mystical creed with reference to specific problems of the people. Hasan's
example inspired saints of different mystical orders,
and a considerable malfu^ literature appeared in India
from Ucch to Maner and from Dihlf to Deogfr.
The new genre of mystical literature developed
mainly in India, but some collections of Sufi utterances were prepared elsewhere also, e.g. the Nur alc
ulum, utterances of Shaykh Abu '1 Hasan Khirkam (ed.
E. Berthels, Leningrad 1929), Malfu^dt-i Nad/m al-Din
Kubrd (ms. As. Soc. of Bengal 1250-3), Masturdt (discourses of Sayyid 'All Hamadanf, ms. I.O. 1850) and
Ams al-tdlibin (conversations of Khvvadja Baha3 al-Dln
Nakshband, Lahore 1323).
Several disciples of Shaykh Nizam al-Dm Awliya3
emulated Hasan in compiling conversations of the
Shaykh, e.g. Anwar al-madj_dlis, Tuhfat al-abrdr wa-kardmdt
al-akhydr, Hasrat-ndma and Durar-i ni^dmi. Except the
last one (ms. Buhar 183 and Salardjang Museum,
Haydarabad) all are no longer extant. Conversations
of Shaykh Burhan al-Dm GharTb, a khalifa of Shaykh
Nizam al-Dm Awliya3, were compiled in the Deccan
under the titles Ahsan al-akwdl (ms. c Uthmaniyya,
Haydarabad 478 and 1479), Nafd'is al-anfds (ms.
Nadwat al-'Ulama3, Lucknow), Shamd'il al-atkiya (lith.
Haydarabad 1347), etc. In Dihll, Hamfd Kalandar
compiled his Khayr al-madj_dlis (ed. K.A. Nizami, CA1Tgarh 1959), which contains conversations of Shaykh
Nasfr al-Dm Ciragh, chief khalifa of Shaykh Nizam
al-Dm Awliya3. In Nagawr [q.v.] the conversations of
Shaykh Hamld al-Dm Sufi Nagawrf were compiled
in Surur al-sudur (ms. Habfb Gandj, cAligafh). The
Firdawsl saints produced Macdm al-macdm (2 vols. lith.
Bihar 1301-3/1884-6). Mukhkh al-macdni (lith. Agra
1321/1903-4), Rahat al-kulub (lith. Agra) and a few
other works containing the conversations of Shaykh
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Sharaf al-Din Yahya Manen. Several saints of the
Suhrawardl silsila produced conversations of their spiritual teachers. The conversations of Sayyid Djalal alDm Bukharf were compiled under the titles Sirddj.
al-hiddya (ed. Kadi Sadjdjad Husayn, Dihll 1983),
Djamic al-culum (ed. Kadi Sadjdjad Husayn, Dihll
1982), etc. Even the utterances of a maajdhub of
c
Ala3 al-Dm Khaldjf's period, Khwadja Karak of Kara,
were collected in Asrdr al-makhdumm (lith. FathpurHaswa 1893).
The production of malfuz. literature in India during the 8th/14th century synchronised with Shaykh
Nizam al-Dln Awliya3's decision to convert the mystical movement—hitherto confined to individual spiritual salvation—into a movement for mass spiritual
culture (Siyar al-awliya3, Dihll, 346-7). This led to proliferation of khdnkdhs [q.v] in South Asia and the adoption of local dialects for the communication of ideas
(see cAbd al-Hakk, The Sufis' work in the early development
of Urdu language, Awrangabad 1933). The malfu^ literature differed from literature produced earlier in the
form of mystical treatises which dealt with mystical
thought or mystical litanies and lucubrations. The
malfu£ literature was intelligible to people at all levels and had a space-time context. Since the discussions contained in malfu^dt took place before people
belonging to different sections of society and referred
to specific problems (see Khayr al-maajdlis, 83, 185,
240, etc.; Macdin al-macdm, 3), this literature has assumed
great historiographical significance. It acts as a corrective to the impressions created by the court chroniclers who, nurtured as they were in Persian traditions,
restricted the conspectus of history to courts and
camps. This literature views the historical landscape
from a different angle and fills a gap in historical
knowledge by providing a glimpse into the life of the
common man, his problems, his hopes and fears. For
example, the economic worries of the masses during
the time of Firuz Shah Tughluk, and the efforts of
the Sufi's to reorient mystical thought to meet the situation created by the ideology of Ibn Taymiyya [</.^.],
can be read in the Khayr al-madj_dlis.
Malfui literature continued to be produced in India
all through the centuries. The conversations of Shaykh
Ahmad Maghribf of Khattu (Tuhfat al-maajdlis, I.O.
Persian Collection DP 979) give an insight into the
economic and cultural efforts that preceded the foundation of the city of Ahmadabad. The utterances of
Gisu Daraz [</.y.], Diawdmi' al~kalim (ed. Hamid Siddlkl,
Kanpur 1356/1937-8), give a lively picture of mystical activity in the South.
Widespread interest in malfu^ literature encouraged
the production of some apocryphal collections, e.g.
Ams al-arwdh (lith. Dihll 1312), Dalil al-cdrifln (lith.
Lucknow 1311/1893-4), Fawd'id al-sdlikm (lith. Lucknow
1311/1893-4), Asrdr al-awliyd3 (lith. Kanpur 1890),
Rdhat al-kulub (lith. Lucknow 1311/1893-4), Rahat almuhibbin (ms. personal collection), Afdal al-fawd'id (lith.
Dihll 1304/1886-7), Miftdh al-cdshikin ^h. DihlT 1309/
1891-2), etc. Critical scholarship has rejected this literature as spurious. The use of the term malfu^dt for the
apocryphal memoirs of Tlmur is the solitary example
of the application of the term to politcal literature.
The maljug, literature produced during the 9th/15th
and 10th/16th centuries contains valuable information
about the social, religious and literary activities of
the people in the period preceding and following the
foundation of the Mughal Empire. Particular reference may be made to the Anwar al-cuyun, conversations of Shaykh Ahmad cAbd al-Hakk (lith. 'Allgafh
1905), Latd'if-i Kuddusi, conversations of Shaykh cAbd
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al-Kuddus Gangohf [q.v. in Suppl.] (lith. Dihlr 13117
1893-4), Kalimat-i tayyibdt, conversations of Khwadja
Baki billah (lith. Dihlr 1332/1914) and Malju&t-i Shah
Mind (Hardoi n.d.).
In the subsequent centuries appeared the conversations of Shaykh Muhammad Cishtf (Maajalis al-hasaniyya,
ms. 'Alfgafh), Shah Kalfm Allah Shahdjahanabadi
(Ma^dlis-i kalimi, lith. Haydarabad 1328/1910), Shah
c
Abd al-Razzak (Malfu^dt, lith. Flruzpur 1303/1885-6),
Shaykh Burhan Shattan (Thamardt al-haydt, ms. As.
Soc. of Bengal 448), Shaykh Tsa of Burhanpur
(Malfu^dt, ms. As. Soc. of Bengal 462), cAbd al-Rahman
of Lucknow (Anwar al-Rahmdn, lith. Lucknow 1287/
1870-1), and Shah cAbd al-cAz!z of Dihll (Malfu^dt-i
c
A&zi, lith. Meerut 1314/1896-7). This literature supplies background information about the intellectual
and social crisis in a period of transition. For example, the Anwar al-Rahmdn throws invaluable light on
the decadent culture of Awadh [q.v.], and the utterances of Shah cAbd al-cAz!z reveal reaction and
response to Western culture. In Ndfic al-sdlikin (conversations of Shah Sulayman of Taunsa, Lahore 1285)
the socio-religious scenario of the Pandjab before 1857
is seen in all its details.
In the early decades of the 20th century, Mawlana
Ashraf CA1I of Thana Bhawan made effective use of
the malfuz medium in propagating his teachings, but
his orations are more in the nature of mawd'iz (sermons) than malfuz (table talk). In short, no study of
Sufism as a popular movement in India is possible
without an intensive and critical use of the malfuz
literature.
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MALKOC-OGHULLARI, a line of O t t o m a n
r a i d e r s from Bosnia who were active from the
late 14th to the 17th centuries.
The origin of the name Malkoc is unclear. The
suggestions that it derived from the Greek Markos or
Serbian Markovic are not satisfactory. The Malkocoghullari were probably Christian converts to Islam.
A Malkoc is apparently first mentioned in the Short
chronicle of loannina (ca. 1400) in connection with a war
between two Epirot lords, perhaps in 1388-9. Murad I
supposedly sent Malkoc from Thessaloniki/Selanfk
[q.v] to help one of them, in the event, successfully.
The first Ottoman chronicler to mention the name,
Neshrf (d. before 1520), seemingly refers to the same
person as commander of 1,000 archers on the right
wing of the Ottoman army at the Battle of Kosovo
[see KOSOWA] (June 1389). He may also have participated in the Battle of Nicopolis (1395). Later, Malkoc
appears as the commander (beg) of Sfwas. He was
captured by Tfmur in 1402 but was subsequently sent
as a messenger to Bayezfd I.
The family held lands in northern Bosnia at the
time of Mehemmed II (second reign, 1451-81). They

were given land there as march begs. The most
renowned member of the line was Ball Beg Malkocoghlu, who in 1444 fought the Hungarians under John
Hunyadi outside Varna but fled the field. In 1462,
he commanded the right wing of the army of
Mehemmed II against Vlad Tepesh in Wallachia, and
during the next decade was the provincial military
chief (sandjak beg) of Smederovo in Serbia, burning
the Croatian city of Varazdin in 1474. In 1475-6, he
was the sandjak beg of Bosnia, and in 1478, he led
3,000 raiders (akindji [q.v]} before Scutari/Ishkodra
[q.v., in Suppl.] in Albania. The following year he
led another large force of raiders into Hungary and
Transylvania. He became the governor of Silistria in
the 1490s, raiding Ak Kirman in 1496 and in 1498
twice raiding Poland and threatening Krakow. He had
three sons, two of whom were killed at Caldiran [q.v]
in 1514, whilst the third became sandjak beg of Kilia
near the mouth of the Danube.
Subsequently, in the early 16th century, we hear
of Kara 'Othman Beg Malkoc-oghlu as a leading
landholder in Bosnia. The last known member of the
dynasty was Yawuz cAli Pasha, governor of Egypt,
who became Grand Vizier in 1603 and died the following year at Belgrade. After this, the family seems
to have lost its power and influence.
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MAMLUKS.
(iii)

ART AND ARCHITECTURE

(a) Architecture
Within the history of Islamic art, the architecture
of the Mamluk period (648-922/1250-1517) occupies
an intermediary position between what might be
termed the early period predating the Mongol invasion and the later imperial arts of the Tfmurids, Safawids, Ottomans and Mughals. Unlike its Tfmurid
counterpart, with which it is partly contemporary,
Mamluk architecture did not substantially impact on
the later history of Islamic art once Egypt and Syria
had become provinces of the Ottoman Empire. It lingered on in a reduced scale in Ottoman Egypt, until
it was revived in modern times as a manifestation of
a national style of mosque architecture.
Apart from the prestige accruing from their victories over the Mongols and the Crusaders, the Mamluks
were celebrated as guardians and patrons of orthodox Islam, an image they fostered by sponsoring religious foundations and creating centres of scholarship
and Sufi activities and other philanthropic institutions.
The sheer number of mosques, madrasas and khdnkdhs
which they established in Cairo proved without parallel in the Muslim world at the time, and is even
believed to have exceeded the genuine requirements
of the population. All the while remaining careful to
cultivate the exclusive character of their ruling aristocracy, one based on their military slave origins,
the Mamluks directed their patronage at the man in
the street. Instead of promoting an inward-looking
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responded to the specific aesthetic needs of the site
court life, their chief concern was to obtain the endurrather than being forced to conform to a preconing support of the religious establishment. The Mamluk
ceived canon. A major factor in the architectural
sultans ruled their capital in a very direct manner,
design was the founder's mausoleum dome, which was
involving themselves closely in the minutiae of reliassured maximum visibility both through its position
gious and social policy. Sultans and amirs themselves
in the building and an increasingly lofty exterior traninspected monuments during the construction phase
sitional zone between the drum and dome (Kessler
and, as supreme overseers of the awkdf, ensured the
1972; L. All Ibrahim 1975; and see KUBBA). This
maintenance of the buildings of their predecessors.
increased visibility required the builder to adjust both
Mamluk patronage was essentially religious, and one
layout and architecture to the site. The patrons' chalof its most significant aspects lay in the architecture
lenge was to balance the status-enhancing placement
and in the decorative arts which it helped to foster.
of the mausoleum to the street with a juxtaposition
Moreover, urban development was a major concern
with the mosque sanctuary. If the latter requirement
of the Mamluks and the motivation behind the intencould not be ensured because of the location, the
sive building activity for which they became responpreference was to place the mausoleum on the street
sible in Cairo. Since sultans and amirs incorporated
side. In the city centre, royal foundations built round
their own lavish mausoleums within religious foundaa courtyard were preferably located to the west side
tions, thereby setting up memorials for themselves in
of the street so that the south-east, Mecca-oriented
their capital, Cairo as a whole soon became an vast
sanctuary could be on the street side. This allowed
arena for Mamluk art patronage. Most of the Mamluk
the mausoleum to lie adjacent to the sanctuary and
architectural legacy in Cairo was created by such suloverlook the street at the same time. Like their
tans and amirs, and only to a lesser extent by local
mosques, Mamluk madrasa?, and khankdhs were built
dignitaries.
along the axis of the orientation towards Mecca, as
Although the Mamluks ruled over a territory includwere the mausoleums which, with rare exceptions,
ing Egypt, Greater Syria and the Hidjaz, Mamluk
included a mihrab (Kessler 1984). Owing to the aforearchitectural identity is mainly discernible in Cairo.
mentioned constraints, it often transpired that the oriEven more decidedly than under other Islamic regimes,
the metropolitan style of religious architecture rarely
entation of the mosque's mihrab diverged from that
of the mausoleum. Unlike in Syria, the minaret in
re-occurs outside the capital. The rulers' direct involveCairo was to be found not only in Friday mosques
ment in the building activity of the province of Egypt
was confined to infrastructures, fortifications and combut in madrasa?,, khankdhs and minor oratories as well.
mercial buildings, leaving the foundation of mosques
This interaction with the urban fabric, together with
and colleges to the governors and the local notables.
the pre-eminence of the metropolitan religious instiThe scarcity of significant royal mosques in the
tutions housing Mamluk mausoleums, created an archiprovinces accounts for a discrepancy in religious architecture exclusively suited to Cairo. Furthermore, the
tectural style between the capital and the outlying
overriding focus of Mamluk monumental patronage
regions. Religious architecture in Syria and the Hidjaz
in Cairo was in fact a response to the historical sitkept faith on the whole with the predominant regional
uation. It should be remembered that the history of
building tradition, as was the case of the Egyptian
Mamluk Cairo begins at the same time as the fall of
province itself, where the cities of Kus and Alexandria, | Baghdad from where Baybars transferred the cAbbasid
in spite of their economic importance, retained a
caliphate to his own capital [see MAMLUKS. i. History],
provincial type of architecture. Occasional mutual influa symbolic gesture that designated Cairo as Baghdad's
ences between Cairo and Syria were confined to decsuccessor. Already the possessor of a long undisturbed
oration or individual elements that did not involve
metropolitan tradition, unrivalled at that time by any
the architecture generally. The builders who erected
other city in Egypt or in Syria, the Egyptian capital
the imperial mosques in Cairo were rarely employed
was the natural candidate to perpetuate Baghdad's
beyond the confines of the capital. The exception conglorious history.
firming this rule is that of a late-9th/15th century
Like any other architecture, that of the Mamluks
initiative by Sultan Kayitbay, who is reported by
was based on that of its predecessors; and as such it
chroniclers to have sent entire teams of craftsmen
inherited architectural devices and decorative techfrom Cairo to Jerusalem, Mecca and Medina. These
niques from the Fa timid and Ayyubid periods. Far
reports themselves attest the singularity of this initiamore monuments were erected than during the
tive. Indeed, wakf descriptions of his madrasa?, in
Ayyubid era, however, and over a much longer period
Jerusalem and Medina, as well as the remnants of
of time. Already al-Zahir Baybars waived the Shaft'!
his madrasa in Jerusalem, confirm that such patronage
rule applied by his predecessors which allowed only
remained exceptional.
one Friday mosque to each agglomeration. Moreover,
Moreover, the enormous quantitative discrepancy
the inclusion of Syria and territories as far north as
between Mamluk architecture in Cairo and in Syrian
Cilicia, the migration of craftsmen escaping the Mongol
cities, as well as the supremacy of the metropolitan
invasions and others who came from al-Andalus, as
religious foundations which functioned as the intelwell as the contacts with the Il-Khanids and with
lectual centres of the Mamluk state, contributed to
Christian kingdoms, introduced international features
the stylistic singularity of Cairene Mamluk architecinto the arts of the 7th-8th/13th-14th centuries.
ture. With a few exceptions, such as the buildings of
A. Religious a r c h i t e c t u r e in C a i r o
Tankiz al-Nasirf in Jerusalem (Burgoyne 1987, 223(i) The Bahri period
48), urban schemes do not seem to have been a major
From Shaajar al-Durr to al-^dhir Baybars. The first
concern of Mamluk patrons in Syrian cities.
building that can be securely attributed to the Mamluk
The evolution of Mamluk architecture in Cairo
era is the funerary madrasa of Shadjar al-Durr [q.v.],
shows an increasing tendency to adapt and adjust the
the widow of the last Ayyubid sultan al-Salih Nadjm
layout of the buildings to the urban environment
al-Dfn Ayyub, of which only the mausoleum is today
rather than to impose a large-scale or symmetrical
extant. It was built in 648/1250 in the cemetery of
architecture on the city. The portal, minaret and mauSayyida Naffsa north of Fustat [q.v.] as part of a comsoleum dome were assigned a location that best
plex that included a palace, a hammdm and gardens.
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In the same year, the short-lived sultana also added
a mausoleum to her husband's madrasa in the heart
of the Fatimid al-Kahira, thus bringing to the city a
tradition of princely funerary architecture which subsequently became a significant feature of Mamluk
Cairo (Creswell 1959, ii, 135f.-6; Behrens-Abouseif
1983). The profile of the mausoleum dome and its
stucco decoration remain faithful to the tradition of
the Ayyubid period.
The madrasa of al-Mucizz Aybak, Shadjar al-Durr's
second husband and her successor on the Mamluk
throne, was built in 654/1256-7 in the commercial
centre of Fustat (al-Makrfzf, Suluk, iv, 302); it seems
to have been part of an urban project which integrated pre-existing commercial structures. As it is not
included in al-Makrfzf's Khitat, it must have disappeared with the decline of Fustat as al-Kahira took
over as Egypt's definitive capital during the 8th/14th
century. It was the first and, indeed, only royal
Mamluk foundation within the city of Fustat.
Sultan al-Zahir Baybars Fs [q.v] first religious foundation—a madrasa next to that of his master al-Salih
Nadjm al-Dln—was built in al-Kahira in 660-2/12623. The building itself, which was demolished in the
last century, is reported to have consisted of four
iwam built around a courtyard to accommodate the
four madhhabs of Islamic law. It possessed no mausoleum. Nineteenth-century drawings and paintings
convey some idea of the former exterior. The portal
formed the shape of a semi-dome on mukarnas, a pattern already applied in Ayyubid Syrian architecture
but the earliest of its kind to be documented in Cairo,
a distinction that applies equally to the four-iwdn plan.
(Creswell 1959, ii, 142ff.)
When al-Zahir Baybars built his monumental
mosque on the site of his polo-ground in the northern outskirts of Husayniyya (665-7/1266-9), it was the
first Friday mosque to be founded in the Egyptian
capital for some 150 years. The mosque, with its
pointed arches and monumental entryways, contains
references to the Fatimid mosque of al-Hakim. The
major innovation and the most spectacular feature of
the building was the size of the wooden dome over
the mihrdb, which covers the maksura of nine bays and
is borne by piers. The space between the courtyard
and the domed zone is furthermore emphasised by a
transept running perpendicular to the arcades of the
sanctuary. Creswell maintains that the dome was influenced by the Artukid mosque of Mayyafarikfn [q.v]
built in the 6th/12th century. The building materials
for Baybars' mosque had been seized as spolia from
Crusader monuments during Baybars' triumphal campaign in Yaffa. The mosque was already falling into
ruin during the mediaeval period (Creswell, 1950, ii,
155ff.; Bloom 1982). Baybars also founded in 671/1273
another monumental Friday mosque at Mansha5 at
al-Maharanf, between al-Kahira and Fustat, of which
no trace exists today (Ibn Dukmak, iv, 119.). Baybars'
reign produced a significant number of other secular
and religious buildings in Egypt and Syria (Meinecke,
ii, 6-51).
From al-Mansur Kalawun to al-Ashraf Khalil. The buildings of al-Mansur Kalawun [q.v.], his wife Fatima
Khatun and his son al-Ashraf Khalll [q.v], cannot be
connected directly to those of their predecessors, neither do they seem to have had a marked impact on
their successors'. Kalawun was the first Mamluk sultan to build a religious complex with his own mausoleum in the city centre. The complex (683-4/1284-5)
which included a madrasa, a mausoleum and a great
hospital, displays many unprecedented features: the

verticality of the facade and its decoration, the plan
of the mausoleum centred on an octagonal domed
baldachin, the basilical plan of the prayer Iwan. Most
remarkable is the treatment of the facade with pointedarch recessed panels which include the windows, the
upper ones forming a triple composition consisting of
a pair of arched openings surmounted by a bull's eye.
This treatment recalls the architecture of Norman
Sicily, the facade of the Kalawun complex in fact
exhibiting a striking resemblance to the original
frontage of the Cathedral of Palermo. The marble
mosaics decorating the opulent interior are once again
closely related to those of Norman Sicily and southern Italy (Creswell 1959, ii, 190ff.; Meinecke 1971;
Behrens-Abouseif 1995, Sicily]. The adjustment of the
Kalawun complex facade to the alignment of the
streets—so deviating from the Mecca-oriented axis
within—is a device of urban aesthetics created in the
Fatimid period and faithfully maintained under the
Mamluks. The complex was erected on the street side
to the west, with a passage between the mausoleum
and the madrasa leading to the hospital. The massive
masonry minaret stands at the northern edge of the
complex, juxtaposing harmoniously with the mausoleum
dome. The madrasa is built around a courtyard with two
unequal axial iwdns and two lateral recesses between
which the multi-storied dwelling units were located.
The mausoleum is one of the most lavishly decorated monuments of mediaeval Cairo, displaying the
entire repertoire of techniques of that time: carved
and painted wood, stucco, inlaid and carved marble
as well as, in the mihrdb, conch-glass mosaic. The hospital, no longer extant, was not visible from the street;
it is described in its wakf deed as a lavish construction built in two perpendicular axes around a courtyard (see Herz's plan, in Creswell 1959, ii, 207). The
plan of the mausoleum and the massive shape of
the minaret of Kalawun remained unique in Cairene
architecture.
In the cemetery of Sayyida Nafisa are the remains
of a funerary madrasa attributed to Fatima Khatun
(682-3/1283-4), a wife of Kalawun. Today only the
funerary chamber with the gateway and the first storey
of the rectangular minaret are extant. A photograph
published by E. Diez (Kunst der islamischen Volker,
Munich 1915) shows that this madrasa had arched
recesses with the same triple-window composition that
occurs on Kalawun's facade. Next to it, Kalawun's
son, al-Ashraf Khalil, a ruler who left no architectural work in the city centre, built his own funerary
madrasa of which only the mausoleum is extant
(687/1288). The three domes of Kalawun, his wife
and his son Khalil, have in common a high octagonal drum with windows set in recessed arches, and
an oval profile, whereas the interior treatment of the
transitional zones is different in each case (Creswell
1959, ii, 180-1, 214-15); Meinecke 1992, i, 42ff.).
Al-Nasir Muhammad and his immediate successors. AlNasir Muhammad b. Kalawun [q.v] was the greatest
builder of the Bahrf Mamluk sultans. His long reign
(693-741/1293-1341), interrupted by two interim periods (694-8/1294-99 and 708/1309) coincided with
a period of relative peace and prosperity which was
also the most fruitful for architectural achievement.
Al-Nasir encouraged his amm to build mosques and
palaces not only in the city itself but also in the outskirts on new land added to Cairo by the receding
of the course of the Nile. Al-Nasir's second reign was
already displaying the versatility characteristic of the
architecture of the 8th/14th century (Meinecke-Berg
1977; J.A. Williams 1984; al-Harithy 2000).
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In 703/1304, al-Nasir Muhammad completed the
madrasa next to his father's during the first interval
of his reign by Sultan Ladjfn [q.v.]. The construction
possesses a narrow facade whose total width in the
upper reaches was occupied by the minaret and the
mausoleum dome. The dome, which like the top part
of the minaret is no longer extant, has an octagonal
drum similar to that of the previous Kalawunids. The
madrasa is built with four axial iwdns with multistoried living quarters between them. The Gothic portal
is a spoil from a church in Palestine (Creswell 1959,
ii, 234ff.; Meinecke 1992, i, 49).
Once the mausoleum dome became an integral part
of the facade design, the evolution of urban religious
and/or funerary architecture during the 8th/14th century stimulated the builders to display their versatility in the individual treatment of the minarets and
the mausoleum domes, and most of all to create a
consistently harmonious composition incorporating
these two elements. At the funerary foundations of
Salar and Sandjar (703/1303-4), which could have
been a madrasa or a khdnkdh, the rninaret is juxtaposed with a pair of unequal-sized mausoleum domes
that formed a singular silhouette when viewed from
the street. Here the mausoleums are Mecca-oriented,
but, exceptionally, not the madrasa/khdnkdh.
At the khankah of Baybars II al-Djashankfr (706-9/
1306-10), too, the funerary dome adjoins the minaret
harmoniously, leaving the prayer hall on the other
side of the courtyard because of the placement of the
four-iwdn khankah on the eastern side of the street.
The mausoleum chamber, richly decorated in marble
mosaic, contrasts with the rather plain interior of the
Sufi" institution. In addition to the living units overlooking the courtyard, there was a separate dwelling
compound (Fernandes 1983).
The funerary madrasa of Sunkur al-Sacd! (71521/1315-21), of which only the facade with the mausoleum and the minaret remain extant, presents further
variation on the shape of minaret and dome. The
rectangular brick shaft is particularly slender and has
lavish mukarnas, while the dome, whose drum is decorated with stucco bands around the windows, stands
on an elliptic base (Creswell 1959, ii, 267f.-8; M. cAbd
al-Rahman Fahml 1970). The small funerary mosque
of Aydumur al-Bahlawan (747/1346), with one of the
earliest masonry domes, is of the same composition.
Neither of the two major monuments of al-Nasir
Muhammad survives, sc. a great khankah planned with
his mausoleum at Siryakus (a village to the north of
Cairo) and his great mosque in the southern outskirts
of al-Kahira to the north of Fustat (J.A. Williams
1984). However, his mosque at the Citadel completed
in 735/1335 attests to artistic achievement under his
patronage. The dome of its maksura, which is similar
to but of lesser proportions than that of Baybars, was
revetted in green tiles. Similarly, two unusual masonry
minarets, one flanking the main entrance and another
at the south-eastern corner, have a ceramic tilework
mosaic in the Il-Khanid style decorating their upper
part, which must have been the work of the Tabriz!
craftsmen reported to have come to Cairo at that
time and to have been involved in the decoration of
the no longer-extant mosque of Kawsun. Except for the
use of ceramic on the dome and the minarets, the
exterior is plain, in marked contrast to contemporary
urban mosques.
Subsequent examples demonstrate that, due to urban
constraints, the hypostyle courtyard mosque could no
longer be accommodated within the city without sacrificing its symmetry. The Friday mosque of the amir
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Almas al-Nasiri (729/1328-9), which also included the
founder's mausoleum, has an irregular configuration
(Karim 2000). The Friday mosque of Altinbugha alMaridanl (739-40/1339-40), which in principle follows
the plan of al-Nasir's mosque in the Citadel with
three axial entrances and a large dome above the
mihrdb, has a corner of its sanctuary cut off to follow a bend of the street. At the mosque of Aksunkur
(747-8/1346-7), the facade is not parallel to the kibla
wall but instead projects with the minaret out into
the street. The minaret, originally with four instead
of the usual three stories, could thus announce the
mosque from an even greater distance (BehrensAbouseif 1985, Minarets, 92-3). The heavily damaged
interior of the mosque is characterised by cross-vaulted
bays carried by piers, indicating Syrian influence
(Meinecke 1973).
The funerary mosque (750/1349) of the amir Shaykhu is also laid out according to an irregular plan.
Together with Shaykhu's great khdnkdh built six years
later across the street (757/1355), it forms an urban
composition embracing the SalTba street with two
symmetrical minarets and two similar portals. The
khdnkdh has only the sanctuary with the riwdk or
hypostyle plan, with living units on the three other
sides of the courtyard. The enormous dwelling compound behind the prayer hall is the only one of its
kind extant in Cairo. The use of the hypostyle sanctuary of traditional mosques in a khdnkdh had occurred
already at the foundation of the amir Kawsun (736/
1335), built in the cemetery to the southeast of the
Citadel. Today, only a stone minaret and a mausoleum dome stand. A reconstruction, however, shows
that it had a double mausoleum on each side of the
hypostyle sanctuary with the dwelling units most likely
occupying the other sides of the court (Ali Ibrahim
1974).
The idea of building a religious complex on both
sides of a street had been applied previously by the
Amir Bashtak (736/1336) with a khdnkdh connected
to a mosque with a bridge; only a monumental minaret
is extant.
The late Kaldwunid period. Despite the political decline
under the sons of al-Nasir Muhammad and the devastation brought about by the Black Death (74971348),
the second half of the 8th/14th century was very productive and creative in terms of an architecture that
continued to integrate exotic foreign patterns.
The madrasa of Sarghitmish (757/1356) displays the
unusual combination of a four-iwdn plan with a dome
over the main iwdn. The mausoleum dome projects
boldly onto the street across the courtyard. The two
domes are unexpected on the Cairene skyline; bulbous and with a high drum, their profile recalls
Tfmurid architecture, which, however, they pre-date.
The mausoleum dome has a double shell, while that
of the prayer hall was rebuilt with only one. Similarly
recalling Tfmurid dome profiles are the two ribbed
onion-shaped masonry domes of the anonymous mausoleum known as Sultaniyya, which also have a double shell. The building has been assigned to the
750-60s/1350-60s. Despite the similarities, a direct
influence from Samarkand can be excluded on chronological grounds, but a common Iranian prototype from
Western Persia or clrak must surely have influenced
the Samarkand and the Cairo domes (Meinecke 1976).
It is paradoxical that the mosque of Sultan Hasan,
the most monumental of Mamluk mosques and even
of all mediaeval mosques at that time, was founded
in the decade following the depredations of the Black
Death. Although it took from 757/1356 to 764/1362
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to build, its decoration was never completed. The
funerary complex which includes a madrasa for the
four madhhabs is the first Mamluk teaching institution
to be at the same time a Friday mosque, a combination that was subsequently adopted in all princely
foundations. The complex stands beneath the Citadel,
where it dominated an open square with the hippodrome, plainly visible from the palaces of the sultans
at the Citadel. It is the only Mamluk mosque to
present a mausoleum behind the prayer hall that
occupies the same width. The original dome, which
collapsed in the 18th century, was described by an
eyewitness as bulbous; it might have been similar to
the wooden dome of the ablution fountain in the
courtyard that has a rounded profile and no drum,
or to the domes of Sarghitmish and the Sultaniyya
mausoleum that possess a high drum, the latter with
a pointed profile. Only one original minaret is extant,
that flanking the mausoleum at the eastern corner.
At ca. 80 rn it was the tallest of its time, though the
other one was replaced by a smaller structure in the
Ottoman period. The placement of a dome between
two minarets created a new perspective on the Cairo
skyline (Kessler 2000). Two more minarets were
planned at the entrance, according to al-Makrfzf, and
as the buttresses themselves show; one was built and
collapsed shortly afterwards so that the ambitious project of four minarets had to be abandoned. Like the
design of the portal itself, the pair of minarets betray
an Anatolian Saldjuk influence, albeit more than a
century after the end of the Rum Saldjuk period
(Rogers 1972). The vestibule is roofed by a masonry
dome flanked by three half-domes suggesting Byzantine
inspiration, while remnants of glazed tile decoration
in the lunettes of the mausoleum windows show the
continuity of the Tabriz! workshop. All the threestorey living units are arranged so as to overlook the
street on the northern and southern facades of the
complex. The interior has four gigantic vaulted iwdns
around the courtyard, the sanctuary being the largest
vault in the mediaeval Muslim world. The four sections of the madrasa, which are accessible from the
corners of the courtyard have an analogous layout,
with their cells overlooking the street on two sides.
Although craftsmen from different parts of the Muslim
world are reported to have worked at this monument,
it is in essence and spirit a Mamluk building.
The architecture of the Bahri Mamluks maintained
an experimental and innovative character till the end
of this period. Dome profiles, minarets and portals
were not fully standardised; instead a variety of forms
coexisted. The classical hypostyle courtyard mosque
or riwdk mosque was gradually replaced by the more
flexible iwan plan. This type of plan, whose exterior
was not reflected in its interior of four unequal twdns
built around a courtyard, could better accommodate
irregularities in the plot. Since Sultan Hasan the
madrasas and khdnkdh of the subsequent sultans and
amirs functioned as Friday mosques as well. Beside
the rectangular-octagonal-cylindrical minaret (Salar
and Sandjar, Baybars al-Djashankfr, Sunkur al-SacdI,
Kawsun) built in brick or masonry or in both materials with a ribbed domed pavilion (a disposition
the Mamluks inherited from their predecessors), the
Bahrf period created a new, more slender type with
a stone shaft, either octagonal (Maridanf) or cylindrical (Aksunkur, al-Nasir Muhammad at the Citadel),
and surmounted by an eight-sided pavilion crowned
with a bulb on mukarnas. Before masonry domes made
an appearance in the mid-8th/14th century, Mamluk
domes were built either of brick or plastered wood.

Two types of profiles were used for the domes, one
that curves from the base (Baybars al-Djashankfr,
Sunkur al-Sacdf) with a plain surface, and another
that starts straight and curves at about one-third up
the elevation. The second shape was used for ribbed
and for carved masonry domes and is the characteristic form of later funerary architecture. During the
Bahn period, initial experiments with masonry domes
were undertaken. At first ribbed like their brick predecessors, they later appeared in other varieties. With
the dome of Tankizbugha (769/1359), its surface
carved with alternating concave-convex ribs, and that
of Ildjay al-YusufT (774/1373), carved with twisted
ribs, Mamluk dome builders opened up a new era in
the design of masonry domes (Kessler 1976). For the
transitional zones of brick or wooden domes, squinches
and pendentives were used. The squinches were structured into niches with several tiers resembling a large
mukarnas. The pendentives of the domes of al-Nasir's
mosque at the Citadel and of Sultan Hasan are made
of wood. Stone domes were built mostly with angular pendentives carved with mukarnas. Bahrf Mamluk
decorators used largely stucco decoration on minarets
and dome exteriors and in interiors, along with polychrome marble.
(ii) The Circassian period
Early Circassian (784/1382 to the mid-9th/15th century}.

Notwithstanding economic decline and monetary
instability, the sultans and amir?, of this period continued to build religious foundations on a large scale.
The Circassian period sets out with the reign of Sultan
Barkuk (784-91/1382-89 [q.v.]), whose funerary religious complex in the heart of the city does not make
use of any novelties. Its sanctuary, however, has a
tripartite basilical composition with a wooden flat ceiling. The funerary khdnkdh of his son Faradj (80115/1399-1412 [q.v.]) is the first to be built by a sultan
in the northern cemetery and its layout takes full
advantage of the available space, deploying perfect
symmetry with a double mausoleum and a double
minaret. Its zigzag carved stone domes are the largest
built by the Mamluks, with a diameter of over 14
m. It is built on the hypostyle courtyard plan with
piers supporting domical bays. Living units occupying
two storeys were placed along the lateral arcades of
the courtyard (Lamei Mostafa 1968).
Sultan al-Mu'ayyad Shaykh's [q.v.] monumental,
multifunctional complex of madrasa-khdnkdh-mosc±ue
(821/1418) possesses a similar layout to that of Faradj.
This mosque became a Cairo landmark because of
its twin minarets erected on top of the Fatimid towers of the Bab Zuwayla, which bear the only builder's
signature to be found in Mamluk architecture. The
mosque also had a third minaret at the northeastern
entrance.
The reign of Barsbay (825-41/1422-38 [q.v.]) introduced masonry domes with carved star patterns. His
funerary khdnkdh (835/1432) in the northern cemetery includes three star-carved mausoleum domes which
exemplify the progress made in dealing with the difficult task of adapting a geometrical symmetrical design
to a domical surface (Kessler 1976). The unique architecture of this khdnkdh demonstrates that the cemetery at that time had become an urban environment
necessitating other than purely symmetrical layouts.
Instead of being built around an inner courtyard, the
elements of the complex are juxtaposed along the
road. The mosque has a lateral format with the mausoleum chamber juxtaposed to it, occupying the same
width and similarly overlooking the road. Further south
is the khdnkdh proper with the living quarters. Other
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structures were built on the opposite side of the road,
including a one-dome z.awiya.
Late Circassian (mid-9th/15th century to 923/1517).

Although the hypostyle courtyard mosque never
totally disappeared, in the 9th/15th century, Friday
mosques were increasingly built without an open courtyard (e.g. those of Inal, Kayitbay and Kansawh alGhawrf), adopting instead the plan of the kdca or
reception hall current in Cairene residential architecture since pre-Mamluk times. Already, the 8th/14th
century had produced small covered mosques with an
irregular plan which included iwdns around a covered
courtyard, the adoption of the kdca, however, allowed
the building of small covered mosques of a standard
configuration. A major factor in the disappearance of
the courtyard is the fusion of the functions of the
khdnkdh with the madrasa and the Friday mosque; at
the same time the abandonment of the original residential function of the madrasa and the khankah rendered the cells around the courtyard superfluous
(Behrens-Abouseif 1985).
The funerary mosque of Kidjmas al-Ishakf (8856/1480-1) is a genuine jewel of late Mamluk architecture. It is remarkable not only for the refinement
of its interior and innovative exterior decoration, but
most of all for its almost triangular plan inserted
between three streets, displaying an ingenious adaptation to the urban setting.
The reign of Kayitbay (827-901/1468-96 [see KA'IT
BAY] stimulated and refined architectural decoration,
ushering in novel designs and techniques in both carving and marble inlay. The facade of his free-standing
sabil-maktab (879/1474) on Salfba Street and that of the
mosque of Kidjmas al-Ishaki present polychrome marble
inlay of unprecedented intricacy.
During the 9th/15th century, domed zawiyas and
mosques were built. The earliest known belong to
Barsbay's funerary complex, two others were founded
by Yashbak min Mahdl, the Great Dawdddr, in the
northern outskirts; the larger one, known as Kubbat
al-Faddwiyya (884-6/1479-81) was lavishly decorated
with stucco, an unexpected choice at this period. Their
architecture differs from that of funerary domes, built
in brick and on squinches, the exterior being plain
and lacking the conventional transitional zone (BehrensAbouseif 1981, 1982, 1983).
The reign of Sultan Kansawh al-Ghawri [q.v.] heralded a new era in the concept of architecture, with
an emphasis on monumentality rather than minute
decoration, at the same time bringing a new taste for
ceramic revetment. At the Sultan's funerary complex
(915/1501), the dome and the upper storey of the
minaret were once entirely covered with lapis-blue
tiles. This period also brought about an important
change in the shape of minarets; the double bulb at
the top was a new device and was used twice in combination with an entirely rectangular shaft at the two
mosques of Kanibay (908/1503, 911/1506), and once
in combination with a facetted shaft at al-Ghawrf's
tall minaret at the Azhar mosque. Al-Ghawrf's rectangular minaret at his own funerary mosque had
four bulbs at the top. Kanibay's funerary mosque
(903/1503) beneath the Citadel unfolds a facade with
an unusual broad format, inspired by its location overlooking the mayddn from an elevated ground.
Kansawh al-Ghawrf managed to acquire a plot in
the very centre of the city which allowed him to construct his foundation on both sides of the street, an
unprecedented layout which may be considered as the
peak of the urbanistic approach of Mamluk religious
architecture. The mosque and the minaret on the
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west side of the street face a monumental mausoleum,
as deep as the kibla Twdn, situated on the other side
of the street and attached to a khdnkdh without
dwellings and a sabil-maktab projecting with three
facades on to the street. A wooden roof covered the
street, which widened to the north into a small piazza
with booths and shops (Behrens-Abouseif 2002).
Although its layout is comparable to that of Kayitbay, the large funerary khdnkdh of the amir Kurkumas
in the northern cemetery (911-13/1506-7) differs by its
substantial proportions that make it one of the most
monumental constructions in all Mamluk architecture.
In the Circassian period, the harmonious juxtaposition of minaret and mausoleum dome continues to
characterise the silhouette of funerary foundations. The
increasing number of foundations of sultans and amirs,
in the northern cemetery led to the urbanisation of
its architecture that adopted the same street-oriented
aesthetic criteria as in the city centre. This period maintained the tradition established in the late 8th/
14th century of attaching to the religious foundation a
sabil-maktab, a structure consisting in a combination of
fountain house with a primary school; the double
structure was placed at a corner with the sabil at ground
level surmounted by the maktab. During the reign of
Kayitbay, free-standing sabil-maktab^ were built, a tradition which was taken over in the Ottoman period.
The reign of Kayitbay produced the domed sabil recalling funerary architecture, such as the sabil of Ya'kub
Shah al-Mihmandar (901/1495-6) in Cairo and that
of Kayitbay in the haram of Jerusalem.
In the late Mamluk period, the forms of portals,
minarets, and domes were standardised, displaying a
variety in their carved decoration, however, and reaching the peak of refinement at Sultan Kayitbay's mausoleum (877-9/1472-4).
Stucco decoration disappears from late Mamluk
architecture except for a short-lived revival in the
reign of Kayitbay, namely at the Dome of Yashbak,
albeit in a very different style. Stone-carving is more
extensively used than in the past, and now adorns
also mihrdb conchs. Groin vaults become fashionable
in the late 9th/15th and early 10th/16th century, also
characterising portal vaults.
B. Residential and domestic a r c h i t e c t u r e
in Cairo
Mamluk residential architecture [see KACA; RABC] is
less well preserved than religious (see Gracin et al.
1982). Half-a-dozen kdca$ and the vestiges of four monumental palaces, those of Aim Ak, Kawsun, Bashtak
and Taz, date from the Bahn period. These great
princely residences were continuously restored and
remodelled, making it difficult to assess their original
form. Our knowledge of the different types of residential architecture has to rely on the enormous
resources of wakf documents.
The courtyard of Cairene residences, to which the
main entrance leads, is generally surrounded by stables and service rooms. Cairene residential architecture was not "inward-facing" in the sense that it
overlooked the courtyard and remained blind to the
street. The courtyard was not the centre of the house,
as in Syrian or North African constructions, but simply a semi-private space. There was a general preference for giving the main rooms a view over the
street or the available scenery, depending on the site.
There could be more than one courtyard according
to the size of the ddr, and in large mansions a courtyard could fulfil the function of a garden.
The main reception hall or kdca lay on the first
floor, occupying the height of several storeys where
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the smaller units or apartments (riwak [q.v.]) were
located. In the 9th/15th century, the mak'ad becomes
a salient feature of residential architecture. It is a loggia facing north and overlooking the courtyard on the
first storey. Its origin seems to be associated with
the architecture of 8th/14th century princely stables.
The 9th/15th century presents another category of
residences of less monumental, middle-size type of
dwellings, such as the house of Zaynab Khatun.
The palaces of the Citadel, which had undergone
continuous restoration and refurbishment work by all
Mamluk sultans, are no longer extant. The most remarkable were the iwdn kabir and the kasr built by alNasir Muhammad and maintained by all subsequent
sultans (see Garcin et alii 1982, 41ff.; Behrens-Abouseif
1985; Rabbat 1995). The first was a basilical construction of gigantic dimensions employing Pharaonic
columns. It had a ceramic green dome, as did the
Sultan's mosque nearby.
As is to be expected, the decorative repertoire of
residential architecture did not differ particularly from
that of religious monuments. The royal palaces of the
early Bahrf period, however, did make use of murals
depicting figures.
C. Religious a r c h i t e c t u r e in Syria
As mentioned above, Mamluk architecture of
Greater Syria, including Palestine, followed regional
schools autonomous from the capital, hence need to
be dealt with separately. (The following brief summary is based on Meinecke for Aleppo and Damascus
and Burgoyne for Jerusalem.) Whereas Cairene builders
emphasised the verticality of their monuments with
recessed panels around the windows, their Damascene
colleagues stressed the horizontal configuration of their
buildings with striped (ablak) masonry as the essential
exterior ornamental device. The use of recesses remained exceptional. In Damascus, the madrasa with
the mausoleum of al-Zahir Baybars built by his son
Baraka Khan (676-8/1277-9) continues Ayyubid traditions, with its four unequal-sized halls overlooking
a courtyard; the prayer hall is connected to the domed
funerary chamber. It is entirely decorated in glass
mosaic, emulating the mosaics of the Great Mosque
of Damascus (Meinecke 1992, i, 37-8). More characteristic, however, was a type of funerary foundations
without a courtyard featuring two equal domes placed
symmetrically on either side of the entrance, one of
them with a mihrdb to be used as a gathering and
prayer hall, the other for funerary purposes. The
madrasa of Faridun al-cAdjamf (744/1343-4), that recalls
Cairene architecture with its four iwdm around a
courtyard, was a special case. In the 9th/15th century, madrasa?, with two axial iwans across a courtyard
were constructed; plain Syrian madrasas, unlike the
Cairene, were mostly built without a minaret, and
Syrian minarets themselves were essentially rectangular with a sole balcony. Whereas octagonal shafts were
also built throughout the Mamluk period in Aleppo,
in Damascus they appear only in the 9th/15th century. The Syrian dome profile remained close to the
pattern established under the Ayyubids, being rounded
and occasionally ribbed.
In Aleppo, the plan of the hypostyle riwak mosque
built on piers supporting cross-vaulted bays, with or
without courtyard, prevailed. The madrasa?,, built around
a courtyard, have a lateral sanctuary roofed by a
series of domes; cells and rooms of various sizes occupy
the three other sides.
The holy city of Jerusalem enjoyed the most intensive Mamluk patronage in Syria. Although no new
Friday mosque was founded in this period, beside the

one already existing at the Citadel, Mamluk amir?, surrounded the Haram on three sides with madrasa?,,
khdnkdhs or ribats, or multifunctional institutions, most
of them with mausoleums, usually domed, attached
to them (Burgoyne 1987). The mausoleums attached
to buildings around the haram were always placed on
the haram side. There was no standard plan, most
religious foundations possessing a covered courtyard
surrounded by a varying number of iwdns and rooms.
The complex of the mighty governor of Syria Tankiz
(729/1328-9) had a four-iwdn madrasa with a vaulted
courtyard. It is the most important Mamluk foundation in Jerusalem, since it served urban needs with
two hammdms, a dwelling complex and a covered market called suk al-kattdnm. The only madrasa built by a
Mamluk sultan is the Ashrafiyya started by Sultan
Khushkadam [q.v.] and rebuilt under the auspices of
Kayitbay by Cairene craftsmen, hence its metropolitan style (Walls 1990).
In Jerusalem, unlike in other Syrian cities, minarets
were attached to madrasa?, and khdnkdhs', six extant
ones are attributed to the Mamluk period.
The city of Tripoli has a number of well preserved
handsome Mamluk monuments founded after Sultan
Kalawun liberated it from the Crusaders in 688/1289.
Throughout the following century, the city witnessed
an intense building activity (Salam-Liebig 1983). AlAshraf Khalrl, the son of Kalawun, founded the Great
Mosque which was completed by his successor alNasjr Muhammad in 714/1314-15. The architecture
of the city is characterised by its masonry domes and
vaulted spaces. In mosques and madrasa?, the larger
dome is often not the one over the mihrdb, but the
central dome that covers the courtyard space (Djamic
of Taynal, 1336; Madrasa of al-Burtasf, 1320s). The
portals display half-domes on elaborate mukarnas combined with carvings and ablak masonry. Syrian madrasa?,,
unlike those in Cairo, often lack living units.
An interesting feature of Mamluk religious architecture in Syria is the carving of foundation deeds
(wakfiyyd) on the external wall of the monument.
Bibliography: 1. Source m a t e r i a l . For the study
of Mamluk architecture, beside the monuments
themselves and their epigraphy (see van Berchem),
an important number of wakf documents are of
prime importance to the study of the buildings in
their original form and function as well as their
urban context. The significance of al-Makrfzi's Khitat
does not need to be emphasised, as well as Ibn
Dukmak's K. al-Intisdr li-wdsitat cikd al-amsdr, Bulak
1314/1896-7; see S. Denoix,' Decrire le Cam. FustdtMisr d'apres Ibn Duqmdq et Maqrizi, Cairo 1992.
Moreover, al-MakrizI's Suluk and all other Mamluk
chronicles and biographical encyclopaedias include valuable if scattered information on Mamluk
building activities. Ewliya Celebi's Siydhatndmesi, x,
Istanbul 1938, which gives a description of Cairo
and its monuments in the llth/17th century in the
tradition of al-Makrizi's Khitat, includes a valuable
account. The Khitat al-tawjikiyya of cAlr Mubarak
(1888) continues, in the tradition of al-Makrfzf, the
enumeration and description of Cairo's monuments
down to his own time, often including information
from wakf documents.
A comprehensive collection of plans of Mamluk monuments in Egypt and Syria is to be found
in the first volume of Meinecke's Mamlukische
Architektur (1992); the second volume lists all monuments known from the sources or from physical
evidence to have been constructed in the Mamluk
period.
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2. S t u d i e s , (a) General. M. Van Berchem,
Materiaux pour un Corpus Inscriptionum Arabicarum,
Memoires publics par les Membres de la Mission
Archeologique Frangaise au Caire, xix/1-4, Cairo
1894-1903; K.A.C. Greswell, A brief chronology of the
Muhammadan monuments of Egypt to A.D. 1517, Cairo
1919; E. Pauty, Les hammams du Caire, Cairo 1933;
L.A. Mayer, Saracenic heraldry, a survey, Oxford 1933;
Hasan cAbd al-Wahhab, Ta'rikh al-masad^id alathariyya, Cairo 1946; Farid Shafici, West Islamic influences on architecture in Egypt, in Bull, of the Fac. of Arts,
Cairo University, xvi/2 (December 1954), Iff.; K.A.C.
Creswell, The Muslim architecture of Egypt, 2 vols.,
Oxford 1952-9 repr. New York 1978; J.M. Rogers,
Seljuk influences on the monuments of Cairo, in Kunst des
Orients [= KO\, vii/1 (1972), 40-68; M. Meinecke,
^ur mamlukischen Heraldik, in Mitteilungen des Deutschen
Archdologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo [= MDAIK],
xxviii/2 (1972), 213-87; Ch. Kessler, Funerary architecture within the City, in Collogue International sur I'Histoire
du Cam (1969), Cairo 1972, 257-67; S. Humphreys,
The expressive intent of the Mamluk architecture of Cairo:
a preliminary essay, in Stud. Isl., xxxv (1972), 69-119;
Hayat Salam-Liebich, The architecture of the Mamluk
city of Tripoli, Cambridge, Mass. 1975; Layla Ali
Ibrahim, The transitional zones of domes in Cairene architecture, in KO, x/1-2 (1975), 5-23; Kessler, The cawed
masonry domes of mediaeval Cairo, Cairo and London
1976; Meinecke, Die mamlukische Fayencemosaikdekorationen.
Eine Werkstdtte aus Tabriz in Kairo, in KO, xi (1976-7),
85-144; V. Meinecke-Berg, Quellen zur Topographic
und Baugeschichte in Kairo unter Sultan an-Ndsir
Muhammad b. Qald'un, in ^DMG, Supplement ii (1977),
539-50; D. Behrens-Abouseif, The Qubba, an aristocratic type of zawiya, in AI, xix (1983), 1-7; J.A.
Williams, Urbanization and monument construction in
Mamluk Cairo, in Muqarnas, ii (1984), 33-45; Kessler,
Mecca-oriented urban architecture in Mamluk Cairo. The
madrasa-mausoleum of Sultan Shacban II, in A.H. Green
(ed.), In quest of an Islamic humanism. Arabic and Islamic
studies in memory of Mohamed al-Nowaihi, Cairo 1984,
97ff.; Meinecke, Mamluk architecture. Regional architectural traditions. Evolution and interrelations, in Damascener
Mitteilungen, ii (1985), 163-75; Behrens-Abouseif, The
minarets of Cairo, Cairo 1985, repr. 1987; eadem,
Change in function and form of Mamluk religious institutions, in AI, xxi (1985), 73-93; M.H. Burgoyne,
Mamluk Jerusalem, London 1987; Behrens-Abouseif,
Islamic architecture in Cairo: an introduction, Leiden, New
York and Cairo 1989, repr. 1992; Mohamed-Moain
Sadek, Die mamlukische Architektur der Stadt Gaza, Berlin
1990; Saleh Lamei Mostafa, The Cairene sabil: form
and meaning, in Muqarnas, vi (1990), 33-42; Meinecke,
Mamlukische Architektur in Agypten und Synen, 2 vols.,
Mainz 1993; Behrens-Abouseif, Sicily, the missing link
in the evolution of Cairene architecture, in U. Vermeulen
and D. De Smet (eds.), Egypt and Syria in the Fatimid,
Ayyubid and Mamluk eras, Leuven 1995, 275-301;
eadem, Muhandis, Shadd, Mucallim. Note on the
building craft in the Mamluk period, in hi, lxxii/2
(1995), 293-309; Kessler, The "imperial reasons" that
flawed the minaret-flanked setting of Sultan Hasan's mausoleum in Cairo, in Damaszener Mitteilungen, xi (1999),
307-17; B. O'Kane, Domestic and religious architecture
in Cairo. Mutual influences, in Behrens-Abouseif (ed.),
The Cairo heritage. Papers in honor of Lay la Ali Ibrahim,
Cairo 2000, 149-83; Howyda al-Harithy, The patronage of al-Ndsir Muhammad ibn Qaldwun, in Mamluk
Studies Review, iv (2000), 219-44.
(b) Individual monuments. M. Herz, La mosquee
du Sultan Hassan au Caire, Cairo 1899; idem, La
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mosquee d'Ezbek al-Toussoufi, in Revue Egyptienne, i
(1899), 16ff.; idem, Die Baugruppe des Sultans Qalawun,
Hamburg 1910; C. Prost, Les revetements ceramiques
dans les monuments musulmans de I'Egypte, Cairo 1916;
L.A. Mayer, The buildings of Qaytbay as described in
his endowment deeds, London 1938; G. Wiet, La
Mosquee de Kdfur au Caire, in Studies in Islamic art and
architecture in honour of Professor K.A.C. Creswell, Cairo
1965, 260-9; Saleh Lamei Mostafa, Kloster und
Mausoleum des Farag ibn Barquq in Kairo, Abhandlungen
des Deutschen Archaologischen Instituts, Abteilung
Kairo [= ADAIK] Islamische Reihe ii, Gliickstadt
1968; Layla Ali Ibrahim, Four Cairene mihrdbs and
their dating, in KO, vii/1 (1970-1); cAbd al-Rahman
Fahml Muhammad, Bayna adab al-makdma wa-fann
al-cimdra fi 'l-madrasa al-sacdiyya (kubba Hasan Sadaka),
in BIE, Hi (1970-71) 59-83, Arabic text section; M.
Meinecke, Das Mausoleum des Qald'un in Kairo.
Untersuchungen zur Genese der mamlukischen Architekturdekoratwn, in MDAIK, xxvii/1 (1971), 47-80; Mostafa,
Moschee des Farag ibn Barquq in Kairo, ADAIK,
Islamische Reihe iii, Gliickstadt 1972; Meinecke,
Die Moschee des Aqsunqur an-Nasiri in Kairo, in MDAIK,
xxxiv xxix/1 (1973), 9-48; Ibrahim, The great Hdnqdh
of the Emir Qawsun in Cairo, in ibid., xxx/1 (1974),
37-57; eadem, The zawiya of Shaikh ^ain al-Din Tusuf
in Cairo, in ibid., xxxiv (1978), 79-110; A Misiorowskij, Mausoleum of Qurqumas in Cairo. An example
of the architecture and building art of the Mamlouk period,
Warsaw 1979; Meinecke, Die Restaurierung der Madrasa
des Amirs Sdbiq ad-Din Mitqdl al-Anuki und die Sanierung
des Darb Qirmiz in Kairo, Mainz 1980; D. BehrensAbouseif, Four domes of the late Mamluk period, in AI,
xvii (1981), 191-2; Mostafa, Madrasa, Hdnqdh und
Mausoleum des Barquq in Kairo (mit einem Beitrag von
Felicitas Jaritz), ADAIK, Islamische Reihe iv,
Gliickstadt 1982; J. Bloom, The mosque of Baybars
al-Bunduqddn, in AI, xvm (1982), 45-78; BehrensAbouseif, An unlisted monument of the fifteenth century.
The dome o/^Zawiyat al-Damirdas, in AI, xviii (1982),
105-21; eadem, The lost minaret of Shajarat ad-Dun at
her complex in the cemetery of Sayyida Nafisa, in MDAIK,
xxxix (1983), 1-16; J.A. Williams, The Khanqah of
Siryaqus: a Mamluk royal religious foundation, in In quest
of an Islamic humanism. Arabic and Islamic studies in
memory of Mohamed al-Nowaihi, 109-19; L. Fernandes,
The foundation of Baybars al-Jashankir. Its waqf, history
and architecture, in Muqarnas, iv (1987), 21-42;
Chahinda Karim, The mosque of As lam al-Bahd'i alSildhddr (746/1345), in AI, xxiv' (1988), 233-53;
Behrens-Abouseif, The Citadel of Cairo: stage for Mamluk
ceremonial, in AI, xxiv (1988), 25-79; Ibrahim and
B. O'Kane, The madrasa of Badr al-Din al-cAym and
its tiled mihrdb, in AI, xxiv (1988), 253-68; A.G.
Walls, Geometry and architecture in Islamic Jerusalem. A
study of the Ashraflyya, London 1990; C. Williams,
The mosque of Sitt Hadaq, in Muqarnas, xi (1944) 5564; Howyda al-Harithy, The complex of Sultan Hasan
in Cairo. Reading between the lines, in Muqarnas, xiii
(1996), 68-79; Nasser Rabbat, The citadel of Cairo,
Leiden and New York 1996; Behrens-Abouseif,
Sultan Qaytbay's foundation in Medina: the madrasah,
the ribat and the dashfshah, in Mamluk Studies Review,
ii (1998), 61-71; eadem, Qdytbdy's madrasahs in the
Holy Cities and the evolution of Haram architecture, in
Mamluk Studies Review, iii (1999), 129-49; Ch. Kessler,
The "imperial reasons" that flawed the minaret-flanked
setting of Sultan Hasan's mausoleum in Cairo, in Damaszener
Mitteilungen, xi (1999), 307-17; al-Harithy, Turbat alSitt. An identification, in Behrens-Abouseif (ed.) The Cairo
heritage. Papers in honor of Layla Ali Ibrahim. 103-22;
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Ghahinda Karim, The mosque of Ulmas al-Had}ib, in
ibid., 123-48; Behrens-Abouseif, Sultan al-Ghawn and
the Arts, in Mamluk Studies Review, vi (2002), 1-16.
(c) Domestic architecture. A. Lezine, Les salles
nobles des palais mameloukes, in AI, x (1971), idem,
Persistance des traditions pre-islamiques dans I'architecture
domestique du Caire, in AI, xi (1972), 1-22; idem, Trois
palais d'epoque ottomane, Cairo 1972; Layla Ali
Ibrahim, Middle-class living units in Mamluk Cairo, in
AARP, xiv (1978), 24-30; J.C. Garcin, B. Maury et
al, Palais et maisons du Caire, i, Epoque mamelouke Paris
1982; D. Behrens-Abouseif, Quelques traits de I'habitation traditionnelle dans la ville du Caire, in A. Bouhdiba
and D. Chevalier (eds.), La ville arabe dans I'Islam,
histoire et mutations, Tunis and Paris 1982, 447-59;
Mona Zakarya, Deux palais du Caire medieval. Waqfs
et architecture, Paris 1983; Ibrahim, Residential architecture
in Mamluk Cairo, in Muqarnas, ii (1984), 47-60.
(b) The decorative arts
Mamluk art was less centralised than the other late
imperial arts of the Muslim world as far as the decorative arts were concerned, a phenomenon due mainly
to the absence of an equivalent of the Tfmurid
kitdbkhdna or the Ottoman nakkdshkhdna. These royal
workshops were in the first place set up to serve the
arts of the book and thereby to fulfil the requirements of dynastic bibliophile patrons. While creating
a repertory of designs for the illustration and illumination of books, they were involved in, and inspired,
other media as well, the result being an interdisciplinary princely style. The Mamluk rulers were not
renowned as great book-lovers; the libraries which
they sponsored were primarily part and parcel of their
religious foundations in the city. However, in the Bahrf
period some crafts such as metalwork, glass and sgraffito ware advertised the aesthetic of titular epigraphy
as the major decorative motif in art objects. Once
the preponderance of titular epigraphy was no longer
a characteristic feature of Mamluk objects, i.e. by the
end of the Bahn period, the decorative arts began to
show different approaches to decoration across crafts
as well as within the same craft.
A. M e t a l w o r k
The first period of Mamluk metalwork continues
the tradition established under the Ayyubids. Zodiac
and courtly themes (hunting and musicians) combined
with animal friezes, along with epigraphic, geometric
and floral designs, to decorate vessels in the second
half of the 7th/13th century. At the same time, one
final flowering of figural compositions rendered in an
unprecedented monumental style and with great individuality occur shortly before figural themes were to
disappear altogether from metalwork at the beginning
of the 8th/14th century. This is apparent on the two
vessels signed by Ibn al-Zayn, the so-called Baptistere
de St Louis and the Vasselot bowl, both in the Louvre.
Mamluk metalware is also strongly indebted to the
Mawsil tradition of silver inlay, as indicated by the
large number of craftsmen signatures with the nisba
of al-mawsili inscribed on objects until the mid-8th/14th
century. Craftsmen from Mawsil are believed to have
migrated to the Mamluk lands in order to escape the
Mongol invasion. The continuity of mawsili signatures
over a century after the end of the tradition in Mawsil
itself is a remarkable feature. During the first three
quarters of the 8th/14th century, corresponding to
the reign of al-Nasir Muhammad and his sons, the
Mamluks produced a large number of exquisite brass
objects with silver inlay decoration (and sometimes
also with gold) with monumental epigraphic bands in
thuluth script as main theme, delineating royal or

princely titles combined with blazons. During this
period chinoiserie floral patterns were integrated into
the Mamluk floral repertoire, along with the occasional Chinese dragon or bird motif. Among the
objects produced were candlesticks, incense-burners,
Kur'an boxes with Kur'anic inscriptions, trays and
tray bases, pen-boxes, ewers, bowls and basins. The
shapes tended to vary little; Islamic metalworkers in
general were more interested in surfaces than in
creating new forms.
The Mamluks also produced various types of suspensed lighting implements unparalleled in the Muslim
world, most of which are in the Islamic Museum in
Cairo. There is a group of large open-work polycandelons (tannurs) in cast bronze. Among them those
bearing names of Amir Kawsun, Sultan Hasan and
Sultan Kansawh al-Ghawrf are remarkable. There are
also polycandelons of pierced sheet-brass from the
9th/15th century. Composite lamps made of sheetbrass consisted of a tray, into which the glass lamps
were inserted, surmounted by a spherical shade. The
shade is densely pierced so as to form a translucent
background against which inscriptions naming a sultan or an amir stand out. Another group of lamps
made of pierced sheet-brass was made in the shape
of a truncated hexagonal pyramid, the base being the
tray; it was produced throughout the entire Mamluk
period. Some metal lamps are signed but none has
the Kur'anic Verse of the Light which is so current
on glass mosque lamps.
Very few metal art objects are known to have been
produced between the last quarter of the 8th/14th
century and the late 860-early 870s/1460s. With the
revival of the production of metalware, a variety of
new and disparate styles appear, without the monumental titular inscriptions characteristic of their Bahn
predecessors. One group consists of dishes, bowls,
basins, and lunch boxes made of tinned copper, and
engraved with a series of interlocking bands forming
cartouches and medallions filled with alternating
inscriptions, knotted motifs and tight scrolls; the inscriptions are mostly benedictory verses, though princely
names occasionally occur. This group, which lacks the
calligraphic aesthetics of the earlier period, is indebted
to Western Persian metalwork.
Another group consists of bowls with a rounded
profile; their surface is plain except for a triple
engraved band near the rim with inscriptions of a
somewhat vernacular style with poetry and homilies.
This group, too, harks back to some very similar
Persian prototypes from 8th/14th century Shfraz.
A group of spherical hand-warmers, lidded bowls
and ewers with predominantly knotted and braided
motives are attributed to late Mamluk Syria. Some
of the vessels combine a Mamluk decoration with a
European vessel, which indicate that objects were sent
from Europe, mainly Italy, so as to be decorated in
Egypt or Syria.
The group formerly known as Veneto-Saracenic
and wrongly attributed to a Muslim workshop in
Venice, has been now convincingly attributed to a
late Mamluk production (J. Allan 1986). The group
differs strongly from mainstream Mamluk metalware;
their decoration is minutely engraved with unmatched
refinement, recalling some Tfmurid jugs, with new
forms of scrolls and floral patterns against which silver-inlaid curved lines interlock to form neo-arabesques
or lobed cartouches. The most famous of these vessels, many of which seem to possess European bodies, are signed by Mucallim Mahmud al-Kurdf, one
of about half-a-dozen identified craftsmen.
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There is also a group of high-quality, luxurious
basins with shallow facetted forms mentioning the
name of Sultan Kayitbay. The facets and the relief
patterns also point to Persian influence. A magnificent piece in Istanbul is inlaid with silver and gold.
Bibliography: G. Wiet, Catalogue general du musee
arabe du Cam. Objets en cuivre, Cairo 1932, repr.
1984; P. Ruthven, Two metal works of the Mamluk
period, in Ars Islamica (1934), 230-4; D.S. Rice, Two
unusual Mamluk metal works, in BSOAS, xxiii/2 (1950),
487-500; idem, The blazons of the baptistere de St Louis,
in ibid., xxiii/2 (1950), 367-80; idem, Studies in Islamic
metalwork. I, in ibid., xiv/3 (1952), 569-78; idem,
Studies in Islamic metalwork. IV, in ibid., xv/3 (1953),
489-503; idem, The baptistere de St Louis, Paris 1953;
idem, Studies in Islamic metalwork. V. in ibid., xvii/2
(1955), 207-31; idem, Inlaid brasses from the workshop
of Ahmad al-Dhaki al-Mawsili, in Ars Orientalis, ii
(1957), 283-326; L.A. Mayer, Islamic metalworkers and
their work, Geneva 1959; E. Baer, Fish-pond ornaments
on Persian and Mamluk metal vessels, in BSOAS, xxxi
(1968), 14-27; A.S. Melikian-Chirvani, Cuivres inedits
de I'epoque de Qa'itbay, in KO, vi/2 (1969), 99-133;
J.W. Allan, Later Mamluk metalwork. A series of dishes,
in Oriental Art, xv/1 (1969), 38-43; idem, Later
Mamluk metalwork. II. A series of lunch-boxes, in Oriental
Art, xvii/2 (1971), 156-64; J.M. Rogers, Evidence for
Mamluk-Mongol relations, in Collogue International sur
I'histoire du Caire (1969), Cairo 1972, 385-403;
Melikian-Chirvani, Venise, entre VOrient et 1'Occident,
in BEt.Or, xxvii (1974), 1-18; E. Atil, Renaissance of
Islam. The arts of the Mamluks, Washington DC 1981;
Allan, Islamic metalwork. The Nuhad Es-Said Collection,
London 1982; idem, Shacbdn, Barquq and the decline
of the Mamluk metalworking industry, in Muqarnas, ii
(1984), 85-94; idem, Venetian-Saracenic metalwork. The
problem of provenance, in Venecia e I'Oriente Vicino Atti
del Primo Simposio Internationale sull} Arte Veneziana e
I'Arte Islamica, Venice 1986; idem, Metalwork in the
Islamic world. The Aaron Collection, London 1986;
J. Bloom, A Mamluk basin in the L.A. Mayer Memorial
Institute, in Islamic Art, ii (1987), 15-26; D. BehrensAbouseif, The baptistere de St Louis. A reinterpretation,
in Islamic Art iii (1988-9), 3-13; S. Carboni, II periodo mamelucco Bahrl (1250- 1390), in Eredita deWIslam.
Arte Islamica in Italia, Venice 1993, 278-89; BehrensAbouseif, Mamluk and post-Mamluk metal lamps, Cairo
1995; eadem, A late Mamluk [?] basin with ^pdiac
imagery, in AI, xxix (1995), 1-21; R. Ward, The "baptistere de St Louis", a Mamluk basin made for export to
Europe, in Ch. Burnett and A. Contadini (eds.), Islam
and the Italian Renaissance, London 1999, 112-23.
B. C e r a m i c s
Mamluk pottery can be divided into seven decorative and technical categories: sgraffito, slip-painted,
underglaze-painted, overglaze-painted lustre, celadon
imitations, unglazed moulded and unglazed painted
ware.
The Mamluks both imported and also imitated
China celadon ware, and it is this imitation product,
comprising a buff body with copper or red glaze in
Chinese-inspired forms, that forms the largest group
of wares unearthed at Fustat. Sgraffito forms the most
characteristic group of Mamluk pottery. It is made of
a coarse red clay, the design being scratched through
the slip to reveal red lines from underneath a brownish or green glaze. The forms are related to those of
metalwork, as is the decoration, which consists essentially of titular epigraphy with benedictions and blazons, which date them to the first half of the 8th/14th
century. Some of these objects were made for the
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kitchen, as is attested by an inscription on a bowl in
the al-Sabah Collection in Kuwait. Another type of
coarse red bodied vessels show a white slip painted
in brown, green or yellow.
Underglaze-painted ware constitutes a very different case. Produced in Egypt and Syria in large quantities, this group is rarely inscribed. Syrian ware is
supposed to possess a firmer and finer body with a
sharper executed design, and some pieces are made
of red earthenware. The vessels (jars, albarelli, bowls,
dishes, and goblets) have a porous greyish white frit
body covered with a white slip painted in blue, black,
green and turquoise under a transparent glaze. Their
designs are mostly geometric, dishes and bowls displaying an interior radiating motif centred at the bottom of the vessel. The geometric design is filled in
with floral motifs and sometimes adorned with calligraphic decoration. They can easily be, and are sometimes, confused with Persian Sultanabad ware. They
also include representations of animals (birds, rabbits,
fish and horses), and fragments with figural representations were also found. As mentioned above,
craftsmen from Tabriz worked in 8th/14th century
Cairo in the production of ceramic for architectural
decoration.
In the 9th/15th century, a new style of underglazepainted ceramic was developed, imitating the Chinese
Ming blue-and-white wares imported in large quantities to the Mamluk lands. The vessels of this period
very often bear craftsmen's signatures, which show
that the same workshop could turn out a variety of
styles. Some nisbas of craftsmen (al-hurmuzji, al-tawnzi)
point to a Persian connection. In the early 9th/15th
century, ceramic revetment was used in Syria and in
Egypt in the form of underglaze-painted tiles decorated similarly to contemporary vessels. The Mosque
of Ghars al-Dfn al-Tawrfzf in Damascus (826/1424)
contains a tile-clad mihrdb signed by Ghaybf al-TawrfzI,
who also produced vessels and tiles in Cairo.
Epigraphic blazons of supreme workmanship, inscribed
with the name of Sultan Kayitbay set in a tympanum with blue-and-white floral decoration patterns,
used to decorate a building of this sultan. The drum
of al-Ghawrf's mausoleum dome, itself once covered
with blue tiles, also presents a blue-black and white
underglaze-painted inscription along its drum (Prost
1916, llff.). The mausoleum of the amir Sulayman
dated 951/1544 is adorned with a similar inscription
on its drum; the tympanums of its exterior door and
windows include ceramic tiles with underglaze painted
epigraphic and floral patterns.
Although lustre-painted ware is generally attributed
to Syria, wasters found at Fustat confirm the existence of Egyptian production (A. Yusuf 2000). Mamluk
lustre-painted ware which was exported to Europe is
characterised by its beautiful golden lustre in blue,
turquoise and brownish red.
Bibliography: Aly Bahgat and F. Massoul, La
ceramique musulmane de I'Egypte, Cairo 1930; A. Abel,
Gaibi et les grands faienciers egyptiens d'epoque mamlouke,
Cairo 1930; M.A. Marzouk, Three signed specimens of
Mamluk pottery from Alexandria, in Ars Orientalis ii
(1957), 497-501; idem, Egyptian sgrajfiatio ware excavated at Kom ed-Dikka in Alexandria, in Bull, of the Fac.
of Arts, Alexandria University, xiii (1959), 3-23; Ahmad
c
Abd al-Raziq, Documents sur la poterie d'epoque mamlouke Sharaf al-Abwdm, in AI, vii (1967), 21-32;
J. Car swell, Archaeology and the study of later Islamic
pottery, in D.S. Richards (ed.), Islam and the Trade of
Asia. A colloquium, Oxford 1970, 63-5; idem, Some
fifteenth-century hexagonal tiles from the Near East, in
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Victoria and Albert Museum Yearbook, iii (1972), 59-75;
idem, Six Tiles, in R. Ettinghausen (ed.), Islamic art
in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 1972,
99-109; K. Toueir, Ceramiques mameloukes a Damas,
in BEtO, xxvi (1973), 209-17. Carswell, Syrian Tiles
from Sinai and Damascus, in Archaeology in the Levant.
Essays for Kathleen Kenyon, Warminster 1978, 269-92;
idem, Sin in Syria, in Iran xvii (1979), 15-24; G. T.
Scanlon, Some Mamluk ceramic shapes from Fustat: 'Sgrajf
and 'Slip', in Islamic Archaeological Studies, ii (1980) 58145; B. Petersen, Blue and white imitation pottery from
the Ghaibi and related workshops in medieval Cairo, in
Bull, of the Museums of Far Eastern Antiquities, Iii (1980),
65-88; Scanlon, Mamluk pottery. More evidence from
Fustat, in Muqarnas, ii (1984), 115-26; M. Jenkins,
Mamluk underglaze-painted pottery. Foundations for future
study, in Muqarnas, ii (1984), 95-114; M. Meinecke,
Syrian blue-and-white tiles of the 9th/ 15th century, in
Damascener Mitteilungen, iii (1988), 203-14; Ahmad
£
Abd al-Raziq, Le sgrajffiato de I'Egypte Mamluke dans
la collection d'al-Sabdh in AI, xxiv (1988), 1-23; C.
Tonghini and E. Grube, Towards a history of Syrian
Islamic pottery before 1500, in Islamic Art, iii (1988-9),
59-93; R. Ward, Incense and incense burners in Mamluk
Egypt and Syria, in Transactions of the Oriental Ceramics
Society, Ix (1990-1), 68-82; eadem, Tradition and innovation. Candlesticks made in Mamluk Cairo, in J.W. Allan
(ed.), Islamic art in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford Studies
in Islamic Art, x/2 (1995), 147-57; U. Staacke, /
metalli mamelucchi del periodo bahn, Palermo 1997;
E. Gibbs, Mamluk ceramics (648-923H/A.D. 12501517), in Transactions of the Oriental Ceramic Society,
Ixiii (1998-99), 19-44; G. Fehervari, Ceramics of the
Islamic world in the Tareq Rajab Museum, London 2000;
Abd al-Ra'uf Ali Yusuf, Egyptian luster-painted pottery
from the Ayyubid and Mamluk periods, in. D. BehrensAbouseif (ed.), The Cairo heritage. Papers in honor of
Layla Ali Ibrahim, Cairo 2000, 263-75.
C. Glass
Like metalwork, Mamluk enamelled and gilded glass
continued the tradition of the Ayyubids, using the
same techniques and forms. After the craft reached
its apogee, the production eventually came abruptly
to an end in the late 8th/14th century. Although
scholars have assigned the production of enamelled
and gilded glass to Syria, where the technique was
born, more recent research attributes a more preponderant role in this craft to Egypt, in light of the
fact that the bulk of the consumption was there and
that most of the objects concerned have been found
in that region (Scanlon 1998). Tfmur's sack of
Damascus in 803/1401 is usually considered the reason for the abrupt end of this craft in Syria. However, Alexandria could have been another centre of
production; a wakf document of Sultan al-Nasir
Muhammad (published by Muhammad AmFn in his
edition of Ibn Habib's Tadhkirat al-nabih, ii, Cairo
1982, 432) refers to a glass factory in Alexandria
belonging to the Sultan's wakf for his religious complex at Siryakus. Unfortunately, it does not specify
what kind of glass was produced there. The sack of
Alexandria by Pierre de Lusignan of Cyprus in 1365
had a catastrophic effect on its economy. It may have
had repercussions on its glass production and explain
the fact that the few objects known to have been produced in the 770s/1370s show a marked decline in
the quality and extent of enamelled decoration. Certain
objects, such as beakers made for export, are not documented after the 770s/1370s. A short revival took
place under Sultan Barkuk, to whom about forty
enamelled and gilded lamps are attributed. One should

not exclude the presence of more than one centre of
production. An enamelled lamp mentioning the name
of Sultan Kayitbay (Wiet 1937), entirely different in
style and techniques, testifies to endeavours during the
artistic revival that took place under the auspices of
this sultan.
Mamluk glassmakers used a variety of shapes, sometimes in highly unusual large sizes, such as mosque
lamps, goblets, bowls, flasks, bottles and vases, some
of which are reminiscent of metalware. The glass was
white or tinted, and never of perfect clarity. An outstanding group of enamelled and gilded vessels was
those made of deep-blue glass, such as the famous
Cavour vase (Newby 1998). The colours of the
enamel—blue, red, yellow, green, brown, white and
black—were applied as a vitreous paste, along with
the gold, which fused with the surface upon firing.
As in metalwork, figural representations on secular
objects were used until the 8th/14th century when
they were replaced by epigraphy and blazons. The
patterns, drawn with hair-thin lines, are extremely
intricate. The mosque lamps made for Cairene religious buildings are among the most spectacular specimens of Mamluk glass; they bear a verse from the
Sura of Light (xxiv, 35) around the neck; whenever
a patron's name is inscribed, it appears on the belly.
The Mamluks also produced marvered and colourless vessels, as well as other types, moulded and/or
with applied threads. Mamluk glass was widely
exported to all of Europe and to China.
Bibliography: G. Schmoranz, Old oriental gilt and
enamelled glass vessels, Vienna-London 1899; C.J.
Lamm, Mittelalterliche Gldser und Steinschnit^arbeiten aus
dem Mahen Osten, 2 vols. Berlin 1929-30; G. Wiet,
Catalogue general du Musee Arabe du Caire. Lampes et
bouteilles en verre emaille, Cairo 1929, repr. 1982; P.
Ravaisse, Une lampe sepulcurale en verre emaille au nom
d'Arghun en Nasiri, Paris 1931; Wiet, Les Lampes
d'Arghun, in Syria, xiv (1933), 203-6; L.A. Mayer,
Islamic glass makers and their works, in Israel Exploration
Journal, iv (1954), 262-5; R. Ward (ed.), Gilded and
enamelled glass from the Middle East, London 1998,
and especially the following articles there: G.T.
Scanlon, Lamm's classification and archaeology, 27-9;
R. Ward, Glass and brass. Parallels and puzzles, 30-5;
M.S. Newby, The Cavour vase and gilt and enamelled
Mamluk coloured glass, 35-9; H. Tait, The Palmer Cup
and related glasses exported to Europe in the Middle Ages,
50-5; J.M. Rogers, European inventories as a source
for the distribution of Mamluk enamelled glass, 69-74;
V. Porter, Enamelled glass made for the Rasulid Sultans
of the Yemen, 91-6; P. Hardie, Mamluk glass from
China?, 85-91; and A. Contadini, Poetry on enamelled
glass. The Palmer cup in the British Museum. See also
M. Ribeiro, Mamluk glass in the Calouste Gulbenkian
Museum, Lisbon 1999; J.M. Rogers, Further thoughts
on Mamluk enameled glass, in D. Behrens-Abouseif
(ed.), The Cairo Heritage. Papers in Honor of Layla Ali
Ibrahim, Cairo 2000, 275-90; S. Carboni, Glass of
the Sultans, New York 2001.
(DORIS BEHRENS-ABOUSEIF)
D. Arts of the book
Although little remains from the previous Fatimid
and Ayyubid periods, for the Mamluks we have a
wealth of material, both religious and secular, indicative of extensive book production and patronage. In
fact, Mamluk book production is comparable in volume and quality with that of major contemporary
centres such as Il-Khanid Tabriz and Trmurid Harat.
Many illustrated and illuminated examples survive,
and we also have several original bindings.
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(i) Kur'ans

Despite the evident connections between Kur'ans
and secular books in terms of illumination and binding, for the sake of clarity they are best approached
separately. As James (1992, 150) has pointed out, the
particularly fine and grand Kur'ans that survive, the
best dating from the 14th century and the first decade
of the 15th, were made under the patronage of a sultan who then endowed them as wakf to a particular
religious foundation or mosque, where they were generally reserved for ceremonial use. They are mostly
in single volume form; few multi-volume Kur'ans withstood the intensive everyday use to which they were
generally exposed.
One of the earliest outstanding Mamluk Kur'ans
that we possess is, however, in seven volumes (London,
B.L., Add. 22,406-22,413). It dates from 705/1305-6
(Lings and Safadi 1976, nos. 66-9, James 1988, no.
1) and was copied for Sultan Baybars by Ibn alWahid, an outstanding calligrapher of the early
8th/14th century (al-Safadi, Wdfi, no. 1104, and Ibn
Hajar al-cAskalanf, al-Durar al-Kdmina, Haydarabad
1348-50/1929-32, no. 3740). The illumination was the
work of three artists, Muhammad b. Mubadir; the
famous Muhammad b. Abf Bakr, known as Sandal,
who lived in Cairo at the beginning of the 8th/14th
century; and his pupil Aydughdf b. cAbd Allah alBadn, through whom Sandal's style maintained its
influence until the 1330s. (see James 1988, ch. 3 for
other works by these illuminators and for a discussion of the question of Il-Khanid influence; for Sandal,
see Safadf, no. 4843). Although there are evident differences between their individual styles, the general
consistency of design indicates that one artist, almost
certainly Sandal, had overall control. As is general in
Mamluk Kur3ans, the illumination is concentrated in
the frontispieces, opening pages of text and the final
colophon page. Marginal ornaments in the main body
of the text consist of the words khamsa and 'ashara in
gold Kufic over a piece of arabesque scroll. But one
may also argue that illumination is projected onto the
text itself, for in contrast to the normal use of naskh
in this period, its large thuluth unusually written in
gold letters outlined in black, makes it visually special and rich.
Another Kur'an signed by Sandal as the illuminator (Dublin, Chester Beatty Library, Is 1479; see
Arberry 1967, no. 59; James 1980, no. 25; James
1988, no. 3), and datable to between 704-10/130510, has a similar type of illumination, but with the
striking addition of the use of relief. On the two carpet-like opening pages, the geometric figures of the
decoration are given an impression of three-dimensionality by the fact that alternating pentagons are in
relief. The equally innovatory carpet-like design consists of a central block with a geometrical formation
interrupted by borders surrounded on three sides by
a thick band, from which protrude thin spikes almost
like the fringes of a carpet.
It also occurs in combination with relief in other
examples such as that dated 735/1334 and copied in
Cairo by Ahmad al-Mutatabbib (Cairo, Dar al-Kutub,
Kur'an ms/81; see Atil 1981, no. 3, also James 1988,
nos. 15-18). Both scribe and illuminator, he was responsible for a new type of Kur'an, introduced by ca.
720/1320, which is characterised by a larger format
with illumination of high quality, and in which the
preferred script is muhakkak.
From the 1330s to the 1360s, Damascus, too, was
an important centre of manuscript production (for a
discussion of illustrated secular manuscripts from
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Damascus, see below). It seems, moreover, to have
been stylistically innovative, and a distinctive feature
in Kur'ans of this period that may have originated
there (James 1992, 172-5) is the star polygon style,
where the page is dominated by a large central starburst made up of symmetrically enmeshed small polygons. One such Kur'an (London, Khalili Collection,
Qur807; see James 1992, no. 43), datable to ca. 73040/1330-40, has a colophon (fol. 296b) stating that
the scribe worked on it in the Umayyad Mosque, and
there is a stylistically related Arabic translation of the
Four Gospels, copied in 741/1340 for a Damascene
cleric (Cairo, Coptic Museum, Ms. 90; see Simaika
Pasha 1939, pis. XVIII-XX). Like several other
Christian manuscripts of the period, it was illuminated
in the manner of contemporary Islamic manuscripts,
so that it also has other features in common with the
Khalili Kur3an, and there are another two such manuscripts with similar illumination that are also known
to have been produced in Damascus, one, a Gospel
in Arabic, now in Istanbul (Topkapi Sarayi Library,
Ahmet III, 3519; see Leroy 1967), the other, the
Epistles and Acts of the Apostles in Arabic, in St.
Petersburg (Academy of Sciences, D-228; see Khalidov,
in Petrosyan (ed.) 1994, no. 23). The latter was commissioned by a certain 'Jakomo", thought to have
been an Italian Consul to Syria, and was copied by
the monk Thomas (Tumd al-mutarahhib), known as Ibn
al-SafT, in 742/1341 (for a list of eight manuscripts
with some evidence of provenance from Damascus,
see Contadini 1995, n. 8). To be noted also, from the
8th/14th century, is the diffusion of Mamluk styles of
illumination and binding from Damascus to Anatolia
(see Tamndi 1991 and 2000).
There are also some superbly illuminated later
Kur'ans in the star polygon style from Cairo, datable
to the reign of Sultan Sha'ban II (r. 764-78/1363-76).
During the latter part of his reign, however, between
770/1369 and 778/1376, an entirely new style of
painting was introduced in Cairo by Ibrahim al-Amidl.
Its most important departure was the abandonment
of the preceding norm of infinite recursivity in geometric patterning, so that there could now be large
blocks incorporating irregular figures. But he was also
innovative with regard both to his subtle use of colour
reversal and to the wider range of his palette, which
was much more like that of clrak and Persia in the
first half of the 8th/14th century (Cairo, Dar alKutub, Kur'an mss. 9, 10 and 15; see James 1988,
nos. 31, 32, 34 and 35). This style was to be followed until the early 9th/15th century.
(ii) Secular manuscripts

Abundant evidence for the arts of the book is also
provided by the numerous illustrated and/or illuminated secular manuscripts that survive. They represent various literary genres, some continuing earlier
traditions, as, for example, scientific manuscripts and
the great literary cycles of the Makdmdt and Kalila
wa-Dimna, others reflecting the particular interests of
certain strata of Mamluk society, as witnessed, for
example, by the revival of the Furusiyya [q.v.] genre.
The illustrated manuscripts show a variety of pictorial sources. Several contain what may be termed
"classical" elements that link them to 7th/13th century styles as exhibited, for example, in the Syroc
lrakl al-Harm Makdmdt in the Bibliotheque Nationale
(Arabe 6094) dated 619/1222, and thus ultimately to
Byzantine models of portraying the human figure and
dress. Although incomplete, the al-Harm Makdmdt in
the British Library (Add. 7293),' dated Rabl c II
723/April 1323 allows us to see the prolongation of
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this style into the Mamluk period. (For both manuscripts see Grabar 1984, no. 2, pp. 8-9 and no. 9,
pp. 14-15 respectively.)
Equally noteworthy is their frequent combination
with elements of Saldjuk origin which provide links
with North Djazlran 7th/13th-century manuscripts.
They affect especially the human face, which is typically round, with narrow eyes, small mouth, straight,
small nose and long hair, often with a curl in front
of the ear (for lists of manuscripts with "classical" and
Saldjuk influences, see Contadini 1988-9, nn. 29, 40).
An early Mamluk example showing strong Saldjuk
influence is the Ibn Butlan Risdlat Da'wat al-atibba3 in
the Ambrosiana Library in Milan (Ms. A. 125 Inf.)
dated Djumada I 672/December 1273 (see Mihriz
1961; also Lofgren and Traini 1975, vol. i, no. LXX,
col. pis. I-VI).
The pictorial repertoire also includes features of IlKhanid origin as, for example, in a particularly striking
early 8th/14th-century al-Kazwfm 'Aajd'ib al-makhlukdt,
where they are combined in a masterly fashion with
"classical" elements (see Carboni and Contadini 1990;
for Mamluk/Il-Khanid relationships, see Rogers 1972).
But it is essentially the integration of "classical" and
Saldjuk features that characterises Mamluk style,
whereas the Il-Khanid element, consisting of landscape features such as large lotus flowers, recessed
planes to provide depth, and the use of free brush
strokes (e.g. for leaves), normally affected specific features without resulting in a similar stylistic fusion.
There were doubtless several centres of production
of illustrated manuscripts, but very few colophons identify a place. However, we can at least be certain
about Damascus and Cairo. Damascus again comes
to the fore at the beginning of the 8th/14th century,
as demonstrated by a Makdmdt in the British Library
(Or. 9718), which contains the name of the scribe
and illuminator (fol. 53a), Ghazf b. cAbd al-Rahman
al-Dimashkf, who lived and worked there and died
in 709/13"lO (see Mayer 1942; Grabar 1984, no. 7,
p. 13. For al-Dimashkf, see Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalanf
1929-32, vol. ii, p. 134).
A provenance from Damascus can also be argued
for a further four illustrated manuscripts dated between
734/1334 and 755/1354 on the basis of stylistic affinity, allied to documentary evidence concerning the
compiler of one of them, the Ibn Bakhtfshu' Kitdb
Mandfic al-hayawdn in San Lorenzo del Escorial dated
755/1354 (Ar. 898; see Contadini 1988-9, with bibl.).
Their illustrations have very similar characteristics, not
all, however, shared by other Mamluk manuscripts,
such as the solid gold background of their miniatures
and the frame consisting of one or more blue lines
with decorative additions. At the same time, they conform to Mamluk norms by containing pronounced
Saldjuk features and, if in differing degrees, Il-Khanid
ones. Further, the illumination in all four is very similar, when not identical, to that of the Khalili Kur'an
and the two Christian manuscripts mentioned above
which also come from Damascus. This style of illumination will survive in Damascus until well into the
9th/15th century, as demonstrated by a copy of Fdkihat
al-khulafd3 wa-mufdkahat al-^urafd3 (St. Petersburg,
Academy of Sciences, C-651; see Khalidov, in Petrosyan (ed.) 1994, no. 32) by the Damascene Abu
'l-cAbbas Ahmad b. Muhammad b. 'Arabshah, copied
by Isma c fl b. cAbd al-Rahman al-Isfahanf in Rabf c I
852/June 1448 under the author's supervision.
For Cairo, on the other hand, we lack direct evidence for production, although it is generally thought
that those manuscripts that have a more "classical",

conservative style might have been produced there
rather than in the more innovative Damascus.
The little that survives of late Mamluk painting
exhibits a rather striking stylistic blend which also
absorbs Djalayirid, Turkmen and Ottoman influences,
especially with regard to the depiction of landscape
and costume. Representative examples are the late
8th/14th-century Kashf al-asrdr by Ibn Ghanim alMakdisf (Istanbul, Suleymaniye Library, Kara Ismail
565; see Ettinghausen 1962, pp. 158-9), the mid9th/15th-century Kitdb al-^ardaka (Istanbul, University
Library, inv. no. 4689; see Bittar 1996, 158), the
Iskandar-ndma of Ahmadf datable to 872/1467-8
(Istanbul, Univ. Library, T6044; see Atil 1984) and
the early 10th/16th-century Shdh-ndma (Istanbul,
Topkapi Sarayi Library, Hazine 1519; see Zajaczkowski
1965 and Atasoy 1966-8) made for Sultan Kansawh
al-Ghawrf (r. 906-22/1501-16).
(iii) Bindings
Numerous Mamluk bindings have survived, consisting predominantly of leather with blind tooling,
although often features are highlighted in gold.
There are resemblances between Mamluk and
Ottoman bindings of the 8th/14th and early 9th/15th
centuries (Raby and Tamndi 1993, 7-11 and ch. 1),
while at the same time 8th/14th-century examples
may resemble contemporary Persian bindings, as is
shown by two Kur'ans in the Chester Beatty Library
in Dublin, one (of ca. 746/1345, Is 1465, see James
1980, no. 33) made in Cairo, the other (dated 738/
1338, Is 1470, see James 1980, no. 49) in Maragha.
Both have bindings in light brown leather with a
pointed star in the centre of an empty field with a
scalloped decoration at its outer border, the whole
decorated with blind tooling. In other examples, the
central ornament is an oval medallion, and in either
case related designs appear in the four corners of
the field.
This type of composition was to remain important,
but more examples survive of a second type in which
the whole field is covered. There are examples with
arabesque or floral designs, but more frequently we
find strapwork forming polygonal compartments which
often contained tooled knotwork motifs, with the strapwork sometimes radiating out from a central star
which echoes the star polygon style of illumination.
Bindings were sometimes lined with silk, but more
often the doublures were decorated with block-pressed
leather. During the period of Sultan Kayitbay (r. 872901/1468-96), we witness an age of experimentation
which includes the use of filigree for both inner and,
especially, outer covers. This seems to reflect influence
from Persia, where, in the 9th/15th century, filigree
was already the norm. The use of filigree, together
with other Mamluk features of layout of design, were
in turn to influence Italian bookbinders of the late
15th century (Hobson 1989, ch. 3).
Bibliography: K. Holter, Die Galen-Handschrift und
die Makamen des Hariri der Wiener Mationalbibliothek, in
Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Sammlung in Wien, N.F.,
xi (1937), 1-48; L. Mayer, A hitherto unknown Damascene
artist, in Art Islamica, ix (1942), 168; R. Ettinghausen,
Near Eastern book covers and their influence on European
binding, in Art Onentalis, iii (1959), 113-31; S. Walzer,
The Mamluk illuminated manuscripts of Kalila wa Dimna,
in R. Ettinghausen (ed.), Aus der Welt der islamischen
Kunst. Festschnft^fur Ernst Kiihnel, Berlin 1959, 195206; Dj. Mihriz, Mm al-taswir al-mamluki, in Revue
des manuscrits arabes, vii (1961), 75-80; Ettinghausen,
Arab painting, Geneva 1962 (for general surveys on
Mamluk painting, see 143-60); M. Weisweiler, Der
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D. James, Mamluk painting at the time of the Lusignan
Crusade 1365-70, in Humaniora Islamica, ii (1974), 7387 (for the Furusiyya manuscript in the Chester
Beatty Library); O. Lofgren and R. Traini, Catalogue
of the Arabic manuscripts in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana, 2
vols., Vicenza 1975-81 (for Ibn Butlan and alDjahiz); E J. Grube, Pre-Mongol and Mamluk painting,
in B.W. Robinson (ed.), The Keir Collection. Islamic
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(ANNA CONTADINI)
(iv) NUMISMATICS
While the coinage of the Mamluks was manufactured from the usual metals: gold, silver and copper,
with the traditional Islamic denominational names:
dinar, dirham and fals [q.w], it belonged to a distinctive currency family of its own which underwent
a process of evolution unlike that of any other coinage
series. Its 267-year history can be divided into three
distinct periods that overlap one another to a greater
or lesser extent.
The first period was little more than a continuation of the late Ayyubid style of gold dinars and silver dirhams as struck by al-Salih Ayyub. The field
legends on the dinars were in circular fields with a
single prominent marginal inscription, while those on
the dirhams were in a square field with the remaining texts in the four marginal segments. This "pseudoAyyubid" coinage was issued between 648 and
658/1250-60, from the accession of Shadjar al-Durr
until that of al-Zahir Baybars. While the weights of
the dinar and the dirham were not consistent enough
for payments to be made by tail, individual pieces
roughly approximated the weight of the coinage
dmar/mithkdl, 4.25 gr, and the canonical dirham,
2.97 gr.
The second coinage type was initiated by alZahir Baybars, the real founder of the Bahri Mamluk
state. While the legends on his dinars continued to
be placed in a circle within a surrounding marginal
legend, their calligraphy was carried out in a thinner
and more refined naskhi script than that previously
used. At the same time that the dies became wider
in diameter, the flans upon which there were struck
became thinner and more irregular in shape, so that
large portions of the marginal legends are usually
missing from the struck coins. Because these legends
carried the mint and date formula, it is often difficult to place and date early Bahri Mamluk dinars.
With the passage of time, marginal legends became
smaller and less legible until they shrank away altogether and their inscriptions were incorporated into
the field legends. The Bahri Mamluk dirham lost its
original square in circle design and became a simple
field legend inscribed in a circle with the mint and
date around the edge in discontinuous words.
The Bahri Mamluk-style dinar was struck from
658/1260 until 830/1427 and the dirham from 658
until the early 800s/1400s. Both coins were beset by
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highly irregular weights and careless manufacture. The
gold is usually regarded as no more than stamped
ingots of totally random weights. The purity of the
metal, however, was guaranteed by the sultan's stamp
which ensured the high standard of its fineness as a
trade commodity. The dirham, while less irregular in
weight, was a shabby simulacrum of the attractive
coinages of the preceding centuries. It was manufactured from silver approximately two-thirds fine then
often struck cold on irregular flans. The variety usually regarded as a full dirham weighed around three
grams, but there was a second type, regarded as a
fractional dirham, whose flans were cut from bars
with a chisel and then stamped with dies twice or
more the size of the flans so that only one or two
words of the legends were visible on their surface.
Another method of manufacturing flans for fractional
dirhams was to pour the molten metal over a cone
of charcoal immersed in a bowl of water. The spattered droplets of base silver would then be stamped
and placed in circulation.
Since Mamluk gold had virtually ceased to be used
in regular trade and silver was too rare to be a reliable standard of exchange, the Bahrl Mamluk state
was forced to rely on the copper fals as its principal
coinage metal. Copper was struck from the reign of
Baybars onwards, initially with random weights and
designs, but later, during the second reign of al-Nasir
Hasan in 759/1358, the fals took on the status of an
official coinage metal as the copper or trade dirham,
probably due to the economic hardship caused by the
Black Death in Egypt in the previous decade. As a
result, enormous quantities were put into circulation,
a perfect illustration of Gresham's Law, because silver became virtually unobtainable. Although these fulus
"dirhams" were theoretically struck at the familiar
weight of one mithkdl apiece, their metallic value was
purely nominal. The mints were therefore under no
compulsion to maintain their theoretical weight or to
put any concerted effort into maintaining the quality
of their manufacuture. Thus it was that by the turn
of the 8th/14th century the commercial classes of
Egypt and Syria had lost all trust in their native currency and had turned, for lack of better, to the use
of foreign coins.
In the second half of the 7th/13th century, the
trading states of Italy were able to introduce and
maintain stable gold coinages which became the standard commercial currencies of the Mediterranean and
beyond. The first of these were the Florentine and
Genoese florins which appeared in 1252 (A.H. 650),
followed by the Venetian ducat in 1284 (A.H. 683).
All three weighed slightly over 3.50 gr, with roughly
the same diameter, and were thus easily exchanged
against one another. The plentiful supply of these
coins and their dependable value, much like the use of
the U.S. dollar in financially-troubled countries today,
made them the currency of choice in Levantine trade.
The pressure for currency reform grew to the point
where the Burdjf Mamluk ruler Faradj ordered his
ustadhdr, Sayf al-Dln Ilbugha b. cAbd Allah al-Saliml
al-Zahirl, to strike new dinars to the traditional monetary mithkdl standard alongside the stamped ingot
gold. According to al-MakrlzI, this reform was initiated in A.H. 803, but the SalimI dinars are known
only from 804 and a few from 805. While the principal coin weighed the usual 4.25 gr, multiples of two
and three dinars and fractions of half and quarters
are known. This misdirected reform attempt failed
utterly and left only a small handful of pieces to testify to its existence.

Faradj made a second attempt at reform in 810,
although al-Makrlzi records 811, introducing the new
sequin, ducat or florin-style Nasirl dinar. These coins,
weighing 3.50 gr, were the Islamic equivalent of the
Venetian ducat and were intended to supplant it in
local trade. They, too, were issued concurrently with
the ingot-style dinars between 810 and 815 in the name
of al-Nasr Faradj, the ephemeral ruler, the caliph
al-Mustacm in 815 and al-Mu3ayyad Shaykh in 815
and 816.
The rulers and the mints were clearly in a quandary
over how they could keep the Mamluk gold coinage
both Islamic in character and competitive in value
with the ducat and could restore the silver dirham in
its weight and alloy to become a reliable coinage for
daily purposes. The silver reform began in 815/1412
and continued for at least the next seven years. The
new coinage was struck on the dirham standard weighing 2.70 gr, with a half of 1.35 gr and a quarter of
0.67 gr. It imitated a well-known Ayyubid design used
on the Damascus coinage of al-cAdil Abu Bakr I, a
by-word for excellence from the distant past. Then,
in about 820, al-Mu5ayyad Shaykh followed up his
reform silver with another attempt at a mithkdl-weight
gold coinage. Two dinars are known dated 821 and
823 and a single half-dinar from 823. This attempt
at reform apparently went unnoticed by contemporary historians. Al-Mu'ayyad Shaykh was succeeded
after his death in 824/1421 by three ephemeral rulers
until al-Ashraf Barsbay came to the throne in
825/1422. No gold of his is published dated between
825 and 829. The last ingot-style dinars to be recorded
are rare issues of his dated 829 and 830. The former year, however, witnessed the re-introduction of
the 3.50 gr ducat-style coinage, a reform which brought
the Mamluk lands into what became in effect an eastern Mediterranean monetary union. The new Mamluk
dinar, as struck by al-Ashraf Barsbay, was known colloquially as the ashrafi, a name which followed it wherever the denomination went, to the Ak Koyunlu,
'Othmanlis and Safawids in the East and to the
Maghrib I states in North Africa.
Because the new coin was of reasonably standard
weight and alloy, prices could be established by numbers of actual coins rather than by weight of metal.
In this connection, it is interesting to note that many
Umayyad and 'Abbasid dinars originally struck on the
monetary mithkdl standard have been found clipped
down to the weight of the ashrafi in order to enable
them to pass current in trade. This convenience was
also available to those who paid in silver, the most
popular coin being the half-dirham or mu'ayyidi, later
known as the medin, a denomination which, like the
ashrafi, remained in use in c Othmanli lands until the
early decades of the 12th/19th century.
The legends on the Mamluk coinage are divided
into the religious and the secular. The religious are
drawn from the Holy Kur5an, the principal text being
the declaration of faith, or kalima: "There is no god
but God" followed by the Divine Commission "Muhammad is the Messenger of God", sura XLVIII, 29,
and then the words of prophetic witness in whole or
in part: "He sent him with the guidance and [the]
faith of the truth, so that he may proclaim it above
every faith even if the polytheists dislike (it)", IX, 33
or LXI, 9. This text is frequently supplemented by
a phrase from III, 122, which, because of its regular
use, could be characterised as the Mamluk "symbol"
or motto: "For victory comes but from God".
Occasionally another phrase from XI, 88, was used:
"And my success [in my task] can only come from
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God". While the kalima is only found on the obverse,
the supplementary phrases appear above either the
obverse or reverse fields, or on both.
The reverses on the gold and silver coinage carry
the royal protocol. In the first Bahri Mamluk period,
the ruler was simply entitled Malik, or in the exceptional case of Shadjar al-Durr, Malikat al-Muslimm.
This was usually followed by a lakab, e.g. Nur al-Dln,
the ruler's name and that of his father, if of royal
parentage. Rulers also placed the name of their spiritual overlord, the cAbbasid caliph al-Mustacsim bi'llah,
on the obverse field, but after his overthrow in
656/1258 his name was removed from the legends.
The establishment of the cAbbasid caliphate in Cairo
by al-Zahir Baybars in 659/1261 reinforced the legitimacy of the Mamluk state by relocating and naturalising the font of honour in the Islamic world and
making the caliph an officer in the Mamluk court.
The first caliph, al-Mustansir, repaid the offer of refuge
by granting Baybars the double title of al-Sultan alMalik and the honorific Kdsim Amir al-Mu'minin "Partner
of the Prince of the Believers". After al-Mustansir's
early death, Baybars briefly recognised his successor
al-Haklm on the Syrian coinage, but thereafter the
caliph's name was omitted. The title Kdsim Amir alMu'minln was also included in the royal protocols of
Kalawun, Kitbugha, Baybars II and the early coinage
of Muhammad I after which it, too, ceased to be
used.
The early Bahri rulers of non-regal parentage proclaimed themselves as former royal Mamluks, Baybars
and Kalawun used the nisba of al-Salihi (after al-Salih
Ayyub) on their coins, while Kitbugha, Ladjln and
Baybars II placed al-Mansun (after al-Mansur Kalawun)
on theirs. The use of the nisba was discontinued on
the accession of al-Nasir Muhammad I b. Kalawun
because all subsequent Bahrl rulers were either his
sons, grandsons or great-grandsons. Thus the protocol of the penultimate Bahrl ruler reads: al-Sultan
al-Malik al-Mansur 'Aid3 al-Dunyd wa 'l-Din cAli b. alMalik al-Ashraf Sha'bdn b. Husayn b. Muhammad ca^a
nasruhu. The succeeding Burdjl Mamluk rulers included
their royal paternity wherever possible, but as the
great majority succeeded through the consensus of
the amir?, or by coup d'etat, the inclusion of a kunya in
the royal protocol was used as a substitute for royal
paternity. Thus: al-Sultan al-Malik al-Ashraf Abu }l-Nasr
Barsbdy cazza nasruhu or al-Sultan al-Malik Abu Sacid
Khusjikadam cazza nasruhu. Note that the protocol is
followed by the pious invocation ca^a nasruhu "may
his victory be glorious" or, occasionally, khallada Allah
mulkahu—"may God perpetuate his kingly rule". Many
other Islamic dynasties made free use of these invocations to honour their rulers.
The Mamluks operated mints in both their Egyptian
and Syrian possessions. Cairo, al-Kdhira, struck coin
for all rulers except for a few rebels or usurpers whose
power base lay in Syria. Its principal responsibility
was to coin gold and silver, while copper production
only became important during the silver shortage from
759 to the end of Barkuk's first reign in 791. The
second Egyptian mint was Alexandria, al-Iskandariyya,
which mainly struck gold between 650 and 693 and
then again from 752 until 824. During the latter
period it also participated in the ruinous production
of copper dirhams.
The main Syrian mint (the second in the state) was
located in Damascus, Dimashk. As might be expected,
its silver and copper is very well known because silver was the more popular coinage metal in Syria,
although gold is frequently found. The next in impor-
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tance is Aleppo, Halab, well known for its silver and
copper, with occasional gold issues. The other Syrian
mints are Hama, Hamdt, Tripoli, Tardbulus, and the
recently identified Latakia, al-Lddhikiyya. The first two
produced sporadic issues of silver, but more often copper, while the third is known from only two silver
pieces struck in the name of Muhammad I.
All mints were occasionally given the epithet almahrusa "the guarded", while thaghr "frontier port" is
sometimes found on gold from Alexandria. Aleppo is
also known as Madmat Halab on some of its ingotsized gold. Because of defects in the manufacturing
process: off-centre striking, weak strikes, dies too large
for the flans, plus the inevitable wear and tear of
heavy circulation, a very large proportion of Mamluk
coins are difficult to attribute precisely and often many
specimens are needed from various sources to make
out the details of an individual issue.
While many of the Mamluk sultans were no more
than ephemeral rulers whose presence made little or
no impact on the state other than having their names
recited in the khutba and inscribed on their sitcka, certain powerful rulers were acknowledged as overlords
on the coinage of neighbouring states. Steven Album
has recorded these issues as follows: Bahrl Mamluks,
al-Nasir Muhammad I: Beys of Hamid, Antalya; local
beys, 'Ala'iyya (Alanya), Silifke and Bazardjik; Eretnid,
Kaysariyya and other very rare Anatolian types;
al-Nasir Hasan: Artukid, Amid (Diyarbakr); al-Ashraf
Shacban II: Karamanid, Konya and Burdjl Mamluks:
al-Zahir Barkuk: Artukid, Amid, Mardfn; al-Ashraf
Barsbay, Karamanid, al-'Ala3!, Konya, Laranda, Beys
of Alanya, 'Ala'iyya and other rare Anatolian types,
al-Ashraf Aynal, Malkish Kurds, Cemishkezek and alZahfr Khushkadam, Ak Koyunlu, Arzindjan and Amid.
These issues should be regarded as evidence of political submission for local use rather than as tribute
payments to be sent to Cairo. One well-known flow
of tribute, however, is recorded from the reign of alNasir Muhammad I. In 722-3/1322-3 the Mamluks
captured Sis [^.y.], the capital of Cilician Armenia,
seized its treasury and then imposed an annual tribute of 1,200,000 trams which was collected for many
years thereafter. Balog observes that this treasure served
to succour the chronically deficient Mamluk silver currency. Part was probably melted down and restruck,
part put into circulation directly (made possible because
the Mamluk dirham had no fixed weight standard
itself) and part overstruck by dies bearing al-Nasir
Muhammad's name. Examples of these overstruck
trams of Oshin (1308-20) and Levon IV (1320-42) are
regularly found in silver hoards of the period.
The calligraphy and ornamentation seen on Mamluk coins vary in quality from the superb dinars of
al-Ashraf Khalll to the crude late Bahn dinars of alKahira and al-Iskandariyya. The die-sinkers generally
employed various styles of naskhi script ranging from
the well executed and highly legible to the hastily
inscribed, virtually scribbled. For the later Bahrl period
it is easy to distinguish at a glance which coins came
from Egyptian mints and which from Syria. The latter show the die-sinkers to be genuinely artistic craftsmen, while those of Egypt had only mediocre abilities.
This disparity in calligraphic standards tended to disappear during the Burdjl period so that it is often
difficult to tell the difference between Egyptian and
Syrian issues. It is interesting to note that on the halfdirhams issued by the later Burdjl rulers from the
mint of Halab the kalima is inscribed in Turkoman
Kufic. Turkish influence is also evident in the style
of the many small knots of felicity, scrolls and flowerets
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that ornament the dies alongside seemingly random
diacritical points and monumental shaddas over the
word Allah.
Much has been made by numismatists of the "heraldry" [see RANK] found on Mamluk coins. However,
heraldry in the European sense is totally foreign to
Arab Islamic culture, although Turkish tribal tamghas,
part of the folk culture of Central Asia, made their
artistic influence and utility felt at a time when most
people were illiterate. Traditionally, representations of
animate objects on Islamic coins had been banned
from the gold and silver coinage and restricted to the
copper fals. The first major exception to this was
when Ghiyath al-Dm Kayskhusraw II, the Saldjuk
Sultan of Rum, placed the lion and sun, depicting
the "sun in Leo", on the silver dirhams he had struck
in Konya and Slwas between 638 and 641/1240-4.
While this depiction of royal power was hastily
removed after his defeat by the Mongols, it may have
been the precedent seized upon by al-Zahir Baybars
when he placed his badge of a prowling lion or leopard on his gold, silver and copper coinage. His son
al-SacId Baraka Khan continued to use it during his
brief reign, 676-8/1277-9, but after that the placing
of all such devices on the gold and silver coinage was
discontinued. Moreover, none was used on the long
series of copper "dirhams" struck in Egypt in the second half of the 8th/14th century. A rich variety of
animate and inanimate designs, the choice of which
was probably left to the local die-sinker, were placed
on the copper fulus struck for local use to make it
impossible for silver-washed copper to pass as silver
dirhams. This anti-counterfeiting measure was also
used by many other dynasties, including that of the
c
Othmanlis. While many designs may be associated
with an individual Mamluk ruler, and may also have
been employed on metalwork made for his use, the
fulus were generally too insignificant for any consistency to be applied to their designs.
In conclusion, the evidence furnished by the Mamluk
coinage may be said to provide an accurate reflection of the political and economic challenges faced
by late mediaeval Egypt and Syria during the time
of the Black Death, uncertain political leadership and
the growing European economic influence in the eastern Mediterranean world.
Bibliography: Mamluk numismatics has been
well served by the masterly study by P. Balog, The
coinage of the Mamluk Sultans of Egypt and Syria., ANS
Numismatic Studies no. 12, New York 1964, with
exhaustive source notes and supplemented by many
additional articles by him and others since then.
For a valuable modern summary, see the section
Mamluk in S. Album's Checklist of Islamic coins, 2Santa
Rosa, Calif. 1998, 51-5.
(R. DARLEY-DORAN)
MANSHURAT (A.), the term for the l e t t e r s ,
responsa and edicts of Muhammad (Ahmad) b.
c
Abd Allah (d. 1885), the S u d a n e s e Mahdl [see
AL-MAHDIYYA] . These individual documents were transcribed by his followers in numerous manuscript collections, three of which are described in P.M. Holt,
Three Mahdist letter-books, in BSOAS, xviii [1956], 22738. An authorised text was lithographed in Omdurman
(Umm Durman) during the Mahdiyya in four volumes:
the first consists of general and doctrinal pieces, including Muhammad Ahmad's justification of his claim to
be the MahdT; the second (al-indhdrdt) contains his letters and proclamations summoning various individuals
and groups to join the Mahdiyya (cf. Holt, The Sudanese
Mahdia and the outside world, in BSOAS, xxi [1958], 27690); the third (al-ahkdm] gives his rulings on matters

of law and custom; the fourth (al-khutab) comprises
his sermons. Photographic reproductions of these volumes were published in Khartoum in 1963 under the
auspices of the Sudanese Ministry of the Interior. The
editor (not there named) was Dr. Muhammad Ibrahim
Abu Sallm, who has also produced an invaluable
guide to the documents and their sources as al-Murshid
ild wathd'ik al-Mahdi, Khartoum 1969, and a selection
of these and later Mahdist documents in Manshurdt
al-Mahdiyya, n.p. [Beirut] 1969. He has now published
a complete edition of the Mahdl's writings, al-Athdr alkdmila li 'l-Imdm al-Mahdi, 1 vols. Khartoum 1990-4.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(P.M. HOLT)
AL-MAR'A.
6. In S o u t h e a s t Asia.
The Muslim peoples of Southeast Asia are found
in the modern nation-states of Indonesia, Malaysia
(and in these two states they comprise the majority),
Thailand (in the five southern provinces, culturally
very close to the neighbouring region of the northern
Malay Peninsula) and in the Philippines (Mindanao).
Islamisation of these populations has been ongoing
since the 15th century and continues in the 21st
century (total population conservatively estimated at
220 million). Travellers to the region from the earliest times have remarked on the prominence of women
in commerce, agriculture and spiritual life. Bilateral
kinship systems are still the norm for most societies
in the region, with some notable exceptions such as
the matrilineal Minangkabau of WTest Sumatra, also
found throughout Indonesia and in Negeri Sembilan
on the Malay Peninsula. Although Islam assumes a
patrilineal descent system, the traditionally high status of women in Southeast Asian societies means that
women continue to play a public role in many areas
of social and, especially, economic life, which contrasts with the situation in many other Muslim cultures. In some cases, this has also led to local and
particular interpretations and applications of the Shan'a,
especially in matters of inheritance.
Before the 20th century, the traditional power structure of the region was based on small fiefdoms led
by charismatic rulers and local chiefs. The fiefdoms
in turn were oriented towards centres of influence
(e.g. Sriwijaya, Melaka, Mahapahit, Aceh and Ayuthia),
which shaped the cultural and religious forms of their
satellites. The elites followed the prevailing aesthetic
and religious fashions while the populace maintained
older traditions. Thus, when Islam was accepted by
the leaders of centres of power such as Melaka and
Aceh, it was added to a spiritual armoury already
consisting of a broad mix of animist and ancestor
cults, and also of Hindu and Buddhist beliefs, in all
of which women played important roles. There was
an eclectic expression of Islam with a special appreciation of Sufism and less concern with scriptural prescription. In this context, the traditional role of women
as important figures in spiritual matters continued.
This came under threat, however, in the early and
mid-19th century when Southeast Asian pilgrims were
influenced by Wahhabr concerns and attempted to
institute "reforms" in their local areas (see b, below).
(a) Status of women before the 19th century
The status of women was such that at the courts
of the Muslim kingdoms of Aceh (northern Sumatra)
and Patani (now in southern Thailand), four queens
ruled for extended periods during the 17th century.
Female rule in Aceh ended late in the 17th century
when court culamd3 obtained a fatwd from Mecca stating that women could not be rulers. It has been usual
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PLATE LVI

The mosque (1262-3) of al-Zahir Baybars

The mosque (1335) of al-Nasir Muhammad at the Citadel with the eastern minaret and the dome over the
mihrdb (the dome is a modern reconstruction)

PLATE LVII
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The funerary complex (1284-5) of Sultan Kalawun, with
the funerary complex (1384-6) of Sultan Barkuk in the
back (B. O'Kane)

Interior view of the mausoleum of Sultan Kalawun
(B. O'Kane)
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The double mausoleum (1303-4) at the khankah/madrasa of the
amirs Salar and Sandjar

The funerary khankah (1306-10) of Baybars al-Djashankir
(Dept. of Egyptian Antiquities)

PLATE LVIII

PLATE LIX
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The double mausoleum known as Sultaniyya (1450s-60s) with the minaret of Kawsun to the left

The funerary madrasa/dfamic (1356-62) of Sultan Hasan
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The funerary madrasa (1356) of the amir Sarghitmish (Dept. of
Egyptian Antiquities)

The funerary mosque (1472-4) of Sultan Kayitbay
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to regard the period of female rule as indicating a
weakened monarchy vis-a-vis male chiefs. However,
because it seems that the queens served as mediators
and successfully intervened in disputes between chiefs,
there are also grounds for arguing that the style of
female rule provided an alternative model of kingship
in which leadership was less important than the ability to maintain harmony. In both Aceh and Patani,
the period of female rule was characterised by commercial prosperity and an increase in revenues from
foreign trade; this has been attributed to the cooperation rather than rivalry between the queen and local
merchants. This alternative model of female rule did
not develop, and in the latter part of the 17th century the queens were followed by males. It was not
until recent times that the issue of a woman as head
of state again became a possibility with the success
of Megawati Sukarnoputri as a political leader (see d,
below).
In Java there are no records of female rulers, but
several Sultans maintained large corps of women
trained to bear arms and serve as palace bodyguards
and sentries. More important was the contribution of
women intellectuals in advice to rulers (as in India).
For example, in the early 18th century, the grandmother of a teenage ruler of the Central Javanese
kingdom of Mataram prepared three impressive texts
for the guidance of the young sultan. Known as Ratu
Pakubuwana (died 1732), she is celebrated for her
Muslim piety and knowledge of Sufism. Her manuscripts retell stories of the great Muslim warriors and
heroes to emphasise the benefits of becoming a pious
and ascetic Suft ruler. In the mid-18th century, there
are references to other aristocratic Javanese women
composing manuscripts also inspired by Islamic literature. Women of the court, in both Java and the
Malay areas of the archipelago, were actively engaged
in writing and collecting manuscripts from at least
this period until the demise of the courts in the early
20th century.
Records from this period indicate that non-elite
women (rather than men) organised domestic commercial activity, such as the buying and selling of
local produce in the markets, with men dominating
transactions with foreigners. However, it is clear that
some elite women used their own wealth to provide
the capital for overseas trade conducted on their behalf
by men.
(b) Status of women in the 19th century

As with the earlier period, the historical record is
incomplete and focussed on elite rather than non-elite
women. However, it is possible to gain an impression
of their status from descriptions of several notable
women. In the early 19th century, for example, in
the Malay-Bugis kingdom of Lingga-Riau (which
encompassed Johor, Pahang and Singapore), one of
the Sultan's wives was given an island, its appanages
and revenues to remain in her family in perpetuity.
In the mid-1820s, this woman was able to supply the
capital for her brother to undertake a trading voyage to raise money for the Haajd}. It was not apparently the custom at this time for women to cover
their heads in public but, by the 1850s, the male
rulers of this kingdom, influenced by their visits to
Mecca, encouraged women to wear a veil when in
public. This concern that women cover their heads
was accompanied by similar requirements for men to
dress modestly, and was a trend apparent also in
other areas of Muslim Southeast Asia where returning pilgrims spread Wahhabf teachings.
If the elite women of this Riau-Lingga kingdom
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are in any way representative of the position of women
in other Malay courts (and there is no reason not to
extrapolate from their experience), then it is clear that
they had the opportunity to learn to read and write
and that they maintained their own collections of
manuscripts and, later, of lithographed and printed
works. One member of a leading Bugis-Malay family, Raja Aisyiyah Sulaiman (ca. 1870-1925), for example, began writing verse and prose in her teenage
years and continued after marriage. She was one of
at least six other women writers from the LinggaRiau region who were composing a variety of works
in the last quarter of the 19th century. Their writings indicate that they were well versed in the basic
tenets of Islam and that they were concerned to apply
Muslim teachings in their daily lives and to influence
others to do the same, especially when raising children. Of particular interest is a compendium of charms
beneficial for marital relations composed in 1908, just
five years before the Dutch abolished the Riau-Lingga
kingdom. Its author was a commoner, known as
Khadijah Terong (1885-1955), who incorporated
Kur'anic verses into the charms in a manner which
indicates her familiarity with and knowledge of more
than just the basic tenets of Islam (see Mukherjee,
in Empowered women, 1997). Khadijah's charms are
designed to provide satisfaction and pleasure for both
husband and wife, so ensuring that each is content
in the marriage. The didactic writings of the women
of Riau-Lingga may be described as forerunners of
the "Guides for women" (Panduan wanita] which became
popular in the 1980s and are still being produced
and are selling well in Muslim bookshops in Indonesia
and Malaysia.
Elite women were tutored in their own residences
and were almost self-sufficient within their domains,
although if they chose to travel (usually by sea) they
were free to do so if accompanied by appropriate
attendants or their husband. Non-elite women did not
have the same degree of leisure nor the means to
travel. Their access to intensive education, under the
guidance of expert teachers, was also restricted, but
the large number of local Kur'an schools in southern Thailand, the northern Malay Peninsula and Java
and Madura (late 19th century Dutch figures estimated there were 15,000 of these schools with about
230,000 pupils) suggest that girls as well as boys
attended for basic religious instruction.
(c) Status of women in the 20th century

At the turn of the century, resistance to direct colonial rule was prolonged and violent in some areas.
In this context, there are several notable examples of
women joining or leading men in holy wars. In the
late 19th century resistance to the Dutch control of
Aceh (northern Sumatra), an area renowned for its
devotion to Islam, a widow, Cut Nyak Dien, took
over the leadership of a band of guerrilla fighters after
her husband was killed by the Dutch in 1899. She
continued to resist until captured in 1905. She died
in exile in 1906 and is now an Indonesian national
hero, whose struggle for Islam and her homeland has
been celebrated in a very popular 1980s Indonesian
film.
The adoption of new technologies such as printing, and improved communications, enabled greater
contact between the heartlands of Islam and Southeast Asia. Of particular significance to women was
the spread of modernist teachings, especially those
of Muhammad cAbduh [<?.#.], which were disseminated in a weekly publication, al-Imam (published in
Singapore, 1906-8), which was clearly inspired by
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Cairo's al-Manar. Widely read all over the Indonesian
archipelago and through the Malay Peninsula, alImdm's articles urged Muslims in the region to improve
their knowledge of Islam and to pay greater attention to education. To this end, al-Imdm encouraged
the establishment of new schools (madrasah) based on
Egyptian models where Islamic doctrine, Arabic,
English, and secular subjects such as mathematics and
geography, were taught to both girls and boys. It was
considered especially important that young women
receive a "modern" education (including secular knowledge as well as religion), because as future mothers
they bore the prime responsibility for the "correct"
upbringing of the next generation.
In 1913 a number of co-educational schools offering both religious and secular subjects were established in Java by the Jarrfiyyat al-Islah wa 'l-Irshad, an
organisation led by the reformist Sudanese teacher,
Shaykh Ahmad Surkati, while in 1915 the progressive co-educational Diniyah Schools were opened in
the Minangkabau region of West Sumatra. By 1922
there were 15 Diniyah schools in West Sumatra which
attracted young women from as far afield as the Malay
Peninsula and Java. Graduates spread the message
of responsible but active engagement in social life
through their work as teachers and journalists and as
modern-minded mothers. Further impetus for the
education of women came from the writings of Sayyid
Shaykh b. Ahmad al-Hadi (1867-1934), a Shanca
lawyer, religious teacher, author and successful publisher who settled finally in Penang. He was an enthusiastic supporter of the ideas of Muhammad cAbduh
and Rashfd Rida [q.v.] and translated many of their
writings into Malay for publication in al-Imdm. He
went on to use fiction to promote progressive interpretations of Islam, and in 1925 and 1926 published
the two-volume best-seller Faridah Hanom. The eponymous heroine is an aristocratic Muslim woman living
in Cairo, educated in both Islam and western teachings, and an admirer of cAbduh, who is written into
the text. The popularity of the books, which were
reprinted innumerable times up to the 1970s, ensured
that the heroine's message of applying God's gift of
intelligence to the understanding of Islamic teachings,
linked with a dedication to improving contemporary
social conditions, had wide exposure. The story of
Faridah Hanom ends with a description of how the
heroine uses her wealth to found schools for young
women, and notes that from these schools came women
who went on to lead the struggle for women's emancipation, citing real women such as Huda Sha'rawl
[q.v. in Suppl.], who founded L'Union Feministe Egyptienne. Sayyid Shaykh al-Hadf invested the profits from
the success of this book in his printing business, and
from it funded the publication of works of non-fiction. One of these, Kitab Alam Perempuan ("The world
of women"), 1930, continued the themes of Faridah
Hanom and argued forcefully that the most pressing
matter for Muslims was the education of women so
that the whole community would benefit.
In peninsula Malaya, Hajjah Zainon Suleiman (19031989) responded to Sayyid Shaykh's calls and worked
actively for the education of Malay women. She was
supervisor of one of the leading girls' schools for
nearly 20 years and in 1930 founded the first Malay
women's association, the Johor Women Teacher's
Union, and a magazine for its members. The magazine, Bulan Melayu, became an influential publication
for women and provided a forum for women writers
to express their views on contemporary issues. Ibu
Zain (as she was known) was an important advocate

for the rights of Malay women within Islam in terms
reminiscent of the heroine of Faridah Hanom. She was
an influential figure in Malaya, and in the early 1950s
led the women's wing of the UMNO (United Malays
National Organisation).
The main Islamic women's organisations in Malaysia
have been established since Independence in 1957,
and almost all are subsections of a parent body which
is male-dominated. The women's wing of PAS (Partai
Islam Se Malaysia [q.v]) for example, was founded in
1958, and although extremely active in educating
women, its members cannot be elected to the central
board of PAS. There are at least four other Muslim
women's organisations in Malaysia, each of which is
engaged in welfare work among Muslim women,
including marriage counselling, assistance for domestic violence victims and fund raising for charities. The
most recently formed group, Puteri Islam (Sisters in
Islam), was officially established in 1991 by a small
group of professional women (lawyers and academics)
to re-examine the sources of Islam for a better understanding of women's status in Islam. Through highprofile activities in the press and media and through
seminars and workshops, members of Sisters in Islam
have had considerable impact on the public perception of women's status in Malaysia. Their interpretations of the Kur'an and Hadfth have aroused critical
reactions from conservative religious scholars, and the
resulting public debates have highlighted issues such
as the role of Islamic law in a modern nation state.
In Indonesia (then the Netherlands East Indies) one
of the earliest Islamic women's organisations, Aisyiyah,
was established in 1917 by members of Muhammadiyah,
a reformist movement which began in Java in 1912
and spread quite rapidly through the Indies. By 1938,
Aisyiyah had set up over 1,700 schools (from primary
to secondary levels) as well as teacher training colleges, health centres and orphanages. Members were
encouraged to guide other women in their Islamic
duties and to spread knowledge of Islam to diverse
classes of women so as to increase their awareness of
religious duties, rights and responsibilities.
The Muslimat Nahdatul Ulama, the women's branch
of Nahdatul Ulama, the second Islamic mass movement
in Indonesia (with a current following of over 30 million), was established in 1946. Like Aisyiyah, its members have been working to improve education and
health care for women and they helped establish the
"Advisory Council for Marriage and Divorce" (Badan
Penasehat Perkawinan dan Penyelesaian Perceraian) which
assists women who have to take marital disputes to court.
Although the Nahdatul Ulama movement has been characterised as less progressive than Muhammadiyyah, during the 1980s, under the leadership of Abdurrahman
Wahid, greater attention was given to social issues,
including the status of women. One illustration is the
work of the Association for Social and Pesantren
Development (Perhimpunan Pengembangan Pesantren dan
Masyarakat) whose work includes a successful education program for traditional religious teachers (both
men and women) about women's reproductive rights.
In Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, the Philippines
and Thailand, the post-colonial state has accommodated the -Shari'a but restricted its formal application
to matters of personal law [see SHAR!CA. In SouthEast Asia]. The issue of polygamy has highlighted the
differences between modernising and conservative elements in Southeast Asian Muslim communities, and
has focussed on the absolute difference between revealed and secular authority. One example is the 1974
Indonesian Marriage Law, which was introduced in
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response to continued pressure from women's organisations and was to provide some security for women,
particularly regarding divorce and polygamy. It was
perceived by some Muslims as a strategy for secular
(state) authority to displace Islamic jurisdiction and
was fiercely opposed. The state was forced to enact
an amended statute permitting polygamous marriages
and unilateral divorce, with Shari'a courts retaining
authority to make judgements in these areas (see Butt
1999). However, the jurisdiction of Shan'a courts has
been steadily eroded by the Indonesian government,
so that although polygamy has not officially been forbidden, it is extremely difficult to practise.
In Malaysia, the Federal Government introduced
the Islamic Family Law Act in 1984 and set minimum ages for marriage and restrictions on polygamy
and divorce. Although similar laws were enacted in
each of the constituent states of Malaysia by 1991,
Islamic authorities at the local levels have tried to
undermine some of its provisions, particularly those
concerning polygamy. When this occurs, and aggrieved
women bring it to the attention of national activist
groups (such as Sisters in Islam), there is widespread public debate and increasing pressure on traditional religious teachers to adapt to contemporary
conditions.
In matters of inheritance, Muslims theoretically follow the Shan'a but detailed interviews with women in
Indonesia and Malaysia indicate that many parents circumvent the provision of greater portions for
male heirs by distributing some property to female
heirs before death. This has been seen as maintaining the parity of sons and daughters as expressed in
traditional (pre-Islamic) kinship systems.
(d) Status of women in the 21st century
The rise of the middle classes in the Muslim populations of Southeast Asia, with an increase in higher
education and greater participation in the global cash
economy, has caused some women in this group to
seek to reaffirm their identity as Muslims. Participating
fully in the public life of their nations, many of these
women wish to understand Islam better and follow
programmes to achieve this. It has also been noted
that women as well as men are joining the new Sufi"
groups which are being established in big cities to
cater for those who seek to deepen their personal
experience of Islam. Others are founding or playing
leading roles in Muslim non-governmental organisations devoted to the needs of women, which have
grown in numbers since the economic crisis affected
Southeast Asia in the late 1990s.
The most visible statement about identity is obviously that of style of dress. A growing number of
women in the region choose to fully cover their hair
and to wear distinctively Muslim fashions, which has
led to a new fashion industry. Only a small minority in the region choose to adopt a full body covering (including face) of black, and those who do are
often subjected to critical comment and accused of
being overly influenced by foreign Muslim (MiddleEastern) traditions. The majority who adopt nonwestern dress do so to emphasise that they wish to
identify themselves as followers of Islam. This is not
necessarily linked with a desire to return to conservative religious practices. Many of the tertiary-educated
women in Indonesia and Malaysia who fully cover
their hair do so to show they are part of an international sisterhood of modern-minded (rather than tradition-bound) women. In nations where Muslims are
in a minority, such as the Philippines and southern
Thailand, many young Muslim women have adopted
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Islamic dress to indicate their resistance to the prevailing national political culture.
The improved economic conditions in both
Indonesia and Malaysia since the 1970s have given
large numbers of women access to tertiary education
and the qualifications to enter public life. While Muslim
women were represented in all areas of business,
govenment administration and society in Indonesia
and Malaysia, they were not elected as leaders of
major political movements. This changed in the 1990s
when Megawati Sukarnoputri headed a populist mass
movement in Indonesia and in 1998, after her husband's arrest, Dr Wan Azizah Wan Ismail led the
National Justice Party in Malaysia. The Indonesian
general elections of 1999 delivered a huge vote to
Megawati's party but in the political bargaining which
followed she was defeated for the presidency by Abdul
Rahman Wahid and had to accept the post of VicePresident. The possibility that Megawati might become
President of Indonesia aroused heated debate in
Indonesia with ordinary Muslim men and women
unable to follow the complex legal reasoning based
on the classical texts of Islam which some Indonesian
scholars put forward. In 2001, Abdul Rahman Wahid
lost the confidence of the Indonesian parliament and
Megawati replaced him becoming the fifth president
of the Republic of Indonesia. Political expediency overwhelmed the objections of a minority of culama>.
The debate over female leadership, however, is a
useful point on which to conclude this survey of
Muslim women in Southeast Asia because it exemplifies some of the features of Islam which are characteristic of the region. First, that it is not unusual
for women to play prominent roles in public life; second, that women's leadership is seen as being distinctively different in style from that of males; third,
that the religious arguments concerning the permissibility of a female head of state have revealed the division between traditional (conservative) approaches to
Islamic law and more modern (liberal) interpretations;
and finally, that specialist knowledge of Islam throughout Southeast Asia is still dominated by men.
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(VIRGINIA MATHESON HOOKER)
MARID (A.), rebel or r e v o l u t i o n a r y , someone p r a c t i s i n g murud or tamarrud, r e s i s t a n c e
to the established order, from the root m - r - d
"to be refractory or rebellious".
The word mdrid is strongly polysemantic; it includes
both the idea of audacity and revolt, and also extreme
pride and insolence (al-cdti al-shadid, according to LA).
Also present in the root is the idea of youth, with
amrad meaning "young, beardless youth" (see Ibn alc
Adfm, Zjibda, ed. S. Dahhan, Damascus 1951, i, 260,
concerning beardless ghilmdn), concomitant with the
idea of a leafless tree (shaajara mardd3), and sometimes
with that of a young slave boy, the equivalent of
ghuldm [q.v], with, additionally, the connotations of
violence, insolence, rebelliousness and, equally, of pederasty and homosexuality, as frequently found amongst
young soldiers.
It should be noted that the central meaning of
man's revolt is semantically associated with that of
the rebellion of djinn and demons (shaydtiri), as LA
directly indicates. It follows that, in classical Arabic,
the term mdrid has negative connotations and that, in
the unconscious collective mind, it goes back to the
revolt of Iblis against God and refers likewise to that
of a member of the community against the ruling
power, considered as a fatal source of trouble and
instability. In Modern Standard Arabic it retains these
two concepts, since it means, first, rebel, insurgent,
refractory person, and second, demon or evil-working
spirit. Other roots are more frequently used by mediaeval Arab historians to describe rebellion. Thus
shaghaba "to wander away from the road, excite people against each other, kick up a row", and casa "to
rebel (to be connected with casd "to strike with a
stick"), go against other people", whence al-cAsi "the
rebel", the name given to the Orontes river which
flows from south to north, contrary to the rest of the
rivers of western Asia (see al-Mukaddasf, 32 1. 12,
acsd and ashghab). Likewise, thdra "to raise dust by galloping through the sands like a bull, to assault",
whence thd'ir "rebel" and thawra [q.v] "revolution";
and kalaba "to overturn, be reversed", whence inkildb,
used in the 20th century for a coup d'etat fomented
by a small number of individuals, often military men.
Only the verb fatana "to prove, test, trouble" refers
to an activity more intellectual than physical, sc. fitna
[q.v.], in origin a division voluntarily brought about
within a homogenous group, which could be paralleled semantically with the Greek origin of the word
for "devil", diabolos, "the divider", whence fdtin (pi.
futtdn), intensive form fattdn, meaning as much

"seducer" as "agitator". The decision to go out from
(kharaaja) the ranks of cAll's army, taken at Siffm [q.v.]
by his most fervent followers when he agreed to the
arbitration, has given rise to the epithet khdridji, denoting a member of the sectarian group arising on
this occasion [see KHARIDJITES] but, equally, a rebel in
general, without any religious connotation (see Ibn alKalanisf, Dhayl Ta'rikh Dimashk, ed. H. Amedroz, Beirut
1908, 87 1. 16).
Every aggressive action (thawra, fitna, inkildb, tamarrud) against the established social and institutional
order involves both a political and religious aspect.
The rebel is thus a doubly emblematic figure, condemned for breaking the consensual conformism of
society and sometimes for a dangerous attachment to
the purity of practice of the Islamic law and cult, but
also admired for his devotion to the cause which he
defends and for his physical courage, notable at the
time of his public punishment after being defeated—
this being generally the case—and condemned by the
ruling power.
The Sunnfs, from the time of the establishment of
the 'Abbasids to the 1970s (the execution in jail of
Sayyid Kutb [q.v] by cAbd al-Nasir [q.v. in Suppl.]
was to give rise to the first, Sunni Islamic doctrine
justifying the use of violence and killing, not only
against a power which was self-styled Muslim and
Sunni but not respecting the Islamic law, but also
against every individual, Sunn! Muslim or of any belief
or absence of belief, of either sex, child and adult,
not joining in the revolt), were considering that challenging the ruling sovereign Muslim power, whether
just or unjust, legitimate or having seized power for
itself, was risking committing an offence against Islam
and that a vacuum of power was worse than a corrupt ruling power [see AL-MAWARDI; IBN TAYMIYYA].
In practice the hidjra of A.D. 622 enabled the
Prophet Muhammad to institutionalise Islam by creating at Yathrib/Medina the umma [g.v], a society
which involved personal commitment to the revealed
Law, a concept opposed to those of nasab and nisba
[q.vv] acquired at birth by the newly-born, and by
founding the tribal confederation at Mecca. At Medina,
the individual was integrated of his own free will into
the community of believers, in which was built up
around the collective faith in the Kur'anic revelation
a solidarity between each believer, male or female,
slave or free, Arab or black, or convert from other
faiths. The survival of Islam required the strengthening of this bond which a common religion established
between each believer. Kur'an, III, 98/103, expresses
this command: "Hold fast to the rope (or bond) of
God and do not become divided into various groups;
remember God's goodness to you when you were enemies; He established concord in your hearts" (see also
IV, 63-4/60-1).
The fragility of the umma at the outset led to condemnation of any rebel who put in jeopardy the unity
of Islam by disobedience, provocation or revolt. In
appealing to ancient family, tribal, ethnic or territorial solidarities, the rebel thereby pushed the community back to the chaotic time of the D}dhiliyya [q.v].
This is why, when Muhammad died and the tribes
thought themselves freed from this voluntary solidarity which they had entered with the person of the
Prophet, Abu Bakr suppressed the ridda [q.v. in Suppl.];
from this time onwards, the Medinan concept of voluntary adhesion to Islam only functioned in that
unique instance. The new convert, like all Muslims,
including the child born of a Muslim father, saw himself constrained—before his birth, as at Mecca—and
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until his death, by his nasab of "Muslim" to profess
Islam as long as he lived.
The traditional history of the first century of Islam
is marked by a series of violent episodes, extending
from the ridda in Abu Bakr's time to the murder of
c
Uthman, then the Jitna in which CA1I and Mucawiya
were opposed to each other and, finally, the intertribal conflicts under the Umayyads. For a symbolicinterpretation of these stories at a later period, see
J.-C1. Garcin, Etats, societes et cultures du Monde musulman medieval, i-ii, Paris 2000, index.
A typology of revolts in Sunni Islam has so far
not been attempted, according to our knowledge.
Leaving aside purely ShTcf and Kharidjite movements,
one may put forward a very general classification of
revolts within the Sunn! milieu.
In the first Islamic century, apart from revolts
regarding the legitimacy of the caliph, there is a recurrent motif of disorder, the relative opportunities offered
to the Kurashfs or to Arabs from other tribal groupings, Kays! or Yamanl, or even to the mawdli, to take
over the functions of state. Certain groups wished to
speed up the integration of the converts whilst others,
on the contrary, wished to reserve the prestigious and
financially rewarding posts for the Meccan aristocracy
or the Arabs.
The revolts on the part of non-Muslims, Berbers,
Copts, Christians of Lebanon or Armenians rarely
marked a refusal to accept the installation of a Muslim
state. A close examination shows that the motive here
was, rather, revulsion against an oppressive tax system than against the political pre-eminence of Islam.
Over the succeeding centuries, revolts display most
often a Shl'f or Kharidjite motivation and in fact
gather up violent recrudescences of pre-Islamic identities of ethnically homogenous groups in isolated
regions, away from the prosperity of the great cities
and the main commercial routes. It may then happen that other ethnic groups of the neighbourhood,
without specific connections with the originally rebellious group but equally oppressed and adversely
affected by the exercise of an arbitrary and corrupt
power, join in the revolt. In any case, revolts against
excessive tax burdens continue to break out regularly
up to the Mamluk period and beyond (see Tsugitaka
Sato, State and rural society in medieval Islam, Leiden
1997, 162-7) in all the agricultural regions of the East.
These rebellious groups were subject to exactions of
the central exchequer, of urban landowners and, later
on, of the owners of iktd's, at levels leaving no possibility of profit for the peasants or money for investment in increased productivity and therefore a rise in
social status. The revolt of the Zandj [g.v.] or Zunudj
in lower clrak is another example of rural protest,
that of agricultural labourers, in this case, black and
impoverished, against the avidity of the city dwellers.
Amongst other causes of outbreaks, one should
mention the grave disorders, in particular during the
2nd-4th/8th-10th centuries, amongst the Arab_ tribes
(Ibn cAsakir, Ta'rikh madlnat Dimashk [cAsim-cAyidh],
Damascus 1977, Abu '1-Haydham al-Murri, 393-418),
and then those, more serious still, launched by the
Bedouin tribes against the towns of lower 'Irak. In
these they were protesting against the marginalisation
which they considered was the policy of the town
dwellers towards them. Whence the success among
them of Karmatf [q.v.] propaganda, which thus caught
up for Isma'rlism the social and economic protest of
peasants against the dues and taxes levied on them
from the cities and that of Bedouin in revulsion against
the spectacle of luxurious haajaj caravans whilst they
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themselves were suffering from thirst and starvation.
In the 5 t h / l l t h century, the nomads ceased for a
while their intertribal fighting and came together—
Arab Bedouin, Kurdish and Berber nomads—to
attack the sedentary lands, from the Djazfra in
northeastern Syria to Ifrikiya (see Th. Bianquis, Damas
et Syrie sous la domination fdtimide, Damascus 1989, ii,
415-65).
In the 5th-6th/10th-l 1th centuries, there were uprisings in the Maghrib and al-Andalus, those of the
Almoravids [see AL-MURABITUN] and Almohads [see ALMUWAHHIDUN] , launched from the austere and ascetic
south against a corrupt and luxurious north and aiming at bringing regimes considered as lax back to the
strict way of the Islamic law.
For the urban revolts, which have been well studied, see AHDATH; CAYYAR; SAFFARIDS; ZU CC AR; etc.
Bibliography: See, in addition to the articles
cited above, various contributions in M.A. al-Bakhit
and R. Schick (eds.), Bildd al-Shdm during the Abbasid
period. Procs. of the Fifth International Conference on the
History of Bildd al-Shdm, 1410/1990, c Amman 1991.
M. Chokr, ^andaqa et zindiqs in Islam, au second
siecle de I'hegire, Damascus 1993, has clearly shown
how the c Abbasid ruling power marshalled moral,
political and sexual arguments in order to condemn
every attempt at rebellion against the dynasty's
official moral basis. See also the good bibl. in
M. Bonner, Aristocratic violence and holy war, New
Haven 1996.
(Tn. BIANQUIS)
MARKIYUNIYYA, the Arabic name for the
M a r c i o n i t e s , an important non-monotheistic tendency in early Christianity. Marcion (Mapiacov; Ar.
Markiyun) was a native of Sinope [see SINUB] on the
Black Sea who arrived in Rome in A.D. 138 (or
somewhat later) and taught among the Christian community in the imperial capital. Marcion's doctrine was
that the god described in the Old Testament (the creator, or just god) is different from the god described
in the New Testament (the stranger, or good god),
the father of Christ, and that men's souls, like their
bodies, were made by and belonged to the creator,
but that the stranger purchased these souls from their
maker by sacrificing his own son to the other god.
The later Marcionites elaborated this into various
theological systems. One school taught four primal
principles (the good god, the just god, matter, evil),
another taught three principles (identifying evil with
matter), but the "Neo-Marcionite" school (described
most clearly in the second book of the Dialogue of
Adamantius falsely attributed to Origen) equated the
creator with the principle of evil and also maintained
(against Marcion, but in broad agreement with the
Manichaeans and Gnostics) that the good god sent
his pneuma into the world already at the moment of
creation and that it remained entrapped in the material world until it was set free by Christ.
The evidence for the survival of Marcionite communities in the mediaeval Near East is meagre, but
not entirely negligible. The Christian writer Thomas
of Marga (Book of governors, Syriac text, ed. Budge,
London 1893, 261) reports that in the last decade of
the 8th century A.D. the metropolitan of Gelan and
Daylam, Shuwhalfshoc, travelled into the remote parts
of his see, preaching "among the pagans, Marcionites
and Manichaeans". Also, the Muslim bibliographer
Ibn al-Nadfm, writing towards the end of the 4th/10th
century, even claims that Marcionites are "numerous
in Khurasan" and that there "they practice openly,
like the Manichaeans" (Fihrist, ed. Tadjaddud, 402; for
the Manichaeans in Khurasan, see ZIND!K). Elsewhere,
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Ibn al-Nadim quotes a reliable informant (thikd) who
had seen Marcionite books and who reported that
their script resembled that of the Manichaeans (ibid.,
19). These "numerous" Marcionites in Khurasan do
not seem to be mentioned in any other source.
Muslim writers on alien religions offer some data
about the beliefs of the Marcionites. Some of this is
manifestly taken from the standard Christian sources,
e.g. when al-Mascudf (Tanbih, 127) states, accurately
enough, that the Marcionites taught "two principles,
good and evil, and justice (read al-cadl with Ms. L) is
a third (principle) between the two"; these three are
clearly the good god, evil matter, and the just god.
Ibn al-Malahimf (al-Muctamad, 586-9) has two conflicting accounts of the doctrines of the Marcionites.
The second of these is credited explicitly to Abu Tsa
al-Warrak, whose version was evidently used (directly
or indirectly) by most of the other Muslim theologians who mention Marcionites (see Vajda's article,
in Bib I.]. This version claims that Marcion taught two
polar principles, "light and darkness", plus a "third
essence" who "mixed the light and darkness and
mingled them by way of creating a balance between
them". But this is pure fantasy, extrapolated from
some vague notion that Marcionism is like Manichaeism, but with three rather than two principles.
The first account cited by Ibn al-Malahimf (possibly also from al-Warrak, though this is not indicated
unambiguously in the text) is totally different. This
version is cited, much more briefly, also by cAbd alDjabbar (al-Mughni, v, 17-18; however, the translation
in Vajda, op. cit., 123-4, is incorrect) and by alShahrastanf (al-Milal wa 'l-nihal, ed. Badran, 643-5),
who combines it, in a confused fashion, with the
above-mentioned spurious account by al-Warrak. What
we have here is an essentially accurate account of the
"Neo-Marcionite" doctrine: the primal beings here are
God, the Devil (i.e. the demonised creator in NeoMarcionism) and an "intermediate being" (evidently
the divine pneuma). The Devil attacks and oppresses
the intermediate, mixes himself with it and builds this
world from that mixture. The stars and planets are
the Devil's spirits, with which he rules the world.
Animals and plants are likewise the creation of the
Devil, and it is he who sends the false prophets and
antagonistic religions. But the "highest one" (i.e. the
good god) takes pity on the intermediate and sends
his son Jesus into the world to liberate him from
bondage. Ibn al-Malahimf says further that the
Marcionites do not kill any being, are celibate, avoid
"fatty meats" (al-^uhumdt, presumably meaning that
they did eat fish) and alcoholic drinks, and pray and
fast all the time. The text contains also a very interesting Marcionite polemic against the adherents of the
doctrine of the eternity of the world (ahl al-dahr), the
monists (muwahhidun) and the dualists (ashdb al-ithnayn,
evidently Manichaeans). The passage contains much
plausible information that is not found in other ancient
or mediaeval accounts of Marcionism. It is therefore
possible that it refers to the actual beliefs of a NeoMarcionite community in the Islamic world, presumably in Khurasan.
Bibliography: The basic work on Marcionism
is still A. von Harnack, Marcion: das Evangelium vom
fremden Gott, Leipzig 1921. For a different perspective, see F. de Blois, Dualism in Iranian and Christian
traditions, in JRAS (2000), 1-19 (esp. 7-14). Most of
the Arabic testimonia are collected and translated
in G. Vajda, Le temoignage d'al-Maturidi sur la doctrine des Manicheens, des Daysdnites et des Marcionites,
in Arabica, xiii (1966), 1-38, with the "Note annexe",

113-28, repr. in his Etudes de theologie et de philosophie arabo-islamiques a I'epoque classique, London 1986.
Add to these Ibn al-Malahimf, al-Muctamad f i usul
al-din, ed. M. McDermott and W. Madelung,
London 1991, 586-9; the relevant section is partially tr. in W. Madelung, Abu clsd al-Warrdq iiber
die Bardesaniten, Marcioniten und Kantder, in Studien ^ur
Geschichte und Kultur des vorderen Orients (Festschrift
B. Spuler), Leiden 1981, 210-24. For the Syriac
sources, see J.-M. Fiey, Les Marcionites dans les textes
historiques de Veglise de Perse, in Le Museon, Ixxxiii
(1970), 183-8.
(F.C. DE BLOIS)
MARTABA (A., pi. mardtib), a term with a variety
of meanings: class, rank, degree assigned by
etiquette, rank, hierarchy, arrangement of
places in an a u d i e n c e , a sofa, an u p h o l stered piece of f u r n i t u r e .
The term presents an intriguing question in the
domain of manners and etiquette. In pre-Islamic Arabic
and the language of the very early Muslim generations, there was no well-developed conceptual vocabulary of ranks and categories, especially those perceived
by the ruling class; there was a lack of terms dealing with the "distance" between the sovereign and his
entourage, as well as among the different classes of
courtiers. Therefore the writer and translator Ibn alMukaffa' (d. ca. 139/756 [q.v.]) invented terms, adopted
Persian images and improved existing vocables, such
as rutba and manzila and others, for the purpose of
indicating social standing and rank, both in his translations from Pahlavi Persian and in his original works,
in which one can discern a measure of continuity
with certain Sasanid values which pre-date the Islamic
period. One should remember, as background, that
the Sasanid sovereigns divided their population into
a number of categories (A. Christensen, Uempire des
Sassanides, 19ff., 93fT.; idem, L'Iran sous les Sassanides,
97ff., relying on Ps.-Djahiz, al-Mascudf, al-Thacalibi
and other sources); neither the subjects of despised
trades belonging to the lower ones, nor their descendants, would ever be permitted to serve at the royal
court (Ps.-Djahiz, K. al-Tdd}, [1914], 23-27; concerning the authorship and date of the latter source, see
G. Schoeler, in £DMG, cxxx [1980], 217-25, and VOHD,
B/2, Wiesbaden 1990, 156-9; R. Brunschvig, in
Stud. Isl. xvi [1962], 49 n. 1, hesitated to accept some
details in this information reported by later Muslim
historiographers). Thus the Shucubiyya [</.y.], a cultural
movement that stressed the contribution of the nonArabic heritage (and often minimised the importance
of certain Arab traditions that can be traced back to
the culture of the desert), took great pride in the fact
that the Persian kings (I. Goldziher, Muslim Studies,
Eng. tr. i, 156-9 and n. 2 of 158, relying on al-Djahiz
and al-Mascudf; namely, the "previous kings" as quoted
from al-Mascudf) encouraged al-cilm bi 'l-mardtib, as
opposed to the pre-Islamic Arab tribal life, described
by this movement in its own biassed judgment. The
purpose of such boasting about this Persian distinction between social classes was to emphasise the fact
that the early Arabs lived a life of uncontrolledness
and of apparent anarchy, and that therefore it was
the Persians to whom one had to turn in order to
learn the concepts of government and etiquette (Sadan,
An admirable and ridiculous hero. Some notes on the Bedouin,
in Poetics Today, x [1989], 474, 487ff., with references
to Goldziher, Gibb, al-Durf, al-Laythf, Monroe, Talfah
and others). In Muslim society, in particular that of
the cAbbasid empire, the term mardtib was used mainly
in connection with court etiquette. Harun al-Rashfd
(d. 193/809 [q.v.]) even divided his court singers into
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three maratib; in this case, the categories reflect not
only the quality of the singing but also friendship,
sympathy and taste for various singing abilities (alRaklk al-Kayrawani, Kutb al-surur, B.N. Paris ms. 3302,
fol. 162b; not identical to the part edited by al-Djundf;
see also al-Shayzarf, al-Manhadj_ al-masluk, Zarka 5 ,
Jordan 1987, 464-6, 578-9.
When approaching the ruler, one was expected to
stop at a distance determined by one's martaba, and
there await for a sign (the verb is awma'a, ashdra, to
notify by a gesture) from the sovereign, permitting
him to sit down. The participants at the ruler's
audience were expected not to behave in a manner
unfitting to their rank. The boon-companion, nadim
[q.v], had the most difficult task of deciding when an
audience with the ruler was public or official and
when it was a private party (which included drinking
as well) in which the rules of etiquette (addb) were
not to be strictly applied, although even then one was
supposed to try not to exceed one's manzila or martaba
(ibid, and al-GhuzulI, Matdli' al-budur, Cairo 2000, 165)
and the minimal rules implied by it. The hddjib, who
was the palace chamberlain and responsible for the
system of granting and refusing entrance to the palace,
also had the job of ascertaining that everyone sat
according to the maratib (al-Djahiz, al-Hidjdb, in Rasa'il,
Cairo 1964-5, ii, 39).
Exceptionally, some people may in fact have wished
to sit with those of a lower rank, since the people
attending the audience with the sovereign sat in
a circle (maajlis, halka), and those who were near him
were higher in rank but could not always see
him, while those who were farther away could see
him well and might in fact have been sitting just
opposite him. We rarely find a courtier or a guest
who would prefer to sit opposite, out of modesty, or
in order to see more clearly his host (al-Raghib alIsbaham, Muhddardt al-udabd\ ii, 706, describes the
exception; al-Makrfzf, Khitat, e.g. i, 386-7, 389, whereas
i, 390, mentions the term martaba, describes the rule:
no courtier would yield his place to an inferior person; i, 443, presents, however, the irregular behaviour of a courtier who "used to take a seat at the
edge of the circle of guests [during the royal meal],
in order to see the caliph better and not according
to the rank this courtier deserved"). It is in fact well
known that the Fatimids were particularly insistent
on maintaining the appropriate distance between the
ruler and the other ranks: at festivals only representatives of the four Islamic schools of law were permitted to come into the presence of the caliph and
greet him. In fact, they only came up to the threshold of the hall or pavilion in which the caliph was
at the time, and usually it was only the caliph's secretary who responded by uttering a greeting formula
in the ruler's name, and not the caliph in person.
However, it must be emphasised that M. Canard's
comparison (see Bibl.) of the etiquette of the Fatimid
and Byzantine courts was written at a time when
important sources for the ceremonial customs of the
c
Abbasid court had not yet been published (especially al-Sabf's Rusum ddr al-khildfa, see D. Sourdel, in
Bibl.). To the Fatimid court, it was obviously more
important to vie with the 'Abbasid than with the
Byzantine court, but the cross-cultural study which
Canard undertook is still of value. It thus turns out
that various courts, and some later sultans, would
occasionally increase or decrease the distance between
the ruler and his courtiers, for reasons of religious
simplicity.
At times, the differences have a geographical char-
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acter. In the northeastern parts of the Muslim empire,
one can find, here and there, that facet of the Persian
heritage that elevated the king almost beyond the
human pale, much more so than at the centre of the
empire, at the 'Abbasid court. Thus, for example, in
Kh w arazm (Sadan, Addb, regies de conduite [see Bibl.],
293-5), a certain person would not dare put a spoon
(made of precious metal) in a dish into which the
sovereign had also put his spoon, because of the reverence in which the latter was held. But in Baghdad,
the 'Abbasid caliphs knew that it was unseemly for
the ruler to wash his hands before the meal in the
company of his friends and courtiers; rather, this
should be done in a separate room only in the company of someone of the same rank, such as a brother
or parent. It is, however, well known that this was
not always adhered to; even from the way this rule
is formulated by the author (Ps.-Djahiz, K. al-Tddj.,
17) who commends this behaviour, it is clear that
while this was proper for sovereigns, based probably
on the code of behaviour at the court of the Sasanids
and the division of their society into classes, sadly it
was not fully respected, as it should have been, in
his days. Perhaps this indicates that the 'Abbasids did
not blindly imitate the Sasanid manners but only followed them up to a certain point.
Since the concept of rank also determined the seating order, it should come as no surprise that the word
martaba ended up designating a cushion, a kind of
low and soft seat. The reason for this is that cushions were the normal seats used at meetings (only the
ruler himself would occasionally sit on a genuine
throne, and the vizier would at times sit on a simpler chair, kum). One finds this kind of martaba cushion in texts closer to the spoken language, such as
stories of the Arabian nights variety and, even more so,
in documents from the Cairo Geniza (in the dowry
lists of young brides, see Sadan, Martaba, in Bibl.]. It
would appear that these mattress-seats were arranged
by day for sitting (on the arrangement of cushions in
book shops and reading rooms, see also idem, Mobilier,
in Bibl.; idem, Nouveaux materiaux, in REI, xlv [1977],
5Iff.) and by night for sleeping, a quite economical
and efficient system for the common people.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): F/Gabrieli, Etichetta, in RSO, xi (1928),
292-305; M. Canard, Le ceremonial fatimite et le ceremonial byzantin, in Byzantion, xxi (1951), 355-420; Ch.
Pellat (tr.), Le Lime de la couronne attribue a Gdhig,
Paris 1954; D. Sourdel, Questions de ceremonial cabbdside, in REI, xxviii (1960), 121-48; see especially
Sadan, A propos de martaba, in REI, xli (1973), 5169; idem, Le mobilier au Proche orient medieval, Leiden
1976, 15, 16, 52-56, 99, 117, 118; idem, Addb,
regies de conduite, in REI, Ixv (1986), 283-300.
(J. SADAN)
AL-MACRUF WA 'L-MUNKAR [see AL-NAHY CAN
AL-MUNKAR, in Suppl.J_.

MA'RUF BALKHl, Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad
b. Hasan, early poet in New P e r s i a n , of whom
almost nothing is known but who must have flourished in the middle decades of the 4th/10th century,
since odd verses of his survive that were allegedly
dedicated to the Samanid Amir cAbd al-Malik (I) b.
Nuh (I) (343-50/954-61), and he may have been at
the court of the Saffarid ruler of Sfstan, Khalaf b.
Ahmad (352-93/963-1003). Fragments amounting to
some 45 verses, mainly love poetry and satires, have
been collected by G. Lazard, Les premiers poetes persans
(IX"-X" siecles), Tehran-Paris 1964, i, 31, tr. 129-33,
Persian text ii, 132-8.
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Bibliography. See also Browne, LHP, i, 463;
Dhabfh Allah Safa, Tdnkh-i adabiyyat dar Iran,
2
Tehran 1335/1956, i, 422-3; F. de Blois, Persian
literature, a bio-bibliographical survey, v, London 1997,
19L _
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
MARUNIYYA, MAWARINA (Syriac Marunaye, presumed derivative from the personal name Marun,
diminutive of mar "lord"), the Arabic name of the
Syrian C h r i s t i a n sect of the M a r o n i t e s , which
first entered into union with the Roman Catholic
Church in ca. A.D. 1180.
According to al-Mascud! (d. 345/956), the sect first
emerged into existence as a Monothelite Christian
communion during the reign of the Roman emperor
Maurice (582-602), its Monothelite origin (contested
by Maronite historians since the late 15th century)
being also affirmed by al-Kadf c Abd al-Djabbar
(d. 415/1024) and the Crusader historian William of
Tyre (d. 1185). The first known base of the community was the monastic establishment of Dayr Marun
(or Dar Marun), on the Orontes river, east of the
town of Hama, which had already fallen to ruins by
al-Mascudf's time. This establishment allegedly carried
the name of the Syrian hermit Maro (Arabic Marun)
of Cyrrus (d. 433), who is claimed by the Maronite
church as its patron, although he is also revered by
the Syrian Melchite (Chalcedonian Orthodox) church
as a saint.
While the Maronites have traditionally used Syriac
for their liturgy, they appear to have been Arab rather
than Aramaeo-Arab in ethnic origin; their ecclesiastical and secular literature, as known directly or from
reference from as early as the 10th century A.D., is
entirely in Arabic. Their ethnic difference from other
Syrian Christians, who were mainly Aramaean or
Aramaeo-Arab, might explain in part why they came
to be organised as a separate church. The claim of
the community to be descended from the Mardaites
[see DJARADJIMA] , first advanced by the Patriarch Istifan
al-Duwayhl (1668-1704 [</.».]), is historically incredible.
The Maronites signalled their break from the Syrian
Melchite see of Antioch when they began electing
patriarchs of their own in ca. 685. In that same year,
the conclusion of a peace accord between the Byzantine
emperor Justinian II and the Umayad caliph cAbd alMalik b. Marwan seems to have enabled the Byzantines
to regain control over the affairs of the Antiochene
see. The Monothelite doctrine having been condemned
by the Sixth Ecumenical Council (680) as a pernicious heresy, Justinian II, it appears, was bent on
eradicating what remained of it in Syria.
According to Maronite tradition, the first Maronite
Patriarch, Yuhanna Marun, had barely assumed office
when Byzantine persecution forced him to flee the
Orontes valley and seek refuge in the rugged reaches
of the northern Lebanon, where the Maronite patriarchate has remained ever since. When the Byzantines
reoccupied Antioch and the adjacent parts of northern Syria, starting from 969, the Christian population
of the Orontes valley was still largely, if not entirely,
Maronite. This Byzantine reoccupation, however, was
to last until ca. 1070, by which time the Maronites
of the Orontes valley had been mostly, if not entirely,
replaced by Melchites, presumably as a result of
Byzantine persecution; the only notable Maronite community outside Mount Lebanon survived in the city
of Aleppo, which the Byzantines had failed to occupy.
When the Crusader forces, having seized Antioch
(1098), proceeded to advance southwards to Jerusalem
in 1099, Maronite warriors met them outside Tripoli
to offer their service as guides and auxiliaries. The

first contacts between the Maronite patriarchate and
the Roman Catholic Church followed, ending more
than four centuries of Maronite ecclesiastical isolation.
It was not before ca. 1180, however, that a body of
leading Maronite clerics, meeting with the Latin
Patriarch of Antioch, formally agreed to unite with
the Roman Catholic Church and abandon the
Monothelite doctrine in favour of Roman orthodoxy.
To cement this union, Pope Innocent III (1198-1216),
invited the Maronite Patriarch Jeremiah of cAmshft
(Irmiya al-'Amshltf) to Rome in 1215, ostensibly to
participate in the Lateran Council of that year.
Meanwhile, a split had occured in the Maronite
church, in the course of which the party opposed to
the union waged armed attacks against those in its
favour. This split reached its climax in 1282-3, when,
for a brief while, each side had its own Patriarch.
Shortly after, however, the Mamluks of Egypt, who
were already in occupation of the Syrian interior, put
an end to the Crusader County of Tripoli (1289);
then Acre was conquered (1291) and the last Crusaders
expelled from Syria (1291). Finding itself once more
in isolation, the Maronite church was able to regain
its unity under Patriarchs favouring the union with
Rome. However, Maronite relations with the Papacy
remained casual, because of the difficulty of maintaining regular contact between the two sides once the
Crusaders had gone.
The Maronites suffered sporadic persecution under
the rule of the Bahrl Mamluks (1291-1382), at which
time some Maronites emigrated from Mount Lebanon
to live under Crusader protection in Cyprus, where
a few thousand Maronites remain to this day. With
the replacement of the Bahrf by the Burdjf Mamluk
regime, the fortunes of the community took a turn for
the better. Starting from the reign of Barkuk (1382-9,
1390-9 [<7.z>.]), the first of the Burdjf sultans, special
favours were accorded to the Maronite mukaddamun
(sing, mukaddam "chief") of the district of Djubbat
Bsharrf (the mountain hinterland of Tripoli), enabling
them to manage the affairs of their district much as
they pleased. Subsequently, in 1444, the seat of the
Maronite patriarchate, which had never been fixed
before, was established in the monastery of Kannubln,
in Djubbat Bsharrl, where it remained until the 19th
century.
The interest of the Roman Papacy in the Maronite Church had meanwhile been heightened following the failure of the Council of Florence (1439-44) to
end the schism between the Roman Catholic and Byzantine Orthodox communions. Unable to attend this
council in person, the Maronite Patriarch John of Jaj
(Yuhanna al-Djadji) had sent a Franciscan missionary to represent him there, with a message indicating his fervent commitment to Roman Catholicism
and requesting papal confirmation of his patriarchal
title. (Since then, all Maronite Patriarchs, though
elected by bishops of their own church, have been
confirmed in office by the Popes; by implication, they
came to derive their Apostolic authority from the
Roman See.) Subsequently, the Franciscan mission in
the Holy Land (Terra Sancta), which had an important base in Beirut, was entrusted with the maintenance of Maronite relations with Rome; and, starting
from 1456, the Popes began to address the heads of
the Maronite Church as Patriarchs of Antioch (a title
which they might have traditionally claimed). Following the Catholic Counter-Reformation, the Capuchin
and Jesuit fathers were charged by the Roman see
to replace the Franciscans as religious mentors to the
Maronites.
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In 1585, Pope Gregory XIII (1572-85) established
the Maronite College (Collegium Maronitarum] in Rome
to train aspirants to Maronite church office in Roman
Catholic orthodoxy and church discipline; and starting from 1608, graduates of this institution began to
occupy the Maronite patriarchal see. By then, the first
major reform of the Maronite Church had been undertaken, under Jesuit sponsorship, by the Synod of
KannubTn (1596). Maronite church practice was
brought closer to the Roman Catholic norm by the
Synod of Luwayza (1736) (the trend has been continuing ever since). Meanwhile, the first Maronite
monastic order following the Roman Catholic model
had been chartered by Istifan al-DuwayhT. Since the
Second Vatican Council (1962), the Maronite liturgy
has been largely Arabicised.
Starting from the early 17th century, the Maronites
of the northern Lebanon entered into close political
association with their Druze neighbours in the southern parts. A large-scale migration of Maronites to the
Druze country followed, continuing through the 18th
century to the early 19th, whereby the Maronites, in
time, came to form the majority of the population of
the Druze districts. Having the advantage over the
Druze in numbers, and backed by the Roman
Catholic European powers, especially by France, the
Maronites began to entertain ambitions of dominating the whole of Mount Lebanon, thereby challenging Druze leaderships in their own home districts.
Intermittent clashes between the two sides, starting
from 1840, culminated in a massacre of Maronites
and other Christians of the Druze regions in 1860,
in which an estimated 15,000 were killed or died of
destitution, and about 100,000 were left homeless.
Intervention by the European powers, spearheaded by
France, restored peace to the mountains, and in 1861,
the Ottoman government was prevailed upon to grant
Mount Lebanon the privileged status of a mutasarrifiyya administered by an Ottoman Catholic Christian
mutasarrif or governor, who was appointed directly by
the central government in Istanbul and assisted by a
locally-elected administrative council. The decades
that followed witnessed an Arabic literary revived in
Beirut and Mount Lebanon, in which Maronite participation was particularly prominent.
Following the First World War, France, in 1920, was
accorded the mandate over the territory of present-day
Syria and Lebanon. The French thereupon expanded
the territory of the Lebanese mutasarrifiyya, largely in
response to Maronite ambitions, to form the State of
Greater Lebanon, which became the Lebanese Republic in 1926, with the Maronites politically at the
helm. In Lebanon, the Presidency of the Republic,
the Army Command and a number of other key positions continue to be the preserve of the Maronites.
Since the 1880s, increasing numbers of Maronites
have emigrated from Lebanon to North and South
America, Australia, and other parts of the world. The
community in Lebanon is estimated today at one million out of a total Lebanese population of about five
million, the estimate of the Maronite population outside Lebanon being at least double that number.
Bibliography. Mas c udf, Tanbih; cAbd al-Djabbar,
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idem, A house of many mansions. The history oj Lebanon
reconsidered, Beirut 1988.
(KAMAL SALIBI)
MASHHAD.
2. H i s t o r y and d e v e l o p m e n t s i n c e 1914.
In the course of the 20th century, Mashhad has
become a regional metropolis (2,155,700 inhabitants
in 2004), the capital of the vast province of Khurasan,
and well integrated into the economic and public life
of Iran. At the same time, it has kept its character
as a goal of pilgrimage, dominated by the strength
of the economic and political authority of the Astanayi kuds-i ridawi, the administration of the Shrine wakf,
probably the most important in the Muslim world.
In 1914, despite its religious importance, Mashhad
was a marginal town in regard to the rest of the
country. The population of some 70,000 was ethnically very diverse, with Azeris, Hazaras, Bukharls,
Marwfs, BerberTs, Afghans, and several thousand Jews
who had been forcibly converted to Islam, called
Djadld al-Islam (Patai). About a hundred Europeans,
mostly Russians, and as many again Indian subjects
of the British crown, lived near their respective consulates. Trade with Russia was twice as important as
that with Tehran, since the only modern road was
that connecting Mashhad with cAshkabad, opened in
1892 (Bharier, 14). Like most of the towns of Iran,
it kept its traditional character for the first decades
of the 20th century. The only modern street, lit by
electricity since 1902, was the Bala khiyaban leading
from the entrance of the town on the western side
to the Shrine and to the modest pilgrims' bazaar,
since Mashhad never had a proper bazaar and the
shops, just as the 37 caravanserais housing pilgrims,
were dispersed throughout the town.
Rida Shah [q.v.] and the Pahlavl dynasty showed
a great interest in Mashhad and the Shrine of the
Imam Rida. The ruler personally assumed the office
of mutawalll of the Astana-yi kuds, and members of
the royal family regularly made the pilgrimage to the
town, where a palace was built at Bak-i Malikabad;
trusted servants were appointed as governors of
Khurasan and executive directors of the Shrine. A
new town was laid out, with rectilinear streets, houses
in the Russian style with two storeys and large windows; and businesses and offices were developed to
the west of the holy city, which kept its houses of
sun-dried brick, its alleys and the musqfir-khanas or
hostels and the caravanserais for pilgrims. In 1935
Mashhad was linked with Tehran by a modern road,
an aerial connection in 1928 (regular service in 1946),
an oil pipeline in 1955 and a railway in 1957 (Bharier).
At the end of the 1960s, there was a fresh wave of
expansion. The Firdawsf University was opened in
1966, modern hospitals, amongst the best in Iran,
were built, food and textile (carpets) industries were
developed, whilst sources of natural gas at Sarakhs
enabled the burgeoning city to be supplied with gas.
An urban plan was successfully put into operation,
since over half of the built-up area and 80% of the
land available for building belonged to the Shrine. A
French study centre, the SCET Iran, was given the
task of making an inventory of the Shrine's possessions and of modernising its administration in order
to increase its revenues (Hakami, Hourcade). To the
west, at Abkuh, vast hotels for students, troops and
officials of the Shrine were constructed. To the east,
urbanisation swallowed up the small towns of Gulshahr,
Sakhtiman and Turuk, but was limited by the extensive agricultural holdings of the Shrine and by military lands.
After the oil boom of 1974, Muhammad Rida
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Shah [g.v.] decided to make Mashhad the most important and most modern pilgrimage centre of the Muslim world. Under the direction of the governor,
M. Waliyan, the reconstruction of the old town began
in 1973 with the destruction of the bazaar, caravanserais, and traditional-type hotels near the Shrine and
the avenue (falakd) which surrounded it. The only
part left standing was a section of the carpet bazaar.
The Bazar-i Rida, a simple, modern gallery meant
for the pilgrims' purchases, was opened in 1977 near
the Haram, whilst workshops and other commercial
activities were dispersed to the town's periphery. From
now on isolated in a vast open space, the Shrine was
renovated and developed on a grandiose scale, making the Imam Rida's tomb the greatest religious architectural complex in the world, still in the course of
construction in 2002 (library extension, schools, a new
cemetery in the underground vaults, new courts and
spaces for welcoming pilgrims). This policy of increased
prestige was actively followed by the Islamic Republic,
under the direction of the dyatulldh Wa'izf Tabasf, the
new mutawalli of the Shrine and no longer governor
of the province. The city continued to expand towards
the southwest along the Wakflabad Avenue (new university campus, high-class residences) and, above all,
to the northwest (agricultural lands towards the Kucan
road, where mass housing and industrial zones reach
as far as the ancient Tus, where Firdawsfs tomb is
to be found).
From 1956 to 1996, Mashhad has had the greatest population growth (5.3% per annum) of the great
cities of Iran, after Tehran itself. This development
became very rapid after 1979 because of the influx
of Afghan refugees in a new quarter to the northeast
of the city. This new Afghan quarter evokes the traditional relations of Mashhad with the Harat region
and Central Asia, reinforced by the re-opening of
the frontier with Turkmenistan in 1991 at Badjgiran
and, above all, after the opening on 15 May 1996
of the new railway linking Mashhad, via Sarakhs, with
the rail network of the former USSR. This opening
towards the east of a town and a region long isolated from Tehran takes place, however, hand-in-hand
with the strengthening of political, administrative and
economic relations with the capital. The revolt of
1921 by Col. Muhammad Takl Khan Pisyan was one
of the last manifestations of former isolation. Consequently, the population of Mashhad has participated
actively in the crises and the political and social debates
in Iran: the riots of 1963 against the White Revolution,
and active participation in the Islamic Revolution (the
thinker CA1I Sharicatf was a professor at the University of Mashhad, and Sayyid CA1I Khamina'f, who in
1989 became the Spiritual Guide of the Islamic
Republic, was one of the most active of the local religious leaders).
As the second city of Iran in terms of population
since 1975, Mashhad, now a modern city, remains
the regional capital of eastern Iran, even though the
province of Khurasan, of which it is the capital, has
been since 2002 divided into three different provinces.
The passage through it of over ten million pilgrims
each year accentuates more than ever before the religious identity and the economic activity of this regional
metropolis, which now has the second-most important
airport in Iran and the most important hotel complex (more than 25,000 beds in hotels and, above all,
musdfir-khdnas), well ahead of Isfahan.
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(B. HOURCADE)
3. The S h r i n e , and Mashhad as a c e n t r e
of S h f c f learning and piety.
The location in Mashhad of the Shrine of the
eighth Imam CA1I al-Rida [q.v.] has made Mashhad
into the leading place of pilgrimage within Persia, the
process whereby its veneration developed being accentuated by the fact that, for some four centuries, with
one break of a few decades, the Shf c f shrines of 'Irak
were in the hands of the Sunn! Ottoman Turks, the
powerful enemies and rivals of the Safawids and their
successors [see further, CATABAT, in Suppl.]. Shf c f 'ulamd3
place Mashhad as the seventh of the great sanctuaries of the Muslim world, after Mecca, Medina, and
the four specifically Shf c i catabdt in Trak, al-Nadjaf,
Karbala3, Samarra3 and Kazimayn [q.vv.] (see P.M.
Sykes, The glory of the Shia world, London 1910, p. xiii),
but some Shf'T 'ulamd' would rank it next after
Karbala3 (see G.N. Curzon, Persia and the Persian question, London 1892, i, 150 n. 2).
The Haram containing the Shrine seems to be
essentially the creation of the last six or seven centuries, its development receiving a powerful impetus
when the Safawids turned Persia into a Shf c f state in
the 10th/16th century. Previously, it had been easier
for non-Muslims to visit the Shrine, since the Spanish
ambassador Clavijo, en route for Tfmur's court at
Samarkand, was able in 1404 to visit it. Thereafter,
it was not till the first half of the 19th century that
the British traveller J.B. Fraser was able, by dint of
a feigned conversion to Islam, to enter the Shrine in
1822 long enough to make a drawing of the courtyard there (see Fatema Soudavar Farmanfarmaian,
James Baillie Fraser in Mashhad, or, the Pilgrimage of a
nineteenth century Scotsman to the Shrine of the Imam Rida,
in Iran, JBIPS, xxxiv [1996], 101-15). Various other
European travellers followed in the later 19th century
(details in Curzon, op. cit., i, 148 n. 1).
But the rise of the Mashhad shrine began well
before the advent of the Safawids, and especially after
the sack of nearby Tus by the Tlmurid prince Mlran
Shah b. Tlmur in 791/1389 dealt Tus a death-blow
and brought the Sanabad shrine into prominence as
the nucleus of the later Mashhad [see TUS]. Already,
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Ibn Battuta had gone on from Tus to "the town of
Mashhad al-Rida", which he describes as large and
flourishing (Rihla, iii, 77-8, Eng. tr. Gibb, iii, 582),
and Tfmurid rulers such as Shah Rukh and his wife
Djawhar-Shadh were great benefactors in the first half
of the 9th/15th century; but members of the new
dynasty of the Safawids vied with each other in enriching and enlarging the Shrine. Shah Tahmasp I erected
a minaret covered with gold in the northern part of
the Sahn-i kuhna which, with the Sahn-i naw, bounds
the Shrine on its northern and eastern sides, and he
adorned the dome of the tomb with sheets of gold
and put a golden pillar on top of it (this was to be
carried off by the Shlbanids when in 997/1589 they
invaded Khurasan and sacked Mashhad). cAbbas I
laid out the main thoroughfare of the city, the Khivdbdn,
running from northwest to southeast and dividing the
city into two roughly equal halves; the Shrine area
divided this street into an upper (bald) and a lower
(pa3in) part. cAbbas II devoted his attention mainly
to the decoration of the Sahn-i kuhna. SafY II, the later
Sulayman I, restored the dome of the Imam's tomb.
But there were benefactions during these times from
outside potentates also, not only from the South Indian
Shlcl Kutb-Shahi ruler Sultan-KulT Kutb al-Mulk in
918/1512 but also by the Sunn! Mughal emperor
Akbar, who made a pilgrimage to Mashhad in
1003/1595. Although likewise a Sunnl, Nadir Shah
Afshar was the greatest benefactor of the city and the
Shrine in the 12th/18th century, devoting a great
part of the plunder brought back from India to their
embellishment. Before his accession to the throne, he
had in 1142/1730 built a minaret covered with gold
in the upper part of the Sahn-i kuhna as a counterpart to that of Tahmasp I on on the north side of
this. He now thoroughly restored the southern half
of the Satin, and decorated the southern gateway richly
and covered it with sheets of gold, so that it acquired
the historic name of "Nadir's Golden Gate"; in the
centre of this court he placed his famous octagonal
marble "water house", the sakkd-khdna-yi nddiri. The
Kadjar Shahs, from Fath 'All to Nasir al-Dln, likewise cherished the Shrine, despite the frequency with
which the city of Mashhad was involved in rebellions
against the central government at various points in
the 19th century.
The Shrine area forms the so-called Bast, thus designated from the rights of asylum and sanctuary traditionally operating there for e.g. debtors, and, for a
limited period, criminals (see Curzon, op. cit., i, 155,
and BAST). Nadir's Golden Gateway leads southwards
to the area of the Imam's shrine itself and its ancillary buildings, what is strictly speaking the Haram-i
mukaddas. The almost square shrine has the actual
tomb in its northeastern corner. Shah 'Abbas I provided the tomb with a gold covering, and he also
covered the dome, 20 m/65 feet high, with gilded
copper sheets. Notable also here is the Ddr al-siydda
hall built by Djawhar Shadh, a Ddr al-huffd^, and the
fine mosque bearing Djawhar Shadh's name, regarded
by many authorities as the most attractive building
in the sacred area (see illustr. in Sykes, op. cit., at
263). There are also teeming bazaars, caravanserais,
baths, etc. in the Haram, the property of the Shrine,
but the Shrine also in pre-modern times held awkdf
[see WAKF] all over Persia, and especially, in other
parts of Khurasan, contributing to the income of the
Shrine and its upkeep. This last varied according to
economic prosperity and peaceful or otherwise conditions in the land; information given to Curzon at
the end of the 19th century put the Shrine revenues
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at 60,000 tumdm, equivalent at that time to £17,000
sterling per annum (op. cit., i, 162-3).
The Shrine was administered by a lay Mutawallibdshi, from the later 19th century onwards until Pahlavl
times as an office held by the governor-general of
Khurasan, previous times having been often characterised by disputes between the Shrine administrator
and the representatives of the central government; at
the time of Curzon's visit, the Mutawalli-bashi was
Nasir al-Dm Shah's brother Muhammad Takf Mfrza,
Rukn al-Dawla (replaced in 1891 by a former governor of Fars). The office was a lucrative one, since
the administrator normally drew 10% of the Shrine's
revenues. Beneath him was a large staff of lower
mutawallis, mudj_tahid$ [q.v.~] and mullds, some enjoying
hereditary appointments.
Pilgrimage to the shrine of the Imam began at an
early date. European travellers and visitors in the 19th
century endeavoured to estimate their annual numbers: Ferrier (1845) gave 50,000; Khanikoff (1858) and
Eastwick (1862), over 50,000; C.E. Yate (in the 1890s),
30,000. These numbers tended to rise at the times
of special festivals such at the anniversary of CA1T alRida's death and during Muharram. The rites of pilgrimage involved a triple circumambulation or tawdf
and the three-fold cursing of the Imam's enemies, and
especially of the caliphs Harun al-Rashfd and alMa'mun. The pilgrims enjoyed a support system of
food kitchens and accommodation for three nights,
and a pilgrim who had performed all the rites in the
prescribed fashion was entitled to call himself a
Mashhadi.
As with the lands adjacent to al-Nadjaf and
Karbala5, the holiness of the Shrine and its environs
made it very attractive for burials, and several large
cemeteries lay round it, such as the Makbara-yi katlgdh ("killing ground cemetery") to its north. Since
there was so much demand for places—not merely
from Persians but also from Shl c is from the Indian
subcontinent, Afghanistan and Central Asia—the same
ground had to be used over and over again for burials. The fees for such burials—graves with proximity
to the Shrine itself being the most expensive—brought
in a not inconsiderable revenue to the Shrine. See
also MAKBARA. 4, in Suppl.
As well as a centre for piety and pilgrimage,
Mashhad was an educational centre, with a considerable number of madrasas, whose number in the first
decade or so of the 20th century approached twenty,
the oldest still standing being the Duddr one, founded
by Shah Rukh in 823/1420, the majority of them,
however, dating from the later Safawid period. From
an architectural and artistic point of view, the Madrasa
of Mir DjaTar, built and endowed by the founder in
1059/1650, is regarded as especially fine. These colleges attracted students from Persia itself and also
from the Shf c l communities of India; Sykes in 1910
put the number of students at that time at 1,200 (The
glory of the Shia world, 267-8), many of whom at this
time went on subsequently for further study at alNadjaf.
For the Shrine, its administration and development
in the 20th century, see 2. above.
Bibliography. Given in the article, and see that
in the EP art. Meshhed.
(M. STRECK*)
MASHSHATYYA (mashshd3un, mashsha'iyyun, mushdt),
the Peripatetic or A r i s t o t e l i a n school of
G r e e k p h i l o s o p h y and its A r a b i c - I s l a m i c followers.
The Arabic term is a translation of the Greek peripatetikoi, the school of Aristotle, who is reported to
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have taught whilst "perambulating" (Greek, peripatein]
with his students. While in the Greek sources the
designation is restricted to Aristotle's personal disciples, the Arabic equivalent is used for the Hellenistic
tradition of his philosophy in general. As a term of
doxography, it occurs in the Fihrist of Ibn al-Nadlm
(247, 16), and in the 5th/llth century Siwdn al-hikma
(from the school of Abu Sulayman al-Sidjistanf), where
the term is explained historically. According to this,
following the precept of Plato to train both body and
soul, "Aristotle and Xenocrates used to teach philosophy to their pupils while walking to and fro", and
so they were called the Peripatetics of the Academy
(al-mushdt al-akddhimiyyun, 41, § 709); similarly al-Kiftl,
Ta'nkh al-hukamd3, 26, in a classification of the various ways to designate schools of philosophy where
both Platonists and Aristotelians are subsumed under
this name; and likewise in al-Shahrastanl (Milal, 253,
296).
In the introduction to his work on the philosophy
of the "Easterners" (al-mashrikiyyun), Ibn Sfna, while
acknowledging the merit of Aristotle, blames those
who "are infatuated with the Peripatetics (al-Mashsha* uri)
and who think that no one else was ever guided by
God" (see Gutas, Avicenna, 45), announcing the evolution of his philosophy beyond the basis laid by
Aristotle, who was henceforth called the First Teacher
(al-mucallim al-awwal', see e.g. Ibn Slna, al-Shifd3, alIldhiyydt, ed. Anawati et at., 392). The term "Peripatetics" is now used in explicit delimitation or criticism
of Aristotle and his commentators (such as Alexander
of Aphrodisias) against Ibn Sfna's own doctrine (see
Nasfr al-Dln al-Tusf, Shark al-Ishdrdt wa 'l-tanbihdt,
Tehran 1959, 21982, ii, 416, 1. 10; iii, 174, 1. 5, etc.)
or other schools of thought.
In the subsequent development, however, it was the
philosophy of Ibn Slna and his extensive following
which, again from another standpoint, was designated
as mashshd^iyya. It was not his principal critic al-Ghazall,
but Ibn Rushd [q.vv.] in his Tahdfut al-Tahdfut (ed.
Bouyges, 178, 1. 6), who pointed out md i'tarada bihi
Abu Hdmid cald 'l-mashsjhd^m—using "Peripatetics" synonymously with al-faldsifa (ibid., 1. 8; and see ed.
Bouyges, index, 605, § 139). Shihab al-Dm Yahya alSuhrawardl, in his turn, designates Avicennan concepts and doctrines as those of the mashshd'm (Opera,
ii, 13 and passim] in contrast to his own mystical philosophy. It is this general use of the term which
appears in later doxography, blurring the difference
between the Aristotelian and Platonic schools of Greek
philosophy vis-a-vis the following of ishrdki mysticism
[see ISHRAK; ISHRAKIYYUN] . In this sense, the 10th/16th
century Iranian philosopher Sadr al-Dm al-Shfrazi
[q.v] is praised by his biographer for uniting almashshd'iyya, al-ishrdkiyya and Islam (Muhsin al-Amln,
A'ydn al-Shlca, Damascus and Beirut 1953-63, ix, 325).
Bibliography: Shihab al-Dfn Yahya al-Suhrawardl, Opera metaphysica et mystica, i-iii, ed. H. Corbin
and S.H. Nasr, Istanbul 1945 and Tehran 195270, index verborum; D.M. Dunlop (ed.), The Muntakhab
Siwdn al-Hikma of Abu Sulaimdn al-Sijistdm, The Hague
1979; Shahrastanf, Livre des religions et des sectes, tr.
J. Jolivet and G. Monnot, Louvain 1986-93, ii,
178, 246; D. Gutas, Avicenna and the Aristotelian tradition,
Leiden 1988.
(G. ENDRESS)
MATAR, ILYAS Dm (1857-1910), Syro-Lebanese
h i s t o r i a n , medical doctor, p h a r m a c i s t , lawyer
and t e a c h e r . He was born into an Arab Orthodox
middle-class family in the town of Hasbayya, in present-day south Lebanon. The Druze-Maronite civil
war, which erupted in 1860 and spread from Mount

Lebanon to other parts of Syria, forced his family to
move to the safety of the city of Beirut. His father, who
was a prosperous merchant and a local notable of his
community, managed to escape what became known
as "The massacre of Hasbayya" under the protection
of the prominent Druze leader, Sa c fd Djunbulat.
Ilyas Matar received his primary education at his
confession's school, Les Trois Docteurs. He then entered
the Catholic Patriarchal School, where he learned
Arabic, French, Greek and other subjects. His studies
widened in scope when he enrolled at the newlyestablished Syrian Protestant College (SPC), later
renamed the American University in Beirut. There
he studied chemistry, botany and pharmacy. During
those formative years he was taught by a number of
competent teachers, whose names were to become
associated with the emergence of "the modern Arab
renaissance" [see NAHDA] in the 19th century. These
included Salmi Takla'(1849-92), founder of the celebrated Egyptian newspaper al-Ahrdm; Nasff al-Yazidjf
(1800-71), the accomplished Arabic scholar; and his
fellow-townsman Faris Nimr (1856-1952 [q.v.]) who
taught Matar chemistry.
It seems that it was upon Nimr's suggestion that
Matar decided to write a general history of his country, Syria. This was published in 1874 under the title,
al-cUkud al-durriyya fi ta'nkh al-mamlaka al-suriyya. It constituted the first historical work written on Syria as a
well-defined entity by a native Arab historian. Its importance lies in the manner it deals with Matar's
country as one single cultural and territorial unit. Thus
Syria ceases to be a collection of Ottoman administrative units, and becomes a fatherland (watan) extending from the Taurus mountains in the north and the
Sinai Peninsula in the south, and from the Euphrates
in the east and the Mediterranean in the west. This
fatherland is then shown to be endowed with an Arab
national identity and an inherent capacity to acquire
the new achievements of European civilisation. However, Syrian patriotism figures in this respect as an
integral part of the wider movement of Ottomanism.
Matar's book is dedicated to the well-known Ottoman historian Ahmed Djewdet Pasha (1822-95 [<7.fl.]),
whom he met during his visit to Istanbul in 1874.
This visit was undertaken in order to obtain his degree
in pharmacy and secure the authorisation of the
Ottoman Ministry of Education to publish his history.
After this date, Matar became Djewdet's protege, acting as his son's tutor, assistant and adviser. It was
also upon Djewdet's encouragement that Matar qualified as a medical doctor and became a practising
lawyer. He taught both medicine and law in Istanbul,
while co-editing at the same time a legal journal, alHukuL
Matar is credited with the authorship of over thirty
books, both in Arabic and Ottoman Turkish. Apart from
his pioneering historical text, his output includes works
on a wide variety of subjects, such as jurisprudence,
public health and education.
Owing to his affliction with a fatal disease, he returned to Beirut in 1909. He died the following year
(March 1910) and was buried in his family's cemetery.
Bibliography. Ph. de Tarazf, Ta'rikh al-sahdfa
al-carabiyya, ii, Beirut 1913-33, 227-9; Yusuf Ascad
Daghir, Masddir al-dirdsa al-adabiyya, iii/2, Beirut
1972, 1222-3; Y.M. Choueiri, Arab history and the
nation-state: a study in modern Arab historiography 18201980, London-New York 1989, 34-9.
(YOUSSEF M. CHOUEIRI)
MATARAM, the name of an area in c e n t r a l
Java where two kingdoms have developed.

MATARAM
1. The first kingdom bearing this name was
founded by Sanjaya, who is recorded to have erected
a linga in "Kunjarakunya". The inscription commemorating this event, written in Sanskrit in A.D.
732, was found in a Shaivite sanctuary at Changgal.
Some time later, the Mahayana-Buddhist Shailendra
appear as dominating dynasty of Mataram, and Sanjaya's successors submitted to them. The Shailendras
probably came to central Java after the fall of the
empire of Funan, centred in the south of present-day
Kampuchea, after A.D. 627, continuing their royal
titulature as "rulers of the mountains". They became
famous for erecting the most outstanding Buddhist
monuments such as the Borobudur, Mendut, Pawon,
and others. After 832, however, their power declined,
and thus the Shaivite dynastic line which had withdrawn to east Java returned to the centre. Obviously,
both dynastic lines were linked together by intermarriage, and this paved the way for Mataram to reach
the peak of its power, including the incorporation of
most of central and east Java and parts of Bali into
its territory. King Balitung (898-910) was the first king
to use the name of "Mataram" in his inscriptions,
and his successor Daksa (910-19?) is credited with the
erection of the monumental Lara Djonggrang complex near Prambanan, consisting of 190 temples, the
main one being dedicated to Shiva. King Sindok (92947), however, moved the capital to the upper valley
of the Brantas river in east Java, thus founding a new
dynasty and ending the history of this first kingdom
of Mataram.
2. The Islamic k i n g d o m of M a t a r a m was
founded by the Panembahan Senopati Ingalaga
(d. 1601). His father, Kyai Gedhe Pamanahan, is
famed for his killing Arya Penangsang of Jipang,
the powerful and frightening enemy of Adivijaya
(Jaka Tingkir), ruler of the second Islamic (Shf c f) kingdom of Java, Pajang (r. 1549-87). As a reward, he
was given the central area of the ancient kingdom of
Mataram where he founded the Kota Gedhe, later
under his son to become the capital. After his death
in 1584, his son was awarded the title of Senopati
("general") by the king, but Senopati soon fought
against Demak and other principalities and eventually
even attacked the king's troops. After the king's death,
he rejected Pajang's supremacy, and he added to his
magic powers through meditation and asceticism and
a visit to the divine Queen of the Southern Sea, Nyai
Lara Kidul, thus underlining the central cosmic position of his capital—and himself as ruler—between the
volcano Mount Merapi to the north and the Sea in
the south. With the support of two from among the
"nine holy men" (wall songo] who are said to have
brought Islam to the interior of Java, Sunan Giri and
Sunan Kali Jaga, he made Islam the religion of his
kingdom, which by now included most of the interior of central and east Java, but not the important
sea ports on the north coast, from Surabaya in the
east to Cirebon (Cheribon) and Banten in the west.
Senopati's grandson Agung (r. 1613-46), the greatest
ruler and warrior king of the dynasty, which now,
according to the panegyric chronicle of Mataram Babad
Tanah Jawi, claimed dynastic decent from the ruling
family of Majapahit, the last Hindu kingdom in Java
(until 1527), took the title of susuhunan in 1624, and
in 1641 the title of sultan was added, legitimised by
a special delegation from Mecca. He succeeded in
subduing the northern seaports; even Surabaya surrendered in 1626, while its dependency Sukadana in
southwestern Kalimantan had already been captured
earlier. Even Palembang [q.v.] was captured after 1636.
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Thus Mataram developed as a maritime power as
well. An attack on Batavia, then the stronghold of
the Dutch Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie (VOC) ended
with a defeat. On his death, within the island of Java
only Batavia and the sultanate of Banten, to the west
of Batavia, refused to acknowledge Mataram's suzerainty. His wars had entailed an enormous loss of
human lives and destruction of agriculture. Court
literature, however, developed and presented a combination of Sufi tradition and traditional Javanese cosmological mythology. His successor, his son Susuhunan
Amengku Rat I (r. 1646-77) turned away from professing Islam, starting his increasingly tyrannical reign
of continuous warfare and killing with the murder of
about 6,000 Islamic teachers together with their families. Rebellions flared up, the biggest one led by
Raden Trunajaya (1649-80) from Madura, who was
also supported by many religious (Islamic) teachers
who encouraged him to fight against the cruel king
and his ally, the "Christian" VOC. The popular hope
for the imminent arrival of a Messianic ratu adil ("just
king") spread widely. The susuhunarfs son Amengku
Rat II (r. 1677-1703) defeated his father's enemies
and personally stabbed Trunajaya to death, but his
throne, in the meantime, was occupied by his brother
Pangeran Puger. Therefore the king established a
new court in Kartasura, to the east of Kota Gedhe
(Yogyakarta).
Madura and east Java remained, however, centres
of rebellion. Under Amengku Rat III (r. 1703-8, d.
in exile in Colombo in 1734), the son of his predecessor, the disintegration of Mataram took on a serious form, partly because of the insurgence of Surapati
(d. 1706), a former Balinese slave and military trainee
of the VOC who had established himself in Pasuruan
and extended his territory to Madiun, partly because
of the First Javanese War of Succession (1704-8) which
broke out when the VOC recognised Pangeran Puger
as Susuhunan Pakubuwana I (r. 1704-19). When he
died and his son followed him as Amengku Rat IV
(r. 1719-26), the Second Javanese War of Succession
began (1719-23), involving the VOC even more in
Javanese dynastic affairs. His death by poison brought
his son Pakubuwana II (r. 1726-49) to the throne.
Changing alliances, among others with the Chinese
who had fled the massacre in Batavia in 1740, against
the Dutch who, on their part, were allied for some
time with Pangeran Cakraningrat IV of western
Madura, or with the Dutch against other enemies,
and continuous court intrigues weakened the position
of the susuhunan continuously. The court, which in
1746 had been moved to the new capital Surakarta
[q.v.], rose again in rebellion when the susuhunan agreed
in a unilateral decision to the demand of the VOC
to cede the ports on the north coast to Dutch administration. Thus began the Third Javanese War of
Succession (1746-57), led by the rebellious brother of
Pakubuwana II, Pangeran Mangkubumi, who, in his
headquarters in Yogya, was declared Susuhunan Pakubuwana in 1749 (r. 1749-92); in 1755 he adopted the
title Sultan—for the first time after Sultan Agung—
Hamengkubuwana (I) which has been maintained until
the present Sultan Hamengkubuwana X (since 1986),
and made Yogyakarta [q.v. in Suppl] his capital.
Before his death, Pakubuwana II, however, had transferred sovereignty over his kingdom to the VOC, who
agreed that the crown prince should become Pakubuwana III (r. 1749-88). This initiated the partition
of Mataram into two major principalities, Surakarta
and Yogyakarta.
The last major rebel in the court of Surakarta,
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Pakubuwana Ill's cousin Mas Said, surrendered in
1757, and henceforth ruled, as Pangeran Adipati
Mangkunegara I (r. 1757-95), over an area taken from
Surakarta and inhabited by 4,000 households. During
the temporary British occupation of the Dutch possessions (1811-16), the brother of Hamengkubuwana
III (r. 1810-11; 1812-14), Natakusuma, was rewarded
by the British with an appanage of 4,000 households
and the title Pangeran Pakualam I (r. 1813-29), playing now a similar role in Yogyakarta territory as the
Mangkunegara in Surakarta territory.
Ever-increasing colonial exploitation caused a general social and economic decline, and general unrest
was growing. Hamengkubuwana's eldest son, Pangeran
Dipanegara (1785-1855), avoiding the court and studying Islamic textbooks and Javanese wisdom with Islamic
teachers, associated himself more and more with popular discontent, until finally the last great war in colonial times in Java, the Java War (1825-30), broke out.
At its end, half of the population of Yogyakarta had
died, and Dipanegara was exiled, first to Menado and
then to Makassar.
From the two major and two minor principalities
in the territory of Mataram, only the sultanate of
Yogyakarta in the heartland of Mataram could maintain some limited degree of self-government, due to
the merits of the late Sultan Hamengkubuwana IX
(r. 1939-86) during the early years of independent
Indonesia and his co-operation with the Pakualam
VIII in modernising the administration of his territory, which is acknowledged in the Republic as
the Daerah Istimewa Yogyakarta ("special district of
Yogyakarta"), Sultan Hamengkubuwana X (1986-)
being again its governor (since 1999).
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MATBA'A.
6. EARLY ARABIC PRESSES IN
THE NETHERLANDS AND ENGLAND
The principal centre of Arabic printing in Protestant
Europe was originally Leiden, where the scholar-printer
Franciscus Raphelengius cut an Arabic fount and
printed specimens in his Specimen characterum Arabicorum
ojficinae Plantinianae Raphelengii (1595). The characters
were modelled on the Medicean fount but were of
inferior elegance. After being used for the posthumous

printing of his Arabic-Latin lexicon (1613) and other
works, the Raphelengian equipment was bought by the
pioneer English Arabist William Bedwell (1563-1632),
who left it to the University of Cambridge, intending
that it should be used to print his own Arabic-Latin
lexicon. His wishes remained unfulfilled, and no use
seems to have been made of the fount since the earliest extant Arabic printing at Cambridge (1688) differs
from the Raphelengian type. In the meantime, the
great Arabist Thomas van Erpe (Erpenius), Professor
of Arabic at Leiden (1612-24), had established his
own press there, from which he published his own
works. The Medicean Press again provided the model
for the typeface. About this time oriental (and specifically Arabic) studies were encouraged at Oxford by
Archbishop William Laud as chancellor of the university (1630-41). Laud established the chair of Arabic
for Edward Pococke in 1636, and in the following
year his agent bought printing equipment for Arabic
and other oriental types from stock in Leiden. This
provided the fount for inter alia Pococke's Specimen historiae Arabum (1648, 1650), and it continued to be used
into the eighteenth century. A third Arabic fount was
that used in London for the printing of the Polyglot
Bible of 1653-57 and its great supplementary work, the
Lexicon Heptaglotton of Edmund Castell, Professor of Arabic at Cambridge. Unlike the Raphelengian and Oxford
founts, this was modelled on the characters of the
Savarian Press, which had been set up by Savary de
Breves, the French ambassador at Rome (1608-14),
when the Medicean Press there went out of production.
Savary brought the press back to France, where it
was acquired by the Imprimerie Royale and used in
the production of the Parisian Polyglot (1645).
Bibliography: J. Fuck, Die arabischen Studien in
Europa bis in den Anfang des 20. Jahrhunderts, Leipzig
1955; J. Brugman and F. Schroder, Arabic studies in
the Netherlands, Leiden 1979; J. Balagna, L'imprimerie
arabe en Occident: XVI', XVIF et XVIIF siecles, Paris
1984; A. Hamilton, William Bedwell the Arabist 15631632, Leiden 1985; G. Roper, Arabic printing and
publishing in England before 1820, in BRISMES Bulletin,
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MATBAKH
3. In Persia.
The Persian word for kitchen, dshpa^khdna, was not
in general used before the 19th century, though the
terms ash "soup" and ashpaz "cook" do occur in earlier texts. Before the Kadjar period, the Arabic matbakh
was the common term for kitchen (Elahi, 790-91, with
description of Persian kitchen).
A tradition with a long history, Persian cuisine
ranks, with that of the French and the Chinese, as
one of the great cuisines of the world. Its origins and
influences are to be sought in the East, and more
specifically in Transoxania. The traditional use of
wheat as a staple and the basis of vegetable soups
(ash), the mixing of meat and fruit in dishes, the use
of various types of yoghurt (mast and kashk) and other
dairy products, and ways of preparing meat, all point
to Central Asian origins. Conversely, olives and olive
oil, so abundant in the Mediterranean and Ottoman
Turkish cuisine, are virtually absent in Persian cooking (except in the Caspian provinces); Persians traditionally cooked with animal fat (except for Jews, who
used sesame oil). The important place of rice in Persian
cooking similarly suggests Asian origins, in this case
Southeast Asia and India (Bazin and Bromberger, 148;
Fragner 1994a, 54-5).
Legend ascribes the art of cooking to Ahriman (the
Zoroastrian spirit of evil) who is said to have taught
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a mythical King Zahak to prepare the flesh of animals (Firdawsl, Shdh-ndma, 1988, i, 48-51, cited in
Ghanoonparvar, 191). It is mainly Greek texts that
offer some information on royal banquets, but otherwise we know little about food and ways of preparing
it during the Achaemenid period, though borrowings
from Lydia and Assyria seem plausible (Schmitt;
Gunter, 13-21). The situation for the Sasanid period
is a little better, with information and recipes being
available on the high cuisine of the court, including
ingredients such as various types of hot and cold meat,
stuffed vine leaves and sweet date puree (Amuzgar;
Gunter, 44). The first five centuries of Islamic rule
are again rather poorly documented. The available
information, mostly from Muslim travellers and the
occasional literary source, points to a heavy reliance
on bread and cereals, an important role for (roasted)
meat, including game, especially for nomads and soldiers, and the use of condiments such as pickled vegetables (turshi), sour grapes (ghurd), dried lemons and
walnuts, which would remain essential to Persian cooking (Kasa'I). It is only in the Mongol period that the
current Persian cuisine became heavily influenced by
Eastern traditions and took its current shape. Rashld
al-Dm, who first entered Mongol employ as a head
cook in the household of the khan and who later
employed a Chinese cook in his own household, may
have been instrumental in the transmission of Chinese
cuisine to Iran (Allsen, 73-4).
The first period for which we have abundant information on eating and cooking practices is that of
the Safawids. European observers were struck at the
frugality of eating habits. Chardin, iv, 28-9, 47, was
among those who noted how Persians skipped breakfast except for a cup of coffee and only ate two
proper meals a day. Food was cooked in earthenware
or copper pots coated with tin (Olearius, 595). In
areas where wood was scarce, such as the central
plateau, cooked food was eaten at most only once a
day, in the late afternoon, and instead of cooking,
people in urban areas would get their pilaw and the
ingredients for their soups from the ubiquitous cookshops. During other meals, bread and cheese were
the main ingredients (Chardin, iv, 57; Tavernier, i,
545, 712). Meat included mutton and goat. Chicken
and pigeon were also part of the menu of those who
could afford it. Beef was rarely eaten. Chardin's observation, iv, 48-9, that beef, tough and dry, was only
eaten by the poor in winter is echoed for the 19th
century by Polak, i, 112, and Wills, 299. Even today,
Persians do not favour beef, except those living in
the Caspian provinces (Bromberger 1994, 191). Nor
did game enjoy much popular appeal in Safawid times,
despite the enthusiasm for hunting on the part of the
elite, in part because of the difficulty of abiding by
ritual slaughter, in part because of its taste (Otter, i,
207). Game was often given as a present to Christians,
who loved it as well as dark meat and fish. Turkey
flesh seems to have caught on very slowly after its
introduction from the New World via Europe
(Tavernier, i, 712). Olearius, 596, claimed in the 1630s
that turkey was not among the birds eaten, though
under Shah c Abbas I a Venetian merchant had once
brought a few to Isfahan. A generation later, Tavernier
wrote that the Armenians had brought turkeys and
ways of raising them to Persia, adding that the meat
was only for the court (i, 712). Some sources claim
that horseflesh was the most esteemed type of meat
(Chronicle, i, 155). The predilection for horseflesh at
the court of Tlmur (Clavijo, 106, 224) and the fact
that the Mihmdn-ndma-i Bukhara, 318, calls it the most
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delicious meat, point to a Central Asian origin of the
taste. Polak, i, 115, suggested regional variation by
saying that Persians did not eat horseflesh with the
exception of the people from Shfrwan and the Ozbegs,
who considered it a delicacy. Fish, not an ingredient
of the nomadic diet, was naturally mostly confined to
the Caspian coast and the Persian Gulf littoral, though
trout from the Caspian region was also served at royal
banquets (Tavernier, i, 545).
The information that has come to us from Safawid
times mostly concerns the food of the rich and eating practices at the royal court, as described by
Western visitors who enjoyed the hospitality of the
shah and administrative officials. They offer information on the royal kitchen as well as on the types of
food consumed at the court.
The royal kitchen prepared food only once a day
for the royal household but twice a day for the shah
himself and his direct entourage. The daily food outlay for the shah amounted to two sheep, four lambs,
and thirty chickens for his midday meal and half as
much for his supper, not counting small poultry, game
and fish (Chardin, v, 350-1).
The royal kitchen was supervised by the tushmdlbdshi, an official who was subordinate to the nd^ir
al-buyutdt, the steward of the royal household. The
tushmdl-bdshi was responsible for the quantity and
quality of the meat served at the court, preceded the
procession of the meat dishes all the way from the
kitchen to the royal quarters, and also acted as
the royal taster (the mihtar "chamberlain" would taste
all royal food a second time) (Minorsky, 137; Olearius,
672; Richard, ii, 15, 274; Chardin, v, 349-50, 378;
Kaempfer, 279-80). Another important official was the
sufraci-bdshl, who was in charge of arranging the floor
cloth (sufrd) on which food was consumed (Olearius,
672; Richard, ii, 15, 274; Chardin, v, 351). Other
officials working in the royal food and drink department were the kassdbci-bdshl or salldkhci-bdshi "the
butcher", the hawldj_dr-bdshi, who supervised the poultry yard and the scullery, the sabzici-bdshi, who was
responsible for green salads, the turshici-bdshi, who
supervised the preparation of pickled vegetables, the
halwatci-bdshi, or confectioner, the sharbatci-bdshi, or
supervisor of the sherbets and syrups, the dbddr-bdshi,
who was in charge of drinks, and the kahwaci-bdshi,
who headed the department of coffee making (Afshar,
1991, 409-11; Minorsky, 67, 94, 97, 98; Chardin, v,
352-53).
Meat was often eaten in the form of kababs, which
Fryer, iii, 146, described as "rostmeat on skewers, cut
in little round pieces no bigger than a sixpence, and
ginger and garlic put between each". The same author,
i, 147, notes that it was most often made into a pilaw,
"their standing dish".
Rice had become an important ingredient in elite
cookery after the Mongol domination of the country,
gradually edging out pasta and groats (bulghur) (Fragner
1987, 789). Though it is not clear whether rice was
grown in Persia before the advent of Islam, it has
been part of the Persian diet since Sasanid times
(Balland and Bromberger, 148; Bazargan, 161). At
least since early Safawid times, Persians have eaten
rice in various ways, either as chilaw or as pilaw.
Unlike the situation in parts of China and India,
where rice is a staple and a basic nutrient, in Persia
rice has always been a prestige food and a luxury
item not eaten by the poor on a regular basis. Its
preparation has always been accordingly complex and
time-consuming. Cooking is the same, involving a
laborious process of soaking and steaming, resulting
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in rice that does not stick together, but the main
difference is that chilaw consists of rice and clarified
butter and sumac, which, served with kabab, a raw
onion or herbs, has become in modern times a
favourite restaurant meal. Pilaw, on the other hand,
is rice mixed with a variety of ingredients (for cooking and types of pilaws, see Balland and Bromberger,
154; and Bazargan, 161). Fryer, iii, 147, describes the
making of pilaw as follows : "To make pullow, the
meat is first boiled to rags, and the broth or liquor
being strained, it is left to drain, while they boil the
rice in the same; which being tender, and the aqueous parts evaporating, the juice and gravy incorporates with the rice, which is boiled almost dry; then
they put the meat again with spice, and at last as
much butter as is necessary, so that it becomes not
too greasy or offensive, either to the sight or taste;
and it is then boiled enough when it is fir to be
made into gobbets, not slabby, but each corn of rice
is swelled and filled, not burst into pulp." Rice with
lamb was the most common form of pilaw, but it
was also prepared in numerous other ways, with
spinach or cabbage, with roasted or boiled meat, with
almonds and raisins, with onion and garlic, and it
was served in various colours, depending on the condiment, which could be currant, pomegranate or
saffron (Olearius, 595-6; Kaempfer, 278). Chardin,
iii, 185-6, noted five or six different pilaws during a
meal served by Shah Sulayman for a Russian envoy,
with garlic crust, lamb, chicken, eggs stuffed with
meat, and with fish. He also gave more than twenty
as the total number of pilaw varieties (iv, 54). Twentyfive kinds of pilaw are mentioned in a Persian source
from the Safawid period (Thabitiyan, 371; see Afshar
1378, 98).'
Then as now, meals were consumed synchronically;
unlike French cuisine, there was no time sequence to
the order of eating the food and courses are not
divided (Spooner, 253; Chehabi, 47). Kaempfer, 278,
describing a royal banquet, noted, however, that confection and sweetmeats tended to precede the main
course (see also Lettres edifiantes et curieuses, 115). All
Europeans commented on the silence observed during
meals, their short duration, and the fact that nothing
was drunk until afterwards. They also noted that no
silverware was used, except for a large wooden spoon
that was used for eating soup and drinking the various juices that were served as part of the meal (Delia
Valle, i, 641; Olearius, 596; Kaempfer, 281; Lettres
edifiantes et curieuses, 119). While ordinary Persians ate
from porcelain or earthenware, at the court gold dishes
were abundantly used as well (Herbert, 262; Kaempfer,
262; Kroell, 30). Kaempfer, 153, estimated the total
value of the royal dishware at 10 million gold ducats.
Aajdr and turshi (pickled vegetables) served as condiments (Kaempfer, 278). Kaempfer, 262, describes the
desserts served on the occasion of an audience: candied fruit, fresh fruit, various kinds of cake and sweetmeats. Jam, murabbcf, was very popular and came in
many varieties (Afshar 1991, 417). Sugar was used
in great quantities in the ubiquitous confectionery.
According to De Bruyn, the Dutch East India Company annually brought 12,000 packs at 150 pounds
each to Isfahan (De Bruyn, 178).
Common people ordinarily consumed bread, vegetables and fruit. Bread has always been the staple
for the overwhelming majority of the population, and
its central role in the diet is reflected in popular
expressions and folklore (Kasa3!, 112). The Caspian
region, where bread has been spurned as unhealthy
until modern times, is an exception (Orsolle, 171).

Types of bread used in Safawid times were remarkably similar to the ones eaten today; such as lawash,
thin unleavened bread that doubled as a spoon and
a napkin, and sangak, long bread baked on pebbles
(Chardin, iv, 50; Olearius, 596). Herbert noted how
dates preserved in syrup mixed with buttermilk was
seen as a precious food. He called the cheese dry,
blue and hard, as being worst on the Gulf coast and
best in Mazandaran (Herbert, 260, 262). Butter came
from the tails of sheep. Nothing like restaurants existed.
However, given the prohibitive cost of burning wood,
many people ate at the ubiquitous public food stalls,
dukkdn-i tabbdkhi, where simple hot rice dishes were
prepared (Iskandar Beg Munshf, 188; Chardin, iv,
57).
Persia had since early mediaeval times been a crossroads for vegetables and fruits, serving as a source of
diffusion or an east-west conduit for such plants and
crops as sugar cane, lemons and sour oranges, spinach
and eggplant (Watson, 26, 44-5, 62, 71). In the Safawid
period, the movement was generally in the opposite
direction. Europeans introduced parsley, asparagus,
artichokes and cauliflower into Persia, and these
were cultivated in the vegetable gardens of Shfraz
and Isfahan (Ange de St. Joseph, 102-3; Tavernier,
i, 422).
The first cookbooks—as opposed to texts in which
food is described for its medicinal use—also date back
to the Safawid period (see Afshar 1360). Of the two
that have come down to us, one, called Kdmdma dar
bdb-i tabbdkhl wa sancat-i an, dates from the time of
Shah Ismacrl I (early 16th century) and was written
as a gift to a nobleman. The second, Maddat al-haydt.
Risdla dar cilm-i tabbdkhl, was probably written for Shah
c
Abbas by his chief cook, Nur Allah, who may have
been a descendant of Muhammad CA1I BawarcT, and
was perhaps even commissioned by the ruler. It is
likely that both were composed for colleagues in the
profession rather than as collections of recipes to serve
as guidelines for the cooking of common people
(Fragner 1984, 329; German tr. of the pilaw dishes
in Nur Allah's Maddat al-haydt, in ibid., 343-60). For
the Kadjar period, we have the informative Sufra-i
at'ima, a compendim of cooking and eating practices
written for Nasir al-Dln Shah's personal physician,
the Frenchman Tholozan, by the royal cook.
The menu in Kadjar times does not seem to have
differed greatly from that in the Safawid period. Persian
sources as well as foreign observers still note the bread
and the cheese, the chilaw and pilaw, the ash and
the db-i gusht, the various legumes, such as beans,
cucumbers, aubergines (egg plant), in addition to carrots, turnips, radishes and cabbages, as well as condiments in the form of turshi, and the prodigious
quantities of fruit (Wills, 170-1; Nadir Mfrza, 307-10,
and see the references to food in Basfr al-Mulk,
Ruzndma, introd. by Afshar, pp. XL-LII). Confectionery,
too, continued to be an indispensable part of the
Persian diet (Wilson, 249-50). A new feature was that
food items originating in the New World, such as
tomatoes and potatoes, began to make modest inroads
into the country's kitchens. Potatoes, which were apparently introduced into Persia in the 18th century, were
long called dlu-yi Malkum "plums of Malcolm", after
the British envoy Sir John Malcolm, who is commonly
but probably erroneously throught to have brought
potatoes to Persia (Pur-i Dawud, Hurmazd-ndma, 176;
Binning, ii, 87-8). Though potatoes were cultivated in
Persia, Muslim Persians in the early 19th century did
not particularly care for them, and they mostly served
the Armenian population and European residents
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(Binning, loc. at.] Polak, Persien, 132; Wills, 170). This
changed during the famine of 1861-2, when potatoes
suddenly became popular as a substitute for scarce
cereals (de Gobineau, 170). Strawberries, too, were
gradually coming into cultivation in the late 19th century (Wills, 170, 300). Turkey at that point had become
slightly more common, as had small game such as
quail, partridge and pheasant, though these still only
appeared on the tables of the rich (Polak, i, 113-21;
Lycklama a Nijeholt, ii, 242; Bleibtreu, 70). The
Caspian provinces continued to stand out for their
different diet, including rice and the consumption of
garlic, which was thought to neutralise the humid air
(Fraser 1826, 16). Public cookshops, known from the
Safawid period, continued to exist all over Kadjar
Persia (Binning, ii, 62), yet the first places resembling
real restaurants only opened their doors at the turn
of the 20th century. Mostly patterned after Russian
and Caucasian examples, with terraces and gardens,
they first appeared in Tehran (Ictimad al-Saltana, Cihil
sal, 153; Fragner 1987, 790).
Rich and poor naturally continued to eat differently both with regard to table manners as to ingredients. Beginning with the court, members of the elite
began to adopt western cutlery in the late Kadjar
period, and the habit of sitting around a table on
chairs was introduced in the early 20th century as
well (Chehabi, 55-6). The rich used imported sugar
while the poor made do with syrup and honey (Polak,
ii, 154). The rich consumed different kinds of pilaw
and khurish, stews, with lamb meat, fowl or fish. The
middling classes did not ordinarily eat pilaw and khurish
more than once or twice a week, but mostly had to
satisfy themselves with db-i gusht (a stew on the basis
of mutton stock, which seems to have become the
staple of the poor in the course of the 19th century;
see EIr art. Ab-gust}. The poor ate mostly bread (and
in times of scarcity, even acorn bread; A. Wilson, 63),
cheese and fruit, could afford ab-i gusht only occasionally, and in the winter months rarely were in a
position to eat any meat. They served pilaw and
khurish only during holidays and festivals. All ate large
quantities of fruit, which was cheap (Darabf, 247-8;
Polak, i, 121; Kucam, 18; MustawfT, i, 284). Fish was
a staple in the Caspian provinces, and dried and
salted fish was also consumed inland. Fresh-water fish
was little esteemed. On the Persian Gulf coast, prawn,
migu, was eaten fresh, as it still is today; it was transported inland in dried form (Wills, 298).
Even today, chicken and turkey connote the food
of the rich, while bread and cheese stand for the fare
of simple folk. Bread continues to be the staple of
the peasants and the urban poor in the arid and
semi-arid interior, while rice is consumed by everyone in areas where it is cultivated, especially along
the Caspian Sea. Elsewhere, rice is often still a luxury food, eaten on special occasions and offered to
guests (Bazin, 245; Bazin and Bromberger, 154). With
rising living standards, rice has become more common. Meat, formerly a food reserved for special occasion, has become much more standard as well, and
traditionally vegetarian dishes such as khurish are now
often served with meat (Khosrowkhavar, 149). Beef
has made inroads, necessitating its importation in large
quantities and at great cost (Brun and Dumont, 14).
The inhabitants of the Caspian provinces, and especially Gflan, still enjoy a different diet. They eat rice,
mostly in the form of katih, quickly prepared rice with
clarified butter, with every meal, and as recently as
the 1970s rice constituted from 45% to 65% of the
daily diet of males in central Gflan. They also like
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beef, and bread used to be unknown or at least
spurned by them until quite recently (Bromberger
1994, 187, 189, 191).
The growing Western influence in the second half
of the 20th century has led to the introduction of a
number of new foods, most of them pale renderings
of originally Western food. Often consumed as tokens
of modernity, these include sausages, kalbas—until the
Islamic Revolution prepared with pork—hamburgers
and pizzas. During the reign of Muhammad Rida
Shah Pahlavf, Iranians also took to eating frozen meat
imported from Australia and New Zealand, and
processed "Danish" cheese. The American-style "fastfood" restaurant, serving sandwiches, pizzas, hamburgers, and fried chicken, made its appearance in
the late 1960s, followed by a variety of ethnic restaurants in the next decade. Soft drinks began to replace
traditional juice beverages in the same period. The
period following the Islamic Revolution did not fundamentally change this process. Hamburgers, pizza
and hot dogs are now consumed by people from all
classes in restaurants and pizzerias that imitate Western
models. A new development is the appearance of selfstyled "traditional" (sunndti] restaurants and coffeehouses where waiters in "authentically Iranian" dress
serve the customers (Chehabi, 59-60).
Other changes have occurred as well. Many traditional dishes, time-consuming to make, are no longer
prepared on a regular basis (Khosrowkhavar, 149-52),
and traditional cookbooks, a few of which are known
from the Kadjar period, were replaced in the 20th
century by modern ones, the use of which remains
unclear in a country where most women still learn
the art of cooking from their mothers and grandmothers (Fragner 1984, 333; a list of modern cookbooks appears in ibid., 332).
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MAWAKIB.
6. IN THE MAMLUK SULTANATE
In the early Mamluk sultanate, mawkib designates
specifically the royal ride which formed an item in
the sultan's installation ceremonies. The term is explicitly used by Ibn Taghrfbirdl (Nud^um, vii, 41) on the
accession of al-Mansur CA1I b. Aybak: "He rode on
Thursday, 2 Rabi c II [655/19 April 1257] with the
insignia of the sultanate from the Citadel to Kubbat
al-Nasr in an awe-inspiring procession (mawkib hd'il).
Then he returned and entered Cairo by Bab al-Nasr.
The amm dismounted and marched before him. . . .
Then al-Mansur went up to the Citadel and took his
seat in the palace of the sultanate." On the insignia
of the sultanate (shicdr al-saltana), see al-Kalkashandf,
Subh, iv, 6-9. Similar accounts in more or less detail,
and not always using the term mawkib, are given in
connection with the accession of several sultans down
to al-Nasir Muhammad b. Kalawun in 693/1294 (cf.
Nudj_um, viii, 47). Ibn cAbd al-Zahir gives an interesting account of the royal ride of al-Sacld Baraka Khan,
when appointed joint sultan with his father, al-Zahir
Baybars, on 13 Shawwal 662/8 August 1264:'"He
[Baybars] caused his son, al-Malik al-Sacld, to ride with
the insignia of the sultanate. He himself went forth
in the procession (rikdb), and going on foot carried
the ghdshiya [q.v.; cf. P.M. Holt, The position and power
of the Mamluk sultan, in BSOAS, xxxviii (1975), 242-3]
before him. The amirs took it, ... and the sultan returned to his royal residence, while the kings, the amirs
and everybody continued in attendance on him (sc.
Baraka Khan) up to Bab al-Nasr. They entered Cairo,
which had been magnificently decorated, on foot bearing the ghdshiya. The amm busied themselves with the
raising of the [royal] parasols (?). He passed through
the city with his atdbak, the Amir clzz al-Dm al-Hillf,
riding at his side. Robes of satin, watered silk and
so forth were spread before him until he returned to
his Citadel" (al-Rawd al-^dhir, ed. Khuwaytir, 204). After
the time of al-Nasir Muhammad, the procession
through Cairo seems to have been discontinued, its
place being taken by a short ride within the precincts
of the Citadel to the throne-room, as described by
al-Makrfzf (Khitat, ii, 209): "It was also customary
when one of the descendants of al-Malik al-Nasir
Muhammad b. Kalawun succeeded to the kingdom,
that on his accession the amirs would attend at his
residence in the Citadel. He would be invested with
the caliphal robe with a green robe (faraa^iyyd) beneath
it and a round black turban, girt with the golden
Arab sword, and mounted on the royal steed (faras
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al-nawbd). He would proceed with the amir?, in front
and the ghdshiya before him, while the ajdwishiyya
chanted and the royal flutes played, surrounded by
the halberdiers, until he had crossed from Bab alNuhas to the entrance of the great hall. Then he
would dismount from the steed, go up to the throne
and take his seat upon it." In this period, mawkib
acquired the secondary meaning of "a session of the
royal court", e.g. Ibn TaghnbirdT, Nuajiim, x, 61, of
al-Nasir Ahmad b. al-Nasir Muhammad in 742/1342:
"The sultan held another court (mawkib dkhar), and
bestowed robes on all the amirs,, . . . and he went down
in a great procession (mawkib ca£im) with those amirs
who were in his company."
The term mawkib was also used for other state appearances of the sultan in which there was a processional element, such as his attendance at congregational
prayer on Fridays and the two Feasts, at polo in alMaydan al-Akbar, at the cutting of the dam, and on
royal progresses. Al-Kalkashandf (Subh, iv, 46-9) does
not use the term consistently on each of these occasions, but it appears to apply to all of them. Uniquely
Egyptian were the proceedings at the cutting of the
dam at the height of the Nile-flood in Cairo. The
sultan, when notified by the master of the Nilometer
[see MIKYAS] that the flood was at its height, rode at
once in modest state (without full insignia and with
a reduced escort) to the Nilometer, where he held a
banquet for the amir?, and Mamluks. A vessel of saffron was given to the master of the Nilometer, who
swam across the well and perfumed the column and
then the sides of the well. The sultan's barge was
brought alongside, and the sultan swam in the river,
surrounded by the barges of the amir?,. Followed by
the boats of spectators, the amirs' barges and the sultan's great barge entered the mouth of the canal of
Cairo, with the craft manoeuvring and cannons firing. The sultan sailed in his small barge to the dam,
which was cut in his presence, and he then rode back
to the Citadel.
Bibliography. Given in the article.
(P.M. HOLT)
MAWKIF (A.), a t e r m of S u f r m y s t i c i s m ,
referring to the intermediate moment between two
"spiritual stations" (makdm), represented as a halting
(wakfd) and described as a state of stupor and of the
loss of reference points acquired since the preceding
stage. The mawkif is a dynamic psychological state, in
which the connection between the mystic and God
becomes overturned, and sometimes suspended (annihilation in God, the so-called fana3 [see BAKA' WAFANA3]). The best example of the course of such an
experience is given in the work of al-Niffan (d. ca.
366/976-7 [q.v.]), his K. al-Mawdkif wa 'l-mukhdtabdt, ed. and Eng. tr. AJ. Arberry, London 1935,
Fr. tr. M. Kabbal, Le Livre des stations, Paris 1989;
see also P. Nwyia, Textes inedits de Niffari, in Trois
oeuvres inedites de mystiques musulmans, Beirut 1973;
idem, Exegese coranique et langage mystique, Beirut 1970,
348-407. The term continued to be employed in classical Sufisrn (e.g. by Ibn al-cArabI, Futuhdt, Cairo
1329/1911, 392-3, who refers explicitly to al-Niffarl).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(P. LORY)
MAWLID.
3. In the M a g h r i b .
Unlike the use of the term mawlid in other regions,
e.g. in Egypt and the Sudan, where it also includes
the celebration of the birthdays of various saints (see
1., in Vol. VI, 895), in the Maghrib the term mawlid
is restricted to the birthday of the Prophet Muhammad.
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In this part of the world, alongside the cid al-fitr and
the 'id al-adha' \_q.vv^ the mawlid is among the most
important festivals of the year.
The oldest known mawlid celebrations in the
Maghrib were held in Sabta [q.v.]. This festival was introduced into this city by an cdlim named Abu 'l-cAbbas
al-cAzafi (d. 633/1236 [q.v.]) in order to call a halt
to the participation of the people in Christian festivals and to strengthen the Muslim identity of Sabta
in a period of Christian successes during the Reconquista, both at land and at sea.
After his son Abu '1-Kasim al-cAzafi had seized
power in Sabta in 647/1250, he officially introduced
the mawlid and propagated the festival throughout the
rest of the Maghrib. Through this celebration of the
mawlid, Abu '1-Kasim al-cAzaff was able to display his
religious enthusiasm, and as the result of his largesse
during the festivities he increased his popularity with
the people. Moreover, during the mawlid celebration
the hierarchical relationships among the various groups
within the realm were confirmed and the loyalty to
the ruler expressed in specially-composed poems.
Since then, in a similar way the celebration of the
mawlid has always played a role at an official level in
legitimising the power of various dynasties which have
ruled over parts of the Maghrib: the Hafsids (Eastern
Maghrib); the cAbd al-Wadids (Central Maghrib); and
the Marlnids, the Wattasids, the Sacdids and the
c
AlawTs (Morocco) [q.vv.]. Today, the celebration of
the mawlid plays a role in the consolidation of the
power of the cAlawid king of Morocco, who traces
his descent, together with the concomitant prestige,
to the Prophet Muhammad himself.
In addition to the state-sponsored celebrations at
the courts and elsewhere, the mawlid always has been
and still is immensely popular among the people, not
only among the Arabicised sections of the population
but also among the Berbers. The way in which the
popular mawlid is celebrated displays an enormous
variety, both in duration and in ritual, changing from
one place to the other. Common elements in all celebrations are the taking of a holiday, the cheerful
atmosphere, illuminated parades on the eve of the
mawlid, festive meals, sweets, special dress, the exchange
of gifts, music, dance and, under the influence of Sufi
brotherhoods, visits to shrines of saints and singing of
mystical chants.
At times, these popular celebrations have given,
and still give, rise to protests by the culamd}', who do
not consider these permissible from the point of view
of the religious law because of the nature of the activities which take place during the celebrations, many
of which are regarded as unlawful. The oldest discussions about this originate from the time of Abu
'l-cAbbas al-cAzafT, but the debate reappears with regular intervals. In the first decades of the 20th century, under the influence of Salafr ideas from Egypt
[see SALAF. 1], there were various attempts to exclude
certain practices from the mawlid celebration. In very
recent times, inspired by Wahhabf ideas, the mawlid
has again come under severe criticism. Despite these
protests against the celebration of the festival, as a
major manifestation of popular religion, the mawlid is
as vital as ever.
Bibliography: P. Shinar, Traditional and reformist
mawlid celebrations in the Maghrib, in Myriam RosenAyalon (ed.), Studies in memory of Gaston Wiet,
Jerusalem 1977, 371-413; Ahmad al-Kharm, alMutasawwifa wa-bidcat al-ihtifdl bi-mawlid al-nabi,
al-Dar al-Bayda5 1403/1983; NJ.G. Kaptein, Muhammad's Birthday Festival. Early history in the Central
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Boogert and H. Stroomer, A Sous Berber poem on the
merits of celebrating the Mawlid, in Etudes et Documents
Berberes, x (1993), 47-82; Y. Frenkel, Mawlid alNabl at the court of Sultan Ahmad al-Mansur al-Sa'di,
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MAWSU'A.
3. In T u r k i s h .
The fascination which the Ottomans entertained
for compendia of facts and the ordering of knowledge can be traced to their origins outside Anatolia.
Although not strictly speaking an encyclopaedic work,
the Diwdn lughdt al-turk written by Mahmud alKashgharf in the second half of the 5th/11th century
and providing a dictionary in Arabic or early Turkish, partakes also of the nature of a thesaurus, with
information on the early Turks, including their onomastic, their folklore, proverbs, poetry, etc. [see ALKASHGHARl].

As one would expect, the earliest examples of encyclopaedias in the Ottoman world were written in
Arabic. It is clear that these types of encyclopaedic
reference works were very closely modelled on existing Arabic language reference works on specialised
subjects, biography and bibliography. The first phase
in the emergence of the Ottoman encyclopaedia is
represented by the work of translating encyclopaedic
works from Arabic into Turkish, this being an important step in the development of reference tools for
the use of Ottoman scholars.
As early as the reign of Mehemmed I (816-24/141321), the first translations of encyclopaedic works
appeared. In this period, Rukn al-Dm Ahmed made
a translation of al-Kazwfnf's 'Adja'ib al-makhlukdt from
Arabic into Turkish and presented it to the Sultan.
It is most likely that the concept of the earth as an
orb was introduced into Turkish scientific literature
by this work. Mehmed b. Suleyman made a Turkish
translation of al-Damfrf's zoological encyclopaedia, the
Haydt al-hayawdn., which listed the names of existing
and, in some cases, fictitious animals, and subjects related to them. Ahmad al-Misrf's al-Kdnunji 'l-dunyd was
translated into Turkish by Kadi' Abd al-Rahman in
983/1575. This work dealt with a variety of topics
such as geography, astronomy, medicine, history, anecdotes, and signs and symbols.
The first original encyclopaedic works in the
Ottoman empire can be dated to the 9th/15th century. These examples are mainly divided into two categories: general and specialised ones. The Enmu^ed^
al-culum was prepared by Molla Penan [see FENAR!ZADE]. He classified subjects under one hundred headings which were termed "the sciences" (culum). He
mainly used Fakhr al-Dfn al-Razf's Hadd3ik al-anwdr,
adding forty more subject headings to it. It has been
alleged that that the author of this work was not
Molla Fenarf but his son, Mehmed Shah Celebi. This
claim, advanced most prominently by Adnan Adivar
in his Osmanh Tiirklerinde Him, is not however, supported with evidence.
A distinguished and gifted scholar in the 10th/
16th century was Ahmed clsam al-Dm (901-68/14951561), who came from the scholarly family of the
Tashkopriizades [q.v.]. Tashkopriizade's work, the
Miftdh al-sacdda wa-misbdh al-siydda, mainly discusses
the virtues of teaching and learning. The first introduction explains the virtue of science while the second and the third discuss the obligations of students
and teachers, respectively. After these introductory

chapters, he classifies the sciences (culuni) ontologically.
The author not only gave the definitions of the sciences but also noted the names of the scholars who
had worked on these subjects and their books, making his work an inventory of scholarly life and books
taught in Istanbul in the 10th/16th century. Because
of the popularity of this work his son, Tashkopriizade
Kemal al-Dfn Mehmed, made a Turkish translation
of it which is known as the Mewducat al-culum. Another
important work by Tashkopriizade is a biographic
account of the Ottoman empire, a typical example of
the Turkish tedhkire tradition [see TADHKIRA. 3]. His
al-Shaka'ik al-nucmdniyya contains biographical information on the culemd and sulehd' of the Ottoman empire,
and it was arranged according to the reigns of the
Sultans, comprising in total the biographies of 150
sheykhs and 371 scholars. Several translations of this
work were also made into Turkish in the same century. There are also compilations of this work prepared in the same format. Another distinguished
example of the bibliographic compendium is Hadjdjf
Khalifa's (Katib Celebi) Kashf al-z.unun. He started
compiling it in 1042/1633 and took about twenty
years to complete it. It contains bibliographic information on ca. 14,500 books and biographical information on ca. 10,000 authors.
Erzurumf Ibrahim Hakki's Macrifet-ndme is the last
example of the classical encyclopaedic works, reflecting the author's interest in Islamic mysticism. The
work consists of selected topics chosen from arithmetic,
geometry, astronomy, mineralogy, botany, zoology,
anatomy, geography and physics.
After promising beginnings in compiling compendia of knowledge, the movement seems to have petered
out, perhaps a victim of its own success; it was perhaps felt that there was no need to be filled by
expanding or adding to these compendia. It is thus
not surprising that the next stage of Ottoman compilation of encyclopaedias should be the introduction
of European-styled encyclopaedias which surveyed
European science. The first of these were introduced
during the Tanzimdt [q.v.] period in the mid-19th century. Titles of these works reflect the lexicographic
approach and understanding of their compilers, so
that the word (kamus} "dictionary" was generally used
in their titles. The first examples, are unfortunately
incomplete. The first encyclopaedic work was planned
by CA1I Sucawf [q.v] who escaped to France in 1867
because of his opposition to the ruling regime in the
Ottoman empire. He attempted to publish this first
encyclopaedic work as an appendix to his newspaper
c
Ulum in 1870. Entitled Kamus al-fulum we 'l-me'drif, it
was published in fascicles and only five of these appeared, since it fell victim to the siege of Paris by
the Prussian Army. In this encyclopaedia subjects were
arranged in alphabetical order, contained illustrations,
and each fascicle comprised sixteen pages. Other major,
equally incomplete, attempts are, in chronological
order: Katre by Ahmed Nazim and Mehmed Riishdf,
both of them officers in the Ottoman Army, in 1888,
of which only one sample fascicle appeared; Makhzen
al-culum, another general subject encyclopaedia, by
Mehmed Tahir and Serkis Orpilyan, of which only
one volume appeared in 1890; and a specialised subject encyclopaedia on mathematics and astronomy, the
Kdmus-i riyddiyydt, prepared by Salih Dhekf (Zeki), a
mathematician, in 1897, of which again only one volume appeared.
The Muhit al-macdrif was prepared by Emr Allah
Efendl, who was the first philosophy lecturer at the
Dar al-Funun in Istanbul, in 1900. Only one volume
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appeared, but it had importance as the first comprehensive general encyclopaedic work in Turkish, and
its title was subsequently adopted as the Ottoman
term for a general encyclopaedia. After Emr Allah
Efendl's appointment as the Minister of Education, a
commission was set up under his chairmanship and
consisting of 132 specialists. The aim was the preparation of his encyclopaedic work for the second time
in 1910. The title of this new encyclopaedia accordingly became Teni muhit al-macdrif, but this attempt was
also short-lived, and only one volume appeared.
The first complete work in the genre was, in fact,
the Lughat-i tdnkhiyye we dj_oghrdfiyye "Historical and
geographical dictionary", prepared by Yaghlikdjizade
Ahmed RiPat in seven volumes in 1882-3. Although
its title suggests that it was limited to historical and
geographical matters, it in reality covered subjects such
as new inventions, machinery, as well as the natural
sciences physics, chemistry and botany.
The Kdmus al-caldm of the linguist Shems el-Din
Sam! [q.v.] was compiled between 1888-98 as a historical and geographical encyclopaedic dictionary in
six volumes. Sami relied on oriental and western
sources for his work, and it remains a valuable reference source for historical research today, since the
work contains not only historical and geographical
terms and words used in the Ottoman language but
also biographies of historical personalities and their
works as well as the names, histories, and ethnic complexion of locations within the empire. It was issued
fortnightly in fascicles, and its publication was completed in eleven years.
A similar work, the Memdlik-i 'othmdniyye'nin tdrikh
we dioghrafyd lughati "Dictionary of the history and
geography of the Ottoman Empire", was prepared by
C
A1I Djewad, and published in 1893-9 in four volumes. It comprised two sections, the first, in three
volumes, was devoted to the natural, historical, and
economic aspects of the Ottoman provinces and their
localities, while the second section, the fourth volume,
contained biographical information on Ottoman statesmen and poets.
All these efforts were personal and self-motivated,
and no financial or academic support was provided
from any public or private institution. Within the same
period, another initiative directed by a commission
was launched in 1913 under £Ali Reshad, cAlf Seydl,
Mehmed clzzet and L. Feuillet, the Musawwer dd3iret
al-mcfdrif "Illustrated circle of knowledge", but only
two volumes were issued 1913-17. The harsh social,
economic and political conditions of the last decades
of the Ottoman empire were certainly a contributing
factor to the lack of success in completing these potentially promising works in the 19th and early 20th
centuries.
Two notable biographical works appeared, however, towards the end of the 19th and the beginning
of the 20th centuries. A national biography, the Siajill-i
C
0thmam "Ottoman register", was prepared by Mehmed
Thiireyya [q.v.] in four volumes and published in
1890-4; it contained approximately 20,000 biographies
of civil servants and statesmen. A bio-bibliographical
compendium of Ottoman writers began to appear in
1914, ^Othmdnll mifellifleri "Ottoman authors", compiled by Bursali Mehmed Tahir; it listed 1,600 books
and gave the biographies of their authors. Its aim
was to record the scientific and literary taste of the
Ottomans for the new generation, and its subsequent
was that it became one of the main sources for encyclopaedias published later.
After the establishment of the Republic in 1923,
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the government encouraged the publication of new
books, especially for children, to alleviate the problem of illiteracy. The French word for encyclopaedia
was used for the first time in Turkish as ansiklopedi
with the publication of the Codj.uk ansiklopedisi
"Children's encyclopaedia" in 1927. Four volumes
appeared up to 1928, and after the change of alphabet in November 1928 the publication of this work
was suspended until 1937. This encyclopaedia has a
significance in Turkish encyclopaedic publication, being
the last work begun in Arabic script before the change
of alphabet, the first encyclopaedic work completely
in the Latin script being that prepared on the initiative of a daily newspaper, Cumhuriyet, and published
between 1932-6 in ten volumes. This publication was
based on Compton's pictured encyclopaedia and American
educator, and additional entries related to Turkey were
written by specialists.
Several special-subject encyclopaedias have appeared in the Republican period. One of the most
important of these is Re§ad Ekrem Kocu's Istanbul
Ansiklopedisi, which began in 1946 and ceased publication in 1975 on the death of the author. The significance of this incomplete work in eleven volumes
is that the historian Kocu prepared it single-handed
as a work limited to the city of Istanbul. Given the
supreme importance of Constantinople/Istanbul in the
history of the eastern Mediterranean world, further
encyclopaedic works were prepared upon the death
of Kocu. The Istanbul kiiltiir ve sanat ansiklopedisi
"Encylopaedia of the culture and art of Istanbul" was
prepared by specialists and published by a daily newspaper, Tercuman, in 1982; unfortunately, it was never
completed. The other encyclopaedia, Diinden bugilne
Istanbul ansiklopedisi "Encyclopaedia of Istanbul from
yesterday till today", was published by the Ministry
of Culture and the Historical Foundation in eight volumes in 1993-4; although not as detailed as Kocu's
work, it gives general information on almost every
subject in 10,000 articles.
From the 1940s onward, the Ministry of National
Education (Maarif Vekaleti] decided to initiate the publication of encyclopaedic works as well as its publications and translations of classical works. The first
was the Islam Ansiklopedisi begun in 1940. A committee was set up, and the encyclopaedia was based on
the original Encyclopaedia of Islam published in Leiden
in 1913-36 [see MAWSU'A. 4]. However, amendments
were carried out and in some cases, expansions were
made in articles which were only briefly covered in
the Leiden edition. The work was completed in 1988
in thirteen volumes, of which two volumes have two
parts.
Meanwhile, a decision was made by the same
Ministry to prepare a general, national encyclopaedia
in 1943. The first four volumes were issued under
the title of Inonii ansiklopedisi, the name of the President
of Turkey at the time [see ISMET INONU, in Suppl.],
altered to Turk ansiklopedisi in 1951. The encyclopaedia consists of thirty-three volumes, and publication
was completed in 1986. This work has a significant
place in the history of official publications in the
Turkish Republic. Since it was published over a span
of forty-three years, it reflects the political approaches
and the use of Turkish language by the various governments in power through the period, and it further
illustrates how the publications of government agencies can be affected by the political ideology of these
governments. The Ministry of National Education also
commissioned Celal Esat Arseven and Mehmed Zeki
Pakalm in 1943 and in 1946, respectively, to publish
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the Sanat ansiklopedisi "Encyclopaedia of the Arts" in
five volumes and Osmanh tarih deyimleri ve terimleri sozliigii
"Dictionary of Historical Phrases and Terms" in three
volumes.
From that period until the 1960s, no new projects
for a general encyclopaedia were initiated with the
exception of the Hayat ansiklopedisi "Encyclopedia of
life," begun by a private publisher in 1961 and by
1963 completed in six volumes. In a very short period,
100,000 copies were sold, indicating the need for a
general encyclopaedia by an increasingly literate society.
The Meydan Larousse biiyiik lugat ve ansiklopedi is the
largest Turkish encyclopaedic work initiated by a private publisher, with publication beginning in 1969. It
is an encyclopaedia as well as a dictionary, being a
translation of the Grand Larousse encyclopedique published
in 1960-4 in ten volumes. Some subjects and entries
related solely to French language and culture were
omitted, and subjects related to Turkish and Islamic
culture inserted. The encyclopaedia was issued in fascicles and was completed in 1973 in twelve volumes,
with two supplementary volumes issued in 1974 and
1985, respectively. The publication of Meydan Larousse
was a turning-point in the history of commercial publication of encyclopaedias in Turkey, and a result of the
enthusiasm with which the Meydan Larousse was greeted
by the public, other publishers have seen the commercial
opportunities offered by publishing encyclopaedias.
Hence during these years, a handful of publishers
began to specialise in such reference works. The major
publishers today are Anadolu Yaymcihk, Geli§im,
Gorsel and Ileti§im, who publish not only general
encyclopaedic works but also encyclopaedias on specialised subjects, such as Yurt ansiklopedisi "Encyclopedia
of the Homeland", which gives information on the
history, economic and social conditions of the cities
of Turkey in alphabetical order; Turk ve diinya unliileri
ansiklopedisi, a biographical reference source; Geli§im
genel killtiir ansiklopedisi, a general encyclopaedia; Anadolu
uygarhklan ansiklopedisi, an encyclopaedic publication
on Anatolian civilisations; and Cumhuriyet donemi Tiirkiye
ansiklopedisi, which covers the development of various
fields in the Republican period such as the constitution, archaeology, the press, energy, mining, librarianship, etc. Ana Britannica ansiklopedisi is a translation
and adaptation of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, published
in 1988 by Anadolu Yaymcihk. The publisher has
also published yearbooks in order to update the necessary information. The second Turkish edition was
initiated in 2000 and it is still in progress. Finally,
Tiirkiye diyanet vakfi Islam ansiklopedisi, an Encyclopedia of
Islam, is being prepared and financially supported by
the Turkish Religious Foundation. The publication
started in 1988 and twenty-two volumes, covering the
letters A-I, have already appeared. The encyclopaedia contains not only subjects related to Islam but
also wider aspects relating to the Islamic community
throughout the world. Most of the Islamic subjects
are very detailed, and the articles have comprehensive bibliographies.
Bibliography. A. Adnan Adivar, Osmanh tilrklerinde
Him, Istanbul 1943; Agah Sirn Levend, Turk edebiyati tarihi, Ankara 1973; Tiirkiye'de dergiler ansiklopediler (1849-1984), Istanbul 1984; Ayhan Aykut, art.
Ansiklopedi, in TDV Islam ansiklopedisi, iii2 Istanbul
1991.
(A.O. ICIMSOY)
5. In U r d u .
Here there does not seem to be any significant tradition of any antiquity, leaving aside modern Urdu
translations of such reference works as Chamber's
Encyclopaedia, the Encyclopaedia Britannica and, of course,

the Urdu Encyclopaedia of Islam, which draws on material from the Western Encyclopaedia of Islam, published
in Leiden.
MEHMED TAHIR, BURSALt (1861-1925), Ottoman b i o g r a p h e r and b i b l i o g r a p h e r .
Mehmed Tahir was born in Bursa in northwestern
Turkey on 22 November 1861, the son of Rifcat Bey,
clerk to the city council, and grandson of Uskiidarli
Seyyid Mehmed Tahir Pasha, formerly a commander
in sultan cAbd ul-MedjTd's imperial guard. He studied at the Bursa military academy from 1875 and at
the elite Harbiyye (War) academy in Istanbul from
1880. Graduating in 1883 he spent the next twenty
years teaching geography, history and rhetoric at military schools in Manastir (and one year in Uskiib) in
Macedonia, as part of the Ottoman Third Army. In
1904 he became director of the military high school
in Selanik (Salonica). Whilst at the Harbiyye academy he had become a member of the Melamf order
of dervishes, by whom he was profoundly influenced
in his teaching, publications and political outlook. In
Manastir he first conceived the notion of collecting
bio-bibliographical data on poets and learned men,
and in 1897 published his first work Tiirkler'in culum
we fununa khidmetleri "The Turkish contribution to arts
and sciences" (Istanbul 1314). In 1316/1899 he also
published a full-length biographical study of the Arab
mystic Ibn al-cArabf.
Mehmed Tahir was dismissed from his teaching
post in December 1906 for his Sufi involvement and
his membership of the Ottoman Freedom Society
('Othmanll hiirriyyet ^_emciyyeti). From 1908 to 1911 he
served as deputy for Bursa in the first representative
assembly of the Second Constitutional period, and
subsequently served in the Ministry of Charitable
Endowments (Ewkdf ne^dreti) on a committee to inspect
the holdings of institutional libraries. In 1915 he became director of the Topkapi Sarayi library. The date
of Mehmed Tahir's death is uncertain, but was probably 1925. He was buried in Istanbul.
Mehmed Tahir's principal work is 'Othmdnli
mil*ellifleri, a three-volume bio-bibliographical compendium published between 1915 and 1924, listing
1691 Ottoman authors and their works. Despite many
lacunae and acknowledged errors, 'Othmanli mi?ellifleri
was unique in its comprehensive scope and immediately became a standard reference work. Aside from
the works already mentioned, Mehmed Tahir also
compiled over twenty lesser biographical works, either
of particular individuals (e.g. Katib Celebi) or of groups
of Ottoman sheykhs and culema\
Bibliography: For a full bibliography, see the
detailed article by Omer Faruk Akiin, in Tiirkiye
Diyanet Vakfi Islam Ansiklopedisi, vi (1992), 452-61, on
which the above is based.
(CHRISTINE WOODHEAD)
MEZISTRE, MIZISTRE, the Turkish name for Greek
Mystras, Latin Mistra, a famous Byzantine necropolis on a hill slope west of modern Sparta in Laconia
in the Peloponnese [see MORA], which was a major
c e n t r e of late mediaeval Greek c i v i l i s a t i o n
and capital of the "Despotate of the Morea"
till the Ottoman conquest. It has numerous Byzantine
and Frankish monuments from the 13th-15th centuries, and was immortalised, albeit anachronistically,
in Goethe's Faust. The name has been connected with
the shape of the cone-shaped hill on which it stands.
The Frankish castle of 1249 was built by William
II de Villehardouin of the Achaia Principality, but
passed to the Byzantines in 1262. The ravages of
Franks and Turkmens from Western Anatolia (see
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details in A. Sawides, The origins and role of the Turkophone
mercenaries in the Morea in the course of the ByzantinePrankish war of 1263-4 [in Greek], in Acts of the 4th
Intern. Congr. of Peloponnesian Studies, i, Athens 1992,
165-88) later compelled the local people to seek refuge
in the citadel so that it developed into a fortified
town. The 14th and early 15th centuries were, culturally, a Golden Age for Mistra, and notable for the
humanist Plethon (d. 1452), whose connections with
Islam are noteworthy; he was influenced, whilst in
Edirne, by a Jewish scholar, Elissaeus, who initiated
him into Zoroastrianism, Averroean Aristotelianism
and Jewish mysticism of the Kabbalistic tradition.
Plethon had connections with such more enlightened
Muslim elements as the Akhfs [q.v.] and followers of
the religio-social leader Badr al-Dfn Kadi Samawna
[q.v.] (see F. Taeschner, Plethon, ein Vermittler zwischen
Morgenland und Abendland in Beginn der Renaissance, in
Byz.-Neugneschische Jb., viii [1930], lOOff.).
The earliest recorded battle of the Despot of Mistra
against the Turks, sc. Turkmen arriving across the
Aegean with a fleet, is variously placed in 1357-64.
Subsequent Ottoman incursions were led by Ewrenos
Beg [q.v] in the late 1380s and 1390s, and by
Turakhan [q.v] in 1423, who reached the outskirts
of Mistra (witnessed personally by Plethon). By 1446
the Despot Constantine Palaeologus had to acknowledge Ottoman suzerainty, and in spring 1460
Mehemmed II decided to annex the Despotate, and
Demetrios surrendered to him. An Albanian convert,
Hamza Zenevisi, was made the first governor of
Ottoman Mezistre (see von Hammer, GOR, ii, 379,
iii, 9ff., 54ff.; F. Babinger, Mahomet le Conquerant et son
temps, Paris 1954, 102ff., 21 Off.; Sawides, Motes on the
Turkish raids in the My siras area from c. 1360 to the
Ottoman conquest of 1460, in Epeteris Etaireias Byzantinon
Spoudon, xlviii [1990-1], 45-51).
Under the first Tourkokratia, Mezistre was the
favoured residence of the sandj_ak bey of Morea till the
conquest of Nauplion (Anabolu) in 1540. It enjoyed
relative tranquillity, with its architecture and urban
topography largely unchanged except for the addition
of a few mosques. The commerce of its bazaars and
its local Jewish community were important, and Western travellers, from Coronelli (1681) onwards, describe
the August "market fairs" (emporopawgyreis). The population ca. 1583-5 appears to have been, from the evidence of the Ottoman registers, 1,000 Christian families
and 199 Jewish ones (see M.T. Gokbilgin, Kanuni sultan Siileyman devri ba§lannda Rumeli eyaleti livalan, in
Belleten, xx [1956], 281), whilst Katib Celebi lists for the
late 17th century ca. 15,000 inhabitants (von Hammer,
Rumeli und Bosna. Geogr. Beschreibung von . . . Hadschi Chalfa,
Vienna 1812, 117-18).
The Venetian Francesco Morosini captured Mezistre
in August 1687, and the Venetians then made it the
capital of their terntorium of Braccio di Maina, second
only in importance to the province of Laconia's capital of Monemvasia [see MENEKSHE] ; yet their rule was
rigorous and accordingly unpopular with the Greek
inhabitants. Now, in the Venetian and second Turkish
periods, the population of the town rose considerably
and seems, from the travellers' accounts, to have
reached 40-45,000. The Venetians abandoned Mistra
in 1715 in face of a powerful approaching Turkish
army, and Ottoman rule was re-established. But in
the course of the Russo-Turkish war of 1768-74 and
the Greek revolt of 1770 [see MORA. 2.], the Greeks,
aided by the Russian fleet of the Orloffs, took the
fortress of Mezistre and started a merciless slaughter
of the small Turco-Albanian garrison, which was only
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saved through the intercession of the local metropolitan. But in autumn 1770 a Turco-Albanian force returned and sacked and burnt much of the town, not
sparing even the metropolitan who had intervened to
save their compatriots. From now onwards there began
a gradual deserting of the fortress towards the lower
slopes, which would eventually lead to the foundation
of modern Mystras. With the outbreak of the Greek
Revolt (1821), Mezistre surrendered to the powerful
local Mainote clans of Mavromichales and Giatrakos
and the Turkish garrison was allowed to flee to Tripolitza, but it was once again plundered and burned
by Ibrahim Pasha's army in 1825, as vividly described
by C. Swan in his Voyages in the Eastern Mediterranean,
London 1826. These ravages signalled the town's abandonment, since—except for a few families—the exasperated inhabitants descended to the settlement of
Neo-Mystras and thence to modern Sparta, inaugurated in 1834 by a decree of King Otto I and built
by 1837-8.
Bibliography: For detailed references, see the
Bib Is. to MORA and NAVARINO; all relevant titles until
1989 in A. Sawides, Medieval Peloponnesian bibliography for the period 396-1460, Eng. ed. Athens 1990;
additional refs. in T. Gritsopoulos, Mystras [in
Greek], 1966, and M. Chatzidakes, Mystras, medieval
city and castle [in Greek], 1987. Specialised m o n o g r a p h s : I. Medvedev, Mistra. Ocerki istorii i kulturi
pozdnevizantiiskogo goroda, Leningrad 1973 (to the 15th
century, rich refs., esp. on art and culture in chs.
VI-VII); S. Runciman, Mistra, Byzantine capital of the
Peloponnese, London 1980 (lucid popularised account
to 1834). See also Acts of Congress "Mystras' illustrious heritage in the Tourkokratia" [in Greek], 1990 (esp.
contributions by N. Drandakes, T. Gritsopoulos,
H. Mpelia, G. Kotsones, K. Mamone and D. Vagiakakos). On the P r a n k i s h and B y z a n t i n e p e r i ods, see details in Miller-Lampros, i-ii; Miller, Essays;
Zakythenos, Despotat, i-ii, 1975'2; D. Sigalos, Sparta
and Lakedaimon, ii, The Mystras Despotate [in Greek],
Athens 1962; Bon, Moree franque, 1969; D. Nicol,
Last centuries of Byzantium 1261-1453, ^Cambridge
1993; Setton, Papacy and Levant, i-ii, 1976-8; still useful are A. Momferratos, The Palaiologoi in Peloponnesos 1383-1458 [in Greek], Athens 1913, and R.-J.
Loenertz, Pour rhistoire de Peloponnese 1382-1404,
in Rev. et. byz., i (1942), esp. on Turkish raids; cf.
C. Amantos, Relations between Greeks and Turks, i [in
Greek], Athens 1955, 83-4, 89, 139-40; P. Schreiner,
Byzant. Kleinchroniken, i-ii, 1975-7 and A. Sawides,
Morea and Islam, 8th-15th centuries, in JO AS, ii (1990),
55ff., 58ff. Finally, on the pre-1460 period, see surveys by J. Longnon and P. Topping, in K. Setton
(ed.), Hist. Crusades, ii (19622), 235ff., iii (1975),
104ff., 141ff.; G. Ostrogorsky and Setton, in Camb.
Med. Hist., iv/1 (19662), 378ff., 40Iff.; C. Maltezou,
in Istoria ellenikou ethnous, ix (1979), 282ff. On the
1460 O t t o m a n a n n e x a t i o n a n d t h e T u r k ish, Venetian and brief Greek periods
( 1 8 2 1 - 5 ) u n t i l I b r a h i m ' s w i t h d r a w a l from
the M o r e a , see I.H. Uzunyarsili, Osmanh tarihi,
ii-iv, 1949-59; Runciman, Mistra, chs. XI-XII
and [in Greek]: C. Sathas, Turkish-dominated Greece,
repr. Athens 1990; M. Sakellariou, Peloponnesos during the 2nd Turkish domination, repr. Athens 1978; on
1 7 t h - 1 9 t h century travellers' accounts, see
K. Simopoulos, Foreign travellers, ii, 1988r', iii/1-2,
1989-903; How foreigners viewed Greece, v, 1984, 424ff.,
and on c o n t e m p o r a r y figures, cf. B. Panagiotopoulos, Population and settlements of Peloponnesos 13th18th centuries, Athens 1985.
(A. SAWIDES)
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MIHMAN (P.), literally "guest", the equivalent of
Ar. dayf [q.v. for this sense]. The Persian word occurs in various compounds, such as mihmdnddr and
mihmdn-khdna. In Safawid Persia, the mihmdnddr^ were
officials appointed to receive and to provide hospitality for guests, including foreign ambassadors and
envoys, with a court head official, the mihmdnddr-bdshi,
superintending these lesser persons. In Kadjar times,
the mihmdnddrs seem to have been appointed ad hoc.
See the references to the accounts of European travellers in Safawid Persia (Chardin, Kaempfer, Sanson)
in the anonymous Tadhkirat al-muluk, ed. and tr.
V. Minorsky, London 1943, comm. 110 n. 2.
The institution of the mihmdn-khdna in its more
modern form goes back to Nasir al-Dln Shah Kadjar
after his first visit to Europe in 1873 (cf. Sir Denis
Wright, The Persians amongst the English, London 1985,
135). He had the laudable intention of providing rest
houses along the routes to the capital Tehran, from
such entry points to his kingdom as Enzeli on the
Caspian coast, which would provide travellers with
something better than the traditional caravanserais
or khdm [q.v.] and the capar-khdnas (see a description
of these last in Khurasan given by the Hon. G.N.
Curzon, Persia and the Persian question., London 1892, i,
249 ff., and cf. the remarks on the capar system in
general in Murray's handbook for travellers in Asia Minor,
Transcaucasia, Persia, etc., London 1895, 285-6) and
which would possess in some degree the amenities of
a western-type hotel. Western travellers in Persia during the later 19th century found the concept good,
but its execution left much to be desired. E.G. Browne
commented that the mihmdn-khdna "has all the worse
defects of a European hotel without its luxury"; he
contrasted the insolence and rapacity of the servants
there with the hospitality he had received in humble
peasant homes, and the "new-fangled and extortionate" nature of the new buildings with the "venerable
and commodious caravansaray" (A year amongst the
Persians, London 1893, 85-8, 177-8). It was not until
after the First World War that European-type hotels
began to spread from the capital Tehran into the
provinces.
Bibliography: Given in the article. See also
MANZIL. 2.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
MILIANA Jsee MILYANA] .
MIR TAKI MIR [see MIR MUHAMMAD TAKJ].
MTRADI.'
6. In P e r s i a n l i t e r a t u r e .
The ascension of the Prophet of Islam is, for Persian
literature, an account, kissa-i micrddj_, one drawn from
a long tradition, hadith-i mfrdd^ and an account that
takes an autonomous form, micrd^-ndma. This account
thus has a history. The progressive organisation of the
narrative elements constituting the whole is derived from
the world to which the text belongs. The world of
Persian literature cannot be detached from its Muslim
context (Kur'an, tradition and exegesis) nor from its
original milieu (Iranian and, furthermore, millennial).
The celestial journey was a familiar theme throughout the Near Eastern world. Having exclusive regard
to the Iranian cultural domain, Zarathustra, according to the Avesta, had asked for immortality and this
was granted: he did not die but departed, alive and
intact, into the beyond through "assumption" (ashi-\
Kellens 1999). From this point onward, according to
another source, he spent ten years "in the best existence", guided by Vohu Mano "while maintaining
contact with Ahura Mazda". Then, strengthened, he
descended again to join his kinsmen (Mole 1967). As
for the soul of the virtuous deceased, the Avesta

describes the four stages through which it passes,
guided by the same benevolent genie, before reaching the throne of Ahura Mazda (Duchesne-Guillemin
1962). The tale in Middle Persian of the magian Arda
Vfraz, who used methods of a shamanic nature to
make a journey to Heaven, was well known in its
time. The magian visited Heaven and Hell, bringing
back valuable advice for his community in the practice of the cult (Gignoux 1984). Also celebrated was
the visit of the angel which began the prophetic vocation of the founder of Manicheism (Ibn al-Nadim, alFihrist, tr. B. Dodge, ii, 774-5). As regards the Iranian
calendar from the start of the Islamic era, al-Bfrunf
(al-Athdr, 216) relates that on Nawruz [q.v], the festival of the first day of the year, the ascension to
Heaven of the great king of ancient times, Djamshld,
was celebrated. On his throne and in a kind of apotheosis, he went there to defeat death and the demons.
When Persian prose emerged, in the 4th/10th century, Kur'anic exegesis had already travelled a considerable distance in constructing the account of the
ascension of the Prophet. It was also at this time that
the commemoration of this ascension began, in
Jerusalem [see AL-KUDS, at Vol. V, 323]. The original translation into Persian of the commentary on the
Kur'an (al-Tafsir) by al-Tabarf, on the initiative of the
Samanid Mansur b. Nuh (d. 365/975 [q.v.]), is one
of the greatest monuments of this early prose. Gathered
here is the best of what exegesis had hitherto elaborated, on the basis of haditfe, which focused the reading of notable passages of the Kur'an on the "night
journey" (isrd3) (Kur'an, XVII, 1) and on the two
visions of the Prophet (Kur'an, LIII, 1-18 and LXXXI,
19-25). It may be noted that the micrddj_ is involved
here three times. The account is first developed broadly
at the end of the commentary on Sura II (Persian
Tqfslr, i, 182-98), while with Sura XVII, that of the
"night journey", the commentary offers at the end of
the sura only a summary (Persian Tafsir, iv, 909-18).
Through this style of repetition it can be understood
what at that time constituted the nucleus of the story
of the ascension. On arriving in the Seventh Heaven,
Gabriel invites the Prophet to speak before God. The
dialogue is contained in the verses 285-6 which conclude Sura II. Then, for greater precision, Gabriel
will say, in the account which follows Sura XVII,
that the object of the journey is "that you address
your prayers to God" (Persian Tqfsir, iv, 910). Thus
at its birth, Persian prose was located at the end of
a process of exegesis which had made from Kur'anic
verses which did not require it, an account of the
ascent to Heaven, of dialogue with God and of redescent, which had long been part of the religious
and cultural ambience of the Near East.
But for a third time, at the end of the translation
of Sura LIII (Persian Tqfsir, vii, 1766-8) there is a
further instance of mi'rddj.. At Medina, the text relates,
Arabs were competing at archery. The Prophet was
then transported to Heaven, after which God told
him that he had been closer to Him "than the distance of two bow-shots". This was the interpretation
of the two well-known Kur'anic verses LIII, 8-9.
Secondly, where the Kur'an says, "And he revealed
to his servant what he revealed. His heart has not
belied what he saw" (Persian Tqfsir, Sura LIII, 1011), the commentator has written: "The heart of the
Prophet saw God more clearly than we see with the
eyes in our heads, and it was not a deceitful vision"
(vii, 1769). These few phrases were to be decisive in
the development of Persian micrd^_, focusing the interest of the story on the great proximity between the
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Kur'an, II, 285-6. Several of its original elements are
Prophet and God, and on the vision of the heart.
not retained, but the account of Shahfur has left its
Bringing these elements together was all that remained
mark on the story of the mi'md}.
to be accomplished.
Another Khurasanian, Abu Bakr c Atfk b. MuhamThe 5 t h / l l t h century saw a capital development
mad al-Haraw! al-Surabadi, dedicated his Tafsir to
in the story of the mi'rddj. narrative in Persian.
the Saldjuk Alp Arslan [^.y.], who reigned from
Attributed to Ibn Sfna (370-427/980-1037 [q.v.]) is a
455/1063 to 465/1072. He composed his account of
"Book of the Ladder" (mi'mdj-ndma), consisting of a
the micrddj_ in the same spirit as Shahfur, in a limpid
brief but substantial account of an ascension, drawn
Persian prose. His version was powerfully coherent
from tradition and accompanied by a long commenand appropriate for various audiences, especially no
tary. The account is composed of forty short pieces,
doubt the community of preachers. In particular, they
a sort of vade-mecum., a cihil sukhan offered for medicould find there two major affirmations: the importation. Each piece receives a commentary in the typitance of the Prophet's function as a mediator on
cal style of Ibn Sfna, with his angelology and his
behalf of his community, and the essential role of
descriptive cosmology. The totality is known through
Gabriel as a guide on the celestial journey. On the
several manuscripts, from the 6th/12th to the 8th/14th
other hand, the account is so well proportioned in
centuries. Nadjlb Mayil-i Hirawl was the discoverer
its sections that it seems suitable for public reading,
of the manuscript which enabled him to prepare a
with the audience reciting the numerous Kur'anic
critical edition (Micrd^-ndma, 1365/1986). The author
verses inserted in the text.
of the text has reduced the narration to the essentials,
A little younger than al-Surabadf, an important
copious as it is with the authors of the Tafsir. His
translator of the Kur'an from Transoxiana deserves
commentary interprets the ascension as a journey of
mention. This is Abu Hafs Nadjm al-Dln c Umar b.
the soul of the Prophet towards Primary Intelligence.
Muhammad al-Nasafi (462-538/1069-1143 [see ALHenry Corbin (1954, 1999) has rightly added his interNASAFI. III]). He used rhymed prose in his translapretation of the text to that of the three visionary
tion and showed himself an expert in the Persian
accounts of Ibn Slna.
literature of his time. His translation of Kur'an, XVII,
Ibn Sfna's illustrious contemporary, al-Kushayrf
1, for example, is already a form of commentary; he
(376-465/986-1072 [q.v.]), likewise a Khurasanian, was
interprets Kur'an, LIII, 8-9, as denoting the proximof a totally different background: Ashcarf, ShafTl and
ity of Gabriel with the Prophet. A brief account of
a master of hadlth and of Sufism. Shocked by those
the mi'rdd} follows Kur'an, LIII, 8-11 (Tafsir, ii, 998sceptical of the physical reality of the mi'raaj, he undertook to establish, point by point, proof of the veraci- I 9), a short and powerful text which lends itself to
ty of the events of the ascension of the Prophet. From I serious consideration.
In the first half of the following century, Rashld
a meticulous examination of all the hadlth worthy of
al-Dfn Abu '1-Fadl Ahmad al-Maybudi was the author
belief, he drew up a work in Arabic that concluded
of a large commentary on the Kur'an, begun in 520/
specifically that the Prophet "rose to Heaven with his
body" (K. al-Micrddi, 65). Thus, two lines were drawn,
1126, He was not a Khurasanian, but he revived a
composition of al-Ansarf (the eminent Sufi master of
between which numerous options were available: that
Harat, d. 481/1089 [see AL-ANSAR! AL-HARAW!]) which
of Ibn Sfna, proponent of a journey of the spirit, and
he called pir-i tarlkat. His account of the mi'rddj. was,
that of al-Kushayrf, an authority on Sunnism
understandably, inspired by Sufism, which was a nov(Fouchecour 1996).
The 5 t h / l l t h and 6th/12th centuries constitute a
elty. He developed this story in its place, at the beginning of Sura XVII (Tafsir, 478-500). It is not certain
decisive period of evolution of the mi'rddj. story in
Persian literature. In prose, the account of the ascenthat he knew al-Surabadf's account; he places objecsion was developed within commentaries on the
tions to the miracle of ascension and the responses
at the start of the text, or changes the dispositions
Kur'an. Alongside them and in the Halladjian tradition, works of spirituality dealt with the ascension of
of the inhabitants of the Heavens. His true originalthe Prophet as a prototype of the journey of the puriity is his way of addressing "the station of proximfied soul. Finally, poetry was directed towards an
ity" (makdm-i kurba), describing in technical terms known
account of celebration of the event, which the mfrddj
in Sufism the ecstasy of the Prophet before God.
was for the believer, and quickly blended, in its lyriHenceforward, no reader of the Kur'an could miss
cal mode, with the spiritual mainstream.
the account of the micrdaj_ nor ignore its implications
The first commentary on the Kur'an that went
regarding the personality of the Prophet and Islam,
beyond the sole concern of translation into Persian
the ultimate destiny of men and their spiritual path.
was that of Shahmr-i Isfara'inl, the J^ddj al-tarddjim ft
In his turn, a Shf c f of Rayy, Abu '1-Futuh al-Razf,
tafsir al-Kur'dn li 'l-acddjim, composed between 430/1038
preacher and jurist, composed a major commentary
and 460/1067. This jurist, expert in hadlth and a
on the Kur'an, completed shortly before his death
committed Ash'arf, used a style decidedly representa(552/1157). He took such care in the writing of his
tive of Khurasanian prose, close to the spoken lanaccount of the Prophet's ascension to the point of
guage, pleasant and persuasive. His account of the
turning it into a major classic, with the quality of
mi'rddi (Tdaj_ al-tarddj[im, iii, 1229-51) is distinguished
his Persian and the organisation of the story (Rawd alfrom that of al-Tabarf in several ways. It is not writdjinan, vi, 254-73), establishing the essentials for future
ten in the same cosmic perspective, with the scholar
generations.
making use of contemporary knowledge regarding the
But before him, Sana3! [q.v.] had for the first time
skies, the stars and planets. It is intentionally reduced
introduced the theme of the mi'rdd} into Persian poetry.
to that which gives guidance in faith and which
He gave to the beautiful mathnawl which he composed
changes the proportions given to the sections of the
at 33 years of age in 506/1112 (if he was born in
account. The march from Mecca to Jerusalem has j 473/1080) the title of "Journey of the devotees towards
the nature of an important initiatory test; the approach
the Place of Return" (sqyr al-cibdd ild 'l-ma'dd), intento the Throne of God takes on the grandeur of court
tionally combining in this title two words taken from
ceremonial. But the basis of the dialogue between
Kur'an, XVII, 1, and from Kur'an, XXVIII, 85, thus
God and the Prophet remains that which is said in
indicating that this journey is a mi'rdaj (de Bruijn
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1997), conceived in effect, in his description, as an
ascension of the Sufi". In his major work the Hadikat
al-haklkat, incomplete at the time of his death
(525/1131), he inaugurated the practice of eulogising
the Prophet of Islam, giving special prominence to
his night journey. The account is brief (Hadikat, 1956), but it suffices to show how the Prophet has transcended everything which was traditionally related of
this journey. The direct influence of the Sawanih of
Ahmad al-GhazalT (d. 520/1126) on Sana3! is very
probable (Purdjawadi 1378/1999). A source for these
two mystics was, it may be recalled, ch. ii of the
Tawdsm of al-Halladj (Massignon, Passion, iii, 311-15).
But Hudjwm (d. ca. 465/1072 [q.v.]}, after his masters, was also an inspiration due to the magisterial
fashion in which he addressed mi'rdaj. in general (Kashf
al-mahajub, 306-7) and the Prophet's mi'rdaj. in particular (op. at., 364, 389).
Thus, in the space of a century, the story of the
mi'radj. of the Prophet was to be imposed on several
essential registers of Persian literature. In poetry especially, the two major authors who drew inspiration
from Sana5!, sc. c Attar and Nizamf [</.yy.], were intent
on glorifying this ascent at the outset of their works.
An example that can be given is the splendid text
of the Ilahi-nama "The divine book" (bayfo 256-413,
pp. 11-17; tr. J.A. Boyle, 12-19) composed before
586/1190. It takes considerable liberties in relation to
the prose texts. The Prophet decides to ascend to the
Heavens, and the reader witnesses a lengthy homage
paid to him by all the previous prophets; the reader
subsequently witnesses the meeting of the stars with
him, and then the mystical transformation of the
Chosen One is described at length, summarised at
the end in the image of the arrow which struck the
letter m from the name of Ahmad, to give Ahad, the
image of unification. Nizamf, in his turn, composed
five accounts of ascension as introductions to his five
mathnawis. The most successful was the one that he
wrote, some years after c Attar, for the Haft paykar
"The seven princesses" (ed. Tharwatiyan 1998, 64-8),
which shows excellent knowledge of the traditional
tale and an incomparable spiritual and poetic sense
(Fouchecour 1989).
The many Persian poets who were inspired, over
the course of several centuries, by the Panaj ganaj, the
"Five treasures" of Nizamf, composed accounts of the
mi'rdaj. in their turn. But with the 6th/12th century,
the genre had matured and was growing stale. On
the other hand, the perception of the mi'rdaj of the
Prophet "as a prototype of the experience of the mystic rising from Heaven to Heaven in his lifetime"
(Corbin, En Islam iranien, iii, 1972, 346) formed the
basis of numerous treatises on the fringes of literature and the science of religions. On these fringes,
there remains a vast area of study which has been
little explored, concerning the themes essential to the
mi'rdaj, such as the Opening of the Chest, the Celestial
Mount, the Night of the Rescript (shab-i bardt), the
Angel-Holy Spirit, the Tree of the Frontier, the Sails
of Light, the shape of the Stars, the dwellings of
Paradise, etc. And if "the nocturnal ascension is the
nucleus of the religious vocation of Muhammad"
(Massignon), the account of it cannot be irrelevant to
the essentials of Islam.
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(Cn.H. DE FOUCHECOUR)
MlRZA SHAFIC MAZANDARANl (1159-1234/
1744-1819) or Mlrza Muhammad ShafT BandpiT
Mazandaranl, p r i m e m i n i s t e r d u r i n g the r u l e
of Fath C A1I Shah K a d j a r [q.v}.
He began his career as a statesman at the court
of Agha Muhammad Khan [</.y.], the founder of the
Kadjar [q.vJ] dynasty, who promoted Mirza Shaftc
to the rank of minister. After the murder of Agha
Muhammad Khan in 1797, Mlrza Shafi c continued
in office at the court of the successor, Fath CA1I Shah,
by whom in 1801 he was appointed prime minister.
Mlrza Shafi"c's term of office coincided with Persia's
being drawn into the strands of European diplomacy.
In 1804, in an effort to reassert its former authority
in Georgia and consequently to impede further Russian
advances southwards, Persia entered into a war with
Russia, which was finally concluded with the signing
of the peace treaty of Gulistan [q.v.] in 1813. During
the war, Mlrza ShafTc attempted to make an alliance
with France. He persuaded Fath 'All Shah to despatch
an envoy to the court of Napoleon Bonaparte in order
to negotiate this. Accordingly, the Franco-Persian
Treaty of Finkenstein was signed in 1807. However,
the French soon ignored the treaty by reaching an
agreement with the Russians at Tilsit in the same
year, leaving Mlrza Shafi"c politically disillusioned.
Much of his period of office was spent in military
engagements and diplomatic negotiations. He died at
Kazwm in 1234/1819 and was survived by one
daughter.
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MISR.
MIRZA SHAFlc WADIH TABRIZ! (b. 1794
C. 2. vi. The city from 1798 till the p r e s e n t
Gandja, d. 1852 Tbilisi). A z e r b a i j a n i p o e t .
day.
Born into a family from Tabriz, at ten years old
The history of Cairo over the 19th and 20th cenhe lost his father, who was a stonemason, but with
turies is primarily one of status: from being the importhe assistance of his relatives he attended a traditional
tant capital of an Ottoman province, it became the
school where he learned literary Persian as well as
capital of independent Egypt. During the two cenArabic. His knowledge of Persian literature introduced
turies under consideration, the city experienced first
him to the works of renowned Persian poets such as
of all a long period of stagnation; then, from the early
Hafiz and Nizamf. Because of his anti-clerical views,
1870s, a strong political will brought an unprecehe was expelled from school and began to earn his
dented development which pointed the way to the
living both as an accountant and a teacher in calmodern city. Some years later, the financial situation
ligraphy. His position as accountant brought him the
of Egypt put a brake on urban growth, which then
title of Mfrza. As a teacher of calligraphy, he taught
entered upon a period of slow consolidation until the
the young Mfrza Fath 'All Akhundzada [q.v.] and
end of the First World War. The years 1920-50 are
persuaded him to end his religious studies. In 1840,
marked by a new departure, whose determinants are
the persecutions that he endured from local clerics
not so much political as migratory. After indepencompelled him to leave Gandja and settle in Tbilisi.
There, Akhundzada assisted him in securing a teachdence, and up to the end of the 1970s, Cairo became
the city of superlatives, with municipal services expanding position in Persian and Azeri Turkish languages.
ing in all spheres. Then, the slowing down of the
In Tbilisi he published the first Azeri Turkish lanmigratory movement, whose effects were felt from the
guage guidebook, Kitdb-i turki, and formed a cultural
beginning of the 1980s, allowed the municipal authorsociety known as Diwdn-i hikmat, where learned
figures of the city occasionally gathered to debate
ities to resume their policies. Hence the last two
literary, philosophical and social themes. Amongst I decades of the 20th century were devoted to replacing equipment and public services. At the end of the
those who attended these conventions was Friedrich
Bodenstedt (1819-92), a German traveller who was
century, Cairo stretched out at the same time into
interested in oriental studies. While following Mfrza
the desert zones and also into the agricultural lands
Shaft"s courses on Persian and Azeri Turkish, Bodenalong the outskirts as far as some 30 km/18 miles
stedt collected the original manuscripts of Mlrza
from its historic core. The city's history during these
Shaft"s poems, both in Persian and in Azeri Turkish.
two centuries is also one of the progressive slipping
Returning to Germany in 1846, Bodenstedt translated
away of its centre. At the present time, the places
these verses into German and published them in Berlin.
making up the centre are spread out around several
The eventual translation of this book into almost
focuses without nevertheless the older centres, the
all European languages soon made Mfrza Shaft' a
ancient city as much as the quarters developed at the
renowned Azerbaijani poet outside the Caucasus. In
end of the 19th century, being abandoned.
1846 Mfrza Shaft' left Tbilisi for Gandja and conA difficult start, 1800-68. In 1798 General Bonaparte
tinued his teaching career. But ca. 1850 he returned to
established his headquarters at Cairo, at a time when
Tbilisi and taught in a local Gymnasium until his death.
the city had 263,000 inhabitants. The French plans
Little remains of Mfrza Shaft"s works, and it was
for the improvement of the road system were ambinot until the Soviet period that four of his ghazah
tious, but the results were scanty. The re-establishand a few lines of his poems in Persian and Azeri
ment of Ottoman authority a few years later was
Turkish were found and published. The German transunfavourable for the city, whose population declined.
lation of his poetry has been surrounded by some
However, Cairo experienced some changes which
controversy. While some scholars recognise Mfrza
were to be determining factors for later works. At the
Shaft' as a lyricist with an inclination towards orienoutset, the governor of Egypt Muhammad 'All
tal mysticism, others claim that Mfrza Shaft"s underPasha [q.v.]. embarked upon the first act of the disconstanding of poetry did not go beyond the common
tinuous development of the urban agglomeration:
knowledge of the learned in the East. Bodenstedt himthe building of a palace some 12 km/7 miles north
self was not consistent in his appreciation of Mirza
of the city. Nearer to the centre, the strengthening
Shaft"s literary status. While in his earlier writings
of the embankments for containing the floodwaters of
he had acknowledged Mirza Shaft' as the original
the Nile allowed the laying out of vast gardens and
poet of the German translations, he later decreased
the construction of palaces between the fringes of the
Mfrza Shaft"s role to being merely that of a source
old structure of the city and the river banks. In regard
of inspiration for his own poetry.
to urban administration, Muhammad 'All took up
Bibliography: F. Bodenstedt, Tausend und Ein Tag
again the structures of power from the previous cenim Orient, Berlin 1850; idem, Die Lieder des Mirzatury but put in place a new dividing out of the adminSchajfly, Berlin 1851; idem, Gedichte, Bremen 1853;
istrative which served as the base for the geographical
idem, Aus dem Nachlafl Mirza-Schajfys. News Liederbuch
extension of local public services. Heavy industry, whose
mit Prolog und erlduterndem Nachtrag, Berlin 1874; art.
development the Pasha embarked upon vigorously, was
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concentrated above all on Bulak [<?.#.], where several
factories for metalworking, printing and spinning were
set up at this time.
In the mid-19th century, c Abbas Pasha, governor
of Egypt 1848-54, developed—around important barracks, a palace and a school—a new quarter to the
north of the city, sc. 'Abbasiyya. The first constructions for piping water began during this period but
it was long before results were seen. Finally, in the
framework of an agreement with the British, a railway was built between Alexandria and Suez via Cairo,
with the Cairo railway station opening in 1856. At
this time, the city's population was almost the same
as it was a half-century previously.
A fillip to urbanisation, 1868-75. The succession of
Isma'fl Pasha [q.v.] at the beginning of the 1860s
formed a turning-point. Taking as a pretext the need
to receive fittingly European dignitaries for the opening of the Suez Canal at the end of 1869, he developed an immense project of extending the city westwards. Paris was the model, but Ismacil retained only
the general picture of the French model rather than
the exact procedure; nevertheless, the permanent markets and properties strongly resisted the project. In
order to promote the new quarters, the Khedive had
several public buildings erected there and enormous
buildings to be let out in flats, and he gave other
stretches of land gratis to those who contracted to
build there quickly. After several checks, the beginning of the 1870s was marked by a resumption of
works. At that time, Isma'fl opened up for urban
development the zones farthest away from the centre
as far as the left bank of the Nile, and he founded
the spa town of Hulwan [q.v.] some 30 km/18 miles
to the south. More than 200 ha (the equivalent of
one-fifth of the urbanised zone by ca. 1865) were
offered to the land market over a few years. This
development was interrupted as rapidly as it had been
started up; in the mid-1870s, Egypt's bankruptcy dealt
a brutal blow to the works. During this time, Cairo
became the place of privileged exile for Syro-Lebanese
intellectuals who formed the nucleus of the Nahda
[q.v] or Arab cultural awakening and who contributed
considerably to the development of cultural life and
the formation of the first press devoted to conveying
opinion. It was also a high-point of the national movement whose activities were to lead to the British occupation of the country at the end of 1882.
Slowing down and consolidation, 1875-1918. This period
was first of all one devoted to the servicing of the
public debt. The greater part of resources was pledged
to developing agricultural production for export. Cairo
was in practice left to its own devices by the administration. After fifteen years of consolidating the quarters founded by Isma'fl, new works were begun. But
the municipal services were now deprived of all means
of state intervention; urban development was left to
the initiative of private companies, utilising capital
which for the most part emanated from outside the
country. It was above all in the sphere of transport
that these companies provided for the city's future.
The first suburban railway dates from 1888, whilst
the tramway system dates from a decade later. At
this time, Cairo comprised 570,000 persons on the
right bank of the Nile. In the wake of this process
and the intense speculation which followed, numerous quarters were founded. In 1906, a Belgian tramway
company obtained an authorisation to create a new
city, in the desert a few kilometres to the northeast;
Heliopolis (cAyn Shams [q.v]) was thus born. But not
all private capital was invested in land speculation.

Industrial production also enjoyed a substantial development; this brought about the impoverishment of an
important part of the population which was regrouped
in a very dense and crowded precarious habitat, in
quarters sometimes established in insalubrious areas.
Two worlds and two cities were now established cheekby-jowl, often in close proximity.
The period of growth, 1918-50. After the First World
War, the slowing down of agricultural development
and improvements in public health brought about an
excess of population in the countryside, causing an
acceleration of migration to the great cities. Cairo
now became a great safety-valve for this rural population growth, with its population jumping from
791,000 in 1917 to 2,320,00 in 1947. During these
thirty years, the city went through numerous changes.
The construction sector, private as well as public, was
very dynamic. The campus of the University at Djfza
(Gizeh), the building for the Mixed Courts, the
Parliament building, etc., all date from this period.
Intervention by the public authorities in matters of
urban development is less conclusive. Despite the first
general development plan dating from the later 1920s,
the works undertaken were largely those done from
necessity. They affected mainly the structure of the
old city, and if the public road system was improved,
this was more a response to traffic problems than a
project looking to the future. At the end of the 1940s,
the first social housing appeared in Cairo. The period
was also marked by a strong patriotic feeling expressed,
in particular, in an abundant artistic and cultural production. Its exportation to the lands of both the
Maghrib and the Mashrik made Cairo the cultural
capital of the Arab world.
The period of bursting activity, 1950-80. After the Free
Officers' coup d'etat of July 1952, the rulers of Egypt
adopted new approaches for the development of Cairo.
Great projects multiplied, including expressways along
the banks of the Nile, additional bridges, etc. The
first master plan for the Cairo agglomeration, prepared in 1956, was soon out of date: the population
predicted for the year 2000—5.5 millions—was reached
before the end of the 1960s. However, on the basis
of this plan, the state built large quantities of lowcost housing. But the problem of the living environment was not thereby solved, and it led to an
intolerable increased density of the old quarters, whose
service infrastructure was now revealed as inadequate.
From 1950 onwards, the city spread out in all directions, but above all on the left bank, which now saw
an unprecedented development. It became covered
with new, planned quarters, with a fairly low density,
of thousands of villas and small dwellings. The city
also developed in favour of the dividing-out of agricultural lands on the outskirts near to the developing
urban area, pushing into zones not prepared for building by the city authorities. In order to frustrate these
further extensions, in the mid-1970s there were plans
for creating several new towns in the desert regions.
But the actual start on this work was long delayed,
and the sector not subject to planning continued to
swallow up the greater part of the urban expansion.
The period of overflowing development, 1980-2000. At the
beginning of the 1980s, demographers predicted the
worst possible catastrophes for Cairo. The publication
of the 1986 census put a stop to these suggestions;
it showed that the population growth was less and
less the result of migration. This change gave rise to
a lowering of the density of the ancient urban structure which, as a counterpart, became increasingly
occupied by the sector of semi-artisanal production.
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It also provided an adequate respite for the public
services, allowing the preparation of a new master
plan at the beginning of the 1980s and the inauguration of several great projects of re-developing public services; the city became an immense construction
site. Between Cairo and Alexandria, the first new
town, Madmat al-Sadat, saw the light. These constructions, large enough to accommodate three government ministries, were never to be occupied.
Despite the state's almost total withdrawal from the
sphere of housing, the construction sector remains
dynamic. Although the critical situation is obvious,
with half the population of the agglomeration living
in poverty in 1986, there has been a massive surge
of house building for the middle classes. Areas of
empty housing units, the result of pure speculation
activities, reached several hundred thousands of units
by the mid-1990s.
At the turn of the millennium, the urban agglomeration held ca. 12 million persons. The plan for establishing new towns has been scaled down, the results
of these being much inferior to what was envisaged.
The idea of balancing living units and industrial or
artisanal units in these places is one check to their
growth; they function at the price of the daily movement across the city of thousands of employees. If,
with regard to population, Cairo is far behind the
greatest cities of the world (fifteenth in 1990), it is
one of the most dense, with ca. 250 persons per
hectare. As a reaction to the inconveniences brought
into being by this situation, a new form of development in the desert zone—houses or small properties
grouped in an enclosure—appeared towards the end
of the 1990s. It has caused a very rapid growth in
the surface area of the agglomeration. In favour of
these extensions, the groups of population become
more homogeneous, but the distances between those
living in security and the rest continue to deepen.
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D. 8. The B r i t i s h o c c u p a t i o n and the Egyptian p a r l i a m e n t a r y m o n a r c h y , 1 8 8 2 - 1 9 5 2 .
Great Britain's post-1882 occupation of Egypt was
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a classic case of indirect colonial domination. Formally,
Egypt remained a province of the Ottoman Empire
ruled by a Khedive [see KHIDIW] selected from the
family of Muhammad CA1I (Muhammad Tawfik 188292; his son ''Abbas Hilml II' [q.v.] 1892-1914). A
bureaucratic apparatus staffed overwhelmingly by
Egyptians and members of the polyglot elite that had
emerged over the course of the 19th century administered the day-to-day affairs of the country. They did
so, however, under British supervision and in accord
with British directives. A British military garrison was
the ultimate guarantor of British control. The key
British official in Egypt was its Consul-General. British
policy and the course of Egyptian development were
shaped particularly by the first Consul-General Sir
Evelyn Baring, later Lord Cromer (1883-1907);
Cromer's successors Sir Eldon Gorst (1907-11) and
Sir Herbert Kitchener (1911-14) had shorter tenures
and less impact. At lower levels, British advisers were
gradually appointed to different Egyptian ministries
and British nationals employed in the Khedivial
bureaucracy.
Under this "veiled protectorate" from 1882 to 1914,
Egypt experienced considerable economic growth but
little structural change. Financial stabilisation, agricultural expansion and the maintenance of security
were the main concerns of Egypt's British overlords.
Egypt's financial situation was stabilised through the
reduction of government expenditures and a new international agreement for debt repayment; the construction of new irrigation works contributed to a doubling
of the total value of Egypt's agricultural output between
1886-7 and 1912-13; and the rough edges of Khedivial
administration were smoothed under British supervision (e.g. the abolition of compulsory peasant labour
on public works projects). On the other hand, little
was done to encourage the development of an industrial base under the British. Egypt's social structure
changed little between 1882 and 1914. The landed
elite which had emerged earlier in the century consolidated its position and expanded its holdings after
1882, and the European/Levantine population which
had become prominent in trade and banking under
Muhammad 'All's successors continued to dominate
the commercial and financial sectors of the economy.
Under the compliant Khedive Muhammad Tawfik,
there was little overt opposition to British domination. 'Abbas Hilmf II was more assertive, providing
financial support for opposition newspapers and encouraging the formation of nationalist secret societies among
Egyptian youth. Nationalist sentiment and activism
became more pronounced in the decade prior to
World War I. The catalyst was the Dinshaway incident of 1906, when an altercation between a hunting party of British soldiers and Egyptian peasants
near the Delta village of Dinshaway resulted in one
soldier dying and led to the arrest, trial by military
tribunal, and subsequent execution, imprisonment, and
public whipping of the peasants involved. Dinshaway
is credited with galvanising Egyptian opposition to the
British occupation. Several political parties were formed
in 1907, the most important being the firmly antioccupation al-Hizb al-watam led by the lawyer Mustafa
Kamil [q.v.] and the more gradualist Hizb al-umma,
whose chief spokesman was the journalist Ahmad Lutfi
al-Sayyid [see LUTFI AL-SAYYID]. Despite a higher level
of Egyptian opposition to occupation thereafter, Great
Britain's position in Egypt was not significantly eroded
before 1914.
Major change occurred during and after World
War I. The entry of the Ottoman Empire into the
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war in late 1914 had immediate repercussions for
Egypt. In December 1914 Great Britain severed the
Ottoman connection by declaring a British Protectorate
over Egypt. Simultaneously, it deposed the proOttoman Khedive 'Abbas Hilmf II, appointing his
uncle Husayn Kamil [q.v] as titular ruler with the
new title of Sultan. The latter was succeeded by his
brother Ahmad Fu'ad [see FT/AD AL-AWWAL] in 1917.
The war itself generated massive pressures as well
as new expectations within Egypt. Forced sales of
grain and animals to British forces operating in the
area; the use of Egyptian labourers to construct military facilities; wartime inflation; the behaviour of
British and Imperial troops temporarily garrisoned in
the country; not least Allied rhetoric pledging selfdetermination for subjugated peoples after the war:
all these contributed to Egyptian discontent with the
new Protectorate. On 13 November 1918 a delegation of Egyptian notables led by the lawyer-judge
Sacd Zaghlul [q.v] visited the High Commissioner, Sir
Reginald Wingate, to request Egyptian representation
at the Paris Peace Conference. Over the winter of
1918-19 Zaghlul and associates organised a broadlybased nationalist front, the Wafd [q.v] or "delegation",
committed to working for Egyptian independence.
When in March 1919 the British arrested Zaghlul
and two of his colleagues, Egypt exploded in protest.
Daily demonstrations and work stoppages brought
normal life to a standstill in Egyptian cities; the countryside witnessed attacks on British personnel and communications facilities.
The Revolution of 1919 set in motion a process
of political change which eventually brought Egypt
formal independence. The turbulence of 1919 inaugurated three years of negotiations between the British
government and different Egyptian notables (sometimes the Wafd, sometimes ministers supported by the
Sultan, FuDad) aimed at defining a new Anglo-Egyptian
relationship. After three years of futile discussions, in
February 1922 the British issued a unilateral declaration of Egyptian independence. It was ringed with
qualifiers, however, the British reserving the four areas,
those of Imperial communications, the defence of
Egypt, the status of foreign minorities and the Sudan,
as matters of British concern. But at last Egypt had
independence—of a sort.
From 1922 to 1952, Egypt was a technically independent parliamentary monarchy. Sultan Fu3ad became
King Fu'ad in 1922 and reigned until his death in
1936; he was succeeded by his son Faruk [q.v. in Suppl.]
from 1936 to 1952. A constitution establishing
a parliamentary system of government, but reserving
significant powers for the monarch, was drafted in
1923. An electoral law of the same year provided
for a Chamber of Deputies elected by male sufferage
and a partially-elected, partially-appointed Chamber
of Notables. Egypt's first parliamentary elections in
December 1923-January 1924 saw the Wafd emerge
triumphant.
The dynamics of the parliamentary monarchy have
often been described as a triangular struggle among
the King, the British and the Wafd. The Wafd, the
nation's premier popular movement at least through
the interwar period, won every relatively free parliamentary election yet held ministerial office for only
somewhat over eight of the 28-plus years from 1924
to 1952. Egypt was more often governed by "minority" parties of non-Wafdists or Wafdist dissidents ruling with the covert or overt backing of the King.
British influence rested primarily on the continued
presence of British troops in Egypt, and was exer-

cised through the British High Commissioner (from
1936, the British Ambassador) meeting regularly with
Egyptian Prime Ministers and rendering advice which
the latter disregarded at the risk of incurring British
opposition to their continued tenure in office. From
its inception, the Egyptian parliamentary order was a
flawed system characterised by the domination of politics by an elite, electoral corruption and frequent
turnover in office, and—at least until after World War
II—by a neglect of socio-economic adjustment or
reform on the part of the country's politically dominant upper class. On the other hand, the period of
the parliamentary monarchy was also one of political
pluralism, of considerable freedom of expression, and
of cultural efflorescence, as a galaxy of prominent
intellectuals engaged in spirited debate on the relative merits of Egypt's inherited Arabo-Islamic culture
versus patterns of social and political life modelled on
those of the West.
The shortcomings of the parliamentary monarchy
became more pronounced over time. The 1920s were
years of economic prosperity and relative political
optimism. The 1930s were a darker era marked by
economic depression and extended periods of more
overt royal autocracy. A Wafdist interlude in office in
1936-7 witnessed the main political development of the
decade, the conclusion of the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty
of Alliance in 1936 which regularised but did not
totally eliminate the British military presence in Egypt.
The years of the Second World War from 1939 to
1945 saw more overt British interference in the country's political life. Of particular importance was the
"incident" of 4 February 1942, when British tanks
surrounded the Egyptian Palace and threatened King
Faruk with forced abdication unless he complied with
a British ultimatum to install the by-then more proBritish Wafd in office. The incident served to discredit both the Wafd, now seen as willing to accept
British support in its quest for public office, and the
King who had bowed to British power. The postwar
years were ones of great political turmoil. Labour
troubles and peasant unrest perturbed urban and rural
Egypt respectively; anti-British demonstrations and
agitation over the Arab-Jewish clash in neighbouring Palestine added to the turbulence of the later
1940s; deep-seated animosity between the supporters
of rival political tendencies produced a wave of political violence, including the assassination of two prime
ministers and of the charismatic leader of the antiparliamentary Muslim Brotherhood (al-Ikhwdn alMuslimun [<7-y.]), Hasan al-Banna3 [q.v.], between 1945
and 1949; and in late 1951 to early 1952, the Wafd,
once again in office, terminated the Anglo-Egyptian
Treaty of Alliance and mounted a guerrilla campaign
to pressure the British out of their remaining military
base in the Suez Canal zone. The culmination of
postwar unrest came on "Black Saturday", 26 January
1952, when huge crowds, angered by a British massacre of Egyptian police in the city of Ismacfliyya on
the previous day, surged through Cairo, and organised bands of incendiaries undertook the systematic
torching of commercial, primarily Western-owned,
establishments in the city. The conventional narrative
of 20th-century Egyptian history portrays the parliamentary monarchy as politically discredited and morally
exhausted by 1952.
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D. 9. Republican Egypt 1952 to the present.
On 22-3 July 1952, a military coup effectively
brought the era of the parliamentary monarchy to an
end. The seizure of power was carried out by a clandestine movement within the army, the "Free Officers"
(al-dubbdt al-ahrdr); the key figure in the movement
was Colonel Djamal cAbd al-Nasir \_q.v. in Suppl.].
From July 1952 onwards, executive decisions were
made by a committee of leading Free Officers, the
Revolutionary Command Council (RCC).
A new political order emerged only gradually. On
26 July 1952 the sybaritic King Faruk [q.v. in Suppl.]
was hustled into exile. At first a civilian ministry held
formal power. By September, General Muhammad
NadjTb [q.v.], an associate but not a core member of
the Free Officers, was appointed Prime Minister.
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Existing political parties were banned in January 1953.
On 18 June 1953 the monarchy was formally abolished and Egypt declared a Republic; Muhammad
Nadjfb became its first president. The crucial phase
in the consolidation of the military regime came in
early 1954, when President Nadjfb, supported by remnants of the old political order, mounted a challenge
to continued RCC rule. In a month-long crisis marked
by street clashes between partisans of the two camps,
c
Abd al-Nasir and the RCC outmanoeuvred Nadjfb
and his supporters. By the end of 1954, after an
abortive assassination attempt on cAbd al-Nasir by
members of the Muslim Brotherhood (al-Ikhwdn alMuslimun [q.v.]) provided the occasion for a crackdown on the Brotherhood, the military group reigned
supreme in Egypt. A new constitution promulgated in
January 1956 established a presidential form of government for Egypt. The constitution was ratified by
popular referendum in June 1956; at the same time,
Djamal cAbd al-Nasir's nomination as President was
also overwhelmingly approved.
There was occasional formal but little substantive
change in Egypt's political structure from 1956 to
1970. cAbd al-Nasir remained President until his death
in September 1970. The unexpected union of Egypt
and Syria in the United Arab Republic (UAR) in
early 1958 necessitated a new provisional constitution
and the expansion of the National Assembly to include
Syrian representatives; but real authority remained
in the hands of cAbd al-Nasir. Syria's secession from
the UAR in September 1961 prompted further adjustments. A Charter of National Action of 1962 now
specified a socialist agenda for the United Arab
Republic, as Egypt continued to be known until 1971.
Another provisional constitution was promulgated in
1964, to remain in effect until 1971.
The years from 1952 to 1970 witnessed major
changes in Egypt's economic policy, social structure,
and international orientation. A policy of agrarian
reform was inaugurated in 1952 and extended thereafter. By 1970, something over 800,000 fadddm of
agricultural land, roughly one-eighth of the cultivated
area, had been taken from large landlords and redistributed to some 340,000 peasant families. The foreign interests which had controlled much of the
commercial sector of the economy were abruptly dispossessed as a consequence of the international crises
of the later 1950s, their holdings now coming under
state ownership. The heights of the domestically-owned
urban economy also came under state control in the
early 1960s, when Arab Socialism became the slogan
of the UAR and the government nationalised much
domestically-owned business and industry. The resulting economic structure was one of a privately-owned
but state-directed agricultural sector and a huge stateowned public sector controlling most large-scale enterprises in the commercial and industrial sectors of the
urban economy.
The social policies of the cAbd al-Nasir years were
distinctly populist. The new revolutionary regime made
major efforts to bring the benefits of modernity to
the mass of Egyptians. Educational facilities were
rapidly expanded; health care was extended to the
countryside through a network of rural health clinics;
new laws relating to hours of work, minimum pay,
and social security entitlements attempted to improve
the standard of living of Egypt's labouring population.
Externally, the cAbd al-Nasir years witnessed dramatic shifts. A negotiated Anglo-Egyptian agreement
of 1954 arranged for the withdrawal of the last British
troops from Egyptian soil in 1956. The mid-1950s
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witnessed major transformations in Egypt's international position. Egypt broke with the Western powers and turned to the Soviet bloc for military and
economic assistance; simultaneously, it assumed a leadership role in both the Arab nationalist movement and
the Afro-Asian bloc of non-aligned nations. Successful
resistance to armed attack by Israel, Great Britain,
and France in the Suez Crisis of late 1956 consolidated Djamal cAbd al-Nasir's position as a major figure in world affairs. Thereafter he was unquestionably
the leading personality in inter-Arab politics (leading
to Syria's request for unity with Egypt in the UAR
in 1958), as well as one of the most influential spokesmen in African and non-aligned politics. cAbd alNasir's regional dominance and international prominence eroded over the course of the 1960s. Syria's
secession from the UAR in 1961 was a huge setback;
inconclusive involvement in a prolonged civil war in
Yemen from 1962 onwards drained the resources and
prestige of the UAR; military defeat by Israel and
the loss of the Sinai Peninsula in June 1967 irreparably
damaged cAbd al-Nasir's aura as an Arab champion.
Suffering from an unresolved military confrontation
with Israel and a stagnant economy, the later 1960s
were difficult years for Egypt/the UAR. The massive
outpouring of Egyptian grief upon his death in
September 1970 notwithstanding, Djamal cAbd alNasir left a difficult legacy for his successor.
The Vice-President Anwar al-Sadat [q.v.] assumed
the presidency of the UAR upon 'Abd al-Nasir's death.
A popular referendum in October 1970 ratified Sadat's
accession. A veteran member of the Free Officers
movement, at first Sadat governed under cAbd alNasir's shadow. Rivalry with other members of cAbd
al-Nasir's entourage and public discontent with the
ongoing situation of no war-no peace with Israel
marked the early 1970s. Sadat consolidated his personal position only in October 1973, when a combined Egyptian-Syrian attack upon Israeli positions in
the territories Israel had occupied in June 1967 created a new strategic situation in the region. From late
1973 onwards Sadat was his own man, free to move
Egypt in new directions.
He did so with a vengeance. Change was most
pronounced in international relations. Sadat signalled
part of his orientation in 1971, when a new constitution changed the country's name from the United
Arab Republic to the Arab Republic of Egypt. Over
the course of the 1970s Egypt exchanged its reliance
on the Soviet Union for material assistance and diplomatic support from the United States; abandoned the
Nasirist commitment to Arab nationalism; and by 1979
made formal peace with Israel, in the process obtaining the return of the Sinai Peninsula to Egyptian
control.
Shifts from the prevailing domestic patterns of the
c
Abd al-Nasir years were less sweeping but nonetheless appreciable. In the mid-1970s Sadat presided over
a limited liberalisation of Egypt's political system, dismantling part of the Nasirist security apparatus and
allowing a degree of political pluralism including a
greater measure of press freedom and the formation
of opposition political parties. The scope for political
expression became constricted again in the later 1970s,
when growing criticism of his policies led to less tolerance by the regime of opposition voices and groups.
This political liberalisation was part of a more general "Opening" (al-infitah) of Egypt under Sadat; an
opening to Western investment and expertise, to oil
country investment, and to the previously-marginalised
private sector of the economy. In the mid-1970s, the

formally socialist orientation of the 1960s was jettisoned as new legislation gave incentives to foreign
investors and to greater scope to private capital.
Socially, the era of the Opening was one of an accentuation of class cleavages between Egypt's more affluent upper and middle classes, who were the main
beneficiaries of the country's more open economic system, and the mass of Egyptians suffering from accelerating inflation and a decline in social benefits. This
deepening social schism forms part of the context for
the growth of Islamist activism and militancy in Egypt
over the 1970s, a phenomenon which eventually cost
Sadat his life.
On 6 October 1981 Anwar al-Sadat was assassinated by a group of Islamist militants. The VicePresident Husm Mubarak ascended to the presidency.
A referendum in October 1981 ratified his accession;
subsequent referenda in 1987, 1993, and 1999 extended
Mubarak's term in office.
By and large, the hallmark of the Mubarak presidency has been continuity. Under Mubarak, Egypt
has maintained its generally pro-Western stance, its
strategic alliance with and material reliance upon the
United States, and its peace with Israel. Sadat's economic approach has also been echoed by Mubarak.
The main features of the Opening remained in effect
through the 1980s and accelerated in the 1990s as
Egypt, under pressure from its international supporters and the IMF, moved more decisively towards a
free-market economy. The early 1990s witnessed further measures of economic liberalisation in the line
with IMF strictures (e.g. the elimination of many currency controls; accelerated deregulation; and a reduction in state subsidies), whilst the later 1990s saw a
concerted effort to privatise public sector enterprises.
The results have been mixed. Egypt's macro-economic
performance over the 1990s was a robust one. The
country's debt burden was reduced to managable levels; inflation was largely tamed; the rate of economic
growth improved over that of the 1980s. The micro
performance was more troubling. The rate of unemployment remained high; wages formed a decreasing
share of GDP; and the reduction of state subsidies
effected particularly the standard of living of poorer
Egyptians.
A more relaxed political atmosphere prevailed in
Mubarak's early years in power. The scope for political expression decreased thereafter. Greater political
protest and violence in the later 1980s in turn led to
more governmental repression of opposition voices and
groups. Faced with a low-level Islamist insurgency in
Egypt's sprawling shanty-towns and in the economically depressed countryside of Upper Egypt in the
early and mid-1990s, the government asserted greater
and greater control over political opinion and activism.
Emergency laws first enacted in 1981 were renewed
through the decade; Islamist violence was met with
massive state repression and the brutalisation of families and communities suspected of harbouring militants; non-violent critics of the regime have been
subjected to government harassment and muzzling;
and the parliamentary elections of 1990 were boycotted by opposition groups in protest against electoral restrictions, and those of 1995 were marked by
the systematic repression of the opposition as well as
by unprecedented electoral violence and blatant fraud.
Egypt at the close of the 1990s may have turned an
economic corner, at least in terms of national economic indicators if not of popular well-being; its political situation, on the other hand, appeared to be one
of increasing governmental authoritarianism and the
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progressive alienation of its leadership from the bulk
of the population.
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(J. JANKOWSKI)
MIZADJ (A., pi. amzidja), lit. "mixture", a basic
t e r m of m e d i a e v a l Islamic m e d i c i n e , to be
t r a n s l a t e d as " t e m p e r a m e n t , balance of elem e n t s w i t h i n t h e body".
One has to go back to the fundamental features
of human physiology as conceived by the Arabic physicians, although one cannot speak of a unified body
of knowledge here, since the concepts can vary perceptibly from one medical expert to another. The
great sources of Islamic medicine systematically devote a chapter to the mizddj, e.g. CA1I b. al-cAbbas
[q.v.] al-Madjusf's K. al-Malaki, Abu Sahl al-Masfhf's
[q.v] K. al-Mi'afi 'l-tibb and Ibn Sfna's [q.v.] al-Kdnun
Ji 'l-tibb. As well as being part of physiology, the mizdaj
is directly involved in certain processes of morbidity.
The physicians, like the philosophers, thought that the
human body (like every other body in the world) was
composed of four simple, homogeneous elements (arkdn,
ustukussdt}: earth, water, air and fire. This doctrine is
already central for 'All b. Rabban al-Tabarf [q.v],
author in the 3rd/9th century of the Firdaws al-hikma.
With these elements were associated specific qualities: cold, dryness, humidity and heat. Thus these
four primordial elements go to make up all living
beings according to proportions which vary from one
being to another. Their interaction, their connections
in more or less equal measure, the effects of their
interpenetration on the economy of the human body
and the individual's general state are consequently
called mizddi, a term corresponding to the krasis of
the Ancient Greek physicians. A man's mi^dd} will
depend on the balance between the different elements
and their qualities. Hence he will be balanced (muctadil] when those are present in the organism in proportions corresponding to the norm, and from this,
they are guarantors of an individual's health. He will
be considered in a state of disequilibrium (khdriaj can
al-ictiddl, Grk. dyskrasis] and, as a result, liable to some
pathological occurrence, when a certain quality (cold,
heat, etc.) or a certain element (watery, fiery, etc.) is
in excess of or is below the norm.
Hence the great physicians pay great attention to
the necessity of keeping the mizddj of their patients
in equilibrium, since all "disequilibrium" was, in their
eyes, the source of illness. Thus they recommend moderation in all things (food, drink, sleeping, sexual relations, etc.) in order to avoid dyskrasis. One says that
a certain patient's temperament is hot if the fiery element predominates in him. Amongst certain physicians, such as Ibn Sfna, this theory of temperament
reached a high degree of elaboration, since, as well
as taking into account internal aspects like the balance proper to each man (a kind of ideal balance)
and to each vital organ (the heart, necessarily hot
since it is the seat of vital heat, the brain, the liver,
etc.), this physician-philosopher brought in external
factors such as climate, the people to whom the individual belongs, age and sex (thus man is hotter and
drier than woman). Thus, concerning the proper temperament for each age of one's life (mi^da^ al-asndn],
the physicians considered that the "capital" of inner
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heat (harara ghangiyya) which a man has at birth, goes
on decreasing when that person reaches the end of
his life. They considered as proof of this the cold that
old persons feel and that the physician can observe
at the time of palpation, not to mention the coldness
of a corpse after death. The corollary of the mizdaj
is the theory of humours, which the Greek and then
the Arabic physicians developed. Even today, such
ideas remain strongly connected in the popular imagination, since we speak of a person having a sanguine,
a hot, a phlegmatic or a choleric temperament.
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56-60; G. Anawati, Ishdm Ibn Sind f i takaddum alc
ulum, in Ibn Sind bi-mundsabat al-dhikrd al-aljiyya limawtihi, Damascus 1980, 72-3; S. Hussain, Body
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(F. SANAGUSTIN)
MOGADOR [see AL-SUWAYRA].
MOZAMBIQUE, Islam in.
(a) The early p e r i o d . For this, see MOZAMBIQUE,
in Vol. VII.
(b) The 19th and earlier 20th centuries.
The 19th century was for Islam a period of revival
and o^ihdd aided by the opening up of shipping across
the Indian Ocean and the trade routes into Central
Africa. Already at the beginning of the 19th century
it was estimated that there were 15,000 Muslims in
the Cape Delgado region and some 20,000 in the
coastal hinterland of Mozambique Island. According
to oral tradition, one Musa Momadi from Angoche,
as a young man accompanied a relative who was a
sharif and a hdajaj.T on an extended dcfwa expedition
into the interior. His relative was concerned with converting the people he came across, including the Yao
[q.v.~] who by this time had migrated as far as the
Shire valley. In light of this sort of occurence, it is
not surprising to find the governor of Mozambique
commenting on the extraordinary advance and infiltration of Islam in the interior in 1852. On Musa's
return in the mid-1850s the records indicate that he
led the defence of Angoche. By 1877 he controlled
an area which covered most of the coast from
Mozambique Island to Licungo River and stretching
100 miles inland. His successors repulsed Portuguese
attacks until 1910. As in other parts of the coast, the
diffusion was primarily undertaken by people of mixed
Arab and African blood. It was Portuguese policy to
supply mestizos and wajoge with goods so as to procure slaves. This came to an end with the anti-slavery proclamation of 26 May 1877. The successful
penetration is indicated by the fact that by the 1870s,
women in their mid-twenties are recorded as having
Muslim names. In addition to the Makua, the Yao
and the Machemba had accepted Islam. In the interior beyond Mogabo, the Mualia chief and elders
observed the Islamic practices, as did Mtarika,
Cuirassio and minor chiefs like Cattur in the Luambala
valley. To the north of them, Mataka represented an
important centre of Islam. The Arab chief of Matibane
was licensed to deal in slaves by the ex-governor
Vasco Guedes de Carvalho e Menezes. Tavares, writ-

ing to the Overseas Ministry in Lisbon on 8 November
1862, mentions that the slave trade is in the hands
of Arabs whose religion permits them to buy slaves.
Likewise, Andrade Corvo writing to the Duke of
Saldanha, the Portuguese Minister in London, on 11
March 1876 comments that, "It is easy for the Muslims
to make religious proselytes among the finest and most
energetic of the aboriginal races and in this way they
get active and not very scrupulous agents to provide
them with slaves." Chief Matapwiri living near Kalanji
was reported as selling slaves in 1886. Indian Muslims
played their part, particularly in Angoche, where a
Swahili dynasty was in power well into the 20th century. The slavers in this region were primarily from
Surat in western India, supplying the Persian and
Arab markets. At this stage, Islamic doctrine was not
observed in a pure form but was mixed with local
traditions. It would seem that by the 1880s most
major Yao chiefs had embraced Islam. Their settlements were centres for the spreading of Islam through
Kur'an schools. Coutinho records meeting Yao caravan leaders at Quelimane who claimed to be Muslims
and who carried the Kur'an carefully wrapped in a
fold of their clothes. Coastal Muslims, however,
ridiculed the Yaos who claimed to be Muslims, saying that they were mushrikun. The growing Muslim
presence is documented in a report from 1893 which
shows that Muslims were active along the Licungo
River and Maganja de Costa north of Quelimane.
The reasons for the growing Islamisation were varied
and complex, but had to do with closer associations
with Muslim trading partners on the coast, and the
increased prestige of Islam through the influence of
the Bu Sacld [q.v] dynasty and its representatives
along the coast. The South African influence on the
development during the latter part of the 19th century can be seen in the establishment of a madrasa in
Lourenco Marques by Abu Bakr Effendi (d. 1880), a
Kurdish scholar sent to the Cape in 1862.
At the beginning of the 20th century there were
15 mosques and 10 Kur'an schools in the Angoche
region. All the monhes were said to be able to write
their own language in Arabic script. The Portuguese,
in seeking to subdue the north, considered that
Muslims and local Africans were making common
cause and sacked Angoche in 1903. In spite of Portuguese efforts, Muslim communities with a Kur'an
school were a growing force in the hinterland in 1905.
Islam was spread by Muslim traders, as well as walimu, shurafd3 with their religio-magical knowledge and
mafundi (artisans) using a hut, a veranda or the shade
of a tree to teach the children.
The turuk [see TAR!KA] in any organised form did
not appear in Mozambique until the end of the 19th
century. By that time both the Kadiriyya and the
Shadhiliyya [</.yy.] were established on Mozambique
Island. The latter was established by students who
went to a school in Kilwa founded by Husayn
b. Mahmud, himself a khalifa of a Hadramf sharif.
In 1896 a member of the Yashrutiyya [q.v.] settled
in Mozambique. The Kadiriyya seems to have been
established by CA1I Msemakweli, a Yao who was a
khalifa of Husayn b. cAbd Allah al-Mu c m. He spread
the order to northern Mozambique from Kilwa [q.v.].
The Kadiriyya Sadate, a branch of the Uwaysiyya
[q.v.], was established in Mozambique in 1904 by Tsa
b. Ahmad from Zanzibar. When Tsa b. Ahmad
returned to Zanzibar in 1925 he handed over the
leadership to a local Muslim by the name of Momade
Arune (Muhammad Harun). A sub-branch of the tonka
was founded in Angoche at this time. After Momade
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Arune's death in 1929 the tonka was split by leadership rivalries leading in 1934 to the formation of the
Kadiriyya Baghdad! branch, and further splits followed over the next decades. Developments which
facilitated the growth of Islam during the second
decade of the 20th century included the construction
of the railroad from Lumbo, on the mainland opposite Mozambique Island, which began in 1913; the
advance of Indian Muslim merchants beyond the
coast; and towards the end of World War I, the presence of a considerable number of Muslims in the
British forces engaged in the war in German East
Africa with Von Lettow-Vorbeck's forces. As a result,
the turuk established branches in the principal settlements such as Nampula and Cabo Delgado. Mosques
were constructed for the men and zawayd (enclosed
spaces) for women. As in the rest of the East African
coast, Muslims from different parts of the Muslim
world arrived bringing a variety of cultural and sectarian backgrounds. This has had its repercussions
into the present, so that Muslims in different parts of
Mozambique have tended to be and are isolated from
one another.
Indian Muslims had their own mosques which were
well built and ornate. They had cemeteries for their
own exclusive use and brought and supported their
own imam?, from India. They observed the ordinances
of the Kur'an and the Shari'a strictly. They avoided
what was haram, fulfilled the requirements of ablutions and frequented the mosque assiduously. The
African and mestizo Muslims had their own mosques
which were like thatched huts, hence indistinguishable
from other huts. Their observance of Islam was less
rigorous. Their attendances at mosques were less frequent and their prayers and recitations less perfect
because of their ignorance of Arabic and the absence
of any of the required texts. All male Muslims, whether
Indian or African, practiced circumcision. They wore
the malaia, also referred to as cabaia, and the cofw or
a turban.
The statistics available indicate that there were
around 66,000 Muslims in Mozambique in the mid1950s. By then it was estimated that there were 1,956
Orientals and 15,188 Indians. At the end of the 20th
century, estimates of Muslims in Mozambique vary
between 10 and 16% in a population of 19 millions.
Muslims in Mozambique consist of monhes., those from
the Indian sub-continent, as well as moors who have
an Arab or Turkish origin, and the Swahili. They
looked to Zanzibar as the centre of Sunn! Islam and
source of Islamic publications; they viewed the Bu
Sacldl Sultan as their protector, remembering his name
during Friday khutba, even though he was theologically an Ibadl. The leader of the Kadiriyya Sadate
between 1929 and 1963 referred to himself as the
Sultan's representative to Mozambique.
Historically, Islamic revivalist movements have
opposed colonial rule in northern Mozambique. In
the 1920s, some Muslim leaders protested against the
abuses of forced labour, low wages and land appropriation in the Quelimane area. From the 1930s
onwards, Muslim Africans and various Indians organised themselves into interest groups which carried out
political action under the cover of social, mutual aid,
cultural and athletic activities. The situation became
even more acute from 1942, when Mozambique
became Portugal Ultramar. Forced labour, arbitrary taxation, the obligation to plant cash crops and the lack
of social improvement, produced a serious discontent
among the Africans which led to the awakening of a
national consciousness.
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By the 1960s, the isolation of Muslims in Mozambique was breaking down. Muslims were seeking
education in Tanzania and Arabia. Islamic publications from Cairo and Mumbai were available and
Muslims were keen to acquire literacy in Arabic.
People were listening to Cairo radio and were becoming aware of their religious roots. Arab and Islamic
records and tapes from Egypt were circulating. African
nationalism, linked to Arab anti-Portuguese propaganda, was gaining ground among the Muslims. It
seems possible that clandestine Islamic associations
were being established as early as the 1950s.
Given the total absence of liberty to form political
organisations under the Portuguese, African Mozambicans living abroad in Tanzania, Zimbabwe and
Malawi came together in a common front and formed
the Frente de Libertacao de Mogambique (FRELIMO) in 1962. An armed struggle began in 1964,
but not until after the 1974 coup d'etat in Portugal did Mozambique gain its independence (1975).
During this period, a colonial policy was designed to
win the support of the Muslim community against
the forces of FRELIMO, which the colonial authorities thought had alienated the Muslims because of
its Marxist tendencies. The policy was to work through
the Muslim religious leadership, i.e. the turuk, which
they considered a conservative, local force against
more radical, internationally organised expressions of
Islam bent on political subversion. The Portuguese
authorities, capitalising on the new situation that arose
after the abolition of the Sultanate of Zanzibar in
1963, utilised the new links between the Muslim leadership in Northern Mozambique with the Comoros
and invited the Mufti there to settle disputes between
the turuk. They also embarked on publishing an official, Portuguese-language version of abstracts of alBukhari's Sahih. In view of the fact that the liberation
struggle was predominantly centred on the north, it
is not surprising that the Muslims of Indian origin
who lived in the southern part of the colony and
adhered to the Hanaff legal tradition, with their orientation to Durban and Karachi, did not play an
important role.
Nevertheless, the Muslim presence and growing
Islamic influence can be seen by the fact that
FRELIMO's representative in Cairo was a Muslim
by the name of Shaffrudin Muhammad Khan, and
an office was also opened in Algiers. Islam's influence received a boost when various Arab countries
offered to train the "freedom fighters", and some 130
of them were sent to Algeria. FRELIMO established
international relations with the Arab League and the
Organisation of the Islamic Conference. There is no
mention in FRELIMO's educational programme of
Kur'an schools, but traditional institutions like the
poro/sande institutions were acknowledged, and it is
possible that, to some extent, Muslim influence may
have been spread through these. The Indian Muslim
communities which represent non-Sunn! groups such
as the Ithna c Ashari, Ismac!l! Khodjas and Bohoras
ran small-scale commercial ventures, bush trading centres and small shops in towns. As closed communities, they had hardly any contact with Africans,
Europeans or other Indian groups. Some Asian students attended universities or professional courses at
technical schools in Portugal.
(c) Independence and after.
After independence in 1975, the Muslim leadership
which had co-operated with the colonial authorities
was discredited. Some Muslim associations were
banned in 1976, while those which had had restrictions
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imposed on them during the colonial period gained
some freedom; but the civil war which erupted soon
after independence and lasted until 1992 between
FRELIMO as a Marxist-Leninist party and the
Resistencia National Mocambicana (RENAMO), which
sought to bring democracy to Mozambique, did not
serve the Muslims well. By 1980 Mozambican Muslim
students in exile in Dar es Salaam denounced the
repression of Islam by the new government. Until
1982 the regime showed hostility to organised religion
in general. There was considerable harassment of
Muslims, including throwing pigs into mosques. Virtually all religious communities lost property through
nationalisation. Religious associations were forbidden
and attempts made to prevent religious activities anywhere but in mosques. Attitudes began to change after
the establishment of RENAMO. FRELIMO found
that its treatment of Muslims provided reasons for
both Saudi Arabi and cUman to send supplies to
RENAMO. South Africa and the Comoro Islands
also served as conduits for supplying RENAMO in
1983-9. That situation made any allies, including
the religious communities, acceptable. Thus in 1983
FRELIMO officially recognised the new national
Council of Muslims Mozambique (CISLAMO). There
seems to have been an enthusiastic attitude to religion in RENAMO circles. Their bases exhibited this
in the form of mosques and churches. With the accession of Chissano in 1987, FRELIMO began a gradual restoration of social legitimacy to religious bodies
of all kinds. In that year, Mozambique hosted the
fifth Southern Africa Islamic Youth Conference. By
mid-1988, confiscated properties were being returned.
The situation improved further when article 19 of the
1975 constitution was changed in 1990 to state that
"The state shall respect the activities of religious
denominations in order to promote a climate of social
understanding and tolerance and to strengthen national
unity."
The elections of 1994 returned FRELIMO to power.
In further attempts to gain the support of Muslims,
FRELIMO recognised the Islamic holy days of Td alAdhd and cld al-Fitr as national holidays in 1996. But
in the 1999 elections it is revealing that, out of
FRELIMO's 133 deputies, only one seems to be a
Muslim, whereas out of RENAMO's 117, 12 were
Muslims.
By the end of the 1990s, Mozambique had become
a member of the Organisation of the Islamic
Conference (OIC), thus securing economic benefits.
Tensions between the Sufi" leaders of the majority of
Muslims in the north and the more radical reformers based in the south have led the former to split
off from CISLAMO to form the Congres Islamico.
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MUCAHID (A.), literally, "one who enters into a
c
covenant or agreement ( ahd] with someone", applied
in mediaeval Islamic times to those "People
of the Book" who s u b m i t t e d to the A r a b
c o n q u e r o r s of the Middle East on c o n d i t i o n
of an cahd or of dhimma [q.v.] "protection". See
for these mucdhidun, AHL AL-KITAB, AMAN, and in the
context of al-Andalus, MOZARABS.
MUDJIR AL-DIN BAYLAKANl, a Persian poet
of the second half of the 6th/12th century. He was,
as his nisba indicates, a native of Baylakan [q.v.], in
Transcaucasia, a compatriot and contemporary of the
celebrated Khakanf [</.#•]. Mudjfr's diwdn contains a
few poems to the Sharwan-shah Manucihr II (d. not
long after 555/1160-1), which must belong to the earliest part of his career, but the majority of his odes
are addressed to the Atabegs Nusrat al-Dfn Djahanpahlawan b. Ildiiguz (571-82/1175-86) and his successor Kizil Arslan (d. 587/1191) and to the Saldjukid
Arslan b. Toghril (556-71/1161-76), nominally the
master, but in fact the puppet of Djahan-pahlawan. Takf
Kashl [see TAKI AL-DIN] puts his death in the year 594/
1197-8, which (for once) must be roughly correct.
In his famous ode in praise of the town of Isfahan,
Khakanf speaks of how an "accursed demon" (dew-i
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rad}im) had mocked that city and how the Isfahanis
had in some way held Khakanf responsible for the
attack, an accusation which he rejects energetically.
The commentators identified this "demon" with
Khakanf's supposed pupil Mudjfr (radj.im being an
anagram for the latter's name) and there is in fact a
rubcfi in Mudjfr's diwan poking fun at the people of
Isfahan. Abu '1-Radja KummT (Tcfnkh al-Wuzard', ed.
M.T. Danish-pazhuh, Tehran 1985, 200-1), a nearly
contemporary source, cites one verse from this quatrain and then a verse with which the "people of
Isfahan" replied to Mudjfr's attack (and which in later
sources is ascribed to Sharaf al-Dln Shufurwa, see
SHUFURWA). The story is expanded by later authors,
some of whom claim that Mudjlr composed the quatrain when the Atabeg sent him to that town as a
tax-collector and that he was subsequently murdered
in a bath-house by the local mob. But this is perhaps merely a fanciful elaboration.
Mudjfr's diwdn contains several highly artificial
poems (e.g. one in which he uses only the letters that
do not take diacritical points) and a fair number in
Arabic or with alternating Arabic and Persian verses.
A critical edition was prepared by M. AbadT, Tehran
1358 ^.71979.
Bibliography: de Blois, Persian literature, v, 4258 (with further references); A.L.F.A. Beelaert, La
qaside en honneur d'Ispahan de Xdqdni, in Pand-o sokhan.
Melanges offerts a Charles-Henri de Fouchecour, Tehran
1995, 53-63.
(F.C. DE BLOIS)
AL-MUFADDAL B. SALAMA B. 'Asm (with the
erroneous nisba "al-Dabbf" since Ibn Khallikan [q.v])
al-Kufi, Abu Talib '(d. after 290/903), t r a n s m i t t e r
of h i s t o r i c a l m a t e r i a l s (akhbari) with wide interests and a philological-lexicographical background.
With this approach (Yakut, Udabd', vii, 170), he
differed (a) from his father Salama (d. after 270/883;
Ibn al-Djazari, i, 311), a disciple and copyist (warrdk)
of al-Farra3 [q.v.], the great authority of the Kufan
school of philologists, and (b) from his son Abu '1Tayyib Muhammad al-Baghdadi (d. 308/920; Kahhala,
xii, 43-4), a strict jurisprudent of the Shafi'T school
in Baghdad (Ibn Khallikan, tr. de Slane, ii, 610-11).
The three represent one of the early scholarly dynasties in Trak [see AL-YAZIDI]. Apart from his father,
the following philologists are mentioned among his
teachers: Ibn al-Acrabr, Ibn al-Sikklt, Tha'lab, and—
last but not least—the adib cUmar b. Shabba [#.zw.];
among his students al-Suli [q.v] is the best known.
Al-Mufaddal was also highly regarded as a calligrapher by the bibliophile and sponsor of poets and
literati, al-Fath b. Khakan [q.v], and after the latter's
murder (247/861) together with the caliph alMutawakkil, no less so by the vizier Isma'fl b. Bulbul
[q.v]. Neither of these two men was an Arab by
descent. In the multicultural society of their time, they
were probably receptive, besides the Arabic-Islamic
tradition, not only to pre-Islamic Arabic transmissions
(the "War of Dahis and al-Ghabra3"; Fdkhir, no. 442/
360), but also to Christian, Jewish, Persian (see below)
and Central Asian reports [see AFSIUN] .
Of al-Mufaddal's ceuvre, listed by the bio-bibliographers, little has been preserved or become known
through quotations in the works of others. For an
overview, see Sezgin, viii, 139-41, vii, 350, ix, 13940. His best-known work is his much-used, unsystematic collection of proverbs (amthal) and set turns
of speech (muhdwardt, see MATHAL.I.I), containing 521
items:
(1) al-Fdkhir (for partial prints and the two editions,
see MATHAL.l.iii.4). The peculiarity of al-Fdkhir is the
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fact that, in addition to 200 proverbs, all of which
can be found in the better-known, extensive collection of al-MaydanT [see MATHAL.l.iii.12], it contains
321 turns of phrases (muhdwardt), such as greeting formulas, benedictions, curses, animal calls (no. 441) and
similar things, not a few of them connected with the
awd'il [q.v] angle. The same phrases can be found
in Abu Bakr Ibn al-Anban's (d. 328/940) al-fakir fi
kalimdt al-nds, also in Abu Hilal al-cAskan's (d. after
395/1005) Diamharat al-amthdl and in the large dictionaries, e.g. in the Lisdn al-cArab of Ibn Manzur (d.
711/1311). The transmission of al-Fdkhir can in part
be traced back to Ibn al-Anban as well; he seems to
have recognised that al-Mufaddal had entered new
"lexical" territory, which was then the motive for his
composing the more comprehensive al-fakir [see
MATHAL.l.iii.5]. Al-Mufaddal was less of a philologist
than a collector and an entertainer at court and in
the city of Baghdad. Pointers towards this include his
critique (cf. Fihnst, 43, 62, 63, 74, 82) of the Kitdb
al-cAyn of the great al-Khalfl b. Ahmad, bearing the
title: al-Radd (var. al-Istidrdk) cala 'l-Khalil. . . f i K. alc
Ayn wa-isldh md fihi min al-ghalat wa 'l-tashif, which
evidently did not convince the philologists and lexicologists, who felt called upon to contradict him, even
in later centuries (for relevant passages, see Sezgin,
viii, 140). Al-Mufaddal had a preference in his work
for what was novel, strange and contemporary. This
can be seen in his renditions of the aetiological stories that go with the amthal/muhdwardt: the clever Jew
(no. 223), the loyal Jew (no. 482), the Seven Sleepers
(no. 239), the Christian martyr (no. 517), and others,
see MATHAL.l.ii.7, and W. Ebermann, Bericht iiber arabische Studien in Russland wdhrend der Jahre 1914-1920,
in hlamica, iii [1927], 229-64 (see sees. V. "Christlicharabisches", 248-51, and VI. "Judisch-arabische Literatur", 251-4). On the whole complex, see R. Sellheim,
Die klassisch-arabischen Sprichwortersammlungen, insbesondere
die des Abu (Ubaid, The Hague 1954, 114-21; Ar. tr.
rev. and enlarged, al-Amthdl al-carabiyya al-kadlma, tr.
R. cAbd al-Tawwab, Beirut 1391/1971, repr. 41408/
1987, 167-75; Oriens, xxxii [1990], 472-5.
(2) al-Maldhi [q.v], on musical instruments, a treatise on the justification for playing music, which alMufaddal was the first (?) to compose; ed. J. Robson,
Ancient Arabic musical instruments in the handwriting of Yakut
al-Mustacsimi, A.D. 1298, text in facs. and tr. with
notes, including notes on instruments by H.G. Farmer,
Glasgow 1938 (Collection of Oriental Writers on
Music, iv), repr. in 'Abbas al-cAzzawf, al-Musiki alc
irdkiyya, Baghdad 1370/1951, 74-89; Farmer, Islam,
Leipzig [1966], 8, 24, 26 (Musikgeschichte in Bildern, ed.
H. Besseler and M. Schneider, Band 3, Lieferung 2),
cf. E. Neubauer in Oriens, xxi-xxii [1968-9 (1971)],
418-31; A. Shiloah, The theory of music in Arabic writings
(c. 900-1900). Descriptive catalogue of manuscripts in libraries
of Europe and the U.S.A., Munich 1979, 282-3 (Repertoire
international des sources musicales = RISM B, x), cf.
E. Neubauer in fGAIW, i [1984], 290-6.
(3) Mukhtasar al-Mudhakkar wa 'l-mu'annath; no such
grammatical opuscule on the masculine and the feminine is mentioned in the list of works drawn up by
the bio-bibliographers. It is inspired by the work of
the same name by al-Farra3. As the technical term
mukhtasar "abridgement", indicates, it might possibly
be lecture notes [see MATHAL. 1 .iii]. Whether they should
be traced back to al-Mufaddal or whether a later
anonymus is behind it will probably never be known.
R. cAbd al-Tawwab edited it in RIMA, xvii [1971],
277-346, with an introduction on the life and works
of al-Mufaddal.
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(4) Diala* al-shabah fi 'l-radd cala 'l-Mushabbiha, an
used for evading the spirit of the law whilst techniextant treatise against the anthropomorphisation of God,
cally satisfying its letter [see HILA].
by means of Kur'anic verses and terms, see Sezgin,
Thus the muhallil is found in gambling, racing for
c
viii, 141, and R. §e§en, Nawddir al-makhtutdt al- arabiyya
stakes, e.g. with horses or pigeons, and archery conf i maktabdt Turkiyd, Beirut 1400/1980, ii, 434.
tests being a participant who does not contribute to
Bibliography: In addition to the studies menthe stakes; see F. Rosenthal, Gambling in Islam, Leiden
tioned in the text, see G. Fliigel, Die grammatischen
1975, 53, 98-106, and KIMAR, at Vol. V, 109a. But
Schulen der Amber, Leipzig 1862 (repr. Nendeln 1966),
muhallil is also found in marriage and divorce law, as
162-4; Brockelmann, P, 121, S I, 181, 943 (!),
the person instructed, usually for payment, to marry
S III, 1195 (!), O. Rescher, Abriss der arabischen Lita woman who has been three times divorced and
teraturgeschichte, Stuttgart 1933, ii, 182-3 (repr. with
cannot therefore remarry her original husband until
addenda, Osnabriick 1983); Blachere, HLA, i, 137;
a fourth, dummy marriage has been gone through
Sarkfs, 1770; Zirikll, al-A'lam, 'Beirut 1979, vii, 279; and duly consummated. After this tahlil she can legally
Kahhala, Mu'a^am al-mu* allifin, Damascus 1380/1960,
remarry her old husband. Such an intervention was
xii, 314; idem, al-Mustadrak cald Mucdj_am al-mu'allifm,
generally allowed by the Hanafis but disputed by the
Beirut 1406/1985, 797.
Malikfs and Shaficfs, whilst the Hanbalf Ibn TayF u r t h e r sources. Abu '1-Tayyib al-Lughawf,
miyya denounced it as illegal in a treatise of his on
Mardtib al-nahwiyym, Cairo 1955, 97, 2Cairo 1974,
divorce (cf. Brockelmann, IP, 127, S II, 124) [see
154; Marzubam, al-Muktabas, Beirut-Wiesbaden 1964
TALAK. I. 7.].
(repr. Baghdad 1968; Tehran 1968), 339; Fihnst,
The person acting as a muhallil in marriage and
73-4, tr. Dodge, 161-2, and index, 1047; al-Khatib,
divorce is not surprisingly a figure of contempt and
Ta'nkh Baghdad, xiii, 124-5; Ibn al-Anbarf, Nuzhat
obloquy in Islamic literature.
al-alibbd3, Cairo 1967, 202; Kiftf, Inbdh al-ruwdt cald
Bibliography: See also Ibn Kudama, Mughni,
anbdh al-nuhdt, Cairo 1374/1955, iii, 305-11 (Dabbi);
Beirut 1984, v, 459-553, vii, 397-400, viii, 476-8;
Dhahabl, Siyar a'ldm al-nubald3, Beirut 1403/1983,
Lane, Lexicon, 622c; Wahbl al-Zuhaylf, al-Fikh alxiv, 362; Suyuti, Bughya, 396 (Cairo 1384/1964, ii,
isldmi wa-adillatuhu, Damascus 1985, v, 789, vii,
396-7); idem, Muzhir, Cairo 1378/1958, 413, and
120-1; cAbd al-Rahman al-Djaza'irf, K. al-Fikh cald
index s.v.; Dawudf, Tabakdt al-mufassinn, Cairo
'l-madhdhib al-arbaca, Beirut 1986, iv, 437-9.
1392/1972, ii, 328-9; Isma'fl Pasha, Hadiyyat al(C.E. BOSWORTH)
'drifin, Istanbul 1955, ii, 468.
(R. SELLHEIM)
MUHAMMAD III B. HASAN, C ALA> AL-DlN,
MUFASSAL (A., lit. "separated", "hived off"), in
N i z a r f I s m a ' f l f imam and the p e n u l t i m a t e
Indo-Muslim pronunciation mufassil, whence the British
lord of A l a m u t , who was made famous in mediIndian conventional form Mofussil, an i n f o r m a l t e r m
aeval Europe by Marco Polo as the "old man" Aloadin.
The only son of Djalal al-Dm Hasan (r. 607-18/1210of British Indian a d m i n i s t r a t i v e usage, attested
in British usage from the later 18th century but prob21), he succeeded his father, at the age of nine, in
ably going back to Mughal official usage. It denoted
Ramadan 618/November 1221. The vizier previously
the provinces, the rural districts and stations, as
appointed by Djalal al-Dm Hasan acted for some time
as the effective ruler of the Nizarf state, also generopposed to the administrative headquarters of a
ally retaining the then ongoing Nizarl policies of rapPresidency, District or region, the sadr (in the Angloprochement with the cAbbasids and Sunn! Islam.
Indian usage of the Bengal Presidency, the Sudder}',
However, the observance of the Sunnf shan'a, imposed
hence going into the Mofussil could mean something
earlier, was gradually relaxed in the Nizarf commulike going into the field, or into the bush or backnities of Persia and Syria.
woods.
Politically, Muhammad Ill's long reign was a very
Bibliography. Yule and Burnell, Hob son-Job son,
turbulent period for the Persian world, which now
a glossary of Anglo-Indian words and phrases, ^London
experienced a forestate of the Mongol menace.
1903, 570, 862.
(Eo.)
However, the Nizan leadership initially seems to have
MUFETTISH (T.), the Ottoman Turkish form of
reached an understanding with the Mongols, who did
Ar. mufattish, lit. "one who searches out, enquires into
not attack the Nizan towns and fortresses of Persia
something". In the Ottoman legal system of the
for some time. Djuzdjanf, the Ghurid historian and
12th/18th century, below the Great Mollas [see MOLLA]
official who visited Kuhistan on diplomatic missions
there was a layer of five judges called miifettish, whose
on several occasions during 621-3/1224-6, relates how
duties were to oversee and enquire into the conducting
the muhtashams or the Nizarf chiefs in Kuhistan shared
of the Imperial ewkdf or pious foundations [see WAKF],
the stability and prosperity of their community with
three of them being resident in Istanbul and one each
an increasing number of refugees, including many
in Edirne and Bursa (see Gibb and Bowen, ii, 92).
Sunn! scholars of Khurasan, who fled before the invadIn the 19th century, and with the coming of the
ing Mongols and found asylum among the Nizaris.
Tan^imdt [q.v.] reforms, miifettish was the designation
Meanwhile, the Nizaris extended their territories in
for the overseers and inspectors of various new adminPersia in the early years of Muhammad Ill's reign.
istrative mechanisms now set in motion within the
They seized Damghan and acquired or recaptured
empire. In modern Turkish, mufetti$ remains a stanfortresses in Kumis, Tarum and elsewhere, also exdard word for "inspector".
tending their influence to Sfstan. In the wake of
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(ED.)
the Mongol invasions, relations between Alamut
MUGHALMARI [see TUKARO'I].
and the Khwarazmians, who had replaced the SalMUHALLIL (A.), literally, "someone who makes a
djuks as the Nizaris' foremost enemy, were characthing legal, legaliser, legitimator", the figure w h o ,
terised by warfare and diplomacy until Djalal al-Dfn
in classical Islamic law acts as something like
Mangubirtl, the last Khwarazm-Shah, was defeated by
a dummy or a "man of straw", in order to a u t h e n the Mongols in 628/1231. The shifting Nizarfticate or make permissible some legal process
Khwarazmian relations have been vividly recorded by
o t h e r w i s e of d o u b t f u l legality or in fact proal-NasawI, Sultan Djalal al-Dln's secretary and chronh i b i t e d . It thus forms part of the mechanisms and
icler, who was on one occasion dispatched as an
procedures subsumed under hiyal, legal devices, often
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ambassador to Alamut where he conducted diplomatic
negotiations with Muhammad III on behalf of the
Khwarazm-Shah. In Muhammad Ill's time, relations
between Alamut and the neighbouring Caspian
provinces deteriorated. On the other hand, peace
was finally established between the Nizarfs and their
perennial enemy, the people of Kazwfn. Muhammad III had personally developed a close association
with a Sufi" shaykh of Kazwfn, Djamal al-Dfn Gill (d.
651/1253), and regularly sent him an annual grant
of 500 dinars. It seems that it was also in Muhammad
Ill's time that the Nizarf IsmacTlf dcfwa was introduced to the Indian subcontinent by ddci$ dispatched
originally to Sind.
Nizan fortunes in Persia were rapidly reversed after
the collapse of the Khwarazmian empire. The Nizarfs
now directly confronted their most dangerous enemy,
the Mongols, who were then making new efforts to
conquer all of Persia. Following his abortive effort, in
collaboration with the 'Abbasids, in 635/1238 to forge
an alliance with the kings of France and England
against the Mongols, Muhammad III made one last
peace overture to the new Great Khan Giiyiik in
644/1246. However, the Nizan emissaries to Mongolia
were dismissed with contempt by Giiyiik. Henceforth,
Mongol-Nizarf relations deteriorated beyond repair.
By 651/1253, under Giiyiik's successor Mongke [</.y.],
the Mongols had destroyed numerous Nizarf towns
and strongholds in Kuhistan and Kumis. As the
Mongols were incessantly conducting military campaigns
against the Nizarf territories in Persia, 'Ala3 al-Dfn
Muhammad III was found murdered in Shlrkuh,
near Alamut, under obscure circumstances, on 29
Shawwal 653/1 December 1255. He was succeeded
by his eldest son Rukn al-Dfn Khurshah [q.v.], who
would rule for exactly one year as the last lord of
Alamut.
Muhammad Ill's reign was also a period of intense
intellectual activity in the Nizarf Isma c flf community.
In particular, Nizarf leadership at this time made a
sustained effort to explain the various religious policies of the lords of Alamut, since Hasan-i Sabbah's
time, within a coherent theological framework. The
intellectual life of the NizarT community was now particularly invigorated by the influx of outside scholars,
non-Ismacflf Muslims, who availed themselves of the
NizarT libraries and patronage of learning. Foremost
among such outside scholars was Nasfr al-Din al-Tusf
[q.v], who spent some three decades in the NizarT
fortresses of Kuhistan, and later at Alamut where he
enjoyed the patronage of Muhammad III and his
successor until the collapse of the NizarT state in
654/1256. Al-Tusf made important contributions to
the NizarT thought of his time, and it is primarily
through his Isma c flf works, including especially his
Rawdat al-taslim (ed. and tr. W. Ivanow, Leiden 1950),
that modern scholars have come to possess an understanding of the NizarT Isma'flf teachings during the
final decades of the Alamut period.
Bibliography: Djuwaynf, iii, 249-59; DjuwaynfBoyle, ii, 703-12; Rashfd al-Dfn Fadl Allah,
I>idmif al-tawdnkh, kismat-i Ismd'iliydn, ed. M.T.
Danishpazhuh and M. Mudarrisf Zandjanf, Tehran
1338 J&./1959, 178-84; idem, D[drmc al-tawdnkh, iii,
ed. A.A. Alizade, Baku 1957, 20-1; Abu '1-Kasim
c
Abd Allah b. cAlf Kashanf, ^ubdat al-tawdnkh,
bakhsh-i Fdtimiydn wa Mzdriydn, ed. Danishpazhuh,
2
Tehran 1366 sh./\987, 218-24; Nasawl, Histoire
du Djelal ed-Din Mankobirti, ed. and tr. O. Houdas,
Paris 1891-5, Ar. text, 129-30, 132-4, 143-6, 196,
212-5, Fr. tr., 215-16, 219-23, 237-42, 327, 353-60,
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anon. Persian tr. Sirat-i Djalal al-Din Mmkubirm, ed.
M. Mlnuwl, Tehran 1344 sh./\965, 161-6, 175-7,
229-33; Djuzdjanr, Tabakdt-i Msin, ed. CA. Habfbf,
2
Kabul 1342-3 ^./1963-4, ii, 180-8, Eng. tr. H.G.
Raverty, London 1881-99, ii, 1187-1214; M.G.S.
Hodgson, The order of Assassins, The Hague 1955,
225 ff., 244-6, 250-62; B. Lewis, The Assassins,
London 1967, 83-91, Fr. tr. A. Pelissier, Les Assassins,
Paris 1982, 122-31; F. Daftary, The Ismd'ills. Their
history and doctrines, Cambridge 1990, 407-18, 4212, 693-5 (with further bibl. refs.); idem, The Assassin
legends. Myths of the Isma'ilis, London 1994, 43, 5960, 109-14, 166.
(F. DAFTARY)
MUHAMMAD B. C A BD ALLAH, called IBN
SHABIB, Abu Bakr, B a s r a n t h e o l o g i a n who lived
in the first half of the 3rd/9th century. He is possibly identical with Shabfb al-Basrf, "one of the bestknown ascetics of his community and among the
leading sages of his period" whom the Jewish mutakallim
Dawud b. Marwan al-Mukammis reports defeating in
a debate in Damascus. He was influenced by the
Murdji3! Abu Shamir al-Hanaff and his school, but
he studied with al-Nazzam [q.v.~\ and is therefore frequently called a Mu'tazilf. Al-Maturfdf extensively
quotes a book of his, apparently the K. al-Tawhid, in
which Ibn Shabfb described and refuted the doctrines
of dualists, Christians and Sabians, of Aristotle and
others who believed in the eternity of the world, of
Indian sensualists (Sumaniyya [<?.#.]) and the sceptics
(Sufista'iyya). In these polemics, especially those against
the dualists, he followed al-Nazzam but frequently
refined the arguments. The kadi cAbd al-Djabbar still
found his book "excellent". Ibn Shabfb's Murdji3f leanings are apparent in a treatise on irajd3 which was
refuted by Dja c far b. Mubashshir [q.v.], and another
on the wa'id (i.e. threat of eternal damnation), for
which he was attacked by the Muctazill Abu Dja c far
al-Iskaff [q.v.]. He did not accept the man&la bayn almanzilatayn [q.v] although he used the term fdsik, for
he believed that the mortal sinner remained a believer.
In his definition of belief he omitted works, something which a Mu'tazilf would have never done, and
based his definition on the intellect and will. In his
view, Muslims could hope not to be punished eternally. The passages of the Kur'an that speak of God's
threat (wa'id) in this respect are, he said, not clear
enough. With this, he took up an old hermeneutical
argument which the Murdji'a had carried into usul
al-fikh; it had been developed by Muways b. c lmran
[q.v.] and discussed by Abu '1-Hudhayl and al-Nazzam.
Bibliography: Djahiz, al-Baydn wa 'l-tabyin, i, 15
11. 15-16 and 36 11. 'l2ff.; Kadi cAbd al-Djabbar,
Fadl al-ftizdl, 279 11. llff.; idem, Mughm, xvii, 35
11. 12ff.; AshcarT, Makdldt al-Isldmiyyin, index s.n.;
Dawud al-Mukammis, 'Ishrun makdla, ed. S. Stroumsa,
Leiden 1989', 249' 11. 4ff. (tr. G. Vajda, in
Onens, xv, 1962, 68-71); Abu Hayyan al-Tawhldl, alBasd'ir wa 'l-dhakhd^ir, ed. Wadad al-Kadi, Beirut
1408/1988, iv, 216 n. 784; Shahrastam/Z^re des religions et des sectes, tr. D. Gimaret, index s.n.; I.J.M.
Pessagno, The reconstruction of the thought of Muhammad
ibn Shabib, in JAOS, civ (1984), 445-53, including
translations of many fragments; J. van Ess, Theologie
und Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jh. Hidschra, Berlin
1991ff., iv, 124-31 and vi, 338-57; U. Rudolph, AlMdtundi und die sunnitische Theologie in Samarkand,
Leiden 1997, 178-9 and index s.v.
(J. VAN ESS)

MUHAMMAD B

C

ABD AL-KARIM AL-KHATTABI

(ca. 1880-1963), Moroccan activist and leader
in the Rlf War.
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Ibn cAbd al-Kanm was born in the 1880s into the
large Berber tribe (kabild) Banu Waryaghal in the
Moroccan Rff [q.v.], son of a kadi who had close
relations with the Spanish in Melilla [q-v] and
Alhucemas Island. He studied at the Karawiyyfh in
Fas [q.vv], and was influenced by the Salafiyya [q.v.]
movement. From 1907 he worked in Melilla as a
teacher, military interpreter, journalist and kadi. After
the Moroccan Protectorate was established in 1912,
he opposed French colonialism and during the First
World War was briefly arrested by the Spanish for
supposed German sympathies. In 1919, an inchoate
movement emerged among the Banu Waryaghal to
resist the Spanish occupation, and Ibn cAbd al-Kanm
returned to reorganise it on a more stable basis by
imposing the Shari'a and establishing a European-style
military force.
After a rising against the Spanish in July 1921, he
founded a government based on principles of modernisation and Salafi reform. In February 1923 various Rift tribes gave him bay'as as imam; he sometimes
called himself amir al-mu'mimn [q.v], more to signify
the religious nature of his movement than to claim universal leadership. His forces defeated the Spanish in
1924 and invaded the French Zone in 1925. After a
joint invasion of the Rff in the autumn of 1925, Spanish and French armies crushed his state in May 1926.
Ibn cAbd al-Kanm was exiled to Reunion until, in
1947, he escaped in Egypt on his way to France. He
became the titular leader of the umbrella Committee
for the Liberation of North Africa. After Moroccan
independence (1956) he refused to return, saying that
the American bases prevented Morocco from being
truly independent. He died in Cairo in 1963.
Bibliography: D.M. Hart, The Aith Waryaghar of
the Moroccan Rif, an ethnography and history, Tucson,
Ariz. 1976 (useful on social background); G. Ayache,
Les origines de la guerre du Rif, Paris and Rabat 1981;
C.R. Pennell, A country with a government and a flag.
The Rif War in Morocco, 1921-1926, Wisbech 1986;
H. Munson, Jr., Religion and power in Morocco, New
Haven 1993 (on ideological aspects); Ayache, La
guerre du Rif, Paris 1996.
(C.R. PENNELL)
MUHAMMAD B. 'ARAFA (d. 1976), ephemeral
Sultan of Morocco 1953-5.
Muhammad b. c Arafa was the product of the
Franco-Moroccan crisis of the early 1950s when sultan Muhammad b. Yusuf (after 1956, Muhammad V)
(d. 1961) defied the Protectorate authorities and openly
supported the nationalists' demand for independence.
In March 1952 the sultan addressed a letter to the
President of the French Republic demanding the abrogation of the protectorate treaty of 1912. The French
not only rejected the sultan's demand but started contemplating plans for his removal. A scheme for a
dynastic change by which the Idrlsid cAbd al-Hayy
al-Kattanf would be made sultan was quickly abandoned in favour of a more realistic alternative, that of
finding a candidate for the throne from within the
c
Alawid house.
The idea of a new cAlawid sultan who would be
more co-operative, if not in effect a French puppet,
was judged to be more acceptable in view of the wide
popularity that had built up round the 'Alawid dynasty
since the early 1930s. Upon the instructions of Augustin
Guillaume, the French Resident General, Thamf alGlawf, pasha of Marrakesh, and cAbd al-Hayy alKattanf toured the country to gather signatures for a
petition demanding the removal of the sultan Muhammad V. The new candidate for the throne was found
in the person of Muhammad b. cArafa, a retiring per-

son from the cAlawid family. On 20 August 1953 the
legal sultan was deposed and sent into exile in the
French colony of Madagascar.
The enthronement of the new sultan was immediately met by a sweeping wave of opposition to the
French policy. Ibn cArafa was dismissed by the overwhelming majority of the Moroccan people as "the
sultan of the French" and they therefore refused to
give him allegiance. Mosque imams abstained from
mentioning his name in the Friday sermon, and when
they did this under French pressure, people simply
deserted the mosques. His proclamation had for its
immediate consequences the radicalisation of the
nationalist movement and the outbreak of armed resistance to the French in many parts of the country.
After two attempts on the sultan's life and the deterioration of security throughout the country, the French
realised the seriousness of the situation. Internationally,
the French action had been widely condemned, particularly by Spain which, as a co-partner in the protectorate system, felt deeply offended by the French
unatilateral move. The Spanish authorities maintained
allegiance to Muhammad V, and at the United Nations
the French government had also to face wide hostility to its Moroccan policy from the Arab and the
Afro-Asian bloc.
For the Moroccan nationalist movement led by the
Istiklal party [see HIZB. i, at Vol. Ill, 525], the return
of the deposed sultan and the removal of Ibn cArafa
became the most pressing demands and a rallying cry
for all political tendencies. When the French finally
decided to allow Ibn Yusuf to return from exile, they
had, in fact, accepted the principle of Morocco's independence. Ibn cArafa announced his abdication on
1 October 1955, and on 2 March 1956 the protectorate
regime formally came to an end. Muhammad b. cArafa
went into exile in France and died at Nice on 18
July 1976.
Bibliography: S. Bernard, Le con/lit francomarocam, 1943-1956, 3 vols. Brussels 1963; Jamil
M. Abun-Nasr, A history of the Maghrib in the Islamic
period, Cambridge 1971; Ch. A. Julien, Le Maroc
face aux imperialismes, 1415-1956, Paris 1978.
(MOHAMED EL MANSOUR)
MUHAMMAD B. ISMAIL AL-MAYMUN, the
s e v e n t h imam of the I s m a ' I l i y y a [q.v.].
The eldest son of Isma'fl b. Dja c far al-Sadik,
Muhammad was born around 120/738; and on the
death of his grandfather, the imam DjaTar al-Sadik,
in 148/765 he was recognised as imam by a faction
of the Imam! Shi'Is, who were later designated as
the Mubarakiyya. These Shf'fs, comprising one of
the earliest Ismacilr groups, affirmed the death of
Muhammad's father Isma c fl in the lifetime of the
imam al-Sadik. They further held that al-Sadik had
personally designated his grandson Muhammad on
Isma'fl's death. Muhammad b. Isma c fl carried the
epithet of al-Maymun, the "fortunate one", and his
followers were also originally referred to as the
Maymuniyya, another designation of the nascent
Ismacfliyya. Soon after 149/766, Muhammad b. Ismacll
permanently left Medina, the residence of the cAlids,
for the east and went into hiding; hence his additional epithet of al-Maktum, the "hidden one". Subsequently, he maintained his contacts with the
Mubarakiyya (Maymuniyya), centred in Kufa. Muhammad b. Isma'fl evidently spent his final years in
Khuzistan, where he had some following, and died
not long after 179/795-6 in the reign of the caliph
Harun al-Rashfd.
Until the schism of 286/899 in the early Isma'flr
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movement, the bulk of the Isma'iliyya acknowledged
Muhammad b. Isma'Tl as their seventh and final imam;
and as such, they denied his death and awaited his
imminent return as the Mahdl or Ka'im. In accordance with their cyclical view of the religious history
of mankind, the early IsmaTlfs also believed that
Muhammad b. IsmaTl was the seventh and final
speaker (ndtik]; on his reappearance, he would initiate the final era or dawr [q.v.], fully revealing to all
mankind the hitherto hidden esoteric truths (hakd'ik)
of all the preceding revelations. Muhammad b. IsmaTl
would rule the world in justice during that eschatological age of pure spiritual knowledge before the
physical world ended; he was thus considered as
the Kd'im al-kiydma. These beliefs were retained by
the Karmatls [q.v.~] who, in 286/899, split away from
those IsmaTlfs who acknowledged continuity in the
IsmaTli imamate and allowed for more than one heptad of imams in the era of Islam. The latter, the
Fatimid IsmaTlIs, denied the Mahdlship of Muhammad
b. Isma'Tl; for them, the final age was gradually postponed indefinitely into the future and Muhammad b.
IsmaTl himself was no longer expected to return as
the Mahdl.
Bibliography: Nawbakhtl, Firak al-Shica, ed.
H. Ritter, Istanbul 1931, 58-64, 90; Sacd b. cAbd
Allah al-Kummi, al-Makdldt wa 'l-jirak, ed. M.J.
Mashkur, 'Tehran 1963, 80-86, 103; Kulaynl, alUsul min al-kdji, ed. cAlf A. al-Ghaflarl, Tehran
1388/1968, i, 485-6; Abu Hatim al-RazI, K. alZjna, iii, ed. CA.S. al-SamarraT in his al-Ghuluw wa
'l-faak al-ghdliya, Baghdad 1392/1972, 287-89; Djacfar b. Mansur al-Yaman, K. al-Kashf, ed. R. Strothmann, London, etc., 1952, 103-4, 109-10, 113-14,
132-3, 138, 143, 150, 169-70; idem, Sara'ir wa-asrdr
al-nutakd', ed. M. Ghalib, Beirut 1984, 21, 39, 109,
112, 259; al-Kadl al-Nucman, Shark al-akhbdr, ed.
S.M. al-Husaym'al-Djalalr, Kumm 1409-12/198892, iii, 309-10; Idns Tmad al-Dm b. al-Hasan,
c
Uyun al-akhbdr, iv, ed. Ghalib, Beirut 1973, 351-6;
idem, %ahr al-macdm, ed. Ghalib, Beirut 1991, 204-8;
Ash'arT, Makdldt al-isldmiyyln, ed. H. Ritter, Istanbul
1929-30, 26-7; Shahrastanl, 16, 127-8, 145-7, Fr.
tr. D. Gimaret and G. Monnot, Lime des religions et
des secies, Louvain and Paris 1986, 138, 491-2, 5513, Eng. tr. A.K. Kazi and J.G. Flynn, Muslim sects
and divisions, London 1984, 23, 144, 163-5; Ibn
Tnaba, 'Umdat al-tdlib, ed. M.H. Al al-Talikani,
Nadjaf 1961, 233, 234ff.; H.F. al-Hamdam, On the
genealogy of Fatimid caliphs, Cairo 1958; W. Madelung,
Das Imamat in der friihen ismailitischen Lehre, in IsL,
xxxvii (1961), 43-86; H. Halm, Kosmologie und
Heilslehre der friihen Ismd(iliya, Wiesbaden 1978, 1837; idem, The empire of the Mahdl, tr. M. Bonner,
Leiden 1996, index; F. Daftary, The Ismd'ilis, their
history and doctrines, Cambridge 1990, index; idem,
A major schism in the early Ismd'ili movement, in Stud.
IsL, Ixxvii (1993), 123-39; and idem, A short history
of the Ismaihs, Edinburgh 1998, index.
(F. DAFTARY)
MUHAMMAD B. SAYF AL-DEM, IBN AYDAMIR,
c o m p i l e r of a l a r g e a n t h o l o g y of A r a b i c
p o e t r y , d. 710/1310.
Born in Baghdad in 639/1240, he served the last
'Abbasid caliph as a youth. Trained both in the chivalrous and humanist disciplines, he was appointed to
various civil offices by the Mongol Hiilegu and his
successors. Biographers mention that he wrote some
good poetry and epistles. Ibn Aydamir (which is how
he writes his own name, not Ibn Aydamur) died in
Radjab 710/November-December 1310, some five
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years after completing his great anthology al-Durr alfand, of which an almost complete, beautifully written, autograph has been preserved and published in
a facsimile edition. After an extensive introduction on
stylistics and literary criticism, the main part of the
work lists single lines of poetry, mostly of the gnomic
and quotable kind. They are arranged strictly alphabetically, not according to rhyme-word, but, unusually and usefully, by their beginnings. The core of
the book contains some 18,000 lines, a very large
number, which is, however, easily outnumbered by
the lines provided by the compiler in the margin,
often giving the context or parallels of quoted lines.
Biographical notes and philological commentary are
also included. The poets date from all periods, many
of them well known but also including lesser-known
or obscure poets.
Bibliography: Muhammad Ibn Sayf al-Dfn
Aydamur, al-Durr al-fand wa-bayt al-qasid/The priceless pearl a poetic verse [sic], ed. [in facsimile] F.
Sezgin, in collab. with M. Amawi, A. Jokhosha and
E. Neubauer, 5 vols. (viii + 332, 384, 377, 377,
534 pp.), Frankfurt am Main 1988-9 (Publications of
the Institute for the History of Arabic-Islamic Science, C,
45); G J. van Gelder, Arabic poetics and stylistics according to the introduction of al-Durr al-fand by Muhammad
Ibn Aydamir (d. 710/1310), in £DMG, "cxlvi (1996),
381-414; R. Weipert, Der Durr al-fand des Muhammad
b. Aidamur. Ein Thesaurus gnomischer Poesie aus dem
7./13. Jahrhundert, in W. Heinrichs and G. Schoeler
(eds.), Festschrift Ewald Wagner zum 65. Geburtstag. Band
2. Studien zur arabischen Dichtung, Beirut-Wiesbaden
1994, 447-61.
(G.J.H. VAN GELDER)
MUHAMMAD B. SHIHAB [see AL-ZUHRI].
MUHAMMAD <ABD ALLAH, SUAYKH (d. 1965),
p i o n e e r in the e d u c a t i o n of M u s l i m w o m e n
in the I n d i a n s u b c o n t i n e n t .
He was born on 21 June 1874, in a Kashmiri Sasan
(Hindu) Brahman family in the village of Bhan Tani
(district of Punch in Kashmir valley). Being a Hindu
at birth, he was named Thakur Das. His father, Mehta
Gormukh Singh, was a local landlord. According to
the traditions of his Kashmiri Brahman family, his basic
education in Persian was initiated under the tutorship
of Kadi Kutb al-Dln Kashmiri. Later, he was admitted
to the maktab of Miyan Nizam al-Dln Wazlr; there he
was taught the Shdh-ndma, Sikandar-ndma, and Tusuf u
^jilaykha, among other Persian books. Here also he
began learning Sanskrit. While still in his early teens,
he studied tibb-i yundni (the Greek medical system)
under the guidance of Mawlawl Nur al-Dln. Having
been encouraged by both these scholars, he was sent
to Djammu to continue his studies in the English system. In Djammu he remained under the guardianship
of Mawlawl Nur al-Dm. In 1890, at the age of 16,
he attended, in his company, the annual session of
the Muhammadan Educational Conference at Lahore,
where he enthusiastically listened to the speeches of
Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan [q.v.] and other functionaries,
being so inspired by these speeches that during the
session he embraced Islam.
In 1891 he traveled to 'Allgarh with an introduction from Mawlawl Nur al-Dm addressed to Sir Sayyid,
seeking admission to the Anglo-Muhammadan Oriental
College (which later became Aligarh Muslim University). While filling in his admission form he, for the
first time, wrote his Muslim name, Muhammad cAbd
Allah, by which he was to be known all his remaining
life. (It is not known when and how he acquired the
title Sjhaykh.} While still an undergraduate student, he
was privileged to have close acquaintance with Sir
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Sayyid, under whose personal attention cAbd Allah
learnt writing for newspapers on various educational
and social themes. It was, he stated, Sir Sayyid's guidance which inspired him actively to participate in the
community's welfare work.
After graduation with a law degree and at the
expressed desire of Sir Sayyid, cAbd Allah settled down
in 'Alfgarh and began his career as a lawyer. In 1902
he was married to Wahid Djahan Begam (from an
established Muslim family of Dihll), with whom he
had four daughters and a son.
A few of his childhood experiences of witnessing
cruelty and injustice to women left deep impressions
on him which were to lead him later in life to a
whole-hearted involvement in social welfare work for
women, especially in education. He intensely believed
that, with education, women's lot could alone be
improved. With the then existing atmosphere in
'Allgafh, he became more and more concerned with
the education of Muslim women.
During the 1896 session of the Muhammad Educational Conference, a section was established for women's
education; but because of Sir Sayyid's involvement in
other tasks, no practical steps were taken to attain any
specific objectives toward education of Muslim women.
In the 1902 session of the Conference, held at Dihll,
Shaykh Muhammad cAbd Allah, together with several
of his friends, proposed to revive the section on women's
education, which was enthusiastically approved: thereafter year after year he kept on propagating the necessity of providing adequate education to Muslim women
in India. For this purpose he began publishing a monthly
periodical Khdtun, the first issue of which came out in
1904 and continued to be published for the next ten
years. Also in the year 1904 he was permitted by the
Conference session at Lucknow to open a normal (up
to eighth grade) school for Muslim girls at cAlIgafh.
After three years of hard work he succeeded in establishing the proposed normal school. The modest beginning of this school in 1907 in cAllgafh attracted the
attention of the government of the United Provinces
(now known as Uttar Pradesh), which granted a sufficient sum for the purpose of buying land and constructing building for the school in 1908. The school
at that initial stage had no boarding facilities for girls
from outside the town. The increasing popularity of this
pioneer institution for Muslim girls' education throughout the subcontinent meant that there was a need of
residential facilities for girls from other nearby areas
who wanted to join. In 1911 help came again from
the U.P. government; Lady Porter, wife of the
Lieutenant-Governor of the United Provinces, laid the
foundation stone of the hostel adjacent to the school
building. The school which had a modest beginning
in 1907 had grown by 1936 into a renowned degree
college leading up to B.A. classes. In that year it was
affiliated to the Aligarh Muslim University.
Until 1947, education in all classes of the college and
its affiliated primary and secondary schools was conducted under the strict rules of Islamic seclusion. The
hostel followed also tradition both in observing parda
and in religious obligations. In 1947, however, after
the independence of the country and promulgation of
a secular constitution, the basic structure of Islamicoriented Western education remained untouched in
all the affiliated insitutions of the Muslim University
(Muslim Girls' College included), but seclusion of
women students and obligatory religious observances
were eliminated.
The attachment of Shaykh Muhammad cAbd Allah
to the Muslim Girls' College was so deep that he built

his spacious residential house close to the buildings
of the College, and from the 1940s onwards, donated
a large part of this house as the hostel for postgraduate girl students. His strong attachment to the girls'
education and welfare was reciprocated by the affectionate title of "Papa Miyan" with which he came to
be known in 'Aligafh.
In recognition of his pioneer work for Muslim
women's education the British Government awarded
him the title of "Khan Bahadur", and Aligarh Muslim
University honoured him with the award of honorary
degree of Doctor of Laws. Towards the end of his
life, in 1964 the post-Independence national government of India expressed its appreciation for his services
by awarding him the title "Padam Bhushan". He died
on 9 April 1965 at the age of 91, and was buried in
the garden of his residential house, adjacent to the
buildings of the Muslim Girls' College.
Bibliography: Sh. cAbd Allah, Mushdhiddt wata'thirdt [Urdu], 1969; idem, Sawdnih cumn cAbd Allah
Begam [Urdu] Delhi 21954; Khdtun, Urdu monthly
journal, 'Alfgafh, ed., Sh. Muhammad cAbd Allah,
1904-10; Thurayya Husayn, Bdni-e-Darsgdh: Doktor
Shaykh Muhammad cAbd Allah, haydt wa shakhsiyyat, in
Women's College, Muslim University Aligarh Magazine
(1975).
(GHAUS ANSARI)
MUHAMMAD CAKIF PASHA [see MEHMED CAKIF
PASHA] .
MUHAMMAD AL-DJAWAD [see MUHAMMAD B.
C

ALl AL-RIpA].

MUHAMMAD HAKIM MlRZA, M u g h a l
prince and half-brother of the emperor
Akbar [ q . v . ] , b . 9 6 0 / 1 5 5 3 , d . 9 9 3 / 1 5 8 5 .
In 973/1566 he was governor of Kabul and eastern Afghanistan for Akbar, but when temporarily
forced out of his capital by the Tlmurids of Badakhshan, he retreated towards India, where a group of
dissident Ozbeg nobles proclaimed him emperor at
Djawpur and incited him to invade India. He beseiged
Lahore with his forces, but had to retreat to Kabul.
For over a decade, he posed a threat on Akbar's
northwestern frontier, offering a legitimate alternative
to Akbar's rule. A fresh revolt of Mughal and Afghan
nobles broke out in 987-8/1579-80, in the wake of
Akbar's mahdar or decree proclaiming himself supreme
arbiter of religious affairs and claiming authority as
caliph, and Muhammad Hakim was again proclaimed
counter-emperor. Akbar sent his chief minister Todar
Mai [q.v] to supress the rebels in Bihar, and himself
marched against Kabul, entering the town in Radjab
989/December 1581. He pardoned Muhammad
Hakim and reinstated him, but it was not until
Muhammad Hakim's death in Shacban 993/August
1585 that all threats from Kabul were ended and the
region brought under direct imperial rule.
Bibliography: See that for AKBAR, and add RJ.
Majumdar (general ed.), The history and culture of the
Indian people, vi, The Mughul empire, Bombay 1974,
141-5, and J.F. Richards, The Mughal empire,
Cambridge 1993, 18-19.
(£.E. BOSWORTH)
MUHAMMAD SALIH KANBO LAHAWRl,
I n d o - M u s l i m h i s t o r i a n and stylist whose exact
dates of both birth and death are unknown but who
flourished in the llth/17th century under the Mughal
emperors Shah Djahan and Awrangzfb [q.vv.]. He may
have been the younger brother of the historian and
litterateur clnayat Allah Kanbo (d. 1082/1671 [q.v.]),
if Muhammad Salih's reference to this last person,
his master and patron, as birddar-i kaldn "elder brother"
is to be taken literally.
Virtually nothing is known of his life, but he was
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a government official in Lahore, where his tomb still
exists and where in 1079/1668-9 he had built a small
mosque. He is famed for his detailed history of Shah
Djahan and his reign, the cAmal-i Sdlih, completed in
1070/1659-60, but with later additions (many mss.;
ed. Ghulam Yazdanf, Bibl. Indica, 3 vols. Calcutta
1912-39), and also an inshd3 collection, the Bahdr-i
sukhan, still in manuscript.
Bibliography: Storey, i, 579-81, 1317.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
MUHAMMAD-SHAHI NIZARIYYA [see ISMA'ILIYYA] .
MUHAMMAD TAPAR [see MUHAMMAD B. MALIKSHAH].
MUHAMMAD CUTHMAN DJALAL (1829-16
January 1909, thus in Brockelmann, S II, 725),
E g y p t i a n t r a n s l a t o r and a d a p t e r of E u r o p e a n
d r a m a into A r a b i c .
He played a crucial role in the transfer of the
cultural milieu of European dramatic forms into an
indigenous Egyptian language and format. After
a traditional secondary education, he was sent to
Rifaca al-TahtawT's [see RIFACA BEY AL-TAHTAWI] famous
translation school, the Madrasat al-alsun, and became
thereafter one of the foremost of its graduate translators from French to Arabic (both literary and colloquial). Alongside his achievements as a translator he
also had a civil service career, firstly in the Khedive's
office, then as a judge in the Mixed Courts, and later
as a government minister. Various dates are given for
his death, ranging from 1894 to 1909 (cf. Brockelmann,
II2, 627-8, S II, 725).
Moving from the practicalities of administrative
manuals to the more complex stylistic issues of literary genres, Djalal began his literary translation career
with the Fables of La Fontaine, which he rendered
into Arabic verse and published in 1858 (al-cUyun alyawaki^ f i 'l-amthal wa 'l-mawdciz). In 1872 he issued
his famous translation of Bernardin de St. Pierre's
Paul et Virginie (as al-Amdnl wa 'l-minna ji hadith Kabul
wa-Ward I^annd), using the lofty style of sadf (rhyming
prose) and "arabising" and "islamicising" many of the
discourse elements of the original French text. He
thereafter turned his attention to the dramatic genre,
translating four comedies of Moliere into colloquial
Arabic poetry (using the form of raajaz) and once
again cleverly transferring the cultural context from
a European to an Egyptian milieu. The four plays in
question (published as a group in 1889) were: Tartuffe
(al-Shaykh Matluf], Lesfemmes savantes (al-Msd3 al-cdlimdt),
L'ecole des maris (Madrasat al-azwddj_), and L'ecole des
femmes (Madrasat al-zawajdt).
From comedy, he moved on to the French tragedians, translating (once more into colloquial Cairene
dialect) a set of plays by Racine and Corneille: Esther,
Iphigenie, and Alexandre le Grand by the former (as alRiwdydt al-mufida fl cilm al-tarddjidd), and El Cid by the
latter. His one excursion into dramatic writing on his
own part, al-Khadddmln wa 'l-mukhaddimm ("Servants and
agents", 1904), was, like his translated plays, composed in colloquial verse.
In the lengthy and complex process of indigenising imported literary genres during the 19th century,
Djalal's role as a translator was a central one. That
the translated versions of European works that he
produced were successfully assimilated into Egyptian
society can be convincingly demonstrated by the fact
that al-Shaykh Matluf, his Egyptianised Tartuffe and
most masterful adaptation, has been revived on the
Cairo stage in recent times (e.g. 1963, 1971) to tremendous popular acclaim.
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(R.M.A. ALLEN)
MUHAMMAD ZAMAN MIRZA, p e r e n n i a l l y
r e b e l l i o u s Mughal p r i n c e a n d b r o t h e r - i n - l a w
of the emperor Humayun [ q . v . ] .
On Humayun's accession in 937/1530, he allied
with Bahadur Shah of Gudjarat, provoking an invasion by Humayun of Gudjarat via Malwa. Muhammad
Zaman was pardoned, but in 941/1534 rebelled again,
this time in Bihar, but had to escape to Gudjarat
once more. This provoked a full-scale invasion and
occupation of Gudjarat by the Mughal emperor (9412/1535-6). Muhammad Zaman escaped; he tried to
claim the throne of Gudjarat for himself on Bahadur
Shah's death in 943/1537 but failed in the attempt,
submitting at last to Humayun.
Bibliography: See that to HUMAYUN, and add
RJ. Majumdar (general ed.), The history and culture
of the Indian people, vi, The Mughul empire, Bombay
1974, 45-51, 395, 398.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
MUHDATHUN (A.), "the Modems", i.e., in classical Arabic literary history, those poets t h a t came
after the a n c i e n t poets (called kudamdj} mutakaddimun or awcfil] of the pre-Islamic and early Islamic
periods. The term is first applied to some poets "of
the two dynasties" (mukhadramu 'l-dawlatayn), who flourished in the middle and second half of the 2nd/8th
century [see MUKHADRAM] . No formal end of the period
of the Muhdathun movement is recognised, but mostly
the term applies to poets of the first few centuries of
the 'Abbasid period. For poets from later times, one
finds occasionally the term still used, or, more commonly, expressions such as ahl al-casr and mucdsirun
"contemporary [poets]".
Critics were aware of the differences between the
poetry of the pre-Islamic (ajdhili) poets and that of
their successors, the mukhadramun (straddling the
Didhiliyya and Islam), the Isldmiyyun and the Umayyad
poets. However, the changes in style, themes and
motifs that arose from the mid-2nd/8th century—in
the wake of the fundamental social and intellectual
changes that took place in that period (such as the
role of the mawdli [see MAWLA] and the impact of
Greek and Persian civilisation)—were considered so
fundamental that the dichotomy between "old" (kadim)
and "modern" is dominant in traditional literary criticism. The distinction is important, too, in Arabic linguistics, since there was a general consensus among
the grammarians and lexicographers that only early
(pre-muhdath) poetry could serve as attestation for the
codification of the "pure" (fusha] language; as Ibn
Djinnl, quoted by Ibn Rashlk (cUmda, Cairo 1953, ii,
236), put it: "Modern poets [he uses the term muwalladun, on which see below] may be cited as authorities
(yustashhadu bihim) on motifs (ma'am], just as ancient poets
may be cited as authorities on words (or expressions,
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alfaz)". Even though many grammarians appreciated
the poetry of the Muhdathun for its literary qualities,
it is likely that the term originally had pejorative connotations, just as a bad sword could be described as
"modern, not cutting" (muhdath ghayr sdrim, Djarir,
in Nakd'id, ed. A.A. Bevan, Leiden 1905-12, 413).
Well before the period of the Muhdathun, the poet
Umayya b. Abl cA3idh (Jl. 80/700) praises his own
verse as "unlike the patchwork of the muhdathun'''
(Aghdnr, xxiv, 6).
Resistance to the poetry of "moderns" had various grounds: its language, diction, style, contents, or
even (though rarely) the fact that some prominent
poets were not only non-nomads but also non-Arabs,
witness the telling anecdote about Bashshar b. Burd
[q.v], often called "the father of the moderns", related
in Aghdnt2, iii, 166. It took some time for the Muhdathun
to be recognised by critics and anthologists. The
Tabakdt fuhul al-shu'ard* ("The classes of the master poets'")
by Ibn Sallam al-Djumahl (d. 231/845 [q.v.]) ignores
them, as does, for instance, Kudama b. DjaTar's [q.v]
Nakd al-§hfr. Abu Tammam'(d. 231/846 [q.v]), himself one of the greatest and most controversial of the
"moderns", included only a few fragments that could
be called muhdath poetry in his influential anthology
al-Hamasa (his less famous anthology al-Wahshiyydt, on
the other hand, has poems by Bashshar, Abu Nuwas,
Abu 'l-cAtahiya, Mutf c b. lyas, Muslim b. al-Walld,
Dicbil [<7.yy.] and other Muhdathun).
The recognition and esteem that many Muhdathun
received in their lifetimes from patrons and other
admirers is reflected in numerous reports and not
long after in anthological and critical works, too. A
contemporary of Abu Tammam, the poet Di c bil
(d. 246/860), compiled a (partly preserved) book on
poets in which the Muhdathun are included; some later
anthologies, such as Ibn al-Muctazz's [q.v] Tabakdt
al-shu'ara*, are wholly devoted to the Muhdathun. This
work opens with Ibn Harma (d. ca. 170/786 [<?.y.])5
who is more often considered "the last of the ancients"
(al-Asmacf, quoted at 20, and cf. Aghdnr, iv, 373) or
"in the rearguard of poets" (min sdkat al-shucard'', Ibn
Kutayba, Shfr, 473). Still quoted by linguists, but
already indulging in very "modern" techniques such
as writing a long poem without diacritical dots (Aghdni2,
iv, 378-9), Ibn Harma is a borderline case, like e.g.
Ibn Mayyada and Marwan b. Abl Hafsa [q.vv]. Even
Bashshar, "father of the Moderns", is sometimes called
"the last (khdtimat) of the (ancient) poets" (Aghdni1, iii,
143, 148, 150). It is rather surprising that Bashshar's
coeval, the caliph al-WalTd b. Yazld (d. 126/744 [q.v]),
in spite of his innovative poetry, is never counted
among the Muhdathun, presumably because he did not
live to reach the cAbbasid period.
As Ibn Kutayba said, "God did not restrict knowledge, poetry and eloquence to one period . . .; Djanr,
al-Farazdak, al-Akhtal and other \pre-muhdath poets]
were once regarded as 'moderns'" (Shi'r, 5). Of course,
the distinction between kadim and muhdath is not merely
a matter of chronology. The former is associated, or
even equated, with the poetry of the 'Arab, the nomadic
or semi-nomadic Bedouin, and the latter with the
poetry of sedentary poets who were often non-Arab,
like Bashshar, or of mixed descent (muwallad). Indeed,
the term muwalladun is sometimes used as a synonym
of muhdathun, at other times for those poets who follow that school [see MUWALLAD. 2. In Arabic language
and literature]. Al-Djahiz wrote (Hayawdn, iv, 130),
"The 'Arab and Acrab, both the nomadic and sedentary Arabs (al-badw wa }l-hadar min sd}ir al-carab), are
generally better poets than those poets who live in

towns and villages and are not of pure Arab stock
among the new generation (min al-muwallada wa
'l-ndbita)." Confusingly, the term muwallad has occasionally been used for poets of pure Arab descent,
even from the Umayyad period, such as "Umar b.
Abi Rabf c a, al-Kumayt b. Zayd and al-Tirimmah
[q.vv] (al-Sidjistani-al-Asmacf, Fuhulat al-shu'ard3, Cairo
1991, 124, 132, and cf.'lbn Rashfk, 'Umda, i, 90), presumably because they were not true nomads, some
of them, such as al-Kumayt, having learned and taught
grammar (al-Marzubanf, al-Muwashshah, Cairo 1965,
302, 326-7).
It is a commonplace of traditional criticism to contrast the "purity" and solidity of the old style with
the refinement and rhetoricisation of the new. The
old poet built a house, the modern poet embellished
and decorated it (e.g. 'Umda, i, 92); the former is like
a singer singing fine melodies with a coarse voice,
the latter sings inferior melodies with a sweet voice
(Ibn Waklc, quoted in cUmda, i, 92). Modern verse is
like a fragrant herb that smells deliciously but briefly,
early poetry is like musk or ambergris, increasing in
fragrance the more one rubs it (Ibn al-AcrabI, quoted
in al-Marzubanf, al-Muwashshah, 384). The Muhdathun
are credited with introducing badi' [q.v] consciously,
a term referring to various rhetorical and poetic artifices and embellishments. "Muslim b. al-Walld was
the first to use badi' on a large scale, after Bashshar
had first used i t . . .; then came Abu Tammam, who
used it excessively and immoderately" (quoted by Ibn
al-Mu c tazz, Tabakdt, 235). Obviously, the contrast
between old and new has been exaggerated and simplified: by no means all early poetry is stylistically
rough and unadorned, some of it, notably Umayyad
raajaz [q.v], is highly rhetoricised. Conversely, much
of "modern" poetry is unadorned and highly accessible, and its image is to some extent distorted because
in literary criticism and theory it was mainly the
rhetorical and embellished style that received attention. However, on the whole it is true that the most
characteristic innovation of the Muhdathun lies precisely in the development of refined rhetorical techniques, a novel use of metaphor (cf. the distinction
between the "old" and the "new" metaphor as pointed
out by W. Heinrichs, The hand of the Northwind,
Wiesbaden 1977), and of increasingly complex imagery
and "conceits", on which see e.g. B. Reinert, Der
Concetto-Stil in den islamischen Literaturen, in Heinrichs
(ed.), Neues Handbuch der Literaturwissenschaft. V. Orientalisches Mittelalter, Wiesbaden 1990, 366-408.
It is difficult to generalise about "modern poetry",
extremely varied as it is. Much of the ancient, Bedouin
vocabulary and diction is abandoned, yet the so-called
neo-classicist style of Abu Tammam and others
indulges, at least in their formal kasidas and other setpieces, in archaic words and expressions. There were
some prosodical innovations: a few new metres were
created and truncated forms of existing metres became
popular, yet all the old metres survived. Many oddities of grammar and prosody that were condoned in
old and Bedouin poetry as poetic licences (darurdt)
were deemed faults in new or urban poetry (e.g. Ibn
Rashlk, cUmda, ii, 269; Ibn Djinnf, Khasd'is, Cairo
1952,'i, 323ff.).
The cAbbasid critics themselves were aware that
the originality and novelty of "modern" poetry were
not as great as was sometimes claimed. Ibn al-Muctazz
[q.v] wrote his seminal treatise on rhetorical figures
and tropes, K. al-Badif, in order to demonstrate that
these figures and tropes can be found already in early
poetry and prose (Kur'an and Hadith); thus he provided
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a legitimisation of badic while at the same time condemning some of its excesses, notably Abu Tammam's
idiosyncratic techniques of metaphor, antithesis and
paronomasia. The two brothers called al-Khalidiyyan
[q.v.~\, in their K. al-Ashbah wa 'l-nag.d3ir, traced many
motifs and themes occurring in modern poetry to their
early predecessors, in order to prove the superiority
of the latter; it was written in response to those who
preferred the moderns.
The poetry of the Muhdathun certainly was not, and
could not have been, a wholly new start. The early
poets were canonised by consensus and could not be
ignored by the later ones. Modern poets had to choose
between slavishly imitating them, which became
increasingly archaic and inappropriate for urban poets,
or reacting against them (e.g. by means of parody
and in the "anti-«o«£" theme, common in Abu Nuwas
[see NASIB. d. c Abbasid period]), or by transforming
the early themes and motifs, by blending or subtly
changing them, while transforming diction and style
by means of rhetorical refinement. An important characteristic of modern poetry is the pervading presence
of shorter and monothematic poems, with themes that
in early poetry usually formed part of the polythematic ode or kasida [q.v.]: the khamriyya [q.v.] or bacchic poem, the tardiyya [q.v.] or hunting poem, the
zuhdiyya [q.v] or ascetic, anti-worldly poem, the "floral" poem (called nawriyya [q.v], zahriyya, rawdiyya or
rabi'iyya), the epideictic epigram (wasf), the gnomic
epigram (hikma), the obscene or scatological poem
(muajun [q.v]) and several others. Here, too, there are
precedents in early poetry, although it is not always
possible to determine whether an early short poem
was conceived as an independent epigram or is a
fragment of an incompletely transmitted poem.
In any case, the kasida retained its position as the
most prestigious form. As before, one was not considered a great poet unless one could boast of the
production of a substantial number of odes. It has
been argued (M.M. Badawi, From primary to secondary
Qasidas, in JAL, xi [1980], 1-31 and see his chapter
'Abbasid poetry and its antecedents, in J. Ashtiany et al.
(eds.), CHAL, 'Abbasid belles-lettres, Cambridge 1990,
146-66) that the coming of Islam brought about a
more radical change in poetry than the muhdath "revolution", a change seen in the shift from the tribal
and ritualistic kasida to the mostly panegyric ode modelled on the old type but being more strictly literary,
and in the shift from oral to literate transmission.
Important developments, too, took place in love-poetry
in pre-muhdath times (see GHAZAL. i. In Arabic poetry,
and several more recent articles by Renate Jacobi and
others). It is true that most of the changes of the
period of the first Muhdathun were prepared by the
early Islamic and Umayyad poets, yet on the whole
the traditional distinction between them and the
newer school is justified and the original contributions
of such innovators as Bashshar, Abu Nuwas, Abu
'l-cAtahiya, Abu Tammam and Ibn al-RumT cannot
be denied. The new sensibility has been linked with
the "discovery" of the individual, as a result of social
and political changes, such as the dwindling of the
old aristocracy, the individualistic egalitarianism
espoused by Islam, and high social mobility (see Th.
Bauer, Lube und Liebesdichtung in der arabischen Welt des
9. und 10. Jahrhunderts, Wiesbaden 1998).
Among the characteristics of the kasida among the
Muhdathun is a greater concern for coherence and
unity, or at least an avoidance of abrupt transitions.
Even though such thematic jumps, such as from nasib
to the panegyric section, are still found, most poets
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devoted care to some kind of connecting motif (takhallus
[q.v]}. And whereas many early poems seem to end
more or less fortuitously, often in mid-air as it were,
the Muhdathun often conclude with a proper peroration, ending with topics appropriate to an envoi, such
as a dedicatory passage or a blessing.
After the first few generations of Muhdathun poetry
had become so artful, its techniques had developed
to such an extent that it seemed to the following generations that it was difficult to come up with novel
things: the poet and critic Ibn Tabataba (d. 322/934),
in his clydr al-shicr (Riyad 1985, 13) speaks of the "trial"
(mihna) of the poets in his days who try to please exacting patrons by means of their rhetorical subtleties and
witticisms, while abandoning the truthfulness allegedly
found in early poetry.
If there ever was a true querelle des ancients et modernes in Arabic literary history, it was mostly fought
in moderate terms, the majority of critics professing
their respect for the ancients, even though many
pointed out the superior techniques of the moderns.
Thus al-Hatiml (d. 388/998) notes that the latter
excelled in takhallus "because of the bright minds and
subtle thoughts", surpassing the primitive methods of
pre-Islamic and early Islamic poets (Hilyat al-muhadara,
Baghdad 1979, 215-16). Diya' al-Dln Ibn al-Athlr (d.
637/1239 [q.v]) calls Abu Tammam, al-Buhturl and
al-Mutanabbl "the al-Lat, al-cUzza and Manat [q.vv]
of poetry" (al-Mathal al-sa'ir, Cairo 1962, iii, 226) and
pronounces them superior to all others, ancient and
modern (iii, 274). The Andalusian anthologist Ibn
Bassam (d. 543/1147 [^.y.]), explaining why he only
includes recent poets, speaks scathingly of ancient
poetry (al-Dhakhira, Beirut 1978-9, i/1, 13-14): "Everything that is recited over and over again is boring;
the ear rejects 'O abode of Mayya . . .'"; he goes on
to quote irreverently the opening words of several of
the Mu'allakdt [q.v], perhaps the most "canonical" of
all Arabic poems. At the other extreme stands e.g.
Ibn Khaldun [q.v.], arch-conservative for once, who
quotes with apparent approval the opinion that the
rhymes of al-Mutanabbi and al-Macarn [q.v] cannot
be considered true poetry, because they did not follow (ancient) Arab poetical methods (al-Mukaddima,
Cairo 1962, 1296, tr. F. Rosenthal, Princeton 1967,
iii, 382). However, in the controversies such as arose
on account of the style and motifs of Abu Tammam
or al-Mutanabbl, it is usually not a matter of old
vs. new.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): I. Goldziher, Alte und neue Poesie im
Urtheile der arabische Kritiker, in his Abhandlungen z.ur
arabischer Philologie, i, Leiden 1896, 122-76; Tana
Husayn, Hadlth al-arbicd\ ii, Cairo 1968 (first publ.
1922-4); S.A. Bonebakker, Poets and critics in the third
century AH, in G.E. von Grunebaum (ed.), Logic in
classical Islamic culture, Wiesbaden 1970, 85-lll;J.E.
Bencheikh, Poetique arabe, Paris 1975; W. Heinrichs,
Paired metaphors in muhdath poetry, in Occasional Papers
of the School of Abbasid Studies, i (1986), 1-22; Renate
Jacobi, Abbasidische Dichtung (8.-13. Jhdt.), in H. Gatje
(ed.), Grundriss der Arabischen Philologie. II. Literaturwissenschaft, Wiesbaden 1987, 41-57; E. Wagner,
Grundzuge der klassischen arabischen Dichtung, ii, Darmstadt
1988, 89-158; A. Arazi, El2 art. Shfr. 1. In Arabic.
Relevant, too, are studies on badic, such as Suzanne
P. Stetkevych, Abu Tammam and the poetics of the
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Abbasid age, Leiden 1991; Heinrichs, Muslim b.
al-Walid und badlc, in Festschrift Ewald Wagner, Beirut
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book of badic}. For a useful survey of mediaeval
critical opinions, see Ibn Rashrk, cUmda, i, 90-3
(fi 'l-kudamd3 wa 'l-muhdathin), 100-1 (section on
famous poets), ii, 263-45 (section on "modern
motifs", al-macdni al-muhdatha).
(GJ.H. VAN GELDER)
MUHIBB AL-DIN AL-KHATIB, Sunn! A r a b
j o u r n a l i s t , p u b l i s h e r and editor, an influential
figure of the Salafiyya [q.v.] as well as of Arab nationalism [see KAWMIYYA. 1] in the 20th century (18861969). He was born in July 1886 in Damascus. Already
in his youth his worldview was influenced by a number of Salafi thinkers such as Tahir al-Djaza°in (d.
1920), and also by the writings of various Arab protonationalists, including al-Kawakibf [q.v.]. The gist of
his views, which he advocated until the end of his
life, can be described as a peculiar blend of SalafT
and Arab nationalist positions (see Hurvitz, in Bib I.}.
As a student of law in Istanbul (1905-7), and until
the end of World War I, he was involved in the
activities of a number of Arab secret societies such
as al-Nahda al-cArabiyya and al-cArabiyya al-Fatdt (for
details, see his own account in al-Khatib, haydtuhu bikalamihi; also Burdj, Muhibb al-Dm al-Khatib; Tauber,
The emergence] idem, The Arab movements, in Bibl.).
From 1916 onwards, he served the "Arab Revolt",
first as a member of the editorial staff of al-Kibla in
Mecca, and later (summer 1919 to summer 1920) as
chief editor of the Hashimite official newspaper in
Damascus, al-cAsima. However, a few days after the
battle of Maysalun (24 July 1920 [q.v.]) and the subsequent French occupation of Damascus, he left Syria
for Egypt.
Having finally settled in Cairo, Muhibb al-Dln alKhatib in the following years rose to some prominence, in Egypt and far beyond, as owner of a printing
press, a bookshop and a publishing house serving the
causes of curuba [q.v] and Sunnf Islam, called alMatba'a al-Salafiyya wa-Mahtabatuhd. Further more, he
gained recognition as founder and main author of
two important journals, al-^ahrd' (1924-9) and al-Fath
(1926-48), and also as editor of mediaeval as well as
modern Arabic texts.
Even before the fall of the Hashimite rule in the
Hidjaz (1925), he had declared his support for Ibn
c
Su ud [see CABD AL-CAZIZ, in Suppl.] and subsequently
became an eloquent defender of Saudi-Wahhabf politics and religious practice [see WAHHABIYYA. 2]. In
this connection, he came forward as one of the most
influential Sunn! polemicists in modern times against
the Shrca in general and their role in Islamic history
in particular. As a result, he opposed all attempts at
an ecumenical rapprochement between the two sides
[see TAKRIB]. Even as chief editor of Madj_allat al-Azhar
(1952-9) he maintained this view (see Brunner, esp.
193-208). He is also remembered as one of the modern authors who tried to restore the image of the
Umayyads in the mind of the Sunnf Arab public
(Ende, 91-110). He died in Cairo on 30 December
1969.
Bibliography: 1. A r a b i c works. Kusayy
Muhibb al-Dm al-Khatfb, Fihrist al-Maktaba alSalafiyya, Cairo 1399/1978-9 (on p. 4, a list of his
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2. W e s t e r n s t u d i e s . W. Ende, Arabische Nation
und islamische Geschichte, Beirut 1977; E. Tauber, The
emergence of the Arab movements, London 1993; idem,
The Arab movements in World War I, London 1993;
N. Hurvitz, Muhibb al-Din al-Khatib's Semitic wave
theory and Pan-Arabism, in MES, xxix (1993), 118-34;
R. Brunner, Anndherung und Distant, Berlin 1996;
C. Mayeur-Jaouen, Les debuts d'une revue neo-salafiste:
Muhibb al-Dm al-Khatib et Al-Fath de 1926 a 1928,
in RMMM, nos. 95-8 (= Debats intellectuelles au
Moyen-Orient dans 1'entre-deux-guerres) (Aix-enProvence 2002), 227-55.
(W. ENDE)
MUCINSIZ (A., T.), from Ar. mu'In "supporter,
helper" and Tkish. sin "without", a term connected
with the introduction of the conscription system into
the Ottoman Empire in the 19th century to indicate
someone who has nobody to look after his
family and other dependants if he is drafted,
i.e. is a b r e a d w i n n e r . The decision as to who
was regarded as sole breadwinner in a family depended
on the age, sex and physical and mental condition
of those left behind and on their degree of kinship
to the potential mu'insiz. Mucinsiz were exempted from
regular military service, but served as reservists: as
redif and mustahfiz [see RAD IF] . Once one was registered as a regular soldier, becoming a mu'insiz was
rarely possible, even if personal circumstances had
changed.
Although mu'msiz, as reservists, had only limited
military obligations in times of peace, during times of
mobilisation and war they were called up to the
colours. In such cases, their families were left without breadwinners. To prevent these soldiers from worrying about their families and to obviate subsequent
problems with morale and even desertion, the Ottoman
state provided a separation allowance, the Mu'insiz
c 3
A ile Ma'dshi. First applied during the Crimean War,
the allowance and the terms under which it was
assigned remained rather vague until the second decade
of the 20th century. The First World War forced the
Ottoman authorities to become more specific. Articles
49-55 of the Miikellefiyyet-i 'Askeriyye Kdnun-u Miiwakkati
of May 1914 and its revised version of July-August
1915 dealt with the separation allowance. A bill for
a separate, thirty-one article law on the allowance was
discussed in the Shurd-yi Dewlet [see CABD AL-CAZ!Z;
DUSTUR. ii. TURKEY] in October 1915, but did not
reach the Medj_lis-i Wukeld (Council of Ministers) and
the Parliament until the end of 1918.
Bibliography: Pakalm, ii, 573; Nicole A.N.M.
van Os, Taking care of soldiers' families. The Ottoman
state and the Muinsiz Aile Maa§i, in E J. Ziircher (ed.),
Arming the state. Military conscription in the Middle East
and Central Asia, 1775-1925, London and New York
1999, 95-110; Ziircher, The Ottoman conscription system in theory and practice, in ibid., 79-94.
(NICOLE A.N.M. VAN Os)
MUKAWWIYAT (A.), a medical term, originally
denoting s t i m u l a n t s but gradually taking on the
meaning of aphrodisiacs—probably as a form of
euphemism—a meaning which it has retained into the
present day. It will be noted, however, that in the
Kdnun fi 'l-tibb of Ibn Sfna [q.v.] the term mukawwi
is already in recurrent use in the section devoted to
impotence (ii, 539-41). This is explained by the fact
that aphrodisiacs were intended to restore to the deficient man all his vigour and all his strength and to
excite his sexual desire (or that of the woman, evoked
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in some texts, although it is the male to whom most
attention is given), whence this blurring of meanings.
Mediaeval Arabic medical texts used, for these preparations, numerous words and expressions: munci^,
muhayyidj_ li }l-shahwa, muhqyyiaj li 'l-bdh, ashyd3 tukawwi
c
ald l-ajimdc and al-mufraddt al-bdhiyya. All these names
refer to the notion of stimulating erection, exciting
carnal desire and facilitating the sexual act.
In a society where virility remained a major factor, where guaranteeing the succession was an imperative for princes and where the presence of numerous
concubines was still an element of social prestige in
khdssa circles—not to mention Kur'anic verses calling
for the "ploughing" of wives—it was to be expected
that physicians should take an interest in aphrodisiacs and that texts of erotology as a literary genre
should proliferate. Thus it is worth noting the significant fact that the last recipe given in the famous formulary of al-Kohen al-cAttar is that of an aphrodisiac
(macaj_un al-sakankur, in Minhddj., 169). This medical literature should be considered in association with the
related tradition of works of erotology (kutub al-bdh),
the existence of which is noted, from the 4th/10th
century onward, by Ibn al-Nadlm in a section of his
Fihrist entitled Asmd' al-kutub al-mu3allqfa f i 'l-bdh alfdrisi wa 'l-hindi wa 'l-rumi wa 'l-carabi (436). He clearly
points out the suggestive function of these works (cald
tank al-hadith al-mushabbik), most of which are undoubtedly of Indian origin. Consequently, there existed a
science associated with sexuality, linking empirical
observations, theoretical material inspired by the predominant medical doctrines, and psychological considerations. It is thus that the Shaykh al-Nafzawf refers
to six causes of sexual desire: intensity of desire, abundance of sperm, encounter with desirable individuals,
physical beauty [of the object of desire], fortifying
nourishment and petting. He supplements this list with
reference to eight factors predisposing the male to
coitus (tukawwi cald }l-ajimdc}: good health, absence of
anxieties, happiness, relaxation, good diet, material
well-being, variation of position and changing of partners (al-Rawd al-cdtir, 143). Sexual problems described
by doctors therefore included, besides physical malfunctions, inhibitions and psychological neuroses.
Obviously, the form of treatment depended on the
precise definitions of these psychosomatic disorders.
Medical treatises also describe impotence (cadj_z, nuksdn
al-bdh} and functional problems related to erection
(intishdr, incd£), generally known by the term istirkhd3
al-kadib, paralysis, slackening of the penis—but also
female frigidity and anorgasm, which seem to be indicated by the expressions bard al-rahim or saldbat alrahim, respectively: drying up of the uterus, sclerosis
of its tissues (Kdnun, ii, 536-9).
The therapies applied in the treatment of these
disorders thus rely on a wide variety of remedies
ranging from potions to massages, ointments to autosuggestion. Medications may be either simple or
compound. Looking first at what could accurately be
called auto-suggestion: for the physician, this consists,
in recommending that his patient read pornographic
works on the multiple positions and forms of intercourse (al-kutub al-musannafa fi ahwdl al-dj.imdc waashkdlihi) or even listen to erotic anecdotes (akhbdr
al-mudj_dmiciri). As regards aphrodisiac products as such,
these are for the most part warming and stimulating
items such as ginger, cinnamon, sandalwood, musk,
camphor and asafoetida, combined with honey which
remains a sovereign remedy. Types of compound
aphrodisiacs are confections (macaj_uri) and electuaries
(diawdrshiri) which the invalid takes daily; oils (duhri)
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and pomades (marharri), prescribed for external use and
applied to the vagina, the penis, the pelvic region
and the loins; and douches for female use (hukna
tukawwi 'l-mar'a li 'l-ajimdc, Akrabddhin al-Kaldnisl, 144).
One of the ingredients most often cited is the
Egyptian skink (sakankur, Scincus ojficinarum], a variety
of lizard which when dried and salted was credited—
and is credited still in the traditional pharmacopoeia—
with remarkable aphrodisiac qualities (Minhdaj,, 169),
to such an extent that Dawud al-Antakl warns that
this remedy can lead to death from excess of erection (Tadhkira, 194). The success of this animal seems
to be explained by its phallic appearance, just as
today, for the same reasons, the horn of the rhinoceros is credited, in Chinese medicine, with highly
aphrodisiac qualities. This form of mind projection
featured, in one manner or another, in the choice of
certain other components utilised in the preparation
of aphrodisiacs: bull's penis, "fox's testicles" (khusd altha'lab, Satyrion, Orchis hircina L.) and testicles of the
cock or the ram. It should be noted that, in traditional Arab medicine, use is still made, according to
the theory of affinities, of the pulverised testicles of
calf or bull, as well as the officinal skink (Bellakhdar,
98). In conclusion, account should be taken of the
extent to which, in the mediaeval Arab medical tradition, coitus is seen as an activity particularly beneficial to man on the psychological and physiological
level, and the degree of importance attached by physicians to the physiological aspect.
Bibliography: Dawud al-Antakf, Tadhkira uli
'l-albdb, Beirut n.d.; Kohen al- c Attar, Minhddj_
al-dukkdn wa-dustur al-acydn, Cairo 1870; Ibn Slna,
al-Kdnun fi }l-tibb, 3 vols. Cairo 1877, repr. Beirut
n.d.; G.H. Bousquet, Uethique sexuelle de I'Islam, Paris
1966; J. Bellakhdar, Medecine traditionelle et toxicologic
omst-saharienne. Contribution a I'etude de la pharmacopee
marocaine, Rabat 1978; Ibn al-Nadlm, Fihrist, Beirut
1978; Badr al-Dm al-Kalanisi, Akrabddhin, ed.
Z. al-Baba, Aleppo 1983; B. Musallam, Sex and society in Islam, London 1983; F. Sanagustin, Mote sur
un recueil ancien de recettes medicinales, in BEO, xxxvi
(1984), 163-200; A. Bouhdiba, La sexualite en Islam,
Paris 1986; Shihab al-Dm al-Tifashf, Mzhat al-albdb
fimd Id yudj_ad fi kitdb, London 1992; al-Shaykh
al-Nafzawf, al-Rawd al-cdtirfi nuzhat al-khdtir, London
1993. It should furthermore be noted that there is
an abundant literature dealing with magical procedures for curing impotence (magical formulas,
amulets and clay tablets), or guiding the choice of
seasons and festive days for the sexual act (astronomical and agro-meteorological calendars).
(F. SANAGUSTIN)
MUSA AL-SADR, SAYYID, Im a ml S h l c l cleric
and p o l i t i c a l l e a d e r in L e b a n o n (1928-78?).
Born in Kum [q.v.] into a family of religious scholars with roots in southern Lebanon and clrak, he
studied in the maddris of his home town and at the
University of Tehran where he read (secular) law.
From 1954 to 1959, he pursued his studies in
Nadjaf [q.v.], his principal teachers being Sayyid
Muhsin al-Hakfm (d. 1970) and Sayyid Abu '1-Kasim
al-KhuT (d.' 1992). From Nadjaf he began establishing personal contacts with the Lebanese branch of his
family, and in particular with his uncle, the influential scholar Sayyid cAbd al-Husayn Sharaf al-Dfn [q.v.].
Before the latter's death on 30 December 1957, he
had apparently expressed the wish that Musa al-Sadr
should succeed him as leader of the Imam! Shf c l
community of Tyre [see SUR].
In late 1959, Sayyid Musa al-Sadr took up residence
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in Tyre. In the following years he gained influence
both locally and further afield as teacher and preacher
and also as a spokesman (called Imam) for the ShT'Is
of Lebanon [see also MUTAWALI] , who felt socially and
politically neglected by the government in Beirut. In
the face of considerable resistance on the part of the
old feudal leadership as well as from certain members of the Shf c f clergy, he finally succeeded in setting up a Higher Shicite Council (al-Maajlis al-Isldmi
al-Shici al-Acla) by resolution of the National Assembly
in December 1967. In May 1969 Musa al-Sadr was
elected president of this council, the first body to represent the Shf c a of Lebanon.
In March 1974 he launched a mass movement
called Harakat al-mahrumin, which was soon known to
have formed a military wing called Ajwddj. al-mukdwama
al-lubndniyya (AMAL). In late August 1978, more than
three years after the outbreak of the civil war in
Lebanon, Musa al-Sadr suddenly disappeared while
on a visit to Libya. The circumstances of this affair
remain mysterious, but after a few years he was pressumed dead even by the majority of his followers.
Both AMAL and its rival, Hizb Allah, claim to be the
heirs to his spiritual and political legacy.
Bibliography. 1. Arabic works. Markaz altawthrk fi Bar al-Khulud (ed.), Al-Sadtf [sic], Beirut
1979; cAdil Rida, Mac al-ictidhdr. . . li 'l-imdm alSadr, Cairo 1981 (includes press reports etc. concerning his disappearance); Dar al-Hawra3 (ed.),
Minbar wa-mihrdb. Al-Imdm Musa al-Sadr 1960 1969
bi 'l-kalima wa 'l-sura, 2Beirut 1987 (speeches, articles, interviews); cAbd al-Husayn Sharaf al-Dfn,
Bughyat al-rdghibin, ii, Beirut 1991, 619-35; al-Imdm
Musa al-Sadr, al-raa^ul, al-mawkif, al-kadiyya, Beirut
1993 (speeches, articles); 'Adnan Fahs, al-Imdm alSadr, al-sira wa }l-fikr 1969-1975, Beirut 1996; Husayn
Sharaf al-Dfn, al-Imdm al-Sayyid Musd al-Sadr. Mahattdt
ta'nkhiyya, Tyre 1996; idem (ed.), Abdj_adiyyat al-hiwdr.
Muhddardt wa-abhdth li 'l-Imdm Musd al-Sadr, Tyre
1997; Ahmad Kasfr, al-Imdm Musd al-Sadr, Beirut
1998; Had! Fadl Allah, Fikr al-Imdm Musd al-Sadr
al-siydsi wa 'l-isldhi, Beirut 1999; Ibrahim Khazim
al-cAmilf, Gharib al-'asr dyatalldh al-mughayyab al-Sayyid
Musd al-Sadr, n.p. [Beirut?] 1421/2000-01; Masirat
al-imdm al-Sayyid Musd al-Sadr, ed. Ya'kub Dahir,
12 vols., Beirut 2000.
2. In w e s t e r n l a n g u a g e s . F. Ajami, The vanished Imam, London 1986; A.R. Norton, Amal and
the Shia, Austin, Texas 1987; A. Rieck, Die Schiiten
und der Kampf um den Libanon, Hamburg 1989;
M. Halawi, A Lebanon defied. Musa al-Sadr and the Shica
community, Boulder, Col. 1992; A.W. Samii, The
Shah's Lebanon policy. The role of SAVAK, in MES,
xxxiii (1997), 66-91.
(W. ENDE)
MUSABAKA (A., pi. musdbakdt) "race, competition,
contest"; musdbaka tildwat al-Kur'dn is thus a "contest
in the r e c i t a t i o n of the K u r ' a n " . Such contests
are held in many contemporary Muslim countries
and contexts, such as Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Indonesia
and North America. International competitions are
held periodically in Mecca and in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia.
There is a national level recitation competition held
every two years in Indonesia. It is popularly known as
"MTQ," (for musdbakah tildwatil kur'dn). Local, regional
and provincial eliminations determine the selection of
the final contestants, who represent all of Indonesia's

provinces in a colourful and festive complex of events
lasting about ten days. The Indonesian approach to the
Kur'an recitation musdbaka conceives it to be a "national discipline" that affords Indonesia's Muslims a
chance to strengthen their religious life while enhancing their pride as citizens of the Republic. Although
recitation is at the core of the event, there are also
Kur'anic quiz shows for youth, who appear on provincial teams; an elaborate dacwa (Islamic "missions")
exhibit with displays of publications and programmes;
a parade through the streets of the host city; colourful opening and closing ceremonies with processionals,
special music, dance and recitation; and Islamic fashion
shows. There is considerable national media coverage,
as the MTQ is attended by the president, government ministers, the diplomatic corps, and distinguished
Muslim leaders from Indonesia and abroad. Each
MTQ is held in a different city, thus producing something like a royal progress about the country over the
years.
Although recitation is governed by long-established
dddb, as far as the conduct of particular musdbakdt is
concerned, one needs to refer to specific cases. For
example, the state television service in Surabaya, East
Java, has sponsored a provincial musdbaka that features groups of timed recitation selections (a standard
procedure) interspersed with popular musical interludes performed by Muslim "seminarians" on guitars
and other instruments (cf. Roman Catholic "rock"
masses). In the Indonesian national-level tournament,
the reciters are divided into categories of boys, girls,
women, men and handicapped (usually blind). There
are separate categories for those who read the Kur'anic
passages from a mushaf and those who recite from
memory. Judges evaluate the performances according
to established criteria in dddb (deportment, etiquette),
tadj_wid (technical rules and procedures of recitation),
and naghamdt (musical modes and melodies). Prizes
and trophies are awarded to winning individuals and
provincial teams, whose return home is marked by
special festivities.
Bibliography: There is not much scholarly literature on Kur'anic recitation competitions, although
specific events are covered in the popular media.
For Indonesia, see Khadijatus Shalihah, Perkembangan
seni baca al-Qur'an dan Qiraat Tujuh di Indonesia ("Developments in the art of reading the Kur'an and
the Seven Readings in Indonesia"), Jakarta 1983,
84-97; a more popular descriptive article is F.M.
Denny, The Great Indonesian Qur'an-chanting tournament,
in The World and I (June 1986), 216-23, based on
field work. The musdbaka idea is motivated largely
by a concern for maintaining and strengthening
Kur'anic literacy, especially in non-Arabic speaking
countries. For ways in which Indonesians approach
this, see Denny, Qur'dn recitation training in Indonesia:
a survey of contexts and handbooks, in A. Rippin (ed.),
Approaches to the history of the interpretation of the Qu^dn,
Oxford 1988, 288-306.
(F.M. DENNY)
MUSAFIR (A.), literally, "traveller". For the genre
of travel account literature, see RIHLA. For the rest
houses and caravanserais set up for travellers, see
KHAN, MANZIL, and MiHMAN, in Suppl. For the commercial caravans of which travellers also usually formed
part, see KARWAN. For the Pilgrimage caravans, see
HADJDJ. iii and AMIR AL-HADJDJ. For the highways along
which travellers passed, see SHARIC.
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2. In Swahili l i t e r a t u r e .
The word nddira is not well known in Swahili except
in scholarly circles. The Swahili word ngano (common
also in other Bantu languages) is in use for all invented
tales including fables, as opposed to hadithi, which
originally referred to Islamic legends about the Prophet
Muhammad and the characters he used to discuss
with the Sahdba, while seated in the mosque at Medina
after prayers. Today, such hadithi contain some of the
most fantastic adventure tales, including the exploits
of CA1I against the djinn and shaydtin. Next to Arabian
tales, such as Madjnun and Layla, there are tales of
Persian origin circulating on the Swahili coast, such
as those of Sendibada (= Sindbad) or Farhad and
Shfrfn. India is richly represented as a supplier of
motifs for the Swahili storytellers. Fables from the
Pancatantra, such as that of the monkey and the crocodile (who has become a shark in the Swahili version) are well known in Swahili, although they may
have come via the Persian version of this work, the
Anwdr-i Suhayll. Curiously, the Arabian version, Kalila
wa-Dimna [(7-fl.], is not known in Swahili. Some tales
even go back to Sanskrit literature, such as the Tale
of the Three Magic Objects from the Vetalapancavimsatikd, or the Tale of Moses (i.e. the Prophet
Musa) and the two Angels, ultimately based on the
Sanskrit Kathdsaritsdgara.
Swahili scholars are very well read in Arabic traditional literature, especially the Kisas al-anbiyd3 [q.v.],
Creation and cosmology (ibddc wa-cilm al-samawdt), the
Sira, Mawlid, Mfrdaj, and the fabulous tales of alIskandar and Nabl Sulayman.
Finally, there is the vast African heritage of narration, which includes fables for children including
the Aesop-type tales, as well as bloodcurdling stories
about ghosts and monsters of every description; purely
African, fresh original, well-structured tales of wonders.
Bibliography. E. Steere, Swahili tales, London
1869; C.B. Biittner, Lieder und Geschichten der Suaheli,
Berlin 1894; C. Velten, Mdrchen und Erzahlungen der
Suaheli, Berlin 1898; L. Reinisch, Die Somali Sprache.
I. Texte, Vienna 1900; Velten, Prosa und Poesie der
Suaheli, Berlin 1907; C. Meinhof, Afrikanische Mdrchen,
Jena 1917; E. Cerulli, The folk literature of the Galla
of Southern Abyssinia (Harvard African Studies, III)
Cambridge 1922; Alice Werner, Myths and legends of
the Bantu, London 1933; M.M. Moreno, Favole e
rime galla, Rome 1935; E. Damman, Dichtungen in
der Lamu Mundart des Suaheli, Hamburg 1940; idem,
Die Quellen der Suahelidichtung, in IsL, xxvi (1942),
250-68; J.W.T. Allen, Tendi, London 1971; H.T.
Norris, Saharan myth and saga, Oxford 1972; J.
Knappert, The epic in Africa, in Jnal. of the Folklore
Inst., iv/2-3 (Bloomington 1967), 17Iff.; idem, The
Qisasu 'l-Anbiyd'i as moralistic stories, in Procs. of the
Seminar for Arabian Studies, vi (London 1976), 103-16;
idem, Epic poetry in Swahili and other African languages,
Leiden 1983; idem, Islamic legends, Leiden 1985;
idem, Kings, gods and spirits from African mythology,
London 1986; idem, Myths and legends of the Swahili,
Nairobi 1986.
(J. KNAPPERT)

AL-NADJASHI, Kays b. cAmr al-Harithl, Arab
poet of the 1 s t / 7 t h c e n t u r y , probably called by
this epithet because of his dark skin inherited from
his Ethiopian mother, d. 49/669.
Born in Nadjran, he and his clan became converts
to Islam at Medina in 10/632. His bellicose nature
led him to compose virulent satires against cAbd alRahman b. Hassan b. Thabit, who replied with the
aid of his father. On the advice of al-Hutay3a and
Hassan [q.vv.], the caliph c Umar had al-Nadjashf
imprisoned for his invectives against the B. cAdjlan
and their poet Ibn Mukbil [q.v.]. At the battle of
Siffm, he joined CA1I and exchanged verses of a politicoreligious nature with Mu'awiya's poets, notably Kacb
b. Dju'ayl. However, he left 'All's side after the latter had him flogged for drinking wine during
Ramadan, and he went over to Mu'awiya's army,
eventually dying at Lahdj in Yemen.
Al-Nadjashl's poetic ceuvre does not seem to have
been gathered together in a diwdn by the early philologists, although Ibn al-Nadlm, Fihrist, ed. Cairo, 157,
mentions a kitdb al-Nadj_dshi attributed to al-Mada'im.
Modern authors, such as Schultess, Cheikho and alNu'aymf have endeavoured to piece together his surviving verses, and T. al-cAshshash, S. Ghurab and
S. Bakkarf have tried to reconstitute the diwdn, based
on some 50 sources, in Annales de rUniversite de Tunis,
xxi (1982), 105-201, comprising 333 verses in 64 pieces
of unequal length from one to 43 verses. His themes
are the usual main poetric ones: satire, praise, fakhr,
elegy and erotic poetry, with his poetry reflecting the
main phases of his life and times. Following al-cAmilI,
Ay an al-Shica, xliii, 368-9, he may be considered as
one of the main pro-cAlid poets of the period before
50/670, with his eulogies of CA1I and his supporters
and insults against Mu'awiya and his partisans at
the time of Siffm forming over half of his surviving
verses.
Bibliography: See, in addition to the works mentioned above, Brockelmann, S I, 73; Zirikll, A'ldm2,
vi, 58; Blachere, HLA, ii, 320; Sezgin, GAS, ii, 3078; and El Acheche, doctorat d'etat thesis, La poesie
shi'ite jusqu'au IIP siecle de I'Hegire, Paris 1988, unpubl.,
and corpus of Shf c l poetry to the 3rd century A.H.,
Ashcdr al-tasjiayyuc, Beirut 1997.
(TAIEB EL ACHECHE)
NADJIB KHAN (see NADJIB AL-DAWLA).
NAFAKA (A.), in Islamic law, m a i n t e n a n c e , i.e.
of the necessities of life, consisting of food, clothing
and shelter. The obligation to provide for a person's
maintenance arises from kinship, ownership and
marriage.
Kinship
Fathers are obliged to provide for their children,
unless the latter have sufficient property to support
themselves. The obligation lasts with regard to boys
until puberty, and regarding girls, until they marry
and their marriage is consummated. After puberty,
boys are entitled to maintenance from their fathers if
they are physically or mentally unfit to support themselves and their fathers have sufficient means.
According to all schools of jurisprudence, children
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with sufficient means must support their parents if
they are indigent. The ShafTfs and Imam! Shr c fs hold
that this obligation exists with regard to all ascendants. The Hanafis extend it to all blood relatives
within the forbidden degrees (dhawu rahim mahrani).
Ownership
The owner of a slave has the duty to maintain
him or her. If he fails to do so, the judge may sell
the slave without the master's consent.
Marriage
The husband's duty to maintain his wife is regarded
as a consideration for her being under her husband's
control (mahbusa). As a consequence, her right to maintenance arises only after the consummation of her
marriage, when cohabitation begins, and does not
depend on her indigence. According to most schools,
the level of maintenance depends on the status of
both spouses. A wife is always entitled to be housed
alone, preferably at some distance from her co-wives,
and not to be forced to share her accommodation
with her husband's relatives. If it is in accordance
with the status of both spouses, the wife must be provided with a domestic servant.
The wife's right to maintenance ends with the termination of the marriage by her husband's decease
or by repudiation. Since marriage persists after a revocable repudiation (taldk [q.v.] rad£i) until the expiry of
the waiting period (cidda [</.y.]), the wife is entitled to
maintenance during this period. Although after an
irrevocable (ba'iri) repudiation the marriage comes
immediately to an end, the husband must provide for
his former wife during the ensuing waiting period if
she is pregnant. If she is not, opinions vary.
The husband's obligation is suspended if his wife
is disobedient (nashiza). This is the case if she refuses
to move to the marital home or leaves it without her
husband's consent or a lawful reason. Her right to
maintenance, however, is not affected if her behaviour is justified, e.g. if the home provided by her husband does not meet the legal requirements (maskan
shafi) or if he has exceeded the bounds of proper
marital chastisement. All schools but the Hanafis (who
argue that such circumstances are practically impossible to prove) regard the wife's refusal to have sexual intercourse with her husband as disobedience
entailing the suspension of maintenance.
Whereas most schools regard maintenance as an
ordinary debt whose arrears are due and payable, the
Hanafi view is different: if the husband for whatever
reason does not provide maintenance, his obligation
expires after one month, unless the amount of maintenance has been specified by agreement between the
spouses or by judicial decree. All schools except the
Hanafis and the Shf c fs regard the husband's failure
to provide maintenance as a ground for divorce for
the wife. Since the Hanafi doctrine on these two issues
was prejudicial to women, the views of the other
schools have now been introduced by legislation in
many Hanafi countries.
For nafaka in the sense of e x p e n d i t u r e , see
RIZK. 3.
Bibliography: Muhammad Abu Zahra, al-Ahwal
al-shakhsiyya, Cairo n.d., 243-73; Yusuf al-Fakrh, alAhwal al-shakhsiyya fi fikh Ahl al-Bayt, Beirut 1989,
292-6; cAbd al-Rahman al-Djazfrf, Kitdb al-fikh cald
'l-madhdhib al-arbaca, iv, Kism al-ahwdl al-shakhsiyya,
5th impr. Cairo n.d., 553-94; Y. Linant de Bellefonds, Traite de droit musulman compare, Paris etc. 1965,
ii, 256-86; D. Santillana, Istituzioni di diritto musulmano
malechita con riguardo anche al sistema sciafiita, Rome
1938, i, 231-4, 243-7; Y. Meron, ^obligation ali-

mentaire entre epoux en droit musulman hanefite, Paris
1971.
(R. PETERS)
AL-NAHY C AN AL-MUNKAR (A.), "forbidding
}
c
}
wrong", in full al-amr bi l-ma ruf wa l-nahy can almunkar, "commanding right and forbidding wrong".
The term is used to refer to the e x e r c i s e of legiti m a t e a u t h o r i t y , either by holders of public office
or by individual Muslims who are legally competent
(mukallaf), with the purpose of encouraging or enforcing adherence to the requirements of the Shanca.
This article deals mainly with the duty of individual
Muslims in this regard; technically, this is usually considered to be a collective obligation (fard kifdyd) [see
FARD] .
1. Terminology.
The term is taken from the Kur'an, where forbidding wrong is generally held to be imposed as a
duty in III, 104: "Let there be one community of
you, calling to good, and commanding right and forbidding wrong; those are the prosperers." Other verses
making clear reference to forbidding wrong are III,
110, 114; VII, 157; IX, 71, 112; XXII, 41; XXXI,
17. However, there is little indication in the Kur'an
of the concrete character of the duty.
The most-cited Sunn! tradition uses a somewhat
different wording. In the frame-story, a man reproves
the Umayyad governor of Medina (the future caliph
Marwan I [q.v.]) for infringing the sunna in the course
of leading a ritual prayer. The Companion Abu Sa c fd
al-Khudrf (d. 74/693) approves the man's action, and
quotes the Prophet as saying: "Whoever of you sees
a wrong (munkar), let him put it right (fa-l-yughayyirhu) with his hand; if he cannot, then with his tongue;
if he cannot, then with [or in] his heart" (Muslim,
Sahih, ed. M.F. cAbd al-Bakf, Cairo 1955-6, 69, no.
49). From this tradition is derived the term taghyir almunkar "righting wrong", while a variant text supports
the term inkdr al-munkar "(manifesting) disapproval of
wrong".
The Muslim scholars take it for granted that alnahy can al-munkar, taghyir al-munkar and inkdr al-munkar
all refer to the same duty. They occasionally make
distinctions between al-amr bi 'l-macruf and al-nahy 'an
al-munkar, but normally assume that a single duty is
involved. Al-Ghazall (d. 505/1111 [qv.]), devised a
new terminology for the duty of individuals based on
the root h-s-b', thus the duty itself is hisba, one who
performs it is muhtasib, etc. (Ihyd3 culum al-din, Cairo 19678, ii, 398). Hereafter the duty is referred to in this article as "forbidding wrong".
2. Forbidding w r o n g by h o l d e r s of public
office.
The sources speak of the exercise of authority by
the legitimate ruler of the community as forbidding
wrong. This usage is especially common in Imamf,
Zaydl and Ibadf texts, where forbidding wrong is
closely linked to the imamate (e.g. CA1I b. Ibrahim alKumrm, To/sir, ed. T.M. al-Djaza'iri, Nadjaf 1386-7/19668, i, 306; £Alf b. Muhammad al-cAlawI, Sirat al-Hddl
ild 'l-Hakk Tahyd ibn al-Husayn, ed. S. Zakkar, Beirut
1972, 29; al-BisyawI, Djamt\ Ruwl 1984, iv, 192). But
such language is also found in Sunnf sources (e.g. alMascudf, Murudj., §3,111, on the caliph al-Muhtadf
[q.v.]). Holders of subordinate offices may also be
described as forbidding wrong, especially the officiallyappointed muhtasib (e.g. al-Mawardr, al-Ahkdm alsultdniyya, ed. A.M. al-Baghdadl, Kuwait 1989, 315)
[see HISBA]. Despite the fact that such diction is widespread, it is not usually an object of scholastic reflection. Where scholars writing on the role of the muhtasib
pause to analyse the duty of forbidding wrong, they
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tend to borrow what they say from discussions of the
duty of the individual (as in the chapter on the muhtasib
in KhundjT, Suluk al-muluk, ed. M. C A. Muwahhid,
Tehran 1362 shamsi/\983, 175-99, which includes much
material going back to al-Ghazali). Opinion is divided
on the question whether the state should have a monopoly of the use of violence in forbidding wrong.
3. F o r b i d d i n g w r o n g by i n d i v i d u a l s in p r i n ciple.
There is an extensive scholastic literature on this
subject. Much material may be found in sources of
the following types: Kur'an commentaries under the
relevant Kur'anic verses; commentaries on Prophetic
traditions under the relevant traditions; the handbooks
of doctrine (usul al-dm) of some but not all theological schools; works on substantive law among the
ImamTs, Zaydls and Ibadfs (but not the SunnTs); and
occasional monographs devoted to forbidding wrong.
In terms of wealth of concrete detail, the richest body
of material on the duty is a collection of responsa of
Ahmad b. Hanbal (d. 241/855 [q.v.]) (Abu Bakr alKhallal, al-Amr bi }l-macruf wa 'l-nahy can al-munkar, ed.
C
A.A. cAta, Cairo 1975). In conceptual terms, the most
sophisticated discussions stem from the Mu c tazila [q.v.]
and their Zaydl and Imam! heirs; by contrast, the
Ashcariyya and Matundiyya [q.w.] have less to say.
By far the most influential account of the duty is the
substantial and very clear analysis that al-Ghazair
included in his Ihya3 (ii, 391-455, forming the ninth
book of the second quarter, rub\ of the work). The
influence of this treatment extended to all Sunn!
schools, and also to the Imamfs, Zaydls and Ibadfs.
The central theme in formal discussions of the duty
is often the set of conditions under which someone
is obligated to confront a wrong. In the account of
the Zaydl Mu'tazilT Mankdlm (d. 425/1034), a pupil
of the Shafi'I Mu'tazill cAbd al-Djabbar b. Ahmad
al-Hamadhanl (d. 415/1025 [</.&.]), these conditions
are in outline as follows: (1) knowledge of law: the
prospective performer of the duty must know that
what he forbids is indeed wrong; (2) knowledge of
fact: he must know, or have good reason to believe,
that the wrong in question is in the making (hddir)\
(3) absence of worse side-effects: he must know that
his action will not lead to a greater evil; (4) efficacy:
he must know, or have good reason to believe, that
his speaking out will be efficacious; (5) absence of
danger: he must know, or have good reason to believe,
that his action will not lead to harm to his person
or property (Mankdlm, Ta'lik Shark at-Usul al-khamsa,
edited by CA. 'Uthman as the Shark al-Usul al-khamsa
of cAbd al-Djabbar b. Ahmad, Cairo 1965, 142-3).
Other scholars are likely to discuss these issues in
somewhat different ways, and to disagree on details.
Occasionally a scholar will reject a condition outright,
but this is rare; a case in point is the Shafi'f alNawawl (d. 676/1277), who holds the uncommon
view that one should proceed irrespective of the
prospects of success, thus rejecting the fourth condition (cf. Shark Sahih Muslim, Beirut 1987, i, 382); he
is followed in this by a good number of later ShaficTs
and some non-ShaficTs.
The means by which the duty is to be performed
are generally presented in an escalatory sequence (e.g.
Mankdlm, Ta'tik, 144, 744-5; al-Ghazall, Ihyd\ ii, 420-5;
contrast the wording of the Prophetic tradition cited
above). Thus one should speak politely to the offender
before rebuking him harshly, and only proceed to
physical action if words are of no avail. The major
disagreement concerns the use of violence in forbidding wrong: can it be used by individuals, and if so,
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can it reach the point of recourse to arms? The use
of arms finds favour among the Mu'tazills, Zaydls
and Ibadls, and is sanctioned by some Sunnfs; but
many SunnTs reject it, as do the ImamTs.
This is not the only issue on which tension arises
between more activist and more quietist approaches
to forbidding wrong. Thus there is a major disagreement in connection with the fifth condition. While
it is generally accepted that danger voids the obligation (at least if the degree of prospective harm is significant), it is disputed whether, or in what circumstances,
it may still be virtuous to proceed. Thus according
to Mankdlm, such action would be virtuous only if
it secured the greater glory of the faith (fzaz al-dm,
see Ta'lik, 143), whereas the Hanafi Muctazill Abu
'1-Husayn al-Basrl (d. 436/1044 [q.v. in Suppl.]), likewise a pupil of cAbd al-Djabbar, held that no such
distinction could be made, the greater glory of the
faith being at issue in all such cases (cf. al-HimmasT,
al-Munkidh mm al-taklid, Kumm 1412-14/1991-4,' ii, 219).
By contrast, Imam! authorities condemn such action
(e.g. Murtada, Dhakhira, ed. A. al-HusaynT, Kumm
1411/1990-1, 557-8).
A closely related question is whether it is virtuous
to rebuke rulers harshly for their misdeeds. Al-GhazalT,
representing a widespread view, was strongly in favour
of this, and included in his discussion of the duty a
substantial number of relevant anecdotes (Ihyd\ ii, 437-55).
Ibn Hanbal, by contrast, discouraged such activity
(Ibn Abl Yacla, Tabakdt al-Handbila, ed. M.H. al-Fikl,
Cairo 1952, i, 47), and the HanbalT Ibn al-DjawzT
(d. 597/1201) followed suit in his recension of alGhazalT's Ihya3 (see Ahmad b. Kudama al-MakdisT,
Mukhtasar MinhddJ al-kdsidin, Damascus 1389, 130).
Likewise Muhsin al-Fayd (d. 1091/1680), in his Imam!
recension of the lhya\ disallows rudeness to rulers,
and impugns the motives of the heroes of al-GhazalT's
anecdotes (al-Mahaaj_aj_a al-baydd3 ji tahdhib al-Ihyd*, ed.
C
A.A. al-Ghaftan, Tehran 1339-42 shamsi/1960-3, iv,
112-13).
A final question of this kind, for those who accept
recourse to arms, is whether forbidding wrong can
take the form of rebellion against unjust rule. Such
rebellion is usually condemned among the Sunnls,
although Ibn Hazm (d. 456/1064) is a striking exception (Fisal, Cairo 1317-21, iv, 175-6). Thus Abu Hanlfa
(d. 150/767-8) is quoted as rejecting rebellion on the
ground that its costs would exceed its benefits (Abu
Hanlfa, al-Fikh al-absat, ed. M.Z. al-KawtharT, Cairo
1368, 44). But rebellion under the aegis of forbidding
wrong finds approval among, for example, the IbadTs
(cf. P. Crone and F. Zimmermann, The epistle of Sdlim
ibn Dhakwdn, Oxford 2001, 140, §127 of the Arabic
text), here continuing a Kharidjite tradition, and the
Zaydfs (e.g. Muhammad b. Sulayman al-Kufi, Muntakhab,
Sanca5 1993, 14).
One major concern (on which the systematic discussions in Muctazill and related sources are surprisingly silent) is privacy: how far do its requirements
override the duty of forbidding wrong? The basic idea
is that for forbidding wrong to be in place, the wrong
must in some way be public knowledge; a hidden sin,
according to a Prophetic tradition, harms only the
sinner (Ibn Abi '1-Dunya, 'Ukubdt, ed. M.K.R. Yusuf,
Beirut 1996, 43, no. 40). Moreover, steps that would
make hidden wrongs manifest are strongly discouraged. The Kur'anic prohibition of spying (XLIX, 12)
is widely quoted (e.g. Abu Yacla Ibn al-Farra3, alMu'tamadfi usul al-dm, ed. W.Z. Haddad, Beirut 1974,
§355), as are versions of a Prophetic tradition that
makes it a duty not to disclose shameful aspects of
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the lives of outwardly respectable Muslims (also quoted
by Abu Yacla; cf. Muslim, Sahih, 1996, no. 2,580).
The problematic cases arise in the grey area between
public and private. Thus if one passes someone in
the street who has a suspicious bulge under his cloak—
suggesting that he is carrying a bottle of alcoholic
liquor or a musical instrument—should one confront
him (cf. Abu Yacla Ibn al-Farra3, al-Ahkdm al-sultdniyya,
ed. M.H. al-Fikr, Cairo 1966, 296-7)?
4. Forbidding wrong by i n d i v i d u a l s in practice.
Some of the more concrete prescriptive literature
also sheds light on the practice of the duty. Thus the
responsa of Ibn Hanbal illustrate the kinds of wrong
regularly confronted by individual Muslims in 3rd/9th
century Baghdad. The most frequent are making music
and drinking alcoholic liquor, followed by sexual misconduct (cf. al-Khallal, al-Amr bi 'l-ma'ruf, no. 57); a
variety of other wrongs appear from time to time,
such as faulty prayer, chess-playing and the display
of images. The mix seems to have been much the
same at other times and places.
Biographical and historical sources preserve a considerable amount of scattered anecdotal material
regarding the actual performance of the duty. On the
whole, this material is richer for the earlier centuries
of Islam than for later periods.
One respect in which the anecdotal material differs significantly from the prescriptive material is that
it is much less ambivalent about confrontations involving danger. Thus many approving stories are told of
pious Muslims who rebuked unjust rulers without
regard for the consequences. An example is the reproof
administered by Shu'ayb b. Harb (d. 196/811-12) to
the caliph Harun al-Rashfd [q.v.] on the road to
Mecca, in which he addressed the caliph by name;
he was released when he pointed out that he did the
same to God (al-Khatlb al-Baghdadf, Ta'nkh Baghdad,
Cairo 1931, ix, 239-40). At the same time, historical
sources provide numerous examples of rebels who
invoked forbidding wrong (see e.g. Ibn Hayyan,
Muktabis, ed. M.M. Antufia, Paris 1937, 133, on the
AndalusI rebel Ibn al-Kitt [q.v.] in 288/901).
While the anecdotal material normally takes the
side of those who perform the duty, it also brings out
the fact that they were often regarded by others as
pious busybodies; thus when Abu '1-Husayn al-Nurf
(d. 295/907-8) [see AL-NURI] concerns himself with a
cargo of wine belonging to the caliph, the boatman
calls him a "meddlesome Sufi" (sufi kathir al-fudul) (alDhahabf, Siyar cilam al-nubald*', ed. S. al-Arna'ut et al.,
Beirut 1981-8, xiv, 76).
5. M o d e r n d e v e l o p m e n t s .
Discussion of forbidding wrong has played a significant part in the modern history of Islamic thought
and practice, with Imam! scholars tending to be more
innovative than Sunnf ones.
One question that has naturally received increased
attention is the role of women in forbidding wrong.
In pre-modern times, a few authorities explicitly
excluded women from performing the duty, a few
(notably al-Ghazalf and some Ibadfs) explicitly included
them, but most said nothing either way (for al-Ghazalf's
view, see Ihya\ ii, 398). Modern authors, by contrast,
often include women, even if they limit their role (e.g.
Khalid b. cUthman al-Sabt, al-Amr bi 'l-mcfruf wa 'l-nahy
c
an al-munkar, London 1995, 171-2, a conservative
Sunn! view; Ahmad Tayyibf Shabistarf, Takiyya; amr
bah ma'rufwa nahy az munkar, Tehran 1350 shamsi/\97\,
208, a radical Imam! view).
There has been a widespread trend towards greater

political activism, most consistently among the Imamis.
Thus the view that it is wrong to proceed in the
face of danger was qualified or rejected not just by
Khumaynl (d. 1409/1989 [q.v. in Suppl.]) (Tahrir alwasila, Beirut 1981, i, 472-6), but by numerous scholars of his and later generations. On the Sunn! side,
one example among many of a strongly activist figure is the Algerian cAlf b. Hadjdj; thus in a talk distributed on cassettes, he quotes with enthusiasm a
passage in which al-Ghazalf sanctioned the recruitment of armed bands in the cause of forbidding wrong
(Ihya3, ii, 425). But more quietist trends are also at
work. Thus in Egypt, Hasan al-Banna (d. 1368/1949)
[see AL-BANNA3] was against forbidding wrong "with
the band" (cAbd al-Khablr al-KhulI, Kd'id al-dacwa alIsldmiyya Hasan al-Banna, Cairo 1952, 73), and Sayyid
Kutb (d. 1386/1966 [q.v.]) considered the duty to be
in abeyance in the absence of an Islamic state (Fi
Zildl al-Kur>dn, Beirut 1973-4, 949). Khalid al-Sabt, a
mainstream Su'udf scholar, does not share such views,
but bypasses the more subversive statements of alGhazall (al-Amr bi 'l-macruf, 316ff.).
There has also been an unprecedented emphasis
on the desirability of achieving greater organisation
for the purpose of forbidding wrong (see e.g.
Muhammad Ahmad al-Rashid, al-Muntalak, Beirut
1976, 146-54, for a Sunn! view, and Husayn al-Nurf
al-Hamadanf, al-Amr bi 'l-macrufwa 'l-nahy fan al-munkar,
Tehran 1990, 65, for an Imam! view). In some Islamic
countries, this has led to the creation of new organs
of the state entrusted with the performance of the
duty (but not to the revival of the traditional office
of the official muhtasib). Thus in Sucudi Arabia, a system of "committees (hayat) for commanding right and
forbidding wrong" emerged in the aftermath of the
Su'udl conquest of the Hidjaz in 1343-4/1924-5, initially as a device to contain the zeal of the Wahhabf
Ikhwan [q.v.] against the misdeeds of the Hidjazis and
pilgrims (cf. Hafiz Wahba, I^a^irat al-cArab fi 'l-karn
al-cishnn, Cairo 1961, 309-12). In Iran, following the
Islamic Revolution of 1399/1979, a plurality of organs
of the state acquired responsibility for forbidding
wrong; and in Afghanistan, a single organisation was
established to discharge the duty after the Taliban
conquered Kabul in 1417/1996.
Bibliography: See also Eh, art. "Amr be macruf"
(W. Madelung); M. Cook, Commanding right and forbidding wrong in Islamic thought, Cambridge 2000 (with
extensive bibl.). Many of the works cited in the
article contain substantial treatments of forbidding
wrong, notably those of al-Khallal, Mankdfm and
al-Ghazall.
(M. COOK)
NAKD (A.), "[literary] criticism", in modern
Arabic, al-nakd al-adabi, in mediaeval times most commonly used in the construct nakd al-shicr "criticism of
poetry". The critic is ndkid (pi. nukkad or nakada) or,
more rarely, nakkdd; the form VIII verbal noun intikdd
is a synonym of nakd. The term originated in the figurative use (maajaz) of nakd in the sense of "assaying
(coins) and separating the good from the bad" (for
the maajdz character, see al-Zamakhsharf. Asds albaldgha, Beirut n.d., col. 469c, and for an extended
analogy between assayer and critic, see al-Tawhfdf,
al-Mukdbasdt, Cairo 1347/1929, 170). Outside the field
of literary criticism the term is also used in hadith
criticism (al-Tahanawf, Kashshdf, ed. A. Sprenger,
Calcutta 1862, 1381, s.v. intikdd}; here, too, the analogy of the assayer is invoked (see Ibn Abf Hatim alRazI, 'M al-hadith, Cairo 1343/1924-5, i, 9).
Nakd al-shicr became the designation of a systematic discipline probably through the book of this title
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rifying line the Arabs have spoken is ..." [followed
by a line]). A characteristic feature of this type of
criticism is that even in the former case the decision
is based on a single, allegedly incomparable line. A
similar mode of presentation is used by the early
philologist Abu c Amr b. al- c Ala 5 (d. 144/771 or
147/774 [q.v]) to express his high opinion of the poet
Djanr (d. 111/729 [q.v]) by dividing poetry into four
themes (iftikhdr, madih, hiajd'', nasib) and quoting one
line in each category to prove that Djarfr is the best
Pre-systematic literary criticism
poet (cAbd al-Karlm al-Nahshall, Mumtf, 475-6). This
Most of the material for this period is found in
one-line approach remains popular in later times.
books on poets, such as Ibn Sallam al-D|umahr (d.
(b) Opinions on the ceuvre of certain poets expressed
231-2/845-6 [q.v.]), Tabakdt fuhul al-shu'ara3; Ibn
in similes and metaphors. Thus Hammad al-Rawiya
Kutayba (d. 276/889 [q.v]), K. al-Shicr wa 'l-shucard};
on the poetry of c Umar b. Abl Rablca (d. 93/712 or
and above all Abu '1-Faradj al-Isbaha.nl (d. 356/967
103/721): "That's shelled pistachios!" or Djanr on a
[</.#.]), K. al-Aghdni, but also in adab encyclopaedias,
poem by the same poet: "That is poetry of the Tihama
such as Ibn Kutayba, cUyun al-akhbdr, and Ibn cAbd
(i.e. the hot coastal strip where c Umar's hometown
Rabbih (d. 328/940 [q.v]), al-'Ikd al-fand. In addition,
Mecca is situated), which feels the cold, when it comes
there are works of a directly pertinent nature, namely
into the Nadjd (i.e. the central highlands)" (Aghdnf\
al-Djahiz (d. 255/868-9 [q.v]), K. al-Baydn wa 'l-tabym;
i, 75 and 81).
and al-Marzubanl (d. 384/994 [q.v]), K. al-Muwashshah
c
3 c
c
3
(c) The "psycho-literary" approach, i.e. the corref i ma'dkhidh al- ulamd ald 'l-shu ard . Information about
lation of emotions and genres of poetry. E.g. Artat
the earliest phase of this period, up to the times of
b. Suhayya, asked by caliph cAbd al-Malik whether
the great transmitters (ruwdt, sing, rdwiya) like Hammad
he could compose and recite some poetry on the spot,
al-Rawiya (d. 155-6/772-3 [q.v]) and Khalaf al-Ahmar
answered: "I am not drinking wine (Id ashrabu), I am
(d. ca. 180/796 [q.v]) is anecdotal and mostly legnot in an excited mood (Id atrabu), and I am not
endary. However, given the high degree of sophistiangry (Id aghdabu)', poetry happens only due to one
cation of even the earliest poetry, it is highly likely
of these three" (see Gaudefroy-Demombynes, op. cit.,
that there existed some implied rules of critical appre18).
ciation and at least a rudimentary technical vocabu(d) Sayings that define basic terms of the literary
lary for discussions among the experts, i.e. poets and
art, such as baldgha, fasdha, and baydn. These belong
transmitters. There is some likelihood that the terms
c
c
in the present context only inasmuch as they are norfor rhyme mistakes ( uyub al-kdfiya, or simply uyub almative, as they often are. They are often attributed
shi'r) go back to pre-Islamic times. Al-Akhfash al-Awsat
to "a Bedouin" but also to a "Greek", "Indian", or
(d. 215/830 or 221/836 [q.v]) points out that the
c
arab defined these terms only very loosely (Kawdji,
"Persian" (see a collection, including later definitions,
in al-Husrf, £ahr al-dddb, 116-18). Combinations of
43, 55, 67, 68), and early literary theorists such as
these types also occur; e.g. (a) and (d) put together
Tha'lab (d. 291/904 [q.v]) (Kawd'id, 67-70) and
Kudama (Nakd, 108-11) include these mistakes in their
result in sayings like "the best verse is one whose
works, although they normally abstain from all prosodbeginning makes one anticipate its end."
ical technicalities. Both facts suggest that this termiMost of the critical terms and ideas mentioned so
nology was not of recent vintage. It is also quite likely
far refer to the homogeneous "timeless" body of ancient
that some of the terms that, later on, make up the
Arabic poetry, which means that the notion of litervaried taxonomy of plagiarism go back to the early
ary history is absent from them. When this body was
days of Arabic poetry. This would in particular refer
not allowed to fade into oblivion, as had been the
to ighdra (lit. "raiding"), the rather archaic procedure
fate of Arabic poetry in the centuries before our earof a famous poet forcing a less famous one to give
liest specimens, but was collected into a corpus of
up a flawless line, because the more famous poet has
"classical" models, a historical dimension was introa greater right to it. Finally, there are also a few
duced and things gradually began to change also for
glimpses of critical vocabulary in the poetry itself. The
criticism. The Umayyad poet al-Farazdak (d. ca.
Umayyad poet cAdf b. al-Rikac (d. ca. 100/720), e.g.,
112/730 [q.v]) devotes one of his poems to an enumentions that in careful revision of his poem at night
meration of his literary forebears, twenty in all. To
he "straightens out" what is "crooked" in his poems
characterise his relationship to them, he uses the
(see Dlwdn shi'r CA. b. al-R. can . . . Tha'lab, ed. Nun
expressions wahaba 'l-kasd'ida ll. . . idh madaw "[they]
Hammudr al-Kaysf and Hatim Salih al-Damin,
gave the poems to me, when they passed away" and
Baghdad 1407/1987, 88-90,'and cf ML Gaudefroywarithtu "I inherited" (three times). He even mentions
Demombynes, Ibn Qotaiba—-Introduction, 16-17, and notes
a book that he has of the poetry of the pre-Islamic
61-2, and al-Amidl, Muwdzana, iii, 702-4, also for
poet Bishr b. Abl Khazim [q.v] (cf. Diwdn al-Farazdak.,
other early poets commenting on their poetry). As for
ed. 'AlrKharls, Beirut 1416/1996, 435-6 [rhyme -alu]).
rules of critical appreciation, the anecdotal material
Obviously, we are watching here the beginning of a
offers evaluative pronouncements on poets and their I conscious literary history, and this in more than one
poems that may sometimes allow us to extract such ! respect. Literary criticism would now have to take into
rules. These aesthetic judgements may be classified as
account questions like imitation, plagiarism and deviafollows:
tion from the norm as embodied in the corpus.
(a) Opinions expressed by means of an elative,
Nakd as critical assessment of the genuineness of ancient
either in general terms (man ash'aru 'l-ndsi [or: al-carabi]?
poetry
m
fuldn hina yakulu . . . "Who is the best poet of all [or:
The situation became even more complex in early
c
of the Arabs]? So-and-so, where he says . . . [followed
Abbasid times, when, on the one hand, the philoloby a line]") or with reference to a specific theme or
gists began the codification of early literature and, on
motif (amdahu/ahajd/ansabu/ajkharu bayt"1 kdlat-hu 'l-carabu
the other, a new "school" of poetry started to gain
. . . "The best panegyrical/satyrical/amorous/self-glopopularity, that of the "Moderns" [see MUHDATHUN,
written by Kudama b. Dja'far (d. ca. 337/948 [q.v.],
and see below) in the first half of the 4th/10th century. The title should probably still be understood in
the original metaphorical sense, "The Assaying of
Poetry". Since Kudama is very much aware of his
innovative approach, the era preceding him may be
called the pre-systematic period. This does not imply
that all works after him were systematic, only that a
standard had been set.
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in Suppl.]. The most serious problem confronting the
philologists, given the fluid state of transmission of
the ancient texts, was the question "genuine (sahih) or
spurious?" If they assumed the latter, the spuriousness was due either to false attribution of an existing
piece of poetry (manhul) or to outright forgery (masnuc,
mawduc, mufta'al). That this distinction was not lost on
them is shown by the strange title of the second part
of Abu '1-Hasan al-Tusf's redaction of the Dlwdn of
Imru 3 al-Kays: al-sahih al-kadim al-manhul, literally "the
falsely attributed old genuine (part)", i.e. that part of
the collection that is not included in the transmission
of al-TusI's main authority, al-Mufaddal al-Dabbf (d.
after 163/780 [^.z>.]), but which other transmitters
attribute to Imru 3 al-Kays. Ibn Sallam al-Djumahf,
who discusses these matters at the beginning of his
book on the classes of poets, accuses the great transmitter Hammad al-Rawiya of habitually and intentionally misattributing poetry (wa-kdna yanhalu shi'ra
'l-raa^uli ghqyrahu wa-yanhaluhu ghayra shi'rih [Tabakdt,
48]). What is worse, he also accuses him of adding
to the poems he transmits (wa-ya^idu fi }l-ashcdr [ibid.]).
But, as he states in another place (Tabakdt, 46-7), it
is not only transmitters who are guilty of forgeries
but also those tribes who in early Islamic times found
themselves without an impressive poetic heritage and
wanted to amend the situation. Ibn Sallam's passage
is of sufficient interest to warrant translation in full:
"When the Arabs [after the conquests] returned to
the transmission of poetry and the narration of their
battles and glorious deeds, some tribes found the
poetry of their poets and the current narration of
their battles to be scant. And there were people whose
battles and poems were [in fact] few. So they wanted
to catch up with those who did have battles and
poems and [to do so] they composed poems attributing them to their poets (kdlu 'aid alsinati shu'ard3 ihim).
Afterwards there came the transmitters and added to
the poems that had been composed. To the experts
(ahl al-cilm) the additions of the transmitters and what
they have forged (i.e. separately, without adding it to
an existing poem?) pose no problem, nor does what
the muwallads [q.u.] have forged. However, [the experts]
have been confounded, if a man from among the
desert dwellers and belonging to the progeny of poets,
or even a man who does not belong to their progeny, composes [spurious] poems. That can be somewhat difficult." This is followed by a story relating
how a grandson of the poet Mutammim b. Nuwayra
extended the latter's dlwdn imitating his style (yahtadhi
c
ald kaldmih). The kind of critique that is necessary to
recognise spurious poetry cannot, in Ibn Sallam's opinion, clearly be expressed in words (Tabakdt, 5-7, with
parallels from other crafts and arts); it is a matter of
intuition comparable to the art of physiognomy, and
the famous transmitter Khalaf al-Ahmar is called "the
best physiognomist of all, when it comes to a line of
poetry" (kdna afrasa 'l-ndsi bi-bayti shi'r [Tabakat, 23]).
There is a famous anecdote, probably first attested
by Ibn Sallam (Tabakdt, 7), which compares this ability with that of the money-changer who recognises a
bad coin: "Someone said to Khalaf: 'If I hear a poem
that I deem good, I do not care what you and your
ilk say about it.' He replied: 'If you accept a dirham
and consider it good and the money-changer tells you
it is bad, does your good opinion of it help you at
all?'" It seems evident, from this and the other references mentioned above, that the metaphorical application to poetry of the term nakd originated in the
context of distinguishing genuine from spurious, rather
than good from bad poetry, although the dividing line

between the two pairs can be rather fuzzy. (It should
be mentioned en passant that, along with misattribution, scholarly forgery and tribal forgery, Ibn Sallam
recognises also a fourth category of spurious poetry
[Tabakdt, 7-8]: poems that are invented and attributed to legendary figures of the past; Ibn Sallam takes
Ibn Ishak [q.v.] severely to task for including such
material in his Sira and refuses to call it shfr, since
it is only "words put together and held together by
rhymes" \kaldmm mu'allafm mackudm bi-kawdfirt].)
Criticism of poetry among the philologists
At the same time, nakd in the sense of literary criticism is represented by various approaches. The philologists who felt responsible for the integrity of ancient
poetry also paid some attention to the question of its
aesthetic quality. The evidence for this is partly implicit
in the selections they made to produce the famous
anthologies such as the Mu'allakdt, the Mufaddaliyydt
[q.vv^\ and the Asmaciyydt [see AL-ASMACI]. Most of the
explicit evidence is anecdotal and in the form described
above, but gradually certain critical yardsticks start
being developed. Most of the early works on poetry
and poets (al-shifr wa 'l-shucard3 and similar titles, mainly
known from Ibn al-Nadlm's Fihrist) are unfortunately
lost. The first extant kitdb al-shicr wa }l-shucard\ that of
Ibn Kutayba, contains a remarkable introduction that
delineates a number of basic critical ideas: (1) Poetry
consist of wording (lafg) and meaning (macnd\ both or
either of which may be good or bad. (2) Poets are
either "natural" (matbuc "poete de genie") or "painstaking" (mutakallif "poete d'etude"), (for the French renditions, see M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes, op. cit., 15);
the latter spend much time polishing their poems, a
fact that shows in the final outcome. (3) In a passage much quoted in Western studies, he describes—
and prescribes—the "movements" of the ancient ode
(having in mind, however, the tripartite structure characteristic of the Umayyad rather than the pre-Islamic
kasida and describing it as a quadripartite sequence
of themes: 1. sorrow at the vestiges of the encampment; 2. memory of the former beloved; 3. camel
ride through the desert; and 4. praise of the addressee);
he also disallows replacing the desert ambience by a
sedentary one (no ruined buildings instead of the remnants of the encampment, no roses and myrtles for
the thorny shrubs of the desert). On the other hand,
he includes poets up to the early decades of the 8th
century in his book and emphasises that the birthdate of a poet should not be held against him, as
some of the philologists who considered only ancient
poetry to be true poetry were inclined to do. Since
Ibn Kutayba is not explicit about any awareness of
the "Moderns" and their badic, he may have considered the existing poetry as one homogeneous corpus,
in which case every poet would be competing with
all poets present and past. However, he may also
have considered only the "official" kasida immutable
and sacrosanct, while the new genres were outside
the realm of true shfr.
The philological approach to poetics has produced
at least two books that are first attempts at systematisation, one before and one after Ibn Kutayba. The
former is the Fuhulat al-shu'ard3 of al-Asma c f (d.
213/828, other dates are also given [</.#.]), or rather
of his student, Abu Hatim al-Sidjistanl (d. 255/869
[q.v.]), who recorded al-Asmacf's utterances, often in
answer to his questions. This is a critical attempt to
evaluate the production of the ancient poets in order
to see who would deserve the predicate fahl, lit. "stallion". The exact semantic range of this term does not
clearly emerge from al-Asmacf's pronouncements. But
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the profile of the fahl contains certain traits that are
not in doubt: he must have a prolific output and cannot be a mukill; he may not compose only short poems;
his descriptions (naet) must stand out; he must be free
of plagiarisms (sarikdt); he must not be a "righteous"
man (sdlih), which ipso facto means that he must be
pre-Islamic or, at least, have a ajahili bent (for a full
list and discussion thereof, see Wen-Chin Ouyang,
Literary criticism, 180-1). Due to the fact that al-Asmacf
had, above all, pre-Islamic poetry in mind, his
approach was not very influential (except on his student Ibn Sallam al-Djumahf, see above); the importance of Fuhulat al-shucard} resides in its being the first
attempt on the part of a philologist to go beyond his
usual concerns of a grammatical and lexical nature
and enter the realm of criticism.
The other work of the philologist as critic is
Thaclab's Kawd'id al-shicr. The attribution of this work
to Thaclab is not entirely certain, but there is no
proof that it is not by him. The focus of this little
book is radically different from al-Asma'I's. It deals
mostly with single lines of poetry, categorising them
according to types of utterances, thematic content,
embellishments (but Thaclab has no term for figures
of speech) and, finally, structure (the best line being
one in which the two hemistichs are meaningful on
their own). This "atomistic" approach proved to be
preponderant throughout the history of nakd al-shicr.
The real founders of nakd: the secretaries
In an often quoted passage, al-Djahiz describes his
search for true experts on poetry: "I searched for
expertise in poetry (cilm al-shicr) in al-Asma'I, but I
found him only good at the rare words in it. Then
I betook myself to al-Akhfash, but I found him expert
only in its grammar. Then I turned to Abu cUbayda,
but I found that he transmitted only [poetry] connected with historical reports or tied in with the battle-days [of the tribes] and genealogies. I did not gain
what I wanted except from the men of letters among
the secretaries (udabd* al-kuttdb), such as al-Hasan b.
Wahb and £Abd al-Malik al-Zayyat."
This statement in a way delineates the future of
nakd al-shicr, in the further development of which the
state secretaries clearly had the lion's share. This is
easy to understand: The secretaries, especially those
charged with writing official epistles, had a pressing
professional need to refine and ornament their language and to develop critical acumen in this respect.
They were in constant contact with poetry and poets,
as the latter flocked to the seats of power to find
sympathetic sponsors (caliphs, viziers, governors, etc.)
who would enable them to live as professional poets.
At some point there existed at the caliphal court an
"Office of Poetry" (Diwdn al-Shicr), in which the incoming praise poetry was screened by kuttdb to see if it
was worthy of the recipient. This distribution of power
between poets and secretaries is a far cry from the
ancient situation, where the poet had greater prestige
than the producer of ornate prose, the tribal orator
(khatib), and where, according to al-Djahiz (Baydn, i,
45-52), the talent for each art was clearly assigned:
poetry and oratory were rarely combined in one person. In 'Abbasid society a radical change can be discerned. The secretaries not infrequently also composed
poetry, though mainly in the private and intimate
genres of love and wine poetry and the like, and not
in the public and official genres of the professional
poets, such as praise, congratulation, and condolence.
When their official epistles began being collected,
roughly from the 4th/10th century onward, it was
not uncommon that a secretary's production was rep-
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resented by two diwans, one dedicated to epistles and
the other to poems. In this context the procedure of
hall al-man^um, "dissolving the versified" (i.e. turning
poetry into prose), became rather popular, especially
with the secretaries who used it to add elegant conceits and allusions to their ornate epistles (on the theory and techniques of hall, see A. Sanni in Bib I.).
The close symbiosis between secretaries and poets
was fertile ground for the development of literary criticism. We have a fair number of reports about gatherings in which questions of poetry and poetics were
discussed, and we have some of the literature that
sprang from these discussions. As already indicated,
the book that made the term nakd al-shicr current was
written by Kudama b. DjaTar. He was a middle-level
administrator in the caliphal chanceries, originally
Christian and with a known interest in Greek philosophy, especially logic. This clearly had its effect on
the very systematic presentation in his book: a definition of poetry ("metred rhymed speech referring to
a meaning" [Nakd, 2]) yields the four elements "metre
rhyme, wording, meaning," which are then evaluated
in isolation and in combination with each other (he
finds that only the combinations wording/meaning,
wording/metre, meaning/metre and meaning/rhyme
are meaningful subjects for evaluation [Nakd, 9]). In
accordance with this, the book falls into two major
parts, one on nucut "good qualities", the other on cuyub
"bad qualities". It is worth noting that the vast majority of Kudama's examples are from early poetry,
although there is a sprinkling of "modern" poets as
well, up to Abu Tammam (d. ca. 232/845 [g.v.]}. The
difference between "Ancients" and "Moderns" is, of
course, known to him (Nakd, 17, 1. 7), but it does not
inform the structure of his book.
His contemporary Ibn Tabataba (d. 322/934) produced an entirely different book in his clydr al-shfr.
"The criterion of poetry". Unfortunately, the little we
know about his life does not tell us if he was a secretary in his hometown of Isfahan, but he certainly
was a respectable poet. His book does not show a
systematic arrangement; it is more like a collection of
loosely connected but highly perceptive essays. He is
almost painfully aware of the burden of tradition that
the "Moderns" feel vis-a-vis the "Ancients". All the
good things have already been said. However, there
is an additional consideration, which makes the situation bearable: The Ancients aimed at the truth in
their poems (except for approved hyperbole), while
the Moderns (he says: "the poets of our time") meet
approval only when they have to offer something subtle, novel, eloquent, witty, or elegant, without paying
attention to the realities/truths (hakd3ik) that might
correspond to their words. As a result the latter's productions were "artificial" (mutakallqf), not springing
from sound talent (ghayr sddir can tabc sahih) (clydr, 13).
This is an admirable diagnosis of literary mannerism,
in that (a) the poetic language moves away from reality, turning to inbreeding and the construction of ever
more intricate conceits, (b) the craving of the public
for innovation puts pressure on the poet to oblige
and, consequently, (c) the poetry becomes ever more
"artificial". Though this can only be considered a
strong tendency, not a necessity, it is noteworthy that,
in the section on poems that are without "artificiality" and prose-like in their easy flow, Ibn Tabataba
quotes twenty-four examples, twenty-two of which are
"ancient". Of the remaining two, one is by cAbd alMalik al-Harithf, who is said by Ibn al-Muctazz (d.
296/908 [g.v.]) to be a poet in the Bedouin vein,
while the other is the well-known muhdath Marwan b.
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Abi Hafsa (d. ca. 182/797 [q.v.]}, who was rather conservative in his poetic ways (Tabakdt, 276-80). In
another passage he indicates the way out for "modern" poets: he should take (akhdh, isticdra) a poetic idea
from a predecessor and improve on it (interestingly,
he does not use the term sarika, as others often do)
(<Iyar, 123, 126).
However different Kudama and Ibn Tabataba may
be in their presentations, they resemble each other in
their basic goal: to identify the good and the bad in
poetry, whether it reside in wording, meaning, rhyme
or metre. Both have a preference for longish quotations to make their point (Ibn Tabataba more so than
Kudama), an unusual phenomenon in the literature
of nakd al-shfr. This is tied in with the question: do
both works belong to the same "genre" of meta-discourse, i.e. do they give rules on how to compose
poetry (a "poetics" in the strict sense) or on how to
evaluate it (a theory of criticism)? Ibn Tabataba uses
language that tells the would-be poet what to do,
while Kudama does not.
Ibn Tabataba is said to have greatly admired the
poetry of Ibn al-Muctazz, an admiration that was
reciprocated (Yakut, Irshdd, ed. Rifa'f, xvii, 144-5),
although Ibn Tabataba is not included in the latter's
Tabakdt al-shucard3 al-muhdathm. Ibn al-Muctazz was
indeed a poet of the first magnitude but, as a member of the caliphal house, he was also in constant
contact with high-level secretaries and was himself an
accomplished prose stylist (see e.g. his Fusul al-tamdthil
fi tabdshir al-surur, ed. Djurdj Kanazic and Fahd Abu
Khadra, Damascus 1410/1989, and his Kitdb al-Addb,
ed. Sablh Radif, Baghdad 1392/1972). He wrote the
third important early work in the area of nakd al-shicr,
the Kitdb al-Badic, "The Book of the Novelty". The
term badic "novel, original" was already current at
the time as a somewhat fuzzy technical term denoting the distinguishing trait of "modern" poetising. The
transmitters of ancient poetry allegedly did not know
this term (and, presumably, what it stood for); only
the "modern" poets and critics did. Since some of
the transmitters were also "modern" poets, this can
only be a rule of thumb. Definitions are not offered
in the literature preceding Ibn al-Muctazz. But wherever the term is applied to a line of poetry that is
actually quoted, it invariably refers to what might be
called the "loan metaphor", i.e. the type of metaphor,
for which the term istfdra "borrowing" was originally
coined (example: "claws of death", where the "claws"
are taken from a "predator" and given "on loan" to
"death") (cf. W. Heinrichs, Isti'arah and Badlc and their
terminological relationship in early Arabic literary criticism, in
ZGAIW, i [1984], 180-211). While the ancient poets
generated these metaphors on the basis of an analogy, comparing e.g. the inevitability of death with the
relentlessness of the predator's attack, the "modern"
poets often used a different generating mechanism:
They started from an existing metaphor and, on the
level of the analogue, moved to an adjacent element,
which then became a "claws"-type metaphor. E.g.
from the verb metaphor "drink" in "to make s.o.
drink blame" (i.e. "make him swallow it") the adjacent
element "water" is extracted, which forms the new
genitive metaphor "the water of blame". The critics,
though not aware of any differences in the generating mechanisms between "Ancients" and "Moderns",
realised that many of the loan metaphors of the
"Moderns" were surprising, farfetched, and at
times outright abstruse, and they labelled them badic,
the "novelty". Since badic is derived from the same
root as bid'a "religious innovation", it has a possible

negative odour and was indeed abhorred by some
more conservative critics. This is where Ibn al-Muctazz
entered the picture. Being himself a "modern" poet
and faced with badic rejectionists, he declared the main
objective of his book to be the proof that badic was
not "novel" at all, but occurred in all ancient text
genres: Kurgan, Hadlth, gnomic sayings and poetry.
He thus attempted to legitimise the "novelty" by pointing to respectable precedents. The only "novelty" in
"modern" poetry (and other genres), as he remarks,
is the unbridled proliferation of this phenomenon,
especially in the poetry of Abu Tammam, who was
the focal point of much critical attention, pro and
con. One has to be aware, though, that in Ibn alMu c tazz the term badif has a more comprehensive
meaning: according to the author it comprises the following five figures of speech: (1) loan metaphor (istfdra);
(2) paronomasia (tadj_nis); (3) antithesis (mutdbaka); (4)
echoing the rhyme at the beginning of the line (radd
acdj_dz al-kaldm 'aid md takaddamahd); and (5) theologism
(madhhab kaldmi, referring to imitations of the convoluted thinking and style of the dialectic theologians).
He admits, however, his uncertainty as to whether all
of these five subcategories really should be subsumed
under badic or whether additional figures of speech
should be included, and he leaves that decision to
the reader. In order not to be accused of being ignorant of other ornaments of speech, he later added an
appendix of twelve figures which he called mahdsin
"beauties". The vagueness of his badlc concept makes
it difficult to identify the criterion that separates the
badic figures from the mahdsin. However, the loan
metaphor is clearly of central importance in the book:
(1) When badic is exemplified at the beginning of the
work, it is loan metaphors that are used as examples,
without any warning that badic might be something
quite different. (2) The loan metaphor takes first place.
(3) Most intriguingly, the other badic figures, which
are all characterised by repetition, are not seldom
combined with a loan metaphor, the latter forming
one of the terms of the repetition. This may lead one
to believe that the other figures were first drawn into
the badic orbit due to cases that contained loan
metaphors; subsequently, the term was extended also
to non-metaphoric examples. Ibn al-Muctazz's uncertainty may reflect the vagaries of this intermediary
stage.
The Kitdb al-Badi\ originally composed as a legitimation of the "novel" features of "modern" poetry,
effectively launched the term badic as a collective noun
referring to "rhetorical figures", which found its scholastic culmination in the discipline called cilm al-badic, as
finally established as part of the "science of eloquence"
(ctlm al-baldgha) by al-Khatib al-Kazwfm (d. 739/1338
[q.v.]). The distinction between badic and mahdsin was
not continued after Ibn al-Muctazz.
The controversy around Abu Tammam
One of the triggers for the composition of the Kitdb
al-Badic had been the controversy around the poet
Abu Tammam, who was considered an addict of badic
and the prototype of the sanca poet (masnuc), who uses
rhetorical figures to add a new point or even a new
level to a line of poetry. Ibn al-Muctazz himself wrote
a short treatise on the merits and defects of Abu
Tammam's poetry (Risdla f i mahdsin shi'r Abi Tammam
wa-masdwihi, preserved by al-Marzuba.nl, al-Muwashshah,
277ff.), in which he mostly critiques single lines and
mentions several times that he is not the first to voice
that particular criticism. But the first large-scale critical appraisal is that of al-Hasan b. Bishr al-Amidf
(d. 371/981), which contrasts the "artful" (masnue) Abu
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Tammam with his counterpart (and disciple!), the "natural" (matbtf) poet al-Buhturi (d. 284/897 [q.v.]); the
fitting title of the book is "The weighing of the poetry
of Abu Tammam and al-Buhturf" (al-Muwdzana bayn
shicr Abi Tammam wa 'l-Buhtun, see BibL). Al-Amidf was
a secretary, both in Basra and Baghdad, and he was
also an accomplished poet and a trained grammarian (Yakut, Irshdd, ed. Rifa c f, viii, 75-93). This was
clearly a good basis for his main claim to fame, his
works on literary criticism. One might say that he
established the field as a field, because he subjected
a number of the existing nakd works to a critical
review. Unfortunately, we have only the titles of these
works: "Mistakes to be found in the 'Criterion of
Poetry' by Ibn Tabataba" (K. Ma fi clydr al-shicr li(I)bn Tabataba min al-khata'), "Disclosure of the error
of Kudama b. Dja'far in his 'Assaying of Poetry',''
(K. Tabyin ghalat Kudama. b. I^a'far fi Kitab Nakd alshi'r), and "Refutation of Ibn cAmmar in his faulting
of Abu Tammam" (K. al-Radd cald Ibn 'Ammdr Jimd
khatta'a fihi Aba Tammam] (for the last mentioned, Abu
'l-cAbbas Ahmad b. 'Ubayd Allah Ibn c Ammar alThakafi [d. 'ca. 314/926], see Yakut, Irshdd, ed. Rifa'I,
iii, 232-42).
In addition, he wrote the following works in the
critical genre, of which again we have only the evocative titles (omitting the ubiquitous Kitab}:
"Unstringing the strung" (Mathr al-man^um), i.e. turning poetry into prose, see above;
"That the ideas of two poets do not agree by
chance" (Fi anna 'l-shd(irayn Id yattajiku khawdtiruhumd);
the phenomenon negated here by al-Amidl is also
known as tawdrud al-khdtirayn and is one of the ways
to explain identical or similar lines, short of plagiarism;
"The difference between the individual and the
shared with regard to the motifs of poetry" (Fork ma
bayn al-khdss wa 'l-mushtarak min macdm al-shi'r), the distinction between attributable motifs and those in the
public domain, an important issue in the discussion
of plagiarism [see SARIKA, in Suppl.];
"Preference of the poetry of Imru 3 al-Kays over
[that of the other] pre-Islamic poets" (Tafdil shfr Imrf
al-Kays cald '1-Dj.dhiliyyiri}; and "The motifs in the poetry
of al-Buhturf" (Ma'drii shicr al-Buhturi).
His main preserved work, the "Weighing", is the
first serious attempt at applied criticism. Before entering into the actual comparison between the two poets,
al-Amidl collects and discusses what the adherents of
either poet have already amassed in the way of critical opinions. But he first takes the opportunity to
characterise the two poets as the two opposites on
the masnuc-matbuc scale: al-Buhturf is Bedouinic in his
poetry, natural, in accordance with the "ancients"; he
does not leave the well-known "mainstay of poetry"
(amud al-shicr)\ he shuns knotted syntax and forced
expressions and uncouth words. Abu Tammam, on
the other hand, is strenuously affectations, a master
of conceits who forces words and meanings, and his
poetry does not resemble the poems of the "Ancients".
Interestingly, he also describes the typical adherents
of the two poets. In al-Buhturf's case they are: the
secretaries, the Bedouins, the "natural" poets, and the
people of eloquence, while Abu Tammam has attracted
the "people who are after conceits" (ahl al-mafdni), the
mannerist poets (al-.shucard3 ashdb al-sanca), and those
who incline to sophistication and speech philosophical (al-tadkik wa-falsafi al-kaldm) (Muwdzana, i, 6). AlAmidl also remarks that the admirers of Abu Tammam
allege that he invented a new style of poetising, but
the followers of al-Buhturf deny this saying that he
followed the model of Muslim b. al-Walfd and pushed
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it to an extreme, and that even Muslim did not invent
this style but found the badic phenomena scattered in
the old poetry and sought them out consciously in
his own poetry (on Muslim's role in this respect, see
W. Heinrichs, Muslim b. al-Walid und Badlc, in Heinrichs and G. Schoeler (eds.), Festschrift Ewald Wagner
zum 65. Geburtstag, Band 2: Studien zur arabischen Dichtung,
Beirut and Stuttgart 1994, 211-45). In this context,
he makes use of Ibn al-Muctazz's permission to redistrict the badic phenomena by limiting them to three:
loan-metaphor, antithesis and paronomasia (isti'dra,
tibdk, ta^ms [q.vv.]} (Muwdzana, i, 14). This testifies to
his experience as a poet and critic, as these three figures of speech are clearly the most pervasive and popular in muhdath poetry.
The overall structure of al-Amidf's work is as follows. First, a literary debate between the follower
(sahib) of Abu Tammam and that of al-Buhturf, both
anonymous (Muwdzana, i, 8-53); second, a collection
of defects of either poet, including plagiarisms, defects
in meaning, ugly loan metaphors, paronomasias and
antitheses (only with Abu Tammam!), and metrical
irregularities (Muwdzana, i, 54-388); third, the actual
weighing of verses of the two poets against each other,
arranged according to the themes and motifs that are
usually taken up in the "official" long poem, the kasida
[q.v.]. Al-Amidl promises, and tries hard, to be objective in his evaluation, but cannot really hide his preference for the "natural" style of al-Buhturi.
The controversy around al-Mutanabbi
The next great literary controversy was sparked by
the poetic ceuvre of al-Mutanabbf (d. 354/955 [q.v]).
Unlike the literary fights about Abu Tammam that
were fought posthumously, much of the new debate
happened already during al-Mutanabbf's lifetime. Since
he was on all accounts a difficult person, he made
enemies easily, and the writings attacking him seem
to be full of personal animus, which tends to cloud
any valid points they might try to make. Al-Sahib
Ibn cAbbad (d. 385/995 [q.v.]), vizier to two Buyid
princes, poet and man of letters, sponsor of scholars
and poets, had early on invited al-Mutanabbl to join
him, but had not even received a reply (al-Thacalibf,
Tatima, ed. cAbd al-Hamfd, i, 138). His "Treatise on
revealing the blemishes and defects of the poetry of
al-Mutanabbr" (Risdla fi 'l-Kashf can masdwl shifr alMutanabbi wa-cuyubih) was, consequently, "written in a
bitter spirit" and raised some eyebrows (Ouyang,
Literary criticism, 150). It was clearly vengeful nitpicking, considering the fact that Ibn cAbbad later
wrote a little collection with the title "Current
proverb [ial line]s from the poetry of al-Mutanabbf"
(al-Amthdl al-sd}ira min shifr al-Mutanabbi, ed. Muhammad
Hasan Al Yasm, Naja'is al-makhtutat, iv, Baghdad
1385/1965, 21-78) and used "prosified" versions (hall)
of al-Mutanabbl's poetic lines in his ornate epistles
(al-ThacalibI, Tafima, ed. cAbd al-Hamld, i, 139-42).
He was thus fully aware of the qualities of alMutanabbl's poetry. Similarly, when al-Mutanabbl
came to Baghdad, he snubbed the Buyid vizier alMuhallabf [q.v.] by failing to address a praise poem
to him (alleging that he praised only kings), whereupon al-Muhallabl urged the literary critic al-Hatirm
(d. 388/998 [q.v. in Suppl.]) to engage al-Mutanabbr
in a polemical debate concerning the latter's poetry.
Al-Hatiml subsequently wrote this up under the title
"The scalp-cleaving treatise concerning the plagiarisms
of Abu '1-Tayyib al-Mutanabbl and his corrupt poetry"
(al-Risdla al-mudiha f i dhikr sarikdt Abi 'l-Tayyib alMutanabbi wa-sdkit shi'rih). Although the bias is tangible and al-Mutanabbl appears obtuse and apologetic,
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the treatise does contain a number of interesting discussions of critical topics on the part of al-Hatiml.
He was after all the author of a general book on
poetics, the "Ornament of apt quotation, on the craft
of poetry" (Hilyat al-muhddara f i sind'at al-shicr). This
work is mainly compilatory but brings a number of
different angles to bear on literary criticism: figures
of speech, best verses on specific themes and topics,
a large section on plagiarism and related topics, and—for the first time in nakd—a treatment of ma^dz in
poetry; the latter is, however, not very successful, as
al-Hatiml uses the term in its wide application as we
know it from Ibn Kutayba, and not in the later sense
of "figurative speech", which cAbd al-Kahir alDjurdjanf (see below) introduced into the literary field
(cf. Heinrichs, Contacts between scriptural hermeneutics and
literary theory in Islam. The case of Majaz, in ^GAIW,
vii [1991-2], 253-84). Another attack on al-Mutanabbi
was launched by the Egyptian poet Ibn Waklc alTinmsr (d. 393/1003) in his "Dealing fairly with the
lifter and the lifted, regarding the divulgation of the
plagiarisms of Abu '1-Tayyib al-Mutanabbl" (al-Munsif
li 'l-sdrik wa 'l-masruk fi i^hdr sarikdt Abi 'l-Tayyib alMutannabi). In an introductory section he discusses the
figures of speech, basing himself on Ibn al-Muctazz,
Kudama, and (without naming him) al-Hatimf.
The author who tried to right the wrongs committed against al-Mutanabbl was al-Kadf al-Djurdjam
(d. 392/1002) in his "Mediation between al-Mutanabbl
and his adversaries" (al-Wasdta bayn al-Mutanabbi wakhusumih). The author belonged to the entourage of
Ibn 'Abbad for a while and was later appointed chief
Kadi of al-Rayy; he was also a recognised poet. His
book is the apex of applied literary criticism: fair to
the poet, cognisant of the existing critical literature
and interested in the general problems of literary evaluation (as witnessed by a fifty-page introduction, before
the Wasdta actually begins).
Alongside the books and treatises written about,
and often against, al-Mutanabbf, there are also the
commentaries on his Diwdn to consider, as they do
at times go beyond the mere explanation of a line
and offer evaluative comments. Moreover there is
some disagreement among the commentators, which
also may have critical implications. The earliest commentaries, the two written by al-Mutanabbf's friend,
the grammarian Ibn Djinnl (d. 392/1002 [q.v.]), contain a number of interpretations and justifications that
were considered incorrect by other critics, such as alWahld (Abu Talib Sacd b. Muhammad al-Azdl alBaghdadl, d. '385/995), Abu '1-Fadl al- c ArudT (d.
416/1025) and Ibn Furradja (Muhammad b. Ahmad,
d. after 437/1045) (on critics of Ibn Djinnf, and especially al-Wahld, see I. cAbbas, Ta'nkh, 279-85; for
examples see also Heinrichs, Obscurity in Classical Arabic
poetry, in Mediaevalia, xix [1996, for 1993], 239-59).
They sometimes attacked Ibn Djmnf rather violently,
and often not without reason: he was after all, in
spite of his enthusiasm for al-Mutanabbl, a grammarian and expert on ancient poetry. One of Ibn
Furradja's "counter-commentaries" has been published
(see Bib I.). He is also quoted about one hundred times
in the commentary of al-Wahidr (d. 468/1075), often
together with al-cArudf and here and there with other
scholars, offering fascinating insights into their interpretive and critical activities.
The debate about al-Mutanabbf did not entirely
cease after this first flurry of activity in the 4th/1 Oth
and 5th/llth centuries. Even much later, books were
still composed about him, but they tend to be derivative, such as Yusuf al-BadIcf (d. 1073/1662), al-Subh

al-munabbi can haytMyyat al-Mutanabbi, ed. Mustafa alSakka et alii, Cairo 1963. A notable exception is the
critical comparison between al-Mutanabbl and Abu
Tammam by the Andalusian author Ibn Labbal (Abu
'1-Hasan CA1I b. Ahmad al-Sharfshf, d. 582/1186),
Rawdat al-adib fi 'l-tafdil bayna 'l-Mutanabbi wa-Hablb,
ed. M. Ibn Sharifa in idem, Abu Tammam wa-Abu }lTayyib fi adab al-Maghdriba, Beirut 1986, 197-222.
Further systematical research: al-Khafddji and cAbd al-Kahir
al-^urd^dni
Later poets do not appear to have become the
focus of critical attention on such a grand scale. But
one unique work should at least be mentioned here:
a rather original literary-critical treatment of the poetry
of Imru5 al-Kays by Nadjm al-Dm al-Tufi (d. 716/1316
[q.v.]) with the title "Tables laden with date-curd, on
the finer points of Imru 5 al-Kays" (Mawd'id al-hays f i
fawd'id Imrf al-Kays, ed. Mustafa cUlayyan, 'Amman
1414/1994). However, in general, the nakd literature
returned to general treatments of the whole field. A
transitional figure in this respect is the famous poet
and sceptic, Abu VAla' al-Macarn (d. 449/1058 [q.v]),
who was also an expert philologist and an ardent
admirer of al-Mutanabbl. He composed two commentaries on the latter's Diwdn (see Bibl. for Mu'dj_iz
Ahmad; al-Lamf al-cA^i is in ms. Istanbul, Siileymaniye,
Hamidiye 1148, for the Arabic text and translation
of its introduction, see P. Smoor, Kings and Bedouins
in the palace of Aleppo as reflected in Ma'am's works,
Manchester 1985, 223-4). His other works are strewn
with a number of critical ideas (see c Abbas, Ta'rikh,
379-91), but he apparently did not treat this topic
systematically in a separate book. However, his student Ibn Sinan al-Khafadjl (d. 466/1074) did so in
his Sin al-fasdha (see BibL), in which Abu 'l-cAla° is
quoted quite frequently. Ibn Sinan wrote poetry, but
he was probably first and foremost a statesman (not
a successful one, since as governor of the fort of 'Azaz
he paid with his life for his temerity in seceding from
his Mirdasid overlord in Aleppo). He says quite clearly
that the discourse of the scribe is much more important than that of the poet (Sin, 280): Poetry is a
superfluity that can be dispensed with" (al-s_hicru fad?"1
yustaghnd fanhu}. His book is thus more generally nakd
al-kaldm. His approach is very systematic, starting with
sounds and letters—unlike others he is aware of the
difference between the two—and going on to words
(alfdi) in isolation and in combination, this being the
domain of fasdha, and finally discussing meanings
(macdni) as expressed in those words, in isolation and
in combination; this is the domain of baldgha. A certain similarity to Kudama is unmistakable; he also
explicitly quotes him. Among later critics, it is characteristically the scribe Diya3 al-Dln Ibn al-Athfr (d.
637/1239 [see IBN AL-ATHIR]), who has a predilection
for him. Ibn Sinan's kdtib attitude also emerges from
his anti-mannerist insistence on clarity and avoidance
of forced style (Sirr, 282, final advice at the end of
the book).
The same attitude can also be found already earlier in al-Marzuki's (d. 421/1030 [q.v.]) important
introduction to his commentary on the Hamdsa of
Abu Tammam. One of the topics discussed there is
the notion of camud al-shicr "the mainstay of poetry".
Taking this term from al-Amidl and al-Kadf alDjurdjani, who used to characterise the ancient poets
and the "natural" ones among the "modern" poets
as following the camud al-shicr, al-Marzukl draws up a
list of qualities that defines the notion, seven in all,
namely, elevated appropriate meaning, firm wording,
accurate description, apposite simile, coherence and
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choice of pleasant metre, affinity between donor and
receptor of a metaphor, and close fit between wording and meaning. This is a veritable manifesto of
anti-mannerist poetising; it clearly tries to curb the
more outrageous innovations of the "Moderns".
A contemporary of al-Khafadjf in the Eastern
Islamic world was the greatest genius of Arabic literary theory, cAbd al-Kahir al-DjurdjanT (d. 471/1078
or 474/1081 [q.v. in Suppl.]). He was a grammarian
and minor poet, but not a scribe. He never travelled
f i talab al-cilm and had few teachers of whom we know;
al-Kadf al-Djurdjanl (see above) was apparently one
of them. His two critical works, Asrdr al-baldgha "The
mysteries of eloquence", and Dald'il al-icd}dz "The signs
of the [Kur'an's] inimitability", do overlap to some
extent, but the former deals with poetic discourse
while the latter focuses on Kur'anic discourse. Both
are highly original and proved to be historically most
important. The Asrdr concentrate on imagery, i.e. the
essence and the function of simile, simile-based
metaphor, analogy and analogy-based metaphor. AlDjurdjanl was the first, and in a way maybe the last,
to identify a major constituent of muhdathun poetic
language, the takhyil [q.v.], "phantastic re-interpretation of facts", in the guise of mock aetiologies, mock
analogies and a number of other techniques, often
based on metaphors taken literally. This allowed him
to distinguish between "rational" (fakli) and "phantasmagorical" (takhyili) motifs and to sing the praises
of the latter as nothing less than verbal alchemy; he
still supports, nonetheless, the greater "ethical" value
of the "rational" motifs, since takhyil entails a poetic
lie (and thus does not occur in the Kur'an). While
this work should thus clearly be reckoned a part of
the nakd al-shicr enterprise (this judgement is corroborated by the many perceptive interpretations of poetic
prooftexts included in it), his book on the inimitability of the Kur'an, though replete with valuable observations on poetry, focuses on nagm [q.v., section 2, in
Suppl.], "syntactic ordering to achieve a certain meaning." Nagm is the only criterion by which the i'd^dz
can be proven, since it applies to every text, and thus
to every dya, while other textual phenomena that
might be evaluated, as e.g. metaphors, occur only sporadically. Even metaphor itself is constituted by na^m,
i.e. the context determines the metaphoricalness of
the expression at hand.
The influence of the Kur'dnic discourse

Despite the overlap between the two books of alDjurdjanf, the Dald'il belongs to a different strand of
tradition. The Kur'anic discourse of the Dald'il had,
of course, its forerunners, which need not detain us
here, except inasmuch as they may have had an influence on nakd al-shicr. There are, actually, at least two
Kur'anic discourses that have some bearing on nakd
al-shicr. One appears as part of the works on legal
theory; it often forms a section called baydn ("clarity")
and deals with linguistic questions of hermeneutics,
such as literal (hakikd) vs. figurative language (mad^a^.
There is, however, comparatively little overlap between
the baydn of the legal scholars and the baydn [q.v] of
the rhetoricians. More important is the other Kur'anic
discourse, that of the fd^a^ [q.v]. And here it is, in
particular, one strand in the discussion of the inimitability of the Kur'an, namely, the proof of the stylistic unsurpassedness of the revealed text, where
contacts with nakd arose. The central term, with many
of the authors in this field, is nagm, the "ordering"
of meanings and words into larger units. However,
this had little impact on nakd. Strangely, the scholar
who did not make use of the nagm notion had the
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most influence on the field of nakd: al-Rummani (d.
384/994 [q.v]}. His little treatise, "Notes on the inimitability of the Kur'an" (al-Nukat f i i'didz al-Kur'dn),
based on the central notion of baldgha, "eloquence",
divides this notion into ten parts, a number of which
are very pertinent also for evaluations of poetry: brevity
(i&jdz), simile (tashblh], substitution metaphor (isti'dra)
and emphasis (mubdlaghd). Al-Rummanf was used extensively, but without acknowledgment, by Abu Hilal alc
Askarf (d. after 400/1010 [q.v]) in his K. al-Smdcatayn.
This book might be called the first encyclopaedia of
literary theory, as it is a compilation, though not
devoid of original ideas, from most of the earlier literature on rhetoric (khatdba], nakd al-shifr and icdj_dz.
Since these different strands of literary theory at times
used the same term in different meanings (e.g. istfdra
as "loan metaphor" in nakd, "substitution metaphor"
or even "figurative speech in general" in Kur'anic
discourse), certain contradictions in the materials collected by Abu Hilal remain. This lack of homogeneity also besets other authors, such as Ibn Rashik (d.
456/1063 or 463/1071 [q.v]), who quote al-Rummanl.
It was cAbd al-Kahir al-Djurdjanl who in his two
books (see above) cleaned up the terminological mess
resulting from the confluence of the poetic and the
Kur'anic discourses. But before him there was one
more interesting interface between the discourses, in
al-Bakillanl's (d. 403/1013 [q.v]) fajdz al-Kur>dn. Three
parts of this book are especially pertinent here (these
parts were translated by G.E. von Grunebaum, Tenthcentury document}: (a) an extensive section on badic
"rhetorical figures", which, however, according to him
are not relevant for proving the ic(£az, since they are
attainable by man through training and experience;
(b) a critique of the Mucallaka of Imru 3 al-Kays [q.v]',
and (c) a critique of a famous lamiyya by al-Buhtun
(Ahlan bi-dhdlikumu }l-khaydli 'l-mukbili, see al-Buhturf,
Diwdn, ed. al-Sayrafi, 1741-52). Al-Bakillanf is fairly
well read in the relevant literature, quoting Kudama,
Abu Hilal al-cAskan and al-Rummam (the last one
anonymously). His analyses of the two poems are, of
course, intended to show their deficiency against the
background of the inimitable divine style. Subsequent
literary criticism was not influenced by them.
The Muslim West
At about the same time, there was a flourishing of
poetry and literary criticism in Zlrid Kayrawan, which
may also be considered the beginning of serious critical activities in the Muslim West. Much Eastern material was made accessible by the excellent anthologies
of al-Husrl (d. 413/1022 [q.v]), in particular his
"Flowers of maxims and fruits of keen minds" (£ahr
al-dddb wa-thamar al-albdb, ed. CA1I Muhammad alBidjawf, Cairo 1372/1953) and "Collection of jewels
among jocosities and rarities" (Djam' al-dj_awdhir f i ;lmulah wa 'l-nawddir, ed. al-Bidjawf, Cairo 1372/1953).
Both of them contain many passages in which the
author either reports or presents critical viewpoints.
Al-Husrf was the mentor of Ibn Rashik (d. 456/1064
or 463/1071 [q.v]) and Ibn Sharaf al-Kayrawanf (d.
460/1067 [q.v]), both eminent poets and critics, and
fierce competitors for most of their lives. Ibn Rashfk's
main work, "The pillar, on the beauties, etiquette,
and critique of poetry" (al-cUmda f i mahdsin al-shicr wadddbih wa-nakdih) is a comprehensive handbook on
poetry that includes discussions of the major critical
issues, such as wording and meaning (lafz wa-ma'nd),
natural and "artificial" poetry (matbuc wa-masnuc) and
plagiarism (sarika, akhdh). His slim volume "Gold filings,
on the criticism of the poems of the Arabs" (Kurddat
al-dhahab fi nakd ashcdr al-farab) gives the impression of
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a collection of notes on various topics of literary criticism, including very subtle instances of intertextuality (see especially the chapter on talfik, Kurdda, 95106, "piecing together" a line of poetry from two or
more existing lines, a method skilfully used by Abu
'l-'Ala3 al-Macarrf). Ibn Rashfk's rival, Ibn Sharaf, is
less well known, due to the loss of most of his writings; his evaluation of earlier poets is preserved in a
short work, probably fragmentary, with the title
"Questions of [literary] criticism" (Masd'il al-intikdd, or
more fully, as in the colophon, al-makdma al-macrufa
bi-Masd'il al-intikdd}. The rather aphoristic critique of
a large number of poets is followed by a second part
in which general guidelines for the critic are developed, in part on the basis of a critical, and moralistic, reading of verses from the Mu'allaka and other
poems by Imru 3 al-Kays [</.y.]- Particularly noteworthy is the literary genre of the makdma [q.v] that
Ibn Sharaf has chosen for his presentation: he attributes the critical opinions in his work to one Abu '1Rayyan and he says unmistakably in his introduction
that he "invented" (ikhtalaktu) the narratives included
in his work.
At about the same time, al-Andalus also entered
the scene with important contributions (disregarding
here the works that introduced Eastern transmissions
and ideas into al-Andalus, like the adab encyclopaedia "The unique necklace", al-clkd al-farid of Ibn cAbd
Rabbih [d. 328/940 (q.v.)] and the "Dictations", alAmdli, of al-Kall [d. 356/967 [q.v.)]). The eminent
poet Ibn Shuhayd (d. 426/1035 [q.v.]), needled by
adverse criticism of his poetry, wrote an imaginative
and imaginary report, full of wit and haughtiness,
about his visit to the country of the jinn and his discussions with the familiar spirits of famous poets and
prose writers, with literary critics among the jinn, and,
finally, with two animals, a mule and a goose, who
turn out to be the familiar spirits of two contemporaries. Much of the story revolves around the question of talent and training as prerequisites for successful
poetic activity; the translator, James Monroe (see BibL),
discovered a Neo-Platonic blueprint underlying the
author's theory of "creativity".
Ibn Shuhayd's friend, Ibn Hazm (d. 456/1064 [q.v.]),
should briefly be mentioned here, because his logical
work "Bringing close to the definition of logic" (alTaknb ild hadd al-mantik) leads over to the philosophical poetics in the next paragraph, although it is still
very much "Arabic" in its contents. Two ideas stand
out in his presentation. One is the notion that the
essence of poetry is that it consists of false statements.
This is not a new statement, being both part of the
Greek tradition known to the Arab world (see below
on Ibn al-Banna0) as well as the indigenous one, where
the adage ahsanu (var. khayru) }l-shicn akdhabuh "the best
poetry is the most untruthful one" is often quoted.
However, the exclusivist view maintained by Ibn Hazm
is rare (on the various non-formal definitions of prose
and poetry, see Heinrichs, Dichterische Rede). The other
unusual notion is his tripartite typology of poets: to
the usual types characterised by tab1 "natural talent"
or sindca "artfulness" he adds a third one, distinguished
by bard'a "virtuosity". From his description this type
appears like a synthesis of tabc and sind'a; bard'a is the
ability to make intricate conceits appear natural (on
this and related topics, see G. Schoeler, Einige Grundprobleme der autochthonen und der aristotelischen arabischen
Literaturtheorie [AKM, Band xli, 4], Wiesbaden 1975,
33-56, and his additions in £DMG, cxxvi [1976], *79*).
Philosophical poetics and the Maghribi "school"
A short aside on philosophical, or logical, poetics

is appropriate here. Aristotle's Rhetoric and Poetics were
translated from Syriac into Arabic. The former exists
in a nakl kadim, an "old" pre-Hunayn translation, the
latter in the translation of Abu Bishr Matta (d. 328/940
[see MATTA B. YUNUS]) and, in the commentaries, also
in a revision by Abu Bishr's disciple Yahya b. £Adf
(d. 363/974 [q.v.]). These translations remained for a
very long time the domain of the logicians, because
since the days of the Neo-Platonic Alexandrian commentators the Rhetoric and the Poetics had become part
of the Organon, the logical writings of Aristotle. We
have summaries and commentaries on these two books
by a number of important philosophers, al-Farabf, Ibn
Sma and Ibn Rushd [q.w] among them, and many
short characterisations of them in general exposes of
logic. The basic notions of Arabic logical poetics are
takhyil "image-creation in the listener's mind" and
muhdkdt "image-creation from reality", the latter going
back to the Aristotelian mimesis but here reinterpreted
as "imagery" (for further details, see TAKHYIL). Probably
due to the compartmentalisation of knowledge into
Arabic and Ancient disciplines, the indigenous theorists of poetry did not show any interest in the logical approach, except in the Muslim West. While in
the East Diva3 al-Dfn Ibn al-Athfr, in a well-known
passage of his al-Mathal al-sd'ir (ed. al-Hufi" and Tabana,
Cairo 379-81/1959-62, ii, 5-6), is the only indigenous
theorist to take notice of the philosophers, by rejecting and scorning Ibn Sfna's "Greek" poetics, in the
Maghrib there are several authors who, in one way
or another, make use of the basic terms and ideas
of this unusual branch of logic. The first among these
seems to have been Ibn "Amfra (d. 656/1258 or
658/1260 [q.v.]), who wrote his al-Tanbihdt cald md fi
'l-Tibydn min al-tamwihdt as a critique of a work by
Ibn al-Zamlakam (d. 651/1253) (see al-Tibydn in BibL).
The polemical format of this work precludes a systematic introduction of technical terms; but the central terms of philosophical poetics, takhyil, muhdkdt and
akyisa sjii'riyya, are employed (see Tanbihdt, 125, 134
and 135, respectively), and muhdkdt is used in the
sense of "imaging" by means of similes or metaphors.
The most important among "philosophising" critics is Hazim al-Kartadjanm (d. 684/1285 [q.v.]), who
used the two basic notions of the logical approach,
takhyil and muhdkdt (the latter further reinterpreted as
"image-creation by both descriptive and figurative
processes"), in order to give a foundation to the hitherto more analytical and taxonomic indigenous
approaches in the theory of poetry (for the details
of his theory, see Minhdaj, 62-129, translated in
W. Heinrichs, Arabische Dichtung und griechische Poetik,
173-262).
His younger contemporary al-Sidjilmasf (d. after
704/1304 [</.#.]), in his "Novel method in classifying
the modes of figures of speech" (al-Manzac al-badlc f i
taajnis asdllb al-badlc), like Hazim quotes al-Farabl and
Ibn Sfna verbatim but understands takhyil in the narrower sense of "imagery", including tashblh "simile",
isticdra "loan metaphor", mumdthala "analogy" and
ma$dz (see Manza', 218-61, 406-7; note that takhyil
here is used as a synonym of muhdkdt, due to a pars
pro toto application of either term for the entire activity of the poet of shaping images from reality and
creating corresponding images in the minds of the listeners). It is noteworthy that maajdz in al-Sidjilmasf
equals the Djurdjanian takhyil (see above) (on this
strange use of the term, see Sucad al-Manic, Majhum
mustalah "al-madj_dz" finda 'l-Sidjilmasi fi caldkatihl bimustalah "al-takhyll", in Abhdth al-Yarmuk, xvii [1420/
1999],'89-137).
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"imitates" (muhakaf) the object by describing its acciThe last of the "philosophising" Maghribi critics,
dents and then "generates representational images"
who is known to us through his own work, is Ibn
3
(takhyil] of the object in the mind of the listener/reader.
al-Banna (d. 721/1321 [q.v.]}; there are a few othScientific propositions, on the other hand, consist in
ers, about whose views we know little (see M. Ibn
c
naming the essence of things and creating underSharffa, Mukaddima to Ibn Armra, Tanbihdt, 32). Ibn
standing (ifhdm) (Minhdaj, 98-9, 118-20). Again we have
al-Banna° gives a short overview on the various truth
a dichotomy of poetic and scientific speech.
values of the logical disciplines (burhdn, dj_adal, khatdba,
(b) The second attempt at defining poetry is based
shicr, mughdlata} and defines poetry as "address by
on the idea of "untruth" (kadhib). The adage ahsanu
means of false, image-evoking (mukhayyila) statements
'l-shi'ri akdhabuh "the best poetry is the most untruthbased on image-making (muhdkdt}, which result in the
ful one", sometimes said to be of Greek origin, has
excitement (istifedz) [of the listener] by those fancies
been interpreted as referring to (overblown) hyperbole
(tawahhumdt}" (see Rawd, 81, and cf. 103). By stress(ghuluw) (Kudama, Nakd, 24-7) and to al-Djurdjanf's
ing the falseness of the poetic statements he diverges
"phantastic re-interpretation" (takhyil, see above), thus
from Hazim and al-Sidjilmasf, who declare "true" and
to "distortions" of reality (or of the mirror quality of
"false" as immaterial in poetry; Ibn al-Banna3 resumes
language) in the course of increasing mannerism. Most
another tradition, which also has Greek roots and
critics did not conclude that all poetry was untrue,
later Arab adherents (see above).
but at least two explicitly did so: the philologist Ibn
Much of the literature devoted to the criticism of
Paris (d. 395/1004 [q.v.]} in al-Sahibi f i fikh al-lugha
poetry ultimately feeds into scholastic rhetoric (film al(ed. al-Sayyid Ahmad Sakr, Cairo 1977, 466) and Ibn
baldgha}, on which see BALAGHA, BAYAN, AL-MACANI WAHazm (see above).
'L-BAYAN, AL-SAKKAKI and AL-KHATIB AL-KAZWINL But
(c) The third approach contrasts the "obscurity"
the main goal of rhetoric is as a tool to understand
(ghumud) of poetry with the "clarity" (wuduh) of literthe i'ajdz al-Kur'dn [q.v.]. The whole literature based
ary prose. This was done by the kdtib Ibrahim b.
on the third chapter of al-Sakkakl's Miftdh al-'ulum
Hilal al-Sabl (d. 384/994) in an epistle, in which he
will thus not be treated here. The same is also true
says that, due to the shortness and rigidity of the
for most of the later works outside the al-Sakkakf
verse and the constraints of rhyme and metre, poems
tradition.
could not avoid being "obscure" (A. Arazi, Une epitre
The main topics of nakd
d'Ibrdhim b. Hildl al-Sdbl sur les genres litteraires, in
The historical outline presented so far should be
M. Sharon (ed.), Studies in Islamic history and civilization
complemented by a short topical outline of the basic
in honour of Professor David Ayalon, Jerusalem and Leiden
themes of nakd al-shicr. (1) Poetry vs. prose. The most
popular definition of poetry is the formal one pro1986). Later critics have usually not agreed, saying
1 1
that the baldgha of both poetry and ornate prose
posed by Kudama, Nakd, 2: kawl"" mawzun " mukqffa"
c
c n
required clarity (cf., e.g., Cantarino, Poetics, 195).
yadullu ald ma nd "metrical rhymed utterance indicating a meaning". This would include didactic verSince the middle cAbbasid period, when the idea
sification [see NAZM] and thus cannot be considered
had taken hold that the kasida and the risdla were
satisfactory. Some authors have, therefore, tried to
identical but for formal differences, the terminology
establish an essential difference between poetry and
of the poetry-critics was to a large extent applied to
prose (cf. Heinrichs, Dichterische Rede). Three approaches
ornate prose as well. But there are also some relacan be distinguished:
tively early sets of terms that were developed by the
(a) The first is based on the idea that reality can
state scribes for the description of the epistolary style.
Kudama b. DjaTar, in the introduction to his work
be expressed in different ways. Al-ZandjanT (d.
650/1262 [q.v. in Suppl.]) in his "Yardstick for stuon synonymous words and phrases, "Gems of words"
dents of the disciplines concerning poems" (Micydr al(D[awdhir al-alfd^, 3-8), lists and exemplifies fourteen
c
c
nuz^dr fi ulum al-ash dr) uses the threefold system of
features that make for the highest degree of eloquence
denotation (daldld), i.e. mutdbaka ("congruence", "house"
(baldgha) in ornate prose. His fellow-A;<2^ al-Khwarazmf
denotes a house), tadammun ("implication", "house"
(2nd half of 4th/1 Oth cent, [q.v.]}, in his "Keys of the
denotes a ceiling) and iltizdm ("concomitance", "ceilsciences" (Mafdtih al~fulum), has a chapter on "the coning" denotes a wall) and says that mutdbaka is the
ventions of the epistolographers" (muwdda'dt kuttdb al"original denotation" (daldla wad'iyya) and is used in
rasd'il}, which clearly harks back to Kudama's list but
c
the rational sciences (ulum akliy_yd), while tadammun
also goes beyond it by adding a paragraph on defects
1 c
and iltizdm are "rational denotations" (daldlatdn akliy(Mafdtih, 72-8). Al-KhvvarazmI is particularly instrucyatdn', i.e. one has to think about their meaning)
tive, because his encyclopaedia also contains a chap(Micydr, ed. al-Ashkar, 5-7). Of these, ilti^dm is the
ter on nakd al-shicr (Mafdtih, 94-7); a comparison of
kind of denotation that matters in "eloquence" (baldgha), \ the two lists shows surprisingly little overlap in terbecause the "concomitants" (lawdzim) are numerous
minology and only slightly more when the figures
and there are many ways, good and bad, in which
themselves are considered. A third list was compiled
a certain idea can be conveyed. Two points need
later by al-Yazdadf (dates unknown) in the introducemphasis here, (i) Although his book is devoted to
tion to his "Perfection of eloquence" (Kamdl al-baldgha,
poetry, in this passage he speaks about "eloquence",
19-32), a selection of epistles by Kabus b. Wushmgfr
which, of course, extends to ornate prose as well; and
(d. 403/1012 [q.v.]}. The author says that he isolated,
(ii) the opposite of eloquent speech is scientific texts.
from the epistles themselves, such figures as Kudama
Al-Zandjanf's approach may thus be somewhat askew
had not yet identified (Kamdl, 19); it is likely but not
when it comes to defining poetry. (As an aside, one
certain that he is referring to J^awdhir al-alfdg rather
might mention that al-Sakkakf uses the same theory
than to Nakd al-shifr. All of this shows that, before
of denotation but applies it only to imagery, baydn,
the final confluence of terminologies, we have to
see Miftdh al-culum, ed. Na c fm Zarzur, Beirut 1403/1983,
assume separate traditions of poetic, rhetorical (epis329-30.) There is a certain similarity between altolary) and Kur'anic (see above) technical vocabulary.
Zandjanf and Hazim al-Kartadjannf in this respect.
For a critique of a piece of eloquent prose—not a
The latter defines poetry, with the help of terms from
very common event—one may point to al-Kadf Tyad's
the Aristotelian-Farabian tradition, as a speech that
(d. 544/1150 [see CIYAD]) exhaustive interpretation of
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the hadith Umm ^arc (on this text, see F. Rosenthal,
Muslim social values and literary criticism—reflections on the
Hadith of Umm <V, in Owns, xxxiv [1994], 31-56).
This includes a chapter on baydn that deals with the
literary aspects of the hadith (Bughyat al-rd3id li-md
tadammanahu hadith Umm ^arc min al-fawd3 id., ed. Salah
al-Dm b. Ahmad al-Idlibi et alii, al-Muhammadiyya
1395/1975, 186-214).
(2) Truth vs. falsehood. Ibn Rashfk states that most
of poetry is wasf "description" (fUmda, ii, 294), thus
true. As mentioned, some critics have maintained the
opposite (Ibn Hazm, Ibn Faris, see above); this has
to be seen against the background of the mannerist
trends in "modern" poetry—with their irreal hyperboles
(ghuluw), substratum-less metaphors (isti'dra [takhyiliyyaj),
and phantastic re-interpretations (takhyil ofal-Djurdja.nl).
Critics often became a little nervous when confronted
with "falsehoods" (kadhib) of this type, but the poets
were not deterred. The idea of poetry being per se
"untrue" is also highlighted by Abu 'l-'Ala3 al-Macarr!'s
assertion that the sceptical poetry in his Luzumiyydt is
not poetry, because it is true (ed., CA. Zand, Cairo
1891, 9, 42).
Explicit fiction is not of common occurrence in
Arabic literature, and certainly not in poetry. There
are, it is true, cases like the versification, in couplets,
of Kalila wa-Dimna and similar fictional works by Aban
al-Lahikl (d. ca. 200/815 [q.v.]); but these would presumably be regarded as nagm rather than poetry.
However, the often stereotypical adventures that a
poet, or his persona, would describe were, of course,
known not to be the historical truth, but this kind of
non-explicit fiction, because it could not be recognised from the poem itself, elicited little interest on
the part of the critics. It is only Hazim al-Kartadjannf
who paid some attention to the notion of "fiction"
(ikhtildk, as he calls it) and who distinguished the type
of fiction just mentioned from the one that is plainly
fictional on the surface (e.g. the talking animals in
Kalila wa-Dimna] by calling the former "possibilityfiction" (ikhtildk imkdm) and the latter "impossibilityfiction" (ikhtildk imtind'i] (Minhdaj, 76-9).
(3) The unit within the poem. A large amount of poetic
criticism is directed to the single line. This "molecular" approach is driven to the extreme by Tha'lab,
who considers lines with semantically independent
hemistichs the best of all. Several critics do quote
larger passages (e.g. Ibn Tabataba), but they do not
normally discuss the structure of larger entities. An
exception is the analysis of transitions from one theme
to the next in the polythematic kasida (takhallus). AlHatimf uses the image of the human body in order
to stress the overall "organic" unity of the poem (see
in general G.J.H. van Gelder, Beyond the line. Classical
Arabic literary critics on the coherence and unity of the poem,
Leiden 1982; the passage in question is translated and
discussed at 82-3). But for a thorough discussion of
"passages" (fusul, sing, fast) as building-blocks within
a poem, one has again to turn to Hazim al-Kartadjannf
(see van Gelder, 171-90).
(4) Wording (lafz) vs. meaning (macna). This dichotomy
is basic to all disciplines dealing with language. It
was, e.g., used by the logicians in their dispute with
the grammarians in the 4th/10th century, when they
alleged that their domain was the macdni, while the
grammarians dealt with the aljaz,. This oversimplification did not go down well with the grammarians,
who rightly claimed that they dealt with semantic
matters as well. Among the earlier critics, the most
commonly encountered attitude is that the lafz is the
object of the poet's artistic endeavour, the "form" that

he tries to achieve, while the ma'na is the material
that he works on. Poetry is thus a sind'a, a "craft"
like that of the carpenter, weaver or goldsmith, and
indeed the poet's craft is often compared to these
professions and many of the terms denoting figures
of speech are taken in the way of metaphors from
these other crafts. However, wording and meaning
cannot easily be separated: if one wants to talk about
the wording without any reference to the meaning,
the topic becomes restricted to euphony, stylistic acceptability of words (cf. WAHSHI), and grammatical features (everything covered by the termfasdha [q.v.]). In
most discussions of the critics lafz is used in the sense
of a "particular expression" of a general idea (mafnd);
it thus clearly partakes in the macnd side of language.
The term ma'nd itself acquires several meanings:
(a) the meaning of a specific verse (especially when
it is difficult to gauge)—this is dealt with in early
philological macdni works, such as al-Ushnandanf (d.
256/870), Ma'am al-shfr (ed. clzz al-Dm al-Tanukhi,
Damascus 1969);
(b) the motif expressed in a line, i.e. a popular
poetic commonplace; these were collected, together
with their most famous realisations, in motif catalogues, such as Ibn Kutayba, K. al-Macdm al-kabir
(Haydarabad, Deccan 1949), Abu Hilal al-cAskan,
Diwdn al-macdm (Cairo 1352 [1933-34]), al-Raghib alIsfahani (d. 502/1108 [q.v.]), Ma&mac al-baldgha (ed.
c
Umar cAbd al-Rahman al-Sarlsf, 2 vols., cAmman
1406/1986) and the anonymous Madj_mu<:at al-macdm
(ed. cAbd al-Salam Harun, Beirut 1992), as well as
in catalogues of similes, such as Ibn Abl cAwn, K. alTashbihdt (ed. cAbdul Mucld Khan, London 1950) and
Ibn al-Kattam, K. al-Tas_hbihdt min ashcdr ahl al-Andalus
(ed. Ihsan 'Abbas, Beirut 1967); and
(c) the specific meaning, which results from the
application of rhetoric and imagery to a known motif,
thereby refashioning it as a conceit (concetto)—these are
the ma'ani that the admirers of Abu Tammam, alAmidi's ahl al-macdni (see above), cherish and which
Ibn Rashfk calls the macdm al-sanca (fUmda, i, 133). An
example would be Abu Tammam's notorious line: Id
taskini md}a 'l-maldmifa-innam/sabb11'1 kad-i 'sta'dhabtu mo?a
buka'i "Do not pour for me the water of blame, for
I am a man in love, I have come to find the water
of my weeping sweet" (Diwdn, ed. Muhammad 'Abduh
c
Azzam, 4 vols. Cairo 1964-5, i, 22). Here the simple idea "Do not blame me, for I am in love and
like weeping" has been transformed into a conceit,
by "applying" to it (i) a loan metaphor ("the water of
blame") and (ii) a mukdbala (the contrast of the two
waters). It is clear from these literarily ever more
meaningful uses of the term macnd that macnd and lafz
become inextricably bound together; this macnd-lafz
conglomerate came especially to the fore in discussions of the historical development of motifs, i.e. discussions of borrowings, imitations, and plagiarisms.
c
Abd al-Kahir al-Djurdjam realised the inefficiency of
the rigid dichotomy "wording/meaning" and introduced the term sura "form, structure" which he puts
in the middle between the lafz as "linguistic material" (aajrds al-huruf "the sounds of the letters") and
the macnd as "thematic material" (gharad "intention"); one
could say that the sura forms both the linguistic and
the thematic material and thus creates a structured lafz
and a structured macnd that are completely congruent.
(5) Originality vs. plagiarism. On the whole gamut of
possibilities between ikhtirdc "original invention" and
sarika crude "plagiarism", see SARIKA, in Suppl.
Influence on other literatures
Arabic literary criticism and poetics have had an
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influence on two linguistic-cultural domains outside of
it. One is Persian literary theory. The first work in
this field was Raduyanf's [g.v.] "Interpreter of eloquence" (Tardj.uman al-baldgha, ed. Ahmed Ate§, Istanbul
1949), written between 482/1089 and 507/1114 (see
also Ate§, Tarcumdn al-Baldga, das friihste neupersische Werk
fiber rhetorische Figuren, in Oriens, i [1948], 45-62). This
work is based on an Arabic precursor, namely alMarghfnanf's (middle of the 5th/11th century) "Beauties
in poetry and prose" (al-Mahdsin f i 'l-nagm wa 'l-nathr,
ed. van Gelder, Two Arabic treatises on sty Us tics, Istanbul 1987, 66-110).
The other cultural domain open to Arabic influence was the Jewish community, primarily in alAndalus but also elsewhere, who had adopted Arabic
prosody, or an adaptation thereof, for the composition of Hebrew poetry. This drew their attention also
to the critical literature of the Arabs; this in turn confronted them with the notion of i'd^az al-Kufdn and
motivated them to discover rhetorical and figurative
use of language in their own Scripture. The most
important author here is Moshe b. 'Ezra (d. after
529/1135), who wrote two relevant works in JudaeoArabic: the K. al-Muhddara wa 'l-mudhdkara (ed. [in
Hebrew script] and tr. into Hebrew by A.S. Halkin,
Jerusalem 1975, ed. [in Arabic script] and tr. into
Spanish by Montserrat Abumalhan Mas, 2 vols.
Madrid 1985-6), dealing mainly with poetry, and the
Makdlat al-Hadika fi macnd 'l-mad^dz wa 'l-hakika, ed.
and tr. (into Hebrew) by P. Fenton (Jerusalem, forthcoming), see also Fenton, Philosophic et exegese dans le
Jardin de la metaphore de Moise Ibn 'Ezra (Leiden 1997),
with the main focus on scriptural issues. Recently,
extant fragments of another Judaeo-Arabic work on
poetics (including prosody), this time by a man from
the East, have been published: J. Yahalom (ed. and
tr. into Hebrew), Perdkim be-torat ha-shir le-Elfdzdr ben
Ya'akov ha-Bavli, Judaeo-Arabic poetics. Fragments of a lost
treatise by Ela^ar ben Jacob of Baghdad (Jerusalem 2001).
Some early copies of this work and of Moshe b.
'Ezra's K. al-Muhddara seem to have been written in
Arabic script, as can be seen from mistakes attributable to misreadings of Arabic letters. This may point
to some amount of give-and-take between Muslim and
Jewish critics.
On the poetics of mediaeval dialect poetry, see
ZADJAL (toward the end).
Bibliography: 1. G e n e r a l o v e r v i e w s . The
most satisfactory is Ihsan 'Abbas, Ta'nkh al-nakd aladabi cinda 'l-cArab. Nakd al-shicr min al-karn al-thdm
hattd 'l-karn al-thdmin al-hidjn, 2nd enlarged and corrected ed. 'Amman 1993 ^Beirut 1971). An earlier attempt, still useful in parts but dealing only
with the early period is Amjad Trabulsi, La critique
poetique des Arabes jusqu'au Ve siecle de I'Hegire (XP
siecle de J.C.), Damascus 1956. A combination of
primary poetics, abstracted from the poetry itself,
and nakd al-shi'r, is Jamel Eddine Bencheikh, Poetique
arabe, Paris 1989 ( 1 1975). The professionalisation of
nakd is described in Wen-Chin Ouyang, Literary criticism in medieval Arabic-Islamic culture. The making of a
tradition, Edinburgh 1997. Specifically for Muslim
Spain, see Muhammad Ridwan al-Daya, Ta'nkh alnakd al-adabifi 'l-Andalus, Beirut 1388/1968. For an
anthology of translated texts plus substantial introductions, see V. Cantarino, Arabic poetics in the Golden
Age, Leiden 1975. Short presentations: W. Heinrichs,
Poetik, Rhetorik, Literaturkritik, Metrik und Reimlehre, in
GaP, ii, 177-207; K. Abu Deeb, Literary criticism, in
CHALABL, 339-87.
2. Studies dealing with more t h a n one
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a u t h o r . S.A. Bonebakker, Aspects of the history of literary rhetoric and poetics in Arabic literature, in Viator, i
(1970), 75-95; W. Heinrichs, Literary theory: the problem of its efficiency, in G.E. von Grunebaum (ed.),
Arabic poetry: theory and development, Third Levi Delia
Vida Biennial Conference, Wiesbaden 1973, 19-69; idem,
The Hand of the Northwind. Opinions on metaphor and
the early meaning of Istfdra in Arabic poetics, Wiesbaden
1977 (AKM, Bd. XLIV, 2); idem, Klassisch-arabische
Theorien dichterischer Rede, in H. Preissler and Heidi
Stein (eds.), Anndherungen an das Fremde. XXVI. Deutscher
Onentalistentag vom 25. bis 29.9.1995 in Leipzig (^DMG,
Supplement 11, Stuttgart 1998), 199-208; GJ. van
Gelder, Beyond the line. Classical Arabic literary critics
on the coherence and unity of the poem, Leiden 1982;
Mansour Ajami, The Alchemy of glory. The dialectic of
truthfulness and untruthfulness in medieval Arabic literary
criticism, Washington, DC 1988; Djabir c Usfur,
Mafhum al-shicr, dirdsa fi 'l-turdth al-nakdi, ^Nicosia
1990 (on Ibn Tabataba, Kudama and Hazim alKartadjannf); Sasson Somekh (ed.), Studies in medieval
Arabic and Hebrew poetics, in IOS, xi (1991); Amidu
Sanni, The Arabic theory of prosijication and versification:
on hall and nagm in Arabic theoretical discourse, Beirut
and Stuttgart 1998.
3. E d i t i o n s and s t u d i e s on i n d i v i d u a l
a u t h o r s . (The list contains a few additional authors
not mentioned in the text.) Mediaeval lists of relevant literature are given by Ibn Abi 'l-Isbac, Tahnr
al-tahblr fi sancat al-shicr wa-nathr wa-baydn ifdj_dz alKur'dn, ed. Hifnl Muhammad Sharaf, Cairo 1963
[in the introduction], and by Safi" al-Dln al-Hillf,
al-Natd3id£ al-ildhiyya fi shark al-KdJiya al-badiciyya, ed.
Naslb Nashawi, Damascus 1402/1982 [in the appendix]. A veritable encyclopaedia-cum-anthology of
poetic figures is: Ibn Macsum [d. 1117/1705], Anwar
al-rabic fi anwdc al-badic, 1 vols., ed. Shakir Had!
Shukr, Nadjaf 1968.) al-Akhfash al-Awsat, Sacld b.
Mascada, K. al-Kawdfl, ed. Tzzat Hasan, Damascus
1390/1970; Asma'f and Abu Hatim al-Sidjistam,
Su'dldt Abi Hdtim al-Sid^istdni li 'l-Asmacl wa-radduhu
c
alayhi—Fuhulat al-shucard', ed. Muhammad cAwda
Salama Abu Djarl, Cairo 1414/1994; Ibn Kutayba,
K. al-Shicr wa 'l-s_hucard3, Mukaddima, ed. GaudefroyDemombynes, as Ibn Qotaiba, Introduction au Livre de
la poesie et des poetes, Paris 1947; Thaclab, Kawd'id
al-sjiicr, ed. Ramadan cAbd al-Tawwab, Cairo 1966;
Ibn al-Muctazz, K. al-Badic, ed. I. Kratchkovsky,
London 1935; M. Canard, Deux chapitres inedits de
I'wuvre de Kratchkovsky sur Ibn al-Muctazz, in AIEO, xx
(1962), 21-111; S.A. Bonebakker, Ibn al-Mucta^ and
Kitab al-Badfc, in CHALABL, 388-411; Ibn Tabataba, K. clydr al-shicr, ed. cAbd al-cAz!z b. Nasir alManic, Riyad 1405/1985; Kudama b. DjaTar, K.
Nakd al-shicr, ed. S.A. Bonebakker, Leiden 1956;
idem, I^awdhir al-alfd^, ed. Muhammad Muhyl
'1-Dln cAbd al-Hamld, Cairo 1932, repr. Beirut
1399/1979; Marzubam, al-Muwashshah f i ma'dkhidh
al-ulama' cald 'l-shu'ard', ed. Muhibb al-Din al-Khatlb,
2
Cairo 1385; Ishak b. Ibrahim Ibn Wahb al-Katib,
al-Burhdnji wud^iih al-baydn, ed. Ahmad Matlub and
Khadldja al-Hadfthl, Baghdad 1387/1967; Khwarazml, Abu c Abdallah Muhammad b. Ahmad,
Mafdtih al-culum, ed. G. van Vloten, Leiden 1895,
repr. Leiden 1968; Amidl, al-Muwdzana bayn shicr
Abi Tammdm wa 'l-Buhtun, vols. i-ii, ed. al-Sayyid
Ahmad Sakr, Cairo 'l 380-4/1961-5, vol. iii, ed.
c
Abd Allah Hamd Muharib, Cairo 1410/1990;
Rummanl, al-Nukat fi ic^d^ al-Kur'dn, ed. Muhammad Khalaf Allah and Muhammad Zaghlul
Salam, in Thaldth rasd'il fi i'd^d^ al-Kur'dn, Cairo
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n.d.; Hatimi, al-Risala al-mudiha f i dhikr sarikat Abi
'l-Tayyib al-Mutanabbi wa-sdkit shi'rih, ed. Muhammad
Yusuf Nadjm, Beirut 1385/1965 (cf. Bonebakker,
Hatimi and his encounter with Mutanabbi: a biographical
sketch, Amsterdam, etc. 1984, for the various extant
versions of the Risdla]; idem, Hilyat al-muhddara ft
sind'at al-shicr, ed. DjaTar al-Kattanl, 2 vols. Baghdad
1979, ed. Hilal NadjI, Beirut 1978 (incomplete);
Bonebakker, Materials for the history of Arabic rhetoric:
from the Hilyat al-Muhadara of Hatimi (Mss 2934
and 590 of the Qarawiyyin Mosque in Fez), Naples
1975; al-Kadl al-Djurdjanl, al-Wasdta bayn alMutanabbi wa-khusumih, ed. Muhammad Abu '1-Fadl
Ibrahim and CA1I Muhammad al-BidjawI, 3Cairo
n.d.; Ibn Waklc, K. al-Munsif li 'l-sdrik wa 'l-masruk
minhu fi igjidr sarikat Abi }l-Tayyib al-Mutanabbi, ed.
Nadjm, pt. 1, Kuwait 1404/1984, also ed. as alMunsif fi nakd al-shicr wa-baydn sarikat al-Mutanabbi
wa-mushkil shicrih, by Muhammad Ridwan al-Daya,
Damascus 1402/1982; Muhsin Ghayyad 'Udjayl
(ed.), Shuruh shi'r al-Mutanabbi, Baghdad 2000 [contains Abu '1-Fadl al-cArudI, al-Mustadrak cald Ibn
Djinni fimd sharahahu min shicr al-Mutanabbi (collection of fragments); Ibn Furradja, al-Taajanm fald Ibn
Djinm (collection of fragments); Ibn al-Kattac alSikilll, Sharh al-mushkil min shicr al-Mutanabbi (edition)], Abu Hilal al-cAskarI, K. al-Sindcatayn al-kitdba
wa l-shicr, ed. al-BidjawI and Ibrahim, 2Cairo n.d.
[1971]; GJ. Kanazi, Studies in the Kitdb as-Sindcatayn
of Abu Hilal al-cAskan, Leiden, etc. 1989; BakillanI,
Fajdz al-Kur'dn, ed. al-Sayyid Ahmad Sakr, Cairo
1963; von Grunebaum, A tenth-century document of
Arabic literary theory and criticism: the section on poetry of
al-Baqilldni's Tjaz al-Qur'dn, Chicago 1950, repr. 1974;
MarghlnanI, al-Mahdsin Ji 3l-na$m wa 'l-nathr, ed.
van Gelder, in Two Arabic treatises on stylistics, Istanbul
1987; cAbd al-Karlm al-Nahshall, al-Mumtic fi cilm
al-shfr wa-camalih, ed. MundjI al-Ka c bI, Tunis
1398/1978; Ibn Rashlk, al-cUmda fi mahdsin al-shfr
wa-dddbih wa-nakdih, ed. cAbd al-Hamld, 2 vols.
3
Cairo 1383/1963-4, ed. cAbd al-Hamld al-HindawI,
Beirut 2001, ed. Muh. cAbd al-Kadir Ahmad cAta,
Beirut 2001, ed. al-NabawI cAbd al-Wahid Sha'lan,
Beirut 1999, ed. Salah al-Dln al-Hawwarl and Huda
c
Awda, Beirut 1996; idem, Kurddat al-dhahab fi nakd
ashcdr al-carab, ed. al-Shadhill Bu Yahya, Tunis 1972,
ed. Munlf Musa, Beirut 1991; Ibn Sharaf alKayrawanl, Masd'il al-intikdd, ed. and tr. Ch. Pellat,
as Questions de critique litteraire, Algiers 1953; idem,
Rasd'il [sic] al-intikdd, ed. Hasan Husnl cAbd alWahhab, Beirut 1404/1983' (4911); Rachel Arie,
Notes sur la critique litteraire dans I'Occident musulman au
XIs siecle, in eadem, UOccident musulman au bas moyen
age, Paris 1992, 1-21 (mainly on Ibn Rashlk and
Ibn Sharaf); Abu cAmir Ibn Shuhayd, Risdlat alTawdbic wa 'l-^awdbf, ed. Butrus al-Bustanl, Beirut
2
1967, [Eng. tr.] The treatise of familiar spirits
and demons by Abu cAmir ibn Shuhaid al-Ashjaci, alAndalusi, intro., tr. and notes by J.T. Monroe,
Berkeley 1971; Ibn Bassam, al-Dhakhira fi mahdsin
ahl al-Diazira, 4 vols., ed. Ihsan cAbbas, LibiyaTunis 1399/1979; Ibn Sinan al-KhafadjI, Sin alfasdha, ed. c Abd al-Muta c al al-Sac!dI, Cairo
1389/1969; cAbd al-Kahir al-Djurdjanl, K. Asrdr albaldgha, ed. H. Ritter, Istanbul 1954; idem, Dald'il
al-icajdz, ed. Mahmud Muhammad Shakir, Cairo
1404/1984; Kamal Abu Deeb, Al-Jurjdnl's theory of
poetic imagery, Warminster 1979; Abu Tahir al-Baghdadl (d. 517/1123), Kdnun al-baldgha, ed. Muhammad
Kurd CA1I, in Rasa'il al-bulaghd\ 4Cairo 1374/1954,
and ed. Muhsin Ghayyad cUdjayl, Beirut 1401/

1981; Ibn Aflah, al-Mukaddima, ed. van Gelder, in
Two Arabic treatises on stylistics', Abu '1-Barakat Ibn
al-Anbarl (d. 577/1181), K. al-Lumca fi sind'at alshfr, in RAAD, xxx (1955), 590-607; Usama b.
Munkidh (d. 584/1188), al-Badic fi nakd al-sMr, ed.
Ahmad Ahmad Badawl and Hamid cAbd al-MadjId,
Cairo 1960; Diya3 al-Dln Ibn al-Athlr, al-l^dmic alkabir fi sind'at al-man^um min al-kaldm wa 'l-manthur,
ed. Mustafa Djawad and Djamil Sacld, Baghdad
1375/1956; idem, al-Mathal al-sd>ir fi adab al-kdtib
wa 'l-shd'ir, ed. Ahmad al-HufT and Badawl Tabana,
3 vols. 2Riyad 1403-4/1983-4; Ibn Abi 'l-Hadld (d.
655-6/1257-8), al-Falak al-da'ir cald 'l-Mathal al-sd3ir,
ed. al-Huft and Tabana, 2Riyad 1984; al-Safadl
(d. 764/1353), Nusrat al-thd'ir cald 'l-Mathal al-sd'ir,
ed. Muhammad CA1I SultanI, Damascus n.d. [ca.
1391/1971]; Ibn al-Zamlakanl, al-Tibydn fi cilm albaydn al-mutlic cald i'd^dz al-Kur'dn, ed. Ahmad Matlub
and Khadldja al-Hadlthl,' Baghdad 1383/1964; Ibn
Abi 'l-Isbac, Tahnr al-tahblrfi sind'at al-shicr wa 'l-nathr
wa-baydn i'ajdz al-Kur'dn, ed. Hifnl Muhammad
Sharaf, Cairo 1963; al-Muzaffar b. al-Fadl al-'Alaw!
al-Husaynl (d. 656/1258), Nadrat al-ighrid fi nusrat
al-kand, ed. Nuha cArif al-Hasan, Damascus 1396/
1976; Zandjanl, K. Mifydr al-nu^dr fi culum al-ashcdr,
ed. Muhammad 'All Rizk al-KhafadjI, Cairo 1991;
only pt. 3 on film al-badic, ed. cAbd al-Muncim
Sayyid cAbd al-Salam al-Ashkar, Cairo 1416/1995;
and Ibn 'Amlra, al-Tanblhdt cald md fi 'l-Tibydn min
al-tamwihdt, ed. Muhammad Ibn Sharlfa, Casablanca
1991; Hazim al-Kartadjannl, Minhdaj al-bulaghd3 wasirdo^ al-udabd3, ed. Muhammad al-Hablb Ibn alKhuc|ja (Belkhodja), Tunis 1966; W. Heinrichs,
Arabische Dichtung und griechische Poetik: Hdzim alQartdganms Grundlegung der Poetik mit Hilfe aristotelischer
Begriffe, Beirut and Wiesbaden 1969; van Gelder,
Critic and craftsman: al-Qartdjanm and the structure of the
poem, in JAL, x (1979), 26-48; SidjilmasI, al-Mantf
al-badlc fi taajms asdlib al-badlf, ed. cAllal al-GhazI,
Rabat 1401/1980; Ibn al-Banna3 al-cAdadI, al-Rawd
al-manc fi sindcat al-badic, ed. Ridwan Binshakrun,
Casablanca 1985; Yahya b. Hamza al-cAlawI (d.
749/1348), al-Tirdz al-mutadammin li-asrdr al-baldgha
wa-culum hakd^ik al-ifajdz, ed. Sayyid b. CA1I alMarsafi, 3 vols. Cairo 1914; cAbd al-Rahman b.
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A1I al-Yazdadl, Kamdl al-baldgha, Cairo 1341.
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
NAKL.
1. In the c e n t r a l Islamic lands and N o r t h
A f r i c a . Add to the articles mentioned there the following article.
In the caliphal l a n d s .
The emergence of Islam is known to have coincided with the disappearance of wheeled carts or
wagons [see caa^ala] in many parts of the Middle East,
although the extinction of such transport cannot be
conclusively proved. In fact, wheeled vehicles were in
existence in the Middle East for many centuries after
the rise of Islam, although they were rarely used.
The wheel was replaced by the camel in the Middle
East during the era of the caliphates. Camels [see
IBIL] were a means of everyday transport which was
eminently suitable for long-distance overland journey
across deserts and valleys in Arabia, Syria, Egypt or
North Africa, or Anatolia or in Central Asia along
the Silk Road, being used for transport of goods or
passengers or pilgrims in large caravans. Caravan trade
and caravan cities existed in the Middle East since
the pre-Islamic period, when the Arabs of Mecca used
to go on seasonal caravan journeys for commerce to
Yemen in the winter and to Syria in the summer (cf.
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c
Abbasid and Fatimid caliphs had stables full of horses
Kur'an, CVI, 1-2). The nomadic peoples of Arabia,
ready as mounts kept near the royal palaces for ridSyria and Persia were the camel-breeders who appreing by the caliphs and their family members, as well
ciated the value of their animals as the "ships of the
as by top officials both civilian and military (cf. Hilal
land" (al-sufun al-barriyyd)\ they knew that the skins of
al-Sabi3, Rusum ddr al-khildfa, 22-3).
their animals provided them with water-bags (kirab)
The price of owning a pack and riding animal durand that the animals' meat was a source of protein,
ing the era of the 'Abbasld caliphs was not, however,
and they could sell them in exchange for gold (cf.
totally beyond the means of the common folk, but
al-ThacalibI, Thimdr al-kulub, 284). At the beginning
the maintenance of an animal involved extra expense.
of Islam in the 7th century A.D. many individuals
The income of a muleteer or a donkey-driver was
owned camels which they could use as a means of
meagre, but a cameleer (ajammdl) or a boatman (malldh)
transport or as a source of milk or as a commodity
had an adequate income by hiring out camels or
for trade, but by the 8th century A.D., cameleers or
boats for transporting goods or passengers. A camel
professional camel-drivers emerged as a group of transwas sold for 2 or 3 dinars in Basra during the 4th/
port workers who used to hire out the camel(s) to
10th century (al-Tanukhf, Mshwdr, i, 89). The price of
travellers or traders (al-Wohaibi, The northern Hijaz,
a donkey in Khurasan was usually 5 dirhams, but it
393). The cameleers (see DJAMMAL, in Suppl.) concould go up to 50 dirhams or more in a year of
tributed much to the transport of pilgrims from all
scarcity during the cAbbasid period (Yakut, Mu'ajam,
parts of the Middle East to Mecca and Medina. The
iii, 412). The price of a horse in Khvvarazm was an
Egyptian and North African pilgrims as well as traders
extraordinarily low cost of 4 dinars during the 14th
started their caravan journey from Fustat (Old Cairo)
century (Ibn Battuta, Travels, tr. Gibb, 167).
through Kulzum to A'ila (cAkaba) and Yanbu c , thence
Inland transport in the Middle East also made use
to Mecca or Medina. The Anatolian and Syrian pilof boats and small ships in the navigable rivers like
grims assembled at Damascus and travelled through
the Tigris, the Euphrates and the Orontes, part of
"Amman and Tabuk to Medina and Mecca. Similarly,
the Karun river in Persia and the Nile in Egypt. The
the pilgrims from Persia, Central Asia and clrak started
their journey from Baghdad and travelled through ! city of Baghdad was founded by the 'Abbasid caliph
al-Mansur in 145/762 on the banks of the Tigris river
Kufa and the Arabian desert to Mecca or Medina,
inter alia to facilitate inland transport from Baghdad
or they took the alternative route from Baghdad to
upstream to Mawsil, Diyar Rablca, etc., and downWash, Basra, the Arabian desert and Mecca. Arab
stream to the cities of Wasit, Basra and onwards to
settlements grew up along the pilgrim routes and there
the Persian Gulf waters. There were many boats [see
were brisk seasonal trade during the pilgrimage seaSAFINA] in the Bata'ih [g.v.] (swamps) of the lower
son. Caravanserais were built throughout the Middle
c
lrak. A port was built at Samarra3 on the Tigris by
East to cater for travellers and traders and their
al-Wathik. The Shatt al-cArab [g.v.] was very suitable
mounts. Camels and horses were also used to transport arms and warriors to the battle front during the
for navigation by ships. The Euphrates river and the
early Islamic conquests and the Umayyad period.
Shatt al-Gharraf were also navigable, and goods could
Among other means of transport, donkeys were the
be transported from Diyar Mudar and al-Rakka to
most popular among the tribesmen and the peasantry.
Baghdad through the Nahr al-Malik canal (cf. Yackubl,
Bulddn, 234). There were thirty thousand river craft
Mules (Ar. baghl [</.^.], pi. bighdl) were also used as
a means of transport especially in the hilly or mounplying in the waters of the Tigris river to transport
tainous terrains of Syria, Anatolia and Persia. Muleteers
passengers or cargo during the 3rd/9th century (Ibn
al-DjawzI, Mandkib, 24; Shabushtl, Diydrdt, 158). The
(Ar. mukdn [^.y.], baghghaL or hammdra) emerged as a
distinct group of transport workers during the "Abbasid
muhtasib [see HISBA] supervised the transportation work
period (A.D. 750-1258). They could transport merby the boatmen so that the boats or ships were not
chants or ordinary travellers from Baghdad along the
overloaded, endangering the lives of the passengers
Khurasan trunk road to Nishapur or beyond (cf. alby drowning or loss of cargo in mid-river. Similarly,
Kazwinl, Athdr al-bildd, 224-5) or transport pilgrims
the Nile was a busy highway of boat traffic for the
in a caravan of 50 donkeys from Kufa to Mecca (alpeople of Fustat on the bank of the river.
Djahiz, K. al-Bukhald*', 18). Mules were not popular
The 5 t h / l l t h century Persian traveller Nasir-i
animals in mediaeval Arab society, and al-Djahiz wrote
Khusraw, travelled across the mediaeval Middle East
a treatise on mules entitled Kitdb al-Bighdl. He voiced
by means of all available transport, including camels,
the public opinion of his time when he recorded the
horses, donkeys, boats and ships. While visiting the
popular argument against the mules by saying that
cities of Fustat and Cairo (ca. 439/1047), he observed
the Prophets rode on camels and donkeys but never
that traders rode on saddled donkeys. Everyday 50,000
on mules (cf. Rasd'il al-Djdhiz, ii, 326), but he refuted
beasts of burden were ready for hire. He saw that
the popular prejudice against them by citing the evisoldiers and militiamen rode on horses, while peasdence that the Prophet Muhammad rode on a mule,
ants, merchants and craftsmen were transported by
c
C
as did the early caliphs like Uthman and A1I and
donkeys (Safar-ndma, tr. 55).
the Umayyad caliph Hisham b. cAbd al-Malik. MoreOn the whole, riding and pack animals such as
over, al-Djahiz cited the fact that pilgrims from Syria
donkeys, mules, camels and horses were the primary
went from Damascus to Mecca in a caravan of sixty
means of transport in the pre-industrial society of the
mules during the reign of caliph cAbd al-Malik (cf.
Middle East during the Umayyad, 'Abbasid and
Kitdb al-Bighdl, 231).
Mamluk periods, while horse- or camel-drawn wagons
The horse was a means of speedy transport which
were hardly seen in the streets prior to the 13th-14th
was owned mainly by the wealthy, for the price of
century A.D. Boats and coracles, and a kind of cataan Arabian horse with a pedigree was very high. This
maran (Ar. zaww/zawdj_), played a limited role in the
last was also introduced into eastern Turkey and Persia
inland transport network in the countries of the Middle
as a means of transport. Horses were used for postal
East during the periods of the caliphates. The absence
service by the Umayyad and cAbbasid caliphs for the
of wheeled vehicles on the streets had an impact on
dispatch of royal mail and military intelligence from
town planning in the Middle East, whose towns had
various provinces to the capital city [see BARID]. The
consequently narrow streets and cul-de-sacs.
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AL-NACL AL-SHARIF, NACL RASUL ALLAH (A.), the
sandal of the P r o p h e t M u h a m m a d .
Sandals belong to the pre-Islamic Arabian clothing
(see LIBAS. 1), and are considered one of the features
distinguishing Arabs from non-Arabs (caaj.ani). The
scholar Malik b. Anas (d. 180/796 [q.v.]) reportedly
declared that only Arabs used to wear turbans and
sandals (Ibn Abl Zayd, al-D^dmi' fi 'l-sunan wa }l-dddb
wa 'l-maghdzi wa 'l-ta'rikh, Tunis 1982, 228). The
Prophet himself reportedly advised the believers to
wear sandals as well as boots to distinguish themselves from the People of the Book who only wore
boots (Ahmad b. Hanbal, Musnad, 6 vols., Cairo
1313/1895, repr. Beirut n.d., v, 264). Muslim tradition turned the sandals into a component of the legacy
of Abraham and Ishmael, the prototypes of Arabian
monotheism. In a letter of the caliph c Umar b. alKhattab [q.v.], the believers are requested to adhere
to the clothes of their father Isma'fl and to wear sandals instead of boots (Ibn Hibban, al-Ihsdn fi takrib
Sahih Ibn Hibban, tartib 'Aid' al-Din al-Fdrisi, ed. Shucayb
al-Arna'ut, 16 vols., Beirut 1988, xii, no. 5454).
Abraham, says a Shlcl tradition, was the first to wear
sandals (al-Kulrm, al-Usul wa 'l-furuc min al-Kdfi, ed.
c
Ali Akbar al-Ghifan, 8 vols., Beirut 1980, vi, 462).
Wearing sandals is especially recommended during the
pilgrimage to Mecca, which is the main centre of
Abrahamic rites [see IHRAM],
The Prophet Muhammad is regarded as the ultimate model of Arab piety, and sandals feature as an
essential element in his descriptions as a messenger
of God. Already Jesus is said to have announced the
emergence of the Arabian prophet, whom he described
as wearing sandals among other things (al-Bayhakf,

Dala'il al-nubuwwa, ed. cAbd al-Mucti Kalcadji, 7 vols.,
Beirut 1988, i, 378). Muhammad himself is said to
have stated that God instructed him to wear sandals
and a seal (al-Tabaranf, al-Muca^am al-saghir, ed. cAbd alRahman Muhammad cUthman, 2 vols., Cairo 1981-3,
i, 166).
Islamic tradition provides detailed descriptions of
the Prophet's sandals. According to most of the earliest traditions, each sandal had two leather thongs
(kibdl, zimdm, shisc), which passed between the toes
and were attached to the sole. The other end of the
pair of thongs passed through two loops ("ears") to
which were also attached the two arms of the shirdk,
i.e. the folded strap that passed behind the wearer's
ankle. In some versions, the sandal is said to have
had a "heel" in the Yemeni style, i.e. a wide strap
that embraced the wearer's heel. At the forepart of
each sandal there was an extension shaped like a
tongue (mulassari), and the middle part of the sole was
narrow, with hollows (khasrdn1} cut on each side. The
sole consisted of two layers sewed or patched together
(makhsufa). It was made of tanned hide of oxen (Ibn
Sacd, Tabakdt, 8 vols., Beirut 1960, i, 478-82; Abu
'1-Shaykh, Akhldk al-nabi, ed. clsam al-Dfn Sayyid cAbd
al-Nabl, Cairo 1993, 142-7;' al-Zurkanl, Sharh almawdhib al-laduniyya Ii 'l-Kastalldni, Cairo 1911, repr.
Beirut 1973, v, 44-52; al-Shaml, Subul al-hudd wa 7rashddfi sirat khayr al-cibdd, ed. Mustafa cAbd al-Wahid,
11 vols., Cairo 1990, vii, 499-507). The colour of
Muhammad's sandal, according to the usual reports,
was yellow (al-Zurkanf, op. cit., v, 46; al-MakkarT, Wasf
nicdl al-nabi (s) al-musammd bi-fath al-mutacdl fi madh alnicdl, ed. 'All cAbd al-Wahhab and cAbd al-Muncim
Faradj Darwlsh, Cairo 1997, 141-3).
A two-thong sandal remained a common fashion
among pious believers, although it was sometimes
regarded as extravagant (Ibn Hadjar al-'Askalanl, alMatdlib al-cdliya bi-^awd'id al-masdmd al-thamdniya, ed.
Hablb al-Rahman al-AczamI, 4 vols., Beirut, 1987, ii,
no. 2231). Such sandals were said to have been worn
by the Righteous Caliphs Abu Bakr and 'Umar [q.vv.].
Only the third caliph, c Uthman b. 'Affan [q.v], reportedly began to wear sandals in which the two thongs
were tied together and attached to a single strap passing between the toes (al-Tirmidhl, al-Shamd'il almuhammadiyya (with commentary of Ibrahim al-Badjurl),
Cairo 1925, 70; al-Tabaram, op. cit., i, 92; al-Zurkanf,
op. cit., v, 45).
Sometimes the sole of Muhammad's sandal was
said to have consisted of only one layer, not two, and
this was said to have been the style that the Arabs
considered superior to the style of kings (al-Makkan, 89).
The fashion of cutting hollows on both sides of the
middle part of the sole was preserved mainly among
ShlTs, to whom soles without hollows represented a
deplorable deviation from the Prophetic model (alKulim, vi, 463). Moreover, sandals without such hollows were considered Jewish by style (al-TabrisI,
Makdrim al-akhldk, ed. Muhammad al-Husayn al-Aclami,
Beirut 1972, p. 123; al-KulIm, vi, 463-4). The habit
of tying the shirdk of the sandal (and not simply folding it through the loop, as was reported concerning
Muhammad's sandal) was considered among ShT'ls as
a fashion set by Satan (al-Tabrisi, 123).
The supposedly original sandal or sandals of the
Prophet were preserved by believers of later generations. Beginning with the generation of the Companions,
the most prevalent is the tradition about the Basran
Anas b. Malik [q.v], who is said to have exhibited to
the believers the sandal with its two thongs (e.g. Ibn
Sacd, i, 478; Abu '1-Shaykh, Akhldk al-nabi, no. 390).
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He was reportedly the official keeper of Muhammad's
sandals (Ibn Sacd, i, 482), but according to other traditions, the Kufan Companion cAbd Allah b. Mascud
[see IBN MASCUD, CABD ALLAH] was in charge of them
(e.g. al-Bukharl, Sahih, 9 vols., Cairo 1958, v, 31, 35
[kitdb 62, bab 20, 27]).
'All's son, Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya [q.v] was
also able to show the relic (Ibn Sacd, i, 478). The
Meccan Hisham b. cUrwa (d. 146/763) claimed that
he had seen the sandal and gave its description (Ibn
Sacd, i, 478).
As for the later history of the sandals, some reports
relate that the descendants of the Syrian Companion
Shaddad b. Aws (d. 46/683), who lived in Jerusalem,
preserved them. He reportedly left them to his son
Muhammad, but the latter's sister got hold of one of
them. This was passed on to her children. When the
'Abbasid caliph al-Mahdl visited Jerusalem, the sandal held by the sister's descendants was presented to
him for a handsome reward. He summoned her
brother Muhammad b. Shaddad, by then a sick old
man, and requested the other sandal, but Muhammad
refused to part with it and the caliph consented (Ibn
Manzur, Mukhtasar Ta'rikh Dimashk li-Ibn 'Asakir, 29
vols., Damascus 1984-8, x, 278-9). A sandal of the
Prophet was also claimed to have been in the possession of Ismacll b. Ibrahim al-Makhzuml who obtained
it from his grandmother Umm Kulthum, the daughter
of Abu Bakr. She had received it from her sister
c 3
A isha (al-Makkarf, 175-6).
The last station of the "original" sandal seems to
have been the Ashrafi" madrasa at Damascus. It was
placed there by the Ayyubid of Egypt al-Malik alAshraf b. al-cAdil, who had confiscated it in 625/1228
from the last descendant of the Companion Sulayman
Abu '1-Hadld, whose descendants claimed to have held
it for centuries. Another sandal of the Prophet was
kept elsewhere in Damascus, and during Tlmur Lang's
take-over of Damascus in 803/1400, both relics disappeared (Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalani, al-Isaba, ed. 'All
Muhammad al-BidjawI, 8 vols., Cairo 1970, iii, 173;
Sibt Ibn al-cAdjamI, Nur al-nibrds cald sirat Ibn Sayyid
al-Ms, ms. B.L. Or. 8276, fol. 316b; al-Makkarl, 513-24;
Goldziher, Muhammedanische Studien, ii, 363-4).
The Prophet's sandals served as a model according to which shoemakers designed sandals for pious
believers. A sandal of the Prophet, as seen at the
house of Fatima, daughter of cUbayd Allah b. c Abbas,
was copied by a shoemaker who applied its two-thong
style to sandals ordered by the eminent Basran scholar
c
Abd Allah b. cAwn (d. 150/767). However, when the
latter came to collect them, he found that Ibn Sinn
(d. 110/728 [^.r;.]) had already bought the sandals for
himself (Ibn Hadjar, Matalib, ii, no. 2232; cf. Ibn
Sacd, i, 479).
Drawings (mithdl, timthdl) representing the supposedly original sandal were in circulation among scholars, especially in the Maghrib, where access to the
sandal itself was more difficult than in the Mashrik
(al-Makkan, 167-8). Such representations were also
used by shoemakers for sandals ordered by pious believers (al-Tabrisi, 122; al-Makkan, 175-6). The representations became an object of veneration in their
own right and were believed to provide one with
safety in journeys, victory in battles, etc. Therapeutic
powers were attributed to them and they were often
hung up in houses for protection against the evil eye
(al-Zurkam, v, 48; al-Makkan, 469-70; Goldziher, op. at.,
ii, 363). Some samples of them can be seen in alMakkarf s Path al-mutacdlfi madh al-nical, where numerous
kasidas in praise of them are also recorded.
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Closely associated with the veneration of the
Prophet's sandals is that of his footprints [see KADAM
SHARIF] .
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(U. RUBIN)
AL-NAMIR B. KASIT, BANU, a t r i b e of the
R a b l c a b. N i z a r g r o u p [see RABICA AND MUDAR;
NIZAR B. MACADD]. It must be noted that not every
Namarl mentioned in the sources belonged to the
Namir b. Kasit, since tribal groups called al-Namir
were also found among the Azd, the Kuda c a and the
lyad. The fortunes of the Namir were closely linked
to those of their relatives, the Taghlib [q.v.]. When
the Taghlib migrated to the eastern part of the Djazlra
[q.v.] or the Diyar Rablca [q.v] in the second half of
the 6th century A.D., they were joined by part of
the Namir. However, there were still Namarls in
Arabia after that time, more specifically in Yamama
and Bahrayn. Some tribe members settled in alAndalus. Most Namarls remained Christian for at least
two centuries after the advent of Islam.
The semi-legendary leader of the Namir, cAmir alDahyan, would sit in judgement in the early part of
the forenoon, hence his nickname al-Dahyan, or "the
one exposing himself to the sun". Ibn al-Kalbl reported
that the leadership of the Rablca shifted among the
Rabl'a tribes. Leadership meant command in the battlefield, arbitration, the right to appoint the bannercarrier and entitlement to one-fourth of the spoils.
When the leadership of the Rablca reached the Namir,
it was held by cAmir al-Dahyan. After a long term
in this role he was killed by a man of the cAbd alKays [q.v]. Having received half the ransom for him,
the Namir murdered the cAbd al-Kays hostages whom
they held as a guarantee for the delivery of the other
half. In the internecine war that followed, the Namir
joined forces with the rest of the Rabl'a against the
c
Abd al-Kays. Ibn al-Kalbl's account is quoted in a
small genealogical treatise, al-Inbdh "aid kabd'il al-niwdt,
by Ibn cAbd al-Barr [q.v], himself a Namarl. Namarl
partisanship on Ibn cAbd al-Barr's part is evident with
regard to the origin of the Prophet's Companion
Suhayb b. Sinan, the most important individual in
the genealogy of the Namir. Suhayb's affiliation to
the Namir, disputed by some, was for Ibn cAbd alBarr beyond doubt, and in his Companion dictionary
he emphasised that there was no dispute over it. But
the claim that Suhayb was of Arab stock stands in
sharp contrast to a famous saying attributed to Muhammad, namely, that he himself was the first Arab
to enter Paradise, while Suhayb was the first Byzantine,
Salman al-FarisI the first Persian and Bilal b. Rabah
the first Ethiopian.
While Suhayb is invariably mentioned in the
genealogies of the Namir, Humran b. Aban, a prominent figure in early Islamic history, is only mentioned
in some. Humran, who was captured during the conquests in cAyn al-Tamr [q.v], is supposed to have
been Suhayb's relative. But it is doubtful that Humran,
said to have been of Jewish origin, was an Arab, since
the claim of Arab descent originated with his offspring (wa 'dda'd wulduhu fi 'l-Namir b. Kasit). Family
sources were likewise behind the claim that Suhayb
was an Arab.
The Namir boasted of a pre-Islamic link with the
Kuraysh: the mother of the Prophet's uncle, al-cAbbas
b. cAbd al-Muttalib [q.v], was one of them. She is
supposed to have been the first Arab woman to provide a covering for the Kacba, following a vow she
made when little al-cAbbas went lost.
Before Islam the Namir (like the Taghlib) were
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within the sphere of influence of the Sasanids and
the Lakhmids [q.vv] of al-Hlra. Ma3 al-Sama3, the
mother of the Lakhmid king al-Mundhir III (ca. 50554), who was of the Namir, was taken captive in a
raid carried out by al-Mundhir's father; the fact that
al-Mundhir had a half-brother among the Namir did
not go unmentioned by the genealogists. One of the
Arab units that fought on the Sasanid side in the
battle of Dhu Kar (ca. 605) included warriors from
the Taghlib and the Namir. In the ridda [q.v.], there
were Namarls among the troops who came from the
Djazfra with Sadjah [q.v.], the false prophetess of
the Tamlm [</.y.J. A whole subdivision of the Namir,
the Aws Manat b. al-Namir b. Kasit, was wiped out
(ubiru) during the ridda by Khalid b. al-Walld. In cAyn
al-Tamr during the conquests a Namarl led a large
force made of Christians from the Namir, the Taghlib,
the lyad and others, which was defeated by Khalid.
Later during the conquests Christians of the Namir
fought alongside al-Muthanna b. Haritha against the
Sasanids in the battle of al-Buwayb (near al-Hlra).
Some Namarfs who converted to Islam during the
conquests settled in Kufa together with members of
the Taghlib and the lyad. Members of these very
tribes who fought as Sasanid auxiliaries at Takrft are
said to have handed the town over to the Muslim
besiegers. In the battle of Sifffn [<7-y.]> there were
NamarTs on both sides, probably because the Djazfra
which was their homeland was divided at that time
between CA1I and Mu c awiya. The old association
between the Taghlib and the Namir was still in place
during the rebellion of cAbd Allah b. al-Zubayr, when
both tribes fought several battles in the DjazTra against
the Kays c Avian [q.v]
Bibliography: Caskel, Gamharat an-nasab, ii, 444;
Ibn al-Kalbf, l^amharat al-nasab, ed. N. Hasan, Beirut
1407/1986, 576-81; idem, Nasab Ma'add wa 'l-Taman
al-kabir, ed. Hasan, Beirut 1408/1988, i, 96-100;
Ibn Hazm al-AndalusI, I^amharat ansdb al-carab, ed.
Harun, Cairo 1382/1962, 300-2; Ibn cAbd al-Barr,
al-Inbdh cald kabd'il al-ruwdt, Cairo 1350/1931 (bound
with al-Kasd wa 'l-amam by the same author), 97100; Taban, index; F.M. Donner, The early Islamic
conquests, Princeton 1981, index; M.G. Morony, Iraq
after the Muslim conquest, Princeton 1984, index.
On the capture of Ma3 al-Sama3 by the king of
al-Hlra, see al-WazIr al-Maghribf, Adab al-khawdss,
ed. H. al-Djasir, Riyad 1400/1980, 151. On the
poet Mansur al-Namarl [q.v], see also Sezgin, GAS,
ii, 541-2. On Christianity among the Namir, see
J.S. Trimingham, Christianity among the Arabs in preIslamic times, London and Beirut 1979, 176-7, and
also NASARA. On the tribal groups of the Namir,
particularly those living in the vicinity of Aleppo,
see Ibn al-cAdfm, Bughyat al-talab, ed. S. Zakkar,
Damascus 1408/1988, i, 555-6.
(M. LECKER)
NANDANA, the name of a hilly t r a c t and a
f o r t r e s s of mediaeval India and I n d o - M u s l i m
t i m e s . It lies in a fold of the Salt Range, to the
north of the Jhelum river in northern Pandjab, and
the place is still marked by ruins of a fortress and a
Hindu temple near the modern Cao Saydan Shah
(lat. 32° 43' N., long. 73° 17' E.), in the Jhelum District of the Pandjab province of Pakistan.
The place is mentioned in early mediaeval IndoMuslim history. In 404-5/1013-14 Mahmud of Ghazna
[q.v] attacked the Hindushahfs [q.v] of northwestern
India and marched against the Radja Trilocanapala's
son Bhfmapala, besieging him in the fortress of Nandana and capturing an immense booty there (al-cUtbI,
al~Tankh al-Tamim, with comm. of al-Manfnf, ii, 146-

53 (calling the place Nardin); Gardizi, %ayn al-akhbar,
ed. Nazim, 72; M. Nazim, The life and times of Sultan
Mahmud of Ghazna, Cambridge 93, 91-3). Thereafter,
the Ghaznawids tried to retain control of Nandana
as a thaghr or entry point into the plains of northwestern India, as Abu '1-Fadl Bayhakf, Tdnkh-i Mascudi, ed.
Ghanf and Fayyad, 149, describes it.
In the early 7th/13th century, the fortress of
Nandana, in what was then in Islamic sources called
the Djud hills, was held by a former commander of
the Ghurids, Kamar al-Dln Karmani (in the surmise
of Boyle, to be equated with Nasir al-Dln Kubaca,
the ruler in Multan and Sind). Cingiz Khan, in his
pursuit of the Khwarazm Shah Djalal al-Dm Mingburnu, sent an army under Torbey Tokshin which
sacked Nandana in 618/1221, and then went on to
attack Multan (Djuzdjanf, Tabakdt-i Ndsin, tr. Raverty,
i, 534-5; Djuwaynf-Boyle, i, 141-2). Nandana was later
temporarily captured by the Dihll Sultan Iltutmish
[</.y.], whose son and eventual successor Mahmud Shah
in 644-5/1247 ravaged the region in revenge for the
local Rana having guided a Mongol raid (Djuzdjam,
i, 677-9). It does not, however, seem thereafter to have
played a significant role in history.
Bibliography: See also Djuzdjam, i, 536-9 n.;
Punjab District gazetteers, xxvii, Lahore 1904, 46-7;
Imperial gazetteer of India1, xviii, 349.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
NATHR (A.), prose. The word is a noun denoting activity, derived from a verb meaning "to disperse, disseminate"; its opposite is nazm, from a verb
meaning "to join, set out in order", which is used to
designate poetry. For Arab theorists, prose can be distinguished from poetry as the genre of literature which
is not subjected to the order and constraints imposed
by rhyme and metre. Such a formal definition is due
to the fact that the prose they made the object of
their attention was either the artistic prose of chancery
documents, rasd'il (pi. of risdla [q.v]}, or the prose of
the addresses or sermons, khutab (pi. of khutba \_q.v]}.
Whatever level of literary elaboration or rhetorical
device required, they are all the same for the genres
of prose and poetry, and are collectively referred to
under the general term baldgha [q-v]}.
In a striking manner, this fact is shown, inter alia,
by the procedures known as hall al-man^um and na&n
al-manthur, setting a passage of prose into verse or
verse into prose, in which the macnd [q.v], the image
of an idea expressed in the smallest unit of discourse,
whether verse or colon, is launched in poetry or prose
respectively. This procedure has been discussed since
the 4th/IOth century and was presented as a subtle
form of plagiarism by theorists like Abu Hilal alc
Askar! (d. 395/1005) in his K. al-Sinactayn, ed. CA.M.
Bidjawf and A. Ibrahim, Cairo 1957, 198. The author
al-Thacalibi (d. 429/1037), one of whose works was
Nathr al-nazm wa-hall al-cakd, and later on Diva3 alDm Ibn al-Athlr (d. 637/1239) in his al-Mathal also* ir, ed. A. al-Hufi and B. Tabana, 4 vols., Cairo
1959, i, 126-7, considered that rendering a verse into
prose in a risdla was a way of achieving a higher
level of literary expression. However, the formal point
of view, which presumes a substantial literary equivalence between poetry and prose, did not exhaust the
attention of the theorists to this problem. For example, they would raise the question of the superiority
of one of the genres over the other, often basing their
judgement more on sociological than on literary considerations; such considerations were the function of
the chancery clerk or secretary (katib [q.v], mutarassil)
and the poet, or the importance of the subjects they
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were dealing with, or the attitude adopted by the two
genres towards religion and morals. Some authors (e.g.
Ibn Khaldun, Mukaddima, fasl 46), moreover, note that
the essence of poetry does not reside in prosodic form
but in the images that are expressed by this form.
The thinking of the Arab theorists developed from
the 3rd/9th century onwards and was stimulated first
of all by poetry. There is a detailed stylistic study of
these ideas and of the scholars involved in Z. al-R.
az-ZucbI, Das Verhdltnis von Poesie und Prosa in der arabischen Literaturtheorie des Mittelalters, Berlin 1987, and
the bibliography cited there; to this should be added
A. Arazi, Une epitre d'Ibrdhim b. Hildl al-Sabi sur les
genres litteraires, in Studies in Islamic history and civilization
in honour of Professor David Ayalon, ed. M. Sharon,
Jerusalem-Leiden 1986, 473-505; also in M. Darabseh,
Die Kritik der Prosa bei den Arabern, Berlin 1990, which
is less careful and less original than the first work;
see also Z. al-Zucbi, Ibrahim b. Hildl al Sdbl, Risala
fi '1-fark bayn al-mutarassil wa 'l-shacir, in Abhdth
Tarmuk, xi (1993), 129-65; A. Sanni, The Arabic theory
of prosification and versification, Beirut 1998; see also SHI'R.
The origins of prose
We can find examples of prose dating from the
pre-Islamic period, such as proverbs (mathal [q.v]}, the
prophesies of soothsayers (sadj [q.v] al-kuhhdn) and sermons. Many formal characteristics of these documents,
of which the authenticity in the literal meaning of
that word can, of course, be debated, are the same
as those of poetry: conciseness, allusive language and
independent, paratactic clauses. These oral examples
of prose can be connected with the remnants of prose
of the same genre from the time of the Prophet and
the very beginning of Islam. It was the arrival of
Islam that saw one of the ancient literary genres, the
khutba, the address or sermon, acquire new traits and
gradually gain great popularity; for the importance of
the orator in the pre-Islamic period see further KHATIB.
While from the point of view of style these documents maintain the solidity and simplicity of preIslamic prose, far removed from the embellishments
which these genres would later present, one is no
longer faced with detached aphorisms (as in the case
of the famous sermons of Kuss b. Sacida [q.v.] of the
lyad, al-Djahiz, Baydn, i, 308-9), but with contents
that need to be communicated and thus articulated
in a logical manner, the contents being of a religious
nature as well as pertinent to the organisation of the
new community. The new conditions were not without consequences on the level to which the prose
could be elaborated. Similarly, the collections of hadith
[q.v] take the form of short disjointed statements,
often in the form of direct speech, and only a small
number of fragments composed in literary prose remain
from this period (cf. W. Fischer. Ein Stuck vorklassischer,
arabischer Kunstprosa in der Umm Ma'bad Legende, in Festschrift W. Filers, Wiesbaden 1967, 318-27; he points out
the similarities in this text with poetry).
Among the examples of prose from this period, the
letters as well as other documents emanating from
the Prophet and the first caliphs should be included.
These documents from older sources have been collected by M. Hamidullah in Documents sur la diplomatie
musulmane a I'epoque du Prophete et des Khalifes Orthodoxes,
Paris 1935; also an Arabic edition, Maajmu'at al-wathd'ik
al-siydsiyya fi 'l-fahd al-nabawi wa 'l-khildfa al-rdsjiida,
Cairo 1941.
The problem of their authenticity has been, of
course, raised and the criterion most often used is
that of linguistic usage (op. cit., 4-5, in the French
edition; B. Reichel-Baumgartner, Parameter des Idiolekts
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des Propheten Muhammad auf Grundlage des Sahih von alBuhdn, in W£KM, Ixxviii [1988], 121-59).'Problems
of authenticity as well as of the transmission of ancient
texts are examined by G.H.A. Juynboll, On the origin
of Arabic prose: reflections on authenticity, in Studies on
the first century of Islamic society, Carbondale, 111. 1982;
and R.B. Serjeant, The Caliph TJmar's letters to Abu
Musd al-As_hfari and Mu'dwiya, in JSS, xxix [1984],
65-79.
The influence of the Kurgan on the evolution of prose
Without any doubt, the Kur'an is the primary
example of a complex text in Arab literature that has
not been composed in verse. The language that is
used is one elaborated as a poetic koine, the only
one capable of communicating such a message. In
form, especially in the more ancient suras, it is close
to poetic style. In the Muslim tradition, however,
Scripture is distinguished from poetry as it is from
prose, for literary as well as religious reasons; the
deliberations of Muslim scholars about the form of
the sacred text have taken on the form of the dogma
of fd^az. [q>v], the "stylistic uniqueness" of the Kur'an.
Classical texts on poetry use the same criteria for
analysis in order to show that the divide between the
Kur'an and literary discourse was uncrossable (see e.g.
i'djdz al-Kur'dn of al-Bakillam, d. 403/1013 [q.v]; G.E.
von Grunebaum, A tenth-century document of Arabic literary
theory and criticism, Chicago 1950). On the other hand
there are some treatises drawn up to show that the
decorative style of poetry could be found also in the
Kur'an (Ibn Abi 'l-Isbac, d. 654/1256, Bad? al-Kur'dn,
ed. H. Sharaf, Cairo 1957). In short, the Kur'an
plays an integral part in Arabic literary discourse,
but it reaches a certain level of style which removes
it far away from any other type of this discourse. In
modern times, one typical example of this attitude is
that of Taha Husayn, who does not look at the Kur'an
when dealing with poetry and prose, for "it is neither poetry nor prose" (Min hadith al-sjiicr wa }l-nathr,
Cairo 1936, 25).
It can therefore be concluded that, although the
influence of the Kur'an on the evolution of Arabic
prose is immense from the point of view of religious
content, the political and cultural effect its message
has brought with it, and the status that has been
imparted to the language in which it was transmitted, its influence on style is much more subtle to
define. Treatises such as Husn al-tawassul ild sincfat altarassul of Shihab al-Dm al-Halabf (d. 725/1325), ed.
A. Yusuf, Baghdad 1980, insist that the strongest way
for an argument to be confirmed is that citations from
the Kurgan must be inserted into a letter or into an
official document, on condition that neither form nor
basis is modified (72-3). Perhaps the earliest evidence
for this exhortation to the kdtib, secretary, to get to
know and use quotations from the Kur'an as part
of his professional training dates from the Risdlat
al-cAdhra? of Ibrahim al-Shaybani (d. 298/910, ed.
Z. Mubarak, Cairo 1931, under the name of Ibn alMudabbirf, 7; see Sanni, op. cit., 6).
There is a more liberal attitude towards the text
of the Kur'an when it is approached from the
viewpoint of mu'drada [q.v], "the fact of wishing to
equal it". From the point of view of literary sentiment, and disregarding religious aspects, one could
say that mu'drada is to the Kur'an what sarika is to
poetry: there exists a threshold of literary propriety
beyond which one should not tread without incurring
blame, to be respected even more in the case of the
Kur'an. As stated by W. Marcais, "from very early
on it appeared futile and even sacrilegious to want
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to imitate it" (see Les origines de la prose litteraire arabe,
in Rev. Afr., Ixviii [1927], 15-28).
But at the outset, literary prose shows evidence of
a different attitude. Systematic studies conducted by
W. al-Kadf show that two prose writers adopted a
more liberal attitude to the sacred text (Bishr b. Abi
Kubdr al-Balawi, namiidhadj. al-nathr al-fanm al-mubakkir
fi 'I'Taman, Beirut 1985 [a kdtib from Yemen who was
alive up to the end of the 2nd/8th century, and
whom the author considered an intermediary between
c
Abd al-Hamid and al-Djahiz in the history of Arabic
prose]; eadem, The impact of the Qur'dn on the epistolography of cAbd al-Hamid, in G.R. Hawting and A.A.
Shareef [eds.], Approaches to the Qur'an, London and
New York 1993, 285-313). Passages from the Kur'an
could be paraphrased to adapt them to the new syntax, and paraphrases and citations could even be combined; a quotation could be extended with phrases
composed in the same rhythm.
On the other hand theorists recommended to the
prose writers the iktibas of the Kur'an, inserting a
passage which is not an explicit quotation (for this
see for example the presentation of Ibn al-Athfr, alMathal al-sd'ir, i, 44). It is widely used as a literary
device by kuttab and orators; al-Thacalibf devotes a
work to this, al-Iktibds min al-Kufdn al-kanm, ed. I.M.
al-Saffar, Baghdad 1975, see Sanni, op. at., 5-7; the
work has recently been described by Cl. Gilliot in
Arabica, xlvii (2000), 488-500. Of course, in contrast
to poetry, the insertion of a fragment from the Kur'an
could be identified immediately (Husn al-tawassul, 323)
and within these limits did not appear to be taken
as a tentative mu'drada. Other studies, such as those
undertaken by W. al-Kadi, are very much a desideratum; cf. recently K. Zakharia, Les references coraniques
dans les Maqamat d'al-Harin, in Arabica, xxxiv [1987],
275-86; U. Marzolph, The Qoran and jocular literature,
in Arabica, xlvii [2000], 478-87.
Classical prose
The turbulent times of the Umayyad period found
expression in the art of oratory. As it developed in
this period, it represents the transition from oral to
written Arabic prose. Al-Djahiz (K. al-Baydn wa 'ltabyiri) classified khutba alongside poetry and noted the
use of saajf as characteristic. A recent study has investigated the harangues that are to be found in this
work and has uncovered a technique not only in the
especially careful structure but also in the presence
of recurring phraseology which the author is able to
assemble at will; see M.-H. Avril, Rhetorigue et hutba
dans le Kitab al-bayan wa-1-tabyfn de Gdhiz, thesis,
Universite de Lumiere-Lyon II 1994, 369; also I. Hawl,
Fann al-khitdba wa-tatawwuruh cind al-carab, Beirut n.d.
However, Arabic prose of the classical period
acquires its character from the written genre of the
risdla as found in the Umayyad kdtib cAbd al-Hamld
(d. 123/750 [q.v.]) and his contemporary Ibn alMukaffa' (d. 139/756 [q.v.]) (see J.D. Latham, Ibn alMuqqffaf and early cAbbasid prose, in Camb. hist. ofAr. lit.,
c
Abbasid belles-lettres, Cambridge 1990, 48-77); it is versatile with an ease of expression, rich in rhythmic
balance in the phrases used and in the parallelism.
The latter characteristic in particular was not typical
of ancient Arabic prose; instead it preferred a more
concise style, like poetry (M. Kurd CA1I, Umard3 albayan, Cairo 1937, 18-19, 21; A. al-MakdisI, Tatawwur
al-asdUb al-nathriyya fi 'l-adab al-carabi, Beirut 1960, 151;
I. "Abbas, cAbd al-Hamid b. Yahyd al-kdtib wa-md tabakkd
min rasd'ilih wa-rasd'il Sdlim Abi 'l-cAld}, 'Amman 1988,
145, who quotes the opinions of ancient writers on
the style of cAbd al-Hamld).

There is some discussion about whether these characteristics came into Arabic prose under the influence
of Persian or Greek, because the master of cAbd alHamfd, Salim Abu 'l-cAlaD, kdtib of the Umayyad
caliph Hisharn, composed his epistles, probably
intended for the same caliph, from a Greek original
(Latham, The beginnings of Arabic prose literature, in CHAL.
Arabic literature to the end of the Umayyad period, Cambridge
1983, 154-64; 'Abbas, op. at., 141).
What one can say is that this prose was born in
the atmosphere and under the influence of the
chanceries, which were permeated with a Sasanid
ambience, particularly from the 'Abbasid period
onwards. As they combined together, the influence of
the intellectual customs of these environments and the
activity of philologists concerned with the Arabic language produced this marvellous tool. Without contravening the rules or the spirit of the the Arabic
language, it was used to express ethical thoughts,
dialectic procedures, and philosophical and scientific
ideas, none of which had been familiar in the circumstances in which this language first appeared.
There are two particular areas in which the influence
of non-Arab but Islamicised intellectual circles can be
traced in particular: the dialectic and rhetorical procedures of the Muctazila [q.v], and the moral and
intellectual values upheld by the secretarial class. Ibn
Kutayba (d. 276/889 [q.v]) deplored the fact that the
kuttdb of his time allowed themselves to be dazzled
by a pompous-looking empty science, which took them
away from the solid items of knowledge they required
in their position and from the knowledge of the traditional sciences: "Right there we have the whole
history of kaldm and Mu'tazilism" (G. Lecomte,
Uintroduction du Kitab adab al-katib d'Ibn Qutqyba, in
Melanges L. Massignon, Damascus 1956-7, iii, 55).
It was in this period and in this atmosphere that
such major questions stopped being treated in verse
(H.A.R. Gibb, The social significance of the shucubiya, in
Studio, orientalia loanni Pedersen, dicata, Copenhagen 1953,
105-14). It was because of the role played by the kuttdb, the literary training demanded by their function
and the intellectual climate created under their influence, that works appeared which claimed a position
of superiority for prose above that of poetry, as we
have seen earlier (e.g. Z. al-Zucbi; Ibrahim b. Hilal
al-Sabl, Risdla fi 'l-Fark bayn al-mutarassil wa }l-shdcir,
143-4; or the introduction to the work already mentioned of al-Thacalibf, Nathr al-nagm).
At the beginning of the 'Abbasid period, a high
peak in style was reached here by al-Djahiz [q.v],
who had an inestimable influence on later Arabic
prose and who contributed to the enunciation of a
technical terminology for the baldgha. Al-Djahiz was
a Mu'tazilT, and his belief can be seen in the dialectical skill of which he seeks to give proof in a number of his treatises, where he expounds arguments to
praise and to condemn the same thing or the same
idea (I. Geries, Un genre litteraire arabe: al-Mahdsin wal-Masdwi, Paris 1977). But Al-Djahiz was not the first,
for there is preserved a fragment from Sahl b. Harun
(d. 215/830 [q.v]) in which he argues for glass to be
given pre-eminence over gold (Ibn Nubata, Sarh alc
uyun, sharh risdlat Ibn ^aydun, Cairo 1957, 139).
Besides this, cAbd al-Hamld, in his epistle addressed
to the kuttdb, lists among the qualities necessary for
the accomplishment of their duties a knowledge of
ancient poetry, including its vocabulary and its themes;
he himself proved his ability in a risdla describing a
hunting expedition which has echoes of pre-Islamic
verse on the same theme; more details on cAbd al-
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Hamid are to be found in e.g. H. Schonig, Das
Sendschreiben des cAbdalhamid b. Yahyd (gest. 132/750) an
den Kronprin^en cAbdallah b. Marwan II, Stuttgart 1985;
and al-Kadf, Early Islamic state letters: the question of
authenticity, in A. Cameron and L.I. Conrad (eds.), The
Byzantine and early Islamic Near East, i, Princeton 1992,
215-75, which examines the transmission of these epistles.
The later development of prose
The way style evolved is the most obvious feature
in the history of this prose, especially from the formal point of view in the use of richer and more
laboured ornamentation (badic [q.v]) and scujf. Such a
style figures primarily but not exclusively in documents emanating from the kuttdb, and it has been
studied because, as has been seen, what interested the
theorists was the kitaba (the prose of the literary secretaries [</.y.])- The fragments we have of Sahl b.
Harun already display a style involving rhythmic scansion in short phrases; here the thought is developed
in two or more colons, which has the double effect
of the extension of the main idea and the musical
quality of the form.
At the end of the 2nd/8th century, the chancery
documents coming from the Barmakids [see ALBARAMIKA] are composed as sadf (Baydn, 3,215). The
same is true for cAmr b. Mas'ada, in the period of
al-Ma'mun, who belonged to an originally Turkish
family known by the eponym Sul; another member
of this family was Ibrahim b. al-cAbbas al-Sulf, the
katib of al-Mutawakkil (see AL-SULI, ABU BAKR; Sh.
Dayf, al-Fann wa-madhahibuh Ji 'l-nathr al-carabi, Cairo
1960, 197-9; M. Kurd CAH, Umard3, 191-217).
After the time of al-Muktadir (d. 320/932) there
was a general use of saaj.c, as can be seen from the
documents from this period transmitted by Hilal b.
al-Muhassin al-Sabl (d. 448/1055), Tuhfat al-umard3 f i
ta'nkh al-wuzard', Cairo 1958. There is a balance of
rhythmic phrases and rhymes which is developed by
accumulation and synonyms; it is permeated with
stylistic figures (in particular, paranomasia and antithesis) which contribute to the overall sonority of the
phrases. This rich and subtle use of words, polishing
every detail before they become complicated and
turgid, was much appreciated, not only because they
were a proof of the dexterity and hence the value of
the katib, but also because they reduced once again
the distance between poetry and prose. The rasa^il of
the three famous kuttdb of the Buyids, Ibn al-cAmId
(d. 360/970 [q.v], al-Sahib Ibn cAbbad (d. 385/995
[q.v]) and Abu Ishak al-Sabi (d. 384/994 [see SABI']
all share this style, in which a rhythmic symmetry of
phraseology is accompanied by figurative language,
which is compared to embroidery and drawing by
Dayf (op. cit., 209-10); he defines it as poetry in the
form of prose (216) with the same qualities of lightness and elegance.
Incidentally, part of the ikhwdniyya letters exchanged
between Abu Ishak al-Sabl and al-Sharff al-Radf (ed.
M.Y. Nadjm, Kuwait 1961) was composed in verse.
But al-Tawhfdl (al-Imtdc wa }l-mu:'dnasa, i, 64) considered the prose of Ibn cAbbad somewhat stiff in his
choice of words (perhaps because of his preference
for words with velar consonants) and complicated by
the inclusion of numerous parenthetical phrases, attentive to form even to the detriment of the meaning.
There is another bitter critique from a literary point
of view of the kuttdb which is found in the work of
an unknown author from the 4th/10th century (see
J. Sadan, La litterature vue par un administrates frustre, in
SI, Ixxi [1990], 29-36).
The principal sources for literary prose up to this
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period are: al-Djahiz, al-Bayan wa 'l-tabyin; al-Thacalibi,
Yatimat al-dahr, Yakut, Mu'djam al-udabd3; the collections of the epistles and of the other works of alSahib Ibn cAbbad and of Abu Ishak al-Sabl have
been published; apparently for those of Ibn al-cAmfd,
despite his fame, all we have is what has been mentioned in works cited here and in other encyclopaedias of adab. More modern collections include A.Z.
Safwat, Diamharat khutab al-carab fi cusur al-carabiyya altdhira, i-iii, Cairo 1933, and D}amharat rasd'il al-carab,
i-iv, Cairo 1937; Kurd CA1I, Rasd'il al-bulaghd3', Cairo
1946. A state-of-the-art report on the general themes
and the principal authors can be found in the recentlypublished CHAL. 'Abbasid belles-lettres.
Literary prose from a non-scribal environment has
retained something of this style: a diffuse tendency
towards parallelism, the construction of a phrase
through which variations of the same idea are
expressed by using a structure of parallel segments;
these can repeat the idea by using synonyms or by
expressing its antithesis or by making it more complete and more precise (A.F.L. Beeston, The role of
parallelism in Arabic prose, in CHAL. Literature to the end
of the Umayyad period, 180-5).
In each segment the syntactic structure is the same,
as also to a certain degree is the morphological structure, by the selection of the patterns of nouns and
verbs. This confers on the phrase its typical rhythm,
without any insistence on assonance or rhyme. Beeston
(op. cit., 185) underlines the difference between this
elaborated style and the simplicity of the primitive
saaj.c. Al-Djahiz makes very moderate use of the style;
his arguments are developed in a full and diffuse manner; sometimes he uses the same syntactic device but
without seeking any symmetry. In those parts of his
work which are not a collection of akhbdr, Ibn Kutayba
likes to make use of the style here described, in the
well-constructed introduction to Adab al-kdtib, for example; some elegant examples of this style are to be
found in Abu Hayyan al-Tawhldl (d. 414/1023 [q.v.]),
or Ibn Hazm (d. 456/1064 [q.v]) from al-Andalus.
Frequently, different registers of style can be found
in the same author; e.g. Ibn al-Mukaffac uses a simple and uncontrived style in Kalila wa-Dimna [q.v], in
contradistinction to the laboured style which he adopts
for his original work and which was to influence later
prose. Miskawayh (d. 421/1030 [q.v]) has a sober,
concise style of prose in his Tadjdrib al-umam, but more
expansive in al-Hawamil wa 'l-shawdmil.
Prose which does not keep to the rules of sadf is
called al-nathr al-mursal, and it is in this style that the
majority of works in classical prose have been written; in them the use of saajc and the other stylistic
conventions, if they exist at all, is often restricted to
the author's opening prologue. Such is the case in
e.g. Abu '1-Faradj al-Isfahanf (d. 363/972-3 [q.v]),
Kitdb al-Aghdm, where the introduction explains the
purpose of the book without any literary embellishment; or Abu Dja'far al-Taban (d. 310/923 [q.v],
Ta'rikh al-Rusul wa 'l-muluk, who commences his book
with a praise to God in sadj.'.
Prose that relates a series of events, which is strictly
concerned with facts, whether they be historical or
scientific, and that uses in general short, juxtaposed
phrases must be distinguished from prose whose purpose is argument or exhortation. This latter type of
prose, whether or not it uses parallelism, displays a
syntax consisting of complex phrases and a number
of parentheses. A remarkable example of such prose
is the style of the famous writer of verse cAbd alKahir al-Djurdjam (d. 471/1078 [q.v. in Suppl.]).
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Evidently there was a technical vocabulary for each
science (see e.g. L. Massignon, Essai sur I'origine du lexique technique de la mystique musulmane, Paris 1959; G.E.
Bosworth, Abu 'Abdallah al-Khwarazmi on the technical
terms of the secretary's art, in JESHO, xiii [1969], 11364; A.M. Goichon, Lexique de la langue philosophique d'lbn
Sind, Paris 1938). There also existed stylistic conventions of form, like the fictitious dialogue, through
which argument in theological texts was conducted;
the earliest examples of this technique seem to date
from the a period before the Mu'tazila, and have
been investigated by J. van Ess, Disputationspraxis in der
islamischen Theologie, in REI, xlv [1977]; idem, Early
development of kaldm, in Studies on the first century, 10923; idem, The logical structure of Islamic theology, in von
Grunebaum (ed.), Logic in classical Islamic culture, Wiesbaden 1970, 21-50. In this last study, the author
makes a close investigation of the method and the
terminology in the theological argumentation based
on Aristotelian logic, and he shows how al-Ghazalf,
once he had adopted this method as the only one
capable of demonstrating religious truth, in order to
get it accepted preserved the terminology of usul alJikh [q.v.]. This manner of argumentation goes beyond
the field of theology and was followed, for example,
in the grammar of CA1I b. clsa al-Rummani (d. 384/994
[q.v.]) in his commentary on the Kitab of Slbawayh
(M. al-Mubarak, al-Rummdm al-nahwl f i daw' sharhih liKitdb Slbawayh, Damascus 1963). For the characteristics of the prose of the Sufi, which often appears
in the form of exhortation and advice addressed to
a disciple, see the remarks of al-Kadf in her introduction to al-Ishdrdt al-ildhiyya of al-Tawhfdf, Beirut
1973.
There is a classification of Schrifttum in Arabic to
be found in M. Shakca, Mandhiaj al-ta^lif cind al-'ulamd3
al-carab, Beirut 1973; see also now the organisation in
CHAL. Religion, learning and science in the cAbbasid period,
Cambridge 1990.
The development of decorative style
This technical refinement of style which was shown
by the kuttab of the 4th/10th century evolved during
the course of the following century into a quest for
effects, turning it into more and more complicated
prose. Not only could the rhyme of the sadf comprise two or more consonants, but the style decorates
itself with archaic lexemes from ancient poetry, with
historical allusions, with word-plays based on double
meanings of technical grammatical, metrical and philosophical terms. This style goes beyond the administrative sphere and extends its influence also to literary
works, such as first of all the makdma [q.v] or the
Risdla Hazliyya of Ibn Zaydun (d. 463/1070 [q.v]);
also to historical works, such as cAbd al Djabbar alc
Utb! (d. ca. 427/1036 [q.v]), al-Kitdb al-Tamim, see
C.E. Bosworth, Early sources for the history of the first four
Ghauiamd sultans (977-1041), in /ft vii [1963], 3-22,
or Tmad al-Dfn al-Isfahanl (d. 597/1201), kdtib of
Salah al-Dm (for the differences in style of these historians see F. Gabrieli, Storici arabi delle crociate, Turin
1969; D.S. Margoliouth, Lectures on Arabic historians,
Calcutta 1930). By contrast, al-Blrunf (d. 440/1048
[q.v]) used sadf when he wrote the introduction to
his al-Athdr al-bdkiya, ed. C. Sachau, Leipzig 1878,
dedicated to Kabus b. Wushmaglr (d. 403/1013 [q.v]),
the amir of the Ziyarid dynasty, famous for his immoderate use of stylistic techniques. His rasd3il have been
collected by CA. al-Yazdadf, Kamdl al-baldgha, Cairo
1341/1922-3 (see Dayf, op. cit., 255-9), but al-Bfrum's
style is sober and tight in the introduction to the
book Fi tahklk ma li 'l-Hind min makula, ed. Sachau,

London 1887, and elegant in the description of the
customs of the Indians.
The most remarkable representative of this ornate
style is Abu VAla3 al-Macarn (d. 443/1058 [q.v]),
whose prose was made deliberately obscure by the
use of words that are not only rare but even obsolete, and by a profusion of erudite allusions to the
world of ancient Arabia, including proverbs and the
names of stars, wells and idols. Al-Macarrf has even
provided a commentary to accompany his prose; CA.
c
Abd al-Rahman (Bint al-Shati3), al-Ghufrdn li-Abi }l'Ala3 al-Macarri, Cairo 1962, picks out examples of
divergence from normal syntax into which the complications of his saajc have led al-Macarn; she lists
those ancient critics who recognised a heaviness in
that style, despite the prestige it enjoyed, and she
analyses the use of different registers in the work.
For the history of prose works after the 6th/12th
century, see CHAL. 'Abbasid belles-lettres, in which the
prose from the different areas (Yemen, Egypt) is discussed; see also ibid., Religion, learning and science; and
see further iNsnA3; MAD RASA; NAHDA; TA'RIKH; IILAMA'.
Prose genres
As well as the risdla, there were other literary genres recognised by the ancient theorists, especially the
makdma, the khutba, the hikdya [q.v] and the kissa [q.v].
In addition there were also "genres" that were less
well recognised by those theorists but that form a
part of adab and to which modern research devotes
particular attention. They are designated by names
such as nawddir, mulah, akhbdr, and hikam (see Sadan,
Death of a princess: episodes of the Barmakid legend in its
late evolution, in S. Leder (ed.), Story-telling in the framework of non-fictional Arabic literature, Wiesbaden 1998,
131, and HIKAYA).
The khabar in particular, whether it derives from a
work of history or of adab, presents itself as the report,
seen from the outside, of a real event. A very valuable set of studies being undertaken now has produced an analysis of these stories from the standpoint
of narrative structure. The results that have so far
appeared tend on the one hand to bridge the gap
between the "lack of fiction", which one can see in
classical Arabic literature, and modern literary fiction,
and on the other hand to examine the forms of awareness that the "reporter" of a khabar could have in
composing in reality a work of literature. Further studies include those to be found in Leder, op. cit.; see
Sh. Ayyad, Fann al-khabar Ji turdthind al-kisasi, in Fusul,
ii (1982), 11-18; Leder, Features of the novel in early historiography, in Orient, xxxii (1990), 72-96; idem, The literary use of the Khabar: a basic form of historical writing,
in Cameron and Conrad (eds.), op. cit., 277-315;
H. Kilpatrick, Context and the enhancement of the meaning
o/ahbar in the Kitab al-aganf, in Arabica, xxxviii (1991),
351-68; eadem, Ahbar manzuma. The romance of Qays
and Lubnd in the Aganf, in Festschrift E. Wagner, 2 vols.
Beirut 1994, 350-61.
Studies on the evolution of prose from the point
of view of language are rare, but one may refer to
some studies about an author's use of langauge, such
as Schonig, op. cit.; or F. al-Djamicf al-Habbabf, Lughat
Abi 'l-cAla> al-Macam f i Risdlat al-ghufrdn, Cairo n.d.; or
the works on syntax based on texts, such as Y. Peled,
Conditional structures in Classical Arabic, Wiesbaden 1992;
also the contributions in the Beitrdge zur Lexicographie
des klassischen Arabisch, in Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften, phil. hist. Klasse (1979-).
Bibliography: In addition to the references cited
in the body of this article, see Z. Mubarak, La
prose arabe au IVe siecle de Hegire, Paris 1931;
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A. Balbac, al-Nathr al-fanm wa-athar al-L^ahi^ fih,
Cairo 1954; Gh. Pellat, La prose arabe a Bagdad, in
Arabica, ix (1962), 407-18; M. Cook, Eariy Muslim
dogma: a source-critical study, Cambridge 1981, who
presents and examines texts relative to the doctrinal controversies at the end of the 1st century;
H. Kilpatrick, Selection and presentation as distinctive
characteristics of medieval Arabic courtly prose literature, in
K. Busby and E. Kooper (eds.), Courtly literature, culture and context, Amsterdam and Philadelphia 1990;
A. Gully, Epistles for grammarians: illustration from the
insha3 literature, in BRISMES, xxiii (1996), 147-66;
R. Allen, Ttie Arabic literary heritage: the development of
its genres and criticism, Cambridge 1998; S. Leder,
art. Prose, non-fiction, medieval, in Encyclopedia of Arabic
literature, London and New York 1998, ii, 615-18;
Leder and Kilpatrick, Classical Arabic prose literature:
a researcher's sketch map, in JAL, xxiii (1999), 2-26;
A. Ben Abdesselem, La vie litteraire dans I'Espagne
musulmane sous les Muluk al-tawa3if (V'7XIC siecle),
Damascus 2001.
(LmiA BETTINI)
NAY (P., in Tkish., ney), a r i m - b l o w n f l u t e made
of reed (arundo donax L.). The name, meaning basically "reed", is known from Pahlavi, in which it was
a loanword from Aramaic qn3 (cf. Assyrian qanu, qanu'u,
Hebr. qnh). However in early Arabic sources, such as
the Kitab al-Aghdm, the term nay most probably denoted
not a flute but a double-reed woodwind instrument
of the mizmdr \q.v.\ family. The mi^mdr, because of its
colour, was also called nay siydh "black nay''' in contrast to the nay safid "white nay'', i.e. the flute.
The rim-blown flute has been known since the 3rd
millennium B.C. in Ancient Egypt as well as in
Mesopotamia. For Ancient Egypt, written and iconographic testimonies of flute players are frequent. While
the Sumerian flutes found at Ur are metal fragments, |
the Egyptian ones are of reed. The ancient Egyptian j
flutes that are preserved in the Egyptian Museum of |
Cairo were played and recorded by Mahmud c lffat |
in 1991. Some of them produced a pentatonic scale,
others a heptatonic one.
After its peak in Antiquity, the rim-blown flute survived as a folk instrument until SufT movements in
Islam gave it a new and prominent place in religious
music (see below). The folk flutes do not conform to
the norms of the classical instrument. They may be
made of wood, reed or metal and have many local
names, as e.g. the Palestinian and Syrian shabbdba,
the Trakf blur, the Turkish kaval, the Egyptian kawala \
and saldmiyya, the Algerian gasba or the Ethiopian j
washint.
\
The nay/ney is cut out of one naturally grown piece
of reed of 15 to 25 mm diameter. Each end lies
between two nodes; the whole instrument has 8 nodes
and 9 internodes (persian nay: 6 nodes/7 internodes).
The nay is held obliquely. It is blown upon the rim,
which is the edge of the uppermost internode (khaznd).
Persian players place the rim between their teeth
("Isfahan technique"); the rim of Persian instruments
is often set in a metal ring. The Turkish ney, from
Ottoman times onwards, has a mouthpiece (ba§pare]
made of wood, ivory, gold or—in modern times—
synthetic materials. The ndy/ney has 6 (Persian nay: 5)
fmgerholes and one thumbhole.
The ndy/ney fits particularly well with oriental modes
(makdmdt [see MAKAM]), because its basic fingering j
includes the typical three-quartertone intervals. A set {
(takm) of 7 to 12 instruments of different length allows j
to transpose the makdmdt to nearly every note. Arabic |
nays, are named after their fundamental note, given j
by opening the last hole. A standard Arabic (Egyptian) j
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Turkish ney, Arabic and Persian nay (from above)
takm consists of: nay Rast (C, length approximately 680
mm; the exact length depends on the width of the
reed), nay Dukdh (D, 600 mm), nay Busallk (E, 540
mm), nay Cehdrkdh (F, 510 mm), nay Nawd (G, 445
mm), nay Husaym (A, 405 mm) and nay fAdfam (B/;,
375 mm). Higher, lower or "half-tone" nays as e.g.
Dukdh nisf (D6, 665 mm), are seldom in use. Turkish
neys are longer and lower; the third step gives a higher
sikah (three-quarter-tone) than the Arabic nay. The
Turkish set (takini) consists of: Bolahenk ney (length
approximately 1040 mm); Davud ney (910 mm); §ah
ney (858 mm); Mansur ney (806 mm), Kiz ney (702 mm),
Miistahzen (598 mm) and Supurde (572 mm). For high
levels, there are "half" (msfiye) instruments, e.g. Kiz
nisfiye (350 mm). The Persian nays vary from 400 to
800 mm in length.
Impressed by the modern European flute, several
attempts have been made to technically improve and
modernise the nay. Until now, none of these attempts
has been widely accepted. The simplicity of its construction and the naturalness of its sound are still
essential for the instrument, which demands high skill
of its players and plays an important role even in
modern music.
The nay has been the favoured wind instrument of
art and court music from around the 8th/14th century onwards. As a court music instrument, the nay
is frequently represented in Persian miniature paintings. It is played solo or in mixed ensembles, but
normally not with other nays. Turkish ensembles, however, sometimes have many neys playing together. The
dances of the Mevlevi dervishes, for example, are
accompanied by drums and neys only. When playing
with a singer, the nay is especially used for short
melodic formulas (Idzima, pi. lawdzim] and improvisations (taksim, pi. takdsini).
The sound of the nay is regarded as particularly
similar to the human voice. According to a legend
in the Ma^har al-'acQaJ'ib, ascribed to Farfd al-Dm c Attar
(ca. 513-618/1119-1221 [q.v.]), the nay voices the
Prophet's secret revelations which no other human
being has ever heard. Before this, CA1I had told the
secrets to a well at the edge of which reeds grew.
In SufT music, the nay is the most prominent melodic instrument of all. The Sufis hear the sound of
the nay as the crying of the reed after it is cut. It is
like the crying of the soul because of its separation
from God. The famous Mathnawi of Djalal al-Dm
Rum! (604-72/1207-73 [q.v.]} opens with a dramatic
articulation of this symbolic meaning of the nay.
Bibliography: H.G. Farmer, El- art. Mi^mdr;
S.Q. Hassan and J. During, in The New Grove dictionary of musical instruments, London 1984, art. Nay,
M. c lffat et alii, Takm 'an al-dirdsa allati kdma bihd
fank mashruc dirdsat dldt al-ndy al-fircawniyya bi 'l-mathaf
al-misn h 'l-tacarruf cald 'l-sullam al-musiki 'l-Jir'awm,
Cairo (unpub. ms. July 1991); D. Franke and
E. Neubauer, Museum des Institutes fur Geschichte der
Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften: Beschreibung der
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Exponate. I. Musikinstrumente, Frankfurt am Main 2000,
166-87; CA. Mash'al, Dirdsat al-ndy/The method of El
Nay, Cairo 1967; R.CA. Sulayman, al-Ndy al-'arabi
al-hadlth/The modern Arabic flute, Cairo 1997 (unpubl.
ms.); A. van Oostrum, The music of the Egyptian nay
(in press); J. During, La musique iranienne: tradition et
evolution, Paris 1984, 67-73; S. Erguner, Ney metodu,
Istanbul 1986; H. Ritter, in £DMG, xcii (1938), 37.
(CLAUDIA OTT)
NAZM.
1. In m e t r i c a l speech. Literally meaning "stringing (pearls, beads, etc.)", in early cAbbasid times nagm
acquired the meaning of "versifying", "versification", and became almost synonymous with "poetry",
shi'r [q-v], especially when contrasted with prose, nathr,
literally "scattering". The comparison of a poem to
a necklace, or verses to pearls, is apt in view of the
relative independence of the individual verses, held
together on the string of the uniform metre and rhyme.
The image has pre-cAbbasid origins, and although the
noun na^rn was not used in the sense of "verse" until
later (and Kudama b. DjaTar [q.v] still does not do
so in his poetics), at least the related verb had already
been used, when the 1st/7th century poet al-Nadjashf
said Sa-an&mu min hurri 'l-kaldmi kasidatan "I shall
string/compose an ode of noble speech" (al-Hatimf,
Hilyat al-muhddara, Baghdad 1979, i, 426). Yet Abu
Nuwas [q.v] could still speak, in an ode addressed to
al-Amm, of "my scattering (nathri) pearls on you"
(Diwdn, ed. Wagner, i, 241). The many discussions
on the relative merits of prose and poetry regularly
employ the terms na^m and nathr (on this debate, see
e.g. Ziyad al-Zucbf, Das Verhdltnis von Poesie und Prosa
in der arabischen Literatur-theorie des Mittelalters, Berlin
1987). Not rarely, however, a distinction is made
between shicr as "true" poetry and nagm as merely
versifying, i.e. either prosodically correct but unintentionally bad poetry, or didactive verse (see e.g.
Ishak b. Ibrahim b. Wahb, al-Burhdn, Cairo 1969,
130; Ibn Khaldun, The Muqaddimah, tr. F. Rosenthal,
Princeton 1967, iii, 381-2).
(G.J.H. VAN GELDER)
2. In K u r ' a n i c s t u d i e s . Here, the "arrangement of pearls on a string" is used metaphorically to
indicate "ordering of words-^m-meanings", i.e. "composition" (note that ta'lif is sometimes used synonymously with na^ni), or, more freely, the "style" of the
Kur'an. In this sense it is closely connected with the
discussions of the dogma of icdj_dz al-Kur'dn [q.v]; more
particularly, it is evidently the backbone of the conception of icdj_dz as "stylistic i n i m i t a b i l i t y " of the
Kur'an.
The first known work devoted to this notion is the
K. fi 'l-ihtia^ddi li-nagm al-Kur}dn wa-saldmatihi min altiyada wa 'l-nuksdn of al-Djahiz (d. 255/868-9 [q.v.]),
which is unfortunately lost (Ch. Pellat's reference in
Nouvel essai d'inventaire de I'ceuvre Gdhigienne, in Arabica,
xxxi [1984], 117ff., no. 191, to a ms. copy of this
work preserved in the Escorial library is erroneous,
see J. van Ess, Theologie, vi, 314). The work is usually cited with the brief title Na&n al-Kur'dn. Al-Khayyat
describes it as follows: "No book is known concerning the argument for the well-orderedness (nazjn) and
the wondrous composition of the Kur'an, and that it
is proof for the prophethood of Muhammad—God
bless him—, except the book of al-Djahiz" (al-Intisdr,
ed. A.N. Nader [Beirut 1957], 111). This description
contains all the elements of the icd}dz concept, as generally adopted later. Al-Djahiz radically breaks with
the sarfa notion of his teacher al-Nazzam [q.v], who
did not believe that the composition of the Kur'an

was stylistically unattainable and who thought that
Muhammad's pagan contemporaries, challenged to
produce something like a sura, were "turned away"
by God from carrying out this task.
Claude Audebert has compiled a list of works on
naim up to the time of al-Khattabf, eight in all (alHattdbl, 58-61). The most explicit title-—and mostly
we have but titles—is the one given to the Mu'tazilf
al-Wasitr's (d. 306/918 or 307/919) book: K. fdjdz
al-Ku^dn f i na^mihi wa-taTifih (ibid., 59). It states the
connection between fd^az and na^m and the near-synonymity of na^m and taTlf. It is remarkable that the
authors of these works are partly mutakallimun and
partly traditionists.
Al-Khattabl (d. 386/996 or 388/998 [q.v]), in his
treatise Baydn i'djdz al-Kur'dn, postulates a triad of elements that make up "speech" (kaldm), namely, lafzun
hdmilun wa-macnan bihi kd'imun wa-ribdtun lahumd nd^im
"words as carriers, meaning subsisting in them, and
a connection that orders both of them" (ed. M. Khalaf
Allah and M.Z. Salam, 24 1. 11; tr. Audebert, alHattdbi, 120, cf. also 87). The third element is usually called naim; al-Khattabf not infrequently also uses
the plural nu^um to refer to the syntactic-stylistic "structures" or "molds" (this plural is not in the dictionaries). In all three elements the Kur'an is the superior
text, as the continuation of the quoted passage says.
The workings of na&n are several times metaphorically characterised (the various "types of ordering"
[rusum al-nagm] are a "bridle on the words and a rein
on the meanings" [lidj_dm al-alfd^ wa-zimdm al-macdm];
cf. ed., 33; tr. 128), but not defined and explicitly
discussed. A large part of al-Khattabf's Baydn is devoted
to linguistic-stylistic criticisms (i.e. criticisms of the
na^m) of Kur'anic passages by others, followed by the
author's refutation (al-Hattdbi, 97-102).
Al-Bakillanl (d. 403/1013 [q.v]), in his fdjdz alKur'dn, lists the excellent nazyn of the Kur'an as the
third reason for its inimitability (after [1] prophesysing passages, and [2] the illiteracy of the Prophet,
which proves Divine instruction about creation, etc.).
He enumerates ten aspects of this nagm: (1) The Kur3an
is sui generis as a literary genre (35). (2) The Arabs
had not produced any eloquent text of such enormous length (36). (3) The Kur'an is homogeneously
eloquent in all its subgenres (wujuh), such as narratives, admonitions, argumentations, etc., whereas a
poet may excel in panegyrics but not in invective, or
vice versa (36-8). (4) The smooth transition from one
topic to the next in the Kur'an is unrivalled (38). (5)
Not only man is unable to produce anything similar
to it, but so are the jinn (38-41). (6) All stylistic and
rhetorical possibilities occur in the Kur'an (42). (7)
Expressing new ideas, rather than well-worn ones,
with beautiful words is the highest level of language
mastership (bardca); this the Kur'an does when it speaks
about legal and religious matters (42). (8) When a
Kur'anic phrase is quoted, it stands out in its new
textual surrounding through its beauty (42-4). (9) The
"mysterious letters" at the beginning of twenty-eight
suras show an amazingly regular selection of phonemes,
when measured against the various groups of phonemes
that the grammarians have established (44-6). (10) The
style of the Kur'an is easy though impossible to imitate
(kanban ild 'l-ajhdmiyubddiru ma'ndhu 'l-lafea ild 'l-kalb . . .
wa-huwa maca dhdlika mumtanfu 'l-matlab)', it is equally
distant from lexical uncouthness (wahshi) and unusualness (gfearib) [q.w], on the one hand, and from affected
artfulness (al-sanfa al-mutakkallafa), on the other (46).
The list clearly shows that al-Bakillani is not interested in the micro-analysis of what constitutes nagm,
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nor does he establish, as al-Khattabi does, the strict
correlation between nazyn and the two other elements
of speech, "words" and "meaning". He focuses more
on the overall linguistic-literary quality of the Kur'anic
text.
c
Abd al-Kahir al-Djurdjam (d. 471/1078 or 4747
1081 [q.v. in Suppl.]), in his Dald'il al-icdj_dz ("Proofs
for the Inimitability"), comes again closer to alKhattabf, who may be called his precursor in matters of nazjn. But al-Djurdjanf surpasses him by far.
Over hundreds of pages he subjects Kur'anic phrases,
or syntactic phenomena in general, to the most
painstaking semantic analysis and thus manages to fill
the notion of nagm with real content. He defines it
as tawakhkhl macdm 'l-nahw ("minding the meanings of
syntactic relations"). The syntactic-semantic phenomena discussed include inter alia: word order (takdim
wa-ta'khir), ellipsis (hadhf), syndetic and asyndetic coordination (wasl wa-fasl), and the various functions of
the sentence-initial particle inna (see also Weisweiler,
in Bibl.)
The "ordering" (na^m) creates a specific shape/form
(sura) for a general gharad ("intention") in the mind
and, parallel to it, in the language; the meaning (macna)
and the expression/wording (Iqfe) of a proposition
(kaldm) thus become mirror images. The inherited but,
according to al-Djurdjanf, misunderstood dichotomy
Iqfe-ma'nd is thus reinterpreted: the wording (lafe) is
no longer a "garment" for a "naked" macna. The two
are inseparable, no "meaning" can be expressed by
two "wordings" equally well; the two "wordings" would
express two different "meanings".
K. Abu Deeb (Poetic imagery, 24-64) and, more
recently, N. Kermani (Gott ist schon, 253-84, esp. 264,
and n. 144) have argued that, with many of his deepcutting analyses, al-Djurdjanf is a precursor of modern semanticists or even on a par with them. As a
whole, his book is indeed highly original but not very
well arranged. Fakhr al-Dm al-RazI (d. 606/1209
[q.v]) and al-Sakkakl (d. 626/1229 [q.v.]) later turned
his ideas into a textbook format, thus creating the
discipline called cilm al-macdnl (i.e. ma'am 3l-nahw) [see
MA'ANI WA-BAYAN].
All authors so far discussed restrict the notion of
nagm to single Kur'anic or poetic phrases (lines, verses).
Ibn Rashlk (d.' 456/1063 or 463/1071 [q.v]), in his
handbook on poetry, includes a chapter on nagm, in
which this notion has at times a wider compass, referring as it does to the cohesion of consecutive lines
(cUmda, i, 258-63). A similar approach to structures
within a sura can sometimes be found in books on
the Kur'an. Al-Khatlb al-Iskafi (d. 421/1030), in his
exegetical work Durrat al-tan&l wa-ghurrat al-ta'wil fi
baydn al-dydt al-mutashdbihdt fi Kitdb Allah al-'a&z (Beirut
1995), several times tries to do just that: a "knitting
of part to part", as Hamori calls it (Iskdfi, 40-2). Some
scholars seem to have gone even further and asked
about the meaning of the place, within the Kur'an,
of individual suras. Al-Zarkashl (d. 794/1392 [q.v])
mentions one Abu Bakr al-Nfsaburf, who "whenever
the Koran was read to him, used to ask: Why is this
verse put next to that one? For what reason does this
sura stand next to that one?" (G.J. van Gelder, Beyond
the line, Leiden 1982, 100; the author suggests that
we are possibly dealing here with Abu '1-Kasim [!]
al-Hasan b. Muhammad al-Nisaburf, who wrote a
Kitdb al-Tan&l wa-tartibih, see n. 214). However, alZarkashi also mentions that this subject did not attract
much attention (al-Burhdn fi culum al-Kur'dn, ed. M.A.
Ibrahim, Cairo 1972, i, 36).
In the modern period this has changed. In the
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Indian subcontinent we find Hamid al-Dm cAbd alHamld Farahf (d. 1349/1930) and his disciple Amln
Ahsan Islahf (d. 1997) upholding the idea of the coherence (na^m) of the Kur'an on all levels (see M. Mir,
Coherence, in Bibl.). The main motivation behind this
seems to be traditional Orientalist criticism of the
Kur'an that stressed its structural incoherence on all
levels. It should be noted that in more modern Western
literary approaches the perceived "incoherence" is considered to be rather one of the strengths of the Holy
Book (see Kermani, Gott ist schon, 281).
Bibliography: 1. Texts. Khattabf, Baydn icdj_dz
al-Kur'dn, ed. Muhammad Khalaf Allah and Muhammad Zaghlul Salam, in Thaldth rasd'il fi icdj_dz
al-Kur>dn, Cairo n.d., 19-65, tr. C.F. Audebert, alHattdbi et I'inimitabilite du Goran: traduction et introduction
au Bayan icgaz al-Kur'an, Damascus 1982; BakillanT,
Kitdb Icdj_dz al-Kur'dn, ed. al-Sayyid Ahmad Sakr,
Cairo 1963, 35-48; cAbd al-Kahir ai-Djurdjanl,
Dald'il al-icdj_dz, ed. Mahmud Muhammad Shakir,
Cairo 1404/1984; Ibn Rashlk, al-cUmda fi mahdsm
al-shfr wa-dddbih, ed. M/A.A. cAta, 2 pts., Beirut
1422/2001.
2. S t u d i e s . J. van Ess, Theologie und Gesellschaft
im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert Hidschra. Eine Geschichte des
religiosen Denkens im fru'hen Islam, 6 vols., Berlin-New
York 1991-7; Kamal Abu Deeb, Al-Jurjdm's theory
of poetic imagery, Warminster, Wilts. 1979; Navid
Kermani, Gott ist schon. Das dsthetische Erleben des
Koran, Munich 1999; Ahmad Abu Zayd, Muqaddima
f i 'l-usul al-Jikriyya li 'l-baldgha wa-icajdz al-Kur3dn,
Rabat 1409/1989, 51-122; Andras Hamori, Did
medieval readers make sense of form? Notes on a passage
of al-Iskdji, in A.H. Green (ed.), In quest of an Islamic
humanism. Arabic and Islamic studies in memory of
Mohamed al-Nowaihi, Cairo 1985, 39-47; Mustansir
Mir, Coherence in the Qur'dn. A study of Isldhi's concept
oj nazm in Tadabbur-i Qur'an, Indianapolis 1986.
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
NISSlM B. YACKUB, IBN SHAHIN, o u t s t a n d ing leader and rabbi of North Africa and,
Judaeo-Arabic author.
He was born ca. 300/990, and studied under his
father and R. Hushiel, who emigrated from Italy and
settled in al-Kayrawan [q.v]. Like his father, Nisslm
was head of the Academy there and the representative of the Academies of Sura and Pumbedita near
Baghdad. He was famous as a scholar and enjoyed
much glory, but the last period of his life was a sad
time for him. His son died at an early age and his
daughter was unhappily married to a son of Samuel
ha-Nagid of the Banu '1-Naghralla, who served the
Zlrids [q.v] of Gharnata. Nissim visited Granada and
taught there. Of importance during his time was the
disturbed political situation in North Africa, since
the local Zlrid dynasty there was in conflict with the
Fatimids, and when the Bedouin of the Banu Hilal
[q.v] and the Sulaym attacked Ifrfkiya, and the Zlrid
ruler had to leave al-Kayrawan in 449/1057 and take
refuge in al-Mahdiyya, Rabbi Nisslm fled to Susa [q.v],
where he died in 454/1062 after a serious illness.
The language of his important Judaeo-Arabic literary work, the Kitdb al-Fara^ bad al-shidda ("Relief
after hardship"), is one of the best examples of a
Middle Arabic text that at times follows the rules of
Classical Arabic, but at other times is influenced by
the practice of Arabic dialects, with many hypercorrections. The contents of the text, which was more
widely known in its early Hebrew translation called
Hibburyafeh me-ha-yeshucah ("A beautiful collection about
relief", printed at Ferrara 1557), go back to the same
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genre as practiced by al-Mada'im (d. 225/840), Ibn
Abi '1-Dunya (d. 281/894) and al-Muhassin al-Tanukhf
(d. 384/994), and have a religious, perhaps Jewish,
origin. Nissfm Ibn Shahfn's stories do not have a secular character like most of al-Tanukhl's stories, but are
embedded in a religious context. Some stories such
as "The perfidious wife" and "The story of Kidor"
found their way into other mediaeval bellestristic
collections.
Bibliography: Shraga Abramson, R. Mssim Gaon
libelli quinque, Jerusalem 1965; W. Brinner, An elegant composition concerning relief after adversity, New
Haven and London 1977; G.D. Cohen, The Book
of Tradition (Sefer ha-Qabbalah) by Abraham ibn Daud,
London 1967, index, s.v. Ibn Shahin; J. Obermann
(ed.), The Arabic original of Ibn Shahin's Book of Comfort,
New Haven 1933; Rabbenu Nissim Bar Yacaqov,
ed. H.Z. Hirshfeld, Hibbur yafeh me-ha-yeshucah,
Jerusalem 1954 (new Hebrew translation).
(A. SCHIPPERS)
NIZAM CASKARI (A.), m i l i t a r y o r g a n i s a t i o n ,
the system of military rule in modern Islamic
lands (for a consideration of military organisation
before ca. 1900, see DJAYSH; HARB; ISTICRAD).
1. In the modern Arab world
2. In modern Iran
3. In the late Ottoman Empire and the Turkish
Republic
4. In Pakistan
1. In the m o d e r n Arab world.
The frequent appearance of military regimes in the
Arab sector of the Muslim world during the second
part of the 20th century owes less to a tradition of
interaction between military conquest and the diffusion of Islam than to the heritage of the style of
power exercised by the Ottoman Sultans [see
'OTHMANLI. I.]. It is explained both by the game of
the European imperialisms and the influence of the
Kemalist model in the region since 1921. Colonial
domination depended on the separation between an
allogenic military organisation and local society. It
took the form of political regimes (mandates, protectorates or direct colonisation) in which the military
played a dominant role through the actual or potential use of brute force (D.A. Rustow, to S.N. Fischer
1963, 3). While the officer corps of the colonial army
was European, there was a preference for recruiting
the troops from among the ethnic and religious communities. Senior officers often exercised civil functions,
such as that of the High Commissioner of the French
Mandate in Syria and in Lebanon (1920-43), the
British High Commissioner in Palestine (1920-46) or
in clrak (1920-32) [see MANDATES]. Furthermore, the
period of colonial domination was marked by the two
World Wars which justified exceptional forms of
government. It came to an end after sometimes prolonged and violent confrontation: in particular, the
conflict in Palestine from 1936 onwards, the Algerian
war (1954-62), and numerous suppressions of uprisings, as in Egypt by Great Britain in 1919 and 1924,
in Syria by France in 1919, 1924-6 and 1945; and
in clrak by Great Britain, in 1921 and 1941.
After independence, the incidence of military regimes
in the Arab region can be correlated to the frequency
and the intensity of inter-state conflicts, through the
implementation of preparations for war by senior officers with the object of imposing constitutional forms,
social control and economic priorities, which justified
and prolonged their domination: Israeli-Arab wars
(1948-9, 1956, 1967, 1973, 1982), the Yemeni con-

flict from 1960-7, the Algerian-Moroccan war in the
Sahara in 1963, then the war of the eastern Sahara
from 1975 onwards, the Iran-Irak war from 1980 to
1988, and the Gulf War of 1990-1. The regional and
ethnic tensions within young states with fragile national
identities also favoured the seizure of power by the
military, as in 'Irak at the time of the 1958 revolution or in Sudan from 1958 onwards. The principal
motivating force was dissatisfaction with the poor economic performance of the civilian regimes.
After the Arab countries had gained their independence, the army became in the space of one or
two decades the primary institution in terms of numbers—up to 30% of the workforce of certain countries—and of its budget, which often exceeded that
of education, but also through the central place that
it occupied in executive power. It permeated all the
fields of political activity including the parties, exercised a tight control over the population using the
force authorised by emergency laws and with recourse
to the mukhdbardt, the intelligence and police services.
Arab republics and monarchies were thus transformed
into "military societies" (Abdelmalek 1962).
The analysis of Arab military regimes has given
rise to three distinct interpretations of their nature
and their effect on the state and the society of the
countries concerned. The first credited the dominant
participation of officers in the government with the
qualities of order, efficiency and honesty as well as
technical and organisational capacities. The army was
seen as the best agency for the purpose of ensuring
the development of the country, educating society and
being the bearer of modern values and practices, since
the generation of officers trained since independence
belonged to a "new middle class" with modernising
tendencies (Halpern 1962, 278); their nationalist sensibility, whether Arab (kawmi) or patriotic (watam],
manifested through various anti-colonial and revolutionary ideologies, gave them the legitimacy to impose
on society a modernisation "from above" (industrialisation, agrarian reform) inspired by the Kemalist
model (Allush 1968).
After the Arab defeat of 1967 and in view of the
poor economic performance of Egypt and of Syria
under military rule, then that of Algeria in the 1980s,
a second analysis has prevailed. It described ni^am
c
askari as "praetorian", and considered the army an
agency for the maintenance of order in the service
of an authoritarian and barely representative political
power, pursuing its corporatist interests rather than a
social project (Perlmutter 1974).
Until the turn of the 1990s, oil revenues and the
priority given to the war effort assured the perpetuation of the ni^dm caskan. Subsequently, Arab armies
had a tendency to return to their military function
while a number of officers became economic entrepreneurs benefiting from the infitdh. The ni^dm 'askari
progressively gave way to civilian governments, still
under military control. A third analysis then placed
the accent on the simultaneously policing and predatory nature of these regimes (R. Owen, State, power
and politics in the making of the modern Middle East, London
1992).
(a) Egypt
Although it was not historically the first, the prototype of ni^am caskan in the Arab regions of the
Muslim world in the 20th century is that of the dubbdt
al-ahrdr, the Free Officers who on 23 July 1952 overthrew the Egyptian dynasty which had itself been
founded by an officer of the Ottoman army,
Muhammad cAlf [q.v.]. This group of some three hun-
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dred officers (T. Aclimandos, Les militaires egyptiens.
Esprit de corps et revolution, in Peuples mediterraneens /
Mediterranean Peoples, xli-xlii [1988], 87-104), graduates
of the Military Academy after 1936 (the date of its
opening to indigenous Egyptians), had particularly
resented the indifference of the monarchical regime
during the Palestine war of 1948-9. Their nine leaders,
constituted into a Madj_lis kiyddat al-thawra (Revolutionary Command Council), installed military personnel
in the higher ranks of the executive on a permanent
basis. Originally, the RCC united personalities of diverse tendencies, Misr al-Fatat, al-Ikhwan al-Muslimun
[q.v] and Communists, who held in common the
nationalist and socialist objectives summarised in the
Falsafat al-thawra of Djamal cAbd al-Nasir [q.v. in
Suppl.]. In the competition for power, the leftists of
the RCC led by Yusuf al-Siddik, and the liberals led
by Khalid Muhyf '1-Dfn, were ousted in March 1953
and March 1954 respectively. The rupture with the
Muslim Brotherhood took place on 12 January 1954.
Whether socialistic pan-Arabist as in the 1960s, or
patriotic liberal as in the 1980s, Egyptian power henceforward depended on the alliance between the military institution and the bureaucracy of state.
The executive was the prerogative of generals:
presidency of the Republic was taken by Muhammad Nadjlb, on 18 June 1952, and after his ousting
on 14 November 1954, by Nasir until his death on
28 September 1970, by Anwar al-Sadat (assassinated
5 October 1981) and by HusnT Mubarak, who began
his fourth presidential period of power on 26
September 1999. In the government, one-fifth of the
ministerial posts (in particular Defence, Military
Production and the Interior) were occupied by senior
officers under Nasir, and 7.5% under Sadat (M.
Cooper, The demilitarisation of the Egyptian cabinet, in
IJMES, xiv [1982], 209). More than 80% of the posts
of provincial governors belonged to them. Of the five
categories "allied to the regime"—workers, peasants,
intellectuals, nationalist capitalists and army—only the
latter was authorised to organise itself, whereas the
political parties were abolished on 16 January 1953
and replaced by a single party. After the defeat of
1967 and until the expulsion of the Soviet advisers
in July 1972, a policy of raising the standard of recruitment and of strategic co-operation with the USSR
made the institution the best endowed financially and
the most advanced in technological terms in the country (with the acquisition of the Mig-27), barely troubled by internal conspiracies in October 1972, April
1974 (attempted uprising at the Military Academy by
the radical Islamist movement al-Takjir wa 'l-Hicjjra
[q.v.] and October 1981 (assassination of Sadat during
a military parade).
According to the National Charter (al-Mithdk alwatant) of 1962, the Egyptian military regime presented itself initially as revolutionary. It initiated
economic and social reforms—the first agrarian reforms
in September 1952 limiting property to 300 acres per
family, Egyptianisation of British and French assets
(nationalisation of the Suez Canal, 26 July 1956),
nationalisation of heavy industry and textiles—and
launched major works of infrastructure such as the
Aswan Dam. However, the failures of economic policies combined with demographic growth of more than
3.5% per annum, and costly military defeats in Yemen
and in the war of June 1967, impelled military leaders, in the second half of the decade of the 1970s,
towards a liberalisation that opened the way for substantial investment by the military institution and by
senior officers individually in the private sector. While
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the army was less visible on the political plane, its
armaments enterprises such as the Arab Organisation
for Industrialisation (al-Hay'a al-cArabiyya li 'l-Tasm'),
founded in 1975 as a joint venture with Saudi Arabia,
Qatar and the United Arab Emirates, and becoming
exclusively Egyptian after the Camp David Accords
with Israel (1978), exported more than a billion dollars worth of arms per year in the 1980s. Under the
cover of ensuring security of food supplies (al-amn alghidhd'i), the army also penetrated the civilian production sector, where it benefited from exemptions
and privileges (Sadowski 1993).
The perpetuation of ni^dm caskan went in tandem
with a progressive sidelining of members of the
Revolutionary Command Council by Nasir, who cultivated the image of a populist leader with no time
for intermediary institutions and procedures. It was
accentuated by Sadat to the benefit of the Arab
Socialist Union (al-Ittihdd al-carabi al-ishtirdki], the single party from 1961 to 1977, to which military personnel were not permitted to belong (J. Waterbury,
The Egypt of Nasser and Sadat: the political economy of two
regimes, Princeton 1983). It was accelerated following
the adoption of the Constitution of 11 September
1971 authorising multi-partyism, while, in the context
of the peace process with Israel, from October 1975
to March 1979 (the Washington Treaty), the army
benefited by military assistance from the United States
worth 1.3 billion dollars per year. In principle, the
army did not control the political parties, legalised
from June 1977 onwards. In practice, it drew inspiration from the Turkish model, constituting itself as
informal guardian of the state and master of society,
leading police operations at the time of the hunger
riots in January 1977, and the uprising of the Interior
Security Forces in 1986. From the 1990s onward, the
Egyptian ni^dm 'askari became a security regime whose
principal enemy was the Islamist movement and its
extremist groups, both of these violently repressed.
(b) Syria
The developments of political life in the part of
the Ottoman Bilad al-Sham, which became Syria
under French Mandate on 28 April 1920, hardly predisposed this country to a military regime. The civil,
economic and religious elites were firmly based there
and were dynamic, whilst the army numbered fewer
than 5,000 men at Independence, recruited among
the ethnic and religious minorities, and staffed by
French officers (N. Bou-Nacklie, The Special Troops: religious and ethnic recruitment, 1916-1946, in IJMES, xxv
[1993], 649-60). However, thirteen coups d'etat followed the independence of the country and, after the
seizure of power by Colonel Husni al-ZacIm [q.v.] on
30 March 1949, the army remained a dominant political actor, except during the period of the United Arab
Republic (1 February 1958-28 September 1961).
The first three military regimes in Syria were the
result of an inkildb, an uprising of officers discontented
with the political direction of the country, in particular the treatment reserved for the armed forces and
the circumstances of the defeat in Palestine. The
Colonels Husnf al-Zacrm, Samf al-Hinnawf (14 August19 December 1949) and Adib al-Shishakll (exiled 25
February 1954) were motivated more by personal
ambition than by a political project. Like Za c Tm,
Shfshaklf launched important constitutional reforms (5
September 1950 and 10 July 1953), including the
reform of penal, civil and commercial codes as well
as a first agrarian reform (30 July 1952). He granted
the right to vote to literate women, and abolished the
special treatment of Bedouin and the system of awkdf
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[see WAKF]. The accession of Za c im to the presidency
of the Republic on 25 June 1949, and that of Shlshakll
on 10 July 1953, marked the apogee of authoritarian regimes characterised by the banning of political
parties (replaced by Shlshaklf with the darakat al-tahnr
al-carabl on 25 August 1952), censorship of the press
and tight control of public life by an oppressive police
force. The ni^dm caskan was characterised also by a
Syrian patriotism bordering on chauvinism in reaction to the "struggle for Syria"—real or imagined
threats posed to the independence of the country by
neighbouring states.
Returning to the shadows, the Syrian army nevertheless did not cease from intervention in the political arena during the parliamentary period of 1954-8.
Fourteen senior officers made their way to Cairo on
12 January 1958 to demand from Marshal cAmr and
from Nasir the creation of the United Arab Republic.
The army subsequently gave its support to the parliamentary restoration of September 1961, implemented
under the leadership of Colonel c Abd al-Karfm
Naslawl, who intervened again to "rectify" the policy directions of the government in March 1962
(M. Colombe, La Republique arabe syrienne a la lumiere du
coup d'etat du 28 mars 1962, in Orient, 1st trim. [1962]).
The type of ni^dm caskan which came into effect
following the coup of Colonel Ziyad Hararf on 8
March 1963 was simultaneously both specific to Syria
and also evolutionary. Between 1963 and 1970 it
was possible to speak of an army-party symbiosis
(I. Rabinovich, Syria under the Ba'th 1963-66: the armyparty symbiosis, Jerusalem 1972). It was not only a military Committee of between four and fourteen
members set up in Cairo ca. 1959 (al-ladjna al-caskariyya\
see M. al-Razzaz, al-Tadjriba al-murra, Beirut 1967, 88)
which played a clandestine role throughout this period,
but in the Regional Command (al-kiydda al-kutriyyd),
senior officers constituted 34.5% of members from
September 1963 to February 1966, then 25% until
November 1970 (H. Batatu, Syria's peasantry, the descendants of its lesser rural notables, and their politics, Princeton
1999, 165, 167). In this group, with its majority consisting of natives of the peripheral regions of the country, the revolutionary tendency and the representation
of minority communities gradually gained the upper
hand, ending with the installation of a clandestine
dictatorship under Colonel Salah Djadfd, assistant general secretary of the Bacth Party from the time of the
disbandment of the civil wing of the Party on 23
February 1966. Nationalisations in industry and commerce (1965), international isolation and provocations
on the Israeli front, favouring popular war, characterised revolutionary Syria under this regime weakened by the disaster of the war of June 1967.
Excluding his rivals by a display of force within
the Regional Command of the Ba c th Party on 13
November 1970, General Hafiz al-Asad turned the
Syrian military regime in the direction of a more liberal economy through two infitahs, in 1971-4 and then
from 1986 onwards. The legislative elections of 1990,
and Law 10 of 1991 on investments, marked the entry
of a new entrepreneurial bourgeoisie into the coalition of power and the increased participation of senior
officers in the world of business. But this economic
liberalisation was not accompanied by political liberation, despite the creation of a Progressive National
Front of six parties, including the Communist Party
and the Arab Socialist Union around the Ba c th
(7 March 1972). The Constitution of 12 March 1973
installed a presidential regime. The state of emergency
declared in 1963 remained in force. The army has

maintained tight control of local life and internal security through its networks of mukhdbardt, and in 197881 there was a massive crackdown on Islamists (H.G.
Lobmeyer, Opposition und Widerstand in Syrien, Hamburg
1995, 204-336). Finally, to succeed his father as Head
of State on 17 July 2000, Bashshar al-Asad was obliged
to re-invent himself in some haste as a military figure.
(c) clrdk

The modern Traki state, where the elites surrounding King Faysal (DjaTar al-cAskarf, Yasfn alHashimf, Djamfl al-Midfacf and Nun al-Sacrd) were
in the main former officers of the Ottoman army,
was born in the violent suppression of the anti-British
uprising in November 1920 (P.-J. Luizard, La formation d'Irak contemporain, Paris 1991). Even though clrak
[g.v] has not lived continuously under ni^dm caskan,
the army has remained the primary political force in
the country, appointing and deposing governments,
and controlling ethnic and social groups through violence (H. Batatu, The old social classes and the revolutionary movements of Iraq, Princeton 1978, 319-61). The
suppression of the Assyrian revolt in June 1933, then
that of the tribal uprisings in 1935-6 under the command of General Bakr Sidkf gave the latter the incentive to launch the first coup d'etat inspired by
Kemalism of the modern Arab world on 29 October
1936. His assassination on 11 August 1937 at the instigation of four nationalist officers ("the Gold Square"),
led by Salah al-Dfn Sabbagh, was the prelude to the
seizure of power by them and the inauguration of a
regime independent of the British, of which the public figurehead was Rashid cAlf al-Ghaylanf (5 April9 October 1941). From the creation of the state until
the fall of the monarchy on 14 July 1958, the dominant personality of authority remained that of General
Nun al-Sac!d who had been prime minister for a
total of 11 years and 9 months. While the monarchy
neglected the institutionalisation of the state and the
development of the country, governments supported
by the army maintained order through repression.
After the revolution of July 1958 and the fall of
the monarchy, General cAbd al-Karfm Kasim [g.v.]
quickly ousted the nine members of the Commanding
Council of Free Officers, in particular Colonel cAbd
al-Salam cArif, to impose himself as single leader (alza'Tm [g.v.] al-awhad}. His first government (27 July
1958) comprised five military figures out of sixteen
members (Batatu 1978, 812) and the second (10
February 1959), six out of fourteen (Batatu 1978, 843).
He authorised political parties, promulgated agrarian
reforms (30 September 1958), inaugurated a state planification scheme (1959), partially nationalised the Iraq
Petroleum Company (1961) and adopted measures to
assist the disadvantaged urban classes. The regime of
Kasim was destabilised and its military character reinforced by confrontations between Communist and
Nationalist Arabs in Mawsil and Kirkuk (March-July
1959) and by the revival of the Kurdish revolt
(September 1961). The military coup of 8 February
1963 perpetrated by Nasirist and Ba'thist officers led
to a repetition of the same scenario: cAbd al-Salam
c
Arif ousted the National Council of the Revolution
and dismantled the Bacthist National Guard to take
for himself presidency of the Republic and supreme
command of the armed forces (18 November 1963).
He imposed the Arab Socialist Union as the sole party
on 14 July 1964. Under the regime of his brother,
Colonel cAbd al-Rahman £Arif (13 April 1966-17 July
1968) a series of military governments ensued, their
domination dependent on the use of force and the
maintenance of martial law, while nationalised institu-
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tions were placed under the supervision of retired officers (M. Khadduri, Republican Iraq: a study in Iraqi politics since the revolution of 1958, London 1969, 280-9).
After the two coups which ensured the accession
of the Ba c th Party to power (17 and 30 July 1968),
the Revolutionary Command Council (R.C.C.), composed of five officers and led by General Hasan alBakr, carried out purges in the army to turn it into
a dj^aysh al-cakd3idi, an instrument of the Party alongside the militia, dj_qysh al-shacb, under the direction of
the Military Bureau. The admission of ten civilians
to the R.C.C. in November 1969 did nothing to alleviate the security-orientated character of the regime,
which became a dictatorship after the accession of
the (self-proclaimed) "General" Saddam Husayn, to
the presidency of the R.C.C. and supreme authority
over the state and the armed forces in July 1979.
The state of civil war against the Kurds and the
Shlcls, and external war against Iran (1980-88) and
then against Kuwayt and the international coalition
(1990-1), favoured a privatisation of public wealth
which worked in particular to the benefit of military
cadres (Isam al-Khafaji, War as a vehicle for the rise and
demise of a state-controlled society. The case of Ba'thist Iraq,
in Heydemann 2000, 272-5).
(d) Sudan
The "Free Officers" of Sudan [q.v.] who organised
the overthrow of civil power two years after the independence of the country (1958) were strongly influenced by their Egyptian alter ego. The junta led by
General Ibrahim cAbbud until 1964 included radical
officers close to the Sudanese Communist Party; in
1964 the rift between cAbbud and this powerful ally
brought to an end the first Sudanese ni^dm caskan.
After half a decade of civilian government, General
Dja'far al-Numayrl in his turn imposed fifteen years
of military dictatorship after a brief attempt at cooperating with civilians in the context of the
Commanding Council of the Revolution, dissolved in
October 1971. The Communist opposition was firmly
suppressed on 22 July 1971 and the Arab Socialist
Union became the sole authorised party, while the
ministries of Defense, the Interior, Foreign Affairs,
Information and Culture (al-Irshdd al-watam) remained
in the hands of the military. Numayrf's regime formally recognised the right of the southern provinces
to autonomy on 9 June 1969 and imposed radical
nationalisation measures (Sequestration Act, May 1970).
The second Sudanese civil war, provoked by the
Islamising decrees of September 1983, accelerated the
downfall of Numayrl in 1985, introducing a brief
period of pluralism. The coalition between military
figures and Islamists which characterised military
regimes in Sudan returned to power following the
coup d'etat of General c Umar al-Bashlr on 30 June
1989. The National Salvation Revolutionary Command
Council was based on a single party, the National
Congress of Hasan al-Turabl. He imposed strict application of the Shari'a, banned parties and independent
syndicates, organised popular local Islamist committees, and the Popular Defense Forces, an Islamist militia waging war against civilians in the south. Under
pressure from humanitarian organisations and oil companies whose revenues were financing the war in the
south, military leaders distanced themselves from
the Islamists from 1997 onward. Bashir re-established
the state of emergency in 1998 to implement the institutional changes demanded for the survival of the
regime and, on 12 December 1999, he suspended the
parliament which was dominated by the Islamists of
TurabI, arrested in February 2001.
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(e) Yemen
The influence of the Egyptian Free Officers was
felt as far away as Yemen [see AL-YAMAN] where a
group of Nasirist officers led by Colonel cAbd Allah
Sallal proclaimed the United Arab Republic on 26
September 1962 and received reinforcements of 26,000
Egyptian soldiers commanded by Marshal cAbd alHaklm cAmr-—a contingent doubled over the next
four years for the purpose of fighting a destructive
Saudi-Egyptian war which lasted until the decision to
withdraw, taken by Nasir at the Khartum Summit in
November 1967. Significant efforts in the fields of
education and health were made by the new regime,
which was characterised by the imposition of a heavy
bureaucracy before its demise on 14 June 1970.
Military leaders, populists and developmentalists
returned to the forefront of the stage with Colonel
Ibrahim al-Samadi (June 1974), and Colonel Ahmad
al-Ghashiml (11 October 1977), both of them assassinated, then Colonel CA1I cAbd Allah Khalll, on 24
June 1978. The latter gradually handed over government to civilians (adoption of a constitution in
October 1980, first legislative elections in July 1985)
and guided the process of reunification with the
Democratic and Popular Republic of Yemen: a
constitutional reform in September 1994 legalising
political pluralism, exclusion of armed forces from
membership of parties (F. Djallul, Al-Taman: al-thawratdn
al-d}umhuriyatdn, al-wahda, 1962-94, Beirut 1999, 27297). As Marshal and President of the Republic of
Yemen since 24 May 1990, Khalll continues to control the state, supported by the Supreme Council of
National Defense and by members of his entourage,
occupying key posts in the security and armed forces.
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2. In m o d e r n I r a n .
The period of military rule in Iran may be said
to have been inaugurated by the coup d'etat of 21
February 1921, and to have endured until the overthrow of Pahlavi rule in 1979. However, although the
regime that resulted from the coup of 1921, and the
Pahlavi state itself, was based on the army, there was
no direct military rule, nor was there a military dictatorship in the straightforward sense.
The Pahlavi regime was one that owed its existence to military coups, in 1921 and in 1953, both
Rida Shah and his son, Muhammad Rida Shah [</.w.],
having been brought to power by the army. The
army played a key role in the construction of the
Pahlavi state, dominating both urban and rural opposition, and till 1979 remained, together with the various security forces, the main institution sustaining the
regime internally.
Although the military occupied a pivotal position
in Pahlavi Iran, it remained subordinate to the rule
of the shahs. Both Rida Shah and Muhammad Rida
Shah were successful in dominating the military and
in developing a monarchical system of government
quite different from that found in conventional military regimes. Rida Shah originally rose to power as
an army officer, but in transforming his personal
ascendancy into the form of a monarchy he distanced
himself from other senior commanders and made a
challenge from any one of them more difficult. Rida
Shah having established the dynasty, his son succeeded
him and increased further the distance between the
military and the throne, making it difficult for any
army officer to challenge his authority without undermining the very structure of the regime (F. Halliday,
Iran, dictatorship and development, London 1979, 51-2).
Yet although both Pahlavi rulers secured and maintained their theoretical and actual control of the army,
each also essentially relied on it to guarantee their
regime.
In 1921 Rida Shah arrived at the centre of political power using as an instrument a small Cossack
force. He immediately embarked on the task of constructing a strong, modern, national army, organised
and equipped on European lines, and based his rise
to supremacy on the support of this army (Bakir
Akalli, Rida Shah wa Kushim-i muttahid-i Shakl, 13001320, Tehran 1377). He reorganised the system of
military education inside Iran and began sending officers to France for training. He began a massive programme of arms purchases in Europe, including large
numbers of tanks and aircraft. In 1925 he forced a
conscription bill through the Madjlis and the army
mushroomed, rising from 42,000 men in 1930 to
127,000 men in 1941, with a total mobilisable force
of 400,000. In the early 1920s, the army already
accounted for approximately 40% of budget expenditure; between 1930 and 1941 spending on the army
nearly quadrupled, and massive sums from oil revenues were allocated directly for weapons purchases.
Rida Shah used this army to form a centralised
state in Iran for the first time in the modern period.
However, in the years 1921-5, although the army
became dominant, it co-existed with a number of
other political players and institutions. The cabinet
was largely civilian in character, the constitution,
although increasingly disregarded in practice, was not
suspended, political parties functioned, elections were
held, the Madjlis passed legislation, and the Kadjar
shah remained nominally commander-in-chief of the
army.
Although the military did not rule directly in the

early Pahlavi period, Rida Shah used the army both
to intervene directly in the political process and also
to manipulate, in a more subtle way, the political life
of the country. His direct intervention began, of course,
with the coup d'etat itself, and continued with episodes
such as the repeated cowing of the Madjlis by the
threat of armed force, in 1922 and, more seriously,
after the failure of the republican movement in 1924.
As well as openly intimidating the Madjlis at certain
key moments, the military, with its increasing control
over elections, had by 1926 fatally compromised the
independence of that body. The army also sponsored
and orchestrated political movements and prepared
the ground for constitutional change. Furthermore,
Rida Shah, having come to dominate the cabinet,
reducing it largely to an appendage to his own position, systematically promoted the military at the
expense of the civil authorities throughout the country. In fact, the army came to dominate the civil
authorities throughout Iran, sometimes via the establishment of formal military government, sometimes
through informal and unregulated mechanisms of pressure and control. Each military conquest of a recalcitrant area or population was invariably accompanied
by the establishment of military government and there
was considerable pressure from within the army to
ensure that control, once established, remained in its
own hands. Military government was especially important as a tool of tribal subjugation and control, army
officers regularly replacing deposed tribal chiefs. Even
when a provincial civil regime was officially in existence, the local military authorities encroached upon
its sphere, appropriating its authority and many of its
functions. The declaration of martial law and the
establishment of military government was a frequent
occurrence in both the capital and the provinces and
gave the military authorities an opportunity to tighten
their control over all aspects of civilian life, especially
political dissent. The two periods of martial law in
the capital, 1921-2 and 1924-6, were crucial to Rida
Shah's rise to supreme power. The role of the army
was also positively enhanced by its transformation into
a focus of nationalism and a pioneer of social progress,
military personnel leading the way in clothing reform,
the abolition of titles, rudimentary town planning, linguistic reform, etc. (Stephanie Cronin, The army and the
creation of the Pahlavi state in Iran, 1910-1926, London and
New York 1997, 182-221).
In the early Pahlavi period, the new Iranian army,
although of questionable conventional military capability, was extremely successful in advancing the political ambitions of its chief and in safeguarding and
extending his power. By far the most important function of the new army was to ensure the survival of the
regime or, more narrowly interpreted, of Rida Shah's
personal position. This involved, first, the army's establishment of internal security throughout the country,
and, second, the military authorities' enforcement of
the subordination of all civilian political elements to
their own dominance.
In making himself monarch, Rida Shah profoundly
altered the balance between the military and the centre of power. However, by 1926 the relationship between state and society in Iran had already been radically transformed, with the new, centralised army
playing a crucial role. Furthermore the weight of the
army vis-a-vis civil state institutions, the government,
the Madjlis, provincial civil governors, etc. had increased
in a dramatic and wholly novel way. Although in
becoming Shah, Rida Khan transformed what had
been an incipient military dictatorship into a dynastic
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despotism, nonetheless the regime over which he presided was firmly marked by its military origins and
continued to exhibit many features typical of military
rule. Although institutions such as the Madjlis and a
civilian government would continue to exist, their role
was, after 1926, purely decorative and ornamental.
Independent political activity would not resume until
after the abdication of the Shah in 1941.
Rida Shah had risen to power as a career officer
and he remained, even after ascending the throne,
deeply involved in the day-to-day running of the army.
His son, however, although he had attended Tehran
military academy and frequently appeared on official
occasions in military uniform, in reality lacked the
connection with the army and with the upper echelons of the officer corps that his father had possessed.
In the 1940s the new Shah, checked by a variety
of social and political forces, was not able to utilise
the army as his father had done. Between 1941 and
1953 the army receded into the background, reemerging only after the coup which overthrew Musaddik
[q.v.]. Immediately after the coup, the Shah placed
its leaders in key positions, General Fadl Allah Zahidl
became prime minister, General Taymur Bakhtiyar
military governor of Tehran and General cAbd Allah
Hidayat chief of the general staff. But, most importantly, the Shah also began to work towards restoring monarchical control of the army, and in 1955
dismissed Zahidf, who left the country. The Shah then
began the serious rebuilding of the army while, at the
same time, with the reorganisation and reinforcement of the gendarmerie and the police, the army's
overt role in maintaining public order was reduced
(MJ. Sheikh-ol-Islami, in EIr, art. Army. V. Pahlavi
period, at ii, 510). From 1963 to 1978, the army remained garrisoned near towns and was sent into tribal
areas on a number of small-scale campaigns. But the
regime only resorted once to military force to crush
urban civil unrest, sc. in June 1963 in Tehran and a
number of other towns.
Although its public order duties were reduced, during the 1960s and 1970s the army became increasingly prominent in national life through its involvement
in projects initiated under the White Revolution. Many
high school and college conscripts served in the
Literacy Corps, the Health Corps, and the Construction and Agricultural Development Corps, with such
duties as building roads, schools, improving preventive medicine and teaching rudimentary reading and
writing. In addition to these activities, which were
largely carried out in rural areas, the military performed a host of other functions. In the administration
of justice, the military courts had authority over a wide
range of offences, including treason, armed robbery,
hoarding, profiteering and trafficking in narcotics. The
judgements were swift and the penalties harsh (Sheikhol-Islami, loc. cit.}. The army gathered political intelligence and cooperated with SAVAK, the state security
agency. Indeed, many of the SAVAK senior personnel came from the army. Many army officers also
served in the Imperial Inspectorate, investigating inefficiency and corruption in the civil bureaucracy.
Although Rida Shah had always used the army as
a bulwark of his regime, he had been equally careful to prevent either military factions, or individual
senior officers, from engaging in independent political activity or developing political ambitions of their
own. During the 1930s, he had harboured a particular fear or assassination, believing that, were he to
die while the Crown Prince was still young, the new
dynasty would be threatened either from an overt
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challenge from the army or covertly, through the
establishment of a regency exercised by one or more
of the most powerful generals (Cronin, The politics of
radicalism within the Iranian army: the Jahansuz. group of
1939, in Iranian Studies, xxxii/1 [1999], 5-25). Muhammad Rida Shah, like his father, also feared the consequences of the military's involvement in politics.
During the 1940s, while the new shah remained weak,
the army became deeply politicised, visible political
factions emerged, and certain generals began to establish their own followings (Halliday, op. cit., 67). After
1953, however, and particularly after 1955, the Shah
worked consistently to depoliticise the army and to
isolate the most powerful senior officers.
Muhammad Rida Shah employed various mechanisms to control his officer corps. The armed forces
were highly compartmentalised. The chief of staff had
little authority over the other chiefs, who all reported
to the Shah directly (W. Sullivan, Mission to Iran, New
York 1981, 74-5). Each branch was literally headed
by the Shah and without the Shah, the armed forces
as a whole were structurally immobilised. The three
services were not in fact allowed to communicate
except via the Shah's own staff. No general could
visit Tehran or meet with another general without
the Shah's specific permission. The Shah was reported
to check all promotions above the rank of major, and
personally vetted all entrants in the air force training
school. He frequently moved senior commanders to
ensure that they did not form power bases and used
a personal secret police, the Imperial Organisation,
as well as conventional military intelligence, to carry
out surveillance of the officer corps. Occasionally, he
purged officers suspected of disloyalty under the guise
of waging anti-corruption campaigns (Halliday, op. cit.,
68-9).
As the political crisis of 1978 unfolded, the Shah
again fell back on the army, employing martial law
and military government in the capital and a number of provincial cities. By the autumn, a number of
generals were advocating direct military intervention.
However, the army did not act, the Shah's system of
personal control still paralysing the high command,
and the Shah himself apparently feared that a military coup might prove to be simply another way of
terminating his reign (Sepehr Zabih, The Iranian military in revolution and war, London and New York 1988,
13). By early 1979, after the Shah's departure, the
army was palpably disintegrating. Ten days after
Ayatallah Khumaynf's return, the Supreme Council
of the Armed Forces issued the Declaration of
Neutrality of the Armed Forces concerning the conflict between Khumayni and Dr Shahpur Bakhtiyar's
government (Zabih, 78).
Bibliography. In addition to references given in
the article, see R.E. Huyser, Mission to Tehran,
London 1986; 'Abbas Karabaghi, Hakdyik dar bdra-i
buhrdn-i Iran, Paris n.d.
(STEPHANIE CRONIN)
3. In the l a t e O t t o m a n E m p i r e and the
Turkish Republic.
Although the ruling elite in the pre-Tan^irndt
Ottoman Empire was referred to as military (casken],
it was in fact composed of both civilian and military
elements. In the classical Ottoman Empire, this elite
had three major branches: the seyfiyye (men of the
sword), the cilmiyye [q.v.] (i.e. the culama>] and the
kalemiyye, later referred to as miilkiyye (men of the pen,
bureaucrats). In their explanations based on the idea
of "circle of justice", the political thinkers of the classical Ottoman state likewise underscored the importance of statesmen and men of the sword, attributing
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the utmost importance to these two categories for the
survival of the state (CA1I Kinalizade, Akhldk-i cAld3T,
iii, Bulak 1833, 49; Na'fma, Tarikh, Istanbul 12817
1866 i, 40). Despite the existence of these distinct categories within the ruling elite, and the various special rights of the military class (e.g. the Yeniceri Aghasi
and the Grand Admiral could judge certain cases
between Janissaries or members of the Arsenal and
could pronounce verdicts, see Tewki'i cAbd ul-Rahmdn
Pasha kdnunndmesi, in 'Othmanli kdnunndmeleri, in Milli
Tetebbu'lar Medjmu'asi, i/3 [1915], 524-5, 536-7), the
boundaries between these two branches were somewhat fluid, more than so in a modern state.
For example, many Grand Admirals later became
Grand Viziers (in 1037/1628 the Yeniceri Aghasi
Khosrew Pasha became Grand Vizier); local governors enjoyed decision-making authority on military
matters in their domains; and duties such as law
enforcement and fire fighting were generally viewed
as the military's responsibility (in Istanbul, Janissaries
carried out these duties). Since the military played the
most important role in succession and dethronement,
it is difficult to speak of a civilian administration free
of military intervention in the pre-reform Ottoman
Empire. Nevertheless, while the power of the military
fluctuated over this long period, it was always at the
centre of policy and decision-making.
Late 18th and early 19th century Ottoman attempts
at modernisation and Westernisation [see NIZAM-I
DJEDID] had two important effects on the role of the
military. First, since the reforms aimed at imitating
superior Western military organisation and techniques,
the Ottoman military was the first institution to be
thus affected, and the process confirmed its clear superiority in relation to the other branches of the ruling
class. Second, the eventual reorganisation of the entire
state bureaucracy transformed the three branches of
the old administration into more distinct entities. The
destruction of the Janissaries in 1826 and their replacement with Nizdmiyye troops resulted in the establishment of the Bdb-l Ser'asken (Office of the Commander
of the Land Forces). The Ser'asker became the commander of all Ottoman land troops, and the old
Ottoman practice of despatching the Grand Vizier to
campaign with the title Serddr-l Ekrem was abandoned.
In 1836 a Dar-l Shurd-yi cAsken (Military Council), similar to the Ddr-l Shurd-yi Bdb-i CAK, was charged with
oversight of the military affairs of the empire. Other
than a mufti and a representative of the miilkiyye, all
members of this body were officers. Although the new
military establishment initially inherited the Janissaries' duty of law enforcement in the capital, this was
transferred to the Dabtiyye Ne^dreti (Police Ministry)
when it was established in 1845. In the state bureaucracy the title Ser'asker became the highest military
rank, being on the same level as the Grand Vizier and
the Sheykh til-Islam. In 1843 the army was reorganised on the model of the French and Prussian armies.
Commanders of the armies were now appointed by
the Ser'asker and responsible to him. With the increasing distinction between the various branches of the
Ottoman administration, the division of power between
the military and civilian elements came to be formally
regulated. The most important document showing the
clear separation of military establishment from other
branches of the state was the Iddre-i 'Orfiyye Kardrndmesi
(Martial Law Regulations) enacted by imperial decree
on 24 September 1877 (Diistur, 1st Series, iv, Istanbul
1295/1878, 71-2).
The third article of these regulations clearly distinguishes between the civilian and military adminis-

trations. Even after these formal arrangements, however, the military continued to enjoy a substantial role
in the civil administration by the standards of a modern state. For instance, until the end of the empire,
the Minister of War and the Minister of the Navy,
who were both officers, and until 1908 the Topkhdne
Mushiri (Marshal of the Imperial Arsenal of Ordinance),
served as members of the Hefet-i Wukeld3 (Council of
Ministers), and participated directly in decision-making on non-military matters. Although there were
exceptions, it remained a common practice until the
end of the empire to appoint a military commander
to a remote province or sub-province, such as cAsfr
or North African Tripoli, in the dual role of governor and commander. As in earlier times, during this
late period many military figures, such as Ahmed
Djawad Pasha, Mahmud Shewkat Pasha Ghazf Ahmed
Mukhtar Pasha and Ahmed clzzet Pasha [q.vv.], served
as Grand Vizier.
During the pre-Tan^imdt era, the military element
also played the leading role in major political events,
often leading to drastic changes in the political shape
of the empire. Thus the military element played a
very important role in the deposition of cAbd iil-cAzIz
in 1876. The 1908 revolution was initiated by a paramilitary committee, the Committee of Union and
Progress [see ITTIHAD WE TERAKKJ DJEM'IYYETI] and
various army units in Macedonia. The 1909 counterrevolution [see ITTIHAD-I MUHAMMEDI DJEM'lYYETl] was
carried out by troops led by alaylh (officers who had
not attended military colleges); the military rebellion
led by the Khalaskaran Dabitan ("Saviour Officers")
in Macedonia and Albania in 1912 paved the way
for the forming of the first government opposing the
Committee of Union and Progress Committee since
1908. Finally, the Committee regained power in
January 1913 through the Sublime Porte Raid led by
Enwer Bey (Pasha) and other military leaders who
were members of it.
Although cAbd ul-Hamld II had kept the military
establishment under strict control until the Young
Turk Revolution of 1908, from this date onwards the
military gained ground in the administration of the
empire, though most of its power did not stem from
legal adjustments but rather from the fact that many
important figures within the Committee were officers.
With the establishment of the authoritarian rule of
the Committee in June 1913, the military share in
the administration of the empire increased further,
despite a temporary law of 11 October 1912 barring
officers from participating in any political activity
(Diistur, 2nd Series, iv, 650-1). (Another temporary
law, issued on the same day, disqualified military personnel from voting (ibid., 651-2); because of this, Ottoman and, later, Turkish officers did not vote in
elections until 1961.) A para-military intelligence service called the Special Organisation acted under the
command of Enwer Pasha, reporting directly to him
and working almost independently of the civilian
administration. Yet despite the growing military grip
on the administration, and despite the fact that martial law was in effect in the Ottoman capital during
most of the decade from 1908 to 1918, no fully military regime was ever established in the Ottoman
Empire.
The Ottoman military establishment led the Turkish
resistance against the peace terms imposed upon the
Ottoman government, and organised the armed struggle against the invasion of the Turkish heartland.
Many leaders of the Anadolu we Rumeli Muddfaca-l Hukuk
Dierrfiyyeti, and later of the Ankara government, were
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military figures including Mustafa Kemal (Atatiirk
[q.v.]). The latter led the armies and the Turkish
(Grand) National Assembly while he was the speaker
of this assembly, controlling all three branches of
power. Despite this fact, the movement never turned
into a fully military one.
Following the success of the Turkish War of
Independence in 1922 and the establishment of the
Turkish Republic in 1923, Mustafa Kemal instituted
one of the most important principles of the new
regime, according to which the army should play no
part in politics. A law of 29 December 1923 required
all army officers to resign from active duty if they
wished to run for parliament. A law of 3 March 1924,
abolished the Ministry of War and established the
Office of the Commander-in-Chief, attached to the
Ministry of Defence. Under the command of Marshal
FewzT Cakmak [see £AKMAK, MUSTAFA FEVZI], who
held the position from 1921 to 1944, the Turkish
army remained loyal to the new republican regime,
many founders of which were former military leaders, and to its principles. Even after Qakmak's retirement, the military did not show any interest in politics
until the end of the single-party system in 1946. The
first free elections in 1950 and the victory of the
opposition caused many military leaders to rethink
their role in Turkish politics and to reassess the loyalty of the political leaders to the tenets of the republican regime. Increasing political tension, clashes
between law enforcement personnel and college students, and the Democrat Party government's strong
measures against the opposition prompted a group of
officers to form a revolutionary organisation and initiate a coup on 27 May 1960. This coup was not
staged within the chain of command. In fact, the
Commander-in-Chief and many high-ranking officers
who had remained loyal to the Democrat Party government were arrested and expelled from the army.
In a similar fashion, the Chamber of Deputies was
dissolved, and the president, prime minister, cabinet
members and leading figures of the Democrat Party
were arrested and later tried by a special court. The
leaders of the coup based their action on the 34th
article of the Armed Forces Regulations, which charges
the military with "defending and protecting the Turkish
Republic and Turkish homeland". A special committee of law professors issued a document the day after
the coup legitimising the revolutionary officers' action.
Under the direction of General Cemal Giirsel, the
Commander of the Land Forces and the highestranking officer to join the revolutionaries, an executive committee of thirty-six officers of various ranks,
named the National Union Committee, was formed
and assumed the power of issuing laws on 12 June
1960. Despite the formation of a government composed of civil and military leaders under Giirsel, the
National Union Committee remained the most powerful institution in the country. On 13 November, a
schism within the National Union Committee resulted
in the elimination of fourteen of its members who
had been promoting the idea of a prolonged military
regime and more active participation in government.
On 13 December, the committee issued a law for the
establishment of a constitutional assembly; this would
be composed of the members of the National Union
Committee and of an Assembly of Representatives,
members of which would be elected by various institutions, such as political parties, provincial administrations, the legal bars, and press and guild
organisations. The new assembly was convened on 6
January 1961 and worked until 4 September. In the
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meantime, a new constitution was ratified by a referendum of 9 July. This constitution broadened
individual liberties, and at the same time limited the
power of the government. This was done by establishing new legal and bureaucratic bodies such as
the Constitutional Court and the National Security
Council, and by granting autonomy to various institutions such as the universities and the Turkish Radio
administration. New elections for the Chamber of
Deputies and the newly-established Senate were held
on 15 October 1961, and the members of the National
Union Committee became "natural" members of the
Senate for life. As one of its last decisive actions, the
National Union Committee discussed the death sentences pronounced by the special court against the
leaders of the Democrat Party on 15 September 1961.
By a vote of 13 to 9, the committee approved four
death sentences out of sixteen, and three former ministers were hanged on 16 September 1961. The next
day, Adnan Menderes [q.v.], former prime minister,
was executed.
Despite the new elections and the formation of a
new civilian government, the military continued to
make its power felt in political life for two more years.
New revolutionary organisations within the army
attempted to dissolve the parliament even before its
opening. Despite the agreement of right-wing parties
on Ali Fuad Ba§gil as the next president, under heavy
military pressure the deputies and senators elected the
leader of the coup, Giirsel, to this post, and the military played a significant role in the formation of a
new government under Ismet Inonii [q.v. in Suppl.].
On two occasions, 22 February 1962, and 21 May
1963, a group of officers led by Colonel Talat Aydemir
attempted to stage a coup to establish a military
regime. Both attempts were foiled by Prime Minister
Inonii with the support of loyal forces. Following the
first attempt, the leaders of the venture were only
forced to retire; their second attempt led to the trial
and hanging of Col. Talat Aydemir and Lt.-Col. Fethi
Giircan.
Military intervention in politics gradually receded
after the second coup attempt in 1963, and normal
political activity resumed. But in 1971, the military
was prompted to intervene by increasing left-wing
activity, and tension between the right-wing Justice
Party government and civil-military bureaucratic institutions. There had been various military groups promoting the idea of the establishment of a military
regime. One of these groups was also supported by
renowned left-wing intellectuals, and promoted the
idea of a regime of the Arab Ba c th type; it attempted
a stillborn coup on 9 March 1971. Three days later,
on 12 March, the military establishment presented an
ultimatum to the President and the Speakers of the
Chamber of Deputies and the Senate, accusing the
Parliament and the government of not adhering to
the Kemalist reforms, causing social and economic
disorder and inviting anarchy. The military commanders threatened the Parliament and the government that they would take power unless a new
Kemalist government was immediately established.
Siileyman Demirel, the prime minister, tendered his
resignation, and a new non-party government was
established with the approval of the military. Up to
the elections held on 14 October 1973, civilian governments under military control administered Turkey
and made radical changes in the constitution, limiting many of the liberties granted in 1961. During this
period, the major socialist party in Turkey, the Turkish
Labour Party, was dissolved, along with the National
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Order Party, the major Islamist one; new state courts
with extraordinary powers were established, and many
left-wing and Islamist politicians and activists were
tried.
Following the 1973 elections, the army returned to
its barracks and normal political activity resumed until
12 September 1980. However, increasing clashes between left-wing and right-wing groups, which resulted
in the killing of approximately 5,000 people between
1977 and 1980, once again prompted the military
to intervene. This time, a regime under a National
Security Council composed of General Kenan Evren,
Commander-in-Chief; three generals in command of
the Land, Air and Gendarmerie forces; and the
Admiral in charge of the Navy, ruled the country
with the help of a government under former Admiral
Biilend Ulusu, and a "House of Representatives" virtually hand-picked by the National Security Council;
this continued until elections were held on 6 November
1983. In the meantime, thousands of left-wing and
right-wing activists were arrested and tried, and all
political parties were dissolved, their leaders being
arrested or sent to military bases. A provisional article (no. 4) of the new constitution banned leaders of
what had been the governing party and the major
opposition party in the legislature at the time of the
coup from any political activity for ten years, and
deputies and senators belonging to these parties were
excluded for five years. The 1982 constitution, which
created a hybrid system of government involving the
president and parliament and which pruned the liberties granted by the former constitution, was put into
effect through a referendum. In accordance with a
provisional article of the constitution, its ratification
also conferred the presidency on the leader of the
coup. General Kenan Evren, and made the other
members of the National Security Council members
of the Presidential Council for seven years. This constitution also remodelled the National Security Council
by giving a 5 to 4 majority for the military members
of this ten-person body under an impartial president
(Article 118).
The importance of the National Security Council
function in policy-making after 1983, and especially
after 1996, and its role in imposing terms on a government led by the Islamist Prime Minister Necmettin
Erbakan on 28 February 1997, have generally been
interpreted as to mark a new period of military dominance in Turkish politics.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(M. §UKRU HANIOGLU)
4. In P a k i s t a n .
The pre-eminence of the Pakistani military within
the country's political set-up, either through direct
coups or by simply controlling the economic and external policies, has led to a growing academic debate
on several inter-related issues. On the one hand, one
notices an unbroken continuity of the British imperial tradition, as is evident through the recruitment,
training and other organisational matters, while, simultaneously, the armed forces have taken upon themselves an extra-professional role justified in the name
of national interests and ideology. Within the armed
forces, it is the army, and not the navy or air force,
which has frequently assumed such a flagship role.
To its admirers, the army is the only stable institution that can keep the pluralistic country together,
whereas to its detractors, the army is in league with
secret agencies and a de facto state within a state.
Certainly, the army is the steel frame of the country's
administration, and its leadership reflects a nation-

wide representation whereas the lower echelons—
jawans—are mainly recruited from the Northwestern
Punjab and eastern districts of the Frontier Province
(NWFP).
The Pakistani armed forces have retained the regimental character, with the gradual addition of newer
and diverse corps and training facilities. The introduction of aircraft, gunships, tanks, mountain regiments, missiles and nuclear capabilities has collectively
turned the Pakistani armed forces into a complex and
quite a significant establishment. For decades, Pakistan's top military leadership has maintained close
professional contacts with its U.S. and British counterparts, and while benefitting from huge budgetary
allocations, they have established themselves as the
most important politico-economic pressure group.
Pakistan has been spending most of its revenues and
foreign loans on the upkeep of a half-million strong
military establishment, several cantonments and bases,
besides a huge recurring expense on pensions, semiprivate foundations and infrastructures to look after
the welfare of the serving or retired officials.
Due to Pakistan's strategic and equally difficult location with a hostile neighbour separating the erstwhile
two wings, and because of disputes such as that over
Kashmir, her security perceptions have always centred around a "credible level and proportion of deterrence" to an Indian threat. In the 1950s and during
the 1980s, the alliances with the United States led to
a major inflow of military aid, which further strengthened the defence establishment. Growing intolerant of
the political processes and, especially, of the criticism
from the eastern wing, the generals decided to take
over the country's leadership in 1958. Earlier on, their
influence on national policies had been indirect; now
they directly controlled the domestic and foreign policies. The first martial law led by General Ayub Khan
was initially well received, but subsequently led to
greater socio-ideological cleavages. A mass movement
to dislodge General Khan led to the imposition of
another martial law under General Yahya Khan, who
promised unfettered elections in the country. However,
following the split vote between East and West Pakistan
in 1970, the junta refused to transfer power to the
elected majority party—the Awami League of Shaikh
Mujibur Rahman—and, instead unleashed a massive
military operation in East Pakistan. The local insurgency, aided by India, resulted in the surrender of
Pakistani troops at Dhaka in December 1971, and
Bangladesh became an independent state. In the 1970s,
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, the elected Prime Minister, tried
to reinvigorate the Pakistani military establishment, in
addition to sponsoring Pakistan's nuclear programme.
Despite his deep desire to rein in the generals, he
was finally overthrown by General Zia-ul-Haq [see
ziYA3 AL-HAKK] in July 1977, who then ruled the country for the next eleven years. His death in an air
crash led to the re-emergence of party-based politics,
but the vital decisions were still being made by the
Chief of Army Staff. The elected politicians Benazir
Bhutto and Nawaz Sharif, in their own ways, tried
to minimise the armed forces' interventionism, but to
no avail. On 12 October 1999, Sharif was overthrown
in another military coup, which brought in General
Pervez Musharraf as the new Chief Executive. The
new military rule stopped short of calling itself martial law, though Musharraf elevated himself to the
presidency in July 2001. The relationship with India
has remained very tense, and the Western countries
also initially shunned the new military regime until
the United States acquired vital Pakistani support and
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bases against Osama bin Laden and his Al-Qaeda
organisation in Afghanistan.
Pakistan's army has not only ruled the country for
almost three decades but it has also decided on vital
policy matters. The development of the nuclear programme, support for specific groups in Afghanistan,
the nature and extent of relationship with India, and
active assistance for Kashmiris in their war against
India, have all figured quite significantly in the recent
past. The army has been engaged in the formulation
and suspension of Pakistani constitutions, and has occasionally engaged itself in the formation and dissolution
of numerous political alliances. Its various professional,
political and other civilian roles make it the most crucial actor in the running of the country, whilst the
security agencies such as the Military Intelligence (MI)
and the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) implement
such policies. The senior officials make up an elite
class in which ethnic loyalties are considered unimportant. General Musharraf would like to revert to
the old modernist postulation of the Ayub KhanYahya Khan era, i.e. away from Zia's Islamisation,
but, given the conservative nature of khaki bureaucracy, the army may never undertake such radical
steps. The relationship with India; the fragile nature
of the country's economy, with defence accounting
for a huge expenditure; the role in creating or denting political processes; and the extra-professionalism
required, especially since the fall of Dhaka, are some
of the main areas of debate and contestation amongst
the supporters and the critics of the military elite.
The army, through its information efforts, has been
able to convince many Pakistanis in the upper Indus
region of its own invincibility and its professional credentials, whereas lower Pakistan remains highly critical of the military's dictatorial role.
Bibliography. P.I. Cheema, Pakistan's defence policy,
1947-58, London 1958; H. Gardezi and J. Rashid
(eds.), Pakistan: the roots of dictatorship, London 1983;
M. Asghar Khan (ed.), Islam, politics and the state:
The Pakistan experience, London 1983; C. Clapham
and G. Philip (eds.), The political dilemmas of the military regimes, London 1985; Emma Duncan, Breaking
the curfew. A political journey through Pakistan, London
1989; Ayesha Jalal, The state of martial rule in Pakistan.
The origins of Pakistan's political economy of defence,
Cambridge 1990; R. Sisson and L.E. Rose, War
and secession. Pakistan, India, and the creation of Bangladesh,
Berkeley and Los Angeles 1990; Altaf Gauhar,
Ayub Khan: Pakistan's first military ruler, Lahore 1993;
S. Cohen, The Pakistan army, Karachi 1994; HasanAskari Rizvi, The military and politics in Pakistan,
Lahore 1995; I.H. Malik, State and civil society in
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Pakistan. Politics of authority, ideology and ethnicity, Oxford
1997; B. Cloughley, A history of the Pakistani army:
wars and insurrections, Karachi 1999.
(IFTIKHAR H. MALIK)
AL-NUBAHI (or, more probably, AL-BUNNAHI,
see M. Bencherifa, al-Bunndhi Id al-Nubahi, in Academia.
Revue de I'Academie du Royaume du Maroc, xiii [1998],
71-89), Abu '1-Hasan CAH b. cAbd Allah al-Djudhamf,
equally known as IBN AL-HASAN, A n d a l u s I j u r i s t ,
adib and h i s t o r i a n of the p e r i o d of the
N a s r i d s [q.v.], born at Malaga in 713/1313 and
died, probably at Granada, after 798/1389-90.
He was kadi al-dj_amdca [q.v.] during almost the whole
reign of the Nasrid sultan Muhammad V. His name
often appears linked with that of Lisan al-Dln Ibn
al-Khatfb [q.v.], with whom he had a relationship that
passed from friendship and collaboration to emnity.
This is why Ibn al-Khatfb presents an image of alBunnahf in his later works (A'mal al-acldm, ed. LeviProvencal, Beirut 1956, 78-80; al-Katiba al-kdmina, ed.
Ihsan c Abbas, 146) completely opposite to what he
had given in the biography consecrated to him in
Ihdta, iv, 88-100. Ibn al-Khatrb wrote, moreover, two
opuscula bringing together anecdotes in which the
personality of the kadi Ibn al-Hasan is presented as
one of ridicule, the Tanbih al-sdhi cald turaf al-Bunndhi
and Khalc al-rasan Ji 'l-tacnf bi-ahwdl Ibn al-Hasan.
As well as being a composer of epistles, poetry and
other texts which the sources have preserved on
account of their quality, he also wrote: 1. al-Markaba
(var. al-mirkdPj al-culyd ft man yastahikk (var. Ji masd^il]
al-kadd' wa 'l-futyd, ed. Levi-Provencal, Histoire des juges
d'Andalousie, Cairo 1948 (an edition which attracted
important critical observations, e.g. by H. Zayyat,
in al-Mashriq, xlii [1948], 461-74, and was revised by
A. Cuellas in his 1983 Univ. of Granada diss., unpubl.),
2. Nu^hat al-basd'ir wa 'l-absdr (mss. Escorial 1653 and
Bibl. Generale de Rabat 198 Kaf), commentary on
a makdma by the same author al-Iklil f i tafdil al-nakhil,
also called al-makdma al-nakhliyya. Some extracts from
it were published by Miiller in his Beitrdge, i, 101-60,
and 3. Dhayl (var. tadhyll] Ta'nkh Mdlaka, now lost,
probably a continuation of Ibn 'Askar's history [see
MALAKA] .
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): R. Arie, Motes sur la maqdma andalouse,
in Hespens-Tamuda, ix/2 (1968), 212-13; J. Lalinde,
Una historia de los jueces en la Espana musulmana, in
Anuario de historia del derecho espanol, Madrid 1977,
683-740; M.I. Calero, Los Banu l-Hasan al-Bunnahi.
Una familia de junstas malaguenos (ss X-XV), in Estudios
drabes dedicados a D. Luis Seco de Lucena, Granada
1999, 53-76.
(A. CARMONA)

O
OIRATS, OYRAT [see KALMUK; WAFIDIYYA].
OREN KALCE, in Russian Orenkale, a site in
the southern part of the modern Azerbaijan
R e p u b l i c , in the mediaeval Islamic province of Arran
[q.v.]. It lies in lat. 39° 50' N., long. 47° 30' E. above
the confluence of the Kur and Araxes rivers, close to
an ancient canal, the Gyaur Arkh [see MUKAN, at Vol.
VII, 498b]. The site marks the mediaeval Islamic

town of Baylakan [q.v] conclusively established by the
discovery of wasters of spheroconic vessels, stamped
with the inscription camal Fadlun bi 'l-Baylakdn, in the
course of excavations which began there in 1953 as
part of a planned archaeological survey of the region
above the confluence of the two rivers mentioned
above. This last was, however, abandoned in 1959,
and after the death of the director, A.A. Yessen, in
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1963, the Oren Kalce excavations were abandoned
also. Vol. II of the report (see Bibl.} is mostly devoted
to sites in the surrounding area; a projected Vol. Ill
on work at Oren Kalce in 1956-8 evidently never
appeared. The excavation material is now in the
reserves of the State Historical Museum at Baku.
More contentious is the site's identification with the
Late Antique fortress of Pcaytakaran, for the earliest
remains at Oren Kal'e, as attested by a copper coin of
the Byzantine Emperor Anastasius (A.D. 491-518), are
6th century. But the only possible site for P'aytakaran lies close to the modern village of Tazakend
some 8 km/5 miles to the south-east, where Late Antique stone column bases for a palace or temple,
together with a small hoard of denarii of Augustus,
but no mediaeval glazed pottery, were brought to
light. Oren Kalce was therefore a new foundation, connected with the Sasanid Emperor Kawadh I (A.D.
488-531) and his fortifying of the Kur-Araxes steppes,
though Pcaytakaran continues to figure in the Armenian historians' accounts of Heraclius's campaign
in Atropatene.
Under the Umayyads, Baylakan was an important
city of the province of Armfniya [q.v.] and was a
notorious centre of Kharidjism, which persisted there
until the mid-9th century. The local Shaddadid rulers
passed under the control of the Great Saldjuks ca.
1050 and, subsequently, of the Saldjuks of clrak, under
the immediate administration of the Ildegizid Atabegs
of Adharbaydjan [see ILDENIZIDS]. Though sacked by
the Mongols late in 1221, it had recovered sufficiently
for Djalal al-Dm Khwarazmshah to install his harem
and his treasury there in 1230. Under the Il-Khanids
it slowly declined, but was then rebuilt by Tfrnur in
1403, evidently to serve as his base in Transcaucasia.
This long and varied history notwithstanding, the
coin-finds were predominantly Ildegizid, especially of
the last atabeg, Muzaffar al-Dm Ozbeg.
The town at Oren Kalce was a square walled
enceinte, with round towers at the corners and semicircular towers between and a main gate on the southwest. The original walls, probably originally 6th-7th
century, were of mud brick with a mud cladding.
Later repairs were of mud brick with a fired brick
revetment, but by the 12th century they had been
abandoned. In the eastern corner was a smaller
enceinte, 1,525 m2, also walled: its dimensions are
extraordinarily close to those given by Sharaf al-Dm
C
A1I Yazdl in his account of Tfmur's restoration of
the town. Excavations here brought to light a large
bath, probably early 12th century in date, built on
several levels, with walls of decoratively coursed fired
brick, an entrance with terra cotta revetment plaques
and a stalactite canopy, and one section with remains
of wall-painting and carved or moulded plaster.
Following its ruin, perhaps in an earthquake, it was
intensively colonised, yielding abundant remains of
both glazed and unglazed pottery.
Oren Kalce was one of a group of Transcaucasian
potteries active in the pre-Mongol period—Gandja,
Kabala, Baku, Dwfn and especially Mingecawr, though
none of the material from this last has been published. As at these sites, the 12th-13th century material from Oren Kacle, both in quantity and quality,
is much more impressive than that from earlier periods. A trial excavation in the potters' quarter outside
the walls to the south-west of the town brought four
kilns to light, one of them containing spheroconic
vessels. Unglazed 12th-13th century pottery included
cooking pots, some decorated with spots of turquoise
glaze; lavishly decorated storage jars, with barbotine

stamped or incised ornament, sometimes with craftsmen's signatures; jugs and bowls, often with moulded
decoration; and spheroconic vessels, with a characteristically yellowish-grey body and engraved, stamped
or applied decoration. Of particular importance
was a group of red-bodied storage vessels, perhaps
wine jars with archaising friezes of horned animals,
birds and fishes, and even crosses, recalling the impressions of cylinder-seals and, like these, applied with
a cylinder. Such wares, with local peculiarities, are
also known from Am, Gandja, Dwfn, Garni and
Mingecawr.
The earlier locally manufactured glazed wares were
mostly varieties of polychrome-stained splash- and dripwares, characteristic of 'Abbasid Mesopotamia and
Persia, though one fragment with a mounted huntsman was an imitation of opaque-glazed figural wares
with polychrome decoration characteristic of the production of 10th-century Nfshapur. In the 12th-13th
centuries the pottery seems to show a change also in
orientation, to the Caucasus, Anatolia and northern
Syria, with many versions of polychrome-stained sgraffiato and champleve wares. Particularly noteworthy
are champleve wares, one signed camal Khattdb, with
bold strapwork and panels of delicate scrolling
arabesque, deriving from fine engraved Khurasan!
metalwork of ca. 1200; and a group of figural sgraffiato with animals clambering in foliage, so-called
"Aghkand" wares, which are, however, known from
many sites, including Dmanisi and Urbnisi in Georgia.
As at Gandja, these may have been imports.
One important group of glazed wares, virtually
exclusive to Baylakan, is red-bodied and underglazedecorated, heavily potted but with exceptionally fine
decoration scratched in a black manganese slip. They
may be local versions of silicon-enriched 12th-century
Kashan "frit" wares painted in black slip under a
colourless or a turquoise glaze, but here their repertoire makes use of Persian verse inscriptions, comparable in choice and execution to those on pre-Mongol
Kashan lustre wares, and elaborate knot patterns on
grounds of fine scrolls. Several pieces were also signed
c
amal Khattdb. Among signatures on other pottery types
from Oren Kacle, the most interesting is from an
unglazed storage jar, with a distich incised in a fair
hand and a signature, camal Ibn cAli b. 'Azi^i alfakhkhdr ("the potter"). Its phraseology is clear, if difficult to parallel, but errors in the transcription of the
distich suggest that the signature, too, may contain
mistakes.
Kiln furniture was abundant, including cockspurs,
though most of the pottery recorded was fired without them. Most of the later glazed wares bore stamped
designs on their bases, though, oddly, these were
absent from the more highly decorated pieces and
practically none of them are inscriptions. Similar
stamps on wares of different groups show that the
potters, like the decorator Khattab, did not specialise;
they could have been bank marks, to identify the
work of a craftsmen in a large workshop who was
paid by the piece.
Imported wares included silicon-enriched lustre pottery (but not tiles) of most of the documented late
12th- to early 13th-century Kashan types. Some of
them, however, are characteristic of the 1260s-1270s,
suggesting that the site may have continued to flourish
under the Il-Khanids and that the types of pottery
discussed above may therefore have later termini than
the Mongol invasion of 1221. Other Kashan products,
notably mma'i and underglaze wares, do not seem to
have been recorded.

OREN KALCE — PRESTER JOHN
Bibliography: For mediaeval Baylakan, see Le
Strange, The lands of the Eastern Caliphate, 178;
Schwarz, Iran im Mittelalter, 1144, 1296-8; EIr art.
Baylaqan (C.E. Bosworth). For the Oren Kalce excavations, see A.A. Yessen, Trudi Azerbaydzanskoi
(Orenkaliinskoi) ekspeditsii I. 1953-1955 gg. (Material!
i issledovaniya po arkheologii, SSSR, 67), MoscowLeningrad 1959; N. Nadzafova, Khudzestvennaya
keramika Azerbaydzana, Baku 1964; Yessen and K.Kh.
Kushnareva,Trudi . . . / / . 1956-1960 gg. (Material!. . .,
125), Moscow-Leningrad 1965; Yessen, Srednevekoviye
pamyatniki Azerbaydzana (Material! . . ., 133), Moscow
1965.
(J.M. ROGERS)
OZAL, TURGUT, m o d e r n T u r k i s h s t a t e s m a n
(1927-93). He was born in 1927 in the province of
Malatya in south-eastern Turkey. After graduating as
an electrical engineer in 1950, he served in a number of important technical and economic posts between
1967 and 1980, initiating a programme of liberalising economic reforms in January 1980. Following the
coup d'etat led by General Kenan Evren on 12
September of that year, Ozal continued these policies
as Deputy Prime Minister, but he was forced to resign
in July 1982 after a banking scandal. During the transition back to civilian rule in 1983, Ozal established
the Motherland Party, which won a comfortable majority in the general elections of November 1983. He
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thus became Prime Minister in the following month,
increasing his party's majority in the next elections,
held in November 1987. As premier, his main achievement was to free the economy from government constraints, producing high economic growth and an
impressive increase in foreign trade; his main failures
were the continuation of high inflation, and increasing allegations of corruption and disunity in his government during the late 1980s. When General Evren
retired from the presidency in October 1989, Ozal
was elected to succeed him; however, his party lost
its parliamentary majority in the general elections of
October 1991, thus reducing his real political power.
As President, Ozal played a major role in foreign policy determination, controversially directing Turkey's
support for the coalition powers in the Gulf crisis of
1990-1. His sudden death from a heart attack in April
1993 removed a towering figure in Turkish politics,
distinguished by his attachment to economic and political liberalism, as well as the integration of moderate
Islam into the country's political life.
Bibliography: Hasan Cemal, Ozal hikayesi,
Istanbul 1989; Ustiin Ergiider, The Motherland Party,
in Metin Heper and J.M. Landau (eds.), Political
parties and democracy in Turkey, London 1991, 15269; Nicole and H. Pope, Turkey unveiled: Atatiirk and
after, London 1997, chs. 11-15.
(W. HALE)

P
PASHTO [see AFGHAN, ii].
PIRPANTHI (from Pers. pir + panth "way of the
spiritual master"), the name given in what is now
Western India and in Pakistan to H i n d u s who follow Muslim pirs, whether living or dead, these
being generally Sufis or Isma'flfs. To be precise, the
term Plrpanth is applied more strictly to two specific
groups: (1) the disciples of Imam Shah [q.v.], a dissident Isma'flf who was one of the sons of the Isma'flf
pir Hasan Kablr al-Dm, whose tomb is situated near
Ahmadabad [q.v.] in Gudjarat; and (2) more rarely,
to the Hindu disciples of Sufi" masters, Muslims or
occasionally Hindus, originating from Sindh, Pandjab
or Radjasthan, such as Ramdev Plr (or Rama Plr),
Pithoro Pir, Patho Plr, etc., with whom we are not
concerned here.
The existence of the Pfrpanthfs attests the importance of interpenetration of Islam and Hinduism in
this part of the subcontinent. Rather than speaking
of syncretism, it would be more sensible to speak of
a charismatic consensus at which these sects arrived.
Sprung from the Mathfa Kanbf caste of agricultural
labourers, the Pfrpanthfs were also known by the
name of Momnahs (or Momnas). Established within
Gudjarat [q.v.] proper, but spilling out into Khandesh
and Kacch [^.zw.], they are divided into several subsects according to whether they venerate Imam Shah
himself or one of his descendants or representatives.
In the period from the late 19th century onwards,
when confessional allegiances crystallised, fundamentalist Hindu organisations like the Arya Samadj convinced a great number of them to revert to "orthodox"
Hinduism. They generally assumed the name of Patel,
and continued to venerate Imam Shah, whom they

considered as the guru who spoke in the name of the
tenth avatar of Vishnu, Niklankl.
Bibliography. In addition to the Bibls. given for
IMAM SHAH and SATHPANTHIS, see J.M. Campbell
(ed.), Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, ix/2, Gujarat
population: Musalmans and Parsis, Bombay 1899;
W. Ivanow, The sect of Imam Shah in Gujerat, in Jnal.
Bombay Branch of the RAS, N.S. xii (1936), 19-70;
Farhad Daftary, The Isma'ilis, their history and doctrines, Cambridge 1990, 442-3, 480ff.; DominiqueSila Khan, Conversions and shifting identities. Ramdev Pir
and the Ismailis in Rajasthan, Dihll 1997; M. Boivin,
Les Ismaeliens. Des communautes d'Asie du sud entre islamisation et indianisation, Turnhout 1998; DominiqueSila Khan and Zawahir Moir, Coexistence and
communalism in the shrine of Pirana in Gujarat, in South
Asia, xxii, Special issue (1999), 133-54.
(M. BOIVIN)
PRESTER JOHN, the name of a m y s t e r i o u s
p o t e n t a t e , said to be a Nestorian Christian and inimical to Islam, whom the Christians of medieval Europe
placed beyond the Islamic lands in Inner or Far Asia.
The name Presbyter Johannes first occurs in the
chronicle, called Historia de duabus civitatibus, of the
German prelate Otto, Bishop of Freising, in which
he describes, on the authority of a meeting in 1145
with the Latin Bishop Hugh of Djabala (= ancient
Byblos, in Lebanon), how Prester John was a monarch,
of the lineage of the Magi of the Gospels, living in
the Far East (in extremo oriente) beyond Persia and
Armenia. He had attacked the Samiardi brothers, kings
of the Persians and Medes, had defeated them and
had advanced to the Tigris in the hope of aiding the
Church in Jerusalem, but had then been forced to
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turn back. The passage seems almost certainly to contain an allusion to the defeat of the Saldjuk sultan
Sandjar [q.v.] (= the kings Samiardos/Saniardos, here
made plural) and his Karakhanid allies by the Western
Liao, known to the Muslims as the Kara Khitay [q.v.]
at the battle of the Katwan Steppe in Transoxania
in 536/1141 (the remainder of Otto's story about
Prester John's advance across Persia into Mesopotamia
being unhistorical).
However, this does not necessarily mean that the
later, elaborate stories of Prester John, which contained connections with the Indian Ocean coastlands
and, above all, with Ethiopia, all had their origins in
this battle. It is not impossible that stories of Prester
John were known before the news of Sandjar's defeat
percolated through to the Crusader principalities in
the Levant, providing a convenient peg on which to
hang the stories. In the opinion of the late Prof. C.F.
Beckingham, such stories were probably connected
with the legend of the shrine of St. Thomas in South
India (modern Kerala) and the existence of an ancient
Christian community there; but the intricacies of the
later history of Prester John do not concern us here.
It should be noted, however, that the assertion of
B. Spuler in his article GURKHAN at Vol. II, 1143b,
that Johannes stems from the title Giirkhdn (itself almost
certainly Turkish in origin, according to G. Doerfer,
Tiirkische und mongolische Elemente im Neupersischen, iii,
Wiesbaden 1967, no. 1672) seems most unlikely.
Bibliography: The bibl. on this enigmatic figure
is large, ranging from the pioneer work of
F. Zarncke, Der Priester Johannes, in Abh. Konigl.
Sdchsischen Gesell. der Wiss., phil.-hist. CL, vii-viii
(1879-83), to C.F. Beckingham's Prester John, the
Mongols and the Ten Lost Tribes, London 1995. A
succinct and stimulating study is this same author's
The achievements of Prester John, Inaugural Lecture,
SOAS, London 1966. Most recently, see E. Ciurtin,
La mythologie asiatique et la legende qfricaine du Pretrejean,
in Archaeus. Etudes d'Histoire des Religions, v/3-4
(Bucarest 2001), 5-21.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
PUASA, the I n d o n e s i a n t e r m for the m o n t h
of f a s t i n g , R a m a d a n [q.v.].
During Ramadan in Indonesia all levels of local,
indigenous and normative interpretations of Islam congregate. On the national level, the country converts

into a large Kur'an school with religious programmes
dominating the news media, mobile Kur'an schools,
Kur 3 an clinics and Kur'an reciting marathons. In the
month prior to Ramadan, many areas will hold "praise
rallies" in order to prepare spiritually for Ramadan.
These are nightly events of Sufi-type dhikr that rotate
from house to house.
Simultaneously, reaching back to the pre-Islamic,
Hindu-Buddhist elements of Javanese culture, there is
great stress on rituals surrounding the graves of ancestors. These take place in the weekend prior to the
beginning of the fast and at the end. In certain areas,
e.g. in Java, the so-called "Kraton culture" of the sultan's palace performs rituals that are entirely nonIslamic. For instance, after the cld prayers a grand
parade called Gerebeg is held in front of the Kraton
with as its centre piece a magical "mount of blessing" that conveys some of the sultan's mystical power.
Attitudes toward the practice of fasting are influenced by Javanese ascetic practices that are followed
for a variety of reasons year round. As a result of
this, children as young as four years old start to practice abstinence for Ramadan. In general, the fast is
broken in restrained manner with many Muslims limiting their first meal to a small snack and a glass of
sweet juice.
Although Ramadan is a time of promoting unity
among Muslims, differences between Reformist and
Traditionalist Muslims are played out with fervour.
This starts with the issue of identifying when the fast
begins and ends, and is visible during Ramadan in
different practices concerning the tarawih prayers and
the cld al-Fitr gatherings.
Celebrations for the cld last up to one month, and
serve to renew harmony and unity. People travel all
over the country (mudik) in order to visit relatives and
to ask forgiveness for wrongs committed during the
past year. Neighbourhoods, businesses and schools
organise special halal bi 'l-halal parties.
Bibliography: There are innumerable numbers
of books about puasa in the Indonesian language.
Many leading preachers and scholars of Islam have
published their Ramadan sermons and reflections,
such as Hamka, Puasa tarawih dan ledul Fitri, Jakarta
1995; M. Ouraish Shihab, Sahur bersama, Bandung
1997.
(NELLY VAN DOORN-HARDER)

R
RADIA3 B. HAYWA b. Khanzal al-Kindl, Abu
'1-Mikdam or Abu Nasr (full nasab in Gottschalk, 331,
from Ibn cAsakir), a r a t h e r m y s t e r i o u s mawld or
client who seems to have been i n f l u e n t i a l
as a r e l i g i o u s and p o l i t i c a l adviser at the
c o u r t s of the early M a r w a n i d caliphs, from
c
Abd al-Malik to c Umar b. cAbd al-cAziz. His birth
date is unknown, but he died in 112/730, probably
around the age of seventy.
According to one account, Radja 3 's family stemmed
from Maysan in Lower Trak, hence from the local
Nabat or Aramaeans, where the bond of wald3 with
the Arab tribe of Kinda [q.v.] must have been made,
the Kinda being especially strong in Kufa. The family moved westwards to the Palestine-Transjordan area,

where again there were many Kindls in such districts
as the Balka3 [q.v.], providing strong military support
for the Umayyads. It is likely that Radja3 himself was
from that area, from Baysan in the Jordan valley, as
the nisbas sometimes applied to him, "al-Filastmi" and
"al-Urdunnl", would imply. He appears, together with
Yazid b. Sallam, a mawld of the caliph cAbd al-Malik
and a native of Jerusalem, as being involved in the
construction of the Dome of the Rock [see KUBBAT
AL-SAKHRA], probably as financial controller (Mudjfr
al-Dln al-cUlaymI, al-Uns al-d^alil, Cairo 1283/1866-7,
i, 241-2 = 'Amman 1973, i, 272-4), and he was also employed by al-Hadjdjadj b. Yusuf [q.v] on a diplomatic
mission to conciliate the Kays! Arab tribes of northern
Syria under their leader Zufar b. al-Harith al-Kilabl.

RADJA3 B. HAYWA — RADJASTHAN
Radja 3 was further famed for his piety and knowledge of the religious sciences, and was high in the
counsels of cAbd al-Malik and his son al-Walid (I),
accompanying the latter on his Pilgrimage of 90/709
or 91/710, when he first came into contact with the
caliph's cousin c Umar b. cAbd al-cAz!z, governor of
Medina, a relationship to be of significance later.
During the short caliphate of Sulayman b. cAbd alMalik (96-9/715-17 [q.v.]), Radja3 appears as both an
executive official and a spiritual adviser to the ruler
and then to his successor c Umar (II) b. cAbd al-cAzfz;
some sources make him head of Sulayman's diwdn alkhdtam or chancery. He clearly lent his religious backing to the caliphs, and his role thus marks a stage
in the acceptance of maivdli in the sphere of legal
and religious authority hitherto jealously guarded by
the Arabs (cf. the role, parallel in many ways, of alHasan al-Basrf [</.^.]); one may also view it as an aspect
of the increasing concern of the Umayyads with the
religious and spiritual aspects of their authority.
The historical sources make Radja 3 's great moment
the events at Sulayman's death in Safar 997September
717. It had been cAbd al-Malik's intention that his
sons by free wives should succeed him, and there
were still four of these eligible at Sulayman's death.
Yet a temporary re-routing of the succession was now
achieved, to the collateral branch of cAbd al-Malik's
brother cAbd al-cAz!z (in fact, it had been the wish
of the founder of the Marwanid line, Marwan (I) b.
al-Hakam [q.v], that cAbd al-cAz!z should follow *Abd
al-Malik in the caliphate).
What happened when Sulayman was on his deathbed at Dabik [#.#.], north of Aleppo, is related in
detail by al-Wakidl, preserved by Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt,
v, 246-9, and al-Tabari, ii, 1341-5, tr. in Bosworth,
52-9, and D.S. Powers (tr.), The History of al-Tabari,
xxiv, The empire in transition, Albany 1989 (with an
isnad going back to Radja3), with a few additional
details in al-Dhahabf. According to these accounts,
Radja.' was able to persuade Sulayman to set aside
his own children and half-brothers in favour of c Umar
b. cAbd al-cAz!z, and secured adhesion to this arrangement by the device of requiring allegiance to the person named in a sealed cahd of Sulayman. However,
since much of the information on this episode goes
back, directly or indirectly, to riwayas stemming from
Radja3 himself, it has been suggested that he may
have exaggerated his personal share in events (see
Eisener, ^wischen Faktum und Fiktion, 222ff., and idem,
art.
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During cUmar's brief ensuing period of power (to
Radjab 101/February 720), Radja3 may have been
an adviser of the caliph, but specific detail is lacking; one would like to know whether, for instance,
he had any part in 'Umar's administrative and financial measures, including his famous "rescript". He apparently spent the last decade of his life in retirement,
and died, in unknown circumstances, in 112/730,
according to Ibn al-Athir, ed. Beirut, v, 172, at Kussfn
near Kufa.
Bibliography. 1. S o u r c e s . There are brief
entries on Radja 3 in e.g. Ibn Sacd, vii/2, 161-2;
Khalifa b. Khayyat, Tabakdt, ed. Zakkar, Damascus
1966, ii, 773 no. 2924; Ibn Kutayba, Ma'anf, ed.
'Ukkasha, 472-3; and a slightly longer one in Ibn
Khallikan, ed. c Abbas, ii, 301-3, tr. de Slane, i,
526-7. For a full list of the sources mentioning him,
see Gottschalk, 329-31. According to Eisener, 222
n. 290, the information in Ibn 'Asakir on Radja 3
stems from Ibn Sacd.
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6, Eng. tr. Ttie Arab kingdom and its fall, 261-2;
H. Gottschalk, Ragd3 ibn Haiwa und der theologische
Einfluss am Hofe der Marwaniden von Damaskus, in
Festschrift fiir Wilhelm Filers, Wiesbaden 1967, 32840; C.E. Bosworth, Raja3 ibn Haywa al-Kindi and the
Umayyad caliphs, in IQ, xvi (1972), 36-80, repr. in
Medieval Arabic culture and administration, London 1982,
no. Ill; R. Eisener, ^wischen Faktum und Fiktion. Eine
Studie zum Umayyadenkalifen Sulaimdn b. cAbdalmalik und
semem Bild in den Quellen, Wiesbaden 1987, 213ff.
See also CUMAR ii B. CABD AL-CAZ!Z.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
RADJASTHAN, a h i s t o r i c r e g i o n of the
western part of the Indian s u b c o n t i n e n t , and
now the n a m e of a p r o v i n c e in the I n d i a n
U n i o n . It is bounded by the Pakistan provinces of
Sind and Pandjab on the west and northwest, and
by the Indian states of Pandjab, Haryana and Uttar
Pradesh on the northeast, Madhya Pradesh on the
east, southeast and south, and Gudjarat on the south.
With an area of 342,267 km 2 /132,149 sq. miles, it
is the second largest state in the Indian Union (after
Madhya Pradesh), but because of its climate and habitat, has a less dense population than any other state.
The population (1986 estimate) was 37,000,000. The
state capital is at Jaipur, formerly the centre of a
princely state [see DJAYPUR], and the state is divided
into 26 Districts.
1. Geography and h a b i t a t .
The topography of Radjasthan is dominated by the
range of Aravalli Hills, which run in a transverse fashion across the state from northeast to southwest, culminating in Mount Abu (1,722 m/5,650 feet) at the
southwestern end and ending just over the border of
Gudjarat State. The three-fifths of the state lying to
the northwest are largely sandy, with the Great Indian
or Thar Desert in the far west but with more fertile
and habitable lands as one goes eastwards. The twofifths lying to the southeast of the Aravalli Hills are
diversified in character and more fertile, with the
Districts of Kota and Bundi forming a tableland. In
the south is the hilly tract of Mewaf [q.v], centred
on Udaipur [see UDAYPUR]. On the state's northeastern edge, the plains around Bharatpur form part of
the Jumna/Yamuna basin. The only large perennial
river is the Chambal, which flows northeastwards into
the Jumna.
Radjasthan is predominantly an agricultural and
pastoralist state. Despite a low and erratic rainfall,
with a subsequent need for irrigation, nearly all types
of crops are grown, including various cereals, rice and
vegetables. Despite the arid or semi-arid nature of
more than half the state's area, there is a large livestock population in comparison with the rest of India,
including camels and draught animals, and Radjasthan
is the largest produce of wool in the Union.
2. E t h n o l o g y .
There are aboriginal tribes in various parts of the
state, especially to the east and south of the Aravalli
Hills, including Bhfis, and various tribes of Radjput
stock, such as the Me36s [q.v.], a part of whom was
nominally converted to Islam in the 8th/14th century. Radjputs form the most significant element in
Radjasthan and have dominated its political and cultural history, even though, at present, Radjputs form
only a small proportion of the total population, with
many more Radjputs outside the state in the Pandjab,
Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, etc. The
princely states of Radjasthan were almost all ruled by
Hindu Radjput princes, with the exceptions of Muslim
Tonk [q.v.] in the east of the state whose founder
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was a Pathan chief, and the Djat [q.v] states of
Dholpur and Bharatpur in the northeast. The Radjputs
claim to be the descendants of the Kshatriyas of Vedic
times, and take great pride in their ancestry and their
warlike traditions (Skr. rddj_aputra "king's son"). But
such claims are based on fictitious genealogies, and
the Radjputs must be of very diverse ethnic origins,
with some remains of the old Kshatriyas but with
many later admixtures of invading peoples who became
Hinduised, with new families recognised as Radjput.
The term Radjput is, accordingly, not of racial significance but denotes a tribe, clan or warlike class
whose members claimed aristocratic rank. At present,
some 10% of the population of Radjasthan State is
Muslim.
Bibliography. Imperial gazetter of India2, xxi, 8293, 104-42; Government of India, District gazetteers,
Rajputana, Calcutta 1908; H.A. Rose, A glossary of
the tribes and castes of the Punjab and North- West Frontier
Province, Lahore 1919, iii, s.v. Rajputs; O.K.H. Spate
and A.T.A. Learmonth, India and Pakistan, a general
and regional geography, 3London 1967, 611-21; Gazetteer
of India, Provincial series, Rajasthan, Delhi 1968; V.C.
Misra, The geography of Rajasthan, New Delhi 1968;
El1 art. Rajputs.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
3. L a n g u a g e s and l i t e r a t u r e .
The dialects of Radjasthan belong to the Western
Hindi group of New Indo-Aryan, with the Aravalli
Hills marking the main internal divide between the
north-western and the south-eastern dialects. Predictably closer in many respects to Brajbhasa (and to
standard Hindi), the main south-eastern dialects are
Djaypurl (Dhundhafl) and its southern neighbours
Mewaff and Hafawfl, in turn flanked to the east by
Mewatl and to the south by MalwI. Possibly also
reflected in the Romani of the European gypsies, earlier migrations from this region are certainly responsible for the close resemblances between south-eastern
Radjasthanl and the speech of several nomadic groups,
including Lamanl in central India and the Godjrl
(Gudjarl) spoken by the Muslim Gudjar herdsmen of
Kashmir and the adjacent areas of northern Pakistan.
The Marwafl dialects spoken in the desert areas of
north-western Radjasthan are collectively distinguished
by such features as the distinction of implosives from
explosives in the voiced series g d' d b or the retention of an organic passive in -iaj-, both with close
parallels in SindhI [q.v.] and Siraikl [see LAHNDA], as
well as individual shibboleths like the possessive
marker ro.
Following a period of several centuries during which
Old Gudjaratl (confusingly termed "Old Western Radjasthanl" by Tessitori) was the common literary language of both Gudjarat and Radjasthan, Old Marwafl
emerged as an independent literary language around
the middle of the 15th century, when it is attested
in the semi-popular poetic treatments of romantic
themes found in the Visaladevardsa and the Dhold-Mdru
rd duhd. In the hands of the Charans, the hereditary
bards of the ruling Radjputs [q.v.]. Old Marwafl was
developed as a specialised literary medium for heroic
poetry with the incorporation of numerous Sanskritisms
and special poetic forms. This bardic language is
known as Dingal, as opposed to "Pingal", the literary
Brajbhasa cultivated for other types of poetry in the
period down until the later 19th century when both
were replaced as literary standards by modern Hindi.
In its celebration of the chivalric ideals of the
Radjputs and of their resistance to the Muslims, the
heroic literature of Radjasthan is of very great cultural importance. It finds its first classic statement in

the Old Gudjaratl Kanhadade-prabandha (1456) by
Padmanabh, which celebrates the victories achieved
over the Dihll Sultan 'Ala3 al-Dln KhaldjI [q.v] and
his generals by Kanhadadev, the Radjput ruler of
Djalor, until his final defeat (dated ca. 1312) is followed by his queens performing collective ritual selfimmolation (ajawhar). In addition to panegyrics and
elegies (marsiyd), Dingal literature includes many similar treatments of such historical episodes, beginning
with the mixed prose-verse Achal Khichi n vachdnikd
based on the resistance mounted by its eponymous
Radjput hero to the invasion in 1423 of Sultan
Hushang Ghurl of Mandu [q.v]. For stylistic as well
as linguistic reasons, however, Dingal literature has
attracted less interest from modern scholars than the
more approachable prose chronicles of the Radjput
states dating from the early 17th century which were
written in Middle Marwafl, and whose most celebrated exemplar is the Khydt by NayhasI, minister to
Djaswant Singh of Marwaf (d. 1670).
Bibliography. 1. L a n g u a g e . G.A. Grierson
(ed.), Linguistic survey of India, ix/2, Calcutta 1908,
1-321; L.P. Tessitori, A scheme for the bardic and historical survey of Rajputana, in JASB, x, 10 (1914), 373410; idem, Notes on the grammar of the Old Western
Rajasthani, in Indian Antiquary, xliii-xlv (1914-16); R.L.
Turner, The position of Romani in Indo-Aryan, in Journal
of the Gypsy Lore Society, v (1926), 145-89; W.S. Allen,
Some phonological characteristics of Rdjasthdni, in BSOAS,
xx (1957), 5-11; idem, Motes on Rdjasthdni verbs, in
Indian Linguistics, xxi (I960), 4-13; R.L. Trail, A
grammar of Lamani, Norman, Okla., 1970; J.D. Smith,
An introduction to the language of the historical documents
from Rdjasthdn, in Modem Asian Studies, ix (1975), 43364; idem (ed.), The Visaladevardsa, Cambridge 1976;
C.R. Rensch et al. (eds.), Hindko and Gujari, Islamabad
1992, 92-305.
2. L i t e r a t u r e . L.P. Tessitori (ed.), Bardic and
historical survey of Rajputana, Calcutta 1917-20; C. Vaudeville (ed.), Les duhd de Dhold-Mdru, Pondichery
1962; M. Prabhakar, A critical study of Rajasthani literature, Jaipur 1976; N.P. Ziegler, Marvari historical
chronicles, in Indian Economic and Social History Review,
xiii (1976), 219-50; H. Maheshwari, History of
Rajasthani literature, New Delhi 1980; I.M.P. Raeside,
A Gujarati bardic poem: the Kanhadade-prabandha, in
C. Shackle and R. Snell (eds.), The Indian narrative:
perspectives and patterns, Wiesbaden 1992, 137-53.
(C. SHACKLE)
4. H i s t o r y .
Archaeological researches in western Radjasthan
show that people were living there in the 3rd and
2nd millennia B.C. who were close to the Harappan
and post-Harappan cultures of the Indus valley. Late
rulers of the whole or parts of the state included the
Bactrian Greeks, Sakas, Guptas, and White Huns,
until from the 7th century A.D. onwards, various
Radjput dynasties arose, including the GurdjaraPratlharas, who fended off the Arab colonists in Sind;
but for the most part, these Radjput princely lines
were involved in internecine warfare, which was to
facilitate Muslim probes into the region. The last of
the Cahamana or Cawhan line, Pfithvlradja III, was
defeated and killed by the Ghurid sultan Mucizz alDln Muhammad b. Sam [q.v] in the second battle
of Tara'in in 588/1192. The capital Adjmer [q.v]
was briefly restored by the Ghurid to Pfithvlradja's
young son after the latter had accepted the Sultan's
suzerainty over his lands. Only the strategic fortress
of Ranthambhor in eastern Radjasthan was occupied
permanently, with a garrison under Kiwam al-Mulk
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Rukn al-Dm Hamza. In 591/1195 the Radjputs
rebelled against Muslim control under the leadership
of the chiefs Hariradja and Djatra3! who occupied
Adjmer [</.y.], threatened Ranthambhor and fomented
dissension in the region towards DihlT, where Kutb
al-Dm Aybak [q.v.] resided as Mu'izz al-Dm's viceroy.
Aybak restored the situation and regained Adjmer.
Nagawr [q.v] in the region of Djodhpur [q.v.] seems
to have been occupied at this time. Thangar, capital
of the territory of Bayana in this eastern part, was
besieged and captured by Mu'izz al-Dln in 592/1196
and then entrusted to Malik Baha' al-Dm Toghril,
who later transferred his capital to a newly-founded
town, Sultankot, that later became known, from the
name of the province, as Bayana. Thus with the
exception of the chief of Djalor in western Radjasthan,
most of the region had been nominally at least subdued. In the last years of the 6th/12th century,
Khwadja Mu c m al-Dm Hasan Sidjzl (d. 633/1236
[see GISHTI]), founder of what was to become one of
the most influential Sufi orders in India, the Cishtiyya
[q.v.], came to reside at the Cahamana capital Adjmer,
and his shrine there later became one of the most
celebrated shrines, for both Muslims and Hindus, in
the subcontinent. His disciple Shaykh Hamfd al-Dfn
Suwalf Nagawrf (d. 673/1274) was sent by Mu c fn alDfn to Nagawr, which likewise became an important
Cishtf shrine.
The relaxation of power in the Dihll Sultanate
[q.v] on the death in 633/1236 of Iltutmish [q.v]
gave an opportunity for the Radjput princes to reassert
their power. A revolt in eastern Radjasthan forced
his daughter Sultan Radiyya [q.v] to withdraw the
Muslim garrison from Ranthambhor, and except for
the districts around Adjmer and Nagawr, the whole
region reverted to Radjput rule, allowing powerful
lines like those of Ranthambhdr and Citor to come
into existence; for the rest of the century no Muslim
ruler was able to contemplate a reconquest. This only
came in the reign of cAla3 al-Dln Muhammad Khaldjf
(695-715/1296-1316), who aimed to secure at least
eastern Radjasthan in order to open a line of communication towards Malwa and Gudjarat, which he
coveted. An army was sent in 700/1301 to besiege
the powerful and prestigious ruler of Ranthambhor,
Ra3! Hammlr Deva, a descendant of Pfithvfradja III.
This attempt failed ignominiously, and only after the
Sultan had to come from Dihlf in person with reinforcements did Ranthambhor fall after a year's struggle. It was then placed under the general Ulugh Khan,
and in 701/1302 the Sultan invested the fortress of
Citor, then ruled by another noted prince, Ratnasimha
of the Guhila clan of Mewaf and the grandson of
Djatra'f, and captured it in the next year, annexing
the territory of Citor to the Dihlf Sultanate and placing it under the governorship of the crown prince,
Khidr Khan. Thereafter, the chiefs of smaller principalities either submitted or were overthrown by military force. Thus in 711/1311 the commander Malik
Kamal al-Dm Gurg defeated Ra'f Karan Deva and
seized his principality of Djalor, and after this, lesser
chiefs in Djaysalmer, etc. likewise submitted and acknowledged Khaldjf suzerainty.
Thus throughout the 8th/14th century, Radjasthan
was controlled by the Dihlf Sultans and their governors from such centres as Adjmer, Ranthambhor,
Nagawr and Djalor. However, the invasion of northern India and sack of Dihll by Tlmur [q.v] in 801/
1398 eventually led to the end of the Tughluk Sultans
and heralded a period of weakness for the Sultanate,
with various Muslim powers arising in the provinces.
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It was also the opportunity for a re-assertion of power
by the Radjput chiefs, with the Rana of Citor organising a confederacy of chiefs and with the Radjputs
of Mewaf driving the Muslims from Adjmer, held by
them till 859/1455 when the Sultan of Malwa recaptured, with the rulers of Malwa now holding it for
almost eighty years. It was also an opportunity for
Sultan Muzaffar Shah (I) of Gudjarat [q.v], now independent of Dihll, to send his younger brother Shams
al-Dm Khan Dandanf against Nagawr, at which his
descendants established a local dynasty that endured
till Dawlat Khan Nagawrl was killed ca. 932/1525-6
by Ra'f Maldeva of Djodhpur. Djalor was ruled by
a Nuhanf Afghan chief and his descendants until it
was conquered by Maldeva after 932/1526, but the
latter's power was then overthrown by the Dihll Sultan
Shir Shah Sur (r. 947-52/1540-5 [q.v]), who also
attacked the Radja of Djodhpur in his principality of
Marwaf in 949/1542-3. Previous to this, Mewaf had
been built up into one of the most powerful principalities of northern India under its energetic ruler
Rana Sangram Singh or Sanga (r. 1509-28), who led
successful campaigns against the Sultans of Malwa
and Gudjarat. He went on to acquire imperial ambitions, defeating the Dihll Sultan Ibrahim Lodi [see
LODIS] in 929/1523 and made overtures to the Mughal
adventurer Babur [q.v] for a concerted attack on the
Lodfs. He soon realised, however, that Babur would
be a powerful rival for power and turned against him;
but in 933/1527 Babur secured a decisive victory over
Sanga at Khanu'a. This was a turning point in the
history of northern India, for after this the Radjput
princes remained essentially on the defensive in their
territories against the rising power of the Surs and
then the Mughals.
Shir Shah Sur's biographer cAbbas Sarwanf mentions the territories acquired by him in Radjasthan
as the mulk-i Nagawr u Adjmer u I^odhpur, and he also
speaks of the desert regions of the west as the zamln-i
rigistan. Shir Shah now divided up the whole region
into extensive sartcdrs [q.v. in Suppl.], each under a
fawdj_ddr with his commander Khawass Khan as amin
or overall governor. The emperor Akbar's policy in
Radjasthan was based on conquest and conciliation.
The captures of Citor and Ranthambhor made him
master of the greater part of the region, with the
exception of Mewaf, not completely subdued until
Djahangfr's reign, when Rana Amar Singh submitted
at Udaypur in 1023/1614. The emperor took Radjput
wives, and both his son Djahangfr and the latter's
son Shah Djahan were born of Radjput mothers.
Radjput troops, typically dismounting from their small
horses to fight, formed contingents in the Mughal
army under Akbar. Radjasthan was organised into the
suba [q.v] of Adjmer under a subaddr [q.v], with seven
component sarkdrs: Adjmer, Citor, Ranthambhor,
Sirohi, Nagawr, Djodhpur and Bikaner. The districts
of Alwar and Bharatpur, which are now within modern
Radjasthan State, were included in the suba of Agra.
The reversing of Akbar's conciliatory policies under
Awrangzlb [q.v] left the emperor faced with such
powerful enemies as the Radjputs in northern India
and the Marathas [q.v] in the northwestern Deccan.
The new policy of militant Muslim orthodoxy affected
the emperor's relationship with the Radjput nobility,
who formed a highly influential element in the Mughal
state apparatus; the highest-ranked noble in the empire
was Mfrza Radja Djay Singh Kachwaha of Djaypur,
and in 1090/1679 all Radjputs in the state service
were excused the newly-imposed dfizya, though the
mass of Radjput subjects were not. Nevertheless, the
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role of the Radjput nobles now began to be curtailed
by what seems to have been a deliberate policy on
Awrangzlb's part. His attempt to interfere in the succession to the throne in Marwaf and to impose a
Radjput candidate of his choice there led to a major
Radjput revolt in 1089-90/1679-80 at Marwar and
then Mewar. Since the Radjputs had no field artillery,
the Mughal army suppressed this, and occupied
Udaypur, but guerilla warfare against the Mughals
continued for a generation in the hills.
Bharatpur was taken over by a Djat chief on
Awrangzlb's death and the Radjputs were able to
retake Adjmer in 1133/1721; but internal dissensions
prevented the Radjputs from making headway against
the Marathas, within whose confederation they now
came. Adjmer was captured in 1169/1756; the power
of the Radjput chiefs reduced to a low ebb, and the
land suffered from Pindar! and Pathan plundering and
oppressive levies. It may be noted that it is in the
18th century that the term Radjputana is found, so
that a historian like Khan" Khan uses the expressions
mulk-i Rdd^putdn and also Rddj_putiyya', it was essentially
under British paramountcy in the 19th century that
the designation Radjputana became usual.
With the defeat of the Marathas by British forces
in 1817-18, before the end of 1818, the group of
principalities and chiefdoms which came to comprise
the British Indian province of Radjputana had been
taken under British protection. Their borders were
now precisely delimited, with the whole of the province
comprising these native states (totalling eighteen
princely states and two chiefdoms) except for the small
enclave of Adjmer-Merwafa which was a directly-ruled
British Indian province. The chief commissioner of
this last was also the political officer there, styled
agent to the governor-general, for the Government of
India, and there with various residents and political
agents accredited to the native states. The outbreak
of the Sepoy Mutiny in 1857 found Radjputana devoid
of British troops; there were local disturbances, but
the native princes, whose positions were often threatened, managed to restore order. The administrative
system outlined above lasted until Partition and Indian
independence in 1947; during the previous century or
so, the province had, from its particular political constitution, remained largely outside the nationalist and
westernising currents that affected other parts of the
subcontinent. During the civil strife that raged around
Partition, many Muslims were driven out of the Hindu
princely states of Alwar and Bharatpur. When the
Indian Union was established, the central government
in 1956 set up a Boundary Commission for the reorganisation of states on a linguistic basis. A recommendation, implemented in 1958, was that Alwar and
Bharatpur should be included in the new state of
Radjasthan, though linguistically they do not form
part of it.
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RAFIC AL-DARADJAT b. Rafic al-Sha'n b. Shah
c
Alam I, Shams al-Dm, great-grandson of the great
Mughal emperor Awrangzlb [q.v.] and one of the
e p h e m e r a l e m p e r o r s in the last decades of
i n d e p e n d e n t Mughal r u l e , reigning for some four
months in the spring of 1131/1719.
After Awrangzlb's death in 1118/1707, the main
power in the empire was that of the Barha Sayyids
[q.v. in Suppl.], who in 1124/1712 raised to the throne
Farrukh-siyar b. c Azfm al-Sha'n Muhammad c Azfm
[q.v.] but deposed him in Rablc II 1131/February
1719 and substituted for him RafT al-Daradjat; but
in June, the latter died of tuberculosis, to be succeeded by yet another puppet of the Barha Sayyids,
Shah Djahan II b. Raflc al-Sha5n.
Bibliography: See that to FARRUKH-SIYAR, and
add J.F. Richards, The Mughal empire, Cambridge
1993, 272. For chronology, see C.E. Bosworth, The
New Islamic dynasties, Edinburgh 1996, 331 no. 175.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-RAMLI, MUHAMMAD B. AHMAD ABU BAKR IBN
AL-NABULUSI, a t r a d i t i o n i s t o r i g i n a l l y from
N a b u l u s [q.v] who was the ra'ls of Ramla and who
used often to make retreat with his disciples in the
Akuwakh Baniyas ("the huts of Baniyas") at the foot
of Mt. Hermon in the Syrian Djawlan.
He publicly opposed the Fatimid occupation of
Syria. Taken from Damascus and sent in a cage to
Egypt, on the orders of the caliph al-Mucizz [q.v] he
was flayed alive in 363/973 at the Manzar, the
belvedere on the road connecting Fustat with Cairo
(the relevant Arabic texts and details of his biography and of the numerous famous muhaddiths and historians whom he taught or frequented are to be found
in Th. Bianquis, Ibn al-Ndbulusi, un martyr sunnite au
IV1 s. de I'hegire, in AI, xii [1974], 45-66; idem, cAbd
al-Gham b. Sacid, un savant sunnite au service des Fdtimides,
in Actes du XXF Congres international des orientalistes, Paris
1975, i, 39-47).
He exercised a more important influence on the
historians of Damascus and Baghdad who tended
towards the ahl al-hadith than on those of Ash'arf ten-
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dencies, so that Ibn al-cAsakir does not seem to hold
many of his disciples in very high regard. One should
mention in regard to him a curious hadith which he
transmitted and which after his death extended the
mission of guiding the consciences of the Sunn! community entrusted collectively to the fulama\ His Sunnf
disciples, gathered together at the Akuwakh Baniyas,
lived a life close to nature which is described by alMukaddasI (160, 188, tr. Miquel, 176, 238); these persons were mainly refugees from Tarsus expelled by
the Byzantines. The nisba of al-Ballutl borne by their
head Abu Ishak seems to go back, not to their eating acorns but to a distant remembrance of AndalusI
origins. After the Revolt of the Suburb at Cordova,
these forebears had reached Alexandria, then Crete,
then Tarsus, and finally had sought refuge in Syria.
What made Ibn al-NabulusT famous was the fatwa
which he gave in reply to a question whether priority be given to the war against the Byzantines, who
were regularly ravaging northern Syria, or to resistance against the Fatimid army which, it was true,
could protect the province against Byzantine raids.
He said, "If I had ten arrows, I would loose nine of
them against the descendants of cUbayd Allah (sc. the
Fatimids) and one against the Byzantines." He justified his attitude thus: "In fact, the Byzantines are
People of the Book, whereas the former are impious
associators of others with God . . . enemies of all the
prophets and all the scriptures that God has sent"
(Kadi cAbd al-IJjabbar, Tathbit, ed. CA. al-K. c Uthman,
Beirut 1970, ii, 608). According to Ibn al-Djawz!
(Munta^am, Haydarabad 1375, vii, 82), he is even
reported to have altered his reply when interrogated
in Egypt, asserting that not merely nine arrows but
also the tenth arrow should be launched against the
Fatimids because they had improperly claimed for
themselves the divine light. The later sources expatiate on his sufferings, which lasted for three days. The
expressions attributed to the sufferer, about to be
flayed alive, by a pitying Jew stem from the Sufi"
vocabulary. Al-Dhahabi mentions that there was, at
this same time as Ibn al-NabulusI, another Sunn! who
offered resistance, Abu '1-Faradj al-Tarsusf, who was
subjected to humiliations in the Aksa Mosque by the
Fatimids' Maghribf soldiery, and he records for the
year 364/974 the punishment, likewise at Jerusalem,
of Abu '1-Kasim al-Wasitf, who had his tongue cut
out. Having been miraculously restored by the Prophet
Muhammad, al-Wasitl climbed the minaret in order
publicly to proclaim his Sunn! faith, and was then
crucified, remaining on the cross for three days. His
"corpse" was thrown down in a street, where some
pious persons took it in order to wash it, but then
discovered that he was still alive. Abu Bakr gave back
to him his tongue, which had been cut out a second
time and he climbed up to proclaim his faith from
the top of a minaret. Tired of all this, the governor
contented himself with expelling him from the city.
References to Christ's life and crucifixion are frequent
in the Hanbalf milieux of Palestine; accordingly, one
finds an ascetic walking on the Lake of Tiberias. Ibn
'Asakir does not hide his ironic scepticism when he
mentions such occurences among the literalists, whom
he despised and cordially hated, considering them to
be liars who exploited the populace's credulity. It is
furthermore known that militant Hanbalf Sunnism
remained alive in Palestine up to the time of the
Crusades (see H. Laoust, Le precis de droit d'Ibn Quddma,
Beirut 1950, introd.).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(Tn. BIANQUIS)
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RAMY AL-DJIMAR (A.), literally, "the throwing of
pebbles", a p r a c t i c e which p r o b a b l y goes back
to early A r a b i a and whose most celebrated survival is in the ritual throwing of stones in the valley
of Mina by the pilgrims returning from c Arafat in the
course of the Meccan Pilgrimage [see AL-DJAMRA;
HADJDJ. iii. c]. In Fahd's view, the rite does not seem
to have had any divinatory significance, but among
suggestions regarding its origins is the one that it
could have been a gesture of solidarity with a dead
person, on whose tomb stones are placed. See the
discussion in T. Fahd, La divination arabe, Leiden 1966,
188ff.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(Eo.)
RA'Y (A.), a verbal noun of ra'd, the common
Arabic verb for seeing with the eye, has among its
various closely related meanings that of opinion (i.e.
a seeing of the heart) on q u e s t i o n s of Islamic
law not within the literal scope of the revealed texts
(nass) of the Kur'an or hadith. Although sometimes
used for an opinion on a specific question of law (for
which kawl is most common), ra'y is more often used
for the body of such opinions held by a particular
jurist (i.e. the ra'y of Abu Hanlfa) and for the reasoning used to derive such opinions. It is also found
in the sense of the intellectual faculties that underlie
such legal reasoning. Discrimination among these and
other possible meanings of the term is not always
easy (cf. Ch. Pellat, Ibn al-Muqaffac (mort vers 140/757),
"conseilleur" du calife, Paris 1976, 82) and ray never
achieved the status of a fully technical legal term.
Although the legal usage of rtfy is the most important historically, ra'y was also used for adherence to
a body of theological doctrine (i.e. rtfy al-Djahmiyyd}*
and its narrowest recorded sense appears to be that
of adherence to the doctrine of the Kharidjfs (on the
use of ray for the holding of specific theological
dogmas, such as freewill, see al-Sharff al-Murtada,
al-Dhanca ild usul al-sharica, ed. Abu '1-Kasim Gurdji,
Tehran 1376/1956, ii, 673, where, however, the examples are all of the verb ra'd and the context is polemical). In all of the above senses, the singular ray is
far more common than the plural ara"'.
As a process of deriving law ray does not constitute any single method of reasoning but can be used
of such methods as kiyas, istihsdn, and istisldh [q.vv.],
severally or together, although its use specifically in
relation to kiyas is the most frequent (e.g. yakisuna birayihim). Consequently, identifying the precise forms
of reasoning labelled as ra3y by one or another early
jurist or school of jurists requires specific examination
of their legal arguments (J. Schacht, The origins of
Muhammadan jurisprudence, Oxford 1950, 98-132, 269328, still of fundamental importance). Insofar as ra'y
does not include the process of authenticating hadith
or interpreting texts, it constitutes only part of the
scope of icQtihdd [q.v.] as generally understood, although
the expression id^tihdd al-ra3y (the exercise of ray) figures prominently in the hadith (e.g. the hadith of Mu'adh
b. Djabal, on which see al-Mubarakfun, Tuhfat alahwadhi, Beirut 1422/2001, iv, 637-9) and in the
polemics concerning ray.
There is general agreement among both Sunn! and
Shf c f writers that there was some recourse to ray on
the part of certain Companions (sahdba [q.v.]) of the
Prophet, including such leading figures as Abu Bakr
and c Umar, and then on the part of their Successors
(tdbi'uri) (Ibn cAbd al-Barr, ^dmic baydn al-cilm wafadlihi, ed. al-Zuhayrl, al-Dammam 1414/1994, ii, 8589). This early ray was accorded some measure of
authority, at least by the mainstream of Muslims, and
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was transmitted by scholars together with Prophetic
hadith. This early ray is preserved in such collections
as al-Musannqf of c Abd al-Razzak al-San c anf (d.
211/826) and al-Musannaf of Ibn 'Abf 'Shayba (d.
235/849) [q.w.].
A critical development in the history of Islamic law
occurred during the late Umayyad and early 'Abbasid
periods with a dramatic growth in the scope and
intensity of ra'y (cf. Ibn Taymiyya, Madj.mucat al-fatdwd,
ed. al-Djazzar and al-Baz, al-Riyad 1419/1998, xx,
175 which names Rablca wa-Ibn Hurmuz (so read)
[in Medina], 'Uthman al-Battf (so read) in Basra, and
Abu Hanffa as the leading figures at the beginning
of the cAbbasid dynasty, cf. I. Goldziher, Muslim studies,
tr. C.R. Barber and S.M. Stern, London 1971, 7885 [on foreign influence], 201-2). The proponents of
this new version of rcfy became known as the ahl or
ashdb al-ra'y [q.v.]. The ahl al-ray were met with opposition from a number of quarters: the scholars of tradition (the ahl or ashdb al-hadith) (Ibn Kutayba, K.
Mukhtalif al-hadith, Cairo 1326, 62-71; Shah Wall Allah
al-Dihlawf, Huajajat Allah al-bdligha, ed. Pamlriyya,
al-Riyad 1420/1999, i, 455-62 [explaining the dispute]), certain Mu'tazilf theologians, and large segments of the Shlcf community. Although opposition
to ray in these various groups was in its origin based
on different considerations, anti-ray arguments developed by one group could come to be adopted by the
others (Ibn Ma c sum, al-Daraajdt al-rafica, Nadjaf
1382/1962, 26). The Muctazilr opponents of ray were
particularly influential in propagating a epistemologically sophisticated anti-ray position that came to influence the opposition among the traditionists and Shi'Is.
The opposition to ray from among the traditionists is extensively preserved in hadith collections, above
all that of al-Darimi (d. 255/868), the writings of Ibn
Hazm (d. 456/1064), Ibn cAbd al-Barr (d. 463/1070),
and Ibn Kayyim al-Djawziyya (d. 751/1350) [q.w.],
and traditionist biographical works such as that of alFasawf, K. al-Macrifa wa 'l-ta'nkh, (ed. Akram Diya3
al-cUman, Baghdad 1394/1973). This material'provides far richer historical resources for tracing the
details of the development of the new ra'y movement
than do the more dogmatic Muctazill and Shf'I antira'y sources. The ahl al-ra'y were regarded by their
traditionist opponents as undermining the authority of
the sunna that the traditionists had dedicated their
lives to preserving. Familiarity with the sunna (which
included knowledge of the ra'y of the first generations)
was sometimes labelled real knowledge (cilm) in contrast to subjective legal opinion (ray, ^ann]. The ahl
al-ra'y were set on a course of expanding Islamic law
far beyond the resources of the traditionists and to
this extent were inevitably led to expose the contradictions and limitations of the traditionist approach.
Although the traditionist anti-ra'y sources do point
to the subjectivity and instability of the results of the
new ray and to the many instances where the ra'y
of the jurists was in contradiction to well-established
sunna, their most frequent complaint concerns the
relentless questioning on the most abstruse possible
legal cases that was characteristic of the new ra'y. The
anti-ray sources condemn the difficult questions
(mu'dildt, ughlutdt) of the ahl al-ra'y, the relentlessness
with which they were pursued (tashdid), and the unwarranted speculative character of the answers these
questions evoked (takalluf, tanattu'}. Numerous antira'y statements single out for criticism the annoying
and virtually inescapable formula of eliciting a legal
opinion (ara'aytd) (on the form and syntax of this
expression, found in the Kur'an and hadith, see H.L.

Fleischer, Kleinere Schriften, Leipzig 1885-8, i, 481-7;
G. Bergstrasser, Vemeinungs- und Fragepartikeln, Leipzig
1914, 93). The ahl al-ray are the ashdb ara'ayta (alDarimf, al-Sunan, ed. Dahman, Beirut n.d., i, 66). The
expression is characteristic of certain genres of early
legal literature from ra'y circles and sometimes appears
in these works with unremitting frequency (e.g. alShaybanf, K. al-Makhdridj. fi }l-hiyal, ed. J. Schacht,
Leipzig 1930). It was also employed to introduce an
objection in debate (cf. Schacht, Origins, 120). The
importance of this veritable flood of questions to the
development of the Islamic law cannot be overstated.
It was the questions that generated the growing scope
of legal discussion (ta'lid al-su'dl, in Ibn Abl Zayd alKayrawanf, al-Nawadir wa yl-^iydddt, ed. cAbd al-Fattah
Hulw, Beirut 1999, i, 9) and led directly to the production of the large legal treatises that remain standard to this day (cf. the account of the Malik! classic
al-Mudawwana in Ibn Khaldun, al-Mukaddima, ed. alSacld al-Manduh, Beirut 1414/1993, ii, 133; Ibn
Taymiyya, Maajmu'at al-fatdwd, xx, 180).
At the forefront of this new style of legal learning
founded in posing questions were the 'Iraki jurists
headed by Abu Hanffa. The questions posed by these
jurists were often unabashedly hypothetical and among
the jibes directed at Abu Hanffa was that he was
among the most knowledgeable about what has not
occurred but among the most ignorant about what
has occurred. The posing of such hypothetical questions enabled the jurists to gauge the extent to which
they could found the law on general principles, and
in fact the efforts of the ahl al-ra'y to render the law
systematic are noted, sometimes critically (Ibn Abl
Hatim, Addb al-Shdficl wa-mandkibuhu, ed. cAbd alKhalik, Cairo 1372/1952, 171).'
The ahl al-ray were able to gain substantial successes in their competition with the ahl al-hadith and
to attract talented students of hadith to their camp
(Ibn Sacd, vi, 270: Zufar b. al-Hudhayl). In such cases
the sources speak of ray gaining mastery of the individual, and his eventual identification with ray. The
most obvious examples of such an identification are
the Medinan Rabf'a Ibn Farrukh (d. 136/753), known
as Rabf'at al-Ra'y and the Basran Hanafi Hilal b.
Yahya (d. 245/859), known as Hilal al-Ra'y. Often,
however, ray was adopted but not in its most aggressive form, and the line dividing the ahl al-ray and
ahl al-hadith could not always be clearly drawn. Many
writers, for example, include Malik with the ahl alhadith, others with the ahl al-ra'y (Ibn Kutayba, alMa'drif, ed. cUkasha, Cairo n.d., 498). Moderate forms
of ra'y balanced by traditions were able to make some
inroads among the ahl al-hadith.
There is universal agreement on applying the label
ahl al-ra'y to Abu Hamfa and his followers in clrak,
and Abu Hanifa was the favoured target of the barbs
of the traditionists, who sometimes portrayed him in
satanic terms (there is an extensive collection of such
denigrating remarks in al-Khatlb al-Baghdadl, Ta'rikh
Madlnat al-Saldm, ed. Bashshar cAwwad Ma'ruf, Beirut
1422/2001, xv, 543-86). The many instances in which
Abu Hanlfa was regarded as having contracted the
sunna were collected (see Ibn Abl Shayba, al-Kitdb almusannaf, Bombay 1403/1983, xiv, 148-282). Even Abu
Hanlfa, however, did not lack entirely for admirers
among the ahl al-hadith, and one of these, cAbd Allah
Ibn al-Mubarak (d. 181/797 [</.£.]), approved of ra'y
for the purpose of interpreting hadith.
Al-Shaficf was regarded by some leading representatives of the ahl al-hadith as having supported their
cause with arguments that the ahl al-ra'y could not
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dismiss, and Ahmad b. Hanbal not only encouraged
traditionists to study al-ShafTl's al-Risdla (Ibn Abf
Hatim, 61-3) but himself made a careful study of alShafiTs legal works and was thus exposed to a moderate version of ray. The very development of the
discipline of legal theory (usill al-Jikh [q.v]} ushered in
by al-ShafiTs al-Risdla led to increased scrutiny of
the epistemological foundations of the various methods of legal reasoning falling within rcfy and to a
revaluation of ray in all its forms. The question was
now raised, for example, of whether the Prophet himself had ever had recourse to ra'y, albeit infallibly, as
suggested in the hadlth (Abu Dawud, al-Sunan, ed. alKhalidf, Beirut 1416/1996, ii, 509; cf. Kur'an, IV,
105: bi-md ardka Allah, a question to which al-Shaficf
was unable to give a definitive answer, cf. al-Bayhakf,
Ma'rifat al-sunan wa 'l-dthdr, ed. Ahmad Sakr, Cairo
n.d., i, 7-8).
Al-Shaficf himself favoured the limitation of ra'y to
kiyds to the exclusion of istihsdn (Schacht, Origins, 1208), and others in his wake reconciled the traditions
for and against ra'y by identifying the rajy that was
acceptable with ra'y that was grounded in the revealed
texts, that is, kiyds. Nonetheless the Hanaffs and Malikfs
continued to support a broader notion of ra'y and
interpret the condemnation of ra'y in the hadlth to
refer to rtfy in the sense of theological heresy (Ibn cAbd
al-Barr, D^dmi' baydn, ii, 1052-4) or to offer accounts
of istihsdn, for example, that brought it within the scope
of kiyds.
More radical forms of legal theory emerged, however, which imposed a standard of certainty for Islamic
law in all its elements. Among the proponents of this
elevated standard was the Basran Muctazilf al-Nazzam
(d. between 220/835 and 230/845 [q.v]) whose attack
on probable reasoning in all forms including kiyds did
not spare the Companions who resorted to ray (van
Ess, Das Kitdb an-Nakt des Na^dm und seine Reception
im Kitdb al-Futyd des Gdhi^, Gottingen 1972). Among
the Baghdad! Mu'tazilfs who took a similar position
was DjaTar b. al-Mubashshir (d. 234/848-9), who
unlike al-Nazzam sought to justify recourse to ray on
the part of the Companions by way of compromise
of a dispute or theoretical inquiry without practical
consequences ('Abd al-Djabbar al-Hamadhanf, alMughnl, ed. Amfn al-Khulf, Cairo 1962, xvii, 298).
The Zahirf school of law, inaugurated by Dawud
b. CA1I ai-Isfahanf (d. 270/834 [see^oAwuD B. KHALAF])
came from the ranks of the ahl al-hadlth, and Dawud,
like Ahmad b. Hanbal, was a fervent admirer of alShafi'f (I. Goldziher, The gdhiris, tr. W. Behn, Leiden
1971). Dawud's son Muhammad (d. 297/910) impelled
the Zahirfs in a more independent direction and was
unsparing in his critique of al-ShafTl (D. Stewart,
Muhammad b. Dd'ud al-^dhin's manual of jurisprudence'.
al-Wusul ila macrifat al-usul, in B.C. Weiss, Studies in
Islamic legal theory, Leiden 2002, 129-30). Each in somewhat different fashion propounded a version of Islamic
law that excluded all forms of probable reasoning and
both were in a position to draw upon their Muctazilr
contemporaries (cf. al-Sarakhsf, Usul al-fikh, ed. Abu
'1-Wafa3 al-Afghanf, Cairo 1372, ii,'ll9). In the apparent absence of surviving writings by these early Zahiris,
it is the extensive works of the AndalusI Zahirf Ibn
Hazm [q.v.] that shed light on the Zahirf contribution to the anti-ray movement and exhibit the lingering influence of the Muctazilf theorists. According
to Ibn Hazm, ra'y was already a feature of the period
of the Companions before the appearance of analogy
in the following generation (Mulakhkhas ibtdl al-kiyds
wa 'l-ra'y wa 'l-istihsdn wa 'l-taklld wa 'l-taclll, ed. Sa c fd
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al-Afgham, Beirut 1379/1969, 4-5). He understands
ray to involve the enunciation of legal opinion on the
basis of sheer expediency and he regards the process
as equivalent to istihsdn, and istinbdt (derivation) (alIhkdmfl usul al-ahkdm, ed. Ahmad Muhammad Shakir,
Cairo 1347, vi, 16). He vigorously rejects the effort
on the part of the jurists of his day to identify kiyds
as a form of ra3y, in fact as identical to acceptable
ray. There is no acceptable form of ray. The Companions' recourse to ra}y was misconceived, but in
their case never amounted to an endorsement of ra'y
as a method of deriving law because they did not,
as did the later proponents of ray, regard their ray
as God's law (hukni). They saw it rather as providing a rule they individually might follow out of pious
precaution, or they offered their ra'y by way of compromise to settle a dispute. Insofar as any sound
Prophetic traditions mandate recourse to iaj_tihdd alray, what must be meant is exhaustive seeking for
the applicable revealed texts.
Opposition to the movement of ahl al-ra'y was also
found among the Twelver and Isma c flf Shf c fs, and
resort to ray (also irtiyd3}, kiyds, and idj_tihdd is condemned in numerous Shf c f hadlth, sometimes in terms
familiar from the Sunnf hadlth. Prominent in this connection are the hadlth going back to the Imam DjaTar
al-Sadik, who is portrayed as meeting with Abu Hanffa,
whose pretensions to legal understanding he quickly
shows to be groundless (i.e. al-Madjlisf, Bihar al-anwdr,
Tehran n.d., ii, 291-6, cf. Kadf al-Nucman, Da'd'im
al-Isldm, ed. Faydf, Cairo 1379/1960, ii, 266). Of particular interest is a purported letter from DjaTar to
the proponents of ray and kiyds in which the Imam
argues that if resort to ra'y were permitted, there
would have been no point in God's sending of the
prophets. He could have left humans to direct their
own affairs (al-Barkf, al-Mahdsin, ed. Mahdf al-Radja'f,
Kum 1413, i, 331-2). The same Imam is also found
warning his followers against turning to ra'y when
they are unable to find answers to their questions in
the revealed texts, an injunction that is not always
followed (Hossein Modarressi Tabataba'f, An introduction to Shifi law, London 1984,'30-1).
The anti-ray position was defended in the dogmatic writings of the Isma'flf Kadf al-Nucman [q.v]
b. Muhammad (d. 363/974), whose polemics against
ray were bolstered by arguments from Muhammad
b. Dawud al-Zahirf (K. Ikhtildfusul al-madhdhib, ed. S.T.
Lokhandwalla, Simla 1972, 202). A line of Twelver
Shf c f scholars, al-Shaykh al-Mufid (d. 413/1002) and
his students al-Sharff al-Murtada (d. 436/1044) and
Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Tusf (d. 460/1067) [q.vv],
writing under Mu c tazilf influence, maintained their
community's rejection of ra'y. Even after the 7th/13th
century when Twelver Shf c f jurists came to recognise
the validity of idj_tihdd, they continued to exclude ra'y
and kiyds from their sources of law.
The competition between the proponents of ray
and their various opponents ended in a clear victory
for the ahl al-ra'y. Islamic law as it can be found in
the enormous literature of the Sunnf schools is largely
the product of ra'y; the books of fikh are the books
of ra'y. It was this version of Sunnf law that formed
a model for the elaboration of law in other circles,
even those opposed to ray. In this sense al-Shaficf
was fully justified when he stated that "all are dependent on the clrakfs mjikh" (Ibn Abf Hatim, 210, var.
"in ray"}. At another level, however, the deep division within Sunnism between ahl al-ra'y and ahl alhadlth was never entirely bridged but continued to
manifest itself to one degree or another within the
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Sunni schools of law (al-Khattabi, Mcfdlim al-sunan,
ed. Muhammad Raghib al-Tabbakh, Aleppo 13517
1932, i, 2-8 [on reconciling ahl al-hadith and ahl alra'y]). Not only an Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1327 [q.v])
(Maajmu'at al-fatdwd, xix, 151) could take offence at
the statement of the ShafTl Ash'arl al-Djuwayni (d.
478/1085) that nine-tenths of the law depended on
pure ra'_y (ra'y mahd) (al-Burhdn, ed. cAbd al-cAzfm alDib, Cairo 1400, ii, 768). Ra'y was never entirely reputable as a source of law, and many centuries after
the Central Asian Hanafi Abu '1-Yusr al-Bazdaw! (d.
493/1100) claimed that far from ashdb al-ra3y being
a label of opprobrium (reading subbd) for the Hanafis
as some thought—it was in fact "one of the most
beautiful names as indicating their special connection
with knowledge of the heart" (Kitdb fihi ma'rifat alhudj_adi. al-sharciyya, ed. M. Bernand and E. Chaumont,
Cairo 2003, 4)—Hanafis and their allies felt called
upon to address the label (Murtada al-Zabldl [d.
1205/1790], K. cUkud al-ajawdhir al-munifa, ed. alAlbanl, Beirut 1406/1985, i, 25; Ibn Hadjar alHaytaml, al-Khayrdt al-hisdn, ed. al-Barm, Beirut n.d.,
62-3).
A small but significant remnant of the ahl al-hadith
movement continued to take its inspiration from the
anti-ra^v polemics of the early ahl al-hadith, which
remained accessible to them primarily through the
writings of Ibn cAbd al-Barr and Ibn Kayyim alDjawziyya. The latter in his flam al-muwakkicm can
rabb al-cdlamin (ed. Muhammad Muhyf al-Dln cAbd
al-Hamid, Cairo 1374/1955, i, 67-85) had, in addition to citing a wealth of material on the ra'y debate,
established an elaborate categorisation of ra'y under
three headings: valid (sahlh, mahmud), invalid (bdtil,
madhmum), and dubious (mawdic} ishtibdh). Ibn al-Kayyim
is true to the early ahl al-hadith in recognising the
authority of the ra'y of the Companions but also
admits the validity of kiyds in the absence of other
sources. His dubious ra'y is ra'y employed under exigent circumstances when all else fails. It is not meant
to establish a generally binding norm from which further rules can be derived, although in fact later jurists
have developed this form of ra'y at the expense of
the revealed texts and statements of early authorities
(al-nusus wa }l-dthdr). Those inspired by the writings
of Ibn al-Kayyim shared his sense that much of the
law of the schools was pure ra'y with very little in
the way of textual support of any kind and thus of
no authority. In their opposition to taklid [q.v.] of such
mere fallible opinions, they looked to the abolition of
the existing schools. Among such jurists are Salih alFullanl (d. 1218/1803), Muhammad b. 'All alShawkani (d. 1250/1834 [q.v.]) and Ahmad b. Idns
(d. 1253/1837 [q.v.]) (B. Radtke et al, The exoteric
Ahmad b. Idns, Leiden 2000, including an edition and
translation of his Risdlat al-radd cald ahl al-ra'y).
The arguments of these and other anti-ra'y writers
were promoted during the twentieth-century reform
movement inaugurated by Muhammad 'Abduh (d.
1905 [q.v]) and continued by his disciple Muhammad
Rashid Rida (d. 1935 [q.v]). This movement has been
quite successful in its intended goal of divesting the
law of the schools of its aura of sanctity and revealing it as the body of ra'y that it is. It has, however,
not put in its place a law that would have pleased
the ahl al-hadith but has inclined rather toward an
eclecticism open to a wider body of ra'y than ever
before (see the instructive preface of Rida to Ibn
Kudama, al-Mughm, Medina n.d., i, 21-8).
To a certain extent related to the great debate over
ray in law is the prohibition reported in the hadith

of interpreting the Kur'an according to ra'y (al-tafsir
bi 'l-ra'y) (Ibn Taymiyya, Mukaddima f i usul al-tafsir,
ed. Zarzur, Kuwayt 1392/1972, 105-13; I. Goldziher,
Die Richtungen der islamischen Koranauslegung, Leiden 1920,
61-2, 84), a prohibition frequently cited in the antira'y material discussed above. Although the vast literature of Kur'anic commentary does contain works
in which the interpretations given are entirely or
largely in the form of transmitted explanations from
the Prophet and his early followers, the prohibition
did not prevent the rapid growth of exegetical works
along more independent lines. In some cases this was
justified by distinguishing between tafsir, which depends
on eyewitness knowledge of the circumstances surrounding the Kur'anic revelations and was thus limited to the Companions, and ta'wil, which, disclaiming
knowledge of the real meaning of the Kur'an, simply explores possible meanings of the Kur'anic wording. This was the solution of the theologian al-Maturfdf
(d. 333/944 [q.v]) (K. Ta'wildt ahl al-sunna, ed.
Muhammad Mustafid al-Rahman, Baghdad 1404/
1987, i, 5-6). More commonly, the ra'y in the prohibition was understood to refer to theological heresy
or subjective inclination, and interpretations not offered
in defence of heretical doctrines or prompted by
unlearned instinct without a basis in language or logic
were deemed not to violate the prohibition (Ibn al'Arabl, Kdnun al-ta'wll, ed. Muhammad al-Sulaymam,
Beirut 1990, 366-8; Ibn Atiyya, al-Muharrar al-wadjiz,
Beirut 1423/2003, 27; Muhammad cAbd al-'Azfm alZurkanf, Mandhil al-cirfdn ft fulum al-Kur'dn, Cairo n.d.,
ii, 49-69 [defending tafsir bi 'l-ra'y]', Muhammad Hamad
Zaghlul, al-Tafsir bi 'l-ra}y kawd'iduhu wa-dawdbituhu waa'ldmuhu, Damascus 1420/1999).
Bibliography: In addition to references in the
text, see Muhammad Mukhtar al-Kadl, al-Ra'y fi 'lfikh al-isldmi, Cairo 1368/1949; Ahmad Hasan, Early
modes of ijtihad: ra^y, qiyas and istihsan, in Islamic Studies,
vi (1967), 47-79; Hossein Modarressi, Rationalism and
traditionalism in Shifi jurisprudence: a preliminary survey,
in SI, lix (1984), 141-58; M.I. Fierro Bello, La
polemique a propos de raf c al-yadayn ft 1-salat dans alAndalus, in SI, Ixv (1987), 69-90 (conflict of rajy and
hadith)] eadem, The introduction of hadith in al-Andalus
'(2nd/8th-3rd/9th centuries), in M, ixvi (1989), 68-93;
M.H. Kamali, The approved and disapproved varieties of
ra*y (personal opinion) in Islam, in American Journal of
Islamic Social Sciences, vii (1990), 39-63; idem, Freedom
of expression in Islam, Cambridge 1997; J. van Ess,
Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert
Hidschra, Berlin 1991-7, iv (index); Abdel-Majid
Turki, Le Muwatta3 de Malik, ouvrage de fiqh, entre
le hadith et le ra'y, ou comment aborder I'etude du malikisme kairounais au IV/Xe siecle, in SI, Ixxxvi (1997),
5-35; Khalifa Ba Bakr al-Hasan, al-Iajtihdd bi 3l-ra3y
f i madrasat al-hidj_dz al-fikhiyya, Cairo 1418/1997;
S. Stroumsa, Freethinkers of medieval Islam: Ibn alRdwandi, Abu Bakr al-Rdzi and their impact on Islamic
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Berlin 2002 (index, modern discussions).
(JEANETTE WAKIN and A. ZYSOW)
RIBA.
B. In m o d e r n c o m m e r c i a l usage.
In the modern period, debates on riba among
Muslims followed the pre-modern conceptions and
arguments developed in jikh. With the introduction of
interest-based banks into Muslim lands, debate on the
permissibility or otherwise of interest began, which
intensified from the 1940s in the context of the emergence of the global Islamic neo-revivalist movements.
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These movements such as the Muslim Brotherhood j of Djama'at Islami of Pakistan, for example, asserted
that there was no question that riba was interest. The
[see AL-IKHWAN AL-MUSLIMUN] of Egypt and Djamacat
Council of Islamic Ideology of Pakistan (Consolidated
Islam! of Pakistan and those influenced by their ideorecommendations, 7), which in the 1980s developed a
logical frameworks called for the transformation of the
blueprint for the transformation of the Pakistani finanexisting political, legal, social and economic institucial system into an Islamic one, claimed that there
tions of Muslim societies to ones more in line with
was "complete unanimity among all schools of thought
"Islamic" norms and principles. One such institution
in Islam that the term riba stands for interest in all
that was targeted for transformation was what they
its types and forms".
considered to be riba (that is, interest)-based banking
In the 1970s, the oil-producing Gulf states found
and finance in Muslim societies.
themselves with massive cash surpluses to invest, which
Riba in its fikhi sense is associated with a range of
shifted the debate on riba from the theoretical to the
contracts, from loans (hard] to debts (dayri) to sales
practical. One of the strategies adopted by these states
(bay'}. However, in the mid-to late-20th century, in
was to develop financial institutions on an interestthe Islamic finance literature, riba came to be disfree (that is, ribd-free, or Islamic) basis. Examples
cussed mainly in the context of interest in financial
include the Islamic Development Bank based in Saudi
transactions, and interpreted as interest. This close
Arabia, the Faisal Islamic Banks based in the Middle
association between riba and interest is generally
East, Kuwait Finance House and the Dubai Islamic
accepted today among many Muslims. In his discusBank. Shari'a advisers guided the design of contracts
sion on riba, Khurshid Ahmad, a prominent advocate
and products and the drawing up of principles for
of Islamic finance in Pakistan, emphasised how riba
productive ventures, in which capital could be comis to be understood today, and argued that Islam forbined with the skill of entrepreneurs to lead to socially
bids "any premium or excess, small, moderate or
beneficial incremental returns. The system created is
large, contractually agreed upon at the time of lendunderstood in Islamic finance today as Profit and Loss
ing money or loanable funds". (Ahmad, Elimination of
Sharing (PLS), in which both provider and user of
Riba, 42). However, for some Muslims, riba should
the funds share in the outcome of the venture, be it
not be interpreted simply as interest. For them, only
positive or negative, and no interest is paid or received
some forms of interest may be riba, and not others.
c
Muhammad Abduh (d. 1905) and Rashfd Rida (d. | (Saeed, Islamic banking, 51-75). Contracts developed
cover mudaraba (commenda), musharaka (partnership),
1935) [q.vv.] were among the first to address the quesia^dra (leasing), istisndc (manufacturing or "made-totion of interest on deposits. While uncomfortable with
order") and murdbaha (mark-up finance based on sale
the idea, they were prepared to concede it if a mudaraba
of goods). Driven by these new strategies, Islamic
(commenda [q.v.]) scheme could be devised to legitimise the interest (Mallat, The debate on Riba, 74). The
banking and finance grew strongly in the 1980s and
c
Egyptian authority on Islamic law, Abd al-Razzak
1990s.
Sanhurf (d. 1971), saw compound interest as the main
With the 21st century, the role of Islamic (that is,
intent of the Kur'an's prohibition of riba. Interest on
nM-free) financial institutions in Muslim communities
has become even more significant, with institutions
capital, in his view, could be justified on the basis of
ranging from village banks to major international devel"need" (hda^a), but to prevent misuse and exploitation
the state should limit interest rates and control methopment banks, to insurance (takdful) companies, to
ods of payment (Masddir al-hakk, iii, 241-4). The coninvestment funds—all in competition with conventional
temporary Syrian thinker Doualibi argued that the
interest-based institutions but often in co-operation
Kur'an prohibited interest on "consumption loans"
with them as well. Several Muslim majority states
specifically, presumably because of its concern for peosuch as Malaysia, Kuwait and Egypt, for instance,
ple who may have borrowed just to meet their basic
have dual banking and finance systems (one based on
needs. Following this line of thinking, some have
interest, the other based on Islamic principles). Even
argued that there is no riba in interest paid or received
interest-based banks (including major international
by corporate bodies such as companies and governbanks) now offer Islamic products or Islamic windows
ments, and others that Islam prohibits "usury" not
to their Muslim clientele, and to interested non"interest". There is also the idea that riba should be
Muslims.
equated with real interest, not nominal interest. Several
The drive to develop modern, ribd-free banking,
scholars of the mid- to late-20th century also interfinance and insurance was accompanied by some seripreted riba from a "moral" perspective, away from
ous difficulties and also pragmatic shifts in the underthe literalism that dominates much of the thinking on
standing of riba. Because of competition, Islamic
riba. Muhammad Asad (d. 1992), a modernist comfinancial institutions felt they had to provide their
mentator on the Kur'an, maintained that riba involved
Muslim clients with "competitive" products, which at
"an exploitation of the economically weak by the
times meant interest-based products under different
strong and resourceful" (The message, 633). Fazlur
contractual arrangements and labels. These pragmatic
Rahman (d. 1988), the Pakistani-American academic,
adjustments tended to make the Islamic finance, at
argued that the raison d'etre of the prohibition of riba
times, less distinguishable from interest-based finance
was injustice (g,ulm), as was stated in the Kur'an (II,
in the eyes of their critics. What follows are some
279), and that "well-meaning Muslims with very virexamples where critics argue that there are pragmatic
tuous consciences sincerely believe that the Kur'an
shifts in the understanding of riba by the proponents
has banned all bank interest for all times in woeful
of Islamic finance.
disregard of what riba was historically, why the Kur'an
First, Islamic bankers and their Shari'a advisers came
denounced it as a gross and cruel form of exploitato see riba, interpreted as interest, as a legal rather
tion and banned it" (Islam: challenges, 326).
than an economic concept. For them, riba occurred
Despite the appeal of these views, the neo-revivalists
mainly in the context of contractual obligations on
and their followers and sympathisers, who increasingly
borrowers to pay an increase in a loan transaction
represent mainstream Muslim opinion today, have con(Nienhaus, Islamic economics, 44). Islamic law prohibited
tinued to reject any reinterpretation of riba to accomany positive return to the provider of capital in a purely
modate bank interest. Mawdudf (d. 1979), the founder
financial transaction, such as where an entrepreneur
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received funds from a bank for utilisation at the entrepreneur's discretion. This was governed by the requirements of the contract of loan (hard}. If the contract
changed, e.g. from loan to sale (bay'), a return, even
if in reality it might appear little different from fixed
interest, was permissible. An example of this is the
mark-up in murdbaha, which from a legal point of view
is not a purely financial transaction and therefore a
positive return (= mark-up) is considered permissible.
Second, practical realities also meant that Islamic
banks needed to compensate themselves if customers
defaulted on contractual obligations, for example by
failing to pay a debt on time. Thus, in such cases,
a "fine" (compensation equivalent to the "opportunity
cost" of the capital) became the practice, not without criticism, however. On the other hand, there are
depositors who do not want to put their funds at risk
in a PLS account but prefer to keep them in a nonPLS account to avoid any risk, primarily for safekeeping purposes. While such depositors are not
entitled to any profits, in practice in order to retain
these deposits, Islamic banks have begun to offer
"rewards" to such depositors saying that as long as
no contractual obligations were involved, they had the
discretion to offer incentives (Saeed, Islamic banking,
112).
Third, a question currently being debated is whether
"profit" can be pre-determined in PLS contracts. In
Islamic law, as well as in the literature on Islamic
finance, the concept of legitimate profit is closely associated with the uncertainty of a positive return in a
PLS venture or a sale transaction. One view, albeit
a minority one, is that there is nothing wrong in
determining profit in advance as long as this is done
by the two parties by choice and consent. While this
position is not accepted in the mainstream Islamic
finance, it is possible that this position may become
more acceptable at least in practice as more emphasis is put on developing investment products with less
risk and more predictable returns.
Fourth, a further question is whether it is permissible to invest in a business which engages in an
activity prohibited by Islamic law, for instance, in
interest-based dealings. Since most publicly-listed companies in developed countries rely heavily on interest-based finance, paying and receiving of interest is
normal. This is problematic from an Islamic finance
perspective even if the businesses produce haldl (permissible) goods or services. The debate has produced
two camps, one declaring that investment in such
companies is unambiguously prohibited and unlawful
for Muslims according to Jikh. In the other camp, the
proponents of permissibility, relying on concepts such
as "necessity", "public interest", "general need", and
analogy (kiyds), have attempted to find a legal justification, a pragmatic position that recognises that such
investment is a modern global phenomenon and difficult for Muslims to avoid. The pragmatists have
accepted permissibility of investment in such companies with certain conditions and introduced concepts
such as "cleansing" of investment profit from prohibited elements, i.e. the estimated interest component of the company.
Many Muslims who are interested in genuine ribafree finance argue that these pragmatic adjustments
have largely rendered Islamic banking and finance
over to an interest-based system except in name. The
trend to develop more and more products that are
similar to those offered by the interest-based system
would only blur any distinction that may exist between
the Islamic and interest-based systems. Despite these

reservations, "Islamic" banking and finance appear to
be becoming increasingly acceptable among Muslims
and their use consistently increasing, however pragmatic it may be.
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(ABDULLAH SAEED)
AL-RIDDA (A.), lit: "apostasy", the name given in
Islamic historiography to the s e r i e s of b a t t l e s
against t r i b e s , b o t h n o m a d i c a n d s e d e n t a r y ,
which began shortly before the death of the
Prophet Muhammad and continued throughout Abu B a k r ' s [q.v] c a l i p h a t e .
In many cases the term ridda is, however, a misnomer since numerous tribes and communities had
had no contact whatsoever with the Muslim state or
had no formal agreements with it. Several tribes were
led by chieftains who posed as prophets. These were
c
Abhala al-cAnsI, pejoratively nicknamed al-Aswad [q.v.]
or the black one (also Dhu 'l-Khimdr or the veiled one)
in the Yemen, Maslama or Musaylima [q.v.] (the small
or wretched Maslama) of the Hanffa b. Ludjaym [q.v]
in Yamama, Talha or Tulayha [q.v] (the small Talha)
of the Asad [q.v] and Sadjah [q.v] of the Tarmm
[q.v]—both of them in Nadjd—and Dhu '1-Tadj Lakft
b. Malik of the Azd [q.v] in c Uman. Most of the
tribes which prior to the ridda had been under Medinan
domination merely refused to go on paying taxes,
while stating their readiness to continue practicing
Islam. Had it not been for Muhammad's premature
death, Islam would have gained a better foothold in
tribal Arabia through his effective tactics. He would
give a tribal representative—sometimes it was a
tribesman who came on his own initiative—authority
over both the Muslims and pagans in his tribe and
instruct him to "fight against those who turn away
with those who come forward". Consequently, in many
tribes the Muslims and pagans neutralised each other.
Among the Madhhidj [q.v], for example, Farwa b.
Musayk, the Prophet's representative to the Murad
[</.#.], the Zubayd and the rest of Madhhidj, was confronted by a frustrated rival, cAmr b. Ma'dlkarib [q.v]
al-Zubaydl. When Muhammad died, the latter rebelled.
There were Muslim enclaves in many tribes, and consequently the Prophet and Abu Bakr could confront
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the rebels "by means of messengers and letters". Many
Muslims were killed by the rebels and the Muslim
representatives were driven out.
The reconstruction of the course of events beyond
the general outline is complicated by the many contradictory accounts which are often of apologetic or
polemical nature. Obviously, this problematic chapter
of tribal history was of acute importance for the tribal
informants who preserved the accounts for posterity,
often improving the place in history of a tribal leader,
rehabilitating an individual or a tribal group and vilifying an opponent.
When Abu Bakr ascended the throne, he defied
threats from several nomadic tribes to attack Medina
by dispatching to Syria an expedition force under
Usama b. Zayd. Some must have considered this move
reckless, hence the claim that it was in fulfillment of
a wish made by the dying Prophet. Yet the threat
posed by the nomads must not be exaggerated. First,
a nomadic takeover of a settlement was most unusual,
although the risk of a raid for plunder was no doubt
real. Second, the tribes living in the immediate vicinity of Medina remained unwavering. They included,
among others, the Ashdjac or part of them, the Aslam,
the Dhuhayna [see KUDA'A] and the Muzayna [q.v.].
These tribes were not major players in Arabian politics, but their combined military weight should not
be underestimated. They provided Medina with an
inner circle of defence, continuing their pre-Islamic
links with its tribes. Indeed, Abu Bakr managed to
organise the Muslim army in Dhu '1-Kassa and send
Khalid b. al-Walld [q.v.] of the Kurashr clan of Makhzum [q.v] to Nadjd even before Usama b. Zayd's return.
Yet on the whole the situation looked bleak. The
sedentary false prophet Musaylima and the nomadic
one Tulayha were amassing power. The latter was
also followed by the Tayyi3 [q.v]. Most of the Ghatafan
[q.v] apostatised, as did parts of the Sulaym [q.v],
while the Hawazin remained undecided with the exception of the Thakff who remained steadfast. Also, the
'Aajuz/A'ajdz Hawazin "the rear part of the Hawazin",
that is, the Nasr b. Mu'awiya, Djusham b. Mu'awiya
and Sacd b. Bakr, did not rebel, and the same is true
of Djadflat Kays, that is, the Fahm and cAdwan tribes.
The only battle which preceded the return of
Usama's force took place east of Medina against tribes
of the Ghatafan group, namely, the cAbs and Dhubyan
(more precisely, the former and the Murra subdivision of the latter). Following their defeat, the cAbs
and Dhubyan killed the Muslims living in their midst,
and their example was followed by other tribes. Tulayha
al-Asadl lost the battle of Buzakha [q.v], having been
deserted by his non-Asadl allies. First the Tayyi3 left
unimpeded, having created the impression that their
own tribe was threatened by the Muslims (whom they
subsequently joined). Then the Ghatafan under cUyayna
b. Hisn [q.v] of the Fazara [q.v] defected.
The most important events of the ridda involved
the Tamfm, the largest nomadic tribe in Arabia, and
the sedentary Hamfa who lived in Yamama. Many
of the Tamlm (perhaps even most of them) yielded
to Muslim control during Muhammad's lifetime. For
example, the Sacd b. Zayd Manat, the most numerous subdivision of the Tamfm, had two tax-collectors
appointed by Muhammad: al-Zibrikan b. Badr [q.v]
and Kays b. cAsim [q.v]. Typically, the latter was
waiting to see what the former would do with the
camels which he had collected for Medina, in order
to do the opposite. Indeed, Tamlm's subdivisions, not
to mention the Tamlm as a whole, did not form a
unified group and the same could be said of every
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single tribe, be it nomadic or sedentary. Two events
dominate the accounts on the ridda of the Tamlm.
First, the affair of the false prophetess Sadjah, above
all her infamous encounter with Musaylima. Now
Musaylima required of his men strict asceticism, and
the obscene descriptions of his meeting with Sadjah
were probably meant to call his ascetic image into
question. Second, the killing of Malik b. Nuwayra
[q.v] and the ensuing criticism concerning Khalid b.
al-Walld's conduct.
The sedentary Hanffa who were unified (with the
exception of the Suhaym subdivision) under Musaylima
were Medina's staunchest enemies. After an initial
defeat, the Muslims pushed the HanafTs to "the orchard
of death" (hadikat al-mawt) in 'Akraba3 [q.v], not far
from Musaylima's home town al-Haddar (modern alHudaydlr). The historical traditions of the Kuraysh
and the Ansar preserved lists of the members of these
groups who were killed in the battlefield, but one
looks in vain for the names of the many nomads who
died there. The fortresses of the Hanffa remained
intact and the HanafT Mudjdja'a b. Murara who had
been taken captive at an earlier stage in the fighting
and negotiated with Khalid on behalf of the Hanffa
tricked the latter by disguising the children, women
and old people who remained in the fortresses as
men, thus improving the terms of his tribe's capitulation. But the ruse may have been invented in order
to protect Khalid's policy because the negotiated
treaty—fortified by his marriage to Mudjdja'a's daughter—caused the Muslims great losses.
The story of al-Aswad in the Yemen which is full
of intrigue involves a struggle between the Persian
Abna3 [see AL-ABNA' (II)] and several Arab tribes for
the control of San'a3 and the rest of the Yemen.
During this power struggle Medina remained in the
background; when the Abna3 managed to regain control of San c a 3 , Abu Bakr recognised them, precisely
as the Prophet had done in his time. The Abna3 were
then challenged by Kays b. al-Makshuh al-Muradf
who took Sanca3, but they managed to drive him out
shortly afterwards.
The road to the Yemen was secured by a Muslim
expedition force which brought the rebellious cAmr
b. Ma'dlkarib and Kays b. al-Makshuh back to the
Muslim camp, and the Yemen as a whole could now
be pacified. Then the Muslims turned to deal with
the rebellion in Hadramawt. Here the dominant tribe
Kinda [q.v] yielded to superior forces, one under alMuhadjir b. Abf Umayya (of the Makhzum) arriving
from the Yemen, and another under Tkrima b. Abf
Djahl (also of the Makhzum) arriving from the land
of Mahra [q.v]. The kingly family from the prestigious subdivision of Kinda, cAmr b. Mucawiya, was
destroyed in a surprise night attack. Members from
this subdivision and from the Harith b. Mu'awiya
subdivision later surrendered in al-Nudjayr [q.v]. Following the war against the Kinda, al-Ashcath [q.v] b.
Kays of the Harith subdivision rose to prominence.
This shift in the leadership was atypical, since tribal
leaderships usually survived the ridda. For example,
c
Uyayna b. Hisn is said to have been the only Arab
who received one mirbcf or a quarter of the captured
booty in the Djahiliyya and one khums or a fifth of
the booty in Islam.
The war in Hadramawt was preceded by fighting
in the southeastern corner of Arabia where Dhu '1Tadj Lakft b. Malik al-Azdl pushed the sons of the
Djulanda [q.v., and see AZD and SUHAR] who were
Abu Bakr's allies to the mountains and to the seaside of Suhar. Tribal forces sent by Medina to aid
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its allies besieged Lakit in Daba and were joined by
other tribal forces under clkrima b. Abl Djahl. The
Muslims were also supported by troops from the
Nadjiya [cf. AL-KHIRRIT] and the cAbd al-Kays [q.v.].
c
lkrima continued his march to the land of Mahra
with his tribal units (a subdivision of the Azd called
Rasib and the Sacd b. Zayd Manat of Tamfm are
specifically mentioned). Among the Mahra there was
internal strife, and the weaker party allied itself with
the Muslims (in other words, it converted to Islam).
After the stronger party was subdued, the leader of
the weaker one brought to Medina one fifth of the
spoils. When clkrima continued his march to Hadramawt,
his army also included warriors from the Mahra.
Shortly after the Prophet's demise, his governor in
Bahrayn, al-Mundhir b. Sawa [q.v.] of the Tamfm,
also died. The Kays b. Thaclaba of the Bakr b. Wa'il
[q.v] "and the whole of the Rabf'a" rebelled under
al-Hutam, who was one of the Kays, while al-Djarud
of the cAbd al-Kays, among others, was steadfastly
loyal to Islam. A client of the Kuraysh, al-'Ala3 b.
al-Hadramf, who had replaced al-Mundhir as governor of Bahrayn fought against the rebels with the
Arabs and Persians who joined him. Among others
he was supported by a large force of the Tamfm. AlHutam controlled al-Katif [q.v], Hadjar [see AL-HASA],
Darin (modern Tarut) and al-Khatt [q.v], while the
Muslims had been besieged in their stronghold,
Djuwatha, until they were rescued by al-'Ala3. The
rebels were defeated on the mainland and fled to the
island of Darin which the Muslims took after having
miraculously crossed the sea.
The ridda can be seen as a prelude to the wider
conquests. The Kurashf generals gained precious experience in mobilising large multi-tribal armies over long
distances. They benefited from the close acquaintance
of the Kuraysh with tribal politics throughout Arabia.
A crucial role was played by Khalid b. al-Walfd
whose mother was a nomad. Indeed, the Bedouin
way of life was not alien to him: he is said to have
consumed a lizard, while Muhammad who was watching loathed it. Already in the conquest of Mecca
(8/630), Khalid was leading a troop of nomads
(referred to as muhdd^irat al-carab), and in the battle of
Hunayn [q.v] shortly afterwards he led the nomadic
Sulaym at the vanguard of the Muslim army.
The ridda changed for ever the relationship between
the central government and the strong tribes of Arabia.
The latter were trying to abolish whatever ascendancy
the Muslim state had achieved during the lifetime of
Muhammad, but were overpowered by large expedition forces mobilised by able Muslim generals. The
battlefield successes of the Muslims secured for them
the cooperation of tribes living between Medina and
the territories of the rebellious tribes. Medina re-established its prestige and dealt the severest forms of punishment to those who had killed Muslims earlier in
the fighting.
New realities were created on the ground. Khalid's
treaty with the Hanffa prescribed that he receive one
orchard and one field of his choice in every village
included in the treaty. The villages in the Yamama
area which were not included in the treaty bore the
full consequences of the defeat. The inhabitants of
the Mar'at village were enslaved and a tribal group
of the Tamfm, the Imru 3 '1-Kays b. Zayd Manat b.
Tamim, settled there. Musaylima's home town of alHaddar was not part of the treaty. Khalid enslaved
its people and settled there the Banu 'l-Acradj, i.e.,
the Banu '1-Harith b. Ka c b b. Sacd b. Zayd Manat
b. Tamfn. These changes demonstrate how local

groups of the Tarmm benefited from their co-operation with Khalid in Yamama. Other villages not
included in the treaty were al-Suyuh, al-Dayk, alc
Arika, al-Ghabra3, Fayshan, al-Kurayya (one of the
central villages of Yamama), al-Kasabat, al-Kaltayni,
al-Kirs, Makhrafa and al-Masanic. In addition, the alMadjaza village was inhabited by the Hizzan of the
c
Anaza [q.v] and by people of mixed descent (akhldt
min al-nds), including mawdli of the Kuraysh and others who settled there after the ridda, since it had not
been included in Khalid's treaty.
The new balance of power between the central
government and the tribes is reflected in the takeover
by the state of tribal protected grazing grounds [see
HIMA] . The thousands of camels and other beasts taken
as booty in the last years of Muhammad's life, in
addition to those collected from the nomads in taxes,
needed large grazing grounds. In addition, several
influential Kurashfs, such as the future caliph c Uthman
b. 'Affan and also al-Zubayr b. al-cAwwam and cAbd
al-Rahman b. cAwf, were competing with the state
because they were themselves owners of large herds.
c
Abd al-Rahman left to his inheritors 1,000 camels,
in addition to 3,000 ewes and 100 horses. The ewes
and the horses were grazing in al-Nakfc [see AL-CAKIK]
(often written erroneously al-Bakfc). It was Muhammad
who declared the Nakf c , some 120 km/75 miles south
of Medina a state himd "for the horses of the Muslims",
probably at the expense of the Sulaym, and put in
charge of it a member of the Muzayna. Moreover,
Muhammad reportedly abolished the tribal grazing
grounds by declaring that the only legitimate himd
belonged to God and His messenger, in other words
to the state. Previously, the tribes feared the takeover
of their land and water resources by other tribes, but
now the powerful state and certain individuals coveted the same resources. The size of the state himds
grew constantly under the caliphs. A telling example
of this is linked to the above-mentioned battle against
the cAbs and Dhubyan which took place in al-Abrak
in the area of al-Rabadha [q.v] some 200 km/125
miles east of Medina. Abu Bakr actually conquered
Dhubyan's territory (ghalaba bam Dhubyan cald 'l-bildd)
and expelled (adj_la) its owners. He made al-Abrak a
himd for the horses of the Muslims (in other words,
he made it state property) and permitted everybody
to graze in the rest of al-Rabadha at the expense of
the Tha'laba b. Sacd b. Dhubyan. Later he declared
the whole of al-Rabadha himd for the camels collected
as taxes (sadakdt al-muslimm). One report attributes the
expulsion of the Tha'laba from al-Rabadha to c Umar
b. al-Khattab, while another has it that the state himd
in al-Rabadha was created by Muhammad, in which
case Abu Bakr was merely reestablishing state authority there.
Bibliography. 1. S o u r c e s . Tabarf, i, 1795-8,
tr. I.K. Poonawala, The History of al-Taban, ix, 164ff;
Taban, i, 1851-2015, tr. F.M. Donner, The History
of al-Taban, x, 18ff; Baladhurf, Futuh, passim; Sh.
al-Fahham, Kifa f i akhbdr al-ridda li-mifallif maajhul,
in Festschrift Ndsir al-Din al-Asad (Fusul adabiyya wata'nkhiyya . . .), ed. H. 'Atwan, Beirut 1414/1993,
149-225; the relevant entries in Yakut, Mu'ajam albulddn.
2. S t u d i e s . E.S. Shoufani, Al-Riddah and the
Muslim conquest of Arabia, Toronto and Beirut 1972;
F.M. Donner, The early Islamic conquests, Princeton
1981, 82-90; MJ. Kister, "...ilia bi-haqqihi. . ."
A study of an early hadTth, in JSAI, v (1984), 33-52;
E. Landau-Tasseron, Aspects of the ridda wars, unpubl.
Ph.D. thesis, Jerusalem 1981 (Hebrew with an
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English summary; it deals with Tayyi5, Asad,
Ghatafan, Sulaym and Tamfm); eadem, The participation of Tayyi3 in the ridda, in JSAI, v (1984), 5371; eadem, Asad from Jdhiliyya to Islam, in JSAI, vi
(1985), 1-28, at 20-5; on the ridda of the Sulaym,
see M. Lecker, The Banu Sulaym, Jerusalem 1989,
index; on their himds, see ibid., 229-38; on the ridda
of the Kinda, see idem, Kmda on the eve of Islam and
during the ridda, in JRAS, 3rd ser., iv (1994), 33356; also idem, Judaism among Kinda and the ridda of
Kmda, mJAOS, cxv (1995), 635-50; J. Wellhausen,
Prolegomena zur dltesten Geschichte des Islams, in Skizzen
und Vorarbeiten, vi, Berlin 1899, 7-37.
(M. LECKER)
RIMAYA [see RAWS].
ROHTAK, the name of a region and a town
of n o r t h w e s t e r n I n d i a , now in the Hariyana State
of the Indian Union.
The region is not mentioned in the earliest IndoMuslim sources, but from the Sultanate period onwards, its history was often linked with that of nearby
Dihlr, to its southeast. In the 18th century, it was
fought over by commanders of the moribund Mughals
and the militant Sikhs [q.v.]; for its history in general, see HARIYANA. In early British Indian times, till
1832, it was administered by a Political Agent under
the Resident in Dihli. During the Sepoy Mutiny of
1857-8, the whole of the Rohtak region fell into rebel
hands. In contemporary Hariyana State, as in postMutiny British India, Rohtak forms an administrative
District.
The town of Rohtak (lat. 28° 54' N., long. 76°
35' E.) lies 72 km/44 miles to the northwest of Dihli;
in British Indian times, Hindus and Muslims were
fairly evenly balanced within its population, with a
small preponderance of Hindus, a situation altered by
the bloody aftermath of Partition in 1947.
Bibliography: Imperial gazetteer of India1, xxi,
310-22.
_
(C.E.'BOSWORTH)
AL-RITAYNI, ABU DJA'FAR AHMAD al-Gharnatl (or
al-Ilbm) al-Maliki, d. 779/1377, A n d a l u s I s c h o l a r ,
author of al-Hulla al-siyard3, a voluminous commentary on the Badl'iyya (a poem praising the Prophet
Muhammad while illustrating the badic [</.y.]) of his
companion, Ibn Djabir (d. 780/1378-9). The Badi'iyya
itself and important grammatical and lexicographical
sections of the book have been published by cAlf Abu
Zayd, Beirut 1405/1985, but numerous historical and
geographical data, poetry, as well as a wealth of information in the domain of adab [q.v.] in the widest
sense of the term remain unpublished, even though
quotations from al-Rucayn!'s book appear in acknowledged and unacknowledged borrowings, e.g. by alTanasf. Al-RucaynI also wrote a commentary on a
similar poem by Ibn Djabir consisting of tawriyyas, [q.v.]
on the suras of the Kur'an.
Both scholars began their careers in Spain and both
were pupils of 'All b. c Umar al-Kldjatl (d. 730/1329),
a scholar of fikh, Kur'an, grammar and philology,
who lived in Granada. They left Spain together in
738/1337 on a pilgrimage having become, in the
words of Lisan al-Dln Ibn al-Khatfb, "like two souls
in one body" and, Ibn Djabir being blind, they were
also known as "the blind and the seeing". They lived
in Egypt (where they attended the lectures of Abu
Hayyan al-Gharnati), Damascus, where they arrived
in 741/1340-1, and Aleppo in 743/1342-3, before settling finally in al-Bira.
Ibn Hadjar, Durar, iii, 300, claims that Ibn Djabir
in composing his Badiciyya was inspired by a similar
work by SafT al-Dfn al-Hillf (d. 749, 750, or 752).
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Ibn Ma'sum in his Anwar al-rabic (ed. Sh.H. Shukr,
Nadjaf 1388/1968, i, 31-2) holds that the first Badi'iyya
was composed by one [Abu '1-Hasan] CA1I b. c Uthman
al-Irbilf al-Sufi. The classical division between ma'am,
bay an and badic [q.vv.] by Djalal al-Dln al-Kazwfnf (d.
739/1338) and Badr al-Dln Ibn Malik (d/686/1287)
in relation to the Tirdz as analysed by Soudan,
93-7, and Bonebakker cannot be discussed here. To
illustrate the individual chapters of his friend's Badl'iyya,
al-Rucaynf uses examples in prose and poetry that are
not limited to the Muslim West. Of special interest
are the examples composed by Ibn Djabir and
al-Ru'aynl themselves. Though in some moving verses
they express nostalgia, there is, so far, no indication
that the two authors after settling in al-Bira ever
returned temporarily to Spain (which would explain
the msba al-Ilbm used by al-Safadl, d. 764/1363).
According to a report by Sibt Ibn al-cAdjamf quoted
in Ibn Hadjar's Durar, their friendship ended when
Ibn Djabir married, though Ibn Djabir composed a
marthiya on al-Rucayn! when he died.
Bibliography: Brockelmann, G II2, 136, S II,
138; N. Soudan, Westarabische Tropik. Nazm IV des
Tanasi, Wiesbaden 1980, 93-7; cf. 86-7; S.A.
Bonebakker, Rifaym's commentary on the Badl'iyya of
Ibn Jdbir, in Studi in onore di Francesco Gabrieli. . . a
cura di R. Trami, Rome 1984, i, 73-83. The text
of B.L. or 60, BS 6/7313, in particular the poetic
quotations, can often be corrected with the help of
Tanasf's Nazm, Makkarf, Nafh al-tlb, ed. I. cAbbas,
Beirut 1388/1968, ii, vii, and Ibn Ma'sum, Anwar
al-rabie f i anwd( al-badic, ed. Sh.H. Shukr, Karbala3
1388-9/1968-9. See also Ibn Hidjdja al-HamawI,
Khizdnat al-adab, Cairo 1304, passim; and for the
terms used in individual chapters of the Badiciyya,
A. Matlub, Mu'd^am al-mustalahdt al-badlciyya, Beirut
(?) 1401/1981.
(S.A. BONEBAKKER)
RUH ALLAH [see NAFS. I. B.].
RUKHAM (A.), in modern Arabic usage, the usual
word for m a r b l e in general, whereas marmar, which
clearly derives from the Greek marmor, usually refers
to white marble or alabaster. Historically, however,
rukhdm and marmar were often used interchangeably
to refer to a wide variety of hard stones, including
marble, granite and diorite. Where the two terms
were distinguished, it usually had to do with colour:
marmar was white, whereas rukhdm could assume various shades and hues.
Geographically, the use of marble in the Islamic
world was largely restricted to those regions whose
predominant building material was stone rather than
brick or adobe. Generally speaking, places to the west
and northwest of the Euphrates river—including
Anatolia, Greater Syria, and Egypt, in addition to the
Iberian peninsula and the Indian subcontinent—used
stone and marble in their architectural monuments.
Elsewhere, brick with a stucco or tile revetment predominated.
Marble in the Islamic world was obtained from
two main sources: ancient buildings and quarries.
Interestingly, the use of salvaged marble far outweighed
that of freshly-quarried marble, which was only quarried by the later Islamic dynasties, especially the
Ottomans and the Mughals. Exceptions did exist, such
as the robust marble capitals in Madfnat al-Zahra3 in
4th/10th century al-Andalus and the exquisite columns
and capitals in the Alhambra Palace in the 8th/14th
one. But on the whole, marble in early and mediaeval Islamic monuments was taken from ancient,
Christian, or even earlier Islamic buildings.
Historically, the use of marble in Islamic architec-
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ture may be divided into three characteristic phases:
Late Antique and early Islamic (7th-10th centuries
A.D.), mediaeval (llth-15th centuries) and pre-modern (10th-18th centuries). In the first period, which is
dominated by Umayyad architecture, the use of marble shows direct continuities with Late Antique practice. Thus multi-coloured marble and granite columns
and heavy marble architraves and arches are used in
the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem and the Great
Mosque of Damascus. Perhaps more interesting is the
continued use in both of these structures of split or
quartered marble, whereby the distinctive pattern in
a sheet of marble is displayed in mirror image along
one or two axes. Equally impressive is openwork marble, which is used in the Great Mosque of Damascus
as a series of window grilles, which most likely also
existed at the Dome of the Rock (K.A.C. Creswell,
A short account of early Muslim architecture, revised and
supplemented by J.W. Allan, Cairo 1989).
With the exception of an outstanding series of
Ghaznawid marble dadoes and cenotaphs dating to
the 5th-6th/llth-12th centuries, the architectural use
of marble goes into an extended decline after the
Umayyads. But marble ornament and stone architecture undergo an important revival in the 6th/12th
century, a revival centred in Aleppo during the time
of the Ayyubids. Polychrome marble ornament in the
form of large interlaces around mihrdbs, iwdns and
portals, and geometric patterns in pavements, soften
and enliven an otherwise austere architectural style
(Yasser Tabbaa, Constructions of power and piety in medieval
Aleppo, Pittsburgh 1997).
These ornamental forms are transmitted in the 7th8th/13th-14th centuries to the rest of Syria, as well
as to Palestine, Egypt and Anatolia. Until the end of
the 7th/13th century, marble revetments maintain
their formal and stylistic affinities with Aleppo, as
exemplified by the robust designs at the mausoleum
of al-Zahir Baybars al-Bundukdarl (constructed 67580/1277-81) in Damascus and the portal to the complex of Kalawun in Cairo (684/1285). But an increasingly intricate ornamental style develops in the next
century, lasting with few changes till the end of the
Mamluk period and beyond. Applied internally to
mihrdbs and fountains, and externally to portals and
window frames, this miniature style of polychrome
marble inlay becomes a hallmark feature of Mamluk
architecture [see MAMLUKS. 2. Art and Architecture,
in Suppl.].
Although this Mamluk ornamental style continued
in Egypt and Syria under the Ottomans, it was largely
shunned by classical Ottoman architecture, whose
monuments demonstrated a marked preference for
large stretches of lightly ornamented marble revetment.
This return to an earlier style of marble decoration
may have been motivated by the greater availability
of marble, or perhaps by the emulation of nearby
Byzantine structures.

In India, marble was rather sparingly used in Dihh
Sultanate architecture, often as a highlight to the predominant red sandstone. This attractive juxtaposition
continues in early Mughal mosques and mausoleums,
reaching an apogee in the tomb of Humayun at Dihll.
At first, white marble was reserved for saints' tombs,
such as the spectacular tomb in Fathpur SikrI [q.v]
of Shaykh Salim Cishti (1573-7), which also boasts
some of the earliest and finest openwork marble
screens, commonly known as Jali. But by the 11th/17th
century, various monuments were being sheathed in
white marble inlaid with polychrome stones, including the Mosque of Ftimad al-Dawla (1031-6/1622-7),
and the Tadj Mahall (1041-53/1632-43 [q.v.]), both
at Agra [q.v] (Ebba Koch, Mughal architecture, Munich
1991).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): R. Lewcock, Materials and techniques, in
G. Michell (ed.), Architecture of the Islamic world, its
history and social meaning, New York 1978, 119-43;
Luciana and T. Mannoni, Marble, the history of a
culture, New York 1985.
(YASSER TABBAA)

RUSHANI, DEDE CUMAR, Turkish a d h e r e n t

of the S u f i o r d e r of the K h a l w a t i y y a [q.v]
and poet in both Persian and Turkish. He was born
at an unspecified date at Giizel Hisar in Aydin,
western Anatolia, being connected maternally with
the ruling family of the Aydin Oghullari [see AYDINOGHLU], and died at Tabriz in Adharbaydjan in 892 /
1487.

Dede c Umar was the khalifa of Sayyid Yahya
Shfrwani, the pir-i thdm or second founder of the
Khalwatl order, and as head of the RushanI branch
of the order engaged in missionary work in northern
Adharbaydjan. He came to enjoy the patronage of
the Ak Koyunlu ruler Uzun Hasan [q.v], whose wife
built a zdwiya for him in the capital Tabriz, and he
lived there up to his death, being buried in the zflwiya.
His murids included the Turkish mystical poet from
Diyarbakr, Ibrahim GulshanI (d. 940/1533-4 [q.v]),
who founded his own order of the Gulshaniyya, and
the Azeri Turk Muhammad Demirdash Muhammad!
(d. 929/1524), founder of the Cairo order of the
Demirdashiyya [q.v. in Suppl.]. Dede cUmar's dlwdn
included three Persian mathnawis, in one of which, the
Ndyndma, the influence of Djalal al-Din RumI [q.v]
is especially clear, and poems in Turkish; one volume
of the diwdn has been published as Athdr-i cishk (Istanbul
1315/1897-8).
Bibliography: Tashkopriizade, al-Shakd'ik alnu'mdniyya, ed. A.S. Firay, Istanbul 1985, 264, Tkish.
tr. M.M. Efendi, Hadaik ii§-§akayik, Istanbul 1989,
281-2; Bursali Mehmed Tahir, 'Othmdnli mu^ellifleri,
i, 69; M.CA. Tarbiyat, Ddnishmanddn-i Adharbaydjan,
Tehran ASH 1314/1935, 319-20. For further bibl.,
see EIr, vii, 202, art. Dede 'Omar Rusam (Tahsin
Yazici), on which the present article is based.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)

S
SABYA (Sabaya on Philby's map), a town in the
T i h a m a t c As!r [see TIHAMA; CAS!R and map] in
s o u t h - w e s t e r n Saudi A r a b i a , at about 30 km/21

miles inland north-east of the port of Djayzan [q.v].
In 1339/1920 Sayyid Muhammad al-ldrisl (see below)
concluded a treaty with Ibn Sucud [see CABD AL-CAZIZ
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AL SUCUD, in Suppl.], but after his death in 1340/19223 internal dissensions among the Idrlsiyya led to a
Sucudf protectorate. The Imam of Yemen maintained
a claim to the Idrfsid territories, but the Treaty of
al-Ta'if (1353/1934) determined that they belong to
Saudi Arabia, including Sabya [see CASIR] . The town
lies in what is called the central part of al-Mikhlaf
al-Yamanl, a district which includes all the Tihamat
from al-Shukayk in the north to Wad! cAyn in the
south. The central part extends from Umm al-Khashab
to just south of Abu cArfsh [q.v.]. Being traversed by
the wadfs Baysh, Sabya, Damad and Djayzan, the
region is among the most densely populated of the
Tihamat cAs!r. At the beginning of the 20th century,
the largest part of the population was of Sudanese
origin. They were partly unemancipated slaves but
chiefly freedmen, the other inhabitants being mutawallids or Sudanese with an Arab strain, Arabs of pure
blood, sqyyids and shan/s [q.vv.] (Cornwallis, 39-40).
In the 4th/10th century Sabya, and a number of
other places and wadls, was ruled by the Hakamiyyun,
i.e. the Banu Hakam b. Sacd al-cAshIra of the Kahtan
[q.v.], with the Banu cAbd al-Djadd as the ruling family (al-Hamdanf, 120.5). In the 7th/13th century, Sabya
was one of the urban settlements (kurd) of cUshar,
which was part of Yemen (Yakut, iii, 367, 979, v,
23). The town does not seem to have played any role
in early and mediaeval Islam. As in Kunfudha, Abha
and Bfsha [^.rw.], neighbouring tribes used to collect
in Sabya for a four-months' truce during the date
season. In the 10th/16th century, it was one of the
seats of the Sulaymanfs [</.y.], who are still to be
found in the frontier districts between Saudi Arabia
and Yemen [see KHAM!S MUSHAYT; MAKRAMIDS] .
In 1215/1800 Sabya was drawn into Arabian politics when an inhabitant brought the Wahhabls [q.v.]
into the Tihama (Serjeant and Lewcock, 87a), and
even more so when Ahmad b. Idrfs (d. 1253/1837
[<7-y.]), the Moroccan sh.arifa.nd Sufi who had preached
in a school in Mecca, sought refuge in Sabya in
1243/1827-8 from persecution for heresy by the
Meccan fulamd\ In the Holy City he had admitted
into the circle of his disciples the Algerian SufT
Muhammad b. CA1I al-Sanusi, the founder of the
Sanusiyya [</.yy.]. Around 1250/1834-5 Sabya became
the centre of the Sanusiyya and the capital of an
IdiTsf semi-religious, semi-military state centred in
al-Mikhlaf al-Yamam with Djayzan and Midi (lat.
16° 18' N.) as its main ports. The ancestor of the
Idnsfs in 'Asfr (see the family tree in Philby, 473) is
Idns b. cAbd Allah b. al-Hasan b. al-Hasan b. cAlf
[see IDRIS i] who, after the battle of Fakhkh [q.v.]
in 169/786, fled via Egypt to the Maghrib where
he founded the dynasty of the Idrfsids [q.v.]. Ahmad's
great-grandson Sayyid Muhammad b. cAlf b. Muhammad b. Ahmad, born in Sabya in 1293/1876, by
1328/1910 had reduced Turkish power in cAsfr with
the support of the Italians, but had failed to hold
Abha against the shanf of Mecca. Sayyid Muhammad
died in 1341/1922 and was buried in the cemetery
that lies in the northern outskirts of Sabya on the
main road to Mecca. In 1344/1925-6 his son CA1I
signed a treaty with the British resident in Aden
against the Turks. He was supported by Ibn Su c ud,
but fiercely opposed by the Imam of Yemen. The
Imam had at first concluded with cAlf a defensive
alliance against the Turks, but in the end he sided
with his former enemy. In 1345/1926-7 CA1I was
forced to submit to Saudi Arabia [see AHMAD B. IDR!S;
TARlKA. 3]. As followers of the Sanusiyya, the tribes
around Sabya are ShafTf, with no sympathy lost for
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the Zaydiyya [q.v.]. The Idrisis used to levy taxes on
grain and animals, collected primarily by the shqykhs
of the tribes, except the pro-Turkish ones, but also
through travelling inspectors. The proceeds were sent
to Sabya. Some tribes refused to be regarded as taxpayers, but sent the Idrfsf rulers presents and helped
them in war. Philby mentions the presses for the
extraction of oil from sesame [see SIMSIM] and remarks
that the town spread over a considerable area, including Sabya al-Baliyya and Bayt al-Sayyid, the original
palace from which Sabya al-Djadfda grew up. In
Philby's days the population of the Sabya area was
estimated locally at some 25,000 souls.
Bibliography: Sir Kinahan Cornwallis, Asir before
World War /, a handbook, London 1916, repr. 1976;
Muhammad Tsa al-cUkaylf, Mm ta'nkh al-Mikhlaf
al-Sulqymani, al-Riyad 1378, i, 83-93; Admiralty,
Naval Intelligence Division, A handbook of Arabia,
London 1916-7, i, 143; idem, Western Arabia, London
1946; H.St.J.B. Philby, Arabian Highlands, Ithaca,
New York 1952; R.B. Serjeant and Ronald Lewcock,
San'd', an Arabian Islamic city, London 1983.
(E. VAN DONZEL)
SA'D, ATABEG OF FARS [see SALGHURIDS].
SACD AL-DIN [see KHODJA EFENDI].
SADOZAYS [see AFGHANISTAN, v. 3. A].
[AL-JSAHLA, literally, "level, smooth place".
There must have been several places in the Arabic
lands named after this obvious topographical feature.
Yakut, Buldan, ed. Beirut, iii, 290-1, mentions a village in Bahrayn and a masdj.id of that name in Kufa
(perhaps the mosque also known as the Zafir one or
that of cAbd al-Kays, cf. Hichem Djait, Al-Kufa, naissance de la ville islamique, Paris 1986, 298).
Bibliography. Given in the article.
(Eo.)
SAID B. DJUBAYR b. Hisham, an early K u f a n
scholar of r e n o w n in the fields of K u r ' a n
r e c i t a t i o n a n d exegesis, j u r i s p r u d e n c e a n d
hadlth. He was a mawla of the Banu Waliba b. alHarith, a branch of the Banu Asad b. Khuzayma. If
the biographical traditions which say that he studied
with Ibn cAbbas and Ibn cUmar are reliable, then he
brought early Meccan and Medinan scholarship to
Kufa. There he had a circle of students but also held
government positions. He functioned as secretary for
two of the kddis of Kufa. When al-Hadjdjadj, the
Umayyad governor of clrak, sent £Abd al-Rahman b.
al-Ashcath with an army to Sfstan, he put Sa'fd in
charge of the troops' stipends. During the revolt of
Ibn al-Ashcath against al-Hacpdljadj (81-2/700-1), in
which Sacld b. Djubayr participated, he was for a
time in charge of levying the zakat and the cushr [q.vv]
in Kufa. In this revolt he was one of the active leaders of the kurrd3, the group of religious scholars and
their followers, who joined the revolt of Irak's ashrdf
against the Umayyads [see AL-KURRA' and, more recent,
R. Sayed, Die Revoke des Ibn al-Ascat und die Koranleser,
Freiburg i.Br. 1977]. After the revolt had failed, Sacrd
fled first to Isfahan and later to Mecca where he
taught for some years. In 94 or 95 (711 or 712),
more than a decade after the revolt, he was arrested
by Khalid b. cAbd Allah al-Kasn [q.v], then governor of Mecca, and sent to al-Hadjdjadj at Wasit, who
had him beheaded. Sacld was then 49 or 57 years
old. Some legends became woven around his capture,
his examination by al-Hadjdjadj and his execution.
They underline Sa c fd's piety and condemn al-Hadjdjadj's death sentence. Whether Sa c id belonged to the
Kufan Murdji'a [q.v] or not is a controversial issue.
A few traditions say that he had good relations with
and sympathy for members of the cAlid family.
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Sa'id's teachings in the fields offikh and tafsir were
much sought after during the 2nd/8th century and
played an important role in the development of Jikh
before the advent of the classical schools. Many traditions on his teachings have been collected in the
two Musannafi of cAbd al-Razzak and of Ibn Abi
Shayba, as well as in cAbd al-Razzak's and al-Taban's
Tafsir?,. Ibn al-Nadfm mentions the existence of a Kitdb
Tafsir Sacid b. D^ubayr (Fihrist, 34), but it is not clear
whether this had been compiled by Sa c fd himself or
a later scholar. An investigation of the traditions going
back to Sacld b. Djubayr in cAbd al-Razzak's Musannaf
and Tafsir shows that they were collected already during the first half of the 2nd century by scholars such
as Sufyan al-Thawn (d. 161/778), Macmar b. Rashid
(d. 153/770) and Ibn Djuraydj (d. 150/767). The legal
traditions that they transmit from him via their informants reflect in most cases (ca. 75%) Sacld's own
opinions (ray), more rarely traditions going back to
Companions (ca. 17%) or to the Prophet (8%). Most
of his Companion traditions give the legal opinion of
Ibn cAbbas (70%) and Ibn c Umar (20%), and most
of his traditions from the Prophet (70%) lack any
isndd, i.e. they are mursal. These peculiarities of Sacfd's
scholarship correspond to what is known from his
Meccan contemporary 'Ata5 b. Abl Rabah (d. 115/
733), who was a pupil of Ibn cAbbas as well (see H.
Motzki, The origins of Islamic jurisprudence, Leiden 2001,
ch. III.B). In the exegetical traditions transmitted from
Sacld by the early collectors mentioned above, and
compiled in cAbd al-Razzak's Tafsir, the peculiarities
are similar. Ibn 'Abbas's opinion, however, is somewhat more strongly represented (ca. 40%) in comparison to Sa'fd's own exegesis (56%).
In cAbd al-Razzak's Musannaf and Tafsir, most of
the material transmitted from Sacid by the three early
collectors seems really to go back to him. However,
some traditions of Sacld b. Djubayr transmitted by
other informants of cAbd al-Razzak and going back
exclusively to Ibn c Abbas may be suspected of being
falsely ascribed to Sacld. More Ibn cAbbas exegetical
traditions allegedly going back to Sacld may be found
in al-Tabarf's Tafsir (see H. Berg, The development of
exegesis in early Islam, Richmond, Surrey 2000, ch. 5).
Bibliography: Information on Sacld b. Djubayr
can be found in many biographical compilations.
In the following only the sources with the most
detailed information are given. Ibn Sacd, vi, 178-87
(Beirut vi, 256-67); Taban, ii, 1076, 1087, 1261-5;
Abu 'l-cArab Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Tamfmf,
Kitdb al-Mihan, Beirut 1408/1988, 216-31; MizzI,
Tahdhib al-kamal, iii, 1418/1998, 141-45; Ibn Hadjar,
Tahdhib al-tahdhib, iv, Haydarabad 1325-7/1907-9,
11-14; Dhahabi, Siyar dlam al-nubala\ Beirut 1413/1993,
iv, 321-43 (with additional sources given by the
editor, 321-2); cAbd al-Razzak, Musannaf, i-xi, 2Beirut
1403/1983; idem, Tafsir, al-Riyad 1410/1989, i-iv;
Ibn Abi Shayba, Musannaf, Bombay 1399-1403/
1979-83, i-xv; AJ. Wensinck, Concordance, viii (for
a listing of traditions in the "six books" and some
earlier collections in which Sacld is mentioned as
transmitter); Khatfb CAH b. al-Husayn al-Hashiml,
Sa'ld b. Diubqyr, 'Baghdad 1380/1960 (not seen);
W. Madelung, Der Imam al-Qasim ibn Ibrahim und
die Glaubenslehre der ^aiditen, Berlin 1965, 231-3, 237;

F. Sezgin, GAS, i, Leiden 1967, 28-9; Salam
Muhammad CA1I, Sa'id b. tyubayr, Nadjaf 1396/1976;
R. Saved, Die Revolte, quoted above, 352-3; J. van
Ess, Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert

Hidschra, i, Berlin-New York 1991, 151-61.
(H. MOTZKI)

SAKIYA [see MA'. 3].
AL-SAKIYA AL-HAMRA', conventionally Seguiat
el Hamra, a region of the W e s t e r n Sahara, situated in southwestern Morocco in lat. 27° N.
It is made up of low plateaux, dominated by rocky
hamadas, sprinkled with numerous surface dayas and
incised with the hydrographical network system of the
Wad! al-Sakiya al-Hamra3 ("the red watercourse"),
which runs westwards and includes long alluvial ribbons. At the Atlantic littoral, the end of its course is
marked by vertical, abrupt cliffs, worn down by the
general presence of the cold current of the Canaries,
causing a misty haze almost permanently over the
desert. But the aridness is attenuated by hardly visible forms of precipitation: condensation at night on
the soil and the vegetation allows a well-spread carpet
of vegetation (argan trees, euphorbias and groundsel),
a carpet which becomes more narrowed towards the
interior, with streaks of greenery and acacias, etc.
along the wadis.
These austere conditions, together with the complete absence of any non-saline surface water, explain
the almost total absence of oases. These lands have
been used over the ages as pasture lands for herds
of dromedaries and goats owned by the Reguibat and
Tekna nomads. The bottoms of the wadis allow the
occasional cultivation there of cereals.
Al-Sakiya al-Hamra3 has for long been a corridor
of passage, in the context of trans-Saharan trade, between the southern Moroccan fringes and the trading
posts of the Sahel. In the 15th and 16th centuries,
it was a hive of maraboutic activity, a seed-bed of
local saints, who would often depart along the roads
leading eastwards to Mecca and establish themselves
in some place along one of these axes (the Algerian
countryside or the villages of Fezzan). The influence
of these pious figures was such that, in this region,
even today whole tribes consider themselves as their
descendents.
It is partly within this context that one should mention the role of an exceptional figure of the 19th century, a religious reformer and political leader who
took over control of the destiny of al-Sakiya al-Hamra3,
sc. Shaykh Ma3 al-cAynayn [q.v.~\. Born in 1839, he
studied in Tinduf and Chinguetti/Shinkft [q.v.~\, created his own dervish order, the cAyniyya, wrote several books, established links with the sultans of
Morocco, fought against the French activities to the
north and the south, and in 1898 founded the town
of Smara, on the edge of the Wad! al-Sakiya alHamra3, with its kasaba, mosque, zawiya and a library
of 500 manuscripts.
But the feeble state of the sultanate of Morocco
brought with it an end to the Shaykh's dreams. In
1913, a corps of French troops bombarded the town
of Smara. Established on the coast, the Spanish gradually penetrated into the interior, and in 1930 founded
Laayoune. From that time onwards, al-Sakiya alHamra3 became the official name of one of the two
colonies comprising the Spanish Sahara, the other
being Rio de Oro (Wad! al-Dhahab).
In 1975, after the episode of the "Green March",
reaching as far as Tarfaya, Spain evacuated the territories, and the Moroccan army and administration
henceforth controlled their destinies. But they became
the region for a political and military contest between
Morocco and the Polisarios, a contest which the United
Nations is still trying to resolve.
In the last 25 years, the Moroccan state has created
a network of paved roads, built various installations
and has begun exploiting the great deposits of phos-
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phates at Boucraa. Since the coast is full of fish,
thanks to the Canaries current, fishing has become
extensive and is an important activity through the
creation of the ports of Tarfaya, Port Laayoune and
Boudjour. The capital of al-Sakiya al-Hamra3 and the
whole of the Western Sahara, Laayoune, has today
150,000 inhabitants, with another 35,000 at Smara.
Bibliography: F. Joly, L'homme et le Sud au Maghreb
Atlantique, in Mediterranee (1979), 27-37; M. Vieuxchange, Smara, carnets de route, Paris 1993; M.
Boughdadi, Le passe et le present marocains du Sahara
(avec textes, documents et citations a I'appui), Maroc Soir,
Rabat 1998.
(M. COTE)
SAKK (A.), pi. sikak, a t e c h n i c a l t e r m of e a r l y
I s l a m i c f i n a n c i a l , c o m m e r c i a l a n d legal
usage, appearing in Persian, through a standard sound
change, as cak, meaning "document, contract of sale,
etc.", which has been suggested—for want of any
other etymology—as the origin of Eng. "cheque", Fr.
"cheque," Ger. "Scheck," see E. Littmann, Morgenlandische Worter im Deutschen, 2Tiibingen 1924.
The term's range of applications is wide, see Lane,
Lexicon, 1709. In legal contexts, it has a similar meaning to sidj.Ul [see SIDJILL. 1.], sc. a signed and sealed
record of a judge's decision. In financial contexts, it
often means "a written order for payment of a salary,
allowance, pension, etc.", "a financial draft or assignment". Thus in Kudama b. DjaTar's [q.v] section on
the "Abbasid dlwan of military affairs contained in his
Kitab al-Kharad} (early 4th/10th century), a soldier displays at the pay session a certificate of assignment of
pay (sakk) from the dlwan (W. Hoenerbach, j?ur Heeresverwaltung der 'Abbdsiden. Studie ilber Abulfarag Quddma:
Dlwan al-gais, in Isl, xxix [1950], 281). See for further references on the term's usage in mediaeval Islam,
C.E. Bosworth, Abu 'Abdalldh al-Khwdra^mi on the technical
terms of the secretary's art. A contribution to the administrative
history of mediaeval Islam, in JESHO, xii (1969), 125-6.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SALAT-i MA'KUSA (A., p.), literally, "the act of
Muslim worship performed upside-down", one of
the extreme ascetic practices found among
e x t r a v a g a n t m e m b e r s of the d e r v i s h o r d e r s ,
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such as in mediaeval Muslim India among the
Cishtiyya [q.v.], where it formed part of the forty days'
retreat or seclusion (khalwa, arba'miyya, cilia] undertaken
to heighten spiritual awareness [see KHALWA] . This
practice was one of those done in tortured or difficult circumstances, in this case hanging on the end
of a rope over the mouth of a well; see CISHTIYYA,
at Vol. II, 55b, and HIND. v. Islam, at Vol. Ill, 432b.
(ED.)
SALLAM AL-TARDJUMAN, e a r l y t r a v e l l e r in
C e n t r a l Asia, who has left an account of his alleged
journey to the barrier of Yadjudj wa-Madjudj [q.v.].
In 227/842 the caliph al-Wathik (r. 227-32/842-7
[q.v.]) reportedly saw in a dream that Dhu '1-Karnayn's
barrier had been breached. Sallam al-Tardjuman
("the interpreter"), "who spoke thirty languages" and
who, according to Ibn Rusta, 149, used to translate
Turkish documents for the caliph, received the order
to make inquiries about the barrier and to report
about it. The account of his journey is given by Ibn
Khurradadhbih (d. between 272/885 and 300/912
[q.v], Ar. text in BOA, vi, 162-70; Eng. tr. Wilson,
The Wall, 582-7; Fr. tr. Barbier de Meynard, Le livre
des routes, 124-31 and Miquel, Geographic, ii, 498-507;
Dutch tr. De Goeje, De muur, 104-9). He writes that
Sallam told him the story of his journey and afterwards dictated to him the account he had drawn up
for the caliph.
The dream is perhaps to be explained in relation
to unrest caused by the Turks in Central Asia, e.g.
by the movements of the Kirghiz [q.v] around Lake
Baykal in 226-7/841. Another reason for the mission
may have been al-Wathik's wish to put an end to
what Barbier de Meynard (op. cit., 23) calls "ridiculous interpretations" current about "the people of the
Cave" (Kur'an, XVIII, 9-26; see ASHAB AL-KAHF) and
about Yadjudj and Madjudj with whom the Turks
were identified. Ibn Khurradadhbih, 106-7, relates that
al-Wathik already had sent the famous mathematician
and astronomer Abu Dja'far Muhammad b. Musa
al-Khvvarazmf (d. 232/847 [q.v]) to the land of Rum
in order to investigate the story of the men of rahim
[see ASHAB AL-KAHF]. As Sallam would do later, alKh w arazmf informed Ibn Khurradadhbih personally
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about his journey. Al-Mukaddasi, 362, relates that alWathik had sent the same al-Kh w arazmf to the
Tarkhan [q.v.], the king of the Khazar.
Sallam's journey, which probably brought him to
the Tarim Basin, took two years and four months.
Leaving Samarra3 in the summer of 227/842, he first
travelled north to Tiflis, where he handed al-Wathik's
letter to Ishak b. Isma'fl, the governor of Armenia
[see AL-KABK; KARS; AL-KURDJ]. The journey then went
on to "the lord of al-Sarlr", the present-day Avaristan,
a district in the middle Koy-su valley in southern
Daghistan [</.y.], then ruled by a Christian prince who
bore the title of Filan-Shah. Sallam went on to the
king of the Alans [see AL-LAN], an Iranian people in
the northern Caucasus, who held the Bab al-Lan [q.v.']
or Darial Pass, known to classical authors as "the
Caspian Gates". Sallam does not mention the Bab
al-Abwab [q.v.] near Derbend, the real Caspian Gate.
Via the Fflan-Shah, he went on to the Tarkhan of
the Khazar, who resided at Atil [q.v.] near modern
Astrakhan [</.y.]. While travelling back and forth in
the Caucasus, Sallam must have convinced himself
that Dhu '1-Karnayn's barrier was not to be looked
for in those regions. From Atil he probably travelled
in an easterly direction to Ikku, which is identical with
modern Ha-mi in Sinkiang (lat. 42° 47' N., long. 93°
32' E.). With Tiflis, this is the only town mentioned
in Ibn Khurradadhbih's text. De Goeje (164 n. g, cf.
126 n. 4 and De muur, 109) remarks that the vocalisation of Ikku is a conjecture, but his identifying
this town with Igu seems quite plausible. During the
T'ang dynasty (618-907), and thus at the time of
Sallam's arrival, Ha-mi was known as I-chou, which
then was under the rule of the Uyghurs (cf. Encyclopaedia
Britannica, s.v. Ha-mi; see also KUMUL, in Suppl.). If
Sallam indeed came to this town (see below), he may
have travelled north of the Aral Sea. Al-Idrfsf, who
used the now lost work ofal-Djayha.nl [q.v. in Suppl.],
adds (Opus geographicum, 935) that Sallam travelled for
twenty-seven days along the borders of the land of
the Bashdjirt (Bashkurt) [q.v.], a Turkish people living in the southern Ural. He may have crossed the
Dzungharian Basin and passed the Gate of that name
in the northern spur of the T'ien Shan mountain system, on the border of modern Kazakhstan and China.
But "the black, stinking land" (ard sawdd3 muntinat alrd'iha] which he mentions (Ibn Khurradadhbih, 163)
may also point to the neighbourhood of Lake Balkhash
[q.v.], the evil smell being perhaps caused by asafoetida
(De Goeje, De muur, 110). Sallam may then have followed the Hi river [q.v] upstream. The "ruined towns"
(mudun khardb) which he then reached are perhaps the
ruins of Pei-ting (or Chin-man), the site of the ancient
capital of the region. He may then have passed modern Urumchi, Guchen and Barkul (see map). If he
took the southern route via Turfan, he may have seen
the ruins of Yar-khoto, the capital of the Turfan
region in Han times (206 B.C.-A.D. 220) (see Stein,
On ancient tracks, 270; von Le Coq, Auf Hellas' Spuren,
41, 69ff.). The inhabitants told him that their towns
had been destroyed by Yadjudj and Madjudj, perhaps a reference to the Kirghiz invasions of 841,
which had put an end to Uyghur rule north of the
Great Wall of China. Sallam then came to "fortifications" (husuri) in the neighbourhood of the barrier,
where he met Muslims who spoke Arabic and Persian,
who read the Kur'an, and had Kur'an schools and
mosques, but did not know what the term amir almu'mimn meant. These Muslims were probably merchants who had settled in an outpost far outside the
world of Islam. The religion of the Prophet came to

the Farghana [q.v.] valley, and to the western part of
the Tarim Basin [q.v.] only around 225/840 under the
Samanid governor Nuh b. Asad (d. 227/841-2) [see
SAMANIDS]. In Sallam's days the eastern part of the
Basin, i.e. the Turfan region, was inhabited by the
Adhkash Turks (see al-Kashgharl, Diwan lughat al-turk,
tr. Dankoff and Kelly, i, 89; cf. Ibn Khurradadhbih,
31). Ikku, Sallam relates, lay at a three days' distance
from the barrier and had farmed fields and mills
inside its walls, which had a circumference of ten
farsakhs, while its iron gates were let down at night.
Sallam also says that Dhu '1-Karnayn had pitched
camp here. The fortifications on the road from Ikku
to the barrier, i.e. on the northern branch of the
famous Silk Route, were perhaps the watch-towers
along the westward extension of the Great Wall of
China built during the Han period (see Stein, On
ancient tracks, ch. X; Hermann, Atlas, map 24). It may
have been one of these impressive towers, fully 4.5
m at the base and standing to a height of over 9
metres (illustration no. 73), which inspired Sallam for
his fantastic description of Dhu '1-Karnayn's barrier
(see the drawing in Miquel, Geographic, ii, 505). This
inspiration, based on the Kur'an, was perhaps influenced by the descriptions of Alexander's Gate, found
e.g. in the Syriac Alexander Song of Jacob of Sarudj
(see Reinink, Das Syrische Alexander lied, 19) and the early
Islamic poets.
According to Sallam, the barrier was a doublewinged iron gate, 27 m high, over which was an iron
lintel, ca. 64 m long and 3 m wide, on top of which
was a wall of bricks, made of iron and brass. The
barrier filled the gap between "the two mountains"
(cf. Kur'an, XVIII, 93, 96). Nearby, Sallam found
two enormous fortresses, in one of which were the
iron cauldrons and ladles used to form the bricks.
Relics of them were stuck together with rust. The
governor of the fortresses rode out every Monday and
Thursday (according to al-ldrlsl, every Friday). One
of his men knocked on the lock of the barrier and
heard a noise as from a wasps' nest. He was then
assured that Yadjudj and Madjudj had done no harm
to the barrier, since they realised that it was under
constant guard. The governor assured Sallam that the
only damage the barrier had suffered was a crack as
thin as a thread. Sallam scraped half a dirham of
iron dust from the crack to show to al-Wathik. The
people of the fortresses told him that they once had
seen some individuals of Yadjudj and Madjudj on the
top of the mountain, their size being one span and
a half. A "dark wind" had blown them back. On top
of the right wing was an inscription in iron letters
"in the primordial language" (al-lisdn al-awwal), namely,
Kur'an, XVIII, 98: "But when the promise of my
Lord shall come to pass, He will flatten it; and the
promise of my Lord is true."
On his return journey, Sallam may have travelled
to Lop Nor, from where he went to Nfshapur via
Taraz, IsfTdjab and Balkh [q.vv], having lost 36 men
and 177 mules. Via al-Rayy he returned to Samarra3,
where he was well received by the caliph, to whom
he showed the iron dust taken from Dhu '1-Karnayn's
barrier.
Ibn Khurradadhbih's text of Sallam's report was
taken up over the next four or so centuries by Ibn
al-Faklh, Ibn Fadlan, Ibn Rusta, al-Mukaddasf, alBfrunf, al-Idrfsf, Ibn al-DjawzT and al-Nuwayrf [q.vv.].
Numerous other authors dealt with Yadjudj and
Madjudj but did not mention Sallam's journey. Ibn
Rusta, 149, Sallam's and Ibn Khurradadhbih's contemporary, gives Sallam's report only to show how
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confused (takhht] and exaggerated (tazqyyud] it is. AlBfrunT (al-Athdr, 41) doubts Sallam's credibility because
he cannot believe that there were Muslims who spoke
Arabic and Persian but did not know about the caliph.
Neither is there unanimity among the Western scholars who have dealt with Sallam's report. For Barbier
de Meynard (op. cit., 23), Sallam's journey at least
had "a beginning", and he states that he does not
see in it, as Sprenger did, an "impudent mystification". De Goeje does not leave any doubt about his
view: "We have found the origin of the legend about
the wall of Gog and Magog, as it appears in PseudoCallisthenes and the Kur'an, in the Great Chinese
Wall with the Jade Gate [Tii-monn], and we have
restored Sallam's travel account as the report of a
real journey" (De muur, 116). Anderson (Alexander's gate,
95) argues that Sallam certainly did not go to the
Chinese Wall. For Wilson (The Wall, 611), Sallam's
story is nothing but a legend, while Miller (Mappae
arabicae, iv, 93-5) holds that the place described by
Sallam is the breach in the Altai mountains made by
the river Irtish [q.v. in Suppl.]. Miquel finds in the
account a "cotoiement d'un certain vraisemblable avec
un legendaire certain" and adds "on mesure, a cet
exemple, la place du merveilleux (agib) dans le gout
du temps: il va jusqu'a se superposer chez un calife,
aux necessites de l'information objective" (Geographic,
ii, 503).
Yet, there is some reason to support the view that
Sallam did travel as far as Ha-mi. The data he gives
about the Caucasus can be checked successfully in
the sources available. Those for the journey from there
to Ikku/Ha-mi are vague, it is true, the identification
of landscapes, ruined towns and fortified places being
speculative yet not absurd. Sallam did reach Ha-mi,
since his Ikku is identical with this Chinese town [see
KUMUL, in Suppl.]. It is thus quite likely that he saw
the Jade Gate and the western extension of the Great
Wall. His description of the town seems to be confirmed by Chinese publications (e.g. Luo Zhewen, The
Great Wall, 7, 41), and his remark that the function
of governor was hereditary agrees with later information by Abu '1-Ghazf [q.v.], according to whom
some Turkish families had been charged by the Kitai
[see KARA-KHITAY] to guard, in return for payment,
certain sections of the Great Wall. These Turks were
called Ongiit ("wall") and their function was hereditary (cf. Histoire des Mongols, tr. Desmaisons, 47;
Grousset, L'Empire, 287). The reports of Sven Hedin,
Sir Aurel Stein, Albert von Le Coq et alii (see Hopkirk,
Foreign devils, 243-5) seem to justify the view that Sallam
did indeed travel to the eastern part of the Tarim
Basin and saw part of the—by then already ruined—
western extension of the Great Wall of China and at
least one of its gates.
Bibliography: 1. Primary sources. Abu '1-GhazI,
Histoire des Mongols, tr. Desmaisons, Paris 1871-4;
Bfrunf, al-Athdr al-bdkiya can al-kurun al-khdliya, ed.
E. Sachau, Leipzig 1878, tr. idem, The chronology of
ancient nations, London 1879; Hudud al-cdlam, tr.
Minorsky, London 1937; Ibn Khurradadhbih, index;
Ibn Rusta; Idnsf, Opus geographicum sive "Liber ad
eorum delectationem qui terras peragrare studeant", NaplesRome 1970-84; Idrlsl, tr. Jaubert; Istakhn;
Kashgharl, Diwdn lughdt al-turk, tr. R. Dankoff and
J. Kelly, Compendium of the Turkish dialects, Cambridge,
Mass. 1982-4; MukaddasI, 362-5.
2. S e c o n d a r y
s o u r c e s . A.R. Anderson,
Alexander's gate, Gog and Magog and the enclosed nations,
Cambridge, Mass. 1932; D.S. Attema, De Mohammedaansche opvattingen omtrent tijdstip van den jongsten
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dag en zijn voorteekenen, Amsterdam 1942; C. Barbier
de Meynard, Le livre des routes et des provinces par Ibn
Khordadbeh, in JA, v (1865); MJ. de Goeje, De muur
van Gog en Magog, in Mededel. Kon. Akad. van
Wetenschappen, Amsterdam, 3e Serie, v, 87-124;
R. Grousset, L'Empire des steppes, 4Paris 1960, Eng.
tr. The empire of the steppes. A history of Central Asia,
New Brunswick, NJ. 1970; A. Herrmann, An historical atlas of China, Edinburgh 1966; P. Hopkirk, Foreign,
devils on the Silk Road. The search for the lost treasures
of Central Asia, Oxford 1980; A. von Le Coq,
Auf Hellas' Spuren. Berichte und Abenteuer der II. und III.
Deutschen Turfan-Expedition, Graz 1974; Luo Zhewen
and Zhoa Luo, The Great Wall of China in history
and legend, Beijing 1986; K. Miller, Mappae arabicae.
Arabische Welt- und Ldnderkarten des 9.-13. Jahrhunderts, Stuttgart 1926-31; A. Miquel, La geographic
humaine du monde musulman jusqu'au milieu du IT siecle,
ii, Paris-The Hague 1975, 497-511; Sir Aurel
Stein, On ancient Central Asian tracks. Brief narrative
of three expeditions in innermost Asia and northwestern
China, London 1933, repr. New York 1971; C.E.
Wilson, The Wall of Alexander the Great against Gog
and Magog and the expedition sent out to find it by the
Khalif Wdthiq in 842 A.D., in [Fnednch] Hirth anniversary volume (Asia Major, 1) London 1922, 575-612.
(E. VAN DONZEL)
SALMAN AL-FARISI or SALMAN PAK, a semil e g e n d a r y f i g u r e of early Islam, C o m p a n i o n
of the P r o p h e t and the p e r s o n r e g a r d e d in
l a t e r t r a d i t i o n as the p r o t o - c o n v e r t to Islam
from t h e P e r s i a n n a t i o n .
According to one tradition, the most complete version of which goes back to Muhammad b. Ishak, he
was the son of a dihkdn of the Persian village of Djayy
(or Djayyan; cf. Yakut, ii, 170) near Isfahan. According
to other stories, he belonged to the vicinity of Ramhurmuz and his Persian name was Mahbeh (Mayeh)
or Ruzbeh (cf. Justi, Iran. Namenbuch, 217, 277).
Attracted by Christianity while still a boy, he left
his father's house to follow a Christian monk and,
having changed his teachers several times, arrived in
Syria; from there he went right down to the Wadi
'1-Kura in western Arabia seeking the Prophet who
was to restore the religion of Ibrahim, the imminence
of whose coming had been predicted to him by his
last teacher on his deathbed. Betrayed by Kalbl
Bedouin, who were acting as his guides through the
desert, and sold as a slave to a Jew, he had occasion to go to Yathrib where, soon after his arrival,
the hidj.ra of Muhammad took place. Recognising in
the latter the marks of the prophet which the monk
had described to him, Salman became a Muslim and
purchased his liberty from his Jewish master, after
being miraculously aided by Muhammad himself to
raise the sum necessary to pay his ransom.
The name of Salman is associated with the siege
of Medina by the Meccans, for it was he who on
this occasion advised the digging of the ditch (khandak)
by means of which the Muslims defended themselves
from the enemy. But, as Horovitz (see Bibl.) has shown,
the earliest accounts of the yawm al-khandak make
no mention of Salman's intervention, the story of
which was probably invented in order to attribute to
a Persian the introduction of a system of defence the
name of which is of Persian origin. The other references to the career of Salman (his part in the conquest of Trak and of Fars, his governorship of
al-Mada'in, etc.) are equally devoid of authority and
almost all date from the historian Sayf b. c Umar, the
bias of whose work is well known. Indeed, the fame
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of Salman is almost entirely due to his Persian nationality: he is the prototype of the converted Persians,
who played such a part in the development of Islam;
as such, he has become the national hero of Muslim
Persia and one of the favourite personages of the
Shufubiyya [q.v.] (see Goldziher, Muh. Studien, i, 117,
136, 153, 212). What explains the majority of the traditions relative to Salman is the fact that the Prophet
foretells to him that the Persians will form the better part of the Muslim community; he declares him
a member of his own family (ahl al-bayt), etc. In reality, the historical personality of Salman is of the
vaguest, and it is with difficulty that one can even
admit that his legend is based on the actual fact of
the conversion of a Medinan slave of Persian origin.
The figure of Salman has had an extraordinary
development. Not only does he appear as one of the
founders of Sufism along with the Ashdb al-Suffh (K.
al-Luma\ ed. Nicholson, 134-5) but the alleged site of
his tomb very early became a centre of worship (at
latest in 4th/10th century) (cf. al-Yackubf, Bulddn, 321);
it is still pointed out in the vicinity of the ancient alMada'in, at the place called after him Salman Pak
("Salman the Pure") near the former Asbandur suburb. His sepulchral mosque, which was seen in its
older form by Pietro della Valle in 1617, was renovated by Sultan Murad IV [q.v.] and further restored
in 1322/1904-5 (Herzfeld-Sarre, Archdol. Reise im
Euphrates- und Tigrisgebiet, ii, 262, n. 1). It is the object
of numerous pilgrimages, especially on the part of
Shl'Is, who do not fail to visit it when returning from
Karbala3. Other traditions locate the tomb of Salman
in the vicinity of Isfahan, where there is evidence of
his cult in the 7th/13th century (Yakut, ii, 170), and
elsewhere, e.g. Lydda.
Salman plays a remarkable part in the development of the futuwwa [q.v.] and the workmen's corporations. He is venerated as a patron of barbers, whence
comes the tradition, unknown in ancient collections
of traditions, which makes him the Prophet's barber.
He is also one of the principal links in the mystic
chain (silsild) in various dervish orders.
Among the extremist Shlcf sects, he is placed immediately after cAlf in the series of divine emanations.
The Nusayriyya [q.v] make him the third member of
the trinity formed by the three mystic letters cAyn
(CA1I), M (Muhammad) and S (Salman), of which he
forms the gate (bdb) (cf. R. Dussaud, Histoire et religion
des Nosairis, Paris 1900, 62).
The death of Salman is placed in 35/655-6 or
36/656-7, a statement which has no value except to
indicate that the historical tradition had no note of
his activity after the accession of 'All (end of 35/656).
Like many other individuals, said to have embraced
Islam after long experiences of other religions, he is
credited with an extraordinary longevity: 200, 300,
350 and even 553 years (Goldziher, Abhandl. zur arab.
te, ii, p. LXVI).
Bibliography: Ibn Hisham, 136-42, Eng. tr.
Guillaume, 95-8; Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, v, 441-4;
Mutahhar al-MakdisI, K. al-BatP wa 'l-ta'rikh, 11013/345, 673, 677; Ibn Sacd, iv/1, 53-67; Tabarl,
i, 1465, 1467-9, tr. M. Fishbein, The History of alTabari, viii, The victory of Islam, Albany 1997, 6, 1012; Ibn al-Athrr, Usd, ii, 328-32; Cl. Huart, Selmdn
du Fdrs, in Melanges H. Derenbourg, Paris 1909, 297310; idem, Nouvelles recherches sur la legende de Selmdn
du Pars, in Annuaire de I'Ecole pratique des Hautes Etudes,
Section des sciences religieuses, Paris 1913;
J. Horovitz, Salman al-Fansi, in 1st., xii (1922), 17883; L. Massignon, Salman Pak et les premices spiri-

tuelles de I'Islam iranien, Publications de la Soc. des
Etudes iraniennes no. 7, Paris 1934, repr. in Opera
minora, Damascus 1957, i, 443-83.
(G. LEVI DELLA VIDA*)
SAMAW'AL B YAHYA AL-MAGHRIBI, ABU
NASR (?520-70/?1126-75), p r o m i n e n t p h y s i c i a n
and m a t h e m a t i c i a n who lived and practiced among
the notables of Syria, Trak, Kurdistan and Adharbaydjan. Born and raised as a Jew, he gives an account
of his conversion to Islam, including a brief autobiography, in an appendix attached to the second edition of his anti-Jewish polemic, If ham al-yahud
("Silencing the Jews"). His father, Yehudah Ibn Abun,
was a rabbi and poet from Fas whose family came
from al-Andalus. Also known as Abu '1-Baka3 Yahya
b. cAbbas al-Maghribr, the father moved to Baghdad
and married a literate and educated woman of a
noble Jewish family named Hannah bt. Ishak b.
Ibrahim al-Basrf al-Lawi (the Levite).
According to Samaw'al's autobiographical chapter,
he began his studies like other Jewish boys with
Hebrew writing, and the study of Torah and its commentaries. By the age of thirteen, however, the age
marking adult maturity and ritual responsibility in
Jewish law, his father moved him out of the traditional religious curriculum because of his perspicacity
and introduced him to the study of mathematics and
medicine. He excelled in these fields and wrote a
number of works, most of which no longer survive.
His only extant medical work, the Nuzhat al-ashdb,
centres around diseases and syndromes associated with
sexual dysfunction, and it includes a collection of erotic
stories and descriptions of being in love without recognising it. His most important scientific work is his
book on algebra, al-Bdhir, written when he was nineteen. He set out to provide the same kind of systematisation for algebra that al-Karadjf did for
geometry in his work, al-Badic. He is the first Arab
algebraist to undertake the study of relative numbers.
His early studies were taken under Abu '1-Barakat
Hibat Allah b. cAli, another Jew who is said to have
become Muslim, though late in life. Samaw'al is associated with yet another learned Jewish convert to
Islam, Isaac the son of the famous biblical exegete,
grammarian and philosopher, Abraham ben Ezra.
In al-Samaw'al's time, the science of medicine was
closely associated with rationalistic philosophy. It has
been suggested recently that the aforementioned conversions may have been "provisional". For example,
Samaw'al's polemic against Judaism expresses a philosophical relativism that may have been influenced by
or associated with the Nizarf Isma c flr kiyama (resurrection/resurgence) centred around Alamut, a contemporary movement that transcended the normative
boundaries of religion and law in the lands of Syria
and Persia (S. Wasserstrom, following S. Stroumsa,
J. Kraemer and H. Lazarus-Yafeh). If so, then
Samaw'al's anti-Jewish Ifhdm may have been a safe
way of criticising doctrinal thinking in general.
It has also been suggested that Samaw'al's conversion was a result of exactly the process about which
Moses Maimonides later cautioned in his Commentary
on the Mishna, that Jews should avoid the study of history because in the Islamic world such study was
overwhelmingly anchored in Islamic perspectives and
world views and would therefore encourage apostasy
from Judaism. Samaw'al's conversion may have been
a response to the difficult Jewish problem of accepting the negation of exile while accepting the need for
infinite patience for a vague messianic redemption.
Such a delicate balance of thought was difficult to
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sustain when confronted by the this-worldly reality of
contemporary Muslim history, which fulfilled the Jewish
longing for a polity, or dawla, a central concept in
Samaw'al's polemical attack against Judaism (Husain).
Unlike his father, whose kunya Abu '1-Baka3 suggests longevity, Samaw'al died in 570/1175 at a relatively young age (Ibn Abl Usaybica, cUyun al-anbd'}.
Bibliography. 1. S o u r c e s . Samaw'al alMaghribf, I/ham al-yahud, ed. and tr. M. Perlmann,
in Procs. American Academy for Jewish Research, xxxii
(1964); idem, al-Bdhir fi '1-dj.abr, ed. Salah Ahmad
and Rushd! Rashid, Damascus 1972; Ibn Abl
Usaybi'a, 'Uyun al-anbd3 fi tabakdt al-atibbd', ed.
A.' Miiller, Cairo-Konigsberg 1882-4, Beirut 1955-6.
2. Studies. Suter, 124-5; M. Steinschneider, Die
Mathematiker bei den Juden, Frankfurt 1901; Brockelmann, S I, 493-4; F. Rosenthal, Al-Asturldbi and asSamaw'al, in Osiris, ix (1950), 560-4; A. Husain,
Conversion to history: negating exile and messianism in alSamaw'al al-Maghribi's polemic against Judaism, in
Medieval Encounters, viii/1 (2002), 3-34; S. Wasserstrom, False Messiahs and false conversion. Samaw3al
al-Maghribi in the context of twelfth-century interconfessionalism, in Procs. XXVIII. Deutscher Orientalistentag,
Bamberg 26-30 March 2001, forthcoming.
(R. FIRESTONE)
SANAD (A.), pi. asndd, lit. "support, stay, rest", but
in Islamic administrative usage coming to mean an
a d m i n i s t r a t i v e , f i n a n c i a l or legal d o c u m e n t
on which reliance can formally be placed
( m a s n u d ] , hence an a u t h e n t i c a t e d document.
From the same root s-n-d is derived the technical
term of Islamic tradition, isndd [q.v. and HADITH], literally "the act of making something rest upon something
else".
The Turkish form of sanad, i.e. sened, was used in
Ottoman practice for a document with e.g. a seal
attached, thereby authenticating it and supporting it
with official proof; see Pakalm, iii, 173-4. In IndoMuslim usage, sanad was used for government and
similar decrees, hence the definition in J.T. Platts, A
dictionary of Urdu, Classical Hindi, and English, 4London
1911, 682: "ordinance, mandate, decree, grant, certificate, etc."
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SARF (A.), the I s l a m i c legal t e r m for
e x c h a n g e s of gold for gold, s i l v e r for s i l v e r ,
and gold and silver for each o t h e r . Although
sarf in this sense appears in the hadith, it is generally
regarded as a term of art without prescriptive significance (Ibn al-cArabr, Kitab al-Kabas, ed. Walad Karlm,
Beirut 1992, ii, 822-3; al-Subkl, Takmilat al-ma^muc,
Cairo n.d., x, 99; but see Ibn al-Murtada, al-Bahr alzakhkhdr, Beirut 1409/1988, iii, 386). According to
another well-established usage (al-BaclI, al-MutW, Beirut
1401/1981, 239; al-cAyni, 'Umdat al-kari, Beirut n.d.,
x, 293), followed by Malik! jurists, sarf applies to
exchanges of gold and silver, while exchanges (by
weight) of gold for gold or silver for silver are termed
murdtala. Further variations in usage can be found
(Sharh al-Khirshi cald mukhtasar Sldi Khalil, Beirut n.d.,
v, 36 [including fulus]', al-Subkl, x, 149 [sarf vs.
musdrafa}). In addition, sarf is commonly used in the
sense of the rate of exchange of gold for silver, and
is sometimes used for the money-changer's commission (S.D. Goitein, A Mediterranean society, Berkeley etc.
1967, i, 239-40) as well as for money in general
(Dozy, Supplement, i, 829). It has been suggested that
the sense of money-changing for the Arabic word sarf
developed under Aramaic influence (S. Fraenkel, Die
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aramdischen Fremdworter im Arabischen, Leiden 1886, 1826). For a fanciful etymology from the clink (sanf) of
the metals as they are being weighed, see e.g. alBahuti, Kashshaf al-kind\ ed. Hilal, al-Riyad n.d.
Sarf transactions are subject to particular stringencies. The parties, having entered into the contract,
are required to take delivery before they separate. In
addition, where the exchange is of gold for gold or
silver for silver, the quantities on each side must be
equivalent in weight. The rate of exchange of gold
for silver, on the other hand, may be determined by
the parties as they see fit, and even unascertained
quantities (d^u^df] of these metals may be exchanged
(cf. Malik, al-Muwatta:', ed. cAbd al-Baki, Cairo n.d.,
393 [except coins]; al-Badjl, al-Muntakd, Cairo 1332/
1914 iv, 277-8, cf. al-Shaybam, K. al-Hudj_dj_a, ed.
al-Kflam, Haydarabad 1387/1968, ii, 571-2). The regulation of exchanges of gold and silver was introduced
in the year 7/628 in the course of the division of
the spoils of the conquest of Khaybar [q.v.] (Caetani,
Annali, ii/1, 38-9). The legal rules governing these
exchanges derive from the prohibition of riba [q.v.]
as expounded in the hadith, general principles of
contract law, and certain monetary conceptions.
The validity of sarf contracts requires that performance on both sides be due at once (munda^a^a, hulul}',
neither party may be granted a term in which to
make delivery, which would constitute riba al-nasd3. In
fact, virtually all jurists require that delivery on both
sides (takdbud] take place during the contractual session (mad}lis) (but see al-Suyurf, al-Tankih al-rd3?, ed.
al-Kuhkaman, Kumm 1404/1985, ii, 97; al-Sadr, alBank al-ld-ribawi fi ''l-Isldm, al-Kuwayt n.d., 147-8),
which may, however, be protracted. To the extent
otherwise available, the parties have the benefit of the
right to rescind the executory contract while in their
session (khiydr al-madj_lis}. The Malikls are stricter in
this regard, insisting on prompt, if not immediate,
mutual delivery, even a short delay making the
exchange reprehensible (makruh] (al-Hattab, Mawdhib
al-dj_alil, Tarabulus, Libya n.d., iii, 302-3, cf. Ibn Hazm,
al-Muhalld, ed. Shakir, Beirut n.d., viii, 493). Thus
while others prohibit the parties from reserving to
themselves a right of rescission (khiydr al-shart], Malik!
jurists go further and exclude delivery by assignment
(hawdld) and the giving of either personal or real security for delivery, all of which are deemed repugnant
to the required promptness of performance (Ibn
Djuzayy, Kawdnln al-ahkdm al-sharciyya, Cairo 1975,
262-3; Ibn Djallab, al-Tafnf, ed. al-Dahmani, Beirut
1408/1987, ii, 154, cf. the HanafT al-AnkirawT, Fatawa,
Bulak 1281/1864-5, i, 303). For the same reason,
according to the Malik!s, the sarf transaction is invalid
if both parties borrow the gold or silver in order to
make delivery (al-sarf 'aid al-dhimma] (Sahnun, alMudawwana, Cairo 1323/1905, repr. Beirut n.d., iii,
396; al-Dardir, al-Sharh al-saghir, ed. WasfT, Cairo
1972, iii, 50 gloss).
There is disagreement as to whether the requirement of mutual delivery is satisfied by a set-off of
debts (tatdruh al-daynayn). The Malikfs regard the setoff as a valid sarf if both debts are presently due, the
HanafTs and Zaydfs as being valid whether or not
due. The Shafic!s and Hanbalis, on the other hand,
do not consider such a transaction a valid sarf (Ibn
Rushd, Biddyat al-mudj_tahid^ Cairo n.d., ii, 174; Ibn
Kudama, al-Mughni, ed. al-Turk! and al-Hulw, Cairo
1408/1989, vi, 106; al-Subk!, x, 101; Ibn al-Murtada,
iii, 389).
Where there has been only part performance of
the contract the Malikis treat the entire contract as
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void (al-Mudawwana, iii, 392; Ibn cAbd al-Barr, al-Kafi,
ed. al-Murltam, al-Riyad 1400/1980-1, ii, 634, cf. alMuntakd, iv, 264). The other schools, following the
principle of the severability of contracts (tqfnk al-sajkd),
uphold the sarf to the extent it has been executed (alNawawl, al-Maajmuf, Cairo n.d., ix, 461, cf. al-Shaficr,
al-Umm, Cairo n.d., iii, 26; al-Mardawf, al-Insdf, ed.
al-Fiki, Beirut n.d., v, 45; al-Suyurf, ii, 98; Ibn alMurtada, iii, 387-8). Some jurists hold the view that
the parties' failure to take delivery under the sarf contract not only voids the contract but amounts to a
sin, unless they take the trouble to repudiate the contract before separating (al-Maajmuc, ix_, 460-1, cf. alBahranf, al-Hadd'ik al-nddira, ed. al-Irawanf, Beirut
1405/1985, xix, 277).
The requirement that mutual delivery take place
upon contracting makes it possible for either party to
prevent the enforcement of an executory sarf contract
by terminating the contractual session without taking
delivery (al-Muntakd, iv, 264, cf. al-Shaybanf, al-Amdli,
Haydarabad 1360, 15-16). Furthermore, given the
widespread circulation of different mintages and substandard coins in the mediaeval period, the jurists had
to determine how far subsequent adjustments in the
interest of a dissatisfied party were consistent with the
rule of mutual delivery (e.g. Mawdhib al-djalil, iv, 3226; al-Mardawf, v, 45-9).
The prohibition of riba requires that exchanges of
gold for gold or silver for silver involve equal quantities of the metals, any inequality constituting riba alfadl, although some early authorities, most notably Ibn
c
Abbas (d. 68/687), are reported to have rejected the
doctrine of riba al-fadl, at least for a time (e.g. alTahawf, Shark macdm al-dthdr, ed. al-Nadjdjar, Cairo
n.d., iv, 63-71, al-Subki, x, 23-5), and thus to have
permitted the exchange of unequal quantities of gold
for gold and silver for silver—such unequal exchanges
being termed sarf in the hadith (al-NasafT, Talibat altalaba, Beirut n.d., 114; al-Nawawf, Shark sahih Muslim,
Cairo n.d., xi, 23-4), a sense familiar to early lexicography, see Ibn Sfda, al-Mukhassas, Beirut n.d., xii,
30 (quoting al-Khalfl b. Ahmad [g.v.]}- The requirement of strict equality (tasdwi) applies to all such
exchanges, whatever the form of the metals, whether
raw ore (tibr), ingots (nukra, sabika), coins (madrub) or
manufactured articles (masugh, masntf, haly), with the
equality to be measured by weight (wa&i), as in the
time of the Prophet, without regard to the market
value (kimd] of the objects (e.g. al-Bahutf, iii, 262-3).
The reasonableness and hence the validity of an
exchange of exactly similar coins have been questioned (Ibn Nudjaym, al-Bahr al-rd^ik, ed. Cairo, vi,
193, cf. NJ. Coulson, A history of Islamic law, Edinburgh
1964, 42).
While campaigning in Syria, Mu'awiya (d. 60/680)
reportedly exchanged manufactured articles taken as
booty for their value in the same metal, for which
he was rebuked by other Companions, including the
Caliph cUmar (al-Zurkanf, Shark al-Muwatta', Beirut
n.d., iii, 278-9; al-Muntakd, iv, 261-2), and this practice is said to have continued in Syria until cUmar
b. cAbd al-cAzfz (d. 101/720) put an end to it (alSubkf, x, 79). Nonetheless, the opinion that the value
added by labour should be reflected in the rate of
exchange continued to find support. This teaching is
attributed to Dawud al-Zahin (d. 270/884) (al-Shatti,
Risdla fi masd'il al-imdm Ddwud al-^dhin, Damascus
1330, 21, cf. al-Muhalld, viii, 493), and it is reported
of both al-Shaficr (Ibn al-Murtada, iii, 387, cf. alShayzan, Mhdyat al-rutba fi talab al-hisba, ed. al-cArinf,
Beirut 1969, 75) and Ahmad b. Hanbal (Ibn Kudama,

vi, 60) that they prohibited equal exchanges by weight
of whole for broken coins because of the discrepancy
in value. The most prominent later proponent of this
doctrine was the Hanbalf Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1328),
according to whom manufactured articles of gold or
silver are outside the scope of the law of sarf, which
is intended to promote monetary stability (al-BaclI, alIkhtiydrdt al-fikhiyya, ed. al-Fikl, Cairo n.d., 127; Ibn
Kayyim al-Djawziyya, flam al-muwakkicin, ed. Sacd,
Cairo 1388/1968, ii, 154-63; al-Haymi, al-Rawd alnadir, Beirut n.d., iii, 229-31; Ibn al-Alusf, ^ald3 alc
aynayn, Cairo 1400/1980, 628-44).
The attribution to Malik of the view that coinage
might be exchanged for its value in the same metal
was vigorously denied by his followers (Ibn Kudama,
vi, 60; al-Subki, x, 79-83, cf. J. Schacht, The origins
of Muhammadan jurisprudence, Oxford 1950, 67). Many
Malikis did, however, support the opinion expressed
by Malik that a traveller in dire need of coins might
pay for them with the same metal in such a quantity as to cover the cost of minting (al-Kabas, ii, 822,
cf. al-Khirshf, v, 43 [no longer applicable according
to Ashhab, d. 204/819]; al-Muntakd, iv, 259; alMawwak, al-Tddj. wa 'l-iklil, on the margin of Mawdhib
al-ajalil, iv, 318 [only if life is in jeopardy]).
Furthermore, the Malikfs permit the exchange of up
to six pieces of gold or silver currency passing by tale
for an equal number of pieces made of the same
metal even when the latter are up to one-sixth greater
in weight. Such an exchange, termed mubddala, must
be in the nature of an accommodation (macruf) to the
party with the underweight (ndkis) coins, and, according to some, must be expressly characterised by the
parties as a mubddala, not a sale (al-Muntakd, iv, 25960; al-Tasuli, al-Bahaja shark al-tuhfa, Cairo, 1370/1951,
ii, 27-9).
A further set of problems is posed when one or
more objects, termed damima by Twelver Shlcfs (alShahid al-Awwal, al-Lumca al-dimashkiyya, ed. Kalantar,
Kumm 1396/1976, iii, 441) and &arira by Zaydis (alSan'am, Minhat al-ghaffdr, Sanca3 1405/1985, iii, 1388),
including objects subject to the laws of riba, are introduced into the exchange of the same metals, for example one dirham and a measure of dates as consideration
for two dirhams (mas'alat mudd cao^wd] (al-Muzanl, alMukhtasar, on the margin of al-Umm, ii, 145; Ibn
Kudama, vi, 92-4; Ibn Radjab, al-Kawd'id, ed. Sacd,
Cairo 1392/1972, 267-70; al-Muhalld, viii, 494-6). The
Hanafis, Twelver Shl c is and Zaydis recognise the
validity of such a transaction, by analysing it as a sarf
of one dirham for another and a sale of the dates
for the other dirham. The sarf contract meets the test
for equality. Such transactions are valid when the gold
or silver on the one side exceeds that on the other,
so that the excess can be referred to the added object
(tank al-ictibdr] (Ibn al-Murtada, iii, 338-40). The
Malikls, Shafi'Ts and Hanbalfs, on the other hand,
regard this transaction as invalid, seeing in it the sale
of a combination of things, with unascertained value,
for two dirhams (cf. Kitdb al-Huajaja, ii, 574-5; alTahawl, iv, 72-3 [critical]). More pertinently perhaps,
such a sale can be used to circumvent the prohibition of riba al-fadl, since an object of merely nominal value can be introduced to validate what is
essentially an unequal precontract, and so should be
prohibited as a preventive measure (sadd al-dhard*ic)
(cf. al-Muwatta3, 395; al-Muntakd, iv, 277). To obviate
this result, some jurists, including the Zaydf Imam alHadf (d. 298/911) (Kitdb al-Ahkdm, Sanca3 1410/1990,
ii, 73; al-Kasim b. Muhammad, al-Ictisdm bi-habl Allah
al-matin, ed. al-Fadil, Sanca3 1404/1984, iv, 109) and,
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reportedly, Sufyan al-Thawrl (d. 161/778) (al-Mawwak,
iv, 301), insisted that the object introduced should
correspond in value to the excess (fadl) on the other
side, and the Hanafi al-Shaybam is supposed to have
regarded an unequal exchange of this sort as valid
but reprehensible (makruh) (Ibn al-Humam, Path alkadir, repr. Kuwait n.d., vi, 271-2, cf. al-Nasir alUtrush [d. 304/917], in R.B. Serjeant [ed.], A ^aidi
manual of His bah of the 3rd century (H), in RSO, xxviii
[1957], 24 [better to exchange for the other metal]).
On the ground of hardship (darura), however, the
Malikls permit the giving of up to one-half of a
dirham as change in a sale with a purchase price of
no more than a dirham, the exchange of currency
being deemed ancillary to the sale (al-radd cald or fi
}
l-dirham) (al-Mawwak, iv, 301; Mawdhib al-ajalil, iv,
318-21), whereas the Hanballs validate similar transactions by analysing them as made up of two distinct
contracts, sarf and sale (al-Bahutl, iii, 260-1).
The exchange of a dirham and a dinar for a
dirham and a dinar (al-Khirshl, v, 36-7 gloss) is also
invalid according to the Malikls, Shafi'Is and Hanballs,
not to speak of the exchange of two dirhams and a
dinar for one dirham and two dinars. The Hanafis,
Twelver Shlcls and Zaydls uphold the validity of these
transactions, in the latter case by referring the silver
coins on each side to the gold on the other, so that
there is no requirement of equality (on the use of
this principle as an evasive device, cf. al-Abl, Kaskf
al-rumuz, Kumm 1408/1989, i, 500-1).
The Malikls' aversion to mixed transactions goes
beyond that of the ShafTls and Hanballs, for they
prohibit an exchange in which, for example, gold and
another object is traded for silver, this constituting a
combination of sarf, in the Malik! sense, and an ordinary sale (al-sarf wa }l-bayc] (al-Mudawwana, iii, 410),
the incidents of which are deemed incompatible (alKhirshl, v, 40-1, cf. Ibn Rushd, Fatawa, ed. al-Tallll,
Beirut 1407/1987, i, 210; Bidayat al-muajtahid, ii, 175
[approving Ashhab's rejection of this doctrine]; alBaghawi, Shark al-sunna, ed. al-Arna'ut, Beirut 1403/
1983, viii, 67 [no basis for it]). Here, too, however,
the Malikls recognise exceptions on the ground of
hardship for transactions with a purchase price of no
more than one dinar and transactions, however large,
in which the sarf component involves the exchange
of less than one dinar for dirhams. In either of these
cases, where no more than two dirhams are due as
change for a payment in dinars, the sarf is treated as
ancillary to the sale, and delivery of the coins need
not take place at the time of the contract (Hashiyat
al-Dasuki cald al-sharh al-kabir, Cairo n.d., iii, 32-3).
The problems posed by the sale of objects with
gold or silver ornamentation and by debased gold and
silver coins are dealt with according to the rules for
mixed transactions (but see Ibn Rushd, Fatdwd, i, 572;
idem, al-Bayan wa 'l-tahsil, ed. Acrab, Beirut 1404/1984,
vii, 30 [coins]). Where, however, the gold or silver
ornamentation is in the form of a thin veneer that
cannot be salvaged as saleable metal, the rules of sarf
are deemed inapplicable (Ibn Kudama, vi, 96; alDardlr, iii, 61-2; so also for coins, al-Kasanl, Bada3ie
al-sand3?, Cairo n.d., vii, 3137; al-cAbbadI, al-I^awhara
al-nayyira, Istanbul n.d., i, 272; Ibn al-Salah, Fatawa
wa-masa'il, ed. al-KalcadjI, Beirut 1406/1985, ii, 578;
Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Kitab Ma'alim al-kurba, ed. Sha'ban
and Mutfl, Cairo 1976, 124-5), so that, for example, a house with a gilded roof can be sold for gold
although the gold in the roof exceeds the purchase
price (al-Fatdwd al-hindiyya, Beirut n.d., iii, 224). Where,
on the other hand, the gold or silver in the article
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or coin can be detached or melted down, the Malikis,
Shaficls and Hanballs, following their rules for mixed
transactions and the precedent found in the hadlth
(Shark Sahih Muslim, xi, 17-19; al-TahawI, iv, 71-5, cf.
al-Tilimsanl, Miftdh al-wusul, ed. Kumml, Cairo n.d.,
62-3), do not permit a sale for the same precious
metal as in the ornament or coin. The metal must
be detached and sold separately according to the rules
of sarf. These stringencies, except according to the
Malikls, do not apply when an article with gold ornamentation or a debased gold coin is sold for silver
or vice versa; the Malikls do, however, make an exception when the ornamentation does not exceed onethird of the value (or weight, according to others) of
the object (al-Muwatta3, 394; al-Dasuki, iii, 40, cf. Ibn
Rushd, al-Bayan wa 'l-tahsil, ed. Hababl, Beirut
1404/1984, vi, 439-40 [gold and silver combined]).
Furthermore, when the gold or silver is so affixed as
to be detachable only with loss of value, the Malikls
apply the one-third rule to exchanges for the same
metal, and there is no restriction on exchanges for
the other metal (Ibn Djuzayy, 264-5).
The Hanafis, Twelver Shlcls and Zaydls permit
exchanges of objects with gold or silver ornamentation or debased coins for a greater quantity of the
same precious metal, although for the Hanafis, coins
which are predominantly gold or silver are deemed
equivalent to coins of pure metal. Where such objects
or coins are exchanged for each other, the jurists of
these schools cross-reference the precious metal on
each side to the other component (cf. al-Muhalla, viii,
498-501). For the purpose of upholding its validity,
the transaction is analysed as consisting of two ordinary sales. The sarf requirement of mutual delivery,
however, continues to apply (Path al-kadir, vi, 275).
This analysis would permit the unequal exchange of
debased coins for each other, a consequence that the
Central Asian Hanafis, from fear that it would open
the door to ribd, are reported to have refused to draw
with respect to the greatly debased silver coins that
served as their primary currency (Path al-kadir, vi, 275,
cf. Kadlkhan, Fatdwd, on the margin of al-Fatdwd alhindiyya, ii, 252; Dawud b. Yusuf al-Khatib, al-Fatdwd
al-ghiydthiyya, Bulak 1323, 141-2; on ghitnfi dirhams,
see al-Kirmill, al-Nukud al-carabiyya, Beirut n.d., 150-1).
The extension of the law of sarf to copper coins
functioning as currency (al-fulus al-rd'iaja or al-ndfikd)
is most strongly represented among the Malikls
(Mudawwana, viii, 395-6), although there is also some
support for this view in the Hanbali (al-MardawI, v,
15), ShafTl (al-Zabldl, Ithdf al-sdda al-muttakln, Beirut
n.d., v, 447), Hanafi: (al-Shaybanl, cf. A.L. Udovitch,
Partnership and profit in medieval Islam, Princeton, 1970,
52-5) and Zaydl (Ibn al-Murtada; iii, 391) schools.
There is disagreement among modern writers as to
the applicability of the rules of sarf to transactions in
paper currency (al-Ruhanl, al-Masd'il al-mustahdatha,
Kumm 1385/1965, 33 [no]; al-Sadr, al-Bank al-ldribawi fi 'l-Isldm, 149-52 [depends on the nature of
the currency]; al-cUthmanI, Takmilat fath al-mulhim,
Karachi 1407/1988, i, 589-90 [yes]; Kardrdt wa-tawsiydt
Maajmac al-Fikh al-Isldml al-munbathik min Muna^amat
al-Mu'tamar al-Isldmi, Damascus 1418/1998, 40 [yes];
see also Mad^attat Maajmac al-Fikh al-Isldmi, iii [1408/
1987], 1721-1965 cf. ibid., v/3 [1409/1988], 16092261; and Bu 'l-Shinkltl, al-Kawl al-musaddad f i hukm
zakdt al-awrdk, n.p. [Beirut] 1420/1999).
The restrictiveness of the laws of sarf engendered
evasive devices, hiyal [<7-y.], sometimes included as part
of the exposition of the subject, even when labelled
reprehensible (e.g. al-NawawI, Rawdat al-tdlibin, ed.
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Abd al-Mawdjud and Mu'awwad, Beirut 1412/1992,
iii, 44-5). Additional pressure for such devices came
from the practice of some Muslim governments of
minting debased silver coins and then imposing an
exchange rate that inevitably involved a violation of
the law of sarf. One expedient was to construe these
exchanges as transactions by mutual delivery (mu'atat),
not sarf contracts, and thus not subject to the sarf
restrictions (al-Ptisdm, iv, 108-9; al-cAmilI, Kitdb alMatda^ir min miftah al-kardma, Cairo n.d., 7, 159, cf.
al-Bahr al-rd'ik, vi, 192). ShafTls are reported to have
upheld unequal exchanges as reciprocal gifts (al-Dardlr,
iii, 57 gloss, cf. Rawdat al-tdlibin, iii, 45), while Malikfs
validated small-scale unequal exchanges by appealing
to the notion of hardship (al-Dasukl, iii, 35). Others
insisted that the parties employ the device suggested
in the hadith of an intervening sale of one of the currencies for goods followed by a resale of the goods
for the other currency (al-Shawkanl, quoted in Siddlk
Hasan Khan, al-Rawda al-nadiyya, Cairo n.d., ii, 11618), although regular resort to this device was controversial (al-Subkr, x, 136, cf. al-Muhalld, viii, 512-13).
Against the inconvenience of this cumbersome practice, the Yemeni al-Makball (d. 1108/1696) argued
for an analysis according to which the parties were
granting each other a license (ibahd) in the exchanged
coins, thus effectively freeing all except professional
money-changers from the restrictions of the law of sarf
(al-Abhdth al-musaddada, ed. al-Iryanl, Sanca3 1403/1982,
286-7, 390-1, and Minhat al-ghaffdr,'iii, 1389).
The complexity of the law of sarf made it difficult
for those engaged in frequent exchanges to avoid violating the prohibition of ribd, which put the profession of money-changing (sarrdf, sayraf, sayraf, musarrif]
in a bad light (al-Baydn wa 'l-tahsil, vi, 448 [better to
exchange with merchants], cf. al-Dasukl, iii, 43 gloss),
but this did not mean that its exercise by non-Muslims
was encouraged (al-Mudawwana, viii, 403; Ibn cAbd alRa'uf, in N. Ziadeh, al-Hisba wa 'l-muhtasib fi 'l-Isldm,
Beirut 1963, 141, cf. Goitein, i, 229-30). The condemnation of money-changers is particularly connected
with the name of al-Hasan al-Basrl (d. 110/728 [q.v])
(Ibn Rushd, al-Mukaddamdt al-mumahhaddt, ed. Acrab,
Beirut 1408/1988, ii, 14), whose disapproval, according to a ShI'I tradition, was countered by the Imam
Dja'far al-Sadik (d. 148/765 [q.v]), when he noted
that the Ashdb al-Kahf [q.v.] of Kuran, XVIII, were
money-changers (al-TusI, al-Tahdhib, ed. al-Kharsan,
Tehran 1390/1970, 'vi, 363; cf. al-Turayhl, Mafirruf
al-bahrayn, Beirut 1985, v, 79-80), but this did not
prevent Twelver Shlcl jurists from including moneychanging among the reprehensible professions (al-Lumca
al-dimashkiyya, iii, 218). Instructing money-changers in
the rules of sarf and supervision of their transactions
were among the duties of the muhtasib [see HISBA]
(Ma'dlim al-kurba, 227; al-Shayzarl, 74). For more information on the money-changer, see SARRAF, in Suppl.
With the rise of Islamic banking in recent decades,
there has been renewed interest in such old questions
related to sarf such as the permissibility of non-binding agreements for future exchanges of currency at
fixed rates (al-Baz, Ahkdm sarf al-nukud wa 'l-'umuldt fi
}
l-fikh al-isldmi, 'Amman 1419/1999, 109-31). New
questions have also arisen, such as the possibility of
satisfying the requirement of delivery of the currency
during the contractual session by issuance of a cheque,
a practice recognised as valid by the Islamic Law
Academy (Madjmac al-Fikh al-Islaml) of the Muslim
World League (Rabitat al-cAlam al-Islaml) in 1409/
1989, at the same time that it approved of delivery
by entry of a record in the books of the bank (CA.A.

al-Salus, Mawsifat al-kadaya al-fikhiyya al-mucasira wa 7iktisdd al-isldmi, Bilblsr [Egypt] 1423/2003, 630-1), and
the same position was adopted by the Islamic Law
Academy of the Organisation of the Islamic Conference
(Munazzamat al-Mu3tamar al-Islamf) in 1410/1990
(Kardrdt wa-tawsiydt Madjma' al-Fikh al-isldmi, 113-4;
also in Mad^allat Madj.mac al-Fikh al-isldmi, vi/1,
[1410/1990], 771-2). To the extent that delivery of
currencies is accomplished in accord with contemporary international banking usages, mutual delivery satisfying the law of sarf may extend over several days
(Yusuf al-KaradawI, Fatdwd mu'dsira, Beirut 1421/2000,
ii, 462-4).'
Bibliography: In addition to the references in
the text, see Santillana, Istituzioni, ii, 64-5, 185-92
(MalikI); Kasim b. Ibrahim et al., K. Toy sir al-mardm
ft masd'il al-ahkdm, Beirut 1407/1986, 79-81 (Zaydl);
al-Karl, K. Madjallat al-ahkdm al-sharciyya, Djidda
1401/1981, 191-3 (Hanball); R. Brunschvig, Conceptions monetaires chez les juristes musulmans (viii-xiii siecles),
in Arabica, xiv/2 (1967), 113-43, xv/3 (1968), 316;
Goitein, A Mediterranean society, i, 234-40 (the profession of moneychanging); N.A. Saleh, Unlawful gain
and legitimate profit in Islamic law, 2London 1992, 2434 (ribd al-fadl); CA.A. al-Salus, al-Nukud wa-istibddl
al-cumuldt, Kuwayt and Cairo 1987; Wizarat alAwkaf wa 'l-Shu 3 un al-Islamiyya, al-Mawsuca alfikhiyya, Kuwayt 1412/1992, xxvi, 348-74; F.E. Vogel
and S.L. Hayes, III, Islamic law and finance, The
Hague 1998; cAla3 al-Dm Djanku, al-Takdbud fi 7fikh al-isldmi, cAmman 1423/2004, 111-8, 284-92.
(A. ZYSOW)
SARIK, the n a m e of a T u r k m e n [q.v.] t r i b e
in C e n t r a l Asia. Ethnonyms derived from colournames are frequent in Turkic languages. Caghatay
and Uzbek have sank, sank "yellow, yellowish, pale,
blonde" where other historical and modern Turkic
languages have sarly or sari (Laude-Cirtautas, 64-8).
The genealogy of the Sarik is connected to the Salur
[q.v] tribal group, including the Salur proper, the
Ersari, Teke and Yomut. In his work on the historical legends of the Turkmen, the Shad^ara-yi Tardkima,
Abu '1-GhazI Bahadur Khan of Khlwa [q.v] links the
descent of the Sarik and the Teke to Toy Tutmaz
of the Salur (ed. Kargi Olmez, fol. 102a,'ll. 4-5). The
Salur are linked to Oghurdjik Alp, a descendant of
the eponymous progenitor of the Turkmen, Oghuz
Khan. Drawing on Sarik historical legends, Dshikijew
connects the Sarik to various groups of Tatars and
other peoples of Central Asia, but his arguments lack
convincing support. No historical details about the
habitat and history of the Sarik before the 16th century are available, except that since the Mongol period,
they must have lived—along with other Turkmen
tribes—between the Mangishlak [q.v] peninsula and
the Balkhan [q.v] mountains. According to Abu '1-GhazI
Bahadur Khan (references in Bregel 1981), in the 16th
century, the Teke, Yomut and Sarik together paid a
tax of 8,000 sheep to their Uzbek overlord, about
half of what larger tribes like the Cowdur or Ersari
paid at the time, or one-quarter of the tax of the
Salur tribe proper. In the first Soviet census (1926),
the Sarik numbered 34,000 or 4% of the whole number of Turkmen (Bregel 1981, 13ff.). Sarik were also
to be found in Tadjikistan, Afghanistan and Iran, but
at the end of the 20th century, reliable figures are
not available.
In the 17th century, the Salur confederation broke
up and the Salur and Ersari left western Turkmenistan.
Their place was taken by three junior tribes, the Teke,
Yomut and Sarik (Bregel 1981, 18). In the 18th cen-
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tury, the Sank nomadised between Khwarazm and the
Marw oasis. Around 1800, they gradually became the
dominant Turkmen tribal grouping among the population in and around the oasis, engaging in agriculture as well as in nomadic pastoralism (Wood 1998,
6-7, 70-5). Wood (1998) investigated the history of
the Sarik of Marw (a large part of the Sarik tribal
group) drawing on Western—including Russian—travel
and political literature as well as on Persian, Bukharan
and, in particular, Khfwan sources such as the chronicles of the court historian Agahf. By 1822, Khfwa
succeeded in supplanting Bukharan rule in the Marw
area, keeping it until 1842 as an outpost in its frequent campaigns against Persia. At that time, the
Sarik began a prolonged struggle for independence
from Khlwa which ended in 1855, both sides exhausted
from the annual campaigns. The period of relative
stability had proved profitable for the agriculture and
caravan trade of the Sariks, while the Khfwan khan
had been able to draw revenues from them and use
them as auxiliaries and border patrols. From 1857,
under Persian pressure, the numerically superior Teke
of Sarakhs moved into the Marw oasis and forced
out the Sariks who, replacing the Salur of Yolotan
and Pandjdih [q.v.] on the middle course of the
Murghab river, remained there into the 20th century.
Bibliography. This article owes much to W.A.
Wood, The Sariq Turkmens of Mew and the khanate of
Khiva in the early nineteenth century', unpubl. diss.,
Bloomington, Ind. 1998 (with extensive bibl.);
Ebulgazi Bahadir Han, §ecere-i Terdkime (Tiirkmenlerin
soykiitugu), ed., tr. and notes Z. Kargi Olmez, Ankara
1996. The chronicle of Mu'nis and Agahl, Firdaws
al-ikbdl, ed. and tr. Y. Bregel, Leiden ^1988, -1998,
regularly mentions the Sariks; for excerpts from
Agahf's further chronicles, see A.K. Borovkov, A.A.
Romaskevic and P.P. Ivanov, Material! po istorii turkmen i turkmenii, ii, XVI-XIX vv. Iranskie, bukharskie i
khivinskie istocniki, Moscow and Leningrad 1938. See
further Bregel, Nomadic and sedentary elements among
the Turkmens, in CAJ, xxv (1981), 3-37; A. Dshikijew,
Das turkmenische Volk im Mittelalter, Berlin 1994, 25262; I. Laude-Cirtautas, Der Gebrauch der Farbbezeichnungen in den Tiirkdialekten, Wiesbaden 1961.
(BARBARA KELLNER-HEINKELE)
SARIKA
In l i t e r a r y c r i t i c i s m , " p l a g i a r i s m " .
Although the term sarika is used, no "theft" in the
legal sense of the word is implied, as Islamic law does
not recognise intellectual property. A modern booklet on intellectual theft stresses the moral turpitude
involved, but does not invoke any Shari'a norms or
punishments (cAbd al-Mannan, al-Sarikdt al-cilmiyya).
The victim of plagiarism could only have recourse to
public opinion or approach a man of power (istfda3)
to redress the situation.
Literary theft occurred and was discussed predominantly, though not exclusively, in the field of poetry.
The term sarika does cover "plagiarism" in the strict
sense of the word, i.e. appropriation of someone else's
line or poem. But of greater importance and interest
is its wider application, where it indicates any kind
of "borrowing" and "developing" of an existing motif.
As such it should be treated in the larger context of
intertextuality, alongside other phenomena such as
quotation (tadmin) and allusion (talmih). Since the term
came to cover both acceptable and unacceptable borrowings, qualifications like sarika hasana "good theft"
and sarika mahmuda "laudable theft" were introduced
to characterise cases considered successful by the critics. Or else the inappropriate paradoxical term was
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avoided altogether and substituted by a neutral one,
akhdh "taking".
True plagiarism
Already pre-Islamic poets mention literary theft as
a known phenomenon by stressing that they do not
have to rely on it. This is, of course, meaningful only
on the background of a literary culture, in which
poems are attributable to individual poets and the
latter take pride in their craft. Alongside the general
notion of "theft", the term intihdl "ascribing (verses)
to oneself" is specifically used here. As later handbooks make clear, this means claiming other poets'
verses as one's own without further ado (the obvious
danger of anachronism involved in relying on these
handbooks cannot be addressed here). It is difficult
to judge the truth in the cases adduced by the later
critics; one would need to ascertain if (a) they may
not constitute quotations or formulae (see Bauer, in
Bibl.) or (b) the victim of the plagiarism might not
be an invention produced by intertribal hostilities.
While the idea of intellectual property seems to
have been well developed, there is one strange phenomenon that in a way runs counter to this notion,
to wit, the behaviour of some famous poets called
ighara, lit. "raiding". This occurs only between contemporaries and describes a situation in which a minor
poet composes an outstanding line and is then forced
by a major poet to relinquish it to him, on the pretext
that he, the major poet, should have composed it.
The victim, under threat of a stinging invective, would
more often than not comply. Most notorious in this
respect was the Umayyad poet al-Farazdak [q.v.].
In the literate society of cAbbasid times and later,
outright plagiarism took the form of inserting extraneous material, often whole poems, into one's own
diwdn. The term often used for this is musdlata (see
e.g. al-Thacalibl, Tafima, ii, 119, 5), a post-classical
word possibly derived from silt, a variant—by metathesis—of list "robber" (see Lane, s-l-t). For an interesting plagiarism feud, see AL-SARI AL-RAFFA'. Even
contemporary authorities admitted that it was very
difficult to establish the truth in the case of poems
recurring in various diwdm. Al-Thacalibf, quoting two
poems that he found both in a collection of al-Sarl
al-Raffa"s poetry in the latter's own handwriting as
well as in the diwan of the KhalidT brothers in the
hand of Abu c Uthman al-Khalidf, admits: "I do not
know if I should attribute this situation to a confluence of minds (tawdrud [al-khdtiraynj] or to plagiary
(musdlata) (Tatima, ii, 110, 5). The first possibility flows
from the Muslim virtue of husn al-gann which enjoins
people always to think best about others. But with
poems consisting of five lines each, the idea of tawdrud
strains credulity (while, with one or two lines, it would
not be impossible in an environment of mannerist
poetising). Another way of explaining duplication of
poems is, of course, uncertainty of attribution on the
part of redactors.
While crude plagiary may have exercised the literary public, a situation of truly literary interest arose
only with the introduction of skilful changes into the
borrowed verse. Critical literature developed along two
lines: (1) general classifications and taxonomies of sarika,
and (2) the collection and—to a lesser extent—critical
evaluation of the sarikdt of individual poets.
(1) Classifications
The sarika classifications are contained in a number of books on literary theory, sometimes also in the
introductions to sarika collections of individual poets.
They tend to be highly inhomogeneous in the early
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literature. The earliest example is al-Hatimi (d. 388/998
[</.#.]) in his Hilyat al-muhddara ft sina'at al-shicr (see
Bibl.}. His terminology seems to be tentative, partly
based on earlier traditions that he quotes with their
chains of authorities, but without establishing a clear
system. As a consequence, there is much overlap
between the terms and a certain opacity prevails (see
S.A. Bonebakker's painstaking articles on al-Hatimi in
the Bibl.). Ibn Rashlk (d. 456/1063 or later [q.v.]) is
aware of this inadequacy of al-Hatimf's taxonomy,
but he quotes him extensively all the same, with certain alterations and re-interpretations (see von Grunebaum, Concept, 238-40; note that the author did not
yet have the text of al-Hatimi's Hilya).
Ibn Waklc al-TinmsI (d. 393/1003) and Abu Hilal
al-cAskan (d. 395/1005 [q.v.]) introduced the idea that
one had to distinguish between good and bad "plagiary". The former did so in the introduction to his
attack on al-Mutanabbf (Munsif, 9-21, 22-39), the latter in the first encyclopaedic work on literary theory,
the "Book of the Two Arts" (Sina'atayn, 196-237, cf.
Kanazi, Studies, 112-22). This approach takes into
account the fact that mannerist poetry is in constant
intertextual dialogue with past poetry (on the term
"mannerism" in this context, see S. Sperl, Mannerism
in Arabic poetry., Cambridge 1989); as a result, borrowing motifs and developing and improving them
becomes a way of life.
Ibn Abf Tahir Tayfur (d. 280/893 [q.v.]) expressed
this idea as follows: "The discourse of the Arabs hangs
together, the later instances taking from the former.
The original and newly invented of it (al-mubtadac minhu
wa 'l-mukhtarac) is rare, if you go through it and check
it. Even the cautious and watchful man, who is gifted
in eloquence and poetry, whether ancient or modern,
will not be safe that his discourse take [something]
from the discourse of someone else, even if he does
his utmost in being cautious. . . . How much more so
with the affected constructer of conceits (al-mutakallif
al-mutasannif) who is intentionally seeking for them"
(apud al-Hatimf, Hilya, ii, 28). The last sentence is the
description of the mannerist poet, who cannot but
have recourse to the existing poetry.
After a number of further attempts to instil some
order into the traditionally transmitted terms, the taxonomy of plagiarism became homogenised and solidified in the scholastic cilm al-balagha "science of
eloquence" [see BALAGHA], starting with al-Khatrb alKazwlnl (d. 739/1338 [q.v.]), in his Talkhis al-Miftdh.
From the various endeavours of the theorists, some
common notions emerge:
(a) The focus of the discussion is overwhelmingly
the single line, which is, of course, the most common
approach in literary criticism and theory.
(b) There is discussion about what is, and what is
not, subject to a verdict of plagiary. Universally-known
or well-worn motifs are in the public domain. Newlyinvented motifs that are attributable to individual poets
form the other extreme. These are rare and, according to Hazim al-Kartadjannf, "infertile", because later
poets would hardly dare to take them up again (alma* am 'l-fukm, see Minhdaj, 194, 14). Of greatest interest is the group of motifs in between the two extremes,
those that have been treated, developed and improved
upon (or, possibly, ruined) by a series of poets. Here
a charge of plagiarism can only be avoided if the
later poet introduces changes that confer a certain
novelty on the borrowed motif. There are various
ways of doing this: (1) by changing the context, by
(a) inserting the motif into a different genre (e.g. from
praise into love poetry), or (b) combining it with

another motif of the same kind (see below); or (2) by
changing the wording. If, by doing the latter, he
improves on the rendition of the motif or adds a
rhetorical twist to it, he can lay greater claim to it
than the original poet. According to Hazim, there are
four relationships between a poet and his motif: "invention" (ikhtirdc), "greater claim" (istihkdk), "partnership"
(sharika, which is either "equal participation" [ishtirdk],
when there is no quality difference between the earlier and later poet, or "falling short" [inhitat], if the
later poet is not up to par), and finally "plagiarism"
(sarika) (Minhddi, 192-4).
(c) Part of the taxonomy of plagiarism is based on
the lqfz-macnd dichotomy: does the alleged plagiariser
take only the motif or also its wording? Taking both
with only minimal changes of the wording is the worst
kind of sarika.
(d) Plagiarism can only take place if the later poet
consciously borrows from the earlier. Otherwise,
identical or similar lines of poetry are due to a "confluence of two minds" (tawdrud al-khdtirayn): the two
poets found the line independently of each other (see
above).
(e) An identical line could also be explained as a
quotation (tadmm, lit. "incorporation"). If it is not a very
well-known line, the poet has to mark it as a quotation in order that it not be taken as a plagiarism.
(2) Critical assessment of individual poets

The other branch of literature devoted to sarika
consists of collections of plagiarisms of individual poets,
either in separate works or forming part of critical
studies dealing with one or more poets. The most
famous "modern" poets have all been made targets
of such critiques: Abu Nuwas, Abu Tammam and
especially al-Mutanabbf (at least six separate books
have come down to us). There is usually very little
in the way of naming and discussing their cases; the
critics rather confine themselves instead to adducing
the original (mostly by a "modern" poet) and the
alleged plagiarism. They usually have a lenient
approach, including many "laudable plagiarisms". They
often manage to find several originals, either because
the "plagiariser" has effected a combination of two
"stolen" motifs or because there is some doubt as to
the correct pedigree (the "originals" are sometimes
not quite relevant, belonging, as it were, to a larger
halo of motifs circling the motif in question). One is
thus at times presented with little family trees of a
motif (probably never more than four or five stages).
This makes these works valuable for historical, systematic and critical research into the imbrication of
motifs—molecular investigations, as it were, into the
overlap of consecutive versions of the motif—, which
in turn would lead, more importantly, to insights into
the general tendencies governing such developments
within a mannerist tradition of poetry.
The most sophisticated cases are those in which the
"plagiariser" welds two different motifs together. An
example would be the following (from al-cAmIdr, Ibdna,
31-2; the author starts with the pedigree verses and
ends with the "plagiarising" verses by al-Mutanabbf):
Malaga ahshd'a 'l-caduwi baldbilan
fa-'rtadda yahsudu fika man lam yahsudi
al-cAbarta°I: Kattaca ahshd'a hdsidihi wa-lam
yathub [s.l.] ghalilu 'l-hashd mina 7hasadi
al-Mutanabbf: Katta'tahum hasadan ardhum ma bihim
fa~takattacu hasadan li-man Id yahsudu
al-Buhturf:

Here we have two motifs and their confluence in
al-Mutanabbl: Motif no. 1: People envy [in you] some-
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one who does not have envy [because you are the
best anyway, or because envy is an evil character trait
that you do not have]; motif no. 2: The praised one
tears the entrails of the enviers to shreds.
(a) al-Buhturl: The first motif is there in the second
hemistich without further ado. The second motif is
lacking, but note that the entrails appear as a seat
of emotion in the first hemistich.
(b) al-'Abarta'I: The second motif appears in the
first hemistich without further ado. The second
hemistich is an elaboration on it (again with kasha).
(c) al-Mutanabbl: The entrails are gone, but the
tearing apart is still there. Motif no. 2 is in the first
hemistich (with an addition, namely, that this envy
shows the enviers what [evil] is in them). Motif no.
2 recurs in the second hemistich, inextricably bound
together with motif no. 1.
Al-Mutanabbl achieves a logical confluence of the
two motifs, and in addition a pleasant balance between
the two hemistichs: root q-t- followed by hasadan, followed by a contrast between "them" and "him".
This technique of knitting together two independent motifs seems to be subsumed under the term
talfik. Ibn Rashlk deals with it in one chapter of his
Kurddat al-dhahab (ed. Musa, 95-106). He says that alMutanabbi and Abu VAla3 al-Macarri are the outstanding masters of this procedure. (Note that
al-Thacalibf's use of talfik in his K. al-Tawfik li 'l-talfik,
ed. Hilal Nadjf and Zuhayr Zahid, Beirut 1417/1996,
seems to differ from Ibn Rashlk's, coming closer to
murdcdt al-nagir "harmony of images".)
Bibliography: 1. I m p o r t a n t t e x t s , (a) Taxonomies: Hatiml, Hilyat al-muhddara ji sindcat al-shicr,
ed. DjaTar al-Kattani [on title-page: "al-Kitanl"],
2 vols. Baghdad 1979, ii, 28-98 (unreliable edition);
selection by Mazhar Rashld al-Hidjdjl [?], Min
Hilyat al-muhddara, 2 pts. Damascus 2000, 323-81
(attempts to correct the edition, but is not itself a
critical ed.); substantial quotations also in Muhammad Ibn Sayf al-Dln Aydamir (d. 710/1310), alDurr al-fand wa-bayt al-qasid. The priceless pearl, a poetic
verse, facs. ed. F. Sezgin, in collaboration with
M. Amawi, A. Jokhosha and E. Neubauer, 5 vols.,
Frankfurt am Main 1988-9, i, 116-55 (see also GJ.
van Gelder, Arabic poetics and stylistics according to the
introduction of al-Durr al-Farld by Muhammad Ibn
Aydamir (d. 710/1310), in £DMG, cxlvi (1996), 381414, a short section on the plagiary chapter, 40912); Abu Hilal al-cAskarI, Kitdb al-Sindcatayn al-kitdba
wa 'l-shi'r, ed. CA.M. al-BidjawI and M.A.F. Ibrahim,
2nd ed. Cairo n.d. [1971], 200-37; Ibn Rashlk, alc
Umdafi mahdsin al-shifr wa-dddbih, ed. M/A.A. cAta,
2 vols., Beirut 1422/2001, ii, 216-30; idem, Kurddat
al-dhahab f i nakd ash'dr al-cArab, ed. M. Musa, Beirut
1991 (other ed. Chedli Benyahya [al-Shadhill Bu
Yahya], Tunis 1972); cAbd al-Kahir al-Djurdjani,
K. Asrdr al-baldgha, ed. H. Ritter, Istanbul 1954,
paragr. 20, Ger. tr. idem, Geheimnisse der Wortkunst,
Wiesbaden 1969, paragr. 20; al-Muzaffar al-Husaym
(d. 656/1258), Nadrat al-ighnd f i nusrat al-kand, ed.
Nuha cArif al-Hasan, Damascus 1396/1976, 203-26;
Hazim al-Kartadjannl, Minhddj_ al-bulaghd3 wa-sirdaj
al-udabo?, ed. Muhammad al-Hablb Ibn al-Khudja
[Belkhodja], Tunis 1966, 192-6. (b) S t u d i e s of
i n d i v i d u a l p o e t s : Muhalhil b. Yamut b. alMuzarra c (d. after 334/946), Sarikdt Abi Nuwds, ed.
M.M. Haddara, Cairo 1958; Amid! (d. 371/981),
al-Muwd^ana bayn shfr Abi Tammdm wa 'l-Buhtun,
ed. al-Sayyid Ahmad Sakr, 2 vols. Cairo 1380-[4]/
1961-5 (sarikdt Abi Tammdm, i, 55-129; sarikdt alBuhtun, i, 292-350); al-Sahib Ibn cAbbad (d. 385/
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995), al-Risala fi 1-kashf can masawi3 al-Mutanabbi, in
'AmIdI, Ibdna, 219-50; Hatiml, al-Risdla al-mudiha
f i dhikr sarikdt Abi 'l-Tayyib al-Mutanabbl wa-sdkit
shi'rih, ed. M.Y. Najm, Beirut 1965 (cf. also S.A.
Bonebakker, Hdtimi and his encounter with Mutanabbi: a biographical sketch, Amsterdam etc. 1984
[Verhandlingen der Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afd. Letterkunde, nieuwe
reeks, cxxii]); al-Kadl al-Djurdjanf (d. 392/
1001), al-Wasdta bayn al-Mutanabbl wa-khusumih, ed.
M.A.-F. Ibrahim and 'A.M. al-BidjawI, 3rd ed.,
Cairo n.d., 183-411; Ibn Waklc al-TinnlsI, Kitdb alMunsif li 'l-sdrik wa 'l-masruk minhu, ed. c U.Kh. ibn
Idrls, BinghazI 1994 (other eds.: al-Munsiffi 'l-daldldt
c
ald sarikdt al-Mutanabbl, ed. H. Zayn al-Dln
c
Abd al-Mashhadanl, Beirut 1414/1993; al-Munsif
Ji nakd al-shicr wa-baydn sarikdt al-Mutanabbi wa-mushkil
shi'rih, ed. Ridwan al-Daya, i, Damascus n.d.
[preface dated ' 1401/1981]; K. al-Munsif li }l-sdnk
wa 'l-masruk minhu f i i^hdr sarikdt Abi 'l-Tayyib alMutanabbi, ed. Muh. Yusuf Nadjm, 2 vols. Beirut
1412/1992 ['Kuwait 1404/1984] [the theoretical
part is on pp. 9-38]); Tha'alibl (d. 429/1038), Yatimat
al-dahr ji mahdsin ahl al-casr, ed. M. Muhyl '1-Dln
c
Abd al-Hamld, 4 vols., 2nd ed. Cairo n.d. (finished 1377/1958) (contains substantial sections on
sarikdt of the various poets treated in this anthology); al-cAm!di (d. 433/1041), al-Ibdna can sarikdt alMutanabbi, ed. I. al-Dasukl al-Bisatl, Cairo 1961;
Ibn Bassam al-Shantarlnl (d. 543/1147), Sarikdt
al-Mutanabbi wa-mushkil macdmh, ed. M. al-Tahir
ibn cAshur, [Tunis] 1970 (the material in the section Sarikdt ukhrd nusibat ild 'l-Mutanabbi, ed. I. alDasukl, in al-cAmIdI, Ibdna, 199-217, seems to be
mostly taken from Ibn Bassam, though not in the
same sequence); on the later scholastic system see
A.F.M. von Mehren, Die Rhetorik der Araber,
Copenhagen and Vienna 1853, repr. Hildesheim
and New York 1970, 147-54 (also containing the
Ar. text of al-Khatlb al-Kazwini, Talkhis al-Miftdh,
Ar. pag. 94-104, and of al-Suyutl's versification
'Ukud al-^umdn, 133-8).
2. S t u d i e s . G.E. von Grunebaum, The concept
of plagiarism in Arabic theory, in JNES, iii (1944), 23453, rev. Ger. version Der Begriff des Plagiats in der
arabischen Kritik, in idem, Kritik und Dichtkunst,
Wiesbaden 1955, 101-29; CA1I cAbd al-Razzak alSamarra3!, al-Sarikdt al-adabiyya ft shfr al-Mutanabbi,
Baghdad n.d. [1969]; Muhammad Mustafa Haddara,
Mushkilat al-sarikdt ji 3l-nakd al-carabi, 2 Beirut 1395/
1975; Badawl Tabana, al-Sarikdt al-adabiyya, dirdsa
f i ibtikdr al-acmdl al-adabiyya wa-taklldihd, 3 Beirut
1394/1974; W.P. Heinrichs, Literary theory: the problem of its efficiency, in von Grunebaum (ed.), Arabic
poetry: theory and development, Wiesbaden 1973 (the
fourth part deals with "plagiarism" cases from alc
Amldl, Ibdna], idem, An evaluation of sariqa, in QSA,
v-vi (1987-8), 357-68; S.A. Bonebakker, Sariqa and
formula: three chapters from Hdtimi's Hilyat al-Muhadara,
in AIUON, xlvi (1986), 367-89; idem, Ancient Arabic
poetry and plagiarism: a terminological labyrinth, in QSA,
xv (1997), 65-92; idem, The root n-h-1 in Arabic sariqa
terminology, in Dutch Studies of the Near Eastern Languages
and Literatures Foundation, i-ii (1997), 133-61; GJ.
Kanazi, Studies in the Kitdb as-Sindcatayn of Abu Hilal
al-cAskan, Leiden 1989, 112-22; M. Peled, On the
concept of literary influence in classical Arabic criticism,
in IOS, xi (1991), 37-46; Th. Bauer, Formel und
%itat: ^wei Spielarten von Intertextualitdt in der alt-arabischen Dichtung, in JAL, xxiv (1993), 117-38; cAbd
al-Latlf Muhammad al-Sayyid al-Hadldi, al-Sarikdt
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al-shfriyya bayn al-Amidi wa 'l-Dj.urd)_ani f i daw3 alnakd al-adabl al-kadim wa 'l-hadith, al-Mansura 14157
1995; Hassan cAbd al-Mannan, al-Sarikdt al-cilmiyya,
'Amman and Beirut 1416/1996.
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
SARKAR (P.), lit. "head [of] affairs", a t e r m used
in Mughal I n d i a n a d m i n i s t r a t i o n and also in
the s u c c e e d i n g British I n d i a n d o m i n a t i o n of
the subcontinent.
1. In the s t r u c t u r e of Mughal p r o v i n c i a l
government, as elaborated under the Emperor Akbar
[q.v.] in 989/1580, there was a hierarchy of the suba
[q.v] or province, under the subaddr [q.v] (also called
sipdhsdldr, nd^im and sdhib-i suba)', the sarkdr, or district, under the fawdj_dar [q.v], who combined both
administrative and military functions, corresponding
to the two separate officials of British India, the District
Magistrate and the Superintendent of Police; and the
pargana [q.v.] or mahall, i.e. subdistrict, headed by various officials with specific functions, such as the kadi
for the administration of justice and the kdnungo and
cawdhari concerned with revenue collection. Thus in
Akbar's time, Abu '1-Fadl 'Allamf enumerated within
the province of Awadh [q.v.] (Oudh) 5 sarkdrs and 38
parganas [see PARGANA and MUGHALS. 3].
2. As a t e r m in the h i s t o r i c a l g e o g r a p h y
of more r e c e n t I n d i a , sarkdr appears Anglicised
as "the [Northern] Circars", specifically for the coastal
territory north of Madras and the Coromandel Coast
in peninsular South India, in part to the south of the
delta of the Godavarf river but mostly to its north
(hence now in the northeasternmost tip of Andhra
Pradesh State in the Indian Union). This territory was
ceded to the British East Indian Company in 1765
by the Mughal ruler in Dihll, Shah cAlam II, but
claimed by the Nizam of Haydarabad, leading to a
treaty of 1766 whereby the Nizam gave up his claim
in return for the provision of a force of British troops
to be at his disposal [see further, HAYDARABAD, at Vol.
Ill, 320b-322a].
3. In i n f o r m a l A n g l o - I n d i a n usage, the Sarkdr
(local pronunciation, Sirkdr, often written "Sircar")
meant the state or the government, and this continued to be the usage all through British Indian times.
It may be noted that the term now popularly and
almost ubiquitously used to denote the British domination in India, its government and administration,
sc. "the Raj" (in Hindi and the modern Indo-Aryan
languages, rdaj is a regular derivative of rddjya "kingship, rule", cognate with rdajd "ruler"), is a neologism of the post-1947 period, probably from the later
1950s, when what had been "the Raj" had in fact
for several years ceased to be.
Bibliography. See the Bibls. to the various administrative terms of Mughal provincial administration
cited above, and also Yule and Burnell, HobsonJobson, a glossary of Anglo-Indian colloquial words and
phrases, 2London 1903, 222, 754, 840-1; P. Saran,
The provincial government of the Mughals, Allahabad
1941; S.R. Sharma, Mughal government and administration, Bombay 1951; information from Prof.
Christopher Shackle.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SARRAF (A.), lit. "money-changer", such persons often f u n c t i o n i n g as b a n k e r s in prem o d e r n Islam.
In fikh [q.v.], sarf is a contract of sale (bay* [q.v.]).
It applies to currency exchange, originally of gold
(dinars) to silver (dirhams) and vice-versa. The Hadlth
provides basic rules for currency exchange, such as
that the transaction should be on the spot (yadm biyad) [see RIBA]. Among the famous hadiths relating to

sarf is "Gold for silver is riba except hand-to-hand"
(Malik, Muwatta', sarf).
Money-changing was an activity apparently engaged
in by the earliest Muslims. This was related to their
involvement in trade, including by the Prophet himself [see TADJIR; TIDJARA]. However, several hadiths
warn of the dangers of riba in currency exchange if
parties do not follow the rules of sarf. Thus moneychanging as a profession was not held in high esteem
by thefukahd3. The popular view was that non-Muslims
(particularly Jews and Christians) were better suited
to it than Muslims, who were constrained by the prohibition on riba (for money-changing and banking in
the mediaeval Arab world, see DJAHBADH, and SARF,
in Suppl.).
In the Ottoman Empire, sarrafa were more than
money-changers; they were also moneylenders and
brokers, and pawnbrokers. In time, many sarrdfs
became large financiers with well-recognised international connections, and played a significant role in
the economy and politics of the empire. They were
based mainly in the capital, Istanbul, but also operated in provincial capitals. Greeks, Jews, Armenians
and Muslims were involved in the profession.
With the Ottoman conquest of Constantinople in
857/1453, the Italian predominance in finance in that
city ended, to be replaced by that of Ottoman nonMuslim subjects, particularly Greeks. Mehemmed II
(r. 848-50/1444-6 and 855-86/1451-81) favoured
Greeks who played an active role in Ottoman finance,
taxation through tax-farming (e.g. administration of
customs zones and mines) and politics during his reign.
From the mid-10th/16th century, Jewish bankers (sarrdjs) and tax-farmers challenged Greek dominance in
both finance and long-distance trade. Because of the
activities of the Inquisition in Catholic countries in
that century, under the protection of the Ottoman
Sultans, several wealthy Marrano Jewish families came
to settle in Istanbul. Many were to be involved in
large-scale banking operations, international trade, and
investment in tax farms. Financial expertise and close
links to the Sultan and ruling elite gave them considerable power. Well-known Jewish names of this
period include Dona Gracia Mendes, Don Joseph Nasi
and Alvaro Mendes. Later, the role of the Jews
declined, and Armenians became prominent as sarra/s, with some of their members rising to prominence; for example, Mustafa III (1171-87/1757-74)
appointed a member of the Armenian Duzuoglu family as manager of the imperial mint. The ability of
the Duzuoglu family to mobilise credit for the state,
domestically and abroad, enabled them to retain control of the day-to-day activities of the mint until the
1820s (Pamuk, Monetary history, 202).
Until the 10th/16th century especially, the sarrajs
functioned in a context of expanding trade both within
and without the empire. Facilitated by networks, their
business was enhanced by increased credit or bartering as a result of the limited supply of gold and silver coins. They used several financial instruments, e.g.
the havale (Ar. hawdla [q.v.]) was "an assignation of a
fund from a distant source of revenue by a written
order. It was used in both state and private finances
to avoid the dangers and delays inherent in the transport of cash" (Inalcik and Quataert, An economic and
social history, 208). Letters of credit were also widely
used, particularly from the mid-11th/17th century,
by merchants and for government payment. The
increase in trade also meant more opportunities for
currency exchange, which was abetted by the problem of a universally acceptable currency, the fluctu-
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ations in the purity of the coinage and currency values.
From the llth/17th to the 19th centuries, the state
continued to need and encourage the activities of the
sarrdjs, tax-farming being one. Until the late 10th/16th
century, the empire's financial situation had been
strong, with the major part of taxation being collected
locally and mostly in kind by the sipahis under the
timdr system. These funds were used locally. The timdr
system then began to be abandoned in favour of taxfarming [see MULTEZIM] , and tax units (mukdta's) began
to be auctioned off at Istanbul. Sarrdjs based on
Istanbul were thus able to purchase tax-farming privileges or to lend money to purchasers. Sarrdjs also
became direct lenders to the treasury and were considered the most dependable source of liquid funds.
As the empire sank further into fiscal decline after
the 1760s, it relied on the sarrdjs to use their connections with European organisations to arrange shortterm direct loans to the state. The sarrdjs also became
personal financiers to the sultans and many leading
Ottoman bureaucrats. It is estimated that, e.g. in 1860,
the short-term debts of various government offices to
private banking firms (sarrdjs) alone amounted to 250
million francs (Kasaba, The Ottoman empire, 80). By the
mid-19th century, the power of sarrdjs as well as of
tax-farmers and merchants equalled and perhaps surpassed the power of the bureaucratic elite.
Not all sarrdjs prospered. Of the hundreds, especially in the capital, who combined petty exchange
with other small-scale money lending, relatively few
became extremely rich, particularly through their dealings with the central or provincial authorities. Towards
the end of the llth/17th century, the sarrdfi of Istanbul
organised around a guild and began to move their
business to the Istanbul suburb of Galata [see GHALATA,
in Suppl.], later to be known as "Galata bankers".
Consolidation was also taking place. For instance, in
the early 1840s, eighty members of the guild of sarrdjs were accredited by the government; by the mid18508, the number was down to 18. The sarrdf families
included the Baltazzis, the Rallis, Zarafis, the
Rodoconachis and Duzuoglus. These families played
prominent roles in most of the major private and
public banks that were established in the second half
of the 19th century, starting with the Istanbul Bankasi
(Bank of Istanbul) in 1845 (Kasaba, The Ottoman empire,
76).
The stereotypical view of sarrajs is that they were
on the whole non-Muslims. However, Muslims appear
to have been involved in all aspects of sarrdf business,
including tax-farming, currency exchange, money lending and international trade. A sample of 534 tax farms
in the 10th/16th and llth/17th centuries shows that
around 60% of tax farmers were Muslims (Cizakca,
Comparative evolution, 154-7). Research into the 10th/16th
and llth/17th century court records of specific regions
(primarily Anatolia) of the Ottoman Empire also challenges the view that Muslims were not involved in
money-lending or in the traditionally problematic area
of interest. While there is debate among historians as
to any marked difference between the Arab and
"Turkish" parts of the Empire in regard to the acceptability of lending at interest, there is evidence that such
transactions were carried out by Muslims in Anatolia
on a relatively large scale, and that the practice was
supported by the highest religious authorities of the
time and approved by the kadis (judges) who were
responsible for implementing the Shari'a and kdnun.
The best-known example was the cash wakf controversy and the associated charging of lending. Many
of the fatwds of the time, even by the Sheykh alTsldm
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and other religious authorities, declared the permissibility not only of the cash wakf but also of interest
charged on loans advanced therefrom (see Mandaville,
Usurious piety). However, towards the end of the 19th
century, the Muslim role in sarrdf business was radically curtailed by the increasing importance of nonMuslim sarrdf families and the emergence of banks,
established largely by Europeans and by Armenian
and Greek sarrdjs.
Bibliography: R.C. Jennings, Loans and credit in
early 17th century Ottoman judicial records, in JESHO,
xvi/2-3 (1973), 168-216; J.E. Mandaville, Usurious
piety: the cash waqf controversy in the Ottoman empire, in
IJMES, x (1979), 289-308; N.A. Saleh, Unlawful gam
and legitimate profit in Islamic law, Cambridge 1986;
Halil Inalcik and D. Quataert, An economic and social
history of the Ottoman empire 1300-1914, Cambridge
1994; Re§at Kasaba, The Ottoman empire and the
world economy: the nineteenth century, New York [1988];
M. Cizakca, A comparative evolution of business partnerships, the Islamic world and Europe with specific reference
to the Ottoman archives, Leiden 1996; §evket Pamuk,
A monetary history of the Ottoman empire, Cambridge
2000.
(ABDULLAH SAEED)
SAIT AL-HUSRI, O t t o m a n official, educator, Arab Minister and theorist of Arab
n a t i o n a l i s m , d. 1968.
He was born in San'a', Yemen in 1880 to an Arab
family of Aleppo. Both his father and mother were
of prominent Aleppine mercantile families. His father,
Muhammad Hilal al-Husrf (b. 1840), served as an
Ottoman judge after his graduation from al-Azhar
University, becoming at the time of his son's birth
Director of the Court of Criminal Appeals in the
Yemeni capital. Owing to the pattern of his father's
shifting appointments in accordance with Ottoman
practice, Satic accompanied his family to a number
of countries. Receiving his early education at home,
Satic learnt Ottoman Turkish, Arabic and French. At
the age of thirteen, he began his formal education at
the College of Miilkiyye Mektebi in Istanbul, studying mathematics, history, botany, French and chemistry. Graduating with distinction in 1900, he chose
to serve as a natural science teacher in a secondary
school in the Balkans. During this period, he began
to develop a lifelong interest in the question of nationalism and the rights of national communities. Shortly
before the eruption of the Young Turk revolution in
1908, he came into contact with members of the
Committee of Union and Progress [see ITTIHAD WE
TERAKKI PJEMCIYETI] . He also assumed in the same
period the post of district governor in Kosovo and
Fiorina.
After the revolution, al-Husrf returned to Istanbul
with the determination to propagate and implement
his belief in a modern education system, coupled with
his desire to articulate a secular notion of Ottomanism.
This he did by founding new journals, publishing new
school textbooks on various scientific subjects and taking part in public debates relating to contemporary
issues. Furthermore, between 1909 and 1912 he
assumed the directorship of the Teachers' Training
College in Istanbul, restructuring and modernising in
the process its entire curricula and management. He
also visited a number of European countries to
acquaint himself with the latest methods of pedagogy.
By the end of his directorship, al-Husrf had become
one of the most influential educators throughout the
Ottoman Empire.
His most distinctive intellectual contribution in the
Ottoman period of his life was five lectures he delivered
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in Istanbul in 1913 on the significance of patriotism.
In those lectures, entitled Vatan ifin, he called for
building a new Ottoman community based on the
idea of the fatherland as an object of love. Moreover,
these lectures were to form the basis of his Arab
nationalist theory in the wake of his decision to leave
the Ottoman capital in 1918 and join the newly
formed government of Amir Faysal in Damascus.
In his Arab phase, al-Husrf resumed his interrupted
career by acting as Director General of Education,
and then Minister of Education in the Syrian government until its liquidation by the French in 1920.
After a short sojourn in Italy and Egypt, he once
again joined Faysal, the new king of British-mandated
Irak, and became Director General of Education from
1923 to 1927. He used this opportunity to create a
new system of instruction geared towards the inculcation of Arab nationalism, coupled with his insistence on high standards and rigorous methods of
promotions. Meeting resistance or obstruction in the
course of his duties, he resigned his post and devoted
himself to lecturing at the Teachers' College and publishing a new journal on education. In 1935 he
assumed the deanship of the Law College and was
appointed Director of Antiquities between 1936 and
1941. Following the second British occupation of 'Irak
in 1941, al-Husrf was, along with other non-clrakf
Arab nationalists, deported to Syria and stripped of
his clrakf citizenship. In 1944 he was invited by the
Syrian government to modernise and overhaul its system of education. The foundation of the Arab League
in 1945 afforded al-Husrf the opportunity to develop
its cultural and educational policies. After acting as a
cultural adviser, he was appointed the first director
of its Institute of Higher Arab Studies in 1953. After
his retirement in 1957, al-Husrf wrote and published
a number of studies on pan-Arabist subjects, including his memoirs, which dealt with his 'Iraki period.
He died in 1968.
Bibliography: L.M. Kenny, Sat? al-Husri's views
on Arab nationalism, in MEJ, xvii (1963), 231-56;
W.L. Cleveland, The making of an Arab nationalist.
Ottomanism and Arabism in the life and thought of Sdtic
al-Husn, Princeton 1971; Ahmad Yusuf Ahmad et ai,
Sdtic al-Husri, thaldthun fdman cald al-rahil, Beirut
1999; Youssef Choueiri, Arab nationalism., a history,
Oxford 2000, ch. 4.
(YOUSSEF M. CHOUEIRI)
SATR (A.), " c o n c e a l m e n t " , a t e r m used in
a v a r i e t y of senses p a r t i c u l a r l y by the Ism a c f l i y y a [q.v] The Isma'flfs originally used it in
reference to a period in their early history, called dawr
al-satr, stretching from soon after the death of imam
DjaTar al-Sadik in 148/765 to the establishment of
the Fatimid state in 297/909. The Isma c flf imam,
recognised as the ka'im or mahdi by the majority of
the early Ismacflfs, was hidden (mastur) during this
period of concealment; in his absence, he was represented by hudj_dj_as (see DjaTar b. Mansur al-Yaman,
Kitdb al-Kashf, ed. R. Strothmann, London 1952, 989; al-Shahrastanf, 146). Later, the Isma c flfs of the
Fatimid period, who allowed for continuity in their
imamate, recognised a series of three such "hidden
imams" (al-a'imma al-masturun) between Muhammad b.
Isma'fl b. DjaTar, their seventh imam, and cAbd Allah
al-Mahdf, founder of the Fatimid dynasty (see H.F.
al-Hamdani, On the genealogy of Fatimid caliphs, Cairo
1958, text 11-14).
In the aftermath of the Nizarf-Mustaclf schism of
487/1094 in Isma'flism, the early Nizarf Isma'ilfs
experienced another period of satr, when their imams,
descendants of Nizar b. al-Mustansir (d. 488/1095

[<?.<y.]), remained hidden for several decades. The inaccessible Nizarf imams were now once again represented by huajajas, starting with Hasan-i Sabbah [q.v.],
who also ruled over the Nizarf state from Alamut
[q.v]. The period of satr in early Nizarf history ended
with the declaration of the kiydma at Alamut in
559/1164 and the resulting open emergence of the
Nizarf imamate. Subsequently, the term satr acquired
a new meaning for the Nizarfs. As explained by Nasfr
al-Dfn al-Tusf, the Nizarfs had by the late Alamut
period formulated what may be called a new doctrine of satr. In this context, satr no longer referred
to the physical concealment of the imams; instead, it
referred to a time when spiritual reality or religious
truths (hakd'ik) were hidden in the bdtin of religion,
requiring the observance of takiyya in any necessary
form, including the adoption of the Sunnf Shari'a as
demanded earlier by the sixth lord of Alamut, Djalal
al-Dfn Hasan (607-18/1210-21).
The Mustalf Isma'flfs, who survived only in the
Tayyibf form after the downfall of the Fatimid dynasty,
have experienced a period of satr, in the original
Isma c flf sense of the term, since their twentieth imam,
al-Amir bi-Ahkam Allah [q.v.], was murdered in
524/1130. It is the belief of the Tayyibf Isma c flfs that
all their imams, starting with al-Amir's son al-Tayyib
who disappeared in infancy, have remained hidden
to the present day. In their absence, dcfi mutlaks, or
supreme ddcis, have led the affairs of the Tayyibiyya
(q.v.}.
_
, _
Satr found expression also in the Isma c ihs' cyclical
conception of religious history of humankind. The
Isma c flfs believed from early on that this hierohistory
was comprised of seven eras or dawrs, all except the
last one being eras of satr, because the inner, immutable
truths of religions or the hakd'ik remained undisclosed.
In this scheme, only in the seventh and final eschatological era initiated by the kd'im before the end of
the physical world, would the haka'ik be fully revealed
to humankind. This final age, designated as the dawr
al-kashf or the era of manifestation, would be an age
of pure spiritual knowledge when there would no
longer be any distinction between the zdhir and bdtin
dimensions of religion, and between religious laws and
their inner meanings. On the basis of astronomical
calculations, the Tayyibfs of Yaman introduced further innovations into this cyclical scheme. They conceived of a grand aeon (kawr al-a'^am) composed of
countless cycles, each one divided into seven eras.
This grand aeon would progress through successive
cycles of concealment (satr) and manifestation (kashf),
and it would be finally concluded by the Great
Resurrection (kiydmat al-kiydmdt) proclaimed by the
final kd'im.
Bibliography (in addition to the works cited in
the article): 1. S o u r c e s . Ibrahfm b. al-Husayn alHamidf, K. Kanz al-walad, ed. M. Ghalib, Wiesbaden
1971, 149ff., 205-7, 232ff., 258-72; Nasfr al-Dfn
Muhammad al-Tusf, Rawdat al-taslim, ed. and tr.
W. Ivanow, Leiden 1950, text 61, 62-3, 83-4, 1012, 110, 117-19, 128-49; al-Husayn b. cAlf al-Walfd,
Risdlat al-Mabda} wa 'l-ma'dd, ed. and Fr. tr.
H. Corbin, in his Trilogie ismaelienne, Paris and
Tehran 1961, text lOOff., 121-8.
2. S t u d i e s . M.G.S. Hodgson, The Order of
Assassins, The Hague 1955, 225-38; W. Madelung,
Das Imamat in der friihen ismailitischen Lehre, in 1st.,
xxxvii (1961), 48ff., 6Iff., 101-14; Corbin, Histoire
de la philosophie islamique, i, Paris 1964, 127-32; idem,
Cyclical time and Ismaili gnosis, London 1983, 37-58,
78-84, 117ff.; H. Halm, Kosmologie und Heilslehre der
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friihen Ismdciliya, Wiesbaden 1978, 18-37, 99-100;
F. Daftary, The Isma'ills. Their history and doctrines, Cambridge 1990, 102-5, 126-8, 136-40, 1778, 257, 294-5, 404ff., 408, 409-11 (containing
further bibliographical references).
(F. DAFTARY)
SAWLADJAN (A.), said to be an Arabised form
of Pers. cawgdn "polo stick" [see CAWGAN]. The
intrusive / makes this difficult, but D.N. MacKenzie,
A concise dictionary of Pahlavi, London 1971, 22, has
*caw(l)agdn ("of doubtful transcription"). At all events,
the curve of a polo stick makes it a suitable figurative expression, either as a simile [see TASHB!H] or as
a metaphor [see ISTI'ARA], in classical Arabic, Persian
and Turkish literatures, for the curving eyebrows and
locks or tresses of hair of a beautiful girl; see
Annemarie Schimmel, The two-colored brocade. The imagery
of Persian poetry, Chapel Hill N.C. and London 1992,
284-5. _
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SEGBAN (T., from Pers. sagbdn "servant in charge
of dogs, or keeper of the sultan's hounds". In Ottoman
Turkish, it was often spelled sekbdn, and also written
as segmen or seymen, following popular pronunciation),
a t e r m of O t t o m a n palace and m i l i t a r y organisation.
In the Ottoman Empire, the term had three general uses which evolved over time: first used for the
guardians of the sultan's hunting dogs, it was then
applied to members of various salaried infantry units
within the Janissaries, surviving until the corps itself
was abolished in 1826, and finally, as the name of
groups of infantry auxiliaries or militias. Officially prohibited as a military term in the latter use at the
beginning of the 18th century, it was briefly revived
again in the 19th. In present-day provincial Turkish,
segmen refers to an armed ceremonial escort in national
dress.
The first use of the term segbdn occurs in a wakf
deed of the late 8th/14th century. Hunting and dogs
were an integral part of the early Ottoman court,
especially that of Bayezfd I [q.v.], who is credited with
greatly expanding the number of segbdns. Servants for
the hunting parties were probably recruited from war
captives or as part of the military levy (devshirme [q.v.]}.
Early records indicate that villagers sought protection
from recruitment, or from other obligations to segbdns,
indicating the burden which hunting could impose on
the populace. Murad I [q.v.] explicitly recognised the
service of his segbdns and falconers in his will, emancipating them at his death. Segbdm figure prominently
in Ottoman miniature painting. Siileyman I [q.v.] himself was portrayed as a great hunter, and surrounded
by dogs and their keepers (see 'OTHMANLI. viii. Painting,
PI. X, for an example).
In the 9th/15th century, the evolution of courtly
retinue to fighting units became more marked, and
it is at this point that segbdm became part of the
Janissaries. In 855/1451, Mehemmed II added 7,000
segbdns to the Janissaries, with a separate commander,
the segbdn bashl, who joined the ranks of the high officials of the empire (Chalcondyles, ed. Bonn 1848, bk.
vii, 377). Other officers of the segbdns included a kethiida
and a kdtib. After the middle of the 10th/16th century, the segbdn basin was subordinated to second-incommand after the agha, and generally remained in
Istanbul when the agha left on campaign. The segbdns
formed the 65th orta of the Janissaries, and were
divided into two sections: a small cavalry orta of 4070 men, most of whom were sons of Janissary officers, and 34 boluks (companies of infantry), known as
the segbdn boliikleri. Hunting traditions survived in the
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33rd bolilk, called the awdji (hunter) bolilk, which accompanied the sultan on hunting parties but not on campaign; sons of Janissaries and statesmen alike made
up its rolls.
A second general use of the term was for provincial auxiliary mercenary or militia troops, like the
lewend [q.v.], who served the official appointees to the
provinces, the pashas, mir-i mirdns, beglerbegi or sandjak
begleri \q.wl\. Initially the entourage of the governor
(pasha), his private retinue and army (kapi halki], segbdn also came to be applied to troops called to campaign, and paid out of the central treasury (mm segbdn?,,
mm lewend]. Provincial officials were the recruiters of
the segbdn-lewend style of troops, and by the end of
the 18th century, they were each required to mobilise
1,000-2,000 cavalry or infantry for campaigns. The
essential characteristic of such auxiliaries was that they
carried firearms, were recruited for short periods, and
were drawn from the countryside, often from among
the landless and lawless [see BARUD. ivj. Their first significant appearance in that military capacity was during
the Ottoman-Habsburg War of 1593-1606, when a
few hundred were noted among the troops in Hungary.
They were organised as other Ottoman troops, into
companies or standards (bayrak), the latter generally
numbering 50 or 100 men. Their use was increased
in the latter llth/17th century, as both Janissary and
sipdhis [q.v] proved inadequate for facing the betterarmed Habsburgs.
The demobilisation of such troops led to countryside
unrest, as they often stayed together as armed bands,
and participated in uprisings such as the Djelalf rebellions [see DJALALI, in Suppl.] or revolts of their provincial masters. The central government endeavoured
unsuccessfully to eliminate the designation segbdn around
1700, but military necessity dictated its continuance,
although the term mm lewend was the preferred usage
for such troops by the mid-18th century.
Such mercenary or militia troops could be found in
all the territories of the empire, as armies of provincial
officials, as the fighting units described above, or as
guards of towns, where they were often in conflict
with local Janissaries. They included Christian recruits,
Serbians and Croatians, especially in the Principalities,
where they were called seymen, and could be found
in the fighting forces of Moldavia and Wallachia well
into the 18th century. In general, however, Muslims
were the primary recruits, and Albanians and Bosnians
the most prized for their military prowess.
The term segbdn was revived in military usage in 1808,
when Mustafa Pasha Bayrakdar [q.v.] tried to continue
the reforms of Selfm III [q.v] by renaming the detested
ni^dm-i d^edid [q.v] troops segbdn-l dj_edid, and incorporating them as the eighth oa^ak of the Janissaries.
The new troops allied with the Janissaries, however,
and were instrumental in Mustafa's own downfall that
same year. The term segbdn disappeared when Mahmud
II [q.v] eliminated the corps in 1826.
Bibliography: See GONULLU for further discussion;
I A, art. Sekbdn (M.T. Gokbilgin); Pakalm, iii, 145-9;
Hammer-Purgstall, Staatsverfassung, i, 56, 48, ii, 37,
191, 203, 207-09; Uzuncar§ili, Osmanh devleti te$kilatindan kapikulu ocaklan, i, Ankara 1943, 162-6 and
passim; Halil Inalcik, Fatih devri u^erinde tetkikler ve
vesikalar I, Ankara 1954, repr. 1987, 207, for Murad
Fs will;_ M. Cezar, Osmanh tarihinde levendler, Istanbul
1965; Inalcik, Military and fiscal transformation in the
Ottoman Empire, 1600-1700, in Archivum ottomanicum,
vi (1980), 283-337; H.G. Majer, Albaner und Bosmer
in der osmanisichen Armee. Ein Faktor in der Reichsmtegration im 18. und 19. Jahrhundert, in K.-D. Grothusen
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(ed.), Jugoslawien. Interpretationsprobleme in Geschichte und
Gegenwart, Gottingen 1984, 105-17; Esin Atil, Silleymanname. The illustrated history of Suleyman the Magnificent,
New York 1986, pis. 10-11, for illustrations of hunting parties; Karen Barkey, Bandits and bureaucrats.
The Ottoman route to state centralisation, Ithaca 1994;
V. Aksan, Whatever happened to the Janissaries? Mobilization for the 1768-1774 Russo-Ottoman War, in War
in History, v (1998), 23-36.
(VIRGINIA H. AKSAN)
SEMENDIRE, the O t t o m a n T u r k i s h form of
the Serbian town of Smederovo, older form
Semendria. Lying on the Danube downstream from
Belgrade [q.v.] (lat. 44° 40' N., long. 20° 56' E.), it
was in pre-modern times a fortified town and, under
the Ottomans, the chef-lieu of a sand^ak of the same
name. Since the break-up of Yugoslavia, it has come
within the Serbian Republic.
A first conquest under Murad II (842/1438) did
not lead to permanent incorporation into the Ottoman
Empire, since due to the crisis of 847-8/1444 the sultan thought it necessary to preserve the Serbian
despotate as a buffer state between his own lands and
those of the king of Hungary (Halil Inalcik and Mevlut
Qguz (eds.), Gazavdt-i Sultan Murad b. Mehemmed Han,
I^ladi ve Varna sava§lan (1443-1444) iizerinde anonim
Gazavatname, Ankara 1978, 31-5, 102-3). According to
Theodore Spandunes, it was George Kantakuzenos,
surnamed Sachatai, a brother of the Byzantine princess
Irene, consort of the Despot of Serbia George
Brankovic, who came from the Morea to Serbia and
built the fortified town of Smederovo. In 858/1454,
this was one of the major centres of the Serbian
despotate, with fortifications solid enough to withstand
an Ottoman attack. In 860-1/1456 a Hungarian
attempt to take the town was also beaten back by
the same George Kantakuzenos (Th. Spandunes, On
the origin of the Ottoman Emperors, tr. and ed. D. Nicol,
Cambridge 1997, 29, 35; Memoiren eines Janitscharen oder
Tiirkische Chronik, tr. Renate Lachmann, with comm.
by eadem, C.-P. Haase and G. Prinzing, Graz 1975,
117, 210, this being the text supposedly written by
Constantine of Ostrovica, an ex-Janissary or Janissary
auxiliary; Th. Stavridis, The Sultan of Vezirs: the life and
times of the Ottoman Grand Vezir Mahmud Pasha Angelovic
(1453-1474), Leiden 2001, 82-95).
After the death of George Brankovic and that of
his son Lazar two years later, Smederovo was inherited by the latter's son-in-law, the Bosnian king Stepan
Tomasevic, who in 863-4/1459 surrendered the city
to Mahmud Pasha, then beylerbeyi of Rumeli. Born a
member of the Byzantino-Serbian aristocratic family
of the Angelovic, Mahmud Pasha had been commissioned to take over the region in the name of Sultan
Mehemmed II. Pope Pius II viewed the Ottoman conquest of the Serbian despotate and the concomitant
acquisition of Smederovo as a calamity all but equivalent to the end of the Byzantine Empire. Most
possessions of the Serbian despotate within the kingdom of Hungary were confiscated by the local ruler
as a measure of retaliation for the surrender of
Smederovo (F. Babinger, Mehmed der Eroberer und
seine ^eit. Weltensturmer einer ^eitenwende, Munich 1953,
174-5).
These events had been preceded, in 862/early 1458,
by an attempt on the part of Michael Angelovic,
Mahmud Pasha's (probably elder) brother, a member
of the regency council that took over after the death
of Lazar, to make himself despot with the backing of
the Ottoman sultan and take power in Smederovo.
He had gained the support of Serbian nobles who

were worried about a possible subjection to the Pope,
in case the Hungarian party should gain the upper
hand. However, the takeover failed, and Michael
Angelovic was arrested by members of the proHungarian party in the regency council and sent to
Dubrovnik, where—probably at Hungarian behest—
he was held captive by a local patrician (C. Jirecek,
Geschichte der Serben, Gotha 1918, ii, 207-15). If this
version of events is the true one, Michael Angelovic
thus cannot have negotiated the surrender of
Smederovo to his brother on the Ottoman side
(Stavridis, op. cit., 102; most Ottoman chronicles, however, take the agreement between brothers for granted;
see for example 'Asjnkpasha^dda tdrikhi, ed. cAlf Bey,
Istanbul 1332/1914, J52. On a divergent version of
these campaigns, compare The History of Mehmed the
Conqueror by Tursun Beg, comments and tr. by Halil
Inalcik and R. Murphey, Minneapolis and Chicago
1978, 40-5; Tursun Beg claims that the outer fortress
of Smederovo was conquered by force of arms, and
only the inner citadel ultimately surrendered).
Subsequently, King Matthias Corvinus of Hungary
made various projects for a conquest of the fortress,
now known in Ottoman as Semendire, but none of
these led to any concrete results (Babinger, op. cit.,
385).
Within the Ottoman realm, the Semendire area
became a sandj_ak and was divided up into timars and
Zi'dmets [q.vv.], itself forming part of the beylerbeylik of
Rumeli; in the early 10th/16th century, Belgrade was
part of this sandj_ak, albeit producing far less revenue
than the Semendire area (M. Tayyib Gokbilgin, Kanuni
Sultan Suleyman devri ba§lannda Rumeli eyaleti, livalan, §ehir
ve kasabalan, in Belleten, xx [1956], 252-7). After the
conquest of Hungary, Semendire was transferred to
the newly formed vilayet of Buda. In addition to the
cavalry supplied by timdrs and zi'dmets, the local Eflak
(Vlach) were accorded tax remissions in return for
military services (N. Beldiceanu and Irene BeldiceanuSteinherr, Quatre actes de Mehmed II concernant les Valaques
des Balkans slaves, in Beldiceanu, Le monde ottoman des
Balkans (1420-1566): institutions, societe, economic., London
1976, no. Ill; on Vlach-related issues in the reign of
Bayezfd II, see Osmanhlarda divdn-burokrasi-aklam, II.
Bayepd donemine ait 906/1501 tarihli ahkdm defteri, ed.
by Ilhan §ahin and Feridun Emecen, Istanbul 1994,
nos. 208, 209).
Entries in the 10th/16th-century Muhimme defterleri
reflected the position of Semendire as a military base
during the wars of Suleyman the Magnificent against
the Habsburgs: its governor was called upon to purchase timber for bridge-building, see to the construction of boats to be used on the Danube and organise
supplies of flour and barley for the needs of the army.
The town also possessed a cannon-foundry (topkhdne).
A text from 951-2/1544-6 refers to the fact that much
of the town had been destroyed by fire, and enjoined
the kadi to make sure that the new houses were not
built so close to the walls as to endanger their military function (Haci Osman Yildinm et alii [eds.], 7.
numarah miihimme defteri 975-976/1567-69, 5 vols.
Ankara 1997, i, 273. For one of the oldest extant
Muhimme registers, see Halil Sahillioglu [ed.], Topkapi
Sarayi ar§wi H. 951-952 tarihli ve E-12321 numarah
miihimme defteri, Istanbul 2002, 24-5, 192-3, 219, 306;
for a selection of relevant texts from this register in
French tr., see Mihnea Berindei and G. Veinstein,
L'Empire ottoman et les pays roumains 1544-1545, Paris
and Cambridge, Mass. 1987, 8-9, 14-15, 18-19, 29,
40-3, 46, 65-6, 69-70).
Economic life was based on agriculture, stock-rais-
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ing and fishing; Semendire functioned as a small-scale
market for rural produce, while crafts seem to have
been of limited importance and many townsmen cultivated fields and gardens (B. McGowan, Food supply
and taxation on the Middle Danube (1568-79), in Archivum
Ottomanicum, i [1969], 139-96; Mihnea Berindei, Annie
Berthier, Marielle Martin and G. Veinstein, Code de
lois de Murad III concernant la province de Smederovo, in
Siidost Forschungen, xxxi [1972], 140-63). Timber was
brought in from the surrounding forests, while imports
from further afield included metals, Asian spices and
also slaves; the Danube seems to have functioned as
a barrier at which internal customs could be conveniently collected.
After the peace of Zsitvatorok (1015/1606 [q.v.])
had ended the Long War between Habsburgs and
Ottomans, the embassy of Adam Freiherr von
Herberstein was, on its return from Istanbul (101618/1608-9), permitted to view the fortifications of
Semendire (M. Brandstetter, Itinerarium oder Raisbeschreibung, in K. Nehring, Adam Freiherr zu Herbersteins Gesandtschaftsreise nach Konstantinopel: ein Beitrag zum
Fneden von ^sitvatorok (1606), Munich 1983, 174-5).
This permission may have been granted because
Ottoman military men regarded the fortifications
as obsolescent: Brandstetter described a once powerful stronghold that he did not, however, consider very
suitable for contemporary warfare. Roofs and floors
had been neglected, while heavy artillery could only
be placed in the towers and on the bare ground; but
the fortress did suffice to control traffic on the Danube.
Brandstetter also noted the existence of an inner
citadel protected by its own water-filled ditch and
five towers, as well as the presence of a garrison
commander, but he made no reference to a civilian
population.
An 11th/17th-century description from an Ottoman
perspective is owed to Ewliya Celebi, who visited
Semendire as a participant in several Balkan campaigns (Evliya Qelebi Seyahatndmesi. Topkapi Sarayi Bagdat
307 yazmasimn transkripsyonu-dizini, v, ed. Yiicel Dagh,
Seyit Ali Kahraman and Ibrahim Sezgin, Istanbul
2001, 316-17). Ewliya relates a set of partly counterfactual traditions concerning the Ottoman acquisition
of the town, seventeen years before Constantinople,
possibly an allusion to the ephemeral conquest under
Murad II. These stories are, however, important
because they possibly circulated among the local military men and show the "ideological" importance of
Semendire even at this date. Other conquest traditions involve a marital union between Sultan BayezTd
I Yildirim and a daughter of the Serbian despot which
resulted in the conclusion of peace between the two
states—this was possibly a reminiscence of the marriage of the Serbian princess Mara to Murad II. These
stories also include an account of military conquest
on the part of Mehemmed II and a subsequent return
of the town to the unbelievers in exchange for the
liberation of the commander Bali Bey, who had been
taken prisoner in battle. After his return, Bali Bey
supposedly attacked and took Semendire, so that he
was regarded as its second conqueror, his memory
perpetuated by a zawiye slightly to the west of the
town. This latter story probably refers to one of the
first sanajak beyis of the province, Bali Bey Malkocoghlu, who became famous for his two campaigns
against Poland and other feats of derring-do (Babinger,
Beitrdge zur Geschichte des Geschlechtes der Malqoc-Oghlus,
repr. in Aufsatze und Abhandlungen zur Geschichte Siidosteuropas und der Levante, i, Munich 1962, 355-70; and
see MALKOC-OGHULLARi, in Suppl.).
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As in the late 10th/16th century, Semendire in
Ewliya's time was a centre of the homonymous sandj_ak,
famous on account of the numerous soldiers domiciled in this place (cAyn-i 'All Efendi, Kawanln-i al-i
'Othmdn der khiildsa-i meddmln-i defter-i diwan, preface by
Gokbilgin, Istanbul 1979, 17; compare also the description by Katib Celebi, Rumeli und Bosna, tr. J. von
Hammer, Vienna 1812). The fortress supposedly consisted of an inner and an outer section, with a circumference of 4,000 paces and four gates, protected
by the Danube on three sides and in addition by 36
towers. Apart from the garrison officers, the urban
elite consisted of the kadi, the shehir ketkhuddsl and the
teachers in two local medreses, while four Friday
mosques, one of them bearing the name of Mehemmed
the Conqueror, were available for worship. There was
a settlement outside of the walls (warosh) that supposedly contained 3,000 houses and 300 shops, accessible by wooden bridges crossing the river or else the
water-filled ditch that made the fortress into a virtual
island. Due to the marshy ground, few buildings were
of stone, roofs were often covered in wooden shingles and even the streets were paved with boards.
Although Ewliya claims that an abundance of goods
was available in the two local khdm and elsewhere,
the lack of a covered market probably indicates that
this was not a town noted for its commerce (on the
limited economic activity of the entire area, see
McGowan; The Middle Danube cul de sac, in Huri
Islamoglu-Inan (ed.), The Ottoman Empire and the worldeconomy, Paris and Cambridge 1987, 170-7).
In "the Ottoman-Habsburg war of 1094-1111/168399, Semendire shared the fate of nearby Belgrade: it
was first taken by the Habsburgs and then re-conquered by the Ottomans. The Orthodox bishop moved
to Belgrade in 1140-1/1728; this was probably a sign
of the town's declining relative importance (Adolph
Kunike [ed.], ^wey hundert vier und sech^ig Donau-Ansichten
nach dem Laufe des Donaustromes, comments by Georg
C.B. Rumy, Vienna 1826, repr. Munich n.d.; nonpaginated brochure appended to the lithographs).
Nevertheless, in the early 13th/19th century,
Semendire formed one of the centres of a Serbian
movement for autonomy; in 1219-20/1805 local troops
in rebellion against the Ottoman central government
took the town, before moving on to Belgrade
(J. Stoye, Marsigli's Europe, 1680-1730: the life and times
of Luigi Ferdinando Marsigli, soldier and virtuoso, New
Haven 1994, 57, 74-5, 78, 95, 109; Barbara Jelavich,
History of the Balkans, i, Eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
Cambridge 1983, 91, 198).
Documenting the physical shape of the town at the
beginning of that century, there survive two remarkable lithographs published in 1241-2/1826 (Kunike op.
cit., nos. 180, 181). These show that the town preserved quite a few of the characteristics described one
and a half centuries earlier by Ewliya Celebi. While
according to Rumy's comments, the fortress lay partially in ruins, this is not apparent from the images,
which show a wall surmounted by to\vers of different shapes and sizes and protected by a palisade. The
town proper was located not on the peninsula/island
but on the river banks, and there was a Muslim section surmounted by many minarets, more than the
four existing in Ewliya's time. Semendire possessed a
sizeable Christian quarter as well, for there was also
a church with a high steeple, rather Central European
in character. Roofs and walls made for shingles still
formed a notable feature of the local architecture, and
the Austrian commentator remarked that the town
had "a handsome appearance".
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Bibliography: Given in the article. See also Olga
Zirojevic, The Constantinople road from Beograd to Sojija
(1459-1683) (Zbornik istorijskog muzeja Srbije, 7),
Belgrade 1970; and the Bibls. to SIRB.
(SURAIYA FAROQHI)
SHAH DAGH, a peak of the s o u t h e a s t e r n most tip of the Caucasus range (4,253 m/13,951
feet high), the mountainous region which in mediaeval Islamic times separated the districts of Kubba from
Shamakha [see KUBBA]. It now lies in the northeasternmost part of the Azerbaijan Republic.
SHAHBANDAR (p.), lit. "harbourmaster", an official of the p o r t s in Safawid Persia and one
also known on other shores of the Indian Ocean.
A lack of information from before the advent of
the European maritime companies notwithstanding, it
is likely the office of shahbandar first appeared in Persia,
and from there spread throughout the Indian Ocean
basin. The precise status of the shahbandar remains
unclear for the early period. Moreland concluded that,
while elsewhere around the Indian Ocean the term
had a wide range of meaning in the 10th/16th century, in Hurmuz [q.v.~] it clearly referred to the harbourmaster. He documents a shahbandar in that port
for 1521, and for 1584 the Portuguese sources identify a person with the title of goarda mor da praya, chief
warden of the beach and customs house. The
Portuguese sources also mention an official called juiz
da alfandega, judge of the tollhouse. Already at that
time the function had a political dimension as well,
for at some point in the early 10th/16th century, the
vizier of Hurmuz combined his position as governor
of the port with that of head of customs.
Most of the subsequent information on the shahbandar concerns the position in Bandar c Abbas [<?.#.] after
the arrival in the Persian Gulf of the English and
Dutch East India Companies in the early 17th century, and is a function of the documents generated
by their agents. In the Persian sources the shahbandar
appears as the ddbit-i wud^uh wa khurudj., commander
of imports and exports, but he is rarely mentioned,
reflecting the fact that, although the Persian Gulf trade
was important to the state and the official served the
central administration, the region itself was not at the
centre of official attention.
The shahbandar wielded considerable power in the
port. He administered the payment of tolls on incoming and outgoing goods, which generally amounted
to 10% ad valorem for both. In order to secure smooth
relations, merchants were forced periodically to hand
him gifts, which was really a form of taxation. Thus
the Dutch and the English typically paid the shahbandar of Bandar c Abbas 50 tumdns annually, but in 1654
we hear of local merchants being forced to pay a
sum of 1,000 tumdm, and in 1661 the resident Indian
merchant community was made to pay a similar
amount. Shahbandar^, were also wont to make private
deals with brokers, who bribed them to let goods pass.
Shahbandar^ had their own agents in other Persian
Gulf ports and India and elsewhere in Persia who
tried to entice merchants to patronise Bandar cAbbas.
There are also reports of the shahbandar of Bandar
c
Abbas terrorising the local merchants and interfering
with their trade, demanding the choicest wares available at below market prices and refusing to give a
transport license when they demurred.
While sharing many of his responsibilities and traits
with shahbandar?, in other parts of Asia, the sjidhbandar
in Persia resembles the ones in India and South East
India more than his colleagues in the Ottoman Empire.
Whereas in a place like Aleppo the shahbandar was

chosen from among the wealthy local merchants, and
was sometimes a Jew or an Armenian, in llth/17thcentury Persia he was invariably a political official
with a fixed salary, who was sent down by the central government with the task of collecting customs
revenue for the shah. At the end of his term in office
he had to account for his dealings and submit his
financial report to the crown's financial council. The
fact that in the late 1620s Mulayim Beg was simultaneously the shah's commercial factor and shahbandar of Bandar c Abbas suggests this strong nexus between
politics and commerce. The reports of the maritime
companies also make clear that the shahbandar was a
shadowing official, sent down to supervise and report
on the khan of the town. As this surveillance was
mutual, it often led to rivalry and even violent confrontations between the retinue of both officials. As
was the case for most positions in Safawid Persia, the
post of shahbandar tended to be hereditary, yet no
single family managed to establish a hold over it for
any length of time. For most of the 1650s, Muhammad
Beg, who later became Grand Vizier, and his family
furnished a series of shahbandar^, beginning with
Muhammad Beg himself. Of Armenian descent, he
was a ghulam [</.y.], one of the many originally Christian
slaves from the Caucasus region who attained high
political positions in Safawid Persia. Georgian ghuldms,
who by the llth/17th century had taken over most
of the administration in the country, infiltrated the
position as well. In 1669 it was reported that the new
shahbandar was a Georgian ghulam.
Several changes occurred in this same period. Until
1656 the port of Kung fell under the jurisdiction of
Ear [see LAR, LARISTAN]. When cAvad Beg left his
post as khan of Ear, a separate governor-cum-shdhbandar was appointed for Kung, apparently in order to
improve the central government's control over its revenues. A similar motivation underlay the changes
effected in the smaller ports of the Persian Gulf, which
until the second half of the llth/17th century did
not have a customs house and therefore no shahbandar. As this prompted those merchants keen to evade
tolls and harassment in Bandar cAbbas to turn to
those ports, the Safawid government in the mid-1660s
conducted an investigation and decided to establish a
customs house in Bandar Rig. Bushihr [q.v.], which
was of minor importance, had a shahbandar, too, at
this point. Smaller ports must have remained under
the jurisdiction of local shaykhs.
In a more structural change, the position of shahbandar of Bandar c Abbas began to be farmed out in this
period. Until the reign of Shah Sulayman (10771105/1666-94), each individual port had its own customs official and the office of shahbandar had rotated
on an annual basis. Mismanagement, corruption and
the attendant dwindling income from customs in the
early 1670s prompted the Safawid government to consolidate the customs administration by bringing it
under the control of one official, who now farmed
the post for six to eight years at a fixed salary and
a stipulated revenue of 24,000 tumdns. (Chardin claims
that the change came in 1674, but it is more likely
that it was part of a series of reforms effected by the
Grand Vizier Shaykh CAH Khan in 1671-2.) The term
of a given official might be prolonged after expiration. Thus in 1684, Mfrza Murtada, having served
one term, received the post for seven more years. He
was also reinstated as shahbandar of Kung. Various
other sources report that, ten years later, the sjidhbandar of Kung acted both as customs official and as
ddrugha [q.v~], or mayor of the town, and that he
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farmed the customs of Kung, Bandar cAbbas and
Bandar Rig, for an annual sum of 20,000 tumdns.
Bushihr in the mid-12th/18th century offers an
example of an Armenian shahbandar—as opposed to
a ghuldm who had been made to convert to Islam.
This person, named Khwadja Mellelsk, was a subordinate of the shahbandar of Bandar 'Abbas. In 1748
the town's governor, Shaykh Nasir, usurped the position. This may have set a precedent, for in the 19th
century the head of customs in Bushihr appears to
have been the port's khan or kalantar [q.v.] or mayor,
rather than a shahbandar. Beginning in ca. 1850, when
the port's trade began to flourish, customs were collected by a private functionary called the hammalbashi.
In Bandar c Abbas the term shahbandar long remained
in use, but here, too, it was the hammalbashi who in
the 19th century collected customs fees. In the smaller
ports, tribal chiefs or government officials called da bits
were usually the ones to manage the port's customs.
Having become obsolete for the port towns of Persia,
the term shahbandar was now used for the official who
represented the interests of the Turkish merchants
operating within Persia.
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SHA1R.
1. B. From the ' A b b a s i d p e r i o d to the
Nahda.
Poetic communication is part of a larger system of
social communication governed by a particular set of
rules and carried out by participants who are more
or less aware of the value and meaning of these rules.
The role of the poet is only one of several roles which
are mutually co-formative. Any discussion of one of
these social roles must perforce take into account the
other roles. SJ. Schmidt (1992) described four action
roles which are used below to inform the discussion
of shdcir.
(a) Production. In the period between 750 and 1850,
poetry was composed by a very different range of
people from all walks of society in the Arab speaking world. Among the producers of poetry we find
caliphs and craftsmen, secretaries and slaves, religious
scholars and rogues, members of noble Arab tribes
or people of non-Arab descent, rich and poor, famous
and infamous. Of the three main panegyrists of the
3rd/9th century, Abu Tammam (d. ca. 231/845 [q.v.])
was of Christian descent (and embarrassed by this
fact), and had to earn his living as a weaver's assistant and a water carrier in his early years; Ibn alRuml (d. 283/896 [q.v.]) was of Christian (Byzantine)
descent as well (and proud of it), whereas al-Buhturf
(d. 284/897 [q.v.]) was of pure Arab stock and grew
up in a tribal milieu.
There was no uniform group of poets, nor was
being a poet considered a specific profession with an
established and definitive course of study or a canon
of specific knowledge to be learned. Instead, everybody who had learned to compose poetry that met
with common approval was called s_hdcir. Professional
poets during the cAbbasid period were primarily court
poets who were financially dependent on the favour
of a patron. In later periods, poets most typically
came from the ranks of the 'ulama3. During the whole
of the period in question, however, it was taken for
granted that every educated person had the ability to
take part in poetic communication, at least in the
role of a receptive listener/reader. Therefore, poetry
composed by professional poets forms only one segment of the poetry composed, esteemed and transmitted. Even those poets who can be considered
professional poets often played more than the role of
producer of poetry and engaged in processing literature as anthologists, critics, or philologists. Given this
multi-layered situation, the role of poets and poetry
in Arabic-Islamic society can be appreciated properly
only if the whole of the system of poetic communication is taken into account. This is even more important given that poetic communication played an
incomparably much higher role in pre-modern Arabic
societies than in modern societies.
(b) Mediation. The oral recitation of a poem by its
producer has always been considered the basic means
by which poetry was made accessible to others.
Professional singers were not only important but often
even famous transmitters of poetry from the latter
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Umayyad period onwards, not only in courtly arenas
but also in other well-to-do households. Written transmission in the form of letters or books also played
an increasingly important role. The output of individual
poets was often collected in the form of a diwdn,
frequently by those other than the original poets
themselves. For example, it was Abu Bakr al-Sulf (d.
ca. 335/947 [q.v.]) who collected the diwam of Abu
Nuwas, Abu Tammam, Ibn al-Rumf and others. Of
enormous importance for the transmission of poetry
were anthologies [see MUKHTARAT] and other works of
adab. Both linguistic and historiographical works as
well as collections of biographies contain a great deal
of poetry. Religious texts of an edifying nature and
Sufi" works are hardly to be found without poetry.
After the rise of the madrasa [</•#.], the formal parameters of poetry (metre, rhyme) and peculiarities of
literary language [see AL-MA'AN! WA 'L-BAYAN] would
become part of the propaedeutic discipline of adab (in
this case meaning the whole of linguistic disciplines).
Poetry itself, however, was not a regular subject in
the curriculum. Only the most famous works, such as
the Diwdn of al-Mutanabbf and the Makdmat of alHarfrf, were taught within an academic framework.
Story-tellers and preachers [see KASS] included poems
in their speeches and thus contributed to their own
popularity among the masses. As a whole, the process
by which poetry was imparted has not yet been studied adequately.
(c) Reception. Poetry was an everyday commodity. A
poet could "reciter une qasida a son entourage, a ses
amis, a des conferes. Qu'il aille dans les souks de la
ville, parcourt ses rues, frequente les cabarets de ses
faubourgs et leurs jardins, descende son fleuve, ses
canaux ou se poste sur 1'un des ponts . . . ou sous les
arcades de mosquees, dans le demeure d'un bourgeois
ou d'un prince, partout. . . il peut declamer sans etonner, parler d'amour sans surprendre, pleurer de douleur
sans choquer" (Bencheikh, 38). Poetry was an effective system of communication in which a substantial
part of the population took part and by which the
emotional and affective requirements of the people
were met. People listened to poetry for its social, emotional, and intellectual effect [see TARAB; TACADJDIUB],
and it was considered the poet's task to convey information and to stir emotions, curiosity and interest
rather than to express his own feelings. Modern modes
of reception, influenced by the cult of the poet as a
genius who is expected to be more in touch with
deeper feelings and thoughts than other people, and
the individualistic notion of poetry as a means to
express one's very own and specific emotions, have
often lead to misconceptions about pre-modern Arabic
poetry. Whereas modern and individualistic conceptions of poetry have fostered an acceleration of literary change, they have also led to an increasing
social marginalisation of poetic communication. By
contrast, although the pre-modern understanding of
poetry as a social activity resulted in a greater stability of literary forms and content, it nonetheless
allowed poetry to remain effective and meaningful
for a wide range of people over the whole period
considered here and thus allowed a greater sector
of the population to participate in elaborate artistic
activities.
(d) Processing. The Arabic pre-Islamic literary and
cultural heritage forms, next to Islam itself, one of
the two foundations of Arabic-Islamic culture. The
collection of and commentary on pre- and early Islamic
poetry therefore was one of the primary activities in
the first centuries of Islamic scholarship. The disci-

plines of grammar and lexicography owed their development more to the need to comment upon ancient
Arabic poetry than upon the normative texts of Islam.
This creation of a consciousness of poetry was one
of the prerequisites for the rise of the scientific study
of contemporary poetry and of literary criticism by
the 3rd/9th century. These disciplines cannot be dealt
with here (see the overview by Ouyang), but it should
be remarked that, during the cAbbasid period, literary
history and criticism was a discourse clearly separated
from the production of poetry itself, notwithstanding
the exertion of mutual influence. Among the major
poets, only Ibn al-Muctazz and Ibn Rashfk were famed
theorists as well. The Mamluk period, in which the
merger of a secular and religious discourse had already
been perfected, witnessed the complete synthesis of
poetic production, on the one hand, and literary theory and rhetorics on the other in the form of the
badi'iyya commentaries by Safi al-Dm al-Hillf (d. probably 749/1348 [q.v.]) and Ibn Hidjdja al-Hamaw!
(d. 837/1434 [q.v.]), among others.
Other important forms by which literature was
processed are various forms of intertextuality such as
the mu'drada or the takhmis \q.wl\, in which a poet
transforms a given poem into a new work of literature following special rules. These techniques should
be understood within the framework of similar forms
of appropriation-cum-transformation of the scholarly,
cultural and literary heritage of Islamic culture, such
as the commentary (shark [q.v.]) or the abbreviation
(mukhtasar [q.v.]).
Four important social environments provided a
framework for educated poetic communication between
the Umayyad and the modern period.
i. The Court
Throughout the entirety of the 'Abbasid period, the
courts of the caliph(s), provincial rulers, governors and
the court-like households of viziers, generals, and other
high officials served as centres of literary activity of
preeminent importance. Two kinds of literary activities should be distinguished here: first, the recitation
of panegyric poems as part of the official representation of the ruler; and second, poetry as part of
court entertainment.
Panegyric poems [see MADIH] formed the most
important political discourse throughout a great deal
of Islamic history. In panegyric poems, the subject
personage was described as an embodiment of royal
virtue, above all in terms of military prowess and
generosity. The recollection of these virtues simultaneously confirmed and reinforced them, for society as
well as for the ruler himself, and by confirming the
ruler's ideal fulfillment of these normative values, the
poems contributed to his legitimisation. Further, they
served to spread the news of important events (such
as battles won), and helped to memorialise them and
to locate them and their protagonists within a broader
historical context.
To understand the mechanism of the panegyric
poem, it is important to bear in mind that the patron,
to whom the poem is addressed (the mamduh}, is not
identical with the intended public of the poem. Of
course, panegyric poems could fulfil their political and
social role only if a general interest in them was
granted. Therefore, the dichotomy of the poet and
the mamduh, which appears in the texts themselves,
should be expanded to a triangle with the "public"
as third participant. Each of the three participants in
this form of communication acted in a mutually informative give and take. This triadic interplay can be
generally schematized as follows:
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Given the first-rank importance of the panegyricpolitical discourse as a means of representation and
legitimisation, even rulers who had no feeling for
poetry could hardly afford not to patronise poets. On
the other hand, many rulers and princes pursued an
intense interest in poetry, had expert knowledge at
their disposal, and often composed poetry themselves.
Just to mention a few, the caliph Harun al-Rashld
(d. 193/809; his sister the princess cUlayya bt. alMahdl (d. 210/825); the prince Ibn al-Muctazz (d.
296/908), one of the greatest men of letters of the
c
Abbasid period; the caliph al-Radl bi 'llah (d. 392/940);
the Hamdanid Sayf al-Dawla (d. 356/967); and the
Ayyubid Abu '1-Fida3 (d. 732/1331) [q.w.] and other
members of this dynasty. In such cases, where the
mamduh assumed both the role of the patron as well
as the role of the public, poets had to accommodate
their poems not only to general panegyric standards
but also to the personal taste of the patron. To mention two examples: al-Buhturl replaced the traditional
nasib [q.v.] with all its intertextual strands with the
more modern genre of gha^al [q.v] in order to meet
the taste of al-Mutawakkil, who had less literary training than his predecessors. Ibn Nubata al-Misrf (d.
750/1349 [q.v.]) faced the opposite problem after the
death of Abu '1-Fida3 and tried to win the favour of
his pious and ascetic successor by replacing the nasib
of his panegyric odes with ascetic poetry.
Panegyric poets hoped for an immediate reward
for any given poem, which often reached rather exorbitant sums of money. Considering the fact that generosity was one of the main virtues praised in the
panegyric odes and that the poet offered himself as
a first object for the demonstration of this generosity, the exchange of poem for reward assumed the
character of a ritual exchange. If successful, poets
could even hope for a permanent patronage of the
ruler, thus being spared having to wander from patron
to patron. Al-Mutanabbl, the pre-eminent panegyric
poet of the times, spent several years in search of
a permanent patron, eulogising Bedouin chiefs and
second-rank provincial dignitaries until he found the
favour of Sayf al-Dawla, at whose court he spent nine
untroubled years, only to start the search anew after
an intrigue by his fellow-poets forced him to flee Sayf
al-Dawla's court. In addition to material gains, success at a court could also provide for a broader fame
of a poet due to the public nature of his task as a
panegyrist. In any case, gaining the favour of patrons
through panegyric poetry was nearly the only way to
make a living as a professional poet during the
c
Abbasid period. Poets who did not have an administrative or scholarly position as a starting-point therefore had to earn their living as a copyist or craftsman,
or with similar jobs until they gained enough fame
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to be able to live as a full-time poet. Competition
for a position as court poet must have been rather
rigorous. Therefore, it is small wonder that the relations between the poets enjoying the favour of a certain patron is often characterised by envy, polemics
and intrigues. The relations between al-Mutanabbf,
Abu Firas and the KhalidT brothers offer a good
example. Dependent as poets were on the favour of
their patron, they were not completely powerless in
turn. If they felt that they were treated unjustly, they
had the possibility of taking revenge by composing
satires (hiaja3 [q.v.]), and the satires of a famous poet
could prove to be a sharp weapon indeed. Again, alMutanabbl—an extraordinary self-confident poet—
provides us with examples in his invectives against
the Ikhshfd ruler Kafur [q.v]. Many poets, however,
experienced feelings of humilation when forced to
"beg" for monetary reward for their poems, as is
repeatedly told in their biographies.
The circumstances under which courtly panegyric
poetry was performed have been only little studied so
far. Obviously, panegyric poems were often performed
as part of public ceremonies, during a maajlis or a
banquet. The poems that were recited may have been
pre-selected by court officials (al-Kiftl, Inbdh, iv, 149).
How these poems became known by a broader public has not yet been explored in detail. The poets
themselves, philologists, compilers of anthologies and
literary critics may have participated as mediators in
this process. In the end, however, this process must
have been rather effective, since in most books on
literary criticism, panegyric poetry is given privileged
interest, and anthologies and chronicles overflow with
quotations of eulogies. Since without the participation of the recipients, the process of panegyric communication must have been ineffective as a whole,
the study of this part must be considered a major desideratum.
In addition to the ritual and public performance
of panegyric poetry, courtly life offered a great many
other opportunities for poetry making. Hunting excursions provided an opportunity for the recitation of
hunting poetry (tardiyya \q.v]\, banquets and musical
gatherings gave rise to the presentation of wine poetry
[see KHAMRIYYA] , love poetry and other genres. On
these occasions, the ruler was accompanied by his
nudamd' "boon-companions" (sing, nadlm [q.v.]), a group
of talented people from various fields. Even the office
of the nadlm was institutionalised at the 'Abbasid court.
Poetry played a prominent role in the gatherings of
the ruler and his nudamd\ and was practiced not only
by professional poets but also by nudama1 with other
professions. And poetry itself, both ancient and contemporary, was often the subject of conversation in
the madj_lis. It must be stressed that the kind of poetry
recited and sung in these courtly environments was
not fundamentally different from that practised outside the court in urban milieux. Therefore, a common term like "courtly love" characterising the
relations between lover and beloved in a current type
of love poetry (ghazal, nasib) is misleading, since love
poetry sung at caliphal banquets in no way differed
from the poetry that was popular in other social environments. Instead, it was rather the ideals, ethical
models, and literary tastes of the udabd3 and kuttdb
which dominated at the courts [see ZARF]. Nudamd3
circles also existed in the households of viziers and
high-ranking kuttdb, and the same people practised
their poetic skill in circles of philologists and udabd3
as well as in their role as nadlm at the court.
In the period after the fall of the cAbbasids and
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Ayyubids, the importance of the court for Arab literary culture decreased considerably. Though panegyric poems in the Arabic language were still composed
about Mamluk and Ottoman sultans (and poets duly
rewarded for them), the Mamluk and Ottoman courts
no longer offered the resources for a vivid literary
culture in Arabic language. One of the main reasons
for this development is, of course, the fact that rulers
of these dynasties often had only limited (if any) command of the Arabic language. But it should also be
borne in mind that, whereas in the 'Abbasid period
political authorities were part of the culture of the
civilian non-religious elite of the kuttab and were eager
to see their legitimisation expressed in the medium of
poetry common to both, the post-cAbbasid period witnessed the merger of a religious and non-religious
elite, which now formed a counterpart to the military elite which no longer shared this culture. Rather
than poetry, Mamluks instead patronised architecture
to an hitherto unprecedented extent.
ii. The kuttab
At least in the 3rd and 4th/9th and 10th centuries,
the class of the secretaries (kuttab, sing, kdtib \q.v^\),
which formed a rather homogenous group with a distinct group consciousness, had no lesser influence on
the shaping of Islamic culture than the group of religious scholars. This is especially true in the field of
literature. The kuttab were the bearers and main exponents of the culture of adab [</.y.], which meant not
only producing a certain type of literature but also
adhering to an ideal of education, knowledge, manners and conduct, which became manifest in the literature called adab. Of course, not every adib was a kdtib,
but the kuttab serve as its most typical embodiment.
For the kuttab, poetry had a multitude of functions.
Some of them, to mention a few, are as following:
(a) Perfection in artistic prose and poetry was a
prerequisite for other responsibilities. These included
drafting and writing official letters and administrative
correspondence in which they showed their mastery
of linguistic correctness and stylistic sophistication.
(b) Kuttab were expected to be able to compose
poetry. In this context, it seems plausible that the first
dictionary that was arranged according to rhyme consonants and rhyme schemes, the Kitdb al-Takfya by alBandamdjI (d. 284/897; Sezgin, GAS, viii, 170-1) was
in all probability addressed to the kuttab who needed
to find rhyme words for their poetic compositions.
(c) Poetry formed part of the encyclopaedic knowledge kuttab were supposed to have.
(d) Genres like love and wine poetry, besides being
entertaining and emotionally affective at an individual level, were especially suitable for not only expressing the refined Weltanschauung of this group [see ZARIF]
but also for displaying their literary taste.
(e) Literature of the adab type in prose and poetry
was part of the kuttatfs life-style and its practice served
to strengthen their group identity.
Some of the kdtib poets typical of the 3rd/9th and
4th/10th centuries were: al-cUtbI (d. 228/852-3), Ibn
al-Zayyat (d. 233/847), the ghazal poet Khalid b. Yazld
al-Katib (d. ca. 262/876), al-Nashi5 al-Akbar (d. 293/
906), Ibn Bassam (d. 303-4/914-15), Abu Ishaq alSabi' (d. 384/994), Ibn cAbbad (d. 385/995) [q.w.],
and Ibrahim al-SulI (d. 243/857). The influence of
the kuttab, however, went far beyond their activity as
poets: more importantly, they shaped the culture of
adab, which proved equally dominant in courtly milieux
as well as in the urban middle class in general.
A sharp distinction between the court and the kuttab
cannot be drawn in any event, since kuttab were

themselves part of the courts. Many of them participated in the composition of panegyric poetry and
fulfilled the duty of nadlm. Many officials had risen
to positions in which they acted as patrons for poets
themselves.
iii. The culamd3

Islamic normative texts (the Kur'an, esp. XXVI,
224-7; Hadlth, see Bonebakker) display an ambiguous
stance towards poetry which resulted in different interpretations, ranging from outright prohibition of many
of its forms to a mild disapproval of the more entertaining and morally dubious genres like wine poetry
and satire. Thus, in the first centuries, culamd:> rarely
felt encouraged to take part in a form of communication that was dominated by the secular elite. Yet
religious scholars required knowledge of pre- and early
Islamic poetry in order to be able to comment upon
Kur'an and Hadlth, and some of them composed at
least poetry of the zuhdiyya [g-V-] genre, as the collection of poetry ascribed to al-Shaficr (d. 204/820
[<?.#.]) demonstrates. Due to its emotional effectiveness,
poetry of the zuhdiyya genre, as well as love poetry
was used in sermons. However, scholars were rarely
proficient poets, and in his collection of the biographies of linguistic scholars, al-Kiftf repeatedly speaks
with derision of grammarians and other scholars who
"composed verses of the kind of the poetry of grammarians (nuhdt)/scholars (ulamd3}" (al-Kiftf, Inbdh, iii,
219, 263, 267, 288, 343, iv, 165). Nevertheless, from
the latter cAbbasid period onwards, there is an increase
in the number of culamd3 who were composing poetry
in different genres. A few kadis and muhaddithun are
already mentioned in al-Tha'alibl's [q.v.] anthology
titled Tatimat al-dahr, which contains poetry from the
second half of the 4th/IOth century. By the time of
c
lmad al-Dm al-Isfahanf's [q.v.] anthology, the Khandat al-kasr, which covers poets from the 6th/12th century, the number of 'ulamd3 composing poetry and the
quality of their poems had obviously increased considerably. Here, in this period of transition, we can
witness the gradual merger between the adab-oriented
culture of the kuttab and the sunna-oriented culture of
the 'ulamaJ' (Bauer, Rqffinement, Homerin, Preaching poetry}.
From the Saldjuk period onwards, the kuttab gradually ceased to be a distinct social group with their
own cultural values. Instead, the duties of the kdtib
came to be fulfilled by people who had received the
training of a religious scholar. The result, as it becomes
very obvious during the Mamluk period, was a rather
homogeneous group of 'ulamd' who had become the
bearers of Islamic religious as well as secular culture.
Remarkably, this development did not prove detrimental to literary culture. Instead, the process of
"Culamd3isation of adab" was counterbalanced by a
process of "adabisation of the culamd'", who in the
meantime had made the adab discourse of the kuttab
their own. Though the political relevance of poetry
decreased, its relevance for the civil elite increased,
so that one can speak of a process of privatisation of
poetry. Poetry became a pre-eminent medium of communication between 'ulamd3, and this medium included
panegyric poetry, which now became addressed from
one cdlim to the other rather than to rulers and military leaders. For the culamd\ it would become more
and more important to be able to take part in this
form of poetic communication. Consequently, the
poetry of the Mamluk period grew more personal and
more interested in private matters. The merger of the
secular and religious elite into a new group which
shared to a considerable extent the values and ideas
of the old religious elite, but which also had appro-
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priated the literary culture of the old secular elite,
led to an unprecedented rise of religious poetry. Since
also the boundaries between high and popular culture became blurred, the percentage of the population taking part in a rather homogeneous literary
culture became larger than ever. The Mamluk period,
therefore, may have been the period which displayed
the broadest literary culture in Arab history.
The Ottoman period has not been studied well
enough to allow a more detailed assessment. At least,
it is beyond doubt that the culamd} still played the
most important role in poetry. Arabic poetry at this
time may have witnessed a decrease in its local importance, but at the same time could expand its geographical range due to the increasingly global and
cosmopolitan character of the culamd3. Texts displaying a very similar literary taste were composed in
Sub-Saharan Africa as well as in the Indian subcontinent. Locally, Sufi circles seem to have developed
into one of the main centres of the production of
poetry.
iv. Urban milieux
A study of the involvement of different social environments of the urban middle classes in the poetic
discourse has not yet been carried out. However, it
is clear from countless hints in the sources that poetry
in the standard language and the established genres
was esteemed and even produced among craftsmen,
merchants, and in similar milieux. The site of Abu
Nuwas's (d. ca. 196/813 [</.#.]) wine poems is not only
the courtly banquet but also the tavern. Another and
rather different urban milieu was that of the £urafa\
in which the poems of al-cAbbas b. al-Ahnaf [q.v.]
are set. Several little-known poets mentioned in Ibn
al-Muctazz's Tabakdt al-shu'ard' bear names pointing
to crafts, and even professional poets like Abu
Tammam had to earn their living by manual work
before they were famous enough to live from their
poetry. In any case, social boundaries were not as
strict as in Europe, and people of low descent and
non-privileged social positions were not in principle
excluded from taking part in high culture.
In the 4th/10th century we find a baker (al-Khabbaz
al-Baladl, see Sezgin, GAS, ii, 625-6), a fruit-seller (alWaVa3 [q.v.]), and a darner (al-Sarf al-Raffa 3 [q.v.])
among the well-known poets of the age. Another poet,
al-Khubza3aruzzf [</.#.], was a baker of rice bread in
Basra and became famous as a gha^al poet. Young
men from all over the town used to visit his shop in
the hope of becoming the object of one of his love
poems. By quoting poems by al-Ahnaf al-cUkban, alTha'alibf (Tatima, ii, 122-4) allows a glimpse of the
poetry of the vagabonds [see SASAN, BANU]. These
poets owe their lasting fame to the fact that representatives of high culture took an interest in their productions, but they may also be taken as evidence of
the kind of interest in poetry that cut across different levels of society.
Sources are much more copious for the Mamluk
period, during which a convergence between high and
popular culture is attested. The most representative
figures of popular poetry (in standard Arabic, as well
as in dialect), appealing to culamd3 and people of the
street alike, were Ibrahim al-Micmar for the 7th/13th
and Ibn Sudun for the 8th/14th century. These and
quite a few of other similar, often illiterate figures
represent a "missing link" between modern forms of
popular literature and time-honoured forms, themes,
and motives, and thus point to the fact that Arabic
literary culture was not the exclusive prerequisite of
a small elitarian group, but was, at least in its fun-
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damental parameters, ideas and way of achieving
emotional effects, shared by a broad sector of the
population.
During the Mamluk and Ottoman periods, religious
poetry was extremely popular in all urban environments. Sufi" poetry, prayers [see WIRD] and poems in
praise of the prophet [see MAWLIDIYYA] were composed and recited among adherents of the Sufi orders
[see TARIKA and TASAWWUF], which were deeply rooted
in the middle classes.
During all periods, different forms of folk poetry
co-existed alongside poetry which was eventually written down. In many environments, both written and
oral forms of poetry influenced each other, and sometimes it is not easy to draw a clear boundary between
them. Other forms of poetry transmitted only orally
existed without being noticed by the educated. So,
for example, Bedouin poets continued to compose
poetry in a style reminiscent of pre-Islamic poetry
throughout the centuries. This can be deduced by the
existence of the so-called nabati poetry [q.v.] which
has been recorded from the 19th century onwards
and is still practised in the Arabian peninsula even
today. For further information about the complex of
folk poetry, see SHACIR. 1. E. The folk poet in Arab
society, at Vol. IX, 233b.
Bibliography. Only a small selection of relevant
sources and studies can be noted here. In principle, all diwdns, anthologies, and biographical dictionaries are fruitful sources of relevant information.
See also the Bibl. of the article SHICR. l(a), and Abu
'1-Faradj al-Isbaham, Aghdni^; Ibn al-Mu c tazz,
Tabakdt al-shifard3 al-muhdathm, Cairo 1956; al-Tmad
al-Isfahanf, Khandat al-kasr (different eds.); (Ibn) alKiftl, Inbdh al-ruwdt, 4 vols., Cairo 1955-73; Abu
Bakr al-Sull, Akhbdr Abi 'l-Tammdm, Cairo 1937;
idem, Akhbdr al-Buhtun, Damascus 1948; idem,
Akhbdr al-Rddl wa 'l-Muttaki, ed. J.H. Dunne, Cairo
1935; Safadf, al- Wdfi; Tha'alibI, Tatima, Cairo 13757/1956-8; A. Arazi, Amour divin et amour profane dans
I'Islam medieval. A travers le Diwdn de Khdlid al-Kdtib,
Paris 1990; T. Bauer, Rqffinement und Frommigkeit.
Sdkulare Poesie islamischer Religionsgelehrter der spdten
Abbasidenzeit, in Asiatische Studien, v (1996), 275-95;
idem, Liebe und Liebesdichtung in der arabischen Welt des
9. und 10. Jahrhunderts, Wiesbaden 1998; idem,
Ibrahim al-Micmdr. Ein dichtender Handwerker aus Agyptens Mamlukenzeit, in %DMG, clii (2002), 63-93;
J. Bencheikh, Poetique arabe: essai sur les voies d'une
creation, Paris 1975; idem, Les secretaires poetes et animateurs de cenacles aux IF et IIP siecles de I'hegire, in
JA, clxiii (1975), 265-315; idem, Le cenacle poetique
du calife al-Mutawakkil, in BEO, xxix (1977), 33-52;
S.A. Bonebakker, Religious prejudice against poetry in
early Islam, in Medievalia et humanistica, n.s. vii (1976),
77-99; GJ. van Gelder, The bad and the ugly. Attitudes
towards invective poetry (Hijd3) in Classical Arabic literature, Leiden 1988; B. Gruendler, Ibn al-Rumi's ethics
of patronage, in Harvard Middle Eastern and Islamic
Review, iii (1996), 104-60; G.E. von Grunebaum,
Aspects of Arabic urban literature mostly in ninth and tenth
centuries, in Islamic Studies (Islamabad), viii (1969), 281300; A. Hamori, On the art of medieval Arabic literature, New York 1974; Th.E. Homerin, Preaching poetry,
in Arabica, xxxviii (1991), 87-101; cAbd al-Hasanayn
al-Khidr, al-Shucard} al-Ayyubiyyun, 2 vols., Damascus
1993-6; H. Kilpatrick, Making the great Book of Songs,
London 2003; E. Neubauer, Musiker am Hof der
friihen cAbbasiden, Frankfurt 1965; W. Ouyang, Literary
criticism in medieval Arabic-Islamic culture. The making
of a tradition, Edinburgh 1997; E.K. Rowson and
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S.A. Bonebakker, A computerized listing of biographical
data from the Tatimat al-Dahr by al-Thacalibi, Malibu
1980; SJ. Schmidt, Conventions and literary systems, in
M. Hjort (ed.), Rules and conventions, Baltimore 1992,
215-49; A. Vrolijk, Bringing a laugh to a scowling face,
Leiden 1998; E. Wagner, Abu Nuwas, Wiesbaden
1965.
(T. BAUER)
SHAKHAB, (BATTLE OF) [see MARDJ AL-SUFFAR].
SHALISH, also written DJAL!SH, a term referring
to either the v a n g u a r d of an army or a flag
raised to signal the a n n o u n c e m e n t of a camp a i g n . The word is of Turkish origin, derived from
Callsh, meaning "battle" or "conflict" (see G. Doerfer,
Turkische und mongolische Elemente in Neupersischen,
Wiesbaden 1963-75, iii, 32). It appears in Persian during the late Saldjuk era (Rawandf, Rdhat al-sudur, ed.
M. Iqbal, GMS, NS, 2, London 1921, 347), with the
meaning of "battle"; in Arabic, it is found in works
of the Ayyubid and Mamluk times (see below). It is
unclear whether it entered Arabic via the Persian or
was adopted in the former language directly from
Turkish military men.
1. In the sense of advance troops of a rather general nature, the term is found in the description of
the battle of Hittln [q.v.] in 584/1187, where we find
ajdlishiyya (Baha3 al-Dm Ibn Shaddad, Nawddir alsultdniyya, Cairo n.d., 61 = tr. D.S. Richards, The rare
and excellent history of Saladin, Aldershot 2001, 73; Ibn
al-Athlr, Kdmil, Beirut 1987, xi, 146). In the early
Mamluk period, it is used on the one hand as a synonym for tali'a, advanced scouts or vanguard, as at
the battle of cAyn Djalut [q.v.] in 658/1260 (cf. Ibn
al-Dawadarf, Kanz al-durar, viii, ed U. Haarmann,
Freiburg-Cairo 1971, 49, with al-Makrfzf, Suluk, Cairo
1934-73, i, 430). On the other hand, in the battle of
Hims [q.v.] in 680/1281, ajdlish is used in the sense
of mukaddama, i.e. the large forward division of the
Mamluk army (Baybars al-Mansun, ^jibda, ed.
Richards, Beirut 1998, 197). The term was not only
applied to the Mamluk army; in 699/1299, the dj_dllsh
of the Il-Khan Ghazan [q.v] passed by Halab on the
way south (al-Makrizf, Suluk, i, 885); the exact intention, i.e. whether it was a small reconnaissance unit
or a large advance division, is unclear from the context.
2. In the sense of a flag raised above the tablkhdna
[q.v.], see D. Ayalon, art. HARB. iii, above, Vol. Ill,
at 184. Ibn Khaldun (Mukaddama, ed. Mustafa
Muhammad, Cairo n.d. = tr. Rosenthal, ii, 52), writes
that in the Mamluk state (dawlat al-turk), a large flag
(rdyd) surmounted by a big tuft of hair (probably of
a horse) was called a shalish, and that it was a sign
of the sultan. It would seem that the use of the word
for the flag used to declare preparations for a campaign was secondary to the meaning given above, sc.
the advance force or vanguard. The sense of flag was
derived perhaps from the advance force which may
have carried it.
Bibliography: Besides the sources and studies
given above, see E. Quatremere, Histoire des sultans
mamlouks de I'Egypte, Paris 1837-45, i/1, 225-7 (with
numerous examples from the Ayyubid and Mamluk
sources giving both contemporary meanings); Dozy,
Supplement, i, 168.
(R. AMITAI)
SHAMIR (also al-Shamir, commonly Shimr) B. DHI
'L-DJAWSHAN Abu '1-Sabigha, often p o r t r a y e d
as one of the k i l l e r s of a l - H u s a y n b. c A l f
[ q . v . ] . Shamir's father, Shurahbfl (or Aws) b. Kurt
(various forms of the name are given), was a
Companion of the Prophet who settled in al-Kufa.
Shamir fought at Sifffn [q.v] on 'All's side, receiving a sword wound to his face (al-Minkarf, Wakcat

Siffm, ed. CA. Harun, Cairo 1401/1981, 268; al-Tabarl,
i, 3305). Subsequently he changed sides and became
a supporter of the Umayyads. In 51/671 he testified
against Hudjr b. cAdf [q.v] (ibid., ii, 133); nine years
later, cUbayd Allah b. Ziyad [q.v] recruited him and
other tribal notables to quell the revolt of Muslim b.
c
Akfl [q.v.]. When al-Husayn was intercepted at
Karbala3, he appealed in vain to Shamir and others
to let him go to the caliph Yazid (ibid., ii, 285).
Shamir prevailed upon Ibn Ziyad to adopt an uncompromising attitude towards al-Husayn; Ibn Ziyad thereupon gave him a letter ordering cUmar b. Sacd to
kill al-Husayn should he refuse to submit to Ibn
Ziyad's authority, and warning c Umar that if he failed
to obey this order he would be replaced as commander by Shamir (ibid., ii, 315-6). c Umar reluctantly
obeyed and put Shamir in charge of the foot-soldiers
(al-Baladhun, iii, 391; al-Taban, ii, 317). On 9
Muharram 61/9 October 680, as c Umar was making
final preparations to do battle with al-Husayn, Shamir
offered a safe-conduct to three (or four) sons of CA1I
by Umm al-Banm bt. Hizam, who belonged to
Shamir's tribe, the Banu Kilab; the sons rejected the
offer, insisting that al-Husayn, too, should be granted
safe-conduct (al-Baladhuri, iii, 391; Ibn A'tham, iii,
105; cf. al-Taban, ii, 316-7).
The next morning—the Day of 'Ashura'—cUmar
put Shamir in command of the army's left wing (ibid.,
ii, 326). Shamir intended to burn down al-Husayn's
tent with the women and children inside, but was
shamed into withdrawing (ibid., ii, 346-7) and acceded
to al-Husayn's request to spare them (al-Baladhuri,
iii, 407; al-Tabarf, ii, 362). Shamir's role in the death
of al-Husayn is disputed in the sources. While some
accounts merely refer to his participation in the battle (e.g. Ibn 'Asakir, xxiii, 186), he is more usually
said to have instigated the final assault, while yet
other reports explicitly mention him as having killed
al-Husayn (al-Wakidf, in al-Baladhun, iii, 418; alIsfahanf, 119; Ibn Hazm, ^amharat ansdb al-carab, ed.
C
A. Harun, Cairo 1382/1962, 287), as having decapitated his corpse (al-Safadf, xii, 425, xvi, 180), or both
(al-Madjlisf, xlv, 56; cf. al-Tabrisf, 250). This conflicts
with reports that it was Sinan b. Anas al-Nakha'I
who killed al-Husayn and decapitated his body (Abu
Mikhnaf, in al-Tabarf, ii, 366), or that Sinan killed
him and Khawalf b. Yazfd al-Asbahf cut off his head
(al-Baladhurf, iii, 418; cf. Ibn cAbd al-Barr, i, 393).
In the ta'ziya [q.v] passion plays, Shamir is habitually
presented as al-Husayn's killer (Chelkowski, 15, 106,
110, 146-7, 159,' 165; Ayoub, 127) and as more evil
even than Sinan (Virolleaud, 94-5; Chelkowski, 160).
After the battle, Shamir was about to kill al-Husayn's
son cAli [see ZAYN AL-CABIDIN], but was prevented from
doing so (Ibn Sacd, i, 480). Shamir led the Hawazin,
who formed one of the contingents that brought the
heads of the fallen warriors to Ibn Ziyad (al-Tabarf,
ii, 386; Ibn Tawus, 85); later he accompanied the
survivors to Damascus (al-Tabarf, ii, 375). An address
is preserved in which he recounts to Yazfd the events
of Karbala 5 (al-Dfnawarf, 260-1, cited in D.M.
Donaldson, The Shi'ite religion, London 1933, 102-3;
this same address, however, is also ascribed to Zahr
b. Kays al-Dju c fi: see al-Tabarf, ii, 374-5). Back in
al-Kufa, Shamir is said to have repented of his actions,
explaining that he had been duty-bound to obey Ibn
Ziyad (al-Dhahabf, Mizan al-i'tidal, ed. CA. Mucawwad
and CA. £Abd al-Mawdjud, Beirut 1416/1995, iii, 385;
cf. Ibn Sacd, i, 499; Ibn 'Asakir, xxiii, 189).
In 66/686 Shamir was among the Kufan ashrdf
who rose against al-Mukhtar [</.^.]. After they had
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region of n o r t h e r n Y e m e n , some 100-120 km/
been defeated at Djabbanat al-Sabic (in al-Kufa), al62-75 miles northwest of San c a 3 , today called alMukhtar sent his slave Zirbl in pursuit of Shamir,
Sharafan/al-Sharafayn. The extended forms of the
but Shamir attacked and killed him (al-Baladhurf, vi,
name are to distinguish it from several homonymous
407; al-Tabarf, ii, 661). Unlike many of the defeated
al-Sharafs, Hadjur being a tribal name and Hadjdja
leaders, Shamir did not flee to al-Basra, but went to
a nearby town. The form al-Sharaf survives today
Sadama/Satldama (apparently between al-Kufa and
only in the toponym Kuhlan al-Sharaf, a local town
al-Basra) (al-Dfnawan, 302; al-Tabari, ii, 662) and
(lat. 16° 02' N. and long.' 43° 28' E.) and its district.
then encamped by the village of al-Kaltaniyya (or alThe dual form appears already in Ayyubid times,
Kalbaniyya) (ibid., ii, 662; Ibn 'Asakir, xxiii, 191).
when al-Sharaf al-Asfal and al-Sharaf al-Acla are disFrom there he sent a letter to Mus'ab b. al-Zubayr
tinguished (see e.g. G.R. Smith, The Ayyubids and early
[q.v.] in al-Basra. The letter was intercepted by one
Rasulids in the Yemen, London 1974-8).
of Abu cAmra's men [see KAYSAN], and its carrier
The chain of the Djibal al-Sharafayn reaches an
revealed Shamir's hiding-place, to which cavalrymen
altitude of 2,180 m/7,150 feet, forming an arc overwere dispatched. Shamir, realising that he was surlooking the coastal Tihama. The massif gives its name
rounded, tried to fight his way out but was killed by
to a kadd3, with the chef-lieu of al-Mahabisha in the
one of the attackers (al-Baladhurf, vi, 407; al-Tabari,
c
province (muhdfa^d) of Hadjdja. In the early 1980s,
ii, 663). According to one report, Abu Amra sent
the population of the region was ca. 220,000, these
the badly wounded Shamir to al-Mukhtar, who killed
being Zaydls, with the Banu '1-Sharaft, cAlid descenhim (al-Madjlisf, xlv, 338). Elsewhere Shamir is said
dants of the founder of the Zaydl dynasty of Yemen,
to have been killed at al-Madhar (on the Tigris) and
being the most important lineage there.
his head brought to al-Mukhtar, who sent it on to
Al-Sharaf al-Acla denotes the northern part of alMuhammad Ibn al-Hanafiyya [q.v.] in Medina (alSharafan, whereas al-Sharaf al-Asfal denotes the slightly
Dmawan, 305).
lower, more southern region, although it seems that
Shamir's grandson al-Sumayl b. Hatim [q.v.] played
in the time of al-Hamdanl (4th/10th century), the
a prominent role in al-Andalus before the establishformer denoted another region, that of Sharaf Akyan
ment there of the Umayyad dynasty.
or Shibam Akyan (modern Shibam Kawkaban), to the
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
southeast (ed. Miiller, 107 11. 17-18, 135 1. 8). The
the article): 1. S o u r c e s . Ibn al-Kalbl-Caskel,
name of al-Sharafan appears very often in the Yemeni
Gamharat an-nasab, Leiden 1966, i, table 98; Ibn
Sacd, al-Tabakdt al-kubrd: al-tabaka al-khdmisa min alchronicles.
In fact, there are numerous al-Sharafs in Yemen,
sahdba, ed. M. al-Sulami, 'al-Ta'if 1414/1993, i,
reflecting the term's basic meaning of "eminence,
465-6, 469, 473, 499-500; Khalifa b. Khayyat,
c
height", hence it is not surprising that Yakut had difTa'nkh, ed. A. al- Uman, Nadjaf 1386/1987, i, 225;
ficulty distinguishing various homonyms (see Ismacll
Ibn Kutayba, al-Macdrif, ed. Th. cUkasha, Cairo
al-Akwac, al-Bulddn al-yamdniyya cind Yakut al-Hamawi,
1981/481, 582; Baladhun, Ansab, ed. S. Zakkar
and R. Ziriklf, Beirut 1417/1996, iii, 383, 390,
Kuwait 1405/1985, 155).
Al-Sharaf does not appear in pre-Islamic inscrip395-7, 399, 401, 402, 407-9, 412, 416, 418-19, 423,
425, v, 263, vi, 389, 398, 399; Dmawarl, al-Akhbdr
tions, but Hadjur is attested once as Hgr Lmd (Ja
C
c
al-tiwdl, ed. A. Amir and Dj. al-Shayyal, Cairo
616/25) for a small tribe belonging to the Daw3at
1960, index; Tabarf, index; Ibn A c tham, al-Futuh,
federation confronting the Sabaean king Nasha'karib
Beirut 1406/1986, iii, 99, 103-5, 110-11, 134-6,
Yuha'min Yuharhib ca. A.D. 260-270 (A. Jamme,
138; Abu '1-Faradj al-Isfahanf, Makdtil al-tdlibiyym,
Sabaean inscriptions from Mahram Bilqis (Mdrib), Baltimore
ed. A. Sakr, Beirut n.d., 114, 116, 118; Ibn Baba1962, 113-17).
wayh, Amdli, Nadjaf 1389/1970, 137, 144; al-Shaykh
Bibliography. Given in the article. See also
al-Mufid, al-Irshdd, Beirut 1399/1979, 229-30,
R.T.O. Wilson, Gazetteer of historical North-West Yemen
c
c
233-4, 237-8, 240-3, 245; Ibn Abd al-Barr, al-htl db
in the Islamic period to 1650, Hildesheim, etc. 1989.
f i ma'nfat al-ashdb, Cairo 1380/1960, i, 393-5, 467-8;
(CH. ROBIN and AHMAD AL-GHUMARI)
Tabrisf, flam al-ward, Nadjaf 1390/1970, 236, 240,
AL-SHARAF, the modern Aljarafe, an iklim or
245, 248-51, 253; Ibn c Asakir, Ta'rikh madinat Dic o u n t y s i t u a t e d w i t h i n the kura or p r o v i n c e
mashk, ed. al-cAmrawI, Beirut 1415/1995 ff., xxiii,
of I s h b l l i y y a / S e v i l l e in the Gharb of medi186-92; Ibn Shahrashub, Mandkib dl Abi Tdlib,
aeval a l - A n d a l u s . The extent of this iklim varies:
Beirut 1405/1985, iv, 77, 97-8, 106, 111, 112; Ibn
in al-RazI, 7,000 km2 and in al-Idrlsf, 1,650 km-.
al-Athfr, al-Lubdb fi tahdhib al-ansdb, Beirut n.d., ii,
Beginning from the neighbourhood of Seville, it
258-9; Ibn Tawus, al-Luhuf fi katld 'l-Tufuf, Beirut
stretched to the limit of the kura of Labla in the
1414/1993, 54, 71, 84, 101-2; Irbill, Kashf al-ghumma,
Guadiamar or Tinto river valleys.
Beirut 1405/1985, ii, 258, 262, 265, 268, 276; Ibn
The Arabic sources describe the richness of its olive
c
Hadjar al- Askalanf, Lisdn al-mizdn, Beirut 1407trees and the quality of their oil. The Sevillans sold
8/1987-8, iii, 185; MadjlisI, Bihar al-anwdr, Tehran
this, after keeping it for two years, not only within the
1376-94/1956-74, xliv, 198, 322, 349, 386, 390-1,
Iberian peninsula but also as far as the Far Maghrib,
xlv, 4-7, 20-1, 27, 31, 51, 54-7, 60-2, 107, 127, 130, Egypt and the Atlantic regions of Christian Europe;
246, 264, 273, 283, 289, 312,337,342,372,373-4.
this was an exceptional case of a specialised culture
2. S t u d i e s . Ch. Virolleaud, Le theatre person ou
oriented towards distant markets. The most important
Le drame de Kerbela, Paris 1950, 44-9, 58-9. 94-8,
writers of agronomy in al-Andalus practiced their skills
102; M. Ayoub, Redemptive suffering in Islam, The
in al-Sharaf, including Ibn Hadjdjadj (5th/llth cenHague 1978, index; S.H.M. Jafri, The origins and
tury), Abu '1-Khayr (5th-6th/l 1th-12th centuries) and
early development of Shi'a Islam, London 1979, 187,
Ibn al-cAwwam (6th-7th/12th-13th centuries).
189-192; PJ. Chelkowski (ed.), Ta'qyeh. Ritual and
Within the kura of Ishblliyya, the link between politidrama in Iran, New York 1979, index.
cal authority and the great landowners is clear. The
(E. KOHLBERG)
Banu '1-Hadjdjadj and the Banu Khaldun owned the
AL-SHARAF, more exactly Sharaf Hadjur or Sharaf
greater part of the land—according to the Arabic
Hadjdja, the mediaeval name of a m o u n t a i n o u s
sources, as the result of a marriage between an Arab
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chief of the conquest period and Sara the Visigoth—
and these two families long governed Seville.
The enemies of the Sevillans on various occasions
launched raids which ravaged the iklim of al-Sharaf,
e.g. the Berbers, during the early part of the Jitna,
Alfonso VI during the reign of al-Muctamid Ibn cAbbad
[q.v] and the Portuguese during the Almohad period.
The iklim was very densely populated in HispanoRoman and Islamic times, with al-Idrlsf mentioning
a figure of over 800 kuwar or villages. In regard to
demography, two periods should be distinguished.
During the pre-Almohad period (i.e. from the Arab
conquest to the second half of the 6th/12th century),
al-Sharaf formed, as from Hispano-Roman times
onwards, a very populous region with many small villages spread along the watercourses which crossed the
region (the Majalberraque and the Repudio). The two
hisns at that time were Kawra (Coria del Rio) and
Hisn al-Kasr (Aznalcazar). The function of both was
to guard lines of communication, that of the Guadalquivir in the first case, and the Guadiamar in the
second, as well as the east-west land routes.
In Almohad times (second half of the 6th/12th century to the mid-7th/13th one), there was a change.
The Almohads built two new fortified points, Shaluka
(Sanlucar la Mayor) after 1189 to defend this region
against Portuguese attacks; and Hisn al-Faradj (San
Juan de Aznalfarache) in 1195 as a garrison for the
troops of the ruler Abu Yusuf Ya c kub and to control
access to Seville across the Guadalquivir, becoming a
royal residence during that caliph's time. The population of the region continued to be densely spread.
The territorial limits of the husun can be reconstructed
thanks to Christian documentation from the post-conquest period. Thus in regard to Hisn al-Faradj, its
territory covered 227.6 km2 and included 69 karyas,
whose acreage for olive and fig cultivation is equally
known. Cuatrovitas (Bollulos de la Mitacion) is a
remarkable instance; a minaret and many surface
archaeological traces, from the Almohad period, can
be found.
Of the AndalusT fortifications of al-Sharaf, there are
important remains at Sanlucar la Mayor and San
Juan de Aznalfarache. Coria has disappeared, and one
can only see the tell on which the fortress was situated, and at Aznalcazar there are just some traces of
the walls and of the town gate.
Bibliography: M. El Faiz, L'Aljarqfe de Seville. Un
jardin d'essai pour les agronomes de I'Espagne musulmane,
in Hesperis-Tamuda, xxix (1992); M. Valor et alii, Espacio rural y territorio en el-Aljarafe de Sevilla, in Asentiamentos rurales y territorio en el mundo mediterrdneo, Berja,
Almena, 2-4 November 2000, Granada 2001.

(M. VALOR and J. RAMIREZ)
SHA'RANIYYA, a mystical b r o t h e r h o o d (tarika
[q.v]) whose eponymous master was the Sufi cAbd alWahhab b. Ahmad al-ShacranI (d. 973/1565 [q.v.]).
The Sha'raniyya cannot be defined as the branch
of an older, original tarika, since al-Shacranf had several masters, notably those stemming from the
Suhrawardiyya [q.v.] and Ahmadiyya; he was, moreover, himself affiliated to twenty-six orders in order
to pile up baraka [q.v]. Although he was considerably
influenced by the Shadhiliyya [q.v] and although his
successors retained clear links with the later manifestation of that order, nothing authorises us to class the
Shacraniyya amongst the Egyptian Shadhilf groups
(see J.S. Trimingham, The Sufi orders in Islam, Oxford
1971, 279).
Starting from the zdwiya that had been built for
al-Shacranf at the Bab Shacriyya in Cairo, the order

was handed down from father to son. Hereditary
transmission of the function of shaykh was in fact dominant during the Ottoman period. None of the master's successors possessed his spiritual charisma; they
were content to manage the order amongst rich notables and to keep up good relations with the ruling
classes. Through the prestige of their ancestor, they
nevertheless retained an initiatory role until the opening of the 19th century. The historian al-Djabartf
[q.v] mentions several shaykhs of the order, his own
contemporaries, at the end of the 18th century (cAdj_d3ib
al-dthdr fl tarddjim wa yl-akhbdr, Cairo 1870, i, 364, ii,
213), and Lane makes a brief mention of them (The
manners and customs of the modern Egyptians, ch. X
"Superstitions").
The Sha'raniyya seem to have lost their identity
during the course of the 19th century, since CA1I Basha
Mubarak, our main source for Egyptian Sufism in the
later 19th century, does not cite any Sufi order bearing that name in his al-Khitat al-tawfikiyya al-djadida liMisr al-Kdhira, Cairo 1887-9). Another indication of
its disappearance at this time is that the Shadhilf
shaykh and author Muhammad b. Khalll al-Kawukdjf
(d. 1305/1888) was the disciple of an cAbd al-Wahhab
al-Sha'ranl, who initiated him into the path of his
illustrious and hononymous ancestor, but this cAbd
al-Wahhab seems to have grown up amongst the
Shadhiliyya rather than the Shacraniyya (M. Winter,
Society and religion in early Ottoman Egypt. Studies in the
writings of cAbd al-Wahhab al-Shacrdnl, New Brunswick,
N.J. 1982, 70). However, the anniversary of alShacranf's birth (mawlid) continued into the 20th century (ibid., 85 n. 111).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(E. GEOFFROY)
AL-SHARTUNI, SACID b. £ABD ALLAH b. MIKHAIL
b. ILYAS b. YUSUF AL-KHUR! (1849-1912), linguist
and literary figure of the Arab literary
R e n a i s s a n c e (nahda [q.v]) in the 19th and early 20th
centuries, and a good example of the prominent group
of vocational intellectuals of this period. Born in
Shartun in Lebanon, he studied under American missionaries before devoting himself to a lifetime of scholarly activities. He taught in Damascus and in the
Jesuit schools of Beirut and Cairo, and also worked
for many years as a proof reader of Jesuit publications whilst carrying out his intellectual pursuits. Like
a number of his contemporaries, he worked for many
years as a newspaper editor and contributed articles
to respected journals, mainly on linguistic issues. His
eclectic interests are reflected further in his involvement in the publication of a number of works on
Maronite history. Although most sources concur on
the years of his birth and death, variant dates given
for the former include 1848 or even 1847, and for
the latter as early as 1907.
His principal scholarly interests lay in the fields of
inshd3 [q.v] "[the art of] composition, style" through
which he is generally held to have been a major influence on a new generation of "stylists"; grammar; and
lexicography. Some sources maintain that his most
enduring contribution to the Arabic linguistic heritage
is his dictionary entitled Akrab al-mawdrid fi fusah alc
arabiyya wa 'l-shawdrid (Beirut 1992, 2 vols., based on
ed. Beirut 1889-91, 2 vols., with a supplement in
1893). In this work he sets out to demonstrate the
original purity of the Arabic language which, he argues,
was being eroded, particularly as a result of the growing influence of foreign languages on Arabic. This
was a common, if ultimately unachievable, goal of
some scholars of the language at that time who worked
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assiduously to prevent it from further degeneration,
thus underlining the status of the Arabic language as
a form of nationalistic expression. In his dictionary,
al-Shartunf scrutinised closely the content of previous
lexicographical works based on the classical sources,
claiming that the editors had made errors in their
transmission of material from the original manuscripts.
In both these regards his scholastic approach to scholarship was no different from the techniques of many
of his contemporaries and pre-modern scholars. This
work was heavily influenced by the famous dictionary
Muhit al-muhit compiled by his friend Butrus al-Bustani
[q.v]; e.g. in the simplified presentation of the root
entries and the attempts to extract the increasing number of colloquialisms infiltrating the written language.
The close friendship between al-Busta.nl and alShartunf also manifested itself in the various scholarly and personal disputes that arose between the
so-called conservative group of scholars which included
al-Shartunl, al-Bustanf and al-Yazidjl [q.v.], and the
reformists such as al-Shidyak [q.v.]. Al-Shartum also
produced an edition of a pre-modern lexicographical
work by Sa c fd b. Aws Abu Zayd al-Ansarf (d. 3rd/9th
century), al-Nawddir fi 'l-lugha (Beirut 1967, repr. with
indexes of Beirut 1894 ed.) and a dictionary arranged
according to semantic categories entitled Nadj.dat alyardc fi 'l-lugha (Beirut 1905, vol. i only). His legacy
of stylistic works is contained in three principal publications, two on inshd3 and one on oratory. The pedagogical intent of these works is unequivocal. His K.
al-Mucln fi sincfat al-inshd3 (Beirut 1899) is a practical
manual for school pupils in which he addresses various aspects of style and composition through a series
of chapters in which pupils are required to identify
superfluous sentences in a passage or explain underlined words or phrases, for instance. He also gives
the outline of a number of scenarios of a practical
or moral nature about which the student must write
a piece of composition or construct a letter. His other
major work on inshd3, al-Shihdb al-thdkib ft sind'at alkdtib (Beirut 1884), is an extensive collection of model
letters on informal and formal subjects in a very similar style to that of many of the works from the premodern epistolary genre. His manual on oratory style
entitled al-Ghusn al-ratib fi fann al-khatib (Beirut 1908)
prescribes the rhetorical, stylistic and structural components of an oration based mainly on the principles
of those of the pre-modern period. An interesting feature is the description of metalinguistic elements such
as the recommended tone of voice, body language
and standing position of the orator. He wrote a more
general work on eloquence and style entitled Matdli'
al-adwd' fi mandhiaj. al-kuttdb wa 'l-shifard1 (Beirut 1908),
using the question-and-answer technique throughout
the book. In the introduction, he states that he wrote
it mainly as a reaction to the growing negative influence of foreign languages on Arabic, and out of a
desire to clarify and simplify the fundamentals of eloquence and good style. His main work on poetry and
prose entitled Hadd'ik al-manthur wa 'l-mangum was
published in Beirut in 1902. On grammar he also
wrote works of a practical nature, such as his unpublished eight-volume work for teachers and students on
morphology and syntax, and a gloss on Germanus
Farhat's [q.v] Bahth al-matdlib. But his best known
published grammatical tract is his al-Sahm al-sd'ib f i
takhtfat ghunyat al-tdlib (Beirut 1874). This work is
a strident refutation of much of al-Shidyak's Ghunyat
al-tdlib in which al-Shartunf employs the polemical
technique of some of the grammarians from the premodern period.
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SHATM (A.), an act of i n s u l t , v i l i f i c a t i o n ,
d e f a m a t i o n , abuse, or r e v i l e m e n t . Other words
derived from the Arabic root sh-t-m denote mutual
vilification (mushdtama, tashdtum], a person who vilifies
(shdtim, shattdmd) or who is vilified (mashtum, shatim)
and are often treated as synonymous with corresponding forms of the root s-b-b (Lane, iv, 1503).
Shatm and sabb as phenomena of ordinary interpersonal relations are described in works of different
literary genres. When directed against God, the prophet
Muhammad, other Kur'anic prophets, Muhammad's
Companions, historical personalities or objects venerated by the Muslim community or by different groups
within this community, shatm is considered as an act
of blasphemy and unbelief (kufr) which may entail
legal prosecution. Other terms that are used less frequently in order to describe particular acts of blasphemy and that can be treated as synonymous with
shatm in a broader sense are la'n (cursing, malediction), tacn (accusing, attacking), idhd' (harming, hurting), or the verb ndla with the preposition min (to do
harm to somebody, to defame).
As a punishable act, religiously motivated insult is
a subject of Islamic legal literature. However, there
is no occurrence of the term shatm or other words
that are derived from the root sh-t-m in the primary
material source of Islamic jurisprudence (jikh), i.e. the
Kur'an. The act of insult is described in the Holy
Book by a word derived from the root s-b-b in one
verse, namely, sura VI, 108: wa-ld tasubbu al-ladhma
yad'una min duni Alldhi fa-yasubbu Alldha cadwan bi-ghayri
c
ilmm "abuse not those to whom they pray, apart from
God, or they will abuse God in revenge without
knowledge". Here, the Muslims are told not to abuse
the idols that are venerated by the polytheists. Further,
it is implied that those who insult God in this manner are acting out of ignorance. In IX, 12, the verb
tafana describes revilement of the Muslim faith as an
act of the polytheists, and the Muslims are urged to
fight their, i.e. the polytheists', leaders. The six canonical hadlth collections refer to offences of insult and
blasphemy described as shatm or sabb on several occasions. An episode contained in a hadith collection that
does not belong to the canonical books but is regarded
as the literary foundation of one of the Sunnf madhhabs
sc. Ibn Hanbal's (d. 241/855) Musnad (Cairo 1913, ii,
436), reports a case in which Abu Bakr, the first
caliph and one of Muhammad's close Companions
(sahdba), is insulted by an unidentified person in the
presence of the Prophet. Abu Bakr is surprised by
the Prophet's behaviour, since Muhammad fails to
defend him against the stranger's abuse and, at one
point, appears to be amazed and smiles without any
discernible reason. When Abu Bakr begins to return
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the abuse, Muhammad becomes angry and, eventually, springs to his feet. After the dispute has finished,
Abu Bakr asks Muhammad why he did not support
him, but instead became angry when he, Abu Bakr,
attempted to defend himself. Muhammad replies that
an angel had been with Abu Bakr replying in the
latter's place. But when Abu Bakr returned some of
the abominable words to his adversary the devil entered
the scene and he, Muhammad, was unable to remain
in a place where the devil is present. This episode
from Ibn Hanbal's Musnad, like other similar passages
in the canonical hadith collections, suggests that the
vilification of the Prophet or his Companions was
considered intolerable and therefore forbidden by some
of the religious scholars at the time when the respective hadith books were compiled. This impression is
corroborated by a report describing possible legal consequences of insulting the Prophet Muhammad (sabb
al-rasul) in the 2nd/8th century. According to this
report, a certain Muhammad b. Sa c fd b. Hassan alUrdunm was executed in 153/770, in all probability
because he had supplemented the hadith "I am the
seal of the prophets; there will not be any Prophet
after me" with the phrase "if God does not intend
otherwise"—an addition that, apparently, was considered blasphemous by the scholarly and political authorities at that time (J. van Ess, Theologie und Gesellschaft
im 2. undS.JahrhundertHidschra, Berlin 1991, i, 136-7).
However, the extent to which these hadiths, reflect theological disputes about the role of the Prophet and
his Companions in the first two centuries of Islam
still remains to be analysed in depth.
In any case, early legal literature confirms the
assumption that blasphemy against the Prophet
Muhammad was regarded an intolerable act in the
2nd/8th century. The chapter on al-muharaba of cAbd
Allah b. Wahb's (d. 197/812) Muwatta3 contains a
paragraph on the blasphemer in which the one who
insults (sabb) the Prophet Muhammad is threatened
with the death penalty. Ibn Wahb states that Malik
b. Anas (d. 179/795) held the opinion that a blasphemer against Muhammad, be he Christian or
Muslim, must not be granted repentance. In the same
passage, the caliph c Umar b. cAbd al-cAz!z (r. 1014/717-20) is reported as having stated that the vilification of Muhammad, but not of any other person,
is to be punished (M. Muranyi, cAbd Allah b. Wahb
(125/743-197/812). Leben und Werk. Al-Muwatta3. Kitdb
al-muharaba, Wiesbaden 1992, 287-8). However, a
3rd/9th-century legal manual, the 'Utbiyya by the
Malik! fakih Muhammad al-cUtb! (d. 255/869 [q.v.]),
mentions blasphemy against Muhammad's Companions
as a punishable act (al-cUtbiyya> printed with Ibn Rushd,
al-Baydn wa 'l-tahsil, Beirut 1986, xvi, 420). Also, an
opinion ascribed to the HanafT legist al-Tahaw!
(d. 321/933 [q.v.]) suggests that hatred of the Comanions (bughd al-sahdba) indicates unbelief (al-Subkl, alFatdwd, Beirut n.d., ii, 590).
It has been observed that blasphemy against God,
the Prophet Muhammad, and his Companions, when
committed by a Muslim, was discussed by the legal
scholars in the context of apostasy (ridda) and unbelief (kufr), that is, of two matters that were regarded
to warrant capital punishment under certain circumstances. However, in the relevant chapters of the formative texts of the madhhabs, insulting the Prophet or
the sahdba is not mentioned among the punishable
acts that constitute ridda or kufr. Neither in Malik's
Muwatta', nor in Sahnun's (d. 240/854) Mudawwana,
nor in al-ShafTi's (d. 204/820) al-Umm, nor in alShaybam's (189/805) Kitdb al-Asl, is sabb al-rasul or

sabb al-sahaba listed as an offence tantamount to ridda.
However, from information on legal practice in the
3rd/9th century it may be inferred that the opinion
that sabb al-sahdba must entail certain legal consequences was held by particular functionaries. A biographical note on al-Harith b. Miskin, a Malik! jurist
who took over the judgeship of Egypt in 237/854,
informs us that during his tenure capital punishment
(hadd) was enforced a_gainst a person who had insulted
Muhammad's wife cA3isha (al-Kindl, The governors and
judges of Egypt or Kitdb el cUmara> (el Wuldh wa Kitdb el
Quddh of el Kmdi), ed. R. Guest, Leiden 1912, 46970). The awareness of insulting the Prophet or his
Companions as an offence for which a penalty must
be established by the law appears to have become
stronger about the end of the 3rd/9th and the beginning of the 4th/10th centuries. While al-Muzam (d.
264/878), like his master al-Shaficf, does not mention
the blasphemer against God, His Prophet, or the
Prophet's Companions among those who apostatise
from Islam (murtadd), his fellow Shafi c i, Ibn al-Mundhir
(d. 318/930) briefly discusses insult against the Prophet
Muhammad in the chapter on the apostate in his
book on consensus, iajmdc. The Muslim scholars, Ibn
al-Mundhir states, are in agreement that the one who
insults the Prophet should be put to death (al-Idj.mdl:,
ed. Fu'ad cAbd al-Mu'min Ahmad, Katar 1402/1982,
122). A later work of the Shafi'f madhhab, al-NawawI's
(d. 676/1276) Minhddj, al-tdlibin, counts the blasphemer against any Prophet (not only Muhammad) among
the apostates (ed. L.W.C. van den Berg, Batavia 188991, iii, 205). Yet al-NawawI, like some of his later
commentators, does not discuss insulting Muhammad's
Companions in the chapter on ridda. However, the
llth/17th-century fakih Shihab al-Dfn al-Kalyubi (d.
1069/1658) again explicitly includes insulting the
Prophet's Companions in the chapter on ridda. Shams
al-Dm al-Ramlf (d. 1004/1596) underscores the fact
that a person who claims that there are prophets after
Muhammad is classified as kdfir (Nihdyat al-muhtddj_ ild
ma'rifat al-Minhdaj, Cairo 1938, vii, 395). But whereas
the Shafi c I>M al-Shirbmf (977/1570) counts those
who brand the sahdba as infidels among the unbelievers (Mughm al-muhtddj_, Cairo 1933, ii, 125), alRamlf does not mention blasphemy against the sahdba
among acts that constitute kufr. Again, al-Ramll's
11th/17th-century commentator, Nur al-Dm alShabramallisf (d. 1096/1685), treats blasphemy against
the Companions as an act of kufr.
Altogether it may be said that, at the latest since
the 7th/13th century, insult against the Prophet(s) is
often mentioned among the acts that constitute kufr
in the chapters on apostasy (ridda) of the Shafi'f manuals of positive law (furu). Insult against the sahdba.,
however, is mentioned only occasionally and apparently only in manuals written from the llth/17th century onwards in the chapters on ridda. However, the
veneration of the sahdba and the inadmissibility of
insulting them had become a salient point of iajmdc
among Sunn! jurists by the 8th/14th century. As the
majority of the legal manuals quoted above contain
a paragraph that declares that the one who violates
the consensus of the Muslim community (idj,mdc alumma) is a kdjir, the charge of unbelief can be extended
to include those who insult the Prophet's Companions.
A reading of historiographical works suggests that this
conclusion had an impact also on the relation between
Sunn! and Shf c i Muslims. For example, Ibn KathFr
(d. 774/1373) reports in his al-Biddya wa 'l-nihdya
(Beirut 1977, xiv, 250) the case of a ShiT Muslim
from the town of Hilla, who in Damascus in 755/1354
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insulted some of the Prophet's closest companions like
Abu Bakr, c Umar b. al-Khattab, and c Uthman b.
'Allan as violators of the rights of the Prophet's descendants. When he refused to revoke his blasphemous
attacks against these sahdba, his case was presented to
the chief judges of the four Sunnf madhhabs in the
Ddr al-sacdda. As a result of this session, the blasphemer was sentenced to death by the Malik! deputy
chief judge (al-na'ib al-mdliki) and executed immediately after judgement had been issued. His body was
burnt by the plebs of Damascus who later walked
through the city showing his head and exclaiming
that this would be the punishment of the one who
abuses the Companions of the Prophet. A closer look
at the religio-political situation of 8th/14th-century
Egypt and Syria suggests that insult against the
Prophet's Companions or even against the Prophet
Muhammad himself, on the part of some Shl c fs, or
accusations brought forward by the Sunnfs against
alleged Shlcf blasphemers, are an expression of the
strong Shf c f-SunnT hostilities at that time.
The offence of insult against the Prophet and his
Companions continues to be an issue of legal debate
and political discourse in Islamic societies until the
present time. The controversy on Salman Rushdie's
novel The Satanic verses has been the most prominent
among a number of cases in which Islamic communities and their leaders have reacted to acts that were
conceived of as an insult against Muhammad and
other venerated personalities. As has been shown, the
legal foundations for this reaction date back to the
2nd/8th century.
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S. Conermann and Anja Pistor-Hatam (eds.), Die
Mamluken. Studien zu ihrer Geschichte und Kultur. Zjim
Gedenken an Ulrich Haarmann (1943-1999), Schenefeld
2003, 403-13.
(L. WIEDERHOLD)
SHAYKHZADE II [see SHEYKH-ZADE. 3].
C
SHI R.
5. In Malay and in I n d o n e s i a n .
In line with their strong preference for theology
and Sufi" mysticism over literature and philology, the
interest of the Muslims of the Malay-Indonesian world
in Arabo-Persian shfr has been predominantly drawn
by religious poetry as found in the Arabic kasida and
its derivative verse forms. It was initially mainly in
the north Sumatran kingdom of Aceh [see ATJEH]—
in the early 17th century the dominant power in the
region around the Straits of Malacca and an important centre of Islamic learning—that this religious
poetry was closely studied (Braginsky 1996, 372-3) and
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it was there that most local forms of Islamic poetry
were developed under its influence, subsequently to
spread among the Muslim communities of the
Archipelago.
A case in point is the genre of Malay poetry, called
na^am (from the Arabic synonym for shi'r, nagm). It
consists of a long sequence of couplets (bayt [q.v])
comprising two hemistiches, each usually numbering
from nine or ten up to twelve syllables, that rhyme
with each other on one of the following patterns: (a)
aa, bb, cc . . .; (b), aa, aa, aa . . .; (c) aa, ba, ca . . .
Couplets rhyming ab, ab are rare. The oldest specimens of nazam, teaching good rulership, are found in
the Mirror for Princes, Tddj. al-saldtm (1012/1603-4)
by the Acehnese cdlim Bukhan al-Djawharf (Braginsky
2000, 183-209). Some of these (pattern [a]) are modelled on the Persian mathnawi [q.v.], while others (pattern [b]) resemble the poetry of Arabic versified
treatises of scholarly or religious content (urd^u^a [see
RADJAZ]), whereas still others (pattern[c]) imitate the
Arabic kasida or ghazal [q.vv] with its monorhyme
(Braginsky 1996, 377-80).
Malay nazam, containing religious teachings, praise
of the Prophet and suchlike, have subsequently continued to be written. In Malaysia and Indonesia they
are sung (nashid [q.v.]) as a monotone or with varied
melodies on a variety of occasions, alongside kasidas
in Arabic: in religious schools as a means of memorising the basic tenets of Islam; at weddings; after the
completion of studies of the Kur'an [see MAWLID]; at
Mawlud celebrations, etc. Arabo-Malay or purely
Malay nazam are also sung at berdikir gatherings (Malay,
from Arabic dhikr [q.v]} to various melodies and
rhythms, accompanied by instrumental music and bodily movements (Harun Mat Piah 1989, 282-309).
In 18th and 19th century Aceh, a genre of Acehnese
literature called nalam was practised, which, like the
Malay nazam, was probably also created using partly
Arabic urdj_uza, partly kasida as a model. Although the
nalam?, verse line seems to be patterned on the Arabic
radj_az and tawil [q.vv] metres, it has remained closely
tied to indigenous conventions. According to the
demands of its metre (sanja, from Arabic saf [q.v]),
it usually comprises two hemistiches and numbers sixteen metric units of one to three syllables each, the
latter being arranged to form eight feet of a sort. The
fourth foot, that is, the last foot of the first hemistich,
is connected by a compulsory internal rhyme to the
sixth foot, that is, the second foot of the second
hemistich, while all lines have an external monorhyme
represented by words ending with the vowel a. Thus
the rajat (from the Arabic rad}az) metre of the nalam
is an eight-foot modification of the sanja metre and
its tawi (from the Arabic tawil) metre, one with nine
feet (Snouck Hurgronje, ii, 1906, 73-8; Djajadiningrat,
ii, 1934, 279, 462, 664, 988).
The most important new genre of poetry to emerge
in the early 17th century Malay literature is the syair
(in the Malay version of the Arabic script, Jawi, this
word is usually written sh-y-c-r but sometimes sh-c-r).
The syair consists of a chain of quatrains, each of
them with monorhyme of the type aaaa, bbbb, cccc . . .
The metre of its lines, which tend to comprise four
full words of a length of two to three syllables including their bound morphemes, is based on a relative
tendency towards isosyllabism. Each line may contain
between nine to twelve syllables, a ten-syllable line
being the dominant tendency, and is divided by a
caesura into two roughly equal hemistiches that tend
to form complete syntactic units (Braginsky 1998, 2256). The following sample is from the poetry of the
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Acehnese Sufi mystic Hamza Fansuri [q.v.] (active ca.
1600), who is now generally accepted to have created the genre: "Bahr al-Hakk terlalu dalam /
ombaknya menjadi cdlam / asalnya tiada bersiang
malam / di laut itu calam nin karam / / Dengarkan
hai anak dagang / lautnya tiada bersurut pasang /
muaranya tiada bersawang-sawang / banyaklah orang
sana terkarang" (Drewes and Brakel 1986, 134) ("The
Sea of the Truth is immensely deep, / The world
has sprung from Its waves, / Its beginning is foreign
to day and to night, / And the world will sink again
in that Sea. / /Hear ye, oh wanderer, / There is
neither ebb nor flow in that Sea, / You won't see
the sky in the mouth of Its rivers, / There many
sailors have been stranded on the reefs.")
There are different opinions on the origin of the
syair (Teeuw 1966; Al-Attas 1968; Sweeney 1971).
According to the argument of Braginsky (1996, 3837), if it is correct to read a corrupt passage describing the syair in Hamza Fansurf's treatise Asrdr al-cdrifm
("Secret of the Gnostics") (Doorenbos 1933, 120-1) as
saying that in each of its bayte four sad}' are used,
this indicates that Hamza may well in part have modelled it on a variety of kasida or ghazal, widespread
in Persian, Ottoman and Urdu Sufi poetry, which is
called musammat [q.v.] or sh?r-i musaajd^ac in Persian
poetics (Tabriz! 1959, 128). Because in the classical
musammat, as written, for instance, by Traki and Djami
[</.ra.], a bayt is divided into four lines with saajc placed
at the end of the first three lines and a monorhyme
(kafiya \_q.vI\) in the fourth, Hamza here probably
meant to say that, differing from the classical musammat.,
he had made use of one and the same sadf in all
four lines, doing away with the final monorhyme, a
feature that was hard to assimilate in Malay literature. A poem of this type was written by the l l t h
century Persian poet Manucihrl [q.v.] (Browne, LHP,
ii, 42). Perhaps because the four-line musammat was
known as murabba' ("four-fold"), Hamza's followers
called his poems rub a* (with the same meaning).
Consisting of a chain of between thirteen to twenty
stanzas and ending with mentioning his name, Hamza's
syairs resemble the ghazal "with saaj"\ with its chain
of between four and fifteen stanzas, which since the
time of c Attar (d. ca 627/1230 [q.v.]) ends with the
writer's takhallus [q.v.] or pen-name.
Hamza's syairs lack any traces of Arabo-Persian
metrics (fariid [q.v.]). They manifest their relation to
indigenous Malay poetry, inter alia in the use of a
specific "interrupted" or "assonanced" rhyme (see the
italicised rhyme words in the sample above) and the
similarity to the "tirade poem", a verse form widely
used in popular poetry of the Archipelago. Like in
Old French and Turkic epic "tirades" or in the sadf
of the Kur'an, the individual verse lines in MalayIndonesian "tirade poems" are united, by continuous
rhyme or assonances, into groups of varying lengths.
Therefore Hamza's syair bajyts may be viewed as a
regularisation of the loosely structured "tirade poems"
into a chain of quatrains, each having its own continuous rhyme, through adopting features of ghazal
with the non-classical shfr-i musadjdj_ac (Braginsky 1998,
229-31).
After Hamza Fansuri and his followers, such as
Hasan Fansuri and cAbd al-Djamal, had in the 17th
century popularised the syair as an instrument for Sufi
homiletics and allegory, it spread rapidly through the
Archipelago wherever Malay literature was produced.
Developing into a poem that could attain a length of
thousands of quatrains, by the late 18th and the early
19th centuries it had become a verse form covering

a wide range of topics, as can be gleaned from the
catalogues of the collections of Malay manuscripts
(Chambert-Loir and Oman Fathurahman 1999). It
could now teach Islamic dogma, instruct the reader
about how to perform his prayers or admonish him
of the terrors that could await him in the grave. It
could tell of the lives of Muslim prophets, of historical events such as wars with the Dutch, of fictional
loves between princes and princesses in the days of
yore or, in parodied romance, between animals or
flowers, and it could aim the barb of satire at historical or political events in allegorical animal fables
(Braginsky, 1998, 236; Harun Mat Piah 1989, 24366; Koster 1997).
In the transition of Malay literature to modernity
that began to manifest itself in the major colonial
cities of the Archipelago beween 1850 and 1870, concomitant with the rise of the printing press and the
newspaper, the syair was enthusiastically taken up by
non-Muslim writers as well (ethnic Chinese and
Eurasians) and was published in profuse numbers, in
lithographs, printed booklets and newspapers. At the
same time, it underwent yet another widening of its
thematic scope, treating, for instance, sensational events,
as it adapted itself to its urban milieu and usage
(Harun Mat Piah 1989, 262-4; Lombard-Salmon 1977,
passim; Salmon 1981, 25-6 and passim; Proudfoot 1993).
In the love stories in the early novels of Modern
Indonesian and Malay literature written around 1920,
syairs were inserted at moments of climax, and both
literatures used them for lyric (sometimes nationalistic)
poetry, in Indonesia until about 1930 and in Malaya
until about 1950 (Harun Mat Piah 1989, 260-1; Johan
Jaafar et al. 1992, i, 67-83, ii, 58-60; Teeuw 1967,
49-51). In the modern poetry of the Malay-Indonesian
world, except that of the Sultanate of Brunei (Harun
Mat Piah 1989, 258), there is now no longer any
place for the syair, but its place as an Islamic genre
of poetry is still acknowledged; among the Malays,
syairs continue to be performed at important religious
feasts and events in the Islamic lifecycle alongside
kasidas in Arabic and nazam (Harun Mat Piah 1989,
266-82).
On Java's northern coast and in east Java, in particular in Ponorogo which is well known for its religious schools, a form of Islamic poetry is found called
singir or geguritan, treating themes similar to those of
religious syairs. To what extent this genre can be
related to Arabo-Persian shfr is still an open question. Like the syair, it consists of verse lines of between
eight to ten syllables in length. These may be grouped
into rhyming couplets or, as in the syair, into quatrains, but may also be arranged into groups of variable lengths as in "tirade poems". The singir is
performed by singers to the accompaniment of musical instruments (angklung, terbang) (Darnawi 1964, 53-4;
Pigeaud 1938, 304, 321).
Bibliography: P.P. Roorda van Eysinga, Tadj oesSalatin. De kroon alter koningen ("Tadj oes-Salatin. The
crown of all kings"), Batavia 1827; Browne, LHP,
ii, London 1906; C. Snouck Hurgronje, The
Achehnese, ii, Leiden 1906; J. Doorenbos, De geschriften
van Hamzah Pansoeri, Leiden 1933; H. Djajadiningrat,
Atjehsch-Nederlandsch woordenboek, ii, Batavia 1934;
Th.G.Th. Pigeaud, Javaansche volksvertoningen, Batavia
1938; Wahid Tabriz!, Jdm-i Mukhtasar, Traktat o
poetike ("A treatise on poetics"), ed., tr. and notes
A. Ye. Berthels, Moscow 1959; S. Darnawi, Pengantar
puisi Djawa ("Introduction to Javanese poetry")
Djakarta 1964; A. Teeuw, The Malay sha'ir. Problems
of origin and tradition, in Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land-
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1968; A. Sweeney, Some observations on the Malay
shacir, in Jnal. Malaysian Branch of the RAS, xliv/1
(1971), 52-90; C. Lombard-Salmon, La litterature en
Malais romanise des Chinois de Malaisie. Premiere enquete,
in Archipel, xiv (1977), 79-109; C. Salmon, Literature
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bibliography, Paris 1981; G.WJ. Drewes and L.F.
Brakel, The poems of Ham^ah Fansuri, DordrechtGinnaminson 1986; Harun Mat Piah, Puisi Melayu
tradisional. Satu pembicaraan genre danfungsi ("Traditional
Malay poetry. A discussion of its genres and their
function"), Kuala Lumpur 1989; Johan Jaafar,
Mohd. Thani Ahmad and Safian Hussain (eds.),
History of modern Malay literature, i-ii, Kuala Lumpur
1992; I. Proudfoot, Early Malay printed books, Kuala
Lumpur 1993; V.I. Braginsky, On the Qasida and
cognate poetic forms in the Malay-Indonesian world, in
S. Sperl and C. Shackle (eds), Qasida poetry in Islamic
Asia and Africa, i, Leiden 1996, 370-88; G.L. Koster,
Roaming through seductive gardens. Readings in Malay narrative, Leiden 1997; Braginsky, Tang indah, berfaedah
dan kamal. Sejarah sastra Melayu dalam abad 7-19 ("The
beautiful, the profitable and the perfect. A history
of Malay literature from the 7th to the 19th
Centuries"), Jakarta 1998; Braginsky, Tajus Salatin
("The crown of sultans") of Bukhari al-Jauhari, in D.
Smyth (ed.), The canon in Southeast Asian literatures,
London 2000.
(V.I. BRAGINSKY and G.L. KOSTER)
SHURA-Yi DEWLET [see MADJLIS AL-SHURA].
SIBA, BILAD AL-, a term borrowed from local speech
by the French colonial authorities to designate the
absence of c o n t r o l by the S u l t a n of M o r o c c o
over a c o n s i d e r a b l e p a r t of his t e r r i t o r y at
the end of the 19th century. It presupposes a congenital disorder threatening the existence of the "auspicious empire". The origins of the term go back to
explorers like Charles de Foucauld, academic professors like Alfred Le Chatelier and Augustin Bernard,
and military men like Lyautey, eager to conquer
Morocco from the contiguous French territory of
Algeria. It forms the concept behind the Comite du
Maroc, a lobby operating at a level below the decision makers in Paris with the idea of extending French
power over the land, given shape in the Protectorate
of 30 March 1912. These experts put together an
imagery based on a dichotomy between the Bilad alslba and the Bilad al-makhzan [see MAKHZAN] . The
former was a land outside the authority of the Sultan,
hence free from taxes and conscription, whose people lived in an insolent, free fashion impervious to all
outside influences. The latter was the land over which
government authority levied taxes in an iniquitous
fashion and recruited tribal militias, driving rural society into a state of non-submission, siba.
Colonial terminology equated the antagonistic
dichotomy of the two terms with a semi-racial cleavage, setting the autochthnous Berbers against the Arab
invaders, who imposed themselves on a refractory
indigenous element. The Berbers lived under customary law, curf, whilst the Arabs were subject to the
Shan'a, an expression of Muslim theocracy and a pliant system under the Sultans' despotism which the
Berbers continuously rejected. It was postulated that
the Berbers were spirits basically inspired by laicity
under their Islamic coating and that they had attained
a form of republican local democracy in their strongholds of mountain towns and regions. This vision of
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Morocco gave further life to the Kabyle myth so
active in the constituting of French Algeria and converged on a policy of separating the Berbers, the
"good savages", in their mountain retreats, from the
Arabic-speaking peoples of the plains and the great
Muslim cities, as illustrated in the famous Berber dahir
of 1930 [see ZAHIR], which did much do crystallise
national sentiment in Morocco.
The Bilad al-siba rightly appeared to post-colonial
Moroccan historians as a fantastic intellectual construction meant exclusively to bolster the Berber policy of the French Protectorate. However, the term
appears, if only rarely, in the correspondence of the
Makhzan in the 19th century, for stigmatising local
tribal groups hostile to all the local authorities (kcfid,
mukaddim, zdwiya and kabir over tribal sections) who
tended to interpose themselves between the Makhzan
and the segmentary base of society. In fact, the term
Bilad al-slba is an ancient one going back to early
times, and its usage, current in al-Andalus from the
l l t h century onwards, became generalised in the
vocabulary of Maghrib! culamd3 from the 15th century
onwards for condemning the backward rural areas
living in a state close to d^ahiliyya since they ignored
injunctions of the Shanca and transgressed the prescriptions of fikh.
These Maghrib! scholars were correctly following
the original sense of the term sd^iba, one which
denoted, within a semantic and spatial complex, successively: a beast brought out of the herd for offering to the gods of ancient Arabia; a freed slave, but
one foot-loose and without a patron in early Islam;
by extension, a woman left to herself, a rebel or a
prostitute; the breaking of allegiance to a sovereign
and, from that time onwards, the territory where this
dissidence was rife, when the term passed from the
East to the West via al-Andalus. Bilad sd'iba appears,
probably for the first time, in a commentary of Malik!
law on Sahnun's Mudawwana by Abu Tmran al-Fas!
(d. 430/1039), a scholar of Moroccan origin settled
in Kayrawan.
The Term Bilad al-siba was never, however, used
by those Maghribis to whom it applied. Most of these
were vacillating and uncontrolled subjects. They were
vacillating because they oscillated between rallying to
the sovereign and rejecting the central power's local
agents, between being dogs and wolves, when they
could not be sheepdogs, to use Ernest Gellner's
metaphor. They were uncontrolled, as the maxim in
the Tunisian Djend says, Id bayy, Id rayy. They feared
subjection to the central power which would entail
their being shorn like sheep by its local agents. This
is why, except for some islands in the mountains and
along the Sub-Saharan fringes, the Bilad al-siba never
corresponded to a fixed territorial entity which could
raise up a lasting counter-force able to divide up the
area over which three powers claimed control since
the 16th century. In a certain way, the Bilad al-siba
was everywhere, as appeared from the difficulty of
travelling without a safe-conduct negotiated with the
tribal peoples. It insinuated itself over almost all the
territory through the institution of the mahalla [q.v.],
a splendour which inspired local riches but also redistributed them, in such a way that all the prince's
subjects were in a relationship, more or less asymmetrical according to place and time, with the sovereign
and his local representatives. In practice, when it
became a concrete entity, the Bilad al-siba was sought
after for bringing to heel the Bilad al-makhzan. Some
rebellious tribes acted as guard dogs over the tribes
which had submitted, showing how far they were
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integrated in a unified system personified by a Bey
in the Ottoman Maghrib, and by the Sultan, the
Commander of the Faithful, in Morocco.
Bibliography: Ch. de Foucauld, Reconnaissance du
Maroc, 1883-1884, Paris 1888; R. Montagne, Les
Berberes et le Makhzen dans le sud du Maroc. Essai sur
la vie politique des Berberes sedentaires (groupe chleuh),
Paris 1930; E. Gellner, The saints of the Atlas, London
1969; Abdallah Laroui, Les origines sociales et culturelles
du nationalisme marocain (1830-1912), Paris 1977;
J. Berque, L'interieur du Maghreb, XVe-XIXe siecles,
Paris 1978; Abderrahaman El Moudden, Etat et
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Mohamed Ennaji and Paul Pascon, Le makhzen et
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d'llligh (1821-1894), Paris and Casablanca 1988;
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(D. RIVET)
SIHAFA.
4. Persia.
During the century and a half of its existence, the
Iranian press has experienced several periods of expansion and contraction. From 1851 to 1880 the press
had only a limited audience, as it was meant only
for civil servants. In all, some seven newspapers
(ruznama-ha) were published. From 1880 to 1906, the
press began publishing for all Persians, although few
could afford a newspaper. By the end of the century
almost forty newspapers and journals had been published. From 1906 to 1925 the number of newspapers grew enormously and editors were able to
influence the course of events in the country. During
the period 1925-41, the press was reduced to an
instrument in the hands of a strong authoritarian state.
The period 1941-53 marked the country's return to
a free and expanding press. From 1953 to 1977 the
press was basically muzzled; after 1965 it became a
cheerleader for the regime. From 1978 to the present
the press experienced, first, four years of freedom, followed by the severest censorship it had ever known.
Since 1998, however, the press has become more expansive and is trying to become a free agent of change.
The first Persian newspaper, Akhbdr-i Wakdyic, was
published in Muharram 1253/April-May 1837 in
Tehran (JRAS, v '[1839], 355-71), but it lasted less
than two years. It was only in February 1851 that a
new government weekly newspaper, Wakdyf-i Ittifdkiyya,
was published. The stated purpose of the newspaper
was to explain government activities. By royal order,
all leading government bureaucrats had to subscribe
to the newspapers. From 1871, the press was under
the control of the newly-created Ministry of the Press
with its censorship office. The rationale for censorship was published in issue 522 (22 December 1863)
of the government newspaper Dawlat-i cAliya-yi Iran,
sc. to bar publications harmful to infants and contrary to religion. The text was addressed not to readers but to listeners, which confirms what Eichwald
noted in 1826, sc. that literature or news was read
out loudly for the entire community (E. Eichwald,
Reise auf dem Caspischen Meere und in den Caucasus unternommen in den Jahren 1825-1826, 2 vols., Stuttgart und
Tubingen 1834, i, 384). Given the very low level of
literacy (about 5%), this is understandable, and confirms that the actual readership of the newspapers
was much larger than the number of subscribers. The
"journalists" were civil servants reporting on non-

controversial and approved events (government, religion, foreign, literature, science). After 1880, political
reformists started to publish newspapers but to avoid
the censors they printed their papers outside Iran.
Once published, they smuggled them into Iran. These
newspapers published abroad had an enormous influence inside Iran and on the reformist movement.
After 1896 censorship was reduced, although the
restrictive press rules (to inhibit things harmful to
morality and the state) were repeated in 1901, when the
government at the same time banned the importation
of all Persian newspapers published abroad. With the
establishment of the constitutional government in 1906
[see DUSTUR. iv. Iran] the press was basically free (art.
20 of the 1906 Constitution). In 1907, there were
some 84 newspapers, whereas only 40 in all had been
published prior to that date. During this period of
intermittent press freedom in Iran (1896-1925), political activity merged with journalistic vocation. The
various interest groups, which soon developed into
parties, defined a number of emerging social themes
and political ideas, which they explained and propagated in the editorials of various journals. Thus the
often fiery editorial page of most journals became the
main battleground for the opposing schools of thought.
With the suppression of parliament in 1908, Muhammad CA1I Shah [q.v.] also suppressed the press, and
its leading members were imprisoned and some executed. After the overthrow of the Shah in 1909, the
press started a new life. This period was the coming
of age of the press, and representatives from left and
right of the spectrum were to be found. Until the
First World War, a total of 371 newspapers and journals were published. During the First World War the
Allies often suppressed the press, because of its wide
use of slander and invective. After 1918, the press
resurged, but in the early 1920s, government pressure on the media intensified. Rida Khan, the Minister
of War, had a journalist flogged, while the outspoken poet-journalist clshkf \q.v. in Suppl.] was killed in
1924, allegedly by the authorities. One year later, the
PahlavT regime was established, which did not allow
any discussion of political subjects, and certainly not
criticism of government. The number of newspapers
dropped from 150 to 50 between 1925 and 1941.
They served to propagate the government's programmes and were censored by the Department of
Press and Propaganda prior to publication.
After the fall of Rida Shah [q.v.] (1941), the press
was controlled by the Allies (1941-6) and by martial
law (1941-8), although there was considerable freedom of expression. The Allies, as well as national
interest groups, wanted certain positions taken, and
thus editorials were again mostly marked by their
extremely partisan tones and aggressive styles. Most
newspapers were small, limited in circulation, and
short-lived. The journalist (ruzndma-niwis, ruzndma-nigdr)
was usually both editor and publisher. The topics were
mainly analysis and criticism of personalities in public
life, and discussion of contemporary social-economicpolitical problems. Although nobody wanted censorship or banning of newspapers, both methods were
used, for the new 1941 Press Law could not rein in
excessive vituperation in the press. However, suppressed
papers would often immediately reappear under the
name of a legally-licensed other periodical. Attempts
to bring about a more responsible press failed, because
often financing of papers was provided to attack certain political issues (blackmail of politicians; subsidies
from foreign powers). The strongest group was the
pro-Soviet Tudeh (Tuda) press that formed the Freedom
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parliament. Only two unions are officially recognised,
Front in 1943. There also was a pro-British, nationthe Islamic Society of Journalists and the Professional
alist coalition of papers, and some independents. The
Society of Journalists, belonging to hardliners and the
suppression of separatist movements in Adharbaydjan
Islamic reformist factions respectively. The Iranian
and Kurdistan in 1946 led to a clamp-down on the
press under President Khatami (since 1997) is freer
local language press. This had a negative impact on
than it has been in many years and political jourthe journalistic role of Tabrfz that had been in the
nalism is flourishing. The struggle between the conforefront from the beginning.
servatives and those who favour greater press freedom
In the first few years after the fall of Musaddik's
has become a major issue in Iran, resulting in ban[g.v.] government (1953), which had widespread press
ning of newspapers and jailing of journalists. Following
support, press restrictions were mainly imposed through
the 1999 student uprising, parliament passed new laws
the application of martial law. Later, the responsibilbanning any publication other than those specifically
ity for enforcing censorship was divided between the
sanctioned, holding the licensee, editors, writers and
Ministry of Information and the Ministry of Culture,
even typists directly responsible for any unauthorised
together with the newly-founded security agency,
article or publication.
SAVAK. The usual grounds for suspension were: slanFrom 1956, a School of Journalism offered a fourder of the monarchy, or of relations of Iran with
year B.A. course. In 1960, an advanced course was
friendly countries, and inflammatory articles against
added. There were 137 graduates in 1969, when
the government or religion. These were incorporated
Tehran University announced that it would close the
into the 1955 Press Law. In this period of extended
school. The two major dailies also offered courses on
press censorship and government control, the tone
journalism in the 1960s. The major papers also started
and style of editorial writing underwent considerable
to hire more qualified, academically trained staff.
change towards blandness and conformity to what was
Although the Universities again offer Journalism as a
tolerated, and often government-designed norms of
subject for study, its effect is minimal. Since 1966,
political, cultural and social expression. In March 1963,
about 900 people have graduated from journalism
the Press Law was amended. It formulated the critecourses in Iranian universities, of whom 93% are not
ria for persons who could obtain a license to publish
working for the press. Although 68% of current jourand it limited the number of periodicals; the grounds
nalists have a university education, only 4.6% have
for suppressing newspapers remained the same.
received academic education in communications.
Most papers had serious financial difficulties due
Bibliography. Ftimad al-Saltana, K. al-Athdr wa
to low circulation, except for a few large ones. In
1963, Kayhdn and Ittild'at accounted for 65% of news'l-ma}dthir, Tehran 1306/1889,' 117; L.P. Elwellpaper circulation. Five magazines accounted for more
Sutton, TJie press in Iran today, in JRCAS, xxxv (1948),
209-19; Ittilacat, Ittild'dt dar yak rubf karn, Tehran
than 50% of total magazine circulation. Because of
1329/1950; Mehrangiz Doulatschahi Ansari, Die relifinancial pressure (rising cost, falling revenues, comgions-politische Entwicklung der Publizistik in Iran und die
petition from radio and TV), newspapers accepted
government-written articles. Consequently, the quality
Entstehung der freien Press infolge der Revolution von 1906,
of the newspapers was bad, in part because there was
diss. Heidelberg 1953; Iran Almanac, issues 1963-76;
a shortage of staff, which was lowly paid. Papers used
Mascud Barzfn, Sayri dar matbucdt-i Iran, Tehran
"scissor editors" to cut articles from other newspapers.
1344/1965; Elwell-Sutton, The Iranian press 1941-47,
Also, they used translators to translate foreign articles,
in Iran JBIPS, vi (1968), 65-104; Barzm, Matbu'dtso that there was often more news on foreign countries
i Iran 1343-1353, Tehran 1354/1975; Yahya Aryathan on Iran. Specialised publications, such as liternapur, AZ sabd td mmd, 2 vols. Tehran 1354/1975;
ary and humorous ones, also depended much on donaKu'll Kuhan, Tdrikh-i-sansur dar matbucdt-i Iran, 2
tions and government articles to survive. Hence papers
vols. Tehran 1360/1981; W.H. Behn and W.M.
improved their appearance rather than their substance.
Floor, Twenty years of Iranian power struggle, Berlin
This in turn led to loss of readership, due to mis1982; Muhft Tabataba'f, Tdnkh-i tahlili-yi matbu'dttrust of government propaganda, irrelevance of fori Iran, Tehran 1366/1987; Mushaffak Hamadanf,
eign news, and the ignoring of what most concerned
Khdtirdt-i mm karn-i ru^ndma-nigdn, Los Angeles
people's daily lives. The two major dailies, along with
1370/1991; P. Avery, Printing, the press and literature
some quality periodicals, created and supported a class
in modern Iran, in Camb. hist. Iran, vi, Cambridge
of professional journalists who challenged the gov1991, 815-61; Mehdi Mohsenian-Rad and Ali
ernment by focusing on failures and shortcomings in
Entezari, Problems of journalism, education in Iran, in
regard to what government had promised to deliver.
Rasaneh. A Research Quarterly of Mass Media Studies,
In response to criticism from the government to
v/2 (1994), 75; Irdn-ndma, xvi/1-2 (1998), special
encourage better reporting and tell the "truth", the
issue on journalism; Cyrus Masroori, art. History of
papers reacted by telling the government, as the major
censorship in Iran up to 1941, in D. Jones (ed.), Cennewsmakers, to provide more, better, and timely inforsorship. An international encyclopedia, 2001.
mation, to allow better and freer contacts with gov(W. FLOOR)
ernment agencies, and to respect the letter and spirit
5. T u r k e y .
of the Press Law.
(a) Up to ca. 1960 [see F^ARIDA. iii].
After the fall of the Pahlavl regime in 1979, more
(b) Since the 1960s.
than two hundred periodicals were published whose
The 1960s
variety and number were unprecedented in the modThe military take-over of 27 May 1960 put an end
ern history of Iran. Press freedom was, however, shortto the period when freedom of the press had been
lived. Soon the country's ruling clergy ordered the
seriously threatened in Turkey due to the increasingly
closure of more than twenty publications, and more ! repressive policy of the Demokrat Parti [g.v.] (DP). For
followed later, despite the 1985 Press Law that banned
the most part the Turkish press welcomed the coup
censorship. Art. 4 defined the press limits, including,
and the resultant "Government of National Unity"
slander of the Leader and culamd\ inflammatory arti(Milli Birlik Hiikumeti]. The Constitution of 1961 (articles against the government or religion, and reportcles 22-7) guaranteed freedom of the press, and laws
ing on classified information on the military and
restricting it were abolished. A new press law assured
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the rights of journalists in their working place, much
to the chagrin of certain newspaper barons. The restrictive Penal Code remained in force. The "Press Advertising Organisation" (Basin Han Kurumu) was established
in 1961 for the purpose of an impartial distribution
of advertisements from public institutions and organisations. The Turkish press decided to institute a system of self-control: a code of press ethics (Basin ahldk
yasasi) was signed by all major newspapers.
The principal successor to the DP, the "Justice
Party" (Adalet Partisi: AP), which won the general elections of 1965 and remained in power until the muhtira
of 1971 (see below), remained tolerant towards the
press. The leftist press, often supporting the newlyfounded "Labour Party of Turkey" (Tiirkiye I§fi Partisi;
TIP), flourished during the 1960s in a hitherto
unknown way: the weekly Ton (1961-7) founded by
Dogan Avcioglu (1926-83), was one of the most discussed periodicals in Turkey for a while. It was followed by Ant (1967-71), and Devrim (1969-71) (see on
these J.M. Landau, Radical politics in modern Turkey,
Leiden 1974, 49-87). Among the newly-founded papers
of the 1960s, the Teni Gamete (1964-71) was the first
daily paper printed in the offset technique. Another
new type of paper for Turkey was the tabloid (bulvar
gazetesi) Gunaydin, founded in November 1968 by
Haldun Simavi. Among its editorialists (ko§e yazarlan)
was Aziz Nesin (1916-95) who also edited its weekly
humoristic supplement Ustura. The rise of the conservative-nationalist paper Tercuman (founded in 1955)
also began after 1961. Hurriyet [see DJARIDA. iii] was
the first newspaper whose circulation exceeded one
million in the middle of the 1960s (Gevgilili, Tiirkiye
basmi, 225). Television was introduced in Turkey in
1968, but there was only one black-and-white channel until the mid-1980s.
The 1970s
Increasing violence in the country brought about
a second military intervention, through the memorandum (muhtira) issued by the armed forces on 12
March 1971. Martial law was proclaimed in eleven
provinces. This intervention did not abolish the parliament, but governments of that period exerted pressure, especially on the leftist press. Journalists were
arrested, papers banned and publications forbidden.
The 1973 elections paved the way for a return to
parliamentary democracy. The work of journalists was
then, however, seriously disturbed by something like
a civil war which ravaged the country. Numerous
journalists, both rightists and leftists, became victims
of attempts on their lives. A climax was reached with
the assassination of Abdi Ipekci (1929-79), editor of
Milliyet [see DJARIDA. iii] by Mehmed Ali Agca (who
later attempted to kill Pope John Paul).
Social and political polarisation was also reflected
in the media. Apart from the conservative papers
Tercuman, Son Havadis, Hakikat (founded in 1970, it
changed its name to Tiirkiye in 1971), and Giine§
(founded in 1975), there were left-wing periodicals like
the dailies Teni Ortam (1972-6; close to the Devrimci
1$filer Sendikalan Konfederasyonu [DISK]) and Politika
(1975-7), whose director Ali Ihsan Ozgiir was assassinated in 1978. A paper close to the AP was Teni
Asya (founded in 1970). The Islamist Milli Seldmet Partisi
(MSP) had the support of the Milli Gamete (founded
in 1973). The ideas of the neo-fascist Milli Hareket
Partisi (MHP) were voiced by Hergiin, Millet (1975-86)
and Ortadogu (1972), whose director Ihsan Darendelioglu
was assassinated in 1979. Several old-established newspapers ceased publication in the 1970s: the mouthpiece of the CHP, Ulus (1934; founded in 1920 in

Ankara as Hakimiyyet-i milliyye), ended its existence in
July 1971, Vatan (1923 [see DJARIDA. iii]), whose orientation had changed several times since 1950, in
1978. Important news magazines of the 1970s were
Tanki (founded 1971 by the correspondent of Time,
Mehmet Ali Ki§lah), 7 Gun and Toplum. Girgir, founded
in 1972, was to become, after Krokodil and Mad, the
third largest satirical paper in the world.
The 1980s
After the third intervention of the military on 12
September 1980 (12 Eylul), all political parties were
banned. Printing houses of newspapers were closed
down, and four papers (the leftist papers Demokrat,
Politika, Aydmhk and Hergiin, the organ of the MHP)
were banned immediately after the coup. Between 12
September 1980 and 12 March 1984 publication of
eight national papers was suspended seventeen times,
for 195 days. In total, 181 journalists and writers were
arrested and 82 of them sentenced during the same
period (details in Basin '80-84, 197-230).
The influence of the military decreased after the
general elections of 1983 were won by Turgut Ozal's
"Motherland Party" (Anavatan Partisi; ANAP) with a
clear majority. This victory inaugurated a new period
of economic liberalisation. The Turkish press had a
share in the relatively rapid re-democratisation of the
regime and became a significant factor in politics.
Most papers were eventually fiercely opposed to the
ANAP governments. In the late 1980s, Prime Minister
Ozal used the control of paper supplies against the
hostile press. The freedom of the press continued to
be restricted on the basis of the restrictive Constitution
passed in 1982 (esp. articles 22, 24-30), the Press Law,
the "Law on Harmful Publications", and the Penal
Code (esp. articles 312 and 158). A series of government regulations in the spring of 1990 and later
the "Law on Terrorism" also brought censorship to
the press. In 1984, the "Kurdistan Workers' Party"
(PKK), founded in 1978, had started its first action.
A number of papers was founded in the 1980s
among which Diinya (1981), Sabah (1985), ^aman (1986;
see below) are still published today (2003). The
circulation of Sabah, founded by the dynamic Dine
Bilgin (b. 1940), publisher of the Izmir-based Teni
Asir, exceeded that of Hurriyet in 1987. Aksam, by then
the oldest newspaper of Turkey (founded in 1918 [see
DJARIDA. iii]), ceased publication in 1982, Teni Istanbul (founded 1949) in 1986, and Son Havadis in 1988.
In the second half of the 1980s most papers adopted
the editorial system (computer system, first used by
Teni Asir}. The tabloid Gune§ (1982-91) gave new impetus to give-away and lottery campaigns in the Turkish
press which only Cumhuriyet refused to join. There was
an explosion of weekly and monthly magazines in the
1980s, including cultural reviews of superior quality.
2000}e Dogru (1986) was one of the best-known news
magazines. A Turkish version of Playboy came on the
market in 1985. The world of the press was shaken
by the Asil Nadir affair in 1989. This Cypriot business man had acquired, thanks to his contacts with
government circles, the tabloids Gunaydin and Tan, as
well as several magazines, including the news magazine Nokta (founded in 1983 with the French Le Point
as a model).
Most papers had left at that period the Avenue of
the Sublime Porte (Bdbidli Caddesi) in Istanbul, the
Turkish Fleet Street. In 1988 a Press Museum (Basin
Mu'zesi) was opened in the same area thanks to the
Newspapersmen's Association (Gazeteciler Cemiyeti).
The 1990s and beyond
The downfall of the ANAP government in 1991
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has been in part attributed to the mobilisation of public opinion by the press. Tansu (filler became the first
female prime minister in 1993. The end of Kemalism
seemed to have arrived with the general elections of
December 1995 when Necmettin Erbakan's Islamist
"Welfare Party" (Refah Partisr, RP) obtained 21% of
the votes. A coalition government, the first Islamistled government in Republican Turkey, was formed
in July 1996. But once more, the military started to
play a more active role. An ultimatum issued by the
generals in February 1997 to restrict the influence of
Islamists compelled the prime minister Erbakan to
resign. His downfall was speeded by a sustained campaign in some sections of the press. Subsequently, the
country was governed by various coalition governments formed by Kemalist and nationalist leaders.
The PKK-led Kurdish insurgency came to an end
after the capture of Abdullah Ocalan in Kenya in
1999. The country was shaken by a severe economic
crisis in 2001. In November 2002, Recep Tayyip
Erdogan won the general election with his moderate
Islamist "Justice and Development Party" (Adalet ve
Kalkinma Partisi; AKP).
These developments were also reflected in the
Turkish press at the turn of the 21st century with
the rise of a "Kurdish" press and a growing importance of Islamic and Islamist papers (see below).
Violence against journalists continued in the 1990s.
Cumhuriyet lost seven of its writers through attacks, the
most prominent victim being Ugur Mumcu (1942-93),
known for his investigative journalism, who was killed
by a car bomb in 1993.
Concentration and monopolisation (tekelle§me) became
one of the major problems faced by the Turkish press.
There was also serious concern about the media
moguls', journalists' and columnists' increasingly close
relations with the political establishment. Most national
newspapers belonged (in 2003) to three important press
groups which also controlled the country's largest
private TV channels. Traditional ownership had
almost disappeared from the media market. Cumhuriyet
remained the only independent paper. Twelve papers,
including the mass circulation papers Hiirriyet, Milliyet
and Radikal (founded in 1996 and considered by some
as the most "Western" paper), and the sports paper
Fanatik, belong to Aydin Dogan's Dogan Media Group.
It is said to control nearly 40% of the country's advertising revenues and 80% of distribution (2003). The
Sabah group plunged into crisis when its head Dine
Bilgin was jailed in 2001. Thanks to its promotional
activities, the paper Sabah had reached a circulation
of 1.5 million in October 1992. A law (promosyonyasasi)
eventually prohibited in 1997 promosyons except those
of cultural value. Terciiman ceased publication in 1994,
but two papers bearing the same name re-emerged
after 2000. The leading news magazines in the 1990s
were Aktiiel (circulation: 40,000), Tempo (28,000), Aksiyon
(18,000) and Nokta (3,000).
The "Kurdish" press
The 1990s also saw the emergence of a new type
of papers focussing on Kurdish issues which appeared
in Istanbul and Ankara, usually in Turkish. All of
them were accused of being close to the PKK. The
first of them, Ozgur Gundem, founded in 1992 and
banned by the Ankara State Security Court (DGM)
in 1994, lost seven of its writers and correspondents
and thirteen vendors to killings. It was followed by
Ozgur Ulke (1994-5), whose premises in Istanbul were
the target of a devastating bomb attack in December
1994. Teni Politika (13 April-16 August 1995) was one
of the most often censored papers in Turkey. Its suc-
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cessors (Demokrasi, Ulkede Gundem, Ozgiir Bah§, 2000'de
Teni Gundem) had a similar fate, and functioned usually in a most precarious situation. Teniden Ozgur Gundem
(founded in September 2002) had a circulation of ca.
10,000 in November 2003. In the 1990s, many
Kurdish weekly or monthly magazines also began to
appear, including local papers. The Kurdish language
paper Rojname was soon banned after its first publication in December 1991. In the same year, the prohibition of Kurdish publications had been removed.
There is now (2003) a Kurdish-language literary magazine, Azadiya Welat, published in Istanbul. However,
most papers destined for Kurds from Turkey are published in Western countries known for their large
Kurdish immigrant population (e.g. Sweden, etc.). The
paper Ozgtir Politika is published in Europe. Kurdish
satellite TV and numerous internet sites have created
what has been called a "virtual Kurdistan".
Islamic and Islamist press
The spectacular rise of the Islamic and Islamist
press dates from the 1980s. Prior to 1980, its percentage in terms of newspapers and periodicals was
7%, in 1993 it had reached 47% (G. Seufert, Politischer
Islam in der Tiirkei, Istanbul 1997, 392n.). Many periodicals (including newspapers like Teni Asya, Tiirkiye,
Milli Gamete] have been associated with religious orders
and groups in the Muslim world, the Nakshbandf
dervish order and its branches [see NAKSHBANDIYYA]
being particularly influential. Teni §afak (founded in
1995) was financed by a pious industrialist. The paper
Zjiman (see above), organ of the group around Fethullah
Giilen of the Nurcus [see NURCULUK], is now (2003)
among the top five national daily newspapers in
Turkey, with an average circulation of 300,000. It
boasts of having been the first Turkish daily newspaper to appear on-line (since 1995). It has bureaus
and correspondents in many countries all over the
world. It has special international editions for twelve
foreign countries, those for the new Turkish Caucasian
and Central Asian republics being printed in their
own alphabets and languages. £aman also owns the
weekly news magazine Aksiyon, a children's monthly,
a news agency, and the private TV channel Samanyolu.
Islamist reviews and magazines include weeklies,
numerous monthly magazines (Si&nti, Izmir, published
by the Tiirkiye Ogretmenler Vakfi, founded in 1978), and
publications for women: Kadin ve Aile (founded 1985)
was the largest Muslim women's magazine, reputed
to have sold 60,000. It was closely associated with
that branch of the Nakshbandl order whose major
mouthpiece is the magazine Islam (circulation 100,000).
Bizjan Aile (published since 1988) is a spin-off of the
magazine Koprii, published since 1977 and representing the views of a section of the Nurcu order.
Local newspapers
National newspapers based in Istanbul account for
about 90% of total circulation. But there have been
registered up to 745 local newspapers published in
Turkey, almost half of them being dailies. The circulation figures vary according to the economic development of the region. Teni Astr, published in Izmir
(founded in 1924; its predecessor, cAsir, was founded
in Ottoman Salonika in 1895), remains the biggest
newspaper with a regional character (circulation 43,000
in November 2003). The local press has been trying
to renew itself technologically in recent years and
many papers are produced by printing houses with
offset printing facilities.
Turkish papers published in Europe
The first Turkish papers printed in Europe were
Ak§am and Hiirriyet (Munich 1969). They were followed
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by Tercuman (1970), Milliyet (1972) and the Milli Gamete
(1973). In the 1980s appeared Tiirkiye (1987), in the
1990s Zaman (1990), the weeklies Cumhuriyet-Hqfta (1993)
and Diinya-Hafta (1995), Ozgiir Politika (1995), Sabah
(1996), Emek (leftist; 1996), and Ortadogu (1996). Hurriyet,
Milliyet, Fanatik and Hqfta Sonu, all belonging to the
Dogan Group, had a circulation of 189,000 (of which
Hurriyet alone comprised 84,000), i.e. 80% of the
Turkish newspapers sold in Europe.
The minority press
The decline of the Greek community in Istanbul
from the 1960s onwards was also reflected in the
Greek minority papers. Elevthere Phone and Empros,
which figure among the signatories of the Basin ahldk
yasasi, disappeared in 1965. Two Greek dailies still
appear in Istanbul for a community of 2,000-3,000
souls: AnoyEVLiaTivrj/Apoyevmatini (founded in 1925),
which until the death of its founder, Gr. Yaverides,
in the 1970s, used to employ some ten journalists;
and H%cb/Iho (1977), initially a weekly, which became
a daily in 1979 (circulation: about 800 copies).
The Armenian press (for a population estimated at
60,000) counted some ten titles in 2001, including the
bulletin of the Saint Saviour (Surp Pirgif [ Unipp <t>pljp£ ])
Hospital (a monthly founded in 1949), Kulis (a literary and artistic bi-monthly founded in 1946 by Agop
Ayvaz) ceased publication in 1996. There are two
daily papers: Jamanak [ duutfaibuji/ ] (founded in 1908,
the oldest daily published in Turkey). Its circulation
has decreased during the last years, from 15,000 to
1,500. Another daily, Marmara (ITuupJuupm; founded in
1940) has been directed by Robert Haddeler, a writer
and critic. It is also published in Armenian but since
2001 it has contained a Turkish supplement. The
weekly Agos [U(jou] was founded in 1996; it is published mainly in Turkish (circulation some 5,000). Two
journalists of this paper were tried in 1999 because
of an article on the Varhk Vergisi of 1942.
The once flourishing Jewish press in Judaeo-Spanish
and French is now limited to the weekly $alom (founded
in 1947). It is, however, published in Turkish, with
a few articles written in Judaeo-Spanish. The last
Jewish French language daily, the Journal d'Orient
(founded in 1917 by Albert Carasso), disappeared in
1971.
Whereas attempts to revive the French language
press proved little successful, there is one Englishlanguage daily paper, Turkish Daily News (founded in
1961) published in Ankara. Diinya has an Englishlanguage daily news page; Zjaman also has an English
on-line edition.
Conclusion
The Turkish printed press has made considerable
progress during the last two decades of the 20th century which have witnessed the industrialisation of the
media. The number of newspapers with an average
daily circulation over 10,000 was 11 in 1983, 14 in
1990 and 32 in 1997. According to August 2003 figures, the average total daily sales of 35 major daily
papers was about 4 million. Some 25 of them had
their own website in 2004, including several regional
papers. The number of magazines has increased with
extraordinary speed. Its total number, which was 20
in 1990, reached 110 in 1999 (total circulation around
2,300,000). They include magazines with foreign brand
names like Marie Claire, Cosmopolitan, Harper's Bazaar,
Esquire, Votre Beaute, or National Geographic. As far as
printing techniques are concerned, the Turkish press
has attained in most domains European standards.
But some basic issues remain: press readership is still
far from assuming European proportions. According

to official sources (Facts about Turkey, 412), the average
number of newspapers sold to 1,000 persons is
58 (cf. Germany: 314). The habit of reading newspapers regularly has remained the privilege of a relatively small group, around 15% of the population
(estimated at 67 million in 2000). The visual media
have emerged as the most influential institution shaping public opinion. The number of private TV channels has exceeded twenty within a few years.
In spite of numerous amendments to the restrictive Constitution (the last ones in February 2003),
press freedom in Turkey remains limited by various
laws and a frequently restrictive interpretation of press
freedom and freedom of expression by the judiciary.
There is no functioning journalist's trade union.
Journalists continue to be arrested and sentenced to
prison terms. Leftist, Islamist and pro-Kurdish media
are the primary targets. For many modern Turkish
writers and intellectuals, criminal prosecution has been
an indispensable part of their curriculum vitae. But even
members of the mainstream media occasionally face
legal action, although these papers usually practice a
sort of self-censorship and avoid sensitive issues such
as criticising the military and high-level corruption.
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(J. STRAUSS)
SILAH (A.), masc. and fern, noun according to the
lexicographers, standard pi. asliha, with suluh, sulhdn
and sildhdt also found in the lexica, the general t e r m
in Arabic for b o t h offensive weapons and
p r o t e c t i v e a r m o u r and e q u i p m e n t . This collective sense of the word is also often included in the
general term cudda, literally "equipment, gear, tackle".
The sense of "weapon" has clearly no connection with
that of the common Arabic verb salaha "to defecate".
Attestations of any parallel form of sildh are weak in
Old South Arabian. One can only cite Biblical Hebrew
selah, of obscure meaning in general but with the
meaning of "javelin" or "some sort of weapon that
can be carried and thrown" in such contexts as

SILAH
II Chron. xxiii. 10, Joel ii. 8, etc., and as a possible
parallel, despite the phonetic problems, Akk. selu "to
sharpen weapons", selutu "dagger blade" (CAD, Letter
S, ii, 275).
1. The p r e - I s l a m i c period.
The weapons of the pre-Islamic Arabs were essentially the bow, the sword and the spear or lance. Our
knowledge of these weapons of theirs is almost entirely
a bookish one, and it was from the evidence of preIslamic poetry that F.W. Schwarzlose compiled his Die
Waffen der alien Araber aus ihren Dichtern dargestellt (Leipzig
1886, repr. Hildesheim 1982), a work concerned primarily with the nomenclature of weapons and their
component parts.
Fighting was a prominent aspect of desert life, in
which tribes often competed over pasture grounds,
sought to drive off opponents' herds or were involved
in protracted vendettas entailed by the unwritten laws
of revenge, retaliation and the exacting of compensation for losses to the tribe's fighting strength [see DIYA;
KISAS; THA'R]. Hence a rich vocabulary evolved for
weapons and armour, often descriptive, by metonymy,
of some special characteristic ("shining", "incisive") or
of some origin, real or supposed ("Indian", "Yemeni",
"Khattf"). This vocabulary naturally . attracted the
philologists of Islamic times, concerned to elucidate
the names of weapons, armour and their synonyms in
early poetry. Whence the composition of works with
titles like Kitdb al-Sildh, such titles being attributed to
the Basran scholar al-Nadr b. Shumayl (d. 204/820), alAsma c f, Ibn Durayd [^.yy.] and Shamir b. Hamdawayh
(d. 255/869) (see Schwarzlose, 11 n. 1). Few of these
works have survived (Sezgin, GAS, viii, 257, lists a
fragmentarily surviving K. al-Sildh by a disciple of alAsmaTs), but lexicographical and philological studies
like al-Thacalibf's Fikh al-lugha and Ibn Slduh's Mukhassas are rich sources of information on the nomenclature
of weapons and their component parts. It is highly
improbable that any of these works gave any actual
descriptions of weapons or their use—the authors were
literary men, who probably never wielded a weapon
in anger in their lives, and not practical warriors—
and on these points we have virtually no information. It is not till later mediaeval times that practical
treatises on the art of war and the use of weapons
are known (see below, 2.; FURUSIYYA; HARB. 1.). The
only direct, contemporary source which might conceivably give us some idea of pre-Islamic weapons
lies in possible representations in petroglyphs and
similar drawings. There are quite a lot of depictions
of warriors wielding lances and bows, and possibly
swords, on horseback and on foot, in the Thamudic
and Safaitic materials, cf. also the frontispiece photograph of a rock graffito showing an archer, and the
drawing of a South Arabian spear, of uncertain age,
at p. 65 of R.B. Serjeant, South Arabian hunt, London
1976.
The weapon most frequently mentioned in the
ancient literary sources is the sword (sqyf), for which
special works by the philologists are recorded, e.g.
Abu 'Ubayda's Kitdb al-Sayfand a work by Abu Hatim
al-Sidjistanf, a Kitdb al-Suyuf wa 'l-rimdh (Schwarzlose,
124 n. 1). These must have been stabbing swords
for close, hand-to-hand fighting rather than cavalry
swords. There emerges that swords of Indian steel
(hindi, muhannad) were particularly prized; whether the
Hind envisaged here relates to the Indian subcontinent or to lands beyond in Southeast Asia, such as
Malaya or Sumatra, is unclear, but any such weapons
were presumably imported via the Persian Gulf ports.
Nearer home, the ancient Arabs prized blades forged
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by the smiths of Syria, e.g. of Bosra [q.v.] (see below),
a land which had access to supplies of iron ore and
to wooded terrains for the production of charcoal.
On the other hand, it is unlikely that "Yemeni" swords
were actually made in Yemen; more probably, blades
or complete swords were imported from lands further
east to the ports of Hadramawt and Yemen, thus
acquiring this territorial name. See in general on
swords of this period, Schwarzlose, 124-209.
The spear or lance (rumh, canaz.a, kandt, the latter
term, originally "bamboo, reed shaft" being used by
synecdoche for the whole weapon) was, it seems, included in the work by Abu Hatim al-Sidjistanf on
swords and spears mentioned above (see also Schwarzlose, 210 n. 1). It was used as a thrusting weapon in
close fighting, but spears which could be thrown at
the enemy like javelins (nayzak < Pers. nl^a, mitrad,
harbd) are also mentioned, and the designation mitrad
indicates that such throwing weapons could be used
for hunting as well as war. Spears with a bamboo or
strong reed shaft (kandt} are often described as khatti,
from al-Khatt [q.v.] in Bahrayn or Hadjar, where a
certain Samhar is said to have been an expert fashioner of spears, whence samhan ones. Whether these
shafts were made from the stems of the vegetation
growing along the Gulf shores, or were imported from
further east, as the term kandt al-Hind implies, is
unclear. Various trees are also mentioned as providing
wood for spear shafts, such as the washidj, or ash (?).
Spears had a head (sindn) and a tapered iron butt at
their lower end which could be stuck into the ground
when the weapon was not being carried (zudj.aj}. See,
in general, Schwarzlose, 210-45.
The bow and arrow were used by the ancient Arabs,
and the sources distinguish "Arab" from "Persian"
bows. See further KAWS, and Schwarzlose, 246-319.
As well as all these offensive weapons, there are
frequent mentions of protective body armour in the
shape of coats of mail (dirc or sard, zarad, muzarrad <
Pers. zard, traceable back, according to Fraenkel, Die
aramdischen Fremdworter im arabischen, 241-2, to a Persian form preceding MP zreh with a final d, Avestan
zrddhd; sard appears in Kur'an, XXXIV, 10/11, in a
passage concerning King David's skill as a maker
of closely-woven mail, cf. Jeffery, Hie foreign vocabulary
of the Qur'dn, Baroda 1938, 169). The manufacture of
chain armoured coats must have been basically in the
settled fringes around the Arabian peninsula, as the
Persian origin of some of its nomenclature shows.
Also, Bosra in the Hawran region of southern Syria
was in Byzantine times a noted centre for the forging of weapons and the making of armour, and the
Byzantine authorities tried on occasion to stop the
export of these to the nomads. In awd'il [q.v.] lore,
the original making of mailed coats is attributed to
King David (or, as some Arab commentators on
ancient poetry averred, to a celebrated Jewish (?) smith
called Dawud or to his son, but the identification of
the inventor of mailed coats with the Biblical David
was already made in pre-Islamic times [see DAWUD]).
This skill was also attributed to the Tubbac kings of
Yemen. See, in general, Schwarzlose, 322-49. Mailed
coats were accounted valuable in desert fighting,
and it was weapons and coats of mail which the poet
and prince of Kinda, Imru3 al-Kays, allegedly entrusted
to the Jewish Arab poet and lord of Tayma3 alSamaw'al b. cAdiya° [q.v.] and which the latter refused
to give up to the Ghassanid king al-Harith b. Djabala.
Iron helmets were termed bayda, from their resemblance in shape to an ostrich egg, see Schwarzlose,
349-51, and also khudha < Pers. khud. Although not
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mentioned extensively in poetry, which prefers to extol
fearless warriors who scorned to protect themselves in
battle behind shields, the pre-Islamic Arabs do seem
to have employed shields on such occasions (turs, (jjunna,
midj_ann, darakd). Such shields were probably made of
hide (as is specifically said of the darakd) stretched
over a wooden frame, enough to deflect the indifferent weapons of the nomads. See Schwarzlose, 351-6.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. The Islamic period.
The military technologies of Arabia at the time of
the Prophet Muhammad remain little known, but they
were still clearly under strong influence from neighbouring technologically advanced neighbours such as
the Byzantine Empire, Sasanid Persia and India via
maritime trade contacts. Not surprisingly, early Byzantine styles dominated in the north and west, Persian
in the east and, to a less certain extent, Indian in
southern Arabia. Swords and spears remained the
favoured weapons, while archery played a minor role
and only amongst foot soldiers. Most armour was of
mail although leather defences were also widespread,
much of this latter probably being manufactured in
Yemen (see 1. above). Similarly, the people of prosperous but strife-torn trading regions such as the Hidjaz
appear to have been relatively rich in weaponry.
With the rapid Muslim Arab conquest of vast regions from Central Asia and India to Spain and the
Atlantic Ocean, other military techniques began to appear in the arms and armour of Muslim armies during
the 8th and 9th centuries. After the establishment of
an Islamic "empire", such armies became largely territorial which further encouraged the development of
regional styles. Thus Central Asian Turkish military
techniques had their first impact in 8th to 9th-century Transoxania and what is now eastern Persia,
while Sasanid Persian military styles remained dominant in western Persia and eastern parts of the Arab
world until the 9th-10th centuries. Early Byzantine
military styles survived in areas like eastern Anatolia
well into the 10th century, and in Syria and Egypt
well into the 12th century. Yet the situation was less
clear in North Africa and the Iberian peninsula. Here
pre-Islamic military techniques had generally been
more primitive than those of the conquering Muslim
Arabs, despite a residual early Byzantine military
heritage.
This is not to say that the Muslim Arabs merely
adopted the military styles of those whom they conquered. Nevertheless, the Muslim Arabs' contribution
to the development of a specifically Islamic military
tradition, and to the history of military technology as
a whole, was primarily to open up a vast area to differing military influences. Thus Persian influence was
eventually felt in North Africa, Byzantine technology
reached Iberia and, above all, the Turkish Central
Asian military tradition spread throughout the Middle
East. Such Turkish influence also served as a channel
whereby Chinese military techniques spread westward
and may even have reached the Iberian peninsula,
though in a very diluted form.
A truly Islamic tradition of arms, armour and their
associated tactics developed rapidly, yet this was neither uniform nor monolithic. Large variations could
always be seen between different regions resulting both
from local traditions or conditions, and from the
recruitment of troops from specific geographical zones
which had their own distinctive styles.
In general, however, it could be said that Persian
and Turkish influences were the most powerful, whereas

those of the Byzantine or Mediterranean countries
were of secondary importance, at least after the first
century of Islamic history. Such a pattern persisted
until early modern times as peoples and dynasties of
essentially Turkish origin rose to political dominance
in most of the militarily significant Islamic countries.
Only in the late 18th and 19th centuries, with the
rise of European military power and its accompanying colonialism, did indigenous or Turkish military
practice rapidly give way to a widespread adoption
of European weaponry and of the tactics associated
with such modern technologies.
Weapons

For Islamic bows and archery, see KAWS; for firearms, see BARUD; for siege weaponry, see HISAR; and
see also EJAYSH.
Since ancient and pre-Islamic times the long
bamboo-hafted spear or rumh had been regarded as a
typically Arab weapon. It was used on foot, on horseback and when riding camels. In the early Islamic
centuries the Arabs were also renowned for their use
of a relatively short sword (sayf). This was probably
a broad-bladed weapon reflecting Roman and Byzantine infantry traditions rather than the cavalry traditions of Persia, where long-bladed slashing swords
had been widespread for some centuries. Whereas the
typical Arab rumh spear remained in use until modern times, the Arabs' short sayf was soon replaced by
longer-bladed weapons suitable for mounted combat,
though these were still largely known as suyuf. Only
in southern and eastern Arabia (Yemen, Hadramawt
and cUman), and in a few other isolated parts of the
Arabian peninsula, did short swords persist along with
a tradition of infantry-dominated warfare.
Long, single-edged cavalry swords were already
characteristic of Turco-Mongol Central Asia and had
appeared in Persia and the Byzantine Empire shortly
before the Islamic conquests of the 7th and 8th centuries. Thereafter, they become increasingly popular
throughout most of the Islamic world, becoming the
dominant cavalry sword by the 15th century although
the single-edged sword or sabre never entirely replaced
the double-edged weapon. The curved or true sabre
spread from Turkish Central Asia into Islamic Persia
by the l l t h century, or perhaps slightly earlier. Thereafter, in a great variety of forms, it spread throughout most of the Islamic world reaching Granada, the
last bastion of Andalusian Islam, by the 15th century.
Heavier straight and double-edged weapons were,
nevertheless, still used in many parts of the Islamic
world in the 19th century, particularly in Islamic subSaharan Africa.
Smaller weapons, including those which fell between
the categories of sword and dagger, were similarly
used in most areas at most times. Here there may
have been a greater degree of similarity across the
Islamic world, perhaps because a particular type or
shape of personal weapon was often worn as a mark
of religious or cultural identity. The most obvious example was a heavy dagger or short stabbing sword
widely known as a khanajar (for variations on this and
other weapons terminology, see the Glossary below).
Although the development of the khand^ar drew on
many regional traditions and evolved into various
shapes of dagger in different parts of the Islamic
world, the basic weapon again appears to have been
of eastern Iranian or Turkish origin. Other sometimes
highly distinctive styles of dagger were limited to
smaller areas, generally on the fringes of the Islamic
world such as Morocco, the Caucasus and the East
Indies. In the latter region, the double-edged keris
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dagger or short sword was retained from pre-Islamic
times and continued to have an almost magical and
pagan significance amongst a population sometimes
only superficially converted to Islam.
Other weapons where a distinctly Islamic style developed were war-axes and maces. The latter were
occasionally described as a "friendly" weapons, suitable
for use during conflicts with fellow-Muslims as a lighter
mace, when skilfully used, could incapacitate without
killing a foe. Both also involved a large and complex
terminology which distinguished between sometimes
minor varieties of weapon but which nevertheless
remains in part obscure. This terminology, along with
surviving weapons and abundant pictorial representations, show that axes ranged from those with large
"half-moon" to narrow spiked blades, while maces
varied considerably in weight, shape of head, length
of haft or handle and in the material from which
they were made.
The javelin was widely used during the early period
(7th-13th centuries), particularly by Arab and Persian
troops, and remained in use by cavalry in most Islamic
countries at least until the 15th century, certainly long
after the javelin had been abandoned in western
Europe. This probably reflected the more mobile and
more disciplined character of Islamic armies during
the mediaeval period, at least when compared to their
European rivals, as well as the lighter styles of armour
associated with Islamic tactics. The fact that such an
apparently simple weapon as a javelin came in a large
variety of sizes, weights and types of blade, along with
an equally complex terminology, further illustrates the
importance of the javelin in the hands of both foot
soldiers and horsemen. It is also worth noting that
cavalry training exercises or "games" involving the
javelin were not only developed within the Islamic
world but were copied by neighbours ranging from
Spaniards and Ethiopians to Armenians [see DJERID
and FURUSIYYA].
Armour
Islamic armies have been widely regarded as lightly
armoured when compared to their Western European
rivals, but this is a misleading over-simplification. The
amount of armour available to early mediaeval European forces such as those of the Crusaders has been
exaggerated, while that available to Islamic armies from
the time of the first conquests onwards has generally
been underestimated. Nevertheless, there were wide
variations between regions resulting from the differing availability of iron and of wealth to pay for the
manufacture or importation of expensive military
equipment.
Four types of body armour dominated throughout
Islamic military history. These were mail (inter-linked
metal rings, usually of iron); lamellar (small scales of
iron, bronze, hardened leather or other rigid materials laced to each other but not to a flexible fabric
or leather backing); so-called soft-armour of felt, quilted
material or flexible buff leather; and a distinctive later
form known as mail-and-plate armour. A fifth system
of construction has only recently been recognised on
the basis of archaeological finds rather than obscure
textual references and barely decipherable artistic
representations. This is a form of flexible protection
consisting of partial hoops of hardened or apparently
reconstituted leather which may have been of Central
Asian or even Chinese derivation. Hardened and
apparently reconstituted leather was also used in the
construction of helmets, as shown in written sources
such as Mardf or Murda b. CAH al-Tarsusf [see ALTARSUsI] (Tabsirat arbdb al-lubdb, ed. and tr. Cl. Cahen,
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Un traite d'armurerie compose pour Saladin, in BEO, xii
[1948], 103-63), and confirmed by recent though as
yet unpublished archaeological finds in Syria. Carbon
dating tests on wood and sinew amongst these finds
have produced an optimum date at the end of the
12th century, while tests on the leather have produced an optimum date of A.D. 1220. It is however,
worth noting that a leather helmet or reinforced hat
amongst these Syrian finds incorporates small piece
of wood; supposedly "wooden" helmets have been
mentioned in previously inexplicable texts.
Full plate armour consisting of large shaped pieces
of iron buckled or rivetted together, of the type known
in western Europe from the 14th century to early
modern times, remained rare though not entirely
unknown in the Islamic world. Where they seem to
have been occasionally used, as in al-Andalus, southern India and the Philippines, they almost invariably
reflected direct Western European military influence.
The body-covering mail hauberk (coat or tunic-like
protective garment) generally known as the dirc, and
the coif (hood) known as the mighfar, were by far the
most common form of metallic protection throughout
the Mediterranean lands, the Middle East and Persia
at the time of the Prophet Muhammad. It subsequently evolved into a greater variety of forms than
was seen elsewhere, ranging from ordinary hauberks,
given names describing their overall size or shape, to
the kazaghand which had its own integral padded lining and a decorative outer layer of cloth.
Only in eastern Persia, Afghanistan and Transoxania
was lamellar armour common, although it was used
in the late Roman Middle East and Sasanid Persia
during earlier centuries and remained known if only
occasionally worn. The period from the 8th to 14th
centuries saw such lamellar armour spread westwards
in the Islamic world along with other essentially
Turkish Central Asian military styles. As a result, the
lamellar d^awshan became widespread throughout most
Islamic countries (with the possible exception of North
Africa and the Iberian peninsula) by the 12th century, and even in the Islamic West, lamellar was
known if not popular. Nor was mail armour abandoned in favour of such lamellar protections. Instead,
the two were often worn together, usually with the
lamellar d}awshan on top, until the development of
mail-and-plate protections combining the advantages
of both forms made it unnecessary to wear two
armours at once.
Such mail-and-plate armour appeared in a variety
of forms and used varied terminology, some of it stemming from earlier and different usage. In the Ottoman
Empire, however, such the new style of body protection was often called a korazin, from the common
European term cuirass and its various Balkan dialect
forms. In this mail-and-plate armour, pieces of iron
plate of varied shapes and sizes designed to protect
different parts of the body were linked by pieces of
mail of varying widths depending on the degree of
flexibility required. It was an essentially Islamic technological development, perhaps first appearing in c lrak
or western Persia in the 14th century, from where it
spread to become the most typical 15th to 18th-century form of Islamic armour for both men and horses.
As such it was characteristic of the late Mamluk,
Ottoman, later Persian and Indo-Muslim states.
So-called soft armours were widespread in early
Islamic centuries and seem to have remained popular until the early 14th century, thereafter largely being
relegated to the hottest regions such as India and
Sudan. These should not, however, be seen only as
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a cheap alternative to metallic armour. Rather, they
were a light, effective and easily-made protection suitable for the highly mobile cavalry-dominated warfare which characterised Islamic military history. Soft
armour could also be combined with other forms of
protection. In particular, it was worn beneath or combined with mail protections. Soft armours were also
suitable in the hot climates characteristic of some
Islamic countries and survived throughout the 19th
century in the sub-Saharan Sudan.
The history of Islamic helmets differed from that
of Europe, generally reflecting a preference for good
visibility and mobility at the cost of less protection.
Little is yet known about helmets in the early Islamic
period (7th to 9th centuries), but in general they seem
to have continued previous Romano-Byzantine and
Persian shapes and forms of construction, most of
which were based on two pieces joined along a central comb. Unfortunately, the terminology, though varied, cannot usually be identified with one specific form
of helmet. In fact, it seems that the naming of helmets, though not entirely interchangeable, was generally unspecific (see the Glossary below).
Central Asian types of pointed and segmented helmet were already spreading into the Middle East and
eastern Europe before the coming of Islam. Thereafter,
such helmets, in which iron segments were rivetted
either to each other or to an iron frame, spread
throughout the Islamic countries. Meanwhile, advances
in metallurgy within Islam during the 8th to 11 th
centuries, and perhaps even earlier, led to the production of one-piece iron helmets in relatively large
numbers long before such defences appeared in Europe
or even the Byzantine Empire. By and large, this onepiece form was known as the bay da. Helmets were an
obvious and popular object on which wealth or prestige could be demonstrated, as a result of which most
of the techniques of inlay and surface decoration found
in other forms of Islamic metalwork also came to be
seen on helmets. Meanwhile, lighter helmets made of
leather and, apparently, a form of reconstituted hardened leather were also used in most regions.
Facial and neck protection was provided by mail
coifs (hoods) and mail or lamellar aventails (veil-like
skirts hanging from the rim of a helmet). Only rarely
were rigid metallic face-guards or hinged visors seen
on Islamic helmets. Nevertheless, they did appear in
Central Asia and Persia during the 12th to 14th centuries and, in a very different form, in the Iberian
peninsula around the same period. These exceptions
probably reflected special military circumstances, such
as an enhanced threat from horse-archery composite
bows in the east and from a greater use of handheld crossbows in Iberia. Elsewhere, flexible mail or
lamellar head and neck protections, often pulled across
the face to leave only small apertures for the eyes,
were considered an adequate defence.
Shields of wood, hardened leather, wickerwork and,
in later centuries, of iron were all used by Muslim
warriors. Most were round and relatively small, being
suitable for light cavalry warfare. Yet there were plenty
of other variations. Tall, kite-shaped shields for infantry
use were used in the Middle East during the l l t h to
13th centuries. These included the flat-based dj.anuwiyya whose name might indicate that it was initially
imported from Genoa, since identical flat-based infantry
shields or mantlets were also characteristic of Italy
though not of other parts of western Europe at this
time. Large shields which were apparently mantlets
(shields that could be rested on the ground), made of
woven reeds, were probably widespread in Arabia

at the time of the Prophet and appear to have
continued in use, at least in clrak, until at least the
9th century.
Large and flexible shields made from various animal hides were used in the Sahara, North Africa,
Egypt and the Iberian peninsula during the mediaeval period and subsequently developed into the smaller
but characteristic kidney-shaped "Moorish" adarga of
14th to 17th-century Spain and Portugal (this name
stemming from the Ar. daraka meaning a small shield,
usually of leather). Shields of purely European form
were also used by Muslim Andalusian soldiers during
periods when western European military fashions dominated, most obviously in the 13th century.
Meanwhile, the typical Turkish kalkan shield was
constructed from a spiral of cane bound together with
cotton or silk thread. This formed an exceptionally
light and effective cavalry shield in which the threads
gave almost unlimited scope for colour and decoration. Iron shields were known by the 12th century,
the earliest known example being of segmented construction, but they only became more widespread and
of one-piece construction in the 16th and 17th centuries. These later metal shields had developed in
response to guns, as they had in Europe, and were
as rapidly abandoned when advances in firearms rendered them redundant.
Armour of a rigid or semi-rigid type for the limbs
was used in several Islamic countries long before it
became more than a localised novelty in mediaeval
Europe. This almost certainly resulted from the importance of close-combat cavalry warfare with swords.
Nevertheless, Islamic warriors never took limb defences
to the extremes seen in later mediaeval and early
modern Europe. Early Islamic arm protections such
as the bdzuband, kqff and sd'id (7th to 14th centuries),
though never very widespread, followed in the Byzantine and Turco-Persian traditions. The latter consisted
of segmented vambraces for the lower arms, probably
of iron or bronze but perhaps also of hardened leather,
while the upper arms were protected by the sleeves
of a mail hauberk or by flaps of lamellar armour
attached to the body of a lamellar cuirass. A style of
long-hemmed, half-sleeved lamellar cuirass became
more widespread after the Mongol invasions of the
13th century but was rarely seen west of Persia. A
rigid tube-like iron vambrace for the lower arms,
known in Turkish as the kolcak or kulluk, appeared in
the second half of the 13th or early 14th century and
was almost certainly of Sino-Mongol origin. Thereafter
it remained popular in Central Asia, Persia, Turkey
and Mamluk Egypt.
Leg protections of similar construction to arm
defences were known in pre-Islamic Transoxania but
seem to have declined in popularity after the coming
of Islam. Mail leg protections appeared in Islamic and
Byzantine sources in the llth century, slightly before
they did so in western Europe. These and other forms,
included those of mail-and-plate construction, reappeared in later years being known as budluk, di&ek,
kalsdt zarad, rdndt hadid and sdk al-muza. Nevertheless,
such items of armour were generally reserved for a
small elite of heavily-armoured cavalry.
Horse-armour

It has often been assumed that horse-armour was
rare or even unknown in the early Islamic period
because it is virtually unknown in art before the 14th
century. Documentary sources, however, make it clear
that various forms of horse-armour were widespread.
The most popular type appears to have been of quilted
or padded construction; this being reflected in the
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most common Arabic term for horse-armour, tidjfaf.
Before the late 13th century, references to horsearmours of scale, lamellar or mail are rare, though
they can be found.
In most parts of the world, and during most periods, horse-armour was primarily a defence against
arrows or other such missiles. Even in these circumstances it was more effective against long-range harassment than close-range shooting. This was clearly true
in the Islamic world where, even in the later period
(15th to 17th centuries) light horse-armours of quilted,
leather, lamellar, mail or mail-and-plate construction
were relatively widespread, whereas plated iron horsearmour was virtually unknown. Generally speaking,
the construction of horse-armour reflected that used
for the rider's own armour, though there tended to
be a certain time lag between the introduction of new
styles for the rider and for his horse. Thus a rider
might wear a mail-and-plate cuirass while riding a
horse still protected by hardened leather lamellae.
The chamfron or armour for the animal's head
was also used, being known as a burkif, kashka, sari
and probably tishtaniyya; the variety of terms indicates that this form of protection was more widespread than is sometimes thought. This was probably
of hardened leather until plated metal forms, along
with fully lamellar horse-armours, became common in
the 14th century. Nevertheless, there is some evidence
that rigid metal chamfons were known in Egypt and
neighbouring Islamic territories some centuries earlier
and that these were almost certainly descended from
Roman forms of horse-armour.
A few surviving head protections for camels date
from the Ottoman period but these are likely to have
been for parade rather than war use. Much elephantarmour was, however, used in war. Naturally, it was
most highly developed in Islamic India although warelephants continued to be used elsewhere in the eastern parts of the Muslim world, as they had been in
the pre-Islamic period [see F!L. 2. As beasts of war].
Little is known about such early Islamic elephantarmour, although enormous circular shields to protect
the animal's vulnerable ears do appear in art sources
from the 12th or 13th centuries.
Terminology

The terminology of Islamic arms and armour is
huge and embraces several languages with the same
terms, or minor variations on such terms, being used
within several languages. Many other terms are merely
descriptive or poetic. The following list includes only
the most important.
GLOSSARY
c

abbdsr. curved sword, Mughal India
absad: cheek-piece of helmet, Mughal India
absar: leather shield (Ar. and Pers.)
adaga: small shield or parrying device, Mughal India
(from Ar. daraka; Indo-Pers.)
e
adi: helmet, probably of riveted plates (Ar.)
afaru: sabre (Berber)
afru: knife, Algeria (Berber)
qfru ghanim: lit. "rose petal"; dagger, Morocco (Berber)
aghash: baton or staff, equivalent of Ar. casd (Kipcak Tk.)
c
d*id: central part or grip of spear-shaft (Ar.)
c
aldka: connections of a ajawshan cuirass (Ar.)
alia: long spear or javelin with a large blade (Ar.)
c
amud: heavy form of mace, probably with flanged
head (Ar.)
andbib: spaces between knots of a bamboo spear-shaft
(Ar.)

c
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anaza: short spear or staff weapon with a large elongated blade (Ar.)
andza: short infantry spear, Mughal India (Indo-Pers.)
anf: nasal of helmet (Ar.)
c
ardd: blade of large-bladed spear (Ar.)
c
ard: flat surface of sword-blade (Ar.)
artak-i kdjim: horse-armour, Mughal India (Indo-Pers.)
e
asd: club, cudgel, iron staff or light form of mace
' (Ar.)
asbad: possibly the cheek-pieces of a helmet (Ar.)
ashlk: helmet, equivalent of Ar. khuda (Kipcak Tk.)
as 1: shaft of spear (Ar.)
asm: staff weapon in which the blade is longer than
the haft (Ar.)
c
ayna: individual lamellae or pieces of a lamellar cuirass
(Ar.)
c
ayr: central ridge of a spear-blade (Ar.)
badan: short hauberk or shirt of mail, sometimes sleeveless (Ar.)
baghltdk: horse-armour, usually quilted (Pers.)
bakhta-kalaghi, bagta-kalagi: feathered helmet crest or
plume, Mughal India
bakhtar-zillu: scale or scale-lined armour of Mongol
origin, Mughal India
ballam: broad-bladed short spear, Mughal India
balta: war-axe (Kipcak Tk. and Ar.)
baltu: war-axe, Mughal India
band-maw^.: "watering" pattern on sword-blade (IndoPers.)
bank: dagger with extravagantly curved blade (Hindi)
barachd: spear all of metal, Mughal India
bardsim: horse-armour or caparison (Ar.)
bardhanb: crupper, piece of horse-armour covering the
rump or tail (see also par dum) (Ar.-Pers.)
bargustuwdn, barkustuivdn: horse-armour, also elephant
armour (Pers.)
bqyd: type of sword-blade (Ar.)
bayda: helmet, probably of one-piece construction (Ar.)
bdzuband: vambrace, lower arm protection (Pers.)
bekter: cuirass, usually lamellar (Mongol)
bhala, bhalld: spear or cavalry javelin (Indo-Pers.)
bhanaju, bhandji: armour with throat-guard, Mughal
India
bhuaj: combined axe and dagger, Mughal India
bichak: knife (Kipcak Tk.)
bichdk: single-edged dagger, Mughal India
birmdhan, birmdn: Indian sword-blade (Pers.)
bitchawa: dagger with looped guard on the grip, southern India
bozdaghan: type of mace, lit. "grey falcon" (Tk.)
budluk: thigh defences (Tk.)
bughlutdk: quilted soft armour (Pers.)
bukhtar: body armour of Mongol origin, Mughal India
burkif, pi. bardkic: chamfron (lit. "veil"; Ar.)
cahdr d}lna, char d3ina: lit. "four mirrors"; body armour
basically consisting of four linked plates (Pers.)
cakar: throwing disc (Indo-Pers.)
cakh: sheath or scabbard (Pers.)
cakhi: infantry mantlet (Indo-Pers.)
camchdk: cavalry axe, Mughal India
caray: single-edge sword or large dagger with a reinforced back, known in Europe as a "Khyber knife",
Mughal India (see also salawar and churd]
cashmak: face-covering aventail of helmet (Pers.)
churn: single-edge sword or large dagger with a reinforced back, known in Europe as a "Khyber knife",
Mughal India (see also salawar and caray)
cicak: helmet with a neck-guard, pendant ear-pieces
and a sliding nasal (Tk.)
cilamum: dagger, Mughal India
cirwd: small shield, Mughal India

c
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cub: staff or club, or shaft of spear or mace (Pers.)
cubhd-i dhan: probably long form of infantry mace
(Pers.)
cukal: mail hauberk (Tk.)
cukmar, shukmar: mace (Kipcak Tk.)
cumuk, shumuk: mace (Kipcak Tk.)
dabbus, dabbus: general term for mace (Ar.)
dabira: rear part of a helmet, neck-guard or aventail
(Ar.) )
dahra: curved dagger (Pers.)
daraka: small shield, usually of leather but sometimes
of other materials (Ar.)
das: agricultural implement sometimes used as a
weapon (Pers.)
dashna, dashan: large dagger (Pers.)
dost: edge of sword-blade (Pers.)
dastdnd: vambrace, Mughal India
dawdn: javelin with a long socket to the blade, like
Roman pilum or Prankish angon (Ar.)
deste-chub: mace (Tk. from Pers.)
dhdl: shield, Mughal India
dhdl-baftd: shield of folded silk, Mughal India
dhu'dba: decorative tassels on spear or sword, also wriststrap of sword (Ar.)
dhubba: point or top part of sword (Ar.)
dhup: straight sword with enclosed basket-hilt, Mughal
India
dirc: mail hauberk (Ar.)
di&ek: thigh and knee defences (Ott. Tk.)
dj.aba: fabric-covered mail hauberk; also quilted softarmour or incorporating such a soft-armour (see
also djubba', Tk.)
djajh: scabbard (Ar.)
djaghnul: axe with narrow blade shaped like a bird's
beak, Mughal India
djah: throwing disc (Indo-Pers.)
d$k\ form of mace (Pers.)
dj.amadhar: broad thrusting dagger with a horizontal
grip, Mughal India
^anuwiyya: kite-shaped infantry shield with flattened
base (perhaps originally "from Genoa"; Ar.)
djand: light cavalry javelin (Ar. "palm branch stripped
of its leaves")
dj_awb: shield or mantlet of wood and leather, or perhaps of leather-bound cane (Ar.)
dj_awshan: lamellar or laminated cuirass (Ar. and Pers.)
djibd: quilted soft armour, Mughal India (see also
DJIUBBA

djinaw: style of dagger, Algeria, lit. "Genoese" (Ar.)
dy.rab\ cover for scabbard and perhaps also sword (Ar.)
djjri: Indian dagger (Ar.)
d^iwarak: unclear form of Indian armour (Pers.)
djubba: large form of quilted soft armour, sometimes
incorporating a layer of mail (Ar. and Pers.)
dj.unna: shield, normally wood (Ar.)
dodhdrd: double-edged short-sword or dagger, Mughal
India
du-sanga: spear or pike with two-pronged blade (IndoPers.)
dubulghd: domed helmet without ear-pieces, Mughal
India
dumchi: crupper, armour for rump of horse, Mughal
India
durbdsh: infantry spear with a doubled-point, later perhaps an infantry axe with half-moon blade (Pers.)
dushni: small dagger (see dashna; Ar.)
faldkhan: sling (Pers.)
fatir: rivets of mail links (Ar.)
firind: "watering" pattern on damascene sword-blade
(Ar.)
fukra: groove down sword-blade (Ar.)

jurandjjyya, furaydjiyya: infantry spear or staff weapon,
possibly with European-style flanges or "wings"
below the blade (Ar.)
gand^a: quillons of Malayan kens dagger (Malay)
gara: knot or lacing or armour (Pers.)
gardani: gauntlet, Mughal India
gdrwa, gdruwa: quilted leather soft-armour, or a form
of quilted shield or mantlet (Pers.)
ghildf: scabbard, sheath or container for armour (Ar.)
ghildla: rivets in construction or armour or weapons
.(Ar.)
ghimd: scabbard (Ar.)
ghirdr: edges of sword-blade (Ar.)
ghughwdh: mail hauberk with integral coif, Mughal
India
girah kusha: hooked spear (Indo-Pers.)
giribdn: aventail, gorget or tippet (Pers.)
gudhdr: infantry javelin or staff-weapon (Pers.)
gundar: javelin (Tk.)
gupdl: form of mace (Pers.)
guptl hard: small thrusting knife with integral gauntlet,
Mughal India
gurz. mace, probably asymetrical, animal-headed form
(Pers.)
gustuwan: horse-armour (see bargustuwan; Pers.)
habika: coif or more likely aventail (Ar.)
hadd: point or perhaps edge of sword-blade (Ar.)
hadjaf: shield, usually leather, of Africa and Andalus
(Ar.) )
baccarat al-yad: hand-thrown stone (Ar.)
halka: ring, either as part of a mail hauberk or for
other purposes (Ar.)
hamila, himdla: baldric, or attachment points on scabbard for a baldric or sword-belt (Ar.)
handler: dagger (see khan^ar, Ott. Turk.)
harba: large-bladed infantry spear or staff-weapon (Ar.)
harf: edge of sword-blade (Ar.)
hard: Indian dagger (Ar.)
hashw: padded garment or soft armour (Ar.)
hilya: decorative elements on scabbard and sword (Ar.)
hirdvua: thick haft of a staff weapon or spear (Ar.)
husdm: edges of sword-blade (Andalusian Ar.)
kabastin: ball and chain (Urdu)
kabda: grip or hilt of sword (Pers.)
kabi'a: pommel of sword-hilt (Ar.)
kabura: heavy form of cuirass (Ar. prob. from Pers.)
kadd: sword-blade (Ar.)
kaddara: straight two-edged sword (Pers.)
kddjam, kaa^im, kadjin: horse armour of mail (Pers.)
kaff: gauntlet or extension to a vambrace; also perhaps an upper arm defence attached to body armour
(Ar.) )
kafir-kubat: form of mace (Ar.)
kahzana: thick haft of spear or staff weapon (Ar.)
ka'im: hilt of sword (Ar.)
kalac: form of straight broad sword-blade (Ar.)
kaldchur, kalddjun, kaldjuri: curved sword or early form
of sabre (poss. from Turk. kilic\ Pers. and Ar.)
kalaghi: helmet-crest, Mughal India
kalb: ring on scabbard to attached baldric or straps
to belt (Ar.)
kalb: centre of shield, over the grip (Ar.)
kalkan: spiral cane shield bound with silk or cotton
(Turk.)
kalsdt zarad: mail chausses (Ar.)
kamand: lasso (Pers.)
kamarband: waist and abdomen protecting armour or
the central part of a ^.awshan cuirass (Pers.)
kandt: long spear (Ar.)
kanbush: caparison or horse-cloth (Ar.)
kantha-shubha: gorget for neck and throat, Mughal India
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kantup: one-piece helmet, Mughal India
kardcul: sword associated with Central Asian Turks,
probably a corruption of kaldcur (Indo-Pers.)
hard: knife or small dagger (Pers.)
karkal: quilted soft armour or arming coat, later incorporating iron scales or plates (Ar.)
kartal: Indian curved sword or dagger (Ar.)
karud: straight-bladed narrow-bladed dagger, Mughal
India
kdrwa: leather mantlet padded with cotton (see also
gdrwa\ Indo-Pers.)
kashka, kashkd: chamfrom or the front part of horsearmour, Mughal India
kaskara: Sudanese straight double-edged sword
katdra: Indian sword or large dagger (Pers.)
katir: rivet-heads of a mail hauberk (Ar.)
kawnas'. point or decorated summit of helmet (Ar.)
kazdghand., kazhdgand, kaghdgan, kdzighand: fabric-covered
mail hauberk with integral padded lining (Ar. and
Pers.)
kazdkand: fabric-covered, mail-lined and padded armour
(see also kazdghand', Pers.)
kazdkanda: (Tk. from Pers.; see kazdkand)
keris, kris: Malay & Indonesian dagger of varied form,
usually with its blade expanding towards the grip
and with a slightly angled grip (Malay)
keris suluk: large form of keris for cutting rather than
thrusting (Malay)
khaftdn: padded soft armour in the same shape as the
similarly named garment (Pers.)
khalal: lining of fur or skin inside scabbard (Ar.)
khancar: large dagger (see khanjar; Tk.)
khdndd, khanda: broad straight-bladed sword (Indo-Pers.)
khancar: large dagger (Pers. and Ar.)
khapwd: double-curved dagger, Mughal India
khardtagin: unclear form of infantry armour also protecting the legs (Pers.)
khatangku dehel: padded or felt soft armour, later also
lined with scales or plates (Mongol)
khatil: longest form of Arab spear (Ar.)
khaydaca: heavy form of helmet, possibly local form of
the European Great Helm (Andalusian Ar.)
khen^er: large dagger (from Ar. khancar; Berber)
khird: small round shield, Mughal India
khirs: short infantry spear (Andalusian Ar.)
khisht: javelin (Ar. and Pers.)
khud, khud, khudh, khudha: helmet, usually of segmented
construction; can also be made of hardened leather
segments (Pers. and Ar.)
khuddshlkan: mace, lit. "helmet breaker" (Pers.)
khumm ghishdn: false sleeve protecting the upper arm
(Ar.)
khurz: mace (see gurzj, Ar.)
khuyagh: lamellar cuirass (Mongol)
kilic: sword, usually a curved sabre (Tk.)
kin: scabbard (Tk.)
kind^al: broad double-edged dagger, originally from
Caucasus
kirdb: sheath of dagger (Ar.)
kolcak: vambrace (Ott. Turk.)
konpal: mace with flower-shaped head, India
korazin: cuirass or mail-and-plate construction, Ottoman
(Turk, from Latin)
kris: (see keris)

kubcf: lining or skull-cap of a helmet, or an arming
cap (Ar.)
kubadj,: shield-boss (Ar.)
kuldh: helmet (Pers.)
kulah-zirih: mail coif or helmet of mail-and-plate (Pers.)
kulluk: arm protection (Tk.)
kummiya: sabre or curved dagger (Berber)

kuntariyya: relatively short cavalry spear for thrusting
only (from Greek Kontarion\ Ar.)
kupal: mace (see gupdl; Pers.)
kurun: edges of spear-blade (Ar.)
kurc mace (see gur^\ Pers.)
kusha: belt for sword and archery equipment (Tk.)
lakhhl: form of mace (see latt\ Pers.)
lamt: Berber and Saharan large leather shield (Ar.)
latt: mace with elongated head (Ar.)
lithdm: aventail also covering the throat, lit. "veil" (Ar.)
Ikummiyt: sabre or curved dagger (Berber)
mcfdlik: tassels on sword (Ar.)
mdbid: grip of sword-hilt, probably corruption of mikbad
(Ar.)
madas: Berber javelin (Andalusian Ar.)
mddi, mddiya: swords (Ar.)
maajinn, mid^ann: shield (see ajunna; Ar.)
madya: knife or dagger used by Europeans (Ar.)
mahwar: nail fixing blade to haft of spear (Ar.)
makhmus: short cavalry spear (Ar.)
makk: short infantry spear or javelin (Pers.)
mamarr al-watar: horizontal lacing of a lamellar cuirass
(Ar.)
manabidh: individual links of a mail hauberk (Ar.)
mandtik: sword-belt (Ar.)
marbu'a: short spear (poss. from Greek riptaria; Ar.)
mard glr: spear with a hook beneath the blade (IndoPers.)
mashrqfi: early Arabian sword, largely in poetic usage
(Ar.)
masruda, misruda: possibly the scales of a coat-of-plates
(Ar.)
mighfar: hood or coif, usually of mail, to protect the
head; later sometimes referring to the mail aventail attached to a helmet (Ar.)
mighfer: helmet (Ott. Tk. from Ar.)
mikbad: hilt or grip of sword (Ar.)
mikdab: curved or single-edged sword (Ar.)
mikldf: sling (Ar.)
mikrafa: club or cudgel (Ar.)
mirkiz,: foot or shoe of spear-shaft (Ar.)
mirzaba: foot or shoe of spear-shaft (Ar.)
mismdr: nail or rivet attaching hilt to tang of sword (Ar.)
missyurka: form of helmet largely consisting of mail
with a small skull-top, mostly used in the Caucasus
(from Tk.)
mitrad, mitrdd: short hunting spear, javelin or staff
weapon, later used as a standard (Ar.)
miydn: sheath or strap to hold mace (Pers.)
mizrdk: javelin with armour piercing blade (Ar.)
muddkhala: possibly a scale armour (Ar.)
mud^allida: protective leather costume worn by firetroops (Ar.)
muhaddab: curved or single-edged sword (Ar.)
murhafa: slender sword-blade (Andalusian Ar.)
murrdna: infantry spear with flexible wooden haft (Ar.)
mustawfiya: long hafted mace, probably ceremonial (Ar.)
muza-i dham: iron leg armour, Mughal India (Pers.)
ndcakh: war-axe, perhaps with half-moon blade and
often with a hammer at the back (Pers.)
nadiagh: war-axe (see ndcakh; Tk.)
nadjikh: war-axe (see ndcakh] Ar.)
nahd: shield-boss or nails to hold grip, North Africa (Ar.)
ncfl, na'la: chape of scabbard (Ar.)
nasl: blade of Indian or Yemeni sword (Ar.)
nawk: point of spear-blade (Pers.)
nayzak: short spear with a pointed foot (Ar.)
nazhak: war-axe, equivalent of Arabic tabar (Kipcak

.Tk.)
nid^ad: scabbard-mounts for rings to baldric or swordbelt (Ar.)
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nikab: moveable nasal or visor of helmet (Tk. from
Ar.)
mm mza: short infantry spear, lit. "half spear" (Pers.)
nimdj_d: short sword or large dagger (from Persian mmca;
Ar.)
nimsha: Moroccan short sabre (from Persian mmca; Ar.)
nisab: grip of a dagger-hilt (Ar.)
niydm: scabbard (Pers.)
niza: spear (Pers.)
m^ayi mard-gir: spear with a curved blade or incorporating a hook, of Mongol-Chinese origin (Pers.)
pahri: shield of cane or bamboo, Mughal India (see
also phari)
pdk'har, pdkhar: elephant armour, Mughal India
paldrak: sabre or large dagger of damascene steel (Pers.)
par dum: crupper, piece of horse-armour covering the
rump or tail (Pers.)
pardlak: sword of damascene steel (from Pers. paldrak;
Tk.)
parand: glittering sword-blade (Pers.)
pari magas: sword, largely poetic (Pers.)
paywand: fastenings of a kamarband cuirass or armoured
girdle (Pers.)
pedang: early form of Malay sword (Malay)
peshkabz: slender dagger, Mughal India
phari: Indian version of the Turkish kalkan spiral cane
shield bound with silk or cotton
piazi: ball attached to shaft by leather strap (Urdu)
pil hash, bil hash', short infantry spear or staff weapon,
apparently for use against elephants (Indo-Pers.)
purda: aventail, Mughal India
rabd^ith: Bedouin Arab light javelins (prob. from Greek
riptaria via Syriac; Ar.)
rabi'a: local form of helmet (Andalusian Ar.)
rag, rdk: leg armour of mail-and-plate, Mughal India
rdndt hadid: cuisses, probably of mail (Ar.)
rasdY: ends of baldric, perhaps in form of knots to
attach to scabbard (Ar.)
ri3ds: entire sword-hilt (Ar.)
rumh: spear or lance (Ar.)
sabarbara: long hafted infantry staff weapon or heavy
javelin (Ar.)
sdbigh, sdbigha: long-hemmed, long-sleeved form of mail
hauberk, also lower part or hem of a coif (Ar.)
sdbiriyya'. long style of mail hauberk (Ar.)
sqffa: sword-blade from India (Ar.)
sajha, safiha: broad sword-blade (Ar.)
safiha: individual lamellae of a lamellar cuirass (Ar.)
sa'id: vambrace, lower arm protection (Ar.)
sdk, sdk al-miiza: leg protections (Ar.)
saki: "watering" pattern on damascene swordblade (Ar.)
salawar: single-edge sword or large dagger with a reinforced back, known in Europe as a "Khyber knife",
Mughal India (see also caray and chura)
salldri: quilted soft armour with short sleeves (Ar.)
samsdm: broad sword-blade with fuller groove or grooves
(Ar.)
sanbuk: edge of sword-blade (Andalusian Ar.)
sang: short cavalry spear (Indo-Pers.)
sanglakh: knobbed mace, India
sanndha: body armour, Mughal India
sar: collar of an armour or military garment, also part
of sword blade beneath quillons, or point or summit of helmet (Pers.)
sdr, sari: mace or club (Pers.)
sard: individual ring of an armour of mail construction (Ar.)
sari: form of chamfron (Ar.)
saydl: part of sword-hilt enclosing the tang (Ar.)
sayf: sword (Ar.)

saynthi: javelin or short spear (Indo-Pers.)
sbula: slender dagger (Berber)
shabh: iron foot of spear (Ar.)
shqfra: edge of sword-blade (Ar.)
shahadast: early Yemeni sword, perhaps single-edged
(Ar.)
sha'ira: peg or rivet fastening sword-hilt to tang of
blade (Ar.)
shalil: arming coat or soft armour worn beneath a
mail hauberk (Ar.)
shamshir: sword (Pers.)
shdrbdn: quillons (Ar.)
shdrib: locket around open end of scabbard (Ar.)
shashbur, shishpar: flanged made (Indo-Pers.)
shaska: Caucasian sabre without quillons
shathab: fuller groove down sword-blade (Ar.)
shil: barbed light javelin (Indo-Pers.)
shirdstrdna: helmet, Mughal India
shushak: large lute-shaped shield used in sieges (Pers.)
sikh: dagger (Ar.)
sikkin, sikklna: knife or small dagger (Ar.)
sildn: tang of sword (Ar.)
sinan: spear blade or point (Ar.)
sinkh: tang of sword (Ar.)
sipar: shield (Pers.)
sipar-i fardkh: infantry shield or mantlet (Pers.)
sirash: aventail (Pers.)
sirbdl: large form of cloth-covered or lined mail hauberk
with a raised collar (Ar.)
siydbiha: form of cavalry war-axe made by the Armenian people of Siyawurdiya or Sevordik' (Ar.)
sosum patta: form of sword (Indo-Pers.)
sunbula: form of sword (Andalusian Ar.)
sundang: large sword (Malay)
siingi, siingii: spear (Kipcak Tk.)
sunu: spear (Tk.)
sutun: iron staff (Pers.)
ta'dlik: suspension straps from belt to scabbard, or perhaps tassets of a cuirass (Ar.)
tabar zaghnol: double-headed axe or with a pointed
blade on the back, India
tabar: war-axe (Pers. and Ar.)
tabarzin: cavalry axe; lit. "saddle-axe" (Pers. and Ar.)
tqfrat mekkurn: small sabre or cutlass (Berber)
tafrut, tqfrat: general term for bladed weapon, Morocco,
or working knife, Algeria (Berber)
tak: ring at end of baldric to attach scabbard (Ar.)
takallada: style of carrying sword from baldric (Ar.)
takouba: straight sword of Saharan Tuareg (Berber)
tala: shield of wood or leather, Mughal India
tald: clothing covered, lined or impregnated with fireresistant chemicals, worn by fire-troops (Ar.)
tdlamula: wooden shield, Mughal India
ta'lib: part of spear-shaft entering socket of blade (Ar.)
talwar: form of sword (Indo-Pers.)
tamtir komlak: mail armour, lit. "iron clothes" (Kipcak
Tk.)
tannur, tanurigh: early form of large cuirass, possibly of
scales and associated with the Sasanid period (Pers.)
tanutrdna, tanutra: body armour, Mughal India
taraf: point of spear (Ar.)
tard'ik: segments of a segmented helmet (Ar.)
tarangala: axe with a spike on top and a hammer at
the back, India
tarangar: multi-pronged infantry spear (Indo-Pers.)
targ (see tark\ Pers.)
tank, tarika: rounded helmet, possibly fluted (Ar.)
tdrika: tall or kite-shaped shield with pointed base (Ar.)
tark: helmet (Pers.)
tasbult: dagger (Berber)
teber: war-axe (Ott. Tk., see tabar)
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teneke: individual lamellae of a lamellar cuirass (Tk.)
thafrut: sabre, Morocco (Berber)
thakad: soft armour quilted with camel hair (Ar.)
tha'lab: part of spear-shaft entering socket of blade (see
ta'lib; Ar.)
tidtfuf: horse-armour of quilted material or felt (Ar.)
tifratin: knife or small-sword (Berber)
tigh: sword-blade (Pers.)
tilwd: cavalry shield, Mughal India
tir-i anda^an: light infantry javelins (Pers.)
tirftl: sheath or holder for mace (Tk.)
tisha: long-hafted battle axe or halberd (Pers. and Ar.)
tishtaniyya: probably chamfron, armour for horse's head
(Ar. from Latin)
tura: wooden mantlet, Mughal India
turs: shield (Ar.)
ukkaz: Berber infantry mace (Ar.)
c
urd, pi. of curwa: loops or holes in the rim of a helmet by which it is attached to an arming cap or
an aventail (Ar.)
valahkdnta: bamboo or leather shield, Mughal India
varman: mail hauberk or body armour, Mughal India
wadqf: Berber sling (Ar.)
wahak: lasso (Ar.)
ydfurt, ydfrut'. slender thrusting dagger, Berber (prob.
from Berber tdjrut; Ar.)
yakbandr. sword-belt, Mughal India
yataghan, yataghan: reverse-curved short sword (Ott. Tk.)
yazam: early Southern Arabian spear or javelin (Ar.)
zaghnol: axe with a pointed rather than curved blade,
India
zdhika: local form of helmet (Andalusian Ar.)
zarad: mail armour in general (Ar.)
zaradiyya: mail coif or helmet largely of mail construction (Pers.; see also zardiyyd)
zarafayn: rings to attach scabbard to baldric (Ar.)
zardiyya'. mail hauberk or layer of mail forming part
of an armour (Ar.)
Zdrik: javelin (see mizrak; Ar.)
Zirh gomlek: mail-and-plate cuirass (Ott. Tk.)
zirih: mail hauberk or mail armour in general (Pers.)
£uba: edge of sword-blade (Ar.)
zubm, zupin, zhupin: heavy javelin with a pointed foot
or second blade (Pers.)
zuajaj: iron foot of spear (Ar.)
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Rundschild mit Jagdmotiven, in Archdologische Mitteilungen aus Iran, xi (1978), 205-9; R. Elgood (ed.) Islamic
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arms and armour, London 1979; M.V. Gorelick, Oriental armour of the Near and Middle East from the eighth
to the fifteenth centuries as shown in works of art, in
Elgood (ed.), op. cit., 30-63; Nicolle, an introduction
to arms and warfare in Classical Islam, in Elgood (ed.),
op. cit., 162-86; F.K. Wiest, The sword of Islam: edged
weapons of Mohammedan Asia, in Arts of Asia, ix (1979),
73-82; Nicolle, Arms and armour in the album paintings,
in Islamic Art, i (volume dedicated to the Fatih
Albums in the Topkapi Library), New York 1981,
145-9; idem, Islamische Waffen, Graz 1981; DavidsSamling, Islamiske vaben i dansk privateje/Islamic arms
and armour from private Danish collections, Copenhagen
1982; H. Ricketts, Some early collectors and scholars of
oriental arms and armour, in Davids-Samling, op. cit.;
A.S. Melikian-Chirvani, The westward journey of the
Ka^hagand, in Jnal. of the Arms and Armour Society, xi
(1983), 8-35; Nicolle, Arms production and the arms
trade in South-Eastern Arabia in the early Muslim period,
in Jnal. of Oman Studies, v (1984), 231-8; D.G. Alexander and Ricketts, Armes et armures, in S.C. Welch
(ed.), Tresors de I'Islam (collection Rifaat Shaikh al Ard],
Geneva 1985, 296-8; North, Islamic arms, London
1985; J.K. Schwarzer and E.G. Deal, A sword-hilt
from the Serge Liman shipwreck, in MASCA Jnal., iv
(1986), 50-9; Melikian-Chirvani, On Indian saddleaxes, in Apollo, cxxvii (1988), 117-20; North, Swords
and hilled weapons, London 1989; S.Z. Haidar, Islamic
arms and armour of Muslim India, Lahore 1991; Nicolle,
Armi bianche; Islam, in Enciclopedia dell'Arte Medievale,
ii, Rome 1991, 498-500; Schwarzer, Arms from an
eleventh century shipwreck, in Graeco-Arabica, iv (1991),
327-50; Alexander, The arts of war, arms and armour
of the 7th to 19th centuries, in The Nasser D. Khalili
collection of Islamic Art, vol. XXI, Oxford 1992; Nicolle,
Byzantine and Islamic arms and armour; evidence for mutual influence, in Graeco-Arabica, v (1992), 299-325; A.
Collet, Dans la salle orientale du Musee de I'Armee: les
casques turcs (XVe-XVIe siecle], in Revue de la Societe des
Arms du Musee de VArmee, cvi (1993), 25-31; A.N.
Kirpichnokov, Medieval sabres with brands from the collections of the National Museum of Finland, in P. Purhonen (ed.), Fenno-Ugri et Slavi 1992. Prehistoric economy
and means of livelihood, Helsinki 1994, 26-33; Nicolle,
Saljuq arms and armour in art and literature, in R. Hillenbrand (ed.), The arts of the Saljuqs in Iran and Anatolia,
Costa Mesa 1994, 247-56; idem, The reality of Mamluk
warfare: weapons, armour and tactics, (= tr. of Ch. Two,
Lesson Seven of the Nihdyat al-stfl], in Al-Masaq, v
(1994), 77-111; A.R. Williams, Ottoman military technology: the metallurgy of Turkish armour, in Y. Lev (ed.),
War and society in the Eastern Mediterranean, 7th-15th
centuries, Leiden 1996, 363-97; Nicolle, Arms of the
Umayyad era: military technology in a time of change, in
ibid., 9-100.
2. G e n e r a l works i n c l u d i n g Islamic arms
and a r m o u r . W. Egerton (Lord Egerton of Tatton), A description of Indian and Oriental armour, London
1896, repr. London 1968; A. Robert, Les cottes de
mailles de la Mosquee du Sid el Djoudi, in Recueil des
notices et memoires de la Societe Archeologique de Constantine,
xl (1906), 105-9; B. Dean, Handbook of arms and armor,
European and Oriental, including the William H. Riggs
Collection, New York 1915; N. Fries, Das Heereswesen
der Araber zur ^eit der Omaijaden nach Tabari, Tubingen
1921; Ibn Hudhayl al-AndalusI, tr. L. Mercier, La
parure des cavaliers et I'insigne des preux, Paris 1922, tr.
idem, L'ornament des armes, Paris 1939, tr. MJ.
Viguera, Gala de caballeros, blason de paladines, Madrid
1977; J.G. Mann, Notes on the armour worn in Spain
from the tenth to the fifteenth century, in Archaeologia, Ixxiii

(1933), 285-305; F. Wolff, Glossar zu Firdosis Schahname, Berlin 1935, repr. Hildesheim 1965; R. Zeller
and E.F. Rohrer, Orientalische Sammlung Henri Moser,
Charlottenfels, Bern 1955; A. Mazaheri, Le sabre contre repee, in Annales, ESC, xiii (1958), 670-86; G.C.
Stone, A glossary of the construction, decoration and use
of arms and armour in all countries and in all times, New
York 1961; B. Thomas, Aus der Waffensammlung in
der Neuen Burg zu Wien: Orientalische Kostbarkeiten, in
Bustan (1963-4); G.F. Laking, The Wallace Collection.
Catalogue of Oriental arms and armour, repr. London
1964; JJ. Rodriguez Lorente, The XVth century ear
dagger. Its Hispano-Moresque origins, in Gladius, iii (1964);
G. Pant, A study of Indian swords, in Itihdsa-Chayanikd,
Jnal. of the Panjab University Historical Society, xi-xiii
(1965), 75-86; G. Vianello, Armi e armature orientali,
Milan 1966; E. Garcia Gomez, Armas, banderas, tiendas de campana, monturas y correos en los "Anales de al
Hakam II" por Tsa Ra&, in And., xxxii (1967), 163-79;
H.R. Robinson, Oriental armour, London 1967; P.S.
Rawson, The Indian sword, London 1968; O. Kurz,
A gold helmet made in Venice for the Ottoman Sultan
Sulayman the Magnificent, 1532, in Gazette des Beaux
Arts, iii (1969), 249-58; Pant, Studies in Indian weapons
and warfare, New Delhi 1970; Y. Zoka, The Tofang
and its antecedents in Iran, in Historical Studies in Iran,
i (1971), 53-9; A.B. De Hoffmeyer, Arms and armour
in Spain, a short survey, i, Madrid 1972, ii, Madrid
1982; Z. Zygulski, Turkish trophies in Poland in the
Imperial Ottoman style, in Armi Antiche (1972); Jarnuszkiewicz, The oriental sabre: a comprehensive study of the
oriental sabre and its origins, London 1973; E. Esin,
L'arme zoomorph du guerrier turc (etude iconographique], in
G. Hazai and P. Zieme (eds.), Sprache, Geschichte und
Kultur der altaischen Volker, Berlin 1974, 193-217;
Robinson, // Museo Stibbert, vol. i (Oriental armour),
Florence 1974; K.U. Uray-Kohalmi, La periodisation
I'histoire des armaments des nomades des steppes, in Etudes
Mongoles, v (1974); J. Schobel, Princely arms and armour,
London 1975; M.A. Hindi, Bibliography of Arabic mss.
on Islamic military arts, arms and armour, in International
Symposium for the History of Arabic Science (Aleppo, April
1977), Aleppo 1978; J.W. Allan, Persian metal technology, 700-1300 AD, Oxford 1979; E. Atil, Art of
the Mamluks, Washington 1981; Melikian-Chirvani,
Notes sur le terminologie de la metallurgie et des armes dans
ITran Musulman, in JESHO, xxiv (1981), 310-16;
Pant, Medieval arms and armour, in Salar Jang Museum
Bi-Annual Research Jnal., xv-xvi (1981-2), 51-82; Allan,
Nishapur metalwork of the early Islamic period, New York
1982; L. Tarassuk and C. Blair (eds.), The complete
encyclopedia of arms and weapons, London 1982; Pant,
The Indian shield, New Delhi 1983; O.D. Sherby
and J. Wadsworth, Damascus steels, in Scientific American
(Feb. 1985), 112-20;. A.Y. al-Hasan and D.R. Hill,
Islamic technology, an illustrated history, Cambridge 1986;
A. Soler del Campo, El armamento medieval hispano,
in Cuadernos de Investigacion Medieval, iii (1986), 1-51;
F. Bodur, Turk maden sanati/Turkish metalwork, Istanbul
1987; Nicolle, The arms and armour of the Crusading era 1050-1350, New York 1988; Ricketts and
P. Missillier, Splendeur des armes orientales, Paris 1988;
Pant, Mughul weapons in the Babur-Nama, Delhi 1989;
Zygulski, S&uka islamu w zbiorach polskic, Warsaw
1989; J.D. Verhoeven and A.H. Pendray, Studies of
Damascus steel blades, in Materials Characterisation (1992,
1993); Pant, Horse and elephant armour, New Delhi
1993; Soler del Campo, La evolucion del armamento
medieval en el reino castellano-leones y al-Andalus (siglos
XII-XIV], Madrid 1993; M. Sachse, Damascus steel:
myth, history, technology, applications, 1994; D.G. Alex-
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ander (ed.), Furusiyya, i. The horse in the art of the
Near East, ii. Catalogue, Riyad 1997; C. BeaufortSpontin, The Schwendi booty of Archduke Ferdinand of
Tyrol, in Alexander (ed.), Furusiyya, i, 184-9; Nicolle,
The origins and development of cavalry warfare in the early
Muslim Middle East, in ibid., 92-103.
Captions
1. A hardened crocodile-skin helmet with an iron
lamellar neck-guard and one remaining crocodile-skin
cheek-piece; said to be from Wad! Garara east of
Kalabsha in Nubia. Although this helmet is sometimes considered to be from the "Roman" era, the
presence of a neck-guard made of iron lamellae over
camel skin could indicate a later origin, perhaps from
the 5th to 8th centuries. Until the helmet is carbondated, the question remains unresolved; meanwhile,
the helmet itself is an interesting example of nonmetallic Middle Eastern military technology. (Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin, Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Antikensammlung, inv. nr. 30882, Germany)
2. A very corroded iron helmet made of two pieces
joined beneath a flat comb, from Hadftha on the
eastern shore of the Dead Sea, Jordan. This typical
late Roman helmet is generally considered to date
from the 4th or 5th centuries, though the history of
Hadftha as a Romano-Byzantine military outpost could
make a late 6th to mid-7th century date more likely.
This helmet was also found in conjunction with a
dagger or short-sword identical to one found in Pella
[see FAHL] and undoubtedly dating from the mid-8th
century. Comparable helmets continued in use elsewhere in the Byzantine Empire and parts of Western
Europe at least until the 8th century, and are likely
to have similarly continued in use in the early Islamic
Middle East. (Castle Museum, Karak, Jordan)
3. An iron and bronze helmet excavated at Nineveh
in northern Irak. It is a late and undecorated version of the so-called Parthian Cap style characteristic
of Sasanid troops. The style and context suggest that
this helmet dated from the very end of the Sasanid
Empire in the early 7th century, though some pictorial evidence from the first century of Islamic civilisation indicates that comparable helmets continued in
use for a century after the coming of Islam. (British
Museum, inv. 22497, London, England)
4. A second iron helmet found at Nineveh is in a
completely different Spangenhelm style stemming from
Central Asian military techniques. It also retains a
fragment of its mail aventail. This helmet represents
a major technological shift which would also be seen
in much of Europe. It is again assumed to date from
the very end of the Sasanid period, but is just as
likely to have been made during the first century of
Islamic rule. (British Museum, inv. 22495, London,
England)
5. A well-preserved iron helmet in a version of the
Spangenhelm form of construction in which the "frameplates" are actually broader than the "infill-plates". It
probably dates from the 8th or 9th centuries and
was found at Stary Oskol, near Voronezh in Russia.
Yet it was probably imported from Islamic Persia or
Transoxania, where identical helmets are shown on
fragmentary wall-paintings dating from the 8th to 1 Oth
centuries. (State Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg,
Russia)
6. The earliest known helmet forged from a single
piece of iron is this low-domed protection with a row
of iron rings. These were probably the attachment
for a lamellar or mail aventail rather than being the
uppermost row of mail links. It was found in the
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early 8th century stratum in a ruined temple at Waraghsar near Samarkand in Uzbekistan. Whether such
advanced metallurgy originated in Transoxania, the
Islamic Middle East or reflected Chinese influence remains unknown, but it is interesting to note that one
contemporary Arabic chronicler differentiated between
enemies "wearing round helmets" and those "wearing
pointed helmets" on the north-eastern frontier of the
Islamic world. (From a drawing by the archaeologist,
Masud Samibayev; present whereabouts unknown)
7. A much better-known one-piece iron helmet
came from Chamosen in Switzerland and dates from
the 9th or 1 Oth century. It is believed to be of ArabIslamic origin and, beneath its purely decorative
"frame-straps" and more functional brow-band, this
helmet has essentially the same narrowing around
its rim seen on the earlier one-piece helmet from
Waraghsar. (Schweizerisches Landesmuseum, Zurich,
Switzerland)
8. A third one-piece iron helmet was found in
Tunisia. Though provisionally dated to the Hafsid
period (13th to 16th centuries), it has a virtually
identical outline to the helmet from Chamosen.
As such, it might have been made as early as the
10th century. (Museum of Islamic Studies, Rakkada,
Tunisia)
9. Another very distinctive form of iron helmet,
of which this appears to be the only surviving example, appears in Christian Iberian art from the 12th
to early 14th centuries. It is generally worn by "evil"
figures which might indicate that it was originally
associated with Muslim troops from al-Andalus. This
style of helmet may, indeed, have originated in the
Islamic south of the Iberian peninsula. (W. Scollard
private coll., Los Angeles, USA)
10. This apparently unique helmet is so unusual
that it might initially be dismissed as a fake, except
that a very similar form of helmet is illustrated in a
Moroccan manuscript dating from 621/1224. If it is
genuine, then it could be a very late development of
the Roman two-piece helmet seen in figure 2. (From
a drawing by Dr. Michael Brett, made in the local
archaeological museum at Kayrawan in the 1970s;
present whereabouts unknown)
11. One of two very similar late 13th or early 14th
century Turkish helmets, still with their long neck and
shoulder covering mail aventails. This one has a bowl
either strengthened by widely spaced "ribs" or made
from plates joined by "rolled joints". The other has
a one-piece bowl, though both are characterised by
exceptionally deep brow-bands and decorative eyebrows. (Askeri Miizesi store, Istanbul, Turkey)
12. A simple Spangenhelm helmet from southern
Persia. It was found with the remains of a lamellar
cuirass and perhaps a lamellar aventail to be fastened
to the rim of this helmet. The ring on the fmial suggests that it dates from after the Mongol conquest,
as this was a feature of perhaps Chinese origin which
was introduced to many areas by the Mongols. The
helmet probably dates from the later 13th or early
14th centuries. (After a drawing by V.V. Ovsyannikov;
present whereabouts unknown)
13. A damaged but still recognisable lacquered
leather or rawhide helmet, lined with small blocks of
wood judging by a second fragmentary example, which
came from the Euphrates region of northeastern Syria.
It was decorated with black and red lacquer (shown
here in black) which included a heraldic lion on one
side. This heraldic cartouche, plus inscriptions on other
pieces of equipment from the same location, indicates that they were of Mamluk origin, the optimum
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radiocarbon dating being A.D. 1285. (Private collection, London, England)
14. One-piece helmet with an inscription dedicated
to the second Ottoman ruler Orkhan Ghazi; mid14th century. It is the earliest known example of the
so-called "turban helmet" style which probably originated in Anatolia or western Persia and would become
particularly associated with Ottoman armies of the
15th century. (Askeri Miizesi, Istanbul, Turkey)
15. A magnificent though extremely practical late
13th or early 14th century iron helmet with an original mail aventail to protect the wearer's neck and
shoulders. By this period, armourers in the central
Islamic lands, including Persia and the expanding
Ottoman Empire, had reached their metallurgical and
stylistic pinnacle. Their products were also very different to those made by European armourers to the west
and Chinese armourers to the east. (State Hermitage
Museum, St. Petersburg, Russia)
16. At the end of the mediaeval period, a very
distinctive style of helmet appeared in the Islamic
Middle East, thereafter being almost universal in Persian
speaking regions, Islamic India and parts of the eastern
Arab world. The example shown here may be one
of the earliest surviving examples since the dedicatory
inscription (X) names the early 8th/14th-century
Mamluk ruler Nasir al-Dfn Muhammad b. Kalawun.
It is, however, possible that this dedication was a later
anachronism. (Musee de la Porte de Hal, Brussels)
17. As Islam spread across the Eurasian steppes,
a number of very distinctive forms of helmet appeared, particularly in the western steppes where
Turkish, Mongol, Persian and perhaps also Byzantine
influences combined. One result was a form of tall
one-piece iron helmet based upon the segmented
Spangenhelms of earlier years, but incorporating an
anthropomorphic visor which seemed to reflect
European artistic values. These helmets are generally
thought to date from the immediate pre-Mongol period
but are more likely to stem from the late 13th-early
14th centuries A.D. This was a period of cultural
transition when the western Mongol Khanate was
evolving into the Islamic Golden Horde. (State Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg, Russia)
18. This late 7th/13th or early 8th/14th-century
helmet, probably from Mamluk Egypt or Syria, has
some features in common with the visored helmet
from the Golden Horde while remaining very different in other respects. It is forged from one piece of
iron, then richly decorated with arabesques and Arabic
dedicatory inscriptions. (After a drawing by H. Russell
Robinson; present whereabouts unknown)
19. Though now lacking its characteristic mail aventail and sliding nasal bar, this 8th/14th-century Persian
helmet is a fine example of a form that would be
used throughout most of the eastern Islamic world
from the late 14th to 19th centuries. (Wawel Collection,
Cracow, Poland)
20. During the 15th and 16th centuries an apparently new form of cavalry helmet came into use in
Mamluk and Ottoman armies. It proved so successful that it was adopted throughout most of Europe,
spreading as far as England where it became known
as the "Cromwellian pot helmet". In reality, it was
of neither European nor Islamic origin but seems to
have been developed by the Mongols or their successor khanates from a Chinese original. Thereafter,
it was copied and developed by Mamluk and Ottoman armourers. The crudely-constructed example
shown here is one of the earliest. It was found in a
Turco-Mongol grave near Plysky in the Ukraine, from

the superficially Islamised Golden Horde and dating
from between 1290 and 1313. (After a drawing by
M. Gorelik; present whereabouts unknown)
(D. NICOLLE)
AL-SIN.

5. C h i n e s e Islamic l i t e r a t u r e .
Muslims settled in Kuang-chou (Canton, Khanfu
[q.v]) and possibly in Ch'ang-an (Hsi-an) and Ch'iianchou (Zaytun) as early as the T'ang dynasty, 2nd/8th
century, thereafter also in Hang-chou (Khansa [q.v.])
and Pei-ching (Khanbalik [q.v.]), and throughout China
[see also MINA']. Extant tombstone and other inscriptions in Arabic and Chinese, however, date only from
the 7th/13th and 8th/14th centuries (Ch'en Ta-sheng;
Leslie, Guide, 28-31; Beijing National Library list of rubbings of inscriptions).
The most significant are three stelae in Chinese,
from 749/1348 in Ting-chou, 751/1350 in Ch'iianchou, and 751/1350 in Kuang-chou. The first two
describe the supposed visit to China of Wakkas (the
Companion Sacd b. Abl Wakkas [q.v.], a maternal
cousin of the Prophet, and a famous general) in the
1st/7th century, sent, it is suggested, as an envoy of
the Prophet himself (Yang and Yii, 91-106; Deveria;
Tasaka, Wakkas). One should also mention an inscription dated 770/1368, set up in Nan-ching and copied
in Wu-ch'ang, supposedly written by the first Ming
Emperor T'ai-tsu, the Hung-wu Emperor (Low). Most
intriguing is an undated inscription in Ch'ang-an,
claiming a permit to build a mosque as early as
86/705 (Pickens).
These Chinese-style inscriptions served four main
purposes: to record the history of the community; to
explain Islamic ideas to the Muslims themselves and
to non-Muslim Chinese; to demonstrate Confucian
attitudes; and to protect the community. They are invaluable for the history of Islam in China, but of less
value for the religious beliefs and practices of Chinese
Muslims.
Islamic astronomy and medicine were influential in
China in the Yuan and Ming dynasties. Four volumes (out of 36) of the large medical translation Huihui yao-fang are extant, preserved in the Tung-lo ta-tien,
811/1408.
One should note, too, the Sayyid Adjall, Muslim
official of the Mongols in China, about whom much
has been written [see AL-SIN, at Vol. IX].
Three books written about the voyages between
808/1405 and 837/1433 to Africa and Arabia of
Cheng Ho, the famous Muslim admiral of the Ming,
include the Ting-yai sheng-lan, written by a Muslim who
accompanied him, Ma Huan [q.v], in 837/1433 (Mills).
It is only with the Ming dynasty (1389-1644), that
Islamic literature in Chinese as such developed. The
earliest extant full-length Islamic book written in
Chinese is the Cheng-chiao chen-ch'uan by Wang Tai-yii,
in 1052/1642. This gives a full account of the Islamic
religion, with some criticism of Chu Hsi, the Sung
dynasty Aquinas of Confucianism. The main aim was
probably to educate Muslims living in China, who by
now could be called Chinese Muslims. A large stream
of Islamic books, some in Arabic, some in Arabic and
Chinese, and several only in Chinese, were written
soon after this, some translations, some original. Most
significant are: Ma Chu, Ch'ing-chen chih-nan ("The
compass of Islam"), in 8 volumes, 1095/1683 (Hartmann); and Hui-hui yiian-lai ("The origin of Islam in
China"), possibly 1135/1722 (Deveria).
The peak of Islamic literature in Chinese was
reached around 1704 to 1724, when Liu Chih [q.v]
(Liu Chieh-lien, Liu I-chai) wrote his three main works:
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T'ien-fang hsing-li about Islamic philosophy; T'ien-fang
tien-li about Islamic laws and rites (this book was
reviewed by the prestigious Ssu-k'u ch'uan-shu tsung-mu
t'i-yao); and Tien-fang chih-sheng shih-lu, a biography of
the Prophet, probably based on the Tardj_uma-yi
Mawlid i-Mustafd, a Persian translation from the Arabic
work by Sa c fd (al-Dm Muhammad) b. Mas c ud b.
Muhammad al-Kazarum, d. 758/1357 (a partial translation is given by Mason). Two other works by Liu
are Wu-kung shih-i and Chen-hung fa-wei (Palladius).
The first two works include lists of sources with
titles in transliterated Chinese, Chinese paraphrases of
the title, and Arabic originals, many of which can be
identified with the help of Brockelmann, Storey, etc.
(Leslie and Wassel; and see also Leslie, Yang and
Youssef, Qianlong, for other lists of Arabic and Persian
Islamic works available in China). Liu was clearly
influenced by the Hanafi school of law of the Sunnls
and by Sufism, in particular, by the Kubrawiyya order
[see KUBRA], and the Persian Nakshbandf Sun" poet
Djamf [q.v.].
Liu's main sources were:
1. Tafsir (Chen-ching chu) (one or more);
2. Lawd'ih (Chen-ching chao-wei), by Djaml, d. 8987
1492;
3. Ashiceat al-lamacdt (Fei-yin ching or E-shen-erh-ting)
by Djaml;
4. Mirsdd al-cibdd (Kuei-chen yao-tao or Tui-yiian chengtao), by the Kubrawl Nadjm al-Dm RazF Daya [q.v.],
Abu Bakr Asadl, d. ca. 654/1256;
5. Maksad-i aksd (Ten-chen-ching or Kuei-chen pi-yao)
probably by the Kubrawl writer cAz!z al-Nasafi",
d. 661/1263 [see KUBRA, at Vol. V, 30la];
6. Mawdkif (Ko-chih ch'iian-ching).
Nos. 2-5 of these had already been translated into
Chinese. Other translations included Munabbihdt; Irshdd;
Tanbih; cAkd>id (by Abu Hafs al-Nasafi, d. 537/1142
[q.v]', Wikdya (a commentary by Mahmud Burhan
al-Shanca, 7th/13th century, to the Hiddya by alMarghmam, d. 593/1197 [q.v]); and the Persian
Gulistdn by Sacdl d. 691/1292 [q.v.].
Liu's biography of the Prophet has an introduction
with the main Manchu edicts concerning Islam (see
also Ma Sai-pei), and two large appendices, vol. XIX
being a description of Arab and other countries overseas, and vol. XX being absolutely invaluable as a
source book for the history of Islam in China, with
inscriptions. Liu's works clearly show an attempt to
accommodate Confucianism. The writings of Confucius
and Mencius are referenced, as are Confucian and
Taoist terms. At this time, several Muslims were succeeding in the Confucian literati examinations and
becoming scholars and officials.
The works of Wang Tai-yii and Liu Chih were
original creations. In addition, over the centuries a
large number of translations, some from Persian, some
from Arabic, have been made, so that there is a rich
variety of Islamic works available in Chinese. In the
19th century, Ma Fu-ch'u (Ma Te-hsin) and Ma Anli continued to write significant Islamic literature in
Chinese.
Other influential works are: T'ien-fang cheng-hsiieh, by
Lan Tzu-hsi (1861), which includes a large number
of fanciful biographies of Biblical and Muslim personalities; Ch'ing-chen hsien-cheng yen-hsing liieh, by Li
Huan-i (1875), which gives short biographies of 90
Chinese Muslims; Ch'ing-chen shih-i pu-chi, by T'ang
Ch'uan-yu (1880), a valuable source book for Islam
in China; and T'ien-fang ta-hua li-shih, by Li T'inghsiang (1919), a translation of the Badd'i' al-zuhur
(umur) fi wakd'i' al-duhur (sic. This is according to the
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Chinese postscript. However, the contents of the
Chinese work seem to be from a different, less wellknown work by the same author, sc. the Mardj, alzuhurfl waka3? al-duhur], by Abu '1-Barakat Muhammad
b. Ahmad b. lyas (or Ayas) Zayn (Shihab) al-Dln alNasiri al-Djarkas! al-Hanafi, d. 930/1524 [see IBN
IYAS].

The main works have been republished, edited by
Chang Hsiu-feng and Ma Sai-pei, in 55 volumes
(1987). These works are to be found also in various
libraries in China, Japan, Europe and America. Key
collections outside China are those of Palladius (St.
Petersburg); d'Ollone (Musee Guimet, Paris); Vissiere
(Ecole des Langues Orientales Vivantes, Paris); Mason
(N.Y. Public Library); Toyo Bunko, Tokyo; and Tenri
University, Tenri (Leslie, Islamic literature; idem, Guide,
21-5; Panskaya).
One should note also a number of extant Chia-p'u
(family records), notably those found by Nakada
Yoshinobu in the Diet Library in Tokyo for the Mi
and Sha families; and also some for the P'u family,
possibly tracing descent from P'u Shou-Keng of the
Yuan (Mongol) period.
A renaissance of Islamic literature occurred in the
1920s, with original works and translations by Wang
Ching-chai, Yang Ching-hsiu and others. From this
time a series of translations of the Kur'an was made,
including some into classical Chinese, others into modern Kuo-yu (Yii and Yang, 1-32), and these were used,
together with Arabic and Persian works, by Islamic
schools in various cities. Chinese Muslim bookshops
of this time had catalogues of books in Chinese and
in Arabic and Persian, most notably the Niu-chieh
(Ox Street) mosque catalogue of the 1920s (extant in
Tenri University Library), and dozens of Muslim journals in Chinese flourished at this time (Loewenthal).
A second renaissance occurred in the 1980s and
thereafter, with hundreds of books about Chinese communities all over China and about the history of Islam
in China and also many about the history and duties
of the religion (Yii and Yang). Several large encyclopaedias have been written (e.g. by Ch'iu Shu-sen,
1992; Yang Hui-yiin, 1993; the Chinese Encyclopedia of
Islam, 1994), and for the first time, histories of Islam
in China in Chinese (by Ch'iu Shu-sen, 1996, and
by Li Hsing-hua et al., 1998) to rival Tasaka Kodo's
masterly 1964 history in Japanese. There are also
invaluable bibliographical and biographical reference
works by Pai Shou-i (1948 [mostly reprinted in 19823], and 1985, 1988, 1992, 1997); Ma En-hui (1983);
Yii Chen-kuei and Yang Huai-chung (1993); Li Hsinghua and Feng Chin-yuan, (1985); Chin I-chiu (1997);
and by Leslie, Yang and Youssef (to be published by
Monumenta Serica).
There are also several works written analysing the
voyages of the Muslim admiral Cheng Ho to Africa
and Arabia.
Bibliography: Palladius (P.I. Kafarov), Kitaiskaya
literatura magometan, in Trudi imperatorskago Russkago
arkheologiceskago obshcestva, xviii (1887), ed. Nikolai
(Adoratskii), repr. St. Petersburg 1909, 163-494;
G. Deveria, Origine de I'hlamisme en Chine, in Centenaire
de I'Ecole des Langues Orientales Vivantes, Paris 1895,
305-55; H.M.G. d'Ollone, Mission d'Ollone 19061909. Recherches sur les mussulmans chinois, Paris 1911,
see section XVIII (by A. Vissiere); Vissiere, Ouvrages
chinois mahometans, in RA/IM, xiii (Jan. 1911), 30-63;
M. Hartmann, Vom chinesischen Islam, in WI (1913),
178-210; I. Mason, The Arabian Prophet (a life of
Mohammed from Chinese and Arabic sources) (a ChineseMoslem work by Liu Chai-lien), Shanghai 1921; idem,
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Notes on Chinese Mohammedan literature, in Jnal. of the
North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Ivi (1925),
172-215; C.L. Pickens, The Great West Mosque of
Ch'ang An (Stan), in Friends of Moslems, ix/3 (July
1935), 44-5; P.C. Low, 100-character Psalm on Islam
by the first Ming Emperor, in Friends of Moslems, xi/2
(April 1937), 39; R. Loewenthal, The Mohammedan
press in China. Digest of the Synodal Commission, 1940;
Tasaka (Tazaka) Kodo, Chugoku Kaikyo shijo ni okeru
Wakkas denkyo no densetsu ni tsuite, 391-406, in Wada
Festschrift, Tokyo 1951; idem, Chugoku ni okeru kaikyo
no denrai to sono gutsu, Tokyo 1964; J.V.G. Mills, Ma
Huan, Ting-yai sheng-lan, "The overall survey of the ocean's
shores" (1433), Cambridge 1970; D.D. Leslie, Islam
in China to 1800, a bibliographical guide, in Abr Nahrain,
xvi (1976), 16-48; Ludmilla Panskaya (with Leslie),
Introduction to Palladii's Chinese literature of the Muslims,
Canberra 1977; Leslie, Islamic literature in Chinese,
Late Ming and Early Ch'ing: books authors and associates, Canberra College of Advanced Education,
Canberra 1981, Chinese tr. by Yang Daye 1994;
Leslie and M. Wassel, Arabic and Persian sources used
by Liu Chih, in CAJ, xxvi (1982), 78-104; Ch'en Tasheng (Chen Dasheng), Ch'uan-chou l-ssu-lan-chiao shihk'e, Fu-chou 1984; Chang Hsiu-feng (Zhang Xiufeng)
and Ma Sai-pei (Ma Saibei), Hui-tsu ho Chung-kuo
l-ssu-lan-chiao ku-chi tzu-liao hui-pien, Tienjing 1987;
Ma Sai-pei (Ma Saibei), Ch'ing shih-lu Mu-ssu-lin t^uliao chi-lu, Yin-ch'iian 1988; Pei-ching t'u-shu-kuan tsang
Chung-kuo li-tai shih-k'o t'uo-pen hui-pien ("Beijing
National Library list of rubbings of stone inscriptions"), ed. Hsu Tzu-ch'iang (Xu Ziqiang), Pei-ching
1989-91; Yii Chen-kuei (Yu Zhengui) and Yang
Huai-chung (Yang Huaizhong), Chung-kuo l-ssu-lan
wen-hsien chu-i t'i-yao, Yin-ch'iian 1993; Yang Huaichung and Yii Chen-kuei, l-ssu-lan yii Chung-kuo wenhua, Yin-ch'iian 1995; Leslie, Yang Daye, and
Ahmed Youssef, Arabic works shown to the Qianlong
Emperor in 1782, in CAJ, xlv (2001), 7-27; eidem,
Islam in traditional China, a bibliographical guide (to be
publ. by Monumenta Serica).
(D.D. LESLIE)
SINDHI [see SIND. 3.].
SINDHU, the S a n s k r i t name for the Indus
river. See for this MIHRAN, and for the lands along
its course, SIND, MULTAN, PANDJAB and KASHMIR.
AL-SINDI, ABU CALI, mystic of the 3 r d / 9 t h
century.
He is said to have imparted to the famous Abu
Yazld al-Bistaml (al-Bastaml) (d. 261/874 [q.v]} the
doctrine of "annihilation in God" (fana3; see BAKA'
WA-FANA3). Moreover, because of his nisba al-Sindl, he
was thought to be of Indian origin, and therefore it
was assumed that his views could be traced back to
Indian, i.e. Hindu or Buddhist, influences. However,
the basis for such an assumption as provided by the
sources is very weak. In fact, hardly anything is known
about Abu CA1I al-Sindf. The nisba may also refer to
a place in Khurasan (Yakut, Buldan, s.v. Sind). The
only reference in early literature to Abu 'All's influence on al-Bistamf is found in a saying of the latter,
mentioned in Abu Nasr al-Sarradj (d. 378/988 [q.v.]},
al~Lumac (275/70.3): "I was a companion of Abu 'All
al-Sindl. I used to give him instructions that enabled
him to fulfil his religious duty. In turn, he enlightened me on the doctrine of God's uniqueness (tawhid
[q.v]} and on the mystical realities in a pure form
(haka'ik sirfa)." It is only in a later variant of this saying that the term fana3 is used, see Ruzbihan b. Abl
Nasr al-BaklT al-ShlrazI (d. 606/1209 [q.v]}, Sharh-i
shathiyyat (ed. H. Corbin, 35 11. 12-13). Moreover, Suficurrents have tended to consider not Abu Yazid as

the founder of the doctrine of fana3 but rather his
contemporary Abu Sacld al-Kharraz al-Baghdadf (d.
277/890-1 [q.v]).
Bibliography: Sources and bibl. in R. Gramlich,
Die schiitischen Derwischorden Persiens, Wiesbaden 1970,
ii, 317 n. 1965.
(B. RADTKE)
SIRE.
1. The O t t o m a n period to 1800.
A. SERBIA BEFORE THE OTTOMANS
(a) The origins of the Serbian kingdom. The arrival of
Slavic peoples in the Balkan peninsula took place in
the second half of the 6th century and the beginning of the 7th one. These peoples, later to be called
"South Slavs", were grouped round three main tribes:
those of the Serbs, the Croats and the Slovenes, who
had occupied Pannonia towards the end of the 6th
century and who had moved from there towards the
Adriatic coast, slowly assimilating the various Romanised peoples of Illyria. The most numerous of these
"South Slavs", the Serbs, became implanted, towards the end of the 8th century, in a territory defined
by the rivers Ibar (in the east), Neretva (in the
southwest), Bosna (in the west) and Sava (in the north).
At that time they were organised into petty principalities, governed by joupans, and when one of them
secured an ascendancy over the rest, he would assume
the tide of great joupan. Under the political tutelage
of Byzantium, the Serbs became Christian in ca. 874.
Serbia became independent towards the mid-9th century, thanks to the first princes of Raska (Rascie), i.e.
the "Old Serbia", whose capital was at that time in
the town of Ras (on the Ibar, to the northeast of
Skadar/Scutari/Shkoder [see YENI BAZAR]. Under pressure from its enemies, notably the Byzantine emperors and the Bulgarian kings, the Serbian state's centre
of gravity then moved towards the Zeta (the modern
Montenegro and the extreme northwest of modern
Albania) and then, at the time of Stevan/Stephen
Nemanja (r. ca. 1166-96) and his successors (sc. the
dynasty of the Nemanjici or Nemanids, ca. 1166-1371)
towards the valley of the river Morava, towards Kosovo
[see KOSOWA and PRISHTINA] and towards Macedonia
[see USKUB]. In 1219, one of the sons of Stevan
Nemanja, Rastko (the future great saint of the Serbian
Church, under the name of St. Sava), obtained from
the Patriarch at Nicea archiepiscopal consecration and
the autocephalous status of the Serbian Church, an
action which was going to play an important role in
preserving Serbian identity during the five centuries
of Ottoman domination. The mediaeval Serbian state's
apogee was in 1346, under Stephen IX Uros IV
Dusan (r. 1331-55), who had himself crowned
"Emperor (tsar) of the Serbs and Greeks" and had
the Sabor or Assembly at Skoplje set out the Dusanov
^akonik "Code of Dusan" (1349). The anarchy which
followed his premature death at the age of 47 favoured
the beginnings of Ottoman expansion in the Balkans
during the next decades. (On the Nemanid tradition
and the introduction of "sacral kingship" in Serbia
and in general, see B.I. Bojovic, Uhagwgraphie dynastique et I'ideologie de I'Etat serbe au Moyen-Age (XIIIe-XVe
siecles), in Cyrillomethodianum, xvii-xviii [Thessalonica
1993-4], 73-92.)
(b) The first contacts with the Ottomans. It was in the
time of Tsar Dusan that Turkish units (at that time
still only mercenaries or allies of the Byzantines)
inflicted their first defeats on Serbian forces: first before
Stephaniana in 1344 and then near Dimetoka [q.v]
in 1352. But the real Ottoman conquest of Rumelia
(this time, undertaken on their own account) began
in 1354 by the seizure of the fortress of Gallipoli on
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the Dardanelles [see GELIBOLU], or, to pinpoint the
moment when the Serbian state felt the Ottomans
pressingly, seventeen years later, in 1371, at the battle of the Maritsa [see MERIC] , in the course of which
the Serbian king Vukasin Mrnjavcevic (who ruled western Macedonia) and three of his sons, plus his own
brother Ugljesa, Despot of Serres [see SIROZ], were
killed. However, this was only felt within the Serbs'
collective memory as a baneful prelude to the disaster suffered by the troops of Prince Lazar (the "Tsar
Lazar" in popular memory) on 15 June 1389 at the
"Field of Blackbirds", the battle better known as that
of Kosovo [see KOSOWA, KOSOVO]. On the one hand,
this event gave rise to the "myth of Kosovo" and,
on the other hand, to a famous cycle of Serbian popular epic poetry (gathered together by Vuk Karadzic
at Vienna from 1814 onwards, which was to attract
very close interest from European intellectuals of the
time; see, most recently, Kosovo, six siecles de memoires
croisees, in Les annales de I'aufre Islam, no. 7, INALCO
[Paris 2001], with further references).
B. SERBIA UNDER OTTOMAN DOMINATION (TO 1804)
The first four centuries of this history can be divided
into three phases: (a) from the battle of Kosovo to
1552, the date when all the Serbian territories came
under Ottoman control; (b) from 1552 to 1699, the
date of the Treaty of Carlowitz, which marked the
beginning of the Ottoman retreat in Danubian Europe
after their maximal expansion in those lands; and (c)
the slow but irreversible decline of Ottoman power
in the Balkans up to 1804, the date of the first Serbian
revolt.
(a) The period 1389-1552. The result of Kosovo was
that Serbia became a vassal state of the Ottomans,
forced to pay tribute and to furnish troops. With that
said, the Serbian state did not disappear from existence after that date, but its centre of gravity moved
much further north, where Serbian principalities were
to subsist, for good or ill, for some 60 years. In the
first place, there was that of the prince of Northern
Serbia (the son of the Tsar Lazar, put to death by
the Ottomans after the battle of Kosovo), the despot
Ste van/Stephen Lazarevic (r. 1389-1427), succeeded
by his nephew George Brankovic (r. 1427-56), who
in 1439 fixed his capital at Smederovo (at that time,
on the Danube) [see SEMENDIRE, in Suppl.] and became
involved in a double vassal status with the Ottomans
and the kings of Hungary. Profiting from the
Ottomans' difficulties in Anatolia (sc. the defeat at
Ankara in 1402 at the hands of Tfmur Lang [q.v],
the episode of Mustafa Celebi, Diizme [q.v.], the revolt
of Sheykh Bedr al-Dm [see BADR AL-DIN B. KADI
SAMAWNA], etc., the Serbian despots formed close and
enduring alliances with the kings of Hungary in the
hope, always to be disappointed, of "driving the Turks
back to Asia". Thus in 1412, e.g., the king of Hungary
Sigismund offered to cede to Stevan Lazarevic the
town of Belgrade as a fief, so that this last became,
for the first time in its history, the capital of a Serbian
prince.
But contrary to these hopes, the events of the period
1389-1552 were finally settled by the very strong and
lasting implantation of Ottoman power in the Balkan
peninsula (and beyond its frontiers). The main dates
are: 1439, occupation of a great part of Serbia by
Sultan Murad II [q.v.], 1443, victories by Serbian and
Hungarian troops; 1444, signature of the peace treaty
of Edirne; 1453, fall of Constantinople; 1455, fresh
Ottoman conquests in Serbia; 1458, fall of the Serbian
despotate; 1459, surrender of the fortress of Smederovo;
1520, beginning of the reign, with its conquests, of
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Siileyman [q.v] the Magnificent; 1526, defeat of the
Hungarians at Mohacz [q.v]: 1529, fall of Sabac and
the first campaign against Vienna; 1541, fall of Buda;
and 1552, fresh capture of Belgrade, which now made,
from this date onwards, all Serbian territories subject
to the Ottomans.
Two other topics important for this period must
be touched upon here, if only briefly: the survival of
the Serbian Orthodox Church (the only remaining
"Serbian" institution during the centuries to come)
and the situation of the Serbian people at this period.
Regarding the position of the Serbian Church, it
should be noted that, in the course of raids by aklndjh
[q.v] and in the course of the more regular military
campaigns, neither monasteries nor churches were
spared. Without the Church being singled out as such,
its treasures were plundered, its buildings were burnt
down and a certain number of priests and monks
massacred or made prisoners-of-war. But this very dark
picture needs also to be nuanced. The Serbian principalities lived for several decades as Ottoman vassals,
guarding their internal organisation, including the
Church, more or less intact. In some cases at least,
one can even speak of a certain cultural florescence
of the Serbian Orthodox Church, especially in the
remoter regions, e.g. in Pomoravlje (sc. in the basin
of the Morava river and its affluents), through the
arrival of Bulgarian, Macedonian, Serbian and other
monks and craftsmen fleeing from the lands invaded
by the Turks. Then, little by little, once the disasters
brought by the battles and the Ottoman campaigns
were over, certain monasteries acquired official charters from the new authorities guaranteeing them a
certain status within the Ottoman state, or at least,
certain privileges. Unfortunately, we know little about
the Church during this first period. But we do know
that many monasteries were devastated, such as e.g.
that of Visoki Decani, that the greater part of their
immense estates were confiscated and that, in the
towns, certain churches (usually the finest) were transformed into mosques. Other churches suffered destruction later in order to provide materials for building
various structures such as mosques, caravanserais, etc.
Nevertheless, the Church did not lose all its lands,
and not all monasteries—far from it—were devastated
and left abandoned. Thus e.g. the monastery of
Ravanica secured certain privileges from the time of
the first Ottoman period onwards (that of 1439-44),
and during this time, sultan Murad II awarded privileges to certain other Serbian monasteries. Some of
these last were even excused payment of taxes, or
else they were given the status of small timars [q.v]
with the obligation to furnish one or two ajebelis at
the times of military campaigns (i.e. auxiliary troops,
supplied and equipped by the beneficiaries of sources
of revenue given by the state). But those mostly
involved here were the monasteries in the frontier
zones, or along the axes for provisioning the Ottoman
army at times of campaigns (see A. Popovic, Les rapports entre I'Islam et I'orthodoxie en Tougoslavie, in Aspects
de I'orthodoxie. Structures et spiritualite, Collogue de Strasbourg,
septembre 1978, Paris 1981, 169-89).
As for the Serbian people, with the Ottoman conquest a more or less irreversible phenomenon is observable the definitive division of Serbian society into three
groups. First, the group that, for various reasons,
became converts to Islam and thus became separated
(relatively quickly, and, even, very quickly) from the
"common trunk", espousing not only a new belief and
ideology but also cutting themselves off, in the long
term, from anything in common with their past. Then
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there was the group of those who fled the lands occupied by the Ottomans (for Hungary in the first place,
then for Austria, and then, much later, for Russia),
certain of whose descendants were to play a great
role in Serbian political and cultural life when the
state was rebuilt in the 19th century. And finally, by
far the most numerous, there were those who stayed
behind, where they were forced to live under the new
status of dhimmis [see DHIMMA and RA'IYYA], a way of
life punctuated by long periods of submission and
daily collaboration with the Ottoman authorities but
also by insurrections against these authorities, providing backing for Hungarian and Austrian armies
in turn, according to the different phases of the international situation, risings which were regularly bloodily suppressed. This schema repeated itself regularly
throughout the four centuries of history dealt with in
this article, a history that should nevertheless be considered not only by events and by political and diplomatic processes, but also by a very close examination
of the extremely complex processes going on within
the central Ottoman empire and within its society in
general.
(b) The period 1552-1699. The period that followed
was to be marked, for the Serbian population, by a
certain number of new occurences. The advance of
Ottoman troops towards European Danubia, and the
conquest of new territories, ended up by moving the
"frontiers" of Serbia, as noted above, further northwards and northwestwards in relation to its original
territory, that of Nemanid times. Henceforth, Serbia
was to find itself, on the one hand, part of the "central provinces" of Ottoman Rumelia [see RUMELI] , and
on the other, directly on the routes leading to the
future theatre of military operations, viz. those leading to Vienna. Hence in 1557 (probably as part of
the long-term plans of the Grand Vizier of Serbian
origin, Mehmed Pasha Sokollu [see SOKOLLU]), the
Porte decided to re-establish the Patriarchate of Pec.
This was apparently a political act which was aimed
mainly at securing peace within the central provinces
of the Balkans, whilst at the same time keeping an
eye on the highest levels of the revived Serbian Church,
but, as G. Veinstein has noted [see SOKOLLU, at
Vol. IX, 708b], "one may also see an additional factor at work here, a wider policy of conciliating the
Serbs to make them a support of Ottoman policy
in the Balkans." This restored Patriarchate of Pec
covered an enormous territory (part of Macedonia
and Bulgaria, Serbia, Montenegro, the Voivodina and
Bosnia, plus certain parts of Croatia, Dalmatia and
Hungary). But, contrary to what was envisaged, this
period of collaboration between the Serbian Orthodox
Church and the Ottoman power was merely a flash
in the pan.
The reasons for this deterioration in relations
between the Serbian Church and the Porte probably
resided from the start in the ambiguity of Serbian
Orthodoxy's attitude vis-d-vis the authorities, but the
reasons must above all be found in the transformation of Ottoman society itself. The first task of the
renewed Serbian Church was obviously to rally the
Serbian people. It thus became not only a religious
organisation but also a truly political one, becoming
the focus for the feelings and aspirations of the people. The basis of such an ideology could only be a
glorification of the work of St. Sava, an action that
was logically based on the Nemanid tradition and, in
particular, on the myth of Kosovo, and because of
this, Serbian Orthodoxy was compelled sooner or later
to emerge from this contradiction and to break with

the Ottomans and proclaim war against them. It was
to be hastened very rapidly along this road by the
great crisis of Ottoman society at the end of the 16th
century, when non-Muslims were deprived of the possibility of becoming /mar-holders, ipso facto throwing
such persons back into the category of re'ayd and
thereby uniting all classes of the Orthodox population
against the Ottomans.
Revolts soon broke out. One of the first occurred
in the Banat in 1594, when the insurgents had, it
seems, banners bearing the picture of St. Sava. It was
bloodily suppressed and then, on the orders of the
Grand Vizier Sinan Pasha [q.v.], St. Sava's relics were
brought from the monastery of Milesovo to Belgrade
and publicly burnt on the Vracar hill there. The break
was thus definitively made, above all in people's minds.
Despite all tentative attempts and political moves to
improve relations and to soothe the situation (e.g.
under the Patriarch Pajsije Janjevac, between 1614
and 1647), both sides knew perfectly well what the
future situation was going to be like. The deterioration rapidly accelerated. The crisis in Ottoman society led the state and its ruling classes to press down
on the non-Muslim population and the Serbian Orthodox Church with increasingly heavier taxes and by
all sorts of illegal abuses and practices. The churches
and monasteries that were unable to satisfy these
demands were sold up, bought at low prices by Muslim
dignitaries and then transformed into mosques or public buildings, or even demolished for their materials
to be re-used in new building works. Yet here, too,
everything cannot be viewed as black and white. Thus
we have cases where monasteries, under attack from
Orthodox peasants coveting their lands, appealed to
the Ottoman authorities. But in general, there was
definitely a feeling of a certain unity between the
Orthodox population and its Church and clergy, who
existed within the same conditions and in an implicit
connecting bond, one that was reinforced by the
actions of certain Patriarchs and their being put to
death by the Ottoman authorities.
The process of pressure—revolt—suppression was soon
to compel the Church to seek external support: in
Austria, in Italy, from the Pope, and finally, from
Russia. But such support was only symbolic until the
Austrian counter-offensive after the Turks' failure
before Vienna in 1683. This offensive led the Christian
powers far into the interior of the Ottoman lands
(even the patriarchal seat, Pec, would be taken) and
was to be marked by an active participation of the
more energetic parts of the Serbian people, with
the Patriarch Arsenije III Crnojevic at their head.
The Austrian troops' withdrawal had grave consequences, not only for the subsequent history of the
Orthodox Church but also for the Serbian people
themselves. Too compromised by these events to await
the return of the Ottomans, the Patriarch in 1690
decided to lead a grand emigration of the Serbian
people and their church from Kosovo to the north,
beyond the Sava and Danube. The arrival of Ottoman
troops brought acts of reprisal of a savagery easy to
imagine, and the region of Kosovo-Metohija, the
ancient centre of the Serbian state, left partly empty
by its people, was gradually filled by Muslim Albanians
(since a large part of the Catholic Albanians was to
become rapidly Islamised), whose colonisation there
was strongly supported, and extensively assisted, by
the Porte.
The key dates during this century and a half are:
1557, reestablishment of the Patriarchate at Pec; 1593,
Ottoman defeat before Sisak [see SISKA]; 1593-1606,
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the "Long War" between Austria and Turkey; 1594,
Serbian revolts (in the Banat and elsewhere); 1595,
the public destruction of the relics of St. Sava at
Belgrade; 1606, the peace treaty of Zsitvatorok [q.v.]',
1614, the Patriarch Pajsije renews the policy of
compromise with the Ottoman authorities; 1683, the
Ottoman check at Vienna; 1686, definitive loss of
Buda; 1687, the Holy League against the Ottomans;
1688, Serbian rising and conquest of Belgrade; 1689,
Austrian troops reach as far as "Old Serbia"; 1690,
great Serbian emigration from Kosovo and return of
the Ottomans; and 1699, the peace treaty of Carlowitz
(Sremski Karlovci) [see KARLOVCA].
(c) The period 1699-1804. As during the preceding
two periods, the 18th century was to bring the nonMuslim Serbian people a fresh lot of "vain hopes"
and "bitter disillusionments". All this had its basis in
the slow decline of the Ottoman empire, which did
not, however, lead to its disintegration, supported as
it was at that time by France, Britain and the Netherlands, who looked with a jaundiced eye on the subsequent successes of the Austrian Hapsburgs and the
Russian Tsars (thus confirming the foresights of
Montesquieu). On quite a different plane, the social
and religious divisions between the Muslim and nonMuslim populations of Rumelia were to crystallise,
impelling the non-Muslim Serbians to participate
actively in fighting against the "Turks" in the course
of each new war launched by Austria into their territory. But the ephemeral victories and the long-lasting defeats of the 18th century (notably from that
time when the Serbian population had to suffer a
long occupation by the Austrians, in 1718-39, one
whose methods were no different from those of the
Ottomans) made the Serbian people conscious of the
political implications of their fight.
Here follows a chronology of events: the renewed
Austro-Turkish war (of 1716-18) ended in practice
with the greatest success the Hapsburgs had ever
enjoyed since these last took possession, under the
Treaty of Passarowitz/Pozarevac [see PASAROFCA], of
the eastern part of Sirmia (Srem); the Banat (with
Temesvar), Lesser Wallachia, all the northeastern part
of Serbia, including Belgrade; and the northern zone
of Bosnia (along the Sava), territories they retained
for some 20 years. (On the desert aspect of Serbia
in 1717, with the encroachment of virgin forests with
strips of cultivation abandoned for many years, with
miserable, scattered village populations, see Lady Mary
Stuart Wortley Montague, Turkish letters, London 1763,
with many later editions.) The measure of disenchantment of the non-Muslim population during these
years (faced with the Austrians' attitudes, their arbitrary taxes and the missionary activities of the Roman
Catholic Church) can be simply measured by the
numerous cases of flight by the Serbian Orthodox
people back to Ottoman territory.
Then, twenty years later, a fresh Austro-Turkish
war broke out (1737-9) which, after great initial successes by the Austrians and the insurgent Serbs (conquest of southwestern Serbia, with Alleksinac, Krusevac,
Novi Pazar, Prishtina and Nish), ended in a terrible
defeat before Grocka (not far from Belgrade), and by
the Treaty of Belgrade (1739) the Hapsburgs lost all
the territories captured twenty years before. Naturally,
there were more waves of emigration by Serbs into
southern Hungary, one of which, under the Patriarch
Arsenije IV Jovanovic Sakabenta, became known as
"the second Serbian migration from Kosovo".
The years that followed, generally called "the thirty
years of peace", were marked by the suppression in
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1766 of the Patriarchate of Pec (whose increasingly
frequent flirtations with the Russian Orthodox Church
ended by seriously worrying the Porte, but which had
already, for a fair amount of time, been in a lamentable state (see O. Zirojevic, 152-5), and by attempts
by Russia (from 1751-2 onwards) to attract Serbian
emigrants from Hungary to settle in the Ukraine.
(These events are described in a magistral fashion by
M. Crnjanski [1893-1977] in his novel Seobe ["Migrations"], Belgrade 1929, 2 1962, etc., Fr. tr. Paris 1986.)
Then a third Austro-Turkish war broke out in 1788
(as a prolongation of the Russo-Turkish war that had
begun the previous year), in which a large part of
the Serbian population took part, notably in the famous
volunteer bands of Frajkori (< Ger. Freikorps), led by
their own offices. These troops, led by the famous
Koca Andjelkovic (hence the name "Kocina Krajina"),
succeeded in conquering western and northern Serbia
(sc. Sumadija and the Pozarevac region) and in 1789
(in collaboration with the Austrians), the city of Belgrade
itself. However, two years later, in 1791, the peace
treaty of Svistov [see ZISHTOWA] deprived the insurgents of their conquests and authorised the return of
the Ottomans. Finally, at the end of the 18th century, the reforms undertaken by Selfm III [q.v.~] provoked plots and risings of the Janissaries in various
parts of Rumelia. Amongst these, more specifically,
was the rising in Serbia of 1804, provoked by the
excesses and violence of the Janissaries; this was genuinely a rising with a national character, affecting the
greater part of the Serbian people and conducted by
one of their chiefs, George Petrovic, called Kara
("black") George (see R. Mantran, in idem [ed.],
Histoire de I'Empire ottomane, 430-1). It was in these conditions that there broke out in 1804 the "First Serbian
Revolt", which allowed, by successive stages and
three decades later, the definitive freeing of Serbia
from the Ottoman empire and the beginnings of its
independence.
The key dates, which spanned a century (16991804), are the following: 1716, a new Austro-Turkish
war; 1717, the conquest of Belgrade by Prince Eugene
of Savoy's army; 1718, the peace treaty of Pozarevac, with Belgrade becoming the capital of Northern
Serbia under Austrian occupation; 1737-9, a new
Austro-Turkish war; 1739, the peace treaty of Belgrade,
by which the Ottomans re-occupied their former
Serbian territories; 1739-74, the so-called "thirty years
of peace"; 1766, suppression of the Patriarchate of
Pec; 1768-74, Russo-Turkish war; 1774, the peace
treaty of Kiicuk Kaynardja [</.#.]; 1788, fresh AustroTurkish war; 1789, conquest of Belgrade by Austrian
troops and Serbian insurgents; 1791, peace treaty of
Svistov stipulating the return of the Ottomans in
Serbia; 1792, revolt of the Janissaries of Serbia against
the Porte and Sellm Ill's reforms: 1794-7, conquest
of the pashalik of Belgrade by the rebel pasha of Vidin
[see WIDIN], Paswan-oghlu [q.v.]; 1801-3, reign of terror by the four rebel Janissary chiefs, installed in
Belgrade; 1804, the First Serbian Revolt led by Kara
George.
In the course of this rapid survey, several important questions have remained unexplored: economic
topics (agriculture, stockrearing, exploitation of mines,
large-scale colonisation by the Ottoman authorities
through the intermediacy of installing pastoralist
nomads and "Wallachs/Vlachs"—whose name, however, poses certain problems—etc.); the formation and
growth of the towns, and the town-and-country relationships (taking into account the minimal representation of Serbs in the towns and of "Turks" in the
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villages); the Serbian patriarchal society and the system of zadruga (extended families living under the
same roof); the very numerous migrations and emigrations (notably towards southern Hungary, southwestern Bosnia, Southern Russia and the Croatian
"Krajina"); the demographic evolution of the Serbian
population; brigandage, and the question of guerilla
bands against the Ottoman authorities (the hajdufa and
uskoks}', the results of the wars and the continual devastations (shrinking of the economy from primitive agricultural methods and exhaustion of the soil); famines
and epidemics (cholera and plague); the increasing
authority of the Serbian Church and the crystallisation
of Serbian national feeling; and cultural topics and
the rule played here by Jovan Rajic (1726-1801),
Zaharije Orfelin (1726-85), Dositej Obradovic (17391811) and Vuk Stefanovic Karadzic (1787-1864). These
subjects can be explored through titles listed below
in the Bibl.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): I.I. Tkalac, Das serbische Volk in seiner
Bedeutung fiir die orientalische Frage und fur die europaische Civilisation, Leipzig 1853; B. Kallay, Geschichte
der Serben (1780-1815), Budapest-Vienna-Leipzig
1878, 21910; S. Novakovic, Srbi i Turn XIV i XV
veka, Belgrade 1893, 2 1933, 31960; J. Radonic,
Zapadna Evropa i balkanski narodi prema Turcima u prvoj
polovini 15 veka, Novi Sad 1905; Novakovic, Tursko
carstuo pred srpski ustanak 1780-1804, Belgrade 1906;
S. Stanojevic, Istorija srpskog naroda, Belgrade 1908,
3
1926; C. Jirecek, Geschichte der Serben, 2 vols., Gotha
1911-18; A. Ivic, Istorija ^Srba u Ugarskoj. Od pada
Smedereva do seobe pod Carnojevicima (1459-1690),
Zagreb 1914; G. Gravier, Les frontieres historiques de
la Serbie, Paris 1919; Ivic, Migracije Srba u Slavoniji
tokom 16., 17. i 18. stoljeca, Belgrade 1923; J. Ancel,
Peuples et nations des Balkans, Paris 1926, 2 1992;
D. Pantelic, Beogradski pasaluk posle Svistovskog mira,
1791-1794, Belgrade 1927; V. Popovic, Istocno pitanje,
Belgrade 1928, Sarajevo 1965, Belgrade 1996;
E. Haumant, La formation de la Tougoslavie (XVe-XXe
s.), Paris 1930; D. Pantelic, Kocina Krajina, Belgrade
1930; D. Popovic, 0 hajducima, 2 vols., Belgrade
1930-1; A. Hajek, art. Serbia, in EP Suppl.; Ivic,
Istorija Srba u Vojvodini, Novi Sad 1939; L. Hadrovics,
Le peuple serbe et son Eglise sous la domination turque,
Paris 1947; Pantelic, Beogradski pasaluk pred Prvi srpski ustanak (1794-1804), Belgrade 1949; idem, Srbi
u Sremu, Belgrade 1950; B. Djurdjev, Uticaj turske
vladavine na razvitak nasih naroda, in Godisnjak ist. dr.
BiH, ii (Sarajevo 1950), 19-82; idem, Osnovni problemi srpske istorije u periodu turske vlasti nad nasim narodima, in Istoriski Glasnik, iii-iv (Belgrade 1950),
107-18; idem, Uloga srpske crkve u borbi protiv osmanske
vlasti, dans Pregled, i (Sarajevo 1953), 35-42; Istorija
naroda Jugoslavije, 2 vols., Belgrade-Zagreb-Ljubljana
1953-60; D. Popovic, Velika seoba Srba, Belgrade
1954; Pantelic, Srbi u Banatu do kraja osamnaestog veka,
Belgrade 1955; idem, Srbi u Vojvodini, 3 vols., Novi
Sad 1957-63; R. Veselinovic, Vojvodina, Srbija i
Makedonija pod turskom vlascu u drugoj polovini XVII
veka, Novi Sad 1960; Dj. Slijepcevic, Istorija srpske
pravoslavne crkve, 2 vols., Munich 1962-6; M. Mirkovic,
Pravni polozaj i karakter srpske crkve pod turskom vlascu
(1459-1766), Belgrade 1965; G. Stanojevic, Srbija u
vreme Beckog rata, Belgrade 1976; Istorija srpskog naroda, 10 vols., Belgrade 1981-93; D.Lj. Kasic, Pogled
u proslost srpske crkve, Belgrade 1984; R. Mantran
(ed.), Histoire de I'Empire ottoman, Paris 1989;
O. Zirojevic, Srbija pod turskom vlascu (1459-1804),
Novi Pazar 1995; and, for the ensemble of publi-

cations which have appeared in Yogoslavia 1945-75,
J. Tadic (ed.), Dix annees d'historiographie yougoslave
1945-1955, Belgrade 1955; idem (ed.), Histonographie
yougoslave 1955-1965, Belgrade 1965; D. Jankovic
(ed.), The historiography of Yugoslavia 1965-1975,
Belgrade 1975.
(A. POPOVIC)
SIRR (A.), lit. "secret", d e n o t e s in Islamic
s p i r i t u a l i t y two n o t i o n s , at first sight distinct but
which certain adepts did not hesitate to combine (alDjurdjanT, 218; al-Tahanawf, i, 653; on the combination of the two senses, see e.g. al-Sulami, 1953,
213, 216, 282).
1. The first notion is that of secret, mystery, arcana,
in the sense of a teaching, a reality or even a doctrinal
point, hidden by nature or which is kept hidden from
persons considered unworthy of knowing it. If there
is a secret, says al-Sarradj al-Tusf (d. 378/998), probably taking up the ShT c f concept of two levels of reality (Amir-Moezzi, 1997), it is because the object of
knowledge sought by the individual has an obvious,
exoteric (zahir) aspect and a hidden, esoteric (batin]
one. The Kur'an, the Hadith, knowledge, Islam, etc.,
all have these two distinct, complementary levels. In
order to attain the esoteric level, a person must so
dispose his body (lit. "his members", dj_awdrih], since
this level can only be reached by the "esoteric organ",
sc. the heart (kalb). The batin of objects of knowledge
as well as the interior realities of a man are secrets
that only the initiates can discover and which they
must protect (al-Sarradj, 43-4). The mass of people,
prisoners of their own ignorance and blindly attached
to the letter only of religion, can only become violent if the secret is revealed to them, even if only
partially (LahidjI, 100, 498; al-Kaysarl, 41; Kadi cAbd
al-Nabl, ii, 167). Even the Kur'an, in two places,
authorises the faithful to dissimulate their beliefs in
cases of danger (III, 28; XL, 28), whence the adage,
untiringly repeated in the mystical works, "the breasts
of free men are repositories (lit. 'tombs') of secrets"
(sudur al-ahrdr kubur al-asrdr, see e.g. al-Tahanawi, 92).
According to the Shf c a (for whom "everything has
a secret; the secret of Islam is Shicism," al-Kulaynf,
ii, 14), this—i.e. essentially the Imams' teachings, which
has several esoteric levels, batin and batin al-bdtin—
contains secrets that must be protected at all costs
(al-Saffar, 28-9). The duty of keeping such secrets
(takiyya, kitmdn, khatf] is thus a canonical obligation
for them (Kohlberg, 1975, 1995; Amir-Moezzi, 1992,
index, s.v. taqiyya}.
For the Suits likewise, such notions as "protection
of the secret" (hifc al-sirr, around which expression,
above all, certain mystics combine the two senses of
sirr), "concealing, changing the guise of something to
make it appear other than it is" (talbis), or further,
"hiding the real nature of the particular interior state"
(ikhfd3 al-hdl], make up practices and disciplines which
are particularly important (al-Suhrawardf 1983, 72;
Hudjwlri, 500-1; c Afifi, 89, 117; al-Shaybl, 20ff.). In
the literature of mysticism, constant reference is made
to the trial of al-Halladj [q.v.~], who was executed in
309/922 for having divulged the Secret par excellence,
by putting forward the famous $hath "I am the Real"
(and 'l-hakk], hakk being a Name of God. The greatest Persian mystical poets, such as cAttar, clrakf and
Hafiz, very often allude to the "crucified one of
Baghdad" (sc. al-Halladj) and call the real spiritual
masters "the people of the Secret" (Khurramshahf,
s.v. ahl-i rdz). This is why mystical authors, from their
oldest writings onwards, devised an "allusive language"
(ishdrd), a coded form of discourse which was later to
assume very numerous forms (technical vocabularies,
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symbolic lexica, fables, poetic images, etc.), reflecting
esoteric realities and distinguishing themselves from
"literal language" (cibdrd) which is unsuitable for exoteric topics (al-Sarradj, 414, concerning ramz; alKalabadhr, ch. iii, 30ff.; Hudjwm, 480ff.; and see
Amir-Moezzi 2002b).
2. The second notion is that of a "subtle organ",
one of the layers of the "heart", making up the human
spiritual anatomy, which may be translated by "secret,
inner consciousness". It seems that, for the Khurasan
school of mystics, the Malamatiyya [q.v.] comprise the
progression of levels of consciousness, "organs" of invocation (dhikr) and vision (mushdhada), going through the
soul (nafs) to the spirit (ruh), passing by the heart (kalb)
and the inner consciousness (al-Tustarl, 16, 19, 34,
45, 78; al-Sulamf 1991, 16). It should be noted that
al-Hakfm al-Tirmidhl (d. ca. 318/936 [q.v.]), one of
the oldest of the Khurasanian theoreticians of the elements making up the "heart", seems to be the only
one of them not counting the sin amongst these last
(Bayan, passim and esp. 427; Gobillot 1996, 197-8). AlKushayrf (d. 465/1072 [q-v.]), conveying the system
of the Trakf Sufis, sets forth another progression which
omits the soul, the seat of the ego, and the sin is
said to be the seat of vision, whilst the spirit is the
seat of love (mahabba) and the heart that of knowledge
(ma'arif). Here, the inner consciousness is considered
as amongst the most subtle and the noblest parts of
man, as the innermost secret between the created man
and God, the most interiorised part of a man's being
(al-Kushayn, 45; Gobillot and Ballanfat, 175-6); it is
in this context that one should probably understand
the formula pronounced over a dead person: kaddasa
Allah sirrahu al-'a&z "may God sanctify his noble inner
consciousness". Such great mystics as cAmr b. c Uthman
al-Makkl (d. 291/903-4) or al-Halladj seem close to
this system (Massignon, i, 113, ii, 41 Iff.), whilst others,
like al-Kharraz (d. 286/899 [q.v.]) for example, develop
a much more complex spiritual anatomy, comprising
instinct (tab'), soul, heart, will (irdda), spirit, inner consciousness and spiritual aspiration (himma) (Nwyia, 2435, 272, 301).
After the attempt at a synthesis of the different systems by c Umar al-Suhrawardl (d. 632/1235 [q.v.])
(1983, 454ff., 1986, 181, 203), one often finds amongst
the later mystics a sevenfold division, admittedly with
other nomenclatures, to which they add new touches
derived from mystical theories and practices like dhikr
formulae corresponding to each level, interior prophetology or coloured lights accompanying each layer
of the "heart". We have here the theory of "subtle
organs" (latifa, pi. latd'if, or also tur, pi. atwdr) especially developing from the time of Nadjm al-Dm
Kubra (d. 617/1220-1 [q.v.]) and the mystics of his
school (Corbin 1971; al-Isfarayim, 1986, introd., 602; Landolt, 287-8; Kubra 2001, index s.v. organe subtil), from Ibn al-cArabi's followers such as Mu'ayyid
al-Dm Djandf or Dawud al-Kaysarf (Gobillot and
Ballanfat, 189-90), up to the modern and even contemporary Sufi's Muhammad b. CA1I al-Sanusf of
Algeria (d. 1276/1879 [q.v.]) (105ff.) and the Kurd
Muhammad Amln al-Nakshbandl (d. 1324/1914-15)
(548-58). In the different progressions of the "subtle
organs", sin is almost always present, most often associated with the colour white. The dhikr corresponding
to it varies greatly according to authors or mystical
orders. The most often-found is: tab', nafs, kalb, ruh,
sin, khafi ("what is hidden") and akhfd ("what is most
hidden") (Kashanf, 82ff., 101 and the editor's notes).
In Shf c f mysticism, allusions of varying precision
to the subtle "layers" of the "heart" and vision by
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means of the heart, are found from the time of the
oldest compilations of hadith onwards (Amir-Moezzi
1992, 112ff.). However^ the Shr c l Sufis (Ni'matullahiyya, Dhahabiyya and Khaksar), organised in
brotherhoods from the 16th-17th centuries onwards,
went on to adopt one or another of the systems used
by Sunn! orders like the Kadiriyya, Kubrawiyya or
Nakshbandiyya (Gramlich, 'ii, 207 n. 1073, 247-50;
Amir-Moezzi 1992, 129ff.; idem 2002, passim}.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Hudjwm, ed. V.A.
Zhukovski, repr. Tehran 1979; Isfarayinf, Kdshif alasrdr, Fr. tr. H. Landolt, Le revelateur des my stem,
Paris and Lagrasse 1986; Djurdjanf, K. al-Ta'nfdt,
Fr. tr. M. Gloton, Tehran 1994 (based on four
printed texts, beginning with that of Fliigel, Leipzig
1845); Kalabadhl, K. al-Tacarmf, ed. CA.M.CA. Surur,
Beirut 1400/1980; Kasham, Misbdh al-hiddya, ed.
Dj. HumaT, Tehran 1323/1945; Nadjm al-Dln
Kubra, Fawdtih al-dj.amdl, Fr. tr. P. Ballanfat, Nimes
2001; Kulaym, al-Rawda mm al-Kdfi, ed. R.
Mahallatl, Tehran 1389/1969; Lahidji, Mafdtih alic(Hdz f i shark Gulshan-i rdz, ed. Khalikf-Karbasi,
Tehran 1992; Nakshbandf, Tanwlr al-kulub, "Cairo
1348/1929; Kadr cAbd al-Nabl Ahmadnagarf, Dustur
al-culamd3, Haydarabad 1331/1912; Kaysarf, Shark
Fusus al-hikam, Tehran 1299/1881; Kushayn, alRisdla al-kushayriyya, Beirut n.d.; al-Saffar al-Kummf,
Basd'ir al-daraajdt, ed. M. Kucibaghf, Tehran ca.
1960; SanusI, K. al-Masd'il al-cashar (incl. also alSalsabil al-ma'm}., Cairo 1353/1932; al-Sarradj alTusf, K. al-Lumac, ed. Surur, Cairo and Baghdad
1380/1960; Suhrawardl, cAwdnf al-macdnf, Beirut
1983; idem, Rashf al-nasa'ih al-lmdniyya, ed. Mayil
Harawl, Tehran 1365/1986; Sulami, Tabakdt alsufiyya, ed. N. Shurayba, Cairo 1953; idem, al-Risdla
al-maldmatiyya, ed. A.CA. al-cAfifT, Cairo 1364/1945,
Fr. tr. R. Deladriere, La lucidite implacable, epitre des
hommes du blame, Paris 1991; Tahanawl, Kashshdf
istildhdt al-fonun, Calcutta 1862; Tirmidhi, Bayan alfark bayn al-sadr wa 'l-kalb wa 'l-fu'dd wa 'l-lubb, ed.
M. Heer, Cairo 1958; Tustarl, Tafsir al-Kur'an alf
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'l-tasawwuf wa-ahl al-futuwwa, Cairo 1945; K.M. alShaybl, al-Takiyya, usuluhd wa-tatawwuruhd, in Revue
de la Fac. des Lettres de I'Univ. d'Alexandrie, xvi (19623), 14-40; P. Nwyia, Exegese coranique et langage mystique, Beirut 1970; H. Corbin, UHomme de Lumiere
dans le soufisme iranien, "Paris 1971; L. Massignon,
La passion d'Hallaj, 4 vols. repr. Paris 1975;
E. Kohlberg, Some Imdmi-Shici views on taqiyya, in
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theophanique, in S.H. Nasr (ed.), Melanges qfferts d Henry
Corbin, Tehran 1977, 279-319; B. Khurramshahi,
Hdfiz-nama, Tehran 1366/1987; M.A. Amir-Moezzi,
Le Guide divin dans le shicisme originel, Paris and Lagrasse
1992; Kohlberg, Taqiyya in Shici theology and religion,
in H.G. Kippenberg and G. Stroumsa (eds.), Secrecy
and concealment. Studies in the history of Mediterranean
and Near Eastern religions, Leiden 1995, 345-80; AmirMoezzi, Du droit d la theologie. Les niveaux de realite
dans le shi'isme duodecimam, in L'Esprit et la nature:
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(Aspects de Vimamologie duodecimaine VIII), in Autour du
regard. Melanges offerts a Daniel Gimaret, Louvain 2002;
idem, art. Dissimulation, in Encycl. of the Qur'dn, i,
Leiden 2002, 540-2.
(MOHAMMAD ALI AMIR-MOEZZI)
SOLTANGALIEV [see SULTAN CAL! UGHLI].
SOUTH AFRICA, Islam in.
2. A f r i k a a n s in Arabic s c r i p t .
Arabic-Afrikaans denotes the script whereby Muslims
in 19th-century South Africa rendered a creolised
dialect of the Afrikaans language. A phonetically
adapted Arabic script was used to write Muslim religious literature of this spoken dialect. Afrikaans itself
owes its origins to these creolised varieties of the colonial dialect of Netherlandic (Cape Dutch) that was
spoken among the Khoisan and slave community of
the Cape. Arabic-Afrikaans is the patrimony of this
distinct Cape Muslim community, whose major ancestral ties can be traced to the Malay-speaking world,
from where many of them arrived after 1652.
Cape Muslims, possibly as far back as the late 18th
and early 19th centuries, spoke a more distinct creole variety of Cape Dutch that was heavily affected
by word borrowings from Malayu but also contained
some Bughanese and Arabic words. The grammatical structure of Arabic-Afrikaans writings shows unmistakable resemblances to the grammar of what later
develops into the Afrikaans language. The written
script of this Cape Muslim Creole Afrikaans is derived
from the Djawl [q.vJ] script that modifies the Arabic
alphabet, in order to create specific phonetic renderings unavailable in Arabic.
As a written script, Arabic-Afrikaans served as a
vehicle for the transmission of a knowledge of religion in the course of educating mostly slaves and free
blacks among the Muslims of the Cape ca. 1810 or
thereafter. Members of this community were literate
but not in the Roman script; they could read languages based on Arabic orthography and could read
the Kur'an for liturgical purposes.
One of the earliest Arabic-Afrikaans manuscripts
can be dated back to 1840, according to Achmat
Davids (d. 1998), whose seminal writings pioneered
this field of study (Davids 1991, 56). Texts in circulation that were written in Arabic-Afrikaans covered
subjects such as the elementary rules of Islamic law
(fikh], catechism and theology (tawhid and cilm al-kaldm)
for the instruction of adults and children. Handwritten
and later printed editions known as koples boeke,
mnemonic texts written for the purpose of memorising religious teachings, circulated widely at the Cape
and its hinterland for much of the 19th century and
were still in use during the early part of the 20th
century.
However, with the gradual growth of literacy in
English and Afrikaans among Cape Muslims, many
c
ulamd' switched to the Roman script, while continuing to write in the distinct Cape Muslim idiom of
Afrikaans that is different from standard Afrikaans.
Apart from literacy in the Roman script, easy access
to mechanised printing facilities was the main reason
for the change, since Arabic-Afrikaans texts had to
be published outside South Africa.
Accredited as the first and best-known of ArabicAfrikaans texts is the Baydn al-din "The exposition of
religion" of Abu Bakr Effendi (d. 1880), a Kurdish
religious scholar who was sent to the Cape by the
Ottomans. His book was completed in 1869, but only
published at Istanbul in 1877. In the mid-20th century Mia Brandel-Syrier translated it into English.
Hans Kahler believed that the Tuhfat al-ikhwdn, "Gifts

to friends", a manuscript written by Imam cAbd alKahhar b. cAbd al-Malik ca. 1856 could have been
the earliest text, but this document, now in Germany,
has not been properly verified. The Dutch orientalist Adrianus van Selms (d. 1984) believed that the
earliest attempt to print Arabic-Afrikaans at the Cape
could have taken place as early as 1856. Since no
copy of this work remains extant, Davids doubted this
claim.
Three other figures deserve mention for their prolific contribution to the genre of Arabic-Afrikaans writing. One was Shaykh cAbd al-Rahfm b. Muhammad
al-'Irakl (d. 1942), a native of Basra who settled in
the Cape around the 1880s. He quickly mastered the
local patois and began writing in Arabic-Afrikaans,
producing smaller tracts directed at an adult audience. Texts were also produced for the local madrasa
education system that students attended in the afternoon after their schooling in the secular educational
system. The second person was Imam cAbd al-Rahman
Kasim Gamieldien (d. 1921), his creolised family name
being possibly a corruption of Djamfl al-Dm or Hamil
al-Dm (Davids 1991, 147), who wrote several texts
for the madrasa curriculum. The third person was the
son of Abu Bakr Effendi, sc. Hisham Ni'mat Allah
Effendi (d. ca. 1945), who published several ArabicAfrikaans books in his desire to advance education
among the local Muslims.
According to an inventory made by Davids, some
74 Arabic-Afrikaans publications have been identified,
with the possibility of more being discovered in private collections and libraries. Further investigation of
these texts should shed light on how knowledge from
the metropolises of the Islamic world was transferred
to marginal and smaller communities, thereby increasing local knowledge and introducing new practices.
Bibliography. A. van Selms, Die oudste boek in
Afrikaans: Isjmoeni se betroubare woord, in Hertzog Annale
(Nov. 1953); Abu Bakr Effendi, The religious duties
of Islam as taught and explained by Abu Bakr Ejfendi,
tr. Mia Brandel-Syrier, Leiden 1960; H. Kahler,
Studien fiber die Kultur, die Sprache und die arabischafrikaansche Literatur der Kap Malaien, Berlin 1971;
Achmat Davids, Words the Cape slaves made. A sociohistorical linguistic study, in South African Jnal. of
Linguistics, viii/1 (1990); idem, The Afrikaans of the
Cape Muslims from 1815 to 1915. A socio-linguistic study,
M.A. diss., Faculty of Humanities, Dept. of Afrikaans
and Nederlands, Univ. of Natal (Durban) 1991,
unpubl.
(EBRAHIM MOOSA)
AL-SUFYANI, a d e s c e n d a n t of the U m a y y a d
Abu Sufyan [q.v.] figuring in apocalyptic
prophecies as the rival and opponent of the Mahdf
[q.v.] and ultimately overcome by him.
The bulk of these prophecies dates from the 2nd/8th
century. The largest collection of them was assembled by the Sunm traditionist Nucaym b. Hammad
(d. 227/842) in his Kitdb al-Fitan. Different views have
been expressed about the origins of this figure. The
Zubayrid Muscab b. cAbd Allah (d. 236/851) claimed
that Khalid, son of the caliph Yazld I [see KHALID B.
YAZID B. MUCAWIYA], had invented it out of resentment of the usurpation of his title to the caliphate
by the caliph Marwan I. Khalid thus wanted to arouse
popular hopes for a restorer of the Sufyanid branch
of the house of Umayya. This view that the figure
at first represented Sufyanid interests against the
Marwanid caliphate was in modern times endorsed
by Th. Noldeke and Ch. Snouck Hurgronje, who held
that it was later transformed by orthodox religious
tradition into an Umayyad Antichrist. Following sug-
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gestions by J. Wellhausen, H. Lammens questioned
this view and connected the figure with the abortive
anti-cAbbasid rising of Abu Muhammad al-Sufyanf in
Syria in 133/751. The Syrians denied his death and
believed that he was hiding in the mountains of alTa'if from where he would return in triumph. Shf c f
and pro-cAbbasid traditionists then turned this "Syrian
national hero" into a figure resembling the Dadjdjal
[q.v.]. Combining the two views, R. Hartmann argued
that the Sufyanf was at first an anti-Marwanid messianic figure which, after the overthrow of the Umayyad dynasty, was turned by Syrian advocates of an
Umayyad restoration into an anti-cAbbasid messiah.
The Syrians, Hartmann suggested, may at that time
have longed for a return of the caliph Yazfd I. Only
thereafter was the figure taken over by the cAbbasids
and their Shf c f backers and transformed into an opponent of the Mahdl.
The image of the opposition between the Mahdi
and the Sufyanf goes back to a hadith (fully quoted
in the art. AL-MAHDI at Vol. V, 1232a), which predicted the rise to power of a political refugee from
Medina in Mecca and the subsequent rise in Syria
of "a man whose maternal uncles are of Kalb", who
would send an army of Kalb against the rebel in
Mecca. This army, however, would be utterly defeated,
and the rebel caliph in Mecca would justly rule Islam
for seven or nine years. The first part of this hadith
reflected, as pointed out by D.S. Attema, the career
of cAbd Allah b. al-Zubayr, and the prediction dates
from shortly after the death of the caliph Yazld
(64/683). In the later Umayyad age, this prediction
was widely spread as a prophetic hadith by the highly
regarded Basran traditionist Katada b. Di c ama
(d. 117/735). As its contents were now projected into
the apocalyptic future, the rebel caliph in Mecca came
to be identified with the Mahdl and his rival, whose
maternal uncles were of Kalb, with a Sufyanf opponent.
As the Mahdl in the later Umayyad age was more
and more identified with a descendant of Muhammad,
the figure of his Sufyani opponent was commonly appropriated from the originally pro-Zubayrid Katada
hadith and developed by Shf c f and pro-cAlid Kufan
circles. The appearance of the Sufyanf was thus closely
connected with the advent of the Mahdl. A Kufan
prophecy foretold that the Sufyani and the Mahdl
would come forth like two racehorses. Each one would
subdue the region next to him. The Shf c f imam
Muhammad al-Bakir was quoted as predicting that
the Sufyanf would reign for the time of the pregnancy of a woman (haml mar'a}. The prediction of a
"swallowing up (khasf)" of a Syrian army by the desert
between Mecca and Medina, which according to the
Katada hadith was to occur under the predecessor of
the Sufyam (historically the caliph Yazfd), was now
integrated into the career of the Sufyanl. Shf c fs referred
to the Sufyani also as the Son of the Liver-eating
Woman (ibn akilat al-akbdd) after Abu Sufyan's wife
Hind bt. cUtba [q.v.], who was said to have bitten
the liver of Muhammad's uncle Hamza after he was
killed in the battle of Uhud. The Sufyani, it was predicted, would first come forth in the Wad! al-Yabis
near Damascus. In the later Imam! Shf c f standard
doctrine, the appearance of the Sufyani in the Wadf
al-Yabis in the month of Ramadan and the khasf of
an army sent by him in the desert are counted among
the indispensable signs for the advent of the Mahdl
or Ka'im [see KA'IM AL MUHAMMAD].
There is no sound evidence for an early antiMarwanid expectation of a restorer of Sufyanid rule.
The apocalyptic Sufyam figure came to Syria and
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Egypt together with that of the Fatimid Mahdi and
represented a minority view there in the late Umayyad
age. The great Berber rebellion in the Maghrib in
123/740-1 aroused fears of an invasion of Egypt and
Syria, the fitna of the Maghrib inaugurating the end
of time, and there were predictions of the appearance of the Sufyanf connected with it. In postUmayyad Sufyanf prophecies, the coming of a rebel
Berber army, often described as carrying yellow flags,
became a standard element.
After the overthrow of the Umayyad caliphate by
the cAbbasids, the apocalyptic Sufyam was in Syria
given the role of a successful challenger of the eastern
conquerors. Already during the anti-cAbbasid revolt
of Abu Muhammad al-Sufyanf in 133/751, word was
spread by his supporters that he was "the Sufyam
who had been mentioned". The Sufyanf was now
associated with a prediction that the Syrians would
march against an eastern caliph in Kufa, which would
be razed to the ground "like a leather skin (tifraku
c
ark al-adim}". Baghdad was soon added as a town to
be destroyed by the Sufyam, who would send his
armies to the east, the Maghrib, Yemen and clrak.
Such anti-cAbbasid prophecies were first spread by
pro-cAlid Syrian narrators, who invariably portrayed
the Sufyani as a ruthless forerunner of the just Fatimid
Mahdl to whom he would ultimately lose out. In
some prophecies, the Sufyanf was described as "handing over the caliphate to the Mahdi (yadfac al-khildfat" li 'l-Mahdi}". The themes of these Shf c f prophecies
were taken over and further developed by Sunn! traditionists, especially in Hims. The largest contribution
was made by Artat b. al-Mundhir (d. 162-3/779-80),
an ascetic worshipper highly regarded as a transmitter who produced lengthy predictions, either attributing them to Kacb al-Ahbar [q.v] and his stepson
Tubayc b. al-cAmir al-Himyarf or in his own name.
Artat's predictions turned the Sufyanf into a thoroughly repulsive and monstrous figure resembling the
Dadjdjal. Sometimes Artat divided the Sufyani into
two figures. The first one, named cAbd Allah b. Yazfd,
would be al-Azhar or al-Zuhn b. al-Kalbiyya, the
deformed Sufyanf (al-Sufyani al-mushawwah). He would
take the djjizya from the Muslims, enslave their children and split open the wombs of pregnant women.
After he had died from a carbuncle, another Sufyani
would come forth in the Hidjaz. He, too, would be
deformed, flat-headed, with scarred forearms and hollow eyes.
In Egypt, the apocalyptic Sufyani figure was promoted and elaborated by cAbd Allah b. Lahf'a (d.
174/790 [(/.#•]) in numerous traditions spuriously
ascribed to early authorities including Companions
and the Prophet. Although one-eyed (acwar) and the
perpetrator of massacres of cAbbasids and cAlids, Ibn
Lahf'a's Sufyanf could not compete with Artat's in
repulsive ugliness and bestiality nor be described as
a forerunner of the Dadjdjal.
The Umayyad rebel Abu 'l-cAmaytar, a grandson
of Khalid b. Yazld b. Mucawiya, who rose against
the cAbbasid caliphate in Damascus in 195/811, gained
some support as the expected Sufyanf. Already before
the eruption of the revolt, the Damascene traditionist al-Walld b. Muslim spread the prediction that the
Sufyanf would inevitably come forth even if only a
single day remained of the year 195. Umayyad backers claimed that the signs for the Sufyani mentioned
in the prophecies were present in Abu 'l-cAmaytar
and that Kalb would be his supporters. A prophecy
describing the reign of Harun al-Rashfd and the succession of his son al-Amln foretold the appearance of
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the Sufyani during the latter's reign and the collapse
of the c Abbasid caliphate. Abu 'l-cAmaytar, however,
rejected the Sufyanf title for himself, evidently because
of the negative implications in the apocalyptic tradition.
Bibliography: Nu c aym b. Hammad, al-Fitan,
ed. S. Zakkar, Beirut 1993; Zubayn, Nasab, 129;
Aghdm, xvi, 88; Snouck Hurgronje, Verspr. Geschr., i,
155-6; H. Lammens, Le "Sojyani", hews national des
Arabes syriens, in Etudes sur le siecle des Omayyades,
Beirut 1930; R. Hartmann, Der Sufyam, in Studia
orientalia loanni Pedersen dicata, Copenhagen 1953;
T. Nagel, Rechtleitung und Kalifat, Bonn 1975, 253-7;
W. Madelung, The Sufyani between tradition and history, in Religious and ethnic movements in medieval Islam.,
Variorum, Aldershot 1992; idem, Abu 'l-cAmaytar the
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(W. MADELUNG)
AL-SUHAYLI, CABD AL-RAHMAN B. CABD ALLAH,
Abu '1-Kasim (508-81/1114-85), A n d a l u s i scholar
of the r e l i g i o u s s c i e n c e s .
He was born either in the village of Suhayl, modern Fuengirola, or in nearby Malaga, and studied
Kur'an, hadlth and philology there as well as in
Cordova and Granada. His most famous teacher was
Ibn al-cArabl [q.v.], under whom he studied for a
while in Seville. Settled in Malaga, he led a quiet
scholarly life. Since he had lost his sight at the age
of seventeen, he relied for his reading and writing
on, among others, Ibn Dihya [#.y.], his best-known
pupil. At the Almohad court in Marrakush, where he
stayed for some time, he achieved fame and wealth;
he died during a visit to Morocco in 581/1185.
His fame rests on his Rawd al-unuf, a commentary
on Ibn Hisham's biography of the Prophet. This contains old material which has not been preserved elsewhere, sc. sira texts by al-Zuhrf, Musa b. cUkba [<7.rw.],
Yunus b. Bukayr and others. It also provides evidence
for fragments of Ibn Ishak in versions other than that
of Ibn Hisham. The Rawd was commented upon and
criticised by Mughultay [q.v.].
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Amdli al-Suhayll fi 'l-nahw wa }l-lugha wa }l-hadith wa
'l-fikh, n.p. (Baghdad?) 1970; and by Taha Muhsin
in Masd'il fi 'l-nahw wa }l-lugha wa 'l-hadith wa 'l-Jikh
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(1989), 84-109.
2. M o d e r n s t u d i e s . Maher Jarrar, Die Prophetenbiographie im islamischen Spanien. Ein Beitrag zur Uberlieferungs- und Redaktionsgeschichte, Frankfurt, etc. 1989,
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SUK.
5. In m e d i a e v a l ' I r a k .
Before the Arab conquest of c lrak there were markets frequented by Arabs in ancient cities, such as alHlra and al-Mada'in [</.yy.]. There was also a so-called
"suk Baghdad" on the west bank of the Tigris, where
a monthly market was held during the Sasanid period.
The latter was raided by Arab troops as early as the
caliphate of Abu Bakr (Le Strange, Baghdad, 12, 101).
Following the Arab conquest of Trak, the founders of
the garrison towns of Basra and Kufa designated an
open space close to the mosque for use as a market.

In this they were emulating the Prophet Muhammad
who had designated an open space in Medina for a
similar use. A distinctive method in the organisation
of markets began to emerge in the new Islamic cities
of Wasit, Baghdad and Samarra3 during the late
Umayyad and early cAbbasid periods. Evidence from
the cAbbasid period suggests that there were often
a series of markets (aswdk) adjacent to each other
and separated only by roads and streets. Outside
the central market in Baghdad and Samarra3, other
markets were created for local residents and there
were also a number of smaller markets known by the
diminutive suwayka.
Markets, according to al-Shayzarl (d. 589/1193),
author of the earliest hisba manual, should be as spacious and wide as possible (like the Roman market),
and every kind of craft or profession (san'a) represented in it should be allocated its own market (suk).
The reference to separate space for each product sold
or manufactured probably implies a series of markets
or a row of shops and workshops producing and selling similar goods. Thus al-Shayzarf recommends that
a market should allocate space to a concentration of
shops selling the same product. The shops were
arranged in a linear fashion along roads, streets and
lanes. The author further recommends that traders
who used fire in the preparation of their products,
such as bakers (khabbazun), cooks (tabbdkhun] and blacksmiths (haddddun) should for safety reasons have their
shops at some distance from others, for instance,
perfumers (cattdrun) and cloth merchants (bazzaziin).
A similar market layout was endorsed by Ibn Bassam
al-Muhtasib. Other principles applied to the organisation of shops in a market took into account nontopographical considerations. For instance, Ibn al-Djawzf
(d. 597/1200), writing about the markets of Baghdad,
noted that in the markets of al-Karkh the perfumers
did not associate with traders selling noisome goods
nor with sellers of fancy or of secondhand goods.
People of refined culture lived in special residential
areas. No working-class people lived in the Saffron
Road (darb al-zafardri) in Karkh; the only residents
there were the cloth merchants and perfume traders
(cf. Mandkib Baghdad, 28). The segregation of the traders
in products that smelled nice (perfumes, sweets, jewellery, silk cloth, etc.) from those dealing in smelly
things, such as tanners, dyers, garbage collectors and
bric-a-brac merchants, was a principle which seems
to have been widely applied in laying out these markets. Such social custom, according to Massignon, was
responsible for the practice of housing the markets of
the jewellers (suk al-sdgha) with those of the moneychangers (suk al-saydrif) (Khitat Baghdad, 84). Another
reason for grouping the shops of jewellers and moneychangers together was probably the fact that these
commercial enterprises were monopolised by Jews and
Christians.
Al-Shayzarf's views on the topographical organisation of markets, in which shops and workshops were
grouped together for manufacturing or selling similar
goods, reflect the broadly-accepted principles followed
by Arab town-planners in the early Islamic period.
Our knowledge of the early Trakl markets goes back
to the 1st/7th century, when Basra and Kufa were
laid out using these principles, according to al-Taban.
Basra was founded in 16/637 on the site of the
base camp established by c Utba b. Ghazwan, whose
first action was to select the site of the mosque. At
the same time, Bilal b. Abf Burda marked out a
makeshift market, which was gradually expanded, thus
contributing to Basra's success as a trading centre.
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It seems that a site for the town's market was_ not
originally allocated. The governor cAbd Allah b. cAmir
later chose a particular site, which came to be known
as suk cAbd Allah. His successor Ziyad b. Ablhi encouraged the settlers to establish a permanent market. The
suk, cAbd Allah, which was located within the residential quarters, proved inadequate for a rising population (cf. Naji and All, 298-309), and the old market
was transferred to the Bilal canal (nahr Bildl). Most of
the early markets of Basra were on designated open
space, and permanent shops (hanut) were not built until
the 3rd/9th century.
During the lst-2nd/7th-8th centuries Basra's markets selling specialised wares were located in a single
space or road; for instance, the leather market (suk
al-dabbdghm (lit. tanners' market), the camel market
(suk al-ibl], market of the straw sellers (suk al-tabbdnin]
and the locksmith's market (suk al-kqffaliri). The Mirbad [q.v] market was situated at the caravan station
on the edge of the desert, where town-dwellers and
Bedouin gathered to sell camels and other animals
and to listen to poets reciting poems and orators
speaking on current affairs. By the 3rd-4th/9th-10th
centuries, the great market (suk al-kablr] was located
at the junction between the Mackil Canal and the
Ibn cUrnar Canal, where a variety of products, including glassware, bottles, combs, textiles, cooked food,
flour, fish, fruits and vegetables were sold. Carpenters
and tailors also had their shops there. The shore market (suk al-kalla) lay in the residential area along the
Fayl canal. It also had a food market (suk al-tacdm),
which sold flour, rice, dates, meat, vinegar and secondhand goods. In addition, there was a money-changers' market, a goldsmiths' market and a slave market
(suk al-nakhkhdsin].
Basra's trade with foreign merchants was conducted
through the ancient port of al-Ubulla [q.v.], which
was linked to the garrison city through a canal dug
by Ziyad b. Ablhi (Yakut, Buldan, Cairo 1906, i, 8990). One traveller noted in 443/1051 that al-Ubulla
was located to the south-west of Basra, and the Shatt
al-cArab [q.v.] lay to the east of this port, which had
thriving markets, caravanserais, mosques and luxury
villas. The Ubulla canal was busy with boats carrying merchandise to and from Basra. Nasir-i Khusraw
visited the city in the mid-5th/llth century and found
that Basra's markets opened for business at different
times of the day. For instance, a morning market was
held at suk al-Khuzd fa, a mid-day one at suk cUthmdn
and a late-afternoon one at suk al-kadddhin (the flintmakers' market) (Safar-ndma, 91-5).
Kufa, which was founded shortly after Basra, was
a better planned town. However, al-Tabarl does not
specify the sites of its markets. Kufa began with an
open-air market. CA1I b. Abi Talib, who moved his
capital from Medina to Kufa, is reported to have said
"For the Muslims, the market is similar to the place
of worship: he who arrives first can hold his seat all
day until he leaves it" (al-Baladhurf, Futuh, tr. Hitti,
463-4). The same theory that a seller had a right to
a space in the market was upheld by the governors
al-Mughfra b. Shucba and Ziyad b. Ablhi, who held
that a trader who sat in a specific space in a market place could claim the spot so long as he occupied it. This suggests that no permanent shops were
built in the market of Kufa during the early Umayyad
period and that these were only erected during the
caliphate of Hisham by Khalid b. cAbd Allah al-Kasrf.
Endorsing al-Baladhurf's statement, al-Yackubf affirms
that Khalid al-Kasrf built markets and constructed a
room and an arch (tdk) for every trader (K. al-Bulddn,
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311). Yakut, on the other hand, recorded that the
Asad Market (suk Asad} built at this time in Kufa was
the work of Asad b. cAbd Allah al-Kasrf (Bulddn, v,
175). Setting up a temporary stall/shop in a market
incurred no tax during the 1st/7th century.
According to one account, artisans and craftsmen
worked in an open space near the central mosque.
Al-Djahiz recorded that much of Kufa was in ruins
in his time (K. al-Bulddn, 500). Moreover, the cost of
living was higher in Kufa than in Basra. For instance,
building a house in Kufa or Baghdad cost 100,000
dirhams, whereas a similar house in Basra cost half
as much (ibid., 503-4). According to Massignon, the
market in Kufa during the 3rd-4th/9th-10th centuries, included the following craftsmen: the book and
paper-sellers were sited on the kibla side of the city's
major mosque; other crafts nearby included datesellers (tammdruri), the manufacturers and sellers of
soap (ashdb al-sdbun] and grocers (bakkdlun). There were
also carpet-sellers (ashdb al-anmdt) and cloth merchants; laundrymen (kassdrun) at Dar al-Walld, butchers (ajazzdruri) and wheat merchants (hanndtun)\ sellers
of roast meat (sawwdkun)', other merchants who were
neighbours of the tradesmen were money-changers
(sqydrifa) and goldsmiths (sayydghun] (Explication du plan
de Kufa, in Opera minora, iii, 50-1). The markets of
Kufa flourished throughout the 'Abbasid period, and
after, according to Ibn Djubayr and Hamd Allah alMustawfT, but details of commercial activities are
lacking in most of our sources. While visiting Kufa,
the Spanish traveller Benjamin of Tudela (ca. 1173)
reported that the Jewish population of about 70,000
had an impressive synagogue (The world of Benjamin of
Tudela, 228). These population figures were probably
exaggerated; nevertheless, they remain significant. Jews
in the mediaeval Middle East were well known for
their commercial activities and their craftsmanship as
jewellers, and were also famed as bankers and moneychangers. Their presence in large numbers in the predominantly Shf c T city of Kufa (only 2,000 Jews lived
in Sunnl-dominated Basra) would tend to suggest that
the former was still an important commercial centre
in the late cAbbasid period. But when Ibn Battuta
(ca. 1325-54) visited Kufa, he found that it was merely
a caravan station for pilgrims from Mawsil and
Baghdad travelling to Mecca; the commercial city had
fallen into ruins as a result of attacks by Bedouin.
However, he found the neighbouring Nadjaf a populous town with a thriving market, admiring the fine
and clean suk which he entered through the Bab alHadra. He then offers details of the layout of the
Nadjaf suk, beginning with the food and vegetable
shops, markets of the greengrocers, cooks and butchers, the fruit market, the tailors' market, followed by
the covered market (kaysariyya] and the perfumers'
bazaar, which was close to the alleged tomb of the
Imam cAlf b Abi Talib.
Al-Wasit [q.v] was founded by al-Hadjdjadj, and
its markets, according to the local historian Bahshal
(d. 292/905), were well planned. The layout of the
market allotted to every trade a separate plot of land
and segregated each craft or trade. Each group of
tradesmen was given its own money-changer (Ta'rikh
Wdsit, 44). lyas b. Mu'awiya was appointed inspector of the Wash market. A kind of toll or rent was
collected from the tradesmen. The suk was divided
into two broad sections. On the right side of the market the shops of the food-sellers, cloth merchants,
money-changers and perfume traders were located; on
the left side, the greengrocers, fruit vendors (ashdb alfdkiha) and sellers of second-hand goods (ashdb al-sukat)
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established their shops or stalls. Day labourers
(ruzdj_driyyuri) and craftsmen (sunnac) waited for work
on a space stretching from the sandal-makers' road
(darb al-kharrdzun) towards the Tigris river. The market was thus an elaborately laid-out affair. This main
market was on the western side of the town.
In planning a circular-shaped double-walled citadel
city at Baghdad, with four massive arcaded gates, the
c
Abbasid caliph al-Mansur was also responsible for
laying out the city's markets in the arcaded space of
the four city gates, following the practice of ancient
cities such as Jerusalem. However, after ten years or
so, Abu DjaTar is said to have been advised by a
visiting envoy, the Patricius, from Byzantium that siting markets near his palace posed danger to a ruler
from foreign spies visiting the markets in the guise of
traders. Shortly before the removal of the markets
from the arcades (measuring 15 x 200 cubits) of the
four gates, there was a riot incited by a certain Yahya
b. cAbd Allah, whom Abu DjaTar had appointed the
city's muhtasib, for which Yahya was executed. Nevertheless, the emergence of the muhtasib in Baghdad
heralded the rise of this urban institution which regulated the ethical behaviour of traders and craftsmen
in the cAbbasid markets [see HISBA].
Following the riots of 157/774, the city's markets
were transferred to the district of al-Karkh [q.v.] where
shops and workshops were laid out on the principle
of selling homogenous products in adjacent shops/
stalls systematically arranged in rows of roads (darb, pi.
dumb] and streets (sikka, pi. sikak). The markets of the
butchers, who carried sharp tools, were allotted a
space at the far end of the market. Thus according
to al-Khatfb al-Baghdadf, al-Mansur instructed his
officers Ibrahim b. Hubaysh al-Kufi" and Khirash b.
al-Musayyab al-Yamanl to develop the central business
district at al-Karkh on the west bank of the Tigris.
Al-Mansur's successor al-Mahdl was later responsible
for laying out the markets at the Bab al-Tak and Bab
al-Shacir on the east bank of the Tigris, around the
palace of Khuld [q.v. in Suppl.], in the Rusafa district, and also for establishing the west bank markets
in the Harbiyya quarter to the north of the Round
City. This quarter was inhabited by Central Asians,
who traded with Khvvarazm and Transoxania. Both
Ibn al-Fakrh and al-Yackubf describe the markets of
Baghdad in the later 3rd/9th century and early
4th/10th century.
The markets in east Baghdad included the suk Yahya
(named after Yahya al-Barmakl). The land on which
this market stood war later awarded by al-Ma'mun
to Tahir b. al-Husayn at the end of the civil war
between the sons of Harun al-Rashfd (Ibn al-Fakfh,
55). During the 5 t h / l l t h century, when the Saldjuks
were controlling Baghdad, there were many reports
of arson in the city's markets. In 485/1092 fire raged
in the markets of the goldsmiths' and of the moneychangers (suk al-sdgha wa 'l-sayarif) resulting in great
loss of life; and in 512/1118 the suk al-raydhm (the
spice market) and the market of c Abdun caught fire,
resulting in extensive damage to property in east
Baghdad, including the money-changers' shops, millers'
inn, the royal mint (ddr al-darb) and public baths, all
of which were destroyed (Khitat Baghdad, 56-7, 61).
Ibn al-DjawzT describes the layout of east Baghdad's
markets in the 6th/12th century, which contained
high-rise buildings owned by rich merchants, such as
the millers (dakkdkun), bakers and sellers of sweets
(halwayiyyuri). There was also a nearby shoe-makers'
market (suk al-asdkifd), then a market selling all kinds
of birds (suk al-tayr), one for aromatic plants/spices, and

in the vicinity of this lay the bankers' or moneychangers' shops. Next came shops selling food (suk almtikul], such as those of the bakers and butchers
(kassdbun). Alongside them there was the goldsmiths'
market housed in a most splendid building. Next to
it, there was a big market of booksellers and copyists (suk al-warrdkin) in which scholars and poets congregated (Mandkib Baghdad, 26). All these markets of
east Baghdad were located close to the market of alRusafa and its congregational mosque.
There was an element of competition in the setting up of suks. For instance, the suk al-catash (Thirst
Market) formerly known as suwaykat al-Harashi was
built by Sa'fd al-Harashf for al-Mahdf as a means of
transferring some of the business to the east bank at
the expense of al-Karkh. Among the smaller markets of east Baghdad were the suwaykat Nasr (attributed
to Nasr b. Malik), suwaykat Khdlid (referring to Khalid
b. Barmak) at the Shammasiyya Gate, and suwaykat
al'Ha^ajdaj. (related to al-Hadjdjadj b. Wasff, a client
of al-Mahdl, and the suwaykat Ahmad b. Abi Khdlid.
Similarly, west Baghdad had, besides the great markets of al-Karkh and al-Harbiyya, many other markets, including the suk al-Haytham (referring to
al-Haytham b. Mucawiya), the suk cAbd al-Wahhdb and
the fruit market of ddr al-battikh (Ibn al-Fakfh, 45).
At Kasr Waddah, named after the client of the caliph
who was in charge of the arsenal (sahib khizdnat alsildh), there were markets selling all kinds of goods;
these included over a hundred shops selling paper
and books and the shops of copyists (al-YackubI, Bulddn,
245). These bookshops spread from the Tak al-Harranf
to the new bridge on the Sarat Canal, occupying both
sides of the road and on the bridge itself.
Al-Yackubf, 246, states that, in his time, the market of al-Karkh occupied an area two farsakhs in length
from Kasr Waddah to the suk al-thuldtha (Tuesday
Market) and one farsakh from the Katf'at al-Rabfc
towards the Tigris. Each trade was located in a wellknown street and the shops and workshops were
arranged in rows of shops. Craftsmen of one kind
did not mix with another kind and were segregated
from those of other markets, each market constituting a separate unit. The Harb b. cAbd Allah Street
was the largest street around which people from Balkh,
Marw, Bukhara, Khuttal, Kabul and Khwarazm settled
(248). In the same locality was located the ddr alraklk, where slaves were bought and sold under the
supervision of al-Rab!c b. Yunus. When the Andalusian
traveller Ibn Djubayr visited Baghdad in the 6th/12th
century, he found that the Harbiyya markets and residential areas had declined. He also noted that the
market of the hospital (suk al-mdristdn) where physicians attended the sick every Monday and Thursday,
was located at the old Basra Gate in west Baghdad.
The shops and workshops of leather workers (dabbdghun)
were situated at the clsa Canal on the west bank of
the Tigris away from the main market of al-Karkh,
and not far from a rubbish dump (kundsd) and an
ancient graveyard (Travels, tr. Broadhurst, 234-5, 244).
In 449/1057, a fire caused extensive damage to the
food market (suk al-tacdm), the wood-sellers' market
(suk al-khashshdbm), the carpenters' market (suk alnadiajdriri), the butchers' market (suk al-djazzdrin),
the dyers' market (suk al-sabbdghiri) and the market
of the perfumers and chemists (suk al-fattdriri) which
were sited in adjacent buildings (Khitat Baghdad,
41-3).
On the east bank, construction for the palace of alKhuld began in 143/760 for the prince al-Mahdl,
and this had its own markets: the fief of Badr al-
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Wasif housed the suk al-catash; among the five streets
in east Baghdad, there was a suk Khudayr, where Chinese
wares were sold. Rents collected from the markets during the 3rd/9th century on both banks of Baghdad,
including those from the Mills of the Patricius (artid'
al-BatnK), amounted to 12 million dirhams annually.
The traders in the markets of Baghdad imported goods
from Central Asia and from the Far East as far as
China, and al-Djahiz in his K. al-Tabassur bi 3l-tidj.ara
gives a list of exotic products available in 'Irak's
markets.
When al-Muctasim built the city of Samarra3 [q.v],
he followed the established pattern for earlier markets in Islamic cities such as Baghdad. After laying
out the palace and public buildings, he marked out
the site of the chief mosque and built the markets
around it; the rows of shops and workshops were
made spacious and every kind of product was sold
in adjacent shops. In the north of Samarra3 some
groups of Turkish soldiers were allotted land on which
to build their houses, but the barracks of the Turks
and the men of Farghana were established far away
from the markets so that these troops did not mix
with local people and traders. Some folk were settled
further north, in the area of al-Dur, where small markets, some shops and butchers' stalls were built for
the muwalladun. The katl'a or fief of Hizam on which
the slave market was situated, was near the guard
headquarters and prison. Shops and rooms for housing slaves were located there, and on this main
thoroughfare there were houses for the common people and markets where craft and product were sold
separately. This was Samarra3's second big market.
Outside the old Samarra3, al-Mutawakkil built a new
satellite town, where all the traders of demeaning
status, such as the sellers of barley beer, harisa soup
and wine (ashdb al-fukkdc wa 'l-hard'is wa 'l-shardb] were
isolated from the rest of the market. Market taxes
and rents (ghalla wa-mustaghilldt] collected in Samarra3
amounted to ten million dirhams a year.
Mawsil also had its markets, and its Wednesday (suk
al-arbcfd3} and Sunday Markets (suk al-ahad) were well
known as early as the 2nd/8th century. The local
historian al-Azdl mentions others markets, including
the hay market (suk al-hashish) and market of sellers
of saddles stuffed with straw (suk al-kattdbin] and food
market (363). Al-MukaddasI noted that Mawsil had
fine markets, which extended to the tanners' road and
gypsum sellers' road (darb al-dj_assdsin). In the city's
square (murabbacd), near the inns, was the Wednesday
Market, where farm labourers (akara) and harvesters
(hawdsid] came from the surrounding countryside to
seek temporary or seasonal work in the city. From
MawsiPs covered markets, provisions for Baghdad
were transported by boats and caravans. Among other
towns, al-Mukaddasf cites Kasr Ibn Hubayra, which
had a large concentration of weavers and Jews in a
thriving market economy. At the same time, Tikrft was
a sizeable town, where a monastery provided the focal
point for local Christian pilgrimage and many woollen
workers settled there in order to meet the demands
of the pilgrims.
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SUKARNO, SOEKARNO, the first P r e s i d e n t of
the i n d e p e n d e n t R e p u b l i c of I n d o n e s i a [q.v.]
from 1945 to 1967 (b. 6 June 1901, d. 21 June 1970).
His father, Raden Sukemi, came from lower
Javanese nobility and worked as a teacher and civil
servant, while his mother originated from a Balinese
brdhmana family but was excluded after her marriage
to her Muslim husband. Sukarno's name in his childhood was Kusno. Later his father renamed him
Sukarno, referring to the hero Adipati Karno in the
Hindu epic Mahdbhdrata. Already as a small boy, while
living with his grandfather in a village, he paid more
attention to wayang (shadow play) performances, where
the stories of the Mahdbhdrata are displayed, than to
his homework for school, thus acquainting himself
with the ethics of the ksatriya, namely, fighting without compromise against evil and injustice but open
to mercy and compromise in one's own quarter, and
firmly believing in the victory of the righteous ones.
Much of his later political vocabulary was rooted in
the symbols of wayang.
After having finished a European primary school
in Mojokerto where he also had to learn Dutch, he
moved, aged 15, to Surabaya for further studies. There
he stayed in the "open house" of (Hajy'i) Omar Said
(abbrev. HOS) Tjokroaminoto, the charismatic leader
of the Sarekat Islam [q.v] (since 1912), which was
the first Indonesian nationalist organisation, founded
in 1911. Tjokroaminoto's strong identification with
those who suffered under the colonial administration
made many people think he might be the Ratu Adil,
a just ruler expected to arrive before the end of this
aeon and end the sufferings of the suppressed people.
This expectation had first appeared in Java in the
17th century. Tjokroaminoto himself, however, is said
to have stressed that the movement for independence
did not involve establishing the rule of a Ratu Adil,
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but of a ratuning adil., a realm of righteousness ruled
by the people and their representatives.
During his five years in the Hogere Burger School
(HBS) in Surabaya (1916-21) Sukarno became not only
acquainted with the aims and targets of the Sarekat
Islam (SI), but C. Hartogh, teacher of the German
language at the HBS and co-founder of the "Indische
Sociaal Democratische Vereeniging" in 1914, introduced Sukarno to socialism and Marxism, warning,
however, against too radical action against Western
capitalism and favouring an accelerated evolution of
the indigenous society and its economy. Among the
Indonesian leaders of that time, a controversy between
more universal, international, socialist and radical
options on the one hand and visions dealing more
with the "national" problems in the Dutch colony
and favouring stepped-up co-operation with the government for achieving freedom on the other, led finally
to a split in the Sarekat Islam. In 1921 the Communist
Party (PKI) was established and communists were
expelled from the SI, albeit against the will of
Tjokroaminoto, who feared a decay of the Nationalist
Movement, but thus urged by Hajji Agus Salim,
another SI leader. It is noteworthy that the communists in their statements frequently used Islamic or
Hindu terminology, particularly that of the modernist
movements in both communities, Atatiirk and Gandhi
being among their favourites. After 1921, the SI
became more receptive to the Islamic international
movement (so-called Pan-Islamism [q.v.]).
After his successful graduation from the HBS and
his marriage with a daughter of Tjokroaminoto,
Sukarno moved to Bandung in 1921 and there enrolled
as a student in the newly-established Technical High
School, where he graduated in 1926 as a civil engineer. In Bandung, Sukarno met with more radical
nationalists like Douwes Dekker and Tjipto Mangunkusumo, both co-founders of the Nationaal Indische
Partij (NIP) whose leaders resided in Bandung. Deeply
disappointed with the reviving colonial attitudes
and measures after World War I, they refused to cooperate with the government and its institutions, including the Volksraad (consulting body). Sukarno
adopted their position and thus estranged himself from
Tjokroaminoto and even from his wife, whom he
divorced. Thus he became what he remained: a convinced and fervent nationalist advocating religious and
ethnic tolerance and equal rights for all Indonesians
as internal goals, and fighting capitalism and co-operation with the unjust government as external measures. In contrast to nationalist students who had spent
some time in the Netherlands and experienced there
a democratic society and a well-functioning administration of the law, Sukarno, lacking such experience,
viewed everything Western with deep suspicion and
antipathy.
After his graduation, Sukarno dedicated his time
and energies to efforts towards uniting the different
anti-colonial parties and groups, all of which were
pursuing quite different options. Nationalism was
endangered from two sides: internationalism and
regionalism. Therefore he urged the three strongest
groups, namely, the Nationalists (NIP), the Islamic
Nationalists (SI), and the Marxists (PKI), to find one
voice in fighting against the "Kaurawas", the representatives of colonialism. All nationalists should be
united in one goal: achieving Indonesia merdeka (an independent Indonesia). On this point Sukarno was not
only an analytical thinker, but also—based on the
world view of the wayang—a bit of a mystic: the
notion of nationalism, national unity, resembles a rev-

elation (wahy) given by God, and to strive for it is
like an act of liturgy or service (bakti), the work of a
true ksatriya. The space of nationalism was as "wide
as the air", a perception already present in the early
Sarekat Islam, where Marxists, Christians and others
were active together.
After both the failure of the new ruler in Arabia
(since 1924), cAbd al-cAzIz of the Al Su'ud, to call a
conference of the Islamic world, and the founding of
the Nahdatul Ulama party in early 1926 in Java, with
the aim of safeguarding traditionalist Islamic teaching
in the Holy Places, the SI lost interest in pan-Islamic
visions. Sukarno and Tjokroaminoto became reconciled, and Hajji Agus Salim encouraged Sukarno to
proceed with his plan to establish a Federation of the
biggest nationalist organisations, including his own,
the "Nationalist Union of Indonesia" (Perhimpunan
Nasional Indonesia: PNI) founded in July 1927.
Because of communist riots, the PKI had been outlawed in 1927, leaving the struggle for independence
to the nationalists and the national Islamists.
Sukarno's self-confidence grew apace. Those who
did not agree with his radical attitude but favoured
a more consultative way to deal with the Dutch, while
firmly striving also for independence, like the socialists, were not included in his front of the "Pendawas".
But the colonial government's actions seemed to justify his suspicion and adversary attitude: even people
ready for compromise like Tjipto Mangunkusumo,
were attacked by the Dutch with false accusations and
exiled.
In 1930 the outbreak of a Pacific war was expected,
one which, it was hoped, would bring colonial rule
in Asia to its end. In Indonesia, old prophecies related
to Jayabaya, a Javanese king of the 12th century, who
is said to be the source of the Ratu Adil expectations
as well, foretold the victory of a "yellow people";
Sukarno, and with him many other people from India
to China, expected the Japanese to take the leading
role in this forthcoming anti-colonial revolution,
remembering their victory over Russia in 1905.
Combining Jayabaya with Karl Marx's prediction of
the final victory of the suppressed proletariat, Sukarno
firmly believed in the imminent victory of the "brown"
people, or Pendawas. Although imperialistic themselves, the Japanese would at least crush the power
of the U.S. and England and other colonial powers
from the West and thus pave the way for final liberation. But to prevent such expectations causing
unrest, on 29 December 1929 the colonial government detained all leaders of Sukarno's PNI, including himself. Although it was impossible during the
subsequent trials to prove that the PNI or Sukarno
himself had any concrete plans for an insurrection,
he was sentenced to four years imprisonment in
December 1930, thereby becoming an innocent martyr for many Indonesians. After an act of clemency
by the then departing Governor-General De Graef,
Sukarno was released at the end of December 1931.
But both organisations led by him, the PNI and the
Federation, did not survive his detention and were
dissolved by the remaining leaders. This was criticised
by a leader of the Perhimpunan Indonesia (PI,
"Indonesian Union") in the Netherlands, Moh. Hatta,
who accused Sukarno of only provoking the government and not trying to educate the people at the
same time.
For Sukarno and his supporters, these events only
showed how important he himself was for the independence movement. Thus the nationalists split into
two groups: one gathered into the PNI Baru ("New"
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PNI) around the socialist Sutan Sjahrir who, like
Moh. Hatta, originated from West Sumatra, preferring incisive analyses of the political and societal situation and the functional role of organisations, and
the other gathered around Sukarno in the Partindo
(Partai Indonesia), which emphasised more strongly a
feeling of unity that took in specific dissent. Partindo
now became the platform for Sukarno's new concept
of "Marhaenism", which he also called "SocioNationalism"; Marhaen was a common name mainly
among Sundanese farmers (cf. Dahm, 110). A feeling
of social responsibility would unite all Indonesians—
not only the proletariat—to establish social justice in
the nation. No opposition or deviation would be tolerated. The leadership of a Marhaenist party would
have the right to punish anyone who disturbed the
consensus by exclusion. For this attitude, Sukarno was
much criticised by Sutan Sjahrir and Moh. Hatta,
who urged the acceptance of democratic rules. On 1
August 1933, Sukarno was again detained and consequently exiled to the island of Flores. He terminated his membership in Partindo, which later (1936)
dissolved itself. His isolation in Flores encouraged him
to revive old acquaintances in the SI, which meanwhile had become Partai Sarekat Islam Indonesia
(PSII), trying to harmonise Islamic internationalism
with Indonesian nationalism. Friendly contact with
Catholic missionaries seems to have strengthened his
religious awareness. In 1938 he was transferred to
Bengkulu (Bencoolen), West-Sumatra, where he became
a member of the reformist Muhammadiyah social
organisation. There he joined those who pleaded for
a radical new interpretation of Kur'an and Sunna,
one which was sometimes too rationalist for other
members like Moh. Natsir, who urged obedience to
tradition in matters of faith first and then revision of
social rules. To justify his more radical position,
Sukarno pointed to the progress Atatiirk and the
Kemalists had achieved in Turkey. He pleaded for a
separation of state and religion, which led to another
emotional controversy with Moh. Natsir in 1941.
When Japan started occupying Indonesia in 1941,
Sukarno, who returned to Java in July 1942, was
open for co-operation with the proviso that the
Japanese should help the Indonesians to achieve their
independence in accord with Jayabaya's prophecy. The
foundation of the "putera" (Pusat Tenaga Rakyat,
centre for people's work; putera means literally "son"),
intended as a basis of the people's support for Japan,
became Sukarno's basis of action.
The ambiguous policy of the Japanese—sometimes
treating "the Southern Regions" as a colony, occasionally also promising self-government, and sometimes
favouring the Islamist nationalists, while on other occasions preferring the religiously neutral nationalists—
led to an estrangement between Sukarno and the
Japanese government, which added to Sukarno's popularity. But after the announcement of Prime Minister
Koiso on 7 September 1944 that all Indonesian peoples should be granted independence, and despite the
people's continued distrust of and contempt for those
who co-operated with the Japanese, Sukarno on the
one hand urged support for the Japanese, who faced
the advancing Allied forces, and on the other hand
urged the Japanese to speed up their plans lest the
Allies return to a still-occupied Indonesia and therefore re-establish colonial rule. His violent pro-Japanese
agitation and loyalty to Japan, and his emotional antiWestern rhetoric, again earned him much criticism.
But on 28 May 1945, the Investigating Board for
Preparatory Work on Indonesian Independence (the
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BPUPKI), appointed by the Japanese, started its work.
On 1 June, Sukarno presented his famous concept of
the Pancasila (Pantjasila, "Five Principles"), meant to
become the weltanschauliche basis of the Indonesian
Constitution to which all Indonesians could consent
(Eng. tr. in Mangullang, 198ff.): Nationalism (one
nation, kebangsaan), Internationalism or Humanity
(perikemanusiaari), People's Rule (kerakyatari, always striving for consent, mufakat, from Ar. muwdfaka), Social
Justice (keadilan sosial, originally social welfare, kesejahteraan social) and Divine Oneness (Ketuhanan yang
Maha Esa). These could also be reduced to three:
socio-nationalism, socio-democracy and Divine Oneness, or to one: gotong royong (the Javanese principle
of mutual co-operation), as Sukarno stated. Complaints
from the side of the Islamists led to a compromise
on 22 June, stating the Ketuhanan as first principle
with the addition that all Muslims are obliged to follow the Shari'a] this compromise became known as
the Jakarta Charter. Encouraged by the Japanese, who
referred to "Asian traditions", and very much to the
liking of Sukarno, it was also agreed that the independent state should resemble a presidential democracy with a parliament (Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat:
DPR) only serving as a consultative body. A People's
Consultative Assembly (Dewan Permusyawaratan
Rakyat: MPR), consisting of the members of the DPR
and other members nominated by the government or
by people's organisations, meeting once every five
years, was to elect the president and define the general political guidelines for the government. In the
general anti-colonial mood, Sukarno and others
favoured the inclusion into Indonesia Merdeka of
peninsular Malay and territories on Borneo and Timor
still claimed by the British and Portuguese. This proposal was rejected by the Japanese, who wanted
Indonesia restricted to the former Dutch possessions.
Under pressure from external and internal events,
Sukarno, assisted by Moh. Hatta, declared the independence of Indonesia in the early morning of 17
August 1945.
During the following days the Preparatory
Committee for Indonesian Independence, inaugurated
by the Japanese on 7 August, met and passed the
provisional constitution (Basic Law), with a modified Pancasila, included in the Preamble: as second
principle there now stands Internationalism, with
Nationalism becoming the third principle. The provision of the Jakarta Charter for the Muslims was
omitted because it implied a special relation with the
Muslims which would endanger the neutrality of the
state in religious matters. Sukarno was elected president and Moh. Hatta his vice-president. A Central
National Indonesian Committee (Komite Nasional
Indonesia Pusat: KNIP) was to support the government until a parliament could be elected, and Sukarno
favoured the formation of one political party only, a
Partai Nasional Indonesia. In this, however, he was
opposed by Sutan Sjahrir, Moh. Hatta and some of
the Islamist nationalists. To avoid an open domestic
crisis, Sukarno agreed to the formation of different
parties and he accepted also that ministers should be
accountable to the parliament or the KNIP. Thus
Sukarno's short-lived presidential government came to
its end, and on 14 November 1945, a parliamentary
government was elected with Sutan Sjahrir as prime
minister.
Sukarno's popularity increased again when he,
Hatta, Sjahrir and other leaders of the young republic were detained by the Dutch, who wanted to reestablish their rule and punish at the same time those
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who had collaborated with the Japanese. After the
end of the Dutch police actions and acknowledgement of Indonesia's independence in late 1949,
Sukarno was accepted as president, an office still to
his own dislike, however, as it was hampered by the
liberal constitutions that were drafted in 1949 and
1950. He met other challenges from the militant
Islamists, who staged insurrections in West Java and
Sulawesi, and from regionalists, who opposed the strong
political and economic centralisation in Java. His international reputation increased in 1955 when, inspired
by the second principle of Pancasila, he succeeded in
hosting in Bandung the first conference of independent "Third World" leaders (his opening speech is in
Feith and Castles, 454 ff.). During the political campaigns preceding the 1955 elections to the first parliament, and, some months later, to a Constitutional
Assembly (Konstituante) to design a final constitution,
Sukarno made it clear that he wanted a presidential
republic based on the Pancasila, against the option
of an Islamic state, and also a unitary state, against
demands for more autonomy in the areas outside of
Java. In opposition to Sukarno's agitation, Moh. Hatta
resigned as vice-president in 1956. Anticipating a great
majority of votes in favour of liberal democracy,
Sukarno issued a presidential decree on 5 July 1959
dissolving the Konstituante and declaring the Basic
Law of 1945 as the final constitution. Guided Democracy (demokrasi terpimpiri) was the name of the new
system, himself being the Great Leader (of the Revolution), as he explained in his independence speech
on 17 August 1959, which later became known as
his "Political Manifesto" (Manipol), elaborated later
by "USDEK": the Basic Law of 1945, Indonesian
Socialism, Guided Democracy, Guided Economy and
Indonesian Identity. In 1960, Sukarno also dissolved
the parliament and later in the same year he banned
the modernist Islamic party Masyumi, chaired by Moh.
Natsir, and the socialist Party of Sutan Sjahrir, both
of whose leaders and some followers were detained.
But opposition came now also from the antiCommunist armed forces under Gen. A.H. Nasution.
Sukarno tried to balance the antagonising forces by
showing favour to the traditionalist Islamic party
Nahdatul Ulama (NU) and the Communist Party
(PKI), both of which had strong roots in Java. Under
the leadership of the PNI, the old triad from the
1920s reappeared, now styled as "Nasakom": Nasionalisme, Agama (religion, represented by NU), and
socialist Communism. The ideological controversies
and power play among military leaders inflamed the
domestic situation, some of them profiting from the
Irian crisis in 1961-2 and the "confrontation" with
Malaysia [q.v.], the new independent federation (1963)
supported by the British and condemned by Sukarno.
The PKI, strengthening its ties with Maoist China,
increasingly dominated the streets and therefore caused
an estrangement with the other allied elements in
Nasakom who, on their side, approached some of the
military leaders critical of Sukarno, these being mainly
in the army, while most of the air force was proSukarno. Anti-American and anti-Soviet agitation prepared the withdrawal of Indonesia from the UNO in
early 1965, thus strengthening its alliance with Beijing
and other Communist states in South and East Asia.
Corruption, mismanagement and nepotism in the
bureaucracy and military brought the state close to
collapse. In the evening of 30 September 1965, a coup
d'etat was launched, but to this date it is not clear
who were the real initiators and what were their aims.
Some leading generals of the army close to Sukarno

were murdered, and the later official version under
Suharto's rule laid responsibility with the Communists.
Sukarno, contrary to his own perception, became a
spectator to the events, and on 11 March 1966, he
had to sign a letter transferring all executive power
and the military command to General Suharto because
of his alleged inability to maintain any longer the
unity of Indonesia and its people. A few weeks later
the PKI was banned, and its leaders and members
and many other people killed, imprisoned or detained
in camps. One year later, the new Provisional People's
Consultative Assembly stripped Sukarno of the presidency and proclaimed Gen. Suharto acting president.
Sukarno spent his last years virtually under house
arrest in Bogor until his death. His grave in Blitar,
East Java, has become a sacred shrine for many
Javanese.
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SULAYMAN B. AL-HAKAM b. Sulayman ALMUSTA'IN, Umayyad caliph of a l - A n d a l u s ,
proclaimed at Cordova in 400/1009, died in 407/1016.
The two phases of his reign are located in the period
of the AndalusI Jitna following the "Revolution of
Cordova", at the time of the serious political crisis
which was to lead to the demise of the Umayyad
caliphate in 422/1031.
When the Cordovans put an end to the 'Amirid
regime in Djumada II-Radjab 399/February-March
1009, and replaced the incompetent caliph Hisham
II with one of his cousins, Muhammad al-Mahdl, the
latter, on account of his political blunders, speedily
aroused opposition, in particular that of the Maghrib!
Berber contingents of the Umayyad army, whose families had been the object of harassment on the part
of the Cordovans. These soldiers, numbering several
hundreds, rallied around Sulayman b. al-Hakam, who
was a great-grandson of the first caliph of Cordova,
c
Abd al-Rahman III, and whom they put forward as
a claimant to the caliphate. With him, they made
their way to the frontier zone of Medinaceli in search
of support. Confronted by the former slave governor
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of this region, Wadih, they obtained the aid of the
Count of Castile, Sancho Garcia, in exchange for a
promise to cede frontier fortresses to him. Having
defeated the forces of Wadih in Dhu '1-Hidjdja 4007
August 1010, they returned to Andalusia to march
on Cordova, which they entered after overpowering
the quite significant, but disparate and ineffective troops
of al-Mahdl. The latter was forced to take refuge in
the capital where Sulayman was proclaimed caliph on
17 Rablc 1/9 November, with the lakab of al-Musta c fn
bi 'llah.
Having placed himself under the protection of
Wadih, who henceforward became his "strong man",
al-Mahdl rallied supporters in the north and, crucially, obtained the support of Count Raymond Borrell
III of Barcelona and of his brother Armengol
(Ermengaud) of Urgel, in order to march in his turn
against Cordova with some 40,000 men, including
9,000 Franks. The defeat of El Vacar ('akabat al-bakar,
in Shawwal 400/June 1010), 20 km/12 miles to the
north of the capital, forced al-Mustac!n to flee and
enabled al-Mahdf and Wadih to enter Cordova and
restore the caliphate of the former. But this success
could not be consolidated, and on 6 Dhu 'l-Kacda
400/21 June 1010 Sulayman's Berbers inflicted a heavy
defeat near Ronda on the forces of al-Mahdl and
their Prankish allies. Henceforth, it was Sulayman alMusta'fn and his Berbers who found themselves again
in a position to lay siege to the capital, which resisted
until its surrender on 26 Shawwal 403/9 May 1013.
The town was sacked by the Berbers and numerous
Cordovans were killed, including probably the caliph
al-Mahdl, although a rumour was later put about
claiming that he had escaped.
Little is known about the second reign of the caliph
al-Mustacm, which lasted three years until the insurrection against him by the Maghrib! chieftain of Idrfsid
origin CA1I b. Hammud, whom he had appointed governor of Ceuta. The latter took the capital, killed alMusta'fn and obtained the bay'a of the Cordovans,
who recognised him under the name of al-Nasir
li-dfn Allah (22 Muharram 407/1 July 1016).
Sulayman al-MustacTn seems to have been endowed
with more qualities than his rival al-Mahdl, reasonably cultivated but of irresolute character and very
much dependent on the Berbers who had put him
in power. A large portion of the territory of al-Andalus
eluded his authority. He consolidated the local power
of certain chieftains who were in process of becoming "party kings" [see MULUK AL-TAWA'IF], such as the
Tudjibid al-Mundhir b Yahya, who had lent him his
support at Saragossa. In particular, he appointed his
Berber supporters to command regional "fiefs" which
were in fact virtually amirates, the most important
being that of the Sanhadji Zfrids of Granada which
was to last until the arrival of the Almoravids.
Bibliography: A. Prieto y Vives, Los reyes de taifas.
Estudio historico-numismdtico de los musulmanes espanoles
en el siglo V de la hegira (XI de J.C.), Madrid 1926;
Ibn 'Idharf, Kitdb al-Baydn al-mughrib, ed. E. LeviProvengal, Paris 1930; Levi-Provencal, Histoire de
rEspagne musulmane, Paris-Leiden 1953, ii; J. Pellicer
i Bru, Suleiman Al-Mostain 400-1010/407-1014 (revision de las acunaciones de plata a su nombre) in Ada
Numismdtwa, xiv (1984), 143-60; M.J. Viguera Molins,
Los reinos de taifas y las invasiones magrebies, MadridMapfre 1992; DJ. Wasserstein, The Caliphate in the
West. An Islamic political institution in the Iberian Peninsula,
Oxford 1993; P.C. Scales, The fall of the Caliphate
of Cordoba. Berbers and Andalusis in conflict, Leiden
1994.
(P. GUICHARD)
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SULAYMAN KHEL, a P a s h t u n t r i b e [see
AFGHAN, (i) The people].
Ghalzay [q.v.] Pashtuns were principal actors in
18th century political and military events in Afghanistan and Persia. By 1800 a political identity had
congealed around the largest Ghalzay tribal confederation, the Sulayman Khel, whose landholdings increased throughout eastern Afghanistan, particularly
in and south of the area roughly bounded by Ghazna,
Djalalabad, and Kabul [^.w.], during the 19th century. The largest Sulayman Khel tribe, the Ahmadzay, remain prominent in this region. The Djabar
Khel are the khan khel of the Sulayman Khel and all
eastern Ghalzays.
The Sulayman Khel were strongly represented in
the consistent Ghalzay political opposition and military resistance to Durrani [q.v.] government initiatives
from 1747 to 1978. However, from the late 1800s
onwards a small but growing number of Sulayman
Khel individuals and families became dependent
upon state patronage. The ethnic composition of all
central governments in the increasingly Kabul-centred
Afghan political environment after 1978 reflects a
growing presence of Ghalzays. Ahmadzay Sulayman
Khel visibility in post-monarchal Afghan state politics
is illustrated by Dr. Nadjfbullah's tenure of office as
President (1986-92).
Like all Ghalzay, the Sulayman Khel are notable
for socio-cultural heterogeneity and vibrant commercial activity during annual nomadic migrations in and
between Turkistan, Khurasan and India.
Bibliography: Mountstuart Elphinstone, An account
of the Kingdom oj Caubul, London 1839, repr. Karachi
1992, i, 212-14, 237, ii, 137-41, 147-58, 329-31;
H. Priestly, Afghanistan and its inhabitants, Lahore 1874
(= tr. of S.M. Hayat Khan, Haydt-i Afghani, 1865),
162-76; H.G. Raverty, Motes on Afghanistan and parts
of Baluchistan, Calcutta 1878, repr., Quetta 1982, i,
57, 60, 85, ii, 413, 490-2, 669, 679; J.A. Robinson,
Notes on nomad tribes of eastern Afghanistan, 1934, repr.
Quetta 1980, 52-126; L. Adamec, Historical and political gazetteer of Afghanistan, vi, Kabul, Graz 1985, 20,
202-9, 270-3.
(SHAH MAHMOUD HANIFI)
SULEYMAN DHATI, O t t o m a n poet and Sufi
a d h e r e n t of the K h a l w a t i y y a order and khalifat
of Sheykh Isma c rl Hakkf, b. in Gallipoli, d. 11517
1738-9 as pust-neshm of the Khalwatf tekke in Keshan.
He left behind a diwdn of Sufi-inspired verse and a
verse treatise, Sawdnih al-nawddir f i ma'rifat al-andsir or
Madjmac al-andsir (printed together, Istanbul 1289/1872);
Sharh-i kasida yi-Hadrat Ismd'il Hakki, a commentary
on a Sufi" poem; and Miftdh al-masd^il, dealing with
various theological questions, such as predestination,
the nature of the afterlife, etc. (all these works preserved in Istanbul mss.).
Bibliography: Bursali Mehmed Tahir, C0thmdnll
mi? ellifleri, i, 72-3; Mehmed Thiireyya, Siajill-i cothmdm,
ii, 342; Sheykh Sami, Kdmus al-acldm, iii, 2224; IA,
art. ^dtl, Siileyman (M. Kanar).
(Tn. MENZEL*)
SULTAN cALl UGHLI (SOLTANGALIEV), Mm
SAYYID (ca. 1885-28 January 1940), l e a d e r of the
Muslim C o m m u n i s t m o v e m e n t i n R u s s i a .
Son of a mu'allim (teacher), in a village in the Urals,
Karmaskaly (in the canton of Sterlitamak, currently
the Republic of Bashkortostan), Mir Sayyid studied
in his father's mdktdb—a reformed school where, in
addition to religion and dddb, reading was taught
according to the "new method" (usul-i dj_adid) based
on phonetics introduced by the Tatar from the
Crimea, Isma c fl Ghaspiralf (Gasprinskiy, 1851-1914
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[see GASPRALI (GASPRINSKI) ISMACIL]) as well as some
secular subjects such as arithmetic and the rudiments
of geography and modern history. His knowledge of
Russian, which he learned from his father, enabled
him to study at the Tatar High School (Tatarskaya
ucitel'skaya shkola) of Kazan, the only state-sponsored
secondary education facility available to the Muslims
of the Empire. From the mid-1890s onwards, a group
of pupils formed a secret revolutionary society there,
led by the writer Muhammad cAyyad Ishakf (18781954) and influenced by Russian populism; it was to
make a profound and lasting impression on the young
Soltangaliev. After 1905, as an employee of the
Municipal Library of Ufa, he was to participate in
the Islahi movement of the young Tatar intelligentsia,
of which cAyyad Ishakf was the most prominent figure. Soltangaliev contributed, under various pseudonyms, to the leading journals of the Urals, most notably
Turmush ("Life"), a reformist Tatar review in which
he published translations of the later works of Tolstoy.
From 1911 onward he published stories and articles
in the Musul'manskaya gazeta ("Muslim Journal") of
Moscow, showing the influence of his Tatar and
Russian literary models; his themes (reform of education, the status of women, the parasitism of the
mullahs, the political vocation of students committed
to the public good), borrowed from Russian populism,
had been promulgated from Kazan since the beginning of the century by authors sympathetic to the
Islahi movement such as cAyyad Ishakf or the novelist and poet cAbd Allah Tukay (1886-1913). During
the First World War, Soltangaliev took up a teaching appointment in Baku; from there he contributed
to various Russian Muslim periodicals.
December 1917-March 1919. Revolution as an instrument
of conquest of political autonomy.

In April 1917, Soltangaliev was summoned to
Moscow to direct the executive committee of the
"Muslim Congress", before making his way to Kazan
where he joined the "Muslim Socialist Committee".
Created the 7 [19] April on the basis of Muslim
workers' committees, the MSC was led by Mulla Nur
Wahfdov (Vahitov) (1885-1918) whose project was to
unite the revolutionary forces of the Tatar lands into
a militarised group. The political ideas of Wahfdov—
who was to be killed in the early stages of the Civil
War—constituted the basis of what would later be
called "Soltangalievism"; they centred on the struggle
against traditionalism, the liberation of Muslims from
Russian domination and the extension of Socialism to
all of Islam. However the Bolshevik coup d'etat of 26
October [8 November] 1917, imposed Russian power
in the Volga-Ural region, since Russians dominated
the urban and provincial Soviets of Kazan. The party
of Lenin was nevertheless seen as constituting a superb
school of political theory; Muslim nationalist leaders
like Wahldov understood that by imitating him they
could, perhaps, neutralise him. After all, Lenin's "April
Decrees" (1917) were perceived as allowing the minorities of the former Empire to hope for a right of secession.
The leadership of the MSC (Wahldov, and his lieutenant Soltangaliev) sought to exploit the anarchy into
which Russia had been plunged to exact concessions
from the Bolshevik leaders, who needed all the support they could get. At the end of 1917, Stalin,
Commissar of the People for the Nationalities, called
on Soltangaliev to direct the Muslim section of his
ministry. On 19 January 1918, Stalin created the
"Central Commissariat for Muslim Affairs of the
Russian Interior and Siberia" (Muskom], headed by
Wahldov; Soltangaliev was recruited in June to take

charge of propaganda in Muslim circles. Until the
offensive mounted by the White Armies on the Volga
in July 1918, the regions populated by Muslims in
European Russia were covered by a network of
regional and local commissariats dominated by nationalist partisans, independent of the local Soviets which
were dominated by Russians. Controlled by the
Muskom, these commissariats were to form the nucleus
of the great "Tatar and Bashkir Republic" promised
by Stalin to the Communist Muslim leaders. In a
parallel development, Wahfdov and Soltangaliev created in Moscow, on 8 March, the Muslim SocialistCommunist Party (replaced in June by the "Party of
Communist (Bolshevik) Muslims of Russia").
Autonomous in its relations with the Russian CP,
the new party severed links with the "bourgeois"
Muslim organisations which were henceforward isolated (an example of this being the dismal episode of
the short-lived "Republic of Transbulakia" in Kazan),
but sought to gather Muslim revolutionaries into a
united front. Wahfdov and Soltangaliev concentrated
their efforts on the training of political cadres (with
the projected Muslim University of Kazan, a longstanding demand of the Islahi movement), and on the
mobilisation throughout the Volga-Ural region of the
Muslim regiments of the Red Army. From August
onward, however, these regiments were incorporated
into Russian units, after the fall of Kazan into the
hands of the Whites, who executed Wahfdov. In
November 1918, at the "First Congress of Communist
Muslims", Soltangaliev and Isma c fl Firdaws (18881937) a Tatar from the Crimea, sought confirmation
of the autonomy of the Muslim Communist Party.
But Stalin, intent on retaining control of the "colonial revolution", rejected this demand; the crucial
moment when the Tatars could argue with the
Russians over the direction of the revolutionary movement seemed to have passed. In fact, from the spring
of 1919 onward, the Civil War turned on the eastern front in favour of the Bolsheviks, and in the
Muslim territories reconquered by the Red Army, the
civil and military apparatus installed by Wahfdov was
dismantled.
March 1919-April 1923.
Muslim polycentrism.

Russian monolithism against

From March 1919, the 8th Congress of the Russian
Communist Party (in Moscow, 18-23 March) proposed
the suppression of all national communist organisations. The "Bureau of Muslim Organisations"—which
had replaced the Muslim Communist Party—was
replaced in its turn by a "Central Bureau of
Communist Organisations of the Peoples of the
Orient". It was the principle of the distinctness and
unity of the Muslim world, dear to the former leaders of the Islahi movement, which was thus negated.
The "oriental" revolution was making rapid progress,
in Persia especially, where the D^angali movement [q.v.]
was supported militarily by the Bolsheviks. But the
policy of the Komintern in the Middle East was also
to be marked by a fundamental divergence between
Russians, supporters of monolithism, and Muslims,
supporters of decentralisation. At the "Congress of
Oriental Peoples" in Baku, September 1920, the ideas
of Soltangaliev regarding the liberation of colonial
peoples were in collision with those of the Komintern,
which was only interested in the East as a source of
temporary assistance to the western industrial proletariat, through the weakening of colonial powers.
Soltangaliev sought to bypass the obstacle of the RCP
by approaching the "Organisation of Communist
Youth" (Komsonol); between 12 and 18 September
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1920 he convened in Moscow the "First Pan-Russian
Conference of Communist Organisations of the Lands
of the Orient" where he evoked for the first time, it
seems, the notion of a "colonial Communist International", independent of the Komintern. Cast in a
minority, he succeeded nevertheless in transforming
the komsonols of the Muslim republics of Russia into
power-bases of his movement.
In the autumn of 1920, after the victories of the
Red Army on all fronts, the civil war came to an
end. As the Muslim communist party no longer existed
and the dream of a great Tatar and Bashkir Muslim
State had been frustrated (Stalin had opted for the
creation of two small and distinct republics, Tatar
and Bashkir), the Muslim nationalist communists turned
their efforts towards the new national republics. At
the same time, they promoted their ideas externally:
Soltangaliev won over an international audience at
the Communist University of Workers from the East,
founded in Moscow in 1921. Refusing to reject outright the Tatar heritage and the religion of Islam, he
also maintained contact with the principal reformist
c
ulama\ among whom cAlimdjan BarudT (mufti of Russia
between 1917 and 1921) and Rida al-Dln Fakhr alDln (mufti from 1922 till his death in 1936), and
sought to maintain their role as cultural intermediaries between the Soviet authorities and the Muslim,
essentially rural, masses. Islam was presented as an
oppressed religion, whose historical evolution, cherishing among its adherents a strong sense of solidarity, had to some extent resisted the anti-religious
campaigns of the early Soviet period. Stalin was soon
to see, in these efforts, an aspiration to found an
"Islamic Communism" opposed to Marxism-Leninism.
April 1923-November 1928. East versus West?
In the spring of 1921, the 10th Congress of the
Russian Communist Party pushed the nationalist
Communist Muslims towards clandestine opposition,
by denouncing "nationalist deviants". The notion of
a non-Russian socialist party, mooted in the spring
of 1919, was revived in November of the same year:
a number of leaders, assembled in Moscow by
Soltangaliev, decided to create an independent socialist Muslim party, which came into being the following year under the name of Ittihdd wa Tarakki ("Unity
and Progress"). In parallel, from the start of the year
1921, the Tatar Republic underwent a period of
intense nationalist agitation, which continued throughout the following two years. At a regional conference
of the Russian CP in Kazan, March 1923, the Tatar
majority went as far as to pass a motion demanding
the expulsion of Russian colonists as well as a radical "nativisation" of the administrative apparatus of
the republic; the Tatar communists refused, furthermore, to purge their organisation of its non-proletarian elements.
Shortly after this, in the wake of the 12th Congress
of the CP, which witnessed, in April, the denunciation of "local nationalisms", Soltangaliev was arrested
in Moscow on a personal order from Stalin, countersigned by the principal Bolshevik leaders. Excluded
from the Russian CP, Soltangaliev, like many former
Isldhi activists (such as Culpan in Central Asia), seems
to have been preoccupied by awareness of an insoluble conflict between East and West, and to have
been convinced that the Bolshevik revolution was the
most dangerous, because the most penetrating, attempt
by the West to perpetuate its domination. Soltangaliev
was soon at the heart of a secret organisation led by
Communist Tatars and linked with various clandestine groups in European Russia, the Caucasus and
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Central Asia (Alash Orda in Kazakstan, Milk Firka in
the Crimea, the former Hiimmet in Azerbaidjan and
Milli Ittihdd in Uzbekistan). The political thought of
Soltangaliev, from 1923 onward, is known only from
the criticisms voiced by his opponents, and the "confessions" extracted in the course of his successive trials. His political programme hinged on the creation
of a great Turkish national state in Russia, the
"Republic of Turan", governed by a single party, but
based on state capitalism and with economic independence assured by orientation towards the lands of
the Far and the Middle East.
An attack on the part of the commissars of the
people of the Tatar Republic led to the second arrest
of Soltangaliev in November 1928, the prelude to a
series of large-scale and bloody purges which were to
be inflicted periodically on all the republican communist parties until 1939, not sparing the national
intelligentsias. Sentenced in 1929 to ten years of hard
labour as an agent of imperialism, Soltangaliev was
deported to the camp of the Solovki islands on the
White Sea. He took advantage of early release in
1934, only to be arrested again in 1937 and tortured,
then executed 28 January 1940. On the eve of the
Second World War, Soltangalievism seems to have
been eradicated in Russia. In Central Asia and in the
Caucasus, as the Muslim nations had made good the
lack of cultural development which in the early 20th
century had separated them from the Tatars, the latter had lost their status as models to be copied. Born
in a land of secular confrontation between Muslims
and Christians, Tatar nationalism, initially supposed
to be spread beyond the zone of the Middle Volga,
was ultimately to withdraw, confined to its place of
origin. Soltangaliev, mythologised outside the USSR
as the father of non-European, even anti-European
revolution, enjoyed in Russia itself only a belated rehabilitation—today virtually limited to the territory of
Tatarstan, of which he was not a native. His memory has helped the Turkish-speaking peoples of the
former USSR to consider themselves protagonists in
their own modern history. But the rediscovery of this
history tends to relativise the role played by communist nationalists, giving more credit to the great
figures of Muslim reformism. The former and the latter shared, between 1920 and the Second World War,
the same conviction of a cataclysmic confrontation
between Tatars and Russians, Muslims and Christians,
East and West, rural and industrial worlds—a parallelism given insufficient emphasis in studies of Soltangalievism, and in studies of the Muslim reformisms,
of which the Isldhi movement was a component.
Bibliography. In the absence of complete works,
the most important collection of texts of Soltangaliev is the very selective anthology published by
I.G. Gizzatullin and D.R. Sharafutdinov: Mirsaet
Soltangaliev, Saylanma khazmatlar/ Izbrannie trudi
("Selected works"), Kazan 1998; however, this volume ignores the manuscript writings and correspondence of Soltangaliev (a general trait of studies of
the Isldhi movement and of national communism,
which prefer normative and programmatic publications) as well as all texts later than 1923, other
than numerous transcripts of Soltangaliev's successive interrogations. Among a sparse list of monographic studies, the irreplaceable reference source
remains A. Bennigsen and Chantal LemercierQuelquejay, Sultan Galiev. Le pere de la revolution tiersmondiste, Paris 1986, with a very thorough critical
bibl., a work which, in spite of its title, establishes
the most subtle distinction that has yet been drawn
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between the personality of Soltangaliev and the various myths to which he gave rise; for an equally
documented, but more global approach, see AzadeAy§e Rohrlich, The Volga Tatars. A profile in national
resilience, Stanford 1986, in particular 125-56. Also
available for reference, although this is essentially
a work based on second-hand sources, nourished
by pan-Asiatic sympathies, is the recent synthesis
by Masayuki Yamauchi, Surutangariefu no yume to genjitsu. Shio ("Dreams and Realities of Soltangaliev.
Documents"), Tokyo 1998 (tr. into Turkish by
Hironao Matsutani under the title Sultan Galiev. Islam
diinyasi ve Rusya ["Soltangaliev. The world of Islam
and Russia"], Ankara 1998.
(S.A. DUDOIGNON)
SUMADIH, BANU, A r a b d y n a s t y of alA n d a l u s , ruling in Almeria from 420/1038 to
484/1091, in the epoch of the "party kings" [see
MULUK AL-TAWA'IF] .
The Banu Sumadih were a branch of the powerful Arab family of the Banu Tudjlb of the Upper
March (region of Saragossa). At a time when the
caliphate was in disarray, a certain Muhammad b.
Ahmad b. Sumadih was governing Huesca, but, before
414/1023, he was expelled from there by his distant
cousins of Saragossa, and took refuge in Valencia as
a guest of the local sovereign, the cAmirid cAbd alc
Azfz al-Mansur, who gave two of his daughters in
marriage to his two sons, Abu '1-Ahwas Ma c n and
his brother Abu cUtba Sumadih. This Muhammad b.
Ahmad died soon afterwards at sea, having set out
on the Pilgrimage. After the death in 429/1038 of
the former slave and amir of Almeria, Zuhayr [q.v.],
the inhabitants of this town placed themselves under
the authority of the prince of Valencia, who seems
to have sent his son-in-law Macn b. Sumadih to govern Almeria, with the title of dhu 'l-wizdratayn. In circumstances that are unclear, and apparently with the
agreement of the populace, the latter declared himself independent, thus founding a new dynasty, but
not adopting a lakab and not striking his own coinage.
Furthermore, for the years 430-5/1038-43 or 1044,
there are examples extant of coins of al-Mansur of
Valencia struck at Almeria, which tends to support
one of the versions supplied by the sources, according to which this independence did not involve a rift
with the prince of Valencia.
In 443/1052, Abu Yahya Muhammad b. Macn succeeded his father, initially under the tutelage of his
uncle Abu cUtba on account of his youth. It was during his reign that the power of the Banu Sumadih
took on the "royal" forms current under the taifas:
he replaced the "amiral" title of Mu c izz al-Dawla
which he bore at the time of his accession to power,
with the more "caliphal"-sounding one of al-Muctasim
bi 'llah and al-Wathik bi-fadl Allah. He did not differ in this respect from numerous other sovereigns of
taifas in the second half of the 5th/llth century.
Coins on which these lakabs appeared were minted
at Almeria. But it seems that under his reign and in
his name, only dirhams of poor quality were minted
at Almeria, and in limited quantities, judging by the
standard and the rarity of the examples preserved in
numismatic collections.
The contemporary geographer and historian alc
Udhrf, a native of the region of Almeria and probably a visitor to the court of the Banu Sumadih, gives
in his Tarsi' al-akhbdr a rapturous description of the
splendid palace maintained by al-Muctasim in the
kasaba which dominates the town of Almeria.
Furthermore, it is known that there existed a sub-

stantial royal entertainment complex, situated extra
muros at the edge of the town, known as the
Sumadihiyya. Although apparently lacking serious
politico-military ambitions, this prince was engaged in
rivalry, sometimes armed, with his neighbours in
Valencia and Granada; these limited conflicts had no
effect on the apparent prosperity of a state of considerably reduced dimensions, effectively confined to
the region surrounding the major port city of Almeria.
When the Almoravids disembarked in the peninsula in 479/1086, al-Muctasim sent troops commanded
by his son Mucizz al-Dawla and presents to the amir
Yusuf b. Tashufm, excusing himself, on the grounds
of age, from participating in the campaign which culminated in the victory of Zallaka/Sagrajas. The following year, he was present at the siege of Aledo
with troops from Almeria, and even supplied a siegeengine constructed in the form of an elephant. He
died in the summer of 484/1091, just as Almoravid
troops, having taken possession of Granada, were moving agaist Almeria; his son resisted for only a few
weeks in the kasaba before leaving the city by sea to
spend the rest of his life in Bougie [see BIDJAYA] , then
governed by the Hammadids. In Ramadan 484/
October-November 1091, the Almoravids absorbed
Almeria and the taifa into their empire.
Like other courts of the taifas, that of the Banu
Sumadih was a literary centre, which seems to have
maintained a certain ideal of Arabism: it was in
response to a poet at the court of al-Muctasim who
had insisted on the Arab origins of the dynasty,
that Ibn Garcia, secretary and court poet to Mudjahid, prince of Denia, composed a Risdla known as
the principal text of the Shu'ubiyya movement in alAndalus.
Bibliography: R. Dozy, Essai sur I'histoire des
Todjibides: les Beni Hachim de Saragosse et les Beni
Qomadih d'Almerie, in Recherches sur I'histoire et la litterature de I'Espagne pendant le Moyen Age, 3Leiden 1881;
A. Prieto y Vives, Los reyes de taifas. Estudio historiconumismdtico de los musulmanes espanoles en el siglo V de
la hegira (XI de J.C.), Madrid 1926; H. Peres, La
poesie andalouse en arabe classique au XP siecle, Paris
1937; 'Udhri, Fragmentos geogrdfico-historicos de alMasalik ila djamf' al-mamalik, ed. cAbd al-cAzfz
al-Ahwanf, Madrid 1965; M. Sanchez Martinez, La
cora de Ilbira (Granada y Almeria) en los siglo s X y XI,
segun Al-cUdhn, in Cuadernos de Historia del Islam., ii
(1975-6); E. Molina Lopez, Los Banu Sumadih de
Almeria (siglo XI) en el Bayan de Ibn 'Idhdri, in Andalucia
isldmica: textosy estudios, i (1980), 123-40; MJ. Viguera
Molins (ed.), Los reinos de taifas. Al-Andalus en el siglo
XI, vol. viii of the Historia de Espana Menendez Pidal,
Madrid 1994; D. Wasserstein, The rise and fall of
the Party-Kings. Politics and society in Islamic Spain, 10021086, Princeton 1985.
(P. GUICHARD)
AL-SUNAMI, £ UMAR B. MUHAMMAD B. TWAD,
Hanaff scholar of m e dia e va l M u s l i m India
whose importance comes from his work on hisba [q.v],
the Msab al-ihtisdb, which refers to the author's own
role in this office. Judging by the number of surviving mss., some sixty, the work was highly popular in
the eastern Islamic lands. Previous scholars have been
uncertain about the author's origins and life (cf. e.g.
Brockelmann, S II, 427). It now seems clear from
internal evidence in his book that he stemmed from
Sunam, a place that still exists in the modern Indian
province of Panjab, to the south-west of Patiala; that
he lived under the Dihlf Sultans [q.v.], in particular,
in the time of Muhammad b. Tughluk (r. 725-52/132551 [q.v.]); and that he died at the newly-founded
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Deccan capital of the Tughlukids, Dawlatabad [q.v.],
the ancient Deogm, around or after 743-4/1333-4.
The value of the Msdb lies in the fact that it is
the first known Hanafi text on hisba, with its practical and theoretical approaches reflecting al-Sunamf's
dual functions as a lawyer and a muhtasib. The author
tackles the common problems facing the muhtasib in
accordance with the Hanafi madhhab, and his insights
show the importance of local Indian customs and the
practices of daily life, often denounced by him as bidac,
within the formal framework of Islamic law.
Bibliography: M. Izzi Dien, The theory and the
practice of market law in medieval Islam. A study of Kitdb
Msdb al-ihtisdb of cUmar b. Muhammad al-Sundmi (fl.
7th-8th/13th-14th century), GMS, Cambridge 1997.
(MAWIL Y. Izzi DIEN)
SURGUN (T., lit. "expulsion"), a t e r m of Ottom a n a d m i n i s t r a t i v e a n d social p o l i c y .
It encompasses a wide range of practices employed
by the Ottomans, not just to remove dissident elements from politically troubled provinces, but also
more constructively to achieve vital state-defined economic and military objectives. The term is better
translated as population transfer or strategic resettlement, and its purpose was fundamentally different from the purely punitive sentence of internal exile
or banishment (nejy) temporarily imposed on individual members of the ruling elite who had incurred the
sultan's disfavour. The use of siirgiin forcibly to remove
fractious elements such as uncooperative tribes or
rebellious city populations from persistently troublesome areas is documented as part of the Ottomans'
attempts to impose control over Anatolia, especially
during the closing decades of the 8th/14th and the
first part of the 9th/15th century. However, its use
as a weapon for political suppression without concomitant social or economic benefits was frowned on
in Muslim popular opinion (see Ibn Kemal's remarks
on the mass deportations from Larende to Istanbul
in 872/1467-8, as cited in BibL . . . etdi, Larendeye bir
ish etti ki uterine dushman-i bed-kish dakhi gelse, boyle etmezdi). In principle, siirgiin was designed not to punish the source area which contributed a part of its
labour force as emigrants but to provide some advantage to the target area to which they were being dispatched as immigrants. It had the real potential for
providing the double benefit of relieving population
and land pressure in the source territory while at the
same time acting as a stimulus to the growth and
development of the target territory. It also facilitated
the transfer of groups with essential skills to the areas
where they were most needed. The underlying purpose, whether it was the repopulating of Istanbul after
its capture in 856/1453 by the transfer of population
groups with specific commercial and artisan skills from
provincial cities in Anatolia and (after 880/1475) the
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Crimea, or the settling of rural populations as agriculturalists in newly-conquered territories in Rumelia,
was essentially the same: the settlement and development (iskdn we icmdr) of key strategic areas identified
as either economically fragile or militarily insecure.
This logic applied with particular force to the period
of Ottoman territorial expansion in the Balkans lasting until the end of the 10th/16th century, but strategic resettlement of tribes and displaced peasants also
formed an important dimension of Ottoman rural
development initiatives in subsequent periods of territorial contraction. The creation of new settlements
on the Upper Euphrates in the 11 OOs/1690s using
tribes transferred from contiguous regions of Anatolia is just one example of the continuing use of siirgiin
in later centuries (see the study by Orhonlu cited in
BibL, and, for developments in the 19th century
following territorial losses in the Balkans and Russian
expansion in Crimea and the Caucasus, see
MUHADJIR. 2.)
Bibliography: 1. S o u r c e s . O.L. Barkan (ed.),
Kanunlar, Istanbul 1943, 272-7 (Kanunname-i liva-i
Silistre, 274, §8, on the tax and residence obligations of surgiin populations from Anatolia); idem
(ed.), text and analysis of the siirgiin hiikmii sent in
980/1572 to districts of southern Anatolia to promote population transfers to Cyprus after its conquest in the previous year, Iktisat Fakiiltesi Mecmuasi,
xi (1952), 550-3 (text transcription), 562-4 (facs. of
miihimme document); Ibn Kemal, Tevarih-i Al-i Osman.
VII. defter, facs. ed. S. Turan, Ankara 1954, see
esp. 290 11. 6-8.
2. S t u d i e s . Barkan, Osmanh imparatorlugunda bir
iskan ve kolonizasyon metodu olarak siirgunler, 3 parts, in
Iktisat Fakiiltesi Mecmuasi, xi (1951), 624-69, xiii (1953),
56-78, xv (1955), 209-37; M.T. Gokbilgin, Rumelide
yuriikler, tatarlar ve evldd-i Fatihan, Istanbul 1957;
C. Orhonlu, Osmanh imparatorlugunda a§iretleri iskan
te§ebbusu, 1691-1696, Istanbul 1963; H. Inalcik, The
policy of Mehmed II towards the Greek population of Istanbul, in Dumbarton Oaks Papers, xxiii-xxiv (1969-70), 23149; Y. Halacoglu, XVIII. yuzyilda osmanh imparatorlugunun
iskan siyaseti ve a§iretlerin yerle$tirilmesi, Ankara 1988;
M.H. §entiirk, Osmanh devletinin kurulu§ devrinde
Rumelide uyguladigi iskan siyaseti ve neticeleri, in Belleten,
Ivii, no. 218 [1993), 89-112.
(R. MURPHEY)
AL-SUWAYNI, SACD B. CALI BA MADHHIDJ (d. 857/
1453), ' A l a w l sayyid of H a d r a m a w t . He was the
student of cAbd al-Rahman Ba cAlaw! of Tarlm, from
the Sakkaf branch of the sayyids [see BA CALAW!], and
in turn the shaykh of Abu Bakr b. cAbd Allah al-cAydarus,
the patron saint of Aden [see CADAN], d. 914/1508 [see
C
AYDARUS]. It was this last who was to compose the
mandkib of al-Suwaynf.
Bibliography: See R.B. Serjeant, The Saiyids of
Hadramawt, London 1957.
(Eo.)

T
TA'ALLUK (A.), or more often TA'ALLUKA, literally "dependence, being related to, dependent on",
a r e v e n u e t e r m of late Mughal I n d i a , which
meant a jurisdiction, a fiscal area from which a fixed
amount of taxes was to be collected by a revenue

official called ta'allukdar or tacallukadar. The word ta'alluk
with this meaning appeared in the second half of the
l l t h / 1 7 t h century during the reign of Awrangzfb
[q.v.], in the context of increasing tax farming [see
DARIBA. 6. c]; it was distinguished from the older
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Indo-Persian term zamtndan, which included also feudal rights for the zammddr [q.v.] who was in charge
of it, while the tacallukddr, originally considered as a
tax farmer, was only in charge of collecting the revenue of his tacalluk, except for a small part of it on
which he had zaminddri rights. For this reason,
ta'allukdars, ranked lower than zamindar$>.
From the 18th to the 20th centuries, under the
late Mughals, the successor states and colonial rule,
the words ta'alluk and tcfallukddr came to mean different things according to place and time. In Northern
India, the ta'allukddrs were men of substance who
acquired hereditary and transferable rights on their
ta'alluk and were barely distinguishable from the
zaminddrs: in Bengal before the British conquest, working as the subordinates of powerful zaminddrs, they
brought large tracts of land under cultivation; in
Awadh [q.v.]., they collected taxes over large estates
and constituted a rich feudal class of landlords whose
fortunes lasted up to the end of the British period.
Elsewhere, the word ta'alluk meant only a fiscal jurisdiction of varying size, equivalent to a district in the
state of Haydarabad [q.v.] and only to a fraction of
a village in Nepal; the office of ta'allukddr as that of
tax collector died out during the British period, except
in Nepal where it was still common in the 1960s.
Bibliography: H.H. Wilson, A glossary of judicial
and revenue terms. . ., London 1855, repr. Delhi 1968,
497-8 under "taalluk", "taallukdar"; H. Yule and
A.G. Burnell, Hobson-Jobson. A glossary of Anglo-Indian
words and phrases . . ., 2nd ed. W. Crooke, London
1903, repr. London 1969, Delhi 1969, 894, under
"Talook", "Talookdar"; I. Habib, The agrarian system of Mughal India, 2nd rev. ed. Delhi 1999, 173,
183, 211-12, 554 ('Bombay 1963); N.A. Siddiqi,
Land revenue administration under the Mughals, 17001750, Bombay 1970, 47; M. Gaborieau, Le partage
du pouvoir entre les lignages dans une localite du Nepal
central, in L'Homme, xviii/1-2 (1978), 37-67; T.R.
Metcalf, Land, landlords, and the British Raj. Northern
India in the nineteenth century, Berkeley 1979, index
s.v. "Taluqdar"; M. Alam, The crisis of Empire in
Mughal North India: Awadh and the Punjab, 1707-1748,
Delhi 1986, 217-18; R.M. Eaton, The rise of Islam
and the Bengal frontier, 1204-1760, Berkeley 1993,
220-3.
(M. GABORIEAU)
TABANNIN (A.), adoption. This term—masdar or
verbal noun of the form V verb derived from the
biliteral root b n, which is also the source of ibn
("son")—is used, just as in Western languages, in the
literal sense (adoption of a child) and in the figurative sense (adoption of a doctrine, etc.). This article
is concerned only with adoption in the literal sense.
Since the Kur'an (XXXIII, 5, 37; two verses from
the Medinan period) is clear on this point, there is
no disagreement among Muslim jurists of the different schools regarding the strict prohibition of plenary
adoption.
The occasion (sabab) of the revelation of these two
verses that prohibit adoption—forbidding anyone to
give his name to another who does not belong within
his "natural" descendance, which amounts to banning
all adoptive filiation—is provided by these verses themselves. The Prophet Muhammad, perpetuating, according to Muslim sources, a practice of pre-Islamic Arabia,
the Dj.dhiliyya, had adopted one of his slaves, Zayd
b. Haritha [q.v.], offered by his wife Khadfdja [q.v.].
He had emancipated Zayd (an important figure in
the early years of Islam: one of the first converts to
Islam, if not the first, according to al-Zuhrf, and the
only person, besides the prophets, to be named in

the Kur'an), and he was henceforward known without any ambiguity as "Zayd, son of Muhammad"
(Zayd b. Muhammad), even though his ancestry was
known (his father tried to buy him back, but Zayd
refused to leave Muhammad, see al-Djassas, Ahkdm
al-Kufdn, i-iii, n.p. [Beirut], n.d., iii, 361).
Adoption as practised before the revelation of
Kur'an, XXXIII, 5, 37, was plenary, entailing the
same legal consequences as natural filiation (the right
to inherit, etc.), and more significantly, the same prohibitions applied to marriage; the verses abrogate adoptive filiation and, explicitly, the prohibitions applying
to marriage which would result from it. This is a
good example, according to the Hanafi al-Djassas, of
abrogation of the sunna by the Kur'an (a theoretical
remark directed against al-Shaficf [q.v], who did not
agree that the Kur'an could abrogate the sunna).
Muhammad intended to marry Zaynab bt. Djahsh
[q.v.], the repudiated wife of Zayd b. Haritha, who,
if plenary adoption had remained valid, would have
been absolutely forbidden to him. The marriage of
Muhammad with Zaynab bt. Djahsh would not have
been legally permissible without the abrogation of plenary adoption (see al-Mawardf, al-Nukat wa 'l-cuyun.
Tafslr al-Mdwardi, 6 vols. Beirut 1412/1992, iv, 370ff.
and 405ff.).
Numerous students of Islamic Studies have seen
this episode from the marital life of Muhammad as
a sign of the moral weakness of the Prophet of Islam.
It is true that certain fulamd3 of the classical epoch
had difficulty hiding their embarrassment, and it is
certainly no accident that Fakhr al-Dfn al-Razf [q.v]
undertook to show that the marital life of the Prophet
was in no way governed by his carnal appetites, with
his commentary on Kur'an, XXXIII, 37: "Here is
evidence that the marital life of the Prophet (al-tazwiaj
min al-nabi) did not have the purpose of satisfying the
carnal appetite of the Prophet (kadd3 shahwat al-nabi),
but on the contrary, its purpose was to render the
Law explicit though his agency." In other words, there
was nothing here other than one example among others of "clarification of the Law through the agency
[of the Prophet]" (baydn al-Shanca bi-jiclihi), see al-Razf,
al-Tafsir al-kablr aw mafdtih al-ghayb, 32 vols. and index,
Beirut 1411/1990, xxv, 184).
The prohibition of adoption under the terms of the
revealed Law (Shan'd) is no doubt more easily understood if it is remembered that Islam regards the "natural" nuclear family, rather than the tribe, as the
basis of the community (ummd). From this perspective,
which is that of Abrahamic monotheism in general,
adoption appears as a disruptive element, confusing
"lineages" (nasab, pi. ansdb), or the lines of "natural"
filiation which reflect the familial order as willed by
the Divine Legislator (see Ps.-al-ShafiT, Ahkdm alKur'dn, ed. Kawtharf, 2 vols., Damascus n.d., ii, 164).
If reference is made to the "occasion" of the
Kur'anic prohibition of adoption—or the case of
Zayd—it can well be understood why, in classical doctrines, a de facto distinction is imposed between, on
the one hand, the child whose genealogy is known
(ma'ruf al-nasab) and on the other, the child whose
genealogy is unknown (madj_hul al-nasab), the lakit [q.v]
("foundling"), who is the object of a specific chapter
in treatises of fkh. In the second case, a recognition
of paternity, with transference of the nasab (istilhdk or
ikrdr bi 'l-nasab) by the finder of the child proves possible, under certain circumstances, and even facilitated, since Muslim jurists show themselves very
flexible on this point, demanding only indications of
"probability" in such recognitions and not formal proof
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(see M.S. Sujimon, The treatment of the foundling according to the Hanafis, in ILS, ix/3 [2002], 358-85). As
for the possibility of passing from one known genealogy to another, it is unequivocally barred de jure according to all legal schools. In the Muslim legal order,
the creation of a genealogy ex nihilo thus proves easier than a change of nasab.
At the present time, only one Arab Muslim country,
Tunisia, has had the audacity to contravene openly
the Kur'anic prohibition of plenary adoption. In 1958,
the Tunisian legislature, more aware of new social
realities than others, established adoptive filiation in
the full sense. It seems nevertheless that in the tribunals
interpretation of statutes of adoption is often restrictive and sometimes expressly infringes the terms of
the legislation in force (see L. Pruvost, Integration familiale. . ., in Recueil d'articles qffert a Maurice Borrmans par
ses collegues et amis, Rome 1996, 155-80).
Modern and contemporary ethnology has shown
that despite its theoretical prohibition, adoption used
to be practised in numerous Muslim societies. Adoption
in Islam probably constitutes one of those instances
where custom, in the event more favourable to this
institution, has been only very superficially Islamised.
Bibliography. 1. Surveys of the classical
d o c t r i n e . References given in the article; the corpus of commentaries on Kur'an, XXXIII, 5, 37;
and for an unusual point of view, cautiously
favourable to adoption, Zamakhsharl, al-Kashshaf'an
hakd^ik al-Kur'dn, Beirut n.d. [1947] on Kur'an,
XXXIII, 5. Treatises of fihh barely mention the
question of the prohibition of adoption.
2. S t u d i e s . Few works have been devoted to
adoption as such in Islam, but see nevertheless G.H.
Bousquet and A. Demeerseman, Uadoption dans la
famille tunisienne, in R.Afr., ccclxxii-iii (1937), 127-59;
A.R. Naqvi, Adoption in Muslim law, in Islamic Studies,
xix (1980), 283-392; U. Vermeulen, De gezagsvoorzieningen in de Islam: adoptie en hoederecht, in Recht
van de Islam, iv (1986), 4-17; K. Dilger, Die Adoption
im modernen Orient. Ein Beitrag zu den Hiyal im islamischen Recht, in Recht van de Islam, vii (1988), 42-62;
A. al-A. Sonbol, Adoption in Islamic society, a historical survey, in E. Warnock Fernea (ed.), Children in
the Muslim Middle East, Cairo 1996, 45-67; O. Pesle,
Uadoption en Islam, Algiers n.d.
(E. CHAUMONT)
TABIIYYAT (A.), an abstract noun formed from
the adjective tabi'i "natural" (antonym, masnuc},
p h y s i c s , or n a t u r a l s c i e n c e s .
Aristotle divided the theoretical sciences into mathematics, physics and metaphysics. Islamic philosophers,
starting from al-Kindf [q.v], were familiar with this
division and it forms part of the various classifications
of the sciences that were drawn up by Islamic scholars, such as in the Ihsd3 al-culum by al-Farabf [q.v.]
and in many subsequent ones. In these classifications,
physics was subdivided into parts that mostly corresponded to the Aristotelian works on natural science,
including those that are now known to have originated in his school. Such a division was also maintained in the encyclopaedic works of Ibn Sfna [q.v.]
and his followers, such as Bahmanyar b. al-Marzuban,
Abu '1-Barakat al-Baghdadf, Fakhr al-Din al-RazI, alAbharT and others.
For instance, the part of Ibn Sfna's Kitdb al-Shifd'
that deals with tablciyydt constains the following eight
sections: lectures on physics; the heaven and the world;
generation and corruption; actions and passions;
meteorological phenomena; the soul, plants; and the
natures of animals. Except for the section entitled
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"Actions and passions", each of these sections corresponds to a work from the Aristotelian school; in fact,
the section "Actions and passions" together with the
next section "Meteorological phenomena" discusses the
subjects from Aristotle's Meteorology.
Furthermore, Islamic philosophers such as Ibn
Badjdj a and Ibn Rushd [q.vv] wrote individual commentaries on several of Aristotle's physical works.
It should be mentioned that the Islamic theologians
(mutakallimun) also discussed subjects that fall under
tabi'iyydt, such as the structure of matter and the
nature of change.
The Islamic philosophers writing on subjects of natural science remained within the framework of
Aristotelian natural philosophy: they used concepts
such as potentiality/actuality, matter/form, natural
place and natural motion vs. non-natural place and
forced motion; they adopted Aristotle's definition of
motion; and they denied the existence of the void
and conceived matter as continuous, not atomistic.
However, it appears that the work of Philoponos [see
YAHYA AL-NAHWI], who opposed Aristotle in several
respects, was also well studied, and that often Islamic
philosophers took sides with him against Aristotle.
Moreover, they often had a different way of discussing
things and brought forward new arguments. A few
examples follow.
In their discussion of infinity, Islamic philosophers
adopted Aristotle's definition, but they used a way to
prove that infinite quantities cannot actually exist,
which was first propounded by Philoponos. His proof
was based on the (mistaken) idea that a part of an
infinite collection cannot be infinite, for if something
is smaller than infinite, it must be finite. Al-Kindl
and al-Ghazalf [q.vv] used this method also to prove,
against Aristotle, that time cannot be infinite, but must
have a beginning. Objections against this again were
raised by Ibn Sma and Ibn Rushd. It is worth mentioning that Thabit b. Kurra [g.v] recognised that
infinite collections may have parts that are also infinite; this in fact invalidates the proofs of Philoponos
and his Islamic followers.
In opposition to the Aristotelian explanation of
motion, that "every body that moves is moved by
another body", Islamic philosophers adopted the concept of impressed force such as conceived by
Philoponos; this was further developed by Ibn Slna
and his school, and became known as mayl ("inclination").
Aristotle's "law of motion", stating that the velocity of a body moving through a medium is inversely
proportional to the density of that medium, was criticised by Philoponus and subsequently Ibn Badjdj.
Aristotle's law implies that motion through a void (if
void existed) would occur with infinite velocity, that
is, any distance would be covered in no time, and
this absurd consequence was an argument for Aristotle
to assert the impossibility of the void. However,
Philoponus and Ibn Badjdj stated that covering a distance always needs a finite time, even in void, if it
existed, and that the effect of the presence of a medium
will be that more time is needed to cover that distance.
Atomism was discussed by Ibn Sfna in a way not
found in Greek philosophy, for he wrote in opposition to the atomism of the mutakallimun, who defended
atomism with their own arguments.
The discussions of meteorological phenomena [see
AL-ATHAR AL-CULWIYYA] are mostly based on Aristotle's
assumption that they are caused by the two exhalations, the dry one from the earth and the moist one
from the water. However, in their explanation of some
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phenomena, such as precipitation, wind, earthquakes,
thunder, rainbow and the climates, al-Kindf and Ibn
Sfna do not always follow Aristotle. They show an
independent way of thinking and criticise Aristotle on
the basis of personal observation of these phenomena.
Much of the discussions of the above-mentioned
subjects remained speculative or philosophical. The
discipline that is nowadays called physics also had its
scholars in the period of the flourishing of Islamic
science. Statics was the subject of the Kitdb al-Karastun
by Thabit b. Kurra and Kitdb Mizdn al-hikma by alKhazinf [</.#.]. Hydrostatics and the determination of
specific weights were discussed in the same book of
al-Khazinf and by al-Bfrum in his Makdla f i nisab.
These scholars were able to execute very precise
measurements of specific weights with their diverse
instruments.
Although the work of Ibn al-Haytham [q.v.] on
optics also contains much speculation, it stands out
as one of the first examples of a systematic experimental investigation of the behaviour of light. This
work was continued by Karnal al-Dm al-Farisf [q.v.]
who made a considerable contribution to the explanation of the rainbow by recognising that it is due
to refraction of light in drops of water in a cloud
[see MANAZIR].
Bibliography.], van Ess, Theologie und Gesellschaft
im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert Hidschra, i-iii, v-vi, Berlin,
New York 1991-5; P. Lettinck, Aristotle's Physics and
its reception in the Arabic world: with an edition of the
unedited parts of Ibn Bd^aja's Commentary on the
Physics, Leiden 1994; R. Rashid (ed.), Encyclopedia
of the history of Arabic science, ii, London and New
York 1996, 614-715; Lettinck, Aristotle's Meteorology
and its reception in the Arab world: with an edition and
translation of Ibn Suwdr's Treatise on meteorological
phenomena and Ibn Bdajdja's Commentary on the
Meteorology, Leiden 1999; idem, Ibn Sind on atomism. Translation of Ibn Sind's Kitdb al-Shifd*, al-Tabiciyydt
1: al-Samdf al-Tabici, Third treatise, chapters 3-5, in
Al-Shajarah, Journal of the International Institute of Islamic
Thought and Civilization (ISTAC), iv/1 (1999), 1-50.
(P. LETTINCK)
TA'BIR AL-RU'YA (A.), "the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of
dreams".
As well as this expression, tafsir al-ahldm is employed,
with ta'bir, basically "the passage of one thing to
another, one sense to another", hence "explanation"
and tafsir, lit. "commenting, explaining", from roots
occurring in other Semitic languages and with the
two Arabic verbal nouns found, once each, in the
Kur'an, at XII, 43, and XXV, 33, with ta'wil [q.v.]
also at XII, 44-5. In current usage, tcfbir is confined
to the sense of "interpretation of dreams", whilst tafsir
[q.v.] is used for commentaries on e.g. the Bible and
the Kur'an.
For the terminology of dreams and for the development of literature in Arabic on them, see RI/YA.
Here, their interpretation is considered, i.e. the skill
of oneirocriticism.
In origin, oneiromancy was the province of the
kdhin [q.v] and custodians of inspired knowledge. It
depended on divination, which was both intuitive and
deductive: the first when in dreams, the divinity itself
or its messenger appears to announce future happenings; the second, in regard to dreams of daily life,
with their own obvious interpretation. In Islam, the
two methods existed, the first in regard to the great
Islamic dynasties (see Fahd, Le reve dans la societe islamique
du Mqyen Age) and in apparitions in dreams of the
Prophet himself to privileged or pious persons and

mystics. The second is seen in the immense oneirocritical literature in Islam (see idem, La divination arabe,
247-367). To these types of knowledge of the future
a third may be added, incubation, in which a revealing angel is prompted to get in contact with the supernatural world and bring back knowledge of the future,
a procedure already known from the Gilgamesh epic
(J. Bottero, Les songes et leurs interpretations, Paris 1959).
From oneiromancy, said by the Prophet to be one
part of prophesy, following the Talmudic tradition
(Berakhot, 57b, with comm. of Maimonides, Le guide
des egares, ii, 136), to oneirocriticism, the transition was
made by two simultaneous impulses from the ancient
Babylonian and Hellenistic traditions. In fact, by its
symbolism and its formulation, the interpretation of
dreams shows close links with the most ancient Semitic
tradition, seen in Oppenheim's reconstitution of the
Assyrian book of dreams and his exhaustive study of
oneiromancy in the Near East. The transmission can,
of course, only have been oral, as one would expect
with a popular tradition.
After the 4th/10th century, under the impulsion of
the Arabic translation of Artemidorus of Ephesus (2nd
century A.D.), oneirocriticism borrowed from this last
not only its plan and method of classification but also
a considerable number of symbolic elements (see e.g.
al-Dfnawarf's work). This injection of new blood led
to the prodigious development of the Islamic genre
of this literature (180 works listed in Fahd, op. cit.,
330 ff.), and the double heritage was developed and
perfected through numerous generations.
The first codifier here was the Medinan Ibn alMusayyab (Jlor. in the caliphate of the Umayyad cAbd
al-Malik (later lst/7th century A.D.). He left behind
a list of thirteen dreams which his contemporaries
had asked him to interpret, given by Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt,
v, 91-3, tr. in Fahd, op. cit., 310-11). He was followed
by Ibn Sinn [q.v], whose fame here has come down
to us and who figures amongst the forefathers of
Arabic oneirocriticism.
At this stage, Arabic skill lacked a method of classifying dreams into precise categories illustrated by
clear examples showing the constant symbolism. The
translator of Artemidorus, Hunayn b. Ishak [q.v], filled
this gap, and it was exploited by Abu Sa'fd alDlnawarT in his work of 397/1006-7 dedicated to the
c
Abbasid caliph al-Kadir (see Bibl], of which over 25
mss. survive, the oldest work in the genre to have
reached us integrally. This immense compilation not
only contains materials on the interpretation of dreams
but also on the range of man's activities, social and
religious, and on his hopes and fears as experienced
by a man of Baghdad! society in the 4th/10th century. This work also allows us to reconstitute, grosso
modo, the six books of the work of Artemidorus, and
its classification of themes became normative in later
tradition, with only slight modifications appearing.
For the Muslim oneirocritics, the interpretation of
dreams was the first of the sciences, practised from
the start by the prophets and messengers of God so
that the greater part of their pronouncements were
made by means of dreams. For Ibn Khaldun, it is a
science whose light is a reflection of prophesy, with
which it is closely connected. Both involve the permanent preoccupations of the Revelation (iii, 84, Eng.
tr. iii, 103, Fr. tr. ii, 118). He details the skills required
for interpretation of dreams, essentially those for religious piety, including discretion and the avoidance of
careless talk and divulgence of confidences.
The oneirocritic should consider all aspects of the
phenomenon and give a clear, measured response.
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Note must be taken of the status, age, etc. of the
person involved, the conditions in which the dream
has been experienced, etc. Faced with a difficulty, the
oneirocritic must go back to basic principles, but if
after all that, he can find no answer, he must confess this, and no-one will reproach him, since this has
happened to the prophets themselves. The dreams of
all classes of men must be interpreted, after a rigorous enquiry into the status, etc. of the questioner. If
no progress can, however, be made, recourse must
be had to one's own personal opinion. Above all, discretion is vital (al-Dfnawarf, fols. 41-3).
All the authors stress the need to have a vast knowledge of all the sciences; all branches of knowledge
are useful, including mathematics, law, etymology, onomastic, literature, proverbs, the practices of the Islamic
cult, etc. Nothing has changed in the ancient principles of oneirocriticism; the only differences revealed
in the course of time come from the conditions of
men and their preoccupations, morals and whether
they prefer immediate, present gains at the expense
of the Afterlife, whereas previously, religious affairs
formed the main activities of men. When the Prophet's
Companions dreamed of dates, they saw there the
sweetness of their religion; for them, honey signified
the delights gained for them from reading the Kur'an,
knowledge and justice (Ibn Sinn, Muntakhab, i, 2Iff.).
One should say in conclusion that, despite the efforts
of the oneirocritics to furnish their art with principles
and techniques, they were forced to recognise that
"the interpretation of dreams remains based on analogy, relationship, comparison and probability. One cannot base a course of action, nor refer to its findings,
before their accomplishment in the waking state and
even before proof for it is put forward" (ibid., i, 4).
In fact, wrote E. Doutte, Magie et religion dans I'Afrique
du Nord, Algiers 1909, 407, "la pluralite des methodes, 1'arbitraire avec lequel on les emploie, Tabus de
symbolisme font de roniromancie une pure fantaisie
et il n'est pas un songe qui ne puisse, au gre du
devin, etre interpreter d'une facon favorable ou defavorable aux interets de son client".
Nevertheless, the severe judgements of both ancients
and moderns do not reduce the considerable value of
oneirocritical literature for the light it throws on psychology, sociology and mysticism. Beneath dreams,
simple or incoherent, there is a complex of passions,
ambitions and dynastic rivalries. Whether spontaneous
or fabricated, they are the vehicles for conceptions
and ideas issuing from the popular milieu, one not
widely revealed in other literary genres. Since the
dream forms part of the life of rich and poor alike,
it forms something like a screen between the dead
past and the present, which can be used to reconstruct, with great precision and realism, the social life
and aspirations of any given class at any fixed time.
Bibliography: 1. S o u r c e s . Artemidorus of
Ephesus, Book of dreams; Ar. tr. from the Greek by
Hunayn b. Ishak (d. 210/873), ed. T. Fahd,
Damascus 1964; Abu Sacld Nasr b. Ya'kub alDfnawarf, al-Kddiri fi }l-tacbir, ms. B.N. Paris, fonds
ar. 2745; Ibn Khaldun, Mukaddima, ed. Quatremere,
Fr. tr. de Slane, Eng. tr. Rosenthal, ch. VI, § 17;
Ps.-Ibn Sinn, Muntakhab al-kaldm fi tafsir al-ahldm,
3 vols. Bulak 1294/1877.
2. S t u d i e s . A.L. Oppenheim, The interpretation of
dreams in the Ancient Near East, in Trans. Amer.
Philosophical Soc., N.S. xliii/3, Philadelphia 1956,
179-373; T. Fahd, Les songes et lews interpretation en
Islam, Sources orientales 2, Paris 1959, repr. in
Etudes d'histoire et de civilisation islamiques, Istanbul
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de Royaumont, ed. G.E. von Grunebaum and R.
Caillois, Paris 1967, 335-67, Span tr. Buenos Aires
1964, 193-230, Eng. tr. Berkeley and Los Angeles
1966, 351-79, repr. in Fahd, Etudes, 61-93; idem,
Le divination arabe, Leiden 1965, repr. Paris 1987;
idem, L'oniromancie orientale et ses repercussions sur
roniromancie de ^Occident medieval, in Oriente e Occidente
net Medioeve. Filosofia e Science, 13° Convegno Internationale della Fondazione Alessandro Volta, Rome-Florence
1969, Rome 1971, 347-74, repr. in Studies, 95-119;
idem, in Diet, critique de I'esoterisme, Paris 1998, arts.
Divination, 412-21, Reve, 107-9; Nadia al-Bagdadi,
The Other-Eye. Sight and insight in Arabic classical
dream literature, contrib. to colloquium on Le regard
dans la civilisation arabe classique, Paris 2002, 22, with
refs. to other recent works on the subject.
(T. FAHD)

TABRIZ!, DJALAL AL-DIN, Abu i-Kasim, a

saint of the S u h r a w a r d i y y a [ q . v . ] order (date
of death perhaps 642/1244; Ghulam Sarwar-i Lahawrf,
Khazinat al-asjiya'}.
Together with Baha3 al-Dfn Zakariyya [q.v.], Djalal
al-Dm is to be counted as the founder of the order
in India (Saiyid Athar Abbas Rizvi, A history of Sufism
in India, New Delhi 1978, i, 190). After the death of
his teacher Badr al-Dfn Abu Sacld Tabriz!, Djalal alDm went to Baghdad to join Abu Hafs c Umar alSuhrawardf (d. 632/1234 [q.v.]), the eponym of the
order, as a disciple, when al-Suhrawardf was already
old. Djalal al-Dln stayed with al-Suhrawardl for nearly
a decade and he accompanied him on his annual pilgrimages to Mecca and Medina. In the company of
Baha3 al-Dm Zakariyya who was to found a khdnakdh
in Multan, Djalal al-Dfn set out to travel to India
(Djamf, Nafahat, 504). However, they separated on the
way, a fact explained by legend as follows: Djalal alDfn met the mystical poet c Attar (d. 618/1221 [q.v.])
in Nfshapur and was asked by him, who in Baghdad
was to be included among the mystics. Impressed by
the poet's spiritual presence Djalal al-Dfn is said not
to have uttered the name of al-Suhrawardf (Cishtf,
Mir3at al-asrdr, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin SPK, Ms.
orient. Quart. 1903, 284b). At the beginning of the
7th/13th century, during the reign of Iltutmish (60733/1210-36 [q.v.]), Djalal al-Dfn arrived in India where
he was warmly welcomed by the Sultan. The Shaykh
al-Isldm Nadjm al-Dfn, however, resented this and
tried to influence the Sultan against the Suff (Cishtf,
loc. cit.}. An accusation was concocted and in 1228
the Sultan organised an investigation, which was
presided over by Baha3 al-Dfn Zakariyya. Though the
charge was soon found to be false, Djalal al-Dfn left
Dihlf for Bada'un. There again Djalal al-Dfn became
friendly with the ruling classes, viz. the local administrator Kadf Kamal al-Dfn, who enrolled his son as
Djalal al-Dfn's disciple.
Finally, Djalal al-Dfn reached Bengal where he settled down. In recruiting followers, Djalal al-Dfn converted many Hindus and Buddhists to Islam (Rizvi,
ii, 398; Trimingham, 232). In accordance with the
policy of the Suhrawardf order of supporting enforced
conversion, Djalal al-Dfn demolished, at Devatalla in
northern Bengal, a large temple that a kdfir (Hindu
or Buddhist) had erected and constructed a monastery
in its place. In the Rihla of Ibn Battuta [q.v.], Djalal
al-Dfn Tabrfzf is confused with Shah Djalal of Sylhet,
one of the Bengali warrior saints (Rizvi, i, 314). In
the Kamrup hills of Assam Djalal al-Dfn was said to
have been met by the Moroccan traveller (Rihla, iv,
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216-22) who had reached India only in 734/1333.
Djalal al-Dfn's sanctuary in Sylhet is still visited by
the devout to this very day (Lawrence, Notes from a
distant flute, Tehran 1978, 63). Reliable information of
his successors in Bengal is not available (Rizvi, i, 202).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Firishta, Muhammad Kasim Hindushah,
Tdnkh-i Firishta, Bombay 1831, ii, 760; Hamid b.
Fadl Allah Dihlawf "Djamalf", Siyar al-cdrijin, Dihlf
1311/1893; cAbd al-Hakk Muhadclit_h, Akhbdr alakhydr, Dihlf 1309, 44-6; Muhammad CA1I Tarbiyat,
Ddnishmanddn-i Adharbaydjdn, Tehran 1314/1935, 97;
Storey, ii, 971 and n. 7.
(F. SOBIEROJ)
TAB SHIR (A.), lit. "proclamation, spreading of the
good news", a t e r m used in m o d e r n w o r k s for
C h r i s t i a n p r o s e l y t i s m in v a r i o u s forms and
the work of missionaries (mubashshirun) within
the Islamic w o r l d .
The use of the word, if not the activity which it
denotes, does not seem to go back beyond the end
of the 19th century, being at one and the same time
contemporaneous with the Arab renaissance (Nahda
[</.y.]), European colonialism and the development of
Christian missions. It seems to be a term of Christian
origin, corresponding to its usage in Arabic translations
of the Bible for Grk. evangelion "announcement of good
news", as evidenced in the Protestant (London-Beirut
1831) and the Roman Catholic (Beirut 1898) translations, where in Mark, xvi, 16, we have, however,
oflinu al-bishdra without, however, the form tabshir.
Tabshir does not appear in such classical dictionaries
as LCA and TA, and bishdra is found for the first time
in Freytag's Arabic-Latin dictionary (Halle 1830-7, i,
124) in the sense of evangelium, uncapitalised and without any connotation of the Gospel itself. Lane, Lexicon,
i, 208, simply has mubashshir in the general sense of
"one who announces good news". Butrus al-Bustanf
in his Muhit (Beirut 1867, i, 95) is the first person
to give a reasoned definition, citing the expression
bishdrat al-indjll, where the origin of this neologism is
explained: iddfa bayyina li-anna al-Indj.il ma'ndhu al-bishdra
bi 'l-yundniyya. Curiously, and in which he is followed
by the author of the dictionary Akrab al-mawdrid (1889),
he mentions (96) that al-bashir means, in a general
way, al-mubashshir wa 'l-ajamil and that it is the epithet given to St. Luke by the Christians, lakab Mar
Lukd cind al-Nasdrd. Words from this root b-sh-r occur
several times in the Kur'an (cAbd al-Bakf, Mucdj_am almufahras, Cairo 1378/[1945], 119-21), especially in the
verbal forms bashshara and abshara, whose ambivalent
sense can announce some good news but also, in
menacing tones, the corning of bad news; mubashshir
is attested in speaking, inter alios, of the Prophet, but
not tabshir in regard to him.
It is impossible to discuss here the innumerable
books and articles devoted directly or indirectly to
tabshn] only a few representative ones, in Arabic, of
the mediaeval period will be given. The enquiry ought,
however, to be extended beyond the Arab to the
wider Islamic world, notably to India and Indonesia.
Reading these works, one notes that, at different
levels, the authors treat various aspects of the subject. Two forms of tabshir are distinguished. The direct
one is an effort by churches and missionaries in the
strict sense, mubashshirun, to announce to Muslims the
Christian "good news". It involves, then, an individual
or collective enterprise of the Christians, openly proclaimed. Distinguished from it is a more radical notion,
sometimes confused with the first, envisaging directly
"conversion" or more precisely, Christianisation, tansir,
a masdar or verbal noun of Form II from the collec-

tive designation of Christians, al-Nasara \_q.vI\, traditional among the Muslims.
The tabshir in these works can denote proselytisation
aimed directly at Muslims but equally, and frequently,
aimed at whole populations, as in Black Africa or
amongst certain ethnic minorities not connected with
Judaism or Islam, as in the Sudan, in Chad or in
other countries of Africa and elsewhere. These Christian missionary activities, openly declared, have for
the most part their origins in Western, traditionally
Christian—Catholic or Protestant—countries, but do
not stem, above all in the Near East, from the churches
or members of the Eastern Christian churches, present in that region for two millennia. However, according to authorities consulted, certain members of these
local churches may have been involved in the missionary activities, tabshiriyya, of missionaries of Western
origin. Finally, the term "the West" embraces not
only Europe, but also North America, especially the
United States, even though colonisation activities in
predominantly Muslim lands have never been directly
launched, so these authors state, from the USA.
Alongside this direct, avowed missionary work,
numerous authors devote—some more, perhaps, than
others—an important place to the indirect form of
tabshir, one that is "hidden" or "stealthy", which, with
concealed motives, uses diversionary means (cultural,
charitable and political) to achieve its aims indirectly.
The authors who denounce this indirect missionary
work connect it to two main trends, which, they allege,
are its main inspirers, viz. colonisation (isti'mdr) and
orientalism (istishrdk).
The titles of certain works on this theme, placing
tabshir in direct connection with colonisation, are revelatory enough of this fact. One may cite e.g. Mustafa
Khalidf and c Umar Farrukh, whose work is often cited
as a reference work on the topic, al-Tabshir wa 'l-isticmar f i 'l-bildd al-carabiyya: card li-ajuhud al-mubashshinn
allatl tarmi ild ikhbd' al-shark Ii 'l-isticmdr al-gharbi (Beirut
1953) and, more recently, cAbd al-Fattah Ahmad Abu
Zayida, al-Tabshir al-salibi wa }l-ghazw al-istfmdn (Malta
1988) (see Talal 'Atrlsl, al-Bactha al-yasuciyya: muhimmat
icddd al-nakhba al-siydsiyya Ji Lubndn, 1987), which emphasise the school, University and charitable activities of
certain religious orders, in general French- or Englishspeaking, practising this indirect form of tabshir. Limiting ourselves to the Near East, the main University
institutions envisaged are the American University of
Beirut (AUB), the Jesuit Universite Saint-Joseph, also
at Beirut, and the American University in Cairo (AUC),
the first two of which have a religious orientation and
were founded in the second half of the 19th century,
that of the Nahda and of colonisation [see DJAMI'A].
On the same track, there is a great stress on the
introduction of foreign languages, English and French,
as hidden means of detaching student elites of the
Near East from their own language, Arabic, and their
original culture, that of the Kur'an and Islam, and
as a means of making favourable comparisons in
favour of the West, especially in the domains of technical and industrial progress. Another of the means
(wasd'il) of this second form of tabshir is the encouragement by these educational establishments of developing, on the one hand, the use of the various Arabic
dialects, al-lahadj_dt al-cdmmiyya, and on the other, the
use of non-Arabic local languages, Syriac, Kurdish,
Berber, Armenian, etc., in order to perpetuate divisions between the peoples of the Near East, to "divide
and rule", and thereby prevent the wider diffusion of
Islam. This is an argument already used, in a slightly
different context, by authors of the Salafiyya [q.vJ] at
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the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th centuries, admittedly without recourse to the term tabshir,
e.g. in the commentary of the Manar [see AL-MANAR]
on sura V, 82. Also attacked are the endeavours of
these establishments to promote or to favour various
forms of bilingualism or trilingualism to the detriment
of the one language, Arabic.
Certain authors go even further and allege that
these missionary enterprises find agents (fumald3) to aid
them within the heart of the Arabic and Islamic worlds
themselves, and they cite in particular passages from
the famous work of Tana Husayn [q.v.], Mustakbal al~
thakdfa fi Misr, or that of Kasim Amm [q.v.], al-Mar'a
al-dj_adida (see cAbd al-cAzfm al-Murtada, al-Tabshir al~
f
alarm didd al-Isldm, ahddfuhu, wasd'iluhu, turukuhu, muwda^ahdtuhu, Misr al-Djadida 1992, 37 ff).
Orientalism, istishrdk, is often mentioned and denounced as one of the indirect means of tabshir. Without always avoiding a facile juxtaposition, but with
some persons recognising the positive aspects of istishrdk,
this link between the two notions brought together in
this fashion often goes on to an analysis of the "religious and missionary impulse" of the orientalists' activities, al-ddft al-dim al-tabshm (see Sultan cAbd al-Hamld
Sultan, Min suwar al-ghazwi al-fikn li 'l-Isldm: al-tabshlr,
al-istishrdk al-cilmdniyya, Cairo 1990, 166). The idea
that tabshir and istishrdk are linked derives its origin
from the fact that a certain number of orientalists,
above all those who lived or published works in the
Arab-Muslim lands, were indeed members of religious
orders or missionary societies. Hence in a general
way, some of their more critical attitudes, if not the
whole body of their works, are considered to be hidden
methods of sapping the foundations of the doctrines
of Islam, especially by dwelling on the controversial
aspects of the Kur'an and the life of Muhammad, or,
on another level, by an exclusive orientation towards
certain aspects of Islamic mysticism, etc. On this negative role of the orientalists, allied hand-in-hand with
tabshir, one may refer to the opinions of cAbd al-Latlf
al-Shuwayrif, Athdr al-istishrdk wa-kayfa muwddj_ihatuhu,
in Dj.awhar al-Isldm, vi/1 (Tunis 1973).
One may conclude this summary sketch with some
reflections. The first is that this idea of tabshir and
the positions taken up by those involved with it, should
be placed in a much wider and more ancient context, often far from eirenic, of Islamo-Christian relations in general, and, since the end of the 19th century,
of relations between Islam and the West, regarded as
an emanation of and as being representative of
Christianity. On the more particular level of the basic
choices of the two religions regarding tabshir, one may
add that these two religions see themselves equally,
although employing differing means, as faiths dealing
with universal final ends, bearers of a message meant
for men of all places and ages, a message which can
bring into action an expansionist dynamism that
explains, even if it does not justify, some of the methods used by the Islamic side regarding the idea of
tabshir studied here. Finally, let it be said that the
examples discussed above and their tentative analysis
do not in any way represent the positions of the most
authoritative and representative of the faithful of each
of the two religions.
Bibliography: As indicated above, this cannot
be exhaustive. In addition to references given in
the article, see cAbd al-Wadud Shalabf, Aftku ayyuhd
al-muslimm kabl an tadfa'u al-dj_izya, Cairo 1997; Sacd
al-Dfn al-Sayyid Salih, Ihdharu al-asdlib al-haditha fi
muwad^ahdt al-isldm, Cairo 1998, esp. 25-109. For
a global presentation of tabshir in the first half of
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the 20th century, which highlights its relative check
in face of Islam, above all in Africa and Asia, see
the art. Tabshir, in Muhammad Farfd WadjdT,
Dd'irat al-macdrif al-karn al~rdbic ashar/al-cishinn, 1937,
i, 205-20, and see also Hasan Hanafi, Mddhd ytfni
c
ilm al-istighrdb, Beirut 2000, Preface. On the links
between orientalism and tabshir, E. Said, Orientalism,
London 1978, Fr. tr. 1980, Ar. tr. 1981; El2, art.
MUSTASHRIKUN (JJ. Waardenburg), Vol. VII, 745ff.;
al-Fikr al-'arabi, xxxi (Jan.-March 1983), xxxii (AprilJune 1983), on istishrdk; Etudes arabes, Ixxxiii (1992/2),
PISAI, Rome, dossier on al-mustashrikun. For the
views of an Arab academic on European orientalists,
see cAbd al-Rahman Badawl, Mawsu'at al-mustashrikun, 3Beirut 1992. Also E. Rudolph, Westlische Islamwissenschaft im Spiegel muslimischer Kritik, Berlin 1991.
On earlier relations of Islam and the West, see N.
Daniel, Islam and the West, the making of an image,
Edinburgh 1960, Fr. tr. L'Islam et ^Occident, Paris
1993; idem, The Arabs and mediaeval Europe, -'London
and New York 1979; F. Cardini, Europe e islam.
Storia di un malinteso, Rome-Bari 2000, Fr. tr. Europe
et Islam, histoire d'un malentendu, Paris 2000.
(L. POUZET)
TAHIR BEG, MEHMED, late O t t o m a n j o u r nalist, publisher, and owner of journals,
newspapers, and a printing-house in Istanbul
(1864-1912). He was one of the journalists and publishers who were supported by cAbd al-Hamfd II,
being awarded various medals and decorations by
the Sultan.
Information about his family and education is limited. Redja'T-zade Ekrem [q.v.] reports that Tahir Beg's
mother looked after his older son. It is known that
he was working as a reporter at Therwet, the newspaper published in Turkish by Dimitraki Nikolaidi
between 1307/1891 and 1324/1908. That he was a
well-known figure in the press and publishing world
can be deduced from the names of the staff of his
journals and newspapers, from the variety of the
authors of the books he published at his printinghouse, from the fact that he introduced Ahmed Rasim
[q.v] into journalism, and from his getting articles
from Redja'T-zade to publish in his journals and printing a book translated by Ahmed Ihsan Tokgoz [see
AHMAD IHSAN] at his printing-house, although he had
many conflicts with both of these in later years. Thanks
to his high connections, he was able to resume publishing his journal Ma'lumdt very soon after it was
suppressed or confiscated for various reasons.
He was notorious in the world of Turkish press
and publication as the first person in the history of
Turkish journalism to produce false news and then
to take bribes for publishing denials of it, so that his
lakab (Baba Tdhir] is given as an example for such
situations. First, abusing his proximity to the Ottoman
Sultan, he supplied the latter with names to be given
ranks, decorations and medals, these persons being
close to him, and he published those names in his
newspaper. Then he printed bogus certificates at his
printing-house, employed an Italian engraver to produce spurious decorations and sold them, especially
to foreigners. In addition, he printed publications
opposing the Palace and then informed the Palace
that the "Young Turks" were printing such journals
in Egypt. In 1901, together with Dr. M. Pasha, he
denounced the journal Therwet-i Fiinun [q.v.] and caused
it to be suppressed for 40 days and its owner and
writers to be arraigned in court. He published Redja3!zade Ekrem Beg's Shemsd in his journal Ma'lumdt without his permission.
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When his offences were revealed, he was arrested,
tried and in 1903 sentenced to 15 years' imprisonment. But, only after five years, benefiting from the
amnesty declared after the Meshrutiyyet in 1908, he
returned to Istanbul. He was then kept under surveillance by the police authorities and not permitted
to publish his newspaper again. Having been involved
in the incident of 31 March 1325/13 April 1909, he
was exiled to Tripoli, but after a while escaped from
there to Naples and then to Paris. In both places he
established businesses, but these failed. From the fact
that A.I. Tokgoz's article on his death is dated 16
February 1912, it appears that he died at the beginning of that month in Paris.
He published five journals and newspapers: Bahdr
(1299/1883, 19 issues, fortnightly), Therwet (1314-18/
1898-1903, 2088 issues, daily), Irtikd3 (1315-19/
1899-1904, 251 issues, weekly), Ma'lumat (1311-18/
1895-1903, journal-newspaper, 2443 issues, weeklydaily) and Musawwer Fenn we Edeb (1315-19/1899-1903,
222 issues, weekly). Initially 48 issues of the Ma'lumat
were published by the Artin Asadoryan Press weekly
(1309-11/1894-5). Ma'lumdt, with its writers and contents, filled an important gap during the period when
it was published. Since it attracted attention through
photographs and illustrations having also French subtitles, it was also known as the Musawwer Mcflumdt.
The journal was distributed throughout the Ottoman
lands, Persia and Russia. It was also printed locally
in Filibe [q.v.] under the title Afdk-i Sharkiyyeden Tulvf
Eden Mcflumdt (1314/1896). Readers' letters sent from
places like Cyprus, the Mediterranean shores, the
Aegean Islands, Algeria and Egypt, show the extent
of the domain where it was being read. Some of its
issues were in Arabic and Persian, and it had supplements on diverse themes (Khanlmlam Mahsus Mcflumat,
Ildwe-i Ma'lumdt, etc.). The journals Ma'lumdt and
Therwet-i Fiinun were always in a state of rivalry, but
while Therwet-i Fiinun was the journal supporting modern literature, Ma'lumdt was the journal of supporters
of a more moderate line (mutawassit) in literature.
Apart from these, Tahir Beg also published books
at his printing-house. According to Seyfettin Ozege's
catalogue, 95 books were printed at the Matbaca-i Tdhir
Beg between the years 1311-19/1895-1903. Among
these were books printed in three languages: in
Turkish-Arabic-French or in Persian-Turkish-French.
Moreover, it is known that some French books were
also printed by him. Some of the books have the
name of the series Ma'lumdt Kiltuphanesi or Tdhir Beg
Kiituphanesi and the publisher's name as Mcflumdt ve
Therwet gazeteleri sdhib-i imtiydzi es-Seyyid Mehmed Tdhir.
In the books, the name of the printing-house is given
as Matbaca-i Tdhir Beg, Tdhir Beg Matbcfasi, Tdhir Begin
40 numarall Matbcfasi and Mcflumdt Gazeteleri ve Tdhir
Beg Matbcfasl. The relation with Tahir Beg's printinghouse of the 20 books that appeared in Seyfettin
Ozege's catalogue as having been printed at the
Maclumdt Matba'asl between 1311-17/1894-1901, is a
matter which still needs to be examined. Tahir Beg
had received the privilege of printing official documents at his printing-house during the period when
the Matbaca-i cAmire was closed.
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(HATICE AYNUR)
TAKALID (A.), pi. of the masdar or verbal noun
taklid, the Form II verb kallada having the meaning,
inter alia, "to mimic, imitate" (for taklid in its legal
and theological context, see the art. s.v.), is used in
Arabic today for the ensemble of i n h e r i t e d folk
traditions and practices, popular customs
and manners, and folklore in general, although
the loanword from English fulklur, is often used, especially for the discipline and its study at large. In recent
years also, the term al-turdtji al-shabi "folk inheritance"
is being used to denote the common Arabic heritage
of popular culture.
According to the common definition of the term
"folklore", it denotes the cultural popular traditions
which are passed on from generation to generation
and their study. Folklore may be divided into five
main categories: (1) Oral traditions: folktales, legends,
myths, fables, riddles, jokes; popular poems, common
expressions, expletives and oaths; (2) Written materials: proverbs, amulets and talismans; (3) Traditional
practices: food and drinks, clothes, embroidery, cosmetics, jewellery, household tools and furniture; popular medicine, witchcraft; customs and manners; (4)
Beliefs and superstitions; and (5) Popular art: popular theatre, songs, dances, musical instruments, paintings, drawings and sculpting.
1. In the Arab world.
Although descriptions of popular traditions and customs among Arabs, mainly the Bedouin, appear already
in early Arab literature, and, in particular, within
travel literature, serious discussion of Arab folklore
only started in the 19th century with the appearance
of works such as E.W. Lane's (1801-76) An account of
the manners and customs of the modern Egyptians (1836).
However, research of this field was not very common
until the second half of the 20th century. This omission is clearly illustrated by Ahmad Amm (1878-1954)
in the introduction to his Kdmus al-cdddt wa 'l-takdlid
wa 'l-tacdbir al-misriyya (Cairo 1953) in which he says:
"I sincerely believe that historians have deliberately
neglected popular aspects in their books of history,
showing off their aristocracy, although popular literature, in many respects, is not of less importance than
the literary Arabic language and literature. . . . It is
quite possible that some aristocratic scholars will look
askance and be bewildered as to how an academic
professor degrades himself by recording manners and
popular expressions which concern the populace" (pp.
II-III).
This attitude among Arab scholars towards their
popular heritage in the past resembles their attitude
towards the study of Arabic dialects, which also won
recognition as a discipline worth investigating only
during the second half of the 20th century after the
appearance of works by non-Arab scholars who valued both Arab heritage and Arabic dialects and consequently published extensively on both subjects.
Oral t r a d i t i o n s have been known for genera-
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tions and in particular the art of the story-telling of
folktales (kisas sha'biyya; in colloquial Arabic hikdya [q.v]
or hadduta (from uhdutjia "speech, tale"), which was
usually carried out by an elder member of the family or by the local "professional" teller (hakawdti}. The
best example of such a genre is the famous Thousand
and One Nights [see ALF LAYLA WA-LAYLA]. The genre
of fables is represented by Kalila wa-Dimna [q.v.] attributed to the Indian philosopher Bidpai (4th century
B.C.) and rendered into Arabic by Ibn al-Mukaffac
(721-57 [q.v.]). Another genre is that of amusing anecdotes (nawddir, mulah), e.g. the funny stories of Djuha
[q.v.] (Turkish: Nasir al-Din Khodja [</.z>.]), about
whose real existence or non-existence scholars are
divided. It is mainly the Bedouin and the inhabitants
of rural areas around the Middle East who still continue with the long tradition of story-telling which,
together with riddles (hazzurat or hazdzir), and jokes
(nukat), are the most common and basic forms of entertainment. Several collections have been published and
new editions continue to appear, sometimes offering
the reader different versions of the same story or anecdote.
Another important genre which has been very popular from old times are poems composed by professional or amateur poets to commemorate a special
occasion or event, such as parties in honour of a person, weddings, eulogies or obituary speeches. Although
these poems usually take the form of the Arabic kasida
[^.y.], which is composed in literary Arabic, some are
recited in colloquial or something resembling Middle
Arabic, similar to common songs which are performed
on such occasions.
So far as common expressions, expletives and oaths
are concerned, they are usually associated with special situations and circumstances or etiquette, such as
weddings, the birth of a child, bereavement, etc.,
which are often connected with local customs. These
are usually recorded in the various dialect dictionaries. What most of them, however, have in common
is the fact that many of them contain the word Allah,
including the commonest expression used for encouragement and urging: yalla (in the name of God), and
the word walla(hi] (by God!), used customarily to express
astonishment or as an oath. Other common words
used as oaths are: wi-hydt rabbina (by God), wi 'l-nabi
(by the Prophet), wa-haydti/wa-haydtak (by my/your
life), wa-haydt rdsi/rdsak (by my/your head), wa-haydt
wlddi (by my children), wi-hyat or bi-rahmat ummi/ abuy
(by the memory of my mother/father), bi-sharafi (by
my honour) and halaft bi 'l-taldk (I swear I will divorce
my wife). Common expressions often used are: e.g.
when a person sneezes, people say to him rahimaka
alldh (may God have mercy upon you), or simply te'ish
(may you live long), and when a person leaves, others wish him Alldh macak (may God be with you). The
word mabruk is the commonest wish to congratulate
people on the occasion of an engagement, marriage,
birth, new house, car, job, clothes, etc. Sometimes
the dual, and the number one thousand are used in
good or bad wishes for emphasis: sahten (bon appetit);
marhabten (hello); 'amayen ("double blindness", i.e. Hell!);
alf mabruk (lit. a thousand blessings, i.e. congratulations!); alf ddhiya ("thousand hells"). A reference to
shoes, dogs and donkeys (and in some areas to a
woman) is immediately followed by the speaker with
the expressions bacld cannak (lit. far from you) or adj_allak
(lit. you are more respected than the object mentioned).
W r i t t e n materials include proverbs (amthdl) [see
MATHAL], a genre well known in classical Arabic literature as one of the earliest and most common com-
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positions in prose, even though some of them are
based on Arabic poetry. The thousands of proverbs
found in Arabic demonstrate the important role they
play in writing and in daily discourse. Moreover, as
many proverbs depict a situation or give advice or
warning, it is customary among Arabic speakers or
writers to use them in order to illustrate their
speech/written work to draw conclusions of a comparable situation. Old collections of Arabic proverbs,
such as that of al-Maydani (d. 518/1124 [q.v.]), are
constantly being reprinted while new collections of
proverbs, arranged by countries, continue to appear.
Amulets and talismans (tama'im, rukaydt, ta'dwidh,
taldsim, cazd}im, hudj_ub) are very popular, especially in
rural areas [see RUKYA; TAMIMA]. Many of these are
meant to protect the bearer against the evil eye [see
C
AYN], bring blessing and prosperity, speed the recovery from an illness or bring good luck in general.
The most popular amulet is the one in the shape of
an open hand called khamsa, i.e. "five", referring to
the five fingers of the hand, which are meant "to
stop" bad luck or envy. The amulet may be a copy
of the Kur'an, a few verses from it or brief statements such as: ceyn al-hasud Id tasud (May the eye of
the one who envies never prevail) or ceyn al-hasud fihd
c
ud (The eye of the one who envies will have a piece
of wood in it), but may also be simple blue beads,
a piece of blue cloth (since the eyes of the devil are
believed to be blue), leaves or flowers of certain plants
and even a pinch of salt. It is customary to give such
amulets to children or hang them at home, in the
car, at work and even on animals. There are also
talismans which are written in a code or contain numerals and other symbols which are only known to the
writer. Moreover, although the traditional rosary,
commonly used by men (misbaha), is more associated
with a ritual based on the custom of mentioning on
every occasion God's Most Beautiful Names (al-asmd"
al-husnd [</.y.]), it may also be regarded as a kind of
talisman.
T r a d i t i o n a l practices vary from region to region
and from one society to another. That is to say, daily
practices of the urban society may differ from those
of the rural one in the same way that they may be
different between one Arab country and another and
between sedentary and nomad society. Hence, what,
for example, is generally known in the West as Oriental
cuisine may have different recipes, names of ingredients and occasions for their consumption. Thus harisa
is the term for a dish of meat and bulgur, but in
Egypt it refers to a sweet pastry made of flour, melted
butter and sugar (see Wehr, under harisa). Bread is
called in Syro-Palestine khubz, whereas in Egypt it is
called ceysh (which has the same meaning as "life").
Flesh of lamb (kharuf) is usually consumed in festivals
such as Ramadan and the two clds, as well as sweets
(halwayyat) such as kundfa, baklawa, ghurayba and mafmul.
Sweets, mainly for children, such as ghazj, al-bandt
("girls' spinning") are also popular on special occasions. Incidentally, the ingredients used for these dishes
or the method of their preparation may differ from
one region to another. Traditional food served in family celebrations such as weddings, birth of a child or
bereavement may also vary in accordance with the
local customs, except for bereavements when sweet
dishes are normally avoided.
Coffee (kahwa [q.v.]) and tea (shay [see CAY]) are
the most popular drinks all around the Middle East.
Black coffee, usually with cardamon (hel), may be
served with sugar (madbut) or without (sdda) in small
cups, after being boiled a few times, first without
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sugar and then with. Tea is always strong and very
sweet and is usually served with mint leaves (nacnaf).
The popularity of coffee has, over the years, given
rise to a whole ethos: it is offered to guests, and in
addition, to mark reaching an agreement concerning
engagement, transactions or settlement of feud. It is
also customary to offer bitter coffee in the house of
a bereaved family to people who have come to express
their condolences. Several customs are current in various areas which are associated with coffee drinking,
such as, shaking the cup to indicate that no more
coffee is wanted or using the word dayman or al-kahwe
ddyme ("always", i.e. may coffee always be in this
house) to thank the host after finishing drinking, or
the word cdmir (lit. fully inhabited, i.e. may this house
never again suffer the loss of any of its members),
when finishing drinking coffee in a house of a bereaved
family. The third cup of coffee, when offered to a
guest, may symbolise, in some areas, a start of enmity
or it may politely hint that the meeting is over and
that the guest is expected to leave. Telling the fate
of the drinker by a "coffee reader", who scrutinises
the dregs of the coffee in the bottom of his cup, is
also a very popular custom around the Middle East.
Finally, drinking coffee in cafes while smoking a hookah
(arajila, narajila or shisha), and reading or chatting with
friends is another daily popular custom for one's
leisure.
Traditional Arab clothes vary: upper and middle
class urban citizens are increasingly wearing western
clothes, while the lower class males among the fellahin and the Bedouin usually wear the gallabiyya,
djilbab, kuftdn, kumbdz (or kunbdz), cabd'a (or cabdya),
ajubba, dishddsha; sirwdl (or shirwdl] and cover their
heads with the kujiyya and cakdl, takiyya (cap) or lajfe
(lap kerchief). Few men wear today the tarbush (or
fez) or carakiyya, while the European burneta is hardly
seen. Often a combination of the ordinary European
bantalon (trousers), kamis (shirt) and dj_akita (jacket) are
worn, while the head is covered with a kufiyya and
c
akdl. Religious leaders, orthodox people or teachers
at rural schools, however, still cover their heads with
a lajfe or cimdma (turban). Most women who belong
to the upper and middle classes normally wear
European dresses (fustdn) or suits (takm), while those
who belong to the lower class usually wear the traditional mildya and cover their head with a mindil. In
strict Muslim society, only married women cover their
faces with a veil (burkuf} lithdm, tarha or yashmak). It is
worth mentioning that both sexes of the upper and
middle classes often wear traditional clothes at home
and on special occasions. The traditional clothes, in
general, are embroidered and often made in deep
colours [see further, LIBAS].
Traditional jewellery is still worn by women, and
is mainly made of gold or silver. Diamonds may be
worn by women of means, while the middle and lower
classes wear various precious and cheap stones. It is
often customary for a woman to wear several necklaces, bracelets, earrings and rings, and Bedouin women
wear in addition noserings and anklets. Many of these
are made of coloured beads or old coins that are no
longer in circulation. The names of women's jewellery
differ from area to area. Men adorn themselves mainly
with rings, gold watches and ornamented daggers,
whereas some women and men, especially Bedouin,
have in addition various tattoos [see WASHM]. The
most popular make-up, which is also associated with
good luck and used against the evil eye, is henna [see
HiNNA3], used mainly by women though many men
also use it. Henna constitutes part of the wedding

ceremony preparations all around the Middle East.
Traditional household tools, furniture, fixtures and
fittings are still in use especially in rural regions and
by the lower class. They vary from one area to another
and have different names. Thus one still may find in
the kitchen the traditional hdwin or ajurn (mortar) used
for grinding coffee and spices; bakradj. or dalla (coffee
pot), findj_dn (coffee cup) and many more articles. The
same applies to traditional furniture which often has
names of non-Arabic origin, e.g. mubilya (furniture),
dikka (sofa-like bench), tdwla (table), burddi (curtain),
lamba (lamp).
Popular medicine is still practised in rural areas
and by some Bedouin tribes, and even the urban and
the higher classes often resort to traditional methods
for curing less complicated illnesses. Various herbs,
fruit, oil and special liquids may be used as medications. Thus onion drops are still used in Egypt against
trachoma and watermelon seeds are prescribed for
high blood pressure. Smallpox may be treated by
burning dung near the sick child. Fig juice is used
against corns or calluses, while burning or cauterising the skin against pain, fear and paralysis is believed
to alleviate suffering.
Witchcraft and magic are used for three main purposes: to avert the evil eye, to cure illnesses and to
regain the affections of the husband. The first involves
various customs such as writing on a piece of a paper
the name of the person who is believed to have put
the evil eye on one, then setting it on fire while pouring salt on it and reciting some formulae that basically wish the person total destruction or blindness.
The second witchcraft practice mainly involves the
use of talismans or "blessed" objects or plants prepared usually by older people known for their piety
[see TILSAM], and the third, which is called shabshaba,
denotes a ritual mostly current in Egypt in which a
woman casts a spell by beating her genitals with a
slipper while pronouncing a magic formula to jinx an
inattentive husband or a female rival. (See HindsBadawi, under sh.b.sh.b.)
C u s t o m s and m a n n e r s . Since the Arabs themselves often describe their society as devout, emotional
and fatalist, it is not surprising that scores of customs
and manners are current within the Arab world, making the discussion of even a fraction of them an impossible task within the present article. Moreover, the
diversity and heterogeneity of Arab society with its
long history and contacts with other cultures (e.g.
Persian and Turkish) prevent any attempt at formulating a monolithic ethos.
Among the characteristics typical of the Arabs are
hospitality, generosity and strong commitment to the
family and tribe. Hence most of the customs and
manners current among Arab society revolve around
those. Moreover, the general attitude towards life and
death is of resignation to fate. Hence it is customary
to accept happiness and tragedy with the same dictum, expressing praise to God (hamdala) and bearing
in mind that, in the case of death, the deceased will
eventually reach a better world.
Many customs are mentioned in the Hadith literature as practices attributed to the Prophet Muhammad,
hence are sunan which should obviously be adhered
to by all Muslims. For example, customs concerning
hygiene, such as bathing or the need to clean the
teeth (taswik) with a toothpick (sawwdk or siwak [see
MISWAK]), or food. Eating "procedures" include washing the hands before and after the meal; saying the
basmala before starting; encouraging the guest to eat
more. Satiety is indicated by leaving some food on
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the plate (in some communities, satiety is indicated
by burping), and wishing the host that his table will
always be full (al-sujra ddymd), or wishing the lady of
the house that her hands will be protected by God
(tislam/yislamu or yesallem ideki}.
Many customs recorded by classical Arabic literature not only suggest that the Arabs paid considerable attention to good manners but that some of these
older customs are still current in the society. For
example, the custom of holding food with the right
hand and with three fingers is mentioned by Djalal
al-Dm al-Suyuti (d. 911/1505), who explains that using
one finger in order to hold the food is abominated,
two fingers show arrogance, while four fingers indicate gorging (al-Kanz al-madfun, 182).
Other customs concerning etiquette are numerous.
Most of them concern family life, e.g. a husband and
wife may address each other in front of other people as umm . . . (the mother of. . .) or abu . . . (the father
of. . .) followed by the name of the first-born, or as
ibn cammi or bint cammi (my cousin). A non-member
of the family must not show interest in any female.
Hence, when wishing to ask about the health of any
female, he should refer to al-kanma (the respected, for
the daughter of the person he speaks to); al-wdlida
(the one who gave birth, i.e. the mother) and al-ahl
(the home/family, i.e. the wife). The divorce procedure [see TALAK] includes usually the statement anti
tdlik (you are divorced) repeated by the husband three
times in the presence of two adult witnesses. A request
for a favour, within reason, must be fulfilled if the
asking party grabs the hem of a person's cloak and
states: and dakhilak, i.e. "I am under your protection".
Some tribal customs, such as circumcision of females
[see KHAFD] , blood revenge [see KISAS], killing in order
to protect family or tribal honour [see CIRD] or "marriage of pleasure" (nikdh al-mutca [see MUTCA]) are still
current in some places, though they are gradually
declining.
Beliefs and s u p e r s t i t i o n s and some customs
associated with them are very common in Arab society. The most popular are a strong belief in the devil
(al-Shaytdn [see SHAYTAN]), who has several names and
epithets in the Kur'an and other Muslim literature,
spirits (arwdh or ashbdh) and demons (cifnt, ghul or
djinri) (hence an insane person is called mad^nun, i.e.
someone whose body has been possessed by a ajimi).
Since the devil and demons are mentioned in the
Kur'an, no Muslim doubts their existence. The djinn
and the demons may harm but they may also protect. Thus one should please them by offering them
bread when they come out at night, prowling for food
(this custom is referred to in Taha Husayn's al-Ayydm,
i, 7-8). Appeasing of the djinn& in clrak, such as tantal,
dew and sfluwa was carried out by pouring water
mixed with sugar and salt. This "ceremony" was
known as dalk. Another custom aiming at the protection of people from the harms of the djinn involves
the fastening of chicken legs and seven onions on a
skewer and leaving them hung for forty days over the
bed of a woman who has given birth.
The custom called zar [q.v.] (exorcism) is particularly popular in Egypt. It refers to a "ritual of sacrifices, incantations, drumming and dancing performed
for the purpose of appeasing any one of a number
of spirits by which a person may be believed to be
possessed" (Hinds-Badawi, 363).
People, and in particular, children and the house
should be protected against the evil eye. Hence after
the visit of a stranger to the house it is customary
to spread salt on the children. It is also customary
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to say after seeing a handsome child: ma absha'aka
(How ugly you are!) and even nickname a girl kabiha
(ugly), in order to nullify the harm of evil eye. A
guest is expected to say md shd'a Allah (God willing)
or smalla caleh (the name of Allah on him) when speaking of or looking at a child.
A strong belief in luck and fortune is also common. Hence the family who has suffered a disaster
may resort to using amulets, pray and give money to
charity and even go to live elsewhere. In some areas,
the days of the week are either good or bad. Hence
they may influence actions. Thus Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday are regarded as "good" days
while the other days are usually "bad". This division
may differ from area to area. The eclipse of the sun
and the moon [see KUSUF] indicate bad luck. Hence
it is customary that when an eclipse occurs, people
pray to God to save the world. Some believe that in
the case of the eclipse of the moon, it has in fact
been swallowed up by a big whale or leviathan (hut)
and therefore people should pray to God calling on
him to "let it go". Strong belief in the good luck
brought by the first customer (istiftdfj), makes a shopkeeper do anything to persuade the first customer to
buy something, even at a loss. Moreover, it is customary for a shop-keeper to open his business in the
morning, reciting a short dictum consisting of four of
the Most Beautiful Names of God (see above): yd
fattdh yd calim yd ra^dk yd kanm in which he invokes
God that the day will be profitable.
Many beliefs are well known from the time of the
Djahiliyya [q.v.], some of which are still current, e.g.
the belief associated with the flight of birds, called
ta'ayyuf or tatayyur (augury), and more specifically, the
belief that certain birds may bring bad luck, such as
the crow (whose sound indicates separation and enmity)
and the owl (whose sound indicates desolation) [see
FA'L; CIYAFA]. When describing al-Azhar, Ahmad Amm
recalls the existence of a small box on the right side
of the big mihrdb [q.v.] which contained a talisman
against birds (31). Similarly, fear of bad luck is associated with the hyena (dabc] which is still widespread
in the region. It also appears in a number of folktales which aim at warning recalcitrant children.
Many other older beliefs are current in the area,
though no one can trace back their origin. Examples
include the belief that a creeping baby indicates the
arrival of guests; and when someone sneezes while a
name of a deceased person is mentioned, he/she will
certainly come to harm unless the lobe of his/her ear
is pulled, while the expression faldt al-kher (favourable
redemption) is normally cited.
The Arabs also believe in the magic power of
dreams and have several classical works attempting to
interpret them [see TA C BIR AL-RU'YA, in Suppl.].
Examples are: dreaming of a snake symbolises a long
life, probably because a snake is an old symbol for
cure, and also the word "snake" (hayya) shares the
same root as of that for "living, life" (hayy/hayd]]
dreaming of water or oil portends imminent disaster,
whereas dreaming of a donkey bodes the receipt of
a present.
Customs associated with the belief in saints (awliyd3
[see WALI]) are also current in the Middle East. The
wall is usually the patron of the area whose grave is
visited mainly on special dates (mawdlid) or in certain
seasons. This usually involves rituals around the tomb
in which people pray and place their requests, e.g.
for a cure for an illness, for becoming pregnant, for
finding a husband, etc. Among the famous saints are
al-Sayyid al-Badawf and al-Sayyida Zaynab in Egypt
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and al-Nabi Shu'ayb in Israel. Many other tombs of
famous pious personalities which are visited regularly
(ziydra [q.v.]) are the tomb of the Prophet Muhammad
in Medina, the tombs of the Patriarchs in Hebron
and some of the prophets who are mentioned in the
Kur'an, as well as other local saints (some of whom
were famous Sufis or darwishs) [q.v.]).
Popular art which is based on old traditions and
customs may be divided into two main branches: the
"performed" art, which includes popular shows, singing
and dancing, and the "produced" art, which includes
artifacts, embroidery and weaving and drawing and
sculpting. The popular show includes the puppet show
(karagoz [q.v.]) and performances by local artists, e.g.
amateur comedians who entertain people at weddings.
Acrobats (bahlawdn), clowns (muharridj.} and snake
charmers (hdwi) are also popular, especially in North
Africa. There are singers of different types of songs
(e.g. the mawwdl [see MAWALIYA]), when the lyric is
usually written in the local dialect. Some of the wellknown singers in the last century were Umm Kulthum
[q.v], Fand al-Atrash and cAbd al-Wahhab, whose
fame and popularity around the Middle East continue
long after their deaths. Various types of traditional
popular dancing, usually performed by men or women
separately (e.g. dabka), exist in the area. However, the
famous oriental belly-dancing performed usually by
one woman (called in the past ghdziya, but today usually called rakkdsd] in nightclubs or at weddings is still
very popular. Traditional musical instruments used in
all these performances include string instruments such
as the rabdba (one/two-string violin), cud (lute), kdnun
(psaltery) and kamand^a (violin). Wind instruments include different kinds of flutes and pipes, such as the
mizmdr, muzmdr turki, arghul, ndy(e), shabdba and buk.
Percussion instruments include the doff, tabl, durbakke,
tanbur (kinds of drums) and sandj. (cymbals).
The "produced" popular art includes household
articles, furniture and clothes. Among these one may
find e.g. the misbdh or kandil (oil or kerosene lamp),
tisht (basin), ibrik (ewer), suo^d^dda (carpet), siniyyeh (tray),
[n]arcj.ila or shisha (hookah), and clothes, as described
above. In modern Egypt, a very successful industry
of papyri products and other artifacts associated mainly
with ancient Egypt has been flourishing for several
decades.
The interest in Arab folklore is certainly growing
both inside and outside the Arab world. Scores of
institutes, centres and museums have been opened,
making it impossible to list them. In general, one may
conclude that in every Arab state there can be found
at least one centre or museum of ethnography or folklore, usually called mu'assasat or ma'had or mathqf or
marka? al-turdth al-shcfbi or al-funun al-shacbiyya. Moreover,
some countries, such as Egypt, Syria, clrak, Jordan
and Palestine, are particularly known for their efforts
to preserve the past by encouraging research on
Arab folklore. Consequently, scores of publications
appear and conferences are held annually in different parts of the Middle East and North Africa. Conservation work is in progress, to which one should
add the growing amount of research, based on fieldwork, carried out by scholars and amateurs, who have
originated from minority communities previously living in Arab countries, especially Jews from Yemen,
c
lrak and North Africa and who now live in Israel.
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Manners and customs of the Rwala Bedouin, New York
1928; G. Dalman, Arbeit und Silte in Paldstina, 1 vols.,
Giitersloh 1928-42; T.S. Knowlson, The origins of
popular superstitions and customs, London 1930; E.
Westermarck, Wit and wisdom in Morocco, London
1930; A. Wilson, Folk-tales of Iraq, Oxford 1931;
Khalid Chatila, Le manage chez les musulmans en Syrie,
Paris 1934; J. Walker, Folk medicine in modern Egypt,
London 1934; Yosef Meyuhas, The Fellahin, Jerusalem 1937; M. von Oppenheim, Die Bedouinen,
4 vols., Leipzig-Wiesbaden 1939-68; Ester Panetta,
Pratiche credence popolari Libiche, Roma 1940; Taha
Husayn, al-Ayydm, Cairo 1942; Moshe Stavsky, The
Arab village, Tel-Aviv 1946; Jacob Shimoni, The Arabs
in Palestine, Tel-Aviv 1947; Josef Waschitz, The Arabs
in Palestine, Palestine 1947; A.S. Tritton, Folklore in
Arabic literature, in Folklore, Ix (1949), 332-9; idem,
Folklore in Islam, in MW, xl (1950), 167-75; Dja'far
Khayyat, al-Karya al-cirdkiyya, Beirut 1950; Ahmad
Amm, Kdmus al-cdddt wa 'l-takdlld wa 'l-tacdbir almisriyya, 2Cairo 1953; F. de Grand'combe, La superstition, Paris 1955; M.S. al-Hut, Fl tank al-mithdddjpya
c
ind al-carab, Beirut 1955; H. Ringgren, Studies in
Arabian fatalism, Uppsala 1955; Sacd al-Khadim,
Ta^rlkh al-azyd3 al-shacbiyya fl Misr, Cairo 1956;
Touvia Ashkenazi, The Bedouins: manners and customs,
Jerusalem 1957; J.M. Landau, Studies in the Arab theater and cinema, Philadelphia 1958; Dj.N. Al-Rayyis,
• Fann al-tabkh, Beirut 1958; G. Baer, The Arabs of
the Middle East, population and society, Tel-Aviv 1960;
M.J.L. Hardy, Blood feuds and the payment of blood
money in the Middle East, Beirut 1963; Anfs Frayha,
al-Fukdha* cind al-carab, Beirut 1962; cAbd al-Karfm
al-cAllaf, al-Mawwdl al-baghdddl, Baghdad 1963; K.S.
Goldstein, A guide for field workers in folklore, Pennsylvania 1964; Larousse Encyclopaedia of mythology,
London 1964; A. Aarne and Stith Thompson, The
types of the folktale. A classification and bibliography,
Helsinki 1964; Hilma Granquist, Muslim death and
burial. Arab customs and traditions studied in a village in
Jordan, Helsinki 1965; Fawzl al-cAntfl, al-Fulklur ma
huwa?, Cairo 1965; cAbd al-Hamid al-cAlusf, Min
turdthind al-shacbi, Baghdad 1966; S.D. Goitein, Studies
in Islamic history and institutions, Leiden 1966; Tawfiq
Fahd, La divination arabe, etudes religieuses sociologiques
et folkloriques sur le milieu natif de ITslam, Leiden 1966;
H.R.P. Dickson, The Arab of the desert, London 1967;
E. Marx, Bedouin of the Negev, Manchester 1967;
Muhammad al-Marzukf, al-Adab al-s_hacbi fl Tunis,
Tunis 1967; cAbd al-Latff al-Dulayshl, al-Alcdb alshacbiyya fi Basra, Baghdad 1968; cAbd al-Hamld
Yunus, al-Hikdya al-shacbiyya, Cairo 1968; Y. al-Sh.I.
al-Samarra'i, al-cAddt wa 'l-takdlid al-cdmmiyya,
Baghdad 1969; S. Jargy, La poesie populaire traditionmile chantee au proche-orient Arabe, The Hague 1970;
Ahmad al-Khashshab, Dirdsdt anthropolodjiyya, Cairo
1970; Ahmad MursI, al-Ughniyya al-shacbiyya, Cairo
1970; Abu 'Amir Ibn Shuhayd, The treatise of familiar spirits and demons, tr. and notes by J.T. Monroe,
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Los Angeles 1971; A.R. Salih, al-Adab al-sha'bi, Cairo
1971; Encyclopaedia judaica, Jerusalem 1972; M.
Gilsenan, Saint and Sufi in modern Egypt, London
1973; Safwat Kamal, Madkhal li-dirdsat al-fulklur alkuwayti, Kuwait 1973; anon., Dirdsa f i 'l-muajtama'
wa 'l-turdth al-shacbi al-jilastim, Beirut 1973; A.B.
Saci, al-Hikdydt al-shacbiyya f i 'l-lddhikiyya, Damascus
1974; M.A. Mahdjub, Mukaddima li-dirdsat almuajtama'dt al-badawiyya, Kuwait 1974; Nablla
Ibrahim, Ashkdl al-tacbir f i 'l-adab al~shacbi, Cairo
1974; Fatima al-Masn, al-^dr, Cairo 1975; CM alZayn, al-cAddt wa 'l-takdlid fi 'l-'uhud al-iktdciyya,
Beirut-Cairo 1977; Lahd Khatir, al-cAddt wa 'l-takdlld
al-lubndniyya, 2 vols. Beirut 1977; Muhammad alDjawharf, Dirdsat al-fulklur al-carabi, Cairo 1978;
Philippa Waring, A dictionary of omens and superstitions,
London 1978; M. Zwettler, The oral tradition of classical
Arabic literature, Ohio 1978; P. Underwood, Dictionary
of the occult and supernatural, Bungay, Suffolk 1979;
M.E. Meeker, Literature and violence in North Arabia,
Cambridge 1979; Moshe Piamenta, Islam in everyday Arabic speech, Leiden 1979; F.E. Planer, Superstition,
London 1980; H.M. el-Shamy, Folktales of Egypt,
Chicago 1980; c Uthman al-Kaccak, al-Takdlid wa
'l-'dddt al-tunisiyya, Tunis 1981; W. Lancaster, The
Rwala Bedouin today, Cambridge 1981; F.A. Mustafa,
al-Mawdlid, dirdsa li 'l-cdddt wa 'l-takdlid al-shacbiyya
f i Misr, Alexandria 1981; Madjida cAbd al-Muncim,
Atbak d-shark, Alexandria 1982; Shawkl cAbd alHakfm, Mawsu'at al-fulklur wa 'l-asdtir al-carabiyya,
Beirut 1982; idem, Madkhal li-dirdsat al-fulklur wa
'l-asdtir al-carabiyya, Beirut 1983; Muhammad alDjawharT, Masddir dirdsat al-fulklur al-carabi, Cairo
1983 (particularly rich bibliography, containing 4175
entries); idem, al-Dirdsa al-cilmiyya li 'l-muctakaddt alsha'biyya, 2 vols., Alexandria-Cairo, 1983-90; Yosef
Saddan, Humour in classical Arabic, Tel-Aviv and Acre
1983; G.H. Miller, The dictionary of dreams, Devon
1983; Moshe Piamenta, The Muslim conception of God
and human welfare, Leiden 1983; c Abd al-Hamid
Yunus, Mucdj,am al-fulklur, Beirut 1983; Y.F. Dukhf,
al-Aghdm al-kuwaytiyya, Kuwait 1984; M.T. alDuwayk, al-Kasas al-sjha'bi fi Katar, 2 vols. Qatar
1984; H.R. al-Harib, Mawdwil min al-khaliaj, Qatar
1984; H.M. al-Amily, The Arabian treasure, n.p. 1985;
L.S. Al-Bassam, Traditional inheritance of women's clothing in Najd, Qatar 1985; Nadjla al-Izzi, Traditional
costumes of the Gulf, Qatar 1985; S. al-A. al-Suwayyan,
Dj_amc al-ma'thurdt al-shqfahiyya, Qatar 1985; Hasan
Budayr, Athdr al-adab al-shafbi f i 'l-adab al-hadith,
Cairo 1986; Bridget Connelly, Arab folk epic and identity, Berkeley 1986; F. Mactuk, al-Takdlid wa 'l-cdddt
al-shacbiyya al-lubndniyya, Tripoli 1986; Suyutf, Laght
al-mirajdn fi ahkdm al-ajdnn, ed. M.A. al-K. c Ata 3 ,
Beirut 1986; Ahmad Abu Sacd, Kdmus al-mustalahdt
wa 'l-tacdbir al-shacbiyya, Beirut 1987; Samya cAtallah,
al-Amthdl al-shacbiyya al-misriyya, Cairo 1987; Shabtai
Levi (Shabo), The Bedouins in Sinai Desert, Tel-Aviv
1987; anon., The complete book of fortune, Exeter 1988;
P. Cachia, Popular narrative ballads of modem Egypt,
Oxford 1989; Heather Colyer Ross, The art of Bedouin
jewellery, Montreux 1989; lona Opie and Moira
Tatem, A dictionary of superstitions, Oxford 1989; Abu
Sacd, Mu'a^amfasih al-cdmma, Beirut 1990; C. Bailey,
Bedouin poetry from Sinai and the Negev, Oxford 1991;
S. Moreh, Live theatre and dramatic literature in the
medieval Islamic world, Edinburgh 1992; R. Strijp,
Cultural anthropology of the Middle East. A bibliography,
2 vols., Leiden 1992-7; W.C. Hazlitt, Dictionary of
faiths and folklore, London (1905) 1995; A.E. Waite,
Book of spells, Ware, Herts. 1995; H.M. el-Shamy,
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Folk traditions of the Arab world, a guide to motif classification, 2 vols., Bloomington and Indianapolis 1995;
A. Fodor and A. Shivtiel (eds.), Proceedings of the colloquium on logos, ethos, mythos in the Middle East and
North Africa, Budapest Studies in Arabic 18, Budapest
1996; S. Moreh, The tree and the branch, Jerusalem
1997; G. Fehervari, The Tareq Rajab Museum, Kuwait
1997; S. Leder (ed.), Story-telling in the framework of
non-fictional Arabic literature, Wiesbaden 1998; J.S.
Meisami and P. Starkey (eds.), Encyclopedia of Arabic
literature, 2 vols., London and New York 1998, arts.
Folklore; Popular literature; Proverbs; Alf Layla wa-Layla;
c
Afff cAbd al-Rahman, Kdmus al-amthdl al-carabiyya
al-turdthiyya, Beirut 1998;'Eli Yassif, The Hebrew folktale: history, genre, meaning, Bloomington, Indiana 1999;
Tamar Alexander, The beloved friend-and-a-half: studies in Sepharadic folk-literature, Jerusalem 1999; Yadida
Stillman, Arab dress: A short history, from the dawn of
Islam to modern times, Leiden 2000; A.M. al-'Akkad,
Dj.uha al-ddhik al-mudhik, Cairo n.d.; Nablla Ibrahim,
al-Dirdsdt al-sjiacbiyya bayn al-na^ariyya wa 'l-tatblk,
Cairo n.d.; Nasr al-Dm Djuha, Nawddir Lfyuha alkubrd, Beirut n.d.; Fatima Na c Tm, cAlam al-naksh bi
'l-hinnd3, Rabat n.d.
2. P e r i o d i c a l s . al-Turdth al-s_hacbi, quarterly,
Baghdad, since 1964; Dirdsat, University of Jordan,
'Amman, since 1974; al-Funun al-shacbiyya Folklore,
quarterly, Cairo, since 1982; Arab food magazine,
monthly, London, since August 1985; al-Ma3thurdt
al-shacbiyya, Markaz al-turath al-shacbi, quarterly, AlDoha, Qatar, since January 1986.
(A. SHIVTIEL)
2. In Persia.
The term "folklore", which has been accepted in
Persian as well as in a number of other Middle Eastern
languages, was first proposed by William John Thorns
(1803-85). In a letter to the Athenaeum 22 August 1846,
Thorns, writing under the pseudonym Ambrose Merton, proposed that the term "folklore" be adopted in
place of the more cumbersome "Popular Antiquities",
or "Popular Literature", to describe "the Lore of the
People, . . . their manners, customs, observances, superstitions, ballads, proverbs, etc. of the olden time"
(Dorson, 1968, 1, 80-4). Thorns' suggestion gained
acceptance within a year of its proposal. The term
refers not only to rural but also to urban "lore" these
days. However, the debate concerning the exact definition of the term "folklore" rages on. The general
atmosphere of ambiguity that surrounds this word may
be deduced from the decision of the editors of the
standard Dictionary of folklore, mythology, and legend (1949)
to include no less than twenty-one definitions of it
(s.v. Folklore}.
Driven by the kind of nationalist zeal that propels
many Muslim scholars to coin and use native words
in place of foreign vocabulary, indigenous Persian
scholars have proposed a bewildering variety of terms
to denote "folklore". Some of these are: farhang-i mardum literally "people's culture", farhang-i cdmma, farhang-i
tuda "culture of the masses", cakdyid, rusum, bdwarddshthd-yi cdmma (or cawdmm or 'awdmmdna or mardum or
tuda} "beliefs, customs, notions of the general public
(or common folk, people, masses)". Whereas the words
c
dmma and mardum "folk", are clearly used in contradistinction to khdssa "the elite", and are more
innocuous, the form tuda "masses" (cf. hi^b-i tuda "the
Communist Party") has ideological associations of a
leftist nature because many of the intellectuals who
began the systematic study of Persian folklore were
inspired by socialist or communist ideologies. Be that
as it may, of these, the term farhang-i mardum, a literal
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Persian translation of the English "folklore", is probably the most widely accepted. However, the loan
word "folklore", spelled Jwlklwr in Persian, continues
to be used side-by-side with it and there may even
be a movement toward its adoption in specialised publications. This is signalled not only by the early uses
of it, its Persian plural jwlklwr-hd and its adjectival
fqrmjwlklwn (Katfra'f 1357/1978, 93, 135, 138) but
also by the fact that the word Jwlklwr is used interchangeably with farhang-i mardum in the first two issues
of the Iranian Folklore Quarterly in Spring 2002 (i, 7-8,
9-16; ii, 43, 132).
Scholarship on Persian folklore, which is concentrated chiefly on verbal lore, may be divided into two
groups. That conducted by Iranians, and that which
is undertaken by Westerners. Although the Persian
study of folklore is typically traced to the Aka Djamal-i
Khvvansan's (d. ca. 1121-5/1709-13) satirical treatise
on superstitions of the Isfahan! women, which was
entitled Kulthum-nama (for an edition see Katfra'f
1349/1970), this attribution appears unreasonable.
Khwansari intended to ridicule these women's beliefs
as a way of combating superstition; he was neither
trying to collect folklore nor present an accurate
account of the female lore of his time. By the same
token, attributing folklore collection activity to Persian
novelists (e.g. Sadik-i Cubak, or even Djamalzada),
who happen to use a significant number of "folksy"
expressions in their writing as a matter of style, would
be stretching the point.
Although brief collections of Persian folk expressions, beliefs and especially proverbs are scattered
throughout Persian and Arabic literatures, none may
be called systematic until the appearance of Dihkhuda's
(1297-1375/1879-1955) four-volume Amthal wa hikam
("Proverbs and dicta") in (1308-11/1929-32. Dihkhuda's collection is, however, no more than an alphabetical list of literary and folk proverbs, which rarely
provides contextual information. The systematic collection of Persian folklore had to await the attentions
of Sadik Hidayat (1281-1330 A/1902-51), who,
inspired by Arnold van Gennep's (1873-1957) classificatory system, published several tales, folk songs and
collections of Persian folklore between the years
1310/1931 and 1324/1945 (e.g. Hidayat 1312/1933
and 1344/1965, 447-83). Of these, the two volumes,
usana "fairytales", and mrangistan (a title adopted from
a Middle Persian treatise on counter-magical incantations), published respectively in 1310/1931 and
1312/1933, are the most extensive. Hidayat later published two articles on folklore and the method of its
collection, the methodological aspects of which were
inspired by Pierre Saintyve's (1870-1935) Manuel de
folklore (1936). These essays later inspired the work
of the most important Persian collector of folklore,
Abu '1-Kasim Indjawf (d. 1993), who in the spring
of 1340/1961 began a radio programme that aimed
to collect folklore data by direct appeal to its listeners, who were also provided with training as well as
with supplies (e.g. paper, forms, pencils). Indjawf's
appeals generated an enormous public response. Soon
a flood of data from his listeners began to come in,
and he was thus able to amass a vast archive of
Persian folklore data, some of which he published in
a series called Gandjina-yi farhang-i mardum ("the treasury of folklore"; see Indjawf 1352 A/1973, 1352-5
sh./1973-7). This massive archive, that represented
some two decades of systematic collection, contained
some 120,000 folklore texts, hundreds of objects, 3,000
documents of cultural history, thousands of phonograph recordings, cassettes, films, videos and over 2000

photos (Dalwand, 1377/1998, 3-4). This material was
preserved in the Marka^-i farhang-i mardum (Folklore
Centre).
Since the 1970s, folklore had enjoyed significant
backing from the royal family and other wealthy organisations. During this period, folklore research was promoted and even an international congress on folklore
was held in Isfahan in the summer of 1977 (for an
excellent summary, see Marzolph, art. Folklore studies,
in EIr). Folklore studies fared poorly after the Islamic
Revolution of 1978-9. Folklore was viewed as promoting superstitious and even pagan beliefs, and most
funding for it came to a halt. In spite of this, the
Folklore Centre continued an anaemic existence until
the early 1980s when Indjawf's radio programme was
discontinued. The discontinuation of the programme
not only brought the process of collection to a virtual halt but also signalled the final fall of folklore
from grace. Much of the holdings of the Persian folklore archives, especially its audio-visual collection, was
unceremoniously dispersed among other centres or was
sent to storage. Only some written documents, especially texts that were submitted by the public, were
allowed to remain at the archives of the Folklore
Centre. Moreover, the Centre was placed under the
control of the Islamic Republic's broadcasting agency
(sadd u simd-yi ajumhuri-yi isldmi}.
This unfortunate situation continued until 1374/
1995, when following a speech by the leader of the
Islamic Republic of Iran in which dangers of assimilation into Western culture were pointed out and
Iranians were called back to their native cultural
values, folklore studies were revived. This new interest in folklore has led to attempts that seek to impose
some order on the chaotic mass of the existing folklore data in Iran. R.S. Boggs' art. "Types and classifications" in the Dictionary of folklore, mythology and legend
has been used as a guide in an experimental effort
to classify this material (Dalwand 1377/1998). Folklore
publication and research continues, and a number of
important Western studies on folklore have been translated (e.g. Propp 1368 A/1989, 1371 A/1992).
The earliest European interest in Persian folklore
came about as a result of the British and Russian
political interests in the Persian-speaking world.
Alexander Chodzko (1804-91), Valentin Zhukovski
(1858-1918), D.C. Phillot (1860-1930), D.L.R. Lorimer
(1876-1962), B. Nikitin (1885-1960), L.P. Elwell-Sutton
(1912-84) and above all the Danish Iranist Arthur
Christensen (1875-1945) and the French Persianist
Henri Masse (1886-1969), made significant contributions to Persian folklore studies (see Chodzko 1842;
Christensen 1918, 1958; Lorimer 1919; Masse 1938;
Nikitin 1922; Pillot 1905-7; Zhukovski 1902; cf. also
Radhayrapetian 1990, and Marzolph, art. at. Masse
drew on the resources of his Iranian connections to
collect and publish the most extensive body of Persian
folklore of his time. He worried about the disappearance of the rural Iranian folklore as a result of
rapid modernisation (Masse 1938, i, 13). Therefore,
early in the 1920s, he embarked on a research trip
to Persia in order to collect Persian rural folklore.
Interestingly enough, his data came almost exclusively
from city dwellers. Religious and ethnic minorities
such as Zoroastrians, Armenians and Jews were intentionally excluded (i, 16). In spite of his concern for
the endangered rural tradition he accordingly finished
by gathering one of the best existing collections of
the Persian urban folklore (i, 15). The classification
and arrangement of Masse's data follows that of Van
Gennep. The most important contemporary western
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ern "blurbs" of publishers to advertise their books.
scholar of Persian folklore is Ulrich Marzolph, who
Ahlwardt, in his Berlin catalogue, seems to have been
compiled the first tale-type index of Persian narrathe first Western scholar to isolate and identify the
tives (Marzolph 1984), and has contributed many
genre as Lobschnften. Takrigs tended to be formulaic
important monographic studies and essays to Persian
in form and style, invariably in rhymed prose (sadf
folklore; the best study in depth on the history of
[q.v.]) and with a stock of fairly trite images for praisPersian folklore studies to date remains his discussion
ing the recipient. See Rosenthal, Blurbs (Taqri^) from
of the subject in EIr.
Bibliography: A.B. Chodzko, Specimens of the pop- fourteenth-century Egypt, in Oriens, xxvii-xxviii (1981), 17796, who here translates two takrigs from the Yale and
ular poetry of Persia, London 1842; V.A. Zhukovski,
Berlin mss. of a collection dating from 795/1393, by
Obraztsi persidskogo narodogo tvorcestva, St. Peterburg
Ibn Khaldun and Ibn Hadjar [q.vv.] respectively, these
1902; B.C. Phillott, Some current Persian tales, collected
being aimed at puffing one Ibn al-Damamlm.
in the south of Persia from professional story-tellers, in
Bibliography: Given in the article. See also
Memoirs Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, i/18 (1905-7), 375-412;
A. Gacek, The Arabic manuscript tradition. A glossary of
A. Christensen, Contes persans en langue populaire,
technical terms and bibliography, HdO, Section 1, Vol.
Copenhagen 1918; D.L.R. and E.S. Lorimer, Persian
58, Leiden 2001, 114-15.
(Eo.)
tales, written down for the first time in the original Kermani
TAKWA (A.), a t e r m of I s l a m i c r e l i g i o n
and Bakhtiari, London 1919; B. Nikitin, La vie domesdenoting piety.
tique kurde, in Revue d'ethnographie et des traditions _popu1. E t y m o l o g y and range of m e a n i n g s .
laires, iii (1922), 334-44; Sadik Hidayat, Usana,
Takwd is a verbal noun from takd "to fear [God]",
Tehran 1310 j^./1931; idem, Mrangistdn, Tehran
itself a secondary formation from form VIII of w-k-y,
1312 ^.71931; H. Masse, Croyances et coutumes perittakd "to fear [God]" (see on this phenomenon, Wright,
sans suivies de contes et chansons populaires, Paris 1938;
Arabic grammar, I, § 148 Rem. b). From this same secBess Allen Donaldson, The wild rue. A study of
ondary formation is derived the adjective taki, pi.
Muhammadan magic and folklore in Iran, London 1938;
atkiyd3 "pious, God-fearing", in fact a synonym of the
M. Leach (ed.), Dictionary of folklore, mythology and
legend, New York 1949; L.P. Elwell-Sutton, The won- form VIII participle muttaki.
Depending on context, the denotations of the term
derful sea-horse and other Persian tales, London 1950;
in classical Islamic religious and mystical literature inidem, Persian proverbs, London 1954, and see sevclude "godliness", "devoutness", "piety", "God-fearing",
eral articles on folklore listed in the bibl. of this
"pious abstinence" and "uprightness". As a social ideal,
author's works in E. Bosworth and Carole Hillentakwd originally connoted "dutifulness", "faithful obbrand (eds.), Qajar Iran. Political, social and cultural
servance", a meaning which was discarded in most
change 1800-1925, Edinburgh 1983, nos. 29, 30, 49,
later Islamic ethical thought. In the poetry of Labfd
52, 56, 57, 62, 65, 89, 90, 122, 124; Christensen,
(d. 40/660), for instance, the social connotation of
Persische Mdrchen, Diisseldorf-Koln 1958; Hidayat,
Fulklur yd farhang-i tuda ("Folklore, or the culture of
takwd as "moral behaviour" or "reverential dutifulness" with respect to one's tribe or relatives appears
the masses"), in Niwishta-hd-yi pardkanda ("Collected
to have fused with the Kur'anic religious ideal of
papers"), 2 Tehran 1344 ^71965, 447-83; R.M.
"fear of God", so that "concepts for a 'respectful relaDorson, The British folklorists, a history, Chicago 1968;
3
c
}
3
Mahmud Katfra ! (ed.), Akdyid al-nisd wa mir dt
tionship' between the members of a tribe and the
3
al-bulahd . Du risdla-yi intikddi dar farhang-i tuda
'reverential behavior' towards God seem even to be
("Women's beliefs and the mirror of the stupid
interchangeable and identical" (M.M. Bravmann, The
ones. Two critical treatises on folklore"), Tehran
spiritual background of early Islam, Leiden 1972, 117), but
this combination of social and spiritual meanings of
1349 ^.71970; Abu '1-Kasim Indjawl, Tamthil u
mathal, i, Tehran 1352 .5^.71973; idem, Kissa-hd-yi
takwd is now obsolete.
c
dmmiydna ("Folktales"), 3 vols. Tehran 1352-5
The Persian dictionaries (cf. the references in
3
sh./1973-8; Katfra !, ^aban u farhang-i mardum ("The
Dihkhuda, Lughdt-ndma, s.v. takwd) render the word as
people's language and culture"), Tehran 1357 sh./
synonymous with the Persian tarsidan "fear" and par1979; U. Marzolph, Typologie des persischen Volksmdrhizgari "abstinence", precisely the same connotations
chens, Beirut 1984; V. Propp, Rikht-shindsi-yi kissaof takwd found in early Muslim mystical theology. In
hd-yi pariydn ("The morphology of the fairy-tale"),
English, various translations which approach the
Pers. tr. F. BadraT, Tehran 1368 ^./1989; Juliet
Islamic spirit of takwd are "pious God-fearing", "GodRadhayrapetian, Iranian folk narrative. A survey of scholfearing piety", "devout uprightness" and "holy fear";
arship, New York 1990; Propp, Risha-hd-yi tdrikhi-yi
William Chittick has proposed the rendition "godkissa-hd-yi pariydn ("Historical roots of fairy tales").
wariness", a neologism which, he claims, "makes
tr. Badra3!, Tehran 1371 ^.71992; Marzolph,
taqwd's orientation toward God explicit, brings out the
Ddstdn-hd-yi shmn. Funfzig persische Volksbiichlein aus
implication of being aware and mindful, and avoids
der zweite Hdlfte des zwanzigsten Jahrhunderts, Stuttgart
the negative and sentimental undertones of words such
1994; idem, EIr art., Folklore studies, i. Of Persia.
as 'piety', 'dutifulness', and 'righteousness' . . ." (Faith
(MAHMOUD OMIDSALAR)
and practice of Islam. Three thirteenth century Sufi texts,
TAKLA MAKAN [see TARIM].
Albany 1992, 12).
TAKRIZ (A.), lit. "the act of praising", a m i n o r
In fact, takwd in many respects equals a particugenre of mediaeval Arabic l i t e r a t u r e w h i c h
larly Protestant kind of religious notion, the spiritual
c o n s i s t e d of s t a t e m e n t s p r a i s i n g the v i r t u e s
significance of which is exactly conveyed by the
of a p a r t i c u l a r w o r k , some composed after the
Anglican ascetic and mystic William Law (1686-1761)
death of the author of the work in question but probin his A serious call to a devout and holy life, ed. P. Stanably for the most part composed at the time of the
wood, London 1978, where he evokes that "true dework's appearance with the aim of giving it a puff
votion" which requires that we "live as pilgrims in
and thus advertising it; such statements must have
spiritual watching, in holy fear, and heavenly aspirbeen solicited by the author from obliging friends and
ing after another life" in one passage (31); and in
colleagues, the more eminent the better. F. Rosenthal
another passage (256), insists that we "do everything
(see below) has felicitously compared them to modin His fear and abstain from everything that is not
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according to His will". As a religious concept in Islam,
takwd, as will be seen below, has definite extra-Islamic
resonances.
William Law's two principles of "fear of God" and
"abstinence" from all ungodly affairs are found, in
fact, in the earliest work in Persian on Sufism: the
Sharh-i Ta'arruf by Abu Ibrahim Mustamll Bukhara3!
(d. 434/1042-3), where takwd is described as having
"two principles: fear and abstinence. Thus the devotee's attitude of takwd towards God has two senses:
either fear of chastisement (eikdb) or fear of separation (firdk)". The attitude of fear generates observance
of the commandments of God, while "fear of separation" means that "the devotee is content with nothing less than God, and does not find ease in aught
beside Him" (from the anonymous Khuldsa-yi Sharh-i
Tacarruf, ed. CA. RadjaT, Tehran 1349 A.S.H./1970,
294, an 8th/14th-century summary of this work). In
an almost identical definition by the great Kubrawl
master Muhammad Lahidji (d. 912/1507) in the
Mafdtlh al-icaj.dzfi sharh-i Gulshan-i rdz, ed. Muhammad
Rida Barzgar Khalikl and 'Iffat Karbasf, Tehran 1371
A.S.H./1992, 250 takwd is described as the "fear of
God regarding the final consequences of one's affairs,
or else fear of one's own passional self (nqfs) lest it
play the brigand, casting one into the perdition of
separation and being veiled from God". After over
half a millennium of theosophical speculation—from
Bukhara31 to Lahfdjl—the two foundations of takwd:
fear and abstinence, remain completely intact.
2. Takwd in the K u r ' a n and Hadith.
In general Kur'anic usage, the moral virtue of takwd
denotes piety, abstinence and God-fearing obedience,
suggesting the idea of a faith animated by works, and
works quickened by a genuine experience of faith; in
brief, such takwd is the substance of all godliness.
Takwd is one of the most frequently mentioned religious concepts in the Kur'an, having entered into the
world of Islam upon the very first appearance of the
angel Gabriel to the Prophet. "Have you seen him
who tries to prevent a servant when he would pray?
Have you considered if such a one has any divine
guidance or enjoins [others] to piety (takwd)", Gabriel
asks Muhammad in the very early sura, XCVI, 9-12,
revealed in the cave on Mt. Hira [g.v.] near Mecca.
An allusion to takwd reappears in the second verse
of the first sura revealed in Medina (II), where the
Kur'an is described as "a guidance for all endowed
with piety (hudan li 'l-muttakin)". In XLIX, 10, the
believers are described as "naught but brothers" and,
in a kind of communal participation in their "pious
vigilant awareness of God" (takwd Allah), are enjoined
to establish fraternal peace amongst themselves. Another verse (IX, 123), devoted to the theme of being
harsh on the enemies of Islam, assures believers that
"God is with the godfearing pious devotees (maca
}
l-muttakm)"'. This latter verse may be compared with
the hadith which situates takwd as the "aggregate of
all good things" alongside djihdd which is described
as "the monasticism [of the Muslim]" (al-Kushayrf,
al-Risdla, ed. Ma'ruf Zarff and CA1I cAbd al-Hamfd
BaltandjI, Beirut 1990^ 105).
Ultimately, salvation in both this world and the
next is attained through takwd; with it the saints gain
"their deserts and are untouched by evil and they
have no grief" (XXXIX, 61; an idea also repeated
in X, 62-3); while those with takwd "are driven into
Paradise" (XXXIX, 73). The true mosque must also
be "built upon takwd" (IX, 108-9) if it is to be consecrated (an echo of Luke, vi. 47-9?). This connotation
of takwd is echoed in an early Kur'an commentary—

by Mukatil b. Sulayman (d. 150/767 [q.v.])—where
takwd is "considered as synonymous with ikhlds, pure
sincerity, [and] ittakd is translated as taraka in the sense
of 'to abstain' from what is evil, such as disobedience
(ma'siya) or associationism (shirk)" (P. Nwyia, Exegese
coranique et langage mystique, Beirut 1970, 59).
While takwd is, in particular, the universal measurement and the final criterion of the sincere religious
life of the faithful Muslim who is enjoined to "avoid
suspicion" and instead to "fear God" (takwd Allah,
XLIX, 12; cf. II, 41), in a more general sense takwd
appears as the common ecumenical characteristic of
the universal man of faith, regardless of sectarian divisions and political differences based on nationality and
ethnic origin in the verse: "We have created you male
and female, and made you nations and tribes to know
one another. Indeed, the noblest of you in the sight
of God is the most God-fearing (akramakum cind Allah
atkdkum)" (XLIX, 13). In al-Sulaml's recension of the
text of the Kur'anic To/sir ascribed to DjaTar al-Sadik
(d. 148/765'fe.z;.]) (ed. Nywia, in MUSJ, xliii/4 [1967]',
181-230), the Imam explains the verse as follows (221):
"the generous person (al-kanm) is one who is, in truth,
piously God-fearing (al-muttaki), and one who is piously
God-fearing is one who has severed all his ties to
created things for God's sake".
The idea of takwd as specifically the Islamic species
of piety appears in the Prophet's saying: "Faith is
naked and takwd its dress" (al-lmdn curydn wa-libdsuhu
al-takwd) (cited by cAyn al-Kudat Hamadanf, Tamhiddt,
ed. CA. 'Usayran, Tehran 'l962, 325). Another hadith
recounts that someone asked the Prophet, "Who are
the Family of Muhammad?" He replied: "Every pious
God-fearing person (kull taki)" (al-Kushayri, al-Risdla,
105). From such traditions, it is evident that takwd,
as a religious concept, was seen to represent the robes
of the Islamic faith, as well as to personify the very
garments which cloak the Sacred appearing within
diverse cultures and religions.

3. Takwd and imdn.
Takwd was regarded as an essential element of the
interior dimension of the act of faith, of imdn can cilm
"enlightened faith" (see L. Gardet, IMAN, at Vol. Ill,
1173). "The Prophet said: 'Submission is public and
faith is in the heart.' Then, he pointed to his breast
three times, repeating: 'Fear of God (takwd] is here,
fear of God is here'." (Ibn Hanbalj and Ahmad b.
Madja, cited by C. Ernst, Words of ecstasy in Sufism,
Albany 1985, 56).
As an element of Faith, takwd thus embodies the
purely internal and contemplative attitude of heart
rather than merely external ritual practice; the same
interiorisation of imdn which is, in fact, reflected in
XXII, 37, which, regarding such purely physical practices as the sacrifice of animals to feed the poor, a
ritual part of the ceremony of Muslim pilgrimage,
affirms that "it is not their flesh nor their blood that
reaches God: it is your piety (takwd) that reaches
Him". Commenting on this verse in his Ihyd3, alGhazalf notes that "What is meant here by 'devotion'
(taqwd) is a quality that gains control of the heart,
disposing it to comply with the commands it is required
to obey" (cited in Al-Ghazdli. Inner dimensions of Islamic
worship, tr. Muhtar Holland, repr. London 1992, 35).
Indeed, interpreting the Kur'anic reference to "heartpiety" (takwd al-kulub) in the same sura (XXII, 32),
Ibn al-cArabr (d. 638/1240) was to point out that just
as the human heart is in constant fluctuation in every
breath, so genuine takwd must by understood as a
kind of " 'pious-wariness-awareness' of God with every
breath, which is the ultimate end of what God desires
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from man" (al-Futuhat al-makkiyya, Cairo 1911, repr.
Beirut n.d., ii, 672, 29-37); cf. Chittick's definition
and translation of takwd, cited above.
Takwd was sometimes considered the supreme proof
of the certitude of faith (yakin). Abu Bakr al-Warrak,
(d. 294/906-7), an early Khurasanian mystic, observed
that "certitude (yakin) is a light by means of which
the devotee's spiritual condition is illuminated. After
he experiences such enlightenment, he is enabled to
realise the rank of the pious (muttakm)" (cAttar, Tadhkirat
al-awliyd3, ed. M. Isti'laml, Tehran 1372 A.S.H./1993,
538). Underlining the esoteric nature of piety in the
spiritual life, al-Kalabadhl's (d. 380/990) K. al-Tafarmf,
Cairo 1933, 69, cites the statement of Sahl al-Tustari
(d. 283/896), author of one of the earliest mystical
Kur'an commentaries, that "piety is to contemplate
mystical states in the act of isolation [from aught but
God]".
Such a radically interiorised outlook, which evokes
takwd as the soul of imdn—piety as the inner life of
faith—of course, was not always understood by exoteric members of the culamd\ Ibn Taymiyya, an opponent of the Sufism of Ibn al-cArab! and scholastic
philosophy, for instance, in his K. alTmdn, interprets
piety in its most exoteric meaning, considering imdn,
birr (righteousness) and takwd to be synonymous with
each other when used in an "absolute" sense in the
Kur'an (as, for instance, II, 177, V, 2), holding that
the believers (mu'minuri) are equivalent to the Godfearing (muttakun), who, in turn, are identical to the
upright (abrdr) (T. Izutsu, The concept of belief in Islamic
theology, repr. Salem, N.H. 1988, 72-4).
4. The mystical t h e o l o g y of Takwd.
(a) Takwd-as-abstmencc
In Muslim mystical theology, the general notion of
takwd is that of holy fearfulness, pious vigilance over
and abstemious fear of following one's passions; in a
word, the heart's awe of God who is ever-present in
the contemplative life of the soul (cf. al-Sharff alDjurdjanf, K. al-Tacnfdt, ed. I. al-Abyarf, Beirut 1985,
90). Sahl al-Tustarf's maxim "There is no helper
besides God; no guide besides the Prophet. There is
no spiritual sustenance besides takwd, nor any other
work than patience (sabr)" quoted by al-Kushayrf,
Risdla, 105) declares takwd to be the mainstay, if not
the very sustenance, of Suit spiritual practice. In its
perfect form, takwd involves abstention from everything but God, for, as Ibn Khafif (d. 371/981) states,
"Piety is to distance yourself from everything which
distances you from God" (cAttar, Tadhkirat, 578). The
connotation of "te^d-as-abstinence" is also captured
in another al-Tustarl maxim: "Whoever wishes to perfect his piety, tell him to refrain from all sins" ( c Attar,
op. at., 313).
(b) 7#A;wa-as-heart-abstinence
The contemplative interiority of takwd, with the
connotation of "takwd-as-the heart's-abstinence" from
all but God, is summed up in one of the earliest definitions of the term given by DjaTar al-Sadik that
"for those who traverse the spiritual path (ahl al-suluk),
piety (takwd) is that you do not find within your heart
anything but Him" (al-Tahanawi, Kashshdf istildhdt alfunun. A dictionary of the technical terms used in the sciences
of the Musalmans, Calcutta 1862, ii, 1527). Abu Sa c ld
al-Kharraz (d. 277/890 or 286/899), an important
Sufi of the school of Baghdad, in his K. al-Hakd'ik
devoted to the vocabulary of Sufi mystical experience
on the two-fold levels of rational expression (cibdra)
and mystical allusion (ishdra), combined this interiorised vision of takwd with the more traditional
Kur'anic understanding of the term in his statement
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that takwa is "to have a heart vigilant not to let itself
pursue passion, and a soul which guards itself against
occasions of sin and error" (cited by Nywia, Exegese
coranique et langage mystique, 289). Another leading member of the Baghdad school of Sufis, Abu '1-Husayn
al-Nurl (d. 295/907), in the first chapter of his Makdmdt
al-kulub discovered and edited by Nywia, Textes mystiques medits, in MUSJ, xliv/9 [1968], 132), in a section devoted to "the qualities of the house of the
heart of the faithful believer", mentions takwd as the
Light of Piety, the soul of Sufi ethics, for the contemplative "Light of Piety" illuminates both faith and
works.
This interiorised concept of takwd of the heart more
or less disappeared but did not altogether die out
from the vocabulary of Sufism after the 5th/11th century. Thus Ruzbihan Bakll (d. 606/1209 [q.v.]) wrote
in his Mashrab al-arwdh that "The root of God-fearing piety is detachment of one's inmost consciousness
(sirf) from everything but God, whether from the material or spiritual realms, during contemplation of the
proofs of the divine Attributes and flashes of the divine
Essence. In this manner, one's inmost consciousness
melts away before the onslaught of the majesty of the
manifestation of the lights of Post-Eternity. That is
the esoteric meaning of the Prophet's saying: Faith is
naked and takwd its dress" (ed. N.M. Hoca, Istanbul
1973, 30).
5. Takwd in the s p i r i t u a l s t a t i o n s of
Sufism.
From the late 3rd/9th to the 5 t h / l l t h centuries,
takwd was regularly featured in classifications devoted
to the spiritual transactions (mu'dmaldt) or moral virtues
(akhldk) of the Sufis' spiritual journey, being closely
aligned to the analogous concepts of fear (khawf),
asceticism (zuhd), and abstinence (warac). Al-Harith alMuhasibf (d. 243/857) propounded in his K. al-Ricdya
that all piety stems from fear and dread of God Almighty. According to him, "Obedience [to God's commands and prohibitions] is the road to salvation, and
knowledge is the guide to the road, and the foundation of obedience is abstinence (warac), and the foundation of abstinence is godfearing piety (takwd), and
the foundation of that is self-examination (muhdsaba),
and self-examination is based on fear (khawf) and hope
(rad^d3)" (Margaret Smith, Al-Muhdsibi, an early mystic
of Baghdad, Cambridge 1935, 89, 112). If takwd appears
in this description as an essential "foundation" of
ascetic theology, the emphasis on piety is even more
accentuated later on in the same book: "O brother,
let godliness (takwd) be your chief concern, for it is
your capital stock, and works of supererogation beyond
that represent your profit" (ibid., 129), cf. also Massignon, Essai sur les origines du lexique technique de la mystique musulmane, Paris 1928, 149.
Al-Muhasibfs emphasis on piety-as-godliness in early
Islamic mysticism was formally integrated into the Sufi
methodological approach to the spiritual stations
(makdmdt) in al-Kushayrf's Risdla (91-140), where takwd
is placed fourth among the first ten spiritual stations,
in the following sequence: [1] repentance (tawba) —>
spiritual struggle (mud^ahidd] —> spiritual retreat, withdrawal (khalwa, cu^la) —> God-fearing piety (takwd) —>
abstinence (warac) —> asceticism (zuhd) —> silence (samt)
—> fear (khawf) -> hope (rad^d3) -» [10] grief (huzn).
Despite al-Kushayrf's traditional classification of takwd
among the rudimentary spiritual stations of the Path,
the term often seemed to fall out of usage among
some of the later classical authors who wrote on the
makdmdt. Thus, there is no mention of takwd (whether
as a station or a technical term) in Nicholson's index
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of technical terms to his critical edition of al-Sarradj's
(d. 378/988) K. al-Lumac, nor in the Kut al-kulub by
Abu Talib al-Makkl (d. 386/996), nor in the Tabakdt
al-sufiyya of Abu cAbd al-Rahman al-Sulami (d. 412/
1021), nor in cAbd Allah Ansarf of Harat's (d. 481/
1089) manual on the Stages of the Sufi wayfarers, nor
even in Abu Mansur Isfahan!'s (d. 417/1026) Nahaj
al-khdss, which had considerable influence on Ansarf's
theory of mystical stations.
The early notion of the fundamental place of takwd
in the ascetic theology of Islam does sometimes resurface in later works, particularly those written in the
Persian language. In his treatise Sad may dan ("The
hundred fields", in Mandril al-sd'irin, 299-300), which
Ansarf also devoted to the mystical stations, he set
up takwd as the sixteenth station, subsequent to the
field of abstinence (warae), in the following order: [11]
self-examination (muhasaba) —> awakening (yak^a) —>
asceticism (zuhd) —> detachment (taajrid) —> abstinence
(warn'} —> God-fearing piety (takwd) —•> spiritual transactions (mu'dmaldt) —> mindfulness (mubdldt) —> certitude (yakiri) —> [20] insight (basira). The field of takwd
[16] is described as follows:
"Those who fear God with proper piety (muttakiydn)
are three [kinds of ] men: the lesser, intermediate,
and the great.
"He who possesses the least degree [of takwd] does
not corrupt his profession of divine Unity with associating others with God (shirk), or debase his sincerity (ikhlds) with hypocrisy, or contaminate his worship
with innovation (bid'a).
"He who possesses the medial degree does not
vitiate his service (khidma) with false shows (riyd3), or
adulterate his sustenance with food of a doubtful
nature, or let his mystical state (hdl) become perverted
by heedlessness.
"He who possesses the greatest degree does not
blemish his gratefulness with complaints; or dilute his
sins by arguments [of his innocence], or ever cease
to be beholden to God for His grace towards him."
As a key technical term or spiritual station, takwd
is rarely present in any late classical Sufi texts—among
some of the more important of which may be mentioned Abu '1-Nadjfb al-Suhrawardl's (d. 563/1168)
Addb al-mundin (ed. N.M. Harawl, Arabic text with
Pers. tr. Tehran 1363 A.S.H./1984), and clzz al-Dm
Mahmud Kashanl's (d. 735/1335) Misbdh al-hiddya
wa-miftdh al-kifdya (ed. Djalal al-Dm Huma°f, 2nd ed.
Tehran 1325 A.S.H./1946); it is even absent from
Shihab al-Dm Abu Hafs c Umar al-Suhrawardl's
(d. 632/1234) 'Awdrif al-macdnf, which formed the literary model for Kashanf's book, and was later to
become the foremost manual of Sufism in the Indian
subcontinent.
Wherever the term turns up in later works it is
usually considered as a necessary corollary of warac
or zuhd. For instance, in Sacld al-Dm al-Farghanf's
(d. 699/1300) Mashdnk al-dardn. Sharh-i Td'iyya Ibn
Fdnd (ed. Djalal al-Dm Ashtiyanf, Tehran 1979, 150-1),
takwd is placed among the stations belonging to the
first of three ascending degrees of "annihilation"
(fond3}. The first degree of fand* involves annihilation
by means of "faring through and realisation of the
spiritual stations, stages and mystical states such as
repentance (tawba), self-examination (muhasaba), contemplative vigilance (murdkaba), spiritual struggle (muajdhada), sincerity (ikhlds), God-fearing piety (takwd),
abstinence (warac), asceticism (zuhd) and similar related
degrees. . . ." As in al-Kushayrf's schema, al-Farghanf's
classification places God-fearing piety among those
virtues which the mystic must struggle to realise by

his own will; for aspirants still bound in the bonds of
egocentric personality, takwd is a knife to cut through
the cords of Selfhood. In the writings of the Persian
mystics of the Kubrawf school, the virtue of takwd
featured quite prominently. In his monumental conspectus of Sun" doctrine, the Mirsdd al~cibdd (ed. M.A.
Riyahf, Tehran 1352 A.S.H./1973, 257-60), Nadjm
al-Dm Razf (d. 654/1256) cites some twenty qualities (sifat) with which the disciple must be characterised in a chapter devoted to "the conditions,
manners and qualities of a disciple", and here takwd
is the fifth of his suluk; and a similar conception of
the place of takwd in Sufi ethics appears in the third
book of the Kashf al-hakd'ik (ed. Ahmad Damghanf,
Tehran 1359/1980, 131-2)— "an exposition of the conditions for wayfaring (suluk} the mystical path"—by
Razf's fellow Kubrawl Shaykh cAzfz Nasaff (d. between
1281-1300).
As in the Rule of St. Benedict, for the Persian
mystics of the Kubrawf order, God-fearing piety had
come to be viewed as an essential virtue in the practical ethics of the master-disciple relationship, so that
religious devotion is indistinguishable from unhesitating obedience to the order's superior.
6. Takwd3?, apophasis in mediaeval S u f i s m .
In the mediaeval period, the master-disciple relationship and the role of the master in spiritual practice, and, in particular, the need for the novice to be
guided by an enlightened master, came to the forefront of Sufi theory and practice, replacing the previous emphasis on the ethics of takwd as the cornerstone
of spirituality and devotional worship in Islam. Djalal
al-Dfn Rum! stated that "The gnostic is the soul of
the Law (sharc) and religious piety (takwd): gnosis is
the fruit of past ascetic effort. . . . He [the gnostic] is
both the command to righteousness and righteousness
itself; he himself is both hierophant and mystery"
(Mathnawi, ed. and tr. Nicholson, vi, w. 2090, 2093).
This redirection of Islamic piety towards cultivation
of, and concentration on, the elect "Perfect Man" [see
AL-INSAN AL-KAMIL] with the consequent devaluation
of the devotee's own private ascetic vigilance, is visible in the thought of most Sufi" poets of the Mongol
period. One such poet, Mahmud Shabistarf [</.#.], in
his Gulshan-i rdz thus describes the Perfect Man as
"endowed with praiseworthy qualities, celebrated for
knowledge (cilm), asceticism (zuhd) and piety (takwd}"
(Madjmufa-yi dthdr-i Shaykh Mahmud Shabistari, ed. Samad
Muwahhid, Tehran 1365 A!s.H./1986, v. 351), relegating takwd, as did the classical masters of the School
of Baghdad, to being a rudimentary but not insignificant principle of the Sufi ethical system. However,
a discernible difference in accentuation has occurred,
so that the Perfect Man is the source of piety rather
than piety being the animus of individual spirituality. Ultimately, the Perfect Man may decide to dispense with all pious fear as well, since he is "free of
the ties of master and disciple, beyond all asceticism
(zuhd) and all the fictions of piety (takwd)" (ibid., v.
862).
In the works of Sacdl and Hafiz, the two greatest
Persian Sufi" lyricists, another kind of de-accentuation
on individual piety is evident, with takwd often denigrated as a kind of spiritual attitude characteristic of
cold-hearted ascetics (zdhid) and formalist preachers.
"Wherever the Sultan of Love appears, no power is
left in the arm of takwd," asserts Sacdf in the Gulistdn
(ed. Kh. Khatfb-Rahbar, Tehran 1348/1969, 337), and
in his ghazals he cries out: "Stand on your feet, so
we can cast aside this blue [Sufi] cloak/Throw to the
winds of antinominianism this idolatry which bears
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the name of piety (shirk-i takwa-nam raj" (Ghazalha-yi
Sa'di, ed. N. Izadparast, Tehran 1362/1983, 23). Sa'di
probably knew of al-Kushayrf's notion that "the root
of takwd is fear of all idolatrous associationism (alshirk)" (Risdla, 105), and in this verse no doubt merely
wished to criticise the element of self-consciousness
which takwd often engendered in less sincere adepts,
re-evoking the classical concept of takwd which had
recognised the need to develop an apophatic discourse
capable of expressing the interior subtleties of its ideal
(Abu Bakr al-Wasitr, d. 320/931, a member of the
Baghdad School, stated "piety is that you piously
abstain from your own [self-indulgent] piety", cited
in c Attar, Tadhkirat, 745).
This paradoxical approach to the classical ideal of
piety in Islam, expressed—in order to avoid metaphysical reification—in the wish to transcend the
dichotomy of piety/impiety, godliness/ungodliness
(understanding the affirmation of faith and piety as a
subtle form of delimitation, an idolatry of a mundane
doctrine instead of adoration of the Transcendent), is
best expressed in the poetry of Hafiz, as in the following verse:
In the way of the Sufi" it's total infidelity
to put your trust in knowledge and piety;
Although a pilgrim boast a hundred arts
Just the same, he must have trust.
(Diwdn, ed. Khanlarl, 2nd ed. Tehran 1362
A.S.H./1983, 559).
Elsewhere he asks: "What relation does libertinism
(rindi] have to purity and piety (takwd)?/How wide
the gap between the priest's homily and the rebeck's
refrain!" (Diwdn, 20). In another place, he boasts, "So
many nights I've strayed from Piety's path (rah-i takwd}
with harp and daff/but now they say, I'll set my foot
on the strait and narrow path—indeed, a likely tale"
(ibid., 324, no. 154 1. 2), scorning to sully the honour of his dervish cloak by following the pedestrian
rites of canonical piety. Indeed, Hafiz's libertinism
seems a far cry from the religious sentiment of Abu
'1-Darda3 (d. 32/652-3 [q.v.]), the celebrated Companion of the Prophet greatly venerated by early Sufis,
who was reported to have preferred piety (takwd) above
forty years of ritual worship and observances (ibdda)
(Massignon, Essai, 158).
With Hafiz and his followers, the austere ideals of
early Islamic piety reached both a moral threshold
and a metaphysical apex, as the journey from Kur'anic
religious concept to ascetic doctrinal ideal based on
fear and abstinence, to the interiorised Sufi notion of
piety as the faith of the heart culminated in the irony
of the paradox which dissolves the mystic's need for
the scala perfectionis of his own via negativa.
Bibliography (apart from the references already
cited): Dj. Nurbakhsh, Ma'arif al-sufiyya, iv, London
1987, ch. 4 "Takwa", 71-80, Eng. tr. W.C. Chittick,
Sufism IV, London 1988, ch. 4 "Wariness", 69-77);
idem and S. Murata, The vision of Islam, New York
1994, 282-5.
(L. LEWISOHN)
TALIB AL-HAKK, "Seeker of the Truth", the
title given to the I b a d i Kharidjite leader C ABD
ALLAH b. YAHYA, d. end of 130-beginning of
131 /August-September 748.
According to the chronicler al-Shammakhf (d.
928/1522), the full name of this leader from the Banu
Shaytan of Kinda was Abu Yahya cAbd Allah b.
Yahya b. c Umar b. al-Aswad b. cAbd Allah b. alHarith b. Mu'awiya b. al-Harith al-Kindl (Siyar, 98).
He adopted the title of "Seeker of the Truth" at the
beginning of the year 129/746 on receiving the oath
of allegiance as Imam of the Ibadr community of
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Hadramawt and Yemen. The Arabic sources give
scanty information on him. A biography written by
an anonymous Ibadr author, the Sirat al-Imdm cAbd
Allah b. Yahyd, together with a collection of his poems,
was still available in the 9th/15th century, but has
not survived until now (A. de C. Motylinski, Bibliographie
du Mzab, in Bulletin de Correspondance Africaine, iii [1885],
20, nos. 29-30).
c
Abd Allah b. Yahya was kadi to Ibrahim b. Djabala
b. Makhrama al-Kindl, the Umayyad vice-governor
of Hadramawt. He was a pious man and an energetic leader, and his inflexible attitude towards infringements of Kur'anic precepts, which were still
widespread, won over the hearts of those Yemenis
who were dissatisfied with the Umayyad regime. He
was in touch with the Ibadfs of Basra, who had spread
their propaganda across the Arabian peninsula using
the Meccan Pilgrimage to disseminate their principles.
Abu 'Ubayda Muslim b. Abl Karlma, the leader of
the Ibadfs of Basra, encouraged him to revolt against
the Umayyad government and sent to him not only
weapons and funds but also some prominent personalities, amongst them Abu Hamza al-Mukhtar and
Baldj b. cUkba al-Azdf, who came to the Hadramawt
with the aim of organising an imamate. The revolt
appears to have taken place towards the end of 127
or the beginning of 128/745-6. Having gained control in Hadramawt, the rebels then in 129/747 crossed
into Yemen and occupied the capital Sanca\ There
c
Abd Allah b. Yahya distributed the wealth of the
Umayyad treasury to the poor and, as Imam, showed
himself to be of a mild disposition. He organised a
new system of administration but nevertheless kept
the former officials in their old ranks. Many Kharidjites
from other regions flocked to him, attracted by his
honesty and rectitude. At the end of the year 129/747,
at the time of pilgrimage, cAbd Allah b. Yahya decided
to occupy the two Holy Cities, Mecca and Medina.
The Ibadr army, only 900 or 1,000 strong, under the
command of Abu Hamza al-Mukhtar, took Mecca
with ease, and then went on to occupy Medina.
From Hidjaz, the Ibadls now became an immediate threat to the Umayyads in Syria, so that, despite
his waning might, the caliph Marwan II assembled
sufficient strength to overcome the rebels. Around the
beginning of Djumada I 130/January 748, a strong
army composed of 4,000 Syrian soldiers, led by cAbd
al-Malik b. cAtiyya, marched against Medina. Abu
Hamza was defeated and killed. At the end of 130
A.H. the Syrian army marched against Yemen. On
receiving news of this, cAbd Allah b. Yahya, at the
head of an Ibadr force, left San0!3 to prevent the
Syrians from penetrating the land. The encounter
between the two armies took place not far from
Djurash, where the Ibadr army suffered a serious
defeat. Talib al-Hakk was killed and his head sent to
Marwan II, while the rest of the Ibadfs took cover
in the fortified town of Shibam [q.v.]. A long elegy
on the fallen leaders is quoted in Aghdni3, xxiii, 148 ff.
While this serious Ibadf rising was quelled, it is nevertheless true that the anarchy that it provoked contributed to the final undoing of Umayyad power and
enabled the cAbbasid insurrection to penetrate more
easily to the heart of the empire. Having defeated
c
Abd Allah b. Yahya, cAbd al-Malik b. cAtiyya took
Sanca3 and brought Hadramawt into submission, but
afterwards received from the caliph Marwan b.
Muhammad an order to return to Mecca. He was
thus forced to conclude a peace with the Ibadfs and
to recognise their independence in Hadramawt. After
the death of Talib al-Hakk, cAbd Allah b. Sacld
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al-Hadrami was recognised as his successor by the
Ibadls of both Hadramawt and Basra.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Aghdni'\ xxiii, 111 ft0.;
Dardjfm, K. Tabaqdt al-mashdyikh bi 'l-Maghrib, ed.
I. Tallay, 2 vols. Constantine 1394/1974, ii, 25861; Ibn Sallam al-Lawati al-Ibadf, Kitdb Ibn Salldm.
Eine ibaditisch-magribinische Geschichte des Is lams aus dem
3./9. Jahrhundert, ed. W. Schwartz and Salim b.
Ya'kub, Bibliotheca Islamica 33, Wiesbaden 1986,
112-13, 117; Kashf al-ghumma al-ajdmic li-akhbdr alumma li-musannif madj.hul, ed. 'Ubaydalf, Nicosia 1985,
162 ft0.; Mascudf, Muru^ vi, 66-7; Shammakhf, K.
al-Siyar, lith. Cairo 1301/1883, 98-102; [al-]Siyar wa
}
l-dj_awdbdt li-'ulamd3 wa-a'imma cUmdn, ed. I. Kashif,
2 vols. cUman 1410/1989, i, 133, 204-5; Taban,
ii, 1981-3, 2006-14.
2. Studies. J. Wellhausen, Die religiospolitischen
Oppositionsparteien im alien Islam, Berlin 1901, 52 ft0.;
Ch. Pellat, Le milieu basrien et la formation de Gdhi^
Paris 1952, 212-14; T. Lewicki, Les Ibddites dans
I'Arabie du Sud, in Folia Orientalia, i (1959), 6-9; H.
Laoust, Les schismes dans I'lslam. Introduction a une etude
de la religion musulmane, Paris 1965, 43-4; A.M.
Khleifat (Khulayfat), Nash'at al-haraka al-ibddiyya,
'Amman 1978, 116-26; J. van Ess, Theologie und
Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert der Hidschra, 6
vols. Berlin-New York 1991-7, ii, 656-7.
(ERSILIA FRANCESCA)
TALIBAN, Pers. plural of Arabic talib "student",
a term coming into use in the last years of the 20th
century for a r a d i c a l I s l a m i s t g r o u p in
Afghanistan.
These "religious students" became the face of radical Islam during the late 1990s, when they controlled
most of Afghanistan. They emerged in reaction to
widespread lawlessness in south-western Afghanistan
in the summer of 1994 and went on to become the
dominant force in Afghanistan until their defeat by a
US-led coalition of forces in the autumn of 2001.
Core leaders of the Taliban were trained in the
madrasas or religious colleges of Pakistan's North-West
Frontier Province (NWFP) and Baluchistan affiliated
to or run by the conservative Islamist Pakistani political movement, the Djamicat al-cUlama-i Islamf/Jamiatul-Ulema-i-Islami (JUI) party, whose ideology blended
Wahhabf influences from Arabia with the Deobandi
tradition of South Asia.
Led by a former mudj_dhid in the Afghan-Soviet War
of the 1980s, Mulla Muhammad c Umar, the early
Taliban were primarily young former muajdhidin, mostly
southern Pushtuns. There is debate about whether the
Taliban were essentially an indigenous movement that
Pakistan supported to advance its own foreign policy
goals, or whether the Taliban were from the beginning a creation of Pakistan, which had seen its Afghan
policy frustrated by the civil war between mudj_dhidin
factions following the fall of the Communist government in April 1992 and was seeking an alternative
faction to support, especially in the fractious Kandahar
area. Regardless of the source of their genesis, the
Taliban gained prominence and power through deep,
early, and multi-faceted support from Pakistan's Interior
Ministry, Inter-Services Intelligence Directorate (ISI),
army, and society and were Pakistan's proxy army in
Afghanistan by 1995. From a strategic standpoint, the
Taliban provided Pakistan with a militia that could
possibly settle the power struggle within Afghanistan,
but at the minimum could control the southwest of
the country and make possible a stable route for trade
with Central Asia.
After their unexpected emergence near Kandahar
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in October 1994, the Taliban steadily advanced to
gain control of almost all of Afghanistan, despite some
setbacks, such as the massacre of their forces at Mazari-Shanf in May 1997 and Northern Alliance leader
Ahmad Shah Mas'ud's counter-attack north of Kabul
in August 1999. Following their capture of Kandahar
in November 1994, the Taliban advanced through
Pushtun tribal areas toward Kabul, ultimately forcing
Gulbuddfn Hikmatyar's Hizb-i Islam! to evacuate its
positions south of the city. The then Defence Minister,
Ahmad Shah Mas'ud soundly defeated the Taliban
and drove them out of range of Kabul in the spring
of 1995, so the Taliban turned their attention to western Afghanistan, capturing Harat in September 1995.
In September 1996 the Taliban flanked Kabul to the
east and captured Djalalabad, then drove up the main
road through steep gorges toward Kabul, which fell
without a fight later that month. Having taken control of the capital and most of Afghanistan after only
two years, in 1997 the Taliban sought to conquer the
north of Afghanistan and finish off the remnants of
the Burhanuddfn Rabbanf government.
Divisions within the Northern Alliance made possible the temporary Taliban capture of Mazar-i-Sharff
in May 1997, but after four days local militias rebelled
and destroyed the Taliban forces there, while a Taliban
force that had come up from Kabul through the
Salang Pass was cut off and surrounded in Kunduz.
In the summer of 1998 the Taliban pushed resolutely
into the north once again, this time capturing Mazari-Sharff in August and Bamiyan in September.
Following the fall of both cities, the Taliban killed or
forcibly relocated thousands of the residents. After
the campaigns of 1998, the Taliban controlled all but
10-15% of the country, primarily the rugged northeastern mountains where Ahmad Shah Mas'ud's wellorganised Tadjik army held on. Combat ebbed and
flowed in and out of this area over the next three
years, with Mas'ud having great success in August
1999, but his assassination on 9 September 2001 by
al-Kacida (al-Qaeda) operatives coincided with the
beginning of a final Taliban push into his salient that
might have been successful had the events of 11
September 2001 not brought the United States into
Afghanistan with the goal of destroying the Taliban.
Afghanistan's long war destroyed or discredited
most of its traditional leadership and led to a deep
Islamisation of its society, providing the milieu in
which the Taliban could arise. The Taliban were the
last and most vehement of Afghanistan's Islamist leaders, but they were simultaneously a Pushtun ethnic
movement and a militia for Pakistan. Thus, their rise
to power hardened ethnic divisions in Afghanistan and
heightened the regional competition between Pakistan,
Saudi Arabia, Iran and Russia for control within the
country. The multiple sources of Taliban identity gave
the movement a plasticity that enhanced its resiliency
over time. The Taliban leadership was comprised of
Kandahar-area Pushtuns of different tribal and subtribal lineages, but most of the Inner Shura (council)
knew each other from shared combat experiences during the Afghan-Soviet War and/or shared time in
Pakistani madrasas. As the movement expanded its territorial control, its ranks grew to include eastern and
northern Ghilzai Pushtuns, some ethnic minority militias, and former Afghan Communist soldiers from the
Khalk/Khalq faction (introduced by the Pakistanis to
provide the Taliban with specialised military skills in
which they were lacking; following the conquests of
1998 most of the ex-Communists were purged).
The Taliban also were an international force, with
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thousands of Pakistani "volunteers" (over 100,000 had
served by the time of the Taliban's defeat) and an
"international brigade" of largely Arab fighters under
the command of Usama b. Ladin/Osama bin Laden.
When the Taliban captured Djalalabad in 1996 they
began a partnership with Osama bin Laden and his
al-Kacida organisation that was based in that area.
Over the next few years, the Taliban-al-Kacida nexus
became more puritanical and intolerant of Afghanistan's northern minorities, and increasingly larger
numbers of Pakistani "volunteers" joined the movement. Thus, what was initially seen in the southwest
of Afghanistan as a local Pushtun movement came to
be seen by its northern opponents as a front for
Pakistani aspirations in Afghanistan.
As the Taliban grew more numerous, tensions
between the different factions within the movement
occurred on several levels. The early core of Taliban
leaders kept most of the positions of authority, and
many of them remained in Kandahar near to Mulla
c
Umar, who ruled from there rather than moving to
Kabul when it fell in 1996. Over time, a moderate
faction led by Premier Muhammad Rabbanf and
Foreign Minister Wakll Ahmad lost ground to the
growing influence of a hard-line faction affiliated with
Osama bin Laden. This cost the Taliban international
recognition (only Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and the
United Arab Emirates ever recognised the movement)
and support. During the late 1990s, al-Kacida became
increasingly aggressive, targeting the U.S. in several
high-profile operations, which led to U.S. cruise missile attacks on Afghanistan in August 1998, increased
U.S. pressure on the Taliban to give up Bin Laden,
and sanctions by the U.S. and U.N. on the Taliban
regime starting in 1999. The struggle between moderates and hard-liners within the Taliban shifted in
favour of the latter group with the destruction of
the cliff Buddhas of Bamiyan in March 2001 and
the death of Muhammad Rabbanl in April 2001.
Ultimately, the attacks by al-Kacida on the U.S. on
11 September 2001 brought about the destruction of
the Taliban and al-Kacida rule and the implementation
of an interim government in December 2001 headed
by Hamld Karzai, a Durrani Pushtun tribal leader.
The Taliban were a tribal militia, a Pakistani proxy
army, and a movement for social change in Afghanistan. Their early success on the battlefield was due
to the shared ethnicity and war-weariness of the populations in the areas that they conquered during 1994-6.
They also presented themselves as simple men motivated by piety and a desire to Islamise Afghan society, holding themselves in contrast to the formerly
noble mudj.dhidm whose lust for power had caused
them to stray from the straight path of Islamic governance. Ultimately, though, the Taliban extended
their control over almost all of Afghanistan due to
extensive Pakistani support, including money, weapons,
training, military advisers, direct military involvement,
logistical support, and recruits. The return of tens of
thousands of these recruits to Pakistan exacerbated
and deepened Islamist trends in that society, producing an effect referred to within that country as the
"Talibanisation" of Pakistan.
Although they ruled most of Afghanistan for several years, Taliban governance was mostly non-existent. Perhaps this was by design, and Afghanistan's
state failure under the Taliban was a conscious effort
to destroy a Western model of government there, but
more likely it reflected Taliban incompetence at government. Rule was by decree from Mulla c Umar, or
from organisations such as the Ministry for the
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Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of Vice (Arm bi
}
l-Macruf wa-Nahy can al-Munkar], a religious police modelled on the similar organisation that exists in Saudi
Arabia. A 30 to 40-man Shura advised Mulla cUmar.
There were few funds for routine government, and
most of the 27 ministries sat idle, as such funds as
the Taliban did have went into the war effort against
the Northern Alliance. Traditional social welfare functions of government such as infrastructure re-building
were carried out by international aid organisations in
Afghanistan, although the Taliban frequently constrained their operations.
The centrepiece of Taliban Islamisation policy was
the maltreatment of women and girls, denying them
access to adequate health care, education, jobs and
basic human rights. Women's status and position in
Afghan society had come to be symbolic of all that
the Taliban opposed, and their mistreatment of females
helped keep their young male fighters unified and
supportive, since most of them had learned in the
Pakistani madrasas that women were supposed to be
constrained in the ways practiced by the Taliban leadership. Other notable Taliban social policies included
applying Sharfa punishments (based on Taliban interpretation of the Shatfa, which was influenced by
PushtunwalT, or code of the Pushtuns), such as execution for adultery and amputation of hands for theft;
forcing men to attend mosque services and grow beards
as signs of piety; bans on all forms of secular entertainment, such as sports, music and television; and
ultimately the destruction of images in Afghanistan,
including the world-famous Bamiyan Buddhas.
The Taliban were a by-product of Afghanistan's
long and highly destructive war and capped a decadeslong movement to Islamise Afghan society, itself a
reaction to an even longer attempt by Afghan urban
elites to modernise the country. The collapse of the
Afghan state, the Islamisation of the Afghan resistance
movement and refugee population, and the regional
geopolitical struggle following the Cold War combined
to create the unique conditions that gave rise to the
Taliban. U.S.-led military operations beginning in late
2001 have now almost destroyed the Taliban movement, but the underlying ideology of Islamising the
state and society remains and continues to influence
Afghanistan.
Bibliography: R. Moshref, The Taliban, New York
1997; R.H. Magnus, Afghanistan in 1996 - year of
the Taliban, in Asian Survey, xxxvii/2 (February 1997),
111-17; idem and E. Naby, Afghanistan - mullah, Marx,
and mujahid, Boulder 1998; W. Maley (ed.), Fundamentalism reborn? Afghanistan and the Taliban, New York
1998 (excellent collection of articles); P. Marsden,
The Taliban: war, religion, and the new order in Afghanistan,
London 1998; Physicians for Human Rights, The
Taliban's war on women: a health and human rights crisis in Afghanistan, Boston 1998; K. Matinuddin, The
Taliban phenomenon: Afghanistan 1994-1997, Karachi
1999 (useful); B.R. Rubin, Afghanistan under the Taliban,
in Current History, xcviii/625 (February 1999), 7991; A. Rashid, The Taliban: exporting extremism, in
Foreign Affairs, lxxviii/6 (November-December 1999),
22-35; idem, Taliban: militant Islam, oil, and fundamentalism in Central Asia, New Haven 2000 (fundamental); M. Griffin, Reaping the whirlwind: the Taliban
movement in Afghanistan, London 2001; L.P. Goodson,
Afghanistan's endless war: state failure, regional politics,
and the rise of the Taliban, Seattle 2001 (fundamental); idem, Perverting Islam: Taliban social policy toward
women, in Central Asian Survey, xx/4 (December 2001),
415-26.
(L.P. GOODSON)
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TARA'ORI, an alternative name for the place mentioned in Indo-Muslim history as N a r d l n or
N a n d a n a in the Jhelum District of the Western
Pandjab, now in Pakistan; see on it NANDANA, in Suppl.
TARDJAMA.
4. (b) The 20th c e n t u r y .
In the 20th century, translation into Arabic contributed noticeably to the shaping of modern Arabic
literatures and cultures. It arose in historical circumstances which considerably differed from those of the
Arabic translation movement (harakat al-tarajama) in the
previous century (see 4. (a) at Vol. X, 232b). The
colonial experience, the rise of nationalist and anticolonial movements, and the subsequent formation of
independent Arab nation states exercised a strong ideological impact on Arab societies. The specific developments of translation as an integral part of Arabic
national cultures embodied their changing interests
and priorities.
In the early decades of the century, the proliferation of privately-owned periodicals and publishing
houses in Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, Palestine and Trak
made possible the broader transmission of texts into
Arabic. New centres of translation emerged in the
communities of Arab immigrants in Northern and
Southern America [see MAHDJAR]. Journalists, writers
and scholars participated, along with trained professionals, in thriving translation practices. As the number of translated works increased on an unprecedented
scale, the sources, methods and forms of individual
translations diversified.
For the first time in Arabic cultural history, the
translation of literature took precedence over other
forms of linguistic and cultural import. This new cultural phenomenon was related to a massive translation of Western fiction prompted by the growing
demand of readers dissatisfied with traditional forms
of literary discourse. Their manifest interest in translated narratives, especially short stories, met a strong
response on the part of Arab authors searching for
new ways of artistic expression. Transmission of
Western literature became an integral part of their
creative activity, along with composition of original
works in the new fictional genres discovered through
the experience of translation. Prominent early contributors to Arabic literary translation were the writers and poets Hafiz Ibrahim, Mustafa al-Manfalutf
[g.vv.], the first school of modern Egyptian writing,
madrasat al-diwan (the Dfwan school); Nadjfb al-Haddad,
Salmi al-Nakkash and Nikula Haddad in Lebanon;
Khalfl Baydas, Antun Ballan, and Nadjatf Sidkf in
Palestine; Muhammad Kurd CA1I and Tanyus cAbduh
in Syria; Sallm Battf and Mahrnud Ahmad al-Sayyid
in Trak; and the leading figures of madrasat al-mahajar
(the literary school of Arab immigrants in the United
States) Naslb cArlda, cAbd al-Maslh Haddad and
Mlkha'rl Nu'ayma [q.v.].
The involvement of writers and poets broadened
the scale of literary translation. While the majority of
translated texts represented short stories, novellas and
novels, since the beginning of the century more
attempts were made at translation of European drama
and poetry. In addition to French classical plays by
Corneille, Rostand and Moliere, Shakespeare's works—
especially Romeo and Juliet—inspired several early Arabic
adaptations. Taha Husayn [q.v.] translated and published an anthology of Greek dramatic poetry (1920),
Racine's Andromaque (1935) and a selection of Western
drama (1959). Poems by Victor Hugo, Lamartine and
Shelley were amongst the first rendered into Arabic.
Typically, Arab translators dealt with differences of

prosody between the traditions of Western and classical Arabic poetry by rendering Western poetic forms
into prose. Further generic changes as in al-Manfalutl's
radical transformation of a rhymed play—Rostand's
Cyrano de Bergerac (1921)—into a novel were uncommon. The modern Arabic poetic free-verse style developed since the 1950s offered translators of poetry a
new tool.
French literature remained an essential source of
translation in the first decades of the century: reportedly, by 1930 more than 150 French authors were
represented in Arabic translations, and about 15
English ones. The contributions of madrasat al-mahdj_ar
included the introduction of Arab readers to classical
works of American and Russian literatures. In 1920,
Ahmad Hasan al-Zayyat's eloquent Arabic rendition
of Goethe's Die Leiden des jungen Werthers from the
German original was still a rare occurrence. In the
inter-war period, single works by Italian, Greek and
Turkish authors attracted translators' attention as
embodiments of national cultures to which they related
by way of human and intellectual experience.
Not all Western source texts selected for translation, nor all of their Arabic versions, were of high
literary and cultural value. A great deal of translators' production catered to the needs of a growing
popular market for romantic stories, mysteries and
adventures. Translation techniques involving rewritings
(tarajama mawdu'a], adaptations (tarajama bi }l-tasarruf),
additions (iddfdt], abridgements (tarajama mulakhkhasd),
and various changes of the genre, set, plot and
characters of the original, did not always yield good
quality in the target language. Yet the substantial body
of Arab fictional texts that those early translations
built contributed, by its sheer mass, to familiarising
Arabic readers with new genres of fiction. At their
best, the pioneers of Arabic literary translation created works, which, like original writings, expressed
and affirmed their own cultural identity and traditions through the forms of Western literature. The
appreciation of their audiences accounts for the
longevity of such creative translations. They continued
to flourish well into the 1940s, long after the genres
of Western fiction had been adopted in Arabic writing,
replacing traditional forms of literary discourse.
A similar symbiosis between translation and creation of literature is observed in many national cultures at the formative stage, when writers commonly
use translation as a creative device and for addressing what they perceive as the pressing issues and
actual cultural needs of their societies and time. Since
the 1920s, modern Arabic literary theory and criticism have contributed to the emergence of new perceptions of translation, which have determined its
subsequent evolution as a creative activity with specific social and cultural functions.
Extensive transmission of Western scientific knowledge and intellectual thought continued. Translated
contemporary works of history, philosophy and literary theory were an integral part of the critical debates
of the day (e.g. the translation of Thomas Carlyle's
On heroes, hero-worship, and the heroic in history (1911) by
the Dfwan school). Translations of Herbert Spencer's
On education (1908) and Lebon's work on pedagogy
(by Taha Husayn, 1921) reflected the edifying priorities of Arab intellectuals. Ahmad Lutfi al-Sayyid's
[q.v.] renderings of Aristotle from the original (192435) introduced the classical tradition of Western intellectual thought. At that time, major influences on
modern Arabic literary theory and criticism (Freud's
psychoanalysis, the ideas of the Russian formalists,
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etc.) were also exercised through the intermediary of
Western languages different from the original.
In the second half of the century, translation entered
a new phase of development under the aegis of the
independent Arab nation states. The cultural policy
of tacnb [g.v.] (arabisation) adopted by Arab governments placed special emphasis on translation as a
means of interaction with other cultures meant to
serve what they deemed the interest of Arab societies
and their comprehensive advancement.
Efforts have been made to support the study of
translation and develop translators' professional skills.
Translation is a commonly taught subject within foreign language acquisition programmes at the high
school level. Arab translators receive modern professional training in independent academic institutions
(e.g. al-Mustansiriyya School in Trak; King Fahd
School for Translation in Morocco), or through academic programmes in translation offered in a number of universities (e.g. the King Su'ud University in
Saudi Arabia; Yarmuk University in Jordan; Alexandria
University in Egypt, etc.). The academic institutions
develop translation studies as well (e.g. the Translation
Center at the King Sucud University worked in the
last decade on a major project designed to catalogue
20th-century Arabic translations). Pan-Arab conferences provide forums for discussion of policies and
issues of translation (e.g. al-Tunis, 1979, on developing common criteria for selecting texts for translation,
reassessing the status and training of Arab translators,
etc.; Jordan, 1992, on translation studies; Egypt, 1995,
on scientific translation; etc.).
At the national level, the ministries of culture and
education oversee translation activities. In many countries, translators are syndicated in professional organisations and unions, and some are individual members
of the International Translators' Union (Geneva).
At the regional level, two organisations formulate
pan-Arab strategies of translation. The objective of
the Arabisation Coordination Bureau (1961, Rabat) is
to create and update a unified system of modern
Arabic terminology. The Arab Center for Arabisation, Translation, Authorship and Publication (1989,
Damascus) supports translation into Arabic of materials for higher and university education in all areas
of academic and technical specialisation, and of distinguished works in the fields of the sciences, literature and arts. Both organisations are affiliated with
ALECSO. Recent contributions of Arab translators to
ALECSO's cultural programmes include publications
of Basic Arabic dictionary (1988) and Trilingual thesaurus:
Arabic, English, French (1995); and the ongoing projects
Translations of distinguished books on science and technology,
and Arabic unified dictionaries. The Islamic Organisation
for Culture and Science also retains translation programmes.
Over the last five decades, translation production
has increased everywhere in the Arab world. Egypt
and Syria hold leading positions, with more than 100
publishers of translations in each country (here and
further below, statistics by UNESCO, Index translationum). Lately, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait have emerged
as major translation centres.
French and English remain the important sources
of Arabic translation, used also as intermediaries for
transmission of texts written in other original languages. Since the 1930s, and especially with the influx
of American culture in the post-World War II period,
English became the main source language of translation into Arabic. In the course of the most recent
decades, the source languages diversified, reflecting
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new cultural priorities on the part of Arab authors,
audiences and institutions related to the acquisition of
modern technologies and know-how; to the interest
in literatures and cultures traditionally not represented,
or under-represented by Arabic translation, etc. The
pool of languages from which translations are currently undertaken includes Japanese, Chinese, and
other less common foreign languages. The leading languages from which books were translated into Arabic
in the last 20 years are: English (3188 translations),
Russian (1388), French (929), German (263), Spanish
(149), Persian (77), Italian (58) and Turkish (49).
The majority of texts translated in the second half
of the century represent fiction of European origin:
Shakespeare is the most translated foreign author, with
a total of 49 Arabic translations, closely followed by
Agatha Christie with 47. Emerging since the interwar period new concepts of the nature of translation
and its cultural functions manifested themselves in a
more attentive approach to the selection and transmission of original texts. Translators' creativity was
employed to best express the ideas of the original
using the tools of the modern Arabic language. The
resulting more accurate renditions of classics by Balzac,
Turgenev, Dickens, Baudelaire, Guy de Maupassant,
Sartre, Gorky, Thomas Mann, Camus, James Joyce,
T.S. Eliot, Virginia Woolf and Apollinaire exposed
readers to a variety of writing styles, and encouraged
since the 1950s new trends in Arabic prose (realism,
modernism, stream-of-consciousness), and poetry (the
free-verse movement). In drama, Chekhov, Henrik
Ibsen and Harold Pinter elicited many translations
(the latter's works compiled in a three-volume edition
appeared in Cairo in 1987). Since 1983, Kuwait's
Ministry of Information has published a series of modern translations from classical Greek of Euripides'
tragedies.
Among the significant American writers translated
in that period (e.g. Faulkner, Hemingway, Fitzgerald,
Henry Miller), Edgar Allan Poe was better known for
his mystery stories than as a poet, but Mark Twain
remained most popular, his early Arabic renditions
revisited by later translators. Lately, Arabic versions
of Walt Disney's books head the growing production
of children's literature in translation, including classic
tales by Leo Tolstoy, Wilhelm and Jacob Grimm,
Hans Christian Andersen, and modern Western
authors.
In the 1960s to early 1980s, publishers in Moscow,
Leipzig and other cultural centres of the then Communist countries produced a large number of Arabic
translations introducing classics of their national literatures. The collaboration between Arab and European
translators and publishing houses continues to broaden
the perspective of Arab readers on European literary
traditions (e.g. Arab and Swedish translators at present render from the original poems by Tomas
Transtromer, one of Sweden's most important contemporary poets, whose forthcoming Arabic anthology will be published by al-Mu5assasa al-cArabiyya li
'1-Dirasat wa '1-Nashr in 2003).
Numerous translations of works by Milan Kundera
(Czech Republic), Wole Soyinka (Nigeria), Gabriel
Garcia Marquez (Colombia) and Aziz Nesin (Turkey)
in the course of the last decade testify to lasting aspirations by leading Arab translators and publishers to
bring the best of modern world literature to their
audiences.
In literary translation, transmission through intermediary languages remains a problem (e.g. Kundera
and Marquez were first translated from French; Italo
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Calvino and Ibsen from English; etc.). Duplications
(e.g. four recent renderings of George Orwell's 1984}
could be avoided through better professional communication (al-c Aysawf, 11-12).
Translations of non-fictional literature range from
the modern sciences, business, social theories, philosophy (e.g. Foucault), psychoanalysis (e.g. Freud, Pierre
Daco), literary theory (e.g. Barthes), general history,
history of religions and religious writings, psychology
and social behaviour (e.g. Edward De Bono), to popular science adaptations, textbooks at all educational
levels, etc. Randomly selected and outdated source
texts are by no means an exception.
Works which represent Western points of view on
the history and culture of the region, have always
aroused interest among Arab translators and readers
(e.g. the latest accomplishment of the Egyptian National
Translation Project, the 2002 translation of Marilyn
Booth's study on Bayram al-Tunisf; the recent translations of studies on modern Palestinian and Egyptian
history by the German scholar Alexander Scholch;
on Libyan history by the Italian scholar Francesco
Coro; etc.).
A growing transmission of modern scientific knowledge has emphasised the need for an even closer cooperation between professionals in specific fields and
in translation in the search for Arabic equivalents of
foreign terms and modes of scientific expression (alc
Aysawf, 15).
During the entire modern period, translations have
been made primarily in al-fushd. While the part of
c
al- ammiyya increases in original fictional writings, and
the performing arts of Arabic theatre and cinema, it
remains limited in fictional translation. The colloquial
versions of Arabic are entirely absent from nonfictional translation. As a target language, al-fushd has
shown flexibility, adjusting its structures to fit new
forms of discourse brought by translation. In the
process of giving shape to new ideas and meanings,
translation has constantly perfected its linguistic vehicle.
By modernising the vocabulary, amplifying the semantics, and modifying and simplifying the sentence structure of the language, translation contributes to building
a modern, informative and to-the-point style of expression in literary Arabic. Modern translation has enriched
the cultures of Arab nations and shared their best
achievements with the world: in the last two decades
of the 20th century alone, 6881 books were translated into Arabic, and 6756 from Arabic into other
languages.
Bibliography: M. Mahir and W. Ule, Deutsche
Autoren in arabischer Sprache, Arabische Autoren in deutscher
Sprache, Saur n.d.; H. Peres, Le roman, le conte et la
nouvelle dans la literature arabe moderne, in AIEO, iii
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TAcRlB.
2. A r a b i c i s a t i o n as a weapon of m o d e r n
political policy.
Given that the Arabic language is commonly identified as a vital, if not the most important, aspect of
Arab nationalist ideologies—whether they are panArab, regional, or state-specific—Arabicisation has
played a significant role in modern Arab politics. In
the early 19th century, before Arab nationalist discourse began to emerge, Muhammad CA1I [q.v.] of
Egypt laid the foundations for the use of Arabic as
an instrument of state-building. As part of his efforts
to modernise education in Egypt, particularly military,
medical and scientific education, Muhammad CA1I
authorised the establishment of a School of Languages
(Madrasat al-Alsun) in 1835. The school was closed in
1850 during the reign of 'Abbas Hilml I [q.v.] but
reopened in 1863 on orders of Isma'fl. Under the
leadership of Rifaca al-Tahtawf (1801-73 [q.v.]) during
both of its phases, the school undertook an ambitious
program of not only training translators, but also of
translating and publishing European texts in Arabic.
Thus, the School of Languages pioneered the ideology and the methodology of ta'rib. The European
works chosen for translation reflected the interests of
the State as determined mainly by al-Tahtawf, who
remained loyal to the house of Muhammad cAlf
throughout his life. These works included texts in
geography, history, medicine, military sciences and
politics. In translating modern European works into
Arabic, the staff of the School of Languages devised
not only the principles for rendering foreign languages
into a clear, modern Arabic idiom, but also coined
Arabic vocabulary to express novel technical terms.
In many ways, therefore, the school provided the intellectual resources for the Arab nationalist movement
that gained ground in the latter half of the 19th century and provided Arab nationalists with grounds for
asserting the continuing vitality and centrality of Arabic
in their nationalist programs.
The work of European and American missionaries,
primarily in the Levant, provided a second catalyst
for the revitalisation of Arabic during the 19th century. American and British Protestant missions, eager
to distinguish themselves from the French Catholics,
who insisted upon and actively promoted the use of
French, encouraged the translation of the Bible and
liturgical readings into Arabic. The schools established
by Protestant missionaries also promoted the study of
Arabic in their curricula. The political consequences
of these policies were perhaps more significant and
long-lasting than the religious: The missionaries helped
to nurture a sense of Arab national identity among
both Muslims and Christians that distinguished them
linguistically from the other constituents of the Ottoman Empire.
Arabicisation in Arab nationalist discourse

The unifying factor of language in Arab nationalism
is a theme developed at length by a number of intellectuals during the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
c
Abd al-Rahman al-Kawakibl (ca. 1849-1902 [q.v.])
viewed Arab political unity and cultural revival as a
necessary precursor to pan-Islamic unity and revival.
In Umm al-kurd, as part of his argument for Arab
leadership of the Islamic world, he claims that the
language of the Arabs is the language common to all
Muslims. Yet he also prepares the foundation for later
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secular Arab nationalists by acknowledging that Arabic
is the native language of both Muslims and nonMuslims. The Lebanese Maronite scholar Ibrahim
al-Yazidjf (1847-1906 [see AL-YAZIDJI. 2.]) equated
nationhood with language. The standard Arabic of
the educated classes provides an integrative force that
surpasses the disintegrative tendencies of religion and
culture. For this reason, al-YazidjT championed the
revival and dissemination of the standard literary language (al-lugha al-fusha), based on classical Kur'anic
Arabic, in opposition to various suggestions for replacing it with colloquial dialects (al-lughdt al-cdmma). He
participated in efforts to modernise and simplify Arabic
pedagogy, arguing that the proper use and teaching
of a language is necessary to political, economic and
cultural modernisation efforts. The standard Arabic
also demarcates, for al-Yazidji, the boundaries between
the Arab nation and other peoples. To maintain their
cultural distinctiveness and by implication their eventual political autonomy, the Arabs had to preserve
their language from foreign corruption, including the
use of loan words and especially the adoption of the
Latin script in place of the Arabic, as suggested by
some reformers of the time. Instead, he proposed rules
for Arabicisation of foreign words and names that
would either assimilate them into Arabic phonology
and morphology or distinguish them clearly as foreign
proper nouns.
The most powerful stimulus for the rise of an Arab
nationalist discourse came from the Turkification policy pursued by the Young Turks after they seized
power in Istanbul in 1908. The Ottoman constitution
of 1876 had established Turkish as the official language of the empire but had provided no details for
the practical enforcement of this provision. The political program adopted by the Committee of Union
and Progress [see ITTIHAD WE TERAKKI DJEMCIYYETI] in
1908 not only reaffirmed that "the official language
of the state will remain as Turkish" but it also stipulated provisions for enacting this policy (see Kayali
1997, 90-4). All civil servants and government officials, including members of parliament, were instructed
to conduct business in Turkish. The teaching of
Turkish was made compulsory in elementary schools
and Turkish was imposed as the medium of instruction in all secondary and higher education. As a result
of this policy, Arabic was taught in the state secondary schools of the Arab provinces as a foreign
language, with instruction in Arabic grammar provided in Turkish by Arab teachers who were often
not conversant in Turkish or by Turkish teachers who
were frequently not expert in the intricacies of Arabic
grammar. Arab students caught speaking Arabic outside the classroom were subject to punishment. The
imposition of Turkish was coupled with a campaign
conducted through the Turkish newspapers to paint
Arabic as a stagnant language and its speakers as an
obstacle to the progressive reforms launched by the
Young Turks.
Arab responses to the Turkification policy came
from a number of political, literary and educational
societies, some based in Arab cities, others in Europe.
The Arab Congress of 1913, a gathering of Arab
intellectuals and political activists in Paris, adopted a
resolution demanding in part: "La langue arabe doit
etre reconnue au Parlement ottoman et consideree
comme ofiicielle dans les pays syriens et arabes" (Zeine
1966, 161). Another group, the Arab Revolutionary
Society (al-dj_amciyya al-thawriyya al-carabiyya], called in
the same year for a more drastic measure: complete
Arab independence from the Ottoman Empire. The
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society's "Proclamation (balagh] to the Arabs, the Sons
of Kahtan" expounded the superiority of Arabic over
Turkish and denounced Turkish attempts to substitute the "sacred" language of Islam with Turkish translations of such things as the call to prayer and the
ritual prayer itself. The proclamation also appeals to
Christians and Jews to recognise that their common
language unites them with Muslims in a single Arab
nation: "Let the Muslims, the Christians, and the Jews
be as one in working for the interest of the nation
(ummd) and of the country (bilad). You all dwell in
one land, you speak one language, so be also one
nation and one hand." The fanaticism that divides
the religious communities is deliberately cultivated
by the Turkish authorities, the proclamation avers.
Religious hostilities will subside when "our affairs, our
learning, and the verdicts of our courts will be conducted in our own language" (ibid., 174-7; Haim 1976,
83-8).
Opposition to the Turkification policy also figures
prominently in the works of individual intellectuals.
In his newspaper al-Mufid, cAbd al-Ghanf al-cUrays!
(1891-1916) wrote incessantly on the need for Arabs
to resist attempts to undermine their language. He
demanded that Arabic be recognised in the Ottoman
constitution as the primary official language in the
Arab provinces of the empire, and that it be enforced
as such in the schools and civil administration. He
urged Arabs to insist that all foreign schools teach
Arabic as the national language of the students they
were educating, alongside Turkish, the official language of the empire, and a foreign language, such as
English or French. Al-cUraysf also campaigned for the
use of a simple, pure Arabic idiom in private communications, one that avoided flowery expressions that
he blamed on Turkish influences or words and phrases
borrowed from French, the language popular among
many educated Arabs, especially his fellow Lebanese.
Al-cUraysI's growing influence among Arab nationalists
led to his execution by Turkish authorities in Beirut
in 1916.
Arab nationalist writing in the period after World
War I continued to emphasise the role of the Arabic
language, but with the imposition of English and
French mandates in much of the former Ottoman
Arab provinces, the perceived threat to Arabic came
from English and French, not Turkish. cAbd Allah
al-cAlayilf's (b. 1914) Dustur al-carab al-kawmi, published
in 1941, is a not so veiled attack on the dissemination of French in his native Lebanon: "The duty of
nationalists who are imbued with a burning and true
belief is to persuade society by all possible means to
free itself from all languages except the one which it
is desirable to impose, attachment to which must be
fanatical. . . . In such a fanaticism we must mingle hate
and contempt for anyone who does not speak that
national language, which we hold sacred and venerate
as a high ideal" (Haim 1976, 121-2). In his 1952 article al-Islam wa 'l-kawmiyya al-carabiyya cAbd al-Rahman
al-Bazzaz (1913-73) declared the Arabic language to
be the "soul of our Arab nation and the primary
aspect of its national life" (ibid., 181). Zakl al-Arsuzf
(1900-68) argued that the true Arab genius lies in the
Arabic language, which had flowered well before the
advent of Islam. Thus, for al-ArsuzT, the origins of
the Arab nation lie in its pre-Islamic antiquity, and
the Prophet Muhammad becomes simply one among
many who forged an Arab national consciousness.
The challenge of all modern Arabs, Christians and
Muslims, according to al-Arsuzf, is to reinvigorate this
national identity by reviving the language, for which
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he suggested a number of radical reform measures
(see Suleiman 2003, 146-57).
The period between the two World Wars saw
increasing opposition to French rule in Algeria,
Morocco and Tunisia as well. French colonialism in
all three countries had meant the imposition of a
policy of Jrancophonie that made French the sole official language. The independence movements in the
Maghrib would consequently stress Arabic along with
Islam as the unifying and authentic markers of nationhood. In 1931, Shaykh <Abd al-Hamfd Ben Badis
(1889-1940 [see IBN BADls]) and his colleagues in the
Association of Algerian Muslim 'Ulama0 adopted the
motto "Islam is our religion, Arabic is our language,
Algeria is our country".
More than any other writer, it was Satic al-Husrf
(1880-1968 [q.v. in Suppl.]) who most firmly established the common Arabic language as the basis for
Arab nationalism. Unlike other writers who included
such factors as shared culture, customs, interests and
physical environment in their definitions of Arab
nationalism, al-Husrf limited his idea to a shared language and a shared history. The priority he attaches
to the two is clearly articulated in the following passage
from Muhadaratfi nushu} al-Jikra al-kawmiyya: "Language
constitutes the life of a nation. History constitutes its
feeling. A nation which forgets its history loses its feeling and consciousness. A nation which forgets its language loses its life and [very] being" (Suleiman 2003,
132).
Al-Husrf was keenly aware, however, that linguistic unity was largely a fiction, that the common standard Arabic was shared by only a small fraction of
Arabs, namely, the literate classes, whereas the vast
majority of Arabic speakers were divided by widely
divergent colloquial dialects. In order to realise his
vision of a language-based Arab identity, al-Husri
devoted much of his career to promoting the modernisation and simplification of classical Arabic grammar, with the intention of reconciling standard Arabic
with the dialects, and then disseminating this modern
standard Arabic in the new educational system of
Arab countries. At the same time, he waged a fierce
intellectual battle against advocates of regional vernaculars as the basis for an Egyptian, Syrian or 'Iraki
nationalism. Salama Musa (1887-1958 [q.v.]}, for example, campaigned for replacing standard Arabic, which
he considered a dead language, with a refined Egyptian
colloquial as the medium of writing, communication
and education in his vision of Egyptian nationalism.
Al-Husrf bitterly denounced the suggestion that the
teaching of standard Arabic was an anachronism akin
to the teaching of Latin. The analogy between Latin
and its Romance language successors is inapplicable
to classical Arabic and its regional vernaculars because
of the continuing use by modern Arabs of the fushd.
Similarly, in response to Tana Husayn's (1889-1973
[</.y.]) contention that Egypt should look to its
pharaonic past as the basis for its modern national
identity, al-Husrf caustically asked whether a modern
Egyptian would be able to speak with a revived
Egyptian pharaoh or with Ibn Khaldun.
Arabicisation in Arab politics

Arabicisation has been pursued to some degree by
all post-colonial Arab states as an integral part of
their state-building enterprise, and Arabicisation has
generally meant the promotion of modern standard
Arabic as the common language within individual
Arab states as well as among them. The goal of
Arabicisation programs has been to cultivate a national
identity in opposition to the European imperialist

legacy that left behind pockets of anglophone or francophone elites or in opposition to ethnic fragmentation caused by indigenous languages such as Berber,
Kurdish or various Nilo-Saharan and other African
languages spoken in southern Sudan. Promoting standard Arabic also targets the disintegrative tendencies
of the spoken Arabic dialects and thus serves an important ideological function in pan-Arabist schemes and
a very practical function in more specific national projects, where sometimes different regional vernaculars
exist within a single state. Finally, Arabicisation has
been bolstered by the rise of Islamist groups that
accentuate the connection between Arabic and the
Islamic identity of the vast majority of the populations of Arab states. Arabic is today designated as an
official language in the constitutions of nearly all 22
members of the Arab League, and it is the sole official language in some 16 states.
Egypt was among the first Arab states to react to
the dissemination of English and French as a deliberate policy of imperialism. In 1888, the British colonial administration in Egypt announced that the
language of instruction in all Egyptian schools should
be either English or French. This policy was coupled
with the promotion of the Egyptian colloquial over
the literary Arabic as the "authentic" language of
Egypt. Various British officials, most famously William
Wilcox in a speech in 1892, argued that Egypt's
adherence to literary Arabic was a major reason for
its backwardness and that the key to Egypt's progress
lay in making the spoken language Egypt's written
language as well. The British language policies were
not met with immediate resistance, but to the contrary
the policies found champions among many influential
Egyptian reformers. Calls for a restoration of standard
Arabic in the national life of Egypt became pronounced
when the independence movement gained ground in
the early 20th century. Sacd Zaghlul [q.v.], in his
capacity of Minister of Education (1906-10), worked
to replace English with Arabic in Egypt's schools. The
Pedagogy Committee of the University of Cairo (est.
1908), headed by the then Prince Fu'ad, recommended
that the official language of instruction at the university
be Arabic, but, given the poverty of instructional material in that language, French and English would serve
by necessity and temporarily as the medium of instruction in many faculties. Despite these early efforts, as
late as the 1940s Arabic was rarely the medium of
instruction in Egypt's educational system, except for
the religious schools supervised by al-Azhar. The foreign-language schools, where most of Egypt's elite
were educated, continued to exclude Arabic altogether,
leading Tana Husayn in Mustakbal al-thakdfa fi Misr
(1938) to warn of the cultural and political consequences for the nation. Tana Husayn's demand that
Arabic be taught in all foreign schools (though the
medium of instruction remained English or French)
became government policy in the early 1940s.
Syria and then Irak launched Arabicisation policies under the direction of Satic al-Husrf, who served
as an advisor and education minister to Faysal b.
Husayn [see FAYSAL i]. The short-lived Arab national
government in Damascus (October 1918-July 1920)
undertook several measures to build Arab national
consciousness in the country, including the implementation of an Arabic curriculum at all grade levels, requiring the rapid translation into Arabic of
textbooks and the training of qualified instructors. AlHusrf continued the aborted Arabicisation program
in Syria when he relocated to clrak with Faysal. The
teaching of foreign languages was eliminated in state
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primary schools, and the foreign-sponsored schools
were forced to adopt much of the nationalist-oriented
curriculum developed for the state schools.
The ascendancy of pan-Arab politics during the
1950s raised the language issue to new levels of political saliency. Both of the dominant ideologies of panArabism, namely, Nasserism and Ba'thism, emphasised
the alleged unity of language as a key constituent of
the single Arab nation. The result was the further
curtailment, if not outright elimination, of the influence of foreign languages in Egypt, Syria and clrak.
In Egypt, standard Arabic was promoted as the language of instruction in all subjects, including technical
and scientific subjects generally taught in universities
in English. The debates on the place of colloquial
Egyptian in Egyptian national life faded, but did
not die entirely, as evinced by the controversy engendered by the publication of Luwls 'Awad's (1915-90)
Mukaddima ft fikh al-lugha al-'arabiyya in 1980. This
work, which attempts to sever the link between Arabic
and Egyptian nationhood, was published, perhaps not
by coincidence, following Egypt's expulsion from the
Arab League because of its peace treaty with Israel.
Lebanon was the Arab state most torn by the
advent of pan-Arab ideologies, and language figured
prominently in its political disputes. In 1962, Pere
Selim Abou, a young Lebanese Jesuit teaching at the
University of St. Joseph in Beirut, published Bilinguisme
ambe-franfais au Liban, in which he argued that
Lebanon's bilingual character is unique among Arab
countries and not the result of foreign domination.
Much of the Christian population and many of the
Muslim elites as well used French well before the
French Mandate, he pointed out. French has been
voluntarily adopted, Pere Abou suggests, by a segment
of the Lebanese population, especially the Maronites,
"to express their deepest spiritual needs" (Sayigh 1965,
121). Such views were strongly challenged by other
Lebanese writers, including a number of prominent
Maronites. Kamal Yusuf al-Hadjdj (1917-76), for example, argued that Lebanon's bilingualism was largely a
myth, since only a small percentage of the elite classes
in each confessional group commanded native mastery of both Arabic and French. French was the language of Lebanon's European coloniser, and its
continued use instead of Arabic by the Lebanese
marked their inferior status and dependence upon
Europe.
Similar controversies involving the role of French
have occurred in the countries of the Maghrib. Algeria,
Morocco and Tunisia have all pursued efforts to promote standard Arabic as a marker of their national
identities as well as their solidarity with the broader
Arab world. But the three countries have exhibited
varying degrees of official hostility to the use of French
in national life. Algeria, which experienced the longest
and most intensive process of Gallicisation, has pursued the most zealous Arabicisation agenda. During
the 1960s, under President Houari Boumedienne, the
government adopted the goal of total Arabicisation
in government and education. Subsequently, laws
were passed requiring fluency in standard Arabic as
a qualification for a government job, and standard
Arabic became the medium for broadcasting on statecontrolled television and radio. In the private sector,
however, businesses continued to give preference to
those with command of French. The discrimination
faced by young Arabic-speaking university graduates
led to a series of student demonstrations and strikes
in the mid-1980s during the presidency of Chadli
Benjedid. In an effort to quell the unrest, the Benjedid
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government issued a directive to employers to end
language-based preferences in hiring, but little changed
in actual hiring practices. Continued student protests
in 1990, coupled with the rise of the Islamic movement
in Algerian politics, led to new legislation to limit the
use of French in public spheres and to restrict the
number of French-language newspapers and magazines
imported into the country.
By contrast, Morocco and Tunisia have demonstrated much less hostility to the legacy of French.
Moroccan governments have pursued deeply ambivalent policies. The first government initiated a full
Arabicisation program for the country's schools and
bureaucracy in 1956, only to reverse itself two years
later. King Hassan II extolled the virtues of Arabicisation while doing little to implement it, particularly
as he sought greater economic and political ties with
France. In Tunisia, the government of Habfb Bourguiba encouraged bilingualism in its efforts to maintain close ties with France and the rest of Europe, a
policy that has been continued by Bourguiba's successor, Zayn al-cAbidfn Ben cAlf. Islamic opposition
groups in Tunisia, mainly the Islamic Nahda Party,
include the government's lack of commitment to Arabicisation in their criticisms.
In addition to European languages and the colloquial Arabic dialects, the politics of Arabicisation has
targeted indigenous regional languages. The status of
Berber dialects has been especially problematic in
Morocco and Algeria, the two countries with the
largest Berber-speaking populations and the most
organised Berber political movements. In response to
Berber agitation in southern Morocco during 1994,
Hassan II declared in a speech on August 20, 1994,
that Berber dialects and Moroccan Arabic should be
included in the national educational system, at least
in primary schools. This statement signalled a greater
visibility of Berber in the state media, but its critics
charge that it has effectively undermined the recognition of Berber as a national language alongside
Arabic. In Algeria, the political liberalisation from
1988 to 1991 led to a resurgence of Berber political
activity. The Mouvement Culturel Berbere (MCB)
organised large demonstrations and boycotts of schools
and universities, demanding that the government officially recognise the Berber dialect of Tamazight [q.v.].
The government responded by creating the Haut
Commissariat a la Amazighite in 1993 for the promotion of Tamazight in education and mass communication. In April 2004 Tamazight was recognised
as a second national language in Algeria. The recognition fell short of Berber demands that it be acknowledged as an official language, which the government
reaffirmed throughout the 1990s as being standard
Arabic.
The Kurdish minorities in Syria and clrak have
faced similar obstacles to gaining official status for
their language. Kurdish-language publications were
banned in Syria after independence. Its 1973 constitution declared Arabic alone to be the official language. 'Irak's 1925 constitution also established Arabic
as the sole official language of the country, but the
use of Kurdish in schools and other public spheres
was always accepted by the government in the predominantly Kurdish regions of the north. The 'Iraki
law of administration for the transition period, promulgated in March 2004 following the American occupation of the country, recognises both Arabic and
Kurdish as official languages.
The constitution of Sudan designates Arabic as the
official language of the republic, but adds that "the
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state shall allow the development of other local and
international languages". The reference to other local
languages is presumably to the 100 or so African languages spoken in the southern, mainly non-Muslim
part of the country. The British colonial administration cultivated these regional dialects along with English
in an openly espoused policy of divide and rule. Postindependence Sudanese governments have pursued
Arabicisation with the argument that a common language is the most effective means of maintaining the
unity of the country. Yet Arabicisation has been
strongly resisted in the south as merely one aspect of
Khartoum's attempts to Arabise and, since the late
1980s, Islamise the Christian and animist regions of
the country.
Organisations promoting Arabicisation
A number of organisations have been founded by
Arab governments and by the Arab League to promote the policy of Arabicisation. The Arab Academy
was created in 1919 in Damascus as part of the intensive Arabicisation program launched under Satic alHusrT. Its principal mission was to coin Arabic terms
for scientific and technological applications. The Royal
Academy of the Arabic Language (al-Madj_mac al-malaki
li 'l-lugha al-carabiyya) in Cairo was established in
December 1932 by a royal decree of King Fu'ad. Its
mandate was to explore all means by which the Arabic
language could be revitalised. The King personally
took an interest in orthographic reform, advocating
the use of different characters to function as capital
letters, dubbed the huruf al-tddj.. This experiment was
ultimately abandoned, but the academy continued to
debate various measures for orthographic and grammatical simplification for years to come. Under Nasser
[see CABD AL-NASIR, in Suppl.], the academy diverted
its attention away from internal reform of the language to formulating new terminology for scientific
and technical applications. This shift reflected the
regime's argument that Arabicisation should proceed
with minimal internal alterations to classical Arabic,
the bearer of the common Arab heritage, and should
focus instead on only those reforms necessary for economic and scientific progress. Other Arabic language
academies have been established in Baghdad (1947)
and cAmman (1976).
The need to coordinate the work of the various
national language academies was acknowledged in
1961 by the Arab League. The Bureau for the Coordination of Arabicisation in the Arab World was established the following year in Rabat. The bureau has
organised a number of international scholarly conferences on Arabic reform and pedagogy and publishes the journal al-Lisdn al-cArabi. In 1989, the Arab
Center for Arabization, Translation, Authorship and
Publication (ACATAP) was established in Damascus
by an agreement between the government of Syria
and the Arab League Educational, Cultural and
Scientific Organization (ALECSO). ACATAP's goals
include translating foreign works into Arabic and translating key Arabic texts in science, art and literature
into selected foreign languages. The centre also publishes a semi-annual journal titled al-Tacnb.
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TARIK (A., pis. turuk, turukdt, etc.), "road, route,
way, path", apparently a native Arabic word, and
with the idea of a way which has been prepared for
traffic to some extent by levelling, by the spreading
of stones, etc. (see C. de Landberg, Glossaire datinois,
Leiden 1920-42, iii, 2204-5). The word shares a common field of geographical reference with similar terms
like sirdt [#.#.], darb (see R. Hartmann, El1 art. s.v.),
maslaka and shdric [q.v.], though each is to be distinguished in its usage.
In the Kur'an, Moses is bidden to strike a dry
road or path (tank) through the sea in order to escape
Pharaoh (XX, 79/77) and thus achieve physical salvation. However, the Kur'an usually employs al-sirdt
[al-mustaklm] for the spiritual highway to Paradise (I,
6; XLII, 52-3; XLIII, 42/43) and never al-tank almustakim.', clearly, sirdt has a more religious and spiritual connotation than tank. This last is more like
the Latin via in terms of its topographical role, although
the physical layout and mode of construction of the
two might differ considerably. The Roman Empire
had many famous roads like the Vias Appia, Flaminia
and Valeria. Many of these were of antique, preRoman origin, and the same was true of Near Eastern
trade routes which ran from Syria to the towns of
the Hidjaz and South Arabia, linking the Byzantine
empire with the Arabian peninsula and the lands
across the Arabian Sea towards India. In ancient
Rome, the viae played a vital role in buttressing Roman
military power and in facilitating trade. In early Islamic
times, the turuk likewise performed these functions,
and furthermore, conveyed pilgrims journeying on
the Hadjdj [q.v.] to the Holy Places. Piety was accordingly an additional motive for rulers, governors
and others who built and maintained roads, supplied
waymarks (calam) and constructed caravanserais [see
KHAN], and the Arab geographers record in detail the
Pilgrimage routes which crossed the Islamic lands,
such as the Darb Zubayda [q.v. in Suppl.] across
Nadjd from c lrak to Mecca, as do figures like Ibn
Djubayr and Ibn Battuta [q.vv.] in their travel accounts;
the Kur'an itself (XXII, 28/27) implies a diversity of
ways with the Kacba as their goal. Maslaka was in
many ways a synonym of tank, but figures prominently in Arabic geographical literature in the name
of what R. Blachere defined as an important sub-
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genre of this last, the "road books" or al-masalik wa
'l-mamdlik [q.v.], an important element of which was
also the fixing of the geographical co-ordinates of
places (see Blachere, Extraits des principaux geographes
arabes du Moyen Age, Beirut-Algiers 1934, 2Paris 1957,
110-200; PJUGHRAFIYA, at Vol. II, 575); at all events,
Ibn Khurradadhbih [q.v.] may be accounted the father
of this sub-genre.
Those turuk which were major highways of the
Islamic world for trade and communication naturally
stimulated the growth of staging posts (mandril [see
MANZIL]) and important towns along them. Mecca may
have been along one of these turuk, the route from
Syria down the Wad! '1-Kura [q.v.] (but cf. the thesis of Patricia Crone in her Meccan trade and the rise
of Islam, Oxford 1987, that the importance of Mecca
as a centre for pre-Islamic trade has been much exaggerated). Yet undoubtedly, Samarkand [q.v.] lay at the
intersection of trade routes coming from India and
Afghanistan and from Khurasan and western Persia
and then leading northwards and eastwards along the
"Silk Route" to eastern Turkistan and China—the
"Golden Road to Samarqand" which forms the culmination and envoi of the James Elroy Flecker's (d.
1915) poetic drama Hassan. The famous Silk Route,
or better, Silk Routes, ran westwards from Xi'an in
China through Lanzhou to Dunhuang, where the ways
split, proceeding either along the northern or southern rims of the Tarim basin [q.v] to Tashkent,
Samarkand, Bukhara, and thence to the caliphal lands
of Persia and Trak, and through Anatolia or along
the Black Sea coast to Byzantium (see M. Mollat du
Jourdin, ch. "Des routes continentales a la voie maritime (fin du Moyen Age)", in UNESCO, Les routes
de la soie. Patrimoine commun, identites plurielles, Paris 1994,
1-19; K. Baipakov, ch. VIII/2 "The Silk Route across
Central Asia", in C.E. Bosworth and Muhammad
Asimov (eds.), UNESCO History of the civilizations of
Central Asia, iv, The age of achievement: A.D. 750 to the
end of the fifteenth century, pt. 2, Paris 2000, 221-6;
Frances Wood, The Silk Road, London 2000, 13). At
the other side of the Islamic world, caravan routes
across the Sahara Desert brought the slaves and gold
of ancient Mali and Ghana to the North African cities
(see E.W. Bovill, The golden trade of the Moors, London
1958), whilst the Darb al-Arbacm [q.v] "Route which
took forty days" linked Egypt and Nubia with the
eastern lands of the Bilad al-Sudan, bringing slaves,
ivory, ostrich feathers, etc. [see SUDAN, BILAD AL-].
It should be noted that tank should not be confused with the related term tanka, pi. tard'ik, Suit
"path" or order; for these, see TARIKA.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): A. Mez, Die Renaissance des Islams,
Heidelberg 1922, Eng. tr. Patna 1937, ch. XXVIII;
A. Miquel, La geographic humaine du monde musulman,
Paris 1967-88, i, ch. 8, iv, ch. 7; I.R. Netton (ed.),
Golden roads. Migration, pilgrimage and travel in mediaeval and modern Islam, Richmond, Surrey 1993;
S. Hornblower and A. Spafforth, The Oxford classical dictionary, 3Oxford 1999, arts. "Roads", "Via".
(I.R. NETTON)
TA'RIKH.
II. 1. In the A r a b w o r l d .
(c) The p e r i o d 1500 to 1800.
i. The Ottoman occupation of the central Arab lands
The Ottoman Empire, in a few decisive battles,
destroyed the Mamluk Sultanate (1250-1517 [see
MAMLUKS]), which included Egypt, Syria and parts of
Anatolia (with the Hidjaz within its sphere of influence). Egypt, the centre of empires for centuries, and
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also Syria became tax-paying Ottoman provinces for
the next three, nominally four, centuries. Later in the
16th century, the Yemen, c lrak and North Africa (with
the exception of Morocco) were also incorporated into
the Ottoman Empire with varying degrees of centralisation.
For Egypt in particular, the change of rule was
traumatic. It is true that like the Mamluks, the
Ottomans were Turcophone Sunnls and were ruled
by a foreign-born military caste. Yet the language of
administration under the Mamluks had been Arabic;
now, under the Ottomans, it was Turkish. Under the
new regime, all governors, chief government officials,
kadi?, and soldiers came from the Turkish provinces
and spoke Turkish. Thus the foreign presence in the
Arab lands was much more massive than before. At
the beginning, many of the natives of Syria, Egypt
and other Arab lands regarded the Ottomans as bad
Muslims, negligent of the religious ordinances and
disrespectful of the Sharfa. This judgment entailed
automatically a view of the rulers as unjust. Later this
negative image of the Ottomans changed, however,
as the Ottomans, starting with the long and stable
reign of Sultan Siileyman Kanum (the Magnificent,
1520-66 [#.^.]), became themselves more devout. The
dynasty emphasised its role as pious Muslim rulers
and defenders of Islam against Christian infidels in
the west and ShT c f heretics in the east. Nevertheless,
anti-Turkish sentiments persisted, beside a genuine
loyalty toward the Ottoman dynasty itself and the
distant sultan in Istanbul. Such seemingly contradictory sentiments could coexist in that pre-national age
and are reflected in the writings of Arab historians.
The Mamluk sultanate was extremely rich in historiography (see (b) at Vol. X, 276a-280a), more than
any other period in pre-modern Islam. Yet research
into the history of the Arab provinces of the Ottoman
Empire has also been increasing recently, and there
is a better appreciation of the wealth of Arabic historiography under Ottoman rule (see Bibl).
E^GYPT
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The political, diplomatic and military events leading to the Mamluk-Ottoman conflict and the occupation of Egypt (Muharram 923/January 1517), and
then the first six years of Ottoman rule (until Dhu
'1-Hidjdja 928/November 1522) are superbly narrated
by the Cairene chronicler Muhammad b. lyas [see
IBN IYAS]. The fifth volume of his Badd'i' al-^uhur f i
wakd}ic al-duhur (ed. Muhammad Mustafa, v, -Cairo
1961) is a most valuable work that has few equivalents in describing day by day how a new regime
steps into the shoes of the old one. Ibn lyas not only
reports the decisions and moves undertaken by the
Ottomans in Egypt but his writing reflects the people's
attitudes and feelings toward their new masters.
Ibn lyas's hostility towards the Ottomans is obvious throughout his chronicle. He identified with the
fallen Mamluks, since he was one of awldd al-nds [q.v]
"the sons of the (important) men", namely, the
Mamluks. He judged all the Ottomans—Sultan Selfm,
who defeated the Mamluks, his soldiers, and his kadis—
as cruel and ignorant.
The problem with this chronicle is that it is almost
isolated. Ibn lyas was one of the best, but also the
last, representatives of the great Egyptian Mamluk historiographical tradition. This tradition stops abruptly
after the Ottoman occupation. It cannot be determined whether that happened because Egypt was relegated from an empire to a province, or because the
greater part of the 10th/16th century in Egypt passed
peacefully and without major political upheavals. Some
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information about the history of Egypt in the
10th/16th century is provided by non-Egyptian Arabic
sources, such as by the important histories of the
Meccan historian Kutb al-Dln al-Nahrawall (d. 9907
1582 [<7-^.]), who wrote a detailed account of the exploits of the Ottomans in the Yemen. He was familiar with developments in Egypt, in the Hidjaz and,
to a certain extent, in Istanbul as well, since he travelled to the Ottoman capital where he met some of
the most influential men. Al-Nahrawali wrote a lengthy
history of the Ottoman Empire up to his time, which
comprises a great part of his book about the history
of Mecca (al-Bark al-yamdnl fi 'l-fath al-cuthmdm, ed.
Hamad al-Djasir, al-Riyad 1967; K. al-Pldm bi-acldm
bqyt Allah al-hardm, Beirut 1964). His attitude towards
the Ottoman state is positive in the extreme, and his
works influenced Egyptian historians for a long time.
Since contemporary chroniclers did not cover the
greater part of the 16th century, the information about
that period is cursory and episodic. The historiography of the period organises its coverage of events by
what has been called by scholars the "sultan-pasha"
type of chronicle. The pasha is the central figure in
the narratives. The chroniclers characterise each
viceroy by his personality and religious profile.
One of the two notable historians of this period is
Muhammad cAbd al-Muctf al-Ishakf (the chronicle
ends in 1033/1623-4). In his Kitdb 'Akhbdr al-uwal fimd tasarrafa fi Misr min arbdb al-duwal he gives a most
laudatory chronicle of the Ottoman dynasty and a
history of Egypt up to his time. Of far greater importance are the numerous historical writings of
Muhammad b. Abi '1-Surur al-Bakn al-Siddfkf (d. ca.
1071/1661 [see AL-BAKRI]), the leading historian of
the llth/17th century. He was a member of a famous
aristocratic Sufi" family of Ashrdf who also claimed
descent from Abu Bakr, the first caliph [see BAKRIYYA].
The Bakrfs played a role in Egypt's religious and
public life until the middle of the 20th century. Ibn
Abi '1-Surur himself had close relations with the
Ottoman authorities in Egypt, and his attitude toward
the Ottomans is extremely laudatory, describing the
sultans as impeccably orthodox. Almost all his chronicles are about Ottoman Egypt, but he also wrote a
history of the Ottoman Empire, naturally with a strong
emphasis on Egypt (al-Minah al-rahmdniyya fi 'l-dawla
al-cuthmdniyya, ed. Layla al-Sabbagh, Damascus 1995).
It was only towards the end of the llth/17th century and during the 12th/18th century that Arabic
history writing in Egypt became really mature and
rich. We have many chronicles, some of them very
valuable, which fall into two main categories: (a) literary chronicles, written by educated 'ulamd3 or scribes
in standard literary Arabic, and (b) the popular chronicles or "soldiers' narratives". The "soldier" language
is ungrammatical, and the narratives have the characteristics of stories told before an audience. The
chronicles of this category were created in the milieu
of the seven odj.aks, or the regiments of the Ottoman
garrison in Cairo, more specifically in the cAzab odfak,
the second largest regiment in Cairo (after the
Janissaries). These five manuscripts are known as the
Damurdashf group, since their authors are related in
one way or another to officers in the cAzab regiment
called by this surname. The most important chronicler of this group is Ahmad al-Damurdashf Katkhuda
c
Azaban [see AL-DAMURDASHI] (meaning an officer
below the rank of the regimental commander in the
c
Azab corps), whose chronicle ends in 1170/1756 (alDurra al-musdna ji akhbdr al-Kindna, ed. CA. cAbd alRahfm, Cairo 1989, ed. and tr. D. Crecelius and

c

Abd al-Wahhab Bakr, Al-Damurdashi's chronicle of Egypt,
1688-1755, Leiden 1991). His narrative is lively,
detailed and trustworthy, and is full of information
about military and political events, as well as anecdotes that throw light on various economic, religious
and cultural aspects of Egyptian civilian society. It is
important to note that Ahmad al-Damurdashf was
aware of the de facto autonomy of Egypt within the
Empire. He calls the regime in Egypt dawlat al-Mamdlik,
namely, the Mamluk government, as it appears in the
book's sub-title Ft akhbdr ma waka'a bi-Misr f i dawlat
al-Mamdlik "that which happened in Egypt under the
Mamluk government".
The historians of the period describe in detail the
political struggles that they witnessed in Egypt, again,
particularly in Cairo. After the pashas' authority
declined from the latter part of the 10th/16th century, power passed in the next century to the military grandees, called amirs, beys or sandc^ik (the arabised
plural of the Turkish sandj_ak or sandj_ak beyi). In the
late 17th and early 18th centuries, power shifted to
the odjaks, primarily to the Janissaries and the cAzab,
in that order. For most of the 12th/18th century, the
supremacy belonged to the constantly-feuding Mamluk
beys, until 1798, when the French occupation put an
end to the Mamluk regime.
Ahmad ShalabT (Celebi) b. cAbd al-Ghanf's chronicle, Awdah al-ishdrdt fi-man tawalld Misr al-Kdhira min
al-wuzard3 wa 'l-bdshdt, ed. CA.R. cAbd al-Rahfm (Cairo
1978), covers the period from the Ottoman occupation in 923/1517 to the year 1150/1737. He was an
c
dlim, and like many 'ulamd3 at the time, also had Sufi"
connections. He is unusually revealing personally, often
telling about himself, his impressions of the events
and the personalities that he witnessed, together with
his personal opinions and his sources of information.
Like other contemporary historians, he notes the declining power of the central Ottoman government and
its representatives in Egypt. Sometimes he expresses
contempt towards an Ottoman pasha or a kadi, while
fully acknowledging the role of the Sultan as the
supreme ruler of Islam. In addition to political events,
Ahmad Shalabi, like other historians in Ottoman
Egypt, writes about economic, social and cultural,
mainly religious, subjects. For example, Ahmad Shalabf
and his near contemporary Yusuf al-Mallawanf (also
called Ibn al-Wakil) write about the devaluation of
the currency, droughts, plague, and the flooding of
the Nile and its effect on food shortages and prices.
Occasionally, information is provided concerning Arab
tribes and their chiefs, since these were often involved
in the power struggles in the capital, and more rarely
about the common people, the city poor and the fellaheen. Events concerning the religious minorities,
Christians and Jews are also mentioned.
We come now to the monumental work of cAbd
al-Rahman b. Hasan al-Djabartl (1168-1241/1754 to
1825-6 [<7-y.]), the last and the greatest of the historians of Ottoman Egypt. His importance as a chronicler has been long recognised. He became a historian
under the influence of the French occupation of Egypt
in 1798. This was a traumatic event, and the
Egyptians' first taste of the overwhelming military
supremacy of modern Europe. Al-DjabartT wrote a
detailed description of the occupation and the people's reaction to the French. The Frenchmen's claims
that they were Muslims, or at least friends of Islam,
were met with ridicule; the ideas of the Revolution
were totally and naturally misunderstood. For all his
hatred of the occupiers, al-Djabartf was impressed by
their love of learning and science and by their sys-
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tern of justice (see S. Moreh [ed. and tr.], Al-Jabarti's
chronicle of the first seven months of the French occupation of
Egypt, Leiden 1975). After the departure of the French
army and the return of the Ottomans to Egypt, he
wrote another account of the occupation that was
much more hostile to the French and much more
favourable to the Ottomans (Ma^har/Mu^hir al-takdis
bi-^awdl dawlat al-Faransis, Cairo 1958). Finally, he
wrote his magnum opus, 'Adjd'ib al-dthdr fi '1-tarddj.im wa
'l-akhbdr (4 vols., Bulak 1297/1880). This work is a
chronicle of Egypt from the end of the 12th Hidj.fi
century (1099/1688), setting the stage for the rivalry
within the amirs' ranks between the FakarT and the
Kasimf [see KASIMIYYA] factions. The chronicle ends
in the year 1821 (end of A.H. 1236), under Muhammad 'All's [q.v] rule. As the book's title indicates,
it is a combination of narrative (akhbdr), organised
by the Hidgri years followed by obituaries (tardd^im]
of the notables who died during the previous year.
Al-Djabartf's coverage of events, which took place
since his maturity, starting around 1770, is a masterpiece of history writing. The detailed description
and evaluation of the French occupation and, later,
the early stages of Muhammad 'All's rule, are written with precision, honesty and insight. The historian's grasp of political events and of his society, with
all its shades and nuances, is truly impressive. He
presents to the reader a panoramic view of Egyptian,
primarily Cairene, society, economy and culture, with
several important glimpses of the Bedouin and the
fellaheen as well. His obituaries of amirs, Arab shaikhs,
c
ulamd\ Sufis and other outstanding persons, and his
chronicle, actually a diary, of the events that he witnessed and experienced, are among the best in Islamic
historiography. Al-Djabartf was a man of strong religious faith, an ardent orthodox Muslim, who hated
infidels and the vulgar sides of popular Islam. He
admired the reformed orthodox Suff order of the
Khalwatiyya [q.v.], to which even the chief culamd} of
al-Azhar (shuyukh al-A^har] belonged. On the other
hand, he condemned and detested the excesses of the
vulgar dervish orders. He often criticised the fulamd}
for their selfishness and the Mamluk amirs for their
behaviour, but he leaves no doubt that in his mind
they were better Muslims than the Ottomans, the
Turkish soldiers who massacred them at the order of
Muhammad cAlf. He hated the latter's tyranny, but
acknowledged his talents. Al-Djabartf's education and
approach were thoroughly traditional, but he was the
first modern historian, and he experienced "the impact
of the West".
SYRIA
Arabic historiography during the Ottoman period
in Bildd al-Shdm,, Greater Syria, is at least as rich in
quality and quantity as its Egyptian counterpart. A
central and obvious reason was that Egypt had only
one political and intellectual centre, Cairo, while Syria
had at least three centres where historical works were
written—Damascus, Lebanon and Halab (Aleppo)—
and, far behind, smaller towns such as Hims, Hamat,
Safad and Jerusalem.
The majority of the Arabic historians in Syria were
men of religion, culamd\ members of families of religious scholars and functionaries, almost all of them
with some Sufi affiliations, in accord with the spirit
of the times. Several of the leading Lebanese chroniclers were Christian clerics or bureaucrats in the service of powerful rulers. The topics covered by the
chronicles were local politics, power struggles between
men and factions, careers of culamd\ Sufi" shqykhs,
prominent Ashrdf, and other a'ydn (notables). Special
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attention was paid to religious matters, both among
Muslims and Christians. Since Damascus was a major
station on the Pilgrimage route, much information is
provided about the Pilgrimage. The chronicles are
good sources for social, economic and urban history,
giving details about food prices, construction projects,
and the like.
By far the most important and prolific historian of
the late Mamluk and the early Ottoman period is an
c
dlim, a native of the al-Salihiyya [q.v.] suburb of
Damascus, called Muhammad b. CA1I Shams al-Dm
b. Tulun al-Salihl al-Dimashkl al-Hanafi (880953/1475-1546 [see IBN TULUN]). Like Ibn lyas, his
Egyptian contemporary, Ibn Tulun witnessed the
Ottoman occupation of his town, which he described
in detail. He was a professional and devoted cdlim,
however, and his judgment of the Ottomans, from
the Sultan downwards, was more balanced than that
of Ibn lyas. His Arabic style is literary, unlike that
of Ibn lyas, whose Arabic is lively but ungrammatical. Ibn Tulun wrote no less than 753 treatises, many
about Islamic learning, but he owes his fame to his
many historical writings. He also wrote an autobiography. His best and most detailed historical work is
Mufdkahat al-khulldn fi hawddith al-zamdn, a chronicle
covering the last decades of Mamluk Syria, Damascus
in particular (from 884/1489), and the first years of
Ottoman rule in Damascus until the year 926/1520
(ed. Muhammad Mustafa, 2 vols. Cairo 1381/1962;
ed. Khaifl al-Mansur,' Beirut 1418/1998). He reveals
a humanistic sense of justice.
Ibn Tulun wrote also a book about al-Salihiyya,
his native suburb, which is an important source of
lives of notables, primarily religious functionaries and
c
ulamd3, and of information on religious institutions
(al-Kald'id al-dj_awhariyya fi ta'nkh al-Salihiyya, ed. M.A.
Dahman, Damascus 1401/1980). He also wrote two
important books about the personalities and careers
of office-holders in Damascus, who served in that city
under the Mamluks and the Ottomans, one about
governors of the Province of Damascus (77am al-ward
bi-man wulliya nd3ibtm min al-Atrdk bi-Dimashk al-Shdm
al-Kubrd, ed. Dahman, Damascus 1984) and the
second about the chief kddis in that city (Kuddt Dimashk
al-Thaghr al-bassdm fi dhikr man wulliya kada? al-Shdm,
ed. Salah al-Dm al-Munadjdjid, Damascus 1376/1956).
Two biographical works on the governors of
Damascus were written by Ibn Djum c a al-Makarn
and Ibn al-Karl. The former (d. after 1156/1743) was
a Hanafi" kadi and a Kadirf Sufi. Sayyid Raslan Ibn
al-Karl wrote his book in the first half of the 19th century.
Another outstanding historian of the period, whom
Ibn Tulun regarded as his teacher, was cAbd al-Kadir
al-NucaymI, the author of the important historical
encyclopaedia of the schools and houses of worship
of Damascus, entitled al-Ddris fi ta'nkh al-maddris
(several eds., inc. DjaTar al-Hasam, Damascus 1988).
Al-NucaymI was an expert on awkdf [see WAKF]. The
work is organised by madhdhib and types of institutions—Kur'an schools, madrasas, zdwiyas (Sun" centres)
and the like, and includes biographies of teachers and
also details about relevant awkdf.
An important historical source for Syria in the
10th/16th century is Nadjm al-Dln's al-GhazzT's alKawdkib al-sd'ira fi acydn al-mfa al-cdshira, the first of
the three centennial dictionaries of Ottoman Syria (3
vols. Beirut, Jounieh and Harissa 1945-59). Al-Ghazzf
(977-1061/1570-1651) was a member of a family of
c
ulamd3 and an orthodox Sufi" of the Kadirf order,
who lived in Damascus where he held several religious offices. The biographies in the Kawdkib are
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arranged by generations (tabakat) of 33 years each.
The order is alphabetical. Among his biographies there
are Ottoman officials, kadis, and governors. He had
to rely extensively on information he found in works
of earlier historians.
Al-Ghazzr continued the Kawdkib with a dictionary
of lives of notables in the first tabaka of the llth/17th
century entitled Lutf al-samar wa-katf al-thamar min
tardajim acydn al-tabaka al-uld min al-karn al-hddi cashar
(2 vols., ed. Muhammad al-Shaykh, Damascus 1981).
It has 254 biographies, including those of Ottoman
judges, military personnel, poets, dervishes, physicians
and guild chiefs. From approximately the same time
we have the biographical dictionary of Hasan b.
Muhammad al-Burfnf (d. 1024/1615), Tarddj_im al-acydn
min abnd3 al-^amdn (ed. al-Munadjdjid, 2 vols. Damascus
1959-66).
A popular collection of biographies from early Islam
to the year A.H. 1000, the Shadhardt al-dhahab f i akhbdr
man dhahab (8 vols., Cairo 1350/1931) was written by
Ibn al-clmad, another Hanball edlim born in the alSalihiyya suburb of Damascus (d. 1089/1622).
This survey of the biographical dictionaries of the
10th/16th century should include the work of
Tashkopriizade Ahmad b. Mustafa (d. 968/1560 [see
TASHKOPRUZADE.2]), a Turkish historian whose alShakd'ik al-nucmdniyya is a collection in Arabic of lives
of Ottoman 'ulamd* and Sufis since the establishment
of the Empire. The biographies are arranged by the
sultans' reigns.
The centennial dictionary for 11th/17th-century
Syria is the Khuldsat al-atharfi acydn al-karn al-hddi cashar
by Muhammad al-Amln al-Muhibbl (d. 1111/1699
[q.v.]) (4 vols. Cairo 1284/1868 and subsequent prints).
Al-Muhibbf also was a member of a wealthy family
of Damascene culamd\ The work consists of 1,289
biographies of distinguished persons. It provides important information about politics, religion and culture
in the Ottoman Middle East and the Hidjaz. There
are also biographies about personages from India and
Kurdistan.
The history of Damascus in the 12th/18th century
is recorded in a detailed and uninterrupted manner
by several reliable contemporary chronicles. The earliest is Ibn Kannan's history covering the period
between 1111/1699 and 1153/1740 (Muhammad b.
c
lsa b. Kannan al-Salihf, Yawmiyydt shdmiyya, ed. A.H.
al-'Ulabl, Damascus 1994).
The immediate continuer of Ibn Kannan's narrative was a chronicler who, unlike the great majority
of the historians of Ottoman Syria, was not a scholar
but a barber, called Ahmad al-Budayn al-Hallak ("the
Barber"). His work, Hawddith Dimashk al-yawmiyya (ed.
Ahmad clzzat cAbd al-Karfm, Damascus 1959), covers the period between 1154/1740 or 1741 and
1176/1762; hence, with Ibn Kannan, we have a continuous chronological narrative of Damascus for 63
years. Al-Budayn was a Sufi", but his order was the
Sa'diyya [q.v.], which was notoriously unorthodox.
Another Damascene chronicler, a Greek Orthodox
priest of Damascus named Mlkha'Tl Breik, brings the
historical coverage of the city to 1782 with his Ta'rikh
al-Shdm (ed. Kustantm al-Basha, Harissa 1930). He
explains that he began his history at the year 1720
because this was the time when the rule of the governors (waits) of the cAzm family started. He makes
a point that they were the first native Arabs (awldd
'Arab, as distinct from the Turks) who rose to this
office. Breik reports of conflicts in Damascus between
Catholics and Greek Orthodox. He stands out among
his contemporaries as the only historian who wrote

also about events that were taking place outside the
Ottoman Empire, mainly in Europe.
The last centennial dictionary for the period under
survey is Silk al-durar ft acydn al-karn al-thdni cashar (4
vols. Beirut 1997) by the Damascene cdlim Muhammad
Khalll al-Muradl (d. 1206/1791-2 at the age of 31
[0.0.]). He came from a family of Hanaft 'ulamd3 originating from Samarkand. Like his father before him,
he served as the Hanafi" mufti of Damascus and the
naklb al-Ashrdf there. The book, which comprises 1,000
biographies, is a most valuable source for the political, social and cultural history of Syria in the 12th/18th
century. In addition to using contemporary chronicles, al-Muradf corresponded with other 'ulamd* in
Syria and Egypt, asking them to collect materials for
his biographical dictionary.
LEBANON
Mount Lebanon was a separate political and administrative unit, and had its own history owing to its
unique topography [see LUBNAN]. It often enjoyed a
degree of independence, and had a predominantly
non-Muslim population of Christians and Druze.
During the Ottoman period, Lebanon had many welleducated historians, several of whom were clergymen,
others were bureaucrats. The former were preoccupied with the history of their communities, defending
their creed and describing the quarrels among different Christian churches. The Lebanese historians
wrote about the politics of the region (some recorded
the history of other parts of Syria as well), struggles
between factions, the great feudal families of the
Mountain, and the leaders. They also wrote about
the history of the two semi-autonomous dynasties that
ruled Lebanon during the Ottoman period, the
Macnids [see MACN, BANU] and the Shihabs [see SHIHAB,
BANU] .
The Patriarch Istifan al-Duwayhl (1630-1704 [q.v.]),
the greatest of the Maronite church historians, was the
author of the only history of Syria with an emphasis
on Lebanon in the 16th and 17th centuries by a contemporary writer. He wrote about the Maronite community and church with the purpose of defending
their Catholic orthodoxy and attacking other Christian
churches, such as the Jacobites, whom he considered
as hostile to his church as the Mamluk sultans. His
general history, Ta'rikh al-azmina (ed. F. Taoutel
(Tawtal), in al-Mashrik, xliv [Beirut 1950]; another ed.
by P. Fahed, Jounieh 1976, covering the period from
the rise of Islam until 1098/1686) is a chronicle of
Syria from the Crusades until the end of the 17th
century, but the fullest and the most informative
account is about the two last centuries. Al-Duwayhl's
emphasis is on northern Lebanon where the population was Maronite, and which was ruled by Druze
amirs, or by Muslims, who were appointed by the
Mamluks, and later by the Ottomans.
Hananiya al-Munayyir (d. 1823), a Greek monk of
the Shuwayrite religious order, wrote a history of the
Shuf region of Lebanon and the Shihabfs. He concentrated on his own religious order and on other
Christian religious topics (al-Durr al-marsuffi ta'rikh alShuf, ed. I. Sarkls, in al-Mashrik, xlviii-li [1954-7]).
The most important historian of that period is Ahmad
Haydar al-Shihabf (1761-1835), a cousin of the Amir
Bashlr II. He had access to official documents, such
as Bashfr's correspondence with Ottoman governors.
He wrote a history of Lebanon from the rise of Islam
until 1827, called Ghurar al-hisdn ji akhbdr al-zamdn.
Ahmad Haydar was a Maronite convert from Islam.
In his history he expresses unmitigated support for
the Shihabfs, in particular for Bashfr II, against their
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Lebanese and Ottoman enemies (his books have been
published in several editions, e.g. Lubndn f i cahd alumard' al-Shihdbiyyln, Beirut 1969, and Ta'rikh al-Amir
Haydar Ahmad al-Shihdbi, Beirut 2000).
C
!RAK
For the 10th/16th century, no historical parallel to
Ibn lyas or Ibn Tulun describing 'Irak's conditions
under the Ottomans—who conquered the country in
941/1534—has come down to us, and the few works
that were written are in Turkish. The historians tended
to write about the main cities—Baghdad, Basra,
Mawsil—and several smaller towns. As expected, power
struggles among the rulers are constant features in
the chronicles. As for foreign affairs, wars between
Persia and Ottoman Trak are the main theme.
Baghdad itself was occupied by the Safawids from
1622 until 1632. The attacks of the Persians under
Nadir Shah during the first half of the 12th/18th
century (1733 until 1746, including sieges of Baghdad,
Mawsil and Kirkuk) were the most traumatic events
in the political history of clrak, and are reported in
detail by the chroniclers.
The first historian of Ottoman Trak worthy of the
name was CA1I al-Huwayz! (d. 1075/1664). He lived
in the court of the amirs, of the Afrasiyab house,
founded at the end of the 10th/16th century by a
local magnate who administered the Province of Basra
as his private domain. Al-HuwayzT's history of Basra
in the first half of the century is entitled al-Sira almurdiyya f i shark al-fardiyya.
Ahmad b. cAbd Allah al-Ghurabf from Baghdad
(d. 1690/1102) wrote the first chronicle that is arranged
by years. For his information, he relied on Turkish
official documents and eyewitnesses' reports. His book,
c
Uyun akhbdr al-acydn mimmd madd min sdlif al-cusur wa
}
l-azmdn, is a chronicle of the political events in
Baghdad in the llth/17th century.
Similar to the situation in Syria, 12th/18th-century
Trak saw the emergence of governors (wdlis) of local
families. Mahmud al-Rahabf, a mufti, wrote the biography of pashas who confronted the Persians in
1145/1736. cAbd al-Rahman al-Suwaydl (d. 1175/1761),
an important chronicler, wrote the history of Baghdad
in the first half of the century. His book, Ta'nkh
Baghdad or Hadikat al-^awrd' f i sirat al-wu^aro? (Baghdad
1962), tells the history of the city through the biography of the governors Hasan Pasha and his son
Ahmad Pasha.
One may conclude by mentioning two brothers
from Mawsil who wrote about the history of c lrak
until their own time. Yasfn b. Khayr Allah al-Khatfb
al-cUman (d. after 1816), the more important of the
two, wrote a general historical work from the Hidjra
until 1811, with an emphasis on Trak, and also on
Mawsil and Baghdad (^jibdat al-dthdr al-dj_aliyya fi 7hawddith al-ardiyya, ed. cAbd al-Salam Ra'uf, Nadjaf
1974; Ghdyat al-mardm. Ji ta'fikh mahdsin Baghdad ddr alsaldm, Baghdad 1986; Munyat al-udabd3 fi ta'nkh alMawsil al-hadbd', Mawsil 1955). Muhammad Amm
al-cUman, Yasfn's brother, wrote Manhal al-awliyd3,
another book about Mawsil.
ii. Concluding remarks
Despite the differences between the various Arab
provinces of the Ottoman Empire, certain common
features emerge in their historiography. With the
notable exception of Trak, local chronicles reasonably
cover the first decades or at least the first years after
the Ottoman occupation in the early 10th/16th century. The rest of that century has much less historiographical coverage (it should be noted, however, that
there was a rich historiography in Yemen for the
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10th/16th and early llth/17th centuries; see the book
of Frederique Soudan, below, in Bibi, and AL-MAWZACI).
The llth/17th century witnessed more intensive historical writings in Arabic, which came to full maturity and richness in the 12th/18th century (this being
true with regard to Trak as well).
The differences between the societies of the various Arab lands and cities notwithstanding, there are
strong similarities owing to the common religion (at
least for the Muslim majority) and the common language and culture. The roles and status of the 'ulamd3,
Ashrdf, Sufis, guilds, leaders of city quarters and the
like were as a general rule similar in Cairo, Aleppo,
Baghdad and Jerusalem.
Latent or even explicit patriotism is discernible in
the writings of the local historians. The writers (and
no doubt their readers) accepted Ottoman rule and
hegemony as legitimate and natural, despite occasional
expressions of criticism of the regime or even antipathy toward the Turks. However, as Ottoman rule
became more decentralised after the 10th/16th century, and as local forces, such as the Mamluks in
Egypt or the leaders of strong Arab families elsewhere, were entering the ruling elites in Egypt, Syria,
Lebanon and Trak, the Sultan and the Ottoman capital seemed more distant and even irrelevant.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Only a few items of the extensive
research literature on Arabic historiography during
the Ottoman period can be mentioned here. On
E g y p t . D. Crecelius (ed.), Eighteenth century Egypt:
the Arabic manuscript sources, Glaremont, CA, 1990,
which consists of several important essays and has
a very rich and useful bibliography in the text and
footnotes. Some of the papers also discuss the earlier
centuries. References are made to earlier historiographical studies by D. Ayalon, P.M. Holt, Muhammad Anfs, Layla cAbd al-Latff and others. On
Syria. Salah al-Dln al-Munadjdjid, al-Mu''arrikhun
al-dimasjikiyyun Ji 'l-cahd al-cuthmdm wa-dthdruhum almakhtuta, Damascus 1964; Abdul-Karim Rafeq, The
Province of Damascus, 1723-1783, Beirut 1966, 32033; Layla al-Sabbagh, Min acldm al-fikr al-(Arabl Ji
} c
l- asr al-cuthmdni al-awwal: Muhammad al-Amin alMuhibbi wa-kitdbuhu Khuldsat al-athar fi acydn al-karn
al-hddi cashar 1061-1111/1651-1699, Damascus
1406/1986. On L e b a n o n . A.H. Hourani, Historians
of Lebanon, in B. Lewis and P.M. Holt (eds.), Historians
of the Middle East, London 1962, 226-45. On ' I r a k .
c
Abd al-Salam Ra'uf, al-Ta'nkh wa 'l-mu3 arrikhun alc
lrdkiyyun Ji 'l-casr al~cuthmdnl, Baghdad 1983. On
Y e m e n . F. Soudan, Le Yemen ottoman d'apres la
chronique d'al-Mawza'i, Cairo 1999.
(M. WINTER)
(e) N o r t h Africa.
A. The period up to 1450
As far as written documentation goes, the historiography of the mediaeval Maghrib proceeds, grosso modo,
out of the Arab-Islamic historical tradition of the
East. As well as the implicit teleological element, it
follows the divisions and techniques of elaboration of
those of the East, but nevertheless develops quite early
lines of demarcation, which will be examined below,
together with points of divergence.
1. E m e r g e n c e and s t a r t i n g - p o i n t s .
The newly-emerging Maghrib! historiography should
be understood as both a result and a support of the
mainstream tradition. A certain number of points need
to be recognised:
(i) Because of the late character of the conquest of
the Maghrib, and its being a peripheral sector of
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Islam, an Arabic historiography was fairly late in
emerging. Taking into account the loss of the account
called Futuh Ifnkiya still attributed on weak grounds
to Abu '1-Muhadjir [q.v.], the effective appearance of
this historiography seems to have been in the second
half of the 3rd/9th century, at a moment when the
historical tradition in clrak and Syria was firmly enough
established to provide an accomplished model. The
first text written by a Maghrib! in Arabic language
is generally considered to be the Ibadi work composed by Ibn Sallam ca. 273/876-7'on the selfIslamisation of the Maghrib along the Kharidjite route
from Tahart to Barka, which manuscript was discovered in 1964 (ed. W. Schwartz and Shaykh Salim
Ibn Yackub, Wiesbaden 1986).
(ii) As with the above work, after the fashion of
the Mashrik, the next works were also closely linked
to politico-ideological questions. In this same Eastern
tradition, they included, in addition to chronicles
(akhbdr, ta'nkh), the various fields of biography (tard<Him), the classification of elite groups (tabakdt], stories
of the conquests (maghazi) and collective genealogies
(ansdb).
(iii) As well as Maghrib! writings, there was early
on a contribution from outside authors; it was probably difficult to ignore Ifnkiya and the Far Maghrib
(= Morocco) when dealing with Spain or Egypt. In
this regard, towards the first half of the 3rd/9th century, the Egyptian Ibn cAbd al-Hakam [</.#.], in his
Futuh Misr—dealing with the conquest of Egypt and
the Maghrib—is a notable example. A similar instance,
older but more debatable as to the early age of the
whole text, would be that of al-Wakid! [q.v.] and his
Futuh Ifnkiya. As for the overlapping of the two traditions of al-Andalus and the Maghrib, the first tentative steps are seen in the surviving extracts of the
K. al-Rdydt of the Persian Muhammad al-Raz! of
Cordova (d. 273/886 or 277/890), which was still
used in the Far Maghrib at the opening of the
8th/14th century (El-Mennouni, 17-18; Levi-Provencal,
Hist. Esp. mus., iii, Paris 1953, 501-3).
(iv) Although uneven, this relative interest by nonMaghrib! authors seems to have been motivated by
the social and political repercussions of the conquest.
As well as these texts by al-Wakid! and Ibn cAbd alHakam, the theme is tackled in the first corpora of
fkh and hadith in the course of the 4th/9th century,
e.g. in the Futuh of al-Baladhun, the Tcfrikh of alTabar! and, later, in the Kdmil of Ibn al-Ath!r. In
connection with the latter two works, it should be
noted that they not only convey the historical tradition of the conquests but at times depend also on
what seems to have been oral tradition, cf. al-Taban,
i, 2813-18, tr. R.S. Humphreys, The History of alTaban, xv, The crisis of the early caliphate, Albany 1990,
18-24, year 27, and Ibn al-Athir, ed. Beirut, iii, 92-3.
(v) This apart, it is notable that, once it developed,
the Maghrib! historiographical tradition tended in general to restrict itself within its own geographical sphere,
apart from the association with the Iberian peninsula.
Also, from the time of the first Muslim conquest, it
always looks forwards, and almost never backwards;
what is pre-Islamic is qualified as a^ali, outside time,
hence History for the Maghrib begins, it seems, with
Islam.
2. The p r o c e s s of d e v e l o p m e n t , and its
salient f e a t u r e s .
At first sight, one notes that the relative stability
of Ifnkiya permitted, in a first stage of development
up to the end of the 5th/llth century, an activity in
composing works which had only its equal in Muslim

Spain. For the rest of the Maghribi region, such an
activity seems to come only with the installation, during the second stage of development, of powerful, centralising dynasties, under which the same outburst of
historiographical writing now appears in the Far
Maghrib.
The disparate nature of the historical works and the primacy of Ifnkiya, mid-3rd/8th to late 5th/llth centuries
After a void following on from the conquests, from
the mid-3rd/9th century, various initiatives appear,
independently of each other, in Fas and Tahart and,
above all, in Ifnkiya. However, most of the works
from this period have been lost. We possess Ibn
Sallam's Ibad! text and the chronicle of Ibn al-Saghir
[q.v] on the Rustamid Imams of Tahart from the
end of this same century (ed. and Fr. tr. C. de Motylinski, in Actes du XIVe Congres International des Orientalistes,
Paris 1908, 2-132, new ed. Tunis 1976), and the contemporary collection of biographies by Abu 'l-cArab
[q.v], the Tabakdt 'ulamd' Ifnkiya (ed. M. Ben Cheneb,
Algiers 1915), but the first chronicles dealing with the
Idrfsids of Fas, the Kharidjites of Sidjilmasa, the
Aghlabids and the Fatimids of Ifnkiya, and the works
on the heretical Barghawata and the Ghumara [q.w]
of the Atlantic seaboard, have not survived. There
have likewise disappeared the only two contemporary
or near-contemporary accounts of the Idnsids, viz. a
chronicle on the Imams of Fas by Ibn al-Waddun
(4th/10th century), allegedly called the T. al-Addrisa,
and one from the previous century, apparently better known since it was still cited by al-Bakr! [q.v] in
the mid-5th/11 th century and by Ibn Tdhar! two
centuries later, the al-Madj.muc al-muftarik of al-Nawfal!
(El-Mennouni, 18, 27). Three works written under the
Aghlabids, apparently detailed and of extended length,
have also failed to survive: the T. Bani 'l-Aghlab by
the prince Muhammad b. Ziyadat Allah (d. 283/896);
a second chronicle with the same name; and an important Tabakdt al-culamd' by Muhammad b. Sahnun
(d. 256/870), son of the famous Malik! jurist of alKayrawan.
Apart from Fatimid Ifnkiya, our knowledge of the
Maghrib during the 4th-5th/10th-l 1th centuries stems
essentially from eastern sources or late Andalus! ones,
and only after that from later Maghrib! sources. Hence
the immense al-Muktabas of the Cordovan Ibn Hayyan
[q.v], from the mid-5th/llth century, forms one of
the basic chronicles for the Far Maghrib, at that time
pulled between the two influences of the Umayyads
and the Fatimids or Fatimids-ZDrids. In this context,
the contemporary Ifnkiyan sources would have been
a counterpoise to these, in particular the lost, slightly
earlier chronicle of Ibn al-Rak!k [q.v] called T. Ifnkiya
wa 'l-Maghrib. Of this most important source, a supposedly authentic fragment has been recovered and
twice published (Tunis 1967, Beirut 1990). We also
have, in its entirety, a text equally important for Ifnkiyan history but one which is not a chronicle and
which only concerns in a subordinate way the rest of
the Maghrib, sc. the Riydd al-nufus of al-Malik! (d.
460/1068 [q.v]), a work essentially concerned with
the biographies of Malik! scholars and ascetics in
Ifnkiya up to the mid-4th/9th century.
For the rest, other contemporary Ifnkiyan texts are
known only from paraphrases or from quotations by
later authors. Here one would include the work called
Fl masdlik Ifnkiya wa-mamdlikihd, plus a range of opuscula concerning strategically-placed towns such as
Tahart, Tenes, Oran, Sidjilmasa, Nakkur and al-Basra
in the northwestern Far Maghrib. Gathered together
for al-Hakam II [q.v] of Cordova, these writings stem
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from Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Yusuf al-Warrak
(292-363/904-74 [q.v.]), of Kayrawam birth and education, who was accordingly to be of great value for
al-Bakrl, Ibn Hayyan and Ibn Tdharl. To these works
by al-Warrak, one may add those of Ibn al-Djazzar
[q.v.], whose oeuvre included also geography (the
'Aajd'ib al-bulddn) as well as history (K. al-Tacnf bi-sahih
al-ta'nkh) as well as maghd^i and tabakdt, likewise utilised
by al-Bakn and Ibn Hayyan.
The losses of major sources are paralleled by similar losses of writings for tribal or family history and
for the first attempts at Berber genealogy, the compilation of Ibn Shaddad [</.y.], a Zfrid prince exiled
in Syria, as well as two continuations of Ibn al-Rakik's
work, that of Ibn Sharaf (d. 460/1068 [q.v.]) and that
of Abu '1-Salt (d. 529/1134 [q.v.]), who continued,
according to Ibn c ldharf, the previous work. Nevertheless, since it happens that a good number of these
writings were sufficiently utilised up to the time of
Ibn Khaldun, their legacy remains, despite everything,
appreciable.
Furthermore, there exist various sources, more or
less contemporary and spread across time, which can be
used to fill gaps. Thus, in connection with intellectual and religious life in the Maghrib up to the beginning of the 6th/12th century, the Madarik of al-Kadf
Tyad (d. 544/1149 [see CIYAD B. MUSA]) of Ceuta, provide information often of first-rate importance. As for
court life under the first Fatimid Imams in North
Africa, we can comprehend the impact of the Fatimid
system on wider society and the obvious dysfunctions
of the system, from the contemporary documents used
in the Sirat al-Ustddh Djawdhar (Cairo 1954) of alMansur al-Djawdharf [q.v.] and thanks to the contemporary witness of the kadi al-Nu c man. As well as
this witness displayed in his K. al-Maajdlis wa 'l-musdyardt, this kadi has in his K. Iftitdh al-dacwa left us a
precious account of the Fatimids' rise to power. One
may deplore the obviously partisan tone of these texts,
but this in fact may well have been one of the reasons for their survival. Certainly, for many mediaeval Isma'Tlf authors, these last two works were, even
in the Mashrfk, basic reference works.
On the margins of this local production tested over
the centuries, there existed, too, other non-Maghribf
sources. The most relevant relate to the geography
of the region. Composed for the most part in 'Irak
and for various motives, these works dealt with the
lands of the Maghrib in detail, describing road networks, financial assessments, main economic activities,
morals, customs and beliefs. For their works, geographers and literary men had recourse to direct observation or to information which had been transmitted
and followed after careful examination. This last procedure may have been the main one, since neither
al-Yackubr nor Ibn Khurradadhbih nor even al-Bakrl,
living as he did in nearby al-Andalus, knew the
Maghrib first-hand (hi 'l-ciydn); only al-Mukaddasf and
Ibn Hawkal were exceptions to this rule, and it is
undoubtedly this first-hand knowledge that informs the
great originality of these two eastern authors, especially of the latter.
Variations, and the Almoravid-Almohad domination (late
5th/llth to mid-7th/ 13th centuries)
With the installation of the Almoravids in the Far
Maghrib and their annexation of the western part of
the Central Maghrib and of al-Andalus of the taifas,
there existed at the end of the 5 t h / l l t h century the
Almoravid empire and the Zlrid-Hammadid grouping. Both belonged to the great Berber group of the
Sanhadja [q.v.]. These two powers co-existed, through
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thick and thin, till the rise, at their expense, of the
Almohads in the mid-6th/12th century.
Transposed to the level of history writing, this evolution was going to cause a draining away of effort
towards the West. Hence till the mid-7th/13th century, the fundamental works were written either in
al-Andalus or in Morocco, and consequently reflect
the new environment dominated by the Almoravids
and Almohads. Despite this trend, there were many
irreparable losses of works, a need to rely on later
compilations and even the intervention of eastern
authors. Nevertheless, there appear fresh nuances when
compared with the earlier period.
Almoravid historical writing
One of the characteristic traits of this is that it was
reduced, over the centuries, to a summation of later,
general accounts. Apart from the important information of al-Bakrl, one can hardly distinguish, right up
to the mid-20th century, many witnesses who were
near to the events described. The only contemporary
narrative, that of Ibn al-Sayraff (d. 557/1162 [q.v.]),
al-Anwdr al-ajaliyja fl akhbdr al-dawla al-murdbitiyya, has
not survived, although it is known that this chronicle,
covering the Almoravid period up to 530/1135-6, was
in current use right to the end of the mediaeval period.
Authors distant in time and space, such as Ibn Khallikan (d. 681/1282), Ibn al-Abbar (d. 658/1260), Ibn
Abf Zar c (d. between 710-20/1310-20) and Ibn alKhatlb (d. 776/1375) [q.vv] either drew material
directly from it or refer to it. Moreover, the anonymous
author of the chronicle al-Hulal al-mawshiyya (written
783/1381) probably drew upon it more than he explicitly reveals. Although poor in surviving chronicles, it
is possible to construct a fairly precise chronology of
Almoravid history. The publication of leaves discovered of the Almoravid Bay an (in Hesperis-Tamuda, ii
[1961], 43-111) makes a large contribution to this
process, as do a certain number of Almohad writings,
especially for the transition phase between the two
dynasties.
The canvas thus delineated can fairly often be enriched, at the level of content, by varied sources ranging from simple accounts to collections of tardajim,
travel accounts (rihla), official correspondence, personal
writings and juridical literature. This is how the chronicle of Abu Zakariyya on the Ibadl state of Tahart
(partial Fr. tr. E. Masqueray, Paris-Algiers 1878), was
put together at the turn of the 6th/12th century. Also
from this period date the summa of the Madarik of
al-Kadi clyad as well as the Ghunya which he wrote,
setting out his own masters. In parallel to this, one
should mention the Dhakhira of Ibn Bassam (552/1147
[q.v.]), meant primarily for AndalusI scholars without,
however, systematically excluding Maghribfs, whilst
Ibn Khakan (d. 529/1134) included in his Kala'id alc
ikydn distinguished poets, men of letters, government
officials and men of state of both shores. Regarding
such men, one should note the Tibydn, the memoirs
of the Zlrid prince of Granada cAbd Allah (d. 469/
1077) (ed. Levi-Provencal, Cairo 1955; Sp. tr. idem
and E. Garcia Gomez, Madrid 1980; Eng. tr. Amin
Tibi, Leiden 1992; ed. A.T. Tlbl, Rabat 1995), which
give an excellent impression of the struggles of the
reyes de taifas with Yusuf b. TashufTn [q.v]. Of the
same type of narration, there is the account left by
Abu Bakr Ibn al-£Arabl (d. 543/1148 [q.v]) concerning the official mission of his father, whom he accompanied to the East to seek the cAbbasid caliph's
investiture of the same Yusuf b. Tashufin (see Tres
textos drabes sobre Berberes, ed. M. Ya'la, Madrid 1996,
275-315).
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As well as this documentation concerned with the
elites, Almoravid history writing also includes works
depicting social-economic realities and governmental
practices. The two treatises on hisba of al-Sakatf [q.v.]
of Malaga (ed. Levi-Provencal, Paris 1931) and Ibn
c
Abdun [q.v.] of Seville (ed. idem, Cairo 1954; Fr. tr.
Paris 1947) are significant here. Although primarily
concerned with the situation in al-Andalus, both of
them, and especially the latter, have material relevant
for the dominant power on both shores, the Almoravids. Their content is quite often confirmed by legal
material contained in the collections of nawazil of the
kadi Ibn Rushd (d. 520/1126 [qv]), forebear of the
philosopher, and later, in the Mi'ydr of al-Wanshansf
(d. 914/1508-9 [q.v.]). Many of the problems raised
in these nawazil (e.g. the status of the Christians of
al-Andalus, the behaviour of the Banu Hilal in Ifrfkiya,
the appearance of Almohad rebels, etc.) are reflected
in the Nuzhat al-mushtdk, the rihla of al-ldrlsl [q.v],
completed in 548/1154, and also in the substantial
body of official correspondence emanating from the
Almoravid court (see Revista de Estudios Isldmicos en
Madrid, ii [1954], 55-84, vii-viii [1959-60], 109-98).
Almohad historical writing

Inasmuch as the Almohad system rested on the
Imam's infallibility, all innovation, from any source
outside himself, was in principle inadmissible. Whence
the complete absence at the documentary level of all
traces of fatwds [q.v] and decisions on specific cases
(ndzila [q.v]). However, this same system witnessed the
spread of a mystical movement more or less tolerated
which produced its own literature at the popular level,
using, amongst other things, the mandkib [q.v]. In
effect, this genre, immortalising the lives and deeds
of "men of God", can be placed with that of the
tardd^im, with the formal qualification that al-Andalus
was the favoured field for tarddjim whilst mandkib literature was to flourish above all in North Africa.
Thus on one side there are the collections of tarddjim published since the end of the 19th century, such
as the Fahras of the Sevillan Ibn Khayr (d. 575/1179
[q.v]); the K. al-Sila of the Cordovan Ibn Bashkuwal
(d. 578/1182 [q.v.]); and the K. al-Takmila, a continuation of the preceding, by the Valencian Ibn alAbbar. On the other side, there are the Mustafdd (still
in ms.) on the ascetics of Fas and its region by alTamimf (d. 603/1206); the Tashawwuf on the lives of
saints of southern Morocco by al-Tadflf (d. 628 or
629/1230-1 [see IBN AL-ZAYYAT]) (ed. A. Toufiq, Rabat
1984; Fr. tr. M. de Fenoyl, Casablanca 1995); alBadisf's [q.v] Maksad, written ca. 711/1311-12, on the
saints of the Rrf in the Almohad period; the Dicdmat
al-yakin of al-cAzafi (d. 633/1236 [q.v. in Suppl.]) (ed.
A. Toufiq, Rabat 1989); and, to a certain extent, alDhurr al-munaggam, also by al-cAzafT, in which he invites
people to the celebration, at that time (mid-7th/13th
century) still a timid one, of the Prophet's birthday
(ed. and Sp. tr. F. de la Granja, in al-And., xxxiv
[1969], 19-53).
Talcing a wide conspectus of relevant literature, one
should include the great Ibn al-cArabf of Murcia (d.
638/1240 [q.v.]), who left behind works on education
in the mystical way such as al-Futuh al-makkiyya and
the Muhddardt al-akhydr in which kardmdt [see KARAMA]
and mandkib play a great part. Conversely, the Andalusf
biographical dictionaries were to have a North African
counterpart in such works as the anonymous Siyar almashdyikh and the K. al-Siyar of al-Wisyanf, both written in the second half of the 6th/12th century on
notable figures amongst the Kharidjites of Tahart and
Ifrikiya, as also the eUnwdn al-dirdya of al-Ghubrinf

of Bidjaya (d. 714/1314-15 [q.v.]) (Algiers 1910; new
ed. Beirut 1969) and al-Dhayl wa 'l-takmila of Ibn
c
Abd al-Malik al-Marrakushl (d. 703/1303 [q.v.]), dealing, amongst other things, with well-known Maghribf
figures unduly absorbed into the host society or simply ignored by AndalusI authors (Beirut n.d. and 1965;
Rabat 1984). Furthermore, in his Ta'rif, Muhammad
b. clyad included interesting information on his father,
the famous judge, on his masters and on his fellowdisciples (ed. Ben Chrifa, Rabat n.d.).
The impact of theological dogma was to generate
a genre of popularised doctrine. As well as an cakida
(creed) and a murshida (breviary) spread during his lifetime in the Berber language, Ibn Tumart [q.v] is said
to have dictated to his disciple and successor cAbd
al-Mu'min educational texts and epistles which the
latter collected into al-Tacdlik ("The commentaries"),
and made known as Le livre d'Ibn Toumert (ed. L.
Luciani, Algiers 1903) or under the title A'azz md
yutlab (Marrakush 1997). Like the letters addressed to
the Almoravid ruler CA1I b. Yusuf (Documents inedits
d'histoire almohade, ed. Levi-Provencal, Paris 1927, 1113, tr. 19-21), this collection is an attempt at spreading the Almohad doctrines whilst stigmatising the
distortions of their religious opponents.
The preoccupation of the Almohad state with informing its followers probably explains the profusion
of circulars and notes scattered throughout the sources
or isolated as documents in archives or collections of
official matter. One example of these collections would
be the one collated by Ibn c Amfra [q.v] towards the
mid-7th/13th century. The diversity of the archive
material can be appreciated through the Trente-sept letires officielles almohades (ed. Levi-Provencal, Rabat 1941,
Fr. tr. in Hesperis [1941], 1-70) and Nouvelles lettres almohades (ed. A. Azzaoui, Casablanca 1995). The information in these texts is often first-hand, and they
illuminate, in general, the underlying aspect of facts
generally lacking in cohesion at the level of the narrative sources.
Regarding these latter sources it is, of course, true
that they hardly ever deal with real situations, but
there is nevertheless an exception in the work of alBaydhak [q.v], in which he describes from memory,
towards the middle of the 6th/12th century, the peregrinations and stages of ascension of Ibn Tumart.
From a greater distance and probably because of the
distance, £Abd al-Wahid al-Marrakushl (d. 633/1235
[q.v]) undertook, from Egypt, to give a lively account
in his al-Mucd^ib of the contemporary Maghrib, using
his own observations and the memories of an aged
member of the Almohad court (Cairo 1949, Fr. tr.
E. Fagnan, Algiers 1893). Another text now lost seems
to have corresponded to the same schema, al-Mughrib
fl mahdsin ahl al-Maghrib, whose author, Ilyasac b. clsa
al-Ghafiki (d. 575/1179) likewise chose to settle in
Egypt where he wrote his work at the request of
Salah al-Dm. For the rest, the Almohad accounts,
above all utilising this last chronicle, had recourse to
compilation, gradually adopting the method of the
classical annalists. Out of these accounts, one of the
most notable is the Nairn al-djuman written by Ibn alKattan [q.v] for al-Murtada, the penultimate Almohad
ruler, in the mid-7th/13th century, and of which only
the part describing the beginnings of Ibn Tumart's
movement has survived (ed. M.A. Makkf, Tetouan
n.d.). It was much used by authors of the immediate succeeding period and later, and depends, in addition to al-Baydhak's work, on al-Mann bi }l-imdma of
Ibn Sahib al-Salat (d. 594/1198) (ed. A. Tazi, Beirut
1979, new ed. 1987). The author dwells particularly
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on the events of the Almohad lands between 55468/1159-73. From this same period stem Abu Marwan
al-Warrak's al-Mikbds f i akhbdr al-Maghrib wa }l-Andalus
wa-Fds, and Ibn Hamadu(h) of Ceuta's al-Muktabis f i
akhbdr al-Maghrib wa-Fds wa 'l-Andalus, both now lost
but widely used up to Ibn Khaldun's time. As for
the so-called Almohad Baydn of Ibn cldharl, it is recognised as the chronicle par excellence for the whole
period (ed. A. Huici Miranda, Tetuan 1960, new ed.
Beirut-Casablanca 1985). Completed in 712/1312, it
appears to reflect an undoubted serenity. Using rare
or lost sources, the author obviously aimed at exhaustiveness and scholarly rigour. On the level of the finer
points, he does not hesitate to sort out the information, when required, in order the better to achieve a
synthesis or even to discern long-term effects.
It remains to mention geographical works. Outside
the very unoriginal work of Ibn Sa c fd of Cranada (d.
685/1286 [q.v]), the K. Bast al-ard fi 'l-tul wa 'l-card
(Beirut 1970) and that, at second hand, of al-Zuhrl
(d. after 546/1151-2), al-SuJra (ed. M. Hadj-Sadok,
Paris 1968), one should emphasise the originality of
Ibn Djubayr's (d. 614/1217 [q.v]) Rihla (Fr. tr. M.
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Paris 1949-65, Eng. tr. R.J.C.
Broadhurst, London 1952) and also the anonymous
al-Istibsdr (Alexandria 1958). Coming from the last
quarter of the 6th/12th century, these two descriptions
can be taken, it seems, as pure travel narratives, but
with the difference that Ibn Djubayr starts from the
Maghrib through the Mediterranean without omitting
the Mashrik nor the opposite shores of the Sea, whilst
the author of al-Istibsdr limits himself to describing
from the interior the ensemble of the region, whilst
highlighting the Far Maghrib. Also, the first author
is interested in morals and the resulting abuses of
government, whilst the second is, rather, although an
acute observer, simply a writer with a thesis.
Post-Almohad developments

With the disintegration of the Almohad empire,
there came a certain renewal of historiography dealing with the Maghrib, with biography and chronicles—
with their nuances blurred—seeming to be under a
similar impulsion, as also the rihla and local genealogical works.
Regarding chronicles, this was to benefit from the
rival inheritors of the Almohad empire, and these lent
themselves to manipulation by the victors. This may
explain the disappearance and eventual loss of certain texts. Also, there was a decline in the use of circulars and a complete uninterest, it seems, in preserving
for posterity archival documents. However, some documents have survived by chance, such as the collection of al-cAzafi~ (Rabat 1979) and the later anthologies
like al-Kalkashandl's (d. 821/1418 [q.v.]) Subh al-a'shd
(Cairo 1913-19) or al-Makkarf's (d. 1041/1631 [q.v.])
Azhdr al-nydd (Rabat 1979-80), but above all, this has
been thanks to the rich collections of Barcelona, Italy,
Spain and Portugal.
Leaving aside archive material, we have the following:
C h r o n i c l e s . Between the mid-7th/13th century
and the end of the 9th/15th one, the chronicle in
the Maghrib is above all the product of Ifrfkiya and
the Far Maghrib, reflecting the politico-military situation. Accordingly, apart from Abu 'l- c Abbas alDardjfnfs's [q.v] K. Tabakdt al-mashdyikh, dealing with
the Ibadf community in the mid-7th/13th century (ed.
I. Tallay, 2 vols. Constantine 1974) and the late K.
al-Siyar of al-Shammakhi (d. 928/1522 [q.v]), dealing
with personalities and events at Mzab (Cairo
1301/1883-4), the Central Maghrib was to have no
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reference work except for the great historian Ibn
Khaldun's brother Yahya's Bughyat al-ruwwdd (ed. and
Fr. tr. A. Bel, Algiers 1903-10, new ed. A. Hadjiat,
Algiers 1980), whilst the land of the Hafsids, in addition to the masterwork K. al-clbar, pan-Islamic in its
sweep, has left behind works of more limited range,
such as Ibn Kunfudh's (d. 810/1407-8 [q.v]) al-Fdnsiyya
(ed. M. Ni'fer and A. Turki, Tunis 1968), Ibn
Shammac's al-Adilla al-bayyina, written in 861/1457 (ed.
Kaak, Tunis 1936), and the T. al-Dawlatayn attributed
to al-Zarkashl (d. after 894/1489) (new ed. Tunis
1966, Fr. tr. Fagnan, Constantine 1895). From the
Marfnid kingdom, we have the radfa^ work of alMalzuzi (d. 697/1297-8), Na&n al-suluk, in which he
lauds his masters' rise to power (Rabat 1963). This
same version of events was soon produced in prose
and included in the anonymous al-Dhakhira al-saniyya
(Rabat 1972) before being included in the Rawdat alkirtds (ed. CJ. Tornberg, Upsala 1843-6, Rabat 1936,
1972, Fr. tr. Beaumier, Paris 1860, Sp. tr. A. Huici
Miranda, Valencia 1948). In this, the supposed author
Ibn Abl Zar c [q.v] seems to be an innovator in introducing the idea of historical continuity, leading, with
Fas as the centre, from the "founding" state of the
Idnsids to the Marlnids, to stop in the year 726/1326
towards the end of Abu Sa c fd I's reign. In the next
reign, there was a further innovation in al-Kafif alZarhunT's use of the Arabic colloquial of Morocco to
describe, in an urdfuza called Malfaba comprising 497
verses, Sultan Abu '1-Hasan's [g.v] campaign in Ifrfkiya.
Much later, and further from the lively eye-witness
account of the Marlnids of Ibn Khaldun, another
urdjuza by al-Kurrasf (d. 964/1556-7), his cArusat almasd'il dedicated to the Wattasid dynasty, closes, in
literary Arabic, the list of chronicles dealing with the
region.
Of works written in the Mashrik and concerning
the Maghrib at this time, were Abu '1-Fida's (d.
732/1331) Ta'nkh, al-Dhahabl's (d. 748/1347) K. alc
lbar (Kuwait 1960-6), Ibn Kathlr's (d. 774/1373) K. alBiddya wa 'l-mhdya (Cairo 1351-8/1932-9), al-SakhawI's
(d. 902/1497) al-Daw3 al-ldm? and al-Djannabl's (d.
999/1590) al-Bahr al-^akhkhdr (Fr. tr. Fagnan, Algiers
1924).
B i o g r a p h i c a l l i t e r a t u r e . In post-Almohad times,
the focus seems to have been placed apart from on
collections of usage, on the elaboration of jihrisfe and
barndmadj_s indicating particular themes.
The biographical collections all have different provenances. Ibn al-Zubayr (d. 708/1309 [q.v]) tried to
follow in the path of his Andalusi compatriots in composing his Silat al-sila (ed. Levi-Provengal, Rabat 1938),
whilst Ibn Nadji of al-Kayrawan (d. 837/1433-4 [q.v])
followed the work of Ibn al-Dabbagh (d. 696/1297)
on the religious figures of his city, and completed his
Ma'dlim al-imdn (Tunis 1325/1907-9). Further to the
west, Ibn Kunfudh in Constantine composed his
Wafaydt (Rabat 1976), whilst throughout his Nathn ald^umdn (Beirut 1976), his contemporary Isma'fl Ibn
al-Ahmar (d. 808/1405) dealt with the poets of alAndalus and Morocco. Outside the region, the jurist
Ibn Farhun (d. 799/1397 [q.v]), of Andalusi origins,
wrote in his native town of Medina a dictionary of
celebrated Malikis, the Dibddj. (Cairo 1315/1897-8),
including the Maghrib! ones. The Sudanese Ahmad
Baba (d. 1036/1627 [q.v]) continued and completed
the same work in his Nayl al-ibtihddj_ (Cairo 1315/18978); and the Egyptian Ibn Hadjar (d. 852/1449 [q.v])
devoted considerable space in his al-Durar al-kdmina,
to noted figures from the 8th/14th century Maghrib
(Haydarabad 1348-50/1929-32).
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As well as these general works, there were others
devoted to the itineraries of their authors, built round
famous masters of the time, each itinerary being the
object of a Fihrist or Barndmaaj. We have extant the
Barndmaaj. of al-Ishbill (d. 688/1289), that of al-Kasim
al-TudjIbf of Ceuta (d. 730/1329-30) (both publ, the
latter in Tunis 1981); and the Fihrists, still in ms., of
Ibn Rushayd of Ceuta (d. 721/1321 [q.v.]) and alSarradj of Fas (d. 805/1402), plus the encyclopaedic
Barndmadi of al-Mantun of Granada (d. 834/1431).
Also important are two biographical portraits, in
part convergent: one drawn by Ibn Marzuk (d. 781/
1379 [q.v.]) in his Musnad (ed. M.-J. Viguera, Algiers
1981, Sp. tr. Madrid 1977), devoted to the Marlnid
Abu '1-Hasan; and the other from the pen of Ibn
Khaldun, al-Tacrif, in which the life, education and
career of the author are traced (ed. M.T. al-Tandjf,
Cairo 1951, Fr. tr. A. Cheddadi, Paris 1980).'
Genealogical w o r k s . Far from being an isolated
phenomenon, these texts stem from the natural prolongation, it seems, of the old polemics between
Maghribls and Andalusls, especially from Almoravid
times onwards; these polemics became, after the downfall of the Almohads, a sub-genre everywhere cultivated. One can cite three texts as testimony here: the
anonymous Mafakhir al-barbar [q.v.] (ed. Levi-Provencal,
Rabat 1941, new ed. M. Yacla, in Tres textos drabes,
123-272), which celebrates, at the opening of the
8th/14th century, the scholars, ascetics and heroes,
legendary or historic, from the Berber past. The equally
anonymous Turmat al-^anffi ahl al-Djazira wa-Tanf(ed.
Ben Chrifa, in Madjallat Kulliyyat al-Addb, Rabat, i
[1977], 7-50) from a few decades earlier aimed at
revealing the failings of the Andalusls and, finally, the
opposing situation in Ibn al-Khatfb's Mushdhaddt
(Alexandria 1958, 55-66) between Malaga and Sale,
in which, through the two opposing cities, the lively
tension between the two cultures is delineated.
Whilst being set on the cultural plane, these writings seem to be the vehicles for consideration of the
basic problem of origins, leading to the question of
connections with the ruling power. Whilst Ibn Tumart,
in the K. al-Ansdb attributed to him (in Documents inedits,
18-49, Fr. tr. 25-74), could be given a Sharffian genealogy, the legitimising process which speedily followed,
as Ibn Khaldun notes (Mukaddima, Fr. tr. de Slane,
Paris 1863, i, 53-6), was challenged at this same period
precisely when there was a strong current displaying
Berber origins, with an insistence on salient figures
since the beginning of Islam. Another K. al-Ansdb,
anonymous but written in 712/1312, was also composed to celebrate openly these origins (ed. Yacla, in
op. at., 13-121).
There developed in parallel to this, under the impulsion of Marlnid power, the cult of Shanfian lineage,
linked with the city of Fas, it meant a predilection
for the Idrfsid branch, whence numerous references
to this fact in the works of Ibn al-Khatlb and Ibn
Khaldun as well as in late compilations like those of
al-Makkan, the Najh al-tib (ed. I. c Abbas, Beirut 1968)
and the Azhdr al-riydd. Also connected with it were
separate monographs like the anonymous collection
on the Buyutdt Fas al-kubrd (Rabat 1972) and the Mush
muluk al-isldm (lith. Fas n.d.) of Ibn al-Sakkak (d.
818/1415), followed, especially from the 10th/16th
century onwards, by a host of opuscula on the genealogies of each branch of the Sharlfs.
S o c i o - r e l i g i o u s works. These include mandkib
texts, those meant for edification and concerned with
bid'as [q.v] and legal texts (nawdzil).
Regarding mandkib, it would be tedious to rehearse

here all the collections devoted to a particular saint
or to a group of them. On the general level, for Ifnkiya there is the Ma'dlim al-imdn of Ibn al-Dabbagh,
and Ibn Kunfudh's Uns al-fakir (Rabat 1965), in which
the author concentrates on the Far West of the
Maghrib. For the Central Maghrib, there is the lateperiod al-Bustdn of Ibn Maryam (d. 1014/1605 [q.v.]),
devoted to the saints and scholars of Tlemcen, Oran
and Nedroma (Algiers 1928). For the Far Maghrib,
there are al-Minhadj_ al-wddih of al-Madjarf (d. at the
opening of the 8th/14th century) (Cairo 1933), and
the Salsal al-cadhb of al-Hadramf, a contemporary of
the preceding author (ed. M. Fassi, in RIA4A, x/1
[1964], 37-98), heralding the Dawhat al-ndshir of Ibn
c
Askar (d. 986/1578 [q.v.]) (ed. M. Hajji, Rabat 1976,
Fr. tr. A. Graulle, Paris 1913). As for the edificatory
works denouncing innovations (bidac), the most significant come from the mid-8th/14th century and from
the end of the following century. As well as al-Durr
al-thdmin of Ibn Hilal (d. 903/1497), in which the
author details the imprecations against Abu '1-Hasan
al-Sughayyir (d. 719/1319) (lith. Fas 1319/1901-2),
there is alrMadkhal of Ibn al-Hadjdj al-cAbdarf al-Fasf
(d. 737/1336 [q.v.]), in which the author draws up a
review of bidac current in the Far West of the Maghrib
and in his natal city, Cairo. Two famous mystics contributed through their writings to the reformation of
morals: Ibn cAbbad (d. 792/1390 [q.v.]) in his Rasd'il
al-kubrd (lith. Fas 1320/1902), his Rasd'il al-sug/^rd (ed.
P. Nwiya, Beirut 1974) and his epistles, still in ms.,
addressed directly to governors; and Ahmad Zarruk
(d. 899/1493-4), through numerous works, including
the cUddat al-mund al-sddik and the I'dnat al-mutawadj_djih al-miskln (ed. A.F. Khashfm, Tunis-Libya 1979).
Finally, the same situations giving rise to similar interventions are developed in a good number of nawdzil
compiled in the Djdmic al-masd'il of al-BurzulI (d.
841/1438), still in ms. although well established, and
the Mi'ydr of al-Wansharisf (ed. M. Hajji, Beirut-Rabat
1981).
D e s c r i p t i v e works and travel a c c o u n t s . This
literature is witness to the strength of contacts, and
is to be distinguished from the Masdlik type of literature, although there are two exceptions: the Masdlik
al-absdr ji mamalik al-amsdr of the Syrian Ibn Fadl
Allah al-cUman (d. 749/1348 [q.v.]) (section on the
Muslim West, new ed. M. Aboudayf, Casablanca 1988,
partial Fr. tr. de Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Paris 1927),
and al-Rawd al-mictdr of the Ifrfkiyan al-Himyarf (d.
726/1326), who often confines himself to reproducing the oldest texts (new ed. 'Abbas, Beirut 1975).
Around these two extended works, it seems that there
are only monographs on local topics or accounts emanating from various motivations.
The monographs relate almost exclusively to towns
and cities. Ibn al-Khatfb drew up a comparative table
in his Mi'ydr al-ikhtiydr between two groups of localities in Spain and North Africa (ed. M. Abbadi,
Alexandria 1958), but he also wrote his imposing alIhdta on the city of Granada (ed. M. clnan, Cairo
1973-7; complement, A. Chakkour, Tetuan 1988). At
the same period, al-Djazna3! (d. 766/1365) dedicated
his precious Djand zahrat al-ds to Fas (ed. and Fr. tr.
A. Bel, Algiers 1920-2, new ed. Rabat 1967). Much
later, in 825/1441, Muhammad b. al-Kasim al-Ansarf
bore witness to Muslim Ceuta, now become Portuguese,
with a minute description in his Ikhtisdr al-akhbdr (new
ed. Rabat 1969). Miknasa/Meknes was the subject of
a monograph known under the abridged title of alRawd al-hatun, written by Ibn GhazI (d. 919/1513), a
learned magistrate in Fas, for his natal town.
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There remain the rihlas, which comprehend spatial
journeys and/or varied themes. Whilst the rihla of alAbdar! is a description of the intellectual centres and
of the state of knowledge obtaining towards the end
of the 7th/13th century, comprising the Maghrib and
the lands stretching to the Hidjaz (Rabat 1968), that
by al-Tidja.nl at the turn of the 8th/14th century has
a setting of military considerations and describes the
position of the tribes along the eastern littoral of Ifrlkiya, at the same time noting the socio-cultural peculiarities and traditions of the inhabitants there (new
ed. H.H. Abdul-Wahab, Tunis 1958, Fr. tr. in JA,
4th series, xx, 57-208, 5th series, i, 101-68). The rihla
called Mai3 al-cayba of Ibn Rushayd (Tunis n.d.) and
the Mustafdd of al-Tudjib! of Ceuta (Tunis-Libya n.d.)
bring out the impacts of cultural relations between
the Maghrib and the Mashrik at their various periods. Further, the Notes of the journey of an Andalusi in
Morocco of Ibn al-Hadjdj al-Numayr! (d. after 768/
1367) (ed. and Fr. tr. A.L. de Premare, Lyons 1981)
are a sketch of the same relations between al-Andalus
and the southern shores of the western Mediterranean
in the mid-8th/14th century, whilst his Fayd al-cubdb
is rather a field report tracing the situation in the
Central Maghrib at the time of the Marlnid Sultan
Abu Tnan's [q.v.] expedition towards Ifrikiya 7578/1356-7. Soon afterwards, a fairly different account
was to be the subject of a holiday rihla written up
by Ibn al-Khatib, the Nufddat al-djirab, in which the
society and countryside of the Moroccan southwest
are described in a magistral fashion, in spite of artificialities (ed. M. Abbadi, Cairo n.d.; complement ed.
F. Faghya, Rabat 1989). Somewhat later, in the second half of the next century, there are two accounts
to note: one written in Latin by the Fleming Anselm
Adornus on Hafsid Ifrikiya in 1470, and the other in
Arabic by the Egyptian cAbd al-Basit b. Khalil (d.
920/1515), illuminating, for the same period, the sociopolitical situation in Fas and Tlemcen (R. Brunschvig,
Deux recits de voyage inedits en Afrique du Nord au XV1'
siecle, Paris 1936).
Finally, there are two essential pictures of the situation in North Africa of their time, though distant from
each other, sc. the rihla, called Tuhfat al-nuggdr, of Ibn
Battuta (d. after 770/1368 [q.v.]) and the Description
of Africa by al-Hasan al-Wazzan, called Leo Africanus
[q.v], completed in Italy in the local language.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
text): R. Brunschvig, La Berberie orientale sous les Hafsides des origines a la Jin du XVe siecle, i, Paris 1940,
pp. xv-xii and passim; idem, Ibn cAbd al-Hakam et la
conquete de lAfrique du Nord par les Arabes, etude critique, in AIEO (1942), 108-55; idem, Un aspect de la
litterature historico-geographique de I'Islam, in Melanges
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Cairo 1935-45, 147-58; A.
Huici Miranda, Historia politica del Imperio almohade,
2. vols. Tetuan 1956-7; T. Lewicki, Les historiens,
biographes et traditionnistes ibddites-wahbites de I'Afrique
du Nord du VIHe au XVI1 siecle, in Folia Orientalia, iii
(1961), 1-134; H.R. Idris, La Berberie orientale sous les
prides (Xe-XIIe siecles), i, Paris 1962, pp. xiii-xxv;
M. Talbi, L'emirat aghlabide (184-296/800-909), Paris
1966, 9-15; Maya Shatzmiller, L'historiographie merinide,
Leiden 1982; Mohammed El-Mennouni, al-Masddir
al-carabiyya li-ta'nkh al-Maghrib, i, Rabat 1983; W.
Schwartz, Die Anfdnge der Ibdditen in Nordafrika,
Wiesbaden 1983; Cl. Cahen, L'historiographie arabe,
des origines au VHP s. H., in Arabica, xxxiii (1986),
133-98, esp. 166-71, 191-2; M. Kably, Societe, pouvoir et religion au Maroc d la Jin du Moyen-Age (XIV'XVe siecles), Paris 1986, pp. xxii-xxxi and passim;
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H.L. Beck, L'image d'Idns II, ses descendants de Fes et
la politique sharifienne des sultans marmides (656-8691
1258-1465), Leiden 1989, ch. 1; V. Lagardere, Les
Almoravides, Paris 1989, 9-16 and passim.
(M. KABLY)
B. The post-1450 period
In Maghrib! historiography, which to a great extent
follows the patterns of mediaeval Arab historiography,
ta'rikh represents a wide range of knowledge; it thus
has a broader semantic charge than its equivalents—
e.g. history, histoire, historia—in European languages.
It is a source of information for those in government,
a gallery for the display of former political regimes,
a repertory of significant religious events (e.g. the life
of the Prophet), biographies of devout men who left
to posterity commentaries and compilations of hadith,
etc. Considered from a simply formal point of view,
ta'rlkh is the science of the narration of events, especially religious and political, and the art of arranging
them logically or chronologically. In the introduction
to his Mukaddima, Ibn Khaldun writes that "History
(ta'rikh) is a noble science . . . It conveys to us the
biography of prophets, the chronicles of kings, their
dynasties and their policies (siyasd)" (Beirut 1967; Fr.
tr. V. Monteil, i, 13, Eng. tr. F. Rosenthal, New York
1958, i, 15).
Maghrib! historical science affirms its autonomy in
relation to the historiography of the Muslim lands of
the Orient, from the end of the Middle Ages onwards,
as a function of the changes in political organisation,
the object of its study, which unfolded in the lands
of the Muslim West: the end of the Marmid empire,
and the beginning of a long period of instability affecting the lands of the western Mediterranean at the
end of the 15th century and the beginning of the
16th. The territorial individualities which henceforward took the specific names of al-Maghrib al-aksd, alMaghrib al-awsat, Ifrikiya, etc., gave the intellectuals of
each country the idea of belonging to a particular
nation, unique and different from all others. Religion
was no longer the cement of cohesion. Also, the presence of Ottoman Turks on the coasts of the Maghrib,
and that of Christians, Spanish and Portuguese in
certain ports where concessions and consulates were
established, constituted the driving force contributing
to the emergence and affirmation of history specific
to each state. Thus, as a result of politics, the idea
of the nation was gradually crystallised in the lands
of the Maghrib. And history, ta'nkh, fixed these successive events in time and space and was to give rise
to another, hitherto little-known phenomenon, sc. that
of nationalism.
Akhbdr "facts, information, news" (on this subject,
see Cl. Cahen, Introduction d I'histoire du monde musulman medieval, VIF-XVC siecle. Methodologie et elements de
bibliographic, Paris 1982, 69-70) constitute the basis of
all historical narration. They are the essential source
of chronicles, the object of which is to narrate, from
day to day, events concerning princes and dynasts,
thus compiling royal annals (see below for examples
relating to al-Maghrib al-Aksa). The constitution of a
corpus of akhbdr might have as its object the description (not analysis nor explanation, since either of these
may engender indifference towards the prince) of
dynastic politics, or of a wide-ranging social change;
compilations of akhbdr may show features reminiscent
of hadith.
From the 15th century onwards, Maghrib! historical science abandoned the style of the major epic to
concentrate on the history of more circumscribed territories, focusing on towns and local politics, and on
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peoples whose ways and customs were known. Ibn
Khaldun remains the master in this field. In the first
book of the Mukaddima, the Kitdb al-clbar ("book of
examples") he set out his theory, indeed his philosophy, of history. He opened the way not only for historiographers of the Maghrib, but for those of other
nations as well. But this science is not within the
reach of the novice, according to him; it demands
qualities and extensive knowledge. "He who practises
this science (ta'rikh) needs to know the rules of the
political art, the nature of existing things and the difference between nations, regions and tribes in terms
of way of life, qualities of character, customs, sects,
schools of thought, etc. He must distinguish the similarities and the differences between the present and
the past, and know the diverse origins of dynasties
and of communities."
In the 16th century, the centres of study and diffusion of the culture of the Muslim West would henceforward be Fas, Marrakesh, Tlemcen, Tunis and
Kayrawan. The authors whose historical works are
known to us passed through at least one of these centres, articulating and formulating local themes. The
best representative of this period is without doubt alHasan Muhammad al-Wazzan al-FasI, better known
by the name of Leo Africanus [q.v.]. His work, Historical
description of Africa, 1556, translated from Italian, is
made up of a series of monographs on cities, regions,
populations and kingdoms (of Fas, Marrakesh,
Tlemcen, Bougie, Tunis and Tripoli). This study
reflects the brilliant personality of the author, as well
as the ideas that were current at the time. It was to
be imitated and plagiarised by numerous Arab and
Christian writers, but it would never be equalled. As
for Luis del Marmol y Carvajal, Descripcion general de
Africa (Granada 1573-99, 3 vols.), his texts are sometimes overloaded with detail but are not lacking in
interest. His debt is considerable, not only to Leo
Africanus but also to other "Arab" authors—Maghribfs
in this instance. The author lays emphasis on the natural riches of the Maghrib, and his work is extremely
useful for the study of historical geography and the
history of agricultural practices.
In the central Maghrib, where political unity had
long been hindered by the absence of a central authority and the existence at certain times of numerous
kingdoms, authors exercised their talents in the domain
of urban monography, with such titles as Constantine,
and some Arab authors of Constantine (see Ch. Saint-Calbre,
in RA, vii [1913], 70-93). Each author evoked, in his
own fashion, the history of his town and of the
Maghrib! town in general. Not all of these studies
were published; most remained in manuscript state
and were ignored even by a cultured public.
In the conceptions of history held by Maghrib!
scholars, there is a perennial need to return to the
sources, to the origins of life and mankind as far back
as Adam, Eve or Noah when they are dealing with
anthropology; or to the Prophet Muhammad when
religious questions are being addressed. Genealogy,
an area of knowledge dear to scholars, is considered
a branch of history in its own right. A text belonging to this genre of writing can be the work of one
or several persons, and may be the private chronicle
of a family. The object of writers of this genre is
to show their illustrious origins, either by associating
themselves with the family of the Prophet or with
some saintly person whose religious aura is recognised in the West as well as in the East; Berber dynasties, such as the Marmids and Wattasids, had recourse
to this stratagem to bolster their legitimacy. The Kitdb

al-Nasab, by cAbd al-Salam b. Abi cAbd Allah (who
wrote at Fas in 1098/1687; see A. Giacobetti, in RA,
xlvi-xlviii [1902-4]), is a good example of this. The
first part of this work begins with the eulogy of the
Prophet, followed by the biography of S!d! cAbd alKadir al-Dj!lam. The second part (by cAbd al-Salam
b. al-Tayyib, written 1089/1678), deals with the
descendants of this saint, among whose number the
authors of the work claim to be.
The Tunisian historian Ibn Ab! Dmar al-Kayrawan!
[q.v.], considered a successor to Ibn Khaldun although
several centuries separate them, displays in his historical study of Ifnkiya a certain reserve, even scorn,
towards those Arabs who settled in Tunisia in former
times, following invasions and migrations. The period
which he describes (the 17th century) is far removed,
however, from the major invasions of the Arab tribes
which left nothing but desolation in their wake. It is
evident that these considerations move him closer to
the author of al-Mukaddima.
Al-Kayrawan! reclaimed the autonomy and the
maturity of Tunisian scholarship. His writings may be
used in the service of the history of political ideas or
of Tunisian nationalism.
In Morocco, al-Maghrib al-Aksa, historical research
and historiography have been fertile in the modern
period and even in the 19th century. The number of
titles is impressive, but the quality sometimes mediocre.
Even religious history, which once enjoyed particular
esteem, remained largely incomprehensible. Its new
style, sententious and emphatic, had the effect of erecting a barrier between the scholars and those whom
they addressed. Although Ibn Khaldun was known
and even admired, no one took him for a model. His
unequivocal statements of truth, his criticisms of governments as unscrupulous, indolent, violent, powerhungry, self-seeking, etc., as applied to Morocco, could
have endangered those expressing such views. The
majority of Moroccan scholars turned at that time
towards chronology, literature (on condition that it
was not subversive), biography, hagiography and geographical descriptions. The essentials, meaning general history and political history, were utterly neglected.
In sum, the majority of Moroccan historians of the
modern and contemporary eras have been chroniclers:
most if not all have been historiographers in the service of Sa'dian or cAlaw! sultans. The following may
be cited: Abu Faris, known by the name of cAbd alc
Az!z al-Fishtal! and his history, Manahil al-safdfi akhbdr
al-muluk al-shurafa*'; al-Ifran! [q.v.] and his Nuzhat alhddi bi-akhbdr muluk al-karn al-hddi; and Abu '1-Kasim
al-Zayyam, al-Turdjumdn al-mughrib (for these works,
see E. Levi-Provencal, Chorfas).
In the 17th-18th centuries, Maghrib! history was
enriched by increasingly numerous European accounts,
such as Histoire des conquetes de Moulay Archy et de Muley
Ismael by Germain Mouette (1683) on the first cAlaw!
sultans of Morocco; the Topografia e historia general de
Argel by D. Haedo (1612); and the Memoires of the
Chevalier d'Arvieux (1735), who was French consul
in Algiers at the end of the 18th century.
In the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries, accounts of
journeys proliferated—not least stories of Christian
captives and of their ransoming by religious figures
who travelled frequently to the Maghrib and to the
Orient. Particular mention should be made of the
work of Pere Dan, Histoire de la Barbarie et de ses corsaires (Paris 1637, 1649), the Redemptorist priest who
for almost half a century made it his business to ransom Christian captives and who supplied copious information on the three regions of North Africa.
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Finally, since the middle of the 19th century,
research in European archives (national archives,
archives of foreign and marine affairs, chambers of
commerce in France and in other maritime states in
western Europe) has led to the study of a large number of documents relating to the three above-mentioned lands or to those further east, comprising various
treaties, commercial accords, and official correspondence, and some of these have been published, e.g.
Documents inedits sur ['occupation espagnole en Afrique, published in 1875-77 by de la Primaudaiae; the monumental collection of Sources inedites de I'Histoire du Maroc,
undertaken
in
1905 in Paris by
Colonel
H. de Castries, in which are published documents
drawn from the archives of France, Spain, the
Netherlands, Portugal and Britain, from the 16th century onwards; and the Correspondence des deys d'Alger avec
la Cour de France (1579-1833), Paris 1898, published
by E. Plantet.
It is to be noted that the work of the chroniclers
continued into the 19th century, exemplified in the
very important book written by al-Nasir al-Salawf
[q.v.], K. al-Istiksd li-akhbdr duwal al-maghrib (Cairo 1844).
In the 1970s, Abdallah Laroui, in his Histoire du
Maghreb, has become the reference source for the
understanding, recording and analysing of the history
of the Muslim West. His novel method of approaching documentation facilitates the comparison of texts
of diverse origins, and the establishment of more pertinent syntheses.
Bibliography. Given in the article.
(AHMED FAROUK and CHANTAL DE LA VERONNE)
(g) C h r i s t i a n A r a b i c h i s t o r i o g r a p h y .
The information on the course of Muslim history,
especially on the early conquests or the struggles and
relations with foreign powers, as well as the sometimes one-sided perception of events found in Muslim
historiographical sources, is usefully complemented by
information provided by Christian historiographers,
whose writings are partly based on sources in Syriac,
Greek or Coptic—not accessible to Muslim authors—
and which were written from a different perspective,
that of the conquered peoples who were later to
become the Christian minorities. It should be emphasised, however, that the perspective of these Christian
writings, even when composed in Arabic, is often not
determined by their general Christian background so
much as by their more specific communitarian affiliation (Jacobites [see YACKUBIYYUN] , Nestorians [see
NASTURIYYUN] , Melkites, Copts [see AL-KIBT] and
Maronites [see MARUNIYYA, in Suppl.]). Especially in
the Universal Chronicles, Christian historiographers
did not hesitate to use different genres of Muslim
material, sometimes copying it in a most literal way,
without comments or corrections on their side.
The aim of the present article is to give an overview
of the historiographical material written by Christians
till the end of the 'Abbasid period and the first years
of the Mamluks in Egypt insofar as it deals with general history and is relevant for aspects of the relations
between Muslims and Christians. Chronicles describing
mainly the internal life of the Christian communities,
such as the recently discovered East Syrian Ecclesiastical
Chronicle Mukhtasar al-akhbdr al-bfiyya (ed. B. Haddad,
Baghdad 2000) are not taken into consideration. This
article is, for this period somewhat artificially, limited
to the production in Arabic. As a matter of fact,
Christian historiography written in the Christian
national languages, especially in Syriac, in many aspects
shows the same characteristics as the works composed
by Christians in Arabic.
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Melkites
The first important historiographer is Euthychius,
Patriarch of Alexandria from 323/935 till 328/940,
known in Arabic as Sa c Td b. al Bitrlk [q.v.]. He is the
author of a universal history: Kitdb al-Ta'nkh al-mad^muc
'aid 'l-tahkik wa 'l-tasdik, also known as Na^rn al-dj_awhar.
This work exists in two different recensions. The first,
shorter recension (by the editor designated as "Alexandrian") is preserved only in ms. Sinaiticus Arab. 582
(10th century), possibly an autograph. Mutilated in the
beginning and at the end, it gives the history from
Moses till the Muslim conquest of Egypt and some
subsequent events in Jerusalem (Das Annalenwerk des
Eutychios von Alexandrien. Ausgewdhlte Geschichten und
Legenden kompiliert von Sacid ibn Batnq urn 935 A.D., ed.
and tr. M. Breydy, CSCO 471-2, Leuven 1985). The
longer recension ("Antiochian") enjoyed greater popularity, but contains an important number of later additions and interpolations (ed. L. Cheikho, Eutychiii
Patriarchae Alexandrini annales, i, Beirut, 1905, ii, 1909,
1-88 (repr. in CSCO 50-1, Leuven 1954, tr. E. Pococke,
Contextio gemmarum seu Eutychiae patriarchae Alexandrini
annales, Oxford 1658, repr. in PG, cxi, cols. 889-1156,
and B. Pirone, Eutychi, Patriarca di Alessandria (877-940).
Gli annali, Cairo 1987). It covers the period from the
creation of Adam till the year 326/938, two years
before the death of the author. The work exploits
several Muslim sources, among which is historical,
juridical and traditionist material. The Alexandrian
recension presents the conquest of Egypt according to
a version by the local traditionist c Uthman b. Salih.
In the manuscripts containing the Antiochian recension, Eutychius's Ta'nkh is continued by a chronicle
composed by Yahya b. Sacld al-Antakl [q.v.] covering the period between 326/937-8 to 425/1033-4 (best
ed., Histoire de Yahyd-Ibn-Sacid d'Antioche, ed. and tr.
I. Kratchkovsky and A. Vassiliev, in PO, xviii/5,
xxiii/3, Paris 1924, 1932, crit. ed. I. Kratchkovsky,
Fr. ann. F. Micheau and G. Troupeau, in PO, xlvii/4,
Paris 1997, with extensive bibliography). The objective of this work is clearly indicated by the author in
the introduction: to write the continuation (dhayl) of
the work composed by Sa c fd b. al-Bitrik according to
the method adopted by the latter. After the discovery of new sources, the author felt, however, obliged
to rework the first recension, a first time in Egypt, a
second time (in 405/1014-15) in Antioch. The dhayl
is an important source for our knowledge of the history of Egypt and Syria, especially the regions of
Antioch and Aleppo, and the Arab-Byzantine relations during this period. It is based on various Greek
(unidentified) and Arabic sources, among which are
on the Muslim side, Thabit b. Sinan, an anonymous
Trakf source, Ibn Zulak, CA1I b. Muhammad alShimshati and al-Musabbihf. A Christian-Arabic source
is the vita of the Melkite patriarch of Antioch
Christopher (959-67) by Ibrahim b. Yuhanna (J.A.
Forsyth, The Byzantine-Arab chronicle (938-1034) of Tahyd
b. Sacid al-Antdki, Ph.D. diss. Ann Arbor, University
of Michigan 1977). The dhayl was known to later
Muslim authors, such as Ibn al-cAdfm, who used it
for the composition of his Zjubdat al-halab ji ta^nkh
Halab (ed. S. Dahan, Damascus 1951).'
Agapius (Mahbub Kustantfn), bishop of Manbidj
(10th century) wrote a universal history, known as the
Kitdb al-fUnwdn, beginning with the Creation and continuing till the reign of the Byzantine Emperor Leo
IV (775-80) and the Caliph al-Mahdi. Most information on the Muslim period was drawn from the
so-called Syriac common source, a work well known to
later Syriac historiographers, presumably composed by
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the Melkite Theophilus of Edessa, an astrologer in
the service of al-Mahdf, who may also have used an
unidentified Muslim chronology. Agapius's work was
edited by L. Cheikho (Agapius episcopus Mabbugensis.
Historia universalis/Kitdb al-cUnwdn, CSCO 65, Paris
1912, and by A. Vassiliev, Kitdb al-cUnvan, histoire universelle ecrite par Agapius (Mahboub) de Menbidj, PO, v/4,
vii/4, viii/3. The K. al-cUnwdn, together with the work
by Sacld b. al-Bitrfk, was much appreciated by alMas'udf (Tanbih, 154).
According to al-Nadlm's Fihrist (ed. Fliigel, i, 1871,
295), Kusta b. Luka (9th century [q.v.]) is said to be
the author of a (lost) universal (?) chronicle, al-Firdaws
fi 'l-ta'rikh.
West Syrians
The most important historiographical work in Arabic
composed by a Syrian Orthodox author is the
Mukhtasar ta'rikh al-duwal of Gregorius Barhebraeus
(Syriac: Bar cEbroyo) or Ibn al-Tbrl (1226-86 [q.v.]).
According to information found in his Ecclesiastical
chronicle (EC), he allegedly composed this chronicle at
the request of some Muslim friends in Maragha [q.v.],
who apparently had heard about Barhebraeus's fame
as a historiographer and as author of a voluminous
universal history, written in Syriac. This Chronograph}}
was divided into two parts, an ecclesiastical chronicle
and a so-called civil chronicle, which were sometimes
considered as two separate works. The structure of
the Mukhtasar (ed. A. Salhanl as Ta'nkh Mukhtasar alduwal, Beirut 1898, -1958,'new ed. Kh. Mansur, Beirut
1997) is comparable to that of the Civil chronicle (CC),
the Mukhtasar being divided into ten dynasties and its
Syriac counterpart into eleven dynasties; but both
works are universal histories covering the period from
Adam till the time of the Mongols. The Arabic title
suggests that the Mukhtasar is merely a summary of
the CC. As a matter of fact, the Mukhtasar contains
much information not found in the CC, e.g. many
short biographical notices on Islamic scholars. Sometimes the information given in the Mukhtasar differs
considerably from the CC or is written from a different perspective. A good example is the attitude
towards Muhammad, depicted positively in the
Aiukhtasar as an instrument in the hands of God,
whereas the CC emphasises forced conversions and
the spread of Islam "by the sword". A possible reason for these differences, as suggested by the EC,
might be the public the author had in mind when
he composed his chronicle. A study by L.I. Conrad,
On the Arabic Chronicle of Barhebraeus: his aims and audience, in Parole de I'Orient, xix [1994], 319-78, shows
that it is too simplistic to consider Muslims as the
intended readership of the Mukhtasar, since a number
of passages are of interest only to Christians. The
best way to explain the differences between both works
is to consider them as independent histories, which
are to an important extent based on different sources
(H. Teule, The Crusaders in Barhebraeus' Syriac and Arabic
secular chronicles, in K. Ciggaar et alii (eds.), East and
West in the Crusader states, Louvain 1996, 39-49). In
the case of the Mukhtasar, the author used more Islamic
historiographical material, such as the Ta'nkh alHukamd' of al-Kifti or the Tabakdt al-umam by Sa c fd
al-AndalusI. Written at the end of his life, he did not
bother to harmonise the sometimes divergent views
expressed in the Mukhtasar and the CC.
East Syrians
Hunayn b. Ishak [q.v.], the most renowned 'Iraki
Christian in Muslim literature, is the author of a lost
chronicle in Arabic describing the period from Creation
till the time of al-Mutawakkil (cf. Ibn Abl Usaybi'a,

c
Uyun al-anbci , 273). Ya'kub b. Zakariyya al-Kashkan
composed a seemingly important chronicle, now lost,
comparable to the work of Agapius and Eutychius. It
was highly praised by al-Mascudi (Tanbih, 155). Elias,
bishop of Nisibis (975-after 1049) is the author of a
bilingual (Syriac-Arabic) chronicle, divided into two
parts, preserved in only one manuscript, documenting the period from Creation till 409/1018 (Eliae
Metropolitae Nisibenae opus chronologicum, i, ed. and tr.
E.W. Brooks, ii, ed. and tr. J.B. Chabot, CSCO 623, Rome, Paris and Leipzig 1910). The second part
consists mainly of conversion tables and descriptions
of the different Christian, Muslim and Jewish calendars. The Muslim sources quoted by name in the
first part are: Muhammad b. Musa al-KhwarazmI,
Abu Dja'far al-Tabarf, cUbayd Allah b. Ahmad, Abu
Bakr Muhammad b. Yahya al-SulI and Thabit b.
Sinan. This work was also highly praised by Ibn Abi
Usaybica (op. at., 72). The voluminous K al-Ta'nkh
or K. al-Tawdnkh ("Book of Dates") composed by
Yuhanna al-Mawsill in 1332 is, in fact, more a theological encyclopaedia than a work of history. The
historical section only deals with inner-Christian developments (cf. B. Landron, Chretiens et musulmans en Irak,
Paris 1994, 140).
Maronites
According to al-Mascudf (Tanbih, 154), a certain
Kays al-Marunf is said to have written a beautiful
historical work beginning with Creation and ending
with the caliphate of al-Muktan~. The language of this
lost work was supposedly Arabic. Al-Mascudr states
that generally speaking the Maronites, unlike the
Melkites, the Jacobites and the Nestorians, were not
active in the field of historiography.
Copts
Traditionally ascribed to Sawlrus b. al-Mukaffac
(flor. 10th century [see IBN AL-MUKAFFA', Severus] the
History of the Patriarchs of Alexandria (Ar. Siyar al-Bfa almukaddasa "biographies" of the Holy Church) is a collective work, the main redaction of which was
completed by Mawhub b. Mansur b. Mufarridj alIskandaram (ca. 1025-1100). Mawhub, who frequently
acted as an intermediary between the Fatimid authorities and the Coptic community, is himself the author
of the lives of the Patriarchs Christodoulos and Cyril
II. His work was continued till the early 13th century by three subsequent authors. Later lives do not
belong to the original work. This history (ed. B. Evetts,
History of the Coptic Church of Alexandria, PO 1.2, 1.4,
5.1, 10.5, Paris 1904-15, continued by Y. cAbd alMasfh et alii as History of the Patriarchs of the Egyptian
Church, Cairo 1943-74) describes the history of the
Coptic Church, arranged according to the reigns of
the Patriarchs. Many siyar, including those by Mawhub,
deal, however, not only with ecclesiastical life but also
record events pertaining to the field of general political history. The work was known to Ibn Khaldun
and al-Makrfzf.
Nushu 3 Abu Shakir Ibn al-Sana3 al-Rahib (13th
century), or Ibn al-Rahib [q.v. in Suppl.], is the author
of a K. al-Tawdnkh consisting of three parts: a treatise on astronomy and chronology; an elaborate universal history, dealing with world events, Islamic history
and ecclesiastical matters; and a short history of the
Ecumenical Councils. The so-called Chronicon orientale,
ascribed by the editor to Ibn al-Rahib (ed. Cheikho,
CSCO scriptor. ar. 1-2, Beirut, Paris and Leipzig
1903), is only a later abridgment of Ibn al-Rahib's
universal history composed by an anonymous author.
The 13th century al-Makfn b. al-cAmfd [q.v] wrote
a universal history, called al-Maajmuf al-mubdrak, extend-
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ing from Creation to the time of Sultan Baybars
(658/1260). It exists of two parts, the second Islamic
part being based on al-Taban or the Ta'nkh Sdlihi
of Ibn Wasil or one of its sources. The section on
the Ayyubids (ed. Cl. Cahen, in BEO, xv [1955], 10984), describing contemporary events is, however, more
original and based on personal observations.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): L. Cheikho, al-Tawdfikh al-nasrdniyya fi
'l-'arabiyya, in al-Mashrik, xii (1909), 481-506 (also
surveys works no longer extant); G. Graf, GCAL,
Rome 1944-53, 5 vols.; A. Sidarus, Ibn al-Rdhibs
Leben und Werk. Ein koptisch-arabischer Enzyklopadist des
7./13. Jahrhunderts, Freiburg 1975; P. Kawerau,
Christlich-arabische
Chrestomathie aus historischen
Schnftstellern des Mittelalters, 1.1. Texte, 1.2. Glossar, 2.
Ubersetzung, CSCO 370, 374, Louvain 1976, 385,
Louvain 1977; Samir Khalil Samir, Trois manuscrits
de la chronique arabe de Barhebraeus a Istanbul, in
Orientalia Christiana Periodica, xlvi (1980), 142-4; M.
Breydy, Etudes sur Sacid ibn Batriq et ses sources, CSCO
450, subsidia 69, Leuven 1983; J.M. Fiey, Importance
et limites des ecrivains "dimmt" pour I'histoire de I'Orient,
in Dirdsdt, xxiii (1988), 5-13; Y.M. Ishak, Masddir
Abi 'l-Faradj, al-Malati al-ta'nkhiyya wa-atharuhd fi
mandhidjihi, in Aram, i (1989), 149-72; J. den Heijer,
Mawhub ibn Mansur ibn Mufarrig et rhistoriographie coptoarabe. Etude sur la composition de I'Histoire des Patriarches
d'Alexandrie, CSCO 513, subsidia 83, Leuven 1989;
Samir, Christian Arabic literature in the cAbbasid period,
in M.J.L. Young et alii (eds.), CHAL. Religion, learning and science in the cAbbasid period, Cambridge 1990,
446-60 esp. 455-9; den Heijer, art. History of the
Patriarchs of Alexandria, in Coptic Encyclopaedia, iv (1991),
1238-42; R. Hoyland, Arabic, Synac and Greek historiography in the first Abbasid century: an enquiry into intercultural traffic, in Aram, iii (1991), 211-33; idem, Seeing
Islam as others saw it. A survey and evaluation of Christian,
Jewish and ^proastrian writings on early Islam, Princeton
1997; J. Nasrallah, Histoire du mouvement litteraire dans
I'Eglise melchite du Ve au XXe siecle. Contribution a I'etude
de la litterature arabe chretienne, II.2, III, Leuven-Paris
1990.
(H.G.B. TEULE)
II. 8. In the Nilotic S u d a n .
The extant Arabic historical writings of the Nilotic
Sudan (including the outlying western provinces of
Kordofan and Dar Fur [q.vv.]} before 1899 are exhaustively listed in R.S. O'Fahey, Arabic literature of Africa,
i, The writings of eastern Sudanic Africa to c. 1900, Leiden
1994. Most of these works are extant only in mss.
Of the few published works, the most important are:
(1) "The Fundj Chronicle", the conventional name
of a chronicle extant in several mss. and recensions.
It covers the period from the emergence of the Fundj
kingdom of Sinnar, traditionally in 910/1504-5, to (at
latest) 1288/1871. The original author of the Chronicle
was Ahmad b. al-Hadjdj Abu [sic] cAlf, known as
Katib al-Shuna from his post in the government grainstore. He was born near al-Masallamiyya (Blue Nile)
in 1199/1784-5, and died after Rabi c I 1254/MayJune 1838, where his Chronicle ends. Beginning as a
king-list with added blocks of information (some of
anthropological interest), a continuous detailed narrative starts with the reign of Badf IV, on whose overthrow in 1175/1762 power passed to a clan of regents,
the Hamadj Shaykhs, ruling over an ever-dwindling
region of the Blue Nile until the invasion of the Sudan
by the forces of Muhammad CA1I Pasha of Egypt [q.v.]
in 1235/1820, and the establishment of the TurcoEgyptian regime (al-Turkiyyd). The later editors and
continuators were, like Katib al-Shuna, formed by a
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traditional Sudanese Islamic education, and had
appointments under the Turco-Egyptian administration. They were thus members of a group which had
little to regret at the passing of the Fund] kingdom
and the ending of the anarchic Hamadj regency. They
show no hostility to the Turco-Egyptian regime as such,
which brought greater security and the consolidation under the aegis of the Islamic Ottoman Empire,
although they criticise individual officers and administrators. While the later part of the Chronicle is in
no sense an official history, it was written by men who
accommodated themselves reasonably comfortably to
the regime of Muhammad cAlf and his successors.
The Chronicle has been published twice: (a) its
last recension by Makkl Shubayka, Ta3nkh muluk alSuddn, Khartoum 1947; (b) Katib al-Shuna's text (some
collation with other mss.) by al-Shatir Busaylf cAbd
al-Djalll, Makhtutat Katib al-Shuna, Cairo 'l963. An
annotated English summary translation of the final
recension was published by H.A. MacMichael, A history of the Arabs in the Sudan, Cambridge 1922, ii, 354430. A fuller translation from a collation of the
principal mss. is provided by P.M. Holt, The Sudan of
the three Mies. The Funj Chronicle 910-1288/1504-1871,
Leiden 1999.
(2) Kitdb al-Tabakdt fi khusus al-awliyd3 wa 'l-sdlihin
wa 'l-culamd3 wa 'l-sjiu'ard3 fi 'l-Suddn (some minor variants of title in the published editions). As the title
indicates, this is a biographical dictionary of the Muslim
holy men of the Nilotic Sudan, perhaps the only representative of the genre from the region. It was written and compiled (since there is internal evidence of
sources of various kinds) by Muhammad al-Nur b.
Dayf Allah, and hence is usually referred to as the
Tabakdt of Wad (i.e. Walad) Dayf Allah. From internal evidence it was compiled about 1219/1804-5. Wad
Dayf Allah resembled the authors of the Fundj
Chronicle in being a member of the traditionally educated Muslim elite. He was born in 1139/1727 at
Halfayat al-Muluk, north of present-day Khartoum
North. Like his father, he taught in the mosque, acted
as a mufti, and became celebrated for his religious
writings. He died before the Turco-Egyptian conquest
in 1224/1809-10.
The Tabakdt was published twice in 1930 in Cairo,
by Ibrahim Sadlk (? Suddayk) and Sulayman Dawud
Mandll, respectively. A critical edition, prepared by
Yusuf Fadl Hasan, was published in Khartoum in
1971 ( 2 1974). It contains 270 biographical notices, predominantly of Sufi" shqykhs (mainly from the Kadiriyya
tankd) and jurists, chiefly of the Malik! madhhab. There
are a few notices of persons holding formal appointments, and a small number of legendary saints are
included. No full English translation has been made,
but an annotated summary translation with excerpts
from the Arabic text is given by MacMichael, op. cit.,
ii, 217-323. The text and translation of three notices
appear in S. Hillelson, Sudan Arabic texts, Cambridge
1935, 172-203. One family of holy men is studied in
Holt, The Sons of Jdbir and their kin, in BSOAS, xxx/1
(1967), 142-58.
The roles of charismatic holy man and Islamic
reformer were momentously fused in Muhammad
(Ahmad) b. cAbd Allah, the Sudanese Mahdl [see ALMAHDIYYA], a hagiography of whom was written by
Isma'fl b. cAbd al-Kadir al-Kurdufanf (perhaps his
court chronicler), and entitled Kitdb Sa'ddat al-mustahdl
bi-sirat al-Imdm al-Mahdi. The unique extant copy of
this and its sequel, al-Tirdz al-mankush bi-bushrd katl
Tuhannd malik al-Hubush, describing the war between the
Mahdists and the Ethiopians in 1889, is now in the
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Sudan Archive (Box 99/6) of Durham University.
The former was edited by Muhammad Ibrahim Abu
Sallm and published under its own title at Beirut in
1972; an English summary translation with a useful
introduction was published by Haim Shaked, The life
of the Sudanese Mahdi, New Brunswick, NJ. 1978. An
edition of al-Tirdz was published by Abu Sallm and
Muhammad Sacld al-Kaddal as al-Harb al-Habashiyya
al-Suddniyya 1885-1888 [sic], Khartoum 1972.
The establishment of the Anglo-Egyptian Condominium in 1899 was followed by the development
of westernised education. This, continuing under independence, has produced a growing number of professional historians, among their pioneers the late
Professor Makkl Shubayka (see above), and an increasing body of scholarly historical writing in Arabic and
English. A link between the old and new types of
historians was Muhammad cAbd al-Rahfm (b. 1878,
d. after 1935), the self-styled mu'arnkh al-Suddn, whose
writings of historical, literary and political import,
include Nafathdt al-yarde fi 'l-adab wa 'l-ta'rikh wa
'l-iajtimdc, Khartoum n.d.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(P.M. HOLT)
TAYYIBIYYA, a S u f i b r o t h e r h o o d of the
M a g h r i b (also TUHAMIYYA in western Morocco,
or, further, WAZZANIYYA [q.v]). Add to the Bibl of
WAZZANIYYA, O. Depont and X. Coppolani, Les confreries religieuses musulmanes, Algiers 1897, 484-90, and
PJ. Andre, Contribution d I'etude des confreries musulmanes,
Algiers 1956, 241-5, for an evaluation of the numerical importance of the orders's adherents in the 19th
and 20th centuries. See also Hamdun al-Tahin, Tuhfat
al-ikhwdn bi-bacd mandkib shurafd'
Wazzdn, Fas
1324/1906; Muhammad al-Miknasf, al-Kawkab al-ascad
fi mandkib mawldnd sayyidind cAll b. Ahmad, lith. on the
margins of the preceding work; cAbd al-Salam alKadirT, al-Tuhfa al-kddiriyya, ms. Gen. Library of Rabat
no. 2331, I and II (these three sources stem from
affiliates of the order); Muhammad b. al-Tayyib alKadirf, Nashr al-mathdm li-ahl al-karn al-hddi cashar wa
'l-thdni, ed. M. HadjdjI and A. Tawfik, Rabat
1407/1986; and for a detailed bibl. of studies on the
order, H. Elboudrari, La maison du cautionnement. Les
shorfa d'Ouezzane de la saintete d la puissance, diss., EHESS,
Paris 1984.
(AHMED TOUFIQ)
THATTA.
2. M o n u m e n t s .
Over the centuries Thatta has endured invasions,
destruction as well as the fluctuations of the Indus
river bed. This is reflected in the chequered history
of its monuments. Two early mausoleums of saints
remain in the most western part of the city by what
was once an enlarged part of the river bed. Presumably
after the sack of the town by the Portuguese in 1555,
boats were built in that area under Akbar. Two
mahallas formed the western part of the town and in
the northern part stood the mas^id Walf-i-Ni'mat,
which appears to have been used as the Djdm? masajid
before a new structure was ordered by Shahdjahan.
The Shah! bazaar was the link to the later eastern
half of the town. This is a slightly depressed area
which could have been the site of a Mughal irrigation channel. In the north-eastern mahalla, Dabgfran,
the wooden box makers' area, now outside the town,
there remains part of the Dabglr mosque ordered by
Khusrau Khan Carkas in 966/1588. Its measurements
are about 25 m by 11 m and the brick building, similar to other important constructions, stands on a stone
base. The prayer hall, akin to that of a Lodf mosque,
is still extant with the remains of an octagonal drum

and squinches from the collapsed central dome. Two
lower lateral domes cover the rest of the area. Panels
of glazed square tiles with vegetal designs in blues,
white and yellow still remain on some areas of the
building. Part of the visible sahn is paved with flat stones.
The Khirzl mosque standing in the Shahf bazaar
dates from 1022/1613 and was built by cAbd alRazzak Muzaffar Khan prior to his governorship of
Thatta. A small domed entrance leads to the sahn;
each side of the prayer chamber measures 16 m.
Some of the tilework remains in place. The square
Amir Muhammad Khan mosque (1039/1629) with
slightly tapered walls, each side measuring 17 m, consists of an entrance portal, a dome on squinches and
a square hall. The flower tile decoration on the dado
is akin to Mughal flower designs. Other tiles follow
Sindhi geometric patterns.
Persian inscriptions give several dates for the building and repairs of the Djdmi' masajid: start 1053/1644,
completion 1056/1648, stone paving 1068/1657, first
repairs in 1104/1692. During the substantial restoration of the 1970s, the area around the mosque was
cleared to make way for a cahdr-bdgh. The mosque
was ordered by Shahdjahan, and is built along an
east-west axis. It follows the Saldjuk four-iwdn plan
used in India since the 9th/15th century; cf. the Atala
mosque in Djawnpur (810/1408). The overall size is
93 m by 52 m. The main dome rising from a drum
of sixteen panels covers the square prayer hall. Two
lesser domed chambers at the main entrance lead into
the sahn, with smaller ones over each lateral entrance
in the middle of the side riwdks, while its arcades are
covered with a series of small domes. There is no
minaret. Although the restored glazed tiles on an
earthen body look rather crude, the general impact
is still effective, with dense geometric patterns including stars and floral designs. The colours include light
and dark blue, white and yellow. Here the continuation of the tradition tilework of Multan, Ucch and
the tombs of the Makli Hills, is beset with the same
technical problems of loose glazing encountered in
earlier times.
Bibliography: H. Cousens, Sindh tiles, 1906, repr.
Karachi 1993; M.I. Siddiqi, Thatta, Karachi 1979;
A.H. Dani, Thatta. Islamic architecture, Islamabad 1982.
(YOLANDE CROWE)
TIBBIYYE-i c ADLIYYE-i SHAHANE,
the
O t t o m a n I m p e r i a l Medical School of Mahmud
II (r. 1223-55/1808-39 [q.v.]), opened in 1254/1838,
in the renovated Ghalata-Sarayi [q.v.]. It was a reorganisation of the Tibbkhdne-i Amire, a medical school
founded at Istanbul in 1827. The official opening day
of the original Tibbkhdne was 14 March 1827, adopted
by the medical community of the Turkish Republic
as Medicine Day (Tip Bayrami), to celebrate modern
medicine. In the Tibbiyye-i cAdliyye-i Shdhdne—as in the
original Tibbkhdne-i fAmire—European and Ottoman
doctors taught modern Western medicine, not the traditional Muslim medicine based still on the humouralistic system from Antiquity.
During the 19th century, medicine in the Middle
East underwent profound changes. European medicine was introduced on a much larger scale, and
many European texts were translated into Muslim
languages. Translations by cAta3 Allah Muhammad
Shanfzade (d. 1826 [q.v.]) were especially important
in this regard. The aim of these reforms was to improve the health of the armed forces as the measures
in the medical realm were part of military modernisation. Thus medical schools, shaped according to
the Western model, and at which French, Italian,
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Fig. 2. Djami' masd^id, part of a tile panel, from Plate 2 in H. Cousens, Sindh tiles, 1906.
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Austrian and German professors taught European medicine in French, were founded in all major capitals
of the Middle East during the first half of the 19th
century. Muhammad cAli Pasha [q.v.] established the
first one in 1827 near Cairo, followed only a month
later by Mahmud IPs military medical school in
Istanbul. The third, another military medical school,
was included in the Ddr al-Funun, a polytechnic school
founded in Tehran in 1850-1.
The changes in medicine in the Ottoman Empire
during Mahmud IPs reign were part of a wide range
of reforming measures. Under his rule, government
functions proliferated well beyond the traditional realms
of administering justice, collecting taxes and maintaining the armed forces. Matters that had traditionally been left to private hands gradually came under
government administration. The final aim was to create a new generation of able administrators. Two methods were employed to achieve this. First, Ottoman
students were sent to universities in Europe to acquire
a profession in selected valued fields; second, new
schools were established and given precedence over
the traditional Muslim madrasas. One of them was the
Tibbiyye-i cAdliyye-i Shdhdne. The many documents and
letters produced by the Ottoman bureaucracy dealing
with salaries and hiring, teaching aids brought over
from Europe, the school's physical setting, etc., reflect
the close attention of the central government to this
school. Even everyday matters and decisions were not
left to the discretion of the school administration.
The curriculum at the Tibbiyye-i cAdliyye-i Shdhdne,
where the language of instruction was French, was
decidedly Western. Teaching aids pertaining to medical instruction were imported from Europe. In this
it parted ways from the traditional medical schools in
the Ottoman Empire. The few of these that existed,
for example at the Suleymaniyye complex, reproduced
Arab-Muslim medicine based still to a large extent
on interpretations of, and additions to, mediaeval
Muslim texts. In contrast, the four-year course at the
Tibbiyye-i cAdliyye-i Shdhdne followed a syllabus combining general and medical subjects. The general syllabus included languages (Arabic and Turkish, but
also French and Latin). French was mandatory in
order to help the students communicate with the
teachers, many of whom were Europeans. There was
another reason for the French classes. As the sultan
explained in his opening address, the first graduates
of the medical school were to master French in order
to be able to translate the much-needed European
medical texts into Ottoman Turkish. Other non-medical subjects included arithmetic and geometry, drawing, geography, history and zoology. The general
curriculum was taught by Ottoman Muslim teachers.
Medical studies, taught mainly by non-Muslim and
non-Ottoman teachers, comprised anatomy, dissection,
pathology, chemistry, botany and pharmacology, diagnostics, ophthalmology and medical devices.
Despite the pronounced French influence, the school
was the product of the close relationship at the time
between the Ottoman and Habsburg empires. Dr.
Karl Ambros Bernard, a medical doctor and surgeon
and a graduate of the Vienna medical faculty, was
brought in 1838 from the Austrian capital at the instigation of Abdiilhak Efendi, the hekimbashl (Ottoman
head physician [q.v.]), to found the school. Dr. Bernard
served as its first manager till his death at the early
age of 38 in 1844. His widow and family were granted
a stipend by the empire as a sign of respect to the
man and his services to Ottoman medical education.
Dr. Bernard was not the only example. Other Austrians
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teaching at the school were Dr. Neuner and Dr.
Riegler, and in the 1840s an Austrian midwife was
given a contract to teach gynaecology and obstetrics
at the school.
The student body comprised mainly Muslims but
also included Christians. Their numbers fluctuated
from around 200 at the beginning to over 400 by
the end of the 1840s. Similarly, the teaching cadre
rose from fewer than ten in the 1830s to several
dozen a decade later. The Tibbiyye-i cAdliyye-i Shdhdne
functioned in Ghalata for ten years; a fire in August
1848 then obliged the medical school to move to the
Golden Horn.
Bibliography: Many archival documents can be
found in the Ba§bakanhk Osmanh Ar§ivi (The
Archives of the Ottoman Prime Minister) in the
trade, Cevdet and Hatt-i Hiimayun classifications.
For publications that include primary sources, see
Arslan Terzioglu, Turk Avustraya tibbi ili§kerileri,
Istanbul 1987; idem, Turk tibbimn batihla$masi,
Istanbul 1993; Ayten Altinta§, Karl Ambros Bernard'in
Mekteb-i Tibbiye-§ahane'nin kurucusu oldugu meselesi ve
gored hakkinda, in //. Turk Tip Tarihi Kongresi (20-21
^Eyliil 1990), Ankara 1999, 91-9; Rengin Dramur,
Mekteb-i Tibbiye-i §ahane'de ogretin uterine ba^i belgeler,
in ibid., 137-47.
(MiRi SHEFER)
TONGUg, ISMAIL HAKKI (1893-1960), T u r k i s h
educator.
He was born, the son of a peasant family, in
Tataratmaca village, Silistre. He attended Kastamonu
Teachers' College and later the Istanbul Teachers'
College, graduating in 1918. He continued his educational career at the Karlsruhe State Academy for
the Graphic Arts and Ettlingen Teachers' College in
Germany during 1918-19 and 1921-2. After returning to Turkey, Ismail Hakki worked in several schools
both in administrative posts and as a teacher of painting, handicrafts and physical education. In 1935, he
was appointed Director General of Primary Education in the Ministry of Education where he had been
working as the Director of School Museums since
1926. The fame of Ismail Hakki rests basically on his
views concerning the educational problems of village
children in the early Republican period, which found
concrete expression in the project of Village Institutes
[see KOY ENSTITULERI] , his major achievement. Being
the brain behind the Institute, he played a leading
role during their establishment and development.
Forced into resigning office in 1946, because of an
extensive campaign attacking the Institutes, he was
first appointed a member of the Talim ve Terbiye Kurulu
(Instruction and Training Board) and later in 1949 a
teacher at the Atatiirk Lycee, where he worked until
the Ministry's decision to remove him in 1950. Ismail
Hakki retired, following the annulment of the decision
by the Council of State in 1954, and died in Ankara
on 23 June 1960.
Throughout his career as an educator, Ismail Hakki
wrote several books and articles. In most of his works,
he elaborated the educational problems from theoretical
and practical perspectives and stressed the significance
of vocational training in the developmental process.
Bibliography: 1. S e l e c t e d w o r k s . Eli§leri rehben,
Istanbul 1927; Ilk, orta ve muallim mekteplerinde resimeli§leri ve sanat terbiyesi, Istanbul 1932; // ve meslek terbiyesi, Ankara 1933; Koyde egitim, Istanbul 1938;
Canlandinlacak koy, Istanbul 1939; Ilkogretim kavrami,
Istanbul 1946; Resim i§ dersleri, Istanbul 1951; Ogretmen ansiklopedisi ve pedagoji sozlugii, Istanbul 1952;
Pestalozzi focuklar kqyu, Ankara 1960; Mektuplarla koy
enstitusu yillan, Istanbul 1976.
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2. S t u d i e s . M. Ba§aran, Tonguf yolu, Istanbul 1974; Tongufa kitap, Istanbul 1961; M. Gimi,
Tonguf baba. Ulkeyi kucaklayan adam, Istanbul 1990;
E. Tongue, Bir egitim devrimcisi. Ismail Hakki Tonguf
(ya§ami, o'gretisi, eylemi), i, Ankara 1997; P. Turkoglu,
Tongue ve enstituleri, Istanbul 1997.
(AYLIN OZMAN)
TUGHDJ B. DJUFF b. Baltakm (or Yaltakm) (b.
Furan) b. Fun b. Khakan, m i l i t a r y c o m m a n d e r
of Farghanan origin, d.' at Baghdad in 310/922-3.
His father had left Farghana to serve as an officer
in the caliph al-Muctasim's army, also serving his successors al-Wathik and al-Mutawakkil. Djuff, said to have
received katd'i' at Samarra, died in 247/861 on the
same night that al-Mutawakkil was assassinated.
Tughdj left 'Irak at the ghulam Lu'lu^'s invitation
to enter the service of Ahmad b. Tulun [q.v], the
governor of Fustat-Misr, in 254/868. He is said to
have acted as governor of Egypt, Diyar Misr, for the
latter or, according to a variant reading, of Diyar
Mudar. According to Ibn Khallikan, he allegedly recognised the governor of the Djazira, Ishak b. Kundadj,
set there by al-Muwaffak to uphold the cAbbasid cause
against Ibn Tulun, but Ishak later rallied to the latter. At all events, Tughdj, after placing himself at Ibn
Tulun's service, must have returned once more to
c
lrak since his son Muhammad, the future Ikhshld [see
MUHAMMAD B. TUGHDJ] was born at Baghdad, in the
Bab Kufa street, in mid-Radjab 268/January 882.
According to Ibn c Asakir, Abu '1-Djaysh Khumarawayh [q.v.] nominated Tughdj governor of Damascus
after the death of his father Ibn Tulun in 269/882,
a post in which Khumarawayh's two sons and successors, Djaysh (d. 283/896) and then Harun (d. 292/
904-5), confirmed him. He was apparently governor
during the whole of al-Muctadid's caliphate (279-89/
892-902) and at the beginning of the next reign, that
of al-Muktafi. According to Ibn Sa'fd al-AndalusI, he
was also governor of Tiberias, in which his son
Muhammad acted as deputy. An cAlid, one Abu
'1-Tayyib Lahha Muhammad b. Hamza, who enjoyed
great authority in Tiberias, was executed on Harun
b. Khumarawayh's orders for collusion with the
Garmathians (see M. Gil, A history of Palestine 6341099, Cambridge 1992, §§ 467, 473, 487). According
to Ibn cAdfm, Tughdj had previously for long acted
as governor of Aleppo for Khumarawayh.
In 279/892-3, state al-Tabarl and Ibn al-Athlr,
Tughdj led at Aleppo, acting for Khumarawayh, an
expedition involving 'Abbasid and Tulunid generals
in the Djazfra and northern Syria, and in 281/894,
a summer plunder raid deep into Byzantine Anatolia.
In 283/896, a group of Tulunid ghulams, having
failed in a revolt against the incompetent buffoon
Djaysh b. Khumarawayh, sought amdn in Baghdad.
One of the fugitives was Badr b. Djuff, but his brother
Tughdj remained in his post as governor of Damascus, nevertheless showing more and more autonomy
from Fustat-Misr. Certain sources allege that, at the
beginning of Harun's reign, Badr b. c Abd Allah
al-Hammami was sent from Misr with an army and
compelled Tughdj temporarily to evacuate Damascus.
At all events, he was still governor in 289/902 when
he had to face the Carmathian revolt in Syria; an
army under Bashfr which he sent against Ibn
Zakrawayh was wiped out and he himself besieged in
Damascus, losing a large number of troops [see KALB
B. WABARA]. The Tulunids' incapacity, faced with the
Carmathians, led to the "Abbasids deciding to resume
direct control in Syria and Egypt.
On the fall of the Tulunids in 292/905, Tughdj

left Damascus, with other commanders, to submit
to the new 'Abbasid authorities in Misr, who sent
them back as a garrison in the ajund of Kinnasrfh.
He later returned to Baghdad where, according to
Ibn Khallikan, he died in prison.
He left six sons, as well as Muhammad, the future
Ikhshld, and at least one daughter who, in 326/938
married the son of the grand Amir Ibn Ra'ik [q.v],
at the same time as the vizier Abu '1-Fadl's [q.v] son
married Ibn Rack's daughter (al-Hamdani, Dhayl
Ta'nkh al-Taban, ed. M. Abu '1-Fadl Ibrahim, Cairo
1977, 314)'.
Tughdj was known for his passion for perfumes;
when travelling, he had in his train fifty camels loaded
with perfumes [sic]. He is said to have built at
Damascus a cupola with latticework, forming a giant
censer, from which he had wafted the aroma of perfumes for all the population of the city. Even if these
accounts are clearly exaggerated, they do show how
the standard of living in the Syrian-Egyptian lands,
at the end of the 3rd/9th and beginning of the
4th/10th centuries, had risen, allowing the elites to
enjoy a significant amount of luxury goods (see also
Ibn Sacld, al-Mughrib, 154-5).
Bibliography: Many sources have information
on Tughdj, often contradictory. For the present
article, the following only have been used: Tabari,
iii, index; Ibn cAsakir, Tahdhib, vii, 57; c Azfmf, T.
Halab, ed. Zaghrur, 283; Ibn al-cAdfm, £ubda, ed.
Dahhan, i, index; idem, Bughya, ed. Zakkar, ii, ix,
index; Ibn Khallikan, ed. c Abbas, v, 56-7; Ibn alAthfr, vii, index; R. Guest, The governors and judges
of Egypt, Leiden 1912, index. The richest, but not
always the most reliable, source is Ibn Sacld alAndalusf, al-Mughrib f i hula al-Maghrib, ed. Zakl
Muhammad Hasan et alii, Cairo 1954, index. See
also J. Bacharach, The career of Muhammad b. Tughj
al-Ikhshid. . ., in Speculum, 1 (1975), 586-612.
(TH. BiANcmis)
TURKS.
II. LANGUAGES.
(vi) T u r k i c l a n g u a g e s in n o n - A r a b i c and
non-Latin scripts.
During their history of over fifteen centuries Turkic
peoples interacted with peoples and cultures of three
continents. As a result of this process they became
acquainted with many writing systems, used in various regions between Central Asia and Europe. The
historical scene of the emergence of the first written
and literary languages of Turkic peoples is Inner Asia,
the territory of modern Mongolia, the Tarim Basin
(in Sinkiang) and Kansu. The first epigraphic monuments written in a Turkic idiom belong to the Orkhon
Turks (A.D. 552-744) and Uyghurs (744-840), who
created empires in the steppe region. These monuments are written in the so-called runic or runiform
script. After the collapse of their empire, the Uyghurs
left the steppes and moved to the Tarim Basin and
Kansu, founding the Kingdom of Koco (866-1124)
and Kan-tsu (880-1028), both becoming centres of the
Uyghur culture and offering in abundance written
documents mainly of religious (Manichaean, Buddhist
and Nestorian) content. These monuments are written
in Sogdian, Manichaean, Uyghur, and Nestorian scripts
(all of Semitic origin), in Brahmi script (of Indian
origin) and in Tibetan script (in the case of the latter,
also in its variant, the Phags-pa script).
1. The Kha^ar and Karaim languages
Judaism and Jewish culture played an important
role in the Khazar empire [see KHAZARS] in the region
of the Black and Caspian Seas (7th-llth centuries).
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Therefore it is very probable that the Hebrew script
was in use by this Turkic people, although, unfortunately, no written documents have survived.
The Hebrew script was adopted later by the
Karaim, of Jewish religion, living originally in the
Crimea [see KARAITES]. A large part of this people
migrated, probably before the 14th century, to the
western Ukraine and Lithuania. They lived there until
the end of the Second World War, when they moved
to Poland. The rich written culture of the Karaim is
represented by many manuscripts and printed works.
Today, the Karaim language is an especially endangered language; some dialects of it can be considered
as extinct.
The generally suggested, supposed historical continuity between the Khazars and the Karaim remains
unproven.
2. The Armenian-Klpcak language
After the collapse of the Armenian Asa empire in
the middle of the 11 th century, Armenians moved to
the Crimea, and later to the western Ukraine. As a
result of intensive contact with the Kipcak Turks, they
adopted their language for purposes of administration
and religious practice, keeping their original Armenian
language for secular life. These documents, which have
come down to us from between the 16th and 17th
centuries, are written in Armenian script.
3. The Armenian-Ottoman language
After the Turkicisation of Asia Minor, Armenians
living in different provinces of Anatolia seem very
soon to have become bilingual. Turcophone Armenians
created their own Turkish literature in the so-called
Armeno-Turkish language, written in Armenian script.
As a result of this activity, a large body of literature
(original works, translations, inscriptions, later also journals) was created. This written documentation, which
is especially rich from the 17th century onwards, can
be traced back until the 14th century.
4. The Greek alphabet used in the Ottoman Empire for
Turkish
The Orthodox Christian Karamans (Turkish
Kardmdnlilar), living in northeastern Anatolia until the
Greek-Turkish population exchanges of 1924, created
a special literature, the products of which were written in Greek script. The history of this well-documented group of monuments can be traced back to
the 16th century. It is obvious that these products (at
the outset, works of a religious and historical content,
later also journals and newspapers, etc.) written in the
so-called Karaman (KardmdnlT) language (in fact, in a
special dialect of Ottoman Turkish), were also used
by the bilingual Greeks living in other regions, especially in the Ottoman capital. Many written texts in
the Turkish language but Greek alphabet have also
come down to us from this large ethnic and religious
group of the empire.
5. Other alphabets used in the Ottoman Empire for Turkish
The Syriac script was used for Turkish by a small
Christian community. These texts, mainly preserved
in the University Library of Bonn, were destroyed
during the Second World War.
At the same time, the Hebrew alphabet was also
used by the Jewish community for Turkish, the bestknown surviving example being a copy of an Ottoman
chronicle in this script.
The Institute of Manuscripts of the Georgian
Academy of Sciences in Tbilisi has a large collection
of Ottoman Turkish texts written in the Georgian
alphabet. Unfortunately, we do not possess any survey of or study on this precious material, so that neither its quantity nor its character and chronology are
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so far known. Scholars agree, however, that a systematic analysis of these materials could throw interesting light on the history of the Ottoman Turkish
language in this region of the empire.
The Cyrillic alphabet was used in the Balkans for
Turkish by intellectuals interested in the official language of the empire. We possess a few manuscripts
and printed books, mainly from the 19th century.
6. Other Turkic languages written in Cyrillic script
Turkic peoples living in Eastern Europe and Siberia
(Chuvash, a part of the Volga Tatars, Yakuts, Turkic
peoples in the Altai Region, etc.), due to the Russian
colonial expansion from the 18th century onwards,
experienced Russian missionary activities, and thereby
an acquaintance with the Cyrillic alphabet. All other
Turkic peoples living in the former Soviet Union
adopted the Cyrillic script in the second phase of the
Soviet writing reform (1939-40), after a very short
period of using the Latin script, introduced to these
peoples between 1922 and 1930 as a replacement for
the Arabic alphabet.
The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 created
a new situation for rethinking the language and script
policies of the former imperial power. In the sometimes heated discussions, all possible solutions found
their supporters (keeping the Cyrillic script; reintroduction of the Latin, or even of the Arabic alphabets). In the course of the 1990s, Azerbaijan,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan have reintroduced the
Latin alphabet with some special signs. In these countries, a transition period, in which both Latin and
Cyrillic scripts may be used, has been allowed. Efforts
to create a Latin alphabet on a common theoretical
and practical basis for all Turkic peoples have until
now had no results.
Bibliography: U. Marazzi, Tevdnh-i al-i C0smdn.
Cronaca anonima ottomana in trascrizione ebraica (dal
manoscritto Heb. E 63 delta Bodleian Library), Naples
1980; A. Stepanjan, Bibliografiya knig na turetskom
ya^ike, napisannikh armyanskimi bukuami (1727-1968),
Erevan 1985; E. Balta, Karamanlidika. Additions (15841900). Bibliographie analytique, Athens 1987; idem,
Karamanlidika. XXe siecle. Bibliographie analytique, Athens
1987; A. Hetzer, Backeren. Texte. Eine Chrestomathie
aus Armenier-drucken des 19. Jahrhunderts in tiirkischer
Sprache. Unter dem Gesichtspunkt der fonktionalen Stile
des Osmanischen ausgewdhlt und bearbeitet, Wiesbaden
1987; G. Hazai (ed.), Handbuch der tiirkischen
Sprachwissenschaft. Teil I, Budapest-Wiesbaden 1990;
I. Baldauf, Schriftreform und Schriftwechsel bei den muslimischen Russland- und Sowjet-Tiirken 1850-1937,
Budapest-Wiesbaden 1993; K.H. Menges, The Turkic
languages and peoples. An introduction to the history of
Turkic peoples, 2Wiesbaden 1995; W.E. Scharlipp,
Tilrkische Sprache, arabische Schrift. Ein Beispiel schrifthistonscher Akkulturation, Budapest 1995; N. Ruji, An
introduction to Uighur scripts and documents, Urumqi
1997 fin Chinese]; T. Tekin, Tank boyunca tilrkfenin
ya&mi, Ankara 1997; P.T. Daniels and W. Bright
(eds.), The world's writing systems, Oxford 1996; Balta,
Karamanlidika. Nouvelles additions et complements, Athens
1997; L. Johanson and E.A. Csato (eds.), The Turkic
languages, London and New York 1998; V. Adam,
J.P. Laut and A. Weiss, Bibliographie alttiirkischer
Studien, nebst einem Anhang: Alphabetisches Siglen verzeichnis zu Klaus Rohrborn: Uigurisches Worterbuch, Lieferung
1-6 (1977-1988), Wiesbaden 2000; H. Jensen, Die
Schrift. Die Schrift in Vergangenheit und Gegenwart, 3Berlin
2000; PTF, ed. J. Deny et aln, i-ii, Wiesbaden 195964, iii, ed. H.R. Roemer, Berlin 2000; J.M. Landau
and B. Kellner-Heinkele, Politics of language in the
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ex-Soviet Muslim states. Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan and Tajikistan, London 2001;
D. Shapira, Miscellanea judaeo-turkica. Four JudaeoTurkic notes. IV, in JSAI, xxvii (2002), 475-96.
(G. HAZAI)
III. LITERATURE.
6. (m) Turkish l i t e r a t u r e in Muslim India.
The constant stream of Turkish migrants started
pouring on to Indian soil from the 5th/llth century
onwards, but hardly anything is known of the role
Turkish language played in the Ghaznawid, Ghurid
and Sultanate periods. Turkish seems to have been
used mainly as a medium of communication in the
army, but also in court circles (see Amir Khusraw
Dihlawl, Nuh sipihr, ed. Muhammad Wahid Mirza,
Oxford 1950, 173). The hitherto unearthed sole remnants of Turkish from this period are the Turkish words
contained in a Persian dictionary, the Farhang-i
zufdn-guyd wa dj_ahdn puyd (see R. Dankoff, The Turkish
vocabulary of the Farhang-i zqfdn-guya, Bloomington 1987).
The Tlmurid conquest and then the establishment
of the Mughal dynasty altogether changed this situation. The Tlmurids and their Turkish military elite
arrived in India with a cultural legacy that included
support for and cultivation of a Turko-Persian literary tradition which was in a sense founded and elaborated by the activities of CA1I Shir Nawa3! [<7-^.].
Tlmurids in India remained true to their Central
Asian Turkish legacy till the 19th century, and it was
a custom for Mughal princes to be trained in Turkish
as well as in the other great Islamic languages. The
last member of the family whose skills in Turkish
grammar, lexicography and poetry were well known
in Hindustan was Mirza 'Alf-bakht GurganI "Azfarl"

[}.».].

Timurid and thus also Mughal rulers and princes
were not only passive patrons of culture but also
played an active role in literary life (see Muhammad
Khalidl, Gulistdn-i Timun, Lakhnaw 1973). Quite a
few of them displayed outstanding literary skills but
only some of them are known to have contributed to
Turkish literary output in India. Except for the first
generation of Indian Tlmurids, the sources do not
yield much information on possible Turkish works by
members of the royal family. The Turkish oeuvre of
Babur [q.v.] is, of course, well known, and some
Turkish lines by Humayun [q.v.] and a full diwdn by
Kamran [q.v.] have been preserved. Due to the ruler's
political aims and policies, Turkish seems to have
been pushed into the background in court circles during the reign of Akbar [q.v]. Nevertheless, later rulers
seem to have been able at least to appreciate Turkish
poetry, as was the case with Shah cAlam II (176088, 1788-1806; see Azfan, Wakfat-i Azfan, ed. T.
Chandrashekharan, Madras 1957, 17). Turkish manuscripts copied in India indicate that Nawa'i was the
most often read author, but contemporary sources
remain silent on these rulers' literary activities in
Turkish.
The benefits which the Mughal empire could offer
in its heyday attracted many immigrants from the
neighbouring lands. Soldiers, poets and scholars flocked
to Hindustan to try their luck by entering imperial
service or by being employed at one of the numerous noble courts. Many of these came from regions
inhabited by Turkish peoples. Though contemporary
sources do not devote much space to achievements
in Turkish, their references being random, it is still
possible to draw a fairly detailed picture of those persons who cultivated Turkish.
The brother of the historian Bayazfd Bayat, Shah-

berdi, writing under the pseudonym Sakka Caghatay
(d. ca. 1558) composed poetry in Turkish. Mir
Muhammad, the brother-in-law of Akbar's wet-nurse,
Djidji-anaga, was a renowned art lover who not only
supported poets but also composed verses both in
Persian and Turkish under the takhallus "Ghaznawl".
He is supposed to have written a great number of
poems, but nothing has so far been found from his
oeuvre. Well known is the poetic achievement of the
Turkmen statesman Bayram Khan [q.v.], whose Persian
and Turkish diwdn has been published. His son, cAbd
al-Rahlm Khan, Khan-i Khanan [q.v.], following his
father's footsteps, acted as both a generous patron of
outstanding literary talents and a dedicated poet who
was able to compose poetry in several languages including various dialects of Turkish. The mushd'iras [q.v],
meetings of poets organised at his court, were attended
by poets who excelled in Turkish poetry as well.
Reference should be made here to Kalb-i CA1I, a
Turkmen from the Baharlu tribe, Siyanl Hamadanl,
or the Aleppo-born Turkish poet Darwlsh Mithll.
Though their complete poetical works do not seem
to have survived, a few of their couplets in Turkish
are preserved in our sources.
One of the most honoured poets of the 17th century, Mlrza Sa'ib Tabriz! [q.v] who received the title
of malik al-shu'ara' or laureate from Shah c Abbas II,
was also attracted to the Mughal court. He is famous
for his Persian poetry that set a trend which was followed even in Ottoman Turkey, but one should not
forget that he was an equally gifted poet in Turkish.
This side of his poetic talent almost faded into oblivion because only a handful of the manuscripts of his
Persian diwdn contain Turkish pieces. At some point
during the reign of Awrangzlb, there migrated to
Hindustan Husayn Farldun Isfahan!, whose Persian
diwdn has preserved a couple of Turkish lines as well.
Dlwall Singh (d. 1896) a well-known poet and a great
stylist in Persian, became famous under his takhallus
"Katll". Following the practice of members of the
Mughal elite in the 17th-18th centuries, he also learnt
Turkish and wrote two short stories in this tongue.
His famous work on Persian style titled Car sharbat
contains a sketchy Turkish grammar explained in
Persian.
In a multi-ethnic society like India, it is not considered an extraordinary feat if someone learns several languages, but even in such an environment the
achievements of Insha-allah Khan "Insha" [q.v] earned
him fame. Born to a family of Turkish immigrants
from Nadjaf, he not only spoke Arabic, Persian, Urdu,
Kashmiri, Purbi, Pashto and Turkish but was also
able to compose poetry in these tongues. His Turkish
output consists of a couple of kasidas, mukhammas, a
few bayts in his Shikdr-ndma and a prose diary entitled Turki ruzndmca. One of his most intimate friends
and fellow poet was Sacadat-yar Khan "Rangm" [<7-y.],
whose father Tahmasp Beg Khan Ttikad-Djang arrived
in India with the army of Nadir Shah and later wrote
his memoirs, the Ahmad-ndma. Rangln spent most of
his life in Lucknow in the service of Mirza SulaymanShukuh. His works in Turkish includes a TurkishUrdu vocabulary titled Msdb-i turki and a few Turkish
lines in his Ma^mu'a-yi Rangm.
It should be noted, however, that contemporary
chronicles and tadhkiras are full of references to poets
of Turkish origin whose literary achievements in their
mother-tongue have not yet come to light. There is
further the fact that libraries, mainly throughout the
former British Indian Empire, preserve manuscripts
written in or on Turkish whose authors are either
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not mentioned in historical sources or literary anthologies, or even when contemporary records provide some
information on them, their knowledge of Turkish is
not mentioned. One should mention here Kaplan Beg,
Yolkuli Beg "Anlsl" Shamlu, Mulla Shayda'I Tekkelii,
Ustad Mfrza CA1I Kipcakl and also Plr Muhammad
"Aghar Khan" an Uzbek from the Aghar tribe who
distinguished himself in the wars of Awrangzlb's reign.
He composed verses filling a full diwan that is preserved in an Indian institution, but contemporary
sources remain silent on his contribution to IndoTurkish literature.
Beside being a medium for artistic expression
Turkish was also used for more mundane purposes
in Mughal India up to the 19th century, as a language quite common in court circles, in the army
and in diplomatic correspondence, mainly with Russia
and the Ottoman Empire.
Bibliography: H.K. Hofman, Turkish literature. A
bio-bibliographical survey, Utrecht 1969; S.A. Garriev
(ed.), Turkmen edebiyatinlng tarikhl, i, Ashgabat 1975,
351-93; M. Fuat Koprulii, art. Qagatay edebiyati, in
L4, iii, 270-323; A. Schimmel, Tiirkisches in Indien,
in Scholia. Beitrdge zur Turkologie und ^entralasienkunde.
Annemarie von Gabain ^um 80. Geburtstag am 4. Juli
1981 dargebracht von Kollegen, Freunden und Schiilern,
Wiesbaden 1981, 156-62; A.F. Bilkan, Hindistan
kutiiphanelennde bulunan turkfe el yazmalan, in Turk Dili
(Nisan 1996), 1096-1105; B. Peri, A tordk irds- es
szobeliseg nyomai a mogul-kori Indidban: Mirzd cAll-baxt
Gurgdm Azfari Mi^dn at-turki cimu grammatikai ertekezese
es ami korulotte van ("Traces of Turkish language use
in Mughal India. The Mlzan at-turkl by Mlrza
c
All-bakht Gurganf Azfarl and its background"),
Ph.D. diss., Budapest 2000, unpubl. (B. PERI)
AL-TUSI, C ALA 3 AL-DlN C ALI b. Muhammad,
i m p o r t a n t religious scholar of the 9th/15th century. He grew up in Iran (in Samarkand, according
to al-Suyutf [</.&.]), where he also finished his studies.
During the reign of the Ottoman Sultan Murad II
[q.v.] (probably in the second phase of his rule, i.e.
between 850/1446 and 855/1451), he came to
Anatolia and was appointed as a teacher at the madrasa
al-sultdniyya in Bursa [q.v.]. After the conquest of
Constantinople in 1453, Mehemmed II [q.v.] assigned
him to a professorship, first in Istanbul, afterwards in
Edirne [q.v.]. It was around this time that the contest between al-Tusf and Khodja-zade [q.v.] took place.
Both had been summoned by the sultan to compose
a work of advice on the famous discussion between
al-Ghazall [q.v] and the philosophers. A jury classified al-Tusf's treatise as the one of lesser interest. As
a consequence, he renounced his academic post in
Edirne and returned, via Tabriz [q.v], to Samarkand.
He is said to have returned there to live as a Sun",
allegedly under the guidance of cUbayd Allah Ahrar
[see

AHRAR, KHWADJA CUBAYD ALLAH, in Suppl.]. He is

reported to have died in Samarkand in 877/1472
(according to al-Suyuti) or in 887/1482 (according to
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Tashkopriizade and Hadjdji Khalifa [q.vv.]).
Notwithstanding the above-mentioned failure, recorded in several sources, al-TusI was able to compose
a considerable number of scientific works. As was
the case with many scholars of the 9th/15th century,
al-Tusi's writings deal with the various disciplines
that were taught at the madrasa [q.v.]. His works can
be divided into the following categories:
Kur'dn exegesis: superglosses on the glosses of alDjurdjanf [q.v] on the al-Kashshdf of al-Zamakhsharl

[?•»•];

Fikh: glosses on the commentary of al-Taftazam
[q.v] on al-Mahbubl's Tawdih, and also glosses on the
commentary of al-Idjf [q.v] on the Alukhtasar muntahd
al-su'dl of Ibn al-Hadjib [q.v.]',
Kaldm: glosses on al-Djurdjanf's commentary on alIdji's al-Mawdkif as well as on al-Djurdjanl's commentary on al-Idji's al-Akd'id]
Logic and philosophy, superglosses on al-Djurdjanl's
glosses on Kutb al-Dfn al-Tahtanl's commentary on
Siradj al-Dln al-Urmawf's Matdlf al-anwdr ji 'l-mantik,
as well as the above-mentioned treatise on the discussion between al-Ghazali and the philosophers, which
has become known under the title al-Dhakhira (Ji 'lmuhdkama bayna al-Gha^dli wa 'l-hukamd3).
Several of these texts have survived in manuscript
(see Brockelmann, IP, 261-2, S II 279, 292a). So far,
however, only the Dhakhira has appeared in print
(Haydarabad 1899; recently also under the title Tahdfut
alfaldsifa, ed. R. Sacada, Beirut 1990; cf. the Turkish
translation by R. Duran, Ankara 1990). The work
shows that al-TusI, following al-Ghazall, tried to combine classical doctrines of Sunn! theology with philosophical concepts. Among other things, he underlines
that the rules of logic and the results of mathematics and astronomy are incontestable; should the statements of revelation be in contradiction with them,
they must be interpreted allegorically. In the doctrine
on the soul, too, al-TusI is a representative of philosophical notions (the soul lives on after death; spiritual enjoyments have precedence over physical
pleasures, in both this world and the hereafter). In
the question of causality, on the contrary, he insists
that the occasionalistic theory of the early Ashcan theologians is correct.
Bibliography. Laknawl, al-Fawd^id al-bahiyya,
Cairo 1906, 145-6; Suyutl, Na&n al-cikdn, ed. P. Hitti,
New York 1927, 132; Tashkopruzade, al-Shakd'ik
al-nucmaniyya, Ger. tr. O. Rescher, ConstantinopleStuttgart 1927-34, repr. Osnabruck 1978, 58-60;
Brockelmann, II2, 261-2, S II, 279; Hacjjdjf Khalifa,
Kaskf al-g.unun, ed. §. Yaltkaya and R. Bilge, Istanbul
1941-3, 497, 513, 825, 1144, 1479, 1856, 1892;
Miibahat Tiirker, Uf tahafut bahmmdan felsefe ve din
miinasebetleri, Ankara 1956; Mustafa S. Yazicioglu,
Le, kaldm et son role dans la societe turco-ottomane aux
XVe et XVIe siecles, Ankara 1990; T. Nagel, Geschichte
der islamischen Theologie, Munich 1994, 203-4.
(U. RUDOLPH)
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U
'UBAYD ALLAH SULTAN KHAN, r u l e r in
T r a n s o x a n i a of the Uzbeks or Ozbegs [q.v.]
940-6/1533-9.
He was the son of Mahmud Sultan, son of ShahBudagh, son of the founder of the Uzbek confederacy, Abu '1-Khayr Khan, a descendant of Cingiz
Khan's grandson Shfban (hence the epithet "Shlbanf,"
or "Shaybanf" [see SHIBANIDS]). During his youth,
c
Ubayd Allah accompanied his uncle Muhammad
Shibam Khan (r. 905-16/1500-10) on his sweeping
victories over the Tfmurids throughout Central Asia
and Khurasan in order to re-establish Cingizid rule
in the area. On 7 Muharram 913/19 May 1507 the
Uzbek forces under cUbayd Allah and Temiir Sultan
defeated the Tfmurids outside Harat. As a victory
prize, 'Ubayd Allah was given in marriage Mihranglz
Begim, a daughter of Muzaffar-Husayn Mfrza, who
shared the throne of Harat with his brother Bad!' alZaman Mfrza after the death of their father, SultanHusayn Mlrza, in 912/1506. With the consolidation
of his rule over Khurasan and Central Asia, Muhammad Shfbanf Khan appointed cUbayd Allah as
governor of Bukhara.
In Radjab 917/October 1511, Babur [q.v.] re-occupied Samarkand, his ancestral capital, with the help
of the Safawid Shah Isma'fl I [q.v.]. The Uzbeks were
not slow to retaliate, and in Safar 918/April 1512
Babur launched an ill-prepared attack on the Uzbeks
under 'Ubayd Allah at Kol-i Malik near Bukhara,
and although Babur had been winning, suddenly
"through the machinations of heaven, the evil eye
struck" and Babur lost. After the battle he left Transoxania forever. On 3 Ramadan 918/12 November
1512, 'Ubayd Allah defeated the Safawid general
Nadjm-i Thanf (Amir Yar-Ahmad Isfahan!) at the
Battle of Gizhduvan (Ghudjduwan). The next winter,
Shah Isma'fl returned to western Persia to deal with
incursions by the Ottoman Sultan Selfm I, and Kasim
Khan of the Kirghiz-Kazakhs returned to Siberia to
tend to his realm, leaving the Uzbeks a free hand in
Central Asia. That winter cUbayd Allah took Hissar,
to the north of the upper Oxus, from the Moghuls.
In 920/1514 the Uzbeks headed for Andizhan, where
the Moghul Sultan-Sacfd Khan was. Since by then
Babur had withdrawn to Kabul, the khan went to
Kashghar, leaving Hissar to fall to the Uzbeks.
c
Ubayd Allah became the khan of the Shfbanids
in 940/1533, although, as Mfrza Haydar reports,
"from the year 911 [1505] until the end of the reign
of the latter khans, it was really he who had conducted the affairs of the Shibanids, and had he
accepted to be khan, no-one would really have opposed
him; nonetheless, he maintained the ancient custom
and let the office of khan be given to whoever was
the eldest—until after Abu Sa'Td Khan, when there
was no one older than him" (Tdnkh-i-Rashldi, 181-2).
During his ascendancy, six advances were made
against Khurasan. In 930/1523 there was an abortive
siege of Harat. In 932/1525 Mashhad was taken, and
'Ubayd Allah proceeded to Astarabad and drove the
governor out. Astarabad was given to cUbayd Allah's
son cAbd al-cAzfz, but he could not hold out against

Safawid reinforcements and had finally to abandon
the territory. When the Uzbeks advanced on Khurasan
the third time, they clashed with the Safawid army
at Saru Kamish near Djam on 10 Muharram 935/24
September 1528, and although the battle was going
badly against the Safawids, they managed to turn it
into a resounding defeat of the Uzbeks. An eyewitness account of this battle is included in Babur's memoirs (Babur-nama, fol. 354), where it is incorrectly
recorded that 'Ubayd Allah was killed. The fifth invasion of Khurasan was launched in 937/1530-1, but
the Uzbeks again pulled out when Shah Tahmasp I
advanced on them and entered Harat on 22 Djumada
II 939/19 January 1533. The sixth and last invasion
was made in 942/1535, when the Uzbeks again took
Mashhad. Harat was evacuated by the Uzbeks in
Sha'ban 943/January 1537 and re-occupied by the
Safawids under the command of Khudabanda and
Muhammad Khan Sharaf al-Dfn-oghlu Takalii.
In 945/1538-9, cUbayd Allah's forces occupied
Khwarazm, but subsequently they were dealt a crushing defeat by Din-Muhammad Khan, another Cingizid
descendant with whom Shah Tahmasp had formed
an alliance and to whom he had given the territory
of Nasa and Ablward. Returning to Bukhara in
946/153, "in answer to the cries of the oppressed,
c
Ubayd Allah took to his bed, overtaken by a severe
illness, and while pining for Harat and yearning to
stroll along the banks of the Malan Bridge, he hastened to the next world, and the residents of Khurasan
were released from the oppression and cruelty of that
heathen butcher" (Iskandar Beg, T.-i fAlam-drd, 66).
He left two sons, cAbd al-cAzIz and MuhammadRahfm Sultan, but the khanate went to cAbd Allah
Khan; the son of cUbayd Allah's predecessor, Kucum
Khan, although cAbd al-cAzfz continued to rule autonomously in Bukhara. A valuable eyewitness accounts
of events in Bukhara, Samarkand and Tashkent during cUbayd Allah's reign is Zayn al-Dln Mahmud
Wasifi's Baddyf al-wakdyic.
Bibliography: Babur, Bdbur-ndma; Fadl Allah
Ruzbihan Isfahan!, Mihmdn-ndma-yi Bukhara, Moscow
1976; Hasan Rumlu, Ahsan al-tawdnkh, Tehran
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Eng. tr. W.M. Thackston, Cambridge, Mass. 1996;
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TJKALA' AL-MADJANIN (A.), "wise fools", a general denomination for i n d i v i d u a l s whose actions
c o n t r a d i c t social n o r m s , while t h e i r u t t e r ances are regarded as wisdom. It is not altogether clear whether or not wise fools were particularly
numerous in the early 'Abbasid period. At any rate,
several authors of classical Arabic literature have
treated the phenomenon in specific works that belong
to the literary genre dealing with unusual classes of
people, such as the blind or misers. While the first
collection devoted specifically to wise fools was apparently a work written by al-Mada'im (d. 228/843 [q.v.]),
the only surviving work is the Kitdb cUkald* al-mad^amn
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by Abu '1-Kasim al-Hasan b. Muhammad al-Naysabun
(d. 406/1015 [q.v.]) (ed. c Umar al-Ascad, Beirut
1407/1987).
Al-Naysabun, while drawing upon earlier authors
such as al-Djahiz (d. 255/868 [q.v.]) or Ibn Abi '1Dunya (d. 281/894 [0.0.]), introduces his subject from
a theological point of view. For him, God has created the world in splendour and incapacity at the
same time: good is blended with evil, and health with
illness. In this way, madness, even though apparently
a contradiction to God's benevolence, is a perfectly
normal constituent of the human condition. In the
following, the author discusses the terms used to denote
madness, besides classifying different connotations of
madness, such as ahmak, mcftuh, mamsus, mamrur, etc.
The main part of his work is devoted to anecdotes
about specific characters known as wise fools. He
begins with Uways al-Karanf [q.v], Madjnun [q.v],
Sacdun and Buhlul [</-^-], all of whom share a relatively ascertained historical existence. After these, alNaysaburf lists a large number of tales about other,
less popular wise fools, details about whose lives
become progressively more limited. The names he
mentions include 'Ulayyan, Abu '1-Dlk, c Abd alRahman b. al-Ashcath, Abu Sacfd al-Dab'I, Dju c ayfiran and many others; the final chapters of his work
deal with Bedouin (including Imru 3 al-Kays [q.v] and
Habannaka), women, and anonymous persons.
Though each of the characters known as wise fools
behaved in an individual manner, several traits were
germane to all or most of them (Dols 1992, 349-65):
wise fools were indifferent to appearance, often walking around naked or half-clad; they were oblivious to
social conventions such as greeting or paying respect;
they were ascetics, living on charity and not caring
for worldly possessions; they lived in the streets of the
cities without any specific abode, while their favourite
place of residence was the cemetery. Those of the
wise fools whose actions were considered harmful to
society were held in hospitals. Wise fools would constantly remind their fellow citizens, particularly the
powerful, of their worldliness and vanity, quoting pious
verses and admonishing them with stories or allegories
alluding to the hereafter; some of them even acted
as unofficial preachers. In particular, their quality as
free-wheeling admonishers makes the Islamic wise fools
appear as precursors of the mediaeval European phenomenon of the court fool (Mezger 1991). Hence it
is not surprising to see Buhlul, who in later tradition
all over the Islamic word was to become the stereotypical figure for the character of the wise fool
(Marzolph 1983), being listed in European literature
as the court fool of Harun al-Rashfd (K.F. Flogel,
Geschichte der Hojharren, Leipzig 1789, 172 ff.).
Other works of Islamic literature, while more or
less drawing upon the same data, interpreted the phenomenon in various directions. Ibn al-Djawzf (d.
597/1200 [q.v]) in his K. Sifat al-sajwa, regards the
wise fools as important figures in the early history of
Sufism (Dols 1992, 376), and Ibn al-cArabI (d.
638/1240 [q.v]) in his al-Futuhdt al-makkiyya elevates
the holy fools to the position of spiritual leaders (ibid.,
408-9). In Persian literature, wise fools figure prominently in the mystical mathnawis of Fand al-Dm
c
Attar (d. 617/1220 [q.v]), for whom the character is
licensed to speak his mind in a way beyond that
permissible to ordinary human beings (Ritter 1978,
159-80).
Bibliography: H. Ritter, Das Meer der Seele,
2
Leiden 1978; U. Marzolph, Der Weise Nan Buhlul,
Wiesbaden 1983; W. Mezger, Narrenidee und Fast-
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nachtsbrauch, Konstanz 1991; M. Dols, Majnun. The
madman in medieval Islamic society, Oxford 1992.
(U. MARZOLPH)
C
UKBARA, a town of m e d i a e v a l ' I r a k , lying,
in the time of the classical Arabic geographers (3rd4th/9th-10th centuries) on the left, i.e. eastern, bank
of the Tigris, ten farsakhs to the north of Baghdad,
roughly halfway between the capital and Samarra3.
As Yakut noted (Bulddn, ed. Beirut, iv, 142), the
name is orginally Aramaic (suriydm), sc. cOkbara, and
the history of the place can be traced back at least
to early Sasanid times. In the reign of the emperor
Shapur I (mid-3rd century A.D.), Roman captives
were settled there, and by the reign of Khusraw
Anusharwan (mid-6th century A.D.), it was the cheflieu of the subdistrict (tassudj,) called Buzurdjsabur in
the kura or province of Khusrawma (see M.G. Morony,
Iraq after the Muslim conquest, Princeton 1984, 138-9).
When the Arabs started raiding into Sasanid clrak,
Khalid b. al-Walld in 12/633-4 sent the commander
al-Nusayr b. Daysam al-Tdjlf to the region north of
al-Mada'in, and the people of cUkbara and the nearby
Baradan made agreements for amdn or a peace settlement with the incomers. Therafter, the town flourished as part of the rich, irrigated agricultural region
stretching along the Tigris banks; al-Mukaddasf, 122,
praises its fruits, and in particular its grapes, and Ibn
Hawkal, ed. Kramers, i, 219, tr. Kramers and Wiet,
i, 213, mentions the watermills (curiib) there, a feature
characteristic of the whole river valley between alMawsil and Baghdad (see A. Mez, Die Renaissance des
Islam's, Heidelberg 1922, 438-9, Eng. tr. Patna 1937,
466-7). The town was large and populous in the
4th/IOth century, and a Jewish community there is
mentioned in the early 3rd/9th century. But from
Saldjuk times onwards, mentions of it in the historical and geographical sources dwindle. It appears that
the bed of the Tigris above Baghdad began to shift
its course, for al-Mascudf, Murud}, i, 223, ed. and tr.
Pellat, §235, already mentions disputes and lawsuits
(mutdlabdt) between proprietors along the eastern and
western banks. Le Strange noted that the author of
the Mardsid al-ittildc (ca. A.D. 1300) clearly mentions
'Ukbara as by that time standing a considerable distance to the west of the Tigris, the river's bed having shifted eastwards into the channel then known as
al-Shutayta "the little shaft [q.v]", and the ruins of
c
Ukbara lie at the present day on the left bank of
the old channel of the Tigris (see G. Le Strange,
Description of Mesopotamia and Baghdad written about the
year 900 A.D. by Ibn Serapion, in JRAS [1895], 37-9;
A. Musil, The Middle Euphrates, a topographical itinerary,
New York 1927, 137-8).
Al-Sam c ani, K. al-Ansdb, ed. Haydarabad, ix, 345-8,
mentions a considerable number of scholars stemming
from cUkbara, and at a slightly later date, the parents of the Hanbalf fakih and philologist cAbd Allah
b. al-Husayn al-cUkban [q.v] came from the town.
Bibliography: Given in the article; see also Le
Strange, The lands of the Eastern Caliphate, 50-1.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
C
UMAN.
iii. Social s t r u c t u r e .
c
Uman is overwhelmingly an Arab, Muslim society, and tribal organisation remains an important
element in national identity. The country's rapid development since 1970 has introduced a measure of physical and social mobility, as well as creating an influx
of emigrants.
The migration of Arab tribes into cUman predates
Islam, with Kahtanf or South Arabian tribes moving
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along the southern Arabian Peninsula from Yemen
into c Uman around the 2nd century A.D. They were
followed several centuries later by 'Adnanf or North
Arabian tribes who penetrated from the west along
the Gulf coast. The Islamisation of cUman resulted
in the eviction of the Persianised ruling class stemming from Sasanid influences and completed the organisation of the tribal framework that continues today.
On the local level, the competition for scarce
resources in water and arable land created a mosaic
of tribal settlement. Many settlements stretch alongside the courses of wddis and attendant fala^s (water
channels); frequently the 'alaya or upper quarter is
inhabited by a tribe in traditional rivalry with another
tribe occupying the sifdla or lower quarter. Regionally,
a rough balance was obtained through two competing alliances and this balance was replicated on the
national level by association with either the Hinawiyya
confederation or the opposing Ghafiriyya confederation. Above these confederations stood the Ibadf imamate [see IBADIYYA] which served as a supertribal or
quasi-national institution. Because the tribal confederations acted principally as balancers of power, membership in one or the other tended to be fluid over
time. This has tended to blur earlier tendencies for
al-Hinawiyya to consist of Ibadi and c Adnanf tribes
and al-Ghafiriyya to consist of Sunm and Kahtanf tribes.
The power of the Ibadf imamate derived directly
from the personal standing of the imam, who was both
dependent on the support of the principal shqykhs of
the major tribes of both confederations for his position and the mediating figure between them and
between tribes on the regional and local levels. This
system gave enormous power to the leading shaykhs
who dominated the confederations, and especially powerful shqykhs were able to use their power to determine the election of imams. During the second half
of the 19th century, the powerful shaykhly family of
the Hinawf al-Hirth tribe of al-Sharkiyya region orchestrated a series of attempts to oust the Al Bu Sacld
[</.#.] rulers in Maskat in order to restore the imamate. But by the early 20th century, the head of the
Ghafirf Banu Riyam had become the predominant
political figure in the interior, and the imam elected
in 1920 came from a Ghafirf tribe.
The reassertion of sultanate control over interior
c
Uman in the mid-1950s, with the attendant demise
of the imamate, reduced the autonomy of the tribes
and restricted the role of the shqykhs. For the first
time, order and authority was maintained by a permanent army presence and, with a single exception,
the shqykhs found their responsibilities restricted to
leadership of their own tribes. When a new development-minded government appeared as a result of a
palace coup d'etat in 1970, the role of the shqykhs was
further reduced. The government assumed responsibility for public works and welfare. Social service
ministries carried out improvements throughout the
country, and a new system of courts and national
police usurped many of the traditional functions of
the shaykhs.
But even though the political power of the tribes
has waned considerably since 1970, their social functions remain undiminished. Marriages take place by
and large within the tribe, if not within the extended
family. The government issues identity cards classifying the holder by tribal membership. Tribesmen seek
the assistance of fellow tribesmen in obtaining employment, business help, and resolving problems with the
police.
The great majority of the c Umanf population is

Arab and either Ibadi or Sunm Muslim. The more
prominent of these two divisions is the Ibadf sect,
which, until the second half of the 20th century, provided the national leadership of c Uman through an
elected imam. Perhaps slightly less than half of TJman's
total population is Ibadf, all in the northern half of
the country. Sunnfs are thought to form slightly more
than half of the cUmanf population. While the north
contains both Ibadf and Sunn! tribes, the southern
province Zafar [q.v.] (Dhofar) is entirely Sunm. While
Sunn! tribes in northern cUman may be ShafTf or
Malikf, Zafarfs are all Shafi'fs. Much of the Sunn!
population of Sur and its hinterland is Hanbalf.
There are also several small Shf c f communities,
mostly located in the capital area of Maskat, all of
which are DjaTarf or Twelver. Al-Lawatiyya form the
largest Shf c f community, numbering perhaps 10,000
and traditionally residing in a closed quarter of Matrah,
Maskat's sister settlement. The community seems to
be Indian in origin, and at one time was in close
connection with Agha Khan! Isma'flfs, all of whom
have since converted or left c Uman. The Lawatiyya
have been settled in Matrah for at least three centuries. The Arab Shf c f community of al-Baharina, formerly concentrated in Maskat itself, is considerably
smaller in size and consists of a few families that
immigrated to cUman independently of each other.
c
Adjam, people of Persian origin whose arrival in
c
Uman may be supposed to have occurred gradually over the course of centuries, comprises the third
Shf c f group. Their numbers are similarly small and
they appear to be assimilating into broader cUmanf
society.
The largest non-Arab component of the cUmam
population is Baluc, mostly residing along al-Batina
coast of the Gulf of Oman and in the capital area.
Often included with the Baluc, but nevertheless distinct, is a smaller group known as al-Zadjal. Maskat
is also home to a few Hindu families, some of whom
can trace back their arrival in cUman approximately
a century and a half. Most of these families hold
Indian citizenship and form marriages with relations
in India.
Arabic is the predominant language of cUman, but
nearly a dozen languages are spoken by cUmanfs.
Baluc undoubtedly produces the second-largest proportion of native speakers. The Zadjal and Lawatiyya
speak their own languages, both akin to Gujarat!. The
long cUmanf association with East Africa has resulted
in a significant number of c Umanfs either born in or
formerly resident in Zanzibar and neighbouring African
countries. Some of these speak Swahili as their primary language, with English second and Arabic third.
Zafar is distinct from c Uman in several respects.
Separated by the north by extensive gravel-plain desert,
the region traditionally was linked with the Mahra
and Hadramawt regions of Yemen. The widespread
Kathfr tribe is perhaps the most extensive group in
the region, with subgroups including nomadic sections
on the Nadjd (the stony inland plain) and three clans
that traditionally have been prominent in Salala, Zafar's
largest settlement and now a small city. Another transhumant section, the Bayt Kathfr, inhabits a narrow
band of mountainous territory.
The other mountain tribes, commonly known as
dj_ibbdlis and traditionally transhumant as well, occupy
similar strip territories, all running perpendicular to
the coast and including parts of the coastal plain.
These tribes speak a South Arabian language, Karawf,
apparently adopted from the indigenous inhabitants
whom they conquered some six or more centuries
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ago. The latter, al-Shahra, maintain a separate but
socially inferior identity.
Mahra tribes are also found in Zafar, mainly camelherding nomads in either the northeastern Nadjd or
along the Yemen border in the west. Some have
established themselves recently on the mountains. In
addition to al-Shahra, other da'if or socially inferior
peoples are also present in Zafar, amongst them alMashayikh and al-Baracima. Salala and the smaller
coastal towns are also inhabited by mixed-race bahhdrs
and descendants of African slaves. Several small groups
speaking South Arabian languages have been pushed
out into the deserts northwest of Zafar; among these
are al-Batahira, al-Hikman, and the larger and more
important al-Harasfs.
Following the end of the civil war in Zafar in the
late 1970s, the region has undergone rapid socio-economic development. Most a^ibbdlis have built permanent homes in the mountains, often clustered in new
settlements, and some maintain second homes in Salala.
Traditionally, c Uman was a rural country, with most
of its population scattered in small agricultural settlements or coastal fishing villages. The process of
development since 1970, however, has produced considerable urbanisation. The capital region, consisting
in 1970 of the twin towns of Maskat and Matrah
with a combined population then of perhaps 25,000,
grew to nearly half a million at the beginning of the
21st century. Salala's population grew over the same
period to nearly 200,000 and Suhar (on the northwestern al-Batina coast), Nizwa (in the interior), and
Sur (near the eastern coastal tip) have become relatively large regional centres.
c
Umanf society is relatively free from social stratification, although members of the ruling Al Bu Sacld
family, tribal leaders, religious figures, and wealthy
merchants occupy the upper rungs of society. A small
middle class has emerged since 1970, but many
c
Umanfs in the Maskat region are employed as government employees, soldiers, drivers, and skilled and
unskilled labour. The majority of the population outside the capital remains engaged in subsistence agriculture, fishing, or animal husbandry.
The government has used its modest oil revenues
to extend roads, electricity, communications, schools,
and health-care facilities throughout the country. The
country remains dependent on oil income, however,
and diversification into natural gas exports and tourism
has had limited success. The first university opened
in 1986.
Up to 25% of the total population is expatriate,
with the greatest numbers coming from south and
southeast Asia. While the heaviest concentration is in
the capital area, expatriates are dispersed throughout
the country and the government periodically has
extended bans on expatriate labour to a growing number of occupations in an effort to "Omanise" the
labour force and provide employment for a burgeoning
indigenous population.
Bibliography: J.G. Lorimer, Gazetteer of the Persian
Gulf, 'Umdn and Central Arabia, 2 vols. Calcutta 190815; J.E. Peterson, Oman in the twentieth century. Political
foundations of an emerging state, London and New York
1978; F. Barth, Sohar. Culture and society in an Omani
town, Baltimore 1983; Christine Eickelman, Women
and community in Oman, New York 1984; J. Janzen,
Nomads in the Sultanate of Oman. Tradition and development in Dhofar, Boulder, Colo. 1986; J.C. Wilkinson,
The Imamate tradition of Oman, Cambridge 1987;
F. Scholz, Muscat-Sultanat Oman. Geographische Skizze
einer einmaligen arabischen Stadt, Berlin 1990; Dawn
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Chatty, Mobile pastoralists. Development planning and
social change in Oman, New York 1996.
(J.E. PETERSON)
URA-TEPE (Ura-Tipa, Ura-Tlpa), Russian UraTyube, a town and a district on the northern
slope of the Turkestan chain, now the town and district of Uroteppa in Tadjikistan. The town is located
in lat. 39° 55' N. and long. 69° 00' E. at 1040 m/
3,425 feet above sea level. Lying in the foothills
between the steppe plains and the mountains, and on
a major route linking Samarkand with Tashkent and
the Farghana valley, the historical Ura-Tepe both connected and separated adjacent ecological and political regions.
The place name, signifying a "high hill" (dm
tiibe/topa/tepa} in Kipcak and Caghatay vernaculars,
emerges in the Tfmurid period. It is first mentioned
in the course of events in early Muharram 812/late
May 1409 when the royal camp of Shah Rukh [q.v.]
was pitched in the "summer pasture (yayldk) of UraTipa" (cAbd al-Razzak Samarkand!, Matlac al-sacddayn,
ed. M. ShafT, Lahore 1941-9, ii, 141). Several
10th/16th century authorities confirm that the new
toponym had come to gradually replace the earlier
"Usrushana" (Babur, ed. Mano, 13), "Ustrushana"
(Muhammad Haydar, Tdrikh-i Rashidl, ed. W.M.
Thackston, 91), or "Ustrushana" (Hafiz-i Tanish, Sharafndma-i shdhl, ed. Salakhetdinova, i, facs. fol. 88b; and
see USRUSHANA).
At the turn of the 10th/16th century, the district's
centre was a fortified town (kurghdri) surrounded by
high walls and a moat, amidst cultivated lands and
pastures for horses and sheep (Muhammad Salih,
Shibdm-ndma, ed. and tr. H. Vambery, 174-9). In
908/1503 the former Tlmurid stronghold fell to the
Ozbegs led by Muhammad Shfbanf Khan. During
the Shfbanid and early Ashtarkhanid periods, the UraTepe district (wilayat, kalamraw] at times was alloted
as an individual appanage to ruling princes, and at
times it was attached to larger entities, such as
Tashkent or Samarkand.
From the middle of the llth/17th century, the
Ozbeg tribe of the Yuz, established in Ura-Tepe, as
well as in Khodjand and Hisar (to the north and the
south of Ura-Tepe, respectively), came to play an
increasingly important political role, which was not
strictly confined to the realm of Ura-Tepe.
One line of Yuz chiefs can be traced back to Bakf
Biy Yuz, who around 1641-4 served as chief military
and administrative adviser (atdlik) to an Ashtarkhanid
prince (i.e. Bahrain Sultan b. Nadr Muhammad Khan)
ruling at Tashkent. Bakf Biy's grandson, Muhammad
Rahfm Biy Yuz (b. Ghazf Biy), who held Ura-Tepe
in 1091/1680 and 1105/1693-4, proved to be loyal
to the Bukharan court, at a time when another leading figure of the Yuz joined a rebellion (Mukhtarov,
Material!, 24, 29). Subsequently, Muhammad Rahfm
was named governor (hakim) of Samarkand. In
1114/1702, when he was further raised to the rank
of an atdlik and "Pillar of the Amirs" (umdat al-umard'),
one of Muhammad Rahfm's major assets was said to
be his prestige among the warlike tribes of "Andigan,
Khodjand, Ak-Kutal and Tashkand, up to the regions
of Sayram, Turkistan and Ulugh-Tagh", which enabled
him to provide auxiliaries for the Bukharan rulers
(Muhammad Amln Bukharf, cUbayd Alldh-ndma, ms.
Tashkent, no. 1532, fols. 20b, 28b, tr. Semenov, 345, 43-4). While Muhammad Rahfm reached the zenith
of his career, his son, Muhammad Akbuta Biy, followed his father's footsteps in Ura-Tepe and Khodjand,
where he ruled from 1113/1701 up to 1144/1731
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(Mukhtarov, op. cit., 33-9). Sometime between 1731
and 1734, he was killed by a Ming chief of the
expanding Khokand state [q.v.].
A second line of Yuz chiefs emerges with
Muhammad Fadil Biy (b. Sadik Biy). Fadil Beg Yuz
was one of the commanders of the Bukharan army
that surrendered to Nadir Shah in 1153/1740.
Subsequently, he guided a Nadirid military campaign
against "the rebellious Yuz and Ming tribes seated in
the mountain and on the banks of the Sir-Darya"
(Muhammad Kazim, cAlam-drd-yi nddiri, ed. Riyahl, ii,
790/802, 819). While ruling in Ura-Tepe, Fadil Biy
supported the Khokand chief cAbd al-Karlm Biy
against the Kalmaks (Muhammad Hakim Khan,
Muntakhab al-tawdnkh, ii, 378), i.e. the Djunghars, who
repeatedly invaded Khokand between 1153/1740 and
1158/1745 (Moiseev 1991, 162-3, 167, 173; Nabiev,
14). His own decrees, issued upon the order of an
unnamed khan, confirm Fadil Biy's rule over UraTepe in 1164/1750-1 and 1187/1774-5 (Mukhtarov,
op. cit., 40, 42). Under Fadil Biy, one of the most
stubborn opponents of the rising Manghit dynasty of
Bukhara, Ura-Tepe turned into a strong and nearly
independent statelet dominating neighbouring territories such as Khodjand, Djizzak, and even Samarkand.
Around 1780, however, when the town with four gates
was under Fadil Biy's son Muhammad Khudayar, the
ruler's authority was confined to the environment of
the town (Yefremov, 114). In 1800, Khudayar's son
Beg-Murad Biy, having ruled less than a year, was
deposed by the ruler of Bukhara Shah Murad.
In the 19th century, Ura-Tepe lost its independence and became a disputed border area between
Bukhara and Khokand. From 1800 to 1866, the two
rival states launched dozens of military campaigns into
Ura-Tepe, where more than twenty governors succeeded each other. Both sides often chose Yuz representatives as local governors, such as Muhammad

Rahim Parwanaci b. Muhammad Khudayar, who
ruled in 1234/1818 (Mukhtarov, op. cit., 56).
When Filipp Nazarov visited Ura-Tepe in 1814, it
had recently been taken by Khokand. He observed
that the town "is very large and surrounded by two
high walls, separated from each other by a deep moat;
openings made in these walls allow the use of fire-arms,
if need be. This town is densely populated, the streets are
narrow, and the houses built of clay. There are manufactories producing goat wool shawls. The inhabitants
trade with the Turcomans, the Persians and the Arab
nomads who are subjects of Bukhara" (Nazarov, 65-6).
On 2 October 1866, the Imperial Russian army
conquered the town. Having been ceded by the
Bukharan amir to Russia in 1868, Ura-Tepe became
part of the Khodjand uyezd. The population of UraTepe at that time was variously estimated to be
between 10 and 15,000 people. There were 854 shops
of artisans and traders in the town. When the Soviet
Republic of Tadjikistan was founded in 1929, UraTepe was its second largest city after Khodjand. In
the decade 1976-85 there were ca. 38,000 inhabitants
in the town and 143,000 inhabitants in the district
(Entsiklopediyai sovetii toajik, viii, Dushanbe 1988, 339).
By a presidential decree of 10 November 2000, the
town has been officially renamed Istravshan.
Bibliography: P. Nazarov, Voyage a Khokand entrepris en 1813 et 1814, in Magasin Asiatique, i (1825),
1-80; A. Mukhtarov, Material!, po istorii Ura-Tyube.
Sbormk aktov XVII-XIX, Moscow 1963; idem, Ocerk
istorii Ura-Tyubinskogo vladeniya v XIX v., Dushanbe
1964; R. Nabiev, /£ istorii Kokandskogo khanstva,
Tashkent 1973; B.A. Akhmedov (ed.), Matenall po
istorii Srednei i Tsentralniy Azii X-XX vv., Tashkent
1988; V.A. Moiseev, Diungarskoe khanstvo i kazakhi,
XVII-XVIIIvv., Alma-Ata 1991; A. Mukhtorov, Istoriya Ura-Tyube, Dushanbe 1999.
(W. HOLZWARTH)
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WADD, a god of p r e - I s l a m i c Arabia, mentioned in the Kur'an in a speech of Noah: "They
have said: Forsake not your gods. Forsake not Wadd,
nor Suwac, nor Yaghuth, Yacuk and Nasr!" (LXXI,
22/23).
Traditionists and commentators have exercised
their ingenuity in the pursuit of the identity of Wadd,
but their quest has not been very productive. In his
"Book of the Idols" (Kitdb al-Asndm, §§ 7c, 9d, 45e,
49c-51b), Ibn al-Kalbl (d. 204/819 or 206/821)
considers that Wadd was a divinity of the tribe of
Kalb at Dumat al-Djandal, the great oasis of northwestern Arabia (on the composition of Kitdb al-Asndm,
see Hawting, The idea of idolatry, 88-9).
At first sight, the information supplied by Ibn alKalbl regarding this god is exceptionally precise. He
invokes the direct testimony of Malik b. Haritha alAdjdarl (collected apparently by his father Muhammad
al-Kalbl, d. 146/763: see § 51b), according to which
the statue of the god represented a man of great
height, dressed, armed with a sword, a bow and a
lance. In his youth, Malik is said to have been
instructed by his father to offer milk to Wadd (§ 49f).

The statue was allegedly destroyed by Khali d b. alWalld after the expedition of Tabuk (§§ 49f, 50a-d,
5la). The nisba al-Adjdarl associates Malik with the
Banu 'Amir al-Adjdar, one of the two clans (with the
Banu cAbd Wadd) that opposed the destruction of
the statue (§ 50b).
Ibn al-Kalbl also seeks to explain how it was that
mankind, monotheistic at the time of creation, came
to worship such a multiplicity of divinities. For his
purposes, he supposes that originally Wadd was a
devout man; after his death, he was commemorated
by a statue, then promoted to the rank of intercessor in the presence of God. It was the Flood which
would have brought his idol into Arabia, near Djudda;
there it was said to have been found by cAmr b.
Luhayy who is supposed to have entrusted it to the
tribe of Kalb (§§ 45e-47b).
Ancient Arabian nomenclature recognised two
theophoric forms involving Wadd: cAbd Wadd (Caskel
1966, ii, 133, nine entries, divided between various
tribes of South and North, including one for Kalb),
and Wahab Wadd (Abdallah 1975, 76, one instance
in the genealogies of Himyar).

WADD — WADI LAKKU
The data supplied by Tradition hardly accord with
those of pre-Islamic inscriptions. According to the latter, Wadd (Wd or Wd"1}, who is an important divinity in southern Arabia, is almost unknown in the rest
of Arabia. It is in the kingdom of Ma c ln (capital
Karnaw, Krnw, today Ma c m, in the Djawf of the
Yemen) that Wadd occupies the most eminent position: he is one of the divinities of the official pantheon, always included in invocations. He had a temple
at Yathill (Til, today Barakish) (M 244 = RES 3019/1)
and another in the Minaean colony of Dedan (today
al-cUla) in the north of the Hidjaz (M 356 = RES
3695/2). A clan of Yathill (the Banu Dmr") considers
itself the "clients of Waddum Shahran ('dm Wd'" "hr")
(M 222 = RES 2999/2). Finally, the permanent river
that irrigates the Djawf bears his name: (Hr") gyl Wd
"(Hirran), torrent of Wadd" (Macln 1 - M 29 =
RES 2774/6; Ma c m 13 = M 43 = RES 2789/5;
Shaqab 1/11).
The god Wadd was also venerated at Saba3 where,
not far from Ma'rib, a small temple was dedicated
to him, and in the Sabaean tribes of the environs of
Sanca> (Schmidt 1982, 1987; Miiller 1982, 1987). In
the kingdom of Awsan, based around the Wad!
Markha, one of the sovereigns, Yasduk'il Fari >um
Sharah'at, son of Ma c add 3 fl Salhfn (Ysdk'l Frcm "rhft bn
Mtfl 8llhn] alleged that the god Wadd was his father;
he is the only South Arabian sovereign to have claimed
such divine parentage; and the only one to be honoured by statues, like a god, in the Ni c man (Jfm")
temple which was dedicated to Wadd. This sovereign
probably dates from the 1st century A.D., judging by
the foreign influences shown by his statue (preserved
in the Museum of Aden) and by the script of his
inscriptions (CIAS F58/s4/49.10 no. 3; 49.10/ol no.
2; Louvre 90).
To protect persons and property, the South Arabians
made use of the formula "Wadd is father" (Wdm 3b"\
with variants), which is found on amulets (Louvre
186) and on numerous buildings. It is an interesting
fact that this apotropaic formula is more widely diffused than the cult of Wadd; it is found in all the
regions of southern Arabia and on the Arabian shore
of the Arabo-Persian Gulf (Robin 1994, 85).
South Arabian nomenclature includes a number of
theophoric anthroponyms composed with Wadd: these
are most notably 'grwd, Bnwd, Hwjwd, Mr'twd, Jfmwd,
°rhwd, Whbwd, Wd'b, Wd3l or fydwd.
The god Wadd is not attested in Nabataean inscriptions, not even in nomenclature. In Safaitic, anthroponyms such as Wd3l do not necessarily imply the
existence of a god name Wadd, since the radical wd
can have the sense of "love, affection". At Dedan,
finally, the god Wadd seems to be known, according
to JS lih. 49/1-9: '"Abdwadd priest of Wadd and
his sons Salam and Zedwadd have dedicated . . . to
dhu-Ghabat. . ." ('bdwd 3Jkl Wd w-bn-h Sim w-^dwd
hwdqw . . . l-d-Gbt. . .)—with two theophoric forms with
Wadd and the title "priest of Wadd". It may be
noted, however, that except for this text, Wadd is
almost unknown (see the theophoric bnwd in AH 11
and possibly 1); one may therefore wonder if the
author of JS 49 did not come from the Yemen.
Inscriptions do not confirm the opinion of Hisham
Ibn al-Kalbf, who sites the cult of Wadd at Dumat
al-Djandal: mentioned there are Lh, Din, Rdw, ctrsm
and Nhy [see THAMUDIC], but not this god. This is
not enough to lead to the conclusion that Ibn
al-Kalbl made a mistake, or relayed a tendentious
tradition, but a degree of doubt is permissible.
Furthermore it is not impossible that the idol of
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Dumat al-Djandal may have borne a name resembling
Wadd and that the traditionists were confused.
Conversely, the god Wadd enjoyed great popularity
in Yemen, a fact totally ignored by Tradition. This
would seem to prove that Ibn al-Kalbf was ill-informed
and that his principal source was indeed the Kur'anic
text.
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WADI LAKKU, a river of the I b e r i a n p e n i n sula, on the banks of which the decisive encounter
took place between Tarik b. Ziyad [q.v.], the first
Muslim conqueror of the Iberian peninsula, and
Roderic, the last Visigothic king, on 28 Ramadan
92/19 July 711.
Identification of the toponym is difficult on account
of the lack of clarity of the Arabic language sources.
On the one hand, all do not give the same variant
of the name: Wadf Lakku, or perhaps Wad! Lagu
(the hard g sound being conventionally represented in
mediaeval script by a kaf, surmounted by a shadda,
which can be pronounced kku or gu), Wad! Lakka or
Wadi Bakka—while on the other hand they sometimes
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give a different name to this battle: the battle of Fahs
Sharlsh ("plain of Jerez"), al-Sawakl ("the canals"),
Kardadjanna (Cartagena), Wadi Umm Hakim, alBuhayra ("the lake": Laguna de la Janda?), Wadi '1Tm, al-DjazIra, etc. (cf. J. Vallve, La Cora de Tudmir,
in And., xxxvii [1972], 146 n. 3), although it is the
form of Wadi Lakku, the phonetic origin of the Spanish
Guadalete, which appears most often. In the Romance
transcriptions of the Arabic name one also encounters
Guadalac, Guadalec, Guadalet or Guadalete. The
intermingling of geographical and historical sources
does not permit precise localisation of the site of the
encounter, on account of the lack of clarity and above
all the numerous contradictions which characterise
these texts.
For example, the geographer al-Zuhrl (6th/12th
century) states that the Wadi Lakka is a river forty
parasangs in length which descends from the mountains of Takurunna to discharge into the Atlantic
Ocean (Djaghrdjiya, 167). Furthermore he asserts "on
the basis of what is said by the Christians in their
chronicles", that the inhabitants of Cadix drink the
water of a great river called Wadi Lakka, spanned
by a bridge of thirty arches (ibid.., 218). This river is
said to have flowed into the ocean at a place known
as Shant Bataru. For al-RazI, quoted by al-Makkarl,
the battle allegedly took place on the banks of the
Wadi Lakka, the river into which the last Visigothic
king, Roderic, was supposedly thrown, in armour, to
disappear there without trace (Makkarl, Analectes, i,
162). Ibn Tdharl also quotes al-RazI (Bayan, ii, 10).
In the 6th/12th century, al-ldrlsl refers in his geography to the locality of Bakka, a possible variant of
Lakka, in the district, or iklim, of al-Buhayra, a stretch
of water identified by R. Dozy as being the Laguna
de la Janda (al-ldrlsl, Description, 174, tr. 208).
According to the notice which al-Himyarl devotes to
this locality, at the start of the 8th/14th century (Rawd
al-mictar, no. 159), Lakku, the ruins of which were
said to have survived until his time, was an ancient
city boasting "one of the best thermal springs in alAndalus". It was on the banks of the river flowing
through the city that the encounter took place between
the Christians ('aajarri) of Roderic and the Muslim
contingents of Tarik b. Ziyad. This locality of Lakku
would correspond to Bolonia, the ancient Baelo, and
the Wadi Lakku to Guadalete or to Rio Barbate. The
author states (no. 186) that the encounter between
Tarik b. Ziyad, the freedman of Ibn Nusayr, with
Roderic, sovereign of al-Andalus and last king of the
Goths, allegedly took place on the Wadi Lakku, in
the territory of Algeciras, on the southern coast of alAndalus.
This is why the exact placing of the encounter
between Tarik and Roderic remains uncertain, and
why historians, starting with Gayangos, Dozy, Lafuente
Alcantara, Simoney and Saavedra in the 19th century,
have discussed at length its precise location. For some,
like Dozy and Levi-Provencal, Wadi Lakku denoted
the Laguna de la Janda, source of the Rio Barbate;
for others, the place in question was the banks of the
Guadalete, between Medina Sidonia, Arcos and Jerez
de la Frontera, in the territory of Cadix. Others tend
towards the Rio Salado, a small coastal river which
has its estuary close to the village of Conil.
Whatever the precise location, the majority of mediaeval Muslim sources concur in situating this battle
on the banks of a watercourse (wadi, nahr] of the kura
of Shadhuna (Medina Sidonia). In Radjab 92/May
711, on the orders of his master, the Umayyad governor of Ifrlkiya, Musa b. Nusayr, Tarik is said to

have embarked with 7,000 Berbers (Matghara,
Madyuna, Miknasa and Nawara) and a few Arabs
(ranging between a dozen and several hundreds,
according to the sources). Arriving at the foot of
Mount Calpe (the future Djabal Tarik, Gibraltar),
Tarik repulsed Theodemir, the Visigothic governor of
the region, who appealed to his king, Roderic (71011), occupied in the north of the Iberian peninsula
in suppressing an uprising. The latter made haste
towards Cordova. Learning of the arrival of the
Visigothic troops, Tarik called for reinforcements from
Musa, who sent him an extra 5,000 Berber soldiers.
The total strength of his army thus rose to 12,000
fighters, most of them foot-soldiers, not counting certain partisans of Akhila, the dispossessed son of Witiza,
the preceding Visigothic king (700-10). Tarik decided
to halt in the region of Algeciras and there to await
the Visigothic army on the banks of the Rio Barbate,
Guadalete, Salado or the Laguna de la Janda.
Although superior in numbers (the sources speak
of between 40,000 and 100,000 Christians), Roderic's
troops, confident of victory, were defeated. According
to some authors, both wings of the Visigothic army
were commanded by partisans, or actual brothers of
Akhila, and at the start of the engagement, they
changed sides. Roderic, in the centre, resisted, but
was ultimately forced to retreat, and his troops were
cut to pieces by the Muslims. According to al-RazI,
quoted by Ibn 'Idharl (Baydn, ii, 10, tr. 13) and by
al-Makkarl (Analectes, i, 163) the battle lasted a whole
week, 'from 28 Ramadan to 5 Shawwal 92/19 to 26
July 711. Captives of all social conditions were taken:
nobles, plebeians and slaves, recognisable respectively
by their gold, silver and leather rings (al-Himyarl,
Rawd al-mictdr, 204). According to certain sources,
Roderic lost his life in the battle and Tarik sent his
head to Musa b. Nusayr; according to others, he succeeded in escaping. The victory for Muslim arms
opened the gates of the Iberian peninsula.
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2. In m y s t i c i s m .
In the doctrinal texts of Muslim mysticism, the term
wahm can appear with either the general sense of
"illusory, uncertain personal conjecture" or the more
precise sense of "estimative faculty" acquired through
the intermediary of Hellenistic philosophy and medicine. However, in the context of the description of
spiritual progress, it takes on specific connotations: it
denotes a natural faculty of comprehension capable
of giving sense only to sensible phenomena, inclined
towards anthropomorphism (tashbih) in religious matters and unsuited to the perception of the divine:
"Imagination (wahm) is a cloud of dust between intelligence (cakl) and profound comprehension (fahm). It
relates neither to intelligence, of which it is not an
attribute, nor to comprehension, nothing in which corresponds to any of its attributes (. . .). It resembles the
drowsiness between deep sleep and waking, which is
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being neither asleep nor awake. Waking, it is the transition between intelligence and comprehension, and
comprehension and intelligence, without there being
any fog of obscurity between the two" (Ibrahim alKhawwas, quoted by al-Sarradj, K. al-Lumac, ed. A.H.
Mahmud and T/A.B. Surur, Cairo 1960, 298; and
R. Gramlich, Schlaglichter iiber das Sufitum, Stuttgart
1990, 345). It is in this sense that al-Halladj declares
in a celebrated poem: "No estimation (wahm) could
relate to the subject of You, in such a way that in
imagination it could be decided where You are!"
(K. al-Tawdsin, ed. P. Nwyia, v, 11-12). And subsequently, evoking the spiritual mi'rdaj, he writes:
"Overturn your discourse, abandon conjectures
(al-awhdm), pick up your feet behind and before!" (ibid.,
v, 21).
While imagination is a natural faculty, sometimes
useful for meditation (see al-Muhasibf, K. al-Tawahhum),
it needs to be mastered and left behind. More profoundly still, illusion, the fundamental wahm, consists
from the Sufi point of view in believing that existence and, a fortiori, human activities, exist independently of God, outside Him. Men assume an illusory
existence (wuajud wahmi), when this is entirely dependent on pure divine existence (wuajud hakiki). Spiritual
exercises, as well as the use of discursive reasoning,
amount here to means of waking up and of being
freed from this illusion. The most expansive treatment
of the functions of imagination is to be found in the
works of Ibn al-cArabf [q.v.]. Although he sometimes
employs the terms wahm and khaydl as synonyms, he
propounds a doctrine of precise human imagination
where wahm regains the connotations mentioned above
(for example, al-Futuhdt al-makkiyya, Cairo 1911, iii,
364-5). Basically, he disassociates imagination deriving from simple individual mental representation from
that which links the spirit of the person to the superior worlds. Only this second imaginative faculty constitutes a genuine way of knowledge and can become
the setting for an authentic theophanic experience (see
H. Corbin, Uimagination creatrice dans le soufisme d'Ibn
c
Arabi, Paris 1958, Eng. tr. R. Mannheim, Creative imagination in the Sujism of Ibn cArabi, Princeton 1969; W.C.
Chittick, The Sufi path of knowledge: Ibn al-cArabi}s metaphysics of imagination, Albany 1989).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
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II. IN THE ARAB LANDS
2. In Syria.
A survey of the history of endowments in Syria,
in the geographical sense of Bilad al-Sham [see ALSHAM], has to take into account a broad range of
changing and often localised rules and practices. This
article will focus primarily on Syria's main urban centres, Damascus [see DIMASHK] , Jerusalem [see AL-KUDS]
and Aleppo [see HALAB], and occasionally refer to
smaller cities.
In general, endowments in Syria have not solicited
as much scholarly attention as those in Egypt, particularly before the Ottoman period. To a certain
extent, this is due to the fact that access to sources
and documentation is less centralised than in Cairo
and not always facilitated by adequate research instruments. Large collections of wakf-rdated documents are
housed in the National Archives and other institutions
in Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Israel and the Palestinian
territories. The putatively rich archives of the Wakf
Ministries are not easily accessible for researchers.
Important holdings concerning Syrian endowments can
be found in Istanbul, Ankara, Cairo and various
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archives, libraries and collections in Europe and the
United States as well.
If archival holdings are particularly rich for the
Ottoman period owing to series of local court registers [see sipjiLL.3 and 4], they tend to become comparatively thin for earlier periods. A notable exception
are the documents from the Mamluk period found
in the Haram of Jerusalem [see AL-HARAM AL-SHARIF]
(D.P. Little, A catalogue of the Islamic documents from alHaram al-Shanf in Jerusalem, Beirut 1984). Otherwise,
researchers have to rely on legal literature (especially
wakf treatises and fatdwd), hadith collections and the
different genres of historical writing (chronicles, biographical dictionaries, travelogues, topographies, fadd'il).
Much can be learned from archaeological findings,
inscriptions in particular (Materiaux pour un Corpus
Inscriptionum Arabicarum [CIA], Cairo 1903-56; RCEA,
ed. E. Combe, J. Sauvaget, G. Wiet, Cairo 1931-2;
H. Gaube, Arabische Inschriften aus Syrien, Beirut 1978).
i. Umayyads and cAbbdsids
Only in the 3rd/9th century did various forms of
charitable giving (sadaka [g.v.]) and of immobilisation
of property (habs in a strict sense) crystallise into the
legal institution that is known thereafter, synonymously,
as wakf or habs [see WAKF. I. In Classical Islamic Law,
at Vol. XI, 59b]. It is often difficult to put the earliest traces of charitable practices under Islamic rule
in their proper context. It is therefore impossible to
determine the exact nature of the acts that are known
as the earliest endowments in Syria. A freedman of
the Prophet named Abu £Abd Allah Thawban b.
Yuhdad (d. 54/673-4) is said to have given away his
house in Hims [q.v.~\ as sadaka (Ibn Kutayba, K alA4acdrif, 72; al-Tabarl, i, 1178; Gil, Early endowments,
129). An incomplete inscription found in the perimeter of the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem, dated
around 290/902-3, mentions a house inalienable for
eternity designated for an unknown purpose (alddr. . . muhabbasa abadan cald) (CIA Jerusalem. II, no. 218).
Two wakf inscriptions from Ramla, dated around
300/912-13, however, show that by this time the legal
terminology had been fully developed and that endowing followed established procedures, including the
deposition of the kitdb al-wakf in front of a kadi
(Sharon). Yet even legendary early acts of piety could
be transformed into real endowments that endured
for centuries. A pertinent example is the endowment
for Tamlm al-Darl [g.v.] in Hebron [see El1, art. alKhalil] which allegedly had been given to him by the
Prophet himself. Later, it was sanctioned several times
by different authorities, among them the British mandatory administration of Palestine in the 1920s
(Massignon).
Hebron was of special significance to early Muslims
because of its close connection with the prophet
Ibrahim [q.v.]. Palestine and the rest of Syria possessed a considerable number of such holy places
which attracted pious and charitable donations from
early on (see e.g. the wakf inscription dated 400/100910 for the mashhad of the prophet Lut in Ban! Na c im
near Hebron, Repertoire, no. 2148). For Muslims, the
most eminent of these places was Jerusalem, ceding
in sanctity only to Mecca (Makka [q.v.]) and Medina
[see AL-MAD!NA], but it was seen as a spiritual centre by other religious communities as well. In early
Islamic legal thinking, the devotional practices of
Christians and Jews were obviously points of discussion, but they were eventually declared permissible
(al-Khassaf, Ahkdm al-awkdf, Cairo 1904, 341), and
donations reached Jerusalem even from Christian
Europe (Gil, Donations).
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Little is known about endowments in Syria of the
Umayyad period. Some of the most prestigious religious buildings of early Islam were built there, financed
by funds from the Muslim treasury [see BAYT AL-MAL].
In Jerusalem, the Dome of the Rock was completed
in 72/691-2 and the al-Aksa Mosque in the reign of
al-Walid b. £Abd al-Malik'(86-96/705-15 [q.v.]) [see
AL-KUDS. B. Monuments]. This caliph also ordered the
construction of the Umayyad Mosque in Damascus
in 86/705, approximately at the same time as the
Great Mosque of Aleppo was built.
Founding a mosque (mas^id [q.v.]) was one of the
few uncontested early forms of wakf. Opening a building for the prayers of the Muslim community made
it the property of God (al-Khassaf, op. at., 113). Yet
evidently not all mosques were endowed with assets
that secured their upkeep and provided for the needs
of the community, as this was carefully noted in the
listings of mosques in early topographical writing
(e.g. Ibn 'Asakir; Ibn Shaddad; Ibn al-Shihna; Mudjfr
al-Dm).
When the cAbbasids removed their capital to Irak,
the Syrian regions lost much of their importance. The
following centuries were characterised by warfare, insecurity and changing ruling dynasties [see TULUNIDS;
IKHSHlDIDS; HAMDANIDS; MARWANIDS; ARTUKIDS] .
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north was temporarily reoccupied by Byzantine troops,
and Jerusalem and Damascus came under the domination of the Isma'ilf Fatimids [q.v.] of Cairo.
According to the legal treatises which have to be situated in the clrakf context, various types of wakf must
have existed in this period. And even though a special agency, the diwdn al-birr [see DIWAN], was established in Baghdad in the early 4th/10th century to
supervise pious endowments and charity (wukuf and
sadakat) (Miskawayh, i, 151-2, 257), nothing is known
about a similar institution in Syria.
ii. Fatimids and

Saldj_ukids

Only in the first half of the 5th/llth century when,
under a precarious balance of power between Fatimids
[q.v.], Buwayhids [q.v] and the Byzantine empire, commerce resumed, are there some examples of commercial gains being invested in endowments, not
surprisingly destined for defence purposes: The historian al-Farikl mentions the case of a cloth merchant
in Mayyafarikm [q.v], north of Aleppo, who bought
a village and endowed it to secure the upkeep of
three forts (Bianquis, 606).
Helping the war effort against enemies of Islam (fi
sabil Allah} was by this time a time-honoured wakf
type. Such endowments belonged to the category designated for the Muslim community as a whole or
groups of an undetermined number of people being
in need of charity that are supposed to exist continually till the end of time (wakf cdmm). Thus the ultimate recipients of all charity are the poor and destitute
(al-fukara3 wa 'l-masdkm) as prescribed in Kur'an IX,
60 and LI, 19. The other category included endowments for descendants, other family members, clients,
liberated slaves or other named persons, i.e. endowments for a limited number of people (wakf khdss) who
would eventually die out and thus allow the wakf to
reach its ultimate stage as everlasting charity (alKhassaf, op. cit., 135-7; al-Mawardf, K. Ahkdm alsultaniyya, Bonn 1853, 118, 139-40; al-TarabulsI, K.
al-Iscdffi ahkdm al-awkdf Cairo 1902, 28-9). The second type—a sub-category of which was later known
as the family wakf (wakf ahll or dhurn)—was rather
popular if we count the cases discussed in the extant
legal literature. One of the earliest documented examples in Syria belonged to a group of ashrdf [q.v] in

Fatimid Damascus. In 435/1043 several descendants
of the endower fought over their allotted shares, which
resulted in a document that also presented a list of
the wakf's assets (Sourdel-Thomine and Sourdel) [see
WAKF. II. 3. ii, at Vol. XI, 70a, for a discussion of
family endowments in North Africa]. Compared with
al-Makrfzf's statement that in early Egyptian endowments urban properties prevailed over agricultural
lands, it is of interest to note that in this case the
assets consisted of six agricultural domains (dqy'a). They
were situated in the grain-growing regions around
Damascus, the Hawran [q.v.], in the plains at the foot
of Hermon, and the Bikac [q.v] valley near Baclabakk
[q.v.]. The distribution of assets within a rather limited geographical region proved rather typical for
Syrian endowments in the centuries to come. There
were, however, always notable exceptions to this rule:
endowments spanning great distances between faraway
regions, in particular for the benefit of the Haramayn
[q.v] and in Mamluk and Ottoman times.
The wakf was not only a means to gain rewards
in the afterlife for the sake of one's soul [thawdb] or
to secure the material well-being of one's descendants.
In the hands of various elite groups it became an
eminent instrument for the propagation of status,
wealth and power. Charitable giving, aiming at otherworldly rewards, was no longer done preferably in
secret, but led to open displays of worldly riches and
splendour (Korn). At the same time, new forms of
burying and remembering the dead appeared. Funerary
art and architecture [see KABR] became more elaborate, and saintly persons or the rich and powerful
were frequently buried in mausolea [see KUBBA; TURBA]
and other buildings of public character. We still do
not fully comprehend these complex phenomena, but
endowments clearly played a significant role in them,
resulting in the "constructions of power and piety"
(Tabbaa) that give Syrian cityscapes their distinct character till today.
Thus the building type of the mosque, which had
been used simultaneously as place of worship, for
learning and for sheltering the needy, was complemented by a number of new institutions with more
specific purposes. The separation between places of
prayer and places of learning had far-reaching implications not only for urban and architectural history.
The new urban complexes which were generally
financed by endowments had a profound impact
on the social, economic, intellectual and educational
life of the cities (Makdisi; Pouzet; Chamberlain). Wakf
stipulations now provided for the regular payment of
fixed sums to a growing number of people who worked
in and for the foundations. Salaried posts were established for professors and assistant professors, but also
for the administration and the physical upkeep of the
institutions. Endowments financed the professional
reading of the Kur 3 an which became more widespread
and organised at this time (Pouzet, 169).
This feature decisively altered the notion of poverty
that was at the core of the concept of wakf (Sabra).
The early legal texts had maintained that a recipient
of wakf income had preferably to be poor in a material sense, excluding groups like the blind or those
who were in charge of calling for prayer (mu'adhdhin
[see ADHAN]) in a mosque as lawful beneficiaries,
because they presumably included poor and rich people (al-Khassaf, op. cit., 276). Yet this criterion evidently no longer applied, and to receive such payments
became a sign of group affiliation or social distinction. Thus the wakf could be used as a prop for the
formation and reproduction of social groups, as e.g.
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the ashraf, Sufi brotherhoods [see TARIKA; ZAWIYA],
professional guilds [see SINF] or diaspora communities.
The first of the new institutions, the khdnkdh [q.v.],
was introduced from the Persian world to look after
the needs of travelling Sufi~s. Some of the earliest
examples in Syria were founded in Damascus. The
best known goes back to the famous Sufi", historian
and astronomer, Abu '1-Kasim CA1I b. Muhammad alSulaml al-Sumaysatl (d. 453/1061) (al-Nucaymf, ii,
118-26; Bianquis, 634; Elisseeff, Mr al-Dm, iii, 767).
Passing through Damascus in 580/1184, Ibn Djubayr
[q.v.] saw the khdnkdh still working as stipulated and
remarked that it was a beautiful way to remember
the departed and his good works (Rihla, ed. MJ. de
Goeje, Leiden 1907, 290).
During the second half of the 5th/llth century the
advance of the Saldjukids [q.v.] led to hostilities with
the Fatimids. Contemporaries saw the umma [q.v] even
more threatened when, at the end of the century, the
armies of the Crusaders [see CRUSADES] occupied considerable tracts of Syria, among them Jerusalem in
492/1099. In this period, the madrasa was introduced
into the Syrian cities, an institution specialising in the
teaching of Sunn! jurisprudence and law. Endowing
a madrasa was often part of a larger building programme. The Saldjuk ruler Dukak and his mother,
for instance, founded after 491/1097-8 the first
bimdristdn [q.v] of Damascus, a madrasa for the
Hanafiyya and a khankdh which also became their
own tomb. Women of the ruling dynasties start to
figure prominently among the endowers in this period
(Tabbaa, 46).
iii. ^angids and Ayyubids
The political and spiritual significance of endowments becomes more pronounced when, after
541/1146, Nur al-Dm Mahmud b. Zankl [q.v] came
to control the parts of Syria that were not under the
domination of the Crusaders. Particularly after 558/
1162-3, the Zangid ruler adopted a public image of
strict religiosity following the model of the Prophet.
As part of this policy, he ordered religious and other
buildings serving the Muslim community all over Syria
to be restored, and he assured their functioning by
supplementing their endowments. Among his most
important new foundations are the famous bimdristdn
in Damascus, as well as his tomb madrasa and the
first ddr al-hadith [q.v] in Islamic history, and in Aleppo,
another bimdristdn and several colleges of law (for a
list, see Elisseeff, op. cit., iii, 913-35).
Only for this period do the historical sources mention a state official in charge of the wakf system for
Syria. The supervision of endowments (nagar al-awkdj)
was among the functions attributed to the kadi
'l-kuddt [q.v] of Damascus, the Hanafi Kama! al-Dln
Abu '1-Fadl Muhammad b. cAbd Allah al-Shahrazurf
(d. 572/H76-7) (Pouzet, 29). The way in which he
exercised his prerogatives was the reason for a legal
debate which allows interesting insights into contemporary legal thinking on wakf. To finance defence
measures, the kadi had been authorised to use the
surplus income (fadl) of endowments which occurred
after the stipulated purposes had been paid for (Abu
Shama, i, 11). The debate is related by Abu Shama
[q.v.] as having taken place in the Citadel of Damascus
in 554/1159: Nur al-Dln convened several experts of
the Shafi c i, Hanbalf and Malik! schools of law. He
wanted to know which of the Umayyad mosque's
assets were part of its wakf and which were merely
additions (muddf) belonging to the treasury (op. cit., i,
17). The distinction was significant, because it allowed
the diversion of income of the mosque for other pur-
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poses. The second question aimed specifically at the
surplus income of endowments. Asked whether it was
permissible to spend such funds for the defence of
the umma, the Shafi'f kadi Ibn Abl cAsrun forcefully
denied it and maintained that the ruler should borrow the needed sums in the name of the treasury.
Wakf income could only be spent for the designated
beneficiaries (op. cit., i, 18). It is, however, manifest
in Abu Shama's account that not all jurists held the
same opinion, and later on even the Shaficiyya adopted
the opposite position. These discussions highlight the
tensions resulting from the overlapping political and
social fields of wakf, bayt al-mdl, personal income of
the ruler [see KHASS] , and claims in the name of the
general good [see MASLAHA].
The impact of the Crusades is even more apparent under the Ayyubids [q.v.]. After the reconquest of
Jerusalem, Salah al-Dln pursued his policy of propagating a strict Sunn! Islam, already adopted in Fatimid
Cairo, in order to turn it into a truly Muslim city.
Endowing was an important part of this programme
to repossess the properties of Frankish institutions. In
585/1189, Salah al-Dm established in the former residence of the Latin patriarch a hospice for Sufis,
which was named after him al-Saldhiyya. The deed of
this foundation is the earliest extant example of a
complete wakfiyya for Syria (cAsalf, i, 83-100). In the
case of his madrasa, the foundation deed of 588/1192
explicitly stated that the sultan had officially purchased
the properties which formerly had belonged to two
Latin churches from the bayt al-mdl (Frenkel, Political
and social aspects; Pahlitzsch).
The return to Muslim rule affected also the status
of agricultural land that had been occupied by nonMuslims. In analogy with early Islamic history, several and often contradicting solutions could be drawn
from the explanations of the different schools of law.
In practice, some of these lands were left with those
in possession of them. Others were given out as grants
[see IKTAC] (Frenkel, Impact, 239-47). Many of these
were later incorporated into a growing number of
endowments founded by members of the ruling
dynasty, its military and administrative functionaries
and increasingly also by culamd} (Humphreys; Tabbaa).
A considerable portion of these foundations can be
attributed to women. The proliferation of public buildings which resulted from these endowment activities
can be traced into the smaller cities and settlements
of the region.
iv. Mamluks
Many features of these w<2//policies continued under
the Mamluks [</.^.], who after their victory over the
Mongols [q.v.] in £Ayn Djalut [q.v.] in 658/1260 and
numerous campaigns against the Franks, came to dominate the whole of Syria. The military triumph of the
Muslim forces was followed by an extensive building
programme which aimed at propagating the Islamic
character of the new rulers. Hence special reverence
was shown for the "Sanctuaries" [see AL-HARAMAYN
AL-SHARIFAYN] , which was used to refer not only to
Mecca and Medina but also to Jerusalem and Hebron.
Sultan al-Zahir Baybars I [q.v] is attributed with a
considerable number of endowments in these cities
and other places of religious interest, and many of
his successors followed his example (Meinecke).
The centre of Mamluk endowment activities was
undisputedly Cairo, but in the Syrian cities, mostly
in ruins after the destructions caused by the Crusades
and the Mongol invasion, building and restoring also
resumed on a large scale. Tripoli [see TARABULUS ALSHAM] was rebuilt in a new location (Luz). Aleppo
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was slow in regaining its former glory, but new urban
quarters developed in the north and north-east
(Sauvaget; Gaube-Wirth). Damascus witnessed a period
of considerable growth, illustrated by the endowment
of several new Friday mosques outside the old city
walls (Meinecke). These building activities came to an
abrupt halt in 803/1400-1 when the army of Tfmur
Lang [q.v] invaded Syria. For Damascus, the extent
of the destruction can be gleaned from a document
which enumerates the assets of the Umayyad Mosque
and describes their actual state (to be published by
S. AtasI and B. cUlabI, IFPO, Damascus).
Although the written documentation becomes denser
for this period, what we know about endowing is still
very much an elite phenomenon. This is evident in
the appearance of a novel wakf type: At first sight it
appears as a typical charitable endowment (wakf khqyn],
yet founders began to stipulate that any surplus {fadI)
from the wakfs income was not to be reinvested, but
was destined for themselves and their descendants
(Amln, Awkdf, 73-8). It was still customary to endow
new mosques and other institutions with rather small
incomes (Mudjfr al-Dfn; al-Nucaymf; al-Ghazzf), but
some foundations started to produce much higher revenues than warranted by their specified purposes. Such
arrangements allowed founders and, after them, their
descendants, as administrators and beneficiaries, to
pursue their own interests, protected from interference
and confiscation by the state by the sanctity of the
wakf (Petry).
Administrators of such endowments were often
accused of embezzling funds belonging to all the
Muslims. Such accusations were all the more difficult
to refute, as endowments increasingly were made of
land that previously had belonged to the treasury and
had been given out as military or administrative grants
[see IKTAC] . This practice, known as irsdd or in Ottoman
times as wakf ghayr sahlh (see al-Tarabulsf, op. at., 20;
Cuno), was not acknowledged as a sound wakf by the
jurists. In legal theory, it was only allowed for the
purposes specified for the bayt al-mdl. Stipulations could
be altered by later rulers.
The Mamluk administration tried to control this complex wakf system [see WAKF. II. 1. In Egypt, at Vol. XI,
63b] by putting it under the supervision of local governmental agencies: In Damascus, the second capital
of the realm, the na^ar al-awkdf belonged within the
duties of the Shafi'f kadi al-kuddt. This official was
also charged with the supervision of the awkdf of the
Umayyad Mosque, whereas the al-Nun bimdristdn was
put under the responsibility of the governor. Similar
arrangements can be found in other Syrian towns (alKalkashandl, Subh, Cairo 1914-28, iv, 191-2, 220-1).
By the end of the Mamluk period, the wakf as an
institution built on the initiative of individuals had
taken over many functions that the treasury had fulfilled in earlier times. This is evident for instance in
the diwdn al-asrd, responsible for the liberation of
Muslim war prisoners: it was now financed by endowments, but stayed under the supervision of an
appointed agent of the state (op. cit., iv, 191). Ibn
Battuta who travelled from Cairo to Damascus in
726/1326, was struck by the "varieties of the endowments of Damascus and their expenditure . . ., so
numerous are they. There are endowments in aid of
persons who cannot undertake the Pilgrimage. . . .
There are endowments for supplying wedding outfits
to girls, to those namely whose families are unable
to provide them. There are endowments for the freeing of prisoners, and endowments for travellers, out
of which they are given food, clothing, and the

expenses of conveyance to their countries. There are
endowments for the improvement and paving of the
streets. . . . Besides these there are endowments for
other charitable purposes." And he went on to relate
a story how an endowment "for utensils" (dldt) helped
a slave to replace a broken porcelain dish (Ibn Battuta,
tr. Gibb, i, 148-9).
v. Ottomans
The Ottoman conquest of Bilad al-Sham in
922/1516-17 did not radically change the wakf regime
[see WAKF. IV. In the Ottoman Empire, at Vol. XI,
87b]. To establish a secure hold on the tax income
of the new provinces which stemmed mainly from
agricultural revenues, the Ottoman administration
began early on to survey all rights concerning land
or access to its produce. These tax registers (tahnr
[q.v], later called the daftar al-khdkdm [q.v.] or alsultdni) are a valuable source for Mamluk and Ottoman
wakf history, because they allow insights into number,
types, composition and lifespan of endowments.
According to the Ottoman provincial regulations
(kdnun [q.v]), wakf properties were subject to an imposition, in many cases, one-tenth of their share (cushr
mdl al-wakf] (Venzke). Only the wakf al-Haramayn alsharifayn, those for Jerusalem and Hebron, and the
great imperial endowments, were tax-exempt. Studies
of the tax regime tend to focus on the early period
of Ottoman rule in Syria. Yet endowments continued
as part of rural life and were involved in the conflicts over resources between the different social groups
trying to control them. Many court cases and fatdwd
refer to the necessity of defending the interests of
endowments against iktdc-ho\der$ and tax-farmers [see
ILTIZAM; MULTEZIM] (Johansen).
The importance of land is highlighted by the issue
of the appropriation of state lands [see M!R!] . Especially
during the first century of Ottoman rule in Syria,
highly-placed Ottoman officials included in their
endowments large tracts of land, in different regions
or even provinces (e.g. the endowments of Lala Mustafa
Pasha and his wife Fatima Khatun). In fact, most of
these foundations are formally genuine awkdf because
a deed of possession (tamlik) from the sultan authorised such transfers. Later on, endowing agricultural
land became less frequent, with the exception of privately-owned gardens and orchards. Even in the case
of prominent officials and notables, only the rights of
cultivation (mashadd maska) and the plantations standing on the land were endowed. Agricultural revenues
were appropriated by more indirect means like longterm rents and sublease contracts (Rafik).
Ottoman endowment practice is more visible in the
urban context. Like other rulers before them, the
Ottoman sultans showed a marked interest in the
Haramayn of Jerusalem and Hebron. At the same time,
they and members of their households founded large
urban complexes in other towns, which added a distinctly Ottoman element to their cityscapes. The most
outstanding examples in Damascus are the endowment of sultan Selfm I [q.v.] around the tomb of Ibn
al-cArabf [q.v] in al-Salihiyya [q.v], or the takiyya [q.v]
of sultan Suleyman [q.v]. In Jerusalem, it was the latter's wife, Khurrem Sultan [q.v], who founded the
famous Khasseki Sultan complex, including a soupkitchen [see CIMARET] (Singer). Numerous foundations
of Ottoman officials and local notables helped to
develop urban quarters and contributed in some cases
to the establishing of new city centres. Yet the wakf
was also used by a growing number of persons of
rather modest means, among them a high proportion
of women. The majority of these endowments are
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rather small, consisting of one house or even a part
of a house.
It may be stating the obvious to stress that endowing as a social practice was influenced by gender, economic means, social distinction, ethnic and religious
affiliations, membership of guilds or Sufi" groups, etc.
Ongoing research, however, reveals how much there
is still to be learned to come to a better understanding
of such distinctions. The use of wakf by Christian and
Jewish communities is an important field of research
in this context (Oded). Other approaches stress the
significance of localised practices. The cash wakf, for
instance, was quite widespread in Jerusalem, but in
the other parts of Syria its introduction was slow and
confined to certain social groups from the administrative and military milieu (Arna'ut). Local practice
also influenced notions of family and the modes by
which property was transferred from one generation
to the next, as shown in a comparative study of late
Ottoman Nabulus [q.v.] and Tripoli (Doumani).
Decisive changes in the wakf regime of the Syrian
provinces occurred under the Tan&mdt [q.v.] reforms.
A Wakf Ministry had been gradually established in
Istanbul between 1826 and 1838. Under the impact
of the reforms, the state forcefully claimed to be the
sole legitimate representative of public interests. In
this context, the administration introduced new wakf
classifications along the lines of private and public
property. The single steps of the reforms are not altogether clear, but a state agency was introduced into
the provincial administrations in the late 1830s which
cut back the ancient prerogatives of the kadi. The
new functionaries (nd^ir [mucadj_dj_aldt] al-awkqfand mudir
al-awkdf] were directly paid from Istanbul to prevent
the notorious embezzling of funds. Other laws concerning changes in wakf administration followed in
1863 and 1870 (Barnes, 103-54; Gerber, 178-98;
Meier).
During the 19th century, the wakf institution as a
whole came under severe criticism, being denounced
as an obstacle on the way to progress and modernity. The family wakf, in particular, was accused of
being a mere circumvention of the inheritance laws
of the Kur'an. These controversies ceased only in the
middle of the 20th century, when many of the independent states decided on severe legal restrictions for
family endowments or, in the case of Syria, even abolished them completely (see WAKF. II. 5, at Vol. XI,
78b).
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WARD.
In Arabic l i t e r a t u r e .
The rose is easily the most sung flower in Arabic
poetry. Its natural place is in flower, garden and
spring poetry (zahriyyat, rawdiyydt and rabfiyydt), but
the rose also figures prominently in the setting of wine
poetry (khamriyydf), which is actually the place of origin for flower poems. Abu Nuwas (d. ca. 198/813
[q.v.]} still keeps the bacchic framework of his flower
descriptions, and it may have been CA1I b. al-Djahm
(d. 249/863 [q.v.]} who first wrote pure floral pieces,
all of them devoted to the rose (see Schoeler 71-2,
128). Poetic descriptions of it may be individual or
part of the description of a garden with a variety of
flowers. The vast majority of rose poems deal with
the red variety, but the white, yellow, black and blue
varities (the last created artificially with the use of
indigo) have also attracted some attention (see alNuwayrl, Nihdya, xi, 193-6).
Gem imagery
The description (wasf [q.v.]} of the rose is rarely a
simple recreation of the visual impression it presents.
The first step to transcend the natural is the use of
similes, which introduce a second layer of imagery;
the next step is to omit the particle of comparison,
thus creating a metaphorical identification. Two
"genres" of the phantastic are the outcome of this
procedure. One consists in turning the rose into an
aggregate of precious materials, mainly gems. The
first stage (similes) may be exemplified by the following example, by Muhammad b. cAbd Allah b.
Tahir (d. 237/851 [q.v.]):
"Don't you see the rose bushes presenting to us
wonderments that have been mounted on branches,
"Their petals are red, their insides are yellow
embers, and around them are green boughs.
"It is as if they were rubies framed with emeralds,
in the midst of which are chippings of gold."
(al-Sarf al-Raffa3, Muhibb, iii, 89 [no. 147]).
The analogues of the simile in the third line form a
parallel to the topics in the second line, so this is a
very cautious introduction of the precious materials
as a new sphere of imagery.

The next step (metaphorical equation) may be seen
in the following example (of multiple attribution):
"Don't you see the roses inviting [us] to go down
to be 'watered' with aged wine whose color is
amber.
"[They are] ointment pots made of rubies laid on
top of emeralds, inside of which is gold. . . ."
(al-Nuwayrf, Nihdya, xi, 189).
The same kind of imagery is also used with other
flowers. The unusual "freezing" into gems of the various parts of the blossom may historically be explained
as a result of the emergence of flower poems from
wine poetry: the latter, especially in Abu Nuwas, is
rife with gem similes and metaphors to evoke the
wine and the cup (cf. Schoeler, 72-5). Since the materials used as analogues are noble and incorruptible,
an additional effect is that time itself freezes (cf.
Hamori, 78-87). Finally, one should not forget that
the recreation of natural objects, especially animals
and plants, with the use of gems was not uncommon
in courtly circles.
Personification
The other way of introducing a phantastic dimension is the personification of the rose, which in turn
allows the poet to attribute a reason or motivation
to its outward appearance or its "actions"—the phenomenon called takhyil [q.v] by cAbd al-Kahir alDjurdjanr (d. 471/1078 or later [q.v. in Suppl.]).
Al-Buhtun (d. 284/897 [q.v.]) composed the following famous lines:
"Gay spring has come to you, strutting [and] laughing with beauty, almost talking even.
"In the darkness before daybreak, Nawruz has awakened the first roses that yesterday had still been
sleeping,
"the coolness of the dew slitting them open, and
it was as if it [sc. spring or Nawruz] were spreading news that yesterday had been concealed (faka'annahu yabut_hthu haditH"1 kdna amsi mukattamd)."
(Diwdn, ed. al-SayrafT, p. 2090; the "improved"
version in al-Nuwayrf, Nihdya, xi, 189, has faka'annamd yabuththu haditjf'1 baynahunna mukattamd
"and it was as if it were spreading news that
had been concealed among them [sc. the roses]").
The idea that the opening of the buds is a broadcasting of something previously secret is cautiously formulated as an "as if". The second step (full
personification) appears in the following line by CAH
b. al-Djahm:
"The roses started laughing only when the beauty
of the flower beds and the sound of the chirping
birds excited it.
"They appeared, and the world showed them its
beauties, and, in the evening the wine came in its
new clothes. . . ."
(al-San al-Raffa3, Muhibb, iii, 92, with slight divergences from the Diwdn version).
"Laughing" is "coming into bloom". The roses wait
until the stage is set for them. The possibilities of
takhyil, the poetic re-interpretation of reality, are made
use of in two specific contexts: the rose-cheek equation, and the rose vs. narcissus debate.
Rose - cheek
The term "rose" became part of the poetic jargon
of the Moderns, where it simply meant "cheek"—
alongside "narcissus" for "eye" and "chamomile
(petals)" for "teeth", to name but these. Underlying
this usage is, of course, the comparison of the red
cheek with the red rose. But by reversing the comparison (kalb) the rose is often perceived as a cheek.
Abu Hilal al-cAskar! says (Diwdn al-macdm, ii, 23):

WARD
"Comparing it to the cheek is an appropriate simile
(tashbih musib), but I refrained from indulging in it (alikthdr minhu) because of its fame and frequency". Here
are a few more sophisticated examples of the rosecheek identification, showing in particular the phenomenon called "harmony of imagery" (mum*at al-na^ir).
al-Walld b. al-Djannan al-Shatibf:
"On the cheek of the rose are tears, dripping from
the eyes of the clouds."
(al-NawadjI, Halbat al-kumayt, 239).
Abu Bakr al-Khalidf:
"They protected the roses of their cheeks, so that
we could not pluck them due to the scorpions of
their forelocks."
(al-Khalidiyyan: Diwdn, 70).
Ibn al-Rumf:
"Those tears resemble drops of dew that fall from
a narcissus (eye) onto a rose (cheek)."
(Ibn Abl cAwn, Tashbihdt, 83, 7ff.; 89, 16).
One of the dandies (ahad al-^urafd3):
"A fawn whose cheek and whose eyes are my rose
and my narcissus."
(Ibn Abi cAwn: Tashbihat, 90, 2).
Kushadjim:
"If you like, it [the wine] is, from his hands, wine
and, from his cheeks, roses."
(Diwdn, 140 [no. 129]).
Rose vs. narcissus
The debate about the precedence of the rose over
the narcissus or vice versa was mostly decided in
favour of the rose. The rose was considered the king
of the flowers. The caliph al-Mutawakkil [q.v] is supposed to have said: "I am the king of the rulers and
the rose is the king of the fragrant plants, and each
one of us is the most suitable for his counterpart"
(al-NawadjI, Halbat al-kumayt, 235). Similarly, Abu Hilal
al-cAskarf says:
"The one who is sitting in an assembly is not like
the one who is standing in it."
(Abu Hilal al-cAskan, Diwdn al-macdm, ii, 23, quoting himself; but it also occurs in Ibn al-Ruml,
Diwdn, 1242 [no. 1022], which, however, is
strange in view of his well-known predilection
for the narcissus).
I.e. the rose blossom is sitting on the bush like the
ruler, while the narcissus is standing on its stem like
his attendant.
It was Ibn al-Ruml (d. 283/895 [q.v]) who objected
and declared his preference for the narcissus (Diwdn,
643-4 [often quoted], also 665 [no. 36], 1234 [a little prose text]; 1458 [no. 1112]). This he emphasised
in a notorious invective against the rose, in which he
compared it to a mule's anus with remnants of faeces
in its midst (Diwdn, 1452 [no. 1107]). S. Boustany
has offered a political-symbolic interpretation of Ibn
al-Rumi's favouring the narcissus (Ibn ar-Rumi. Sa vie
et son wuvre. I. Ibn ar-Rumi dans son milieu, Beirut 1967,
339-40), but this has been effectively refuted by
Schoeler (213-5). If it is not a simple personal predilection, it seems appropriate to consider Ibn al-Rumf's
position a somewhat sensationalist game in the tradition
of al-mahdsin wa 'l-masdwi [q.v.], especially if he did
indeed on another occasion toot the usual horn (see
above). His poem elicited a number of counterpoems,
the best known being a six-liner by the famous garden
poet al-Sanawbarf (Diwdn, 498 [no. 123]). On the
"proofs" offered by Ibn al-Rumf and al-Sanawban, most
of them in the takhyil category, see Heinrichs, Rose
versus narcissus, 184-6. Notable is the fact that al-Sanawban offers a real mund^ara, i.e. the two flowers debate
each other, if only in a rudimentary way, while Ibn
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al-Rumi does use personification, but not in a sustained
way and without letting the "protagonists" speak.
Some poets, such as Abu Bakr al-Khalidl, refrain
from taking sides in the debate; he says:
"I disclosed to the narcissus of al-Rakka my love,
and I have no strength to avoid the roses.
"Both brothers are beloved, and I consider judging between them foolishness.
"In the army of flowers one is the vanguard that
marches, the other the rear guard.
(al-Khalidiyyan, Diwdn, 143 [no. 125]).
The most interesting developments in the rose vs.
narcissus debate are in prose (prosimetrum, to be
exact). From 11th-century al-Andalus we have two
risdlas, one by Abu Hafs Ahmad b. Burd al-Asghar
(d. 1053-4), addressed to Abu '1-Walfd b. Djaliwar,
ruler of Cordova (r. 1043-69), the other by Abu '1Walld al-Himyarf (d. ca. 440/1048) and addressed to
Abu '1-Kasim Muhammad b. Isma'Il b. cAbbad, ruler
of Seville (r. 1023-42) (both in al-Himyan, Bad?, 538, 58-67). The first tells a story of certain leaders
among the flowers agreeing on recognising the rose
as their king and drawing up a contract (a contrat
social) that would be binding also on those flowers as
are spatially or temporally absent. After quoting the
risdla of Ahmad b. Burd, Abu 'l-Walld al-Himyan
responds to it by entering the fictional realm created
by Ibn Burd and continuing the story by pointing
out that the recognition of the rose as ruler was an
error and that the narcissus should have been in that
position (one of the arguments being that the "eye"
[narcissus] is much nobler than the "cheek" [rose],
which latter is not even a sense organ!).
A political interpretation of the two flower epistles
imposes itself. After the recent breakdown of the
Umayyad caliphate in al-Andalus, both addressees, Ibn
Djahwar and Ibn 'Abbad, ruled their respective city
states, Cordova and Seville, with the consent of their
people (people of substance, no doubt) and without
any regnal title. This democratic, or aristocratic, model
was unusual. Both Ibn Burd and al-Himyarf were or
had been high-ranking administrators; it is hardly
strange that they attempted to make a constitutional
statement in "flowery" language, most likely in the
sense that they suggested to their addressees to adopt
the caliphal title (for further details, see Heinrichs,
Rose versus narcissus, 186-93).
In a purely literary vein, there are two more prose
mund^aras between rose and narcissus, one by Tadj
al-Dm Ibn cAbd al-Madjrd (d. 744/1343), with the
title Anwar al-sacd wa-nuwwdr al-madj.d fi 'l-mufdkhara
bayn al-narjis wa 'l-ward (in al-Nuwayn, Nihdya, ii, 20713), and one by Abu '1-Hasan al-Maridfnf (2nd half
of 15th century), entitled al-Djawhar al-fard f i mund^arat
al-narjis wa 'l-ward (in al-Shirwanf, Najhat al-Yaman,
Hooghly 1841, 107-17). Of interest here is the way
in which they establish the fictionality of their debates:
Ibn cAbd al-Madjfd states that he wanted "to personify the two" (ushakhkhisahumd), while al-Maridmf
uses the phrase: "I represented them (maththaltuhuma)
as two adversaries in a debate and I made the tongue
of their state speak in the way of conversation (wa
'stantaktu lisdna hdlihimd cald sabili 7l-muhddara)" (for further details see Heinrichs, op. cit., 193-8).
Rose as emblem
Given the general interest in the rose-narcissus
debate, it is surprising that in two books, each of
which contains a chapter on the rose, no such "enmity"
is mentioned at all. Al-Washsha3 (d. 325/937 [q.v.])
compiled a handbook of correct etiquette for the
"refined" people (zurafd3, ahl al-^arf}. The rose chapter
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contains mainly two ideas: (1) The rose represents
everything beautiful and auspicious. (2) However,
according to some, it is inauspicious, because it is
shortlived. As such it is called al-ghadddr, the "traitor",
as opposed to the myrtle that stays fresh for a long
time (al-Washsha3, Muwashshd, tr. D. Bellmann, ii, 926). The idea of the ephemeral and thus disloyal rose
and its counterpart, the longlived loyal myrtle, finds
expression in some poetry as well. Thus Abu Dulaf
al-cldjll, writing to cAbd Allah b. Tahir, said:
"I see your love like the rose inconstant, there is
nothing good in someone whose timespan does not
last;
"And my love is like the myrtle in beauty and
freshness, which has a white blossom that lasts,
when the roses fade away."
The latter answered:
"You have compared my love with the rose, and
it is similar to it: Is there any flower whose overlord is not the rose?!
"And your love is like the myrtle, bitter of taste;
with regard to scent it has neither before nor after."
(al-Nuwayrf, Mhdya, xi, 192-3).
Finally, it needs to be said that in Arabic mystical literature the rose does not even come close to
the symbolic value it has in Persian and Persianate
literature, where it represents the divine Beloved. Ibn
Ghanim al-Makdis! (d. 678/1279 [q.v.]), in his book
on the symbolic or emblematic meaning of flowers
and birds, devotes one chapter to the rose and another
to the narcissus, but there is no cross-reference whatsoever (Kashf al-asrar, 12-13 and 16-17, tr. 10-12 and
13-14). The book resembles the mundgaras in that the
flowers speak in the first person. The self-characterisation of the rose revolves mainly around suffering,
both from its own thorns that prick it and stain its
petals with blood, and from the torment of destillation, when the rosewater is extracted from it.
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AL-WASHM.
1. In older A r a b society.
Tattooing was a custom among women in preIslamic times. The parts of the body mentioned as
recipients are the hand ([gdhir al-]yad), the wrist (mfsam),
the arm (dhirdc), the posterior (ist) and the gums (lithd).
The motifs used are not mentioned; going by modern-day tattooing in Islamic countries they were probably abstract designs. The tattoo was created by
pricking (gharazd) the skin with a needle (ibra, misalla)
or—more specifically—with a tattooing needle (misham,
pi. mawdshim, see Lewin, Vocabulary, 471), so that a
trace (athar) remained. This was then filled with soot
(na'ur, explained as dukhdn al-shahm "smoke of grease"),
antimony (kuhl), or indigo (nil}. As a result the tattoo would become either darkish-green (yakhdarru] or
blue (yazrakku). An existing tattoo could be touched
up or retraced (ruajaji'd) when it had become weak
(mankus} (see Mufaddaliyydt, ed. Shakir and Harun, 105,
7 [no. 19, v. 2]).
In the nasib section of the kasida, the traces of former encampments (atldl} are sometimes compared to
a tattoo, or tattoos, in the same way that they are
sometimes likened to foreign writing. The most famous
example is the beginning of the mu'allaka of Tarafa,
where the traces "appear like the remainder of a tattoo on the back of a hand" (see Diwdn, ed. M.
Seligsohn, Paris 1901, 5). See also Mufaddaliyydt, ed.
Shakir and Harun, 114, 3 (no. 21, v. 7) and 181, 2
(no. 38, v. 2).
In the Hadith there are several traditions in which
the Prophet is portrayed as cursing women who tattoo others (wdshimdt) as well as those who ask to be
tattooed (mustawshimdt). The curse is often extended
to other embellishing procedures that involve changing the body. The common denominator is that one
should not alter God's creation (the women are called
al-mughayyirdtu khalka 'lldh) (see e.g. al-Bukhan, Sahih,
part 7, Bulak 1312h., 164, ult.-167, 7, and for further references see A J. Wensinck, A handbook of early
Muhammadan tradition, Leiden 1927, s.v. "tattooing";
and idem, Concordance, v, Leiden 1969, s.v. washama).
It seems that there was some hesitation in the early
community in this respect: After one of the Prophet's
condemnations of washm whose chain goes back via
Nafi c to Ibn c Umar, Nafic remarks: al-washmu f i 'l-litha
"tattooing of the gums [is intended]" (al-Bukharf,
op. cit., 165, penult.). Ibn Manzur remarks with regard
to this that "what is known nowadays is that tattooing is on the skin and the lips" (LA, xii, 639b, 1011).

AL-WASHM — YAGHUTH
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(W.P. HEINRICHS)
WISAL, MIRZA MUHAMMAD SHAF!C b. Muhammad
c
Isma ll, P e r s i a n p o e t o f t h e e a r l y K a d j a r
p e r i o d , also known as Mirza Kucik ("the little
Mirza"). He was bora in 1197/1782 at Shlraz in a
family of officials who had served the rulers of Persia
since the time of the Safawids. His studies not only
included Arabic and the literary sciences, but also the
arts. It is said that Wisal was a graceful person with
a beautiful voice and an excellent performer of ghazafe.
He also became a famous calligrapher, proficient in
all the current styles of writing (see the autograph in
Browne, LHP, iv, facing 300). In addition, he was
educated as a mystic by Mfrza Abu '1-Kasim Sukut,
a shaykh of the Dhahabiyya order. He died in
1262/1845 and was buried near the shrine of Shah
Ciragh in Shfraz.
As a poet, Wisal was a typical representative of
the neo-classicism that had set in with the Return
Movement (bdzgasht-i adabi] of the mid-12th/18th centuries. He wrote panegyrics after the fashion of the
mediaeval poets, in particular Manucihrf, Anwarf and
Khakanf [q.vv], and ghazak in the style of Sa'df [q.v.].
Among his patrons were, besides the governor and
other notables of the province of Fars, the Kadjar
kings Fath-cAlf Shah and Muhammad Shah, as well
as people residing in the Deccan, which made him
also popular on the Subcontinent. His mathnawis include
Bazm-i Wisal, a lyrical account of an excursion into
the mountains of Fars, and the continuation of Farhdd
va Shirin, more a treatise on love than a story, which
had been left unfinished by Wahshl [q.v.] and is usually printed together with the latter's text (see e.g.
Kulliyydt-i diwdn-i Wahshi-yi Bdjki, ed. Bfdar, Tehran
1373 ^./1994, 476-526). In prose, he wrote an imitation of Sa'df's Gulistan and he translated Atwdk al-
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dhahab, an Arabic adab work by al-Zamakhshari [q.v.
in Suppl.]. Another aspect of his work are his religious poems, such as elegies (mardthi) mourning the
martyrs of Karbala.
Modern critics have pointed to the lack of originality in his poetry, the main merit of which is the
perfect imitation of the old masters. Nevertheless, his
reputation as a refined poet and artist lasted throughout the Kadjar period and his works were printed
several times both in India and Persia. A substantial
selection from his poetry is to be found in the anthologies of Rida Kull Khan. The sons of Wisal followed
in the footsteps of their father. One of them is Dawarf
(d. 1283/1866-7), who acquired a reputation as a poet
and a painter (see further, Browne, LHP, iv, 319-25).
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amongst the Persians, 2Cambridge 1926, 130, 292;
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Nashriyya-yi Ddnishkada-yi Adabiyydt-i Tabriz, vii (1334
Ai/1955), 190-239, 288-356, 392-459; DhabrhAllah Safe, Gan^-i sukhan, 2Tehran 1340 ^71961,
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Y
YAGHUTH, a god of p r e - I s l a m i c A r a b i a ,
mentioned in the Kur'an in a speech of Noah: "They
have said: Forsake not your gods. Forsake not Wadd,
nor Suwac, nor Yaghuth, Ya c uk and Nasr (LXXI,
22-3).
Traditionists and commentators (see the references
given by Hawting, The idea of idolatry, 113 and n. 6)
have exercised their ingenuity in the search for the
traces of Yaghuth in Arabia. Ibn al-Kalbl (d. 204/819
or 206/821) in his Book of the Idols (Kitdb al-Asndm, §§
7c, 9d, 45e, 52a) relates in laconic style: "[the tribe
of] Madhhidj and the people of Djurash adopted
Yaghuth . . .; it was located on a hill in the Yemen
known as Madhhidj; Madhhidj and allied tribes worshipped it." Djurash is today an important archaeological site in the south-west of Saudi Arabia, at £AsIr,
42 km east-south-east of Abha. The tribe of Madhhidj
[q.v.] is first attested (1st century A.D. or thereabouts)
at Karyat al-Faw (280 km north-north-east of Nadjran),
then in the regions situated between Nadjran and
Ma'rib, and finally in the highlands of southern Yemen
(10th century A.D.) where it is still found today.

Shortly before the advent of Islam, the famous battle of al-Razm, which pitted Murad (a subsection of
Madhhidj) against Hamdan, is said to have been provoked by a quarrel over the stewardship of the idol
(Fahd, Le pantheon, 193-4).
On the divinities of Madhhidj and of Djurash, the
ancient inscriptions of southern Arabia tell us nothing, either because they do not indicate the tribal
affiliation of their authors (where they are numerous,
as at Karyat al-Faw and at Nadjran), or because they
are quite rare (as in the region of Djurash). Direct
verification of Ibn al-Kalbf's statements is thus impossible; however, the fact that the god Yaghuth is completely unknown in South Arabian epigraphy (including
onomastics) inspires some doubt as to their reliability. The only epigraphic attestation of the word Ygt
is to be found in a Sabaean inscription (RES 5002)
as an attributive personal name.
Two Nabataean inscriptions from Petra and possibly a third from Sinai mention the anthroponym 'mr3c
y wt (Cantineau, Le Nabateen, ii, 64, 104), composed of
^mr3 (Arabic imru3] and Tcwt (Aramaean graphic of
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Yaghuth, with notation of ghayn by means of cayri). In
these anthroponyms, the second element could be the
name of a divinity or that of a particularly venerated
individual. Safaitic epigraphy knows the anthroponym
Tgt (see, for example, Winnett and Harding, Inscriptions,
625).
Finally, Arabic nomenclature attests the anthroponym cAbd Yaghuth (Caskel, Gamhara, ii, 133-4, 42
entries). It is known that the element £Abd governs
either the name of a divinity (see especially cAbd dhi
'1-Shara, cAbd Manaf, cAbd Manat, cAbd Ruda, cAbd
Suwac, cAbd Shams, cAbd al-Sharik, cAbd al-cUzza or
c
Abd Wadd) or the name of a person or a group
(compare with cAbd cAdf, cAbd Ahlih, cAbd cAmir,
c
Abd cAmr, £Abd <Awf, cAbd Bakr, cAbd Hind, cAbd
al-Harith, cAbd Haritha, £Abd al-Mundhir, cAbd alNu c man, etc.). The distribution of cAbd Yaghuth in
the genealogies does not make it possible to identify
the tribes which particularly appreciated this name,
with the exception of Madhhidj (18 entries out of
42). But regarding this tribe, there is no knowing
whether it is the frequency of the name which has
led traditionists to associate the god with it, or conversely whether it is the association with the god
which has multiplied the instances of cAbd Yaghuth.
Ibn al-Kalbi also seeks to explain how it was that
mankind, monotheistic at the time of creation, came
to worship such a multiplicity of divinities. For his
purposes, he supposes that, originally, Yaghuth was a
devout man; after his death, he was commemorated
by a statue, then promoted to the rank of intercessor in the presence of God. It was the Flood which
allegedly brought his idol into Arabia near Djudda;
there it is said to have been found by cAmr b. Luhayy
who entrusted it to the tribe of Madhhidj, more specifically to Ancam b. cAmr al-Muradf (§§ 45e-52a; note
that for the traditionists, Murad is attached to
Madhhidj).
The root gh-w-th from which the name of Yaghuth
is derived (imperfect of ghdtha "to help") is current in
Arabic nomenclature; see Ar. Ghawth, al-Ghawth,
Ghiyath, Ghuwayth or Ghuwatha (Caskel, Gamhara,
ii, 274-6). It is also attested in North Arabian epigraphy; in South Arabia, on the other hand, it is more
rare and probably indicates a North Arabian influence.
Like other commentators, Yakut was struck by the
similarity of the names Yaghuth and Yacuk, and by
a possible opposition in the sense of the two words;
he speculates that it may be necessary to recognise
two aspects of one and the same divinity, who "sometimes sends the rain, sometimes prevents the rainfall"
(Fahd, Le pantheon, 194). It is clear that all the developments of the tradition depend on the Kur'anic text
and are based on anthroponyms formed on the root
gh-w-th; as for the origin of the mention of Yaghuth
in the Kur'an, it remains unexplained.
Bibliography. J. Cantineau, Le Nabateen, 2 vols.,
Paris 1930-2; M. Hofner, Die Stammesgruppen Nordund ^entralarabiens im vorislamischer ^eit, in H.W.
Haussig (ed.), Goiter und My then im Vorderen Orient,
Stuttgart 1965, 407-81 ("Yagut, Yagut", 478);
T. Fahd, Le pantheon de I'Arabie centrale a la veille de
I'hegire, Paris 1968; Hisham Ibn al-Kalbl, [Kitab alAsndm] Le Lime des idoles de Hicham ibn al-Kalbi, text
ed. and tr. Wahib Atallah, Paris 1969; F.V. Winnett
and G.L. Harding, Inscriptions from fifty Safaitic cairns,
Toronto 1978; G.R. Hawting, The idea of idolatry
and the emergence of Islam. From polemic to history,
Cambridge 1999.
(Cn. ROBIN)
YAHYA, SHEYKH AL-!SLAM, O t t o m a n legal
s c h o l a r and p o e t , d. 1053/1644.

The son of Sheykh al-Islam Bayramzade Zekeriyya
Efendi, Yahya was born in Istanbul in 969/1561 (some
sources give the birth date 959). As the scion of an
important 'ulemd3 family, he underwent a rigorous private education under the tutelage of his father and
several other noted scholars, including cAbd alDjebbarzade Dervish Mehmed Efendi and Ma'lulzade
Seyyid Mehmed Efendi. In 988/1580, at 19 years of
age, he was granted a mulazimet and went on to teach
in the most important madrasas of the day. In
1004/1595 Yahya was appointed kadi of Aleppo and
he subsequently served as kadi in various parts of the
empire until 1013/1604, when he was elevated to the
position of kadi casker of Anatolia. After several dismissals and reappointments, he was appointed Sheykh
al-Isldm in Radjab 1031/May 1622. A brief but turbulent tenure, during which he presided over the
funeral of Sultan 'Othman II [q.v], ended in Dhu '1Kacda 1032/September 1622 when a powerful vizier,
angered by Yahya's opposition to the practice of selling government positions, forced the young Murad
IV [q.v.] to dismiss him. Between 1034/1625 and
1041/1632 he again served as Sheykh al-Isldm and was
re-appointed in 1043/1634 for a period that lasted
until his death in 1053/1644.
Yahya was noted as a legal scholar. Katib Celebi
(Fedhleke) reports that, in delivering legal opinions, he
embodied the perfection of Abu 'l-Sucud [q.v] and
was its seal. He served in an important position during a period of great turmoil and was a powerful
supporter of the reforms instituted by Murad IV. He
was widely known as an honest and decent person
in a time when few like him rose to power.
Nonetheless, Yahya's most enduring fame has
derived from his talent as a ghazal poet. He was said
to possess a poet's inborn nature: witty of speech, a
cheerful countenance, a pleasant conversationalist. His
poetry, in the manner of Bakf [</.y.], consists primarily
of five-couplet ghazah, most on the transitoriness of
this world and life's bitter and sweet aspects. His style
is simple and flowing, free from the excesses of rhetorical complexity that marked the poetry of many of
his contemporaries.
His works include: a diwdn, the Sharh Didmic al-diirer
(commentary on Muhsin-i Kayserl's Ferd3id), Nigdristdn
cevirisi (a Turkish translation of Kemal-Pashazade's
Persian parallel to Sacdl's [q.v] Gulistdn) and Fetdwdyi Tahyd Efendi (a collection of legal opinions).
Bibliography: Yahya is mentioned in the tedhkires
of Kafzade Fa'idf, Rida, Yiimnl, cAsim, Safayf,
Tewfik, Katib Celebl's Fedhleke (Istanbul 1287), and
in the addenda to the Shakd3ik al-Nucmdniyya by
c
Ushshakfzade and SheykhT Mehmed. There are
three editions of his diwdn: Ibnulemm M. Kemal
Inal, Diwdn-i Sheykhulisldm Tahyd, Istanbul 1334/
1915-16 (in Arabic script); Rekin Ertem, §eyhiilislam Tahya divani, Ankara 1995; and Hasan Kavruk,
§eyhulislam Yahya divani, Ankara 2001 (Latin script
transcriptions). See also Lutfi Bayraktutan, §eyhulislam Tahya divamndan sefmeler, Istanbul 1990; Ismail
Hakki Uzuncar§ili, Osmanli tarihi, III. cild, Ankara
1995; Gibb, HOP, iii, 273-84; von HammerPurgstall, Gesch. d. Osm. Dichtkunst, ii, 378-85; A.
Bombaci, Storia della letteratura turca, Milan 1956,
371-2.
(W.G. ANDREWS and MEHMET KALPAKLI)
YASH, the Ottoman Turkish form of the name of
the R o m a n i a n town of Ia§i, c o n v e n t i o n a l l y
Jassy. It lies on the plain of northeastern Moldavia
near the confluence of the Bahlui river with the Prut
(lat. 47° 10' N., long. 27° 35' E.).

YASH
In Ottoman times, it was the capital of the principality of Boghdan [q.v.] or Moldavia. Dimitri Cantemir,
from 1121-2/1710 to 1122-3/1711 resident in this
town as prince of Moldavia, stated that the seat of
government had been transferred to Yash by Stephen
the Great (838 or 9-909 or 10/1435-1504; in reality
this was done by Alexander Lapusneanu in 9723/1565); as a reason for this, Cantemir maintained
that, due to its geographical position, Yash was better suited to warfare with the Ottomans and Tatars
than its predecessor, the more remote fortress town
of Suceava (Demetrius Cantemir, Beschreibung der
Moldau, facs. repr. Bucarest 1973, 52). Ewliya Celebi,
who visited Yash around 1075/1665, called it Yashka
Ruhban, due to the importance of the local monasteries. In his account, Yash appears as a town of
20,000 thatched korta (from Romanian curte "court");
he noted the absence of (private?) buildings covered
with lead or roof-tiles, but commented on the existence of palaces and monasteries built of stone or brick
(Evliya Qelebi Seyahatndmesi. Topkapi Sarayi Bagdat 307
yazynasinin transkripsyonu—dizini, v, ed. Yiicel Dagli, Seyit
Ali Kahraman and Ibrahim Sezgin, Istanbul 2001,
180-6).
Among ecclesiastical institutions, the Ottoman traveller refers to the Yashka Deyri, that Ewliya believed
had been a mosque in the reigns of sultans Bayezfd
and Siileyman, in addition to the Menokola, Galata
and Lipul Beg monasteries; the latter must be identical to that of the Trei Erachi/Trieh Svetiteilei, built
by Vasile Lupu in 1049-50/1640—Ewliya hoped to
see it one day transformed into a mosque. As to the
Menokola, it was probably identical to the St. Nicholas
Church, where a newly-arrived prince was blessed by
a church authority (Miron Costin, Grausame ^eiten in
der Moldau. Die Moldauische Chronik des Miron Costin 15931661, tr. and comments by A. Armbruster, Graz,
Vienna and Cologne 1980, 196, for a monastery called
Galata, see ibid., 207; on the affairs of local monasteries in general, see C. Zach, Uber Klosterleben und
Klosterreformen in der Moldau und in der Walachei im 17.
Jahrhundert, in Kalman Benda et alii (eds.), Forschungen
uber Siebenbiirgen und seine Nachbam. Festschrift fur Atilla
T. Szabo und ^sigmund Jako, Munich 1987, 111-22).
Ewliya also referred to the monastery supposedly
founded by Duna Banu, the wife of Prince Lipul
Beg/Vasile Lupu, which contained an "uncorrupted
body" of a young woman that Ewliya claimed was
the daughter of the mythical architect Yanko b.
Madyan; this may well be the relic that Lupu had
brought to his capital and that was believed to be
the body of St. Paraschiva (Costin, op. cit., 160-1).
To the south of Yash there was an artificial lake
full of fish, that Ewliya thought had been constructed
by Prince Lipul Beg/Vasile Lupu with the permission
of Sultan Murad IV. The traveller also admired the
princely palace with its grand reception room and
numerous pavilions looking out upon the water (judging from a map of the early 20th century, the core
of the palace was located at some distance from the
one major lake in the town; however, the body of
water seen by Ewliya may have been drained later
on; see Meyers Reisebiicher, Tilrkei, Rumdnien, Serbien,
Bulgarien, Leipzig and Vienna, 1908, 93). Costin confirms that Vasile Lupu greatly augmented the palace,
constructing gardens, stables and bath-houses; some
of the buildings supposedly were covered in tiles of
"Chinese porcelain" (Costin, loc. at.}. Ewliya also claims
that there were 2,060 shops covered with timber or reeds,
six khans used by merchants and a guest house that also
accommodated visiting Ottoman and Tatar dignitaries.
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Complementary to Ewliya's account is that of a
near-contemporary embassy chaplain (Conrad Jacob
Hiltebrandts Dreifache Schwedische Gesandtschaftsreise nach
Siebenbiirgen, der Ukraine und Constantinopel (1656-1658),
ed. with comm. by F. Babinger, Leiden 1937, 82 ff.)
Hiltebrandt served the Swedish embassy that was
received at the court of Prince George Stephen, who
after his deposition by Mehemmed IV (1067-68/1657)
emigrated to the Swedish kingdom. The author stressed
the commercial activity of Yash, which was, however,
unfortified; numerous Jewish traders were active here,
in addition to both local and Greek merchants. At
the court, where it was customary to accord a visiting Ottoman cawush absolute precedence, there was a
guard of German-speaking soldiers, yet Ewliya commented on the presence of Ottoman gunners.
According to Hiltebrandt, the numerous churches of
Yash rather resembled mosques without minarets; he
also commented on the local folklore, including dances
and fairground amusements specific to the Easter
season.
Throughout the early modern period, the PolishLithuanian commonwealth attempted to influence the
decision-making of the Moldavian princes, which meant
that Polish-Tatar-Cossack rivalries also were fought
out on Moldavian soil. In 918-19/1513 Yash was thus
fired on by the Tatars, while Ottoman and Russian
attacks in 944-5/1538 and 1097-8/1686 had similar
consequences (art. "Jassy" in Encyclopedia Britannica, ed.
1963, xii, 972). Ewliya Celebi even claimed that the
conditions of Moldavian subjection included the right
of the Tatars to pillage the country once every ten
years. In 1123/1711 Peter the Great briefly occupied
the town, receiving the homage of the learned prince
Dimitri Cantemir. On this occasion, numerous Ottoman merchants present in Yash were murdered and
their goods pillaged (Akdes Nimet Kurat, Prut seferi ve
ban§i 1123 (1711), 2 vols., Ankara 1951-3, i, 234
and passim); similar atrocities were repeated in 12367/1821, when the Greek uprising began in both the
Peloponnesus and the Principalities. Russian armies
advanced as far as Yash once again in 1148-9/1736,
but were not able to hold on to the town due to the
defeats suffered at Ottoman hands by their Austrian
ally (Barbara Jelavich, History of the Balkans, i, Eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, Cambridge 1983, 66-8, 105, 121;
H. Uebersberger, Russlands Orientpolitik in den letzten zwei
Jahrhunderten, i, Bis zum Frieden von Jassy, Stuttgart 1913,
passim]. On the level of international diplomacy, the
Moldavian capital was known through the peace of
Jassy concluded between the Ottoman and Russian
empires (Djumada II-Radjab 1206/January 1792); this
agreement confirmed many of the stipulations of the
earlier treaty of Kuciik Kaynardja [q.v.], especially the
loss of the Crimea. A coastal strip between Bug and
Dniestr was also ceded to Russia, where the town of
Odessa was founded the following year. From this
time onwards, Russia maintained an influential position in Yash, which was to continue throughout the
13th/19th century.
In the late 12th/18th century, when Istanbul Greek
families known as the hospodars represented Ottoman
authority in Yash, the town possessed a small but
active educated stratum that purchased books both
religious and secular in Greek, Italian, Romanian and
other languages, with an emphasis on the Greek
authors of Antiquity, as well as grammars and dictionaries covering modern European languages. Such
works were procured by merchants for whom dealing in books must have formed a sideline. These educated traders maintained links to the Athos but also
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to Leipzig and Vienna, in addition to stocking works
printed in Moldavia itself (Mihail Carata§u, La bibliotheque d'un grand negotiant du XVIIF siecle: Gregoire Antoine
Avramios, in Symposium I'epoque phanariote, 21-25 octobre
1970, a la memoire de Cleobule Tsourkas, Salonica 1974,
135-43). A princely academy founded by Antioh
Cantemir was attended not only by the sons of local
noblemen but also by young people of more modest
backgrounds; from 1173-4/1760 onwards, this school
began to teach Enlightenment philosophy as well as
the natural sciences (Ariadna Camariano-Cioran, Ecoles
grecques dans les principautes danubiennes au temps des
Phanariotes, in ibid., 49-56). However, given the frequency of warfare, the depressed condition of the
peasantry and the relative weakness of urban life in
Moldavia, the level of general education remained
low even in the 13th/19th century (Jelavich, op. cit.,
i, 270).
In the mid-19th century, Jassy came within the
principality of Moldavia, now united with Wallachia
to form the kingdom of Romania. Though Bucharest
became the political capital of the new state, Jassy
continued to be the most important cultural centre
of the realm. The first book in Romanian had been
printed there (1643), and it was the seat of an
Orthodox archbishop. Now, in 1860, the University
of Jassy was founded. The large Jewish population of
the town, approximately one-half, perished in the
course of World War II. After 1947, Jassy was within
the People's Republic of Romania. In 1996 it was
the third city of Romania, with a population of
346,613, whilst the county of the same name, with
the town of Jassy as its chef-lieu, had 823,800
inhabitants.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(SURAIYA FAROC^HI)
YACUK, a god of p r e - I s l a m i c A r a b i a , mentioned in the Kur'an in a speech of Noah: "They have
said: Forsake not your gods. Forsake not Wadd, nor
Suwac, nor Yaghuth, Ya c uk and Nasr!" (LXXI, 22-3).
Traditionists and commentators have exercised their
ingenuity in the effort to track down the god Ya c uk,
with little success. In his "Book of the Idols" (Kitab
al-Asndm, §§ 7d, 9d, 45e, and 52b), Ibn al-Kalbl (d.
204/819 or 206/821), relates that: "Khaywan adopted
Ya'uk; he was in one of their villages called Khaywan,
in the region of San'a', two nights from Mecca." But
he adds immediately: "I have heard neither Hamdan
nor any other Arab [tribe] giving a name [composed]
with it", explaining this silence by the Judaisation of
Hamdan under the reign of Dhu Nuwas [q.v., where
his name needs to be corrected in the Sabaean form,
which is Yusuf As3ar Yath'ar, Ts3/ W Tt3r\.
The information provided by Ibn al-Kalbl on the
location and tribal associations of the township of
Khaywan is precise. Khaywan is situated well to the
north of San'a0 in the direction of Mecca, at a distance of 105 km, midway between San'a3 and Sacda.
In the 4th/10th century, the township marked the
boundary between Hashid and Bakll, the two tribal
groups constituting the Hamdan confederation (alHasan al-Hamdani, Sifat Djazirat al-cArab, ed. Miiller,
66); it is today the last outpost of Hashid (the alc
Usaymat clan) before entering Sufyan. On the other
hand, no divinity named Ya c uk is attested in Hamdan.
However, the pantheons of the tribes of this confederation, which give the highest rank to Ta'lab Riyam
and Almakah, are quite well known through many
inscriptions and the vestiges of a large number of
temples. A god named Ya c uk is not attested elsewhere
in Yemen or in Arabia.

It is clear that Ibn al-Kalbi or his source felt the
need to manipulate the available information to provide a basis for the Kur'anic text. It was all the easier to locate Ya'uk in Yemen, not only because it
was a distant country, but also because polytheism
had been officially banned there since the end of the
4th century A.D. and any indications to the contrary
had been obliterated.
However, the epigraphy of Yemen is acquainted
with the appellation of Yacuk. It is the name of a
synagogue (mkrb) constructed in A.D. January 465
(d-d'uf1 574 of the Himyarite era), at Dulac apparently
(some 12 km to the north-west of Sanca5), according
to the inscription Ry 520/4 (Tk) and 9 (Tcwk). In a
relief inscription on the island of Sukutra [q.v.], Tfk
is apparently an anthroponym (Robin and Gorea, Les
vestiges antiques).
Among traditionists and Muslim scholars, the cult
of Ya'uk was the object of hypotheses other than that
of Ibn al-Kalbl: they localise it in the tribes of
Khawlan-Kuda'a, Murad or Kinana (Fahd, Le pantheon,
195 n. 1) or at Balkhac (a Sabaean town known only
through traditions relating to idols: see Hawting, The
idea of idolatry, 107 and n. 15) but without further
evidence.
Ibn al-Kalbl also seeks to explain how it was that
mankind, monotheistic at the time of creation, came to
worship such a multiplicity of divinities. For his purposes, he assumes that originally, Yacuk was a devout
man; after his death, he was commemorated by a
statue, then promoted to the rank of intercessor in
the presence of God. It was the Flood that would
have brought his idol into Arabia near Djudda; there
it is said to have been found by cAmr b. Luhayy
who entrusted it to the tribe of Hamdan (§§ 45e52b).
Attestations and the senses of the root from which
the name of Ya'uk is derived offer nothing further
by way of clarification. One may note only that Yakut
underlines the similarity between the names Yaghuth
and Yaciik and wonders whether it is necessary to
recognise two aspects of one and the same divinity,
who "sometimes sends the rain, sometimes prevents
the rainfall" (Fahd, Le pantheon, 194).
It is thus difficult to follow Toufic Fahd when he
affirms that "The conclusion cannot be avoided that
Ya c uk and the other four divinities cited by Noah
belong to the most primitive pantheon of central
Arabia" (op. cit., 196); to this day, nothing has been
established with certitude as to the origin of the mention of Ya c uk in the Kur'an.
Bibliography: Hamdanf, [Sifat Diazirat al-cArab],
D.H. Miiller, al-Hamdani's Geographic der arabischen
Halbmsel, 2 vols., Leiden 1884-91, repr. 1968; G.
Ryckmans, Inscriptions sud-arabes. Onzieme serie, in Le
Museon, Ixvii (1954), 99-105 and pi. 1; M. Hofner,
Die Stammesgruppen Nord- und ^entralarabiens im vorislamischer %eit, in H.W. Haussig (ed.), Cotter und Mythen
im Vorderen Orient, Stuttgart 1965, 407-81 ("Yacuq",
479); T. Fahd, Le pantheon de VArabie centrale d la
veille de I'hegire, Paris 1968; Hisham Ibn al-Kalbi,
\Kitdb al-Asndm] Le Lime des idoles de Hicham ibn alKalbi, text ed. and tr. Wahib Atallah, Paris 1969;
G.R. Hawting, The idea of idolatry and the emergence of
Islam. From polemic to history, Cambridge 1999; Ch.
Robin and Maria Gorea, Les vestiges antiques de la
grotte de Hoq (Suqutra, Yemen), in Academic des Inscriptions
et Belles-Lettres, Comptes rendus, 2002, 409-45.

(Cn. ROBIN)
YAZIDJI, SALIH B. SULEYMAN, the early Ottoman a u t h o r of the Shemsiyye, one of the ear-
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liest works on astrology known to be w r i t t e n
in A n a t o l i a . He was the father of Yazidjioghlu
Mehmed and Ahmed Bidjan [q.vv], two important religious figures and writers of the 9th/15th
century.
The place and date of his birth are uncertain.
However, due to the fact that he dedicated his work
(the Shemsiyye) to Iskender b. Hadji Pasha from the
Dewlet Khan family living in Ankara, it is supposed
that he was also from Ankara. On the other hand,
in the introduction (sebeb-i te'lif] of his Shemsiyye, he
wrote that he was strongly attached to CA1I Beg, the
son of Kassab-oghlu Mahmud Pasha, who was the
tutor (laid) of Sultan Mehmed Fatih and vizier to
Murad II and Fatih, and that he served him from
the year 775/1373 for 36 years until 'All Beg's death.
Kassab-oghlu Mahmud Pasha founded a masdj_id, a
madrasa and a hospital in Malkara [q.v.] and appointed
his son cAlf Beg to administer them, so Yazidji Salih
also lived in Malkara and in later years he settled in
Gallipoli (Gelibolu) probably after 'All Beg's death.
The date of his death is unknown. The story that his
grave is near the graves of his sons Mehmed and
Ahmed Bldjan (outside Gelibolu, on the road to
Istanbul) is unauthenticated.
That his father's name was Suleyman, although
Ewliya Celebi calls him Shiidjac al-Dln, is certain,
because in the manuscript of the Muhammediyye, by
his son Yazidji-oghlu Mehmed, and also in his other
works, he speaks of himself as Mehmed b. Salih b.
Suleyman. As a consequence of writing in his work
his name as Salh al-Dln, from the exigencies of the
metre, in some sources his name has mistakenly
appeared as Salah al-Dln.
Although the available information about his education is uncertain, some facts, e.g. that he was a
scribe, so that he was given the lakab Yazidji, that
he was a very knowledgeable person about astrology,
and that he used Arabic and Persian quotations and
titles in his Shemsiyye, imply a certain level of education.
The number of his works is unknown. His only
extant work is the Shemsiyye on astrology. Although
Ewliya Celebi mentions a Sebc al-Methdm, a Tacbir-ndme
and works on medicine, no copy of them has so far
been found. The work which has appeared in some
sources as the Melhame is part of the Shemsiyye. The
question whether the Shemsiyye was a compilation or
a translation was long discussed. However, considering the manner of book writing of the time and also
the fact that Yazidji Salih mentions the works and
people from whom he profited (like Ebu '1-Fadl
Hubeysh b. Ibrahim b. Muhammed al-TiflisI), it is
recognised as a compilation.
Yazidji Salih writes in the introduction of his work
that he completed it in 811/1408-9, naming it the
Shemsiyye, and submitted it to Iskender b. Hadji Pasha.
The Shemsiyye was written in the form of a methnewi
and in the metre fa'ilatun fd'ildtun fa'ilun. Since no
autograph ms. exists and no critical edition has been
done, the number of original verses is unknown; they
differ in each copy (e.g. in ms. Suleymaniye Kutiiphanesi-Pertevniyal no. 776, 4724 verses). The fact that
over 30 mss. of it survive shows that it was widely
read. If not great literature, it is nevertheless important linguistically as a text of 15th-century Turkish.
It is composed of three sections. In the first section
there is the introduction (tewhid, nact, mircddj_iyye, sebebi te}lif), which is to be found in works written in the
methnewi form; the second section is divided into twelve
bah, each referring to one of the months, and each
divided again into 25 fask; and in the third section,
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three characteristics of the moon are narrated, with
their subdivisions. It was rendered by his younger son
Ahmed Bldjan into prose form, also including some
verse sections, as the Bostdnil 'l-hakdyik. Apart from
this, there is the Ruz-ndme-i Melhame, which is composed of selections, summaries and explanations from
the Shemsiyye (Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi KutiiphanesiHazine no. 1740, 129a-141b), printed as the Melhame
at Kazan in 1891.
Bibliography: CA1I, Ktinh al-akhbdr, Millet
Kiituphanesi, Tarih no. 4225, 75b; Bursali Mehmed
Tahir, Ya&djl Saldh al-Din, in Turk Turdu, v/6
(1329/1914), 1021-2; idem, 'Othmanll mtfelli/len, iii,
308-9; Halil Inalcik, Fatih devri uzerinde tetkikler ve
vesikalar, i, 3 Ankara 1995, 71 n. 8; Amil Qelebioglu,
Muhammediyye, i, Istanbul 1996, 9-16; idem, Ya&a
Salih ve §emsiyye\si, in Eski tiirk edebiyati ara^tirmalan,
Istanbul 1998, 55-91; Atilla Batur, Ya&a Salih ve
§emsiyye3 si, unpubl. M.A. thesis, Erciyes Universitesi,
1996; Evliya Qelebi b. Dervi§ Mehemmed Zilli,
Evliya Celebi seyahatndmesi. Topkapi Sarayi Bagdat 307
yazmasmin transkripsiyonu di^ini, vols. i, ii, v, Istanbul
1995-2001, i 139, ii, 228, v, 166.
(HATICE AYNUR)
YEDI ADALAR, the T u r k i s h n a m e of the
G r e e k Seven ( I o n i a n ) I s l a n d s (Gk. Heptanesos/a], an insular group off the western coast of northwestern Peloponnese (Morea) and mainland Greece,
stretching northwards in the following order: Zakynthos, Kephallenia (Cephalonia), Ithake (Ithaca), Leukas,
Paxoi (Antipaxos and Paxos) and Kerkyra (Corfu).
Sometimes the island of Kythera or Cerigo [see COKA
ADASI], off the southeastern tip of the Morea, is also
included, albeit erratically, in the Seven Islands group
(mainly by scholars of the area's Latin domination
period). The relevant Arabic names of the islands
appear in al-ldrlsl [q.v.], while the Ottoman Turkish
names of Zaklise [q.v], Kifalonia, Siyaki (Ithake),
Levkas/Levkada [q.v] (only the island's main town
and fortress was called Aya Mavra by the Ottomans),
Bakshiler (Paxoi islands) and Korfiiz/Korfus [q.v]
(stemming, like Corfu, from the island's Byzantine
appellation of Korypho) appear in the early 16th-century Kitdb-i Bahriyye by Plrl Re'Is [q.v] (see detailed
comm. in the recent Greek tr. by D. Loupes, Athens
1999, 312-16, 322-37), although Ottoman rule in the
Ionian area, usually commencing from 1479 with the
ousting of the Italian Tocco dynasty from Benevento,
was never definitively established during the Ottoman
domination period except for the case of Levkas, where
it lasted for almost two centuries. The Toccos' last
dukes had retreated to the islands in the 1460s from
mainland Eriros in view of the Ottoman conquest
there, completed between 1449 and 1479.
In the Byzantine period lasting to the early 13th
century (from 1204 onwards the area gradually passed
under Latin control), the Heptanese sustained severe
attacks, mainly from Muslims and Normans. Of particular importance here are the two attacks, first on
Kephallenia and Zakynthos between 878 and 881 by
the North African Arabs [see IFRIKIYA], repulsed by
the celebrated Byzantine admiral Ooryphas (see
Elisabeth Malamut, Les lies de I'Empire byzantin, VIII'XIP s., Paris 1988, 77 n. 236 and table on p. 110;
sources and refs. in A. Sawides, in Mesogews, i [1998],
91-2), and secondly on Corfu in 1033 by Saracens
from Sicily [see SIKILLIYA], who burned the island's
main town (refs. in A. Sawides, The Byzantine Heptanese,
llth-early 13th century [in Gk.], Athens 1986, 19). Other
references to possible Muslim attacks in the area,
mainly appearing in Saints' lives, cannot be corroborated
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by parallel sourcess. Also of importance is the information provided by al-ldrlsl, who ca. 1153 visited
Byzantium and gave in his Kitdb Rudj.^ar, inter alios,
details on Tanu (Othonoi), Kurfus (Corfu), Lkata
(Leukas), Djefaluniya (Kephallenia), Faskyu (Ithake?)
and Djandjnt or Gagni (Zakynthos) (French tr. Jaubert,
ii, 121, 123; cf. Soustal-Koder, 168, 176, 179, 195,
278; Sawides, Byz. Heptanese, 46-8, and idem, in
Byzantinoslavica, lx/2 [1999], 454). About 12 years later
(1164-5) the Spanish Jew from Tudela, Benjamin, also
visited Korypho (Corfu) and Lachta or Lekat (Leukas
and not Arta in the Epitor mainland, as in the Eng.
tr. by Adler, 10, and in Soustal-Koder, 57-8 n. 97,
113; on this see the recent Gk. tr. by Photeine Vlachopoulou, introd. and comm. by K. Megalommates and
A. Sawides, Athens 1994, 34-5 n. 8, 62).
From the second half of the 14th century onwards,
Latin control in the Ionian Islands was divided between
the Toccos on the southern (until ca. 1479) and Venice
on the northern group (until 1797). Since there is no
fixed pattern for a unified and lasting Ottoman presence in the area, this article will discuss the islands
separately, beginning with Leukas, which sustained the
longest Ottoman occupation.
L e u k a s . In Leukas (Leucata or Santa Maura in
western sources) the Ottoman occupation lasted from
1479 until the final Venetian capture of 1684, with
an interval between 1502-3 when the Venetians succeeded in seizing it during the Second VenetianOttoman war of 1499-1502. By the 1503 treaty, it
was returned to Sultan Bayezld II [q.v.], who in turn
recognised the Venetian occupation of Kephallenia
(1500-1). Leukas' conqueror in 1479, the bey of Avlonya
(Valona) Ahmad Pasha Gedik [q.v.], carried out
Mehemmed II's plans of repopulating Istanbul with
deportations, among others, of a significant part of
Leukas', Zakynthos' and Kephallenia's populations. In
the 16th and 17th centuries, the island's town and
fortress of Aya Mavra developed as the largest settlement of the sandj_ak of Karli-Ili [q.v.] and as an
important Ottoman naval base in the area, with interesting samples of Ottoman fortifications and building
activity (refs. in LEVKAS). The Venetian capture of
1684 was ratified by the treaty of Carlowitz [see
KARLOFCA] in 1699.
Z a k y n t h o s . A Tocco possession since 1357,
Zakynthos (Zante in western sources) was briefly seized
(with Kephallenia and Leukas) by the Ottomans (1479);
the Toccos soon recovered it (1480), but they were
driven out by the Venetians (1482-3), who in 1485
purchased it by special treaty with Bayezfd II. The
1503 treaty secured Zakynthos and Kephallenia for
the Republic of St. Mark in exchange for an annual
tribute of 500 ducats, a situation maintained until the
Carlowitz treaty (1699). In the 16th century, the island
had suffered from raids conducted by Khayr al-Dln
Pasha Barbarossa, Torghud Re'fs and Uludj CA1I [q.w.];
Zakynthians participated against the Ottomans at
Lepanto [see AYNABAKHTI] (1571), the Russian-instigated Orloff insurrection of 1770 and—after the
overthrow of Venetian rule (1797)—in the 1821 Greek
War for Liberation (refs. in ZAKLISE, and in Sawides,
•eios, v [1999], 81-2, 84-5 nn. 26-38).
K e p h a l l e n i a . Also a Tocco possession since 1357,
the island (mentioned as Zeffalonia by Westerners)
was also seized by the Ottomans in 1479 and held
until 1481, when the Toccos reclaimed it until 14823, at which time the Venetians took over; in 1485,
however, Kephallenia was ceded, in a state of depopulation, to Bayezfd II, who extended the second
Ottoman rule until 1500-1, when Venice assumed de-

finitive control there (as well as in Ithake), resettling the
island with Zakynthians and Ithakiotes in the course
of the Second Venetian-Ottoman war (see G. Moschopoulos, History of Cephalonia [in Gk.], i, Athens
1985, 67-83). From then onwards, the Venetian
presence was uninterrupted until 1797, despite two
destructive Ottoman raids in 1537-8 and 1570-1
(Moschopoulos, op. cit., 83-6). Kephallenians, like other
Heptanesians, participated on the side of Venice in
the long siege of Crete (1645-69) (Moschopoulos, 86ff.),
while Kephallenia and the other islands were to receive
hosts of refugees from Crete [see IKR!TISH] following
its fall to the Sultanate (see A. Vakalopoulos, History
of modern Hellenism [in Gk.], iii, Thessalonica 1968,
532ff.).
I t h a k e . Known as Val de Compare to the Latins,
Ithake, following a period of Frankish rule, was laid
waste in 1430 and again in the period 1479-85 by
Mehemmed II's and Bayezfd II's fleets, in the attempt
of the Sultanate to consolidate its hold on the western Greek littoral. In 1500-1 it was captured (with
Kephallenia) by the Venetians, who, on account of
its depopulated state, resettled it in 1504 with
Kephallonians and Zakynthians. The Venetian hold
on the island ended in 1797.
Paxos. The island was sold by Venice to a wealthy
Corfiote, whose oppressive government forced its inhabitants to flee to the Ottoman-dominated Epirote mainland. On 22 July 1537 an allied Western fleet under
Andrea Doria defeated near Paxos the Ottoman viceadmiral CA1I Celebi, seizing 12 Ottoman vessels, but
in 1577 the Ottomans, recovering from their defeat
at Lepanto (1571) and realising the island's vulnerability, attacked and plundered it before the Venetians
took over again (until 1797).
C o r f u . Although it never experienced a period of
Ottoman domination, the island was severely threatened by three Ottoman attacks [see also KORFUZ]. In
1386 it was ceded by the Navarrese Company to
Venice, whose control there lasted until 1797, while
after the fall of Constantinople in 1453, Corfu was
to become a place of Byzantine refugees and exiles.
In 1537-8, Khayr al-Dfn Pasha Barbarossa and the
Grand Vizier Lutff Pasha [q.vv.] besieged the island
but, failing to seize it, they plundered Kephallenia
(see Vakalopoulos, op. cit., iii, 143 ff.). Another threatening attack against Corfu took place in the reign of
Sultan Ahmed III, in 1716, in the course of the
Seventh Venetian-Ottoman war of 1714-18; despite a
stifling blockade by sea (by the kapudan-pasha Mehmed)
and land (by the sefasker Kara Mustafa Pasha), the
Venetians and Corfiotes held out (see G. Athanasainas,
The assedio of Corfu, 1716 [Gk. adaptation], Athens
2001, and D. Chatzopoulos, The last Venetian-Ottoman
war of 1714-18 [in Gk.], Athens 2002, 235-97). Finally,
following the end of Venetian rule in the Heptanese
(1797) and in the reign of Sultan Selfm III, the French
were besieged in Corfu (Nov. 1798-March 1799) by
a united Russo-Ottoman fleet under Admiral Feodor
Ushakov, who had also seized Zakynthos, Kephallonia,
Ithake (Oct. 1798) and Leukas (Nov. 1798) and whose
operations were supported also by the Orthodox ecumenical patriarch Gregory V (detailed description of
the operations by the priest Petros-Polykarpos Voulgares, in a recent modern Gk. adaptation by S.-C.
Voulgares, Chronicle of a siege, 1798-9, Athens 2001;
cf. N. Moschonas, in IEE, xi, 389ff.). Russo-Ottoman
control, in the course of which both the first independent small Greek "Ionian State" was created (18007) under the sovereignty of the Porte and treaties
were signed with CA1I Pasha Tepedelenli [q.v.] of
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loannina [see YANYA] (on these treaties, see E. Protopsaltes, in Deltion historikes kai ethnologikes hetaireias hellados, xi [1956], 59-77), lasted until 1807, when the
French took over again until 1814, at which time the
British prevailed in the area until its eventual cession
to Greece (1864).
Bibliography: Given in the article; see also references in the articles KORFUZ, LEVKAS, ZAKLISE; on
the temporary Ottoman occupation of some of the
Ionian islands, see D. Pitcher, An historical geography
of the Ottoman Empire, Leiden 1972, 87ff., index and
maps (esp. XV-XVI). Detailed references on the
Arab and Ottoman raids in P. Soustal and
J. Koder, Nikopolis und Kephallenia (Tabula Imperil
byzantini 3), Vienna 1981, and A. Sawides, Notes
on the Ionian Islands and Islam in the Byzantine and postByzantine periods (Arab and Ottoman raids), in Journal
of Oriental and African Studies, xii (Athens 2003-4); cf.
idem, Notes on Edessa/ Vodena/ Wodina, Volos/Golos/
Wolos/Kuluz and ^akynthos/ ^ante/ ^aklise in the Byzantine
and Turkish domination periods, in Mesogeios, v (1999).
See also K. Setton, The Papacy and the Levant, 12041571, 4 vols. Philadelphia 1976-84, passim; Alexandra
Krantonelle, History of piracy, 3 vols. (periods 13901538, 1538-1699, and 18th century until the Greek
War for Liberation), Athens 1985, 1991, 1998 (in
Gk.). Good bibliographies on the Byzantine and
post-Byzantine (Latin) Heptanese in the collective
Historia tou hellenikou ethnous (IEE) (= History of the
Hellenic nation), ix (1979), 463-5, x (1974), 465-6, and
xi (1975), 496, and in the collection of studies by
G. Leontsines, Problems in Heptanesian social history (in
Gk.), Athens 1991, 615-99.
(A. SAWIDES)
YEMENLI HASAN PASHA (d. 1016/1607),
Ottoman Turkish governor in the Yemen.
In the absence of tribal consensus and an agreed
successor to the Zaydf imamate following the death
of al-Mutahhar [q.v.] in 980/1572, the Ottomans were
offered an unprecedented opportunity to extend their
zone of influence beyond the Tihama [q.v.] into the
Yemeni interior. Earlier Ottoman advances and the
securing of San'a3 [q.v.] in 954/1547 had still left
large areas of the north—including strongholds such
as Kawkaban and Thula [q.vv] situated perilously close
to the governor's seat itself—incompletely pacified, and
it was only during Hasan Pasha's exceptionally long
term of office as provincial governor between Djumada
I 988/June 1580 and Muharram 1013/June 1604
(Rashid, i, 154, 186) that the Ottoman administration began to make serious inroads against local resistance forces. Throughout the period of Hasan Pasha's
governorship in the Yemen, the Ottomans were preoccupied by wars on both the eastern and northwestern frontiers of their empire (against the Safawids
986-98/1578-90 and the Habsburgs 1001-15/15931606, so that Hasan was given a free hand to secure
the consolidation of Ottoman rule within his jurisdiction by his own means. One method he employed
to good effect in the early years of his governorship
was deportation (nafy) of prominent members of the
Zaydf leadership. In 994/1586 he sent five of al-Mutahhar's sons and potential successors to Istanbul for
incarceration at Yedi Rule (Rashid, i, 161), where
they remained until the end of his governorship (see
ibid., i, 185, noting the death in captivity of Lutf Allah
b. al-Mutahhar in 1010/1601-2).
To reinforce his authority locally, Hasan Pasha
made extensive use of an inner core of long-term
associates of proven military ability and unswerving
personal loyalty such as his deputy (ketkhudd) Sinan
Pasha and another right-hand man called Amir CA1I
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al-Djaza'in. In 997/1589 he appointed the latter with
the rank of pasha as lieutenant-governor in Sacda [q.v.]
with key responsibilities for securing the northern districts. When at a later stage in his governorship Hasan
Pasha faced a resumption of the Zaydl challenge with
al-Mansur al-Kasiml's declaration of independence in
1006/1597 [see AL-MANSUR BI 'LLAH], he turned for
assistance to his former associate CA1I Pasha who was
called in from his then current post as governor of
Eritrea (for CA1I Pasha's term as beylerbeyi of the eydlet-i
Habesjh between Radjab 1002/April 1594 and
Ramadan 1010/March 1602, see C. Orhonlu, Habe§
eyaleti, Istanbul 1974, 183) to lend his help in the crisis.
Through a combination of swift communications, rapid
reaction and effective teamwork, the Ottomans succeeded in capturing al-Mansur's base of operations at
Shahara in 1011/1602 and in forcing his re-submission, albeit temporary, to Ottoman rule. In sum,
although Ottoman control over the province remained
precarious at the close of Hasan Pasha's twenty-four
year term as governor in 1013/1604, there is no question but that he had contributed significantly to
Yemen's fuller incorporation into the Ottoman imperial system.
After Hasan Pasha's recall at his own request to
Istanbul, he served a brief term as governor of Egypt
between the early part of 1014/summer 1605 and 3
Dhu '1-Hidjdja 1015/2 March 1607 (Tdrikh-i Na'imd,
i, 462). Shortly after his return to the capital, he died
on 9 Radjab 1016/3 October 1607 (ibid., ii, 23).
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article): 1. S o u r c e s . Bursali Mehmed Tahir, Siajilli 'othmam, ii, 128-9; Ahmed Rashid, Tdnkh-i Yemen
we 8anca\ 2 vols. Istanbul 1294/1877 (Hasan Pasha's
governorship being covered in detail, i, 153-86).
2. S t u d i e s . Fuad I. Khuri, Imams and Emirs.
State, religion and sects in Islam, London 1990, 11823 and map on 61; C.G. Brouwer, Al-Mukha. Profile
of a Yemeni sea port as sketched by servants of the Dutch
East India Company (VOC) 1614-1640, Amsterdam
1997, 106-11.
(R. MURPHEY)
YOGYAKARTA, the n a m e of a city in central Java, Indonesia, capital of the former sultanate
and present-day Special District of Yogyakarta.
Inhabitants (in 2002): ca. 448,760 (city) or ca. 3,068,000
(whole district).
Together with the city and area of Surakarta [q.v]
it was formerly part of the kingdom of Mataram [q.v]
located in the southern parts of central Java. The first
kraton (palace) of Mataram was built in 1582 in Ku£a
Gede, a present suburb of Yogyakarta, by Kyai Gede
Pamanahan. After his death in 1584 his son took over
the kraton and military installations and was recognised by Sultan Adivijaya of Pajang as Senopati-ingAlaga, a military leader ("general"). After the ruler's
death in 1587 Senopati established and enlarged his
new kingdom. He died in 1601. The greatest ruler
among his descendants was Sultan Agung (r. 161345), who conquered most of central and eastern Java
including Surabaya, and even some regions on other
islands. Besides his deep roots in Javanese monistic
traditions as susuhunan (originally a spiritual title), he
also supported the spread of Islam to the interior of
the island and obtained the title of sultan by a special mission from Mecca in 1641. Under his successors, however, the Islamic elements were extensively
eliminated once more.
After three wars of succession and the move of the
capital city to Kartasura (1677) and Surakarta
(Solo, 1745), the kingdom of Mataram was divided
in 1755; the Pangeran Mangkubumi III choose again
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Yogyakarta as place for his kraton, thus reviving the
traditions of Senopati and Sultan Agung. As Sultan
Hamengku Buwono I (d. 1792) he became the founder
of the dynasty of Nga Yogyakarta Hadiningrat. The
situation of his kraton was just beside a sacred line
reaching from Mt. Merapi in the north to the mouths
of the rivers Opek and Progo, the meeting place with
the goddess of the South Sea Nyai Lara Kidul, thus
underlining his central role in sacred geography, above
all, in the cosmos. More than the susuhunan in
Surakarta, the sultan of Yogyakarta gave dominance
to Islamic symbols and precepts, combining them to
the special brand of Javanese Islam: the normative
expressions of Islam, in confession and Shaifa, as the
vessel for mystical practice; divine decree (takdir, wahy,
wangsit, pulung) combined with the magical power (kesakten, sekti, from Sanskr. sakti) of the ruler, and thus the
subordination of the religious scholar to the king
(Woodward, 152). The tradition of Yogyakarta relates
these teachings to Sunan Kali Jaga, one of the nine
revered teachers of Islam (wali songo] in Java who was
a particular adviser to Senopati.
The Java War (1825-30) broke out when Pangeran
Diponegoro (1785-1855), son of Sultan Hamengku
Buwono III and a person well trained in mystical
practices, was taken to fight against the alliance of
the court and the Dutch because of new administrative regulations. He was supported by the people, by
members of the nobility and the Islamic culama* led
by Kiyai Maja. After being treacherously taken prisoner, he was exiled to Makassar [</.#.], while Kiyai
Maja was exiled to Menado.
In 1912 Yogyakarta witnessed the founding of the
Muhammadiyah by K.H. Ahmad Dahlan as a modernist social and educational organisation which is at
present the second largest Islamic organisation in
Indonesia. The great popularity of Sultan Hamengku
Buwono IX (1912-88, r. since 1939), a modernising
reform of the village administration in 1946 in his
district, and his close co-operation with the republican leaders after 1945, particularly 1946-9 when
Yogyakarta was the interim capital of Indonesia
because of the Dutch occupation of Jakarta, saved the
special status of the district. Its role as a centre of
academic learning (1946: founding of Gajah Mada
University; 1959: Institute for Higher Islamic Learning,
IAIN', and others, including Protestant and Catholic
seminaries) has been further developed by Sultan
Hamengku Buwono X (b. 2 April 1946, succeeded
his father in 1988).
Bibliography: El1, s.v. Djokjakarta; Babad Tanah
Djawi, rev. repr. JJ. Ras, 2 vols. 2Dordrecht and
Providence, R.I. 1987; M.C. Ricklefs, Jogjakarta under
Sultan Mangkubumi 1749-1792. A history of the division
of Java, London 1974; M.R. Woodward, Islam in
Java. Normative piety and mysticism in the Sultanate of
Togyakarta, Tucson 1989.
(O. SCHUMANN)
YOMUT, a T u r k m e n t r i b e , or rather a tribal
confederacy, in C e n t r a l Asia.
Today, most of them live in the Republic of
Turkmenistan (1926: ca. 100,000; contemporary state
policy takes no cognisance of individual tribes). About
130,000 (in the 1960s, cf. Irons 1974) inhabit Iran
(east of the Caspian sea, from the Gurgan plain north
to the border of Turkmenistan), and between 125,000
and 400,000 (Adamec) live in northwestern Afghanistan
(north of the Paripamisus range). The etymology of
the name is unclear. The Yomut do not appear among
the pre-Mongol Turkmen tribes listed by al-Kashgharf
in his Diwdn lughdt al-Turk (tr. R. Dankoff and J. Kelly
1982-5), nor in Rashfd al-Dfn's ^dmic al-tawdrikh (Die

Geschichte der Oguzen, tr. Karl Jahn, 1969, 46-7). Abu
'1-Ghazi Bahadur Khan [q.v.] mentions Yomut, a
remote descendant of Salur, the son of the legendary
Oghuz Khan's son Tagh Khan (Sha^ara-yi Tardkima,
fol. lOOb, ed. and Turkish tr. Z.K. Olmez, 1996).
Dshikijew (1994) collected among the Yomut in the
Turkmen SSR some divergent genealogical tales all
of which show that the Yomut believe that they have
the same ancestor Salur (Kazan Alp), one of the most
famous heroes of Turkmen lore [see DEDE KORKUT],
as the Teke, Ersari, Sarik and Salor tribes [//.<w.].
According to Bregel (1981), in the 16th century the
Yomut, along with other tribal groups such as the
Ersari, Salor, Sarik and Teke, practised pastoral
nomadism in the region between the Mangishlak peninsula and the Balkhan mountains. Due to ecological
factors and the pressure of the Kalmuks and Kazakhs
from the north, probably in the second half of the
17th century, some Yomut moved to the Gurgan plain
while others migrated towards the oases of Khwarazm
in the first half of the 18th century. Eventually they
received permission from the khan to remain on the
northwestern periphery of the Khfwa oasis.
In the Firdaws al-ikbdl, a 19th century chronicle of
Khfwa, written by Munis and Agahf [^.yy.], from the
early 18th century onward the Yomut are frequently
mentioned among the tribal enemies whom several
khans had to subdue at regular intervals. The Yomut
also played a certain role in Khfwan history since,
as auxiliaries, they often joined the Khan's army,
mostly in his fights with the Shf c f Persians in Khurasan,
but also in campaigns against Bukhara. They were
also prone to ally themselves with a khan's rebellious
relatives or governors. Between 1178/1764-5 and
1184/1770-1, the Yomut even succeeded in capturing twice the city of Khfwa and also most other
strongholds of the khanate. After the Russians had
reduced Khfwa to a protectorate (1873) and annexed
the Turkmen territory from Mangishlak down to the
Persian border (1881-4), the Yomut incursions continued across the Russian-Persian border but on a
much reduced scale.
From the early 19th to the second half of the 20th
century, all the Gurgan (Astarabad) Yomut tribes had
either predominantly pastoral (cawa) or predominantly
agricultural (comur) members producing for monetary
economy. Their most famous product were carpets.
Up to the 1950s, they were also able to preserve
slave and lifestock raiding as an additional source of
income, since the Iranian government exerted firmer
political and fiscal control only in the 1930s and,
again, from the middle of the century onwards (Irons
1994).
Bibliography: Y. Bregel, Nomadic and sedentary
elements among the Turkmens, in CAJ, xxv (1981),
5-37; Munis and Agahl, Firdaws al-ikbdl, ed. and
tr. Bregel, Firdaws al-iqbdl. History of Khoresm, Leiden
1988-98 (with copious notes on the details of YomutKhfwan relations accompanying the tr.); L.W.
Adamec, Historical dictionary of Afghanistan, Metuchen,
N.J. and London 1991; B. Rosetti, Die Turkmenen
und ihre Teppiche, Berlin 1992; A. Dshikijew, Das
turkmenische Volk im Mittelalter, Berlin 1994; W. Irons,
Why are the Tomut not more stratified?, in Claudia
Chang and H.A. Koster (eds.), Pastoralists at the
periphery, Tucson and London 1994, 175-96 (with
refs. to earlier articles by Irons based on fieldwork
in the 1960s and 1970s).
(BARBARA KELLNER-HEINKELE)
YURTCI (T.) (from yurt "tribal territory, camp site,
tent site", a general term in the Turkic languages,
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cf. Turkmen yurt ~ yuvlrt, Karakalpak, Kazak and
Kirghiz zurt, see KHAYMA. iv, to whose Bibl. should
be added G. Doerfer, Tiirkische und mongolische Elemente
im Neupersischen, Wiesbaden 1965-70, iv, 212-16 no.
1914), Pers. yurtdji, the salaried officer r e s p o n sible for choosing camp sites for the army
or court, organising t h e m , and supervising
their use.
Djuwaynf's use of yurt for the appanages granted
by Cinggiz Kan to his brother, sons and grandsons
demonstrates that yurt then included both summer and
winter quarters, the whole territory of an ulus (i, 31).
Rashnd al-Dm uses it in the same way, saying, for
example, that "the dwelling and territories, makdm wa
yitrt-ha" of Cinggiz Kan were next to those of the
Ong Kan (Berezin, Cinggiz, text, i, 118). The yurta\
duties are set out by NakhciwanF [q.v.] in 1360, in
two specimen charters (ii, 64-6): his appointment is
to be recognised by all, from the viziers downwards
through commanders of ten thousands and thousands
to the tribes themselves. He alone is to designate
camp sites, yurt-hd, in a pleasant district, giving priority to the ruler, and then to his counsellors and
lords wherever the camps, urdu-hd, are to be pitched
in summer and winter quarters, mawddif-i ydyldk wa
kishldki. His choices in all districts are to take account
of the local population's separate needs: they should
be far from the arable land of village peasants, or
troops of horse-herders, or those settled in obas, or
nomads; the site should not be irksome, to the detriment of people's land, and for this reason nothing
should be demanded of anyone. No-one should exceed
the camp site which he had designated for them. It
is emphasised that the yurtcl was selected on the basis
of his long experience, and knowledge of where camp
sites with plenty of water and grazing were to be
found in all the districts for summer and winter quarters, and of all the communication routes used by the
camp. In whatever direction a royal expedition was
undertaken, he was to go in the vanguard and establish the site for royal use, and those for the principal
members of the court, so that the troops on arrival
at the stage [see MANZIL] should know exactly where
to encamp. It is mentioned specifically that these must
be far from the courses of rivers which might flood.
The office was thus a highly responsible one, in which
the experience and competence to be found in those
living a largely nomadic life were integrated with a
system of state finance and administration. Besides the
yurta, three other officials were particularly responsible for the management of the camp: the farrdsh, or
tent-pitcher, the bularghuci or keeper of lost property,
and the sdrbdn or cameleer. The superintendent of
the tent department, mihtar-i fardsh-khdna, was accountable for the supply and maintenance of the royal
tents. Such camps had to operate under a wide variety of conditions, which must have strained the vigilance of these officials. Though at times the movement
from recognised summer quarters to winter quarters
was regular enough, the use of at least seven different summer sites by Ghazan in the course of his nineyear reign shows the extent to which movement was
possible in the north of Persia alone. Some sites were
preferred for ceremonial purposes, most probably
because of their proximity to Tabriz: a grand assembly
was held at Karabagh in 1295, and_ a great public
festival of 1302 in the meadows at Udjan. Some of
these sites at least were registered as royal domains,
indjti: Lar, for example, belonged to Arghun.
Bibliography: Muhammad b. Hindushah Nakhciwanf, Dastur al-kdtib f i tacym al-mardtib, text ed.
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A.A. Alizade, 2 vols. in 3, Moscow 1964, 1971,
1976 (Pamyatniki literaturui narodov vostoka.
Tekstui bolshoya seriya, ix); Rashfd al-Dm Fadl
Allah, Tabfb, Hamadani, ^dmic al-tawdnkh, text ed.
I.N. Berezin with tr. as Sbornik letopisey, Istoriya
Mongolov. Istoriya Cingi^-khana, 2 vols. St Petersburg
1868, 1888 (Trudi vostocnago otdeleniya Imperatorskago Arkheologiceskago Obshcestva, xiii, xv);
Doerfer, op. at., iv, 216-17 no. 1915.
(P.A. ANDREWS)
YUSUF B. AL-HASAN (I), MAWLAY, s u l t a n of
Morocco, r. 1330-46/1912-27.
He was born in 1298/1880-1 of a Circassian
mother, Amina. His early life in the royal palace
remains obscure. He received education from private
tutors in a traditional curriculum and did not emerge
into public life until 1330-1/1912 when his brother,
sultan cAbd al-Hafiz (r. 1325-30/1908-12) appointed
him as his khalifa (viceroy) at Fez. Later that year,
he was named sultan (19 Sha'ban 1330/12 August
1912) after his brother was forced to abdicate by
Marshal Lyautey, Resident-General and principal architect of the French Protectorate then being established
in Morocco.
Dignified, pious, intelligent, affable, possessed of no
political experience or ambitions, and apparently
friendly toward France, Mawlay Yusuf seemed an ideal
choice for an office meant by the French Protectorate
authorities to serve as a legitimating symbol and facade
for their governance in the country. Under Lyautey's
tutalage (1912-25) he would serve this role well: lending his prestige as an cAlaw! shanf to French military
campaigns against Moroccan resistance to the imposition of French and Spanish rule, and generally
remaining publicly co-operative and uncritical of
France and its Protectorate policies. He was routinely
associated with the inauguration of a wide range of
Protectorate initiatives in the areas of government,
finance, administration, the judiciary, the education system, infrastructure and economic development.
At the same time, he gradually emerged as a more
active and interested participant in the creation of a
revitalised sultanate and government (makhzan [g.v.])
that linked traditional forms—embodied especially in
the person and reign of his father Mawlay al-Hasan
(r. 1290-1311/1873-94)—and modern innovation represented and advocated by France. He took an active
interest in the reform and encouragement of Islamic
education, and gave generous royal patronage to the
repair and construction of mosques, madrasas and other
public buildings. He effectively opposed French efforts
to reduce or replace Sharfa courts in the country's
Berber-speaking areas, and was an increasingly vocal
opponent of the Protectorate's ongoing expropriation
of rural and urban property. Unknown and unpopular at first, his travels throughout the country, extensive publicity and increasing association with the
development of a modern Morocco that respected and
preserved religious and cultural traditions, gained for
him broadening popular acceptance. Recent scholarship (e.g. Rivet) shows him and his relationship to
the French Protectorate to be much more complex
than earlier interpretations have allowed. Though never
enjoying real power, the sultanate during Mawlay
Yusuf's reign became more than a mere facade lending itself uncritically and unawares to the policies of
the Protectorate authorities. Over the course of time,
he took on substance sufficient to begin a transition
from the status of a perplexed and diffident pupil to
that of respected mentor, perhaps, in some ways, even
partner, in the governance of the sultanate.
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Yusuf died on 22 Djumada I 1346/17 November
1927 from the effects of uraemia. He was succeeded
by his third son Muhammad (V) [q.v].
Bibliography: Rapport general sur la situation du
Protector at du Maroc, Rabat 1914; RMM, xxix (1914);
Renseignements Coloniaux, vi (1916); Ibn Zaydan, alTumn al-wdfir f i imtiddh al-^dnab al-mawldy al-yusufi,
Fez 1923; A.G.P. Martin, Quatre siecles d'histoire marocaine, Paris 1923; Bulletin du Comite de I'Afrique francaise
(Nov. 1927); Ibn Zaydan, al-Durar al-fdkhira, Rabat
1937; 'Allal al-Fasi, al-Harakdt al-istikldliyya fi 3lmaghrib, Cairo 1948, Eng. tr., repr. New York 1970;
P. Lyautey, Lyautey I'Africain, 4 vols. Paris 1954;

R. Bidwell, Morocco under colonial rule, London 1973;
Ch.-A. Julien, Le Maroc face aux imperialismes, Paris
1978; D. Rivet, Lyautey et ['institution du Protectorat
francais au Maroc, 3 vols. Paris 1988; W. Hoisington,
Lyautey and the French conquest of Morocco, New York

1995.
(W. ROLLMAN)
YUZBASHI (T.), lit. "head of a hundred [men]",
a term used in later Ottoman and now modern
Turkish armies for the rank of captain, and in
the form yu^bashi in modern Arab armies for this
same rank. It was further used in Muslim Indian
minting practice for the engraver of coin dies; see
DAR AL-DARB, at Vol. II, 12 la.
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AL-ZAMAKHSHARf, ABU 'L-KASIM MAHMUD B.
C

UMAR.

2. Contributions in the fields of theology,
exegesis, hadith and adab.
His father, as imam of the local mosque in
Zamakhshar, taught him the Kurgan, but since he
lacked the means to support the further education of
his son, he wanted him to become a tailor. Yielding
to his son's wishes, however, he brought him to the
capital of Khwarazm, Djurdjaniyya, which henceforth
became his permanent home and where he first earned
his sustenance by copying for a wealthy patron. His
ambition was a high secretarial career in government.
For his literary education, he studied first with Abu
'All al-Hasan b. al-Muzaffar al-Naysaburl (the death
date of 442/1050 commonly given for him is mistaken, since his son cUmar died only in 536/1142),
the leading man of letters in Khwarazm at the time,
and after the arrival there of Abu Mudar Mahmud
b. Djarir al-Dabbl al-Isfahanl (d. 507/1114), with the
latter, who became his most influential teacher and
generous patron. Al-Zamakhsharf also visited Bukhara
to study and hear hadith. On his way there he fell
from his mount and broke a leg, which had to be
amputated and replaced by a wooden substitute.
In his ambition for a high position in government,
he first addressed panegyric poems to the famous
Saldjuk vizier Nizam al-Mulk (d. 485/1092 [q.v.]),
referring to his teacher Abu Mudar, but his hopes
were disappointed. Later he travelled widely in
Khurasan and western Persia, pursuing his scholarly
interests and addressing similar poems to Saldjuk dignitaries such as Mu'ayyid al-Mulk b. Nizam al-Mulk
(d. 495/1102) and Mudjir al-Dm Abu '1-Fath alArdastam and even to the Sultans Muhammad b.
Malikshah (d. 511/1118) and Sandjar. Although he
received some monetary rewards for these eulogies,
he failed to secure any position. This was largely due
to his open espousal of Mu'tazill doctrine, which in
the Saldjuk period came increasingly to be viewed as
heretical. When he fell seriously ill in 512/1118, he
vowed never again to visit a court or praise a ruler,
seeking thereby a position, and vowed to i lead an
ascetic life devoted to religion and teaching. After his
recovery, he visited Baghdad where he engaged in
studies and debates with scholars. He assembled with
the Hanafi jurist Ahmad b. CA1I al-Damgham and the
grammarian al-Sharff Hibat Allah b. al-Shadjarf. As

he made the Pilgrimage in that year, he was welcomed by the amir of Mecca, the Sharif 'All b. clsa
b. Hamza b. Wahhas, a Muctazill Zaydl man of letters and learning. A close friendship developed between
the two, and al-Zamakhsharl stayed with the amir for
two years as a greatly honoured guest, during which
he also visited parts of Arabia and Yemen. Then he
returned to Djurdjaniyya, where he was honoured in
this period by the Khwarazmshahs Muhammad b.
Anushtakln (d. 521/1127) and his son Atsiz. A decade
later, he again set out for Mecca and stayed for an
extended time in Damascus, where he composed eulogies for the Burid ruler Tadj al-Muluk TughtakTn (d.
526/1131) and his son Shams al-Mulk. He reached
Mecca for the Pilgrimage in 526/1132 and stayed
there for three years, again hospitably received by Ibn
Wahhas, who encouraged him to assemble his diwdn
of poetry and to compose his Kur'an commentary alKashshdf. Al-Zamakhsharf completed the latter after
two years in 528/1133. In 533/1138 he made a further trip to Mecca and passed through Baghdad, where
he visited Abu Mansur Mawhub b. al-DjawallkT [q.v],
a famous man of letters, and received his idjdza. He
died in Djurdjaniyya on 9 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 538/14
June 1144 and was buried near the town. On account
of his prolonged stay in Mecca—he lived there for
five years and performed the Pilgrimage seven times
according to his own testimony—he claimed the title
Djar Allah, under which he remained widely known.
In his home country he was commonly referred to
as Fakhr Khwarazm "the Glory of Khwarazm".
Although of Persian origin, al-Zamakhshan was
most basically motivated in his scholarship to serve
and promote the Arabic language. Arabic was in his
view the most perfect language which God had preferrred to all languages as He preferred the Kur'an
and Islam over all scripture and religions (see 1., at
Vol. XI, 432b-434a). In the work on which his fame
primarily rests, the Kur'an commentary al-Kashshdfcan
hakd'ik al-tan&l, his efforts in explaining the Holy
Book's grammatical, lexicographical and rhetorical features, variant readings and the miraculous nature (ie$dz
[q.v.]) of its beautiful language earned him universal
admiration. He did so adducing quotations from a
wide variety of early prose texts, including the tqfsir
of the grammarian al-Zadjdjadj [q.v] and poetry,
rather than relying on traditional exegesis. His rationalist Muctazili interpretations, however, provoked criti-
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cism among traditionalist Sunnis. While some of these
interpretations were adopted from earlier Muctazill
exegetes such as Abu Bakr al-Asamm and al-Rummam,
he also frequently presented views of his own. In concord with his Muctazilf outlook, he emphasised ethical and ascetic aspects and denounced Sufif antinomian
tendencies and belief in miracles of saints, Shucubfs
and the Umayyad caliphs. In legal questions, he occasionally backed al-Shaficr and other positions against
his own Hanafi" school. The popularity of his work
was in the eastern Muslim world not seriously impaired
by the attempt of al-Baydawf [q.v.] to furnish an orthodox counterpart to it in his Anwar al-tan&l. Opposition
to his Muctazilf tendency was stronger in the Muslim
West, where the Malikf Ahmad b. Muhammad b. alMunayyir (d. 683/1284) wrote a refutation of his
Muctazilf interpretations entitled K. al-Insdf min alKashshdf, which is sometimes printed on the margins
of the Kashshdf,
In Mu c tazilf theology, al-Zamakhshan was familiar
with the school doctrine of Kadi cAbd al-Djabbar
through the literary transmission of al-Hakim alDjushamf [</.y.], which he received from his teacher
Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Ishak al-Kh w arazmf. In
addition, he studied the school doctrine of Abu '1Husayn al-Basrf [</.y.], which was first introduced into
Kh w arazm by his teacher Abu Mudar al-Isfahanl, with
his colleague Rukn al-Dfn Ibn al-Malahimf. In his
Mu'tazilf creed al-Minhddj. fi usul al-din he appears
partly influenced by the doctrine of Abu '1-Husayn
al-Basn but generally avoids taking side in the conflict between the two schools.
In the field of hadith, he composed a large, alphabetically-arranged dictionary of unusual words, al-Fcfik
fi gharib al-hadith. The relevant hadith are fully quoted
and explained. In his Mukhtasar al-Muwdfaka bayna ahl
al-bayt wa }l-sahdba he abridged the work of the
Muctazilf Zaydi traditionist Abu Sa'fd Isma c fl b. CA1I
al-Samman al-Razi (d. 443/1051), omitting the isndds.
The book was intended to demonstrate the concord
between the family of Muhammad and the major
Companions (see Hadjdjf Khalifa, ii, 1890). He assembled biographical data and reports about the virtues
of the ten Companions whom the Prophet had
promised paradise in his Khascfis al-cashara al-kirdm albarara. His al-Kashf fi 'l-kird^dt al-cashar deals with the
canonical variant readings of the Kur'an.
In the field of adab, he collected an extensive dictionary of Arabic proverbs al-Mustaksa fi amthdl alc
Arab which rivalled the Madj_mac al-amthdl of his
contemporary al-Maydanf. Completed in 499/1106,
it contains 3,461 proverbs alphabetically arranged
according to their beginnings with explanation of their
origin and use. His voluminous Rabf al-abrdr wa-nusus
al-akhbdr contains extracts from literary and historical
works arranged according to 92 topics. It was meant
to be a companion reader to his Kur'an commentary. His K. al-Amkina wa }l-ajibdl is a small dictionary
of Arabic geographical names.
In his own artistic prose works, his predilection was
for ethical admonition and preaching. His Makdmdt,
also entitled al-Nasd'ih al-kibdr, contain fifty makdmdt
[q.v.] in the older meaning of the term, moral exhortations which he addressed to himself. He composed
them after his illness in 512/1118 and later added
his own philological commentary. His Atwdk al-dhahab
or al-Nasd'ih al-sighdr consists of 100 pious maxims
with allusions to the Kur'an, Sunna and proverbial
expressions. It was dedicated to Ibn Wahhas and the
people of Mecca. His Nawdbigh al-kalim or al-Kilam alnawdbigh is a small collection of apophthegms. A com-
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mentary on it, al-Mcam al-sawabigh, was written by alTaftazanf [<?.#•].
His poetry, collected into his diwdn, reflects his technical skill and understanding of the classical tradition
of Arabic poetry more than an original poetical talent. An influence of the poetry of Djarfr and alMutanabbr is occasionally apparent. He wrote a
substantial commentary on al-Shanfara's Ldmiyyat alc
Arab, the K A'ajab al-cadj_ab fi shark Ldmiyyat al-cArab.
His al-Kistds al-mustakim fi cilm al-fariid is a treatise on
prosody.
Bibliography: Samcanf, Ansdb, ed. cAbd Allah b.
'Umar al-Barudi, Beirut 1988, iii, 163-4;
Andarasbanf, Mu'ajam al-siyar, in cAbd al-Karfm alYafi, Pi sirat al-^amakhshari, in RAAD, Ivii (1982),
365-82; Ibn al-Kiftr, Inbdh al-ruwat, ed. M. Abu
'1-Fadl Ibrahim, Cairo 1986, iii, 265-72; Yakut,
Udabd3, vii, 147-51; Ibn Khallikan, ed. Ihsan cAbbas,
v, 168-74; Mustafa al-SawI al-Djuwaynl, Manhadj.
al-^amakhshan fi tafsir al-Kur^dn, Cairo 1959; A.M.
al-HufT, al-Zamakhshan, Cairo 1966; A. Yiiksel, Al^amakhshari's life and a critical edition of his Diwdn.,
thesis Durham 1979; S. Schmidtke, A Mu'tazihte
creed of a^-^amahsan, Stuttgart 1997.
(W. MADELUNG)
ZANDAKA [see ZIND!K].
c
C
AL-ZANDJANI, lzz AL-DIN ABD AL-WAHHAB b.
Ibrahim b. cAbd al-Wahhab al-Kharadjf (often given
as: al-Khazradj!) al-Shaficr, Abu 'l-Macal! (fl. in the
middle of the 7th/13th century), g r a m m a r i a n and
adib, who ca. 625/1228 wrote a celebrated treatise
on morphology (sarf [^.y.]), Mabddi3 al-tasnf or (Kitdb)
al-Tamf al-'Izzi, extant in numerous mss. and the subject of many commentaries, the most popular one
being that of al-Taftazanl (see BibL).
The Kitdb al-Tamf was the third grammatical treatise (after Ibn al-Hadjib's Kdfiya and the A^urrumiyya]
to be made available in the West, in an edition and
two Latin translations, one literal and one idiomatic,
by the director of the Medici press, J.B. Raymundus
(Giovanni Battista Raimondi), Kitdb al-Tamf taTif alShqykh alTmdm, Liber Tasriphi compositio est Senis Alemami,
traditur in ea compendiosa notitia conjugationum verbi Arabici,
Rome 1610 (see Chr.F. Schnurrer, Bibliotheca arabica,
Halle 1811, 25-7, no. 47). The name of the author
sometimes appears as al-clzzl (see e.g. J. Flick, Die
arabischen Studien in Europa, Leipzig 1955, 56); this seems
to have arisen from a careless rendition of the title
as Tasnf al-cl^i rather than al-Tasrif al-clz& (the nisba
refers to the author's lakab clzz al-Din). In addition
to other works in the fields of, inter alia, grammar
and lexicography, al-Zandjanf wrote works also in
adab. One is an anthology of poetic snippets (not entire
poems) with the title al-Madnun bihi cald ghayr ahlih. It
deals with the following themes: books, praise, yearning, love, congratulations, dirges, complaints and invective. An extensive commentary on it was written by
c
Ubayd Allah b. cAbd al-Kafi b. cAbd al-Madjid alc
Ubaydl, who finished it in 724/1324. The other book,
with the title K. Mi'ydr al-nu^dr fi culum al-ashcdr, deals
with prosody and rhetoric. It is divided into three
parts: metrics (cilm al-carud), rhyme taxonomy (cilm alkawdjf), and rhetoric (cilm al-badic]. This arrangement
of the poetic disciplines imitates al-Khatfb al-Tibrlzf's
al-Kdfi fi }l-carud wa 'l-kawdji, which likewise contains
an unexpected section on al-bad? (ed. al-Hassani Hasan
c
Abd Allah, Cairo n.d., 170-204). Interestingly, one
of his sources is the Hadd'ik al-sihr fi hakd'ik al~shicr,
written in Persian by Rashld al-Dfn Watwat [q.v.].
Knowledge of Persian on the part of al-Zandjanf is
also shown by a line of Persian poetry in al-Madnun
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(ed. Yahuda, 25). The Mfyar is often quoted in later
rhetorical literature.
Bibliography (N.B. cAbd al-Wahhab b. Ibrahim
al-Zandjanl is not infrequently confused with his
father Ibrahim b. cAbd al-Wahhab [both having
the lakab clzz al-Dm!]): 1. B i o g r a p h i c a l and bibl i o g r a p h i c a l . Zirikll, A'ldm, '-'Damascus 1373-87
1954-9, iv, 330; Brockelmann, I2, 336-7 (cAbd alWahhab b. Ibrahim), S I, 497-8 (Ibrahim b. cAbd
al-Wahhab, referring to the same person!); Kahhala,
i, 57 (Ibrahim, with the al-Tasnf al-cl^i attributed
to him); vi, 216-17 (cAbd al-Wahhab, author of the
remaining works mentioned above).
2. W o r k s . Sacd al-Dm al-Taftazam, Shark
Mukhtasar al-Tasnf al-cl^i f i fann al-sarf, ed. cAbd
al-cAl Salim Makram, Kuwait 1983; 'Ubaydf, Shark
al-Madnun bihi cald ghqyr ahlih, ed. I.E. Yahuda, Cairo
1913-15, repr. Beirut and Baghdad n.d. [1993 or
before] (with a new title-page that omits the name
of the editor and with omission of the two, Arabic
and French, prefaces of the editor); ed. Faradj Allah
DhakI al-Kurdl, Cairo 1342; K. Mfyar al-nu^dr f i
c
ulum al-ashcdr, ed. Muhammad £AlI Rizk al-KhafadjI,
2 vols, Cairo 1991; ed. of Pts. 1-2 by Mahmud
Fadjdjal (forthcoming [?], cf. al-Ashkar, introd. to
Pt. 3, 3, n. 1); ed. of Pt. 3 by cAbd al-Muncim
Sayyid cAbd al-Salam al-Ashkar, Cairo 1416/1995
(with valuable introd., based in part on Mahmud
Fadjdjal's unpublished study and ed. of al-Zandjanl,
al-Kafi fi shark al-Hddi li-dhawi 'l-albdb f i cilm al-ifrdb,
doctoral thesis, Kulliyyat al-Lugha al-cArabiyya,
Djami'at al-Azhar 1398/1978).
(Eos.)
AL-ZARKASHl, ABU £ABD ALLAH BADR AL-DiN
c
MUHAMMAD b. Abd Allah b. Bahadur (or Muhammad
b. Bahadur b. cAbd Allah, according to some), prolific w r i t e r who lived in M a m l u k C a i r o at a
time of flourishing intellectual activity.
Born in Cairo in 745/1344, he studied hadith in
Damascus with clmad al-Dm Ibn Kathlr (d. 774/1373
[q.v.]), fikh and usul in Aleppo with Shihab al-Dln alAdhra'I (d. 783/1381; see Brockelmann, S II, 108),
and Kur'an and fikh in Cairo with the head of the
Shaft'I school in Cairo at the time, Djamal al-Dln
al-Asnawi (d. 772/1370, see Gilliot, Textes arabes anciens
edites en Egypte au cours des annees 1996 d 1999, in
MIDEO, xxiv [2000], 252, entry no. 135, item 4), as
well as with Siradj al-Dln al-Bulklnl (d. 805/1403
[q.v.]) and 'Ala3 al-Dln Mughultay (d. 762/1361 [q.v.]).
He died in Cairo on 3 Radj'ab 794/27 May 1392
and was buried in the smaller al-Karafa cemetery in
the area of the tomb of the Amir Baktamur al-Sakf.
He was called al-Zarkashi because he learned embroidery while he was young; he also became known as
al-MinhadjI because he learned the text of Muhyl
al-Dm al-Nawawi (d. 676/1277 [q.v.]), the Minhdaj altdlibm, by heart. Al-Zarkashi is spoken of as naturally
reserved, having spent most of his time in his house
or in the bookstores where he would take copious
notes in order to avoid spending money to buy books.
According to the study by Muhammad Abu '1-Fadl
Ibrahim, the modern editor of one of al-Zarkashl's
more famous works, al-Burhdn f i culum al-Kur'dn (Cairo
1957, 2 1972; see i, 5-13, for the biography of alZarkashi), some 33 works are attributed to him, 23
of which are apparently still in existence. cAbd alKadir £Abd Allah al-cAnI, the editor of al-Zarkashf s
al-Bahr al-muhit fi usul al-fikh (6 vols., Kuwait 1401/
1989; see i, 7-19, for the biography of al-Zarkashi),
manages to increase this total to 46 works, although
many are attested only by single mentions in historical bibliographies. Brockelmann, II, 91-2, S II, 108,

lists 22 works, all in existence.
About 14 of al-Zarkashi's works are available in
published form today, displaying the broad spectrum
of his interests. A jurist of the school of al-ShafT I,
al-Zarkashl's works cover the full range of traditional
scholarship: hadith, tafsir, fikh, adab and kaldm. In fikh,
al-Zarkashi wrote his summary al-Bahr al-muhit f i usul
al-Jikh in 777/1376 when he was only 32. Among his
many other legal works of note is a book on hashish,
%ahr al-'arishji tahnm al-hashish, which details the physical hazards of hashish consumption and the moral
effects the substance has, which are deemed to be
parallel to those associated with wine and intoxication.
Al-Zarkashi did, however, admit to some of hashish's
positive (and legal) anaesthetising abilities. It was the
use of hashish for enjoyment and pleasure that raised
the ire of al-Zarkashi, as it did for almost every
Muslim jurist.
His achievements have only recently started to be
properly recognised. He lived at a time of significant
scholarly activity and his works certainly drew the
attention of those in the immediate generations thereafter. His al-Burhdn f i culum al-Kur'dn, for example,
was the first all-encompassing work of its type, only
to be eclipsed a century later by al-Suyutl's al-Iikan
f i culum al-Kur'dn, even though (or perhaps because)
al-Suyuti benefited from al-Zarkashfs work in terms
of providing the structuring and content of his own
work. In a total of 47 chapters in al-Burhdn, al-Zarkashi
brings together every major topic related to understanding the Kur'an, devoting what is essentially a monograph to each one; he mentions previous authors who
have treated each subject and compares the opinions
of the traditionists, the theologians, the exegetes and
the grammarians on many of the topics. Al-Suyuti also
created his own work al-Durar al-muntathara fi 'l-ahddlth
al-mushtahara (Beirut 1995) on the basis of al-Zarkashl's
now lost treatise al-Tadhkira fi 'l-ahddith al-mushtahira.
Bibliography: 1. B i o g r a p h i c a l s o u r c e s .
Dawudl, Tabakdt al-mufassirin, Cairo 1392, ii, 1578 (no. 504); Ibn Hadjar, al-Durar al-kdmina f i a'ydn
al-mfa al-thdmina, Haydarabad 1348-50, iii, 397-8
(no. 1059); other sources cited in G.C. Anawati,
Textes arabes anciens edites en Egypte au cours de I'annee
1957, in MIDEO, iv (1957), 223-7, entry no. 18
(on the edition of al-Burhdn) and Cl. Gilliot, Textes
arabes anciens edites en Egypte au cours des annees 1996
d 1999, in MIDEO, xxiv (2000), 247-49, entry no.
131.
2. Studies. K.E. Nolin, The Itqan and its sources:
a study of al-Itqan fi c ulum al-Qur'an by Jala I alDm al-Suyuti with special reference to Al-Burhan fi culum
al-Qur'an by Badr al-Dm al-^arkashi, Ph.D. thesis,
Hartford Seminary Foundation 1968; F. Rosenthal,
The Herb. Hashish versus medieval Muslim society, Leiden
1971 (includes a summary and ed. of Zarkashl's
^ahr al-cansh)\ cAbd al-Hamld Ahmad Muhammad
C
A1I, Mabdhith al-tasjibih cind al-imdm Badr al-Dm al^arkashi, Cairo 1984; A. Rippin, Al-^arkashi and alSuyuti on the "occasion of revelation" material, in 1C, lix
(1985), 243-58, repr. in Rippin, The Qufdn and its
interpretative tradition, Aldershot 2001, ch. XVIII;
Muhammad Kamal al-Dln clzz al-Dln, al-Badr [sic]
al-^arkashi mu}arrikhan, Beirut 1989; I.L. Camara,
Tres tratados arabes siobre el Cannabis Indica. Textos
para la historia del hachis en las socoedades islamicas S.
XIII-XVI, Madrid 1990, 45-146, with an ed. and
tr. of al-Zarkashl's ^ahr al-cansh.
(A. RIPPIN)
ZAWDJ.
3. Usage in the dialects of the Muslim
East.

ZAWDJ — ZIRI B. 'ATIYYA
The original meaning of zau)dj_ in Classical Arabic
was "one of a pair or couple" (see 1., at Vol. XI,
464b). Its dual in a phrase such as zawajdn min alhamam meant "a pair of pigeons" (i.e. one male, one
female). ^awdj_ also naturally came to mean "spouse,
married person" of either gender. Later, a morphologically marked female form zawdja "wife" was coined,
as a consequence of which zawdi came to designate
specifically "husband". In Modern Standard Arabic,
as well as the meaning "husband", zawaj retains the
original Classical meaning "one of a pair", but is also
now used to mean "pair", as in zawdj. min al-hidhd3
"a pair of shoes".
In the major (urban) Arabic dialects of the eastern
Mediterranean (Cairo, Damascus, Jerusalem, Beirut),
the first and third radicals of zawdi became metathesised (and modified phonetically in well-known ways),
so that one typically hears goz (Cairo), zoz (Jerusalem,
Damascus, Beirut) for both the "pair" and "husband"
meanings, but the non-metathesised forms for the
feminine form, e.g. zoga (Cairo), zawze (Damascus)
"wife". In rural areas, there is a considerable amount
of variation between metathesised and non-metathesised forms, as there is in the phonetic realisation of
the two consonants. Thus in parts of the Nile valley
and Delta, zawz, zoz, go~z and even gaz "two, (the)
pair, both" may be heard, as in goz sa'dt "two hours",
gaz t-mhhur "two months", ig-gaz zayyi bacd "the pair/the
two are alike", hum i^-^awz. "both of them". The use
of goz, etc. for "two" is reminiscent of the general
Maghrib! form zuz "two" (see 2., at Vol. XI, 464b).
In Irak and Arabia, the non-metathesised forms
zodi "pair"; "husband" and zoaja "wife" are the normal realisations, though these are koine terms when
used to refer to marital partners (which in "pure"
dialect are usually words whose basic meaning is
"man" and "woman", e.g. Bahrayn radjdjdl/rayydl and
mam). In some derivatives from this root, metathesised
forms are also heard among less educated speakers,
e.g. diawdz "marriage" (Gulf States), instead of zawadji
and ajawwaz "to marry" (Nadjd), instead of zawwaaj.
It is interesting to speculate on the reasons for the
metathesis so widely encountered in this root. One
possible reason may be a meaning coalescence in the
dialects, because of a similarity of sound, of the originally separate verbs ^awwadj_ "marry, (legitimately) couple" (< z-w-d£) and ajawwaz "to deem or make
permissible" (< aj-w-z)—a process which has been
referred to by Voigt as Wurzelangleichung. There is
already a similarity in meaning between them, in that
an imam who "marries" (yizawwidj) a man to a woman
thereby makes her "permissible" (yidj_awwizhd] to him.
From this coalescence of sound and meaning may
have arisen a secondary fusion of other words from
the same root, such as we see in the vacillation
between the modern dialectal variants zawdj_ and djawz,
which were separate words in Classical Arabic.
Bibliography: C. Denizeau, Dictionnaire des parlers
arabes de Syrie, Liban et Palestine, Paris 1960; M. Hinds
and El-Said Badawi, A dictionary of Egyptian
Arabic, Beirut 1986; R. Voigt, Die infirmen Verbally pen
des Arabischen und das Biradikalismus-problem, Stuttgart
1988; B. Ingham, Najdi Arabic, Amsterdam 1990;
P. Behnstedt and M. Woidich, Die a'gyptische-arabtschen Dialekte. Band 4. Glossar arabisch-deutsch, Wiesbaden 1994; C. Holes, Dialect, culture and society in
Eastern Arabia. Volume I. Glossary, Leiden 2001.
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ZlRl B. 'ATIYYA B. CABD ALLAH B. KHAZAR, Abu
Yusuf, Berber chief of the Maghrib whose fate
was linked, at the end of the 4th/10th century and
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the beginning of the 5 t h / l l t h , on the one hand to
that of the hdajib al-Mansur b. Abl cAmir [q.v.] and
on the other to that of the Maghrawa [^.y.], who
were caught between the forces of the caliphate of
Cordova, to the north, and those of the Fatimid
caliphate and the Zirid principality of Ifrfkiya, to the
east. In fact, following the proclamation of the caliphate
of Kayrawan, the Maghrawa were compelled by circumstances to pay allegiance to one or other of the
neighbouring powers.
Zm b. c Atiyya belonged to an illustrious family,
the Banu Khazar, whose ancestors were already guiding the Maghrawf confederation at the time of the
conquest of the Maghrib by the Muslims. In 351/962,
on the death of his grandfather, Muhammad b. alKhayr b. Muhammad b. Khazar became the leader
of the Maghrawa. Extending his territory at the
expense of the Fatimid zone of influence established
by Djawhar [q.v.], the new chieftain established a
short-lived Maghrawf state in the central Maghrib,
within the orbit of the Umayyad caliphate of Cordova. But in 360/971, the Fatimid governor of Ifnkiya,
Buluggfn b. Zm [q.v.] defeated, close to Tlemcen, the
Maghrawa and the Zanata. From this date onwards,
the history of these tribes, which had formerly established a confederation, is closely linked with the history of what is now Morocco, where the different
princes of the family of the Banu Khazar created
three states, around the cities of Fas, Sidjilmasa and
Aghmat. Among these Maghrawi amirs who went in
search of new territories in the far Maghrib were
Zlri b. cAtiyya and his brother Mukatil b. "Atiyya.
Theoretically dependent on the caliph of Cordova,
the two brothers deferred sometimes to the authority
of the Umayyad caliph in the region, and sometimes
to that of his chamberlain, Ibn Abl cAmir.
Towards 365/975-6, Muhammad b. al-Khayr b.
Muhammad seems to have lost control of the northern group of MaghrawF Moroccans. In fact, at this
time Zm and Mukatil b. 'Atiyya were in the entourage
of the Umayyad governor of the Maghrib, the general Djacfar b. cAlf b. Hamdun, appointed by the
caliph al-Hakam II. The Maghrib served at this time
as a source for the provision of fighters in the struggle against the Iberian Christians. The Maghrawa, the
leadership of whom had just been taken over by Zm
and Mukatil, and the Banu Ifran [(/.fl.J, commanded
by Yaddu b. Ya'la, supported this policy and supplied horsemen to al-Andalus.
The news of the death of the Umayyad caliph alHakam II arrived in North Africa just as negotiations
were in progress between DjaTar b. Hamdun, Yaddu
b. Yacla, Zm b. 'Atiyya and his brother Mukatil. The
minority of Hisham II, leading to the accession of
the hdajib Ibn AbF cAmir (366-71/976-81), perceptibly modified the traditional policies of Cordova in
this region. In fact, al-Mansur played on the rivalries
between the Zanata chiefs; in 376/986, he sent a new
governor-general to the Maghrib, Hasan b. Ahmad
b. cAbd al-Wadud al-Sularm, who moved his headquarters from Sabta to Fas. On the orders of alMansur, Ibn cAbd al-Wadud overtly favoured the
Maghrawa to the detriment of the other Zanata chiefs
and especially the Ifranid Yaddu b. Yacla, known for
his rebellious tendencies. When Mukatil died in
378/988, Zfrf took over the leadership of the
Maghrawa and became the sole interlocutor of the
Cordovan power.
In 379/989, for example, al-Mansur invited Zm
to pay an official visit to Cordova. The latter brought
with him numerous recruits for al-Mansur's armies,
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who were incorporated into the regular army. He was
received in princely style and was awarded on this
occasion the title of vizier. On his return to the
Maghrib, Zfri seems to have demonstrated some independence towards the cAmirid master of Cordova,
founding in the north of Morocco a principality with
Fas as its capital. Seeking the support of the Ifranid,
al-Mansur made overtures of Yaddu b. Yacla which
the latter rejected, moving openly into dissidence. The
reaction of al-Mansur was immediate: Ibn cAbd alWadud received the order to call upon Zfrf b. cAtiyya
to subdue Yaddu. On 18 Muharram 381/6 April 991,
on the banks of the Wadi Moulouya, an encounter
took place in the course of which Yaddu b. Ya'la
crushed the Cordovan army and the Maghrawf
reinforcements.
For Umayyad policy in the Maghrib, this constituted a serious reverse, temporarily alleviated by the
unexpected support of a SanhadjI prince of Ifnkiya.
In fact, the paternal uncle of the Zlrid king al-Mansur
b. Buluggm, Abu '1-Bahar b. Zirf, rebelled against
the Kayrawan government and declared himself for
that of Cordova. According to certain authors, this
allegiance was short-lived and Zm b. cAtiyya attacked
Abu '1-Bahar who took refuge first at Ceuta, in
Shawwal 382/end of 992, and then, after being reconciled with his relatives, in Ifnkiya; Zfri took over
all his domains and announced his victory, in 381/391,
to al-Mansur, who invited him to pay a second visit.
Arriving at Cordova in 382/992, Zm brought numerous presents with him on this occasion, as recorded
by the sources (although they are sometimes attributed to a diplomatic mission sent by Zm in 384/
November 994): 200 racehorses, some 20 of them
with a documented pedigree, camels, weapons and
shields of antelope hide (lamt), a parrot, a gigantic
panther and a giraffe, which died en route and was
stuffed, all these last for the menagerie of the Caliph's
palace. On his return to the Maghrib, Zfri learned
that the Ifranid Yaddu b. Yacla had taken possession
of Fas. After a bloody battle, Zm regained his throne
and sent Yaddu's head to al-Mansur.
No doubt finding the location of Fas too remote
in relation to the assemblage of regions which recognised his authority, in 383/994 Zm founded the town
of Oujda (Wadjda [q.v.]}, on the border between
Morocco and what is now Algeria, with the aim of
establishing his court and his household garrison there.
Subsequently, relations with Cordova deteriorated. The
precise reasons for the conflict between Zm and alMansur are not known, but it is possible that Zm
had emerged as the champion of Hisham II in his
claims against al-Mansur: in 388/998, his battle cry
(shfdr) was yd Hisham yd Mansur, while that of the
'Amirids was only yd Mansur (Levi-Provencal, Fragments,
29). In 386/997, al-Mansur sent troops to the Maghrib
to intimidate Zm, who affirmed his independence
without going so far as to repudiate overtly his oath
of fealty to Hisham II. In Shawwal 387/October 997,
al-Mansur deprived him of his title of vizier and sent
against him one of his best generals, the former slave
Wadih, who commanded the middle march of alAndalus (al-thaghr al-awsaf). In Tangier, the latter
received the allegiance of numerous local chiefs who
came to rally beneath his banner. Then he set out
with all these forces to attack Zm, who had taken
up positions in a mountainous region of northern
Morocco, the Djabal Habfb (Ibn Khaldun, Histoire des
Berberes, iii, 244).
As a first step, Wadih took possession of Arcila on

the Atlantic and of Nakur on the Mediterranean. In
Radjab 388/July 998, he succeeded in surprising the
bulk of Zm's forces in a mountain pass and inflicted
a severe defeat on the Maghrawa. Some weeks later,
wanting to reap the rewards of victory, al-Mansur
sent his own son cAbd al-Malik with fresh reinforcethen both of them marched against Zm. The second
encounter, which took place on 19 Shawwal 388/13
October 998, was at first indecisive. But Zm's army,
on hearing that its leader had been severely wounded,
disintegrated; forced into flight, Zm abandoned his
camp and his wealth to the Cordovans.
Having tried in vain to take refuge in Fas, where
his wives and children were, Zm took the Sahara
road. In fact, the town refused to open its gates to
him and it was occupied by cAbd al-Malik. Having
barely recovered from his injuries, Zm refrained from
attempting anything in the north of Morocco, which
was strongly held by the Umayyad army. But taking
advantage of the death of Zlrid king al-Mansur b.
Buluggm and the quarrels between the latter's son
and successor, Badfs, and his great-uncles Maksan and
Zawl, Zfri b. 'Atiyya laid siege to Tahart, which he
took in 388/998. Then he successively conquered the
SanhadjI centres of Tlemcen, Chelif, Tenes and alMaslla, where he had the prayer celebrated in the
name of the Umayyad caliph Hisham II and his had^ib
al-Mansur, whose pardon he sought, asking to have his
former prerogatives reinstated. His appeal was accepted.
In 391/1001, Zm laid siege to Ashlr [q.v.], the
capital of the Sanhadja, but his state of health obliged
him to raise the siege after a month, and he died
shortly afterwards. On the death of Zm, his son, alMucizz, took his place at the head of the federation
of Maghrawa, and declared himself the loyal vassal
of Cordova, continuing the struggle against the
Sanhadja until the death of al-Mansur. A little later,
al-Mucizz asked the new hddj_ib, cAbd al-Malik, to
award him an official investiture. A letter of cAbd alMalik dated Dhu 'l-Kacda 396/August 1006, the text
of which has been preserved (Ibn Khaldun, Berberes,
iii, 248-50, and al-Warrak, Fragments historiques sur les
Berberes, 40-1) is addressed to the inhabitants of Fas,
inviting them to recognise al-Mucizz b. cAtiyya as governor of the whole Maghrib, with the exception of
the territory of Sidjilmasa, the personal fief of Wanudm
b. Khazrun b. Falful. The rest of the reign of alMucizz was turbulent, but on his death in 417/1026,
the general revolt of al-Andalus smashed once and
for all the ties which for almost a century had linked
the Zanata North African bloc with the Umayyads
of Cordova. The fortunes of the Zanata [q.v.] declined
in the Maghrib, before the increasing power of the
Almoravids, who relied for support on the Sanhadja
tribes.
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